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Fredholm indices and the phase diagram of quantum
Hall systems
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The quantized Hall conductance in a plateau is related to the index of a Fredholm
operator. In this paper we describe the generic ‘‘phase diagram’’ of Fredholm
indices associated with bounded and Toeplitz operators. We discuss the possible
relevance of our results to the phase diagram of disordered integer quantum Hall
systems. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1331317#

The Hall conductance of integer quantum Hall systems is described mathematically b
index of Fredholm operators.~For precise definitions, see below.! In this paper we investigate th
phase diagram of the Fredholm index for a few classes of operators. For the algebra of bo
operators, little can be said beyond the fact that the phase diagrams can be arbitrarily comp
But for the algebra of Toeplitz operators, and other related classes of operators, we establish
of a Gibbs phase rule.1 Typical of our results is the statement that if the system is governed by
parameters, then one should expect jumps by one at phase boundaries and jumps by up
triple points, while jumps by more than two should never be observed.

We relate this behavior to experimental results, conjectures and open problems that a
the context of the quantum Hall effect~QHE!.2

In Sec. I we define Fredholm operators and their indices, and explore the different so
phase diagrams that can arise. In Sec. II we recall how Fredholm indices are related
conductance of Quantum Hall systems. In Sec. III we consider phase diagrams for g
bounded operators. In Sec. IV we describe the phase diagram for linear combination o
operators, and in Sec. V we consider general Toeplitz operators. In Sec. VI we discuss the
diagrams of soluble models related to the quantum Hall effect, and how they might be modifi
disorder. We also discuss the relevance of Toeplitz operators to the quantum Hall effe
present some open problems.

I. FREDHOLM INDICES

A. Basic notions

The following is a brief description of Fredholm operators. For more details, see Refs.
Definition 1:A bounded operatorF on a separable Hilbert space is Fredholm if there exis

bounded operatorB such that 12FB and 12BF are compact. The Fredholm index is defined

Index~F !5dim Ker~F !2dim Ker~F†!. ~1!

The simplest example of a Fredholm operator with nonzero index is the unilateral
operator: Lete0 ,e1 ,e2 ,... be thecanonical basis for the Hilbert spacel 2(N), and let the operator
a act by

a~en!5H en21 if n.0,

0 if n50.
~2!

a!On leave from the Department of Mathematics, University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712.
10022-2488/2001/42(1)/1/14/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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The reason for denoting the unilateral shift operator bya is its similarity to the harmonic oscillato
lowering operator. The adjoint ofa acts by

a†~en!5en11 . ~3!

Since 15aa†5a†a1ue0&^e0u, a is Fredholm. The kernel ofa is one dimensional and the kern
of a† is zero dimensional. Thus Index(a)51 and Index(a†)521.

Although neither the dimension of KerF nor that of KerF† is stable under deformations ofF,
the indexis stable. For any compact operatorC, for any bounded operatorB, and fore sufficiently
small:4,5

Index~F !5Index~F1eB1C!. ~4!

The following theorem is standard.
Theorem 1: If A1 ,...An are Fredholm operators, then the productA1A2¯An is also Fred-

holm, and Index (A1¯An)5( i 51
n Index(Ai).

If F andF8 are Fredholm operators on the same Hilbert space, then there is a continuou
of Fredholm operators fromF to F8 if and only if Index(F)5Index(F8). ~By continuous, we
mean relative to the operator norm.! Put another way, the path components of Fred(H), the space
of Fredholm operators onH, are indexed by the integers. Thenth path component is precisely th
set of Fredholm operators of indexn.4

B. Phase diagrams

Our main concern in this paper is the following problem: Suppose one interpolates be
Fredholm operators with different indices. What can one say about the way the indices ch
Another way of phrasing this is: What is the phase diagram of Fredholm indices?

The answer to this question depends on the choice of the embedding space. In the s
bounded operators, the ‘‘phases’’—each labeled by its index—are open sets. But the bo
between phases, as we shall explain, is rather wild: A point on the boundary of one phase
on the boundary ofevery otherphase. This behavior is difficult to visualize.

Another class of embedding spaces that we consider is associated with Toeplitz operato
various regularity assumptions on a class of functions. Here, at least if the functions are
ciently smooth, the boundaries between phases have a simple structure and the phase d
satisfy simple rules that have the flavor of Gibbs’ phase rule.1 Typical of our results is the
statement that under appropriate conditions, phases whose indices differ by one have a c
boundary whose codimension is one, and phases whose indices differ by two meet on a
codimension two, etc. Figure 1 is an example of one of the phase diagrams we obtain.

II. THE HALL CONDUCTANCE AS A FREDHOLM INDEX

Theories of the quantum Hall effect are roughly of two kinds: those that focus on the bu
the Hall and those that focus on the edge.2 It was pointed out by Ref. 6 that the bulk-edge dual
is an illustration of theholographic principle. In either approach, the quantized Hall conductan
can be related to a Fredholm index.

A. Theories of the bulk

It is common knowledge that the Hall conductance can be identified with a Chern num7

For noninteracting electrons in two dimensions, this result is a special case of the fact that th
conductance is a Fredholm index. Since this is not common knowledge, we recall how
numbers and Fredholm indices are related.

For noninteracting electrons in two dimensions with the Fermi energy in a gap, TK2,
showed that the Hall conductance for Landau Hamiltonians withperiodicpotential, is related to a
Chern number.8 The ~magnetic! Brillouin zone associated with the periodicity plays a role in th
theory. Because of this, the interpretation of the Hall conductance as a Chern number do
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carry over to random or even quasiperiodic potentials nor to ‘‘irrational magnetic fields,’’ a
which have no~classical! Brillouin zone. Although the quantization of the Hall conductance c
be established in these cases by a limiting argument,9,7 the interpretation as a Chern number do
not survive.

Bellissard,10 in a work that had impact on noncommutative geometry,11,12 showed that the
Hall conductance withergodic potential, be it periodic, quasiperiodic or random, and real m
netic field, rational or not, is a Fredholm index. This result was derived in Ref. 13 without u
noncommutative geometry.

More precisely, consider the~infinite dimensional! spectral projectionP on the states below
the Fermi energyEF for the one particle Hamiltonian in the plane. LetU be the multiplication
operatoreiu, whereu is the usual polar angle in the plane.U is a singular gauge transformatio
that introduces an Aharonov–Bohm flux tube at the origin of the Euclidean plane. The
conductance is the Fredholm index ofPUP thought of as an operator on the range ofP.14 Since
the Fredholm index does not need a Brillouin zone, this approach offers a natural framewo
accounts for the quantization and stability of the Hall conductance.

B. Theories of the edge

Finite quantum Hall systems have chiral edge currents.15,16 Consider the case that the boun
ary is a circle of circumferenceL. The dispersion relation of the edge states is approxima
linear in a small neighborhood of the Fermi energy and the Hamiltonian for a single edge ch
with velocity vF , is

H52 i
vF

L
]u . ~5!

Now, the projectionP is associated with the occupied edge states,e2 imu with m>m0 . Introduc-
ing a flux tube into the system is associated with the unitaryU5eiu and sendsH→UHU†. This
leads to the spectral flow of the edge states.PUP is the unilateral shift operatora and the number
of edge states that cross the Fermi energy is IndexPUP51. By an argument of Halperin15 this is
also the Hall conductance.

An extension of this idea to Harper models with an edge is described in Ref. 17.

FIG. 1. A phase diagram for the Fredholm index ofF5a21c1a1c0 .
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III. THE PHASE DIAGRAM FOR BOUNDED OPERATORS

We begin with the space of bounded operators with the topology defined by the op
norm, and we wish to understand the phase diagram of a generic family of such operators.
shall explain, the phase diagram in the entire space is quite wild: Any point on the boundary
‘‘index5k’’ phase is also on the boundary of every other phase.

To understand this bizarre behavior, recall that the zero operator~which is not a Fredholm
operator! is on the boundary of every phase: Zero is the limit, as«→0, of «an, with a of Eq. ~2!,
for any n. The point of the theorem is that similar behavior occurs at all boundary points.

Theorem 2: Let Un be the set of Fredholm operators of indexn. Every point on the boundary
of Un is also on the boundary ofUm , for every integerm.

Proof: Let A be a~not Fredholm! operator on the boundary ofUn . Givene.0, we must find
an operator inUm within a distancee of A.

Suppose that the kernel and cokernel ofA are infinite dimensional, and that there is a gap
the spectrum ofA†A at zero.~If this is not the case, we may perturbA by an arbitrarily small
amount to make it so.! Now let B be a unitary map from the kernel ofA to the cokernel. LetP
(P8), be the orthogonal projection onto ker(A) @coker(A)#, and let a be a shift operator on
ker(A). For eachm>0, A(e)5A1eBamP has a bounded right inverse

A†
1

P81AA† P'8 1
1

e
~a†!mB†P8. ~6!

It follows that the cokernel ofA(e) is empty. It is easy to see that the kernel ofA(e) is m
dimensional hence Index(A(e))5m. Similarly, A1eB(a†)mP has index2m. j

IV. LINEAR COMBINATIONS OF SHIFTS

In this section and the next we show that there are interesting and simple ‘‘generic’’ p
diagrams of Fredholm indices in some finite-dimensional spaces, and in some infinite-dimen
spaces with sufficiently fine topologies. We shall also see how control is lost as the sp
enlarged and the topology is coarsened.

A. Shift by one

We begin by considering linear combinations of the shift operatora and the identity operato
1. That is, we consider the operator

A5c1a1c0 ,

wherec1 andc0 are constants.
Theorem 3: If uc1uÞuc0u, thenA is Fredholm. The index ofA is 1 if uc1u.uc0u and zero if

uc1u,uc0u. If uc1u5uc0u, thenA is not Fredholm.
Proof: First supposeuc0u.uc1u. ThenA is invertible:

A215c0
21~11~c1 /c0!a!215 (

n50

`
~21!nc1

n

c0
n11 an,

as the sum converges absolutely. ThusA has neither kernel nor cokernel, and has index zero
If uc1u.uc0u, then the kernel ofA is one dimensional, namely all multiples ofuc&

5(n50
` z0

nen , wherez052c0 /c1 . Notice how the norm ofuc& goes to infinity asuz0u→1. How-
ever, A† has no kernel, since for any unit vectoruf&, iA†uf&i5i c̄1a†uf&1 c̄0uf&i>i c̄1a†uf&i
2i c̄0uf&i5uc1u2uc0u. Thus the index ofA is 1.

If uc1u5uc0u, then A is at the boundary between index 1 and index 0, and so canno
Fredholm. j
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B. Finite linear combinations of shifts

Next we consider linear combinations of 1,a,a2,... up tosome fixedan. That is, we consider
operators of the form

A5cnan1cn21an211¯1c0 . ~7!

This is closely related to the polynomial

p~z!5cnzn1¯1c0 . ~8!

Theorem 4: If none of the roots ofp lie on the unit circle, thenA is Fredholm, and the index
of A equals the number of roots ofp inside the unit circle, counted with multiplicity. If any of th
roots ofp lie on the unit circle, thenA is not Fredholm.

Proof: The polynomialp(z) factorizes asp(z)5ck) i 51
k (z2z i), wherek is the degree ofp

~typically k5n, but it may happen thatcn50!. But thenA5ck) i 51
k (a2z i). If none of the roots

z i lie on the unit circle, then each term in the product is Fredholm, so the product is Fredholm
the index of the product is the sum of the indices of the factors. By Theorem 3, this exactly e
the number of rootsz i inside the unit circle.

If any of the roots lie on the unit circle, then a small perturbation can push those roots
out, yielding Fredholm operators with different indices. This borderline operator therefore c
be Fredholm. j

The last theorem easily generalizes to linear combination of left shifts and right shifts
index of an operator

A5cnan1¯1c1a1c01c21a†1¯1c2m~a†!m ~9!

equals the number of roots of

p~z!5 (
i 52m

n

ciz
i ~10!

inside the unit circle, minus the degree of the pole atz50 ~that is m, unlessc2m50!. This
follows from the fact that

A5S (
i 52m

n

cia
i 1mD ~a†!m. ~11!

Since there is no qualitative difference between combinations of left shifts and combina
of both left and right shifts, we restrict our attention to left shifts only, and consider familie
operators of the form~7!.

Theorem 5: In the space of complex linear combinations of 1,a,...,an, almost every operato
is Fredholm. For everyk<n, the points where the index can jump byk ~by which we mean the
common boundaries of regions of Fredholm operators whose indices differ byk! is a set of real
codimensionk.

In the space of real linear combinations of 1,a,...,an, almost every operator is Fredholm. F
every k<n, the points where the index jumps byk is a stratified space, the largest stratum
which has real codimensionb(k11)/2c, wherebxc denotes the integer part ofx.

Proof: Our parameter space is the space of coefficientsci , or equivalently the space o
polynomials of degree<n. This is eitherRn11 or Cn11, depending on whether we allow real o
complex coefficients. In either case, the setUk of Fredholm operators of indexk is identical to the
set of polynomials withk roots inside the unit circle and the remainingn2k roots outside.~If
cn50, we say there is a root at infinity; ifcn5cn2150, there is a double root at infinity, and s
on. Counting these roots at infinity, there are always exactlyn roots in all.! The boundary ofUk

is the set of polynomials with at mostk roots inside the unit circle, at mostn2k outside the unit
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circle, and at least one root on the unit circle.~Strictly speaking, the zero polynomial is also on th
boundary. This is of such high codimension that it has no effect on the phase portrait w
developing.! We consider the common boundary ofUk andUk8 . If k,k8, a nonvanishing poly-
nomial is on the boundary of bothUk andUk8 if it has at mostk roots inside the unit circle and
at mostn2k8 roots outside. It must therefore have at leastk82k roots on the unit circle.

If we are working with complex coefficients, this is a set of codimensionk82k. The roots
themselves, together with an overall scalecn , can be used to parametrize the space of polyno
als. For each root, being on the unit circle is codimension 1, while being inside or outside are
conditions. Since the roots are independent, placingk82k roots on the unit circle is codimensio
k82k.

If we are working with real coefficients, the roots are not independent, as nonreal roots
in complex conjugate pairs. Thus, the common boundary ofUk andUk8 breaks into several strata
depending on how many real roots and how many complex conjugate pairs lie on the unit
If k82k is even, the biggest stratum consists of having (k82k)/2 pairs, and has codimensio
(k82k)/2. If k82k is odd, the biggest stratum consists of having (k82k21)/2 pairs and one rea
root on the unit circle, and has codimension (k8112k)/2. j

Theorem 5 is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the phase portrait is shown forn52 with real
coefficients, withc2 fixed to equal 1. The points above the parabolac05c1

2/4 have complex
conjugate roots, while points below have real roots. Notice that the transition from index
index 0 occurs at an isolated point when the roots are real, but on an interval when the root
in complex-conjugate pairs.

It is clear that an almost identical theorem applies to linear combinations of left shifts upan

and right shifts up to (a†)m. The results are essentially independent ofn andm ~their only effect
being to limit the size of possible jumps ton1m!. We can therefore extend the results to the sp
of all ~finite! linear combinations of left and right shifts, which is topologized as the union ove
n andm of the spaces considered above. Our result, restated for that space, is

Theorem 6: In the space of finite complex linear combinations of left and right shifts
arbitrary degree, almost every operator is Fredholm. For every integerk>1, the points where the
index can jump byk ~by which we mean the common boundaries of regions of Fredholm op
tors whose indices differ byk! is a set of real codimensionk.

If we restrict the coefficients to be real, then, for everyk<n, the points where the index jump
by k is a stratified space, the largest stratum of which has real codimensionb(k11)/2c.

V. TOEPLITZ OPERATORS

Although Theorem 6 refers to an infinite-dimensional space, this space is still extre
small—each point is afinite linear combination of shifts. In this section we considerinfinite linear
combinations of shifts. This is equivalent to studying Toeplitz operators.

Definition 2: The Hardy spaceH is the subspace ofL2(S1) consisting of functions whose
Fourier transforms have no negative frequency terms. Equivalently, if we giveL2(S1) a basis of
Fourier modesen5einu, where the integern ranges from2` to `, thenH is the closed linear
span ofe0 ,e1 ,e2 ,... .

We think of S1 as sitting in the complex plane, withz5eiu. Now let f (z) be a bounded,
measurable function onS1, and let P be the orthogonal projection fromL2(S1) to H. If uc&
PH, thenu f c& ~pointwise product! is in L2(S1), andPu f c&PH. We define the operatorTf by

Tf uc&5Pu f c&. ~12!

Definition 3: An operator of the form~12! is called a Toeplitz operator. We call a Toepli
operatorTf continuous if the underlying functionf is continuous, and apply the terms ‘‘differen
tiable,’’ ‘‘smooth,’’ and ‘‘analytic’’ similarly.

Remark:Toeplitz operators can be represented by semi-infinite matrices that have co
entries on diagonals, and the various classes we have defined correspond to the decay aw
the main diagonal.
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Notice that

Tem
en5H en1m if n1m>0,

0 otherwise,
~13!

so Tem
is simply a shift bym, a right shift if m.0 and a left shift ifm,0. All our results about

shifts can therefore be understood in the context of Toeplitz operators. Theorem 5 ref
operatorsTf , wheref is a polynomial inz21 of limited degree. Theorem 6 considers polynomi
or arbitrary degree inz andz21. We will see that the results carry over to analytic functions on
annulus aroundS1, and to a lesser extent toCk Toeplitz operators, but with results that weaken
k is decreased.

Here are some standard results about Toeplitz operators. For details, see Ref. 4.
Theorem 7: A C1 Toeplitz operatorTf is Fredholm if and only iff is everywhere nonzero on

the unit circle. In that case the index ofTf is minus the winding number off around the origin,
namely

Index~Tf !52Winding~ f !5
21

2p i ES1

d f

f
. ~14!

Given the first half of the theorem, the equality of index and winding number is eas
understand. We simply deformf to a function of the formf (z)5zn, while keepingf nonzero on
all of S1 throughout the deformation~this is always possible, see e.g., Ref. 18!. In the process of
deformation, neither the index ofTf nor the winding number off can change, as they are top
logical invariants. Since the winding number ofzn is n, and sinceTzn5(a†)n ~if n>0, a2n

otherwise!, which has index2n, the result follows.
We now consider functionsf on S1 that can be analytically continued~without singularities!

to an annulusr 0<uzu<r 1 , where the radiir 0,1 and r 1.1 are fixed. This is equivalent to
requiring that the Fourier coefficientsf̂ n decay exponentially fast, i.e., that the sum

(
n52`

`

u f̂ nu~r 0
n1r 1

n! ~15!

converges. For now we do not impose any reality constraints or other symmetries on the
cients f̂ n . This space of functions is a Banach space, with norm given by the sup norm o
annulus. This norm is stronger than any Sobolev norm on the circle itself.

The analysis of the corresponding Toeplitz operators is straightforward and similar t
proof of Theorem 5. Sincef has no poles in the annulus, we just have to keep track of the ze
of f . For the index ofTf to change, a zero off must cross the unit circle. For the index to jum
from k to k8, uk2k8u zeroes must cross simultaneously. In the absence of symmetry, the loc
of the zeroes are independent and can be freely varied, so this is a codimension-uk2k8u event.

If we impose a reality condition:f ( z̄)5 f (z), then zeroes appear only on the real axis or
complex conjugate pairs. In that case, changing the index by 2 is merely a codimension-1
Combining these observations we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 8: In the space of Toeplitz operators that are analytic in a~fixed! annulus containing
S1, almost every operator is Fredholm. For every integerk>1, the points where the index ca
jump by k is a set of real codimensionk.

If we impose a reality conditionf ( z̄)5 f (z) then, for everyk<n, the points where the index
jumps byk is a stratified space, the largest stratum of which has real codimensionb(k11)/2c.

Finally we consider Toeplitz operators that are not necessarily analytic, but are merelyl times
differentiable, and we use theCl norm. Our result is the following.
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Theorem 9: In the space of ToeplitzCl operators, almost every operator is Fredholm. F
every integerk with 1<k<2l 11, the points where the index can jump byk is a set of real
codimensionk. For every integerk>2l 11, the points where the index can jump byk is a set of
real codimension 2l 11.

In other words, our familiar results hold up to codimension 2l 11, at which point we lose all
control of the change in index.

Proof: As long as f is everywhere nonzero,Tf is Fredholm. To get a change in inde
therefore, we need one or more points wheref , and possibly some derivatives off with respect to
u, vanish. Suppose then that for some angleu0 , f (u0)5 f 8(u0)5¯5 f (n21)(u0)50 for somen
< l , but that thenth derivative f (n)(u0)Þ0. This is a codimension 2n21 event, since we are
setting the real and imaginary parts ofn variables to zero, but have a 1-parameter choice of po
where this can occur. Without loss of generality, we suppose that thisnth derivative is real and
positive. By making aCl-small perturbation off , we can make the value off highly oscillatory
near u0 , thereby wrapping around the origin a number of times. However, since aCl-small
perturbation does not change thenth derivative by much, the sign of the real part off can change
at mostn times nearu0 , so the argument off can only increase or decrease bynp or less. The
difference between these two extremes is 2np, or a change in winding number ofn.

To change the index by an integerm, therefore, we must have the function vanish to vario
orders at several points, with the sum of the orders of vanishing adding tom. The generic event
is for f ~but not f 8! to vanish atm different points—this is a codimensionm event, analogous to
having m zeroes of a polynomial cross the unit circle simultaneously atm different points. All
other scenarios have higher codimension and are analogous to having two or more zeroes om
zeroes crossing the unit circle at the same point.

The situation is different, however, when the functionf and the firstl derivatives all vanish at
a pointu0 . Then the higher-order derivatives are not protected fromCl-small perturbations and
by making such a perturbation, we can changef into a function that is identically zero on a sma
neighborhood ofu5u0 . By making a further small perturbation, we can makef wrap around the
origin as many times as we like nearu5u0 . More specifically, iff is zero on an interval of size
d, then, for smalle, f̃ (u)5 f (u)1eeiNu will wrap around the origin approximatelyNd/2p times
nearu0 . By pickingN as large~positive or negative! as we wish, we can obtain arbitrarily positiv
or negative indices. As long as we takee!N2 l , this perturbation will remain small in theCl

norm. j

The results of this section can be extended, with minor modifications, to the algebra of m
valued Toeplitz operators4 where the index is related to the winding of the determinant of a ma

VI. QUANTUM HALL SYSTEMS

A. Phase diagrams of soluble models

Phase diagrams of the quantum Hall system describe the dependence of the Hall cond
on parameters such as the magnetic fieldB and the Fermi energyE. There are three idealize
models where the phase diagram can be computed explicitly: The Landau Hamiltonian
Euclidean plane, whose phase diagram is shown in Fig. 2; The Landau Hamiltonian fo
hyperbolic plane, whose phase diagram is shown in Fig. 3 and Harper models in the pla19,8

whose phase diagram is associated with the Hofstadter butterfly, shown in Fig. 4 for the ca
tight binding model on a square lattice.

These are not models of Toeplitz operators, and none of these models are generic, es
insofar as all of them have symmetries. However, we consider the extent to which they follo
generic phase rules of~smooth, complex! Toeplitz operators anyway. Where these rules are
followed, we consider how a small generic perturbation might restore the rules.

The phase diagram for the Euclidean plane, Fig. 2 satisfies the generic phase rules awa
the lineB50. On the lineB50, however, the index takes an infinitely large jump, while at
origin infinitely many phases meet. Both are forbidden by the phase rules.
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The phase diagram in the hyperbolic plane, Fig. 3, satisfies the generic phase rules outs
shaded parabolic region. In the shaded region, the operator is not Fredholm and the index
defined. This is contrary to the phase rules since not being Fredholm is expected to be
mension 1 event.

The phase diagram of the Harper model, Fig. 4, is in serious conflict with the phase ru
~smooth, complex! Toeplitz operators: It is known,20 that for a full measure of values of th
magnetic field~irrational, of course!, the spectrum is a Cantor set. Since the boundary betw
phases is contained in the spectrum, this suggests that any point on the boundary between
phases can also be on the boundary between infinitely many other phases. This is the
behavior we observed for bounded operators with no restrictions. However, even in this wi
there is some regularity. For example, the center of the figure is on the boundary of all phase
odd indices while Theorem 2 allows for even indices as well.

FIG. 2. The phase diagram for the Landau Hamiltonian in the Euclidean plane. The shaded wedge contains infinite
thinner and thinner, wedges, with indices that go to6` and accumulate at theB axis.

FIG. 3. The phase diagram for the Landau Hamiltonian in the hyperbolic plane. In the shaded parabolic region the
is not Fredholm and the index is not defined.
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Remark:To see how Fig. 4 is obtained, we recall that for a tight-binding model with fluxp/q
through a unit cell, the Hall conductance,s j associated with thej th gap,~provided all gaps below
it are open! satisfies the diophantine equation8,21

ps j5 j modq. ~16!

A similar equation holds for gaps counted from above. In the Harper model it is known22 that all
gaps except possibly for the central gap, are open.

Finally, consider the phase diagram of the Harper model with a disordered potential. T
not soluble in the same sense that the previous models are, but there are numerical resul
Figure 5, which we borrowed from Ref. 23, shows the phase diagram for a split Landau le
the Harper model with disorder. More precisely, the diagram describes a Harper mode
fractional flux 8

5 through a unit cell.
Without disorder the conductances of each isolated band satisfies the Diophantine equa

similar to Eq.~16!, except that for a split Landau bandp andq are interchanged. For flux85 the
Diophantine equation fixes the conductances (2,23,2) of the bands at the flanks and21 at the
center. Zero disorder is, of course, not generic, and, indeed, there are bands on theE axis where
the index is not defined, something that the phase rules for Toeplitz forbid. Under perturbati
diagram should deform so that these bands where the index is not defined disappear. This is
the case. The diagram in Ref. 23 is obtained by drawingn lines emanating from each band whe
n is its Hall conductance.

In summary, the wild character of the phase diagram of the Harper model is tamed by di
and one finds, remarkably, a phase diagram compatible with the phase rules for Toeplitz ope

FIG. 4. The phase diagram for the Harper model associated with tight binding model on a square lattice the plan
point on the boundary between two phases appears to be a point of accumulation of infinitely many phases. Figu
with permission, from Ref. 31.
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B. Perturbations of Landau Hamiltonians

Motivated by the effect of disorder on the Harper model phase portrait, we next consid
effect of perturbations on the phase portraits of Landau Hamiltonians. Such perturbation
modify the phase diagram near phase boundaries. As a consequence one expects a phase
to be qualitatively modified near points of accumulation of phases, even if the perturbat
small.

Figures 2 and 3 satisfy the phase rules in the region of large magnetic fields, but fail to
for small magnetic fields. We now examine how the two figures might be modified to satisf
phase rules everywhere.

The phase diagram of the Landau Hamiltonian in the plane, Fig. 2, will be significa
modified near the lineB50 which, by symmetry, must lie in a region with index 0. A schema
phase diagram that is generic and close to the Landau phase diagram is shown in Fig. 6.

The phase diagram in Fig. 3 has a region of full measure, the shaded parabola, whe
operator is not Fredholm. This is nongeneric, and unstable. A perturbation might produce a
diagram like Fig. 7. Note that the two perturbed diagrams, Figs. 6 and 7 are topologically
tical.

How do the phase diagrams, Figs. 6 and 7, compare with what one finds in experiments
quantum Hall effect? For large magnetic fields one finds phase diagrams that resemble bo

FIG. 5. The phase diagram for the Hall conductance of a split Landau level in Harper model with disorder after R

FIG. 6. A phase diagram that satisfies the phase rules of Toeplitz operators and is a perturbation of the phase di
Landau Hamiltonian in the plane.
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2 and 6 and satisfy the phase rules. For weak magnetic fields one observes a transitio
insulating phase. The emergence of an insulating phase~with index 0! for small magnetic fields is
in agreement with the phase rule and Fig. 6. However, some experiments24 and numerical
simulations25 have been interpreted as giving evidence to direct transitions from a Hall con
tance of 2 and 3 to the insulating phase. Taken literally, such transitions would violate the
rule. However, these results may merely indicate that, forB small, the phase boundaries of Fig.
are too closely spaced to be distinguished numerically and experimentally.

C. Toeplitz operators

The main gap in our analysis is that we have not established a direct relation betwe
algebra of Toeplitz operators, where our phase rules are proven, and the class of operators
to ~disordered! quantum Hall systems.

At the minimum, Toeplitz operators serve as a natural mathematical laboratory. How
there is a more direct justification for considering Toeplitz operators. The most elementary
digm for a quantum Hall system is the Landau Hamiltonian, in which case one has the follo

Theorem 10:Let P be a projection on the lowest Landau level inR2, and letU be the gauge
transformation associated with an Aharonov–Bohm flux tube at the origin. ThenPUP, acting on
the range ofP, differs from a Toeplitz operator by a compact operator.

Proof: A basis for the lowest Landau level is

un&5
1

Ap n!
zn e2uzu2/2, n>0. ~17!

As a consequence

FIG. 7. A phase diagram that satisfies the rules of Toeplitz operators and is a perturbation of the phase diagram o
Hamiltonian in the hyperbolic plane.
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^nuUum&5dn,m11

~m11/2!!

m!Am11
'dn,m11S 12

1

8mD . ~18!

j

In this case, a compact perturbation ofPUP is not only a Toeplitz operator; it is a simpl
shift. However, if the flux tube is placed at a different point, or if the magnetic field is spread
over a finite region, then we obtain a more general Toeplitz operator. IfP is a projection on a
higher Landau level, the same results hold but the calculation is more involved. IfP is a projection
onto multiple Landau levels, thenPUP is a compact perturbation of a direct sum of Toepl
operators, one for each Landau level.

This is not to say that Toeplitz operators apply directly to all systems, only that they app
many. There are basic models wherePUP fails to be Toeplitz. Indeed, an elementary model
localization is a random multiplication operator, i.e.,H5Vv on l (Zd). This is a caricature of
strong disorder. The eigenfunctions are now concentrated at lattice points. The projectP
~below a Fermi energy! is

P5( un&^nu, ~19!

where the sum is over a random set of lattice points with,Vv(n),E, in Zd. PUP is now a
multiplication by a phase. It is an invertible operator and has Fredholm index zero. It is, how
not Toeplitz.

D. Open problems

It is tempting to directly study the index ofPUP, for spectral projectionsP and unitary
operatorsU, rather than rely on generic results based on Toeplitz operators. There are, ho
several technical obstacles. The first is thatPUP is thought of as acting on RangeP, which is a
Hilbert space in its own right. This means that a deformation of the parameters of the system
to a deformation of the space RangeP. In contrast, our strategy so far is formulated on a fix
space. The second obstacle is that our results depend on continuity properties while s
projections tend to have bad continuity properties that come from a discontinuity at the
energy.

To overcome the first problem one can replacePUP by an operatorF defined on the entire
Hilbert space with coinciding index. There is large arbitrariness in choosingF, but a natural
choice is

F5PUP1P'5PUP1P'
2 511P~U21!P, ~20!

whereP'512P.
To overcome the second problem one may want to replaceP by a Fermi function. That is,

replaceP by a smooth version

P~b,B,EF!5
1

exp~b~H~B!2EF!!11
. ~21!

In that case, however,P2 is no longer equal toP, and the different expressions forF in Eq. ~20!
are no longer equivalent. For each choice, it would be interesting to derive a phase portr
index (F) as the temperature, Fermi energy, magnetic field and degree of randomness are

E. Concluding remark

In this paper we explored what can be said about generic phase diagrams of indi
Fredholm operators. We did not use the fact that the Fredholm operators relevant to the qu
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Hall effect are of the formPUP, with P a spectral projection of an ergodic Schro¨dinger operator.
Rather, we considered the index of several natural classes~and algebras! of operators. The weak
ness of this strategy is that we cannot say much that is definitive about quantum Hall syste
its defense, we recall that replacing the particular by the generic proved to be useful in qu
physics in the hands of Wigner, von Neuman, and Dyson.26–28Whether it will turn out to be usefu
for quantum Hall effect remains to be seen.
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One-dimensional crystal with a complex periodic potential
John K. Boyd
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, P.O. Box 808 L-095, Livermore,
California 94551

~Received 8 September 2000; accepted for publication 26 September 2000!

A one-dimensional crystal model is constructed with a complex periodic potential. A
wave function solution for the crystal model is derived without relying on Bloch
functions. The new wave function solution of this model is shown to correspond to the
solution for the probability amplitude of a two-level system. The energy discriminant
is evaluated using an analytic formula derived from the probability amplitude solution,
and based on an expansion parameter related to the energy and potential amplitud
From the wave function energy discriminant the crystal band structure is derived an
related to standard energy bands and gaps. It is also shown that several of the pro
erties of the two-level system apply to the one-dimensional crystal model. The two-
level system solution which evolves in time is shown to manifest as a spatial configu
ration of the one-dimensional crystal model. The sensitivity of the wave function
probability density is interpreted in the context of the new solution. The spatial con-
figuration of the wave function, and the appearance of a long wavelength in the wav
function probability density is explained in terms of the properties of Bessel functions.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1326458#

I. INTRODUCTION

In solid-state physics one-dimensional systems can be realized in several ways. First,
metric shaping of a material may be fabricated to restrict the width in the perpendicular dire
and elongate the size in the longitudinal direction. This is the wire or strand model of a
dimensional system, and such configurations have been observed experimentally.1 Nearly one-
dimensional electronic systems can be produced from silicon or gallium arsenide by lithog
techniques.2 There are also materials that tend to naturally have a one-dimensional structure
as polycarbyne3 or cumulene.4,5 Second, the anisotropy of a material can result in one-dimensi
behavior. An example would be a Krogmann salt or a KCP compound.6 There is also an abun
dance of research on quasione-dimensional crystals for x-ray emission,7 sound propagation,8 and
various kinds of flow.9 The experimentation on one-dimensional systems is widespread an
theoretical understanding of one-dimensional systems has great practical importance.

Typically, analysis of one-dimensional systems relies on the use of Bloch functions.10 This is
a result of the fact that to a very good approximation, crystals have potentials that are
invariant under translation and thus periodic. In practice, impurities and surfaces can alt
periodicity. The Bloch function solution can be obtained from Floquet’s theorem, which has
previously applied to many areas11,12 of research, including transition state dynamics.13–17

In this work, a complex potential18–23is permitted, and the wave function needed to determ
the energy band structure is derived, from the Schro¨dinger equation, without using Bloch func
tions. The form of the wave function solution is expressed as a sine or cosine of a new dep
variable, and two related functions. In Sec. III, a transformation is used to obtain a new pe
tive on the wave function solution. An exact analytic expression for the wave function is obt
for a one-dimensional crystal in terms of two functions which are determined in several limi
one limit the two functions are derived for the case of small potential compared to energy
wave function solution based on this limit is used to obtain the energy discriminant. The e
discriminant is then used to study the crystal band structure. In the other limit when the po
15
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amplitude is large the form of the wave function solution is used to explain the expected o
rence of wave number harmonics.

The crystal energy band spectrum, is investigated in Sec. IV. The form of the wave fun
solution for this application is shown to manifest coefficients that are integer order Bessel
tions. The zeros of the Bessel functions point to parameter values where the wave fu
solution can be substantially altered. The parameter values relate to the energy, potential
tude, and the wave number periodicity associated with the potential. Regions around severa
are numerically studied to show the dependence of the wave function probability density o
selection of parameter values near Bessel function zeros.

II. THEORETICAL BASIS FOR THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL CRYSTAL MODEL

The derivation of the equation governing the one-dimensional crystal uses a change o
ables to make contact with the two-level system solution. An equivalence between the Schro¨dinger
equation for the crystal, and the transition amplitude equation for a two-level system is de
strated. As a result of the correspondence, the wave function solution can be derived fro
two-level solution.

A. General time dependent wave equation

The basic time dependent wave equation is discussed to clarify the physical significanc
potential with a real and imaginary part. However, only the time independent wave equ
derived in Sec. II B is needed for the one-dimensional crystal model. The derivation of the
independent wave equation begins with the statement of the time dependent Schro¨dinger equation,

i\
]F

]t
52

\2

2m
¹2F1VF, ~1!

wherei • i 521, m is the electron mass, and 2p\ is Planck’s constant. Typically the potential,V,
is real to permit a correspondence of the dynamics of a wave packet with the motion of a p
described by classical mechanics. However, in this derivation a more general complexV is
allowed. To interpret the imaginary part of the potential, decompose the potentialV5Vr1 iVi ,
and take the time derivative of the probability densityP5FF* .

]P
]t

5F*
]F

]t
1

]F*

]t
F

5F* F2
\

2im
¹2F1

V

i\
F G1F \

2im
¹2F* 2

V*

i\
F* GF. ~2!

A volume integral of Eq.~2! followed by an application of the divergence theorem gives

]P
]t

1¹•Scur5
2

\
ViP, ~3!

where probability current densityScur5\@F* ¹F2(¹F* )F#/(2im). From Eq.~3!, it is clear
that the right side acts as a probability source whenVi is positive, and as a probability sink whe
it is negative. A complex potential has been used in the past to model neutron absorption24,25 and
thus the imaginary potential represents emission or absorption. Thus, in the crystal mod
complex potential is viewed as representing a ‘‘prepared’’ material. The material is assumed
capable of absorption or emission.
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B. Time independent wave equation

Assuming an exponential time variation, the wave functionF5C(x)e2 iEt/\ for the one-
dimensional crystal, is substituted into Eq.~1! to obtain the time independent Schro¨dinger equa-
tion,

2
\2

2m

d2C

dx2 1V~x!C5EC. ~4!

The energy is written asE5\2K2/(2m) and the chosen form of the potential function is

V~x!5
\2

2m F2
b2

4
cos2 ax1

iab

2
sinaxG , ~5!

with variable parametersa andb and thus,

d2C

dx2 1FK21
b2

4
cos2 ax2

iab

2
sinaxGC50. ~6!

The real part of the potential has amplitude2\2b2/(8m), and the imaginary part has amplitud
\2ab/(4m). Thus, the amplitude of the real and imaginary part are related. Furthermore
amplitude of the imaginary part of the potential is linearly related to the inverse of the peri
the potentialv52p/a. Note also thatV(x)5@V(2x)#* , and consequently the potential ha
parity and time reversal symmetry.

To facilitate the solution forC, an exponential variation is factored,C5c1e2 i (b/2a)sin ax and
after substituting into Eq.~6!,

d2c1

dx2 2 ib
dc1

dx
cosax1K2c150. ~7!

The following two coupled first-order differential equations can also be used to derive Eq.~7!,

dc1

dx
52 iKc2ei (b/a)sin ax, ~8a!

dc2

dx
52 iKc1e2 i (b/a)sin ax, ~8b!

since the derivative of Eq.~8a! with respect tox results in Eq.~7!. Comparing with previous
work26 it can be seen thatc1 is closely related to the coupled equations governing the two-le
probability amplitude dynamics. WhenK is set to one in Eq.~8! the equations are identical to th
governing equations for the probability amplitude of a two-level system. A direct correspond
is obtained if distancex is scaled byK in Eq. ~6!, however this normalization is not convenient f
the later energy band discussion.

III. FORMULATION OF THE WAVE FUNCTION SOLUTION WITH A NEW DEPENDENT
VARIABLE

Thex variable used in Eq.~8! is replaced with a new variables, in order to gain insight into
the wave function solution dependence on thea andb parameters, and to avoid the need for t
use of Bloch functions. The objective is to use a variable that is more natural to Eq.~8! and also
contains as much of the characteristic behavior as possible.
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A. The wave function solution based on variable s

The previously derived solution26 of the two-level probability amplitude problem relied on th
introduction of a new variables. In the crystal model wave function solution the variables is
modified by a scale factor,K. The s coordinate originally was proposed as a generalization
arbitrary wave number of a variable used previously for a strictly resonance solution.27 In this
work, for the purpose of deriving the crystal solution,

s5KE
0

x

dy ei ~b/a! sin ay

5KxJ01
K

a (
n51

`

J2n

sin~2nax!

n
2

2iK

a (
n50

`

J2n11

cos@~2n11!ax#21

2n11
, ~9!

whereJn5Jn(b/a) is the ordern Bessel function evaluated atb/a. The integral required to
determine thes variable is obtained using the Eq.~A1a! and Eq.~A1b! Bessel generating function
relations28 written in the appendix.

Starting with the unscaledc1 , theK scaled solution forc1 , needed for the wave function ca
be readily derived from a Riccati equation as previously detailed:26

C5H C11cosF ~s1s* !

2
1pGeQ1C12sinF ~s1s* !

2
1p* GeQ* J e2 i (b/2a)sin ax, ~10!

whereC11 andC12 are constants depending on initial conditions and thep andQ functions are
both the solution of a first-order differential equation,

dp

dx
52 iK sinF S b

a D sin~ax!Gcos~s1s* 12p!, ~11!

dQ

dx
52 iK sinF S b

a D sin~ax!Gsin~s1s* 12p!. ~12!

For the time independent wave function solution the time variable of the two-level proba
amplitude solution has been switched to the spatial coordinatex. The complete time history of the
two-level probability amplitude solution is simultaneously manifested in the spatial configur
of the time independent wave function solution.

As can be seen from Eq.~9! for s and Eqs.~10!–~12!, the ratiob/a has a substantial influenc
on the solution ofc1 and thusC, sinceb/a is fundamental to the variables and the solution of
thep andQ functions. Any wave number content that entersp appears in the argument of the E
~10! solution and any wave number content enteringQ appears in the exponential. The strongb/a
influence is a result ofdp/dx and dQ/dx, having a factor ofK sin@(b/a)sin(ax)#. This factor
common to both Eqs.~11! and ~12! can also be written in terms ofs,

1

2i

d~s2s* !

dx
5K sin@~b/a!sin~ax!#. ~13!

In selecting the potential, the choice ofb/a may be large or small. When it is small correspondi
to a weak potential, the maximum value of sin@(b/a)sinax# only achieves a value less than th
possible maximum of one. However, under this condition it reflects the wave number selec
the choice ofa. At small values sin@(b/a)sinax#'(b/a)sinax, anda has the character of a wav
number. The parameterb has the character of an amplitude, which is consistent with the rela
ship of b to the potential amplitude. Whenb/a5p/2, the outer sinusoid achieves its maximu
value of one and the inner and outer sinusoids closely track each other as shown in Fig. 1~a!. The
curve in Fig. 1~a! is calculated witha52. Forb/a somewhat greater thanp/2, a new phenom-
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enon begins to occur. This is illustrated in Fig. 1~b! where nowb/a55 anda52. The outer
sinusoid achieves its maximum beforeax5p/2, and at the peak value of one for the inn
sinusoid, the outer sinusoid has an argument beyondp/2 and thus it has a value less than one. T
effect is to begin to cause a ripple structure on the peaks of sin@(b/a)sinax#. The ripple is a new
wave number related to the magnitude ofb/a, and thusb/a takes on the character of a wav
number that is greater thana. This behavior causes harmonics of the fundamental wave numb
enter the solution.

An advantage of the Eq.~10! solution compared to Bloch functions is that it is complete
determined once thep and Q functions are specified. Additionally, the form of the solutio
provides considerable information about the spatial nature of the wave function. The key p
that the Bessel functions of integer order evident in thes variable are all oscillatory. The zero
order Bessel function is one at zero and all other orders vanish at zero. The arguments
Bessel functions scale like the ratio of the amplitude of the real part of the potential t
imaginary part. This ratio can be small and then the solution is described in the region nea
by the approximate expression,

C5~C11cos@J0Kx#1C12sin@J0Kx# !e2 i (b/2a)sin ax. ~14!

Equation~14! result shows in the smallb/a limit that the coefficient ofKx is the zero-order
Bessel function. BecauseJ0Kx is the first term of the real part ofs, it persists as theb/a
argument is increased. Atb/a52.4048 the zero-order Bessel function has its first zero. T

FIG. 1. The function sin@(b/a)sinax# is compared fora52 with two values:~a! b/a5p/2, ~b! b/a55.
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means that the character of the spatial variation contributed bys1s* dramatically changes at thi
location in parameter space. In other words, selectingb/a52.4048 switches off the linear spatia
variation contribution ofs1s* . There are an infinite number of zero-order Bessel function no
where this occurs. The other terms ofs1s* are even harmonic sines with even-order Bes
functions as coefficients. Thus, it is equally possible to switch off any particular even harm
contribution froms1s* , and this may be done at any of the infinite set of available ze
Because the nodes of the integer-order Bessel functions are interlaced, the selection of the
switch on or off can be done while leaving all other terms at a finite value. Another intere
feature is that as the order of the Bessel function increases the first zero appears at a large
For largeb/a, the asymptotic form

Jn'S 2a

pb D 1/2

cosFba2
pn

2
2

p

4 G , ~15!

shows an increasing density of nodes contributed by ever larger Bessel function order
spacing between nodes is approximatelyp.

From Eqs.~11! and~12! it is clear each of these functions is similar since ap/4 shift in thep
function in the argument of the sine on the right side ofdQ/dx givesdQ/dx(p1p/4)5dp/dx.
Additionally, bothdp/dx and dQ/dx are proportional to sin@(b/a)sin(ax)#, which by using Eq.
~A1b!, can be expanded as

sinFba sin~ax!G52(
n50

`

J2n11 sin@~2n11!ax#. ~16!

The form of this result reveals thatp andQ can be controlled to some degree by selectingb/a to
coincide with a zero of any odd integer-order Bessel function. For example, to eliminat
sin(ax) term, b/a could be set to the first zero, 3.832, ofJ1 or a zero at a larger value ofb/a.
The odd-order Bessel functions, as also in the case of the even-order Bessel functions, are
zero until the argument is comparable or greater than the order. Thus, it should be expect
the higher-order harmonics of Eq.~16! have a minuscule effect unless theb/a argument is
comparable or greater than the order. In the vicinity of the first peak, there is dominance ov
magnitude of all other Bessel functions.

Each integer-order Bessel function has an infinite number of nodes. The primary para
b/a is a ratio and thus, there are two ways to select any particular Bessel zero. First, the po
period which corresponds toa can be set, and then the real potential amplitude which corresp
to b can be scanned. Second,b can be set and thena can be scanned. Asa gets small, the ratio
b/a can be made large. The method of selectingb/a determines the weighting between the re
and imaginary part of the potential. It is also possible to diminish the influence of a B
function, and consequently its associated harmonic by settingb/a less than the order. The osci
latory behavior of a Bessel function with an approximatep period does not begin to be significa
until the argument of the Bessel function exceeds the order.

B. Analytic solutions for the p and Q functions

The functionp has a nonlinear dependence sincep appears as an argument of the cosine
Eq. ~11!. However, an analytic solution can be obtained for this equation assumingKb/a!1. This
is possible becausedp/dx scales likeKb/a when Kb/a!1. From Eq.~9! at smallb/a, it is
found s1s* '2KxJ0 . Under these conditions, Eq.~11! becomes

dp

dx
52 iK sinF S b

a D sin~ax!Gcos~2KxJ0!. ~17!

If a is chosen such thata52KJ0 , then Eq.~17! is a perfect derivative and
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p5
iK

b
cosF S b

2KJ0
D sin~2KxJ0!G2

iK

b
. ~18!

For the situation whereaÞ2KJ0 ,

p5 iKJ1Fcos~a12KJ0!x21

a12KJ0
1

cos~a22KJ0!x21

a22KJ0
G . ~19!

Also, to lowest order inb/a, Eq. ~12! becomes fora52KJ0 ,

Q522iKJ1E sin~2KxJ0!sin~2KxJ0!dx

52 iKJ1Fx2
sin~4KxJ0!

4KJ0
G , ~20!

and foraÞ2KJ0 ,

Q522iKJ1E sin~ax!sin~2KxJ0!dx

52 iKJ1Fsin~a22KJ0!x

a22KJ0
2

sin~a12KJ0!x

a12KJ0
G . ~21!

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An interesting aspect of a periodic potential is the advent of forbidden energy regions
approximatep andQ functions of Sec. III B are used to determine the energy band structure
a fully complex potential. A numerical solution is calculated and the formula of Eq.~10! is used
to explain the observed wave number behavior of the probability density.

A. Energy band structure results from the analytic solution

In past research where the Schro¨dinger equation potential is periodic, energy band conditi
have been derived from wave function boundary conditions29 or the properties of the wave equa
tion solutions.30 In this work the energy discriminant, based on properties of the wave equatio
described by Bender31 is used:

DE5C1~v!1C28~v!, ~22!

wherev is the period of the potential. For allowed energy regions~energy bands! the constraint
satisfied by the discriminant isuDEu<2, and for disallowed regions~energy gaps! uDEu.2. The
wave functions in the energy discriminant formula must satisfy specific conditions. ForC1 , at
x50, C1(0)51, dC1 /dx(0)50, and applying these conditions to the Eq.~10! solution,

C15H cosF ~s1s* !

2
1pGeQ1

ib

2K
sinF ~s1s* !

2
1p* GeQ* J e2 i (b/(2a))sin ax, ~23!

and forC2 , at x50 the conditions areC2(0)50, dC2 /dx(0)51,

C25
1

K
sinF ~s1s* !

2
1p* GeQ* e2 i (b/(2a))sin ax. ~24!

Substituting the Eqs.~23!–~24! wave functions into the Eq.~22! formula for the discriminant,
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DE52 Re@cos~KvJ01p~v!!eQ(v)#. ~25!

The final form of the energy discriminant is intended to use the strictly imaginary Sec.
formulas and in that case Eq.~25! becomes

DE52 cos~KvJ0!cosh@pi~v!#cos@Qi~v!#22 sin~KvJ0!sinh@pi~v!#sin@Qi~v!#, ~26!

where subscript ‘‘i ’’ denotes the imaginary part. The restriction on the application of Eq.~26! is
that Kb/a!1.

As an example, consider the discriminant plotted in Fig. 2~a! for a54. andb50.01. The
dashed lines are placed for reference at the critical values of62. The regions whereuDEu.2 are
forbidden and this condition defines the energy gaps. As can be seen there is a local mi
aroundK52,6,10 and local maximum aroundK54,8,12. This is expected sinceJ0'1 when
b/a!1 and the argument of the cosine in Eq.~25! is nearlyK2p/4. The local maximums are
greater than 2 and the local minimums are less than22. This means the solutionC has both
periodicC(x)5C(x1v) and antiperiodic solutionsC(x)52C(x1v). This behavior is quite
different than a potential such asi sin2N11(x) (N50,1,2 . . . ), where Bender31 found no antiperi-
odic solutions existed.

Since the discriminant variation near 2 is difficult to see in the full plot of Fig. 2~a!, an
additional two enlarged plots are shown in Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!. In Fig. 2~b! the abscissa is
restricted to 3.7,K,4.1 and the energy gap region of 3.8,K,4 is clearly visible. The maxi-
mum value isDE52.027 82 atK53.897. In Fig. 2~c! the abscissa is restricted to 7.7,K,8.1 and
the energy gap region is 7.855,K,8. The maximum value isDE52.0100 atK57.937. These
two gaps illustrate the diminishing gap width asK or energy increases and also the diminishi
amplitude ofDE22. To go to largerK using the approximate Sec. III B formulas it is necess
to reduceb or increasea, in order to maintainKb/a!1. In the limit the Eq.~25! result indicates
that theDE function oscillates between62.

B. Numerical results

It is not apparent from Eq.~7! that there are any special values ofa andb which would cause
substantial changes to the solution. However, when the wave function is written in the form
~10!, it is clear thes variable is fundamental to the solution. As discussed earlier thes variable has
drastically different behavior which depends on the properties of Bessel functions. The
situation is also true of thep andQ functions. The first place a very different behavior occurs
at the first zero ofJ0 whereb/a52.4048. At this value the linear term ofs, KxJ0 vanishes and
s becomes a bounded function. For this condition the results of Sec. III B are still validK
!1/2.4048,

p52iKJ1~cosax21!/a, ~27a!

Q50. ~27b!

To recover a finite value forQ, a somewhat less restrictive requirement of smallK/a can be
imposed. The differential equation forQ, Eq. ~12! can be directly integrated ifp is known. The
differential equation forp, Eq. ~11! can be viewed as

dp

d~s* 2s!
5

1

2
cos~s1s* 12p!, ~28!

which may be formally written

E dp

cos~s1s* 12p!
5

s* 2s

2
. ~29!
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In the events1s* is precisely constant, Eq.~29! can be immediately integrated without approx
mation. WhenK/a!1 andb/a is set to the value of aJ0 zero, thens1s* is small and nearly
constant. On the basis of these properties of thes variable an analytic solution, referred to in pa
work as the dwell point solution,26 has been derived. It is most accurate whena is large andb/a
is near a zero ofJ0 . The dwell point solution gives the expectation that the wave function is v
different, depending on whether or nots1s* is approximately constant.

FIG. 2. The energy discriminant is displayed fora54, andb50.01 with three energy parameter ranges:~a! 0,K,12, ~b!
3.7,K,4.1, ~c! 7.7,K,8.1.
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For general values ofK/a and b/a needed to explore the implications of the constancy
s1s* , it is necessary to resort to numerical calculations to obtain the wave function. A u
function to illustrate the spatial behavior is the probability density. Using Eq.~10! it follows the
probability density can be expressed in terms ofc1 asP5c1c1* , and thus it is only necessary t
calculatec1 . Applying the boundary conditions,C1(0)51, dC1 /dx(0)50, to the Eq.~10!
solution,

c15cosF ~s1s* !

2
1pGeQ1

ib

2K
sinF ~s1s* !

2
1p* GeQ* . ~30!

From Eq.~7! it is clear that the cosax coefficient ofdc1 /dx is expected to result in harmonics o
wave numbera in the solution. The source of other wave numbers unrelated toa are revealed by
the form of Eq.~30!. As an illustration the probability density~for a convenient ordinate scale th
normalizedC has been multiplied by 100! is plotted in Fig. 3 fora52 and K50.4, which
adequately satisfies theK/a!1 criteria. In Fig. 3~a!, b516.9 and it is seen that there is
dominant small wave number evidenced. The probability density plot is observed to have a
of approximately 153, which is far greater than the expected fundamental length of 2p/(2a)
51.57. This can be understood by considering the formula for variables. In Eq. ~9! the formula
shows that the argument (s1s* )/2 in Eq. ~30! has a linear term ofKJ0x50.022 23x. There is
also a linear contribution frompr'20.002 254x. The associated wavelength 2p/(2(KJ01pr))
5157 which is very close to the period of 153 plotted in Fig. 3~a!. The wavelength is almos
completely determined bys, sinceupr /xu!KJ0 . The period is about half the wavelength ass
ciated with the smallest wave number in the solution since it appears as a square inP. The large
thickness of the curve in Fig. 3~a! is due to the comparatively rapid oscillations related to
expecteda wave number and its harmonics. In Fig. 3~b!, b517.1 andKJ0x50.011 31x. There is
also a linear contribution frompr'20.002 136x. The associated wavelength is 2p/(2(KJ0

1pr))5342 which agrees well with the plotted result of 340. Again the large curve thickne
due to the expecteda wave number and its harmonics. For a modest change inb the long
wavelength evident inCC* is changed by approximately a factor of two. The large chang
caused by the dependence of the sinusoids in Eq.~30! on (s1s* )/2 and the linear contribution
from pr . In Fig. 3~c!, b517.307 to emphasize the role of the Bessel functions in the probab
density. For this valueb/a58.653 73, which results inJ0'0. As a consequence the waveleng
associated withKJ050 becomes infinite, and it may be assumed that a flat probability func
would result. However, as shown by Fig. 3~c! there is still a very long wavelength presen
Referring back to Eq.~30! this feature is explained by the presence of the real partpr in the
argument of the sinusoids. The equation forpr ,

dpr

dx
52K sin@~b/a!sinax#sin~s1s* 12pr !sinh~2pi !, ~31!

includes the factor sin@(b/a)sinax# which can be expanded in odd harmonics, sin(2n11)ax, as
shown in Eq.~16!. The presence of sin(s1s*12pr) on the right side of Eq.~31! causes wave
number feedback in a nonlinear manner. Because of the product rules of trigonometric fun

2 sinu1 sinu25cos~u12u2!2cos~u11u2!,

2 sinu1 cosu25sin~u11u2!1sin~u12u2!, ~32!

2 cosu1 cosu25cos~u12u2!1cos~u11u2!,

the right side of Eq.~31! contains sum and difference wave numbers. The result is thatpr attains
a linear term. For the example of Fig. 3~c!, the linear term ofpr is 20.0021x which corresponds
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to a wavelength of 2p/(230.0021)51495. This agrees with the half wavelength of 750 plotted
Fig. 3~c!. Thus, even though there is no linear contribution froms1s* the linear part ofpr causes
a very small wave number in the probability density.

In the example of Fig. 3,b varied from 16.9 to 17.3 and the change ofP was observed with
K constant. In most instances of a physical system the potential is given and the energy
varied. This amounts to a fixeda andb, with a variableK. TheQ function is obtained from Eq.
~12! and does not appear on the right side. Thus, the differential equation forQ is not nonlinear

FIG. 3. The probability density fora52, K50.4, and threeb values:~a! b516.9, ~b! b517.1, ~c! b517.307.
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and thereforeQ is known as soon asp is determined. The most important consideration is then
dependence ofp on K. To assess in a qualitative manner howK influencesp, introduce a variable
u5Kx. Thes variable then becomes

s~u!5uJ01
K

a (
n51

`

J2n

sin~2nau/K !

n
2

2iK

a (
n50

`

J2n11

cos@~2n11!au/K#21

2n11
. ~33!

Now K does not appear in the linear term, however it behaves as a scale factor fora. The pr

differential equation is no longer proportional toK, thoughK scalesa in the sine argument, and
appears ins(u)

dpr

du
52sin@~b/a!sin~au/K !#sin~s~u!1s* ~u!12pr !sinh~2pi !. ~34!

As K increases the effective wave numbers,a/K decrease in thes(u) variable and also in the
sin@(b/a)sin(au/K)# term. The net effect is that at largerK the linear part ofpr gets larger. As an
example, consider the probability density ata52, and b516.9. In this example there is n
concern for smallness of any parameter as required in Sec. III B or the dwell point solution. I
4~a!, the probability density~for a convenient ordinate scale the normalizedC has been multiplied
by 100! is plotted forK51.1, showing the probability density is rich in structure at thea wave
number and its harmonics. There is also a much longer wavelength visible. For this ex
KJ050.061 1352 andpr'20.044 2756x. Combining these two contributions produces a wa
length 2p/2(0.061 135220.044 2756)5186, which is in good agreement with the wavelength
185 displayed in Fig. 4~a!. Likewise in Fig. 4~b!, for K51.2, KJ050.066 6929 andpr

'20.057 0173x. Combining these two linear contributions produces a wavelen
2p/2(0.066 692920.057 0173)5325. This is within 5% of the wavelength of 343 in Fig. 4~b!. A
small 9% change ofK from 1.1 to 1.2 causes about a factor of two wavelength change. Note
asK increasesupr /xu increases more rapidly thanKJ0 . This phenomenon admits the possibili
that the linear contribution frompr can, at a particularK value, equalKJ0 . Because the signs o
these terms are opposite in this example, atK51.3005 they cancel, and as shown in Fig. 4~c!,
there is no longer a long wavelength evidenced. Actually,KJ050.072 2785 andpr

'20.072 2661x which results in a wavelength of 2.53105, which is only visible after calculating
out to aboutx525 000. At higherK.1.3005 the long wavelength returns. The abscissa in
4~c! is only plotted out to 100 to keep the short wavelength from producing a black recta
filling the plot area. The curve shows a set of periodic major peaks with three minor peaks
top third of the amplitude.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The wave function for a one-dimensional system, having a complex periodic potentia
been analytically derived in terms of a variablec1 which is the weighted sum of the familia
two-level system probability amplitude. The analytic solution has the form displayed in Eq.~10!
with a dependence on complex variables, and functionsp andQ. The formulation of the analytic
solution relied on the use of the variables, which contains a substantial portion of the trigon
metric argument of the solution. The variables has a linear term inx with Bessel function
coefficientJ0 , and a sum of even harmonics of the potential wave number with even integer-
J2n Bessel coefficients and a complex sum of odd harmonics with odd-orderJ2n11 Bessel coef-
ficients. The solution in Eq.~10! is exact whenp is known precisely andQ can be precisely
determined fromp analytically or determined to high accuracy through numerical integration
general, the number of terms used to specifys and the degree of approximation ofp and Q
determines the precision ofC. The wave function solution was shown to correspond to a med
which exhibits absorption or emission. This is viewed as a prepared medium and thus is a
material or state.
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The equation solved byC in Eq. ~6! has also been solved in the past using series of Bl
functions. Obviously the Bloch function solution contains all the same information of the Eq.~10!
solution, however the Bloch function solution does not provide a method of understandin
dependence of the solution ona andb parameters. On the other hand the role ofa andb is clear
in the s variable. Thes variable also points out the importance of zeros in the Bessel funct
with respect to selecting interesting values ofa andb. In addition the basic functionsp andQ
each have a differential equation with a factor of sin@(b/a)sinax#. It was shown that forb/a
,p/2 the ratiob/a has the character of an amplitude. However, forb/a.p/2, the ratiob/a has
the character of a wave number. Consequently, asb/a is increased there is harmonic generati
of the fundamental wave number contained in the solution.

FIG. 4. The probability density fora52, b516.9, and threeK values:~a! K51.1000,~b! K51.2000,~c! K51.3005.
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The new wave function solution requires the determination of just two functions,p and Q.
The form of the solution based on these two functions displays integer-order Bessel function
Bloch function series solves the same equation and thus it is possible to expand the E~10!
solution and derive the Bloch function series. The expansion procedure uses the Eq.~32! relations
and the Eq.~A1! relations in the appendix. The resulting procedure produces a series with
ficients that are products of Bessel functions. Thus, the coefficients of the Bloch function
must also be products of Bessel functions that depend ona andb.

For b/a!1, J2n'0, J2n11'0 and thens is real ands'xKJ0 . Using this approximation
and restrictingKb/a!1, analytic solutions forp andQ were derived. The analytic solutions we
then applied to form wave functions used to determine the energy discriminant. The e
discriminant, which becomes a completely analytic function in this limit, was used to ma
energy bands and gaps. The diminishing amplitude ofDE22 was illustrated as well as th
reduction in the energy gap width asK increases.

As discussed earlier, the solution derived forp andQ in Sec. III B requiresKb/a!1. This
restriction must be imposed on the solution because asb/a;1 the couplings betweenpr andpi

cannot be ignored and the solution requires the calculation of several difficult integrals.
difficulty can be overcome for a restricted parameter range. The solution can be extended ba
an analysis of the behavior of thes variable. The main property ofs that is useful in the con-
struction of a largeb/a solution is the highly nonuniform behavior ofds/dx(a,b). As x changes
uniformly, s only changes uniformly whenb/a is small. Asb/a is increased beyond 1,ds/dx can
be positive, negative, or very small. When it is very small thec1 function tends to be approxi
mately constant. Consequently, the solution under this condition is referred to as the dwel
solution. The dwell point solution relies on the validity of the issue of locality ofs1s* . For the
circumstance of precisely constants1s* , Eq. ~29! can be immediately integrated. Over a spat
region in which thes-plane trajectory is localized,s1s* is approximately constant, and thu
separability of Eq.~28! is a good approximation. The best locality is attained near a zero oJ0

with a large.
An interesting property of the integer-order Bessel functions is the oscillatory nature

regularly spaced zeros. The zeros of the Bessel functions point out interesting values ofa andb
where the character of the solution can be substantially altered. Regions around several zer
numerically studied in Sec. IV B to show the dependence of the probability density on the
tion of parameter values near Bessel function zeros. At fixedK, with a52, the potential ampli-
tudeb was scanned from 16.9 to 17.3. It was shown that the appearance of the long wave
in the probability density depends on the size ofJ0 and any low frequency contribution frompr .
Furthermore, even whenJ0 was identically zero there remained a long wavelength. The l
wavelength inP for this case was demonstrated to be caused by the part ofpr linear in x.

Normally in a physical system the potential is given and the energy can be varied. To
the probability density under this conditionb was set to 16.9 witha52 and thenK was varied
from 1.1 to 1.3. It was found as in the previous example that the long wavelength in the
ability density depends on the size ofJ0 and any low frequency contribution frompr , except at
K51.3005. At this particular value the linear part ofpr is equal and opposite to the linear part
(s1s* )/2 and consequently the probability density does not have a long wavelength. Instea
spatially distributed in very short wavelength peaks. The great difference between the
configuration with and without a long wavelength present hints at the possibility of a new s
conductor device. The switching action between the two modes occurs for a specific ene
fixed a andb.
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APPENDIX: BESSEL GENERATING FUNCTION RELATIONS

cosS b

a
sinu D5J012(

n51

`

J2n cos~2nu!, ~A1a!

sinS b

a
sinu D52(

n50

`

J2n11sin@~2n11!u#, ~A1b!

cosS b

a
cosu D5J012(

n51

`

~21!nJ2n cos~2nu!, ~A1c!

sinS b

a
cosu D52(

n50

`

~21!nJ2n11 sin@~2n11!u#. ~A1d!
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Spectral and resonance properties of d - and d8-type
interactions in relativistic quantum mechanics
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We discuss spectral and resonance properties of exactly solvable Dirac Hamilto-
nians corresponding to a surfaced and d8 interactions. First, we study spectral
properties ford-sphere andd8-sphere models. Next, we analyze the resonance
phenomena for the same models with specific boundary conditions. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1316060#

I. INTRODUCTION

The solvable models play a fundamental role in many areas of physics as they are simp
lead to much insight into the structure and properties of more complicated phenomena. P
examples of such models are represented by thed and d8-sphere interactions which have bee
used in the recent past to describe various physical properties related as well to scattering
as to spectral properties~see Ref. 1 and the references therein!.

While these interactions have been deeper studied in nonrelativistic quantum mechanic
profound analysis in relativistic theory was still missing. Some recent works2–7 aim at extending
our knowledge tod andd8 interactions in relativistic quantum mechanics.

We pursue here the same objective and provide a systematic analysis of spectral an
nance properties ofd andd8-type interactions for the Dirac operator with boundary conditions
the first and second type.5

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, basic spectral properties are presente
analyzed. In Sec. III, we discuss the resonance properties. Section IV is devoted to som
remarks.

II. BASIC SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF d- AND d8-SPHERE INTERACTIONS

A. The models

The expressions describing formally the models are of the type2–7

H5HD1V~ uxu!, xPR3, ~2.1!

whereHD is the free Dirac Hamiltonian:

HD[2 ica¹1bMc2, ~2.2!

M being the Dirac particle mass,i the complex imaginary (i 2521), c the velocity of the light,
¹ the standard nabla operator whilea andb are the Dirac matrices,

a5S 0 s

s 0D , b5S 1 0

0 21D , ~2.3!

a!Electronic mail: hounkon@syfed.bj.refer.org
b!Electronic mail: avossevou@yahoo.fr
300022-2488/2001/42(1)/30/22/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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s[si (i51,2,3) are the 232 Pauli matrices:

s15S 0 1

1 0D , s25S 0 2 i

i 0 D , s35S 1 0

0 21D . ~2.4!

V(uxu) represents the potential that could be expressed as

V~ uxu!5U (
m51

N

amd~ uxu2Rm!,

or

(
m51

N

bmd8~ uxu2Rm!, NPN* , N,`;

~2.5!

am ,bmPR andm stands for the number of concentric spheres of radiiRm .
The method adopted for the study of these singular interactions is based on the von Ne
theory of self-adjoint extensions of closed symmetric operators in Hilbert spaces.8–11

Let us consider the closed symmetric operator,

Ḣ[HD , ~2.6!

with the domain

D~Ḣ !5$cPH1,2~R3! ^ C4, c~SRm
!50%, ~2.7!

whereSRm
5$xPR3,uxu5Rm% is the closed ball of radiusRm centered at the origin inR3, and

Hk,p(V) is the Sobolev space of indices (k,p).
The state Hilbert spaceH is decomposed as follows.2–7

H5 %
j 5(1/2)

`

%
l 5 j 2(1/2)

j 1~1/2!

%
m52 j

j

Hj l m5 %
j 5(1/2)

`

%
l 5 j 2(1/2)

j 1(1/2)

Hj l ^ @V j l m#, ~2.8!

Hj l is the radial space:

Hj l 5 Hc~r !PL2
„~0,̀ !…^ C2; c~r !5S f ~r !

g~r ! D ; f ,gPL2
„~0,̀ !,r 2 dr…J , ~2.9!

and @V j l m(u,w)# is a space generated by the spherical spinors,

V j l m~u,w!5SA j 1m

2l 11
Yl ,m2(1/2)~u,w!

A j 2m

2l 11
Yl ,m1(1/2)~u,w!

D , for l 5 j 2
1

2
, ~2.10!

V j l m~u,w!5S 2Aj 2m11

2l 11
Yl ,m2(1/2)~u,w!

Aj 1m11

2l 11
Yl ,m1(1/2)~u,w!

D , for l 5 j 1
1

2
, ~2.11!

where the spherical harmonics provide a basis forL2(S2) (S2 is the unit sphere inR3) and denote
the linear span of vectors inL2(S2). j ,l ,m are the quantum numbers that characterize the t
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angular momentum, its orbital and third~magnetic! components, respectively. Next, the followin
isomorphism is introduced in order to separate in each subspaceHj l m , the radial part of the
operatorH and to remove the weight factorr 2 from the measure:3,4

U jl : Hj l →L2
„~0,̀ !,dr…^ C2,

~2.12!

c°~U jl c!~r !5S r f ~r !

~21! j 2 l 2(1/2)rg~r !
D .

This yields the following decomposition ofH:

H5 %
j 5(1/2)

`

%
l 5 j 2(1/2)

j 1(1/2)

U jl
21@L2

„~0,̀ !,dr…^ C2# ^ @V j l 2 j ,...,V j l j #. ~2.13!

Provided the decomposition~2.13!, one definesḢ as

Ḣ5 %
j 5(1/2)

`

%
l 5 j 2(1/2)

j 1(1/2)

U jl
21ḣ j l U jl ^ 1, ~2.14!

where ‘‘the component operator’’ḣ j l is self-adjoint and represents the radial quantum Ham
tonian,

ḣ j l 5S Mc2 cS 2
d

dr
1

K jl

r D
cS d

dr
1

K jl

r D 2Mc2
D ªt, ~2.15!

with the domain

D~ ḣ j l !5$cPL2
„~0,̀ !…^ C2; c,c8PACloc„~0,̀ !2$R%…;ḣ j l cPL2

„~0,̀ !…^ C2%,

$R%ª$R1 ,R2 , . . . ,RN% ~2.16!

and the physical constantK jl 5(21) j 2 l 1(1/2)( j 1 1
2).

From this point, it remains only to characterize the deficiency subspace which should le
a rigorous mathematical definition of the formal expression~2.1!. Indeed,4–7 one can easily show
that def(ḣ j l )5(2N,2N) and that all self-adjoint extensions are characterized by a 4N2- parameter
family. However, two special families of restricted number of parameters must be conside
accordance with the boundary conditions. An account of the method of obtaining the two fa
of boundary conditions can be found in Refs. 5, 6.

B. Basic spectral properties with boundary conditions of the first type

1. The d-sphere models

We analyze the spectral properties for thed-sphere interaction, for a finitely manyd-sphere
interactions and for ad-sphere coupled with a Coulomb type potential, respectively.

„i… The formal expression describing the oned-sphere model is7

H5HD1ad~ uxu2R!, aPR, xPR3. ~2.17!

The boundary conditions which characterize each of the two special one-parameter fami
self-adjoint extensions~s.a.e.! of the free Dirac HamiltonianHD are
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g~k,R1!2g~k,R2!5
a

c
f ~k,R!1A,

~2.18!
f ~k,R1!5 f ~k,R2![ f ~k,R!,

or

f ~k,R1!2 f ~k,R2!52
u

c
g~k,R!1B,

~2.19!
g~k,R1!5g~k,R2![g~k,R!;

f (k,r ) andg(k,r ) are the first and second components of the wave function, respectively;k, a, u,
A andB are nonvanishing constants;c is the velocity of the light.

The first family of s.a.e. labeled bya reads as

hjl ,a j l
[t,

D~hjl ,a j l
!5$c~r !PL2

„~0,̀ !…^ C2; f j l PACloc„~0,̀ !…;

gjl PACloc„~0,̀ !2$R%…; gjl ~R1!2gjl ~R2!5
a

c
f jl ~R!1A;

hjl ,a j l
cPL2

„~0,̀ !…^ C2%. ~2.20!

The second family of s.a.e. is defined by

hjl ,u j l
[t,

D~hjl ,u j l
!5$c~r !PL2

„~0,̀ !…^ C2; f j l PACloc„~0,̀ !2$R%…;

gjl PACloc„~0,̀ !…; f j l ~R1!2 f j l ~R2!52
u

c
gjl ~R!1B;

hjl ,u j l
cPL2

„~0,̀ !…^ C2%. ~2.21!

The resolvent is of a great help for the deduction of relevant physical properties a
scattering elements, the resonances and the spectra. The resolvent ofhjl ,a j l

andHa are given by
the following Theorem.

Theorem II.1: If a j l Þ0, then the following holds.
(i) The resolvent of hjl ,a j l

is given by

~hjl ,a j l
2k2!215~hjl ,02k2!211

2a j l /c

11~a j l /c!@F jl
(0)~k,R!Gjl

(0)~k,R!#

3S 1 0

0 1D „c j l ~2 k̄!,.…c j l ~k!; k2Pr~hjl ,a j l
!, Im k.0. ~2.22!

Gjl ,05(hjl ,02k2)21, Im k.0, is the free resolvent kernel:

Gjl ,0~k8,r ,r 8!5F g̃ j l 0
(I ) ~k8,r ,r 8! g̃ j l 0

(I ) ~k8,r ,r 8!

g̃ j l 0
(II )~k8,r ,r 8! g̃ j l 0

(II )~k8,r ,r 8!
G , ~2.23!
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where

g̃jl 0
(I ) ~k8,r ,r 8!5H Gjl

(0)~k8,r !F jl
(0)~k8,r 8!; r 8,r ,

F jl
(0)~k8,r !Gjl

(0)~k8,r 8!; r 8.r ,
~2.24!

and

g̃jl 0
(II )~k8,r ,r 8!5H G̃jl

(0)~k8,r !F̃ j l
(0)~k8,r 8!; r 8,r ,

F̃ j l
(0)~k8,r !G̃jl

(0)~k8,r 8!; r 8.r .
~2.25!

F jl
(0) , F̃ j l

(0) , Gjl
(0) and G̃jl

(0) are given by

F jl
(0)~k8,r !5S k8

2 D 2K jl 2(1/2)

GS K jl 1
3

2D r 1/2JK jl 1(1/2)~k8r !,

Gjl
(0)~k8,r !52

ip

2

1

G~K jl 1~3/2!! S k8

2 D K jl 1(1/2)

r 1/2HK jl 1(1/2)
(2) ~k8r !,

~2.26!

F̃ j l
(0)~k8,r !5S k8

2 D 2K jl 1(1/2)

GS K jl 1
1

2D r 1/2JK jl 2(1/2)~k8r !,

G̃jl
(0)~k8,r !52

ip

2

1

G~K jl 1~1/2!! S k8

2 D K jl 2(1/2)

r 1/2HK jl 2(1/2)
(2) ~k8r !,

where k825c22(k42M2c4), Jn(z) and Hn
(2)(z) are13,14 the Bessel function and the Hankel fun

tion of the second type of ordern, respectively. c j l (k8,r ) is given by

c j l ~k8,r !5S F jl
(0)~k8,r !Gjl

(0)~k8,R!1F jl
(0)~k8,R!Gjl

(0)~k8,r !

F̃ j l
(0)~k8,r !Gjl

(0)~k8,R!1F jl
(0)~k8,R!G̃jl

(0)~k8,r !
D . ~2.27!

(ii) The resolvent of Ha is given by

~Ha2k2!215~H02k2!211 %
j 5 1/2

`

%
l 5 j 2 1/2

j 1 1/2

%
m52 l

1 l
2a j l /c

11~a j l /c!@F jl
(0)~k,R!Gjl

(0)~k,R!#

3@ u•u21~c j l ~2 k̄! ^ V j lm!,.#u•u21c j l ~k! ^ V j lm , k2Pr~Ha!, ~2.28!

with the notation

c j l ~k! ^ V j lm5S c ( j l )1
V ( j lm)1

c ( j l )2
V ( j lm)2

D , c j l 5S c ( j l )1

c ( j l )2
D , V ( j lm)5S V ( j lm)1

V ( j lm)2
D ,

r(•) is the resolvent set, HaªH @see Eq. (2.1)#.
Proof: By means of Krein’s formula10 and after a straightforward computation performed

in Ref. 4, the resolvent~2.22! is deduced. Expression~2.28! follows from the decomposition
~2.13!. j

Theorem II.2: All self-adjoint extensions of the extended Dirac operator H5HD1V(uxu)
with deficiency indices~2,2! have the same continuous spectrum as that of the free Dirac ope
HD ; this spectrum is purely and absolutely continuous and equals] 2`,2Mc2] ø@Mc2,1`@ .

Proof: The first part of this statement follows immediately from the fact that all s.a.e. o
operator with equal and finite deficiency indices have the same continuous spectrum~see Ref. 10,
Theorem 1, p. 365!.
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Next, in Refs. 2, 12, it has been proved that the continuous spectrum of the free Dirac op
is known to be purely and absolutely continuous and equals ]2`,2Mc2] ø@Mc2,1`@ taking
into account the following radial equation~in Ref. 2,c51):

Mc2f 2c
d

dr
g1c

K jl

r
g5l f ,

c
d

dr
f 1c

K jl

r
f 2Mc25lg, lPR. ~2.29!

Finally, the spectral kernel of the extended Dirac operator coincides with the spectrum o
operator. Moreover, the spectral kernel ofhjl ,a j l

contains the spectral kernel ofhjl ,0 as the former
stands for the s.a.e. of the latter. So, each part of the spectral kernel ofhjl ,a j l

contains the
corresponding part of the spectral kernel ofhjl ,0 . As the deficiency indices of the operatorhjl ,0 is
finite „def(hjl ,0)5(2,2)…, the continuous part of its spectral kernel is invariant for its symme
extensions.10 Hence, the free Dirac operatorhjl ,0 and its s.a.e. have the same continuous spectr

Besides, by the von Neumann formula,10 the manifold (hjl ,a j l
2k2)D(hjl ,a j l

) contains the
manifold (hjl ,02k2)D(hjl ,0) and the difference in dimensions is finite. Therefore, the oper
(hjl ,a j l

2k2)21 is bounded along with the operator (hjl ,02k2)21.
Theorem II.3: The singularly continuous and residual spectra of the extended Dirac oper

hjl ,a j l
are empty.

Proof: One can follow step by step the development given in Ref. 2 to show that the s
larly continuous spectrum is empty. The fact that the residual spectrum is empty results fro
self-adjointness of the operator. j

The above development trivially generalizes forN.2 „def(hjl ,0)5(N,N)…. Henceforth, we
shall restrict ourselves to the study of the bound state equations that are different for dif
models as the boundary conditions characterizing these models change.

The bound state equations for the model~2.17! provide elements for its point spectrum an
their solutions are the negative eigenvalues of the singular radial Hamiltonianhjl ,a j l

. These equa-
tions are obtained from the following Theorem.

Theorem II.4: The bound state equations relative to the first and second families of s
read as

a j l

c
5

6T̃j l
(0)~Ẽ,R!L̃ j l

(0)~Ẽ,R!

Tjl
(0)~Ẽ,R!L jl

(0)~Ẽ,R!1A1

, A5
a j l

c
A1 ~2.30!

and

u j l

c
5

6Tjl
(0)~Ẽ,R!L jl

(0)~Ẽ,R!

T̃j l
(0)~Ẽ,R!L̃ j l

(0)~Ẽ,R!2B1

, B5
u j l

c
B1 , ~2.31!

respectively, where
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L jl
(0)~Ẽ,r !5GS K jl 1

3

2D SA2Ẽ

2
D 2K jl 2(1/2)

r 1/2I K jl 1(1/2)~A2Ẽr !,

Tjl
(0)~Ẽ,r !5

2

G~K jl 1~3/2!!
SA2Ẽ

2
D K jl 1(1/2)

r 1/2KK jl 1(1/2)~A2Ẽr !,

~2.32!

L̃ j l
(0)~Ẽ,r !5GS K jl 1

1

2D SA2Ẽ

2
D 2K jl 1(1/2)

r 1/2I K jl 2(1/2)~A2Ẽr !,

T̃j l
(0)~Ẽ,r !5

2

G~K jl 1~1/2!!
SA2Ẽ

2
D K jl 2(1/2)

r 1/2KK jl 2(1/2)~A2Ẽr !.

I n and Kn are the modified Bessel functions of the first and second type of ordern, respectively.13

Proof: These equations stem from the following eigenvalue equations:

S Mc2 cS 2
d

dr
1

K jl

r D
cS d

dr
1

K jl

r D 2Mc2
D S f j l ~E,r !

gjl ~E,r ! D5ES f j l ~E,r !

gjl ~E,r ! D , E,0, ~2.33!

that split into

f 9~E,r !1FE22M2c4

c2 2
1

r 2 K jl ~K jl 11!G f ~E,r !50, ~2.34!

g9~E,r !1FE22M2c4

c2 2
1

r 2 K jl ~K jl 21!Gg~E,r !50. ~2.35!

A supplementary condition~physically admitted! is E2,M2c4. This yieldsẼ5(E22M2c4)/c2

,0 and the corresponding separated equations provide the solutions~2.32!. Besides, using the
modified Bessel functions~2.32!, the implementation of the boundary conditions~2.18! and~2.19!
gives the bound state equations~2.30! and ~2.31!. j

Let us discuss some solutions.
Using relations~2.32!, Eq. ~2.30! reduces to the equation

11ā j l RKK jl 1(1/2)~A2ẼR!I K jl 1(1/2)~A2ẼR!50, ~2.36!

with ā j l 5(2/A) (a j l /c6b), a j l PR, bPR, for the first family characterized by the paramete
a j l ; an analogous equation with adequate parameters is obtained for the second famil
~2.31!.

This equation is similar to that analyzed in Ref. 1@Eq. 2.39!#, using the monotonicity prop-
erties ofK(•)I (•). For each family of s.a.e., we have two solutionsẼ1,2,0 for ā j l R,2(K jl

1 1/2) and no solution forā j l R>2(K jl 1 1/2). Obviously, the two solutions stem from the tw
possibilities6b in the expression ofā j l occurring in Eq.~2.36!.

This result is in good accordance with the wording of Proposition 6.1 given in Re
Compared with the nonrelativistic case,1 this result is predictable since two special one param
families of s.a.e. are defined in the relativistic case instead of one in the nonrelativistic
because of the matrix structure of the Dirac equation.

„ii … Concerning the finitely manyd-sphere interactions case, the model is formally expres
as5
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H $R%5HD1 (
m51

N

amd~ uxu2Rm!; xPR3, ~2.37!

whereHD is the free Dirac operator;amÞ0, 1<m<N. Two specialN-parameter families of s.a.e
are defined. The first family characterized by the parametersam , m51, . . . ,N reads as

hjl ,a j l $R%[S Mc2 cS 2
d

dr
1

K jl

r D
cS d

dr
1

K jl

r D 2Mc2
D ,

D~hjl ,a j l $R%!5$c~r !PL2
„~0,̀ !…^ C2; f j l PACloc„~0,̀ !…;

gjl PACloc„~0,̀ !2$R%…;gjl ~Rm1!2gjl ~Rm2!5
am

c
f jl ~Rm!1Am ;

hjl ,a j l $R%cPL2
„~0,̀ !…^ C2%,$R%ª$R1 ,R2 , . . . ,RN%. ~2.38!

So, for allm51, . . . ,N, assuminga j l PR, the negative eigenvalues of the radial extended Ham
tonian are given by the bound state equations

am

c
5

6T̃j l
(0)~Ẽ,Rm!L̃ j l

(0)~Ẽ,Rm!

Tjl
(0)~Ẽ,Rm!L jl

(0)~Ẽ,Rm!1A1
m

, A1
m5

am

c
Am . ~2.39!

The second family is defined by

D~hjl ,u j l $R%!5$c~r !PL2
„~0,̀ !…^ C2; gjl PACloc„~0,̀ !…;

f j l PACloc„~0,̀ !\$R%…; f j l ~Rm1!2 f j l ~Rm2!52
um

c
gjl ~Rm!1Bm ;

hjl ,g j l $R%cPL2
„~0,̀ !…^ C2%,$R%ª$R1 ,R2 , . . . ,RN%. ~2.40!

The corresponding bound state equations are

u j l

c
5

6Tjl
(0)~Ẽ,Rm!L jl

(0)~Ẽ,Rm!

T̃j l
(0)~Ẽ,Rm!L̃ j l

(0)~Ẽ,Rm!2B1
m

, with Bm5
u j l

c
B1

m. ~2.41!

The discussion is similar to that of the oned-sphere model. Thus, if for each equation we gen
solutions, we can hope to obtain for each family at most 2nN negative eigenvalues by analogy
the d-sphere case replacingR by Rm .

„iii … In the model of oned-sphere interaction coupled with a Coulomb potential, the form
expression describing the interaction Hamiltonian reads as4,6,7,11

H5HD1
g0

r
1ad~r 2R!, ~2.42!

whereHD represents the free Dirac Hamiltonian,g0 anda are nonvanishing physical constant
We can define two special one-parameter families of s.a.e. according to the boundary con
~2.18! and ~2.19!. For the bound state equations, we state the following Theorem.

Theorem II.5: The negative eigenvalues E˜ are solutions of the equations
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a j l g0

c
5

6T̃j l g0

(0) ~Ẽ,R!L̃ j l g0

(0) ~Ẽ,R!

Tjl g0

(0) ~Ẽ,R!L jl g0

(0) ~Ẽ,R!1Ag01

, Ag0
5

a j l g0

c
Ag01 , ~2.43!

for the first family and

u j l g0

c
5

6Tjl g0

(0) ~Ẽ,R!L jl g0

(0) ~Ẽ,R!

T̃j l g0

(0) ~Ẽ,R!L̃ j l g0

(0) ~Ẽ,R!2Bg01

, Bg0
5

u j l g0

c
Bg01 , ~2.44!

for the second family, respectively, where

L jl g0
~Ẽ,r !5S g0

2e~K jl 2e!
p12

1

2e
q1D ; r ,R,

~2.45!

Tjl g0
~Ẽ,r !5S g0

2e~K jl 2e!
p22

1

2e
q2D ; r .R,

and

L̃ jl g0

(0) ~Ẽ,r !5S 2
1

2e
p11

g0

2e~K jl 2e!
q1D ; r ,R

~2.46!

T̃j l g0

(0) ~Ẽ,r !5S 2
1

2e
p21

g0

2e~K jl 2e!
q2D ; r .R,

with

p1~Ẽ,r !5r m11exp~A2Ẽr ! 1F1S 11m2
g0E

c2A2Ẽ
;2~m11!;22A2Ẽr D ,

~2.47!

p2~Ẽ,r !5G@2~m11!#21GF S 11m2
g0E

c2A2Ẽ
D G ~22A2Ẽ!2m11r m11exp~A2Ẽr !

3US 11m2
g0E

c2A2Ẽ
;2~m11!;22A2Ẽr D ,

q1~Ẽ,r !5r mexp~A2Ẽr ! 1F1S m2
g0E

c2A2Ẽ
;2m;22A2Ẽr D ,

~2.48!

q2~Ẽ,r !5G~2m!21GS m2
g0E

c2A2Ẽ
D ~22A2Ẽ!2m21r mexp~A2Ẽr !

3US m2
g0E

c2A2Ẽ
;2m;22A2Ẽr D ,
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Ẽ5c22(E22M2c4),0, e5Ac2K jl
2 2g0

2, m5 e/c . 1F1(z) and U(z) are the hypergeometric
functions of the first and second type, respectively.13,14

Proof: The method of solving the bound state equations@a matrix differential equation analo
gous of Eq.~2.33!# can be found in Ref. 14. Besides, the implementation of the boundary co
tions ~2.18! and ~2.19! using the obtained solutions, gives the equations~2.43! and ~2.44!. j

Next, one can easily apply the technique previously used to carry out a systematic st
this model.

2. The d8-sphere models

Here, we only sketch some important facts and merely provide a collection of relevan
mulas without explicit proofs, since the whole analysis can be carried through as in the pre
subsection.

For the oned8-sphere model, we have6

H5HD1ãd8~ uxu2R!, ãPR, xPR3. ~2.49!

The boundary conditions of the first type which characterize each of the two special one-par
families of s.a.e. of the free Dirac HamiltonianHD are given by

g~k,R1!2g~k,R2!52
ã

c

1

2
@ f 8~k,R1!1 f 8~k,R2!#1Ã,

~2.50!
f ~k,R1!5 f ~k,R2![ f ~k,R!,

or

f ~k,R1!2 f ~k,R2!5
ũ

c

1

2
@g8~k,R1!1g8~k,R2!#2B̃,

~2.51!
g~k,R1!5g~k,R2![g~k,R!,

wheref (k,r ) andg(k,r ) are as usual the components of the wave function;k, ã, ũ, Ã andB̃ are
nonvanishing constants. We can easily define two families of s.a.e. accordingly with the
boundary conditions~see Ref. 7!.

The bound state equations for the first family are

ã j l

c
5

62T̃j l
(0)~Ẽ,R!L̃ j l

(0)~Ẽ,R!

Tjl
(0)~Ẽ,R!L jl

(0)~Ẽ,R!22Ã1

, Ã5
ã j l

c
Ã1 . ~2.52!

For the second family of s.a.e., we have

ũ j l

2c
5

6Tjl
(0)~Ẽ,R!L jl

(0)~Ẽ,R!

T̃j l
(0)~Ẽ,R!L̃ j l

(0)~Ẽ,R!22B̃1

, with B̃5
ũ j l

c
B̃1 . ~2.53!

The same procedure as that of the previous subsection applied here, yields

11aD j l RKK jl 1(1/2)~A2ẼR!I K jl 1(1/2)~A2ẼR!50, ~2.54!

with aD j l 5(1/2Ã)(ã j l /c 62b̃), b̃ j l PR, b̃PR, for the first family characterized by the paramete
ã j l and an analogous equation with appropriate parameters for the second family.
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From this, two solutions are possible for each family of s.a.e.: ForaD j l R,2(2K jl 11), we
have one solution withaD j l 5(ã j l /c 12b̃) and another withaD j l 5(ã j l /c 22b̃), while for aD j l R
>2(2K jl 11) there is no solution in the both cases.

Concerning the finitely many sphere case, we hope at most 2N eigenvalues of the above type
for each extended radial operator.

Finally, for the case of oned8-sphere interaction coupled with a Coulomb potential,
formal model is6,7

H5HD1
g0

r
1ãd8~r 2R!. ~2.55!

The corresponding extended radial operators are

hjl g0 ,ã j l
[S Mc21

g0

r
cS 2

d

dr
1

K jl

r D
cS d

dr
1

K jl

r D 2Mc21
g0

r

D ªtg0
, ~2.56!

D~hjl g0 ,ã j l
!5H c~r !PL2

„~0,̀ !…^ C2; ; f j l PACloc„~0,̀ !…;

f j l8 PACloc„~0,̀ !\$R%…; gjl ,gjl8 PACloc„~0,̀ !\$R%…;

gjl ~k,R1!2gjl ~k,R2!52
1

2

ã j l

c
@ f j l8 ~k,R1!1 f j l8 ~k,R2!#1Ã;

hjl g0 ,ã j l
cPL2

„~0,̀ !…^ C2; ÃÞ0; 2`,ã j l ,1`J , ~2.57!

for the first family and

hjl g0 ,ũ j l
[tg0

,

D~hjl g0 ,ũ j l
!5H c~r !PL2

„~0,̀ !…^ C2; gjl ,gjl8 PACloc„~0,̀ !\$R%…;

f j l , f j l8 PACloc„~0,̀ !\$R%…; gjl ~k,R1!5gjl ~k,R2!;

f j l ~k,R1!2 f j l ~k,R2!5
g̃ j l

c

1

2
@gjl8 ~k,R1!1gjl8 ~k,R2!#2B̃;

hjl g0 ,ũ j l
cPL2

„~0,̀ !…^ C2;

B̃Þ0; 2`, ũ j l ,1`J , ~2.58!

for the second family.
The negative eigenvalues are solutions of the equations

ã j l g0

2c
5

6T̃j l g0

(0) ~Ẽ,R!L̃ j l g0

(0) ~Ẽ,R!

Tjl g0

(0) ~Ẽ,R!L jl g0

(0) ~Ẽ,R!22Ãg01

, Ãg0
5

a j l g0

c
Ãg01 , ~2.59!

for the first family and
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ũ j l g0

2c
5

6Tjl g0

(0) ~Ẽ,R!L jl g0

(0) ~Ẽ,R!

T̃j l g0

(0) ~Ẽ,R!L̃ j l g0

(0) ~Ẽ,R!22B̃g01

, B̃g0
5

u j l g0

c
B̃g01 , ~2.60!

for the second family.

C. Basic spectral properties with boundary conditions of second type

1. The d-sphere models

Turning back to the one-sphere interaction, the second type boundary conditions are ob
from ~2.18! and ~2.19! by interchanging formallyf and f 8 (g andg8). We have4

g8~k,R1!2g8~k,R2!5
b

c
f 8~k,R!1A,

~2.61!
f 8~k,R1!5 f 8~k,R2![ f 8~k,R!,

or

f 8~k,R1!2 f 8~k,R2!52
g

c
g8~k,R!1B,

~2.62!
g8~k,R1!5g8~k,R2![g8~k,R!.

Following Ref. 4, two special one-parameter families of s.a.e. have been defined according
the above boundary conditions and the bound state equations read, respectively, for the fi
second families,

b j l

c
5

6T̃j l
(0)8~Ẽ,R!L̃ j l

(0)8~Ẽ,R!

Tjl
(0)8~Ẽ,R!L jl

(0)8~Ẽ,R!1A1

, A5
b j l

c
A1 , ~2.63!

g j l

c
5

6Tjl
(0)8~Ẽ,R!L jl

(0)8~Ẽ,R!

T̃j l
(0)8~Ẽ,R!L̃ j l

(0)8~Ẽ,R!2B1

, B5
g j l

c
B1 . ~2.64!

The generalization to finitely many concentric sphere interactions and to the one-sphere c
with a Coulomb potential follows the same way as previously and the equations express w
derivatives of the special functions~2.32!, ~2.45! and ~2.46!.

2. The d8-sphere models

The one-sphere model is formally expressed by Eq.~2.49!. Here again, the boundary cond
tions of the second type are obtained from~2.50! and~2.51! by interchanging formallyf and f 8,
g andg8 with the labelsb̃ and g̃ instead ofb andg in ~2.61! and ~2.62!, that explicitly writes

g8~k,R1!2g8~k,R2!52
b̃

c

1

2
@ f ~k,R1!1 f ~k,R2!#1Ã,

f 8~k,R1!5 f 8~k,R2![ f 8~k,R!, ~2.65!

and

f 8~k,R1!2 f 8~k,R2!5
g̃

c

1

2
@g~k,R1!1g~k,R2!#2B̃,
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g8~k,R1!5g8~k,R2![g8~k,R!, ~2.66!

wheref (k,r ) andg(k,r ) are as usual the components of the wave function;k, b̃, g̃, Ã andB̃ are
nonvanishing constants.

The eigenvalues of the bound states are solutions of the equations

b̃ j l

2c
5

6T̃j l
(0)8~Ẽ,R!L̃ j l

(0)8~Ẽ,R!

Tjl
(0)8~Ẽ,R!L jl

(0)8~Ẽ,R!22Ã1

, Ã5
b̃ j l

c
Ã1 , ~2.67!

g̃ j l

2c
5

6Tjl
(0)8~Ẽ,R!L jl

(0)8~Ẽ,R!

T̃j l
(0)8~Ẽ,R!L̃ j l

(0)8~Ẽ,R!22B̃1

, B̃5
g̃ j l

c
B̃1 . ~2.68!

The generalization is now standard and we omit it since the technique is the same.

III. ANALYSIS OF RESONANCE PHENOMENA

A. The d -sphere models

We deal now with the resonance phenomena for the extended operators. As usual,15 reso-
nances are defined as poles of the resolvents in the unphysical sheet Imk8,0. The resolvent of
hjl ,b j l

using the boundary conditions of the second type~2.61! for a oned-sphere interaction is
given by4

~hjl ,b j l
2k2!215~hjl ,02k2!211

b j l /c

12~b j l /c!F jl
(0)8~k,R!Gjl

(0)8~k,R!

3S 1 0

0 1D „c j l ~2 k̄!,.…c j l ~k!; k2Pr~hjl ,b j l
!, Im k.0. ~3.1!

Gjl ,05(hjl ,02k2)21, Im k.0, is the free resolvent kernel,

Gjl ,0~k8,r ,r 8!5F g̃ j l 0
(I ) ~k8,r ,r 8! g̃ j l 0

(I ) ~k8,r ,r 8!

g̃ j l 0
(II )~k8,r ,r 8! g̃ j l 0

(II )~k8,r ,r 8!
G , ~3.2!

whereg̃ j l 0
(I ) (k8,r ,r 8) and g̃ j l 0

(II )(k8,r ,r 8) were previously defined by~2.24! and~2.25!. c j l (k8,r ) is
given by

c j l ~k8,r !5S F jl
(0)~k8,r !Gjl

(0)8~k8,R!1F jl
(0)8~k8,R!Gjl

(0)~k8,r !

F̃ j l
(0)~k8,r !Gjl

(0)8~k8,R!1F jl
(0)8~k8,R!G̃jl

(0)~k8,r !
D . ~3.3!

The resonance equation is then

12
b j l

c
F jl

(0)8~k8,R!Gjl
(0)8~k8,R!50, Imk8,0, ~3.4!

i.e.,

12
b j l

c F d

dr
F jl

(0)~k8,r !G
r 5R

3F d

dr
Gjl

(0)~k8,r !G
r 5R

50, Imk8,0. ~3.5!

For the boundary conditions of the first type and for the same interaction, we obtain@see the
resolvent equation~2.22!#
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11
a j l

c
F jl

(0)~k8,R!Gjl
(0)~k8,R!50, Imk8,0, ~3.6!

that is similar to the result obtained in Ref. 1. In this case, for the poles located on the ne
imaginaryk8 axis, letk852 ix, x.0. Then using analytic continuation of Bessel functions,
equation~3.6! transforms as follows:

11
a j l

c
RIK jl 1(1/2)~xR!KK jl 1(1/2)~xR!50. ~3.7!

Next,1 using as usual the monotonicity properties of the modified Bessel functions and the

I n~x!Kn~x!<~2n!21, n.0, x>0, ~3.8!

in each partial wave (j l ), the equation~3.7! has exactly one solutionx1.0 if (a j l /c) R.
2(2K jl 11). The case (a j l /c) R52(2K jl 11) gives a zero energy resonancex050.

Let us now investigate the solutions located off the imaginary axis.
To make clear our analysis in this context, let us illustrate our study on the first partial w

corresponding toj 51/2, l 50 or 1. In the particular case ofj 51/2 andl 50, K jl 521 and the
special functionsF jl

(0) and Gjl
(0) in ~2.26! expressed in terms of Bessel and Hankel functions

index 21/2. So, the resonance equation~3.6! becomes

12
ipa0R

2c
J21/2~k8R!H21/2

(2) ~k8R!50, ~3.9!

that reduces to

12 i
a0

ck8
cos~k8R!exp~2 ik8R!50, ~3.10!

using13

J21/2~k8R!5A 2

pk8R
cos~k8R!, H21/2

(2) ~k8R!5A 2

pk8R
exp~2 ik8R!.

Here,a0 stands fora j l ( j 51/2, l 50). Settingk85y2 ix, x.0 andc5R51 for simplicity, we
get

2y2a0 exp~22x!sin 2y2 i @2x1a01a0 exp~22x!cos 2y50#, ~3.11!

that splits into the following system:

2y2a0 exp~22x!sin 2y50,
~3.12!

22x2a02a0 exp~22x!cos 2y50,

or, equivalently,

22x5 lnF 2y

a0 sin 2yG ,
~3.13!

lnF 2y

a0 sin 2yG2a02
2y cos 2y

sin 2y
50, 2a0y sin 2y.0.
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Theorem III.1: The equation (3.13) has an infinity of solutions. Hence, for the partial wa
corresponding to j l( j 51/2, l 50), hjl ,a j l

has an infinite number of resonances off the imagin

axis characterized by their energies.
Proof: To prove the first part of this Theorem, it suffices to show that the function

Z~y!5 lnF 2y

a0 sin 2yG2a02
2y cos 2y

sin 2y
~3.14!

is continuous and changes signs on each part of its domain. First of all, remark that the fu
Z(y) is even and, consequently, its graphic representation is symmetric with respect to theZ axis.
So, we restrict our analysis to the positive part of they axis, the whole picture being symmetr
with respect to theZ axis for a givena0 . This domain reads as

DZ5H ønPZ1
]np,~2n11!

p

2
[, ;a0.0,y.0,

ønPZ1
] ~2n11!

p

2
,~n11!p[, ;a0,0,y.0.

~3.15!

First, let us consider the casea0.0. The continuity property is evident. A straightforwa
treatment shows that

lim
y→0
y.0

Z~y!52a021,0, lim
y→ p/2
y,p/2

Z~y!51`, ;a0.0, ~3.16!

lim
y→np
y.np

nPZ1
!

Z~y!52`, lim
y→(2n11) p/2
y,(2n11) p/2

nPZ1
!

Z~y!51`, ;a0.0. ~3.17!

A similar analysis can be easily conducted for the casea0,0. We have

lim
y→(2n11) p/2
y.(2n11) p/2

nPZ1

Z~y!52`, lim
y→(n11)p
y,(n11)p

nPZ1

Z~y!51`, ;a0,0. ~3.18!

Hence, the first part of the Theorem results.
The second part of the Theorem is a consequence of the former. j

The statements of the Theorem III.1 are well illustrated by numerical explorations. Fig
1~a!–1~d! show the functionZ(y) versusy for a0.0. The casea0,0 is represented in Figs
2~a!–2~d!.

The wording of Theorem III.1 can be extended to the general equation~3.6! with the same
conclusion on the infinite set of resonances off the imaginary axis forhjl ,a j l

, whatever the partial
wave characterized by the quantum numbersj , l and a j l . So doing, the only difficulties one
encounters arise from the complexity of mathematical expressions that appear more and m
treatable analytically as the quantum numbersj and l raise. Taking justj 51/2 andl 51 leads to
an intricate nonlinear system inx and y. Numerical computations allow us to go around the
difficulties.

The generalization to finitely manyd-sphere interactions using for example the bound
conditions~2.61! provide the following resolvent equation:5
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FIG. 1. ~a! Curve Z(y) versusyP]0,p/2@ , a051. ~b! Curve Z(y) versusyP]p,3p/2@ , a051. ~c! Curve Z(y) versus
yP]2p,5p/2@ , a051. ~d! CurveZ(y) versusyP]3p,7p/2@ , a051.

FIG. 2. ~a! Curve Z(y) versusyP]p/2,p@ , a0521. ~b! Curve Z(y) versusyP]3p/2,2p@ , a0521. ~c! Curve Z(y)
versusyP]5p/2,3p@ , a0521. ~d! CurveZ(y) versusyP]7p/2,4p@ , a0521.
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~hjl ,b j l $R%2k2!215~hjlo2k2!211 (
m,m851

N

k j l
mm8~k!~c j l

(m)~2 k̄!,.!c j l
(m8)~k!,

~3.19!
k2Pr~hjl ,b j l $R%!; Im k.0,

with

k j l
mm8~k!5

b j l
m/c

dmm82~b j l
m/c!g̃ j l

(I )8~k,Rm ,Rm8!
S 1 0

0 1D , dmm85H 0; mÞm8,

1; m5m8,

c j l
(m)~k!5S F jl

(o)~k,r !Gjl
(o)8~k,Rm!1F jl

(o)8~k,Rm!Gjl
(o)~k,r !

F̃ j l
(o)~k,r !Gjl

(o)8~k,Rm!1F jl
(o)8~k,Rm!G̃jl

(o)~k,r !
D , ~3.20!

g̃ j l
(I )8~k,Rm ,Rm8!5F jl

(o)8~k,Rm!Gjl
(o)8~k,Rm8 !.

For this model, the resonance phenomena could be more complicated, mixing the resonan
specific sphere with the resonance arising from the whole system.

Concerning the Dirac–Coulomb case, Krein’s formula provides us with the following re
vent equation:

~hjl g0 ,a j l
2k2!215~hjl g0,02k2!212

a j l

cD S 1 0

0 1D „c j l g0
~2 k̄!,.…c j l g0

~k!; ~3.21!

k2Pr~hjl g0 ,a j l
!, Im k.0,

D5F jl g0

(0) ~k8,R!G̃jl g0

(0) ~k8,R!2F̃ j l g0

(0) ~k8,R!Gjl g0

(0) ~k8,R!1
a j l

c
F jl g0

(0) ~k8,R!Gjl g0

(0) ~k8,R!,

~3.22!

Gjl g0
5(hjl g0,02k2)21, Im k.0, is the free resolvent kernel:

Gjl g0
~k8,r ,r 8!5F g̃ j l g0

(I ) ~k8,r ,r 8! g̃ j l g0

(I ) ~k8,r ,r 8!

g̃ j l g0

(II ) ~k8,r ,r 8! g̃ j l g0

(II ) ~k8,r ,r 8!G , ~3.23!

where

g̃ j l g0

(I ) ~k8,r ,r 8!5H Gjl g0

(0) ~k8,r !F jl g0

(0) ~k8,r 8!; r 8,r ,

F jl g0

(0) ~k8,r !Gjl g0

(0) ~k8,r 8!; r 8.r ,
~3.24!

and

g̃ j l 0
(II )~k8,r ,r 8!5H G̃jl g0

(0) ~k8,r !F̃ j l g0

(0) ~k8,r 8!; r 8,r ,

F̃ j l g0

(0) ~k8,r !G̃jl g0

(0) ~k8,r 8!; r 8.r ,
~3.25!

with

F jl g0

(0) ~k8,r !5
g0

2e~K jl 2e!
u12

1

2e
v1 ; r ,R,
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Gjl g0

(0) ~k8,r !5
g0

2e~K jl 2e!
u22

1

2e
v2 ; r .R, ~3.26!

F̃ j l g0

(0) ~k8,r !52
1

2e
u11

g0

2e~K jl 2e!
v1 ; r ,R,

G̃jl g0

(0) ~k8,r !52
1

2e
u21

g0

2e~K jl 2e!
v2 ; r .R, ~3.27!

and

u1~k8,r !5r m11 exp~2 ik8r !1F1S 11m2 i
k2g0

c2k8
;2~m11!;2ik8r D ,

~3.28!

u2~k8,r !5G@2~m11!#21GF S 11m2 i
k2g0

c2k8 D G~2ik8!2m11r m11 exp~2 ik8r !

3US 11m2 i
k2g0

c2k8
;2~m11!;2ik8r D ,

v1~k8,r !5r m exp~2 ik8r !1F1S m2 i
k2g0

c2k8
;2m;2ik8r D ,

~3.29!

v2~k8,r !5G~2m!21GS m2 i
k2g0

c2k8 D ~2ik8!2m21r m exp~2 ik8r !US m2 i
k2g0

c2k8
;2m;2ik8r D ,

wherek825(k42M2c4)/c2, e5Ac2K jl
2 2g0

2, m5 e/c5AK jl
2 2(g0 /c)2, 1F1(z) andU(z) are the

hypergeometric functions of the first and second type, respectively.
c j l g0

(k8,r ) is given by

c j l g0
~k8,r !5S F jl g0

(0) ~k8,r !Gjl g0

(0) ~k8,R!1F jl g0

(0) ~k8,R!Gjl g0

(0) ~k8,r !

F̃ j l g0

(0) ~k8,r !Gjl g0

(0) ~k8,R!1F jl g0

(0) ~k8,R!G̃jl g0

(0) ~k8,r !D . ~3.30!

The resonance equation is then

F jl g0

(0) ~k8,R!G̃jl g0

(0) ~k8,R!2F̃ j l g0

(0) ~k8,R!Gjl g0

(0) ~k8,R!1
a j l

c
F jl g0

(0) ~k8,R!Gjl g0

(0) ~k8,R!50, Imk8,0.

~3.31!

Using the boundary conditions of the second type the resonances could be obtained fr
resolvent equation computed in Ref. 4. We have

F jl g0

(0)8~k8,R!G̃jl g0

(0)8~k8,R!2F̃ j l g0

(0)8~k8,R!Gjl g0

(0)8~k8,R!2
b j l

c
F jl g0

(0)8~k8,R!Gjl g0

(0)8~k8,R!50, Imk8,0.

~3.32!

A systematic study of this model can be conducted using the same machinery. The p
being the same, the only difficulties are of a technical order related to the mathematical e
sions that present here a more complicated form.

B. The d8 models

We analyze the one-sphere case, its generalization to finitely many concentric spheres
d8-Coulomb case with the boundary conditions of the second type.
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The resolvent of thed8-sphere model is6

~hjl ,b̃ j l $R%2k2!215~hjlo2k2!211Q j l ~k!„c j l ~2 k̄!,.…c j l
(D)~k!,

k2Pr~hjl ,b̃ j l
!; Im k.0, ~3.33!

with

Q j l ~k8!5
22~ b̃ j l /c!

21~ b̃ j l /c!gjl8 ~k8,R,R!
S 1 0

0 1
D , ~3.34!

c j l ~k8!5S F jl
(o)~k8,r !Gjl

(o)~k8,R!1F jl
(o)~k8,R!Gjl

(o)~k8,r !

F̃ j l
(o)~k8,r !Gjl

(o)~k8,R!1F jl
(o)~k8,R!G̃jl

(o)~k8,r !
D , ~3.35!

c j l
(D)~k8!5S F jl

(o)~k8,r !Gjl
(o)8~k8,R!1F jl

(o)8~k8,R!Gjl
(o)~k8,r !

F̃ j l
(o)~k8,r !Gjl

(o)8~k8,R!1F jl
(o)8~k8,R!G̃jl

(o)~k8,r !
D , ~3.36!

gjl8 ~k8,R,R!5F jl
(o)~k8,R!Gjl

(o)8~k8,R!1Gjl
(o)~k8,R!F jl

(o)8~k8,R!5
d

dr
@F jl

(o)~k8,r !Gjl
(o)~k8,r !# r 5R .

~3.37!

The resulting resonance energies are given by

21
b̃ j l

c
gjl8 ~k8,R,R!50, Imk8,0. ~3.38!

Settingk852 ix, this equation transforms as follows:

2
2c

b̃ j l

5
d

dr
@rI K jl 11/2~xr !KK jl 11/2~xr !# r 5R . ~3.39!

In each partial wave (j l ), the Eq.~3.39! has one solutionx.0 if b̃ j l /c,2(2K jl 11). The case
b̃ j l /c 52(2K jl 11) gives a zero energy resonance, i.e.,x050 and there is an infinite number o
resonances off the imaginary axis.

The generalization to finitely many spheres cases is immediate.
Concerning thed8-Coulomb case, the resolvent is6

~hjl g0 ,b̃ j l
2k2!215~hjl g0,02k2!21122

b̃ j l

cD S 1 0

0 1D „c j l g0
~2 k̄!,.…c j l g0

(n) ~k!; ~3.40!

k2Pr~hjl g0 ,b̃ j l
!, Im k.0,

D52@F jl g0

(0)8~k8,R!G̃jl g0

(0)8~k8,R!2F̃ j l g0

(0)8~k8,R!Gjl g0

(0)8~k8,R!#

1
b̃ j l

c
@F jl g0

(0)8~k8,R!Gjl g0

(0) ~k8,R!1F jl g0

(0) ~k8,R!Gjl g0

(0)8~k8,R!#. ~3.41!

The following equation gives the resonance energies:
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052@F jl g0

(0)8~k8,R!G̃jl g0

(0)8~k8,R!2F̃ j l g0

(0)8~k8,R!Gjl g0

(0)8~k8,R!#

1
b̃ j l

c
@F jl g0

(0)8~k8,R!Gjl g0

(0) ~k8,R!1F jl g0

(0) ~k8,R!Gjl g0

(0)8~k8,R!#, Im k8,0. ~3.42!

IV. FINAL REMARKS

Our results are very similar to those obtained with singular Schro¨dinger Hamiltonians1 for the
same interactions; the only difference lies in the interchanging between the free Schro¨dinger
HamiltonianH052D and the free Dirac oneHD .

Moreover, as in the nonrelativistic case where the results ford-sphere andd-point interactions
are similar,1,8 the results of our study compared with those obtained for point interaction
relativistic quantum mechanics studied by Gesztesy and Sˇeba are the same.4,16 That is the most
interesting information we get from this study. This is predictable since it has been shown th
d-sphere interactionHa converges to thed-point interactionHh of strengthh centered at the
origin, as the radius of the sphere shrinks to zero with adequate normalization of the co
constanta ~Ref. 1, Lemma 2.2!. The results concerning a systematic study ofd- and d8-point
interactions including the scattering theory in relativistic quantum mechanics is thus predic

Let us now discuss briefly the nonrelativistic limitc→`. Following Ref. 14~Chap. V, Sec.
25, 3!, the spinors

c~k,r !5S f ~k,r !

g~k,r ! D ,

the solution of the indicial equationḣ j l c5k2c, Im k.0, reduce to f (k,r ) as c→`, i.e.,
ug(k,r )u!u f (k,r )u. This latter coincides exactly with the special functions which span the d
ciency subspace in the Schro¨dinger case with respect to the same normalization. On the o
hand, the strategy used in Ref. 16 and the references therein for point interactions usi
resolvents to discuss the nonrelativistic limit applies here since the results are the same.

Finally, let us point out the fact~so far implicit! that the Hamiltonians perturbed by singul
d andd8 interactions are in fact local interactions both in nonrelativistic and relativistic mec
ics. This gives us some additional information on the domains of the radial extended Ha
nians.

Using the resolvent equation, the proof is easy. Thed- andd8-sphere interactions in nonre
ativistic quantum mechanics are treated in Refs. 1, 17. For the relativistic case, we restr
study with an explicit proof to thed- andd8-sphere models using the boundary conditions of
second type, by stating the following Theorem.

Theorem IV.1: For c j l ,o(k,r ) belonging toD(hjl ,o) which is the domain of the free radia
Dirac Hamiltonian, the domainD(hjl ,b j l

) of the extended radial operator consists of spinors

the type

c j l ,b j l
~k,r !5c j l ,o~k,r !1K~k,R!S 1 0

0 1DF j l ~k,r ,R!, ~4.1!

with

K~k,R!5
~b j l /c!@F jl

(o)8~k,R!1A1#

12~b j l /c!F jl
(o)8~k,R!Gjl

(o)8~k,R!
, ~4.2!
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A15Gjl
(o)8~k8,R!E

0

R

@ F̃ j l
(o)~k8,r 8!2F jl

(o)~k8,r 8!#F̃ j l
(o)~k8,r 8!dr8

1F jl
(o)8~k8,R!E

R

`

@G̃jl
(o)~k8,r 8!2Gjl

(o)~k8,r 8!#G̃jl
(o)~k8,r 8!dr8, ~4.3!

F j l ~k,r ,R!5S F jl
(o)~k,r !Gjl

(o)8~k,R!1F jl
(o)8~k,R!Gjl

(o)~k,r !

F̃ j l
(o)~k,r !Gjl

(o)8~k,R!1F jl
(o)8~k,R!G̃jl

(o)~k,r !
D , ~4.4!

k2Pr(hjl ,b j l
), r(•) is the resolvent set.

Furthermore, the decomposition (4.1) is unique and we are allowed to write

~hjl ,b j l
2k2!21c j l ,b j l

~k,r !5~hjl ,o2k2!21c j l ,o~k,r !. ~4.5!

Besides, if c j l ,b j l
(k,r )PD(hjl ,b j l

) and c j l ,b j l
50 in an open subset of~0,̀ !, then

hjl ,b j l
c j l ,b j l

50 in this subset.
Proof: One may follow step by step Ref. 8, where a similar result has been obtained for

interactions. However, using the resolvent equation we can show how~4.1! is obtained.
We know that

~hjl ,o2k2!21: L2
„~0,̀ !…^ C2→D~hjl ,o!,

~hjl ,b j l
2k2!21: L2

„~0,̀ !…^ C2→D~hjl ,b j l
!

and

D~hjl ,b j l
!5~hjl ,b j l

2k2!21~hjl ,o2k2!D~hjl ,o!. ~4.6!

Then for

c j l ,o~k,r !5S F jl
(o)~k,r !

F̃ j l
(o)~k,r !

D PD~hjl ,o!,

we have

c j l ,b j l
~k,r !5~hjl ,b j l

2k2!21~hjl ,o2k2!c j l ,o~k,r !; c j l ,b j l
~k,r !PD~hjl ,b j l

!. ~4.7!

Inserting the resolvent equation~3.1! into ~4.7!, we obtain

c j l ,b j l
~k,r !5S F jl

(o)~k,r !

F̃ j l
(o)~k,r !

D 1S K 0

0 K D S F jl
(o)~k,r !Gjl

(o)8~k,R!1F jl
(o)8~k,R!Gjl

(o)~k,r !

F̃ j l
(o)~k,r !Gjl

(o)8~k,R!1F jl
(o)8~k,R!G̃jl

(o)~k,r !
D . ~4.8!

The implementation of the boundary conditions~2.61! gives the value of the coefficientK. Thus
~4.1! results. j

Turning to thed8-sphere case and using~3.33!, the elements of the first family of s.a.e. satis
the following decomposition:

c j l ,b̃ j l
~k,r !5c j l ,o~k,r !1K̃~k,R!S 1 0

0 1DF j l ~k,r ,R!, ~4.9!

with
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K̃~k,R!5
22~ b̃ j l /c!@F jl

(o)8~k,R!1A1#

21~ b̃ j l /c!@F jl
(o)~k,R!Gjl

(o)8~k,R!1F jl
(o)8~k,R!Gjl

(o)~k,R!#
, ~4.10!

A15Gjl
(o)8~k8,R!E

0

R

@F jl
(o)~k8,r 8!2F̃ j l

(o)~k8,r 8!#F̃ j l
(o)~k8,r 8!dr8

1F jl
(o)8~k8,R!E

R

`

@Gjl
(o)~k8,r 8!2G̃jl

(o)~k8,r 8!#G̃jl
(o)~k8,r 8!dr8, ~4.11!

F j l ~k,r ,R!5S F jl
(o)~k,r !Gjl

(o)8~k,R!1F jl
(o)8~k,R!Gjl

(o)~k,r !

F̃ j l
(o)~k,r !Gjl

(o)8~k,R!1F jl
(o)8~k,R!G̃jl

(o)~k,r !
D , ~4.12!

k2Pr(hjl ,b̃ j l
). ~4.9! is also unique and ifc j l ,b̃ j l

PD(hjl ,b̃ j l
) and c j l ,b̃ j l

50 in an open set
O,(0,̀ ), thenhjl ,b̃ j l

c j l ,b̃ j l
50 in O which means that thed8-sphere interaction is a local inter

action in relativistic quantum mechanics.
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Fast-convergent resummation algorithm and critical
exponents of f4-theory in three dimensions

Florian Jascha) and Hagen Kleinertb)

Institut für Theoretische Physik, Freie Universita¨t Berlin,
Arnimallee 14, 1000 Berlin 33, Germany
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We develop an efficient algorithm for evaluating divergent perturbation expansions
of field theories in the bare coupling constantgB for which we possess a finite
numberL of expansion coefficients plus two more information: the knowledge of
the large-order behavior proportional to (2a)kk!kbgB

k , with a known growth pa-
rametera, and the knowledge of the approach to scaling of the typec1c8/gB

v ,
with constantsc,c8 and a critical exponent of approachv. The latter information
leads to an increase in the speed of convergence and a high accuracy of the results.
The algorithm is applied to the six- and seven-loop expansions for the critical
exponents ofO(N)-symmetricf4-theories, and the result for the critical exponent
a is compared with a recent satellite experiment. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1289377#

I. INTRODUCTION

The field-theoretic approach to critical phenomena provides us with power series expa
for the critical exponents of a wide variety of universality classes. Forf4-theories withO(N)
symmetry in three dimensions, these expansions have been calculated numerically as powe
in the renormalized coupling constant up to seven loops for1 the critical exponentsn andh and up
to six loops for the exponentv governing the approach to scaling. In 4-e dimensions, exact
e-expansions are available up to five loops for all critical exponents withO(N) symmetry,2 cubic
symmetry, and mixtures of these.3 When inserted into the renormalization group equations, th
expansions are supposed to determine the critical exponents via their values at an infrared
fixed point g5g* . The latter step is nontrivial since the expansions are divergent and re
resummation, for which sophisticated methods have been developed, summarized and
most recently in Ref. 4. The resummation methods use the information from the known
order behavior (2a)kk!kbgB

k of the expansions and analytic mapping techniques to obtain q
accurate results.

A completely different resummation procedure was developed recently on the basis of
tional perturbation theory5 to the expansions in powers of thebare coupling constant, which goes
to infinity at the critical point. The resultingstrong-coupling theory6 was successfully applied in
three8,9 and 42e dimensions,10 and rendered for the first time an interpolation between expans
of 42e and 21e-dimensional theories. This method converges as fast as the previous ones
though it does not take into account the information on the large-order behavior of the expan
Instead, it uses the fact that the power series for the critical exponents approach their c
critical value in the formc1c8/gB

v , wherec,c8 are constants, andv is the critical exponent of the
approach to scaling. The results show that the latter information is just as efficient in incre
the speed of convergence as the information on the large-order behavior.

We may therefore expect that a resummation method which incorporates both inform
should lead to results with an even higher accuracy, and it is the purpose of this paper to p
such a method in the form of a simple algorithm.

a!Electronic mail: jasch@physik.fu-berlin-de
b!Electronic mail: kleinert@physik.fu-berlin.de; URL: http//www.physik.fu-berlin.de/˜ kleinert
520022-2488/2001/42(1)/52/22/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. STRONG-COUPLING

The development of our resummation algorithm is based on an improvement of the pr
formulated in Refs. 6 and 7 and solved via variational perturbation theory.5 Mathematically, the
problem we want to solve is the following: Let

f L~gB!5 (
k50

L

f kgB
k ~1!

be the firstL terms of a divergent asymptotic expansion

f ~gB!5 (
k50

`

f kgB
k ~2!

of a function f (gB), which possesses a strong-coupling expansion of the type

f ~gB!5gB
s (

k50

`

bkgB
2kv , ~3!

which is assumed to have some finite convergence radiusugBu>gB
conv. Suppose that the function

is analytic in the complexgB-plane with a cut along the negative real axis, with a discontinu
known from instanton calculations11,12 to have near the tip of the cut the generic form

discf ~2gB![2p i g ~augBu!2b21e21/augBu. ~4!

Via a dispersion relation,

f ~gB!5
1

2p i E0

`

dgB8
discf ~2gB!

gB81gB
, ~5!

or a sufficiently subtracted version of it, this discontinuity corresponds to the large-order beh
of the expansion coefficientsf k

f k 5
k→`

gk! ~2a!kkb@11O~1/k!#. ~6!

The constanta is given by the inverse action of the radially symmetric solution to the class
field equations. The parameterb counts the number of zero modes in the fluctuation determin
around this solution. The absolute normalizationg of the large-order behavior requires the calc
lation of the fluctuation determinant.11

As far as the leading strong-coupling coefficientb0 is concerned, this problem has bee
attacked before by Parisi13 using a resummation method based on Borel transformations in c
bination with analytic mapping techniques. However, when applied to the asymptotic expan
of the ground state energy of the anharmonic oscillator, his method converges very slow
slow to lead to reliable critical exponents, where only five to seven expansion coefficienf k

known. The reason is that in Parisi’s approach, the corrections to the leading power behav
to match the true irrational powers of the strong-coupling expansion~3!.

This deficiency was cured by the strong-coupling theory of one of the authors~H.K.! in Ref.
6, and the subsequent application to critical exponents in Refs. 8, 9, and 10, which sho
surprisingly rapid convergence. However, that theory did not take advantage of the knowle
the large-order behavior~6!, which can lead to an increase in the speed of convergence and
of the accuracy of theoretical values for the critical exponents. This will be achieved in the p
improved resummation method.
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III. BOREL METHODS

Basis for this method is the development of a more general Borel-type transformation
will automatically guarantee the form of the strong-coupling expansion~3! for each approximant
f L(gB). Let us first recall briefly the important properties of an ordinary Borel transformatio
is a functionB(t) associated withf (gB) which is defined by the Taylor series

B~ t !5 (
k50

`

Bkt
k[(

k50

`
f k

k!
tk. ~7!

By dividing the expansion coefficientsf k by k!, the factorial growth off k is reduced to a powe
growth, thus givingB(t) a finite convergence radius.

An alternative definition of the Borel transform is given by the contour integral

B~ t ![
1

2p i RC

dz

z
ezf ~ t/z!, ~8!

where the contourC encloses anticlockwise the negative real axis. Indeed, inserting~1! and
performing the integral we obtain~7!.

If f (gB) is an analytic function in the sector

Sp/21d
R [$gBu ugBu,R,uarg~gB!u,p/21d% ~9!

of a circle, and satisfies the so-called strong asymptotic condition

U f ~gB!2 (
k50

L

f kgB
kU,AgB

L11aL11~L11!! with a,A.0, ~10!

then B(t) is analytic inSd
` , with a finite radius of convergencet,1/a. The original function

f (gB) can be recovered fromB(t) by the inverse Borel transformation

f ~gB!5E
0

`

e2tB~ tgB!dt. ~11!

Obviously, the inverse transformation can only be performed ifB(t) is known on the entire
positive realt-axis. The Taylor series~7! for B(t), however, converges only inside the circle
radius 1/a. Before we can do the integral in~11!, we must therefore perform a suitable analy
continuation of~7!.14 This can be done by re-expandingB(t) in powers of the functionk(t)
defined implicitly by

t5
1

s

k~ t !

@12k~ t !#p
. ~12!

This function maps the interval@0,̀ # of the t-axis to the interval@0,1# of thek-plane. By a proper
choice of s it is possible to make the unit circle free of singularities. Then we may use
re-expansionB(t) in powers ofk(t) truncated afterkL,

BL~ t ![(
k50

L

vkk
k~ t !, ~13!

as an approximation toBL(t) on the entire positive realt axis. Inserting this into the invers
transformation formula~11!, we obtain an approximationf L

a(gB) for f (gB), which has the same
first L expansion coefficients asf L(gB) and, in addition, the correct large-order behavior~6!.
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How can we incorporate the strong-coupling expansion~3! of f (gB) into the approximation
f L

a(gB)? In the Borel transformB(t), the strong-coupling expansion~3! amounts to a large-t
expansion

B~ t !5ts(
k50

`
sinp~kv2s!

p
G~kv2s!bkt

2kv. ~14!

This follows directly by inserting~3! into ~8! and integrating each term. Here and in the sequeC
denotes a path of integration which encloses anticlockwise the negative real axis in the co
plane.

If the series~3! has a finite radius of convergence, the large-t expansion ofB(t) is a divergent
asymptotic one, because of the factorG(kv2s) in the kth expansion coefficient.

It should be stressed, that the relation between the coefficients of the strong-coupling
sion ~3! and the coefficients of expansion~14! is not generally invertible, because of the fact
sinp(kv2s) which causes the coefficients of negative integer powers oft to vanish.

Note that, in general, an expansion in the Borel-plane with a power sequence int as in~14! is
not sufficient to ensure an expansion in the same powers in thegB-plane as in~3!, because of the
appearance of extra integer powers ingB . This is illustrated by the simple functionB(t)
5(11t)s, which possesses a strong-coupling expansion in the powersts2k. If s is noninteger the
expansion of the corresponding functionf (gB) reads

f ~gB!5E
0

`

dt e2t~11gBt !s5e1/gBG~s11!gB
s 1e1/gB(

k50

`
~21!k

~k1s11!k!
gB

2k21 , ~15!

and expanding the exponential we see that the sum contains integer powers which are n
tained in the strong-coupling expansion ofB(t).

It is advantageous to perform a further analytic continuation of the re-expansion~13! which
enforces automatically the leading power behaviorts of B(t). For this we change~13! to

BL~ t ![@12k~ t !#2ps(
k50

L

hkk
k~ t !. ~16!

The coefficientshk are determined by using~12! to expandk(t) in powers oft, inserting this into
~16!, re-expanding in powers oft, and comparing the final coefficients with those in~7!. When the
approximation~16! is inserted into~11!, we obtainf L

a(gB) with the correct leading power behavio
gB

s for largegB .
Unfortunately, the simple prefactor does not produce the correct subleading powers (gB)s2kv

of the strong-coupling expansion~3!, and we have not been able to find another simple ana
continuation ofB(t) which would achieve this.

IV. HYPER-BOREL TRANSFORMATION

A solution of this problem is, however, possible with the help of a generalization of
Borel–Leroy transformation to what we shall call ahyper-Borel transformation15

B̃~y!5 (
k50

`

B̃ky
k, ~17!

with coefficients

B̃k[v
G~k~1/v21!1b0!

G~k/v2s/v!G~b0!
f k . ~18!
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A. General properties

The inverse transformation is given by the double integral

f ~gB!5
G~b0!

2p i R
C
dt ett2b0E

0

`dy

y F gB

yt(12v)/vG s

expFyt(12v)/v

gB
Gv

B̃~y!, ~19!

as can easily be shown with the help of the integral representation of the inverse Gamma fu

1

G~z!
5

1

2p i EC
dt ett2z. ~20!

The transformation possesses a free parameterb0 which will be used to optimize the approxima
tion f L(gB) at each orderL. The powerv of the strong-coupling expansion is assumed to lie in
interval 0,v,1, as it does in the upcoming physical applications.

The hyper-Borel transformation has the desired property of allowing for a resummati
f L(gB) with the full sequence of powers ofgB in the strong-coupling expansion~3!. To show this
we first observe that as in the ordinary Borel transform~7!, the large-argument behavior of th
gamma function known from Stirling’s formula

G~pk1q! 5
k→`

A2p12ppq21/2k21/21q2p/2ppk~k! !p@11O~1/k!#, ~21!

removes the factorial growth~6! from the expansion coefficientsf k , and leads to a simple powe
behavior of the coefficientsB̃k :

B̃k 5
k→`

const3@av~12v!1/v21#k kb1b011/21s/v@11O~1/k!#. ~22!

Thus our transformB̃(y) shares with the ordinary Borel transformB(t) the property of being
analytic at the origin. Its radius of convergence is determined by the singularity on the ne
real axis at

ys52
1

s
[2

1

a

1

v~12v!1/v21
. ~23!

B. Resummation procedure

A resummation procedure can now be set up on the basis of the transformB̃(y) as before. The
inverse transformation~19! contains an integral over the entire positive axis, requiring again
analytic continuation of the Taylor expansion ofB̃(y) beyond the convergence radius.

The reason for introducing the transformB̃(y) was to allow us to reproduce the comple
power sequence in the strong-coupling expansion~3!, with a leading powergB

s and a subleading
sequence of powersgB

s2kv , k51,2,3,... . This is achieved by removing a factore2rsy with r,s
.0 from the truncated series~18! of our transformB̃(y). Furthermore by removing a secon
simple prefactor of the form (11sy)2d we weaken the leading singularity in the hyper-Bo
complexy-plane, which determines the large order behavior~6!. The remaining series has still
finite radius of convergence. To achieve convergence on the entire positivey axis for which we
must do the integral~19!, we re-expand the remaining series ofy in powers ofk(y) which is
related toy by an equation like Eq.~12!. For simplicity we choose the parameterp51, i.e.,

y5
1

s

k~y!

12k~y!
, ~24!
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which maps a shifted right half of the complexy-plane with Re@y#>21/2s onto the unit circle in
the complexk-plane. Thus we re-expandB̃(y) in the following way:

B̃~y![(
k50

`

B̃ky
k5e2rsy@11sy#2d(

k50

`

hk kk~y!5e2rsy(
k50

`

hk

~sy!k

~11sy!k1d
. ~25!

The inverse hyper-Borel transform ofB̃(y) is now found by forming the integrals of the expansi
functions in~25!:

I n~gB!5
G~b0!

2p i R
C
dt ett2b0E

0

`dy

y F gB

yt1/v21G s

expFyt1/v21

gB
Gv

e2rsy
~sy!n

~11sy!n1d
, ~26!

so that the approximantsf L
a(gB) may be written as

f L
a~gB!5 (

n50

L

hnI n~gB!. ~27!

The same functionsI n(gB) may be used as basis functions for a wide variety of diverg
truncated perturbation expansionsf L(gB). The complete list of parameters on which they depe
reads as follows:

I n~gB!5I n~gB ,v,s,r,s,d,b0!5I n~sgB ,v,s,r,1,d,b0!, ~28!

but in the following we shall mostly use the shorter notationI n(gB). The integral representation o
I n(gB) breaks down ats5n, requiring an analytical continuation. For the upcoming applicati
in the large-gB regime it will be sufficient to perform this continuation only in the converg
strong-coupling expansion ofI n(gB). This is obtained by performing a Taylor series expansion
the exponential function in~26!, which is an expansion in powers of 1/gB

v . After integrating over
t andy using ~20!, we obtain an expansion

I n~gB!5gB
s (

k50

`

bk
(n)gB

2kv , ~29!

which has indeed the same power sequence as the strong-coupling expansion~3! of the function
f (gB) to be resummed.

The expansion coefficients are

bk
(n)5

~21!k

k!

ss2kvG~b0!

G@~v21!k1b01~1/v21!s#
i k
(n) , ~30!

wherei k
(n) denotes the integral

i k
(n)5E

0

`

dy e2ry~11y!2d2nykv1n2s21. ~31!

This integral is seen to coincide with the Kummer function

U~a,g,z![
1

G~a!
E

0

`

dy e2zyya21~11y!g2a21, ~32!

in terms of which we can write

i k
(n)5G~kv1n2s!U~kv1n2s,kv2s2d11,r!. ~33!
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The latter expression is useful since in some applications the integral~31! may diverge, and
requires an analytic continuation by deforming the contour of integration. Such deformation
automatically supplied by choosing other representations for the Kummer function, for inst

U~a,g,z!5
p

sinpg F M ~a,g,z!

G~11a2g!G~g!
2z12g

M ~11a2g,22g,z!

G~a!G~22g! G , ~34!

whereM (a,g,z) is the confluent hypergeometric function with a Taylor expansion

M ~a,g,z!511
a

g

z

1!
1

a~a21!

g~g21!

z2

2!
1••• . ~35!

The alternative expression~33! for i k
(n) , with ~34! and ~35!, is useful for resumming various

asymptotic expansions, for example, that of the ground state energy of the anharmonic osc
in which case the leading strong-coupling powers has the value 1/3. There, the integral repres
tation ~31! would have to be evaluated for valuesn50,k50, where the integral does not exis
whereas formula~33! with ~34! and ~35! is well defined.

For largek, the integral on the right-hand side of~31! can be estimated with the help of th
saddle point approximation. The saddle point lies at

ys'
kv

r
, ~36!

leading to the asymptotic estimate

i k
(n) 5

k→`S kv

r D 2d2nE
0

`

dy e2ryyvk1n2s21@11O~1/k!#

5S vk

r D 2d2n

r2kv2n1sG~kv1n2s!@11O~1/k!#. ~37!

The behavior of the strong-coupling coefficientsbk
(n) for largek is obtained with the help of the

identity

G~z!G~12z!5
p

sinpz
~38!

and Stirling’s formula~21!, yielding

bk
(n) 5

k→`

g sinp@k~v21!1b01~1/v21!s#F2
~12v!(12v)

~sr!v G k

kg1@11O~1/k!#. ~39!

The values of the real constantsg, g1 will not be needed in the upcoming discussions, and
therefore not calculated explicitly.

Equation~39! shows that the strong-coupling expansion~3! has a convergence radius

ugBu>
~rs!v

~12v!12v
, ~40!

which means that the basis functionsI n(gB), and certainly alsof (gB) itself, possess additiona
singularities besidegB50. The parameterr will be optimally adjusted to match the positions
these singularities.
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C. Taylor series of basis functions

For re-expandingf L(gB) in terms of the basis functionsI n(gB), we must know their Taylor
series. These are obtained by substituting into~26! the variabley by gBy8, and expanding the
integrand of~26! in powers ofgB . After performing the integrals overy8 and t, we find

I n~gB!5 (
k5n

`

f k
(n)gB

k , ~41!

with the coefficients

f k
(n)5

1

v

G~b0!G~k/v2s/v!

G~k~1/v21!1b0! (
j 50

k2n S 2d2n
j D ~2r!k2n2 j

~k2n2 j !!
sk. ~42!

The coefficients in the last sum arise from thet-integral:

(
j 50

k2n S 2n2d
j D ~2r!k2n2 j

~k2n2 j !!
5

~21!k2n

G~k2n11!G~n1d!
E

0

`

dt e2ttd1n21~r1t !k2n. ~43!

For largek, the integral may be evaluated with the help of the saddle-point approximation. U
this and Stirling’s formula~21!, we find

(
j 50

k2n S 2n2d
j D ~2r!k2n2 j

~k2n2 j !!
5

k→` ~21!k2ner

G~d1n!
kd1n21@11O~1/k!#. ~44!

Inserting this into~42! and using once more Stirling’s formula, we obtain for the expans
coefficientsf k

(n) the following factorial growth

f k
(n) 5

k→` ~21!nerG~b0!

A2pG~d1n!
~12v!1/22b0vb0211s/vkd2b01n23/22s/v

3F s

v~12v!1/v21G k

k! @11O~1/k!#. ~45!

For an optimal re-expansion~27!, we shall choose the free parameters of the basis funct
I n(gB ,v,s,r,s,d,b0) to match the large-order behavior of the coefficientsf k in ~6!.

D. Convergence properties of resummed series

We shall now discuss the speed of convergence of the resummation procedure. For this
be sufficient to estimate the convergence of the strong-coupling coefficientsbk

L of the approxima-
tions f L(gB) against the true strong-coupling coefficientsbk in ~3!. The convergence for arbitrar
values ofgB will always be better than that. Such an estimate is possible by looking at the l
n behavior of the expansion coefficientsbk

(n) in the strong-coupling expansion ofI n(gB) in ~29!.
This is determined by the saddle point approximation to the integrali k

(n) in Eq. ~31!, which we
rewrite as

i k
(n)5E

0

`

dy e2ry2n ln(111/y)~11y!2dykv2s21. ~46!

The saddle point lies at

ys5An

r
@11O~1/An!#. ~47!

At this point, the total exponent in the integrand is
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2rys2n lnS 11
1

ys
D522Arn@11O~1/An!#, ~48!

implying the large-n behavior

bk
(n) 5

n→`

const3nkv2s212de22Arn@11O~1/An!#. ~49!

The strong-coupling coefficientsbk
L of the approximationsf L

a(gB) are linear combinations o
the coefficientsbk

(n) of the basis functionsI n(gB):

bk
L5 (

n50

L

bk
(n)hn . ~50!

The speed of convergence with which thebk
L’s approachbk as the numberL goes to infinity is

governed by the growth withn of the re-expansion coefficientshn and of the coefficientsbk
(n) in

Eq. ~49!. We shall see that for the series to be resummed, the re-expansion coefficientshn will
grow at most like some powernr , implying that the approximationsbk

L approach theirL→` -limit
bk with an error proportional to

bk
L2bk;Lr 1kv2s2d21/23e22ArL. ~51!

The leading exponential falloff of the errore22ArL is independent of the other parameters in t
basis functionsI n(gB ,v,p,r,s,d,b0) which still need adjustment. This is the important adva
tage of the present resummation method with respect to variational perturbation theory5,8 where
the error decreases merely likee2const3L12v

with 12v close to 1/4.
The nonexponential prefactor in Eq.~51! depends on the parameters

I n(gB ,v,p,r,s,d,b0). Some of them are related to observables, others are free and m
chosen to optimize the convergence.

1. Parameters s and v

The perturbation expansions for the critical exponents are power series in the bare co
constantgB whose strong-coupling limit is a constant.8,9 The same is true for the series express
the renormalized coupling constantg in powers of the bare coupling constant. This implies that
growth parameters for the basis functionsI n(gB) is equal to zero in all cases. The consta
asymptotic values are approached with the subleading powers 1/gB

kv2s , wherev is a universal
experimentally measurable critical exponent.

2. Parameter s

In the ordinary Borel transformation, the parametera in the large-order behavior of th
expansion coefficientsf k in Eq. ~6!, which is determined directly by the inverse value of t
reduced action of the classical solution to the field equations, specifies also the position
singularity on the negativet axis in B(t). In our transformB̃(y), the singularity position of the
singularity is proportional toa, with anv-dependent prefactor. It lies at@see Eq.~23!#

s5av~12v!1/v21. ~52!

This value ofs ensures that the expansion coefficientsf k
n of the basis functionsI n(gB) in Eq. ~45!

grow for largek with the same factor (2a)k as the expansion coefficients forf (gB) in Eq. ~6!.
The conformal mapping~24! maps the singularity att521/s to k5`, and converts the cu

along the negative into a cut in thek-plane from 1 tò . The growth of the re-expansion coeffi
cientshn with n is therefore determined by the nature of the singularity ofB̃(y) at `.
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In the upcoming applications to critical exponents it will turn out that the value~52! following
from the inverse action of the solution to the classical field equations andv will not yield the
fastest convergence of the approximationsf L(gB) towardsf (gB), but that a slightly smaller value
gives better results. This seems to be due to the fact that the classical solution gives o
nearest singularity in the hyper-Borel transformB̃(y) of f (gB). In reality, there are many addi
tional cuts from other fluctuating field configurations which determine the size of the expa
coefficientsf k at pre-asymptotic ordersk. Since the few knownf k’s are always pre-asymptotic
they are best accounted for by an effective shift of the position of the singularity into the dire
of the additional cuts at larger negativey, corresponding to a smallers.

3. Parameter r

According to Eq.~40!, the parameterr determines the radius of convergence of the stro
coupling expansion of the basis functionsI n(gB). It should therefore be adjusted to fit optimal
the corresponding radius of the original functionf (gB). Since we do not know this radius, th
adjustment will be done phenomenologically by varyingr to optimize the speed of convergenc
Specifically, we shall search at each orderL for a vanishing highest re-expansion coefficienthL or,
if it does not vanish anywhere, for a vanishing derivative with respect tor:

hL~r!50 or
dhL~r!

dr
50. ~53!

4. Parameter d

From Eq.~45! we see that the parameterd influences the powerkb in the large-order behavio
~6!. By comparing the two equations, we identify the growth parameterb of I n(gB) as being

b5d2b023/22s/v1n. ~54!

At first it appears to be impossible to giveall basis functionsI n(gB) the same growth powe
b in ~45! by simply lettingd depend on the ordern as required by~54!. If we were to do this, we
would have to assign tod the value

d5dn[b1b013/21s/v2n, ~55!

which depends on the indexn of the functionI n(gB), and this means that we perform an analytic
continuation of the power series expansion ofB̃(y) by re-expanding it as follows:

B̃~y!5 (
k50

`

B̃ky
k5e2rsy~11sy!2d(

k50

`

hk~sy!k. ~56!

But the series in this formula which is obtained from the series ofB̃(y) by removing a simple
factor still has the same finite radius of convergence and could not be used to estimateB̃(y) for
large values ofy needed to perform the back transform~19!. It is, however, possible to sidetrac
this problem by lettingr grow linearly with the orderL. Then the exponential factor of~56!
suppresses the integrals overy for largey sufficiently to make the divergence of the re-expand
series~56! at largey irrelevant. If we determiner from the condition~53!, the growth ofr with
L turns out to emerge by itself.

5. Parameter b0

The parameterb0 has two effects. From Eq.~30! we see that for

k.kc[
b01~1/v21!s

12v
~57!
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the signs of the strong-coupling expansion coefficients start to alternate irregularly. This i
larity weakens the convergence of the higher strong-coupling coefficientsbk

L with k.kc against
bk . The convergence can therefore be improved by choosing ab0 which grows proportionally to
the orderL of the approximation.

In addition,b0 appears in the power ofk in ~45!, which is a consequence of the fact that
determines the nature of the cut inB̃(y) in the complexy-plane starting aty521/s @see Eq.
~25!#.

If we expand both sides of~25! in powers ofk5sy/(11sy) and compare the coefficients o
powers ofk, it is easy to write down an explicit formula for the re-expansion coefficientshn in
terms of the coefficientsB̃j of B̃(y) by

hn5 (
k50

n

(
j 50

k
B̃js

2 jrk2 j

~k2 j !! S d1n21
n2k D , ~58!

whereB̃j are obtained from the original expansion coefficientsf k of f (gB) by relation~18!.
Before beginning with the resummation of the perturbation expansions for the critical e

nents off4-field theories, it will be useful to obtain a feeling for the quality of the abo
developed resummation procedure, in particular for the significance of the parameters up
speed of convergence. We do this by resumming the often-used example of an asymptotic
the perturbation expansion of the ground state energy of the anharmonic oscillator.

E. Resummation of ground state energy of anharmonic oscillator

Consider the one-dimensional anharmonic oscillator with the Hamiltonian

H5
p2

2
1m2

x2

2
1gBx4. ~59!

In this quantum mechanical system, there is no need to distinguish bare and renormalized c
constants, but since the previous resummation formulas were all formulated in terms ofgB we
shall keep this notation also here. The ground state energy has a perturbation expansion

E(0)~gB!5(
k

`

f kgB
k , ~60!

whose coefficients can be calculated via the Bender–Wu recursion relation16 to arbitrarily high
orders, with a large-order behavior

f k52A 6

p3
k! ~23!kk21/2@11O~1/k!#. ~61!

By comparison with~6! we identify the growth parameters

a53, b521/2. ~62!

A scale transformationx→g1/6x applied to the Hamiltonian~59! reveals the scaling property17 for
the energy as a function ofgB andm2:

E~m2,gB!5gB
1/3E~gB

22/3m2,1!. ~63!

Combining this with the knowledge17 that E(m2,1) is an analytic function atm250, we see that
E(1,gB) possesses a power series expansion of the form~3!, with the parameters

s51/3, v52/3. ~64!
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Inserting the latter number together witha from Eq. ~62! into ~52!, we identify

s5
2

A3
. ~65!

The ground state energyE(0)(gB) obeys a once-subtracted dispersion relation:17

E(0)~gB!5
1

2
1

gB

p E
0

`dgB8

gB8

Im E(0)~2gB8 !

gB81gB

. ~66!

The perturbation expansion~60! is obtained from this by expanding 1/(gB81gB) in powers ofgB ,
and performing the integral term by term. This shows explicitly that the large-order behavio~61!
is caused by an imaginary part

Im E(0)~2ugBu!5A6

p
A 1

3ugBu
e21/3ugBu@11O~ ugBu!# ~67!

near the tip of the left-hand cut in the complexgB-plane, in agreement with the general form~5!
associated with the large-order behavior~6!.

Let us now specify the parameterd. We shall do this here in ann-dependent way using Eq
~55!, which now reads with~64!:

d5dn[b013/22n. ~68!

The corresponding basis functions

I n~gB,2/3,1/3,r,2/A3,b013/22n,b0!, ~69!

have then all the same large-order growth parameterb in ~6!.
The two parametersr andb0 are still arbitrary. The first is determined by an order-depend

optimization of the approximations via the conditions~53!. The best choice ofb0 will be made
differently depending on the regions ofgB .

Let us test the convergence of our algorithm at small negative coupling constantsgB , i.e.,
near the tip of the left-hand cut in the complexgB-plane. We do this by calculating the prefact
g in the large-order behavior~6!. In this case the convergence turns out to be fastest by giving
parameterb0 a small value, i.e.,b052. With the large-order behavior~45! of the basis functions
I n(gB), we find the resummed functionsf L(gB) of Lth order(n50

L hnI n(gB) to have a large-orde
behavior~6! with a prefactor

gL5
erG~b0!

A2pG~d!
(
k50

L

~21!khk . ~70!

The values of these sums for increasingL are shown in Fig. 1. They converge exponentia
fast against the exact limiting value

g5A 6

p3
, ~71!

with superimposed oscillations. The oscillations are of the same kind as those observed in
tional perturbation theory for the convergence of the approximations to the strong-coupling
ficients bk ~see Figs. 5.19 and 5.20 in Ref. 5! Also here, the strong-coupling coefficientsbk

L
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converge exponentially fast towardsbk , but with a larger power ofL in the exponent of the last

term'e2const3AL @see Eq.~51!#, rather than'e2const3L1/3
for variational perturbation theory@see

Eq. ~5.199! in Ref. 5#. This is seen on the right-hand side of Fig. 1.
We have applied our resummation method to the first 10 strong-coupling coefficients u

the expansion coefficientsf k up to order 70. The results are shown in Table I. Comparison with
similar table in Refs. 18 and 5 shows that the new resummation method yields in 70th orde
same accuracy as variational perturbation theory did in 251st order. In all cases the op
parameterr turns out to be a slowly growing function withL.

In the strong-coupling regime, the convergence is fastest by choosing forb0 an L-dependent
value

b05L. ~72!

Note that this choice ofb0 ruins the convergence to the imaginary part for small negativegB

which was resummed best withb052.

F. Resummation of critical exponents

Having convinced ourselves of the fast convergence of our new resummation method, l
now turn to the perturbation expansions of theO(N)-symmetricf4 theories in powers of the bare
coupling constantḡB , defined by the Euclidean action

FIG. 1. Logarithmic plot of the convergence behavior of the successive approximations to the prefactorgL in the large-
order behavior~87!, and of the leading strong-coupling coefficientb0

L .

TABLE I. Strong-coupling coefficientsbn of the 70th order approximants
E70

0 (g)5(n50
70 hnI n(g) to the ground state energyE0(g) of the anharmonic

oscillator. They have the same accuracy as the variational perturbation–
theoretic calculations up to order 251 in Refs. 18 and 5.

n bn

0 0.667 986 259 155 777 108 270 962 02
1 0.143 668 783 380 864 910 020 319
2 0.008 627 565 680 802 279 127 963
3 0.000 818 208 905 756 349 542 41
4 0.000 082 429 217 130 077 219 91
5 0.000 008 069 494 235 040 964 75
6 0.000 000 727 977 005 945 772 63
7 0.000 000 056 145 997 222 351 17
8 0.000 000 002 949 562 732 709 36
9 0.000 000 000 064 215 331 956 97

10 0.000 000 000 048 214 263 789 07
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A5E dDx$ 1
2@]f0~x!#21 1

2m0
2f0

2~x!12plB@f0
2~x!#2% ~73!

in D53 dimensions. The fieldf0 is an N-component vectorf05(f0
1 ,f0

2 , . . . ,f0
N), and the

action isO(N)-symmetric. We define renormalized massm and field strength by parametrizing th
behavior of the connected two point functionG(2) in momentum space near zero momentum

G(2)~p,a;2p,b!5Zf

dab

m21p21O~p4!
. ~74!

The renormalized coupling constantg is defined by the value of the connected four-point funct
at zero momenta:

G(4)~0,a;0,b;0,g;0,d!5m242DZf
2 g~dabdgd1dagdbd1daddbg!. ~75!

If we introduce the dimensionless bare coupling constantgB[lB /m, the critical exponents are
defined by

h~gB!5gB

d

dgB
logZf ,

~76!

22n~gB!215gB

d

dgB
log

m0
2

m2
.

The following expansions for the critical indices in the bare dimensionless coupling consta
available19 in the literature for allO(N):

h~gB!5~16/2718N/27!gB
21~29.086 537 45925.679 085 912N20.567 908 591 2N2!gB

3

1~127.491 6153194.773 205 34N117.134 775 5N210.810 538 322 1N3!gB
4

1~21843.491 9921576.466 76N2395.267 835 8N2236.006 602 42N3

21.026 437 849N4!gB
51~28 108.603 98126 995.879 62N18461.481 806N2

11116.246 863N3 162.887 906 8N411.218 861 532N5!gB
6, ~77!

22n21~gB!5gB~21N!1~523/271316N/271N2!gB
21~229.374 45441162.847 4234N

126.080 098 09N21N3!gB
31~2309 099 603722520.848 751N

2572.328 2893N2244.326 461 41N32N4!gB
41~45 970.718 39

142 170.327 07N112 152.706 75N211408.064 008N3165.976 301 08N41N5!gB
5

1~2740 843.19852751 333.064N2258 945.0037N2239 575.570 37N3

22842.8966N4290.714 5582N52N6!gB
6. ~78!

In addition, seventh order coefficients have been calculated forN50,1,2,3:1
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h (7)55
245 387.489 27

2114 574.4876

2241 0424.7646

2454 761.4731
6 gB

7 , n21(7)55
2127 922 69.773

2337 114 16.972

2737 808 09.849

2143 831 857.01
6 gB

7 for 5
N50

N51

N52

N53
6 . ~79!

When approaching the critical point, the renormalized massm tends to zero, so that the proble
is to find the strong-coupling limit of these expansions. In order to have the critical expo
approach a constant value, the powers in Eq. ~3! must be set equal to zero.

In contrast to the quantum-mechanical discussion in the last section, the exponentv govern-
ing the approach to the scaling limit is now unknown, and must also be determined from
available perturbation expansions. As in Refs. 8 and 9, we solve this problem by using the fa
the existence of a critical point implies the renormalized coupling constantg in powers ofgB to
converge against a constant renormalized couplingg* for m→0. The expansion ofg(gB) is
known up to six loops19 for all O(N):

g~gB!5gB1~282N!gB
21~2108/271514/27N1N2!gB

3

1~2878.793 71932312.634 446 71N232.548 413 03N22N3!gB
4

1~11 068.061 8315100.403 285N1786.366 569 9N2148.213 867 44N31N4!gB
5

1~2153 102.850 23285 611.919 96N217 317.7025N221585.114 189N3

265.820 362 03N42N5!gB
6

1~2297 647.1481149 5703.313N1371 103.0896N2144 914.04 8 18N3

12797.291 579N4185.213 105 01N51N6!gB
7. ~80!

The convergence against a fixed couplingg* occurs only for the correct value ofv in the
resummation functionsI n(gB ,v,s,r,s,d,b0). At different values,g(gB) has some strong
coupling power behaviorgB

s with sÞ0. We may therefore determinev by forming from ~80! a
series for the powers,

s5
d logg~gB!

d loggB
5

gB

g
g8~gB!, ~81!

resumming this for various values ofv in the basis functions, and finding the critical exponentv
from the zero ofs. Alternatively, sinceg(gB)→g* , we can just as well resum the series f
2gs, which coincides with theb-function of renormalization group theory@not to be confused
with the growth parameterb in ~6!#

b~gB![2gB

dg~gB!

dgB
. ~82!

If we denote its strong-coupling limit byb* ,

b* [b~gB!ugB→` , ~83!

we resum the expansion forb(gB) to form the approximations

bL~gB!5 (
n50

L

hnI n~gB ,v!, ~84!
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and plot the strong-coupling limits of theLth approximationsbL* for various values ofv. This is
shown in Fig. 2. From these plots we extract the critical exponentv by finding thev-value for
which the approximationsbL* extrapolate best to zero forL→`, taking into account that the
convergence is exponentially fast with superimposed oscillations. Thesev-values are calledvL .

For these resummations, we must of course specify the remaining parameters in the bas
functionsI n(gB ,v,0,r,s,d,b0). This can, in principle, proceed as in the case of the anharmonic
oscillator. The parametera is determined from the action of a classical instanton solutionfc(x)
of the field equations, and has for all expansions theN-independent value11

a5
32p

I 4
51.329 97, ~85!

whereI p[*dDx@fc(x)#p are integrals over powers offc(x).
To determine the parameterd, we recall the remaining growth parametersb and g of the

large-order behavior~6! of the perturbative series for the critical exponents. The growth parameter
b is given by the number of zero modes in the fluctuation spectrum around this classical solution

FIG. 2. Convergence of strong-coupling limits of theb-function ~82! for N51 and different values ofv. The upper and
lower dashed lines denote the range of theL→` limit of bL* from which the value ofv is deduced in Fig. 3.
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H bh

bn21

bb

J 5H 31N/2

41N/2

41N/2
J . ~86!

The prefactorsg in ~6! requires the calculation of the fluctuation determinants around the clas
solution, which yields in the case of theb-function

gb5
2N/212323/2p22

G~N/212!
S I 1

2

I 4
D 2S I 6

I 4
21D 3/2

DL
21/2DT

2~N21!/2 , ~87!

where DL and DT are characteristic quantities of the longitudinal and transverse parts o
fluctuation determinant, respectively. Their numerical values are11

DL DT I 1 I 4 I 6 H3

10.5446 0.004 1.45716 0.0001 31.691 522 75.589 005 659.868 352 13.563

~88!

The parametersgh , gn21 are obtained fromgb by

gh5gb

2H3

I 1D~42D !
, gn215gb

N12

N18
~D21!4p

I 2

I 1
2

, ~89!

whereI 25(12D/4)I 4 andH3 is listed in ~88!. Note that the expansions in powers of the ren
malized coupling constantg have the same parametersa and b, but different parametersgR .
These differ from the abovea’s by a common factor:

gR5ge2~N18!/a. ~90!

From Eq.~85!, the parameters is found using relation~52!. It turns out, however, that this
value does not lead to an optimal convergence. This can be understood qualitatively by obs
that the large-order behavior of the expansion coefficients of the critical exponents and
b-function in powers of the bare coupling constantgB is not nearly as precocious in reaching t
large-order form~6! as the corresponding expansions in powers of the renormalized cou
constantg ~see Fig. 1 in Ref. 9!. The lack of precocity here is illustrated for the expans
coefficients f k

b of the b-function in Table II, which gives the ratios off k
b and their leading

asymptotic estimatesf k
b as:

TABLE II. First six perturbative coefficients in the expansions of the
b-function in powers of the bare coupling constantgB , divided by their
asymptotic large-order estimates (2a)kk!kbb. The ratios increase quite
slowly towards the theoretically predicted normalization constantgb in the
asymptotic regime given in the lowest row.

N 0 1 2 3

k f k
b / f k

b as f k
b / f k

b as f k
b / f k

b as f k
b / f k

b as

2 0.57 0.45 0.35 0.27
3 0.61 0.45 0.32 0.22
4 0.73 0.51 0.34 0.22
5 0.89 0.61 0.40 0.25
6 1.07 0.73 0.47 0.29
7 1.26 0.88 0.56 0.34
A A A A A

gb 110.0 97.0 75.5 53.2
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f k
b / f k

b as[ f k
b /k! ~2a!kkb. ~91!

The first six approach their large-order limits quite slowly. For this reason we prefer to adapts not
from a by Eq. ~52!, but by an optimization of the convergence. Since the re-expanded serie
converges for fixed values ofd ands it is reasonable to determine these parameters by searching
for a point of least dependence in largest available orderL. This is done by imposing the condi-
tions

dkL

ds
50 and

d2kL

ds2
50 ~92!

to determinebothparametersd, s, wherekL denotes theLth approximation to any exponentg,n
or h. In accordance with the discussions in Sec. II A 2 this procedure provides a value ofs which
is smaller than that given by~52!.

After trying out a few choices, we have given the parametersb andr the fixed values 1 and
10, respectively, to accelerate the convergence.

The results for the critical exponents of allO(N)-symmetries are shown in Figs. 2–6 and
Table III.

The total error is indicated in the square brackets. It is deduced from the error of resummatio
of the critical exponent at a fixed value ofv indicated in the parentheses, and from the errorDv
of v, using the derivative of the exponent with respect tov given in curly brackets. Symbolically,
the relation between these errors is

@•••#5~••• !1Dv$•••%. ~93!

The accuracy of our results can be judged by comparison with the most accurately measur
critical exponenta parametrizing the divergence of the specific heat of superfluid helium at the
l-transition byuTc2Tu2a. By going into a vicinity of the critical temperature withDT'1028 K,
a recent satellite experiment has provided us with the value20

FIG. 3. Plot of resummed values ofb* againstv. The true value ofv is deduced from the conditionb* 50 and the errors
are determined from the range ofv where the error bars from the resummation ofb* intersect with thex-axis.
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a520.010 5660.000 38. ~94!

Our value forn in Table III is

n520.670460.007. ~95!

FIG. 4. Convergence of the approximationsnL to the critical exponentn for different values ofN.

FIG. 5. Convergence of the approximationsgL to the critical exponentg for different values ofN.
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FIG. 6. Convergence of the approximationshL to the critical exponenth for different values ofN.

FIG. 7. Comparison of our result~96! for critical exponentsa of superfluid helium with experiments and other theories.

TABLE III. Critical exponents of theO(N)-symmetricf4-theory from our new resummation method. The numbers in
square brackets indicate the total errors. They arise from the error of the resummation at fixed values ofv indicated in
parentheses, and the errors coming from the inaccurate knowledge ofv. The former are estimated from the scattering of
the approximants around the graphically determined large-L limit, the latter follow from the errors inv and the derivatives
of the critical exponents with respect to changes ofv indicated in the curly brackets.

N g h n v

0 1.1604@8# ~4! $0.075% 0.0285@6# ~4! $0.037% 0.5881@8# ~4! $0.075% 0.803@3# $1%
1 1.2403@8# ~4! $0.110% 0.0335@6# ~3! $0.043% 0.6303@8# ~4! $0.065% 0.792@3# $1%
2 1.3164@8# ~5! $0.033% 0.0349@8# ~5! $0.042% 0.6704@7# ~4! $0.098% 0.784@3# $1%
3 1.3882@10# ~7! $0.210% 0.0350@8# ~5! $0.043% 0.7062@7# ~4! $0.110% 0.783@3# $1%
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and yields via the scaling relationa5223n:

a520.011260.0021, ~96!

in good agreement with the experimental number~94!. A comparison with other experiments an
theories is shown in Fig. 7, showing that our result is among the more accurate ones.

A remark is necessary concerning the errors quoted in this paper. We do not know h
estimate precisely the errors which can appear in an involved numerical approximation s
such as the one presented here. Our estimates are based on the range of critical exponen
can be reached by reasonably modifying the parameters in the calculations. What may be
ered as reasonable is a somewhat subjective procedure. As such, our error estimates fo
rule of maximal optimism, and are probably underestimated. This is, however, not uncomm
resummations of divergent power series of critical exponents.21–31
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Modular theory and the reconstruction of four-dimensional
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In this letter we construct a representation of the 311-dimensional Poincare´ group
by modular groups of von Neumann algebras lying in a specified modular position
with respect to each other. Combining this new result with an old one of
Bisognano–Wichmann@J. Math. Phys.16, 985 ~1975!# we obtain a net of local
observables of a 311-dimensional quantum field theory out of a finite set of alge-
bras. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1327597#

I. INTRODUCTION

In this article we continue our investigation on classifying quantum field theories by a
set of algebras lying in a specified modular position relative to each other, see Ref. 1.

Our framework will be the algebraic approach to quantum field theory, in which the phy
system is described by a net of bounded operators, see Ref. 2. As a fundamental feature w
the Reeh–Schlieder property of the vacuum.3 Intuitively speaking this property reflects th
vacuum fluctuations of local quantum field theories. Mathematically it enables one to app
modular theory of operator algebras as developed by Tomita and Takesaki4 to each local algebra
As has been realized by Bisognano and Wichmann5 this rather general structure has a ve
beautiful interpretation in terms of space–time symmetries of the underlying quantum field th
We will subsequently review some of these results in Sec. II.

In 1992 Borchers6 gave an abstract version of this observation which motivated one o
authors~Wiesbrock! to investigate a special type of inclusions of algebras, so called mod
inclusions.7

They show a rich symmetry structure. Out of such inclusions he constructed a net of alg
fulfilling the assumptions of algebraic quantum field theory in 111 dimensions.8

In order to generalize this result to higher dimensions he introduced the notion of mo
intersections of von Neumann algebras.9 Starting with a set of 3 modular intersections and o
additional modular inclusion he constructed a representation of the Poincare´ group in 211 dimen-
sions. Exploiting the result of Ref. 5 these data give rise to a 211-dimensional quantum field
theory.1

In this article we will generalize this result to 311 dimensions.

II. PRELIMINARIES

For the convenience of the reader we recall the notion of modular inclusion and mo
intersection.

Definition 1 (Ref. 7):
~a! Let N,M be von Neumann algebras acting on a Hilbert spaceH, and letVPH be a

common cyclic and separating vector.(N,M,V! is called a6 half-sided modular inclusion
~abbreviated by6hsm!, if DM

i t NDM
2 i t,N for all 6t.0.

a!Electronic mail: kaehler@physik.fu-berlin.de
b!Electronic mail: wiesbroc@physik.fu-berlin.de
740022-2488/2001/42(1)/74/13/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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~b! Let N and M be von Neumann algebras acting on a Hilbert spaceH, which have a
common cyclic and separating vectorVPH. In addition letV also be cyclic forNùM. If

I. ~~NùM!,N,V! and ~~NùM!,M,V! are6hsm inclusions,
II. JN(s2 limt→7` DN

i t DM
2 i t)JN5s2 limt→7` DM

i t DN
2 i t , then the triple~N,M,V! is called a6

modular intersection ~abbreviated by6mi!.

The fundamental Theorem in this context is:
Theorem 1„Ref. 1…: LetN andM fulfill one of the conditions (a) or (b) in Definition 1. The
(a) ln(DN)2 ln(DM) is essentially self-adjoint (for modular inclusions even positive).
Denote by UM,N(a),aPR the unitary group on H with the generator

7(1/2p)(ln(DN)2 ln(DM)). Then,
(b) DM

i t UM,N(a)DM
2 i t5DN

i t UM,N(a)DN
2 i t5UM,N(e62pta) for t,aPR,

(c) JMUM,N(a)JM5JNUM,N(a)JN5UM,N(2a) for all aPR,
(d) DN

i t MDN
2 i t,M for all 7t.0,

(e) N5UM,N(1)MUM,N(21),
(f) DM

i t DN
2 i t5UM,N(211e62pt),

(g) JMJN5UM,N(22),
(h) (N,M,V) is 6mi ~hsm!⇔~N8,M8,V! is 7mi(hsm),
(i) U M8,N8(a)5UM,N(a) for all aPR.
~There was an error in the original proof of statement~a! for the case of hsm-inclusions, whic

was noticed by Araki and Zsido. They also provided a way of filling the gap.10 For an alternate
proof, see Ref. 11.! It is convenient to sign the various algebras occurring in the following by
integers, f. e. byM12. ~This notation is closely related to the labeling of wedge regions by
light vectors, see Sec. III.! Further D12 and J12 will denote the modular objects belonging
(M12,V) andU12,13(a) is the one-parameter group mappingM12 onto M13 ~see Theorem 1!.

Starting with a set of 3 algebras with6mi properties, Theorem 1 provides commutati
relations between their modular groups. One finds that these groups build a three-dimensio
group ~3 generators, 3 commutation relations!. It turns out to be a representation of the Loren
group in 211 dimensions~for details see Ref. 9!:

Theorem 2: „Ref. 9…: Let M12, M13, and M23 be von Neumann algebras acting on
Hilbert spaceH and let VPH be a common cyclic and separating vector. Further assume
following modular intersection properties:

~M12,M13,V! has the2mi-property,

~M23,M13,V! has the1mi-property,

~M23,M128 ,V! has the2mi-property.

Then the one-parameter groups

D12
ir ,D13

is ,D23
i t f or r ,s,tPR

generate a representation of the groupSO~2,1!.
The main problem in proving this Theorem is to show that the representation of the ro

by an angle of 2p equals 1, see Ref. 9. A relation obtained in this investigation and needed
following, is given by

Lemma 1 (Ref. 9): Let the assumptions of Theorem 2 be fulfilled. Then the following rel
hold:

~a! Ad U13,12~1!J13~M23!5M23,

~b! Ad U12,32~1!J12~M31!5M31.
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At this point it is reasonable to ask how translations arise in this context. For this we assum
existence of another modular inclusion. Applying the symmetry on it we get several un
groups. To achieve commutativity some more assumptions have to be satisfied. Finall
obtains a representation of the whole Poincare´ group in 211 dimensions.

Theorem 3 „Ref. 1…: Let M12, M13 and M23 be von Neumann algebras fulfilling th
assumptions of Theorem 2. Further letN be another von Neumann algebra with the followi
properties:

(a) (N,M12,V) is 2hsm inclusion,
(b) Ad J13(JNJ12)5J12JN ,
(c) @Ad J23(JNJ12),JNJ12#50. Then one obtains a faithful, unitary representationUTrans of

the translation groupR2,1. If
(d) for all aPR2,1 there exists abPR2,1, so that the relation

Ad J12~UTrans~a!!5UTrans~b!

holds, then the modular groupsD12
ir ,D13

is ,D23
i t and DN

iu generate a representation of the Poinca´
group in 211 dimensions. This representation fulfills the spectrum condition.

One explicit commutation relation obtained in the proof of this Theorem~see lemma 12 in
Ref. 1! is

Ad U12,13~1!~UN,12~a!!5UN,12~a! for aPR. ~1!

We will need this result several times later on.
One might think that the assumptions of Theorem 3 are rather artificial. But using the res

Ref. 12 one finds that 2 wedge-algebras with one lightray in common fulfill the requiremen
having a modular intersection with respect to the vacuum~for more details, see Ref. 1, and Se
III !. Furthermore, a wedge algebra and its translation in lightray direction provide an exam
a half-sided modular inclusion. We will elaborate on this in the next section.

The topic of this article is an extension of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 to 311 dimensions. In
order to do this let us first review some important facts concerning 311-dimensional quantum
field theory.

III. MODULAR INTERSECTIONS OF von NEUMANN ALGEBRAS IN 3 ¿1 DIMENSIONAL
QUANTUM FIELD THEORY

Our framework will be the description of quantum field theory in terms of nets of lo
algebras, see Ref. 2. In this algebraic approach the physical system is characterized by alg
bounded operators acting on a Hilbert spaceH, indexed by space–time regions,

O,R3,1°A~O!.

They might be interpreted as bounded functions of the observables localized in that region
net is assumed to fulfill the following physically motivated assumptions:2

~A! A(O1),A(O2) if O1,O2 ~isotony!,
~B! A(O1),A(O2)8 if O1,O 28 , where A(O)8 denotes the commutant ofA(O), O 8

PR3,1 the causal complement ofO ~locality!,
~C! There exists a unitary representation of the Poincare´ group,

U:P ↑°B~H!

acting covariantly on the net~Poincare´ covariance!.
~D! There exists a unique vectorVPH, which is invariant under this representatio

~vacuum!.
Such a net describes a 311-dimensional quantum field theory in the algebraic approach.
The famous Reeh–Schlieder3 property of the vacuum now states that due to locality a

vacuum fluctuations any local algebra is cyclic and separating with respect to the vacuum
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This enables one to apply the modular theory to each (A(O),V). For some special regions i
Minkowski space, namely, wedge regions, these abstract mathematical structures have
physically interpretation.

A wedge region is determined by two linearly independent lightlike vectorsl 1 and l 2 belong-
ing to the forward lightcone. With a convenient notation introduced by Borchers,12 it is defined by

W@ l 1 ,l 2#ª$a l 11b l 21L'ua.0,b,0,l PL'%.

L' denotes the set of all vectors lying orthogonal tol 1 and l 2 with respect to the Minkowski
metric.

Bisognano and Wichmann5 showed that if the net is generated by bounded functions
Wightman fields, then the modular groups associated with algebras of wedge regions
Lorentz boosts. More precisely one obtains the one parameter group of boostsL l 1 ,l 2

(t) leaving the
setW@ l 1 ,l 2# invariant,

DA(W[ l 1 ,l 2])
i t 5U~L l 1 ,l 2

~22pt !!.

The reader may consult Ref. 13 for an excellent review about recent results obtained
application of modular theory in quantum field theory.

For the following we will consider such a net and fix four lightlike vectors:

l 15~1,1,0,0!,

l 25~1,2~1/3!,2A2/3,0!,

l 35~1,2~1/3!,2~A2/3!,2~A6/3!!,

l 45~1,2~1/3!,2~A2/3!,~A6/3!!.

The spacelike components of these vectors build a tetrahedron~we thank Schmidt for the idea to
this choice!. Lemmas 2, 3, and 4 do not depend on the special choice of vectors, as long a
are linearly independent and belong to the forward lightcone. But in this very symmetric ca
combination of some special Lorentz transformations implementing some permutations of th
vectors is much simpler than for the general case. The subgroup ofS(4), thepermutation group
of 4 elements, we have in mind, is built by elements of the form (i )( jkl )5( jkl )( i ) and (i j )
3(kl) for pairwise differenti , j ,k,l P$1,2,3,4%. Its representation by modular objects will b
important in the next section.

These lightlike vectors define wedge regionsW @ l i ,l j # for iÞ j P$1,2,3,4%. Let the associated
algebras be denoted byA(W @ l i ,l j #). Now, as already mentioned in the last section, modu
intersections occur in a natural way. Analogously to Ref. 12, Lemma 6 and Ref. 1, Proposit
one shows

Lemma 2: LetA(O), O,R3,1, be a net fulfilling the assumptions of the Theorem
Bisognano and Wichmann.1 Then,

~A~W @ l i ,l j # !,A~W @ l i ,l k# !,V!has the2mi property

for pairwise different i,j,kP$1,2,3,4%.
To see how6hsm-inclusions arise in this context we have to look at wedge regions trans

by vectorsaPR3,1,

W @ l i ,l j ,a#ª$xPR3,1u~x2a!PW @ l i ,l j #%.

Then we have~analogously to Refs. 12 and 1!,
Lemma 3: Let the assumptions be the same as in lemma 2. Then for alla.0 and iÞ j

P$1,2,3,4%,
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~A~W @ l i ,l j ,a l i # !,A~W @ l i ,l j # !,V!is a 2hsm2inclusion.

In particular the one-parameter group that belongs to this inclusion~see Theorem 1! is equal
to the representation of the translation inl i-direction.

Furthermore in a given basis ofR3,1 one easily verifies
Lemma 4: Let the assumptions be the same as in lemma 2. Then the 6 modular

DA(W[ l i ,l j ])
i t generate a representation of the groupSO~3,1!.

It is not surprising that the modular groups in Lemma 4 and another ‘‘lightlike’’ transla
group together generate a representation of the whole Poincare´ group.

In the next sections we will in a way invert this observation. Starting with a set of 7 alge
lying in a specific modular position we will construct a unitary representation of the Poin´
group in 311 dimensions.

IV. REPRESENTATION OF SO„3,1…

First we will focus our attention to the Lorentz group. Motivated by Lemma 2 we wan
construct a representation of it by 6 modular groups of von Neumann algebras.

From our experience in algebraic quantum field theory the simplest Ansatz in this conte
Assumption I:Let Mi j , 1< i , j <4, be von Neumann algebras acting on a Hilbert spaceH

with a common cyclic and separating vectorVPH. Further assume that the triple (Mi j ,Mik ,V)
has the2mi property for pairwise differenti , j ,kP$1,2,3,4%.

In analogy to the case of ‘‘Bisognano–Wichmann’’-nets, in this abstract situation we
denote the commutants ofMi j by Mj i :5Mi j8 . ~Notice that Lemma 1h! states that
(Mj i ,Mki ,V)5(M i j8 ,M ik8 ,V) has the1mi property.! Assumption I already fixes two sub
groups of the group SO~3,1!. ~The authors thank Schroer for the remark of relation B!:

Lemma 5: (A) The one parameter groupsD12
ia ,D13

ib , and D23
ic for a,b,cPR, generate a rep-

resentation ofSO~2,1!.
(B) @U14,24(a),U14,34(b)#50 for all a,b in R.
(C) The one parameter groupsD14

ia , D24
ib and D34

ic for a,b,cP R, span a three-dimensional Lie
group.

Proof: Property~A! follows directly from Theorem 2. For~B! notice that Theorem 1 implies

U14,24~211e2pa!U14,34~211e2pb!

5D14
ia~D24

2 iaD14
ib !D34

2 ib

5D14
i ~b1~1/2p! ~ ln~e22pb~211e2pa!11!D24

2 i ~1/2p! ln~e22pb~211e2pa!11!D34
2 ib .

We used~1f! in the first step and then~1b! to pull theD14-factor in front. Commuting the factors
D34 and D14 as well asD24 and D34 and also using the abbreviationc52(1/2p) ln(e22pa(e2pb

21)11) one similarly gets

U14,34~211e2pb!U
14,24

~211e2pa!

5D14
i ~a1~1/2p! ln~e22pa~211e2pb!11!D24

i ~c2a1~1/2p!ln~e2pa~211e22pc!11!!

3D34
2 i ~1/2p!ln~e2pa~211e22pc!11! .

An easy algebraic transformation shows that the exponents of the modular groups in both
tions are equal.

Property~C! follows from property~B!. h

Notice that the two commuting groups in~B! are isomorphic to the translations belonging
the isotropy group of the lightrayl 4 , see Sec. III. The Lie group in~C! consists of these transla
tions and the dilatation in thel 4-direction.
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Simple combinatorics show that we obtain 12 commutation relations out of Assumption
order to fix a group generated by 6 one-parameter groups one needs 15 relations. As it tu
the Jacobi identities will roughly lead to the three missing ones.

Let us first assume that the algebras are chosen symmetrically. For this we define
Definition 2:

G (132)(4)ªU21,23~1!J12U13,12~1!J135U21,23~1!U13,12~1!

and those equations obtained from this by permuting the indices. Using Theorem~1i! one can also
write G (132)(4)ªU12,32(1)J12U13,12(1)J13. We now state

Assumption II:

~a! Ad G (132)(4)~M14!5M34, Ad G (132)(4)~M24!5M14,

~b! Ad G (134)(2)~M12!5M32, Ad G (134)(2)~M42!5M12.

This situation is given in Sec. III~due to the symmetric choice of the vectorsl 1 ,...,l 4 and the
result of Bisognano and Wichmann5!.

Lemma 6: Products ofG (132)(4) andG (134)(2) generate a representation of a subgroup ofS~4!,
the permutation group of 4 elements. This subgroup is built by elements of the form (ijk)(l),(
with pairwise different i,j,k,lP$1,2,3,4.% The representation acts on the algebras by permuting t
indices in the denoted way.

Proof: Using Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 it is an easy exercise to show thatG (132)(4) and
G (134)(2) act in the right way on the algebrasMi j for i , j P$1,2,3%,iÞ j , since it is the same
situation as in the three-dimensional case.

We will sketch the proof forG (132)(4) andM13,

Ad G (132)(4)~M13!5Ad U21,23~1!J12U13,12~1!J13~M13!

5Ad U21,23~1!J12~M21!

5Ad U21,23~1!~M12!5M32.

Therefore this is also true for their modular objects. For algebras with indicesi or j 54 we need
the following observations:

G (132)(4)5Ad G (132)(4)~G (132)(4)!

5Ad G (132)(4)~U21,23~1!J12U13,12~1!J13!

5U13,12~1!J31U32,31~1!J32. ~2!

Analogously one gets

G (132)(4)5U32,31~1!J23U21,23~1!J21.

Combined with~2! and Theorem~1c! this leads to the relation

G (132)(4)
3 5~U21,23~1!J12U13,12~1!J13!~U13,12~1!J31U32,31~1!J32!U32,31~1!J23U21,23~1!J21

5U21,23~1!J12~U13,12~1!U13,12~21!!~U32,31~1!U32,31~21!!U21,23~1!J21

5U21,23~1!~J12U21,23~1!J12!51.

Using Assumption~IIa! this implies

Ad G (132)(4)~M34!5Ad G (132)(4)
2 ~M14!5Ad G (132)(4)

21 ~M14!5M24.
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Analogous relations hold forG (134)(2). Taking products ofG (134)(2) andG (132)(4) one obtains all
permutations of the form (i jk )( l ) and (i j )(kl) for pairwise differenti , j ,k,l P$1,2,3,4%. h

Assuming that the modular groups generate a 6 dimensional Lie group we use these s
tries and the Jacobi identities to obtain the missing commutation relations. At the end o
section we will give a formulation of this additional Assumption using only modular data~see
Assumption III and Propositon 2!.

Proposition 1: Let Assumptions I and II be fulfilled. Further assume that the modular gr
Dkl

ia for k,l P$1,2,3,4% generate a six-dimensional Lie group. Then this Lie group is a repre
tation of the groupSO~3,1!.

Proof: Let lklª( i /2p)(d/dt)Dkl
it u t50 denote the generators. Theorem~1b! and Dkl

it 5D lk
2 i t

give the relations

@l i j ,l ik#5l i j 2l ik , ~3!

l i j 52l j i . ~4!

It remains to prove the right commutation relations@l i j ,lkl# for pairwise different indices. Start
ing with linear combinations summing to zero and taking Lie-products according to~3! it is a
lengthy but easy exercise to show the linear independence of 5 generators assuming t
algebrasMi j are not identic. We further need the following observation:

Lemma 7: The real linear subspace formed by the elementsl i j commuting withl12 is at least
two-dimensional.

Proof: Rewriting the Jacobi identity one obtains

@l12,@l122l14,l122l32##50.

Assume

@l122l14,l122l32#5al12

for aPR. By ~3! this is equivalent to

@l14,l32#5~a22!l121l321l14. ~5!

Applying on both sides the ‘‘permutation’’G (14)(32) gives

@l41,l23#5@l14,l32#5~a22!l431l231l41. ~6!

But ~5! and ~6! imply

~a22!~l432l12!12l2312l4150,

leading to a contradiction to the linear independence of 4 generators. h

We now take such a commuting element

l5S (
j 52

4

a1 jl1 j D 1S (
j 53

4

a j 2l j 2D 1a34l34

with reala i j . According to the linear independence and the commutation relation~3! it is easy to
see thata34Þ0 holds. The relation@l12,l#50 implies

2a34@l12,l34#5(
j 53

4

~a1 j2a j 2!l122a13l132a14l141a32l321a42l42. ~7!
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Applying AdG (12)(34) to this equation the left-hand side is invariant and the right-hand side g
( j 53

4 (a1 j2a j 2)l212a13l242a14l231a32l411a42l31. A subtraction of these two equation
gives

052~a132a321a142a42!l121~a422a13!l131~a322a14!l141~a142a32!l23

1~a132a42!l24

and the linear independence of the generators impliesa425a13 anda145a32. Hence~7! may be
rewritten as

@l12,l34#5a~l132l42!1b~l142l32! ~8!

with aªa13/a34 andbªa14/a34. Using a second time the Jacobi identity we obtain

@@l12,l34#,l14#5l122l34. ~9!

Next we insert relation~8! into ~9! and ‘‘permute’’ the result byG (1)(234) . This leads to

b@l12,l34#52~l132l42!1a~l142l32!. ~10!

The comparison of the coefficients in~8! and ~10! gives the missing relation

@l12,l34#5l132l422l141l32. ~11!

The rest follows from symmetry.
Now all 15 commutations relations are fixed. In order to make sure that the modular g

D14
i t 14,...,D34

i t 34 generate a representation of SO~3,1! one has to investigate the effect of the rotati
by an angle 2p. But this is the identity, as shown in the proof of Theorem 2 and Lemma 1~for
details, see Ref. 9!. h

Let us next propose an assumption leading to the premise of Proposition 1:
Assumption III: There exists ane8.0 and two strict monotone, continuous mappin

d:]0,e8@°R1 andd8:]0,e8@°R1 so that for all 0,e,e8 the relation

Ad J12~Pe!,Pd(e)Sd8(e)

holds, where

Peª$D14
ir D24

is D34
i t uu~r ,s,t !uªAr 21s21t2,e%,

and

Seª$D12
ir D13

is D23
i t uu~r ,s,t !u,e%

denote neighborhoods of the Lie groups introduced in Lemma 5.
Proposition 2: Assumptions I, II, and III imply that the 6 modular groupsD12

i t 12,...,D34
i t 34 for

t12, . . . ,t34PR generate a six-dimensional Lie group.
Proof: We show that products of the modular groupsD12

i t 12,...,D34
i t 34 can be commuted into a

determined order in a neighborhood of the identity. For this notice that Assumption III an
symmetry imply that AdJi j (Pe),Pd(e)Sd(e) holds for i , j P$1,2,3%. ~For convenience we choos
a sloppy notation in this proof using the samed for all functions of typed, d8.) Now Theorem
~1g! states

Ad U13,12~2!~Pe!5Ad J12J13~Pe!,Pd(e)Sd(e) . ~12!

With help of Theorem 1 one further shows for allr PR,

U13,12~2!D14
ir 5D14

ir U13,12~2e2pr !.
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Together with relation~12! this implies

Ad U13,12~222e2pr !~Pe!,Pd(e)Sd(e)

for r in a neighborhood of zero. Due to the permutation symmetryG (123)(4) this also holds for
U12,32, U13,23. For U14,24, U14,34, andU24,34 analogous relations follow directly from Lemma 5
because they are elements of the Lie groupP. Now Theorem~1f! finishes the proof. h

Combining Proposition 1 and 2, we finally arrive at
Theorem 4: Let Mi j , 1< i , j <4 be 6 von Neumann algebras fulfilling Assumptions I,

and III. Then their modular groups generate a representation ofSO~3,1!.
A model fulfilling the assumptions of Theorem 4 was given in Sec. III. In that case t

algebras are realized by algebras belonging to wedge-regions in 311-dimensional Minkowski
space.

V. REPRESENTATION OF THE TRANSLATIONS

In this section we extend the representation given by Theorem 4 to a representation
whole Poincare´ group in 311 dimensions. Motivated by Lemma 3 we make the following
sumption~in addition to the assumptions I to III!:

Assumption (A):Let N be another von Neumann algebra, so that the triple (N,M12,V) is a
2hsm inclusion.

As a candidate for the translation in direction ofl 1 we take

Ul 1
~a!ªU12,N~a!.

Choosing a basis inR3,1, see Sec. III, one easily verifies

L l 1 ,l 3
~2 ln 2!L l 2 ,l 3

~ ln 2!l 15 l 2 .

Therefore a candidate to define the translations inl 2-direction is given by

Ul 2
~a!ªAd ULor~L l 1 ,l 3

~2 ln 2!L l 2 ,l 3
~ ln 2!!~Ul 1

~a!!5Ad U13,23~1!~Ul 1
~a!!,

and analogously,

Ul 3
~a!ªAd U12,32~1!~Ul 1

~a!!,

Ul 4
~a!5Ad U12,42~1!~Ul 1

~a!!,

for all aPR. But there is an alternative way to these choices. We also have

L l 1 ,l 4
~2 ln 2!L l 2 ,l 4

~ ln 2!l 15 l 2 . ~13!

Hence it is also reasonable to set

Ũl 2
~a!5Ad U14,24~1!~Ul 1

~a!!

and similarly for the others. The following assumption implies the equivalence of both definit
Furthermore it makes sure that they are compatible with respect to the permutations defined
last section.

Assumption (B):Ad G (1)(234)(JNJ12)5JNJ12.
This is motivated by the observations made in Sec. III. Because of Theorem~1g! JNJ12 can be

interpreted as a discrete translation inl 1-direction. So it should be left invariant byG (1)(234) .
Notice that Assumption~b! of Theorem 3 can now be derived from Assumptions~A! and~B!:
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Ad J13~J12JN!5Ad G (1)(234)J12~J12JN!5JNJ12. ~14!

Analogously one obtains

Ad J14~J12JN!5JNJ12. ~15!

Next we prove the equivalence of both definitions:
Lemma 8: Assume (A) and (B). Then,

Ul i
~a!5Ũl i

~a!

for all aPR and iP$2,3,4%.
Proof: Using ~1! and Assumption B, then

@U12,14~1!,U12,N~2!#5@U12,14~1!,JNJ12#50 ~16!

holds. Combining this with Assumption B one gets

@G (1)(234)U12,14~1!,JNJ12#50. ~17!

Using Theorem~1c! it is easy to see, that

@G (1)(234)U12,14~1!,J12#50 ~18!

is fulfilled. Together with~17! we have

@G (1)(234)U12,14~1!,JN#50. ~19!

This implies that the modular conjugation to (AdG (1)(234)U12,14(1)(N),V) is the modular conju-
gationJN of N. Furthermore,

Ad G (1)(234)U12,14~1!~N!,M12

holds, which shows thatV is separating for

~NøAd G (1)(234)U12,14~1!~N!!,M12

again with the same conjugation. So modular theory tells us

N5Ad G (1)(234)U12,14~1!~N!.

In particular we have

@DN
i t ,G (1)(234)U12,14~1!#50 ~20!

for all tPR. Completely analogous to~1! the relation

@U12,14~a!,Ul 1
~b!#5@U12,14~a!,U12,N~b!# for all a,bPR ~21!

holds ~for details see Lemma 12 in Ref. 1!. Now using~20! and Theorem~1f! this gives

Ad G (1)(234)~Ul 1
~a!!5Ul 1

~a!. ~22!

With G (1)(234)5G (123)(4)G (134)(2) it follows that

Ad G (123)(4)
21 ~Ul 1

~a!!5Ad G (134)(2)~Ul 1
~a!! ~23!
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holds. Definition 2 and Theorem 1 imply

G (134)(2)5U14,34~1!U13,14~1!, ~24!

G (132)(4)5G (123)(4)
21 5U12,32~1!U13,12~1!. ~25!

Using relations~1! and ~22! we obtain

Ad U13,14~1!~Ul 1
~a!!5Ad G (1)(234)U12,13~1!~Ul 1

~a!!5Ul 1
~a!. ~26!

Inserting~1! and ~26! into ~23!, one finally sees

Ũl 3
~a!5Ad U14,34~1!~Ul 1

~a!!5Ad U12,32~1!~Ul 1
~a!!5Ul 3

~a!.

The remaining relations follow by symmetry. h

So finally we get the following ‘‘candidates’’ for the representators of translations inR3,1:
Definition 3:

~a! Ul 1
~a!ªU12,N~a!,

~b! Ul 2
~a!ªAd U13,23~1!~Ul 1

~a!!5Ad U14,24~1!~Ul 1
~a!!,

~c! Ul 3
~a!ªAd U12,32~1!~Ul 1

~a!!5Ad U14,34~1!~Ul 1
~a!!,

~d! Ul 4
~a!ªAd U12,42~1!~Ul 1

~a!!5Ad U13,43~1!~Ul 1
~a!!,

for all aPR.
Using relations~1!, ~22!, Definition 2 and Theorem 1 it is a straightforward calculation

verify that this definition respects the symmetries introduced in the last section. To make su
these unitary groups commute, we state analogously to Theorem~3c!:

Assumption (C):@Ad J23(JNJ12),JNJ12#50.
This is again motivated by the discussion in Sec. III. In the case of Bisognano–Wichm

fields J23 acts, up to a spatial rotation, like CTP. So it mapsJNJ12 upon another translation.
From relation~14! and Assumption~C! it follows that the groupsUl i

commute and that they
fulfill the spectrum condition. For details the reader may consult the proof of Proposition
Ref. 1. Hence,

Definition 4: UTrans:R
3,1→U(H) with

a5S (
i 51

4

a i l i D→UTrans~a!ªUl 1
~a1!Ul 2

~a2!Ul 3
~a3!Ul 4

~a4!

defines a representation ofR3,1. It remains to show that these translations have the right com
tation relations with the representationULor of the Lorentz group. As in Theorem~3d! we need

Assumption (D):For all aPR3,1, there exists abPR3,1, so that

Ad J12~UTrans~a!!5UTrans~b!.

This is very similar to Assumption III. It makes sure that the whole representationULor maps
translations upon translations. To see this, notice that the relation

Ad ULor~L l i ,l j
~2pt !!~Ul i

~a!!5Ul i
~e2pta! ~27!

holds. Using Theorem 1 and Definition 2 one finds thatULor(L l i ,l j
(z ln 2)) maps translations upo

translations for allzPZ. But these elements form a dense subset of SO~3,1! and so the claim
follows from continuity.
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So togetherULor andUTrans form a Lie group. The next Proposition states, that they have
correct commutation relations with each other.

Proposition 3: Assume (A)–(D). ThenULor and UTrans generate a representation of the Poin
caré group in 311 dimensions satisfying the spectrum condition.

Proof: Denote byt iª2(d/da)Ul i
(a) ua50 the generators of the translations. Relation~27!

implies

@l i j ,t i #52t i . ~28!

With help of the Jacobi identities, one finds

@l12,@ t1 ,l32##52t1 , ~29!

@l13,@ t1 ,l32##5t1 . ~30!

As already mentioned aboveULor maps translations upon translations, so

@ t1 ,l32#5(
i 51

4

a i t i with a iPR ~31!

holds. Inserting relation~31! into ~29! one gets

2a1t11a2t21a3@l12,t3#1a4@l12,t4#52t1 .

Analogously the substitution of~31! into ~30! gives

2a1t11a2@l13,t2#1a3t31a4@l13,t4#5t1 .

Using the symmetries a summation of these two equations leads to

~a22a3!@ t3 ,l12#5~11a12a2!t21~a12a321!t1 . ~32!

a22a3Þ0 holds because of the linear independence oft1 and t2 ~which is easy to see by
commutation ofat11bt250 with l12). So we obtain

@l12,t3#52
~a12a321!

~a22a3!
t12

~11a12a2!

~a22a3!
t25:j1t11j2t2 . ~33!

t1 ,...,t4 are linearly independent. This can be shown analogously to the linear independence
boost-generators and it is an easy but lengthy computation of the same type. For details o
look at Ref. 14.

Applying AdG (123)(4) to ~33! the comparison with~31! gives two sets of solutions fora2 and
a3 ,

$a2521;a351% and $a25a311%.

Using the Jacobi identities another time the second case again leads to contradiction. See
for more details. Therefore we obtain the remaining relation

@l12,t3#5t22t1

and again the rest follows from symmetry. h

Combining Theorem 4 and Proposition 3 we finally arrive at
Theorem 5: Let Mi j ,i , j P$1,2,3,4% be von Neumann algebras fulfilling Assumptions I,

III and A to D. Then their modular groups generate a representation of the Poincare´ group in
311 dimensions, which fulfills the spectrum condition.
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We can use Theorem 5 in order to construct a 311-dimensional quantum field theory startin
from a set of seven algebrasMi j for i , j ,$1,2,3,4% andN fulfilling Assumptions I, II, III and A
to D. For this one further needs the assumption thatV is also cyclic for the local algebras to b
constructed. We start by interpretingMi j as the local algebras associated with the wedge reg
W @ l i ,l j #. But this is not unique due to the invariance of the wedge regions under special Po´
group elements. Therefore we use the minimal definition by taking the intersection of all po
choices. Analogously we define local algebras associated to double cone. As already me
aboveV is assumed to be cyclic for these algebras and therefore modular theory implies

A~W@ l i ,l j # !5Mi j .

For details one may look up,5 where the construction sketched here is carried out in deta

VI. OPEN QUESTIONS

We conclude this article by mentioning some problems that are left open.
Looking at the requirements we assumed a symmetric situation, see Assumption II.

seems plausible that the assumption of a special symmetric situation is not fundamental.
situation may be achieved by applying suitable unitary transformations on more general s
algebras. So we expect that this assumption might be omitted.

Furthermore Assumption III, used to be able to apply the Jacobi identity, calls for
criteria. In the given form it is hard to verify. Therefore, it is desirable to have a formulation w
is manageable. The presented one was only made for technical purposes and should be for
in a less technical way.
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Capacity of quantum channels using product
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The capacity of a quantum channel for transmission of classical information de-
pends in principle on whether product states or entangled states are used at the
input, and whether product or entangled measurements are used at the output. We
show that whenproduct measurementsare used, the capacity of the channel is
achieved withproduct input states, so that entangled inputs do not increase capac-
ity. We show that this result continues to hold if sequential measurements are
allowed, whereby the choice of successive measurements may depend on the re-
sults of previous measurements. We also present a new simplified expression which
gives an upper bound for the Shannon capacity of a channel, and which bears a
striking resemblance to the well-known Holevo bound. ©2001 American Insti-
tute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1327598#

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Overview

Bennett and Shor1 note that there are, in principle, four basic types of channel capacitie
‘‘classical’’ communication using quantum signals, i.e., communications in which signals are
using an ‘‘alphabet’’ of pure states of quantum systems and decoded using measurements
~possibly mixed state! signals which arrive. The mixed states are the result of noise whic
represented by astochasticor completely positive, trace-preserving mapF. The four possible
capacities correspond to using product or entangled states at the input, and using pro
entangled measurements at the output. These are denoted as follows:CPP, product signals and
product measurements;CPE, product signals and entangled measurements;CEP, entangled signals
and product measurements;CEE, entangled signals and entangled measurements. In more pr
language ‘‘using product’’ means restricting to products and ‘‘using entangled’’ means u
arbitrary ~product or entangled! states or measurements. Hence, it is evident thatCPP

<$CEP,CPE%<CEE. The main purpose of this note is to show thatCPP5CEP, i.e., that if one is
restricted to using product measurements, then using entangled inputs does not increase
pacity. ThusCPP5CEP<CPE<CEE. It is known2–4 that one can have strict inequality inCPP

,CPE for certain non-unital channels. The question of whether or not one can have strict ine
ity in CPE<CEE is open, although numerical evidence5,6 suggests equality.

B. Notation and definitions

To give precise definitions, we use relatively standard notation7,8 in which M5$Eb% denotes
a ‘‘positive operator valued measurement’’~POVM! i.e., Eb>0 and(bEb5I . Let r j denote a set
~or alphabet! of pure state density matrices,p j a discrete probability vector, andr5( jp jr j . We

a!Dedicated to Robert Schrader and Ruedi Seiler on the occasion of their 60th birthdays.
b!Electronic mail: king@neu.edu
c!Electronic mail: bruskai@cs.uml.edu
870022-2488/2001/42(1)/87/12/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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let E5$p j ,r j% denote this ensemble of input states. BothEb and r j are operators on a Hilber
spaceH, so that the stochastic mapF ~representing the noise in the channel! acts onB(H), the
algebra of bounded operators onH. We will write Ẽ5$p j ,F(r j )% for the ensemble of outpu
states emerging from the channel.

We write the dual ofF ~or adjoint with respect to the Hilbert–Schmidt inner product! asF̂

so that Tr@F(r) E#5Tr @r F̂ (E)#. The adjoint of a stochastic map takes a POVMM5$Eb% to

another POVMM̂5$Êb% since the trace-preserving condition onF is equivalent toF̂ (I )5I .
The information content of a noiseless quantum channel with a fixed input ensemble

fixed POVM can be described using the standard Shannon formula of classical information t
Definition 1: For a fixed ensembleE5$p j ,r j% and a POVMM5$Eb% on a Hilbert spaceH,

the quantum mutual information is given by

I q~E;M!5S~Tr @rEb# !2(
j

p jS~Tr @r jEb# !, ~1!

where S(Tr@rEb#) denotes the Shannon entropy2(bpb log pb of the probability vector with
elements pb5Tr@rEb# @and similarly for S(Tr@r jEb# )#.

The information content of a noisy channel defined by the stochastic mapF is obtained from
~1! by replacingE by the output ensembleẼ5$p j ,F(r j )%. Alternatively, since Tr@F(r j ) E#

5Tr @r j F̂ (E)#, we could instead choose to regard the ‘‘noise’’ as acting on the POVM,
obtain the capacity from~1! by replacingM by M̂. Although this viewpoint is atypical, it can b
useful, as we will see in Sec. IV.

Definition 2: For a stochastic mapF, an input ensembleE5$p j ,r j% and a POVMM
5$Eb%, the quantum information content is given by

I F
q ~E;M!5I q~ Ẽ;M!5I q~E;M̂!5S~Tr @F~r!Eb# !2(

j
p jS~Tr @F~r j !Eb# !. ~2!

We consider memoryless channels in which multiple uses of the channel are described
n-fold tensor productF ^ F¯^ F acting on the tensor product Hilbert spaceH^ H¯^ H which
we denote byF ^ n andH ^ n, respectively. This allows us to define the ‘‘ultimate’’ informatio
capacity of the channel as the asymptotic rate achievable when entangled inputs and m
ments are used.

Definition 3: The entangled signals/entangled measurements capacity of a quantum cha
defined as

CEE~F!5 lim
n→`

1

n
sup
E,M

I F ^ n
q

~E;M!, ~3!

where the supremum is taken over all possible (product or entangled) signals and measur
on H ^ n.

To define capacity restricted to product measurements, we writeM^ n for a product POVM of
the form$Eb1

^ Eb2
¯^ Ebn

%.
Definition 4: The entangled signals/product measurements capacity of a quantum chan

defined as

CEP~F!5 lim
n→`

1

n
sup

E,M ^ n

I F ^ n
q

~E;M ^ n!. ~4!

Note that the existence of the limits follows from superadditivity of the classical capaci
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The capacitiesCPP andCPE can be similarly defined. We writeE ^ n to denote an ensemble o
the form $p j 1 , . . . ,j n

,r j 1
^¯^ r j n

%, where$r j% is a fixed collection of states, and$p j 1 , . . . ,j n
% is

some joint probability distribution.
Definition 5: The product signals/entangled measurements capacity of a quantum chan

defined as

CPE~F!5 lim
n→`

1

n
sup

E ^ n,M
I F ^ n

q
~E ^ n;M!. ~5!

Definition 6: The product signals/product measurements capacity of a quantum chan
defined as

CPP~F!5 lim
n→`

1

n
sup

E ^ n,M ^ n

I F ^ n
q

~E ^ n;M ^ n!. ~6!

The additivity of classical information capacity immediately implies the following result.
Theorem 7: The product signals/product measurements capacity of a quantum chan

given by

CPP~F!5CShan~F!5sup
E,M

I F
q ~E;M!, ~7!

which we call the Shannon capacity.
A far deeper result is thatCPE(F) can be re-expressed in terms of the well-known Hole

bound.9,3,10 This result was proved independently in Refs. 3 and 11, building on earlier wo
Refs. 4 and 12.

Theorem 8: (Holevo–Schumacher–Westmoreland): The product signals/entangled measu
ments capacity of a quantum channel is given by

CPE~F!5CHolv~F!5sup
E

S S@F~r!#2(
j

p jS@F~r j !# D , ~8!

where S(P)52Tr (P log P) denotes the von Neumann entropy of the density matrix P. We call
this the Holevo capacity of the channel.

C. Summary of results

Our main result, that using entangled inputs with product measurements does not incre
capacity of a channel, can be stated as

Theorem 9: For any stochastic map, CEP(F)5CShan(F).
There is another implementation of product measurements which has the potential

greater capacity. It involves a sequence of POVM’s on the product spacesH^ n, whereby the
POVM for the second measurement depends on the result of the first measurement, the PO
the third measurement depends on the results of the first two measurements, and so on. T
is that ‘‘Bob’’ can choose his successive POVM’s based on the results of previous measure
We write CEP

cond(F) for the maximum asymptotic rate achievable for such a sequence of c
tional POVM’s, with entangled inputs allowed.@The precise definition of a conditional POVM i
postponed to Sec. IV and the capacity is given by~34!.# Our next result shows that using suc
conditional POVM’s with entangled inputs again does not increase the channel capacity.

Theorem 10: For any stochastic map, CEP
cond(F)5CShan(F).

Theorem 10 was proved independently~and simultaneously!, using different methods, by
Shor,13 and also later proved independently by Holevo.14 A conditional POVM is not the mos
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general situation involving product measurements, which would be a POVM in which each
surement can be written as a tensor product. Except for the obvious bounds, we know of no
for the capacity associated with such POVM’s.

The capacity of a classical channel can be written as the~suitably restricted! supremum of the
classical mutual information. We extend this observation to the quantum case, using a
product formulation whereby the first two~and possibly all four! of these basic capacities ar
realized using mutual information in the form of the relative entropy of a density matrix and
product of its reduced density matrices. This leads to the following upper bound:

Theorem 11: For any stochastic map,

CEP~F!<sup
M,r

FS~r!2(
b

S~Ar F̂~Eb!Ar!1S~t!G ,
wheretb5Tr F(r)Eb5Tr rF̂ (Eb).

We call the quantity on the rightUEP, and we conjecture that it is equal toCEP, i.e., that
equality holds in Theorem 11 above. We motivate and studyUEP in Sec. II C, where we show tha
it can be rewritten in a form similar to the Holevo capacity. Combined with Theorem I C ab
this conjectured equality would provide a simplified expression for the Shannon capacity o
channel, whereby the sup over both input ensemble and POVM is replaced by a sup ovone
average input state and the POVM.

Although the proof of Theorem 10 does not depend on our tensor product reformulatio
present this material first, in the following section, because we feel it gives some useful ins
Section II is largely pedagogical and provides the motivation for our conjectured expressio
CEP. Section III is also primarily pedagogical; it introduces the reader to Holevo’sC–Q and
Q–C channels.3 This leads to a short proof of both the well-known Holevo bound and the
bound in Theorem 11. Moreover, the additivity ofQ–C channels implies Theorem 9 and mo
vates our proof of Theorem 10. The reader primarily interested in this proof can skip direc
Sec. IV.

II. CAPACITY FROM MUTUAL INFORMATION

A. Classical background

The classical mutual information of tworandom variablesX and Y measures how much
information they have in common and is given by

I c~X;Y![(
x,y

p~x,y!log
p~x,y!

p~x!p~y!
. ~9!

If X andY represent the input and output distributions of a channel, then the classical Sh
capacity is the supremum ofI c(X;Y) taken over all possible joint distributions allowed by th
channel.

The Shannon capacity of a quantum channel can also be obtained in this way provided t
joint distribution arises from a quantum communication process (F,E,M) as

p~ j ,b!5p j Tr @F~r j !Eb#5p j Tr @r jF̂ ~Eb!#. ~10!

Although the stochastic mapF is usually regarded as noise acting on the signalsr j , it is important
to recognize that it has another interpretation corresponding to the second expression forp( j ,b) in
~10! above. In the second case, the channel transmits signals faithfully, but the ‘‘noise’’ di

the measurement process by converting the POVM$Eb% to a modified POVM$Êb5F̂ (Eb)%
implemented by the action of the dual ofF.
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In order to make the transition from classical to quantum communication, it is some
useful to consider a classical probability vectorp(x) as the diagonal of a matrixP. We can then
write the relative entropy,

H~P,Q!5Tr @P log P2P logQ# ~11!

in a form which reduces to the usual classical expression whenP andQ are diagonal, but is also
valid whenP andQ are density matrices representing mixed quantum states. In this notatio~9!
becomes

I c~X;Y!5H@P12,P1^ P2#, ~12!

whereP12,P1 , andP2 are diagonal matrices with nonzero entriesp(x,y),p(x) andp(y), respec-
tively.

B. Tensor product reformulation

A reformulation and generalization of mutual information and capacity can be made
formal tensor products. It should be emphasized that this is done for convenience of notatio
is distinct from the tensor products used in describing multiple uses of the channel. LetHABQR

5CJ
^ CM

^ H^ H, where j 51...J, b51...M , andHQ5HR5H is the original Hilbert space on
which r and Eb act. The partial traces then correspond toTA5( j , TB5(b , TQ5Tr, and TR

5Tr.
Let PABQ be the block diagonal matrix with blocksp jAF(r j )EbAF(r j ) andP̂ABQ the block

diagonal matrix with blocksp jAr j F̂ (Eb)Ar j .
ThenPAB[TQPABQ5TQP̂ABQ[ P̂AB andPAB is a diagonal matrix with~nonzero! elements

p( j ,b)5p j Tr @F(r j ) Eb#, PA[TBCPABQ5TBPAB is a diagonal matrix with elementsd i j p j ,
PB[TAQPABQ5TAPAB is a diagonal matrix with elementsdabtb where tb5Tr F(r)Eb

5Tr rF̂ (Eb) as in Theorem 11.
It is straightforward to verify that

CPP[CShan~F!5sup
E,M

@S~PB!2S~PAB!1S~PA!# ~13!

5sup
E,M

H~PAB ,PA^ PB!5sup
E,M

I F
q ~E;M!

5sup
E,M

I q~ Ẽ;M!5sup
E,M

I q~E;M̂!, ~14!

where the last line in~14!, although redundant is included to emphasize the fact that we
suppress the explicit dependence onF by using either a restricted ensemble withr̃ j5F(r j ) or a

restricted POVM of the formF̂ (Eb).
Note that all the matrices in~13! above are diagonal and could be replaced by probab

vectors. The quantum character of the channel is hidden in the fact thatPAB must be the reduced
density matrix of aPABQ of the form above with quantum blocks. Thus we might have repla
supE,M above by either supPABQ

H(PAB ,PA^ PB) or supP̂ABQ
H(PAB ,PA^ PB) with the under-

standing that the supremum was to be taken over thosePABQ or P̂ABQ with the block diagonal
form given above.

We can find a similar expression for the Holevo capacity by noting thatPAQ[TBPABQ is a
block diagonal matrix with blocksp jF(r j ), andPQ[TABPABQ5TAPAQ5F(r).

It is again straightforward to verify that

CPE[CHolv~F!5sup
E

@S~PQ!2S~PAQ!1S~PA!#5sup
E

H~PAQ ,PA^ PQ!. ~15!
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We can interpret this as a classical to quantum mutual information between the classical pr
ity distribution p j of the input alphabet and the average quantum distributionF(r) which
emerges from the channel.

We conclude by observing that the entanglement assisted capacity of Ref. 15 can be wr
a similar way as

sup$H~rQR ,rQ^ rR!:rQR5~F ^ I !~ uC&^Cu!% ~16!

with CPC2
^ C2. This differs slightly from Eq.~4! of Ref. 15. However, becauseuC&^Cu is pure,

their S(r)5S@T2(uC&^Cu)#5S@T1(uC&^Cu)#5S(rR) in our notation. Thus the expression
~16! above is equivalent to Eq.~4! of Ref. 15. This is a form of quantum to quantum mutu
information between the subsystems of an entangled pair, one of which is subjected to no
transmission through the channel.

We also expect that the capacityCEE can be expressed as a~different! quantum to quantum
mutual information. Unfortunately the precise form has eluded us. This approach does, ho
lead in a natural way to a new expression related toCEP.

C. Proposed expression for CEP

To motivate our new candidate forCEP, we letPBR be the block diagonal matrix with block
Ar F̂ (Eb)Ar. Then,PB [TRPBR is a diagonal matrix with elementstb , PR[TBPBR5r, and
define

UEP~F!5sup
M,r

@S~PR!1S~PB!2S~PBR!#5sup
M,r

H~PBR ,PR^ PB! ~17!

5sup
M,r

FS~r!2(
b

S~Ar F̂ ~Eb!Ar!1S~t!G5 sup
tb ,gb

FS~g!2(
b

tbS~gb!G ,
~18!

wheregb5(1/tb)Ar F̂ (Eb)Ar and g5(btbgb5r. The last form~18!, looks like the Holevo
capacity with the input ensembleE5$p j ,r j% replaced by a new ‘‘output measurement ensemb
$tb ,gb%. How can we characterize this ensemble? Using Kraus operators we can writeF(r)
5(kAk

†rAk , where(kAkAk
†5I . It follows thatgb5(1/tb) (kBk

†EbBk with Bk5Ak
†Ar. Hencegb

is a density matrix in the range of a completely positive map which, rather than being

preserving or unital, satisfies(kBkBk
†5F(r). If we defineGr(P)5Ar F̂ (P)Ar we can write

UEP~F!5sup
M,r

S S@Gr~ I !#2(
b

S@Gr~Eb!# D . ~19!

A different characterization is given in the next section as a condition onPBR .
We can interpret~17! as a quantum to classical mutual information between the average

r and the classical probability vectortb associated with the correspondingly averaged out

measurements TrrF̂ (Eb).
We conjecture thatUEP5CEP although we can only showUEP>CEP, which is proved in the

next section. Note ifF is the completely noisy channel which maps every density matrix to
identity, thenPBR5PB^ PR so thatH(PBR ,PB^ PR)50 as expected. This also holds ifr is a
one-dimensional projection.

D. Optimization constraints

We can rewrite all of these expressions for capacity as the suitably constrained suprem
an ‘‘Input–Output’’ mutual information,H(rIO ,rI^ rO), i.e.,

sup$H~rIO ,rI^ rO!:rIO is a density matrix inXIO%, ~20!
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where the subsetXIO lies in AI^ AO and the algebraA is eitherCn3n or Dn, the algebra of
diagonal n3n matrices. We will letG5$E:0<E<I % denote the set of positive semidefini
operators less than or equal to the identity,D the set of density matrices, and<D the set of
positive semi-definite matrices with trace<1, i.e., the set of matriceslP, whereP is a density
matrix and 0<l<1,

CPP: XIO5$rAB5TrQ rABQ :rAQ
21/2rABQrAQ

21/2PDn
^ Dn

^ F̂ ~G!%.

In the case of maps onC232 we expect this to be a subset ofD2
^ D2 although, in principle,

it could be a subset ofD4
^ D4,

CPE: XIO5$rAQ :rAQPDn
^ F~<D!%,

UEP: XIO5$rBR :rB
21/2rBR rB

21/2PDn
^ F̂ ~G!%,

CEE: We know only thatXIO,Cn3n
^ Cn3n.

In order to conclude that these expressions are equivalent to those given previously, w
to verify that whenrIO is in the indicated set, one can always find a corresponding ensemE
and/or POVMM. The block diagonal conditions implicit in the notation above and the fact

F and F̂ are trace-preserving and identity preserving respectively, makes this quite straig
ward.

When n52, we can describeG explictly by writing E5w0I 1w"s wheres5(sx ,sy ,sz)
denotes the formal vector of Pauli matrices andw in R3. Then 0<E<I if and only if uwu
<min$w0,12w0% so that

G5 ø
w0P[0,1]

$E5w0I 1w"s:uwu<min$w0 ,12w0%%.

III. BOUNDS VIA Q – C CHANNELS

Holevo16 introduced an extremely useful family of stochastic maps of the form,

V~P!5(
k

Rk Tr~PXk!, ~21!

whereRk is a family of density matrices,Xk is a POVM. He also distinguished two importa
subclasses of these channels
VQC: Quantum-classical channels in whichRk5uek&^eku so that each density matrix is a on
dimensional projection from an orthonormal basis$ek%;
VCQ: Classical-quantum channels in whichXk5uek&^eku so that the POVM is a partition of unity
arising from an orthonormal basis$ek%.

Holevo16 showed that the quantum capacity of such channels is additive, i.e.,

CPE~FQC^ FQC¯^ FQC!5CPE~FQC
^ n!5n CPE~FQC!,

and similarly for CPE(FCQ
^ n)5n CPE(FCQ). In the next section, we use Holevo’s strategy f

proving additivity forFCQ to prove Theorem 10.
We now show that both the celebrated ‘‘Holevo bound’’CPP(F)<CPE(F) and the new

bound CPP(F)<UEP(F) follow easily from the monotonicity of relative entropy underVQC

channels. Our strategy is similar to one used earlier by Yuen and Ozawa.17

In the first case, we letVQB be a Q–C map of the form~21! with Xb5Eb and Rb

5ueb&^ebu. Then,

H~PAB ,PA^ PB!5H@VQB~PAQ!,VQB~PA^ PQ!#<H~PAQ ,PA^ PQ!, ~22!
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wherePAQ andPAB are as in Sec. II and we have suppressed the identity inI ^ VQB . Taking the
supremum overE yields CPP(F)<CPE(F).

For the new bound, letVRA be aQ–C map of the form~21! with Xj5p jr
21/2r j r21/2 and

Rj5uej&^ej u, so thatVRA(PBR)5PAB . Then,

H~PAB ,PA^ PB!5H@VRA~PBR!,VRA~PB^ PR!#<H~PBR ,PB^ PR!

from which it follows thatCPP(F)<UEP(F).
Remark:It may appear that the argument in~22! above yields a simple proof of the Holev

bound without using the strong subadditivity~SSA! of relative entropy18 as in Ref. 19. However,
Lindblad20 made the useful observation that any stochastic map can be represented as the
trace after interaction with an auxiliary system, i.e.,F(P)5TB@UABP^ EBUAB

† #. In fact, he used
this representation to obtain monotonicity as a corollary of SSA. Thus, the arguments u
obtain the Holevo bound via monotonicity~as above or in Ref. 17! and via SSA~as in Ref. 19! are
essentially equivalent. In the latter approach, an auxiliary system is added explicitly and
discarded; in the former, this is done implicitly via Lindblad’s representation theorem. Fu
discussion of the history of the closely connected properties of SSA, monotonicity of re
entropy and the joint convexity of relative entropy is given in Refs. 21–23.

IV. PROOF OF ADDITIVITY USING Q – C CHANNELS

Theorem 9 can be obtained from Holevo’s result16 that CHolv(VQC) is additive, i.e., ifG is a
Q–C channel of the form following~21!, thenCHolv(G) is additive. To show how this follows, we
define

GF,M~P!5(
b

ueb&^ebu Tr @PF̂ ~Eb!#. ~23!

Then GF,M(P) is a Q–C channel withXn5F̂ (Eb). Moreover, supE I F
q (E;M)5CHolv(GF,M),

and the additivity ofCHolv(GF,M) implies supE I F ^ n
q (E;M ^ n)5CHolv(GF,M

^ n )5nCHolv(GF,M).
Then Theorem 9 follows from

CShan~F!5sup
E,M

I F
q ~E;M!5sup

M
CHolv~GF,M!5CEP~F!.

In order to prove Theorem 10, we will need to extend Holevo’s result. Our extension, w
we present below, follows Holevo’s strategy16 with the identity~27! replacing subadditivity. This
also provides a self-contained proof of Theorem 9, since a product measurement is a spec
of a conditional measurement.

First consider a product channel with Hilbert spaceH1^ H2 and noise operatorF1^ F2 . Let
E125$p j ,r j% be an ensemble of possibly entangled input states onH1^ H2 . Let M15$Eb%
denote the POVM onH1 which implements the first measurement, and for eachb let M2(b)
5$Ec

(b)% denote the POVM onH2 which implements the second measurement. We then defi
joint POVM M12 on H1^ H2 , namely$Eb^ Ec

(b)%. Note that although each element ofM12 is a
product, the joint measurement need not be the product of independent measuremenM1

^ M2 . This is the result of the fact that the second measurement may be conditioned o
results of the first. Nevertheless, it is easy to verify thatM12 is a POVM since

(
b,c

Eb^ Ec
(b)5(

b
Eb^ S (

c
Ec

(b)D 5(
b

Eb^ I .

The information content of a channel using such conditioned measurements is

I F1^ F2

q ~E12;M12!5I q~E12;M̂12!5I q~ Ẽ12;M12!, ~24!
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whereM̂1 ,M̂2(b), andM̂12 denote the POVM’s in whichEb is replaced byFb5F1̂(Eb) and

Ec
(b) is replaced byFc

(b)5F2̂(Ec
(b)), and we have used the notation defined in~1! and~2!. Because

we are interested in studying the capacity for a fixed set of POVM’s, we use the
I q(E12;M̂12) and proceed as if we were considering a noiseless channel with a restricted P
of the above form. Although this viewpoint is useful, it is not essential. The argument would
equally well if we explicitly included the stochastic maps or used the formI q( Ẽ12;M12) and
defined reduced density matrices using partial traces acting on, e.g., (F1^ F2)(r j ).

For any input ensembleE12 we now define a pair of associated input ensembles onH1 and
H2 , respectively. For this purpose it is useful to letTj denote the partial trace overHj . First, let
r j

(1)5T2 @r j # be the indicated reduced density matrix andE15$p j ,r j
(1)%. This is our ensemble on

H1 . Second, for eachj andb, define a state onH2 by

r j ,b
(2)5p~bu j !21 T1 @~r j ! ~Fb^ I !#, ~25!

wherep(bu j )5Tr @r j (Fb^ I )#. Then the corresponding input ensemble onH2 is
E2(b)5$p( j ub), r j ,b

(2)%, wherep( j ub)5p(bu j )p j /p(b) and

p~b!5(
j

p j p~bu j !5Tr F S (
j

p jr j D ~Fb^ I !G . ~26!

We claim that

I q~E12;M̂12!5I q~E1 ;M̂1!1(
b

p~b! I q@E2~b!;M̂2~b!#. ~27!

Since

I q@E2~b!;M̂2~b!#5I F2

q @E2~b!;M2~b!#<CShan~F2!, ~28!

it follows immediately from~27! that

I q~E12;M̂12!<I q~E1 ;M̂1!1(
b

p~b! CShan~F2!5I q~E1 ;M̂1!1CShan~F2!. ~29!

Taking the supremum over channels of this type, which we now emphasize by writingM 12
cond,

gives

sup
E12 ,M 12

cond

I F1^ F2

q ~E12;M 12
cond!5 sup

E12 ,M̂12
cond

I q~E12;M̂12
cond!<CShan~F1!1CShan~F2!. ~30!

However by restricting to product ensembles and product POVM’s in the sup on the left-han
of ~30!, and using additivity of the classical capacity~7!, we deduce

sup
E12 ,M 12

cond

I F1^ F2

q ~E12;M 12
cond!>CShan~F1!1CShan~F2!. ~31!

Hence we have an equality in~30!.
Now consider then-fold product channelF1^¯^ Fn . Let M cond be a conditional POVM

on H1^¯^ Hn . By assumption, every operator in this POVM has the formEb^ Ec
(b) , where

$Eb% is a conditional POVMN cond on H1^¯^ Hn21 , and for eachb, Ec
(b) constitute a POVM

on Hn . Also, for any input ensembleE on H1^¯^ Hn , let E8 be the ensemble of reduce
density matrices onH1^¯^ Hn21 . Then~29! implies
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sup
E,M cond

I F1^ F2^¯^ Fn

q ~E;M cond!< sup
E8,N cond

I F1^ F2^¯^ Fn21

q ~E8;N cond!1CShan~Fn!. ~32!

Iterating ~32! gives

sup
E,M cond

I F1^ F2^¯^ Fn

q ~E;M cond!<(
k51

n

CShan~Fk!. ~33!

The definition of conditional capacity is

CEP
cond~F!5 lim

n→`

1

n
sup

E,M cond

I F ^ n
q

~E;M cond!. ~34!

Hence if we letFk5F, (k51,2,...) it follows immediately from~33! that

CEP
cond~F!<CShan~F!. ~35!

Since the capacity of the product channel is never less than the sum of the channel capaci
CEP

cond(F)>CShan(F) we must have equality in~35! which proves Theorem 10.
It is worth noting that our argument can be used to prove a somewhat stronger result, n

that supE I F
q (E;M cond) is additive inF for any fixed conditional measurementM cond.

All that remains is to verify~27! which is, except for notation, equivalent to the followin
result from classical information theory: for any random variablesJ,B,C,

I c~J;B,C!5I c~J;B!1I c~J;CuB!. ~36!

Although the derivation of~36! is quite elementary~see, for example, Refs. 24 and 10!, for
completeness we include it in the Appendix, where we also show its equivalence to~27!.
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APPENDIX: A USEFUL INFORMATION IDENTITY

First we relate~27! to an expression involving classical mutual information. The input alp
bet of the product channel can be described by a classical discrete random variableJ, whose
distribution is given by the input ensembleE12, that is,P(J5 j )5p j . The output alphabet can b
described similarly by a pair of random variablesB,C, corresponding to the joint POVMM̂12.
The joint distribution ofJ,B,C is given by application of formula~10!, namely,

P~J5 j ,B5b,C5c!5p~ j ,b,c!5p j Tr@ ~r j ! Fb^ Fc
(b)#. ~A1!

Applying the definitions in~1!, ~9!, and~10! gives directly

I c~J;B,C!5I q~E12;M̂12!. ~A2!

Furthermore, by summing overc in ~A1! and conditioning onj , it follows that
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p~bu j !5Tr@ ~r j ! Fb^ I #5Tr@ ~r j !
(1) Fb#. ~A3!

Comparing with the definition of the ensembleE1 , it follows that

I c~J;B!5I q~E1 ;M̂1!. ~A4!

For the second term on the right-hand side of~36!, recall that by definition,

I c~J;C u B!5(
b

p~b!I c~J;C u $B5b%!. ~A5!

Also,

p~cu j ,b!5
p~ j ,b,c!

p~ j ,b!
5Tr@ ~r j ,b!(2) Fc

(b) # ~A6!

andp( j ub)5p( j ,b)/p(b)5p(bu j )p j /p(b), so therefore

I c~J;C u $B5b%!5I q~E2~b!;M̂2~b!!. ~A7!

Hence Eqs.~27! and ~36! are identical.
As noted before,~36! is a standard result in information theory. We include its derivation

completeness. The left-hand side can be rewritten as

I ~J;B,C!5H~J!1H~B,C!2H~J,B,C!, ~A8!

whereH(X) is the classical entropy of the random variableX. The two terms on the right-han
side are, respectively,

I ~J;B!5H~J!1H~B!2H~J,B!, ~A9!

I ~J;C u B!5H~JuB!1H~CuB!2H~J,CuB!. ~A10!

Further, for any random variablesX andY,

H~XuY!5H~X,Y!2H~Y!, ~A11!

and therefore~A10! can be written as

I ~J;C u B!5H~J,B!2H~B!1H~C,B!2H~B!2H~J,C,B!1H~B!. ~A12!

Adding ~A9! and ~A12! gives the right-hand side of~A8!, which proves the result.
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Hyperfunction quantum field theory: Analytic structure,
modular aspects, and local observable algebras
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This paper addresses the following problem of relativistic quantum field theory:
Given a relativistic quantum field, construct a net of local observable algebras over
space–time with ‘‘natural’’ properties. A few years ago we started a project which
suggests to look at this problem in the framework of relativistic quantum field
theory in terms of Fourier hyperfunctions. Accordingly we present the relevant
analyticity results, some modular aspects of our theory for the Bisognano–
Wichman argument, and a concrete suggestion for the definition of the local ob-
servable algebras. Finally, we construct a class of models of hyperfunction quan-
tum fields for which the algebras of bounded operators assigned to nonempty
regions in space–time are not trivial. It is remarkable that our models are not
tempered quantum fields and do not admit ‘‘test functions’’ of compact support.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1326460#

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of defining and of constructing a causal net of operator algebras for ge
relativistic quantum field theory has attracted considerable attention in the last 15 years~see Refs.
1–6!. Typically additional~mainly technical! assumptions are involved to define causal nets
operators algebras for a standard quantum field theory, i.e., a relativistic quantum field the
the sense of Ga˚rding and Wightman.7 Ultimately the goal is to construct an algebraic quantu
field theory in the sense of Haag and Kastler.4 However, at the moment it is still open what th
most appropriate way of defining these local algebras is though there have been a num
promising suggestions.1,6 And the problem of nontriviality of the operator* -algebras assigned t
an open nonempty region of space–time is also not settled in these suggestions.

Accordingly we found it attractive to look for another framework to address these prob
Here we suggest to use the framework of Fourier hyperfunctions which is weaker than t
tempered distributions. Thus we have to choose quite a different route to proceed.

Our attempt is also motivated by the fact that the question of which type of genera
functions one should use in the formulation of relativistic quantum field theory, has not yet f
a final answer. From the construction of models8 and from general considerations there are stro
indications that in the framework of hyperfunction quantum field theory~HFQFT for short!, i.e.,
relativistic quantum field theory in terms of Fourier hyperfunctions,9,10 one can do better with
regard to these problems in so far that the additional assumptions can be dropped~or at least be
weakened considerably!. Other reasons for why it is attractive to study quantum field theory
terms of Fourier hyperfunctions are given in Refs. 11 and 12.

For the convenience of readers who are not too familiar with HFQFT and its motivatio

a!Electronic mail: shigeaki@pm.tokushima-u.ac.jp
b!Electronic mail: ebruning@pixie.udw.ac.za
990022-2488/2001/42(1)/99/31/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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recall the main points.~1! The fact that in four-dimensional space–time no nontrivial stand
quantum fields have been constructed indicates that the axioms of QFT in terms of tem
distributions might be too strong.~2! On p. 425 of Ref. 11 one finds the following:

In conclusion we remark that Jaffe’s formulation of the problem is not the most general.
might try [in the spirit of the work of Martineau (1963), for example] to define local propertie
generalized functions (in particular the notion of support of a generalized function) even whe
space of test functions does not include functions of compact support. The hope is that
general framework one might arrive at a class of generalized functions satisfying weaker c
tions than (15.53)–(15.54); in particular, the generalized functions which increase at infinity
faster than any linear exponentialu f (p)u<Ce expeupu for all e.0 might be included.

We point out that all this is realized in HFQFT.~3! In HFQFT there is a more natural relatio
between Wightman distributions and Schwinger functions.13 ~4! The two point function
Dm

(2)(x2y)5^f(x)f(y)& has a local singularity of the form

1

@~x2y!2# (s21)/2

in s.1 space dimension. Thus an infinite power series in this quantity will have an ess
singularity at the origin, and therefore not be tempered. But ifs51 the local singularity in
Dm

(2)(x2y) is log(x2y)2 and so an infinite sum can define a tempered distribution. This is
reason why in the case ofs51 Wick power series can converge in a framework of tempe
fields, whereas in the case ofs.1 only Wick polynomials are defined in the framework
tempered fields. Thus~Wick ordered! entire functions of free fields find a natural formulation
HFQFT and thus provide a huge class of additional explicit models of quantum fields whic
far more complex than the class of explicit models in standard QFT.~5! Certain ‘‘formally
interacting’’ models can be treated rigorously in HFQFT but not in standard QFT.8

Since the system of axioms for HFQFT is weaker than that of standard QFT, the constr
of a causal net is more difficult in HFQFT. In fact, if we look at the works quoted above we
that the existence of compactly supported test functions plays a fundamental role in all appr
to this problem in the framework of standard QFT. Thus at first it seems very questio
whether this problem can be addressed in HFQFT at all where there are no test functi
compact support available. But these doubts are based on the understanding that localiza
only be achieved through localized test functions. In HFQFT localization is achieved throug
main objects of the theory, namely through the fields~as operator-valued Fourier hyperfunction!
and their localization properties. Naturally, the concept of localization is more subtle in the t
of ~Fourier! hyperfunctions than in Schwartz’ distribution theory.~Localization of Fourier hyper-
functions is for instance explained in Sec. 2 of Ref. 10 and for hyperfunctions in Secs. 9.1 a
of Ref. 14!.

In this paper we intend to show that it is sensible and promising to address the probl
defining and constructing local nets of operator algebras in the framework of Fourier hype
tion quantum field theory by providing the following:~1! The basic ingredients for the
Bisognano–Wichmann approach to this problem@existence and standard properties of the CP
operator; HFQFT version of the Reeh–Schlieder theorem; analytic continuation over s
wedgesW6 ; identification of the concrete action of the operatorJ of Eq. ~24! and its main
properties# and~2! A concrete proposal for the assignment of* -algebras of bounded operators
open nonempty domains of space–time~which is shown to be local for double cones!. ~3! A
construction of a simple class of models of hyperfunction quantum fields~which are not standard
quantum fields! for which the local algebras according to our suggestion are not trivial.

Standard quantum field theory uses the spaceS(R4) of rapidly decreasingC`-functions as a
test function space, i.e., the fieldF is an operator-valued tempered distribution, more precis
F( f ) is an unbounded operator defined on a dense subsetD of a Hilbert spaceH for all f
PS(R4). On the other hand hyperfunction quantum field theory uses as a test function spa
spaceO> (D4) of rapidly decreasing analytic functions defined below.
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An elementm of the dual spaceO> (Dn)8 of O> (Dn) is called a Fourier hyperfunction and a
elementn of the spaceL(O> (Dn),H) of continuous linear mappings fromO> (Dn) to H is called a
vector-valued Fourier hyperfunction. Though there are no functions of compact support inO> (Dn),
we can define the support of a Fourier hyperfunction as follows:

Let S`
n21 be the (n21)-dimensional sphere at infinity, which is homeomorphic to the u

sphereSn215$xPRn;uxu51% by the mappingx→x` , where the pointx`PS`
n21 lies on the ray

connecting the origin with the pointxPSn21. The setRnøS`
n21 , equipped with its natura

topology@a fundamental system of neighborhoods ofx` is the set of all the setsOV,R(x`) given
by

OV,R~x`!5$jPRn;j/ujuPV, uju.R%ø$j` ;jPV%

for every neighborhoodV of x in Sn21 andR.0#, is denoted byDn, called the radial compac
tification of Rn. Let Qn5Dn3 iRn and give it the product topology. Naturally,Cn5Rn3 iRn is
embedded inQn. Let K be a compact set inDn, $Um% a fundamental system of neighborhoods
K in Qn and Oc

m(Um) the Banach space of functionsf analytic in UmùCn and continuous on
ŪmùCn which satisfy

i f im5 sup
zPUmùCn

u f ~z!ueuzu/m,`.

Next we introduce the space

O> ~K !5 ind lim
m→`

Oc
m~Um!.

Observe thatO> (Dn) is dense inO> (K) ~see for instance Ref. 15!. Therefore continuous extension
are unique if they exist at all. We say that thesupportof mPO> (Dn)8 is contained inK if m has
a continuous extension toO> (K). The localization of Fourier hyperfunctions can be summariz
by recalling that Fourier hyperfunctions form a~flabby! sheaf over space–time.16

There are two main approaches to construct a net of local algebras from tempered qu
fields~see Refs. 1, 6, 17 for a survey of these and other attempts!. One way to define local algebra
$M(O)% for bounded open setsO in R4 is to defineM(O) as the set of all ‘bounded functions
of F( f ) for f PS(R4) with suppf ,O. Since the test functions of the Fourier hyperfunctions
analytic functions, there are no nonzero functions with compact supports. Therefore we c
define local algebras for hyperfunction quantum fields by this method. Another definition of
algebras is thatM(O) is the set of all bounded operators which commute weakly with all fi
operatorsF( f ) with suppf ,O8 where O85 int$xPR4;(x2y)2,0, ;yPO%. This definition
has a counterpart in hyperfunction quantum field theory as we indicate now. LetD be a dense
subset of the Hilbert spaceH such thatF( f )D,D for all test functionsf PO> (D4). Then the
mapping (f 1 ,...,f n)→F( f 1)¯F( f n)u for uPD defines a vector-valued Fourier hyperfunctio
F(x1)¯F(xn)u ~see Ref. 15!. Since there are no nontrivial test functions with compact suppo
we do not use smeared quantitiesF( f 1)¯F( f n)u but instead we use the vector-valued Four
hyperfunctionsF(x1)¯F(xn)u directly. Since we can define the supports of Fourier hyperfu
tions, we define the following set:

Lw8 ~O!5$XPB~H!; ;nPN,;uPD,;vPD,

supp@~X* u,F~x1!¯F~xn!v !2~F~xn!*¯F~x1!* u,Xv !#,D4n\On%.

Lw8 (O) is the set of all bounded operators which commute weakly withF(x1)¯F(xn) for all
xkPO. SinceLw8 (O) is not necessarily an algebra, we propose to define an algebraM(O), for
double conesO, as a subset ofLw8 (O8).
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Questions of prime importance are: Is the net$M(O)% is local? Is$M(O)% not trivial? In this
paper we give an affirmative answer to the first question for the family of double cones usin
Bisognano–Wichmann argument~see Refs. 1, 5, 17!.

In Sec. II, we study the vector-valued Fourier hyperfunctionsF(x1)¯F(xn)F0 , whereF0 is
the vacuum vector, especially the analytic properties of these Fourier hyperfunctions. As a c
part of the well-known Reeh–Schlieder theorem of standard QFT we prove Proposition II
Sec. II B we study the analytic properties ofn-point functions Wn(x1 ,...,xn)
5(F0 ,F(x1)¯F(xn)F0) and prove the existence of the CPT-operatoru in hyperfunction quan-
tum field theory. Next, in Sec. II C we study again analytic properties of

F~x1!¯F~xn!F0 .

In particular we prove Proposition II.7 which is the crucial tool for the following development
a preparation, in Sec. III, modular aspects of the theory for sets of operators over the
wedgesW6 are considered. Compared to standard QFT an additional domain problem has
addressed~Sec. III B!. This then allows us in Sec. IV to derive suitable characterizations of w
commutants of field operators localized on wedges. Then, besides a domain problem, w
prepared the ground for the Bisognano–Wichman route to causality for weak commutant
wedges and then over double-cones~Sec. V!.

We want to stress that all the results and proofs are valid also in tempered quantum
theory because tempered quantum fields can be considered to be~Fourier! hyperfunction quantum
fields.

As it is well known in the case of tempered quantum fields1,3,2 the nontriviality of the local
observable algebras is a difficult problem which has not yet found a general solution. Our
remarks indicate considerable additional difficulties in the case of hyperfunction quantum
So, instead of proving the existence of nontrivial local observable algebras in the general ca
present in Sec. VI a class of examples of hyperfunction quantum fields which have nontrivia
observable algebras. We proceed as follows.

We construct a hyperfunction quantum field as a Wick power series of a free field which
a standard quantum field. We construct the local algebras for this field according to our s
tion. The nontriviality of these local algebras is shown as follows: A standard construction
the local algebras for this free field. And it is shown that these local algebras for the free fie
contained in the corresponding local algebras constructed for the hyperfunction quantum
This amounts to the statement that the free field we start with and the hyperfunction quantum
constructed out of it are local relative to each other, in some sense.~We think that these hyper
function quantum fields are in Borchers class of the free field, in the sense of HFQFT; b
Borchers class, in the sense of HFQFT, of a free field has not yet been determined.!

II. HYPERFUNCTION QUANTUM FIELD THEORY: ANALYTICITY RESULTS

Naturally we begin by specifying the framework in which we will be working.
By definition hyperfunction quantum fields are~relativistic! quantum fields over the tes

function spaceE5O> (D4) as discussed in Ref. 10. Here we address only the theory of a ne
scalar hyperfunction quantum field. For convenience we recall the basic defining assum
H1 ,...,H5 . A quadruple (H,U,D,F) is called ahyperfunction quantum field theoryiff the fol-
lowing conditions are satisfied:

H1 Quantum fields as operator valued Fourier hyperfunctions:The field F is a linear map
from O> (D4) into the algebraL(D,D) of linear operators defined on the dense subsetD of a
separable complex Hilbert spaceH. For all u,vPD, f→(u,F( f )v) is a Fourier hyperfunction
and one hasF( f * ),F( f )* , whereF( f )* is the adjoint of the densely defined linear opera
F( f ) and f * (z)5 f ( z̄) ~F is Hermitian!.

H2 Relativistic covariance: Uis a unitary representation of~the universal covering group of!
the proper Poincare´ groupG on H which satisfies
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U~g!D5D, U~g!F~ f !U~g!215F~ f g!,

for all gPG and all f PO> (D4), where f g(x)5 f (g21x).
H3 Spectral condition:The spectrum of the energy-momentum operatorP ~i.e., the generator

of the time–space translations in the representationU! is contained in the closed forward ligh
coneV̄1 , where

V65$~p0,p!; 6p0.upu%.

H4 Causality or local commutativity:If x1 and x2 are spacelike separated the
F(x1)F(x2)u5F(x2)F(x1)u for everyuPD.

H5 Uniqueness of the vacuum:The subspaceH0 of translation invariant vectors inH is
one-dimensional and generated by a unit vectorF0PD. This vacuum vectorF0 is also invariant
under the Lorentz transformationsU(L) and cyclic for the field operatorsF( f ), f PO> (D4), i.e.,

D05 lin span$F0 , F~ f 1!¯F~ f n!F0 ; f kPO> ~D4!, n51,2,...%

is dense inH.
Remark:It follows from the first axiom that for everyuPD the mapping

O> ~D4!n{~ f 1 ,...,f n!→F~ f 1!¯F~ f n!uPD ~1!

defines a unique vector-valued Fourier hyperfunctionF(x1)¯F(xn)u ~see Ref. 15!. Therefore
we are dealing with well defined vector valued Fourier hyperfunctions in conditionH4 .

A. Basic analyticity results

Introduce the vector-valued Fourier hyperfunction

Fn~x1 ,...,xn!5F~x1!¯F~xn!F0 ~2!

and denote the Fourier transform ofFn(x1 ,...,xn) by F̃n(p1 ,...,pn). Now, in appropriately
chosen variables

~q1 ,...,qn!5x21~p1 ,...,pn!, qk5(
j 5k

n

pj ,

the Fourier hyperfunctionF̃n has convenient support properties. Consider

Z̃n5F̃n+xn . ~3!

Then we have~see Ref. 10!

suppZ̃n~q1 ,...,qn!,V̄1
n . ~4!

If Im zkPV1 , then

q→expS i (
k51

n

^zk ,qk& D 5cz1 ,...,zn
~q1 ,...,qn!

belongs to the spaceO> (V̄1
n ) and therefore

Zn~z1 ,...,zn!5Z̃n~cz1 ,...,zn
! ~5!

is holomorphic inT 1
n , whereT 1

n 5$(z1 ,...,zn); Im zkPV1 , for k51,...,n% and
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Fn~x1 ,...,xn!5Zn~x1 ,x22x1 ,...,xn2xn21!5Zn~j1 ,...,jn!. ~6!

Zn(j1 ,...,jn) is the Fourier hyperfunction which is defined as the boundary value ofZn(z1 ,...,zn)
on T 1

n . It is also the Fourier transform of the Fourier hyperfunctionZ̃n introduced above. It
follows that the Fourier hyperfunction~2! is the boundary value of the analytic function,

Fn~z1 ,...,zn!5Zn~z1 ,z22z1 ,...,zn2zn21!5Zn~z1 ,...,zn! ~7!

in $(z1 ,...,zn)PC4n;(z1 ,z22z1 ,...,zn2zn21)PT 1
n %. The conditionH2 of Lorentz covariance

implies for any Lorentz transformationL,

U~L!Fn~z1 ,...,zn!5Fn~Lz1 ,...,Lzn!5Zn~Lz1 ,...,Lzn! ~8!

for all (z1 ,...,zn) such that (z1 ,z22z1 ,...,zn2zn21)PT 1
n .

Remark: For z5(z0 ,...,z3)P(C\R)4 introduce the functionhzPO> (D4) defined byhz(t)
5)k50

3 e2(tk2zk)2
/2p i (tk2zk). Then we have

f ~ t !5E
G4

hz~ t ! f ~z!dz

for f PO> (D4), whereG5G11G2, G65$z;z56x6 id,2`,x,`% is a suitable path in (C\R).
For uPD define a functionF by F(z1 ,...,zn)5F(hz1

)¯F(hzn
)u. Then F(z1 ,...,zn) is

holomorphic in (C\R)4n and represents the vector-valued Fourier hyperfunctionF(x1)¯F(xn)u
as follows:

F~ f 1!¯F~ f n!u5E
G4n

F~z1 ,...,zn! f 1~z1!¯ f n~zn!)
j 51

n

)
k50

3

dzj
k . ~9!

And we say that F(x1)¯F(xn)u is the boundary value ofF(z1 ,...,zn). Since

F(hz1
)*¯F(hzn

)* u5F(hz1
* )¯F(hzn

* )u5F( z̄1 ,...,z̄n) @where hz* (t)5hz( t̄ )5hz̄(t)#, hence

F( z̄1 ,...,z̄n) represents the vector-valued Fourier hyperfunctionF(x1)*¯F(xn)* u, we write

F~x1!*¯F~xn!* u5F~ x̄1!¯F~ x̄n!u ~10!

and have

E
Ḡ4n

F~ z̄1 ,...,z̄n! f 1~z1!¯ f n~zn!dz1¯dzn5E
G4n

F~w1 ,...,wn! f 1* ~w1!¯ f n* ~wn!dw1¯dwn .

In this notation we have in particular

F~x1!*¯F~xn!* F05F~ x̄1!¯F~ x̄n!F05F~ x̄1 ,...,x̄n!. ~11!

With these basic analyticity properties we are well prepared to derive the main result o
section, an analogue of the much used Reeh–Schlieder theorem of standard QFT.

Proposition II.1 (HFQFT Reeh–Schlieder): Let Un (n51,2,...) be open nonempty sets inR4n

and u a vector ofH. If (u,Zn(j1 ,...,jn))50 @respectively(Zn( j̄1 ,...,j̄n),u)50# in Un as Fou-
rier hyperfunctions for n50,1,2,...~we use here Z05F0), then u50.

Proof: Since (u,Zn(z1 ,...,zn)) @resp. (Zn( z̄1 ,...,z̄n),u)# is holomorphic inT 1
n ~respectively,

in T 2
n ) andUn is open inR4n we get (u,Zn(z1 ,...,zn))50 @respectively (Zn( z̄1 ,...,z̄n),u)50# in

T 1
n ~respectively, inT 2

n ) by edge of the wedge theorem~see Theorem 5.1 of Nagamachi an
Nishimura18!. Therefore (u,F( f 1)¯F( f n)F0)50 ~respectively, (F( f 1)¯F( f n)F0 ,u)50) for
any f kPO> (D4) for n50,1,2,... . By conditionH5 this impliesu50. h
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B. Existence of a CPT-operator

There are several useful representations of then-point functionsWn of the theory,

Wn~z1 ,...,zn!5~Fk~ z̄k ,...,z̄1!,Fn2k~zk11 ,...,zn!!

5~F0 ,Fn~z1 ,...,zn!!. ~12!

By translation invariance expressed in the form~7! the last term is equal to

~F0 ,Zn~z1 ,z22z1 ,...,zn2zn21!!

and thus it follows from the translation invariance of the vectorF0 that this quantity does no
depend onz1 whenzk5zk2zk21 is fixed for k52,...,n, and is denoted byWn21 , i.e.,

Wn~z1 ,...,zn!5Wn21~z2 ,...,zn!. ~13!

The functionWn21 is holomorphic inT 1
n21 and invariant under the proper Lorentz groupL1

↑

since the vectorF0 is invariant under this group. We recall now some well-known results fr
standard QFT about the analytic continuation of then-point functions. Since these results a
based purely on analyticity arguments they apply in our context too. Accordingly the fun
Wn21 is analytically continued to a single valuedL1(C)-invariant functionŴn21 which is ana-
lytic in the extended tube

Tn218 5øAPL1(C)AT 1
n21

by the Bargmann–Hall–Wightman theorem.19 Tn218 contains real points called Jost points.19 The
Jost theorem19 says that a real point (r2 ,...,rn) belongs toTn218 if, and only if, the convex cone
C(r2 ,...,rn) generated byr2 ,...,rn contains only spacelike points. According to these results
n-point functionWn is analytically continued to a functionŴn which is analytic in

Sn85$~z1 ,...,zn!PC4n;zk2zk215zkPTn218 %.

Condition H4 ~local commutativity! implies thatŴn is analytically continued to a functionWn
P

which is symmetric and analytic inSn
P , the union of all domains generated fromSn8 by arbitrary

permutation of variablesz1 ,...,zn .
A certain weaker version of the locality conditionH4 called weak locality has found a numbe

of successful applications in standard QFT because it can be characterized by a simple sy
property~14! of then-point functions. Since the proof of this characterization relies on analyt
arguments only it applies to HFQFT too, as we are going to show. First we recall that a h
function quantum field is calledweakly localiff for all n and all real points (r 1 ,...,r n) in Sn8 the
relationŴn(r 1 ,...,r n)5Ŵn(r n ,...,r 1) holds. The announced characterization of weak locality
given by the following theorem:

Theorem II.2: In a theory characterized by conditions H1-H3 and H5 weak locality is
equivalent to the following symmetry~14! for the n-point hyperfunctionsWn , for all n52,3,...,

Wn~x1 ,...,xn!5Wn~2xn ,...,2x1!5Wn~2x1 ,...,2xn!. ~14!

Proof: The arguments of Chap. V of Ref. 19 apply. h

Corollary II.3: The n-point functions of a hyperfunction quantum field theory satisfy
symmetry relations~14!.

Proof: The conditionH4 of local commutativity implies weak locality. h

Theorem II.4 „TCP-Theorem…: A theory (H,U,D,F) characterized by conditions H1-H3

and H5 is weakly local if, and only if, there is an antiunitary operatoru on H with the properties
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uF05F0 , uF~ f 1!¯F~ f n!F05F~ f 1
2!¯F~ f n

2!F0 , ~15!

where fk
2(z)5 f k(2 z̄). This antiunitary operatoru is called TCP-operator. It satisfies

u25I , uU~a,L!u5U~2a,L! on H, ~16!

uF~ f !u5F~ f 2! on D. ~17!

Proof: Since Theorem II.2 is established, the standard proof19 applies. h

Corollary II.5: A hyperfunction quantum field theory has a TCP-operatoru.
Proof: Use Corollary II.3 and Theorem II.4. h

C. Analytic continuation over spatial wedges „Bisognano–Wichmann analyticity …

In the following we assume that a hyperfunction quantum field theory (H,U,D,F) is given as
specified at the beginning of this section. We use the notation and the results from the pr
sections without referring to them explicitly. Consider the following 1-parameter subgroup o
Lorentz group

v t5S cosht sinht 0 0

sinht cosht 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

D PG

and

g25v ip5v2 ip5S 21 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

D .

Then

V~ t !5U~v t!

is a 1-parameter group of unitary operators in the Hilbert spaceH which has a self-adjoint
generatorL. Thus, by functional calculus, we have an analytic continuation ofV(t) to V(t), t
PC. Clearly, whent does not belong toR, the linear operatorsV(t) are unbounded. Following
Bisognano–Wichmann17 we will be able to give suitable domains for these unbounded opera
and to identify their action. Relation~8! implies

V~ t !Zn~z1 ,...,zn!5Zn~z1~ t !,...,zn~ t !!, ~18!

wherez(t)5v tz, for all tPR and all (z1 ,...,zn)PT 1
n . Recall thatZn is holomorphic onT 1

n . For
t5 il,lPR we calculate

Im z~ il!05Im z0 cosl1Rez1 sinl,

Im z~ il!15Im z1 cosl1Rez0 sinl,

and introduce the spatial wedges

W65$xPR4;6x1.ux0u%, ~19!
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and the following subcone of the forward light-coneV1 ,

V1
0 5$~h0,h1,h2,h3!PV1 ; h25h350%.

Then, forzk5jk1 ihk such that RezkPW6 and ImzkPV1
0 we have Imzk(il)PV1

0 ,V1 for 6l
P@0,p/2# and thusZn(z1( il),...,zn( il)) is well defined. This allows to deduce the followin
lemma.

Lemma II.6: (a) LetzkPT1 be such thatzk( il)PT1 for 6lP@0,p/2# and k51,...,n, then
Zn(z1 ,...,zn)PdomV( il) and

V~ il!Zn~z1 ,...,zn!5Zn~z1~ il!,...,zn~ il!! ~20!

as an identity between vector-valued analytic functions.
(b) WhenIm zkPV1

0 andRezkPW6 , thenzk( il)PT1 for 6lP@0,p/2# and the conclusion of
(a) applies.

Proof: The proof of the Lemma 8 of Ref. 17 works without modification. h

Now, the main results of this subsection are given in the following proposition.
Proposition II.7: As identities between analytic functions inj5(j1 ,...,jn)PW6

n the follow-
ing holds:

(a) If FPdom V(6 ip/2), then

~V~6 ip/2!F,Zn~j1 ,...,jn!!5~F,Zn~j1~6 ip/2!,...,jn~6 ip/2!!, ~21!

and

~F,Zn~g2j1 ,...,g2jn!!5~V~6 ip/2!F,Zn~j1~6 ip/2!,...,jn~6 ip/2!!. ~22!

(b) If CPdomV(6 ip), then

~V~6 ip!C,Zn~j1 ,...,jn!!5~C,Zn~g2j1 ,...,g2jn!!. ~23!

(c) Define

J5U~0,R!u, ~24!

where u is the CPT-operator of Theorem II.4 and R the Euclidean rotation byp around the
x1-axis. If CPdomV(6 ip), then

~V~6 ip!C,Zn~j1 ,...,jn!!5~C,JZn~ j̄1 ,...,j̄n!!. ~25!

Proof: For ImzkPV1
0 andjk5RezkPW6 we know by Lemma II.6,

~V~6 ip/2!F,Zn~z1 ,...,zn!!5~F,Zn~z1~6 ip/2!,...,zn~6 ip/2!!. ~26!

The left-hand side of~26! is holomorphic inR4n1 iV1
n and it defines a hyperfunction onR4n.

There exists a neighborhoodU of j5(j1 ,...,jn) in W6
n andd.0 such that the right-hand side o

~26! is holomorphic inU1 iV1,d
n andU2 iV1,d

n , whereV1,d5$hPV1 ;h0,d%, and it defines a
hyperfunction onU ~see Theorem 4.4 of Ref. 18!. Since both sides of~26! coincide in U
1 iV1,d

n , they define the same hyperfunction inU. SincejPW6
n is arbitrary, by the localization

~sheaf! property of hyperfunctions, Eq.~21! holds inW6
n as an identity for hyperfunctions.

The left-hand side of~21! is a boundary value fromR4n1 iV1
n , and the right-hand side a

boundary value from bothU1 iV1,d
n andU2 iV1,d

n . Hence, by the edge of the wedge theore
both sides are analytic inU. Again, sincejPW6

n is arbitrary, we deduce that Eq.~21! holds as an
identity for analytic functions.

Now Eq. ~22! follows from ~21! and the following chain of identities:
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~F,Zn~g2j1 ,...,g2jn!!5~V~6 ip/2!F,Zn~g2j1~7 ip/2!,...,g2jn~7 ip/2!!

5~V~6 ip/2!F,Zn~j1~6 ip/2!,...,jn~6 ip/2!!.

From spectral calculus we know that ifCPdomV(6 ip) then V(6 ip/2)C
PdomV(6 ip/2) andV(6 ip/2)V(6 ip/2)C5V(6 ip)C. Thus Eqs.~21! and ~22! apply and
yield

~V~6 ip!C,Zn~j1 ,...,jn!!5~V~6 ip/2!C,Zn~j1~6 ip/2!,...,jn~6 ip/2!!

5~C,Zn~g2j1 ,...,g2jn!!.

Thus part~b! follows.
According to Sec. II B, the operatorJ5U(0,R)u has the following properties:

J25I , JF05F0 , JF~ x̄!J5F~g2x!, ~27!

JU~a,L!J5U~g2a,g2Lg2!, JV~ t !J5V~ t ! ~28!

for all tPR. Now it follows from ~23!, for all (j1 ,...,jn)PW6
n ,

~V~6 ip!C,Zn~j1 ,...,jn!!5~C,Zn~g2j1 ,...,g2jn!!

5~C,JF~ x̄1!¯F~ x̄n!F0!5~C,JZn~ j̄1 ,...,j̄n!!,

and we conclude~c!. h

III. MODULAR ASPECTS

In standard QFT the modular theory for theO* -algebraP(W6) on D generated by the field
operatorsF( f ), f PS(R4), suppf ,W6 , is fully developed. The maps

XF0→X* F0 , XPP~W6!

are closable and their closuresS6 satisfy

S15S2* 5JV~ ip!

~see Theorem 4.52 in Inoue20!.
Here, in HFQFT we develop certain aspects of this theory, needed for the proof of loca

our assignment of* -algebras of bounded operators to the wedgesW6 . We are going to show tha
in our case too these maps are implemented as above.

A. Modular relation

For lPR introduce the subspace

DV~l!5~11V~ il!!21H
and observe that forl.0 ~resp.l,0), DV(l) is a core for allV(t) with 0<Im t<l ~resp. 0
>Im t>l). For all uPDV(l) the functiont→V(t)u is strongly continuous and bounded in
<Im t<l ~resp. 0>Im t>l) and analytic in the interior of this set. The operatorsV(t), t as
above, are transformed under the operatorJ of Eq. ~28! as follows:

JDV~l!5DV~2l!, JV~t!J5V~ t̄ !,

and

JV~W6!J5V~W7!.
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DenoteD65DV(6p) and define

A65$XPB~H!; XF0PD6%,

V~W6!5$XPA6 ; V~6 ip!XF05JX* F0%. ~29!

The following two propositions provide important details about these sets of operators.
Proposition III.1: (a)V(W6)F05D6 .
(b) Whenever X1 ,X2PV(W6) satisfy the condition X1V(t)X2* V(t)* PV(W6) for all t PR,

then

X1~JX2J!F05~JX2J!X1F0 . ~30!

Proof: For uPD6 define, for allvPH,

Z6~u!v5u~F0 ,v !1F0~JV~6 ip!u,v !2~F0 ,u!~F0 ,v !F0 .

Clearly,Z6(u) are bounded linear operators onH, and forv5F0 we have

Z6~u!F05u~F0 ,F0!1F0~JV~6 ip!u,F0!2~F0 ,u!~F0 ,F0!F05u.

In order to determine the adjoints of the operatorsZ6(u) we calculate for allw, vPH,

~Z6~u!* w,v !5~w,Z6~u!v !

5~w,u~F0 ,v !1F0~JV~6 ip!u,v !2~F0 ,u!~F0 ,v !F0!

5~w,u!~F0 ,v !1~w,F0!~JV~6 ip!u,v !2~w,F0!~F0 ,u!~F0 ,v !

5~~w,u!F0 ,v !1~~w,F0!JV~6 ip!u,v !2~~w,F0!~F0 ,u!F0 ,v !

It follows, for all wPH,

Z6~u!* w5~w,u!F01~w,F0!JV~6 ip!u2~w,F0!~F0 ,u!F0 ,

and therefore

Z6~u!* F05~F0 ,u!F01~F0 ,F0!JV~6 ip!u2~F0 ,F0!~F0 ,u!F05JV~6 ip!u.

This shows thatZ6(u)PV(W6) andV(W6)F05D6 and thus proves part~a!.
In order to prove part~b! let X1 , X2PV(W6) be given which satisfy the hypothesis of pa

~b!. Then we know, withX5X1V(t)X2* V(t)* , tPR, thatV(6 ip)XF05JX* F0 holds. Thus we
have

V~6 ip!X1V~ t !X2* F05JV~ t !X2V~ t !* X1* F0 .

By the same argument forX5X1 andX5X2 we deduce

V~6 ip!X1V~ t !JV~6 ip!X2F05JV~ t !X2V~ t !* JV~6 ip!X1F0 .

Finally we employ the relations of Sec. II C betweenJ andV(t) and the group properties ofV(t)
for complext and get

V~6 ip!X1JV~ t6 ip!X2JF05V~ t !JX2JV~6 ip2t !X1F0

and

V~6 ip2t !X1JV~ t6 ip!X2F05JX2JV~6 ip2t !X1F0 . ~31!
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Now take anyCPH and a cutoff functioncPD(R) and consider the three vector-valued fun
tions with complex variablet,

X1JV~ t̄6 ip!X2F0 , JX2JV~6 ip2t!X1F0 , V~ t̄6 ip!c~L !C.

These functions are strongly continuous on the closed strip 0<6Im t<p. The first two functions
are analytic in 0,6Im t,p and the third is entire analytic int̄. Therefore the function

f ~t!5~V~ t̄6 ip!c~L !C, X1JV~ t̄6 ip!X2F0!2~c~L !C,JX2JV~6 ip2t!X1F0!

is continuous in 0<6Im t<p and analytic in 0,6Im t,p. By Eq.~31! we know f (t)50 for all
real t; it follows f (6 ip)50, i.e.,

~c~L !C, X1JX2F0!5~c~L !C,JX2JX1F0!.

Since CPH and cPD(R) are arbitrary, we haveX1JX2JF05JX2JX1F0 . This proves part
~b!. h

Proposition III.2: An operator XPA6 belongs to the setV(W6), i.e., it satisfies the equation

V~6 ip!XF05JX* F0

if, and only if, for all n51,2,...,

~X* F0 ,Zn~j1 ,...,jn!! uW
7
n 5~Zn~ j̄1 ,...,j̄n!,XF0! uW

7
n . ~32!

Proof: Assume first thatXPV(W6) is given. For allj5(j1 ,...,jn)PW7
n we obtain, using

V(6 ip)XF05JX* F0 , and the relations forJ from above,

~X* F0 ,Zn~j!!5~JV~6 ip!XF0 ,Zn~j!!5~V~7 ip!JXF0 ,Zn~j!!.

Now Eq. ~25! implies that this equals

~JXF0 ,JZn~ j̄ !!5~Zn~ j̄ !, XF0!.

Hence relation~32! is necessary.
Conversely assume thatX is a bounded linear operator onH for which relation~32! holds.

SinceXF0PD6 we can use~25! and get from relation~32!

~X* F0 ,Zn~j1 ,...,jn!! uW
7
n 5~Zn~ j̄1 ,...,j̄n!,XF0!W

7
n

5~JXF0 ,JZn~ j̄ !! uW
7
n 5~V~7 ip!JXF0 ,Zn~j!! uW

7
n .

Hence Proposition II.1 implies

X* F05V~7 ip!JXF05JV~6 ip!XF0 .

Therefore condition~32! is sufficient. h

B. Growth restriction and the domain problem

The temperedness of the distributions allows to show in standard QFT that the con
XF0PdomV(6 ip) follows from condition ~32!. The proof relies on the fact that compact
supported testfunctions are available.

Compared to tempered distributions Fourier hyperfunctions can grow much stronger. Ac
ingly we impose a~mild! growth restriction on our theory. This growth condition@see Eq.~37!#
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allows us to control the domains of the operatorsV(6 ip) and then we are able to prov
L w8 (W7),A6 . This control of the domain is achieved by using a suitable rapidly decrea
cut-off function,

f ~ t !5c exp~2cosht !, ~33!

wherec.0 is a number such that

E
2`

`

f ~ t !dt51.

For m.0 denote

f m~ t !5m f ~mt !.

Lemma III.3: Let0,e,p/2m. Then the Fourier transform

f̃ m~p!5E eipt f m~ t !dt

of fm is an entire function which satisfies the estimate

u f̃ m~p!u<M ~e,m!e2eupu ~34!

for some M(e,m).0, and

f̃ m~p!→1

as m→` for every p.
Proof: The identity

u f m~ t1 is!u5cm exp~2coshmt cosms!

follows from the equality

f m~ t1 is!5cm exp~2coshmt cosms2 i sinhmt sinms!.

If usu,p/2m then f m(t1 is)→0 decays faster than exponentially ast→6`. Thereforef̃ m(p) is
an entire function ofp. Since f m(t)→d(t) asm→`,

f̃ m~p!→1

asm→` for everyp.
Let 0,e,p/2m. Then

ue6epf̃ m~p!u5~2p!21/2U E eip(t6 i e) f m~ t !dtU
5~2p!21/2U E eipt f m~ t7 i e!dtU,`

and we have

u f̃ m~p!u<M ~e,m!e2eupu

for someM (e,m).0. h
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Lemma III.4: Let V(t)5eitL . Then, for all m.0, V(6 i e) f̃ m(L) is a bounded operator for
e,p/2m.

Proof: It follows from ~34! that ue6epf̃ m(p)u<M (e,m). Therefore, by spectral calculus
f̃ m(L) mapsH into the domain ofV(6 i e) and

V~6 i e! f̃ m~L !5E
2`

`

e6epf̃ m~p!dE~p!

is a bounded operator, whereE(p) is the spectral measure of the self-adjoint operatorL. h

Recall the definition of the vector-valued Fourier hyperfunctions,

Zn~j1 ,...,jn!5F~x0!F~x1!¯F~xn!F0

with j j5xj2xj 21 for j 51,...,n. It is the boundary value of a slowly increasing vector-valu
holomorphic functionZn(z) in the forward tube,z5(z1 ,...,zn)PT 1

n which, by Lorentz covari-
ance, satisfies the relation

V~ t !Zn~z!5Zn~z~ t !! ~35!

for zPT 1
n and z(t)5v tz. Both sides of Eq.~35! are holomorphic functions onT 1

n , thus they
define the same Fourier hyperfunctions. So, we denote

V~ t !Zn~j!5Zn~j~ t !!

with z(t)5v tz.
Lemma III.5: Suppose X is a bounded operator onH for which the two Fourier hyperfunc

tions (X* F0 ,Zn(j)) and (Zn( j̄),XF0) coincide on some open nonempty set O inR4n. Then both
Fourier hyperfunctions are actually analytic functions in O and coincide there as analytic f
tions.

Proof: Zn( z̄) is a vector-valued slowly increasing holomorphic function in the backward t
T 2

n and defines a Fourier hyperfunctionZn( j̄) on R4n. From our assumption it follows that th
two Fourier hyperfunctions (X* F0 ,Zn(j)) and (Z( j̄),XF0) coincide inO. By the Edge of the
Wedge theorem for Fourier hyperfunction18 we conclude. h

With the notation introduced in Sec. III A we define

V~W6!5$XPB~H!;XF0PD6 and V~6 ip!XF05JX* F0%

and formulate the main result of this section.
Theorem III.6: If for a bounded operator X onH one knows for all n,

~X* F0 ,Zn~j!! uW
7
n 5~Zn~ j̄ !,XF0! uW

7
n , ~36!

and if for every n there are non-negative constants Mn and Kn such that

u~X* F0 ,Zn~j~ t !!!u5u~Zn~ j̄~ t !!,XF0!u<MneKn cosht, ~37!

then XPV(W6).
Proof: According to the preceding lemma we know that the growth restriction~37! for ana-

lytic functions is meaningful even if the coincidence relation~36! is originally assumed in the
sense of Fourier hyperfunctions.

We employ the cut-off functionsf m introduced above and show in a first step

~ f̃ m~L !X* F0 ,Zn~j!! uW
7
n 5~Zn~ j̄ !, f̃ m~L !XF0! uW

7
n
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for largem. To begin, observe that the properties of the cut-off function and the growth restri
~37! imply that the integrals

E f m~ t !~X* F0 ,Zn~j~ t !!!dt and E f m~ t !~Zn~ j̄~ t !!,XF0!dt

exist if m.1, and we have

~ f̃ m~L !X* F0 ,Zn~j!!5E f m~ t !~V~ t !X* F0 ,Zn~j!!dt

5E f m~ t !~X* F0 ,Zn~j~ t !!!dt

5E f m~ t !~Z~ j̄~ t !!,XF0!dt

5E f m~ t !~Z~ j̄ !,V~ t !XF0!dt5~Zn~ j̄ !, f̃ m~L !XF0!,

where we used the coincidence relation~36! in the third equation.
In a second step we show that

~ f̃ m~L !X* F0 ,Zn~j~ t !!! and ~Zn~ j̄~ t !!, f̃ m~L !XF0!

are bounded functions oftPR: It follows from Lemma III.4 that the vectorsf̃ m(L)X* F0 and
f̃ m(L)XF0 belong to the domain of the operatorsV(6 i e) for 0,e,p/2m. Since j(7 i e)
PT 1

n if jPW7
n , Zn(j(7 i e)) is a well defined vector inH. By part ~b! of Lemma II.6 the

following is known: If z j5j j1 ih jPW61 iV1
0 for j 51,...,n then, for all tPR, Zn(z(t))

PdomV(7 i e) andV(7 i e)Zn(z(t))5Zn(z(t7 i e))5V(t)Zn(z(7 i e)). Thus it follows

~V~6 i e! f̃ m~L !X* F0 ,V~ t !Zn~z~7 i e!!!5~V~6 i e! f̃ m~L !X* F0 ,V~7 i e!Zn~z~ t !!!

5~ f̃ m~L !X* F0 ,Zn~z~ t !!!.

Observing Lemma III.5 we can take the limith→0 and get the identity

~ f̃ m~L !X* F0 ,Zn~j~ t !!!5~V~6 i e! f̃ m~L !X* F0 ,V~ t !Zn~j~7 i e!!!

and hence

u~ f̃ m~L !X* F0 ,Zn~j~ t !!u<iV~6 i e! f̃ m~L !X* F0iiZn~j~7 i e!i

for all tPR. Similarly one proves the boundedness of the second function (Zn( j̄(t)), f̃ m(L)XF0).
In a third step we use another cut-off functionc(p)PDR(R), i.e., a real valuedC`-function

with compact support, and show

~c~L ! f̃ m~L !X* F0 ,Zn~j!!5~JV~6 ip!c~2L !J f̃m~L !XF0 ,Zn~j!!.

Let

č~ t !5~2p!21E
R
e2 i tpc~p!dpPS~R!
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be the inverse Fourier transform ofc(p). Then c(L)J f̃m(L)XF0PdomV(7 ip) and, by the
previous step, the integrals

E
R
č~ t !( f̃ m~L !X* F0 ,Zn~j~ t !!dt and E

R
č~ t !~Zn~ j̄~ t !!, f̃ m~L !XF0!dt

exist. Thus we have for alljPW7
n ,

~c~L ! f̃ m~L !X* F0 ,Zn~j!!5E
R
~ č~2t !V~2t ! f̃ m~L !X* F0 ,Zn~j!!dt

5E
R
č~ t !~ f̃ m~L !X* F0 ,V~ t !Zn~j!!dt

5E
R
č~ t !( f̃ m~L !X* F0 ,Zn~j~ t !!dt

5E
R
č~ t !~Zn~ j̄~ t !!, f̃ m~L !XF0!dt

5E
R
č~ t !~Zn~ j̄ !,V~2t ! f̃ m~L !XF0!dt

5~Zn~ j̄ !,c~2L ! f̃ m~L !XF0!5~Jc~2L ! f̃ m~L !XF0 ,JZn~ j̄ !!

5~V~7 ip!Jc~2L ! f̃ m~L !XF0 ,Zn~j!!

5~JV~6 ip!c~2L ! f̃ m~L !XF0 ,Zn~j!!,

where we used the relationsV(7 ip)J5JV(6 ip) and

~C,JZn~ j̄ !!5~V~7 ip!C,Zn~j!!

for CPdomV(7 ip) ~see Proposition II.7!. By the Reeh–Schlieder theorem for hyperfuncti
quantum fields~Proposition II.1! we have

c~L ! f̃ m~L !X* F05JV~6 ip!c~2L ! f̃ m~L !XF0 .

The final step removes the cut-offs. Letc(p)PDR(R) such thatc(p)51 for upu<1 and
introducecm(p)5c(p/m) for m.0. Then we have, asm→`,

cm~L ! f̃ m~L !X* F0→X* F0 , cm~2L ! f̃ m~L !XF0→XF0 .

Thus the relation

Jcm~L ! f̃ m~L !X* F05V~6 ip!cm~2L ! f̃ m~L !XF0

for all sufficiently largem and the closedness of the self-adjoint operatorsV(6 ip) imply XF0

PdomV(6 ip) andV(6 ip)XF05JX* F0 . h

IV. WEAK COMMUTANTS OF FIELD OPERATORS

Let (H,U,D,F) be a hyperfunction quantum field theory. Foru, vPD0 , n51,2,..., andX
PB(H) define the Fourier hyperfunction

CX;n,u,v~x1 ,...,xn!5~X* u,F~x1!¯F~xn!v !2~F~ x̄n!¯F~ x̄1!u,Xv !. ~38!
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If this Fourier hyperfunction vanishes on an open setOn, O,D4, i.e., if CX;n,u,vuOn50, then this
means intuitively that the operatorX commutes weakly with the field operators localized onO.

To any open nonempty setO in D4 we assign the following set of bounded linear operators
the state spaceH:

Lw8 ~O!5$XPB~H!; CX;n,u,vuOn50, ;u,vPD0 , ;nPN%

5$XPB~H!; suppCX;n,u,v,D4n\On, ;nPN, ;u,vPD0%. ~39!

These setsLw8 (O) will be our starting point for the assignment of algebrasM(O) to nonempty
sets of space–time. In caseO is a wedgeW6 or a double cone we will be able to show the local
of this assignment.

Clearly, a much simpler and more natural definition would be to consider all those bou
operators onH which commute weakly withF(x), xPO as it is done in standard QFT. In thi
section, by relying on some recent progress in the theory of Fourier hyperfunctions we sho
actually the two definitions agree. To this end we introduce

L8~O!5$XPB~H!;;uPD0 ,;vPD0 ,

supp@~X* u,F~x!v !2~F~x!* u,Xv !#,D4\O%

and showL w8 (O)5L8(O).
Recall the following general form of Schwartz’ kernel theorem for Fourier hyperfunct

~Theorem 3.2 of Ref. 21!:
Theorem IV.1: Let Ki be a closed subset ofDki for i 51,2,...,N. Then, for every separately

continuous N-linear form B on G5O> (K1)3¯3O> (KN) there is a unique Fourier hyperfunctio
FB on K13¯3KN , i.e., FBPO> (K13¯3KN)8 such that for all(g1 ,...,gN)PG,

B~g1 ,...,gN!5FB~g1^¯^ gN!.

We have to comment on this result.K13¯3KN is a subset ofDk13¯3DkN, but not ofDn,
n5( i 51

N ki , in general. Accordingly elementsmPO> (K13¯3KN)8 have to be considered a
elements ofO> () i 51

N Dki)8 with support inK13¯3KN . But hyperfunctions inn variables are
defined onDn, the radial compactification ofRn; and in this sense we need the above res
However we can choose a fundamental sequence of neighborhoods$Um% ~resp.$Vm%) of Dn ~resp.
) i 51

N Dki) such that UmùCn5VmùCn5$zPCn;uIm zu,1/m%. Thus we deduceO> (Dn)
5O> () i 51

N Dki) and consequently,O> (Dn)85O> () i 51
N Dki)8 thoughDnÞ) i 51

N Dki.
As a further preparation we prove
Lemma IV.2: Let O be an open set inR4. Then,

O> ~D4n\On!5O> ~~D4!n\On!. ~40!

Proof: Let

Om5$xPO;dist~x,]O!.1/m%.

Then R4n\Om
n (m51,...) is afundamental system of neighborhoods ofR4n\On in R4n. Since

D4n\R4n5S`
4n21 , we can choose a fundamental system of neighborhoodsUm (m51,...) of

D4n\On in Q4n such that

UmùC4n5$xPR4n;ixi.m%øR4n\Om
n 1 i $yPR4n;iyi,1/m%.

Since (D4)n\R4n5ø j 51
n (D4) j 213S`

3 3(D4)n2 j , we can choose a fundamental system of nei
borhoodsVm (m51,...) of (D4)n\On in (Q4)n such that

VmùC4n5ø j 51
n R4( j 21)3$xPR4;ixi.m%3R4(n2 j )øR4n\Om

n 1 i $yPR4;iyi,1/m%n.
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Since for anym1 there existsm2 such thatUm1
.Vm2

~resp.Vm1
.Um2

), we have~40!. h

Corollary IV.3: A Fourier hyperfunctionm(PO> (D4n)85O> ((D4)n)8) which vanishes in On

belongs toO> (D4n\On)85O> ((D4)n\On)8. Thus we have the following interpretation of the su
port of m:

suppm,D4n\On and suppm,~D4!n\On.

Proposition IV.4: Suppose jP$1,...,n% and tj is a separately continuous n-linear form on
O> (D4)( j 21)3O> (D4)3O> (D4)(n2 j ) which, for fixed fiPO> (D4), iÞ j has a continuous linear ex
tension T$ f i ; iÞ j %( f j ) to f jPO> (K j ), K j,D4 closed. Then tj has an extension to a separate

continuous n-linear form Tj on O> (D4)( j 21)3O> (K j )3O> (D4)(n2 j ).
Proof: We have to show that for fixedf jPO> (K j ),

$ f i ; iÞ j %→T$ f i ; iÞ j %~ f j !

is a separately continuous (n21)-linear form onO> (D4)(n21). By Theorem 2.7 of Ref. 10,f j

PO> (K j ) is the limit in O> (K j ) of a sequence$gk%kPN in O> (D4). Thus we get the following limit
representation of the above functional,

T$ f i ; iÞ j %~ f j !5 lim
k→`

t j~ f 1^¯^ f j 21^ gk^ f j 11^¯^ f n!.

For eachk, by assumption,t j ( f 1^¯^ f j 21^ gk^ f j 11^¯^ f n) depends continuously onf i

PO> (D4) for each iÞ j ; and O> (D4) is known to be a barreled space, hence by the Bana
Steinhaus theorem the above limit depends continuously onf iPO> (D4), iÞ j . h

Now we are prepared to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem IV.5: If O is an open nonempty set ofR4, thenLw8 (O)5L8(O).
Proof: In the notation introduced in~38! the setL8(O) is characterized by

L8~O!5$XPB~H!; CX;1,u,vuO50, ;u,vPD0%

5$XPB~H!; suppCX;1,u,v,D4\O, ;u,vPD0%. ~41!

Thus it suffices to show for a bounded operatorX on H: If

suppCX;1,u,v,D4\O, ;u,vPD0 ,

then

suppCX;n,u,v,D4n\On, ;nPN, ;u,vPD0 .

Observe first that for allf jPO> (D4) the following relation holds:

CX;n,u,v~ f 1^¯^ f n!5CX;1,u,F( f 2)¯F( f n)v~ f 1!1CX;1,F( f n21)*¯F( f 1)* u,v~ f n!

1 (
j 52

n21

CX;1,F( f j 21)*¯F( f 1)* u,F( f j 11)¯F( f n)v~ f j !. ~42!

Clearly, the summands of this relation are separately continuousn-linear forms onO> (D4)( j 21)

3O> (D4)3O> (D4)(n2 j ) and by Proposition IV.4, ifXPL8(O), have extensions to separately co
tinuous n-linear forms onO> (D4)( j 21)3O> (K j )3O> (D4)(n2 j ), where K j5D4\O. Now we can
apply the kernel theorem to conclude

CX;n,u,v~ f 1^¯^ f n!5(
j 51

n

Tj~ f 1^¯^ f n! ~43!
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with

TjPO> ~D4n!8 and suppTj,D4( j 21)3K j3D4(n2 j ). ~44!

It follows

suppCX;n,u,v~x1 ,...,xn!,ø
j 51

n

~D4! j 213~D4\O!3~D4!n2 j

5~D4!n\ù
j 51

n

~D4! j 213O3~D4!n2 j5~D4!n\On.

Finally we apply Corollary IV.3 to conclude

suppCX;n,u,v~x1 ,...,xn!,D4n\On,

and thusXPL w8 (O). h

Corollary IV.6: (a) For any open nonempty subset O inD4, L w8 (O) is a * -invariant linear
subspace of the* -algebraB(H) of bounded linear operators on the Hilbert spaceH. It contains
the identity ofB(H).

(b) The assignment O→L w8 (O) is antimonotone, i.e., if O1,O2 thenL w8 (O2),L w8 (O1), and
it is

(c) Poincarécovariant, i.e.,

U~g!L w8 ~O!U~g!* 5L w8 ~g•O!,

for all gPG and all open nonempty subsets O,D4.
(d) For any open nonempty subsets Oj of D4 one hasL w8 (O1)ùL w8 (O2)5L w8 (O1øO2).
Proof: The Fourier hyperfunctionCX;n,u,v depends linearly onXPB(H), thereforeLw8 (O) is

a linear subspace. By Hermiticity of the field we knowC I ;n,u,v50, hence this subspace contai
the identity I PB(H). A straightforward calculation shows CX* ;n,u,v(x1 ,...,xn)
5CX;n,u,v( x̄1 ,...,x̄n). Since a Fourier hyperfunctionm and its complex conjugatem̄, defined by
m̄( f )5m( f * ), have the same support it follows thatCX* ;n,u,v vanishes onOn wheneverCX;n,u,v
does. This proves part~a!.

Part ~b! is obvious from the definition.
Concerning Poincare´ covariance we observe first

CU(g)XU(g)* ;n,u,v~x1 ,...,xn!5CX;n,ug ,vg
~g21x1 ,...,g21xn!

and note that withu, v alsoug5U(g21)u andvg5U(g21)v belong toD0 .
Part ~d! follows from the identity L w8 (O)5L8(O) and the relationL8(O1)ùL8(O2)

5L8(O1øO2) which is obvious from the definition. Thus we conclude. h

V. CAUSALITY FOR WEDGES AND DOUBLE-CONES

As the above corollary shows the weak commutantsL w8 (O) are known to be just* -invariant
linear subspaces of the*-algebraB(H) of bounded linear operators on the Hilbert spaceH of our
theory. For the wedgesW6 we will introduce a certain class of ‘‘admissible’’* -algebrasM(W6)
onH and for a certain subclass, relying on the results concerning modular aspects, we will b
to show locality. This then is used in the second subsection to derive locality for double co

A. Causality for wedges

At first we study in some detail the setsLw8 (W7), and relate them in particular to the se
V(W6) of Sec. III. If the growth restriction~37! of Theorem III.6 is taken into account we ge
results which are analogous to standard QFT.
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Proposition V.1: In a hyperfunction quantum field theory(H,U,D,F) the following relations
hold for the spaces introduced above:

(a) Lw8 (W7)ùA6,V(W6),
(b) JLw8 (W6)J5Lw8 (W7),
(c) V(t)Lw8 (W6)V(t)* 5Lw8 (W6) for all t PR,
(d) Under the assumption of the growth condition (37) of Theorem III.6, (a) can be sharp

to Lw8 (W7),V(W6).
Proof: We denoteO75$(x1 ,...,xn)PW7

n ; jk5xk112xkPW7%. Observe the fact thatxk

2xj5( i 5 j 11
k j iPW7 for k. j and thatxk andxj are spacelike separated. For anyXPLw8 (W7)

one has

~X* F0 ,Zn~j1 ,...,jn!! uW
7
n 5~X* F0 ,F~x1!¯F~xn!F0! uO7

5~F~xn!*¯F~x1!* F0 ,XF0! uO7

5~F~ x̄1!¯F~ x̄n!F0 ,XF0! uO7

5~Zn~ j̄1 ,...,j̄n!,XF0! uW
7
n .

By Proposition III.2 we deduceXPV(W6). This proves part~a!.
Antiunitarity of the operatorJ implies (JXJ)* 5JX* J and thus, using the known transfo

mation properties of the field under the operatorJ we calculate

CJXJ;n,u,v~x1 ,...,xn!52CX* ;n,Jv,Ju~g2x1 ,...,g2xn!.

Since the domainD0 is invariant under the TCP-operatoru it follows that this domain is also
invariant under the operatorJ5U(0,R)u. Sinceg2W65W7 we see thatCJXJ;n,u,v vanishes on
W7

n for all u, vPD0 andn51,2,... wheneverXPLw8 (W6). We concludeJLw8 (W6)J,Lw8 (W7),
and thereforeLw8 (W6),JLw8 (W7)J. This implies the identity stated in part~b!.

In a similar way we prove part~c!. Using the covariance properties of the field we calcul

CV(t)XV(t)* ;n,u,v~x1 ,...,xn!5CX;n,V(2t)u,V(2t)v~v2tx1 ,...,v2txn!.

Sincev tW65W6 and since the domainD0 is invariant underV(t), tPR, it follows, for all t
PR, V(t)Lw8 (W6)V(t)* ,Lw8 (W6), and thereforeLw8 (W6),V(2t)Lw8 (W6)V(2t)* . This
proves the identity of part~c!.

If the growth condition is assumed then by Theorem III.6 we knowLw8 (W7),A6 and thus
~d! follows from ~a!. h

In general,Lw8 (O)ùA6ùA6* is only a*-invariant subspace but not a* -algebra of bounded
operators on the state spaceH. For the special caseO5W6 we will propose some choices fo
such a*-algebra which will finally enable us to assign*-algebras of bounded operatorsM(O) on
H to all double conesO and this assignment will satisfy the condition of locality.

For O5W6 we proceed as follows. First we introduce a certain class of* -algebras onH
which we call ‘‘admissible.’’ Then for a certain subclass of these admissible* -algebras assigned
to W6 the locality condition will be shown.

Definition V.2: Let(H,U,D,F) be a hyperfunction quantum field theory. A pairM(W6) of
* -algebras of bounded operators on the state spaceH is calledadmissible if it has the following
properties:
(A1) M(W6),L w8 (W7)ùA6ùA6* ,
(A2) JM(W6)J5M(W7),
(A3) V(t)M(W6)V(t)* 5M(W6) for all t PR.

Under the growth condition~37! the right-hand side of(A1) is L w8 (W7).
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Since the identity operator belongs toL w8 (W7)ùA6ùA6* the trivial * -algebra is always
admissible in this sense. We will see later~Proposition V.5! there is another construction to obta
admissible* -algebras.

As the following theorem shows an admissible pair of* -algebras satisfies the condition o
locality, under the assumption of a strong technical condition, as in standard QFT.

Theorem V.3: If in a hyperfunction quantum field theory(H,U,D,F) the spaceM(W6)F0

is dense in the state spaceH, then the following assignment

W6→M~W6!

is local, i.e.,

M~W6!,M~W7!8.

Proof: Because of propertyA3 and sinceM(W6) are* -algebras we know for any tripleX1 ,
X2 , X3 of its elements and for alltPR,

X2V~ t !X3* V~ t !* PM~W6! and X1X3V~ t !X2* V~ t !* PM~W6!.

By PropertyA1 we know M(W6),V(W7) and thus Proposition III.1 applies. Part~b! of this
proposition therefore implies the following chain of identities:

JX2JX1X3F05X1X3JX2F05~X1J!JX3JX2F05X1JX2JX3F0 .

Since$X3F0 ; X3PM(W6)% is dense, this equation implies@X1 ,JX2J#50 for anyX1 , X2

PM(W6), thusM(W6),(JM(W6)J)8. Now we conclude by PropertyA2 . h

We prepare our discussion of a special way to obtain an admissible pair* -algebraM0(W6)
by proving some properties of the setA65$XPB(H); XF0PD6% introduced earlier.

Lemma V.4: (a) JA6J5A7 and JA6* J5A7* .
(b) V(t)A6V(t)* 5A6 and V(t)A6* V(t)* 5A6* for all t PR.
Proof: ~a! For XPA6 we know XF0PD6 . Since JD65D7 it follows JXJF05JXF0

PJD65D7 , henceJXJPA7 , and thereforeJA6J,A7 ; JJ5I implies A6,JA6J,A6 ,
and we get the first identity. The relationJX* J5(JXJ)* implies now the second identity
JA6J5(JA6J)* 5A6* .

For ~b! we observe that the self-adjoint operatorsV(6 ip) commute with the unitary operator
V(t), tPR, thereforeV(t)D65D6 . SinceV(t)F05F0 it follows easilyV(t)A6V(t)* ,A6 for
all tPR. Using the group properties ofV(t) we deduceA6,V(2t)A6V(2t)* for all tPR and
we conclude that the first identity holds. Taking adjoints the second identity follows. h

Proposition V.5: Introduce the* -subspace,

K65K~W6!5L w8 ~W7!ùA6ùA6* ,

respectively,

K65K~W6!5L w8 ~W7!

if the growth condition (37) is assumed and define

M0~W6!5Kalg~W6!5$CPK6 ;CK6,K6 ,K6C,K6%. ~45!

ThenM0(W6) are a pair of admissible* -algebras of bounded operators on the state spaceH.
Proof: By definitionM0(W6) are* -algebras of bounded operators onH which are contained

in K6 . Hence conditionA1 is satisfied.
Next, by part~b! of Proposition V.1 and part~a! of Lemma V.4 we knowJK6J,K7 . Now,

for any YPM0(W6) one has by definition,YK6,K6 and K6Y,K6 . It follows JYJK6
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5JYJK6JJ,JYK7J,JK7J,K6 and similarlyK6JYJ,K6 , henceJM0(W6)J,M0(W7)
and thus, byJJ5I , JM0(W6)J5M0(W7); therefore conditionA2 is satisfied.

Finally, by part ~c! of Proposition V.1 and part~b! of Lemma V.4,V(t)K7V(t)* 5K7 is
known for all tPR. Then we can proceed as for the second condition and conclude that con
A3 is satisfied too. h

B. Causality for double-cones

Let G be the proper Poincare´ group. We define

G65$gPG;g•W15W6%

as the subset ofG consisting of those elements which leave the wedgeW1 invariant, respectively
map it onto the wedgeW2 . The following lemma determines the general form of an elemen
G1 explicitly and provides an elementary property ofG6 . We omit the straight forward proof.

Lemma V.6: (a) G1 is the subgroup of G consisting of elements g of the Poincare´ group G
of the form g5(a,L) with a5(0,0,a2,a3) and

L5S cosht sinht 0 0

sinht cosht 0 0

0 0 cosu 2sinu

0 0 sinu cosu

D ~46!

with tPR and uPR.
(b) For gPG6 and v t as introduced in Sec. II C, the following relation holds:

gv tg
215v6t . ~47!

Lemma V.7: For the set G65$gPG;g•W15W6% the following holds:
(a) U(g)A6U(g)215A6 for all gPG1 .
(b) U(g)A6U(g)215A7 for all gPG2 .
Proof: Lemma V.6 impliesU(g)V(t)U(g)215V(t) for all gPG1 and all tPR. Using

functional calculus we deduce by analytic continuationU(g)V(6 ip)5V(6 ip)U(g) for all g
PG1 , in particularU(g)D65D6 . Now, sinceU(g)F05F0 for all gPG, statement~a! follows
easily.

For gPG2 we know g•W15W2 and by Lemma V.6, for all tPR, U(g)V(t)
5V(2t)U(g). Again using functional calculus and analytic continuation we deduceU(g)V
(6 ip)5V(7 ip)U(g), in particular,U(g)D65D7 for all gPG2 . Now statement~b! follows
as in the previous case. h

Definition V.8: A pairM(W6) of admissible* -algebras of bounded operators onH is called
covariant if, and only if, it satisfies the following identity:

U~g!M~W1!U~g!215M~W6! ;gPG6. ~48!

The following lemma shows that there is at least one pair of covariant admissible* -algebras.
Lemma V.9: The special pairM0(W6) H of admissible* -algebras of bounded operators o

H which was introduced in Proposition V.5 is covariant, i.e.,

U~g!M0~W1!U~g!215M0~W6! ;gPG6 . ~49!

Proof: On the basis of Lemma V.6–V.7 we can proceed in more or less the same way
the proof of Proposition V.5 starting with the observation

U~g!Lw8 ~W2!ùA1ùA1* U~g!215Lw8 ~W7!ùA6ùA6* ;gPG6
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which follows from part~c! of Corollary IV.6 and part~a! of Lemma V.7. h

Next consider the set of all wedgelike regions,

W5$W,R4; W5g•W1 , gPG%5G•W1 .

Clearly, two elementsg1 , g2PG define the same wedge, i.e.,g1•W15g2•W1 , if, and only if,
g1

21g2PG1 . Thus the elements ofW are distinguished by the elements@g# of the quotient
G/G1 .

Now, given any pair of admissible* -algebrasM(W6) which are covariant in the sense of th
identities~48!, we assign to the wedgeWPW the set of operatorsM(W) defined by

M~W!5U~g!M~W1!U~g!21 ~50!

with any representativegPG of the equivalence class@g# which characterizesW. M(W)
is well defined: WheneverW5g1•W15g2•W1 there is g0PG1 such thatg25g1•g0 and
therefore, by Lemma V.9,U(g2)M(W1)U(g2)215U(g1)U(g0)M(W1)U(g0)21U(g1)21

5U(g1)M(W1)U(g1)21. This lemma also shows that forW5W6 the above definition of
M(W) is consistent, in particularU(R)M(W1)U(R)215M(W2) sinceR•W15W2 , whereR
is the Euclidean rotation byp around thex3-axis.

Proposition V.10: The assignment of operator* -algebrasM(W) to wedges WPW is causal
in the sense that

M~W!,M~W8!8 ~51!

for all wedges WPW.
Proof: The causal complementW8 of a wedgeW5g•W1PW again belongs toW since

W85g•(W1)85g•W25g•R•W1PW. Now consider any pair of operatorsX1PM(W) and
X2PM(W8). There existsY1PM(W1) and Y3PM(W1) such that X15U(g)Y1U(g)21

and X2 5 U(gR)Y3U(gR)21 5 U(g)U(R)Y3U(R)21U(g)21 5 U(g)Y2U(g)21 with Y2

Y25U(R)Y3U(R)21PM(W2). By Theorem V.3 we know that the operatorsY1 andY2 com-
mute. Therefore the operatorsX1 andX2 commute since

@X1 ,X2#5U~g!@Y1 ,Y2#U~g!2150.

Thus we conclude. h

Finally recall that a double cone in Minkowski space is the intersection of all wedges
contain it. Accordingly we assign a*-algebraM(D) of bounded operators onH to a double cone
D and a*-algebraM(D8) to the spacelike complementD8 of D according to the following
formulas:

M~D !5 ù
D,WPW

M~W!, M~D8!5$ ø
D8.WPW

M~W!%9. ~52!

Then by definition we have

M~D1!,M~W!,M~D28! ~53!

for any triplet (D1 ,D2 ,W), with WPW and whereD1 , D2 are double cones such tha
D1,W,D28 .

Theorem V.11: Let a hyperfunction quantum field theory(H,U,D,F) be given. If
M(W1)F0 is dense in the state spaceH, then the net$M(D)% assigned to double cones D
satisfies the condition of causality (local commutativity) in the sense that for any pair of do
cones D1 , D2 with D1,D28 the operator algebraM(D1) is contained in the commutant of th
operator algebraM(D2),

M~D1!,M~D2!8. ~54!
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Proof: Though we are not in the setting of standard QFT the proofs of Theorem 13.3.7 o
1 and/or Theorem 5 of Ref. 17 apply since the necessary background has been provided.h

VI. NONTRIVIALITY OF LOCAL ALGEBRAS

In this section we show that our suggestion for the assignment of local* -algebrasM(O) to
open nonempty subsetsO of space–time is not vacuous by constructing a simple class of mo
of hyperfunction quantum fields~which are not standard quantum fields! for which it is easy to
show that the algebrasM(O) of our construction are not trivial. The first subsection gives
construction of this model while the second proves the nontriviality of these algebras.

A. Power series of free fields

A class of hyperfunction quantum fieldsr(x) will be constructed as Wick power series of
free fieldf(x). We begin with a brief discussion of power series of two-point functions.

The two-point Wightman function of a free neutral scalar field in four-dimensional spa
time is

Dm
(2)~x!5~2p!23E

R4
e2 ik•xd~k•k2m2!u~k0!dk

5~2p!23E
R3

@2v~k!#21e2 iv(k)x0
eik"xdk, ~55!

wherek•x5k0x02k"x, v(k)5Ak21m2.
The identity~55! shows thatDm

(2)(x) is the Fourier transform of a distribution whose supp
is contained in the forward light cone. ThereforeDm

(2)(x) is the boundary value of the functio
Dm

(2)(z) which is holomorphic in the backward tubeT25$x1 iyPC4;yPV2%, whereV25$y
PR4;y0,2uyu% is a backward light cone. Moreover, we have, for anye.0,

uDm
(2)~x02 i e,x!u<

1

~2p!3 E
R3

e2v(k)e

2v~k!
dk5Dm

(2)~2 i e,o!5g~e!, ~56!

whereg(e) is a decreasing function ofe.0 @g(e1)>g(e2) for e1,e2# ande2g(e)→(2p)21 as
e→0. By Lorentz invariance,Dm

(2)(z) can be analytically continued to a function which is an
lytic in the extended tubeT15$zPC4;z•z¹R1% and invariant under complex Lorentz transfo
mations.

SinceDm
(2)(x) is a boundary value ofDm

(2)(z) which is holomorphic in the backward tube, th
n-fold product Dm

(2)(x)n of Dm
(2)(x) is also a boundary value of the holomorphic functi

Dm
(2)(z)n and defines a hyperfunction; moreover it is a distribution since the order of grow

e22n when the boundary is approached. But

(
n50

`

bnDm
(2)~x!n ~57!

is a distribution if, and only if, all except finitely many of the coefficientsbn’s vanish~see Ref.
22!. On the other hand, if

F~z!5 (
n50

`

bnzn ~58!

is not a polynomial but an entire function, then~57! is a hyperfunction. Moreover it is a Fourie
hyperfunction becauseDm

(2)(x2 i e,x) for e fixed is a bounded function by~56!. The power series
~58! determines an entire function if, and only if, its coefficientsbn satisfy the condition
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lim sup
n→`

ubnu1/n50.

If the entire function~58! is not too rapidly increasing, i.e.,F(z)5expz, then ~57! defines an
ultradistribution of Gevrey class but if~58! is rapidly increasing, e.g.,F(z)5exp expz, then~57!
does not define even an ultradistribution of Gevrey class. It defines a generalized function
test-function space has no nontrivial functions with compact supports since it consists of
analytic functions. The above statement is proved by similar arguments to those in Refs. 2
24. We will prove it in a forthcoming paper.

The Wick monomials :f l :(x) of a free fieldf are defined by Wightman and Ga˚rding in Ref.
25.

Now let $an
( i )% be sequences satisfying lim

n→`
@ uan

( i )u2/n! #1/n50 and definer ( i )(x) by

r ( i )~x!5 (
n50

`

an
( i ) :f~x!n:

n!
. ~59!

Then Nagamachi and Mugibayashi have shown in Ref. 8 that the above series converg
defines a hyperfunction quantum field defined in the Fock space off(x) using the basic relation
between Schwinger functions and Wightman functions for a hyperfunction quantum field w
was established in Ref. 13. We give here a new direct proof which does not rely on the re
between Wightman and Schwinger functions.

To begin we recall:
Theorem VI.1 „Theorem A.1 of Ref. 26…: As a formal power series we have

~V,r (1)~x1!¯r (n)~xn!V!5 (
r i j 50;1< i , j <n

`
A~R!TR

R!
, ~60!

where

r i j 5r j i , r ii 50, Ri5(
j 51

n

r i j , t i j 5Dm
(2)~xi2xj !,

R! 5 )
1< i , j <n

~r i j !!, TR5 )
1< i , j <n

~ t i j !
r i j , A~R!5)

j 51

n

aRj

( j ) .

From the above theorem one easily gets
Theorem VI.2 „Theorem 3.3 of Ref. 8…: If

lim
n→`

@ uan
( i )u2/n! #1/n50, ~61!

then the right-hand side of (60) is an entire function of the variables ti j .
Now, if the coefficientsan

( i ) of r ( i )(x) according to~59! satisfy the condition~61!, then, by the
above results, the right-hand side of~59! defines a~Fourier! hyperfunction quantum field~of type
I!.

We indicate briefly the proof of this observation. In fact, ifzj2ziPT15R41 iV1 (V1 de-
notes the forward light cone!, then Dm

(2)(zi2zj ) is holomorphic there andDm
(2)(xi2xj ) is the

boundary value of Dm
(2)(zi2zj ). Therefore, if Im(zi112zi)PV1 ( i 51,2,...,n21), then

(V,r (1)(z1)¯r (n)(zn)V) is holomorphic and (V,r (1)(x1)¯r (n)(xn)V) is the boundary value o
(V,r (1)(z1)¯r (n)(zn)V). Since

uDm
(2)~x02 i e,x!u<@2~2p!3#21E v~k!21e2v(k)edk
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~60! defines a Fourier hyperfunction.
In order to show that~59! defines a hyperfunction quantum field~see Refs. 10, 27, 28, 9, an

13!, we show that the system of Fourier hyperfunctionsWn of ~60! satisfies the~modified!
Wightman axioms, as formulated by Nagamachi and Mugibayashi in Ref. 9:

R0 Fourier hyperfunction property:

WnPO> ~D4n!8, Wn~ f !5Wn~ f̄ !,

where f̄ (x1 ,...,xn)5 f (xn ,...,x1).
R1 Relativistic covariance: For every (L,a)PG andn51,2,... we have

Wn~Lx11a,...,Lxn1a!5Wn~x1 ,...,xn!

as an identity for Fourier hyperfunctions onR4n. HereG denotes the proper Poincare´ group.
R2 Positivity:

(
m,n50

k

Wm1n~ f̄ m^ f n!>0,

for any choice off nPO> (D4n) and anyk.
R3 Local commutativity:

Wn~x1 ,...,xj ,xj 11 ,...,xn!5Wn~x1 ,...,xj 11 ,xj ,...,xn!

if ( xj2xj 11)2,0 as an identity for Fourier hyperfunctions onR4n, for n52,3,... .
R4 Spectral condition: Forn52,3,... there exists amn21PO> (V1

n21)8 such that

Wn~x1 ,...,xn!5Wn21~x22x1 ,...,xn2xn21!,

whereWn21 is the Fourier transform ofmn21 .
R5 Cluster property: Ifa is spacelike,

Wn~x1 ,...,xj ,xj 111la,...,xn1la!→Wn~x1 ,...,xj !Wn~xj 11 ,...,xn!

asl→`.
R1 is obviously satisfied.R5 follows from the fact thatDm

(2)(z2la)→0 Im zPV1 , a2,0
and l→`. In fact, let yi5zi for i<k and yi5zi1la for k, i . Then t i j 5Dm

(2)(yi2yj ), 1< i
<k, j <n vanishes asl→`. Therefore,

TR5 )
1< i , j <n

~ t i j !
r i j→0

unless allr i j for 1< i<k, j <n are zero. Thus we have

TR→F )
1< i , j <k

~ t i j !
r i j GF )

k, i , j <n
~ t i j !

r i j G
which shows the cluster property.

In order to showR0 and R2 , a Wick polynomialrN
( i )(x) is introduced as a truncation o

r ( i )(x),

rN
( i )~x!5 (

n50

N

an
( i ) :f~x!n:/n!.
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Then the Wightman functions forrN
( i )(x) satisfy all the~unmodified! Wightman axioms~see Ref.

25!. Since the right-hand side of~60! is an absolutely convergent series of the variablest i j ,
(V,rN

(1)(x1)¯rN
(n)(xn)V) converges to (V,r (1)(x1)¯r (n)(xn)V) asN→` in the sense of Fou-

rier hyperfunctions. Thus we easily see Hermiticity and the positivity. However, such limit
not necessarily preserve the support~see Theorem 4.1.14 of Ref. 16!, and it is unknown whether
the spectral condition and the local commutativity can be verified in this manner. But as writ
Note 4.1 of Ref. 16, ‘‘if you want to use topology, use it at the level of holomorphic function

In order to simplify notations we denote here and in the remainder of this section the an
function whose boundary value is the vacuum expectation value (V,r (1)(x1)¯r (n)(xn)V) of the
fields r ( i ) with (V,r (1)(z1)¯r (n)(zn)V) and similarly for the fieldsrN

( i ) . Then the holomorphic
function (V,r (1)(z1)¯r (n)(zn)V) is the limit of the holomorphic functions
(V,rN

(1)(z1)¯rN
(n)(zn)V), and this will give us the necessary information. Our proof of

spectral condition relies the following two results from the general theory of Fourier hyper
tions.

Theorem VI.3 „Theorem 3.3.1 of Ref. 29…: Let G be a closed and strictly convex cone wi
vertex at the origin and satisfyG\$0%,$x1.0% and K be its closure inDn. Let G05$j; ^x,j&
>0,;xPG%. Then everymPO> (K)8 has the following properties: The Fourier transform
^m,ei ^•,z&& of m is holomorphic inRn3 i (G0) i and satisfies the following growth condition. Fo
everyG8,,G0 ~the closure ofG8 has a compact neighborhood in the closure ofG0 with respect
to the topology ofDn) and e.0,

u^m,ei ^•,z&&u<Ce exp~euRezu1xG,e~ Im z!!, zPRn3 iG8, ~* !

where

xG,e~h!5 sup
xPG2e~1,0,...,0!

~2^x,h&1euxu!.

Theorem VI.4 „Theorem 3.3.2 of Ref. 29…: Let F(z) be holomorphic inRn3 i (G0) i and
satisfies the growth condition(* ). Then there exists a uniquemPO> (K)8 such that F(z)
5^m,ei ^•,z&&.

Since Dm
(2)(z) is a bounded holomorphic function inR43 iG8 for any G8,,V2 ,

(V,r (1)(z1)¯r (n)(zn)V) satisfies the estimate (* ) for z j5zj 112zj and G5V1
n21. Thus we

deduce the spectral conditionR4 . For the proof of the local commutativity, we use the followin
theorem on p. 83 of Ref. 19.

Theorem VI.5: If Wn(z1 ,...,zn) has all the properties of a Wightman function except
ones derived from locality and if in additionWn(z1 ,...,zn) is symmetric in z1 ,...,zn , then it
satisfies also the requirements of locality.

This theorem is proved for hyperfunction quantum field theory in the same way as in sta
tempered quantum field theory. Since (V,rN

(1)(z1)¯rN
(n)(zn)V) is symmetric inz1 ,...,zn in the

extended tube, the function (V,r (1)(z1)¯r (n)(zn)V) is also symmetric there. Thus we deduce t
locality conditionR3 .

By the reconstruction theorem~see Ref. 9!, we have a Hilbert spaceH, field operatorsr i( f )
for f PO> (D4), and a unitary representation of the Poincare´ groupU(a,L) on H.

The Hilbert spaceH can be assumed to be contained in the Fock spaceHF of the free field.
In fact, the vectorsFN5rN

(1)( f 1)¯rN
(n)( f n)V for f jPO> (D4) are contained inHF and

iFN2FMi25~FN ,FN!2~FN ,FM !2~FM ,FN!1~FM ,FM !→0

asN,M→`. Thusr (1)( f 1)¯r (n)( f n)V5 limN→` rN
(1)( f 1)¯rN

(n)( f n)V belongs toHF .
Let $an%nPN be a sequence satisfying

lim
n→`

@ uanu2/n! #1/n50
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and definer(x) by

r~x!5 (
n50

`

an

:f~x!n:

n!
.

Let r ( i )(x) of ~59! be eitherf(x) or r(x). Then we have the system

~H,V,f~x!,r~x!,U~a,L!!,

which satisfies the defining conditionsH1 ,...,H5 of a hyperfunction quantum field~see Ref. 10!.
Since the vectorsf( f 1)¯f( f n)V span the Fock spaceHF we haveH5HF .

Thus we arrive at the main result of this section.
Theorem VI.6: Let f be a free massive neutral scalar field and$an%nPN a sequence of rea

numbers satisfyinglimn→`@ uanu2/n! #1/n50. Then the (Wick) power seriesr of f formed with the
coefficients an according to Eq. (59) is a hyperfunction quantum field (but not a standard quan
field if infinitely many of the coefficients an are nonzero!.

B. A Model with nontrivial local algebras

The power seriesr of a free scalar fieldf provide a class of hyperfunctions quantum fiel
~under technical restrictions discussed in the previous section!.

The main focus of our discussion now is to show, for the class of modelsr constructed above
thatL w8 (O)5L8(O) contains indeed a nontrivial* -algebra of observables. Clearly in the proof
this statement we will use the explicit definition of the hyperfunction quantum fieldsr in an
essential way.

For a free neutral scalar fieldf(x) of massm the field operatorsf( f ), for real f PS(R4), are
known to be essentially self-adjoint on

D05 lin span$V,f~ f 1!¯f~ f n!V; f kPS~R4!,n51,2,...%.

Denote the self-adjoint closure off( f ) by F( f ). Then,

eiF( f )c5 (
n50

`
i nf~ f !n

n!
c

converges forcPD0 , and defines a unitary operatoreiF( f ) ~see Theorem X.41 of Ref. 30!.
To an open setO in R4 assign the*-algebraM(O) generated by elementseiF( f ) for f

PS(R4) with suppf ,O. This defines a net of nontrivial* -algebras of bounded operators onH.
Using the relation

eiF( f )eiF(g)5eDm
(2)( f ,g)/2eiF( f 1g), ~62!

we haveeiF( f 1)
¯eiF( f n)5ceiF( f 11¯1 f n) for somecPC. Thus, locality of the net$M(O)% is

evident from~62! sinceDm
(2)( f ,g)5Dm

(2)(g, f ) if the supports off andg are spacelike separated
DefineC(g) by

C~g!5:expif~g!ª(
n50

`

i n
:f~g!n:

n!
.

Let S be a subset of$1,2,...,n% andc ( i )5C(g) if i PS otherwisec ( i )5r(xi). Then we have

~V,c (1)
¯c (n)V!5 (

r i j 50,1< i , j <n

`
A~R!TR

R!
, ~63!
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where

t i j 5Dm
(2)~xi2xj ! if i , j ¹S,

t i j 5E Dm
(2)~xi2xj !gi~xi !gj~xj !dxidxjPC if i , j PS,

t i j 5Dm
(2)~xi ,gj !5E Dm

(2)~xi2xj !gj~xj !dxj if i ¹S and j PS,

t i j 5Dm
(2)~gi ,xj !5E Dm

(2)~xi2xj !gi~xi !dxi if i PS and j ¹S.

Fix j P$1,...,n% and consider pointsziPC4 which satisfy the following conditions: Im(zi11

2zi)PV1 , i51,...,j 21 andi 5 j 12,...,n21; Imzj12PV1 , Im zj50.
Now we apply the identity~63! to

~V,r~z1!¯r~zj 21!r~xj !C~g!r~zj 12!¯r~zn!V!

and look at the effect of the exchange ofj and j 11, e.g., oft i , j→t i , j 11 . We find

~V,r~z1!¯r~zj 21!C~g!r~xj !r~zj 12!¯r~zn!V!.

If xj and suppg are spacelike separated, thent j , j 115Dm
(2)(xj ,g)5Dm

(2)(g,xj )5t j 11,j . Thus we
get

~V,r~z1!¯r~zj 21!r~xj !C~g!r~zj 12!¯r~zn!V!

5~V,r~z1!¯r~zj 21!C~g!r~xj !r~zj 12!¯r~zn!V!

and therefore

~V,r~x1!¯r~xj 21!r~xj !C~g!r~xj 11!¯r~xn!V!

5~V,r~x1!¯r~xj 21!C~g!r~xj !r~xj 11!¯r~xn!V! ~64!

as an identity between Fourier hyperfunctions.
Now assume thatO is an open bounded nonempty subset of space–time and thatgPS(R4)

has its support inO. Then, for allxj in the causal complementO8 of O we deduce from~64!

~C~g!* u,r~xj !v !5~r~xj !u,C~g!v ! ~65!

for all u5r( f̄ j 21)¯r( f̄ 1)V and allv5r( f j 12)¯r( f n)V in D0 , where

D05 lin span$V,r~ f 1!¯r~ f n!V; f jPO> ~D4!, n51,2,...%.

For the hyperfunction quantum fieldr recall the definition of the set of bounded operato
localized in an open setO,R4 according to Sec. IV,

L8~O8!5$XPB~H!;supp@~X* u,r~x!v !2~r~x!* u,Xv !#,D4\O8,;u,vPD0%,

whereD05 lin span$V,r( f 1)¯r( f n)V; f jPO> (D4), n51,2,...%. Hence Eq.~65! shows

C~g!PL8~O8!

if suppg,O. Since

:expif~g!ªe2Dm
(2)(g,g)/2 expiF~g!,
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we have expiF(g)PL8(O8), and therefore

M~O!,L8~O8!.

This shows
Theorem VI.7: Consider a free neutral scalar fieldf and assign to open bounded nonemp

sets O,R4 the * -algebrasM(O) introduced above. For the power seriesr of f according to
Theorem VI.6 form the spaces L8(O8) of bounded operators on the state space ofr which are
localized in open bounded nonempty sets O,R4 according to Sec. III. Then,

M~O!,L8~O8!5L w8 ~O8!.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper the old problem of how to assign, in a relativistic quantum field theory,
* -algebras of observables to open bounded nonempty subsetsO,R4 has been addressed in th
context of hyperfunction quantum field theory. Since the localization properties of hyperfun
quantum fields are considerably more subtle than standard~Wightman! quantum fields the estab
lished routes to this problem do not apply. Thus a major step in addressing this problem
rectly’’ is our suggestion of the setsL w8 (O) of the set of those bounded operators on the s
space of the fieldF which commute weakly with all products of fieldsF(x1)¯F(xn) for all
xkPO, n51,2,... . The local* -algebras of observablesM(O) are then defined as suitable su
spaces ofL w8 (O8).

In order to enable this construction, the proof of three important structural results in h
function quantum field theory which are all well known in standard QFT: existence of a C
operator, Reeh–Schlieder theorem, Bisognano–Wichmann analyticity had to be given. Th
prepares the ground for the proof of some structural results for the weak commutantsL w8 (O) and
a suggestion forM(O),L w8 (O8). Following basically a modification of the Bisognano
Wichmann strategy the locality of the net$M(O)% is established for double cones. We conclu
that the Bisognano–Wichmann theory does not really rely on the existence of compactly
ported test functions.

Since hyperfunctions can grow much faster than tempered distributions, a domain prob
the definition ofL w8 (O) ~which does not occur in standard QFT! has to be addressed, and a m
growth restriction for the hyperfunction quantum field is offered which allows us to solve
domain problem. Then, relying on recent results in the theory of Fourier hyperfunctions~the
kernel theorem in full generality! a simplifying and more intuitive characterization of the we
commutantsL w8 (O) is derived in

L w8 ~O!5L8~O!,

whereL8(O) is the space of all bounded operators on the state space of the field which com
weakly with the fieldF(x) for xPO.

It seems to us that it is expected too much to be able to prove the nontriviality of the sugg
*-algebras in full generality without any further specification of the hyperfunction quantum
under consideration~as in the case of standard quantum fields!. Thus we address the problem o
the existence of nontrivial* -algebrasM(O) in the context of a class of concrete models: Wi
powers series of free fields~in general they are hyperfunction quantum fields but not stand
quantum fields!. For this class of models the existence of a nontrivial* -algebraM(O),L8(O8)
is shown explicitly. It is remarkable that these models of hyperfunction quantum fields d
admit test-functions with compact support.
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Euler number of instanton moduli space
and Seiberg–Witten invariants
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We show that a partition function of topological twistedN54 Yang–Mills theory
is given by Seiberg–Witten invariants on a Riemannian four manifolds under the
condition that the sum of the Euler number and the signature of the four manifolds
vanishes. The partition function is the sum of the Euler number of instanton moduli
space when it is possible to apply the vanishing theorem. Also we obtain a relation
of the Euler number labeled by the instanton numberk with Seiberg–Witten in-
variants. All calculations in this article are done without assuming duality.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1331319#

I. INTRODUCTION

The aim of this article is to obtain a relation of the partition function of topological twis
N54 gauge theory with Seiberg–Witten invariants in four manifolds. The partition functio
given by the Euler number of instanton moduli space in some conditions. We will show tha
Euler number labeled by instanton numberk is expressed by Seiberg–Witten invariants when
sum of the Euler number and the signature of the base four manifolds vanishes. This resu
us the formulas to obtain the partition function of the twistedN54 gauge theory by Seiberg
Witten invariants.

The partition functions of theN54 Yang–Mills theories on some four manifolds are calc
lated by Vafa and Witten with topological field theory.1,2 It is an SL(2,Z) modular form. SL(2,Z)
transformation is understood as an extension of Montonen–Olive duality.3 So the duality relation
is apparent in that partition function.

This duality is deeply connected with the Hilbert scheme picture of instanton moduli sp4

However, in general, instanton moduli space has variety compactification and the sum of the
number of any compactified moduli space is not necessarily a modular form. Actually, in
calculus, the partition function is not a modular form with no contrivance. On the other hanN
54 gauge theory is given by the toroidal compactification of 10-dimN51 gauge theory on a
4-dim manifold.~Note that ‘‘compactification’’ is used two ways.! So the theory is interpreted a
a low-energy theory of the heterotic or type I string theory. Recent developments in string t
show us much evidence of duality relation in field theory. In our case, Vafa shows us one m
to link the compactified instanton moduli space with the Hilbert scheme.5 This fact implies that a
choice of compactification is understood in string theory better than field theory. We discu
problem of compactification and duality later.

For our purpose we use a tool similar to topological QCD constructed by S. Hyun, J. Par
J-S. Park~H-P-P!.6 They used the non-Abelian monopole theory and related the Donaldso
variants to Seiberg–Witten invariants without using duality.7,8 We also calculate the partition
function in the low-energy limit of cohomological field theory9 and there is no request o
S-duality. This is the most different point from Dijkgraaf, Park, and Schroers.10 They have deter-

a!Electronic mail: sako@math.sci.hiroshima-u.ac.jp
b!Electronic mail: sasaki@particle.sci.hokudai.ac.jp
1300022-2488/2001/42(1)/130/28/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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mined the partition function ofN54 supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory on a Ka¨hler surface,
using S-duality. Their result is given by Seiberg–Witten invariants, too. So, it is interestin
compare our results with theirs.

What we do first is to extend the instanton moduli space to non-Abelian monopole modu
usual cohomological field theory, it was done by H-P-P11 and Labastida and Marin˜o.12 Vafa–
Witten theory is constructed as a balanced topological field theory~we denote it as BTFT in the
following!.13 BTFT has no ghost number anomaly, and its partition function is a sum of the E
numbers of given zero-section space under the vanishing theorem. In Sec. II, we will constr
non-Abelian monopole theory as BTFT and investigate some characteristics of the theor
vanishing theorem is an obstruction to constructing the partition function as the sum of the
numbers of the monopole moduli, and to get a relation with Vafa–Witten theory. We do not
this case closer in this article.

In Sec. III, we obtain the formulas between the partition function of a twistedN54 Yang–
Mills theory and Seiberg–Witten invariants. To obtain them, we break the balance of topolo
charge. The tools in this article were used in obtaining a relation of Donaldson invariant
Seiberg–Witten invariants.6 We use a model which has a gauge multiplet that is balanced a
hypermultiplet that is not balanced. We call the model unbalanced topological QCD. The va
expectation value~VEV! of an observable is calculated and the relation between the Euler nu
of instanton moduli space and Seiberg-Witten invariants is obtained if the vanishing theor
applicable and the sum of the Euler number and the signature of the four manifolds vanishe
comparison with the papers of Vafa and Witten1 and Dijkgraaf, Park, and Schroers10 is also made
in this section. In the last section, we discuss some remaining problems and the possib
extension.

II. BALANCED TOPOLOGICAL QCD

In this section, we construct a balanced topological QCD~BTQCD!, which is a twistedN
54 Yang–Mills theory coupled with massive hypermultiplets in the fundame
representation.10,11,6

A. Balanced topological QCD

Let X be a compact Riemannian four manifold andE be an SU~2!-bundle overX. The bundle
E is classified by the instanton number

k5
1

8p2 E
X
Tr F∧F, ~2.1!

where Tr is the trace in the fundamental representation of SU~2! and FPVX
2(GE) is the adjoint

valued curvature two-form onX. We denote the group of gauge transformation byG, i.e., elements
of G are sections ofP, whereP is the associated principal SU~2!-bundle overX. We pick a spinc

structurec on X and consider the associated spinc bundleWc
6 . Let A be the space of all connec

tions onP andG(Wc
1

^ E)„G(Wc
2

^ E)… be the space of the sections of the spinc bundle twisted by
the vector bundleE. After twisting, the complex boson in the hypermultiplet becomes a sectio
G(Wc

1
^ E)„G(Wc

2
^ E)…:

qPG~Wc
1

^ E!, q†PG~W̄c
1

^ Ẽ!,
~2.2!

BPG~Wc
2

^ E!, B†PG~W̄c
2

^ Ẽ!,

whereẼ denotes the vector bundle conjugate toE. The spinc Dirac operator

smDm :G~Wc
1

^ E!→G~Wc
2

^ E! ~2.3!
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is the Dirac operator for the spinc bundle twisted byE. We will sometimes denotesmDm by D” or
D” c

E .
Throughout this article, we restrict our attention to the case that the gauge group is SU~2! and

the theory is coupled with hypermultiplets in the fundamental representation.

1. Algebra of BTQCD

In this section, the algebra of BTQCD is given.
We introduce two global superchargesQ6 carrying an additive quantum number~ghost num-

ber! U561. When they act on fields in the adjoint representation, they satisfy the follow
commutation relations:

Q1
2 5du

g , $Q1 ,Q2%52dc
g , Q2

2 52dū
g , ~2.4!

wheredu
g denotes the gauge transformation generated by adjoint scalar fielduPVX

0(GE) and we
adoptdu

gAm5Dmu, du
gB1mn5 i @B1mn ,u#, anddu

gc5 i @c,u#. When they act on fields in the fun
damental representation, they satisfy the following commutation relations:

Q1
2 52du

g , $Q1 ,Q2%5dc
g , Q2

2 5dū
g , ~2.5!

where we also introduce U~1! global transformation generated bymP iR and we adoptdu
gq

5( iu1m)q, du
gq†5q†(2 iu2m), du

gB5( iu1m)B, anddu
gB†5B†(2 iu2m). The relative sign

difference between~2.4! and ~2.5! is simply the difference of representations. A simple expla
tion is the following. One can construct a fieldJa in the adjoint representation with a pair of field
q,q† in the fundamental representation,

Ja[q†Taq. ~2.6!

Using the above transformations, one can check~2.4! follows from ~2.5!:

Q1
2 Ja5Q1

2 ~q†Taq!5~2du
gq†!Taq1q†Ta~2du

gq!5 i @q†Tq,u#a5du
gJa. ~2.7!

Note that the relative sign difference between~2.4! and~2.5! is consistent with this derivation. Th
recipe for giving mass to fields in the fundamental representation by global symmetry is co
ered by H-P-P.6

We defined6 transformationsd6[@Q6 ,* %. d6 transformations are given in Appendix A
See also Refs. 13 and 6.

2. Action of BTQCD

Using the previous fields and transformations, we define the action of BTQCD as

h2S5E AgL, ~2.8!

where

L5d1d2F. ~2.9!

HereF is described with fields in the previous paragraph and has ghost number 0. The g
recipe for constructing a balanced topological field theory is given by Mooreet al.13

HereF is explicitly given by
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F5~B1
mnas1mn

a !2~x1
ImnacBmn

a !2~xBm
IIacma!1~2 i 1

3 B1
mna@B1mr ,B1ns#agrs!

1~B†asa!2~xq
I†acBa!2~xBȧ

II †cq
ȧ!1~s†aBa!1~cB

†axqa
1 !1~cqȧ

† xB
II ȧ!1~jaha!,

~2.10!

where

s1
mn5F1

mn1q†s̄mnq, ~2.11!

sa5~D” q!a . ~2.12!

Finally, the full Lagrangian is given by

Lfull5d1d2F. ~2.13!

Explicit expression of this Lagrangian is given in Appendix A. This Lagrangian@~A18!# is differ-
ent from Vafa–Witten1 in matter fields~q, B, etc.! and also different from H-P-P6 in dual fields
(B1

mn ,c,B, etc.!. However, due to its construction, it is balanced.

B. Fixed point

In this subsection, we study the nature of the action given in Sec. II A. Here in particula
investigate the fixed points and vanishing theorem.1

1. Fixed point

To check the nature of the Lagrangian, we decompose the bosonic part of Lagrangian~A18!

Lboson
full 5Lboson

eq 1Lboson
pro , ~2.14!

where

Lboson
eq 52H1

Imna$H1mn
a 2~s1mn

a 2 i @B1mr ,B1ns#agrs2 i @B1mn ,c#a!%

2HB
II ra$HBr

IIa2~22DmB1mr
a 1 iB†srTaq2 iq†s̄rTaB2Drca!%

2Hq
I†a$Hqa

I 2~sa1 icBa1mcBa!%1~h.c.!

2HBȧ
II †$HB

II ȧ2~2~D” B!ȧ1~ s̄mnB1mnq!ȧ1 icqȧ1mcq
ȧ!%1~h.c.! ~2.15!

and

Lboson
pro 52$@u,ū #a@ ū,u#a2@c,u#a@c,ū #a1@B1

mn ,ū #a@B1mn ,u#a%1DmūaDmua

1~2 iq†ū2q†m̄!~ iuq1mq!1~2 iq†u2q†m!~ i ūq1m̄q!

1~2 iB†ū2B†m̄!~ iuB1mB!1~2 iB†u2B†m!~ i ūB1m̄B!. ~2.16!

HereLboson
eq is defining the moduli space that we want to consider andLboson

pro is induced for the
projection to gauge normal direction. Lagrangian~2.15! is rewritten as

Lboson
eq 5H square terms1 1

4 ~s1mn
a 2 i @B1mr ,B1ns#agrs!22 1

4 ~@B1mn ,c#a!2

1 1
4 ~22DmB1mr

a 1 iB†srTaq2 iq†s̄rTaB!21 1
4 ~Drca!21 1

2 usu2

1 1
2 u icB1mcBu21 1

2u2~D” †B!ȧ1~ s̄mnB1mnq!ȧu21 1
2 u icq1mcqu2. ~2.17!

Thus we have the following fixed point equations:
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F1mn1q†s̄mnq2 i @B1mr ,B1ns#grs50,

22DmB1
mn1 iB†snq2 iq†s̄nB50,

s5D” q50,

2D” †B1s̄mnB1
mnq50,

Dnu5Dnc5Dnū50,
~2.18!

@u,ū #5@c,u#5@c,ū #5@B1
mn ,u#5@B1

mn ,ū #5@B1
mn ,c#50,

~ iu1m!q5~ i ū1m̄!q5~ ic1mc!q50,

q†~2 iu2m!5q†~2 i ū2m̄!5q†~2 ic2mc!50,

~ iu1m!B5~ i ū1m̄!B5~ ic1mc!B50,

B†~2 iu2m!5B†~2 i ū2m̄!5B†~2 ic2mc!50.

If hypermultiplet fields are set to zero (q5q†5B5B†50), then the above equations are Vafa
Witten equations.1,10 Thus we call the above equations extended Vafa–Witten equations.

2. Problem

In the previous paragraph, we have obtained fixed point equations of BTQCD. The equ
for fermionic zero-modes are just the linearization of the fixed point equation and the con
that they are orthogonal to gauge orbits. Due to the balanced structure each fermionic zero
has a partner with the oppositeU number. Thus there is no ghost number anomaly and
partition function is well defined, i.e., there is no need to insert observables. We want to co
the partition function of BTQCD. According to Vafa–Witten, if an appropriate vanishing theo
holds, the partition function becomes the sum of the Euler numbers of moduli space whi
want to calculate. Roughly speaking, the vanishing theorem is understood as the conditio
dual fields~B1mn ,c,B,B†, etc.! are to be zero and the dimensions of their moduli space bec
zero, when we choose an appropriate metric.1 However, we could not verify that the vanishin
theorem holds in this model. To compare the result of this section to that of the next sectio
give the only result to compute the partition function of BTQCD on the condition that the
ishing theorem holds.

C. Result

In this subsection, we give the result of computing the path integral of BTQCD. We d
partition function of BTQCD as

Z5
1

Vol G~2p!V E DWDcWDQ†DcQ
† DQDcQe2S, ~2.19!

where

W5Am ,B1
mn ,HB

m ,H1
mn ,u,c,ū,

cW5cm ,cB
mn ,xB

II m ,x1
Imn ,j,h,

Q5q,B,Hq
I ,HB

II , ~2.20!
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cQ5cq ,cB ,xq
I ,xB

II ,

V5dim of H ’s.

Here we denote auxiliary fields asHB
m ,H1

mn ,Hq
I ,HB

II , and we call auxiliary fields forY asH’s of
Y in the following, dim ofH’s is the number of the auxiliary fields.

After path integrations of the transverse part we get the partition function as the sum o
branches, according to the methods of the next section,

Z5ZV2W1ZB2U~1!S2W. ~2.21!

ZV2W is a contribution from branch 1~gauge symmetry is unbroken!, and corresponds to a
Vafa–Witten partition function.ZB2U(1)S2W is a contribution from branch 2@gauge symmetry is
broken to U~1!#, and corresponds to balanced U~1! monopole theory. The fixed point equations
the balanced U~1! monopole theory are

F1mn
3 1 1

2 q1
†s̄mnq150,

22¹mB1
mn31 i 1

2 B1
†snq12 i 1

2 q1
†s̄nB150,

~2.22!
D” 3q150,

2D” †3B11 1
2 s̄mnB1

mn3q150,

whereF1mn
3 is a curvature of U~1! left symmetry after breaking SU~2! and the labels ofq1 andB1

are the ones of color. Since we do not know the vanishing theorem for dual fields (B1mn
3 ,B1 ,B1

†)
from ~2.22!, we stop to investigate this model further in this article.

III. UNBALANCED TOPOLOGICAL QCD

In this section, we compute a correlation function of an appropriate BRS exact operato~the
BRS operator is defined in Appendix A! in the unbalanced topological QCD. As a result, we c
describe the Euler number of instanton moduli space with Seiberg–Witten invariants. We h
similar but not the same expression to Dijkgraafet al.,10 because we treat a different theory fro
theirs. We discuss this point at the end of this section.

A. Unbalanced topological QCD

Here we construct the unbalanced topological QCD, which is a twistedN54 Yang–Mills
theory coupled with only one massive hypermultiplet in the fundamental representation~we de-
note it as UBTQCD in the following!. Alternatively, one obtains a UBTQCD, when one sets o
massive hypermultiplet (B,cB ,xB

II ,HB
II ) of BTQCD in the previous section to zero~we call this

process breaking balanced structure!.

1. Algebra of UBTQCD

The algebra of UBTQCD is given as a part of the BTQCD algebra. Contrary to the pre
section, we only consider the global superchargeQ1 . When it acts on adjoint~fundamental!
fields, it satisfies the following commutation relation:

Q1
2 5du

g~2du
g!. ~3.1!

We adopt the samed1 transformations as in the previous section and in Appendix A~A7!–~A14!.
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2. Action of UBTQCD

We define the action of UBTQCD as

h2S5E d4x AgL, ~3.2!

where

L5d1C. ~3.3!

We explicitly giveC as

C52x1
Imna$H1mn

Ia 2~s1mn
a 2 i @B1mr ,B1ns#agrs2 i @B1mn ,c#a!%

2x II ra$HBr
IIa2~22DmB1mr

a 2Drca!%2xq
I†a$Hqa

I 2sa%2$Hq
I†a2s†a%xqa

I

1$ i @u,ū #aha2 i ja@c,ū #a%1 i @B1
mn ,ū #acBmn

a 1Dmūacma

2~2 iq ȧ
† ū2m̄qȧ

† !cq
ȧ2cqȧ

† ~ i ūqȧ1m̄qȧ!, ~3.4!

where

s1
mna5F1

mna1q†s̄mnTaq, ~3.5!

sa5~D” q!a. ~3.6!

Finally, the full Lagrangian is given by

Lfull5d1C ~3.7!

52H1
Imna$H1mn

Ia 2~s1mn
a 2 i @B1mr ,B1ns#agrs2 i @B1mn ,c#a!%

2x1
Imna$2 i @x1mn

I ,u#a12Dmcn
a1cq

†s̄mnTaq1q†s̄mnTacq22i @B1mr ,cBns#agrs

2 i @cBmn ,c#a2 i @B1mn ,j#a%2HB
II ra$HBr

IIa2~22DmB1mr
a 2Drca!%

2xB
II ra$2 i @xBr

II ,u#a22DmcBmr
a 22i @cm,B1mr#a2Drja2 i @cr ,c#a%

2Hq
I†a$Hqa

I 2sa%2xq
I†$D” cq1sricrq%1~h.c. previous two terms!

2$@u,ū #a@ ū,u#a2@c,u#a@c,ū #a1@B1
mn ,ū #a@B1mn ,u#a%1DmūaDmuai @u,h#aha

1 i ja@j,ū #a1 i ja@c,h#a1 i @cB
mn ,ū #acBmn

a 1 i @B1
mn ,h#acBmn

a 1Dmhacma

1 i @cm ,ū #acma1~2 iq†ū2q†m̄!~ iuq1mq!1~2 iq†u2q†m!~ i ūq1m̄q!

12cq
†~ i ū1m̄!cq22xq

I†~ iu1m!xq
I 2~2 iq†h2q†hm!cq1cq

†~ ihq1hmq!. ~3.8!

Notice that Lagrangian~3.8! is given by Lagrangian~A18! of the previous section if
(B,cB ,HB

II ,xB
II ) is set to zero.

B. Fixed point

In this subsection, we study the nature of the action given in Sec. III A. Here in particula
investigate the fixed points and some observables to insert.
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1. Fixed point

To check the nature of the Lagrangian, we decompose the bosonic part of Lagrangian~3.8!:

Lboson
full 5Lboson

eq 1Lboson
pro , ~3.9!

where

Lboson
eq 52H1

Imna$H1mn
Ia 2~s1mn

a 2 i @B1mr ,B1ns#agrs2 i @B1mn ,c#a!%

2HB
II ra$HBr

IIa2~22DmB1mr
a 2Drca!%2Hq

I†a$Hqa
I 2sa%1~h.c.! ~3.10!

and

Lboson
pro 52$@u,ū #a@ ū,u#a2@c,u#a1@B1

mn ,ū #a@B1mn ,u#a%1DmūaDmua1~2 iq†ū2q†m̄!

1~ iuq1mq!1~2 iq†u2q†m!~ i ūq1m̄q!. ~3.11!

HereLboson
eq is defining the moduli space that we want to consider andLboson

pro is induced for the
projection to gauge normal direction. Lagrangian~3.10! is transformed into

Lboson
eq 52$H1mn

Ia 2 1
2 ~s1mn

a 2 i @B1mr ,B1ns#agrs2 i @B1mn ,c#a!%2

2$HBr
IIa2 1

2 ~22DmB1mr
a 2Drca!%222uHqa

I 2 1
2 sau2

1 1
4 ~s1mn

a 2 i @B1mr ,B1ns#agrs2 i @B1mn ,c#a!21 1
4 ~22DmB1mr

a 2Drca!21 1
2 usau2.

~3.12!

Thus we have the following fixed point equations:

F1mn1q†s̄mnq2 i @B1mr ,B1ns#grs2 i @B1mn ,c#50,

22DmB1
mn2Dnc50,

s5D” q50,

Dnu5Dnū50, ~3.13!

@u,ū #5@c,u#5@c,ū #5@B1
mn ,u#5@B1

mn ,ū #50,

~ iu1m!q5~ i ū1m̄!q50,

q†~2 iu2m!5q†~2 i ū2m̄!50.

2. Problem

In the previous paragraph, we have obtained the fixed point equations of UBTQCD. I
same way as in the previous section, the equations for fermionic zero-modes are just the
ization of the fixed point equations and the conditions that they are orthogonal to gauge
Compared with the previous section, UBTQCD does not have balanced structure. In particu
hypermultiplet does not have balanced structure, while adjoint representation fields still
balanced structure. The partition function of unbalanced theory becomes zero due to its
number anomaly when the moduli space dimension of the matter field is nonzero. Thus to
well-defined path integral, we have to insert some observables. One can think of an obser
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I 5E d4x „q†~ iu1m!q1cq
†cq…. ~3.14!

Note that this observable itself is BRS exact, i.e.,

I 5d1

1

2 E d4x ~2cq
†q1q†cq!. ~3.15!

Thus the expectation value ofI is zero according to the Ward–Takahashi identity, and the ex
tation value ofeI becomes zero when this theory has a ghost number anomaly. However,
will see, we obtain nontrivial results.

C. Branch

In this subsection, we will show that the fixed point equations are decomposed to
branches. We cite H-P-P.6

Equations

Dnu5Dnū50, @u,ū #50 ~3.16!

imply that u, ū can be diagonalized in the fixed points. If connectionsAm are irreducible,u, ū

should be zero~the gauge symmetry is unbroken!. If connectionsAm are reducible,u, ū can be
nonzero@the gauge symmetry is broken down to U~1!#. When these solutions are applied to

~ iu1m!q5~ i ū1m̄!q50,
~3.17!

q†~2 iu2m!5q†~2 i ū !2m̄)50,

we have two branches:
branch 1u5 ū50 andq5q†50

or
branch 2u5u3T3Þ0, ū5 ū3T3Þ0 andqÞ0, q†Þ0.

Note that in branch 2 we choose unbroken U~1! asT3 direction without a loss of generality.
Branch 1:u5 ū50 andq5q†50, i.e., the gauge symmetry is unbroken. The remaining fi

point equations are

F1
mn2 i @B1mr ,B1ns#grs50, 22DmB1

mn50, Dmc50,
~3.18!

@B1
mn ,c#50.

Here one may apply the same condition as Vafa–Witten1 to induce the vanishing theorem, an
obtain the moduli space of

F1
mn50. ~3.19!

Branch 2:u5u3T3Þ0, ū5 ū3T3Þ0 andqÞ0, q†Þ0, i.e., the gauge symmetry is broken
U~1!. Thus the bundleE splits into line bundles,E5L % L21 with L•L52k. Then Eqs.~3.17! are

~ iu3T31m!q5S i

2
u31m 0

0 2
i

2
u31m

D S q1

q2
D50,
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~ i ū3T31m̄!q5S i

2
ū31m̄ 0

0 2
i

2
ū31m̄

D S q1

q2
D50,

~3.20!

q†~2 iu3T32m!5~q1
† q2

†!S 2
i

2
u32m 0

0
i

2
u31m

D 50,

q†~2 i ū3T32m̄!5~q1
† q2

†!S 2
i

2
ū32m̄ 0

0
i

2
ū31m̄

D 50.

Thus the only nontrivial solutions forq are either

q5S q1

0 D , q†5~q1
† 0!, and

i

2
u31m5

i

2
ū31m̄50 ~3.21!

or

q5S 0
q2

D , q†5~0 q2
†!, and 2

i

2
u31m52

i

2
ū31m̄50. ~3.22!

Throughout this article we pick the nontrivial solutions forq as q1Þ0 and u352im. In this
branch the equations

@c,u#5@c,ū #5@B1
mn ,u#5@B1

mn ,ū #50 ~3.23!

imply that nonzero solutions ofB1
mn , c have the same directionT3 as u. Finally, we obtain the

remaining equations

F1mn
3 1 1

2 q1
†s̄mnq150,

22¹mB1mn
3 5]mc350, ~3.24!

smDmq150,

where¹m is the covariant derivative with respect to the Levi-Civita connection of backgro
metric gmn. Here we reinterpret U~1!^U~1! @gauge U~1! and spincU~1!# as a new U~1!

@spinc8U~1!#, or alternately we redefineWc
1

^ z5Wc8
1 as a different spinc structurec85c12z,

i.e., det (Wc
1

^z)5Lc^z2. As a result,~3.24! can be interpreted as a perturbed Seiberg–Wit
monopole equation for the spinc structurec8 as well as H-P-P6 andB1 , c equations for theT3

direction.

D. Gaussian integral

In this subsection we compute the path integral of UBTQCD. According to Appendix B
could evaluate the exact path integral of this theory. In this subsection, we only deno
diagonal part of the big matrix~see Appendix B! to read the right contribution easily. As we hav
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already mentioned in Sec. III B, we have to insert some observables of fundamental fields
a well-defined path integral. Thus we define the expectation value ofeI as

^eI&m,c,k5
1

Vol G~2p!V E DWDcWDQ†DcQ
† DQDcQe2S1I , ~3.25!

where

W5Am ,B1
mn ,HB

m ,H1
mn ,u,c,ū,

cW5cm ,cB
mn ,xB

II m ,x1
Imn ,j,h,

Q5q,Hq
I ,

~3.26!
cQ5cq ,xq

I ,

I 5E d4x~q†~ iu1m!q1cq
†cq!,

V5dim of H8s.

In a general computation of the path integral of topological field theory~TFT!, it is sufficient
to keep only quadratic terms for the transverse degrees and compute the one-loop approxi
which give a result exactly.9 Now let us see what are transverse degrees of freedom in
branch. Picking a Riemannian metricg, we rescaleg→tg and take thet→` limit. In branch 1, the
gauge symmetry is unbroken and the matter fields decouple as the transverse degrees of f
In branch 2, the gauge symmetry is broken down to U~1! and the hypermultiplet reduces to one
its color. The suppressed color degrees of freedom for the hypermultiplet and the compon
the N54 vector multiplet which do not belong to the Cartan subalgebra part become the
verse degrees of freedom.

On the other hand, the path integrals for the nontransverse degrees should be co
exactly. These path integrals correspond to the path integral of Vafa–Witten theory in bra
and the path integral of U~1! monopole theory and U~1!B1 , c theory in branch 2.

We will use the notation̂O&m,c,k for the VEV evaluated in the massive UBTQCD for a give
spinc and instanton numberk.

1. Result of branch 1

In this branch, the degrees of freedom for the hypermultiplet become the transverse deg
freedom. One can decompose the Lagrangian~3.8! into two parts:

L'LV2W~1!1Lt~1!, ~3.27!

where the Vafa–Witten part is

LV2W~1!52H1
Imna$H1mn

Ia 2~F1mn
a 2 i @B1mr ,B1ns#agrs2 i @B1mn ,c#a!%

2x1
Imna$2 i @x1mn

I ,u#a12Dmcn
s22i @B1mr ,cBns#agrs2 i @cBmn ,c#a

2 i @B1mn ,j#a%2HB
II ra$HBr

IIa2~22DmB1mr
a 2Drca!%

2xB
II ra$2 i @xBr

II ,u#a22DmcBmr
a 22i @cm,B1mr#a2Drja2 i @cr ,c#a%

2$@u,ū #a@ ū,u#a2@c,u#a@c,ū #a1@B1
mn ,ū #a@B1mn ,u#a%

1DmūaDmua1 i @u,h#aha1 i ja@j,ū #a1 i ja@c,h#a
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1 i @cB
mn ,ū #acBmn

a 1 i @B1
mn ,h#acVmn

a 1Dmhacma1 i @cm ,ū #acma ~3.28!

and a quadratic Lagrangian due to the transverse degrees is

Lt~1!52Hq
I†a$Hqa

I 2sa%2xq
I†D” cq1~h.c. previous two terms!22q†m̄mq12c1

†m̄cq22xq
I†mxq

I

522uHq
I 1¯u222muxq

I 1¯u22
1

2
q†~D” †D” 14mm̄!q1

1

2m
cq

†~D” †D” 14mm̄!cq . ~3.29!

One can rewrite the path integral~3.25! in this branch as

~3.30!

where

h2SV2W~1!5E d4x AgLV2M~1!,

h2St~1!5E d4x AgLt~1!,

I ~1!5E d4x Ag~q†mq1cq
†cq!, ~3.31!

V85dim of adjoint H8s,

V95dim of fundamentalH8s.

For the Vafa–Witten partZm,c,k
V2W(1), wecompletely follow Vafa–Witten.1 Thus we have

Zm,c,k
V2M~1!5̇xk , ~3.32!

wherexk stands for the Euler number of instanton moduli space with instanton numberk and8

means equality under keeping the vanishing theorem as shown in Vafa–Witten. Note th
existence of the vanishing theorem in the previous section is unknown, but, in this case, w
some examples to which we apply the vanishing theorem.1 When the vanishing theorem is no
applicable, we denote this part asZm,c,k

V2W(1) itself. We discuss the problem of compactification
moduli space later.

For the transverse partZm,c,k
t (1), wefirst performHq

I ,xq
I integral and obtain

1

~2p!V9

@det~22m!#~x
q
I† ,x

q
I !

@det~21/p!#~H
q
I† ,H

q
I !

5FdetS m

2p D G
G2

5S m

2p D dim „Gl.0
2

% Ker ~D” †!…

. ~3.33!

Second, we performq,cq integral for zero and nonzero modes, respectively, and obtain

@det~2D” 2/2m!#~c
q
† ,cq!non 0

@det~2D” 2/4p!#~q†,q!non 0
•

@det~21!#~c
q
† ,cq!0

@det~2m/2p!#~q†,q!0
5S 2p

m D dim „Gl.0
1

% Ker D” )…

. ~3.34!

Note that this expression is not exact, but is sufficient to get the right contribution~see Appendix
B!.
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Collecting ~3.33! and ~3.34!, one can obtain

Zm,c,k
t ~1!5S m

2p D dim „~Gl.0
2

% Ker D” †!…S 2p

m D dim „Gl.0
1

% Ker~D” !…

5S 2p

m D index~D” c
E

!

. ~3.35!

Finally, for ^ev̂&m,c,k(1), one canobtain

^ev̂&m,c,k~1!5Zm,c,k
V2W~1!•Zm,c,k

t ~1!5Zm,c,k
V2W~1!•S 2p

m D index~D” c
E

!

8xk•S 2p

m D index~D” c
E

!

, ~3.36!

where8 stands for results in the vanishing theorem case.

2. Result of branch 2

In this branch, the gauge symmetry is broken down to U~1!. The components of any field
which do not belong to the Cartan subalgebra part become the transverse variables, that is6
components of adjoint fields, i.e.,T65T16 iT2 , and the components of the hypermultiplet wi
the suppressed color index become the transverse variable. One can decompose the La
~3.8! into two parts

L'LU~1!~2!1Lt~2!, ~3.37!

whereLU(1)(2) is the Lagrangian of U~1! UBTQCD, andLt(2) is the quadratic Lagrangian du
to the transverse degrees.

The U~1! part LU(1)(2) can be further decomposed into two parts,

LU~1!~2!5Lmono
U~1!~2!1LB1,c

U~1! ~2!, ~3.38!

Lmono
U~1!~2!52H1

I3mn$H1mn
I3 2~F1mn

3 1 1
2 q1

†s̄mnq1!%2x1
I3mn$2¹mcn

31 1
2 cq1

† s̄mnq11 1
2 q1

†s̄mncq1
%

2Hq
I†$Hq1

I 2D” q1%2xq1

I†D” cq1
1~h.c. previous two terms!1]mū3]mu31]mh3c3m

12~2 i 1
2 q1

†ū32q1
†m̄!~ i 1

2 uq1

3 1mq1!12cq1

† ~ i 1
2 ū31m̄!cq1

22xq1

I†~ i 1
2 u31m!xq1

I

2~2 i 1
2 q1

†h32q1
†hm!cq1

1cq1

† ~ i 1
2 h3q11hmq1!, ~3.39!

and

LB1,c

U~1!~2!52HB
II 3r$HBr

II 32~22¹mB1mr
3 2]rc3!%2xB

II 3r$22¹mcBmr
3 2]rj3%, ~3.40!

where the first partLmono
U(1)(2) is U(1) monopole theory, and the second partLB1 ,c

U(1) (2) is

U(1)B1 ,c theory.
The quadratic Lagrangian due to the transverse degreesLt(2) is

Lt~2!524uH1mn
I 1 1¯u228mux1mn

I 1 1¯u2116m2uū11¯u228muh11¯u2

2Am
1H ~D31* D31!mn1~D3D3* !mn2B̃1

3mrB̃1r
3n 2

1

2
q̃1

†s̄msnq̃11„2~ c̃3!2

116mm̄…gmnJ An
21

1

2m
cm

1H ~D31* D31!mn1~D3D3* !mn2B̃1
3mrB̃1r

3n

2
1

2
q̃1

†s̄msnq̃11„2~ c̃3!2116mm̄…gmnJ cn
224uHB

II 11¯u228muxB
II 11¯u2
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2B1mn$~D31D31* !mrgns24B̃1
3mnB̃1

3rs1„2~ c̃3!2116mm̄…gmrgns%B1rs

1
1

2m
cBmn$~D31D31* !mrgns24B̃1

3mnB̃1
3rs1~2~ c̃3!2116mm̄!gmrgns%cBrs

2c1$D3* D32B̃1
3mnB̃1mn

3 2~ c̃3!2216mm̄%c21
1

2m
j1$D3* D32B̃1

3mnB̃1mn
3

2~ c̃3!2216mm̄%j222uHq2

I 1¯u224muxq2

I 1¯u22 1
2 q2

†$D” 3†D” 322s̄mnq̃1q̃1
†s̄mn

116mm̄%q21
1

4m
cq2

† $D” 3†D” 312s̄mnq̃1q̃1
†s̄mn116mm̄%cq2

1~cross terms!. ~3.41!

One can rewrite the path integral~3.25! in this branch as

~3.42!

where

h2SU~1!~2!5E d4x AgLU~1!~2!,

h2St~2!5E d4x AgLt~2!,

I ~2!5E d4x Ag~q2
†2mq21cq2

† cq2
!, ~3.43!

V85dim of H ’s of nontransverse degrees,

V95dim of H ’s of transverse degrees.

For the U~1! monopole part, we have

Zmono
U~1! 5

1

Vol G3~2p!V- E DWA
3DcW

A
3DQ1

†DcQ1
† DQ1DcQ1e2Smono

U~1!
~2!, ~3.44!

where

WA
35Am3,H1mn

3 ,u3,ū3,q1 ,Hq1
I ,

cWA

3 5cA
m3,x1mn

3 ,h3,cq1 ,xq1
I ,

~3.45!

h2Smono
U~1! ~2!5E d4x AgLmono

U~1! ~2!
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V-5dim of H ’s of U~1! S2W part.

For this part we follow H-P-P.6 In a simple type manifold we only need to consider the ze
dimensional moduli space of the Seiberg–Witten monopoles@we call themM(x)#. Here we
denote spinc structurec8 that we have already mentioned in Sec. III C by 2x if c8 satisfies the
condition of the zero-dimensional moduli space@dimM(c8)5(c8•c8)/42(2x13s)/450#, and
we call this spinc structurex the Seiberg–Witten basic class. The moduli spaceM(x) consists of
a finite set of points. First, for the contributions of the zero-dimensional moduli spaceM(x), we
have

Nnx , ~3.46!

whereN is the standard renormalization due to the local operators constructed from metr
depends only onx ands.8 nx is the sum of the number of points counted with a sign and is ca
the Seiberg–Witten invariant. For the total contribution to U~1! monopole part~3.44!, we have to
sum ~3.46! with all basic classesx and obtain

Zmono
U~1! 5N(

x
nx . ~3.47!

For U~1! B1 ,c part we have

ZB1

U~1!5
1

~2p!V8- E DWB1 ,c
3 DcWB1 ,c

3 e2SB1 ,c
1

~2!, ~3.48!

where

WB1 ,c
3 5B1

mn3,HB
m3,c3,

cWB1 ,c

3 5cB
mn3,xB

II m3,j3,

~3.49!

h2SU~1! B1 ,c~2!5E d4xAgLU~1!B1 ,c~2!,

V8-5dim of H ’s of U~1! B1 ,c part.

ZB1

U~1! is the partition function of the cohomological field theory with the fixed point

¹mB1mn
3 50, ]nc350. ~3.50!

This partition function is sum of the61 when there are only isolated solutions as usual. T
condition that theZB1

U~1! is nonzero is that the dimensions of the moduli space of the 0 sec

defined by~3.50! become zero. In fact, the virtual dimension of this moduli space is calculate
be

D5 index~d* 11d!5 1
2 ~x1s!, ~3.51!

wherex ands are the Euler number and signature ofX, respectively. ThusD50 is a condition
that we get nontrivial results. We discuss this point later.

Finally, we obtain

Zm,c,k
U~1! ~2!5NZB1

U~1!(
x

nx . ~3.52!
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Now we evaluate the transverse integralZm,c,k
t (2). Following H-P-P,6 we choose a unitary

gauge in which

u650, ~3.53!

where

u5u3T31u1T11u2T2. ~3.54!

In this gaugeu has values on the maximal torus~Cartan subalgebra!. By following the standard
Faddeev–Povov gauge fixing procedure, we introduce a new nilpotent BRST operatord with the
algebra

du656 iC6u3 , dC650, du350, dC̄65b6 , db650, ~3.55!

whereC6 andC̄6 are anticommuting ghosts and antighosts, respectively, andb6 are commuting
auxiliary fields. The action for gauge fixing terms reads

Sm,gauge~2!5d
1

mh2 E d4x Ag~u1C̄21C̄1u2!

5
1

mh2 E d4x Ag$u1b21b1u21 iC1u3C̄21 iC̄1u3C2%

5
1

mh2 E d4x Ag$u1b21b1u22C12mC̄22C̄12mC2%. ~3.56!

From the second line to the third line, we take a weak coupling limit and replaceu3 with 2im.
Note that this action has ghost number 0.

Now consider the transverse part involving adjoint fields. We performb6 ,C6 ,C̄6 ,ū6,h6

integral and obtain

@det~ im!#V0
~1/2!2

@det~22!#V0
~1/2!2FdetS 16m2

p D G
V0

21/2

@det~28m!#V0
1/2

5@det~2pm!#V0
1/2

5~2pm!~1/2! dim „Vl.0
0

% Ker ~D3!…. ~3.57!

~i! H1
6 ,x1

6 integral:

@det~2pm!#V21
1/2

5~2pm!~1/2! dim „Vl.0
21

% Ker ~D31* !…. ~3.58!

~ii ! HB
6 ,xB

6 integral:

@det~2pm!#V1
1/2

5~2pm!~1/2! dim „Vl.0
1

% Ker ~D311D3* !…. ~3.59!

~iii ! A6,c6 integral for nonzero mode:

@det„2~D3D3* 1D31* D31!/m…#c
non 0
6

1/2

@det~2~D3D3* 1D31* D31!/2p!#A
non 0
6

1/2 5FdetS 2p

m D G
V

non 0
1

1/2

5S 2p

m D ~1/2! dim ~Vl.0
1

!

. ~3.60!

~iv! B1
6 ,cB

6 integral for nonzero mode:
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@det~2~D31D31* !/m!#x
Bnon 0
6

1/2

@det~2~D31D31* !/2p!#B
1non 0
6

1/2 5FdetS 2p

m D G
V

non 0
21

1/2

5S 2p

m D ~1/2! dim ~Vl.0
21

!

. ~3.61!

~v! c6,j6 integral for nonzero mode:

@det~2~D3* D3!/m!#j
non 0
6

1/2

@det~2~D3* D3!/2p!#c
non 0
6

1/2 5FdetS 2p

m D G
V

non 0
0

1/2

5S 2p

m D ~1/2! dim ~Vl.0
0

!

. ~3.62!

Now we collect all the contributions of the adjoint transverse part and obtain

1

~2p!Vado9
~2pm!~1/2!dim„Vl.0

0
% Ker ~D3!…~2pm!~1/2! dim „Vl.0

21
% Ker ~D31* !…

3~2pm!~1/2! dim „Vl.o
1

% Ker ~D311D3* !…
•S 2p

m D ~1/2! dim ~Vl.0
1

!S 2p

m D ~1/2! dim ~Vl.0
21

!

3S 2p

m D ~1/2! dim ~Vl.0
0

!

51. ~3.63!

The remaining transverse integral is a fundamental part. First we perform theHq2
I ,xq2

I inte-
gral and obtain

1

~2p!V fun9

@det~24m!#~x
q2
† ,xq2!

@det~21/p!#~H
q2
† ,H

q
2!

5FdetS m

p D G
G2

5S m

p D dim ~Gl.0
2

% Ker „~D” 3!†
…!

. ~3.64!

Next we perform theq2 ,cq2
integral for nonzero and zero modes, respectively, and obtain

@det~2D” †D” /4m!#~c
q2

† ,cq2
!non 0

@det~2D” †D” /4p!#~q
2
† ,q2!non 0

@det~21!#~c
q2

† ,cq2
!0

@det~2m/p!#~q
2
† ,q2!0

5FdetS p

mD G
G1

5S p

mD dim „Gl.0
1

% Ker ~D” 3!…

.

~3.65!

Collecting ~3.64! and ~3.65!, one can obtain

S m

p D dim ~Gl.0
2

% Ker„~D” 3!†
…!S p

mD dim „Gl.0
1

% Ker ~D” 3!…

5S p

mD index~D” 3!

~3.66!

From ~3.63! and ~3.66! we obtain

Zm,c,k
t ~2!5S p

mD index~D” 3!

. ~3.67!

Finally for ^eI&m,c,k ~2! we obtain

^eI&m,c,k~2!5Zm,c,k
U~1! ~2!•Zm,c,k

2 ~2!5NS p

mD index~D” 3!

ZB1

U~1!(
x

nx . ~3.68!

3. Synthesis

As we have already mentioned,^eI&m,c,k itself is zero. However, from the previous tw
paragraphs, each branch has nontrivial contributions. Thus we have finally
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05Zm,c,k
V2W

•S 2p

m D indexD” c
E

1NZB1(x
nx•S p

mD indexD” 3

8xk•S 2p

m D indexD” c
E

1NZB1(x
nx•S p

mD indexD” 3

,

~3.69!

where the last expression is valid in the vanishing theorem case.
In general indexD” c

E is calculated to be

indexD” c
E52k1

rank~E!

8
~c•c2s!. ~3.70!

In this case,

c•z52 indexD” c
E12D. ~3.71!

The Dirac operatorD” 3, which operates onq2 ,cq2
, and so on is necessary to be understood as

Dirac operator with the connection given byc22z. Then,

indexD” c
3501 1

8 „~c22z!•~c22z!2s… ~3.72!

5 1
8 ~c•c24k14 indexD” c

E28D2s!. ~3.73!

Thus we obtain a relation

indexD” 35 indexD” c
E2D. ~3.74!

Inserting~3.74! into ~3.69!, sincem is a free parameter, we get a nontrivial result only in t
caseD50. Remember thatD is also the dimension of the moduli space of U~1! B1 ,c theory. Thus
the conditionD50 is consistent with definingZB1

U~1! in ~3.48!. D50 is also consistent with

geographic condition, for example, simple type condition (b2
1>3), Furuta theory (b2>5/4us

u12) and 11/8 conjecture (b2>11/8usu).14,15

Finally, under the conditionD50, from ~3.69! we have

xk8Zm,c,k
V2W52NZB1(x

nxS 1

2D indexD” c
E

. ~3.75!

Note that abovex satisfies thatx•x5(2x13s)/4 andx5(c12z)/2.
We think of the Vafa–Witten partition as the sum of~3.75! with weight etk, wheret is a

parameter. But the sum of this partition function does not clarify modular invariance sinD
50 is a special case which does not depend on the couplingt in the topological twisted model.1

Additionally, we do not assume duality. Then there is no guarantee that our partition functio
modular invariance and is the same as Vafa–Witten’s. We suppose that the difference come
compactification of the moduli space. We do not use the duality relation and our model is n
asymptotic-free theory. So, there is a possibility that compactification in our theory is not the
as the one in the Hilbert scheme. Thus we can describe the twistedN54 Yang–Mills partition
function that may not be the same as Vafa–Witten’s partition function with Seiberg–W
invariants. Our expression is similar to Dijkgraafet al.10 The most significant difference ist
dependence. Theirs ist dependent, while ours ist independent. The reason why their partitio
function depends ont is that they treat the physicalN54 Yang–Mills theory itself. According to
Labastida,13 the N54 Yang–Mills theory depends ont. On the other hand, we treat UBTQCD
which is the twistedN54 Yang–Mills theory coupled with a fundamental hypermultiplet. As
mention earlier, this difference may cause breaking of the modular invariance. In other word
theory is not conformal invariant, andt is not possible to be a good parameter. However,
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computation is done without an assumption like duality relation. If there is a difference we
to interpret that the origin of the difference occurred from compactification.16

IV. CONCLUSION

We have studied the balanced topological QCD and its broken balance theory and ob
relations of the partition function of twistedN54 SU~2! Yang–Mills theory with the partition
function of twisted Abelian QCD. This relation is understood in several ways. For example
sum of Euler numbers of instanton moduli space, which is invariant under SL(2,Z) transforma-
tion, is described by Seiberg–Witten invariants whenD50 and the vanishing theorem is valid. I
other cases there is no vanishing theorem like §5.4 in Ref. 1; we obtained similar but not the
formulas under the condition ofD50. There is no other reason to understand the difference f
the result of Vafa, Witten and Dijkgraafet al.1,10 than the difference of compactification.

Some problems are left for our future work. WhenDÞ0, can we obtain any similar nontrivia
results without assumption of duality relation? We may obtain them by simple reformation.
ever, it is difficult to expect that the partition function has the nature of modular invarianc
naive reformation. We are interested in a connection with the duality and a compactification
can we obtain the modular invariant partition function with no assumption of duality? We
some hints of this question but no answer.

As we saw in Sec. II, the vanishing theorem of BTQCD is not studied in this article. If
theorem exists, we get the sum of Euler numbers of non-Abelian monopole moduli space
partition function of the BTQCD. It is interesting work to investigate the nature of the part
function because the theory has the branches that contain both Vafa–Witten theory and Se
Witten theory.
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APPENDIX A: THE BRS ALGEBRA AND THE BTQCD ACTION

We give the BRS algebra and the Lagrangian of BTQCD explicitly in this appendix.

1. Algebra

The d1 transformations are as follows:

d2Am5xm
II ,

d2xm
II 52dg

ūAm52Dmū,
~A1!

d2cm52dg
cAm2HBm

II 52Dmc2HBm

II ,

d2HBm

II 52dg
cxBm

II 1d1dg
ūAm52 i @xBm

II ,c#1d1dg
ūAm ;

d2B1
mn5x1

Imn,

d2x1
Imn52dg

ūB1
mn52 i @B1

mn ,ū #,
~A2!

d2cB
mn52dg

cB1
mn2H1

Imn52 i @B1
mn ,c#2H1

Imn ,

d2H Imn52dg
cx1

Imn1d1dg
ūB1

mn52 i @x1
Imn ,c#1d1dg

ūB1
mn ;
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d2qȧ5xB
II ȧ ,

d2xB
II ȧ5dg

ūqȧ5 i ūqȧ1m̄qȧ,
~A3!

d2cq
ȧ5dg

cqȧ2HB
II ȧ5 icqȧ1mcq

ȧ2HB
II ȧ ,

d2HB
II ȧ5dg

cxB
II ȧ2d1dg

ūqȧ5 icxB
II ȧ1mc2d1dg

ūqȧ;

d2Ba5xqa
I ,

d2xqa
I 5dg

ūBa5 i ūBa1m̄Ba ,
~A4!

d2cBa5dg
cBa2Hqa

I 5 icBa1mcBa2Hqa
I ,

d2Hqa
I 5dg

cxqa
I 2d1dg

ūBa5 icxqa
I 1mcxqa

I 2d1dg
ūBa ;

d2qȧ
†
5xBȧ

II † ,

d2xBȧ
II †

5dg
ūqȧ

†
5 iq ȧ

† ū2m̄qȧ
† ,

~A5!

d2cqȧ
†

5dg
cqȧ

†
2HBȧ

II †
5 iq ȧ

†c2mcqȧ
†
2HBȧ

II † ,

d2HBȧ
II †

5dg
cxBȧ

II †
2d1dg

ūqȧ
†
52 ixBȧ

I† c2mcxBȧ
I†

2d1dg
ūqȧ

† ;

d2B†a5xq
I†a ,

d2xq
I†a5dg

ūB†a52 iB†aū2m̄B†a,
~A6!

d2cB
†a5dg

cB†a2Hq
I†a52 iB†ac2mcB

†a2Hq
I†a ,

d2Hq
I†a5dg

cxq
I†a2d1dg

ūB†a5 ixq
I†ac2mcxq

I†a2d1dg
ūB†a.

The d1 transformations are given by

d1Am5cm ,

d1cm5dg
uAm5Dmu,

~A7!

d1xBm
II 5HBm

II ,

d1HBm
II 5dg

uxBm
II 5 i @xBm

II ,u#;
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d1B1
mn5cB

mn ,

d1cB
mn5dg

uB1
mn5 i @B1

mn ,u#,
~A8!

d1x1
Imn5H1

Imn ,

d1H1
Imn5dg

ux1
Imn5 i @x1

Imn ,u#;

d1qȧ5cq
ȧ ,

d1cq
ȧ52dg

uqq
ȧ52~ iuqq

ȧ1mqq
ȧ!,

~A9!

d1xB
II ȧ5HB

II ȧ ,

d1HB
II ȧ52dg

uxB
II ȧ52~ iuxB

II ȧ1mxB
II ȧ!;

d1Ba5cBa ,

d1cBa52dg
uBa52~ iuBa1mBa!,

~A10!
d1xqa

I 5Hqa
I ,

d1Hqa
I 52dg

uxqa
I 52~ iuxqa

I 1mxqa
I !;

d1qȧ
†
5cqȧ

† ,

d1cqȧ
†

52dg
uqȧ

†
52~2 iq ȧ

†u2mqȧ
† !,

~A11!

d1xBȧ
II †

5HBȧ
II † ,

d1HBȧ
II †

52dg
uxBȧ

II †
52~2 ixBȧ

II †u2mxBȧ
II †!;

d1B†a5cB
†a ,

d1cB
†a52dg

uB†a52~2 iB†au2mB†a!,
~A12!

d1xq
I†a5Hq

I†a ,

d1Hq
I†a52dg

uxq
I†a52~2 ixq

I†au2mxq
I†a!.

Transformations forc,u,ū,m,mc ,m̄ are given by
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d1u50,

d2u5j, d1j5dg
uc5 i @c,u#,

d1c5j, d2j5dg
ūu5 i @u,ū #,

~A13!

d2c5h, d1h5dg
uū5 i @ ū,u#,

d1ū5h, d2h5dg
ūc5 i @c,ū #,

d2ū50;

d1m50,

d2m5jm , d1jm50,

d1mc5jm , d2jm50,
~A14!

d2mc5hm , d1hm50,

d1m̄5hm , d2hm50,

d2m̄50.

2. Action of BTQCD

We write down the Lagrangian of BTQCD explicitly in this paragraph.
Hered2F is given as

d2F5d2~B1
mnas1mn

a !2d2~x1
ImnacBmn

a !2d2~xBm
IIacma!1d2~2 i 1

3 B1
mna@B1mr ,B1ns#agrs!

1d2~B†asa!2d2~xq
I†acBa!2d2~xBȧ

II †cq
ȧ!1d2~s†aBa!1d2~cB

†axqa
I !

1d2~cqȧ
† xB

II ȧ!1d2~jaha! ~A15!

52x1
Imna$H1mn

Ia 2~s1mn
a 2 i @B1mr ,B1ns#agrs2 i @B1mn ,c#a!%

2x1
II ra$HBr

IIa2~2DmB1mr
a 1 iB†srTaq2 iq†s̄rTaB2Drca!%

2x I†a$Hqa
I 2~sa1 icBa1mcBa!%2xBȧ

II †$HB
II ȧ2~2~D” †B!ȧ1~ s̄mnB1mnq!ȧ

1 icqȧ1mcq
ȧ!%2$Hq

I†a2~s†a2 iB†ac2mcB
†a!%xqa

I 2$HBȧ
II †

2~2~D” †B!ȧ
†

1~q†B1mns̄mn!ȧ2 iq ȧ
†c2mcqȧ

† !%xB
II ȧ1$ i @u,ū #aha2 i ja@c,ū #a%1 i @B1

mn ,ū #acBmn
a

1Dmūacma2~2 iB†aū2m̄B†a!cBa2~2 iq ȧ
† ū2m̄qȧ

† !cq
ȧ

2cB
†a~ i ūBa1m̄Ba!2caȧ

† ~ i ūqȧ1m̄qȧ!. ~A16!

The full Lagrangian is given as
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Lfull5d1d2F ~A17!

52H1
Imna$H1mn

Ia 2~s1mn
a 2 i @B1mr ,B1ns#agrs2 i @B1mn ,c#a!%2x1

Imna$2 i @x1mn
I ,u#a

12Dmcn
a1cq

†s̄mnTaq1q†s̄mnTacq22i @B1mr ,cBns#agrs2 i @cBmn ,c#a2 i @B1mn ,j#a%

2HB
II ra$HBr

IIa2~22DmB1mr
a 1 iB†srTaq2 iq†s̄rTaB2Drca!%

2xB
II ra$2 i @xBr

II ,u#a22DmcBmr
a 22i @cm,B1mr#a1 icB

†srTaq1 iB†srTacq2 icq
†s̄rTaB

2 iq†s̄rTacB2Drja2 i @cr ,c#a%2Hq
I†a$Hqa

I 2~sa1 icBa1mcBa!%

2xq
I†$D” cq1sricrq1 i jB1 iccB1jmB1mccB%1~h.c. previous two terms!

2HBȧ
II †$HB

II ȧ2„2~D” †B!ȧ1~ s̄mnB1mnq!ȧ1 icqȧ1mcq
ȧ
…%

2xB
II †$2D” †cB2s̄ricrB1~ s̄mncBmnq!1~ s̄mnB1mncq!1 i jq1 iccq1jmq1mccq%

1~h.c. previous two terms!2$@u,ū #a@ ū,u#a2@c,u#a@c,ū #a1@B1
mn ,ū #a@B1mn ,u#a%

1DmūaDmua1 i @u,h#aha1 i ja@j,ū #a1 i ja@c,h#a1 i @cB
mn ,ū #acBmn

a 1 i @B1
mn ,h#acBmn

a

1Dmhacma1 i @cm ,ū #acma1~2 iq†ū2q†m̄!~ iuq1mq!1~2 iq†u2q†m!~ i ūq1m̄q!

12cq
†~ i ū1m̄!cq22x1

I†~ iu1m!xq
I 2~2 iq†h2q†hm!cq1cq

†~ ihq1hmq!

1~2B†ū2B†m̄!~ iuB1mB!1~2 iB†u2B†m!~ i ūB1m̄B!12cB
†~ i ū1m̄!cB

22xB
II †~ iu1m!xB

II 2~2 iB†h2B†hm!cB1cB
†~ ihB1hmB!. ~A18!

APPENDIX B: THE PATH INTEGRAL OF THE TRANSVERSE PART

As we have mentioned in the first part of Sec. III D, the path integral in Sec. III D is not e
but it amounts to the right result that we will derive in this section. In computation, we take
weak coupling limit. When we replace the nontransverse fields with the fixed point value
denoteYnontransby Ỹnontrans. In particular, the fixed points ofu, ū are given asu5 ū50 in branch
1 andu352im, ū52im̄ in branch 2. We also discuss the different treatment of the path inte
in III D at the end of this section. See Ref. 17, too.

1. Branch 1 and its big matrix

In branch 1, the path integral of the transverse part is

Zm,c,k
t ~1!5

1

~2p!V9 E DQ†DcQ
† DQDcQe2St~1!1I ~1!, ~B1!

where

h2St~1!5E d4x AgLt~1!,

I ~1!5E d4x Ag~q†mq1cq
†cq!.

V95dim of fundamentalH8s. ~B2!

For Lt(1)(3.29), we denote
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Lt~1!522uHq
I 1¯u222muxq

I 1¯u22
1

2
q†Mb~1!q1

1

2m
cq

†M f~1!cq , ~B3!

where

Mb~1!5M f~1!5D” †D” 14mm̄. ~B4!

In general,Mb(M f) is a matrix and is not necessarily diagonalized.Mb andM f may not be the
same as we will see soon. We callMb(1) the big matrix of branch 1.

Before computing~B1!, we briefly review the notion of indexD” .
One can decomposeqPG1, Hq

I PG2 into

D” †D” ql5lql,
~B5!

D” D” †Hq
I l

5lHq
I l

.

This decomposition is called spectra decomposition. Note that ifl.0, then ql and Hq
I l

are

isomorphic. However, ifl50, thenql and Hq
I l

are not isomorphic. The indexD” measures the
difference betweenGl50

1 andGl50
2 , and is defined as

indexD” 5dim Gl50
1 2dim Gl50

2

~B6!
5dim KerD” 2dim KerD” †,

where we denoteGl50
1 5KerD” , Gl50

1 5KerD” †.
In computing~B1!, ~B6! emerges when the nonkinetic part and the off-diagonal part ofM are

able to be ignored@in this branch, simplymm̄ terms in ~B4!#. This process is achieved b
diagonalization and field redefinition. Then we obtain the expression~B1! as indexD” . Conversely,
it is enough to obtain this expression that we consider only the kinetic diagonal part ofM in the
path integral.

Now we perform the path integral of the transverse part of branch 1 explicitly. First, fo
Hq

I ,xq
I integral,

1

~2p!V9

@det~22m!#~x
q
I† ,x

q
I !

FdetS 2
1

p D G
~H

q
I† ,H

q
I !

5FdetS m

2p D G
G2

5S m

2p D dim„Gl.0
2

% Ker~D” †!…

. ~B7!

Note that the transformation at the second equality is necessary to derive indexD” .
For theq,cq integral for nonzero-mode,

@det~2D” 2/2m!#~c
q
† ,cq!non 0

@det~2D” 2/4p!#~q†,q!non 0

5S 2p

m D dim~Gl.0
1

!

. ~B8!

For theq,cq integral for zero-mode, we consider that the integrant of this path integral co
only from observableI (1) and we obtain

@det~21!#~c
q
† ,cq!0

@det~2m/2p!#~q†,q!0

5S 2p

m D dim Ker ~D” !

. ~B9!

From ~B8! and ~B9!
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S 2p

m D dim„Gl.0
1

% Ker ~D” !…

. ~B10!

Collecting ~B7! and ~B10!,

Zm,c,k
t 5S m

2p D dim„Gl.0
2

% Ker ~D” †!…S 2p

m D dim„Gl.0
1

% Ker ~D” !…

5S 2p

m D indexD”

. ~B11!

Note that dim (Gl.0
1 ) and dim (Gl.0

2 ) cancel each other.

2. Branch 2 and its big matrix

In branch 2, the path integral of the transverse part is

Zm,c,k
t ~2!5

1

Vol G6~2p!V9 E DW6DcW
6DQ2

†DcQ2
† DQ2DcQ2e2St~2!1I ~2!, ~B12!

where

h2St~2!5E d4x AgLt~2!,

~B13!

I ~2!5E d4xAg~q2
†2mq21cq2

† cq2
!,

V95dim of H ’s of transverse degrees.

For Lt(2) in ~3.41!, we denote

Lt~2!524uH1mn
I 1 1¯u228mux1mn

I 1 1¯u2116m2uū11¯u228muh11¯u224uHB
II 11¯u2

28muxB
II 11¯u222uH

q2

I 1¯u224muxq2

I 1¯u22YTMb~2!Y1
1

2m
CY

TM f~2!CY ,

~B14!

whereYT andCY
T are raw vectors,

YT5~Am
1 ,B1nr

1 ,c1,q2
†!, ~B15!

CY
T5~cm

1 ,cBnr
1 ,j1,cq2

† !, ~B16!

andY andCY are column vectors,

Y5~As
2 ,B1gd

2 ,c2,q2!, ~B17!

CY5~cs
2 ,cBgd

2 ,j2,cq2
!. ~B18!

To derive the result~3.67! from ~B12! and ~B14!, we can neglect the nonkinetic terms a
off-diagonal part ofM (2) ~we will give these explicitly later!. There is the contribution from the
Faddeev–Popov determinant ofu650 gauge and it is possible to discard the path integral ofY6

for zero-mode according to the balanced structure of adjoint fields.
In this remaining subsection, we concentrate on givingM (2) explicitly. Mb(2)„M f(2)… can

be decomposed into
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Mb~2!5S MAA
b MAq

b

Mq†A
b Mq†q

b D . ~B19!

We denote the matrix element of Mb(2) ~or MAA
b ,MAq

b ,Mq†A
b ,Mq†q

b ! by

$Mb(2)%A1mB1
2gd

,$MAq
b %A1mq, etc.

a. Diagonal part of M b
„2…„Mf

„2……

$MAA
b %A1mA2s

5$MAA
f %A1mA2s

5~D31* D31!ms1~D3D3* !ms2B̃1
3mrB̃1r

3s

2 1
2 q̃1

†s̄mssq̃11„2~ c̃3!2116mm̄…gms. ~B20!

$MAA
b %B1

1nrB1
2gd

5$MAA
f %B1

1nrB1
2gd

5~D31D31* !nrggd24B̃1
3nrB̃1

3gd1„2~ c̃3!2116mm̄…gnrggd. ~B21!

$MAA
b %c1c2

5$MAA
f %c1c2

5D3* D32B̃1
3mnB̃1mn

3 2~ c̃3!2216mm̄. ~B22!

$Mq†q
b %q†q5D” 3†D” 322s̄mnq̃1q̃1

†s̄mn116mm̄. ~B23!

$Mq†q
f %q†q5D” 3†D” 312s̄mnq̃1q̃1

†s̄mn116mm̄. ~B24!

Note that$Mq†q
b %q†q and$Mq†q

f %q†q are different.

b. Off-diagonal part of M AA
b

„MAA
f

…

$MAA
b %A1mB1

2rs
5$MAA

b %A1mB1
2rs

5 i ~ D31
←——

!nc̃3gmrgns22iB̃1
3mr~D31* !r

2 i ~ D3*
←——

!mB̃1
3rs22i ~ D31

←——

!nB̃1
3mrgns. ~B25!

$MAA
b %A1mc2

5$MAA
b %A1mc2

52 i ~ D31
←——

!nB̃1
3mn22iB̃1

3mr~D3!r1 i ~ D3*
←——

!mc̃3. ~B26!

$MAA
b %B1

1nrc2
5$MAA

b %B1
1nrc2

5~D31*
←——

!n~D3!r22c̃3B̃1
3nr . ~B27!

c. Off-diagonal part of M Aq
b

„MAq
f

…

Here using

Y65 1
2 ~Y17 iY2!, ~B28!

we denote$MAq
b %Y1q,$MAq

b %Y2q and $MAq
f %Y1q,$MAq

f %Y2q instead of$MAq
b %Y1q,$MAq

f %Y1q. The
reason why we cannot denote$MAq

b %Y1q,$MAq
f %Y1q is that there are terms (Dm

3 An
1

2Dn
3Am

1)1q2
†s̄mnq̃1 and i (D” 3q2)†A” 2q̃1 that exist simultaneously inLt(2) in ~B14!. The remain-

ing elements of this matrix are

$MAq
b %A1mq52 1

2 ~ D31
←——

!nq̃1
†s̄mn2 i 1

4 q̃1
†s̄mD” 32 i 1

4 ~ D31
←——

!mq̃1
† , ~B29!
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$MAq
b %A2mq52 i 1

2 ~ D31
←——

!nq̃1
†s̄mn2 1

4 q̃1
†s̄mD” 32 1

4 ~ D31
←——

!mq̃1
† , ~B30!

$MAq
f %A1mq5 1

2 ~ D31
←——

!nq̃1
†s̄mn2 i 1

4 q̃1
†s̄mD” 32 i 1

4 ~ D31
←——

!mq̃1
† , ~B31!

$MAq
b %A2mq5 i 1

2 ~ D31
←——

!nq̃1
†s̄mn2 1

4 q̃1
†s̄mD” 32 1

4 ~ D31
←——

!mq̃1
† , ~B32!

$MAq
b %B1nrq52 i 1

2 c̃3q̃1
†s̄nr1 1

4 B̃3nrq̃1
†1B̃1m

3r s̄mnq̃1
† , ~B33!

$MAq
b %B2nrq5 1

2 c̃3q̃1
†s̄nr2 i 1

4 B̃3nrq̃1
†2B̃1m

3 rs̄mnq̃1
† , ~B34!

$MAq
f %B1nrq5 i 1

2 c̃3q̃1
†s̄nr1 1

4 B̃3nrq̃1
†2 iB̃1m

3 rs̄mnq̃1
† , ~B35!

$MAq
f %B2nrq52 1

2 c̃3q̃1
†s̄nr2 i 1

4 B̃3nrq̃1
†1B̃1m

3 rs̄mnq̃1
† , ~B36!

$MAq
b %c1q5 i 1

2 B̃1
3mns̄mnq̃1

†2 1
4 c̃3q̃1

† , ~B37!

$MAq
b %c2q52 1

2 B̃1
3mns̄mnq̃1

†1 i 1
4 c̃3q̃1

† , ~B38!

$MAq
f %c1q52 i 1

2 B̃1
3mns̄mnq̃1

†2 1
4 c̃3q̃1

† , ~B39!

$MAq
f %c2q5 1

2 B̃1
3mns̄mnq̃1

†1 i 1
4 c̃3q̃1

† . ~B40!

For ~B29!–~B40!, one can find the relation

S $MAq
f %Y1q

$MAq
f %Y2qD 5S 0 i

2 i 0D S $MAq
b %Y1q

$MAq
b %Y2qD . ~B41!

Using the explicit matrix elements~B20!–~B40!, we can perform the path integral~B12!
directly, instead of neglecting the nonkinetic off-diagonal part ofMb(2)„M f(2)…. Then we have a
crucial obstacle from the difference between~B23! and ~B24!, while the obstacle from~B29!–
~B40! is resolved by the relation~B41!. This obstacle tells us that the contributions from~B23! and
~B24! is not 1 and that the result~3.67! is effective up to order of square ofq̃1 . ~In fact, this
problem does not appear when we treat adjoint matter instead of fundamental matter. Th
think that this problem comes from the choice of the representation of matter fields.! However, the
contributions from~B23! and~B24! becomes 1 in theq̃1→0 limit after path integration. Thus we
estimate the contributions from~B23! and ~B24! to be 1 in the case that the resultZm,c,k

t (2) in
~3.67! is topological. This is why it is enough to estimate the path integral with the indices
only the kinetic terms in the diagonal block are counted from the big matrices in Sec. III.
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In this article the inverse scattering problem of reconstructing the energy dependent
potential iAE22m2 P(x)1Q(x) of a Schro¨dinger equation on the line from its
reflection coefficients and bound state data~i.e., poles of the transmission coeffi-
cients and associated norming constants! is solved using the Marchenko integral
equation approach. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1326921#

I. INTRODUCTION

In this article we study the inverse scattering problem for the generalized 1-D Schro¨dinger
equation,

c9~k,x!1@k21m2#c~k,x!5@ ikP~x!1Q~x!#c~k,x!, xPR, ~1.1!

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to the spatial coordinatex, k is the wave-
number,m is a positive mass parameter,P(x) describes the energy absorption or generation,
Q(x) represents the restoring force density. The quantityE5Ak21m2 stands for the energy.

Letting C1 andC2 stand for the open upper and lower complex half-planes and defining
regionsV15C1\ i @0,m# andV25C2\ i @2m,0#, for a suitable choice of the square root one c
use the mappingE5Ak21m2 to transform either of the regionsV6 conformally and bijectively
into either of the regionsC6, thus yielding four transformations. Using the inverse transforma
k(E)5AE22m2 we obtain the two-fold Riemann surface with branch cuts along the real
from m to 1` and from2m to 2`. As we are interested primarily in the domainEPC1øR, it
is natural to definek(E)5AE22m2 as a single-valued continuous function ofEPC1øR with
(k(E)/E).0 for EPR\@2m,m#, so that Imk(E).0 for EP(2m,m). We then write~1.1! in the
equivalent form

c69~E,x!1E2c6~E,x!5@6 i k~E!P~x!1Q~x!#c6~E,x!, ~1.2!

wherexPR andEPC1.
Let us define the Jost solutionsf l

6(E,x) and f r
6(E,x) as the solutions of~1.2! with the6 sign

in the first term of the right-hand side that satisfy the boundary conditions

f l
6~E,x!5eiEx1o~1!, x→1`,

~1.3!
f r

6~E,x!5e2 iEx1o~1!, x→2`.

a!Electronic mail: cornelis@unica.it Research supported in part by INDAM-GNIM and MURST.
b!Electronic mail: v.pivovarchik@paco.net, vnp.@dtp.odessa.ua Research supported in part by INDAM-GNFM.
1580022-2488/2001/42(1)/158/24/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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In terms of the Jost solutions, the scattering coefficientsal
6(E), ar

6(E), bl
6(E), andbr

6(E) are
defined by

f l
6~E,x!5al

6~E!eiEx1bl
6~E!e2 iEx1o~1!, x→2`,

~1.4!
f r

6~E,x!5ar
6~E!e2 iEx1br

6~E!eiEx1o~1!, x→1`.

In this article a fundamental role is played by the transformation

g1~E!5
g1~E!1g2~E!

2
, g2~E!5

g1~E!2g2~E!

2ik~E!
, ~1.5!

between pairs of functions ofE. This transformation allows one to convert the pair of uncoup
differential equations~1.2! into the coupled system of differential equations,

Fc19~E,x!

c29~E,x!G1E2Fc1~E,x!

c2~E,x!G5J~E,x!Fc1~E,x!

c2~E,x!G , ~1.6!

where

J~E,x!5FQ~x! 2k~E!2P~x!

P~x! Q~x!
G ~1.7!

andk(E)25E22m2. Transforming the Jost solutions as in~1.5!, we obtain from~1.3! and~1.4!,

f l1~E,x!5eiEx1o~1!, f l2~E,x!5o~1!, x→1`,
~1.8!

f r1~E,x!5e2 iEx1o~1!, f r2~E,x!5o~1!, x→2`,

f ls~E,x!5als~E!eiEx1bls~E!e2 iEx1o~1!, x→2`,
~1.9!

f rs~E,x!5ars~E!e2 iEx1brs~E!eiEx1o~1!, x→1`,

wheres51,2.
The direct and inverse scattering problems for Schro¨dinger equations of the type~1.1! have

been studied extensively. Jaulent and Jean1–3 studied~1.1! with m50, imaginaryP(x) and real
Q(x), both on the half-line and on the full line~problems leading to unitary scattering data!, and
established the unique solvability of their Marchenko equations. Jaulent4 derived Marchenko
integral equations leading to the solution of the inverse problem for~1.1! with m50 and real
potentialsP(x) and Q(x). Sattinger and Szmigielski5 studied~1.1! with m50, imaginaryP(x)
and realQ(x) and applied the results to solve a nonlinear evolution equation. Aktosunet al.6,7

studied in detail the direct and inverse scattering problems for~1.2! for m50, obtained many
results on the discrete eigenvalues, and gave sufficient conditions for the unique solvability
Marchenko equations.

The more interesting case wherem.0, was taken up by Kaup8,9 in connection with a non-
linear evolution equation~a long-wave water equation resembling the Boussinesq equation!. In
Ref. 9 a pair of coupled Marchenko integral equations was given to solve the inverse sca
problem. Under the assumption that*2`

` dx P(x)50, Sattinger and Szmigielski10 considered the
direct and inverse problems for~1.1! with m51 andC` potentials and applied their results to
nonlinear evolution equation. Equation~1.1!, with k21m2 and ikP(x) replaced byk22m2 and
kP(x), respectively, for real potentialsP(x) andQ(x), is the 1-D Klein–Gordon equation. Fo
this equation and on the half-line, Corinaldesi,11 Degasperis,12 and Weiss and Scharf13 studied the
inverse scattering problem and Pivovarchik14 studied the number of bound states.
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WhenP,QPL1(R), the Schro¨dinger operators in~1.2! have very different properties depen
ing on whetherm50 or m.0, since form50 their essential spectrum is the set ofkPR whereas
for m.0 it is the set ofkPRø i @2m,m#. Moreover, as observed in Refs. 8 and 9, them.0
equation is important for solving a certain system of nonlinear evolution equations by the in
scattering transform, whereas no such connection is apparent form50.

In this article we analyze the inverse scattering problem for~1.2! by the Marchenko method
Essentially, although most of the scattering solutions and scattering coefficients are define
Refs. 6 and 7 where them50 case was treated, we differ from these papers in one impo
aspect: We also define the scattering solutions and scattering coefficients as if~1.6! were the
equation of interest rather than~1.2!. The Riemann–Hilbert problem relating the usual Fadd
solutions, as studied since the seminal papers by Faddeev15 and Deift and Trubowitz,16 and the
Marchenko integral equations obtained by Fourier transformation are derived for quantitie
are primarily connected with~1.6!. The relationships between the two approaches are explain
detail. The advantage of the new approach lies in the behavior asE→6m. In this case,~1.2!
approaches two copies of the 1-D Schro¨dinger equation on the line with real potentialQ(x),
whereas~1.6! tends to a nonselfadjoint matrix Schro¨dinger equation that also involvesP(x). In
principle, this new approach could also have been applied to the casem50, a possibility not
observed before. It might then be comparatively easy to study the behavior of the solutions o~1.2!
asm→01.

Let us discuss briefly some of the differences between Ref. 10 and the present paper. I
9 and 10 theE and k variables are transformed into the complexz variable by the conforma
mappingz5E1k5m2/(E2k), wherem51 in Ref. 10. The complexz-plane is then divided into
the regionsU15$zPC:uzu.m and Imz.0%ø$zPC:uzu,m and Imz,0% and U25$zPC:uzu.m
and Imz,0%ø$zPC:uzu,m and Imz.0%, separated byS5$zPC:uzu5m%ø(R\$0%). The inverse
scattering problem is then posed as a vector Riemann–Hilbert problem on the curveS that relates
vector functions analytic inU2 to vector functions analytic inU1 . The unfamiliarity of the curve
S, however, makes it hard to replace these Riemann–Hilbert problems by equivalent in
equations. For this reason we have decided not to use thez variable.

Let us now discuss the contents of this article. In Sec. II we introduce and study the sca
solutions and their asymptotic properties asuEu→`. We also derive the continuity of the scatte
ing solutions for~1.6! asE→6m. In Sec. III we introduce and study the scattering coefficie
and their asymptotics asuEu→`. Their behavior asE→6m is also obtained. Their asymptotics a
E→0 is found using the recent results in Ref. 17. It follows in particular that the scattering m
is unitary if EP@2m,m#, something that can also be derived from results in Ref. 10, and
certain contractivity and expansivity properties ifEPR\@2m,m# andP(x) does not change sign
In Sec. IV an idea by Weiss and Scharf13 is employed to derive Marchenko integral equations
~1.6!, both in the absence and in the presence of~finitely many! discrete eigenvalues. Any solutio
of one of the two coupled systems of two Marchenko integral equations allows one to uni
determine the potentialsP(x) andQ(x), provided the second one of the pair of functions bein
solution has its values in (21,1). In Sec. V we relate, as in Ref. 7, the unique solvability of eit
of the systems of Marchenko equations to the existence of a canonical Wiener–Hopf factor
of a 232 matrix function on the line.

II. JOST SOLUTIONS AND FADDEEV FUNCTIONS

In this section we introduce various scattering solutions for~1.2! and ~1.6! and study their
symmetry and asymptotic properties.

A. Analyticity and symmetry properties

Let P,QPL1(R). Then the Jost solutionsf l
6(E,x) and f r

6(E,x) satisfy the integral equation

f l
6~E,x!5eiEx1

1

E E
x

`

dy sin$E~y2x!%@6 i k~E!P~y!1Q~y!# f l
6~E,x!; ~2.1!
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f r
6~E,x!5e2 iEx1

1

E E
2`

x

dy sin$E~x2y!%@6 i k~E!P~y!1Q~y!# f r
6~E,x!. ~2.2!

Using the 232 matrixJ(E,x) introduced in~1.7!, these integral equations are easily transform
into the pairs of coupled integral equations,

F f l1~E,x!

f l2~E,x!G5F cos~Ex!

sin~Ex!

k~E!
G1E

x

`

dy
sin$E~y2x!%

E
J~E,y!F f l1~E,y!

f l2~E,y!G ;

F f r1~E,x!

f r2~E,x!G5F cos~Ex!

sin~Ex!

k~E!
G1E

2`

x

dy
sin$E~x2y!%

E
J~E,y!F f r1~E,y!

f r2~E,y!G .
Defining the Faddeev functionsml

6(E,x) andmr
6(E,x) by

ml
6~E,x!5e2 iExf l

6~E,x!, mr
6~E,x!5eiExf r

6~E,x!, ~2.3!

we get from~2.1! and ~2.2! the Volterra integral equations,

ml
6~E,x!511E

x

`

dy
e2iE(y2x)21

2iE
@6 i k~E!P~y!1Q~y!#ml

6~E,y!; ~2.4!

mr
6~E,x!511E

2`

x

dy
e2iE(x2y)21

2iE
@6 i k~E!P~y!1Q~y!#mr

6~E,y!. ~2.5!

Using ~1.5!, these are transformed into the pairs of coupled integral equations:

Fml1~E,x!

ml2~E,x!G5F10G1E
x

`

dy
e2iE(y2x)21

2iE
J~E,y!Fml1~E,y!

ml2~E,y!G ; ~2.6!

Fmr1~E,x!

mr2~E,x!G5F10G1E
2`

x

dy
e2iE(x2y)21

2iE
J~E,y!Fmr1~E,y!

mr2~E,y!G . ~2.7!

By differentiation with respect tox we obtain

Fml18 ~E,x!

ml28 ~E,x!G52E
x

`

dy e2iE(y2x) J~E,y!Fml1~E,y!

ml2~E,y!G ; ~2.8!

Fmr18 ~E,x!

mr28 ~E,x!G5E
2`

x

dy e2iE(x2y) J~E,y!Fmr1~E,y!

mr2~E,y!G . ~2.9!

In the next theorem we state the analyticity and continuity properties ofmls(E,x), mrs(E,x),
f ls(E,x), f rs(E,s) and their derivatives (s51,2). Such results will then also hold forml

6(E,x),
mr

6(E,x), f l
6(E,x), f r

6(E,x) and their derivatives.
Theorem 2.1:Assume P,QPL1(R). Then the following is true.

(1) For xPR and s51,2, the functions mls(E,x), mrs(E,x), mls8 (E,x) and mrs8 (E,x) are analytic
in C1 and continuous inC1\$0%. Consequently, for each xPR and s51,2 the transformed
Jost solutions fls(E,x) and frs(E,x) and their derivatives fls8 (E,x) and frs8 (E,x) are analytic
in C1 and continuous inC1\$0%.

(2) If P,QPL1
1(R), the continuity of the functions in~i! extends toC1.
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Proof: Let EPC1. For largeuEu it is expedient to iterate the four integral equations~2.4! and
~2.5! for ml

6(E,x) andmr
6(E,x), while it is more convenient to iterate the two systems~2.6! and

~2.7! asE→6m.
First, using the estimate

AuuEu22m2u<uk~E!u<AuEu21m2,

one obtains the auxiliary upper bounds:

Ue2iEuy2xu21

2iE
@6 i k~E!P~y!1Q~y!#U<H 2uP~y!u1

1

m
uQ~y!u, uEu>m,

~m& uP~y!u1uQ~y!u!/uEu, uEu<m,
uy2xu@m& uP~y!u1uQ~y!u#, uEu<m.

In analogy with Refs. 15 and 16 we obtain the estimates

uml
6~E,x!u<H expS 2iPi11

1

m
iQi1D , uEu>m,

exp~~m& iPi11iQi1!/uEu!, uEu<m,
@11max~0,2x!#exp~m& iPi1,11iQi1,1!, uEu<m,

and hence

max~ uml
6~E,x!u,umr

6~E,x!!<c2 ;

max~ uml
68~E,x!u,umr

68~E,x!u!<c1c2~ iPi11iQi1!@11uEu#,

wherec25ec1(iPi11iQi1)/min(1,uEu) andc15max(2,m&,1/m), as well as

uml
6~E,x!u<@11max~0,2x!#ec1(iPi1,11iQi1,1); ~2.10!

uml
68~E,x!u<c1c3~ iPi11iQi1!@11uEu#@11max~0,2x!#, ~2.11!

wherec35ec1(iPi1,11iQi1,1). The proof formr
6(E,x) andmr

68(E,x), where~2.10! and~2.11! hold
with max(0,2x) replaced by max(0,x), is similar.

Next, the derivation of the analyticity ofmls(E,x) and mrs(E,x) and their derivatives in a
neighborhood of6m in C1 for s51,2 is analogous. Here one employs the following estimate
the Euclidean norm of the matrixJ(E,x):

iJ~E,x!i<2uQ~x!u1~11uk~E!u2!uP~x!u,

which completes the proof. h

WhenP,QPL1
1(R), we find asE→0,

ml
6~0,x!511E

x

`

dy ~y2x!@Q~y!7mP~y!#ml
6~0,y!; ~2.12!

mr
6~0,x!511E

2`

x

dy ~x2y!@Q~y!7mP~y!#mr
6~0,y!. ~2.13!

Then ~2.12! and ~2.13! are the integral equations for the zero energy Jost functions of the u
1-D Schrödinger equation with potentialQ(x)7mP(x). We will call Q7mP an exceptional
potential~for the usual Schro¨dinger equation! if there exists a nonzero~real! constantg6 such that
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g65
ml

6~0,x!

mr
6~0,x!

5
f l

6~0,x!

f r
6~0,x!

. ~2.14!

OtherwiseQ7mP is called agenericpotential. Obviously,~2.12! and~2.13! can be transformed
into the pairs of coupled integral equations

Fml1~0,x!

ml2~0,x!G5F10G1E
x

`

dy ~y2x!FQ~y! m2P~y!

P~y! Q~y!
G Fml1~0,y!

ml2~0,y!G ;
Fmr1~0,x!

mr2~0,x!G5F10G1E
2`

x

dy ~x2y!FQ~y! m2P~y!

P~y! Q~y!
G Fmr1~0,y!

mr2~0,y!G .
The complicated conjugation symmetry properties ofk(E) make it hazardous to state conju

gation symmetry properties forf l
6(E,x), f r

6(E,x), ml
6(E,x), andmr

6(E,x) directly. However,
sincek(2Ē)25k(E)2, we immediately have fors51,2,

f ls~2Ē,x!5 f ls~E,x!, f rs~2Ē,x!5 f rs~E,x!, ~2.15!

and similarly for mls(E,x) and mrs(E,x) where s51,2. Now note that (k(E)/E).0 for E

PR\@2m,m# and k(E) is positive imaginary forEP(2m,m). Thus k(2Ē)52k(E) for E
PC1. Using the identitiesf l

6(E,x)5 f l1(E,x)6 ik(E) f l2(E,x) and similarly for f r
6(E,x), we

obtain

f l
6~2Ē,x!5 f l

6~E,x!, f r
6~2Ē,x!5 f r

6~E,x!. ~2.16!

Similar relations hold forml
6(E,x) andmr

6(E,x).

B. Large- E asymptotics

To study the large-E asymptotics of the Jost solutions, we define

h l
6~E,x!5e6z(x)ml

6~E,x!5e2 iEx6z(x) f l
6~E,x!; ~2.17!

h r
6~E,x!5e6p7z(x)ml

6~E,x!5eiEx6p7z(x) f r
6~E,x!, ~2.18!

where

z~x!5
1

2 Ex

`

dz P~z!, p5
1

2 E2`

`

dz P~z!. ~2.19!

Theorem 2.2:Let P,QPL1(R). Then the following statements are true.

(i) For each xPR, the functionsh l
6(E,x) and h r

6(E,x) are analytic inC1, are continuous in
C1\$0%, and we have for some constant C not depending on k and x,

uh l
6~E,x!u<CeC/uEu, uh r

6~E,x!u<CeC/uEu, EPC1\$0%. ~2.20!

Further, asuEu→` in C1 we have

h l
6~E,x!511o~1!, h r

6~E,x!511o~1!; ~2.21!

h l
68~E,x!5o~E!, h r

68~E,x!5o~E!. ~2.22!
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(ii) If P ,QPL1
1(R), the continuity of the functions in~i! extends toC1. Moreover, for EPC1 we

have

uh l
6~E,x!u<C@11max~0,2x!#, uh r

6~E,x!u<C@11max~0,x!#.

Proof: Letting z(E,x)5h l
6(E,x)21, we obtain

z~E,x!5z0~E,x!1E
x

`

dy
e2iE(y2x)21

2iE
e6[ z(x)2z(y)]@6 i k~E!P~y!1Q~y!#z~E,y!, ~2.23!

where

z0~E,x!5E
x

`

dy
e2iE(y2x)21

2iE
e6[ z(x)2z(y)]Q~y!

6
k~E!

2E E
x

`

dy e2iE(y2x)e6[ z(x)2z(y)] P~y!1S 12
k~E!

E D @e6z(x)21#.

Then the Riemann–Lebesgue lemma implies that supt>xuz0(E,t)u vanishes asE→6`. Iterating
~2.23! we now see thatz(E,x) is uniformly bounded inC1 for uEu>a.0 for eachxPR anda
.0. Using a Phragmen–Lindelo¨f theorem~cf. Ref. 18! we conclude thatz(E,x) vanishes asE
→` in C1.

To prove~2.22! we introduce the function

j l
6~E,x!5

1

iE
ml

68~E,x!e6z(x)5
1

2iE
@6P~x!h l

6~E,x!12h l
68~E,x!#.

From ~2.8! and ~2.17! we get

j l
6~E,x!5E

x

`

dy e2iE(y2x)F7
k~E!

E
P~y!1

i

E
Q~y!Ge6[ z(x)2z(y)]h l

6~E,y!. ~2.24!

Thus, using~2.20!, we see that the integrand on the right-hand side of~2.24! is bounded by the
integrable functionCa@ uP(y)u1uQ(y)u#, uniformly in xPR andEPC1 for uEu>a.0 and each
a.0, where the constantCa does not depend onx andE. By the Riemann–Lebesgue lemma, w
conclude that the right-hand side of~2.24! is o(1) asE→6`, so that by a Phragmen–Lindelo¨f
theorem~cf. Ref. 18! we see that the left-hand side of~2.24! is o(1) asE→` in C1. Conse-
quently, j l

6(E,x)5o(1) as E→` in C1, which implies ~2.22! for h l
68(E,x). The proof for

h r
6(E,x) andh r

68(E,x) is similar. h

To study the inverse scattering problem for~1.2!, as in Ref. 7 we strengthen Theorem 2.2
making additional assumptions onP andQ. In fact, we assume thatP is absolutely continuous
and define the two auxiliary potential functions,

W6~x!5Q~x!7 1
2 P8~x!2 1

4 P~x!2. ~2.25!

Using ~1.2!–~1.4! we obtain forxPR,

h l
69~E,x!1@2iE6P~x!#h l

68~E,x!5@W6~x!7 i ~E2k~E!!P~x!#h l
6~E,x!, ~2.26!

h l
6~E,1`!51, h l

68~E,1`!50, ~2.27!

whereW6(x) is given by~2.25!. Multiplying ~2.26! by m l
6(E,x)5e2iEx72z(x), we obtain forx

PR,
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@m l
6~E,x! h l

68~E,x!#85m l
6~E,x! @W6~x!7 i ~E2k~E!!P~x!#h l

6~E,x!. ~2.28!

Integrating~2.28! and using~2.27! we get

h l
68~E,x!52E

x

`

dy e2iE(y2x)6*x
ydẑ P( ẑ)@W6~y!7 i ~E2k~E!!P~y!#h l

6~E,y!. ~2.29!

Integrating~2.29!, using~2.27! once again and changing the order of integration, we find

h l
6~E,x!511E

x

`

dy Gl
6~E;x,y!@W6~y!7 i ~E2k~E!!P~y!#h l

6~E,y!, ~2.30!

where we have defined

Gl
6~E;x,y!5E

x

y

dz e2iE(y2z)6*z
ydẑ P( ẑ)

5
1

2iE
@e2iE(y2x)6*x

ydẑ P( ẑ)21#7
1

2iE E
x

y

dz P~z! e2iE(y2z)6*z
ydẑ P( ẑ). ~2.31!

Similarly, using~1.2!–~1.4!, ~2.17!–~2.19!, and~2.25! we obtain

h r
69~E,x!2@2iE6P~x!# h r

68~E,x!5@W7~x!6 i ~E2k~E!!P~x!#h r
6~E,x!, ~2.32!

h r
6~E,2`!51, h r

68~E,2`!50. ~2.33!

Integrating~2.32! twice and using~2.33! we first get

h r
68~E,x!5E

2`

x

dy e2iE(x2y)6*y
xdẑ P( ẑ)@W7~y!6 i ~E2k~E!!P~y!#h r

6~E,y!,

and subsequently

h r
6~E,x!511E

2`

x

dy Gr
6~E;x,y! @W7~y!6 i „E2k~E!…P~y!#h r

6~E,y!, ~2.34!

where we have defined

Gr
6~E;x,y!5E

y

x

dz e2iE(z2y)6*y
zdẑ P( ẑ)

5
1

2iE
@e2iE(x2y)6*y

xP(z)dz21#6
1

2iE E
y

x

dz P~z! e2iE(z2y)6*y
zdẑ P( ẑ).

Let us now employ the integral equations~2.30! and ~2.34! to derive asymptotic expression
for h l

6(E,x) andh r
6(E,x) asE→` in C1.

Theorem 2.3:(1) Assume PPL1(R) and QPL1
1(R). Then, for each fixed xPR, the functions

h l
6(E,x) and h r

6(E,x) are analytic inC1 and continuous inC1, and

h l
6~E,x!511o~1!, h r

6~E,x!511o~1!, E→` in C1.

(2) Assume that W1,W2PL1(R). Then as E→` in C1 we have

h l
6~E,x!511O~1/uEu!, h r

6~E,x!511O~1/uEu!. ~2.35!
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(3) If further we assume PPL1
1(R), QPL2

1(R) and W6PL1
1(R), then

h l
6~E,x!512

*x
`dz W6~z!

2iE
1O~1/uEu2!, E→` in C1, ~2.36!

h r
6~E,x!512

*2`
x dz W7~z!

2iE
1O~1/uEu2!, E→` in C1. ~2.37!

Proof: We only prove~2.35!, ~2.36! and ~2.37!, because the rest of the proof is given
Theorem 3.1 of Ref. 6. Note that~2.31! implies for y>x,

uGl
6~E;x,y!u<

C

uEu
, EPC1\$0%, ~2.38!

whereC5 1
2 „11(11uuPuu1)euuPuu1

…. Thus, iterating~2.30! and using~2.38! we obtain

uh l
6~E,x!21u<

C

uEu F Ex

`

dt ~ uW6~ t !u1muP~ t !u!G expS E
x

`

dz„uW6~z!u1muP~z!u…D ,

where EPC1\$0% and uEu>m. This implies ~2.35! for h l
6(E,x) wheneverW6PL1(R). The

proof of ~2.35! for h r
6(E,x) is obtained in a similar manner. To prove~2.36! we obtain from

~2.30!,

h l
6~E,x!511E

x

`

dy Gl
6~E;x,y!@W6~y!7 i ~E2k~E!!P~y!#

1E
x

`

dy Gl
6~E;x,y!@W6~y!7 i ~E2k~E!!P~y!#

3E
y

`

dz Gl
6~E;y,z!@W6~z!7 i ~E2k~E!!P~z!#h l

6~E,z!. ~2.39!

Using ~2.36! and the inequality

uE2k~E!u<
m2

uEu
, uEu>m,

we obtain from~2.39!,

h l
6~E,x!511E

x

`

dy Gl
6~E;x,y!W6~y!1OS 1

uEu2D , ~2.40!

as E→` in C1. Substituting~2.31! into ~2.40! and integrating by parts we obtain~2.36!. The
proof of ~2.37! is analogous. h

III. SCATTERING COEFFICIENTS

In this section we introduce various scattering coefficients as well as the scattering mat
~1.2! and ~1.6! and study their symmetry, asymptotic and unitarity and contractivity properti

A. Wronskian relations and symmetry properties

Let @ f ;g#5 f g82 f 8g denote the Wronskian. Then from~1.3! and ~1.4! asx→6` we get

@ f l
6~E,x!; f r

6~E,x!#522iEal
6~E!522iEar

6~E!, ~3.1!
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where~3.1! holds forEPC1. Consequently,al
6(E)5ar

6(E), which we now denote bya6(E).
From ~1.8! and ~1.9! we now easily obtain

as~2Ē!5as~E!, EPC1; ~3.2!

bls~2E!5bls~E!, brs~2E!5brs~E!, EPR, ~3.3!

wheres51,2. Using~1.3!, ~1.4!, and~2.16! we easily obtain

a6~2Ē!5a6~E!, EPC1; ~3.4!

bl
6~2E!5bl

6~E!, br
6~2E!5br

6~E!, EPR. ~3.5!

Next, if one assumes thata6(E)Þ0 and defines the transmission coefficients byT6(E)
5a6(E)21, the reflection coefficients from the left byL6(E)5bl

6(E)/a6(E), and the reflection
coefficients from the right byR6(E)5br

6(E)/a6(E), then, if P,QPL1(R) @P,QPL1
1(R), re-

spectively#, the functionEa6(E)5E/T6(E) is analytic inC1 and continuous inC1\$0% @C1,
respectively# and the functionsEbl

6(E)5EL6(E)/T6(E) and Ebr
6(E)5ER6(E)/T6(E) are

continuous inR\$0% @R, respectively#. In terms of the reflection and transmission coefficients
define the scattering matrix by

S6~E!5FT6~E! R6~E!

L6~E! T6~E!
G . ~3.6!

Let EPR\@2m,m#. Thenk(2E)52k(E) is real. Thusf l
6(E,x), f r

6(E,x), f l
7(2E,x) and

f r
7(2E,x) all satisfy~1.2! and hence their Wronskians are independent ofx. Using~1.3! and~1.4!

we get
@ f l

6~E,x!; f l
7~2E,x!#522iE522iE@al

6~E!al
7~2E!2bl

6~E!bl
7~2E!#,

@ f l
6~E,x!; f r

7~2E,x!#522iEbr
7~2E!52iEbl

6~E!,

@ f r
6~E,x!; f l

7~2E,x!#522iEbr
6~E!52iEbl

7~2E!,

@ f r
6~E,x!; f r

7~2E,x!#52iE@ar
6~E!ar

7~2E!2br
6~E!br

7~2E!#52iE,

where the behavior asx→1` is given first and then the behavior asx→2`. As a result, we get

S6~E!215S7~2E!. ~3.7!

From ~1.3!, ~1.4!, and~3.6! we obtain

F f l
7~2E,x!

2 f r
7~2E,x!G5S6~E!F f r

6~E,x!

2 f l
6~E,x!G . ~3.8!

Let EP(2m,m). Then k(2E)5k(E) is positive imaginary. Thusf l
6(E,x), f r

6(E,x),
f l

6(2E,x) and f r
6(2E,x) all satisfy ~1.2! and hence their Wronskians are independent ofx.

Using ~1.3! and ~1.4! we get

@ f l
6~E,x!; f l

6~2E,x!#522iE522iE@al
6~E!al

6~2E!2bl
6~E!bl

6~2E!#,

@ f l
6~E,x!; f r

6~2E,x!#522iEbr
6~2E!52iEbl

6~E!,

@ f r
6~E,x!; f l

6~2E,x!#522iEbr
6~E!52iEbl

6~2E!,

@ f r
6~E,x!; f r

6~2E,x!#52iE@ar
6~E!ar

6~2E!2br
6~E!br

6~2E!#52iE,
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where the behavior asx→1` is given first and then the behavior asx→2`. As a result, we get

S6~E!215S6~2E!. ~3.9!

From ~1.3!, ~1.4!, and~3.6! we obtain

F f l
6~2E,x!

2 f r
6~2E,x!G5S6~E!F f r

6~E,x!

2 f l
6~E,x!G . ~3.10!

WhenEP$2m,m%, the6 equations~1.2! are identical and the boundary conditions~1.3! do
not distinguish between the6 versions of~1.2!. It then follows that

f l1~m,x!5 f l
1~m,x!5 f l

2~m,x!, f l1~2m,x!5 f l
1~2m,x!5 f l

2~2m,x!,

f r1~m,x!5 f r
1~m,x!5 f r

2~m,x!, f r1~2m,x!5 f r
1~2m,x!5 f r

2~2m,x!,

which implies

a1~m!5a1~m!5a2~m!, a1~2m!5a1~2m!5a2~2m!,

bl1~m!5bl
1~m!5bl

2~m!, bl1~2m!5bl
1~2m!5bl

2~2m!,

br1~m!5br
1~m!5br

2~m!, br1~2m!5br
1~2m!5br

2~2m!.

Hence, S1(m)5S2(m) and S1(2m)5S2(2m) are both unitary matrices, provideda1(m)
5a1(2m)Þ0. The behavior ofa2(E), bl2(E), andbr2(E) asE→6m will be given by ~3.20!.

Finally, for EPR\$2m,m% and under the assumption thata6(E)Þ0 for everyEPR, we
introduce the modified scattering matrix,

S̃~E!5M̃ ~E!@S1~E! % S2~E!#M̃ ~E!21, ~3.11!

where

M̃ ~E!5
1

2ik~E!F ik~E! 0 ik~E! 0

0 ik~E! 0 ik~E!

1 0 21 0

0 1 0 21

G ;

M̃ ~E!215F 1 0 ik~E! 0

0 1 0 ik~E!

1 0 2 ik~E! 0

0 1 0 2 ik~E!

G .

Using that

S̃~E!5F T1~E! R1~E! 2k~E!2T2~E! 2k~E!2R2~E!

L1~E! T1~E! 2k~E!2L2~E! 2k~E!2T2~E!

T2~E! R2~E! T1~E! R1~E!

L2~E! T2~E! L1~E! T1~E!

G , ~3.12!

we obtain from~3.8! and ~3.10! the following Riemann–Hilbert problem valid for bothEPR\
@2m,m# andEP(2m,m):
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F f l1~2E,x!

2 f r1~2E,x!

f l2~2E,x!

2 f r2~2E,x!

G5S̃~E!F f r1~E,x!

2 f l1~E,x!

f r2~E,x!

2 f l2~E,x!

G . ~3.13!

One easily proves thatS̃(E)215S̃(2E), both forEP(2m,m) and forEPR\@2m,m#.

B. Various asymptotic properties

Theorem 3.1:Let P,QPL1(R). Then

a6~E!e6p511OS 1

uEu D , E→` in C1; ~3.14!

br
6~E!5OS 1

uEu D , bl
6~E!5OS 1

uEu D , E→6`, ~3.15!

where p is defined by (2.19).
Proof: From ~3.1! we obtain

2iEa6~E!e6p5@2iE6P~x!#h l
6~E,x!h r

6~E,x!1h l
68~E,x!h r

6~E,x!2h l
6~E,x!h r

68~E,x!.

~3.16!

Now ~3.14! follows from ~2.21!, ~2.22!, and~3.16!. Similarly, ~3.15! follows with the help of

22iEbr
6~E!5e22iEx7p62z(x)@h l

6~E,x!;h l
7~2E,x!#, ~3.17!

and the analogous expression involvingbl
6(E). h

Let us now consider the low energy asymptotics of the scattering coefficients. From R
we get the following result, depending on whether we are in the generic or in the exceptiona
We let f l

6(0,x) and f r
6(0,x) stand for the zero energy Jost functions of the usual 1-D Schro¨dinger

equation with potentialQ(x)7mP(x) andg6 for the quantity given by~2.14!.
Using Theorem 2.2 of Ref. 17, withF(k)5k21m2, k05 im, S5$kPC1:uk2 imu<m% and

P(k0)5 i @0,m#, we easily obtain the following result.
Proposition 3.2: Suppose P,QPL1

1(R).

(i) In the generic case we have

T6~E!52
2iE

@ f l
6~0,• !; f r

6~0,• !#
1o~E!, E→0 in C1,

~3.18!
L6~E!5211o~1!, R6~E!5211o~1!, E→0 in R.

(ii) In the exceptional case we have

T6~0!5
2g6

g6211
, L6~0!5

g6221

g6211
, R6~0!5

12g62

g6211
. ~3.19!

Finally, we consider the behavior of the scattering coefficients asE→6m in C1.
Propositon 3.3: Let PPL1

1(R) and QPL2
1(R). Then the expressions

a1~E!2a2~E!

k~E!
,

bl
1~E!2bl

2~E!

k~E!
,

br
1~E!2br

2~E!

k~E!
, ~3.20!
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have finite limits as E→6m, EPC1.
Proof: From ~1.4!, ~2.3!, ~2.6!, and~2.7! we have

Fa1~E!

a2~E!G5F10G2 1

2iE E
2`

`

dy J~E,y!Fml1~E,y!

ml2~E,y!G
5F10G2 1

2iE E
2`

`

dy J~E,y!Fmr1~E,y!

mr2~E,y!G ;
Fbl1~E!

bl2~E!G5 1

2iE E
2`

`

dy e2iEyJ~E,y!Fml1~E,y!

ml2~E,y!G ;
Fbr1~E!

br2~E!G5 1

2iE E
2`

`

dy e22iEyJ~E,y!Fmr1~E,y!

mr2~E,y!G ,
where the limits asE→6m from C1 exist. h

When 1/T1(E) and 1/T2(E) have a~necessarily common! nonzero limit asE→6m, the next
corollary is a restatement of Proposition 3.3.

Corollary 3.4: Let PPL1
1(R) and QPL2

1(R) and suppose1/T1(E) and 1/T2(E) have a
nonzero limit as E→6m in C1. Then the expressions

T1~E!2T2~E!

k~E!
,

L1~E!2L2~E!

k~E!
,

R1~E!2R2~E!

k~E!
,

have finite limits. Hence, T2(E)5@T1(E)2T2(E)#/2ik(E) and the analogous quantities R2(E)
and L2(E) are continuous in EPR if T6(E) is continuous in EPR.

Proposition 3.5: Assume PPL1
1(R), QPL2

1(R), and W6PL1
1(R), and let T1(E) and T2(E)

be continuous in EPR. Then the functions L1(E), L2(E), k(E)2L2(E), R1(E), R2(E), and
k(E)2R2(E) belong to L2(R).

Proof: In view of Corollary 3.4 and the continuity ofT6(E) in EPR, it suffices to study the
asymptotic behavior of the above functions asE→6`. From ~2.36! and ~2.37! we have asE
→6`,

h l
68~E,x!5

W6~x!

2iE
1OS 1

uEu2D , h r
68~E,x!52

W7~x!

2iE
1OS 1

uEu2D .

Using ~3.17! we find

br
6~E!5

R6~E!

T6~E!
5OS 1

uEu2D ,

and similarly forL6(E)/T6(E). On the other hand, using~3.16! we get

T6~E!5e6pH 11
*2`

` dz W6~z!

2iE
1OS 1

uEu2D J ,

whence

R6~E!5OS 1

uEu2D .

A similar asymptotic expression can be derived forL6(E). This expression implies thatL1(E),
L2(E), andk(E)2L2(E) belong toL2(R). h
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C. Unitarity and contractivity properties

Let EP(2m,m). Then~1.2! is a pair of 1-D Schro¨dinger equations with real potentials an
hence the scattering matrixS6(E) is unitary~cf. Refs. 15 and 16!. As a result, the reflection an
transmission coefficientsR6(E), L6(E), andT6(E) are continuous inEP(2m,m).

Let EPR\@2m,m#. Observe that ifc(E,x) is a solution of the6 version of ~1.2! and
w(E,x) of the 7 version of~1.2!, then

d

dx
@c~E,x!;w~E,x!#572ik~E!P~x!c~E,x!w~E,x!. ~3.21!

Hence two expressions of the Wronskian ofc(E,x) andw(E,x) can be found by examining thei
value asx→6` and integrating with respect tox. Using ~2.16!, ~3.4!, ~3.5!, and~3.21! we get

@ f l
6~E,x!; f l

6~2E,x!#

5H 22iE62ik~E!E
x

`

dy P~y!u f l
6~E,y!u2;

22iE@ ua6~E!u22ubl
6~E!u2#72ik~E!E

2`

x

dy P~y!u f l
6~E,y!u2,

~3.22!

@ f l
6~E,x!; f r

6~2E,x!#5H 2iEbl
6~E!72ik~E!E

2`

x

dy P~y! f l
6~E,y! f r

6~E,y!;

22iEbr
6~E!62ik~E!E

x

`

dy P~y! f l
6~E,y! f r

6~E,y!,
~3.23!

@ f r
6~E,x!; f r

6~2E,x!#

5H 2iE72ik~E!E
2`

x

dy P~y!u f r
6~E,y!u2;

2iE@ ua6~E!u22ubr
6~E!u2#62ik~E!E

x

`

dy P~y!u f r
6~E,y!u2.

~3.24!

Subtracting the two right-hand sides of each of~3.22!–~3.24!, we get

211ua6~E!u22ubl
6~E!u257

k~E!

E E
2`

`

dy P~y!u f l
6~E,y!u2; ~3.25!

2bl
6~E!2br

6~E!57
k~E!

E E
2`

`

dy P~y! f l
6~E,y! f r

6~E,y!, ~3.26!

211ua6~E!u22ubr
6~E!u257

k~E!

E E
2`

`

dy P~y!u f r
6~E,y!u2. ~3.27!

From ~3.25! and ~3.27! it is clear thata6(E)Þ0 when„7P(x)…>0. In that case we define th
matrix

W6~E!57F E
2`

`

dyP~y!u f l
6~E,y!u2 E

2`

`

dyP~y! f r
6~E,y! f l

6~E,y!

E
2`

`

dyP~y! f r
6~E,y! f l

6~E,y! E
2`

`

dyP~y!u f r
6~E,y!u2

G ,
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and, provideda6(E)Þ0, derive the identity

k~E!

E
uT6~E!u2W6~E!5F1 0

0 1G2S6~E!†S6~E!,

which is nonnegative selfadjoint if„7P(x)…>0. Here † denotes the conjugate transpose. S
larly, one proves that if„7P(x)…<0 and the transmission coefficientT6(E) is well-defined, the
scattering matrixS6(E) has a contractive inverse.

D. Discrete eigenvalues

The discrete eigenvalues of the pair of modified Schro¨dinger equations~1.2! coincide with
those of the system~1.6!. They form a finite or countably infinite subset ofC1 of eigenvalues of
finite algebraic multiplicity. The geometric multiplicity of the eigenvalues of either of the eq
tions ~1.2! is one, while that of~1.6! is at most two. They can only accumulate in a bound
interval of the real line, but not at points of (2m,m). Accumulation asE→` is impossible
because of~3.14!. Accumulation at points of (2m,m) is impossible, because the scattering mat
S6(E) is unitary if EP(2m,m).

The discrete eigenvalues are symmetrically located with respect to the imaginary axis,
the geometric and algebraic multiplicities of an eigenvalue atE0 coincide with those at2E0. This
follows directly from~3.4!–~3.5!. The net result is that the residues ofiT6(E) at E0 and2E0 are
complex conjugates.

For the problem~1.2! with m50, the properties of the discrete spectrum have been discu
in detail in Ref. 6. Many of these results also follow from spectral properties of certain ope
pencils~cf. Ref. 19!. If m.0, most of those results are expected to go through, albeit in a slig
different form.

IV. MARCHENKO EQUATIONS

In this section we derive the Marchenko integral equations leading to the solution o
inverse scattering problem.

A. Fourier transformation properties

Let us apply the method of Ref. 13 to derive Marchenko integral equations to solv
inverse scattering problem. We begin by deriving some integral representations for the~trans-
formed! Jost solutions.

Theorem 4.1: Assume PPL1
1(R), QPL2

1(R), and W6PL1
1(R). Then the Jost solutions

f rs(E,x) and fls(E,s) (s51,2) can be represented as follows:

f r1~E,x!5e2 iExcosh„p2z~x!…1E
2`

x

dt Kr1~x,t !e2 iEt, ~4.1!

f r2~E,x!5E
2`

x

dt Kr2~x,t !e2 iEt, ~4.2!

f l1~E,x!5eiExcosh„z~x!…1E
x

`

dt Kl1~x,t !eiEt, ~4.3!

f l2~E,x!5E
x

`

dt Kl2~x,t !eiEt, ~4.4!

where Krs
6(x,t) and Kls

6(x,t) (s51,2) are independent of E and belong to L2(R) as functions of
t when xPR is fixed.
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Proof: Using ~2.17!, ~2.18!, ~2.36!, and ~2.37! it follows that f̃ l1(E,x)5 f l1(E,x)
2eiEx cosh„z(x)… and f̃ r1(E,x)5 f r1(E,x)2e2 iEx cosh„p2z(x)…, as well as f̃ l2(E,x)
5 f l2(E,x) and f̃ r2(E,x)5 f r2(E,x) belong toL2(R) as functions ofE for fixed xPR. Further,
these functions multiplied by„log(uEu12)…1/2 belong toL2(R). So Plancherel’s theorem~cf. Ref.
20, Theorems 48 and 63! implies the existence of the integrals,

Krs~x,t ! 5
a→1`

l .i .m. 1

2p E
2a

a

dE f̃rs~E,x!eiEt, s51,2,

Kls~x,t ! 5
a→1`

l .i .m. 1

2p E
2a

a

dE f̃ls~E,x!e2 iEt, s51,2.

It is clear thatKrs(x,t) andKls(x,t) (s51,2) belong toL2(R) as functions oft for everyxPR ~cf.
Ref. 20, Theorems 48 and 63!.

Due to ~1.7! and Theorem 2.1, the functionsf rs(E,x) and f ls(E,x) (s51,2) are analytic in
EPC1. Moreover, there existsC.0 ~depending onxPR) such that fors51,2,

u f rs~E,x!u<Cex Im E, u f ls~E,x!u<Ce2x Im E,

for all xPR. From ~2.37! we obtain

E
2`

`

dt u f̃ r1~ t1 i Im E,x!u25O~e22x Im E!.

Similar estimates hold forKr2(E,x) and for Kls(E,x) (s51,2). Hence we may apply Titch
marsh’s theorem~cf. Ref. 20, Theorem 96! and obtain

Kr1~x,t !5Kr2~x,t !50, t.x,

Kl1~x,t !5Kl2~x,t !50, t,x.

This proves the representations~4.1!–~4.4!. h

Using ~2.18!, ~2.19!, and~2.37!, we obtain

f̃ r1~E,x!5
ie2 iEx

4E S e2p1z(x)E
2`

x

dz W1~z!1ep2z(x)E
2`

x

dz W2~z! D 1OS 1

uEu2D
5

ie2 iEx

4~E1 ix! S e2p1z(x)E
2`

x

dz W1~z!1ep2z(x)E
2`

x

dz W2~z! D 1OS 1

uEu2D ,

wherex is an arbitrary positive number. Its Fourier transform is of the form

Kr1~x,t !5Fe2p1z(x)

4 E
2`

x

dz W1~z!1
ep2z(x)

4 E
2`

x

dz W2~z!Ge2x(x2t)u~x2t !1Mr1~x,t !,

whereu(z) is the Heaviside function given by

u~z!5H 0, for z,0,

1, for z.0,
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Mr1(x,t) is continuous in tPR for fixed xPR and there exists the partial derivativ
„]Mr1(x,t)/]t…PL2(R) ~cf. Ref. 20, the beginning of Sec. 6.13, before Theorem 128!. Hence,
Kr1(x,t) has a jump discontinuity atx5t. Taking into account the identityKr1(x,x10)50, we
obtain

Kr1~x,x20!5
1

4 S e2p1z(x)E
2`

x

dz W1~z!1ep2z(x)E
2`

x

dz W2~z! D . ~4.5!

In the same way we obtain

Kr2~x,x20!5sinh„p2z~x!…. ~4.6!

Using ~4.5! and ~4.6! we now computeQ(x) and P(x) from Kr1(x,x20) andKr2(x,x20). In
fact, we obtain

P~x!52
d

dx
log„Kr2~x,x20!1~Kr2~x,x20!211!1/2

…, ~4.7!

Q~x!52
d

dx S Kr1~x,x20!

cosh1
2 *2`

x dz P~z!
2

P~x!

4
tanhS 1

2 E2`

x

dz P~z! D D 1
P~x!2

4
. ~4.8!

In the same way we derive

Kl2~x,x10!5sinh„z~x!…,

P~x!522
d

dx
log~Kl2~x,x20!1„Kl2~x,x20!211…1/2!, ~4.9!

Q~x!522
d

dx S Kl1~x,x10!

cosh1
2 *x

` dz P~z!
2

P~x!

4
tanhS 1

2 Ex

`

dz P~z! D D 1
P~x!2

4
. ~4.10!

B. Marchenko equations without bound states

Let us assume thatT1(E) andT2(E) are both continuous inEPR. Before deriving the two
pairs of Marchenko integral equations, we introduce the two sets of integral kernels as foll

Fl1~x!5
1

2p E
2`

`

dE L1~E!eiEx5E
2`

` dE

4p
@L1~E!1L2~E!#eiEx, ~4.11!

Fl2~x!5
1

2p E
2`

`

dE L2~E!eiEx5E
2`

` dE

4p

L1~E!2L2~E!

i k~E!
eiEx, ~4.12!

Fl3~x!52
1

2p E
2`

`

dE k~E!2L2~E!eiEx

5 i E
2`

` dE

4p
k~E!@L1~E!2L2~E!#eiEx, ~4.13!

as well as

Fr1~x!5
1

2p E
2`

`

dE R1~E!eiEx5E
2`

` dE

4p
@R1~E!1R2~E!#eiEx, ~4.14!
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Fr2~x!5
1

2p E
2`

`

dE R2~E!eiEx5E
2`

` dE

4p

R1~E!2R2~E!

i k~E!
eiEx, ~4.15!

Fr3~x!52
1

2p E
2`

`

dE k~E!2R2~E!eiEx

5 i E
2`

` dE

4p
k~E!@R1~E!2R2~E!#eiEx. ~4.16!

Then the integrals~4.11!–~4.13! and ~4.14!–~4.16! exist as a result of Proposition 3.5 and th
continuity of T1(E) andT2(E) in EPR.

Next, we introduce the unknown functionsBrs(x,y) andBls(x,y) (xPR, y.0, s51,2) by

Brs~x,y!5
Krs~x,x2y!

cosh„p2z~x!…
, Bls~x,y!5

Kls~x,x1y!

cosh„z~x!…
, ~4.17!

and write~4.1!–~4.4! in the form

f rs~E,x!5e2 iExcosh„p2z~x!…Fds,11E
0

`

dy eiEyBrs~x,y!G ,
f ls~E,x!5eiExcosh„z~x!…Fds,11E

0

`

dy eiEyBls~x,y!G ,
wheres51,2.

Starting from the two pairs of equations@cf. ~3.13!#,

f r1~2E,x!1L1~E! f r1~E,x!2k~E!2L2~E! f r2~E,x!

5T1~E! f l1~E,x!2k~E!2T2~E! f l2~E,x!, ~4.18!

f r2~2E,x!1L2~E! f r1~E,x!1L1~E! f r2~E,x!

5T2~E! f l1~E,x!1T1~E! f l2~E,x!, ~4.19!

and

f l1~2E,x!1R1~E! f l1~E,x!2k~E!2R2~E! f l2~E,x!

5T1~E! f r1~E,x!2k~E!2T2~E! f r2~E,x!, ~4.20!

f l2~2E,x!1R2~E! f l1~E,x!1R1~E! f l2~E,x!

5T2~E! f r1~E,x!1T1~E! f r2~E,x!, ~4.21!

and Fourier transforming the contributions to these equations that are analytic inC2 and vanish at
infinity while taking into account~4.11!–~4.17!, we obtain the two pairs of coupled Marchenk
equations,

Br1~x,y!1E
0

`

dz@Fl1~y1z22x!Br1~x,z!1Fl3~y1z22x!Br2~x,z!#

52Fl1~y22x!, ~4.22!
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Br2~x,y!1E
0

`

dz@Fl2~y1z22x!Br1~x,z!1Fl1~y1z22x!Br2~x,z!#

52Fl2~y22x!, ~4.23!

and

Bl1~x,y!1E
0

`

dz@Fr1~y1z12x!Bl1~x,z!1Fr3~y1z12x!Bl2~x,z!#

52Fl1~y12x!, ~4.24!

Bl2~x,y!1E
0

`

dz@Fr2~y1z12x!Bl1~x,z!1Fr1~y1z12x!Bl2~x,z!#

52Fr2~y12x!. ~4.25!

In deriving ~4.22!–~4.25!, we have assumed the absence of the discrete spectrum of the
equations~1.2! and hence the analyticity ofT1(E) andT2(E) in C1.

C. Marchenko equations with bound states

When one of the two equations~1.2! has a discrete spectrum, the derivation of the Marche
equations~4.22!–~4.25! should be modified, since the right-hand sides of~4.18!–~4.21! may no
longer vanish. To simplify the discussion, we make the following assumptions.

~1! T1(E) andT2(E) are continuous inEPR.
~2! The number of poles ofT1(E) andT2(E) in C1 is finite @denote the poles of either ofT6(E)

in C1 by Ej , where j 51,...,N#.
~3! The poles ofT1(E) andT2(E) in C1 are simple; we writei t j

6 for the residue ofT6(E) at
E5Ej ( j 51,...,N). We putt j 15@ t j

11t j
2#/2 andt j 25@ t j

12t j
2#/2ik(Ej ).

~4! We remark thatt j
6 , t j 1 , t j 2 , and ik(Ej ) are real ifEj is imaginary. Quantitiest j

6 , t j 1 , t j 2 ,
and ik(Ej ) corresponding to eigenvalues symmetrically located with respect to the imag
axis are complex conjugates. These properties are immediate from the observations m
Sec. III D.

~5! Using the terminology of Ref. 16 and recalling that the eigenvalues of either of~1.2! have
geometric multiplicity one, we first introduce the norming constants,

Cj
65

f l
6~Ej ,x!

f r
6~Ej ,x!

, j 51,...,N j
6 .

Then one easily verifies that

f l1~Ej ,x!5Cj 1f r1~Ej ,x!2kj
2Cj 2f r2~Ej ,x!,

f l2~Ej ,x!5Cj 2f r1~Ej ,x!1Cj 1f r2~Ej ,x!,

wherekj5k(Ej ) and

Cj 15
Cj

11Cj
2

2
, Cj 25

Cj
12Cj

2

2ik j
.

Calculating the residues of the expressions on the right-hand sides of~4.18!–~4.21! at E
5Ej in C1, we obtain
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@ t j 1Cj 12kj
2t j 2Cj 2# f r1~Ej ,x!2kj

2@ t j 1Cj 21t j 2Cj 1# f r2~Ej ,x!, ~4.26!

@ t j 2Cj 11t j 1Cj 2# f r1~Ej ,x!1@2kj
2t j 2Cj 21t j 1Cj 1# f r2~Ej ,x!, ~4.27!

@ t j 1D j 12kj
2t j 2D j 2# f r1~Ej ,x!2kj

2@ t j 1D j 21t j 2D j 1# f r2~Ej ,x!, ~4.28!

@ t j 2D j 11t j 1D j 2# f r1~Ej ,x!1@2kj
2t j 2D j 21t j 1D j 1# f r2~Ej ,x!, ~4.29!

multiplied by the imaginary uniti . Here

f r1~Ej ,x!5D j 1f l1~Ej ,x!2kj
2D j 2f l2~Ej ,x!,

f r2~Ej ,x!5D j 2f l1~Ej ,x!1D j 1f l2~Ej ,x!,

where we note that

FD j 1 2kj
2D j 2

D j 2 D j 1
G5FCj 1 2kj

2Cj 2

Cj 2 Cj 1
G21

.

We remark thatCj
6 , Cj 1 , Cj 2 , D j 1 , D j 2 and ik j are real ifEj is imaginary. Quantitiest j

6 , Cj 1 ,
Cj 2 , D j 1 , D j 2 , and ik j corresponding to eigenvalues symmetrically located with respect to
imaginary axis are complex conjugates. These properties are immediate from~2.16!.

We now recall that in order to compute the left-hand side minus the right-hand side of~4.22!
and~4.23!, we have to single out the contributions to~4.18! and~4.19! that are analytic inC2 and
vanish at infinity and apply the operation 1/2p *2`

` dE eiE(y2x)@cosh„p2z(x)…#21 to them. Ap-
plying the same procedure to the right-hand sides of~4.18! and~4.19! and using~4.17!, ~4.26!, and
~4.27!, we obtain

2(
j 51

N
eiE j (y22x)S Al j 11E

0

`

dz eiE jz@Al j 1Br1~x,z!2kj
2Al j 2Br2~x,z!# D ,

2(
j 51

N
eiE j (y22x)S Al j 21E

0

`

dz eiE jz@Al j 2Br1~x,z!2kj
2Al j 1Br2~x,z!# D ,

where

Al j 15t j 1Cj 12kj
2t j 2Cj 2 , Al j 25t j 1Cj 21t j 2Cj 1 .

Introducing the modified Marchenko kernel functions,

F̃ ls~x!5Fls~x!1(
j 51

N
Al jseiE jx, s51,2,3,

whereAl j 352kj
2Al j 2 , we arrive at the coupled Marchenko integral equations,

Br1~x,y!1E
0

`

dz@ F̃ l1~y1z22x!Br1~x,z!1F̃ l3~y1z22x!Br2~x,z!#

52F̃ l1~y22x!, ~4.30!
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Br2~x,y!1E
0

`

dz@ F̃ l2~y1z22x!Br1~x,z!1F̃ l1~y1z22x!Br2~x,z!#

52F̃ l2~y22x!. ~4.31!

In an analogous way we obtain the coupled Marchenko integral equations

Bl1~x,y!1E
0

`

dz@ F̃r1~y1z12x!Bl1~x,z!1F̃r3~y1z12x!Bl2~x,z!#

52F̃r1~y12x!, ~4.32!

Bl2~x,y!1E
0

`

dz@ F̃r2~y1z12x!Bl1~x,z!1F̃r1~y1z12x!Bl2~x,z!#

52F̃r2~y12x!, ~4.33!

where

F̃rs~x!5Frs~x!1(
j 51

N
Ar jseiE jx, s51,2,3,

Ar j 15t j 1D j 12kj
2t j 2D j 2 , Ar j 25t j 1D j 21t j 2D j 1 ,

and Ar j 352kj
2Ar j 2 . Using the symmetry statements made before in this subsection, one

proves thatF̃ ls(x) and F̃rs(x) (s51,2,3) are real functions.
WhenT1(E) andT2(E) both have a finite number of poles and some of them are mult

poles~but otherwise the first assumption is fulfilled!, ~4.30!–~4.33! can be derived using a gene
alization of the notion of norming constant given in Ref. 7, but with more complicated auxi
kernel functionsF̃ ls(y) and F̃rs(y) (s51,2,3).

We now state the main result. The first part is immediate from~4.7!–~4.8! and ~4.17!. The
second part follows from the second~4.17! and expressions involvingKls(x,t) and Bls(x,y) (s
51,2) analogous to~4.7!–~4.8!.

Theorem 4.2: Suppose PPL1
1(R), QPL2

1(R), and W6PL1
1(R), and let conditions (1)–(3)

stated at the beginning of Sec. IV C be fulfilled. Then if Brs(x,•) (s51,2) are the solutions of the
Marchenko equations (4.30) and (4.31) and Br2(x,01)P(21,1), the potentials Q(x) and P(x)
are given by

P~x!5
d

dx
log

11Br2~x,01!

12Br2~x,01!
; ~4.34!

Q~x!52
d

dx FBr1~x,01!2
P~x!

4
tanhS 1

2 E2`

x

dz P~z! D G1
P~x!2

4
. ~4.35!

Similarly, if Bls(x,•) (s51,2) are the solutions of the Marchenko equations (4.32) and (4.33)
Bl2(x,01)P(21,1), then the potentials Q(x) and P(x) are given by

P~x!5
d

dx
log

12Bl2~x,01!

11Bl2~x,01!
; ~4.36!

Q~x!522
d

dx FBl1~x,01!2
P~x!

4
tanhS 1

2 Ex

`

dz P~z! D G1
P~x!2

4
. ~4.37!
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V. SOLVABILITY OF THE MARCHENKO EQUATIONS

In this section we establish the compactness of the Marchenko integral operators and re
unique solvability of the~pairs of! Marchenko integral equations to the canonical factorizability
a matrix function.

Theorem 5.1: Suppose PPL1
1(R), QPL2

1(R), and W6PL1
1(R), and let conditions (1)–(3)

stated at the beginning of Sec. IV C be fulfilled. Then the integral operators arising from
Marchenko integral equations (4.30)–(4.33) are compact on L2(R1).

Proof: All of these integral operators have the form

~Kg!~y!5E
0

`

dz F~y1z!g~z!, y.0,

where

F~x!5
1

2p E
2`

`

dE F~E!eiEx,

for some functionF(E) that is continuous inEPR and vanishes asE→6`. Such integral
operators are Hankel operators with continuous symbol and as such compact onL2(R) ~cf. Refs.
21 and 22!. h

In order to derive sufficient conditions for the unique solvability of the Marchenko equa
~4.30!–~4.31! or the Marchenko equations~4.32!–~4.33!, we define the quantities

R̂s~E!5E
2`

`

dz e2 iEzF̃rs~z!, L̂s~E!5E
2`

`

dz e2 iEzF̃ ls~z!,

wheres51,2,3. If neither of~1.2! has any eigenvalues, we have

R̂1~E!5R1~E!, R̂2~E!5R2~E!, R̂3~E!52k~E!2R2~E!,

L̂1~E!5L1~E!, L̂2~E!5L2~E!, L̂3~E!52k~E!2L2~E!.

Introducing the functions

Brs
6~E,x!56E

0

6`

dy Brs~x,y!eiEy, Bls
6~E,x!56E

0

6`

dy Bls~x,y!eiEy,

wheres51,2, by Fourier transformation we obtain from~4.30!–~4.31! the Riemann–Hilbert prob-
lem,

F I 0

Fl~2E,x! I G F X1~E,x!

X2~2E,x!G1F I Fl~E,x!

0 I G F X2~E,x!

X1~2E,x!G5FY~2E,x!

Y~E,x! G , ~5.1!

whereI denotes the 232 identity matrix and

X6~E,x!5FBr1
6 ~E,x!

Br2
6 ~E,x!G , Y~E,x!52e22iExF L̂1~E!

L̂2~E!
G ,

Fl~E,x!5e22iExF L̂1~E! L̂3~E!

L̂2~E! L̂1~E!
G .

In the same way we define
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Fr~E,x!5e2iExF R̂1~E! R̂3~E!

R̂2~E! R̂1~E!
G .

In analogy with~5.1!, we derive the Riemann–Hilbert problem,

F I 0

Fl~2E,x! I G F X1~E,x!

2X2~2E,x!G1F I Fl~E,x!

0 I G F X2~E,x!

2X1~2E,x!G5FY~2E,x!

2Y~E,x!G ,
from the system of integral equations obtained from~4.30! and~4.31! by replacing the kernelsF̂ ls

with 2F̂ ls .
Next, by a~right! canonical factorizationof a matrix functionW(E) defined forEPR we

mean a factorization of the form

W~E!5W2~E!W1~E!, ~5.2!

where bothW6(E) andW6(E)21 are continuous inEPC6, are analytic inEPC6, and have a
limit as E→` in C6. Replacing~5.2! with W(E)5W1(E)W2(E), we get the definition of a left
canonical factorization.

The following theorem easily follows using the methods employed in Refs. 23 and 24.
methods were applied to inverse scattering before in Ref. 7.

Theorem 5.2: Suppose PPL1
1(R), QPL2

1(R) and W6PL1
1(R), and let conditions (1)–(3)

stated at the beginning of Sec. IV C be fulfilled. Then, for fixed xPR, the system of Marchenk
integral equations (4.30) and (4.31) and the system of integral equations obtained from th

replacing the kernels F˜
ls with 2F̃ ls both have a unique solution if and only if the434 matrix

function

F I 2Fl~E,x!Fl~2E,x! 2Fl~E,x!

Fl~2E,x! I G ~5.3!

has a (right) canonical factorization. Similarly, for fixed xPR, the system of Marchenko integra
equations (4.32) and (4.33) and the system of integral equations obtained from them by rep

the kernels F˜ rs with 2F̃rs both have a unique solution if and only if the434 matrix function

F I 2Fr~E,x!Fr~2E,x! 2Fr~E,x!

Fr~2E,x! I G ~5.4!

has a (right) canonical factorization.
In Ref. 7 the Marchenko equations are simple enough to allow for a representation of

34 matrix functions in~5.3! and~5.4! as the direct sum of two 232 matrix functions~one being
the adjoint of the other! multiplied on either side by constant nonsingular matrices. As a resu
Ref. 7 the analog of the present Theorem 5.2 involves the equivalence of the simultaneous
solvability of two pairs of Marchenko equations to the existence of both a left and a right ca
cal factorization of a 232 matrix function. No such simplification has been found for the pres
problem.

We conclude this article by giving a sufficient condition for the canonical factorizability of
matrix function in ~5.3! and hence of the unique solvability of the solution of the Marchen
equations~4.30!–~4.31!.

Corollary 5.3: Suppose PPL1
1(R), QPL2

1(R) and W6PL1
1(R), and let conditions (1)–(3)

stated at the beginning of Sec. IV C be fulfilled. Then, for fixed xPR, the system of Marchenk
integral equations (4.30) and (4.31) are uniquely solvable if

sup
EPR

iFl~E,x!i,1. ~5.5!
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Analogously, for fixed xPR, the system of Marchenko integral equations (4.32) and (4.33)
uniquely solvable if

sup
EPR

iFr~E,x!i,1. ~5.6!

In (5.5) and (5.6) the norm is defined as the largest singular value of the matrix.
Proof: This corollary is immediate from Theorem 5.2 by observing that~5.5! implies that

Fl(E,x) has a canonical factorization~cf. Ref. 25, Sec. III A!. h
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Expansion in the distance parameter for two vortices
close together
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Static vortices close together are studied for two different models in two-
dimensional Euclidean space. In a simple model for one complex field, an expan-
sion in the parameters describing the relative position of two vortices can be given
in terms of trigonometric and exponential functions. The results are then compared
to those of the Ginzburg–Landau theory of a superconductor in a magnetic field at
the point between type-I and type-II superconductivity. For the angular dependence
a similar pattern emerges in both models. The differences for the radial functions
are studied up to third order. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1326459#

I. INTRODUCTION

Ever since t’Hooft1 and Polyakov2 found a monopole solution in the SU~2! Yang–Mills–
Higgs theory, solitons in field theories have been studied extensively. Our understanding of
pole solutions has been greatly enhanced by an existence proof for static solutions by Taub3 and
the construction of monopole solutions started by Ward.4 This process was not matched by qu
the same progress in our understanding of the Abrikosov solutions of the Ginzburg–L
theory, although one might have expected that the Abelian Higgs theory in 211 dimensions is
actually simpler than the SU~2! Yang–Mills–Higgs theory in 311 dimensions. Again an existenc
proof was given by Taubes.5 However, only superimposed vortices can be described explicitly
no explicit construction of separated vortices is known. In this article, we want to give the so
for two vortices close together in terms of an expansion in the parameters which descri
relative location.

In Secs. II and III, we study a model for one complex field. Here the calculations are sim
than in the Ginzburg–Landau theory which is our second model. The first model has, how
some peculiar~unphysical! features. Assuming the most symmetric form in terms of ang
dependence, only two smooth vortices can be superimposed, and when ‘‘pulled apart,’
develop a singularity at third order. In the Ginzburg–Landau model this does not happen. I
delicate cancellations take place to make the expansion smooth, at least up to third order.
model the radial functions are given as solutions of certain linear ordinary differential equa
This is discussed in Sec. IV.

II. VORTEX SOLUTIONS AND ZERO MODES IN A SIMPLE MODEL

Our first model is a model6,7 for a pair of real fieldsfa(xW ), a,b51,2, or equivalently, for a
complex fieldf5f11ıf2. The Lagrangian density of the model reads

L5] [ if
a] j ]f

b] [ ifa] j ]fb1~12ufu2!2ufu2, ~2.1!
1820022-2488/2001/42(1)/182/10/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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wherea,b51,2 labels the components of the Higgs field andi , j 51,2 are the space indices. Th
square brackets mean antisymmetrization,

] [ if
a] j ]f

b5~] if
a!~] jf

b!2~] jf
a!~] if

b!. ~2.2!

We are working in two-dimensional Euclidean space, i.e., the space indices can be rais
lowered without any change in the formulas. The indices which label the components of the
field can also be raised and lowered without any change. In terms of the complex fieldf, the
Euler–Lagrange equation reads

] if* ] j~] [ if] j ]f* !5~12ufu2!ufu
]

]f
~12ufu2!ufu. ~2.3!

Any solution of the equation,

2 detS ]fa

]xi D 56~12ufu2!ufu, ~2.4!

solves the equation of motion~2.3!. Note that Eq.~2.4! is a first-order equation whereas Eq.~2.3!
is of second order. So we would expect that~2.4! is somewhat easier to solve than~2.3!. For
different types of models, this reduction of order was first introduced by Bogomolnyi.8 That is
why we call Eq.~2.4! the Bogomolnyi equation here. Any solution of~2.4! also attains the lower
bound in the following inequality:

A5E
R2

L d2x>
16p

15
uQu, ~2.5!

where

Q5
15

8pER2
ıe i j ~12ufu2!ufu~] if!~] jf* !d2x ~2.6!

is the winding number. Finally, all finite-action solutions actually solve the Bogomolnyi equa
so we do not miss out on any by concentrating on the first-order equation.

We now seek to attain a smooth finite-action solution of Eq.~2.4!. For

f5 f ~r !eınu, ~2.7!

Eq. ~2.4! reduces to

n f~r ! f 8~r !

r
5

1

2
~12 f 2! f . ~2.8!

Since f→0 asr→0 @otherwisef in ~2.7! is not defined at the origin#, we have

f 5tanh
r 2

4n
. ~2.9!

The solutionf in ~2.7! with f (r ) given by~2.9! is defined in the whole ofR2 and is clearly
a C` function in R2\$0%. Since

f '122exp
r 2

2n
as r→`, ~2.10!
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f has the right asymptotic behavior for a solution with winding numbern. We still have to ensure
that f is C` at the origin. There we use the Taylor expansion off,

f 5 (
K51

`
22k~22k21!B2k

~2k!! S r 2

4nD 2k21

5
r 2

4n
2

1

3 S r 2

4nD 3

1 . . . , ~2.11!

whereBk is thekth Bernoulli number. We see that forn52 and only forn52, f is a polynomial
in xi . In this model, we have the~somewhat peculiar! situation that within the most natural ansa
~2.7!, smooth finite action solutions exist only forn52, i.e., we only have a solution of the form
~2.7! for two vortices.

We have found the solution for two vortices sitting on top of each other, which we now de
by f̂. To extend our study to two vortices slightly apart we considerf5f̂1g, whereg is very
small, and we solve the Bogomolyni equation, linearized ing. Equation~2.4! becomes

S f 8cosucos2u1
2

r
f sinusin2u D ]g2

]x2
1S f 8sinusin2u1

2

r
f cosucos2u D ]g1

]x1

2S f 8sinucos2u2
2

r
f cosusin2u D ]g2

]x1
2S f 8cosusin2u2

2

r
f sinucos2u D ]g1

]x2

5
1

2
~123 f 2!~g1cos2u1g2sin2u!. ~2.12!

We find a two-parameter family of zero modes,

g~r !5@a1b1ı~a2b!#h~r ! with h~r !5

sinh
r 2

8

cosh3
r 2

8

. ~2.13!

These zero modes areC` functions which vanish exponentially at infinity. By a rotation, one
the parameters could be removed and the vortices could be positioned, say, on thex-axis. Since
this does not simplify the calculations significantly, we will retain both parameters. Retainin
two parameters would also be necessary for a study of vortex scattering in the slow-m
approximation. This study is not done in this work.

III. THE QUADRATIC AND CUBIC TERMS

We now considerf5f̂1g1d, and equate the second-order terms in the Bogomolyni
~2.4!. This leads to the equation,

2

r S f 8cos2u
]d2

]u
12 f sin2u

]d2

]r
2 f 8sin2u

]d1

]u
12 f cos2u

]d1

]r D5~a21b2! f h2S 1

f 2
23D

2
1

2
f h2S 31

1

f 2D @a2~cos2u1sin2u!212ab~cos22u2sin22u!1b2~cos2u2sin2u!2#

1~123 f 2!~d1cos2u1d2sin2u!, ~3.1!

with f (r ) given in ~2.9! andh(r ) given in ~2.13!.
With d of the form

d5a2F~r ,u!12abG~r ,u!1b2H~r ,u!, ~3.2!
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we obtain the following equation forF(r ,u):

2

r S f 8cos2u
]F2

]u
12 f sin2u

]F2

]r
2 f 8sin2u

]F1

]u
12 f cos2u

]F1

]r D
5h2S 1

f
23 f D2

h2

2 S 3 f 1
1

f D ~cos2u1sin2u!21~123 f 2!~F1cos2u1F2sin2u!.

~3.3!

To solve this equation we seek a solution of the form

F5 f 1~r !expı2u2ı f 2~r !exp2ı2u. ~3.4!

The ansatz~3.4! leads to two decoupled equations forf 1 and f 2. In terms of the variablej
5r 2/8, they read

d f1

dj
1

1

f S 3 f 2212
d f

dj D f 15
h2

2 f 2
~129 f 2!, ~3.5!

d f2

dj
1

1

f S 3 f 2211
d f

dj D f 252
h2

2 f
~113 f 2!. ~3.6!

The general solution to Eq.~3.5! is

f 15
1

cosh2j
S 3sinhj

2cosh3j
2

sinhj

coshj
1C1D . ~3.7!

The function f 1 is a C` function for 0,j,`. For j→0, f 1→C1 holds. This implies thatC1

50; otherwiseF in ~3.4! is not defined at the origin. Therefore,f 1 reads

f 15
3sinhj

2cosh5j
2

sinhj

cosh3j
. ~3.8!

The expansion off 1 near the origin is of the form

f 15 (
k51

`

akj
k5 (

k51

`

akS r 2

8 D k

. ~3.9!

Hence, the first term in~3.4! is a C` function of x1 and x2 at the origin. We also see thatf 1

vanishes exponentially at infinity. So its contribution tof does not change the winding numb
~2.6! which is a multiple of the action.

A similar calculation yields a one-parameter family of solutions to Eq.~3.6!, namely

f 25
sinhj

2cosh3j
2

3sinh3j

2cosh5j
1C2

sinh2j

cosh4j
. ~3.10!

In contrast tof 1, all the solutionsf 2 are acceptable. In fact, for allC2 , f 2 is of the form

f 25 (
k51

`

bkj
k5 (

k51

`

bkS r 2

8 D k

~3.11!
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near the origin, and therefore the second term in~3.4! is in C`(R2). The winding number and the
action are also not altered becausef 2 decays exponentially at infinity.

The functionsG andH in ~3.2! can be found in the same way. If we put all results togeth
we obtain the second-order terms,

d5~a21b2! f 1~r !expı2u1ı~a2ıb!2f 2~r !exp2ı2u, ~3.12!

where f 1 and f 2 are given by~3.8! and ~3.10!, respectively.
To find the cubic terms, we considerf5f̂1g1d1e, with g given in ~2.13! andd given by

~3.12!. We setb50 and concentrate on

e5a3I ~r ,u!. ~3.13!

For the Bogomolnyi equation to hold,I must satisfy

2

r S f 8cos2u
]I 2

]u
12 f sin2u

]I 2

]r
2 f 8sin2u

]I 1

]u
12 f cos2u

]I 1

]r

1h8~2 f 1cos2u12 f 2sin2u!1h8~2 f 1sin2u12 f 2cos2u! D
523 f 2~ I 1cos2u1I 2sin2u!23h f~ f 12 f 2!~cos2u1sin2u!

23 f h~cos2u1sin2u!~2 f 12 f 222 f 2cos2usin2u!23~cos2u1sin2u!h3

1I 1cos2u1I 2sin2u1
h

2
@ f 1~cos2u1sin2u!2 f 2~cos2u1sin2u!#

1
h3

2
~cos2u1sin2u!32

h3

f 2
~cos2u1sin2u!

2
h

f
~cos2u1sin2u!~ f 122 f 2cos2usin2u!1

h

2 f 2
~cos2u1sin2u!3. ~3.14!

To solve Eq.~3.14! we seek a solution of the form

I 15g1~j!1g2~j!~cos4u2sin4u!,
~3.15!

I 25g1~j!2g2~j!~cos4u1sin4u!.

This implies thatg1 andg2 must satisfy the equations

dg1

dj
1S 3 f 2

1

f Dg152
f 11 f 2

f

dh

dj
26h f11

9

2
h f22

h f2

2 f 2
2

h3

4 f 3
2

9h3

4 f
, ~3.16!

dg2

dj
2S 1

f
23 f 1

2

f

d f

dj Dg252
h f2

2 f 2
2

3h f2

2
2

h3

4 f 3
2

h3

4 f
. ~3.17!

The general solution to Eq.~3.17! is

g25
sinhj

4cosh5j
2

5sinh3j

4cosh7j
1C2S sinh2j

2cosh4j
2

3sinh4j

2cosh6j
D 1C3

sinh3j

cosh5j
. ~3.18!

All solutions ~3.18! decay exponentially at infinity. Forr→0, however,
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g2~r !5
1

24
r 21 . . . . ~3.19!

Hence,I in ~3.15! is not aC` function onR2. Our expansion gets singular at third order for t
ansatz~3.15!. In the next section we will discuss a realistic model in which a similar pat
emerges but no singularities occur.

IV. ABRIKOSOV VORTICES

The Ginzburg–Landau theory of a superconductor in a magnetic field in directionz is given
by the Lagrangian density

L5
1

4
Fi j F

i j 1
1

2
~Dif!~Dif!* 1

l

8
~ ufu221!2, ~4.1!

wheref is the complex Higgs field, andDif5] if2ıAif andFi j 5] iAj2] jAi in terms of the
gauge potentialsAi , i 51,2. The Euler–Lagrange equations are

DiD
if5

l

2
f~12ufu2!, ] iF

i j 5
ı

2
@f~D jf!* 2f* D jf#. ~4.2!

In the special casel51, it can be shown9 that all finite action solutions of Eq.~4.2! satisfy the
first-order Bogmolnyi equations,8

F125
1
2 ~12ufu2!, D1f52 iD 2f. ~4.3!

It has also been shown9 that a 2n-parameter family of solution of~4.3! exists with winding
number

n5
1

2pER2
F12 d2x. ~4.4!

This family describesn vortices sitting atn position in space.
Even forn vortices sitting on top of each other, the solution is not known explicitly in ter

of elementary functions. It is known,10 however, that this solution is of the form

f5 f ~r !eınu, Ai52
na~r !

r 2
« i j x

j , ~4.5!

wheref anda satisfy

r f 82n~12a! f 5~2n/r !a81 f 22150 ~4.6!

and

f ~0!5a~0!50, lim
r→`

f ~r !5 lim
r→`

a~r !51. ~4.7!

In the following, we restrict our attention ton52 and use the solution~4.5! as the zero-order
term in an expansion in the separation parameters. The first-order terms are given by the tw
modes describing the separation of the vortices. These were found by Weinberg.11 Using his
results we can write, up to quadratic terms,

f5 f e2ıu12~a1ıb!k f1a2c1abf1b2x1•••, ~4.8!
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A11ıA25ı
2a

r
eıu22ı~a1ıb!S k81

2k

r De2ıu

1a2~B11ıB2!1ab~C11ıC2!1b2~D11ıD2!1••• . ~4.9!

Here the radial functionk(r ) satisfies

k91
1

r
k82S f 21

4

r 2D k50, ~4.10!

with

lim
r→0

r 2k51, lim
r→`

k~r !50. ~4.11!

Our task is to determinec,f,x,Bi ,Ci ,Di , which are functions ofr andu.
Equating thea2-terms in the Bogomolnyi Eqs.~4.3!, we obtain

~]11ı]2!c1
2a

r
ceıu2ı f ~B11ıB2!e2ıu54k fS k81

2k

r De2ıu, ~4.12!

]1B22]2B11 1
2 ~ f ce22ıu1 f ce2ıu!522k2f 2. ~4.13!

A Fourier expansion with the minimal number of nonzero terms leads to the ansatz

c5g~r ! f ~r !e2ıu1g̃~r !e22ıu,
~4.14!

B11ıB25b̃~r !eıu1ıb~r ! f ~r !e23ıu,

and to equations forg(r ),g̃(r ),b(r ), andb̃(r ). The equations forg̃(r ) and b̃(r ) read

g̃5
112a

r
b2b8, b̃52ıh8. ~4.15!

The functionsg(r ) andb(r ) must satisfy the equations

g91
1

r
g82 f 2g52k2f 2, ~4.16!

b91
1

r
b82S 11 f 2

2
1

114a14a2

r 2 D b524k fS k81
2k

r D . ~4.17!

Equating theab-terms and theb2-terms in the Bogonolnyi Eq.~4.3!, we obtain equations for
f andCi , and forx andDi , respectively. These equations, which are very similar to Eqs.~4.12!
and ~4.13!, can again be solved by functions with the sameu-dependence as in~4.14! but with
slightly different radial functions. Collecting all results, we can write the solution, up to quad
terms, in the form

f5 f e2ıu12~a1ıb!k f1~a21b2!g f e2ıu1~a1ıb!2S 112a

r
b2b8De22ıu1•••,

~4.18!

A11ıA25ı
2a

r
eıu22ı~a1ıb!S k81

2k

r De2ıu2ı~a21b2!g8eıu1ı~a1ıb!2b f e23ıu1 . . . .
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It remains to be shown that the quadratic terms in~4.18! areC` functions onR2 which do not
change the action~and the winding number!. To this end we use the power series expansions
f ,a, andr 2k at the origin~where the series converge!,12

f ~r !5 f 1r 21 1
8 f 1r 41 . . . , a~r !5 1

8 r 22 1
24 f 1

2r 61 . . . ,

~4.19!
k~r !5r 221k1r 21 . . . .

Here f 150.236 andk1520.025 from the numerical analysis. We find that the solutions of~4.16!
and ~4.17! have the following expansions at the origin:

g~r !5g21logr 1g11 1
2 f 1

2r 21•••,

~4.20!

b~r !5b21r 211b1r 1~ 1
8 b122 f 1k1!r 31 . . . .

The higher-order terms ing(r ) are even powers ofr, whereas the higher-order terms inb(r ) are
odd powers ofr. Hence, the quadratic terms in~4.18! areC` near the origin if and only ifh21

5b2150. So far, the constantsg1 andb1 are arbitrary.
For larger the functionsf ,a, andk can be written as convergent series whose leading te

are12

f ~r !511 f̃ 1~r !e2r1•••,

a~r !511ã1~r !e2r1•••, ~4.21!

k~r !5 k̃1~r !e2r1•••,

with coefficient functions which are polynomially bounded. This leads to the existence of e
nentially decaying solutions which asymptotically are of the form

g~r !5g̃1~r !e2r1•••, b~r !5b̃1~r !e2r1•••. ~4.22!

Here g̃1 and b̃1 are polynomially bounded.
By numerical integration, the coefficientsg1 and b1 which lead to an exponential falloff a

infinity, are found to beg1520.144 andb1520.026. The existence of such functions can
explained analytically as follows: Eq.~4.16! shows that for positiveg1, g cannot have a maximum
for any r. So the function diverges exponentially. For very smallg1, the term on the right-hand
side of~4.16! will force the function to cross ther-axis, and then, as before, diverge exponentia
For very large negativeg1, the third term in~4.16! will force g to go through a maximum for large
r. After that, the function cannot have a minimum and must go to minus infinity. Because o
continuous dependence on the initial data, we have an open set of data for whichg crosses the
r-axis, and an open set of data for whichg goes through a maximum below ther-axis. Therefore,
we have at least one value ofg1 for which the function does neither. This function must conve
and does so to zero, exponentially.

A similar argument explains the existence of an acceptable solutionb(r ) to Eq. ~4.17!. The
right-hand side of that equation is positive. So againb cannot have a maximum above ther-axis.
Also, for very small negativeb1, the right-hand side will forceb to go through a minimum and
then cross ther-axis. For very large negativeb1, the third term in~4.17! preventsb from going
through a minimum. In between these two possibilities we find the desired solution which
through a minimum but does not cross ther-axis. Such a solution must decay exponentially.

The cubic terms can be calculated in the same manner. We find, at third order,
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f5 . . . 1~a1ıb!~a21b2! f h1~a1ıb!3S 2c81
312a

r
cDe24ıu1•••,

~4.23!

A11ıA25•••1ı~a1ıb!~a21b2!F2h82
2

r
h12gS k81

2k

r D12kg8Ge2ıu

1ı~a1ıb!3f ce25ıu1•••.

The new radial functions,h(r ) andc(r ), satisfy the equations,

h91
1

r
h82S f 21

4

r 2D h54k8g812 f kS 2 f k213 f g1
112a

r
b2b8D , ~4.24!

c91
1

r
c82S 11 f 2

2
1

9112a14a2

r 2 D c52k f2b22S k81
2k

r D S 112a

r
b2b8D . ~4.25!

Near the origin, Eq.~4.25! has a series solution in powers ofr 2 of the form

h~r !5 f 1
21h1r 21h2r 41•••. ~4.26!

The constant term is given in terms of the coefficientf 1 of the leading term in the expansion~4.19!
of f (r ). The form of this term leads to the cancellation of ther 21-terms in the radial function
multiplying e2ıu in ~4.23!, and thus ensures that this term in~4.23! is C` on R2. The series in odd
powers ofr for c(r ) which solves Eq.~4.25! near the origin, is

c~r !5c1r 31c2r 51•••. ~4.27!

The form of the series solutions at the origin guarantees that the cubic terms in~4.23! are C`

functions onR2. For larger, Eqs.~4.24! and ~4.25! have exponentially decaying solutions.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Our expansions show a simpleu-dependence in terms of trigonometric functions. In bo
models, the expansion off exhibits the following pattern:

e2ıu

e0ıu

e22ıu e2ıu

e24ıu e0ıu

e26ıu e22ıu e2ıu

e28ıu e24ıu e0ıu

. . . . . . . . . . . .

Here the first line gives theu dependence of the zero order term; the second line gives the
order term, and so on. We get a similar triangular pattern for theu dependence ofA11ıA2 at any
order. For the radial functions we find differences between the two models. In the model fo
complex field, the radial functions can be given explicitly in terms of exponential functi
However, for the angular dependence~3.15!, a singularity occurs at the origin.@We have found no
solution to~3.14! which is not of the form~3.15!; we have no proof that there is none.#

For the Ginzburg–Landau theory on the other hand, the expansion is smooth, at least up
order to which we carried out our calculations. In this model the radial functions are not giv
terms of well-known functions. Having used the technique to calculate the terms up to third
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it is quite clear how to proceed to any order, and also how to proceed in the case of more th
vortices. We expect these expansions to converge for small separation parameters in the p
Ginzburg–Landau model. However, we do not have an estimate of the radius of converge
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Energy estimates for the von Ka ´rmán model
of thin-film blistering

Weimin Jin and Peter Sternberga)

Department of Mathematics, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 47405

~Received 12 May 2000; accepted for publication 26 July 2000!

We consider the behavior of buckling driven thin-film blisterings using von Ka´r-
mán’s plate theory. Our focus is on the setting where the blistered region is the unit
square with clamped boundary conditions at the vertical sides and periodic ones
along the horizontal sides. In this setting, we prove rigorous upper and lower
bounds for the elastic energy which are of the same order as the film thickness. We
also present a convincing argument for the necessity of branching of folds near the
boundary as has been observed in experiments. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1316058#

I. INTRODUCTION

In this sequel to Ref. 1, we continue our investigation of thin-film blistering via the
Kármán model. These blisters are formed when a thin film in a state of residual compre
decoheres and buckles away from its substrate. The goal is to better understand the natur
complex folding and branching patterns observed in experiments.2–7 Our focus here is on the
incorporation of in-plane displacements in the model.

Given a blistered regionV, we shall denote byu the out-of-plane displacement of the film an
let (w1 ,w2) denote the in-plane displacements. Then in our scaling, the von Ka´rmán model takes
the form

min
w50,u50,

]u/]n 50, at ]V

E
V

@~wa,b1wb,a!/21u,au,b/22dab#21«2u¹¹uu2, ~1!

where« is the normalized film thickness. The formulation above corresponds to the choice o
Poisson’s ratio, though we note that this choice does not affect the essential features
problem. See Ref. 1 for a more detailed discussion of the model and, for example, Refs. 8–
a derivation.

In this article, we choose to study the setting whereV is the unit square. What is more, w
will take clamped boundary conditions atx50 andx51, but replace the clamped conditions b
periodic ones alongy50 andy51. To be more specific, our problem is formulated as

min
u50,ux50, at x50,1

w150,w250, at x50,1
w1 ,w2 ,u,¹u, periodic in y

E
0

1E
0

1

@~wa,b1wb,a!/21u,au,b/22dab#21«2u¹¹uu2 dx dy. ~2!

Here a and b run between 1 and 2. We will henceforth refer to the first term above as
membrane energy and we refer to the singular perturbation term as the bending energy.

A primary motivation in our choice of boundary conditions is to focus our attention
perhaps the simplest geometry in which the behavior of the film near the clamped boundary
successfully analyzed. A secondary rationale is our belief that through a local curvilinear c

a!Electronic mail: sternber@indiana.edu
1920022-2488/2001/42(1)/192/8/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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nate change, the folding patterns of an arbitary smooth blistered domain might be unde
through a study of the annular setting. Physically, our choice of domains is also motivat
earlier studies of instabilities of straight delamination blisters~Refs. 4, 12!. By analyzing carefully
the structure of solutions for a straight blister, our hope here is to gain insight into the nature
stress distribution near the boundary which is ultimately responsible for the observed insta
of such a blister region.

Various simplifications have been carried out on~1!. If one completely ignores all in-plane
displacements (w15w250), then one is left with an energy of the form

uVu1E
V
S 12

1

2
u¹uu2D 2

1«2u¹¹uu2

whose infimum is clearlyO(1). This functional has been studied extensively; see, e.g., R
13–17.

Another possible simplication of~1! comes from assuming a one-dimensional folding patte
sometimes referred to as an ‘‘Euler column.’’4 That is, one takesu5u(x), w15w1(x) and w2

[0. This again yields an order 1 infimum to the energy.
In Ref. 1 we took a less drastic simplication by only assuming a one-dimensional in-

displacement@i.e., w15w1(x), w2[0# while allowing u to depend onx andy. Within this class
of deformations, we obtained rigorous upper and lower bounds on the energy of order«2/3. The
construction of a minimizing sequence achieving the asymptotic upper bound involved co
cated branching patterns near the clamped boundaries of the unit square. This construct
reminiscent of branching sequences used in Ref. 18.

In this paper, we do not impose any restrictions on (w1 ,w2 ,u) and we then prove rigorou
upper and lower bounds for the full von Ka´rmán energy~1! which are of order«. In light of these
bounds, one obtains a convincing argument for the necessity of branching near the bounda
make this argument formally at the outset of the next section. The folding patterns we obtai
rigorous support to earlier observations made in the physics literature~Refs. 12, 19!. In Ref. 19
one finds a prediction of branching near the boundary based on energetic scaling argumen
Ref. 12 contains a stability analysis of the von Ka´rmán equations linearized about the on
dimensional ‘‘Euler column’’ solution for a straight-edged blister—an analysis which predict
instability of this solution. Our assertion here is that the oscillatory profile near the boun
predicted by our construction imposes nonuniform stresses along the boundary which i
indicate the instability of the delamination front as is depicted, for example, in Ref. 12, Fig. 4
resultant wavy boundary of the blistered region would then resemble the often observed
phone cord’’ pattern for such films.

Finally, we should note that our formulation~1! arose through a choice of eigenstraineab*
5dab . In reality, the eigenstrains involved are much smaller. Alternatively, one could have t
say,eab* 5kdab , with k a second small parameter~in addition to the thickness«!. Then, with a
rescaling ofu→Aku and (w1 ,w2)→k(w1 ,w2), one would arrive at an energy of orderk3/2«. ~See
Remark 2.!

Note: After submission of this paper, we learned of a similar result for arbitrary sm
domains just completed in Ref. 20.

II. MAIN RESULTS

Before presenting the main theorem and its proof, we wish to give a feel for the ingred
leading to the lower and upper bounds on the minimal energy. Thus, for the moment, we p
formally.

Much of the argument relies on the obvious requirement to keep the membrane ene
small as possible. In particular, one would expect a minimizer~or minimizing sequence! to satisfy
the condition
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E
0

1S w2,y~x,y!1
1

2
uy

2~x,y!21D 2

dy'0,

for x away fromx50 or x51. In light of the periodicity ofw2 in y, this suggests that

E
0

1 1

2
uy

2~x,y!dy'1, ~3!

for suchx. However, the boundary conditions foru imply that *0
1uy

2(0,y)dy5*0
1uy

2(1,y)dy50,
necessitating a boundary layer along the two vertical sides of the unit square. Let us intro
boundary layer widthd and note that in light of~3!, the integrand in the membrane energy will b
O(1) within this layer, yielding a contribution to the total energy of orderO(d).

On the other hand, turning to the bending energy in such a boundary layer, we see tha
uy must make anO(1) change over anx-interval of sized, we find

«2E E
boundary layer

uxy
2 dx dy;

«2

d
. ~4!

Hence, the total energy is at least of orderO(d1 «2/d), which immediately indicates the lowe
bound of« and a boundary layer widthd;«.

To motivate our construction leading to an upper bound of order«, we must look at the othe
terms in the bending energy. To analyze these, we formally introduce a quantityg(x) representing
the wavelength of oscillations ofu in they-direction forx away from the boundary. In view of~3!,
however, one can equivalently think ofg(x) as measuring the amplitude ofu along vertical
segments. For example, one might think ofg(x)5„*0

1u2(x,y)dy…1/2.
With this notion in hand, we can estimate

«2E E
boundary layer

uxx
2 dx dy;«2S g~d!

d2 D 2

d5
«2g~d!2

d3 .

Since we previously found thatd;«, the above estimate shows thatg(d);« as well if we are to
achieve the upper bound of order«. On the other hand, using the standard inequality

E
0

1

u2dyE
0

1

uyy
2 dy>S E

0

1

uy
2dyD 2

,

we see through~3! that

E
0

1

uyy
2 ~x,y!dy>

1

g~x!2 ,

for x in the interior of the square. Consequently, the total bending energy behaves
«2* @1/g(x)2# dx. This suggests that we must increaseg(x) from O(«) to at leastO(A«) as we
move into the interior of the square.

In our particular construction, we achieve this transition incrementally by successively
bling the wavelengths as we move towards the interior of the square.

So far we have neglected the contribution from the membrane energy in the interior. Id
one might seek to eliminate this contribution entirely, leading to the conditions

w1,x1 1
2 ux

22150, ~5!

w2,y1 1
2 uy

22150, ~6!
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w2,x1w1,y1uxuy50. ~7!

Taking the sum of the secondy-derivative of ~5! and the secondx-derivative of ~6! and then
subtracting the mixed second derivative of~7!, one arrives at a consistency condition,

uxxuyy2uxy
2 50. ~8!

That is, ideally, the graph ofu should be a developable surface~see Ref. 21!. In particular, one can
satisfy this condition by takingu5u(x1y). Our particular choice foru below involving cosine
functions is motivated by these considerations and by the exact solution in the one-dimen
example found in Ref. 1.

These heuristics are now made rigorous through the following theorem.
Theorem 1: There exist positive constants C1 and C2 independent of« such that the minimal

energy E« of (2) satisfies the bounds

C1«<E«<C2«,

for « sufficiently small.
Proof: (i) Lower bound. Suppressing the«-dependence, we denote a minimizer to~2! by

(u,w1 ,w2). Then denote byd the positive number satisfying

d5 max
xP[0,1]

H x:E
0

1

uy~x8,y!2dy<1, ;x8P@0,x#J .

Certainly 0,d<1 since the boundary conditions imply thatuy(0,y)50 for yP@0,1#.
Then, using the periodicity ofw2 in y, we estimate the membrane energy on@0,d#3@0,1# as

follows:

E
0

dE
0

1S w2,y1
1

2
uy

221D 2

dydx>E
0

dS E
0

1

w2,y1
1

2
uy

221dyD 2

dx5E
0

dS E
0

1 1

2
uy

221dyD 2

dx>
1

4
d.

~9!

If d51, then the desired lower bound is immediate. If, on the other hand,d,1, then
*0

1uy(d,y)2dy51 and one can estimate the bending energy in this strip from below by

«2E
0

1E
0

d
uxy

2 dx dy>«2E
0

1 1

d S E
0

d
uxydxD 2

dy5
«2

d
. ~10!

Hence, we find

E«>
1

4
d1

«2

d
>«. ~11!

(ii) Upper bound. We begin by constructing a sequence of functions (u,w1 ,w2) on the unit square
which will satisfy the boundary conditions atx50. Again, we will suppress the«-dependence in
referring to our constructed sequence. Then through some straight-forward reflections and
ings, we will modify the construction to satisfy the boundary conditions atx51 as well.

Making the definition

bn5S 1

23/2D n

, ~12!

we will denote the strip@bn11 ,bn#3@0,1# by I n for n50,1,2, . . . ,N whereN will be specified
later. Then for any«.0 we define a positive numbera,1 by the condition
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1

a«1/352kp, for some integerk, ~13!

and we let

an5
a«1/3

2n . ~14!

We also introducef :@0,1#→R andg:@0,1#→R as any two functions satisfying the conditions

0< f ~x!<1, 0<g~x!<1, for xP@0,1#, ~15!

f ~1!51, f 8~1!5 f ~0!5 f 8~0!50, ~16!

g~0!51, g8~0!5g~1!5g8~1!50, ~17!

f ~x!21g~x!251, for xP@0,1#. ~18!

We are now prepared to define the functionu in our construction via the formula

u~x,y!52anFcosS x1y

an
D11G f n~x!12an11FcosS x1y

an11
D11Ggn~x!, ~19!

for xPI n andyP@0,1#, n50,1,2,...,N where we have introduced

f n~x!5 f S x2bn11

bn2bn11
D ~20!

and

gn~x!5gS x2bn11

bn2bn11
D . ~21!

Note thatu so defined will satisfy the periodic boundary conditions aty50 andy51 in light of
~13! and will be sufficiently smooth in light of~16!–~17!.

Next we turn to the definition ofw2 . In order to eliminate one of the terms in the membra
energy completely, we will choose this function so that

w2,y512
uy

2

2
. ~22!

This leads after an integration and a use of~18! to the formula

w2~x,y!5
an

2
f n~x!2 sinF2S x1y

an
D G1

an11

2
gn~x!2 sinF2S x1y

an11
D G22anf n~x!gn~x!sinF S x1y

an
D G

1
2

3
anf n~x!gn~x!sinF3S x1y

an
D G1h2~x!, ~23!

whereh2 will be specified shortly.
We turn now to the definition ofw1 , where one goal will be to completely eliminate th

contribution to the membrane energy from the cross-term

~ 1
2 w1,y1 1

2 w2,x1 1
2 uxuy!2.
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This can be accomplished by choosingh2(x)522x and then seekingw1 of the form

w1~x,y!5w2~x,y!1h1~x,y!12x,

where, in order to kill the cross-term, we are led to take

h1,y~x,y!52anf n~x! f n8~x!sinF2S x1y

an
D G2an11gn~x!gn8~x!sinF2S x1y

an11
D G

1~ f n~x!gn8~x!1 f n8~x!gn~x!!S 2an sinF S x1y

an
D G2

2

3
an sinF3S x1y

an
D G D

22uy~x,y!S anf n8~x!FcosS x1y

an
D11G1an11gn8~x!FcosS x1y

an11
D11G D . ~24!

Integrating iny we see that each term inh1 is a product of functions ofx1y and eitherf nf n8 ,
gngn8 , f ngn8 or gnf n8 , along with a factor that is quadratic inan andan11 . We take the arbitrary
function of x arising through the integration to be zero.

With this choice, one can computeh1,x to find thath1,x5h1,y plus terms involving products o
quadratic expressions inan andan11 with expressions involving either (f n8)

2,(gn8)
2, f n9 ,gn9 or f n8gn8

multiplied againstO(1) quantitites. Hence,

h1,x5h1,y1OS an
2

bn
2D . ~25!

To clarify our construction, note from~19! that ux5uy1A whereuAu is of orderO(an /bn)
while w2,x takes the formw2,x5w2,y1B22 where our choice ofh1 yields the condition

h1,y1B1Auy50. ~26!

Turning then to the remaining term in the membrane energy, we find through~22!, ~25!, and
~26! that

w1,x1 1
2 ux

2215w2,y1B1h1,x1 1
2 ~uy1A!221

5S w2,y1
1

2
uy

221D1B1h1,y1Auy1OS an
2

bn
2D 5OS an

2

bn
2D . ~27!

Estimating the bending energy is much simpler. Indeed, a view of (19), along with the
that an<bn , immediately yields the estimate

u¹¹uu5OS 1

an
D , in I n . ~28!

Consequently, recalling~12! and ~14!, we arrive at the estimate

E E
I n
H F S w1,x1

1

2
ux

221D 2

1S w2,y1
1

2
uy

221D 2

12S 1

2
~w1,y1w2,x!1

1

2
uxuyD 2G1«2u¹¹uu2J dxdy

5OS an
4

bn
3D 1«2OS bn

an
2D<C«4/3~& !n, ~29!
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whereC is a positive constant independent of« andn.
We wish to continue the iteration onn until the functionu is decreased toO(«), leading us

to selectN so that

1

2N ;«2/3 and bN115«. ~30!

We should point out here that this choice ofN is consistent with our condition thatan<bn .
Summing overn we that find that the total energy over the set@«,1#3@0,1# is bounded from
above by

«4/3(
n50

N

~& !n;«4/3~& !N5O~«!. ~31!

Our next task is to match the clamped boundary conditions atx50. To accomplish this, we
will interpolate as was done in Ref. 1. For completeness, we present the construction below
strip @0,«#3@0,1#, we setu5P where

P~x,y!5S ux

«2 2
2u

«3 D x31S 3u

«2 2
ux

« D x2. ~32!

Hereu andux are evaluated at («,y). Note thatP and¹P so defined agree withu and¹u at x5«
while P(0,y)50 and¹P(0,y)5(0,0).

For the functionsw1 and w2 in this strip @0,«#3@0,1#, we simply linearly interpolate inx
between the functionswa(«,y) and 0 fora51,2.

To estimate the energy in this boundary layer, we first note thatu¹Pu5O(1) while u¹¹Pu
5O(1/«) and u¹wau5O(1) sinceuwa(«,y)u5O(«) for a51,2 andyP@0,1#. Hence, the total
energy in the layer@0,«#3@0,1# is O(«).

It remains to alter our construction so as to satisfy the boundary conditions atx51 as well. At
first glance, one might be tempted to simply compress our construction to the interval@0,1/2#
3@0,1# and then reflectu evenly inx. However, in view of the term

S w1,x1
1

2
ux

221D 2

in the membrane energy, this would require an odd reflection inw1 leading to a discontinuity since
w1(1,y)Þ0. What is more, such an even reflection ofu would lead to a jump inux since
ux(1,y)Þ0.

Instead we will take a different tack. Using almost the same construction as we us
@0,1#3@0,1#, we can work on the strips@22bn,22bn11#3@0,1# for n50,1,2,...,N and an inter-
polation layer@22«,2#3@0,1# to obtain the boundary values

u~2,y!5ux~2,y!5w1~2,y!50, for yP@0,1#. ~33!

Noticing thatw2 is the sum of22x and an oscillatory function@cf. ~23!#, we use the interpolation
layer to eliminate the oscillation, leaving the boundary values

w2~2,y!524.

In light of ~33!, we can now take an odd reflection inx for w1 and even reflections foru andw2

so as to obtain a construction on@0,4#3@0,1# whose energy isO(«). Rescalingx→x/4, y
→y/4 and (u,w1 ,w2)→1/4(u,w1 ,w2), and using the periodicity of our original construction iny,
we obtain the desired construction on the unit square. h
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Remark 1:In our heuristics preceeding the proof we indicated that an interior lengthsca
oscillations inu of order «1/2 would suffice. In fact, there is some freedom, in that any sc
between«1/2 and«1/3 will do, and we have chosen the latter in our construction.

Remark 2:When the von Ka´rmán model is derived, it is assumed that the derivatives of
in-plane displacements (w1 ,w2) are small and, therefore, quadratic terms in these derivatives
be neglected; see, e.g., Refs. 8–11. We note that in our construction, the first derivati
(w1 ,w2) are of orderO(1). However, in reality, for thin-film blistering problems, the eigenstra
are smaller, e.g.,eab* 5kdab , where k5o(1). Had wetaken such eigenstrains, then, with
rescaling ofu→Aku and (w1 ,w2)→k(w1 ,w2), it is obvious that the derivatives of (w1 ,w2)
would have been of orderO(k). Consequently, our construction is consistent with the assump
in the von Kármán model.
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The Fokker–Planck equation has been very useful for studying dynamic behavior
of stochastic differential equations driven by Gaussian noises. However, there are
both theoretical and empirical reasons to consider similar equations driven by
strongly non-Gaussian noises. In particular, they yield strongly non-Gaussian
anomalous diffusion which seems to be relevant in different domains of Physics. In
this paper, we therefore derive a fractional Fokker–Planck equation for the prob-
ability distribution of particles whose motion is governed by anonlinearLangevin-
type equation, which is driven by a Le´vy stable noise rather than a Gaussian. We
obtain in fact a general result for a Markovian forcing. We also discuss the exis-
tence and uniqueness of the solution of the fractional Fokker–Planck equation.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1318734#

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

The Fokker–Planck equation is one of the most celebrated equations in Physics, since
been very useful for studying1 the dynamic behavior of stochastic differential equations driven
Gaussian noises. However, it turns out that many physical phenomena are outside of this
work. For instance, it has been argued that diffusion by geophysical turbulence2–7 corresponds,
loosely speaking, to a series of sticking~pauses!, when the particle is trapped by a cohere
structure, and~fast! flights, when the particle moves in the jet flow. A similar phenomenolog
observed for zoo plankton grazing.8,9

Although there have been some attempts6 to analyze and quantify this behavior with the he
of the classical Fokker–Planck equation, i.e., assuming finite moments of all orders, some
ratory experiments3–5 or numerical simulations of geostrophic turbulence10 show that this phe-
nomenology could be rather a consequence of the presence of heavy tails~i.e., power law falloff!
for the probability distribution and a strong anisotropy with a clearly preferred direction of d
sion. One can conclude11 that if the processes are additive, the corresponding walks are´vy
motions.

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: schertze@ccr.jussieu.fr
2000022-2488/2001/42(1)/200/13/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Let us recall that indeed stable Le´vy motionsL(t) generalize the Brownian motionB(t) in the
sense that first they are also motions~e.g., Refs. 12 and 13! whose incrementsDL(t,Dt)5L(t
1Dt)2L(t) are stationary~thereforeDL has no statistical dependence ont! and independent for
any nonoverlapping time lagsDt. Therefore,L(t) corresponds to the sum of independent, ide
tically distributed Lévy stable variables.14–18 The second common property is that these inc
ments satisfy a ‘‘stability property:’’ up to a rescaling and recentring, the sum of different s
has the same probability distribution as one of the steps. Le´vy stable variables are precise
defined by this property. The stability property implies in both cases a property of attraction:
rather general conditions a renormalized sum of independent identically distributed var
converge to a stable law. Furthermore, there are no other attractive laws. This explains w
stable property is so important. The attraction property corresponds to a broad generaliza
the central limit theorem, with the important difference that whereas the classical theorem~Gauss-
ian case! is satisfied with the condition that the variance is finite, the convergence towards a´vy
law is obtained with the condition thatnot only the variance of the summandsXi is infinite, but
also that all their moments of orderq equal to or larger than a critical ordera (0,a,2) are
infinite. This critical ordera is called the Le´vy stability index and corresponds to the exponent
the power law of probability distribution tails:

any s@1: Pr~ uDLu.s!'s2a⇔any q>a: E~ uXuq!5`, ~1!

where Pr denotes the probability,E( ) is the mathematical expectation, ands is a given~large!
non-negative threshold. This statistical divergence of a Le´vy motion is due to jumps, whereas
Brownian motion is almost surely continuous.

This index is the most important of the four parameters defining a Le´vy stable law. The
second one is the skewnessb (21<b<1) which defines the degree of asymmetry of the la
which is maximal forb521 or b511, and the law is symmetric whenb50. In spite of its
name and some common properties,b nevertheless does not correspond to the classical skew
of a quasi-Gaussian law. The latter is indeed undefined for a stable Le´vy law due to the above-
mentioned statistical divergences. The centerg corresponds to the statistical mean when defin
~i.e., a.1! and/or to the median when symmetric~i.e., b50!. The scale parameterD(D>0)
corresponds to a generalization of the variance of the Gaussian case. More precisely, as di
below, it corresponds to the intensity scale of the cumulant of~possibly noninteger! order a. It
yields an anomalous19 generalization of the classical Einstein relation: Var@X(t)2X(t0)#52D(t
2t0), where Var( ) denotes the variance. Finally, let us emphasize that the Gaussian case
sponds to the limit casea52, which also impliesb50, i.e., no asymmetry.

Further comments are now in order on the relevance of Le´vy motions in Physics. On the on
hand, claims in favor of the relevance of Le´vy motions have been made on many physi
phenomena ranging from subrecoil laser cooling20,21 to diffusion by flows in porous media,22,23

including finance fluctuations,24,25 see Refs. 26 and 27 for other examples. Many systems ind
display a phenomenology rather similar to that we reported above on geostrophic turbulen

On the other hand, important questions have been raised. In particular, Ref. 28 question
resulting infinite variance of the advecting field for porous media. Indeed, it turns out that r
estimates29 of the power law of the probability distributions of the hydraulic conductivity yields
exponenta'3.5. The question of finite variance might apply to other examples, in particula
atmospheric turbulence where different studies30 yield a critical exponenta'7 for the wind field.
Therefore, in spite of their clear phenomenological interest, the relevance of pure Le´vy motions
could be questioned.

The main goal of this paper is to clarify and define a framework adequate for han
motions more general than pure Le´vy motions and which are nevertheless generated by the la
We will do it by building upon a series of rather recent works31–37,19,38which show that the
probability density of particles moving with a Le´vy motion satisfies a generalized Fokker–Plan
equation involving fractional orders of differentiation. Indeed, it could be first argued in a ‘‘v
formal and phenomenological’’ manner31 that a fractional power of the Laplacian yields a
anomalous scaling for the corresponding diffusion.
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A fractional Fokker–Planck equation was obtained in a less formal manner by Refs. 32 a
in the framework of the continuous time random walks~CTRWs! model of anomalous diffusion.33

However, this method does not involve directly a stable Le´vy process, but a walk sharing som
behavior common with the latter, without being equivalent to it. A different fractional Fokk
Planck equation was introduced37 with the help of a phenomenological and interesting trans
mation of the classical Fick law into a fractional Fick law. However, it is not clear that its solu
corresponds to a~non-negative! probability distribution. A rather distinct approach was follow
by Refs. 34 and 19 since it starts with alinear Langevin-type equation with random forces whic
are exactstable Lévy processes, which can be symmetric as well as asymmetric, and wit
limitation on the possible values of the Le´vy index a. The fundamental mathematical tool whic
is used is the second characteristic~or cumulant generating! function of the motion defined by this
Langevin-type equation. The particular case of symmetric processes correspond to wh
previously inferred by Refs. 31, 32, 35, and 37. However, it was shown that in the more ge
case of asymmetric processes, a new nontrivial advective–diffusive term appears. This
firmed with the help of a reinterpretation of the characteristic function of a Le´vy motion.38

We already discussed that theoretically and empirically the nonfiniteness of the variance
be questioned. There are two more general questions: the inhomogeneities of the medium
are first emphasized for the introduction of the Le´vy motions, are finally reduced to a~homoge-
neous! distribution of times when the particle is strongly kicked. As soon as this representat
granted, the medium~and its properties! does not intervene any longer. This is very restrictive a
for instance incompatible with the multifractality of the medium39,8 ~or of the diffusion! when
observed. The second reason is that the underlying processes are thought to be strongly no
whereas the transport is modeled with the help of a~stochastic! linear equation.

Both the successes and limitations of the previous results plead in favor of investiga
local and nonlinear modeling with the help of Le´vy motions. This is the reason that we investiga
the properties ofnonlinearLangevin-type equation forced by a Le´vy stable motion.

II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Further to our above discussion, we consider the followingnonlinearLangevin-type equation
for a stochastic~real! quantityX(t) ~e.g., location of a particle!:

dX~ t !5m~X~ t !,t !dt1s~X~ t !,t !dL, ~2!

where the driving source is a Le´vy stable motionL(t) instead of Brownian motionB(t). The latter
case corresponds to the basis of stochastic calculus~e.g., Ref. 40! and the corresponding differ
ential equation is often called the Ito–Skorokhod equation. The extension to Le´vy stable motion
L(t) is rather natural and straightforward~e.g., Ref. 41! due to the common properties ofL(t) and
B(t) that we discussed in Sec. I, i.e., their infinitesimal increments are independent iden
distributed and furthermore stable.

More precisely the Ito stochastic calculus corresponds to consider that thedL is, similarly to
dB, a forward increment in time@it should be understood asdL(t,dt)5L(t1dt)2L(t)#. This
means that the value ofX at timet is determined by events prior to the application of the stocha
force dL(t), which acts only from timet to t1dt.

The Eq.~2! can also be understood under its integral form

X~ t !5X~ t0!1E m~X~ t !,t !dt1E s~X~ t !,t !dL, ~3!

where the last term corresponds to a stochastic integration of a stochastic process. The inte
of a stochastic processF(t) @in the case of Eq.~2!: F(t)5s(X(t),t)# with respect to the Le´vy
motion L, is rather straightforward in the case of step processes:42

F~ t !5Fn , for tP~ tn ,tn11!, n50,1,...,N21;E F~ t !dL5 (
n50

N21

Fn~L~ tn11!2L~ tn!! ~4!
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and this rather suggestive definition is naturally extended to functional spaces in which th
processes are dense.

In order to establish local properties, for instance the time evolution of the probability o
particles, we will use the differential form@Eq. ~2!#, whereas Refs. 34 and 19 rather used
integral form@Eq. ~4!# which becomes cumbersome in the nonlinear case and is in fact usefu
to establish global properties~Sec. IX!.

After having emphasized the similarities betweenL(t) andB(t), it is important to underline
the nontrivial consequences due to the fact, contrary to the Gaussian case which has
moments finite, Le´vy motions have a finite critical order of divergence of statistical mome
(0,a,2). These include the fact that the mathematical techniques which could be used
rather distinct. For instance, our derivation will rely on the use of the second characte
function of the increments, Sec. III, instead of probabilities of the increments as done usua
the derivation of the classical Fokker–Planck equation. An obvious reason is that the form
relatively simple~see Sec. VII!, while the latter are not, with the only exception of the thr
following cases:a52, b50; a51, b50; a51/2,b51. The fundamental reason is that both t
stability property and the divergence of moments are related to the presence of a cumu
noninteger ordera. In relation to this problem, the convenientL2 Hilbert structure of Gaussian
processes is reduced to aLa Banach structure for stable Le´vy processes. This is particularl
important for the integral equation~3!, when defining functional spaces where step processes
dense.

The linear case, which is the hitherto studied case, corresponds to

m~X~ t !,t ![m5const; s~X~ t !,t ![s5const. ~5!

X(t)2X(t0) is also a Le´vy motion which has the same Le´vy stability indexa as its increments,
but with a different center or trend and scale or amplitude.

In the nonlinear case,m(X(t),t) ands(X(t),t) are~possibly nonlinear! functions ofX(t) and
t, which satisfy certain regularity constraints to be discussed later~Sec. IX!. They correspond to
inhomogeneities of the medium, which were ignored in the linear case. As a possibly impo
but simple example, let us mention the Le´vy extension of the so-called geometric Brownia
motion, which is rather ubiquitous and for instance is at the core of the Black–Scholes mod
option pricing:m(X(t),t)5mX(t) ands(X(t),t)5sX(t), wheres is the votality constant of the
price X(t) of a given stock share.

We will demonstrate the following proposition:
Proposition 1: The transition probability density:

;t>t0 : p~x,tux0 ,t0!5Pr~X~ t !5xuX~ t0!5x0! ~6!

corresponding to the nonlinear stochastic differential equation (2), with a Le´vy forcing of param-
etersaÞ1 or b50, g, D>0, is solution of the following fractional Fokker–Planck equation:

]

]t
p~x,tux0 ,t0!52

]

]x
~gs~x,t !1m~x,t !!p~x,tux0 ,t0!

2DF ~2D!a/2~ us~x,t !uap~x,tux0 ,t0!!

1bv~a!
]

]x
~2D!~a21!/2~ us~x,t !ua21s~x,t !p~x,tux0 ,t0!!G ~7!

with the initial condition

p~x,t0ux0 ,t0!5d~x2x0!, ~8!

whered(x2x0) is the degenerate Dirac measure in x0 and v~a! is defined by
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aÞ1: v~a!5tan
pa

2
~9!

and where the fractional powers of the LaplacianD will be discussed in Sec. VI. Proposition 1 an
Eq. ~7! are for scalar processes~i.e., D[]2/]x2! and their extension to vector processes will
discussed and presented in Sec. VIII. One may note that the fractional diffusive isotropic op
2(2D)a/2 applies via a fractional diffusivityus(x,t)ua, whereas the advective–diffusive ter
corresponds to a conjugate action of a fractional diffusive term2(2D)(a21)/2us(x,t)ua21 and a
convective term (]/]x)s(x,t) on the transition probability.

This fractional Fokker–Planck equation will be established with the help of the much
general proposition.

Proposition 2: The inverse Fourier transform of the second characteristic function or cu
lant generating function of the increments of a Markov process X(t) generates by convolution th
Fokker–Planck equation of evolution of its transition probability p(x,tux0 ,t0).

We will demonstrate this proposition in a straightforward, yet rigorous way. More preci
we will establish the following:

]p

]t
~x,tux0 ,t0!5E dy

]K̃

]t
~x2yuy,t !p~y,tux0 ,t0!, ~10!

whereK̃ is the inverse Fourier transform of the cumulant generating function of the increm
The K̃ arguments will become explicit in Sec. III.

Equation~10! not only holds for processes with stationary and independent increments,
the linear case@Eq. ~5!# but also for any Markov process, including those defined by the nonlin
Langevin-type equation@Eq. ~2! with mÞconst,sÞconst#. As a consequence of Eq.~10!, we will
demonstrate the following.

Proposition 3: When the increment’s cumulant generating function of a Markov process(t)
is defined by its expansion in cumulants Cn , its Fokker–Planck equation is

]p

]t
~x,tux0 ,t0!5 (

nPJ

~21!n

n!

]n

]xn @Cn~x,t !p~x,tux0 ,t0!#. ~11!

An obviously sufficient condition of convergence is obtained when the setJ of the orders of
differentiationn is finite. This is true in particular for Gaussian forcing:J5$1,2%. It corresponds
to the classical Fokker–Planck equation. On the other hand,J5N would correspond to an analyti
expansion of cumulants. In spite of its interest, we will not discuss the latter case in this pap
its relationship to the classical Kramers–Moyal expansion~e.g., Ref. 43!.

Below, we concentrate on the case of a finite, but nonanalytic expansion:J5$1,a% ~noninte-
ger a, 0,a,2!, since it corresponds to the Le´vy extension~Sec. VII and yields Proposition 1
with the help of fractional derivatives, as discussed in Sec. VI.

III. THE CUMULANT GENERATING FUNCTION OF THE INCREMENTS

The first and second~conditional! characteristic functions are, respectively, the moment g
erating functionZX(k,t2t0ux0 ,t0) and the cumulant generating functionKX(k,t2t0ux0 ,t0), as-
sociated with the transition probabilityp(x,tux0 ,t0) of a processX(t). These are defined by th
Fourier transform of the latter, withk being the conjugate variable ofx2x0 :

F@p~x,tux0 ,t0!#[ZX~k,t2t0ux0 ,t0! ~12!

[exp~KX~k,t2t0ux0 ,t0!! ~13!

[E@exp~ ik~X~ t !2X~ t0!!uX~ t0!5x0#, ~14!
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where E@•u•# denote the conditional mathematical expectation,F and F21, respectively, the
Fourier transform and its inverse:

F@ f #5 f̂ ~k!5E
2`

`

dx exp~ ikx! f ~x!, ~15!

F21@ f̂ #5 f ~x!5E
2`

` dk

2p
exp~2 ikx! f̂ ~k!. ~16!

The corresponding quantities for incrementsdX(dt)5X(t1dt)2X(t), corresponding to a
given time lagdt.0, are defined in a similar way:

F@p~x1dx,t1dtux,t !#5dZX~k,dtux,t ! ~17!

[exp~dKX~k,dtux,t !! ~18!

5E@exp~ ik~X~ t1dt !2X~ t !!uX~ t !5x#, ~19!

wherek is the conjugate variable ofdx. The cumulants of the incrementsCn are the coefficients
of the Taylor expansion ofdKX :

dKX~k,dtux,t !5dt (
nPJ

~ ik !n

n!
Cn~x,t !1o~dt !. ~20!

As already mentioned, the classical case corresponds to an analytic expansion ofdKX , i.e.,
J#N, whereas we will be interested by a finite but nonanalytic expansionJ5$1,a% ~nonintegera,
0,a,2!.

IV. PROCESSES WITH STATIONARY AND INDEPENDENT INCREMENTS

Let us first consider the simple subcase of a process with stationary and independen
ments. It corresponds toCn(x,t)[Cn5const in Eqs.~11! and ~20! and as already discussed
Sec. I, it includes the linear case@Eq. ~5!# of the Langevin-type equation~2!.

However, we believe that the following derivation is not only somewhat pedagogical o
role of the characteristic functions for the nonlinear case, but also terser than derivations
ously presented for the linear case.

The stationarity of the increments implies that the transition probability depends only o
time and space lags, i.e.,

p~x,tux0 ,t0!5p~x2x0 ,t2t0! ~21!

and similarly, the characteristic functions of the increments are no longer conditioned, fo
stance,

ZX~k,t2t0ux0 ,t0![ZX~k,t2t0!, ~22!

KX~k,t2t0ux0 ,t0![KX~k,t2t0!. ~23!

On the other hand, the independence of the increments implies that the transition proba
satisfy a convolution~over any possible intermediate positiony! for any given time lagdt:

;dt.0: p~x2x0 ,t1dt2t0!5E dy p~x2y,dt !~y2x0 ,t2t0! ~24!
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and the corresponding characteristic functions merely factor~respectively, add!. Therefore, we
have,

ZX~k,t1dt2t0!2ZX~k,t2t0!5ZX~k,t2t0!~dZX~k,dt !21!. ~25!

This in turn leads to

ZX~k,t1dt2t0!2ZX~k,t2t0!5ZX~k,t2t0!dKX~k,dt !1o~dt !. ~26!

Its inverse Fourier transform yields

p~x,t1dtux0 ,t0!2p~x,tux0 ,t0!5E dy F21@dKX~k,dt !#p~y2x0 ,t2t0!1o~dt !. ~27!

This demonstrates~in the limit dt→0! Proposition 2 and Eq.~10!, as well as Proposition 3
since Eq.~27! corresponds, with the help of Eq.~20!, to

p~x,t1dtux0 ,t0!2p~x,tux0 ,t0!5dt (
nPJ

~21!n

n! FCnE dy dx2y
~n! p~y,tux0 ,t0!G1o~dt !, ~28!

wheredx
n denotes thenth derivative of the Dirac function. Therefore, we obtain

]

]t
p~x,tux0 ,t0!5 (

nPJ

~21!n

n!
Cn

]n

]xn p~x,tux0 ,t0! ~29!

which corresponds to the linear case of Eq.~11!.

V. MORE GENERAL MARKOV PROCESSES

In the case of a Markov process which does not have stationary and independent incre
there is no longer a simple convolution equation@Eq. ~24!# of the transition probabilities, nor a
simple factorization of characteristic functions@Eq. ~25!#. However, the former satisfies a gene
alized convolution equation which corresponds to the Chapman–Kolmogorov identity17 valid for
any Markov processX(t):

;dt.0: p~x,t1dtux0 ,t0!)5E dy p~x,t1dtuy,t !p~y,tux0 ,t0! ~30!

which indeed reduces to a mere convolution@Eq. ~24!# in the case of processes with stationary a
independent increments. This identity can be written under the equivalent form:

p~x,t1dtux0 ,t0!5E dyE dk

2p
e2 iky1dKX~k,dtuy,t !p~y,tux0 ,t0!. ~31!

Noting that we have

p~x,tux0 ,t0!5E dy p~y,tux0 ,t0!E dk

2p
e2 iky, ~32!

we obtain

p~x,t1dtux0 ,t0!2p~x,tux0 ,t0!5dtE dy F21@dKX~k,dtuy,t !#p~y,tux0 ,t0!1o~dt !. ~33!

In the limit dt→0, this corresponds to Proposition 2 and Eq.~10!. WhenJ#N, it yields with
the help of Eq.~20!:
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dp~x,tux0 ,t0!5dt (
nPJ

E dy dx2y
~n! F ~21!n

n!
Cn~y,t !p~y,tux0 ,t0!G1o~dt !. ~34!

The limit dt→0 corresponds to Eq.~11! and demonstrates Proposition 3 for a Marko
process.

VI. EXTENSION TO FRACTIONAL ORDERS

In the two preceding sections~Secs. IV and V!, the fact that the indicesnPJ should be
integers intervened at best only in the correspondence between~integer order! differentiation
]n/]xn @in Eq. ~11!# and powers of the conjugate variablekn @in Eq. ~20!#. However, by the very
definition of fractional differentiation~e.g., Ref. 44!, this correspondence holds also for noninteg
orders. However, there is not a unique definition of fractional differentiation and therefor
discussed in some details in Ref. 19, we cannot expect to have a unique expression
fractional Fokker–Planck equation.

Since in the following it will be sufficient to consider an expansion of the character
function involving fractional powers of only the wave numberuku, it is interesting to consider
Riesz’s definition of a fractional differentiation. Indeed, the latter corresponds to consider
tional powers of the Laplacian:

2~2D!a/2f ~x!5F21@ ukua f̂ ~k!# ~35!

which has furthermore the advantage of being valid for the vector cases. However, we will
Sec. VIII that in general it does not apply in a straightforward manner for vector stable´vy
motions. Indeed the latter introduces rather~one-dimensional! directional Laplacians, i.e.,~one-
dimensional! Laplacians along a given directionuI (uuI u51):

2~2DuI !
a/2f ~x!5F21@ u~kI ,uI !ua f̂ ~k!#, ~36!

where~.,.! denotes the scalar product. On the other hand, it will be useful to consider the frac
power of the contraction of the Laplacian tensorD= :

D i , j5
]

]xi

]

]xj
~37!

by a tensors= ~s= * denotes its transpose!, with the following definition:

2~2D= :s= .s= * !a/2[F21@ u~kI ,s= .s= * .kI ua/2#5F21@ us= * .kI ua#. ~38!

VII. LÉVY CASE

The second characteristic function of the incrementsdL of the ~scalar! Lévy forcing is the
following:

dKL~k,dt !5dtF ikg2DukuaS 12 ib
k

uku Dv~k,a!G1o~dt !, ~39!

wherev(k,a) is defined by

aÞ1: v~k,a![v~a!5tan
pa

2
, a51: v~k,a!5

p

2
loguku. ~40!

Considering an Ito-type forward integration of Eq.~2!, the incrementsdL generates the
following ~first! characteristic function for the incrementsdX of the motionX(t):
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dZX~k,dtux2dx,t !5E~eikm~X,t !!dZsL~k,dtux,t !1o~dt ! ~41!

which yields the following elementary cumulant generating functiondKX :

dKX~k,dtux,t !5dtF ikm~x,t !1 ikgs~x,t !2Dukuaus~x,t !uaS 12 ib
ks~x,t !

ukuus~x,t !u
v~k,a! D G1o~dt !

~42!

and which is of the same type as Eq.~20!, with J5$1,a%. Therefore, as discussed in Sec. VI, w
have fractional differentiations in the corresponding Eq.~11!, which will precisely correspond to
Eq. ~7!, and therefore establishes Proposition 1.

VIII. EXTENSION TO VECTOR PROCESSES

With but one important exception, the extension of the previous results to higher dimen
is rather straightforward. The starting point of this extension is the following nonlinear stoch
equation (XI (t)PRd):

dXI ~ t !5mI ~XI ~ t !,t !dt1s= ~XI ~ t !,t !.dLI , ~43!

wheremI is the naturald-dimensional vector extension of the deterministic-like trend,s= is thed
3d8-dimensional tensor extension of the modulation of the random driving force, andLI is a
d8-dimensional Le´vy stable motion. As discussed below, the expression of the characte
function of the latter corresponds to the source of the difficulty in extending the scalar resu
higher dimensions. On the contrary, it is straightforward to check that Propositions 2 and
valid in the vector case, with the following extensions (xI PRd) for Eq. ~10!:

]p

]t
~xI ,tuxI 0 ,t0!5E dyI

]K̃

]t
~xI 2yI uyI ,t !p~yI ,tuxI 0 ,t0! ~44!

and for Eq.~11! (nI PJ#Nd,unI u5( i 51
d ni):

]p

]t
~xI ,tuxI 0 ,t0!5 (

nI PJ

~21! unI u

~n1!! ~n2!!..~nd!!

] unI u

]x1
n1]x2

n2..]xd
nd

@CnI ~xI ,t !p~xI ,tuxI 0 ,t0!#. ~45!

On the other hand, Eq.~43! yields the following extension to Eq.~41!:

dZXI ~k,dtuxI ,t !5ei kI .mI ~xI ,t !dZs= .LI ~kI ,dtuxI ,t ! ~46!

and therefore we have

dKXI ~kI ,dtuxI ,t !5 i kI .mI ~xI ,t !1dKLI ~s= * .kI ,dtuxI ,t !1o~dt !. ~47!

Let us recall that a stable Le´vy vector in the classical sense14,45,46~see Ref. 47 for a discussio
on a rather straightforward generalization, or Refs. 48, 49, and 50 for a more abstract gene
tion! corresponds to the limit of a sum of jumps, with a power-law distribution, along ran
directionsuI P]B1 , B1 being the unit ball, distributed according to a~positive! measuredS(uI ).
The latter, which generalizes the scale parameterD of the scalar case, is the source of the difficu
since in general the probability distribution of a stable Le´vy vector depends on this measure, a
therefore is a nonparametric distribution. However, as discussed below, there is at least a
exception: the case of isotropic stable Le´vy vectors.

Corresponding to our previous remarks, a~classical! stable Lévy vector has the following
~Fourier! cumulant generating function:
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KLI ~kI !5dtF i ~kI ,gI !2E
uI P]B1

~ ikI ,uI !a dS~uI !G1o~dt ! ~48!

which yields with the help of Eq.~47!:

]

]t
K̃XI ~kI !52div~mI 1s= .gI !2F21F E

uI P]B1

~ is= * ~xI ,t !.kI ,uI !a dS~uI !G . ~49!

The scalar case@Eq. ~39!# corresponds to

0<p<1: b52p21, dS~u!5D cosS pa

2 D @pd~u21!1~12p!d~u11!#. ~50!

For any dimensiond, the second term on the right-hand side of Eq.~49! corresponds to a
fractional differentiation operator of ordera. This operator can be slightly rearranged. With t
help of the odddS2(uI ) and evendS1(uI ) parts of the measuredS(uI ):

2 dS1~uI !5dS~uI !1dS~2uI !, 2 dS2~uI !5dS~uI !2dS~2uI ! ~51!

and the identity~u being the Heaviside function!:

~ ik !a5ukua@u~k!ei ~ap/2!1u~2k!e2 i ~ap/2!# ~52!

one can write the extension of Eq.~7! under the following form:

]

]t
p~xI ,tuxI 0 ,t0!52div@mI ~xI ,t !1s= ~xI ,t !.gI !] p~xI ,tuxI 0 ,t0!

2@^~2D= :s= .s= * !a/2&S12^~¹I .s= * !.~2D= :s= .s= * !a21/2&S2#

3p~xI ,tuxI 0 ,t0!, ~53!

where the symmetric fractional diffusive and, respectively, the antisymmetric advective–diff
terms are defined, similarly to Eq.~38!, in the following manner:

2^~2D= :sI .sI * !a/2&S15E
uI P]B1

dS1~uI !F21@ u~s= * ~xI ,t !.kI ,uI !ua# ~54!

2^~“I .s= * !.~2D= :s= .s= * !a21/2&S25E
uI P]B1

dS2~uI !F21@~2 is= * ~xI ,t !.kI ,uI !u~s= * ~xI ,t !.kI ,ū!ua21#.

~55!

In general, each term corresponds to a rather complex integration~which is indicated by the
symbol ^.&S! by the measuredS of directional fractional Laplacians@Eq. ~36!#. However, the
symmetric term becomes simpler as soon as the even partdS1 of the measuredS is isotropic.
Indeed, the integration over directions yields only a prefactorD:

^2~D= :s= .s= * !a/2&S15D~2D= :s= .s= * !a/2D5E
uI P]B1

dS1~uI !u~uI 1 ,uI !ua ~56!

and for a52 this corresponds to the classical term (D= :s= .s= * ) of the standardd-dimensional
Fokker–Planck equation. IfdS itself is rotation invariant, then the asymmetric operator vanish
sincedS250. If furthermore,s= is scalar, i.e.,s= 5s1= , then one obtains the following Fractiona
Fokker–Planck equation:
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]

]t
p~xI ,tuxI 0 ,t0!52div@s= .gI ~xI ,t !1mI ~xI ,t !#p~xI ,tuxI 0 ,t0! ~57!

2D@~2D!a/2#us~x,t !uap~xI ,tuxI 0 ,t0!. ~58!

Therefore, as one might expect the rotation symmetries yield a rather trivial extension
standard Gaussian case: a fractional powera of thed-dimensional Laplacian, as in the pure sca
case@Eq. ~7!#. Obviously, the integration performed in Eq.~53! is also greatly simplified as soo
asdS(uI ) is discrete, i.e. its support corresponds to a discrete set of directionsuI i .

On the other hand, let us note that the framework of generalized stable Le´vy vectors,47–50

allows one to introduce a much stronger anisotropy than the measuredS allows for classical
stable Lévy vectors. This therefore diminishes the importance of the asymmetry of the l
Indeed, the components of a generalized stable Le´vy vector do not necessarily have the same Le´vy
stability index, the latter being generalized into a second rank tensor. Similarly, the differ
operators involved in the corresponding fractional Fokker–Planck equation no longer h
unique order of differentiation. This is rather easy to check in case of a discrete measuredS(uI )
and we will explore the general case elsewhere.

IX. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF THE SOLUTION

The preceding sections established a generalization of the Fokker–Planck equation
evolution of the probability distribution of nonlinear stochastic differential equations driven
Lévy stable noises. This is the main goal of this paper. Naturally, one would also like to ha
possible a theorem of existence and uniqueness of the solution of this equation. Due to its
such a theorem will also imply that the solution will remain positive and normalized, as req
for a transition probability. In this section we argue that the general results obtained51 in the
classical Gaussian case (a52) are also relevant for the Le´vy extension, whereas up until now
existence and uniqueness conditions of partial fractional differential equations have been s
explored~see however Refs. 52 and 53! and therefore we cannot rely on general results.

The classical Fokker–Planck equation belongs to the well-explored domain of parabolic
tions. Existence and uniqueness of the solution fundamentally result54 from the fact that the linear
operatorA52D is a ~self-adjoint! positive generator of a semigroup of contraction operat
T(t)5e2tA, t>0. In the case of constant coefficients~linear Langevin equation!, the solution is
directly obtained with the help ofT(t) and this ensures its existence, uniqueness, and positive
Note that in our case, the semigroup action corresponds to the equation of convolution@Eq. ~24!#.

Similar results hold for a Lipschitz variation of the coefficients, i.e.,

um~x,t !2m~y,t !u1us~x,t !2s~y,t !u<Dux2yu ~59!

as well as a condition of slow growth in time of the coefficientsm(X(t),t) ands(X(t),t), e.g.,

um~x,t !u1us~x,t !u<Cu11xu, ~60!

whereD andC are given positive constants.
These conditions have been extensively used for the classical Fokker–Planck equatio

non constant coefficients~e.g., Ref. 43!. Considering now the fractional generalization, it is im
portant to note that the fractional power of the Laplacian2(2D)a/2 remains positive, since its
definition Eq.~35! corresponds to replacing the eigenvaluesk2 by eigenvalues having as real pa
ukua. Therefore, we remain inside of the previous framework of contraction semigroup an
previous results should hold.

This could also be seen from the integral form of the differential equation. Indeed, in
classical case, the Lipschitz condition is classical for the Brownian forcing,55,41 as well as for the
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more general case of martingale and semimartingale forcing.56–58The latest case is relevant for th
stable Lévy forcing. The Lipschitz condition can be rather understood as a condition of con
gence of the Picard iteration method towards a fixed point:

Xn11~ t !5X~ t0!1E m~Xn~ t !,t !dt1E s~Xn~ t !,t !dL;X0~ t !5X~ t0!. ~61!

On the other hand, the condition of slow growth~60! in time prevents a finite explosion time
i.e., X(t) remains finite for any given finite timet: this condition is rather general, since it
already required by the deterministic part of the Langevin-type equation.

X. CONCLUSION

We have derived a fractional Fokker–Planck equation, i.e., a kinetic equation which inv
fractional derivatives, for the evolution of the probability distribution of nonlinear stocha
differential equations driven by non-Gaussian Le´vy stable noises. We first established this equ
tion in the scalar case, where it has a rather compact expression with the help of fractional p
of the Laplacian, and then discussed and presented its extension to the vector case. This fr
Fokker–Planck equation generalizes broadly previous results obtained for a linear Langev
equation with a Le´vy forcing, as well as the standard Fokker–Planck equation for a nonli
Langevin equation with a Gaussian forcing. As suggested in Ref. 36 and in the comments o
19 on Refs. 32 and 35, we will show elsewhere, that the present results could be exten
include fractional time derivative in the Langevin equation and in the corresponding Fok
Planck equation. This is particularly important for multifractal modeling, since the generato
dynamic universal multifractals30 are defined by this type of equations.
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Hamiltonians and zero-curvature equations for integrable
partial differential equations
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We discuss the relationship between two approaches to integrable partial differen-
tial equations, one using formal affine Lie algebras and the other Banach–Lie
groups. In the first approach integrability of the equations follows from commuta-
tivity of Hamiltonian flows on the Lie algebra, while in the second it follows from
commutativity of certain flows induced by an action on the Banach–Lie group. We
show that these two methods are essentially equivalent since one can calculate one
type of the flows from the other. The classes of solutions encompassed by the two
methods, however, vary significantly. We demonstrate this relationship specifically
with the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1312197#

I. INTRODUCTION

Integrable partial differential equations~PDE’s!, such as the Korteweg de Vries~KdV! equa-
tion or the cubically nonlinear Schro¨dinger ~NLS! equation, have been studied in the context
infinite dimensional Lie groups or their Lie algebras for many years now. One approach,
nated by the Kyoto school,1 considers flows of an Abelian group on an infinite dimensio
Grassmannian. The partial differential equations then arise in Hirota form as the Plu¨cker equations
for a projective embedding of the Grassmannian. On the other hand integrable PDE’s are
studied in the zero-curvature form. This expression arises from modeling the Grassmann
G/G1 whereG is a certain infinite dimensional Lie group with subgroupsG2 , G1 such that
G2G1 is dense inG, andG2ùG15$I %. Commuting flows onG/G1 are constructed as flow
g2(t), tPRn, on G2 whose commutativity leads to matrix PDE’s in the zero-curvature fo
which are equivalent to scalar PDE’s for matrix coefficients, such as the NLS or the KdV e
tion. The equivalence of the Hirota approach to the zero-curvature method was given by Seg
Wilson2 for the KP hierarchy, and was recently generalized by Bergvelt and ten Kroode.3

The zero-curvature equation is actually a partial differential equation on elements ofg, the Lie
algebra ofG. In Ref. 4, Flaschka, Newell and Ratiu observed that this equation is also rela
commutativity of certain Lax pair flows on the Lie algebrag2 , and that these flows have
Hamiltonian interpretation in terms of the natural Lie–Poisson structure ong1* , the dual ofg1 .
This approach leads to an understanding of the integrability of the original PDE’s in terms
Liouville integrability of the flows ing1* , as given by the Adler–Kostant–Symes theorem.

Our purpose in this paper is to describe the relation between the Lax pair flows ong2 and the
Abelian flows onG/G1 . The literature often treats the two approaches as equivalent but we
been unable to find a published proof of this fact. Indeed, if one takes care to distinguish
spaces of solutions are discussed in the two approaches it becomes apparent that they
exactly equivalent. We remark in Sec. II that the Lie algebraic approach provides all re
solutions for the the NLS equation, while it is generally known that the Lie group approach
to rather obscure subspaces of solutions due to the necessity of a Banach–Lie group stru
G ~see Refs. 2 and 5!. In Sec. III we describe how to construct the Banach–Lie groupG and the

a!Electronic mail: adams@math.uga.edu
2130022-2488/2001/42(1)/213/12/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Abelian flows onG/G1 whose commutativity gives rise to integrable PDE’s. This is illustra
with the NLS example.

In Sec. IV we provide a computational proof of the equivalence of the two approach
integrable PDE’s. If one begins with a suitable Abelian flowg(t) in G, then one obtainsg2(t)
PG2 by a Riemann–Hilbert type splitting onG, and the solutionX(t) to the Lax equations on the
Lie algebrag2 is given by conjugatingX(0) with g2(t). On the other hand if we start with
solution X(t) to the Lax equations, then producing the solutiong2(t) to the Riemann–Hilbert
problem is a little more complicated. It involves solving a differential equation on the groupG2

which is determined from the Lax equations forX(t). The first half of this argument, presented
Proposition 1, is well known~and perhaps accounts for the general notion that the two method
entirely equivalent!, but the second half, Proposition 2, is somewhat more obscure. Examinin
relationship ofg2(t) to X(t) helps provide an understanding of the relationship between
different classes of solutions given by these two approaches. To pass fromX(t) to g2(t) one must
solve a differential equation in some Banach–Lie group, and this requires thatX(t) lies in a
particular Banach–Lie algebra. In Sec. V we present a geometric interpretation of the relatio
between the two approaches. This is basically just an application of the general setting provi
Guillemin and Sternberg in Ref. 6.

II. THE ADLER–KOSTANT–SYMES METHOD OF FLASCHKA, NEWELL AND RATIU

Let g be a Lie algebra and letg* denote its dual which is~weakly! paired via^ , &:g* 3g
→C. The spaceg* admits the structure of a Poisson manifold with the Lie–Poisson bra
defined by

$F,G%~a!5 K a,FdF

da
,
dG

da G L , aPg* , F, GPC`~g* !. ~1!

HeredF/da is the functional derivative ofF, i.e., it is the element ofg satisfying

K b,
dF

da L 5
d

dt U
t50

F~a1tb!, for all bPg* .

Bracket ~1! plays an important role in the description of many finite and infinite dimensio
Hamiltonian systems~see Ref. 7!. We shall briefly describe this in the following. Ifg is infinite
dimensional and the pairinĝ, & is weak, we must restrict this bracket to an appropriate clas
functions so thatdF/da makes sense, i.e., it defines an element ofg. Details of the problems tha
can arise may be found in Ref. 8.

A Hamiltonian HPC`(g* ) generates the vector fieldXH on g* by the relationXH@F#
5$F,H% whereXH@F# is the Lie derivative ofF along XH , XH@F#(a)5dF(a)XH(a) for any
aPg* . It follows from ~1! that the flow ofXH satisfies the generalized Lax equation,

da

dt
52ad* S dH

da Da,

where ad* (X) is the dual of ad(X) defined by^ad* (X)a,Y&5^a,ad(X)Y&.
Now, let I(g* ) denote the space of all ad* -invariant functions ong* :

I~g* !5$FudF~a!„ad* ~X!a…5 0, for all XPg, aPg* %.

If the Lie algebrag has a Lie groupG, then functions satisfyingF+Ad* (g21)5F for all gPG are
ad* -invariant. Here Ad* (g) is the dual of Ad(g), ^Ad* (g)a,X&5^a,Ad(g)X&. One easily
shows from the definition of the Lie–Poisson bracket that I(g* ) is in the center ofC`(g* ), i.e., if
FPI (g* ) then $F,H%50 for all HPC`(g* ). Thus ad* -invariant functions are integrals of th
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motion for any HamiltonianH. Unfortunately, their vector fields vanish identically so they ge
erate only trivial flows. In order to construct nontrivial Poisson-commuting flows, one need
additional structure ong.

Suppose thatg splits into the vector space direct sum of subalgebras,

g5g2 % g1 ,

and letP1 :g→g1 denote the projection with kernelg2 . Then its dual also splits into

g* 5g2* % g1* ,

whereg6* 5Ann(g7) is the annihilator ofg7 . Sinceg1 is a Lie subalgebra, the spaceg1* is also
equipped with the Lie–Poisson structure~1!. Now suppose thatH1PI(g* ), and letH̃1 denote the
restriction ofH1 to g1* . ThenH̃1 is generally not in the center ofC`(g1* ), henceH̃1 generates
nontrivial flows ong1* . But if H2 is another invariant function ong* , then the celebrated result of
Adler, Kostant and Symes~see Refs. 9, 10, and 11! states thatH̃1 andH̃2 Poisson commute. More
precisely,$H̃1 ,H̃2%50 where

$H̃1 ,H̃2%~a!5 K a,FP1S dH1

da D ,P1S dH2

da D G L , aPg1* .

Thus H̃1 and H̃2 generate commuting Hamiltonian flows ong1* which are given by

da

dti
52ad* S P1S dHi

da D Da, aPg1* . ~2!

Equation~2! takes the usual Lax form ifg is self-dual, i.e., if we can identifyg* with g by a
nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form ong which is ad-invariant:

„ad~Z!X,Y…52„X,ad~Z!Y…. ~3!

In this case the coadjoint representation ofg on g* is identified with the adjoint representation o
g on itself, andg6* is identified withg7

' , the perpendicular complement ofg7 with respect to the
bilinear form ~3!. Equation~2! then becomes

]X

]t i
5FP1S dHi

dX D ,XG , XPg2
' . ~4!

Hence the Adler–Kostant–Symes theorem provides a systematic method for searching fo
grals of the motion of a system described by the Lax equation~4!.

Flaschka, Newell and Ratiu4 apply the Adler–Kostant–Symes result to the loop algebrasl̃(2)
of formal seriesX5( i 52`

m Xiz
i , XiPsl(2,C), m,`. They show that the Ablowitz–Kaup–

Newell–Segur~AKNS! equations,

]Q

]tk
5@Q(k),Q#, k>1, ~5!

whereQ5( i 50
` Qiz

2 i andQ(k)5( i 50
k Qiz

k2 i arise as commuting Hamiltonian flows onsl̃(2)1* .
Their theory is outlined below.

Let g denote the loop algebrasl̃(2) with the commutator bracket. This algebra admits
natural splittingg5g2 % g1 into subalgebras where

g15H X5(
i>0

Xiz
iUXiPsl~2,C!J ,
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g25H X5(
i 51

`

Xiz
2 iUXiPsl~2,C!J .

We can identifyg* with g by the nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form,

~X,Y!5resz50 Tr„X~z!Y~z!…, ~6!

which is ad-invariant. The perpendicular complement ofg2 is g2
' 5g2 , sog1* is identified with

g2 . Now consider a family of Hamiltonian functions ong* .g,

Hk~X!5 1
2resz50 Tr„zk11X2~z!…, k>1. ~7!

One easily checks that the HamiltoniansHk are ad-invariant, hence their restrictions tog2 give
rise to a hierarchy of commuting flows given by Eq.~4!. Furthermore, ifX5( i 51

` Xiz
2 iPg2 , then

P1S dHk

dX D5P1~zk11X!5(
i 50

k

Xi 11zk2 i5Mk .

Therefore, for this choice of Hamiltonian functions the system of equations~4! is equivalent with
the AKNS equations~5!, with X standing forQ andMk for Q(k).

It is generally stated that the commutativity of the flows of type~5! gives rise to the ‘‘zero
curvature’’ equation,

]Mk

]t l
2

]Ml

]tk
1@Mk ,Ml #50. ~8!

However, if one comparesXtk tl
to Xtl tk

, it only follows that the left hand side of Eq.~8! com-
mutes withX. To see that it is actually zero requires more work. Suppose without loss of g
ality that k5 l 1p for somep>1. Observing that

Mk5zpMl1(
i 51

p

Xl 1 i 11zp2 i , ~9!

a lengthy but straighforward computation yields

]Mk

]t l
2

]Ml

]tk
1@Mk ,Ml #5zlFzp(

i 50

k
]Xi 11

]t l
z2 i2(

i 50

l
]Xi 11

]tk
z2 i2(

i 50

l

(
j 51

p

@Xi 11 ,Xl 1 j 11#zp2 i 2 j G .

~10!

SinceX satisfies

]X

]tk
5@Mk ,X# and

]X

]t l
5@Ml ,X#, ~11!

substituting~9! into the first equation above and making use of the second, one obtains

zp(
i 50

`
]Xi 11

]t l
z2 i5(

i 50

`
]Xi 11

]tk
z2 i1(

i 50

`

(
j 51

p

@Xi 11 ,Xl 1 j 11#zp2 i 2 j .

Multiplying this equation byzl and taking the polynomial part of both sides yields

05zk(
i 50

k
]Xi 11

]t l
z2 i2zl(

i 50

l
]Xi 11

]tk
z2 i2(

j 51

p

(
i 50

k2 j

@Xi 11 ,Xl 1 j 11#zk2 i 2 j . ~12!
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The difference between the right hand sides of Eqs.~12! and ~10! is given by

(
j 51

p

(
i 5 l 11

k2 j

@Xi 11 ,Xl 1 j 11# zk2 i 2 j5(
j 51

p

(
i 51

p2 j

@Xi 1 l 11 ,Xl 1 j 11# zp2 i 2 j

5(
s52

p

(
i 1 j 5s,

1< i<p2 j
1< j <p21

@Xi 1 l 11 ,Xl 1 j 11# zp2 i 2 j

5(
s52

p

(
i 1 j 5s,

1< i , j <p

@Xi 1 l 11 ,Xl 1 j 11# zp2 i 2 j ,

which is zero by skew symmetry. Thus, ifX satisfies the system of equations~11!, then the matrix
elements ofX are solutions to a hierarchy of PDE’s obtained from the zero-curvature equatio~8!.

To illustrate the point, letl 51, k52, and consider the subsetS,g2 which consists of all
XPg2 such that the first three Fourier coefficients have the form

X15S i 0

0 2 i D , X252S 0 iu

2ıū 0 D , X352S 2 i uuu2 h

2h̄ i uuu2D ,

for some complex valued functionsu(t1 ,t2) andh(t1 ,t2). One easily checks thatS is invariant
under the flows~11! ~see Ref. 12 for a geometric explanation of this!. Then Eq.~8! with M1

5X1z1X2 andM25X1z21X2z1X3 implies thath5 1
2 ux andu satisfies the NLS equation

iut2
1
2 uxx24uuuu250, ~13!

wherex5t1 and t5t2 .
One should remark that any regular solution of the NLS equation can be studied in

framework. Indeed, suppose thatu(x,t) satisfies~13!, and formX1 ,X2 andX3 as above with this

particularu andh5 1
2 ux . ThenXn , n>4, can be found so that forX5( i 51

` Xiz
2 i we get

]X

]x
5@X1z1X2 ,X# and

]X

]t
5@X1z21X2z1X3 ,X#. ~14!

To find Xn notice that~14! implies

]X1

]x
50,

]X1

]t
50,

]X2

]x
5@X1 ,X3#,

]X2

]t
5@X1 ,X4#,

]X3

]x
5@X2 ,X3#1@X1 ,X4#,

]X3

]t
5@X1 ,X5#1@X2 ,X4#,

and generally

]Xn

]x
5@X2 ,Xn#1@X1 ,Xn11#,

]Xn

]t
5@X3 ,Xn#1@X2 ,Xn11#1@X1 ,Xn12#.

Now let us notice that if we ignore thet-dependence and simply consider the system of ordin
differential equations~ODE’s! given by the variablex, then we can solve recursively forXn by
noting first that the off-diagonal part ofX4 is determined from@X1 ,X4#5(X3)x2@X2 ,X3#, and
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that the diagonal part is determined up to an integration constant by (X4)x5@X2 ,X4#
1@X1 ,X5#. Meanwhile, this last equation determines the off-diagonal part ofX5 , while the next
equation will determine the diagonal part, and so on.

Since thet-equations are three term recursion it is a little more complicated to see that
are not overdetermined. First, we get the off-diagonal part ofX4 from the equation for (X2) t .
Then, using the equation for (X3) t we can write the off-diagonal part ofX5 in terms ofX4 and
lower terms. Finally, the diagonal part of (X4) t involves only the off-diagonal part ofX5 , and so
we get an ODE for the diagonal part ofX4 . Meanwhile, the off-diagonal part of (X4) t determines
the off-diagonal part ofX6 in terms ofX5 and lower terms, and the diagonal part of (X5) t involves
only the off-diagonal part ofX6 . Thus the argument continues.

Finally, in order to check that we can solve these two ODE’s simultaneously in order t
X(x,t), we must check that the mixed partials are equal. But this just amounts to checkin
zero-curvature expression is zero for our particularM1 andM2 . As noted above, this is guaran
teed by Eq.~13!.

III. THE ZERO-CURVATURE METHOD AND THE RIEMANN–HILBERT PROBLEM

In this section we describe the zero-curvature approach13 to systems of integrable PDE’s, an
examine its connection with the Adler–Kostant–Symes method of Flaschka, Newell and Ra
the zero-curvature method one uses commutativity of certain flows on a Banach-Lie groupG to
derive a hierarchy of integrable nonlinear PDE’s on the Lie algebra ofG. The flows are generate
by an action of the translation groupRn on G as outlined in the following.

Suppose thatG is a Banach–Lie group which contains closed subgroupsG2 , G1 such that
G2ùG15$I % andG2G1 is open~and usually dense! in G. Then the Lie algebra ofG splits into
the vector space direct sum of subalgebrasg5g2 % g1 . Consider the differentiable actionRn

3G→G given by

tg5expS (
i 51

n

t i Pi D g, ~15!

where $P1 ,...,Pn% is contained in an Abelian subalgebra ofg1 . Note that the action~15! de-
scends to an action ofRn on the quotient spaceG/G1 by

t~gG1!5~ tg!G1 . ~16!

Now let gPG2G1 . ThentgPG2G1 for all t in a neighborhoodU of 0PRn. Hencetg can be
written in a unique way as the product

tg5g2~ t!g1~ t!, tPU, ~17!

whereg6PG6 . We shall refer to~17! as the Riemann–Hilbert factorization oftg. Combining
this with Eq. ~16! it follows that the action ofRn on the GrassmannianG/G1 induces the flow
g2(t)G1 on G/G1 . Since @Pi ,Pj #50, the t i and t j flows commute. Next we will show tha
g2(t) is a ‘‘solution’’ to a hierarchy of nonlinear PDE’s which live on the Lie algebra ofG1 . By
differentiating Eq.~17! and using~15! one obtains

g2
21Pig25g2

21 ]g2

]t i
1

]g1

]t i
g1

21 .

By taking the projectionP1 :g→g1 alongg2 it follows that

P1~g2
21Pig2!5

]g1

]t i
g1

21 .

DenoteMi(t)5P1„g2
21(t)Pig2(t)…. Since the flows commute, the system of equations,
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]g1

]t i
5Mi g1 , i 51,...,n,

satisfies the compatibility condition (g1) tk t l
5(g1) t l tk

which yields the zero-curvature equatio

]Mk

]t l
2

]Ml

]tk
1@Mk ,Ml #50. ~18!

We can think of~18! as an abstract partial differential equation ong1 . In practiceG is usually the
loop group of a linear group, and the zero-curvature condition is equivalent to a nonlinear
satisfied by a matrix elementu(t) of Mk andMl . Sinceu(t) can be explicitly calculated in term
of g2(t) we have the mappings

g°g2~ t!°u~ t!.

The functionu(t) simultaneously solves all equations of the form~18! for different values ofk
and l , and the Riemann–Hilbert factorization establishes the local existence ofu(t). Moreover, it
linearizes the equations foru(t) since a multiplication ofg by exp(DtiPi) corresponds tou(t)
flowing in thet i-direction by the amountDt i . Since the mapg°g2(t) is invariant under the right
multiplication ofg by an element ofG1 , we may assume thatgPG2 . Then by uniqueness of th
splitting we haveg5g2(0), sog encodes the initial values ofu(t).

A convenient analytical structure ofG which suffices to describe a number of integrab
systems can be constructed as follows~see Ref. 5!. Let A denote the Banach algebra of functio
f :S1→C, f (z)5(nPZanzn, with pointwise addition and multiplication, relative to the normi f i1

5(nPZuanu. A consists of continuous functions onS1 which have an absolutely converge
Fourier series. Consider the setGL(n,A) of all invertible elements inM (n,A). HereM (n,A) is
the matrix Banach algebra with the normiAi5( i , j 51

n iAi j i1 . By Wiener’s Lemma14 f (z)21PA if
and only if f (z) vanishes nowhere onS1, henceGL(n,A) is the set of all elementsA such that
det„A(z)…Þ0 for all zPS1. ThusGL(n,A) is a Banach–Lie group as an open submanifold
M (n,A). Let s be a norm preserving involution on the algebraM (n,A), and define

G5$gPGL~n,A!uggs5I %. ~19!

A standard result from the theory of Banach manifolds15 asserts that the groupG is a closed
submanifold ofM (n,A), and hence a Banach–Lie group with Lie algebra,

g5$XPM ~n,A!uX1Xs50%.

Associated with the loop groupG we introduce the subgroups

G15H gPGUg~z!5(
i>0

Ciz
i J , G25H gPGUg~z!5I 1(

i ,0
Ciz

i J .

The Lie algebras ofG2 andG1 are closed subalgebras ofg which they decompose into the dire
sum of vector spaces,g5g2 % g1 . Thus the setG2G1 is open inG. A particular choice ofs and
the action ofRn on G determines the hierarchy of differential equations represented by~18!. Note
that the above construction also includes twisted loop algebras related to systems such
mKdV equation12 and the Neumann oscillator.16 We emphasize that there is a major differen
between this method and that of Flaschka, Newell and Ratiu:the flows are given directly from a
group action and there is no use of a Hamiltonian structure.

To illustrate these remarks let the involutions on M (2,A) be given bygs(z)5ḡt(z) where
the bar conjugates the Fourier coefficients ofg(z), but not the parameterz. Define the action of
R2 on G by
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tg5exp~ t1is3z1t2is3z2!g,

wheres35(0 21
1 0 ). Suppose thatg2(t) is the solution of the Riemann–Hilbert factorization oftg

such thatg2(0,0)5g. If g25I 1A1z211A2z221 ¯ is the Fourier expansion ofg2(t), then
g2

215I 2A1z211(A1
22A2)z221 ¯ . Substituting this intoMk5P1(g2

21is3zkg2) we obtain

M15 is3z1@ is3 ,A1#,

M25 is3z21@ is3 ,A1#z1@ is3 ,A2#2A1@ is3 ,A1#.

Denote

A15S ia u

2ū ib D and A25S p r

s qD ,

wherea andb are real-valued functions oft1 andt2 ~note that the group law inG implies thatA1

has the form specified above!. We then have

M15 is3z12S 0 iu

2ıū 0 D , M25zM112S 2 i uuu2 h

2h̄ i uuu2D
where h5au1 ir . Now it is straightforward to verify that the zero-curvature condition~18!

implies thath5 1
2 ux andu satisfies the NLS equation~13! wherex5t1 and t5t2 .

IV. RELATING THE TWO METHODS

In this section we give a direct proof of the equivalence of the Flaschka–Newell–R
method and the zero-curvature approach. We shall consider a slightly more general type of
equations of which~5! is a special case. In the following it is assumed thatG is a given Banach–
Lie group defined by Eq.~19! whose Lie algebra admits the ad-invariant bilinear form~6!, andg2

satisfiesg2
' 5g2 .

Consider the Riemann-Hilbert splitting onG,

expS (
i 51

n

t iR
pzi D g5g2~ t!g1~ t!, gPG2 , ~20!

where we assume thatRPGL(n,C) is chosen so thatRpziPg1 for somepPN. We associate to
splitting ~20! the generalized AKNS equations on the Lie algebra ofG2 :

]X

]tk
5@P1~zk1pXp!,X#, XPg2 . ~21!

Note that~21! is equivalent with~5! when p51 becauseP1 is the projection containing only
non-negative powers ofz. According to Flaschka–Newell–Ratiu theory, the Lax equations~21!
are commuting flows of ad-invariant Hamiltonians,

Hk
(p)~X!5

1

p11
resz50 Tr~zk1pXp11!, 1<k<n.

Proposition 1: If the flow g2(t)PG2 is obtained by solving the Riemann–Hilbert problem
(20), then X(t)5g2

21(t)Rz21g2(t) is the integral curve of (21) with initial value X(0)
5g21Rz21g.

Proof: DefineX(t)5g2
21(t)Rz21g2(t). Then it readily follows that
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]X

]tk
5FX,g2

21 ]g2

]tk
G . ~22!

On the other hand, by differentiating Eq.~20! we obtain

zk1pXp5g2
21 ]g2

]tk
1

]g1

]tk
g1

21 , ~23!

which yields

]g1

]tk
g1

215P1~zk1pXp!.

Substituting this back into Eq.~23! and using Eq.~22! we conclude thatX(t) is a solution of the
Lax equations~21! with initial value X(0)5g21Rz21g. j

Thus, by solving the Riemann–Hilbert problem one obtains solutions of the AKNS equa
This is not surprising, but one can show that the converse is also true. Namely, if one is g
solution of the AKNS system~21!, then it is possible to construct the flowsg6(t)PG6 without
actually solving the Riemann–Hilbert problem~20!.

Proposition 2: Suppose that X(t)Pg2 is the integral curve of (21) with initial value X(0)
5g21Rz21g for some gPG2 . Then X(t) induces Abelian flows g6(t)PG6 which represent
solutions of the Riemann–Hilbert problem (20). Furthermore, the evolution of X(t) is given by
X(t)5g2

21(t)Rz21g2(t).
Proof: DefineMk

(p)5P1(zk1pXp) andNk
(p)5P2(zk1pXp). For fixedk, solve the following

differential equations forg6PG6 :

]g1

]tk
5Mk

(p)g1 ,
]g2

]tk
5g2Nk

(p) , ~24!

with g1(0)5I and g2(0)5g. Using the decompositionzk1pXp5Nk
(p)1Mk

(p) and Eq.~21! we
have

]X

]tk
52@Nk

(p) ,X#.

This implies

]

]tk
~g2Xg2

21!5S ]X

]tk
1@Nk

(p) ,X# Dg2
2150.

Henceg2(t)X(t)g2
21(t) is a constant loop. ButX(0)5g21Rz21g andg2(0)5g, so it follows

that

X~ t!5g2
21~ t!Rz21g2~ t!. ~25!

Furthermore, in view of Eqs.~25! and ~24! the identity zk1pXp5Nk
(p)1Mk

(p) implies that the
productg2g1 satisfies

]

]tk
~g2g1!5Rpzkg2g1 , k51,2,...,n.

This equation has a unique solutiong2(t)g1(t)5exp((k51
n tkR

pzk)g2(0)g1(0) with initial value
g2(0) g1(0)5g. Hence the flowsg2(t) andg1(t) are solutions of the Riemann–Hilbert prob
lem ~20!. j
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V. THE GEOMETRIC PICTURE

In Ref. 6, Guillemin and Sternberg showed that the flows ing1* obtained from the Adler–
Kostant–Symes method are given by projecting certain flows on the cotangent bundleT* G to
T* G1 , and then identifyingT* G1 with G13g1* via left multiplication. This geometric descrip
tion of the Adler–Kostant–Symes flows is as follows.

Let HPI (g* ). Identify T* G with G3g* via left multiplication, and use this identification t
considerH as a Hamiltonian function onT* G. It is shown in Ref. 6 that this generates the flo
through (g,m)PG3g* given by

~g,m!°„g exp~2tX!,m…, ~26!

whereX5dH(2m). In this section we shall identifydH(2m) with dH/d(2m)Pg.
Notice that under this flow, the spaceG3g1* is invariant. Right multiplication by the invers

induces the action ofG2 on G3g1* given by

h~g,m!5„gh21,Ad* ~h21!m….

Thus, on the open dense subspaceG1G23g1* ,G3g1* we have the projection

p:G1G23g1* →G13g1* ,

p„~g1g2 ,m!…5„g1 ,Ad* ~g2
21!m…,

given by quotienting by the action.
Guillemin and Sternberg show that the Adler–Kostant–Symes flows forHPI (g* ) in g1* are

given by theg1* component of the projection of the flow~26!. Namely, if we write

g exp~2tX!5g1~ t !g2~ t !,

then this flow is given by

m~ t !5Ad* „g2
21~ t !…m0 , m0Pg1* . ~27!

Now, let H1 and H2 be Hamiltonians inI (g1* ) whose flows are parametrized byx and t
variables, respectively. Fixm0Pg1* , and let

P15dH1~2m0!, P25dH2~2m0!.

Sincex and t flows commute we can write

g exp~2xP1!exp~2tP2!5g1~x,t !g2~x,t !. ~28!

Hence Eq.~27! gives the flow

m~x,t !5Ad* „g2
21~x,t !…m0 .

On the other hand, identifyingg1* with g2
' 5g2 we have

m~x,t !5Ad„g2~x,t !…m0 , m0Pg2 . ~29!

From the Adler–Kostant–Symes theoremm satisfies the differential equations

]m

]x
5@P1„dH1~2m!…,m#, ~30!
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]m

]t
5@P1„dH2~2m!…,m#. ~31!

As in Sec. II, the PDE follows from the commutation relation for

P1„dH1~2m!… and P1„dH2~2m!….

From Eq.~28! we have

exp~ tP2!exp~xP1!g215g2
21~x,t !g1

21~x,t !.

Comparing this with the Riemann–Hilbert splitting of the flow exp(xP11tP2)g
21 we conclude that

Mk in Eq. ~18! is given by

Mk52P1~g2Pkg2
21!52P1@Ad~g2!dHk~2m0!#52P1@dHk„Ad~g2!~2m0!…#,

becauseHk is ad-invariant. In view of Eq.~29! it follows that the commutation relations forMk

are equivalent to those forP1@„dHk(2m)…#. Note also that the initial conditions, exemplified b
S for the NLS example in the Flaschka–Newell–Ratiu approach, are determined by theG2 orbit
throughm0 .

Notice that in order to produce the Lax pairs~30!–~31! on g2 we have reduced the flows o
T* G to T* G1,T* (G/G2). Hence, these flows are directly related to Hamiltonian flows on
cotangent bundle of the GrassmannianG/G2 , while the zero-curvature formalism starts wi
flows onG/G1 . The GrassmannianG/G2 is the ‘‘dual Grassmannian’’ toG/G1 . If one iden-
tifies G/G1 to the Grassmannian of subspaces of vectors inL2(S1) which are in theG orbit of the
Hardy spaceL1

2 (S1), then theG orbit of L2
2 (S1) is the collection of dual spaces toG/G1 because

the negative frequency spaceL2
2 (S1) is dual toL1

2 (S1). This duality gives a map fromG/G1 to
G/G2 by sending a subspace inG/G1 to its dual in G/G2 . Since the big cell ofG/G1 is
identified withG2 ~and likewise the big cell ofG/G2 with G1! this map can be considered as
map fromG2 to G1 . However, it is not the case that the flowsg2 andg1 are related by that map
These flows are simply related by the fact that they are projections of the flow throughg in G.

We now show how this works in the NLS example. Here we choosem0Pg2
' 5g2 to be

m052z21is3 , s35S 1 0

0 21D .

UsingH1 andH2 from Eq.~7! we have thatdHk(2m0)5Pk with P15zis3 , P25z2is3 . Finally,
taking g25I 1z21A11z22A21¯ yields

Mk5P1@dHk„2Ad~g2!m0…#.
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Lie algebraic approach to the construction of
„2¿1…-dimensional lattice-field and field integrable
Hamiltonian equations
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Two different methods for the construction of (211)-dimensional integrable
lattice-field and field Hamiltonian dynamical systems are presented. The first
method is based on the so-called central extension procedure applied to the Lie
algebra of shift operators and the Lie algebra of pseudodifferential operators. The
second method is the so-called operand formalism. Both methods allow a construc-
tion of some new integrable nonlinear Hamiltonian lattice-field and field equations
in (211)-dimensional space. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1324651#

I. INTRODUCTION

For the last 20 years algebraic tools, basically theR-matrix approach, have been wide
applied for the construction of nonlinear integrable Hamiltonian dynamical systems. Thi
proach was proposed in pioneer works by Adler,1 Reyman and Semenov-Tian-Shansky,2 and also
by Gelfand and Dikii3 and led finally to the celebrated Adler–Gelfand–Dikii~AGD! scheme. On
the other hand, the notion of bi-Hamiltonicity, introduced by Magri,4 revealed an important featur
of integrable Hamiltonian systems. Actually, it allows a construction of a whole hierarch
commuting vector fields~symmetries! and related gradients~co-symmetries! of conserved quan-
tities in involution with respect to two Poisson brackets which ‘‘decode’’ the notion of
Hamiltonicity. In his famous paper this notion was illustrated on the Harry–Dym, nonli
Schrödinger, mKdV, and KdV equations, and their bi-Hamiltonian structures were found, i.
pair of compatible Poisson~implectic! operators, where compatibility means that a linear com
nation of two Poisson operators is itself a Poisson operator. On the other hand, working in a
of the AGD scheme one can quite readily construct bi-Hamiltonian structures of the a
mentioned dynamical systems and many others. We only need to start from a suitable Lax o
which defines a specific dynamical system. This approach was successfully applied to inte
field (111)-dimensional dynamical systems. In later papers5–7 this formalism was applied to the
construction of integrable lattice dynamical systems.

The next task was to develop this formalism for (211)-dimensional dynamics. However, a
shown by Zakharov and Konopelchenko,8 the regular recursion operatorF for symmetries~or,
respectively,C one for co-symmetries! which admits an implectic–symplectic factorization, i.e
can be presented in the formF5u2•u1

21 (C5u1
21

•u2), where~u1 , u2) is a pair of compatible
implectic operators, constructed from a bi-Hamiltonian formulation of the dynamics, is a
one-dimensional phenomenon. Nevertheless, as was shown in Refs. 9 and 10, equation
11)-dimensions, and in particular the Kadomtsev–Petviashvili equation, admit a new ty
bi-Hamiltonian formulation and thus the result of Ref. 8 is not violated. This generalized
Hamiltonian formulation was given as a kernel representation by Fokas and Santini9,11,12and also
by introducing the Lenard bi-complex scheme in Refs. 13 and 14. In later works11,15,16 the so-

a!Electronic mail: blaszakm@main.amu.edu.pl
2250022-2488/2001/42(1)/225/35/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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called operand formalism was introduced, i.e., the AGD scheme over the noncommutative
formal integro-differential operators with respect to]y . The particular realization of operato
value fields is formally equivalent to the central extension approach with additional space va
y, which allows a construction of a hierarchy of symmetries and a Hamiltonian formula
~Poisson tensor! of the (211)-dimensional dynamical systems. The central extension method
considered in early works by Reiman and Semenov-Tian-Shansky2,17 and also by
Prikarpatsky.18,19 The well-known Sato approach20,21 also allows a construction of a hierarchy
commuting vector fields, but it does not contain a systematic way for the construction
Hamiltonian formulation of (211)-dimensional dynamics. Magnano and Magri22 showed how to
extend the Lenard bicomplex scheme onton-field manifold and developed a method for th
construction of Poisson structures for the Sato hierarchy usingn-fold Hamiltonian formalism.
Thus the results of previous papers9–13,16 were extended onton-field manifold in the
(211)-dimensional case and the problem of the extension of the AGD scheme
(211)-dimensional space for the field dynamical systems was completely solved.

Here we would like to stress that when we work with more then one-field dynamics and
the operand formalism, we are not able to construct a whole hierarchy of commuting vector
which can be fully presented by the central extension approach.

The basic aim of the present paper is to apply the operand formalism for the construct
lattice-field dynamics in (211) dimensions, i.e., dynamics with one discrete and one continu
space variable. The results of this approach were given in Ref. 23 and here we present
detailed theory including many examples. We also present the results of the operand ap
applied to the field dynamical systems. Although this formalism is not as complete as th
proposed by Magri and Magnano, nevertheless it allows some new results which we presen
As it seems to us nowadays, the Magnano–Magri approach cannot be applied for the cons
of the lattice-field two-dimensional dynamics because the Lie algebra of shift operators ha
cific, non-derivative-like’ features of the shifts. Here we develop and generalize the resu
Refs. 9–13, and 16 and work in the frames of the operand formalism. In Sec. II we reca
R-matrix formalism and the AGD scheme. In Sec. III we formulate the central extension p
dure and apply it to the Lie algebras of shift and pseudodifferential~PDO! operators, respectively
We illustrate the results of our approach by many examples of known and
(211)-dimensional systems of lattice-field and field types, putting them into one unified sch
Section IV contains the so-called operand approach to the construction of the extend
Hamiltonian formalism for dynamical systems in (211)-dimensions. We recall the basic notion
of the operand approach, proposed in earlier works by Magri, Morosi, and Tondo,13 and also by
Athorne and Dorfman16 and Fokas and Santini10 and propose some generalizations of this form
ism. The examples considered coincide with those from the previous section but due
operand formalism approach the (211)-dimensional dynamical systems are endowed now wi
generalized bi-Hamiltonian structure. In conclusion we discuss basic results of this work and
open problems.

II. LIE ALGEBRAIC APPROACH TO THE HAMILTONIAN DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS:
R-MATRIX FORMALISM

As mentioned in Sec. I, integrable dynamical systems may be constructed using Lie a
techniques, and the Lax equationLt5@A,L# itself can be considered as some Hamiltonian d
namical system on a suitable Lie algebra. Here we recall basic notions of Lie al
construction.24

Let g be a Lie algebra,g* the dual algebra related tog by theduality map^•,•&g→R,

g* 3g→R: ~a,a!→^a,a&g , aPg, aPg* , ~1!

andD(g* )ªC`(g* ) be a space ofC`-functions ong* . Then, let

ad:g3g→g: ~a,b!°adab, a,bPg, ~2!
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be the adjoint action ofg on g, i.e., the Lie product, and

ad* :g3g* →g* : ~a,a!°ada* a, aPg, aPg* ~3!

be the co-adjoint action ofg on g* . For arbitrarya,bPg andaPg* the following relations hold:

adab5@a,b#, ^ada* a,b&g52^a,adab&g52^a,@a,b#&g , ~4!

where@•,•# is a Lie bracket ong. The Lie bracket is:
~i! skew-symmetric

@a,b#52@b,a# ~5!

and
~ii ! satisfies the Jacobi identity

@@a,b#,c#1@@c,a#,b#1@@b,c#,a#50. ~6!

There exists a naturalLie–Poisson bracketon g* , discovered by Lie25 and rediscovered by
Kirillov, 26 Kostant,27 Souriau,28 and Berezin.29 Let LPg* , functionsHi ,H j belong to the space o
functions ong* : D(g* ), and their gradients¹Hi , ¹H jPg, then the Lie–Poisson bracket rea

$Hi ,H j%~L !ª^L,@¹H j ,¹Hi #&g . ~7!

Consider next a dynamical system defined by

Lt5$H,L%. ~8!

So according to relations~4! and~7!, a Hamiltonian dynamical system ong* can be written down
in the following form:

Lt52ad¹H* L5Q~L !+¹H, LPg* , ¹HPg, ~9!

whereQ(L):g→g* is a Poisson tensor.
We confine our further considerations to such algebras for whichg* can be identified withg.

So, we assume the existence of an invariant metric, i.e., nondegenerate symmetric producg,

~a,b!g5~b,a!g , a,bPg, ~10!

invariant under the adjoint action

~adab,c!g1~b,adac!g50⇔~@a,b#,c!g5~a,@b,c# !g , a,b,cPg. ~11!

In our particular realizations it will be atrace formtr:g→R,

~a,b!g5tr~a•b!5tr~b•a!5~b,a!g , ~12!

where ‘‘• ’’ means some multiplication of the elementsa,bPg. For example, ifg is a Lie algebra
of shift operators ~17!, then, for a5( i ai(n)E i and b5( j bj (n)E j we have a•b
5( i , j ai(n)bj (n1 i )E i 1 j . For the PDO Lie algebra~21! if a5( i ai(x)]x

i andb5( j bj (x)]x
j we

have a•b5( i , j ai(x)]x
i bj (x)]x

j , where ]x
i bj (x)]x

j can be calculated using~22!. Then, we can
identify g* with g, (g* >g) by setting

^a,b&g5~a,b!g , a,bPg,aPg* , ~13!

wherea is identified withaPg. Thus, now we can write the Lie–Poisson bracket as
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$Hi ,H j%~L !5^L,@¹H j ,¹Hi #&g

5~L,@¹H j ,¹Hi # !g

5~¹H j ,@¹Hi ,L# !g[~¹H j ,Q~L !+¹Hi !g , ~14!

where ‘‘+ ’’ means an action of the Poisson operator on the gradient¹H. Hence, equation of
motion ~9! takes the form

Lt52ad¹H* L5Q~L !+¹H5@¹H,L#5ad¹HL. ~15!

We notice that under the above-mentioned identificationg* >g, the co-adjoint action goes ove
into the minus adjoint one.

Now, we can identify the dynamic equation~15! and the Lax equation with a natural Hami
tonian structure

Lt5@A,L#5@¹H,L#5Q~L !+¹H. ~16!

This abstract approach to integrable systems profits with a deeper understanding of the
of integrability as well as equips us with a very general and efficient tool for the constructio
multi-Hamiltonian systems from a scratch. Working with the Lie algebra formalism we will a
it to the construction of finite field dynamical systems. We pick up the Lie algebra of
operators of the form

g5 HL5( i !` ui~n!E i J , ~17!

whereE is a shift operator, which satisfies the simple commutation rule

E iu~n!5~Eiu~n!!E i5u~n1 i !E i , ~18!

E acts onu(n) as a unit shift:Eu(n)ªu(n11), i PZ andu(n) are discrete functions with spac
variablenPZ. For the Lie algebrag of shift operators~18! a trace form ~12! takes the form

tr~a!5trS ( i ai~n!E i D5( 2`
` a0~n!. ~19!

The vector fieldsLt and gradients¹H are conveniently parametrized by

Lt5( i ,`~ui ! tE i , ¹H5( iE 2 i
dH

dui
, ~20!

where dH/dui is variational derivative of a functionalH5(n52`
1` h@u(n)# and h@u(n)#

ªh(u(n), u(n61), u(n62), . . . ). The PDO Liealgebra is given by

g5 HL5( i !`ui~x!]x
i J , ~21!

where]x
k acts ona(x) according to the general Leibniz rule

]x
ka5( i>0Ci

k~Dx
i a!]x

k2 i , ~22!

whereDx5ad]x
, Dxa5ax ,
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Ci
k55

S k
i D for k> i>0

0 for i>k>0 or i ,0

S uku1 i 21
i D ~21! i for k,0, i>0

6
and

S k
i D5

k!

i ! ~k2 i !!
.

Then the trace form ofg ~12! is

tr~L !5trS ( i !`ui~x!]x
i D5E

R
resS ( i !`ui~x!]x

i Ddx5E
R
u21~x!dx, ~23!

and allows us to identifyg* with g. As a consequence, vector fieldsLt and gradients¹H are
conveniently parametrized by

Lt5( i !`~ui ! t]x
i , ¹H~L !5( i !`]x

212 i dH

dui
, ~24!

wheredH/dui is the usual variational derivative of the functionalH5*Rh@u(x)#dx and h@u#
ªh(u, ux , uxx , . . . ). Both Lie algebras contain an infinite number of fields so, because we
interested in dynamical systems with finite number of fields, we have to reduce the Lie–P
bracket~14! onto a suitable submanifoldM̄ . This procedure can be successfully done using theR-
matrix formalism.

Although all considerations in this paper are performed on the algebraic level, one has
much attention to the admissible classes of functions, i.e., such that the action of all cons
objects on them do make sense. At least in one space dimension it is obvious that the
manifoldM can be considered as a topological linear space of complex-valued,C`-functionsf of
a real variablexPR such thatD21f is well defined and*V f dx,`. In the case of lattice
functions, the continuous space variablexPR is replaced by a discrete integer variablenPZ. In
such a case, we assume that the series(n52`

n51` f (n) must be absolutely convergent. In two spa
dimensions the situation is even more delicate as all equations are nonlocal, but the nonloc
of a special form. For field systems, for example, operatorsDx

21 ,Dy
21 never appear alone bu

always in pairsDx
21Dy or Dy

21Dx . That is, the hierarchies of symmetries and conservation l
belong to a field of so-called quasilocal functions.30 Of courseM should be choosen as careful
as in the one-dimensional case.

Let us consider a nonlinear dynamical system

ut5K@u# ~25!

on a Poisson manifoldM , i.e., a manifold endowed with a Poisson structure,uPM is
n-component field (n>1), KPTM is a vector field from the tangent bundle ofM . Let g̃ be an
Abelian Lie algebra of Hamiltonian symmetries of~25!. Then consider another Lie algebrag such
that g̃ is isomorphic to its some subalgebra. So, for a givenãPg̃ we denote bya its counterpart
from g. Finally, we assume the existence of some ‘‘momentum mapping’’L:M→g* such that
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M →
L

g*

øã ↓ ↓ ada*

M →
L

g*

is commuting for anyãPg̃. Here f ã denotes a Hamiltonian Poisson action with infinitesim
generatorã. Additionally we assume the existence of a trace form tr:g→R ~12! allowing us to
identify g* with g. As a result of the above assumptions one can represent the Poisson str
on the manifoldM as a standard reduction onM of the canonical Lie–Poisson structure on t
g* >g:

$hi ,hj%~u![$Hi ,H j%~L !ª~L,@¹H j ,¹Hi # !g , ~27!

where the functionalshi , hj belong to the functional spaceD(g). The main reason for such
construction is thata priori we do not know the explicit form of the dynamics~25! and the related
Poisson structure. On the other hand, choosing an appropriate algebrag, we select the admissible
mapsL, and for eachL first we construct a respective Hamiltonian subalgebra ong and then we
reconstruct the related subalgebrag̃ on M . Hence, as regards the integrable Poissonian flows~25!
on M , we intend to construct a hierarchy of Poisson commuting functionalsHiªhiPD(M ), i
PZ1 , which can be produced first ong via the standardR-martix approach.25,31

We will consider a Casimir functionalC of the Lie–Poisson bracket~27!, satisfying

@¹C~L !,L#50. ~28!

The role of the Casimir functionals in theR-matrix formalism will be cleared in the following.
As we are interested in finite field dynamical systems, we have to construct an invarian

respect to ad-operation submanifoldM̄ . Assume that the Lie algebrag admits a standard
R-structure, that is the new Lie bracket32

@a,b#Rª@a,Rb#1@Ra,b# ~29!

defined by some linear homomorphismR:g→g. The adR-operation must be associative wit
respect to this bracket, i.e.,

ada
R@b,c#R5@ada

Rb,c#R1@b,adc
R#R , ~30!

where now

ada
Rb5@a,b#R , ~31!

or, in other words, the new Lie bracket must satisfy the Jacobi identity or sufficiently the follo
modified Yang–Baxter@mYB(q)# equation

@Ra,Rb#2R~@a,b#R!52q@a,b# ~32!

for any a,bPg and constantq.32

Consider the following Poisson structures on the double Lie algebra (R,g):33,7

$Hi ,H j%1~L !ª~¹H j ,Q1~L !+¹Hi !g , ~33!

$Hi ,H j%2~L !ª~¹H j ,Q2~L !+¹Hi !g , ~34!

whereLPg* .g is a Hill’s type ~scalar! Lax operator and the respective Poisson tensors are
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Q1~L !+¹Hª@R¹H,L#1R * @¹H,L#, ~35!

Q2~L !+¹HªA1~L¹H !L2LA2~¹HL !1S~¹HL !L2LS* ~L¹H !, ~36!

where for the second Poisson structure

A11S5A21S* 5R, ~37!

the linear mapsA1,2:g→g are skew-symmetric (A1,2* 52A1,2) with respect to the trace duality an
the linear mapS:g→g with the adjointS* satisfies

S@A2~a!,b#1@a,A2~b!#5@S~a!,S~b!#,
~38!

S* @A1~a!,b#1@a,A1~b!#5@S* ~a!,S* ~b!#, a,bPg.

These are the most general, linear, and quadratic inL, Poisson tensors ong which are compatible
as it is not difficult to check thatQ2(L1«1)5Q2(L)1«Q1(L). We recall that two Poisson
tensors are called compatible if their linear combination is also a Poisson tensor. The compa
condition is needed for the construction of recursion operator and a hierarchy of commuting
fields. The reader can find more detailed information in Ref. 24. Besides, one can verify th
solutions of Eq.~28!: ¹H5¹C(L), we get

Q1~L !+¹C5@R¹C,L#,

Q2~L !+¹C5@R~L•¹C!,L#, ~39!

which are in the form of Lie–Poisson bracket.
Theorem 1 „Ref. 31…: Given a set of Casimir functionals CiPD(g* ),i PZ1 solving Eq. (28),

all the reduced on M̄functionals Ciªci@u# uPM̄ are in involution with respect to the Poisso
brackets

$ci ,cj%us
~u![$Ci ,Cj%Qs

~L !5~¹Cj ,Qs~L !+¹Ci !g50, s51,2, ~40!

reduced from g* on M̄ according to the diagram (26), whereQs(L) are Poisson tensors on g*
andus(u) are respective Poisson tensors on M¯. Moreover the momentum mapping L:M→g* and
Hamiltonian functionals Ci(L) satisfy the following evolution equations on g* >g:

Lti
5adR(Ls21

•¹Ci )
L5@R~Ls21

•¹Ci !,L#5Qs~L !+¹Ci , s51,2, ~41!

which is just a Lax representation of the dynamical system (25), i.e., A5R(Ls21
•¹Ci).

To construct the simplestR-structure let us assume that the Lie algebrag can be split into a
direct sum of Lie subalgebrasg1 andg2 , i.e.,

g5g1 % g2 , @g6 ,g6#,g6 . ~42!

Denoting the projections onto these subalgebras byP6 : P6gªg6 , it is easy to verify that

R5 1
2 ~P12P2! ~43!

solves the mYB~1
4! and hence defines anR-structure ong. For both Lie algebras considered:

R5 1
2 ~P>k2P,k!, ~44!

where for the Lie algebra of shift operators
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P>kgªg>k5( i>kui~n!E i , P,kgªg,k5( i ,kui~n!E i ,

~45!
P>k* 5P<2k , P,k* 5P.2k , k50,1.

and for the PDO Lie algebra

P>kg5g>k5 H( i>k~ui !]x
i J , P,kg5g,k5 H( i ,k~ui !]x

i J ,

~46!
P>k* 5P,2k , P,k* 5P>2k , k50,1,2.

Notice that from~28! and the fact thatP>k1P,k51 we have

@R~Ls21
•¹Ci !,L#5@P>k~Ls21

•¹Ci !,L#, s51,2. ~47!

Thus, the introduction of anR-matrix ong turns the algebra into a Hamiltonian phase spa
With the results of this section we have demonstrated that theR-matrix approach is a powerfu
tool for constructing multi-Hamiltonian formulation~41! of dynamical systems in (111) dimen-
sions. The details of multi-Hamiltonian dynamics in the casek50 for the Lie algebra of shift
operators~17! and in the casek50,1 for the PDO Lie algebra~21! the reader can find in literatur
~see, e.g., Refs. 7, 24, 31, 34–36!. Here we will use this formalism in further considerations, i.
for the construction of (211) dimensional dynamics.

III. CENTRAL EXTENSION APPROACH

Assume now that the Lie algebrag ~PDO or shift operators! depends effectively on an
independent parameteryPS1, which naturally generates the corresponding current operator
algebraC(g)5C`(S1;g) with the following modified Tr-operation:

Tr aªE
S1

tr~a!dy, ~48!

where tr operation is defined by~19! for the Lie algebra of shift operators and by~23! for the PDO
Lie algebra. The scalar product reads

~a,b!C(g)ªTr~a•b! ~49!

for a and bPC(g). The current Lie algebraC(g) can be naturally extended via the centr
extension procedure:C(g)→C̄(g)5C(g) % C with the following Lie product:

@~a,a!,~b,b!#ª~@a,b#,v2~a,b!!, ~50!

wherea,bPC andv2 :C(g)3C(g)→C is the standard Maurer-Cartan two-cocycle onC(g):

v2~a,b!ªE
S1

dy~a,Dyb!g5TrS a•
db

dyD , a,bPC~g!. ~51!

The appropriate momentum map:

L̄:M→C̄~g* ! ~52!

is associated with the corresponding current Lie algebra action ofC̄(g) on M .
Let us repeat theR-matrix approach for the current Lie algebraC̄(g).
Casimir functionalsCPD(C̄(g)) satisfy now the so-called Novikov–Lax equation
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@¹C,L#1Dy¹C50, ~53!

for all L̄ª(L,1)PC̄(g* )>C̄(g). TheR-structureR̄PHom(C̄(g)) is defined as follows:

@~a,a!,~b,b!#R̄ª~@a,b#R ,v2
R~a,b!!, ~54!

wherev2
R(a,b)ªv2(R a,b)1v2(a,Rb).

Theorem 2 „Ref. 17…: Given a set of Casimir functionals CiPD(C̄(g)) solving Eq. (53), all

the reduced on M functionals Ciªci(u), uPM̄ , are in involution with respect to the Poisso
bracket

$ci ,cj%~u![$Ci ,Cj%R̄~L !

5~L,@¹Cj ,¹Ci #R!C(g)1v2
R~¹Ci ,¹Cj ! ~55!

5~¹Cj ,Q1~L !+¹Ci !C(g)1v2
R~¹Ci ,¹Cj !50 ~56!

reduced from C̄(g) on M with respect to the diagram (26). Moreover, the momentum m

L̄:M→C̄(g) and Casimir functionals Ci , satisfy the following hierarchy of evolution equation:

Lti
5@R¹Ci ,L#1Dy~R¹Ci !

5~Q1~L !1DyR!+¹Ci

5@R¹Ci ,L2]y#ªQ1~L,]y!+¹Ci , i PZ. ~57!

The quadratic structureQ2(L,]y)5Q2(L)1DyR does not survive the central extension as
fails the property of Jacobi identity. Thus, the second Poisson structure should be esse
modified. We use in the last part of this article the so-called operand approach to derive the
Poisson structures of (211)-dimensional systems in a generalized sense. In the following se
we illustrate the cental extension approach for Lie algebra of shift operators and for the PD
algebra.

A. Extended Lie algebra of shift operators

Here we will consider the central extension for the Lie algebra of shift operators.23 The
restricted finite field Lax operator reads

k50:L5E n1a1un1a21E n1a211 ¯ 1uaE a, 2n,a<0, ~58!

and the casea50 is also included. Lax dynamics fora50 are purely (211)-dimensional effect
and they cannot be reduced onto (111)-dimensional space.

The Poisson structure~57! linear with respect to the restricted Lax operator~58!, related to
R5 1

2(P>02P,0) and the relations~45!, follows from the centrally extended (L→L2]y) linear
Poisson structureQ1(L) ~35! for (111)-lattice systems:23

Lt5Q1~L,]y!+¹H

5@R¹H,L2]y#1R* @¹H,L2]y#

52adL~¹H !>01~adL¹H !.02~Dy¹H !.01Dy~¹H !>0 , ~59!

when substituteH[C with the condition@¹C,L2]y#50 ~53!. On the other hand, from the
relationP>01P,051 the hierarchy~57! takes the form

Lti
5@P>0¹Ci ,L2]y#. ~60!
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Equation~53! for Casimir functionals can be solved putting

¹Ci~L !ª(
j < i

ajE j , i 51,2,. . . , ~61!

where the function parametersaj are obtained from~53! succesively via the recurrent procedur
Notice that although the solutions~61! are in the form of infinite series, in fact we need only the
finite partsP>0¹Ci . In the following we present (211)-dimensional generalizations of som
known lattice systems as well as some new examples of lattice-field systems.

Examples. We illustrate in detail the presented formalism on the first example.
(1) The lattice-field Benjamin–Ono equation: n51,a50.
This case does not exist in the one-dimensional lattice case. The Lax operator has the fo14,37

L5E1u. ~62!

Using ~20! for the above Lax operator we get

¹H5
dH

du
~63!

and substituting it in~59! we get the Poisson tensor for this system in the form

u15Dy . ~64!

To construct a hierarchy of vector fields we use~61! for i 51,2,3, . . . and find

P>0¹C15E1u,

P>0¹C25E 21@u~n11!1u~n!#E1u2~n!1Hu~n!y , ~65!

P>0¹C35E 31@u~n12!1u~n11!1u~n!#E 2

3@u2~n11!1u~n11!u~n!1u2~n!1 1
4 ~E21!~u~n!y13H 2u~n!y!#E

1 1
4 u~n!yy1u~n!31 2

4Hu~n!u~n!y1 2
3 u~n!Hu~n!y1 3

4H 2u~n!yy , . . . .

Then, substituting the results to Eq.~60!, we get the first equations of the hierarchy

u~n! t1
5uy ,

u~n! t2
52uuy1Huyy ,

~66!

u~n! t3
5 1

4 uyyy13u2uy1 3
2H~uuy!y1 3

2 ~uHuy!y1 3
4H 2uyyy ,

A,

whereH5(E11)/(E21).
(2) The lattice-field Toda equation: n52,a51.
The Lax operator takes the form23

L5E1p1vE 21. ~67!

Poisson tensor for the lattice-field Toda equation is given by
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u15S 0 v~12E21!

~E21!v Dy
D ~68!

and the first equations from the hierarchy read:

S v~n!

p~n! D
t1

5S v~n!@p~n!2p~n21!#

v~n11!2v~n!1p~n!y
D ,

v~n! t2
5v~n!@p2~n!2p2~n21!1v~n11!2v~n21!1p~n!y1p~n21!y#,

~69!
p~n! t2

5v~n11!@p~n11!1p~n!#2v~n!@p~n21!1p~n!#1v~n!y

1v~n11!y1Hp~n!yy12p~n!p~n!y ,

A.

The first equation from this hierarchy was derived for the first time in a different representati
Mikhailov38,39 and in the Lagrange form was given in Ref. 40. Here we present a Hamilto
representation of the (211)-dimensional Toda equation and its hierarchy.

(3) The case: n52,a50.
This case does not exist in the one-dimensional lattice. The Lax operator takes the for

L5E 21uE1w. ~70!

The Poisson tensor for this case is given by

u15S Dy 0

0 E2E21D ~71!

and the first equation from the hierarchy is

S u~n!

w~n! D
t1

5S u~n!H 21u~n!2w~n11!1w~n!

2~E11!21u~n!y
D , . . . . ~72!

Notice that eliminating thew variables we get

u~n! tt5H 21uy1~uH 21u! t ~73!

and then interchanging the variablesy↔t and puttingH 21uªv,

v~n! t5Hvyy2~vHv !y . ~74!

This is the lattice-field equation unknown so far~at least to the knowledge of the authors!.
(4) The case: n53,a521.
The Lax operator takes the form

L5E 21pE1v1uE 21. ~75!

The Poisson tensor for this case is given by

u15S 0 u~12E21! 0

~E21!u Dy 0

0 0 E2E21
D ~76!
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and the first equations from the hierarchy read

S u~n!

v~n!

p~n!
D

t1

5S u~n!H 21p~n21!

u~n11!2u~n!1~E11!21p~n!y

v~n11!2v~n!2p~n!H 21p~n!
D ,

S u~n!

v~n!

p~n!
D

t2

5S u~n!@v~n!2v~n21!#
p~n!u~n11!2p~n21!u~n!1v~n!y

u~n12!2u~n!1p~n!y

D , ~77!

A.

This is the lattice-field hierarchy unknown so far.

B. Extended PDO Lie algebra

The Poisson bracket on the extended current PDO Lie algebra admits only a linear P
structure related to

R5 1
2 ~P>k2P,k!, k50,1. ~78!

The new Poisson structure coming from~46! and ~35! is

Lt5Q1~L,]y!+¹H

5@R¹H,L2]y#1R* @¹H,L2]y#

52adL~¹H !>k1~adL¹H !.2k2~Dy¹H !.2k1Dy~¹H !>k . ~79!

The quadratic structure, as was mentioned earlier, does not survive the central extension a
the property of the Jacobi identity. Again Eq.~53! for Casimir functionals can be solved puttin

¹Ci~L !ª(
j < i

aj]x
j , i 51,2,. . . , ~80!

where the function parametersaj are obtained from~53! successively via the recurrent procedu
Here we will use restricted Lax operators,

k50:L5]x
N1uN22]x

N221 . . . 1u1]x
11u0 , ~81!

k51:L5]x
N1uN21]x

N211 ¯ 1u01]x
21u21 . ~82!

Here again the choiceH[C leads from Eq.~79! to Eq. ~57! and finally to the form

Lti
5@P>k¹Ci ,L2]y# ~83!

asP>k1P,k51 and henceR5P>k2 1
2. We will ilustrate this formalism in a few examples.

Examples. We illustrate the above formalism for the PDO Lie algebra on the first exam
(1) The KP equation: k50,N52.
The KP equation is a (211)-dimensional extension of the KdV equation. The Lax opera

for the KP equation has the form17,37

L5]x
21u. ~84!
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Using ~24! for this Lax operator we get

¹H5]x
21 dH

du
~85!

and subsituting this gradient and the Lax operator in~79! we derive the Poisson tensor for the K
equation

u152Dx . ~86!

Applying formula ~80! for i 51,2,3,. . . , etc., and subsituting the respective projections of gra
entsP>0¹Ci into ~83!, we derive the KP hierarchy

ut1
5ux ,

ut2
5uy ,

ut3
5uxxx16uux13Dx

21uyy ,

~87!
ut4

5uxxy14uuy12uxDx
21uy1Dx

22uyyy ,

ut5
5u5x110uuxxx120uxuxx130u2ux110uxyy110uxDx

22uyy

1Dx
21~5Dx

22u4y130uy
2130uuyy120uxyDx

21uy120uxDx
21uyy!,

A.

(2) The(211)-Boussinesq equation: k50,N53.
The Lax operator is given by23

L5]x
31u]x1v. ~88!

Poisson tensor for the Boussinesq equation takes the form

u15S 0 3Dx

3Dx 0 D . ~89!

Applying formulas~80! and ~83! we get the hierarchy

S u
v D

t1

5S ux

vx
D ,

~90!

S u
v D

t2

5S u2x22vx

2
3 ~u3x1uux2uy!2vxx

D .

Elliminating the fieldv from this equation we can derive the (211)-dimensional Boussines
equation

utt52 1
3 u4x2 2

3 ~u2!xx2
4
3 uxy . ~91!

This equation coincides with the KP equation after the replacementt↔y,
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S u
v D

t3

5S uy

vy
D , ~92!

ut4
52vxxx14~uv !x2u4x2~u2!xx22uxy14vy ,

v t4
5v4x12uvxx12~v2!x22vxy12uxvx2 2

3 ~u5x13uuxxx16uxuxx12u2ux!

1 4
3 Dx

21uyy2
2
3 uxxy ,

ut5
5u5x15~uuxx!x15u2ux15~uxv !x210vvx15uxxy15uuy15uxDx

21uy

25Dx
21uyy ,

v t5
5v5x15~uv !xxx15~uxxv !x15~u2v !x25~v2!xx15vxxy110uyv15uvy

15vxDx
21uy25Dx

21vyy ,

ut6
56u3xy14vxxy26uuxy14uvy16uyv25uyy22Dx

21vyy22uxxDx
21uy

14vxDx
21uy12uxDx

21vy ,

v t6
58u4xy16v3xy14uuxxy18uxyy212~uxuy!x24u2uy16uvxy124uyvx

118vvy23vyy24uxxxDx
21uy24uuxDx

21uy16vxxDx
21uy16vxDx

21vy

24~uDx
21uy!y ,

A.

3 The case: k50, N54.
The Lax operator is

L5]x
41u]x

21v]x1w. ~93!

The Poisson tensor is given by

u15S 0 0 4Dx

0 4Dx 2Dx
2

4Dx 22Dx
2 2Dx

31uDx1Dxu
D . ~94!

Applying formulas~80! and ~83! we get the hierarchy of commuting vector fields
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S u
v
w
D

t1

5S ux

vx

wx

D ,

S u
v
w
D

t2

5S 22uxx12vx

2wx1vxx22uxxx2uux

wxx2
1
2 ~u4x1uuxx1vux1uy!

D ,

ut3
52u5x220v4x140wxxx140~uw!x240uxxv220uvxx

120~vx!
2245uxvx210uuxxx215u2ux132uxy240vy ,

v t3
510u6x228v5x140w4x140~vw!x240uvxxx140~uwx!x

2100uxvxx2110uxxvx15~u2!4x215~u2v !x220vxy240wy130uxxy110uuy ,
~95!

wt3
55u7x212v6x112w5x120~wx!

2120vxwx120vwxx

120uwxxx112uxwxx15uu5x15~uux!4x210~uv !4x

15u2wx210u~uv !xx15v~uux!x210v~uv !x15u~uux!xx

12uxxwx220wxy115u3xy210vxxy110Dx
21uyy115uuxy15uxuy210uvy ,

A.

(4). The case: k51,N50.
This case does not exist in (111)-dimensions. The Lax operator reads23

L5u1]x
21w. ~96!

For this Lax operator we get the Poisson tensor

u15S 0 2Dy

2Dy 0 D ~97!

and applying formulas~80! and ~83! we find the hierarchy

S u
wD

t1

5S ux

wx
D ,

S u

wD
t2

5S uxx12wx22uxDy
21ux

2wxx22~wDy
21ux!x

D ,

ut3
5uxxx23~uxDy

21ux!x23uxDy
21wx23~wDy

21ux!x23wxDy
21ux

16uxDy
21uxDy

21ux , ~98!

wt3
5wxxx13~wxDy

21ux!x23~wDy
21wx!x16~wDy

21uxDy
21ux!x ,

A.
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(5). The case: k51,N52.
The Lax operator has the form

L5]x
21u]x1v1]x

21w. ~99!

For this Lax operator we get the Poisson tensor

u15S 0 0 2Dx

0 2Dx Dx
22Dy1uDx

2Dx 2Dx
22Dy1Dxu 0

D ~100!

and applying formulas~80! and ~83! we find the hierarchy

S u
v
w
D

t1

5S ux

vx

wx

D ,

S u
v
w
D

t2

5S 2vx1uy

2wx1vxx1uvx

2wxx1~wu!x

D ,

ut3
5uxxx2

3
2 u2ux16~uv !x16vxx112wx16vy13Dx

21uyy

13uxDx
21uy ,

~101!

v t3
5vxxx1

3
2 ~wu!x1 3

2 uvxx1
3
2 uwx1 3

4 uxvx1 3
2 vvx1 3

8 u2vx

1 3
4 vxDx

21uy,

wt3
5wxxx2

3
2 ~wu!xx1

3
4 ~wux!x1 3

2 ~wv !x1 3
8 ~u2w!x1 3

4 wuy

1 3
4 wxDx

21uy ,

A.

The reductionv5w50 gives the mKP equation

ut3
5uxxx2

3
2 u2ux13Dx

21uyy13uxDx
21uy . ~102!

The Poisson tensor~100! after the Dirac reduction procedure takes the form

u158~Dx2DyDx
211u!21Dx~u2Dx2Dx

21Dy!21 ~103!

and the respective symplectic operator

J5u1
215 1

8 ~u2Dx2Dx
21Dy!Dx

21~Dx2DyDx
211u!. ~104!

IV. THE OPERAND APPROACH

In this section we implement the ideas of Magri–Morosi–Tondo13,14 and
Athorne–Dorfman–Fokas11,15,16of the so-calledoperand approachin the frames of theR-matrix
formalism. This gives us a powerful tool for the construction of multi-Hamiltonian bilocal
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malism of integrable systems in (211)-dimensions.
The basic idea of the operand approach is the assumption that the elementu satisfies the

condition:u[ûPM̂,C(`)(Z3(R/2pZ);B) with B being some associative algebra, for instan
the algebra of pseudodifferential operators. Thus, we pass from field variables to operato
ables. All considerations for the (111)-dimensional case can be extended over the operator
with the only modification related to noncommutativity ofû elements. AsM̂ is some operator
manifold, we produce bi-Hamiltonian operator vector fields with two Poisson operands~operators
acting in the space of operators!.

To compare the results with the central extension approach let us consider the following

L̂5 (
i !`

ûiT i , T5$E or ]x%, ûi5ui iÞ0, û05u02]y , ~105!

where the operator]y is such that ad]y
5Dy , so we haveL̂5L2]y . On the operator-field Lie

algebraĝ we define an invariant nondegenerate scalar product

~ â,b̂! ĝ5~ b̂,â!5Tr~ â•b̂!5E
2`

1`E
0

2p

Ŝp~ â•b̂!dx dy, â,b̂Pĝ, ~106!

where Ŝp(â•b̂• ĉ)ªtr(â•b̂• ĉ), and Ŝp(â•b̂• ĉ)5Ŝp(ĉ•â•b̂)5Ŝp(b̂• ĉ•â) for any â,b̂,ĉPĝ. The
bi-Hamiltonian formalism onM̂ produces, of course, hierarchies of commuting operator ve
fields K̂@ û#, i.e., the vector fields which are polynomials in]y operator

K̂@ û#5( i>0 Ki@u#]y
i . ~107!

What we have to do, is to find through appropriate linear combinations,]y-free vector fields, i.e.,
‘‘physical’’ objects.

Here we show how to calculate gradients of operator Hamiltonians and commutator o
vector operator fields in the PDO case. Let

Ĥ@ û#5E
2`

1`

ĥ@ û#dx5E
2`

1`

~ û22~ ûx!
2!dx ~108!

and take a realization of the fieldû in terms of]y in the form

û5u1]y , ~109!

where now

Ĥ@u,]y#5E
2`

1`E
0

2p

~~u1]y!22~ux!
2!dx dy

5E
2`

1`E
0

2p

~u21uy12u]y1]y
22~ux!

2!dx dy

5E
2`

1`E
0

2p

~u21uy2~ux!
2!dx dy1H E

2`

1`E
0

2p

2u dx dyJ ]y

1H E
2`

1`E
0

2p

1 dx dyJ ]y
2 . ~110!

The gradient ofĤ@u,]y# is given by
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dĤ@u,]y#5^¹ĥ@u,]y#,du&, ~111!

¹Ĥ@u,]y#52u12uxx12]y , ~112!

where^.,.& is a dual map onM̂ .
Let us take two vector operator fields,

K̂1@ û#5û, K̂2@ û#5ûûx ~113!

which are presented using the realization~109! in the form

K̂1@ û#5u1]y , K̂2@ û#5~u1]y!ux5uux1uxy1ux]y

and their commutator

@K̂1@ û#,K̂2@ û##5K̂18@ û#@K̂2@ û##2K̂28@ û#@K̂1@ û##, ~114!

where ‘‘prim’’ means a Frechet derivative which is calculated in the following way:

K̂8@ û#@V̂#5S ( i>0 Ki8@u#]y
i D @V̂#5( i>0 Ki8@u#@V̂#]y

i 5( i>0 lim«→0

dKi@u1eV̂#

de
]y

i .

Calculating the commutator~114! we get

@K̂1@ û#,K̂2@ û##51•@uux1uxy1ux]y#

2~ux1uDx1DxDy!@u1]y#1Dx@u1]y#]y

52uux2uxy2ux]y . ~115!

In a similar way one can perform these calculations for the shift operator algebra just chang
integral overx by the infinite summation overn.

Theorem 3 „Ref. 41…: Let û1 and û2 be two compatible Poisson operands such thatû1 is

f -type (i.e., ]y free) andû25 ū2eR]y
û15 ũ2eû1R]y

, where R]y
stands for the right multiplica-

tion by ]y , ū, ũ are f-type operators ande5const.Let ¹h05constPkerû1 , then

Knª û1+ (
k50

n

ekS n
kD Ĉn2kR]y

k ¹h0ª û1+Q̂n¹h0 , ~116!

whereĈ5 û1
21û25C̃2eR]y

is a recursion operand for covector fields on Mˆ , are f-type vector

fields.
Proof: From the property of binomial coefficients

S n11
k D5S n

kD1S n
k21D ~117!

it is easy to verify that

Kn115 û1+ (
k50

n

ekS n
kD Ĉn2k11R]y

k ¹h0

1 û1+ (
k50

n

ek11S n
kD Ĉn2kR]y

k11¹h0
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5 û1+~ĈQ̂n1eQ̂nR]y
!¹h05 û1+~C̃Q̂n¹h01e@Q̂n ,R]y

#¹h0!. ~118!

If C̃ andQ̂n¹h0 are f -type, then@Q̂n ,R]y
#¹h0 andKn11 are f -type too, and henceKn(¹h0) are

f -type vector fields.
Lemma 1: If basic operator vector fieldsû2+¹h0]y

k commute

@ û2+¹h0]y
k ,û2+¹h0]y

l #50 ~119!

and leave the recursion operand invariant with respect to a Lie derivativeL:

Lû2+¹h0]
x
kF̂50, ~120!

whereF̂5 û2û1
215F̄2eR]y

, then Kn constitute a commuting hierarchy of Hamiltonian vect

fields.
There are two special cases of the general formula~116!:
Lemma 2: Take the assumptions from Theorem 3.
~i! If ¹h0]x

kPker û1 , k50,1,2,. . . , then16

Knª(
k50

n

ekS n
kD F̂n2k+ û2¹h0]y

k . ~121!

~ii ! If ¹h0Pker û1 ,û2 then û2+¹h0]y
k[F̂û1+¹h0]y

k and13,14

Knª(
k51

n

ekS n
kD F̂n2k+ û1¹h0]y

k . ~122!

The formula~121! was derived by Athorne and Dorfman.16 In their article they applied the
operand formalism for the construction of the KP hierarchy.

Lemma 3: If L̂5L2]y then

~i! û1 is of f type,
~ii ! and û25 ū2R]y

û1 , whereū is of f-type.

Proof of this lemma follows immediately from the fact that adL̂⇔ f -type operator and
ad

L̂

1⇔ f -type 22R]y
. Notice thatû1 operand when applied to thef -type covectors~i.e., when

reduce toM,M̂ ), is equal tou1 constructed via the central extension.
Let us consider the operand formalism for the Lie algebra of shift operators and for the

Lie algebra.

A. Lie algebra of shift operators with operator-valued fields

The Lax operator for operator valued variables have the following form:

k50:L̂5E n1a1ûn1a21E n1a211 ¯ 1ûaE a, 2n,a<0, aPZ. ~123!

As a consequence, from~106! and ~19!, vector fieldsLt and gradients¹H are conveniently
parametrized by

L̂ t5(
i

~ ûi ! tE i , ¹Ĥ5(
i

E 2 i
dĤ

dui
, ~124!
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wheredĤ/dui is the variational derivative of an operator-valued functionalĤ@u,]y#. The linear
and quadratic Poisson tensors are

L̂ t5Q̂1~ L̂ !+¹Ĥ52adL̂~¹Ĥ !>01~adL̂¹Ĥ !.0 , ~125!

L̂ t5Q̂2~ L̂ !+¹Ĥ52 1
2 adL̂~ad

L̂

1
¹Ĥ !>01 1

2 ad
L̂

1
~adL̂¹Ĥ !.0

1 1
2 adL̂Pn1a~adL̂¹Ĥ !0 , ~126!

where

Pn1a5~En1a11!~En1a21!21. ~127!

The Q2(L) for commuting fields, derived in Ref. 7, is just the~36! one, where now

A15P>12P,02Pn1aP0 ,

A25P>12P,01Pn1aP0 ,
~128!

S5P01Pn1aP0 ,

S* 5P02Pn1aP0 .

Examples.Here, with the help of the operand formalism, we reconstruct the results of ce
extension approach applied to the algebra of shift operators.

(1) The case of n51, a50:
The Lax operator reads

L̂5E1u2]y. ~129!

For this Lax operator, using~124!, we get the following gradient:

¹Ĥ5
dĤ

du
. ~130!

Substituting this Lax operator and gradient into~125!, ~126!, we derive the first Poisson
operand

û152adu1Dy , ~131!

and the second Poisson operand

û252 1
2 adu

1adu1 1
2 adu

1Dy1 1
2 Dyadu2 1

2 Dy
21 1

2 aduH adu

2 1
2 DyH adu2 1

2 adu HDy1 1
2HDx

21Ruy
1~adu2Dy!R]y

. ~132!

The recursion operand is given by

F̂5 1
2 adu

12 1
2 Dy2 1

2 adu H1 1
2HDy2R]y

, ~133!

deduced for the first time by Morosi and Tondo14 via a completely different approach. Takin
¹h051Pker û1 , û2 and applying the reduced formula~122! we get the hierarchy

u~n! t1
5uy ,
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u~n! t2
52uuy1Huyy ,

~134!
u~n! t3

5 1
4 uyyy13u2uy1 3

2H~uuy!y1 3
2 ~uHuy!y1 3

4H 2uyyy ,

A,

whereH5(E11)/(E21).
(2) The lattice-field Toda (Ref. 41): n52, a521.
The Lax operator has the form

L̂5E1p2]y1vE 21. ~135!

For this Lax operator, using~124!, we get the following gradient

¹Ĥ5
dĤ

dp
1E dĤ

dv
. ~136!

Substituting this Lax operator and gradient into~125!, ~126!, we derive the first Poisson operan

û15S 0 Rv2vE21

ERv2v 2~adp2Dy!
D ~137!

and the second Poisson operand

û25 ū2R]y
û1 , ~138!

where

ū115~RvE2vE21!~E21!21~ERv2v !,

ū125~Rv2vE21!~E21!21~ERp2p1Dy!1Rvy
,

ū215~RpE2p1Dy!~E21!21~ERv2v !,

ū225ERv2vE212~RpE2p1Dy!~E21!21~adp2Dy!.

The recursion operand is given by

F̂5 û2û1
215F̄2R]y

I , ~139!

where

F̄115@RvE12vE21#@E121#21@adp2Dy#@Rv2vE21#21

1@vE212Rv#@E121#21@E1Rp2p1Dy#@vE212Rv#21

2Rvx
@vE212Rv#21,

F̄125@RvE12vE21#@E121#21,

F̄215@vE212E1Rv#@vE212Rv#21,
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F̄225@RpE12p1Dy#@E121#21

and I is a unit matrix. Taking

¹h05S 0
1DPkerû1 ,

the general formula~116! gives the hierarchy

S v~n!

p~n! D
t1

5S v~n!@p~n!2p~n21!#

v~n11!2v~n!1p~n!y
D ,

v~n! t2
5v~n!@p2~n!2p2~n21!1v~n11!2v~n21!1p~n!y1p~n21!y#

p~n! t2
5v~n11!@p~n11!1p~n!#2v~n!@p~n21!1p~n!#1v~n!y

1v~n11!y1Hp~n!yy12p~n!p~n!y , ~140!

A.

(3) The case of n52, a50:
The Lax operator has the form

L̂5E 21uE1w2]y . ~141!

For this Lax operator, using~124!, we get the following gradient:

¹Ĥ5E 21
dĤ

du
1E dĤ

dw
. ~142!

Substituting this Lax operator and gradient into~125!, ~126!, we derive the first Poisson operan

û15S 2~adw2Dy! 0

0 E2E21D , ~143!

and the second Poissson operand

û25
1

2
ū2R]y

û1 , ~144!

where
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ū115~adw2Dy!P~adw2Dy!2ad(w22wy)2Dy
212wDy ,

ū125~adw2Dy!~~P21!u2~P11!E21Ru!,

ū215~uE~P21!2Ru~P11!!~adw2Dy!,

ū2252~ERw2wE21!12DyE
211uE~P21!u1Ru~P11!E21Ru

2uPRu2RuPu.

The recursion operand is given by

F̂5S F̄11 F̄12

F̄21 F̄22
D 2R]y

I , ~145!

where

F115adw
12Dy2~adw2Dx!P,

F125~adw2Dy!~~P21!u2~P11!E21Ru!~E2E21!21,

F215Ru~P11!2uE~P21!,

F225$2~ERw2wE21!12DyE
211uE~P21!u

1Ru~P11!E21Ru2uPRu2RuPu%3~E2E21!21

andP[P25(E211)/(E221) . Taking¹h05( 1
0 )Pkerû1 , the general formula~116! gives the

hierarchy

S u~n!

w~n! D
t1

5S u~n!H 21u~n!2w~n11!1w~n!

2~E11!21u~n!y
D ,

~146!
A.

(4) The case of n53,a521:
The Lax operator is of the form

L̂5E 21pE1v2]y1uE 21. ~147!

For this Lax operator, using~124!, we get the following gradient:

¹Ĥ5E 21
dĤ

dp
1

dĤ

dv
1E dĤ

du
. ~148!

Substituting this Lax operator and gradient into~125!, ~126!, we derive the first Poisson
operand

û15S 0 Ru2uE21 0

ERu2u 2adv1Dy 0

0 0 E2E21
D ~149!

and the second Poisson operand is given by
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û25S ū11 ū12 ū13

ū21 ū22 ū23

ū31 ū32 ū33

D 2R]y
û1 , ~150!

where

ū115RuERu2uE21u1RuP2@ERu2u#1uP2@E21u2Ru#,

ū125~v2Dy!Ru1RuRv2uE21~adv
12Dy!

1~uE212Ru!P2~adv2Dy!1Ruy
,

ū135pRu2uE22~P211!Rp1uE21~P221!p

1RuE21~P211!Rp2RuP2p,

ū2152uRv2~v2Dy!u1~adv
12Dy!ERu

1~adv2Dy!P2~u2ERu!1ERuy
,

ū2252pERu22uE21Rp1~adv2Dy!P2~adv2Dy!

2adv21advy
12vDy2Dy

212Rvy
,

ū2352ERu1pRv2~v2Dy!p22uE222~adv2Dy!E21Rp

1~adv2Dy!P2~p2E21Rp!,

ū3152uRp1pE~ERu2u!1RpERu1RpP2~ERu2u!1pP2E~u2ERu!,

ū3252E2Ru22uE212pE~adv2Dy!2~v2Dy!Rp1RpRv

1~pE2Rp!P2~adv2Dy!2Rpy
,

ū3352ERv22~v2Dy!E212pEp1RpE21Rp1pP2~Ep2Rp!

1RpP2~E21Rp2p!.

Taking

¹h05S 0
1
0
D Pkerû1 ,

and applying the general formula~116! we get the first hierarchy

S u~n!

v~n!

p~n!
D

t2

5S u~n!@v~n!2v~n21!#
p~n!u~n11!2p~n21!u~n!1v~n!y

u~n12!2u~n!1p~n!y

D ,

~151!
A.

Taking
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¹h05S 0
0
1
D Pkerû1 ,

and applying the formula~116! we get the second hierarchy

S u~n!

v~n!

p~n!
D

t1

5S u~n!H 21p~n21!

u~n11!2u~n!1~E11!21p~n!y

v~n11!2v~n!2p~n!H 21p~n!
D , ~152!

A.

B. PDO Lie algebra with operator valued fields

Lax operators for operator valued variables have the following form:

k50:L̂5]x
N1ûN22]x

N221 ¯ 1û1]x
11û0 , ~153!

k51:L̂5ûN]x
N1ûN21]x

N211 ¯ 1û01]x
21û21 . ~154!

As a consequence, from~106! and ~23!, vector fieldsL̂ t and gradients¹Ĥ are conveniently
parametrized by

L̂ t5(
i

~ ûi ! t]x
i , ¹Ĥ5(

i
]x

212 i dĤ

dui
, ~155!

wheredĤ/dui is the variational derivative of an operator-valued functionalĤ@u,]y#. The linear
Poisson tensors are

L̂ t5Q̂1~ L̂ !+¹Ĥ52adL̂~¹Ĥ !>k1~adL̂¹Ĥ !>2k , k50,1. ~156!

and quadratic Poisson tensors take the form

k50:L̂ t5Q̂2~ L̂ !+¹Ĥ5~ L̂¹Ĥ !>0L̂2L̂~¹ĤL̂ !>0

1
1

N
@Dx

21 res~@¹Ĥ,L̂# !,L̂#, ~157!

k51:L̂ t5Q̂2~ L̂ !+¹Ĥ5~ L̂¹Ĥ !>1L̂2L̂~¹ĤL̂ !>01L̂~ L̂¹Ĥ !0

2]x
21 res~@¹Ĥ,L̂# !L̂1@Dx

21 res~@¹Ĥ,L̂# !,L̂#. ~158!

Both quadratic Poisson tensors for commuting fields were derived in Ref. 36 and are the s
cases of~36!, where fork50,

A15P>02P,02
1

N
Dx

21P21 ,

A25P>02P,01
1

N
Dx

21P21 ,

~159!

S5
1

N
Dx

21P21 ,
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S* 52
1

N
Dx

21P21 ,

and fork51,

A15P>12P01]x
21P212P,2122Dx

21P21 ,

A25P>02P,012Dx
21P21 ,

~160!
S522]x

21P2112Dx
21P21 ,

S* 522P022Dx
21P21 .

Examples. Here, with the help of the operand formalism, we reconstruct the results of ce
extension approach applied to the PDO algebra.

(1) The KP equation: k50, N52.
The Lax operator is given by

L̂5]x
21u2]y . ~161!

For this Lax operator we get the following gradient, using~155!,

¹Ĥ5]x
21 dĤ

du
. ~162!

Substituting this Lax operator and gradient into~156!, ~157! we get15 the first

û152Dx , ~163!

and the second

û25 1
2 ~Dx

31Dx adu
11adu

1 Dx22DxDy1adu Dx
21 adu

2Dx
21Dy adu2aduDx

21Dy1Dx
21Dy

2!2R]y
û1 , ~164!

Poisson operands and recursion operand

F̂5 û2û1
215 1

4 ~Dx
21Dx adu

1 Dx
211adu

122Dy1adu Dx
21 adu Dx

21

2Dx
21Dy adu Dx

212adu Dx
22Dy1Dx

22Dy
2!2R]y

. ~165!

Taking ¹h051Pkerû1 , and applying formula~121! we get the KP hierarchy

ut1
5ux ,

ut3
5u3x16uux13Dx

21uyy , ~166!

ut5
5u5x110uu3x120uxuxx130u2ux110uxyy110uxDx

22uyy

1Dx
21~5Dx

22u4y1130uy
2130uuyy120uxyDx

21uy120uxDx
21uyy!, . . . .

The central extension approach gives us additional equations for this hierarchy~87!, i.e.,

ut2
5uy ,

~167!
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ut4
5uxxy14uuy12uxDx

21uy1Dx
22u3y , . . . .

These equations are purely (211)-dimensional, because they reduce to zero by the dimen
reduction from (211) to (111).

(2) The(211)-Boussinesq equation: k50, N53.
For the (211)-Boussinesq equation the Lax operator is

L̂5]x
31u]x1v2]y . ~168!

From Eq.~155! we get the following gradient

¹Ĥ5]x
22 dĤ

du
1]x

21 dĤ

dv
. ~169!

Substituting this Lax operator and gradient into~156!, ~157! we get the first Poisson operand

û15S 0 3Dx

3Dx adu
D , û1

215
1

3 S 2
1

3
Dx

21 adu Dx
21 Dx

21

Dx
21 0

D , ~170!

and the second one

û25S ū11 ū12

ū21 ū22
D 2R]y

û1 , ~171!

where

ū1152Dx
31Dxu1RuDx2adv1Dy1 1

3 adu Dx
21 adu ,

ū1252Dx
42Dx

2Ru1vDx1Dx adv
122DxDy

1 1
3 ~adu Dx

21 adv1adu Dx
21adu Ru2adu Dx

21Dy!,

ū215Dx
41uDx

21DxRv1adv
1 Dx2DxDy

1 1
3 ~Dx

2 adu1u adu2Dx
21Dy adu1advDx

21 adu!,

ū225
2
3 ~Dx

2Rv2vDx
22Dx

52Dx
3Ru2uDx

32uDxRu1DyRu1uRv2vRu!

1 1
3 ~Dx

2v2RvDx
21Dx

2Dy1uv2uDy2RvRu

1adv Dx
21 adv2adv Dx

21Dy2Dx
21Dy adv1Dx

21Dy
2!.

Taking

¹h05S 1
0DPkerû1 ,

and applying formula~116! we get the first hierarchy of vector fields

S u
v D

t1

5S ux

vx
D ,
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ut3
52v3x14~uv !x2u4x2~u2!2x22uxy14vy , ~172!

v t3
5v4x12uv2x12~v2!x12vxy12uxvx2 2

3 ~u5x13uu3x16uxu2x

12u2ux!1 4
3 Dx

21u2y2 2
3 uy2x , . . . .

Taking

¹h0S 0
1DPkerû1 ,

and applying formula~116! we get the first equation from the second hierarchy

S u
v D

t2

5S u2x22vx

2

3
~u3x1uux2uy!2vxx

D , . . . . ~173!

(3) The case: k50, N54.
The Lax operator has the form

L̂5]x
41u]x

21v]x1w2]y . ~174!

For this Lax operator we get from~155! the following gradient:

¹Ĥ5]x
23 dĤ

du
1]x

22 dĤ

dv
1]x

21 dĤ

dw
. ~175!

Substituting the Lax operator and the gradient in~156!, ~157! we get the first Poisson operand an
its inverse

û15S 0 0 4Dx

0 4Dx 2Dx
21adu

4Dx 22Dx
21adu 2Dx

31uDx1DxRu1adv

D , ~176!

û1
2152

1

64S û11 4Dx
21~22Dx

21adu!Dx
21 216Dx

21

4Dx
21~2Dx

21adu!Dx
21 216Dx

21 0

216Dx
21 0 0

D , ~177!

where

û1154Dx
21~2Dx

31uDx1DxRu1adv!Dx
212Dx

21~22Dx
21adu!Dx

21~2Dx
21adu!Dx

21

and the second Poisson operand

û25S ū11 ū12 ū13

ū21 ū22 ū23

ū31 ū32 ū33

D 2R]y
û1 , ~178!

where

ū1155Dx
32adv1 1

4 ~adu Dx
21 adu16Dxu16RuDx22uDx22DxRu!,
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ū125vDx2adw1Dy25Dx
41adu Dx

222Dx
2Ru

1 1
4 ~adu Dx

21 adv12 adu Ru12DxRv16Dxv !,

ū135wDx1 1
4 ~adu Dx

21 adw2adu Dx
21Dy2adu Dx

32adu DxRu

16Dx adw
11adu Rv26DxDy16Dx

516Dx
3Ru26Dx

2Rv!,

ū215DxRv2adw1Dy15Dx
41Dx

2 adu12uDx
2

1 1
4 ~adv Dx

21 adu12u adu16RvDx12vDx!,

ū2252DxRw12wDx22DxDy26Dx
52RvDx

21Dx
2v22Dx

3Ru

22uDx
32uDxRu1 1

4 ~adv Dx
21 adv12u adv

122 adv
1 Ru!,

ū2352Dx
2Rw2wDx

22wRu1DyRu22Dx
3Rv12Dx

4Ru12Dx
6

1Dx
2w1 1

4 ~adv Dx
21 adw2adv Dx

21Dy2adv Dx
312uDx

412uDx
2Ru

2adv DxRu22uDxRv12u adw
122uDy1adv Rv!,

ū315DxRw1 1
4 ~adw Dx

21 adu2Dx
21Dy adu1Dx

3 adu16Dx
516 adw

1 Dx

26DxDy1uDx adu16uDx
316vDx

21v adu!,

ū325Dx
2Rw22Dx

622uDx
422vDx

322wDx
212Dx

2Dy1uRw2RwDx
2

1 1
4 ~adw Dx

21 adv2Dx
21Dy adv1Dx

3 adv22Dx
4Ru22uDx

2Ru

1uDx adv22vDxRu22 adw
1 Ru12DyRu1v adv!,

ū335
1
4 ~adw Dx

21 adw2Dx
21Dy adw2adw Dx

21Dy1Dx
21Dy

21RwDx
3

1Dx
3w2Dx

3Dy1RwDxRu1uDxw2uDxDy13Dx
3Rw13wDx

3

23Dx
3Dy13Dx

5Ru13uDx
513Dx

723Dx
4Rv13vDx

413uDx
3Ru

23uDx
2Rv13vDx

2Ru13uDxRw13wDxRu23DxDyRu23vDxRv

1vw2vDy2RwRv13vRw23wRv13DyRv!.

Taking

¹h05S 1
0
0
D Pkerû1

and applying formula~116! we get the first hierarchy of commuting vector fields

S u
v
w
D

t1

5S ux

vx

wx

D ,
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ut3
52u5x220v4x140w3x140~uw!x240uxxv220uvxx

120~vx!
2245uxvx210uuxxx215u2ux132uxy240vy ,

v t3
510u6x228v5x140w4x140~vw!x240uvxxx140~uwx!x

2100uxvxx2110uxxvx15~u2!4x215~u2v !x220vxy

240wy130uxxy110uuy , ~179!

wt3
55u7x212v6x112w5x120~wx!

2120vxwx120vwxx

120uwxxx112uxwxx15uu5x15~uux!4x210~uv !4x

15u2wx210u~uv !xx15v~uux!x210v~uv !x15u~uux!xx

12uxxwx220wxy115u3xy210vxxy110Dx
21uyy115uuxy15uxuy210uvy ,

A.

Taking

¹h05S 0
1
0
D Pkerû1

and applying formula~116! we get the firts equation of the second hierarchy

S u
v
w
D

t2

5S 22uxx12vx

2wx1vxx22u3x2uux

wxx2
1
2 ~u4x1uuxx1vux1uy!

D , ~180!

A.

(4) The case: k51, N50.
The Lax operator is of the form

L̂5u1]x
21w2]y . ~181!

For this Lax operator we get from~155! the following gradient:

¹Ĥ5]x
22 dĤ

dw
1]x

21 dĤ

du
. ~182!

Substituting the Lax operator and the gradient in~156!, ~158! we get the first Poisson operand

û15S 0 adu2Dy

adu2Dy adw
D , ~183!

and the second Poisson operand

û25S ū11 ū12

ū21 ū22
D 2R]y

û1 , ~184!

where
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ū115~adu2Dy!Dx
21~adu2Dy!,

ū125~u2Dy!~adu2Dy!1~adu2Dy!Dx
21 adw ,

ū215~adu2Dy!Ru1adw Dx
21~adu2Dy!1Ruy

,

ū225w~u2Dy!2RuRw1adw Dx
21 adw .

The recursion operand is given by

F̂5S u2Dy ~adu2Dy!Dx
21

w Ru1adw Dx
21 D 2R]y

I . ~185!

Taking

¹h05S 0
1DPkerû1 ,û2

and applying formula~122! we get the hierarchy

S u
wD

t1

5S ux

wx
D ,

S u
wD

t2

5S u2y22uuy12Dx
21w2y

2w2y22~wu!y
D ,

~186!
ut3

5 1
2 ~u2!2y2u2uy2 1

3 u3y1uDx
21w2y1Dx

21~uw!2y1uyDx
21wy ,

wt3
522uwuy2u2wy2uw2y2uywy2 1

3 w3y1wDx
21w2y1wyDx

21wy , . . . .

Interestingly, forN50 the central extension approach gives another hierarchy of comm
vector fields, i.e.,

S u
wD

t1

5S ux

wx
D ,

S u
wD

t2

5S uxx12wx22uxDy
21ux

2wxx22~wDy
21ux!x

D ,

~187!

ut3
5u3x23~wDy

21ux!x23~uxDy
21ux!x23wxDy

21ux

23uxDy
21wx16uxDy

21uxDy
21ux ,

wt3
5w3x13~wxDy

21ux!x23~wDy
21wx!x16~wDy

21uxDy
21ux!x , . . . .

We can transform this hierarchy to the~186! one through the following transformation:Dy
21ux

→u, w→w, x↔y.
(5) The case: k51, N52.
The Lax operator takes the form
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L̂5]x
21u]x1v2]y1]x

21w. ~188!

For this Lax operator we get from~155! the following gradient:

¹Ĥ5]x
22 dĤ

du
1]x

21 dĤ

dv
1

dĤ

dw
. ~189!

Substituting the Lax operator and the gradient in~156!, ~158! we get the first Poisson operand an
its inverse

û15S 0 0 2Dx1adu

0 2Dx1adu Dx
22Dy1uDx1adv

2Dx1adu 2Dx
22Dy1DxRu1adv adw

D , ~190!

û1
215S û11 û12 ~2Dx1adu!21

û21 ~2Dx1adu!21 0

~2Dx1adu!21 0 0
D , ~191!

where

û1152~2Dx1adu!21adw~2Dx1adu!21

1~2Dx1adu!21~2Dx
22Dy1DxRu1adv!~2Dx1adu!21

3~Dx
22Dy1uDx1adv!~2Dx1adu!21,

û1252~2Dx1adu!21~2Dx
22Dy1DxRu1adv!~2Dx1adu!21,

û2152~2Dx1adu!21~Dx
22Dy1uDx1adv!~2Dx1adu!21.

and the second Poisson operand

û25S ū11 ū12 ū13

ū21 ū22 ū23

ū31 ū32 ū33

D 2R]y
û1 , ~192!

where

ū1156Dx15adu1adu Dx
21 adu ,

ū1252Dx adu
112 adv1adu21adu Dx

21 adv22Dy2adu Dx
21Dy ,

ū1352Dx
31adu Dx

21u adu Dx12DxuDx12Dxv1adu v12 adw

1adu Dx
21 adw22DxDy2adu Dy1Ruy

,

ū2152 adu
1 Dx12 adv22Dy1adu21adv Dx

21 adu2DyDx
21 adu ,

ū2252Dx
31adu Dx

21Dx
2 adu1vDx2DyDx1DxRv2adw1uDxu

1RuDxRu1v adu
12Dy adu

11uv2uDy2RvRu2adu
1 Rv
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1~adv2Dy!Dx
21~adv2Dy!1Ruy

,

ū235Dx
41uDx

31Dx
2uDx1Dx

2v2Dx
2Dy1adv Dx

22DyDx
21RwDx

1Dx adw
11uDxuDx1vuDx2DyuDx1uDxv2uDxDy2uRvDx

1~v2Dy!~adv2Dy!1uw2RuRw1adv Dx
21 adw2DyDx

21 adw ,

ū3152Dx
31Dx

2 adu2Dx adu Ru22DxRuDx12RvDx1Rv adu

12 adw1adw Dx
21 adu ,

ū3252Dx
41Dx

3Ru1DxRuDx
22RvDx

21Dx
2 adv2Dx

2Dy1Dxw

1adw
1 Dx2DxRuDxRu1DxRuRv1RvDxRu2DxvRu

1DxDyRu1adv Rv2DyRv1wu2RwRu1adw Dx
21 adv

2adw Dx
21Dy2DxRuy

1Rvy
,

ū335wDx
22Dx

2Rw1wuDx1DxRuRw1wv2wDy2RvRw1adw Dx
21 adw .

Taking

¹h05S 0
0
1
D P kerû1

and applying formula~116! we get the hierarchy

S u
v
w
D

t1

5S ux

vx

wx

D ,

S u
v
w
D

t2

5S 2vx1uy

2wx1vxx1uvx

2wxx1~wu!x

D ,

ut3
5uxxx2

3
2 u2ux16~uv !x16vxx112wx16vy13Dx

21uyy13uxDx
21uy ,

~193!

v t3
5vxxx1

3
2 ~wu!x1 3

2 uvxx1
3
2 uwx1 3

4 uxvx1 3
2 vvx1 3

8 u2vx1 3
4 vxDx

21uy ,

wt3
5wxxx2

3
2 ~wu!xx1

3
4 ~wux!x1 3

2 ~wv !x1 3
8 ~u2w!x1 3

4 wuy1
3

4
wxDx

21uy ,

A.

The reductionv5w50 gives the mKP equation

ut3
5uxxx2

3
2 u2ux13Dx

21uyy13uxDx
21uy . ~194!
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we illustrated two different methods for the construction of a bi-Hamilto
representation of the lattice-field and field dynamical system in (211)-dimension. The first
method is based on the central extension approach and allows a construction of a hiera
commuting vector fields and a Hamiltonian representation of dynamical system. The s
method is the so-called operand approach. This method allows a construction of a bi-Hami
representation for dynamical systems in (211)-dimension. This bi-Hamiltonian representation
related to the so-called operand Poisson tensors. Inverting the first Poisson tensor we can c
a recursion operand and applying Theorem 3 and the Lemmas 1,2 to produce a whole hiera
commuting vector fields. The general idea was to extend the known methods for the const
integrable nonlinear Hamiltonian dynamical systems, which are based on theR-matrix formalism,
and to derive new dynamical systems in (211)-dimensions. We used the central extension p
cedure for the construction of (211)-dimensional lattice-field and field dynamical systems a
their Hamiltonian formulation and derived hierarchies of vector fields of
(211) –Benjamin–Ono, (211) –Toda and some new equations. The (211)-dimensional sys-
tems which do not survive a reduction onto (111)-dimensional space are also derived. W
developed operand formalism and extended theorems proposed by Magri, Morosi, and Ton13,14

and by Athorne, Dorfman, and Fokas,11,15,16 unified them into one and also derived, using t
proposed theorem, a bi-Hamiltonian formulation of well-known and some new dynamical sy
of lattice-field and field types in (211)-dimensions. The operand formalism in the majority of t
cases considered gives the same result as central extension approach, but we still do no
general formula for the construction of hierarchies of commuting vector fields and each tim
have to find a ‘‘right’’ starting symmetry. This problem is still open.
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We study a family of fermionic extensions of the Camassa–Holm equation. Within
this family we identify three interesting classes:~a! equations, which are inherently
Hamiltonian, describing geodesic flow with respect to anH1 metric on the group of
superconformal transformations in two dimensions,~b! equations which are Hamil-
tonian with respect to a different Hamiltonian structure and~c! supersymmetric
equations. Classes~a! and ~b! have no intersection, but the intersection of classes
~a! and~c! gives a system with interesting integrability properties. We demonstrate
the Painleve´ property for some simple but nontrivial reductions of this system, and
also discuss peakon-type solutions. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1330196#

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been substantial interest in the Camassa–Holm~CH! equation:1,2

ut2nuxxt5kux23uux1n~uuxxx12uxuxx!. ~1!

This equation has been proposed as a model for shallow water waves. It is believed to b
grable, having a bi-Hamiltonian structure, as was first observed by Fokas and Fuchsstein3 12
years prior to Camassa’s and Holm’s work. Due to the nonlinear dispersion term,uuxxx , it
exhibits more general wave phenomena than other integrable water wave equations such a
In particular, whenk50 it admits a class of nonanalytic weak solutions known aspeakons, as
well as finite time blow-up of classical solutions.1

Geometrically, the relationship of CH to KdV is rather deeper: Both are regularizations o
Euler equation for a one dimensional compressible fluid~Monge or inviscid Burgers equation!,

ut523uux . ~2!

A solution to this equation describes a geodesic on the group of diffeomorphisms of the
Diff( S1)4 with respect to a right-invariant metric induced by anL2 norm,*u2 dx, on the associ-
ated Lie algebra. If the group is centrally extended to the Bott–Virasoro group, the KdV equ
arises.5–8 On the other hand, if the metric is changed to one induced by anH1 norm, *(u2

1nux
2)dx, the CH equation arises.9–11 Both these ‘‘deformations’’ have a regularizing effect o

solutions of~2!, which exhibit discontinuous shocks.
Thus KdV and CH arise in a unified geometric setting; both are geodesic flows whic

integrable systems.~Here, and henceforth in this paper, when we refer to a ‘‘geodesic flow’’

a!Electronic mail: devchand@mpim-bonn.mpg.de
b!Electronic mail: schiff@math.biu.ac.il
2600022-2488/2001/42(1)/260/14/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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mean the evolutionary PDE which can be formally associated—in the manner we will see in
II—with any inner product on the Lie algebra of a diffeomorphism group, and which, at lea
the cases mentioned above, is known to describe geodesic flow, in the usual sense of the
with respect to the correpsonding right-invariant metric on the group. In the case of a genera
product, the existence of the corresponding geodesic flow, in the usual sense of the ph
highly nontrivial.! The following important question arises: What features of the underlying
ometry give rise to integrability? In general, geodesic flows arenot integrable: the Euler equatio
for fluid flow in more than one spatial dimension is an example.4 Indeed, for the latter, Arnold ha
suggested a relationship between negative sectional curvatures and nonpredictability of th
We feel that it ought to be possible to identify some other geometric property that ‘‘cau
integrability. In a remarkable recent paper,12 Fringer and Holm have shown that certain featu
usually considered to be hallmarks of integrable systems, such as elastic scattering and asy
sorting according to height, in fact, appear in geodesic flows on Diff(S1) with respect to a large
class of metrics. Thus, there may well be a hierarchy of geometric structures correspond
various degrees of integrability.

One further example of an integrable bi-Hamiltonian system arising as a geodesic flo
been discussed by Ovsienko and Khesin.5 Using the superconformal group with anL2 type metric,
they obtained the so-called kuper-KdV system of Kupershmidt.13 This is a fermionic extension o
KdV: it describes evolution of functions valued in~the odd or even parts of! a Grassmann algebra
In fact, as we will see below, taking a generalL2 type metric on the superconformal group giv
rise to a one parameter family of fermionic extensions of KdV, which includes not only ku
KdV, but also the super-KdV system of Mathieu and Manin–Radul.14,15The latter is integrable: it
has only a single Hamiltonian structure, but unlike kuper-KdV it is supersymmetric, a pro
which is widely believed to contribute to integrability. It remains a mystery as to why, of the
parameter family of geodesic flows associated withL2 type metrics on the superconformal grou
only two specific choices of the parameter give rise to integrable systems.

Our main purpose in this paper is to investigate geodesic flows obtained fromH1 type norms
on the superconformal group; more generally we consider the following family of fermi
extensions of CH:

ut2nuxxt5k1ux1k2uxxx1b1uux1b2uxuxx1b3uuxxx1g1jjxx1g2jxjxxx1g3jjxxxx,
~3!

j t2mjxxt5s1jx1s2jxxx1e1uxj1e2ujx1r1ujxxx1r2uxjxx1r3uxxjx1r4uxxxj.

Hereu(x,t) andj(x,t) are fields valued, respectively, in the even and odd parts of a Grass
algebra, and$n,m,k1 ,k2 ,b1 ,b2 ,b3 ,g1 ,g2 ,g3 ,s1 ,s2 ,e1 ,e2 ,r1 ,r2 ,r3 ,r4% are parameters. By
rescalingu andj it is possible to setb1523 andg152 ~assuming that they are nonzero!, and we
shall do this throughout. In addition it is possible to eliminate up to two further paramete
rescaling the coordinatesx,t.

We derive three interesting classes of systems of the form~3!. In Sec. II, we consider geodesi
flows on the superconformal group with anH1 type metric; the resulting systems have a natu
Hamiltonian structure, or more precisely, since the fields are Grassmann algebra valued, a
Hamiltonian structure. In Sec. III we identify a class of systems having a different Hamilto
structure. Unfortunately the latter has no intersection with the class of Sec. II, so there do
seem to be a bi-Hamiltonian fermionic extension of CH. In Sec. IV we consider systems o
form ~3! that are invariant under supersymmetry transformations betweenu andj. This class has
nontrivial intersections with both the classes of Secs. II and III. In particular there is a un
supersymmetric geodesic flow which is a candidate for being a new integrable system. We c
equationsuper-CH. In Sec. V we show that two reductions of super-CH have the Painleve´ prop-
erty, which is positive evidence for integrability. In Sec. VI we look for peakon-type solution
super-CH; as for CH, multipeakon solutions arise from the solutions of a system of ODEs, b
integrability of this unfortunately remains unclear.
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Super-CH is a supersymmetric geodesic flow whose bosonic part is integrable. While
paper we do not fully establish integrability of super-CH, we regard it as an interesting tes
to determine whether in general supersymmetric geodesic flows with integrable bosonic par
be integrable.

A trivial integrable CH system of the form~3!, which is not incorporated in the classes
Secs. II, III, and IV, and which we shall not discuss further, is the odd linearization of the bo
CH system~1!:

ut2nuxxt5kux23uux1n~uuxxx12uxuxx!,
~4!

j t2njxxt5kjx23~ju!x1n„juxxx1ujxxx12~jxux!x….

Replacingu by u1 k/3 and considering the limitn→0, k→`, with nk53, yields the system

ut523uux1uxxx ,
~5!

j t523~ju!x1jxxx .

This trivial fermionic extension of KdV has appeared often in the literature~see, e.g., Ref. 14!.

II. GEODESIC FLOWS ON THE SUPERCONFORMAL GROUP

An inner product̂ • , •& on a Lie algebrag determines a right-~or a left-! invariant metric on
the corresponding Lie groupG. The equation of geodesic motion onG with respect to this metric
is determined as follows.4 Define a bilinear operatorB: g3g→g by

^@V,W#,U&5^W,B~U,V!&, ; WPg. ~6!

Then geodesics are determined by solutions of the ‘‘geodesic flow,’’

Ut5B~U,U !. ~7!

In our case,g is the NSR superconformal algebra, consisting of triples„u(x),w(x),a…, whereu is
a bosonic field,w is a fermionic field anda is a constant. The Lie bracket is given by

@~u,w,a! , ~v,c,b!#5S uvx2uxv1
1

2
wc , ucx2

1

2
uxc2wxv1

1

2
wvx ,

E dxS c1uxvxx1c2uvx1c1wxcx1
c2

4
wc D D , ~8!

wherec1 ,c2 are constants. On this algebra, anH1 type inner product is given by

^~u,w,a! , ~v,c,b!&5E dx~uv1nuxvx1aw ]x
21c1amwxc!1ab

5E dx~uD0v1wD1c!1ab, ~9!

where

D0512n]x
2 , D15a~]x

212m]x!, ~10!

andm,n,a are further constants, all assumed nonzero.~See Ref. 5 for the definition of the natura
fermionic extension of the standardL2 inner product, to which the above reduces ifm5n50. The
natural fermionic extension of the standardH1 inner product is constructed, as for pure boso
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systems, by taking the sum of theL2 inner product for the functions involved with theL2 inner
product for the derivatives of the functions involved.! Writing U5(u,w,a) , V5(v,c,b), we find
B(U,V)5(B0 ,B1 ,0), where

D0B0~U,V!52~2vx D0u1v D0ux1 3
2 cx D1w1 1

2 c D1wx!21a~c1vxxx2c2vx!,

~11!

D1B1~U,V!52S 3

2
vx D1w1v D1wx1

1

2
c D0uD1aS c1cxx2

c2

4
c D .

The geodesic flows are therefore conveniently written in the form

D0ut5D0B0~U,U !,

D0w t5D1B1~U,U !, ~12!

at50.

Writing w5ljx , wherel is a constant satisfyingl254/3a, this yields the system

ut2nuxxt5k1ux1k2uxxx23uux1n~uuxxx12uxuxx!12jjxx1
2m

3
jxjxxx ,

~13!

j t2mjxxt5
k1

4a
jx1

k2

a
jxxx2

3

2
uxj2S 11

1

2a Dujx1mujxxx1
3m

2
uxjxx1

n

2a
uxxjx .

Herek1 ,k2 are independent parameters determined bya,c1 ,c2 . This is evidently a 5 parameter
class of systems of type~3!.

Settingj to zero in ~13! yields the CH result of Refs. 9–11. If instead we choosem,n to
vanish, theH1 norm becomes anL2 norm; then choosingk1 to be zero and rescalingk2 to 1 we
obtain the following 1 parameter fermionic extension of KdV:

ut5uxxx23uux12jjxx ,
~14!

j t5
1

a
jxxx2

3

2
uxj2S 11

1

2a Dujx .

Modulo rescalings, the super-KdV of Mathieu and Manin–Radul is obtained by takinga51. The

kuper-KdV system arises by takinga5 1
4, the choice made in Ref. 5. Other values of the para

eters give systems which are not believed to be integrable~see however Ref. 16!.

III. HAMILTONIAN EQUATIONS

Like KdV, CH has a bi-Hamiltonian structure, and this accounts for its integrability.
might hope that for some choices of parameters the system~13! should also have a bi-Hamiltonia
structure. One Hamiltonian structure follows automatically from the geometric origins o
system.4 Explicitly, introducing new variables,m5u2nuxx andh5j2mjxx , ~13! takes the form

S mt

h t
D5P2S dH2

dm

dH2

dh

D , ~15!

where
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P25S k2]x
31k1]x2]xm2m]x

1

2
]xh1h]x

2]xh2
1

2
h]x

3

4a S k1

4
1k2]x

2D2
3

8a
m
D , ~16!

and the Hamiltonian functional is given succinctly by theH1 inner product on the algebra,

H25 1
2 ^U , U&5 1

2 E dx~u21nux
21 4

3 ~jxj1mjxxjx!!. ~17!

This generalizes the so-calledsecond Hamiltonian structureof KdV and its fermionic
extensions.13,14 Checking ~15! is straightforward: the Euler–Lagrange derivativ
dH2 /dm , dH2 /dh are defined by

dH25E dxS dH2

dm
dm1

dH2

dh
dh D , ~18!

from which it follows immediately thatdH2 /dm5u anddH2 /dh 5 4
3 jx .

To investigate the possibility of systems amongst~13! having another Hamiltonian form, we
look at systems of the form

S mt

h t
D5P1S dH1

dm

dH1

dh

D , ~19!

where

P15S ]x~12n]x
2! 0

0 2
e1

2
~12m]x

2!D . ~20!

Heree1 is a constant andH1 is a functional generalizing the KdVfirst Hamiltonian,

H15E dxS 2
1

2
u32

b3

2
uux

22
k2

2
ux

21
k1

2
u21

s1

e1
jjx1

s2

e1
jjxxx

12ujjx1~g22g3!ujxjxx1g3ujjxxxD . ~21!

This is the most general functional of this type, up to rescalings ofu and j. Since dm5(1
2n]x

2)du, we have (12n]x
2)(dH1 /dm)5 (dH1 /du), and similarly (12m]x

2)(dH1 /dh)
5 (dH1 /dj). Thus Eqs.~19! take the simple form

ut2nuxxt5]xS dH1

du D5k1ux1k2uxxx23uux1b3~2uxuxx1uuxxx!

12jjxx1g2jxjxxx1g3jjxxxx,
~22!

j t2mjxxt5e1S dH1

dj D5s1jx1s2jxxx1e1~uxj12ujx!1e1~2g32g2!ujxxx

1
3

2
e1~2g32g2!uxjxx1

1

2
e1~4g32g2!uxxjx1

1

2
e1g3uxxxj.
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This is a 10 parameter class of systems of the form~3!. Comparing with~13!, we see that the only

bi-Hamiltonian systems occur when$m5n5b35g25g350, e152 3
2, s15k1 , s254k2%,

which is equivalent to~13! with $m5n50 , a5 1
4 % , i.e., the kuper-KdV system. Thus, no ne

bi-Hamiltonian systems arise.
We note that the systems~22! can be obtained from a Lagrangian. Introducing a potentiaf

defined byu5 f x , they are Euler–Lagrange equations for the functional

L5E dxS 1

2
~ f x2n f xxx! f t1

1

e1
~j2mjxx!j t1

1

2
f x

31
b3

2
f xf xx

2 1
k2

2
f xx

2 2
k1

2
f x

22
s1

e1
jjx

2
s2

e1
jjxxx22 f xjjx1~g32g2! f xjxjxx2g3f xjjxxxD . ~23!

IV. SUPERSYMMETRIC EQUATIONS

Define a fermionic superfieldF(x,q)5sj1qu and superderivativeD5 ]/]q 1q]x , where
s is a nonzero parameter andq is an odd coordinate. The most general superfield equation ha
a component content of the form~3! is the 8 parameter system,

~12nD4!F t5k1D2F1k2D6F2
2

s2 FD3F1S 2

s2 23DDFD2F1S g3

s2 1b3DDFD6F

2
g3

s2 FD7F1S b31
g32g2

s2 DD2FD5F1S b22b31
g22g3

s2 DD3FD4F,

~24!

where$n,s,k1 ,k2 ,b2 ,b3 ,g2 ,g3% are parameters. The component equations are

ut2nuxxt5k1ux1k2uxxx23uux1b2uxuxx1b3uuxxx12jjxx1g2jxjxxx1g3jjxxxx,
~25!

j t2njxxt5k1jx1k2jxxx2
2

s2 uxj1S 2

s2 23Dujx1S g3

s2 1b3Dujxxx

1S b22b31
g22g3

s2 Duxjxx1S g32g2

s2 1b3Duxxjx2
g3

s2 uxxxj.

These systems are by construction invariant under the supersymmetry transformations,

du5tjx , dj5
tu

s2 , ~26!

wheret is an odd parameter. The super-KdV limit, namely$n,b2 ,b3 ,g2 ,g3 ,k1% all zero, yields,
modulo rescalings, the one-parameter family of systems studied by Mathieu.14

By comparing~25! and~22! it is straightforward to extract systems which are both supers
metric and have Hamiltonian form~19!, ~20!. Taking s252 in ~25!, $n5m, s15k1 , s25k2 ,

e521% in ~22!, and$b252b3 , b35g22 5
2 g3% in both, we obtain the systems,

ut2nuxxt5k1ux1k2uxxx23uux1~g22 5
2 g3!~2uxuxx1uuxxx!

12jjxx1g2jxjxxx1g3jjxxxx,

j t2njxxt5k1jx1k2jxxx2uxj22ujx1~g222g3!ujxxx

1 3
2 ~g222g3!uxjxx1

1
2 ~g224g3!uxxjx2 1

2 g3uxxxj. ~27!
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These may be expressed in superfield form~24! with the above choice of parameters. The ma
festly supersymmetric Hamiltonian form is given by

Mt5P̂1

dĤ1

dM
, M5F2nD4F, ~28!

with

P̂15D~12nD4!, ~29!

Ĥ15E dx dqS k1

2
FDF2

k2

2
D2FD3F2

1

2
F~DF!2

1
1

4
g3F~D3F!21

1

4
~g222g3!~DF!2D4F D . ~30!

Since the KdV reduction of~27! ~with k15g25g350) is not believed to be integrable, we hav
not explored this class of systems further.

In a similar fashion, we may look for choices of parameter sets for which the geodesic
of Sec. II are also supersymmetric. Comparing~13! with ~25!, we see that the choice$m5n, a
51 , k150% in the former and$s25 4

3, b252n, b35n, g252n/3, g35k150% in the latter, yields
the two-parameter system of supersymmetric geodesic flows:

ut2nuxxt5k2uxxx23uux12jjxx1n ~uuxxx12uxuxx!1
2n

3
jxjxxx ,

~31!

j t2njxxt5k2jxxx2
3

2
~uj!x1n S ujxxx1

3

2
uxjxx1

1

2
uxxjxD .

We shall call this system, withk250 andnÞ0, the supersymmetric Camassa–Holm equation
~super-CH!. The system~31! reduces to super-KdV, upon settingn to zero, and to CH, upon
settingj to zero and translatingu.

Not surprisingly, the systems~31! arise as geodesic flows precisely when the metric~9! on the
NSR superconformal algebra is supersymmetric. Then, the calculations of Sec. II can b
formed using superfields. Specifically, writingU5u1qf and V5v1qc , the bracket~8! takes
the form

@~U,a! , ~V,b!#5S UD2V2VD2U1
1

2
DUDV,c1E dx dq D2UD3VD , ~32!

and the inner product~9! may be written as

^~U,a! , ~V,b!&5E dx dq~UD21V1nD2UDV!1ab. ~33!

The superspace bilinear operatorB̂ is given byB̂„(U,a),(V,b)…5(B̂0,0), whereB̂0 satisfies

~12nD4!D21B̂05c1aD5V2 3
2 D2V~12nD4!D21U2 1

2 DV~12nD4!U2V~12nD4!DU.
~34!

Writing c1a5k2 andU5DF, the geodesic flows (Ut ,at)5B̂„(U,a),(U,a)… yield

~12nD4!F t5k2D6F2 3
2 ~FD3F1DFD2F!1n ~DFD6F1 1

2 D2FD5F1 3
2 D3FD4F!.

~35!
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We thus recover the subsystem of~24! having component content~31!. Equation ~35! has a
superfield Hamiltonian formulation,

Mt5P̂2

dĤ2

dM
, M5F2nD4F, ~36!

with

P̂25k2D52 1
2 DMD2D2M2MD2, ~37!

Ĥ25
1

2
^~DF,0! , ~DF,0!&5

1

2 E dx dqFDM . ~38!

V. PAINLEVÉ INTEGRABILITY OF SUPER-CH SYSTEMS

In this section we investigate, in more detail, the supersymmetric geodesic flow~31! with n
51 andk250,

mt522mux2umx12hj1 2
3 hxjx , m5u2uxx ,

~39!
h t52 3

2 hux2 1
2 mjx2uhx , h5j2jxx .

We shall consider the two simplest possible choices for the Grassmann algebra in which the
are valued, viz. algebras with one or two odd generators. Taking the algebra to be finite d
sional is a very convenient tool for preliminary investigations of systems with Grassmann alg
valued fields. Manton17 recently studied some simple supersymmetric classical mechanical
tems in this way and he introduced the term ‘‘deconstruction’’ to denote a component expa
in a Grassmann algebra basis. In Ref. 18 we investigate fermionic extensions of KdV in a s
fashion.

A. First deconstruction of super-CH

We first consider the super-CH system~39! with fields taking values in the simplest Gras
mann algebra with basis$1,t%, wheret is a single fermionic generator. In this case the fermio
fields may be expressed asj5tj1 , h5th1 , wherej1 and h1 are standard~i.e., commuting,
c-number! functions, as areu andm in this simple case. Sincet250, the fermionic bilinear terms
do not contribute and we are left with the system

mt522mux2umx , m5u2uxx ,
~40!

h1t52 3
2 h1ux2 1

2 mj1x2uh1x , h15j12j1xx .

Further analysis is simplified by changing coordinates as described in Ref. 19. Writingm5p2, the
first equation of~40! takes the formpt5(2pu)x , which suggests new coordinatesy0 ,y1 defined
via

dy05p dx2pu dt, dy15dt, ~41!

or dually, via

]

]x
5p

]

]y0
,

]

]t
5

]

]y1
2pu

]

]y0
. ~42!

Implementing this coordinate change and eliminating the functionsu and j1 , the remaining
equations forp andq[h1 are

p2ṗ92p~ ṗp91 ṗ8p8!1 ṗp8222p3p82 ṗ50, ~43!
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q̇92
3p8

p
q̇82

3ṗ

2p
q91S 4p82

p2 2
2p9

p
2

1

p2D q̇1S 15p8ṗ

2p2 2
3ṗ8

p
2

p

2Dq8

13S ṗp912p8ṗ8

p2 2
4ṗp82

p3 2p8Dq50. ~44!

Here the dot and prime denote differentiations with respect toy1 andy0 , respectively. We note
~a! thanks to supersymmetry~26!, if p is a solution of~43!, thenq5p2 is a solution of~44!; and
~b! under the substitutionq5p3/2r , ~44! takes the substantially simpler form

ṙ 91S p82

4p2 2
p9

2p
2

1

p2D ṙ 2
p

2
r 82

3p8

4
r 50. ~45!

The system (43), (44) passes the WTC Painleve´ test.
Proof: Equation~43! is a rescaled version of the Associated Camassa–Holm equation of

19. The consideration of solutions withp(y0 ,y1);p0(y0 ,y1)f(y0 ,y1)n nearf(y0 ,y1)50, for
somen5” 0, yieldsn522 or n51 as the possible leading orders of Laurent series solutions.
need to perform the WTC Painleve´ test20 for both these types of series. The first type, name
Laurent series solutions exhibiting double poles on the singular manifoldf(y0 ,y1)50, have
already been considered in Ref. 21. These take the form

p5
2f8ḟ

f2 2
ḟ8

f
1p21p3f1p4f21..., ~46!

wheref,p2 ,p4 are arbitrary functions ofy0 ,y1 , and

p35
21

2f82ḟ2
„f82ḟ ṗ21f8ḟ2p282~f82f̈22f8ḟḟ81f9ḟ2!p2

2~f8ḟf̈92f8f̈ḟ92ḟf9f̈81f̈f9ḟ8!…. ~47!

We have, at present, no explanation of the remarkable symmetry of these expressions
interchange of the independent variables. The second type of solutions have a simple zero
singular manifoldf(y0 ,y1)50. They take the form

p56
f

f8
1p2f21p3f31..., ~48!

wheref,p2 ,p3 are arbitrary functions. The verification of the consistency of both these type
expansions is straightforward. This completes the WTC test for Eq.~43!.

It remains to look at Eq.~44!. Although linear inq, it is not automatically Painleve´. The
movable poles and zeros inp give rise to movable poles in the coefficient functions of the lin
equation forq, and we need to examine the resulting singularities ofq. If p has a pole onf
50, then nearf50 we havep;2ḟf8/f2, and Eq.~44! takes the form

q̇91S 6f8

f
1...D q̇81S 3ḟ

f
1...D q91S 4f82

f2 1...D q̇1S 11f8ḟ

f2 1...D q81S OS 1

f2D Dq50.

Thus the equation has a solution withq;fn if n(n21)(n22)19n(n21)115n50, giving n
524,22,0. It follows that in the case whenp is given by the series~46!, no inconsistencies will
arise near the double poles ofp if ~44! has a series solution of the form

q5
q0

f4 1
q1

f3 1
q2

f2 1
q3

f
1q41..., ~49!
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with q0 ,q2 ,q4 arbitrary. The consistency of such a solution can easilly be verified using a
bolic manipulator. UsingMAPLE we find that

q15
2f9q02f8q08

f82 . ~50!

The explicit expression forq3 is too lengthy to be given here.
Suppose now thatp has a zero onf50. Near this,p;6f/f8 and Eq.~44! has the structure

q̇92S 3f8

f
1...D q̇82S 3ḟ

2f
1...D q91S 3f82

f2 1...D q̇1S 15f8ḟ

2f2 1...D q82S 12f82ḟ

f3 1...D q50.

Thus ~44! has a solution withq;fn if n(n21)(n22)2 9
2 n(n21)1 21

2 n21250, giving n

5 3
2,2,4. Theappearance of a half-integer here is not considered a violation of the Painlev´ test

~see, e.g., Ref. 22!. The half-integer value ofn gives rise to a series solution of~44!, near a zero
of p, of the form

q5q0f3/21q1f5/21q2f7/21..., ~51!

with q0 arbitrary, andq1 ,q2 ,... determined byq0 @and the arbitrary functions arising in the seri
~48! for p#. The two integer values ofn tell us that we need to check the consistency of soluti
of ~44! taking the form

q5Q0f21Q1f31Q2f41..., ~52!

with two arbitrary functionsQ0 andQ2 . This is indeed consistent; usingMAPLE we obtain

Q1562f8Q0p22
1

3f82ḟ
~2f82Q̇012f9ḟQ01f8ḟQ0814f8ḟ8Q0!, ~53!

with the choice of6 depending on the choice in~48!. The general solution of~44! near a zero of
p, with three arbitrary functions, is a linear combination of the series~51! and ~52!. Thus the
system~43!, ~44! passes the WTC test. h

The WTC test is evidence for the complete integrability of the system~43!, ~44!. This in turn
suggests that super-CH indeed has some integrable content.

B. Second deconstruction of super-CH

We now consider the system~39! with fields taking values in a Grassmann algebra with t
anticommuting fermionic generators,t1 , t2 . Expanding in the basis$1,t1 ,t2 ,t1t2%,

u5u01t1t2 u1 , j5t1j11t2j2 ,
~54!

m5m01t1t2 m1 , h5t1h11t2h2 ,

where the functionsu0 ,u1 ,m0 ,m1 ,j1 ,j2 ,h1 ,h2 are all standard, we obtain the system

m0t522m0u0x2u0m0x , m05u02u0xx , ~55!

h i t52 3
2 u0xh i2

1
2 m0j ix2u0h ix , h i5j i2j ixx , i 51,2, ~56!

m1t522m1u0x22m0u1x2u0m1x2u1m0x

12~h1j22h2j1!1 2
3 ~h1xj2x2h2xj1x!, m15u12u1xx . ~57!
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Supersymmetry~26! tells us that given a solutionu0 ,m0 of ~55!, we can solve the remaining
equations by takingj i5a iu0 , h i5a im0 ( i 51,2), u15bu0x andm15bm0x , wherea1 ,a2 ,b are
arbitrary constants.

We handle the system~55!–~57! following the procedure of the previous section. Writin
m05p2 and changing coordinates toy0 ,y1 , the system can be written as

u085S 1

pD •, u05p22pS ṗ

pD 8
, ~58!

j i85
3h i ṗ

p4 2
2ḣ i

p3 , j i5h i1pS 3h i ṗ

p3 2
2ḣ i

p2 D 8
, i 51,2, ~59!

S m1

p2 D •52~2u1p!81S 8~ ḣ1h22ḣ2h1!

3p3 D 8
1S 4~h18h22h28h1!

3p3 D •,
~60!

m15u12p~pu18!8.

Applying the WTC Painleve´ test to this is a mammoth task, so instead we consider the Galil
invariant reduction and apply the Painleve´ test at this level. The Galilean-invariant reduction
obtained, as usual, by restricting all functions to depend on the single variablez5y02vy1 alone.
Evidently the first equations of both~58! and ~60! can be integrated once immediately. Th
eliminatingu0 from ~58!, j i from ~59! andm1 from ~60!, we obtain

S p8

p D 8
52

p

v
1

c1

p
2

1

p2 , ~61!

h i-2
9p8

2p
h i91S 11p

2v
2

5c1

p
1

4

p2 1
13p82

2p2 Dh i82
3p8

p S 2p

v
2

3c1

p
1

3

p2 1
p82

p2 Dh i50, i 51,2,

~62!

u191
p8

p
u181S 2p

v
2

1

p2Du15d11
4

p3 ~h1h282h2h18!, ~63!

wherec1 ,d1 are integration constants. The equation forp(z) may be integrated again after mu
tiplying both sides byp8/p; this gives

p825122c1p1c2p22
2

v
p3, ~64!

wherec2 is another integration constant. This equation is well known in KdV theory. Its gen
solution can be written in terms of the Weierstrass`-function,

p~z!522v`~z!1 1
6 c2v, ~65!

where the periods of̀ are determined by the coefficientsc1 ,c2 ,v. Using~64!, the coefficients in
~62! can be simplified. Further, we know from supersymmetry that this equation has a so
h i5p2. Substitutingh i5p2qi the equation becomes a second order equation forqi8 :

qi-1
3p8

2p
qi91S 2

3p

2v
2

3

2p2 1
c2

2 Dqi850, i 51,2. ~66!

Supersymmetry~26! allows a reduction of the order of~63! as well. It implies thatu15p8/p,
h i5p2 is a solution. So, writingu15rp8/p,h i5p2qi in ~63! yields a first order equation forr 8:

r 91S c2p2
4p2

v
2

1

pD r 8

p8
5

p

p8
~d114p~q1q282q2q18!!. ~67!
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Multiplying by the integrating factorp82/p and integrating, we obtain

r 85
p

p82 S d1p1d214E ~q1q282q2q18!pp8 dzD , ~68!

whered2 is a further constant of integration.
Thus the Galilean-invariant reduction of the second deconstruction of super-CH take

form of the three equations~64!, ~66!, ~68!, to which we now apply the Painleve´ test. All substi-
tutions hitherto have been ones which do not interfere with the test. Equation~64! has movable
double poles and movable simple zeros. Near a double pole atz0 , the series solution contains onl
even powers of (z2z0),

p~z!52
2v

~z2z0!2 1
c2v
6

1
12c12c2

2v

120
~z2z0!21

54

v
1c2

3v218c1c2

3024
~z2z0!41..., ~69!

and near a simple zero atz0 ,

p~z!56~z2z0!2
1

2
c1~z2z0!26

1

6
c2~z2z0!32

1

24S 6

v
1c1c2D ~z2z0!41... . ~70!

At both the zeros and poles ofp, Eq. ~66!, which is just a linear third order ODE, has regul
singular points. Checking the Painleve´ property for this reduces to doing the necessary Frobeni
Fuchs analysis at these regular singular points to check that no logarithmic singularities
solutionsqi arise. Finally, Eq.~68! gives an explicit formula forr involving two quadratures. Here
the necessary analysis involves writing series expansions for the integrands near the ze
poles ofp, and checking for the absence of 1/(z2z0) terms, which would give rise to logarithm
on integration. We do not present all these calculations in detail; with the aid of a sym
manipulator they are quite straightforward. We conclude that the Galilean-invariant reduct
the second deconstruction of super-CH has the Painleve´ property.

We note, in conclusion, that two of the equations we have encountered are interesting v
of the Laméequation: In~66!, the substitutionqi85p23/4hi yields

hi91
3

8 S p

v
2

c2

6
1

c1

p
2

7

2p2Dhi50, ~71!

and similarly, on writingu15p21/2k, the homogeneous part of~63! takes the form

k91S 3p

v
2

c2

4
2

3

4p2D k50. ~72!

By the arguments above, the latter is integrable by quadratures.

VI. SUPERPEAKON SOLUTIONS

As mentioned in the Introduction, one of the intriguing features of the CH equation is
existence of peakon solutions. One would hope that super-CH shares this property. Ho
peakon solutions are weak solutions, with a discontinuity in the first derivative; and the act
supersymmetry on such functions, for a general underlying Grassmann algebra, yields
which are not regular enough to be considered as weak solutions. So, CH peakon solutions
admit a general supersymmetrization. The above argument does not hold in the first deco
tion, because if there is only one fermionic generator, the supersymmetry transformation~26! does
not involve anx-derivative. So such supersymmetrized peakon solutions of the super-CH s
~39! do exist if the fields are restricted to take values in a Grassmann algebra with onl
fermionic generator.
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Consider Eqs.~40! of the first deconstruction. Supersymmetry implies that if (u,m) is a
solution of the first equation in~40!, then j15cu , h15cm ~where c is a constant! gives a
solution of the second equation. Thus, for example, the speedv traveling-wave peakon solution o
CH, u5v exp(2ux2vtu), can be supersymmetrized, as can any multipeakon solution. In fact,
also exist more general superpeakons. The superposition ansatz,

u~x,t !5(
i 51

N

pi~ t ! exp„2ux2qi~ t !u…, ~73!

j1~x,t !5(
i 51

N

r i~ t ! exp„2ux2qi~ t !u…, ~74!

gives a solution of the system~40! provided the functionsqi(t),pi(t),r i(t) ( i 51,...,N) satisfy the
ODE system,

qit5(
j 51

N

pj exp~2uqi2qj u!, ~75!

pit5( 8
j 51

N

sgn~qi2qj !pipj exp~2uqi2qj u!, ~76!

r it5
1

2
( 8
j 51

N

sgn~qi2qj !~pir j1pjr i !exp~2uqi2qj u!, ~77!

where the primed sums range over values ofj Þ i . Equations~75! and ~76! are the conditions
which determineu of the form~73! to be a multipeakon solution of CH. They describe geode
motion on anN-dimensional surface with coordinatesqi

1 and form an integrable Hamiltonia
system.23 The further equations~77! are linear equations for the functionsr i . Clearly, taking the
r i5cpi for some constantc gives a solution, these being the supersymmetrized multipea
solutions discussed before.More general solutions certainly exist. Since the system~75!–~76! is
integrable, integrability of the additionalN linear equations~77! depends on the existence ofN
21 independent conserved quantities depending on ther i . We have not settled this question
general, but we note that( i 51

N r i is a conserved quantity, just as the total momentum( i 51
N pi is also

conserved. This suffices for integrability whenN52, in which case the remaining equation f
r 12r 2 can be integrated explicitly. Note that unlike the existence of the superpeakons which
in virtue of supersymmetry transformations of CH peakons, the existence of this extra con
quantity depends critically on the coefficients of theh1 evolution equation in~40!. Even if the full
superpeakon system~77! proves not to be fully integrable, the geodesy and supersymmetry
ditions have certainly picked out an equation with some integrability properties~cf. Ref. 12!.

VII. OUTLOOK

In this paper we have examined fermionic extensions of the Camassa–Holm equati
particular we have identified the super-CH system~39!, which, for low dimensional Grassman
algebras displays some integrability properties and has peakon-type solutions. Further inv
tion is needed to determine whether the super-CH system is fully integrable.

Our work provides a further instance of integrability properties arising in the contex
geodesic flows on a group manifold, and in particular provides some evidence that supersym
geodesic flows whose bosonic part is integrable must also be integrable.

We note in closing that the KP~and super-KP! systems have yet to be presented as geod
flows. If such a presentation exists, it would have a bearing on the question of whether the
KP-type higher dimensional generalization of Camassa–Holm~arising in a way similar to that in
which KP generalizes KdV!.
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A soliton cellular automaton associated with crystals of symmetric tensor represen-
tations of the quantum affine algebraUq8(AM

(1)) is introduced. It is a crystal theoretic
formulation of the generalized box–ball system in which capacities of boxes and
carriers are arbitrary and inhomogeneous. Scattering matrices of two solitons co-
incide with the combinatorialR matrices ofUq8(AM21

(1) ). A piecewise linear evolu-
tion equation of the automaton is identified with an ultradiscrete limit of the non-
autonomous discrete Kadomtsev–Petviashivili equation. A class ofN soliton solu-
tions is obtained through the ultradiscretization of soliton solutions of the latter.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1322077#

I. INTRODUCTION

The box–ball system invented by Takahashi and Satsuma1 is an important example of soliton
cellular automata. It is a discrete dynamical system in which finitely many balls move alon
one-dimensional array of boxes under a certain rule. Its integrability has been proved in Re
making a connection to the difference analog of the Lotka–Volterra equation3 through the limiting
procedure calledultradiscretization.

By now the original box–ball system has been generalized into several directions. Firs
can introduce the balls distinguished by the index from the set$1,2, . . . ,M %. Second, one lets the
box at siten accommodate up toun balls, where the capacityun may depend onn. Third, one can
introduce acarrier with capacityk t to redefine the time evolution at timet. The carrier comes
from the left and proceeds to the right, picking up the balls in a box and dropping them
another under a certain rule. While it goes through the array of boxes, the successive lo
unloading process induces the motion of balls over the boxes, hence the time evolution
system. These generalizations of the Takahashi–Satsuma box–ball system are characte
the parameters (M ,un ,k t). ~n, tPZ play the role of space and time coordinates as in the diag
in Sec. II C.! The original one1 corresponds to the choice (M ,;un ,;k t)5(1,1,̀ ). The case
(M ,;un51,;k t5`) was introduced in Ref. 4 and studied in Ref. 5. Similarly, the ca

a!Electronic mail: atsuo@gokutan.c.u-tokyo.ac.jp
2740022-2488/2001/42(1)/274/35/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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~M51, ;un5u, ;k5k! with k.u and (M ,un ,;k t5`) were treated in Refs. 6 and 7, respe
tively. These works have been done mainly from the viewpoint of the ultradiscretization.

The purpose of this paper is to study the general (M ,un ,k t) case. In Sec. II we formulate th
corresponding generalization of the box–ball system in terms of the crystal theory.8–10 The latter
is a representation theory of quantum groups atq50. The unexpected link between the crysta
and the box–ball systems has also been exploited in Refs. 11 and 12 through a crystal th
interpretation of theL-operator approach.13 The idea is to regard the box–ball system as a solva
vertex model14 at q50 under a ‘‘ferromagnetic’’ boundary condition. More concretely, the bo
ball system corresponding to the data (M ,un ,k t) is naturally related to theUq8(AM

(1)) vertex model
at q50 whose inhomogeneity in the quantum and auxiliary spaces is parametrized byun’s and
k t’s, respectively.

Let Bl be the classical crystal ofUq8(AM
(1)) in the sense of Ref. 9 corresponding to thel-fold

symmetric tensor representation ofUq(AM). Then the array of boxes and the ball configuratio
are identified with the elements from̄ ^ Bun

^ Bun11
^¯ . The time evolution by the carrie

with capacityk t is realized as the action of theq50 row transfer matrix acting on̄ ^ Bun

^ Bun11
^¯ with the auxiliary space corresponding toBk t

. We call the resulting dynamica

system theAM
(1) automaton. It is the most general one in theAM

(1) case as far as the crystals fo
symmetric tensors are concerned. For generalizations to other root systems, see Ref. 1
supersymmetric one and Ref. 11 for the nonexceptional series other thanAM

(1) .
In Sec. III we introduce solitons and study the two-soliton scattering. As in Refs. 11 an

we label the solitons in terms of the elements of theUq8(AM21
(1) )-crystalBl , wherel plays the role

of the amplitude of a soliton. In the collisions of two solitons associated withBl and Bk , the
scattering matrix is shown to coincide with the combinatorialR matrix giving the isomorphism
Bl ^ Bk.Bk^ Bl of the Uq8(AM21

(1) ) crystals. These features are essentially the same with
;un51 case.5,11,12A new aspect here is that depending on the amplitudesl, k and the parameter
un , k t , the smaller soliton can overtake the larger one. This is most transparently understo
viewing the scattering from the cross channel. By interchangingun andk t , one can swap the role
of the space and time and thereby the boxes and carriers. Then the curious scattering me
previously reduces to the ‘‘usual’’ one in the cross channel where the larger soliton overtak
smaller one. In Sec. III D we also give a brief sketch of the conserved quantities of our auto
following Ref. 12.

In Sec. IV we set up a piecewise linear equation for the relevant combinatorialR matrix16 and
the resulting evolution equation for theAM

(1) automaton. Extending the earlier result,7 we identify
the evolution equation with an ultradiscrete limit of the nonautonomous discrete Kadom
Petviashivili~ndKP! equation. A class ofN soliton solutions is obtained through an ultradiscre
zation of thet functions. As in the previous case7 one needs to make a fine adjustment of t
fermion momenta entering the vacuum expectation value expression of thet functions. Each
soliton in the automaton is obtained by lettingM solitons in the ndKP merge together in th
ultradiscrete limit.

Section V is a summary. Appendices A and B contain the details of the proofs of Propo
3.8 and Theorem 4.5, respectively.

II. AUTOMATA FROM CRYSTALS

A. Uq8 „A M
„1…

… crystals

Let Bk be the classical crystal ofUq8(AM
(1)) corresponding to thek-fold symmetric tensor

representation. As a set it consists of the single row semistandard tableaux of lengthk on letters
$1,2, . . . ,M11%:

where we have omitted thek21 vertical lines separating the entries. We also represent
elements by the multiplicities of their contents. Namely,
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is also denoted byb5(x1 ,x2 , . . . ,xM11) with xi5#$ l uml5 i %.
Denote the Kashiwara operators ofBk by f̃ i andẽi for i 50,1, . . . ,M . The actions ofẽi , f̃ i on

Bk are defined as follows: forb5(x1 ,x2 , . . . ,xM11)PBk ,

5
ẽ0b5~x121,x2 , . . . ,xM1111!,

f̃ 0b5~x111,x2 , . . . ,xM1121!,

ẽib5~x1 , . . . ,xi11,xi 1121, . . . ,xM11! for i 51, . . . ,M ,

f̃ ib5~x1 , . . . ,xi21,xi 1111, . . . ,xM11! for i 51, . . . ,M .

~1!

In Eq. ~1!, the right-hand sides are to be understood as 0 if they are not inBk . A crystal can be
regarded as a colored oriented graph called a ‘‘crystal graph’’ by defining

b→
i

b8↔ f̃ ib5b8.

Thus, for example,

has the crystal graph:

Setting« i(b)5maxl $ẽ i
lbÞ0ul>0% andw i(b)5maxl $ f̃ i

lbÞ0ul>0% for bPBk , one has

«0~b!5x1 , « i~b!5xi 11 for i 51, . . . ,M ,

w0~b!5xM11 , w i~b!5xi for i 51, . . . ,M .

The data are necessary when we treat tensor products of the crystals. For two crystalsB andB8,
the tensor productB^ B8 is defined. As a set,

B^ B85$b1^ b2ub1PB,b2PB8%.

The actions ofẽi and f̃ i are defined by

ẽi~b1^ b2!5H ẽib1^ b2 if w i~b1!>« i~b2!

b1^ ẽib2 if w i~b1!,« i~b2!
, ~2!

f̃ i~b1^ b2!5H f̃ ib1^ b2 if w i~b1!.« i~b2!

b1^ f̃ ib2 if w i~b1!<« i~b2!
. ~3!

Here 0̂ b andb^ 0 are understood to be 0. For two crystalsB andB8, the tensor productsB8
^ B andB^ B8 constructed as shown previously are again crystals which are canonically iso
phic. The isomorphismR: B8^ B→̃B^ B8 is called the combinatorialR matrix.9,16 By the defini-
tion R commutes withf̃ i , ẽi for any i 50,1, . . . ,M . ~More precisely one introduces affine crysta
and the associated energy function, but in this paper we shall exclusively treat classical c
and concern the energy function only in connection with the conserved quantities in Sec. I!.
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Example 2.1:Figures 1 and 2 are the crystal graphs ofUq8(A2
(1))-crystalsB2^ B1 and B1

^B2, respectively.
Example 2.2:Let B85B2 , B5B1 of Uq8(A2

(1)) crystals.

These are obtained by comparing the crystal graphs in Example 2.1.
We write the highest weight element inBk with respect toUq(AM) asuk :

~4!

B. Isomorphism

Here we give an explicit procedure to obtain the isomorphismR: Bk^ Bl→Bl ^ Bk without
drawing the whole crystal graphs ofBk^ Bl andBl ^ Bk .

Let b1^ b2 be an element inBk^ Bl such asb15(x1 , . . . ,xM11) andb25(y1 , . . . ,yM11).
We representb1^ b2 by the two-column diagram. Each column hasM11 rows, enumerated as
to M11 from the top to the bottom. We putxi ~respectivelyyi! dotsd in the i th row of the left

FIG. 1. Crystal graph ofUq8(A2
(1))-crystalB2^ B1 .

FIG. 2. Crystal graph ofUq8(A2
(1))-crystalB1^ B2 .
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~respectively right! column.

Proposition 2.3: The rule to obtain the isomorphism R is as follows.
(1) Assume k> l ~respectively, k< l !. Pick any dot, sayda , in the right (respectively, left)

column and find its partnerda8 in the left (respectively, right) column. Theda8 is chosen from the
dots which are in the lowest (respectively, highest) row among all dots whose positions are
(respectively, lower) than that ofda . If there is no such dot, we return to the bottom (resp
tively, top) and the partnerda8 is chosen from the dots in the lowest (respectively, highest)
among all dots. Connectda and da8 by a line. We call the lines in the latter case winding a
in the former case unwinding.

(2) Repeat procedure (1) for the remaining unconnected dots (l21) times [respectively, (k21)
times].

(3) The isomorphism R is obtained by sliding the remaining (k2l) [respectively, (l2k)] un-
paired dots in the left (respectively, right) column to the right (respectively, left).
TheR obtained by this rule has the correct property as the isomorphism. This fact has been
in Sec. III of Ref. 16. We will write the relationR: u^ v°v8^ u8 also asu^ v.v8^ u8. Obvi-
ously one has

uk^ ul.ul ^ uk ~5!

for the element~4!.
Example 2.4:Let M52, k52, l 51. Examples 2.2~i! and 2.2~ii ! are obtained by the follow-

ing diagrams:

The line in ~i! is unwinding and that in~ii ! is winding.
Supposeb^ b8PB^ B8 is mapped tob̃8^ b̃PB8^ B under the isomorphismB^ B8.B8

^ B of Uq8(AM
(1)) crystals. AZ-valued functionH on B^ B8 is called anenergy functionif for any

i andb^ b8PB^ B8 such thatẽi(b^ b8)Þ0, it satisfies

H~ ẽi~b^ b8!!5H~b^ b8!11 if i 50,w0~b!>«0~b8!,w0~ b̃8!>«0~ b̃!

5H~b^ b8!21 if i 50,w0~b!,«0~b8!,w0~ b̃8!,«0~ b̃!

5H~b^ b8! otherwise. ~6!

When we want to emphasizeB^ B8, we writeHBB8 for H. This definition of the energy function
is due to~3. 4. e! of Ref. 16, that is a generalization of the definition for theB5B8 case in Ref.
9. The energy function is unique up to additive constant, sinceB^ B8 is connected. By definition
HBB8(b^ b8)5HB8B(b̃8^ b̃). Throughout this paper we normalize it as

HBlBk
~ul ^ uk!50, ~7!
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irrespective ofl ,k or l>k. Then it is the result of Ref. 16 that the energy function is~21! times
the number of unwinding lines in the sense of Example 2.4.

With a successive application ofR’s, one interchanges the order of tensor product pairw
and obtains the isomorphism ofBk1

^¯^ Bkn
and BkP1

^¯^ BkPn
for any permutationP. The

compatibility of this construction is guaranteed by the Yang–Baxter equation obeyed byR. The
following assertion follows easily from Proposition 2.3.

Proposition 2.5: Let k1 ,k2 , . . . PZ>1 be any sequence. Suppose b^ uk1
^¯^ ukn

.c1^¯

^ cn^ b8 is valid for some b8 and ci ’ s under the isomorphism Bl ^ Bk1
^¯^ Bkn

.Bk1
^¯

^ Bkn
^ Bl . For any bPBl , there exists n0 such that b85ul for all n>n0 .

This property will be needed in constructing the automation in Sec. II C.

C. Automaton

Let . . . ,u21 ,u0 ,u1 , . . . and . . . ,k21 ,k0 ,k1 , . . . be two sequences of positive intege
Denote the former indices byn, and the latter indices byt. Consider the two-dimensional lattic
with n and t directions,

n direction ¯^ Bun21
^ Bun

^ Bun11
^¯ ,

t direction ¯^ Bk t21
^ Bk t

^ Bk t11
^¯ .

In terms of the box–ball systems,un is the capacity of thenth box, andk t is the capacity of the
tth carrier.

Draw t-constant lines horizontally, andn-constant lines vertically. Number the former dow
ward, and the latter to the right. At any horizontal or vertical line segment of the lattice
inscribe an element of the crystals in the following way. At the point labeled by~t, n!, we put
bn

t PBun
on the upper line segment andvn

t PBk t
on the left line segment. Thus we havebn

t11

PBun
on the lower line segment andvn11

t PBk t
on the right line segment.

We impose the condition that they are related by the combinatorialR matrix,

R:vn
t

^ bn
t °; bn

t11
^ vn11

t . ~8!

In the following sections, we consider the time evolution of the system downward. In vie
Proposition 2.5 we can and will exclusively consider the case where for anyt, bn

t Þuun
only for

finitely manyn’s and similarly for anyn, vn
t Þuk t

only for finitely manyt’s. Sometimes we ignore

vn
t ’s and display the time evolution of the system only with the arrays

¯ b22
0 b21

0 b0
0 b1

0 b2
0
¯ ,

¯ b22
1 b21

1 b0
1 b1

1 b2
1
¯ ,

¯ b22
2 b21

2 b0
2 b1

2 b2
2
¯ .
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In short, the evolution of the array$bn
t % to $bn

t11% is determined by

Bk t
^ ~¯^ Bun

^ Bun11
^¯ !.~¯^ Bun

^ Bun11
^¯ ! ^ Bk t

,

uk t
^ ~¯^ bn

t
^ bn11

t
^¯ !.~¯^ bn

t11
^ bn11

t11
^¯ ! ^ uk t

,

under the successive applications of the combinatorialR matricesR: Bk t
^ Bu j

°; Bu j
^ Bk t

.

Setting p5¯^ bn
t

^ bn11
t

^¯ , we denote the time evolution induced byuk t
as above by

Tk t
(p)5¯^ bn

t11
^ bn11

t11
^¯ . Obviously the time evolutions are invertible, and due to~5! they

are commutative,

TkTk85Tk8Tk . ~9!

In the rest of the paper, the two-dimensional lattice on which the automaton is defined sho
appropriately understood either as large but finite or formally infinite depending on the situ

The following observation will turn out to be useful in the sequel.
Remark 2.6: Interchanging the role of ‘‘space’’ and ‘‘time,’’ one can view~8! as the evolution

of the array¯^ vn11
t11

^ vn11
t

^ vn11
t21

^¯ to the left as

Tun
~¯^ vn11

t11
^ vn11

t
^ vn11

t21
^¯ !5¯^ vn

t11
^ vn

t
^ vn

t21
^¯ .

Example 2.7: Let M53, ;un51, and;k t5`,

¯111142113111111111111̄

¯111111421311111111111̄

¯111111114231111111111̄

¯111111111124311111111̄

¯111111111112143111111̄

¯111111111111211431111̄

where i denotes i . This is a typical two-soliton scattering. One can see that a soliton

amplitudel moves to the right with velocityl if separated sufficiently. Hence the larger solito
overtake the smaller ones.~See Sec. III A for the precise definition of the solitons and th
amplitude.!
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Example 2.8: Let M53, ;un52, and;k t51.

Herei andij denotei and i j , respectively. We have depicted both variables$bn
t % and$vn

t %. This

time 14 on the top left is the smaller soliton and 33 or 13^13 is the larger soliton. Thus in term
of the$bn

t % variable, the smaller one overtakes the larger one as we go down the figure endin
the solitons 34 and 13. This is an opposite feature from the previous example. However
space–time interchanged picture~Remark 2.6!, it reduces to the situation similar to Example 2.
Namely, in terms of the$vn

t % variable, the larger soliton overtakes the small one
. . . 43 . . . 3 . . .→ . . . 4 . . . 33, as wetrace the diagram from the right to the left.

D. Equivalence with box–ball systems

Our AM
(1) automaton can be viewed as a generalized box–ball system. One interprets th

1 in the tableaux as an empty space and the other letters 2< i<M11 as the balls with index
M122 i . The elementbn

t signifies the balls contained in thenth box with capacityun at time t.
Similarly vn

t stands for the carrier with capacityk t . Then ~8! tells that through the loading–
unloading process, the box and the carrier change intobn

t11 andvn11
t , respectively. Sending the

carrier through to the left, one has the time evolution of the box–ball state¯^ bn
t

^ bn11
t

^¯ into
¯^ bn

t11
^ bn11

t11
^¯ . For a concrete rule describing~8! in terms of the box–ball terminology

see theBBS scattering rulein Ref. 5. Relation~8! will also be expressed as a piecewise line
equation in Proposition 4.1.

When;k t5` we claim that the evolution of$bn
t % in our AM

(1) automaton is equivalent to th
box–ball system studied in Ref. 7 under the above-stated translation. In the latter the
dimensional array of boxes with capacities. . . ,un21 ,un ,un11 , . . . accommodate the balls wit
an index from the set$1, . . . ,M %. The dynamics of the balls in each time step is governed by
following rules.7

~1! Move every ball only once.
~2! Move the leftmost ball with index 1 to the nearest right box with space.
~3! Move the leftmost ball with index 1 among the rest to its nearest right box with space.
~4! Repeat this procedure until all of the balls with index 1 are moved.
~5! Do the same procedure~2!–~4! for the balls with index 2.
~6! Repeat this procedure successively until all of the balls with indexM are moved.

If the ball with some index is absent, one just proceeds to those with the next index. A box
space means the one that contains strictly fewer balls than its capacity. If a box contains mo
one ball with the same index and they are not yet moved at an instant during the procedu
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may pick any one of them when looking for the leftmost one. The equivalence to our autom
with ;k t→` is shown by the fact that both lead to the same evolution equation, which is g
from Proposition 4.1 under the said limit.

The above-mentioned rule tells that the time evolutionT` in our automation admits the
following factorization:

T`5T̃M¯T̃2T̃1 , ~10!

where T̃j moves the balls with indexj only, and we identify the left-hand side with the corr
sponding operator acting on the box–ball systems.

For later convenience we introduce thecanonical systemfollowing Ref. 5. We keep assumin
;k t5` and stay in the description in terms of the box–ball system rather than crystals un
end of this section. Thus we identifybPBu with the capacityu box containing the balls as
specified before. Suppose a statep5¯^ bn^ bn11^¯ containsJ balls in total. Then the action
of T̃M¯T̃2T̃1 consists ofJ steps, each of which is to move a certain ball. To a ball to be mo
in the j th step (1< j <J), we assign asignature j. The assignment is unique up to the trivi
freedom among the commonly indexed balls within the same boxes. Letc(p) be the ball configu-
rations obtained fromp just by regarding the signatures as new indices. It consists of the s
array of the boxes andJ balls as before but with the new distinct index from 1 toJ. One can still
let c(p) evolve under the previously stated rules~1!–~6! by replacingM therein with J. The
resulting new box–ball system is called the canonical system. By a close inspection of
~1!–~6!, it is not difficult to confirm the commutativity:

c~ T̃M¯T̃2T̃1~p!!5T̃J¯T̃2T̃1~c~p!!. ~11!

In this sense the canonical system essentially grasps the time development pattern of the
one. This fact, first recognized in Ref. 5 for;un51, will be utilized in Appendix A.

III. COMBINATORIAL R MATRIX AS SCATTERING MATRIX OF ULTRADISCRETE
SOLITONS

Here we prove Theorem 3.10, which identifies the scattering matrix of the ultradiscrete
tons with the combinatorialR matrix of Uq8(AM21

(1) ).

A. Solitons

Let Bk8 be the classical crystal ofUq8(AM21
(1) ) corresponding to thek-fold symmetric tensor

representation:

Denote the Kashiwara operators ofBk8 by f̃ i8 and ẽi8 for i 50,1, . . . ,M21. For distinction, from
now on we use the notationBk , f̃ i ,ẽi for Uq8(AM

(1)) crystals andBk8 , f̃ i8 ,ẽi8 for Uq8(AM21
(1) ) crystals.

Let R and R8 be the combinatorialR matrices forUq8(AM
(1)) and Uq8(AM21

(1) ), respectively. Thus
R f̃i5 f̃ iR andR8 f̃ i85 f̃ i8R8 hold when they act on the tensor product of two crystals, and simil
for ẽi ,ẽi8 . ~We will specify the crystals that they act on each time.!

Remark 3.1: When M51 we still define Bk8 as above, which is the set with the single elem

We further understand that the‘‘ Uq8(A0
(1))’’ combinatorial R matrix R8:Bl8^ Bk8→Bk8^ Bl8 is given

by R8(ul ^ uk)5uk^ ul .
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For eachkPZ>1 define a mapı k by

Let k1 , . . . ,kNPZ>1 andL0 , . . . ,LNPZ>0 for someNPZ>1 . In terms ofı k we further introduce
a map

ı k1 , . . . ,kN

~L0 , . . . ,LN! :Bk1
8 ^¯^ BkN

8 →~B1! ^ L01¯1LN1k11¯1kN

by

In particuları k5ı k
(0,0) . The mapı k1 , . . . ,kN

(L0 , . . . ,LN) is injective. For eachkPZ>1 let §k denote the map

where 1<m18<¯<mk8<M11 are just the reordering ofm1 , . . . ,mk into the weakly increasing
order. We assume thatLª(n un is sufficiently large. We set

û5~¯^ §un
^ §un11

^¯ !:B1
^ L→¯^ Bun

^ Bun11
^¯ . ~12!

For non-negative integersL0 , . . . ,LN such thatL5L01¯1LN1k11¯1kN , denote by
ik1 , . . . ,kN

(L0 , . . . ,LN) the compositionû+ı k1 , . . . ,kN

(L0 , . . . ,LN) , i.e.,

ik1 , . . . ,kN

~L0 , . . . ,LN! :Bk1
8 ^¯^ BkN

8 ——→
ı

k1 , . . . ,kN

~L0 , . . . ,LN!

B1
^ L→

û

¯^ Bun
^ Bun11

^¯ . ~13!

Suppose that the image is obtained from the element¯^ uun
^ uun11

^¯ by replacing only the

isolated segmentsuuni
^ uuni11

^¯^ uuni8
(ni<ni8) with somebuni

^¯^ buni8
PBuni

^¯^ Buni8
for

1< i<N. Assume further that the interval is sufficiently large, namely,ni2ni 218
@max(k1, . . . ,kN) for any 2< i<N. In such a case we call the image of~13! an asymptotic N
soliton state. Each soliton is essentially associated with an element inBk8 , and we callk the
amplitudeof the corresponding soliton. States obtained from an asymptoticN soliton state under
arbitrary time evolutionsTk¯Tk8 will be calledN soliton states. This definition will naturally b
justified from the consideration on the conserved quantities in Section III D. Note thatik1 , . . . ,kN

(L0 , . . . ,LN)

is not injective sinceû is not. Consequently, the result of the application ofi
k1 , . . . ,kN

(L08 , . . . ,LN8 )
is not

necessarily an ‘‘overall translation’’ of~13! in a naive sense even whenLi82Li is i independent
for i ,N or i .0. See Example 3.2 in the following.

First we consider theN51 case. As it turns out in Proposition 3.3, there is no distinct
between an asymptotic one-soliton state and a one-soliton state. Moreover one can check
definition of the one-soliton state here agrees with the one-soliton solution that will be given
in ~B1!. Given a one-soliton state

p5¯^ bn21^ bn^ bn11^¯P¯^ Bun21
^ Bun

^ Bun11
^¯ ,
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one can unambiguously specify integersn,k(>1),s,t by the conditions:

Note that ‘‘if’’ in the first condition is not ‘‘only if’’ in that bn1k5uun1k
is allowed ass50. The

amplitude of the soliton according to the above-mentioned definition equalst1un111¯

1un1k211s. We set

x~p!5(
j <n

u j2t, y~p!5t1un111¯1un1k21

and callx(p) thecoordinateof the soliton.y(p) should not be confused with the amplitude of t
soliton.

Example 3.2:ConsiderBu1
^¯^ Bu6

with u15u351, u25u45u652, andu553, henceL
511.

~i! Take

Then i1
(L0 ,L1)(b) with L01L1510 are examples of one-soliton states with amplitude 1. One

i1
(1,9)(b)5i1

(2,8)(b), i1
(4,6)(b)5i1

(5,5)(b), andi1
(6,4)(b)5i1

(7,3)(b)5i1
(8,2)(b). For L0<8 they look as

where we have also listed,n, n1k, x(p) andy(p).
~ii ! Take

Then i1
(L0 ,L1)(b) with L01L156 are examples of one-soliton states with amplitude 5. ForL0

<5 they look as
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In Sec. III C we will make use of
Proposition 3.3: Letp5i l

(L0 ,L1)(b) be the one soliton of amplitude l associated with

PBl8 . Then its time evolution Tk(p) is again one soliton and expressible as Tk(p)5i
l

(L08 ,L18)
(b)

for some L08 ,L18 (L081L185L01L1) but with the same bPBl8 . The difference of their coordinate
~velocity under Tk! is given by

x~Tk~p!!2x~p!5H k, k,y~p!

min~k,l !1max~un1k2 l ,0!, k>y~p!.

The proof is done by a cumbersome case study. When;un51, the above result simplifies to
x(Tk(p))2x(p)5min(k,l) in agreement with Ref. 12. In general, the velocity varies locally
pending on the data$un%. In Example 3.2~i! one hasTk(i1

(0,10)(b))5i1
(2,8)(b), Tk(i1

(2,8)(b))
5i1

(3,7)(b), Tk(i1
(3,7)(b))5i1

(5,5)(b), Tk(i1
(5,5)(b))5i1

(8,2)(b) for anyk>1. Similarly in ~ii ! one has

Tk(i5
(0,6)(c))5i5

(k8,62k8)(c) for any k>1, wherek85min(k,5). These results agree with Prop
sition 3.3

Let ik1 , . . . ,kN

(L0 , . . . ,LN)(c1^¯^ cN)(ciPBki
8 ) be an asymptoticN soliton state and

¯^ bn
t

^ bn11
t

^¯5Tk t
Tk t21

¯~ik1 , . . .kN

~L0 , . . . ,LN!
~c1^¯^ cN!!

be its time evolution. Assume that the solitons are sufficiently separated without an inter
throughout the time interval under consideration. Let$vn

t % be the associated variables on t
vertical edges as in~8!. Then in the space–time interchanged picture, the state¯^ vn

t11
^ vn

t

^¯ is also an asymptoticN soliton state associated with the samec1^¯^ cN . Namely,

¯^ vn
t11

^ vn
t

^¯5k̂+ı
k1 , . . . ,kN

~L08 , . . . ,LN8 !
~c1^¯^ cN!

for someL08 , . . . ,LN8 . Here

k̂5~¯^ §k t11
^ §k t

^¯ !:B1
^ M→¯^ Bk t11

^ Bk t
^¯ ,

is an analog ofû in ~12!, and we have setM5S t k t . The figure in Example 2.8 will be of help
to understand this fact. In a sense one can employ either picture to describe the scattering p
Indeed our discussion at the end of Sec. III C will rely on this observation.

B. Scattering of two solitons: A typical case

Our aim here is to show Theorem 3.9 which is valid in the ‘‘typical’’ situation~19!.
Lemma 3.4: For each i51, . . . ,M21, we have a commutative diagram:

whereik(0)50. The same relation also holds between f˜
i8 and f̃ i 118 .

Combining Lemma 3.4 with the realization ofBu in B1
^ u as aUq(AM) crystal ~cf. Ref. 17!,

one can derive the following lemmas.
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Lemma 3.5: In the diagram

suppose that the image ofi l ,k
(L0 ,L1 ,L2) is an asymptotic two-soliton state. Then the diagram

commutative for any i51, . . . ,M21. The same relation holds also between f˜
i8 and f̃i 11

Actually, the commutativity of the above diagram holds under a milder condition than b
an asymptotic two-soliton state.

Lemma 3.6: Let p1 , . . . ,pm be the subsequence of a1 , . . . ,aL(anPBun
) consisting of all the

elements such that anÞuun
. Assume the same relation between p18 , . . . ,pm8 and a18 , . . . ,aL8 . Then

for any t, t8PZ>0 and kPZ>1 , the two relations

f̃ i 11~p1^¯^ pm!5p18^¯^ pm8 ,

f̃ i 11~uk
^ t

^ a1^¯^ aL ^ uk
^ t8!5uk

^ t
^ a18^¯^ aL8 ^ uk

^ t8

are equivalent for each i51, . . . ,M21. The equivalence persists even when the right-hand s
are both 0. The same is true also for e˜ i 11 .

Proposition 3.7: Suppose an asymptotic two-soliton state has evolved into another as

Tk
t ~i l ,k

~L0 ,L1 ,L2!
~b^ c!!5i

k,l
~L08 ,L18 ,L28!

~c8^ b8! ~14!

for somek,t,Li ,Li8.0,b,b8PBl8 and c,c8PBk8 . Then~14! is also valid under the replacement o

b^ c ~respectively, c8^ b8! by f̃i8(b^ c) @respectively, f̃ i8(c8^ b8)# for any i51, . . . ,M21 such

that f̃i8(b^ c)Þ0.
Proof: ~14! is equivalent to

uk
^ t

^ i l ,k
~L0 ,L1 ,L2!

~b^ c!.i
k,l
~L08 ,L18 ,L28!

~c8^ b8! ^ uk
^ t .

Apply f̃ i 11 to both sides. Due to Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, the result becomes

uk
^ t

^ i l ,k
~L0 ,L1 ,L2!

~ f̃ i8~b^ c!!.i
k,l
~L08 ,L18 ,L28!

~ f̃ i8~c8^ b8!! ^ uk
^ t .

h

Proposition 3.8: Let l.k and assume thati l ,k
(L0 ,L1 ,L2)(b1^ b2) is an asymptotic two-soliton

state with

b15~ l ,0, . . . ,0!PBl8 , b25~h,k2h,0, . . . ,0!PBk8 ~15!

with 0<h<k in the notation of~1!. Assume further that l.un for all but finitely many n’s. Then
if k@ l , there exists t.0 such that the result of the time evolution Tk

t also becomes the asymptot
two-soliton state as

Tk
t ~i l ,k

~L0 ,L1 ,L2!
~b1^ b2!!5i

k,l
~L08 ,L18 ,L28!

~c2^ c1!, ~16!

where c1 ,c2 are given by
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c25~k,0, . . . ,0!PBk8 , c15~ l 2k1h,k2h,0, . . . ,0!PBl8 . ~17!

The proof is given in Appendix A. In fact bothb1^ b2 and c2^ c1 are Uq(AM21) highest
element, i.e.,ẽi8(b1^ b2)5ẽi8(c2^ c1)50 for all 1< i<M21. Combining this property with the
conservation of weights~number of the letters! and the soliton content~cf. Sec. III D!, one can
argue that the outgoing state should necessarily correspond toc2^ c1 if it is an asymptotic two-
soliton state at all. However, to establish the separation into two solitons asymptotically is
trivial task for inhomogeneousun’s only bounded by the conditionl>un for all but finitely many
n’s. So far we have not managed it without recourse to the actual two-soliton solution
Appendix A.

As a Uq(AM21) crystal, theUq8(AM21
(1) )-crystalBl8^ Bk8 decomposes into the connected co

ponents. Each component is parametrized with theUq(AM21) highest elementsb1^ b2 ~15!, and
is generated by applyingf̃ i8 operators (1< i<M21) to it. The decomposition of the same patte
takes place also forBk8^ Bl8 according to the highest elementsc2^ c1 . Combining this fact with
Propositions 3.7 and 3.8, we conclude that there exists a mapS8 ~S matrix! uniquely defined by

S8:Bl8^ Bk8→Bk8^ Bl8 ,
~18!

Tk
t ~i l ,k

~L0 ,L1 ,L2!
~b^ c!!5i

k,l
~L08 ,L18 ,L28!

~S8~b^ c!!,

under the condition

k@ l .k, l .un for all but finitely many n’s. ~19!

It describes the two-soliton scattering.
Theorem 3.9: Under the assumption~19!, we have R85S8 on the Uq8(AM21

(1) )-crystal Bl8
^ Bk8 .

Proof: By the definition and Proposition 3.7, bothR8 andS8 commute withf̃ i8 for any 1< i
<M21. Moreover, for anyUq(AM21) highest elementsb1^ b2 given by ~15!, their actions are
the same, i.e.,S8(b1^ b2)5c2^ c15R8(b1^ b2), where the latter can be verified from Propos
tion 2.3. h

Thus in situation~19! the larger soliton overtakes the smaller soliton and the scattering m
coincides with the combinatorialR matrix of theUq8(AM21

(1) ) crystal. For instance Example 2.
tells that

This agrees with Example 2.2~i!.

C. Scattering of two solitons: General case

First let us consider the homogeneous case;un5u,;k t5k. Fix positive integersl .k. We
study the scattering of two solitons in̄ ^ Bu ^ Bu ^¯ with amplitudesl and k under the time
evolutionTk

t . The qualitative feature of the scattering depends on the following cases:

~ i! l .k>max~u,k!, v l5vk5k,

~ ii ! min~u,k!> l .k, v l5vk5u,

~ iii ! l>k.k>u, v l5k.vk5k,

~ iv! k> l .k>u, v l5 l .vk5k,

~v! l>k.u>k, v l5k.vk5u,
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~vi! k> l .u>k, v l5 l .vk5u,

~vii ! l>u.k>k,

~viii ! u> l .k>k,

~ ix! l>u.k>k,

~x! u> l .k>k.

Here the classification has been done so that

$~ i!c~ ii !%C$~ iii !ø~ iv!ø~v!ø~vi!%C$~vii !ø~viii !ø~ ix!ø~x!%.

For example, cases~iii ! and~iv! share thel 5k.k>u case. However the three groups are mu
ally disjoint and correspond to distinct features of the scattering as we will see in the follo
The v l and vk are the velocities of the solitons with amplitudel and k, respectively. For each
soliton it has been calculated by using Proposition 3.3 by assuming no effect from the
soliton. In cases~vi! and~x! we have excludedl 5u and l 5k, respectively, since they both lea
to v l5vk5u and hence no scattering. For the same reason, cases~i! and~ii ! are out of question.
Via the space–time interchangeu↔k, cases~vii !, ~viii !, ~ix!, and~x! are mapped to~iii !, ~iv!, ~v!,
and~vi!, respectively.@See the argument before Theorem 3.10 on the velocities in cases~vii !–~x!.#
Thus we are left with cases~iii !–~vi!, wherel .u andv l.vk are always valid. Following Ref. 12
we utilize the commutativity~9! and consider the two-soliton scattering underTk

t as

Tk
t 5T`

2t8Tk
t T`

t8 .

The scatterings are thus divided into three stages. In the first stage, we let solitons evolve unT`
t8

for sufficiently larget8. Sincel .u matches condition~19!, Theorem 3.9 tells us that the large
soliton overtakes the smaller one with the scattering rule described byS85R8. In the second stage
corresponding toTk

t , the larger soliton goes further ahead than the smaller one with no intera

because ofv l.vk . Therefore in the last stageT`
2t8 , the two remain isolated even though they a

drawn back and get relatively closer. Thus we conclude that in all the cases~iii !–~vi!, the quali-
tative feature is the same as the one in Theorem 3.9. Namely, the larger soliton overtak
smaller one and the scattering rule is given by the combinatorialR matrix R8:Bl8^ Bk8→Bk8
^ Bl8 . Through the space–time interchange argument, this implies the opposite feature of s
ing in cases~vii !–~x!. Namely, the smaller one overtakes the larger one with the scattering
given by the combinatorialR matrix R8:Bk8^ Bl8→Bl8^ Bk8 .

We note that in cases~vii !–~x! one does not necessarily havev l,vk at any time. It actually
depends on whetherk:y(p) when Proposition 3.3 is applied. Neverthelessv l,vk should be valid
‘‘on average’’ and the above-mentioned feature of the scattering should hold due to the red
to cases~iii !–~vi! where the strict inequalityv l.vk is always valid. To summarize, we hav
shown

Theorem 3.10:Let l.k be the amplitude of two solitons in̄ ^ Bu ^ Bu ^¯ . Under the time
evolution Tk , the scattering matrix of the collision (if any) in the sense of (18) or (18)l↔k is given
by S85R8, where R8 is the combinatorial R matrix of the Uq8(AM21

(1) ) crystals for

~ I ! Bl8^ Bk8°̃Bk8^ Bl8 i f min~ l ,k!.max~k,u!,

~ II ! Bk8^ Bl8°̃Bl8^ Bk8 i f min~ l ,u!.max~k,k!,

~ III ! no scattering~same velocity! otherwise.
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Example 2.8 corresponds to the choicel 5u52,k5k51, hence to~II ! in the theorem. The
scattering matrix is read off the figure,

This agrees with the inverse of theR matrix in Example 2.2~ii !.
Let us comment on the inhomogeneous case whereun’s and k t’s actually depend on the

indices. In view of~19!, the qualitative feature of the scattering remains the same as Theorem
even if we slightly relax the conditions therein. For instance the larger soliton still overtake
smaller one with the ruleS85R8 if min(l,kt).max(k,un) holds for almost alln and t that are
relevant during the scattering in question. In such cases we expect that the asymptoticN soliton
state in the sense of Sec. III A undergoes the scattering which is essentially factorized in
two-body ones studied here. On the other hand, ifun’s andk t’s are not bounded by the conditio
as noted previously and indeed are far from being homogeneous, even two solitons can
many times in general depending on the local velocities. In such a case we do not have a
picture of the scattering.

Example 3.11:Let M53.

where• denoteŝ , and 14 for example does

Not only un’s but alsok t are inhomogeneous here so that the relevant time evolutions areT5 for
the process 0→1→2→3→4, whereas they areT2 for 4→5→6→7→8→9. This is an example
of the double scattering of two solitons caused by the inhomogeneity. The larger soliton
overtakes the smaller one, but after the collision it gets slower due to the environmental c
and is eventually passed by the smaller one again. This is easily understood from the classi
~I!–~III ! in Theorem 3.10 for the homogeneous case. In the first stage we havel 54, k55, k
52, un<3 so that the larger soliton overtakes the smaller as in~I!. On the other hand we hav
k52, un>3 in the second stage; hence the smaller one passes the larger one as in~II !. Following
the time evolution downward, one finds the scattering matrices for the successive collision

in terms of the soliton labels with theUq8(A2
(1))-crystal elements. They agree with the combin

torial R matricesB48^ B28.B28^ B48 calculated from Proposition 2.3.

D. Conserved quantities

Let us give a class of conserved quantities in theAM
(1) automaton. Since our construction he

is based on Ref. 12 and the result is quite parallel, we will only present a brief sketch. Giv
automaton statep5¯^ bn^ bn11^¯ ~bn5uun

for unu@1,!, let
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uk ^ p.¯^ bn218 ^ bn8^ vn^ bn11^ bn12^¯

for somebi8PBu i
andvnPBk . Set

Ek~p!52(
n

HBkBun11
~vn^ bn11!,

which is well defined owing to the normalization~7!. By the same argument as in Ref. 12 we g

Ek~Tk8~p!!5Ek~p! for any k,k8.

ThusEk(p), kPZ>1 form a family of conserved quantities. Ifp is an asymptoticN soliton state
in the sense of Sec. III A, it is straightforward to derive

Ek~p!5(
l>1

min~ l ,k!Nl , ~20!

whereNl is the number of solitons with amplitudel. Therefore if a state with the soliton conte
$Nl% scatters into another state with the content$Nl8%, Nl5Nl8 must be valid for anyl due to the
conservation of allEk’s. In both Examples 2.7 and 2.8 we haveE152, El53 for l>3, in
agreement withN15N251, Nl50 for l>3. In Example 3.11, we haveE152, E254, E355, and
El56 for l>4, in agreement withNl5d l21d l4 .

When ;un51, ~20! is obtained in proposition 4.4 in Ref. 12. An equivalent family of t
conserved quantities has also been given in Ref. 5.

Another conserved quantity is the semistandard Young tableau, which can be constru
follows. Given an automaton statep5¯^ bn^ bn11^¯ , let cs¯c2c1 be the subsequence o
¯bn21bnbn11¯ obtained by dropping all thebj ’s such thatbj5uu j

. Eachcj has the form

for which we set

Let T(p)ª((( c̄1• c̄2)• c̄3)• ¯ • c̄s) be the semistandard tableau constructed from the succe
products ofc̄ j ’s defined via the row insertion as in Ref. 18, p. 11. By virtue of theUq8(AM21)
invariance,12 it is a conserved quantity under any time evolutionTk , i.e.,T(p)5T(Tk(p)). In the
context of the Robinson–Schensted–Knuth correspondence,T(p) stands for theP symbol. For
any one-soliton statep5ik

(L0 ,L1)(b), bPBk8 , one hasT(p)5b. One can also check thatT(p)
equals

in Examples 2.7, 2.8, and 3.11, respectively, throughout the scattering.

IV. A M
„1… AUTOMATON AS AN ULTRADISCRETE KP EQUATION

Here we investigate theAM
(1) automaton constructed in Sec. II C from the viewpoint

ultradiscretization.2,19 With the same notations as~1! we defineun, j
t andvn, j

t to be the multiplici-
ties of the (M122 j )th content ofbn

t andvn
t , i.e.,

bn
t 5~un,M11,

t un,M
t , . . . ,un,1

t !,
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vn
t 5~vn,M11,

t vn,M
t , . . . ,vn,1

t !,

Proposition 4.1: The map

R:vn
t

^ bn
t °; bn

t11
^ vn11

t , ~21!

is expressed by (1<j<M)

un, j
t112vn, j

t 5max@X12un ,X22un , . . . ,Xj 212un ,Xj2k t , . . . ,XM2k t,0#

2max@X12un ,X22un , . . . ,Xj2un ,Xj 112k t , . . . ,XM2k t,0#, ~22!

vn11,j
t 5un, j

t 1vn, j
t 2un, j

t11, ~23!

where

Xl 5Xn;l
t

ª(
i 5l

M

un,i
t 1(

i 51

l

vn,i
t .

Actually (23) is also valid for j5M11.
Proof: In the present proof, we abbreviateun, j

t andvn, j
t to uj andv j , respectively. We also pu

uj 1M115uj , v j 1M115v j , etc., i.e., each suffix is defined moduloM11.
We defineuj

(k) ,v j
(k) ~j 51,2, . . . ,M11, k51,2, . . . ,M11! as follows.

~1! Let Duj5Dv j 11ª min@uj ,vj11#, anduj
(1)
ªuj2Duj ,v j

(1)
ªv j2Dv j for j 51,2, . . . ,M11.

~2! For ; j , we define Duj
(1)5Dv j 12

(1)
ª min@uj

(1) ,vj12
(1) #, and uj

(2)
ªuj

(1)2Duj
(1) , v j

(2)
ªv j

(1)

2Dv j
(1) .

~3! Similar to step~2!, we recursively defineDuj
(l 21)5Dv j 1l

(l 21)
ª min@uj

(l 21) ,v j 1l
(l 21)#, uj

(l )

ªuj
(l 21)2Duj

(l 21) andv j
(l )

ªv j
(l 21)2Dv j

(l 21) for l 52,3, . . . ,M11.

From Proposition 2.3, we see thatuj
(M11) andv j

(M11) are the number ofunconnecteddots in the
(M122 j )th box in the column diagrams forbn

t andvn
t , respectively. See Example 2.4. Notin

that Duj
(M )5Dv j

(M ) we have

un, j
t115v j1uj

~M11!2v j
~M11!5v j1uj

~M !2v j
~M ! ~24!

for 1< j <M11. The following formulas are easily shown by induction:

uj
~ l !5maxF (

i 50

l 21

uj 1 i , (
i 51

l 21

uj 1 i1v j 11 , (
i 52

l 21

uj 1 i1(
i 51

2

v j 1 i , . . . ,uj 1l 211 (
i 51

l 21

v j 1 i ,(
i 51

l

v j 1 i G
2v j 112maxF (

i 51

l 21

uj 1 i , (
i 52

l 21

uj 1 i1v j 12 , . . . ,uj 1l 211 (
i 52

l 21

v j 1 i ,(
i 52

l

v j 1 i G , ~25!

v j
~ l !5maxF (

i 50

l 21

v j 2 i , (
i 51

l 21

v j 2 i1uj 21 , (
i 52

l 21

v j 2 i1(
i 51

2

uj 2 i , . . . ,v j 2l 111 (
i 51

l 21

uj 2 i ,(
i 51

l

uj 2 i G
2uj 212maxF (

i 51

l 21

v j 2 i , (
i 52

l 21

v j 2 i1uj 22 , . . . ,v j 2l 111 (
i 52

l 21

uj 2 i ,(
i 52

l

uj 2 i G . ~26!

Noticing uj 215uj 1M , v j 115v j 2M , we find
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uj
~M !2v j

~M !5maxF(
i 50

M

uj 1 i ,(
i 51

M

uj 1 i1v j 11 ,(
i 52

M

uj 1 i1(
i 51

2

v j 1 i , . . . , (
i 5M21

M

uj 1 i

1 (
i 51

M21

v j 1 i ,uj 1M1(
i 51

M

v j 1 i G2maxF(
i 50

M

v j 2 i ,(
i 51

M

v j 2 i1uj 21 , (
i 52

M

v j 2 i

1(
i 51

2

uj 2 i , . . . , (
i 5M21

M

v j 2 i1 (
i 51

M21

uj 2 i ,v j 2M1(
i 51

M

uj 2 i G . ~27!

Subtracting

(
i 50

j 21

ui1 (
i 5 j 11

M11

v i

from both max@¯# terms on the right-hand side of the equation and using the relations:

uM115un2(
j 51

M

uj , vM115k t2(
j 51

M

v j ,

we get~22! from ~24!. Noticing that the number of dots of two column diagrams is preserve
the rule, we obtain~23!. h

Our goal in this section is to show that~22! and ~23! are ultradiscrete limits of the~one-
constrained! nonautonomous discrete KP equation~ndKP equation!:

~bn112cj 11!t~ t,n, j !t~ t11,n11,j 11!1~cj 112at11!t~ t11,n11,j !t~ t,n, j 11!

1~at112bn11!t~ t,n11,j !t~ t11,n, j 11!50. ~28!

Here at ,bn ,cj are arbitrary complex parameters. The ndKP equation~28!, which is sometimes
called the~nonautonomous! Hirota–Miwa equation, is equivalent to the generating formulas of
KP hierarchy.20,21 Its soliton solutions, Lax operators, Darboux transformations, etc., have
investigated in Ref. 22. We setat11511d t andbn11511gn . We also assume thatc151, c2

5c35¯5cM1150, and

t~ t,n, j 1M11!5t~ t,n, j !. ~29!

The constraint~29! is an analog ofM-reduction of the KP hierarchy which restricts the space
transformation group oft functions to the subgroup generated byAM

(1) .21 Let

Un, j
t
ª

t~ t,n11,j !t~ t,n, j 11!

t~ t,n, j !t~ t,n11,j 11!
,

~30!

Vn, j
t
ª

t~ t11,n, j 11!t~ t,n, j !

t~ t11,n, j !t~ t,n, j 11!
,

for 1< j <M . We also introduce a small positive parameter«, and putd t5exp@2kt /«# and gn

5exp@2un /«#. Then we have
Theorem 4.2:Let

un, j
t 5 lim

«→10
« logUn, j

t ,

vn, j
t 5 lim

«→10
« logVn, j

t
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be the ultradiscrete limits for1< j <M , and specify un,M11
t and vn,M11

t by ( j 51
M11 un, j

t 5un and
( j 51

M11 vn, j
t 5k t . Then$un, j

t % and $vn, j
t % satisfy (22) and (23).

Proof: We use abbreviations:t jªt(t,n, j ), t j
t
ªt(t11,n, j ), tn, jªt(t,n11,j ), tn, j

t
ªt(t

11,n11,j ). The ndKP equation~28! with the constraint~29! is rewritten as the followingM
11 simultaneous equations:

~11gn!t1tn,2
t 2~11d t!tn,1

t t21~d t2gn!tn,1t2
t 50,

~11gn!t2tn,3
t 2~11d t!tn,2

t t31~d t2gn!tn,2t3
t 50,

¯ ~31!

~11gn!tMtn,M11
t 2~11d t!tn,M

t tM111~d t2gn!tn,MtM11
t 50,

gntM11tn,1
t 2d ttn,M11

t t11~d t2gn!tn,M11t1
t 50.

Defining

x1ªtn,1
t t2t3¯tM11 , y1ªtn,1t2

t t3t4¯tM11 ,

x2ªt1tn,2
t t3¯tM11 , y2ªt1tn,2t3

t t4¯tM11 ,

¯ ¯

xM11ªt1t2t3¯tn,M11
t , yM11ªt1

t t2t3t4¯tn,M11 ,

xWª~x1 ,x2 , . . . ,xM11!T, yWª~y1 ,y2 , . . . ,yM11!T,

we obtain

LxW5~d t2gn!yW ,

where

L5S ~11d t! 2~11gn! 0 ¯ 0 0

0 ~11d t! 2~11gn! 0 ¯ 0

A A � � � A

0 0 0 ¯ ~11d t! 2~11gn!

2gn 0 0 ¯ 0 d t

D .

Its inverse matrix is easily calculated as

L215D/~~11d t!
Md t2~11gn!Mgn!,

~D! i , j5H ~11gn!M112 i~11d t!
i 21 j 5M11

d t~11d t!
M1 i 2 j 21~11gn! j 2 i j > i ~ j ÞM11!

gn~11gn!M2 i 1 j~11d t!
i 2 j 21, j < i 21~ j ÞM11!.

Thus, for 0,d t , gn!1, we have
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~d t2gn!L21;S d t d t d t ¯ d t 1

gn d t d t ¯ d t 1

gn gn d t ¯ d t 1

A A A � A A

gn gn gn ¯ gn 1

D .

Precisely speaking,A;B means lim«→10« logA(«)5lim«→10« logB(«). Since

xj;gn(
i 51

j 21

yi1d t(
i 5 j

M

yi1yM11 , ~32!

xj 11;gn(
i 51

j

yi1d t (
i 5 j 11

M

yi1yM11 , ~33!

we have

xj

xj 11
;

gnS i 51
j 21~yi /yM11!1d tS i 5 j

M ~yi /yM11!11

gnS i 51
j ~yi /yM11!1d tS i 5 j 11

M ~yi /yM11!11
. ~34!

From the definition ofUn, j
t andVn, j

t , we find that the left-hand side of~34! is equal toUn, j
t11/Vn, j

t

and that

~yj /yM11!5)
i 5 j

M

Un,i
t )

i 51

j

Vn,i
t .

Since it holds that

lim
«→10

« logS xj

xj 11
D5 lim

«→10
« log @ the right-hand side of~34!#

we have~22! by putting

un, j
t 5 lim

«→10
« logUn, j

t ,

vn, j
t 5 lim

«→10
« logVn, j

t .

From the definitions~30!, we have

Un, j
t11

Un, j
t 5

Vn, j
t

Vn11,j
t ,

which gives~23! in the ultradiscrete limit. h

Next, we consider soliton solutions to theAM
(1) automaton. It is obvious that if the limit

Yn, j
t
ª lim

«→10
« logt~ t,n, j ! ~35!

exists, then from~30! we have for 1< j <M ,
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un, j
t 5Yn11,j

t 1Yn, j 11
t 2Yn, j

t 2Yn11,j 11
t ,

~36!
vn, j

t 5Yn, j 11
t11 1Yn, j

t 2Yn, j
t112Yn, j 11

t .

From Theorem 4.2, they satisfy~22! and~23!. Hence we have only to knowYn, j
t to get solutions

to ~22! and ~23!. We will call Yn, j
t an N soliton solution to theAM

(1) automaton when it is an
ultradiscrete limit of one parameter~«! family of certainM3N soliton solutionst(t,n, j ) to the
ndKP equation~28! as explained in Appendix B. It indeed corresponds to anN soliton state in the
sense of Sec. III A.

The following fact is well known.21,22

Proposition 4.3: The N soliton solution to (28) is given by the vacuum expectation valu

t~ t,n, j !5^vacug~ t!uvac&, ~37!

g~ t!5)
k51

N

~11akc~pk ,t!c* ~qk ,t!!. ~38!

Here t5(t,n, j ) and ak(k51,2, . . . ,N) are arbitrary complex constants,

c~p,t!5F)
t8

t

~at82p!)
n8

n

~bn82p!21 )
j 851

j

~2cj 81p!21Gc~p!,

c* ~q,t!5F)
t8

t

~at82q!21)
n8

n

~bn82q! )
j 851

j

~2cj 81q!Gc* ~q!,

with

)
n8

n

Xn8ªH Pn851
n Xn8 , 1<n

1, n50

Pn85n11
0 Xn8

21, n<21,

and c(p),c* (q) are fermionic field operators which satisfy

$c~p!,c~p8!%1ªc~p!c~p8!1c~p8!c~p!50,

$c* ~q!,c* ~q8!%150, $c~p!,c* ~q!%150 for ~pÞq!,

^vacuc~p1!c~p2!¯c~pr !c* ~qr !c* ~qr 21!¯c* ~q1!uvac&

5detS 1

pi2qj
D

1< i , j <r

5
P i , j~pi2pj !~qj2qi !

P i , j~pi2qj !
.

The N soliton solution~38! is also a solution to~31! when it satisfies the constraint~29!. We
can easily show

Proposition 4.4: The constraint (29) is achieved if it holds that

S qk

pk
D MS 12qk

12pk
D51 ~k51,2,̄ ,N!. ~39!

Note that, for a givenpk , there areM qk’s which satisfy~39! andqkÞpk . We use this fact
to construct explicit solutions.
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From Propositions 4.3 and 4.4, we can construct a class ofN soliton solutions to theAM
(1)

automaton. The result is summarized as
Theorem 4.5:

Yn11,j 11
t11 5max

mW
F(

i 51

N

m iK
~ i !~ t,n, j !2A~mW ; j !G ~40!

is an N soliton solution to the AM
(1) automaton. HeremW 5(m1 ,m2 , . . . ,mN) (m i50,1) and

max
mW
@¯# denotes the maximum among the2N values obtained by puttingm i50 or 1 for i

51,2, . . . ,N,

K ~ i !~ t,n, j !5K0
~ i !2 (

j 851

j

l j 8
~ i !

2(
t8

t

min@k t8 ,L ~ i !#1(
n8

n

min@un8 ,L ~ i !#,

where the sums here are generally defined by

(
n8

n

Xn8ªH Sn851
n Xn8, 1<n

0, n50

2Sn85n11
0 Xn8, n<21.

L ( i ), l j
( i ) (1< i<N,1< j <M ) are non-negative integers which satisfy L( i )5( j 51

M l j
( i ) ,

L ~1!>L ~2!>¯>L ~N!,

l j
~1!>l j

~2!>¯>l j
~N! ~ j 51,2, . . . ,M !,

and K0
( i ) is an arbitrary integer. In the case:

H m i51 for i 5 i 1 ,i 2 , . . . ,i p

m i50 otherwise J
the phase factor A(mW ; j ) is given by

A~mW ; j !5 (
k51

p

~k21!L ~ i k!1 (
k51

p

~X~ i k!~ j 1k21!2X~ i k!~ j !!,

where X( i )( j )5( j 851
j

l j 8
( i ) with l j 1M

( i ) 5l j
( i ) .

The proof of this theorem is parallel to that in Ref. 7. We give the detail in Appendix B.
N51 it is the general solution, and we conjecture that it is also so forM51. Except for these
cases the above-mentioned result does not cover the arbitrary initial condition. There is
freedom to employ different ‘‘phase factors’’A(mW ; j ) than the above-mentioned one depending
the way in taking the ultradiscrete limit.

V. SUMMARY

In this paper we have introduced theAM
(1) automaton, which is a crystal theoretic formulatio

of the generalized box–ball systems. In terms of the box–ball systems, it corresponds
dynamics ofM kinds of balls, where the carriers and boxes have arbitrary and inhomogen
capacities. We have introduced the solitons labeled with the crystalsBk8 of Uq8(AM21

(1) ). Scattering
matrices of two solitons are identified with the combinatorialR matrices ofUq8(AM21

(1) ) crystals.
Piecewise linear evolution equations are obtained and identified with an ultradiscrete limit
nonautonomous discrete KP equation. It allowed us to construct a class ofN soliton solutions. We
have left the studies of phase shifts in the scattering and construction ofN soliton solutions
corresponding to arbitrary initial conditions forN>2 as future problems. The interplay betwe
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the ultradiscrete limit of the classical integrable systems and theq→0 limit of the quantum
integrable systems elucidated in this paper deserves further investigation.
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.8

First we show that it suffices to prove Proposition 3.8 forM51 andh5k. Without a loss of
generality we may setM52 and consider the time evolutionTk5` . We find it convenient to
adopt the equivalent box–ball system picture explained in Sec. II D. Thus the elements inB1

^ L in
~13! will be represented as . . . 131..2 . . . for example. It stands for the array of the balls
the indices 1, 3, 1 and 2 and . denotes an empty box.~So they donot correspond to the letters in
the semistandard tableaux in the crystal notation.! We keep the same notationû to denote the map
corresponding to~12! in the box–ball picture. It groups the array of balls and empty boxes loc
together into the boxes with capacities. . . ,un ,un11 , . . . . Then the assertion of Proposition 3
is that the scattering

~A1!

takes place for sufficiently larget. HereT̃1 ,T̃2 are the ball-moving operators defined in Sec. II
and we have usedT`

t 5(T̃2T̃1) t in view of ~10! and the fact that the balls with index>3 are
absent. In~A1! the sequences . . . of the empty boxes are sufficiently long since both sides
represent the asymptotic two-soliton states in the sense of Sec. III A. Now we make use
relation (T̃2T̃1) t5T̃2(T̃1T̃2) t21T̃1 . From the definition of the operatorsT̃i ’s and the assumption
that the two solitons are sufficiently separated,~A1! is equivalent to

~A2!

But this is justified once one establishes

~A3!

because~A2! and ~A3! correspond to the same canonical systemû(...12̄ l . . . .l 11¯ l
1k . . . ) in thesense of Sec. II D with respect to the relevant time evolutions and therefore
possess the parallel time evolution pattern owing to~11!. In this way the proof of Proposition 3.8
is reduced to~A3!, which is equivalent to the caseM51 andh5k.

Now settingL (1)5 l andL (2)5k, we are to show
Proposition A.1: Set M51, assume thatk t@L (1)(;t) and un,L (1) for all but finitely many

n’s. Then two solitons with amplitudes L(1) and L(2)(L (1).L (2)) scatter into two solitons with
amplitudes L(2) and L(1), respectively.

Namely, the amplitudes of two solitons do not change after the collision. To prove
proposition, we need several lemmas. The following two lemmas are obvious.

Lemma A.2: For given integers K1 and K2 , if there exists an integer n0 such that
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K11(
n8

n0

min@un8 ,L ~1!#>0>K21(
n8

n0

min@un8 ,L ~2!#,

then, for n>n0 ,

K11(
n8

n

min@un8 ,L ~1!#>K21(
n8

n

min@un8 ,L ~2!#,

and for n,n0 ,

0.K21(
n8

n

min@un8 ,L ~2!#.

Lemma A.3: For given integers K18 and K28 , if there exists an integer n0 such that

K281(
n8

n0

min@un8 ,L ~2!#>2L ~2!.0>K181(
n8

n0

min@un8 ,L ~1!#,

then, for n>n0 ,

K181K281(
n8

n

min@un8 ,L ~1!#1(
n8

n

min@un8 ,L ~2!#22L ~2!>K181(
n8

n

min@un8 ,L ~1!#,

and for n,n0 ,

0.K181(
n8

n

min@un8 ,L ~1!#.

Now we define an integerN0(t) for given integersK2 and t as

K22L ~2!t1 (
n8

N0~ t !

min@un8 ,L ~2!#>2L ~2!.K22L ~2!t1 (
n8

N0~ t !21

min@un8 ,L ~2!#.

With this N0(t) we can show
Lemma A.4: For any integers K1 and K2 , we have

lim
T→`

S K22L ~2!T1 (
n8

N0~T!

min@un8 ,L ~2!#2K11L ~1!T2 (
n8

N0~T!

min@un8 ,L ~1!# D 51`.

Proof: From the definition of N0(t), we have

2L ~2!,2tL ~2!1 (
n85N0~0!11

N0~ t !

min@un8 ,L ~2!#,L ~2!. ~A4!

Hence we have
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D~ t !ª2L ~2!t1 (
n85N0~0!11

N0~ t !

min@un8 ,L ~2!#2S 2L ~1!t1 (
n85N0~0!11

N0~ t !

min@un8 ,L ~1!# D
5t~L ~1!2L ~2!!2 (

n85N0~0!11

N0~ t !

~min@un8 ,L ~1!#2min@un8 ,L ~2!# !>t~L ~1!2L ~2!!

2 (
n85N0~0!11

N0~ t !

~un82min@un8 ,L ~2!# !.tL ~1!2L ~2!2 (
n85N0~0!11

N0~ t !

un8 . ~A5!

From ~A4!, we obtain an inequality:

t.211
1

L ~2! (
n85N0~0!11

N0~ t !

min@un8 ,L ~2!#.

Thus, from~A5!, we find

D~ t !.2~L ~1!1L ~2!!1 (
n85N0~0!11

N0~ t !

minFL ~1!2L ~2!

L ~2! un8 ,L ~1!2un8G . ~A6!

SinceL (1).L (2),L (1).un for all but finitely manyn’s and limt→1` N0(t)51` which is seen
from ~A4!, we find

lim
t→1`

D~ t !51`. ~A7!

This suffices to prove the lemma. h

Now we prove Proposition A.1. From~36! we have

un
t
ªun, j 51

t11 5Yn11,1
t11 2Yn11,2

t11 2Yn,1
t111Yn,2

t11. ~A8!

Specializing Theorem 4.5 to a two-soliton solution withM51 andk t51`, we have

Yn11,1
t11 5max@0,K1~n,t !,K2~n,t !,K1~n,t !1K2~n,t !22L ~2!#,

Yn11,2
t11 5max@0,K1~n,t !2L ~1!,K2~n,t !2L ~2!,K1~n,t !1K2~n,t !2L ~1!23L ~2!#,

Ki~n,t !5Ki1(
n8

n

min@un8 ,L ~ i !#2tL ~ i ! ~ i 51,2!.

Note thatYn,2
t 5Yn,1

t11 due to the last equation in~31! and the conditiond t5exp@2kt /«#50. Given
L (1).L (2), there exist integersn1 ,n2 , j ,r 1 ,r 2 that satisfy

n1!n11 j !n2 , 1<r 1<min~L ~1!,un1
!, 1<r 2<min~L ~2!,un2

!,

K11(
n8

n1

min@un8 ,L ~1!#.0>K21(
n8

n1

min@un8 ,L ~2!#,

K12L ~1!1 (
n8

n11 j

min@un8 ,L ~1!#.0>K22L ~2!1 (
n8

n11 j

min@un8 ,L ~2!#,
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whereKi( i 51,2) is defined by

K15r 12(
n8

n1

min@un8 ,L ~1!#,

K25r 212L ~2!2(
n8

n2

min@un8 ,L ~2!#.

From Lemma A.2, we find att50 that

Yn11,1
1 5max@0,K1~n,0!,K1~n,0!1K2~n,0!22L ~2!#,

~A9!
Yn11,2

1 5max@0,K1~n,0!2L ~1!,K1~n,0!1K2~n,0!2L ~1!23L ~2!#.

Substituting~A9! into Eq. ~A8!, we obtain

un
05

¦

0 for n,n1

r 1 for n5n1

un for n1,n,n18

L ~1!2 (
n85n111

n1821

un82r 1 for n5n18

0 for n18,n,n2

r 2 for n5n2

un for n2,n,n28

L ~2!2 (
n85n211

n2821

un82r 2 for n5n28

0 for n28,n,

~A10!

whereni8( i 51,2) are defined byni85ni11 if r i5L ( i ), and otherwise by

L ~ i !2 (
n85ni11

ni8

un82r i<0,L ~ i !2 (
n85ni11

ni821

un82r i .

Thus we see that the two-soliton solution can correspond to any initial configuration in whichL (1)

soliton is situated to the left-hand side ofL (2) soliton with sufficient spacing. Hence, to prove th
proposition, we have only to show that the solutionun

t describes the two-soliton state in whic
L (2) soliton is the left-hand side ofL (1) soliton for t@1.

From the definition ofN0(t) and Lemma A.4, there existsT and j such that

K22L ~2!T1 (
n8

N0~T!

min@un8 ,L ~2!#.0>K12L ~1!T1 (
n8

N0~T!

min@un8 ,L ~1!#,

K22L ~2!T2L ~2!1 (
n8

N0~T!1 j

min@un8 ,L ~2!#.0>K12L ~1!T2L ~1!1 (
n8

N0~T!1 j

min@un8 ,L ~1!#.

Thus, from Lemma A.3, we have att5T that
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Yn11,1
T11 5max@0,K2~n,T!,K1~n,T!1K2~n,T!22L ~2!#,

Yn11,2
T11 5max@0,K2~n,T!2L ~2!,K1~n,T!1K2~n,T!2L ~1!23L ~2!#.

Substituting these into Eq.~A8!, we find thatun
T describes a configuration in whichL (2) soliton

locates aroundn5N0(T) andL (1) soliton does aroundn@N0(T). This completes the proof.

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF N SOLITON SOLUTIONS

Here we explain the derivation of theN soliton solution in Theorem 4.5 along the simple cas
N51 andN52. First we consider one-soliton solution. We will show that it has the form:

Yn, j
t 5maxF0,K02(

i 51

j 21

l i2(
t8

t21

min@k t8 ,L#1 (
n8

n21

min@un8 ,L#G , ~B1!

whereL is the amplitude,K0 is an integer which is related to the phase of the soliton, andl i

( i 51,2, . . . ,M ) are the non-negative integers which correspond to the number ofi th balls in the
soliton and( i 51

M l i5L. We give some details of its derivation, because similar technical diffi
ties in obtaining multisoliton solutions are resolved in the same way.

To obtain~B1!, we takeg(t) in ~38! as

g~ t!5 )
l 50

M21

~11cl ~p!c~p,t!c* ~ql ,t!!511c~p,t!f* ~p,t!,

~B2!

f* ~p,t!ª (
l 50

M21

cl ~p!c* ~ql ,t!,

whereql (l 50,1, . . . ,M21) are the roots of the algebraic equation:

xM~12x!2pM~12p!

x2p
50, ~xÞp! ~B3!

for a given real numberp@(11M 21)21,p,1#, andcl (p) (0<l <M21) are complex coeffi-
cients which will be determined later. Since~B3! has one real positive root, we assume thatq0 is
positive and we puth5q0 /p. Thenp andq0 satisfy

p5
12hM

12hM11 , ~B4!

12p5hMS 12h

12hM11D , ~B5!

q05hS 12hM

12hM11D . ~B6!

The t function t(t,n, j ) is given by vacuum expectation value as
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t~ t,n, j !5^vacug~ t!uvac&

511 (
l 50

M21

cl ~p!
1

p2ql
S ql

p D j 2M21S 12p/~11d0!

12ql /~11d0! D S 12ql /~11g0!

12p/~11g0! D
3)

t8

t21 S 12p/~11d t8!

12ql /~11d t8!
D )

n8

n21 S 12ql /~11gn8!

12p/~11gn8!
D . ~B7!

We introduce a small positive parameter« and puth5exp@2L/(M«)#. We also put

c̃l ~p!ª
cl ~p!

p2ql
S ql

p D 2M21S 12p/~11d0!

12ql /~11d0! D S 12ql /~11g0!

12p/~11g0! D
3 )

t852T0

0

~12ql /~11d t8!! )
n851

N0

~12ql /~11gn8!!, ~B8!

xp~s!ª (
l 50

M21

c̃l ~p!S ql

p D s

~sPZ!, ~B9!

whereT05T0(«) andN05N0(«) are positive integers which satisfyT0.N0.1/«. Hence,

lim
«→10

T05 lim
«→10

N051`.

Since

xp~s1M !5 (
l 50

M21

c̃l ~p!S ql

p D s1M

5 (
l 50

M21

c̃l ~p!S ql

p D sS 12p

12ql
D

5~12p!(
i 50

`

pi (
l 50

M21

c̃l ~p!S ql

p D s1 i

5~12p!(
i 50

`

pixp~s1 i !,

we have

xp~s1M !5 (
i 50

M21 S (
l 50

`

~12p! l 11pM l % l ~ i !D pixp~s1 i !, ~B10!

where%0( i )51, %1( i )5 i 11, and

% l ~ i !5 (
k15~ l 21!M

~ l 21!M1 i

(
k25~ l 22!M

k1

¯ (
kl 50

kl 21

1

5
~ i 11!

l ! )
j 51

l 21

~ l M1 i 1 j 11!,
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for l >2. Note thatxp(s) is a real function whenxp( j ) (0< j <M21) are real. The ratio
% l 11( i )/% l ( i ) (l >1,0< i<M21) is calculated as

% l 11~ i !

% l ~ i !
5

~ l 11!~M11!1 i

l 11 )
k52

l S 11
M

l M1 i 1kD,~M11!S 11
1

l
D l

,~M11!e.

Hence, if it holds that (12p)pM,(M11)21e21, we obtain

uxp~s1M !u<~12p! (
i 50

M21 S 11~ i 11!
~12p!pM

12~12p!pM~M11!eD uxp~s1 i !u. ~B11!

Thus we find

xp~s1M !;hM (
i 50

M21

xp~s1 i !

for sufficiently smallh.
We assume the following forxp( j ):

xp~1!5x0 ,

xp~2!5N1yl 1xp~1!,

xp~3!5N2yl 2xp~2!, ~B12!

¯

xp~M !5NM21yl M21xp~M21!.

Herex0 is a positive number which is related to the initial phase of soliton,y5exp@21/«#, l j and
Nj5Nj («) ( j 51,2, . . . ,M21) are non-negative integers and positive numbers, respecti
They are also supposed to satisfy

l MªL2 (
j 51

M21

l j>0,

lim
«→0

« logNj~«!50, ~B13!

Njy
l j<«N* ,

for a sufficiently large positive integerN* . From these conditions,c̃l (p) (0<l <M21) are
uniquely determined by

S q0 q1 ¯ qM21

q0
2 q1

2
¯ qM21

2

] ] � ]

q0
M q1

M
¯ qM21

M

D S c̃0~p!

c̃1~p!

]

c̃M21~p!

D 5S pxp~1!

p2xp~2!

]

pMxp~M !

D . ~B14!

Note that the determinant of theM3M matrix on the left-hand side is equal to

S )
i 50

M21

qi D S)
j . i

~qj2qi ! DÞ0.
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It should be also noted from~B11! to ~B13! that

xp~ i !>«2N* xp~ i 11! for ; i ,
~B15!

xp~ i !>C exp@L/«#xp~ i 1M ! for ; i and 'C.0.

From ~B7!, we have

t~ t,n, j !511 (
l 50

M21

c̃l ~p!S ql

p D i

)
t852T0

t21 S 12
ql

11d t8
D 21

)
t8

t21 S 12
p

11d t8
D

3 )
n8

n21 S 12
p

11gn8
D 21

)
n85n

N0 S 12
ql

11gn8
D 21

. ~B16!

Hereafter we restrict ourselves to the region:unu<N0 and utu<T0 . Noticing that

)
t85T0

t21 S 12
ql

11d t8
D 21

)
n85n

N0 S 12
ql

11gn8
D 21

511S (
t52T0

t21 S 1

11d t8
D1 (

n85n

N0 S 1

11gn8
D D ql 1¯

5..11a1S ql

p D1a2S ql

p D 2

1a3S ql

p D 3

1¯ ,

we find

t~ t,n, j !511)
t8

t21 S 12
p

11d t8
D )

n8

n21 S 12
p

11gn8
D 21

(
i 50

`

aixp~ j 1 i !, ~B17!

wherea051 andai 11 /ai;«21. From ~B15!, we have

0,(
i 51

`

aixp~ j 1 i !,xp~ j !

for sufficiently small«. Puttingx05exp@K0 /«# and noticing the relations:

lim
«→10

« log~12p!52L,

lim
«→10

« logxp~ j !5K02(
i 51

j 21

l i ,

lim
«→10

« logS 12
p

11gn
D 21

5min@L,un#,

lim
«→10

« logS 12
p

11d t
D52min@L,k t#,

we obtain
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lim
«→10

« logt~ t,n, j !5maxF0,K02(
i 51

j 21

l i2(
t8

t21

min@k t8 ,L#1 (
n8

n21

min@un8 ,L#G . ~B18!

Since

lim
«→10

N0~«!5 lim
«→10

T0~«!51`,

we have shown that~B1! is a one-soliton solution to theAM
(1) automaton.

Next we consider two-soliton solutions. From the previous arguments about one-solito
lution, we see that the field operatorsc(p) and f* (p) are essentially determined byL, l j ( j
51,2, . . . ,M ) andK0 . Therefore we denote these operators by

c~p!5c~L:«!, f* ~p!5f* ~L;$l j%;K0 :«!. ~B19!

Then we take

g~ t!5~11c~p1 ,t!f* ~p1 ,t!!~11c~p2 ,t!f* ~p2 ,t!!, ~B20!

where

c~pi !5c~L ~ i !:«!, f* ~pi !5f* ~L ~ i !;$l j
~ i !%;K0

~ i ! :«! ~ i 51,2!. ~B21!

We also assumeL (1)>L (2) andl j
(1)>l j

(2) ( j 51,2, . . . ,M ). As we shall see in the following, the
latter condition turns out to be a natural constraint for soliton solutions. Using similar notatio
given previously, we have

t~ t,n, j !5^vacu~11c~p1 ,t!f* ~p1 ,t!!~11c~p2 ,t!f* ~p2 ,t!!uvac&

511^vacuc~p1 ,t!f* ~p1 ,t!uvac&1^vacuc~p2 ,t!!f* ~p2 ,t!uvac&

1^vacuc~p1 ,t!c* ~p1 ,t!c~p2 ,t!f* ~p2 ,t!uvac&. ~B22!

The second and third terms are calculated in the same way as above. The fourth term is ev
as

^vacuc~p1 ,t!f* ~p1 ,t!c~p2 ,t!f* ~p2 ,t!uvac&

5 (
l 150

M21

(
l 250

M21

c̃l 1
~p1!c̃l 2

~p2!S ~p12p2!~ql 2

~2!2ql 1

~1!!

~p12ql 2

~2!!~p22ql 1

~1!!D )
i 51,2

S ql i

~ i !

pi
D j

)
t852T0

t21

3S 12
ql i

~ i !

11d t8
D 21

)
t8

t21 S 12
pi

11d t8
D )

n8

n21 S 12
pi

11gn8
D 21

)
n85n

N0 S 12
ql i

~ i !

11gn8
D 21

.

~B23!

We definexpi
(s) by

xpi
~s!ª (

l 50

M21

c̃l ~pi !S ql
~ i !

pi
D s

~ i 51,2!, ~B24!

and suppose

xpi
~1!5x0

~ i ! ,
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xpi
~2!5N1

~ i !yl 1
~ i !

xpi
~1!,

~B25!

xpi
~3!5N2

~ i !yl 2
~ i !

xpi
~2!,

¯

xpi
~M !5NM21

~ i ! yl M21
~ i !

xpi
~M21!,

where positive numbersNj
( i ) satisfy similar inequalities to~B13!. From the assumption:l j

(1)

>l j
(2) ( j 51,2, . . . ,M ), it is always possible to chooseNj

( i ) such that

xp2
~ j 11!

xp2
~ j !

@
xp1

~ j 11!

xp1
~ j !

. ~B26!

Then ~B23! is expanded as

~B23!5
~p12p2!

p1p2
)
k51

2

)
t8

t21

)
n8

n21 S 12
pk

11d t8
D S 12

pk

11gn8
D 21

3(
i 50

`

(
i 850

`

~ai ,i 8xp1
~ j 1 i !xp2

~ j 111 i 8!2bi ,i 8xp2
~ j 1 i !xp1

~ j 111 i 8!!,

where the coefficientsai ,i 8 are defined by

S p1p2
2

~p12ql 2

~2!!~p22ql 1

~1!!D )
k51,2

)
t852T0

t21 S 12
ql k

~k!

11d t8
D 21

)
n85n

N0 S 12
ql k

~k!

11gn8
D 21

5(
i 50

`

(
i 850

`

ai ,i 8S ql 1

~1!

pl 1

D iS ql 2

~2!

pl 2

D i 8

,

and

bi ,i 85S p1

p2
Dai 8,i .

From ~B15!, we evaluate

a0,0xp1
~ j !xp2

~ j 11!@(
i 50

`

(
i 850

i 1 i 8Þ0

`

ai ,i 8xp1
~ j 1 i !xp2

~ j 111 i 8!

b0,0xp2
~ j !xp1

~ j 11!@(
i 50

`

(
i 850

i 1 i 8Þ0

`

bi ,i 8xp2
~ j 1 i !xp1

~ j 111 i 8!.

Then, noticinga0,05p2 , b0,05p1 and using~B26!, we find

lim
«→10

« logt~ t11,n11,j 11!

5max@0,K ~1!~ t,n, j !,K ~2!~ t,n, j !,K ~1!~ t,n, j !1K ~2!~ t,n, j !2A~ j !#, ~B27!
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K ~ i !~ t,n, j !ªK0
~ i !2 (

j 851

j

l j 8
~ i !

2(
t8

t

min@k t8,L
~ i !#1(

n8

n

min@un8 ,L ~ i !# ~ i 51,2!, ~B28!

A~ j !ªL ~2!1l j 11
~2! ~0< j <M21!. ~B29!

This gives a two-soliton solution. For the scattering where the larger soliton overtakes the s
one like~I! in Theorem 3.10, the integerl j

(1) (1< j <M ) corresponds to the number ofj th balls
in the larger soliton att→2`, and l j

(2) corresponds to that of the smaller soliton att→1`.
Since the balls in the smaller soliton att→1` must be included in the larger soliton a
t→2`, the conditionl j

(1)>l j
(2) must hold for soliton solutions. Similarly, for the scatterin

where the smaller soliton overtakes the larger one like~II ! in Theorem 3.10, the integerl j
(2) (1

< j <M ) corresponds to the number ofj th balls in the smaller soliton att→2`, and l j
(1)

corresponds to that of the larger soliton att→1`. We should also note that there are seve
freedoms to choose the ‘‘phase’’A( j ) in taking the ultradiscrete limit. However we conjectu
that the above-mentioned choice will cover all the canonical systems, hence essentially all th
development patterns forN52.

The N soliton solution~40! is obtained in the same way. The key in the construction is
evaluate the expansion:

^vacuc~p1!c* ~q1!c~p2!c* ~q2!¯c~pr !c* ~qr !uvac&

5^vacuc~p1!c~p2!¯c~pr !c* ~qr !c* ~qr 21!¯c* ~q1!uvac&

5
P1< i , j <r~pi2pj !~qj2qi !

P1< i , j <r~pi2qj !

5
P1< i , j <r~pi2pj !

P i 51
r pi

r ~qr
r 21qr 21

r 22
¯q21other terms!

and show that this term gives the phase factorA(mW ; j ) and the ‘‘other terms’’ do not contribute to
the final results. This can be done in the same manner as in the case of two soliton solutio
take

g~ t!5)
i 51

N

~11c~pi ,t!f* ~pi ,t!!, ~B30!

where

c~pi !5c~L ~ i !:«!, f* ~pi !5f* ~L ~ i !;$l j
~ i !%;K0

~ i ! :«! ~ i 51,2, . . . ,N!. ~B31!

We suppose

L ~1!>L ~2!>¯>L ~N!,

and

l j
~1!>l j

~2!>¯>l j
~N! ~ j 51,2, . . . ,M !.

Note that this implies:p1.p2.¯.pN . The latter condition is also a natural constraint forN
soliton solutions as in the case of two-soliton solutions. Finally we find that the result is give
~40!.
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Discontinuous trajectories of Lagrangian systems
with singular hypersurface
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It is shown that a Lagrangian system whose Legendre transformation degenerates
along a hypersurface behaves in a strange manner by jumping from time to time
without any ‘‘visible cause.’’ In such a jump the system changes instantaneously its
coordinates as well as its momenta. Necessary elements of the general theory of
such systems are reported and a detailed description of a postrelativistic oscillator
showing such a behavior is given. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1324653#

I. INTRODUCTION

In Lagrangian mechanics two, in a sense, extremal situations were widely studied. O
them, classical, corresponds to systems with nowhere degenerated Legendre map. In this s
the Legendre map identifies the Lagrangian dynamics with the corresponding Hamiltonia
On the contrary, in the second case the Legendre transformation is supposed to be eve
degenerated~and of constant rank!. Such a situation is common in gauge theories and for
reason was studied in many works, starting with the pioneering paper by Dirac.1 But in a generic,
in the sense of singularity theory, situation the Legendre mapL is almost everywhere nondegen
erated except for a critical hypersurfaceS. Examples of this kind of Lagrangians can be found,
instance, in the literature dedicated to the motion of relativistic particles and the Einstein equ
in the post-Newtonian approximation.2–5 However, the dynamics of these systems has not b
analyzed in a satisfactory way up to now, due to the difficulty of studying the behavio
trajectories nearS. For reasons explained in Ref. 6 such difficulties cannot be overcom
applying the standard variational principles. Instead, a new principle is needed, which do
determinea priori the nature of the singularities of motion and takes into account the na
geometrical structure of the singular hypersurface. Such a prescription, theLagrangian transition
principle, has been proposed for the first time in Ref. 6. According to the transition principle
trajectory of the system reachesS at a folding pointx of the Legendre map, then it makes a jum
to another precisely prescribed singular point belonging to the same characteristic curve
there the motion continues smoothly according to Euler–Lagrange equations up to a po
subsequent jump.

The Lagrangian transition principle was suggested by an analogous principle7 describing
impact and refraction phenomena for Hamiltonian discontinuous systems. We want to stre
the analogy between these two cases is purely geometrical, whereas the physical situati
completely different. In this sense, the Lagrangian transition principle cannot be reduced t
Hamiltonian one, and the corresponding physical context is new.

a!Electronic mail: pugliese@matna2.dma.unina.it
b!Electronic mail: vinograd@unisa.it
3090022-2488/2001/42(1)/309/21/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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The aim of this paper is to illustrate the Lagrangian transition principle with an example
certain physical flavor, a relativistic oscillator in the post-Galilean approximation. This syste
a special case of a class of singular Lagrangians proposed in Ref. 4 and was partially stu
Ref. 8. We have chosen it because it is ‘‘completely integrable’’ in the sense that it adm
complete analytical description. We think that its self-consistency is an argument in favor
reasonableness of the proposed principle.

The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II the Hamiltonian transition principle is br
recalled, and then it is applied to deduce the classic laws of reflection and refraction in geom
optics. This application, together with those given in Refs. 6 and 7, represents strong evide
favor of the principle. In Sec. III we recall the Lagrangian transition principle and some o
main results on Lagrangians with folds found in Ref. 6. The last section is dedicated to a
detailed analysis of the above-mentioned relativistic oscillator.

II. TRANSITION PRINCIPLE

The transition principle is a universal, in a sense, prescription of how a physical sy
admitting a natural Hamiltonian~symplectic! description should react when an instant dras
change of some of its basic ‘‘parameters’’ happens. The last ones could be its Hamil
function, phase or configuration space, various types of constraints imposed, charge, etc.
sense the transition principle is rather general and, for instance, describes various types o
sions between rigid bodies6 as well as refraction and reflection phenomena in geometric op
~see the example at the end of this section!. At present it seems hardly possible to derive t
transition principle in its full generality from more fundamental physical laws with such c
monly used tricks as the passage to the limit, conservation law arguments, etc. For instan
Lagrangian systems with fold singularities considered in this paper the limit arguments can
applied because that type of singularities is stable and as such cannot be approximated by
Lagrangians. Conservation law arguments are not, generally, sufficient for this kind of Lagra
Darwin’s two-electron model3 gives an example of that. By these and other similar reasons we
this prescription ‘‘principle’’ in order to stress its flavor, if not the status, of a physical law.
subsequent paper9 we will apply it to describe nonelastic collisions and a number of other o
particular applications are on the agenda. In last years the interest to problems of the so
nonsmooth mechanics was growing and the recent book10 by Brogliato gives an account of th
recent developments in this field and also contains a rich bibliography. It is recommended
alternative approach. But we would like to emphasize that the transition principle covers a
area of physical phenomena and, in particular, those that can be mathematically interpre
propagation of singularities of solutions of~nonlinear! PDEs, say, geometrical optics~see Refs. 11
and 12!.

Below we illustrate the principle in its original and simplest version~see Refs. 6 and 7 fo
further details! and give in addition a remarkable application to geometrical optics.

Let ~F,V! be the phase space of a dynamical system withV5( i dpi`dqi being a symplectic
two form onF. Suppose then thatF is divided by a hypersurfaceG into two closed domainsF1 ,
F2 , havingG as their common boundary, i.e.,]F15G5]F2 . Suppose also that the Hami
tonian of the system is smooth onF6 . In other words, ifH65HuF6

, thenH6PC`(F6). This,
in particular, means thatH6uGPC`(G), but it is not supposed thatH1uG coincides withH2uG . So
H, and consequently the Hamiltonian fieldXH associated with it, are well defined onF\G and is
bi-valued onG.

As is well known, the local coordinate expression ofXH6
is

XH6
5(

i
S ]H6

]pi

]

]qi
2

]H6

]qi

]

]pi
D .

The corresponding canonical equations:
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q̇i5
]H6

]pi
, ṗi52

]H6

]qi
,

describe the motion of the systeminsideF6 . But when the phase trajectory arrives atG it must
‘‘decide’’ under control of which Hamiltonian to proceed on. TheTransition Principleprescribes
how this decision should be taken.

First, recall7 that onG is defined the one-dimensionalcharacteristic distribution x° l x , given
by

l x5$jPTx~F!uVx~j,h!50 ;hPTx~G!%.

Its integral curves are calledcharacteristicsof G.
Remark:A case of particular interest is whenG5p21(S), with p:T* (M )→M being the

cotangent bundle on a manifoldM and S,M being a hypersurface in the base. In this ca
characteristics ofG are straight lines contained in the fibersTq* (M ), qPS. In fact, if qn50 is the
equation ofS in a certain local chart, then the characteristic directions are given by the vector
]/]pn .

Coming back to the general situation, letxPG. We say thatx is a1-in-point ~respectively, a
1-out-point! if XH1

ux is directed towardF1 ~respectively,F2). Similarly, we say thatx is a
2-in-point ~respectively, a2-out-point! if XH2

ux is directed towardF2 ~respectivelyF1! ~see

Fig. 1!. In and out points ofH6 are separated by a hypersurfaceG6
1 ,G along whichXH6

is
tangent toG.

Suppose now that the phase trajectory, starting from a point inside ofF1 ~respectively,F2!,
reaches a pointxPG at an instantt̄ , and letE be the constant value ofH1 ~respectively,H2!

along the phase trajectory fort< t̄ . Denote bygx the characteristic curve ofG passing throughx,

and bySE
1 ~respectively,SE

2! the hypersurface$H15E% ~respectively,$H25E%! of F̄1 ~respec-

tively, F̄2!. A point yPgxù SE
1 ~respectively,gxùSE

2! is called decisive for x if it is a
1-in-point ~respectively, a2-in-point!. Now we can state the following.

Transition principle: When a moving point reaches the separation hypersurfaceG at a point
x with energy E, then it continues its motion from all x-decisive points yPSE

6 simultaneously
under control of corresponding Hamiltonians H6 . The passage of the phase point from x to t
y’s is assumed to be instantaneous.
The transition principle is illustrated in Fig. 2.

In Ref. 7 some examples illustrating this principle in mechanics and in geometrical optic
given. To these we will now add the following one.

Example (laws of reflection and refraction):Following the previous remark for notations
supposeM to be a region of the ordinary Euclidean space filled with two inhomogeneous isot

FIG. 1. In- and out-points~for H1!.
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optical mediaM 1 ,M 2 separated by the surfaceS. Denote the light velocity inM 6 by V6(q),
with ~q1 ,q2 ,q3! being Cartesian orthogonal coordinates inM . Then in each medium the propa
gation of light rays is described by the canonical system:13

q̇i5
]H6

]pi
, ṗi52

]H6

]qi
, i 51,2,3

with

H6~q,p!5V6~q!ipi , ~1!

whereipi5A( i pi
2.

Suppose that a ray starting fromM 1 reachesS at a pointq̄[(q̄1 ,q̄2 ,q̄3) with an impulse
p̄[( p̄1 ,p̄2 ,p̄3). The corresponding velocity isv̄5V1(q̄) p̄/i p̄i . In F5T* (M ) the phase trajec-
tory of the ray reachesG5p21(S) at the pointx̄[(q̄,p̄). By the previous remark the characte
istic curveg x̄ of G passing throughx is a straight line contained in the fiberTq̄

* (M ). Let us choose
coordinates (q1 ,q2 ,q3) in such a way thatS is tangent atq̄ to the hyperplane$q35q̄3% and theq3

axis is directed towardM 2 . Then the parametric equations ofg x̄ are

qi~ t !5q̄i

pi~ t !5 p̄i1d i3t, tPR, i 51,2,3. ~2!

If E5H1(q̄,p̄), then, in view of~2! and ~1!, the intersectiong x̄ùSE
1 is composed of the two

points x̄ and x* [(q̄,p* ) with p* 5( p̄1 ,p̄2 ,2 p̄3) It is easy to check thatx* is decisive forx̄.
Therefore, the transition principle tells that the reflected ray does always exist, and starts fro
same pointq̄PS in the directionv* 5V1(q̄)p* /ip* i corresponding top* . Further,v̄, v* are
coplanar with the normal toS at q̄ and form with it equal anglesf,c1 , respectively~reflection
law!.

On the other hand, the intersection ofg x̄ with the circleCE
25SE

2ùTq̄
* (M ): ~1! is empty if

sinf5A12 v̄3
2/V1(q̄)2.n̄, with n̄5V1(q̄)/V2(q̄); ~2! consists of the two pointsx̃

[(q̄,p̄1 ,p̄2 ,p̃3), x̂[(q̄,p̄1 ,p̄2 ,2 p̃3), with p̃35i p̄iAp̄3 /i p̄i1n̄221, if sinf<n̄. But only x̃ is
decisive for x̄. Hence, by the transition principle, in case~1! there is no refracted ray~total
reflection!, while in case~2! there is one refracted ray whose initial directionp̃5( p̄1 ,p̄2 ,p̃3) is
coplanar with the incident ray and the normal toS at q̄, and forms with this an anglec2 such that
~Snellius’ law!:

FIG. 2. The Hamiltonian transition principle~y andw are decisive forx!.
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sinf

sinc2
5

A12
p̄3

2

i p̄i2

A12
p̃3

2

i p̃i2

5n̄.

III. LAGRANGIANS WITH SINGULAR HYPERSURFACES

In this section we briefly recall the notion of relative Hamiltonian vector field and the
grangian principle of transition, proposed for the first time in Ref. 6. As was mentioned in S
this principle was suggested by thegeometricalanalogy between discontinuous Hamiltonian sy
tems considered in Sec. II and singular Lagrangians with fold-type singularities. We stress th
analogy is only geometrical, but that the two situations are totally different from the physical
of view. However, as in the Hamiltonian case, the Lagrangian transition principle allows o
completely describe discontinuities of motion that occur when the phase point of the s
reaches the singular hypersurface.

A. The relative Hamiltonian vector field

As was pointed out in Ref. 6 the basic tool necessary for extending the transition princi
the Lagrangian case is therelative Hamiltonian vector field, whose definition we now briefly
recall. Let M , dimM5n, be the configuration space of a dynamical system described
LagrangianLPC`(T(M )), and letL:T(M )→T* (M ) be the corresponding Legendre mappin
Recall that, in a fixed local chart (q1 , . . . ,qn) on M , L is represented by

qi5qi , i 51, . . . .,n,
~3!

pi5Lv i
~q,v !, i 51, . . . .,n,

where (q,v), (q,p) are the natural coordinates onT(M ) and T* (M ), respectively, associate
with (q1 , . . .,qn).

Now, one can associate withL the following vector field alongL:

XL5
def

(
i

v i

]

]qi
1(

i
Lqi

~q,v !
]

]pi
. ~4!

The main properties of this operator were shown in Ref. 6. Here we limit ourselves to rec
why XL was called Hamiltonian. In fact, it is easy to check that it satisfies the fundamental re

XL4V52dE, ~5!

with V5( idpi`dqi being the canonical two-form onT* (M ) and

E~q,v !5
def

(
i

v iLv i
~q,v !2L~q,v !

being the energy function associated withL. Now, if L is regular, i.e.,L is a diffeomorphism, then
the Hamiltonian functionH5(L 21)* (E) is uniquely determined and, denoting byXH the corre-
sponding Hamiltonian vector field onT* (M ), one immediately gets from~5! that

XL5L* +XH .

To our knowledge, the relative vector field~4! was proposed for the first time in Ref. 14. Lat
on some applications of it were found, especially in the study of constrained systems~see Ref. 6
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for further references!. However, the important role ofXL in the analysis of Lagrangian system
with singular hypersurfaces was indicated only recently in Ref. 6. In the next section we will r
briefly the main result of that work, the Lagrangian transition principle.

B. Legendre maps with folds. The Lagrangian transition principle

Referring to Sec. III A for the notations, suppose thatL is non-regular and letS be the singular
points locus of the Legendre map:

S5$xPT~M !urank dxL,2n%.

According to the standard-procedure, the motion of the system outsideS can be described by
Euler–Lagrange equations:

H q̇i5v i ,

d

dt
~Lv i

!2Lqi
50,

~6!

i 51, . . . ,n. Equation (6)2 can be rewritten in the normal form:

v̇ i5 f i~q,v ! ~7!

in a neighborhood of any point (q,v)PT(M )\S. So, outside ofS the motions of the system
coincide with the integral curves of the vector field

ZL5(
i

S v i

]

]qi
1 f i~q,v !

]

]v i
D .

On the other hand, this standard description is no longer possible if (q,v)PS. Namely, accelera-
tions become undetermined onS and velocities may have discontinuities.

As has been remarked in Sec. I for a generic LagrangianS is a hypersurface~possibly with
singularities!. Its equation is

H~q,v !50,

with HªdetiLvivj
i. We assumeS to be a regular hypersurface ofT(M ), i.e.,

dxHÞ0, ;xPS. ~8!

Further, we assume the following transversality condition

KerdxLùTx~S!5$0%, ;xPS. ~9!

As was shown in Ref. 6, assumptions~8! and ~9! guaranteeL to be asubmersion with folds.15

Then, for any pointx̄PS there exist coordinates (x1 , . . . ,x2n) on T(M ) and (y1 , . . . ,y2n) on
T* (M ), centered atx̄ andL( x̄), respectively, in terms of whichL takes the form

y15x1

]

~10!
y2n215x2n21

y2n5x2n
2 .
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From ~10! it easily follows that the range ofL locally belongs to the half-spacey2n>0. This
allows us to extend the definition of in- and out-points and the corresponding transition prin
to the Lagrangian case. Namely, a pointxPS is called anin-point if XLux is directed toward the
range of L, XLux(y2n).0, while it is called anout-point if XLux is directed outside of it,
XLux(y2n),0.

Let us note that the pullbackL* (V) of the canonical symplectic form onT* (M ) along the
Legendre map is degenerated onS and is of rank 2n22 at any fold point. The restriction

VS5
def

L* (V)uS continues to be of rank 2n22 due to~9!. This means that the kernell x of VS at a
fold point xPS is one dimensional. This way one gets a one-dimensional distribution oS.
Characteristic curvesare integral curves of it. Denote bygx the characteristic curve passin
throughxPS.

Now it is clear how to extend the transition principle to the Lagrangian case. Namely, ca
decisivefor xPS any in-pointyPgx belonging to the same levelSE of energy ofx, the principle
can be stated as follows.

Transition Principle (Lagrangian case): When a phase point moving along ZL reaches at an
instant a point xPS, it then continues its motion along all trajectories of ZL issuing from points
decisive for x. Moreover, the passage from x to a decisive point is instantaneous.
The principle is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Remark 1:According to the principle there are in general as many possible phase trajec
after the impact withS at a pointx as are the points decisive forx. This is analogous to the
splitting of light rays in reflection and refraction phenomena considered in Sec. II.

Remark 2:Note that, in order to define in- and out-points in the Lagrangian case, it is ess
that the singularities ofL be fold points. In Sec. IV we will see that the Lagrangian of t
post-Galilean oscillator also exhibits some irregular singularities, which can be studied as

IV. RELATIVISTIC OSCILLATOR

In this section the behavior of a relativistic oscillator whose Lagrangian possesses fol
gularities is analyzed on the basis of transition principle. We have chosen this example to sh
above-mentioned theory in action mainly because of its relative simplicity: its phase trajec
and characteristics can be described analytically without difficulties. However, we will see
even in this simple case the behavior of phase trajectories with respect to the singular sur
rather interesting, at least from a geometrical point of view.

By applying the transition principle to describe the discontinuities of motion of relativ
oscillator we discover a rather remarkable phenomenon. Namely, if the energy exceeds a
level and at the same time the velocity is not too high, the oscillator starts jumping. In other w
after a smooth motion it instantaneously changes its position~as well as velocity!. In the classical

FIG. 3. The Lagrangian transition principle~y is decisive forx!.
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example of reflection and refraction of light, or elastic collision of bodies and particles, there
discontinuity of position. It is worth noting that the ‘‘jumping’’ motions of the oscillator are in
good consistency with the smooth ones.

Finally, we note that the relativistic oscillator also possesses singularities of nonfold
These are very degenerated and the phase portrait in this region is rather curious.

A. Relativistic oscillator

Recall that there were proposed various relativistic generalizations of the standard har
oscillator~see for instance Ref. 8!. Some of them possess singularities, while others do not. In
following we study the two-dimensional post-Galilean oscillator8 of tensor rank 2, possessing bo
fold and not fold type singularities:

L5L~r ,x!52mc2@A12x1~r /r 0!2~11x/2!#. ~11!

Herem,r 0 are the mass and the characteristic length of the oscillator, respectively, linked b
relation r 05Am/k c ~with k being the elastic constant!; r is the distance between the oscillatin
mass and the elastic force center;x5v2/c2 is the square of oscillator velocity, measured w
respect to the light velocityc. If we fix in the plane of motion a system of orthogonal coordina
(q1 ,q2) with the origin at the center of the force, then obviously:

r 5Aq1
21q2

2, x5
v1

21v2
2

c2 .

Note that

0<x,1, ~12!

due to the fact thatv2,c2. In the following we refer toM5R25$(q1 ,q2)% as the configuration
space. So the Lagrangian~11! is defined in the domainU,T(M )5$(q,v)%5R23R2, defined as

U5$~q,v !PT~M !uqPM ,ivi,c%.

However we will often not distinguish betweenU and T(M ). A similar convention will be
adopted also for the cotangent bundleT* (M )).

In the following we will systematically use inU the system of coordinates (r ,f,x,u) @or
equivalently (r ,f,x,u), with u5u2f# where f and q are the angle betweenq1 axis andr
[(q1 ,q2), and the angle betweenr and the velocity vectorv[(v1 ,v2), respectively.

To simplify general considerations concerning Lagrangian~11! it is convenient to work with
a generic Lagrangian of the form

L5L~r ,x!. ~13!

The energy function

E5v1Lv1
1v2Lv2

2L ~14!

takes the following form for Lagrangian~13!:

E~r ,x!52xLx2L, ~15!

which in the case of oscillator~11! becomes

E~r ,x!5mc2F 1

A12x
1S r

r 0
D 2S 12

x

2D G .
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Lagrangian~13! also admits another integral of motion, namely theangular momentum:

I ~r ,x,u!5
2

c2 Lx~r ,x!~q1v22q2v1!5
2

c
rAxLx~r ,x!sinu. ~16!

For Lagrangian~11! it is specified as:

I ~r ,x,u!5mcrAx F 1

A12x
2S r

r 0
D 2Gsinu.

The integralI corresponds, via Noether’s theorem, to the infinitesimal symmetry:

X52q2

]

]q1
1q1

]

]q2
5

]

]f
,

of Lagrangian~13!.

B. Singular hypersurface of relativistic oscillator

The Legendre mapL associated with Lagrangian~13! is given by

qi5qi ,
~17!

pi5Lv i
5

2

c2 Lxv i , i 51,2.

The corresponding Jacobian matrix in terms of standard coordinates (q,v) and (q,p) in T(M ) and
T* (M ), respectively, has the entries:

Lv i qj
5

2

c2

Lxr

r
v iqj , Lv iv j

5
2

c2 Lxd i j 1
4

c4 Lxxv iv j , i , j 51,2.

So, the corresponding Hessian is

H~q,v !5Lv1v1
Lv2v2

2Lv1v2

2 5
4

c4 Lx~Lx12xLxx!5H~r ,x!

It is easy to see that

Lx12xLxx5Ex , ~18!

and, therefore,

H~r ,x!5
4

c4 LxEx .

Hence,

ExLx50

is the equation of the singular hypersurfaceS. In other words

S5S1øS2 ,

with S15$Ex50%,S25$Lx50%. Each of these hypersurfaces is fibered in tori~f,u!, some of
which may reduce to circles or to a point, depending onL. The bases of these ‘‘fibrations’’ ar
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curvesC1 ,C2 in the (x,r ) plane, given by equationsEx(r ,x)50 andLx(r ,x)50, respectively.
These curves for the oscillator~11! are shown in Fig. 4. In this case the intersectiong5S1ùS2 is
the circle$r 5r 0 ,x50% included in the null sectionM,T(M ). g is the locus SingS of singular
points ofS. This follows easily from

Hqi
5

qi

r
Hr5

qi

r
~LxrEx1LxExr!,

Hv i
52

v i

c2 Hx52
v i

c2 ~LxxEx1LxExx!,

and from the fact thatS1\g andS2\g are regular.
Now we pass to describe how the kernel of the Legendre map behaves along the s

hypersurfaceS. A vector

j5(
i 51

2 S ai

]

]qi
1bi

]

]v i
D

belongs to the kernel ofdL iff

a15a250, LvvS b1

b2
D5S 0

0D . ~19!

In full details, the second of condition of~19! looks as

S Lx1
2

c2 Lxxv1
2Db11

2

c2 Lxxv1v2b250, ~20!

2

c2 Lxxv1v2b11S Lx1
2

c2 Lxxv2
2Db250.

By construction these equations are linearly dependent at any point ofS.
For a point (q,v)PS2\S1 there are two possibilities:Lxx(q,v)50 or Lxx(q,v)Þ0. In the first

case the system becomes trivial and Kerd(q,v)L is two dimensional. This never happens for t
oscillator ~11!. In the second case system~20! reduces to the linear equation:

FIG. 4. Singular surface of the oscillator (r5r /r 0).
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v1b11v2b250.

Except for the points (v15v250), Kerd(q,v)L is one dimensional. It is generated by the vec

v2

]

]v1
2v1

]

]v2
,

which coincides with2 ]/]u in coordinates (r ,f,x,u). This shows that in both cases Kerd(q,v)L
is tangent toS2 . So fold type singularities do not belong toS2 and dimL(S2),3. For the
oscillator ~11! L(S2) is two-dimensional and coincides with the null section ofT* (M ).

Now we go to describe fold points belonging toS1\S2 . These form an open domainS1
fold,S1

everywhere dense inS1 .
If ( q,v)PS1\S2 , it follows from ~18! that Lx522xLxx , hence (20)2 becomes

v2b12v1b250.

Therefore we have that

Kerd(q,v)L5SpanS v1

]

]v1
1v2

]

]v2
D5SpanS ]

]xD on S1\S2 .

Thus, singularities ofL alongS1 are of a substantially different nature from those alongS2 .
Namely, the kernel ofdL is transversalto S1\S2 ~due to the fact thatExxÞ0 on it! and istangent
to S2 , since]Lx /]u 50 on it. Hence, dimL(S2),3 and the transition principle cannot be appli
to S2 . In the Sec. IV C we shall see that even characteristic directions are undetermined oS2 .

C. Characteristic curves on S

To simplify computations we will make use of coordinates (r ,x,f,q) ~or, equivalently,
(r ,x,u,f)!. Let

r5(
i

pidqi

be the universal one-form7 on T* (M ). Then

L* ~r!5Lv1
dq11Lv2

dq25
2

c
AxLx~r ,x!~cosu dr1r sinu df!. ~21!

It follows from ~21! that L* (r)uS2
50. Hence

L* ~V!uS2
50.

Therefore,L(S2) is a Lagrangian submanifold inT* (M ) ~with possible singularities! and char-
acteristic directions onS2 are undetermined.

Now we pass to describe characteristics onS1
fold . Since gradHÞ0 on it, the equation

Ex(r ,x)50 of S1 can be solved with respect to one of the variables, sayr :

r 5r 1~x! on S1
fold .

In the case of the oscillator~11!:

r 1~x!5
r 0

~12x!3/4.
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So (x,u,f) can be taken as local coordinates onS1
fold . Then from~21! we get:

L* ~r!uS1
5

2

c
AxLx~r 1~x!,x!@r 18~x!cosu dx1r 1~x!sinu df#,

so that

L* ~V!uS1
5dL* ~r!uS1

5
2

c
@a~x,u!dx`du1b~x,u!dx`df1g~x,u!du`df#, ~22!

with

a~x,u!5AxLx~r 1~x!,x!r 18~x!sinu,

b~x,u!5
d

dx
@r 1~x!AxLx~r 1~x!,x!#sinu,

g~x,u!5r 1~x!AxLx~r 1~x!,x!cosu.

Characteristic directions onS1 are described by a characteristic vector fieldXPD(S1), i.e.,
such that

L* ~V!uS1
~X,d!50. ~23!

If

X5a
]

]x
1b

]

]u
1c

]

]f
, a,b,cPC`~S1!,

then ~23! is equivalent, in view of~22!, to

S 0 2a 2b

a 0 2g

b g 0
D S a

b
c
D 5S 0

0
0
D .

This system is of rank 2 onS1
fold , and its fundamental solution is

~a,b,c!5~g,2b,a!.

Therefore,

X5g
]

]x
2b

]

]u
1a

]

]f
5q~x!cosu

]

]x
2q8~x!sinu

]

]u
1r 18~x!AxLx~r 1~x!,x!sinu

]

]f
,

with q(x)5r 1(x)AxLx(r 1(x),x) and characteristic curves are solutions of the system:

ẋ5q~x!cosu,

u̇52q8~x!sinu, ~24!

ḟ5q~x!
r 18~x!

r 1~x!
sinu.
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Integration of system~24! is reduced, obviously, to its subsystem (24)1,2, whose solutions are to
be described in the rectangle@0,1@3@2p,p# due to the cyclicity ofu.

It follows from (24)1,2 that

du

dx
52

q8~x!

q~x!
tanu, ~25!

and, consequently,

E du

tanu
5 ln usinuu52E q8~x!

q~x!
dx52E dq

q
52 ln uq~x!u1const5 ln

c

uq~x!u
, c.0.

Hence the general integral of~25! is

sinu5
a

q~x!
, aPR. ~26!

For the oscillator~11! it is specified as

sinu52
2a

mc2r 0

~12x!9/4

x3/2 .

Let us remark thatq(x) sinu5 (c/2) I uS1
. So ~26! shows thatI is constant along characterist

curves ofS1 . Therefore, by the transition principle, angular momentum~as well as energy! does
not change after the impact with S1 .

The curves~26!, denote them byga , for the oscillator are shown in Fig. 5. Since the variab
u is cyclic mod 2p and ga and g2a are symmetric with respect to thex axis we can limit
ourselves to dealing with the curves in the rectangle (x,u)P@0,1@3@0,p#.

Let P̄[( x̄,ū,f̄)PS1 and let g ā be the characteristic passing throughP̄, Ē5E( P̄). The
intersection between the energy level surfaceS Ē andS1 is the torusTĒ5$r 5r 1( x̄),x5 x̄%. The
projection of TĒ onto the (x,u) plane is the linex5 x̄. For the oscillator~11! this is shown,
together with the projection ofg ā , in Fig. 6.

Therefore, assumingūP@0,p#, g ā intersectsTĒ at P̄ and at P̃[( x̄,p2ū,f̃). In order to
determinef̃ notice that

FIG. 5. Characteristic curves onS1 .
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df

dx
5

r 18~x!

r 1~x!
tanu56

r 18~x!

r 1~x!

sinu

A12sin2 u
56uāu

r 18~x!

r 1~x!Aq2~x!2ā2
, ~27!

as it results directly from (24)1,2 and ~26!. In ~27! the choice of ‘‘1’’ ~respectively, ‘‘2’’ !
corresponds touP@0,p/2@ ~respectively,uP]p/2 ,p]). Hence, the possible position jump
described by

f̃2f̄5Df~ x̄,ū!562uāu E
x*

x̄ r 18~x!

r 1~x!Aq2~x!2ā2
dx, ~28!

wherex* ~see Fig. 6! is the root of

uq~x!u5uāu, ~29!

and the sign1 ~respectively,2! corresponds toūP@p/2,p# ~respectively,ūP@0,p/2#!. In the
case of the oscillator equation~29! becomes

x25S 2uāu
mc2r 0

D 4/3

~12x!3,

which has only one rootx* in the interval @0,1@. Relation ~27! remains valid also forūP
@2p,0#. In this case the sign1 ~respectively,2! corresponds toūP@2p,2p/2# ~respectively,
ūP@2p/2,0#).

Since on a given characteristic only two points lie,P̄ and P̃, belonging to the same energ
level, a jump fromP̄ to P̃ or vice versa may happen only if one of these points is ‘‘in’’ while t
other is ‘‘out.’’ This occurs iff the functionXL(g), g(q,p)50, being the equation ofL(S1), takes
opposite signs at pointsP̄, P̃, and we go to analyze when such is the case.

It follows from ~4! that for Lagrangian~13!

XL5v1

]

]q1
1v2

]

]q2
1

Lr

r S q1

]

]p1
1q2

]

]p2
D . ~30!

In the following we work with the local chart (r ,f,y,a), y5(p1
21p2

2)/m2c2, a5arctanp2 /p1, on
T* (M ). In terms of these coordinates the Legendre map~17! is given as follows:

y5c~r ,x!, a5u, ~31!

FIG. 6. Intersection between a characteristic curve and the energy level surface.
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with c(r ,x)5 (4/m2c4) xLx
2(r ,x), and the expression~30! takes the form

XL5cAxS cosu
]

]r
1

sinu

r

]

]f D1
Ac

mc
Lr S 2 cosu

]

]y
2

sinu

c

]

]a D . ~32!

Due to (31)1 hypersurfaceL(S1) is given by

g~r ,y!50,

with

g~r ,y!5
4

m2c4 x1~r !L̃x
2~r !2y, ~33!

where x5x1(r ) is the function implicitly defined by equationEx(r ,x)50, and L̃x(r )
5Lx(r ,x1(r )). For the oscillator~11! the Legendre mappingL is illustrated in Fig. 7. In this case
as is easy to see from~31! and~33!, the image with respect toL of a sufficiently small neighbor-
hood of a point (q,v)PS1 is contained in the region$g.0%.
From ~32! we get:

XL~g!5cosuS cAxgr1
2Ac

mc
LrgyD .

But from ~18!, ~33! andL(S1)’s equation follows:

gr5
4

m2c4 @x18L̃x
212x1L̃x~ L̃xr1x18L̃xx!#5

4L̃x

m2c4 ~x18Ẽx12x1L̃xr!5
8

m2c4 x1L̃xL̃xr ,

where, as before,f̃ (r ) meansf (r ,x1(r )). Hence, we obtain

XL~g!5
4

m2c3Ax cosu~2x1L̃xL̃xr2LxLr !. ~34!

Since 2xLxr2Lr5Er the restriction of~34! to S1 is

XL~g!̃5
4

m2c3Ax1 cosuL̃xẼr . ~35!

In the case of the oscillator we haveL̃x,0, Ẽr.0. Therefore~35! shows thatXL(g)̃ is:

~1! positive in the regionS1
1 corresponding touP@p/2,p#ø@2p,2p/2#;

~2! negative in the regionS1
2 corresponding touP@2p/2,p/2#;

FIG. 7. Legendre map for the oscillator (r5r /r 0).
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~3! null on the bidimensional surfaceW5S1ù$u56p/2%.

Hence, keeping in mind what was said previously about the range ofL and applying the transition
principle, we see the following.

~1! If P̄PS1
1 , then P̄ is an in-point, whileP̃ is an out-point. Therefore, if the phase poin

starting from outsideS1 , reaches it atP̃, its trajectory can be prolongated starting fromP̄ ~jump
from P̃ to P̄!.

~2! If P̄PS1
2 , then P̄ is an out-point, whileP̃ is an in-point. Therefore, if the phase poin

starting from outsideS1 , reaches it atP̄, its trajectory can be prolongated starting fromP̃ ~jump
from P̄ to P̃!.

~3! If P̄PW, i.e., if ū56p/2, thenP̄[ P̃. In this case the jump becomes infinitesimal and
direction is indicated by the Hamiltonian vector field. In factL(W) is described in terms o
coordinates (r ,f,y,a) by

g~r ,y!50,

cosu50.

But it follows from ~32! that onW

XL~cosu!52
Lr

mcAc
sinu56

Lr

mcAc
,

which is different from zero onS1 . More precisely, it is positive foru5p/2 and negative foru
52p/2; in both casesXL is directed toward the regionS1

2 in which singular trajectories end.
Finally note that, for the oscillator~11!,

XL~pi !5
qi

r
LrÞ0 on S2\S1 .

SinceL(S2) coincides with the null section ofT* (M ), this shows thatXH is transversal toL(S2).

D. Phase trajectories of the oscillator

In this section we will study phase trajectories of the oscillator outsideS. It will be shown that
their behavior depends strongly on their position with respect to the singular surface. Traje
arriving atS have discontinuities, described by the transition principle, and together with o
form a perfectly self-consistent dynamical model.

In this section coordinates (r ,x,u,f) are used. Let, as before,

ZL5 ṙ
]

]r
1ḟ

]

]f
1 ẋ

]

]x
1u̇

]

]u

be the vector field onT(M ) corresponding to the LagrangianL. SinceI ,E are first integrals, then

ZL~ I !5ZL~E!50,

or, equivalently

S I r I x I u

Er Ex 0 D S ṙ
ẋ
u̇
D 5S 0

0
0
D .

Therefore
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ṙ 52kIuEx , ẋ5kIuEr , u̇5k~ I rEx2I xEr !. ~36!

On the other hand,

ṙ 5
d

dt
~Aq1

21q2
2!5

q1v11q2v2

r
5cAx cosu.

So that

k52
cAx cosu

ExI u
52

cAx sinu

IEx
52

c2

2rL xEx
. ~37!

Notice also

I rEx2I xEr5
Ex

cAx
sinu~2xLx1rL r !, ~38!

which follows directly from~15!, ~18!, ~16!, and

]

]x
~AxLx!5

Ex

2Ax
.

This way one gets the first three Euler–Lagrange equations:

ṙ 5cAx cosu

ẋ52c
Er

Ex
Ax cosu ~39!

u̇52
c sinu

2rAxLx

~2xLx1rL r !,

which form a closed subsystem of the whole system.
Denote byZ̃L the projection ofZL onto the (x,r ,u) space. Then, solutions of~39! are iden-

tified with trajectories ofZ̃L . Due to obvious symmetry with respect to the (x,r ) plane it is
sufficient to consider those of them for whichuP@0,p# ~i.e., counterclockwise motions around th
center of the elastic force!.

The fourth Euler–Lagrange equation,

ḟ5
cAx

r
sinu, ~40!

can be found directly from

tanf5
q2

q1
,

so that

f~ t !5cE
0

t Ax~t!

r ~t!
sinu~t!dt1const, ~41!

with (x(t),r (t),u(t)) being a solution of~39!.
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Let

Jl,m5$E5lmc2%ù$I 5mmcr0%. ~42!

Obviously,

Jl,m5Gl,m3S1,

whereGl,m is the projection ofJl,m into (r ,x,u) space, while the circleS1 corresponds to the
cyclic coordinatef. In their turn surfacesJl,m foliate the energy level three-fold,

Sl5$E5lmc2%.

In the case of oscillator~11! Sl is not empty forlP@1,1`#.

Let S̃l be the projection ofSl onto the (r ,x,u) space. Obviously

S̃l5Gl3S1,

where Gl is the curve in (r ,x) plane given by equationE(r ,x)5lmc2 and S1 is the circle
corresponding to the cyclic coordinateu. CurvesGl are shown in Fig. 8. One can see thatGl

intersects the projectionsC1 ,C2 , of S1 ,S2 , respectively, as follows:~i! at two different points
P1 ,P2 , if l.2; ~ii ! at the single pointQ, if l52; ~iii ! nowhere, if 1<l,2. ThereforeSl

intersectsS1 andS2 :

~1! along two toriTi5SlùSi , i 51,2, if l.2. These tori project ontoPi ’s and have (f,u) as
cyclic coordinates.

~2! along the circleg5S1ùS2 , with the cyclic coordinatef, if l52.
~3! nowhere ifl,2.

Therefore,Sl\S has three connected components, ifl.2 and is connected, ifl<2.
In the casel.2 the behavior of phase trajectories depends strongly on the connected

ponent ofSl\S they belong to. Due to~41! it is sufficient to study trajectories of~39!, i.e.,
connected components of curvesGl,m\S̃, with S̃ being the projection ofS onto the (r ,x,u) space.
In Fig. 9 the projections into the (x,u) plane of three different kinds of such trajectories contain

in S̃l for a fixedl are shown. As before we limit ourselves to 0<u<p. The three vertical lines
correspond to the projectionsT̃i of tori Ti ’s ~in fact they are circles, due to the cyclicity o
coordinateu!. Passing to further details, denote byxi5xi(l) the constant value ofx along Ti .
Connected componentsSl

1 ,Sl
2 ,Sl

3 of Sl\S correspond tox,x1 ,x1,x,x2 and x2,x, respec-

FIG. 8. Energy level surfaces of the oscillator.
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tively. The trajectories belonging toSl
1 andSl

2 are discontinuous in the sense that they end onS1

and then jump, according to the transition principle, at another point ofS1 . More exactly, in the
situation shown in the figure, such a trajectory starts from a point ofT1

15T1ù$p/2<u<p% and
reaches a point inT1

25T1ù$0<u<p/2% in a finite time. Trajectoriesg1 andg2 , whose projec-
tions g̃1 and g̃2 are shown in Fig. 10, correspond to the same value ofl and of m. Denote by
Pstart[( x̄, r̄ ,p2ū)PT̃1

1 andPend[( x̄, r̄ ,ū)PT̃1
2 the common starting and ending points ofg̃1 and

g̃2 . When a phase point starts from (Pstart,f0)[( x̄, r̄ ,p2ū,f0) and then goes alongg1 ~or,
alternatively,g2! it arrives at the point (Pend,f̄)[( x̄, r̄ ,ū,f̄) with f̄ given by ~28! and then
proceeds along the trajectory whose projection isg̃1 or, alternatively,g̃2 , and so on.

In Fig. 11 the situation in the configuration spaceM5$(q1 ,q2)%5$(r ,f)% is shown. The
oscillating particle, starting from the point (r 5 r̄ ,f50), moves along the projectionĝ1 of g1 onto

FIG. 9. Phase portrait of the oscillator for a fixed value of energy (l.2).

FIG. 10. Jumping phase trajectories.
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M until it reaches the pointAend[(r 5 r̄ ,f5f̄). From there it jumps to the pointAstart[(r

5 r̄ ,f5f̃), wheref̃ is given by~28!. Then it splits into the two trajectoriesd1 ,d2 , both with
initial velocity

~x5 x̄,u5ũ5p2ū!.

Consider now the trajectories of~39! contained inSl
3 . These are regular closed trajectori

winding around the centerC5C(l)[(x5xC ,u5p/2), wherexC5xC(l) is the zero of the
equation 2xLx(r en(x,l),x)1rL r(r en(x,l),x)50, and r 5r en(x,l) is implicitly defined by the
equationE(r ,x)5lmc2. The corresponding trajectories in the configuration space are show
Fig. 12. They are precessions around the force center.

FIG. 11. Jumping oscillator.

FIG. 12. Regular precessions of the oscillator.
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Note that both the discontinuous trajectories inSl
2 and the regular ones inSl

3 nearS2 tend to
be parallel to it, so that this component of the singular hypersurface is never reached by the
point, at least for trajectories with nonzero angular momentum.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The self-consistency of the example discussed in this paper shows that the transition pr
is natural not only from the geometrical but also from the dynamical point of view. The follow
question should, however, be answered: whether the existence of the singular hypersur
merely due to approximation procedures or, on the contrary, it has a substantial physical me
So, it would be very interesting to look for singular Lagrangians which could be directly ex
mentally tested.
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A hierarchy of generalized AKNS equations, N-Hamiltonian
structures and finite-dimensional involutive systems
and integrable systems

Zhen-ya Yana) and Hong-qing Zhang
Department of Applied Mathematics, Dalian University of Technology,
Dalian 116024, People’s Republic of China
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An eigenvalue problem and the associated hierarchy of nonlinear soliton equations
are proposed in this paper. In particular, a representative system of generalized
AKNS soliton equations in the hierarchy is given, namely,qt52 1

2 qxx1q2r
22mq2r x22mrqqx12m2q3r 2, r t5

1
2 r xx2qr222mr 2qx22mqrr x12m2q2r 3.

N-Hamiltonian structures are also established for all the hirarchy of generalized
AKNS soliton equations based onN11 pairs of Hamiltonian pairs. And then the
eigenvalue problem is nonlinear as a finite-dimensional completely integrable
Hamiltonian system under the Bargmann constraint between the potentials and the
eigenvalue functions, and its involutive system is also given. Finally, the involutive
solutions of the hierarchy of generalized AKNS soliton equations are found, in
particular, the involutive solutions of the system of generalized Schro¨dinger equa-
tions are given. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1289379#

I. INTRODUCTION

As is well known, it plays important roles in the soliton theory and dynamical integr
system to find many new nonlinear evolution equations and to further consider their alg
properties and geometrical structures, such as the Hamiltonian structure, conserved densit
metry, and Liouville integrable property.1–36 In 1983, Tu5 developed a simple approach to Ham
tonian structures of integrable systems. The essence of the method was the use of the chai
variational derivatives. It was improved further by Chowdhury and Swapna.6 Recently, Tu9 pro-
posed a so-called loop algebra scheme to generate the hierarchy of Liouville sense inte
evolution equations and their Hamiltonian structures from the eigenvalue problem. This app
has been applied to find many new important nonlinear evolution equations hierarchies, s
the AKNS hierarchy,1–4 TA hierarchy,5 TB hierarchy,7 TC hierarchy,8 BTP hierarchy,10 Kaup–
Newell hierarchy,11 WKI hierarchy,12 Benjamin–Ono hierarchy,13 Dirac hierarchy,14 coupled
KdV hierarchy,15 Harry-Dym hierarchy,16 coupled Burgers hierarchy,18,24 Kupershmidt
hierarchy,19 coupled MKdV hierarchy,25 and AKNS–Kaup–Newell hierarchy,20 and so on, and
the associated Hamiltonian structures can also be derived by virtue of the trace ident
addition, the bi-Hamiltonian structure17,21,22and tri-Hamiltonian structure20,23 had been also pre
sented and applied to some soliton hierarchies by using the recursion operators.

In order to find many finite-dimensional integrable Hamiltonian systems~FDIHS!, Cao
et al.26–28proposed an effective skill, nonlinearization technique, to find new FDIHS, in which
well-known Bargmann constraint and Neumann constraint are contained. Many FDIHS hav
obtained through using the approach~see Refs. 26–30!. But this method has its disadvantage
Only lower order constraint flows could be found. In order to obtain higher order constraint fl
more recently, Zeng31,32 presented a powerful approach, which contains Cao’s method, by i
ducing so-called Jacobi–Ostrogradsky coordinates. It can easily prove that these higher co

a!Electronic mail: zhanghq@dlut.edu.cn
3300022-2488/2001/42(1)/330/10/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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flows are Liouville sense integrable by virtue of ther-matrix and Poisson structure.31–34

In this paper, we would like to introduce an eigenvalue problem

fx5U~l,u!f5Uf, US 2l2mqr q

r l1mqr D , f5S f1

f2
D , u5S q

r D , ~1!

whereq and r are two scalar potentials,l being a constant spectral parameter, andm being an
arbitrary constant, which is a simple extension of the AKNS eigenvalue problem,1–4

fx5U~l,u!f5Uf, US 2l q

r l
D , f5S f1

f2
D . ~2!

As m50, the eigenvalue problem~1! reduces to the AKNS eigenvalue problem~2!.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we give a generalized AKNS soliton hiera

and itsN-Hamiltonian structure by introducing the auxiliary problem of~1!, trace identity and
Hamiltonian pairs. As the special case of~1!, theN-Hamiltonian structure of the AKNS hierarch
is about~2!. In Sec. III, we first obtainN11 pairs of Lennard’s operators pairs. Then a system
constraint conditions are proposed;~1! is nonlinearized to a finite-dimensional completely int
grable system in the Liouville sense under the first constraint condition. In Sec. IV, the invo
solutions of the hierarchy of generalized AKNS soliton equations are obtained. Finally,
summaries and conclusions are given in Sec. V.

II. THE HIERARCHY OF GENERALIZED AKNS EQUATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH EQ. „1…
AND N-HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES

It is clear that the adjoint equation of Eq.~1! can be written as

Vx5@U,V#[UV2VU, V5V~l,u!5S a b

c 2aD 5(
i 50

` S ai bi

ci 2ai
D l2 i , ~3!

whereai ,bi ,ci( i 50,1,2,...) are all functions ofq andr to be determined later. Equation~3! leads
to

an,x5qcn2rbn , bn,x522bn1122qan22mqrbn , cn,x52cn1122ran12mqrcn . ~4!

The following recursion formulas are obtained from Eq.~4!:

S cn11

bn11
D5LS cn

bn
D , L5S 1

2 ]2r ]21q2mqr r ]21r

2q]21q 2 1
2 ]1q]21r 2mqr

D , ~5a!

an115 1
2 ~rbn,x1qcn,x!2mqran,x ,n51,2,..., ~5b!

where ]5]/]x, ]]2151. If we take the valuesa0521, b05c050, then, Eqs.~5a! and ~5b!
imply the following results:

a150, b15q, c15r ,a25 1
2 qr, b252 1

2 qx2mq2r ,

c25 1
2 r x2mqr2, a35 1

4 ~qrx2rqx!2mq2r 2,

b35 1
4 qxx1

1
2 m~q2r !x2 1

2 q2r 1 1
2 mrqqx1m2q3r 2,

c35 1
4 qxx1

1
2 m~qr2!x2 1

2 qr22 1
2 mqrr x1m2q2r 3,

a45 1
8 ~rqxx2qrxx2qxr x!2 3

8 q2r 21 3
4 m~r 2qqx2q2rr x!.
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In order to deduce a hierarchy of nonlinear evolution equations from Eq.~1!, we introduce the
auxiliary problem of Eq.~1!, namely,

f tn
5V~n!f5V~n!~l,u!f, ~6!

V~n!5~lnV!11Dn5(
i 50

n S ai bi

ci 2ai
D ln2 i1S d1n 0

0 d2n
D , ~7!

where d1n ,delta2n are functions to be determined later. Therefore it is easy to prove tha
compatibility conditionfxt5f tx of Eqs. ~1! and ~6! generates the zero curvature equationUtn
2V(n)1@U,V(n)#50, namely,

d1n,x52m~qrt1rqt!, d1n52d2n , ~8!

qt522bn1112qd1n , ~9!

r t52cn1112rd2n . ~10!

From Eqs.~8!–~10!, we have

d1n52m]21~qrt1rqt!5m]21~2rbn1122qcn11!. ~11!

Substituting Eq.~11! into Eqs. ~9! and ~10!, we deduce the following hierarchy of nonline
evolution equations:

ut5S qtn

r tn
D 5Kn5S 24mq]21q 2214mq]21r

214mr ]21q 24mr ]r D S cn11

bn11
D

5M S cn11

bn11
D5MLnNS r

qD . ~12!

In order to consider andN-Hamiltonian structures and the integrability of Eq.~12! under the
Liouville’s sense. We need to introduce new variables, namely,

Gn115S Gn11
~1!

Gn11
~2! D 5S cn1122mran11

bn1122mqan11
D . ~13!

According to Eqs.~4! and ~13!, we get

S cn11

bn11
D5S 112mr ]21q 22mr ]21r

2mq]21q 122mq]21r D S cn1122mran11

bn1122mqan11
D5NS cn1122mran11

bn1122mqan11
D . ~14!

Therefore we have the following recursion relation:

Gn115S cn1122mran11

bn1122mqan11
D5N21LNS cn22mran

bn22mqan
D5CGn , n51,2,..., ~15!

where

N215S 122mr ]21q 2mr ]21r

22mq]21q 112mq]21r D ,

andC5N21LN is a recursion operator.
According to Eqs.~12! and ~14!, we easily derive
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utn
5S qtn

r tn
D 5Kn5J0Gn115J1Gn5J2Gn215¯5JnG15Jn11G0 , ~16!

whereJn5MLnN5J0(N21LN)n, n50,1,2,... and

J05MN5S 28mq]21q 2218mq]21r

218mr ]21q 28mr ]21r D .

Proposition 1:The 232 matrix integrodifferential operatorJ0 defined by the above equatio
is a Hamiltonian operator for the arbitrary constantm.

Proof: Because it is a skew symmetry operator, i.e.,J0* 52J0 and it is easy to prove thatJ0

satisfies the Jacobi identity, that is,

^Z,J08~u~@J0X#Y&1cycle~X,Y,Z![0~mod]!,

with X5(X1 ,X2)T, Y5(Y1 ,Y2)T, Z5(Z1 ,Z2)T, andJ08(u)@ f # denotes the Frechet derivative o
J0 ,

J08~u!@ f #5
d

de
J0~u1e f !ue50 .

Hence,J0 is Hamiltonian~or symplectic! operator.
According to the same theory, we can also prove that other operatorsJi( i 51,2,...) are also all

Hamiltonian operators.
Through using the same as the notion applied in Refs. 8 and 9, the Killing–Cartan sta

form is defined bŷ X,Y&5const.•tr(XY). In order to calculation conveniently, we take con
51. Hence we have from Eqs.~1! and ~3!,

K V,
]U

]q L 5c22mra, K V,
]U

]r L 5c22mqb, K V,
]U

]l L 522a. ~17!

According to definition of the trace identity,8,9 yields

d

du S K V,
]U

]l L D5l2b
]

]l
lbS K V,

]U

]q L ,K V,
]U

]r L D T

, ~18!

whereb is constant to be determined later. Substituting Eq.~17! into ~18! and combining these
conditions

a5(
i>0

anl2 i , b5(
i>0

bnl2 i , c5(
i>0

cnl2 i ,

we get through comparing the coefficients ofl2n22 of two sides of Eq.~18!, yields

d

du
~22an12!5~b2n21!~cn1122mran11 ,bn1122mqan11!T. ~19!

In order to get the value ofb, we taken521 in Eq. ~19! and obtainb50. Therefore we have

Gn115S cn1122mran11

bn1122mqan11
D5

dHn11

du
5C

dHn

du
5CGn , ~20!

with the Hamiltonian functions satisfying
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H052mrq, Hn5
2an11

n
, n51,2,... . ~21!

Therefore the hierarchy of the nonlinear evolution Eq.~16! possesses the following forma
N-Hamiltonian structures from Eqs.~16! and ~20!:

utn
5S qtn

r tn
D 5Kn5J0

dHn11

du
5J1

dHn

du
5J2

dHn21

du
5¯5Jn11

dH0

du
. ~22!

In fact, we can easily show that the Hamiltonian functions$Hn%n
`50 satisfying dHn11 /du

5C(dHn /du), n>0 are all common conserved densities for the whole generalized AKNS
archy. And they are commute with each other under then12 Poisson brackets associated with t
Hamiltonian operatorsJi5J0C i , i 50,1,2,..., because a direct calculation can show that

$Hn ,Hm%Ji5E K dHn

du
,Ji

dHm

du L dx5E K dHn

du
,JiC

dHm21

du L dx

5E K dHn

du
,C* Ji

dHm

du L dx5E K C
dHn

du
,Ji

dHm

du L dx

5$Hn11 ,Hm21%Ji
5¯5$Hm ,Hn%Ji

,n,m>0. ~23!

Therefore we get$Hn ,Hm%Ji
50. During the course of the proof of Eq.~23!, we use the following

formula obtained fromJi* 52Ji :

JiC5J0C i 115Ji 1152Ji 11* 52~JiC!* 52C* Ji* 5C* Ji .

And we can also derive

@Kn ,Km#5FJi

dHn

du
,Ji

dHm

du G5Ji

d

du
$Hn ,Hm%50,n,m>0, ~24!

which shows that every system generalize AKNS equations posses infinitely many comm
symmetries$Kn%n50

` .
Remark 1:Taking n52, Eq. ~16! becomes a new system of the generalized ANKS soli

equations,

qt52 1
2 qxx1q2r 22mq2r x22mrqqx12m2q3r 2, ~25a!

r t5
1
2 r xx2qr222mr 2qx22mqrr x12m2q2r 3. ~25b!

If setting m50, then Eqs.~25! reduce to the AKNS equation.1–4 Equations~25! possess the
flowing quadr-Hamiltonian structures,

ut5S qt

r t
D5J0

dH3

du
5J1

dH2

du
5J2

dH1

du
5J3

dH0

du
,

where the Hamiltonian functionsHi , (i 50,1,2,3) are

H052mqr, H15qr, H25 1
4 ~qrx2rqx!2mq2r 2,

H35 1
12 ~rqxx2qrxx2qxr x!2 1

4 q2r 21 1
2 m~r 2qqx2q2rr x!.

Remark 2:Equation~2! is a special case of Eq.~1! with m50, so according to the abov
results, we can come to some conclusions about the hierarchy of the AKNS equations,
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ut5S qtn

r tn
D 5Kn5S 0 22

2 0 D S cn11

bn11
D5M S cn11

bn11
D5MLnNS r

qD , ~26!

where

L5S 1
2 ]2r ]21q r ]21r

2q]21q 2 1
2 ]1q]21r

D , M5S 0 22

2 0 D , N5S 1 0

0 1D .

Therefore, we have

J05MN5M5S 0 22

2 0 D ,

J15MLN5ML5S 2q]21q ]22r ]21q

]22r ]21q 2r ]21r D , Ji5MLiN5MLi ,i 52,3,... .

It is clear thatJ0 and J1 are both Hamiltonian operators and we can also derive thatJi , i
52,3,... are also Hamiltonian operators. The hierarchy of the AKNS equation~23! also possesse
the following N-Hamiltonian structures:

ut5S qt

r t
D5Kn5J0

dHn11

du
5J1

dHn

du
5J2

dHn21

du
5¯5Jn11

dH0

du

with the Hamiltonian functions satisfy Eq.~21!. They are all common conserved densities for t
hierarchy of AKNS equations and commute with each other under these Poisson brackets
ated with the Hamiltonian operatorsJi , i 50,1,2,... . In addition, there exists many commuti
symmetries$Kn5Ji dHn2 i 11 /du%n50

` for every system of AKNS equations.

III. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL INVOLUTIVE SYSTEMS

Let l i( i 51,2,...,N) be N different eigenvalues of problem~1!, and f i5(f1i ,f2i)
T be the

corresponding solutions of problem~1!, then~1! can become

S f1i

f2i
D

x

5S 2l i2mqr q

r l i1mqr D S f1i

f2i
D , u5S q

r D . ~27!

Through the direct calculation, we get the spectral gradient¹l i of the spectral valuel i with
respect to the potentialsq and r,

¹l i5
dl i

du
5S dl i

dq
,
dl i

dr D T

5S 22E f1if2idxD 21S f2i
2 12mrf1if2i

2f1i
2 12mrf1if2i

D .

Proposition 2:The Hamiltonian operatorsJk andJk11 are all the pairs of Lennard’s operato
for k50,1,2,... .

Proof: Through the direct calculation, we easily find

Jk11¹l i5l iJk¹l i . k50,1,2,..., ~28!

which shows that the proposition is true. In fact, we can prove that they are also Hamilt
pairs.23

Next, we consider the following formal constraint conditions:
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dHk11

du
2g(

i 51

N
dlk11

du
5

dHk11

du
2gS ^F2 ,F2&12mr ^F1 ,F2&

2^F1 ,F1&12mq^F1 ,F2&
D50, ~29!

whereF j5(f j 1 ,f j 2 ,...,f jN), j 51,2 and^•,•& denotes the standard inner product inRN.
Taking k50, g5 1

2 in Eq. ~29!, yields the first explicit constraint condition,

q52
^F1 ,F1&

2~1222m^F1 ,F2&!
, r 5

^F2 ,F2&
2~1222m^F1 ,F2&!

. ~30a!

In fact, this being the Bargmann constraint, that is

G15S r
qD5(

i 51

N

¹l i5S ^F2 ,F2&122mr ^F1 ,F2&
2^F1 ,F1&122mq^F1 ,F2&

D . ~30b!

Hence,~27! reduces to the following finite-dimensional Hamiltonian system under the Bargm
constraint~30a!,

F1x52LF12
F2^F1 ,F1&

2~1222m^F1 ,F2&!
1

2mF1^F1 ,F1&^F2 ,F2&
4~1222m^F1 ,F2&!2 5

]H1

]F2
, ~31a!

F2x5LF21
F1^F2 ,F2&

2~1222m^F1 ,F2&!
2

2mF2^F1 ,F1&^F2 ,F2&
4~1222m^F1 ,F2&!2 52

]H1

]F1
, ~31b!

with the Hamiltonian functionH1 being

H152^LF1 ,F2&2
^F1 ,F1&^F2 ,F2&
4~112m^F1 ,F2&!

,

whereL5diag(l1 ,l2 ,...,lN). For other constraint conditions (k>0), we can reduce problem
~27! to other finite-dimensional Hamiltonian systems.

Theorem 1: Let (F1 ,F2) satisfy Eq.~31!, then

q52
^F1 ,F1&

2~122m^F1 ,F2&!
, r 5

^F2 ,F2&
2~122m^F1 ,F2&!

is a solution of the stationary generalized AKNS equations,

KN1d1KN211¯1dNK050. ~32!

Proof: Letting the operatorJ0
21J1 act upon Eq.~30b! for m times and notingGn115J0

21J1Gn and Eq.~28!, we have

Gm1a2Gm221¯1amG01am11G215S ^LmF2 ,F2&122mr ^LmF1 ,F2&
2^LmF1 ,F1&122mq^LmF1 ,F2&

D , ~33!

wherea j ( j 52,3,...,m11) are arbitrary constants andG21PKer J0 . Introducing the following
polynomial:

P~y!ªP i 51
N ~y2l i !5yN1p1yN211¯1pN5 (

k50

N

pN2ky
k.

And then let the operatorJ0(k50
N pN2ky

k act upon Eq.~33! and notingKn5J0Gn , we can derive
Eq. ~32!. Wheredi( i 51,2,...,N) are determined bya i( i 52,3,...,m11) andpi( i 51,2,...,N).
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The standard Poisson bracket containing two functions in the symplectic s
(R2N,dF1LdF2) is defined by

~F,G!5(
i 51

N S ]F

]F1i

]G

]F2i
2

]F

]F2i

]G

]F1i
D5^FF1

,GF2
&2^FF2

,GF1
&.

F, G are involutive, if (F,G)50. Next, we would like to construct a set of functions$Fn% as
follows:

Fn52^Ln11F1 ,F2&~1222m^F1 ,F2&!

1
1

2 (
i 50

n U^L i 21F1 ,F1& ^L i 21F1 ,F2&

^Ln2 iF1 ,F2& ^L i 21F2 ,F2&
Un

50,1,2,... . ~34!

Proposition 3:For the functionsFn defined by Eq.~34!, there exist the relation for arbitrar
n, mPZ1,

^Fn,F1
,Fm,F2

&5^Fm,F1
,Fn,F2

&.

Proposition 4:The functions$Fn% determined by Eq.~34! are involutive, i.e., (Fn ,Fm)50
under the Poisson bracket in symplectic space (R2N,dF1LdF2).

Proof: According to Proposition 4, it yields

~Fn ,Fm!5^Fn,F1
,Fm,F2

&2^Fn,F2
,Fm,F1

&

5^Fm,F1
,Fn,F2

&2^Fm,F1
,Fn,F2

&5~Fm ,Fn!52~Fn ,Fm!.

Hence (Fn ,Fm)50 and we complete the proof of the proposition.
Theorem 2: The Hamiltonian systems (Fn),

~Fn!:F1tn
5

]Fn

]F2
, F2tn

52
]Fn

]F1
, n50,1,2,... ~35!

with Hamiltonian functionsFn determined by Eq.~34! are completely integrable in the Liouville
sense.

Proof: According to Proposition 4, we know that the conclusion is true.
Theorem 3: The Hamiltonian system~31! is completely integrable in Liouville sense in th

symplectic manifold (R2N,dF1LdF2) and its involutive system is$Fn%, i.e., (H1 ,Fn)50.
Proof: According to Eqs.~31! and ~33! and Propositions 4–6, we can prove thatH1 and

Fn(n50,1,2,...) are involutive under the Poisson bracket in symplectic space (R2N,df1Ldf2) by
a direct calculation, that is

~H1 ,Fn!5^H1,F1
,Fn,F2

&2^H1,F2
,Fn,F1

&50, n50,1,2,... .

Therefore we complete the proof of the theorem.

IV. THE INVOLUTIVE SOLUTIONS OF THE HIERARCHY OF THE SOLITON EQUATION
„16…

Denote the solution operators of the initial-value problems of the integrable Hamilto
systems~15! and (Fn) by f 0

x and f n
tn, respectively. (H1 ,Fn)50 implies that any two canonica

systems~15! and (Fn) are compatible, then their own flowsf 0
x and f n

tn commute. Therefore the
involutive solution of the consistent Eq.~15! and (Fn) is35
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S F1~x,tn!

F2~x,tn! D5 f 0
x f n

tnS F1~0,0!

F2~0,0! D
and a smooth function of (x,tn).

Proposition 5:Let (F1(x,tn),F2(x,tn)) be an involutive solution of the consistent syste
~15! and (Fn), then the Bagmann constraints~30a!,

q~x,tn!52
^F1 ,F1&

2~1222m^F1 ,F2&!
, r ~x,tn!5

^F2 ,F2&
2~1222m^F1 ,F2&!

~36!

satisfy the soliton hierarchy of the generalized AKNS equations,

utn
5S qtn

r tn
D 5Kn5J0Gn115JnG15J0CnG1 . ~37!

Proof: Through a direct differential calculation with respect totn for Eq. ~36! and combining
~35!, we can derive that Eq.~37! holds.

According to Proposition 5, we can derive the following conclusion:
Proposition 6:Let (F1(x,t2),F2(x,t2)) be an involutive solution of the consistent system

~15! and (F2), then the Bagmann constraint~30a!,

q~x,t2!52
^F1~x,t2!,F1~x,t2!&

2~1222m^F1~x,t2!,F2~x,t2!&!
,

r ~x,t2!5
^F2~x,t2!,F2~x,t2!&

2~1222m^F1~x,t2!,F2~x,t2!&!
, ~38!

satisfy the system of generalized AKNS soliton equations~25!.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

By introducing the associated auxiliary problem of problem~1!, we derive a hierarchy of the
generalized AKNS soliton equations, which contains the known AKNS soliton hierarchy
finite-dimensionalN-Hamiltonian structures are obtained by virtue of the trace identity an
recursion operator and are shown to be Liouville sense integrable. Here, we propose the n
N-Hamiltonian structure, which is natural extension of bi-Hamiltonian structure18,21,22 and tri-
Hamiltonian structure.20,23 In addition, for the contained condition~29!, we only consider the cas
k50, under which~27! is nonlinearized into finite-dimensional Hamiltonian system. For ot
casesk>1, ~27! can also be nonlinearized into higher order constrained flows by introdu
so-called Jacobi–Ostrogradsky coordinates. If introducing the Lax matrix andr-matrix again,31–34

we can study the separation of variables31,34 for these finite-dimensional integrable Hamiltonia
systems~FDIHS!. Then the separability of the FDIHS will give rise to the Jacobi inverse prob
for the associated soliton hierarchies. The soliton hierarchies can be solved in terms of Ri
theta function by a standard Jacobi inverse technique.36 These problems need to be further co
sidered.
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Unimodular relativity is a theory of gravity and space–time with a fixed absolute
space–time volume element, themodulus, which we suppose is proportional to the
number of microscopic modules in that volume element. In general relativity an
arbitrary fixed measure can be imposed as a gauge condition, while in unimodular
relativity it is determined by the events in the volume. Since this seems to break
general covariance, some have suggested that it permits a nonzero covariant diver-
gence of the material stress-energy tensor and a variable cosmological ‘‘constant.’’
In Lagrangian unimodular relativity, however, even with higher derivatives of the
gravitational field in the dynamics, the usual covariant continuity holds and the
cosmological constant is still a constant of integration of the gravitational field
equations. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1328077#

I. INTRODUCTION TO UNIMODULAR RELATIVITY

Unimodular relativity is an alternative theory of gravity considered by Einstein in 191

without a Lagrangian and put into Lagrangian form by Anderson and Finkelstein.2 The space–
time of unimodular relativity is a measure manifold, a manifold provided by nature with a fi
absolute physical measure fieldm(x) to be found by direct measurement, subject to no dynam
development. The sole structural variable is a conformal metric tensorf mn , subject to dynamical
equations. The measure of a space–time region may be regarded as indirectly counting th
ules of which it is composed, in the way that the volume of a lake indirectly counts its w
molecules. Both space–time measure and liquid measure indicate a modular structure be
limit of resolution of the present measuring instruments.

The conformal metric fieldf mn(x) is a symmetric relative tensor of weight 1/2, signature 1
and determinant21 in all coordinate systems, with nine independent components, operatio
defined by the system of light paths, whose tangent vectorsdxm obey f mn dxmdxn50.

The unimodular space–time structure also defines a metric tensor

gmn5Am f mn~x!, ~1!

but the determinant

2gªdetgmn52m2 ~2!

is not a dynamical variable. The conformal metricf is the sole gravitational variable of unimo
dular relativity.

We assume that the metric tensor fieldgmn found by measuring the proper timesdt2

5gmn dxm dxn for a sufficiently fine network of intervalsdxm, also determines the measure fie
m by the usual relation~2!.

Once the measurem has been experimentally determined it establishes a class of admis
metrics obeying~2!. Metrics violating~2! are unphysical according to unimodular relativity.

The variable of general relativity is a compound of a light-cone fieldf and a measure fieldm,
and the group of general relativity is a nonsimple group of diffeomorphisms, with an inva
subgroup of unimodular coordinate transformations, those with Jacobian det(]x8/]x)51. Unimo-
dular relativity has a simple group and a simple variable.
3400022-2488/2001/42(1)/340/7/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Originally we proposed unimodular relativity because there is indeed an experimental a
standard of length near each point of space–time, not built into general relativity.2 This suggests
that the macroscopic structure of space–time is a smoothed description of an underlying
space–time microstructure, which seems necessary for other reasons.

Since the actual value of the cosmological constant is so finely tuned, it is natural to at
to derive its value from physical principles. A theory in which it is variable would be a us
starting point for any such attempt. Recently the difference in symmetry between unimodula
general relativity led some to hope that they might differ on the constancy of this paramete3

On the other hand, many authors have already argued that the difference is only a
condition, which has no physical consequences.4 However, some authors do not share this point
view. In particular, van der Bijet al.5 stated very clearly the physical difference between the us
formulation of gravity and the unimodular theory. Also, an interesting and somewhat altern
approach is presented in Ref. 6.

We examine the gauge-condition argument more carefully here. In its usual form it
several relevant features special to this problem. Usually gauge conditions are applied to La
ians that are already physically well defined in their absence; the unimodularity condition is
gauge condition of this kind.

One should also take into account the possibility of higher-order derivatives in the gra
tional equations, of the kind that might arise from renormalization in some hypothetical qua
field theory of gravity.

We show here that any gravitational theory of classical unimodular relativity with a Lagr
ian density that is invariant under the unimodular coordinate group is equivalent in its exper
tal predictions to a theory of classical general relativity. Higher-order corrections do not d
this equivalence.

II. THE METRIC TENSOR OF UNIMODULAR RELATIVITY

In deriving the field equations from a variational principle~on which our approach is based!,
the measurem is not varied but is treated as if it were a fixed external field. This disturbs gen
covariance. The law of nature may take a simpler form inunimodular coordinates, wherem(x)
[1. Unimodular coordinate systems are related by unimodular transformations.

Let R be the Riemann scalar computed from the metric tensorgmn of ~1!. Let LM be the
Lagrangian density of the matter field in the presence ofgmn5Am f mn . Then

S5E d4xS G

2
R1LM D ~3!

is a possible action functional for unimodular relativity in a unimodular coordinate system.
constantG51/4pG is the inverse rationalized gravitational constant, the reciprocal square o
rationalized Planck length, in units with\5c51.

In unimodular relativity, there is initially no way to vary all 10 components ofgmn indepen-
dently. The action is in principle defined only forg5m2. Only derivatives with respect to th
nine-dimensional conformal metric fieldf are defined.

A cosmological constant termLAg in the action function would be an ineffectual additiv
constant sinceAg5m is not varied.

This action can be transformed to any other coordinate system under the general diffe
phism group, but is not generally invariant in functional form, since the fixed measurem sets an
absolute scale at each event.

The derivative with respect to the conformal metricf requires special care. Since infinitesim
variationsd f are subject to the unimodular condition~2!, they obey

f mnd f mn50. ~4!
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If W:F→W, f °W( f ) is a functional from the function manifoldF of conformal metrics on a
regionR to some value-manifoldW, we define the functional derivativeWf5dW/d f as the linear
operator

Wf :dF→W ~5!

such that for anyd f PdF vanishing on the boundary]R the tangent space toF at f ,

dW5Wf•d f 5E d4x
dW

d f mn~x!
d f mn~x!. ~6!

Then the dynamical equation that follows from the action principle for any space–time regiR
is

dS~R!5E
]R

dsm pm
•d f ~7!

with a boundary term that is linear ind f on the boundary]R and vanishes for variations tha
vanish on the boundary. The tensor fieldpm canonically conjugate tof (x) is defined by these
relations.

III. FIELD EQUATIONS AND THE COSMOLOGICAL CONSTANT

It is often inconvenient to work with a field variable subject to non-linear conditions like
conformal metric. One may reformulate unimodular relativity with an unconstrained var
gmn(x) and take the unimodular condition~2! into account through Lagrange’s method of und
termined multipliers.

To do this, however, we must give values to the Lagrangian density for metric tensor
havegÞm22,4,7 and hence are unphysical. One way to do this is to replacem by Ag and f mn by
gmn /g1/4 at all their ‘‘appearances’’ in the actionS, so thatS is defined in a 10-dimensiona
neighborhoodF 8.F in a smooth way consistent with the values onF. Then in addition one adds
a Lagrangian-multiplier term expressing the unimodular condition. We call the resulting exte
of S to F 8 the extended action function S8.

But this prescription is ambiguous, since it depends on ‘‘appearances,’’ on howS is written,
on matters of notation. The extended actionS8 is arbitrary up to a correction termDMS depending
on the matter variables and the metricgmn , subject only to the condition thatDML and its
derivative with respect tol vanish in the unimodular sector~2!:

S85S1DMS1E d4xAgl~x!F m

Ag~x!
21G , ~8!

DMS5*d4xAgDML is theunimodular ambiguityin the action. No physical results may depend
the choice ofDML, and so no physical experiments can determineDML.

In mechanical theories sometimes we impose a constraint and thereby reduce an
well-defined system to a system of lower dimensionality. For example, we reduce a free part
a spherical pendulum by constraining it to a sphere. Then there is a well-defined uncons
Lagrangian, found by removing the constraint, and the ambiguityDML does not arise.

But according to unimodular relativity we have no way of actually removing the unimod
condition ~2!. In this sense it is not a constraint, so we call it a condition. While the proper
dt of a coordinate intervaldxm at x depends on the gravitational field atx, each coordinate cel
d4x at x comes with its own intrinsic measurem(x)d4x, independent of gravity. The unimodula
ambiguityDML acknowledges that as a matter of principle we cannot know how the system w
evolve absent the unimodular condition.
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The admissible infinitesimal variationsd f within the neghborhoodF8 are those that obey~4!
for all xPR. That is, they all belong to the null space of the inverse conformal metric tensorf mn.

The action principle states that for any physical fieldf 5( f mn(x)), and for any variations
d f 5(d f mn(x)) about f ,

Sf•d fªE
R

d4x Sf~x!d f ~x!5E
]R

Smnd f mn . ~9!

That is, any vectord f (x) in the null space off 21(x) is in the null space ofSf(x). It follows
that Sf(x) is in the ray off 21(x):

dS

d f mn~x!
5l~x! f mn~x!. ~10!

The multiplierl(x) is then fixed by the unimodular condition.
This implies that the augmented action~8! is stationary up to boundary terms when we va

l(x) and the 10 componentsgmn(x) independently.
The unimodular condition makes the stress tensor ambiguous as well as the dynamica

tions. In unimodular relativity the general relativistic concept of the stress tensor

Tmn5
1

Ag

d~AgLM !

dgmn
~11!

has no principled meaning at first, since it involves breaking the unimodular condition, nor h
statement of covariant continuity,Tmn

;n50.
We may suppose thatDML has the form

DML5F m~x!

Ag~x!
21G l M , ~12!

wherel M is any function of the matter variables andgmn . We writeLM8 ªLM1DML for the sum.
From any general-relativity action principleS we obtain in this way an ambiguou

unimodular-relativity action principle

S85E Ag~x! d4xH G

2
R~x!1

G

2
l~x!F m~x!

Ag~x!
21G1LM1DMLJ . ~13!

The second term inS8 expresses the unimodular condition and breaks general covariance
fourth term expresses the unimodular ambiguity. We vary the 10gmn(x) and the Lagrange mul
tiplier l(x) independently. We have written thel term in a form that makesl a scalar field under
the general group.

Variation of l in S8 recovers the condition

Ag~x!5m~x!. ~14!

The unimodular ambiguityDML does not affect this result, since it vanishes when the unimod
condition holds.
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Variation of gmn gives the equation of motion

dS85E Ag d4x$G~ 1
2 gmnR2Rmn!1 1

2 Glgmn%dgmn

1E Ag d4xH 1

Ag

d

dgmn
~AgLM1AgDML !J dgmn50, ~15!

or

Rmn2 1
2 gmnR2 1

2 lgmn58pGT8mn, ~16!

whereGª1/G is a rationalized gravitational coupling strength and

T8mn
ª

1

Ag

d

dgmn
~AgLM1AgDML !. ~17!

Tracing ~16! gives the Lagrange multiplier:

l52 1
2 ~8pGT81R!. ~18!

The field equation then simplifies to

Rmn2 1
2 Rgmn58pGT8mn2 1

4 gmn~8pGT81R!, ~19!

or equivalently

Rmn2 1
4 Rgmn58pGTmn8T , ~20!

where

T8mn
T
ªTmn8 2 1

4 gmnT8 ~21!

is the traceless~part of the! stress tensor, or thesess tensor~note that the tr has been removed!.
The covariant divergence of~19! is

8pGT8mn
;n5 1

4 gmn~8pGT81R! ,n[2 1
2 gmnl, ~22!

which was suggested as a ‘‘modified covariant divergence law’’ by Tiwari.3

In general relativity, general invariance of the action function implies that the cova
divergenceT8mn

;n vanishes in virtue of the field equations for matter.8,9 Then it follows that

2 1
2 ~8pGT81R!5l5constant. ~23!

If the stress tensor of unimodular relativity were covariantly continuous too, then the und
mined multiplierl could be identified with a cosmological constantL, though now a constant o
the motion determined by the initial data, rather than a fixed absolute constant as suppo
general relativity.

In unimodular relativity however,T8mn is not covariantly continuous because the actionS8 is
not generally covariant, which seems to justify Tiwari’s suggestion.T8mn is ambiguous by an
additive term

DTmn52 1
2 gmnl M ~24!
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and its trace is correspondingly ambiguous by

DT522l M . ~25!

However substitution of these expressions into~20! immediately leads to

Rmn2 1
4 Rgmn58pGTmn

T , ~26!

with

Tmn
T
ªTmn2 1

4 gmnT, ~27!

whereTmn is the usual covariantly continuous stress-energy tensor~11! of the matter field. The
gravitational field equationsdo notdepend on the ambiguity in the matter field Lagrangian. T
cosmological constant again arises as a constant of integration.

Einstein’s law of gravity is a second-order differential equation for the metric field. In q
tum field theories higher-order derivatives arise from renormalization. One might hope th
higher-order theories, the unimodular relativity differs in content from general relativity,
allows the cosmological constant to vary. In such theories the cosmological constant m
defined asl5S(h)/m whereS(h) is the value of the gravitational action density for the case
the Minkowski metric.

It easily follows from the generalized~contracted! Bianchi identities of the higher order theor
~see, for example, Refs. 10 and 11! that even in higher-order unimodular relativity, where t
gravitational part of the action is an arbitrary generally invariant functional of the curvature s
the cosmological constant also arises as the constant of integration.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that in Lagrangian unimodular relativity the usual covariant continuity e
tion holds for the source stress tensor, and the cosmological constant is a constant of integr
the gravitational field equations. Higher derivatives of the gravitational field may appear i
Lagrangian without disturbing these conclusions. The essential point is that the stress tens
no covariant divergence. This follows from either unimodular or general covariance.

There are several reasons not to be quite certain that these classical conclusions will st
in the quantum domain.

The fact remains that unimodular relativity forces us to allow many values as possibilitie
the cosmologcal constant, while general relativity fixes on one value. In quantum theories,
bilities affect actualities. In a quantum theory of sufficient scope, these many possibilities fo
cosmological constant of unimodular relativity might influence the actual experimental situa7

Furthermore, quantum field theories often lack symmetries and conservation laws pres
the classical Lagrangian from which they stem, due to divergences inherent in the limiting p
used to define the quantum theory. This results in quantum anomalies, for example. Similar
may permit the cosmological constant—the vacuum rest-energy-density—to vary in some
tum version of unimodular relativity.

Perhaps the most basic weakness in the deduction is the postulate of strong locality.
implicit in general covariance and is required to deduce the covariant continuity of stress. If
is a fundamental quantum time, a limit to locality, as some suggest, then the cosmological co
can vary.
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A discussion of projective symmetry in general relativity is given. Techniques are
developed and used to show that null Einstein–Maxwell fields in general relativity
cannot admit any proper projective symmetry. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1332121#

I. INTRODUCTION

In spite of much recent interest in the study of symmetry in general relativity theory, pr
tive symmetry seems to be ignored. This may be largely to do with the difficulties invo
although, following Ref. 1, some progress was made in Ref. 2. The results of this latter
suggested that examples of space-times admitting proper projective symmetries would
plentiful ~see also Refs. 3 and 4! and this present paper continues by demonstrating their abs
in space-times of the null Einstein–Maxwell type. Non-null Einstein–Maxwell fields will
considered in a future paper.

Let M be a smooth space-time with smooth Lorentz metricg of signature~2 1 11! and
associated curvature tensor componentsRabcd. The Ricci tensor components areRab[Rc

acb , the
Ricci scalar isR[Rabg

ab and the Weyl tensor components areCabcd. A Lie ~respectively, a
covariant and a partial! derivative is denoted byL ~respectively, a semicolon and a comma!. A
smooth vector fieldX on M may be decomposed uniquely in any coordinate system onM accord-
ing to

Xa;b5 1
2hab1Fab ~hab5hba , Fab52Fba!, ~1!

whereh(5LXg) is symmetric andF ~the projective bivector! is skew-symmetric. Such a vecto
field X is calledprojective if the local diffeomorphismsc t ~for appropriatet! associated withX
map geodesics into geodesics. This is equivalent to the condition thath satisfies

hab;c52gabfc1gacfb1gbcfa ~2!

for some smooth closed 1-form onM with local componentsfa . Thusfa is locally a gradient and
will, where appropriate, be written asfa5f ,a for some functionf on some open subset ofM.
The functionf may be taken as a global function onM if M is simply connected.5 The statement
thath is covariantly constant onM is, from ~2!, equivalent tofa being zero onM and is, in turn,
equivalent toX being anaffinevector field onM ~so that the local diffeomorphismsc t preserve
not only geodesics but also their affine parameters!. If X is projective but not affine it is called
proper projective. If X is affine andh5cg(cPR) thenX is homothetic~otherwise proper affine!.
If X is homothetic andcÞ0 it is proper homotheticwhile if c50 it is Killing .

II. PROJECTIVE SYMMETRY

Let X be a projective vector field onM. Then~1! and ~2! hold and also~cf. Ref. 1!

LXRa
bcd5dd

afb;c2dc
afb;d , LXRab523fa;b . ~3!
3470022-2488/2001/42(1)/347/8/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Also the Ricci identity onh gives2

haeR
e
bcd1hbeR

e
acd5gacfb;d2gadfb;c1gbcfa;d2gbdfa;c . ~4!

The difficulty with projective vector fields is the complicated relationship~2! satisfied jointly by
hab andfa . However, the following result is useful in obtaining prior algebraic information
hab andfa;b and follows from~4!. The first parts were given in Ref. 6 following a special case
Ref. 2 and the other part is a straightforward extension. A prior definition is required. Lm
PM and letG be a~real or complex! bivector atm. ThenG is called acurvature eigenbivector
with eigenvaluelPC if, at m, Rab

cdG
cd5lGab.

Theorem 1: Let X be a projective vector field onM so that~1! and ~2! hold and letG be a
curvature eigenbivector atmPM with eigenvaluelPC.

~i! If G ~and hencel! are real andG is simple~i.e., Gab52p[aqb] for p andq in the tangent
spaceTmM to M at m! then each vector in the span ofp and q ~the blade of G! is an
eigenvector of the symmetric tensor atm given by

Pab5lhab12fa;b ~5!

with the same eigenvaluea.
~ii ! If G is real and non simple thenG uniquely determines a timelike–spacelike orthogo

pair of two-dimensional subspaces ofTmM @i.e., there exists a real null tetrad~l,n,x,y! at m
with l ana5xaxa5yaya51 and all other inner products of tetrad members zero such
Gab52Al [anb]12Bx[ayb] with A and B real and nonzero#. These subspaces spanne
respectively, by the vector pairs~l,n! and ~x,y! are eigenspaces ofP in ~5!.

~iii ! If G andl are not real then similar, if a little more complicated, information is availa
and this is, perhaps, best discussed when it arises.

III. PROJECTIVE SYMMETRY AND NULL EINSTEIN–MAXWELL FIELDS

Let ~M,g! represent a null Einstein–Maxwell field. Then it is assumed thatM admits a global,
nowhere zero, smooth, null vector fieldl such that the Ricci tensor satisfiesRab5c l al b for some
smooth, nowhere zero functionc. Also, the contracted Bianchi identity shows thatl is geodesic
and, henceforth,l will be assumed to be affinely parametrized (l a;bl b50) in each coordinate
system considered. Finally the Goldberg–Sachs theorem7,8 shows that the Petrov type at eac
point of M is algebraically special withl as a repeated principle null direction. In fact,M may then
be decomposed as adisjoint union

M5II ø int Dø int III ø int Nø int OøM 8, ~6!

whereII, III, D, N , andO are the subsets ofM at each point of which the Petrov type is the sam
as the subset label~and I is empty!, where int denotes the interior of a subset in the manif
topology ofM and whereM 8 is a closed subset ofM defined by the disjointness of the decom
position and with no interior.9 Since I is empty the ‘‘rank’’ theorem together with a minima
polynomial argument given in Ref. 9 shows thatII is open and soII 5 int II . The idea is to letX
be a projective vector field onM and to consider the regions in the decomposition~6! separately.
If m is a point in any of the open regions of constant Petrov type in~6! then one may introduce a
local real null tetrad~l,n,x,y! of vector fields in some open region aboutm @but still within the
particular chosen open subset in~6!# ~see, e.g., Ref. 10!. Then one constructs bivectors in th
region given by~and using the abbreviationx∧y52x[ayb] , etc.!

V5 l ∧x, V
*

52 l ∧y, M5 l ∧n, M
*

5x∧y,

U5n∧x, U
*

5n∧y, ~7!
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where* denotes the usual dual. One can now choose the null tetrad so that the curvature
takes the form

Rabcd5A~VabVcd1V
*

abV
*

cd!1Cabcd, ~8!

whereA is some nowhere zero function onM, and the first term on the right-hand side is t
Maxwell term. Thus for each Petrov type one substitutes forC an appropriate canonical form~e.g.,
as in Refs. 11, 12, and 8! and then one is ready to apply Theorem 1. So letX be a projective vector
field on M.

Region int O. Here, the Weyl tensor is zero and so from~8! the curvature tensor, considere
as a 636 matrix, is of rank 2 and satisfiesRabcdl

d50. It now follows~Ref. 2, theorem 4! that, in
int O, fa50 and so from~2! hab;c50. Thus the restriction ofX to intO is affine on each
connected and simply connected open subset of intO. If the restriction over a particular compo
nent U is proper affine then it is easily checked that the holonomy group ofU ~with the latter
regarded as a space-time! is of the typeR8 ~see e.g. Ref. 13! and thatl is covariantly constant on
U. If X is not proper affine onU it is homothetic~possiblyKilling ! on U.

Region int N. Here the Petrov type isN and use of the appropriate canonical form for t
Weyl tensor shows thatRabcdl

d50 and that

Rabcd5A1VabVcd1A2V
*

abV
*

cd ~9!

with A1 and A2 functions on intN satisfyingA1
21A2

2Þ0 at each point of intN. However, one
cannot guarantee thatA1 andA2 are each nonzero at eachmP int N and so the Riemann rank ma
vary over intN. Let W1, int N be the~necessarily open! subset ofM consisting of those points a
which A1 and A2 are not zero~i.e., the open subset of intN where the curvature rank is 2! and let
W2 be the interior of the subset intN\W1 ~the latter subset being the subset of intN where exactly
one of A1 and A2 is zero and hence where the curvature rank is 1!. Then intN has the disjoint
decomposition intN5W1øW2øE whereE is defined by the disjointness. It is easily checked t
E has no interior. Then overW1 one may, as in the previous case, appeal to Theorem 4 in R
to see thatfa50 on W1 and make similar remarks about when the various restrictions ofX are

proper affine or not. OverW2 the curvature rank is 1 and, from~7! and~9! one sees thatV,V* , M,

andM* are curvature eigenbivectors with eigenvalue zero. It follows from Theorem 1 thatl, n, x,
and y are eigenvectors offa;b with zero eigenvalue at each point ofW2 and hence thatfa;b

50 on W2 . If one now appeals to holonomy considerations on each connected and s
connected open subset ofW2 then it follows from Theorem 5 in Ref. 13 and Theorems 7, 8, a
9 in Ref. 2 that on each such open subset eitherfa50 or the holonomy group is typeR10. But if
on some such open subsetfa is not identically zero~but still satisfiesfa;b50! the holonomy type
R10 conditions allow the choice of the local null tetrad~l,n,x,y! ~depending on which open regio
of W2 one is on, i.e., whereA1Þ0 andA250, or vice versa! such that~7! and~9! hold and such
that fa5Cya for someCPR. Also ~4! gives

haeR
e
bcd1hbeR

e
acd50. ~10!

Now ~10! implies that~Ref. 14!

hab5agab1byayb1g l al b12d l (ayb) ~11!

for appropriate functionsa, b, g, andd. Then on substituting~11! and the relationfa5Cya into
~2! and contracting withxaxb one finds thata ,c52Cyc . On substituting this back into~2! and
contracting withl a one immediately findsC50 and sofa50 on the region considered and hen
on W2 . Thus fa50 ~and hab;c50! on W1øW2 . Now put W5W1øW2 and note that
int~int N\W)50” . This follows since if 0”ÞV# int N\W with V open thenVùW50” and so on
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VùW150 and henceV# int N\W1 . SinceV is open this givesV# int~int N\W1)5W2 and hence
the contradiction thatVùWÞ0” . From this one can see that ifmP int N\W then any open neigh
borhoodV8 of m intersectsW nontrivially ~otherwiseV8ù int N would be open, nonempty an
contained in intN\W!. Thus sincefa[0 on W,fa[0 on intN by continuity.

It is remarked that over connected and simply connected open subsets of intN whose ho-
lonomy group is of typeR3 , R8 or R10, X could restrict to a proper affine vector field an
elsewhere only to a homothetic vector field.13,15

Region int III . In this case, Eq.~8! and an appeal to the Petrov canonical forms show th

Rabcd5A~VabVcd1V
*

abV
*

cd!1B~VabMcd1MabVcd2V
*

abM
*

cd2M
*

abV
*

cd! ~12!

on intIII with A and B nowhere zero functions on intIII . It follows from ~7! ~and using an
obvious abbreviated notation whereRabcdV

cd is written asRV, etc.! that

RV50, RV
*

50,

RM522BV, RM
*

522BV
*

,

RU52AV12BM, RU
*

522AV
*

12BM
*

. ~13!

Now ~13! and Theorem 1 show that on intIII

fa;b5agab1b l al b ~14!

and ~4! and ~14! then give, on intIII ,

haeR
e
bcd1hbeR

e
acd5b~gacl bl d2gadl bl c1gbcl al d2gbdl al c!. ~15!

Contracting~15! successively withMcd andM
* cd gives

haeV
e
b1hbcV

e
a522bB21l al b , haeV

* e
b1hbeV

* e
a50 ~16!

and the second of~16! yields, by an argument similar to one used earlier14

hab5lgab1m l al b1nxaxb12r l (axb) . ~17!

A substitution of~17! into the first of~16! shows thatn[0 on intIII .

Next, substitute~17! with n50 into ~15! and contract first withUcd and then withU
* cd, using

~13!. The resulting equations show~sinceA and B are nowhere zero on intIII ! that r5m5b
50 on intIII . Hencehab5lgab and on substituting this into~2! and contracting at eachm
P int III with kPTmM satisfyingfaka50, kakaÞ0, one finds thatl ,a52fa . A back substitution
into ~2! and a further contraction withka then shows thatfa50 at m and hence thatfa[0 and
l5constant on intIII . Thus the restriction ofX to any component of intIII is affine and, since the
curvature tensor has rank 4@from ~13!#, the restriction ofX to any component of intIII is
homothetic.15

Region II. In this case, Eq.~8! and the canonical Petrov typeII form allow the null tetrad to
be chosen locally in this region so that
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Rabcd5A1~VabVcd!1A2~V
*

abV
*

cd!1C~UabVcd1VabUcd2U
*

abV
*

cd

2V
*

abU
*

cd12MabMcd22M
*

abM
*

cd!2D~UabV
*

cd1U
*

abVcd

1VabU
*

cd1V
*

abUcd12MabM
*

cd12M
*

abMcd!, ~18!

whereA1 , A2 , C, andD are real functions andA1
21A2

2 is nowhere zero onII . It is convenient to
disjointly decomposeII as II 5W1øW2øE whereW1 is the necessarily open subset ofII con-
sisting of exactly those points ofII whereD is not zero and whereW25 int(II \W1). ThenE is well
defined by disjointness and has no interior.

One finds from~18!, using the same abbreviated notation, that

RV52CV22DV
*

, RV
*

52CV
*

12DV,

RM524CM14DM
*

, RM
*

524CM
*

24DM , ~19!

RU52CU22DU
*

12A1V, RU
*

52CU
*

12DU22A2V
*

.

From this it is easily checked thatV1 iV
*

andM1 iM
*

are complex curvature eigenbivectors wi
eigenvalues 2(C1 iD ) and 24(C1 iD ) and so the regionW1 is that part ofII where these
eigenvalues are not real. Then the appropriate contractions of~4! and use of~19! gives the
equations

PadV
d

b1PbdV
d

a2QadV
* d

b2QbdV
* d

a50,

PadV
* d

b1PbdV
* d

a1QadV
d

b1QbdV
d

a50, ~20!

~Pab52Chab12fa;b, Qab52Dhab!

and

Pad8 Md
b1Pbd8 Md

a2Qad8 M
* d

b2Qbd8 M
* d

a50,

Pad8 M
* d

b1Pbd8 M
* d

a1Qad8 Md
a1Qbd8 Md

a50, ~21!

~Pab8 524Chab12fa;b, Qab8 524Dhab!.

First consider the subsetW1 on which D is nowhere zero. Then~20! holds and algebraic

information onhab andfa;b can be obtained by substituting forV andV* into each of~20! from
~7!. If one performs these substitutions and then contracts over the indicesa and b with all
combinations of the basis vectorsl, n, x and y one finds@using the abbreviationP( l ,n) for
Pabl

anb, etc.# that
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P~ l ,l !5Q~ l ,l !5P~ l ,x!5P~ l ,y!5Q~ l ,x!5Q~ l ,y!50,

P~n,x!52Q~n,y! P~n,y!5Q~n,x!,
~22!

Q~ l ,n!5Q~x,x!2P~x,y!5Q~y,y!1P~x,y!,

P~ l ,n!5P~x,x!1Q~x,y!5P~y,y!2Q~x,y!.

A similar procedure using~21! yields

P8~ l ,l !5P8~n,n!5Q8~ l ,l !5Q8~n,n!5P8~x,y!5Q8~x,y!50,

P8~x,x!5P8~y,y! Q8~x,x!5Q8~y,y!,
~23!

P8~ l ,x!52Q8~ l ,y! P8~ l ,y!5Q8~ l ,x!,

P8~n,x!5Q8~n,y! P8~n,y!52Q8~n,x!.

SinceD is nowhere zero onW1 ,hab is a multiple ofQ andQ8 ~andQ8522Q!. Then~22! and
~23! show that Q(x,x)5Q(y,y) and then P(x,y)50. This implies thatQ( l ,n)5Q(x,x)
5Q(y,y) and the information accumulated onh in the above null tetrad shows that

hab5agab12l l (axb)12m l (ayb) ~24!

for functionsa, l, andm on W1 . The information onh in ~24! gives rise to similar information on
Q and Q8 which can then be transmitted toP and P8 through~22! and ~23!, respectively. One
finds that P( l ,l )5P( l ,x)5P( l ,y)5P(x,y)50, P( l ,n)5P(x,x)5P(y,y) and that P8( l ,l )
5P8(n,n)5P8( l ,x)5P8( l ,y)5P8(x,y)50, P8(x,x)5P8(y,y). Thus

Pab5bgab1g l al b12d l (axb)12e l (ayb) , ~25!

Pab8 5b8gab12g8l (anb)12d8l (axb)12e8l (ayb) ~26!

for functionsb,g,...,e8 on W1 . But the defining Eqs.~20! and ~21! for P and P8 show thatP
2P856Ch and then~24!–~26! show thatg[g8[0 on W1 . Thus, onW1 ,

fa;b5sgab12n l (axb)12r l (ayb) ~27!

for functionss, n, andr on W1 . Now one substitutes~24! and~27! into ~4!, noting that the terms
containinga ands immediately cancel. Then since one ofA1 andA2 is not zero at each point o
II , and henceW1 , suppose that atmPW1 , A1(m)Þ0. A contraction of~4! with Ucd ~after making
the above substitutions and cancellations! and comparison of the independent symmetric tens
on either side of the resulting equation yieldsl5m5n5r50 at m. If A2(m)Þ0 a contraction

with U
* cd ~or an appeal to symmetry! gives the same conclusion. Sol[m[n[r[0 andhab

5agab andfa;b5sgab on W1 . Finally, just as in the conclusion of the typeIII discussion, one
then finds from~2! that fa[0 on W1 and l is constant on each component ofU. Hence any
restriction ofX to some connected open subset ofW1 is homothetic.

Now consider the subsetW2 of II . Here, D is zero and the curvature eigenbivectors a

eigenvalues introduced earlier are real and from~19! areV andV* ~with eigenvalue 2C! andM and

M* ~with eigenvalue24C!. Also, the given Petrov type shows thatC is nowhere zero onW2 .
Then Theorem 1 shows that in this case
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2Chab12fa;b5mgab1n l al b

~28!
24Chab12fa;b5m8gab12n8l (anb)

for functionsm, n, m8, andn8 on W2 . From this one finds

hab5agab1b l al b12g l (anb) ,
~29!

fa;b5a8gab1b8l al b12g8l (anb)

for functionsa,b,...,g8 on W2 . Now return to the second equation in~3! and recall the expres
sion Rab5c l al b for a nowhere zero functionc on W2 . First note that from~1! and the first of
~29!,

LX~ l a!5 l a
;bXb2Xa

;bl b⇒ l a~LXl a!50

⇒~since LX~ l al a!50! l a~LXl a!50. ~30!

So ~3! and the second equation of~29! gives

LX~c l al b!523a8gab23b8l al b26g8l (anb) . ~31!

On expanding the left-hand side of~31! and contracting withxaxb one findsa8[0 on W2 and a
back substitution of this result into~31! and a contraction withl a, using~30!, givesg8[0 onW2 .
Thusfa;b5b8l al b . The Ricci identityfa;@bc#5fdRdabc on contraction withl a then gives

RabcdH
cd50, Hab52l [afb] . ~32!

But from ~19! the curvature tensor has rank 6 and so no nonzero bivectorH could satisfy~32!.
HenceH[0 and sofa5x l a for some functionx on W2 . Then the second equation of~29! with
a8[g8[0 shows thatx l a;b5 l ar b for some covector fieldr on W2 and hence thatl is recurrent on
any open subset ofW2 on which x does not vanish. But this recurrency ofl would force a
curvature rank of 4 or less on that subset13,15 and thusx[0 andfa[0 onW2 . Hencefa[0 on
W1øW2 and hence~by a similar argument to that in the typeN case! fa[0 on II .

Region D. In this case the curvature tensor takes the form~18! with A15A25A and withA
nowhere zero onD and the argument is essentially identical to that on regionII . Thus one finds
that fa[0 on intD.

In summary the above analysis has shown that ifX is a projective vector field on a nul
Einstein–Maxwell space-timeM thenfa[0 on intO, int N, int III , int D andII and hence, from
~6!, on M \M 8. Since intM 850” it then follows by continuity thatfa[0 on M. Thus X is not
proper projective. The following theorem has been established.

Theorem 2: If M is a null Einstein–Maxwell space-time and ifX is a projective vector field
on M thenX is not proper.

It should be remarked that one could have considered separate null Einstein–Maxwell
times of the constant Petrov typesO, N, III, D, andII and established the lack of proper projecti
vector fields in each case. These results, of course, follow from the above although not conv
since there is an extra patching procedure to be considered. Also one can add a little more
theorem by noting from~8!, ~9!, ~13!, and ~19! that the curvature tensor has rank>4 for Petrov
typesIII, D , andII . Hence from Refs. 3 and 15 and the above theorem any projective vector
X on a null Einstein–Maxwell space-time of one of these Petrov types~or a region of one of these
types in such a space-time where the Petrov type is not constant! cannot be proper affine and s
must be homothetic. However,X could be proper affine for a null Einstein–Maxwell space-tim
~or a region of such a space-time! of Petrov typeN or O.

The situation for non-null Einstein–Maxwell and other fields will be considered elsewh
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Rotating Bianchi type V dust models generalizing
the kÄÀ1 Friedmann model

Andrzej Krasińskia)

N. Copernicus Astronomical Center, Polish Academy of Sciences,
Bartycka 18, 00 716 Warszawa, Poland
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The Einstein equations are investigated for a rotating Bianchi typeV dust model in
which one of the Killing fields is spanned on velocity and rotation~case 1.2.2.2 in
the classification scheme of the earlier papers!. A first integral of the field equations
is found, and with a special value of this integral coordinate transformations are
used to eliminate two components of the metric. Thek521 Friedmann model is
shown to be contained among the solutions in the limit of zero rotation. The field
equations for the simplified metric are reduced to 3 second-order ordinary differ-
ential equations that determine 3 metric components plus a first integral that alge-
braically determines the fourth component. First derivatives of the metric compo-
nents are subject to a constraint~a second-degree polynomial with coefficients
depending on the functions!. It is shown that the set does not follow from a La-
grangian of the Hilbert type. The group of Lie point-symmetries of the set is found,
it is two-dimensional noncommutative. Finally, a method of searching for first
integrals~for sets of differential equations! that are polynomials of degree 1 or 2 in
the first derivatives is applied. No such first integrals exist. The method is used to
find a constraint~of degree 1 in first derivatives! that could be imposed on the
metric, but it leads to a vacuum solution, and so is of no interest for cosmology.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1330197#

I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND SUMMARY OF THE PAPER

This paper is a continuation of a series of papers on rotating dust models in relativity.1–3 The
initial motivation for this research was the desire to find a rotating generalization of the Fried
models. In spite of much effort spent on investigating solutions of Einstein equations w
rotating matter source, no such generalization has been found so far; see literature surveys
3 and 4. References 1, 2 and 3 provided a complete classification scheme for hypersu
homogeneous rotating perfect fluid models with zero acceleration. Unlike previous appro
the classification includes also timelike and null symmetry orbits, and so it is the farthest-rea
application of the Bianchi classification to rotating and nonaccelerating perfect fluid mode
relativity. The models split into 3 general classes: I, in which two of the Killing fields
everywhere spanned on the vector fields of velocityua and rotationwa ~Ref. 1!; II, in which only
one Killing field is spanned onua andwa ~Ref. 2!; and III, in which all Killing fields are linearly
independent ofua andwa ~Ref. 3!. The many particular cases arise because of several pos
alignments or misalignments among the 3 Killing fields andua andwa.

By the Bianchi type of the symmetry algebra and by the relation of the velocity field to
symmetry orbits it can be recognized in which cases generalizations of the Friedmann mod
be expected. Two such candidate cases were found in class II, and five more in class III. Th
class III were prohibitively complicated, but one of the cases of class II allowed for some pro
and this one is presented in the present paper. It is the Bianchi typeV subcase of the case 1.2.2.
given by Eq.~5.19! in Ref. 2. For the other candidate case found in class II, Eq.~5.10! in Ref. 2,

a!Electronic mail: akr@camk.edu.pl
3550022-2488/2001/42(1)/355/13/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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thek50 Friedmann limit is calculated in a much more complicated way, this will be a subje
another paper.

In Sec. II, the metric is simplified by a coordinate transformation, and a first integral o
Einstein equations is found. With a zero value of this integral, coordinate transformations c
used to eliminate two components of the metric tensor, and the number of nontrivial Ein
equations is reduced to 7. Although there are only 4 functions1matter density to be determined b
these 7 equations, the set later turns out to be self-consistent. In Sec. III, it is shown thak
521 Friedmann models are contained among the metrics that result in the limit of zero rot
In Sec. IV, the Einstein equations are reduced to a setS of 3 second-order equations to determi
3 metric components1a quadratureQ to determine the fourth component (g33). Of the Einstein
equations derived in Sec. II, one is fulfilled identically in consequence of the set$SøQ%, one
turns out to be a constraint imposed on the initial data, and the one that determines the
density turns out to provide a first integral. The first integral determinesg33 algebraically in terms
of the other components, and so it is a replacement for the quadratureQ. It is also shown that the
set S cannot be obtained as the Euler–Lagrange equations from a variational principle
Hilbert type. Finally, it is shown in Sec. IV how the set$SøQ% reproduces the Friedman
equations in the limit of zero rotation and zero shear. In Sec. V, the two-dimensional~non-
Abelian! group of Lie point-symmetries of the set is found. In Sec. VI, a method of system
search for polynomial first-order first integrals of a set of ordinary differential equations is ap
to the setS of Sec. IV. It is shown that no first integrals that are polynomials of degree 1 or
the first derivatives exist. The same method is used to reveal the existence of a possible co
on initial data, which is of degree 1 in first derivatives, that is preserved by the setS. However, the
constraint necessarily implies zero matter-density, and so it is not interesting for cosmolog

Equations that are of secondary importance for the main text, but are difficult to repro
can be found in the preprint version of this paper.5 They have been deleted from this text at t
request of the referee.

II. THE EINSTEIN EQUATIONS, THEIR FIRST INTEGRAL AND IMPLICATIONS OF THE
ZERO VALUE OF THIS INTEGRAL

The subject of the present paper are the Einstein equations for the Bianchi type V subc
case 1.2.2.2 of Ref. 2. For reference, the initial formulas are recalled in their original notat

The Bianchi type V symmetry results whenc50 in Eqs. ~5.19! of Ref. 2 and when, in
addition, j 52a in Eqs.~5.16!. Hence, the metric is

ds25dt212y dt dx1y2h11dx212h12dx dy12y2h13dx dz

1~h22/y2!dy212h23dy dz1y2h33dz2, ~2.1!

where the coordinates are$xa%5$x0,x1,x2,x3%5$t,x,y,z%, andhi j ,i , j 51,2,3 are unknown func-
tions of the variable

v5etyC2 /a, ~2.2!

a and C2 being arbitrary constants. The velocity fieldua, the rotation fieldwa and the Killing
fields k( i )

a, i 51,2,3 are given by

ua5da
0 , wa5~r/y!da

0 , k(1)
a5da

1 , k(3)
a5da

3 ,

k(2)
a5C2da

01a~xda
12yda

21zda
3!, ~2.3!

wherer is the matter-density of dust. The rotation tensorvab has only one algebraically inde
pendent nonzero component:

v125
1
2 , ~2.4!
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and therefore the coordinates used here are ill-suited for considering the limitv→0.
As shown in Ref. 1, it follows from the equations of motion and from the equation

conservation of the number of particles that

gªdet~gab!52~y/r!2. ~2.5!

This is the form in which the metric resulted from the Killing equations in Ref. 2. I
advantageous to transform the coordinates as follows:

t5t82~C2 /a!ln y8, x5x82C2 /~ay8!, ~y,z!5~y8,z8!. ~2.6!

The result is equivalent to substitutingC250 anda51 in Eqs.~2.1!–~2.4!, i.e., the forms of the
metric ~2.1!, of the vector fieldsua, wa, k(1)

a andk(3)
a in ~2.3! and of the rotation tensorvab in

~2.4! do not change@although the newhi j8 in ~2.1! will be linear combinations of the oldhi j #, while
the newk(2)

a basis vector will be

k(2)
a5xda

12yda
21zda

3 , ~2.7!

and the argument ofhi j will now be v5et8, i.e., thehi j are from now on unknown functions of th
time-coordinatet.

It is convenient to parametrize the metric as follows:

ds25~dt1y dx!22~yK11dx!22~K/y!2~dy1y2h dx!22K33
2@yg dx1~ f /y!dy1y dz#2,

~2.8!

whereK11, K, K33, h, f and g are unknown functions oft. The components of the Einstei
tensor referred to below are tetrad componentsGIJ5ea

Ie
b

JGab , i.e., projections of the coordi
nate componentsGab onto the orthonormal tetradeI

ªeI
a dxa implied by ~2.8!:

e05dt1y dx, e15yK11dx, e25~K/y!~dy1y2h dx!,

e35K33@yg dx1~ f /y!dy1y dz#, ~2.9!

whereea
I is the inverse matrix toeI

a , i.e., ea
Ie

I
b5da

b , ea
Je

I
a5d I

J . In the parametrization
~2.8!, the determinant of the metric is

g52~yK11KK33!
2. ~2.10!

The tetrad components of the Einstein tensor corresponding to the metric~2.8! are given in
Appendix A of Ref. 5. As seen from there, two combinations of those equations are of first o
they areK11G031G1350, i.e.,

~ 3
2 K33/K11!@~K11

221!K22f ,t1h~h f ,t2g,t!#50, ~2.11!

andK11G021G1250, i.e.,

~K11K !21@2 3
2 K2hh,t1

1
2 h2K11K11,t1~K11

221!~2K,t /K2K33,t /K33!#50. ~2.12!

As shown in Appendix B of Ref. 5, the caseh50 does not lead to interesting developments, so
shall proceed further under the assumption

hÞ0. ~2.13!

Then, Eq.~2.11! implies
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g,t5@h1~K11
221!/~hK2!# f ,t . ~2.14!

With this, the equationsG035G135G2350 turn out to be equivalent, and they can be written
follows:

2
1

2 S K11
221

h
•

K33
3f ,t

K11K
D ,t1

K33
3f ,t

K11K
50. ~2.15!

This invites the introduction of the new variableu(t) by u,t5h/(K11
221), and then~2.15!

becomes

S K33
3f ,u

K11K
D ,u22

K33
3f ,u

K11K
50, ~2.16!

which has the first integralK33
3f ,u /(K11K)5Ce2u, C5const, i.e.,

f ,t5Ce2uhK11K/@K33
3~K11

221!#. ~2.17!

From here on, we shall follow only the special caseC50, which is a solution of the Einstein
equations, but not a general one: it is a subcase chosenad hocfor further progress with integra
tion. Then, from~2.17! and ~2.14! f 5const,g5const, and from~2.9! the coordinate transforma
tion z85z1 f /y1gx leads to

f 5g50, ~2.18!

without changing any of the other formulas forgab , ua, wa, vab or k( i )
a.

The Einstein equationsG035G135G2350 are now fulfilled identically. We are left with 7
equations that should determine the 4 functionsK11, K, K33 andh, and the matter densityr in
addition. It will turn out in Sec. IV that the 7 equations are dependent just in the way need
make the problem self-consistent and determinate.

III. THE FRIEDMANN LIMIT OF THE METRIC

As already stated, the coordinates used in Sec. II are ill-suited for considering the limv
→0. This limit can be calculated after a coordinate transformation and a reparametrization
metric.

Sincev1252v215
1
2 are the only nonzero components of the rotation tensor, a natural c

dinate transformation to consider is

y5v0y8, ~3.1!

wherev0 is a constant. After the transformation

v128 5 1
2 v052v218 ~3.2!

~all othervab50), and the limit of zero rotation isv0→0. However, before this limit is taken, th
metric functions in~2.8! must be reparametrized or else the limit will be singular. The follow
reparametrizations will do the job:

K115K̃11/v0 , K335K̃33/v0 , f 5 f̃ v0 . ~3.3!

The transformation~3.1! and the reparatmetrization~3.3! result in a metric whose limitv0→0
~with primes and tildes omitted! is

ds25dt22~yK11dx!22~K/y!2 dy22K33
2@yg dx1~ f /y!dy1y dz#2. ~3.4!
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The k521 Friedmann model results wheng5 f 50 andK115K5K33ªR(t), whereR(t) is the
Friedmann scale factor. The resulting coordinates are none of the standard ones, but are re
y5eu to one of the sets used in the literature@see Eq.~1.3.15! in Ref. 6#.

The fact that~3.4!, the limit v0→0 of ~2.8!, is still more general than the Friedmann met
means that shear survives the transitionv→0.

It will be shown at the end of Sec. IV that the explicitly written out Einstein equations
allow a continuous limiting transitionv→0, s→0, and in the limit they reproduce exactly th
Friedmann equations.

IV. THE INDEPENDENT EINSTEIN EQUATIONS

We shall now proceed with the subcase~2.18!. Equation~2.11! is then fulfilled identically.
Equation~2.12! does not change, and it can be more conveniently rewritten ifK11 is parametrized
as follows:

K115cosh~F !. ~4.1!

Then, from~2.12!,

K33,t5K33@2 3
2 K2hh,t /sinh2~F !1 1

2 h/sinh2~F !12K,t /K2cosh~F !F,t /sinh~F !#. ~4.2!

When this is substituted into the remaining Einstein equations@~A.1!–~A.10! in Ref. 5#, the
functionK33 disappears from the set completely, i.e., we are left with 6 equations to determih,
K, F and the matter-density plus the quadrature implied by~4.2! that allows one to calculateK33

onceh(t), K(t) andF(t) are known.
Since~2.12! is now satisfied, the equationsG0250 andG1250 are equivalent, and they ca

be written as

h,tt5
3
2 K2hh,t

2/sinh2~F !25K,th,t /K1„2 cosh2~F !21…F,th,t /sinh~F !cosh~F !

1hh,t /sinh2~F !1K,t /K31F,t /K2 cosh~F !sinh~F !2 1
2 h/„K sinh~F !…2. ~4.3!

This is used to eliminateh,tt from the other Einstein equations. The equationG0150 can then be
solved forF,tt ~see Appendix C in Ref. 5! and this is used to eliminateF,tt from the diagonal
components of the Einstein tensor~all the nondiagonal Einstein equations have been used u
this point!. After such a substitution, the following identity is fulfilled:

G111G3322G22[0, ~4.4!

i.e., one of the three equationsG115G225G335L can be discarded because it is a conseque
of the remaining two. We choose to discardG335L.

Then,K,tt can be calculated fromG222G1150. The result is

K,tt5
1
4 K3 sinh22~F !h,t

22 3
2 K3h cosh~F !sinh23~F !F,th,t

2cosh21~F !sinh21~F !K,tF,t12 cosh~F !sinh21~F !K,tF,t2K cosh2~F !sinh22~F !F,t
2

2 3
4 Kh,t1

3
2 K3h2 sinh24~F !h,t1

3
4 K3h2 sinh22~F !h,t

2 3
2 hK,t2h sinh22~F !K,t2Kh cosh21~F !sinh21~F !F,t1

3
2 Kh cosh3~F !sinh23~F !F,t

2 1
4 K21cosh2~F !sinh22~F !2 1

2 Kh2 sinh24~F !2 1
4 Kh2 sinh22~F !. ~4.5!

This is used to eliminateK,tt from the right-hand side of the equation determiningF,tt ~see
Appendix C in Ref. 5!, and the result is
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F,tt52 3
4 K2 cosh21~F !sinh21~F !h,t

22 3
2 Kh cosh21~F !sinh21~F !K,th,t

12K22 cosh21~F !sinh~F !K,t
22K21K,tF,t2cosh~F !sinh21~F !F,t

2

1 3
4 K2h2 cosh21~F !sinh21~F !h,t1

3
2 K2h2 cosh21~F !sinh23~F !h,t

1 1
2 cosh21~F !sinh21~F !h,t2

3
4 cosh21~F !sinh~F !h,t2

3
2 K21h cosh21~F !sinh21~F !K,t

2 3
2 K21h cosh21~F !sinh~F !K,t1h sinh22~F !F,t1

5
2 hF,t2

1
4 K22 cosh21~F !sinh~F !

2 3
4 K22 cosh21~F !sinh21~F !2 1

2 h2 cosh21~F !sinh23~F !2 1
4 h2 cosh21~F !sinh21~F !.

~4.6!

With ~4.2!, ~4.3!, ~4.5! and ~4.6! all substituted, the equationG115L reduces to the following
form:

G115
1
4 K2 cosh22~F !h,t

21 3
2 Kh cosh22~F !K,th,t1

3
2 K2h cosh21~F !sinh21~F !F,th,t

22K22 cosh22~F !sinh2~F !K,t
222K21 cosh21~F !sinh~F !F,tK,t1F,t

2

1 3
2 K2h2 cosh22~F !h,t23K2h2 sinh22~F !h,t2

1
2 cosh22~F !h,t1

3
2 h,t

1 5
2 K21h cosh22~F !K,t13K21hK,t2

5
2 h cosh21~F !sinh21~F !F,t

23h cosh21~F !sinh~F !F,t1
1
4 K22cosh22~F !1 3

2 K221 1
2 h2 cosh22~F !1h2 sinh22~F !

5L. ~4.7!

Now it may be verified thatG115const is preserved by Eqs.~4.3!, ~4.5! and~4.6!. This is done as
follows. The derivative (d/dt) G11 is calculated, andh,tt , K,tt andFtt that reappear are eliminate
using~4.3!, ~4.5! and~4.6!. Then,K,t

2 is found from~4.7! and used to eliminateK,t
3 andK,t

2 from
(d/dt) G11. The result is the identity (d/dt) G11[0. This means that, in virtue of the other fie
equations, ifG115L holds at any given time, it will remain constant at all other times. Hen
G115L is a limitation imposed by the Einstein equations on the initial data for Eqs.~4.3!, ~4.5!,
~4.6!, and it defines the cosmological constant in terms of the other constants that will appea
~4.3!, ~4.5! and ~4.6! are solved. IfL50, thenG1150 reduces the number of arbitrary constan
by 1.

Hence, with~4.4!, we are left with only four equations:~4.2!, ~4.7! and any two equations
from the setS5$(4.3),(4.5),(4.6)%, to determine the four functionsK33, h, K andF. The third
equation inS is implied by the remaining two together with~4.7!. The only field equation that ha
not yet been used up is

G005~8pG/c4!r2L. ~4.8!

This may be expected to simply define the matter-density in terms of the metric functions.
ever, in the formulation used in this paper, matter-density enters the equations in two way
source term inG00 above, and also through~2.5!. From ~2.5! and~2.10! it follows thatr must be
related to the other functions by

r5~K11KK33!
21. ~4.9!

Together with~4.8! and ~4.1! this implies that the following must hold:

@~G001L!cosh~F !KK33#,t[0. ~4.10!
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Indeed, this is an identity. This is verified as follows. First,~4.1!, ~4.2!, ~4.3!, ~4.5! and ~4.6! are
substituted intoG00 ~with f 5g50) to eliminate all second derivatives. Then,~4.10! is calculated,
and ~4.2!, ~4.3!, ~4.5! and ~4.6! are used to eliminateK33,t and all second derivatives again
Finally, ~4.7! is used to eliminateK,t

3 andK,t
2 from the left-hand side of~4.10!. In the end, the

identity ~4.10! results. Hence,~2.5! and ~4.8! are consistent in virtue of the other field equation
and moreover (G001L)cosh(F)KK335C5const@with second derivatives ofh, K and F elimi-
nated by~4.3!, ~4.5! and ~4.6! and withK,t

2 eliminated by~4.7!# is the following first integral of
the Einstein equations:

K33F23Kh sinh~F !F,t2
3

2
Kh2 cosh21~F !1

3

2
K cosh21~F !sinh2~F !h,t

13hcosh21~F !sinh2~F !K,t2
3

2
K21 sinh2~F !cosh21~F !2

3

2
K3h2 cosh21~F !h,tG5C.

~4.11!

Note that, from~4.8! and ~4.9!, C58pG/c4Þ0, and so~4.11! determinesK33 algebraically.
Hence,~4.11! can replace~4.2! as the definition ofK33. Thereby, the problem of this paper wa
reduced to the following procedure.

~1! Find the most general solution of the set$(4.3),(4.5),(4.6)%. It will contain 6 arbitrary
constants$C1 , . . . ,C6%.

~2! Impose~4.7! on the$h,K,F% found in the previous step. This will be just a definition ofL
in terms of$C1 , . . . ,C6% or, whenL50, an additional constraint imposed on$C1 , . . . ,C6%.

~3! CalculateK33 from ~4.11!, with C58pG/c4.
~4! Calculate the matter-density from~4.9!.
As shown in Ref. 7, an efficient method to find first integrals of a set of equations exists

set can be obtained from a Lagrangian. Unfortunately, the problem of determining whether a
set of equations is derivable from a Lagrangian is rather complicated and unsolved in gene8 It
is known that the Einstein equations for class B Bianchi metrics may not admit a Lagrangian
though the general Einstein equations do~see Ref. 9 for an explanation!. It is shown in Appendix
A that Eqs.~4.3!, ~4.5!, ~4.6! do not follow from the most natural Lagrangian conceivable in t
case: a second-degree polynomial in the first derivatives ofh, K andF, with coefficients being
functions ofh, K andF.

For further reference, let us consider the limit of zero rotation in~4.2!–~4.3! and~4.5!–~4.7!.
After the reparametrization~3.3! we have

cosh~F !5K̃11/v0 , sinh~F !5AK̃11
2/v0

221,

F,t5K̃11,t/AK̃11
22v0

2, ~4.12!

and then~4.2! in the limit v0→0 becomes

K̃33,t5K̃33~2K,t /K2K̃11,t/K̃11!, ~4.13!

which is an identity in the Friedmann limitK̃115K5K̃335R(t).
The limiting form of ~4.3! is

h,tt525h,tK,t /K12K̃11,th,t /K̃111K,t /K3. ~4.14!

The limit v0→0 of ~4.5! is
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K,tt52K K̃11,t
2/K̃11

22 3
4 Kh,t2

3
2 hK,t

1 3
2 KhK̃11,t/K̃1121/~4K !12K,tK̃11,t/K̃11. ~4.15!

The same limit of~4.6! is

K̃11,tt /K̃1152K,t
2/K22K,tK̃11,t/~KK̃11!1 3

2 hK̃11,t/K̃112
3
2 h,t2

3
2 hK,t /K21/~4K2!.

~4.16!

In the Friedmann limitK̃115K5R(t), Eqs.~4.15! and ~4.16! become identical:

R,tt /R5R,t
2/R22 3

4 h,t21/~4R2!. ~4.17!

Finally, the limit v0→0 of ~4.7! is

22K,t
2/K222K,tK̃11,t/~KK̃11!1K̃11,t

2/K̃11
21 3

2 h,t13hK,t /K23hK̃11,t/K̃1113/~2K2!5L.
~4.18!

The Friedmann limit of this is

23R,t
2/R21 3

2 h,t13/~2R2!5L. ~4.19!

Finding h,t from ~4.19! and substituting it in~4.17! we obtain

R,tt /R52R,t
2/~2R2!11/~2R2!2L/2, ~4.20!

which is exactly one of the Friedmann equations. Incidentally, theh,t found from ~4.19!, if
substituted in~4.14!, leads to~4.20! again. Hence, in the Friedmann limit,~4.14! follows from
~4.19! and~4.17!. The functionh, as seen from~3.4!, does not enter the limiting metricv→0 at
all because, after the reparametrization~3.3!, it is multiplied byv0 .

Note that also~4.11! has a meaningful Friedmann limit. In order to make this limit finite
must be assumed that

C5C̃/v0
2 , ~4.21!

and then the limitv0→0 of ~4.11! is

K33@LKK̃1112K,t
2K̃11/K12K,tK̃11,t2KK̃11,t

2/K̃1123K̃11/K#5C̃. ~4.22!

In the Friedmann limit this becomes

R~LR213R,t
223!5C̃. ~4.23!

Recalling the Friedmann formula for the mass-density, withk521:

3R,t
2/R223/R21L5~8pG/c2!r, ~4.24!

we recognize in~4.23! the familiar mass-conservation formula of the Friedmann model,rR3

5c2C̃/(8pG)5const.

V. THE LIE POINT-SYMMETRIES OF THE EQUATIONS „4.3…, „4.5… AND „4.6…

The basic definitions and theorems concerning point-symmetries are presented in de
Refs. 7 and 8.

Equations~4.3!, ~4.5! and ~4.6! are of the following form:
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d2zi

dt2 5Wi
jk

dzj

dt

dzk

dt
1Vi

j

dzj

dt
1Ui , ~5.1!

wherei 50,1,2; (z0,z1,z2)5(h,K,F) andWi
jk , Vi

j andUi are functions of thezi , but not oft.
~Incidentally, the independence oft of all these coefficients immediately implies one group
symmetries,t→t85t1s, wheres is the group parameter.! Let the following be a one-dimensiona
group of point transformations:

t85t8~ t,$zj%,t!, z8 i5z8 i~ t,$zj%,t!, ~5.2!

wheret is the group parameter andt5t0 corresponds to the identity@so thatt8(t,$zj%,t0)[t,
etc.#. The generators of this group@the field of vectors tangent to the orbits of the group~5.2!# are
then

X5j
]

]t
1h j

]

]zj , ~5.3!

where

F j
h j G5 d

dt F t8
z8 j G

t5t0

. ~5.4!

The generatorX is extended to arbitrary derivatives dkz/dtk
ª z

(k)

by the recursive formulas

h
~0! j

5h j , h
~k! j

5
d h

~k21! j

dt
2

dkzj

dtk

dj

dt
, ~5.5!

X
~k!

5j
]

]t
1h j

]

]zj 1 h
~1! j ]

] z
~1! j

1 ¯ 1 h
~k! j ]

] z
~k! j

. ~5.6!

The derivatives d/dt in ~5.5! are total derivatives, i.e.,

d

dt
f ~ t,$zi%,$ z

~1!i

%, . . . ,$ z
~k!i

%!5
] f

]t
1

dzj

dt

] f

]zj 1 (
p51

k

z
~p11! j ]

] z
~p! j

,

and the ordern to which the generatorX has to be extended is equal to the highest order
derivatives in the set~5.1! (n52 in our case!. A generator of a point-symmetry obeys then

X
~n21!

V i5
d h

~n21!i

dt
2V i

dj

dt
, ~5.7!

whereV i is the right-hand side of~5.1!. Equations~5.7! must be identities in all the derivative

z
(1)i

, . . . , z
(n21)i

, and so they imply several separate equations to be obeyed by thej andh i .
For our equations~5.1!, Eqs.~5.7! imply the following four relations:

j,kl1Wj
klj, j50, ~5.8!

h i ,kl5Wi
kl,sh

s12Wi
s( lh

s,k)2Ws
klh

i ,s1d i
( lV

s
k)j,s1Vi ,( lj,k)12

]2j

]t ]z(k d i
l ) , ~5.9!

where parentheses on indices denote symmetrization,
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]2h i

]t ]zk 5Wi
ks

]hs

]t
1

1

2
Vi

k,sh
s1

1

2
Vi

sh
s,k2

1

2
Vs

kh
i ,s

1
1

2
Vi

k

]j

]t
1Uij,k1

1

2
d i

kU
sj,s1

1

2
d i

k

]2j

]t2 , ~5.10!

]2h i

]t2 5Vi
s

]hs

]t
1Ui ,sh

s2Ush i ,s12Ui
]j

]t
. ~5.11!

The general solution of these equations@with Wi
kl , Vi

k andUi read off from~4.3!, ~4.5! and~4.6!#
is

X5A
]

]t
1BS t

]

]t
2h

]

]h
1K

]

]K D , ~5.12!

whereA andB are arbitrary constants. The proof that this is the most general solution is labo
but straightforward, it is given in Appendix E of Ref. 5. Hence, our set of equations h
two-dimensional symmetry group whose generators are

X(1)5
]

]t
, X(2)5t

]

]t
2h

]

]h
1K

]

]K
, ~5.13!

and the corresponding finite symmetry transformations are

t85t1t1 , ~h8,K8,F8!5~h,K,F !;

t85et2t, h85e2t2h, K85et2K, F85F, ~5.14!

wheret1 andt2 are the group parameters.
Unfortunately, these symmetries do not lead to any discernible simplification of theS

5$(4.3),(4.5),(4.6)%. In variables adapted to the generatorX(1) , the independent variable isK,
and t(K) is one of the functions. The set~5.1! thus transformed is of first order inf(K)
ªdt/dK, but the first-order equation is still a member of a complicated set and none o
equations separate out. Moreover, after the transformed set is algebraically solved fort,KK , h,KK

andF,KK , the right-hand sides become polynomials ofthird degree int,K , h,K andF,K .
The variables adapted to the generatorX(2) are (t8,h8,K8), where

t5eK8t8, K5eK8, h5e2K8h8. ~5.15!

In these variables, the set~5.1! becomes of first order inc(t8)5K8,t8 . However, after it is solved
for h8,t8t8 , K8,t8t8 andF,t8t8 , the right-hand sides ofh8,t8t8 andF,t8t8 contain rational functions
of the formW/(11t8K8,t8), whereW is a monomial of second degree in some of theh8,t8 , K8,t8
and F,t8 . Neither equation separates out. It is not possible to adapt the variables to bo
generators simultaneously because the group is nonabelian. This author was not able to m
use of the new variables.

VI. FIRST INTEGRALS THAT ARE POLYNOMIALS IN „h ,t ,K ,t ,F,t…

Suppose that the setS̃5$(4.3),(4.5),(4.6),(4.7)% has a first integral of the form

IªQi j ż
i żj1Li ż

i1E5C5const, ~6.1!

whereC is an arbitrary constant,Qi j 5Qji , Li and E are unknown functions of (h,K,F), i , j
51,2,3,z15h,z25K,z35F. Then dI /dt [0 in virtue of S̃, i.e., using~5.1! to eliminatez̈i :
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~2Qi j ż
j1Li !~Wi

klż
kżl1Vi

kż
k1Ui !1Qi j ,kż

i żj żk1Li , j ż
i żj1E, i ż

i[0. ~6.2!

It can be verified that first integrals of the form~6.1! do not exist for our setS̃. The calcula-
tions are conceptually straightforward, but lead through horrible intermediate expressions, s
are not reported here. The hypothesis that~6.1! is a first integral uniquely leads to an equation th
is equivalent to~4.7!.

The same method may be used to test whether our set of equations admits a constra
would be a polynomial of degree 1 or 2 in the first derivatives. The only difference with res
to the procedure of looking for a first integral is that in verifying whether~6.2! is zero, Eq.~6.1!
is used, too. If a nontrivial solution of~6.2! with this additional simplification is found, then i
means that the derivative of~6.1! by t is zero if ~6.1! holds for any fixedt. Then, such~6.1! is a
constraint preserved by the setS̃. However, even this attempt has not led to useful resu
Constraints of degree 2, i.e., those withQi j Þ0, lead to prohibitively complicated equations an
could not be investigated. One constraint of the form~6.1! with Qi j 50 was found, but it is
equivalent to the square bracket in~4.11! being zero, and so implies zero matter density. Aga
the details are not reported because they contain complicated equations, but no ingeniou
This result proves the usefulness of the method—a sensible constraint was revealed—
solution with zero density is not interesting for cosmology, and thus not necessarily worth i
tigating.

The zero-density constraint was found without using Eq.~4.7!. Equation~4.7! would reduce
the number of unknown functions by one, but the resulting set of equations is prohibi
complicated and no progress was achieved.

VII. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

It was shown that the Einstein equations for the metric~2.8! with f 5g50 are self-consisten
and solvable. They reduce to the setS5$(4.3),(4.5),(4.6)% to determineh, K and K11

5cosh(F), and ~4.11! to determineK33 ~whereC58pG/c4). The matter density is found from
~4.9!. The first derivatives of the functions obeying the setS must obey~4.7!.

The Friedmann solution withk521 is contained among the solutions of this set, as show
Eqs.~4.12!–~4.24!. Unfortunately, no explicit example of a more general solution could be fou
Attempts to followad hocAnsatzes produced uninteresting results. The AnsatzK5K33 led to the
deSitter solution in disguise, in which the t-lines had nonzero rotation. The AnsatzK115K/C
(C5const), which is consistent with the Friedmann limit, led to such complicated equation
it could not even be verified if they are not contradictory. The assumption of zero shear im
zero expansion, in virtue of the theorem (s50)⇒(vu50) that holds for dust~see Ref. 10!.

The setS was shown to have a two-dimensional group of point-symmetries, given by~5.14!,
and to admit no Lagrangian of the Hilbert type. It was also verified that no first integrals o
form ~6.1! exist.

The progress achieved in this paper was the reduction of the problem of existence of a r
generalization of thek521 Friedmann model to the technical problem of finding an expl
solution of the setS. The solvability of the setS may be taken for granted because the Friedm
model itself was shown to be one of its solutions. It is still unknown, though, whether a contin
family of solutions exists labeled by the parameterv ~rotation! such that the limitv→0 taken in
the explicit solution leads to thek521 Friedmann model.

A similar analysis as done here should be done for the other promising cases identified
3.
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APPENDIX A: NONEXISTENCE OF A HILBERT-TYPE LAGRANGIAN FOR THE SET
ˆ„4.3…, „4.5…, „4.6…‰

Equations~4.3!, ~4.5! and ~4.6! can be written in the form

d2zi

dt2 5Wi
jk

dzj

dt

dzk

dt
1Vi

j

dzj

dt
1Ui , ~A1!

wherei 50,1,2; z05h, z15K, z25F andWi
jk , Vi

j andUi are functions of (h,K,F) ~but not of
t). Note that the set~A.1! is covariant with respect to arbitrary transformationszi→z8 i

5 f i($zj%): the first derivatives dzj /dt transform then like a contravariant vector, and so do
termsUi , the coefficientsVi

j transform like a mixed tensor, and the coefficients (2Wi
jk) trans-

form like components of an affine connection.@The nontensorial terms in the transforme
(2Wi

jk) arise from d2zi /dt2.# The most natural Ansatz for a Lagrangian for~A1! is

L5Qi j

dzi

dt

dzj

dt
1Li

dzi

dt
1F, ~A2!

whereQi j , Li andF are functions of (h,K,F). Such a Lagrangian would result from the Hilbe
Lagrangian by taking out a complete divergence and integrating the result with respect
spatial variables. The Euler–Lagrange equations implied by~A2! are

Qis

d2zs

dt2 52S Qki,l2
1

2
Qkl,i D dzk

dt

dzl

dt
1

1

2
~Lk,i2Li ,k!

dzk

dt
1

1

2
F, i . ~A3!

If these are to be equivalent to~A1!, then the following must hold:

QisW
s
kl52 1

2 ~Qki,l1Qli ,k2Qkl,i !, ~A4!

QisV
s
k5 1

2 ~Lk,i2Li ,k!, ~A5!

QisU
s5 1

2 F, i . ~A6!

Equation~A4! implies that (2Wi
jk) must be Christoffel symbols constructed from the metricQi j ,

Eq. ~A5! implies that 1
2 Li must be a vector potential for the tensor fieldQisV

s
k , and Eq.~A6!

implies thatF/2 must be a scalar potential for the vector fieldQisU
s. All of these are strong

conditions and they may be impossible to fulfill in many cases.
Indeed, for our equations~4.3!, ~4.5!, ~4.6!, the solution of~A4! turns out to beQi j [0, i.e.,

the Lagrangian~A2! does not exist. An outline of the proof is given in Appendix D of Ref. 5
Since the Euler–Lagrange equations~A4! are covariant with respect to arbitrary transform

tions of the Lagrangian variables@in our caseh→h8(h,K,F), etc.#, and equations of the form
~A1! are covariant, too, the conclusion that a Lagrangian of the form~A2! exists~or does not exist!
is coordinate-independent, i.e., having shown that Eqs.~4.3!,~4.5!,~4.6! do not follow from a
Lagrangian~A2! in our variables$h,K,F%, we know that no such Lagrangian will exist in an
other variables.
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The method of adjoint operators and a symmetry
operator for the Maxwell equations in type-D
vacuum backgrounds
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Since in all the type-D solutions of the Einstein vacuum field equations with a
cosmological term each maximal spin-weighted component of the electromagnetic
spinor field satisfies a decoupled equation and there exists a two-index Killing
spinor field; we show, via the adjoint operators method, that a symmetry operator
for the Maxwell equations can be constructed. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1319515#

I. INTRODUCTION

In a recent paper1 we showed that the symmetry operator for the Maxwell equations obta
when the space–time is a type-D solution of the Einstein vacuum field equations with a c
logical constant in Ref. 2~without an explicit derivation! can be obtained under the conditions th
the background space–time admits an algebraically general two-index Killing spinor field an
each componentof the electromagnetic spinor field satisfies a decoupled equation. Our aim i
present paper is to obtain, via the method of adjoint operators, the same result but und
condition thateach maximal spin-weightedcomponent satisfies a decoupled equation. We th
that the approach described in this work, to obtain the main result, offers hope of an imp
understanding of the analogous problem for the gravitational perturbation equations. Thus,
II we review the adjoint operators method originally introduced by Wald3 and in Sec. III we apply
it to the Maxwell equations in order to obtain the symmetry operator for the Maxwell equat
In this work, the spinor formalism and the Newman–Penrose notation are used througho
Refs. 4, 5 for all relevant notation and definitions.

II. THE METHOD OF ADJOINT OPERATORS

Let f be a tensor or spinor field~its components representing unknown variables! that satisfies
a coupled system of homogeneous linear partial differential equations given by

E~ f !50, ~1!

whereE is a linear differential operator that maps tensor or spinor fields likef into tensor or spinor
fields, possibly of a type different from that off . If by performing linear combinations of Eqs.~1!
and their derivatives, one can obtain a decoupled equation of the form

O~x!50, ~2!

wherex is a function made out~linearly! of the components off and their derivatives andO is a
linear differential operator that maps scalar fields into scalar fields. Then, there exists a
operatorT such thatx5T( f ) and the fact that Eq.~2! is obtained by linear combinations of Eq

a!Electronic mail: gsilva@fcfm.buap.mx; gsilva@phyast.pitt.edu
3680022-2488/2001/42(1)/368/8/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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~1! and their derivatives means that there must exist a linear differential operatorS @representing
the manipulations that one must perform on Eq.~1! to derive Eq.~2!# such thatSE( f )5O(x)
5OT( f ). Hence

SE5OT, ~3!

must hold as an operator identity, so that when both sides of Eq.~3! are applied to a solutionf of
Eq. ~1! one gets the decoupled equation~2!.

By defining the adjoint,A †, of a linear differential operatorA in such a way thatA † is also
a linear operator and

~AB!†5B †A †, ~4!

for any pair of linear operatorsA and B whose composition is well defined, then using th
property one can establish the~main result of the adjoint operators method! following.

Theorem 1: Suppose the identitySE5OT holds for the linear partial differential operatorsS,
E, O andT and thatc satisfiesO †(c)50. ThenS †(c) satisfiesE †

„S †(c)…50.
Proof: Taking the adjoint ofSE5OT we haveE †S †5T †O †, applying these operators toc,

we obtain

E †
„S †~c!…50, ~5!

which is the desired result. Thus, in particular, ifE †56E, then S †(c) is a solution ofE( f )
50.

Remark 1: If c satisfiesO †(c)50 then, E †S †(c)50, and hence ifE †56E, then 0
5SES†(c)5OTS†(c). Therefore, ifE †56E, the operatorTS† maps solutions of the adjoin
equationO †(c)50 into solutions of the equationO(x)50.

Observe that to prove Theorem 1 the important property is that given by Eq.~4!. In particular
if the adjoint of a linear operatorA, that maps tensor or spinor fields into tensor or spinor fie
is defined as that linear operatorA † such that

g"A~ f !2@A †~g!#"f 5¹asa, ~6!

for every pair of tensor or spinor fieldsf and g for which the full contraction ofg and A( f )
denoted byg"A( f ), yields a scalar field, wheresa is some vector field~which depends onf and
g!, then it follows that Eq.~4! holds. For example for the derivative operators (D,D,d,d̄) one
finds that6

D†52~D1«1 «̄2r2 r̄ !,

D†52~D2g2ḡ1m1m̄ !,
~7!

d†52~d1b2ā2t1p̄ !,

d̄†52~ d̄2a1b̄1p2 t̄ !.

III. THE SOLUTION OF THE MAXWELL EQUATIONS AND THE SYMMETRY OPERATOR

It is well-known that the~source-free! Maxwell equations in a space–time solution of t
Einstein vacuum field equations in terms of the electromagnetic potential are given by

¹ Ȧ
B¹ Ċ(AeB)CF ĊC50. ~8!

Comparing Eqs.~1! and~8! we see that for the electromagnetic case, the components of the s
field f areFB

Ċ , while the components of the operatorE are given by
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@E# ȦAĊC5¹ Ȧ
B¹ Ċ(AeB)C. ~9!

If HAȦ andWAȦ are two complex vector fields, then from the above expression we hav

H"E~W![HAȦ¹ Ȧ
B¹ Ċ(AWB)

Ċ5¹ Ȧ
B@HAȦ¹ Ċ(AWB)

Ċ#2@¹ Ċ(AWB)
Ċ#@¹ Ȧ

BHAȦ#, ~10!

from this follows that

H"E~W!2@E~H !#"W5¹AȦsAȦ, ~11!

where

sȦ
B5HAȦ¹ Ċ(AWB)

Ċ2WAȦ¹ Ċ(AHB)
Ċ . ~12!

Therefore,E †5E.
Since the Maxwell equations in terms of the electromagnetic spinor field can be written

following form:

¹ Ȧ
BwAB50, ~13!

where

wAB5¹ Ċ(AFB)
Ċ , ~14!

then from these equations we obtain that, in this case, the components of the fieldx are given by
wAB and the components of the operatorT are given by

@T #ABĊC5¹ Ċ(AeB)C. ~15!

The hardest part in applying the method of adjoint operators to solve a coupled syst
homogeneous linear partial differential equations is to obtain one decoupled equation. F
electromagnetic case, it is well-known that when the space–time is a type-D solution o
Einstein vacuum field equations with a possible nonvanishing cosmological term, each com
of the electromagnetic spinor fieldwAB satisfies a decoupled equation. This means that there
exist three different operatorsS( i ) ~with i 50,1,2! such that when they are applied to the Maxw
equations one obtains the decoupled equations for the components of the electromagnetic
field. Here we present one way of obtaining these three operators which is useful in writin
decoupled equations in a covariant way. For this end we write the Maxwell equations with so
in terms of the electromagnetic spinor field, i.e.,

JBṀ5¹ Ṁ
AwAB , ~16!

and we assume that the operatorsS( i ) are first-order differential operators that can be written

S( i )
BṀ5gH( i )

AB¹A
Ṁ f , ~17!

whereg and f are scalar fields andH ( i )
AB , for each value ofi , is a two-index symmetric spino

field, which will be determined from the condition that whenS( i ) is applied to the Maxwell
equations one obtains a decoupled equation for thew i component of the electromagnetic spin
field. ~i.e., for w05oAoBwAB, w15o(AiB)w

AB or w25iAiBwAB; where $oA,iA% is a spin frame
such thatoAiA51.! In other words, we require that

S( i )
BṀJBṀ5Oiw i ~18!
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~here and in what follows the repeated indexi does not mean summation convention! whereOi ,
for each value ofi , is a second-order differential operator that maps scalar fields into scalar fi
Observe that Eq.~18! is Eq. ~3! for the electromagnetic case applied to the electromagn
potential vector field. This means that in this way we not only are going to obtain the ope
S( i ) but also the operatorsOi , which is equivalent to obtain the decoupled equations.

Using the Newman–Penrose notation we have that Eq.~18! is equivalent to

S( i )
BṀJBṀ5 f g$H ( i )

00@~d2ā2b1p̄1d ln f !J00̇2~D2«1 «̄2 r̄1D ln f !J01̇1sJ10̇2kJ11̇#

1H ( i )
10@~d1b2ā1p̄1t1d ln f !J10̇2~D1«1 «̄2 r̄1r1D ln f !J11̇

1~D2g2ḡ2m1m̄1D ln f !J00̇2~ d̄2a1b̄2 t̄2p1 d̄ ln f !J01̇#

1H ( i )
11@~D1g2ḡ1m̄1D ln f !J10̇2~ d̄1a1b̄2 t̄1 d̄ ln f !J11̇2nJ00̇1lJ01̇#%,

~19!

where

J00̇5@~ d̄22a1p!w02~D22r!w12kw2#,

J01̇5@~D22g1m!w02~d22t!w12sw2#,
~20!

J10̇5@~ d̄12p!w12~D12«2r!w22lw0#,

J11̇5@~D12m!w12~d12b2t!w22nw0#.

Now we impose the conditions thati 50 and that the only component different from zero

H (0)
AB is H (0)

00 . Under these conditions Eq.~19! can be written in the following formS(0)
BṀJBṀ

5O0w01P1w11P2w2 , whereP1 andP2 are differential operators such that when the comm
tator betweenD and d and the Ricci identities are used they can be rewritten in the follow
form:

@~D23g2ḡ1m̄ !~22k!1~ d̄23a1b̄2 t̄ !~2s!12rd ln f 22tD ln f

1~2r1D ln f !d2~2t1d ln f !D24C1], ~21!

and

@~2r1D ln f !s2~2t1d ln f !k1C0#, ~22!

respectively. From these expressions we observe thatP1 andP2 are identically to the zero opera
tor if

k5s5C05C150, d ln f 522t and D ln f 522r. ~23!

It is important to remark that the integrability conditions on these equations are identically
fied. Actually they are the conditions such that the background space-time admits a she
congruence of null geodesics, i.e., the space-time is algebraically special. In this case o
choose the spin frame$oA,iA% with oA being the repeated principal null spinor of the conform
curvature. From Eq.~23! we have that Eq.~19! reduces to

S(0)
BṀJBṀ5g f H(0)

00 @~d2b2ā1p̄22t!~ d̄22a1p!2~D2«1 ē2 r̄22r!~D22g1m!#w0 .

~24!
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Therefore, we observe that whenFA
Ḃ satisfies the Maxwell equations without sources and

space-time is algebraically special then the operatorS(0) engenders a decoupled equation forw0

~with H (0)
AB5oAoB andg5 f 21! given by

O0w0[@~d2b2ā1p̄22t!~ d̄22a1p!2~D2«1 «̄2 r̄22r!~D22g1m!#w050. ~25!

If now we impose the conditions thati 52 and that the only component different from zero
H (2)

AB is H (2)
11 , then after using the commutator ofD and d̄ and the Ricci identities we obtain tha

the differential operators acting onw0 andw1 can be rewritten in the following form:

@~D13«1 «̄2 r̄ !~2n!2~d13b2ā1p̄ !~2l!22md̄ ln f

12pD ln f 1~D ln f 22m!d̄2~ d̄ ln f 22p!D24C3], ~26!

and

@~2m2D ln f !l2~2p2 d̄ ln f !n1C4#, ~27!

respectively. Therefore, in this case the conditions to obtain a decoupled equation forw2 are

l5n5C35C450, D ln f 52m and d̄ ln f 52p. ~28!

The integrability conditions on these equations are identically satisfied. As in the previous
they are equivalent to say that the space-time admits a shear-free congruence of null geo
Therefore, if in addition to the decoupled equation forw0 we want to obtain a decoupled equatio
for w2 , then the background space–time must be of type-D. WithH (2)

AB5iAiB, whereiA is the
other repeated principal null spinor field of the conformal curvature, and using Eq.~28! we find
that whenJBṀ50 Eq. ~19! reduces to

O2w2[@~D1g2ḡ1m̄12m!~D12«2r!2~ d̄1a1b̄2 t̄12p!~d12b2t!#w250. ~29!

Finally, assuming thati 51 and that the only component different from zero of the spinor fi
H (1)

AB is H (1)
10 , then using the commutators betweenD andd, D and d̄ and the Ricci identities we

find that the differential operators acting onw0 andw2 , can be rewritten in a such a way that the
are identically to the zero operator under the conditions~23! and~28!. In this case the decouple
equation forw1 is given by

O1w1[@~d1b2ā1p̄2t!~ d̄12p!2~D1«1 «̄2 r̄2r!~D12m!

2~D2g2ḡ1m̄1m!~D22r!1~ d̄2a1b̄2 t̄1p!~d22t!]w150.

~30!

Remark 2: The conditions given by Eqs. (23) and (28) are equivalent to say that the
ground space–time admits a two-index Killing spinor field. That is, a symmetric spinor field LAB

that satisfies¹ Ȧ(BLCD)50,7 in this case LAB522f21o(AiB) , wheref5Af . This means that the
existence of decoupled equations for the components of the electromagnetic spinor field
close related to the two-index Killing spinor field admitted by all the type-D metrics. We will see
that the Killing spinor is also crucial for the construction of a differential operator that maps
space of solutions of the Maxwell equations without sources into itself.

From the computations presented above we have that the expressions for theS( i ) operators are
given by

S(0)
BṀ5f2oAoB¹A

Ṁf22, S(1)
BṀ5f2o(AiB)¹A

Ṁf22, S(2)
BṀ5f2iAiB¹A

Ṁf22. ~31!
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Therefore, the decoupled equations in a covariant way can be written as

f2¹ (A
Ṁf22¹ uṀ u

CwB)C50. ~32!

~Parentheses denote symmetrization on the indices enclosed and the indices between
excluded from the symmetrization.! Observe that Eq.~32! is equivalent toOiw i50. Using Eq.~7!,
from Eqs.~25!, ~29! and ~30! we obtainO i

† . The corresponding adjoint equations are given b

O 0
†c2[@~d̄1a1b̄2 t̄ !~d12b1t!2~D1g2ḡ1m̄ !~D12«1r!#c250,

O 1
†c1[@~d̄1b̄2a2 t̄ !d2~D2g2ḡ2m1m̄ !D1~d1b2ā1t1p̄ !d̄

~33!
2~D1«1 «̄2 r̄1r!D]c150,

O 2
†c0[@~D1«1 «̄2 r̄ !~D22g2m!2~d2b2ā1p̄ !~ d̄22a2p!#c050.

The covariant version of these equations is obtained from Eq.~32! by applying property~4! to the
differential operator appearing in Eq.~32!. Thus Eqs.~33! are equivalent to

¹ Ṙ(Af22¹SṘf2cC)S50. ~34!

Since in this case we have a decoupled equation for each component of the electrom
spinor field then, in accordance with Theorem 1, we can construct three solutions to the Ma
equations without sources. Using property~4! to obtainS( i )

† from Eqs.~31!, we find that these
three solutions are given by

F (0)
BṀ5f22¹A

Ṁf2oAoBc2 , ~35!

F (1)
BṀ5f22¹A

Ṁf2o(AiB)c1 , ~36!

F (2)
BṀ5f22¹A

Ṁf2iAiBc0 . ~37!

After some computations one can show that these solutions are equivalent each other. Si
F ( i )’s are solutions of the Maxwell equations then

FBṀ5f22¹A
Ṁf2cAB, ~38!

wherecAB is a solution of Eq.~34!, is also a solution of the Maxwell equations. It is important
remark that if the background space-time is not of type-D, but algebraically special, then we
can obtain a decoupled equation~for w1 or w2! and in this case the solution to the Maxwe
equations without sources is given by Eq.~35! or Eq. ~37! and therefore, we cannot write it in
covariant way.

That FBṀ given by Eq.~38! satisfies the Maxwell equations is guaranteed by Theorem
Then this means that

wAB5¹ Ċ
(AFB)Ċ , ~39!

and

GȦḂ5¹B
(ṘF Ṡ)B , ~40!

are solutions of the Maxwell equations. From Remark 1 we have that ifc i is a solution of
O i

†c i50 thenw i5@TS †(c)# i is a solution ofOiw i50. UsingT given by Eq.~15! and computing
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S( i )
† from Eqs. ~31! and ~4!, one finds that the statement of Remark 1, in a covariant way

equivalent tow i5wAB50, the last equality is obtained from the fact thatcAB satisfies Eq.~34!.
Therefore, the operatorTS † maps solutions of Eqs.~33!, into the trivial solution of Eqs.~25!, ~29!
and~30!. This is equivalent to say that the vector potential given by Eq.~38! is a vector potential
of a self-dual electromagnetic field given byGȦḂ in Eq. ~40!.

Remark 3: A straightforward computation shows that ifw0 ,w1 and w2 satisfy Eqs. (25), (30)
and (29), respectively, thenc05f22w0 ,c152f22w1 and c5f22c2 satisfy Eqs. (33), recall
that f5Af . In a covariant way this means that ifwAB is a solution of Eq. (32) thencAB

5LACLBDwCD is a solution of Eq. (34). Using this fact and Eqs. (38) and (40) one finds th
wAB is a solution of the Maxwell equations without sources in a type-D solution of the Einstein
vacuum field equations with a cosmological term then GṘṠ5¹B

(Ṙf22¹S
Ṡ)f

2LBDLSEw
DE is also

a solution of the Maxwell equations.1,2,8

Observe that the result established in the previous remark was obtained analyzing th
tionship between the solutions to the scalar equationsOiw i50 andO i

†c i50. It turns out that the
connection between the two sets of solutions is given by the two-index Killing spinor admitte
all the type-D metrics. It seems that this result is also a direct consequence of the existe
decoupled equations foreach componentof the electromagnetic spinor field, but in what follow
we are going to show that we can obtain the same result without assuming a decoupled e
for w1 . For this end, we rewriteGȦḂ in the following form:

G0̇52f22@~ d̄2a2b̄13p!~d̄22a1p!w01~D1«2 «̄23r!~D12«2r!w2#,

G1̇5f22$@~D2g2ḡ13m2m̄ !~ d̄22a1p!1~ d̄2a1b̄13p1 t̄ !~D22g1m!#w0

1@~D1«1 «̄23r1 r̄ !~d12b2t!1~d1b2ā23t2p̄ !~D12«2r!#w2%, ~41!

G2̇52f22@~D2g1ḡ13m!~D22g1m!w01~d1b1ā23t!~d12b2t!w2#.

In doing this we only have used the Maxwell equations and the facts that when the
ground space-time is of type-D the following commutation relations hold9 ~in a spin frame such
that the only non-vanishing component of the Weyl spinor isC2!:

@D1~p11!«1 «̄1qr2 r̄ #~d1pb1qt!5@d1~p21!b2ā1qt1p̄#~D1p«1qr!,
~42!

@D2~p21!g2ḡ2qm1m̄#~ d̄2pa2qp!5@ d̄2~p21!a1b̄2qp2 t̄ #~D2pg2qm!,

wherep andq are arbitrary constants.
The remarkable thing is that Eqs.~41! can be written in a covariant way using the two-ind

Killing spinor admitted by all the type-D space–times, which was our desired aim. In fact
direct computation, using a spin frame such thatC2 is the only component different from zero o
the Weyl spinor curvature, shows that Eqs.~41! are equivalent to

TṘṠ5¹B
(Ṙf22¹S

Ṡ)f
2YBS, ~43!

where

YAB5 1
2 @LACLBDwCD1LD

CLC
(AwB)D#. ~44!

Observe that sincewAB50, this operator maps solutions with indices without dots of
Maxwell equations into solutions with dotted indices of the Maxwell equations.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Remember that Eqs.~41! were obtained using the Maxwell equations, in a spin frame s
that the only component different from zero of the Weyl spinor curvature isC2 and the identities
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~42!, which are equivalent to the Teukolsky–Starobinsky identities8,9 for the electromagnetic case
From this, it seems that the fact that Eqs.~41! can be rewritten in a covariant way by using th
two-index Killing spinor is because there exist some kind of ‘‘equivalence’’ between
Teukolsky-Starobinsky identities and the two-index Killing spinor admitted by all the typ
space-times.

From the result obtained above we hope that an analogous program can be applied to th
spinor perturbations of type-D vacuum backgrounds where one can only obtain decoupled
tions for the maximal spin-weighted components of the Weyl spinor perturbations. In this
there exist also the Teukolsky-Starobinsky identities.10,11

Finally we point out that it could be interesting to study in detail the relationship betwee
result obtained here and the result obtained from a generalization of the Killing-Yano equ
point of view.12
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Initial-value problems for evolutionary partial differential
equations and higher-order conditional symmetries
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We suggest a new approach to the problem of dimensional reduction of initial/
boundary value problems for evolution equations in one spatial variable. The ap-
proach is based on higher-order~generalized! conditional symmetries of the equa-
tions involved. It is shown that reducibility of an initial value problem for an
evolution equation to a Cauchy problem for a system of ordinary differential equa-
tions can be fully characterized in terms of conditional symmetries which leave
invariant the equation in question. We also give some examples of the solution of
initial value problems for second- and third-order nonlinear differential equations
by reduction by their conditional symmetries. We give a systematic classification of
general second-order partial differential equations admitting second-order condi-
tional symmetries, based on Lie’s classification of invariant second-order ordinary
differential equations. This yields five classes of principally new initial value prob-
lems for nonlinear evolution equations which admit no Lie symmetries and are
reducible via second-order conditional symmetries. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1330199#

I. INTRODUCTION

As is well-known, the basic idea of the classical Lie approach to solving partial differe
equations~PDEs! is to use symmetries to reduce the number of independent variables in or
get an ordinary differential equation. If one can then solve the resulting ordinary differe
equation, the whole procedure yields particular solutions of the initial PDE. This procedu
dimensional reduction is referred to in the literature as symmetry reduction, and it has pro
be a very efficient tool for constructing exact solutions of many linear and nonlinear differe
equations arising in different areas of applied mathematics~see, e.g., Refs. 1–3 and the referenc
therein!.

On the other hand, the problem of the application of the symmetry approach to the anal
boundary and initial value problems still remains a great challenge for mathematicians. The
difficulty is that the symmetry groups admitted by boundary and initial value problems arisi
applications are not sufficiently rich to allow for the effective use of the technique of symm
reduction. It would be natural to attempt to exploit conditional~nonclassical! symmetries of PDEs
in order to extend the range of the initial/boundary value problems that can be handled with
framework of the symmetry approach.

Our aim in the present paper is to present our view of the problem of dimensional redu
of initial value problems for evolution equations in two independent variablest, x:

ut5F~ t,x,u,u1 ,u2 ,...,un!, ~1!

a!Electronic mail: pehor@mai.liu.se
b!Electronic mail: renat@imath.kiev.ua
3760022-2488/2001/42(1)/376/14/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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whereuPCn(R2,R1), uk5]ku/]xk, 1<k<n. The approach we give below is based on high
order conditional symmetries of PDEs of the form~1!. The concept of higher-order condition
symmetry was introduced by Fushchych and Zhdanov,4 and independently by Fokas and Liu.5 It
was proved in Ref. 4 that it is higher-order conditional symmetries that are responsible f
‘‘nonlinear separation of variables’’ introduced by Galaktionov6 ~see also the related papers a
dressing this problem7–9!.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we give some necessary notations,
tions and theorems. In Sec. III, we formulate the principal theorem on the reduction of the
value problem for a PDE of the form~1! to a Cauchy problem for some system of ordina
differential equations. In addition, we give two illustrative examples of applications of the the
to the reduction of initial value problems for the second- and third-order nonlinear evol
equations. Section IV is devoted to the systematic classification of second-order evolut
PDEs using their second-order conditional symmetries. The results of this classification are u
describe the initial value problems for second-order PDEs that admit dimensional reducti
Cauchy problems for some systems of ordinary differential equations.

II. BASIC NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

It is known that reducibility of any PDE in two variables to a single ordinary differen
equation is in one-to-one correspondence with itsQ-conditional symmetry10,11 ~see also Refs.
12–17!. We have proved in Ref. 18 that reducibility of~1! to a system of several ordinar
differential equations is in one-to-one correspondence with its invariance under a nonpoint
of infinitesimal transformations,

u85u1eh~ t,x,u,u1 ,...,uN!,
~2!

u185u11eDxh~ t,x,u,u1 ,...,uN!,...,

provided some smoothness requirements are satisfied. The above group is generated by t
Bäcklund vector field,

Q5 (
k50

`

~Dx
kh!

]

]uk
[h

]

]u
1~Dxh!

]

]u1
1~Dx

2h!
]

]u2
1¯ . ~3!

In formulas~1!, ~3! we use the following notation:

Dx5
]

]x
1 (

k50

`

uk11

]

]uk
, Dx

j 115Dx~Dx
j !, Dx

051.

Remark 1: In general, the functionh in (3) may also depend on derivatives of the function
with respect to t. However, on the solution manifold of PDE (1) we can express all the deriva
of u with respect to t in terms of t,x,u,u1 ,u2 ,..., and thus eliminate derivatives with respect
the variable t.

Remark 2: If the functionh has the structure

h5h̃~ t,x,u!2j0~ t,x,u!ut2j1~ t,x,u!u1 , ~4!

then the Lie–Bäcklund vector field (3) is equivalent to a Lie vector field and can be represente
the standard form~see, e.g., Refs. 2, 19!:

Q5j0~ t,x,u!
]

]t
1j1~ t,x,u!

]

]x
1h̃~ t,x,u!

]

]u
.
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As the form of a Lie–Ba¨cklund vector field is fully defined by the form of the coefficienth of
]/]u we will use the notation

Q5h
]

]u
1...,

instead of~3!.
Definition 1: PDE (1) is invariant under the Lie–Bäcklund vector field (3) if the condition

Q~ut2F !uM50 ~5!

holds, where M is the set of all differential consequences of the equation ut2F50, that is
Dx

j Dt
k(ut2F)50, j ,k50,1,2,... .
Definition 2: PDE (1) is conditionally-invariant under the Lie–Bäcklund vector field (3) if the

following condition holds:

Q~ut2F !uMùLx
50. ~6!

Here the symbol Lx stands for the set of all differential consequences of the equationh50 with
respect to x, that is Dx

j h50, j 50,1,2,..., .
The procedure for constructing Lie–Ba¨cklund vector fields is, in fact, encoded in the abo

definitions. If one considers the problem of finding Lie–Ba¨cklund symmetries in the sense o
Definition 1, then the first thing to do is to act with the operatorQ on the expressionut2F,
considered as a function of the independent variablest,x,u,ut ,u1 ,...,un . The next step is to
eliminate the derivativesut j , j 50,1,2,..., with the use of the equationut2F50 and its differen-
tial consequencesDx

j (ut2F)50,j 51,2,..., . Equating the resulting expression to zero yields
system of linear PDEs called the system of determining equations. Solving this system yie
most general form of the Lie–Ba¨cklund vector field~3! admitted by Eq.~1!. Further details abou
the procedure for calculating higher symmetries of PDEs and numerous examples of equ
possessing these symmetries can be found in Refs. 2, 19, 20. The procedure for calculating
conditional symmetries is essentially the same. The only difference is the necessity of takin
account not only the differential consequences of Eq.~1! but also the differential consequenc
Dx

j h50, j 51,2,..., of theinvariance conditionh50. This additional restriction, on the one han
extends considerably the scope of invariant equations~as the number of variables to be spl
decreases! but, on the other hand, yields a nonlinear system of determining equations.

Clearly, if PDE~1! is invariant under the Lie–Ba¨cklund vector field~3!, then it is condition-
ally invariant under it; however, the converse is not true. Consequently, this means that Defi
2 is a generalization of the standard definition of invariance of a partial differential equation
respect to the Lie–Ba¨cklund vector field.

If we consider the nonlinear PDE,

h~ t,x,u,u1 ,...,uN!50, ~7!

as anN-th-order ordinary differential equation with respect to variablex, then its general integra
can be given~locally! in the form

u~ t,x!5U„t,x,w1~ t !,w2~ t !,...,wN~ t !…, ~8!

wherew j (t), ( j 51,...,N) are arbitrary smooth functions. In the following, we call expression~8!
the ansatzinvariant under the Lie–Ba¨cklund vector field~3!. The following result~see Ref. 18!
establishes the connection between reducibility of a given PDE~1! to ordinary differential equa-
tions and its higher-order conditional symmetry.

Theorem 1: Let Eq. (1) with FPCN11(D), whereD is an open domain inRn13, be condi-
tionally invariant under Lie–Bäcklund vector field (3) withhPC2(D8), whereD8 is an open
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domain inRN13 and]h/]uNÞ0 onD8. Then ansatz (8) invariant under the Lie–Bäcklund vector
field (3) reduces PDE (1) to a system of N ordinary differential equations for some functionsw j (t)
( j 51,...,N),

ẇ j5F j~ t,w1 ,...,wN!, j 51,...,N. ~9!

Now suppose the converse. Namely, that ansatz (8), where the function U and its deri
]Uk11/]w j]xk, ~j 51,...,N, k50,...,N! exist and are continuous on an open domainD1 in RN12,
reduces (1) to a system of ordinary differential equations (9) with FiPC1(D18), whereD18 is an
open domain inRN12. Then there exists a Lie–Bäcklund vector field (3) such that Eq. (1) i
conditionally-invariant with respect to it.

The principal reason for the existence of the phenomenon of nonlinear separation of va
in nonintegrable evolution equations is their higher-order conditional symmetry. Of course
usual Lie and higher-order Lie symmetries can be also used to reduce nonlinear PDEs th
the necessary algebraic properties, but there exist equations that admit no Lie symmetries
nonetheless reducible to one or several ordinary differential equations due to their~first- or higher-
order! conditional symmetry. As an example we give the following nonlinear PDE:

ut5uxx1 f 1~ t,r ~ux!2x!ux1 f 2~ t,r ~ux!2x!2
1

r 8~ux!
, ~10!

where f 1 , f 2 ,r are arbitrary smooth functions of their arguments withr 8(ux)Þ0. This equation
admits neither first- nor higher-order Lie symmetries~except for the trivial one-parameter tran
lation group byu!. However, it can be reduced to a system of two ordinary differential equat
due to the fact that Eq.~10! is conditionally invariant with respect to the Lie–Ba¨cklund field,

Q5„r 8~ux!uxx21…
]

]u
1¯ .

III. REDUCTION OF INITIAL VALUES PROBLEMS FOR EVOLUTION PDES

Consider the following initial value problem for the evolution equation~1!:

ut5F~ t,x,u,u1 ,u2 ,...,un!,
~11!

„a~x!u11b~x!u)u t5t0
5g~x!,

wherea(x), b(x), g(x) are smooth functions.
If the problem~11! is invariant under a one-parameter transformation group, then it is pos

to reduce it by symmetry reduction. However, this approach is too restrictive, since a cho
initial conditions that are invariant with respect to a Lie group can be very limited. Indeed
transformation group in question must leave invariant the initial surface att5t0 , and this imposes
rather strong limitations on the exploitation of symmetry reduction in its classical setting
instance, even such a simple symmetry as invariance undert-translations violates the symmetry o
problem~11!.

We will show that using higher-order conditional symmetries enables us to overcom
difficulty. The principal idea is to rewrite the generator of a one-parameter transformation g

Q5j0~ t,x,u!
]

]t
1j1~ t,x,u!

]

]x
1h̃~ t,x,u!

]

]u
,

as a canonical generator of a Lie–Ba¨cklund field of the form ~3!, with h5h̃(t,x,u)
2j0(t,x,u)ut2j1(t,x,u)u1 , and then to eliminate allt derivatives with the use of Eq.~1!. Since
the vector field~3! generates an infinitesimal transformation group of the form~2!, the initial
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surface att5t0 , as well as any boundary surfaceX(x)50, is invariant with respect to it, and a
arbitrary Lie symmetry can, in principle, be used for dimensional reduction of the initial va
problem~11!! However, the price for this is that the order of the symmetry operator is no lo
equal to one, and the standard procedure of symmetry reduction has to be modified in orde
applicable to the case under investigation. To this end we will use Theorem 1.

One of the immediate conclusions is that higher-order conditional symmetry is not jus
more exotic concept, but the natural and efficient tool for handling initial value problems~11!
within the framework of the symmetry approach.

It is natural to expect that, provided PDE~1! admits higher-order conditional symmetry~and
some reasonable restrictions are satisfied!, there exist functionsa(x), b(x), g(x) such that the
initial value problem~11! reduces@by virtue of the ansatz~8!# to the Cauchy problem for the
functionsw j (t), ( j 51,...,N). This means that PDE~1! should reduce to a system of ordina
differential equations~9!, and the initial condition given in~11! should reduce to a set of algebra
relations prescribing the values of the functionsw j (t), ( j 51,...,N) at t5t0 .

To make the above procedure meaningful one has to give a formal definition of what is m
by a reduction of the initial-value problem,

„a~x!u11b~x!u…u t5t0
5g~x!. ~12!

Definition 3: We say that ansatz (8) reduces the initial-value condition (12) if substituti
into (12) yields an expression that vanishes identically when

w i~ t0!5Ci , i 51,2,...,N,

where C1 ,...,CN are some constants.
We prove the following assertion.
Theorem 2: Ansatz (8), invariant with respect to the Lie–Bäcklund field (3), reduces the

initial-value condition (12) if and only if
(a) the system of two PDEs,

h~ t,x,u,u1 ,...,uN!50, a~ t,x!u11b~ t,x!u2c~ t,x!50, ~13!

is compatible, and
(b) its solution is obtained from the general integral (8) of equationh50 considered as an

ordinary differential equation with respect to x.
Proof: The implicationreduction⇒ compatibilityis evident. We prove the converse assertio
Suppose that conditionsa and b of the theorem hold. Then, substituting ansatz~8! into the

left-hand side of the second equation of~13! yields an expression of the form
R„t,x,w1(t),w1(t),...,wN(t)….

As the solution of system~13! exists~by assumption! and belongs to the family~8!, there are
constantsC1 ,C2 ,...,CN such that the relation

R~ t,x,C1 ,C2 ,...,CN!50

holds. This means that ansatz~8! reduces the initial-value condition. This establishes the theor
Definition 4: We say that the equation

h~ t,x,u,u1 ,...,uN!50, ~14!

considered as an ordinary differential equation with respect to x, is conditionally invariant under
the operator

X5j~ t,x,u!
]

]x
1z~ t,x,u!

]

]u
, ~15!
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with jÞ0 if the following relation holds:

X̃huM50. ~16!

Here, X̃ is the Nth prolongation of the operator X. The symbolM stands for the intersection o
the surface defined in the spaceRN13 of the variables t, x, u, ut , ux ,..., uN by the equationh50
and differential consequences~with respect to x! of the equationj(t,x,u)u12z(t,x,u)50 up to
the order N21. Whenj50, we say that (14) is conditionally invariant under the operator (15)
solving the relationz(t,x,u)50 with respect to u yields an exact solution of (14).

Theorem 3: Ansatz (8), invariant with respect to the Lie–Bäcklund field (3), reduces the
initial value condition (12) if and only if

(a) Eq. (9) is conditionally invariant under the operator (15) withj5a(x), z52b(x)u
1g(x), and

(b) the solution of the corresponding system (13) exists and is obtained from the ge
integral (8) of the equationh50, considered as an ordinary differential equation with respect
x.

Proof: To prove the theorem it is sufficient to show that, given conditionb, then conditiona
of Theorem 3 is equivalent to conditiona of Theorem 2.

Since the assertion to be proved is evident for the casea50, we will concentrate on the cas
whenaÞ0.

WhenaÞ0, we can make a change of variables,

x̃5X~ t,x!, ũ5U1~ t,x!u1U2~ t,x!,

so that the operator~15! takes the formX̃5 ]/] x̃ ~to simplify notations, we omit the tilde in the
sequel!. Now, system~13! reads as follows:

h̃~ t,x,u,u1 ,...,uN!50, u150. ~17!

Compatibility of this system means that the functionh̃(t,x,u,0,...,0) is independent ofx, whence
we find that there exist smooth functions

a0~ t,u,u1 ,...,uN!, ai~ t,x,u,u1 ,...,uN!, i 51,2,...,N,

such that

h̃~ t,x,u,u1 ,...,uN!5a0~ t,u,u1 ,...,uN!1(
i 51

N

ai~ t,x,u,u1 ,...,uN!ui .

Hence, we conclude that the equationh̃50 is conditionally invariant with respect to the operat
]/]x. Reversing this argument completes the proof of the equivalence of conditionsa of Theo-
rems 2 and 3. This proves Theorem 3.

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3, we see that a necessary condition
reducibility of a Cauchy problem by solutions invariant under some Lie–Ba¨cklund field~3! is the
conditional invariance of the equationh50 with respect to the operator~15! with j5a(x), z
52b(x)u1g(x). In view of this fact, we can formulate the following symmetry approach to
reduction of initial value problems~11! for the case when the corresponding evolution equa
admits first- or higher-order conditional symmetry:

~i! rewrite the symmetry operator in the canonical form~3!,
~ii ! calculate the classical or conditional symmetry of the equationh50 within the class of

operators,

X5a~x!
]

]x
1„2b~x!u1g~x!…

]

]u
, ~18!
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~iii ! carry out the reduction of the initial value problem~11! to a Cauchy problem for a system
of ordinary differential equations using ansatz~8!, invariant with respect to the Lie–Ba¨cklund
vector field~3!.

Note that conditionb of Theorem 3 cannot be neglected, since conditional invariance a
cannot guarantee reducibility of the corresponding initial value problem. As an example, co
the Lie–Bäcklund vector field,

Q5~ux1u221!
]

]u
1... .

The equationux1u22150 is evidently invariant under translations byx. Furthermore, sys-
tem

ux1u22150, u150

is compatible@it has the solutionu(t,x)51#. However, the ansatz,

u~ t,x!5tanh„x1w~ t !…, ~19!

which is invariant underQ, does not reduce the initial conditionu1u t5t0
50. The reason for this is

that the functionu(t,x)51 does not belong to the family~19!, and thus the conditionb of
Theorem 3 fails to hold.

Let us now proceed to giving examples which illustrate the main features of the w
procedure. As the first example, we consider the nonlinear heat-conduction equation,

ut5ux
21uxx , uxÞ0. ~20!

It is evidently invariant with respect to the one-parameter transformation group having the
eratorQ5 ]/]t 1a (]/]u) with a being an arbitrary constant. Our aim is to describe the ini
value problems,

ut5ux
21uxx ,

~21!
„a~x!ux1b~x!u…u t5t0

5g~x!,

that are reducible to Cauchy problems for some first-order systems of ordinary differential
tions. First we note that, since the initial surface att5t0 is not invariant with respect to the grou
generated by the operatorQ, we cannot apply the symmetry reduction method in its stand
form. However, if we rewriteQ in the canonical form~3! and eliminate thet derivative on the
solution manifold of PDE~20!, then the resulting Lie–Ba¨cklund vector field,

Q̃5~ux
21uxx2a!

]

]u
1...,

generates an infinitesimal transformation group leaving invariant the initial surfacet5t0 . Conse-
quently, we can apply the procedure developed above and based on Theorem 3. Solv
invariance conditionux

21uxx2a50 gives the ansatz foru5u(t,x),

u~ t,x!5w1~ t !exp~ax!1w2~ t !, ~22!

which reduces the initial PDE~20! to a system of two ordinary differential equations forw1 , w2

~Theorem 1!.
In order to exploit Theorem 3, we calculate the Lie symmetry of equationuxx2aux50 and

obtain the five-dimensional invariance algebra with basis elements,
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e15
]

]x
, e25exp~ax!S ]

]x
1au

]

]uD ,

e35u
]

]u
, e45exp~ax!

]

]u
,

]

]u
.

In other words, the most general form of the Lie vector field admitted by PDEuxx2aux50 reads
as

C1

]

]x
1C2 exp~ax!S ]

]x
1au

]

]uD1C3u
]

]u
1C4 exp~ax!

]

]u
1C5

]

]u
,

whereC1 , C2 ,..., C5 are arbitrary real constants. Hence, using Theorem 3, we find the for
the unknown functionsa(x), b(x), g(x) to be

a~x!5„C11C2 exp~ax!…, b~x!52C32aC2 exp~ax!,

g~x!5C41C5 exp~ax!.

Direct verification shows that the initial value problem,

ut5ux
21uxx ,

~23!
~„C11C2 exp~ax!…ux2„C31aC2 exp~ax!…u!u t5t0

5C41C5 exp~ax!,

underC2(aC12C3)Þ0 fulfills the conditions of Theorem 3 and, consequently, can be reduce
a Cauchy problem for a system of ordinary differential equations. Indeed, inserting ansat~22!
into ~23! yields

w18~ t !50, w28~ t !5a,

w1~ t0!5
aC51C4

aC12C3
, w2~ t0!5

C5

C2
, C2~aC12C3!Þ0.

Finally, solving the above Cauchy problem gives the following unique solution of the initial v
problem~23!:

u~ t,x!5
aC51C4

aC12C3
exp~ax!1a~ t2t0!1

C5

C2
.

Next, we apply the above scheme for reduction of the initial value problem for the third-o
nonlinear PDE,

ut5uxxx1ux
224auux14a2u2, ~24!

wherea is an arbitrary real parameter. Note that whenaÞ0, Eq. ~24! cannot be solved by the
methods of soliton theory, and in this sense it is nonintegrable. Whena50, ~24! is reduced to the
KdV equation by the~nonpoint! change of dependent variablev(t,x)5ux(t,x). In what follows
we suppose thataÞ0.

Direct calculation shows that Eq.~24! is conditionally invariant with respect to the Lie
Bäcklund vector field~3! with h5uxxx23auxx12a2ux . On calculating the Lie symmetry of th
equationh5uxxx23auxx12a2ux50, and taking into account Theorem 3, we get the followi
initial value problem for PDE~24!:
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ut5uxxx1ux
224auux14a2u2,

~25!
~„C11C2 exp~ax!1C3 exp~2ax!…ux1„C422aC2 exp~ax!…u!u t5t0

5C51C6 exp~ax!1C7 exp~2ax!.

Integrating the equationh50 and substituting its general solution,

u~ t,x!5w~ t !1w2~ t !exp~ax!1w3~ t !exp~2ax! ~26!

into ~25! give the following Cauchy problem:

wW 8~ t !5F„wW ~ t !…,

CwW ~ t0!5CW ,

where

wW ~ t !5S w1~ t !
w2~ t !
w3~ t !

D , F~wW !5S 4a2w1
2

a3w214a2w1w2

8a3w31a2w2
2
D ,

C5S C4 aC3 0

22aC2 aC11C4 2aC3

0 2aC2 C412aC1

D , CW 5S C5

C6

C7

D .

Thus, using higher-order conditional symmetries of the nonlinear PDE~24!, we reduce the
initial value problem~25! to the Cauchy problem for a system of three first-order ordinary dif
ential equations for the functionsw1(t),w2(t),w3(t). The general solution of the system in que
tion reads as

w1~ t !5~k124a2t !21,

w2~ t !5k2 exp~a3t !~k124a2t !21,

w3~ t !5exp~8a3t !S k31a2k2
2E

t0

t

exp~26a3z!~k124a2z!22dzD ,

wherek1 ,k2 ,k3 are arbitrary real parameters~integration constants!.
We emphasize that the exact analytic solution of the nonlinear PDE~24! that is obtained via

substitution of the corresponding expressions for the functionsw1(t),w2(t),w3(t) into ~26! cannot
be constructed within the standard symmetry reduction approach. The reason for this is t
solution is not invariant with respect to the two-parameter displacement group defined by]/]t ,
]/]x , which is the maximal Lie symmetry algebra of~24!.

Specifyingk1 ,k2 ,k3 appropriately, we can solve any representative of the seven-param
family of initial value problems given in~25!. Consider, for example, the caseC15C25C3

5C750 andC451, C55k1 , C65k2 . Then the unique solution of the corresponding initial va
problem,

ut5uxxx1ux
224auux14a2u2,

u~ t0 ,x!5k11k2 exp~ax!,

is given by
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u~ t,x!5~k11k2 exp„ax1a3~ t2t0!…!„124k1a2~ t2t0!…21

1a2k2
2 exp~2ax18a3t22a3t0!E

t0

t

exp~26a3z!~124k1a2z!22 dz.

IV. CONDITIONALLY-INVARIANT SECOND-ORDER PDES

An analysis of the examples given in the previous section reveals an evident restriction
scope of applicability of the reduction techniques based on higher conditional symmetr
comes from a necessity to integrate a nonlinear high-order ordinary differential equatio~7!.
Moreover, in order to use Theorem 3, we need to ensure that the ordinary differential eq
h50 has a nontrivial Lie symmetry. These observations suggest the idea of using Lie’s cl
cation of invariant second-order ordinary differential equations as the source of the functioh.
With this choice of the conditional symmetry we are guaranteed that differential equationh50
admits two-, three- or eight-parameter transformation group and, consequently, is integra
quadratures. Surprisingly, it is possible to implement this approach to classifying second
PDEs~1! by their second-order conditional symmetries in full generality.

In Table I we present the complete list of invariant real second-order ordinary differe
equations together with their maximal invariance algebras, obtained by Lie~Refs. 21, 22!. Note
thata,k are arbitrary real parameters andf is an arbitrary function. As classification has been do

TABLE I. Lie’s classification of invariant second-order ordinary differential
equations.

No. Equation Symmetry algebra

1 y95 f (y,y8) ]

]x
2 y95 f (y8) ]

]x
,

]

]y
3 y95x21f (y8) ]

]x
, x

]

]x
1y

]

]y
4 y952(y2x)21((y8)21ay8Ay81y8) ]

]x
1

]

]y
, x

]

]x
1y

]

]y
,

x2
]

]x
1y2

]

]y
5 y95ay23

]

]x
,2x

]

]x
1y

]

]y
,

x2
]

]x
1xy

]

]y
6 y95a exp(2y8) ]

]x
,

]

]y
, x

]

]x
1~x1y!

]

]y
7 y95a(y8)(k22)/(k21), kÞ1,2 ]

]x
,

]

]y
, x

]

]x
1ky

]

]y
8 y95a„11(y8)2

…

3/2exp(k arctany8) ]

]x
,

]

]y
,

~kx1y!
]

]x
1~ky2x!

]

]y
9 y950 ]

]x
,

]

]y
, x

]

]y
, x

]

]x
,y

]

]x
,

y
]

]y
, x2

]

]x
1xy

]

]y
,

xy
]

]x
1y2

]

]y
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to within an arbitrary reversible transformation of the variablesx,y, the equations given in Table
I are representatives of the conjugacy classes of invariant ordinary differential equations.

We exclude from further consideration case 1 of Table I, since the corresponding ord
differential equation is not integrable by quadratures. Next, since our final aim is to ex
conditional symmetries for the description and reduction of initial value problems, it make
sense to consider case 4. This is because the symmetry group admitted by the corres
ordinary differential equation within the class~18! is the same as that of the more general equa
given in case 3 of Table I. The same argument applies to case 8. Consequently, we will de
with the remaining cases 2, 3, 5–7, 9.

We take as the functionh in operator~3! the expressionsy92 f (x,y,y8), wheref is one of the
right-hand sides of equations listed in the second column of Table I and make the replace
y→u, y8→ux andy9→uxx . We classify PDEs of the form

ut5uxx1F~ t,x,u,ux!, ~27!

admitting the corresponding Lie–Ba¨cklund vector fields. As we have already mentioned, t
program can be realized in full generality. Indeed, given the above choice of higher condi
symmetry operators, we are able to describe the most general PDEs~27! admitting these symme
tries. The form of the functionF is the same for all the cases, namely,

F~ t,x,u,ux!5rF 1~ t,v1 ,v2!1pF2~ t,v1 ,v2!1q.

HereF1 ,F2 are arbitrary smooth functions of the indicated variables and the forms of the
ficients r ,p,q and of the ‘‘invariants’’v1 ,v2 are presented in Table II.

As an example, we consider the case of the Lie–Ba¨cklund field Q5„uxx

2a exp(2ux)… (]/]u) 1¯ . Inserting this operator into the invariance condition~6! yields the
second-order PDE for the functionF5F(t,x,u,ux) ~we have generated it usingMATHEMATICA !,

a3 exp~23ux!1a2 exp~22ux!Fuxux
1a exp~2ux!~ux11!Fu12aux exp~2ux!Fuux

1ux
2Fuu1a exp~2ux!Fx12a exp~2ux!Fxux

12uxFxu1Fxx50.

The equation obtained looks rather fearsome. However, it simplifies radically with the chan
variablesF5F̃(t,x,v1 ,v2), wherev1 ,v2 are the integrals of the ordinary differential equati
uxx2a exp(2ux)50. As a result, we find that the functionF̃ satisfies the following PDE:

a3 exp~23ux!1a exp~2ux!F̃x1F̃xx50.

Now, we eliminateux , using the second invariantv252ax1exp(ux), and thus get an ordinary
differential equation with respect tox. Solving it yields formulas 6 from Table II. The other cas
are dealt with in an analogous way.

Now we proceed to calculating the initial conditions~12! such that the initial value problem
for conditionally invariant PDEs~27! given in Table II are reducible to Cauchy problems f
systems of two ordinary differential equations. To this end we exploit Theorem 3. First of a
note that for Eqs. 2, 3 of Table II, the conditionb of Theorem 3 fails to hold. For this reason, th
corresponding initial value problem is not reduced to a Cauchy problem within the framewo
our approach. For the remaining cases 5, 6, 7.1, 7.2 and 9 we get the following initial cond

Case 5: (C112C2x1C3x2)ux(t0 ,x)2(C21C3x)u(t0,x)50,
C3Þ0, C1C3ÞC2

2;
Case 6: (C11C3x)ux(t0 ,x)2C3u(t0 ,x)5C21C3x, C3Þ0;
Case 7.1: (C11C3x)ux(t0 ,x)2kC3u(t0 ,x)5C2 , C3Þ0;
Case 7.2: (C11C3x)ux(t0 ,x)5C2 , C2Þ0;
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Case 9: (C11C4x1C6x2)ux(t0 ,x)2(C51C6x)u(t0 ,x)5C21C3x,
D5C1C61C5(C52C4)Þ0, D15C2(C42C5)2C1C3 ,
D25C2C62C3C5 .

In the above formulasC1 ,C2 ,...,C6 are arbitrary real constants satisfying the given co
straints. These constraints ensure that the corresponding initial value problem fulfills bo
conditions of Theorem 3.

The last step of the reduction algorithm is the construction of ansatzes for the functionu(t,x)
and the reduction of both the invariant equation and initial conditions to systems of ord
differential equations and algebraic equations, correspondingly. We present the list of ob
results in Table III, whereFi5Fi„t,w1(t),w2(t)…,i 51,2, the functionsw1(t),w2(t) are new de-
pendent variables and the symbolg stands for the converse of the functionf (ux), i.e., g„f (ux)…
[ux .

Let us emphasize that the nonlinear evolution equations constructed above, for ar
functionsF1 ,F2 , admit no Lie symmetry. Consequently, the symmetry reduction algorithm
not be applied to perform dimensional reductions of these equations. This means that the
tions obtained in this section~both for PDEs and initial value problems! are purely non-Lie
reductions and cannot be obtained within the framework of the standard Lie’s approach.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In our work we show that higher-order conditional symmetry is a useful and efficient con
in handling initial-value problems. In fact, in view of Theorem 3, one may claim that the me
of conditional symmetries is the most appropriate tool for reductions of initial-value problem
evolution type equations. It extends the scope of applicability of symmetry methods to the an
of initial value problems via dimensional reductions.

TABLE II. Conditionally-invariant PDEs~27!.

No. Coefficientsr ,p,q Functionsv1 ,v2

2 r 51 v15u2* f (ux) g(z)dz
p5ux

q52„f 8(ux)…
21 v25 f (ux)2x

3 r 51 v15u2x exp„2 f (ux)…
p5xux2u 3* f (ux) g(z)exp(z)dz
q52„x f8(ux)…

21 v25 f (ux)2 ln x

5 r 5u21ux(a1u2ux
2)1/2 v152u3ux(a1u2ux

2)2122x
p5u3(2xux2u)(a1u2ux

2)23/2

q52au23 v25u22(ux
2u22a)

6 r 51 v15au1(12ux)exp(ux)
p5ux

q52a exp(2ux) v252ax1exp(ux)

7.1 r 51 v15u1
12k

ak
ux

k/~k21!

p5ux

q52aux
(k22)/(k21) , kÞ0,1,2 v25

ax

12k
1ux

1/~k21!

7.2 r 51 v15u2a21 ln(ux)
p5ux

q52aux
2 v25ax1(ux)

21

9 r 51 v15xux2u
p5x
q50 v25ux
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Furthermore, the technique developed in this paper can be applied to boundary value pr
as well, provided the PDE under study admits some higher-order Lie–Ba¨cklund vector field.
Indeed, inserting ansatz~8! into the boundary condition,

U~ t,u,u1 ,...,uM !ux5x0
50, M,N,

yields an algebraic relation for the functionsw i ,i 51,2,...,N. This means that, if we are given
reducible initial value problem, then we can addany boundary condition, so that the resultin
problem remains reducible. However, the problem of compatibility of initial and boundary
ditions must be investigated separately~see also the paper in Ref. 23 and the references ther!.

We consider in the present paper the case of one dependent variable. However,
arguments can be directly applied to the analysis of systems of evolution equations in one
dimension. One final point is that it seems to be possible to apply the same technique f
reduction of multi-dimensional evolution equations admitting classical or nonclassical symm
These and related problems are under study now and will be reported on in future publica
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TABLE III. Ansatzes and reduced equations.

No. Ansatz foru(t,x) ODEs Cauchy data

2 w1(t)1g„x1w2(t)… w185F1 No reduction
w185F2

3 w1(t)1exp„2w2(t)… w185F1 No reduction
2w1F2

3* ln(x)1w2(t) exp(y)g(y)dy w285F2

5
1

2Aw2~ t !
~4a1w2

2~ t ! w1852w1
1/2F1 w1~t0!5

2C2

C3

3„2x1w1(t)…2)1/2 22w1w2
1/2F2 w2~t0!5

C3Aa

AC1C32C2
2

w2852w2
1/2F2

6 w1(t)1a21
„ax1w2(t)… w185F1 w1~t0!5

C22C1

C3

3(ln„ax1w2(t)…21) w285aF2 w2~t0!5
aC1

C3

7.1 w1~t!1
k21

ak S ax

k21
1w2~t!Dk

w185F1 w1~t0!5
C2

kC3

w285
a

k21
F2 w2~t0!5

aC1

~k21!C3

7.2 w1(t)2a21ln„w2(t)2ax… w185F1 C352aC2

w2852aF2 w2~t0!5
C1

C2

9 w1(t)1w2(t)x w185F1 w1~t0! 5
D1

D

w185F2 w2~t0!5
D2

D
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Symmetry group methods for heat kernels
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We apply methods of symmetry groups to heat equations onR with drift terms and
to heat equations for Lie groups. In particular, we are able to characterize those
functions f for which equations of the form (]2u/]x2)1 f (x)ux5ut have a point
symmetry which takes a constant solution to the fundamental solution. Further, we
apply symmetry methods to the heat equation of theax1b group. © 2001 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1316763#

I. INTRODUCTION

From the point of view of harmonic analysis, one of the more intriguing remarks to be fo
in Olver’s book1 is that the fundamental solution of the one-dimensional heat equation ma
obtained from the constant solution by acting with an element of the symmetry group. It
purpose of this paper to explore some extensions and ramifications of this remark.

We will discuss three aspects of the problem. In Sec. II we introduce the basic techn
involved with symmetry group calculations, and their application to heat kernels. We the
ideas from Refs. 2 and 3, applying the method of group representations to the problem of
nentiating generalized symmetries. Although, at the level of generalized vector fields, this c
a forbiddingly difficult process, the technique of introducing a suitable group represent
exponentiating in the appropriate representation space, and transforming back, often yields
simple formulas.

The essential observation is that at the level of group representations, the difference b
point symmetries and generalized symmetries disappears. As the culmination of this secti
are able to show that for any simply connected nilpotent Lie group, the heat equation corre
ing to any sub-Laplacian satisfying the Ho¨rmander condition has a generalized symmetry takin
constant solution to the heat kernel. In Sec. III we show how symmetry calculations yiel
fundamental solutions for certain equations on the real line.

In Sec. IV, we are able to characterize those functionsf (x) for which the equation

]2u

]x2 1 f ~x!
]u

]x
5

]u

]t

has an ordinary symmetry taking a constant solution to the fundamental solution. It turns o
f must satisfy one of several Ricatti equations. We are able also to give some explicit formu
the heat kernel in these cases. Section V extends the results of Sec. IV to the two other
dimensional Lie algebras of vector fields onR, viz. those spanned by]/]x andx(]/]x) and by
]/]x, x(]/]x), andx2(]/]x), respectively.

In the final section, a different approach is considered. We apply symmetry methods
heat kernel on theax1b group, obtaining new information about its behavior.

a!Current address: School of Mathematics, University of Technology Sydney, P.O. Box 123, Broadway N.S.W
Australia.
3900022-2488/2001/42(1)/390/29/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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We believe that the idea of applying the symmetry methods of Lie to the study of heat ke
on Lie groups to be a novel one which will require further investigation.

II. SYMMETRIES: GENERALIZED SYMMETRIES

Let us recall the notion of a symmetry of a system of differential equations.
Consider the system

Pn~x,Dau!50, n51,...p, ~2.1!

a a multi-index,Da5] uau/]x1
a1
¯]xn

an.
A symmetry of~2.1! is a mapping defined on the space of solutions,H, i.e.,

B: H→H.

So if u is a solution of~2.1! thenBu is also a solution. That is, symmetries map solutions to n
solutions. Symmetry methods are important because they allow us to construct complex so
to a differential equation from simple solutions.~See the heat equation example below.! Lie
developed a technique for computinggroups of symmetries. An excellent modern account
contained in Ref. 1.

We considerP to be an operator on the manifoldX3U where the independent variables a
elements ofX and the dependent variables elements ofU. The first-order differential operator

v5(
i 51

n

j i~a,u!
]

]xi
1(

j 51

p

f j~x,u!
]

]uj ~2.2!

generates a local group of transformations onX3U. The n jet bundle ofX3U, is denoted by
Jn(X,U). Jn(X,U) is a C` manifold which may be thought of as consisting ofX3U together
with the derivatives of theu variables up to ordern.

The theory of jet bundles is developed extensively in Ref. 4. Briefly, the construction inv
consideringC`(X,U) and taking the equivalence relation defined byf ;g if f and g have identical
Taylor polynomial to nth order.

In Ref. 4 it is shown that under this equivalence relationC`(X,U) can be given the structur
of a smooth manifold, denotedJn(X,U). Local coordinates onJn(X,U) are viewed as consisting
of the x variables, theu variables, and the derivatives ofu up to ordern. We may then conside
~2.1! as an algebraic equation onJn(X,U).

The flow generated byv is a symmetry group of~2.1! if the extension ofv to Jn(X,U) ~called
thenth prolongation ofv, denoted prnv), satisfies Lie’s condition~see Theorem 2.1!. prnv may be
calculated fromv by essentially requiring that the chain rule hold. An explicit formula for prnv
was found by Olver and is given in Ref. 1~pp. 108–117!.

Lie’s condition thatv generate a symmetry of~2.1! may be stated as follows.
Theorem 2.1„Lie…: A vector fieldv of the form (2.2) generates a local group of symmetr

of (2.1) if and only if

prnv@Pn~x,Da!u#50,

whenever u is a solution of (2.1).
Proof: See Ref. 1, Chap. 2.
Remark:In Craddock’s thesis and in Refs. 2, 3 and 5, a new approach to the study of

symmetries was developed. This approach demonstrates that the local groups of symmetrie
Lie’s prolongation method yields may often be extended to global group actions by metho
representation theory.
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Calculation of the flow associated withv is called exponentiatingv; v generates a transfor
mation that movesx andu to x̃(x,u,e) andũ(x,u,e), respectively. The process of exponentiati
v is straightforward. Givenv of the form ~2.2!, we solve the first-order system of differenti
equations

dx̃i

de
5j i~ x̃,ũ!, x̃i~0!5xi , i 51,2,...,n,

dũj

de
5f j~ x̃,ũ!, ũ j~0!5uj , j 51,...,p.

Then the new solution isũ( x̃). A convenient shorthand for this notation is to write

r~expev !~u~x!!5ũ~ x̃!.

Example 1:The one-dimensional heat equation

ut5uxx ~2.3!

was shown by Lie to have a six-dimensional Lie algebra of symmetries~cf. Ref. 1, p. 120ff!.
A basis for this Lie algebra is

v15
]

]x
, v25

]

]t
, v35u

]

]u
, v45x

]

]x
12t

]

]t
2

1

2
u

]

]u
,

v552t
]

]x
2xu

]

]u
, v654xt

]

]x
14t2

]

]t
2~x212t !u

]

]u
.

It is easy to show thatv6 exponentiates to produce an action on solutions given by

r~expev6!u~x,t !5
1

A114et
expH 2ex2

114etJ uS x

114et
,

t

114et D .

Thus if u solves~2.3!, so doesr(expev6)u, at least fore sufficiently small.
Note thatu51 solves~2.3!. Therefore by symmetry so does

u5
1

A114et
expH 2ex2

114etJ .

Translatingt by 2~1/4e! and choosinge5p gives the new solution

kt~x!5
1

A4pt
expH 2x2

4t J .

Thus we have found the heat kernel for~2.3! by using a group transformation applied to the triv
solutionu51. This leads to an obvious question: Can we use symmetries to construct fundam
solutions from trivial solutions in some systematic manner for other equations? This qu
motivates the rest of this paper.

Symmetries generated by a vector field of the form~2.2! are known as point symmetries. W
may also study generalized symmetries by considering generalized vector fields of the for

v5(
i 51

n

j i~x,u,Dau!
]

]xi
1(

j
fJ~x,u,Dau!

] uJu

]uxj

, ~2.4!
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whereJ ranges over a set of multi-indices and the derivatives in the second sum are with r
to u and with respect to the partial derivatives ofu with respect to thex variables. The order of a
generalized symmetry is the order of the highest derivative appearing in~2.4!. For example,

v5xux

]

]x
1uxx

]

]u
~2.5!

is a generalized vector field of the second order.
When dealing with generalized symmetries it is convenient to employ the so-called evol

ary form of ~2.4!. One can replacev by a vector field of the form

vQ5(
J

QJ~x,Dau!
]

]uJ
, ~2.6!

where

QJ~x,Da!5fJ~x,u,Dau!2(
i 51

n

j i~x,u,Dau!ui
J ~2.7!

in which ui
J5]uJ/]xi .

For example,

v5x
]

]x
12t

]

]t
~2.8!

is equivalent to the evolutionary form

vQ52~xux12tut!
]

]u
. ~2.9!

Chapter 5 of Ref. 1 contains a detailed analysis of such symmetries. Theinfinite prolongation
of v ~denoted prv) to an infinite jet bundle may be defined and a group of transformat
associated withv constructed. The following theorem holds.

Theorem 2.2: Let v be a generalized vector field of the form (2.4). Then the group
transformations associated with (2.4) is a local group of symmetries of (2.1) if and only if

prv@Pn~x,Dau!#50,

whenever

Pn~x,Da!u50.

Proof: See Ref. 1, Chap. 5.
For the remainder of this work we restrict to the case where there is only one depe

variableu.
A major difficulty with generalized symmetries is that the group action arising from a ge

alized vector field may be very hard to calculate. Theoretically, one solves the initial v
problem

]ũ

]e
5Q~ x̃,Daũ! ~2.10!

with ũ( x̃,0)5u(x). For example, to determine the group action associated with2ux]/]u, we
solve
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]ũ

]e
52ũx̃ ~2.11!

with ũ( x̃,0)5u(x). In this instance we haveũ( x̃,e)5u(x2e).
However, the initial value problem~2.10! may be ill posed. Consequently many results

generalized symmetries are of a rather theoretical nature. One aim of this paper is to p
interest in such symmetries and introduce an approach to dealing with certain of these pro
We make the blanket assumption that~2.10! is well posed.

Computation of generalized symmetries, by which we shall mean vector fields satisfyin
Lie condition of Theorem 2.2, is itself a rather difficult task. Techniques involving, for exam
recursion operators are available. In addition if the order of the generalized symmetry is
termined, one can find all generalized symmetries of that order for a given equation, thoug
may be computationally intensive. Nevertheless the general problem remains unsolved.

In Refs. 2 and 3, a new method of studying group symmetries was introduced and a
inter alia to the heat equation onRn, and to a number of other examples. The essence of
method is to observe that the groups determined by Lie’s prolongation algorithm are very
equivalent to the action of a representation of the corresponding Lie group on some sp
functions~or possibly distributions!.

To explain this remark, consider an evolution equation of the form

Pu5
]u

]t
, ~2.12!

whereu is a function onRn3R andP is a polynomial in$]/]xi : i 51¯n%. Suppose that we can
find a heat kernel for such an equation, that is a kernelK on Rn3R so that the integral

u~x,t !5E
Rn

f ~y!K~x2y,t !dy5~A f !~x,t !

converges for allf PL2(Rn) to a solution of~2.12!. Then given any groupS which admits a
continuous representationp on L2(Rn), the equation

~s~s!u!~x,t !5E
Rn

~p~s! f !~y!K~x2y,t !dy

5A~p~s! f !~x,t ! ~sPS! ~2.13!

defines a symmetry of~2.12!.
The content of Refs. 2 and 3 is essentially that the symmetries one computes by Lie’s m

are very often equivalent to representations of the underlying Lie group via the equiva
relation~2.13!. That is, Lie’s prolongation algorithm in a fundamental sense, constructs repr
tations of a Lie group on some vector space of solutions of a~linear! PDE. Precisely how far the
relation between Lie’s method and representations of the underlying group goes will be the s
of a forthcoming paper.

A part of the value in using~2.13! to study symmetries lies in the fact that properties wh
may be somewhat difficult to understand on the left-hand side of~2.13! may be utterly transparen
on the right-hand side. See the comments following Theorem 2.3 for an example.

In Ref. 2 it is shown that the groupG5H33SL(2,R) is a global group of symmetries for th
one-dimensional heat equationuxx5ut , and that the symmetries generated by the vector fie
$v1 ,...,v6% of example 1 are intertwined by this method with an analytic continuation of
Segal–Shale–Weil representation ofG. In this case, every Segal–Shale–Weil induced symm
is a point symmetry.~The one arising from the Weyl element maps the constant solution o
heat equation to the fundamental solution.!
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However, for other equations and for other representations on L2(Rn), the symmetries induced
in this way will typically be generalized symmetries. We also remark that since they are pres
in ‘‘exponentiated form,’’ this suggests an approach to finding the exponentials of gener
symmetries.

Before considering the case of a general Lie group, let us exemplify the concluding re
of the previous paragraph. Consider the linearized KdV equation

uxxx5ut . ~2.14!

Lie’s prolongation algorithm may be applied to find a basis of four vector fields for the Lie alg
of point symmetries;v15]/]x, v25]/]t, v35x(]/]x)13(]/]t), v45u(]/]u). Thus, ifu solves
~2.2!, so dou(x2e,t),u(x,t2e),u(ee,e3et),eeu(x,t).

Standard Fourier transform methods allow us to write the solution of~2.14! as

A f~x,t !5
1

2p E
2`

`

f ~j!exp$2 i j3t1 i jx%dj.

This integral can be shown to converge forf PL1(R) and can also be extended by a dens
argument toL2(R).

We now construct the symmetry that translation onL2(R) yields. Let (p(e) f )(y)5 f (y
2e). Then

~s~e!u!~x,t !5
1

2p E
2`

`

~p~e!! f ~y!exp$2 iy3t1 iyx%dy

5
1

2p
ei ex2 i e3tE

2`

`

~ f ~s!e3i t es22 is3t!eisz ds,

wherez5x23e2t. Thus

~s~e!u!~x,t !5ei ex2 i e3tE
2`

`

u~x23e2t2y,t !K3i et~y!dy,

where

E
2`

`

e3i t es21 ix ds5
1

A12e i t
expH ix2

12etJ 5K3e i t~x!.

Differentiating with respect toe and settinge50, gives the characteristic for the evolutiona
form of the vector field,vQ generating this symmetry,

d

de
~s~e!u!~x,t !U

e50

5 ixu13i t
]2u

]x2 .

Thus, the vector field generating the symmetrys~e! has evolutionary formvQ5 i (xu13tuxx)
3(]/]u). This does not reduce to a standard vector field. It is therefore a generalized symm

This example suggests two things. First, at the level of group representations, there se
be no difference between a point symmetry and a generalized symmetry. Second, since th
representation method gives us symmetries in exponentiated form, we may hope to us
exponentiate generalized symmetries. As an example take the heat equationut5uxx . We have a
generalized symmetry
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vQ5uxxx

]

]u
.

If

u~x,t !5E
2`

`

f~y!e2y2t1 iyx dy for fPL2~R!,

then

]3u

]x3 52 i E
2`

`

y3f~y!e2y2t1 iyx dy.

Now if

r~expevQ!u~x,t !5E
2`

`

~R~e!f!~y!e2y2t1 iyx dy,

whereR(e) is a representation of a one parameter group, andvQ generates this one paramet
group, then we have

uxxx5
d

de
r~e!u~x,t !U

e50

5E
2`

` S dR~e!

de
f D ~y!e2y2t1 iyx dyU

e50

52 i E
2`

`

y3f~y!e2y2t1 iyx dy.

If we take (R(e)f)(y)5e2 i ey3
f(y), then we have effectively exponentiatedvQ :

r~expevQ!u~x,t !5E
2`

`

e2 i ey3
f~y!e2y2t1 iyx dy

5
1

~3e!1/3E
2`

`

u~x2y,t !Ai S y

~3e!1/3Ddy,

where Ai is an Airy function of the first kind.
Obviously one might have obtained this result by standard techniques, and our met

certainly not completely rigorous or general, but it offers an interesting way to study the pro
We now set up a version of the group representation approach which holds for equation

general than the heat equation onR, and in particular applies to a range of sub-Laplacians on
groups.

Theorem 2.3:Let X and U be manifolds, and suppose that

P~x,u,ux1
,...,ux1x1

,...!50 ~2.15!

is a differential equation on Jn(X,U). Suppose further that there exists a connected subman
X1,X a measurem on X1 and a kernel function K(x,y) so that for all fPL2(X1 ,m), the integral
A f(x)5*X1

K(x,y) f (y)dm(y) converges to a solution of (2.15).
Let G be a Lie group which possesses a representation$p,L2(X1 ,m)%. Then G is a global

group of symmetries for (2.15).
Proof: The proof is little more than an observation. Since (p(g) f )(y)PL2(X1 ,m) whenever

f PL2(X1 ,m), then we may define a symmetry of~2.15! as we did above, i.e.,
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~s~g!u!~y!5~Ap~g! f !~y!.

j

Remark:This result immediately implies that any equation for which we may compute s
tions by u(x)5A f(x), f PL2(m), APB(L2(m)) must have infinitely many group symmetrie
since there are obviously infinitely many group actions onL2(m) which can be used to construc
symmetries. In practice, usually all but finitely many are generalized symmetries, though
tions with infinitely many point symmetries exist. The two-dimensional Laplace equation i
best known example~see Ref. 3!. We remark that the existence of an infinite-dimensional sy
metry group is closely related to the linearization of a partial differential equation. See R
Chap. 6, for more on this important topic. In fact this result is more general. Any PDE whi
integrable in the sense that it possesses a mapping from some vector space of functi~or
distributions! into its solution space, will have infinitely many symmetries by the above cons
tion. Conversely, any equation which does not have infinitely many symmetries cannot be
grable in this particular sense. These symmetries, generalized and otherwise can be ex
constructed by Lie’s prolongation algorithm. This illustrates how the group representatio
proach can make certain symmetry properties transparent. The existence of infinitely many
symmetries for a PDE satisfying the given conditions is far from clear with the prolonga
approach, but it is obvious if we use the representation theory method.

We now letG be a Lie group with Lie algebrag. Suppose thatX1 ,...,XnPg are left invariant
vector fields which generate the Lie algebra in the sense that their successive brackets spag. The
operatorL5( i 51

n Xi
2 is then a sub-Laplacian and satisfies the Ho¨rmander condition onG. The

associated heat equation

S ]

]t
2LDu~x,t !50, ~x,t !PG3~0,̀ ! ~2.16!

has been the object of intensive study, starting from Hunt’s paper7—see also Refs. 8, 9, and 10. I
fact, Folland11 shows that there exists a unique functionhPC`(G3(0,̀ )) such that

~a! E
G

ht~x!dx51, ~b! h~x,t !>0, ~c! h~x,t !5h~x21,t !,

and~d! for all f PLp(1<p,`), the functionu(x,t)5ht* f (x) solves~2.16! with initial condition
u(x,0)5 f (x). As usual,ht(x)5h(x,t); we shall refer toht as the heat kernel forL.

Now consider the group acting by the left regular representations on sayS(G) ~assumingG
has a well-defined Schwartz space and the left regular action preserves it!. Since the left regular
action commutes with convolution, we see that ifu(x,t)5(ht* f )(x) is a solution, then so is
(s(g)u) given byht* l(g) f (x)5D(g)21u(g21x,t) whereD is the modular function ofG. Ob-
viously many interesting symmetries may be constructed in this way as the example
linearized KdV equation, presented above, demonstrates. SincehtPC`, we may also obtain
distributional solutions of~2.16! by allowingu to be defined byht* f, wheref is a distribution of
compact support. Substituting in the Dirac delta forf gives usht as a distributional solution. On
the other hand, any continuous mappingS8(G)→S8(G) gives a~possibly generalized! symmetry
of ~2.16!. Thus, if there is a continuous invertible mappingc : S8(G)→S8(G) so thatc(da)
51, the symmetrysc21 necessarily maps the constant to the fundamental solution. In the
whereG5Rn, the Fourier transform provides such a transformation.

In fact, since the topology ofS(G) is defined only by the topological nature ofG and not by
its group structure, such an operator will exist wheneverG is homeomorphic toRn. In particular,
this holds ifG is a simply connected nilpotent Lie group: in this case, the exponential map
bijection of g onto G. Thus, we can state
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Theorem 2.4:Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group, and letL be a sub-Laplacian
on G satisfying the Ho¨rmander condition. Then there exists a generalized vector fieldv generating
a symmetry ofL2(]/]t) which carries the constant solution to the heat kernel.

Proof: The preceding remarks clearly justify the result. However, let us explicitly exhibit s
a generalized vector field arising from a specific action of SL2(R). The calculation will be useful
in what follows. LetH be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group homeomorphic toRn and let the
heat kernel beht(x). Set

u~x,t !5E
H

f ~y!ht~y21x!dy. ~2.17!

Now consider a basis for the Lie algebrasl2

k15S 0 2

0 0D , k25S 1 0

0 21D , k35S 0 0

22 0D
and a representation of SL2(R) on L2(H) identified withL2(Rn) defined by

RS 1 b

0 1D f ~y!5e2 ibuyu2f ~y!, ~2.18!

RS a 0

0 a21D f ~y!5an/2f ~ay!, ~2.19!

RS 0 1

21 0D f ~y!5 f̂ ~y!, ~2.20!

where a.0 and f̂ is the Fourier transform off. @In ~2.19! we are assuming that there is
well-defined action ofR1 on H.# R defines the so-called Segal–Shale–Weil representatio
SL2(R). In fact it is a projective representation ifn is odd. Usually one thinks of it as a repre
sentation of thedouble coverof SL2(R). See Ref. 2 for more details.

Consider the one parameter subgroup of SL2(R) generated by (k11k3). This is actually the
subgroup of rotations about the origin. We define a symmetry of the heat equation by

sS cos 2e sin 2e

2sin 2e cos 2e D u~x,t !5E
H

R~exp~e~k11k3!! f ~y!ht~y21x!dy. ~2.21!

Settinge5p/4, we obtain

sS 0 1

21 0D u~x,t !5E
H

f̂ ~y!ht~y21x!dy. ~2.22!

Thus if we take the solution with initial conditionu(x,0)51 this symmetry ‘‘rotates’’~in
some sense! the solution to one with initial conditionu(x,0)5d(x). That is, it takes the constan
solution to the fundamental solution. If we assume suitable smoothness properties forf and
differentiate both sides of~2.21! with respect toe and sete50 we obtain

v~u!5E
H

~k11k3!~ f !~y!ht~y21x!dy ~2.23!

in which v is an operator acting onu which corresponds tok11k3 acting onf. In local coordinates
we may write
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v~u!5Q~x,Dau!
]

]u
u ~2.24!

for some functionQ. v is then the evolutionary representative of a generalized symmetry w
maps the constant solution to the fundamental solution fore5p/4.

The question of when there is a point symmetry with this property has motivated the re
der of the paper.

Remark 1:Theorem 2.4 guarantees for a large class of equations the existence of a sym
that maps the constant solution of some heat equation to the heat kernel. Obviously it wo
useful to know what the particular symmetry is for a given equation. Then one could identif
heat kernel by a group transformation of the constant solution. Unfortunately this result do
tell us whether or not the symmetry is a point symmetry, as is the case for the heat equationR,
or whether it is a generalized symmetry.

Remark 2:Theorem 2.4 may be extended to equations other than the heat equation. All
required is a suitable integral kernel for an operatorPu50. We will not however consider suc
equations.

The proof of Theorem 2.4 suggests that if we wish to obtain the heat kernel from the co
solution by symmetry we should try to find an element of the Lie algebra of symmetries w
corresponds to the elementk11k3 in sl2 . Below we will do precisely this for a class of hea
equations with drift on the real line, and we will show that for these equations, the ele
corresponding tok11k3 of sl2 does indeed produce the heat kernel. The symmetries accomp
ing the transformation will turn out to be point symmetries.

III. HEAT KERNELS ON Rn

Let us now present some examples of how the heat kernel may sometimes be obtained
method described above. We study the following equations.

~1! The heat equation

]u

]t
5Du on Rn.

~2! The Fokker–Planck equation

]u

]t
5

]2u

]x2 1
]

]x
~xu!.

~3! The harmonic oscillator

2
]u

]t
52

1

2

]2u

]x2 1
1

2
~x221!u.

The heat kernel for the harmonic oscillator is given by Mehler’s formula.12 We will derive
Mehler’s formula by an elegant symmetry group calculation which should illustrate how effe
Lie group techniques can be for determining fundamental solutions.

~1! The heat equation

]u

]t
5Du

has symmetry groupG5H2n11’(SL(2,R)3SO(n)) ~see Craddock2!. A basis for the Lie algebra
of symmetries was found by Goff.13 Details of the calculation of symmetries in then51 case may
be found in Ref. 1. It can be shown that the vector fields
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v15
]

]t
and v254(

i 51

n

xi t
]

]xi
14t2

]

]t
2S (

i 51

n

xi
212ntD u

]

]u

generate symmetries, and further, by examining the commutator tables we establish the ex
of a Lie algebra isomorphism takingk11k3 to v11v2 . Thus exponentiatingv11v2 and setting
e5p/4 should produce a symmetry which maps the solution of the heat equation withu(x,0)
5 f (x) to the solution withu(x,0)5 f̂ (x).

Let us exhibit then51 case, and leave the general case to the interested reader. We n
exponentiate

v54xt
]

]x
1~114t2!

]

]t
2~x212t !u

]

]u
.

Elementary calculations show that the action generated by the above vector field is

s~expev !u~x,t !5Asec~ tan21~2t !22e!

sec~ tan21~2t !!
expF2

x2~2t2tan~ tan21~2t !22e!!

2~114t2! G
3uS x sec~ tan21~2t !22e!

A114t2
,
1

2
tan~ tan21~2t !22e!D . ~3.1!

To obtain the solution of the one-dimensional heat equation with initial datau(x,0)5 f̂ (x) from
the solution withu(x,0)5 f (x) we must sete5p/4. This gives

sS exp
p

4
v Du~x,t !5

1

A2t
expS 2

x2

4t DuS x

2t
,2

1

4t D . ~3.2!

Using ~3.2! and takingu(x,t)51/A2p we find the solution with initial datau(x,0)5d(x) to
be

k~x,t !5
1

A4pt
e2~x2/4t !,

which is of course the fundamental solution of the heat equation.
It is not difficult to see that this result may also be obtained by applying first the group a

arising fromv2 and then the group action arising fromv1 as described in the introduction. In fac
it is frequently computationally easier to do this. With experience, one can often see from the
of the vector fields and their corresponding group actions, which ones will lead to the fundam
solution. To determine the heat kernel we simply perform the group translationx→x2y which
arises from the vector field]/]x.

~2! Next we consider the Fokker–Planck equation

]u

]t
5

]2

]x2 1x
]u

]x
1u. ~3.3!

Bluman and Cole14 calculated the group of symmetries for the Fokker–Planck equation.
equation, and the harmonic oscillator equation which follow, lie somewhat outside the meth
ogy which we have so far described. This is because they do not possess constant so
Nevertheless, we can perform the symmetry analysis and obtain the fundamental solution a
kernel from ‘‘time independent’’ solutions. We may once more obtain the heat kernel by id
fying an element of the Lie algebra of symmetries corresponding to the elementk11k3 of sl2 .
However, it is quicker to use successive transformations by appropriate symmetries.
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We use the fact that

v15e2t]/]x and v552xe22t
]

]x
1e22t

]

]y
1e22tu

]

]u

generate symmetries. So ifu(x,t) is a solution of the Fokker–Planck equation then so are

r~expev1!u~x,t !5u~x2ee2t,t !

and

r~expev5!u~x,t !5
et

Ae2t22e
uS x

122ee22t ,
1

2
log~e2t22e! D .

A solution of

]2

]x2 1x
]u

]x
1u50

is u0(x)5e2x/2. Thus

r~expev5!u05
et

Ae2t22e
expH 2x2

2~122ee22t!J
5

et

Ae2t22e
expH 2x2e2t

2~e2t22e!J
is also a solution of the Fokker–Planck equation. Settinge51/2, we obtain the solution

K~ t,x,0!5
et

Ae2t21
expH 2x2e2t

2~e2t21!J .

We now wish to obtain the full heat kernel. Below we will explain how this is done in more de
For now, we remark that lettingx→x2ye2t yields the new solution

K~ t,x,y!5
et

Ae2t21
expH 2~x2ye2t!2e2t

2~e2t21! J .

This is, up to a multiplicative constant, the desired heat kernel. A fact which may be re
checked by a Fourier transform calculation, which converts the Fokker–Plank equation
simple first-order linear PDE.

~3! As our final example, we show how to derive Mehler’s formula for the harmonic osc
tor. The equation

2
]u

]t
52

1

2

]2u

]x2 1
1

2
~x221!u ~3.4!

is known to have heat kernel given by Mehler’s formula~see Ref. 12, p. 113!:

K~ t,x,y!5$p~12e22t!%21/2expH 4xye2t2~x21y2!~11e22t!

2~12e22t! J .
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Equation~3.4! does not have a constant solution. Nevertheless it has the stationary so
u0(x)5e2(x2/2). We will show that there exists a point symmetry takingu0(x) to K(t,x,0).

Following the usual procedure for computing symmetry groups, we find that if

v5j~x,t,u!]/]x1t~x,t,u!]/]t1f~x,t,u!]/]u

generates a symmetry then

2~f t2j t!ux1~fu2t t!~2 1
2 uxx1

1
2 ~x221!u!

52 1
2 ~fxx1~2fxu2jxx!ux2txxut1~fuu22jxu!u

22txuxt1~fu22jx!uxx!1 1
2 ~x221!f1xuj,

where we may taketu5ju50 since~3.4! is linear.
A straightforward calculation shows that a basis for the Lie algebra of symmetries is

v15xe2t]/]x1e22t]/]t1~x221!e22tu]/]u,

v252xe2t
]

]x
1e2t

]

]t
1x2e2tu

]

]u
,

v35
]

]t
,

v45e2t
]

]x
1xe2tu

]

]u
,

v55et
]

]x
2xetu

]

]u
,

v65u
]

]u
.

It is not hard to show that these vector fields form a basis for the Lie algebrah3% sl2 , where
h3 is the Lie algebra of the three-dimensional Heisenberg group. Exponentiating$v1 ,...,v6% we
find that if u(x,t) is a solution of~3.3! then so are

r~expev1!u~x,t !5
1

A112ee22t
expH ee22tx2

112ee22tJ uS x

A112ee22t
,
1

2
lnS e22t

112ee22tD D ,

r~expev2!u~x,t !5expH ex2

e22t22eJ uS xet

Ae22t22e
,
1

2
ln~e22t22e!D ,

r~expev3!u~x,t !5u~x,t2e!,

r~expev4!u~x,t !5expH exe2t2
e2

2
e22tJ u~x,ee2t,t !,

r~expev5!u~x,t !5expH 2exet1
e2

2
e2tJ u~x2eet,t !,

r~expev6!u~x,t !5eeu~x,t !.
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The element of the Lie algebra of symmetries which corresponds tok11k3 is v21v1 . How-
ever we really only need the action ofv1 . Observe that

r~expev1!u05
1

A112ee22t
expH ee22tx2

112ee22tJ expS 2x2

2~112ee22t! D
5

1

A112ee22t
expH 2x2~122ee22t!

2~112ee22t! J , put 2e521

5
1

A12e22t
expH 2x2~11e22t!

2~12e22t! J
which is Mehler’s formula fory50.

The question remains as to how we translateK(t,x,0) to giveK(t,x,y). Let us look at the
problem in a more general setting. Consider an elliptic operatorH, such that the semigroupe2tH

has a convolution kernelK(t,x,y). If f PL2(Rn), then

u~x,t !5E
Rn

f ~y!K~ t,x,y!dy

is a solution of

]u

]t
52Hu ~3.5!

with u(x,0)5 f (x).
We know that we can define symmetries of~3.5! by considering a groupG with a continuous

representation$p,L2(Rn)%, and setting

~r~g!u!~x,t !5E
Rn

~p~g! f !~y!K~ t,x,y!dy.

Let us assume that we have a symmetryr(g) such that ifu0 is a solution of

Hu50,

then

~r~g!u0!~x,t !5K~ t,x,0!.

Now consider the representation ofRn on L2(Rn) given by

~s~a! f !~y!5 f ~y2a!.

If

u0~x!5E
Rn

f ~y!K~ t,x,y!dy,

and

~r~g!u0!~x!5E
Rn

~p~g! f !~y!K~ t,x,y!dy5K~ t,x,0!,
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then

~p~g! f !~y!5d~y!.

Then, if we applys to r(g)u we have

~s~a!r~g!u0!~x,t !5E
Rn

~s~a!d!~y!K~ t,x,y!dy

5E
Rn

d~y2a!K~ t,x,y!dy

5K~ t,x,a!.

Clearly, the symmetry that takesK(t,x,0) to K(t,x,y) is the one that is equivalent to the transl
tion representations of Rn.

If we look at the heat equation onR we see that the constant solution is mapped toK(t,x)
5(1/A4pt)exp$2x2/4t% and that the convolution kernel is given by translatingx by y. That is

K~ t,x,y!5r~expyv1!K~ t,x,0!,

wherev15]/]x generates the translational symmetry of the heat equation.
For the Fokker–Planck equation we see that a solution ofHu50 can be mapped toK(t,x,0)

and

r~expyv1!K~ t,x,0!5K~ t,x,y!,

wherev15e2t]/]x generates the symmetryx→x2ee2t. Now the Lie algebra of point symme
tries of the heat equation and the Fokker–Planck equation are isomorphic~see Ref. 2!. At the level
of the Lie algebrae2t]/]x is equivalent to]/]x. That isv15e2t]/]x, generates the symmetr
which is equivalent to translation onR.

We now need to determine which element of the symmetry algebra for the harmonic osc
is equivalent to translation. The easiest way to do this is to compute the commutator tab
compare with the table for the Lie algebrah3% sl2 . In this way it can be shown that the desire
element of the symmetry algebra is1

2 (v52v4)5v. If we user to denote the action ofv on
solutions then

r~expyv !u~x,t !5expH 2yxet1yxe2t

2
2

y2

8
~e2t2e22t!J uS x2

1

2
y~et1e2t!,t D .

Applying r(expyv) to the functionK(t,x,0) calculated above must giveK(t,x,y). A straightfor-
ward calculation yields

r~expyv !K~ t,x,0!5
1

A12e22t
expS 4xye2t2~x21y2!~11e22t!

2~12e22t! D . ~3.6!

Up to a multiplicative constant, this is indeed the heat kernel. Thus we have obtained Me
formula for the harmonic oscillator by group translation of a stationary solution.

The process of computing the heat kernel for]u/]t5Hu from a point symmetry calculation
should now be clear. We begin by finding solutions of

Hu50. ~3.7!
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We determine the symmetry which takes a solutionu0 of ~3.7! to K(t,x,0). K(t,x,0) is then
shifted toK(t,x,y) by an appropriate group translation. We encapsulate this result in the fo
ing.

Theorem 3.5:Let

]u

]t
5Hu ~3.8!

have heat kernel K(t,x,y) such that for fPL2(Rn),

u~x,t !5E
Rn

f ~y!K~ t,x,y!dy

solves (3.8) with u(x,0)5 f (x).
Assume that there exists a symmetry group G of (3.8) acting byr, such that if u0(x) is a

solution of

Hu050

thenr(g)u05K(t,x,0).
Then K(t,x,y) may be obtained by a further symmetry operation where the symmet

defined by

p~a!u~x,t !5E
Rn

f ~y2a!K~ t,x,y!dy

5E
Rn

~s~a! f !~y!K~ t,x,y!dy.

So

~p~y!r~g!u0!~x,t !5K~ t,x,y!.

Comment:We may of course relax the condition thatf PL2(Rn). In fact it is frequently
necessaryto do so. The heat equation is an example of this, as described in Ref. 2.

Proof: If

~r~g!u0!~x,t !5E
Rn

f ~y!K~ t,x,y!dy

5K~ t,x,0!.

Then

~p~a!r~g!u!~x,t !5E
Rn

f ~y2a!K~ t,x,y!dy

5E
Rn

f ~y!K~ t,x,y1a!dy

5K~ t,x,a!.

Hence (p(y)r(g)u)(x,t)5K(t,x,y). j
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Obviously the most important aspect of this problem is the existence of a symmetry tak
solution ofHu50 to K(t,x,0). Equations where this may be effected with a point symmetry
clearly of interest.

In the next section we will characterize the functionsf (x) so that there exists a point sym
metry of

]u

]t
5

]2u

]x2 1 f ~x!
]u

]x

taking the constant solution ofuxx1 f (x)ux50 to K(t,x,0).

IV. ONE-DIMENSIONAL HEAT KERNELS WITH DRIFT

In this section, we will give a characterization of one-dimensional heat equations with a
term for which there exists a point symmetry taking the constant solution1 to the fundamental
solution. The equations we shall consider have the form

]2u

]x2 1 f ~x!
]u

]x
5

]u

]t
. ~4.1!

In the preceding sections we made use of the construction~2.13!. If u is a solution of~4.1! and
K(t,x,y) is a kernel function such that for allf PL2(R)*Rf (y)K(t,x,y)dy defines a solution of
~4.1! then the relation

s~g!u~x,t !5E
R
p~g! f ~y!K dy ~4.2!

with g in some appropriate locally compact group, defines symmetries of~4.1!. K(t,x,y) will
typically be the heat kernel. We shall characterize those equations of the form~4.1! such that the
kernel functionK(t,x,y) or at leastK(t,x,0) may be obtained by a point symmetry acting on t
constant solution. To be clear, by ‘‘heat kernel,’’ we mean the kernel functionK of ~4.2!. We
should note that it is possible that the technique we develop here may work for similar equa
For example, those of the formut5H(u), whereH is a formally self-adjoint differential operator

We shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1:There exists a point symmetry of (4.1) taking1 to the fundamental solution i

and only if f satisfies one of the following Ricatti equations:

~i! f 81
1

2
f 25

A

x22
a

2
,

~ii ! f 81
1

2
f 25

1

8
x21

C

x2 ,

~iii ! f 81
1

2
f 25

C

~x12!2 ,

~iv! f 81 1
2 f 25 2

3 Cx,

~v! f 81 1
2 f 25 1

2 Cx21D,

where A, C, D, a are arbitrary real numbers.
Before proving the result let us make the observation that these Ricatti equations have

in other contexts. Bluman derived conditions under which the fundamental solutions of c
Fokker–Plank equations on a finite interval may be obtained asgroup invariant solutions of
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related boundary value problems, and obtained Ricatti equations similar to those listed in Th
4.1. The details may be found in Ref. 14. The interested reader may wish to compare our
with his.

Proof of the theorem:The point symmetry algebra of~4.1! is generated by

v5j
]

]x
1t

]

]t
1f

]

]u
,

where

pr2v@uxx1 f ~x!ux2ut#50.

This gives immediately, using the prolongation formula, the defining equations forf, j, t:

fxx1 f ~x!fx1 f 8~x!uxj2f t50.

Now ~4.1! is linear, soju5tu50. Hence we find

fxx1~2fxu2jxx!ux2txx~uxx1 f ~x!ux!1fuuux
21~fu22jx!uxx22txuxt

1 f ~x!~fx1~fu2jx!ux2tx~uxx1 f ~x!ux!!1 f 8~x!uxj

5f t2j tux1~fu2t t!~uxx1 f ~x!ux!,

where we have usedut5uxx1 f (x)ux .
Thus we have the system of defining equations

fxx1 f ~x!fx5f t ,

2fxu2jxx2 f ~x!txx1 f ~x!~fu2jx!2 f 2~x!tx1 f 8~x!j52j t1 f 8~x!~fu2t t!,

2txx1~fu22jx!2 f ~x!tx5~fu2t t!,

22tx50,

fuu50.

Now, if t is constant, it is clear that the fundamental solution cannot arise from exponentiat
v. If t is constant the symmetry only generates translations in time, so it clearly cannot m
constant, time independent solution to a time dependent solution. Hence, we seek conditiof
which yield a nontrivialt.

From the equationfuu50, we see thatf5au1b wherea andb both satisfy~4.1!. Further-
more, the fact thattx50 tells us that 2jx5t t , and hence we deduce that

j5
x

2
t t1r~ t ! for some functionr.

Now fxu5ax , so we obtain from the second equation

2ax2 f ~x!jx1 f 8~x!j52j t2 f ~x!t t ,

and substitutingjx5 1
2 t t , we obtain

2ax5 1
2 f ~x!t t2 f 8~x!~ 1

2 xt t1r~ t !!2 1
2 xt tt2r8~ t !2 f ~x!t t

52 1
2 f ~x!t t2

1
2 x f8~x!t t2 f 8~x!r~ t !2 1

2 xt tt2r8~ t !.
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From this it follows that

2a52 1
2 x f~x!t t2 f ~x!r~ t !2 1

4 x2t tt2xr8~ t !1s~ t !

for a suitable functions, and hence

2a t52 1
2 x f~x!t tt2 f ~x!r8~ t !2 1

4 x2t ttt2xr9~ t !1s8~ t !.

Since 2axx12 f (x)ax52a t , and

2axx52
1

2

d2

dx2 ~x f~x!!t t2 f 9~x!r2
1

2
t tt .

We must therefore have

2
t t

2
~x f~x!!92 f 9~x!r2

1

2
t tt1 f ~x!S 2

1

2
f ~x!t t2

1

2
x f8~x!t t2 f 8~x!r~ t !2

1

2
xt tt2r8~ t ! D

52
1

2
x f~x!t tt2 f ~x!r8~ t !2

1

4
x2t ttt2xr9~ t !1s8~ t !.

This equation gives a limited number of possibilities forf if we wish to havet nontrivial. In
fact, collecting terms int t gives the coefficient

2 1
2 ~x f !92 1

2 f 22 1
2 x f f8~x!

since we can eliminate the2 1
2 x f(x)t tt from each side of the equation.

Careful examination shows that,t will only be nontrivial if one of the following five cases
occur: Clearly either~i! t ttt50 or ~ii ! t tttÞ0. There are several subcases in~ii ! viz: ~a! r50; ~b!
t t5r, rÞ0; ~c! r tt5Ct t ; ~d! t ttt5Ct t , r tt5Cr, s t52Dt t2

1
2 t tt . Here C and D are con-

stants. Determining the admissible equations forf is now straightforward. See the following cas
for example.

Case~i! leads to the condition

2 1
2 ~x f !92 1

2 f 2~x!2 1
2 x f f85a, a constant. ~4.3!

Case~ii !~a! gives

2 1
2 ~x f !92 1

2 f 22 1
2 x f f852 1

4 x2. ~4.4!

We will analyze these two cases. Let us deal first with Eq.~4.3!, which we may rewrite as

x f91x f8 f 12 f 81 f 2522a.

Substituting u5 f 81 1
2 f 2 we have u85 f 91 f 8 f , and the equation becomesx(du/dx)12u

522a, which has solutionu5(A/x2)2a. Thus we obtain the Ricatti equation forf

f 81
1

2
f 25

A

x22a.

In the case of Eq.~4.4!, the substitutionu5 f 81 1
2 f 2 reduces the equation to (d/dx)(x2u)5x3,

which has solutionu5 1
4 x21(C/x2), and sof satisfies

f 81
1

2
f 25

1

8
x21

C

x2 .
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The remaining three cases may be dealt with similarly and are left to the reader. This com
the ‘‘only if’’ part of the proof.

We now proceed to prove the other direction. In order to achieve this, we need to sho
if f satisfies the given Ricatti equations, then a point symmetry exists taking a constant solu
the fundamental solution. Detailing all possible cases would be a lengthy procedure. For b
we treat equation~i!; the details of Eqs.~ii !–~v! are essentially identical and are left to the read

In case~i! we havet ttt50. So t(t) has the formt5c212c4t14c6t2. We thus haves t8
52 1

2 t tt1at t giving s524c6(t2at2)12ac4t.
We need to determinej andr. If f 91 f f 85x then we must haver50. Hence

j5 1
2 x~2c418c6t !5c4x14c6xt

and

a52 1
4 ~x f !t t2

1
8 t tt1

1
2 s

52 1
4 ~x f !~2c418c0t !2 1

8 x2~8c6!1ac4t22c6~ t2at2!1c3 .

Thus a basis for the Lie algebra of symmetries is

v25]/]t, v35u]/]u, v45x]/]x12t]/]t2~ 1
2 x f1at!u]/]u,

v654xt]/]x14t2]/]t2~2x f t1x212t12at2!u]/]u.

It can easily be shown thatv2 , v4 , v6 generate a copy ofsl2 and thatv21v6 corresponds to
the action of the subgroup of rotations about the origin. We will show that exponentiatinv2

1v6 gives the ‘‘heat kernel’’ aty50 for ~4.1!, i.e., takesu51 to Kt(x,0).
To exponentiatev21v6 we solve

dx̃

de
54xt,

d t̃

de
5114 t̃ 2,

dũ

de
52~2x f t1x212t12at2!ũ,

x̃~0!5x, t̃ ~0!5t, ũ~0!5u.

We obtain immediately

x̃5
x sec~2e1tan21~2t !!

A114t2
, t̃ 5

1

2
tan~2e1tan21~2t !!.

Hence

dũ

ũ
52S x sec~2e1tan21~2t !!

A114t2
f S x sec~2e1tan21~2t !!

A114t2 D tan~2e1tan21~2t !!

1
x2 sec2~2e1tan21~2t !!

114t2 1tan~2e1tan21~2t !!1
a

2
tan2~2e1tan21~2t !!D de.

Introduce the functionF, such thatF85 f . Elementary integration produces the functionũ in
terms ofx, t, u, and e. We rewrite this function in terms ofx̃ and t̃ to conclude that ifu is a
solution of ~4.1! for the givenf, then so is
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ũ5expS 2
1

2 S F~x!2FS x sec~ tan21~2t !22e!

A114t2 D D 2
x2@2t2tan~ tan21~2t !22e!#

2~114t2!

2
1

2
lnS A114t2

sec~ tan21~2t !22e!
D 2

a

4
~2t2tan~ tan21~2t !22e!22e!D

3uS x sec~ tan21~2t !22e!

A114t2
,
1

2
tan~ tan21~2t !22e!D .

We now pute5p/4 and setu51/A2p. We use the identities

secS tan21~2t !2
p

2 D5
A114t2

2t
, tanS tan21~2t !2

p

2 D52
1

2t
.

The solutionu51/A2p is mapped to the new solution

Kt~x!5
1

A4pt
expH 2

1

2 S F~x!2FS x

2t D D2
x2

4t
2

a~114t2!

8t
1

ap

8 J .

The functionKt(x) is the heat kernel aty50 as may be readily checked. The caserÞ0 is
similar.

This proves the theorem for~i!. The other cases proceed in a similar way.
j

The Ricatti equations of Theorem 4.1 may be linearized by introducing the substitutf
52y8/y. This allows the general solutions to be determined.

The Ricatti equations of Theorem 4.1 may be rewritten as

~ i! y95
1

2 S A

x22
a

2D y,

~ ii ! y95
1

2 S 1

8
x21

C

x2D y,

~ iii ! y95
1

2 S C

~x12!2D y,

~ iv! y95 1
3 Cxy,

~v! y95 1
2 ~ 1

2 Cx21D !y.

We now list the general solutions:
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~ i! y5B1AxJ2A418A/4SAax

2 D 1B2AxJA418A/4SAax

2 D ,

~ ii ! y5B1AxI2
1
8 A418CS x2

8 D1B2AxI 1
8 A418CS x2

8 D ,

~ iii ! y5B1~818x12x2!12A112C/41B2~818x12x2!11A112C/4,

~ iv! y5B1 Ai S x

~3C!
1
3
D 1D1BiS x

~3C!
1
3
D ,

~v! y5expH 2
1

4 S D1AD22C~22Dx22Cx4!

AC
2 ln~216C2D

216C2AD22C~22Cx22Cx4!!D J ~D

1AD22C~22Dx22Cx4!!1/4

3S B1M S 3

4
2

D

4AC
,
3

2
,

1

2AC
~D1AD22C~22Cx2Cx4!!D

1B2US 3

4
2

D

4AC
,
3

2
,

1

2AC
~D1AD22C~22Cx2Cx4!!D D .

Here,B1 , B2 , D1 are constants.Ja(z) andI a(z) are Bessel functions of the first kind; Ai an
Bi are Airy functions; andM (a,b,z), U(a,b,z) are the hypergeometric functions as described
Abramowitz and Stegun~Ref. 15, Chap. 15!. From these solutions we may determine all possi
forms for f. An exhaustive analysis of these functions and the heat kernels to which they giv
is beyond the scope of this paper.

In fact we may solve the Ricatti equations in~i! through~v! for various cases to obtain eas
derivations for heat kernels of many interesting equations of the form~4.1!.

Consider~i! with a50.
Then

f 81
1

2
f 25

A

x2 .

If A50 then f (x)52/(x1c), c5constant. In this caset tt50 and in addition to$v2 ,v3 ,v4 ,v6%
given in the proof of the theorem we also have

v15
]

]x
2

u

x1c

]

]u
,

v552t
]

]x
2S x1

2t

x1cDu
]

]u
.

We can also solve forAÞ0, providedA5 1
2 a22a, a is a constant. We obtain the followin

possibilities forf:
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~ i! f 5
2

x1c
,

~ ii ! f 5
a

x
,

~ iii ! f 5
a

x
1

2~12a!

x12c~12a!xa , aÞ1, c constant,

~ iv! f 5
1

x
1

2

2cx1x ln x
, c constant.

Let us collect some results together.
Corollary 4.2:For equation~4.1! and for each givenf (x), we have the following heat kernels

~ i! f 5
2

x1c
, K~ t,x,0!5

x

~x1c!~4pt !3/2expH 2x2

4t J ,

~ ii ! f 5
a

x
, K~ t,x,0!5

1

~4pt !~a11!/2 expH 2x2

4t J ,

~ iii ! f 5
a

x
1

2~12a!

x~112c~12a!xa21!
, aÞ1,

K~ t,x,0!5
1

~4pt !~a11!/2 F11
x12a

2x~12a!GexpH 2x2

4t J ,

~ iv! f 5
1

x
1

2

2cx1x ln x
, K~ t,x,0!5

1

4pt F12
ln~4pt !

2c1 ln xGexpH 2x2

4t J ,

~v! f 5
2Aa~12AeAax!

11AeAax , a.0, A constant,

K~ t,x,0!5
1

A4pt S 11A expAax

11A expS Aax

4pt
D D expH 2x2

4t
1

Aax

2
2

Aax

8pt
2

aS t2
1

4p
D 2

2t
J .

In some cases we can translateK(t,x,0) to obtainK(t,x,y) by picking an appropriate group
translation. For example, forf 52/(x1c),

K~ t,x,y!5S 12
y

x1cDK~ t,x2y,0!.

So, for example,uxx1(2/x)ux5ut has ‘‘heat kernel’’

K~ t,x,y!5
1

~4pt !3/2~12y/x!expH 2~x2y!2

4t J .

For f 5@2Aa(12AeAax)/(11AeAax)#,
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K~ t,x,y!5e2Aay/2S 11AeAax

11AeAa~x2y!DK~ t,x2y,0!.

In cases where no such simple group translation exists as a point symmetry, we would n
seek a generalized symmetry to translateK(t,x,0) to K(t,x,y). We have not attempted to do thi

The interested reader may attempt to find other heat kernels by finding different solutio
~i! through~v!.

V. HEAT KERNELS FOR OTHER FINITE-DIMENSIONAL LIE ALGEBRAS ON R

In the preceding section, we considered those drift terms for which (]2/]x2)1 f (x)(]/]x) had
a fundamental solution obtained from a point symmetry.

Notice that]2/]x2 may be thought of as the Laplacian generated by the one-dimensiona
algebra of differential operators onR generated by]/]x. Recall that this is one of three finite
dimensional Lie algebras of first-order differential operators onR. The other two are spanned b
]/]x together withx(]/]x), and by]/]x, x(]/]x), andx2(]/]x).

These generate the Lie algebra of theax1b group and of SL~2, R!, respectively. In this
section, we consider sums-of-squares Laplacians, with drift terms, for these two algebras.

The Laplacian generated by]/]x together withx(]/]x) has the formD5(11x2)(]2/]x2)
1x(]/]x).

We study equations of the form

Du1 f ~x!
]u

]x
5

]u

]t
,

which may be written

~11x2!
]2u

]x2 1~x1 f ~x!!
]u

]x
5

]u

]t
.

Observe that if we putx5sinhj in this equation, we have]u/]x5(1/(]/coshj)]j) and]2u/]x2

5(1/cosh2 j)(]2/]j2)2(sinhj/coshj)(]/]j). Hence, the equation is transformed into

]2u

]j2 1h~j!
]u

]j
5

]u

]t
, ~5.1!

whereh(j)5tanhjf(sinhj).
This is exactly of the form~4.1!. We find again that~5.1! has a point symmetry generating th

fundamental solution if and only ifh satisfies one of the Ricatti equations of Theorem 4.1.
Thus, for example, applying Corollary 4.2, we see that when

h~j!5S a

j
1

2~12a!c

j12~12a!cjaD ,

f ~sinhj!5
1

tanhj S a

j
1

2~12a!c

j12~12a!cjaD , aÞ1.

Puttingx5sinhj gives

f ~x!5
A11x2

x S a

sinh21 x
1

2~12a!c

sinh21 x12~12a!c~sinh21 x!aD .

Thus, we obtain the following.
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Corollary 5.1:

~11x2!
]2u

]x2 1S x1
A11x2

x S a

sinh21 x
1

2~12a!c

sinh21 j12~12a!c~sinh21 x!aD D ]u

]x
5

]u

]t
,

aÞ1, has heat kernel

k~ t,x,0!5
1

~4p!~a11!/2 F11
~sinh21 x!12a

2c~12a! GexpH 2
~sinh21 x!2

4t J .

The other case we want to consider here is the Lie algebra spanned by]/]x, x(]/]x), and
x2(]/]x).

The appropriate sums-of-squares Laplacian for this basis is

D5~11x21x4!
]2

]x2 1~x12x3!
]

]x
,

and we consider the equation

Du1 f ~x!
]u

]x
5

]u

]t
,

which we may rewrite as

~11x21x4!
]2u

]x2 1~x12x31 f ~x!!
]u

]x
5

]u

]t
.

If we put k21(x)5*dx/A11x21x4, which is a higher analogue of the inverse tanh function, th
the substitutionx5k(j) reduces the equation to

]2u

]2j
1

k~j!

k8~j!
f ~k~j!!

]u

]j
5

]u

]t
.

Putting @k(j)/k8(j)# f (k(j))5h(j), there are a limited number of possibilities forf, and using
Corollary 4.2 we see, for example, that the heat kernel for

]u

]t
5~11x21x4!

]2u

]x2 1S x12x21
A11x1x2

x S a

k21~x!
1

2~12c!a

k21~x!12~12c!a~k21~x!!aD D ]u

]x

is

k~ t,x,0!5
1

~4pt !~a11!/2 F11
~k21x!12a

2c~12a! GexpH 2k21~x!2

4t J .

Similar formulas may be found whenever we have an explicit solution for the Ricatti e
tions of Theorem 4.1.

VI. THE ax¿b GROUP

In this section we apply another aspect of group symmetry techniques to the study of
erties heat kernels. The study of the asymptotic behavior of heat kernels is an important a
harmonic analysis. In this final section we will illustrate how quite simple group symmetry m
ods may be used to derive some new and unusual integrals of the heat kernel of theax1b group.
Such integrals may be useful in studying the heat kernel’s asymptotics, as well as having in
interest. We believe that further investigation of these ideas will be useful for other equatio
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In the remainder of this section, we consider theax1b group, given in matrix presentation b

G5H S a b

0 1D :a.0,bPRJ .

It is known9,16 that the heat equation forG may be written as

y2S ]2u

]x2 1
]2y

]y2D1y
]u

]y
5

]u

]t
~6.1!

with y.0, xPR. Further, the heat kernel is

r t~y,x!5
Ay

A4p3t
E

0

`
e2@~r 2/2t !2p2# sinhr sin

pr

t

~11x21y212y coshr !1/2dr,

wherer 5(x21y2)1/2. This integral cannot be done explicitly, and a great deal of effort has g
into estimating its asymptotics—see, for example, Ref. 9.

A basis for the symmetry algebra of point symmetries is easily shown to consist of

v15
]

]x
, v25

]

]t
, v35u

]

]u
, v45x

]

]x
1y

]

]y
2

1

2
u

]

]u
,

v55~x22y2!
]

]x
12xy

]

]y
2ux

]

]u
.

Calculation of the commutator table shows that these vector fields generate the Lie alge
SL(2,R) % R2.

We wish to determine solutions of~6.1! which are invariant under the symmetries genera
by one of the vector fields above. We shall see that different choices of vector field give dif
information about the heat kernel.

Let us first usev4 , which generates the scaling symmetry

s~expev4!u~x,y,t !5e1/2eu~eey,eex,t !.

Since scalar multiplication ofu is also a symmetry, we may drop the factor ofe1/2e. According to
the method of Ref. 1, Chap. 3, we now note thatr 5x/y is an invariant ofv4 and hence we may
obtain a group invariant solution of~6.1! by solving the reduced equation.

~11r 2!
]u2

]r 2 1r
]u

]r
5

]u

]t
.

As in Sec. V, this may be solved by settingr 5sinhj to obtain

]2u

]j2 5
]u

]t
,

the heat equation onR. Thus, Eq.~6.1!, with an initial condition of the formu(y,x,0)5h(x/y),
has a solution

u~u,x,t !5E
2`

`

h~sinhj!Kt~sinh21~x/y!2j!dj,

whereKt is the heat kernel onR. Replacingj by sinh21 v, this becomes
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u~y,x,t !5E
2`

`

h~v!Kt~sinh21~x/y!2sinh21/v!
dv

A11v2
.

It is amusing to compare this with the solution found via the usual heat kernelpt , viz.

u~y,x,t !5E
2`

` E
0

`

h~j/h!pt~~h,j!21~y,x!!
dh

h
dj.

Puttingv5j/h andz5h, this becomes

u~y,x,t !5E
2`

`

h~v!S E
0

`

ptS y

z
,
x2zv

z DdzD dv,

whence we obtain

E
0

`

ptS y

z
,
x2zv

z Ddz5

KtS sinh21S x

yD2sinh21 v D
A11v2

.

This may be regarded as some kind of new estimate on the asymptotic behavior ofpt .
In fact, using the machinery developed in Sec. V, we may use the preceding seque

changes of variables to solve the heat equation with drift on theax1b group provided that the
drift term is of the formf (x/y), wheref is one of the functions of the form in Theorem~4.1!. The
result is as follows. We leave the detailed verification to the reader.

Proposition 6.1: Consider the equation

y2S ]2u

]x2 1
]2u

]y2D1y
]u

]y
1

y

coshS x

yD f S sinhS x

yD D ]u

]x
5

]u

]t
,

u~x,y,0!5hS x

yD ,

where f is given by one of the functions of Corollary 4.2. This equation has solution

u~y,x,t !5E
2`

`

h~v!KS sinh21
x

y
2sinh21 v,t D dv

A11v2
,

where K(x,t) is the given heat kernel for(]2u/]x2)1 f (x)(]u/]x)5]u/]t.
In the preceding section we used thev4 symmetry reduction to obtain an integral of the he

kernelpt . We now repeat the exercise using thev1 symmetry and thev5 symmetry. The results
are contained in the following theorem. Our methods may be applied to heat kernels of oth
groups as well.
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Proposition 6.2: Let pt be the heat kernel on G and Kt the heat kernel ofR. Then

~ i! E
0

`

ptS y

z
,
x2zv

z Ddz5

KtS sinh21
x

y
2sinh21 v D

A11v2

~ ii ! E
2`

`

pt~~h,j!21~y,x!!dj5Kt~ logy2 logh!,

~ iii ! E
0

`

pt~ye2z~e2z1s2!,e2zx~e2z1s2!2e2zs!e2z/2
ds

Ae2z1s
5

et/4

Ay
KtS log

y

x21y22t2zD .

Proof: ~i! was proved above.
For the proof of~ii !, note thatv15]/]x generates the symmetry

s~expev1!u~x,y,t !5u~y,x2e,t !;

an invariant of this isr 5y. This yields the reduced equation

y2uyy1yuy5ut , y.0.

Puttingy5es, we find the equation

uss5ut , 2`,s,`

and hence, as above, the boundary value problem

y2~uyy1uxx!1yuy5ut ,

u~y,x,0!5 f ~y!

has the solution

u~y,x,t !5E
0

`

f ~h!Kt~ logy2 logh!
dh

h
.

Comparing as above with the solution coming directly frompt , we obtain~ii !.
To prove~iii ! note thatv5 generates the symmetry

s~expev5!u~x,y,t !5
1

A~11ex!21e2y2
uS y

~11ex!21e2y2 ,
x1e~x21y2!

~11ex!21e2y2 ,t D ,

invariants beingr 5 log@y/(x21y2)# andv5Ayu.
Substituting these new parameters into our equation, it reduces to

v rr 2v r1
1
4 v5v t , 2`,r ,`.

This may be solved by standard Fourier transform techniques to obtain

v~r ,t !5et/4E
2`

`

f ~l!Kt~r 2t2l!dl.

Thus, the solution of the initial value problem
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y2~uxx1uyy!1yuy5ut ,

u~y,x,0!5
1

Ay
hS y

x21y2D
is

u~y,x,t !5
et/4

Ay
E

2`

`

f ~j!KtS log
y

x21y22t2j Ddj. ~6.2!

In order to compare this with the solution coming directly frompt , viz,

u~y,x,t !5E
2`

` E
0

` 1

h
f S log

h

j21h2D pt~~h,j!21~y,x!!
dh

h
dj,

we setr 5h/(j21h2), s5j/(j21h2), to obtain

u~y,x,t !5E
2`

` E
0

r

f ~ log r !ptS y
~r 21s2!

r
,
x~r 21s2!2s

r D dr ds

r 3/2Ar 21s2
.

Finally, substitutingz5 log r and comparing this expression with~6.2!, we obtain~iii !. j
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This paper deals with the striking fact that there is an essentially canonical path
from the i th Lie algebra cohomology cocycle,i 51,2, . . .,l , of a simple compact
Lie algebrag of rank l to the definition of its primitive Casimir operatorsC( i ) of
order mi . Thus one obtains a complete set of Racah–Casimir operatorsC( i ) for
eachg and nothing else. The paper then goes on to develop a general formula for
the eigenvaluec( i ) of eachC( i ) valid for any representation ofg, and thereby to
relatec( i ) to a suitably defined generalized Dynkin index. The form of the formula
for c( i ) for su(n) is known sufficiently explicitly to make clear some interesting and
important features. For the purposes of illustration, detailed results are displayed
for some classes of representation of su(n), including all the fundamental ones and
the adjoint representation. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1322076#

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well-known ~see, e.g., Refs. 1–3 for lists of references and further details! that thel basis
elements of the Lie algebra cohomology of a simple compact Lie algebrag define, up to a
constant,l totally antisymmetric tensors. In fact, these may also be understood as the coord
of the different invariant (2m21)-forms on the manifold of the compact groupG associated with
g that, in the Chevalley–Eilenberg version of the Lie algebra cohomology,4 characterize the
(2m21)-cocycles. Given a simple compactg, we shall refer to thesel tensors as the Omeg
tensorsV (2ms21) of g. They have orders 2ms21, s51,2,. . . ,l , wherems are the orders of the
primitive Casimir–Racah operators ofg ~see also Refs. 1–3 for lists of references!. For su(n),
msP$2,3,. . . ,n%, and hence the Omega tensors are of orders 3,5,. . . (2l 11). There is an essen
tially canonical path from the Omega tensors of a giveng that leads to the set of itsl primitive
Racah–Casimir operatorsC(ms). Following this path,2 the resulting set of Racah–Casimir oper
torsC(ms) @represented by invariant symmetric tensorst (ms) of orderms# is optimally defined in the
sense that it contains one member for each required orderms and nothing else. The procedur
allows for the appearance of noC(ms) other thel primitive ones; any formal attempt to defineC(m)

for, say, su(n) for m.n simply produces a vanishing result. Since this paper concentrate
su(n), we shall not worry about the refinements that are needed to deal explicitly with a
invariants of the even orthogonal algebrasg5Dl , where the Pfaffian enters the picture. Nor w
the subsequent discussion make explicit the qualifications that may be needed to cover the
tional algebras.

The paper proceeds from the definition of a complete set of primitive Racah–Casimir o
tors for g to a new general result for the eigenvaluesc(ms)(D) of C(ms)(D) for a generic repre-
sentationD,

a!Electronic mail: azcarrag@lie1.ific.uv.es; Tel:134 96 386 4554; Fax:134 96 398 3381.
b!Electronic mail: a.j.macfarlane@damtp.cam.ac.uk
4190022-2488/2001/42(1)/419/15/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Xi°D~Xi ! ~1!

of the Lie algebra

@Xi , Xj #5 i f i jkXk ~2!

of g. We have here writtenf i jk for the structure constants ofg5su(n). For this algebra, almost al
of the technical machinery is at hand2,5 to enable us to display explicitly the key features of o
general result forc(m)(D). Obvious analogues of these results are applicable to all otherg.

Our main result states that, for any representationD,

~dimD ! c(ms)~D !5212ms~gdi!(ms)~D !V (2ms21)2, ~3!

where

V (2ms21)2[V i 1 ¯ i 2ms21
V i 1 ¯ i 2ms21

, ~4!

and (gdi)(ms)(D) is a number dependent on the orderms of the Racah–Casimir operators, th
representationD considered andg, or rather in the case of su(n), on n. For the representation
considered, (gdi)(ms)(D), s51, . . . ,l , is an acronym for thesth generalized Dynkin indexfor the
representationD considered and its use in~3! is discussed below. What is special about su(n) is
that V (2ms21)2 is known explicitly for all n and for all 2<m<n ~from now on, we drop the
subindexs51, . . . ,l in ms). From Ref. 5 we quote

V (2m21)25
22m23

~2m22!!
n )

r 51

m21

~n22r 2! ~5!

5
4

~2m22!~2m23!
V (2m23)2. ~6!

Equation~5! exhibits features of~3! which we believe apply equally well to all otherg. Equation
~5! shows thatV (2m21)2Þ0 and henceV (2m21) is nonvanishing only ofm<n. In other words the
primitive (2m21)-cocycle exists only form<n as known from Lie algebra cohomology, and~3!
gives a null result forc(m)(D) only whenn,m. The power of two in~3! has been chosen, as fa
as we know it to be necessary, to ensure that, as is customary for an index, (gdi)(m)(D) takes on
only integral values. In the case ofm52 and the familiar Dynkin index itself,6 ~3! takes on its
standard form~see, e.g., Ref. 7!,

~gdi!(2)~D !5
2 dimD

n dimg
c(2)~D !, ~7!

using f i jk f i jk5V (3)25n(n221)5n.dim (su(n)). The factorn in the denominator of~7! reflects
the fact that for uniformity~in m! of our definitions of the variousC(m) for su(n), we have defined
the quadratic Casimir operator of su(n) as

C(2)5nXiXi , i 51, . . . ,n21, ~8!

see Sec. II C. For higher values ofm there is less agreement as to how the Casimir operatorsC(m),
and hence the (gdi)(m)(D), should be defined. We have argued that our definition of the for
is optimal, featuring as it doest-tensors2 and Omega tensors that are in one-to-one correspond
with the cohomology cocycles of su(n). This is tantamount to asserting that the Omega tensors
the fundamental entities~in fact,V3 is given by the structure constants of the algebra themselv!,
and our definition of Casimir operators follows from this and reflects it too. A good recent ac
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of the role of, and of one way of defining, generalized Dynkin indices, which were origin
introduced in Ref. 8, is Ref. 9, which refers to earlier papers.10,11 The paper9 also emphasizes th
role of ‘‘orthogonal’’ tensors—in essence ourt-tensors—making reference to Ref. 2 in this co
text, and attributing the recognition of the importance of orthogonality to the definition of ge
alized Dynkin indices to Ref. 8. Reference 9 contains extensive tabulations of generalized D
indices, as does Ref. 12. Another useful discussion of indices is contained in Ref. 13, which
as we do here, at getting results for all su(n) valid for all n, using procedures—Cvitanovic’
bird-track methods—that are there also applied to otherg. Our work differs from that of the paper
just cited in that it emphasizes the central role of the Omega-tensors, and employs a defin
indices that follows from this viewpoint. In view of~5! we believe that a significant amount o
new information is contained in our work. We would further wish to advocate that~3!—the
formula for the eigenvualuec(m)(D) of the Racah–Casimir operator of orderm—be seen as the
result of primary importance. The (gdi)(m)(D) are merely numbers, knowledge of which
required to complete the determination of thec(m)(D). Thus while the number (gdi)(m)(D) in
some sense characterizes the eigenvaluec(m)(D), general su(n) formulas for (gdi)(m)(D) do not
automatically exhibit the restrictions onn necessary for their applicability. Thus, for the adjoi
represention ad, see below, of su(n),

~gdi!(4)~ad!52n. ~9!

But this appliesonly when n>4, since~3!–~5! show thatc(4)(D) equals zero for anyD for n
52,3, as it should do, sinceC (4) is absent for thesen-values. See also comments following~70!
and ~103! below.

The paper turns next to providing some illustrations of the results that are contained w
~3!. We wish to deduce the values of (gdi)(m)(D) for variousm and representationsD, obtaining
results from a single computation that are valid for alln. For this purpose we consider th
following classes of representations of su(n). We will use the notationF s for s51,2 . . . ,l , for the
fundamental representations of su(n) of rank l 5n21 ~writing alsoF[F 1 for the defining rep-
resentation!, and denote the adjoint representation of the algebra by ad.

A. The defining representation of su „n …, F
F5(1,0,. . . ,0) and is given by

Xi°
1
2 l i[Fi , ~10!

where thel i are the standard Gell–Mann matrices of su(n).14 Using results from Ref. 5, we ca
show by a single calculation that

~gdi!(m)~F!51 ~11!

for all n and for allm<n. This simple general result offers some indication of the appropriate
of our definition of (gdi)(m).

B. The adjoint representation ad of su „n …

In Dynkin coordinates ad5(1,0,. . . ,1) ~see, e.g., Ref. 7! and it is given by

Xi°ad~Xi ![adi , ~adi ! jk52 i f i jk . ~12!

We show that (gdi)(m)(F)50 for all oddm for all n, and give results form52,4 and 6, on the
basis of one calculation for each of these threem values.

C. The representation D of gÄsu „n …

Let D denote the representation ofg built15,16 using the set of Hermitian Dirac matrices of
euclidean space of dimension dimg5r . The representationD is defined by means of
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Xi°D~Xi ![Si52 1
4 i f i jkg jgk , ~13!

in terms of Dirac matrices such that

$g i , g j%52d i j ; ~14!

hence,D has dimension 2[ r /2] ~@x# denotes the integral part ofx!. Unlike all the other represen
tations that we treatD is reducible; it describes the direct sum of a number of copies of
irreducible representation ofg whose highest weight is the principal Weyl vectord5 1

2(a.0a, i.e.,

half the sum of the positive roots of su(n), given byd5(1, . . .
l

,1) in Dynkin coordinates. This
representation has dimension 2(r 2 l )/2. The actual number of copies ofd in D is 2[ l /2]. It follows
that dimD52[ l /2] 2(r 2 l )/252[ r /2]. We restrict tog5su(n), for which l 5n21 andr 5n221. We
show that (gdi)(m)(D) is zero for all oddm for all su(n), and give explicit results form52 and
m54 only.

D. The l fundamental representations F s and the irrep SpÄ„p ,0, . . . ,0…

By dealing with the completely symmetrized and also the completely antisymmetrized
products ofp copies of the defining representationF, we derive results for the representations
su(n) with Dynkin coordinates (p,0, . . . ,0), and for the fundamental representationsF s, s
51,2,. . . ,n21. For the latter, we give all indices for allF s for n53,4,5, and 6. Bird-track
methods13 are employed here.

The material of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a brief description o
various families of su(n) tensors, including the Omega tensors, that are involved in the buil
to the definition of Casimir operators. To some extent this reviews our earlier paper,2 where
detailed references to previous studies of Casimir operators may be found. In Sec. III, we
and discuss the key result~3!. In Sec. IV, we turn to the illustration of~3! for the classes of su(n)
representations just listed.

The interest of this paper in the eigenvalues of Casimir operators has been in the con
generalized Dynkin indices, because our approach brings these in completely naturally. Th
however other sources of information on the subject. There is Ref. 17 where valuable e
formulas are given for all Casimir operators of all classical algebras and also forg2 , while Ref. 18
addresses the problem for other exceptional algebras.

II. DEFINITIONS OF TENSORS AND RACAH–CASIMIR OPERATORS

A. The d -tensors

This is a family of symmetric tensors first defined by Sudbery.19 The definition sets out from
the standard Gell–Mann totally symmetric third order tensordi jk that exists for alln>3 and is
tracelessdi jkd i j 50. Higher order tensors in the family

d( i 1 , . . . ,i r )
(r ) , ~15!

are defined recursively by symmetrizing

di 1 , . . . ,i r
(r ) 5di 1 , . . . ,i r 22 j

(r 21) dji r 21i r
(3) , ~16!

over all its i 1 , . . . ,i r indices. Round brackets here denote symmetrization with unit weight. T

d( i jk )
(3) 5di jk ,

d( i jkl )
(4) 5 1

3 ~di jpdpkl1djkpdpil1dkipdp jl !. ~17!

Sometimes it is useful to refer todi j
(2)5d i j as the rank two member of the family.
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B. The Omega tensors

Using the mentioned correspondence between (2m21)-cocycles andV (2m21) tensors, we
have~see, e.g., Refs. 1, 2 for the structure of these expressions!

V i jk
(3)5 f i jk5 f ai jd(ak)

(2) , ~18!

V i jkpq
(5) 5 f a[ i j f

b
kp]d(abq)

(3) , ~19!

V i jkpqrs
(7) 5 f a[ i j f

b
kpf c

qr]d(abcs)
(4) , ~20!

and in general

V i 1 j i ¯ i m21 j m21k
(2m21) 5 f k1

[ i 1 j 1
¯ f km21

i m21 j m21]d(k1 ¯ km)
(m) . ~21!

Here square brackets indicate unit weight antisymmetrization over all the surrounded indice
structure ofV (2m21) above is general for anyg; what makes it specific to su(n) are the orders
(3,5,. . . ,(2l 11)), and ofcourse the fact that thef ’s are the su(n) ones. One may check explic
itly that V (2m21) tensor is fully antisymmetric in all its (2m21) indices
( i 1 j 1i 2 j 2 ¯ i m21 j m21k), even if only the first (2m22) indices are antisymmetrized by actu
square brackets. The position of the indices in this paper is without metric significance. Sincg is
compact and its generators are Hermitian, we may take the Killing metric as the unit matrix
so the raising of indices may just serve to remove them from the sets of indices that are sub
antisymmetrization~or symmetrization!.

A detailed account of the properties of Omega tensors has recently been prepared5 The
extensive compilation of results contained in Ref. 5 includes the important formula~5!, together
with its derivation. As noted above,~5! makes clear thatV (2m21) is absent for su(n) whenever
m.n.

C. The t -tensors

Following Ref. 2 we review some properties of this family of totally symmetric and tot
tracelsss tensorst (m) for su(n). The definitions are

tak
(2)5V i jk

(3)f i ja , ~22!

tabm
(3) 5V i jklm

(5) f i ja f klb , ~23!

tabcq
(4) 5V i jklmpq

(7) f i ja f klbf mpc, ~24!

tabcds
(5) 5V i jklmpqrs

(9) f i ja f klbf mpcf qrd , ~25!

and in general

tk1 ¯ km

(m) 5V i 1 j 1 ¯ i m21 j m21k
(2m21) f i 1 j 1k1

¯ f i m21 j m21km21
. ~26!

It follows from definition ~26! that the tensort (m) is fully symmetric~Ref. 2, lemma 3.2!.
We do not make extensive use of explicit expressions for thet-tensors, but it is useful to note

results from2,5

t i j
(2)5nd i j , ~27!

t i jk
(3)5 1

3 n2di jk , ~28!

t i jkl
(4) 5 1

15 ~n~n211!d( i jkl )
(4) 22~n224!d ( i j dkl)!, ~29!
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t i jklm
(5) 5

n

105
~~n~n215!d( i jklm)

(5) 22~3n2220!d( i jkd lm)!. ~30!

We have adjusted the normalizations in~27!–~30! by excluding some powers of two present
~6.12!–~6.14! of Ref. 2. Thet-tensors are ‘‘orthogonal’’ among themselves, which means that
maximal contraction of at (m) with a tensort (m8) of different order yields zero. This implies, i
particular, thatt (m) is traceless with respect any two indices. In the simplest, third order case
~28!, this is just the well known propertydikk50. For order four,t (4), this means that

t i jkl
(4) d i j 50, t i jkl

(4) di jk50. ~31!

But, since the trace formulas ford-tensors give

d( i jkl )
(4) di jm5

2

3

~n228!

n
dklm , ~32!

we learn that the nontrivial result for the nonmaximal contraction

t i jkl
(4) di jm5 2

45 n2~n229!dklm , ~33!

holds, although it collapses to zero, as it ought, forn53. Also ~33! yields the second part of~31!
when one makes the contractionk5m. For order five, the orthogonality of thet-tensors means
that

t i jklm
(5) t (2)

i j 50, t i jklm
(5) t i jk

(3)50, t i jklm
(5) t (4)

i jkl 50, ~34!

and so on.
One way to see that thet-tensors, like the Omega tensors, are absent form.n is to consider

the fully contracted square of a generict-tensor,

t (m)2
5tk1 ¯ km

(m) tk1 ¯ km

(m) . ~35!

This scalar quantity can be seen to contain the same product of factors as is seen in~5!. Thus it is
a polynomial inn that has factors which vanish whenevern,m. Actually the proof of this claim
for the t-tensors was achieved form<5 in Ref. 2, whereas~5! is proved in full generality in Ref.
5, relatively speaking rather easily.

Thed-tensors are less convenient than thet-tensors in that for su(n) they are well-defined for
any orderm, but are present as nonprimitive tensors form.n. However,19,2,20 the unwanted or
rather inessentiald-tensors of higher orders can always be expressed in terms of the primitiv
with m<n. For example, for su~3! we have

d( i jkl )
(4) 5 1

3 d ( i j dkl) , ~36!

d( i jklm)
(5) 5 1

3 d ( i j dklm) , ~37!

and, for su~4!,

d( i jklm)
(5) 5 2

3 d ( i j dklm) . ~38!

The above expressions exhibit the nonprimitive character of the symmetric tensors on the
hand sides. It becomes increasingly hard to supply such results for su(n) at highern. Fortunately
this is unnecessary. Further, as Ref. 5 shows, thed-tensors serve perfectly well for the definitio
of Omega tensors. If non-primitived-tensors like~36!–~38! are employed in the definition o
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tensors like those of Sec. II B, when we know that no Omega tensor is allowed~Ref. 2, Corollary
3.1!, a vanishing result is obtained.5 It follows that symmetric invariant tensors differing in non
primitive parts lead to the same Omega tensors.

D. The Racah–Casimir operators

Given thet-tensor of Eq.~26!, we define, for su(n), the generalized Casimir operator of ran
m by means of

C(m)5t i 1i 2 ¯ i m
(m) Xi i

Xi 2
¯ Xi m

, ~39!

where theXi are the generators of the Lie algebra~2! of su(n). The definition~39! produces each
of the primitive su(n) Casimir operators of ordersmP$2,3,. . . ,n%, and nothing else. This is s
because thel su(n) Lie algebra cohomology cocycles and their associated Omega tensors
one-to-one correspondence with thet-tensors and hence with theC(m). Had we used thed-tensors
in ~39! instead of thet-tensors, we would always thereby obtain commuting su(n) invariant
operators, but of all orders for all su(n) so that all butl of them are nonprimitive. For low enoug
n, we can derive results which show explicitly how some of the nonprimitive operators so
tained can be written in terms of primitive ones. But, in the context of the present work, this
important; use of~39! bypasses the problem entirely.

We should point out one consequence of the uniformity inm of the definitions~27!–~30! of
t-tensors. Equation~27! implies

C(2)5t i j
(2)XiXj5nXiXi , ~40!

with a possibly unexpected, but harmless, factorn. For example, for the su~3! representation
(l,m) in Dynkin coordinates, Eq.~40! gives the eigenvalue

c(2)~l,m!5~l21lm1m213l13m!, ~41!

and, for the representation (l,m,n) ~cf. Ref. 7! of su~4!,

c(2)~l,m,n!5 1
2~3l214m213n214lm12ln14mn112l16m112n!. ~42!

It may also be worth mentioning the result21 for the eigenvalue of the cubic Casimir operator
su~3!,

c(3)~l,m!5 1
6 ~l12m13!~2l1m13!~l2m!. ~43!

One may use the defining representations of su~3! and su~4! to check that the normalizations o
~41!–~43! give agreement with~39!, ~27!, and~28!.

III. THE EIGENVALUES OF THE HIGHER CASIMIR OPERATORS

For su(n) for large enoughn, n>m, we defined themth order Casimir operator by means
~39!, where theXi are the su(n) generators. This yields an invariant operatorC(m)(D) with
eigenvaluec(m)(D) in any representationXi°Di so that

C(m)~D !5c(m)~D ! I dim D . ~44!

Then, using~26!, we find
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c(m)~D ! dimD5Tr C(m)~D !

5V i 1 j 1 ¯ i m21 j m21km

(2m21) f i 1 j 1k1
¯ f i m21 j m21km21

Tr Dk1 ¯ km

5~2 i !m21 V i 1 j 1 ¯ i m21 j m21km

(2m21) Tr ~@Di 1
,D j 1

# ¯ @Di m21
,D j m21

#Dkm
!

5~22i !m21 V i 1 j 1 ¯ i m21 j m21km

(2m21) Tr D [ i 1 j 1 ¯ i m21 j m21km] . ~45!

The first trace in~45!, Tr Dk1 ¯ km
is in practice a unit weight symmetric trace TrD (k1

¯ Dkm)

sincet (m) is symmetric andC(m)(D) is given by~39! with X5D. For the last one we have writte

D [ i j ¯ s]5D [ iD j ¯ Ds] . ~46!

We note here the transfer of the total antisymmetry from the Omega tensor to the trac
product of (2m21) D ’s. This enables a crucial development since, as sta
Tr(D [ i 1 j 1 ¯ i m21 j m21km] ) must belong to the (2m21)-cocycle space and, hence, has to be p
portional to the only primitive, SU(n)-invariant, skew symmetric, (2m21)-Omega tensor.

Hence~see also Sec. III A! for any representationD, we may write

Tr D [ i 1 j 1 ¯ i m21 j m21km]5S 1

4
i D m21

~gdi!(m)~D ! V i 1 j i ¯ i m21 j m21km

(2m21) , ~47!

thereby defining a quantity (gdi)(m)(D) which depends onm and D and in general on the Lie
algebrag in question. Sinceg5su(n) here, (gdi)(m)(D) depends also onn. As noted above (gdi)
is an acronym for generalized Dynkin index. Insertion of~47! into ~45! immediately gives rise to
one of the main results of this paper,

dimD c(m)~D !52(12m)~gdi!(m)~D ! V (2m21)2. ~48!

The importance of~48! is enhanced for su(n) by the availability of the explicit result~5!, valid for
all n and for allm relevant to thatn value,m<n. The relationship of our discussion ofc(m)(D)
and (gdi)(m)(D) to the work of previous authors is reviewed in the introduction. Our presenta
conforms fully to this form52. Otherwise our approach differs from that of others in view of
primary role in it that is played by the Omega tensors. This feature is inherited from Ref. 2, b~5!
was not known when Ref. 2 was written.

We believe the analysis described here for theAl family of Lie algebras extends to othe
classical compact simple algebras, exhibiting similar attractive features, and in some fashion
exceptional algebras. For example, the crucial property of ‘‘orthogonality’’ among twot-tensors
of different order follows from their general definition in terms of their respectiveV cocycle
tensors, and does not depend on the specific simpleg being considered.2 However the correspond
ing tensor calculus, and the analogue of the su(n) l-matrix machinery is not yet develope
sufficiently to produce simple expressions and formulas for all simple algebras.

A. Another approach to „47…

We sketch here another means of justifying our use of~47!.
We have by now familiar steps

Tr D [ i 1 j 1 ¯ i m21 j m21km]5S 1

2
i D m21

f k1
[ i 1 j 1

¯ f km21
i m21 j m21] Tr Dk1 ¯ km

. ~49!

It is legitimate to insert round brackets first to enclose the setk1 ¯ km21 of indices, and then by
use of the cyclic property of the trace to extend them to enclose the full setk1 ¯ km . Now we
may refer to the discussion in Ref. 2 for the construction of a basis for the vector spa
su(n)-invariant symmetric tensors like TrD (k1 ¯ km) . The term in the expansion of TrD (k1 ¯ km)

with respect to this basis which involvesd(k1 ¯ km)
(m) is the significant one for our argument. Use

it immediately gives rise to a result for TrD [ i 1 j 1 ¯ i m21 j m21km] of the form ~47!. All the other
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terms of the expansion are made up of symmetrized products of lower orderd-tensors, and give
rise to vanishing contributions to~47! in view of Jacobi identities, as shown in Ref. 5.

IV. APPLICATION TO CERTAIN CLASSES OF REPRESENTATIONS OF su „n …

We consider here several important classes of representations of su(n), including the funda-
mental ones, for which one may provide a definition that applies uniformly for alln.

A. The fundamental defining representation F of su „n …

The representationF is defined by~10! where the Gell–Mann lambda-matrices14 are subject
to

Tr l i50, Trl il j52d i j , l i
†5l i , ~50!

l il j5
2

n
d i j 1~d1 i f ! i jklk , ~51!

valid for all su(n), n>3.
Using notation like that defined by~46!, we quote from Ref. 5 the result for the trace of t

fully antisymmetric product of anodd number of (2m21) lambda matrices,

Tr l [ i 1 j 1 ¯ i m21 j m21k]52i m21V [ i 1 j 1 ¯ i m21 j m21k] . ~52!

We may now use~10! to substituteFi for l i in ~52!, and deduce from~45!, that

nc(m)~F!52(2m11)V (2m21)2, ~53!

so that~48! gives

~gdi!(m)~F!51, ~54!

which also follows by comparing~52! and ~47!.
This result applies to all su(n) and for anym<n. Equation~53! and the explicit expression

~5! for V (2m21)2 show that (gdi)(m)(F) is zero otherwise. Equation~54! does not itself provide
new information~see Table II in Ref. 9! but ~53! presents its information in a way that perhaps
In this context, it may be worthwhile to display some formulas for eigenvalues in full detail

c(2)~F!5 1
2 ~n221!, ~55!

c(3)~F!5 1
12 ~n221!~n224!, ~56!

c(4)~F!5 1
180 ~n221!~n224!~n229!, ~57!

c(5)~F!5 1
1680~n221!~n224!~n229!~n2216!. ~58!

The factors that makec(m)(F) vanish whenm.n are visible here; the last factor above is (n2

2(m21)2), and a nonzero result requiresn>m.

B. The adjoint representation ad of su „n …

The adjoint representation ad of the su(n) algebra is defined by means of

Xi°adi , ~adi ! jk52 i f i jk . ~59!

We do not possess a general formula for the factorm that occurs in
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Tr ad[ i 1 ¯ i 2m21]5m V [ i 1 ¯ i 2m21] . ~60!

However it is easy to prove that form oddthe trace in~60! vanishes, so thatc(m)(ad)50 for all
odd m. Since the matrices of the adjoint representation of any simple Lie algebra are an
metric, we find, e.g., that

Tr ad[ i jkpq]5Tr ~ad[ i jkpq] !
T52Tr ad[qpk j i]52Tr ad[ i jkpq]50. ~61!

For m evenno such conclusion follows: the same steps applied to, say, the sevenfold trace
give zero, because now an odd permutation is required at the last step to restore the indices
original order.

It remains to look at the even casesm52,4 andm56, each by a separate calculation to g
explicit formulas forc(m)(ad) for su(n). The results are

c(2)~ad!5n2, ~62!

c(4)~ad!5
23

6!
n2~n224!~n229!, ~63!

c(6)~ad!5
25

10!
n2)

k52

5

~n22k2!, ~64!

from which we may conjecture that, for arbitraryeven p,

c(p)~ad!5
2p21

@2~p21!#!
n2)

k52

p21

~n22k2!, ~65!

whereasc(odd)(ad)50.
The generalized Dynkin indices are then

~gdi!(2)~ad!52n, ~66!

~gdi!(3)~ad!50, ~67!

~gdi!(4)~ad!52n, ~68!

~gdi!(5)~ad!50, ~69!

~gdi!(6)~ad!52n, ~70!

etc. We recall thatC (6) is absent forn,6 @Eq. ~64! contains explicit factors that reflect this#, and
hence note that~70! really only applies whenn>6. See also remarks that follow~103!. Results
~66! and ~68! agree with results in Ref. 13.

The proof of~62! is easy. To obtain~63! we use

Tr ad[ i jklpqr ]5S 1

2
i D 3

f a
[ i j f

b
kl f

c
pq] Tr~adr ad(abc)!5S 1

4
i D 3

2n V i jklpqr . ~71!

To perform the last step, a result from Ref. 2 is employed,

Tr ~adr ad(abc)!5
n

4
d(abcr)

(4) 12d (abdcr) . ~72!

In fact the second term of~72! does not contribute to~71! because it is nonprimitive.
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The proof of~64! similarly requires the formula

Tr ad(abcder)5
n

16
d(abcder)

(6) 1 ¯ , ~73!

where the dots denote terms which do not contribute to~64!. One obtains this result by a metho
similar to that sketched in Ref. 2 to derive~A21! there. This requires a preliminary result,

Tr ad(abcdDe)5
n

8
d(abcde)

(5) 1d (abdcde) , ~74!

where (Di) jk5di jk . The deduction of each of the last two results entails a considerable amou
effort, making liberal use of identities found in the Appendix to Ref. 2.

C. The reducible representation D

The representationD of g5su(n), of dimension 2[dim g/2]52[(n221)/2], has been described i
the Introduction. However in this case again, we lack an explicit analog of~52!. Again too the odd
order Casimir operators have zero eigenvalues. To show this is true, we note there exists a
C such that

Cg iC
2156g i

T , ~75!

with the sign depending on dimg. Hence in general (Si[D(Xi)),

Si52 1
4 i f i jkg jgk , @Si ,Sj #5 i f i jkSk , ~76!

obeys

Si
T52CSiC

21. ~77!

This is sufficient to allow steps like those used in~60! to complete the demonstration, since t
matrix C is invisible within the trace. To get nonvanishing results we look atm even, this time
confining ourselves to the casesm52 andm54. We have

c(2)~D!5
n

8
V (3)2, ~78!

c(3)~D!50, ~79!

c(4)~D!52
n

64
V (7)2, ~80!

and hence

~gdi!(2)~D!5
n

4
~dimD!, ~81!

~gdi!(3)~D!50, ~82!

~gdi!(4)~D!52
n

8
~dimD!. ~83!
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We have already noted thatD is a direct sum of 2[(n21)/2] copies of the irreducible representatio
d5(1, . . . ,1) of su(n),16 and that dimD52[(n221)/2]. It follows that the indices given by~81! and
~83! are in all cases integers.

We remark also that the results~78!–~80! apply also to the representationd of su(n) sinceD
is a direct sum of copies ofd.

For su~3!, for which d coincides with the adjoint representation,D comprises two copies o
ad,c(2)(D)5c(2)(d)5c(2)(ad)59 @Eq. ~62!#, but

~gdi!(2)~D!52~gdi!(2)~ad!, ~84!

as is to be expected since by Eq.~47! the dimension of the representation enters into the defini
of the Dynkin index.

The easier of the proofs known to us for~80! follows the same lines as the proof of~62!. It
therefore requires the result

Tr ~SdS(abc)!52
n

64
d(abcd)

(4) ~dimD!1
3n228

64
d (abdcd)~dimD!, ~85!

which is proven in much the same way as~A11! in Ref. 2 is proven. Some nontrivial work o
traces of gamma matrices is involved. Also, as for~72!, the second term of~85! does not contrib-
ute to the derivation of~83!. The minus sign in~83! may be noted. It is not exceptional: the tabl
of Ref. 9 have plenty of negative entries.

D. The representations Sp of highest weight „p ,0, . . . ,0…

The representationsSp carried by totally symmetric su(n) tensors of rankp, the defining
representationF being the case withp51, i.e.,S15F5F 1. We can extend the results obtaine
for F5(1,0,. . . ,0) easily toS2 for which we define matrices

~Mi !a1a2 ,b1b2
5d (a1

(b1l i a2
)

b2). ~86!

It is easy to check that~86! satisfies~2!. As previous sections indicate, what one needs for
calculation of generalized Dynkin indices in our approach is the evaluation of traces

Tr D (aDb ¯ Ds) . ~87!

It is easy to use~86! to compute

Tr MiM j5
1
2 ~n12!d i j , ~88!

Tr M ( iM jMk)5
1
4 ~n14!di jk , ~89!

Tr M ( iM jMkMl )5
1
8 ~n18!d( i jkl )

(4) 1 ¯ , ~90!

where the dots indicate lower order terms known but known also, because of Jacobi identiti
to contribute to the calculation of the eigenvaluesc(4)(S2). Thus we find that all results agree wit

~gdi!(m)~S2!5n12m21. ~91!

To proceed further it is advisable to use heavier duty methods. Bird-track methods allow
subsume the calculations just done into the treatment of the generalp case, by dealing with the
totally symmetrizedp-fold direct products of defining representations.

Our results include the following:
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~gdi!(m)~Sp!5
~n1p!!

~p21!! ~n11!!
, m52; ~92!

5
~n1p!!

~p21!! ~n12!!
~n12p!, m53; ~93!

5
~n1p!!

~p21!! ~n13!!
~n22n16pn16p2!, m54. ~94!

The result~91! for S2 of course conforms to these results. To derive these expressions, we e
results for totally symmetrized traces that appear in Ref. 13 as Eqs.~12.69!–~12.71!. We note also
from Ref. 13 the diagram~12.64! used to define the matrices of (p,0, . . . ,0), and the essentia
results~5.19! and ~5.23! given in the valuable chapter in Ref. 13 on permutations.

E. The l fundamental representations F s of su „n …

The representationF 25(0,1,0,. . . ,0) of su(n) is the antisymmetric part of the direct produ
F^ F, whereF5F 1 is the defining representation of su(n). Thus we define forF 2 the matrices,

~Ni !a1a2 ,b1b2
5d [a1

[b1l i a2]
b2] . ~95!

This differs from~86! only in that round symmetrization brackets are replaced by square anti
metrization brackets. We find the following results:

Tr NiNj5
1
2 ~n22!d i j , ~96!

Tr N( iNjNk)5
1
4 ~n24!di jk , ~97!

Tr N( iNjNkNl )5
1
8 ~n28!d( i jkl )

(4) 1 ¯ . ~98!

Again all these results agree with the general statement

~gdi!(m)~F 2!5n22m21. ~99!

It is of clear interest to proceed further down the antisymmetrization path. For su(n), the totally
antisymmetrized parts of thes-fold products of defining representations correspond to the fun
mental representationsF s of su(n) for s51,2,. . . ,l 5(n21), i.e.,F s has a one in thesth place
of its Dynkin coordinate description and zeros elsewhere; its highest weight is thesth fundamental
dominant weight.

Using bird-track methods, we find

~gdi!(m)~F s!5
~n22!!

~s21!! ~n2s21!!
, m52; ~100!

5
~n23!!

~s21!! ~n2s21!!
~n22s!, m53; ~101!

5
~n24!!

~s21!! ~n2s21!!
~n21n26sn16s2!, m54. ~102!

The result~99! for s52 conforms to these results; fors51 we get (gdi)(m)(F 1)51, which also
follows from ~92!–~94! for p51 as it should. Results analogous to~100!–~102! for m55 and
m56 have also been computed. Fors52 they each agree with~99!. Whens53 we have

~gdi!(5)~F3!5 1
2 ~n26!~n227!. ~103!
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Since su(n) has a fifth order Casimir operator only forn>5, ~103! applies only for suchn. It
gives 11 forn55 and vanishes forn56, but is nonzero for all largern exceptn527. In other
wordsc(5)(F3) vanishes whenn56 in virtue of its (gdi) factor rather than itsV factor.

To obtain these results we have followed methods for the antisymmetric case analog
those of the previous section for the symmetric case. Permutation lemmas~5.19! and~5.23! of Ref.
13 expedite the work.

The results of this section permit the evaluation of all the indices of all the fundam
representations of su(n) for all n<6. These are presented in Tables I–IV in Sec. V.

The results of~92!–~94! are very closely related to results to be found in Chap. 16 of Ref.
Although no such statement holds for~100!–~102!, all the tools needed to derive them were fou
in Ref. 13 polished and ready for use.

V. TABLES OF INDICES FOR su „n … FOR nÏ6

The (gdi) indices presented in Tables I–IV that follow have been deduced from~99!–~103!,
where one easy check is available. IfXi°Di defines the representationD of su(n), then

Xi°D̄ i52Di
T ~104!

defines the representationD̄ of su(n). It then follows that

c(m)~D !56c(m)~D̄ !, ~105!

where the plus applies to evenm and the minus tom odd. The data in the accompanying tabl
conforms to this. Further some entries for su~4! and su~6! agree with the consequence of~105! that
odd Casimir operators have zero eigenvalues for self-conjugate representations.

TABLE I. Indices for su~3!.

Generalized Dynkin indices of su~3!
su~3! s51 or ~1,0! s52 or ~0,1!

m52 1 1
m53 1 21

TABLE II. Indices for su~4!.

Generalized Dynkin indices of su~4!
su~4! s51 or ~1,0,0! s52 or ~0,1,0! s53 or ~0,0,1!

m52 1 2 1
m53 1 0 21
m54 1 24 1

TABLE III. Indices for su~5!.

Generalized Dynkin indices of su~5!

su~5!
s51 or
~1,0,0,0!

s52 or
~0,1,0,0!

s53 or
~0,0,1,0!

s54 or
~0,0,0,1!

m52 1 3 3 1
m53 1 1 21 21
m54 1 23 23 1
m55 1 211 11 21
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Smeared heat-kernel coefficients on the ball
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We consider smeared zeta functions and heat-kernel coefficients on the bounded,
generalized cone in arbitrary dimensions. The specific case of a ball is analyzed in
detail and used to restrict the form of the heat-kernel coefficientsAn on smooth
manifolds with boundary. Supplemented by conformal transformation techniques,
it is used to provide an effective scheme for the calculation of theAn . As an
application, the completeA5/2 coefficient is given. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1285969#

I. INTRODUCTION

The coefficientsAn in the small-time asymptotic expansion of the heat-kernel correspon
to a Laplacian-like operator on smooth manifolds~possibly with a boundary! play important roles
both in quantum field theory and pure mathematics.

Many schemes for their evaluation have been developed, which may be divided rough
‘‘direct’’ 1–7 and ‘‘indirect.’’8–12 For manifolds without boundary, theAn are determined by alge
braic equations and their computation can be, and has been, done by computer. In princip
only things needed are the coincidence limits of the geodesic distance and of its derivatives
points. Methods employing one or another variation on this scheme can be termed direc
‘‘indirect’’ method has been developed most systematically by Branson and Gilkey.8 Conformal
transformation techniques give relations between the numerical multipliers in the heat-
coefficients. However, on its own, this method is unable to determine the coefficients
Additional information is needed, coming from other functorial relations or special
calculations.8 Given a subset of numerical coefficients, the method then provides all req
information with relative ease. Our aim in the present article is to give a special case calcu
containing enough information, which, when supplemented by the methods of Ref. 8, lead
very effective scheme for the evaluation of at least a substantial part of anyAn .

In a previous article13 ~see also Ref. 14! we considered the nonsmeared heat kernel of
Laplacian with Dirichlet or Robin boundary conditions on the (d11)-dimensional bounded cone
Here we generalize this work to include a smearing function. This is an essential step in elu
ing the form of the coefficients in the presence of boundaries and is also vital when conf
properties are being analyzed, particularly those of the functional determinant.

The resulting restrictions are more informative than others available and are used to det
the first few heat-kernel coefficients on an arbitrary smooth manifold with a boundary.
complete pure boundary coefficientA5/2 is given, showing the practicability of our approach f
high orders.15

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II a method is developed for the calculation
smeared heat-kernel coefficients on the generalized cone. Both Dirichlet and Robin bou

a!Electronic mail: dowker@a3.ph.man.ac.uk
b!Present address: The University of Manchester, Department of Physics and Astronomy, Oxford Road, Manches

9PL, England, Electronic mail: klaus@a13.ph.man.ac.uk
4340022-2488/2001/42(1)/434/19/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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conditions are treated. This information is used in Sec. III to put restrictions on the genera
of the coefficients. Supplemented by additional relations,8 the coefficientsA0 ,...,A5/2, are
~re!considered and fully determined. In the Conclusion we summarize our main results an
gest extensions.

II. SMEARED z FUNCTION ON THE GENERALIZED CONE

Our immediate objective is the determination of the smeared heat-kernel coefficients
(d11)-dimensional bounded generalized coneM5I 3N with the hyperspherical metric, cf. Re
16,

ds25dr21r 2dS2, ~1!

wheredS2 is the metric on the manifoldN, andr runs from 0 to 1.N will be referred to as the
base of the cone. If it has no boundary, then it is the boundary ofM with extrinsic curvature
Kb

a5db
a .

We consider the Laplacian onM,

DM5
]2

]r 2 1
d

r

]

]r
1

1

r 2 DN , ~2!

with Dirichlet or Robin boundary conditions. The nonzero eigenmodes ofDM that are finite at the
origin have eigenvalues2a2 and are of the form

Jn~ar !

r ~d21!/2 Y~V!, ~3!

where the harmonics onN satisfy

DNY~V!52l2Y~V! ~4!

and

n25l21~d21!2/4. ~5!

One can also add the coupling2jR to DM , changing the following analysis slightly.13

In order to deal with the smearedz function, we parallel the analysis presented in Ref. 13 a
refer to it for further details. We consider both Dirichlet,

Jn~a!50, ~6!

and Robin boundary conditions,

S 12
D

2
2SD Jn~a!1aJn8~a!50, ~7!

whereD5d11. Pure Neumann conditions correspond toS50.
Our main interest is in the calculation of the boundary terms of the heat-kernel expans

convenient way of handling these is to introduce smeared, integrated quantities, e.g., th
kernel,

K~F;t!5E dx F~x!K~x,x,t!, ~8!

and its Mellin transform, thez function,
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z~F;s!5(
a

E dx F~x!f~x!f* ~x!
1

a2s , ~9!

in terms of eigenfunctions,f, and eigenvalues,2a2. In addition, the basez function,

zN~s!5(
n

d~n!n22s, ~10!

will turn out to be very useful. Here,d(n) is the ~‘‘angular’’ ! degeneracy.
On the generalized cone, the eigenfunctions~3! are products of Bessel functions and ‘‘sphe

cal,’’ i.e., base, harmonics. If we smear in the radial coordinate only, then in~9! the integration
over the base yields exactly the same degeneracies as in the unsmeared case, i.e., thed(n), and the
contour expression for thez function onM reads~we treat Dirichlet scalars first! as

z~F;s!5( E
g

dk

2p i
k22sE

0

1

dr F~r !J̄n
2~kr !rd~n!

]

]k
ln Jn~k!, ~11!

where the overbar stands for normalized,J̄n(ar )5&Jn(ar )/Jn8(a).
The boundary parts of the coefficients contain normal derivatives,Fr¯r , of F and we choose

for F a polynomial inr 2 ~why r 2 will be clear soon! that contains sufficient independent deriv
tives to pick out the relevant contributions. For example, inA1 , since there is only one norma
derivativeFr , it is sufficient to take

F~r !5 f 01 f 1r 2 ~12!

and to use

F~1!5 f 01 f 1 , Fr~1!52 f 1 , ~13!

in order to identify the boundary terms.
To explain our method more precisely, we continue with this simple example,~12!, and

afterward generalize to an arbitrary polynomial. Using

E
0

1

dr r 3J̄n
2~ar !5

2

3

n221

a2 1
1

3
, ~14!

and substituting~12! into ~11!, we obtain two contributions:

zM~F;s!5~ f 01 1
3 f 1!zM~s!1

2

3
f 1( ~n221!d~n!E

g

dk

2p i
k22~s11!

]

]k
ln Jn~k!. ~15!

Here, zM(s) is defined to bezM(1;s) and is known from our previous analysis.13 Also, the
second line in~15! may be immediately given by direct comparison with our previous calculat
The contour integral is the same as previously apart from replacings→s11. For the second term
this is already all we need. The first term contains a factorn2, raising the argument of the bas
zeta function by one.@See Eq.~20!#.

In order to describe the method further, it is necessary to use some notation introduced
13. For the calculation of the heat-kernel coefficients, a split of the zeta function into two pa
very useful. One part contains all the relevant contributions and comes from the un
asymptotic expansion of the Bessel functionI n(k). As has been shown in Ref. 13, these are
only contributions to the heat-kernel coefficients. Explicitly, forn→` with z5k/n fixed, one has
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I n~nz!;
1

A2pn

enh

~11z2!1/4F11 (
k51

`
uk~ t !

nk G , ~16!

with t51/A11z2 andh5A11z21 ln„z/(11A11z2)…. Any required number ofuk(t) polynomi-
als can be obtained via the recursion relation given in Ref. 17 and 18. In addition, we ne
cumulant expansion

ln F11 (
k51

`
uk~ t !

nk G; (
n51

`
Dn~ t !

nn , ~17!

where theDn have the polynomial structure

Dn~ t !5 (
b50

n

xn,btn12b. ~18!

The second part of the split, namedZ(s) in Ref. 13 and accordinglyZ(F;s) here, is analytic and
is of no relevance to the construction of the coefficients.

By adding and subtractingL leading terms of the asymptotic expansion,~17!, and performing
the same steps as described in Ref. 13 one finds the aforementioned split,

zM~F;s!5Z~F;s!1 (
i 521

L

Ai~F;s!, ~19!

with the definitions

A21~F;s!5
1

4Ap

GS s2
1

2D
G~s11!

zN~s21/2!F f 01
1

3
f 11

2

3
f 1

s21/2

s11 G

2
2

3
f 1

1

4Ap

GS s1
1

2D
G~s12!

zN~s11/2!,

A0~F;s!52 1
4zN~s!@ f 01 f 1#2 1

4zN~s11! f 1 , ~20!

Ai~F;s!52
1

G~s!
zN~s1 i /2! (

b50

i

xi ,b

G~s1b1 i /2!

G~b1 i /2! F f 01
1

3
f 11

2

3
f 1

s1b1 i /2

s G
2

2

3
f 1zN~s111 i /2! (

b50

i

xi ,b

G~s111b1 i /2!

G~s11!G~b1 i /2!
.

As is apparent in~20!, base contributions are separated from radial ones. This enables the
kernel coefficients of the Laplacian on the manifoldM to be written in terms of those onN.

In the next section we discuss the restrictions our calculation places on the general form
heat-kernel coefficients. It is known, for example, that the coefficientA2 contains the third norma
derivative of the smearing functionF and the higher coefficients involve correspondingly high
derivatives. It is thus obvious that theF(r ) employed earlier~12! will not be general enough to
discuss coefficients beyondA3/2. In order to apply our technique to all higher coefficients, at le
in principle, we consider the polynomial
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F~r !5 (
n50

N

f nr 2n. ~21!

This leads to normalization integrals of the type

S@112p#5E
0

1

dr J̄n
2~ar !r 112p, ~22!

which can be treated using Schafheitlin’s reduction formula.19 Writing this formula for the case
whena is a zero of the Bessel function,Jn(a)50, one has

E
0

1

dr J̄n
2~ar !r m125

m11

m12

„n22~m11!2/4…

a2 E
0

1

dr J̄n
2~ar !r m1

1

m12
. ~23!

This can be iterated down to the standard normalization value,m51, and is the origin of~14!. In
order to use this formula, which is our essential technical novelty, we see that it is necess
have a polynomial inr 2.

Schafheitlin’s formula gives the recursion for the normalization integrals~22!,

S@112p#5
2p

2p11

n22p2

a2 S@2p21#1
1

2p11
, ~24!

so thatS@112p# has the following form:

S@112p#5 (
m50

p S n

a D 2m

(
l 50

m

gml
p n22l , ~25!

with the numerical coefficientsgml
p being easily determined recursively.

As seen in the treatment of the functionF(r ) in Eq. ~12!, using the same rules of replaceme
the Ai(s) read, after some rearrangement, as

A21~F;s!5
1

4Ap
(
l 50

N F (
m5 l

N

Lm,l
~N!

G~s21/21m!

G~s111m! GzN~s21/21 l !,

A0~F;s!52
1

4 (
l 50

N F (
m5 l

N

Lm,l
~N!GzN~s1 l !, ~26!

Ai~F;s!52(
l 50

N F (
m5 l

N

Lm,l
~N! (

b50

i

xi ,b

G~s1b1 i /21m!

G~s1m!G~b1 i /2!GzN~s1 l 1 i /2!,

where the linear form in thef p is defined by

Lm,l
~N!5 (

p5m

N

gml
p f p .

For Dirichlet boundary conditions, these formulas provide the generalization of
formalism13 to the radially smeared case. This is enough for our purposes because the g
forms of the heat-kernel coefficients contain only normal derivatives, and these are radial d
tives on the generalized cone.
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In the special case of theD ball, the residues of the poles of the base~i.e., sphere! z function
are given in terms of Bernoulli polynomials and the ball coefficients are then efficiently evalu
by machine.13 One could equally well take the torus as the base manifold, but the inform
obtained differs only slightly.

We now turn to Robin boundary conditions. It is possible to proceed in the same way
Dirichlet, but complications arise and the situation is sufficiently different so as to warra
separate treatment.

Write the Robin condition~7! as

Gn~a!5aJn8~a!1uJn~a!50.

The normalization is

E
0

1

Jn
2~ar !r dr 5

1

2a2 ~a22n21u2!Jn
2~a!, ~27!

and the normalized Schafheitlin formula reads as

E
0

1

drJ̄n
2~ar !r m125

m11

m12

„n22~m11!2/4…

a2 E
0

1

dr J̄n
2~ar !r m

1
1

m12
S 11

~m11!S u1
1

2
~m11! D

a22n21u2
D . ~28!

Continuing as in the Dirichlet case, and definingS@112p# as in ~22!, we find the reduction
formula,

S@112p#5
2p

2p11

n22p2

a2 S@2p21#1
1

2p11 S 11
2p~u1p!

a21u22n2D . ~29!

Explicitly, this gives the following form:

S@112p#5 (
m50

p S n

a D 2m

(
l 50

m

gml
p n22l1

1

a21u22n2 (
m50

p21 S n

a D 2m

(
l 50

n

dml
p n22l , ~30!

where thegml
p are the same as in~25! and thedml

p are also easily determined by machine.
For thez function we have

zRob~F;s!5( E
g

dk

2p i
k22sE

0

1

dr F~r !J̄n
2~kr !rd~n!

]

]k
ln Gn~k!, ~31!

where the contourg has to be chosen so as to enclose the zeros ofonly Gn(k). Thus the poles of
S@112p#, located atk56An22u2 must be outside the contour. It is important to locate
contour properly because, when deforming it to the imaginary axis, contributions from the p
k5An22u2 arise.

As a result, apart from contributions identical to~26!, with the usual changes between Diric
let and Robin boundary conditions,13 we have the extra pieces
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zd
p~F;s!5

sinps

p ( d~n! (
m50

p21

(
l 50

m

dml
p n22l

3E
m/n

`

dz
@~zn!22m2#2s

u22n2~11z2!
z22m

]

]z
ln„uIn~zn!1znI n8~nz!…, ~32!

zshift
p ~F;s!52

1

2 (
m50

p21

(
l 50

m

dml
p ( d~n!n2m22l~n22u2!2s2m21/2

3
]

]k
ln„kJn8~k!1uJn~k!…uk5An22u2 , ~33!

the last one arising on moving the contour over the pole atk5An22u2. These are the contribu
tions additional to those in the Dirichlet case. The indexp refers to the fact that these are th
contributions coming from the powerr p in ~21!. In order to obtain the full zeta function, th
(p50

N f pzp has to be done.
Looking at~32!, we first define the asymptotic contributionsAi ,d

p (F;s) in the same manner a
before by taking the different terms in the asymptotic expansion of the argument of the loga
We illustrate the calculation by dealing with

A21,d
p ~F;s!5

sinps

p ( d~n! (
m50

p21

(
l 50

m

~21!mdml
p n122l

3E
m/n

`

dz
@~zn!22m2#2s

u22n2~11z2!z2m11
~11z2!1/2. ~34!

Using the expansion for smallu,

1

u22n2~11z2!
52(

i 50

`
u2i

~n2! i 11~11z2! i 11
,

one arrives at

A21,d
p ~F;s!52

sinps

p (
i 50

`

u2i( d~n! (
m50

p21

(
l 50

m

~21!mdml
p n2122i 22l

3E
m/n

`

dz
@~zn!22m2#2s

~11z2! i 11/2z2m11 . ~35!

At this point we can continue as in previous articles by realizing that the above integra
representations of a hypergeometric function.20 With the help of their Mellin–Barnes
representation,20 the n summation can be done, yielding the basez function, and in the massles
case our final result reads as

A21,d
p ~F;s!5

1

2G~s! (i 50

`

u2i (
m50

p21

(
l 50

m

dml
p

3
G~2s2m!G~s1 i 1m11/2!

G~2s11!G~ i 11/2!
zN~s1 l 1 i 11/2!. ~36!

In the same way one obtains for the otherAi ,d
p (s),
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A0,d
p ~F;s!52

1

4G~s! (i 50

`
u2i

G~ i 12! (
m50

p21

(
l 50

m

~21!mdml
p

3
G~s1 i 1m11!G~12s2m!

G~12s!
zN~s1 i 1 l 11!, ~37!

An,d
p ~F;s!5

1

2G~s! (i 50

`

u2i (
m50

n21

(
l 50

m

~21!mdml
p (

b50

n

xn,b~n12b!

3
G~12s2m!G~s1 i 1n/21b1m11!

G~12s!G~ i 1n/21b12!
zN~s1 i 1 l 111n/2!. ~38!

These forms are well suited for machine evaluation and the residues relevant for the heat
expansion are thereby quickly determined.

The remaining task is to deal withzshift
p (F;s) defined in~33!. To get the relevant residues w

need the asymptotic behavior ofJn , information that can be found in Abramowitz and Stegun17

Ultimately, as a practical application, we want to restrict the general form of theA5/2 coefficient,
and so, restricting the calculation to the order necessary for this coefficient, we arrive at

zshift
p ~F;s!52

1

2 (
m50

p21

(
l 50

m

dml
p

3„uzN~s1 l 11!1u3~s1m11!zN~s1 l 12!1¯…, ~39!

after some algebra. As mentioned, the dots indicate contributions having their rightmost p
the left of s5(D25)/2.

All the relevant results for the calculation up to theA5/2 coefficient are now on hand. It would
be possible to go further, if desired.~But see our cautionary note at the end.!

III. HEAT-KERNEL COEFFICIENTS ON GENERAL MANIFOLDS

In this section we describe the restrictions placed on the general form of the heat-
coefficients by our special case evaluation. Because the case we treat has a vanishing R
tensor and constant extrinsic curvature, it cannot, in general, determine the complete coef
However, supplemented by a lemma on product manifolds and using relations of the heat
coefficients under conformal rescalings,8 we will develop a very effective scheme for their calc
lation. Although for Dirichlet and Robin conditions the coefficients are already completely kn
up toA2 , we will describe our procedure by starting with these low coefficients. We will see
the lower the coefficient the more restrictive is the special case; a ball calculation. This ope
for future applications the possibility of applying our approach to spectral boun
conditions21–23 and to boundary conditions involving tangential derivatives discussed recen
the context of the quantization of gauge fields in the presence of boundaries.24–27

In what follows we will take the standpoint that the volume part of the coefficients is kno
This is motivated by the fact that its calculation is purely algebraic and very effective sch
already exist.1,2,7 In contrast, the boundary contributions are not determined purely algebraic
and their evaluation turns out to be much more involved. It is here that our special case eva
of the smeared coefficients on the ball gives the additional information necessary for the co
calculation of the coefficients. We will show the effectiveness of the scheme by giving all ofA5/2,
but we first explain things in detail, starting from the lower coefficients.

Some notation is needed. Here and in the followingF@M#5*M dx F(x) and F@]M#
5*]M dy F(y), with dx and dy being the Riemannian volume elements ofM and ]M. In
addition, ‘‘;’’ denotes differentiation with respect to the Levi-Civita connection ofM and ‘‘:’’
covariant differentiation tangentially with respect to the Levi-Civita connection of the bound
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Finally, our sign convention isRjkl
i 52G jk,l

i 1G j l ,k
i 1Gnk

i G j l
n 2Gnl

i G jk
n ~see, for example Ref. 28!.

To state the general form of the coefficients define the partial differential operator,

P52D2E,

together with Dirichlet or Robin boundary conditions,

B2f[fu]M and BS
1f[~f ;m2Sf!u]M .

To have a uniform notation we setS50 for Dirichlet boundary conditions and writeBS
7 . Let DB

be the operator defined by the appropriate boundary conditions.
If F is a smooth function onM, there is an asymptotic series ast→0 of the form

TrL2~Fe2tPB!' (
n>0

t ~n2D !/2an~F,PB!,

where thean(F,PB) are locally computable.29

We now state, one by one, the general form of the coefficients and compare them wi
special case evaluation. For convenience we will drop the indexB of the operatorP. The coeffi-
cient A0 is, by normalization,

A0~F,P!5~4p!2D/2F@M#.

The next one is

A1/2~F,P!5d~4p!2d/2F@]M#.

For the ball this means

A1/2~F,P!5d~4p!2d/2F~1!vol~Sd!.

Using the relations~26! and ~36!–~39! we can immediately determined,

d5S 2
12

4
,
11

4 D .

The coefficientA1/2 is thus given for a general manifold from the result on the ball~which was
clear, of course!. Passing on toA1 , the general form is

A1~F,P!5~4p!2D/2621$~6FE1FR!@M#1~b0FK1b1F ;m1b2FS!@]M#%.

In our special case on the ball,Ka
b5da

b , and thus

A1~F,P!5~4p!2D/2621 vol~Sd!$b0F~1!d1b1F8~1!1b2F~1!S%.

Comparing with the results given in the previous section, one finds

b052; b15~32,231!; b2512.

Thus, our special case also gives the entireA1 coefficient without any further information bein
needed. It is very important that the calculation can be performed for an arbitrary ball dime
D, and also for a smearing functionF(r ). This allows one just to compare polynomials ind with
the associated extrinsic curvature terms in the general expression and simply to read
universal constants in this expression.
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The idea is now clear and in the following we will state only the general expression an
restrictions found from the special case presented in the previous section. We continue w
next higher coefficient, with the general form

A3/2~F,P!5
d

96~4p!d/2 „F~c0E1c1R1c2Rmm1c3K21c4KabK
ab1c7SK1c8S2!

1F ;m~c5K1c9S!1c6F ;mm…@]M#.

The ball calculation immediately gives seven of the ten unknowns,

c35~72,131!, c45~2102,21!, c55~302,261!,

c6524, c7596, c85192, c95296.

We next apply the lemma on product manifolds mentioned above.8 Let Nn(F)5F ;m... be the
nth normal covariant derivative. There exist local formulasan(x,P) andan,n(y,D), so that

An~F,P,BS
7!5$FAn~x,P!%@M#1H (

n50

2n21

Nn~F !An,n~y,P,BS
7!J @]M#.

Let M5M13M2 andP5P1^ 111^ P2 and]M25B. Then

An,n~y,P,BS
7!5 (

p1q5n
Ap,n~y1 ,P1 ,BS

7!Aq~x2 ,P2!.

For A3/2 this means

A3/2~y,P!5A3/2~y1 ,P1!A0~x2 ,P2!1A1/2~y1 ,P1!A1~x2 ,P2!.

We will chooseP152D1 andP252D22E(x2) with obvious notation to obtain

d9621
„c0E1c1R~M2!…5d621

„6E1R~M2!…,

where we used, in addition,R(M13M2)5R(M1)1R(M2). This gives

c0596, c1516.

It is seen that the determination ofA3/2 is relatively simple, once the ball result is on hand. T
lemma on product manifolds is also very easily applied and already only one of the univ
constantsci , namelyc2 , is missing.

The remaining information is obtained using the relations between the heat-kernel coeffi
under conformal rescaling,8

d

de U
e50

an~1,e22eFP!2~D22n!an~F,P!50. ~40!

Setting to zero the coefficients of all terms in~40! gives several relations between the univer
constantci . We will need only one of them. Thus, setting to zero the coefficient ofF ;mm gives

1
2~D22!c022~D21!c12~D21!c22~D23!c650,

and soc2528 for Dirichlet and Robin boundary conditions. This completes the calculatio
A3/2.

We continue with the treatment ofA2 . Its general form is8
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A2~F,P!5~4p!2D/236021$F~60DE160RE1180E2112DR15R222Ri j R
i j

12Ri jkl R
i jkl !@M#1@F~d1E;m1d2R;m1d3K :a

a 1d4Kab:
ab1d5EK

1d6RK1d7RmmK1d8RambmKab1d9Rabc
bKac1d10K

3

1d11KabK
abK1d12KabKc

bKac1d13SE1d14SR1d15SRmm

1d16SK21d17SKabK
ab1d18KS21d19S

31d20S:a
a !

1F ;m~e1E1e2R1e3Rmm1e4K21e5KabK
ab1e8SK1e9S2!

1F ;mm~e6K1e10S!1e7~DF ! ;m#@]M#%. ~41!

The ball calculation gives

d105~40/212,40/31!, d115~288/72,81!, d125~320/212,32/31!,

d165144, d17548, d185480, d195480,
~42!

e45~180/72,2121!, e55~260/72,2121!, e6524,

e75~302,2301!, e85272, e952240, e105120.

The product formula here reads as

A2~y,P!5A2~y1 ,P1!A0~x2 ,P2!2A0~y1 ,P1!A2~x2 ,P2!1A1~y1 ,P1!A1~x2 ,P2!,

and leads to the universal constants,

d55120, d6520, d135720, d145120,
~43!

e15~1802,21801! e25~302,2301!.

These two inputs already give 20 of the 30 unknowns; the remaining 10 are determined
conformal rescaling~40!,

d

de U
e50

a2~1,e22eFP!2~D24!a2~F,P!50. ~44!

Having already evaluated many of the constants only a few more relations are required to
remaining ones. In the following list, we give, on the left, the term in~44! whose coefficient is
equated to zero.

Term Coefficient

EF;m 0522d1160~D26!1d5~D21!2~D24!e12 1
2~D22!d13

~DF ! ;m 056~D26!1 1
2~D22!d122~D21!d22~D24!e7

F :aK :
a 0524~D26!1~D24!d32 1

2~D22!d512~D21!d61d71d9

KF ;mm 05 1
2~D22!d522~D21!d62~D21!d72d82~D24!e6

Kab:
bF :

a 05~D24!d41d81~D23!d914~D26!

RmmF ;m 05~D21!d71d822d91e314~D26!2 1
2~D22!d15
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F :aS:
a 052 1

2~D22!d1312~D21!d141d151~D24!d20. ~45!

From here one finds the universal constants,

d15~1202,22401!, d25~182,2421!, d3524, d450,
~46!

d7524, d8512, d9524, d1550, d205120, e350.

This completes the evaluation ofA2 and we finally come to the calculation ofA5/2, which, for an
arbitrary smearing functionF, has been calculated only for a totally geodesic boundary]M.
WhenF51, it has been determined forM a domain ofRm.

It has been shown that for a smooth, but not necessarily totally geodesic, boundary ther
universal constants such that

A5/2~F,P!57576021~4p!2d/2$F$g1E;mm1g2E;mS1g3E21g4E:a
a1g5RE1120VabV

ab

1g6DR1g7R21g8Ri j R
i j 1g9Ri jkl R

i jkl 1g10RmmE1g11RmmR1g12RS2

1~23602,901!VamV m
a 1g13R;mm1g14Rmm:a

a1g15Rmm;mm1g16R;mS

1g17RmmS21g18SS:a
a1g19S:aS:

a1g20RammbR
ab1g21RmmRmm1g22RammbR

a
mmb

a

1g23ES21g24S
4%1F ;m$g25R;m1g26RS1g27RmmS1g28S:a

a1g29E;m1g30ES

1g31S
3%1F ;mm$g32R1g33Rmm1g34E1g35S

2%1g36SF;mmm1g37F ;mmmm

1F$d1KE;m1d2KR;m1d3KabRammb;m1d4KS:b
b1d5KabS:

ab1d6K :bS:
b

1d7Kab:
aS:

b1d8K :b
bS1d9Kab:

abS1d10K :bK :
b1d11Kab:

aK :
b1d12Kab:

aK :c
bc

1d13Kab:cK
ab

:
c1d14Kab:cK

ac
:
b1d15K :b

bK1d16Kab:
abK1d17Kab:

a
cK

bc

1d18K :bcK
bc1d19Kbc:a

aKbc1g38KSE1d20KSRmm1g39KSR1d21KabR
abS

1d22K
abSRammb1g40K

2E1g41KabK
abE1g42K

2R1g43KabK
abR1d23K

2Rmm

1d24KabK
abRmm1d25KKabR

ab1d26KKabRammb1d27KabK
acRc

b1d28Ka
bKacRbmmc

1d29KabKcdR
acbd1d30KS31d31K

2S21d32KabK
abS21d33K

3S1d34KKabK
abS

1d35KabK
bcKc

aS1d36K
41d37K

2KabK
ab1d38KabK

abKcdK
cd1d39KKabK

bcKc
a

1d40KabK
bcKcdK

da%1F ;m$g44KE1d41KRmm1g45KR1d42KS21d43K :b
b

1d44Kab:
ab1d45KabR

ab1d46K
abRammb1d47K

2S1d48KabK
abS1d49K

3

1d50KKabK
ab1d51KabK

bcKc
a%1F ;mm$d52KS1d53K

21d54KabK
ab%1d55KF ;mmm%

[ ]M]. ~47!

In this case, specializing to the ball gives
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g2451440, g3152720,

g355360, g3652180,

g37545, d3052160,

d3151080, d325360,

d335885/4, d345315/2,

d355150, d365~265/1282,2041/1281!,

d375~2141/322,417/321! , d405~2327/82,231/81!,

d4252600, d4752705/4,

d48575/2, d495~495/322,2459/321!,

d505~21485/162,2267/161!, d515~225/22,541!,

d52530, d535~1215/162,315/161!,

d545~2954/82,2645/81!, d555~1052,301!,

andd381d395(1049/322,1175/321).
The product formula explicitly reads as

A5/2~y,P!5A5/2~y1 ,P1!A0~x2 ,P2!1A3/2~y1 ,P1!A1~x2 ,P2!1A1/2~y1 ,P1!A2~x2 ,P2!,

which gives the 22 universal constants,

g35720, g55240, g6548, g7520,

g8528, g958, g1052120, g115220,

g125480, g2352880, g2652240, g30521440,

g32560, g345360, g3851440, g395240,

g405~1052,1951!, g415~21502,301!, g425~105/62,195/61!,

g435~2252,51!, g445~4502,2901!, g455~752,2151!

All this information puts us in a very good position to use the relations between the
kernel coefficients that result from conformal rescalings. The relevant relation reads as

d

de U
e50

A5/2„1,e22eFP)2~D25!A5/2~F,P!50. ~48!

Setting to zero the coefficients of all terms in~48!, we obtain the equations given in~50!. ~They
are ordered in such a way that nearly every equation immediately yields a universal constan
was the main motivation for the given ordering.! Using the relation~50!, we find

g15360, g2521440, g45240,

g13512, g14524, g15515,

g1652270, g175120, g185960,

g195600, g205216, g215217,

g225210, g255~602,195/21!, g27590,
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g2852270, g295~4502,6301!, g335290,

d15~4502,2901!, d25~422,2111/21!, d35~02,301!,

d45240, d55420, d65390,

d75480, d85420, d9560,

d20530, d215260, d2252180.

Thus, the equations given up to this point allow for the determination of the universal con
apart from two groups. The first group isd23,...,d29,d38,d39,d41,d45,d46 and the second one
d10,...,d19,d43,d44. The first group is completely determined using the relations given in~51!.
One finds

d235~2215/162,2275/161!, d245~2215/82,2275/81!,

d255~142,211!, d265~249/42,2109/41!,

d27516, d285~47/22,2133/21!,

d29532, d385~777/322,375/321!,

d395~17/22,251!, d415~2255/82,165/81!,

d455~2302,2151!, d465~2465/42,2165/41!.

Finally, we consider the second group mentioned above. As we will see, one needs just on
relation in addition to those obtained from Eq.~48!, which are presented in~52!. They yield

d115~582,2381!, d155~62,1111!,

d165~2302,2151!, d195~542,1141!,

together with the relations

2d101d435291, 2d102d185~2983/82,21403/81!,

2d1423d185~2913/42,22533/41!, d131d145~297/82,837/81!,

d182d445~602,2251!, 2d1222d172d185~27/42,2787/41!,

2d122d17532.

This is all we can get with the relation~48!. It is seen that, givend43 or d44, for example, the
remaining constants can be determined. This is achieved with the equation~8!

d

de U
e50

A5/2~e22e fF,e22e f P!50, for D57. ~49!

Thus, finally, one gets

d105~2413/162,487/161!, d125~211/42,49/41!,

d135~355/82,535/81!, d145~229/42,151/41!,
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d175~275/22,215/21!, d185~285/42,945/41!,

d435~2315/82,21215/81!, d44545/4,

which concludes the calculation of the completeA5/2 coefficient on a smooth manifold with
boundary. All terms not displayed in the above lists have been used as checks on the co
universal constants.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we have developed a technique for the calculation of smeared heat-
coefficients on the generalized cone. This is a generalization of our previous work,13 where we
treated theF51 case only. All technical and aesthetic advantages emphasized previously a
present for arbitraryF. Namely, by restricting attention to the ball, and using a functionF as
general as needed, the coefficients can be found as polynomials in the dimension of the ba
has the advantage that the special case evaluation can easily be used to put restrictions
general form of the heat-kernel coefficients. This idea was applied to the coefficientsA0 ,...,A5/2

for Dirichlet and Robin boundary conditions. Supplemented by a lemma on product manifold
relations from conformal rescalings, we have shown that starting with the results of the s
case, treated here for the first time, the complete coefficients are obtained very effectively

The method is clearly capable of being applied to other situations. An example of even
complexity is the generalized boundary condition involving tangential derivatives of the field24–27

Up to now, for this case, we have applied the technique of special case evaluation only
four-dimensional ball.30 The treatment of theD-dimensional ball is under consideration with th
aim of finding the general form of the coefficients using the ideas presented here. Another
tion of interest is the spectral boundary condition applied to spinor fields. These condition
nonlocal and it is known that the relations obtained with conformal techniques are not suffi
for the determination of the entire coefficient.31 However, supplemented by the ball calculation
is possible to find at least the lower coefficients in this case too. We reserve exposition of
extensions for later.

A general word of caution, however. The evaluation of higher and higher coefficients qu
becomes prodigiously complicated, even for just the volume terms, and there is the dang
becoming an end in itself. The question is whether there is any value in displaying an impene
profusion of terms, without some strong motivation. As far as the boundary terms go, we fe
with A5/2 we probably have reached the limit of what can sensibly be calculated and disp
Already the expressions are becoming unwieldy. Further progress in this area should, we th
limited to extending the class of manifolds, say to those with nonsmooth boundaries, and
consideration of other fields and boundary conditions as indicated in the preceding paragr
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APPENDIX

In this appendix we list the relations resulting from the conformal property~48!.
The first group of relations is

Term Coefficient

EF;mm 0522g11~D22!g322~D21!g52~D21!g102~D25!g34
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ESF;m 0522g22~D22!g231~D21!g382~D25!g30

SF;mmm 05 1
2~D22!g222~D21!g162~D25!g36

KSF;mm 05 1
2~D22!g222~D21!g161

1
2~D22!g382~D21!d2022~D21!g39

2d211d222~D25!d52

FE:a
a 052g11~D22!g32~D25!g422~D21!g52g10

F ;mmmm 05 1
2~D22!g122~D21!g622~D21!g132~D21!g152~D25!g37

FDR 05 1
2~D22!g52~D24!g624~D21!g72Dg824g92g112g131

1
2g20

FR;mm 052 1
2~D22!g51~D24!g614~D21!g712~D21!g818g91g111g13

22g152
D

2
g201g22

FRmm:a
a 05 1

2~D22!g122~D21!g61 1
2~D22!g1022~D21!g1122~D21!g13

2~D25!g1422g151~D21!g2022g2122g22

F ;mmS2 0522~D21!g122~D21!g171
1
2~D22!g232~D25!g35

FS:aS:
a 0524~D21!g1222g172~D23!g1812g191~D22!g23

F ;mE;m 0525g12 1
2~D22!g21~D21!d12~D25!g29

F ;mmmK 05 1
2~D22!g124~D21!g622~D21!g132g151

1
2~D22!d1

22~D21!d21d32~D25!d55

F ;mR;m 052 1
4~D22!g11~2D27!g61~D26!g1322g152

1
2~D22!g16

1~D21!d22 1
2 d32~D25!g25

F ;mmRmm 052~D22!g114~D21!g622~D22!g828g91 1
2~D22!g10

22~D21!g1114~D21!g1322~D21!g2122g222~D25!g33

F ;mRmmS 052 1
2~D22!g212~D21!g162~D22!g171~D21!d20

2d212d222~D25!g27

FKS:a
a 052~D24!d42d51d61d72d82d91 1

2~D22!g38

2d2022~D21!g392d21

FK :a
aS 05 1

2~D22!g212~D21!g162d41d62~D24!d8

1 1
2~D22!g382d2022~D21!g392d21

FKabS:
ab 052~D22!g214~D21!g1613d52~D22!d71~D22!d9

2~D22!d211d22
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FKab:
abS 052d51d72~D24!d92~D22!d211d22

F ;mS:a
a 05 1

2 ~D22!g222~D21!g162~D22!g181~D22!g191~D21!d4

1d52~D21!d62d71~D21!d81d92~D25!g28. ~A1!

For the second one we have the following.

Term Coefficient

F ;mmKabK
ab 052~D22!g114~D21!g614~D21!g1312g151d31 1

2~D22!g41

22~D21!g432~D21!d242d271d282~D25!d54

F ;mmK2 0522~D21!g61 1
2~D22!d122~D21!d21~D22!g40

22~D21!g422~D21!d232d251d262~D25!d53

F ;mKR 05 1
2~D22!g522g624~D21!g722g82g1122d22 1

2~m22!g39

12~D21!g4212g431d252~D25!g45

F ;mKRmm 05 1
2~D22!g11 1

2~D22!g1022~D21!g1122~D21!g1314g15

1g2022g212
1
2~D22!d112~D21!d21d32 1

2~D22!d20

12~D21!d2312d242d252d262~D25!d41

F ;mKabR
ab 052 1

2~D22!g112~D21!g622~D22!g828g912~D21!g13

24g151g202d32 1
2~D22!d211~D21!d2512d2712d292~D25!d45

F ;mKabRammb 052~D22!g114~D21!g614~D21!g1312g152~D22!g20

12g222d32 1
2~D22!d221~D21!d2612d2812d292~D25!d46

F ;mKabK
bcKc

a 05~D22!g124~D21!g624~D21!g1322g152d32~D22!d27

1d2812d292
1
2~D22!d351~D21!d3914d402~D25!d51

FRacKb
cKab 0522~D22!g828g914g151g2012d314d1314d1424d19

2~D22!d271d2812d29. ~A2!

Finally, the third group:

Term Cofficient

FK :bK :b 052~D21!g624g152~D22!g2012g222
1
2~D22!d1

12~D21!d212d101d112~D23!d152d162d181~D22!g40

24~D21!g4222d2322d25

FKab:
aK :

b 052~D22!g124~D21!g628~D21!g131~4D26!g2028g22

2~D22!d114~D21!d22~D23!d1112d1222d1412d16

22d1712d1822~D22!d2512d2624d29
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FKab:cK
ab

:
c 05~D22!g124~D21!g624~D21!g1322g151~D22!g20

22g2223d312d1312d142~D23!d191~D22!g41

24~D21!g4322d2422d27

FKKab:
ab 054~D22!g8116g924g152Dg2012g221d1112d122~D24!d16

22d172d182~D22!d251d2622d29

F :mK :a
a 052 3

2~D22!g114~D21!g624~D22!g8216g916~D21!g13

1 1
2~D22!d122~D21!d22d32 1

2~D22!d41 1
2~D22!d6

2 1
2~D22!d822~D21!d10

2d1122d1312~D21!d151d161d1812d192~D25!d43

F :mKab:
ab 05 1

2~D22!g122~D21!g614~D22!g8116g922~D21!g13

12g1512d32 1
2~D22!d51 1

2~D22!d72 1
2~D22!d9

2~D21!d1122d1222d141~D21!d1612d171~D21!d18

2~D25!d44

FKab:
aK :c

bc 05~423D !g2016g2222d322~D22!d1224d1322d14

1~D11!d1714d192~D22!d271d2812d29

FK :abK
ab 052~D22!g124~D21!g622~D22!g828g928~D21!g13

1~4D25!g2028g222~D22!d114~D21!d22~D22!d11

22d141~D22!d1613d182~D22!d251d2622d29. ~A3!

This completes the list of relations used for the calculation of theA5/2 coefficient.
Note added in proof.As suggested in the Conclusions the method has now been appli

generalized boundary conditions involving tangential derivatives and to spectral boundary
tions. Details can be found in Refs. 32 and 33.
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I. INTRODUCTION

We define the complex Bateman equation inn-dimensional space by analogy with the s
called universal field equation1 as

detU 0
]f

] ȳ1
¯

]f

] ȳn

]f

]y1

]2f

]y1] ȳ1
¯

]2f

]x1] ȳn

A A � A

]f

]yn

]2f

]yn] ȳ1
¯

]2f

]yn] ȳn

U50. ~1!

Recently it was shown that the general solution to this equation, in the case wheren52 is given
implicitly, by equating two arbitrary functions of three variables,F(f,y1 ,y2) and G(f,ȳ1 ,ȳ2)
and solving the resulting equation

F~f,y1 ,y2!5G~f,ȳ1 ,ȳ2! ~2!

for f(y1 ,y2 ,ȳ1 ,ȳ2).2 After we found this solution, we were astonished to find it set as an exe
as Problem~8! ~ii ! on page 328 of Chaundy’sThe Differential Calculus, Oxford University Press
~1935!!3 This assertion may be readily verified by partial differentiation. The corresponding r
for ~1! is the subject of this article.

II. EQUIVALENT FIRST-ORDER EQUATIONS

The complex Bateman equation,~1!, is the eliminant of (n11) linear equations which may b
written as

(
i 51

n

a if ȳi
50, fys

5(
1

n

ays

i f ȳi
, ~3!

a!Electronic mail: david.fairlie@durham.ac.uk
4530022-2488/2001/42(1)/453/10/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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wherefyi
denotes]f/]yi , etc. Similarly, it is also the eliminant of the equations

(
i 51

n

b ifyi
50, f ȳs

5(
1

n

b ȳs

i fyi
. ~4!

From ~3! and ~4! it follows that

(
s

ayi

s b ȳs

k 5d i
k , ~5!

or in other words, the above-introduced Jacobian matricesayi

s andb ȳs

k are inverses of one anothe

Let us multiply and sum each equation of the first system~3! by bs @and carry out a similar
operation for system~4!#. We obtain

(
i 51

n

bsays

i f ȳi
50, (

1

n

asb ȳs

i fyi
50. ~6!

Now we come to a crucial step; Eq.~6! cannot contain any new information, but will onl
repeat those equations already quoted. In other words,

(
i

b iayi

s 5uas ~7!

for someu. It follows immediately ~taking into account the inverse properties of the abo
introduced matrices! in symmetrical fashion that

(
i

a ib ȳi

s 5u21bs, ~8!

which is consistent with the other set of equations. We shall show that in factu is unity, as a
requirement that this linear system is equivalent to the complex Bateman equation Sec. III

Dividing these last equations, respectively, byas, bs and introducing the notationvn

5an/an , um5bm/bn with the convention that Greek indices take values from 1 up ton21 we
can eliminateu by subtracting the last equation to arrive at the following system:

2vyn

n 5( umvym

n , 2uȳn

m 5( vnuȳn

m . ~9!

In the familiar case of two-dimensional space this system takes the form

2vy1
5uvy2

, 2uȳ1
5vuȳ2

, ~10!

the general solution of which is connected with

G~f;y1 ,y2!5F~f; ȳ1 ,ȳ2!. ~11!

We therefore expect that in the general case ofn dimensions the general solution of the compl
Bateman equation~1! is connected in some way to a system ofn21 equations forn21 unknown
functionscm:

Qn~cm;y1 ,...,yn!5Pn~cm; ȳ1 ,...,ȳn!, n51¯ n21. ~12!
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III. CONDITIONS OF SELF-CONSISTENCY

As a direct corollary of~3! and~4! it follows that the functionsc can be thought of as eithe
dependent upon the set of variables (um;yi), or else (vn; ȳ j ),

c~vn; ȳi !5c~um;yj !. ~13!

This result is equivalent to using two equations from~3! and ~4!. The remaining 2n equations,
taking into account~13!, may be transformed in the following way:

cys
5( ays

i ( cumuȳi

m 5( cum( ays

i S b ȳi

m

bn 2
bmb ȳi

n

~bn!2 D 5
1

bn ( cum~dsm2umdsn!. ~14!

Or finally,

cym
5

1

bn cum~um;yi !, cyn
52

1

bn ( umcum, ~15!

c ȳn
5

1

an cvn~vn; ȳi !, c ȳn
52

1

an ( vncvn. ~16!

~The reader can compare these equations with the analogous equations in the paper on
universal equation.! Now let us use the integrability conditions of self-consistency of the seco
order mixed derivatives. Using the conditions of self-consistency for Greek barred and un
indices, which read

S cvn

an D
ym

5S cum

bn D
ȳn

, ~17!

we consider what follows from the conditions of self-consistency for the other p
(ym ,ȳn), (ȳn ,yn), and (yn ,ȳn). We have in consequence~for the first pair of variables!

]

]ym

]c

] ȳn
52

]

]ym
( vn

cvn

an 52
cym

an 2( vnS cvn

an D
ym

52
cym

an 2( vnS cum

bn D
ȳn

5
]

] ȳn
S cum

bn D .

~18!

The last row of this equality can been transformed into

(
a

cum,uaS uȳn

a 1( vnuȳn

a D1S cum

an D S 12
( ia

ib ȳi

n

bn D 50. ~19!

Rewriting the previous equality,

c ȳn
1( vnc ȳn

50, ~20!

in terms of the variables (u,y) to give

( cuaS uȳn

a 1( vnuȳn

a D50, ~21!

we arrive at a linear system ofn equations for then unknowns:
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S uȳn

a 1( vnuȳn

a D , anS 12
( ia

ib ȳi

n

bn D ,

and assuming that the determinant of the corresponding universal equation in the (n21) dimen-
sional spaceua is different from zero~the degenerate case, when it is equal to zero dema
special consideration!:

(
i

a ib ȳi

n 5bn, uȳn

m 1( vnuȳn

m 50, ~22!

(
i

b iayi

n 5an, vyn

n 1( umvym

n 50, ~23!

which proves thatu51 in ~8! and~9! and shows that the hydrodynamical system~9! is the direct
corollary of the main equations. The equivalence of the second mixed partial derivatives (c ȳn

)yn

in both orders leads to equivalent expressions. They are not essential for what follows a
omitted here.

IV. THE SYSTEM OF HYDRODYNAMIC TYPE

We understand by a system of hydrodynamic type the system~9! rewritten in the following:

vyn

n 1( umvym

n 50, uȳn

m 1( vnuȳn

m 50. ~24!

Two propositions with respect to this system will be required in the following.3

Proposition 1:The conditions that the pair of operators

D5
]

]yn
1( um

]

]ym
, D̄5

]

] ȳn
1( vn

]

] ȳn
~25!

are commutative are that the functions (um,vn) are solutions of system~24!.
Acting with the help of operators (D,D̄) on the second and the first equations of~24!,

respectively, we further conclude that the 2(n21) functions

D̄~vn!5v ȳn

n 1( vmv ȳm

n , D~um!5uyn

m 1( unuyn

m ~26!

are also solutions of the first and the second system of Eq.~24!.
As a corollary we obtain the following
Proposition 2:Suppose the following notation for the above-mentioned expressions is i

duced:

v ȳn

n 1( vmv ȳm

n 5Qn~v; ȳ!, uyn

m 1( unuyn

m 5Pm~u;y!. ~27!

Then, as has been anticipated in the notation,Qm depends uponyj , ȳ j through the variablesv j

and ȳ j , andPm throughuj , yj . Indeed, then sets of variables (1,u), satisfy a linear system o
n21 matrix equations arising from the first equation of~24! and the fact thatQm is a solution, for
eachm51¯ n21, namely
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S vy1

1
¯ vyn21

1 vyn

1

A � A A

vy1

n21
¯ vyn

n21 vyn

n21

Qy1

n
¯ Qyn21

n Qyn

n

D S u1

A
un21

1
D 50. ~28!

The condition for the existence of a solution is that the determinant of the Jacobian matrix s
vanish, which implies that eachQm is a function of the variablesy only through the functionsv.
The corresponding result holds forPm in a similar manner, so Proposition 2 is proved.

Compared with~24! and ~27! is an inhomogeneous system of hydrodynamic equations s
rated into functions (u,v). Now we are able to find solutions of the primary equations~22! and
~23!. To this end, let us rewrite them in the terms of operatorsD, D̄:

D̄S 1

bnD52
1

anbn 5DS 1

anD . ~29!

We have in consequence the result that there must exist a functionQ such that

1

bn 5DQ,
1

an 5D̄Q, ~D̄Q!~DQ!52D̄DQ. ~30!

The solution of Eq.~30! follows the pattern for the solution to the complex variable equat
f zf z̄1 f zz̄50 and takes the form

expQ52g~u;y!1ḡ~v; ȳ!. ~31!

V. GENERAL SOLUTION OF THE HYDRODYNAMIC SYSTEM

Suppose we have the following system of equations defining implicitly (n21) unknown
functions~c! in (2n) dimensional space (y,ȳ):

Qn~c;y!5Pn~c; ȳ! ~32!

with the convention that all Greek indices take values between 1 and (n21). The number of
equations in~32! coincides with the number of unknown functionsca.

With the help of the usual rules of differentiation of implicit functions we find from~32!:

cy5~Pc2Qc!21Qy , c ȳ52~Pc2Qc!21Pȳ . ~33!

Let us assume that betweenn derivatives with respect to barred and unbarred variables
following linear dependencies obtain:

(
1

n

cicyi

a 50, (
1

n

dic ȳi

a 50 ~34!

and analyze the consequences of these facts.
Assuming thatcnÞ0, dnÞ0, dividing them into each equation of the left and right system

respectively, and introducing the notationua5ca /cn , va5da /dn we may rewrite the last set in
the following form:

cyn

a 1 (
1

n21

uncyn

a 50, c ȳn

a 1 (
1

n21

vnc ȳn

a 50. ~35!
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Substituting values of the derivatives from~33! and multiplying the result by the matrix (Pc

2Qc) from the left we obtain

Qyn

a 1 (
1

n21

unQyn

a 50, Pȳn

a 1 (
1

n21

vnPȳn

a 50. ~36!

From these last equations it immediately follows that

un52~Qyn
!21Qyn

, vn52~Pȳn
!21Pȳn

. ~37!

We see that if we augment the initial system~32! by (n21) vector functions (u,v) defined by
~37!, then the differential operatorsD, D̄ defined by~5! in connection with~35! annihilate each
c either as aQ or a P function:

Dc5D̄c5DQ5DP5D̄Q5D̄P50. ~38!

This means thatD f̄ (c,ȳ)5D̄ f (c,y)50. As a direct corollary of this fact,Dv5D̄u50 and the
generatorsD, D̄ constructed in this way mutually commute. Thus we have found the gen
solution of the hydrodynamic system and a concrete realization of the manifold with the prop
of Sec. IV.

With respect to the generatorsD, D̄ all functions of 2n dimensional space may be divide
into the following subclasses: functions of general positionF, DFÞ0, D̄FÞ0, holomorphic
functions f , D̄ f 50, D f Þ0, antiholomorphic onesf̄ , D f̄ 50, D̄ f̄ Þ0, and f 0 ‘‘central’’ func-
tions, both holomorphic and antiholomorphic simultaneously;D̄ f 05D f 050. Each central func-
tion may be represented in the following form:

f 05 f 0~Q!5 f 0~P!5g0~f!.

VI. EQUATIONS FOLLOWING FROM THE OTHER RESTRICTIONS

Formula~37! together with~32! give the general solution of the hydrodynamic system~24!.
Indeed this solution depends upon 2(n21) arbitrary functions~32! each of (2n21) independent
arguments, which are sufficient for the statement of Cauchy or Goursat initial value problem
general solution of the complex Bateman equation~1! depends upon only two arbitrary function
each of (2n21) arguments. Thus all other restrictions arising on the way must reduce then
21) arbitrary functions of~32! to only two.

For this purpose it is necessary to calculate derivatives of the functionsu,v defined by~37!.
We have in consequence, suppressing the indexn,

uya
52Qy

21S Qyn ,ya
1( Qyn ,cbcya

b 2Qy,ya
Qy

21Qyn
2( Qy,cbfya

b Qy
21Qyn

D
[2Qy

21~DQya
!1Qy

21~DQc!~Pc2Qc!21Qya
. ~39!

By the same technique we can calculateuȳ ,vy using

uȳ5Qy
21~DQc!~Pc2Qc!21Pȳ , vy52Pȳ

21~DPc!~Pc2Qc!21Qy . ~40!

Comparing~13! with results of Sec. V we conclude that the functionc is central and so
depends only on (n21) arguments. For us it will be more convenient to go back directly to
linear systems~3! and ~4! and investigate their properties. We have in consequence

( fcacys

a 5( fca( c ȳi

a ays

i .
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Further evaluation of the last equality is connected with the substitution of the explicit expres
for the derivatives of the functionsc ~33!. The results of the further calculations we present in
form of multiplication of the rowfc by the corresponding matrix:

fc~Pc2Qc!21S Qys
1( ays

i Qȳi
D5fc~Pc2Qc!21S Qys

1( vys

n Qȳn
D

5fc~ I 2an~Pc2Qc!21D̄Pc!~Pc2Qc!21Qys
50.

~41!

In the process of the above evaluation we have used the equalitiesD̄Q50 and the explicit
expression for the derivatives of the functionsv with respect to the unbarred coordinates~40!.

Equation~41! for s5n is a direct corollary of the equations with Greek indices as a con
quence of the equalityDQ50. Assuming that detQyn

m Þ0, det(Pc2Qc)Þ0, we may rewrite Eq.

~41! with Greek indices in the final form:

( fca~ I 2an~Pc2Qc!21D̄Pc!n
a50. ~42!

A similar equation follows from~4!:

( fca~ I 2bn~Pc2Qc!21DQc!n
a50. ~43!

Now we assume that only one from the set of the functionsca satisfies the complex Batema
equation. Suppose it isc1 and that the solution may be chosen in the formf(c1). Of course, this
suggestion must be confirmed by the detailed investigations of all results following from~42! and
~43!. We omit here this consideration, replacing it by checking the final result. Under this ass
tion, Eqs.~42! and ~43! are equivalent to the following 2(n21) equalities:

~ I 2bn~Pc2Qc!21DQc!n
150, ~ I 2an~Pc2Qc!21D̄Pc!n

150,

which after substituting into them the explicit expressions for 1/an 5D̄Q, 1/bn 5DQ from ~31!
it will be convenient to rewrite in the form of multiplication of the row by the matrix (Pc

2Qc)5d:

~D̄Q,0̄ 0!5~1,0̄ 0!d21D̄d,

multiplying the last equality with the matrixd21 on the right we obtain

~DQ,0̄ 0!d2152~1,0̄ 0!Dd21, ~D̄Q,0̄ 0!d2152~1,0̄ 0!D̄d21. ~44!

The integration of the last system is straightforward with the following result:

~d21!1,b5r~c!b expQ5r~c!b~ ḡ2g!. ~45!

We consider in the following the simplest examples of solutions of the last system for
tions Q,P from which the situation in the general case of arbitraryn will be clarified.

A. The case nÄ2

In this case there is only one Greek index and two scalar equations~44! lead to the result

expQ5r~c1!~Pc12Qc1!5ḡ2g.

The last equality may be considered as the definition of the functionsg,ḡ in terms ofP,Q:
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ḡ5r~c1!Pc1~c1; ȳ1 ,ȳ2!, g5r~c1!Qc1~c1,y1 ,y2!

with the correct dependence upon their independent arguments.

B. The case nÄ3

This case is more illustrative of the general situation. Using the explicit form of the matrd,

d5S Dc1
1 Dc1

2

Dc2
1 Dc1

1 D ,

we can invert it explicitly and after substitution into~45! it leads to

~Pc2
1

2Qc2
1

!1
r2

r1
~Pc2

2
2Qc2

2
!50,

~46!

~Pc1
1

2Qc1
1

!1
r2

r1
~Pc1

2
2Qc1

2
!5ḡ2g.

Taking into account the explicit dependence ofP,Q functions upon their arguments w
separate the last system into two systems of equations forQ,P, respectively (r2 /r1 5r):

Qc1
1

1rQc1
2

5g, Qc2
1

1rQc2
2

50.

The condition of self-consistency of the last two equations~equality of second mixed derivative
of the functionQ1) leads to

rc2Qc1
2

2rc1Qc2
2

5gc2,

a single equation for the determination of the functionQ2. Let us consider in the last equationQ1

as an arbitrary given functionp5p(c;y). Then the equation for it may be considered as
definition of the functiong, which for what follows it is better to rewrite in the form

rpc12S E dc2 rpc2D
c1

5g.

Substituting this expression into the first initial equation we obtain forQ1:

Q15E dc2 rpc25rp2E dc2 prc2.

Introducing the new functionF5*dc2pnc2 we are now able with its help to represent bo
functionsQ1,Q2 in a local form:

Q25
Fc2

rc2
, Q15rQ22F.

The same procedure may be used with a similar result for the functionsP1,P2:

P25
F̄c2

rc2
, P15rP22F̄.

EquatingP1,25Q1,2 and taking into account that all factors depending upon functionsc may
be canceled, we arrive at the following system:
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F5F̄, Fc25F̄c2, ~47!

which determine implicitly two functionsc, one of which,c1, is the solution of the complex
Bateman equation in three dimensions.

C. The general case of arbitrary n

Let us denote the minors of (n22)th order of the first column of the matrixd, Dcb
1 by Mb and

introduce the notationrb5Mb/M1. Then the systems~44! and~45! may be solved in the follow-
ing way:

( raDc1
a

5ḡ2g, ra5ra~c! ~48!

and rewrite the definition of the functionsra in the form

Ma5raM1.

Multiplying the last equalities by elements of each~given! column~except for the first one! with
further summation of the results we always obtain zero on the left-hand sides of the equ
arising ~determinants with equal columns!. Thus we may rewrite~48! in the equivalent form

( raDc1
a

5q̄2q, ( raDcA
a

50, 2ÞAÞ~n21!.

Keeping in mind thatDcb
a

5Pcb
a

2Qcb
a and recalling the definition of~anti! holomorphic functions

of Sec. V, we separate the last system into two independent ones:

( raQc1
a

5g, ( raQcA
a

50, ( raPc1
a

5ḡ, ( raPcA
a

50.

Further transformations of both barred and unbarred systems are similar and so we will
through the evaluation of the first one.

Introducing a new functionF5(raQa we obtain

( rc1
a Qa52g1FcA, ( rcA

a Qa5FcA. ~49!

In particular, we recall thatr151 and so each equation on its left-hand side contains onlyn
22) terms. Thus between (n21) equations above at least one linear dependence exists. Den
the coefficients of it bydA5DA(c) we rewrite the condition of self-consistency of the last syst
in the form of a single equation relating the functionF in terms of the functiong:

g5Fc11( dAFcA.

Inverting the problem we can consider the last equality as a definition of the functiong in terms
of the givenF. Solving the last (n22) equations of the system~49! and adding to themQ1

obtained from the definition of the functionF, we obtain finally

QB5( ~rc
21!A

BFcA, Q15F2( rAQA.

Completely similar calculations lead to the following expressions for the functionsP:
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PB5( ~rc
21!A

BF̄cA, P15F̄2( rAPA.

We especially emphasize that all coefficient functions in the above-mentioned expressions
mining functionsQ,P in terms of two arbitrary functionsF,F̄ are functions only of the argument
c ~central functions! and are the same in both cases.

EquatingPb5Qb after the obvious cancellation of all~scalar, matrix! factors depending only
upon the functionsc we reach the final system of equations implicitly determining all functionsc:

F5F̄, FcA5F̄cA. ~50!

The functionc1 is the solution of the Complex Bateman equation~1! in the space ofn
dimensions.

VII. THE MAIN THEOREM

Theorem: The general solution of the complex Bateman equation~1! is defined by the
function c1, which is implicitly determined from the following system of (n21) equations for
(n21) functionscn:

F~c;y!5F̄~c; ȳ!, FcA5F̄cA, 2<A<~n21!.

VIII. OUTLOOK

The principal concrete results of the present paper are concentrated in the theorem of S
giving the explicit general solution~in implicit form! of the complex Bateman equation~1! in n
dimensional space.

But a no less important hydrodynamic type system with two times (yn ,ȳn) was discovered
and solved. A reduction of its general solution leads to the general solution of complex Ba
equation. We cannot exclude the possibility that there exist other reductions leading to n
interesting systems and equations.4

Nevertheless, the majority of these results were obtained more on the basis of intuitiv
culations. We think that the algebraic-geometrical form of the answer tells us of the neces
consider the group of motions~the symmetry structure! of the manifold ~32! determining the
general solution of hydrodynamic system~24!. The properties of the group of inner symmetry
it must explain more precisely and directly the proposed way of integration of the systems
consideration~hydrodynamic and complex Bateman! as the uniquely possible one.

We have a feeling that in these problems algebraic-geometrical methods are more appr
and effective. Unfortunately, they are not within our area of expertise.

1D. B. Fairlie, J. Govaerts, and A. Morozov, ‘‘Universal field equations with covariant solutions,’’ Nucl. Phys. B373,
214–232~1992!.

2D. B. Fairlie and A. N. Leznov, ‘‘The complex Bateman equation,’’ Lett. Math. Phys.49, 213–216~1999!.
3Chaundy,The Differential Calculus~Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1935!, problem~8! ~ii !.
4A. N. Leznov, ‘‘UV manifold and integrable systems in the space of arbitrary dimension,’’ math-ph/9908012, N
Math. Phys.
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Braided differential calculuses on the quantized braided groups are constructed and
their braided bialgebra~Hopf algebra! structures are demonstrated. These are a kind
of generalization and unification of the differential calculuses on quantum groups,
braided groups, quantum supergroups, etc., and contain the latter ones as special
cases. Moreover, it is shown that some quantum differential~co!vector algebras are
covariant under the braided ‘‘local’’ coactions of the obtained braided differential
bialgebras~Hopf algebras!. Some examples are also given. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1328742#

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years the differential calculuses on the quantum groups, braided group
other quantum spaces have attracted increasing attention owing to their great importance in
ematics and physics~see, e.g., Refs. 1–7, and references therein!. In this paper we construc
differential calculuses on some more general algebraic systems: the quantized braided
~QBGs!. The QBGs were proposed by Hlavaty years ago,8 and contain the usual quantum
groups,9,10 braided groups,11 quantum supergroups,12 quantum anyonic groups,13 m-braided
GLq ,14 etc., as special cases. Thus, the theory of QBGs has, among other features, a rem
advantage that enables us to study the two quite different kinds of noncommutativities~associated,
respectively, with quantization and general braid statistics! in a unified way. Some properties an
applications of the QBGs have been discussed recently.15,16

The main aim of the present paper is to construct quantized braided differential calculu
the QBGs. Then the braided ‘‘local’’ coactions of the obtained quantized braided differe
bialgebras~Hopf algebras! on some quantum differential~co!vector spaces are also considere
These are a kind of generalization and unification of the differential calculuses and coactio
the usual quantum groups, braided groups, quantum supergroups, etc., and the latter one
obtained as special cases.

In Sec. II, we recall some related results of QBGs, which are useful for later discussio
Sec. III, differential calculuses on the QBGs are constructed and their braided bialgebra~Hopf
algebra! structures are demonstrated in some detail. Some examples are also given for illus
the formulas obtained. Section IV shows the covariance of some quantum differential v
algebras under braided ‘‘local’’ coactions of the braided differential bialgebras~Hopf algebras!
given in Sec. III. Finally, Sec. V contains some conclusions and discussions.

II. QUANTIZED BRAIDED GROUPS

For later use, here we recall some related results of the QBGs.8,16 Let T5$Tj
i % i , j 51

N be a matrix
of N2 elementsTj

i andR,ZPMN(C) ^ MN(C) be anR-matrix pair satisfying the following set o
quantum Yang–Baxter-type equations:8

a!Electronic mail: gaoyaj@netease.com
4630022-2488/2001/42(1)/463/9/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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R12R13R235R23R13R12, Z12Z13Z235Z23Z13Z12,
~2.1!

R12Z13Z235Z23Z13R12, Z12Z13R235R23Z13Z12.

Then the quantized braided~matrix! groupA(R,Z) is defined as follows.
~i! A(R,Z) is generated by$Tj

i , 1% with the algebra relations

R12Z12
21T1Z12T25Z21

21T2Z21T1R12, ~2.2!

the coproduct and counit

D~Tj
i !5Tk

i
^ Tj

k , «~Tj
i !5d j

i , ~2.3!

and the braiding

C~Z12
21T1^ Z12T2!5T2Z12

21
^ T1Z12. ~2.4!

~ii ! There is an antipodeS obeying usual axioms such as

S~T!T5TS~T!5I , S~1!51 ~2.5!

and extending to the whole algebra by the rule

S•5•C~S^ S!. ~2.6!

If A(R,Z) satisfies condition~i! only, we call it a quantized braided~matrix! bialgebra. Moreover,
for a^ b, c^ dPA(R,Z) ^ A(R,Z), the product in the~braided! tensor product algebra is given b
~as in Ref. 11!

~a^ b!~c^ d!5aC~b^ c!d. ~2.7!

Similar to Ref. 11, sometimes we also use the notations with a prime~8! to denote the second
factor ofA(R,Z) ^ A(R,Z) and omit writing the tensor product̂. Thus the braiding relation~2.4!
can also be written simply asZ12

21T18Z12T25T2Z12
21T18Z12.

We mention some special cases of QBGs: WhenZ5R or Z5I while R is any regular solution
of the quantum Yang–Baxter equation~QYBE!, thenA(R,Z) is reduced to the ordinary braide
group11 or quantum group,9,10 respectively. IfZ is diagonal andR is some specifiedR(q),14 then
A(R(q),Z) gives them-braided GLq considered in Ref. 14, etc.

In this paper,R, Z are always assumed to be invertible. A matrix solutionR of QYBE is being
called Hecke type if it satisfies

~PR2q!~PR1q21!50,

or

PRPR511lPR ~2.8!

for a suitableq andl5q2q21, whereP is the usual permutation matrix.
Proposition 2.1:16 Defining R(n)[(ZP)nR(Z21P)n, if ( R,Z) is an R-matrix pair satisfying

~2.1!, then (R(n),Z) satisfies~2.1!, too, for each integern50,61,62, . . . . Moreover, if R is
Hecke type, then so isR(n).

III. DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUSES ON THE QBGS

In this section, we construct quantized braided differential~matrix! bialgebras on the QBGs
and show that if some suitable braided antipode is introduced, we can obtain braided diffe
Hopf algebras.
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Consider$Tj
i % and their differential forms$dTj

i %, and let the external differentiationd obey
d250 and the usual~graded! Leibnitz rule, then we have the following.

Theorem 3.1: Let (R,Z) obey ~2.1!, R be Hecke type, andZ have the second inverseZ̃
[((Zt2)21) t2 ~t2 denotes transposition in the second factor!. Then the element set$Tj

i , dTj
i , 1%

generates a braided differential bialgebra, denoted byVA(R,Z) , with the following algebra rela-
tions:

R12Z12
21T1Z12T25Z21

21T2Z21T1R12, ~3.1a!

R21
21Z12

21T1Z12dT25Z21
21dT2Z21T1R12, ~3.1b!

R21
21Z12

21dT1Z12dT252Z21
21dT2Z21dT1R12, ~3.1c!

coproduct and counit

DT5T^ T[TT8, D~dT!5dTT81TdT8,
~3.2!

«~T!5I , «~dT!50,

and braidings

Z12
21T18Z12T25T2Z12

21T18Z12, Z12
21dT18Z12T25T2Z12

21dT18Z12,
~3.3!

Z12
21T18Z12dT25dT2Z12

21T18Z12, Z12
21dT18Z12dT252dT2Z12

21dT18Z12.

If we also introduce a braided antipodeS: S(T)[T21 as in ~2.5! and S(dT)[dT21

52T21TT21, thenVA(R,Z) forms a braided Hopf algebra.
Proof: By definition,VA(R,Z) is an associative algebra. For simplifying notations, we den

R̂125Z12R21Z21
21 in the following. Consider, e.g., the expression containing triples of the gen

tors as

T1Z12dT2Z13Z23T3 . ~3.4!

We involveZ in ~3.4! in order that the algebra relations~3.1! can be conveniently used, and th
does not lose the generality because of the existence ofZ̃. Transposing~3.4! in two ways, from
~3.1! we obtain

T1Z12dT2Z13Z23T35R̂12dT2Z21T1R12Z13Z23T3

5R̂12dT2Z21Z23R̂31
21T3Z31T1R13R12

5R̂12R̂31
21R̂32

21T3Z32dT2R32
21Z21Z31T1R13R12,

T1Z12dT2Z13Z23T35T1Z12Z13R̂32
21T3Z32dT2R32

21

5R̂32
21R̂31

21T3Z31T1R13Z12Z32dT2R32
21

5R̂32
21R̂31

21T3Z31Z32R̂12dT2Z21T1R12R13R32
21 .

The two right-hand side results are equal from~2.1! and Proposition 2.1. In the above-give
calculations we have used~2.1! and~3.1! many times to the underlined parts in each expressio
obtain the next expression. For other triples of generators, the calculations are similar. So th
not impose any additional relation onT, dT.
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Now we check thatC, D, S are well defined when extended to products. First, we calcu
that, e.g., from~3.1b!,

C~R21
21Z12

21T1Z12dT2^ Z13Z23dT3!

5~ id^ • !C@~R21
21Z12

21T1^ Z12dT2! ^ Z13Z23dT3#

52R21
21Z12

21Z23Z13dT3^ Z13
21T1Z13Z12Z23

21dT2Z23

52Z23Z13R21
21Z12

21dT3^ Z13
21Z23

21T1Z12dT2Z13Z23

52Z23Z13dT3^ Z13
21Z23

21R21
21Z12

21T1Z12dT2Z13Z23.

On the other hand,

C~Z21
21dT2Z21T1R12^ Z13Z23dT3!

5~ id^ • !C@~Z21
21dT2^ Z21T1R12! ^ Z13Z23dT3#

52Z21
21Z13Z23dT3^ Z23

21dT2Z23Z21Z13
21T1Z13R12

52Z23Z13dT3^ Z21
21Z23

21Z13
21dT2Z21T1Z23Z13R12

52Z23Z13dT3^ Z13
21Z23

21Z21
21dT2Z21T1R12Z13Z23.

These two results are equal by using~3.1b! once again. The consistency ofC with other algebra
relations and with high order products of generatorsT, dT can be verified similarly. Hence th
braidingC is well defined onVA(R,Z) and is functorial with respect to the product.

Next we extendD to products in such a way that it is a homomorphism to the braided te
product~2.7!, this is consistent because, e.g., for~3.1c!, from ~3.1! to ~3.3! we have

D~R21
21Z12

21dT1Z12dT2!

5R21
21Z12

21~dT1T181T1dT18!Z12~dT2T281T2dT28!

5R21
21Z12

21dT1T18Z12dT2T281R21
21Z12

21dT1T18Z12T2dT281R21
21Z12

21T1dT18Z12dT2T28

1R21
21Z12

21T1dT18Z12T2dT28

5R21
21Z12

21dT1Z12dT2Z12
21T18Z12T281R21

21Z12
21dT1Z12T2Z12

21T18Z12dT28

2R21
21Z12

21T1Z12dT2Z12
21dT18Z12T281R21

21Z12
21T1Z12T2Z12

21dT18Z12dT28

52Z21
21dT2Z21dT1R12Z12

21T18Z12T281R21
21R12

21Z21
21T2Z21dT1R21

21Z12
21T18Z12dT28

2Z21
21dT2Z21T1R12Z12

21dT18Z12T281Z21
21T2Z21T1R21

21Z12
21dT18Z12dT28

52Z21
21dT2Z21dT1Z21

21T28Z21T18R121R21
21R12

21Z21
21T2Z21dT1Z21

21dT28Z21T18R12

2Z21
21dT2Z21T1Z21

21T28Z21dT18R21
212Z21

21T2Z21T1Z21
21dT28Z21dT18R12,

D~2Z21
21dT2Z21dT1R12!52Z21

21~dT2T281T2dT28!Z21~dT1T181T1dT18!R12

52Z21
21dT2T28Z21dT1T18R122Z21

21dT2T28Z21T1dT18R122Z21
21T2dT28Z21dT1T18R12

2Z21
21T2dT28Z21T1dT18R12

52Z21
21dT2Z21dT1Z21

21T28Z21T18R122Z21
21dT2Z21T1Z21

21T28Z21dT18R21
21R21R12

1Z21
21T2Z21dT1Z21

21dT28Z21T18R122Z21
21T2Z21T1Z21

21dT28Z21dT18R12.
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The two results are equal because of the Hecke property ofR and relation~3.1!. For relations
~3.1b! and~3.1a!, the calculations are similar. So the coproductD is well-defined. The functoriality
of C with respect toD can also be easily verified.

Finally, for the antipodeS, from ~2.6!, ~3.3!, and the functoriality ofC we have, e.g., for
~3.1b!,

S~R21
21Z12

21T1Z12dT2!5R21
21dT2

21Z12
21T1

21Z12

52R21
21T2

21dT2T2
21Z12

21T1
21Z12

52R21
21T2

21dT2R12
21T1

21Z21
21T2

21Z21R12

52R21
21T2

21Z12
21T1

21Z12R21Z21
21dT2T2

21Z21R12

52T1
21Z21

21T2
21dT2T2

21Z21R12,

S~Z21
21dT2Z21T1R12!5T1

21Z21
21dT2

21Z21R12.

So S(R21
21Z12

21T1Z12dT2)5S(Z21
21dT2Z21T1R12). For the other relations in~3.1! and high orders

of products the calculations are similar. ThusS is well defined.
Other braided Hopf algebra axioms such as•(S^ id)D5•(id^ S)D5h«, etc., can be easily

verified. h

WhenZ5I , while R is any solution of QYBE with Hecke property, theVA(R,Z) reduces to
VA(R) , the differential bialgebra~or Hopf algebra! on the quantum groupA(R).2,3,5 When Z
5R, the VA(R,Z) reduces toVB(R) , the braided differential bialgebra~or Hopf algebra! on the
braided groupB(R).6 Moreover, theVA(R,Z) also contains the differential calculuses on t
quantum supergroups, on the quantum anionic groups, etc., as special cases provided
R-matrix pair (R,Z) is suitably chosen.

To illustrate the above-mentioned formulas, we give a simple example. Taking

R5S q 0 0 0

0 1 l 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 q

D , Z5S r 0 0 0

0 u 0 0

0 0 v 0

0 0 0 w

D ,

~3.5!

T5S a b

g d D , qÞ6 i , ruvwÞ0,

then from ~3.1!, the corresponding braided differential bialgebra~Hopf algebra!, denoted by
VA2(R,Z) , has the following algebra relations:

vba5qrab, rga5qvag, urgb5vwbg, udb5qwbd,

wdg5qugd, da5ad1lv21rgb, ada5q2daa, radb5qvdba,

vbda5qrdab1qlvdba, bdb5q2dbb, vadg5qrdga, add5dda,

wvbdg5urdgb1luvdda, wbdd5quddb, rgda2lvadg5qvdag,

uddb2lwbdd5qwdbd, gdg5q2dgg, ugdd5qwddg, wddg5qudgd1lqwddg,

ddd5q2ddd, ~da!250, ~db!250, ~dg!250, ~dd!250,

rdadb52qvdbda, vdbda52qrdadb2qlvdbda, vdadg52qrdgda,
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dadd52ddda, wvdbdg52urdgdb2luvddda, wdbdd52qudddb,

rdgda2lvdadg52qvdadg, rudgdb2luvdadd52vwdbdg,

uddda2lwdbdg52udadd2lwdbdg, udddb2lwdbdd52qwdbdd,

udgdd52qwdddg, wdddg52qudgdd2lqwdddg.

Defining the degree of the generators ofVA2(R,Z) as uau5ubu5ugu5udu50, udau5udbu5udgu
5uddu51; uabu5uau1ubu mod 2,a, bPVA2(R,Z) , then from~3.3! the braiding relations are

C~m ^ n!5~21! umuunun ^ m, C~n ^ m!5~21! unuumum ^ n,

if mP$a,d,da,dd%, nP$a,b,g,d,da,db,dg,dd%

C~b ^ b!5
rw

uv
b ^ b, C~b ^ g!5

uv
rw

g ^ b, C~g ^ b!5
uv
rw

b ^ g,

C~g ^ g!5
rw

uv
g ^ g, C~db ^ b!5

rw

uv
b ^ db, C~db ^ g!5

uv
rw

g ^ db,

C~dg ^ b!5
uv
rw

b ^ dg, C~dg ^ g!5
rw

uv
g ^ dg, C~b ^ db!5

rw

uv
db ^ b,

C~b ^ dg!5
uv
rw

dg ^ b, C~g ^ db!5
uv
rw

db ^ g, C~g ^ dg!5
rw

uv
dg ^ g,

C~db ^ db!52
rw

uv
db ^ db, C~db ^ dg!52

uv
rw

dg ^ db, C~dg ^ db!52
uv
rw

db ^ dg,

C~dg ^ dg!52
rw

uv
dg ^ dg.

IV. BRAIDED ‘‘LOCAL’’ COACTIONS ON SOME QUANTUM DIFFERENTIAL ALGEBRAS

In this section, we show that the braided differential Hopf algebraVA(R,Z) given in Theorem
3.1 can coact on some quantum differential algebras covariantly. Since the calculations invo
differentials and braidings, we call the coaction braided ‘‘local’’ coaction. Here are two typ
examples.

Proposition 4.1: Let VV* (R) denote the quantum differential algebra on the quant
~co!vector spaceV* (R). VV* (R) is generated by$x5(xi), dx5(dxi), ~written as row vectors!, 1%
with the relations4 ~use the tensor notation!

x2x1R125qx1x2 , qdx2x1R125x1dx2 , qdx2dx1R1252dx1dx2 . ~4.1!

ThenVV* (R) is covariant under the braided ‘‘local’’ coactionb of the braided differential bialge
brasVA(R,Z) ,

b:x°xT, dx°dxT1xdT ~4.2!

with the braidings

T18x25x2Z12
21T18Z12, T18dx25dx2Z12

21T18Z12,
~4.3!

dT18x25x2Z12
21dT18Z12, dT18dx252dx2Z12

21dT18Z12.
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Proof: For simplifying the notations, in~4.2! we have omitted writing the tensor product̂.
Moreover, sincex, dxPVV* (R) and T, dTPVA(R,Z) live in different algebras, in the following
calculations, we shall also omit the primes onT, dT when using braidings such as~4.3!.

The covariance properties of the first relation in~4.1! have been pointed out in Refs. 8 and 1
here we consider the second and third. For the second relation, we have

q~dx2T21x2dT2!x1T1R125qdx2T2x1T1R121qx2dT2x1T1R12

5qdx2x1Z21
21T2Z21T1R121qx2x1Z21

21dT2Z21T1R12

5qdx2x1R12Z12
21T1Z12T21qx2x1R21

21Z12
21T1Z12dT2

5x1dx2Z12
21T1Z12T21x1x2Z12

21T1Z12dT2

5x1T1dx2T21x1T1x2dT25x1T1~dx2T21x2dT2!,

where we have used relations~3.1!, ~4.1!, and~4.3!. Similarly, for the third relation we have

q~dx2T21x2dT2!~dx1T11x1dT1!R12

5qdx2dx1Z21
21T2Z21T1R122qx2dx1Z21

21dT2Z21T1R12

1qdx2x1Z21
21T2Z21dT1R121qx2x1Z21

21dT2Z21dT1R12

5qdx2dx1R12Z12
21T1Z12T22qx2dx1Z21

21dT2Z21T1R12

1qdx2x1R12Z12
21dT1Z12T2~11lR21P12!2qx2x1R21

21Z12
21dT1Z12dT2

52dx1dx2Z12
21T1Z12T21x1dx2Z12

21dT1Z12T22q21x2dx1R21
21Z12

21T1Z12dT2

2x1x2Z12
21dT1Z12dT2

52dx1T1dx2T22x1dT1dx2T22dx1T1x2dT22x1dT1x2dT2

52~dx1T11x1dT1!~dx2T21x2dT2!.

So the transformed quantum covectors and their differentials obey the same relations as tha
original quantities. Here we have used~3.1!, ~4.1!, ~4.3! and the Hecke property ofR. h

Proposition 4.2:Let VV(R) denote the quantum differential algebra on the quantum ve
algebraV(R). VV(R) is generated by$v5(v i), dv5(dv i), ~written as column vectors!, 1% with
the relations5

R12v2v15qv1v2 , qR21v1dv25dv2v1 , qR12dv2dv152dv1dv2 . ~4.4!

Then VV(R) is covariant under the braided ‘‘local’’ coactionb of the braided differential Hopf
algebraVA(R,Z) ,

b: v°T21v, dv°dT21v1T21dv ~4.5!

with the braidings

Z12
21T18

21Z12v25v2T18
21, Z12

21dT18
21Z12v25v2dT18

21,
~4.6!

Z12
21T18

21Z12dv25dv2T18
21, Z12

21dT18
21Z12dv252dv2dT18

21.
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Proof: Similar to the explanations in Refs. 17 and 16, here the meanings ofT21v and
dT21v1T21dv are preciselyC(T21v) andC(dT21v)1C(T21dv) by definition as elements o
the braided tensor-product algebraVV(R) ^ VA(R,Z) . We write T21v, etc., withT21, etc., on the
left for convenience with regard to their matrix structure. In practice, it is convenient to write
braiding relations in the implicit forms as in~4.6!. Moreover, we omit the primes onT21 and
dT21 as in the proof of Proposition 4.1. The covariance of the first relation in~4.4! has been
pointed out in Refs. 8 and 16, now we consider the second and the third relations. For the s
we have

qR21T1
21v1~dT2

21v21T2
21dv2!

5qR21T1
21v1dT2

21v21qR21T1
21v1T2

21dv2

5qR21T1
21Z21

21dT2
21Z21v1v21qR21T1

21Z21
21T2

21Z21v1dv2

5dT2
21Z12

21T1
21Z12qR12

21v1v21T2
21Z12

21T1
21Z12qR21v1dv2

5dT2
21Z12

21T1
21Z12v2v11T2

21Z12
21T1

21Z12dv2v1

5dT2
21v2T1

21v11T2
21dv2T1

21v1

5~dT2
21v21T2

21dv2!T1
21v1 .

Similarly, for the third relation we have

qR12~dT2
21v21T2

21dv2!~dT1
21v11T1

21dv1!

5qR12dT2
21v2dT1

21v11qR12dT2
21v2T1

21dv11qR12T2
21dv2dT1

21v11qR12T2
21dv2T1

21dv1

5qR12dT2
21Z12

21dT1
21Z12v2v11qR12dT2

21Z12
21T1

21Z12v2dv12qR12T2
21Z12

21dT1
21Z12dv2v1

1qR12T2
21Z12

21T1
21Z12dv2dv1

52dT1
21Z21

21dT2
21Z21qR21

21v2v11~11lP12R21!T
21Z21

21dT2
21Z21qR12v2dv1

2qR12T2
21Z12

21dT1
21Z12dv2v11T1

21Z21
21T2

21Z21qR12dv2dv1

52dT1
21Z21

21dT2
21Z21v1v21T1

21Z21
21dT2

21Z21dv1v22dT1
21Z21

21T2
21Z21q

21R21
21dv2v1

2T1
21Z21

21T2
21Z21dv1dv2

52dT1
21v1dT2

21v22T1
21dv1dT2

21v22dT1
21v1T2

21dv22T1
21dv1T2

21dv2

52~dT1
21v11T1

21dv1!~dT2
21v21T2

21dv2!.

In the above-mentioned calculations, we have used the relations forVA(R,Z) in a form obtained by
applying the braided antipodeS to ~3.1!, and also used~4.4!, ~4.6! and the Hecke property ofR.h

As some important special cases of Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, we mention that, whenZ5I , R
is a regular solution of QYBE, we obtain the braided ‘‘locally’’ covariant coactions ofVA(R) on
VV* (R) and VV(R) , which were given in Refs. 2 and 5 for different purposes. WhenZ5R, we
obtain the braided ‘‘local’’ coactions ofVB(R) on VV* (R) andVV(R) , etc. However, here we us
the ‘‘right-hand’’ notations.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

We have constructed the braided differential bialgebras~Hopf algebras! VA(R,Z) on the quan-
tized braided groupsA(R,Z). TheVA(R,Z) is a kind of generalization of the differential calculus
on the quantum groups, braided groups, quantum supergroups, etc., and unifies them into
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algebraic system. When some further restrictions are imposed on theR-matrix pair (R,Z), the
quantum differential bialgebras~Hopf algebras! VA(R) ,2,3,5 the braided differential bialgebra
~Hopf algebras! VB(R) ,6 etc., can be obtained as special cases ofVA(R,Z) .

The covariance properties of the quantum differential~co!vector algebrasVV* (R) andVV(R)

under the braided ‘‘local’’ coactions ofVA(R,Z) are also considered. These can be taken as
bases ofA(R,Z) gauge theories, which will be discussed in further work.
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On the classification of irreducible finite-dimensional
representations of Uq8 „so3… algebra

M. Havlı́čeka) and S. Pošta
Department of Mathematics and Doppler Institute, FNSPE, Czech Technical University,
Trojanova 13, CZ-120 00 Prague 2, Czech Republic
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In an earlier work@M. Havlı́ček et al., J. Math. Phys.40, 2135~1999!# we defined
for any finite dimension five nonequivalent irreducible representations of the non-
standard deformationUq8(so3) of the Lie algebra so3 whereq is not a root of unity
@for each dimension only one of them~called classical! admits limit q→1#. In the
first part of this paper we show that any finite-dimensional irreducible representa-
tion is equivalent to some of these representations. In the caseqn51 we derive new
Casimir elements ofUq8(so3) and show that a dimension of any irreducible repre-
sentation is not higher thann. These elements are Casimir elements ofUq8(som) for
all m and even ofUq8(isom11) due to Inönu–Wigner contraction. According to the
spectrum of one of the generators, the representations are found to belong to two
main disjoint sets. We give full classification and explicit formulas for all repre-
sentations from the first set~we call them nonsingular representations!. If n is odd,
we have full classification also for the remaining singular case with the exception
of a finite number of representations. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1328078#

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum orthogonal and Lorentz groups and their correspondingq-deformed algebras are o
special interest for modern physics. M. Jimbo and V. Drinfeld definedq-deformationsUq(g) for
all simple complex Lie algebrasg by means of Cartan subalgebras and root subspaces. R
etikhin, Takhtajan, and Faddeev defined quantum algebrasUq(g) in terms of the universa
R-matrix. These approaches do not give a satisfactory presentation of the quantum a
Uq„so(n,C)… because these definitions of algebras do not allow inclusionsUq„so(n
11,C)….Uq„so(n,C)…. These reductions are easy to explore if we takeq-deformations of the Lie
algebra so(n,C) defined in terms of the generatorsI k,k215Ek,k212Ek21,k @where Eis is the
matrix with elements (Eis) rt5d ir dst# rather than by means of Cartan subalgebras and root
ments @for definition see Ref. 1 or~81!–~83!#. As a result we obtain the associative algeb
denoted byUq8„so(n,C)….

In this article we are interested in algebraUq8„so(3,C)… @for convenience we writeUq8(so3)#.
This algebra turns out to be of great importance for quantum gravity when considering the
tum algebra of gauge invariant quantities~see Ref. 2!. This article is a prolongation of Ref. 3
where we presented for any finite dimension five nonequivalent irreducible representations
algebraUq8(so3).

The first main result of this article is a proof that any finite-dimensional irreducible repre
tation ofUq8(so3) is equivalent to some of the described ones whenq is not a root of unity@Secs.
III and IV#. The considerations are based on an important fact that number 2«(q2q21)21, «5
61, can never be an eigenvalue of generators ofUq8(so3) in irreducible finite-dimensional repre
sentation if q is not a root of unity~see Theorem 2!. This simply formulated assertion is
consequence of Lemma 14, which represents deep insight in the algebraical structure ofUq8(so3).

a!Electronic mail: havlicek@km1.fjfi.cvut.cz
4720022-2488/2001/42(1)/472/29/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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As a corollary we obtain that the generators are diagonalizable in any finite-dimensional irr
ible representation whenq is not a root of unity~the same situation as in classical caseq51!. If
the dimension of irreducible representation is greater than one, there exist two weight vec
analogs of highest and lowest weight in the classical caseq51.

Irreducible finite-dimensional representations in the caseqn51 are studied in Secs. V–VII
The basic tools are three new Casimir elements~Lemma 2! in the polynomial form in one of the
generators. The proof that these Casimir elements commute is based on nontrivial combin
identities ~see Lemma 12 in Appendix A!. First we show that any irreducible representation
Uq8(so3) is finite-dimensional. According to the spectrum of one choosen generator~say I 3! we
define two types of representations: nonsingular and singular ones~spectrum ofI 3 contains value
2 i @n#q with qn5 i«q2k/2 for somekPZ, «P$21,1%!.

For nonsingular irreducible representations we give their full classification with explicit f
for any n. It consists of a three-parameter set ofn-dimensional nonequivalent irreducible repr
sentations presented earlier in Ref. 3 and onek-dimensional irreducible representation, wherek
51,2,...,n21 if n is odd, k51,2,...,n/2 if n is even. If n is even, there is, moreover, one on
parameter set of nonequivalentn/2-dimensional irreducible representations~see Table II!.

The structure of singular representations is much more complicated and we give a final
only for the case wheren is odd. There are four nonequivalent irreducible representations
dimensions 1,2,...,(n11)/2 and two families ofn-dimensional nonequivalent irreducible represe
tations: one- and two-parameter ones. With the exception of the mentioned one-parameter
we also give explicit formulas. As to dimensions (n13)/2,...,n21 we have uncertainty: there ar
at most four irreducible representations for each dimension, but we did not prove their exi
for n^7 ~see Table III!.

The simple consequence of our considerations is the assertion that singularn-dimensional
irreducible representation generatorI 3 is diagonalizable iff CasimirC has a special value~Note
12!. With only one exception, the explicit forms of all irreducible representations havinI 3

diagonalizable are presented. The systematic study of representations and corresponding p
of Uq8(so3) in full detail presented in this article could be useful as illustrations of poss
complications considering deformations of Lie algebras. We hope that similar techniques c
applied in the other cases of various deformations.

II. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND FACTS

We suppose through the whole article thatq is fixed complex number,q¹$0,1,21%.
Definition 1: Uq8(so3) is a complex associative algebra generated by three elementsI 1 , I 2 , I 3

and relations~square roots ofq is convention only!

q1/2I 1I 22q21/2I 2I 15I 3 , ~1!

q1/2I 2I 32q21/2I 3I 25I 1 , ~2!

q1/2I 3I 12q21/2I 1I 35I 2 . ~3!

Theorem 1: The set$I 1
kI 2

mI 3
nuk,m,nPNø$0%% forms a basis of the linear spaceUq8(so3).

Proof: Theorem 1 is proven by means of the diamond lemma~see Ref. 4, subsection 4.1.5!.
Note 1: The algebra defined by the relations~1!–~3! is distinctive among others in the fol

lowing sense: although we can assume more general deformation of the Lie algebra o~3! defined
by relations

a1I 1I 22a2I 2I 15a3I 3 ,

a4I 2I 32a5I 3I 25a6I 1 ,

a7I 3I 12a8I 1I 35a9I 2
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(a1 ,...,a9PC2$0%), it can be proven that~very important! Theorem 1 is valid if and only if the
deformation has the form~1!–~3! ~up to an isomorphism!.

Lemma 1:An element

C5q2I 1
21I 2

21q2I 3
22~q5/22q1/2!I 1I 2I 3 ~4!

is a Casimir element ofUq8(so3).
Proof: Clearly from the defining relations@C,I 1#5@C,I 2#5@C,I 3#50 ~the brackets denote

the usual commutator@x,y#5xy2yx!.
Lemma 2:Let qn51. Then the element

C~n!~ I 1!5 (
j 50

@~n21!/2# S n2 j
j D 1

n2 j S i

q2q21D 2 j

I 1
n22 j ~5!

is a Casimir element ofUq8(so3); @x# for xPR denotes the integral part ofx.
Proof: BecauseC(n)(I 1) is a polynomial inI 1 and because of~3! it is sufficient to show

@C(n)(I 1),I 3#50, i.e. ~see Lemma 13!,

(
j 50

@~n21!/2# S n2 j
j D 1

n2 j S i

q2q21D 2 j

„pn22 j~ I 1!I 21qn22 j~ I 1!I 32I 1
n22 j I 3…50.

Thus we have to prove that two polynomials with complex coefficients

Pn~x!ª (
j 50

@~n21!/2# S n2 j
j D 1

n2 j S i

q2q21D 2 j

pn22 j~x!,

Qn~x!ª (
j 50

@~n21!/2# S n2 j
j D 1

n2 j S i

q2q21D 2 j

„qn22 j~x!2xn22 j
…

are zero polynomials. Let us consider first polynomialPn . Using Lemma 13@we use the property
(v

u)50 for u, vPZ, v,0 or 0%u,v to change bounds of various sums advantageously,
example to make inner summations independent# we have

Pn~x!5q21/2 (
c50

@~n21!/2# S q1q21

q2q21D 22@~n21!/2#12c

~21!cpn,c~q!S x~q1q21!

2 D n2122c

,

where

pn,c~q!5pn,c„~q2q21!22
…,

pn,c~y!5 (
j 50

@~n21!/2#

(
t50

@~n21!/2#2 j S n2 j
j D 1

n2 j S n22 j
2t11 D S t

c2 j D yj~114y!@~n21!/2#2~ t1 j !.

Then we find a better form for polynomialpn,c :

pn,c~y!5 (
d50

@~n21!/2#

pn,c,dyd,

where
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pn,c,d54d (
j 50

@~n21!/2# S n2 j
j D 1

4 j~n2 j ! (
t50

@~n21!/2#2 j S n22 j
2t11 D S t

c2 j D S Fn21

2 G2 j 2t

d2 j
D .

Now we use formula~A1! ~see Lemma 12; we takeN5n22 j , M5c2 j , H5@(n21)/2#2d and
fact that it is sufficient to compute outer sum overj 50...min$c,d%!:

pn,c,d5 (
j 50

min$c,d% S n2 j
j D 4@~n21!/2#2c

n2 j S Fn21

2 G2d

c2 j
D „22 j 12d111~n22d21!n8

…

•

~2@n/2#22 j !! ~n212c2d!! ~@n/2#2c!!

~@n/2#2 j !! ~d2 j 112n8!! ~2@n/2#22c!! ~n22d1n821!!
,

wheren85n mod 2. Now we can apply directly~A2! and have

pn,c,d5

4@~n21!/2#2cS n212d
d D S n212c

c D
~n/2!12n8~n22d!n8

.

We come back to polynomialpn,c :

pn,c~y!5

4@~n21!/2#2cS n212c
c D

~n/2!12n8 (
d50

@~n21!/2# S n212d
d D

~n22d!n8
yd.

If n is even, thenn850 and we can apply the formula@see Ref. 5,~5.74!#

(
k50

@n/2# S n2k
k D zk5

1

A114z
XS 11A114z

2
D n11

2S 12A114z

2
D n11C,

nPN, zPC2$2 1
4%. ~6!

Then, after returning toy→(q2q21)22, we have directlypn,c„(q2q21)22
…50 using the fact

qn51 for all c%n/221.
If n is odd, thenn851 and we apply the formula@see Ref. 5,~5.75!#

(
k50

@n/2# S n2k
k D n

n2k
zk5S 11A114z

2 D n

1S 12A114z

2 D n

, nPN, zPC. ~7!

Again we have directlypn,c„(q2q21)22
…50 using the factqn51 for all c%(n21)/2.

Let us now examine the polynomialQn . Using~B3! we can transformQn into two parts. The
first part is zero because it is a multiple ofPn . Using ~7! and the fact thatqn51 we get directly
that the second part is equal to zero, too.

Corollary 1: The same assertion as in Lemma 2 is valid for the generatorsI 2 and I 3 .
Proof: Use the automorphismr:Uq8(so3)→Uq8(so3) defined by relations

r~ I 1!5I 2 , r~ I 2!5I 3 , r~ I 3!5I 1 . ~8!

h

Definition 2: Let nPC. We denote byOn andRn these special linear combinations:

Onª i I 21q2n11/2I 1 ,
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Rnª i I 22qn11/2I 1 .

Lemma 3:Let R:Uq8(so3)→L(V) be a linear representation ofUq8(so3) on ~not necessarily
finite-dimensional! vector spaceV @through the whole article we will usually denote the operat
R(I 1), R(I 2) andR(I 3) acting on vectors from the representation spaceV by the same symbols
I 1 ,I 2 ,I 3 , so there can be no misunderstanding#. Let xPKer (I 31 i @n1k#q) for some fixedkPZ
andnPC @we denote KerA5$vPVuAv50% and @a#qª(qa2q2a)/(q2q21) for aPC#. Then

I 3~On1kx!52 i @n1k11#q~On1kx!, ~9!

I 3~Rn1kx!52 i @n1k21#q~Rn1kx!, ~10!

On1k21Rn1kx52~C1q@n1k21#q@n1k#q!x, ~11!

Rn1k11On1kx52~C1q@n1k#q@n1k11#q!x, ~12!

whereC denotes Casimir element~4!.
Proof: By inspection using the defining relations~1!–~3!.
Note 2:The system of linear equations (x,y,zPV)

Onx5y, i.e., i I 2x1q2n11/2I 1x5y,

Rnx5z, i.e., i I 2x2qn11/2I 1x5z

has a unique solution for the vectorsI 1x and I 2x for given y,z if and only if qnÞ i« for both «
P$21,1%.

Note 3:Let R(1,1) be a representation ofUq8(so3). ThenR(h1 ,h2),h1 ,h2P$1,21%, where

R~1,21!~ I 1!52R~1,1!~ I 1!, R~1,21!~ I 2!52R~1,1!~ I 2!, R~1,21!~ I 3!5R~1,1!~ I 3!,

R~21,1!~ I 1!52R~1,1!~ I 1!, R~21,1!~ I 2!5R~1,1!~ I 2!, R~21,1!~ I 3!52R~1,1!~ I 3!,

R~21,21!~ I 1!5R~1,1!~ I 1!, R~21,21!~ I 2!52R~1,1!~ I 2!, R~21,21!~ I 3!52R~1,1!~ I 3!

form four representations ofUq8(so3). If the dimension of representation is odd and at least two
the three operatorsR(1,1)(I j ), j 51,2,3, are bijective, these four representations are nonequiv
~the determinants of the operators have different signs!.

III. BASIS CONSTRUCTION AND SPECTRAL PROPERTIES WHEN q IS NOT A ROOT
OF UNITY

The following theorem plays an important simplifying role in our considerations.
Theorem 2: If q is not a root of unity, then Ker„I 32(2«/(q2q21)…5$0% for both «P

$21,1% in any irreducible finite-dimensional representation ofUq8(so3).
Proof: See Appendix B.
Corollary 2: The same assertion as in Theorem 2 is valid for generatorsI 2 and I 1 .
Proof: Use the automorphism~8!.
Theorem 3: Let R be an irreducible representation ofUq8(so3) on vector spaceV, dimV

5r , and letq not be a root of unity. Then there existnPC and vector 0Þx0PKer (I 31 i @n#q)
such thatOnx050 and

V5C$x0 ,x21,...,x2r 11% lin , x2 j 21ªRn2 j x2 j , j 50,1,...,r 22.

Proof: Let 0Þy0PKer (I 31 i @m#q) for some@m#q , whereqm is choosen such that numbe
2 i @m#q ,2 i @m11#q ,... aremutually different~see Lemma 10!. Let us define vectors
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yj 11ªOm1 j y j , j ^0 ~13!

and letl PN such that vectorsy0 ,...,yl 21 are linearly independent andylPC$y0 ,...,yl 21% lin ~such
l exists, it is the consequence of the finite dimension ofV!. Equation~9! shows that all vectors
y0 ,...,yl 21 ,yl fulfill eigenequationI 3yj52 i @m1 j #qyj with different eigenvalues and, therefor
the only possibility foryl is

yl50. ~14!

Denotex0ªyl 21 , nªm1 l 21 and define similarly vectors

x2 j 21ªRn2 j x2 j , j ^0.

Again from ~10! follows

I 3x2 j52 i @n2 j #qx2 j , j ^0. ~15!

Let kPN be such that vectorsx0 ,...,x2k11 are linearly independent andx2k

PC$x0 ,...,x2k11% lin . Equation~11! then implies forj 51,2,...,k21

On2 j x2 j5On2 jRn2 j 11x2 j 1 i52~C1q@n2 j 11#q@n2 j #q!x2 j 11 ,

and for Eqs.~13! and ~14!

Onx050. ~16!

Since representationR is irreducible, Casimir operatorC @see~4!# equals a multiple of the identity
and we will denote this complex constant by the same symbolCPC. Equation~16! together with
~12! implies 05Rn11Onx052(C1q@n11#q@n#q)x0 , which gives for C value C52q@n
11#q@n#q . We have~put x1ª0! for all j P$0,...,k21%

Rn2 j x2 j5x2 j 21 , ~17!

On2 j x2 j52~C1q@n2 j 11#q@n2 j #q!x2 j 11 . ~18!

According to Note 2 this system has solutionI 1x2 j and I 2x2 j iff qn2 jÞ i« for both «P
$21,1%. This condition is fulfilled: in the opposite case2 i @n2 j #q52«/(q2q21) and it is an
eigenvalue of the vectorx2 j . Theorem 2 excludes such eigenvalues forI 3 in finite-dimensional
representation ifq is not a root of unity. VectorsI 1x2 j and I 2x2 j are expressed by means
x0 ,...,x2k11 ; thereforeC$x0 ,x21 ,...,x2k11% lin is an invariant subspace and, due to the irred
ibility of R, this subspace equals toV, i.e., k5r . h

Corollary 3: If q is not a root of unity, then in any irreducible representation generatorI 3 is
diagonalizable. The same assertion holds for the generatorsI 1 and I 2 .

Proof: Vectorsx0 ,...,x2r 11 are eigenvectors of generatorI 3 . The second assertion follow
from Corollary 2. h

IV. EXPLICIT FORMULAS WHEN q IS NOT A ROOT OF UNITY

Let us prolongate considerations of Theorem 3. Solving~17! and ~18! we obtain

I 1x2 j5
2q21/2

qn2 j1q2n1 j ~D jx2 j 111x2 j 21!, 0% j %r 21, ~19!
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I 2x2 j5
i

qn2 j1q2n1 j ~qn2 jD jx2 j 112q2n1 j x2 j 21!,

~20!
D jªC1q@n2 j 11#q@n2 j #q52q@ j #q@2n2 j 11#q ,

where x1ª0 and x2r is some vector fromV. As x2rPKer (I 31 i @n2r #q) @see ~15!# and
q-number2 i @n2r #q can be equal to at most one of the numbers2 i @n#q ,...,2 i @n2r 11#q , say
2 i @n2p#q , 0%p%r 21 ~see Lemma 10!, there existsaPC such thatx2r5ax2p ~reason: linear-
dependent vectors have the same eigenvalue! anda50 or aÞ0 covers both cases.

Calculating (q1/2I 1I 22q21/2I 2I 12I 3)x2r 1150 @see~1!# we obtain

2 iq21Dr

qn2r 111q2n1r 21 x2r 111
a iD p~q2n1r 211q2n2p21!

~qn2r 111q2n1r 21!~qn2p1q2n1p!
x2p11

1
iaq2n21~qr2qp!

~qn2r 111q2n1r 21!~qn2p1q2n1p!
x2p2150. ~21!

Now we distinguish two casesa50 andaÞ0.

A. Classical case aÄ0

Equation~21! gives nowDr50, i.e.,q2r51 or q4n5q2r 22. Becauseq is not a root of unity,
thusqn5«q(r 21)/2 or qn5 i«q(r 21)/2 for some«P$21,1%.

If r is odd, then the caseqn5 i«q(r 21)/2 is not allowed: we have2 i @n2(r 21)/2#q52«/(q
2q21) in the spectrum ofI 3 , which contradicts Theorem 2. It can be directly verified that in
remaining cases relations~1!–~3! are fulfilled and relations~19! and~20! take the following form:

I 3x2 j52 i
c1q2 j 1(r 21)/22c1

21qj 2(r 21)/2

q2q21 x2 j , 05% j %r 21, x15x2r50, ~22!

I 1x2 j5
2q21/2

c1q2 j 1(r 21)/21c1
21qj 2(r 21)/2~c1

2q@ j #q@ j 2r #qx2 j 111x2 j 21!, ~23!

I 2x2 j5
ic1

3q1/2

c1q2 j 1(r 21)/21c1
21qj 2(r 21)/2~qr /22 j@ j #q@ j 2r #qx2 j 112q2r /21 j x2 j 21!, ~24!

c15« or c15 i«. Possibilityc15 i« is excluded also in the case whenr is even: in Ref. 3~Sec. IV!
reducible representationsRl

(6 i ) , l 5(r 21)/2, were defined onr-dimensional spaceV5C$um&um
52 l ,...,l % lin and representations~22!–~24! are equivalent toRl

(2« i ) through mapping

Tx2 j5)
k51

j

q1/2@r 2k#qu2 l 1 j &, j 50,...,2l 5r 21.

In the only allowed casec15« the representations are equivalent to irreducible representa
Rl

~«! defined in Ref. 3 on the same spaceV through mapping

Tx2 j5)
k51

j

~2q1/2!@r 2k#qu2 l 1 j &, j 50,...,2l 5r 21.

It is shown in Ref. 3 that representationsRl
(1) and Rl

(21) are equivalent. We see that formula
~22!–~24! admit limit q→1 and pass to usual formulas for irreducible representation of the
algebra o~3!.
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Note 4: Formulas~22!–~24! ~from now we always assumec151! define irreducible repre-
sentation also for some roots of unity. Ifqk521 for somekP$r 21,r 23,...%, matrix I 1 is not
defined. Ifqk521 for somekP$r 22,r 24,...% or qk51 for somekP$r 21,r 22,...%, represen-
tations~22!–~24! are reducible~some element ofI 1 below diagonal is equal to zero!. Therefore,
we have the following.

~a! Let qn51, n odd. ThenqjÞ21 for any j PN ~see Note 6! and ~22!–~24! form irreducible
representation forn^r .

~b! Let qn51, n even~this impliesqn/2521!. Then

~i! we have irreducible representation ifn/2^r ; and
~ii ! formulas lead to irreducible representation also forn/25r 21. If qr 21Þ21, the diag-

onal matrixT,

Tx05~q(r21)/21q2(r 21)/2!x0 , Tx2 j5x2 j , j 51,2,...,r 21,

is bijective, and equivalent representationTIiT
21, i 51,2,3, does not have singularity a

qr 21521 after continuous prolongation.

B. Nonclassical case aÅ0

In this caseqn5 i«q(r 1p)/2 for somepP$0,1,...,r 21% and x2r5ax2p . Equation~21! has
now the form

«q21Dr

q(r 2p)/2212q2(r 2p)/211 x2r 111
a«q21

q(r 2p)/2212q2(r 2p)/211 x2p2150. ~25!

This equation can be satisfied only in two cases:

~a! p115r 21 but nowqn5 i«qr 21, and again 2«/(q2q21)52 i @n2r 11#q would be in the
spectrum of generatorI 3 which contradicts Theorem 2.

~b! p115r , which impliesx2p215x2r5ax2r 11 . Substituting into~25! we obtain

a5 i«8q1/2@r #q for some «8P$21,1%.

The final form of relations~19! and ~20! in this case is

I 3x2 j5«
q1/22r 1 j1q21/21r 2 j

q2q21 x2 j , 0% j %r 21, x150, x2r5 i«8q1/2@r #qx2r 11 , ~26!

I 1x2 j5
2 i«q21/2

q1/22r 1 j2q21/21r 2 j ~q@ j #q@2r 2 j #qx2 j 111x2 j 21!, ~27!

I 2x2 j5
2 iq1/2

q1/22r 1 j2q21/21r 2 j ~@ j #q@2r 2 j #qqr 2 j x2 j 111q2r 1 j x2 j 21!. ~28!

Similarly, these four representations are equivalent to irreducible representationsRr
(2 i«,«8) from

Ref. 3 acting on the spaceV5C$uk&uk51,...,r % lin through mapping

Tx2 j5)
k51

j

~2q1/2!@2r 2k#qur 2 j &, j 50,...,r 21.

All five constructed representations were described in Ref. 3 where their mutual nonequiv
and irreducibility were proved. So we have the following.
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Theorem 4 „Main result …: Any r-dimensional irreducible representation ofUq8(so3) whenq
is not a root of unity is equivalent to one of five nonequivalent irreducible representations de
either by~22!–~24! wherec151 or by ~26!–~28! where«, «8P$21,1% ~see Table I!.

Note 5: If qk51, kP$3,5,...,2r 21%, then matrixI 1 given by ~27! is not defined. Ifqk521
and kP$2,...,r 21,r 11,...,2r 21% or qk51 andkP$4,6,...,2r 22%, matrices~26!–~28! form re-
ducible representation. Therefore we have the following.

~a! Let qn51, n odd. ThenqjÞ21 for any j PN and
~i! for n.2r 21 we have irreducible representation, and
~ii ! similarly as in Note 4, formulas lead to irreducible representation also in the can

52r 21. The equivalence matrixT which removes singularity fromI 1 now has form

Tx05~q1/22r2q21/21r !x0 ; Tx2 j5x2 j , j 51,2,...,r 21.

~b! Let qn51, n even (⇒qn/2521). Then~26!–~28! define representation which is irreducib
only if n,$4,6,...,2r 22,2r 12,...,2(2r 21)%, i.e., if n^4r or n52r .

V. REPRESENTATIONS WHEN q IS A ROOT OF UNITY

Note 6:Through Secs. V–VII we assume thatq is a root of unity, i.e.,qn51 for some fixed
nPN, qjÞ1 for j ,n.

Lemma 4: Uq8(so3) is at most a 3n(n21)11-dimensional module over the center.
Proof: Because the Casimir elementsC(n)(I j ), j P$1,2,3% @see~5!#, belong to the center o

Uq8(so3), any elementA5I 1
j 0I 2

k0I 3
l 0PUq8(so3), wherej 0 ,k0 ,l 0^0, can be expressed as linear com

bination

A5 (
j ,k,l 50

n21

Zj ,k,l I 1
j I 2

kI 3
l , ~29!

whereZj ,k,l belong to the center. Similarly, due to Casimir elementC @see~4!# we can remove
from sum ~29! all operatorsI 1

j I 2
kI 3

l where productjkl .0 because all such operators can
expressed as a linear combination with coefficients from the center of elementsI 1

j I 2
k , I 2

j I 3
k and

I 1
j I 3

k , 0% j ,k%n21. Therefore, we have

A5 (
j ,k51

n21

Zj ,k
(1)I 1

j I 2
k1 (

j ,k51

n21

Zj ,k
(2)I 1

j I 3
k1 (

j ,k51

n21

Zj ,k
(3)I 2

j I 3
k1 (

j 51

n21

Zj
(4)I 1

j 1 (
j 51

n21

Zj
(5)I 2

j 1 (
j 51

n21

Zj
(6)I 3

j 1Z(7)I ,

whereI denotes identity element andZ
¯

(•) are from center. The number of elements on right-ha
side is 3(n21)213(n21)1153n(n21)11. h

Corollary 4: Whenq is a root of unity, any irreducible representation ofUq8(so3) has finite
dimension%@A3n(n21)11#.

Proof: Let r:Uq8~so3)→L(V) be any nontrivial irreducible representation. Choose any 0Þx
PV. ThenV85C$r(I 1

j I 2
kI 3

l )xu j ,k,l ^0% lin is clearly an invariant subspace with at most counta
basis. Becauser is irreducible, we haveV85V. Now we can use Schur’s lemma~see Ref. 6,
section 8.2!, which states that Casimir operators~4! and~5! are equal to a multiple of the identity
A previous lemma says that dimC$r(I 1

j I 2
kI 3

l )u j ,k,l ^0% lin%3n(n21)11. From the Burnside theo

TABLE I. Finite-dimensional representations whenq is not a root of unity.

Representation characteristic Corresponding formulas Dimension No./each dime

Classical~admit limit q→1! ~22!–~24!, c151 any 1
Nonclassical~does not admit limitq→1! ~26!–~28!, e,e8P$21,1% any 4
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rem ~see Ref. 7! follows that C$r(I 1
j I 2

kI 3
l )u j ,k,l ^0% lin5L(V), i.e., dimL(V)%3n(n21)11,

which means that irreducible representation has finite dimension dimV%@A3n(n21)11#.
Definition 3: Representation is called havingweight vector x0 if there existx0Þ0 andn,m

PC such that

I 3x052 i @n#qx0 and ~Onx05mx0 or Rnx05mx0!.

Note 7: It can be easily seen@taking n852n1p i (ln q)21# that we can always assum
Onx05mx0 in previous definition, i.e., representation has weight vectorx0 if there existx0Þ0 and
n,mPC such that

I 3x052 i @n#qx0 and Onx05mx0 . ~30!

Lemma 5:Let us assume~30!. Then

qn5 i«q21/2 for some «P$21,1% and m252C1qS q1/21q21/2

q2q21 D 2

~31!

or

m50 and C52q@n#q@n11#q . ~32!

Proof: Applying I 3 on ~30! @see ~9!# we have 2 i @n11#qOnx052 i @n11#qmx0

5m(2 i @n#q)x0 , so that eitherm50 or 2 i @n11#q52 i @n#q⇒qn5 i«q21/2. Using ~12! we ob-
tain 2(C1q@n#q@n11#q)x05mRn11x0 . If m50, we haveC52q@n#q@n11#q . If mÞ0, then
Rn115On ~due to qn5 i«q21/2! and therefore2(C1q@n#q@n11#q)x05m(mx0)⇒m252C
1q„(q1/21q21/2)(q2q21)21

…

2. h

Note 8:Sign convention. Assume~31! in ~30!. Then we have

I 3x05«
q1/21q21/2

q2q21 x0 , Onx05«5A2C1qS q1/21q21/2

q2q21 D 2

x0 ,

where«,«5P$21,1%. Turning to representation

I 1→««5 I 1 , I 2→«5 I 2 , I 3→«I 3 ,

we can, without loss of generality, assume«5«551 and obtain three other possibilities using No
3.

Lemma 6:Let us have irreducible representation with weight vectorx0 on a vector spaceV.
ThenV5C$I 1

mx0um50,1,...,n21% lin and therefore dimV%n.
Proof: Let us assume~30!. We use the formulaI 3I 1

m5pm(I 1)I 21qm(I 1)I 3 from Lemma 13.
We haveI 2x052 imx01q2n11/2I 1x0 so that

I 3~ I 1
mx0!5pm~ I 1!~2 imx01q2n11/2I 1x0!12 i @n#qqm~ I 1!x0 .

Therefore subspaceC$x0 ,I 1x0 ,I 1
2x0 ,...% lin is invariant not only with respect toI 1 , but also with

respect toI 3 and, due to~3!, also with respect toI 2 .
Becauseqn51, we have an irreducible representation@see~5!#

I 1
n5an22I 1

n221an24I 1
n241¯ ,

wherea j are some complex constants@they depend onq and can be read out from~5! but we do
not need it here#. ThusC$x0 ,I 1x0 ,I 1

2x0 ,...% lin5C$x0 ,I 1x0 ,...,I 1
n21x0% lin5V. h

Definition 4: Representation is callednonsingularif there existx0Þ0 andnPC such that
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I 3x052 i @n#qx0 and qn¹$ i«q2k/2uk50,...,n21;«561%. ~33!

Otherwise, i.e., ifx0 has eigenvalue2 i @n#q such that

qn5 i«q2k/2 for some kP$0,...,n21% and «P$21,1%, ~34!

we call the representationsingular.
Note 9:In the nonsingular case the sequence@n#q ,@n11#q ,...,@n1n21#q contains mutually

different numbers~see Lemma 11! and it does not contain 2i«/(q2q21),«561; equations from
Note 2 are therefore solvable.

Lemma 7:Consider the nonsingular irreducible representation ofUq8(so3) on the vector space
V @i.e., assume~33!#. Then either it is a representation having weight vector or

V5C$x0 ,Onx0 ,On11Onx0 ,...,On1n22...Onx0% lin, dimV5n.

Proof: Takex0 from ~33! and consider the set

$x0 ,x1 ,...,xm21%, xiªOn1 i 21xi 21 , i 51,...,m21,

where m is chosen such that this set consists of linear-independent vec
dimC$x0 ,x1 ,...,xm21% lin5m, and simultaneously,xm5On1m21xm21PC$x0 ,x1 ,...,xm21% lin .

If m51,...,n21, then the last condition is equivalent~due to the nondegeneracy of the spe
trum of I 3! to the equalityOn1m21xm2150 and we have representation with weight vectorxm21 .

If m5n,...,2n21, the mentioned condition is equivalent to the equalityOn1m21xm21

5axm2n . For m.n we have xm2n5On1m2n21xm2n215On1m21xm2n21 so that
On1m21(xm212axm2n21)50 and we have again representation with weight vector.

If m5n, then this argument cannot be used and we proceed as follows. Consider the v
x21 ,x22 ,...,x2m811 defined by x2 iªRn2 i 11x2 i 11 , where m8 is chosen such that the se
$x2m811 ,x2m812 ,...,x21 ,x0 ,x1 ,...,xn21% is linear independent andx2m85Rn2m811x2m811

PC$x2m811 ,...,xn21% lin .
Due to Corollary 4,m8,n21 and therefore there existsbPC such that

x2m85Rn2m811x2m8115bxn2m8 . ~35!

Now, if m8P$2,3,...,n22%, then@see~12!#

Rn2m811On1n2m8xn2m85Rn2m811xn2m81152~C1q@n2m8#q@n2m811#q!xn2m8 .
~36!

For CÞ2q@n2m8#q@n2m811#q we may calculatexn2m8 and, substituting into~35!, we again
have

Rn2m811S x2m8111
b

~C1@n2m8#q@n2m811#q!
xn2m811D50,

i.e., representation has a weight vector.
If C52q@n2m8#q@n2m811#q , we have representation with weight vectorxn2m811 @see

~36!#. The only open case ism851, i.e.,

On1n21xn215ax0 , Rnx05bxn21 ~37!

~wherea,bPC! and dimC$x0 ,...,xn21% lin5n. The subspaceC$x0 ,...,xn21% lin is invariant with
respect to 2n operatorsOn ,On11 ,...,On1n21 ,Rn ,Rn11 ,...,Rn1n21 @see~9!–~12! and ~37!#:

~ i I 21q2n2k11/2I 1!xk5On1kxk5xk11 , 0%k%n22, ~38!
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~ i I 21q2n2n1k/2I 1!xn215On1n21xn215ax0 , ~39!

~ i I 22qn1k13/2I 1!xk5Rn1kxk52~C1q@n1k21#q@n1k#q!xk21 , 1%k%n21, ~40!

~ i I 22qn11/2I 1!x05Rnx05bxn21 . ~41!

This system can be solved for the vectorsI 1xk and I 2xk ~see Note 9!. For I 3 we haveI 3xk

52 i @n1k#qxk , k50,...,n21. Thus invariance ofC$x0 ,...,xn21% lin is proved and, due to assume
irreducibility, the proof is finished. h

Lemma 8:Any irreducible representation ofUq8~so3! such that Ker„I 32« (q1/21q21/2)/(q
2q21)…Þ$0% for some«P$1,21% has a weight vector from this subspace.

Proof: Let n fulfill the equation qn5 i«q21/2. Consider vectors 0Þx0PKer „I 32«(q1/2

1q21/2)/(q2q21)… andx1ªOnx0 . If Onx05ax0 for someaPC, the representation has a weig
vector, so letx1 andx0 be linearly independent. Equation~9! shows thatx1 has the same eigen
value asx0 . Following ~12! we have

Rn11x15Rn11Onx052~C1q@n#q@n11#q!x0 ,

but Rn115On so that subspaceC$x0 ,x1% lin is invariant with respect toOn . The weight vector is
therefore any eigenvector of restrictionOn to the subspaceC$x0 ,x1% lin . h

Lemma 9:A singular irreducible representation has a weight vector with the exception tn
is even and vectorsx0 ,Onx0 ,...,On1n/2On1n/221 ,...,Onx0 , where 0Þx0PKer „I 322«/(q
2q21)… for some«P$1,21%, are linear independent.

Proof: Let 0Þx0PKer (I 31 i @n#q) and qnP$ i«q2k/2uk50,1,...,n21% if n is odd andqn

P$ i«q2k/2uk51,3,...,n21% if n is even. In these cases the sequence@n#q ,...,@n1n21#q contains
value i«(q1/21q21/2)/(q2q21). Consider the vectors

x0 ,Onx0 ,...,On1n22 ,...,Onx0 ~42!

for which we haveOn1 j ,...,Onx0PKer (I 31 i @n1 j 11#q). If any of these vectors is equal t
zero, then the representation has a weight vector; if all vectors are nonzero, then K„I 3

1«(q1/21q21/2)/(q2q21)…Þ$0% and we use Lemma 8.
In the remaining case~i.e., qnP$ i«q2k/2uk50,2,...,n22%, n is even! we have

$@n#q ,...,@n1n21#q%5H 6
2i

q2q21 ,6 i
q1q21

q2q21 ,...,6 i
q@n/4#1q2@n/4#

q2q21 J ,

and if all vectors~42! are nonzero, then they are eigenvectors ofI 3 with n/211 different eigen-
values

2«

q2q21 ,«
q1q21

q2q21 ,...,«
q@n/4#1q2@n/4#

q2q21 ,2«
q@n/4#1q2@n/4#

q2q21 ,...,2
2«

q2q21 .

Taking vector x̃0PKer „I 322«/(q2q21)… instead of x0 we obtain the set
$x̃0 ,Onx̃0 ,...,On1n/221 ,...Onx̃0% of n/211 linear-independent vectors. h

Thus we can now state the following theorem.
Theorem 5: Let n be odd andR be any irreducible representation ofUq8~so3!. Then either~a!

or ~b! is true, where we have the following.

~a! RepresentationR has weight vectorx0 @see Definition 3, Eq.~30!# and for representation
spaceV we have

V5C$I 1
mx0um50,1,...,n21% lin , dimV%n. ~43!

~b! The representation is nonsingular@see~33! for definition of vectorx0# and for representation
spaceV we have
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V5C$xi u i 50,...,n21% lin , xiªOn1 i 21xi 21 , i 51,...,n21, dimV5n. ~44!

Now it remains to consider the last case whenn is even, the representation does not have a
weight vector, andI 3 has an eigenvector with eigenvalue 2«/(q2q21).

Theorem 6: Let n be even andR be any irreducible representation ofUq8~so3!. Then either~a!,
~b!, or ~c! is true, where~a! and ~b! are from Theorem 5 and~c! is as follows.

~c! For the representation spaceV we have

V5C$x0 ,...,xn/2 ,I 1x0 ,...,I 1
n/221x0% lin , 0Þx0PKer S I 32

2«

~q2q21! D ,

xiªOn1 i 21xi 21 , dimV5n.

Proof: Let us suppose that neither case~a! nor ~b! takes place. Then we have~see Lemma 9!
0Þx0PKer „I 322«/(q2q21)… for some eP$21,1% and vectorsx0 ,x1 ,...,xn/2 , where xi

ªOn1 i 21xi 21 , i 51,...,n/2, are linear-independent eigenvectors ofI 3 . Therefore, Corollary 5
(v0→x0 ,h→«) implies linear independence of the set$w1 ,...,wn/221 ,x0 ,x1 ,...,xn/2%, because
vectorws is the principal vector corresponding to the eigenvalue« (qs1q2s)/(q2q21).

Since bn/2
(n/2)50, the vector wn/2 fulfills eigenvalue equation (I 32«(qn/21q2n/2)/(q

2q21))wn/250. Becausen is even, we haveqn/2521 ~see Note 6! and therefore« (qn/2

1q2n/2)/(q2q21)522«/(q2q21) ~vector xn/2 has the same eigenvalue!. We distinguish two
cases:

~a! the vectorswn/2 andxn/2 are linearly independent, and
~b! wn/25gxn/2 for somegPC.

Let us consider the case~a!. We will show that it is not possible. Consider the vectors

x̃n/25wn/2 ,x̃n/221,...,x̃0 , x̃iªRñ1 i 11x̃i 11 , i 50,...,n/221, qñ52 i«.

Since the representation does not have a weight vector, the above vectors are~nonzero! eigenvec-
tors with mutually different eigenvalues;x̃k and xk belong to the same eigenvalue«(qk

1q2k)/(q2q21).
Let us show now that the set of vectors$x̃n/2 ,...,x̃0 ,w1 ,...,wn/221 ,xn/2 ,...,x0% is linearly

independent. First define the following projective operators,

P05c0 )
l 51

n/221 S I 32«
ql1q2 l

q2q21 D 2S I 32
22«

q2q21D ,

Pk5ckS I 32
2«

q2q21D )
l 51
lÞk

n/221 S I 32«
ql1q2 l

q2q21 D 2S I 32
22«

q2q21D , 0,k,
n

2
,

Pn/25cn/2S I 32
2«

q2q21D )
l 51

n/221 S I 32«
ql1q2 l

q2q21 D 2

,

where

c0
215 )

l 51

n/221 S 2«

q2q212«
ql1q2 l

q2q21 D 2S 2«

q2q212
2«

q2q2 l D ,

ck
215S «

qk1q2k

q2q21 2
2«

q2q21D )
l 51
lÞk

n/221 S «
qk1q2k

q2q21 2«
ql1q2 l

q2q21 D 2S «
qk1q2k

q2q21 2
2«

q2q21D ,
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0,k,
n

2
,

cn/2
215S 22«

q2q212
2«

q2q21D )
l 51

n/221 S 22«

q2q212«
ql1q2 l

q2q21 D 2

.

Assume, on the contrary, that

x̃k5ak21x̃k211¯1a0x̃01b1w11¯1bn/2211vn/2211gn/2xn/21¯1g0x0 . ~45!

If k50 or k5n/2, we applyP0 or Pn/2 , respectively, and we obtain

x̃05g0x0 , ~resp. x̃n/25gn/2xn/2!.

Application of the operatorOn1n/221¯On11On to the first equation leads to linear dependen

const~ x̃n/22g0xn/2!50,

where constÞ0 @see~11!#. Thus both cases are in contradiction with the assumption.
If 0 ,k,n/2, we use the operator„I 32«(qk1q2k)/(q2q21)…Pk and we havebk

(k)wk50,
i.e., bk

(k)50. Then, using operatorPk acting on Eq.~45! we come to linear dependence,

x̃k5gkxk ,

and, using further operatorOn1n/221¯On1k11On1k , we come to the linear dependence of ve
tors xn/2 and x̃n/2 ~contradiction!.

Let us now construct principal vectorsw̃1 ,...,w̃n/221 using eigenvectorsx̃0 ,...,x̃n/2 in the
same way as the vectorsw1 ,...,wn/221 were constructed by means of the vectorsx0 ,...,xn/2 . Due
to Lemma 4 we have

w̃k5ak21w̃k211¯1a1w̃11bn/2x̃n/21¯1b0x̃0

1gn/221wn/2211¯1g1w11d0x01¯1dn/2xn/2

for somek,n/221. Using again the operator„I 32e(qk1q2k)/(q2q21)…Pk we come to the
linear dependence of eigenvectorsx̃k andxk , which is the contradiction. Thus the case~a! is not
possible.

The case~b! therefore takes place, thus we have ann-dimensional subspace, spanned
vectorsx0 ,...,xn/2 ,w1 ,...,wn/221 in the representation space of the considered irreducible re
sentation. This subspace is invariant with respect to the operatorI 3 , but it may not be invariant
with respect to the operatorI 1 : we have no information about the vectorI 1xn/2 . However,
assertion of Lemma 14 is valid if we use it for vectorxn/2 , i.e., we can putv0→xn/2 and h→
2e and construct similarly vectorsw̃s for sP$1,...,n/221% fulfilling modified ~B18!, and we
obtain w̃n/25g̃x0 for someg̃PC.

Therefore, the subspace

C$w̃n/221 ,...,w̃1 ,x0 ,...,xn/2 ,w1 ,...,wn/221% lin

is invariant with respect to the operatorsI 3 andI 1 ~and therefore it is invariant with respect to th
operatorI 2 , too!.

Lemma 17 used on the characteristic polynomial of operatorI 3 @because the representation
n-dimensional we know its explicit form~5!# implies that each eigenvalue has multiplicity at mo
equal to 2, i.e., principal vectorswk andw̃k may differ at most by an eigenvector corresponding
the eigenvalue«(qk1q2k)/(q2q21), which, in our case, meansw̃k2wk5constxk . h
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VI. EXPLICIT FORMULAS FOR NONSINGULAR IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS
WHEN q nÄ1

Whenq is a root of unity,qn51 with n odd or even, according to Theorems 5 and 6 we m
distinguish two, resp. three, cases:~a!, ~b!, and~c!. This section covers for alln the case~b! ~the
representation is nonsingular! and partly the case~a! ~the representation has a weight vector and
in addition nonsingular!. The following section finishes the case~a! ~a singular representatio
having a weight vector! for odd n.

~1! Let us first assume the case~b! @see~44!#. From ~38!–~41! we have

I 3xj52 i @n1 j #qxj , 0% j %n21,xn5ax0 , ~46!

I 1x05
q21/2

qn1q2n x12
bq21/2

qn1q2n xn21 , ~47!

I 1xj5
q21/2~C1q@n1 j 21#q@n1 j #q!

qn1 j1q2~n1 j ! xj 211
q21/2

qn1 j1q2~n1 j ! xj 11 , 1% j %n21, ~48!

I 2x05
2 iqn

qn1q2n x12
ibq2n

qn1q2n xn21 , ~49!

I 2xj5
iq2n2 j~C1q@n1 j 21#q@n1 j #q!

qn1 j1q2~n1 j ! xj 212
iqn1 j

qn1 j1q2~n1 j ! xj 11 , 1% j %n21. ~50!

From (q1/2I 1I 22q21/2I 2I 12I 3)x050 we obtain the value of Casimir elementC52ab
2q@n#q@n21#q . After substituting into~46!–~50! we easily check that these relations for
representation ofUq8(so3). Let us put

Tu j &5q2 j/2~21! j xj , j 50,...,n21, l52 iq2n, a5b~21!n21qn/221, b5a~21!nq2n/2.

Using this equivalence matrixT, representationRabl defined in Ref. 3 by~46!–~49! is found to be
equivalent with our considered representation. In Ref. 3 it is proven that this representa
irreducible if qnÞ6 iq2n/211; however, this is fulfilled in our case.

Note 10:~i! Equations~46!–~50! form an irreducible representation also ifa50 or b50. In
this case it is a representation with one or two weight vectors.

~ii ! Equations~46!–~50! form an irreducible representation also in the caseq2n51 ~which
implies qn521, see Note 6!, a5b50. This can be immediately verified.

~2! Let us now assume that the representation is nonsingular and fulfills the case~a!, @see
~43!#. Consider the set of vectors in representation space

$x0 ,x21 ,...,x2k11%, x2 j 21ªRn2 j x2 j , ~51!

such that

dimC$x0 ,x21 ,...,x2k11% lin5k and x2k[Rn2k11x2k11PC$x0 ,x21 ,...,x2k11% lin . ~52!

Because the representation is nonsingular, Lemma 5 gives

Onx050, C52q@n11#q@n#q . ~53!

If k51, we obtain a trivial one-dimensional representation.
If k5n, thenx2k5ax0 for someaPC and we obtain the special case of nonsingular rep

sentation~46!–~50! studied above.
If 1 ,k,n, thenx2k50 ~different eigenvalues! and, using~11!, we obtain another condition

for C:
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05On2kx2k5On2kRn2k11x2k1152~C1q@n2k#q@n2k11#q!x2k11 . ~54!

Comparing with~53! we obtainC52q@n11#q@n#q52q@n2k#q@n2k11#q , thus q2k51 or
qn5«A«8q(k21)/2 for some«,«8P$21,1%.

~i! If qn5«A«8q(k21)/2, then«851 because the representation is assumed to be nonsing
Solving ~51! and~11! we obtain explicit forms of matricesI 1 andI 2 . This representation is
equivalent to the one defined by~22!–~24!. Representations with«561 are equivalent.
According to Note 4 we have ifn is odd, the representation is irreducible. Ifn is even, we
have an irreducible representation if 1,k%n/2 and a reducible representation ifn/2,k
,n.

~ii ! If q2k51, thenn52k ~because 1,k,n!, qk521, andn is independent. We obtain agai
formulas~46!–~50!, which give an irreducible representation~see Note 10!. Furthermore,
for specialn5n/221 we obtain an equivalent representation to then/2-dimensional rep-
resentation from~i!.

Theorem 7: Let qn51 and letR be an irreducible nonsingular representation. ThenR is
equivalent to one of the representations given in Table II.

VII. EXPLICIT FORMULAS FOR SINGULAR IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS WHEN
q nÄ1, n ODD

To obtain explicit formulas of singular representations, let us write first$ i«q2k/2uk
50, . . . ,n21;«561%5MnøMn8 , whereMn5$ i«q21/22mum50,1, . . . ,(n21)/2;«561%, and
Mn85$ i«q2mum51,2, . . . ,(n21)/2;«561%.

Possible eigenvalues of generatorI 3 in singular representation are

«
q1/21q21/2

q2q21 ,«
q3/21q23/2

q2q21 , ... ,«
qn/2211q2n/211

q2q21 ,
2««̃

q2q21 ,

where«̃[qn/2P$21,1% ~we use this abbreviation through the whole section!.
Let qnPMnøMn8 and let

I 3x052 i @n#qx0 , Onx05mx0 . ~55!

We distinguish five cases.
Case 1: qnPMn8 , i.e., qn5 i«q2m for somemP$1,2, ... ,(n21)/2%. Take the set~51! such

that ~52! holds. If 1%k%(n21)/22m, thenx2k50 ~reason: mutually different eigenvalues! and
similarly as in~53! and ~54! we have

C52q@n11#q@n#q52q@n2k#q@n2k11#q . ~56!

This condition impliesq2k51 or q2(k12m21)51. However, none of these possibilities can
fulfilled ~see Note 6!.

TABLE II. Nonsingular representations,qn51.

Corresponding formulas Dimension No.

~46!–~50!, a,b,nPC,n fulfilling ~33! n 3 parameters
~22!–~24! ~see Note 4! 1%dimension,n if n is odd 1/each dimension

1%dimension%n/2 if n is even
~46!–~50!, a,b50, nPC, n fulfilling ~33!, n→n/2
~this possibility can take place only ifn is even!

n/2 1 parameter
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If k.(n21)/22m, then there exist nonzero vectorx2(n21)/21m with eigenvalue««̃(q1/2

1q21/2)/(q2q21). According to Lemma 8, there exists a new weight vectorx08 with this eigen-
value and the rest of this case is covered by case 3, resp. 5.

Case 2:Ker„I 322««̃/(q2q21)…5$0% and qnPMn , qnÞ6 iq21/2. Let qn5 i«q21/22m, m
P$1,2, ... ,(n23)/2% and take the set~51! such that~52! and k%(n21)/22m. Similarly as in
~54! we have again~56!, which cannot be satisfied.

Case 3: Ker„I 322««̃/(q2q21)…5$0% and qn5 i«q21/2 for some «P$21,1%. Take qn

5 i«q21/2 and consider~51! and ~52!. We now have 1%k%(n21)/2 and from~54!

C52q@n2k11#q@n2k#q5q
~q1/22k1q21/21k!~q21/22k1q1/21k!

~q2q21!2 .

Similarly as in Lemma 5 we have

m5 i «̃̃q1/2@k#q , «̃̃P$21,1%.

We have the same situation as in Sec. IV, nonclassical case B. Therefore we obtain fo
~26!–~28! @see Note 5~a!~i!#.

Case 4: Ker „I 322eẽ/(q2q21)…Þ$0% and qnPMn , qnÞ6 iq21/2. In this case qn

5 i«q21/22m, mP$1,2,...,(n21)/2%. For C we have

C52q@n#q@n11#q5q
~q1/22m1q21/21m!~q21/22m1q1/21m!

~q2q21!2 . ~57!

Value m can be assumed the lowest one in the sense that no weight vector with eigen
«(q21/22m81q1/21m8)/(q2q21),m8,m exists. In the set

$x0 ,x21,...,x2~n21!/21m%, x2 j 21ªRn2 j x2 j

the vectory0[x2(n21)/21mPKer „I 322eẽ/(q2q21)…Þ$0% and we can use it asv0 in Lemma 14
and Corollary 5 (eẽ→h). Let us define vectorsws , s51,...,n, as in~B18!.

For yj5Oñ1 j 21yj 215Oñ1 j 21Oñ1 j 22¯Oñy0 , j 51,2,...,qñ5 i eẽ we have@using ~11!#

yj5)
l 50

j 21

„2~C1q@n2~n21!/21m1 l #q@n2~n21!/21m1 l 11#q!…x2~n21!/21m1 j . ~58!

Due to fixed value of Casimir operator~57!, yj50 for all j ^(n21)/22m11 while
y0 ,...,y(n21)/22m are eigenvectors of generatorI 3 . Corollary 5 then implies the following.

~i! The set

$x0 ,x21 ,...,x2~n21!/21m[y0 ,w1 ,...,w~n21!/22m%

containsn22m linear-independent vectors, and vectorwk is principal vector to eigenvecto
x(n21)/21m1k .

~ii ! Since y(n21)/22m115y(n21)/22m1250,w(n21)/22m11PKer (I 32«q21/22m111q1/21m21/
q2q21)5$0% andw(n21)/22m12PKer (I 32«q21/22m121q1/21m22/q2q21)5$0%, i.e.,

I 1
sy01¯1

2««̃bs
~s!@s22#q

2

qs212q2s11 D̃1ys2250, ~59!

I 1
s11y01¯1

2««̃bs11
~s11!@s21#q

2

qs2q2s D̃1ys2150, ~60!
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s5(n21)/22m11. Vectorsys22 andys21 are multiples ofx21 andx0 , respectively, and rela
tions

Rn21x215x22 , On21x2152~C1q@n21#q@n#q!x0

give

I 1x215
i««̃q21/2

qs222q2s12 „x221~C1q@n21#q@n#q!x0….

Subtracting theI 1 ‘‘multiple’’ of ~59! from ~60! and comparing the coefficient by vectorx0 we
obtain the relation

2««̃bs
~s!@s22#q

2D̃1

qs212q2s11 •

i««̃q21/2

qs222q2s12 1
2««̃bs11

~s11!@s21#q
2D̃1

qs2q2s 50,

which leads to conditionq4m51. Because 4%4m%2n22, we must have 4m5n, but this is a
contradiction~n is odd!.

Case 5:Ker „I 322««̃/(q2q21)…Þ$0% andqn5 i«q21/2 for some«P$21,1%. According to
Note 8, put«51 and, in Lemma 5, assume

m51A2C1qS q1/21q21/2

q2q21 D 2

. ~61!

Consider~51! where k5(n11)/2. Again, we can usey0[x2(n21)/2 as v0 in Lemma 14 and
Corollary 5. Let us again putyj5Oñ1 j 21yj 215Oñ1 j 21Oñ1 j 22¯Oñy0 for j 51,2,...,qñ5 i «̃ and
let us define vectorsws , s51,...,n, as in~B18!. We have

yj5)
l 50

j 21 X2S C2q
~ql1q2 l !~ql 111q2 l 21!

~q2q21!2 D Cx2~n21!/21 j . ~62!

Consider the set

V85C$x0 ,x21 ,...,x2~n23!/2 ,x2~n21!/2 ,w1 ,...,wm21% lin , ~63!

such that dimV85(n11)/21m21, wmPV8 and m%(n11)/2 ~suchm exists because dimV8
%n!. V8 is invariant with respect toI 3 and alsoI 1 .

We distinguish two cases:
~i! m%(n21)/2. AssumptionwmPV8 and ~B17! give

wm5ax2~n21!/21m for some aPC, ~64!

)
l 50

m21 X2S C2q
~ql1q2 l !~ql 111q2 l 21!

~q2q21!2 D C50 ~65!

@see~62!#. Becausewm11PV8, the last equation~giving ym1150! implies further (x1ªx0)

wm115bx2~n21!/21m11 for some bPC. ~66!

Explicit forms of ~64! and ~66! are

I 1
my01

am22
~m!

qm212q2m11 I 1
m22y01¯1

2bm
~m!@m22#q

2D̃1

qm212q2m11 ym225ax2~n21!/21m ,
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I 1
m11y01

am21
~m11!

qm2q2m I 1
m21y01¯1

2bm11
~m11!@m21#q

2D̃1

qm2q2m ym215bx2~n21!/21m11 .

Subtracting theI 1 multiple of the first equation from the second, we obtain the relation am
linearly independent vectors which can be fulfilled only if

am22
~m!

qm212q2m11 5
am21

~m11!

qm2q2m ,

which fixes the value of the Casimir operator

C5q
~qm211q2m11!~qm1q2m!

~q2q21!2 .

It shows that vectorsy1 ,...,ym21 are nonzero, i.e.,w1, ...,wm21 are principal vectors.
Further, using relations~19! with qn5 i«q21/2 and j 5(n21)/22m, j 5(n21)/22m12 and

comparing coefficients of vectorx2(n21)/21m21 we obtain the equation determiningaPC.
Note that form51 it is clear~because there is no other such representation with that dim

sion! that we must obtain the same representation as in Sec. IV, nonclassical case B, fo
~26!–~28! @see Note 5~a!~ii !#.

~ii ! m5(n11)/2: from ~B17! we have

S I 32 «̃
q1/21q21/2

q2q21 Dw~n11!/25constx0 , ~67!

thus vectorw(n11)/2 fulfills the same principal equation asw(n21)/2 @const can be read out from
~62! and ~67!#. Because the dimension of Jordan blocks in matrixI 3 is at most 2, there existsa
PC such that

w~n11!/25ax01const8 w~n21!/2 ~68!

~again, const8 can be easily computed,a is unknown!.
Therefore we get two-parameter set of operators

$~ I 3
~C,a! ,I 1

~C,a!!u~C,a!PC3C%. ~69!

Matrix I 1 is defined through Eqs.~19!, ~55!, ~B18!, and~68!, matrix I 3 through Eqs.~15!, ~B17!,
and ~62!.

We will now show that matrices~69! form representation ofUq8~so3! for all (C,a)PC2 and
that almost all are irreducible.

We can easily prove that for each (C,a)PC2

„q2I 1
~C,a!2

1I 2
~C,a!2

1q2I 3
~C,a!2

2~q5/22q1/2!I 1
~C,a!I 2

~C,a!I 3
~C,a!

…e15Ce1 ,

where I 2
(C,a)

ªq1/2I 3
(C,a)I 1

(C,a)2q21/2I 1
(C,a)I 3

(C,a) and e15(1,0,...,0)PCn. This means that the
value of parameterC is really the value of the Casimir operator.

Further, rewriting operatorI 1
(C,a) in basis

V85C$x0 ,x21 ,...,x2~n23!/2 ,y05x2~n21!/2 ,I 1y0 ,...,I 1
m21y0% lin , ~70!

we can achieve the result

detI 1
~C,a!5detI 1

~C,0!1a )
j 50

~n23!/2
iq21/2

q2 j 11/22qj 21/2, ~71!
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i.e., detI1
(C,a) depends ona so that parametera cannot be removed by change of basis.

Let M5$(C,a)PC2umatricesI 3
(C,a) ,I 1

(C,a) define an irreducible representation ofUq8(so3)%.
Let us show now that there existsM1,C2 of Lebesgue measure zero such thatM5C2M1 .

Consider irreduciblen-dimensional representation~46!–~50! after automorphismr from Cor-
ollary 1:

I 1xj52 i @n1 j #qxj , 0% j %n21, xn5ãx0 , ~72!

I 3x05
2 iqn

qn1q2n x12
i b̃q2n

qn1q2n xn21 , ~73!

I 3xj5
iq2n2 j~C1q@n1 j 21#q@n1 j #q!

qn1 j1q2~n1 j ! xj 212
iqn1 j

qn1 j1q2~n1 j ! xj 11 , 1% j %n21, ~74!

where

C52ãb̃2q@n#q@n21#q and ~ ã,b̃,qn!PC23~C2$ i«q2 i u j 50,...,n21,«561%!.
~75!

Due to irreducibility, Casimir elementC(n) in this representation is equal to a multiple of th
identity:

C~n!~ I 3!52detI 352ã )
k50

n21
q21/2

qn1k1q2n2k 1b̃
q21/2

qn1q2n )
k50

n22
q21/2~C1q@n1k#q@n1k21#q!

qn1k111q2n2k21 .

If we choose constantsã and b̃ such that

detI 35
2«̃

n~q2q21!n , ~76!

representation~72!–~74! is singular. Condition~76! is equivalent to

ã2b̃ )
k50

n22

~C1q@n1k#q@n1k11#q!5
2

~q2q21!n )
k50

n21

~qn1k1q2n2k!. ~77!

Using ~75! we have

b̃2)
k50

n22

~C1q@n1k#q@n1k11#q!2b̃
2

~q2q21!n )
k50

n21

~qn1k1q2n2k!1C1q@n21#q@n#q50

having at least one solutionb̃ for any pair (C,qn)PC3(C2$ i«q2 j u j 50,...,n21,«561%). For
given aPC we chooseqnPC such that detI1

(C,a)5detI1, i.e.,

)
j 50

n21

~2 i @n1 j #q!5detI 1
~C,0!1a )

j 50

~n23!/2
iq21/2

q2 j 11/22qj 21/2. ~78!

If qn is a solution of~78!, then this equation is solved also byqn11,...,qn1n21. However, if
constants (C,a) fulfill the condition

« )
j 50

n21
qj1q2 j

q2q21 5detI 1
~C,0!1a )

j 50

~n23!/2
iq21/2

q2 j 11/22qj 21/2 ~79!

solutionsqn of ~78! are bad—they belong to the set$ i«q2 j u j 50,...,n21,«561%.
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Therefore we can state the following.
Theorem 8: Let n be odd. Then the following assertions are true:

~i! If R is a singularn-dimensional irreducible representation ofUq8(so3), then there exists a
most one pair (C,a)PC2 andh1 ,h2P$21,1% such thatR is equivalent to some of the
four representations generated from representation~69! using Note 3.

~ii ! If M1 is the set of all pairs (C,a) satisfying condition~79!, then the Lebesgue measu
of M1 is equal to zero. If (C,a)PC22M1 , then matrices~69! form a representation
equivalent to some of four representations generated from representation~72!–~74! using
Note 3.

Note 11:Matrices ~69! form a representation for all (C,a)PC2. When (C,a)PC22M1 it
follows from the previous theorem. When (C,a)PM1 , then we have (C,a1)¹M1 for all a1

Þa @condition ~79! is linear ina#. Clearly

lim
a1→a

I j
~C,a1!

5I j
~C,a! , j 51,2,3,

which follows from the fact that only one of then2 matrix coefficients ofI 1
(C,a) @see~68!# depends

~linearly! on a, and matrix coefficients ofI 3
(C,a) do not depend ona at all. Using this continuity

argument on relations~1!–~3! we obtain the desired result. Note we do not know if representat
from M1 are irreducible.

Theorem 9: Let qn51 for n odd. If R is an irreducible singular representation, thenR is
equivalent to one of the representations given in Table III.

Note 12:In the two last cases described in Table III we know also matrixI 3 is written in basis
~63! @m5(n11)/2#. Relations~62! and ~B17! show that this matrix is diagonalizable iff

C5Cdiag[
2q~q1q21!

~q2q21!2 . ~80!

Comparing Tables II@see also~46!# and III we see that in the casen odd we have full classification
and explicit formulas of all irreducible representations with diagonalizableI 3 with only one
exception—point (Cdiag,a)PM1 @Theorem 8~ii !#.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS

~i! In Lemma 2 we give a proof thatC(n)(I 1) is a Casimir element ofUq8~so3! whenq is a root
of unity, qn51. This interesting polynomial seems to be of great importance for alge
Uq8(som), m^3.

Let us recall that Uq8(som) is an associative algebra generated by elementsI i ,i 21 ,
i P$2,...,m% and relations

I i ,i 21I i 21,i 22
2 2~q1q21!I i 21,i 22I i ,i 21I i 21,i 221I i 21,i 22

2 I i ,i 2152I i ,i 21 , ~81!

I i ,i 21
2 I i 21,i 222~q1q21!I i ,i 21I i 21,i 22I i ,i 211I i 21,i 22I i ,i 21

2 52I i 21,i 22 , ~82!

TABLE III. Singular representations,qn51, n odd.

Corresponding formulas Dimension No./each dimens

~26!–~28! ~I 3 diagonal! 1%k%(n11)/2 4
explicit formulas not computed,I 3 not diagonalizable (n11)/2,k%n21 at most 4

~72!–~74!, C,ã,b̃,nPC, fulfilling ~75! and ~77! n 2 parameters

~69!, (C,a)PM1 ~see Theorem 8! n 1 parameter
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@ I i ,i 21 ,I j , j 21#50, u i 2 j u.1, ~83!

where@• , •# denotes the usual commutator. One can also give an equivalent definition ofUq8(som)
in terms of generatorsI i j , i P$2,...,m%, j P$1,...,i 21%, fulfilling these commutation relations:

I i j 5@ I j 11,j ,I i , j 11#q[q1/2I j 11,j I i , j 112q21/2I i , j 11I j 11,j for i . j 11,

@ I jk ,I i j #q5I ik , @ I i j ,I ik#q5I jk , @ I ik ,I jk#q5I i j for i . j .k,

@ I i j ,I kl#50, for i . j .k. l and i .k. l . j ,

@ I i j ,I kl#q5~q2q21!~ I j l I ik2I i l I k j! for i .k. j . l .

Using this definition we can formulate the following statement:
Theorem 10: C(n)(I i j ), i P$2,...,m%, j P$1,...,i 21% is a Casimir element ofUq8(som) when

qn51.
Proof: Let us give the proof form54. One can find a more detailed proof in Ref. 8. We c

consider generatorI 21 as an element ofUq8~so3! subalgebra ofUq8~so4! generated by two element
I 21 andI 32. It implies @C(n)(I 21),I 32#50. The second commutator@C(n)(I 21),I 43#50 follows from
~83!. The commutators with elementsI 31, I 41, and I 42 are then trivially equal to zero becaus
these three elements can be expressed in terms ofI 21, I 32, andI 43. The same arguments can b
used forC(n)(I 32) with generatorI 41 used instead ofI 43. h

As algebraUq(isom11) can be obtained fromUq8(som11) by Inönu–Wigner contraction
@ I m11,i→«I m11,i ,Uq8(som) fixed#; polynomsC(n)(I i j ) with I i j PUq8(som) remain Casimir opera-
tors also forUq(isom11).

~ii ! By doing classification of singular irreducible representations in the first nontrivial
whenn is even, i.e.,q451, one can see that it is richer in comparison with cases whenn is odd.
The same result can be assumed in other casesn56,8,... .

~iii ! In Ref. 9 irreducible star representations~that is, such thatI 1* 52I 1 and I 3* 52I 3! with
diagonal generatorI 3 are presented. These irreducible representations are equivalent to irred
representations described by formulas~72!–~74! with C5Cdiag @see~80!# and suitablenPC.
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APPENDIX A: COMBINATORIAL IDENTITIES

Here we present basic properties ofq-numbers and some combinatorial identities.
Lemma 10:Let q be not root of unity~i.e., qjÞ1 for all j PN!.

~a! For givenlPC we can choosenPC such thatl5@n#q , @n11#q , @n12#q ,... aremutually
different.

~b! if qn5 i«q2k/2 for somekPZ,«P$21,1%, then ~1! @n1k2 j #q5@n1 j #q for all j PZ, and
~2! the equation@n1 j 1#q5@n1 j 2#q for somej 1 , j 2PZ, j 1Þ j 2 implies j 15k2 j 2 .

~c! If @n#q¹$ i«(qk/21q2k/2)/(q2q21)uk50,1,...,«561%, then q-numbers@n#q ,@n61#q ,...
are mutually different. h

Proof: Straightforward.
Lemma 11:Let qn51 for somenPN,qjÞ1 for j PN, j ,n. Then

~a! qn¹$ i«q2k/2uk50,1,...,n21;«561% impliesq-numbers@n#q ,@n11#q ,...,@n1n21#q are
mutually different.

~b! If qn5 i«q2k/2 for somekP$0,1,...,n21%, «P$1,21%, then
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@n1 j #q5@n1k2 j #q , j 50,1,...,@k/2#,

@n1k1 j #q5@n1n2 j #q , j 51,...,@~n2k!/2#,

and no other equalities of the numbers@n#q ,...,@n1n21#q can be found.
Proof: Straightforward. h

Lemma 12:Some useful combinatorial identities. The following formulas hold~we take 00

51!:
~1! Let NPN, 0%H%@(N21)/2#, 0%M%@(N21)/2#. Let us denoteN85N mod 2, i.e.,

N851 whenN is odd and zero otherwise. Then

(
t50

@~N21!/2# S N
2t11D S FN21

2 G2t

FN21

2 G2H
D S t

M D

54H2MS H
M D „N22H~12N8!…

~2@N/2# !! ~@N/2#1H2M !! ~@N/2#2M !!

@N/2#! ~2H11!! ~2@N/2#22M !! ~@N/2#2H !!
.

~A1!

~2! Let nPN, 0%c%@(n21)/2#, 0%d%@(n21)/2#. Putn85n mod 2. Then

(
j 50

d S n2 j
j D 2d22 j 111~n22d21!n8

n2 j

3S Fn21

2 G2d

c2 j
D •

~2@n/2#22 j !! ~n212c2d!! ~@n/2#2c!!

~@n/2#2 j !! ~d2 j 112n8!! ~2@n/2#22c!! ~n22d1n821!!

5

S n212d
d D S n212c

c D
~n/2!12n8~n22d!n8

. ~A2!

Proof: We prove both formulas for odd and evenN ~resp.n! separately.
~1! Let N be even,N52K, KPN. Then we have

(
t50

K21 S 2K
2t11D S K212t

K212H D S t
M D5

dM

dzM S 1

M ! (
t50

K21 S 2K
2t11D S K212t

K212H D ztDU
z51

.

To compute the inner sum we express it in terms of hypergeometric functions and useM times
formula @see Ref. 5,~5.106!#

d

dz
F~a,b;c;z!5

ab

c
F~a11,b11;c11;z!. ~A3!

Then, using formula@see Ref. 5,~5.92!#

F~a,2n;c;1!5
G~c2a1n!G~c!

G~c2a!G~c1n!
, nPNø$0%, Re~c2a!^0, Rec^0, ~A4!

we find the closed form of the sum:
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(
t50

K21 S 2K
2t11D S K212t

K212H D S t
M D54H2MS H

M D ~2K22H !
~2K !! ~K1H2M !! ~K2M !!

K! ~2H11!! ~2K22M !! ~K2H !!
,

KPN, 0%M%K, 0%H%K.

We use exactly the same approach to find the closed form forN odd,N52K21:

(
t50

K21 S 2K21
2t11 D S K212t

K212H D S t
M D

54H2MS H
M D ~2K21!

~2K22!! ~K1H2M21!! ~K2M21!!

~K21!! ~2H11!! ~2K22M22!! ~K212H !!
,

KPN, 0%M%K21, 0%H%K21.

~2! Let n be even,n52k. First express the sum in terms of hypergeometric functions and
use the formula@see Ref. 5,~5.97!#:

F~a,b,2n;c,a1b2c2n11;1!5
G~c2a1n!G~c2b1n!G~c!G~c2a2b!

G~c2a!G~c2b!G~c1n!G~c2a2b1n!
, ~A5!

nPNø$0%, Rec^0, Re~c2a!^0, Re~c2b!^0, Re~c2a2b!^0

to obtain the closed form:

(
j 50

d S 2k2 j
j D 2d1222 j

2k2 j S k212d
c2 j D ~2k22 j !! ~2k212c2d!! ~k2c!!

~k2 j !! ~11d2 j !! ~2k22c!! ~2k22d21!!

5
1

k S 2k212d
d D S 2k212c

d D ,

kPN, 0%c%k21, 0%d%k21.

For oddn52k21 we have

(
j 50

d S 2k212 j
j D 2k22 j 21

2k2 j 21 S k212d
c2 j D ~2k22 j 22!! ~2k222c2d!! ~k2c21!!

~k2 j 21!! ~d2 j !! ~2k22c22!! ~2k22d21!!

5
1

2k22d21 S 2k222d
d D S 2k222c

c D , kPN, 0%c%k21, 0%d%k21.

Composing the results we obtain the required formulas. h

APPENDIX B: PROOF OF THE THEOREM 2

Here we present necessary theorems and lemmas used in the proof of Theorem 2.
Lemma 13:Let nPN. Then

I 3I 1
n5pn~ I 1!I 21qn~ I 1!I 3 ,

where

pn~x!5q21/2S x~q1q21!

2 D n21

(
t50

@~n21!/2# S n
2t11D XS q2q21

q1q21D 2

2S 2

x~q1q2! D
2Ct

, ~B1!
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qn~x!52q1/2
x~q2q21!

2
pn~x!1S x~q1q21!

2 D n

(
t50

@n/2# S n
2t D XS q2q21

q1q21D 2

2S 2

x~q1q2! D
2Ct

.

~B2!

Furthermore, we have

qn~x!52q1/2
x~q1q21!

2
Xq2q21

q1q21 1AS q2q21

q1q21D 2

2S 2

x~q1q21! D
2Cpn~x!

1Xx~q1q21!

2
CnX11AS q2q21

q1q21D 2

2S 2

x~q1q21! D
2Cn

. ~B3!

Proof: Equations~1!–~3! give us system of difference equations

pn11~x!5qxpn~x!1q21/2qn~x!,

qn11~x!5q1/2pn~x!1q21xqn~x!,

which can be separated to the form

pn12~x!5~q1q21!xpn11~x!2~x211!pn~x!, ~B4!

qn12~x!5~q1q21!xqn11~x!2~x211!qn~x!. ~B5!

The initial conditions are

p1~x!5q21/2, p2~x!5~q1/21q23/2!x, q1~x!5q21x, q2~x!5q22x221.

We find the solution of~B4! and ~B5! in the form qn(x)5C1l1
n1C2l2

n ~and similarly forpn!
whereCi are constants easily derived from initial conditions andl i are roots of characteristic
polynomial

l22~q1q21!xl1~x211!50.

Note 13: Let us remark that formulas~B1! @resp. ~B2!# are of course easily summable usin
formulas

(
t50

@~n21!/2# S n
2t11D zt5

1

2
z21/2

„~11z1/2!n2~12z1/2!n
…, (

t50

@n/2# S n
2t D zt5

1

2
„~11z1/2!n1~12z1/2!n

….

Lemma 14:Let us have some irreducible representation ofUq8(so3), let hP$21,1%, qj

5 ih, 0Þv0PKer(I 31 i @j#q). Define vectors

v j 11ªOj1 jv j , j ^0. ~B6!

Then for eachs,1̂ s,sq12, there exist unique complex constants~depending onq and C!
as

(s) ,as22
(s) ,as24

(s) , ...,a2
(s) ~resp.a1

(s) if s is odd! andbs
(s) ,bs22

(s) , ...,b0
(s) ~respb1

(s)) such that

I 3I 1
sv05as

~s!I 1
sv01as22

~s! I 1
s22v01as24

~s! I 1
s24v01¯1¯1bs24

~s! vs241bs22
~s! vs221bs

~s!vs ,
~B7!

and for eachs,1̂ s,sq11, there exist constantscs11
(s) ,cs21

(s) ,cs23
(s) , ...,c1

(s) ~resp.c2
(s) if s is odd!

andds11
(s) ,ds21

(s) , ...,d1
(s) ~resp.d0

(s)) such that

I 2I 1
sv05cs11

~s! I 1
s11v01cs21

~s! I 1
s21v01cs23

~s! I 1
s23v01¯1¯1ds23

~s! vs231ds21
~s! vs211ds11

~s! vs11 ,

~B8!
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wheresq51` if q is not the root of unity,sq5n21 if qn51 andn is odd, andsq5n/221 if
qn51 andn is even.

Furthermore, we have

as
~s!5h

qs1q2s

q2q21 , cs11
~s! 5hqs11/2, ds11

~s! 52 i S 2 ihq1/2

q2q21 D s

~@s#q! !21, ~B9!

bs
~s!5hS 2 ihq21/2

q2q21 D s

~@s21#q! !21~qs2q2s!, cs21
~s! 5

2hq21/2

q2q21 „@s21#q1qs~11s1D̃1!…,

~B10!

as22
~s! 5

2hq21

~q2q21!2 „~qs2q2s!D̃11sq~qs212q2s11!…, ~B11!

b0
~2!5

2h„281Cq21~q2q21!2~q1q21!…

~q2q21!3 , ~B12!

bs22
~s! 5hS 2 ihq21/2

q2q21 D s @s22#q
2

@s21#q! S ~qs2q2s!C1
q12s

~q2q21!
FsD , s.2, ~B13!

d0
~1!5

2h„226q21Cq2~q2q21!2
…

q3/2~q2q21!3 , ~B14!

ds21
~s! 5

bs21
~s21!

~q2q21!~qs2q2s! S 2Cqs21/21
q1/2

~q2q21!2~qs212q2s11!
GsD , s.1, ~B15!

D̃1ªC2q
2~q1q21!

~q2q21!2 ,

Fsª2sqs~q2q21!~qs212q2s11!22qs@s#q~q1q21!,

Gsª2s2sq241~2s21!q2223q21„21s1sq2422~s21!q22
…q2s1q22s~q2q21!2,

where we denote@ j #q!ª@ j #q•@ j 21#q•¯•@1#q .
Proof: From the definition of vectorsv j and from~12! we have

Oj1 jv j5v j 11 , j ^0,

Rj1 jv j5Rj1 jOj1 j 21v j 2152~C1q@j1 j 21#q@j1 j #q!v j 21 , j ^1. ~B16!

SinceOj1 j5 i I 22 ihq1/22 j I 1 and Rj1 j5 i I 22 ihqj 11/2I 1 we can find vectorsI 1v j and I 2v j , j
51,...,sq from these equations:

I 1v j5
2 ihq21/2

qj2q2 j ~D̃ jv j 211v j 11!, I 2v j5
2 i

qj2q2 j ~D̃ jq
2 jv j 211qjv j 11!,

D̃ jªC2q
~qj 211q2 j 11!~qj1q2 j !

~q2q21!2 .

Lemma can be proved by induction using these relations.h

Note 14:Consider all coefficients from Lemma 14 as functions of complex variableCPC ~q
fixed!:
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aj
~ i !5aj

~ i !~C!, bj
~ i !5bj

~ i !~C!,...,etc.

Then it can be easily proved by induction that for eachC0PC we have

lim
C→C0

aj
~ i !~C!5aj

~ i !~C0!,...,

i.e., that they are continuous functions onC.
Corollary 5: Let us assume the same as in Lemma 14. Then for allsP$1,...,sq11% there exist

unique complex constants~depending onq and C! âs24
(s) , ...,â2

(s) ~or â1
(s) if s is odd! and

b̂s24
(s) ,b̂s26

(s) , ...,b̂0
(s) ~or b̂1

(s)! such that

S I 32h
qs1q2s

q2q21 Dws5bs
~s!vs , ~B17!

where

w25I 1
2v01

hb0
~2!

q2q21 v0 ,

ws5I 1
sv01

has22
~s!

qs212q2s11 I 1
s22v01âs24

~s! I 1
s24v01¯1b̂s24

~s! vs241
2hbs

~s!@s22#q
2

qs212q2s11 D̃1vs22 ,

s.2. ~B18!

Proof: Assumes.2. Taking~B7! for s ands22,

~ I 32as
~s!!~ I 1

sv0!5as22
~s! I 1

s22v01as24
~s! I 1

s24v01¯1bs22
~s! vs221bs

~s!vs ,

~ I 32as22
~s22!!~ I 1

s22v0!5as24
~s22!I 1

s24v01¯1bs22
~s22!vs22 ,

we obtain

~ I 32as
~s!!S I 1

sv01
as22

~s!

as22
~s22!2as

~s! I 1
s22v02

bs22
~s! ~as22

~s22!2as
~s!!2as22

~s! bs22
~s22!

~as22
~s22!2as

~s!!2 vs22D 5ws241bs
~s!vs ,

wherews24PWs24[C$I 1
s24v0 ,I 1

s26v0 ,...,vs26 ,vs24% lin .
Using ~B7! for s24, s26, ..., 2 ~or 1 if s is odd! we easily show that

ws245~ I 32as
~s!!ws248

for somews24
l PWs24 . h

Note 15:As in Note 14 coefficientsâ j
( i ) ,b̂ j

( i ) are continuous functions ofCPC.
Lemma 15:Same assumptions as in Lemma 14. Let vectorsv0 ,v1 ,... arenonzero andvm

50 for somemP$0,...,sq%. Then the vectorsv0 ,...,vm21 are linear-independent eigenvectors
I 3 with different eigenvalues. Equation~B17! shows thatw1 ,...,wm21 @see~B18!# are their prin-
cipal vectors to the eigenvaluesh(qs1q2s)/(q2q21),sP$1,...,m21%. From~B17! we also have
that if wmÞ0, thenwm is an eigenvector ofI 3 with eigenvalueh(qm1q2m)/(q2q21).

Proof: Clear.
Lemma 16:Let q not be a root of unity. Let us have some finite-dimensional irreduc

representation ofUq8~so3!, and lethP$21,1%, qj5 ih, Ker(I 31 i @j#q)Þ$0%. Then for eachv0

PKer(I 31 i @j#q) there existsmPN such thatwm50 @for definition of wj , see~B18!#.
Proof: For each v0PKer(I 31 i @j#q) consider ~B6!. Since the representation is finite

dimensional and the vectorsv0 ,v1 ,... belong to different eigenvalues, there existsm(v0)PN such
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that vm(v0)21Þ0 andvm(v0)50. Sincevm(v0)[Oj1m(v0)21vm(v0)21, ~12! fixes the value of the
Casimir operator:C1q@j1m(v0)21#q@j1m(v0)#q50. We will show thatwm[m(v0)50.

Assume, on the contrary, thatwmÞ0. Thenwm is eigenvector ofI 3 with eigenvalueh(qm

1q2m)/(q2q21). Consider the vectors

ṽm[wm , ṽm115Oj1mṽm , ..., ṽm1k5Oj1m1k21ṽj1m1k21 , ... .

All these vectors are nonzero$in the opposite case, i.e., ifṽm1k50, ~12! would give for the
Casimir operator another valueC1q@j1m1k21#q@j1m1k#q50% and therefore eigenvector
of operator I 3 with mutually different eigenvalues. It is in contradiction with assumed fin
dimension of representation. h

Proof of Theorem 2:Let us assume the opposite case: letn fulfill the equationqn5 i« for
some «P$21,1% and let x0PV such thatI 3x052 i @n#qx052«(q2q21)21x0 . Let us define
vectors

xj 11ªOn1 j xj , j ^0. ~B19!

Then from Lemma 16 (v i→xi) it follows that there existsmPN such thatwm50 @see~B18!#
from which we have

I 1
mx052

ham22
~m!

qm212q2m11 I 1
m22x02âm24

~m! I 1
m24v02¯2b̂m24

~m! vm242
2hbm

~m!@m22#q
2

qm212q2m11 D̃1xm22 .

Applying q1/2I 1 to Eq. ~B8! ~with s→m21,v i→xi! and subtracting theq21/2I 2-multiple of this
equation we obtain vectorI 3I 1

m21x0 @see~1!#. Comparing with Eq.~B7!, especially the coefficien
by vectorxm21 , we obtain the condition which can be fulfilled only ifq is a root of unity. h

Lemma 17:~a! Let q2m51, qjÞ1 for j ,2m and«P$21,1%. Then

(
j 50

m S 2m2 j
j D 2m

2m2 j

~21! j

~q2q21!2 j x2m22 j2
2

~q2q21!2m

5 )
j 50

2m21 S x2«
qj1q2 j

q2q21 D
5S x2

2«

q2q21D S x2
22«

q2q21D )
j 51

m21 S x2«
qj1q2 j

q2q21 D 2

.

~b! Let q2m1151, qjÞ1 for j ,2m11 and«P$21,1%. Putqm11/2[«̃. Then

(
j 50

m S 2m112 j
j D 2m11

2m112 j

~21! j

~q2q21!2 j x2m1122 j2
2««̃

~q2q21!2m11

5S x2
2««̃

q2q21D )
j 50

m21 S x2«
q1/21 j1q21/22 j

q2q21 D 2

.

Proof: ~a! We will use the formula~7!. Let

p~x!5(
j 50

m S 2m2 j
j D 2m

2m2 j

~21! j

~q2q21!2 j x2m22 j2
2

~q2q21!2m . ~B20!

Then we have directlyp(«(qj1q2 j )/(q2q21))50. It means that numbers«(qj1q2 j )/(q
2q21), j P$0,...,m%, are roots of polynomialp. However, not all of these roots are mutual
different:
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«
qk1q2k

q2q21 5«
qj1q2 j

q2q21 ⇔k1 j 52m,

so we have to prove thatp8 ~the first derivative of the polynomialp! has as roots the number
«(qj1q2 j )/(q2q21), j P$1,...,m21%. If «(qj1q2 j )/(q2q21)50 we see immediately from the
left-hand side of~7! thatp8(0)50. Otherwise we computep8(x) by differentiating the right-hand
side of ~7! and see thatp8„«(qj1q2 j )/(q2q21)…50.

Thus the roots«(qk1q2k)/(q2q21),kP$1,...,m21%, have multiplicity 2 and the theorem
holds.

Formula~b! is proved similarly. h
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Improved results on convergence of the Magnus expansion are reported. Conse-
quences are discussed for exponential perturbation theory, construction of numeri-
cal methods, control theory or, in general, for problems where time-ordered inte-
grals are involved. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1330198#

I. INTRODUCTION

Consider the linear differential equation,

d

dt
Z~ t !5A~ t !Z~ t !, Z~0!5I , ~1!

where A(t) is a bounded family of operators in some Banach space equipped with the
i•i . Time-ordered integrals are central when dealing with such initial value problems. On
stance in physics is provided by the so-called Dyson time-ordered exponential widely used i
quantum mechanics and high energy physics. Most systems of interest have some small pa
e, such thatZ85eA(t)Z, and the traditional way of approximating the solution of these is so
perturbative expansion of the solutionZ(t) in powers ofe.

Less known, and used, are nonlinear methods of approximation of linear systems. A
sight it may sound complicated to treat a linear system by nonlinear means, but in some cas
an approach has some clear advantages over the standard approaches. A particular conse
that certain constants of motion and other geometric features of the exact solution can b
served exactly in approximate solutions.

One such approach which has become increasingly more popular is the Magnus expa1

whose applications are expanding continuously, and accordingly it has been reinvented an e
dinary number of times with new names.2–7 Sometimes referred to asexponential perturbation
theory in quantum mechanics,8 exponential Lie series associated with the Chen–Fliess expansion
in control theory,2,4,9 or justLie integral,6 the Magnus expansion has been found useful in a la
variety of problems. A formulation of the expansion in terms of Lie operators can also be ap
to nonlinear systems of ODEs.5,10 Even more general, it has been applied in the analysis
noncommutative stochastic differential equations.11–13Examples of a different nature are encou
tered in numerical analysis with the development of geometric integration.14,15 It has also been
used in a variety of time-dependent problems in physics: infrared divergences in QED,16 spectral
line broadening,17 high-resolution NMR spectroscopy in terms of average Hamiltonians,18–20Cou-
lomb excitations in nuclei,21 multi-photon excitation of molecules,22 multilevel Landau–Zener
effect23 and neutrino oscillations in matter,24 to quote just a few. Recently the Magnus expans
has been used as a tool to show the exponential smallness of effects in relation to conse
numerical integration algorithms. In that case the radius of convergence for a bounded op

a!Electronic mail: oteo@uv.es
5010022-2488/2001/42(1)/501/8/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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equation relates directly with the smallness of the unremovable remainder in the averagin
cedure. The crucial property of the Magnus expansion is that truncations provide asym
approximations to differential equations.

In essence, Magnus expansion yields the solution of the linear operator equation~1! in expo-
nential form,

Z~ t !5exp@V~ t !#Z~0!. ~2!

It is now worth mentioning two ways of viewing~2! that motivate most of the applications of th
Magnus expansion. First,~2! gives the solution of~1! at timet. Second, and more importantly, on
can view~2! as the solution of the differential equation,

d

ds
X~s!5V~ t !X~s!, X~0!5Z~0!, ~3!

at s51. The latter way can be utilized as a means toaverageout rapid oscillations inA(t) making
the problem more suited for, e.g., numerical calculations. Such approaches have led to part
efficient methods for stochastic differential equations.11

Of course, ifA(t) commutes with itself at different times then the solution is well known, a
V(t) collapses into*0

t A(s)ds. Otherwise, the Magnus operatorV(t) can be obtained by
solving1,25

V̇5
adV

exp~adV!21
A5(

j 50

`
Bj

j !
adV

j A, adV
0 A5A, ~4!

as a series expansion,

V~ t !5 (
k51

`

Vk~ t !, Vk~0!50. ~5!

Equation~4! is written in terms of the adjoint operator adV A[@V,A#[VA2AV, and Bernoulli
numbers26 $Bj%. Clearly this construction leads toVk’s that are elements in the Lie algeb
determined by the familyA(t). More importantly, an approximate solutionṼ(t) residing in the
same Lie algebra is obtained by truncating~5!. Magnus approximations,Ṽ(t)5(k51

n Vk(t), are
then written in terms of multiple integrals of nested commutators ofA evaluated at different times
Thus, replacing the linear equation~1! with the nonlinear one~4! is the crux of this approach, an
leads directly to the aforementioned favorable properties for the approximate solutionZ̃(t)
5exp@Ṽ(t)#, at the cost of the finite radius of convergence of the expansion which has c
problems in some applications.27–30 The re-summation of the fundamental solution is also c
comitant with the amount of work needed to obtain a given order of approximation. It is ther
central to understand as fully as possible the causes of the observed divergences, and giv
tions when one safely can apply the Magnus expansion to obtain meaningful approximatio

In the present paper we present results on the convergence properties of the Magnus
sion on which two studies may be found in recent issues of this journal.7,31 Due to the many
possible ways of writing down the expansion, it becomes central in a convergence analysis
a form of the expansion that is simple to state and has as few redundancies or nontrivial c
lations as possible. The expansion found by solving~4! iteratively does not have a structur
malleable enough for a very good bound. Explicitly stated the question we address is theref
following: For a given A(t) what is the maximum value of t such that Magnus series (5) c
verges?

In the original paper by Magnus no explicit result for convergence in terms ofA(t) is stated,
though it is mentioned that the expansion converges providedt is sufficiently small. Some lower
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bounds for the absolute convergence of Magnus expansion may be found in the literatur8,14,31

The largest one to date32,33 states that the convergence is guaranteed provided

E
0

t

iA~s!ids<1.086869. ~6!

Since the goal of providing the bound is to explain practical applications of Magnus serie
choose to continue to work with norms ofA in our statements, even though more refined bou
involving eigenvalues ofV could tighten our results somewhat. It is noteworthy that the re
above has been obtained in two different ways albeit both strategies are based on the M
operator equation~4!. Arguably one may deduce from this coincidence that the bounding pr
dures underpinning both procedures has reached some natural barrier.

In the present work we develop a new method showing that as a matter of fact the dom
convergence of Magnus expansion can be further enlarged. It is the Lie algebraic nature of~4! that
gives rise to complications, mainly due to the rather intricate nature of Lie algebra bases.
specifically, it is not clear at this moment how to simplifyVk generated by~4! to a form amenable
to good bounds due to the complexity of the algebra of iterated integrals and commutators34

We shall resort to a form of the expansion that avoids dealing explicitly with commuta
since the boundi@V,A#i<2iViiAi induces a geometrically growing factor when applied
nested commutators, which together with the complications of Lie algebra bases is hard to r
Certainly the absence of multiple commutators might surprise the reader acquainted w
subject. However from Dynkin’s theorem35 the nested commutator structure is readily recover
We shall base our computations on a particular combinatorial approach to Magnus series g
Refs. 3 and 36, later rediscovered in Ref. 5. In Sec. II we collect these formulas and outlin
approach for estimating the convergence domain. Furthermore the material related to a
convergence of the series is developed. Section II A contains a proof of the convergence
while Sec. II B contains numerical evidence of the sharpness of the bound in Sec. II A. The
Sec. III contains our conclusions.

II. THE METHOD

The usual ways of solving~4! with ~5! results in the expressions

V15E
0

t

dt1A~ t1!, V25
1

2 E0

t

dt1E
0

t1
dt2@A~ t1!,A~ t2!#, ~7!

V35
1

4 E0

tF E
0

kF E
0

j

A~n!dn,A~j!Gdj,A~k!Gdk1
1

12E0

tF E
0

k

A~n!dn,F E
0

k

A~j!dj,A~k!G Gdk,

~8!

5
1

6 E0

t

dt1E
0

t1
dt2E

0

t2
dt3~†A~ t1!,@A~ t2!,A~ t3!#‡1†A~ t3!,@A~ t2!,A~ t1!#‡!. ~9!

Higher order terms may be obtained, for instance, from either recurrence relations37 or binary trees
techniques.14 Equations~7!–~9! illustrate the structure of nested commutators and time-orde
integrals inVn of increasing complexity, as well as the nonuniqueness of explicit formulas d
Jacobi identity.

Mielnik and Pleban´ski36 devised an algorithm for direct formal construction of(k51
` Vk .

According to them,

V~ t !5 (
n51

` E
0

t

¯E
0

t

dtn¯dt1Ln~ tn ,¯ ,t1!A~ tn!¯A~ t1!. ~10!
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The point to notice is thatLn(tn ,...,t1) admits the representation

Ln~ tn ,...,t1!5
Qn! ~n212Qn!!

n!
~21!n212Qn, ~11!

with the definitionQnªun21,n221¯1u2,1, where the step functionub,a51 if tb.ta and 0
otherwise.

Accordingly we haven! sectors defined by inequalitiest i n
.t i n21

¯.t i 1
. For the proper

chronological sector (i n5n,i n215n21,...,i 151) we get the maximal valueQn5n21, while the
anti-chronological sector (i n51,i n2152,...,i 15n) gives the minimalQn50. For mixed sectors
0,Qn,n21. Thus, the main result of Refs. 3, 36 is that

V~ t !5 (
n51

` E
0

t

¯E
0

t

dtn¯dt1

Qn! ~n212Qn!!

n!
~21!n212QnA~ tn!¯A~ t1!. ~12!

Every monomial A(tn)¯A(t1) in ~12! may be replaced by the fully nested commuta
(1/n) †A(tn),...,@A(t2),A(t1)#‡ in order to recover the commutator structure35 giving an expan-
sion in a Lie algebra. However, as already pointed out above, such a structure will be avoi
the following and we will stay with~12!.

Now, consider

I E
0

t

¯E
0

t

dtn¯dt1LnA~ tn!¯A~ t1!I<~ iAi* !nE
0

t

¯E
0

t

dtn¯dt1uLnu, ~13!

whereiAi* 5supsP[0,t] iA(s)i . Hence the convergence of the series~12! follows from an appro-
priate bound on*0

t
¯*0

t dtn¯dt1uLnu. Observe thatLn has the same constant value on sections
then-cube@0,t#n corresponding to constantQn5..k. Thus by computing the fraction of the volum
of @0,1#n corresponding to a givenk (0<k<n21) we arrive at a bound for the terms of th
expansion. Denote this fractionVn

k ; then

iVni<~ tiAi* !n(
k50

n21

Vn
k k! ~n212k!!

n!
, ~14!

after using~12! and the fact that the fraction of then-cube @0,t#n scales astn times the same
fraction of then-cube@0,1#n. Now to compute the fractionVn

k we consider the representation

Vn
k5 (

k11k21¯1kn215k
E

0

1E
gk1

E
gk2

¯E
gkn21

dtn¯ dt2dt1 , ~15!

where*gki
5*0

t i if ki51, *gki
5* t i

1 when ki50 and the sum is taken over all combinations w

ki51 or 0. For example, the chronological ordering corresponds toki51 for i 51,...,n21 with
Vn

n2151/n!, whereas the anti-chronological ordering haski50 for i 51,...,n21 with Vn
0

51/n!. In order to findVn
k for all n andk we introduce instead the functionsPn

k(x) given by

Pn
k~ t1!5 (

k11k21¯1kn215k
E

gk1

E
gk2

¯E
gkn21

dtn¯dt2 . ~16!

Clearly we haveVn
k5*0

1Pn
k(x)dx, and it is straightforward to see that the following two-ind

recurrence relation holds:
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Pn
k~x!5E

0

x

Pn21
k ~s!ds1E

x

1

Pn21
k21~s!ds, ~n>1, k51,...,n21!,

~17!

Pn
0~x!5

xn21

~n21!!
, Pn

n21~x!5
~12x!n21

~n21!!
,

andPn
k(x)50 for any other value of the indices. By multiplyingPn

k(x) by anbk and summing over
the appropriate domain we have

G~a,b,x!ª(
n53

`

(
k51

n22

anbkPn
k~x!5 (

n53

`

(
k51

n22

anbkE
0

x

Pn21
k ~s!ds1 (

n53

`

(
k51

n22

anbkE
x

1

Pn21
k21~s!ds.

~18!

Taking the boundary values into account we find that the generating functionG satisfies

]G

]x
5~a2ab!G1a2~eab(12x)21!2a2b~eax21!, ~19!

whose solution is easily found to be

G~a,b,x!5
1

b21
@~ab2a!e(ab(12x))1a1ab~eax21!1eax(b21)~12b!G~a,b,0!#. ~20!

From this, and the fact thatG(a,b,0)5ab*0
1G(a,b,x)dx1ab(ea2a) it follows that

(
n51

`

(
k50

n

anbkVn
k5

12exp„a~12b!…

b exp„a~12b!…21
. ~21!

By differentiating~21! we find the recursion

Vn
k5

~n2k!

n
Vn21

k211
~k11!

n
Vn21

k ~n>1, k50,...,n21!, ~22!

which together with the valuesVn
n2151/n! andVn

051/n! greatly facilitates the computation ofVn
k

when numerical values are sought.

A. Analytic estimate of the convergence radius

In order to give a rigorous bound on the convergence domain let us introduce the r
value,

Un
k
ª

~n2k21!!k!

n!
Vn

k ; ~23!

hence the bound~14! becomes

iVni<~ tiAi* !n(
k50

n21

Vn
k k! ~n212k!!

n!
5~ tiAi* !n(

k50

n21

Un
k . ~24!

Using the recursion~22! we find that

(
k50

n21

Un
k52(

k50

n22
~n2k21!~k11!

n2 Un21
k <

1

2 (
k50

n22

Un21
k , ~25!
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since (n2k21)(k11)<n2/4 for k50,...,n22; thus(k50
n21Un

k<C22n where an easy calculatio
shows that we can chooseC52. From this it follows that the expansion~5! converges provided

iAi* t,2. ~26!

Recall thatiAi* denotes the maximum value ofiA(s)i for sP@0,t#. Hence, a comparison with
~6! is only pertinent providedA(t) does not vary very much so as

E
0

t

iA~s!ids;iA~s!i* t ~27!

can be allowed, in which case one can argue that the new domain of convergence defined~26!
is almost twice the preceding one~6!.

B. Numerical estimate of the convergence radius

Our determination of absolute convergence of(k51
` Vk(t) was based on the bound~14!, i.e.,

iV~ t !i< (
n51

`

iVn~ t !i< (
n51

`

iAi* ntn(
k50

n21
~n212k!!k!

n!
Vn

k5..(
n51

`

iAi* ntncn . ~28!

D’Alembert’s criterium for convergence applied to the above series leads to a lower bound
mate for absolute convergence of Magnus expansion. Letr nªcn11 /cn with n.1; thus the do-
main of convergence is given by the value limn→` r n .

In order to test the tightness of the inequality~25! we will carry out some numerical exper
ments. Numerical evaluation of$r n% shows slow convergence of the sequence, thus some p
dure of convergence acceleration is in order. Since the growth of$r n% is seemingly monotonous
beyond the first few values we choose to fitr n in some rangen5n0¯N with n0.1 and N
sufficiently large. An accurate way of extrapolating to the value at the limitn→1` is by rational
Padéapproximants. A direct fit of a rational function to a set of points can be performed iterat
as a linear problem,38 but is in general a delicate task, highly sensitive to numerical errors. Ins
we choose to use aThiele continued fraction26,39 which provides us with a simple and efficien
algorithm. The calculation is carried out using the stable reciprocal difference method, w
recursive formula for the needed coefficients.

The values obtained using the Thiele extrapolation show a rapid convergence to the r
value r `51/2. Consequently, our analytic bound~26! agrees with the numerical one and n
accuracy was lost in the bound~25!.

III. CONCLUSIONS

We have seen that, apart form the bounding procedure, the ordering of the elements
Magnus expansion is critical with regards to the radius of convergence one can prove f
series. It is worth mentioning which effects could be taken into account in order to further imp
the bound. The only inequality applied to find the bound was~13!, hence any improvement in thi
can enlarge the bound~26!. Inequality ~13! subsumes the effect of different ordering ofVn and
any relation between products likeA(t1)A(t2)¯A(tn) when integrated over a chronological se
tor. We now believe it is the latter effect that is most significant if one seeks to further imp
upon the convergence result.

The result in~26! may be of particular significance for numerical integrators based on Ma
expansion, since the approximation~27! is most likely accurate. Together with bounds on oth
discretization errors our result can give improved error bounds for such methods.

Also, this result is significant in the context of nonlinear ODE where Magnus expan
considered as an exponential Lie series allows one to study the effects of nonautonomous, p
perturbations to, e.g., Hamiltonian systems. It indicates that the constants of bounds found
literature are rather pessimistic. To transfer the result developed here to the nonlinear ca
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sufficient to endow our procedure with norms of vector fields and their compositions. This
rise to aGevrey-1 asymptotic sum whose optimal truncation gives rise to approximations tha
exponentially accurate in the period of the perturbation.

With regards to applications of the Magnus expansion to quantum problems some par
results on convergence are known27–30 albeit they are different in nature to that reported he
They refer to the situation when the Hermitian HamiltonianH52 i\A, is split into two parts,
namelyH(t)5H01eH1(t), with 0<e!1, and state the domain of convergence after a uni
transformation leading to the Dirac interaction picture. In this case the Hamiltonian is give
H Int(t)5e exp(i\H0t)H1(t)exp(2i\H0t), hence our bound on the convergence domain beco
iH Inti* t5eiH1i* t,2, provided the operator normi•i* is unitary invariant. Thus the conver
gence domain in the interaction picture is significantly enlarged.
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Nonstandard comodules for quantum matrix bialgebras
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We carry out a construction of nonstandard matrix quantum groups comodules
through a generalization of the coaction on tensor powers of a comodule. This
generalization amounts to consider the situation where quantum space coordinates
and its endomorphism matrix entries belong to a noncommutative quadratic alge-
bra. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1285814#

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum Groups arise as the abstract structure underlying the symmetries of integrab
tems in (111) dimensions.1 There, the theory of quantum inverse scattering give rise to s
deformed algebraic structures which were first explained by Drinfel’d as deformations of cla
Lie algebras.2,3 An analog structure was obtained by Woronowicz in the context of noncom
tative C* -algebras.4 There is a third approach, due to Manin, where Quantum Groups are i
preted as the endomorphisms of certain non commutative algebraic varieties defined by qu
algebras, called quantum linear spaces~QLS!.5 Faddeevet al. had also interpreted the Quantu
Groups from the point of view of corepresentations and quantum spaces, furnishing a conn
with the quantum deformations of the universal enveloping algebras and the quantum dou
Hopf algebras.6,7

From the algebraic point of view, quantum groups are Hopf algebras and the relation wi
endomorphism algebra of QLS come from their corepresentations on tensor product spac
usual construction of the coaction on the tensor product space involves the flip operator
changing factors of the tensor product of the QLS with the bialgebra. This fact implies
commutativity between the matrix elements of a representation of the endomorphism a
coordinates of the QLS. Moreover, the flip operator for the tensor product is also involved in
steps of the construction of Quantum Groups. In the braided approach toq-deformations, the flip
operator is replaced by a braiding giving rise to the quasitensor category ofk-modules, where a
natural braided coaction appears.8

In the present work, we introduce a deformed coaction over the tensor product space
admitting noncommutative relations between endomorphism matrix entries and quantum
space coordinates, however this has nothing to do with the braided approach mentioned abo
find the conditions under which the general algebraic framework of multiplicative quantum g
still holds. It is also shown that the bialgebras arising from this context may be regarded
partial twisting of usual quantum groups and the connections with integrable systems is an
after the introduction of the spectral parameter. This twisted coaction allow us to introduce
deformation parameters in the endomorphism bialgebra of the QLS, as it is shown in the qu
plane example where a four parameters deformation is obtained, although the Yang–Baxt
dition is relaxed. Also, we find a noncentral object playing the role of~q,p,r,s!-deformed deter-

a!Electronic mail: montani@cab.cnea.gov.ar
b!On leave of absence from Instituto Balseiro, Centro Ato´mico Bariloche, 8400-S. C. de Bariloche, Rio Negro, Argentin

Electronic mail: trincher@cab.cnea.gov.ar
5090022-2488/2001/42(1)/509/17/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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minant. In the undeformed limit for the parameters~r,s! we recover the biparametric deformatio
GLq,p(2) described in Ref. 13.

We present a brief description of the corepresentations of bialgebras in Sec. II and deve
approach to nonstandard comodules in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we present the result of the pr
section as twisted bialgebras. The connection with integrable systems is discussed in Sec.
finally, we work out the quantum plane example in Sec. VII.

II. QUANTUM ALGEBRAS AND COREPRESENTATIONS

Let V be a vector space of dimensionn, $ei% a basis forV and H0 the trivial bialgebra of
functions overGL(n,C). This bialgebra is freely generated by the identity and the coordin
functionsTi

j , in the basis$ei%, defined by

Ti
j :GL~n,C!→C ,

Ti
j :g→gi

j

for gPGL(n,C). TheTi
j are group like, hence their coproduct and counit are given by

DTi
j5Ti

k
^ Tk

i , ~1!

«~Ti
j !5d j

i . ~2!

From now on, summation over the repeated index is assumed. The comodule (d,V), with

d:V→H0^ V,
~3!

d~ei !5Ti
j
^ ej ,

provides a representation ofGL(n,C) in V, through thegi
j in the basisb of V. It has the

coassociativity property and preserves the counit, which is expressed by the relations

~ I H0
^ dV!dV5~D ^ I V!, ~4!

~e ^ I H0
!dV5I V . ~5!

In order to extend the comodule to the tensor product algebraV^ , one can introduce the coactio
on V^ V,

dV^ V :V^ V→H0^ V^ V,
~6!

dV^ V5~m^ I V^ V!~ I H0
^ t ^ I V!~dV^ dV!.

The extension toV^ N is achieved via the recursive relations

dV^ N:V^ N→H0^ V^ N,
~7!

dV^ N5~m^ I V^ N!~ I H0
^ tV^ N,H0

^ I V!~dV^ ~N21! ^ dV!,

wheretV^ N,H0 is the flip operator mappingtV^ N,H0 :V^ N
^ H0→H0^ V^ N. This definition sat-

isfies the coassociativity and counit properties described in relations~4! and~5!. It is also worth to
remark that the appearance of the flip operator in~7! leads to the commutativity between th
coordinates of the quantum space and its endomorphism matrix entries, as it is assumed
quantum plane andGLq(2).5
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Building up corepresentations for objects with more structure thanV^ , as quadratic algebra
for example, requires some extra conditions that we sketch below.

Let A denote the quadratic algebra generated by the idealI (B), whereB:V^ V→V^ V, then

A~B!5
V^

I ~B!
, ~8!

andV^ is a tensor algebra onV. In general we considerB with the form

B5~ I V^ V2B!, ~9!

eiej2Bi j
klekel . ~10!

dV^ V must be an homomorphism of quadratic algebra, i.e.,

~ I H0
^ B!dV^ V5dV^ VB. ~11!

This is satisfied ifH is the bialgebra arising from the quotient of the free algebra generate
the objectsTi

j and the idealI (B,H0) generated by the quadratic relation

Bi j
klTk

r Tl
a2Ti

kTj
l Bkl

rs , ~12!

i.e.,

H5
H0

I ~B,H0!
. ~13!

Since I (B,H0) is a coideal with relation toD, H becomes a bialgebra, namely anFRT
bialgebra. Equation~12! is a central object in the so-called FRT construction.6 In this way,A(B)
becomes in aH-algebra comodule.

Indeed, in the strict context of Quantum Groups additional conditions are imposed o
bitensorB. These constraints stem from the categorical setting of these structures; quantum
spaces belongs to the monoidal category ofA(B)-comodules. In fact, if the coaction defined in~6!
can be extended to the moduleV^ W, for W anotherA(B)-comodule, so thatV^ W is also an
A(B)-comodule, then the category is monoidal. Moreover, it is relevant to supply this cate
with an additional structure on the monoidal product, namely, a representation of the braid
This turns the category into a quasitensor or braided category, where its main property
existence of a natural isomorphismC: V^ W→W^ V, for V and W two arbitrary
A(B)-comodules, satisfying the McLane’s hexagon conditions. For the kind of quadratic bi
bras we are concerned, this is achieved by requiringA(B) be dual-quasitriangular2,8 ~see Sec. IV!
from which arises the celebrated Quantum Yang–Baxter equation,

B12B23B125B23B12B23.

However, it is worth remarking that in the case of general bialgebras or Hopf algebra
A(B)-comodulesV^ W andW^ V may be quite unrelated.

III. GENERALIZED FRT COMODULES

The main aim of this section is to build up the mathematical framework encoding the situ
in which entries of the endomorphism matrix may not commute with the coordinates o
quantum linear space defined in~8!. We will reach it by means of a modification in the corepr
sentation theory, obtained by substituting the flip mapt in the standard definition of the coactio
on V^ V by a nontrivial mapg.
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As described in the previous section, supplying the quantum linear space with a com
structure requires a right definition of a coaction on the tensor product space, and the st
definition of dV^ V , Eq. ~6!, provides bothV^ V with a H0-comodule structure andA
5V^ /I (B) with an H-comodule structure.

Then, let us introduce the mapg, defined by

g:V^ H→H ^ V, ~14!

g~ei ^ Tj
k!5g i jn

klmTl
n

^ em , ~15!

and our proposal of generalized or noncommutative coaction on tensor product space is

dV^ V
g 5~m^ I V^ V!~ I Hg

^ g ^ I V!~dV^ dV!. ~16!

Then, we shall see that aHg-comodule structure there it is possible, for someHg to be constructed
and providedg satisfying some requirements. The first question is finding the condition u
which dV^ V

g is actually a coaction. It is addressed in the following proposition:
Proposition 1: The mapdV^ V

g :V^ V→H0^ V^ V is a coaction turning V̂ V into a
H0-comodule iffg:V^ H0→H0^ V satisfies the following conditions:

g i jn
klm5d i

mu jn
kl , ~17!

u i j
plupk

rs 2d j
su ik

rl 50, ~18!

u jn
kn5d j

k . ~19!

Proof: These properties forg are readily derived from the coassociativity and counit con
tions,

~D ^ I V^ V!+dV^ V
g 5~ I Hg

^ dV^ V
g !+dV^ V

g ,

~20!
~e ^ I V^ V!+dV^

g 5I V^ V .
h

A mappingg satisfying the conditions~17!–~19! leads to a comodule overV^ N as stated in
the following proposition.

Proposition 2: LetdV^ N:V^ N→H0^ V^ N be defined by,

dV
gei5dV ei5Ti

k
^ ek ,

~21!
dV^ N

g
5~mH0

^ I V^ N!~ I H0
^ gV^ ~N21!,H0

^ I V!~dV^ ~N21! ^ dV!,

for N>1, where

gV^ N,H0~ei 1
^ . . . ei N

^ Tj
k!5gV,H0

^ I V^ ~N21!~ei 1
^ gV^ ~N21!,H0

~ei 2
^¯^ ei N

^ Tj
k!!

and

gV,H0
5g,

then (V^ ,$dV^ N
g %) is a left Ho-comodule.

The proof runs as the previous one, just with a more complicated algebra.
Recalling the bijection between comodules and multiplicative matrices,5 let us consider the

multiplicative matrixM in V^ V with coefficients inHo corresponding to the comoduledV^ V
g , i.e.,
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dV^ V
g [MPEnd~V^ V,H0!,

~22!
d ^ V

g ~ei ^ ej !5Mi j
rs

^ er ^ es ,

henceM is

Mi j
kl5Ti

ku jn
lmTm

n . ~23!

Let us adopt the following convention: forAi j
kl andDi j

kl being any pair of four-tensors, we writ
(A3B) i j

rs5Ai j
kl3Dkl

rs , where3 stands for any kind of product~tensor, algebraic, etc.!, and sum
over repeated index is also assumed.

With this notation, conditions~18! and ~19! are

DM5M ^ M ,
~24!

e~M !5I .

The next step is to consider a quadratic structure onV^ V giving rise to a QLS. Now, the
bialgebraHo is no longer in the endomorphism algebra of the QLS. Let us consider a
generated by the quotient algebra

A~B!5
V^

I ~B!
, ~25!

whereB means the relations defining the quadratic algebra. Associated with it we now intro
a new bialgebra structure on the free algebra generated by the$Ti

k%.
Proposition 3: Let H0 the free algebra generated by the$Ti

k%, g as in the previous proposition
and I(BM2MB) is the ideal generated by the quadratic relation,

~BM2MB! i j
kl[Bi j

abTa
kubn

lmTm
n 2Ti

au jn
bmTm

n Bab
kl , ~26!

then, the quotient algebra Hg defined as

Hg5
H0

I ~BM2MB!
~27!

is a bialgebra.
Proof: A necessary and sufficient condition forHg to be a bialgebra is thatI (BM2MB) be

a coideal, i.e.,

DI ,I ^ H01H0^ I .

Then, taking into account the relation~24!, one gets

D~BM2MB!5BDM2DMB5B~M ^ M !2~M ^ M !B

5~BM2MB! ^ M2M ^ ~BM2MB!

and

e~BM2MB!5Be~M !2e~M !B50,

henceHg is a bialgebra. h

The main result of this section is expressed in the following proposition:
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Proposition 4:$dV^ N
g % supplies A(B)5V^ /I (B) with a left Hg-comodule structure. More-

over, if H8 is another bialgebra coacting on A(B) via the coaction$dV^ N8g %, with the sameg, then
there exists a unique map f:Hg→H8 such thatdV^ N8g 5( f ^ idV^ N)dV^ N

g . Then, Hg is unique up
to isomorphism.

Proof: This assertion means the mapdV^ V
g :A(B)→Hg

^ A(B) is an homomorphism of qua
dratic algebras, as in Eq.~11!. This fact is realized by the communication relation

~ I Hg
^ B!+dV^ V

g 5gV^ V
g +B,

which is immediately satisfied by virtue of the ideal definingHg, i.e., the condition

BM5MB.

The universality property follows on the same steps as in Proposition VIII.6.1 of Ref. 7
taking into account the coaction~16! and ~21!, and thatu is a linear map. h

Resuming, we can make the following assertion: given a quadratic algebraA(B) and a map
g satisfying the relations~17!–~19!, thenHg5H0 /I (BM2MB) is a bialgebra and$dV^ N

g % ren-
ders A(B) into a Hg-comodule~a similar quadratic algebra arise in the context of quant
braided group9!. This may be understood because of the bijection between all the structures
comodule onV5Cn and the multiplicative matrixM (n,Hg),5 since MPHg satisfy DM5M
^ M ande(M )5I V^ V , for MPHg .

In some physical applications of Quantum Groups comodules are also equipped w
algebra structure, i.e., they are QG comodules-algebras. Let us analyze how this works
framework of the $dV^ N

g % coaction. A Hg-comodule algebra(V^ (mV ,hV),$dV^ N
g %) is a

Hg-comodule(V^ ,$dV^ N
g %) such that the product inV extended toV^ ,mV :V^ V→V, and the

unit hV :k→V areHg-comodule homomorphisms. Equivalently, it can be shown thatV^ (mV ,hV)
is a Hg-comodule algebraiff $dV^ N

g % are algebra homomorphisms. It means that the follow
constraint must hold:

~ I Hg
^ mV!+dV^ V

g 5dV+mV , ~28!

dV^ N
g +hV^ N5hHg

^ hV^ N . ~29!

Observe that the first relation can be written as

~ I Hg
^ mV!+dV^ V

g 5mHg ^ V+~dV^ dV!, ~30!

so, in order to compensate theg appearing in the left hand side we must redefinemHg ^ V . Thus we
get now

mHg ^ V5~mHg
^ mV!~ I Hg

^ g ^ I V!. ~31!

The question now is ifmHg ^ V
is an associative product. Due to Proposition 2,g5(u ^ I V)+t.

There are two possibilities to fulfill this constraint:

~1! u:Hg→Hg is an algebra homomorphism.
~2! u+m5m+(u ^ I V).

On the other side, the unit constraint, Eq.~29! imposes that

u+hHg
5hHg

. ~32!
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The existence of an antipode is not involved in the comodule structure, so the above co
tion still holds whenHg is a Hopf algebra, giving rise to nonstandard comodules of Quan
Groups.

As it was remarked at the end of the previous section, without the quasintriangularity
straints,^ stands just for a monoidal product, i.e., theA(B)-comodulesV^ W andW^ V may be
quite unrelated. In the next section we discuss the question of quasitriangularity and the
Baxter constraint on the bialgebraHg .

In the last section, we describe an explicit example enjoying all these properties pre
above, namely a multiparameter deformed version of the endomorphism of the quantum pl
this example the first possibility for fulfilling the associativity of themHg ^ V product is realized.

IV. RELATION WITH TWISTED BIALGEBRAS

Let us introduce a bialgebra structure on H om(H0
^ 2,k) by means the convolution product* of

linear forms, defined as (f * g)(T)5( f ^ g)(DT) for f ,gPH om(H0
^ 2,k) and TPH0

^ 2. The co-
product is (Dh)(T^ T8)5(h+m)(T^ T8) for hPH om(H0

^ 2,k) andT,T8PH0 . The unit ise, the
counit of theH0 , namely, (e* f )(T)5 f (T).

In this framework,2,8,7 H defined in Eq. ~13! can be presented as the bialgeb
H(m,D,h,e,R), with R:H0

^ 2→k being an invertible linear form, related toB of the previous
section by

R~Ti
k

^ Tj
l !5Ri j

kl[Bji
kl , ~33!

and defined by the quadratic ideal generated by the relation

m0p5R* m* R̄. ~34!

Here,mop5m+t andR* R̄5R̄* R5e. Moreover,H is said to bedual quasitriangular8 providedR
satisfies

R+~ I H ^ m!5R13* R12 R+~m^ I H!5R13* R23. ~35!

Here,R125R^ e, R235e ^ R, R135(e ^ R)+R) ^ (t ^ I H). This last relations impliesR is a so-
lution of theQuantum Yang–Baxter equation,

R12* R13* R235R23* R13* R12. ~36!

Coming back to our problem, let us work out the bialgebra structureHg , Eq.~27!, derived
from noncommutative corepresentations of the previous section. The following characteriza
the g map drives to a different interpretation of the bialgebraHg .

Let u be the linear map,

u:H0→H0 ,
~37!

u~Ti
j !5u im

jn Tn
m5T̃i

j ,

with the properties

u i j
plupk

rs 2d j
su ik

rl 50,
~38!

u jn
kn5d j

k .

Proposition 5:u is a coalgebra homomorphism, such that
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DT̃i
j5T̃i

k
^ T̃k

j ,
~39!

e~ T̃i
j !5d i

j .

Proof: The properties~38! implies thatT̃ are group like elements, then satisfying the coas
ciativity and counit properties.

With this notation, the twistingg, Eq. ~14! can now be expressed as

g~ei ^ Tj
k!5u~Tj

k! ^ ei5T̃j
k

^ ei

and the quadratic relation~26! can be written more explicitly as

Ri j
abTa

kT̃b
l 5Tj

aT̃i
bRba

kl . ~40!

This relation generates the ideal which give rise to the quadratic algebraHg(m,D,h,e).
Now we address the question of quasitriangularity. Let us introduce the deformed prod

mu5m+~ I H ^ u! ~41!

with u such thatmu is a well defined product. Hence, in addition to Eqs.~35!, the relation

R* mu5mu
0p

* R ~42!

allows us to cast the bialgebraHg(m,D,h,e) into a standard FRT bialgebraH(mu ,D,h,e,R),
with deformed productmu and supplied with the two-formR. This form is close to dual-
quasitriangularity. To get a well definedmu , i.e., u such thatmu satisfiesmu(mu ^ I H)5mu(I H

^ mu) andmu(h ^ I H)5mu(I H ^ h)5I H , one may choose for instanceu+m5m^ (u ^ I H).
An easy way to construct a productmu satisfying the requirements of Proposition 1 is

consider it as the twisting of the usual product by a 2-cocycle. This will also allow to relate
above construction with twisted bialgebras. The twisting by 2-cocyles of quasitriangular
algebras is due to Drinfel’d10 who has shown that starting from a quasitriangular Hopf algebr
new quasitriangular Hopf algebra is obtained twisting by a 2-cocycle the coproduct an
quasitriangular structureR. In our case, we shall use in a partial twisting; we shall need ju
twisting of the product or a twisting of the dual-quasitriangular structure. We shall show tha
deformation introduced by the noncommutative coaction boils down to a partial twisting o
usual FRT bialgebras, which in general do not preserves dual-quasitriangularity. To this en
extract some dual results from the Drinfeld analysis.

Following Ref. 8, we introduce a 2-cocycle on the bialgebra Hom(H ^ 2,k) as being an invert-
ible element ofH ^ 2, in the sense of the product* , satisfying the conditionf23* ((I H ^ D)+f)
5f12* ((D ^ I H)+f).

The mapsf:H ^ 2→k being a 2-cocycle give rise to a new bialgebra structure onH0 , namely
Hf(mf ,D,h,e), with a twisted productmf ,

mf :H0
^ 2→H0 ,

~43!
mf5f* m* f̄.

Moreover, iff is a bialgebra bicharacter, i.e.,

f~m^ I H!5f13* f23,
~44!

f~ I H ^ m!5f13* f12,

then the 2-cocycle condition leads to the Quantum Yang–Baxter equation,
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f12* f13* f235f23* f13* f12. ~45!

The above proposition provides the framework to interpret the bialgebraHg as a twisted one.
In fact, let us assume the mapu, introduced in Eq.~37!, can be written as

u~Tj
k!5u jn

kmTm
n 5r j

mTm
n r̄n

k , ~46!

i.e., the mapu admits the factorization,

u i j
kl5r i

l r̄ j
k . ~47!

Then, we may introduce the bialgebra bicharacterf:H0
^ 2→k, inherited from the associativity

constraint, defined by the relations

f~Ti
k

^ Tj
l !5~e ^ r!~Ti

k
^ Tj

l !,

r~Ti
k!5r i

k ,

f~Ti
k

^ e!5f~e^ Ti
k!51, ~48!

f~m^ I H!5f13* f23,

f~ I H ^ m!5f13* f12,

with r:H0→k an invertible map, i.e., there existr̄ such thatr̄* r5r* r̄5e, ande is unit of the
algebraH0 . Thenf is a 2-cocycle, giving rise to the twisted product onH0 ,

mf~Ti
k

^ Tj
l !5Ti

kT̃j
l ,

~49!

T̃i
j5r i

mTm
n r̄n

j .

Observe that condition~18! is trivially fulfilled. Then, the bialgebraHg(m,D,h,e,R), Eq. ~27!, is
isomorphic to a partial twisting by the 2-cocyclef, ~48!, of the standard FRT bialgebr
H(m,D,h,e,R), ~40!. The twisting can be performed on the product, thus obtaining the bialg
isomorphismHg(m,D,h,e,R)5H(mf ,D,h,e,R), with the quadratic idealBM2MB being ex-
pressed as

mf
op~Ti

k
^ Tj

l !5~R* mf* R̄!~Ti
k

^ Tj
l !, ~50!

or, alternatively, one may leaves the product untwisted, but applying the twisting onto theR map,

Rf5f̄21* R* f

and, again,Hg(m,D,h,e,R)5H(m,D,h,e,Rf) with the ideal of Eq.~40!, expressed as

mop~Ti
k

^ Tj
l !5~Rf* m* R̄f!~Ti

k
^ Tj

l !. ~51!

In general, both schemes may spoil out dual-quasitriangularity. However, it is importa
recover the strict context of Quantum Groups, i.e., the quasitensor structure on the mo
category ofHg(m,D,h,e,R)-comodules. This leaves open the connection with statistical syst
In fact, in these systems theRf matrix plays the role of Boltzmann weight, and the monodro
matrix are theTi

k . All this works if Rf provides a representation of the bialgebraHg , as it
happens with dual-quasitriangular bialgebras. This is achieved ifRf satisfy the relations
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Rf~m^ I H!5R13
f

* R23
f ,

~52!
Rf~ I H ^ m!5R13

f
* R12

f ,

so thatRf is a solution of the Quantum Yang–Baxter equation. In this way, those qua
bialgebras arising from noncommutative corepresentations with factorizableu-map, can be
mapped into standard FRT bialgebras by a twisting of the originalR. In this way, independently o
whether the originalR is quasitriangular or not, the quasitriangularity ofRf means that it is a
solution of the quantum Yang–Baxter equation,

R12
f

* R13
f

* R23
f 5R23

f
* R13

f
* R12

f ,

and the monoidal category ofHg-comodules, withdV^ V
g , becomes into a quasitensorial one.

V. INTEGRABILITY

The deep relation between Hopf algebras and two dimensional physical systems stem
the integrability condition. As we saw in the previous section, for bialgebras arising from
commutative corepresentations with a factorizableu-map it is possible to arrive to dual quasitr
angularity structure, then connection goes as usual. We shall see in this section in which
general bialgebraHg may be associated to some integrable systems. The main question
introduction of the spectral parameter, which is related to the coupling constant of the ph
system. In doing so, we proceed as in Ref. 2 by regarding a collection of vector spacesV(l)
5Cn for everylPC, with basisb(l)5$ei(l),i 51,...,n%.

For each value of the spectral parameterl the coordinate functionsTi
j generates a bialgebr

H0(l) with coproductDTi
j (l)5Ti

k(l) ^ Tk
j (l) and counite(Ti

j (l))5d i
j . Furthermore, the union

of the H0(l) of these bialgebras for all values ofl, i.e.,H05UlH0(l), is also a bialgebra with
the same coproduct and counit. Also, aH0-comodule structure onV(l) is obtained by the coac
tion dV(l)ei(l)5Ti

k(l) ^ ei(l).
Now, let us consider the map

B~l,m!:V~l! ^ V~m!→V~m! ^ V~l!,
~53!

ei~l! ^ ej~m!→Bi j
kl~l,m!ek~m! ^ el~l!,

and the QLS defined by the quadratic algebra,

A5
% lV^~l!

R
, ~54!

where

R5Ul,m@1^ 12B~l,m!#V~l! ^ V~m!.

In order to obtain a structure ofH0 comodule onA, we define, following the previous section, th
mapg as

g:V~l! ^ H0→H0^ V~l!,
~55!

g~ei~l! ^ Tj
k~m!!5g i jn

klm~l,m!Tl
n~m! ^ em~l!,

and the coaction on the tensor product spaceV(l) ^ V(m),

dV^ V
g 5~m^ I V~m!!~ I Hg

^ g~l,m! ^ I V~m!!~dV~l! ^ dV~m!!. ~56!
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In analogy with Proposition 2, this can be extended to a map,

dg:A→H0^ A

supplyingA with a left H0-comodule structure.
The results analogous to those ones of Propositions 1–3 of Sec. II are still valid provide

replacements

g i jn
klm~l,m!5d i

mu jn
kl ~l,m!,

u i j
pl~l,m!upk

rs ~l,m!2d j
su ik

rl ~l,m!50, ~57!

u jn
kn~l,m!5d j

k ,

and

Mi j
kl~l,m!5Ti

k~l!u jn
km~l,m!Tm

n ~m!. ~58!

So that, the idealBM2MB of Proposition 2 becomes in

Bi j
mn~l,m!Mmn

kl ~l,m!2Mi j
mn~m,l!Bmn

kl ~l,m!. ~59!

In order to study integrability, we analyze this equation, Eq.~59!. In general, ag map just
satisfying the condition of Proposition 1, does not lead to integrability making it necessa
impose additional conditions on it. In the following we study some options.

Our first ansatz is to require that

g im j
mkl~l,m![d i

lum j
mk5d i

ld j
k . ~60!

In this way, assumingB to be invertible, one can multiply~59! by the inverse ofB and then make
the contraction of the free index of bothB andB21, thus reaching the integrability condition,

T~l!T~m!5T~m!T~l!. ~61!

Here,T(l) means the traceTm
m(l).

There is a less obvious way to recover integrability. Condition~59! in terms ofu is

Bi j
kl~l,m!Tk

m~l!u lv
nu~l,m!Tu

v~m!5Ti
k~l!u j v

lu ~l,m!Tu
v~m!Bkl

mn~l,m!. ~62!

If the following nontrivial commutation holds,

Bi j
rk~l,m!usr

sl~l,m!5usi
sr~l,m!Br j

lk~l,m!, ~63!

we may now contract~62! with uar
ai (l,m) and, after using~63!, we get

Br j
il ~l,m!usi

sk~l,m!Tk
m~l!u lv

nu~l,m!Tu
v~m!5usr

si~l,m!Ti
k~l!u j v

lu ~l,m!Tu
v~m!Bkl

mn~l,m!, ~64!

and now we proceed as in the previous case; multiplying by (B21)ab
r j , and then performing the

contractions~a,m!, ~b,n!, thus getting

usa
sk~l,m!Tk

a~l!ubv
bu~l,m!Tu

v~m!5usk
si ~l,m!Ti

k~l!u lv
lu~l,m!Tu

v~m!. ~65!

Introducing the quantum matrixT̃ of the final of the previous section, the new integrabil
condition is written as

T̃~l!T̃~m!5T̃~m!T̃~l!. ~66!
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This last approach to integrability may have an interpretation in the framework of stati
models through their monodromy matricesTi

k(l). In those models, periodic boundary conditio
drive to the transfer matrix by taking the trace over the auxiliary space of the monodromy m
which means a sum over all the edge states~see, for example Ref. 11!. The objectsT̃(l) means
a weighted sum over these edge states, so thatu seems to behave as a twisting factor on t
boundary conditions. The periodic ones correspond to the trivial choiceu i j

kl5d i
ld j

k . Also, we
speculate that many other kind of boundary conditions would be reached by a suitable cho
u.14

As a matter of fact, in Ref. 15, a spin chain model was constructed from theR-matrix of the
twisted version ofGLq(2), namelyGLp,q(2) ~we shall see in the next section that this bipa
metric deformation ofGL(2) coacts also on the standard quantum plane through a twisted
tion!. There one may observe that the local twist of the Boltzmann weight can be regarded a
operators coacting throughdg on some QLS associated to the inner space at each site,
showing that the effect on the full chain boils down to a twist of the boundary conditions.

We would also like to emphasize that the present construction of nonstandard corepre
tiones could be nontrivially realized in conformal field theories. In this respect it is noteworthy
the vertex operators in these theories satisfy a QLS algebra and therefore transform cova
under the action of a QG. For example, in the WZW model the algebra of vertex ope
transforms covariantly underUq(sl~2!).

In the next section we present a multiparametric example constructed from the quantum
and fulfilling the first integrability condition.

VI. THE QUANTUM PLANE

Let us consider the quantum planeAq
2u0 described by

e1e25qe2e1 . ~67!

In the basis$e1^ e1 ,e1^ e2 ,e2^ e1 ,e2^ e1%, this relation can be expressed by means of
quadratic formB as

B5F 1 0 0 0

0 0 q 0

0 q 12q2 0

0 0 0 1

G , ~68!

which is a solution of the Yang–Baxter equation,

B12B23B125B23B12B23. ~69!

It is worth remarking that the following construction leads to the same structure for o
choice ofB, as the symmetric and idempotentB8,

B85
1

q1q21F q1q21 0 0 0

0 q2q21 2 0

0 2 q212q 0

0 0 0 q1q21

G . ~70!

This B8 is not a solution of the Yang–Baxter equation but, in the Manin construction
pseudo-symmetric quantum space,5 it enables us to characterize all the endomorphisms of
quantum plane by the relationB8M2MB8 as the only solution to the master relationI
2B8)M (I 1B8).

The endomorphism matrixT is
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T5Fa b

c dG . ~71!

We find a multiparametricu(r ,p,s), solution of the coassociativity, counity, and the integrabil
condition, Eqs.~18!, ~19!, ~60!, that it is factorizable

u i j
kl5r i

l r̄ j
k , ~72!

with

r5F 1 r /s

2s/p ~12r !/pG , ~73!

and r̄ is it inverse.
This means that the induced mapf5e ^ r is a 2-cocycle wheneversÞ0, hence there is an

obstruction in to obtain the undeformed limits→0. In this sense, thisf(r ,p,s) is not a 2-cocycle
for the whole spectrum of its parameters and the twisting arising from it does not yie
continuous deformation of the algebraH0 .

From this matrix we obtain the rules to commutee andT,

g~ei ^ Tj
k!5u jp

ksTs
p

^ ei . ~74!

As we see, there are now three new deformation parameters~p,r,s! besidesq, which was intro-
duced by the quadratic algebra of the quantum plane~67!.

The relationsBM2MB can be written in a compact form by introducing the objectsT̃i
j

5u ir
jsTs

r , such that

T̃5F ã b̃

c̃ d̃
G , ~75!

so that we get

ac̃2qcã50,

ab̃2qbã50,

bc̃2cb̃50,
~76!

cd̃2qdc̃50,

bd̃2qdb̃50,

ad̃2dã1~q212q!cb̃50,

and

g~ei ^ ã!5ã^ ei ,

g~ei ^ d̃!5d̃^ ei ,
~77!

g~ei ^ b̃!5pb̃^ ei ,

g~ei ^ c̃!5p21c̃^ ei .
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Relations~76! acquire a highly nontrivial form in terms of theTi
k . In this way, one can define

four parameter deformation of theM (2), namely,Mq,p,r ,s(2),

Mq,p,r ,s~2!5
k@Ti

j #

I ~BM2MB!
. ~78!

Also, the Grassmannian planeAq
0/2(j1 ,j2), defined by the relation

j1j252
1

q
j2j1

is naturally aMq,p,r ,s(2)-comodule.12 This allows us to define a determinant for thisMq,p,r ,s(2)
from the coactiondV^ V

g on the objectj1j2 ,

dV^ V
g ~j1j2!5D ^ j1j2 . ~79!

Thus we get

D5M12
122qM12

215ad̃2qbc̃5ad2
q

p
~12r !bc2

r

s
ac2q

s

p
bd. ~80!

As was explained above, this is a nonperturbative deformation; the limit to the undeformed
cannot be taken simultaneously. However, there is a sequential limit leading to another 3
parameters deformation. In fact, if we take first the limitr→0 we getMq,p,s(2) and now the
remainingf(p,s) is now a genuine 2-cocycle, so that the twisting is well defined in the wh
spectrum ofp ands. Taking now a second undeformed limit, we sets→0, then we recover the
biparametricMq,p(2) obtained by Maninet al.,13 as nonstandard quantum groups. In these lim
u becomes

u~p!5F 1 0 0 0

0 0 p 0

0
1

p
0 0

0 0 0 1

G , ~81!

and now, the 2-cocyclef5e ^ r becomes

r5F1 0

0 1/pG , ~82!

and the relationsBM2MB, or Rf* m5mop* Rf, reduce to

ac2pqca50,

ab2p21qba50,

bc2p2cb50,
~83!

cd2p21qdc50,

bd2pqdb50,

ad2da1p~q212q!cb50,
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which define a two parametricMq,p(2) as the quotient algebra,13

Mq,p~2!5
k@Ti

j #

I ~BM2MB!
~84!

for i and j from 1 to 2. It is worth remarking thatRf(q,p)5f̄21(p)* R(q)* R(q)* f(p) is a
solution of the Quantum Yang–Baxter equation, and assumingRf is a bialgebra bicharacter, i
suppliesMq,p(2) with a dual-quasitriangular structure.

This g gives rise to the following relations between matrix entries and the coordinates o
quantum plane:

g~ei ^ a!5a^ ei ,

g~ei ^ d!5d^ ei ,
~85!

g~ei ^ b!5pb^ ei ,

g~ei ^ c!5p21c^ ei .

Defining T̃i
j5u i l

jkTk
l we get

T̃5F a pc

b

p
d G , ~86!

and with the coproduct

DT̃i
j5T̃i

k
^ T̃k

j . ~87!

The determinant becomes in

D5detq,p5ad2p21qbc,

that satisfy the following commutation relations:

Da7aD50,

Db2p22bD50,

Dc2p2cD50,

Dd2dD50.

With these properties, and assuming thatD is an invertible element ofMq,p(2), theantipode can
be defined

SFa b

c dG5D21F d 2~pq!21b

2pqc a G , ~88!

and, consequently, the quasitriangular Hopf algebraGLqp(2) is obtained.13 This means that
through the noncommutative coaction,

dg~e1^ e1!5aa^ e1^ e11pab^ e1^ e21ba^ e2^ e11pbb^ e2^ e2 ,
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dg~e1^ e2!5
1

p
ac^ e1^ e11ac^ e1^ e21

1

p
bc^ e2^ e11cd^ e2^ e,

dg~e2^ e1!5ca^ e1^ e11pcb^ e1^ e21da^ e2^ e11pdb^ e2^ e2 ,

dg~e1^ e2!5
1

p
cc^ e1^ e11cd^ e1^ e21

1

p
dc^ e2^ e11dd^ e2^ e,

with g(ek^ Tj
l ) defined in Eq.~85!, the standard Quantum PlanesAq

2/0 and Aq
0/2 appears also as

GLp,q(2)-comodules, this result can be obtained by completely different means as in Ref.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have introduced a new ingredient in the construction of comodules of Qua
~semi! Groups admitting noncommutativity between endomorphism matrix entries and qua
space coordinates. This feature give rise to an extra deformation of all the involved structure
approach is not a full braiding as those obtained from the quasitensor category ofk-modules.8 In
a less ambitious project, we have just redefined the coaction showing that it is possible to
duce a nontrivial mapg:V^ Hg→Hg ^ V without spoiling out the Hopf algebra and the comodu
structures provided thatg turns Hg into a Quantum Matrix Group. No additional modificatio
were introduced in the usual structure of bialgebras, preserving the product and coprodu
touched. However, provided a factorizableg, this generalization of the coaction boils down to
twisting of the algebra structure or a twist of theR-matrix, and in some cases it is possible
recover a quasitriangular FRT bialgebra.

Although the mapg seems too constrained, we have found nontrivial solutions introdu
many new deformation parameters, still under the additional condition of integrability. This
point was also analyzed, showing that integrability can be reached at least in two indep
ways. Working on the Quantum Planes as examples, it was shown that the biparametric de
tion of GL(2,C), namely,GLp,q(2), can beregarded as coacting in a twisted way over t
standard quantum plane.
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A spinor-like representation of the contact superconformal
algebra K 8„4…
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In this work we construct an embedding of a nontrivial central extension of the
contact superconformal algebraK8(4) into the Lie superalgebra of pseudodifferen-
tial symbols on the supercircleS1/2. Associated with this embedding is a one-
parameter family of spinor-like tiny irreducible representations ofK8(4) realized
just on 4 fields instead of the usual 16. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1326920#

I. INTRODUCTION

Recall that asuperconformal algebrais a simple complex Lie superalgebra such that
contains the centerless Virasoro algebra~i.e., the Witt algebra! Witt5 % nPZCLn as a subalgebra
and has growth 1. TheZ-graded superconformal algebras are ones for which adL0 is diagonaliz-
able with finite-dimensional eigenspaces; see Ref. 1. In general, a superconformal algeb
subalgebra of the Lie superalgebra of all derivations ofC@ t,t21# ^ L(N), where L(N) is the
Grassmann algebra inN odd variables.

The Lie superalgebraK(N) of contact vector fields with Laurent polynomials as coefficie
is characterized by its action on a contact 1-form~Refs. 1, 2 and 3!; it is isomorphic to theSO(N)
superconformal algebra~Ref. 4!. K(N) is simple except whenN54. In this caseK8(4)
5@K(4),K(4)# is simple. Note thatK8(N) is spanned by 2N fields. It was discovered in Refs. 5
6 and 7 that the Lie superalgebra of contact vector fields with polynomial coefficients in 1
and 6 odd variables contains an exceptional simple Lie superalgebra~see also Refs. 2 and 3!. It
was shown in Ref. 3 that the derived Lie superalgebra of divergence-free derivatio
C@ t,t21# ^ L(2), which is spanned by 8 fields, can be realized insideK(4) using the construction
of the exceptional superconformal algebra insideK(6).

Note that a Lie algebra of contact vector fields can be realized as a subalgebra of P

algebra; see Ref. 8. The Poisson algebra of formal Laurent series onṪ* S15T* S1\S1 has a
well-known deformation, that is the Lie algebraR of pseudodifferential symbols on the circle. Th
Poisson algebra can be considered to be the semiclassical limit ofR; see Refs. 9, 10, 11 and 12

In this work we define a familyRh(N) of Lie superalgebras of pseudodifferential symbols
the supercircleS1/N, wherehP]0,1], which contracts to the Poisson superalgebra.

For eachh we construct an embedding of a central extensionK̂8(4) into Rh(2). These central
extensions are isomorphic to one of 3 independent central extensions, which are known forK8(4)
~Refs. 1, 2, 13 and 14!. The corresponding central element ishPRh(2). Theelements of embed

dings ofK̂8(4) are power series inh; considering their limits ash→0, we obtain an embedding o
K8(4) into the Poisson superalgebra.

The idea of our construction is as follows. We consider the Schwimmer–Seiberg’s def
tion S(2,a) of the Lie superalgebra of divergence-free derivations ofC@ t,t21# ^ L(2) ~Refs. 15
and 1! and observe that the exterior derivations ofS8(2,a) form an sl~2! if aPZ. The exterior
derivations ofS8(2,a) for all aPZ generate a subalgebra of the Poisson superalgebra isomo

a!Electronic mail: elena@maths.lth.se
5260022-2488/2001/42(1)/526/15/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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to the loop algebras̃l(2) @sl~2! corresponds toa51#. We prove that the familyS8(2,a) for all
aPZ and s̃l(2) generate a Lie superalgebra isomorphic toK8(4). Thesimilar construction for
eachhP]0,1] gives an embedding of a nontrivial central extension ofK8(4):

K̂8~4!,Rh~2!. ~1.1!

It is known that the Lie algebraR has two independent central extensions; see Refs. 9, 10 an
Accordingly, there exist, up to equivalence, two nontrivial 2-cocycles on its superan
Rh51(N). The 2-cocycle onK8(4), which corresponds to the central extensionK̂8(4) is equiva-
lent to the restriction of one of the 2-cocycles onRh51(2).

Finally, the embedding~1.1! for h51 allows us to define a new one-parameter family of ti
irreducible representations ofK̂8(4). Recall that there exists a two-parameter family of repres
tations ofK8(N) in the superspace spanned by 2N fields. These representations are defined by
natural action ofK8(N) in the spaces of ‘‘densities;’’ see Ref. 1.

We obtain representations ofK̂8(4), where the value of the central charge is equal to
realized on just 4 fields, instead of the usual 16.

II. SUPERCONFORMAL ALGEBRAS

In this section we review the notion of a superconformal algebra and give the nece
definitions.

A superconformal algebrais a complex Lie superalgebrag such that

~1! g is simple,
~2! g contains the Witt algebra Witt5derC@ t,t21#5 % nPZCLn with the well-known commutation

relations

@Ln ,Lm#5~n2m!Ln1m ~2.1!

as a subalgebra,
~3! adL0 is diagonalizable with finite-dimensional eigenspaces:

g5 % jgj ,gj5$xPgu@L0 ,x#5 jx%, ~2.2!

so that dimgj,C, where C is a constant independent ofj; see Ref. 1. The main series o
superconformal algebras areW(N)(N>0), S8(N,a)(N>2) andK8(N) (N>1). The correspond-
ing central extensions were classified in Ref. 1; see also Refs. 2, 13, 14 and 16.

The superalgebras W(N). Consider the superalgebraC@ t,t21# ^ L(N), whereL(N) is the
Grassmann algebra inN variablesu1 ,...,uN . Let p be the parity of the homogeneous element. L
p(t)50̄ andp(u i)51̄ for i 51,...,N. By definitionW(N) is the Lie superalgebra of all derivation
of C@ t,t21# ^ L(N). Let ] i stand for]/]u i and] t stand for]/]t. EveryDPW(N) is represented
by a differential operator,

D5 f ] t1(
i 51

N

f i] i , ~2.3!

where f, f iPC@ t,t21# ^ L(N). W(N) has no nontrivial 2-cocycles ifN.2. If N51 or 2, then
there exists, up to equivalence, one nontrivial 2-cocycle onW(N).

The superalgebras S(N,a). The Lie superalgebraW(N) contains a one-parameter family o
Lie superalgebrasS(N,a); see Refs. 15 and 1. By definition

S~N,a!5$DPW~N!uDiv~ taD !50%, for aPC. ~2.4!

Recall that
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Div~D !5] t f 1(
i 51

N

~21!p~ f i !] i~ f i ! ~2.5!

and

Div~ f D !5D f 1 f Div D, ~2.6!

where f is an even function. LetS8(N,a)5@S(N,a),S(N,a)# be the derived superalgebra. A
sume thatN.1. If a¹Z, thenS(N,a) is simple, and ifaPZ, thenS8(N,a) is a simple ideal of
S(N,a) of codimension one defined from the exact sequence,

0→S8~N,a!→S~N,a!→Ct2au1¯uN] t→0. ~2.7!

Notice that

S~N,a!>S~N,a1n!, for nPZ. ~2.8!

There exists, up to equivalence, one nontrivial 2-cocycle onS8(N,a) if and only if N52; see Ref.
1. Let Ŝ8(2,a) be the corresponding central extension ofS8(2,a). Note thatS8(2,a) is spanned
by 4 even fields and 4 odd fields. Sometimes the name ‘‘N54 superconformal algebra’’ is use
for Ŝ8(2,0); see Refs. 4 and 3.

The superalgebras K(N). By definition,

K~N!5$DPW~N!uDV5 f V, for some f PC@ t,t21# ^ L~N!%, ~2.9!

where

V5dt2(
i 51

N

u i du i ~2.10!

is a contact 1-form; see Refs. 1, 2 and 3. Every differential operatorDPK(N) can be represente
by a single function,

f PC@ t,t21# ^ L~N!: f→D f . ~2.11!

Let

D~ f !52 f 2(
i 51

N

u i] i~ f !. ~2.12!

Then

D f5D~ f !] t1] t~ f !(
i 51

N

u i] i1~21!p~ f !(
i 51

N

] i~ f !] i . ~2.13!

Notice that

D f 1g5D f1Dg ,
~2.14!

@D f ,Dg#5D $ f ,g% ,

where
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$ f ,g%5D~ f !] t~g!2] t~ f !D~g!1~21!p~ f !(
i 51

N

] i~ f !] i~g!. ~2.15!

The superalgebrasK(N) are simple, except whenN54. If N54, then the derived superalge
bra K8(4)5@K(4),K(4)# is a simple ideal inK(4) of codimension one defined from the exa
sequence

0→K8~4!→K~4!→CDt21u1u2u3u4
→0. ~2.16!

There exists no nontrivial 2-cocycles onK(N) if N.4. If N<3, then there exists, up to equiva
lence, one nontrivial 2-cocycle. LetK̂(N) be the corresponding central extension ofK(N). Notice
that K̂(1) is isomorphic to the Neveu–Schwarz algebra~Ref. 17!, andK̂(2)>Ŵ(1) is isomorphic
to the so-calledN52 superconformal algebra; see Ref. 18. The superalgebraK8(4) has 3 inde-
pendent central extensions~Refs. 1, 2, 13 and 14!, which is important for our task.

III. LIE SUPERALGEBRAS OF PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL SYMBOLS

Recall that the ringR of pseudodifferential symbols is the ring of the formal series,

A~ t,j!5(
2`

n

ai~ t !j i , ~3.1!

whereai(t)PC@ t,t21#, and the variablej corresponds to]/]t; see Refs. 9, 10, 11 and 12. Th
multiplication rule inR is determined as follows:

A~ t,j!+B~ t,j!5 (
n>0

1

n!
]j

nA~ t,j!] t
nB~ t,j!. ~3.2!

Notice thatR is a generalization of the associative algebra of the regular differential operato
the circle, and the multiplication rule inR, when restricted to the polynomials inj, coincides with
the multiplication rule for the differential operators. The Lie algebra structure onR is given by

@A,B#5A+B2B+A, ~3.3!

whereA, BPR.
The Poisson algebraP of pseudodifferential symbols has the same underlying vector sp

The multiplication inP is naturally defined. The Poisson bracket is defined as follows:

$A~ t,j!,B~ t,j!%5]jA~ t,j!] tB~ t,j!2] tA~ t,j!]jB~ t,j! ~3.4!

~Refs. 12 and 19!. One can construct the contraction of the Lie algebraR to P using the linear
isomorphisms:

wh :R→R, ~3.5!

defined by

wh„ai~ t !j i
…5ai~ t !hij i , where hP]0,1]; ~3.6!

see Ref. 12. The new multiplication inR is defined by

A+hB5wh
21

„wh~A!+wh~B!…. ~3.7!

Correspondingly, the commutator is
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@A,B#h5A+hB2B+hA. ~3.8!

Thus

@A,B#h5h$A,B%1hO~h!. ~3.9!

Hence

limh→0

1

h
@A,B#h5$A,B%. ~3.10!

To construct a superanalog ofR, consider an associative superalgebraQh(N) with generators
u1 ,...,uN ,]1 ,...,]N and relations

u iu j52u ju i ,

] i] j52] j] i , ~3.11!

] iu j5hd i , j2u j] i ,

wherehP]0,1]. Define an associative superalgebra,

Rh~N!5R^ Qh~N!, ~3.12!

such that

~A^ X!~B^ Y!5
1

h
~A+hB! ^ ~XY!, ~3.13!

whereA, BPR, andX, YPQh(N). The product inRh(N) determines the natural Lie superalgeb
structure on this space:

@~A^ X!,~B^ Y!#h5
1

h
~A+hB! ^ ~XY!2~21!p~X!p~Y!

1

h
~B+hA! ^ ~YX!. ~3.14!

For eachhP]0,1] there exists an embedding,

W~N!,Rh~N!, ~3.15!

such that the commutation relations inRh(N), when restricted toW(N), coincide with the com-
mutation relations inW(N). In particular, whenh51, we obtain the superanalogR(N)
ªRh51(N) of the Lie algebra of pseudodifferential symbols on the circle.

The Poisson superalgebraP(N) has the underlying vector spaceP^ Q(N), where Q(N)
ªQh50(N) is the Grassman algebra with generatorsu1 ,...,uN ,ū1 ,...,ūN , where ū i5] i for i
51,...,N. The Poisson bracket is defined as follows:

$A,B%5]jA] tB2] tA]jB2~21!p~A!S (
i 51

N

]u i
A]ū i

B1]ū i
A]u i

BD , ~3.16!

whereA, BPP(N); cf. Refs. 2, 5. Thus

limh→0@A,B#h5$A,B%. ~3.17!

Correspondingly, we have the embedding

W~N!,P~N!. ~3.18!
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Remark 3.1:Recall that there exist, up to equivalence, two nontrivial 2-cocycles onR ~Refs.
9, 10 and 11!. Analogously, one can define two 2-cocycles,cj andct , on R(N); cf. Ref. 20. Let
A, BPR, andX, YPQh51(N). Then

cj~A^ X,B^ Y!5the coefficient of t21j21u1 ...uN]1 ...]N in ~@ logj,A#+B! ^ ~XY!,
~3.19!

where

@ logj,A~ t,j!#5Sk>1

~21!k11

k
] t

kA~ t,j!j2k, ~3.20!

and

ct~A^ X,B^ Y!5the coefficient of t21j21u1 ...uN]1 ...]N in ~@ log t,A#+B! ^ ~XY!,
~3.21!

where

@ log t,A~ t,j!#5Sk>1

~21!k11

k
t2k ]j

kA~ t,j!. ~3.22!

IV. THE CONSTRUCTION OF EMBEDDING

Let DerS8(2,a) be the Lie superalgebra of all derivations ofS8(2,a).
Lemma 4.1:The exterior derivations DerextS8(2,a) for all aPZ generate the loop algebra,

s̃l~2!,P~2!. ~4.1!

Proof: In Ref. 21 we observed that the exterior derivations ofS8(2,0) form ansl(2). Let

$Ln
a ,En ,Hn ,Fn ,hn

a ,pn
0,xn

0,yn
a%neZ ~4.2!

be a basis ofS8(2,a) defined as follows:

Ln
a52tn~ tj1 1

2 ~n1a11!~u1]11u2]2!!,

En5tnu2]1 ,

Hn5tn~u2]22u1]1!,

Fn5tnu1]2 ,
~4.3!

hn
a5tnju22~n1a!tn21u1u2]1 ,

pn
052tn11]2 ,

xn
05tn11]1 ,

yn
a5tnju11~n1a!tn21u1u2]2 .

Let us show that ifaPZ, then DerextS8(2,a)>sl(2)5^E,H,F&, where

@H,E#52E, @H,F#522F, @E,F#5H, ~4.4!
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and the action ofsl(2) is given as follows:

@E,hn
a#5xn211a , @E,yn

a#5pn211a
0 , @F,xn#5hn112a

a , @F,pn
0#5yn112a

a ,
~4.5!

@H,xn
0#5xn

0, @H,hn
a#52hn

a, @H,pn
0#5pn

0, @H,yn
a#52yn

a .

Notice that

DerextS8~2,a!>H1
„S8~2,a!,S8~2,a!…; ~4.6!

see Ref. 22. Consider the followingZ-grading deg ofS8(2,a):

degLn
a5n, degEn5n112a, degFn5n211a, degHn5n,

~4.7!
deghn

a5n, degpn5n, degxn5n112a, degyn
a5n211a.

Let

L0
a52L0

a1 1
2 ~12a!H0 . ~4.8!

Then

@L0
a ,s#5~degs!s, ~4.9!

for a homogeneoussPS8(2,a). Accordingly,

@L0
a ,D#5~degD !D, ~4.10!

for a homogeneousDPDerextS8(2,a). On the other hand, since the action of a Lie superalge
on its cohomology is trivial, then one must have

@L0
a ,D#50. ~4.11!

Hence the nonzero elements of DerextS8(2,a) have deg50, and they preserve the superalgeb
S8(2,a)deg50 . One can check that the exterior derivations ofS8(2,a)deg50 form an sl(2), and
extend them to the exterior derivations ofS8(2,a) as in ~4.5!. One should also note that if th
restriction of a derivation ofS8(2,a) to S8(2,a)deg50 is zero, then this derivation is inner. We ca
identify the exterior derivationt2aju1u2 @see~2.7!# with 2F. We cannot realize all the exterio
derivations as regular differential operators on the supercircle, but can do this using the sy
of pseudodifferential operators. In fact, leta51. Then

DerextS8~2,1!5sl~2!5^F,H,E&,P~2!, ~4.12!

where

F52t21ju1u2 , H52u1]12u2]2 , E5tj21]1]2 . ~4.13!

One can then construct the loop algebra ofsl(2) as follows:

s̃l~2!5^Fn ,Hn ,En&nPZ , ~4.14!

where

Fn52tn21ju1u2 ,

Hn5ntn21j21u1u2]1]22tn~u1]11u2]2!, ~4.15!
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En5tn11j21]1]2 .

The nonvanishing commutation relations are

@Hn ,Ek#52En1k , @Hn ,Fk#522Fn1k , @En ,Fk#5Hn1k . ~4.16!

Let aPZ. Then

DerextS8~2,a!>^F2a11 ,H0 ,Ea21&. ~4.17!

h

Theorem 4.1: The superalgebrasS8(2,a) for all aPZ together withs̃l(2) generate a Lie
superalgebra isomorphic toK8(4).

Proof: Let

I n
05tn~u1]11u2]2!,

rn5tn21u1u2]1 , ~4.18!

sn5tn21u1u2]2 .

Then according to~4.3!,

Ln
a5Ln

02 1
2 aI n

0,

hn
a5hn

02arn , ~4.19!

yn
a5yn

01asn .

One can easily check that the superalgebrasS8(2,a), whereaPZ, generateW(2),P(2). In fact,
W(2) is spanned by 8 fields defined in Eq.~4.3!, wherea50, together with 3 fields defined in Eq
~4.18! and the fieldFn . If we include two even fields,En andHn , into the picture, then from the
commutation relations, we obtain two additional odd fields:

qn5tnj21u2]1]2 ,
~4.20!

tn52tnj21u1]1]2 .

Let g,P(2) be the Lie superalgebra generated by the superalgebrasS8(2,a) for all aPZ and
s̃l(2). Wewill show that there exists an isomorphism:

c:K8~4!→g. ~4.21!

Let

Ln5Ln
01Hn1 1

2 I n
0,

I n5I n
01Hn ,

~4.22!
pn5pn

01tn ,

xn5xn
02qn .

Set
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hn5hn
0, yn5yn

0. ~4.23!

Theng5g0̄% g1̄ , where

g0̄5^Ln ,I n ,En ,Hn ,Fn ,En ,Hn ,Fn&,
~4.24!

g1̄5^hn ,pn ,xn ,yn ,rn ,sn ,qn ,tn&.

We will describe the nonvanishing commutation relations ing with respect to this basis.
For @g0̄ ,g0̄# the relations are

@Ln ,Lk#5~n2k!Ln1k ;

@Hn ,Ek#52En1k ,@Hn ,Fk#522Fn1k , @En ,Fk#5Hn1k ;
~4.25!

@Hn ,Ek#52En1k ,@Hn ,Fk#522Fn1k , @En ,Fk#5Hn1k ;

@Ln ,Xk#52kXn1k , where Xk5I k ,Ek ,Hk ,Fk ,Ek ,Hk ,Fk .

For @g0̄ ,g1̄# the relations are

@Ln ,Xk#5S 2k1
n

2DXn1k , where Xk5hk ,pk ,xk ,yk ;

@Ln ,Xk#5S 2k2
n

2DXn1k , where Xk5rk ,sk ,qk ,tk ;

@ I n ,Xk#5nYn1k , where Xk5hk ,pk ,xk ,yk , and Yk5rk ,tk ,2qk ,2sk , respectively;

@Hn ,Xk#5Xn1k , where Xk5hk ,xk ,qk ,rk ;

@Hn ,Xk#52Xn1k , where Xk5yk ,pk ,sk ,tk ; ~4.26!

@En ,Xk#5Yn1k ,@Fn ,Yk#5Xn1k , where Xk5yk ,pk ,sk ,tk ,

and Yk5hk ,xk ,2rk ,2qk , respectively;

@Hn ,Xk#5Xn1k1nYn1k , where Xk5pk ,xk ,qk ,tk and Yk5tk ,2qk,0,0, respectively;

@Hn ,Xk#52Xn1k2nYn1k , where Xk5hk ,yk ,rk ,sk , and Yk5rk ,2sk,0,0, respectively;

@En ,Xk#5Yn1k2nZn1k , @Fn ,Yk#5Xn1k2nZ̄n1k , where Xk5hk ,yk ,rk ,sk ,

Yk5xk ,pk ,2qk ,2tk ,Zk5qk ,2tk,0,0, andZ̄k52rk ,sk,0,0, respectively.

Finally, for @g1̄ ,g1̄# the relations are

@hn ,xk#5~k2n!En1k ,@pn ,yk#5~k2n!Fn1k ,

@hn ,pk#5Ln1k2 1
2 ~k2n!Hn1k ,@xn ,yk#52Ln1k1 1

2 ~k2n!Hn1k ,

@hn ,qk#5En1k ,@xn ,rk#5En1k ,@pn ,sk#5Fn1k ,@yn ,tk#5Fn1k ,

@pn ,qk#52En1k ,@xn ,tk#52En1k ,@hn ,sk#52Fn1k ,@yn ,rk#52Fn1k , ~4.27!
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@pn ,rk#5 1
2 I n1k2 1

2 ~Hn1k1Hn1k!,@xn ,sk#5 1
2 I n1k1 1

2 ~Hn1k2Hn1k!,

@hn ,tk#5 1
2 I n1k1 1

2 ~Hn1k1Hn1k!,@yn ,qk#5 1
2 I n1k2 1

2 ~Hn1k2Hn1k!.

Recall that the elements ofK(4) can be identified with the functions fromC@ t,t21# ^ L(4).
Let

ǔ15u2u3u4 , ǔ25u1u3u4 , ǔ35u1u2u4 , ǔ45u1u2u3 . ~4.28!

The following 16 series of functions together witht21u1u2u3u4 spanC@ t,t21# ^ L(4):

f n
152ntn21u1u2u3u4 ,

f n
252 1

2 tn111 1
2 i t n~u2u32u1u4!2 1

2 n~n11!tn21u1u2u3u4 ,

f n
k5 1

2 tn71~6u1u27u3u42 iu1u32 iu2u4!, k53,4,

f n
55 i t n~u1u42u2u3!,

f n
k5 1

2 tn~7u1u47u2u31 iu2u42 iu1u3!, k56,7,
~4.29!

f n
852 i t n~u1u21u3u4!,

f n
k5

~ i !p~k!

A8
„tn~u17 iu27u31 iu4!2ntn21~ ǔ16 i ǔ27 ǔ32 i ǔ4!…, k59,10,

f n
k5

~ i !p~k!

A8
„tn11~u16 iu27u32 iu4!2~n11!tn~ ǔ17 i ǔ27 ǔ31 i ǔ4!…, k511,12,

f n
k5

~2 i !p~k!

&
tn21~ ǔ16 i ǔ27 ǔ32 i ǔ4!, k513,14,

f n
k5

~2 i !p~k!

&
tn~ ǔ17 i ǔ27 ǔ31 i ǔ4!, k515,16,

wherep(k)50 if k is even, andp(k)51 if k is odd.
The 16 series of the corresponding differential operators$D f

n
i % i 51,...,16spanK8(4). Set

c~D f
n
1!5I n , c~D f

n
2!5Ln ,

c~D f
n
3!5En , c~D f

n
4!5Fn , c~D f

n
5!5Hn ,

c~D f
n
6!5En , c~D f

n
7!5Fn , c~D f

n
8!5Hn , ~4.30!

c~D f
n
9!5xn , c~D f

n
10!5hn , c~D f

n
11!5yn , c~D f

n
12!5pn ,

c~D f
n
13!5qn , c~D f

n
14!5rn , c~D f

n
15!5sn , c~D f

n
16!5tn .

Notice thatf n
150, if n50. This corresponds to the fact thatDt21u1u2u3u4

¹K8(4). One canverify
that c is an isomorphism fromK8(4) ontog. h
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Remark 4.2:We have obtained an embedding,

K8~4!,P~2!. ~4.31!

In general, a Lie algebra of contact vector fields can be realized as a subalgebra of P
algebra; see Ref. 8. We will explain this from the geometrical point of view in application to
case. Recall that the Lie algebra Vect(S1) of smooth vector fields on the circle has a natu
embedding into the Poisson algebra of functions on the cylinderṪ* S15T* S1\S1 with the re-
moved zero section; see Refs. 11, 12 and 19. One can introduce the Darboux coordinateq,p)
5(t,j) on this manifold. The symbols of differential operators are functions onṪ* S1 which are
formal Laurent series inp with coefficients periodic inq. Correspondingly, they define Hami
tonian vector fields onṪ* S1:

A~q,p!→HA5]pA]q2]qA]p . ~4.32!

The embedding of Vect(S1) into the Lie algebra of Hamiltonian vector fields onṪ* S1 is given by

f ~q!]q→H f ~q!p . ~4.33!

Notice that we obtain a subalgebra of Hamiltonian vector fields with Hamiltonians which
homogeneous of degree 1.~This condition holds in general, if one considers thesymplectification
of a contact manifold; see Ref. 8.! In other words, we obtain a subalgebra of Hamiltonian vec
fields, which commute with the~semi-! Euler vector field:

@HA ,p]p#50. ~4.34!

We will show that forN>0 there exists the analogous embedding:

K~2N!,P~N!. ~4.35!

The analog of the formula~4.32! in the supercase is as follows~Refs. 2, 5!:

A~q,p,u i ,ū i !→HA5]pA]q2]qA]p2~21!p~A!(
i 51

N

~]u i
A]ū i

1]ū i
A]u i

!. ~4.36!

ThenK(2N) is defined as the set of all~Hamiltonian! functionsA(q,p,u i ,ū i)PP(N) such that

FHA ,p]p1(
i 51

N

ū i]ū iG50. ~4.37!

Equivalently, we have the following characterization of the embedding~4.35!. Consider a
Z-grading of the~associative! superalgebraP(N)5 % j PZPj (N) defined by

degp5degū i51, for i 51,...,N,
~4.38!

degq5degu i50, for i 51,...,N.

Thus with respect to the Poisson bracket,

$Pj~N!,Pk~N!%,Pj 1k21~N!. ~4.39!

Then

K~2N!5P1~N!. ~4.40!
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Theorem 4.2:There exists an embedding,

K̂8~4!,Rh~2!, ~4.41!

for eachhP]0,1], such that the central element inK̂8(4) is hPRh(2), and

lim
h→0

K̂8~4!5K8~4!,P~2!. ~4.42!

Proof: For eachhP]0,1] andaPZ we have an embedding,

DerS8~2,a!,Rh~2!. ~4.43!

The exterior derivations DerextS8(2,a) for all aPZ generate the loop algebra,

s̃l~2!5^Fn ,Hn ,En&nPZ,Rh~2!, ~4.44!

where

Fn52tn21ju1u2 ,

Hn5
1

h
~~j21+htnj!~h22hu1]12hu2]22u1u2]1]2!1tnu1u2]1]2!, ~4.45!

En5~j21+htn11!]1]2 ,

so that Eqs.~4.16!–~4.17! hold. Letg,Rh(2) be the Lie superalgebra generated byS8(2,a) for all
aPZ and s̃l(2). Set

qn5~j21+htn!~h]11u2]1]2!,
~4.46!

tn5~j21+htn!~h]22u1]1]2!.

The basis~4.24! in g is defined by Eqs.~4.3!, ~4.18!, ~4.22!–~4.23! and ~4.45!–~4.46!. The
commutation relations ing with respect to this basis are given by Eqs.~4.25!–~4.27!. The Lie
superalgebrag is isomorphic to a central extension,

K̂8~4!5K8~4! % CC, ~4.47!

of K8(4). Thecorresponding 2-cocycle~up to equivalence! is

c~ tn11,tk11u1u2u3u4!5dn1k12,0,
~4.48!

c„tn11u i ,tk11] i~u1u2u3u4!…5 1
2 dn1k12,0, for i 51,...,4.

The isomorphism,

c:K̂8~4!→g, ~4.49!

is defined by Eq.~4.30! and the equation

c~C!5I 05hPRh~2!. ~4.50!

The corresponding 2-cocycle in the basis~4.24! is

c~pn ,rk!5 1
2 dn,2k ,
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c~xn ,sk!5 1
2 dn,2k ,

c~hn ,tk!5 1
2 dn,2k , ~4.51!

c~yn ,qk!5 1
2 dn,2k ,

c~Ln ,I k!5ndn,2k .

Note that in the realization ofK8(4) insideP(2), obtained in Theorem 4.1, we haveI 050.
h

Remark 4.3:The 2-cocyclec is one of three nontrivial 2-cocycles onK8(4); seeRefs. 1 and
2. @In Ref. 1 this cocycle is defined by Eq.~4.22!, whered50, e51#. Note that the cocyclec is
equivalent to the restriction of the 2-cocyclect on R(2); seeEqs.~3.21!, ~3.22!.

V. ONE-PARAMETER FAMILY OF REPRESENTATIONS OF K̂ 8„4…

Theorem 5.1: There exists a one-parameter family of irreducible representations ofK̂8(4)
depending on parametermPC in the superspace spanned by 2 even fields and 2 odd fields w
the value of the central charge is equal to one.

Proof: Let gPtmC@ t,t21#, wheremPR\Z. One can think ofj21 as the anti-derivative,

j21g~ t !5E g~ t !dt. ~5.1!

Let f (t)PC@ t,t21#. According to~3.2!,

j21+ f 5 (
n50

`

~21!n~jnf !j2n21. ~5.2!

Notice that this formula, when applied to a functiong, corresponds to the formula of integration b
parts. Let

Vm5tmC@ t,t21# ^ L~2!5tmC@ t,t21# ^ ^1,u1 ,u2 ,u1u2&,mPR\Z. ~5.3!

Using the realization ofK̂8(4) insideR(2) ~see Theorem 4.2 forh51! we obtain a representatio
of K̂8(4) in Vm. A central element inK̂8(4) is I 051PR(2); the 2-cocycle is defined by Eq
~4.51!. Let $vm

i %, wheremPZ and i 50,1,2,3, be the following basis inVm:

vm
0 5

1

m1m
tm1m,

vm
1 5tm1mu1 ,

~5.4!
vm

2 5tm1mu2 ,

vm
3 5tm1mu1u2 .

The action ofK̂8(4) is given as follows:

Ln~vm
0 !52~m1n1m21!vm1n

0 ,

Ln~vm
i !52~m1 1

2n1m!vm1n
i , i 51,2,
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Ln~vm
3 !52~m1n1m11!vm1n

3 ,

En~vm
1 !5vm1n

2 , Fn~vm
2 !5vm1n

1 ,

En~vm
3 !5vm1n12

0 , Fn~vm
0 !52vm1n22

3 ,

Hn~vm
i !57vm1n

i , i 51,2,

Hn~vm
i !56vm1n

i , i 50,3,
~5.5!

hn~vm
1 !52~m1n1m!vm1n21

3 , yn~vm
2 !5~m1n1m!vm1n21

3 ,

hn~vm
0 !5vm1n21

2 , yn~vm
0 !5vm1n21

1 ,

xn~vm
1 !5~m1n1m!vm1n11

0 , pn~vm
2 !52~m1n1m!vm1n11

0 ,

xn~vm
3 !5vm1n11

2 , pn~vm
3 !5vm1n11

1 ,

rn~vm
1 !5vm1n21

3 , sn~vm
2 !5vm1n21

3 ,

qn~vm
1 !5vm1n11

0 , tn~vm
2 !5vm1n11

0 ,

I n~vm
i !5vm1n

i , i 50,1,2,3.

Note thatI 0 acts by the identity operator. One can then define a one-parameter family of r
sentations ofK̂8(4) depending on parametermPC in the superspaceV5^vm

0 ,vm
3 ,vm

1 ,vm
2 &mPZ ,

wherep(vm
i )50̄, for i 50, 3, andp(vm

i )51̄ for i 51, 2, according to the formulas~5.5!.
h

Remark 5.1:The elements$Ln ,Hn ,hn ,pn%nPZ span a subalgebra ofK8(4) isomorphic to
K(2). Note thatV decomposes into the direct sum of two submodules over this superalgeb

V5^vm
0 ,vm

2 &mPZ% ^vm
3 ,vm

1 &mPZ . ~5.6!

Remark 5.2:We conjecture that there exists atwo-parameter family of representations
K̂8(4) in the superspace spanned by 4 fields. In order to define it, instead of the supersp
functions,Vm, one should consider the superspace of ‘‘densities.’’
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Scattering problems in one dimension associated with the SO~2,2! group are stud-
ied. TheSmatrices for the systems under consideration are calculated by using the
theory of intertwining operators for semisimple Lie groups. The wave functions are
expressed in terms of matrix elements of principal series representation of the
SO~2,1! group. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1336512#

I. INTRODUCTION

The group theoretical studies of dynamical systems in nonrelativistic quantum mechani
a long history. The first study in this direction was made by Pauli,1 before Schro¨dinger’s equation
was published. In that pioneering work, Pauli showed that the bound-state spectrum
quantum-mechanical nonrelativistic Coulomb problem could be obtained by studying the ab
algebra generated by angular momentum and the Runge–Lenz vector. Following that, Fo
Bargmann2,3 have recognized that this algebra is isomorphic to theso(4) Lie algebra. Moreover,
it was realized that the ‘‘accidental’’ degeneracies, i.e., degeneracies not connected with ge
cal SO~3! symmetries of the Hamiltonian, are due to the dynamical invariance group SO~4!. Ever
since dynamical invariance groups have been determined for many quantum mechanical s
This is a situation in which the HamiltonianH of the system belongs to the center of the env
oping algebra of some groupG, i.e., H5 f (C), whereC is the Casimir operator of dynamica
symmetry groupG. For example, in the Coulomb bound-state problem,H5a/2(C21), whereC
is the second-order Casimir operator of symmetric tensor representations of SO~4!.

Since the work of Zwanzinger4 it has become clear that group theoretical methods can
successfully applied to the solution of scattering problems. In that paper Zwanzinger showe
the symmetry group SO~3.1! allows for an algebraic determination of the CoulombS matrix.
However, this method, which at the beginning has been developed only for Coulomb pro
cannot be generalized to other scattering problems and for this reason, the Coulomb proble
the only known example for a long time.

Important results have been obtained in this respect by the Yale group and others.5–10 It
appears that knowledge of the interrelation between dynamical algebra, which describes th
tering problem, and an Euclidean algebra, which describes the problem in the absence of i
tions, allow in principle, pure algebraic calculation ofS matrices. This technique, which is calle
the Euclidean connection, essentially uses the theory of group expansions or deforma11

However, due to the absence of a general procedure for the descriptions of such con
formulas, it is rather difficult to derive theSmatrix using the above-mentioned method.~Note that
the general expansion problem is not yet solved.!

Since knowledge of the dynamic group is sufficient to solve the bound state problems
quite suggestive to ask whether or not one can use information on the dynamic group dire
obtain stringent restrictions upon the structure of the scattering matrices, or even to deter
completely. The answer is in the affirmative.12 It has been discovered that theS matrices for
systems under consideration are related to intertwining operators between Weyl equivalen
cipal series representations of the dynamical groupG. In other words,S matrices for systems
under consideration are constrained to satisfy
5430022-2488/2001/42(2)/543/19/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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SUx~g!5U x̃~g!S for all gPG ~1.1!

or

SdUx~b!5dUx̃~b!S for all bPg, ~1.2!

whereUx andU x̃ are the Weyl equivalent unitary irreducible representations~UIRs! of principal
series ofG, while dUx anddUx̃ are the corresponding representations of the algebrag of G. Thus,
one can in principle evaluate theS matrix from ~1.1! or ~1.2! without ever writing a Shro¨dinger
equation, or wave functions, or ever mentioning the concepts of space and time.

Moreover, it follows from Eq.~1.1! or ~1.2! that if the matrix of representation operatorU is
diagonal in some basis then the matrix of the intertwining operator is also diagonal. This fact
to the suggestion that there might exist a class of one-dimensional potentials for which the
tering matrix is determined by diagonal elements of the intertwining operator. This is exactly
happens in the Olshanetsky–Perelomov approach13 to one-dimensional many-body problems r
lated to Lie algebras~where the Hamiltonians of systems are described in terms of the ‘‘ra
part’’ of the Casimir operator! or in the ‘‘potential group’’ approach to scattering problems.5–10

Thus, the number of subgroup chains provided by representation theory necessarily corres
the number of class of quantum-mechanical systems. Therefore the problem of classificatio
one-dimensional many-body systems with dynamic groupG may be reduced to the more tractab
problem of the enumeration of all subgroup chains ofG. Moreover the well-developed theory o
intertwining operators for the semisimple Lie group14,15 led to the hope that one may determin
explicitly the scattering matrices for all systems related to semisimple Lie groups.

This paper is the first of two devoted to the study of scattering problems for solvable p
tials related to the SO~2.2! group. In the present paper we consider one-dimensional pote
scattering of a system with a SO~2.2! ‘‘potential group.’’5 We hence illustrated the method in th
simple case of the most degenerate representation of SO~2.2!. Our other purpose here is to prepa
all the necessary background for the second paper in the series, devoted to the Natanz
potentials. The content of the paper is arranged as follows. In Sec. II, we describe the const
of S matrices corresponding to the SO~2,2!.SO~2!3SO(2), SO~2,2!.SO~2!3E(1),
SO~2,2!.SO~2!3SO(1,1), SO~2,2!.SO~1,1!3E(1), and SO~2,2!.E~1!3E(1) reductions. The
reason for the restriction to these reductions is that the basis functions on the symmetric
SO~2,2!/SO~2.1! are expressed in terms of matrix elements of the SO~2,1! group for all these
reductions. In Sec. III we discuss a class of quantum scattering problems governed by Hami
H52(C11)/8. Finally, we have included in Appendices A and B some technical of the ca
lation that for clarity were omitted from the main text.

II. GROUP THEORETICAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE S MATRIX

Let R2,2 be a four-dimensional pseudo-Euclidean space with the bilinear form

@x,y#5x1y11x2y22x3y32x4y4 . ~2.1!

By SO~2,2! we denote the connected component of the group of linear transformation oR2,2

preserving the form~2.1!. We consider SO~2,2! as acting onR2,2 on the right. In accordance with
this we shall write the vector in the row formx5(x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x4)

Let us denote$gi j (u)% i , j , i , j 51,2,3,4 the one-parameter subgroups of SO~2,2! consisting
of rotations or pseudorotations in thexi –xj planes, that is, of transformations of the form

xk85xk , kÞ i , j , xi85xi cosu1xj sinu, xj852xi sinu1xj cosu ~2.2!

or

xk85xk , kÞ i , j , xi85xi coshu1xj sinhu, xj85xi sinhu1xj coshu,
~2.3!
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respectively. The matrices

ai j 5
d

du
gi j ~u!uu50 , i , j ~2.4!

form a basis of the Lie algebraso(2,2) of the group SO~2,2!. Defining

a15~a131a24!/2, b15~a132a24!/2,

a25~a232a14!/2, b25~a231a14!/2, ~2.5!

a35~a342a12!/2, b352~a121a34!/2,

one has

@a1 ,a2#5a3 , @b1 ,b2#5b3 ,

@a2 ,a3#52a1 , @b2 ,b3#52b1 , ~2.6!

@a3 ,a1#52a2 , @b3 ,b1#52b2 .

The generatorsai andbi separately form a Lie algebra of SO~2,1!. In other words SO~2,2! is the
product group of two SO~2,1! groups, i.e., SO~2,2!5SO~2,1!3SO(2,1).

Let us note at this point that the group SO~2,1! has three subgroups SO~2!, SO~1,1!, and E~1!
generated, for example, bya3 , a1 anda21a3 , respectively, where E~1! is an Euclidean group in
one dimension. It is also worth noting that each UIR of SO~1.1! is doubly degenerate in principa
series of UIR of SO~2.1!.

We want to deal only with single particle scattering by one-dimensional potential relat
the SO~2,2! group. For this case the theory of most degenerate~or, class I! representations16–18of
SO~2,2! is helpful.

The most degenerate representations of SO~2,2! are known to form three series: principa
supplementary, and discrete. It is also known that only the principal series of SO~2,2! describe
scattering states. Consequently, the relevant unitary representations will be the principal ser
we restrict the discussion to it.

The principal series of the most degenerate representation of SO~2,2! are characterized by th
pair x5(r,e), wheree is equal to 0 or 1, while 0<r,`. The representations specified by labe
x5(r,e) and x̃5(2r,e) are equivalent. For the sake of simplicity, we consider the represe
tions with e50, although the casee51 can also be easily treated. Hence, we are intereste
examining the intertwining operator ofUx, x5(r,0), in different subgroup bases.

The calculation of these can be performed by two different methods. If the principal ser
the algebraso~2,2! in some basis is known, we can get recurrence relations for the intertwi
operator by applying both sides of Eq.~1.2! to the basis vectors. By solving the recurren
relations, one can find its explicit form. An alternative way employs Eq.~1.1!. By realizing the
principal series of SO~2,2! on suitable Hilbert spaces of some functions we can derive from
~1.1! the functional relations for the kernel of the intertwining operator. This global appro
which is complimentary to the infinitesimal treatment, allows one to obtain integral repres
tions for the matrix elements of the intertwining operator.

In Appendix A, we calculate the matrix form of the intertwining operator in the basis co
sponding to the reductions with respect to SO~2!3SO~2!, SO~2!3E~1!, SO~2!3SO~1,1!,
SO~1,1!3E~1!, and E~1!3E~1!. As a result we come to following conclusion: TheS matrices of
the one-dimensional system described by~r,0! representation of SO~2,2! in the above-mentioned
subgroup basis have the following form.

~i! The SO~2,2!.SO~2!3SO~2! reduction. TheSmatrix for this class of potentials is given b
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S5S R~m,k! 0

0 R~m,k!
D , ~2.7!

where

R~m,k!5c

GS 1

2
2

ir

2
1mDGS 1

2
2

ir

2
1kD

GS 1

2
1

ir

2
1mDGS 1

2
1

ir

2
1kD

with the notation as in Appendix A. The energy-dependent parameterr is determined by the
relation between the Hamiltonian and the Casimir invariant.

~ii ! The SO~2,2!.SO~2!3E~1! reduction. In this case

S5S R~l,m! 0

0 R~l,m!
D , ~2.8!

where

R~l,m!5cl2 ir

GS 1

2
2

ir

2
1mD

GS 1

2
1

ir

2
1mD .

~iii ! The SO~2,2!.SO~2!3SO~1,1! reduction. Now, we have

S5S R~m,m! T~m,m!

T~m,m! R~m,m!
D , ~2.9!

R~m,m!5
c

p
coshpmGS 1

2
2

ir

2
1 im DGS 1

2
2

ir

2
2 im D GS 1

2
2

ir

2
1mD

GS 1

2
1

ir

2
1mD ,

T~m,m!5 i
c

p
sinh

pr

2
GS 1

2
2

ir

2
1 im DGS 1

2
2

ir

2
2 im D GS 1

2
2

ir

2
1mD

GS 1

2
1

ir

2
1mD .

~iv! The SO~2,2!.SO~1,1!3E~1! reduction. The correspondingS matrix is given by

S5S R~m,l! T~m,l!

T~m,l! R~m,l!
D , ~2.10!

R~m,l!5
c

p
l2 ir coshpmGS 1

2
2

ir

2
1 im DGS 1

2
2

ir

2
2 im D ,

T~m,l!5 i
c

p
l2 ir sinhp

r

2
GS 1

2
2

ir

2
1 im DGS 1

2
2

ir

2
2 im D .

~v! The SO~2,2!.E~1!3E~1! reduction. For this class of the potentials
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S5S R~l,m! 0

0 R~l,m!
D , ~2.11!

whereR(l,m)5culmu2 ir.
It should be noted that the potential functions of the third and fourth classes admit a d

degeneracy of the wave function for every positive value of energy.@The twofold degeneracy
corresponds to the fact that each UIR of SO~1,1! is twofold degenerate in principal series of UI
of SO~2,1!.# Therefore, one may construct wave packets which are partly transmitted and
reflected by the potential. According to~2.9! and ~2.10!, in both cases, the reflection and tran
mission coefficients are

uRu25
cosh2 pm

cosh2 pm1sinh2 p
r

2

,

uTu25

sinh2 p
r

2

cosh2 pm1sinh2 p
r

2

,

respectively. It is also worth nothing that the reflection coefficientuRu251 for all potentials of
first, second, and fifth classes; hence the reflection is total. This is a result of very g
properties, shared by all one-dimensional Hamiltonians which have continuous nondege
spectrum.

III. CLASS OF POTENTIALS RELATED TO THE SO „2,2… GROUP

In this section we give a simple example of how the inverse problem can be solved. B
inverse problem we mean the determination of potentials from a given dynamical group. F
sake of simplicity, we suppose that the Hamiltonian of a quantum-mechanical system is a
function of the Casimir operator. In this study of such a system, we can, without loss of gene
limit ourselves to the case whereH52(C11)/8.

Let us consider a reducible representation of SO~2,2!, which contains the irreducible subrep
resentation~r,0!. For example, letT(g) be a quasiregular representation of SO~2,2!. This repre-
sentation can be realized in the Hilbert space of square-integrable functionsf (x) on hyperboloid
X,

x1
21x2

22x3
22x4

251, ~3.1!

with an invariant measure dx5dx1 dx2 dx3 /ux4u. The representationT(g) is defined by

T~g! f ~x!5 f ~xg!. ~3.2!

The ~Hermitian! infinitesimal operatorsAi j 52 i (d/du)T(gi j (u))uu50 of the representationT(g)
corresponding to the one-parameter subgroupsgi j (u) are given by

A1252 i S x2

]

]x1
2x1

]

]x2
D , A2352 i S x3

]

]x2
1x2

]

]x3
D ,

~3.3!

A1352 i S x3

]

]x1
2x1

]

]x3
D , A2452 ix4

]

]x2
.

Then, the Casimir operatorC5A12
2 1A34

2 2A13
2 2A14

2 2A23
2 2A24

2 has the form
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C52
]2

]x1
22

]2

]x2
22

]2

]x3
2 1I ~ I 12!, ~3.4!

whereI 5x1]/]x11x2]/]x21x3]/]x3 .
We now require the representation space to be irreducible.@We note that representation~3.2!

is decomposed onto principal and discrete series representations.#17,19 Such a restriction is ob-
tained if all functions are eigenfunctions of the Casimir operator

C f5 j ~ j 12! f . ~3.5!

Since we are interested only in continuous spectrum, we will putj 5212 ir.
The coordinate independent solutions to this equation are given by

ep,n~x!5u@x,n#u222 j ~3.6!

with

E E E
X
u@x,n#u211 iru@x,n8#u211 ir8dx5

16p2

r2 tanh2 pr/2
d~r2r8!d~n2n8!,

wherexPX, n, n8PG and G is a contour on the coneC5$nPR2,2un1
21n2

22n3
22n4

250% inter-
secting each generator. The case whenG is the section of the cone by the Euclidean sphere
radius& with center at origin is described in Refs. 16 and 17. In this caseG is the direct product
of two circles of unit radius~see Appendix A!.

The structure~3.3! of Ai j has the consequence that the two commuting SO~2,1! subgroups
generated byai andbi share the same Casimir operator. In fact, we have

Ca5Cb5 1
4C,

whereCa5A1
21A2

22A3
2, Cb5B1

21B2
22B3

2 and Ȧi ,Bi are infinitesimal operators correspondin
to generatorsai ,bi , respectively. In other words, the operatorC is essentially the Casimir operato
of regular representation of SO(2,1).SL(2,R). For this reason, the solution to Eq.~3.5! is related
to matrix elements of SL(2,R). This should be no surprise because the group SL(2R)
.SO(2,1) can be realized as the hyperboloidX,

SL~2,R!{g~x!5S x11x3 x41x2

x42x2 x12x3
D , xPR2,2,x1

21x2
22x3

22x4
251. ~3.7!

We are now prepared to obtain the explicit form of HamiltoniansH52(C11)/8 for all
subgroup reductions mentioned in Sec. II.

~i! The reduction SO(2,2).SO~2!3SO~2!. We want to diagonalize the SO~2!3SO~2! sub-
group. Then, the reduction conditions are

A3f mk
~1!5m fmk

~1! , B3f mk
~1!5k fmk

~1! .

The parametrization that we have seen for hyperboloid~3.1! must be such as to makeA3 ,B3

particularly simple. The appropriate parametrization of SL(2,R) will be the Cartan parametrizatio

g5S cos
w

2
sin

w

2

2sin
w

2
cos

w

2

D S ea/2 0

0 e2a/2D S cos
c

2
sin

c

2

2sin
c

2
cos

c

2

D , ~3.8!

0<w<2p, 0<c<2p, 0,a,`.
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By equating the elementg(x) to ~3.8!, we get the equations relatingxi ,i 51,...,4, to new variables
w, a, c,

x15cosh
a

2
cos

c1w

2
, x35sinh

a

2
cos

c2w

2
,

~3.9!

x25cosh
a

2
sin

c1w

2
, x45sinh

a

2
sin

c2w

2
.

ThenA352 i (]/]w) andB352 i (]/]c) as we expected. If we compute the Casimir operatoC
for this parametrization, it becomes

1

4
C5

]2

]a2 1cotha
]

]a
1

1

sinh2 a S ]2

]w222 cosha
]2

]w]c
1

]2

]c2D . ~3.10!

Thus, the basis functionsf mk
(1) corresponding to the considered reduction can be written

F(a)eimweinc, whereF(a) satisfies

4S 2
d2

da22cotha
d

da
1

m222mkcosha1k2

sinh2 a DF~a!52 j ~ j 12!F~a!.

Now we redefine the functionF(a) to absorb the weight function in the hyperboloid meas
dx5sinha dw dc, F(a)5@sinha#21/2C(a). Then this equation reduces to the Schro¨dinger one,

S 2
d2

da2 1
~m2k!22 1

4

4 sinh2 a/2
2

~m1k!22 1
4

4 cosh2 a/2
D C~a!52EC~a!, ~3.11!

whereE5r2/8.
Thus, the knowledge of the interwining operator in SO~2!3SO~2! basis solves the scatterin

problem for the Po¨schl–Teller potential. Among other, things the group structure provides
integral representation of the basis function

f mk
~1!~x!5¸E

0

2pE
0

2p

u@x,n#u222 j exp~ imw81 ikc8!dw8 dc8, ~3.12!

wherex and n are given by Eqs.~3.9! and ~A3!, respectively. The normalization constant¸ is
chosen as in Appendix A, i.e.,

¸52 jp21G2S 21 j

2 DG22S 212 j

2 D .

The explicit expression forf mk
(1) is given in Appendix A. As a result, for the scattering solutions

the Schro¨dinger equation with the Poschl–Teller potential we have

F~a!5

2 j 12p1/2GS 21 j

2 DGS j

2
1m11D

GS 212 j

2 DGS 2
j

2
1mD ~sinha!1/2Pkm

~222 j !/2~cosha!, ~3.13!

wherePmn
j (z) is the generalized Legendre function~of the first kind! as defined by Vilenkin.20

~ii ! The reduction SO(2,2).SO~2!3E~1!. It is easy to see that geometrically the Iwasa
decomposition of SL(2,R),
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g5S cosw/2 sinw/2

2sinw/2 cosw/2D S ea/2 0

0 e2a/2D S 1 t

0 1D , ~3.14!

0,a,`, 0,w,2p, 2`,t,`,

is merely telling us that the appropriate parametrization of hyperboloid~3.1! is given by

x15cosh
a

2
cos

w

2
2

t

2
ea/2 sin

w

2
, x35sinh

a

2
cos

w

2
1

t

2
ea/2 sin

w

2
,

x25cosh
a

2
sin

w

2
1

t

2
ea/2 cos

w

2
, x452sinh

a

2
sin

w

2
1

t

2
ea/2 cos

w

2

with dx5 1
8e

ada dw dt. ThenA35 i (]/]w), B21B352 i (]/]t), and

C54
d]2

]a2 14
]

]a
28e2a

]2

]w]t
14e22a

]2

]t2 . ~3.15!

The basis functions in this reduction are the eigenfunctions of the set of operatorsC, A3 , and
B21B3 , with

A3f ml
~2!5m fml

~2! ~B21B3! f ml
~2!5l f ml

~2! .

Substitution off ml
(2)(x) by e2a/2C(a)exp(imw1ilt) transforms the Casimir equation into th

Schrödinger equation

S 2
d2

da2 1l2e22a22mle2aDC~a!52EC~a! ~3.16!

with E5r2/8. Thus, theSmatrix for the scattering on the Morse potential is given by~2.8!, where
r52A2E. Finally, for the scattering solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation we obtain

C~a!55
211 jGS j

2
2m11D

G~212 j !
~2l!1/2exp~a/2!Wm,2~11 j !/2~2e2al! if l.0

211 jGS j

2
1m11D

G~212 j !
~22l!1/2exp~a/2!W2m,2~11 j !/2~22e2al! if l,0

.

~iii ! The reduction SO(2,2).SO~2!3SO~1,1). The basis functions corresponding to the co
sidered reduction are the eigenfunctions ofC, A1 , andB3 with

A1f mmt
~3! 5m f mmt

~3! , B3f mmt
~3! 5m fmmt

~3! ,

where t561 is the multiplicity label. Since the operatorsB3 and A1 generate rotations an
pseudorotations, respectively, the appropriate parametrization for SL(2,R) in these circumstance
is

g5S eb/2 0

0 e2b/2D S cosh
a

2
sinh

a

2

sinh
a

2
cosh

a

2

D S cos
w

2
sin

w

2

2sin
w

2
cos

w

2

D ,
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2`,b,`, 2`,a,`, 22p,b,2p.

According to this, we choose the following coordinate systems on the hyperboloid:

x15cosh
a

2
cosh

b

2
cos

w

2
2sinh

a

2
sinh

b

2
sin

w

2
,

x25sinh
a

2
sinh

b

2
cos

w

2
1cosh

a

2
cosh

b

2
sin

w

2
,

~3.17!

x35cosh
a

2
sinh

b

2
cos

w

2
2sinh

a

2
cosh

b

2
sin

w

2
,

x45sinh
a

2
cosh

b

2
cos

w

2
1cosh

a

2
sinh

b

2
sin

w

2

with dx5 1
8 coshada db dw. ThenA152 i (]/]b), B352 i (]/]w), and

C54
]2

]a2 14
sinha

cosha

]

]a
28

sinha

cosh2 a

]2

]b]w
1

1

cosh2 a S ]2

]b22
]2

]w2D . ~3.18!

Now, the Casimir equation in these coordinates after substitution of thef mmt
(3) (x) by

(cosha)21/2Ct(a)eimb1 imw is transformed into the Schro¨dinger equation

S 2
d2

da2 1
m22m222mm sinha

cosh2 a DCt~a!52ECt~a! ~3.19!

with E5r2/8.
Thus, knowing the intertwining operator for the SO~2,2! group in the SO~2!3SO~1.1! basis

solves the scattering problem for the Po¨schl–Teller type potential

2V~a!5
m22m222mm sinha

cosh2 a
. ~3.20!

Moreover, we have~see Appendix B!

Ct~a!5

GS 11
j

2
1mDGS 11

j

2
2 i tm Dexp@ ip~m11!~t11!/2#

pG~212 j !

3~cosha!1/2Qi tm,m
j /2 ~ i t sinha!, ~3.21!

whereQmn
j (z) is the generalized Legendre function of the second kind as defined by Azimo21

The two functionsC11 and C21 are finite everywhere, both are admissible solutions. T
first of these represents a wave incident from the left. Reflection occurs at the potential b
~3.20!, but there is also transmission to the right. A similar interpretation ofC21 can be made. It
represents a wave incident from the right, and transmitted through the barrier to the left. Ac
ing to ~2.9!, the reflection and transmission coefficients are
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uRu25
cosh2 pm

cosh2 pm1sinh2 pA2E
,

~3.22!

uTu25
sinh2 pA2E

cosh2 pm1sinh2 pA2E
,

respectively.
~iv! The reduction SO(2,2).SO(1,1)3E(1). Thereduction conditions are

A2f lmt
~4! 5m f lmt

~4! , ~B21B3! f lmt
~4! 5l f lmt

~4! ,

wheret561 is the multiplicity label. The corresponding parametrization of SL(2,R) is then of
the form

g5S cosh
b

2
sinh

b

2

sinh
b

2
cosh

b

2

D S ea/2 0

0 e2a/2D S 0 1

21 0D
sS 1 t

0 1D ,

wheres50,1. Now, on the basis of the above-mentioned parametrization for SL(2,R), we have
divided the hyperboloidX into two subregions. So then the passage fromxi to new variablesb,a,t
gives the following:

X1: ~s50!,

x15cosh
a

2
cosh

b

2
1

t

2
ea/2 sinh

b

2
, x35sinh

a

2
cosh

b

2
2

t

2
ea/2 sinh

b

2
,

x252sinh
a

2
sinh

b

2
1

t

2
ea/2 cosh

b

2
, x45cosh

a

2
sinh

b

2
1

t

2
ea/2 cosh

b

2

with dx5 1
8e

ada db dt and

X2: ~s51!,

x15sinh
a

2
sinh

b

2
2

t

2
e2a/2 cosh

b

2
, x352cosh

a

2
sinh

b

2
1

t

2
e2a/2 cosh

b

2
,

x25cosh
a

2
cosh

b

2
2

t

2
e2a/2 sinh

b

2
, x45sinh

a

2
cosh

b

2
2

t

2
e2a/2 sinh

b

2

with dx5 1
8e

ada db dt.
Now the expressions forA2 and B21B3 are uniformly given in both regions byA2

52 i (]/]b), B21B352 i (]/]t) while C is given as

C514
]2

]a2 14
]

]a
18e2a

]2

]b]t
24e22a

]2

]t2 ~3.23!

and

C54
]2

]a224
]

]a
28ea

]2

]b]t
24e2a

]2

]t2 ~3.24!
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in X1 andX2, respectively. The potentials gained for SO(2,2).SO(1,1)3E(1) reduction is

2V~a!5H l2e22a22lme2a if a.0

l2e2a12lmea if a,0
. ~3.25!

Hence formula~2.50! with r52A2E is determined as theS matrix for this potential.
~v! The reduction SO(2,2).E~1!3E~1!. The basis functions in this reduction will be th

eigenfunctions ofC, A21A3 andB21B3 with

~A21A3! f lm
~5!5m f lm

~5! , ~B21B3! f lm
~5!5l f lm

~5! .

Therefore, we choose Gauss parametrization for SL(2,R)

g5S 1 0

t 1D S ea/2 0

0 e2a/2D S 1 y

0 1D ,

2`,t,`, 0,a,`, 2`,y,`.

According to this, one has to choose the following coordinate system on hyperboloidX:

x15cosh
a

2
1

yt

2
ea/2, x35sinh

a

2
2

yt

2
ea/2,

x25 1
2e

a/2~y2t !, x45 1
2e

a/2~y1t !

with dx5 1
4e

ada dt dy. ThenA21A352 i (]/]t) andB21B352 i (]/]y). The Casimir operator
in these coordinates is

C54S ]2

]a2 1
]

]a
1e2a

]2

]t]yD . ~3.26!

By arguments very similar to those used to obtain~3.11! we can show that the Casim
invariant is related to the group HamiltonianH5(2d2/da21mle2a)/2 by H52(C11)/8.
Therefore, formula~2.11! at r52A2E determines the scattering matrices for the system w
Toda potentialV5mle2a/2. Moreover, one has

C~a!5
2212 j

GS 212 j

2 D ~lm!~ i 1 j !/2K212 j~e2a/2Alm!, if lm.0, ~3.27!

whereK j (z) is the modified Bessel function of the third kind.
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APPENDIX A: THE INTERTWINING OPERATORS OF SO „2,2…

The principal series of the most degenerate representation of SO~2,2! is characterized by the
pair x5(r,e) wheree is equal to 0 or 1, while 0<r,` can be realized in the space of infinite
differentiable functionsf (z) on the cone@z,z#50, homogeneous of degreej 5212 ir and with
parity e,

f ~ tz!5utu j signe t f ~z!. ~A1!
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A representation operatorUx of the group SO~2,2! is defined by

Ux~g! f ~z!5 f ~zg!. ~A2!

For the purposes of this paper, we are interested in examining the interwining operator ofUx,x
5(r,0), in different bases.

Generally we may choose a large number of different coordinate systems on the con
different choices of separable orthogonal coordinate systems lead to different subgroup redu

~i! The SO(2,2).SO(2)3SO(2) reduction. This chain of group reduction corresponds to
introduction of spherical coordinates on the cone, so that

z5vn, n5S cos
c1w

2
, sin

c1w

2
, cos

c2w

2
, sin

c2w

2 D , ~A3!

0<v,`, 0,c<2p, 0,w<2p.

Indeed, in these coordinates the infinitesimal operatorsA3 andB3 of the representation~A2! are
diagonal

A352 i
]

]w
, B352 i

]

]c
. ~A4!

Here and in the following infinitesimal operators corresponding to generatorsai ,bi are denoted by
Ai ,Bi respectively.

Due to homogeneity condition~A1! we obtain the following realization ofUx:

Ux~g! f ~n!5S v

vg
D j

f ~ng!, ~A5!

wherevg and ng are determined from the parametrization~A3! of zg5zg. Consequently, the
representationUx,x5(r,0) of SO~2,2! can be realized on the Hilbert spaceL2(S13S1) of even
functions f (n) on the direct product of two circlesS13S1, with inner product

~ f , f 8!5
1

~2p!2 E E
S13S1

f ~n! f 8~n!dn, ~A6!

where dn5dw dc is the invariant measure onS13S1. The intertwining operatorA between the
representationsUx andU x̃ is defined by

~A f !~n!5E E
S13S1

K~n,n8! f ~n8!dn8 ~A7!

with

AUx~g!5U x̃~g!A. ~A8!

Thus, Eq.~A8! will serve to fix the dependence of the kernelK(n,n8) on n andn8. Equality~A8!
implies that

~AUx~g! f !~n!5~U x̃~g!A f !~n!. ~A9!

So the kernelK(n,n8) is constrained to satisfy the functional equation
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K~ng ,ng8!5S vg

v D 21 j S vg8

v D 21 j

K~n,n8!. ~A10!

The kernelK is, up to a constanţ ( j ) uniquely determined and is given by

K~n,n8!5¸~ j !u@n,n8#u222 j . ~A11!

The verification of Eq.~A11! is based on the relation

@ng ,ng8#5S vg

v D 21S vg8

v D 21

@n,n8#, ~A12!

which is an obvious consequence of the relation@zg,z8g#5@z,z8# where@. , .# is defined by~2.1!.
The module of constanţ is fixed by the normalization, which gives

u¸u25p22224r2 tan2~pr/2!. ~A13!

Therefore, we put

¸5
2 j

p

G2S 21 j

2 D
G2S 212 j

2 D c, ~A14!

wherec is the phase factor. Thus we obtain

A f~w,c!5¸E
0

2pE
0

2pUsin
w2w8

2
sin

c2c8

2 U222 j

f ~w8,c8!dw8 dc. ~A15!

For the sake of brevity the value of functionf at n is denoted byf (w,c). Taking into account the
fact that the functionumn&5exp(imw1ikc) forms SO~2!3SO~2! bases inL2(S13S1), we have

^m8k8uAumk&5dmm8dkk8S~m,k!, ~A16!

where

S~m,k!5¸E
0

2pE
0

2pUsin
w

2
sin

c

2U
222 j

exp~ imw1 ikc!dw dc

5c

GS 1

2
2

ir

2
1mDGS 1

2
2

ir

2
1kD

GS 1

2
1

ir

2
1mDGS 1

2
1

ir

2
1kD . ~A17!

~ii ! The SO(2,2).SO~2!3E~1! reduction. SinceA3 andB21B3 are sought to be diagonal, w
introduce new coordinates in cone as followsz5vn, v.0, where now

n5S cos
w

2
2t sin

w

2
,sin

w

2
1t cos

w

2
,cos

w

2
1t sin

w

2
,2sin

w

2
1t cos

w

2 D , ~A18!

0,w<2p, 2`,t,`.

Then the operatorsA3 and B21B3 have the forms
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A352 i
]

]w
, B21B352 i

]

]t
. ~A19!

The intertwining operatorA in this realization is given by

A f~w,t !5¸E
0

2pE
2`

1`U~ t2t8!sin
w2w8

2 U222 j

f ~w8,t8!dw8 dt8, ~A20!

where f (w,t)[ f (n). Taking into account thatuml&5exp(imw1ilt), we have

^m8l8uAuml&5dmm8d~l2l8!S~m,l!, ~A21!

where

S~m,l!5culu2 ir

GS 1

2
2

ir

2
1mD

GS 1

2
1

ir

2
1mD . ~A22!

~iii ! The SO(2,2).SO~2!3SO(1,1) reduction. This case is somewhat more complicated
the previous one. We find that the parametrizationz5vn, n.0 covers only with two choices o
n,

nt5S cosh
b

2
cos

w

2
2t sinh

b

2
sin

w

2
,t sinh

b

2
cos

w

2
1cosh

b

2
sin

w

2
,

sinh
b

2
cos

w

2
2t cosh

b

2
sin

w

2
,t cosh

b

2
cos

w

2
1sinh

b

2
sin

w

2 D , ~A23!

wheret561, 2`,b,`, 0,w<2p. Observe that the operatorsA1 andB3 are diagonal,

A152 i
]

]b
, B352 i

]

]w
. ~A24!

Then, a function f (x) on the cone has to be thought of as a pair, expressed byf (x)
5$ f (vn1), f (vn2)%, and we have

A ft~b,w!5¸ (
t8561

E
0

2pE
2`

1`

u@12tt8 cos~w2w8!#

3@12tt8ch~b2b8!#u222 j f ~b,w!dw8 db8, ~A25!

where f t(b,w)[ f (nt). This then gives the integral representation of the matrix elements ofS in
the SO~2!3SO0~1,1! basis. Taking into account that

umm1&5S 1
0Dexp~ imw1 imb!, umm1&5S 0

1Dexp~ imw1 imb!, ~A26!

we have

^m8m8t8uAummt&5d~m2m8!dmm8Stt8~m,m!, ~A27!

where
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S115S125
c

p
cospmGS 1

2
2

ir

2
1 im DGS 1

2
2 i

r

2
2 im D GS 1

2
2

ir

2
1mD

GS 1

2
1

ir

2
1mD ,

S215S125 i
c

p
sinhp

r

2
GS 1

2
2

ir

2
1 im DGS 1

2
2 i

r

2
2 im D GS 1

2
2

ir

2
1mD

GS 1

2
1

ir

2
1mD .

~iv! The SO(2,2).SO~1,1!3E(1) reduction. This subgroup reduction corresponds to a c
dinate system on the cone, in whichz5vnt,v.0,t561, where

n25S cosh
b

2
1t sinh

b

2
,2sinh

b

2
1t cosh

b

2
,cosh

b

2
2t sinh

b

2
,sinh

b

2
1t cosh

b

2 D ~A28!

and

n15S 2sinh
b

2
2t cosh

b

2
,cosh

b

2
2t sinh

b

2
,2sinh

b

2
1t cosh

b

2
,2cosh

b

2
2t sinh

b

2 D
~A29!

with 2`,b,`, 2`,t,`. Observe that, in this case, operatorsA2 andB21B3 are diagonal

A252 i
]

]b
, B21B352 i

]

]t
. ~A30!

Thus we obtain

A ft~b,t !5¸ (
t8561

E
2`

1`E
2`

1`

u@cosh~b2b8!2tt8#~ t2t8!u222 j f t~b8,t8!db8 dt8, ~A31!

where we have takenf t(b,t)5 f (nt) for nt given by~A28! and~A29!. This then gives the integra
representation of the matrix element ofA in the SO0(1,1)3E(1) basis. As a result

^l8m8t8uAulmt&5d~m2m8!d~l2l8!Stt8~m,l!, ~A32!

where

S115S225
c

p
ulu2 ircoshpmGS 1

2
2

ir

2
1 im DGS 1

2
2

ir

2
2 im D ,

S215S125 i
c

p
ulu2 irsinhp

r

2
GS 1

2
2

ir

2
1 im DGS 1

2
2

ir

2
2 im D .

~v! The SO~2,2!.E~1!3E~1! reduction. Let us now introduce coordinates on the cone
putting

z5vn, n5~11yt,y2t,12yt,y1t !,

where v.0,2`,t,`,2`,y,`. Clearly we have diagonalized the operatorsA21A3 and
B21B3 :
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A21A352 i
]

]t
, B21B352 i

]

]y
. ~A33!

In this realization the intertwining operatorA is given by

A f~ t,y!5¸E
2`

1`E
2`

1`

u~ t2t8!~y2y8!u222 j f ~ t8,y8!dt8 dy8. ~A34!

Therefore, the matrix element ofA in the E~1!3E~1! basisum,l& is given by

^m8l8uAuml&5d~m2m8!d~l2l8!S~m,l!, ~A35!

whereS(m,l)5c(ml)2 ir, ml.0.

APPENDIX B: BASIS FUNCTIONS ON THE HYPERBOLOID X

In this section we calculate basis functions corresponding to the reduction considered i
III.

~i! The SO~2,2!.SO~2!3SO~2! reduction. The basis functions in this reduction are defined
~3.12!

f mk
~1!~x!5¸E

0

2pE
0

2pUcosh
a

2
cos

c82c1w82w

2
2sinh

a

2
cos

c82c2w81w

2 U222 j

3exp~ imw81 ikc8!dc8 dw8. ~B1!

For the explicit calculation we rewrite~B1! in the following form:

f mk
~1!~x!5¸ exp~ imw1 ikc!E

0

2pE
0

2p

~cosha2sinha cosc8!2~21 j !/2UcosS w81w0

2 D U222 j

3exp~ imw81 ikc8!dc8 dw8, ~B2!

where

cosw05
cosha cosc82sinha

cosha2sinha cosc8
, sinw05

sinc8

cosha2sinha cosc8
.

After integration over the anglew8 expression~B2! reduces to the well-known integral represe
tation for the matrix elements of the SO~2,1! group in the SO~2! basis.20 As a result we find

f mk
~1!~x!5

2 j 12p1/2GS 21 j

2 DGS j

2
1m11D

GS 212 j

2 DGS 2 j

2
1mD exp~ imw1 ikc!Pk,m

2~21 j !/2~cosha!, ~B3!

wherePmn
j (z) is the generalized Legendre function as defined by Vilenkin.20

~ii ! SO~2,2!.SO~2!3E~1!. The basis functions in this reduction are defined as

f ml
~2!~x!5¸E

0

2pE
2`

1`Ue2a/2 cos
w82w

2
2e2a/2~ t82t !sin

w82w

2 U222 j

eimw81 ilt8dw8 dt8.

~B4!

The explicit calculation is achieved by writing~B4! in the form
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f ml
~2!~x!5¸ exp~ imw1 ilt !E

0

2pE
2`

1`

~e2a1eat82!2~21 j !/2Ucos
w82w0

2 U222 j

3exp~ imw81 ilt8!dw8 dt8, ~B5!

where

cosw05
e2a2eat82

e2a1eat82 , sinw05
2t8

e2a1eat82 .

We then have that

f ml
~2!~x!55

211 jGS j

2
2m11D

G~212 j !
~2l! j /2exp~ imw1 ilt !Wm,2~11 j !/2~2e2al! if l.0

2211 jGS j

2
1m11D

G~212 j !
~22l! j /2exp~ imw1 ilt !W2m,2~11 j !/2~22e2al! if l,0,

~B6!

whereWmn(z) is the Whittaker function.22 Furthermore we can check that the basis functionf ml
(2)

is indeed related to the SO~2!2E~1! mixed basis matrix elements of the principal series repres
tation of SO~2,1!.23

~iii ! SO~2,2!.SO~2!3SO~1,1!. The basis functionf mmt
(3) may be calculated from the formul

f mmt
~3! ~x!5¸E

0

2pE
2`

1`Ue2at/2 cosh
b82b

2
cos

w82w

2
2teat/2 sinh

b82b

2

3sin
w82w

2 U222 j

exp~ imb81 imw8!dw8 db8. ~B7!

The explicit calculation is achieved by writing~B7! in the form

f mmt
~3! ~b,a,w!5exp~ imb1 imw!E

0

2pE
2`

1`

ucosha coshb82t sinhau~222 j !/2

3@12t cos~w82w0!#~222 j !/2exp~ imb81 imw8!dw8 db8,

where

cosw05
sinha coshb82t cosha

cosha coshb82t sinha
, sinw05

sinhb8

cosha coshb82t sinha
.

We then obtain

f mmt
~3! ~b,a,w!5

GS 11
j

2
1mDGS 11

j

2
2 i tm Dexp@ ip~m11!~t11!/2#

pG~212 j !

3exp~ imb1 imw2ptm!Qi tm,m
j /2 ~ i t sinha!, ~B8!

whereQmn
j (z) is the generalized Legendre function of the second kind as defined by Azim21

Observe that the basis functionf mmt
(3) is related to SO~2!–SO~1,1! mixed basis matrix elements o

SO~2,1!.23
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~iv! The SO~2,2!.SO~1,1!3E~1! reduction. The basis functions in this reduction are given

f lmt
~4! ~x!5¸E

2`

1`E
2`

1`

u@x,nt#u222 jexp~ imb81 ilt8!db8 dt8, ~B9!

wherent are given by~A28! and~A29!. After integration overt8, expression~B9! reduces to the
integral representations for SO~1,1!2E~1! mixed basis matrix elements of SO~2,1!.23 As result

f lm1
~4! ~x!5p1/2~2l!11 j

GS 21 j

2 D
GS 212 j

2 D eimb1 iltFGS j

2
2 im11D ~22il!2~21 j !/2

3Wim,~11 j !/2~22ilea!1GS j

2
1 im11D ~2il!2~21 j !/2W2 im,~11 j !/2~2ilea!G ,

f lm2
~4! ~x!5p1/2~2l!11 je2 ilea

GS 21 j

2 D
GS 212 j

2 D ea~21 j !/2

3BS j

2
2 im11,

j

2
1 im11Deimb1 ilt

1F1S j

2
1 im11,21 j ;2ileaD

with xPX2, B(a,b)5G(a)G(b)/G(a1b) and

f lm1
~4! ~x!5p1/2~2l!11 jeile2a

GS 21 j

2 D
GS 212 j

2 D e2a~21 j !/2

3BS j

2
2 im11,

j

2
1 im11Deimb1 ilt

1F1S j

2
1 im11,21 j ;22ile2aD

f lm2
~4! ~x!5p1/2~2l!11 j

GS 21 j

2 D
GS 212 j

2 D eimb1 iltFGS j

2
1 im11D ~22il!~222 j !/2

3W2 im,~11 j !/2~22ile2a!1GS j

2
2 im11D ~2il!~222 j !/2Wim,~11 j !/2~2ile2a!G

with xPX1.
~v! The SO~2,2!.E~1!3E~1! reduction. The basis function in this reduction may be calcula

from

f lm
~5!~x!5¸E

2`

1`E
2`

1`

ue2a/21~y82y!~ t82t !ea/2u222 jexp~ ilj81 imt8!dy8 dt8.

We obtain
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f lm
~5!~x!5

2212 j

G~212 j !
~lm!~11 j !/2 expS ily1 imt2

a

2 DK212 j~e2a/2Alm!,lm.0,

whereK j (z) is the modified Bessel function of the third kind.
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Ground state energy of massive scalar field inside a
spherical region in the global monopole background

E. R. Bezerra de Mello,a) V. B. Bezerra,b) and N. R. Khusnutdinovc)

Departamento de Fı´sica, Universidade Federal da Paraı´ba,
Caixa Postal 5008, CEP 58051-970 Joa˜o Pessoa, Pb, Brazil
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Using the zeta function regularization method we calculate the ground state energy
of scalar massive field inside a spherical region in the space–time of a pointlike
global monopole. Two cases are investigated:~i! First, we calculate the Casimir
energy inside a sphere of radiusR and analyze the obtained result. We observe that
this energy may be positive or negative depending on metric coefficienta and
nonconformal couplingj. In the limit R→`, this energy vanishes:~ii ! In the
second model, we surround the monopole by an additional sphere of radiusr 0

,R and consider the scalar field confined in the region between these two spheres.
In this case, the ground state energy presents an additional contribution due to
boundary atr 0 which is divergent for small radius. Additional comments about
renormalization are considered. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1333699#

I. INTRODUCTION

Different types of topological objects may have been formed during Universe expan
among them we have domain walls, cosmic strings and monopoles.1 These topological defect
appear as a consequence of breakdown of local or global gauge symmetries of a system co
by self-coupling iso-scalar Higgs fieldsFa. Global monopoles are created due to phase trans
when a global gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken and they may have an important
cosmology and astrophysics. The process of global monopole creation is accompanied by
production.2 Grand unified theory predicts great number of these objects in the Universe,3 but this
problem can be avoided using inflationary models. From an astrophysical point of view, ther
most one global monopole in the local group of galaxies.4

The space–time of a global monopole in anO(3) broken symmetry model has been inves
gated by Barriola and Vilenkin.5 They have shown that far from the compact monopole’s core
space–time is approximately described by a spherical symmetric metric with an additional
solid angle. It is also possible to find solution for the Einstein equation coupled with an en
momentum tensor associated with a pointlike global monopole. For simplicity we shall consi
this article this singular configuration. In Ref. 6 a simplified model is presented in order
consider some internal structure for the global monopole.

The analysis of quantum fields on the global monopole background has been conside
Refs. 7–9. It was shown, taking into account only dimensional and conformal considerations7 that
the vacuum expectation value of the energy-momentum tensor associated with a collec
conformal massless quantum fields of arbitrary spin in this background has the following g
structure,

^Tk
i &5Sk

i \c

r 4 ,

a!Electronic mail: emello@fisica.ufpb.br
b!Electronic mail: valdir@fisica.ufpb.br
c!On leave from Kazan State Pedagogical University, Kazan, Russia. Electronic mail: nail@dtp.ksu.ras.ru
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where the quantitiesSk
i depend only on the solid angle deficit and spin of the fields. For a sc

field this tensor was investigated more carefully by Mazzitelli and Lousto8 and for a massless
spinor field by the authors of Ref. 9 in detail.

The above energy-momentum tensor has nonintegrable singularity at the origin, therefo
ground state energy cannot be found by integrating the energy density. The same proble
appears for cosmic string space–time10 and in the Minkowski one with a boundary condition o
the dihedral angle.11 The calculation of ground state energy for the cosmic string space–time
considered in Refs. 12 and 13, using different approaches. For an infinitely thin cosmic str
specific global effect appears which leads to additional surface renormalization.12 The ground state
energy of the massive scalar field in the background of a cosmic string with internal nonsin
structure has been considered in Ref. 13. It has been found that it is zero, independently
transverse diameter of the string.

The nontrivial topology of space–time, as well as its curvature, leads to a number of
esting effects which are not presented in a flat space. For example, there appear self-inte
forces on massive pointlike particles at rest. These forces have been investigated in Refs.
15 for cosmic string and global monopole space–times.

In the framework of the zeta function regularization method16 ~see also Ref. 17!, the ground
state energy of a scalar massive field can be obtained from

E~s!5 1
2 M2szA~s2 1

2!, ~1!

which is expressed in terms of the zeta functionzA associated with the Laplace operatorÂ
52D1jR1m2 defined in the three-dimensional spatial section of the space–time. Here
parameterM , with dimension of mass, has been introduced in order to have the correct dime
for the energy. In order to calculate the renormalized ground state energy we shall u
approach which was suggested and developed in Refs. 18–21.

In this article we would like to discuss the ground state energy of a scalar massive field
background of a pointlike global monopole space–time inside a spherical region, consider
arbitrary nonminimal coupling of this field with the geometry. Because the energy-mome
tensor has nonintegrable singularity at the origin we would like to investigate two cases:~i! In the
first we consider a pointlike global monopole and calculate the ground state energy using th
function approach; and~ii ! in the second one, we consider a sphere surrounding the monopol
cut out internal part of it by an appropriate boundary condition for the radial functions.
procedure permits us to show up the role of the singularity. In the limit of zero radius of the
sphere, this model corresponds to a topological defect, because, in this case, there is no
structure.

The zeta function of the Laplace operator on the pointlike global monopole backgroun
been considered by Bordag, Kirsten and Dowker in Ref. 22, using the method given in
18–21. There, the general mathematical structure of the zeta function and the heat kernel
cients on the generalized cone have been obtained. Because the main emphasis of the
article is on the ground state energy, we shall rederive in Sec. III some specific formulas f
case which was not considered in Ref. 22.

The organization of this article is as follows. In Sec. II we briefly review some geomet
properties about global monopole space–time which will be needed. In Sec. III, the zeta fu
of the Laplace operator on the three-dimensional section of a pointlike global monopole s
time is given. In Sec. IV we consider the zeta function for global monopole space–time, c
out the interior of the sphere around the origin. In Sec. V, the ground state energy of the m
scalar field with arbitrary nonconformal coupling on the global monopole background is co
ered for both cases. In Sec. VI, we discuss our results. The signature of the space–time, t
of the Riemann and Ricci tensors, is the same as in Christensen’s paper.23 We use units\5c
5G51.
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II. THE GEOMETRY

Global monopoles are heavy objects probably formed in the early Universe by a phase
sition which occurred in a system composed by a scalar self-coupling triplet fieldfa whose
original global symmetryO(3) is spontaneously broken toU(1).

The simplest model which gives rise a global monopole is described by the Lagra
density

L5
1

2
~] lf

a!~] lfa!2
l

4
~fafa2h2!2.

Coupling this matter field with Einstein equations, Barriola and Vilenkin5 have shown that the
effect produced by this configuration, from the geometrical point of view, can be approxim
represented by a deficit solid angle in the (311)-dimensional space–time, whose line elemen
given by

ds252dt21a22dr21r 2~du21sin2 udw2!, ~2!

where the parametera25128ph2 is smaller than unity and depends on the symmetry break
energy scaleh. The solid angle in the geometry defined by~2! is 4pa2, consequently smaller tha
4p. So this space–time presents a deficit solid angle given bydV532p2h2. We also can note
that it is not flat. The nonzero components of the Riemann and Ricci tensors, and the
curvature are given by

R ..uw
uw 5R u

u5R w
w5

12a2

r 2 , R5
2~12a2!

r 2 .

For further application, let us consider an extrinsic curvature tensor on the sphere of radR
around the origin:

Ki j 5¹ iNj .

HereNj is the outward unit normal vector with coordinatesNj5(0,a,0,0). This tensor has two
nonzero components,

Ku
u5Kw

w5
a

R
.

III. ZETA FUNCTION FOR POINTLIKE GLOBAL MONOPOLE SPACE–TIME

In order to calculate the ground state energy given by Eq.~1! we have to obtain the zet
function of the operatorÂ in the neighborhood of the points52 1

2. To do the calculation of the
zeta function we follow Refs. 19, 20, and 22. The zeta function of the operatorÂ52n1jR
1m2 is defined in terms of the sum over all eigenvalues of this operator by

zAS s2
1

2D5(
(n)

~l (n)
2 1m2!1/22s.

Here l (n)
2 is the eigenvalue of the operatorB̂5Â2m2. The eigenfunctions of the operatorÂ

defined on the background~2!, which are regular at the origin, have the form

F~r !5A l

ar
Ylm~u,w!JmS l

a
r D , ~3!

whereYlm are the spherical harmonics andJm is the Bessel function of the first kind with inde
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m5
1

a
AS l 1

1

2D 2

12~12a2!S j2
1

8D . ~4!

A discrete set of eigenvaluesl l , j can be found by imposing some boundary condition on t
function. Let us consider the Dirichlet boundary condition at the surface of a sphere of radR
concentric with the pointlike monopole:

Al l , j JmS l l , j

a
RD50. ~5!

Then, the zeta function reads

zA
RS s2

1

2D5(
l 50

`

(
j 50

`

~2l 11!~l l , j
2 1m2!1/22s,

where the labelR in the zeta function was introduced to indicate this kind of boundary condit
The solutionsl l , j of Eq. ~5! cannot be found in closed form. For this reason we use the me
suggested in Refs. 18–20, which allows us to express the zeta function in terms of the eige
tions. According to this approach, the sum overj may be converted into a contour integral in
complexl-plane using the principal of argument, namely

zA
RS s2

1

2D5(
l 50

`

~2l 11!E
g
dl2~l21m2!1/22s

]

]l
ln l2mJmS l

a
RD ,

where the contourg runs counterclockwise and must enclose all solutions of Eq.~5! on the
positive real axis. Shifting the contour to the imaginary axis, we obtain the following formula
the zeta function~see Ref. 19 for details!:

zA
RS s2

1

2D52
cosps

p (
l 50

`

~2l 11!E
m

`

dk~k22m2!1/22s
]

]k
ln k2mI mS k

a
RD . ~6!

Here I m is the modified Bessel function. In what follows, we will use the uniform expansion
the Bessel functionI m(mz) as

I m~mz!5A t

2pm
emh(z)H 11 (

k51

`
uk~ t !

mk J , ~7!

where t51/A11z2, h(z)5A11z21 ln(z/(11A11z2)) and z5kR/ma. The first coefficients
uk(t) and the recursion relations for the higher ones are listed in Ref. 24 This uniform expa
leads to the power series inm, and the termuN gives the contribution;1/m32N. We shall make
the calculations up toN53. In this case we obtain the following formula for uniform expansion
the logarithm of Bessel function:

lnS k2mI mS k

a
RD D5m~h~z!2z!2

1

4
ln~11z2!1

1

m
D1~ t !1

1

m2 D2~ t !1
1

m3 D3~ t !, ~8!

where
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D1~ t !5 (
a50

1

x1,at112a5
1

8
t2

5

24
t3,

D2~ t !5 (
a50

2

x2,at212a5
1

16
t22

3

8
t41

5

16
t6, ~9!

D3~ t !5 (
a50

3

x3,at312a5
25

384
t32

531

640
t51

221

128
t72

1105

1152
t9.

In the above expression we omit all constants which are not important for calculation of the
function. Adding and subtracting uniform expansion~8! in the integrand of formula~6!, we may
represent the zeta function in the form

zA
RS s2

1

2D5NR~s!1
m22s

~4p!3/2G~s2 1
2!

(
k521

3

Ak~s,R!, ~10!

where

NR~s!52
cosps

pR (
l 50

`

~2l 11!maE
b/ma

`

dxH x22S b

ma D 2J 1/22s

3
]

]x H ln I m~mx!2mh~x!1
1

4
ln~11x2!2

1

m
D1~ t !2

1

m2 D2~ t !2
1

m3 D3~ t !J , ~11!

A21~s,R!5
4p3/2mb

a (
l 50

`

~2l 11!FG~s21!

Ap
2F12

am

b
GS s2

1

2D G , ~12!

A0~s,R!522p3/2mZ~0,s2 1
2!, ~13!

A1~s,R!52
pma

b FZ~0,s!2
10

3
Z~2,s11!G , ~14!

A2~s,R!52
p3/2ma2

2b2 FZS 0,s1
1

2D26ZS 2,s1
3

2D1
5

2
ZS 4,s1

5

2D G , ~15!

A3~s,R!52
pma3

24b3 F25Z~0,s11!2
1062

5
Z~2,s12!

1
884

5
Z~4,s13!2

1768

63
Z~6,s14!G . ~16!

Here2F152F1(2 1
2 ,s21; 1

2 ;2(ma/b))2 is the hypergeometric function,b5mR and

Z~p,s!5G~q!(
l 50

`
2l 11

~11a2m2/b2!s S am

b D p

. ~17!

The series in Eq.~12!,

T~s!5(
l 50

`

~2l 11!FG~s21!

Ap
2F12

am

b
GS s2

1

2D G , ~18!
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can be expressed in terms of the same function given in Eq.~17!. Indeed, one can use analytic
continuation of the hypergeometrical function24

2F1S 2
1

2
,s21;

1

2
;2S am

b D 2D5
am

b

G 1
2G~s2 1

2!

G~s21!
1

G~ 1
2!G~ 1

22s!

G~2 1
2!G~ 3

22s!

3S 11S am

b D 2D 12s

2F1S 1,s21;s1
1

2
;

1

11~am/b!2D .

So, the first term on the rhs of the above equation cancels the second divergent term in t
~18! which is due to termk2m in ~6! ~see Ref. 13!. Now, one can use power series expansion
the hypergeometric function because its argument 1/(11(am/b)2) is always smaller than unity
Then, we get

T~s!5
1

2Ap
GS s2

1

2D(l 50

` Z~0,n1s21!

G~n1s1 1
2!

. ~19!

Therefore, in order to calculate the zeta function, we have to obtain an analytical continuat
the seriesZ(p,q). In fact, we may consider just

Z~0,s!5G~q!(
l 50

`
2l 11

~11a2m2/b2!s , ~20!

because the other functions withp52,4,6,... can be expressed in terms ofZ(0,q). Substituting the
value form given in Eq.~4! into Eq. ~20!, we obtain

Z~0,s!52G~q!b2s(
l 50

` l 1 1
2

~~ l 1 1
2!

21b2!s
, ~21!

where b25b212(12a2)(j21/8). This series is convergent forRq.1. It is not difficult to
obtain the analytical continuation of this series for a small value of parameterb. Indeed, expand-
ing Z in powers ofb we have

Z~0,s!52b2s(
k50

`
~21!k

k!
G~k1s!b2kzHS 2k12s21,

1

2D . ~22!

In order to consider the analytical continuation of this function in the domainRq<1 and for a
large value ofb, let us take the series

F~s,a,b2!5(
l 50

`
1

~~ l 1a!21b2!s .

This series, which has been considered in great detail by Elizalde,25 presents the following ana
lytical continuation for greatb:

F~s,a,b2!.
b22s

G~s! (l 50

`
~21! lG~ l 1s!

l !
b22lzH~22l ,a!1

ApG~s2 1
2!

2G~s!
b122s

2
2pb21/22s

G~s! (
n51

`

ns21/2cos~2pna!Ks21/2~2pnb!.
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HerezH is the Hurwitz zeta function andKn is the modified Bessel function. Differentiating th
series with respect toa and puttinga51/2 we obtain the analytical continuation that we ne
which is the following:

(
l 50

` l 1 1
2

~~ l 1 1
2!

21b2!s
.

b222s

2~s21!
1(

l 50

`
~21! lG~ l 1s!

l !G~s!
b22s22lzH~2122l ,1

2!.

Taking into account this expression we obtain the analytical continuation forZ(0,q), which is
given by the expression

Z~0,s!.S b2

b2D 2sH b2G~s21!12(
l 50

`
~21! l

l !
G~ l 1s!b22lzH~2122l ,1

2!J , ~23!

where b2/b25112(12a2)(j2 1
8)/b

2. This function has simple poles for integer numbersq
51,0,21,22, . . . . In order to obtain a renormalized value for the ground state energy we ha
extract from our expression for zeta function~10! the part which survives in the limitm→`.
Moreover, to calculate the zeta function up to degreem0 we need only two terms from series~23!

in which zH(21,1
2)5 1

24, and zH(23,1
2)527/960, and three terms ofT(s) which are obtained

from Eq. ~19!.
Putting this expression into Eqs.~19! and ~12!–~16!, expanding in powers of 1/b51/mR

!1 ands, and collecting terms with similar degree on the massm up to m0 ~here we cannot
collect terms with higher orders inm because we used uniform expansion up to this power!, we
obtain

zA
RS s2

1

2D5
m22s

~4p!3/2H F4pR3

3a Gm4
G~s22!

G~s2 1
2!

1@22p3/2R2#m3
G~s2 3

2!

G~s2 1
2!

1F7

3
paR2

4pR

a S D2
1

12D Gm2
G~s21!

G~s2 1
2!

1F2p3/2S D2
1

12D Gm
1Fpa

R S D2
1

12
1

229

2520
a2D2

2p

aR S D22
1

6
D1

7

240D G G~s!

G~s2 1
2!

1 . . . J , ~24!

whereD52(12a2)(j2 1
8). All these terms are pole contributions to the zeta function and all n

terms will be finite fors→0. Comparing the above expression with that obtained by the Me
transformation taking the trace of heat kernel~in three dimensions!,

zA
RS s2

1

2D5
1

G~s2 1
2!
E

0

`

dtts23/2K~ t !

5
m22s

~4p!3/2H B0
Rm4

G~s22!

G~s2 1
2!

1B1/2
R m3

G~s2 3
2!

G~s2 1
2!

1B1
Rm2

G~s21!

G~s2 1
2!

1B3/2
R m1B2

R G~s!

G~s2 1
2!

1 . . . J , ~25!

we obtain the heat kernel coefficients:
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B0
R5

4pR3

3a
, B1/2

R 522p3/2R2, B1
R5

7

3
paR2

4pR

a S D2
1

12D ,

B3/2
R 52p3/2S D2

1

12D , B2
R5

pa

R S D2
1

12
1

229

2520
a2D2

2p

aR S D22
1

6
D1

7

240D . ~26!

Those terms which are proportional to the inverse degree ofa come from the exponential part o
the uniform expansion given by~7!, which givesT(s) ~19!. The terms which are linear ina1 or
a0 come from the series(uk /mk in ~7!.

Now we may compare our results with well-known formulas given in Refs. 26, 22, 17, an
The coefficientsB0

R, B1/2
R , B1

R, B3/2
R coincide with general formulas in three dimensions~note the

necessary geometrical quantities to perform the calculations are given at the end of Sec. I!:

B0
R5

4pR3

3a
5E

V
dV,

B1/2
R 522p3/2R252

Ap

2 E
]V

dS,

~27!

B1
R5

7

3
paR2

4pR

a S D2
1

12D5S 1

6
2j D E

V
R dV1

1

3 E]V
~ tr K !dS,

B3/2
R 52p3/2S D2

1

12D
52

Ap

192E]V
~296jR116R18R ikNiNk17~ tr K !2210~ tr K !2!dS.

As we will see, there are some problems connected with the termB2 . The general structure of thi
term is the following~see Refs. 23 and 27!:

B2
R5E

V
b2 dV1E

]V
c2 dS, ~28!

where

b252 1
180 R ikRik1 1

180 R ikl j Rikl j 1
1
6 ~ 1

52j!hR1 1
2 ~ 1

62j!2R 2 ~29!

is the volume part, and

c25 1
3 ~ 1

6 2j!R~ tr K !1 1
3 ~3/202j!R; lN

l2 1
90R lkNlNk~ tr K !1 1

30Ri l jk NlNkKi j

2 1
90R i l K

il 1 1
315 @ 5

3 ~ tr K !3211~ tr K !~ tr K2!1 40
3 ~ tr K3!#1 1

15 h~ tr K ! ~30!

is the boundary contribution. Taking into account the results obtained in Sec. II we have

b252
1

r 4

a

4p H paS D2
1

12
1

17

120
a2D2

2p

a S D22
1

6
D1

7

240D J , ~31!

c252
4a3

315R3 . ~32!
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We observe thatb2 is proportional to 1/r 4 and the integral over volume in Eq.~28! will diverge at
the origin. This problem has already been discussed by Cheeger,28 Brüning and Seeley,29 and
Bordag, Kirsten and Dowker22 usingpartie finiteof the integral. We regularize the expression f
B2 by restricting the domain of radial integration:

B252E
«

R dr

r 2 H paS D2
1

12
1

17

120
a2D2

2p

a S D22
1

6
D1

7

240D J 2
16pa3

315R
. ~33!

After integration we take its finite remainder parts as«→0, and the expression obtained in th
way coincides with that given in Eq.~26!.

Our expressions for the heat kernel coefficients also agree with those obtained in Ref.
that article the heat kernel coefficients have been calculated for the conformal case (j51/8, in
three dimensions!. In order to compare both results we have to setj51/8(n50) in Eq. ~26! and
use the formulas of Appendix A from Ref. 22 for the three-dimensional cased52.

To proceed with the renormalization, which we shall discuss later, we have to subtract
zeta function~10! the asymptotic expansion~24!. Because all divergences ats→0 are contained in
~24!, we sets50 in the remained part. After a long calculation we arrive at the following form
for the zeta function:

zA
RS s2

1

2D52
m

16p2b
$BR~b!lnb21VR~b!%1

m22s

~4p!3/2H B0
Rm4

G~s22!

G~s2 1
2!

1B1/2
R m3

G~s2 3
2!

G~s2 1
2!

1B1
Rm2

G~s21!

G~s2 1
2!

1B3/2
R m1B2

R G~s!

G~s2 1
2!
J , ~34!

where

BR~b!5 1
2 Rm4B0

R2Rm2B1
R1RB2

R5 1
2 b4b0

R2b2b1
R1b2

R. ~35!

In order to exhibit the dependence on the massm and on the radius of sphereR, we have
introduced in the formula above the dimensionless heat kernel coefficients, which are giv
relations

b0
R5B0

R/R35
4p

3a
, b1

R5B1
R/R5

7

3
pa2

4p

a S D2
1

12D , ~36!

b2
R5B2

RR5paS D2
1

12
1

229

2520
a2D2

2p

a S D22
1

6
D1

7

240D . ~37!

The function VR(b) tends to a constant forb→0 and VR(b)52BR(b)lnb21Apb5/2
R /b

1O(1/b2) for b→`. The details of calculation and a closed form forVR(b) are outlined in the
Appendix.

At this point we would like to make a comment. The origin of the termBR ln b2 is the
following: In the limit m→` the singular part of the zeta function has the structure given by
~25!. For a small value ofm it has the same pole structure multiplied byb2s. This is because al
functions Z(p,s) are proportional to this degree ofb as it may be seen from Eq.~22!. The
difference between them in the limits→0 is s ln b2 multiplied by Eq.~25!. Obviously, in this
limit, only B0

R, B1
R, B2

R survive and give the logarithm contribution to Eq.~34!.

IV. THE MODEL

Because the geometrical characteristics of global monopole space–time are divergen
origin we consider the following model: The center of the monopole is surrounded by a s
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with radius r 0 whose interior region is cut out. It means that in our model there is no inte
structure for the global monopole. The present model reflects this peculiarity of a topolo
defect.

In the context of this model, we have to take into account both solutions of the radial equ
of the Laplace operator, instead of only that given in Eq.~3!, which is regular at the origin. The
eigenfunctions now have the following form:

F~r !5A l

ar
Ylm~u,w!H C1JmS l

a
r D1C2NmS l

a
r D J , ~38!

whereNm is the Bessel function of the second kind.
In this case we have two boundaries and one has to impose two boundary conditions.

again choose the Dirichlet boundary condition for the radial functions at spheres of radiiR andr 0 ,
which implies the following relations:

C1JmS l

a
RD1C2NmS l

a
RD50 ~39!

and

C1JmS l

a
r 0D1C2NmS l

a
r 0D50. ~40!

The set of discrete eigenvaluesl l , j can be found from the equation

JmS l l , j

a
r 0DNmS l l , j

a
RD2NmS l l , j

a
r 0D JmS l l , j

a
RD50, ~41!

which is, in fact, the condition for existence of the solution~38!. Therefore, instead of Eq.~6! we
obtain the following formula for the zeta function:

zAS s2
1

2D52
cosps

p (
l 50

`

~2l 11!E
m

`

dk~k22m2!1/22s

3
]

]k
lnS I mS kR

a DKmS kr0

a D2KmS kR

a D I mS kr0

a D D . ~42!

This general expression may be essentially simplified in the limitR/r 0→` which we are inter-
ested in. Taking into account that in this limit the ratioKm(kR/a)/I m(kR/a),p exp(22mR/a) is
exponentially small, we may divide the expression for zeta function~42! in two parts,

zA~s2 1
2!5zA

R~s2 1
2!1zA

r 0~s2 1
2!, ~43!

where

zA
RS s2

1

2D52
cosps

p (
l 50

`

~2l 11!E
m

`

dk~k22m2!1/22s
]

]k
lnS k2mI mS k

a
RD D ~44!

and

zA
r 0S s2

1

2D52
cosps

p (
l 50

`

~2l 11!E
m

`

dk~k22m2!1/22s
]

]k
lnS kmKmS k

a
r 0D D . ~45!
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The first part is the zeta function for a pointlike global monopole which we have already c
lated in the previous section. It depends only on the boundary condition on the sphere of radR.
The second part depends on the boundary condition on the inner sphere of radiusr 0 . This kind of
division of the zeta function has been used in the case of thick cosmic strings in Ref. 13. It i
in qualitative agreement with Ref. 20. Indeed, according with Ref. 20, the internal solution
Bessel functionI m and the external solution gives the functionKm in the expression for the zet
function. The first part of zeta function~44! depends on the solutions inside the sphere of rad
R, and the second part of zeta function~45! depends on the solutions outside the sphere of ra
r 0 .

Let us consider now the second expression~45!. To calculatezA
r 0 we use the same approac

which we have used in the previous section. We have to take into account the uniform exp
for the modified Bessel function of second kindKm(mx) which has the form

Km~mz!5Apt

2m
e2mh(z)H 11 (

k51

`

~21!k
uk~ t !

mk J . ~46!

Different from the uniform expansion of the Bessel function of the first kind given by Eq.~7!, the
odd degrees ofm in the above formula have the opposite sign. This fact leads to the change o
of the heat kernel coefficients with integer index, also with respect of the heat kernel coeffi
which were considered in last section. Using this uniform expansion we arrive at the follo
formulas for the zeta functionzA

r 0:

zA
r 0S s2

1

2D5Nr 0~s!1
m22s

~4p!3/2G~s2 1
2!

(
k521

3

~21!kAk~s,r 0!, ~47!

where

Nr 0~s!52
cosps

pR (
l 50

`

~2l 11!maE
b/ma

`

dxH x22S b

ma D 2J 1/22s

3
]

]x H ln~Km~mx!!1mh~x!1
1

4
ln~11x2!1

1

m
D1~ t !2

1

m2 D2~ t !1
1

m3 D3~ t !J ,

~48!

and the functionsAk(s,r 0) are the same as in Eqs.~12!–~16!, but now they depend on the radiu
r 0 . Proceeding in the same way as it was done in the previous section, we obtain the foll
expression for the second part of zeta functionzA

r 0 :

zA
r 0S s2

1

2D52
m

16p2b0
$Br 0~b0!ln b0

21V r 0~b0!%1
m22s

~4p!3/2H B0
r 0m4

G~s22!

G~s2 1
2!

1B1/2
r 0 m3

G~s2 3
2!

G~s2 1
2!

1B1
r 0m2

G~s21!

G~s2 1
2!

1B3/2
r 0 m1B2

r 0
G~s!

G~s2 1
2!
J , ~49!

whereb05mr0 and

Br 0~b0!5 1
2 r 0m4B0

r 02r 0m2B1
r 01r 0B2

r 05 1
2 b0

4b0
r 02b0

2b1
r 01b2

r 0 . ~50!

Contrary to the previous section, the heat kernel coefficients with integer number have ch
sign and they are
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b0
r 05B0

r 0/r 0
352

4p

3a
, b1

r 05r 0 /B1
r 052

7

3
pa1

4p

a S D2
1

12D , ~51!

b2
r 05B2

r 0r 052paS D2
1

12
1

229

2520
a2D1

2p

a S D22
1

6
D1

7

240D . ~52!

The heat kernel coefficients, according to Eq.~43!, are the sum ofBn
R and Bn

r 0 and they are in
agreement with general formulas. We have to take into account that normal vectors for sph
radiusR andr 0 have opposite directions and that the boundaries consist now of two sphere
easy to understand the division of the zeta function in two parts given by Eq.~43!, and the
opposite sign of the heat kernel coefficientsBR andBr 0 with integer indexes, by calculatingB0

andB1/2. For the space between two spheres we have

B05E
V
dV5

4p

a E
r 0

R

r 2 dr5
4p

3a
R32

4p

3a
r 0

35B0
R1B0

r 0 , ~53!

B1/252
Ap

2 E
R
dS2

Ap

2 E
r 0

dS522p3/2R222p3/2r 0
25B1/2

R 1B1/2
r 0 . ~54!

Therefore, the full zeta function in this case has the following form:

zAS s2
1

2D52
m

16p2b0
$Br 0~b0!ln b0

21V r 0~b0!%2
m

16p2b
$BR~b!ln b21VR~b!%

1
m22s

~4p!3/2H B0m4
G~s22!

G~s2 1
2!

1B1/2m
3
G~s2 3

2!

G~s2 1
2!

1B1m2
G~s21!

G~s2 1
2!

1B3/2m1B2

G~s!

G~s2 1
2!
J . ~55!

The close expression forV r 0 is given in the Appendix.

V. THE GROUND STATE ENERGY

In the framework of the zeta function approach the ground state energy is proportional
zeta function of the Laplace operator and is given by Eq.~1!. In order to analyze this energy, le
us first of all consider the ground state energy for a pointlike global monopole. The full ener
the system consists of two parts, namely, the classical part due to the boundary and mo
background, and the quantum one due to loop corrections. The general expression for bo
contributions has been considered in Refs. 16 and 20 and it has the following form:

Ecl
R 5pRVR1sRSR1FRR1LR1

hR

R
. ~56!

HereVR54pR3/3a andSR54pR2 are the volume and area of the spherical surface. Param
pR andsR have simple physical means as pressure and surface tension. The constant cont
described by parameterLR may be explained by the cosmological constant.30 The other two
parameters,FR , andhR , do not have special names.

The energy in the monopole background can be obtained by integrating the (t,t) component
of the energy-momentum tensor:7
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Ecl
gm52E

0

R h2a2

r 2 dV524ph2aR. ~57!

The quantum correction, using Eq.~34!, is

Eq
R5

1

2
M2szA

RS s2
1

2D
s→0

52
m

32p2b
$BR~b!ln b21VR~b!%1S M

mD 2s 1

16p3/2

3H B0
Rm4

G~s22!

G~s2 1
2!

2
2

3
B1/2

R m31B1
Rm2

G~s21!

G~s2 1
2!

1B3/2
R m1B2

R G~s!

G~s2 1
2!
J

s→0

, ~58!

where the heat kernel coefficientsBk
R andBR are given by Eqs.~26! and ~35!, respectively.

In order to obtain a well defined result for the full energy, we have to renormalize
parameters of the classical part~56! according to the rules

pR→pR2S M

mD 2s 3m4b0
R

64p5/2

G~s22!

G~s2 1
2!

, sR→sR1
m3b1/2

R

96p5/2,

FR→FR2S M

mD 2s m2b1
R

16p3/2

G~s21!

G~s2 1
2!

, LR→LR2
mb3/2

B

16p3/2, ~59!

hR→hR2S M

mD 2s b2
R

16p3/2

G~s!

G~s2 1
2!

.

After this procedure we obtain the following expression for ground state energy:

Eq
R52

m

32p2b
$BR~b!ln b21VR~b!%. ~60!

A similar general structure for the ground state energy in the massless case has been obta
Blau, Visser and Wipf16 using dimensional considerations only. For the massive case we fin
same structure. If we used another scale for mass as, for example, likeM→M /x, in renormal-
ization rules~59!, the above logarithmic term lnb2 would be replaced by ln(xb)2.

The expression~60! is, in fact, the Casimir energy for the internal part of the spherical ba
the global monopole background. For the small radius of the bag, this energy tends to infin
ln R/R:

Eq
R;2

m

16p2b
b2

Rln b, ~61!

and for the large radius of the bagR→` it tends to zero:

Eq
R;2

mb5/2
R

16p3/2b2 . ~62!

Using these two limits we may analyze qualitatively the dependence of the Casimir energy
internal part of the bag on its radius. The behavior of energy is defined by two heat k
coefficientsb2

R and b5/2
R . Both of these coefficients are the functions of nonminimal coup

parameterj and metric coefficienta. In general, three kinds of different behaviors exist, which
plotted in Fig. 1. It is possible to analyze the energy in the general case, however we shall d
only the casesj5 1

6,
1
8,0.
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~1! j5 1
6. In this case the behavior may be of kinds I and II, namely, the first kind fora,1.24 and

the second one fora.1.24. The coefficientb2
R does not change its sign, butb5/2

R does for
a51.24.

~2! j5 1
8. The behavior of energy may be of kinds I, II and III. The first kind is fora,1.045; the

second kind is in the region 1.045,a,1.17 and the third one is fora.1.17. At the point
a51.045 the coefficientb5/2

R changes the sign, butb2
R does not up toa51.17 where it changes

the sign, too.
~3! j50. This case is similar to the previous one: it is of the first kind fora,1.016, of the second

for region 1.016,a,1.054, and of the third fora.1.054.

For a<1 andj5 1
6 , 1

8 ,0, only the first kind of behavior is possible. In the case whena51, the
energy was calculated numerically in Ref. 20 and our results are in agreement with that c
tion. In this caseb2

R52p216/315,b5/2
R 52p3/2/120 and the dependence may be of the first k

only.
In the limit R→`, the quantum correction tends to zero and the full energy contains onl

classical part which is due to boundary and background.
Let us now proceed in our model. We surround the monopole origin by spheres of radiir 0 and

R.r 0 and consider the bosonic matter field in the space between them. We do not tak
account the interior of the sphere of radiusr 0 because there is nothing inside it. We impose
Dirichlet boundary condition on this sphere which means that there is no flux into this region
full energy in this case consists of five parts,

E5Ecl
R 1Ecl

r 01Ecl
gm1Eq

R1Eq
r 0 , ~63!

where

Ecl
R 5pRVR1sRSR1FRR1LR1

hR

R
, ~64!

Ecl
r 05pr 0

Vr 0
1s r 0

Sr 0
1Fr 0

r 01L r 0
1

hr 0

r 0
, ~65!

FIG. 1. Three types of dependence of the ground state energy for the field~a! inside the sphere of radiusR and~b! outside
the sphere of radiusr 0 .
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Ecl
gm524ph2a~R2r 0! ~66!

are the classical parts of energy due to the boundaries and global monopole background,

Eq
R5

1

2
M2szA

RS s2
1

2D
s→0

52
m

32p2b
$BR~b!ln b21VR~b!%1S M

mD 2s 1

16p3/2

3H B0
Rm4

G~s22!

G~s2 1
2!

2
2

3
B1/2

R m31B1
Rm2

G~s21!

G~s2 1
2!

1B3/2
R m1B2

R G~s!

G~s2 1
2!
J

s→0

, ~67!

Eq
r 05

1

2
M2szA

r 0S s2
1

2D
s→0

52
m

32p2b0
$Br 0~b0!ln b0

21V r 0~b0!%1S M

mD 2s 1

16p3/2

3H B0
r 0m4

G~s22!

G~s2 1
2!

2
2

3
B1/2

r 0 m31B1
r 0m2

G~s21!

G~s2 1
2!

1B3/2
r 0 m1B2

r 0
G~s!

G~s2 1
2!
J

s→0

~68!

are the quantum corrections. Adopting the same renormalization prescription for parametersEcl
R

and Ecl
r 0 as in Eq.~59!, one arrives at the following expressions for renormalized quantum

rections:

Eq
R52

m

32p2b
$BR~b!ln b21VR~b!% ~69!

and

Eq
r 052

m

32p2b0
$Br 0~b0!ln b0

21V r 0~b0!%. ~70!

The sum of these terms gives the Casimir energy of the field in space between the two sph
the global monopole background. The first part we have already discussed. We may consi
second part in the same way. For the small radius of the sphere,r 0→0, it tends to infinity,

Eq
r 0;2

m

16p2b0
b2

r 0 ln b0 , ~71!

and for the large radius of the spherer 0→` it tends to zero,

Eq
r 0;2

mb5/2
r 0

16p3/2b0
2 . ~72!

Due to the fact thatb2
r 052b2

R andb5/2
r 0 5b5/2

R , the energyEq
r 0 has different behavior at small radiu

r 0 . The sum ofbn
R andbn

r 0 constitutes the whole heat kernel coefficients for this space. For

reason three kinds of dependence ofEq
r 0 on the radius are possible, and these are displayed in

1. The same results are available forEq
r 0 as it was obtained above forEq

R for j5 1
6,

1
8, 0; we have

to change only the left plot to the right one in Fig. 1. The caseb250 has to be analyzed
numerically; however, this discussion is out of the scope of the present article.

For any nonzero radius of the inner cavityr 0 we have a finite result. In this case the Casim
energy may be positive or negative, depending on the parameters of the theory. The main p
now is with the limitr 0→0, which has to reproduce the topological defect itself. The energyEq

r 0

presents divergence in this limit as lnr0 /r0. This is in contradiction with earlier consideration
about the pointlike monopole. If we set the radiusr 050 at the beginning, as it was done in Se
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III, we obtain zero ground state energy forR→`. From the point of view of heat kernel coeffi
cients we have already thrown away the divergent part ofB2 usingpartie finiteof integral~33!. In
the framework of our model this part is divergent at the origin and the additional renormaliz
is needed.

In order to do the renormalization we may use the last termhr 0
/r 0 in the classical part of the

energy which is due to the boundary~65!. We define a parameterM0 with dimension of mass by
the relationhr 0

5GM0
2, where G is gravitational constant. With this definition, the diverge

contribution for small radiusr 0 may be canceled by the renormalization rule

M0
2→M0

21
mPl

2

32p2 $2Br 0 ln~mr0!1V r 0~mr0!%, ~73!

wheremPl
2 is the Plank mass, and then ground state energy is zero.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article we have considered the ground state energy of a quantum scalar field
background of global monopole space–time, with a line element given by Eq.~2!, in the frame-
work of zeta function approach. In order to point out the role of singularity, we investigated
cases: In the first, we calculated the ground state energy for a pointlike global monopol
surrounded the origin by a sphere of radiusR and obtained the ground state energy of the fi
inside. It has the form~60! and tends to zero in the limitR→` and to infinity whenR→0. The
behavior of this Casimir energy in these cases is determined by the heat kernel coefficientsb2

R and
b5/2

R . The qualitative plots of the ground state energy for different values of the parametj
5 1

6,
1
8, 0 anda are given in Fig. 1~a!. For these values ofj anda<1 it is of the first kind only.

In order to avoid the problem with singularity at origin, we investigated as a second ca
Sec. IV, the following model: We surrounded the origin by a sphere of radiusr 0,R and consid-
ered the scalar field in the region between these two spheres using the Dirichlet boundary
tion on the wave function associated with the massive scalar field on these surfaces. This bo
condition guarantees that there is no flux of particles through the spherical surfaces. The C
energy in this case consists of two parts given in Eqs.~69! and~70!. The first part is the same a
for the pointlike monopole case and the second one is due to the inner sphere of radiusr 0 around
the origin. The structure of the second part of the ground state energy~70! is similar: there is a
logarithmic divergence at origin which tends to zero for infinite radius. The sign of energy
small distance is opposite. For this reason we have the three kinds of dependence of
displayed in Fig. 1~b!.

In the limit R→` and finiter 0Þ0 only one contribution to the ground state energy survi
~69!. In the limit r 0→0, it is divergent and additional renormalization is needed which is given
Eq. ~73!. After this renormalization, the ground state energy of a global monopole will be z
This is in agreement with the ground state energy of a pointlike global monopole.

If one fills up this cavity around the origin with matter, the situation becomes different.
may expect the same kind of divergence for additional energy from the interior of the mon
but with opposite sign. We have already seen that the internal and external contributions
opposite signs:b2

R52b2
r 0. For this reason we may expect that this kind of divergence will can

However, we cannot say anything analytically about the divergence ofV(mr0)/r 0 . In flat
space-time20 it cancels, too, because the ground state energy is zero for zero radius of the ba
same cancellation takes place in the case of a thick cosmic string background considered
13. All of these aspects will be discussed in a separate paper.
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APPENDIX: FORMULAS FOR ZETA-FUNCTION

In this appendix we want to give a brief explanation about the most important result
found. First of all, we represent the expressions forAk as a series in powers ofb5mr0 , regarding
for a momentb,b,1 andD.2 1

4 in order to have convergence of series. They are

A21~s,R!5
m

b
b2s

4p

a (
n50

`
~21!n

n!
b2n

G~s211n!

s1n2 1
2

(
l 50

`
n l

~n l
21D!s1n21 , ~A1!

A0~s,R!52
m

b
b2s4p3/2(

n50

`
~21!n

n!
b2nGS s1n2

1

2D zHS 2s12n22,
1

2D , ~A2!

Ak~s,R!52
m

b
b2s16p3/2ak(

n50

`
~21!n

n!
b2n(

a50

k

xk,a

G~s1 k/21a1n2 1
2!

G~k/21a!
3(

l 50

`
~n l

21D!a

n l
2s1k12a12n22 .

~A3!

In the above formulas we have used the following notations:n l5 l 1 1
2 , D52(12a2)(j2 1

8) and
b25b21D. As we can see, only the first three terms in the expression forA21 , with n50,1,2,
two terms inA0 , A1 , A2 , and one term inA3 are divergent in the limits→0. Extracting these
terms we may sets50 in the remaining series and we get the following result:

zA
RS s2

1

2D5NR~s,b!1
m22s

~4p!3/2G~s2 1
2!

(
k521

3

Ak~s,R!

5
m22s

~4p!3/2G~ s2 1
2!

b2sH m4B0
RG~s22!1m3B1/2

R GS s2
3

2D1m2B1
RG~s21!

1mB3/2
R GS s2

1

2D1B2
RG~s!J 2

1

16p2R H (
k521

3

vk~b!1v f
R~b!J , ~A4!

where

v f
R~b!532p(

l 50

`

n lAn l
21DE

b/An l
2
1D

`

dxAx22
b2

n l
21D

3
]

]x H ln I m~mx!2mh~x!1
1

4
ln~11x2!2

1

m
D12

1

m2 D22
1

m3 D3J , ~A5!

v21~b!52
4p

a H F2
7

2
z8~23!2

7

160
1

1

240
ln 21DS 22z8~21!1

1

6
2

1

6
ln 2D G

1b2F2z8~21!1
1

4
1

1

6
ln 21D~2g14 ln 223!G1b4F1

3
g1

2

3
ln 22

13

36G
2 (

n53

`
~21!n

n!
G~n21!DnzHS 2n23,

1

2D22b2(
n52

`
~21!n

n!
DnG~n!z~2n21!
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1
1

3
b4Y1,1~D!1 (

n53

`
~21!n

n!

G~n21!

n2 1
2

b2n(
l 50

`
n l

~n l
21D!n21J , ~A6!

v0~b!522p2(
n52

`
~21!n

n!

G~n2 1
2!

G~ 3
2!

b2nzHS 2n22,
1

2D , ~A7!

v1~b!522paH F2z8~21!2
5

36
2

1

12
ln 21DS 2g22 ln 21

5

3D G1b2F7

3
g1

1

2
1

14

3
ln 2G

1 (
n52

`
~21!n

n! S G~n!2
10

3
G~n11! Db2nzHS 2n21,

1

2D2
10

3
DY1,1~b!J , ~A8!

v2~b!522p2a2H 3

16
p2D1

5

32
p2D21

1

2
Y1/2,0~b!2

3

2
Y3/2,0~b!1

15

16
Y5/2,0~b!

1DF2
3

2
Y3/2,2~b!1

15

8
Y5/2,2~b!G1D2

15

16
Y5/2,4~b!J , ~A9!

v3~b!522pa3H 293

1512
2

22

2520
g2

229

1260
ln 21F25

24
X1,1~b!2

177

20
X2,1~b!

1
221

15
X3,1~b!2

442

63
X4,1~b!G1DF2

177

20
Y2,3~b!1

442

15
Y3,3~b!2

442

21
Y4,3~b!G

1D2F221

15
Y3,5~b!2

442

21
Y4,5~b!G2D3

442

63
Y4,7~b!J , ~A10!

Xp,q~b!5 (
n50

`
~21!n

n!

G~n1p!

G~p!
b2nzHS 2n1q,

1

2D , ~A11!

Yp,q~b!5 (
n51

`
~21!n

n!

G~n1p!

G~p!
b2nzHS 2n1q,

1

2D . ~A12!

Each of the above series may be analytically continued in terms of digamma functionC for
arbitrary values ofb andD. For example,

(
n53

`
~21!n

n!

G~n21!

n2 1
2

b2n(
l 50

`
n l

~n l
21D!n21 522b4E

0

1

dxx~12x!2

3H CF1

2
2 iAD1b2x2G1CF1

2
1 iAD1b2x2G2CF1

2
2 iADG2CF1

2
1 iADG J ,

~A13!

(
n53

`
~21!n

n!
G~n21!DnzHS 2n23,

1

2D
52D2E

0

1

dxx~12x2!H CF1

2
2 iADG1CF1

2
1 iADG22CF1

2G G . ~A14!

This kind of representation is suitable for numerical calculations.
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Adding and subtracting the asymptotic expansion of zeta function~25! we obtain the follow-
ing formula:

zA
RS s2

1

2D52
m

16p2b
$BR~b!ln b21VB~b!%1

m22s

~4p!3/2H B0
Rm4

G~s22!

G~s2 1
2!

1B1/2
R m3

G~s2 3
2!

G~s2 1
2!

1B1
Rm2

G~s21!

G~s2 1
2!

1B3/2
R m1B2

R G~s!

G~s2 1
2!
J , ~A15!

whereVB(b)5(k521
3 vk(b)1v f

R(b). It is easy to see that the functionVB(b) tends to a con-
stant which may be calculated using the above formulas. Indeed, in the limitb→` we have to
obtain asymptotic expansion of zeta function. Because one has already extracted the fi
terms, the next will beB5/2. For this reason we get the following behavior for greatb: VB(b)
;2BR ln b21Apb5/2

R /b1 ¯ . The coefficientb5/2
R may be found in the same way and it has t

following form:

b5/2
R 5

R

m
B5/2

R 5p3/2$ 1
16a

41 1
2 ~D2 1

12!a
22~D22 1

6 D1 7
240!%. ~A16!

It is not difficult to obtain the formulas for zeta functionzA
r 0 from the above expressions. Th

index k in Ak corresponds to a term which is proportional tom2k in uniform expansion of the
Bessel function in Eq.~8!. The uniform expansion of the modified Bessel function of the sec
kind given in Eq.~46! may be obtained from uniform expansion of the modified Bessel func
of the first kind in~7! by replacing the indexm by 2m. For this reason, in order to obtain th
formulas for the zeta functionzA

r 0 , we must do the replacementsR→r 0 , b→b0 and Ak(s,R)
→(21)kAk(s,r 0) in the above formulas for zeta functionzA

R . As the odd degrees ofm give
contributions to heat kernel coefficients with integer index, they will change the sign. Ther
we have the following formula for zeta functionzA

r 0:

zA
r 0S s2

1

2D52
m

16p2b0
$Br 0~b0!ln b0

21V r 0~b0!%1
m22s

~4p!3/2H B0
r 0m4

G~s22!

G~s2 1
2!

1B1/2
r 0 m3

G~s2 3
2!

G~s2 1
2!

1B1
r 0m2

G~s21!

G~s2 1
2!

1B3/2
r 0 m1B2

r 0
G~s!

G~s2 1
2!
J , ~A17!

whereV r 0(b0)5(k521
3 (21)kvk(b0)1v f

r 0(b0) and

v f
R~b!532p(

l 50

`

n lAn l
21DE

b/An l
2
1D

`

dxAx22
b2

n l
21D

3
]

]x H ln Km~mx!1mh~x!1
1

4
ln~11x2!1

1

m
D12

1

m2 D21
1

m3 D3J . ~A18!
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Maximal subalgebras of vector fields
for equivariant quantizations

F. Bonivera) and P. Mathonetb)

Institute of Mathematics, B37, University of Lie`ge, B-4000 Sart Tilman, Belgium

~Received 1 March 2000; accepted for publication 20 October 2000!

The elaboration of new quantization methods has recently developed the interest in
the study of subalgebras of the Lie algebra of polynomial vector fields over a
Euclidean space. In this framework, these subalgebras define maximal equivariance
conditions that one can impose on a linear bijection between observables that are
polynomial in the momenta and differential operators. Here, we determine which
finite dimensional graded Lie subalgebras are maximal. In order to characterize
these, we make use of results of Guillemin, Singer, and Sternberg and Kobayashi
and Nagano. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1332782#

I. INTRODUCTION

Our interest in the present study comes from recent works about new equivariant qua
tions ~Refs. 1 and 2!.

One can define quantization maps as linear bijectionsQ from the space Pol(T* M ) of func-
tions on the cotangent bundle of a smooth manifoldM, that are polynomial on the fibre, to a spa
Dl(M ) of differential operators acting on tensor densities of weightl over M.

It is known that a quantization mapQ cannot be equivariant with respect to all diffeomo
phisms ofM. From the infinitesimal point of view, this means that such a map does not com
with the action on these spaces of the Lie algebra Vect(M ) of vector fields overM. In other words,
differential operators and polynomials are inequivalent modules of Vect(M ).

However, whenM is endowed with an additional structure, some particular subalgebra
Vect(M ) naturally deserve consideration, because they are made up of infinitesimal trans
tions preserving the structure.

The authors of Refs. 1 and 2 considered the case of infinitesimal projective or conf
transformations ofM. In suitable charts, these can be realized in polynomial vector fields ov
Euclidean space. For instance, ifM is endowed with a projective structure~i.e., M is locally
identified with a real projective space, say of dimensionn! then in appropriate charts, the Li
algebra of infinitesimal projective transformations—isomorphic to sl(n11,R)—is generated by
the vector fields,

d

dxj ,xj
d

dxk ,xj(
l 51

n

xl
d

dxl , ; j ,k<n. ~1!

In this setting, those conformal and projective subalgebras share the property of being
mal in the algebra of polynomial vector fields: they are not contained in any larger proper s
gebra. The reader may refer to Refs. 2 and 3 for proofs.

Now, it was proved in Refs. 1 and 2 that one could construct a quantization map equiv
with respect to those subalgebras. This quantization is unique up to normalization.

In this framework, our concern in the present paper is to determine all finite dimens
graded subalgebras of polynomial vector fields over a given Euclidean space that are max

a!Electronic mail: f.boniver@ulg.ac.be
b!Electronic mail: p.mathonet@ulg.ac.be
5820022-2488/2001/42(2)/582/8/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Independently of quantization purposes, other maximality conditions have also been st
In Ref. 4, Kantor classified irreducible transitively differential groups. This notion gives

from the Lie algebraic point of view, to the class of finite dimensional graded Lie subalgebr
polynomial vector fields containing all constant vector fields. The author then seeks for irred
~see Ref. 4, p. 1405 or below! subalgebras being maximal in this class.

Another more recent study is that of Post~Ref. 5!. In this paper, a stronger grading requir
ment is imposed in order to define a class of finite dimensional Lie algebras containing all co
vector fields. All maximal subalgebras of this class are then identified.

We point out two differences between the maximality conditions examined here and in
studies.

On the one hand, we impose fewer conditions on the subalgebras we consider, keepin
the requirements for a subalgebra to be graded and finite dimensional. On the other ha
maximality property is not investigated inside a particular class of subalgebras, but in the g
class of all subalgebras of polynomial vector fields.

Before giving our main result and a brief description of the tools we shall use, let us fix
notations.

Throughout this note, we assume thatE is an n-dimensional vector space overK, which is
taken to beR or C. We shall deal with polynomial vector fields overE.

We denote by Vect* (E) the space of these vector fields, i.e., the space of polynomial m
from E to E. It is worth noticing that the vector fields considered whenE is complex are thus
holomorphic. Let $ej , j 51,...,n% be a basis ofE. Assume thatX,YPVect* (E) are written
X5S j 51

n Xjej andY5S j 51
n Yjej . We denote as usual by@X, Y# the Lie bracket

(
j ,k

Xj] jY
kek2Yj] jX

kek ,

where] j represents the derivationd/dxj along thej th axis. For the sake of convenience, we sh
also use this notation to designate thej th vector of a basis ofE. We denote by ad(X) the map
Y°@X,Y#.

We name Euler vector field the identity transformation ofE. In a basis$] j%, it reads

E~x!5( xj] j .

It defines a natural grading on Vect* (E),

Vect* ~E!5 %
p>21

Vectp~E!,

where Vectp(E) denotes the space of eigenvectors of ad~E! associated with the eigenvaluep, i.e.,
vector fields with homogeneous coefficients of degreep11.

We are interested in these graded subalgebrasL,

L5 %
21<p<r

Lp with Lp5Vectp~E!ùL,

which are maximal in Vect* (E). As mentioned above, the notion of maximality has been use
various senses. Therefore, it is worth emphasizing the following definition.

Definition 1: A subalgebraL of Vect* (E) is maximal if

L,L8⇒L85L or L85Vect* ~E!,

wheneverL8 is a subalgebra of Vect(E).
*
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II. MAIN RESULT

Definition 2: ~See, for instance, Ref. 6, p. 682.! A graded subalgebraL5L21%¯% Lk of
Vect* (E) is said to be irreducible if the representation (L21 ,aduL0

) is irreducible.
Theorem 1: Let L5L21%¯% Lk be a graded subalgebra ofVect* (E). Then L is maximal

if and only if
(1) L215Vect21(E);
(2) L is irreducible;
(3) L1Þ0;
(4) whenK5R, the representation(L21 ,aduL0

) admits no complex structure.

The text below is organized as follows. In Sec. III, we prove the necessity of the first
conditions above. Then, in Sec. IV, we consider polynomial vector fields from a slightly mod
point of view, in order to prove, in Sec. V, the fourth condition given above. We expose in
VI how the graded maximal subalgebras relate to the irreducible filtered Lie algebras of finite
which were classified in Ref. 7. Using the classification of all irreducible infinite dimensi
subalgebras of polynomial vector fields~see, for instance, Refs. 8, 9, 10, 6, and references ther!,
we show in Sec. VII that all these algebras give rise to a canonical graded maximal subalge
polynomial vector fields.

III. CONSTANT VECTOR FIELDS AND IRREDUCIBILITY

Lemma 1: Let L be a maximal subalgebra ofVect* (E). ThenEPL if and only if L is graded.
Proof: The sufficiency of the condition follows from the fact that

KE1L

is a Lie subalgebra whenL is graded. In order to check the necessity of the condition, notice

ad~E!kL,L, ;kPN,

gives a Vandermonde system allowing to compute the homogeneous components of a vec
XPL. h

This proof is similar to the proof by Koecher~see Ref. 11, p. 354! that any ideal of Vect* (E)
is graded. We therefore state the following remark:

Remark 1:If L is a subalgebra of Vect* (E) that containsE, then any ideal ofL is graded.
Lemma 2: Let L21 , L0 , and L1 be vector subspaces ofVect21(E), Vect0(E), and

% i>1Vecti(E), respectively, such that
(1) L21% L0 is a Lie subalgebra;
(2) @L21 ,L1#,L0% L1 , and @L0 ,L1#,L1 .

Set c0(L1)5L1 and ck11(L1)5@L1 ,ck(L1)#, (kPN).
Then the smallest Lie subalgebra containing

L21% L0% L1

is

L21% L0% (
kPN

ck~L1!.

In particular, if L1,Vect1(E), the latter subalgebra is graded.
Proof: Using Jacobi identity, we check that@L0 ,ck(L1)#,ck(L1) and consequently

@L21 ,ck(L1)#,( i 50
k ck(L1) by induction onk>1. By definition,@c0(L1),ck(L1)#5ck11(L1)

for all kPN. Then, we check, by induction onj >0, that@cj (L1),ck(L1)#,cj 1k11(L1).
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Therefore,L21% L0% (kPNck(L1) is a Lie subalgebra. It is trivially the smallest one
contain the subspacesL21 , L0 andL1 . h

Definition 3: Let F be a vector subspace of Vect21(E). We set

N i~F !5$XPVecti~E!:ad~F ! i 11X,F%

and

N~F !5 % i>21N i~F !.

Notice that N21(F)5F and thatN 0(F) is the intersection of the normalizer ofF and the
subspace of linear vector fields.

Proposition 2: Let L5 % i>21Li be a graded subalgebra ofVect* (E). ThenN(L21) is an
infinite dimensional graded subalgebra containing L. Moreover, N(L21)5Vect* (E) if and only
if L 215Vect21(E).

Proof: It is obvious that@N i(L21),N j (L21)#,N i 1 j (L21). Furthermore, ifL2150 or
L215Vect21(E),

N~L21!5L21% %
i>0

Vecti~E!.

Now, if hPL21 , then, for every polynomial functionp:E→K, the field x°p(x)h belongs to
N(L21). h

Corollary 3: Let L be a finite dimensional graded maximal subalgebra ofVect* (E). Then
Vect21(E) ,L.

Corollary 4: Let L be a finite dimensional graded maximalsubalgebra ofVect* (E). Then
L1Þ0.

Proof: Notice thatL cannot be made only of constant and linear vector fields. Indeed, it w
then be included in the maximal subalgebra~1! presented in the introduction, for instance. The
fore, LkÞ0 for somek.0. The conclusion follows from Corollary 3. h

Proposition 5: Let L be a finite dimensional graded maximal subalgebra ofVect* (E). Then

~L215Vect21~E!,aduL0
!

is an irreducible representation of L0 . It follows that any nontrivial ideal of L contains ever
constant vector field.

Proof: Let FÞ$0% be a stable subspace ofL21 under the action ofL0 .
The space

L21% N 0~F ! % %
i>1

$XPVecti~E!:ad~L21! iX,N 0~F !%

satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2. Its algebraic closure is an infinite dimensional prope
algebra containgL properly, hence a contradiction.

Let now I be a nontrivial ideal ofL. It contains at least one constant vector field sin
@Vect21(E),I #,I . It contains all of them sinceI ùL21 is a stable subspace ofL21 . h

IV. A CONVENIENT MODEL FOR POLYNOMIAL VECTOR FIELDS

It will be useful to consider the spaces of multilinear symmetric mappings fromE3¯3E to
E instead of those of homogeneous polynomial vector fields. We shall write

Ti~E!5Si 11E* ^ E, and T* ~E!5 %
i>21

Ti~E!.
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To turn T* (E) into a Lie algebra, we define as in Ref. 6 the following bracket operation
tPTp(E) and t8PTq(E) then @ t,t8#PTp1q(E) and

@ t,t8#~x0 ,x1 ,...,xp1q!5
1

p! ~q11!! (j
t~ t8~xj 0

,xj 1
,...,xj q

!,xj q11
,...,xj p1q

!

2
1

~p11!!q! (k
t8~ t~xk0

,xk1
,...,xkp

!,xkp11
,...,xkp1q

!,

where bothj andk run over all possible permutations of thep1q11 first natural numbers.
Proposition 6: The map T:T* (E)→Vect* (E) defined by

T~M !:xPE°2
1

~p11!!
M ~x,...,x!, ;MPTp~E!

is an isomorphism of Lie algebras.

V. ABSENCE OF COMPLEX STRUCTURE

We now assumeK5R and prove, in Lemma 3, the fourth condition of maximality of o
main result.

Let E be a real vector space of even dimension andJ a complex structure ofE, i.e., an
endomorphism ofE such thatJ252 id. We denote byEJ the complex vector space defined byE
with the structure ofC-module defined by

~a1 ib !eªae1bJe, ;a,bPR, ;ePE.

Define

T p
J~E!5$MPTp~E!uJ~M ~x0 ,...,xp!!5M ~Jx0 ,x1 ...,xp!,;x0 ,...,xpPE%

for all p>21. Then the subalgebraT
*
J (E)5 % i>21T p

J(E) of T* (E) is isomorphic toT* (EJ) as
a real Lie algebra. Indeed, the condition definingT

*
J (E) means that an applicationMPT* (E) is

C-multilinear onEJ .
Lemma 3: Let E be a real vector space and L5T21(E) % % j 50

k L j a graded subalgebra o
T* (E). Assume that J is a complex structure of(L21 ,aduL0

), i.e.,

@x0 ,Jx21#5J@x0 ,x21#, ;x0PL0 ,;x21PL21

and

J252 id.

Then,

L,T
*
J ~L21!,T* ~L21!,

where both inclusions are strict.
Proof: Indeed,L215T 21

J (E)5T21(E). The requirement forJ to intertwine the action ofL0

on L21 precisely means thatL0,T 0
J(E). If Lk21,T k21

J (E) andMPLk , the equalities

J+M ~x0 ,...,xk!5J~@M ,x1#~x0 ,x2 ,...,xk!!5M ~x1 ,Jx0 ,x2 ,...,xk!5M ~Jx0 ,x1 ,...,xk!

show thatMPT k
J(E).

The inclusions are strict because the dimension ofT
*
J (L21) is infinite and because th

dimension ofT p
J(L21), for all p>0, is strictly less than that ofTp(L21). h
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This lemma generalizes the construction used in Ref. 3 to show that a subalgebra of
tesimal conformal transformations, isomorphic to so~3, 1, R!, is not maximal in Vect* (R2).

VI. IRREDUCIBLE FILTERED ALGEBRAS OF FINITE TYPE

Let L5 % j 521
k L j be a graded maximal subalgebra of polynomial vector fields. In the

section, we have shown thatL possesses interesting properties. It actually belongs to a bro
class of Lie algebras studied in Ref. 7, Theorem 1, p. 875.

This theorem describes the structure of some filtered finite dimensional Lie algebras to
with a group of automorphisms.

We shall only associate the trivial group$id% to such an algebra. Furthermore, the reader m
find worth noticing that the algebras we consider carry the filtration which is naturally assoc
to their grading and that the other hypotheses of the theorem are satisfied in view of the firs
conditions required in our main result for a subalgebra to be maximal.

For the sake of simplicity, we shall name algebras described by this theoremIrreducible
filtered algebras of finite type, as it was done in Ref. 6, or simply write IFFT-algebras.

As a consequence of the mentioned result, we know thatL is simple and is of order two, i.e.
L5L21% L0% L1 . Moreover, there exists a unique elementePL such thatLp is the eigenspace o
ad(e) associated with the eigenvaluep. This element is thus in the center ofL0 . We shall name
it the Euler element ofL. Finally, L21 and L1 are dual to each other as modules overL0 with
respect to the Killing form ofL.

On the one hand, Kobayashi and Nagano gave a list of the admissible algebras and det
each case the associated grading. The pairs~L,e! whereL is a real IFFT-algebra ande its Euler
element are classified in Ref. 7, pp. 892–895. On the other hand, to any graded a
L5 % k>21Lk , they associated in a natural way a graded subalgebra ofT* (L21) ~see Ref. 6, p.
683!. The reader may compare this construction with that of Gradl~Ref. 12!. In the case of
L5L21% L0% L1 , this is done by the following monomorphismf:L→T* (L21),

H f uL21
5 id,

f uL0
5aduL0

,

f~M !5~x,y!°@@M ,x#,y#. ;MPL1 ,;x,yPL21.

Notice that this is the only way to proceed provided the value off on L21 is set toid.

VII. IFFT-ALGEBRAS ARE MAXIMAL

In this section, we prove the sufficiency of the conditions given in our main result f
subalgebra of polynomial vector fields to be maximal.

We first assume thatE is a complex vector space andL5L21% L0% L1 an irreducible graded
subalgebra ofT* (E) such thatL215T21(E) and L1Þ0. Then we shall show how the proo
adapts to the real case.

Let L8 be a subalgebra ofT* (E) such thatL8.L. ThenL8 is graded and irreducible, sinceL
is.

If L8 is finite dimensional, one sees, by using the description of the IFFT-algebras~see Sec.
VI !, thatL185L1 , thatL8 is simple and eventually thatL5L8, since@L218 ,L18#5L0 .

Therefore, ifL8 contains properlyL, then it must be infinite dimensional. It possesses t
additional properties, consequences of the following result.

Proposition 7~Ref. 6, p. 688!: Let % p>21Gp be an irreducible graded Lie algebra of infinit
type or finite type of order>2 over a field of characteristic 0. Then G0 is reductive and@G21 ,G1#
contains the semisimple part of G0 .

~a! L08 is reductive and has a nontrivial center~the multiples of the identity transformation o
L21!;
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~b! L8 is still simple. Indeed, ifI is an ideal ofL8 thenI .L ~see Proposition 5!, which implies
that I contains the multiples of the identity transformation ofL21 and in turn thatI .L j8 for
all j Þ0. Since@L218 ,L18# contains the semisimple part ofL08 , the conclusion follows.

In order to prove the maximality ofL, the remaining point is to ensure thatL85T* (E). The
key result is due to Cartan. We refer the reader to the works of Guillemin, Quillen, Si
Sternberg, Kobayashi, and Nagano~Refs. 8, 9, 10, 6!.

This result states that the only irreducible infinite dimensional graded subalgebr
Vect* (E) are

~1! Vect* (E) itself;
~2! the divergence-free vector fields;
~3! the Hamiltonian vector fields with respect to a symplectic form given onE, providedE is even

dimensional;
~4! the last two subalgebras supplemented with the multiples of the Euler vector field.

But the subalgebras described in~4! are not simple, and those in~2! and ~3! have a simple
linear part.

Hence the proof.
Now, whenE is a real vector space andL andL8 as above, one proceeds in the same way

prove the simplicity ofL8, noticing that bothL0 andL08 still have a one dimensional center.
Indeed, ifx0 is central in one of these two subalgebras, then ad(x0) intertwines the action of

L0 on L21 . Since the representation (L21 ,aduL0
) admits no complex structure, Schur’s lemm

ensures that ad(x0) uL21
is a multiple of the identity transformation ofL21 . Therefore,

dimZ(L0)51.
The description of irreducible infinite dimensional graded subalgebras of Vect* (E) is essen-

tially due to Matsushima. It can be found in Refs. 6 and 13.
Two cases arise whetherL08^ C acts irreducibly onE^ C or not. In the first case,L8 should be

one of the real analogs of the Cartan algebras listed above. But in the second,E admits a complex
structure as aL0 module, which contradicts the hypotheses.

Theorem 1 is proved.
In order to complete our search for maximal subalgebras of polynomial vector fields o

given real vector space, we need to be able to identify in the tables given in Ref. 7, pp. 892
the algebras such that the representation (L21 ,aduL0

) admits a complex structure.
Proposition 8: Let L21 be a real vector space and L5L21% L0% L1 an IFFT-algebra. Then

(L21 ,aduL0
) admits a complex structure if and only if the algebra L admits a complex struc.

Proof: The sufficiency of the condition is obvious. Notice that a complex structure oL
stabilizes the eigenspaces ofe.

Let J21 be a complex structure on (L21 ,aduL0
). Let J1 :L1→L1 be the adjoint ofJ21 with

respect to the Killing formb of L, i.e.,

b~J1x1 ,x21!5b~x1 ,J21x21!, ;x21PL21 ,;x1PL1 .

The so definedJ1 intertwines the action ofL0 on L1 . Moreover,

@J1x1 ,x21#5@x1 ,J21x21#, ;x21PL21 ,;x1PL1 .

Indeed, for allx21 ,y21PL21 andx1 ,y1PL1 ,

b~@@x1 ,J21x21#,y21#,y1!5b~J21x21 ,@x1 ,@y1 ,y21## !

5b~x21 ,@J1x1 ,@y1 ,y21## !

5b~@@J1x1 ,x21#,y21#,y1!.
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Define

J0 :L0→T0~L21!:A°A+J21 .

This map is actually valued inL0 since

~J0@x1 ,x21# !y215@@x1 ,x21#,J21y21#5@@x1 ,J21y21#,x21#

5@@J1x1 ,y21#,x21#5@J1x1 ,x21#y21

for all y21PL21 .
The mapJ:L→L defined by its restrictionsJi to Li( i 521,...,1) is then a complex structur

of L as a Lie algebra. h

The statement ‘‘IFFT-algebras are maximal’’ should be taken in the following sense. I
tables given in Ref. 7, one can distinguish complex algebras from real ones admitting no co
structure. The latter give rise to maximal subalgebras of the real algebraT* (L21). One may
consider the former as Lie subalgebras of the real Lie algebraT* (L21), in which case Lemma 3
shows that they are not maximal. They are maximal when regarded in their natural posit
complex subalgebras of the complex Lie algebraT* (L21).
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Integrable Schro¨ dinger operators with magnetic fields:
Factorization method on curved surfaces

E. V. Ferapontova) and A. P. Veselovb)

Department of Mathematical Sciences, Loughborough University, Loughborough,
Leicestershire LE11 3TU, United Kingdom and Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics,
Academy of Science of Russia, Kosygina 2, 117940 Moscow, Russia
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The factorization method for Schro¨dinger operators with magnetic fields on a two-
dimensional surfaceM2 with nontrivial metric is investigated. This leads to the
new integrable examples of such operators and brings a new look at some classical
problems such as the Dirac magnetic monopole and the Landau problem. The
global geometric aspects and related spectral properties of the operators from the
factorization chains are discussed in detail. We also consider the Laplace transfor-
mations on a curved surface and extend the class of Schro¨dinger operators with two
integrable levels introduced in the flat case by S. P. Novikov and one of the authors.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1334903#

I. INTRODUCTION

In spite of the fact that some important examples of integrable Schro¨dinger equations with
magnetic fields were known since the 1930s~Landau problem, Dirac magnetic monopole!, the
general problem of integrability for such equations is still far from being understood.

In two dimensions probably the first important step in this direction has been taken by
brovin, Krichever and Novikov in 1976, who introduced a very important class of Schro¨dinger
operators with magnetic fields integrable~‘‘finite-gap’’ ! on one energy level.1 The coefficients of
the corresponding operators are periodic~or quasiperiodic! so that the total magnetic flux is zero

The case of periodic magnetic fields with nonzero flux has been considered by Dubrov
Novikov2 following the Aharonov–Casher observation3 that the Pauli operators for spin12 particles
in a magnetic field are related to the factorizable Schro¨dinger operators. This allowed one t
describe explicitly the ground states of the corresponding operators~see Refs. 4 and 5 for the
details!.

In Ref. 6 Novikov and one of the authors found a class of operators with magnetic
which are integrable on two different energy levels including the ground state. In Sec. V o
article we present some generalizations of this result, but our main goal here is to investigat
the factorization method can give for the theory of Schro¨dinger operatorsL with magnetic fields
on a curved two-dimensional surfaceM2.

Although some ideas have been developed already in the 19th century by Darbou
Moutard et al. ~see, e.g., Ref. 7!, it was probably Schro¨dinger who first used the factorizatio
method in quantum mechanics8 ~see also Ref. 9!. The idea of this method is very simple: if a give
operatorL can be factorized as

L5D1D2 ,

then the new operator

L̃5D2D1

a!Electronic mail: E.V.Ferapontov@lboro.ac.uk
b!Electronic mail: A.P.Veselov@lboro.ac.uk
5900022-2488/2001/42(2)/590/18/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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has the same spectrum asL ~provided the operators are good enough!, except possiblyl50, and
if one knows the eigenfunctionsc of L, then the formula

c̃5D2c

gives the eigenfunctions ofL̃. One can obviously include a shift into the factorization schem

L5D1D21c→L̃5D2D11c,

wherec is a constant. In one dimension it is always possible to factorize the Schro¨dinger operator
and continue this procedure to construct an infinite chain of operators related by this trans
tion usually called thefactorization chain~or dressing chain!. In the case when this chain i
periodic with an odd period the spectrum and eigenfunctions of all these operators can
scribed explicitly ~see Ref. 10!. The classical example is a harmonic oscillator whenL̃5L
1const.

In two dimensions the factorization of the general Schro¨dinger operatorL with magnetic field
on a curved surfaceM2 is possible only in the special case when the potential is equal up to a
to the magnetic field~see Theorem 1!. A simple but important calculation shows that the tran
formation

L5D* D→L̃5DD*

changes the magnetic fieldB by the Gaussian curvatureK of M2:

B̃5B1K.

In contrast to the one-dimensional, case in two dimensions one cannot, in general, contin
factorization procedure. We give a complete classification of all possible factorization chain
curved surfaceM2 ~Theorem 2!, which in particular says that infinite factorization chain exi
only on the surfaces with constant Gaussian curvature. The magnetic field and the potentia
corresponding operators must also be constant.

In Sec. III we discuss the global geometric aspects of the factorization chains. The
theorem and the classical Gauss–Bonnet formula play a crucial role here. They explain
difference between positive and negative curvature cases. In the positive constant curvatu
whenM25S2 is the standard round sphere, we have theDirac magnetic monopole.11–13We show
how the factorization method leads to the complete description of the spectrum of the corre
ing Schrödinger operatorL in the same way as Schro¨dinger did for the harmonic oscillator in Re
8. For the flat torus we have the standardLandau problem.14 We also discuss what the factoriza
tion method gives for the analog of the Landau problem on a surface of constant negative
ture with genus more than 1.

In Sec. IV we present some new examples of integrable Schro¨dinger operators with magneti
fields related to the two-term factorization chains on the surfaces with nonconstant curvatur
main observation here is that if the Laplace–Beltrami operator onM2 is integrable, then the sam
is true for the operator with the additional magnetic fieldB56K and the potentialU5K, K being
the Gaussian curvature.

In the last section we consider the quasi-cyclic chains of the Schro¨dinger operators with
magnetic fields on a curved surface related by Laplace transformations generalizing the co
tions from Ref. 6. This leads to a class of operators with two known energy levels, one of w
is the ground state.
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II. FACTORIZATION METHOD ON CURVED SURFACES: LOCAL THEORY

Consider an oriented analytic surfaceM2 with a Riemannian metricds2. It is known thatM2

has a complex structure such that the metric is conformal. In any complex chartz5x1 iy , z̄5x
2 iy the metric has the form

ds25
dzdz̄

h2~z,z̄!
5

dx21dy2

h2~z,z̄!
.

The Laplace–Beltrami operatorDh can be defined locally as

Dh54h2]]̄5h2~]x
21]y

2!,

where ]5]z5
1
2(]x2 i ]y) and ]̄5] z̄5

1
2(]x1 i ]y). To introduce the magnetic field one shou

replace the usual derivatives by their covariant counterparts:

¹x5]x2 ia, ¹y5]y2 ib,

¹5]2 iA, ¹̄5 ]̄2 iĀ, ~1!

A5 1
2 ~a2 ib !, Ā5 1

2 ~a1 ib !.

The corresponding Schro¨dinger operator

LA52h2@~]x2 ia !21~]y2 ib !2#

can be rewritten as

LA524h2¹¹̄1h2H524h2¹̄¹2h2H522h2~¹¹̄1¹̄¹!, ~2!

where

H5]xb2]ya5 i @¹x ,¹y#52@¹,¹̄#.

Geometrically, we have a complexU(1)-bundle overM2 with the connection form

a5 i ~adx1bdy! ~3!

and the curvature

V5da5 iHdx`dy52
H

2
dz̀ dz̄ ~4!

~see the next section for further discussion of the geometric aspects!. Let us define magnetic field
B by the relation

V5 iBds, ~5!

whereds5 (1/h2) dx`dy is the area element of the surface. By definition we have

B5h2H. ~6!

The most general Schro¨dinger operator onM2 has the form

L52h2@~]x2 ia !21~]y2 ib !2#1U, ~7!
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where the potentialU(x,y) is a real function onM2.
Consider the followingfactorization problemfor ~7!: whenL can be represented locally as

L5~a1]1a0!~a1* ]̄1a0* ! ~8!

~a-factorization! or

L5~b1]̄1b0!~b1* ]1b0* ! ~9!

~b-factorization! for some functionsa, a* , b, b* ? In the Euclidean case such factorizatio
appeared in the theory of Pauli operators for spin 1/2 particles~see Refs. 3 and 4!. On a curved
surface the situation is pretty similar.

Theorem 1:Thea-factorization for the Schro¨dinger operator (7) exists iff U52B. Similarly,
the necessary and sufficient condition for theb-factorization is U5B.

The sufficiency readily follows from formulas~2!:

If U52B, then L524h2¹¹̄.

If U5B, then L524h2¹̄¹.

The factorization is not unique: ifL5D1D2 is any factorization, thenL5(D1f 21)( f D2) is an-
other one for an arbitrary functionf . This actually gives all such factorizations.

Having a factorized operatorL5D1D2 one can consider the new operator

L̃5D2D1 .

Notice that the change of factorizationD1→D1f 21 and D2→ f D2 corresponds to the gaug
transformation ofL̃:

L̃→ f D2D1f 215 f L̃ f 21.

The magnetic field and the potential do not depend on the gauge and are defined correctly

compute them fora-factorizedL. We can assume thatD25¹̄ andD1524h2¹, so that

L̃5D2D1524¹̄~h2¹!524h2¹̄¹22hz̄h¹524h2~¹̄12hz̄h
21!¹524h2¹! ¹̃, ~10!

where¹! 5¹̄12hz̄h
21, ¹̃5¹.

Remark:The nonsymmetry between¹̃ and ¹! can be easily corrected by a suitable gau

transformation:¹̃→h¹̃h215¹2hzh
21 and ¹! →h¹! h215¹̄1hz̄h

21. In the future we will not
worry about such a nonsymmetry provided the corresponding magnetic field is real.

The new magnetic field is

B̃52h2@¹̃,¹! #52h2@¹,¹̄12hz̄h
21#5B14h2~hz̄h

21!z

5B14h2~ ln h!zz̄5B1h2n ln h5B1K,

whereK is theGaussian curvatureof the surface. Here we have used the standard formula foK
in the conformal coordinates

K5h2n ln h ~11!

~see, e.g., Ref. 15!. Thus the new magnetic field is

B̃5B1K. ~12!
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According to Theorem 1 the new potential is

Ũ5B̃5B1K. ~13!

Similarly, for b-factorization the new magnetic field and the new potential are

B̃5B2K, Ũ5K2B.

Let us introduce the notation (B,U) for the gauge class of Schro¨dinger operators~7! with given
magnetic fieldB and potentialU. Then we have the following two-term factorization chains:

~B,2B!→
a

~B1K,B1K ! ~14!

and

~B,B!→
b

~B2K,K2B!. ~15!

Notice thata+b5b+a5Id:

~B,2B!→
a

~B1K,B1K !→
b

~B,2B!,

~B,B!→
b

~B2K,K2B!→
a

~B,B!.

The question is: can we continue thea-chain allowing a shift by a constant? The answer is simp
in order to havea-factorization for an operator from the class (B1K,B1K22c), c5const we
should requireB1K22c52(B1K) or B1K5c. In this case we have the following three-ter
chains with an arbitrary constantc:

~c2K,K2c!→
a

~c,c!5~c,2c!12c→
a

~c1K,c1K !12c5~c1K,3c1K ! ~16!

and similarly

~c1K,c1K !→
b

~c,2c!5~c,c!22c→
b

~c2K,K2c!22c5~c2K,K23c!. ~17!

Here by (B,U)1c with constantc we denote the class of operatorsL1c with LP(B,U). Of
course (B,U)1c5(B,U1c), but it is convenient for us to use this notation to explain t
procedure. Notice that the operators with constant magnetic field and constant potential
considered as the natural analog of theLandau operatorson a curved surfaceM2. One more step
in the factorization procedure is possible only if the Gaussian curvature is constant:K5K0 . In
that case we actually can perform infinitely many steps:

~c2K0 , K02c!→
a

~c,c!→
a

~c1K0 , 3c1K0!→
a

. . .→
a

~c1mK0 , ~2m11!c1m2K0!→
a

. . .
~18!

for any mPZ1 and similarly
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~c1K0 , c1K0!→
b

~c,2c!→
b

~c2K0 , K023c!

→
b

. . .→
b

~c2mK0 ,2~2m11!c1m2K0!→
b

. . . ~19!

Summarizing all this we have the following.
Theorem 2: All possible factorization chains on a surface M2 with Gaussian curvature K are

given by
(1) two-term chains (14) and (15) with an arbitrary magnetic field B;
(2) three-term chains (16) and (17) of the operators on M2 with constant magnetic fields. If a

surface M2 has a constant Gaussian curvature then we have also
(3) infinite chains (18) and (19) with constant magnetic fields.

III. GLOBAL GEOMETRY AND SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF L

Let us assume now thatM2 is a closed surface of genusg with given Riemannian metric,j is
a complexU(1)-bundle overM2, a is a connection onj, andV5 iBds is its curvature form.
Here as aboveds is the area element of the surface determined by the metric andB is a function
on M2 called magnetic field.

Remark:We should mention that for a given magnetic fieldB the corresponding connectiona
is defined uniquely modulo natural gauge transformations only whenM2 is a topological sphere
For a surface of genusg one can always add toa a closed one-form without changingB. Modulo
exact forms corresponding to the gauge transformations the connections form the first cohom
group H1(M2,R).R2g. These additional 2g parameters are called theAharonov–Bohmfluxes
~see Refs. 16 and 17!. All the spectra we consider in general depend not only on the magnetic
B but also on the choice of the connectiona and therefore on these parameters. Wheng51 ~i.e.,
whenM2 is a torus! this corresponds to the choice of twoBloch quasi-momenta.

Notice that the total magnetic flux is an integer multiple of 2p:

1

2p E
M2

Bds5b, bPZ. ~20!

The integerb is actually the first Chern class ofj:

b5c1~j!PH2~M2,Z!.Z ~21!

~see, e.g., Ref. 15!. Having all this plus a potentialU which is a function onM2 one can define the
Schrödinger operatorL in ~7! as explained in the previous section. This operator is acting on
sectionsS(j) of the bundlej and is self-adjoint with respect to the natural Hermitian struct
with the norm

ici25E
M2

ucu2ds.

Let us analyze now what happens when we apply the factorization procedure. Consid
the two-term chain~14!:

~B,2B!→
a

~B1K,B1K !

or, in the local coordinates,

L5D* D→DD* 5L̃,
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where D52¹̄ and D* 522h2¹. Here we have used the complex structure onM2 uniquely
determined by the Riemannian metric, which exists according to the classical results~see, e.g.,
Ref. 15!.

Notice, first of all, that the operatorD maps the sectionsS(j) of j into the sectionsS(h) of
the bundleh5j ^ T0,1(M2) which are the antiholomorphic one-forms onM2 with the values inj
of the form cdz̄,cPS(j). This space also has the natural Hermitian structure induced by
Hermitian structure onj and the metric onM2. It is easy to check thatD* 522h2¹ is indeed

operator adjoint toD52¹̄ with respect to these structures, so the operatorL5D* D is non-
negative and KerL5KerD.

The new operatorL̃5DD* is acting on the sectionsS(h) of the bundleh and in the local
coordinates has the form~10!:

L̃524¹̄~h2¹!524h2~¹̄12hz̄h
21!¹.

The new covariant derivatives¹! 5¹̄12hz̄h
21, ¹̃5¹, correspond to the natural connection onh

induced by the connectiona on j and the natural Hermitian connection on the antiholomorp
cotangent bundleT0,1(M2) ~see Ref. 18!. The curvature of this connection is

Ṽ5 i ~B1K !ds,

whereK is the Gaussian curvature of the metric. Notice that the total flux of the new mag
field B̃5B1K ~or, equivalently, the first Chern class of the bundleh! is

c1~h!5b̃5
1

2p E
M2

B̃ds5b1x5b1~222g!, ~22!

wherex5222g is theEuler characteristicsof M2 because of theGauss–Bonnet formula:

E
M2

Kds52px. ~23!

The operatorD is an elliptic operator fromS(j) into S(h). Its index can be determined by th
index theorem and is given by the Riemann–Roch formula

indD5dim KerD2dim KerD* 5b2g11. ~24!

When the magnetic field is large enough, more precisely whenb.2g22, we have

dim KerD* 50, dim KerD5b2g11. ~25!

In that case the ground state of the operatorL is degenerate:

dim KerL5dim KerD5b2g11,

while L̃ is positive operator:

dim KerL̃5dim KerD* 50.

The rest of the spectrum~which is discrete according to general theory! is the same forL and L̃:
the intertwining operatorsD andD* establish the isomorphism of the corresponding eigenspa
Notice that if b5g21, then, according to the Riemann–Roch formula~24!, dim KerL
5dim KerL̃ so thatL and L̃ are isospectral everywhere~not just forl.0!. Now for the general
factorization chain one should only take into account the additional shift of the spectrum.
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For the b-factorization chains~15! the analysis is similar, one should simply replace t
holomorphic structure by the antiholomorphic one.

Let us consider now some examples.
Example 1: Dirac magnetic monopole on a sphere. Let M2 be a sphereS2,R3 with the

standard metric of constant Gaussian curvatureK. The Hamiltonian of the Dirac monopole with
chargeqPZ in our notations is a Schro¨dinger operatorHq from the gauge class (B,0), whereB
is a constant satisfying the quantization relation

1

2p E
S2

Bds5
B

2p E
S2

ds52B5q,

i.e.,B5q/2 must be integer or half-integer. It is acting on the sections of the U~1!-bundle with the
first Chern classq. As we have seen earlier, such an operator can be included in the in
factorization chain:

~B,0!5~B,2B!1B→~B1K, B1K !1B

5~B1K, 2B1K !

5~B1K, 2~B1K !!13B12K→~B12K,B12K !13B12K

5~B12K,4B14K !→ . . .→~B1mK, 2mB1m2K !→ . . . , ~26!

mPZ1 . If B5q/2.0, then the operator (B,2B) is positive and, according to index theore
~25!,

dim Ker~B,2B!5q2g115q11

sinceg50 andq>2g21521. Therefore the ground state ofHq has the energyl5B5q/2 and
the corresponding eigenspace has dimensionq1152B11. The second operator (B1K,2B
1K) in the chain has the same spectrum as (B,0), except the ground state. By the same reas
its ground state has energyl53B12K which is degenerate:

dim Ker@~B1K,2B1K !2~3B12K !#5dim Ker@B1K,2~B1K !#52B121152B13.

Thus the second eigenvalue ofHq is l253B12K with degeneracy 2B13. On themth step we
will have the operator (B1mK,2mB1m2K)5(B1mK,2B2mK)1(2m11)B1(m21m)K
which leads to the eigenvalue

lm5~2m11!B1m~m11!K

with degeneracy 2B12m11. Thus we arrived at the well-known result about the spectrum of
Dirac monopole~see, e.g., Ref. 13!:

SpecHq5H ln5~2m11!
q

2
1m~m11!K with degeneracy q12m11J ,

m50,1,2,. . . .
We can make all this explicit~including the calculation of the corresponding eigenfunctio!

using the stereographic coordinatez5x1 iy . Assume for simplicity that the radius of the sphe
R51, so that the Gaussian curvatureK51/R251. The metric has the form

ds25
4

~11zz̄!2 dzdz̄.

The corresponding chain of operators in a suitable gauge has the form
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LN52~11zz̄!2]]̄2Nz~11zz̄!]1Nz̄~11zz̄!]̄1N2~11zz̄!

5DN* DN1N~N11!5DN21DN21* 1N~N21!, ~27!

DN5~11zz̄!]̄1Nz; DN* 52~11zz̄!]1~N11!z̄.

HereLN5H2N1N2, whereH2N is the Dirac monopole operator with the chargeq52N, B5N.
We obviously have the intertwining relations

LN11DN5DNLN , LNDN* 5DN* LN11 . ~28!

To find the ground state ofLN :LNc5N(N11)c one should solve the equationDNc50:

~11zz̄!]̄c1Nzc50, or ]̄ ln c52
Nz

11zz̄
.

The solutions are easy to find:

c5
f ~z!

~11zz̄!N ,

where f is any holomorphic function ofz. Because of the condition

E ucu2ds5E E
R2

ucu2dzdz̄

~11zz̄!2 ,`,

the function f (z) must be a polynomial of order<2N. This gives us the space of dimensio
2N11. Applying to this space the ‘‘lowering’’ operatorsDN21* ,DN22* , . . . wewill construct all
eigenfunctions of the operatorsLN21 ,LN22 , . . . with the eigenvaluel5N(N11). This gives the
following description of the eigenfunctions of the Dirac monopole operatorHq .

Theorem 3: The eigenfunctions of the Dirac magnetic monopole operator with the char
on a unit sphere corresponding to the eigenvalue

l5~2m11!
q

2
1m~m11!, mPZ1 , ~29!

form the space of dimension q12m11 which can be described as

c5DN2m* . . . DN22* DN21*
f ~z!

~11zz̄!N , ~30!

where N5m1 q/2 and f(z) is an arbitrary polynomial of degreedegf <2N52m1q.
One can check that the formulas forc we have given actually determine the smooth secti

of the corresponding line bundles over the sphereS2.
The eigenfunctions of the Dirac magnetic monopole are known asmonopole harmonicsand

have been investigated by Wu and Yang,13 who were probably the first to identify them explicitl
as the sections. Our derivation is different and closer to the one of the paper19 by D’Hoker and
Vinet who discovered the supersymmetry of the corresponding Pauli equation in the presen
magnetic monopole~see also Ref. 20!.

Remark:If q52N is an even integer, thenH2N5LN2N2 can be intertwined with the shifted
standard Laplace–Beltrami operatorL052Dg on the sphereS2:

H2ND5D~L02N2!, D5DN21¯D1D0 ,
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so that one can use the well-known eigenfunctions ofL0 ~spherical harmonics! to construct the
eigenfunctions ofHq . Notice that we have given an alternative description of spherical harmo
using the factorization chain. The explicit form of the intertwining operatorD is

D5
1

~11zz̄!N22 ]̄~11zz̄!2]̄~11zz̄!2]̄¯ ]̄~11zz̄!2]̄,

which is of the orderN in ]̄.
It is interesting to compare the Dirac monopole problem on a sphere with the Landau pr

on the surfaces of genusg>2 with the constant negative Gaussian curvatureK,0 which we
analyze later. The corresponding classical problems behave very differently so one should
the same for the quantum problems as well.

For the investigation of the intermediate case of flat torus which is the classical La
problem we refer to Refs. 14 and 5. In that caseK50 and our formula~26! leads to the usua
Landau spectrum

lm5$~2m11!B, m50,1, . . .%,

whereB is assumed positive and quantized. The corresponding eigenfunctions can be expre
terms of the classical elliptics-functions~see Refs. 5 and 2 for the details!.

Example 2: Landau problem on a surface of genus g>2. Let M2 be any analytic surface with
the metricds2 of constant curvatureK521. Such surfaceM2 can be considered as a quotient
the Lobachevsky planeL by an infinite discrete groupG:

M25L/G.

HereL can be realized as an open discuzu,1 with the metric

ds25
4

~12zz̄!2 dzdz̄.

The Schro¨dinger operator onL with constant magnetic fieldB ~Landau operator! can be written as

LB
L52(12zz̄)2(¹¹̄1¹̄¹), where

¹5]2B
z̄

12zz̄
, ¹̄5 ]̄1B

z

12zz̄
,

or, explicitly,

LB
L52~12zz̄!2]]̄1Bz̄~12zz̄!]̄2Bz~12zz̄!]1B2zz̄. ~31!

In order to define the corresponding operatorLB acting on the sections of someU(1)-bundle over
M2 one needs the quantization condition

1

2p E
M2

Bds5
1

2p
BE

M2
ds5~2g22!BPZ ~32!

to be satisfied. Here we have again used the Gauss–Bonnet formula

1

2p E
M2

Kds52
1

2p E
M2

ds5x5222g.

Notice that to defineLB one also needs to choose a connectiona which depends on 2g Aharonov–
Bohm fluxes~see the remark at the beginning of this section!.
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Let us see what the factorization chain~18! gives us for the calculation of the spectrum ofLB .
We have the chain~26! with K521:

~B,0!→~B,2B!1B→~B21,B21!1B

5~B21,2B21!→ . . .→~B2m,2mB2m2!

5~B2m,m2B!1~2m11!B2~m21m!.

Let us assume thatB.0. By Riemann–Roch formula~24! the index of the operator (B2m,m
2B) is (2g22)(B2m)2g115(2g22)(B2m2 1

2), so it is positive if

m,B2 1
2 .

Using the same arguments as in the previous example we can claim that the first@B2 1
2#11

eigenvalues of the operatorLB have the form

lm5~2m11!B2m~m11!, m50,1,2,. . . ,@B2 1
2#. ~33!

Let us remember thatB has the formk/(2g22) for some positive integerk. Moreover, we can
say that if (2g22)(B2m).2g22, i.e., if

m,B21,

then the corresponding eigenspace has the dimension

dim Ker~LB2lm!5~2g22!~B2m2 1
2!. ~34!

Notice that the spectrum~33! depends only on the magnetic fieldB but not on the Aharonov–
Bohm fluxes. It is related to the discrete part of the spectrum of the Landau operatorLB

L on the
whole Lobachevsky plane~see, e.g. Ref. 21!. It would be interesting to find an effective repre
sentation for the corresponding eigenfunctions on a surfaceM2 given explicitly as an algebraic
curve inC2.

From these considerations we have nothing to say about the rest of the spectrum ofLB @which
in fact depends both on Aharonov–Bohm fluxes and on (3g23) complex parameters~moduli!
determining the conformal structure onM2#. In particular, we can not say anything about t
spectrum of the pure Laplace–Beltrami operatorL0 on M2. This is a reflection of the fact that th
corresponding classical geodesics problem onM2 is nonintegrable. In this relation we would lik
to mention an interesting paper22 where the both classical and quantum problems with a cons
magnetic field are considered on a surface which is a~noncompact! quotient of the Lobachevsky
plane by a subgroup of the modular group.

IV. NEW EXAMPLES OF THE INTEGRABLE QUANTUM PROBLEMS WITH MAGNETIC
FIELD

Let us consider any surfaceM2 with integrable quantum geodesic problem

Lc5lc,

whereL52Dh andDh is the Laplace–Beltrami operator onM2. By definition the integrability
means that there exists an integral, which is another differential operatorF commuting withL:
@F,L#50 and having an independent highest symbol. We have shown@see~16!# that L can be
factorizedL5D* D and the new operatorL̃5DD* has the magnetic fieldB56K ~K is the
Gaussian curvature! and the potentialU5K. We claim that this new operator is also integrab
Indeed, consider the differential operator
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F̃5DFD* , ~35!

Then

L̃F̃5DD* DFD* 5DLFD* 5DFLD* 5DFD* DD* 5F̃L̃,

i.e., F̃ commutes withL̃. It is easy to check that if the highest symbol ofF is independent of the
highest symbol ofL, then the same is true forF̃ and L̃. The intertwining relations

L̃D5DL and D* L̃5LD*

establish isomorphism between the two spectral problems

Lc5lc and L̃c̃5lc̃

for any lÞ0:c̃5Dc, c5D* c̃. For l50 the situation is described by the Riemann–Ro
formula:

dim KerL2dim Ker L̃512g. ~36!

In particular, for the sphereS2 we haveg50,

dim KerL51, dim KerL̃50.

This means that the ground state ofL̃ has the energy which is equal to the minimal positi
eigenvalue ofL: if SpecL5$l050, l1 ,l2 , . . . %, then SpecL̃5$l1 ,l2 , . . . %.

For the torusT2 we haveg51 and

dim KerL5dim KerL̃51

so that

Spec L5SpecL̃.

This is true for all the values of quasi-momenta, i.e., for the whole Bloch spectrum. Notice fo
torus the total magnetic flux ofL̃ is zero.

We do not know any integrable Laplace–Beltrami operators on a surface of genusg>2. For
the corresponding classical problem about geodesics onM2 there exists a rigorous proof that the
are no such metrics~see Ref. 23!.

Theorem 4: Let M2 be any surface such that the corresponding quantum geodesic pro

2Dhc5lc is integrable. Then the Schro¨dinger operator L˜ on M2 with magnetic field B56K
and potential U5K, K is the Gaussian curvature of M2, is integrable, too, and has the sam
spectrum as L52Dh with the only possible exception atl50.

Example:Consider an ellipsoidM2,

x2

a2 1
y2

b2 1
z2

c2 51,

with the metric induced fromR3. The geodesic problem onM2 has been solved by Jacobi wh
showed that it can be integrated by separation of variables. The same is true for the corresp
quantum problem. Gaussian curvature ofM2 has the form
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K5~abc!22S x2

a4 1
y2

b4 1
z2

c4D 22

,

so we can claim that the Schro¨dinger operatorL̃ on M2 with the magnetic field

B5~abc!22S x2

a4 1
y2

b4 1
z2

c4D 22

and the potential

U52~abc!22S x2

a4 1
y2

b4 1
z2

c4D 22

is integrable and SpecL5SpecL̃ø$0%. Notice that the order of the additional quantum integ
F̃5DFD* is 4, since the order ofF is known to be 2.

Remark:We do not claim that that the minimal order of the additional integral is 4. On
contrary, in this case one can show that there exists an additional integral of order 2. It wo
interesting to investigate the corresponding classical mechanical problem of motion on the
soid in this special magnetic field. We conjecture that it is nonintegrable.

This example can be generalized in the following way. Consider any surfaceM2 with the
Liouville metric

ds25g11du21g22dv2, g115
u2v

f
, g225

v2u

g
,

where f (u) andg(v) are arbitrary functions of the specified arguments. Its Gaussian curvatu
expressed by the formula

K5
f 2g

2~u2v !3 2
f 81g8

4~u2v !2 .

The corresponding Laplace–Beltrami operator

Dh5Ag11g22]u

g11

Ag11g22
]u1Ag11g22]v

g22

Ag11g22
]v

commutes with the second-order operator

F5vAg11g22]u

g11

Ag11g22
]u1uAg11g22]v

g22

Ag11g22
]v ,

so that variables can be separated both in the classical and quantum cases. So, we can c
the Schro¨dinger operator with magnetic fieldB56K and the potentialU5K is integrable on any
Liouville surface.

As a degenerate case of this construction one can get the surfaces of revolution inR3 with the
metric

ds25r~z!2dw21~11r8~z!2!dz2.

In that case the Gaussian curvature is given by the formula

K5
r8r9

r~11~r8!2!2 .
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We would like to mention that there exist the intertwining relations between two Schro¨dinger
operators which are not related to any factorization of the operators~see Ref. 24 for some ex
amples!. We will present here another example of this type modifying the previous analysis
Dirac monopole. Recall that the operatorLN of the Dirac monopole on the unit sphere given
~27!,

LN52~11zz̄!2]]̄2Nz~11zz̄!]1Nz̄~11zz̄!]̄1N2~11zz̄!,

satisfies the interwining relations~28!,

LN11DN5DNLN ,

where

DN5~11zz̄!]̄1Nz.

It can be readily verified that the modified operatorsL̃N given by

L̃N5LN2 1
4 P22~N11!P, L̃N115LN112 1

4 P22NP

satisfy the same intertwining relations

L̃N11D̃N5D̃NL̃N ,

where the modified intertwining operatorD̃N is of the form

D̃N5DN1
w

11zz̄
.

Herew is a quadratic polynomial inz:

w5q1pz2q̄z2, pPR, q,q̄PC,

andP is given by the formula

P5w82
2z̄w

11zz̄
5p

12zz̄

11zz̄
22

q̄z1qz̄

11zz̄
.

Geometrically,P represents the restriction to the sphereS2 of an arbitrary linear function from the
ambient spaceR3. Without any loss of generality we may assumeq5q̄50 ~by appropriately
choosing the axis of stereographic projection!, so P5p (12zz̄)/(11zz̄).

In particular, for N521 we have the intertwining relation between the Dirac monop
operator with charge 2 in the potentialU52 1

4P
2 and the usual Laplace–Beltrami operator w

the additional potentialV52 1
4P

21P.
One can show that this construction actually gives all the potential deformations of the

twining relations~28!.

V. LAPLACE TRANSFORMATIONS ON A CURVED SURFACE AND QUASI-CYCLIC
CHAINS

Let L be any Schro¨dinger operator with magnetic fieldB and potentialU:

L524h2¹¹̄1~U1B!524h2¹̄¹1~U2B!.
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In general none of these forms is pure factorizable but on the levell50: Lc50 we still can do
the transformation

c̃5¹c or c̃5¹̄c.

In particular, if

Lc5@24h2¹̄¹1~U2B!#c50

and c̃5¹c, we have

¹̄c̃5
U2B

4h2 c

and therefore

¹̃¹̄c̃5
U2B

4h2 c̃,

where¹̃ satisfies the relation

¹̃
U2B

4h2 5
U2B

4h2 ¹

implying

¹̃5¹2 ln~U2B!z1~ ln h2!z . ~37!

Thus c̃5¹c satisfies the new Schro¨dinger equationL̃c̃50, where

L̃524h2¹̃¹̄1~U2B!524h2¹̃¹̄1~Ũ1B̃!. ~38!

The new magnetic field is

B̃52h2@¹̃,¹̄#5B12h2~ ln~U2B!!zz̄24h2~ ln h!zz̄5B1 1
2 Dh~ ln~U2B!!2K, ~39!

whereDh54h2]]̄ is the Laplace–Beltrami operator onM2, andK is the Gaussian curvature. Th
new potential is

Ũ5U2B2B̃5U2@2B1 1
2 Dh~ ln~U2B!!2K#. ~40!

The formulas~37!–~40! define correctly the Laplace transformation for the Schro¨dinger operators
on a curved surface. The only difference with the standard formulas in the flat case~see, e.g., Ref.
6! is the additional Gaussian curvature term.

Following Ref. 6 let us call the chain of Laplace transformations

Bk115Bk1 1
2 Dh~ ln~Uk2Bk!!2K,

~41!
Uk115Uk2Bk2Bk115Uk2@2Bk1 1

2 Dh~ ln~Uk2Bk!!2K# ,

k50, . . . ,N, quasi-cyclicif both the initial and final Schro¨dinger operators are factorizable, po
sibly at the different energy levels:

U01B050, UN1BN5UN212BN2152c, ~42!
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wherec.0 is a constant.
As well as in the flat case,6 the last operatorLN has two ‘‘integrable’’ levels:LNc050 and

LNcc52ccc . Indeed,c0 can be found as the result

c05¹N21¹N22 . . . ¹0c

of the Laplace transformations applied to the solutions of the initial equationL0c50, which is
equivalent to

¹̄0c50, ~43!

while cc are the ground states of the operatorLN524h2¹N¹̄N2c satisfying the equation

¹̄Nc50. ~44!

Obviously we should assume that solutions of both~43! and ~44! do exist, which imposes som
global assumptions on the magnetic field. Let us discuss these assumptions.

First of all, let us notice that the magnetic chargeb5(1/2p) *M2Bds ~which should be
integer because of the quantization condition! changes under Laplace transformations accordin
the formula

b̃5b12g22

as it follows from ~39! and the Gauss–Bonnet formula. AfterN steps we havebN5b012N(g
21). Also from ~41! we have

E
M2

~Uk1Bk!ds5E
M2

~Uk212Bk21!ds5E
M2

~Uk211Bk21!ds24pbk21 .

SinceU01B050 it follows that

1

2p E
M2

~UN1BN!ds52
1

2p E
M2

cds522Nb2N~N21!~2g22!,

so we have the relation

c
A~M2!

2p
52Nb01N~N21!~2g22!, ~45!

whereA(M2)5*M2ds is the area ofM2. For the sphere we havec5Nb02N(N21), for the
torus cA(M2)54pNb0 , and for a surface of genusg.1 the relationc(2g22)52Nb01N(N
21)(2g22).

This determines the constantc in the quasi-cyclic chain if we know the magnetic chargeb0 of
the first operator and therefore imposes a quantization condition onc sinceb0 is an integer. In
terms of this integerb0 the sufficient conditions for the equations~43! and~44! to have a solution
have the form~see Sec. III!

b0.g21, b012N~g21!.g21.

For the topological sphereS2 this is equivalent to the inequalityb0.2N21, for the torus this
simply means thatb0 is positive, and for a surface of genusg.1 we have just the first inequality
b0.g21.

Theorem 5: Let Uk ,Bk ,k50,1,. . . ,N, satisfy the quasi-cyclic chain (41) on a curved surfa
M2 and let the magnetic charge of the first operator b0 satisfy the conditions described abov
Then the last operator of the chain LN has two known energy levels independent of the Aharon–
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Bohm fluxes: the ground statel52c andl50. The corresponding eigenfunctions can be fou
from the solutions of the first order equations (43) and (44) and for a large b0 form the spaces o
the dimensions b01(2N21)(g21) for l52c and b02g11 for l50 respectively.

Example 1:Quasi-cyclic chains of lengthN51:

U01B050,

U11B15U02B052c

implies thatU052B052c/2 are constants, so thatL0 is the Landau operator on a curved surfa
M2. Notice that

B15B01 1
2 Dh~ ln~2c!!2K5B02K,

U15U022B01K5K23B0 ,

so that in this case the Laplace transformation coincides with one step of the factorization
dure ~17!: (B0 ,2B0)→(B02K,K23B0),B05c/2 . Thus in this case we claim that the Schr¨-
dinger operator with the magnetic fieldB5 c/22K and the potentialU5K2 3c/2 has two lowest
energy levels known:l52c andl50 provided the quantization and positivity conditions forc
are satisfied.

Example 2:Quasi-cyclic chains withN52:

U01B050⇔U052B0 ;

B15B01 1
2 Dh~ ln B0!2K, U15U02B02B1522B02B1 ;

U21B25U12B1522B022B152c.

Thus we have the following relation for the magnetic fieldB0 :

2B01
1

2
Dh~ ln B0!2K5

c

2

or

Dh~ ln B0!5c12K24B0 ,

which, after introducingw5 ln B0, takes the form

Dhw5c12K24ew. ~46!

WhenK50 this reduces to the equation from Ref. 6.
As well as in the flat case, any solution of~46! determines a Schro¨dinger operator in the

magnetic field with two integrable levels.
Remark:Whenc50, Eq. ~46! reduces to

Dhw52K24ew,

which is a natural analog of the well-known Liouville equation for a curved surface. It ca
transformed into the standard Liouville equationw̃zz̄52ew̃ by a substitutionw5w̃12 lnh. When
cÞ0 the equation~46! is probably nonintegrable already in the flat case.
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Borel summable solutions to one-dimensional Schro ¨ dinger
equation
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It is shown that so called fundamental solutions the semiclassical expansions of
which have been established earlier to be Borel summable to the solutions them-
selves appear also to be the unique solutions to the one-dimensional~1D! Schrö-
dinger equation having this property. Namely, it is shown in this paper that for the
polynomial potentials the Borel function defined by the fundamental solutions can
be considered as the canonical one. The latter means that any Borel summable
solution can be obtained by the Borel transformation of this unique canonical Borel
function multiplied by some\-dependent and Borel summable constant. This jus-
tifies the exceptional role the fundamental solutions play in 1D quantum mechanics
and completes the relevant semiclassical theory relied on the Borel resummation
technique and developed in our other papers. ©2001 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1331099#

I. INTRODUCTION

The semiclassical approximation is one of the most widely used approximate metho
physics, particularly, in quantum mechanics. In fact it is not limited only to pure power s
expansions in the Planck constant\ but it is used also in all problems which can be formulat
semiclassically. The method can be applied in this way to, say, the quartic oscillator pertur
theory from the one hand1,2 and to a variety of problems with so called large-N expansions fr
the other.3–5 Therefore, independently of the expansion parameter we shall consider all
asymptotic series expansions as semiclassical.

The method can be stated in the Schro¨dinger wave function formulation of quantum
mechanics6,7 as well as in the Feynman path inegral form of the latter.8,9 Its main ingredient as the
approximation method is to represent considered quantities by a limited number of first ter
the corresponding infinite series expansions, knowing usually that the series is typ
asymptotic, i.e., divergent. Therefore, contrary to the case of convergent series, such a re
tation of the expanded quantities is of a rather limited value.

First, it cannot be done arbitrarily accurate by enlarging a number of kept terms, i.e., su
approximation can be only the best one in which the case a finite rest is exponentially small~in the
parameter of the expansion! in comparison with the main contribution.

Second, it is just these exponentially small differences which can become dominating in
domains of the expansion parameter being arbitrarily close to the original one, i.e., such a
representation of quantities by their corresponding asymptotic series are strongly limited
original domain and it cannot give any information about the analytic properties of the quan
considered as functions of the expansion parameter. In particular this finite sum cannot b
tinued analytically outside the original domain of obtaining it.

The latter means that the considered quantities cannot be recovered in some simple way
knowledge of a finite number of terms of their semiclassical expansions even if the seri

a!Electronic mail: sgiller@krysia.uni.lodz.pl
b!Electronic mail: jezykmil@krysia.uni.lodz.pl
6080022-2488/2001/42(2)/608/33/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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abbreviated at their least terms.~In the latter case the approximation is considered to be best! In
fact these analytic properties are determined rather by the behavior of so called large orde
of the series. It is just the properties of these large order terms~considered as functions of the
order! which allow us actually to reconstruct quantities represented by such semiclassical se
particular if these terms grow with their order not faster than factorially then the Borel meth
summation of the diverging series can be used in such cases. We shall call such semic
series Borel summable.

In the case of the Borel summable semiclassical expansions the Borel method of sum
can be used in the following way.

First the Borel function is determined approximately after the knowledge of a limited num
of first terms of the asymptotic series expansion of the considered quantity. Namely,
definition the approximate Borel function is obtained as a sum of these known first terms d
by the corresponding factorials. The sum represents in this way the abbreviated Taylor
expansion corresponding to the exact Borel function.~The latter is obtained if all the terms of th
asymptotic series are used to construct the Taylor series in the above way.! The last series has
finite radius of convergence and therefore an additional knowledge even approximate
singularity structure of the corresponding Borel function is still necessary for an approx
recovery of this function from its abbreviated Taylor series. This knowledge can be extrac
the known extent from the detailed knowledge of the large order behavior of the consi
semiclassical series. Having~or assuming! however this knowledge a function with the desir
singularity structure can be constructed and its Taylor series expansion can be compared w
known abbreviated Taylor series so that the free parameters of the assumed singularities
determined. Finally by the Borel transformation of the Borel function the original quantit
reproduced approximately in this way.4

The above reproduction can still be performed in the spirit of asymptotic expansions a
different levels of accuracy. The lowest level is obtained when the Borel integral is substitut
its best asymptotics. It means that the quantity considered is represented again by a finite
definite number of first terms of which coincide exactly with the original terms used to cons
the ~approximate! Borel function. However this sum can now contain many more terms sin
ends on the least term of the asymptotic series corresponding to the Borel integral. Therefor
approximate the considered quantity much better than the sum of the original terms with whi
method has started.

However, since the method contains still additional information about the singularity stru
of the Borel function then one step further can be done in getting a still better level of accura
extracting from the Borel integral so called exponentially small contributions. Such computa
are known as the hyperasymptotic ones.10,11The finite semiclassical sum is then completed by
exponentially small contributions the forms and numbers of which are determined by the k
~assumed! singularity structure of the Borel function.12 The latter means that the Borel summ
bility allows us to realize theprinciple of resurgence, i.e., to recover the information contained
the divergent tails of the semiclassical series.10,12–17

It should be noted also, however, that the exponentially small contributions are of their
importance since in many cases of quantities considered these contributions are dominant.
the latter cases the most well known one is the difference between the energy levels of di
parities in the symmetric double well.6 But these are also the cases of transition probabilities in
tunnelling phenomena6 or their adiabatic limits in the time-dependent problem of transitio
between two~or more! energy levels~see Refs. 18, 19 and references cited therein! or the expo-
nential decaying of resonances in the weak electric field~see Refs. 20, 21 and references cit
therein!.

The applicability of the Borel resummation to the semiclassical expansions in quantum
chanics has been proved by many authors.22–24 Particularly, the 1D quantum mechanics offers
possibility of constructing a full semiclassical theory relied on the Borel resummation.1,12,25

Namely, several years ago one of the authors of the present paper discovered1 that for a large
family of analytical potentials including all the polynomial ones there are solutions to a
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stationary Schro¨dinger equation for which their well defined semiclassical expansions are B
summable to the solutions themselves. These solutions appearing for polynomial potentia
finite number were called fundamental because of their completeness for solving any
dimensional problem.5 Their Borel summability property played an essential role in many of th
applications.1 In particular this property allowed us to prove the Borel summability of ene
levels for most of the polynomial potentials.

On the other hand it is easy to construct solutions to the Schro¨dinger equation~in fact,
infinitely many of them! with well defined Borel summable semiclassical expansions but w
results of such Borel resummations not coinciding with the initial solutions generating the s
However the results of the Borel resummations are again solutions to the Schro¨dinger equation
since in general each successful Borel resummation of any semiclassical series always l
some solution to the Schro¨dinger equation.

In this paper we want to demonstrate an exceptional role the fundamental solutions men
above play with respect to the Borel summability property showing that they provide a ge
scheme for a construction of Borel summable solutions to the 1D stationary Schro¨dinger equation
at least for polynomial potentials. A main ingredient of such a scheme is an observation th
Borel function of some fundamental solution is not only such a function for any other fundam
solution but it is also a Borel function allowing us to construct any Borel summable solution
given 1D Schro¨dinger equation with polynomial potential.

The latter conclusion means that in all the semiclassical problems in 1D quantum mec
in which the Borel resummation method is to be applied the fundamental solutions should b
preferably.

Our way of considering the problem of the Borel summability in 1D quantum mecha
makes use of the global features of the fundamental solutions and the Stokes graphs re
them and as such is to some extent complementary to the way utilized by Delabaereet al.13,14

making use of rather local properties of the considered quantities.
Our method can be also used to analyze the adiabatic limits considered by Joyeet al.18 at least

in the case of two energy levels.26 The cases of several levels need, however, a generalizatio
our method since these cases are described by systems of the linear equations in numbe
than two.

To make the original results of our paper more transparent we have formulated them in
places in the forms of theorems or lemmas equipped with the corresponding proofs. Howe
do not consider our paper to pretend to a full formal mathematical rigor supposing most
presented ideas to be sufficiently obvious and clear by presented proofs or when confronte
our earlier papers or with the papers of other authors mentioned.

The paper is organized as follows.
In the next section we remind a construction and basic properties of the fundamental so

and Borel functions corresponding to them as well.
In Sec. III we show that the Borel functions corresponding to different fundamental solu

are only different branches of the same unique Borel function and can be recovered by the
transformations performed along suitably chosen paths on the ‘‘Borel plane.’’ We show also
that there are two ways of integrations in the Borel plane providing us with the Borel summ
solutions to the Schro¨dinger equation which, on their own, coincide each, up to\-dependent
multiplicative constants, with the corresponding fundamental solutions.

In Sec. IV we consider in some detail a general expression for the semiclassical expans
the Schro¨dinger equation and introduce there also their standardized forms. We point out i
section an essential difference between the forms of the latter for the Borel summable an
summable quantities.

In Sec. V we show the existence almost at each point of thex-plane two pairs of the bas
solutions to the Schro¨dinger equation with well defined Borel summable semiclassical asymp
but not summed to the solutions themselves. The semiclassical expansions of the solutio
sidered in this section and their Borel resummations are a particular illustration of our main
that a result of any such a resummation is always some fundamental solution.
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In Sec. VI we generalize the results of Sec. IV and show that the Borel function defined b
fundamental solutions can be considered as canonical in a sense that up to a multip
\-dependent constant any Borel summable solution to the Schro¨dinger equation can be obtaine
by the Borel transformation of this canonical Borel function. This means that each Borel
mable solution has to be essentially some of the fundamental solutions.

Section VII is a discussion of the results of the paper.

II. FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTIONS TO 1D STATIONARY SCHRÖ DINGER EQUATION

Let us remind shortly basic lines in defining fundamental solutions.1,5

A set of fundamental solutions is attached in a unique way to a so called Stokes
corresponding to a given polynomial potentialV(x) of the nth degree. Each Stokes graph is
collection of lines~Stokes lines! in the complexx-plane which are a loci of points where the re
parts of action functions defined by the followingn integrals:

Wi~x,E!5E
xi

x
Aq~y,E!dy,

~1!
q~x,E!52V~x!22E,

vanish. In~1! E is the energy of the system andxi , i 51,2,. . . ,n, are roots ofq(x).
The fundamental solutions are defined in infinite connected domains called sectors

boundaries of the latter consisting of Stokes lines andxi ’s; see Fig. 1~a!.
In a sectorSk a corresponding fundamental solutionck to the Schro¨dinger equation:

c9~x!2\22q~x!c~x!50, ~2!

has Dirac’s form

ck~x!5q2 1/4~x!•e~sk /\! Wk(x)
•xk~x!, ~3!

with xk lying at the boundary ofSk and with a signsk(561) @which we shall call asignatureof
the solution~3!#, chosen in such a way as to have

R„skWk~x!…,0. ~4!

The amplitude factorxk(x,\) in ~3! has the following Fro¨man and Fro¨man’s form:27

FIG. 1. ~a! A general form of the Stokes graph for the polynomial potential discussed in Sec. II.~b! The j-variable map
of the Stokes graph of~a! containing the sectorsS1 andS3 .
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xk~x,\!511 (
n>1

S sk\

2 D n È
k

x

dy1 È
k

y1
dy2 ...È

k

yn21
dynv~y1!v~y2!...v~yn!

3~12e2 ~2sk /\!„Wk(x)2Wk(y1)…!~12e~2 2sk /\!„Wk(y1)2Wk(y2)…!

¯~12e~2 2sk /\!„Wk(yn21)2Wk(yn)…!, ~5!

with

v~x!5
1

4

q9~x!

q3/2~x!
2

5

16

q82~x!

q5/2~x!
52q2 1/4~x!„q2 1/4~x!…9, ~6!

and with integration paths in~5! chosen to be canonical,1,5 i.e., on such paths the following
condition is satisfied:

skR„Wk~yj !2Wk~yj 11!…>0, ~7!

for any ordered pair of integration variables~with y05x). The condition~7! ensures the solution
~3! to vanish at the infinitỳ k of the sectorSk .

A domain Dk(.Sk) wherexk(x) can be represented by~5! with the canonical integration
paths is called canonical. In eachDk the following semiclassical expansion forxk(x) can be
deduced from~5! by standard methods~see also the next section!:

xk~x,\!;xk
as~x,\!5 (

n>0
S sk\

2 D n

xk,n~x!,

xk,n~x!5 È
k

x

dy q2 1/4~y!„q~2 1/4!(y)xk,n21~y!…9

5 È
k

x

dyn q21/4~yn!3S q2 1/4~yn! È
k

yn
dyn21 q2 1/4~yn21!

3S ...q2 1/4~y2! È
k

y2
dy1 q2 1/4~y1!„q2 1/4~y1!…9...D 9D 9

, ~8!

n51,2,..., xk,0~x![1.

What has been said above assumed a real and positive value ofl[\21 ~we prefer to use
ratherl as a more convenient variable!. However when considering Borel summability properti
of xk(x,l) it is unavoidable to complexifyl. If it is done the only change in the above descr
tions of properties of Fro¨man and Fro¨man solutions to the Schro¨dinger equation is to substitut
W(x,E) in the conditions~4! and~7! by eıfW(x,E) wheref5argl. Of course, the domainsDk

as well as the Stokes graph itself depend then onf. In particular, all the Stokes lines rotate the
around the corresponding turning pointsxi , i 51,2,. . . ,n, they emanate from by the angl
22f/3. Forf56p the Stokes graph comes back to its initial position, i.e., a dependence o
Stokes graph onf is periodic withp as its period. Such a full rotation of Stokes graph we sh
call cyclic. We can use the cyclic rotations to enumerate all the sectors according to the orde
come into each other by the subsequent cyclic rotations starting from the one chosen arb
We shall assume from now on such a convention for the sector ordering with the numbers at
to sectors increasing anticlockwise.

By a cyclic rotation a solutionck(x,l) from a sectorSk transforms into a solutionck21(x,l)
or ck11(x,l) ~modulon12, the last number being the total number of sectors for a polyno
potential of thenth degree! according to whether the rotation of the Stokes graph is clockwis
anticlockwise, respectively. Of course, for a fixedx after at most two subsequent cyclic rotatio
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~in the same direction! the path of integration in~5! stops to be canonical if it was as such befo
the rotation operations. Let us note also that making, say clockwise,n12 subsequent cyclic
rotations a solutionck(x,l) does not come back exactly to its initial form~3! but acquires
rather an additional phase factor which in the case of evenn is equal to
(2ı)n exp„lskrK8Aq(x,E)dx… where the~closed! contourK8 encloses~anticlockwise! all n roots
of the potentialV(x) @see Fig. 1~a!#. In the case of oddn one needs to surround all the roots twi
as much to close the corresponding path of analytical continuation ofxk(x,l) in thex-plane with
the result analogous with the even case. It means of course that as a function ofl a solution
ck(x,l) branches infinitely around the pointsl50,` of the l-plane.1

As we have mentioned earlier it was shown in Ref. 1 that in sectorSk the series~8! can be
Borel summed toxk(x,l) itself. To be a little bit detailed it was shown in Ref. 1 that whenx
PSk ,

~1! the size of a sector in thel-plane where the expansion~8! is valid is larger than 2p; and
~2! the rate of grow ofxk,n(x) in ~8! with n is factorial.
The last property which was established by an application of the Bender–Wu formula2 en-

sured that the following Borel series:

(
n>0

xk,n~x!
~2s!n

n!
, ~9!

was convergent in a circle:usu,uWk(x,E)u.
On its turn the property~1! above ensured that the series~9! define Borel functionsx̃k(x,s)

holomorphic in the half-plane:Rs,2skRWk(x,E) allowing us to recoverxk(x,l) from the
series~8! by the following Borel transformation ofx̃k(x,s):

xk~x,l!52lE
Cf

e2lsx̃k~x,s!ds, ~10!

whereCf is a half-line in the Borel half-planeRs,2skRWk(x,E) starting at infinity and ending
at s50 with f as its declination angle (p/2<f<3p/2).

However, for the latter transformations to exist it is neccessary for the functionsx̃k(x,s) to be
holomorphic only in some vicinity of a ray args5f0 along which the transformation~10! can be
taken.28 Such a limiting situation appears whenxk(x,l) is continued from the sectorSk to other
domains of the Stokes graph so that such a continuation generates singularities ofx̃k(x,s) in the
half-planeRs,0 close to the ray args5f0. A mechanism of such singularity generations h
been described by one of the present authors.12 Some of these singularities are fixed and the oth
are moving with their positions in thes-plane depending onx. The possibility to perform the
Borel transformation~10! of x̃k(x,s) along the ray args5f0 to get xk(x,l) disappears at the
moment when two of the moving singularities which are localized close to the ray args5f0 pinch
the latter. It is clear that such cases depend continuously onx, i.e., for a givenf0 in the domain
Dk(f0) of the x-plane there is a maximal domainBk(f0) „Dk(f0).Bk(f0).Sk(f0)… inside
which the series~8! for xk(x,l) is Borel summable alongCf0

to xk(x,l) itself. To find a
boundary ofBk(f0) one can use Voros’ technique24 of rotating of the reduced Stokes graph~i.e.,
the one obtained in the limitulu→`) with changing of argl ~see also Ref. 1!: when x
P]Bk(f0) the total change of argl preserving the canonicness of the integration path in~5!
running from`k(f0) to x cannot be greater thanp. Let us note also that forxPBk(f0) but close
to x0P]Bk(f0) the Borel transformation ofx̃k(x,s) along the ray args5f0 provides us with
xk(x,l) defined forp/22f0<argl<3p/22f0 .

III. PROPERTIES OF THE BOREL FUNCTIONS x̃K„x ,s …

In this section we shall establish properties of the fundamental solutions and their corres
ing Borel functions not discussed in our papers quoted in the previous sections.
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First let us note that we can drop the subscribek at the Borel functionsx̃k(x,s) because in fact
all these functions define one and the same Borel function. This property is the subject
following theorem.

Theorem 1: Let x̃(x,s) coincide withx̃1(x,s) when xPS1 and usu,uj(x)u and wherej(x)
[2s1W1(x,E). Then

(a) x̃(x,s) coincides with the Borel functionsx̃k(x,s), k52, . . . ,n12, corresponding to the
remaining fundamental solutions;

(b) each fundamental solution can be obtained fromx̃(x,s) when xPS1 by the Borel trans-
formation with the integration path obtained by a suitable homotopic deformation of the pat1

used to recoverx1(x,l).
Proof: The part~a! of the theorem follows directly from the definitions of the Borel functio

x̃k(x,s) by ~9!. Namely, for xPK8ùS1 while usu,uj(x)u, we can transform the coefficient
x1,n(x) definingx̃(x,s) by the series~9! into the corresponding coefficientsxk,n(x). To do it, it is
enough to continue analytically the infinite limit̀1 of all the integrations in~8! from the sectorS1

to the sectorSk to achieve the infinitỳ k of the sectorSk . Of course this is a deformation of th
integration pathg1(x) in ~8! into thegk(x) one but this does not affect the integrations ifnoneof
the turning points is touched by the deformed path which is assumed and seen in Fig. 1~a!. In other
words such a deformation should be homotopic. Due to this operation we have, of c
x1,n(x)[xk,n(x),n>1 and, by~9! x̃k(x,s)[x̃(x,s), k52, . . . ,n12.

Before going to the proof of the part~b! of the theorem let us make the following commen
to the proof done so far.

First let us call as the standard paths the integration pathsgk(x) which appear in this way in
~8! linking the infinity `k , k52, . . . ,n12, with the pointx, xPK8ùS1 .

Let us note further that continuing the infinite tail of the standard path by moving by
subsequent sectors around theclosedcontourK8 ~to close the contourK8 in the case of the oddn
it is necessary to round the infinity point two times! we have to come back again to the sectorS1

when crossing the ‘‘last’’Sn12 one. The consistency condition which follows then from~8!
demands that the integralrK8q

21/4(x)„q21/4(x)x1,n(x)…9dx should then vanish for eachn>0. One
can easily check that it happens indeed for all the polynomial potentials.

For the factorxk(x,l), however, as given by~5! if kÞ2,n12 the standard path is of cours
noncanonical@see Fig. 1~a!#. But this means merely thatxk(x,l) obtained in this way is an effec
of its analytical continuation alongK8 from the sectorSk , where it could be initially defined, to
the sectorS1 . This of course means also thatxk(x,l) cannot be obtained from~10! by the
integration along a half-line but rather by the corresponding integration along some more co
cated path described below.

To restore, however, the Borel function corresponding toxk(x,l) whenxPSk it is necessary
only to continuex̃(x,s) analytically by moving the pointx from the sectorS1 to Sk along the
contour K8. Of course at the end of this continuation the standard path linking`k with the
continuedx is then found completely in the sectorSk being there a typical canonical path for th
integrations in~5! and ~8!.

On the Borel plane the latter analytical continuation ofx̃(x,s) corresponds to a motion of th
branch point of ats5j(x)52s1*x1

x Aq(y,E)dy shown in Fig. 3 along the lineK̃8 which is the

image ofK8 on thes-Riemann surface given by the maps5j(x). During this motion the argu-
ment of this branch point changes by (k21)p.

Let us finish these comments of the part~a! of the theorem by noticing that this part can b
proved also using the results of the discussion performed in Appendix A and Theorem 6.

The validity of the part~b! follows easily just from Theorem 6 of Appendix A. Namely,
prove this part consider firstx̃(x,s) whenx is continued from the sectorS1 to the sectorS3 along
the contourK8 shown in Fig. 1~a! while s is kept fixed. A pattern of the first sheet of th
s-Riemann surface is then shown in Fig. 10~b!. To recoverx3(x,l) by ~10! we have to integrate
x̃(x,s) over the negative real half-axis. Let us now move all the branch points shown in Fig.~b!
back according to moving back the pointx on the contourK8 to its original position in the secto
S1 . The points50 of this sheet is then left from the right. This motion causes the integration
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just mentioned to be deformed into the one shown in Fig. 2~a!. If we apply now to the cut
emerging from the branch pointj2z1 an operation of rotating it clockwise byp which is reversed
to the unscreening operation described in Theorem 6 of Appendix A we obtain the situation
in Fig. 2~b!. This figure shows in detail why in these positions of the considered cuts the int
tion in ~10! along the pathC3 provides us with the factorx3(x,l) which corresponds to the secto
S3 @i.e., the infinite integration limit in~5! coincides with̀ 3], but is continued on thex-plane to
the sectorS1 along the contourK8.

Let us note further that in the positions of the cuts shown in Fig. 2~b! we can obtain the factors
x1(x,l) andx2(x,l) as well integrating along the left and right real half-axes.

We can repeat the above analysis starting from the cut pattern shown in Fig. 11~b! and

corresponding to the Borel functionF̃„j(x),s)([x̃(x,s)… continued to the sectorSk along the

contourK8. In this position ofj the factorxk(x,l) is recovered by~10! by integratingF̃(j,s)
along, say, the negative real half-axis~assumingk is odd!. Next, moving the pointx back to its
original position in the sectorS1 and applying to the consecutive cuts emerging from the bra
points atj2z i k21

, j2z i k22
, . . . , j2z2 , j2z1 the operations reversed to the uprighting on

described in Theorem 6 of Appendix A we achieve the pattern of Fig. 3. It follows from the fi
that the above operations deform merely homotopically the integration contourCk from its origi-
nal position when it coincides with the negative real half-axis to the one shown in this fi
where it has a spiral form allows it to avoid all the branch points.

Let us note that as it follows from the analysis performed in Appendix A thefixed branch
points lie on the lower sheets of thes-Riemann surface beeingalwaysscreened by the moving
ones and thereforenot participating in the deformation of the contourCk .

Note also that this deformation of the contourCk does not affect the convergence of th
integral~10! since as we have shown in Ref. 12 and mentioned in Appendix A oneachsheet of

the s-Riemann surface the divergence ofF̃(j,s) at infinity is at most exponential.
In this way we have however completed the proof of the theorem. QED.
It is certainly worth stressing that a net result which follows from Theorem 1 is that to ob

the subsequentxk(x,l)’s, k52,3,. . . ,n12 it is enough~according to our enumeration conve
tion! to deformC1 homotopically anticlockwise by making its infinite tail to rotate by the ang
p,2p, . . . ,(n11)p so that to coincide eventually with the real half-axes, positive or negative
the corresponding sheets, see Fig. 3. We get in this way the sequence of pathsC2 , C3 , . . . , Cn12

integrations on which according to the formula~10! provide us with the correspondingxk(x,l)’s,
k52, . . . ,n12. But these latterx-factors are exactly the ones which were obtained in Sec. I
applying to x1(x,l) the subsequent cyclic rotations since the latter correspond to~opposite!
rotations on thel-Riemann surface by the angles2p,22p, . . . ,2(n11)p. It follows however

FIG. 2. ~a! The position of the branch points atj2z1 ,...,j2z2 and of the contourC3 for x̃(x,s) whenxPK8ùS2 . ~b!
The same as in~a! after uprighting the cut emerging from the pointj2z1 .
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from the formula~10! that such cyclic rotations have to be accompanied then by the compens
rotations of the integration path on thes-Riemann surface to maintain the convergence of
formula.

We see therefore that the cyclic rotation property of transforming the fundamental so
c1(x,l) into ck(x,l) can be realized in the following two equivalent ways.

~1! On thex-plane by deforming the integration pathg1(x) in the formula~5! @when it defines the
solutionc1(x,l), with xPS1] into the corresponding standard path linking the sectorS1 with
the sectorSk .

~2! On the Borel plane by deforming the the pathC1 in the way described above.

We know however that after suchn12 cyclic rotations we do not come back to exactly t
same factorx1(x,l) but the latter acquires rather an additional phase factor which for the
degree polynomials is equal to (2ı)nexp„2ls1rK8Aq(x,E)dx…. Therefore deforming the path

Cn12 once more in the above way to a pathCn13 and integratingF̃(j,s) along this path we ge
as a result againx1(x,l) but multiplied by the phase factor just mentioned, i.e., for the e
degree polynomials we have

E
Cn13

e2lsx̃~x,s!ds5e2ls1 R
K8

Aq(y,E)dy2ın ~p/2!E
C1

e2lsx̃~x,s!ds. ~11!

Deforming C1 appropriately clockwise we obtain of course the corresponding integration p
Ck8

8 , k852,3,. . . , providing us withxk(x,l)’s ordered in the opposite way, i.e., withk5n
2k8145n12,n11, . . . ,2. For thepath Cn138 we get an identity similar to~11! but with the
opposite sign at the exponent of the proportionality coefficient. This confirms that thes-Riemann
surface ofx̃(x,s) is in general infinitely sheeted. The only obvious case with the finite six she
s-Riemann surface is provided by the linear potential.12

Let us discuss still in some detail the deformation procedure of the pathC1 described above
The singularity pattern of Fig. 3 which corresponds toxPS1 shows that to fall on the corre

sponding sheets in order to approach eventually the chosen direction of the real axis the pCk

FIG. 3. The corresponding integration pathsC1 , C2 ,...,Ck in the formula~10! whenxPK8ùS2 .
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have to avoid in general the existing singularities ofx̃(x,s) on its s-Riemann surface. According
to Fig. 3 such necessary deformations have to be applied for example to the pathC3 and to the
subsequent ones but not toC2 .

The integration in~10! alongC3 provides us withx3(x,l) but sincexPS1 the corresponding
integration path in~5! cannot then be canonical, i.e., ifulu→` then c3(x,l) does not behave
according to its JWKB factor in~3!. The obvious reason for that is just the~branch point!
singularity of x̃(x,s) at s5j ~with Rj.0) which causesx3(x,l) calculated in this way to
diverge ase2lj in the semiclassical limit.

To restore, therefore, the proper canonical behavior ofx3(x,l) in this limit given by ~8! we
would have to move the singularity ats5j to the left half-plane of Fig. 3, i.e., to move th
corresponding variablex from the sectorS1 to S2 along the contourK8. This is just the procedure
described in the course of the proof of the theorem.

Earlier we have distinguished the canonical paths of integrations in~5! as the ones which
ensured that thex-factors in~3! had well defined semiclassical expansions given by~8!. A part of
these paths penetrating the domainsBk’s mentioned in the previous section ensured also that
fundamental solutions defined by them were Borel summable and these resummation
achieved by the Borel transforms of the Borel functionx̃(x,s) along half-lines running from the
infinity of the Borel ‘‘plane’’ and ending at its center. Let us callcanonicalalso these latter path
on the Borel ‘‘plane.’’

However we could notice above that it is possible to generalize substantially the notion
Borel transformation by integrating in the Borel ‘‘plane’’ along the pathsCk described above and
recovering in this way the fundamental solutions obtained by the deformations of the can
paths in the formulas~5! due to the cyclic rotations of the Stokes graph.

It is therefore worthwhile distinguishing also these new types of the Borel transform
paths and these noncanonical paths in thex-‘‘plane’’ as well which appear as a result of th
homotopic deformations of the canonical paths by the cyclic rotations. Namely, we sha
further such paths both on thes- and on thex-‘‘plane’’ as thestandardpaths in common.

Although it should be obvious that the Borel transformation of the Borel functionx̃(x,s)
along any standard path should always provide us with the correspondingx-factor of the Dirac
form ~3! of the fundamental solutions we show this fact explicitly in Appendix B.

It is a good moment of our discussion to mention an old problem of the semiclassical t
known as the connection problem.29–32 In the context of our considerations it arises when we
interested in the semiclassical behavior ofc3(x,l) while x is kept inS1 ~i.e., xPS1). In such a
case we can deform the standard pathC3 into two paths, a pathC38 surrounding the cut generate
by the singularity ats5j ~see Fig. 4! and again the canonical pathC1 . By multiplying ~10! ~with
C3 as the integration path! by q21/4e2lj we obtainc3(x,l) to be represented in this way by th
following linear combination of two solutions to the Schro¨dinger equation~2!:

c3~x,l!5c1~x,l!1C~l!c2~x,l!. ~12!

Of course,c1(x,l) is generated by theC1 part of C3 . The fact that the cut integration part o
c3(x,l) is just proportional toc2(x,l) can be easily seen by pushingj to infinity along the cut
which corresponds to approaching byx(j) the infinity of the sectorS2 . The cut integral~multi-
plied byq21/4e2lj) vanishes however in this limit~sinceRj→2`) which proves our assertion
In other words we have

q2 1/4~x,E!e2l*x1

x Aq(y,E)dy2lE
Ccut(j)

e2lsx̃~x,s!ds5C~l!c2~x,l!. ~13!

It is easily seen that the last relation is independent of such critical forms of the Stokes gra
the ones corresponding to the coinciding of two~or more! turning points. However, when th
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Stokes graph is built only by the simple turning points then this relation can be established
standard methods, i.e., by continuing the fundamental solutions along the canonical paths
x-‘‘plane,’’ which gives1,5

C~l!52ıx3→1~l!, ~14!

wherex3→1(l)5 limx→`1
x3(x,l)5x1→3(l) is calculated by~5! along the canonical pathg1→3

@see Fig. 1~b!#.
Writing further c2(x,l) in Dirac’s form ~3! we get

x2~x,l!5ıx3→1
21 ~l!e22lj2lE

Ccut(j)
e2lsx̃~x,s!ds

5ıx3→1
21 ~l!2lE

Ccut(0)
e2lsx̃~x,s1j!ds. ~15!

Taking now into account thatx2(x,l) is given by the Borel transformation along the cano
cal pathC2 in Fig. 4 whilex3→1(l)@[x1→3(l)# can be obtained analogously by the integrati
x̃can(`3 ,s)@[ limx→`3

x̃(x,s)# alongC1 whenj(x) in Fig. 1~b! goes from the sectorS1 to `3 of
the sectorS3 along the canonical path we get the following relation forx̃(x,s) and its jump
Ds0

x̃(x,s) through the cut emerging from the branch points5s05j(x):

x̃~x,s!5ıx̃can*
21~`3 ,s!* D0x̃„x,2s1j~x!…. ~16!

The ‘‘* ’’ symbols in ~16! denote the convolution operations@see Appendix C, formula~56!#.
One easily recognizes in~16! the fundamental solution version of the analytical bootst

property of the Borel functionx̃(x,s) discovered by Voros.24 It is our aim in this paper, however
to show that in the case of the polynomial potentials there areno other versions of the realizatio
of the analytical bootstrap idea since in this case the Borel functionx̃(x,s) is unique~up to an
irrelevant constant! being uniquely defined by the fundamental solutions.

FIG. 4. The pathC3 splitted into the pathsC1 andCcut(j2z1).
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The same comments as above are valid of course with respect to the results of the integ
along the subsequent standard pathsCk , k54,5,. . . , i.e., these paths provide us with the corr
spondingxk(x,l)’s calculated along the noncanonical standard paths on thex-‘‘plane’’ obtained
by the continuation of the variablex from Sk to S1 along the contourK8. Such a form does no
allow us to estimate easily its semiclassical limit. To recover this limit properly we have to de
Ck’s keeping its infinite tail along the appropriate real half-axis. This deformation splitsCk into
C1 or C2 ~the latter choice depends on a sign ofRl) and into a number of paths surrounding som
cuts ~the cuts have to run to the left half-planes forRl.0 or to the right ones in the opposit
case!. Each such cut contribution represents a solution to the Schro¨dinger equation~see Appendix
B! being proportional to some fundamental solution. The identification of these solutions c
performed by considering the limit of the latter whenj→` along the appropriate cuts~or their
elongations! ~the solutions have to vanish in this limit! and following parallelly the correspondin
paths drawn byx(j) on the Stokes graph. Again, if the Stokes graph considered is determ
only by simple turning points then a total number of the fundamental solutions engaged
above splitting operation is limited only to those of them which can contact canonically with
sectorS1 where the variablex/j (j5j(x)) actually is and the proportionality coefficients of th
cut contributions to appropriate fundamental solutions can be calculated by the sta
methods.1,5

Let x be fixed somewhere onK8 @see Fig. 1~a!#.
We shall call a cut path each path surrounding a half-line cut of thes-Riemann surface

running from its infinity and ending at some of its moving or fixed branch points.
Together with the result of Appendix B the net results of the above discussion can be

marized as the following two theorems.
Theorem 2: (a) The Borel functionx̃(x,s) when Borel transformed along a standard or a c

path and multiplied by the JWKB factor always provides us with a solution to the Schro¨dinger
equation (2) having the Dirac form (3).

(b) The solutions we get in this way are always proportional to fundamental solutions.
(c) If a solution defined by a cut path is generated by the deformation of the standard

then if it is proportional to the fundamental solutionck(x,l) with a proportionality constant

Ck(l) then a jumpDs0
F̃(j(x),s) of F̃(j(x),s)„[x̃(x,s)… through the cut generated by th

branch point at s5s0 is related in the following way withF̃(j,s) itself (a case of the analytic
bootstrap of Voros24):

F̃„~21!k21j~x8!,s…5C̃k~s,s0!* Ds0
F̃~j,6s1s0!, ~17!

where the rhs of (17) is the convolution of C˜
k(s,s0) which is the Borel function corresponding t

the inverse of the constant Ck(l) multiplied by e2ls0 and of F̃(j,s) shifted, respectively, while

F̃„(21)k21j(x8),s… denotesx̃(x,s) continued analytically along K8 from the point xPK8ùS1 to
the point x8PK8ùSk such thatj(x)5(21)k21j(x8). The ‘‘ 6 ’’ signs at the variable s in (17
takes into account that Borel integrations along the cut and the canonical path Ck

can to recover
xk(x,l) can go to the same (‘‘ 1 ’’ sign) or to the opposite (‘‘ 2 ’’ sign) infinities ofR’s.

The existence of C˜
k(s,s0) and the holomorphicity ofDs0

F̃„j(x),6s1s0…, at s50, is as-

sumed.
Proof of the theorem:The part ~a! of the theorem is obvious by noticing that any Bor

transformation along the standard/cut path with the Borel functionx̃(x,l) defined by~9! satisfies
the linear differential equation definingx(x,l)’s ~see Appendix B!.

The part~b! of the theorem when concerning the standard paths is a repetition of the c
sponding result of Theorem 1. With respect, however, to the cut paths it follows as a conc
summarizing the discussion preceding the formulation of this theorem.

The part~c! is the direct consequence of the hypothesis of this part of the theorem w
explicitly as
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q2 1/4~x8!esklj(x8)2lE
Ccut(s0)

e2slsF̃~j~x!,s!ds

5C~l!q2 1/4~x8!esklj(x8)xk~x8,l!

5C~l!q2 1/4~x8!esklj(x8)2lE
Ck

can
e22sklsF̃~j,s!ds, ~18!

whereCk
can denotes the canonical path on the Borel ‘‘plane’’ used for recoveringxk(x,l), sk is a

signature of the latter ands561 is taken as11 for the integration along the cutCcut(s0) to 2`
of Rs and as21 in the opposite case.

Sincexk(x8,l) in ~18! is recovered by the integrationF̃„j(x8),s… along thecanonicalpath
Ck

can then it means that this latter function results as its analytical continuation from the first
where it determinesx1(x,l) ~by the integration along a canonical pathC1 on this sheet! to the
sheet considered. This continuation has to be performed along the pathK̃8, the image ofK8 on the
Borel ‘‘plane,’’ as long asj acquires the argument equal to (k21)p which putj in the position
(21)k21j on the final sheet. This corresponds of course to a pointx8 on K8 such thatj(x)5
(21)k21j(x8).

Now, if sk5s ~this case is the only one possible whens0 is the fixed branch point! then we
get the relation~17! with ‘‘ 1 ’’ at the variables and with ‘‘2 ’’ in the opposite case.

This latter conclusion ends, however, the proof of the theorem. QED.
Let us note, as a comment to the part~b! of the above theorem, that the proportionali

constants can be always calculated independently when all turning points of considered p
mial problems are simple. We can use then the powerful method of analytical continuation
fundamental solutions along the canonical paths which guarantees the full control of the sem
sical properties of calculated quantities at each stage of such calculations. The conside
preceding the above theorem are the good illustration of the possibilities of the method.

Theorem 3: The connection problem, i.e., the analytical continuation of the fundame
solutions throughout the x-plane along the contour K8 of Fig. 1(a) can be solved by performin
this continuation on the Borel plane. By such a continuation the original Borel integration a
the deformed path has to be split into integrations along standard and cut paths the latter e
ing from the branch points ofx̃(x,s) pinching the deformed path.

Proof: The validity of the theorem follows directly from the preceding discussion.
Another important property of the fundamental solutions which distinguishes these solu

among other possible Borel summable solutions can be formulated as the following theore
Theorem 4: Let x0 @5x(j0)# be an arbitrary point of the x-plane not coinciding with a root

of q(x,E). Then there is a (nonempty) subset N(x0) of fundamental solutions of both signature
with the following properties.

(1) The point x0 is canonical for every member of N(x0).
(2) Every element of N(x0) can be obtained by the formula (10) integrating along a correspo

ing standard path.

We shall assumeN(x0) to collect all such fundamental solutions.
Proof of the theorem:The validity of this theorem can be easily seen by considering

topology of sectors with respect to the chosenx on the Riemann surface of the action variab
j„[j(x)… substituting the variablex ~see Fig. 5 and Ref. 1!. For reall the Stokes lines on the
surface are now parallel to imaginary axes and the sectors are left and right half-plan
containing~the images of! turning points on each sheet of the surface.1 The l-rotations of the
Stokes graph make Stokes lines on thej-Riemann surface rotating around the images of
turning points preserving their parallelness.

We shall distinguish the following four cases for the position ofx0 for real l.
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~1! x0 does not lie on any Stokes line but
~a! x0 belongs to some sector,
~b! x0 does not belong to any sector;

~2! x0 lies on some Stokes line and
~c! this Stokes line is finite, i.e., it emerges from some turning point and ends on the o
~d! this Stokes line is infinite, i.e., it emerges from some turning point and runs to infinit

the x(j)-plane.

The above possibilities exhaust of course all the possible positions ofx0 with respect to the
Stokes lines.

Consider case~a! of ~1!.
First let us note that for reall the Stokes lines are parallel to the imaginary axis as it is sho

in Fig. 5. If x0 is in some sector, saySa , then obviously the fundamental solutionca defined in
this sector belongs toN(x0). There are however another two fundamental solutions which be
to N(x0) too. Namely, these are the two neighbors ofca , i.e., ca11 andca21 ~according to our
enumeration convention!. Both of them have their signatures opposite toca . Depending on a
position ofx0 in Sa there is always one of these two neighbor solutions which is Borel summ
at x0 simultaneously withca and at the same time can communicate with it canonically.

Consider next case~b! of ~1!.
In this casex0 is in some infinite vertical strip on thej-Riemann surface~see Fig. 5! bounded

from each side by two chains of Stokes lines parallel to each other. Following each of these
of lines while keeping on the strip we find on them their extremal turning points, i.e., the
from which Stokes lines emerge running to imaginary infinities, positive or negative. Con
such a Stokes line which bounds the strip from the right and runs to positive imaginary in
This Stokes line bounds simultaneously from the left a strip neighbor to the one just consi
This new strip is again bounded from the right by a chain of Stokes lines whose structure is s
to the Stokes line chains already considered. So there is again in this chain a Stokes line e
and running to positive imaginary infinity. We can repeat this procedure of moving to the rig
the j-‘‘plane’’ to finish eventually with a ‘‘strip’’ which is a right half-plane of thej-plane sheet
considered. This procedure has to be finite since there is a finite number of extremal turning
met in this way due to the polynomial potential. It is clear also that this half-plane correspon
a sector, saySa , of the Stokes graph. The way of its finding proves that the fundamental sol
ca defined in it belongs to the setN(x0). Mutatis mutandis to this set belongs also the solut
ca11 corresponding to the sectorSa11 , the next one toSa and having an opposite signature. B
the same reasoning but moving down thej-sheet we find two others sectors, call themSb and
Sb11 , the fundamental solutions of which are both Borel summable atx0 having of course

FIG. 5. ~a! The sectorsSa11 andSa the fundamental solutions of which communicate canonically with the pointj(x0). ~b!
The sectorsSb andSb11 the fundamental solutions of which communicate canonically with thesamepoint j(x0).
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opposite signatures. Therefore there are at least four fundamental solutions inN(x0) for this case.
Besides, within the pairsca ,cb andca11 ,cb11 both the fundamental solutions can communic
with themselves canonically and can be simultaneously Borel summable. This last resu
conclusion from the fact that these pairs of fundamental solutions are related by the cyclic
tions.

Consider now the case~c! of ~2!.
In this case we can consider both the sides of the Stokes line on whichx0 is placed as pieces

of two strips for which this line is their bound. The strips can be identified as the wholes b
procedure similar to the one used previously. Namely, we move along a chain of Stokes
directing to, say, the positive imaginary infinity choosing the most right Stokes line each tim
meet some turning point. Continuing this motion we meet finally the last such turning point
which the most right Stokes line emerges running directly to the positive imaginary infinity. F
this moment we can repeat the arguments of the previous point when concluding that we c
in the right half-plane on a certainj-sheet a sector, call itSa again, a fundamental solution o
which is Borel summable atx0 , i.e., this solution belongs toN(x0).

However, this case differs a little bit from the previous one by the fact that the neighbor s
ca11 is not Borel summable atx0 in the actual position of this variable. Nevertheless, if we rot
the variablel anticlockwise by an arbitrary small angle we immediately satisfy the Wats
Sokal–Nevanlinna conditions for the Borel resummation ofca11 . Making a cyclic rotation in the
same direction we transform the last solution intoca and this rotation can still be continued a litt
bit further. This proves thatca indeed satisfies the conditions mentioned above to be B
summable atx0 in its actual position.

Again mutatis mutandis we can prove moving down thej-sheet the existence of anoth
fundamental solution in the right half of the sheet which is Borel summable atx0 . Let us call it
cb .

Repeating the procedure and keeping the most left Stokes lines while moving to the ima
infinities in both directions, positive and negative, we find still another two respective solutioncd

andcc . Collecting them into the following pairsca ,cc andcb ,cd we find that the solutions in
each pair communicate canonically with each other and are Borel summable simultaneouslyx0 .

In this way we have proved however our theorem. QED.
Theorem 4 is, to some extent, a generalization of Theorem 1. Namely, we have the follo
Corollary: In the assertion(b) of Theorem 1 we can take any regular point of the x-plane in

which we want to obtain any fundamental solution continued to this point by the cyclic rot
operations defined in Sec. II.

Proof: Our reasoning is the following.
Theorem 4 tells us that for a given~regular! x0 there isalwaysa fundamental solution, sa

ca(x,l), Borel summable at this point. This means however that thex-factor of this solution is
recovered from the Borel functionx̃(x,s) by the Borel transformation along the pathCa coincid-
ing with the left/right real half-axis of the Borel plane. The latter plane is of course a sheet o
s-Riemann surface obtained from the one in Fig. 7 by the unscreening operation. Depend
the actual position ofx0 the representation of branch points on this sheet can be richer than
cases considered in Theorem 1 because of the closest environment ofx0 which can be richer in
turning points. This structure can be analyzed in a way similar to that in Appendix A givi
typical branch point pattern with both moving and fixed branch points on this sheet lying abo
below the pathCa but allowing us to perfom the Borel transformation along the path.

We can now start to deform homotopically the pathCa exactly in the same way as we di
with the path C1 in Theorem 1 taking its infinite end and rotating it by the angles6p,
62p, . . . , to appropriate positions along the left/right half-axis on the sheets correspondi
subsequent fundamental solutions starting fromca11(x,l) in the clockwise direction of the de
formation or fromca21(x,l) in the opposite case. This procedure could be disturbed only w
the deformed pathCa met on its way a chain of branch points elongating to infinity. This isnot
possible however since such possible chains of branch points are always screened by the
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cuts. A good illustration of the described situation is provided by the harmonic oscillator cas~see
Ref. 12!.

We have already mentioned in the course of the proof of Theorem 1 that the suitable
mations of the pathC1 to C2 , . . . ,Cn12 described in this theorem restore all the fundamen
solutions whenxPS1 strictly corresponded to the recovering these solutions fromc1(x,l) de-
fined in S1 by the cyclic rotations. Exactly the same relation connects the above deformatio
the pathCa with the cyclic rotations of the Stokes graph from its position just considered.

The last conclusion finishes the proof of the corollary. QED.

IV. GENERAL FORM OF SEMICLASSICAL EXPANSION FOR x-FACTORS

Let us note that thex-factors entering the Dirac forms~3! are the solutions of the following
two second order linear differential equations obtained by the substitution~3! into the Schro¨dinger
equation:

2q2 1/4~x!„q2 1/4~x!x~x!…912slx8~x!50. ~19!

The equations~19! provide us with a general form of semiclassical expansions for
x-factors if such expansions exists. Namely, assuming the latter we can substitute into~19! the
semiclassical expansion forx:

x~x,l!; (
n>0

S s

2l D n

xn~x!, ~20!

to get the following recurrent relations forxn(x):

xn~x!5Cn1E
xn

x

q2 1/4~y!„q2 1/4~y!xn21~y!…9dy, n>1,

~21!
x0~x![C0 ,

wherexn , n>1, are arbitrary chosen regular points ofv(x) andCn , n>0, are arbitrary constants
It is, however, easy to show that choosing all the pointsxn to be the same, sayx0 , merely
redefines the constantsCn . Assuming this we get forxn(x),

xn~x!5 (
k50

n

Cn2kI k~x,x0!,

I 0~x,x0![1,
~22!

I k~x,x0!5E
x0

x

djk q2 1/4~jk!S q2 1/4~jk!E
x0

jk
djk21 q2 1/4~jk21!

3S q2 1/4~jk21!E
x0

jk22
djk22¯S q2 1/4~j2!E

x0

j2
dj1 q2 1/4~j1!„q2 1/4~j1!…9D 9

¯ D 9D 9
,

k51,2,... .

Substituting~22! into ~20! we get finally for the expansion:

x~x,l!; (
n>0

S s

2l D n

Cn(
k>0

S s

2l D k

I k~x,x0!. ~23!

In this way we have proven the following lemma.
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Lemma 1: An arbitrary semiclassical expansion (20) which follows from (19) can be give
form (23) with an arbitrarily chosen regular point x0 and arbitrary constants Cn , n>0.

We shall call~23! the standard form of the expansion~20!.
Of course, for a givenx the choice ofx0 determines the constants, i.e., the latter depend o

However, if such ax is given a choice ofx0 cannot be arbitrary. The reasons for that are thatx
considered can be semiclassically expanded then a domain of thex-plane for such an expansion
strictly determined. Good examples of the latter statement are provided just by the funda
solutions. Each of the latter possesses as we have discussed it in Sec. II its allowed ca
domain of the semiclassical expansion~23!. Therefore eachx possesses its own domainDx of the
existence of the corresponding semiclassical expansionxas. Such a domain can however also b
empty.

SupposeDx is not empty and letx,x0PDx . Then we can expandx semiclassically and this
expansion has the form~23!. Let us assume a little bit more aboutx, namely that there is a domai
Bx,Dx in which x is Borel summable and letx,x0PBx . Then bothx(x,l) andx(x0 ,l) can be
restored by the Borel transformation of the corresponding Borel functions and, respectively,
the negative real half-axis~by assumption! of the Borel plane. Their semiclassical expansions~23!
can be obtained then by substituting simply into the Borel integral the Borel series~9! with the
respective argumentsx andx0 . But it means, of course, that we can obtainxas(x0 ,l) simply from
xas(x,l) by putting x5x0 in the latter. Doing this in~23! we see that it takes in this case th
following form:

x~x,l!;xas~x,l!5xas~x0 ,l!(
k>0

S s

2l D k

I k~x,x0!. ~24!

Therefore the following lemma has been proven.
Lemma 2: Ifc(x,l) is a solution to the Schro¨dinger equation (2) given in some domain B

the Dirac form (3) with the corresponding factorx(x,l) having in B the standard semiclassic
expansion (23) which is Borel summable in B to the factorx(x,l) itself then this semiclassica
expansions takes in B the form (24) where x0PB.

The above formula shows explicitly the way of determining the series of the constantsCn in
the case just discussed. However, we shall show below that in general the form~24! can not be
valid, i.e., the series of constants in~23! is nota semiclassical expansion ofx(x,l) at x5x0 even
if the corresponding semiclassical expansions exist in both of the points.

Nevertheless, the formula~24! can be certainly applied to the fundamental solutionx-factors
xk(x,l) with xk

as(x,l) and xk
as(x0 ,l) defined by~8! when x,x0PBk,Dk , with Dk being the

canonical domain ofxk(x,l). In these latter cases the formula~24! can be derived directly from
~8! by noticing that

xk,n~x!5 (
p50

n

xk,p~x0!I n2p~x,x0!, ~25!

and by multiplying both sides of~25! by (2sl)2n and summing overn ~from 0 to `!.

V. OTHER SOLUTIONS WITH WELL DEFINED BOREL SUMMABLE SEMICLASSICAL
ASYMPTOTICS

In this section we shall show that at each point of thex-plane not coinciding with the root o
q(x,E) there are two pairs of base solutions to~19! each of which can be expanded semiclas
cally in some well defined domain. These expansions are Borel summable in correspo
domains although not to the solutions themselves.

A. Frö man and Frö man construction of solutions to Schro ¨ dinger equation

A construction of the solutions just mentioned is the following.27,25
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In the x-plane we choose any pointx0 @not being a root ofq(x) however#. The point distin-
guishes a lineRWk(x,E)5RWk(x0 ,E) ~it is independent ofk51,2,. . . ,n) on which it lies so
that RWk(x,E) increases on one side of the line and decreases on the other. On each side
line we can define two independent solutions each having the form~3! with the following formulas
for the x-factors:27,25

x1
s~x,x0!511 (

n>1
S s

2l D nE
x0

x

dj1E
x0

j1
dj2 ...E

x0

jn21
djn v~j1!v~j2!...v~jn!

3~12e22sl„Wk(x)2Wk(j1)…!~12e22sl„Wk(j1)2Wk(j2)…!¯~12e22sl„Wk(jn21)2Wk(jn)…!

~26!

and

x2
s~x,x0!5

s

2l

1

q1/2~x0! F12e22sl„Wk(x)2Wk(x0)…1 (
n>1

S s

2l D nE
x0

x

dj1E
x0

j1
dj2

...E
x0

jn21
djn v~j1!v~j2!...v~jn!~12e22sl„Wk(x)2Wk(j1)…!

3~12e22sl„Wk(j1)2Wk(j2)…!...~12e22sl„Wk(jn)2Wk(x0)…!G , ~27!

wheres511 for x on the side of increasingRWk(x,E) ands521 in the opposite case so tha
all integrations in~26! and ~27! run from x0 to x along the canonical paths, finite this time. Du
to that both the solutions to the Schro¨dinger equation obtained by multiplying thex-factors~26!
and ~27! by the corresponding WKB-factors increase exponentially in the semiclassical limi

The x-factors of~26! and ~27! satisfy the following ‘‘initial’’ conditions:

x1
s~x0 ,x0!5x2

s8~x0 ,x0!51 and x1
s8~x0 ,x0!5x2

s~x0 ,x0!50. ~28!

B. Semiclassical expansions for x1„x ,l… and x2„x ,l…

Consider now the solutions~26! and ~27! defined at a vicinity of some pointx0 . We shall
show below that ifx can be linked withx0 by a canonical path the solutions can be expan
semiclassically having the corresponding forms~23! wherex0 means now the ‘‘initial’’ point for
the solutions.

To formulate the corresponding lemma let us first invoke Theorem 4 of the previous se
to note that whenx0 is chosen then there are always at least two fundamental solutions of opp
signatures belonging toN(x0) which are Borel summable at the pointx0 and communicate with
themselves canonically. Let us choose these two fundamental solutions to beca(x,l) and
cb(x,l).

For the solutionc1(x,l) to the Schro¨dinger equation~2! defined byx1(x,l) and the funda-
mental solutionsca(x,l) andcb(x,l) we have

c1~x,l!5a~x0 ,l!ca~x,l!1b~x0 ,l!cb~x,l!, ~29!

due to the linear independence of the latter. For definiteness we shall assume further ths1,2

5sa52sb521 in the corresponding formulas for the solutions so thatRj(x),Rj(x0) if x can
be linked withx0 by a canonical path. The coefficientsa andb in ~29! can be easily calculated
according to the general rules described in Refs. 1 and 5, for example. We have
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a~x0 ,l!5
xb~x0 ,l!

xa→b~l!
expS lE

xa

x0Aq~x,E!dxD ,

~30!

b~x0 ,l!5
1

xb~x0 ,l! S 12
xa~x0 ,l!xb~x0 ,l!

xa→b~l! DexpS 2lE
xb

x0Aq~x,E!dxD ,

where the condition~28! for x1(x,l) has been used as well as the following relation:

x1~`b ,l!5xb~x0 ,l!. ~31!

The last relation generalizes a little bit a relationx i→ j5x j→ i valid for any pair of fundamenta
solutions communicating canonically.5

We shall prove the following lemma.
Lemma 3: (a) The factorsx1,2 given by (26) and (27), respectively, can be expanded

corresponding domains D1,25$x:Rj(x),Rj(x0)% into the semiclassical series determined by t
following formulas:

x1
as~x,l!5

xb
as~x0 ,l!xa

as~x,l!

xa→b
as ~l!

5
xa

as~x0 ,l!xb
as~x0 ,l!

xa→b
as ~l! (

n>0
S s

2l D n

I n~x,x0! ~32!

and

x2
as~x,l!5S 12

xa
as~x0 ,l!xb

as~x0 ,l!

xa→b
as ~l!

D xa
as~x0 ,l!

xa8
as~x0 ,l! (

n>0
S s

2l D n

I n~x,x0!. ~33!

(b) The domains D1,2 are maximal for the above expansions to be valid and are contained in
canonical domain Da of the fundamental solutionxa .

(c) The asymptotic series (32) and (33) can be Borel summed with the following result

@x1
as~x,x0 ,l!#a

BS5Ca~x0 ,l!
xa~x,l!

xa~x0 ,l!
~34!

and

@x2
as~x,x0 ,l!#a

BS5„12Ca~x0 ,l!…
xa~x,l!

xa8~x0 ,l!
, ~35!

where the Borel sum Ca(x0 ,l)[@xa
as(x0 ,l)xb

as(x0 ,l)/xa→b
as (l)#BS is defined below.

(d) The representations (34) and (35) are not unique.
Proof of the lemma:To prove the part~a! of the lemma let us first divide both the sides of~29!

by q21/4(x)exp„2l*xa

x Aq(y)dy… to get

x1~x,l!5
xb~x0 ,l!

xa→b~l!
xa~x,l!1S 12

xa~x0 ,l!xb~x0 ,l!

xa→b~l! DexpS 2lE
x0

x
Aq~y!dyD xb~x,l!

xb~x0 ,l!
.

~36!

Next we note that the term in~36! proportional toxb(x,l) is exponentially small in the
semiclassical limit when compared with the first one. Therefore pushingl to infinity in ~36! we
get ~32!.

It is now easy to find the semiclassical series~33! for x1(x,l). To this end let us note tha
x1,2(x,x0) are linear independent solutions of~19! satisfying the conditions~28! so that we can
write for xa(x,l):
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xa~x,l!5xa~x0 ,l!x1~x,x0 ,l!1xa8~x0 ,l!x2~x,x0 ,l!. ~37!

Getting asymptotics of both the sides of~37! and solving the obtained equation with respect
x2

as(x,l) we obtain~33!.
The thesis~b! of the lemma follows from the fact that both the solutionsx1,2(x,l) diverge

exponentially forRx.Rx0 whenl→` @the property which follows directly when the consider
pair of solutions is expressed by the second pair of them defined by~26! and~27! with the opposite
signature# and from the fact that the conditionRx,Rx0 defines also a~proper! part of the
canonical domainDa of the fundamental solutionxa .

To prove the part~c! of the lemma it is necessary to invoke the exponential representatio
the fundamental solutionx-factors.5 By this representation the following is meant:

xa,b~x,l!5expS 7 È
a,b

x

r2~y,l!dy1 Èx

r1~y,l!dyD ,

xa,b
as ~x,l!5expS 7 È

a,b

x

ras
2~y,l!dy1 Èx

ras
1~y,l!dyD , ~38!

ras
2~y,l!5 (

n>0

r2n
2 ~y!

l2n11 , ras
1~y,l!5 (

n>0

r2n11
1 ~y!

l2n12 ,

where the coefficientsrn
6(y), n>0, have been calculated explicitly in Ref. 5@see Sec. 2.3 of this

reference, where the roles ofr6(x,l) are played by the correspondingx6(x,E,l)-functions#. The
important properties of the coefficients as well as of the asymptotic series in~38! they constitute
are in Refs. 1, 5~see Appendix 2 in Ref. 5!.

~a! They are point~path-independent! functions ofy, i.e., they are universal, sector independe
functions.

~b! rn
2(y) have square root singularities at every turning point.

~c! rn
1(y) are meromorphic at each turning point with vanishing residues at the points@i.e.,

rrn
1(y)dy50 around any turning point#.

~d! Both the series in~38! are Borel summable.

This is the property (c) which causes theras
1-integral in~38! to be again the point function o

y, i.e., it is sector independent.
The property (d) which follows from the corresponding property of fundamental solutio1

generates two Borel functionsr6(x,s):

r̃2~x,s!5 (
n>0

rn
2~x!

~2n!!
s2n, r̃1~x,s!52 (

n>0

rn
1~x!

~2n11!!
s2n11, ~39!

which can be Borel transformed along any standard pathC̃ in the Borel plane providing us eac
time with the corresponding Borel sumsrC

6(x,l) of the series in~39!. If we performed a Borel
resummation of the first formula in~39! along such a pathC̃ we get

xC~x,l!5e*`C

x
„2rC

2(y,l)1rC
1(y,l)…dy, ~40!

wherexC(x,l) is ax-function of some fundamental solution, rotated possibly in thel-plane. The
minus sign in~40! has been chosen for definiteness.

Noticing further, that

xb
as~x0 ,l!xa

as~x0 ,l!5e2*
`

x0ras
1(x,l)dxxa→b

as ~l!, ~41!
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we can sum a` là Borel both the equations~32! and ~33! along the pathC̃a recovering the factor
xa(x,l) to obtain the formulas~34! and~35!. In these formulasCa(x0 ,l) is therefore the follow-
ing Borel sum:

Ca~x0 ,l!5expS 2 È
a

x0
ra

1~y,l!dyD . ~42!

The representations~34! and~35! are not unique since, in general, there can be other fundam
solutions inN(x0) with the same signature as the solutionsx1,2 have which can substitute th
solutionxa in our considerations. However, having the same signatures these other funda
solutions can provide us with the representations~34! and~35! which, in this case, differ betwee
themselves only by exponentially small contributions.

The last statements end our proof of Lemma 3. QED.
One can easily identify the coefficients in front of the sum on the rhs’ of~32! and~33! as the

corresponding series of constants in the standard expansions~23!. It is important to note thatnone
of them is equal to the asymptotic series corresponding tox1(x0 ,l)[1 andx2(x0 ,l)[0, respec-
tively. This confirms of course our earlier statement that the semiclassical series~32! and ~33!
cannot be Borel summed to the respective factorsx1(x,l) andx2(x,l). A reason for that is the
presence of exponential termse22ls„Wk(x)2Wk(x0)… in the asymptotic formulas for~26! and ~27!
@when R„Wk(x)2Wk(x0)…50] which breaks the necessary conditions for the Watson–S
theorem28 to be applied. Note that these exponential terms are absent in the case of funda
solutions which are obtained in the limitx0→`k taken along a canonical path, for anyk
51,2,. . . ,2n12.

VI. UNIQUENESS OF FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTIONS AS BOREL SUMMABLE SOLUTIONS

Let c(x,l) be any solution to the Schro¨dinger equation~2! given at some domainD of the
x-plane. Let us choose inD a pointx0 which is not a root ofq(x,E) @i.e., which is regular for
v(x) as given by~6!#. The solutionc(x,l) can always be given each of the two Dirac forms~3!
with the correspondingx-factors satisfying the equation~19!. Let us write these forms in the
following way:

c~x,l!5C6~l!q2 1/4~x!e6l*x0

x Aq(y)dyx6~x,l!. ~43!

We shall say thatc(x,l) haswell definedsemiclassical expansion inD if there is a choice of
a sign in~43! and an accompanied constantC6(l) such that thex-factorx6(x,l) corresponding
to this choice can be expanded semiclassically in the standard way given by~23!.

It follows directly from the above definition that only one of the two possible choices
satisfy it.

We shall also say thatc(x,l) is Borel summable inD if it has well defined semiclassica
expansion there and the corresponding series~23! is Borel summable to the uniquely chose
x-factor x(x,l) of c(x,l).

We shall prove below the following main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 5: Let a solutionc(x,l) given at some vicinity D of x0 (x0 does not coincide with

any turning point) be Borel summable in D. Then this solution must coincide with one of t
fundamental solutions up to somel-dependent constant.

Proof: To prove the theorem we could utilize the solutions~26! and ~27! and all their prop-
erties which we have established in Lemma 3 of the previous section. It can however be
instructive to prove the theorem not invoking for the latter solutions since it makes the
arguments supporting the theorem~which have worked implicitly also in proving Lemma 3 of th
previous section! to be more transparent.
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According to Theorem 4 of Sec. III, forx0 chosen we can always find in the setN(x0) a
number of fundamental solutions of the same signatures as the respectivex(x,l) corresponding to
c(x,l) has. Letxa(x,l) be one of them. It is Borel summable atx0 and in some of its vicinity.
Then using~24! both for x(x,l) andxa(x,l) we have

xas~x,l!

xas~x0 ,l!
5 (

n>0
S s

2l D n

I n~x,x0!5
xa

as~x,l!

xa
as~x0 ,l!

. ~44!

It follows from ~44! that the outer parts of this equality having the same semiclassical ex
sions have to have also the same Borel function. Sincexas(x,l) and xas(x0 ,l) are both Borel
summable inD they can be summed along the same standard pathC̃ on their corresponding Bore
planes ifx is chosen to be sufficiently close tox0 . It is, however, easy to check~see Appendix C!
that under the latter condition the same standard pathC̃ can be chosen to sum the quotient on t
lhs of ~44! since its corresponding Borel function is holomorphic around this path. However
same must be true for the rhs quotient, i.e., the corresponding Borel functions of its two f
can be integrated also alongC̃ lying in their Borel planes. Let us sum therefore a` là Borel both the
outer sides of~44! along this path. We get

x~x,l!5x~x0 ,l!
2l* C̃e2lsx̃a~x,s!ds

2l* C̃e2lsx̃a~x0 ,s!ds
. ~45!

The last equation, however, ends the proof of the theorem. QED.
As a comment to the last theorem we would like to stress that it summarizes a part

property of the semiclassical theory of the 1D Schro¨dinger equation with the polynomial poten
tials. Namely, this is that the standard semiclassical expansion~23! is constructed basically by th
series(n>0(s/2l)nI n(x,x0) which can be Borel summable and the Borel function of which,
~44!, coincides up to al-dependent multiplicative constant with the one of the fundame
solutions and, also by~44!, with the Borel function of any Borel summable solution. This mea
that we can consider the Borel function of the fundamental solutions as the canonical on
latter can be uniquely defined by the condition of being equal to unity ats50 on the ‘‘first sheet’’
of the corresponding Riemann surface which the condition actually satisfies.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

Theorem 5 of the previous section shows that in the case of the Schro¨dinger equation with the
polynomial potentials its Borel summable solutions are the fundamental ones. The Borel fu
generated by these solutions is, up to analytical continuation, the unique one. This pr
justifies our earlier use of the fundamental solutions to investigate the problem of the
summability of energy levels and matrix elements in 1D quantum mechanics.1 It also shows that
only the fundamental solutions can be invoked whenany problem connected with the Bore
resummation is considered and conditions for such resummations are satisfied.28

The latter objection is important since not all the results we obtain for the case of polyn
potentials can be immediately extended to other cases of potentials. These are, for exam
rational potentials being the next class of potentials of modeling importance. In particula
universality of the Borel function in the later case of potentials seems not to be satisfied.33

Nevertheless, the role of the corresponding fundamental solutions as the unique Bore
mable ones seems to be maintained not only in the case of rational potentials but also in th
of other meromorphic potentials such as the Po¨schl–Teller one, for example.

The fundamental solutions we have discussed in Sec. II can be given another form whe
of the factors in~3! becomes a complicated function ofl.34 These generalized representatio
however preserve all the Borel summing features of the original fundamental solutions bein
a partial Borel resummation of the latter.25
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Finally, we would like to note that the result obtained in the present paper completes the
obtained in our other papers.1,12,25Namely, all these results show that the semiclassical theor
1D quantum mechanics can be completely formulated on the basis of the Borel method of r
mation. This is certainly true in the case of the polynomial potentials and it seems to be tru
some modifications for meromorphic potentials as well.33 In the formulation of such a theory th
essential role as we have shown in the present paper is played by the fundamental solutio~see
also Refs. 1, 12, 25!. The theory allows us to construct the simplest semiclassical approxima
as well as to complete the latter by the exponentially small contributions up to a desired le
accuracy.12 In such a theory even a change of variable in the Schro¨dinger equation the procedur
which is used very frequently as a way of improving the semiclassical approximations is a
result of the proper Borel resummation operation.25,34
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APPENDIX A

Here we would like to draw some basic conclusions which follow for the Borel func
x̃(x,s) from its representation given by the topological expansion developed in our recent
~see Ref. 12! and not dicussed there.

First of all let us recapitulate shortly basic elements of this representation. Namely, we
shown in Ref. 12 that the Borel function defined originally in some sector, say can be repre
in this sector as the following series@j5j(x)5*x1

x Aq(y,E)dy#:

F̃1~j,s!5 (
q>0

F̃1
(q)~j,s!, ~A1!

whereF̃1(j(x),s)[x̃(x,s) and the termsF̃ (q)(j,s),q>0 of the series are given by the formula

F̃1
(0)~j,s!5I 0~A4sV~j!!,

F̃1
(2q)~j,s!5E

C̃(s)
dh1E

C̃(h1)
dh2 ...E

C̃(hq21)
dhq È

1

j2h1
dj1 È

1

j1
dj2 ...È

1

jq21
djq ,

ṽ~j11h1!ṽ~j11h2!•...•ṽ~jq1hq!ṽ~jq!~2s22h1!2q
I 2q~z2q

1/2!

z2q
q ,

z2q54~s2h1!V~j!18~s2h1! (
p51

q

„V~jp1hp11!2V~jq1hp!…,

hq11[0, q51,2,..., ~A2!

F̃1
(2q11)~j,s!5E

C̃(s)
dh1 ...E

C̃(hq)
dhq11 ṽ~j2h11h2! È

1

j2h1
dj1 ...È

1

jq21
djqṽ~j11h2!

3ṽ~j11h3!• ¯ •ṽ~jq1hq11!ṽ~jq!~2s22h1!2q11
I 2q11~z2q11

1/2 !

z2q11
~2q11/2! ,
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z2q1154~s2h1!V~j!18~s2h1! (
p50

q

„V~jp1hp12!2V~jp1hp11!…,

j0[j, hq12[0, q50,1,2,. . . ,

where ṽ„j(x)…[v(x)q21/2(x),V5*`1

j ṽ(h)dh and the functionsI q(x),q>0, in ~A2! are the

modified Bessel functions@of the first kind, Ref. 35, p. 5, formula~12!#.
The formulas~A2! can be obtained from the following recurrences:

F̃1
(2q12)~j,s!52E

C̃(s)
dhE

C̃(h)
dh8 È

1

j

dj1 ṽ~j1!ṽ~j12h8!~2s22h!

3F̃1
(2q)~j12h8,h2h8!

I 1~A4~s2h!„V~j!22V~j1!1V~j12h8!…!

A4~s2h!„V~j!22V~j1!1V~j12h8!…
,

~A3!

F̃1
(2q11)~j,s!52E

C̃(s)
dhE

C̃(h)
dh8 ṽ~j2h8!

3F̃1
(2q)~j2h8,h2h8!I 0~A24~s2h!~V~j!2V~j2h8!…!,

q50,1,2,. . . ,

whereF̃1
(0)(j,s) is given by~A2!.

Note that~A3! can be obtained from~A2! and vice versa by applying the following relation

E
0

1

dx Im~Aax!I m„Ab~12x!…~ax!1/2m
„b~12x!…~1/2! n

52ambn
I m1n11~Aa1b!

~Aa1b!m1n11

1

~k21!! ~n2k!! Eh

s

dh8~s2h8!k21~h82h!n2k5
~s2h!n

n!
.

~A4!

The j-integrations in~A2! and ~A3! run over somej-Riemann surfaces of the subintegr
functions starting from the infinite points of these surfaces which are the corresponding ima
the infinite point of the sectorS1 . The h-integrations, contrary to thej-ones, are finite and run
over thes-Riemann surfaces. All the latter integrations end ats50.

For these integrations the most important are the branch point structures of the Rie
surfaces corresponding to the functionsṽ(j) andV(j) and the shifts of these surfaces by som
complex numberh. The two latter surfaces corresponds to the functionsṽ(j2h) and V(j
2h).

Since every of these four surfaces has complicated topology~defined by its branch points! we
decided not trying to sew them suitably together when these functions are integrated si
neously but rather to consider them, for safeness, separately. These topologies are determ
course, by the singularities of the respective functionsṽ(j) andV(j). Besides, since the latter o
these two functions is defined as the integral over the former then the corresponding Ri
surface on whichV(j) is defined is a map of the surface corresponding toṽ(j), i.e., there is a
well defined relation between these two surfaces.

For the polynomial potentials with simple roots all singularities ofṽ(j) andV(j) are cubic
root branch points corresponding to turning points. Therefore, the four surfaces discussed
acquires a suitable cut pattern each. The correspondingj-integration runs over the sheets of the
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surfaces which are unambiguously related to each others~by the above shift or by a map! so that
the integration paths on this sheets look thesamerunning from`1 to some finite point, thesame
on each sheet.

It is necessary to stress that every subsequent integration in~A2! or every subsequent step i
the recurrent formulas~A3! changes the structure of the Riemann surfaces correspondin
functions resulting from these integrations. Namely, these surfaces become still more comp
preserving all the branch points of the previous stage and acquiring new ones as a result of
integration~s!.

Nevertheless, these structures look relatively simple if we consider them on definite she

the Riemann surfaces we want to stay considering the properties of the Borel functionsF̃(j,s).
Namely, starting from the sheets corresponding to the sectorS1 we shall keep the variablex @or
j(x)] changing along the contourK8 of Fig. 1~a!. This corresponds to a pathg1(x) on thex-plane
which begins in the sectorS1 and crosses on its way all the Stokes lines running to the infinit
the plane~but each line only once! penetrating subsequent sectors in their cyclic~clockwise or
anticlockwise! ordering introduced in Sec. II. We shall call such a path the outer path.

Under the above condition the final pattern of the branch points ofF̃(j,s) viewed from the
relevant sheets is quite simple. First let us note that, as it follows from~A2! and ~A3!, under the
above circumstances we can deform homotopically the infinite end of the outer pathg from the
sectorS1 to any of the subsequent sectorsS2 , . . . ,Sn11 ~in this or in the reversed orders!. This is
the consequence of the fact that the initial condition~7! put on the pathg to make it canonical is
no longer valid since all the dangerous exponentials in the formula~5! enforcing this condition
disappeared on the way of passing to the formulas~A2! and~A3!. Figure 6 shows the correspond
ing result of such an operation forxPK8ùS3 . This proves that under the above condition~A2!

and~A3! define thesameunique Borel functionF̃(j,s) for all then11 fundamental solutions~3!.
This deformation can be done keeping the end pointx „j(x)… of the outer pathg in any of the
sectorsS1 , . . . ,Sn11 . The latter property means, of course, that ifj is in Sk and the infinite end

of g is in Sl thenF̃(j,s) represents the Borel function of the fundamental solutionck ~defined in
Sk) analytically continued to the sectorSl and the formulas~A2! and ~A3! define then this
continuation explicitly.

FIG. 6. The branch point structure of thej-Riemann surface sheet forF̃(j,s) containing the sectorsS2 and S3 when
xPK8ùS3 .
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Theorem 6:Let the end point x go around the contour K8 of Fig. 1(a) starting from the secto
S1 and passing consecutively by the sectors S2 , . . . ,Sn11 . Then the sheets from which th
x-factors corresponding to the subsequent sectors are recovered by the Borel transform
over the Borel functionx̃(x,s) along the suitable real half-axes have the branch point structu
shown in Fig. 11.

Proof: Let us consider first a sheet of thes-Riemann surface corresponding to the sectorS1

and let the pointx be then onK8 in the sectorS1 so thatRj(x).0.

ConsiderF̃ (0)(j,s). Since I 0„A4sV(j)… is the holomorphic function of its argument the

F̃ (0)(j,s) is an entire function ofs ~i.e., holomorphic in the wholes-plane! so that its correspond
ing s-Riemann surface coincides with thes-plane. What concerns itsj-Riemann surface structur
it coincides with the one ofV(j) since for each natural power of the latter itsj-Riemann structure

is the same andI 0„A4sV(j)… determinesF̃ (0)(j,s) as the holomorphic function ofj in each

nonsingular point ofV(j). ThereforeF̃ (0)(j,s) has on the corresponding first sheet in thej-plane
a unique branch point atz1 , as it is shown in Fig. 7~a!, if the corresponding cut emerges from th
branch point vertically down. There are no other branch points visible then on the sheet.
other branch points, however, are on the sheets lyingbelow the first sheet and the closest ones
z2 ,z i 1

, . . . ,z i l
andzn are shown in Fig. 7~a! with the dashed lines of cuts emerging from the

The full thin paths on the figure emerging from the pointj show us how to approach these la
branch points starting fromj. We shall adopt this convention for the remaining figures too.

Figure 7~b! shows thej-Riemann surface for the shifted functionF̃ (0)(j2h,s).

Next considerF̃ (1)(j,s). It is given by the second of the formulas~A3! for q50. In this
formula we have to integrate first over the variableh8. As it follows from the formula the branch
point structure of theh8-Riemann surface is determined by the functionsṽ(j2h8), V(j2h8)

andF̃ (0)(j2h8,h82h) and its first and second sheets are shown in Fig. 8~a!.
The integration overh8 leads us to a function defined on thej-Riemann surface shown in Fig

7~b!. The cuts shown there are a result of the end point~EP! mechanism of the singularity
produced~Ref. 12, see also Ref. 36!. Namely, theh8-integration is perturbed if the moving branc
points of Fig. 8~a! can approach the fixed end pointsh850 andh85h of the integration path
C(h). For example, to generate the branch point atz1(50) we simply move the branch poin
j2z1 against the end pointh850 of C(h) to touch it finally. To produce the branch point atz2

in Fig. 8~b! we have to movej2z1 down avoiding the end pointh8 from the left and below and
next moving it to the right in such a way as to make the screened branch point atj2z2 coinciding
with the end pointh8.

FIG. 7. ~a! The ‘first’ sheet of thej-Riemann surface corresponding toF̃ (0)(j,s) whenxPK8ùS3 . ~b! The ‘first’ sheet

of the j-Riemann surface corresponding toF̃ (0)(j2h,s) whenxPK8ùS3 .
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In the way described above we can generate the branch points at the position shown
8~b!. A convention adopted in this figure for the cut designing is to draw a full thin path emer
from the pointj and if the path crosses a cut it becomes dotted. If it crosses the next appro
cut it is doubly dotted and so on. This way of designing cuts allows us to establish the she
which they are distributed. The figure in parentheses at the different branch points indicat
multiplicity of the latter, i.e., their appearing ondifferentsheets at thesamepositions. However,
for the sake of transparency of the figures not all paths showing the distributions of the b
points on the sheets have been shown.

It is worth noting that this multiplication of branch points with the same coordinates but l
on different sheets in this figure is necessary to keep fixed the relative distribution of the b
points Fig. 8~a! when the moving ones in Fig. 8~b! change their positions. In fact the branch poin
in this figure with the same coordinate substitute each other during such a motion. This is b
the branch pointj2z1 in Fig. 8~a! has to be always accompanied by the branch points atj2z2

and j2zn lying on the next two lower sheets. For example, if the branch pointsz11h and z2

1h move to the left so that they pass the branch point atz1(50) having it between themselve
then the pointz21h on the sheet opened by the first of these moving points is screened in
moment by the cut emerging fromz150 lying on the first sheet in Fig. 8~b!. But then the branch
point atz21h on the sheet opened just by this latter cut becomes unscreened substituting it
on the sheet we started with. Of course, all three copies of the branch points atz21h are mapped
by the relationj2h5zk , k51,2,3, into the one copy of them atj2z2 on theh8-plane of Fig.
8~a!.

The final integration overh repeats only the steps done earlier introducing nothing new to
distribution of the branch ponts on the first sheet not modifying the lower sheets as well so th
final branch point structures of the first sheets look again as in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b! where we have
to substituteh8 andh by s on both the figures.

Consider nextF̃ (2)(j,s). It is given by the first of the formulas~A3! for q50. The initial
j-Riemann surface structure is similar to that shown in Fig. 7 and look as in Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!.
The first j1-integration in the corresponding formula~A3! provides us this time with both the
types of singularities on theh8-Riemann surface, i.e., generated by theE-mechanism, which
makes a replica of the branch point structures of Fig. 8~a!, and by the pinch (P) mechanisms
~discussed in Ref. 12; see also Ref. 36!. A singularity generated by the second mechanism ar
when, for example, the branch point atz11h8 in Fig. 9~b! moves against the one atz150 of Fig.
9~a! pinching the integration pathg̃(j). It can be done by making a tour around the endj of the
pathg̃(j) in both the directions, i.e., clockwise or anticlockwise. In this example we will prod
branch point singularities on both the lower sheets of theh8-Riemann surface shown if Fig. 9~c!

FIG. 8. ~a! The singularity structure of the integrand in the second formula~48! for q50 and the integration pathC(h).

~b! The resultingj-singularity structure ofF̃ (1)(j,s).
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at h850. We can pinch the pathg̃(j) by j11h8 also in this way but against the branch points
z2 andzn . This needs only to cross the cut emerging fromz1(50) to reach the points mentioned
i.e., the first one by crossing this cut from the left while the second—from the right. It mean
h8 itself has to do the same in Fig. 9~c! crossing the cuts emerging fromh850 on the corre-
sponding sheets. The positions of the branch points generated in this way are shown in F~c!
where only a closest part of them is shown. It follows from the figure that some of the closest
branch points are ath8 on the two sheets opened by the branch point atj2z1 . The other ones lie
on the sheets opened by the the branch points atj2z2 ,j2z i 1

, . . . ,j2z i l
andj2zn and by the

fixed branch points generated in this way, i.e., still on the lower sheets.
A discussion of the remaining twoh8- andh-inegrations goes along the same lines as in

previous discussion on calculatingF̃ (1)(j,s) with the similar results obtained accordingly to Fi
9~c!. The only appearing difference is that in both these integrations theP-mechanism of the

FIG. 9. ~a! The j1-singularity structure of the onlyj1-dependent factors of the integrand in the first formula~48! for
q50. ~b! The j1-singularity structure of theh8-dependent factors of the integrand in the first formula~48! for q50. ~c!
The h8-singularity structure of the first formula~48! for q50 after thej1-integration.
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moving branch point singularity generation on thej-Riemann surface becomes active since,
cept for the moving singularities, there are also the fixed ones on the corresponding sheets
h8- andh-Riemann surfaces@see Fig. 9~c!#. Therefore, the final first sheet structures are aga
replica of those shown in Fig. 8~b! for the j-Riemann surface and in Fig. 9~c! for the s-Riemann
one~with theh-, h8-variables substituted suitably by thes-one!. Of course, because of the reas
of transparency only the branch points on the first three sheets are shown in the figu
comment made previously on the proliferation of the moving branch points with the same
dinates but lying on different sheets is also still valid and Fig. 8~b! reproduces this fact correctly

Now consider the casesF̃ (2q11)(j,s) andF̃ (2q12)(j,s) assuming that the first sheets of th

j-, s-Riemann surface structure ofF̃ (2q)(j,s) is given by Fig. 8~b! and Fig. 9~c! ~with the suitable
h, h8→s substitutions on the figures!. It is clear that we can repeat all the previous analyses
conclusions without any changes if the considered structure is limited only to the sheets defi
the formulas~A3! and the branch points shown in Figs. 8~a! and 9~c!, i.e., the structure in thes

figures is reproduced also for the functionsF̃ (2q11)(j,s) andF̃ (2q12)(j,s). Since the series~A2!

is convergent this structure is the same also forF̃(j,s) itself.
It is important to note that thefixedbranch points on thes-Riemann surface are generated

the scheme of the topological expansion~A2! on lower sheets.

HavingF̃(j,s) defined in the above way we can restore thex-factors defined in the sectorsS1

or S2 by the Borel transformations ofF̃(j,s) along the left half-axis to getx1(x,l) or along the
right one to getx2(x,l). Clearly, the signs ofl in both these integrations are different.

To prove the assertion of the theorem about the structure of thej-, s-Riemann surface for

F̃(j,s) continued to the sectorSk along the contourK8 in Fig. 1~a! we should perform this

continuation on thej-, s-Riemann surface corresponding toF̃(j,s) changingj, respectively, and
drawing cuts properly. Such an operation, however, needs the detailed knowledge of the st
of many lower sheets of thej-, s-Riemann surface, a task which seems to be in general hope
However, we have already noticed that such a continuation can be easily performed with th
of the formulas~A2!–~A3! by changing the infinite ends of thej-integrations in these formulas
i.e., moving them to the appropriate sectors when the variablej„5j(x)… itself is continued to
these sectors whenx changes along the contourK8. For definitness letj be continued to the secto
S3 . Then we can continue the mentioned infinite ends to the same sector. According to the
graph in Fig. 1~a! the corresponding pattern of the sheets on whichṽ(j) andV(j) are defined are
shown in Fig. 6. Therefore, taking this figure as the original one and using again the formula~A3!
we can repeat once again the analyses done above. The only difference are introduced b

FIG. 10. ~a! The j-singulalrity structure ofF̃(j,s) for xPK8ùS3 . ~b! The s-singularity structure ofF̃(j,s) for
xPK8ùS3 .
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tional branch points which can appear according to the Stokes graph in Fig. 1~a!. Then forgetting
about the branch points which lie on the lower sheets in Fig. 6~such asz3) we get as the final

structure of the first sheets forF̃(j,s) the one shown in Fig. 10.
The pattern in Fig. 10 is the one which has also to follow if we would continue the patte

Fig. 8~b! ~with the h→s substitution! by moving anticlockwise the variablej around the branch
point z1 and uprighting the cut emerging from this point by rotating it in the same anticlock
direction. Then the cut emerging fromz2 on the figure is unscreened and uprighting it ag
anticlockwise as well as all the other consecutive cuts met byj on its way to the sectorS3 we have
to reveal by theseuprighting operationsof the cuts the pattern of Fig. 10~a!. Compairing the latter
with Fig. 8~b! we see that these operations do their job properly. The proliferation of the br
points with the same coordinates on different sheets plays an essential role in this op
allowing us to recover the cuts which are screened by the uprighting operations made over t
emerging fromj5z1 andj5z2.

On the s-Riemann surface ofF̃(j,s) shown in Fig. 9~c! ~with h8→s on the axes! the
corresponding operation with cuts are of course reversed, i.e., each consecutive cut w
unscreened by the anticlockwise upside-down rotation of its predecessor originating by t
emerging from the branch pointj2z1 in Fig. 9~c! has also to be rotated in the same way. T
process stops on the cut emerging from the last branch point atj2z2 being unscreened. We ca
then move this new pattern first down leaving the origin of the first sheet to the right and
move to the right leaving the origin of the sheet above all the moved branch points. The
position has to coincide then with that shown in Fig. 10~b!.

We shall call the above operations with cuts leadind us to uncovering the desired sheets
j-, s-Riemann surface theunscreening operations.

It is now clear that we can follow the above way considering thej-, s-Riemann surface

structure corresponding toF̃(j,s) whenj is in Sk being continued along the contourK8 in Fig.

1~a!. The tour along the contourK8 is mapped properly on thej-Riemann surface ofF̃(j,s)
wherej moves anticlockwise avoiding all met branch points from the left and putting upside-d
the crossed cuts emerging from them realizing in this way the unscreening operation. The
unscreening operations of putting the properly chosen cuts upside-down are applied
s-Riemann surface. We start from the pattern of Fig. 9~b! and repeat the procedure describ
abovek times. The final pattern has to have the form shown in Figs. 11~a! and 11~b!. Its detailed
structure shown in the figure can be obtained from the formulas~A3! by the analyses describe
above.

FIG. 11. ~a! The j-singularity structure ofF̃(j,s) for xPK8ùSk . ~b! The s-singularity structure ofF̃(j,s) for
xPK8ùSk .
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Borel transforming along the left half-axis of Fig. 11~b! we recover thex-factor corresponding
to the sectorSk ~if k is odd! or the one corresponding to the sectorSk11 when the Borel trans-
formation is performed along the right half-axis. QED.

To finish the above discussion let us note yet that as it follows from our estimation o
convergence of the series~A2! made in Ref. 12~see Appendix A.3 there! its divergenceon each
sheet of itss-Riemann surface~whenj is fixed! is no faster than the exponential one.

APPENDIX B

We shall show here that the Borel transformation~10! of x̃(x,s) @as given by~9! with xk,n(x)
in the latter satisfying the reccurent relations~21! ~in its differential form!# along any standard
path satisfies the differential equation~19!.

To this end write~21! in its differential form:

xn118 ~x!5q2 1/4~x!„q2 1/4~x!xn~x!…9, n>0. ~B1!

Next multiply both the sides of~B1! by (2s)n/n! and sum them overn (n>0) to get

]2x̃~x,s!

]s ]x
1q2 1/4~x!

]2

]x2 „q
2 1/4~x!x̃~x,s!…50. ~B2!

Finally, multiply ~B2! by 2le2sls and integrate~by parts! along a standard/cut pathC to have

2slS 2lE
C
ds e2slsx̃~x,s! D 8

1q2 1/4~x!S q2 1/4~x!2lE
C
ds e2slsx̃~x,s! D 9

50,

l.0, s5H 11, for infinity of RC,0

21, for infinity of RC.0.
~B3!

According to~10! the equation~B3! coincides with~19!.

APPENDIX C

We shall show here that ifx is sufficiently close tox0 then the Borel function of the quotien
of xas(x,l) andxas(x0 ,l) @with its factors corresponding tox(x,l) andx(x0 ,l), respectively#
can be integrated along the same standard pathC̃ along which both the factors of the quotient ca
be summed too. It means that all the three Borel functions, the quotient and its two facto
holomorphic in a common strip containingC̃.

To show this let us note that it is certainly true for the Borel fuctionsx̃(x,s) and x̃(x0 ,s) of
the two quotient factors considered separately from the Borel function of the quotient itself
is the result of the analytical dependence onx of singularities of the Borel functions of both thes
factors.12 Therefore there is a stripS̃ on the Borel planes ofx̃(x,s) and x̃(x0 ,s) containing a
standard pathC̃ along which these functions can be integrated to reproduce the correspo
x-factorsx(x,l) andx(x0 ,l). It is now elementary to show that ifx̃(x0 ,s) is holomorphic inS̃
then the Borel function ofx21(x0 ,l) is also. This latter conclusion follows from the semiclassi
expansion ofx21(x0 ,l). Namely, we have for this expansion,

S 1

x~x0 ,l! D
as

5
1

xas~x0 ,l!
5 (

n>0

1

C0
n11 „C02xas~x0 ,l!…n, ~C1!

where forxas(x0 ,l) we have assumed

xas~x0 ,l!5 (
n>0

Cn

~2l!n . ~C2!
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The expansion~C1! follows of course from the identical~in form! expansion ofx21(x0 ,l) itself
valid for uargu<p/2 whenl is sufficiently large.

The Borel function corresponding to the expansion~C1! is therefore

1̃

x~x,l!
5C01 (

n>1

~C02x̃~x,l!!n

C0
n11

5C01 (
n>1

~C02x̃ !* n~x,s!

C0
n11

5C01 (
n>1

~21!n11

C0
n11 E

0

s

ds1„C02x̃~x,s2s1!…

3E
0

s1
ds2 x̃8~x,s12s2! ¯ E

0

sn23
dsn22 x̃8~x,sn232sn22!

3E
0

sn22
dsn21 x̃8~x,sn222sn21!, ~C3!

where the prime atx̃8(x,s) means the differentiation overs and where the following definition o
the star~convolution! operation has been used:

~ f̃ * g̃!~s!5
d

dsE0

s

f̃ ~s!g̃~s2s8!ds8. ~C4!

From the representation~C4! it follows easily that the stripS̃ of the holomorphicity ofx̃(x,s)
is also such a strip for the Borel function ofx21(x,l) since the series in~C4! is uniformly
convergent inS̃.
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Quantization of solitons in coset space
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The perturbation theory around the soliton fields of the sin-Gordon model is devel-
oped in the coset space. It is shown by explicit calculations that all corrections to
the topological soliton contribution are canceled exactly. ©2001 American Insti-
tute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1337613#

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of quantization of the extended objects was formulated mainly in the midd
the 1970s, see the review paper1 and references cited therein. One starts from the class
Lagrange equation:

dS~u!

du~x,t !
50, ~1!

where, for simplicity,u(x,t) is the real scalar field.2 If this equation has nontrivial solutionuc(x,t)
then the problem of its quantization will arise. One of the first attempts to construct the per
tion theory was based on the WKB expansion in the vicinity ofuc .3,4

The Born–Oppenheimer method was adopted also.5,6 First of all, to construct the quantum
mechanics, the structure of Hilbert spaceH is postulated. So, it is assumed that the Fock colu
consists from the vacuum stateu0& and from the multiple meson statesup1 ,p2 , . . . ,pn&, n>1. The
ordinary perturbation theory operates just with this meson sector only. Theanzats
uP1 ,P2 , . . . ,Pl&

5 for the l -soliton state,l>1, is introduced also.
It is postulated that the quantum excitations in the soliton sector are described by the e

tion of the meson field.5 Therefore, to construct the perturbation theory, there should also b
mixed states:

uP1 , . . . ,Pl ;p1 , . . . ,pn&, l>1, n>1, ~2!

but, at the same time,

^P1 , . . . ,Pl ;p1 , . . . ,pnup1 , . . . ,pn8&[0, l>1, n1n8>0, ~3!

i.e., it is assumed that the solitons are the absolutely stable field configurations.1

The present paper in a definite sense completes the picture in Refs. 5 and 6
(111)-dimensional exactly integrable sin-Gordon model will be considered to illustrate ou
sult. We will investigate the multiple production of mesons by soliton and the truth of~3! will be
shown at the end of explicit calculations. In other words, it will be shown that the postula

a!Electronic mail: joseph@nu.jinr.ru
b!Electronic mail: sisakian@jinr.ru
6410022-2488/2001/42(2)/641/18/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Refs. 5 and 6 concerning orthogonality of the mesonHm and solitonHs Hilbert spaces can be
proved. We will see that this conclusion follows from exactness of the semiclassical appro
tion for the sin-Gordon model.

It should be noted that the exactness of the semiclassical approximation in the topol
soliton sector of the sin-Gordon model is not beyond the realm.3 It is well known also that the
integrable Coulomb problem is exactly semiclassical. We have the same for the quantum
rotator,7 which is the isomorphic to the Poshle–Teller model. The general discussion o
exactness of the semiclassical approximation from a geometrical point of view was giv
Ref. 8.

It will be crucial for us in many respects to follow the WKB ideology. So, we will consid
the meson production amplitudes

anm~p,q!5^p1 , . . . ,pnuq1 , . . . ,qm&c , n,m51,2,... . ~4!

The indexc means that the calculations are performed in the soliton sector andpi andqi are the
meson momenta. By definition,

pi
25qi

25m2, ~5!

since the quantum uncertainty principle leads to the impossibility of mass-shell observation
field.9 The ordinary reduction formalism will be used to calculateanm . This means that we will
construct thephenomenological S-matrix of the meson interaction through the soliton fields, i
we will start from the assumption that the states~2! exist, and it will be shown at the end of th
calculations that suchS-matrix is trivial:

anm~p,q![0, n1m.0. ~6!

The formalism allows to prove~6!. For this purpose we will build the perturbation theo
expansion over 1/g, whereg is the interaction constant.10 This perturbation theory is dual to th
theory described in Ref. 1, overg, i.e., one cannot decompose the definite order overg contribu-
tion in terms of the 1/g expansion, and vice versa. So, only the summary results of both expa
may be compared.

Following to WKB ideology, to find the corrections to the semiclassical approximation in
vicinity of the extremumuc(x,t), one should find the solution of the equation for the Gre
function:

~]21v9~uc!!G~x,t;x8,t8!5d~x2x8!d~ t2t8!,

wherev9(u) is the second derivative of the potential functionv(u). This Green function describe
propagation of a particle in the time dependent inhomogeneous and anisotropic externa
uc(x,t). Generally, this problem has no closed solution. So, for instance, the attempt to sol
problem using the momentum decomposition11 leads to the hardly handling double-paramet
perturbation theory. To avoid this problem we will build a new perturbation theory over 1/g.

Imagining particle coordinates as the elements of the Lee group, the classical particle m
may be described mapping the trajectory on group manifold. Roughly speaking, this mean
the group combination law creates the particles classical trajectory.12

Moreover, this program was realized for description of the particle quantum motion.13 It was
shown for essentially nonlinear LagrangianL5 1

2 gmn(x) ẋmẋn that the semiclassical approximatio
is exact on the~semi!simple Lee group manifold. But this slender solution of quantum proble
is destructed in presence of the interaction potentialv(x)5O(xn), n.2, since the last one break
the isotropy and homogeneity of the Lee group manifolds.10 The developed perturbation theor
will describe the quantum perturbations breaking isotropy and homogeneity of the group ma

Developed formalism contains the following steps.10,14~i! We will introduce the manifoldWG

of trajectoriesuc , solving the Eq.~1!. The manifoldWG will be labeled by the local coordinate
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(j,h), i.e., we will consideruc5uc(x;j,h) sinceuc should belong toWG completely. ~ii ! The
numbers (j,h) are interpreted as the generalized coordinates of the particle. Thenuc(x;j,h) will
define the external potential for it. The quantum motion of the particle may be described n
thatWG is the homogeneous and isotropic manifold, since this case is a rather quantum me
cal problem in the flat space.

It was shown in Ref. 14 that the WKB model,5 where the field excitations in vicinity ofuc are
decomposed over the meson states, and our model quantum mechanics of the particle
external potential defined byuc , are isomorphic. In other words, we know that the quant
trajectory of the particle covers the phase space (j,h)PWG densely. But it should be noted als
that the model described in Ref. 5 presents the expansion over the interaction constantl and our
perturbation theory describes expansion over the~1/l!.

In the classical limit~labeled by the index 0! the motion of our particle must be free,14 i.e., its
velocity should be a constant,

j̇05const, ḣ050. ~7!

This may be achieved expressing the set$h% through the set of generators of the subgroup bro
by uc .15 It is evident, such choice of the particles coordinate gives the same effect as in the
discussed transformation to the homogeneous and isotropic~semi!simple Lee group manifold,10

see also Ref. 16. Moreover, we will see that even in the case of nontrivial potential function
can get to the free particles motion, rescaling the quantum sources.10,14

Thus, the necessary invariant subspaceWG would be chosen equal to the coset spaceG/Gc :

WG5G/Gc , ~8!

whereG is the symmetry group andGc,G is the classical solutionsuc symmetry group. The
problem of quantization of the coset space have a reach history, see, e.g., Ref. 17. As desc
Refs. 10 and 14, the formalism presents one possible realization of the coset spaces quan
scheme.

The last one means that we will realize the transformation generated by the cla
trajectory:14

uc : ~u,p!~x,t !→~j,h!. ~9!

Such construction of perturbation theory in theWG space requires the additional effort noting th
the dimension of the original phase space (u,p)PT* V is infinite. Therefore, Eq.~9! assumes the
infinite reduction since the dimension of coset spaceWG is finite.18 The crucial reduction schem
was formulated in Ref. 14.

In other words, quantizing the sin-Gordon soliton fields, the space coordinate would
irrelevant variable. This is the well-known fact, e.g., Ref. 4, and it leads to the Lorentz non
riant perturbation theory. It is the consequence of the solitary profile of considered field co
rations and its absolute stability, i.e., of conservation of the topological charge. The nec
information concerning this question will be given in Sec. III.

Having the complete theory, one can analyze the perturbations. The crucial point of th
perturbation theory is the statement10 that the quantum corrections are accumulated strictly on
boundaries]WG ~bifurcation manifolds19,20,15! of the WG space. Therefore, if

]ucù]WG5B, ~10!

then the problem is exactly semiclassical. On other hand, Eq.~10! means conservation of th
topological charge:]uc is the flow induced by the quantum perturbations inWG and if ~10! is not
satisfied, then one should exist a flow into the forbidden, separated by the bifurcation bou
domain with other topological charge. So, Eq.~10! is the topological charge conservation.
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On the other hand, Eq.~10! leads to~6! since particle production is the pure quantum effe
This will be shown in Sec. IV.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we will~i! formulate the necessary bounda
conditions to derive the LSZ reduction formula,~ii ! find the explicit expression foranm , ~iii !
formulate the mapping into the coset spaceWG . In Sec. III we~i! consider the sin-Gordon mode
~ii ! discuss the coset space boundary condition,~iii ! remind the structure of the new perturbatio
theory,14 ~iv! describe meson multiple production to show~6!.

II. DENSITY MATRIX ON THE DIRAC MEASURE

The main point of this section is the attempt to generalize the ordinary for field th
boundary condition

u~xPs`!50,

wheres` is the remote hypersurface. This boundary condition is used to remove the surface
and it is necessary to formulate the reduction formalism. We would like to introduce the
boundary condition to have a possibility to include the nonvanishing ons` field configurations
and, at the same time, throw off the surface term.

The (n1m)-point Green functionsGnm are introduced through the generating function
Zj :21

Gnm~x,y!5~2 i !n1m)
k51

n

̂~xk!)
k51

m

̂~yk!Zj , ~11!

wherê(x)5d/d j (x) and the generating functional

Zj5E Du eiSj (u). ~12!

The action

Sj~u!5S~u!2V~u!1E dx dt j ~x,t !u~x,t !, ~13!

where

S~u!5E dx dt~ 1
2 ~]u!22m2u2!, m2>0, ~14!

is the free part andV(u) describes the interactions. At the end of the calculations one should
j 50.

To provide convergence, the integral~12! will be defined on the Mills complex time contou
C1 .22 For example,

C6 : t→t1 i«,«→10, 2`<t<1` ~15!

and after all calculations, one should return the time contour on the real axis putting«50.
In a ‘meson’ sector the integration in~12! is performed over all field configurations wit

standard vacuum boundary condition:

E d2x]m~u]mu!5E
s`

dsm u]mu50. ~16!

It follows from this conditions that
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u~xPs`!50, pamu~xPs`!50. ~17!

It excludes a contribution from the surface term, since it assumes that field disappeared
remote hypersurfaces` . Considering the soliton sector this boundary condition requires
modification since there is in the (x2t) space such direction along which the soliton field does
disappear. The integral~12! would have a formal meaning until this boundary condition will n
be specified.

Let us introduce now the fieldw through the equation

2
dS~w!

dw~x,t !
5 j ~x,t !. ~18!

It is assumed that we can formulate such boundary condition that the surface term m
neglected calculating the variational derivative in~18!. Then we perform the ordinary shiftu
→u1w in integral ~12!. Consideringw as the probe field created by the source:

w~x!5E d2x8 G0~x2x8! j ~x8!, ~]21m2!G0~x2x8!5d~x2x8!, ~19!

the connected Green functionGnm
c will only be interesting for us,

Gnm
c ~x,y!5~2 i !n1m)

k51

n

̂~xk!)
k51

m

̂~yk!Z~w!, ~20!

where

Z~w!5E Du eiS(u)2 iV(u1w) ~21!

is the new generating functional.
To calculate the nontrivial elements of theS matrix we must put the external particles on t

mass shell. Formally this procedure means amputation of the external legs ofGnm
c and further

multiplication on the free particle wave functions. In result the amplitude ofn into m particle
transitionanm in the momentum representation has the form

anm~q,p!5~2 i !n1m)
k51

n

ŵ~qk!)
k51

m

ŵ* ~pk!Z~w!. ~22!

Here the particles creation operator

f̂* ~q!5E d2x eiqxf̂~x!, f̂~x!5
d

df~x!
. ~23!

was introduced. The Eq.~22! is the ordinary LSZ reduction formulas. But one should remem
that the boundary condition~16! should be generalized to have permission for inclusion of
soliton contributions calculatingZ(w).

Describing the particles multiple production it is enough to consider the generating func

r~a,z!5expH 2E dV1~p!~ ŵ1* ~p!ŵ2~p!eia1pz1~p!

1ŵ2* ~p!ŵ1~p!eia2pz2~p!!J Z~w1!Z* ~w2!, ~24!

where
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dVn~p!5)
k51

n
d1pk

~2p!2e~pk!
5)

k51

n

dV1~pk!, e~p!5~p21m2!1/2.

Let us calculate

E d2a1

~2p!2 e2 iPa1
d2a2

~2p!2 e2 iPa2)
k51

n
d

dz1~pk!
)
k51

m
d

dz2~qk!
r~a,z!uz15z250 .

Inserting here the definition~24!, one can find that this expression gives

dS P2 (
k51

n

pkD dS P2 (
k51

m

qkD uanm~p,q!u2,

where thed functions are the result of integration overa6 . So, the factorseia6p in ~24! permit to
introduce the energy-momentum shell and thed function defines the restriction on the shell. Bo
restrictions

P5 (
k51

m

qk , P5 (
k51

n

pk

are compatible since the amplitudeanm is translationally invariant. The integration overP gives
energy-momentum conservation law.

Notice now thatr(a,z) is defined through the generating functional

r0~w!5Z~w1!Z* ~2w2!5E Du1 Du2 eiS1(u1)2 iS2(u2)e2 iV1(u11w1)1 iV2(u22w2). ~25!

Then, we can consider the closed-path boundary condition

E
s`

dsm u1]mu15E
s`

dsm u2]mu2 , ~26!

instead of~16! and ~17!. The natural solution of this boundary condition is

u1~xPs`!5u2~xPs`!5u~xPs`!. ~27!

It provides cancellation of the surface term on the remote hypersurfaces` independently on the
value of the fieldu(xPs`).

Considering the system with the large number of particles, we can simplify calcula
choosing the center-of-mass~c.m.! frameP5(P05E,0W ). It is useful also23 to rotate the contours
of integration over

a0,k : a0,k52 ibk , Im bk50, k51,2.

Then r(b,z) have a meaning of the density matrix, whereb would have, in the some definit
case,24 meaning of the inverse temperature andz is the activity.25

It was shown in Ref. 14 that the unitarity condition unambiguously determines contribu
in the path integrals forr. Exist the statement:

S1. The density matrixr(a,z) has the following representation:

r~a,z!5e2 iK̂ ( je)E DM ~u!eiSO(u)2 iU (u,e)eN(a,z;u)[O~u!eN(a,z;u). ~28!
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It should be underlined that this representation is strict and is valid for arbitrary Lagrange t
of arbitrary dimensions. The derivation of~28! is given in the Appendix.

Expansion over the operator

K̂~ je!5
1

2
ReE

C1

dx dt
d

d j ~x,t !

d

de~x,t !
[

1

2
ReE

C1

dx dt ̂~x,t !ê~x,t ! ~29!

generates the perturbation series. We will assume that this series exist~at least in the Borel sense!.
The variational derivatives in~29! are defined as follows:

df~x,tPCi !

df~x8,t8PCj !
5d i j d~x2x8!d~ t2t8! i , j 51,2,

whereCi is the Mills time contour. The auxiliary variables (j ,e) must be taken equal to zero at th
very end of the calculations.

The functionalsU(u,e) andSO(u) are defined by the equalities

SO~u!5~S~u1e!2S~u2e!!12 ReE
C1

dx dt e~x,t !~]21m2!u~x,t !, ~30!

U~u,e!5V~u1e!2V~u2e!22 ReE
C1

dx dt e~x,t !v8~u!, ~31!

whereS(u) is the free part of the Lagrangian andV(u) describes interactions. The phaseSO(u) is
not equal to zero ifu have the nontrivial topological charge.14 We will discuss carefully this
question later.

The measureDM (u,p) has the form

DM ~u!5)
x,t

du~x,t !dS d~S~u!2V~u!!

du~x,t !
1 j ~x,t ! D . ~32!

The functionald function in the measure means that the necessary and sufficient set of con
tions in the integral overu(x,t) is defined by the classical equation

2
d~S~u!2V~u!!

du~x,t !
5 j ~x,t !, ~33!

disturbed by the quantum sourcej (x,t).
For further calculation another representation will be useful. If we insert into the integral~28!

15E )
x,t

dp~x,t !d~p~x,t !2u̇~x,t !!

then the measureDM takes the form

DM ~u,p!5)
x,t

du~x,t !dp~x,t !dS u̇~x,t !2
dH j~u,p!

dp~x,t ! D dS ṗ~x,t !1
dH j~u,p!

du~x,t ! D ~34!

with the total Hamiltonian

H j~u,p!5E dxH 1

2
p21

1

2
~¹u!21v~u!2 juJ . ~35!
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The last one includes the energyju of quantum fluctuations. The measure~34! describes motion
in the symplectic space (u,p)PV. But it should be underlined that the used expansion is not
Lagrange transformation. So, generally, it is quite possible, consideringx as the index of the spac
shell, that not all ofp(x,t) are the independent variables. For this reason the measure~34! has
mostly a Lagrange meaning.

The measure~34! contains the following information.10,14

~a! Only the strict solutions of equations

u̇2
dH j~u,p!

dp
50, ṗ1

dH j~u;p!

du
50 ~36!

at j50 should be taken into account. This rigidness means absence in the formalism of
pseudo-solution~similar to multi-instanton, or multikink! contributions.

~b! r(a,z) is described by the sum of all solutions of Eq. (36), independently from
nearness in the functional space.

~c! The field disturbed by j(x) belongs to the same manifold (topology class) as the class
field defined by (36).10

~d! The consequence of properties b. and c. is the selection rule: quantum dynamics
realized in the coset space of highest dimension.10 This, excluding from consideration the pur
meson sector.

The particle density

N~a,z;u!5N1~a1 ,z1 ;u!1N2~a2 ,z2 ;u!, ~37!

where

N6~a6 ,z6 ;u!5E dV1~q!eia6qz6~q!uG~q;u!u2. ~38!

The vertexG(q;u) is the function of the external particle momentumq and is the linear functiona
of u(x):

G~q;u!52E dx eiqx
dS~u!

du~x!
5E dx eiqx~]21m2!u~x!, q25m2, ~39!

for the massm field. This parameter presents the momentum distribution of the interacting
u(x) on the remote hypersurfaces` if u(x) is the regular function. Notice, the operator canc
the mass-shell states ofu(x).

GenerallyG(q;u) is connected directly withexternalparticles properties and sensitive to th
symmetry of the interacting fields system.26

The construction~39! means, because of the operator (]21m2) and remembering that th
external states should be mass shell by definition,9 the solutionr(a,z)50 is actually possible for
particular topology~compactness and analytic properties! of quantumfield u(x). So,G(q;u) carry
remarkable properties:~i! it directly defines the observables,~ii ! is defined by the topology o
u(x). Notice that the space-time topology ofu(x,t) becomes important calculating integral~39!
by parts. This procedure is available ifu(x,t) is the regular function. But thequantumfields are
always singular. Therefore, the solutionG(q;u)50 is valid iff the semiclassical approximation
exact, i.e., the particle production is the pure quantum effect. Just this situation is realized
soliton sector of the sin-Gordon model.

Let G be the symmetry of the problem and letGc be the symmetry of the solutionuc . Then
S2. The measure (34) admits the transformation:

uc : ~u,p!→~j,h!PW5G/Gc ~40!
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and transformed measure has the form

DM ~u,p!5)
x,tC

dj~ t !dh~ t !dS j̇2
dhj~j,h!

dh D dS ḣ1
dhj~j,h!

dj D , ~41!

where hj (j,h)5H j (uc ,pc) is the transformed Hamiltonian

hj~j,h;t !5h~h!2E dx j~x,t !uc~x;j,h! ~42!

and uc(x;j,h) is the soliton solution parametrized by(j,h).
The proof of Eq.~41! is the same as for the Coulomb problem considered in Ref. 14. Bu

case of the (111)-dimensional model needs the additional explanations. First of all, one
introduce the functional

D~u,p!5E )
t

dNj~ t !dNh~ t !)
x,t

d~u~x,t !2uc~x;j,h!!d~p~x,t !2pc~x;j,h!!. ~43!

The equalities

u~x,t !5uc~x;j,h!, p~x,t !5pc~x;j,h! ~44!

assume that for givenu(x,t) and p(x,t) one can hide thet dependence into theN functionsj
5j(t) and h5h(t). It is assumed that this procedure can be done for arbitraryx. In other
respects, functionsu(x,t) andp(x,t), and therefore,uc(x;j,h) andp(x;j,h), are arbitrary.

For more confidence, one may divide the space onto theN cells and to each (u,p)x we may
adjust (j,h)x . It is possible that (j,h) are x independent. In this degenerate caseD;(d(0))k,
wherek<N is the degree of the degeneracy. We will omit the indexx considering (j,h)x as the
vector of the necessary dimension.

If ( j,h) are the solutions of~44!, then

D~u,p!5E )
t

dj8~ t !dh8~ t !d~uc
jj81uc

hh8!d~pc
jj81pc

hh8!5Dc~j,h!Þ0, ~45!

where, for instance,uc
X5]uc(x;j,h)/]X, X5j,h. Notice the importance of the last condition.

it is fulfilled, then one may insert into~28!, with measure~41!,

15
D~u,p!

Dc~j,h!
~46!

and integrate overu(x,t) and p(x,t). Notice that the possible infinite factor (d(0))k would be
canceled in the ratio~46!.

The Jacobian of transformation

J5E Du Dp

Dc~j,h! )x,t
dS u̇2

dH j~u,p!

dp D dS ṗ1
dH j~u,p!

du D
3d~u~x,t !2uc~x;j,h!!d~p~x,t !2pc~x;j,h!!, ~47!

is proportional to functionald-functions again. To have the transformation, we should use the
two d functions. Notice, if the first twod functions are used to calculateJ, then the last twod
functions realize the constraints. In result,

J5
1

Dc~j,h! )x,t
dS u̇c2

dH j~uc ,pc!

dpc
D dS ṗc1

dH j~uc ,pc!

duc
D . ~48!
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It should be underlined thatuc and pc are arbitrary functions ofj andh, i.e., on this stage we
make the transformation of arbitrary functionsu(x,t) and p(x,t) on the new arbitrary functions
uc(x;j,h) andpc(x;j,h), where, generally speaking,j5j(x,t) andh5h(x,t). ThenDc is the
corresponding determinant.

The expression~48! can be rewritten identically to the form

J5
1

Dc~j,h!
E )

x,t
dj8~ t !dh8~ t !dS j82S j̇2

dhj~j,h;t !

dh D D dS h82S ḣ1
dhj~j,h;t !

dj D D
3dS uc

jj81uc
hh81$uc ,hj%2

dH j

dpc~x,t ! D dS pc
jj81pc

hh82$pc ,hj%1
dH j

duc~x,t ! D , ~49!

where$,% is the Poisson bracket.
Let us assume now that the auxiliary functionhj (j,h;t) is chosen so that the equalities

$uc ,hj%5
dH j

dpc~x,t !
, $pc ,hj%52

dH j

duc~x,t !
~50!

are satisfied identically. Then, taking into account the condition~45!, one can find

J5dS j̇2
dhj~j,h;t !

dh D dS ḣ1
dhj~j,h;t !

dj D . ~51!

This ends the transformation. Notice that the determinantDc was canceled identically.
The transformation specify by the Eqs.~50! the functionhj . It assumes that one can find suc

functionsuc5uc(x;j,h) and pc5pc(x;j,h), with property~45!, that ~50! has unique solution
hj (j,h;t).

Let us convert the problem assuming that justhj is known. It is natural to assume that

hj~j,h;t !5H j~uc ,pc!, ~52!

thenuc andpc are defined by Eqs.~50! and

j̇5
dhj~j,h;t !

dh
, ḣ52

dhj~j,h;t !

dj
. ~53!

It is not hard to see that~50! together with~53! are equivalent to incident equations~36!. This is
seen from the following chain of equalities:

u̇c~x;jh!5uc
jj̇1uc

hḣ5uc
j
]hj~j,h;t !

]h
2uc

h ]hj~j,h;t !

]j

5$uc ,hj%5
dH j

dpc~x,t !

and the same we have forpc . Therefore (uc ,pc) is the classical phase space flow and the sp
WG , labeled by (j,h), is the coset spaceG/Gc .

In result, the new measure takes the form~41!, i.e., j andh should obey the equations~53!:

j̇5v~h!2E dx j~x,t !
]uN~x;j,h!

]h
, ḣ5E dx j~x,t !

]uN~j,h!

]j
, ~54!

where v(h)[]h(h)/]h. Hence the source of quantum perturbations are proportional to
time-local tangent vectors
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E dx ]uN~x;j,h!/]h, E dx ]uN~x;j,h!/]j

to the soliton configurations. It suggests the idea in Ref. 14 to split the Lagrange sources

j ~x,t !→~ j j , j h!~ t !.

The mechanism of splitting was described in Ref. 10. The resulting operatorO(uc), defined in
~28!, has the same structure. But new perturbations of the generating operator

K̂~ej ,eh ; j j , j h!5 1
2 ReE

C1

dt$ ̂j~ t !•êj~ t !1 ̂h~ t !•êh~ t !%. ~55!

The measure takes the form

DM ~j,h!5)
t

dj~ t !dh~ t !d~ j̇2v~h!2 j j~ t !!d~ḣ2 j h~ t !!. ~56!

The effective potentialU5U(uc ;ec) with

ec~x,t !5ej~ t !•
]uN~x;j,h!

]h~ t !
2eh~ t !•

]uN~x;j,h!

]j~ t !
. ~57!

Notice that the space degree of freedom is disappeared from our consideration.

III. MULTIPLE PRODUCTION IN SIN-GORDON MODEL

We would consider the theory with the Lagrangian

L5
1

2
~]mu!21

m2

l2 @cos~lu!21#. ~58!

It is well known that this field model possesses the soliton excitations in the (111) dimension.
Formally nothing prevents to linearize partly our problem considering the Lagrangian

L5
1

2
@~]mu!22am2u2#1

m2

l2 Fcos~lu!211a
l2

2
u2G[S~u!2v~u!. ~59!

The last termv(u)5O(u4) describes interactions. The corresponding vertex function is

G~q;u!5E dx dt eiqx~]21m2!u~x,t !, q25m2. ~60!

It should be noted here that the division chosen in~59! onto the free and interaction parts did n
affect the equation of motion, see~33!, and effective potential, see~31!, i.e., in this sensea may
be chosen arbitrary. Buta will arise in the definition of the mass: one should changem2→am2 in
~60!. This means that ourS-matrix approach requires additional, external, normalization condi
for the mass shell. We will choosea51 assuming thatm is the measured mass of the meson

We assume thatu(x,t) belongs to Schwarz space:

u~x,t !u uxu5`50S mod
2p

l D . ~61!

This means thatu(x,t) tends to zero@mod (2p/l)# at uxu→` faster then any power of 1/uxu.
The n-soliton classical Hamiltonianhn is the sum
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hn~h!5E dr s~r !Ar 21m21(
i 51

n

h~h i !, ~62!

wheres(r ) is the continuous spectrum andh(h) is the soliton energy. Notice absence of t
energy of soliton interactions.

The n-soliton solutionun depends on the 2n parameters. Half of then can be considered a
the position of the solitons and the othern as the solitons momentum. Generally, atutu→` theun

solution decomposed on the single solitonsus and on the double soliton bound statesub :

un~x,t !5(
j 51

n1

us, j~x,t !1 (
k51

n2

ub,k~x,t !1O~e2utu!. ~63!

For this reason the one solitonus and two-soliton bound stateub would be the main elements o
our formalism. Its (j,h) parametrizations, i.e., the solution of Eq.~50!, has the form:27

us~x;j,h!52
4

l
arctan$exp~mxcoshbh2j!%, b5

l2

8
~64!

and

ub~x;j,h!52
4

l
arctanH tan

bh2

2

mxsinh
bh1

2
cos

bh2

2
2j2

mxcosh
bh1

2
sin

bh2

2
2j1

J . ~65!

The (j,h) parametrization of soliton individual energiesh(h) takes the form

hs~h!5
m

b
coshbh, hb~h!5

2m

b
cosh

bh1

2
sin

bh2

2
>0.

The bound-state energyhb depends onh2 amd h1 . First one defines the inner motion of tw
bounded solitons and the second one defines the bound states center of mass motion. Cor
ingly we will call these parameters as the internal and external ones. Note that the inner mo
periodic, see~65!.

Following the definition of the Dirac measure one should sum over all solutions of
Lagrange equation, see the property~b!. In Sec. II. As follows from the equality:

(
$uc%

5E
WG

dj0 dh0s~u;j0 ,h0!,

we should define the densitys(u;j0 ,h0) of states in the element of the coset spaceWG . The
Faddeev–Popovansatzis used for this purpose.4

In our approach, performing the transformation into the coset spaceWG , we define the
densitys(u;j0 ,h0). Indeed, using the definition

E Dx)
t

d~ ẋ!5E dx~0!5E dx0

the functional integrals with measure~56! are reduced to the ordinary ones over the initial d
(j,h)0 .
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But it is important here to trace on the following question. One can note that, at first gl
integration over (j,h)0 may only giver;V0

1, whereV0 is the zero modes volume, i.e., is
volume of theWG space. On other hand, as follows from definition ofr;uanmu2, one may expect
that r;V0

2. This discrepancy should have an explanation.
Remembering definition ofr as the square of the amplitudes, we should define the cont

tions on the whole time contourC5C11C2 , see~15!, to take into account the input conditio
that the trajectoriesu1(tPC1) and u2(tPC2) are absolutely independent in the frame of t
closed-path boundary condition~27!:

uc~x,tP]C1!5uc~x,tP]C2!, ~66!

where]C6 is the boundary ofC6 . Other directions to thes uin f ty are not important here.
Then, if we introduce (j,h)(tPC6)u0[(j0 ,h0)6 , one should have in mind that, general

speaking, (j0 ,h0)1Þ(j0 ,h0)2 and the integration over them should be performed independe
This may explain the above discrepancy and one should haver;V0

2.
It is not hard to see that for our topological solitons the condition~66! leads to the equalities

~j0 ,h0!15~j0 ,h0!25~j0 ,h0!. ~67!

To see this it is enough to insert~64!, or ~65!, into ~66! and take into account that attP]C6 the
estimation~63! is right.

Solution ~67! means that, for arbitrary functionalF(j,h),

E )
tPC11C2

djdh d~j̇ !d~ḣ !F~j,h!5E dj01dh01E dj0dh0F~j0 ,h0!. ~68!

Therefore,r;V0
2. We will put out the integrals over inessential variablesj01 andh01 .

It should be underlined that~67! is the consequence of the conservation of the topolog
charge: the solitons by this reason are the stable formation and, therefore, to satisfy the clos
boundary condition, one should have~67!.

Performing the shifts

j i~ t !→j i~ t !1E dt8 g~ t2t8! j j,i~ t8![j i~ t !1j i8~ t !,

h i~ t !→h i~ t !1E dt8 g~ t2t8! j h,i~ t8![h i~ t !1h i8~ t !,

we can get the Green functiong(t2t8) into the operator exponent

K̂~e j!5
1

2 E dt dt8Q~ t2t8!$ĵ8~ t8!•êj~ t !1ĥ8~ t8!•êh~ t !%, ~69!

since the Green functiong(t2t8) of the transformed theory is the step function10

g~ t2t8!5Q~ t2t8!. ~70!

Such Green function allows to shiftC6 on the real-time axis. This, noting~67!, excludes doubling
of the degrees of freedom.

Notice the Lorentz noncovariantness of our perturbation theory with Green function~70!.
The measure takes the form

DnM ~j,h!5)
i 51

n

)
t

dj i~ t !dh i~ t !d~ j̇ i2v~h1h8!!d~ḣ i !. ~71!
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The interactions are described by

U~un ;ec!52
2m2

l2 E dx dt sinlun~sinlec2lec! ~72!

with

un5un~x;j1j8,h1h8! ~73!

andec was defined in~57!.
The equation

j̇ i5v~h i1h i8! ~74!

is trivially integrable. In the quantum caseh i8Þ0 this equation describes motion in the nonhom
geneous and anisotropic manifold. So, the expansion over (ĵ8, êj , ĥ8, êh) generates the local in
time fluctuations ofWG manifold. The weight of these fluctuations is defined byU(un ;ec).

Expansion of exp$K̂(je)% gives the strong coupling perturbation series. The analyses s
that14

S3. Action of the integro-differential operatorÔ leads to the following representation:

r~a,z!5E
WG

H dj~o!•
]

]j~0!
Rj~a,z!1dh~0!•

]

]h~0!
Rh~a,z!J . ~75!

This means that the contributions intor are accumulated strictly on the boundary bifurcati
manifold ]WG . The proof of this important result was given in Refs. 10 and 14 and we will
it without comments.

We would divide calculations on two parts. First of all, we would consider the semiclas
approximation and then we will show that this approximation is exact.

Performing the last integration we find

r~a,z!5E )
i 51

n

$dj0 dh0% ie
2 iK̂eiSO(un)e2 iU (un ;ec)eN(a,z;un), ~76!

where

un5un~h01h8,j01v~ t !1j8! ~77!

and

v~ t !5E dt8 Q~ t2t8!v~h01h8!~ t8!. ~78!

In the semiclassical approximationj85h850 we have

un5un~x;h0 ,j01v~h0!t !. ~79!

Notice that the surface term

E dxm ]m~eiqxun!50. ~80!

Then
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E d2x eiqx~]21m2!un~x,t !52~q22m2!E d2x eiqxun~x,t !50, ~81!

sinceq2 belongs to the mass shell by definition. The condition~80! is satisfied for allqmÞ0 since
un belongs to the Schwarz space. Therefore, in the semiclassical approximationRc(a,z) is the
trivial function of z: ]Rc(a,z)/]z50.

Expending the operator exponent in~76!, we find that action of the operatorsĵ8, ĥ8 create the
terms

;E d2x eiqxu~ t2t8!~]21m2!un~x,t !Þ0. ~82!

So, generallyR(a,z) is the nontrivial function ofz.
Now we will show that the semiclassical approximation is exact in the soliton sector o

sin-Gordon model. The structure of the perturbation theory is readily seen in the normal-p
form

R~a,z!5(
n
E )

i 51

N

$dj0dh0% i :e2 iU (un ; ̂/2i )eiSO(un)eN(a,z;un): , ~83!

where

̂5 ̂j•
]un

]h
2 ̂h•

]un

]j
5V ̂X

]un

]X
~84!

and

̂X5E dt8 Q~ t2t8!X̂~ t8! ~85!

with the 2N-dimensional vectorX5(j,h). In Eq. ~84! V is the ordinary symplectic matrix.
The colons in~83! mean that the operator̂ should stay to the left of all functions. Th

structure~84! shows that each order over̂Xi
is proportional at least to the first order derivative

un over conjugate toXi variable.
The expansion of~83! over ̂X can be written using the form

r~a,z!5(
n
E )

i 51

n

$dj0 dh0% i H (
i 51

2n
]

]X0i
PXi

~un!J , ~86!

wherePXi
(un) is the infinite sum of the time-ordered polynomial overun and its derivatives.14

The explicit form ofPXi
(un) is unimportant, it is enough to know, see~84!, that

PXi
~un!;V i j

]un

]X0 j
. ~87!

Therefore,

]

]z
R~a,z!50 ~88!

since~i! each term in~86! is the total derivative,~ii ! we have~87!, and~iii ! un belongs to Schwarz
space.
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IV. CONCLUSION

We would like to conclude this paper noting the role of the coset spaceG/Gc topology. It was
shown that if

~i! WG5G/GcÞB,
~ii ! WG5T* V is the simplectic manifold,
~iii ! ]uc is the phase space flow@see~87!#,
~iv! ]ucù]WG5B,

then the semiclassical approximation is exact.
For this reason, being absolutely stable, topological solitons are unable to describe th

tiple production processes. This property of the exactly integrable models was formulated a
the absence of stochastization in the integrable systems.28 The O(4)3O(2)-invariant solution of
O(4,2)-invariant theories29 is noticeably more interesting from this point of view.30
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF EQ. „29…

The generating functional~24! can be written in the form

r~b,z!5e2n̄(s)(b,z;w)r0~w!, ~A1!

where the particles number operator

n̄~s!~b,z;w!5n̄~s!~b1 ,z1 ;w!1n̄~s!* ~b2 ,z2 ;w! ~A2!

and

n̄~s!~b1 ,z1 ;w1!5E dV1~q!ŵ1* ~q!ŵ2~q!e2b1e(q)z1~q! ~A3!

is the produced particle number operator.
The functionalr0 was introduced in~25!:

r0~w!5Z~w1!Z* ~2w2!

5E Du1 Du2eiS1(u1)2 iS2(u2)e2 iV1(u11w1)1 iV2(u22w2). ~A4!

So, the integration overu1 andu2 is not performed independently: one should take into acco
the boundary condition~27!. We can perform in this integral the linear transformation

u6~x!5u~x!6f~x!. ~A5!

Then the boundary condition~27! leads to the equality

f~xPs`!50, ~A6!

leavingu(xPs`) arbitrary. Last one means that the integration over this turning-point fieldu(x
Ps`) should be performed, see Sec. III.

Let us extract in the exponents~A4! the linear term over (f1w):
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V1~u1~f1w!!2V2~u2~f1w!!

5U~u,f1w!12 ReE
C1

dx~f~x!1w~x!!v8~u! ~A7!

and

S1~u1w!2S2~u2w!5SO~u!22i ReE
C1

dx w~x!~]m
2 1m2!u~x!, ~A8!

where

2 ReE
C1

5E
C1

1E
C2

.

Notice that generally speaking,SO(u)Þ0, if the topology of the fieldu(x) is nontrivial, see Sec
III.

The expansion over (f1w) can be written in the form

e2 iU (u,f1w)5e~1/2i ! Re*C1
dx ̂(x)w 8̂(x)ei2 Re*C1

dx dt j (x)(f(x)1w(x))e2 iU (u,w8), ~A9!

where ̂(x), w 8̂(x) are the variational derivatives. The auxiliary variables (j ,w8) must be taken
equal to zero at the very end of the calculations.

In result,

r0~f!5e~1/2i !Re*C1
dx ̂(x)ŵ(x)E Du eis0(u)e2 iU (u,w)ei2 Re*C1

dx( j (x)2v8(u))f(x)

3)
x

d~]m
2 u1m2u1v8~u!2 j !, ~A10!

where the functionald function was defined by the equality

)
x

d~]m
2 u1m2u1v8~u!2 j !5E D8f e22i Re*C1

dx(]m
2 u1m2u1v8(u)2 j )w(x), ~A11!

where the prime means thatD8f does not includes the integration overf(xPs`). This condition
is not seen in the functionald function because of the definition

E )
x

du~x!d~]mu~x!!5E du~xmPs`!.

Equation~A10! can be rewritten in the equivalent form

r0~f!5e2 iK̂ ( j ,w)E DM ~u!eis0(u)2 iU (u,w)ei2 Re*C1
dx f(x)(]m

2
1m2)u(x) ~A12!

because of thed functional measure

DM ~u!5)
x

du~x!d~]m
2 u1m2u1v8~u!2 j !, ~A13!

with

K̂~ j w!5
1

2
ReE

C1

dx̂~x!ŵ~x!. ~A14!

Notice at the end that the contourC1 in ~A14! cannot be shifted on the real time axis since t
Green function of the equation
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]m
2 u1m2u1v8~u!5 j

is singular on the light cone.
The action of operatorN(b,z;f̂) maps the interacting fields system on the physical sta

Last ones are marked byz6 andb6 . The operator exponent is the linear functional overf and
this allows easily find~28!.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In classical mechanics a Hamiltonian system withn degrees of freedom is called ‘‘inte
grable,’’ or ‘‘Liouville integrable,’’ if it allows n functionally independent integrals of motion i
involution that are well-defined functions on phase space.1 The same concept is used in nonre
tivistic quantum mechanics. There a system is integrable if it allows a set ofn pairwise commuting
linearly independent linear operators, including the Hamiltonian.

A system in classical, or quantum, mechanics is ‘‘superintegrable’’ if it allows more than
integrals of motion. A classical system withn degrees of freedom can allow up to 2n21 func-
tionally independent integrals of motion. We shall call such a system ‘‘maximally super
grable.’’ The best known maximally superintegrable systems in ann-dimensional Euclidean spac
En correspond to two spherically symmetric potentials, namely the Kepler~or Coulomb! potential
V5ar 21 and the harmonic oscillatorV5v2r 2. These are also the only spherically symmet
potentials inE3 in which all finite trajectories are closed.1,2 It is well known3–5 that in quantum
mechanics the corresponding operators, commuting with the Hamiltonian, form ano(4) algebra
for the hydrogen atom and asu(3) algebra for the harmonic oscillator.

A systematic search for superintegrable systems in classical and quantum mechani
started some time ago6–8 and by now a sizable literature on this topic exists~see, e.g., Refs. 3–31
and references therein!.

In quantum mechanics, the usual restriction is to consider linear operators that are poly
als in the momenta and require that they should commute with the Hamiltonian. Thus, in E
ean spaceEnwe write the stationary Schro¨dinger equation as

Hc5Ec, H52 1
2 D1V~rW ! ~1.1!

and require

@H,X̂i #50, ~1.2!

a!Electronic mail: sheftel@gursey.gov.tr
b!Electronic mail: tempesta@le.infn.it
c!Electronic mail: wintern@crm.umontreal.ca
6590022-2488/2001/42(2)/659/15/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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whereX̂i are some polynomials in the momenta.
In a two-dimensional spaceE2 it was shown6,7 that one first-order operatorX̂ satisfying Eq.

~1.2! implies that the potential has a geometric symmetry. This means that it is invariant
under rotations,V(x,y)5V(r ), or under translations,V5V(x).

One second-order operatorX̂ implies that the Schro¨dinger equation~1.1! allows the separation
of variables in one of the following coordinate systems: Cartesian, polar, parabolic, or ellip
two linearly independent operators commute withH, thenH is ~maximally! superintegrable. All
finite classical trajectories are closed, the quantum energy levels are degenerate, and the¨-
dinger equation can be solved in terms of known special functions.

The purpose of this article is to consider the problem of the integrability and superintegra
of the Schro¨dinger equation from a different point of view. Namely, we relate integrability a
superintegrability to similar concepts in soliton theory.32 There one is dealing with infinite dimen
sional Hamiltonian systems, with infinitely many integrals of motion. An indication of integra
ity is the existence of infinitely many ‘‘generalized’’ symmetries,33 sometimes called ‘‘Lie-
Bäcklund’’ symmetries,34 i.e., symmetries depending on derivatives of the dependent varia
Another basic feature of soliton systems is the existence of a recursion operator that ge
higher symmetries from lower ones.

Thus, we shall consider the Schro¨dinger equation~1.1! in two dimensions and establis
conditions on the potentialV(x,y) for it to have one or more symmetries depending on first a
second derivatives of the wave functionc. We shall show that the same conditions imply t
existence of a recursion operator.

In Sec. II we formulate the problem of finding Lie point symmetries and generalized sym
tries of the linear Schro¨dinger equation inE2 with an arbitrary potential. We use the formalism
evolutionary vector fields33 and their prolongations. Section III is devoted to first-order symm
tries, i.e., Lie transformations depending only onx,y,u,ux ,uy . They turn out to be point symme
tries and exist only if the potential is invariant under rotations about some point, or translatio
some direction. In Sec. IV we find all second-order generalized symmetries. Generalized s
tries in classical and quantum mechanics were already introduced by Andersonet al.31,34 and
Fokaset al.28–30 Here we perform a systematic study and in particular show that second-
symmetries exist if and only if the Schro¨dinger equation allows the separation of variables. T
simplest superintegrable systems are introduced in Sec. V. They are required to have on
order and one second-order symmetry. It turns out that four such systems exist with po
ar 21,v2r 2,ax22, and ax, respectively. The study of superintegrable systems is complete
Sec. VI, where all potentials allowing two second-order symmetries are obtained. Four clas
such Schro¨dinger equations exist, each allowing separation of variables in at least two coord
systems. Finally, in Sec. VII we show that a recursion operator, generating new symmetrie
known ones can be identified with a linear operator commuting with the Hamiltonian.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Our aim is to study the Lie point symmetries and generalized symmetries of the
dimensional Schro¨dinger equation~1.1!. First of all we notice that the stationary Schro¨dinger
equation can be treated as a real equation since the real and imaginary parts of the wave f
c satisfy the same equation. On the other hand, it is sometimes convenient to use co
independent variables. Thus, we rewrite Eq.~1.1! as

2 1
2 ~uxx1uyy!1~V2E!u50, c5u5u11 iu2 , ~2.1!

or

S5uzz̄2Ru50, R5 1
2 ~V~z,z̄!2E!

~2.2!
z5x1 iy , z̄5x2 iy .
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The functionu(z,z̄)5ū(z,z̄) represents both the real and imaginary parts ofc.
To find symmetries we shall use the formalism of evolutionary vector fields.33 This allows us

to treat Lie point symmetries, and generalized symmetries, on the same footing. Annth order
symmetry is given by a vector field

Ŵ5Q~z,z̄,u,uz ,uz̄ ,uzz,uzz̄,uzz, . . . !]u , ~2.3!

where the characteristicQ of the symmetry depends on derivatives up to ordern. The condition
for Ŵ to generate a symmetry of the equation, i.e., generate transformations taking solutio
solutions, is

pr (2)ŴSuS5050 ~2.4!

with S given in Eq.~2.2!. The vector fieldŴ acts only on functions ofu, its second prolongation
acts on functions ofu,uz ,uz̄,uzz,uzz̄ anduzz. The part of the prolongation needed to act on E
~2.2! is

pr (2)Ŵ5Ŵ1DzDz̄Q]uzz̄
, ~2.5!

whereDz is the total derivative. The vector fieldŴ will generate point symmetries if it is of firs
order and moreover satisfies

Q5f~z,z̄,u!2j~z,z̄,u!uz2 j̄~z,z̄,u!uz̄ , f~z,z̄,u!5f̄~z,z̄,u!. ~2.6!

Equation~2.4! provides a set of determining equations for the functionQ. Indeed,Q depends
on derivatives up to ordern. The prolongations introduce derivatives of ordern11 andn12. All
mixed derivatives likeuzz̄,uzzz̄,uzzz, . . . must be eliminated, using Eq.~2.2! and its differential
consequences. The coefficients of terms involvingu(n11)z ,u(n11)z̄ ,u(n12)z ,u(n12)z̄ must vanish
separately. This will determine the dependence ofQ on the highest derivatives. Proceeding in th
manner we obtain an overdetermined system of linear partial differential equations for the fu
Q. OnceQ is determined we obtain a flow

d

dl
S u1

u2
D5S Q1

Q2
D ~2.7!

that is compatible with the Schro¨dinger equation. In Eq.~2.7! l is a group parameter andQ1 and
Q2 are general solutions of the same determining equations, i.e., they differ only by po
different choices of integration constants. The conditionQ15Q250 will provide us with invariant
solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation. More generally, we can solve Eq.~2.7! together with the
Schrödinger equation. Each flow~2.7! will provide us with a one-parameter family of solutions
the Schro¨dinger equation.

Some obvious symmetries exist for any~real! potentialV(x,y). They are

S Q1

Q2
D5S a b

c dD S u1

u2
D1S h1~x,y!

h2~x,y! D , ~2.8!

wherea, b, c andd are arbitrary constants andh1 andh2 are real solutions of the Schro¨dinger
equation. The constant matrix expresses the fact thatu1 and u2 solve the same linear homoge
neous equation, the functionsh1,2 express the linear superposition formula.

Our aim in this article is to find all first- and second-order Lie symmetries and the pote
that allow them. We shall classify the potentials under the Euclidean groupE(2), which leaves the
Schrödinger equation form invariant. We shall need the Euclidean Lie algebrae(2) with basis

L35y]x2x]y , P15]x , P25]y . ~2.9!
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At an intermediate stage we shall use complex variables, in which the Schro¨dinger equation is
Eq. ~2.2!. The determining equation~2.4! can be rewritten as

Dzz̄Q2RQuuzz̄5Ru50. ~2.10!

The type of Lie symmetries that we obtain from Eq.~2.10! depends on the restrictions w
impose on the characteristic functionsQ1 andQ2 . In this article we impose the following restric
tions:

~1! Q1 andQ2 depend on derivatives up to second order only.
~2! The symmetries are energy independent, i.e.,Q1 andQ2 are the same for all energiesE.

The second condition is in keeping with the general philosophy of quantum mechanics
Schrödinger equation is viewed as an eigenvalue problem and symmetries depend on the
tonian, but not on the individual energy level.

We shall see in the following, that the functionsQ1 andQ2 are linear inu1 andu2 and their
derivatives. This makes it possible to write

S Q1

Q2
D5M1X̂S u1

u2
D1M2S u1

u2
D1S h1~x,y!

h2~x,y! D , ~2.11!

whereM1 and M2 are arbitrary constant matrices,h1 and h2 are arbitrary real solutions of th
Schrödinger equation, andX̂ is a differential operator~to be determined in the following!. More-
over, we shall show that the operatorX̂ commutes with the Hamiltonian

@H,X̂#50. ~2.12!

III. FIRST-ORDER SYMMETRIES

Let us now consider the determining equation~2.10! with

Q5Q~z,z̄,u,uz ,uz̄!. ~3.1!

The expressionDzz̄Q will involve third-order termsuzzz̄ and uzzz, but those are reduced t
first-order ones, using the Schro¨dinger equation~2.2!. From the coefficients ofuzz uzz, uzz anduzz

we obtain

Q5a~z!uz1ā~ z̄!uz̄1f~z,z̄,u! ~3.2!

with f real. The dependence on the first derivatives is thus linear. From the coefficients ofuz uz̄ ,
uz anduz̄ in Eq. ~2.10! we now obtain

Q5a~z!uz1ā~ z̄!uz̄1gu1h~z,z̄!, ~3.3!

whereg5ḡ is a constant andh is a real function. Putting~3.3! back into Eq.~2.10! we obtain

azR1aRz1ā z̄R1āRz̄50, ~3.4!

hzz̄2Rh50. ~3.5!

Thus,h(z,z̄)5h(x,y) is an arbitrary~real! solution of the Schro¨dinger equation@see Eq.~2.11!#.
In real variables Eq.~3.4! with the analyticity conditionsa z̄50, āz50 implies

~a1x1a2y!~V2E!1a1Vx1a2Vy50, ~3.6!

a1x2a2y50, a2x1a1y50, ~3.7!
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where

a1~x,y!5Rea, a2~x,y!5Im a.

Up to now the symmetryQ and hence the functionsa1 anda2 were allowed to depend on th
energy E. Now, in keeping with the philosophy of quantum mechanics, we request tha
symmetries be the same for all energies. This implies

a1x1a2y50 ~3.8!

in Eq. ~3.6!. Together with the Cauchy–Riemann equations~3.7! this allows us to solve the system
~3.6!–~3.8! completely. We obtain

a15ay1b, a252ax1g, ~3.9!

wherea, b, andg are real constants and the potentialV(x,y) satisfies

@a~y]x2x]y!1b]x1g]y#V~x,y!50. ~3.10!

The solution of Eq.~3.10! is

V5V~j!, j5 1
2 a~x21y2!2gx1by. ~3.11!

For aÞ0 we use a translation to annulb andg. For a50 we rotate to putb50.
We can sum up the results as a theorem.
Theorem 1: First-order energy independent Lie symmetries of the Schro¨dinger equation (1.1)

exist if and only if the potential allows a geometric symmetry, i.e., satisfies Eq. (3.10). The
corresponding to this symmetry is

S u1

u2
D

l

5~M1X̂1M2!S u1

u2
D1S h1~x,y!

h2~x,y! D ~3.12!

with

X̂5aL31bP11gP2 , c5u11 iu2 . ~3.13!

a,b,gPR, M1 ,M2PR(232), andh1 , h2 are real solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation.
Theorem 1 states that all first-order symmetries are hydrodynamic type35,36 symmetries. It

gives the precise relation between Lie symmetries of the Schro¨dinger equation and first-orde
operators, commuting with the Hamiltonian. Both are just manifestations of rotational, or tra
tional symmetry of the potential. Equations~3.12! and ~3.13! define Lie point symmetries ifM1

andM2 are diagonal.

IV. SECOND-ORDER SYMMETRIES

A. The determining equations and general form of the symmetry

We again start from Eq.~2.10!, this time with

Q5Q~z,z̄,u,uz ,uz̄ ,uzz,uzz! ~4.1!

@the term uzz̄ can be eliminated using the Schro¨dinger equation~2.2!#. The vanishing of the
coefficients ofuzzzuzzz, uzzz, anduzzz implies thatQ must be linear inuzz anduzz. The coeffi-
cients ofuzzuzz, uzz, anduzz must also vanish and we obtain thatQ is linear in all derivatives.
Substituting back into~2.10! we require that the coefficients ofuzuz̄ , uz , uz̄ and 1 must vanish
separately. Finally, we obtain
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Q5A~z!uzz1Ā~ z̄!uzz1B~z!uz1B̄~ z̄!uz̄1C~z,z̄!u1h~z,z̄!,
~4.2!

C~z,z̄!5C~z,z̄!, h~z,z̄!5h~z,z̄!

with

RAz12ARz1Cz̄50,
~4.3!

RĀz̄12ĀRz̄1Cz50,

Czz̄1~Bz1B̄z̄!R1BRz1B̄Rz̄1AzRz1Āz̄Rz̄1ARzz1ĀRzz50, ~4.4!

hzz̄2Rh50. ~4.5!

The functionh just represents the linear superposition principle. Equations~4.3! and ~4.4!
must be solved. To do this we return to real variables, putting

ReA52a1, Im A52a2 , ReB5b1 , Im B5b2 .

We now have

Q5a1~uxx2uyy!12a2uxy1b1ux1b2uy1C~x,y!u1h~x,y!. ~4.6!

Analyticity imposes the Cauchy–Riemann conditions on the functions (a1 ,a2) and (b1 ,b2), i.e.,

a1,x5a2,y , a1y52a2,x , ~4.7!

b1,x5b2,y , b1y52b2,x . ~4.8!

The functionC(x,y) is determined by Eq.~4.3!,

Cx52~V2E!~a1x1a2y!22a1Vx22a2Vy ,
~4.9!

Cy52~V2E!~a1y2a2x!22a2Vx12a1Vy .

The compatibility condition for Eq.~4.9! is

2@~V2E!a1#xy2~a2Vx!x1~a2Vy!y50. ~4.10!

We now request thata1 anda2 be energy independent. This implies

a1,x y50. ~4.11!

Combining Eqs.~4.11! and ~4.7!, we obtain

a152 1
2 a~x22y2!1by1cx1d,

~4.12!
a252axy2bx1cy1e,

wherea, . . . ,e are real constants.
In Eq. ~4.4! we eliminateCzz̄ using Eq.~4.3!. We set the energy-dependent and ener

independent parts equal to zero separately and obtain

b152ax1ay1b1c,
~4.13!

b252ay2ax1g2b,
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wherea, b, andg are constants and

@a~y]x2x]y!1b]x1g]y#V50. ~4.14!

Equation~4.14! is precisely the condition~3.10! for a first-order symmetry to exist. We ar
interested in the most general potential for which one second-order symmetry exists. Hen
require Eq.~4.14! to be satisfied trivially, and put

a5b5g50. ~4.15!

We now rewrite Eq.~4.2! for Q as

Q5$aL3
21b~L3P11P1L3!1c~L3P21P2L3!1d~P1

22P2
2!

12eP1P21f~x,y!%u1h~x,y! ~4.16!

with

fx522~ay212by1d!Vx12~axy1bx2cy2e!Vy ,
~4.17!

fy52~axy1bx2cy2e!Vx12~2ax212cx1d!Vy .

The compatibility condition for Eq.~4.17! gives us the condition on the potential, necess
and sufficient for a second-order symmetry to exist, namely

~2axy2bx1cy1e!~Vxx2Vyy!1@a~x22y2!22by22cx22d#Vxy

23~ay1b!Vx13~ax2c!Vy50. ~4.18!

Now let us consider a second-order operatorX̂, the differential part of which lies in the
enveloping algebra of the Euclidean Lie algebrae(2):

X̂5aL3
21b~L3P11P1L3!1c~L3P21P2L3!1d~P1

22P2
2!

12eP1P21aL31bP11gP21f~x,y!. ~4.19!

Let us require that it should commute with the Hamiltonian:

@H,X̂#50. ~4.20!

This will be the case if and only if the functionf and the potential are related by Eq.~4.17!
and the potential satisfies Eq.~4.14! @and the compatibility condition~4.18!#.

We have obtained the following theorem.
Theorem 2: A second-order Lie symmetry (4.1) of the Schro¨dinger equation (2.1) exists if and

only if there exists a second-order operator Xˆ of the form (4.19) that commutes with the Ham
tonian.

Finding the operatorX̂ and the symmetry characteristicQ is thus reduced to solving Eq.~4.18!
for the potential and~4.17! for f(x,y). This task was already solved in Refs. 6 and 7. F
completeness, we review the results in the following.

B. Classification of second-order symmetries

In Sec. IV A we have reduced the set of determining equations for the characteristicQ of a
second-order symmetry to Eq.~4.18! for the potentialV(x,y).

To solve this equation, we first classify the operatorsX̂ into orbits under the action of the
Euclidean groupE(2). We also allow linear combinations ofX̂ with H to ensure that onlyP1

2

2P2
2 enters inX̂, not P1

2 andP2
2 separately.
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The result is that the operatorX̂ can be transformed into precisely one of the followi
operators.

~1! a50, b50, c50, d21e2Þ0:

X̂C52 1
2 ~P1

22P2
2!1fC~x,y!. ~4.21!

~2! aÞ0, l 25(1/a3) @(2a2d1b22c2)214(a2e1bc)2#1/250:

X̂R5L3
21fR~x,y!. ~4.22!

~3! a50, b21c2Þ0:

X̂P5L3P21P2L31fP~x,y!. ~4.23!

~4! aÞ0, l 2Þ0:

X̂E5L3
21

l 2

2
~P1

22P2
2!1fE~x,y!, ~4.24!

wherel 2 is given above Eq.~4.22!.
We shall callX̂C , X̂R , X̂P and X̂E Cartesian, polar, parabolic, and elliptic operators, resp

tively.

C. Solution of the determining equations

Let us now run through the four representative cases~4.21!–~4.24!.
~1! The Cartesian operator Xˆ

C . We havea5b5c5e50 in Eqs. ~4.16!–~4.19!, and also
a5b5g50. Equation~4.18! reduces toVxy50 and we obtain

V5 f ~x!1g~y!, fC5 f ~x!2g~y!, ~4.25!

where f (x) andg(y) are arbitrary functions.
This is the most general potential that allows the separation of variables in Cartesian c

nates.
~2! The polar operator Xˆ R . We havea51, b5c5d5e5a5b5g50. Equation~4.18! sim-

plifies greatly in polar coordinates

x5r cosq, y5r sinq ~4.26!

and we obtain

V5 f ~r !1
1

r 2 g~q!, fR522g~q!. ~4.27!

This is the most general potential that allows the separation of variables in polar coordinat
~3! The parabolic operator Xˆ

P . We havea5b5d5e5a5b5g50,c51 in Eqs.~4.16!–
~4.19!. Equation~4.18! simplifies in parabolic coordinates

x5 1
2 ~j22h2!, y5jh ~4.28!

and we can solve to obtain

V5
f ~j!1g~h!

j21h2 , fP5
g~h!j22 f ~j!h2

j21h2 . ~4.29!
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This is the most general potential that allows separation in parabolic coordinates.
~4! The elliptic operator Xˆ E . We havea51,b5c5a5b5g50,d5 l 2/2.
To solve Eq.~4.18! in this case we introduce elliptic coordinates

x5 l coshr coss, y5 l sinhr sins ~4.30!

and obtain

V5
f ~s!1g~r!

cos2 s2cosh2 r
,

~4.31!

fE52 l 2
cosh 2r f ~s!1cos 2sg~r!

cos2 s2cosh2 r
.

This is the most general potential that allows separation of variables in elliptic coordinates,
l is one half of the interfocal distance.

We have again obtained a general result.
Theorem 3: A second-order Lie symmetry exists if and only if the potential V(x,y) is such

the Schro¨dinger equation (1.1) allows the separation of variables in Cartesian, polar, parab
or elliptic coordinates.

The flow corresponding to such a symmetry has the form~2.11! with X̂ as in ~4.19! with
a5b5g50. The presence of the constant matrixM1 in ~2.11! indicates that we can choos
separation constants differently for the real and imaginary part of the wave functionc.

V. SUPERINTEGRABLE SYSTEMS WITH ONE FIRST-ORDER AND ONE
SECOND-ORDER LIE SYMMETRY

In Sec. III we showed that a first-order symmetry exists if the potential allows a geom
symmetry: rotations or translations. Let us consider the two cases separately and reques
further symmetry, a second-order one, should exist.
A. Potentials invariant under rotations

The potential has the formV5V(r ). The first-order symmetry is given by Eq.~3.12!, with
X̂5L3 , i.e., angular momentum. To find a second-order symmetry we must find a nontrivia
independent solution of Eq.~4.18!. For V5V(r ) Eq. ~4.18! reduces to

~2cy2bx!FVrr 1
2

r
Vr G1@22dxy1e~x22y2!#

1

r 2 S Vrr 2
1

r
Vr D50. ~5.1!

SinceV depends only onr and the coefficients in Eq.~5.1! are not rotationally invariant, only two
solutions exist, namely

~ i! d5e50, V5
a

r
, ~5.2!

~ ii ! b5c50, V5v2 r 2. ~5.3!

For the Coulomb potential we obtain two second-order symmetries, given by

X̂1
C5P1L31L3P12

2ay

r
, ~5.4!

X̂2
C5P2L31L3P21

2ax

r
. ~5.5!

We have
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@X̂1
C ,X̂2

C#58HL3 , @L3 ,X̂1
C#5X̂2

C , @L3 ,X̂2
C#52X̂1

C . ~5.6!

The operators~5.4! and~5.5! correspond to the fact that the Schro¨dinger equation separates
parabolic coordinates with an arbitrary orientation of the axes. Moreover,X̂1 and X̂2 are simply
the two components of the Laplace–Runge–Lenz vector.

For the harmonic oscillator we also obtain two second-order symmetries. The correspo
operators are

X̂1
h52 1

2 P1
21v2x21 1

2 P2
22v2y2, ~5.7!

X̂2
h52P1P212v2xy, ~5.8!

satisfying

@X̂1
h ,X̂2

h#524v2L3 , @L3 ,X̂1
h#522X̂2

h , @L3 ,X̂2
h#522X̂1

h . ~5.9!

This result is in full agreement with the Bertrand theorem: The only rotationally invar
potentials in which all finite trajectories are closed are preciselyV5 a/r andV5v2r 2.

B. Potentials invariant under a translation

We haveV5V(x) and the first-order Lie symmetry is given by takingX̂5P2 . Equation
~4.18! for a second-order symmetry reduces to

y@2a~xVxx13Vx!1cVxx#1@2b~xVxx13Vx!1eVxx#50. ~5.10!

The term proportional toy must vanish separately, sinceV depends only onx.
For aÞ0 we translatex to annulc and obtain

V5
a

x2 , c5e50. ~5.11!

The second-order symmetries correspond toa, b, andd and are given by

X̂15L3
222a

y2

x2 , X̂25L3P11P1L324a
y

x2 ,

~5.12!

X̂352
1

2
P1

21
a

x2 5H1
1

2
P2

2.

We have the following commutation relations:

@P2 ,X̂1#5X̂2 , @P2 ,X̂2#524X̂3 , @P2 ,X̂3#50. ~5.13!

However,@X̂2 ,X̂3#5Y, whereY is a third-order operator. CommutingX̂2 andX̂3 with Y we
obtain higher order operators and the Lie algebra is infinite dimensional.

For a50, cÞ0 we obtain

V5ax, a5b50. ~5.14!

The second-order symmetries correspond toc, d, ande. They are given by the operators

X̂15L3P21P2L31ay2, X̂25P1P21ay,
~5.15!

X̂352 1
2 P1

21ax5H1 1
2 P2

2.
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The commutation relations are

@P2 ,X̂1#52X̂2 , @P2 ,X̂2#5aI , @P2 ,X̂3#50. ~5.16!

However@X̂1 ,X̂3# is again a third-order operator and the Lie algebra is infinite dimensio
Let us sum up the results.
Theorem 4: Precisely four E(2) classes of potentials exist, allowing one first-order L

symmetry and at least one second-order one. For V5v2r 2 the symmetries$L3 ,X̂1 ,X̂2 ,H% form a

u(2) algebra. For V(r )5a/r , L3 , X̂1 and X̂2 form an o(3), o(2,1) or e(2) algebra for a fixed
energy E,0, E.0, and E50, respectively. For V5ax22 and V5ax the second-order Lie
symmetries generate infinite-dimensional Lie algebras.

VI. SUPERINTEGRABLE SYSTEMS WITH TWO SECOND-ORDER LIE SYMMETRIES

Our starting point will be Theorem 3 of Sec. IV. We will assume that one second-orde
symmetry is already known. The potentialV(x,y) is thus specified up to two functions of on
variable each. A second-order operatorX̂1 is also specified. We must solve Eq.~4.18! to find a
second operatorX̂2 . The operatorX̂2 can be simplified by linear combinations withX̂1 andH. We
assume that no first-order symmetry exists, i.e., we havea5b5g50 in Eq. ~4.19!.

We have four cases to consider.

A. A Cartesian operator X̂1

We haveX̂15X̂c as in Eq.~4.21!. We substituteV(x,y)5 f (x)1g(y) into Eq. ~4.18! and
obtain an equation forX2 , namely:

a@xy~ f xx2gyy!13~y fx2xgy!#1b@x~ f xx2gyy!13 f x#

1c@2y~ f xx2gyy!13gy#2e~ f xx2gyy!50. ~6.1!

Translations do not change the form ofX̂1 , nor of the potential, so we can use them
simplify Eq. ~6.1!. Two cases must be distinguished.

~a! aÞ0. We normalizea to a51 and transformb→0,c→0 by translations. The genera
solution of Eq.~6.1! then yields~for e50!

VI5v2~x21y2!1
a

x2 1
b

y2 ,

~6.2!

X̂25X̂R5L3
222S a

cos2 f
1

b

sin2 f D .

For eÞ0 we would havea5b50 in ~6.2! and a first-order symmetry exists. The potentialVI

is the most general one that allows separation of variables in Cartesian and polar coord
Moreover, the operatorX̂21 ( l 2/2)X̂1 also provides a second-order symmetry. Hence the pote
VI also allows separation of variables in elliptic coordinates with an arbitrary focal distance

~b! a50,b21c2Þ0. By a translation we sete50. The remaining equation is

b@x~ f xx2gyy!13 f x#1c@2y~ f xx2gyy!13gy#50. ~6.3!

For bÞ0,cÞ0 the potentialV must be linear and hence allows a first-order symmetry.
For b50, c51 we obtain
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VII5v2~4x21y2!1
a

y2 1bx,

~6.4!

X̂25L3P21P2L324v2xy214
ax

y2 2by2.

For b51, c50 we obtain an equivalent result@i.e., ~6.4!# with x and y interchanged!. The
potentialVII is the most general one that allows separation in Cartesian and~properly oriented!
parabolic coordinates.

B. A polar operator X̂1

We haveX̂15X̂R as in Eq.~4.22!. We substitute the potential~4.27! into Eq. ~4.18! and
obtain, in polar coordinates,

~b cosq1c sinq!F2r 4S f rr 1
2

r
f r D1gqq22gG1@2b sinq1c cosq#3gq

1@2d sin 2q1e cos 2q#
1

r F r 4S f rr 2
1

r
f r D2~gqq28g!G

1@d cos 2q1e sin 2q#
6

r
gq50. ~6.5!

For b5c50 we reobtain the result of Eq.~6.2!. Hence we takeb21c2Þ0.
The form of the potential and operatorXR is invariant under rotations, so we use them

simplify Eq. ~6.5!, i.e., to arrangeb50, c51.
For d21e2Þ0 we obtain onlyV5const, so we putd5e50. In this case we obtain

VIII 5
a

r
1

1

r 2 S b1g cosq

sin2 q D
~6.6!

X̂25L3P21P2L312a~cosq!12
g~cos2 q11!12b cosq

r sin2 q
.

The potentialVIII is the most general one for which the Schro¨dinger equation separates
polar and parabolic coordinates.

C. A parabolic operator X̂1

We haveX̂15X̂P as in Eq.~4.23! and the potential is as in Eq.~4.29!. Substituting into Eq.
~4.18! we obtain an equation forX̂2 , namely

~j21h2!4$2a@jh~ f 92g9!13~h f 82jg8!#22b~ f 92g9!%

28d$~j21h2!@1jh~j21h2!~ f 92g9!23h~3j22h2! f 823j~j223h2!g8#

224jh~j22h2!~ f 1g!%14e$~j21h2!@~j42h4!~ f 92g9!

26j~j223h2! f 816h~3j22h2!g8#112~j426j2h21h4!~ f 1g!%50. ~6.7!

For aÞ0, or bÞ0 we differentiate Eq.~6.7! nine times with respect to bothj andh. We find that
both f andg must be polynomials of at most order 9.

Substituting back into Eq.~6.7! we find that foraÞ0, bÞ0, we obtain a new potential an
invariant
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VIV5
2a1bj1gh

j21h2 5
a

r
1

1

A2r
S b cos

q

2
1g sin

q

2 D ,

~6.8!

X̂25P1L31L3P11
bh~h22j2!1gj~j22h2!24ahj

~h21j2!
.

For a50, b50, (d,e)Þ(0,0) we reobtain the result of Eq.~6.4!.

D. An elliptic operator X1

The potential has the form of Eq.~4.31! and X̂15X̂E is given in Eq.~4.24!. The second
operatorX̂2 must also be of elliptic type, otherwise we would have obtained the correspon
system in Secs. VI A, VI B, or VI C. However, ifX̂1 andX̂2 are of elliptic type, their difference is
of Cartesian type and we reobtain the potentialVI . So this case need not be considered.

We have obtained the following result.
Theorem 5: Precisely four superintegrable systems with two second-order Lie symme

exist in the Euclidean space E2 . Each of them corresponds to a Schro¨dinger equation allowing the
separation of variables in at least two coordinate systems. They are

~1!

VI5v2~x21y2!1
a

x2 1
b

y2 ,

X̂15P1
22P2

222Fv2~x22y2!1
a

x2 2
b

y2G ,
X̂25L3

222S a

cos2 f
1

b

sin2 f D .

The equation separates in Cartesian, polar, and also elliptic coordinates.
~2!

VII5v2~4x21y2!1
a

y2 1bx,

X̂15P1
22P2

222Fv2~4x22y2!1bx2
a

y2G ,
X̂25L3P21P2L324 v2 x y21

4ax

y2 2by2.

The equation separates in Cartesian and parabolic coordinates.
~3!

VIII 5
a

r
1

1

r 2 S b1g cosq

sin2 q D ,

X̂15L3
222S b1g cosq

sin2 q D ,

X̂25L3P21P2L312a cosq12
g~cos2 q11!12b cosq

r sin2 q
.

The equation separates in polar and parabolic coordinates.
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~4!

VIV5
2a1bj1gh

j21h2 5
a

r
1

1

A2r
S b cos

q

2
1g sin

q

2 D ,

X̂15L3P11P1L31
bh~h22j2!1gj~j22h2!24ahj

~j21h2!
,

X̂25L3P21P2L312
a ~j22h2!1hj~gj2bh!

~j21h2!
.

The equation separates in two different parabolic coordinate systems~and in any parabolic system
of coordinates!.

In other words, a consistent application of second-order Lie symmetries leads to the
result as was obtained 35 years ago in Ref. 6.

VII. RECURSION OPERATORS

In soliton theory, recursion operators are used to obtain infinitely many higher symm
from one known symmetry. Generally speaking, they exist only for integrable, or lineariz
nonlinear equations. A recursion operatorL for a differential equation can be defined as a line
operator that takes evolutionary symmetries into new evolutionary symmetries.33 Thus, consider
an equation and an evolutionary symmetry

Ŵ5Q]u . ~7.1!

The operatorL is a recursion operator if

Ŵ̃5~LQ!]u ~7.2!

is also a symmetry of the same equation for any given symmetry characteristicQ.
In general, for nonlinear equations, recursion operators are very useful, but are hard to
Now let us consider the case of the Schro¨dinger equation~2.2! and letQ be a characteristic o

a symmetry. The operatorL will be a recursion operator if we have

Dzz̄~LQ!2R~LQ!uuzz̄5Ru50. ~7.3!

Any linear operatorL satisfying the commutation relation

@S,L#5lS, S5]zz̄2R ~7.4!

will also satisfy Eq.~7.3! and vice versa. Herel can be a function ofz andz̄, or a linear operator.
In order to determine the operatorL from Eq. ~7.4!, we must impose some restrictions,

particular as to the order of the linear operatorL.
Let us first consider first-order recursion operators

L5A~z,z̄!Dz1Ā~z,z̄!Dz̄1C~z,z̄!. ~7.5!

In keeping with the spirit of this article, we must require thatL be the same for all energiesE.
This impliesl50 in Eq. ~7.4!. But this simply means thatL commutes with the Hamiltonian an
we find that the recursion operatorL coincides with the linear operatorX̂ of Eqs.~2.11!, ~2.12! and
more specifically~3.13!.

A second-order recursion operator will have the form
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L5A~z,z̄!Dz
212B~z,z̄!DzDz̄1Ā~z,z̄!Dz̄

21C~z,z̄!Dz1C̄~z,z̄!Dz̄1F~z,z̄!. ~7.6!

Condition ~7.4!, combined with the requirement thatL be energy independent, requiresl
50. Thus, we again find that the recursion operatorL satisfies@H,L#50, i.e, coincides with the
operatorX̂ of Eq. ~4.19!.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have established the exact relation between generalized Lie symmetries of the¨-
dinger equation in the Euclidian planeE2 , separability of the Schro¨dinger equation in configura
tion space, superintegrable systems in quantum mechanics, and recursion operators in q
mechanics. More specifically, in this article we have restricted ourselves to second-order s
tries. Work is in progress onnth order energy independent symmetries and on the integrab
properties of Schro¨dinger equation with higher order Lie symmetries. We are also investiga
the possibility of obtaining and utilizing symmetries that do depend on the energy.
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Expressions for the off-diagonal density matrix of a Dirac spinor in space–time
dimensions 2, 3, and 4 are derived. They are used to obtain formulas for the dual
potential of a free Dirac current in two, three, and four dimensions of space–time.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1332784#

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1954, Louis Michel and I, seeking to describe massive, polarized, spin-1
2 particles in terms

of solutions of the Dirac equation, derived the following formula for the diagonal density ma1

u~p,s! ^ u~p,s!15 1
4@11g5s” #@m1p” #sgnp0. ~1.1!

Here,u(p,s) is the solution of the Dirac equation

~p”2m!u~p,s!50 ~1.2!

of energy momentum,p, and polarization,s, normalized so that

u~p,s!1u~p,s!5m sgnp0. ~1.3!

The energy momentum,p, satisfies

p25p•p5~p0!22 p̄25m2, ~1.4!

and the polarization,s, satisfies

s•p50, s2521. ~1.5!

The notation for the 434 Dirac matrices,gm, m50, 1, 2, 3, is such that

gmgn1gngm52gmn; g005152gii , i 51,2,3; gi j 50, iÞ j , ~1.6!

and

a”5a0g02aW •gW ; g55 ig0g1g2g3, ~1.7!

~u~p,s!1!a5 (
b51

4

~u~p,s!!bAba , ~1.8!

whereA is a Hermitian matrix satisfying

AgmA215~gm!* . ~1.9!

a!In memoriam Louis Michel~1923–1999!.
6740022-2488/2001/42(2)/674/12/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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An overbar means complex conjugate, and a star means Hermitian adjoint. In the follo
specific representations of theg’s will sometimes be used for space–times of dimensions 2, 3,
4, but the results are independent of the choice ofg’s.

Michel and I were attempting to express all physically significant matrix elements o
u(p,s) in terms of the momenta and polarization observables of the particles. For such pur
it is natural to ask for an off-diagonal version of~1.1!, an expression foru(q,t) ^ u(p,s)1 in terms
of the momentap and q and the corresponding polarization vectorss and t. We found such a
formula:

u~q,t ! % u~p,s!15xutr P~q,t !P~p,s!u21/2P~q,t !P~p,s!, ~1.10!

where

P~p,s!5sgnp0@11g5s” #@m1p” # ~1.11!

andx is a phase factor. This formula implies immediately

u~p,s!1u~q,t !5xutr P~q,t !P~p,s!u21/2tr ~P~q,t !~P~p,s!! ~1.12!

and consequently

u~q,t ! ^ u~p,s!15u~p,s!1u~q,t !@ tr @P~q,t !P~p,s!##21P~q,t !P~p,s!. ~1.13!

What follows in this article can be regarded as an extended discussion of this formula,~1.13!,
together with an application arising in quantum field theory. A different line was taken by
Nuyts.2 He fixed the phase ofu(q,t) by writing it as a Lorentz transform ofu(p,s). His Appendix
D contains many of the formulas used in Sec. IV of the present article.

II. TWO-DIMENSIONAL SPACE–TIME

In two-dimensional space–time, the Dirac matrices are 232 matrices satisfying

gmgn1gngm52gmn, m,n50,1; g0051152g11, g0150, ~2.1!

and the Dirac equation reads

~2p”1m!u~p!50, ~2.2!

wherem is positive and

p”5p0g02p1g1. ~2.3!

The adjoint

u~p!15u~p!A

satisfies

u~p!1~p”1m!50. ~2.4!

To computeu(q) ^ u(p)1, consider first the special choice of Dirac matrices

g05S 0 1

1 0D , g15S 0 21

1 0 D , g55g0g15S 1 0

0 21D . ~2.5!

The Dirac equation then says thatu(p) lies in the null space of the matrix
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H m 2~p01p1!

2~p02p1! m J ~2.6!

andu(p) is proportional to

S p01p1

m D . ~2.7!

A may be chosen asg0. The relation (p02p1)(p01p1)5m2 implies thatu(p), normalized so
that u(p)1g0u(p)5up0u, may be chosen as

u~p!5
1

&
S up01p1u1/2

up02p1u1/2sgnp0
D . ~2.8!

Consequently,

u~q! ^ u~p!15
1

2 H u~q01q1!~p02p1!1/2sgnp0 u~p01p1!~q01q1!u1/2

u~q02q1!~p02p1!u1/2sgnp0 sgnq0 u~q02q1!~p01p1!u1/2sgnq0J
5

1

2 H S 1 0

0 1D u~p!1u~q!1S 1 0

0 21D u~p!1g5u~q!1g0u~p!1g0u~q!

2g1u~p!1g1u~q!J , ~2.9!

where

u~p!1u~q!5 1
2 @ u~q01q1!~p02p1!u1/2sgnp01u~q02q1!~p01p1!u1/2sgnq0#,

u~p!1g5u~q!5 1
2 @ u~q01q1!~p02p1!u1/2sgnp02u~q02q1!~p01p1!u1/2sgnq0#,

u~p!1g0u~q!5 1
2 @ u~q01q1!~p01p1!u1/21u~q02q1!~p02p1!u1/2sgnp0 sgnq0#,

u~p!1g1u~q!5 1
2 @ u~q01q1!~p01p1!u1/22u~q02q1!~p02p1!u1/2sgnp0 sgnq0#.

Notice thatu(p)1u(q) is invariant under restricted Lorentz transformations because

~q01q1!~p02p1!5q•p1det$p,q%,
~2.10!

~q02q1!~p01p1!5q•p2det$p,q%.

This is evident foru(p)1u(q), up to a sign, because

~u~p!1u~q!!25 1
4 sgnp0 sgnq0@~p1q!•~p1q!#.

From ~2.9!, one gets expressions for the ratios

Fu~p!1g5u~q!

u~p!1u~q! G , Fu~p!1g0u~q!

u~p!1u~q! G , Fu~p!1g1u~q!

u~p!1u~q! G ,
which reduce to tensors inp andq. Consider first
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u~p!1g5u~q!

u~p!1u~q!
5

@ u~q01q1!~p02p1!u1/2sgnp02u~q02q1!~p01p1!u1/2sgnq0#

@ u~q01q0!~p02p1!u1/2sgnp01u~q02q1!~p01p1!u1/2sgnq0#
.

Multiplying numerator and denominator by the numerator one gets for the denominator

2 sgnp0 sgnq0~q1p02q0p1!

and for the numerator

2 sgnp0 sgnq0~p•q2m2!,

so

u~p!1g5u~q!

u~p!1u~q!
5

~p•q2m2!

q1p02q0p1 5
~q1p02q0p1!

~p•q1m2!
. ~2.11!

The last identity is most easily derived by recognizing that det$p,q%5q1p02q0p1 and using the
multiplication law for determinants. Similar manipulations yield

u~p!1gmu~q!

u~p!1u~q!
5

2m~p1q!m

~p1q!2 , ~2.12!

and hence the desired analog of~1.13! is

u~q! ^ u~p!15
u~p!1u~q!

2 F11g5
2 det$p,q%

~p1q!2 1~p”1q” !
2m

~p1q!2G . ~2.13!

When p5q, the coefficient ofg5 vanishes and the formula reduces to the following analog
~1.1!:

u~p! ^ u~p!15 1
2 @m1p” #sgnp0.

Equation~2.13! is the main result of this section.
It is easy to see that if one had chosen a different irreducible set ofgm, say ĝm, and the

appropriate correspondingÂ, the result~2.13! would have been the same. The argument is s
dard. Any two irreducible sets ofg’s satisfying~2.1! are related by a nonsingular matrixT:

ĝm5T21gmT.

Then

~ ĝm!* 5ÂĝmÂ21,

if Â is chosen as

Â5T* AT.

The quantity

m̂~p!5Tu~p!

satisfies the Dirac equation in the hattedg’s, and the formula forû(q) ^ û(p)1 in the hattedg’s is
a consequence of that in the unhattedg’s.

Of course,~2.13! can also be derived directly from the analog of~1.13!:

u~q! ^ u~p!15u~p!1u~q!@ tr ~P~q!P~p!!#21P~q!P~p! ~2.14!
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where

P~p!5@m1p” #,

because

P~q!P~p!5@m21m~p”1q” !1q” p” #

and

q” p”5q•p1g5 det$p,q%.

There is an additional useful formula for the axial vector, which connects it with the pse
scalar

u~p!1g5gmu~q!5«mnu~p!1gnu~q!

52 Hu~p!1g1u~q!

u~p!1g0u~q!J
5

22m

~p2q!2 u~p!1g5u~q!~pm2qm!. ~2.15!

The proof can be based on~2.9!:

u~p!1g1u~q!

u~p!1g5u~q!
5

@ u~p01p1!~q01q1!u1/22u~p02p1!~q02q1!u1/2sgnp0 sgnq0#

@ u~q01q1!~p02p1!u1/2sgnp02u~q02q1!~p01p1!u1/2sgnq0#
.

Multiplying numerator and denominator by

@ u~q01q1!~p02p1!u1/2sgnp01u~q02q1!p02p1u1/2sgnq0#,

one gets for the denominator

2 sgnp0 sgnq0~q1p02q0p1!,

while the numerator turns out to be

2m sgnp0 sgnq0~p11q1!.

When the numerator and denominator are multiplied byp02q0, the denominator produces
factor p11q1, leaving

u~p!1g1u~q!

u~p!1g5u~q!
5

2m~p02q0!

~p2q!2

as required. The argument for

u~p!1g0u~q!

u~p!1g5u~q!
5

2m~p12q1!

~p2q!2

is similar.

III. THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPACE–TIME

In three-dimensional space–time, as in all linear spaces of odd dimension, the Clifford a
has two inequivalent irreducible representations. They can be taken as
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g05H 0 1

1 0J , g15H 0 21

1 0 J , g25H i 0

0 2 i J ~3.1!

and the negatives of these. The analog ofg5 distinguishes these two representations,

g̃552 ig0g1g2561, ~3.2!

respectively. In the following, I will work with~3.1! but will indicate the effect of using2gm

instead ofgm by insertingg̃5 in appropriate places in the final result.
The solution of the Dirac equation,u(p), lies in the null space of the matrix

~2p”1m!5S m1 ip2 2~p01p1!

2~p02p1! m2 ip2
D , ~3.3!

so u(p) is proportional to

S p01p1

m1 ip2
D . ~3.4!

Since

up01p1u21um1 ip2u252p0~p01p1!52up0uup01p1u,

the normalization of~3.3! goes as before, and yields

u~p!5
1

& H up01p1u1/2

up02p1u1/2
~m1 ip2!

um1 ip2u
sgnp0J . ~3.5!

The definition of the adjoint spinor is the same as in two dimensions, so

u~q! ^ u~p!15
1

2 F S 1 0

0 1D u~p!1u~q!1g0u~p!1g0u~q!

2g1u~p!1g1u~q!2g2u~p!1g2u~q!G , ~3.6!

where

u~p!1u~q!5
1

2 F u~q01q1!~p02p1!u1/2
~m2 ip2!

um2 ip2u
sgnp0

1u~q02q1!~p01p1!u1/2
~m1 iq2!

um1 iq2u
sgnq0G ,

u~p!1g0u~q!5
1

2 F u~q01q1!~p01p1!u1/2

1u~q02q1!u1/2
~m2 ip2!

um2 ip2u
~m1 iq2!

um1 iq2u
sgnp0 sgnq0G ,
~3.7!
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u~p!1g1u~q!5
1

2 F u~q01q1!~p01p1!u1/2

2u~q02q1!~p02p1!u1/2
~m2 ip2!

um2 ip2u
~m1 iq2!

um1 iq2u
sgnp0 sgnq0G ,

u~p!1g2u~q!5
i

2 F u~q01q1!~p02p1!u1/2
~m2 ip2!

um2 ip2u
sgnp0

2u~q02q1!~p01p1!u1/2
~m1 iq2!

um1 iq2u
sgnq0G .

Since

uu~p!1u~q!u25
u~p1q!2u

4
, ~3.8!

u(p)1u(q) is Lorentz invariant in absolute value, but its phase is not, in contrast to the situ
in two dimensions.

The computation of the ratiosu(p)1gmu(q)@u(p)1u(q)#21 is rather tedious in this specia
choice of basis, but eventually yields the simple result

u~p!1gmu~q!

u~p!1u~q!
5

2m@pm1qm1~ i /m!g̃5emklqkpl#

~p1q!2 , ~3.9!

so

u~q! ^ u~p!15
u~p!1u~q!

2 F11
2m

~p1q!2 gmS pm1qm1
i

m
g̃5emklqkplD G . ~3.10!

Hereeklm is totally antisymmetric under permutation of indices ande01251. Equation~3.9! is the
main result of this section.

This result can also be obtained directly from~2.14! with the altered definitionp”5p0g0

2p1g12p2g2, since,

@m1q” #@m1p” #5m21m~q”1p” !1q” p”

and

tr P~q!P~p!52~q•p1m2!5~p1q!2

as before, but now

q” p”5q•p1 i g̃5gmemklqkpl .

IV. FOUR-DIMENSIONAL SPACE–TIME

Here there is only one irreducible representation of the Clifford algebra,

gmgn1gmgm52gmn, m,n50,1,2,3,

up to equivalence. A standard choice of theg’s is the set of 434 matrices:

g05S 0 1

1 0D , gW 5S 0 2tW

t̃ 0 D , g55 ig0g1g2g35S 1 0

0 21D . ~4.1!
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Then the matrixA that appears in Eq.~1.4! may be taken to beg0.
The desired expansion ofu(q,t) ^ u(p,s)1 may be written

u~q,t ! ^ u~p,s!15 1
4 @1u~p,s!1u~q,t !1g5u~p,s!1g5u~q,t !1gmu~p,s!1gmu~q,t !

2g5gmu~p,s!1g5gmu~q,t !1 1
2sklu~p,s!1sklu~q,t !#, ~4.2!

and, according to Eq.~1.7!, the ratios of the coefficients to the first coefficient may be obtained
multiplying out the matrix productP(q,t)P(p,s) and dividing by tr(P(q,t)P(p,s)). This re-
quires a number of identities. For example,

P~q,t !5@11g5t”#@m1q” #5@m1q”1mg5t”2 ig5skltkql# ~4.3!

because

a”b”5a•b2 ismnambn, ~4.4!

where

smn5
i

2
~gmgn2gmgn!.

On the other hand, to get the product

P~q,t !P~p,s!5@m21mp”1m2g5s”2 img5sklsmpn

1mq”1q” p”2g5q”s”m1 ig5q”smnsmpn1m2g5t”1mg5t”p”2m2t”s”

1 im t”smnsmpn2 img5skltkql2 ig5sklp” tkql

2 imskls” tkql2sklsmntkqlsmpn# ~4.5!

into the form~4.2! we need the identities

glsmn5 iglmgn2 iglngm1elmnrg5gr,

sklgm5 iglmgk2 igkmgl1eklmrg5gr,
~4.6!

sklsmn5gkmgln2gknglm1 i eklmng52 i ~gkmsln1glnskm2gknslm2glmskn!,

g5skl5
i

2
eklmnsmn.

They imply

ig5q”smnsmpn5~q•p!g5s”2~q•s!g5p”1 iqlsmpnelmnrgr,

im t”smnsmpn5m@~ t•p!s”2~ t•s!p”1 i t lsmpnelmnrg5gr#,

2 ig5sklp” tkql5~q•p!g5t”2~ t•p!g5q”2 i t kqlpmeklmrgr, ~4.7!

2 imtkqlsmsklgm5m@~s•q! t”2~s•t !q”2 i t kqlsmeklmrg5gr#,

sklsmntkqlsmpn5~s•t !~p•q!2~p•t !~s•q!1 ig5eklmntkqlsmpn2 i ~s•t !slnqlpn

2 i ~q•p!skmtksm1 i ~p•t !slmqlsm1 i ~q•s!skntkpn,
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so

P~q,t !P~p,s!5@~m21q•p!~12s•t !1~ t•p!~q•s!#1g5@2m~q•s!1m~p•t !2 i eklmntkqlsmpn#

1gm@m~pm1qm!~12s•t !1m~~ t•p!sm1~s•q!tm!1 i erst
m ~s1t !rqspt#

1g5gm@~m21~q•p!!~sm1tm!2~q•s!pm2~ t•p!qm2 i erst
m ~p1q!rtsst#

1 1
2 smn@mekl

mn~sk1tk!~pl1ql!12i ~~s•t !qmpn1~m21q•p!tmsn2~ t•p!qmsn

1~q•s!pmtn!#. ~4.8!

Thus

u~q,t ! ^ u~p,s!15u~p,s!1u~q,t !$11@4~~m21q•p!~12s•t !1~ t•p!~q•s!!#21

3@g5@2m~~q•s!2~p•t !!2 i eklmntkqlsmpn#1gm@m@~12s•t !~pm1qm!

1~ t•p!sm1~s•q!tm#1~ i erst
m ~s1t !rqspt!#1g5gm@~m21q•p!~sm1tm!

2~q•s!pm2~ t•p!qm2 i ~erst
m ~sr1tr!qspt!#1 1

2 smn@mekl
mn~sk1tk!~pl1ql!

12i ~~s•t !qmpn1~m21q•p!tmsn2~p•t !qmsn1~q•s!pmtn!##%. ~4.9!

This rather formidable expression, the analog in four dimensions of~2.13! in two-dimensional
space–time and~3.9! in three-dimensional space-time, is the main result of this section.

V. AN APPLICATION TO QUANTUM FIELD THEORY

A current, j, in a space–time ofn dimensions has a dual,J, which is a totally antisymmetric
tensor of rankn21:

Jm1 ...mn21
5em1 ...mn

j mn.

In turn, such aJ has a dual which is the first rank tensorj:

j m15
1

~n21!!
em1 ...mnJm2 ...mn

.

When j is conserved

]m j m50,

J satisfies the differential equation

]m1
em1 ...mnJm2 ...mn

50. ~5.1!

In the language of differential formsJm1 ...mn21
defines a differential form

J5 (
m1 ...mn21

Jm1 ...mn21
dxm1∧¯∧dxmn21,

and the differential equation~5.1! says that

dJ50, ~5.2!
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i.e., the differential formJ is closed. If it happens thatJ5dK, whereK is a monomialn22 form,
J is then said to be exact. IfJ is exact, it is automatically closed sinced250. For brevity, such a
form K will be referred to as a dual potential.

In quantum field theory, it is of interest to prove the existence and determine the proper
dual potentials for Dirac currents.3 Such currents have Fourier representations in which the fa
expi(p2q)•x is accompanied by the matrix element

u~p!1gmu~q!

in two- or three-dimensional space–time and

u~p,s!1gmu~q,t !

in four dimensions. The duals of these currents have similar Fourier representations in wh
matrix elements

ekmu~p!1gmu~q!, eklmu~p!1gmu~q!,

and

eklmnu~p,s!1gnu~q,t !

appear, respectively.
For two dimensions, from~2.15! we get

eklu~p!1glu~q!522m@~p2q!2#21u~p!1g5u~q!~p2q!k5K~p,q!i ~p2q!k ~5.3!

with

K~p,q!52mi@~p2q!2#21u~p!1g5u~q!.

In three dimensions, using~3.10! we get

eklmu~p!1gmu~q!52mu~p!1u~q!@~p1q!2#21Feklm~pm1qm!1
i

m
g̃5eklmers

m qrpsG .
~5.4!

Since

eklmers
m 5gkrgsl2gksglr ~5.5!

and

~prqs2qrps!5 1
2 @~pr2qr!~ps1qs!2~ps2qs!~pr1qr!#, ~5.6!

the second term in the square brackets can be written as the monomial

2
i g̃5

2m
@~p2q!k~p1q!l2~p2q!l~p1q!k#,

which is of the form required to make

eklmu~p!1gmu~q!5~p2q!kKl~p,q!2~p2q!lKk~p,q!. ~5.7!

The first term,eklm(p1q)m, is the dual of vectorp1q; it is a bivector describing the two
planes perpendicular top1q. @The dual of any monomialp-vector is a monomial (m2p)-vector,
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if n is the dimension of the vector space.# Since (p2q) is orthogonal to (p1q), becausep2

5q25m2, we can pick any vector,r, orthogonal top1q and linearly independent ofp2q and
write

eklm~p1q!m}~p2q!kr l2~p2q!lr k .

To fix the normalization ofr, set the two sides equal and form the scalar product with (p2q)l.
The result is

r k52
eklm~p2q!l~p1q!m

~p2q!2 1b~p2q!k , ~5.8!

whereb is any real-valued function ofp andq. The choiceb50 makesr orthogonal to both (p
1q) and (p2q). Thus

Kl~p,q!5
i

~p1q!2 u~p!1u~q!F2g̃5~p1q!l1
2mi

~p2q!2 elrs~p2q!r~p1q!sG ~5.9!

with the square bracket determined uniquely up to the addition of an arbitrary multiple op
2q).

In four dimensions we have from~4.9!

eklmn u~p,s!1gnu~q,t !5
u~p,s!1u~q,t !

4@~m21q•p!~12s•t !1~ t•p!~q•s!#
@meklmn ~12s•t !~pn1qn!

1~ t•p!sn1~s•q!tn1 i eklmnerst
n ~s1t !rqspt#. ~5.10!

The last term may be written with the use of the identity

eklmnerst
n 5gkrglsgmt2gkrgltgms

1gksgltgmr2gksglrgmt1gktglrgms2gktglsgmr ~5.11!

as

i @~s1t !kqlpm2~s1t !kqmpl1~s1t !lqmpk2~s1t !lqkpm1~s1t !mqkpl2~s1t !mqlpk#,

which is just the trivectori (s1t)`q`p written in components. Since, by~5.6!, q`p5 1
2(p

1q)`(p2q), we have the result that the last term of the square bracket in~5.10! is

i

2
~p2q!`~s1t !`~p1q!.

The simplification of the remaining term in~5.10! proceeds analogously to that for~5.4!. Note first
that (p2q) is orthogonal to v5(12s•t)(p1q)1(t•p)s1(s•q)t. Thus, the trivector
meklmn@(12s•t)(pn1qn)1(s•t)n1(q•s)tn# is of the form (p2q)`r 1`r 2 wherer 1 andr 2 are
orthogonal to (p2q) and to (12s•t)(p1q)1(t•p)s1(s•q)t. The bivectorr 1`r 2 is up to a
constant factor just the dual of the bivector (p2q)`@(12s•t)(p1q)1(t•p)s1(s•q)t#
uniquely determined up to the addition of a multiple of that bivector. The constant of propo
ality, a, is fixed by contracting the two sides of the identity

meklmnvn5a@~p2q!k
1
2elmrs~p2q!rvs

1~p2q!l
1
2emkrs~p2q!rvs1~p2q!m

1
2eklps~p2q!rvs#

with (p2q)k. The result is
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a5
2m

~p2q!2 ,

so, finally, we have

eklmnu~p!1lnu~q!5~p2q!kKlm1~p2q!lKmk1~p2q!mKkl ,

where

Kkl5
u~p,s!1u~q,t !

4@~m21q•p!~12s•t !1~ t•p!~q•s!#

3F i

2
~~s1t !k~p1q!l2~s1t !l~p1q!k!1

m

~p2q!2

3eklrs~p2q!r~~12s•t !~p1q!1~ t•p!s1~s•q!t !sG . ~5.12!

Equations~5.3!, ~5.9!, and ~5.12! are the basic input for the quantum field theories describe
Ref. 3.
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An expansion of general validity for the diffusive
parameters of a charged particle in a zero-point field

M. Battezzati
Istituto di Cosmo-Geofisica del CNR, Corso Fiume 4, 10133 Torino, Italy
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The following calculations provide expressions for the drift velocity and the aver-
age diffusion coefficient, applying to diffusion in configuration space of a nonrel-
ativistic charged particle interacting with the zero-point field of stochastic electro-
dynamics. The particle is assumed to evolve according to a widely popular reduced
form of the Braffort–Marshall equation, which is free from runaway solutions, and
supposed to be found in stationary conditions, with regard to the average values of
physical quantities. The results show an interesting similarity with the equations of
quantum mechanics. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1337615#

I. INTRODUCTION

This work attempts to find a general expression for the diffusion coefficient of a pa
interacting with a zero-point field~ZPF!, following a procedure, which has been applied pre
ously to a quasi-free particle in a ZPF.1 It has been found that the results can be easily exten
to cover more general cases of a particle acted upon by a static potential field, if one only
to calculate the averaged diffusion coefficient in steady conditions. This modified proc
makes use of a representation of the response functions involved by a Fourier integral.

The position of the problem will be recalled very briefly in the following, since it has b
displayed more extensively elsewhere.1–5

A charged particle in an electromagnetic~em! ZPF is considered, although a ZPF of differe
nature could also be taken into consideration,6 embedded in a three-dimensional configurati
space. The particle has massm, electromagnetic chargee ~or 2e!, and coordinatexW . Canonical
coordinates and conjugated momenta are denoted byqi , pi ( i 51,2,3), and, since the stati
potential fieldn(q1 ,q2 ,q3) is assumed separable, the subscripts will be omitted throughout,
reducing the problem to a one-dimensional one.

The full relativistic problem has been treated by Dirac, and Abraham and Lorentz~see Ref. 7
for a review!. Here a nonrelativistic limit is taken, so that the following equation of motion res
in each coordinate~the dots denoting time derivatives, and the prime derivatives with respe
the spatial coordinate in the argument!

2tcp̈1 ṗ1n8~q!5k~ t ! ~1.1!

with p5mq̇, tc the interaction time related to the classical radius of the particle through
velocity of light c in vacuo,

tc5
2

3

e2

mc3 5
2

3 S 1

137D
3

in a.u., ~1.2!

the numbers referring to the electron,k(t) is the electric component of the force from ZP
Equation~1.1! has often been called the Braffort–Marshall equation.

The stochastic properties of the random electric forcekW (t)52eEW (t) have been analyzed in
detail by numerous authors.8–12 The spectrum is given by
6860022-2488/2001/42(2)/686/12/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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f i j ~v!5m\tcuvu3d i j , ~1.3!

where \ is Planck constant divided by 2p, v the frequency, andd i j denoting the Kronecker
symbols. Then the autocorrelation function of the electric force results

f i j ~ t2s!5
1

2p E
2`

1`

dv f i j ~v!e2 iv~ t2s!2«ut2su ~1.4!

with «.0 arbitrarily small.
The next step consists of splitting the velocity into a Eulerian plus a Lagrangian compo

in the following manner:3

p~q,t !5p~q!1 p̃~ t ! ~1.5!

with p(q) verifying a differential equation

2
tc

m2 @p~q!2p9~q!1p~q!p8~q!2#1
1

m
p~q!p8~q!1n8~q!5g~q!, ~1.6!

g(q) being an arbitrary smooth function, andp̃(t) verifying the following system of first-orde
ordinary differential equations, valid toO(tc

2),

q̇5
1

m
[ p(q)1 p̃(t)],

p852F 1

m
p8(q)1b(q)1

tc
2

m

d

dt
n9(q)G p̃(t)

2ḡ(q)1F12
tc

2

m
n9(q)Gmb(t).

6 ~1.7!

The symbols are explained in the following equations:

b~q!5
tc

m
n9~q!1

tc
2

m2 p~q!n-~q!, ~1.8!

ḡ~q!5g~q!1
tc

m
p~q!g8~q!1O~tc

2!, ~1.88!

b~ t !5
1

mtc
E

t

1`

k~a!expH t2a

tc
J da, ~1.888!

Now, the splitting~1.5! without further specification is quite arbitrary and meaningless,
cause both terms on the right-hand side depend, besides their arguments, also upon initia
tions, as pointed out in Refs. 3, 5, and 13–15. However, the explicitation of the dependenc
q and t, respectively, allows to compute their averages by different means, as a functi
coordinateq times the average density or as a function of the derivatives of the average den
the pointq. This was shown in the quoted references~see especially Ref. 15!, where the nonu-
niqueness of the diffusion operator for a given set of initial conditions was pointed out. It
shown moreover in a specific example that for a givenp(q) a precise relation among initia
conditions is required in order that the diffusion equation may be attributed with a phy
significance, as an equation for the two-time transition probabilities, at arbitrary times.
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By substitution of Eq.~1.5! into Eq. ~1.1! and considering thatq(t) is a function of initial
conditions and time, it is possible to obtain a closed equation forp(q), not involving the time nor
the random force explicity, by introducing an appropriate separating functiong(q) ~see Ref. 3 for
details!.

Then, after an integration with respect to time, the original equation~1.1! has been trans
formed into the system of coupled first-order differential equations~1.7! for the variablesq(t) and
p̃(t). Equations~1.7! look like characteristic equations, and actually they may be reobtained
O(tc) as characteristic equations from the dissipative Hamilton–Jacobi equation relative
~1.13! below, which consequently might as well be considered the starting point of this pap
the place of~1.1!.

It will be found convenient to use Refs. 3 and 5, in order to cancel out the memory term
averaged equation of continuity for the density of particles in configuration space

ḡ~q!52mD0F 1

m
p9~q!1b8~q!G1O~tc

2!, ~1.8888!

whereD0 is the averaged diffusion coefficient. More generally, an operatorD̂q
tr acting upon the

variableq may be substituted forD0 . System~1.7! can be solved in terms of the function1,4

g~ t,s!5expH 2
1

m E
s

t

p8~q~a!!da2E
s

t

b~q~a!!daJ
>expH 2

1

m E
s

t

p8~q~a!!da2b̄~ t2s!J ~1.9!

the approximate expression being sufficiently accurate for the purposes of this work. The ex
of b̄ is guaranteed under the hypothesis of Birkhoff theorem for the extended system, partic
ZPF. Thusb̄ is given by the phase average over the metrically indecomposable invariant
which the trajectory evolves.16 For a mixing system, in which correlations vanish for sufficien
large time,b̄ can be given by Kubo’s17 cumulant expansion in this limitut2su→`. To O(tc),

b̄5
tc

m
^n9~q!&1O~tc

2!. ~1.10!

From ~1.6! and ~1.8-! follows

1

2m
p~q!21n~q!1D0p8~q!5E2E p~q!b~q!dq2mD0b~q! ~1.11!

and, therefore, upon differentiating, averaging, and making use of stationarity there follows1,5

1

m
^p8~q!2&1^n9~q!&5O~tc!, ~1.12!

whereO(tc) consists of the smaller terms in~1.11! and of the corrections to the leading consta
termD0—the averaged diffusion coefficient.1 This assumption will be proved to be self-consiste
@see Eqs.~2.89! and ~2.9!#. From ~1.12! follows that the system has positive dissipation a
therefore is stable given that^@Rep8(q)#2&,^@Imp8(q)#2&, and, in particular, for purely imagi-
nary p(q), which entails that the right-hand side~rhs! of ~1.10! be real and positive.

Equations~1.7! do not constitute a complete solution for the third-order differential equa
~1.1!. By computing the derivative of the first equation~1.7!, substituting from the second-one an
from ~1.89!, ~1.11! there follows
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q̊̊1b~q!q̊1
1

m
n8~q!5b~ t !1O~tc

2! ~1.13!

which shows that the solutions which are being considered satisfy simultaneously Eqs.~1.1! and
~1.13!. They also satisfy a fourth order equation proposed by Caldirola@see Ref. 2 Eqs.~1.11a!
and~1.11b!#, and are exempt from runaway effects, because of the particular choice of bou
conditions.

Equation~1.11! above can be interpreted as the Hamilton–Jacobi equation satisfied b
average motion, augmented with the term@see Ref. 4 Eq.~2.7!#, which is proportional to the
average density of that part of kinetic energy which depends bilinearly on both compone
velocity

E
2`

`

D0p8~q!^d~q~ t !2q!&dq'E
2`

1` 1

m
^p~q~ t !!p̃~ t !d~q~ t !2q!&dq. ~1.14!

The dissipative terms also can be interpreted as the potential of the average density o
pative forces, since

E
2`

1`

mD0b8~q!^d~q~ t !2q!&dq'E
2`

`

^b~q~ t !! p̃~ t !d~q~ t !2q!&dq. ~1.15!

In the above expressions and in the following the Heaviside functionh(a) and the Diracd~a!
function of argumenta are used.

II. THE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT

The diffusion coefficient can thus be obtained from the expression in terms of funct
integrals over the realizations of the stochastic electric field$E(s);2`,s<t%.1–3

The boundary conditions for the driven processq(t) have been adjusted in such a way that t
particle has a fixed coordinateq0 at the timet0 , while the velocity is supposed to be equilibrate
with the stochastic random field.1–4 There follows the general expression for the diffusion co
ficient in the frozen-trajectory approximation~FTA!, see Ref. 1,

D̂q~ t,t0!FTA^d~q~ t !2q!&5E
0

t

dtK d~q~ t !2q!e2b̄~ t2t!E
2`

t

dsE
2`

t

ds g~t,s!g~t,s!L fb~s2s!,

~2.1!

the brackets denoting stochastic averages taken over the realizations of the random
$k(t8);2`,t8<t%, andfb the autocorrelation function of the renormalized random forceb(t).
The hat stands for an operator notation over the variableq. Averaging both sides of Eq.~2.1! by
integration over dq, there results

D0~ t,t0!FTA5E
t0

t

dt e2b̄~ t2t!E
2`

t

dsE
2`

t

ds^g~t,s!g~t,s!&fb~s2s!. ~2.2!

Higher-order terms containing higher derivatives of^d(q(t)2q)& could be added to this
expression, which represents the first term of an expansion of the rhs of~2.1! in powers of the
autocorrelation functionfb .18 In the following the averaged expression~2.2! will be analyzed,
although the similar methods could equally be applied to the more refined expression~2.1!, as
shown in Ref. 1.

To this end it is convenient to represent the function
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F^t2s,t2s&5K expH 2
1

m E
s

t

p8~q~a!!da2
1

m E
s

t

p8~q~a!!daJ L e2b̄~t2s!h~t2s!2b̄~t2s!h~t2s!

~2.3!

as a double Fourier integral in the variablest2s, t2s. Having assumed stationarity of th
physical state of the system, it is defined

F~v,t2s!5E
2`

0

d~t2s!K expH 2
1

m E
s

t

p8~q~a!!da2
1

m E
s

t

p8~q~a!!daJ L
3e2b̄~t2s!h~t2s!1iv~t2s!1E

0

1`

d~t2s!K expH 2
1

m E
s

t

p8~q~a!!da

2
1

m E
s

t

p8~q~a!!daJ L e2b̄~t2s!2b̄~t2s!h~~t2s!1 iv~t2s!

5E
2`

0

d~t2s!K m
dq~s!

d p̃~t!
expH 2

1

m E
s

t

p8~q~a!!daJ L e2b̄~t2s!h~t2s!1iv~t2s!

1E
0

1`

d~t2s!K S d p̃~t!

dk~s! D
FTA

expH 2
1

m E
s

t

p8~q~a!!daJ L e2b̄~t2s!h~t2s!1iv~t2s!

5K mS dq

d p̃D
2v

expH 2
1

m E
s

t

p8~q~a!!daJ L e2b̄~t2s!h~t2s!

1K S d p̃

dk D
v

FTA

expH 2
1

m E
s

t

p8~q~a!!daJ L e2b̄~t2s!h~t2s!

5K m
~dq/dk!2v

FTA

~d p̃/dk!2v
FTA expH 2

1

m E
s

t

p8~q~a!!daJ L e2b̄~t2s!h~t2s!

1K S d p̃

dk D
v

FTA

expH 2
1

m E
s

t

p8~q~a!!daJ L e2b̄~t2s!h~t2s!. ~2.4!

Consequently, the Fourier transformF(v,v8) exists if the Fourier transform of the respon
functions in the FTA exists for position and velocity.F(v,v8) is of course a symmetric function
of v andv8. The results of the explicit calculations are

E
2`

t

dsE
2`

t

ds^g~t,s!g~t,s!&fb~s2s!

52
\tc

8p3m
E

2`

1`

dvE
2`

1`

dv8E
0

1`

du
u3

11tc
2u2

F~v,v8!H 1

v1v82i«

3S 1

v82u2i«
1

1

v81u2i«
D 2

1

v1v82ib̄
S 1

v82u2ib̄
1

1

v81u2ib̄
D

1
1

v1v82i«
S 1

v1u2i«
1

1

v2u2i«
D 2

1

v1v82ib̄
S 1

v1u2i«
1

1

v2u2i«
D
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1
e~iv82iu1b̄ !~ t2t!

v1v82ib̄
S 1

v82u2ib̄
1

1

v1u2i« D
1

e~iv81iu1b̄ !~ t2t!

v1v82ib̄
S 1

v81u2ib̄
1

1

v2u2i« D J . ~2.5!

Since the integral over du in this expression is~for «→0) convergent, using~2.2!, there
follows, by shifting the path of integration over du from the real to the imaginary axis

D0~ t,t0!FTA52
i\tc

4p3m
E

2`

0

dh
h3

12tc
2h2 E2`

1`

dvE
2`

1`

dv8
F~v,v8!

v1v82ib̄

12e~iv81h!~ t2t0!

iv81h

3S 1

iv81h1b̄
1

1

iv2h D 2~12e2b̄~ t2t0!!
i\tc

4p2m

3E
2`

1`

dvE
2`

1`

dv8
F~v,v8!uv8u3

b̄~11tc
2v82!~v1v82i«!

1O~ b̄tc!. ~2.6!

Now, the first term is easily proved to be equivalent to that which has been calculated in
3, Eq. ~20!. It yields corrections to the diffusion coefficient which produce, by first-order per
bation theory applied to the Hamilton–Jacobi–Yasue–Riccati~HJYR! Eq. ~1.11!, energy shifts
which are the same functional form as the Lamb shifts.1,3,5

Using the symmetry properties of the functionF(v,v8), the pole term can be rewritten in th
following manner, so as to recast the whole expression forD0(t,t0)FTA into the form~see Ref. 1!

D0~ t,t0!FTA>2^R~ t,t0!&1~12e2b̄~ t2t0!!
\tci

8p2m H E
2`

1`

dvE
2`

1`

dv8
F~v,v8!

b̄~v1v82i«!

3S v3

11tc
2v2

1
v83

11tc
2v82D 22E

2`

1`

dvE
0

1`

dv8
F~v,v8!

b̄~v1v82i«!

2v83

11tc
2v82J

52^R~ t,t0!&1~12e2b̄~ t2t0!!
\tci

8p2m H E
2`

1`

dvE
2`

1`

dv8
F~v,v8!

b̄~12tc
2vv8!

3S v2

11tc
2v2

1
v82

11tc
2v82

2vv8D
22E

2`

1`

dvE
0

1`

dv8
2F~v,v8!v83

b̄~v1v8!~11tc
2v82!

22ipE
0

1`

dv
2F~2v,v!v3

b̄~11tc
2v2!

J .

~2.7!

Now, using stationarity, Eqs.~1.10!, ~1.12!, and~2.3!, there follows:
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D0~ t,t0!FTA>2^R~ t,t0!&1~12e2b̄~ t2t0!!
\tci

2m 5 2

1

m2
^p8~q!2&

tc

m
^n9~q!&

2
1

2p2 E2`

1`

dv

32E
0

1`

dv8
F~v,v8!v83

b̄~v1v8!~11tc
2v82!

2
1

2p
2E

0

1`

dv
F~2v,v!v3

b̄~11tc
2v2! 6

52^R~ t,t0!&1~12e2b̄~ t2t0!!
i\

2m
2~12e2b̄~ t2t0!!

i\

2p2^n9~q!&

3H E
2`

1`

dvE
0

1`

dv8
F~v,v8!v83

~v1v8!~11tc
2v82!

1ipE
0

1`

dv
F~2v,v!v3

~11tc
2v2!

J .

~2.8!

The justification for the substitution

1

4p2 E
2`

1`

dvE
2`

1`

dv8
F~v,v8!

~12tc
2vv8! S v2

11tc
2v2 1

v82

11tc
2v822vv8D→2

1

m2 ^p8~q!2&

~2.88!

is obvious in the limittc→0, henceb̄→0. It is only necessary to prove that the left-hand side~lhs!
is continuous fortc→0, so that the limiting value equals the second derivative in the origin of
function ~2.3!, multiplied by ~21!. For b̄ finite, the second derivative diverges, but neverthel
~2.88! is valid because the lhs is a continuous function oftc . Equation~2.8! has been obtained b
dropping all the terms originating from the step function in the definition~2.3!.

Thus, two different procedures may be followed.
~a! If F(v,v8) exists in the limittc→0, then it is allowed to putb̄50 in Eqs.~2.3! and~2.4!,

thus makingF(t2s,t2s) a smooth function of the arguments. This leads to~2.7! and ~2.8!
whose range of validity is, strictly speaking

b̄tF!1!b̄~ t2t0!,

wheretF is the correlation time ofF(t2s,t2s).
Equation~2.8! has been proved under the assumptiontc→0. Therefore, in this limit, three

terms survive in the expression for the diffusion coefficient, which are written extensively i
rhs of ~2.8!.

~b! The discontinuity of the derivatives ofF(t2s,t2s) introduced by~2.3! can be handled
by making use of the theory of distributions, thus yielding an equivalent result, as shown b
through Eqs.~3.2!–~3.4!.

If the support of the spectral functionF(v,v8) is entirely contained in the region comprise
between the negative semiaxes, thenD0 is purely imaginary positive, because1,5

D0~ t,t0!FTA52^R~ t,t0!&1~12e2b̄~ t2t0!!
i\

2m
1O~tc!. ~2.888!
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Then every stationary probability distribution can be chosen as a real function of coord
Pst(q). Consequently,p(q) results to be purely imaginary for realq. The average of (1/m)p8(q)
then is given by

K 1

m
p8~q!L 5D0K d2

dq2 ln Pst~q!L
5D0E

2`

1`

dqS Pst9~q!

Pst~q!
2

Pst8~q!2

Pst~q!2D Pst~q!

5D0Pst8~q!u2`
1`2D0E

2`

1`

dq
Pst8~q!2

Pst~q!
. ~2.9!

SincePst8 (q) must vanish in both limits, there follows that^(1/m)p8(q)& is purely imaginary
with the sign opposite to that ofD0 .

Consequently,F(v,v8) is centered inside the region comprised between the negative s
axesv, v8, and if it is assumed Gaussian sharply peaked around its center, it can be inferre
with high accuracy

F~v,v8!50 for v or v8.0. ~2.10!

Thus, loosely speaking, the remaining terms in Eq.~2.8! can only produce small corrections t
the main value represented by~2.89!, since they remain bounded in the limittc→0, being pro-
portional to\/m.

III. COMMENTS

The averaged diffusion coefficient for a classical Newtonian particle interacting with a
through the Braffort–Marshall equation,11 which is the nonrelativistic limit of the Dirac equatio
for a point particle,7 has been calculated under the assumption of stationarity of the sy
making use of a Fourier representation of the response functions involved. These are evalu
the frozen-trajectory approximation. The present approach, although restricted by the stati
assumption, is however in some respect more general than the developments followed in
and 5, because the asymptotic expansion of the ZPF correlation function has been avoide
sequently, the results do not suffer from the restriction that the particle oscillation freque
should be smaller than 1/tc . Of course, this does not allow to extend the present treatment to
higher frequencies, although the equations that are used are, like Newton’s equations, still
ingful beyond that frequency. In fact, the contribution of the pole term to the diffusion coeffic
is here evaluated exactly and is given by the second term in the rhs of~2.6!, by summing over the
whole spectrum of the response functions of the particle.

The main result which has been obtained by the present developments is that, for s
whose response functions have only a narrow frequency band centered around the main fre
the diffusion coefficient, averaged in configuration space over a stationary state probability d
distribution, has the same value independently of the system,viz. i\/2m ~see Ref. 2!. The leading
corrections for a small interaction constanttc produce corrections to the ‘‘energy’’ of the station
ary states of the same functional form as the Lamb shifts of quantum electrodynamics.1,19

If the wings of the frequency spectrum include the region of positive frequenciesv, v8, they
produce small corrections to the main value, which remain bounded and small in the limtc

→0. This follows readily if the wings have a Lorentzian shape fortc and b̄Þ0, but they have
finite right and left second moments astc→0, henceb̄→0.

We proceed now to examine the conditions under which the main term on the rhs of~2.6! is
bounded.
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~a! Generally speaking,F(v,v8) is the Fourier transform of a linear combination of produ
of response functions or FTA response functions, therefore it is licit to assume that it is a
morphic function of both arguments, falling off to zero at infinity. Divergences might occur in
limits v8→6`, because

lim
v8→6`

F~v,v8!uv8u3

~11tc
2v82!~v1v82i«!

56
F~v,v8!

tc
2 , ~3.1!

lim
v8→6`

F~v,v8!uv8u3

v1v82i«
56F~v,v8!v82. ~3.18!

Now, if v is not a pole

U 1

2p E
2`

1`

F~v,v8!dv8U5uF~v,t5s!u,1`. ~3.2!

Putting

F~v,v8!5
c~v!

v8
1FR~v,v8! ~3.3!

results in

F~v,t !5
c~v!

2p E
2`

1`

dv8
e2 iv8t

v8
1

1

2p E
2`

1`

dv8 FR~v,v8!e2 iv8t

52
c~v!

2p E
0

1`

dv8
2i sinv8t

v8
1

1

2p E
2`

1`

dv8 e2 iv8tFR~v,v8! ~3.4!

with

FR~v,v8!5OS 1

v82D ~3.5!

for v8→`.
Since the first term is discontinuous fort50, while F(v,t) is continuous, there follows

c~v!50 ~3.6!

and consequently the integral of~3.1! converges absolutely in both limitsv8→6`. However,
there appears a proportionality coefficient (1/tc)

2 which would allow the integral, though bounde
for everytc , to diverge astc→0.

Now the same argument shows that fortc50, v8→6`,

F0~v,v8!5OS 1

v84D , ~3.7!

where F0(v,v8) is the limit of F(v,v8) as tc→0, henceb̄→0 everywhere in~2.3!. There
follows that the expression on the rhs of~3.18! which containsF0(v,v8) in the place ofF(v,v8)
converges absolutely in both limitsv8→6`, when integrated over dv8. There follows that the
main integral in the rhs of~2.6! converges absolutely;tc in a suitable closed interval 0<tc

<a of the real axis.
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Now, if the functionF(v,v8)→F0(v,v8) uniformly with respect tov, v8, the integral in
question results to be a continuous function oftc in the closed interval, and therefore is bound
inside that interval by a quantity independent oftc . The continuity is certainly uniform if the
support ofF(v,v8;tc) is a compact subset of the planev, v8. This compactification can be
obtained by introducing a large cutoff maximum frequency, the limiting results fortc→0 being
however independent of that value. FortcÞ0, however, the cutoff dependence may beco
effective, in the form of a logarithmic divergence~see below!.

~b! The introduction of a cutoff maximum frequency can be avoided by defining as be
F0(v,t2s) as the limiting value of the functionF(v,t2s,tc) as b(q)→0 in Eqs.~1.9! and
~1.11! and consequently in~2.3!. Then, by assumingF0(v,t2s) to be a smooth function of the
arguments, it is convenient to evidence the singularity in the second derivative introduc
definition ~2.3!, by the following ansatz, where the equality must be intended in the sens
distribution theory:20

]2

]s2 F~v,t2s;tc!5
]2

]s2 F0~v,t2s!1b̄d~t2s!E
2`

1`

F0~v,v8!
dv8

2p
~3.8!

which implies

F~v,v8;tc!5F0~v,v8!2
b̄

v82 E
2`

1`

F0~v,v9!
dv9

2p
. ~3.9!

This accounts for terms which are not absolutely integrable at infinity
2v82F(v,v8;tc), which is the Fourier transform of the second derivative with respect tot of
~3.4!. By this substitution into Eq.~2.6!, taking into account the term denoted byO(b̄tc) on the
rhs of this equation, there follows:

D0~ t,t0!FTA5~12e2b̄~ t2t0!!S i\

2m
2

i\

2p2^n9~q!& E2`

1`

dvE
0

1`

dv8
F0~v,v8!v83

~11tc
2v82!~v1v82i«!

1
i\tc

4p3m E
2`

1`

dvE
2`

1`

dv8 F0~v,v8!

v lnutcvu1
ip

2
uvu

11tc
2v2

D 1
\tc

4p3m

3E
2`

0

dh
h3

12tc
2h2 E

2`

1`

dvE
2`

1`

dv8 F0~v,v8!
e~ iv81h!~ t2t0!2e2b̄~ t2t0!

~h1iv8!~h1iv81b̄ !~h2iv!
,

~3.10!

which is the same as Eq.~2.8! to O(tc ln tc) ~see Ref. 1!, higher order terms having not bee
thoroughly considered here. The notationO(b̄tc) results from taking the limitb̄→0 everywhere
in the last term of~2.6!: this is appropriate because this term must exactly cancel the equiv
term of the main integral@see Eq.~3.8!#, which has therefore consistently been neglected in~2.8!.
If a cutoff frequencyvm!1/tc were introduced as explained in~a!, then ln 1/vm would appear in
Eq. ~3.10! in the place of lntc .

The present developments strongly suggest that wavelike properties could be attribu
material particles interacting with a ZPF, beyond the special case of a harmonic oscillator
ground state~see Ref. 2 and references therein!, inasmuch as the diffusing behavior of the
particles could be satisfactorily described by equations surprisingly similar to the equation
scribing quantum mechanical particles in stationary states, provided the detailed spatial
dence of the diffusion coefficient would be neglected.21 Notice that this dependence can b
handled by the same methods, by redefining the various averaged quantities according to
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@see Eq.~3.10! therein#. In this paper the basic formulas for the diffusion coefficient have b
evaluated using the Fourier transforms of the response functions, thereby taking advantage
well-known analytical properties.20

It may be recalled that similar results were obtained in Refs. 22 and 23 by consider
stochastic process in which the coordinate is driven by a Wiener process through a co
coupling constant, whose value is adjusted ‘‘ad hoc.’’ The equations of motion are thus obtaine
from a stationary principle for expectation values of appropriate functionals. The interest
present developments results from the fact that the equations of motion can be deduced fr
Newtonian equation~1.13!, which after all, is not in contradiction with electrodynamics.7,10,11,24–39
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Computation of Lie transfer maps for perturbed
Hamiltonian systems
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Time evolution of a Hamiltonian system can be viewed as a canonical transforma-
tion; therefore perturbations, giving rise to near-identity deviations from an unper-
turbed solution, can be represented by products of Lie transformations, or, together
with the unperturbed solution,Lie transfer maps. In this paper I broaden the appli-
cability to all perturbed Hamiltonian systems the method of Dragt and Finn and
subsequent co-workers, who developed a representation using a product of Lie
transformations factored by phase space variable order. In the present paper, per-
turbation parameters are no longer necessarily associated with the phase space
variables; this method treats both ‘‘internal’’ and ‘‘external’’ perturbations on an
equal footing, and arank is assigned to each variable to reflect the degree of
perturbation it represents. With the companion program PGLT, analytic develop-
ment of the Lie transfer maps is relatively easy for many systems.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1331563#

I. INTRODUCTION

From a perturbation Hamiltonian, a known unperturbed solution, and a sequence o
transformations factored by rank, it is possible to compute atransfer mapthrough a particular
order in perturbation parameters. This can be viewed as a function giving positions and mo
~generalized coordinates! at the final time as a function of those at the initial time. Upon comb
ing the unperturbed solutions with the Lie transformations, one may call this aLie transfer map.
From the map, this function can then be evaluated numerically to propagate the system. Pr
tion in this way is unlike the two prevalent methods: numerical integration and normal f
Numerical integration requires iterative computation of the right-hand sides of a differential
tion over a number of short time steps. Normal form propagation, common in celestial mech
requires the derivation of an analytic Hamiltonian that is in some sense close to the origina
is purely secular~independent of coordinates! and thereby represents an averaged motion. T
propagation involves multiplying the time rate of change of the coordinates by the time int
In contrast to the normal form method, the transfer map method uses the actual Hamiltonia
does not compute an averaged Hamiltonian. It should be noted that Deprit’s1 application of Lie
transformations, widely used in celestial mechanics, was in the context of the computation
normal form. Although some of his general mathematical results—properties of
transformations—are applicable here, our use of these transformations is different.

Dragt and Finn2 showed that an analytic symplectic map can be written as a product o
transformations. Later, Steinberg3 showed that one need not assume a Hamiltonian system
solution of any system of ordinary differential equations may be given as a factored pr
expansion of partial differential operators. A method for computing the transfer maps usin
transformations for some kinds of perturbations was described by Dragt and Forest.4 This was
expanded to treat Hamiltonian terms linear in the phase space variables by the author.5,6 The
present paper continues in this tradition; like the foregoing papers, it is an example of aregular
perturbationtheory~Ref. 7 Chap. 132; Ref. 8!. ~This class of methods is called ‘‘naive perturb

a!Electronic mail: liam.healy@nrl.navy.mil
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tion theory’’ in Ref. 9, but ‘‘regular perturbation’’ is more common, and less pejorative.! It
describes a method for computing perturbations of any system for which the unperturbed s
is known, not just linear.

Anticipating the developments of this paper, it is worthwhile to jump to the end and see
results we can expect for a simple problem, that of the perturbed simple harmonic oscillator
degree of freedom. The Hamiltonian will be

H5~ 1
2 v0

2x21 1
2 X2!2 1

4 x4m, ~1!

with x the coordinate andX its conjugate momentum. The quantity 0,m!1 is the perturbation
parameter. In action-angle variables,

J5
1

2v0
~v0

2x21X2!, u5arctanS v0x

X D , ~2!

x5A2J

v0
sinu, X5A2v0J cosu, ~3!

so that the Hamiltonian is

H5v0J1mJ2
1

v0
2 S 3

8
2

1

2
cos 2u1

1

8
cos 4u D . ~4!

For a particle evolving under this Hamiltonian, the position and momentum after some timet may
be computed,

u←u1f01mJS 3

4

t

v0
2 1

1

v0
3 S 1

2
sin 2u2

1

2
sin~2u12f0!2

1

16
sin 4u1

1

16
sin~4u14f0! D D ,

~5!

J←J1mJ2
1

v0
3 S 2

1

2
cos 2u1

1

2
cos~2u12f0!1

1

8
cos 4u2

1

8
cos~4u14f0! D ,

with f05v0t, to first order in the perturbationm. The details of computing with the Lie transfe
maps are addressed in another paper.10

Clearly, the quartic harmonic oscillator is not our ultimate goal. More realistic, and com
cated problems, such as a satellite orbit, pendulum motion, charged-particle motion thro
magnet in a particle accelerator, ray paths of light through a lens in light optics, or a satellite
are solvable by this method.

II. LIE TRANSFORMATIONS

With f and g functions on phase space, let theLie operator : f : be defined by the Poisso
bracket :f :g5@ f ,g#. A Lie transformationis defined as the exponential of a Lie operator:

e: f :5(
i 50

`
: f : i

i !
, ~6!

and thus

e: f :g5g1@ f ,g#1 1
2 @ f ,@ f ,g##1¯ . ~7!

Lie transformations have several interesting properties. For ease of reference, some
peated here; for details, proofs and other theorems, consult Dragt11 or Steinberg,12 which both
provide a comprehensive overview of the field. First, each of the Lie transformations issymplectic:
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if M is the Jacobian matrix of the transformation,Mi j 5]e: f :z i /]z j in phase spacez, then
MTJM5J, with Ji j 5@z i ,z j #, a matrix of ones and zeros. When considering numeric calculati
however, the truncation of the Taylor series in~6! or ~7! will produce a nonsymplectic transfor
mation. Second, a similarity transformation on a Lie transformation has the effect of transfo
the argument of the function,

e: f :e:g:e:2 f :5e:e: f :g: . ~8!

The goal of this paper is to show that any perturbed symplectic map can be represent
factored product of Lie transformations. Dragt11 showed a similar fact for arbitrary symplect
maps factored by order of phase space variables, and later with Forest4 how to construct the Lie
expressions. In the present paper, the factorization is by order of perturbation; the exact m
of this will be provided. I will show that the full map of a perturbed system can be written in te
of Lie expressionsf and the solution to the unperturbed problemU,

M5...e: f D12 :e: f D11 :e: f D :U, ~9!

and describe a method for computing thef i from the unperturbedU and HamiltonianH.
Once the Lie expressionsf i are known, computation of the map for a fixed time interv

including perturbations, is straightforward. One may extend this calculation to any order for w
the map has been computed.

III. GRADING: COUNTING PERTURBATIONS

A. Rank

Traditionally, in a perturbation of Taylor series analysis, we use a small quantity, saye, to
regulate the consistent computation of terms. By expanding each computation ine properly, we
may cutoff the series at a particular order. In this section, we shall make this more rigoro
particular, we need to generalize to multiple perturbations of different order, and to phase
variables that are themselves perturbations.

Any variable may be assigned a non-negative integerrank based on the exponent of th
perturbation parameter. This parameterd accompanies all perturbation quantities; these quant
have a defined rank, a non-negative integer that represents the exponent of the paramete
ated with the variable. For example, suppose the variablesx and y exist in a system, and hav
ranks 1 and 3, respectively. Then every instance ofx may be viewed as beingdx and every
instance ofy may be viewed as beingd3y. This rank will follow the algebra of exponents, e.g.,
x is rank 1, thenx2 is rank 2. The rank of a term~product of a constant and variables! is the sum
of the individual ranks of the variables.

It needs to be emphasized that, subject to the constraints outlined above, the grad
arbitrary—a given physical system could have several different gradings. However, one
typically give a grade of one to each power of the most significant perturbation~s!, two to terms
that were approximately their square, etc.

B. Bracket grade

A polynomial that is the sum of terms of different rank does not have a defined rank. H
ever, the space of polynomials may be divided into subspaces according to the the minimum
ranks of their terms. By this definition, the rankgradesthe space of polynomials, that is, divide
it into subspacesSm for m a non-negative integer, such that@Sm ,Sn##Sm1n for m, n>0 ~see
Healy and Dragt,13 Sec. 4.2.1! provided a particular condition is met: Iff andg have defined ranks
then the rank of their Poisson bracketr (@ f ,g#) is

r ~@ f ,g# !5r ~ f !1r ~g!2D. ~10!
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The quantityD will be called thebracket grade; it is a constant non-negative integer, characteris
of the algebra. The bracket grade constraint~10! is equivalent to the statement that the sum of
ranks of the two conjugate phase space variablesxi , Xi are equal for all degrees of freedomi:

r ~xi !1r ~Xi !5D. ~11!

To see this, note that@xi ,Xi #51 which has a rank of zero~being a constant!, 05r (@xi ,Xi #)
5r (xi)1r (Xi)2D, so r (xi)1r (Xi)5D.

The grading functionG( f ) gives the maximumi for which the functionf is a member ofSi .
It is equal to the rankr for functions in whichr has a value~i.e., individual terms!. Without
ambiguity, one may speak of the rank of a polynomial or function, meaning this grading fun
For analytic functions other than polynomials, we can assign a subspace on the basis of the
series approximation to it. In general though, the functions we shall use will be polynomials
perturbation quantities; any other functions~like sine and cosine! will have nonperturbation vari-
ables as arguments. Thus the Lie expressions discussed in Sec. II can be thought of as poly
representing the perturbation.

We shall need to be able to select terms of a certain rank; let the symbolPk denote the
projection operatorat rankk; that is,Pk(x) consists of all terms ofx at rankk.

A grading implies apercolationthat forms an ideal structure for the Lie algebra which allo
us to do perturbation theory; see Ref. 13 for more details. There it is shown that one need n
a grading in order to do perturbation, just a percolation. In fact, the method described the
dealing with inhomogeneous terms in particle accelerator beamline elements is a percolatio
no grading. However, with a grading, the symbolic computations are a great deal simple
method described in this paper can be used to solve these types of problems~as well as pertur-
bations for many other physical systems! in an easier way.

C. Perturbation operators and Lie transformations

In order to compute the result of a Lie transformation, the Taylor series for the expon
must be stopped at some order. Stopping is permissible if the perturbations become too in
cant to worry about, or the series is finite. Thus we may make the following definition: A
operatorO is a perturbation operatorif for all phase space functionsg,

G~Og!.G~g!, ~12!

or there is an integern such that

Ong50. ~13!

The only terms that satisfy the latter condition are those that are linear in the phase spac
ables. Closely related, aperturbation transformationis a Lie transformation that is the exponenti
of a perturbation operator. These will be used to define perturbations.

Define therank raisingof a function, Lie operator or transformation as the amount by wh
the corresponding Lie operator :f : , when applied to another functiong, raises the rank, i.e.
G($ f ,g%)2G(g). According to~10!, this means that the rank raising forf is G( f )2D.

The conditions above state that a perturbation transformatione: f : has either positive rank
raising or terminates. In the former and more common case, each term in the Taylor series
exponential~6! becomes less significant or ‘‘higher order,’’ and can be safely neglected at
rank. In formal language, we pick an integern, do our computations in a subspaceSn , and drop
terms that are not inSn , but rather inSm for m.n. In the latter case the Taylor series of th
exponential actually terminates; there is somen for which : f :n50. It has special applications
for example, handling placement errors in a particle accelerator. This requirement means th
of the Poisson brackets in the Taylor series is known to be zero for all arguments to th
transformation. There is one way that this can happen: if the functionf is linear in the phase-spac
variables, the series fore: f : will terminate at the second term:
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e: f :5I 1: f : , ~14!

because a Poisson bracket’s action on first-order polynomials is to produce a constant.
In the terminating series case, if the grade of the function is less than the bracket

G( f ),D, the second term in the Taylor series of the exponential would produce terms of
rank than the first. While this is mathematically sensible, it corresponds to no physically re
system and makes computer implementation harder, so it is excluded. Similarly,f could have no
perturbations,G( f )50 if D50 and it was linear in the phase space variables. As we are af
perturbation development, however, we shall insist that the grade off is positive,G( f ).0.

Thus Lie transformationse: f : acceptable to perturbation theory may be easily summari
One of these conditions must hold:

~i! The rank raising off is positive,G( f ).D,
~ii ! f is first order in the phase space variables, andG( f )>D.0.

D. Internal and external perturbations

For some applications, it is possible to view the perturbations asinternal, that is, the gener-
alized coordinates themselves represent the perturbation: the deviation of a particle in a m
from a reference trajectory subjects it to forces unaccounted for in that trajectory~the unperturbed
solution!; these forces are small if the deviation is. For some applications, such as ce
mechanics, it is possible to view the perturbations asexternal, that is, some parameter~s! ~not a
generalized coordinate! represent the perturbation: a satellite’s orbit around the earth deviates
the Keplerian ellipse~the unperturbed solution! due to the earth’s deviation from perfectly sphe
cal mass distribution, a fixed property of the earth. The perturbed harmonic Hamiltonian~1!, has
an external perturbation,m, but may also be written with an internal perturbation.

A more precise definition of internal and external perturbation is that if one or more p
space variables have positive rank, then the system has an internal perturbation. If one o
nonphase space variables have positive rank, then it has an external perturbation. A pe
system may have internal perturbations, external perturbations, or both. A phase space v
with a positive rank represents an internal perturbation; a nonphase space variable with a p
rank represents an external perturbation.

If the perturbation is purely internal and the rank is a count of the phase space variable
is, each phase space variable has a rank of one, then the rank is merely theorder of the phase
space variables. This is the perturbation counting used in the programMARYLIE .14

IV. REPRESENTATIONS OF TRANSFORMATIONS

A. Perturbation transformations

There are a number of representations of a mapM possible. First, any map, not necessar
symplectic, may be described as an explicit list of the transformations of each of the phase
variables. Second, as a Lie transformatione: f : ; it will always be symplectic. A subclass of this i
thehomogeneous Lie transformation, represented bye: f n: , wheren indicates a polynomial homo
geneous in rankn.

We now broaden the concept of perturbation transformation in Sec. III C to any repres
tion. Let a mapM be a function of external perturbation~s! e1 ,...,en , and acting on phase spac
M(e1 ,...,en)z. This map is a perturbation transformation if it is the displaced identity at the
of each phase space variable with no external perturbations,

ci1z i5Pr i
M~0,0,...!z i , ~15!

wherePn is projection of terms of rankn, for all phase space variableszi , andci is a constant
independent of the phase space variables and perturbations.
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A Lie transformation that is a perturbation transformation by the definition of Sec. III C is
under this definition as well. If the rank raising off is positive, the projection ofe: f : is the identity.
If the rank raising is zero, andf is first order in the phase space variables, this produces
displacement termci . Normally, we would only consider a perturbation-dependent displacem
so ci would be zero.

B. Map factorization

It is possible to represent the perturbations of any analytic symplectic perturbation tra
mation as the product of homogeneous Lie transformations:

Theorem 1„Map factorization…: Let M be a perturbation transformation that is analytic a
symplectic. Then it may be represented by successive homogeneous Lie transformations

Mz5¯e: f D11 :e: f D :z ~16!

or

Mz5e:gD :e:gD11 :
¯z, ~17!

whereD is the bracket grade.
Proof: The proof will be for ascending factorization~17!; the proof of the descending facto

ization ~16! is similar. BecauseM is analytic, it has an explicit representation, a Taylor series
the perturbation parameter~s!:

Mz i5Pr~Mz i !1Pr i11~Mz i !1¯ . ~18!

The first term on the right-hand side may be removed with the appropriategD . We require

e:gD :z i5Pr i
~Mz i !; ~19!

this is easily solved forgD because it is linear in phase space, soe:gD :z i5ci1z i for some constant
ci . With this quantity, we can say

e:2gD :Mz i5ci1z i1Pr i11~M8z i !1Pr i12~M8z i !1¯ , ~20!

with M85e:2gD :M. Call this z̄ i , the transformed phase space variable. The Poisson brack

@ z̄ i ,z̄ j #5@z i ,z j #1@z i ,Pr j 11~M8z j !#1@Pr i11~M8z i !,z j #1O~d r i1r j 2D12!. ~21!

By virtue ofM ande:gD: being symplectic, the two Poisson brackets@ z̄ i ,z̄ j #5@z i ,z j #5Ji j are the
same. The two remaining Poisson brackets are of equal rank,r i1r j2D11. Thus at rankr i1r j

2D11, @z i ,Pr j 11(M8z j )#5@z j ,Pr i11(M8z i)# for all i, j. The individual coefficients

$Mk
1,...,Mk

2d%, whered is the number of degrees of freedom, must be related in order that the
be symplectic. By Lemma 1 of Dragt and Finn2 there is a functiong such that

Pr i11~M8z i !5@g,z i #. ~22!

Applying this transformation, we eliminate the terms of~20! at rankr i11,

e:2gD11 :e:2gD :Mz i5ci1z i1Pr i12~M9z i !1¯ , ~23!

with M95e:2gD11 :M8z i5e:2gD11 :e:2gD :Mz i .
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The process described can continue at successively higher ranks, so that continuing tok
gives

Mz i5e:gD :e:gD11 :
¯e:gk :z i1O~d r i1k2D11!. ~24!

Since this is true for alli andk was arbitrary, we have~17!. h

While this proof is not constructive, there is an algorithm described in Ref. 15 that shows
to compute the homogeneous polynomialsf andg. In general terms, the functiongn is computed
by integrating theMn21

i with respect to the conjugate variable, but any giveni will produce only
z i-dependent terms, and any terms dependent on more than one phase space variable will
in more than one integration. Thus the algorithm must be careful to get all terms and not dup

In an ascending series, the highest rank is applied first and then successively lower
whereas in a descending series the lowest rank is applied first and then successively high
The names, while they appear reversed, are a reference to how the ranks read left-to-right
than how they are applied mathematically. It is possible to represent any symplectic map
way, but of course the polynomials are different. It turns out that for some contexts, one fo
‘‘natural,’’ while for others, the other one is. In particular, the Hamiltonian factorization algori
~Sec. V! produces descending factorizations, while in numerical application of maps for pro
tion, the ascending form is more convenient. It is thus useful to be able to transform betwe
two, along with transformation to and from explicit maps; both these topics are covered in Re

The concept of rank introduced above provides a convenient method of factorization
factorization may also be done by order, the total exponent of phase space variables. If the
external perturbation, one must then keep an entirely separate expansion. This is less con
because expression of a full perturbed transformation can be more complicated, but it ha
done in the context of accelerator physics problems.6 The two forms may be converted by con
catenating the factored transformations together, and then map factoring by order or ra
appropriate. Two Lie transformations can beconcatenated, that is, combined into a single Lie
transformation, by means of the Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff formula. More details on thi
related manipulations are given in Ref. 15.

We shall call the sequence of maps~16! or ~17! a factored Lie product. When combined with
the unperturbed solution, we have the complete Lie transfer map.

V. HAMILTONIAN FACTORIZATION

The map factorization theorem, while useful for calculating the polynomials if the ma
given, is not helpful in a constructive sense when we seek to solve a Hamiltonian problem
section shows a method for computing the factored Lie product for time evolution of a pert
Hamiltonian, knowing

~i! the full Hamiltonian,
~ii ! the solution for the unperturbed Hamiltonian,
~iii ! how to do Poisson brackets,
~iv! how to do time integration.

The method presented in this section will produce a factored Lie product of the descending
~16!. In Sec. V E an example worked step-by-step is given.

The method of Hamiltonian factorization was developed in the context of what we are c
here internal perturbations by Dragt and Forest.4 The method described here is a generalizati
primarily in the following ways: the map under the unperturbed Hamiltonian is arbitrarily lab
U instead of presuming that it will be a linear function of the generalized coordinates, an
bracket grade is an arbitrary non-negative integer~D! instead of two. These result in a subt
difference in the development of the solution; here we need to include ‘‘at bracket grade’’
not present in the previous analysis. Nevertheless, where the details are unclear here, the
should consult their paper.
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In this method, there is a constraint which has no meaningful implication to real ph
problems, and that is the assumption that time~the independent variable! must be rank zero, so
that differentiation and integration with respect to time will not change rank.

A. Hamiltonian evolution

Using properties of Lie transformations, it can be shown that evolution of a mapM on phase
space under a Hamiltonian satisfies Hamilton’s equations,

Ṁ5M:2H~z in,t !: , ~25!

with initial generalized coordinatesz in, which means that for an arbitrary function on phase sp
g(z), for z at an arbitrary time,

Ṁ~g~z in!!5M:2H~z in,t !:~g~z in!!. ~26!

B. The interaction picture

We say that evolution under a HamiltonianH gives rise to a mapM over some time period
if M is the function that gives the generalized coordinates at the final timez f after evolving under
H from the generalized coordinates at the initial timez i ,

z f5Mz i . ~27!

Let theM be defined as the composition of two other maps, called the unperturbed mapU and the
perturbationP:

M5PU. ~28!

The terminology will be justified shortly. Differentiating the map product

Ṁ5ṖU1PU̇ ~29!

and substituting the map evolution equation~25! gives

PU:2HªṖU1PU̇. ~30!

The Hamiltonian may be expanded by rank,

H5HD
u 1HD

p 1HD111HD121¯ . ~31!

The Hamiltonian is free of phase-space dependent terms of rank lower thanD. The terms of the
Hamiltonian at rankD are split into two,HD

u andHD
p . HD

u is meant to be the unperturbed part, a
HD

p , together withHi ( i .D) is meant to capture the perturbations. According to the definition
Sec. III C, if D50, there are no perturbation terms at bracket grade, i.e.,HD

p 50. If D.0, however,
thenHD

p consists of those terms at bracket grade that are linear in phase space.Hn5Pn(H) for
n.0 are terms of the Hamiltonian with rankn, which are all perturbations.

There is a known solutionU to the equation of motion for the HamiltonianHD
u ,

U̇5U:2HD
u :, ~32!

which may be substituted in~30! to obtain an equation of motion forP:

ṖU5PU:2HR : with HR5H2HD
u ~33!

or
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Ṗ5PU:2HR :U215P:2HR
int : , ~34!

whereHR
int(z)5HR(Uz) is the perturbed interaction Hamiltonian.

The known solution to the unperturbed problemU, though denoted analogously to the pertu
bation mapP being solved, will not usually be represented the same way. The solutionU will
usually be written as an explicit transformation, that is, as expressions for the final phase
variables as function~s! of the initial phase space variables. For example, if the unpertu
problem is a linear system,U may be written as a matrix. On the other hand, the perturbation
P is being developed as a sequence of Lie transformations.

The goal of the next two sections is to derive an algorithm for computingP using factored Lie
products~16!.

C. The map in the interaction picture

SinceP is a perturbation transformation, it can be factored~Sec. IV B!; for convenience let the
homogeneous Lie transformations be designatedMD

p 5e: f D : and Mn5e: f n : for n.D; the per-
turbation map is

P5¯MD12MD11MD
p . ~35!

The time derivative of this map may be computed using~34!

Ṗ5¯1¯ṀD12MD11MD
p 1¯MD12ṀD11MD

p 1¯MD12MD11ṀD
p

5¯MD12MD11MD
p :2HR

int : . ~36!

We may applyP21 on the left to obtain a relation between the interaction Hamiltonian and
perturbation transformations,

¯1¯MD
p21MD11

21 MD12
21 ṀD12MD11MD

p 1¯MD
p21MD11

21 ṀD11MD
p

1¯MD
p21ṀD

p 5..2HR
int : . ~37!

This may look complicated, but we can reduce it to something usable by taking the ‘‘adjoint o
adjoint;’’ we define the operator # # byanalogy to : : , so that #f #:gª$: f :,:g:%, where the braces
indicate the commutator. The exponential of this operator is defined with the customary T
series, and, as a Lie transformation, possesses all the identities such as the similarity rela
~8!. We may take each term in~37! and rewrite the similarity transformation using this adjoint, f
example,

MD
p21MD11

21 MD12
21 ṀD12MD11MD

p 5e#2 f D#e#2 f D11#MD12
21 ṀD12 . ~38!

With the integrated exponential function iex defined as

iex~w!5E
0

1

etw dt5 (
m50

`
wm

~m11!!
, ~39!

then

Mn
21Ṁn5 iex~2# f n#!: ḟ n : ~40!

~see Ref. 4!; we find that we have labored fruitfully to simplify~37!
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¯ e#2 f D#e#2 f D11# iex~2# f D12#!: ḟ D12 :1e#2 f D# iex~2# f D11#!: ḟ D11 :

1 iex~2# f D#!: ḟ D :5..2HR
int : . ~41!

Using the technique of ‘‘decolonizing,’’4 we may demote each expression on the adjoint scale2#
# to : : and : : tosimple phase space expressions:

¯ e:2 f D :e:2 f D11 : iex~2: f D12 : ! ḟ D121e:2 f D : iex~2: f D11 : ! ḟ D11

1 iex~2: f D : ! ḟ D52HR
int , ~42!

which may be rewritten more compactly in terms of summation and products:

(
i 5D

` S )
j 5D

i 21

e:2 f j :D iex~2: f i : ! ḟ i52HR
int . ~43!

We may now begin to see our destination: from this formula, we can compute each o
polynomials f n . We can compute2HR

int from the original Hamiltonian and the solution to th
unperturbed problem. Then rank by rank, we can compute each of the polynomials in
f D ,...,f n21 to get f n .

D. Sequential computation of polynomials

Explicitly, this procedure is as follows. Let the ‘‘rest map’’Ck be defined as the difference o
the two sides of~43! with the summation truncated

Ck~ t !52HR
int~ t !2 (

i 5D

k S )
j 5D

i 21

e:2 f j :D iex~2: f i : ! ḟ i . ~44!

If the upper limit is lower than the lower limit for the summation or product, the term is to
ignored, i.e.,SA

B50 andPA
B51 if B,A. We can express~44! inductively:

CD2152HR
int ~45a!

and

Ck5Ck212S )
j 5D

k21

e:2 f j :D iex~2: f k : ! ḟ k ~45b!

for k>D.
Note that the rest map is seen to be zero at a rank below the stepk,Pl(Ck)50 for l<k,

because the Lie operator :f k : raises the rank fork.D. Thus we apply the projectionPk to both
sides of~45b! to find

Pk~Ck21!5e:2 f D : ḟ k ; ~46!

the right-hand side is purely rankk. The product of Lie transformations reduces to just the
transformation inf D because all other transformation are the identity at rank-raise zero. Simi
iex(2: f k :) is the identity at rank-raise zero. Sinceḟ k is rankk, we care only about rank-raise zer
in the transformations.

Solving for f D , Eq. ~46! with k5D becomes

PD~2HR
int!5e:2 f D : ḟ D . ~47!
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As stated in Sec. III B,f D must be first order in the phase space variables. Therefore, :f D : ḟ D is
a constant, and there are no subsequent terms. We can thus truncate the series at the firs

PD~2HR
int!5 ḟ D , ~48!

which is easily solved,

f D5E PD~CD21!dt5E 2HD
int dt, ~49!

whereHD
int is the rank-D term ofHR

int . For k.D the solution is straightforward. Solving forḟ k in
~46!,

ḟ k5e: f D:Pk~Ck21! ~50!

or

f k5E e: f D :Pk~Ck21!dt. ~51!

The factorization~35! that this algorithm produces is the descending form~16!.

E. Summary and example of the computation

The Lie polynomials and transfer map are computed with the following steps: compute

~1! the interaction Hamiltonian according toHR
int(z)52HR(Uz), andCD21 by ~45a!,

~2! f D from CD21 according to~49!,
~3! for k>D, Ck from Ck21 and f D ,...,f k21 , according to~45b!,
~4! f k from Ck21 for k.D according to~51!,
~5! repeat at step 3 as desired.

This procedure is diagrammed in Fig. 1. With it, we may iteratively find all the polynomials u
the rank we desire.

We may now use these steps to compute the Lie transfer map for the quartic har
oscillator introduced in Sec. I, with action-angle Hamiltonian~4!. First, assume that the unpe
turbed solution,

FIG. 1. Factoring the Hamiltonian rank by rank. Eachf n is computed using prior values ofC; eachCn is computed using
current and prior values off.
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U5 H u←u1v0t,
J←J, ~52!

is known. In this formulation, the bracket grade is zero,D50. As before, we will usef for v0t;
then the transformed Hamiltonian is obtained by substitutingu1f for u in the action-angle
Hamiltonian~4!,

Hint5v0J1dmJ2
1

v0
2 S 3

8
2

1

2
cos~2u12f0!1

1

8
cos~4u14f0! D . ~53!

We can split this into the unperturbed part,v0J, and the perturbation part,

HR
int5dmJ2

1

v0
2 S 3

8
2

1

2
cos~2u12f!1

1

8
cos~4u14f! D . ~54!

The first rest-map is, according to~45a!, just the negative of the interaction Hamiltonian

C2152HR
int52dmJ2

1

v0
2 S 3

8
2

1

2
cos~2u12f!1

1

8
cos~4u14f! D . ~55!

Thus, the first polynomial, at the bracket gradeD50, is zero,f 05*P0(C21)dt50. Using~45b!
and this fact, we findC05C21 .

So far, this is not really interesting. Atk51 though, we start getting nonzero results; usi
~51!,

f 15E e: f 0 :P1~C0!dt

5E 2dmJ2
1

v0
2 S 3

8
2

1

2
cos~2u12f!1

1

8
cos~4u14f! Ddt

5dmJ2S 2
3

8

t

v0
2 1

1

v0
3 S 2

1

4
sin 2u1

1

4
sin~2u12f0!1

1

32
sin 4u2

1

32
sin~4u14f0! D D .

~56!

At the next rank, the rest map is more complicated, because we now must applyf 1 as a
transformation:

C15exp:dmJ2
1

v0
2 S 2

3

8
1

1

2
cos~2u12f0!2

1

8
cos~4u14f0! D1d2m2J3S t

v0
4 S 2

3

8
sin~2u

12f0!1
3

16
sin~4u14f0! D1

1

v0
5 S 17

64
2

1

4
cos 2f02

1

64
cos 4f01

3

64
cos~2u22f0!

1
3

16
cos 2u2

21

64
cos~2u12f0!1

3

32
cos~2u14f0!2

3

64
cos 4u1

3

64
cos~4u14f0!

1
1

64
cos~6u12f0!2

1

32
cos~6u14f0!1

1

64
cos~6u16f0! D D 1O~d3!: . ~57!

Note that the rest map is now an infinite series ind; we must cut it off at order 2, because that
all that is necessary for calculating the next polynomial:
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f 25exp:d2m2J2S t

v0
5 S 17

64
1

3

16
cos 2u1

3

16
cos~2u12f0!2

3

64
cos 4u2

3

64
cos~4u14f0! D

1
1

v0
6 S 2

1

8
sin 2f02

1

256
sin 4f02

3

128
sin~2u22f0!1

33

128
sin 2u2

33

128
sin~2u12f0!

1
3

128
sin~2u14f0!2

3

128
sin 4u1

3

128
sin~4u14f0!2

1

384
sin 6u1

1

128
sin~6u12f0!

2
1

128
sin~6u14f0!1

1

384
sin~6u16f0! D D : . ~58!

When applied to the phase space variablesu andJ, the factored Lie product to this ranke: f 2 :e: f 1 :

will give us the explicit map~5!; this is done in Ref. 10.
The above example has nof D term. Consider then another example, withD52 and a non-

zero f D term. It is a simple harmonic oscillator in Cartesian coordinates with a quartic perturb
as above, but in addition it has a bracket-grade perturbationXn,

H5d2~ 1
2 Xn1 1

2 v0
2x21 1

2 X2!2 1
4 d4x4m. ~59!

Here, the Cartesian phase space variablex and its conjugate momentumX each have rank one, a
does the external perturbationn. The unperturbed solution is simply the harmonic oscilla
solution,

U5H x← x cosf01X
1

v0
sinf0

X← 2xv0 sinf01X cosf0

. ~60!

The interaction Hamiltonian is

HR
int5d2S nS 2

1

2
xv0 sinf01

1

2
X cosf0D1

1

2
v0

2x21
1

2
X2D1d4mS x4S 2

3

32
2

1

8
cos 2f0

2
1

32
cos 4f0D1x3X

1

v0
S 2

1

4
sin 2f02

1

8
sin 4f0D1x2X2

1

v0
2 S 2

3

16
1

3

16
cos 4f0D

1xX3
1

v0
3 S 2

1

4
sin 2f01

1

8
sin 4f0D1X4

1

v0
4 S 2

3

32
1

1

8
cos 2f02

1

32
cos 4f0D D 1O~d5!.

~61!

BecauseD52, the first rest map computed isC1 ,

C15exp:d2n~ 1
2 xv0 sinf02 1

2 X cosf0!1O~d3!: . ~62!

In contrast to the previous example, at the bracket grade two, this is nonzero, so that the fi
polynomial f 2 is nonzero,

f 25exp:O~d3!:exp:d2nS xS 1

2
2

1

2
cosf0D2

1

2
X

1

v0
sinf0D : . ~63!

The next rest mapC3 is the same as the last one~62!; however, at rank 4,
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C45exp:d2nS 1

2
xv0 sinf02

1

2
X cosf0D1d4mS x4S 3

32
1

1

8
cos 2f01

1

32
cos 4f0D

1x3X
1

v0
S 1

4
sin 2f01

1

8
sin 4f0D1x2X2

1

v0
2 S 3

16
2

3

16
cos 4f0D1xX3

1

v0
3 S 1

4
sin 2f0

2
1

8
sin 4f0D1X4

1

v0
4 S 3

32
2

1

8
cos 2f01

1

32
cos 4f0D D 1O~d5!: , ~64!

and the corresponding Lie polynomial is

f 45exp:O~d5!:exp:d4S mn24S 3

512

t

v0
4 1

1

v0
5 S 2

1

256
sin 2f01

1

2048
4f0D D 1mn3S x

1

v0
4 S 3

256

2
1

64
cos 2f01

1

256
cos 4f0D1XS 3

64

t

v0
4 1

1

v0
5 S 2

1

32
sin 2f01

1

256
sin 4f0D D D

1mn2S x2S 3

64

t

v0
22

3

256

1

v0
3 sin 4f0D 1xX

1

v0
4 S 9

128
2

3

32
cos 2f01

3

128
cos 4f0D

1X2S 9

64

t

v0
4 1

1

v0
5 S 2

3

32
sin 2f01

3

256
sin 4f0D D D 1mnS x3

1

v0
2 S 5

64
2

1

16
cos 2f0

2
1

64
cos 4f0D1x2XS 3

16

t

v0
22

3

64

1

v0
3 sin 4f0D 1xX2

1

v0
4 S 9

64
2

3

16
cos 2f01

3

64
cos 4f0D

1X3S 3

16

t

v0
4 1

1

v0
5 S 2

1

8
sin 2f01

1

64
sin 4f0D D D 1mS x4S 3

32
t1

1

v0
S 1

16
sin 2f0

1
1

128
sin 4f0D D1x3X

1

v0
2 S 5

32
2

1

8
cos 2f02

1

32
cos 4f0D1x2X2S 3

16

t

v0
22

3

64

1

v0
3 sin 4f0D

1xX3
1

v0
4 S 3

32
2

1

8
cos 2f01

1

32
cos 4f0D1X4S 3

32

t

v0
4 1

1

v0
5 S 2

1

16
sin 2f0

1
1

128
sin 4f0D D D D :exp:d2nS xS 1

2
2

1

2
cosf0D2

1

2
X

1

v0
sinf0D : . ~65!

VI. CONCLUSION

For a particular perturbation problem where each perturbation has a positive integer
knowledge of its Hamiltonian, a map for the unperturbed solution, and a method for doing
integrals and Poisson brackets is sufficient to calculate a transfer map represented in Lie p
mials to a desired rank of perturbation. Such a map is a regular perturbation solution
problem.

For propagation of a given system once the map has been computed, it is necessary to
Lie transfer map into an explicit function of the coordinates and time~and parameters, of course!.
Once such an explicit map is obtained, it is possible to check its validity by seeing that it sa
the map form of Hamilton’s equations. In some cases the difficulty in computing the map of
Hamiltonian dictates the combination of this method with numerical integration. A paper
preparation by the author addressing these topics.

The perturbed harmonic oscillator in one degree of freedom used to illustrate the meth
pedagogical value but limited practical value. Real applications can be as diverse as c
mechanics and accelerator physics. Applications to celestial mechanics and astrodynam
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worthy of separate papers in themselves; a paper is in preparation by the author on the app
of this technique to the perturbed Kepler problem of a satellite orbiting a body with zonal pe
bations. In this case, the perturbation is external, the phase space variables are not pert
variables.

Potential application to accelerator beam dynamics problems might take the form of
space as deviations from adesign trajectorythrough a beamline element as in Dragt’s formulatio
One expects that the deviations are small, thus, there is an internal perturbation, with each
space variable having rank one. External perturbations may arise from lattice parameter
such as powering or placement errors. It is possible to handle these problems by keepi
separate hierarchies of perturbations,5 but the unified approach described here greatly simpli
the management of the computation.

Readers interested in results from computing maps for these or other nontrivial ph
systems should contact the author.

For any application, the computation and manipulation of maps and associated expre
can become cumbersome quite quickly. For this reason, the author has developed a co
algebra program PGLT~perturbations with graded lie transformations! to automate the algebr
involved in using Lie expressions, transformations and related objects. It is described in
detail in another paper.15 All of the Lie algebraic calculations described in this paper~as well as a
good deal more! become a matter of calling a single function, once an appropriate algebra
archy and integration rules have been defined.
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Exactly calculable field components of electric dipoles
in planar boundary

Dionisios Margetisa) and Tai Tsun Wu
Gordon McKay Laboratory, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138-2901

~Received 19 January 2000; accepted for publication 13 October 2000!

The Sommerfeld integrals for the electromagnetic fields in the planar boundary
between air and a homogeneous, isotropic medium, due to a horizontal and a
vertical electric dipole each lying along the interface, are examined in detail. In the
case of the horizontal dipole, the tangential electric field is given in terms of series
that involve confluent hypergeometric functions, namely, the Fresnel and exponen-
tial integrals. A similar exposition is presented for the magnetic and vertical electric
fields of the vertical dipole. When the index of refraction of the adjacent space is of
a sufficiently large magnitude, the derived series converge rapidly and uniformly
with the distance from the source. Specifically, their rates of convergence are
shown to be independent of distance. It is pointed out that the corresponding for-
mulas of Kinget al. are valid down to any distance close to the source, where they
smoothly connect to known ‘‘quasi-static’’ approximations. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1330731#

I. INTRODUCTION

Almost a century ago, Sommerfeld1 first formulated the problem of the radiating vertic
electric dipole located in the planar boundary between two homogeneous and isotropic half
by invoking the Hertz vectorP rather than the electromagnetic fieldsE andB. With the use of the
Fourier–Bessel representations in cylindrical coordinates, Sommerfeld proposed approxima
mulas for P for distances of many wavelengths in air away from the source. Soon after
student Ho¨rschelman2 applied the same method to the case of the horizontal electric dipole in
Other authors revisited these problems aiming at alternative representations forP that could be
amenable to asymptotic evaluations for sufficiently large distances. A historical accoun
extensive list of references can be found in the monograph by Ban˜os.3

Serious efforts to derive accurate expressions for theP of electric or magnetic dipoles wer
often made under the simplifying yet practically significant assumption that both the sourc
the observation point lie at the interface.3–10 Some of the components ofP then involve the
Fourier–Bessel integrals,3

U~r!5E
0

`

dll
1

Al22k1
21Al22k2

2
J0~lr!, ~1.1!

V~r!5E
0

`

dll
1

k2
2Al22k1

21k1
2Al22k2

2
J0~lr!, ~1.2!

wherekj ( j 51, 2) is the complex wave number in mediumj , r is the polar distance from the
source, andJ0 is the Bessel function of order 0. Van der Pol6 showed thatU(r) is given in terms
of elementary functions, whileV(r) can be converted to a finite, one-dimensional integral of
elementary function that readily yields Sommerfeld’s approximate result. On the basis of Va

a!Electronic mail: dmarget@fas.harvard.edu
7130022-2488/2001/42(2)/713/33/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Pol’s formula forV(r), Rice10 derived exact series expansions that, although credited as b
‘‘uniform’’ in the distancer,11 become impractical whenukjru@1. He also proposed dispara
asymptotic expansions for these distances when the refraction indexk1 /k2 is close to 1,k2 being
the wave number in air. Along the same lines is the exposition by Wise.7 Noteworthy is Fock’s9

expansion forV(r) in terms of products of Bessel functions with half-integer indices, where
expansion parameter (k1

22k2
2)/(k1

21k2
2) is assumed to be of magnitude less than 1. Ban˜os3 re-

derived the Sommerfeld–Van der Pol formula by applying a version of the steepest de
method, where a simple pole is extracted from the vicinity of a saddle point, and neglecting
orders ink2 /k1 . However, the issue of connecting this formula, which is valid in the ra
k2

3r/uk1
2u>O(1), to therespective approximation foruk1ru!1 was not essentially addressed.

In a series of works,12 Wait gave asymptotic formulas for the Sommerfeld integrals in diff
ent ranges of polar distances and source heights. Consider, for example, the rangesk2r!1, k2r
5O(1), andk2r@1 when the dipole and the observation point both lie in the boundary;13 even in
this simplest nontrivial case, Wait’s approximations seem to be based on intuitive argume
particular, in the ‘‘quasi-static approach,’’13 the fields in air are regarded as solutions of Laplac
or Poisson’s equation with no practical restriction onk1r, but there is no clear indication, fo
instance, about the convergence or the magnitude of the remainder of the underlying exp
whenk15O(k2) with k2,uk1u. In the spirit of the quasi-static approach, the computation of
Hertz vector is carried out in Refs. 14–16 for low frequencies via a convenient resummation
l-Maclaurin expansion for the radical under the integral sign. The ensuing simple expressio
interpreted as superpositions of primary and reflected fields, where the earth is replace
perfectly conducting medium with the boundary being shifted by the distance 1/k1 .16 Notably, the
electric and magnetic fields are obtained through direct differentiations of the approximate f
las for P.

Recently, integrated formulas were derived by Kinget al.17 for the electromagnetic field in ai
over an imperfectly conducting or dielectric earth when the source is a horizontal or ve
electric dipole. Their major simplifying conditions arek2

2!uk1
2u andk2r .O(1), r being the radial

distance from the source. Some of the novelties of their approach can be outlined as follows
these authors deal directly and systematically with the field itself and not the Hertz vector; th
of formulas satisfy Maxwell’s equations and the required boundary conditions consistently
desired order ink2

2/k1
2. Second, in their sequence of approximation steps, the direct and

ideal-image fields are singled out, some of the remaining integrals are computed exac
analytical means, and large-argument approximations for the Bessel functions are only app
the remainders that involve the Sommerfeld pole. The results advance the works of Ban˜os3 and
others both quantitatively, with the retainment of a larger number of terms, and qualitatively
the notions of the surface and lateral waves being dissociated in the mathematical treatme
that of a saddle-point in the vicinity of a pole.

In a recent paper,18 King and Wu make use of the approximate formulas of Ref. 17 for
horizontal dipole to calculate the electromagnetic field in air of infinitely long transmission
above the earth. However, as pointed out in Ref. 18, the violation of the conditionuk1r u.1 at
extremely low frequencies introduces an inaccuracy for the axial component of the electric
A formula for this component that is uniform in distance was later derived in a more elab
analysis by Margetis.19 The inaccuracy mentioned above signifies one of the instances w
approximate formulas that are known to hold sufficiently far from the source are forced
extended to distances too close to the source. An interesting question is whether it is possib
if so in what sense, to connect the lateral-wave formulas of Kinget al.17 to known near-field
expressions, such as those given by Wait fork2r!1,13 so that the final formulas adequate
describe the field for all reasonable distances whenk2

2!uk1
2u.20 Various interesting references an

formulas for the evaluation of Sommerfeld-type integrals are provided in Ref. 21. Notew
among these formulas are the representations in terms of incomplete cylindrical functions.

The purpose of this paper is twofold. The first is to evaluate exactly, in terms of series th
uniform in r, those Sommerfeld integrals that are given by integrals of elementary function
relaxing the conditionk2

2!uk1
2u. This task is carried out in Secs. III and IV for the electromagne
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field of electric dipoles lying in the planar interface; the use of the Hertz vector is entirely avo
in the spirit of Ref. 17. The expansion parameter is the inverse of the refraction index,k2 /k1 ,
which is assumed to be of magnitude less than 1, and the coefficients are known transce
functions, namely, the exponential and Fresnel integrals. These series are believed to be
particular, the rates of convergence of the derived series are shown to depend only on th
k2

2/k1
2.11 Emphasis is also placed on obtaining bounds and estimates for the remainders w

finite number of terms are summed. As a consequence, stringent conditions for the valid
simplifications underk2

2!uk1
2u can follow. All derivations are subject to routine mathemati

rigor, and comparisons with numerical computations are beyond the scope of this pape22 A
discussion on the merits of the present analysis for numerical evaluations is provided in Se

The second purpose is to demonstrate that the corresponding lateral-wave formulas in
may indeed be extended to distances from the source that are short compared to the wavel
air. In Sec. V we deal precisely with this task via the step-by-step approximations of the
series. Finally, in Appendix A we calculate analytically a class of integrals involving Be
functions through a generalized Schwinger–Feynman representation; Van der Pol’s formu6 es-
sentially follows as a special case. The nature of the field asymptotic expansions fork2r@1 is
analyzed in Appendix B on the basis of the derived series, while in Appendix C we revis
simplifications of the original integrals in the limiting casesk2r!1 andk2r@1. The time depen-
dencee2 ivt is suppressed throughout the analysis.

II. FORMAL REPRESENTATIONS

A. Horizontal electric dipole

The geometry and Cartesian coordinate system are shown in Fig. 1. As the source a
observation point approach the boundary from below (d→01) and from above (z→01), respec-
tively, the Fourier–Bessel representation for the electromagnetic field in the cylindrical co
nates (r,f,z) with x5r cosf andy5r sinf (0<f,2p) is17

E2z5
k1

2

k2
2 E1z5

ivm0

4pk2
2 E

0

`

dll2
k2

2Ak1
22l22k1

2Ak2
22l2

k2
2Ak1

22l21k1
2Ak2

22l2
J1~lr! cosf, ~2.1!

E2f5E1f5
vm0

4p E
0

`

dl lH Ak1
22l2 Ak2

22l2

k1
2Ak2

22l21k2
2Ak1

22l2
@J0~lr!1J2~lr!#

1
1

Ak1
22l21Ak2

22l2
@J0~lr!2J2~lr!#J sinf, ~2.2!

FIG. 1. The geometry and Cartesian coordinate system for a unit horizontal dipole in the earth. The heightd is allowed to
approach zero (d→01).
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E2r5E1r52
vm0

4p E
0

`

dllH Ak1
22l2Ak2

22l2

k1
2Ak2

22l21k2
2Ak1

22l2
@J0~lr!2J2~lr!#

1
1

Ak1
22l21Ak2

22l2
@J0~lr!1J2~lr!#J cosf, ~2.3!

B2z5B1z5 i
m0

2p E
0

`

dll2
1

Ak1
22l21Ak2

22l2
J1~lr!sinf, ~2.4!

B2f5B1f52
m0

8p E
0

`

dllHAk2
22l22Ak1

22l2

Ak2
22l21Ak1

22l2
@J0~lr!1J2~lr!#

1
k2

2Ak1
22l22k1

2Ak2
22l2

k2
2Ak1

22l21k1
2Ak2

22l2
@J0~lr!2J2~lr!#J cosf, ~2.5!

B2r5B1r52
m0

8p E
0

`

dllHAk2
22l22Ak1

22l2

Ak2
22l21Ak1

22l2
@J0~lr!2J2~lr!#

1
k2

2Ak1
22l22k1

2Ak2
22l2

k2
2Ak1

22l21k1
2Ak2

22l2
@J0~lr!1J2~lr!#J sinf, ~2.6!

the first subscript in each component referring to the region~1 for z,0 and 2 forz.0).
These integrals are divergent in the conventional sense. The procedure implied by al

d→01 and z→01 in Fig. 1 dictates that they be interpreted in the sense of Abel.23 The first
Riemann sheet is such that (j 51, 2)

Im Akj
22l2>0, l.0, ~2.7!

with the branch-cut configuration of Fig. 2 wherek1 is taken to be real andk2,k1 . Note that each
Akj

22l2 is even inl and the denominator,

FIG. 2. Branch-cut configuration and integration paths pertaining to the Sommerfeld integrals~2.1!–~2.6! for the horizontal
electric dipole and~2.10!–~2.12! for the vertical electric dipole. The original integration path is shown with arrows in
positive real axis. The contoursG andG j ( j 51,2) serve the asymptotic evaluations fork2r@1 carried out in Appendix C.
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D~l!5k1
2Ak2

22l21k2
2Ak1

22l2, ~2.8!

has four simple zeros in the Riemann surface. These are located at

l56kS56
k1k2

Ak1
21k2

2
, ~2.9!

and are not present in the first Riemann sheet.

B. Vertical electric dipole

The ẑ-directed unit dipole is immersed in air~region 2,z.0), as depicted in Fig. 3. In the
limit d→01 andz→01 the field is17

B2f5B1f5 i
m0k1

2

2p E
0

`

dll2
1

k2
2Ak1

22l21k1
2Ak2

22l2
J1~lr!, ~2.10!

E2z5
k1

2

k2
2 E1z52

vm0k1
2

2pk2
2 E

0

`

dll3
1

k2
2Ak1

22l21k1
2Ak2

22l2
J0~lr!5

iv

k2
2

1

r

d

dr
rB2f ,

~2.11!

E2r5E1r52
ivm0

4pk2
2 E

0

`

dll2
k2

2Ak1
22l22k1

2Ak2
22l2

k2
2Ak1

22l21k1
2Ak2

22l2
J1~lr!. ~2.12!

The first Riemann sheet along with the branch-cut configuration, and the integration pa
chosen as described in Sec. II A and shown in Fig. 2. Throughout the following analysis
assumed that

0,k2,uk1u, 0<Arg k1,p/4. ~2.13!

III. EXACT B 2z , E2f , AND E2r OF HORIZONTAL ELECTRIC DIPOLE

For mathematical convenience, consider the replacements

kj5 iq j , Akj
22l25 iAl21qj

2 ~ j 51, 2!. ~3.1!

FIG. 3. The geometry and Cartesian coordinate system for a unit vertical dipole in air. The heightd is allowed to approach
zero (d→01).
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The Sommerfeld pole corresponds toqS52 ikS. For the purpose of carrying out the requisi
integrations,q1 and q2 are thought of as positive withq2,q1 , unless it is stated or implied
otherwise. The final formulas are continued analytically to complexqj52 ik j ( j 51, 2) in view of
restrictions~2.13!.

A. The z-component of the magnetic field

It is verified thatB2z is expressed in terms of elementary functions.13 The requisite integral
equals

B2z5
m0

2p

1

q1
22q2

2

1

r4 @Im~q1r!2Im~q2r!#sinf, ~3.2!

where

Im~a!5E
0

`

dx x2Ax21a2J1~x!5
a5/2

223/2GS 2
1

2D K5/2~a!, ~3.3!

via the analytic continuation tom523/2 of the right-hand side of the equation,24

E
0

`

dx
x2 J1~x!

~x21a2!m11 5
a12m

2mG~m11!
K12m~a!.

Kn(a) is the modified Bessel function of the third kind.25 Hence,

Im~a!52a2S 11
3

a
1

3

a2De2a. ~3.4!

It follows that

B2z52
m0

2p

1

~k1
22k2

2!r2 Feik1rk1
2S 11

3i

k1r
2

3

k1
2r2D 2eik2rk2

2S 11
3i

k2r
2

3

k2
2r2D Gsinf. ~3.5!

This result is also derived by Wait through differentiation of the Hertz vector.13 Discussions on a
similar integral appearing in the problem of the radiating vertical magnetic dipole can be fou
the books by Ban˜os3 and Kong.26

B. The f-component of the electric field

With the definitionqS52 ikS, consider the decomposition

Al21q1
2Al21q2

2

q1
2Al21q2

21q2
2Al21q1

2
5

1

q1
42q2

4 @q1
2Al21q1

22q2
2Al21q2

2#1
q1

3q2
3

q1
42q2

4

3
1

q1
21q2

2 Fq2

q1

Al21q1
2

l21qS
2 2

q1

q2

Al21q2
2

l21qS
2 G . ~3.6!

Accordingly, Eq.~2.2! reads as
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E2f52
ivm0

2p

1

q1
22q2

2 H d

dr FIe~q1r!2Ie~q2r!

r2 G1
1

q1
21q2

2

1

r Fq1
2Ie~q1r!2q2

2Ie~q2r!

r2 G
1

q1
3q2

3

~q1
21q2

2!2

1

r
W~r!J sinf, ~3.7!

where

Ie~a!5E
0

`

dxAx21a2J1~x!5a1e2a, ~3.8!

with recourse to Ref. 24, and

W~r!5E
0

`

dlFq2

q1

Al21q1
2

l21qS
2 2

q1

q2

Al21q2
2

l21qS
2 GJ1~lr!. ~3.9!

The task is to expressW(r) in terms of known transcendental functions.
Following Van der Pol,6 a first step is to convert the representation~3.9! into an integral of

elementary functions. The radical in the integrand reads as follows:

q2

q1

Al21q1
2

l21qS
2 2

q1

q2

Al21q2
2

l21qS
2 5

1

l21qS
2

Al21qs
2x2

Ax221
U

x5q2 /qS

q1 /qS

5E
q2 /qS

q1 /qS
d@~x221!21/2#

1

Al21qS
2x2

. ~3.10!

The interchange of the order of integration yields

W~r!5E
q2 /qS

q1 /qS
dS 1

Ax221
D E

0

`

dl
J1~lr!

Al21qS
2x2

, ~3.11!

where, from Ref. 24 or Eq.~A6! of Appendix A,

E
0

`

dl
J1~lr!

Al21qS
2x2

5
1

qSrx
~12e2qSrx!. ~3.12!

Therefore, through integration by parts,

W~r!52
1

qSr Fq12q2

qS
2

q1e2q2r2q2e2q1r

qS
1rW~r!G , ~3.13!

where

W~r!5W~r;q1 ,q2 ,qS!, W~r;j1 ,j2 ,j3!5E
j2

j1
dy

y

Ay22j3
2

e2yr, j3<j2,j1 . ~3.14!

The procedure described hitherto is not different from the one in Ref. 27 for the Hertz vecto
vertical dipole. An alternative derivation of the last equation, that is amenable to generaliza
is provided in Appendix A. It is noted thatW(r) can be expressed in terms of incomple
cylindrical functions as further discussed in Sec. VI. Despite this fact, it is more advantage
rewrite W(r) as
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W~r!5W~r;`,qS ,qS!2W~r;`,q1 ,qS!2W~r;q2 ,qS ,qS!. ~3.15!

The first term is calculated explicitly:25

W~r;`,qS ,qS!5qSE
0

`

dy coshye2qSr coshy5qSK1~qSr!. ~3.16!

1. Integral W „r; `,q 1 ,q S…

By invoking the identity

~12u!21/25 (
m50

M21 ~ 1
2!m

m!
um1

~ 1
2!M

~M21!!
uME

0

1

dt~12t !M21~12ut!2M21/2, ~3.17!

with u5qS
2y22 and a positive integerM , the second term in Eq.~3.15! reads as

W~r;`,q1 ,qS!5
e2q1r

r F (
m50

M21

Um~r!1R1M~r!G , ~3.18!

where

Um~r!5
~ 1

2!m

m!
~qSr!2mg2m~q1r!, ~3.19!

gn~z!5E
z

`

dtt2ne2t1z, ~3.20!

R1M~r!5q1r
~ 1

2!M

~M21!! S qS

q1
D 2ME

1

`

dhh22Me2q1r(h21)

3E
0

1

dt~12t !M21~12qS
2q1

22h22t !2M21/2 ~3.21a!

5q1r
~ 1

2!M

M ! S qS

q1
D 2ME

1

`

dhh22M
2F1~M1 1

2,1;M11;qS
2q1

22h22!e2q1r(h21). ~3.21b!

In the above,2F1 is the hypergeometric function28 and (a)m is Pochhammer’s symbol.28

By bearing in mind that 12t<u12wtu for 0<t<1 anduwu<1, it is inferred that for admis-
sible complexq1 andq2 (Req1>0),

uR1M~r!u,uq1ru~12uqS
2u/uq1

2u!23/2
~ 1

2!M

M ! UqS
2

q1
2UM

, M51,2,. . . , ~3.22a!

which can be used to prove the convergence of the corresponding series asM→`. This relation
must be supplemented with the formula

R1M~r!;
~ 1

2!M

M ! 2F1~M1 1
2,1;M11;qS

2/q1
2!

q1r

2M1q1r S qS

q1
D 2M

, uq1ru@1, ~3.22b!

in order to show thatuR1M(r)u remains bounded asuq1ru→`. It is noted in passing that form
50, 1, 2, . . . ,
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2F1~m1 3
2,1;m12;z!5~21!m

m11

~ 1
2!m11

~12z!21/2
dm

dzm F ~12z!m

11A12z
G .

Use of the asymptotic formula (h>1),

E
0

1

dt~12t !M21~12qS
2q1

22h22t !2M21/2

;
1

M212~M11/2!qS
2q1

22h22 , M@1, ~3.23!

in Eq. ~3.21a! leads to

R1M~r!;
~ 1

2!M

M ! S qS
2

q1
2D M

~12qS
2/q1

2!21
q1r

2M1q1r
, M@1. ~3.24!

By inspection of Eq.~3.14!, the rate of convergence of the series from Eq.~3.18! is essentially
independent ofr. In particular,Um(r) is approximated by

Um~r!;
q1r

2m1q1r

~ 1
2!m

m! S qS
2

q1
2D m

, m@1. ~3.25!

This formula also holds whenm5O(1) and uq1ru@1 with Req1>0, and becomes exact whe
m50 for anyq1r. Hence,

Um11~r!

Um~r!
;

m11/2

m11

2m1q1r

2m121q1r

qS
2

q1
2 , u2m1q1ru@1. ~3.26!

In the sense of Cauchy for convergence,

W~r;`,q1 ,qS!5
e2q1r

r (
m50

` ~ 1
2!m

m!
~qSr!2mg2m~q1r!. ~3.27!

The coefficientsgn(q1r) are partial derivatives inx of the generating function,

(
n51

`

gn~z!xn2152ez2x Ei~x2z!, ~3.28!

where Ei(2z) is the exponential integral.28 Finally,

gn~z!5H 1, n50,

~21!n

~n21!!

dn21

dzn21 @ezEi~2z!#, n51,2, . . . .
~3.29!

An asymptotic expansion forW(r;`,q1 ,qS) when uq1ru@1 is derived in Appendix B.

2. Integral W „r; q 2 ,q S ,q S…

With the change of variablej5v2qS in the original integral from Eqs.~3.14! and use of the
identity
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~112u!~11u!21/25 (
m50

M21

~21!m11
~ 1

2!m

m!

m11/2

m21/2
um1~21!M21

~ 1
2!M21

~M21!!
uM

3E
0

1

dt~12t !M21 ~M11/21ut!~11ut!2M21/2, ~3.30!

where nowu5(2qS)21j, it is straightforward to get

W~r;q2 ,qS ,qS!5
e2qSr

A2qS
E

0

q22qS dj

Aj
~j1qS! S 11

j

2qS
D 21/2

e2jr, ~3.31a!

52qSe2q2rF (
m50

M21

Vm~r!1R2M~r!G . ~3.31b!

In the above,

Vm~r!52eip/4i m11
~ 1

2!m

m!

m11/2

m21/2
~2qSr!2m21/2f m„i ~q22qS!r…, ~3.32!

f m~z!5E
0

z

dttm21/2e2 i (z2t), ~3.33!

R2M~r!5~21!M
~ 1

2!M21

~M21!! S q22qS

2qS
D M11/2E

0

1

dhhM21/2e(q22qS)r(12h)

3E
0

1

dt~12t !M21S M1
1

2
1

q22qS

2qS
ht D S 11

q22qS

2qS
ht D 2M21/2

. ~3.34!

Because

Re
q22qS

2qS
5Re

k22kS

2kS
.0, ~3.35!

one may employ the inequalityu11wtu>1 for t>0 and Rew.0, to show that for complexq1 and
q2 with Re (q22qS)<0,

uR2M~r!u,
~ 1

2!M

M !

M11

M221/4Uq22qS

2qS
UM11/2

, M51,2, . . . . ~3.36a!

The convergence of the right-hand side of Eq.~3.31b! asM→` follows. Furthermore,

R2M~r!;~21!M
~ 1

2!M

M ! F 2F1~M1 1
2,1;M11;2w!

1
1

M21/22F1~M2 1
2,1;M11;2w!G

w5(q22qS)/(2qS)

3
1

M21/22~q22qS!r S q22qS

2qS
D M11/2

, u~q22qS!ru@1. ~3.36b!
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M is any positive integer. In the above, the hypergeometric functions reduce to elementary
tions. For instance, by settingM51 in the second line,

2F1~ 1
2,1;2;z!5

2

11A12z
.

On the other hand, by virtue of formula~3.23!,

R2M~r!;~21!M
~ 1

2!M21

M ! S q22qS

2qS
D M11/2E

0

1

dh
M11/2

11
q22qS

2qS
h

e(M21/2)ln h1(q22qS)r(12h)

;
2qS

q21qS
~21!M

~ 1
2!M

M !

M11/2

M21/2

1

M21/22~q22qS!r S q22qS

2qS
D M11/2

, M@1.

~3.37!

Whenuq2ru@1, the corresponding sum needs to be combined with the asymptotic expa
for the modified Hankel function of Eq.~3.16!, as discussed in Appendix B. In some analogy w
expressions~3.25! and ~3.26!,

Vm~r!;
~21!m

m21/22~q22qS!r

~ 1
2!m

m!

m11/2

m21/2S q22qS

2qS
D m11/2

, ~3.38!

which in turn leads to

Vm11~r!

Vm~r!
;2

m2 1
2

m1 1
2

m1 3
2

m11

m2 1
2 2~q22qS!r

m1 1
2 2~q22qS!r

q22qS

2qS
, um2~q22qS!ru@1, ~3.39!

provided thatm is a positive integer.
The aforementioned considerations indicate some rather attractive convergence prope

the series expansions whenuq2
2u!uq1

2u. Their termwise differentiation with respect tor is legiti-
mate and preserves the uniform-in-r convergence. The series from Eq.~3.31b! is

W~r;q2 ,qS ,qS!5eip/4
qSe2q2r

A2qSr
(

m50

`

i m11
~ 1

2!m

m!

m11/2

m21/2
~2qSr!2mf m„i ~q22qS!r…. ~3.40!

The generating function forf m(z) is

(
m50

`
f m~z!

m!
~ ix !m5A2pe2 iz~11x!21/2F0„~11x!z…, ~3.41!

where

F0~z!5E
0

z

dt
eit

A2pt
5C~z!1 iS~z!, ~3.42!

andC(z) andS(z) are the Fresnel integrals,28

C~z!5E
0

z

dx
cosx

A2px
, S~z!5E

0

z

dx
sinx

A2px
. ~3.43!
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Hence,

f m~z!5A2p~2 i !me2 izz1/21m
dm

dzm @z21/2F0~z!#. ~3.44!

3. Exact formula for E 2f

The combination of Eqs.~3.15!, ~3.16!, ~3.27!, and ~3.40!, with Eqs.~3.19! and ~3.32!, fur-
nishes the desired expression forW(r), viz.,

W~r!5qSK1~qSr!1qSe2q2r (
m50

`

Vm~r!2
e2q1r

r (
m50

`

Um~r!. ~3.45!

From Eq.~3.13!,

W~r!52 i
k12k2

kS
2r

1 i
k1eik2r2k2eik1r

kS
2r

1
p

2
H1

(1)~kSr!2eik2r (
m50

`

Vm~r!2
eik1r

ikSr
(

m50

`

Um~r!,

~3.46!

where

Um~r!5H 1, m50,

~ 1
2!m

m! ~2m21!!
~2kS

2r2!m
d2m21

dz2m21 @ez Ei~2z!#z52 ik1r , m51,2, . . . ,
~3.47!

Vm~r!5A2p i m
~ 1

2!m

m!

m11/2

m21/2S k22kS

2kS
D m11/2H e2 iz

dm

dzm @z21/2F0~z!#J
z5(k22kS)r

. ~3.48!

The substitution of Eqs.~3.8! and ~3.46! into ~3.7! gives

E2f52
ivm0

2p

k2
2

k1
42k2

4 H 2 ieik1rk1Fk1
21k2

2~22kS/k2!

k2
2r2 1 i

k1
212k2

2

k1k2
2r3 G

1 ieik2r
2k1

21k2
2

k2r2 S 11
i

k2r D2 i
k1kS

2

k2r F ip

2
H1

(1)~kSr!2 ieik2r (
m50

`

Vm~r!

2
eik1r

kSr
(

m50

`

Um11~r!G J sinf. ~3.49!

Note that whenk2
2!uk1

2u, the argument of each Fresnel integral becomes

~k22kS!r5k2F12S 11
k2

2

k1
2D 21/2Gr;

k2
3r

2k1
2 5`, ~3.50!

whereu(k22kS)ru is the Sommerfeld ‘‘numerical distance.’’29

For k2r@1, the Hankel function in Eq.~3.49! is approximated by an expansion with the pha
factor eikSr. This expansion exactly cancels terms produced by the Fresnel integrals, so th
final expression describes only waves traveling with the phase velocity of medium 1 or 2~terms
}eik jr, j 51, 2), as shown in Appendix B.
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C. The r-component of the electric field

The integral forE2r is evaluated via the interchange of 1/r and the operator (d/dr) in Eq.
~3.7!. The series that result through the term-by-term differentiation of expansions~3.27! and
~3.40! also exhibit rapid convergence fork2

2!uk1
2u, with a rate which is essentially independent

the distancer. Without further ado,

E2r5
ivm0

2p

k2
2

k1
42k2

4 H eik1rS k1
22k2

2

k2
2r3 2 ik1

k1
22k2

2

k2
2r2 1

k1
2

r D
1eik2rS k1

22k2
2

k2
2r3 2 i

k1
22k2

2

k2r2 2
k1

2

r D 2 i
k1

k2
kSW8~r!J cosf, ~3.51a!

5
ivm0

2p

k2
2

k1
42k2

4 H eik1rS k1
22k2

2

k2
2r3 2 ik1

k1
22k2

2

k2
2r2 1

k1
2

r D
1eik2rS k1

22k2
2

k2
2r3 2 i

k1
22k2

2

k2r2 2
k1

2

r D 1
p

2

k1

k2
kS

3H1
(1)8~kSr!

2
k1

k2
kS

2 d

dr Feik1r

ikSr
(

m50

`

Um~r!1eik2r (
m50

`

Vm~r!G J cosf, ~3.51b!

whereW(r) is defined by Eq.~3.14! and the prime here denotes differentiation with respect to
argument.

It is desirable to further manipulate this formula. Decomposition~3.15! entails

W8~r!5 ikS
2 p

2
H1

(1)8~kSr!1W̃~r;`,2 ik1 ,2 ikS!1W̃~r;2 ik2 ,2 ikS,2 ikS!, ~3.52a!

where

W̃~r;j1 ,j2 ,j3!5E
j2

j1
dy

y2

Ay22j3
2

e2yr, j3<j2,j1 . ~3.52b!

1. Integral W̃ „r; `,q 1 ,q S…

With the steps of Sec. III B and forM51,2,. . . ,

W̃~r;`,q1 ,qS!5
e2q1r

r2 ~11q1r!2qS
2e2q1rF (

m50

M21

Ũm~r!1R̃1M~r!G , ~3.53!

where

Ũm~r!52
~ 1

2!m11

~m11!!
~qSr!2mg2m11~q1r!, m50,1,2,. . . , ~3.54!

with gn(z) defined by Eq.~3.20!, and

R̃1M~r!52
~ 1

2!M11

M ! S qS

q1
D 2ME

1

`

dhh22M21e2q1r(h21)

3E
0

1

dt~12t !M~12qS
2q1

22h22t !2M23/2. ~3.55!
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It is easily verified that

uR̃1M~r!u,~12ukS
2u/uk1

2u!23/2
~ 1

2!M11

~M11!! UkS
2

k1
2UM

, M51, 2, . . . , ~3.56a!

R̃1M~r!;2
~ 1

2!M11

~M11!! 2F1~M1 3
2,1;M12;kS

2/k1
2!

1

2M112 ik1r S kS
2

k1
2D M

, uk1ru@1,

~3.56b!

R̃1M~r!;2~12kS
2/k1

2!21
~ 1

2!M11

~M11!!

1

2M112 ik1r S kS
2

k1
2D M

, M@1, ~3.56c!

while, for u2m112 ik1ru@1,

Ũm~r!;2
~ 1

2!m11

~m11!!

1

2m112 ik1r S kS
2

k1
2D m

, ~3.57a!

Ũm11~r!

Ũm~r!
;

m13/2

m12

2m112 ik1r

2m132 ik1r

kS
2

k1
2

. ~3.57b!

2. Integral W̃ „r; q 2 ,q S ,q S…

Likewise,

W̃~r;q2 ,qS ,qS!5qS
2e2q2rF (

m50

M21

Ṽm~r!1R̃2M~r!G , ~3.58!

where, form50,1,2,. . . ,

Ṽm~r!52eip/4i m11
~ 1

2!m

m!

m213/4

~m21/2!~m23/2!
~2qSr!2m21/2f m„i ~q22qS!r), ~3.59!

with f m(z) defined by Eq.~3.44!, and

R̃2M~r!5~21!M
~ 1

2!M21

~M21!!

1

M23/2S q22qS

2qS
D M11/2E

0

1

dhhM21/2e(q22qS)r(12h)

3E
0

1

dt~12t !M21FM21
3

4
1S 2M1313

q22qS

2qS
ht D q22qS

2qS
ht G

3S 11
q22qS

2qS
ht D 2M21/2

. ~3.60!

It is of interest to note the relations

uR̃2M~r!u,
~ 1

2!M M21M13
2 Uk22kSUM11/2

, M51,2,. . . , ~3.61a!

M ! uM23/2u~M 21/4! 2kS
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R̃2M~r!;~21!M
~ 1

2!M

M ! F 2F1~M1 1
2,1;M11;2w!1

2

M21/22F1~M2 1
2,1;M11;2w!

1
3

~M21/2!~M23/2! 2F1~M2 3
2,1;M11;2w!G

w5(k22kS)/(2kS)

3
1

M21/21 i ~k22kS!r S k22kS

2kS
D M11/2

, u~k22kS!ru@1, ~3.61b!

R̃2M~r!;
2kS

k21kS
~21!M

~ 1
2!M

M !

M213/4

~M21/2!~M23/2!

1

M21/21 i ~k22kS!r

3S k22kS

2kS
D M11/2

, M@1. ~3.61c!

Again, the hypergeometric functions here are calculable in terms of elementary function
m>1 andum1 i (k22kS)ru@1,

Ṽm~r!;~21!m
~ 1

2!m

m!

m213/4

~m21/2!~m23/2!

1

m21/21 i ~k22kS!r S k22kS

2kS
D m11/2

, ~3.62a!

Ṽm11~r!

Ṽm~r!
;2

m11/2

m11

m23/2

m11/2

~m11!213/4

m213/4

m21/21 i ~k22kS!r

m11/21 i ~k22kS!r

k22kS

2kS

. ~3.62b!

3. Exact formula for E 2r

It follows that in the limitM→` all series converge uniformly inr. W8(r) from Eq. ~3.52!
reads as

W8~r!5eik1rS 1

r2 2
ik1

r D1kS
2F ip

2
H1

(1)8~kSr!2eik2r (
m50

`

Ṽm~r!1eik1r (
m50

`

Ũm~r!G .

~3.63!

Finally, substitutingW8(r) in Eq. ~3.51a! yields

E2r5
ivm0

2p

k2
2

k1
42k2

4 H eik1rFk1
22k2

2

k2
2r3 2 ik1

k1
22k2

2~12kS/k2!

k2
2r2 1

k1
2~12kS/k2!

r G
1eik2rS k1

22k2
2

k2
2r3 2 i

k1
22k2

2

k2r2 2
k1

2

r D
2 i

k1

k2
kS

3F ip

2
H1

(1)8~kSr!2eik2r (
m50

`

Ṽm~r!1eik1r (
m50

`

Ũm~r!G J cosf, ~3.64!

where Ũm(r) and Ṽm(r) are given by Eqs.~3.54! and ~3.59!. An asymptotic formula fork2r
@1 can be derived along the lines of Appendix B.
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IV. EXACT B 2f AND E2z OF VERTICAL ELECTRIC DIPOLE

A. Magnetic field

In consideration of Eq.~3.1! with qS52 ikS and the decomposition,

1

q1
2Al21q2

21q2
2Al21q1

2
5

q1q2

q1
42q2

4 Fq1

q2

Al21q2
2

l21qS
2 2

q2

q1

Al21q1
2

l21qS
2 G , ~4.1!

Eq. ~2.10! becomes

B2f52
m0

2p

q1
3q2

q1
42q2

4 E
0

`

dll2Fq2

q1

Al21q1
2

l21qS
2 2

q1

q2

Al21q2
2

l21qS
2 GJ1~lr!. ~4.2!

From Eq.~3.10!, one gets

B2f52
m0

2p

q1
3q2

q1
42q2

4 E
q2 /qS

q1 /qS
d@~x221!21/2#E

0

`

dll2
J1~lr!

Al21qS
2x2

, ~4.3!

where

E
0

`

dll2
J1~lr!

Al21qS
2x2

5A 2

pr
~qSx!3/2K3/2~qSrx!5

1

r2 ~11qSrx!e2qSrx, ~4.4!

via the analytic continuation ton51 of the right-hand side of the formula24

E
0

`

dx
xn11Jn~ax!

Ax21k2
5

a21/2kn11/2

221/2Ap
Kn11/2~ka!.

Alternatively,

B2f52
m0

2p

q1
3q2

q1
42q2

4 H 1

r2 Fq2

q1
Ie~q1r!2

q1

q2
Ie~q2r!G2qS

2W~r!J , ~4.5!

whereIe(a) is given by Eq.~3.8! and W(r) is defined by Eq.~3.9!. B2f can be expressed in
terms of incomplete cylindrical functions.27

With the W(r) introduced in Eq.~3.13!, the exactB2f from Eq. ~4.3! reads as

B2f52
m0

2p

q1
3q2

q1
42q2

4 H 1

r2 Fe2q1r
q2

q1
~11q1r!2e2q2r

q1

q2
~11q2r!G1qSW~r!J

52
m0

2p

k1
3k2

k1
42k2

4 H eik1r
k2

k1
F2

ik1~12kS/k2!

r
1

1

r2G2eik2r
k1

k2
S 2

ik2

r
1

1

r2D
2 ikS

2F ip

2
H1

(1)~kSr!2 ieik2r (
m50

`

Vm~r!2
eik1r

kSr
(

m50

`

Um11~r!G J . ~4.6!

Um and Vm (m50, 1, 2, . . . ) aregiven by Eqs.~3.47! and ~3.48!. For obtaining an asymptotic
formula for B2f whenk2r@1, one may follow the steps of Appendix B.

B. The z-component of the electric field

By use of Eqs.~4.1! and ~3.10!, Eq. ~2.11! becomes
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E2z5
ivm0q1

3

2pq2

1

q1
42q2

4 E
q2 /qS

q1 /qS
d@~x221!21/2#

3F E
0

`

dllAl21qS
2x2J0~lr!2qS

2x2E
0

`

dl
lJ0~lr!

Al21qS
2x2G . ~4.7!

After some straightforward algebra,24

E2z52
ivm0k1

3

2pk2

1

k1
42k2

4 H eik1rk2Fk1~12kS
2/k2

2!

r
1

i

r2 2
1

k1r3G
2eik2rk1Fk2~12kS

2/k1
2!

r
1

i

r2 2
1

k2r3G2 ikS
3W̌~r!J , ~4.8!

where

W̌~r!5W̌~r;2 ik1 ,2 ik2 ,2 ikS!, W̌~r;j1 ,j2 ,j3!5E
j2

j1 dy

Ay22j3
2

e2yr, j3<j2,j1 .

~4.9!

Similar to Eq.~3.15!,

W̌~r;q1 ,q2 ,qS!5W̌~r;`,qS ,qS!2W̌~r;`,q1 ,qS!2W̌~r;q2 ,qS ,qS!, ~4.10!

the first term of which is calculated as25

W̌~r;`,qS ,qS!5E
0

`

dte2qSr cosht5K0~qSr!. ~4.11!

1. Integral W̌ „r; `,q 1 ,q S…

On the basis of a term-by-term integration of Eq.~3.17!,

W̌~r;`,q1 ,qS!5e2q1rF (
m50

M21

Ǔm~r!1Ř1M~r!G , M51,2,. . . , ~4.12!

where

Ǔm~r!5
~ 1

2!m

m!
~qSr!2mg2m11~q1r!52

~ 1
2!m

m! ~2m!!
~2kS

2r2!m
d2m

dz2m @ez Ei~2z!#z52 ik1r ,

~4.13!

Ř1M~r!5
~ 1

2!M

~M21!! S qS

q1
D 2ME

1

`

dhh22M21e2q1r(h21)

3E
0

1

dt~12t !M21~12qS
2q1

22h22t !2M21/2

5
~ 1

2!M

M ! S qS

q1
D 2ME

1

`

dhh22M21
2F1~M1 1

2,1;M11;qS
2q1

22h22!e2q1r(h21). ~4.14!

Appealing properties of the series expansion ensue from the relations
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uŘ1M~r!u,
1

2
~12ukS

2u/uk1
2u!23/2

~ 1
2!M

M ! UkS
2

k1
2UM

, M51,2,. . . , ~4.15a!

Ř1M~r!;
~ 1

2!M

M ! 2F1~M1 1
2,1;M11;kS

2/k1
2!

1

2M112 ik1r S kS
2

k1
2D M

, uk1ru@1, ~4.15b!

Ř1M~r!;~12kS
2/k1

2!21
~ 1

2!M

M !

1

2M112 ik1r S kS
2

k1
2D M

, M@1, ~4.15c!

and, withu2m112 ik1ru@1,

Ǔm~r!;
~ 1

2!m

m!

1

2m112 ik1r S kS
2

k1
2D m

, ~4.16a!

Ǔm11~r!

Ǔm~r!
;

m11/2

m11

2m112 ik1r

2m132 ik1r

kS
2

k1
2 . ~4.16b!

As M→`, the remainderŘ1M(r) approaches zero while being bounded uniformly in distan
The rate of convergence of the exact series is independent ofr.

2. Integral W̌ „r; q 2 ,q S ,q S…

By use of Eq.~3.17!,

W̌~r;q2 ,qS ,qS!5e2q2rF (
m50

M21

V̌m~r!1Ř2M~r!G , ~4.17!

where

V̌m~r!52eip/4i m11
~ 1

2!m

m!
~2qSr!2m21/2f m„i ~q22qS!r…

5A2p i m
~ 1

2!m

m! S k22kS

2kS
D m11/2H e2 iz

dm

dzm @z21/2F0~z!#J
z5(k22kS)r

, ~4.18!

Ř2M~r!5~21!M
~ 1

2!M

~M21!! S q22qS

2qS
D M11/2E

0

1

dhhM21/2e(q22qS)r(12h)

3E
0

1

dt~12t !M21S 11
q22qS

2qS
ht D 2M21/2

5~21!M
~ 1

2!M

M ! S q22qS

2qS
D M11/2

3E
1

`

dhhM21/2
2F1S M1 1

2,1;M11;2
q22qS

2qS
h De(q22qS)r(12h). ~4.19!

F0(z) is defined by Eq.~3.42!.
In analogy with expressions~4.15! and ~4.16!,
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uŘ2M~r!u,
~ 1

2!M

M !

1

M11/2Uk22kS

2kS
UM11/2

, M51,2,. . . , ~4.20a!

Ř2M~r!;~21!M
~ 1

2!M

M ! 2F1S M1 1
2,1;M11;2

k22kS

2kS
D

3
1

M21/21 i ~k22kS!r S k22kS

2kS
D M11/2

, u~k22kS!ru@1, ~4.20b!

Ř2M~r!;
2kS

k21kS
~21!M

~ 1
2!M

M !

1

M21/21 i ~k22kS!r S k22kS

2kS
D M11/2

, M@1, ~4.20c!

while for um1 i (k22kS)ru@1 andm51, 2, . . . ,

V̌m~r!;~21!m
~ 1

2!m

m!

1

m21/21 i ~k22kS!r S k22kS

2kS
D m11/2

, ~4.21a!

V̌m11~r!

V̌m~r!
;2

m11/2

m11

m21/21 i ~k22kS!r

m11/21 i ~k22kS!r

k22kS

2kS

. ~4.21b!

3. Exact formula for E 2z

By virtue of Eqs.~4.8!–~4.10!,

E2z52
ivm0k1

3

2pk2

1

k1
42k2

4 H eik1rk2Fk1~12kS
2/k2

2!

r
1

i

r2 2
1

k1r3G
2eik2rk1Fk2~12kS

2/k1
2!

r
1

i

r2 2
1

k2r3G
2 ikS

3F ip

2
H0

(1)~kSr!2eik2r (
m50

`

V̌m~r!2eik1r (
m50

`

Ǔm~r!G J . ~4.22!

Ǔm(r) and V̌m(r) are defined by Eqs.~4.13! and ~4.18!.

V. SIMPLIFIED FORMULAS FOR k 2™zk 1z

The exact results of Secs. III and IV are simplified considerably under the condition

k2!uk1u, ~5.1!

which holds in many cases of practical interest. In this section, connection formulas fo
approximations of Appendix C are recovered to the leading order ink2 /k1 .

A. Horizontal electric dipole

1. The z-component of the magnetic field

Equation~3.5! for B2z becomes

B2z;
m0

2pk1
2 Feik2rS k2

2

r2 1
3ik2

r3 2
3

r4D 2eik1rS k1
2

r2 1
3ik1

r3 2
3

r4D Gsinf, ~5.2!
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which is identical to the result given in Ref. 17 and agrees with formulas~C4!, ~C20!, and~C21!
of Appendix C. Note that condition~5.1! is redundant for establishing a smooth connection
formula ~C4!.

2. Tangential electric field

With

U1~r!52
kS

2r2

2 Fe2 ik1r Ei~ ik1r!2
1

ik1rG , ~5.3!

V0~r!52eip/4e2 i (k22kS)rA p

2kSr
1A p

kSr
F„~k22kS!r…, ~5.4!

E2f of Eq. ~3.49! becomes

E2f;2
ivm0

2pk1
2 H eik2rk2F2i

r2 S 11
k2

2

2k1
2D 2

2

k2r3 S 11
k2

2

2k1
2D 2

kS
2

k1r
A p

kSr
F„~k22kS!r…

1
pkS

2

2k1r
e2 i (k22kS)rS e2 ikSrH1

(1)~kSr!1eip/4A 2

pkSr
D G2eik1rk1F i

r2 S 11
k2

2

k1
2D

2
1

k1r3 S 11
2k2

2

k1
2 D 1

ik2
4

2k1
2 S e2 ik1r Ei~ ik1r!2

1

ik1r D G J sinf. ~5.5!

A close inspection of the terms inside the parentheses containing the exponential inte
shows that these contribute to higher orders ink2

2/k1
2. On the other hand, the Hankel function an

its accompanying term are negligible fork2r<O(1) under condition~5.1!, while they are can-
celled by theVm’s whenk2r@1, as outlined in Appendix B. A moment’s reflection leads to t
uniform formula

E2f;2
ivm0

2pk1
2 H eik2rF2ik2

r2 2
2

r3 2
kS

2k2

k1r
A p

kSr
F„~k22kS!r…G2eik1rS ik1

r2 2
1

r3D J sinf,

~5.6!

valid for all distances that are consistent with the planar-earth model. This formula yields ap
mation ~C6! as well as~C24! and ~C25! of Appendix C whenk2r!1 andk2r@1, respectively.

Similar steps can be taken forE2r of Eq. ~3.64!, to obtain

E2r;2
ivm0

2p

k2
2

k1
2 H eik2rF2

12k2
2/k1

2

k2
2r3 1 i

12k2
2/k1

2

k2r2 1
1

r
1

ikS
3

k1k2
A p

kSr
F„~k22kS!r…

2
pkS

3

2k1k2
e2 i (k22kS)rS e2 ikSr H1

(1)8~kSr!2e2 ip/4A 2

pkSr
D G

2eik1rF12k2
2/k1

2

k2
2r3 2

ik1

k2
2r2 2

ikS
3

2k1k2
S e2 ik1r Ei~ ik1r!2

k2
3

kS
3

1

ik1r D G J cosf. ~5.7!

In consideration of the asymptotic expansion~B18! of Appendix B, it is inferred that
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E2r;2
ivm0

2pk1
2 H eik2rk2Fk2

r
1

i

r2 2
1

k2r3 1
ikS

3

k1k2
A p

kSr
F„~k22kS!r…G

2eik1rk1S 1

k1r3 2
i

r2D J cosf. ~5.8!

This formula is useful for all reasonable purposes yet it assumes that

k2r!uk1
5/k2

5u, ~5.9!

which poses no practical restriction. The formula agrees with approximations~C5!, ~C22!, and
~C23! of Appendix C.

B. Vertical electric dipole

1. Magnetic field

Equation~4.6! for B2f furnishes

B2f;2
m0

2p H eik2rF ik2

r
2

1

r2 2
k2kS

2

k1
A p

kSr
F„~k22kS!r…

1
pkS

2k2

2k1
e2 i (k22kS)rS e2 ikSrH1

(1)~kSr!1eip/4A 2

pkSr
D G1eik1r

k2
2

k1
2

3F2
ik2

2

2k1r S 12
3

4

k2
2

k1
2D 1

1

r2 2
ik1kS

3r

2k2
S e2 ik1r Ei~ ik1r!2

1

ik1r D G J . ~5.10!

Under the sensible condition

k2r!uk1
3/k2

3u, ~5.11!

the exponential integral and its accompanying term can be neglected. Consequently,

B2f;2
m0

2p H eik2rF ik2

r
2

1

r2 2
k2kS

2

k1
A p

kSr
F„~k22kS!r…G1eik1r

k2
2

k1
2

1

r2J , ~5.12!

which connects smoothly to expressions~C10!, and~C32! and ~C33! of Appendix C.

2. The z-component of the electric field

The retainment of the first term in each series of Eq.~4.22! for E2z yields

E2z;2
ivm0

2pk2
H 2eik2rFk2~12k2

2/k1
2!

r
1

i

r22
1

k2r3 1
ikS

3

k1
A p

kSr
F„~k22kS!r…

2
pkS

3

2k1
e2 i (k22kS)rS e2 ikSrH0

(1)~kSr!2e2 ip/4A 2

pkSr
D G

1eik1r
k2

k1
F2

k1

r

k2
4

k1
4 1

i

r2 2
1

k1r3 2
ikS

3

k2
S e2 ik1r Ei~ ik1r!2

k2
3

kS
3

1

ik1r D G J . ~5.13!

With condition ~5.11!, the preceding expression becomes
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E2z;2
ivm0

2pk2
H 2eik2rFk2

r
1

i

r2 2
1

k2r3 1
ikS

3

k1
A p

kSr
F„~k22kS!r…G

1eik1r
k2

k1
S i

r2 2
1

k1r3D J , ~5.14!

in agreement with approximations~C11!, and~C34! and ~C35! of Appendix C.
Approximations~5.6!, ~5.8!, ~5.12!, and~5.14! are in full agreement with the formulas of Kin

et al.,17 provided that the replacement of (k22kS)r by ` is made according to~3.50!.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

We start this paper with the Fourier–Bessel integral representations for the fields in the
boundary between air and a homogeneous half space of infinitesimal electric dipoles lying
interface. The focus is on the componentsEr andEf of the horizontal dipole andBf andEz of the
vertical dipole in the cylindrical coordinates of Figs. 1 and 3. These components can be giv
one-dimensional integrals of elementary functions, as is known from previous works on the
vector.4–10 The present analysis is believed to go a step further by relaxing the conditiok2

2

!uk1
2u and replacing the integrals by simple, exact integrated series which are usable fo

distance from the source. It is verified that theBz component of a horizontal dipole is described
simple elementary functions.

The exposition bears two appealing features. The first feature is that the ratio of any s
sive terms in each series is shown to be proportional tok2

2/k1
2, i.e., the inverse of the diffraction

index squared, while it remains bounded uniformly inr. The relative errors due to the retainme
of a finite number of terms in the series, sayM , are essentially of the order of (k2

2/k1
2)M regardless

of k2r andk1r. In most cases of practical interest whereuk1u>3k2 , at most three or four terms
of each expansion suffice for reasonable accuracy.

The second feature is that the summands are expressed in simple closed form as th
known exponential and Fresnel integrals. These functions explicitly reveal the dependence
physical parameters such as thek1r and the Sommerfeld numerical distance. They also provid
natural connection to the recently obtained, approximate formulas of Kinget al. that distinguish
between the direct and ideal-image fields and the lateral-wave or surface-wave contribution
k2

2!uk1
2u.17 The present treatment not only verifies the results of these authors by different,

means, but also extends their validity to distances close to the source.
The two features mentioned above illustrate the advantages of the proposed formula

representations of the incomplete Hankel function used for the same purpose.27 The price that one
seems to pay for this simplicity, however, is the limitation in the choice of possible configura
or field components that can be treated exactly in a similar fashion.21 Obtaining integrated serie
of analogous properties for the remaining components of Eqs.~2.1!–~2.6! and~2.10!–~2.12! is an
open problem for future work.

Higher-order terms of the derived series may become of importance for radiowave pro
tion over a very dry earth; another example of applications could perhaps be related
so-called ‘‘low-k’’ dielectric insulators.30 As in Ref. 19, the present model is restricted in
applicability due to the assumption of a planar boundary. Lowest-order correction formulas t
into account the effect of a finite yet sufficiently large radius of curvature are given elsewhere31–34
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APPENDIX A: GENERALIZED FORMULA FOR INTEGRAL W„r…

In this appendix, a generalized integration procedure is described which leads to Eq.~3.13! as
a special case. More precisely, with the decomposition
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W~r!5
q2

q1
I ~q1r,qSr;21/2!2

q1

q2
I ~q2r,qSr;21/2!, ~A1!

attention is focused on the integral

I ~a,b;z!5E
0

`

dx
~x21a2!2z

x21b2 J1~x!, a>b.0. ~A2!

Of course,I is understood as Abel summable inx→`. Without loss of generality,a andb are
assumed to be positive. The inequalitya>b is imposed for definiteness.

1. Case aÄb

With a5b,

I ~a,a;z!5E
0

`

dx~x21a2!2z21J1~x!. ~A3!

The starting point is the known formula24

E
0

`

dx xn11
Jn~x!

~x21a2!11z 5
22zan2z

G~11z!
Kn2z~a!, 21,Ren,2 Rez13/2, ~A4!

where Kn2z is the modified Bessel function of the third kind. Note that one may not
n521 on both sides of this equation simultaneously. Caution needs to be exercised b
allowing n→211 in

xn11Jn~x!5O~x2n11! as x→01,

results in a nonintegrable singularity atx50 with a vanishing numerical coefficient.
A remedy is to employ the integral

E
0

`

dx xn11Jn~x!50, Ren.21, ~A5!

and rewriteI (a,a;z) as

I ~a,a;z!52 lim
n→211

H E
0

`

dx xn11@~x21a2!212z2a22(11z)#Jn~x!J
1a22(11z)E

0

`

dx J1~x!

52
22z a2(11z)

G~11z!
K11z~a!1a22(11z). ~A6!

BecauseKn11/2(a) is elementary ifn is any integer, the conclusion is reached thatI (a,a;z) is an
elementary function ifz5n21/2. Explicitly, one gets25
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I ~a,a;n21/2!55
a22n211

~21!n11

~2n21!!! S d

a da D n e2a

a
, n51,2,. . . ,

a21~12e2a!, n50,

a22n21F11$~2unu21!!! %S d

a da D unu21 e2a

a G , 2n51,2,. . . ,

~A7!

where, in the usual notation, (2m21)!! 51•3¯(2m21) for positive integerm.

2. Case aÌb

Let

A5x21a2, B5x21b2, ~A8!

and consider the integral representations

A2z5
1

G~z!
E

0

`

dj j211ze2Aj, Rez.0,

B215E
0

`

dh e2Bh. ~A9!

The radical in Eq.~A2! is recast in the form

A2zB215
1

G~z!
E

0

`E
0

`

dj dh j211ze2(Aj1Bh) @j5uv,h5~12u!v#

5zE
0

1

du u211z@Au1B~12u!#212z, Rez.0. ~A10!

Analytic continuation to complexz with Rez,0 is brought about via the integral

A2zB215
z

12ei2pz E
C
du u211z@Au1B~12u!#212z, ~A11!

whereC is a closed contour in theu-plane.C originates fromu51 in the first Riemann sheet an
encircles the origin in the clockwise sense, as shown in Fig. 4. The first Riemann sheet is d
so that

u211z.0 and @Au1B~12u!#212z.0, 0,u,1, ~A12!

with the associated branch cuts lying along the positive and negative real axis. Note t
addition to the branch point atu50 another branch point exists in the negative axis atu5
2B/(A2B).

FIG. 4. Contour of integrationC for the integral of Eq.~A11!.
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With Eq. ~A6!, it follows that

I ~a,b;z!5
z

12ei2pz E
C
du u211zE

0

`

dx$x21@a2u1b2~12u!#%212zJ1~x!

52
ze2 ipz

2i sinpz EC
du u211z@a2u1b2~12u!#2(11z)

3H 12
22z

G~11z!
@a2u1b2~12u!# (11z)/2K11z~Aa2u1b2~12u!!J . ~A13!

Hence,I (a,b;z) is an integral of an elementary function ifz5n21/2, n: integer.
Let

t5t~u!5Aa2u1b2~12u!, t~1!5a, t~0!5b. ~A14!

This transformation mapsC onto C8 ~Fig. 5!:

I ~a,b;z!52
ze2 ipz

i sinpz

1

~a22b2!z E
C8

dt t2122z~ t22b2!211z

3H 12
22z

G~11z!
t11zK11z~ t !J . ~A15!

By virtue of the identity

d

dt
@ t22z~ t22b2!z#52b2zt2122z~ t22b2!211z, ~A16!

application of integration by parts to Eq.~A15! furnishes

I ~a,b;z!5a22zb22F12
22za11z

G~11z!
K11z~a!G

2
e2 ipz

2i sinpz

22z

G~11z!

1

b2~a22b2!z E
C8

dt t22z~ t22b2!z
d

dt
@ t11zK11z~ t !#.

~A17!

It is of some interest to write down recursive formulas that are particularly useful forz5n
21/2, wheren is any integer. Clearly, from Eq.~A2!,

I ~a,b;z11!52
1

2a

1

z

]

]a
I ~a,b;z!, ~A18!

while

FIG. 5. Map ofC of Fig. 4 in thet-plane viat25a2u1b2(12u).
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I ~a,b;z21!5~a22b2!I ~a,b;z!1I ~a,a;z21!

5~a22b2!I ~a,b;z!1a22z2
22z11a2z

G~z!
K2z~a!. ~A19!

Therefore, it suffices to evaluateI (a,b;z) for z521/2. Equation~A18! can be employed forz
521/2, 1/2, 3/2,. . . , and Eq.~A19! is adequate forz521/2,23/2,25/2, . . . .

The substitutionz521/2 in Eq.~A17! gives

I ~a,b;21/2!5
a

b2 ~12e2a!2
Aa22b2

2b2 E
C8

dt
t

At22b2
e2t. ~A20!

Since the integrand has now an integrable singularity att5b, the path can be indented back to t
positive real axis:

I ~a,b;21/2!5
a

b2 ~12e2a!2
Aa22b2

b2 E
b

a

dt
t

At22b2
e2t. ~A21!

This result agrees with Eqs.~3.13! and~3.14!. Evidently, applying Eq.~A18! does not produce any
new integrals of elementary functions.

APPENDIX B: AN ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION FOR E2f

In this appendix, an asymptotic formula is derived for theE2f of Sec. III whenk2r@1 and
k2,uk1u on the basis of its exact series expansion. Consider theW(r) of Eq. ~3.14!. The combi-
nation of the first and third terms in Eq.~3.15! yields

W~r!5W~r;`,2 ik2 ,2 ikS!2W~r;`,2 ik1 ,2 ikS!, ~B1!

where the second term here is given by Eq.~3.27! and

W~r;`,q2 ,qS!5e2qSrqSE
(q22qS)/qS

` dh

Ah
~11h!~21h!21/2e2qSrh. ~B2!

1. Wave through region 2

When uqSru@1, the major contribution to integral~B2! arises from the vicinity of the lower
endpoint of widthO@(qSr)21#. If in addition u(q22qS)ru<O(1), h50 falls inside the critical
region and the radical can be replaced by a Maclaurin expansion. Accordingly,

W~r;`,q2 ,qS!52e2q2rqSF (
m50

M21

Vm~r!2e(q22qS)rYM~r!2R2M~r!G , M>1, ~B3!

where

Vm~r!52eip/4i m11
~ 1

2!m

m!

m11/2

m21/2
~2qSr!2m21/2wm„i ~q22qS!r…, ~B4!

wm~z!5A2p~2 i !me2 izz1/21m
dm

dzm @z21/2eizF~z!#, ~B5!

F~z!5e2 izE
z

`

dx
eix

A2px
5e2 izF1

2
~11 i !2F0~z!G . ~B6!
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F0(z) is introduced in Eqs.~3.41! and ~3.42!, R2M(r) is given by Eq.~3.34!, andYM(r) is the
remainder in the sense of Poincare´35 of an asymptotic expansion foreqSrK1(qSr) whenM terms
are summed,25 i.e.,YM(r)5O@(kSr)2M21/2# asukSru→` for M5O(1), uniformly in Arg(kSr).
Compare with Eqs.~3.31!.

For 1<M5O(1) andu(k22kS)/(2kS)u!1,

R2M~r!5OF S k22kS

2kS
D M11/2G , u~k22kS!ru<O~1!, ~B7!

leading to

e2 i (k22kS)rYM~r!1R2M~r!

VM21~r!
5OS 1

k2r D . ~B8!

When u(k22kS)ru@1, the remainderR2M(r) dominates over theYM(r) in Eq. ~B3!. It
follows that

R2M~r!5OF S k22kS

2kS
D M11/2 1

~k22kS!rG , u~k22kS!ru@1, M5O~1!, ~B9!

by inspection of Eq.~3.36b!, and

e2 i (k22kS)rYM~r!1R2M~r!

2VM21~r!
5OS k22kS

2kS
D . ~B10!

Of course, in the limitM→` the remainderYM(r) is unbounded and the series from E
~B3! diverges. In the sense implied by Eq.~B3!,

W~r;`,q2 ,qS!;2e2q2rqS(
m50

`

Vm~r!. ~B11!

This asymptotic expansion can be attained somewhat heuristically from the exact series~3.40!
combined with the asymptotic expansion forH1

(1)(kSr). Notice that

dm

dzm @z21/2F0~z!#5
eip/4

&
~21!mS 1

2D
m

z21/22m2
dm

dzm @z21/2eizF~z!#. ~B12!

2. Wave through region 1

From Eq.~B1!, consider the integral

W~r;`,q1 ,qS!5q1E
1

`

dh
h

Ah22q̄
e2q1rh, q̄5qS

2/q1
2 , uq̄u,1. ~B13!

When uq1ru@1, the principal contribution to integration comes from the vicinity ofh51.
Accordingly, expand the radical as

h

Ah22q̄
215 (

n50

N21
~21!n

n!
An~ q̄!~h21!n1O@~h21!N#, N>1, ~B14!

where
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A0~ q̄!5
q̄

A12q̄~11A12q̄!
, ~B15!

and, forn51, 2, . . . ,28

An~ q̄!5~21!n
dn

dhn

h

Ah22q̄
U

h51

5q̄
2n

Ap
GS n13

2 DGS 11
n

2D 2F1S n13

2
,
n

2
11;2;q̄D

52[(n21)/2]$~2@n/2#11!!! %
d[(n21)/2]

dq̄[(n21)/2] $q̄
[(n21)/2]11~12q̄!2(2[n/2]13)/2%. ~B16!

@x# denotes the integral part ofx. Note that the second line of Eq.~B16! holds even forn50.
It follows that

W~r;`,q1 ,qS!5
e2q1r

r H 11 (
n50

N21 An~ q̄!

~2q1r!n 1O@~q1r!2N#J , N>1. ~B17!

The first term inside the braces is theU0(r) from Eq. ~3.19!. This expansion can be verifie
directly from Eq.~3.18! by invoking the formula28

ezEi~2z!5 (
n50

N21

~21!n11n! z212n1O~ uzu2N21! as z→`, HN51,2,. . . ,
uArg zu,3p/2, ~B18!

which holds uniformly in Arg z, interchanging the order of summation and subsequently allow
M→`.

3. Asymptotic formula for E2f

The resulting asymptotic expansion forE2f reads as

E2f;2
ivm0

2p

k2
2

k1
42k2

4 H 2 ieik1rk1Fk1
21k2

2~22kS/k2!

k2
2r2 1 i

k1
212k2

2

k1k2
2r3 G

1 ieik2r
2k1

21k2
2

k2r2 S 11
i

k2r D2
k1kS

2

k2r Feik1r

ikSr
(
n50

` An~kS
2/k1

2!

~ ik1r!n 2eik2r (
m50

`

Vm~r!G J sinf.

~B19!

Similar expressions can be written down by inspection for the other components of Secs.
IV.

APPENDIX C: ASYMPTOTIC FORMULAS FOR k 2r™1 AND k 2rš1

In this appendix, simple approximations are applied directly to the integrals~2.1!–~2.6! and
~2.10!–~2.12! whenk2

2!uk1
2u under the conditionsk1r5O(1) andk2r@1.

1. Case k 2
2™zk 1

2z, k 1rÄO„1…

In terms of theqj ( j 51, 2) of Eqs.~3.1!, uq2ru!1 while q1r is kept fixed anduq2
2u!uq1

2u.
Then the principal contribution to integration arises from a range wherel5O(1/r)@uq2u. Ac-
cordingly, the following approximation becomes effective:

Ak2
22l2; il
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A. Horizontal electric dipole

With these approximations,B2z becomes

B2z;
m0

2p E
0

`

dl l2
J1~lr!

Al21q1
21l

sinf5
m0

2pq1
2 H 1

r4 Im~q1r!2E
0

`

dl l3J1~lr!J sinf,

~C2!

where

E
0

`

dl l3J1~lr!52
3

r4 , ~C3!

while the integralIm is given by Eq.~3.4!. Hence,

B2z;
m0k1

2

2p Feik1rS 3

k1
4r4 2

3i

k1
3r3 2

1

k1
2r2D 2

3

k1
4r4Gsinf. ~C4!

In the same vein, by virtue of Eq.~3.8! for Ie ,

E2r;
ivm0

2pq1
2 H S 1

r
1

d

dr D F 1

r2 Ie~q1r!G2
1

r E0

`

dl lJ1~lr!J cosf

5
ivm0k1

2p H eik1rS 1

k1
3r3 2

i

k1
2r2D 1

1

k1
3r3J cosf, ~C5!

E2f;2
ivm0

2pq1
2 H S 1

r
1

d

dr D F 1

r2 Ie~q1r!G2
d

dr E0

`

dl lJ1~lr!J sinf

5
ivm0k1

2p H eik1rS 2
1

k1
3r3 1

i

k1
2r2D 1

2

k1
3r3J sinf. ~C6!

The computation of the limiting forms ofE2z , B2r andB2f is more involved:

E2z;
ivm0

2pq1
2 lim

e→01

]

]r E0

`

dl Al21q1
2e2eAl21q1

2
J0~lr!cosf

5
ivm0

2pq1
2 lim

e→01

]

]r

]2

]e2 H I 0Fq1

2
~Ae21r22e!GK0Fq1

2
~Ae21r21e!G J cosf

5
vm0

4r
J1~k1r/2!H1

(1)~k1r/2!cosf, ~C7!

B2r;2
im0

4

d

dr F1

r
J1~k1r/2!H1

(1)~k1r/2!Gsinf, ~C8!

where use is made of Ref. 36, and

B2f;2
im0

4r2

k1

k2
J1~k1r/2!H1

(1)~k1r/2!cosf. ~C9!
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Compare with the exposition in Ref. 13. In principle, the behavior of thez-component of the
electric field depends on the limit path. For instance, if the observation point is forced to app
the source along a straight line from region 1 (z,0), this component behaves as;1/r3. @The
divergence can ensue from takinge5r in the second line of Eq.~C7!.#

B. Vertical electric dipole

From the Fourier–Bessel integral~2.10!,

B2f;
m0

2pq1
2 Fq1

2E
0

`

dl lJ1~lr!2
q2

2

r2 Ie~q1r!G
52

m0

2pr2 Feik1r
k2

2

k1
2 2S 11

k2

k1
ik2r D G;2

m0

2pr2 S eik1r
k2

2

k1
2 21D . ~C10!

Likewise, starting with Eq.~2.11! gives

E2z;
ivm0

2pr Feik1rS 1

k1
2r2 2

i

k1r D 2
1

k2
2r2G . ~C11!

The formula forE2r is more involved, in analogy with Eqs.~C7!–~C9!. It is

E2r;
ivm0

2pr F ip

2
J1~k1r/2!H1

(1)~k1r/2!2
k2

2

k1
2G . ~C12!

2. Case k 2
2™zk 1

2z, k 2rš1

When ukjru@1 ( j 51, 2), the oscillations of the Bessel functions in Eqs.~2.1!–~2.6! and
~2.10!–~2.12! force the major contributions to integration to arise from the vicinities of the bra
points atl5kj with widths O(1/r). The conditionk2

2!uk1
2u permits considerable simplificatio

because, heuristically speaking, the two contributing regions separate.
Following Sommerfeld,29 one may replace eachJn (n50, 1, 2) by (1/2)@Hn

(1)1Hn
(2)#. The

contourG can be chosen symmetric under inversion through the origin, as shown in Fig. 2. U
made of the analytic continuation formula

Hn
(2)~ze2 ip!5~21!n11Hn

(1)~z!, n: integer. ~C13!

For notational convenience, letF2k, j (F5E, B; k5r, f, z; j 51,2) denote the part of the
field component that corresponds to the contour integral alongG j . EachF2k, j follows upon the
replacements

F2k→F2k, j under E
0

`

dl~¯ !Jn~lr!→ 1

2 EG j

dl~¯ !Hn
(1)~lr!. ~C14!

EachF2k, j amounts to a wave traveling with the phase velocity of mediumj .
With

H0
(1)~lr!1H2

(1)~lr!5
2

lr
H1

(1)~lr!, ~C15!

the Hankel functions in eachF2k, j are approximated according to

Hn
(1)~kjr~11 i t !!;eik jr2 inp/22 ip/4A 2

pkjr
e2kjrt, ukjru@1, t→01. ~C16!
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Due to the rapid exponential decrease here, the major contribution to integration on each
the branch cut~positive t-axis! originates from the corresponding branch point (t50).37

Upon the change of variablel5kj (11 i t ), it is recognized that forl;kj ,

A12~l/kj !
256e2 ip/4A2tA11 i t /2;6e2 ip/4A2t, t→01, At>0, ~C17!

where the upper sign holds along the left-hand side and the lower sign along the right-hand
each branch cut. For instance,D(l) of Eq. ~2.8! becomes

D~l!;6e2 ip/4A2t1k2 /k1 , l;k2 , ~C18!

D~l!; ik1 /k26~k2 /k1!e2 ip/4A2t; ik1 /k2 , l;k1 . ~C19!

In eachF2k, j , the contribution from the circleCd, j of radiusd vanishes in the limitd→01.

A. Horizontal electric dipole

The integrals for thez-component of the magnetic field are

B2z,2;eik2r
m0

2p

k2
4

k1
2A 2

pk2rE0

`

dtA2te2k2rt sinf5eik2r
m0

2p

k2
2

k1
2r2 sinf, ~C20!

B2z,1;2eik1r
m0

2p

1

r2 sinf. ~C21!

The integrals pertaining to ther-component of the electric field become

E2r,2;
vm0k2

3

2pk1
2

eik2r

Apk2r
F E

0

`

dt
At

i t 1~1/2!k2
2/k1

2 e2k2rt1
2i

k2r E0

`

dtAte2k2rtGcosf

;eik2r
vm0k2

4

2pk1
3 A p

k2r
@F~` !2 i ~2p` !21/2#cosf, ~C22!

E2r,1;eik1r
vm0

2pk1r2 cosf. ~C23!

` andF(z) are defined by Eqs.~3.50! and ~B6!, respectively.
By a comparison of Eqs.~2.2! and ~2.3!, no further calculations need to be done forE2f, j .

E2f,2;2
vm0k2

3

2pk1
2

eik2r

Apk2r
H 1

ik2r S pk2

k1
@F~` !2 i ~2p` !21/2# D1 ik2rS i

k2
2r2A p

k2r D J sinf

5eik2r
ivm0k2

3

2pk1
3r
A p

k2r
@F~` !22i ~2p` !21/2#sinf, ~C24!

E2f,1;2eik1r
vm0

2pk1r2 sinf. ~C25!

The rest of the components are calculated under similar approximations as follows:
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E2z,2;eik2r
vm0k2

2

2pk1

1

Apk2r
E

0

`

dt
At

i t 1~1/2!k2
2/k1

2 e2k2rt cosf

5eik2r
vm0k2

3

2pk1
2 A p

k2r
@F~` !2 i ~2p` !21/2#cosf, ~C26!

E2z,1;eik1r
ivm0

2pk1r2 cosf, ~C27!

B2r,2;eik2r
im0k2

3

2pk1
2r
A p

k2r
@F~` !22i ~2p` !21/2#sinf, ~C28!

B2r,1;eik1r
im0

2pr2 sinf, ~C29!

and, in analogy with formulas~C24! and ~C25!,

B2f,2;2eik2r
m0k2

4

2pk1
2A p

k2r
@F~` !2 i ~2p` !21/2#cosf, ~C30!

B2f,1;2eik1r
m0k2

2pk1r2 S i
k2

k1
2

1

k2r D cosf. ~C31!

Compare with Ref. 17.

B. Vertical electric dipole

In the same vein, the field of a vertical electric dipole can be calculated with recourse to
~2.10!–~2.12!. See also Ref. 32. Without further ado,

B2f,2;eik2r
m0k2

3

2pk1
A p

k2r
@F~` !2 i ~2p` !21/2#, ~C32!

B2f,1;2eik1r
m0

2p

k2
2

k1
2r2 , ~C33!

E2z,2;2eik2r
vm0k2

2

2pk1
A p

k2r
@F~` !2 i ~2p` !21/2#, ~C34!

E2z,1;eik1r
vm0

2pk1r2 , ~C35!

E2r,2;2eik2r
vm0k2

3

2pk1
2 A p

k2r
@F~` !2 i ~2p` !21/2#, ~C36!

E2r,1;2eik1r
ivm0

2pk1r2 . ~C37!
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The harmony in the Kepler and related problems
M. C. Nucci
Dipartimento di Matematica e Informatica, Universita` di Perugia, 06123 Perugia, Italia

P. G. L. Leacha)

GEODYSYC, Department of Mathematics, University of the Aegean,
Karlovassi 83 200, Greece

~Received 19 September 2000; accepted for publication 6 November 2000!

The technique of reduction of order developed by Nucci@J. Math. Phys.37, 1772–
1775~1996!# is used to produce nonlocal symmetries in addition to those reported
by Krause@J. Math. Phys.35, 5734–5748~1994!# in his study of the complete
symmetry group of the Kepler problem. The technique is shown to be applicable to
related problems containing a drag term which have been used to model the motion
of low altitude satellites in the Earth’s atmosphere and further generalizations. A
consequence of the application of this technique is the demonstration of the group
theoretical relationship between the simple harmonic oscillator and the Kepler and
related problems. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1337614#

I. INTRODUCTION

In a paper of a few years ago Krause1 introduced a new concept into the study of t
symmetries of ordinary differential equations. He called this a complete symmetry group
defined it by adding two properties to the definition of a Lie symmetry group. These were th
manifold of solutions is an homogeneous space of the group and the group is specific
system, i.e., no other system admits it. This definition required the introduction of a new ty
symmetry defined by

Y5F E j~ t,x1 ,...,xN!dt G] t1(
i 51

N

h i~ t,x1 ,...,xN!]xi
. ~1.1!

This definition of a symmetry differs from that of a Lie point symmetry due to the presence o
integral as the coefficient function of] t .

As an illustration of the concept of a complete symmetry group Krause used the K
problem and obtained three symmetries of the type of~1.1!. He claimed that these three symm
tries could not be obtained by means of the standard Lie point symmetry analysis. Naturally
not long before this claim was shown by Nucci2 to be incorrect in the case of an autonomo
system. In the case of the Kepler problem, an autonomous system, one of the dependent v
can be taken to be the new independent variable and the order of the system be reduced
An analysis of the reduced system for Lie point symmetries leads to results different from
analysis of the original system. In particular the three additional nonlocal symmetries obtain
Krause followed from point symmetries of the reduced system.

One of the fundamental problems of mechanics is that of the Kepler problem which des
the interaction of two point particles with an inverse square law of attraction. It is well known
this problem possesses the first integrals of the conservation of the scalar energy, the ve
angular momentum and vectors in the plane of the orbit known as Hamilton’s vector3 and the

a!Permanent address: School of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences, University of Natal, Durban 4041, Rep
South Africa.
7460022-2488/2001/42(2)/746/19/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Laplace–Runge–Lenz vector.4–9 The invariance Lie algebra of the first integrals under the ope
tion of taking the Poisson bracket is so~4! ~in the case of negative energy! and the Lie algebra of
the five Lie point symmetries of the equation of motionA2% so(3). Thealgebra of the complete
symmetry group has not been given. The elements of the five-dimensional algebra are

X15] t , X35x2]x3
2x3]x2

,

X25t] t1
2
3r ] r , X45x3]x1

2x1]x3
, ~1.2!

X55x1]x2
2x2]x1

.

The additional three nonlocal symmetries provided by Krause are

Y152S E x1 dt D ] t1x1r ] r ,

Y252S E x2 dt D ] t1x2r ] r , ~1.3!

Y152S E x3 dt D ] t1x3r ] r

in which r 25x1
21x2

21x3
2.

There have been several other systems, generalizations of the Kepler problem, whic
been shown to have a similar set of conserved quantities.10–13 Just as the Laplace–Runge–Le
vector provides a direct route to the equation of the orbit of the classical Kepler problem
corresponding vectors of the generalized Kepler problems provide the same direct route
equations of their orbits. The Lie point symmetry associated with the Laplace–Runge–
vector of the classical Kepler problem is the rescaling symmetry,X2 . The generalizations of the
Laplace–Runge–Lenz vector do not always have such an associated Lie point symmetry.
case of the equation of motion

r̈2S ġ

2g
1

3ṙ

2r D ṙ1mgr50, ~1.4!

which is a variation of the model proposed by Danby14–17 for the motion of a satellite in a low
altitude orbit subject to atmospheric drag,v iz.

r̈1
a ṙ

r 2 1
mr

r 3 50, ~1.5!

and for which the generalization of the Laplace–Runge–Lenz vector is

J5
ṙ3L̂

L
1

m

A2 r̂ , ~1.6!

whereL is the magnitude of the angular momentum,L , andA is a constant of the motion define
through

L5A~gr3!1/2, ~1.7!

Pillay et al.18 showed that, instead of the Lie point symmetry for the classical Kepler problemX2 ,
the nonlocal symmetry
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G52
1

2 F E g8r

g
dt G] t1r ] r ~1.8!

was the corresponding associated Lie symmetry.
In this paper we intend to demonstrate the existence of far more nonlocal symmetries f

classical Kepler problem than were reported by Krause. We derive them as Lie point symm
of a reduced system using the method of Nucci.19 By deriving these additional nonlocal symm
tries in this way we are able to say something definite about the expanded symmetry grou
essence of the method of Nucci is to reduce the order of the system by using the symmetX1 ,
which is a statement of the autonomy of the system. We recall that in a reduction of ord
symmetryZ which does not have the property@X1 ,Z#5lX1 becomes an exponential nonloc
symmetry.20 By an exponential nonlocal symmetry we mean one of the form

G5expF E f dt G~t] t1h i]xi
! ~1.9!

in which without a knowledge of the solution of the differential equationf is not an exact
derivative andt and theh i are functions only oft, the xi and their derivatives. In this case w
have nonlocal symmetries becoming local on the reduction of order. Consequently we kno
the symmetries of the reduced equation quite possibly have zero Lie bracket withX1 and this will
enable us to construct the algebra. Further we shall show that these considerations wh
applicable to the classical Kepler problem can be extended to the generalizations such as
in ~1.4!.

In the next section we review the reduction procedure of Nucci2 and in Sec. III we apply it to
the classical Kepler problem and see that there is a certain delicacy in the choice of th
independent variable. For the sake of simplicity we work in two dimensions. In Sec. IV we m
some observations about these symmetries, the route to further simplification and the alge
Sec. V we obtain the results for Danby problem,14 in Sec. VI those for the generalized proble
represented by~1.4!, in Sec. VII the symmetries for another generalization in which the forc
not only not central but is also angle dependent and in Sec. VIII we present our conclusion
make some pertinent observations about going to the full three dimensions.

II. THE METHOD OF REDUCTION OF ORDER

Consider the system ofN second order ordinary differential equations given by

ẍi5 f i~x,ẋ!, i 51,N ~2.1!

in which t is the independent variable andxi ,i 51,N the N dependent variables. These equatio
may be considered as equations from Newtonian mechanics, which was Krause’s approa
there is no necessity for that to be the case. There is also no necessity for the dependent v
to represent Cartesian coordinates. Indeed there is no need for the system to be of the
order. It just so happens that many of the equations which arise in practice have their orig
Newton’s second law and so are second order equations. There is no requirement that the
be autonomous. In the case of a nonautonomous system we can apply the standard proc
introducing a new variablexN115t and an additional first order equationẋN1151 so that the
system becomes formally autonomous. In our discussion we confine our attention to auton
systems. We reduce the system~2.1! to a 2N-dimensional first order system by means of t
change of variables
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w15x1 wN115 ẋ1

w25x2 wN125 ẋ2

A A

wN215xN21 w2N215 ẋN21

wN5xN w2N5 ẋN

~2.2!

so that the system~2.1! becomes

ẇi5gi~x,w!, i 51,2N, ~2.3!

wheregi5wN1 i for i 51,N andgi5 f i for i 5N11,2N.
In the first step of the reduction of the original system~2.1! we simply follow the conventiona

method used to reduce a higher order system to a first order system. Any optimization i
formed in the further selection of the final variables. This selection may be motivated b
existence of a known first integral, such as angular momentum, or some specific symmetry
original system~2.1!.

We choose one of the variableswi to be the new independent variabley. For the purpose of
the development here we can make the identificationwN5y. By taking the quotients of the firs
order equations of the remaining members of the set~2.2! with ~2.3N! we obtain the
(2N21)-dimensional system

dwi

dwN
5

gi

gN
5

gi

w2N
, i 51,...,N21,N11,...,2N. ~2.4!

We do not attempt to calculate the Lie point symmetries of the system~2.4! because the Lie poin
symmetries of a first order system are generalized symmetries and one has to impose someAnsatz
on the form of the symmetry. Rather we selectn<N21 of the variables to be the new depende
variables and rewrite the system~2.4! as a system ofn second order equations plus 2(N2n)
21 first order equations. The selection of the new dependent variables is dictated by a num
considerations. The first and foremost is that we must be able to eliminate the unwanted va
from the system~2.4!. After this condition has been satisfied we may look to seek variables w
reflect some symmetry of the system, for example, an ignorable coordinate such as the az
angle in a central force problem.

After the symmetries have been calculated, they can now be translated back to symme
the original system as follows. Suppose that the symmetry in the original variables is given

G5t] t1h i]xi
. ~2.5!

The symmetryG is first extended and then rewritten in terms of the new coordinates as foll

G[1]5t] t1h i]xi
1~ ḣ i2 ẋi ṫ !] ẋi

5t] t1z i]wi
5s]y1j i]ui

, ~2.6!

where in the first line the summation is from 1 toN, in the second from 1 toN21 andN11 to
2N, and in the third over the number of dependent variablesui ~the number cannot be fixed i
advance without a knowledge of the specific system!; z i5h i for i 51,N21 andz i5ḣ i2ġi ṫ for
i 5N11,2N; s5hN ; j i5z j]ui /]wj . The only way thatt appears in the symmetries of th
reduced system is through its derivative with respect to time. If the nonlocality in the ori
system occurs as a simple integral int of a function of the original dependent variables,xi , this
will be passed to the reduced system as a function of the new variables. When the point s
tries of the reduced system are computed, the form which the symmetries take in the o
system can be determined from~2.6!. Sincet is determined as its derivative with respect to tim
the symmetry of the original system must necessarily be nonlocal unless the derivative is an
differential. We note in passing that there is no inherent restriction on the nature of the sy
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tries. They could equally be contact or generalized symmetries and the same consideration
apply. The only requirement is thatt be a simple integral, not that the integrand be a po
function. However, for the purposes of this paper we confine our attention to point symmetrie
the integrand int to a point function.

In addition to the nonlocal symmetries which may be collected by this procedure the re
system will have as point symmetries those symmetries of the original system which ha
correct Lie bracket with the symmetry] t which is at the basis of the reduction of order outlin
above. Thus, ifG is a symmetry of the original system and

@G,] t#5l] t , ~2.7!

G will, when expressed in the appropriate coordinates, be a point symmetry of the reduced
whereas, if

@G,] t#Þl] t , ~2.8!

G will not be a point symmetry of the original system but an exponential nonlocal symme20

Consequently there is the potential for a loss of symmetry in the reduction process just as t
the hope of an increase in the total number of symmetries, both point and nonlocal, known
original system.

III. LIE POINT SYMMETRIES OF THE REDUCED KEPLER PROBLEM

The Lagrangian for the two-dimensional Kepler problem is

L5
1

2
~ ṙ 21r 2u̇2!1

m

r
~3.1!

in plane polar coordinates, and the two equations of motion are

r̈ 2r u̇252
m

r 2 , ~3.2!

r ü12ṙ u̇50. ~3.3!

We introduce the new variables and their time derivatives

w15r , ẇ15w3 ,

w25u, ẇ25w4 ,

w35 ṙ , ẇ35w1w4
22

m

w1
2 , ~3.4!

w45 u̇, ẇ452
2w3w4

w1
.

In accordance with the development in the preceding section we selectw2 to be the new indepen
dent variabley. The left-hand side of~3.4! leads to the reduced system

dw1

dy
5

w3

w4
, ~3.5!
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dw3

dy
5w1w42

m

w1
2w4

~3.6!

dw4

dy
52

2w3

w1
. ~3.7!

From ~3.5! we havew35w4w18 , where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the n
independent variable,y, and we replace~3.7! by

dw4

dy
52

2w4w18

w1
. ~3.8!

In ~3.6! we replacew3 by w4w18 to obtain

w4w192
w4w18

2

w1
5w1w42

m

w1
2w4

. ~3.9!

By our replacement ofw3 we have not precisely decided that the variablesu1 andu2 are to be
w1 and w4 . If we do make this identification, we obtain a system of two equations, one o
second order and one of the first order,v iz.

u1952
u18

2

u1
1u12

m

u1
2u2

2 , ~3.10!

u28522
u18u2

u1
. ~3.11!

We observe that~3.11! is trivially integrated to giveu1
2u2 as a constant.@This is a consequence

naturally, of the symmetry]u of the original system~3.2! and~3.3! which is a reflection of the fac
that u is an ignorable coordinate.# Consequently we may just as well define our new variable
be

u15w1 and ũ25u1
2u2 ~3.12!

so that the system of equations we are to consider is

u1952
u18

2

u1
1u12

mu1
2

ũ2
2 ,

~3.13!

ũ2850.

Hereafter we drop the tilde.
We calculate the Lie point symmetries of the system~3.13! using the well-known interactive

program developed by Nucci19 and obtain the symmetries
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X15]y ,

X252u1]u1
1u2]u2

,

X35u1~mu12u2
2!]u1

,

X45u1
2 cosy]u1

,

~3.14!

X552u1
2 siny]u1

,

X65~mu12u2
2!cosy]y1u1~2mu12u2

2!siny]u1
,

X752~mu12u2
2!siny]y1u1~2mu12u2

2!cosy]u1
,

X85u2
2 cos 2y]y2u1~mu12u2

2!sin 2y]u1
,

X95u2
2 sin 2y]y1u1~mu12u2

2!cos 2y]u1
.

Some of these symmetries are readily identified, but not many of them. ClearlyX1 represents the
rotational invariance of the system and constitutes the subalgebra, so~2!, of the original system of
equations. InX2 we recognize the rescaling symmetry closely associated with the Lapl
Runge–Lenz vector.

The other symmetries are not so easy to identify without making some calculation. To o
the form of the symmetries in the original coordinates we must make use of~2.6!. If we write the
symmetry in the original coordinates as

G5t] t1h] r1z]u , ~3.15!

in terms of the new variables, the symmetry has the form

G̃5z]y1h]u1
1F ż1S 2h

r
2 ṫ D u̇G r 2]u2

, ~3.16!

where the coefficient functions are all expressed in terms of the original variables. The ca
tions are not particularly interesting and we simply list the symmetries. They are
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X15]u ,

X253t] t12r ] r ,

X352FmE r 2 dt2L2t G] t1mr ~r 22L2!] r ,

X452E r cosu dt] t1r 2 cosu] r ,

X552E r sinu dt] t1r 2 sinu] r , ~3.17!

X65E F ~3mr 2L2!sinu1m
ṙ

u̇
cosuGdt ] t1r sinu~2mr 2L2!] r1cosu~mr 2L2!]u ,

X75E F ~3mr 2L2!cosu2m
ṙ

u̇
sinuGdt ] t1r cosu~2mr 2L2!] r2sinu~mr 2L2!]u ,

X852mE r sin 2u dt] t1r ~mr 2L2!sin 2u] r2L2 cos 2u]u ,

X952mE r cos 2u dt ] t1r ~mr 2L2!cos 2u] r1L2 sin 2u]u ,

so that we see that we lost only the time translation symmetry in the reduction of orde
therefore gained six additional symmetries.

IV. THE LIE POINT SYMMETRIES OF THE REDUCED KEPLER PROBLEM: FURTHER
CONSIDERATIONS

Further interpretation of the Lie point symmetries of the reduced generalized Kepler pro
is facilitated by the redefinition of the symmetries given in~3.14!. We do not alter the definitions
of the first three symmetries, but we shall include them in this new listing for the sak
completeness. We now have the set of symmetries

X15]y ,

X252u1]u1
1u2]u2

,

X35u1~mu12u2
2!]u1

,

~4.1!
X465X46 iX55e6 iyu1

2]u1
,

X565X67 iX75e6 iy@~mu12u2
2!]y7u1~2mu12u2

2!]u1
#,

X665X86 iX95e62iy@u2
2]y6u1~mu12u2

2!]u1
#.

We may search for the first integrals/invariants associated with each of these symmetries
usual way. By way of concrete example we takeX41 . The invariants of the first extension o
X41 , viz.
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X41
[1] 5eiy@u1

2]u1
1~2u1u181 iu1

2!]u
18
#, ~4.2!

are found from the associated Lagrange’s system

dy

0
5

du1

u1
2 5

du2

0
5

du18

2u1u181 iu1
2 ~4.3!

and are

a5y, b5u2 , and g5
u181 iu1

u1
2 , ~4.4!

where the first two are by inspection and the third comes from the solution of the secon
fourth of ~4.3!. The integral/invariant is a function of these three arguments and is foun
demanding that the total derivative with respect toy be zero when the differential equations~3.13!
are taken into account. We obtain the associated Lagrange system

da

1
5

db

0
5

dg

2 ig2 m/b2 ~4.5!

which givesb as one of the characteristics and

v15eiyS u181 iu1

u1
2 2

im

u2
2 D ~4.6!

as the second characteristic. Bothb and v are first integrals/invariants of the system~3.13!.
Naturally we recognize the former as the angular momentum.

If we perform the same calculation withX42 , we obtain a similar result,viz.

v25e2 iyS u182 iu1

u1
2 1

im

u2
2 D . ~4.7!

The two can be combined into one convenient expression given by

J65e6 iy~v87 iv !, v5m2
u2

2

u1
, ~4.8!

where we have made use of the constancy ofu2 to write J65u2
2v6 . For the system~3.13! J6 are

two invariants and for the original system~3.1! and~3.2!, the two components of the first integra
known as the Laplace–Runge–Lenz vector, written in complex form.

In ~4.8! we introduced a new variablev. If we use this variable instead ofu1 in the system
~3.13!, we obtain the system

v91v50,
~4.9!

u2850

so that the natural variable which arises from the invariants ofX46 is a variable which further
simplifies the reduced system. This is an interesting phenomenon for we are obtaining n
variables as we progress through the process of determining the symmetries of the reduce
tion. It behooves us to rewrite the symmetries in terms of this new variable. We find that
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X15]u2
,

X25]y ,

X35v]v mod~u2
2!,

~4.10!
X465e6 iy]v mod~u2

2!,

X665e62iy@]y6 iv]v# mod~u2
2!,

X865e6 iy@v]y6 iv2]v# mod~u2
2!

which is certainly a simpler appearance.
In the simpler form presented in~4.10! we see that the calculation of the integrals/invaria

is simpler. For example, if we takeX66 , the first set of characteristics comes from the solutio
of the associated Lagrange system

dy

1
5

dv
iv

5
dv8

2 iv822v
. ~4.11!

The characteristics are

a5ve7 iy and b5vv87 iv2. ~4.12!

The condition for the function to be an invariant~in this case not a first integral of the reduce
system since the independent variable is explicitly present! is that these two characteristics satis
the first order equation

da

a
5

db

b
, ~4.13!

whence the invariants are given by

I 65
b

a
5~v87 iv !e6 iy ~4.14!

which are, of course, the two components of the Laplace–Runge–Lenz vector. We note tha
is also a first integral associated with each ofX66 and this is the angular momentum which,
these coordinates, is an ignorable coordinate.

For the sake of completeness we list the first integrals/invariants associated with the sy
tries listed in ~4.10!. They are given in the same order and with the same subscripts a
symmetries are listed:

G1 I 15L, I 25J1J252L2E1m2,

G2 I 15L, I 25
J1

J2
,

G3 I 15L, I 25
J1

J2
,

G46 I 15L, I 265J6 ,

G56 I 15L, I 265
J6

J7
,

G66 I 15L, I 265J6 .

~4.15!
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We note that in the second integral associated withG1 we have expanded the product into th
standard expression relating the square of the magnitude of the Laplace–Runge–Lenz vec
the energy and the angular momentum. For the second integral ofG56 we could have equally
written I 25J1 /J2 , but we chose to maintain the pattern of6.

V. THE KEPLER PROBLEM WITH DRAG

In the introduction we referred to the model proposed by Danby14 for the motion of a low
altitude satellite subjected to a resistive force due to the Earth’s atmosphere described
equation of motion

r̈1
a ṙ

r 2 1
mr

r 3 50, ~5.1!

wherea andm are constants. Since the direction of the angular momentum is a constant, w
analyze the problem in two dimensions using plane polar coordinates (r ,u). The two equations of
motion are

r̈ 2r u̇21
a ṙ

r 2 1
m

r 2 50, ~5.2!

r ü12ṙ u̇1
au̇

r
50. ~5.3!

We introduce the new variables and their time derivatives

w15r , ẇ15w3 ,

w25u, ẇ25w4 ,
~5.4!

w35 ṙ , ẇ35w1w4
22

aw3

w1
2 2

m

w1
2 ,

w45 u̇, ẇ452
2w3w4

w1
2

aw4

w1
2 .

We again selectw2 to be the new independent variabley. The right-hand side of~5.4! becomes

dw1

dy
5

w3

w4
, ~5.5!

dw3

dy
5w1w42

aw3

w1
2w4

2
m

w1
2w4

, ~5.6!

dw4

dy
52

2w3

w1
2

aw4

w1
2 . ~5.7!

In this case the choice of~5.5! to eliminatew3 is obvious and we obtain the two-dimension
system

w19w41w18w485w1w42
aw18

w1
2 2

m

w1
2w4

, ~5.8!
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w4852
2w18w4

w1
2

a

w1
2 . ~5.9!

In the case of~5.9! we can easily manipulate it to obtain

~w1
2w4!85a⇔w1

2w452ay1b, ~5.10!

whereb is a constant of integration, which indicates that the angular momentum is not cons
We have a choice of defining the new variableu2 as eitherw1

2w4 , which is not conserved but is
a convenient variable for manipulations, orw1

2w41ay, which is conserved but is not a convenie
variable for manipulation. For the present we make the former choice. In Eq.~5.8! we make use
of ~5.10! to eliminatew4 andw48 to obtain

S 2
1

w1
D 9

~ay1b!212aS 2
1

w1
D 8

~ay1b!1S 2
1

w1
D ~ay1b!21m50. ~5.11!

We introduce the second new variable as

u152
ay1b

w1
~5.12!

so that~5.11! becomes

u191u152
m

ay1b
. ~5.13!

Clearly we could regain the equation of a simple harmonic oscillator by means of the fu
change of variablev5u12u1ps , whereu1ps is a particular solution of~5.13!. Consequently the
Kepler problem with drag differs from the standard Kepler problem in that the second equat
the reduced system,viz.

u2852a, ~5.14!

has a nonzero right-hand side. This could be eliminated by now making the second choice
tioned above. Consequently we make a final change of variables

v15u12E m sin~y2s!ds

as2b
,

~5.15!

v25u21a

to obtain the same reduced system~4.9!, as we had for the Kepler problem when we introduc
the sensible coordinates. Naturally we obtain the same set of symmetries as given in~4.10!.

The Lie point symmetries of the reduced system translate into the symmetries
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G15S E dt

r 2u̇
D ] t ,

G252F E ~ar 1I 8!dt

r ~au2b! G] t1Far 1I 8

au2b G] r2]u ,

G35F2t1E I dt

r ~au2b!G] t1S r 1
I

au2b D ] r ,

G4652F E e6 iu dt

r ~au2b!G] t1F e6 iu

au2b G] r , ~5.16!

G5652H E e6 iuF ar 1I

r ~au2b!
7S 21

I

r ~au2b! D GdtJ ] t1e62iuFar 1I 8

au2b
7 i S r 1

I

au2b D G] r

2e62iu]u ,

G665H E e6 iuF ~r ~au2b!1I !S ar 1I 8

r ~au2b!
7 i S 31

2I

r ~au2b!
D D 1ar 1I 81

ṙ

u̇
~au2b!GdtJ ] t

1e6 iu~r ~au2b!1I !F ar 1I 8

ab2b
7 i S r 1

I

au2b
D G] r2e6 iu@r ~au2b!1I #]u ,

whereI stands for the integral introduced in~5.15a! andI 8 its derivative with respect tou, for the
original system~5.1!.

In addition to the symmetries listed in~5.16! Eq. ~5.1! has the point symmetry] t which was
the symmetry used for the reduction of order. Consequently we can conclude that algebraica
Kepler problem and the Kepler problem with drag are identical.

In the above derivation we have followed a line of development in which observation
experience play major roles in reducing the system~5.4! to the simplest possible form. The nee
for both are considerably obviated when the interactive Lie symmetry solver devised by Nuc19 is
used. The equations to be solved suggest the appropriate variables since they are the cha
tics of the partial differential equations to be solved. We illustrate this in the case of the va
related to angular momentum with the following tableau:

w25y,

w35
dw1

dy
w4 ,

w45u1 , w15u2 ,

u̇1522
u̇2u1

u2
2

a

u2
2 ,

ü25
~u2

212u̇2
2!u1

2u22m

u1
2u2

2 ,

w45
w5

w1
2 ,
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w55u1 , w15u2 ,

u̇152a,

ü25
2mu2

31u1
2u2

212u1
2u̇2

2

u1
2u2

,

w55w62ay,

w65u1 , w15u2 ,

u̇150,

ü25
~ay2u1!2~u2

212u̇2
2!2mu2

3

~ay2u1!2u2
.

~We have usedw4 , w5 , andw6 to successively define a new variable which is a candidate
selection asu1 . We are not introducing additional variables.!

VI. THE GENERALIZATION OF THE KEPLER PROBLEM WITH DRAG

Equation~1.4! has, in two dimensions, the two components of the equation of motion

r̈ 5r u̇21
1

2 S g8

g
1

3

r D ṙ 22mgr,

~6.1!

ü5
ṙ u̇

2r S g8

g
2

1

r D .

We introduce the variableswi , i 51,4 as above. Now the system of first order equations in th
variables is

ẇ15w3 ,

ẇ25w4 ,
~6.2!

ẇ35w1w4
21

1

2 S g8

g
1

3

r Dw3
22mgw1 ,

ẇ45
w3w4

2w1
S g8

g
2

1

w1
D .

As the new independent variable we take againy5w2 . The system~6.2! becomes

dw1

dy
5

w3

w4
⇔w35w4w18 ,

dw3

dy
5w1w41

1

2 S g8

g
1

3

r Dw4w81
22mg

w1

w4
, ~6.3!

dw4

dy
5

w3

2w1
S g8

g
w121D .

When we substitute forw3 , the third of~6.3! is easily integrated to give
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A5S w1

g D 1/2

w4 , ~6.4!

whereA is an arbitrary constant of integration. The right-hand side is the same function a
characteristic of the parabolic partial differential equation produced when the system~6.3! is
analyzed using the code developed by Nucci19 and this is an appropriate choice for one of t
variables. We takeu15w15r andu25 u̇(r /g)1/2 so that with the elimination ofw3 from ~6.3! we
have, after a certain amount of simplification, the system of two equations

u2u195u1u212
u2u81

2

u1
2

mu1
2

u2
,

~6.5!
u2850.

We observe that~6.5! is precisely the system~3.13! and so we immediately introduce the ne
variable v5m2u2

2/u1 to obtain the simpler system~4.9! which has the symmetries listed i
~4.10!. In terms of the original variables these symmetries are

X15]u ,

X252S E g8r

g
dt D ] t12r ] r ,

X35
1

2 F E ~mrg2r u̇2!S 1

r
2

g8

g Ddt G] t1~mrg2r u̇2!] r ,

~6.6!

X465
1

2 F E e6 iu~g2rg8!dt G] t1@e6 iurg#] r ,

X565
1

2 H E e6 iuF gr

u̇2
S m2

u̇2

g
D 2S 1

r
2

g8

g
D 62i S m2

u̇2

g
D 1

2ṙ u̇

gr
GdtJ ] t

1H e6 iu
gr

u̇2
S m2

u̇2

g
D 2J ] r1H e6 iuS m2

u̇2

g
D J ]u ,

X6656
1

2
i H E e62iuS 31

rg8

g
1

m~g2rg8!

u̇2 D dtJ ] t6 i H e62iur S mg

u̇2
21D J ] r1e62iu]u .

VII. AN EXAMPLE WITH AN ANGLE-DEPENDENT FORCE

Sen21 obtained conserved quantities similar to those of the Kepler problem for the Ha
tonian

H5
1

2 S pr
21

pu

r 2 D2
m

r
2

a sin@ 1
2~u2b!#

r 1/2 ~7.1!

in which the potential depends upon the azimuthal angle andm, a, andb are constants. Subse
quently Gorringe and Leach22 showed that the equation of motion

r̈1gr̂1hû50, ~7.2!
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where

g5
U9~u!1U~u!

r 2 12
V8~u!

r 3/2 and h5
V~u!

r 3/2 , ~7.3!

or

r̈ 2r u̇21g50, ~7.4!

r ü12ṙ u̇1h50 ~7.5!

in plane polar coordinates, could be solved for the orbit equation in a manner similar to that
Kepler problem since it also possessed a Laplace–Runge–Lenz vector. The only restricti
the functionsU(u) andV(u) are that they be differentiable.

We make the same reduction as in the previous cases to arrive at the two- dimensional

w1w19w4
222w18

2w4
22w1

2w4
25w18h2gw1 , ~7.6!

w1w4w4812w18w4
252h, ~7.7!

wherew15r andw45 u̇ as before.
The Laplace–Runge–Lenz vector for Eq.~7.2! is22

J5 ṙ3L2U r̂2@U812r 1/2V#û, ~7.8!

whereLªr3 ṙ is the angular momentum. If we take the two Cartesian components ofJ, viz, Jx

andJy , and combine them, we obtain

J652Jx6 iJy5@~r 3u̇22U !6 i ~2r 2ṙ u̇2U822r 1/2V!#e6 iu

5@~w1
3w4

22U !6 i ~2w1
2w4w32U822w1

1/2V!#e6 iy

5F S L2

w1
2U D6 i S L2

w1
2U D 8Ge6 iy. ~7.9!

We see that, when we write the components of the Laplace–Runge–Lenz vector in this for
have the same structure as for the standard Kepler problem.~One could call the components th
Ermanno–Bernoulli constants in honor of the original discoverers of these conserved quan!
Immediately we have the clue to the identification of one of the new variables and we let

u15w1
3w4

22U5
L2

w1
2U, ~7.10!

so that the Ermanno–Bernoulli constants for~7.2! are

J65~u16 iu18!e6 iy. ~7.11!

The identification of the second variable is more delicate. Equation~7.7! can be written in terms
of the magnitude of the angular momentum,L, as

LL852w1
3/2V~y! ~7.12!

and, when~7.10! is taken into account, this becomes
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05
L8

L2 1
V~y!

~u11U~y!!3/2. ~7.13!

From ~7.11! we have

u15 1
2~J1e2 iy1J2e1 iy!5J cosy, ~7.14!

since J25J1* and we have writtenJ5uJ1u5uJ2u. Then we can use~7.13! to define a new
variable

u25
1

L
2E V~y!dy

~J cosy1U~y!!3/2. ~7.15!

The reduced system of equations is

u191u150,

u2850 ~7.16!

which is just the reduced system we obtained for the standard Kepler problem and so it h
symmetries given in~7.10!. These translate to

G153S E r 2u̇ dt D ] t12r 3u̇] r ,

G25F E S 2U8

r 2u̇2
1

3Vr2u̇

U1J cosu D dtG] t1F U8

r 2u̇2
1

2Vr3u̇

U1J cosuG] r2]u ,

G352F t2E Udt

r 3u̇2G] t1F r 2
U

r 2u̇2G] r ,

~7.17!

G4652S E e6 iu

r 3u̇2
dt D ] t1

e6 iu

r 2u̇2
] r ,

G565H E e62iuF 3Vr2u̇

U1J cosu
1

2~U87 iU !

r 3u̇2 GdtJ ] t

2e62iuF 2Vr3u̇

U1J cosu
6 ir 1

U87 iU

r 2u̇
G] r1e62iu]u ,

G665H E e6 iuF2U8S 12
U

r 3u̇2D 23~r 2ṙ u̇6 ir 3u̇222r 1/2V7 iU !GdtJ ] t

2e6 iuF 2Vr2u̇

U1J cosu
~U86 i ~r 3u̇22U !!S 12

U

r 3u̇2D G] r1e6 iu@r 3u̇22U#]u ,

for the original system~7.2!. In addition there is the symmetry,] t , which was used for the
reduction of order.

Again we see the very close connection between the structure of the Ermanno–Be
constants and the appropriate variables for the reduction of order.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS

For the Kepler problem in three dimensions we obtain the same symmetries as in~3.14! with
the addition of

X105]u3
, ~8.1!

whereu3 is the azimuthal angle,f. Consequently our analysis in the lower dimensional confi
rational space is justified by the result that the additional dimension simply adds another ign
coordinate to the original system and so a trivial first order ordinary differential equation t
reduced system.

In this paper we have examined the process of reduction of order introduced by Nuc2 to
derive the additional nonlocal symmetries required for the complete specification of the K
problem in the context not only of the Kepler problem but also in some generalizations which
appeared in the literature and which possess certain characteristics in common with the
problem. In particular we have found that the possession of a conserved vector similar to
the Laplace–Runge–Lenz vector, whether or not the magnitude of the angular momen
conserved, leads in all cases to a reduced system consisting of the simple harmonic oscilla
a trivial first order ordinary differential equation. In the reduced system the Lie point symme
can be written in a fairly simple fashion. When translated to the original system, they are n
simple in appearance. However, one can determine the algebraic properties of the several
studied from those of the reduced system provided one adds the Lie point symmetry used
reduction of order,viz. ] t . The Lie algebra of Lie point symmetries of the reduced system
A1% sl(3,R) and consequently the original systems each have the algebra 2A1% sl(3,R) since the
symmetry used in the reduction of order has a zero Lie bracket with the other symmetries

Considering the results obtained in this paper we can envisage a reversal of the proc
Instead of taking a system which has a vector of the type of a Laplace–Runge–Lenz vec
could simply commence with the reduced system and introduce some transformation of th
‘‘reduced’’ variables and anAnsatzon the relationship defining the variable we have been de
ing by w3 . One could expect to obtain many ‘‘lame ducks.’’ However, there is one aspect w
has the potential for some application. Many of the systems for which Laplace–Runge–
vectors have been obtained do not have a known Hamiltonian representation. By the proced
transformations treated in this paper one could seek to commence with the Hamiltonian
Kepler problem and find Hamiltonians for the other systems. In the case of the system~7.3! the
existence of a Hamiltonian has been shown only in the restricted case treated by Sen. The
tions for the applications in quantum mechanics are obvious.

In the reduced system the components of the Laplace–Runge–Lenz vector, the Erm
Bernoulli constants, are simply the two linearly independent first order invariants of the s
harmonic oscillator. In fact, in the reduced system we have a separation in the new variables
Ermanno–Bernoulli constants in the second order equation and the conservation of a gene
angular momentum in the first order equation. We recall that for higher dimensional oscil
there exist the conserved components of the Jauch–Hill–Fradkin tensor23,24which play an impor-
tant role in the description of the orbit and their time-dependent counterparts which give the
trajectory of the particle.25–27 Naturally these tensors have no role to play in the type of prob
considered in this paper. However, it is intriguing to ponder the identity that the correspo
problem of Kepler type would have.~For a recent contribution to this more general problem
Ref. 28.!
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On the basis of Bethe ansatz solution of bosons withd-function interaction in a
one-dimensional potential well, the thermodynamics equilibrium of the system in
finite temperature is studied by using the strategy of Yang and Yang. The thermo-
dynamics quantities, such as specific heat, etc., are obtained for the cases of the
strong coupling and weak coupling limits respectively. ©2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1331562#

I. INTRODUCTION

There has been much interest recently in the study of strongly correlated electronic syst
one dimension. This is because not only various nonperturbative methods1–10 are applicable to
models in one dimension but also several photoemission experiments for one-dimensiona
pounds of alkali-metal copper oxides11–13 are carried out. Bosons withd-function interaction in
one dimension is a simple but interesting model. It was solved in Ref. 14 under the pe
boundary condition, in Refs. 15 and 16 under the boundary condition of potential well of in
depth, and in Ref. 17 under that of potential well of finite depth. A strategy for studying
thermodynamics of exactly solvable models was proposed in Ref. 18 when discussing the s
of Ref. 14. In the present paper, using the strategy of Ref. 18 we study the thermodynamics
basis of the Bethe-ansatz solution of Ref. 17. After we recall the model Hamiltonian an
Bethe-ansatz equation we study the thermal equilibrium in Sec. II. The formal expressions
energy and pressure are obtained. In Sec. III we consider the strong coupling limit and obt
quasimomentum distribution and specific heat explicitly. In Sec. IV the case of weak cou
limit is discussed extensively.

II. THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM AT FINITE TEMPERATURE

The Hamiltonian of bosons in a one-dimensional potential well of finite depth withd inter-
action reads

H52(
i 51

N
]2

]xi
2 1(

i 51

N

V~xi !12c (
i . j 51

N

d~xi2xj !, ~1!

where

V~xi !5H 0 uxu,L/2,

V0
2 uxu.L/2.

~2!
7650022-2488/2001/42(2)/765/8/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Eq. ~1! is the first quantization version of the Gross–Pitaevski19 equation, which was widely use
to study the Bose–Einstein condensation20 in recent years. The model Hamiltonian~1! was solved
by means of Bethe-ansatz method.17 The logarithm of the Bethe-ansatz equation reads

2p

L
I j5kj1

2

L
sin21S kj

V0
D1

1

L (
lÞ j

F tan21S kj1kl

c D1tan21S kj2kl

c D G , ~3!

where the integersI j play the role of the quantum numbers. Equation~3! is the secular equation to
determine the spectrum. Moreover the transcendental equation~3! is difficult to solve directly.
Now, we consider the problem in the thermodynamic limit:N@1 andL@1 with a fixed concen-
tration D5N/L by introducing a ‘‘smooth’’ positive-defined densityr̄(k) describing the distri-
bution of roots and holes21

r̄~k!5
1

L

dI~k!

dk
.

Treatingkj as a continuous variablek and differentiating Eq.~3! with respect tok, we get an
integral equation

2pr̄~k!511
1

L

2

AV0
22k2

1E dk8 r̄~k8!F c

c21~k2k8!2 1
c

c21~k1k8!2G
2

1

L (
m

F c

c21~k2hm!2 1
c

c21~k1hm!2G , ~4!

where we have used the replacement

lim
N,L→`

1

L (
lÞ j

f ~kl !5E r̄~k! f ~k!dk2
1

L (
m

f ~hm!,

in the thermodynamics limit. The summation in the right-hand side runs over ‘‘holes’’~including
kj ! which can be written formally as an integral*rh(k) f (k)dk with rh(k)5(1/L)Smd(k2hm).
Furthermore, Eq.~4! is written as an integral equation for the density of holesrh(k) and the
density of rootsr(k)5 r̄(k)2rh(k),

2p~r1rh!511
1

L

2

AV0
22k2

1E dk8 r~k8!F c

c21~k2k8!2 1
c

c21~k1k8!2G . ~5!

The Bethe-ansatz solution is obtained for the case of bounded states~i.e., Imkj50!, so the
range of the integration is@2V0 ,V0#. In terms of the distribution function of roots, we can wri
out the energy per particle

E/N5D21E r~k!k2 dk, ~6!

where

D5N/L5E r~k!dk. ~7!

On the basis of the strategy of Ref. 18, the total entropy of the system is obtained

S/N5D21E @~r1rh!ln~r1rh!2r ln r2rh ln rh#dk, ~8!
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where the Boltzmann constant is set to unit.
In the thermal equilibrium, the free energyV5(E2TS2mN) should be in minimum. Writ-

ing

rh~k!

r~k!
5exp@e~k!/T#, ~9!

we obtain from the minimizing requirements,dV50, the following equations:

e~k!52m1k22
T

2p E F c

c21~k2k8!2 1
c

c21~k1k8!2G ln~11e2e~k8!/T!dk8. ~10!

Equation~5! is readily written as

2p~11ee/T!r~k!511
1

L

2

AV0
22k2

1E dk8 r~k8!F c

c21~k2k8!2 1
c

c21~k1k8!2G . ~11!

Principally, Eq.~10! can be solved by iteration and then Eq.~5! can be a Fredholm-type equatio
for r(k).

We would like to mention some points about the parameterm. If minimizing the Helmholtz
free energyF5E2TS under the condition that the concentrationD in ~7! is a constant, one will
have a Lagrangian multiplier. The multiplier function is just the same as the chemical potenm
when considering a grand assemble. So both procedures are equivalent.

Multiplying Eq. ~10! with rD21 and integrating overk, we obtain

m5D21E ~k22e!r dk2
T

2pD E F2p~r1rh!212
1

L

2

AV0
22k2G ln~11e2e/T!dk. ~12!

The argumentk of r ande are always omitted in our notions as long as it does not bring ab
confusion. With the help of Eq.~9!, the entropy~8! is rewritten as

S

N
5D21E @~r1rh!ln~11e2e/T!1re/T#dk. ~13!

The Helmholtz free energy per particle is

F

N
5

1

D E ~k22e!r dk2
T

D E @~r1rh!ln~11e2e/T!#dk. ~14!

Comparison of Eq.~12! and Eq.~14! gives rise to

F5mN2
TL

2p E F11
1

L

2

AV0
22k2G ln~11e2e/T!dk. ~15!

Thus the free energy will be obtained once thee(k) is solved from Eq.~10!. As in thermodynam-
ics F52PL1mN, the pressure isP52(]F/]L)T . It was shown22 that if e, m are implicit
functions of some thermodynamic quantitiesx ~such asT, L!, the derivative of Eq.~15! with
respect tox is the same as the partial derivative of Eq.~15! with respect to the explicit variablex.
Then it is easy to calculate the pressure in terms of thee, namely,

P5
T

2p E F11
1

L

2

AV0
22k2G ln~11e2e/T!dk. ~16!
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It is formally similar to the results of Ref. 18 except that one more term arising from the boun
condition is involved. Likewise, the entropy is

S5
L

2p E F11
1

L

2

AV0
22k2G F ln~11e2e/T!1

e/T

11ee/TGdk. ~17!

The other thermal quantities such as specific heat, etc., are also obtainable if one is able t
e(k) from Eq. ~10!. We will calculate them in some special cases in the following sections.

III. STRONG COUPLING LIMIT

It is difficult to obtain an explicit expression ofe(k) from Eq.~10!. However, in some specia
cases, we are able to obtain some plausible results. In the strong coupling limitc@V0 , Eq. ~10!
becomes

e~k!52m1k22
T

2p E ln@11e~m2k82!/T#
d

dk8 F tan21S k82k

c D1tan21S k81k

c D Gdk8. ~18!

Integrating by part under the consideration of the approximation that tan21(k/c).k/c for c@V0 ,
we have

e52m81k2, ~19!

where

m85m1
2

pc E k82

11e~2m1k82!/T
dk8. ~20!

Because of (2/L)AV0
22k2!1 andc@V0 , we obtain up to the first order that

2p~r1rh!511
1

L

2

AV0
22k2

1
4V0

c
. ~21!

From Eqs.~9!, ~19!, and~21!, we obtain an analytic expression ofr(k):

2pr~k!5F11
1

L

2

AV0
22k2

1
4V0

c G @11e~2m81k2!/T#21. ~22!

Obviously, ther(k) is a Fermi-type distribution. Whenc, L→`,

2pr~k!5
1

11e~2m1k2!/T
, ~23!

which is just the distribution of free Fermi gas. The chemical potentialm should be positive–
definite for the positive–definite density of roots.

As all particles are bounded in the potential well, i.e., Max(k);Vu , r(k) should vanish
almost fork.V0

1/2. This requirement together with Eq.~22! gives

~V0
22m8!/T@1.

The system being thermal equilibrium exhibits a simple dependence on the large mom
cutoff T0(T05V0

22m8), due to boundary effects. Therefore, the system can be in a sta
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thermal equilibrium only whenT!T0 . Otherwise some particles may overcome the poten
energy at the boundary and escape out of the well. Substituting the obtainede into Eq. ~15!, we
obtain

F5mN2
TL

2p E ln@11e~m82k2!/T#
d

dk Fk1
2

L
sin21S k

V0
D Gdk. ~24!

As k!V0 , we can replace sin21(k/V0) by k/V0 , then

F5mN2
2L

p S 11
2

LV0
D E

0

V0 k2

11e~2m81k2!/T
dk. ~25!

In the low-temperature condition, the free energy becomes

F5mN2
2L

p S 11
2

LV0
D S 1

3
m83/21

T2p2

24m81/2D , ~26!

where

m85m1
1

c S 4

3p
m3/21

T2p

6m1/2D . ~27!

The m8 is regarded as a mandation of chemical potential according to Eq.~22!. However, we are
not able to get an explicit result for the specific heat by partial derivative of Eq.~26!, because the
chemical potentialm might be temperature dependent. In order to observe some properti
specific heat at low temperature, we letc→` and let m0 denote chemical potential at zer
temperature. Them0 is determined by

D5
1

2p E
2Am0

Am0 S 11
1

L

2

AV0
22k2D dk. ~28!

Considering limT→0 m(T)/m051, we have

F5m0N2
2L

p S 11
2

LV0
D S 1

3
m0

3/21
T2p2

24m0
1/2D . ~29!

We find that the specific heat at low temperature is Fermi-liquid-like,

CV5
pL

6m0
1/2 S 11

2

LV0
DT. ~30!

Thus the interaction between the particles plays an important role to their statistical prop
though the system we considered is a boson system. This is a model belonging to the c
Haldane’s exclusion statistics.23

IV. WEAK COUPLING LIMIT

Obviously, Eq.~10! can be written as

e52m1k22
T

2p E e2cuvueikv cos~k8v!ln~11e2e/T!dk8 dv. ~31!

Because in the weak coupling limitc!1, we have

e~k!52m1k22T ln~11e2e/T!2 f ~k,c!, ~32!
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where

f ~k,c!5
T

2p (
n51

` E ~21!ncnuvun

n!
eikv cos~k8v!ln~11e~m2k2!/T!dk8 dv.

This leads to

e2e/T5@e~2m1k22 f ~k,c!!/T21#21. ~33!

Likewise, Eq.~5! gives rise to

2prh~k!511
1

L

2

AV0
22k2

1g~k,c!, ~34!

where

g~k,c!5 (
n51

` E ~21!ncnuvun

n!
eikv cos~k8v!dk8 dv.

With the help of~33!, we obtain the distribution function of roots

2pr~k!5F11
1

L

2

AV0
22k2

1g~k,c!G 1

e@2m1k22 f ~k,c!#/T21
. ~35!

Physically, it represents the distribution of quasimomenta of the system as a collection. Be
the density of root should be positive–definite,m1 f (k,c) must be always smaller than the co
respondingk2, particularly,m1 f (0,c)<0. So Eq.~35! is a bosonlike distribution. If considering
the boundary effects so thatr(V0).0 we haveV0

22m2 f (V0 ,c)@T. There is a large-momentum
cutoff T05V0

22 f (V0 ,c)2m such that the system can be in a thermal equilibrium only wheT
!T0 .

Now we consider the free energy, and only take account of the leading terms forc!1,

2pr~k!5F11
1

L

2

AV0
22k2G 1

e~k22m!/T21
. ~36!

The free energy~15! becomes

F5mN1T
L

2p E F11
1

L

2

AV0
22k2G ln@12e~m2k2!/T#dk. ~37!

Sincek!V0 , sin21(k/V0).k/V0, we have

F5mN2
L

p S 11
2

LV0
D E k2

e~k22m!/T21
dk. ~38!

As for free bosons~i.e., c50!, the chemical potential should be nonpositive–definite and sm
than the energy of any particles. Moreover, for a fixed concentration (D5N/L), it is a function of
temperature decreasing as the temperature increases according to Eq.~36!. Hence when tempera
ture goes to zero, the chemical potential will approach to zero from a negative value.
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At low temperature, Eq.~38! becomes

F5mN2
LT3/2

2Ap
S 11

2

LV0
D Li 3/2~em/T!, ~39!

whereLi n(z) is polylogarithm function withLi 3/2(1)5z(3/2) andz(x) is Riemann’s Zeta func-
tion. SinceLi n(z) can be expanded into series ofz and the chemical potentialm should be zero at
zero temperature, we neglect theLi 3/2(e

m/T)’s dependence onT. Then the entropy has the form

S5
3LT1/2

4Ap
S 11

2

LV0
D Li 3/2~em/T!, ~40!

and the specific heat

CV5
3LT1/2

8Ap
S 11

2

LV0
D Li 3/2~em/T!, ~41!

which has boson-gas-like behaviors.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS

In the above, we discussed the thermodynamics of bosons in a one-dimensional potent
on the basis of the exact solution of the model. Using the strategy of Yang and Yang,18 we studied
the general thermodynamic properties of the system. We considered the problem in the
coupling limit and found that the behavior of the system at low temperature is Fermi liqui
even though it is a boson system. Therefore, the interaction plays an important role. Meanwh
obtained the specific heat which is linearly dependent on the temperatureT. For the weak coupling
limit, we found that the system behaves like boson gas at low temperature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Convection refers to fluid motion that is induced by buoyancy. In thermal convection b
ancy is due to temperature differences and one of the interesting questions is how much
total heat transfer is due to convection. The natural measure of this quantity is the Nusselt n
N, and many experiments and numerical simulations have been performed to discern the re
ship betweenN and the various parameters which describe the system. Much of this resear
focused on the forcing parameter,1–6 although it has been observed that rotation plays a nontri
role as well.7

The standard mathematical description of a convective system in a rotating frame of refe
is based on the rotating Boussinesq equations for Rayleigh–Be´nard convection~see, for example,
Chandrasekhar8!. This is a system of equations coupling the three dimensional Navier–S
equations to a heat advection-diffusion equation. The parameters in this system are the R
numberR which captures the forcing, and the Ekman numberE which is inversly proportional to
the rate of rotation. The only known rigorous upper bound forN at large values of the Rayleig
number is of the orderR1/2. This bound was first derived by Howard using variational metho9

More recently, a background method10 has been used to obtain this bound as well.11 This bound is
also valid in the presence of rotation.12 Experimental and numerical findings, however, indicat
bound of the form

N;Rq,

where the reported values forq belong approximately to the interval@2/7,1/3# for large R. The
exponents 2/7 and 1/3 have been discussed by several authors.13–21

A third parameter in the system is the Prandtl number, a parameter determined by the p
characteristics of the fluid. The Prandtl number is the ratio of the kinematic viscocity to the
conduction coefficient. A simplified set of equations can be derived by taking the limit a
Prandtl number goes to infinity. These equations are easier to analyze than the Boussines
tions; in particular one can prove global existence and uniqueness of smooth solutions.12 The
known rigorous bounds for the rotating infinite Prandtl number system are the uniform bou

N<11C1R2/5,

and the rotation dependent bound
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N<11C2ER2

~with constants independent ofE andR!. The latter bound is most useful for strong rotation. The
upper bounds were both obtained using the background field method.12,22–24 In the absence of
rotation (E5`) a bound of the form

N<11cR1/3~11 log1 R!2/3,

has been obtained.25 The 1/3 exponent is physical and close to the experimentally obse
exponents. The goal of this paper is to provide a similar bound in the rotating case, allowin
finite values ofE. As we shall see the correction due to rotation vanishes asE→`, and we
recover the above logarithmic bound even for rather strong rotation@E>R21/6(logR)25/6#. How-
ever, as rotation is increased even further the logarithmic bound deteriorates, allowing f
observed increase of Nusselt number at intermediate rotation rates.7 TheR2/5 bound may take over
for a range ofE. As E→0 theER2 bound takes over and accounts for the decrease of the Nu
number due to very strong stratification.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we recall the equations, basic
about the Nusselt number and some uniform estimates that hold for all Ekman numbers.
third section we describe the method for bounding the heat flux and the results. The fourth s
is devoted to proofs of the estimates of the nonrotation terms and the fifth section to the pro
the estimates due to rotation.

II. INFINITE PRANDTL NUMBER EQUATIONS

We begin with the equations of motion for infinite Prandtl number Rayleigh–Be´nard convec-
tion in a rotating reference frame, where the Boussinesq approximation is used for the buo
force. These form a system of five equations for velocities (u,v,w), pressurep and temperatureT
in three spatial dimensions. The components of the velocity vectoru5(u,v,w) satisfy the equa-
tions

2Du2E21v1px50, ~1!

2Dv1E21u1py50, ~2!

2Dw1pz5RT, ~3!

and the divergence-free condition

ux1vy1wz50. ~4!

The temperature,T, is advected according to the active scalar equation

~] t1u•¹!T5DT. ~5!

The two nondimensional parameters are the Rayleigh number,R, which describes the forcing du
to the heat difference, and the Ekman numberE which is inversely proportional to the rate o
rotation.

We will consider a rectangular domain, with the vertical height scaled to 1 and the horiz
lengths scaled to the aspect ratioL. The horizontal independent variables (x,y) belong to a square
Q,R2 of side lengthL. The vertical variablez belongs to the interval@0,1#. The non-negative
variablet represents time. For boundary conditions we will consider all the functionsu, v, w, p,
T periodic inx andy with periodL. The velocity componentsu, v, andw vanish forz50 and
1 while the temperatureT obeysT50 at z51 andT51 at z50. By taking a functiont(z) that
satisfiest(0)51 andt(1)50, we will express the temperature as

T~x,y,z,t !5t~z!1u~x,y,z,t !. ~6!
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The role of t is that of a convenient background which carries the inhomogeneous bou
conditions; thusu obeys the same homogeneous boundary conditions as the velocity. The eq
obeyed byu is

~] t1u•¹2D!u5t92wt8, ~7!

where we have usedt85 dt/dz. We will use a normalizedL2 norm

i f i25
1

L2 E
0

1E
0

LE
0

L

u f ~x,y,z!u2 dxdydz.

We denote byDD
21 the inverse of the Laplacian with periodic-Dirichlet boundary conditions

the Laplacian in the horizontal directionsx andy is denoted byDh . We will use^•& for the long
time average

^ f &5 lim sup
t→`

1

t E0

t

f ~s!ds.

The total heat transport is quantified by the Nusselt number which is defined in terms of a
time average of the vertical heat flux

N511K E
0

1

b~z!dzL , ~8!

where

b~z!5
1

L2 E
0

LE
0

L

w~x,y,z!T~x,y,z!dx dy. ~9!

we note that by using~6! the quantityb(z) can be written

b~z!5
1

L2 E
0

LE
0

L

w~x,y,z!u~x,y,z!dx dy. ~10!

One can verify that the Nusselt number is also expressed as

N5^i¹Ti2&. ~11!

From the velocity equations it follows that

i¹ui25
R

L2 E
0

LE
0

LE
0

1

w~x,y,z,t !T~x,y,z,t !dxdydz, ~12!

holds at each instant of time and thus

^i¹ui2&5R~N21!. ~13!

The temperature equation obeys a maximum principle so that

0<T<1,

holds pointwise in space and time and consequently from~12! it follows that

i¹ui2<R2, ~14!
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at each instance of time. One can easily derive from the rotating infinite Prandtl number s
~see, for example, Ref. 23! two coupled equations for the vertical velocityw and the vertical
component of vorticityz5vx2uy

D2w2E21zz52RDhT, ~15!

2Dz2E21wz50. ~16!

Multiplying the first equation byw, the second one byz, adding and integrating we deduce th

iDwi212i¹zi2<R2, ~17!

holds pointwise in time. We used the fact, due to incompressibility, thatw together withwz and
z vanish at the vertical boundaries.

III. BOUNDING THE HEAT FLUX

From the definition of the Nusselt number~11!, given in terms of the temperature, we ca
derive an equivalent expression in terms of the background profile and fluctuations using~6! to
replaceT with its decomposition intot andu in the quantityu¹Tu2. This gives us the expressio

N5^i¹uu2&1E
0

1

~t8!2 dz12K E
0

LE
0

LE
0

1

uzt8dzdydxL .

The last term may be replaced by multiplying the evolution equation foru ~7! by u and integrating.
Upon taking a long time average, we have

K E
0

LE
0

LE
0

1

t8uzdzdydxL 5^i¹ui2&2K E
0

LE
0

LE
0

1

wt8dzdydxL ,

where we have made use of the boundary conditions and the incompressibility condition.
bining these, we have the following form for the Nusselt number:

N1^i¹ui2&52K 2E
0

1

t8~z!b~z!dzL 1E
0

1

~t8~z!!2dz. ~18!

Let us now write

b~z,t !5
1

L2 E
0

LE
0

LE
0

zE
0

z1
wzz~x,y,z2 ,t !u~x,z!dx dy dz dz2 dz1 .

It follows that:

ub~z,t !u< 1
2 z2~11itiL`!iwzziL`(dz;L1(dx)) . ~19!

Restricting ourselves to bounded profiles,itiL`<1, and relaxing the supnorm we have simply

ub~z,t !u<z2iwzz~•,t !iL`. ~20!

Consequently we obtain the inequality

N<E
0

1

~t8~z!!2dz12E
0

1

z2ut8~z!u^iwzz~•,t !iL`&dz. ~21!
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Up to this point, the background profilet has not been specified. We will choose for simplicity
smooth approximation of a profile concentrated in a boundary layer of widthd, for example
t(z)512z/d for 0<z<d and 0 forz.d. We will assume thus that the functiont(z) obeys

ut8~z!u<C
1

d
,

ut9~z!u<C
1

d2 ,

ut(z)u<1 andt8(z)50 for z.d. We will adjustd to optimize the bounds but we will require a
least

d >
C

Rp .

We will not attempt to optimize prefactors in this paper; we will simply denote Rayleigh
Ekman number independent constants byC. The powerp is not specified~this assumption will
only be used inside a logarithmic bound!. Before optimizing ind we deduce from~21! the
inequality

N<
C

d
1Cd2^iwzz~•,t !iL`&. ~22!

We will use now the two equations~15! and ~16! to derive a single expression forwzz, the
quantity relevant to calculations of the heat flux. Noting thatz vanishes on the vertical boundarie
solving for z in the second equation and substituting into the first equation, we obtain

D2w1E22~]zDD
21]z!w52RDhT. ~23!

Moving the rotation term to the right-hand side and applying the inverse bilaplacian, we de

w52R~DDN
2 !21DhT2E22~DDN

2 !21~]zDD
21]z!w. ~24!

Here (DDN
2 )21 is the inverse bilaplacian with homogeneous Dirichlet and Neumann~DN! bound-

ary conditions. Notice thatDhT5Dhu since the background temperature profilet depends onz
only. Taking twoz derivatives then gives

wzz52RB1u2E22B2w, ~25!

where

B15]zz~DDN
2 !21Dh ~26!

and

B25]zz~DDN
2 !21~]zDD

21]z!. ~27!

We will estimate the quantity of interest to usiwzziL` using the decomposition above. Obvious

^iwzz~•,t !iL`&<R^iB1u~•,t !iL`&1E22^iB2w~•,t !iL`&, ~28!

holds.
In the following sections, we prove the two key estimates

^iB1u~•,t !iL`&<C$11C log1 R%2 ~29!
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and

^iB2w~•,t !iL`&<CAR~N21!. ~30!

Using these two inequalities, and the combination of~28! and~22!, we can optimize with respec
to d we obtain our main result

Theorem 1: There exists a constant C such that the Nusselt number for the infinite Pr
number equation with rotation is bounded by

N<11CR1/3$11 log1 R%2/3,

when

E>R2 1/6$11 log1 R%2 5/6.

When E<R21/6$11 log1 R%25/6 then the Nusselt number obeys

N<CE2 4/5R1/5.

Indeed, using the bounds~29! and~30! together with~28! in ~22! and optimizing with respec
to d we obtain

N<11C$R~11 log1 R!2%1/31CE2 2/3R1/6~N21!1/6, ~31!

which implies the statement of the theorem. From inequality~31! and the previously obtained
bounds

N<11CR2/5,

N<11CER2,

the following picture emerges. For rotations ranging from very weak to rather strongE
>R21/6$11 log1 R%25/6), the boundR1/3$11 log1 R%2/3 applies. For stronger rotation,R21/4<E
<R21/6$11 log1 R%25/6, the boundN<11CE24/5R1/5 is optimal. For stronger rotation yet,R22

<E<R21/4, the boundN<11CR2/5 operates, and finally at exceedingly large rotationE<R22

the Nusselt number becomes bounded and then identically one. If instead of varying rota
fixed Rayleigh numbers one varies the Rayleigh numbers and fixes the Ekman number, th
logarithmic one-third power law bound emerges for any fixed rotation, no matter how st
provided the Rayleigh number is high enough.

IV. SINGULAR INTEGRALS AND THE B 1 TERM

In this section, we outline the estimates and results for the nonrotating case. Consid
operator

B15
]2

]z2 ~DDN
2 !21Dh,

wherew5(DDN
2 )21f is the solution of

D2w5 f ,

with horizontally periodic and vertically Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditionsw5w8
50. LogarithmicL` estimates forB1 were obtained in Ref. 25!. They are recalled in the follow-
ing:

Theorem 2: For any aP(0,1) there exists a positive constant Ca such that every Ho¨lder
continuous functionu that is horizontally periodic and vanishes at the vertical boundaries satis
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iB1uiL`<CaiuiL`$11 log~11iuiC0,a!%2. ~32!

The spatialC0,a norm is defined as

iuiC0,a5 sup
X5~x,y,z!PQ3@0,1#

uu~X,t !u1 sup
XÞY

uu~X,t !2u~Y,t !u
uX2Yua

.

The proof decomposesB1u into the sum

B1u5~ I 2B31B41B5!B3u,

where

B3~u!5~DD!21Dhu.

B3 is an integral operator with kernelK given by

B3~u!~x,y,z!5L22E
0

LE
0

LE
0

1

K~x2j,y2h,z,z!~u~j,h,z!2u~x,y,z!!dj dh dz. ~33!

B4 andB5 are singular layer integral operators with kernels that are singular at the boundary
operatorB4 can be written as

B4~u!~x,y,z!5L22E
0

LE
0

LE
0

1

J~x2j,y2h,z,z!~u~j,h,z!2u~j,h,1!!dj dh dz ~34!

and

B5~u!~x,y,z!5L22E
0

LE
0

LE
0

1

S~x2j,y2h,z,z!~u~j,h,z!2u~j,h,0!!dj dh dz, ~35!

for any continuous functionu that obeys the homogeneous boundary conditions@so that
u(j,h,0)5u(j,h,1)50#. It was shown in Ref. 25 that there exist constants such that

uK~x2j,y2h,z,z!u<C~ ux2ju21uy2hu21uz2zu2!2 3/2, ~36!

uJ~x2j,y2h,z,z!u<C~ ux2ju21uy2hu21u12zu2!2 3/2, ~37!

uS~x2j,y2h,z,z!u<C~ ux2ju21uy2hu21uzu2!2 3/2. ~38!

Once these inequalities are established it is not difficult to derive for allBj , j 53,4,5 the estimates

iBjuiL`<CaiuiL`@11 log~11iuiC0,a!#, ~39!

for which the bound in~32! follows by composition. We will make now contact with the dynam
cal evolution ofu given by ~7! by establishing two inequalities. The first

i¹uiL4
2 <CiuiL`iDuiL2,

is obtained by integration by parts and hold for all functions that are smooth enough and ob
homogeneous boundary conditions. The second inequality,

1

L2 E
0

LE
0

L

uw~x,y,z,t !u2<zi¹u~•,t !i2,
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follows from the boundary conditions, the fundamental theorem of calculus and the Sch
inequality. Multiplying ~7! by 2Du and integrating one obtains, after using these last two
equalities

1

2

d

dt
i¹ui21iDui2<Ci¹ui2H 11E

0

1

@~t9~z!!21z~t8~z!!2#dzJ . ~40!

Now using the bound oni¹ui , ~14!, and taking a long time average we see that there exis
positive constantC such that

^iDui2&<CR2H 11E
0

1

@~t9~z!!21z~t8~z!!2#dzJ . ~41!

By Sobolev embedding it follows that averages of squares of spatialC0,a norms ofu are bounded
by the same right-hand side

^iuiC0,a
2 &<CR2H 11E

0

1

@~t9~z!!21z~t8~z!!2#dzJ . ~42!

Taking long time averages in the estimate~32! and using the concavity of the logarithm and t
bound~42! we deduce the bound

^iB1u~•,t !iL`&<CH 11 logF11CR2H 11E
0

1

@~t9~z!!21z~t8~z!!2#dzJ G J 2

. ~43!

Using the general conditions ont that make the integrals of gradients oft not larger than powers
of R we obtain~29!.

V. ESTIMATES FOR THE ROTATION TERM

The goal of this section is to derive inequality~30!, the estimate which appears in the rotati
term. This is done using the bound oni¹ui ~13!, the lemma below, and taking long time averag

Lemma: For the operator B2 defined by (27), there exists a constant C such that

iB2wiL`
2 <Ciwzi2. ~44!

To prove the lemma we will use Sobolev embedding to obtain pointwise bounds from bo
in H2; in other words we will use

iB2wiL`<Ci~12D!B2wi . ~45!

By showing that

iB2wi< 1
2 iwzi ~46!

and that

iDB2wi<
&11

&
iwzi , ~47!

the lemma will follow. We derive first the inequality~46!. Recalling thatB2 is defined as
@]zz(DDN

2 )21]zDD
21]z#, it is clear that the inequality follows from a corresponding bound of

norm of the operator@]zz(DDN
2 )21]zDD

21# in L2. We accomplish this by showing that]zz(DDN
2 )21
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and]zDD
21 are both bounded inL2. For the first of these, letf be the solution of the bilaplacian

equationDDN
2 f5 f . Multiplying this equation byf and integrating over the whole domain give

~D2f,f!5~ f ,f!, ~48!

where

~ f ,g!5
1

L2 E
0

1E
0

LE
0

L

f ~x,y,z!g~x,y,z!dxdydz.

Expressing the bilaplacian as

D25]zzzz12]zzDh1Dh
2 , ~49!

it follows after integrating by parts that

~D2f,f!5ifzzi212ifxzi212ifyzi21iDhfi2. ~50!

The boundary terms obtained by integrating by parts all vanish because of the boundary
tions. Equations~48! and ~50! imply that

ifzzi2<i f iifi . ~51!

We now note from the fundamental theorem of calculus applied twice and the boundary cond
that

ifi<
1

&
ifzzi , ~52!

and therefore, from~51! we have

ifzzi<
1

&
i f i .

Sincef is by definition the solution to the bilaplacian equation, we can rewrite this inequali

i]zz~DDN
2 !21f i<

1

&
i f i . ~53!

We bound the operator]zD
21 in the same way. Letc represent the solution to the Poisso

equationDc5 f with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Multiplying byc and integrating over the
domain yields

i]zDD
21f i<

1

&
i f i . ~54!

Now theL2 bounds given by Eqs.~53! and ~54! can be used to obtain the estimate~46! on the
operatorB2 .

For ~47! we need to show that

iD]zz~DDN
2 !21]zDD

21]zwi<
&11

&
i]zwi . ~55!

Noticing that]zDD
21 may be written
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DD~DDN
2 !21]zDD

21,

and by expressingD5]zz1Dh , we obtain the following form for the operator in~55!:

D]zz~DDN
2 !21]zDD

215@ I 2]zzDh~DDN
2 !212Dh

2~DDN
2 !21#]zDD

21 . ~56!

We have already shown that]zDD
21 is bounded inL2, so we need only concern ourselves with t

other two operators. Letw be the solution to the bilaplacian equationD2w5 f with Dirichlet and
Neumann boundary conditions. Multiplying byDh

2w and integrating over the domain, we obta

~D2w,Dh
2w!5~ f ,Dh

2w!. ~57!

Noting that we can separate the bilaplacian into vertical and horizontal derivatives, we hav

~D2w,Dh
2w!5~]zzzzw,Dh

2w!12~Dh]zzw,Dh
2w!1iDh

2wi2. ~58!

Integrating by parts, the first term gives

~]zzzzw,Dh
2w!5i]zzDhwi2.

The boundary terms disappear due to boundary conditions. Similarly, the second term i~58!
becomes, after integrating by parts

~Dh]zzw,Dh
2w!5iDh]xzwi21iDh]yzwi2.

Again, because of the boundary conditions, the boundary terms vanish. Equations~57! and ~58!
together with the Schwartz inequality, yield

i]zzDhwi212iDh]xzwi212iDh]yzwi21 1
2 iDh

2wi2< 1
2 i f i2.

This inequality implies both that

i]zzDh~DDN
2 !21wi2< 1

2 i f i2

and also that

iDh
2~DDN

2 !21wi2<i f i2.

Now by using~56! we obtain the estimate stated in~55! and proof of the lemma is completed.

VI. DISCUSSION

For infinite Prandtl number convection without rotation, there exists a rigorous upper b
on the heat transfer which is of the orderR1/3(logR)2/3. In the presence of rotation, however,
low-order perturbation to the bilaplacian operator is introduced. This has the effect of an
tional term in the upper bound for the heat transfer, as seen in~31!. As the rotation is increased th
bound deteriorates slowly but holds as long asE>R21/6(logR)25/6. For a regionR21/4<E
<R21/6(logR)25/6 a bound of the typeN<E24/5R1/5 is the best known bound, for stronger rot
tion R22<E<R21/4 the uniform boundN<R2/5 applies and if rotation is increased further th
Nusselt number becomes bounded and then equal to one. On the other hand, suppose the
is arbitrary but fixed and the Rayleigh number is increased; for sufficiently large Rayleigh
bers the logarithmicR1/3(logR)2/3 bound applies.
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On upper bounds for infinite Prandtl number convection
with or without rotation
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Bounds for the bulk heat transport in Rayleigh–Benard convection for an infinite
Prandtl number fluid are derived from the primitive equations. The enhancement of
heat transport beyond the minimal conduction value~the Nusselt number Nu! is
bounded in terms of the nondimensional temperature difference across the layer
~the Rayleigh number Ra! according to Nu<cRa2/5, wherec,1 is an absolute
constant. This rigorous upper limit is uniform in the rotation rate when a Coriolis
force, corresponding to the rotating convection problem, is included. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1336157#

I. INTRODUCTION

Rayleigh–Benard convection, where a fluid layer heated from below produces an inst
leading to convective fluid motions, has played a central role in both the experimental and
retical development of the modern sciences of nonlinear dynamics and physical pattern form
Driven far beyond the instability, thermal convection becomes turbulent. Heat transport by
vective turbulence is an important component of a wide variety of problems in applied ph
ranging from stellar structure in astrophysics,1 to mantle convection and plate tectonics
geophysics,2 to transport in physical oceanography and atmospheric science.3 One of the funda-
mental quantities of interest in these systems is the total heat transport across the layer,
expressed in terms of the nondimensional Nusselt number Nu, the enhancement of he
beyond the minimal conductive value. This flux is a function of the buoyancy force acros
layer, usually measured in units set by the layer geometry and material dissipation parame
the Rayleigh number Ra. There are at least two other parameters in these systems: The
number Pr, a material parameter, is the ratio of diffusivities of momentum and temperature
the aspect ratioA, the ratio of the cross-sectional length scale~s! to the layer depth, is a geometri
parameter characterizing the convection domain.

A major goal of both theory and experiment is to elucidate the Nu–Ra relationship, wh
expected to take the form of a scaling law

Nu;Raa, ~1.1!

in the high Rayleigh number limit of fully developed convective turbulence. It is generally
sumed that the high Ra scaling law will be independent of the aspect ratio, and independen
Prandtl number for finite values of Pr. Great interest centers on the asymptotic~as Ra→`! value
of the scaling exponenta.

For many applications there is a relatively uncontroversial model of the phenomena
so-called Boussinesq equations. This model consists of the heat advection-diffusion equa
the local temperature coupled to the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations via a bu
force proportional to the local temperature. There have been many theoretical predictions—

a!Electronic mail: const@math.uchicago.edu
7840022-2488/2001/42(2)/784/12/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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as more than a fewa posterioriexplanations—for the numerical value of the scaling exponena
based in part on this model.4 And while a number of laboratory experiments over the last t
decades5–9 have produced data yielding clear scaling over many orders of magnitude variat
Ra, experiments have not yet produced unambiguous measurements ofa. ~Directly observed
values ofa have varied between roughly 1/4 and 1/3.!

One of the early high-Rayleigh number theories10 predicted, for finite Pr, an ‘‘ultimate’’
regime as Ra→` with Nu;(Pr Ra)1/2 ~modulo logarithmic modifications!. This scaling is distin-
guished in that the physical heat flux is then independent of the material transport coeffic1

and additionally in that this Rayleigh number dependence is in accord with the most ge
rigorous upper bounds on the heat transport derived from the Boussinesq equations11 with at most
mild statistical assumptions.12 In particular the best high Ra rigorous bounds to date are of
form Nu<cRa1/2 uniform in the Prandtl number for 0,Pr<`. Several recent experimental in
vestigations have suggested some indication of the eventual realization of thisa51/2 limit,6,7 but
others have concluded that this regime may not be achieved.8,9

In this paper we focus on a specific version of the problem modeled by the infinite Pr
number limit of the Boussinesq equations. Then the inertial terms in the momentum equatio
neglected and the velocity vector field is linearly slaved to the temperature field. The in
Prandtl number limit is the standard model for mantle convection studies2 in terrestrial geophysics
where Pr'1024, and it is often taken as a reasonable description of high Prandtl number co
tion at moderate Rayleigh numbers. The Reynolds number is always small for infinite P
number, and the expectation for the high Rayleigh number scaling of the Nusselt num
modified accordingly. The scaling Nu;Ra1/3 was predicted on the basis of marginally stab
boundary layer arguments,13,14and this value ofa is distinguished in that it yields a finite heat flu
into a semi-infinite layer. This 1/3 scaling is also predicted as an upper limit of the infinite Pr
number limit of the Boussinesq equations on the basis of an approximate treatment of an
bound analysis utilizing mild statistical hypothesis.15 More recently, the suggestive high Rayleig
number bound Nu<cRa1/3(log Ra)2/3 was proven directly from the equations of motion.16

The effect of rotation on convective heat transport is an important issue in astrophysic
geophysical applications, and it has also been the subject of recent laboratory studies.17 Rotation
is modeled by the addition of a Coriolis force to the momentum balance in the Boussinesq m
and introduces another nondimensional variable into the system, the Taylor number Ta, w
proportional to the square of the rotation rate. Rotation modifies the transition from conduct
convection,18,19 and generally rotation is observed to suppress convective heat transport in a
with the Taylor–Proudman theorem. The mathematical analysis of the effect of rotation in
of its effect on rigorous bounds for convective heat transport is only partially successful, how
because to a great extent the existing bounding techniques utilize energy balances. The
force does no work, so it drops out of the analysis. Indeed, the Nu<cRa1/2 bound for arbitrary
Prandtl number convection in Refs. 11 and 12 are uniform Ta. To date there are no rig
estimates of the suppression of convection by rotation for arbitrary Prandtl number fluids.

There has been considerably more success for the analysis of the effect of rotation on
Prandtl number convection. When the Coriolis force is introduced directly into the linear sla
of the velocity field to the temperature field, it remains effective when the full momen
equation—and not just the energy balance—is utilized as a constraint in the analysis. A bou
Nu with the proper qualitative dependence on rotation was recently established,20 Nu
<c1 Ra2/ATa for no-slip boundaries. The Rayleigh number dependence of this estimate is o
pessimistic for moderate rotations; in Ref. 21 it is shown that for moderate rotations@Ta
<c Ra1/3(log Ra)5/3# an estimate of the form Nu<cRa1/3(log Ra)2/3 is valid.

The new results in this paper are to derive another rigorous upper bound for the N
number in the infinite Prandtl number model which is effective for a range of Rayleigh and T
numbers. We will prove that

Nu<cRa2/5, ~1.2!
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where the prefactorc is an absolute constant uniform in Ta. This is a qualitative improvement
the only other known uniform bound;Ra1/2, and depending on the specific values of Ra and
it can be a quantitative improvement of the estimates in Refs. 20 and 21. We will establish~1.2!
two ways, one in the absence of rotation with the prefactorc50.2545̄ , and another in the
presence of rotation22 with a slightly larger prefactorc50.6635̄ .

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present a full desc
of the Boussinesq model of fluid convection along with the precise definitions of the depe
and independent variables, some basic identities, and a little preliminary analysis. Sect
contains the upper bound computation, all the relevant estimates, and two proofs of the 2/5
without and with rotation.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

We begin with the Boussinesq model of fluid convection in a rotating reference frame. A
of fluid is confined between horizontal rigid planes separated by vertical distanceh. The bottom
plate atz50 is held at constant temperatureTbottom, and the top one atz5h is held at temperature
Ttop; both plates are no-slip as regards the fluid motion. Thez axis is the vertical direction, the
direction in which gravity acts and the direction of the axis of rotation. The unit vectors in thx,
y, andz directions are, respectively,i, j , k, and the velocity field isu(x,t)5 iu1 jv1kw. The
temperature field isT(x,t). Neglecting compressibility everywhere except in the buoyancy fo
and scaling the density to one, the velocity field, the pressure fieldp(x,t), and temperature field
are governed by the Boussinesq equations

]u

]t
1u•¹u1¹p12Vk3u5vDu1gakT, ~2.1!

¹•u50, ~2.2!

]T

]t
1u•¹T5kDT. ~2.3!

In the above,V is the rotation rate,v is the kinematic viscosity,g is the acceleration of gravity
a is the thermal expansion coefficient, andk is the thermal diffusion coefficient. Incompressibilit
together with the no-slip boundary conditions lead to the supplementary boundary conditio

]w

]z
50 at z50,h. ~2.4!

In this work we restrict attention to periodic boundary conditions on all dependent variables
horizontal directions with periodsLx andLy .

The standard nondimensional formulation of the problem is realized by measuring leng
units of the layer depthh, time in units of the thermal diffusion timeh2/k, velocity in terms of
k/h, and temperature on a scale whereTtop50 andTbottom51. The equations of motion are the
transformed to

1

PrS ]u

]t
1u•¹uD1ATa k3u1¹p5Du1Ra kT, ~2.5!

¹•u50, ~2.6!

]T

]t
1u•¹T5DT, ~2.7!

with boundary conditions
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uuz50505uuz51 , Tuz5051, Tuz5150. ~2.8!

All the parameters of the system are thus absorbed into four pure numbers. The natural
parameter is the Rayleigh number

Ra5
ga~Tbottom2Ttop!h

3

vk
, ~2.9!

a ratio of the overall buoyancy force to the damping coefficients. The rotation is measured
Taylor number

Ta5F2Vh2

v G2

, ~2.10!

which is sometimes expressed in terms of the Ekman number Ek5Ta21/2. The Prandtl number

Pr5
v
k

, ~2.11!

is a material parameter. In the remainder of this paper we shall be concerned with the i
Prandtl number model where the inertial terms in the momentum equations~2.5! are dropped so
that the velocity field is linearly slaved to the temperature field

ATa k3u1¹p5Du1Ra kT. ~2.12!

The fourth pure number characterizing the model is the aspect ratio of the system, which we
to be the nondimensional area on the layer

A5
LxLy

h2 . ~2.13!

The infinite Prandtl number model leads to direct linear relationships among the tempe
the vertical velocityw, and the vertical vorticity

z5
]v
]x

2
]u

]y
. ~2.14!

Indeed, eliminating the pressure from~2.12! it is straightforward to see that

D2w2ATa
]z

]z
52Ra DHT, ~2.15!

whereDH denotes the horizontal Laplacian]x
21]y

2 , and

2Dz2ATa
]w

]z
50. ~2.16!

In view of the incompressibility and no-slip conditions onu, the boundary conditions accompa
nying ~2.15! and ~2.16! are

wuz50505wuz51 ,
]w

]z U
z50

505
]w

]zU
z51

~2.17!

and
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zuz50505zuz51 . ~2.18!

A. Heat transport

The total heat transport is the space–time average of the vertical component of th
currentk•J, whereJ is proportional touT2¹T. The standard nondimensional measure of
convective heat transport is the enhancement of the heat flux due to fluid motion, the N
number Nu. The Nusselt number is defined as the ratio of the total vertical heat flux t
conductive heat fluxk(Tbottom2Ttop)/h.

The convection rate is a time averaged bulk property in the turbulent case, so it is help
defining it to introduce the notation

E
V
dV5E

0

Lx /h

dxE
0

Ly /h

dyE
0

1

dz, ~2.19!

~wherex, y, andz are the nondimensional coordinates! for the volume integration

i f i5S E
V
dVu f ~x,y,z!u2D 1/2

, ~2.20!

for the L2 norm on the domain, and

^ f &5 lim
t→`

1

t E0

t

f ~ t8!dt8, ~2.21!

for the long time average off . In the event the limit above does not exist~or is not unambiguously
unique!, we may interpret the definition in terms of the limit supremum as regards the u
bounds to be derived here.

Straightforward manipulation of the equations of motion yield a variety of expressions fo
Nusselt number in terms of solutions to~2.7!, ~2.15!, and~2.16!

Nu511
1

A K E
V
dV wTL ~2.22!

5
1

A ^i¹Ti2& ~2.23!

5
1

Ra

1

A ^i¹ui2&. ~2.24!

The goal of the analysis is to producea priori bounds for the function Nu~Ra, Ta,A!. We will
derive bounds that are uniform in the rotation rate and the aspect ratio, so for convenience w
refer to the Nusselt number as simply Nu~Ra!.

B. A useful decomposition

A device that we shall use throughout is the decomposition of the temperature field
steady ‘‘background profile’’ and a time-dependent fluctuation field

T~x,t !5t~z!1u~x,t !. ~2.25!

The background profilet(z) is, for the moment, arbitrary except that it satisfies the bound
conditions onT(x,t). That is
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t~0!51 and t~1!50. ~2.26!

Thus the fluctuationu satisfies homogeneous boundary conditions

uuz50505uuz51 , ~2.27!

together with periodicity in the horizontal. A particular background profile will be chosen late
convenience in the analysis.

We introduce the decomposition~2.25! into ~2.7! to obtain

]u

]t
1u•¹u5Du2t8w1t9, ~2.28!

wheret8(z) andt9(z) are the first and second derivatives of thet(z). The evolution of theL2

norm~squared! of the fluctuation field is obtained by dottingu into Eq.~2.28! and integrating over
the volume. Then upon performing some integrations by parts and invoking the boundary
tions we obtain

d

dt

1

2
iui252i¹ui22E

V
dV t8~z! w u2E

V
dV t8~z!

]u

]z
. ~2.29!

Now consider theL2 norm ~squared! of the decomposition of the gradient of the temperature fi

i¹Ti25AE
0

1

dzt8~z!212E
V
dV t8~z!

]u

]z
1i¹ui2. ~2.30!

Adding 23(2.29) to~2.30!, taking the long time average and recalling~2.23!, we find the funda-
mental~for what follows! relation for the heat transport:

Nu5E
0

1

dzt8~z!22
1

A K E
V
dV (u¹uu212t8~z!wu)L . ~2.31!

III. UPPER BOUNDS

The derivation of upper bounds on the convective heat transport is based on the basic d
position in ~2.31!. From this starting point we follow two distinct paths to producing effect
rigorous estimates for Nu~Ra!. One approach is to choose the background profilet(z) to assure
non-negativity of the quadratic form

Q$u%5E
V
dV ~ u¹uu212t8~z!wu!, ~3.1!

defined for functionsu(x,y,z) satisfying the fluctuation’s boundary conditions withw(x,y,z)
given in terms ofu according to~2.15!—noting thatDHT5DHu—and ~2.16!. Then the Nusselt
number is bounded explicitly by*0

1dzt8(z)2. The other approach is to derive ana priori upper
bound onu^*VdVt8(z)wu&u in terms of Ra and the functional form oft, followed by an appro-
priate adjustment oft to balance this estimate with*0

1dzt8(z)2. We will see that while the first
approach can be carried out to derive a bound;Ra2/5 in the absence of rotation, i.e., for Ta50,
the second approach produces a similarly scaling bound uniform in Ta for all2`,Ta,`, albeit
with a slightly larger prefactor.

In both approaches the background profile is chosen so that the support oft8(z) is concen-
trated near the boundaries wherew andu are forced to vanish due to the boundary conditions
particular we take
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t~z!55
12

z

2d
for 0<z<d

1
2 for d<z<12d

12z

2d
for 12d<z<1

, ~3.2!

where the adjustable parameterd (0<d< 1
2) is referred to as the ‘‘boundary layer’’ thickness

the profile. Thent8(z) vanishes in the bulk, and is the constant2 1/2d within distanced of the
isothermal boundaries. With this choice of background profile, both approaches rely on de
local estimates foru andw in the boundary layers nearz50 andz51.

A. The 2 Õ5 bound without rotation

First we treat the case of no rotation, i.e., Ta50. Then the vertical velocityw satisfies

D2w52Ra DHu, ~3.3!

together with the boundary conditions in~2.17!. The procedure is now to show that we ma
choose the background profile’s boundary layer thicknessd small enough~depending on Ra! to
ensure that the quadratic formQ in ~3.1! is non-negative. Then the bound will be Nu< 1/2d.

We go over to the Fourier series representation to derive sufficient conditions for the
negativity ofQ. DecomposingQ mode by mode in the translation invariant horizontal directio
we observe that it will be non-negative when for each horizontal wave numberk

Qk$uk%5E
0

1

@ uDuku21k2uuku21t8~wk* uk1wkuk* !#dz, ~3.4!

is non-negative. In the above,uk(z) is a complex valued function satisfyinguÀk(z)5uk(z)* and
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions

uk~0!505uk~1!, ~3.5!

the z derivative is denoted byD, and the complex valued functionwk(z) is the linear functional
of uk defined by

~2D21k2!2wk5Ra k2uk , ~3.6!

with both homogeneous Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions:

wk~0!505wk~1! and Dwk~0!505Dwk~1!. ~3.7!

Note thatwk also satisfieswÀk(z)5wk(z)* . In this subsection we will also usei•i to denote the
L2 norm andi•i` to denote theL` norm @0,1#, i.e.,

i f i5AE
0

1

u f ~z!u2dz ~3.8!

and

i f i`5 sup
0<z<1

u f ~z!u. ~3.9!

Consider first the temperature fluctuation componentuk(z). We estimate the growth ofuk(z)
in the boundary layer according to
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uuk~z!u5U E
0

z

Duk~z8!dz8U<AzAE
0

1/2

uDuk~z8!u2dz8, ~3.10!

for 0<z< 1
2. Of course a similar estimate holds for the growth away from the boundaryz

51.
We may obtain control of higher derivatives ofwk(z) in terms of theL2 norm of uk which

will result in the growth ofwk(z) away from the boundaries being bounded by a higher powe
the distance to the wall. Squaring~3.6! and integrating from 0 to 1, and integrating by parts wh
the boundary conditions permit, we have

Ra2k4iuki25iD4wki222k2E
0

1

@D4wk* D2wk1D4wkD
2wk* #dz

16k4iD2wki214k6iDwki21k8iwki2. ~3.11!

The indefinite term above may be estimated by its neighboring terms. For anya.0

U2k2E
0

1

@D4wk* D2wk1D4wkD
2wk* #dzU<aiD4wki21

4k4

a
iD2wki2. ~3.12!

Choosinga5 1
2 (A4125)'0.7016, then, we see that

Ra2k4iuki2>C@ iD4wki21k4iD2wki2#, ~3.13!

whereC5 1
2 (72A41)'0.2984. This will be enough to give usL` control ofD2wk in light of the

following:
Lemma:Let f (z) be a smooth~say,D3f is continuous! real valued function satisfying both

homogeneous Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions on@0,1#. Then

iD2f i`<A2iD4f iiD2f i . ~3.14!

We note that this lemma is not true unless both sets of boundary conditions are satisfied.
terexamples are the functionsf (z)52z323z21z and f (z)52z323z211 which satisfy, respec-
tively, homogeneous Dirichlet and homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions on@0,1#. Each of
these functions hasiD2f i`56 althoughiD4f i50.

To prove the lemma, first note that because of the homogeneous Dirichlet cond
*0

1D f (z)dz50, soD f must have a zero inside the interval~0,1!. That is, there exists a pointz0

P(0,1) so that D f (z0)50. Then because of the homogeneous Neumann condit
*0

z0D2f (z)dz50 and *z0

1 D2f (z)dz50 so there exist pointsz1P(0,z0) and z2P(z0,1) so that

D2f (z1)505D2f (z2).
So with 0,z1,z2,1 being distinct zeros onD2f , we use the fundamental theorem

calculus to write

~D2f ~z!!252E
z1

z

dz8D2f ~z8!D3f ~z8!, ~3.15!

and, for any pointz̃P(0,1)

D3f ~z8!5D3f ~ z̃!1E
z̃

z8
dz9D4f ~z9!. ~3.16!

Inserting~3.16! into ~3.15! we have
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~D2f ~z!!252D3f ~ z̃!E
z1

z

dz8D2f ~z8!12E
z1

z

dz8D2f ~z8!E
z̃

z8
dz9D4f ~z9!. ~3.17!

Integrating~3.17! with respect toz̃ from z1 to z2 and noting that the first term on the right han
side vanishes, we deduce

~z22z1!~D2f ~z!!252E
z1

z2
dz̃E

z1

z

dz8D2f ~z8!E
z̃

z8
dz9D4f ~z9!. ~3.18!

The Schwarz inequality~applied twice! then implies

~z22z1!~D2f ~z!!2<2~z22z1!iD2f i iD4f i , ~3.19!

which proves the lemma.
Returning attention towk(z)5u(z)1 iv(z) with u andv real ~and each satisfying the bound

ary conditions in the lemma! and recalling~3.13!, we have

uD2wk~z!u25~D2u~z!!21~D2v~z!!2

<2iD2uiiD4ui12iD2vi iD4vi

<k2iD2ui21
1

k2 iD4ui21k2iD2vi21
1

k2 iD4vi2

5k2iD2wki21
1

k2 iD4wki2

<
Ra2

C
k2iuki2. ~3.20!

Hence the growth ofwk from the boundary atz50 is limited by

uwk~z!u5U E
0

z

dz8E
0

z8
dz9D2wk~z9!U

<
1

2
z2iD2wki`

<
1

2
z2

Ra

AC
kiuki . ~3.21!

An analogous pointwise bound holds near the boundary atz51.
The magnitude of the indefinite term inQk is then bounded in terms of the positive defin

terms:
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E
0

1

t8~wk* uk1wkuk* !dz<
1

d E0

d
uwk~z!iuk~z!udz1

1

d E12d

1

uwk~z!iuk~z!udz

<
1

d E0

d
dz

1

2
z2S Ra

AC
kiuki DAzAE

0

1/2

uDuk~z8!u2dz8

1
1

d E12d

1

dz
1

2
~12z!2S Ra

AC
kiuki D uuk~z!uA12zAE

1/2

1

uDuk~z8!u2dz8

<
1

7
d5/2

Ra

AC
kiuki SAE

0

1/2

uDuk~z8!u2dz81AE
1/2

1

uDuk~z8!u2dz8D
<

1

7
d5/2

Ra

AC

1

&
~k2iuki21iDuki2!. ~3.22!

HenceQk is non-negative for allk when we choosed so that

15
1

7A2C
d5/2Ra. ~3.23!

The heat transport is then bounded according to

Nu<
1

2d
5

1

2~98C!1/5Ra2/550.2545̄ Ra2/5. ~3.24!

This proof does not go through when TaÞ0, however, because we cannot establish the hig
derivative control in~3.13!.

B. The 2 Õ5 bound with rotation

In the presence of rotation we adopt another strategy to derive the 2/5 scaling bound,
with a slightly larger prefactor. When TaÞ0 we cannot use the tightz2 bound onw near the
boundary because we cannot produce an effective estimate for the fourth derivative ofw in L2 .
We can, however, establish az3/2 growth. Then we do not require that the quadratic formQ be
non-negative, but rather we find ana priori estimate forQ and then adjust the backgroun
boundary layer thicknessd to make the best of it.

Consider first the temperature field. BecauseT(x,t) solves the advection-diffusion equatio
~2.7!, it satisfies a maximum principle. That is, if the initial dataT(x,0) is bounded pointwise
between the values at the boundaries, i.e., if 0<T(x,0)<1, then the solution subsequently susta
those limits: 0<T(x,t)<1. The background profile in~3.2! is also bounded pointwise in magn
tude between 0 and 1, so the fluctuationu also obeys the same limits. Hence

iTi`5iti`51 and iui`<1. ~3.25!

We now establish growth limits onw near the boundaries as follows: The vertical compone
of velocity and vorticity are slaved to the temperature fluctuations by

D2w2ATa
]z

]z
52Ra DHu ~3.26!

and
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2Dz2ATa
]w

]z
50. ~3.27!

Multiplying ~3.26! by w and~3.27! by z, integrating over the full domain, and integrating by pa
with the help of the boundary conditions~2.17! and ~2.18!

I ]2w

]z2 I 2

12I¹H

]w

]z I
2

1iDHwi21i¹zi25RaE
V
dVu~2DHw!<

Ra2

4
iui21iDHwi2,

~3.28!

where, not unexpectedly,¹H denotes the horizontal gradienti(]/]x) 1 j (]/]y). Then thanks to
~3.25!, the second vertical derivative of the vertical velocity is bounded according to

I ]2w

]z2 I 2

<
Ra2

4
iui2<

Ra2

4
A. ~3.29!

Then in view ofw’s boundary conditions, for 0<z< 1
2

uw~x,y,z!u5U E
0

z

dz8E
0

z8
dz9

]2w

]z2U< 2

3
z3/2AE

0

1/2

dz9S ]2w

]z2 D 2

. ~3.30!

A similar estimate holds near the top boundary atz51.
Combining~3.25!, ~3.29!, and~3.30!, the indefinite~last! term on the right-hand side of

Nu5E
0

1

dzt8~z!22
1

A ^i¹ui2&2
2

A K E
V
dVt8~z!wuL , ~3.31!

is seen to satisfy

E
V
dVt8~z!wu<

1

2d E0

Lx /h

dxE
0

Ly /h

dyE
0

d
dzuw~x,y,z!uiui`

1
1

2d E0

Lx /h

dxE
0

Ly /h

dyE
12d

1

dzuw~x,y,z!uiui`

<
1

2d

2

3

2

5
d5/2A2AI ]2w

]z2 I
<
&

15
d3/2Ra_A. ~3.32!

Hence

Nu<
1

2d
1

2&

15
d3/2Ra. ~3.33!

Now we minimize the right-hand side above with respect tod by choosing

d5
52/5

23/5Ra22/5 ~3.34!

to conclude that
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Nu<
53/5

3322/5Ra2/550.6635̄ Ra2/5. ~3.35!

This bound is independent of the rotation, i.e., uniform in Ta for 0<Ta,`, and valid so long as
the initial temperature data lie between the temperatures at the boundaries.
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The equivalence of the class of Rivlin–Sawyers equations
and a class of stochastic models for polymer stress
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This paper establishes the precise relationship between the macroscopic class of
factorized Rivlin–Sawyers equations and a class of microscopic-based stochastic
models. The former is a well-established and popular class of rheological models
for polymeric fluids, while the latter is a more recently introduced class of rheo-
logical models which combines aspects of network and reptation theory with as-
pects of continuum mechanic models. It is shown that the two models are equiva-
lent in a defined sense under certain unrestrictive assumptions. The first part of the
proof gives the functional relationship between the linear viscoelastic memory
function of the Rivlin–Sawyers model and the probability density for creation
times of random variables in the stochastic model. The main part of the proof
establishes the relationship between the strain descriptions in each model by show-
ing that the difference in corresponding strain expressions can be made arbitrarily
small using the appropriate weighted norm from spectral approximation theory.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1332783#

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the main challenges in fields such as materials science, viscoelastic fluid mech
and polymer rheology and processing is the development of accurate rheological models
scribe the complex stress–strain relationship in polymeric fluids. Many models have bee
posed in the literature, each having varying degrees of success when applied to predict p
flow behavior. In general, rheological models, or viscoelastic constitutive equations, are cla
as macroscopic or microscopic.

Macroscopic models are closed-form phenomenological models which are formulated
level of continuum mechanics. These models most often take the form of a differential equ
such as the Giesekus model or Phan-Thien–Tanner~PTT! model, or a Lagrangian integral of th
Rivlin–Sawyers1 or K-BKZ type.2,3 Microscopic models are molecular-based or kinetic the
models. In these models, the macromolecules and their dynamics are modeled and the stres
is given by an expression which involves the polymer configurations. For dilute polymer solu
these models include the bead-spring, or elastic dumbbell, models such as the Rouse mo
Hookean dumbbell model and the FENE model. For concentrated polymer solutions and po
melts, they include the network theory of Lodge4,5 and the reptation models of Doi an
Edwards6–9 and Curtiss and Bird.10,11 Macroscopic expressions for many of these models h
been formulated after~most often severe! simplifying assumptions have been made to derive
closed form. Furthermore, some of the macroscopic models, such as the PTT model, hav
derived from microscopic considerations.

Among the most successful macroscopic models are those from the class of~factorized!
Rivlin–Sawyers integral equations. In general, these models have performed reasonably
describing polymer behavior in complex flow situations. However, the empirical nature o
7960022-2488/2001/42(2)/796/22/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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constitutive model limits the degree of success for these highly complicated fluids. All rel
polymer physics have not been included in these empirical models, and the lack of an und
molecular understanding hinders further improvements.

It is widely recognized that advances in viscoelastic fluid mechanics can only come wit
development of improved microscopic-based models since, unlike the macroscopic model
allow for the inclusion of relevant polymer physics. Armed with efficient stochastic simula
methods, a molecular model can be improved on the molecular level by modifying it within
framework of stochastic processes, without sacrificing its tractability. In particular, no simpli
assumptions need to be made in order to derive a closed-form constitutive equation fro
microscopic model. Moreover, advances in micro–macro simulations have allowed the co
of finite element techniques for calculating macroscopic velocity and pressure fields with B
ian dynamics or stochastic simulation techniques for computing polymer stress from sim
molecular dynamics or coarse-grained models.12–24

Recently a new class of microscopic-based stochastic models has been introduced25,26 which
combines aspects of microscopic models from network and reptation theory with aspects o
roscopic models such as the Rivlin–Sawyers model. The model has been shown to provid
predictions of polymer melt rheology in shear and elongational flow. The objective of this p
is to establish the precise relationship between this class of microscopic-based models a
class of factorized Rivlin–Sawyers integral equations. In particular, it is shown that, under
unrestrictive assumptions, the two models are equivalent in a well-defined sense. By estab
this equivalence, we thus give a precise underlying molecular understanding to the class
torized Rivlin–Sawyers models. In principle, this then allows the Rivlin–Sawyers equation
improved through the inclusion of physical insight within its stochastic formulation.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. The Rivlin–Sawyers model an
related stochastic model are described in Secs. II and III, respectively. The statement
equivalence of the two models is presented in Sec. IV, while the main part of the equiva
proof is given in Sec. V. The paper concludes with a discussion in Sec. VI.

II. CONTINUUM MECHANICS MODEL

The incompressible flow of a polymeric fluid under isothermal conditions is governed b
usual mass and momentum conservation equations from continuum mechanics,

¹•u50,

r
Du

Dt
5¹•s,

where u is the velocity field,r is the ~constant! density,D/Dt5]/]t1(u•¹) is the material
derivative, ands is the ~Cauchy! stress tensor given by

s52pd1t

in which d is the second-order unit tensor. The scalar fieldp represents an isotropic pressure a
t is the extra-stress tensor. A constitutive equation fort, along with appropriate boundary cond
tions, are needed to close the system. If the fluid is Newtonian, thent is the viscous stress tenso
given by Newton’s law,t5m@¹u1(¹u)†#, assuming incompressibility, wherem is the constant
viscosity under constant temperature. Substitution of thist into the momentum equation yields th
well-known Navier–Stokes equations.

For viscoelastic fluids, Newton’s law does not hold and we need another constitutive eq
for t to relate the stress to the strain, or more precisely, strain history. One of the most suc
of these equations, to date, is the factorized Rivlin–Sawyers integral constitutive equation1 whose
general form is
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t~ t !5E
2`

t

@h1~ I 1 ,I 2!$B~ t,t8!2d %1h2~ I 1 ,I 2!$C~ t,t8!2d %#m~ t2t8!dt8. ~1!

In this equation,t represents the present, or reference, time, whilet8 represents some time in th
past (t8<t). The tensorsB and C5B21 represent the~finite! Finger strain and~finite! Cauchy
strain tensors, respectively, and are defined by

B~ t,t8!5E~ t,t8!•E†~ t,t8! and C~ t,t8!5D†~ t,t8!•D~ t,t8!, ~2!

whereE(t,t8) and D(t,t8)5E21(t,t8) are relative deformation gradient tensors whose com
nents in Cartesian coordinates are

Ei j ~ t,t8!5
]xi~ t !

]xj~ t8!
and D i j ~ t,t8!5

]xi~ t8!

]xj~ t !
.

The tensorE(t,t8) represents the gradient of the deformation of a fluid element at present tt
relative to its configuration at timet8 in the past, whileD(t,t8) represents the gradient of th
deformation at timet8 relative to its configuration at timet.

The invariants of the Finger strain tensor areI 15tr B, I 25 1
2 @(tr B)22tr(B2)# and I 3

5detB, where tr and det denote the trace and determinant, respectively. Due to incompress
I 35detB51 and by the Cayley–Hamilton theorem,

B22I 1B1I 2d5B21[C

from which it follows thatI 25tr C. In the limit of small deformations, bothI 1 andI 2 approach the
value 3.

The functionsh1 andh2 are strain-dependent functions ofI 15tr B andI 25tr C. Both h1 and
h2 are continuous, positive functions with domain@3,̀ )3@3,̀ ) and rangeV,R1 whereV is a
bounded set in the nonnegative real numbersR15@0,̀ ). For realistic strain functions~which are
not identically zero!, V5(0,1# with hi(3,3)51 andhi(I 1 ,I 2) decreasing to zero asI 1 ,I 2→`.

The functionm(t2t8) is the linear viscoelastic memory function. Related to this function
the relaxation modulusG(t2t8) through the definitionm(t2t8)5]G(t2t8)/]t8. Both m(s) and
G(s), wheres5t2t8>0, are continuous, positive functions which decrease monotonicall
zero ats5t2t8→`.

The tensorsB andC do not depend on the material being modeled; they depend solely o
flow field. The functionsh1 andh2 , on the other hand, are material-dependent. A variety of fo
for these functions have been proposed in the literature, whose parameters are determ
fitting rheological data taken from the material under defined, simple flow conditions.

The factorized K-BKZ equation constitutes a subclass of the Rivlin–Sawyers class of
tions in which the strain functionsh1 andh2 are related by

h15
]W

]I 1
and h252

]W

]I 2
,

for some potential functionW5W(I 1 ,I 2).2,3

Equation~1! is said to befactorizedsince the strain and time effects have been separated
two factors ashi(I 1 ,I 2)m(t2t8), i 51,2. This is a standard assumption that is made when u
these models. Another standard assumption implicit in Eq.~1! is that there is no interaction
between effects at any two past times,t8 and t9. Each past time contributes to the stress o
through its interaction with the present timet. This assumption allows the more general, b
computationally prohibitive, nested integral model to be reduced to the single-integral form o
~1!.
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III. STOCHASTIC MODEL

In this section, we describe the microscopic-based stochastic model in which we are
ested. We begin with a short review of network and reptation models on which the dynam
the stochastic model are based. We then describe the dynamics of the stochastic model a
an expression for the extra-stress tensort as a function of these dynamics.

A. Network and reptation models

The dynamics of concentrated polymer solutions and polymer melts must take into ac
the interactions between the macromolecules. One of the first approaches to model the inte
of polymer molecules in undiluted polymers was to modify the classical network theorie
rubber elasticity. The basic idea in these theories is that the chemical crosslinks of a mac
lecular solid are represented by permanent junction points in a network structure formed
macromolecules. As the solid is deformed, the network structure is deformed, but the ju
points never break and no new junction points are created. This theory has been modifi
liquids by assuming that the junction points are temporary and are always being create
destroyed. In this way, the interactions of polymers are described by the temporary unified m
of macromolecular segments which are connected by the junction points.

The most well-known of the original network models for fluids is the Lodge network mo
for rubberlike liquids.4,5 The Lodge model assumes that the creation rates are independent o
and the loss rates are constants. The creation and loss rates are related to the relaxation s
of the material~that is, the relaxation times and moduli! and can therefore be determined from t
linear viscoelastic behavior of the fluid. There have been several modifications to the or
Lodge network model.27–32The modifications of Phan-Thien and Tanner27 and Wagner28 produce
models which allow for derivation of a closed-form expression and analytical solutions in
rheometric flows. Both contain a function which must be empirically determined. In more ge
network models, where the creation and loss rates are configuration dependent, analytical s
cannot be found and numerical techniques must be utilized. Simulations of polymer ne
models in defined flow fields have been performed by Petruccione and Biller.29–32

Another class of models for undiluted polymers falls in the category of reptation. The
reptation theory to describe the rheology of undiluted polymers was introduced by Do
Edwards6–9 who described the motion of a single polymer represented by a Rouse chain. The
assumption behind the Doi–Edwards model is that each polymer in the highly entangled sys
macromolecules moves, or reptates, in a tube formed by the other polymers. That is, the su
ing polymers form a topological constraint, represented by a tube, and allow the polymer ins
move only backwards and forwards within this tube in a reptational manner. The conformat
the polymer chain during deformation is determined by the affine deformation of the tube b
imposed flow field, the retraction of the chain within the tube, and the reptation of the chain
out of the tube. A few years later, Curtiss and Bird10,11 developed a kinetic theory for undilute
polymers in which the hindrance of sideway motion of polymers~here represented by Krame
chains! in a concentrated system is described by anisotropic friction tensors. These tensors
sent the same physics as the constraining tube in the Doi–Edwards model.

The original Doi–Edwards model has undergone many modifications in efforts to impro
predictions.33–49 Notable here are those related to tube diameter and tube cross section.43–49 The
original Doi–Edwards model assumes that the diameter of a tube~whose cross section is alway
circular! does not change during deformation or flow. The assumption of constant tube dia
was relaxed by Marrucci and de Cindio,43 for example, who assumed that the volume of the tu
segment remains constant during deformation, so that the tube diameter varies depending
relative stretching of the tube segment. Assuming the tube segments deform affinely in th
field, the tube diameter~as well as the force in the polymer chain! varies according to the
orientation of the segment. In a further improvement, Wagner and Schaeffer45 assumed that the
tube radius is a function of the average stretch of the tube. More recently, modifications
shape of the tube cross section have been considered. Ianniruberto and Marrucci46 and Marrucci
and Ianniruberto47 postulated that during deformation or flow, the tube cross section does
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remain circular, but instead becomes an ellipse, given that the tube segments deform affinel
flow field. This idea of ‘‘anisotropic tube cross section’’ was further explored by O¨ ttinger.48,49

Unlike the previous authors, O¨ ttinger was able to derive a time evolution equation for the tu
cross section as well as to develop a complete, thermodynamically admissible reptation
including anisotropic tube cross sections and other effects.

Unlike the original Doi–Edwards model which was simple enough to allow for analy
tractability, the modified models rely on stochastic simulation techniques for computing str

B. Dynamics and stress tensor

Let the 331 column vectorsQ1(t8) andQ2(t8) denote two independent standard Gauss
~vector-valued! random variables~mean^Qi(t8)&50 and covariancêQi(t8)Qi(t8)&5d, i 51,2!,
and letk be the transpose of the velocity gradient tensor,k5(¹u)†. During time intervalt8,t
,t81s,`(s.0), let Q1(t) andQ2(t), respectively, be governed by the following determinis
equations:

dQ1~ t !

dt
5k~ t !•Q1~ t !, ~3!

dQ2~ t !

dt
52k†~ t !•Q2~ t !. ~4!

These equations are based on the assumption that the vectors deform affinely in the flo
represented byk. At time t81s, let Qi( i 51,2) again be~independently! randomly generated
according to the Gaussian distribution function and, using this newly generated vector as an
condition, letQi again evolve according to Eq.~3! ~for i 51! or Eq.~4! ~for i 52! during a second
time interval, and so forth over many time intervals. Finally, letQ(t)5@Q1

†(t),Q2
†(t)#†. ~In the

following, we omit the †.!
In the framework of network theory of concentrated polymer solutions and polymer m

Q1 , with any distribution functionc0 ~not necessarily Gaussian!, describes the configuration o
segments, or strands, defining the temporary physical entanglements of the macromolecule
segment vector points from one junction point in the network to a neighboring junction p
During the lifetimes of the entanglement, or strand, created at timet8, the configuration ofQ1 is
governed by the deterministic equation of motion, Eq.~3!. The destruction of one or more en
tanglements can lead to new entanglements, whose initial configurations obey the distr
function c0 . See Lodge4,5 for a description of the original network model for fluids, and Pha
Thien and Tanner,27 Wagner,28 and Petruccione and Biller29–32 for modifications to this model.

The vectorQ2 can be interpreted within the framework of~modified! reptation theory as a
representation of the tube cross section, or area element of the strand. Hence,Q2 represents the
same idea of anisotropic tube cross section discussed earlier. This vector points from the ce
of the constraining tube to the surface of the tube, where the tube surface represents an o
tion, such as an entanglement, caused by the presence of the surrounding macromolecu
equation of motion forQ2 , Eq. ~4!, describes the time evolution of the tube diameter or a
element in the flow field during the lifetime ofQ2 . See Doi and Edwards6–9 for a description of
the original reptation model and Ianniruberto and Marrucci,46 Marrucci and Ianniruberto,47 and
Öttinger48,49 for modifications to this model based on anisotropic tube cross sections. Mod
tions based on varying tube diameter can be found in Marrucci and de Cindio,43 Marrucci and
Hermans,44 and Wagner and Schaeffer.45

In general, the configuration vectorsQ1(t) and Q2(t) are not orthogonal. However, if th
initial vectors,Q1(t8) andQ2(t8), are orthogonal, thenQ1(t) andQ2(t) remain orthogonal during
their common lifetimes. In this case,Q2(t) represents the orthogonal cross-sectional diamete

The solutions to the two sets of initial-value ordinary differential equations, Eqs.~3! and~4!,
are
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Q̂1~ t,t8!5E~ t,t8!•Q1~ t8!, ~5!

Q̂2~ t,t8!5D†~ t,t8!•Q2~ t8!. ~6!

We use the notationQ̂1(t,t8) andQ̂2(t,t8) to represent the solutionsQ1(t) andQ2(t) of Eqs.~3!
and~4!, respectively, in order to indicate the initial timet8, i.e., creation time of the entanglemen
and setQ̂(t,t8)5@Q̂1(t,t8),Q̂2(t,t8)#.

SinceQi(t8), i 51,2, are standard Gaussian random variables, it follows from Eqs.~2!, ~5!,
and~6! thatQ̂i(t,t8) are also Gaussian random variables with mean^Q̂i(t,t8)&50 and covariance,

^Q̂1~ t,t8!Q̂1~ t,t8!&5B~ t,t8!, ~7!

^Q̂2~ t,t8!Q̂2~ t,t8!&5C~ t,t8!, ~8!

whereB(t,t8) andC(t,t8) are the Finger and Cauchy strain tensors of the Rivlin–Sawyers e
tion. From the above equations it furthermore follows that

^Q̂1
2&5I 1 and ^Q̂2

2&5I 2 , ~9!

whereQ25Q•Q5tr QQ and whereI 15tr B and I 25tr C are the invariants of the Finger stra
tensor.

Equations~7!–~9! represent the first immediate relationships to the strain tensors o
Rivlin–Sawyers equation@Eq. ~1!# on the continuum mechanics level.

Having introduced the model dynamics through the two random vectorsQ1 andQ2 , we now
formulate the extra-stress tensort as a function of these dynamics. For any random vectorQ(t)
5@Q1(t),Q2(t)# ~not necessarily Gaussian!, the expectation of an arbitrary function,F(Q(t)),
can be written in terms of conditional expectations ofF(Q(t)) as follows:

^F~Q~ t !!&5E
2`

t

E~F~Q~ t !!uTt5t8!mTt~ t8!dt85E
2`

t

^F~Q̂~ t,t8!!&m~ t2t8!dt8, ~10!

where Tt is a random variable representing the creation time of a strandQ which lives at timet,
andmTt is the probability density associated with the probability measure for the random va
Tt . Therefore,mTt(t8)dt8 represents the probability that a strand which lives at timet was created
in the interval of lengthdt8 around t8, for sufficiently smalldt8. In replacingmTt with m(t
2t8) in the second integral of Eq.~10!, we have adopted the assumption used in the factor
Rivlin–Sawyers equation that strain effects and time effects may be separated, or factored.
the probabilitymTt(t8)dt8 depends only on the time differencet2t8 and not on specific values o
t and t8.

The following general expression forF(Q(t)) was proposed,25,26 thus introducing a new clas
of stochastic models for the extra-stresst,

t~ t !5^F~Q~ t !!&5G~0!^ f 1~Q1
2 ,Q2

2!Q1~ t !Q1~ t !1 f 2~Q1
2 ,Q2

2!Q2~ t !Q2~ t !&, ~11!

whereG(t2t8) is the relaxation modulus, andf 1 and f 2 are scalar functions ofQi
25tr QiQi , i

51,2. In order for the model to predict the correct linear viscoelastic behavior,f 1 and f 2 must
satisfy the constraint

1
3 ^Q1

e2f 1
e2Q2

e2f 2
e&01 2

15 ^~Q1
e2!2f 1,1

e 2~Q2
e2!2f 2,2

e &051,
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which was derived under small deformation conditions.25 The superscriptse represent equilibrium
values and the notation̂•&0 indicates taking a Gaussian average in six-dimensional space
respect to the Gaussian probability density in six-dimensional space with mean0 and square of the
width d.

The stochastic model, Eq.~11!, was shown to predict well some material behavior of differe
polymeric melts.25

IV. EQUIVALENCE OF MODELS

We have described two models: The factorized Rivlin–Sawyers integral equation, whic
phenomenological model on the continuum mechanics level of description, and a cla
microscopic-based stochastic models. By choosing the form of the stress tensor in Eq.~11!, in
particular by the inclusion of the functionsf 1 and f 2 , the stochastic model offers the ability t
blend the physically-based molecular models from network theory and reptation theory, on
the dynamics are based, with continuum mechanics models.

In this section, we state and prove the manner in which, and conditions under which,
two models are equivalent.

The notation used in the theorem is that introduced above.
Theorem 1: Let m(t2t8) denote the linear viscoelastic memory function of a given inco

pressible fluid, wherem(0),`. Then given any pair of~continuous! functionshi :R1
2 →R, i

51,2, such that

E
0

`E
0

`

hi~x,y!e2(x1y)dxdy,`, ~12!

there exists functionsf i :R1
2 →R, i 51,2, such that the factorized Rivlin–Sawyers integral eq

tion given by Eq.~1! can be approximated to arbitrary accuracy by the stochastic model give
Eq. ~11!. It also follows that the probability density for the creation time of a strand in
stochastic model,m(t2t8), is such thatm(0),`.

Conversely, letm(t2t8) denote the probability density for the creation time of a strand, wh
m(0),`. Then given any pair of~continuous! functions f i :R1

2 →R, i 51,2, such that

E
0

`E
0

`

f i~x,y!e2(x1y)dxdy,`, ~13!

there exists functionshi :R1
2 →R, i 51,2, such that the stochastic model given by Eq.~11! can be

approximated to arbitrary accuracy by a Rivlin–Sawyers equation given by Eq.~1!. It follows also
that the linear viscoelastic memory function of the Rivlin–Sawyers model,m(t2t8), is such that
m(0),`.

In the manner just described, we say that the class of factorized Rivlin–Sawyers in
constitutive equations for an incompressible fluid, given by Eq.~1!, is equivalent to the class o
stochastic models given by Eq.~11!. h

The expression for the error is a weighted average as described in the proof.

The theorem is proved by showing:

~1! Any linear viscoelastic memory functionm(t2t8) of the Rivlin–Sawyers equation, Eq.~1!,
can be related to a probability density functionm(t2t8) of Eq. ~10!, and vice versa;

~2! The expression for the strain in the Rivlin–Sawyers equation@the expression enclosed by th
brackets in Eq.~1!# is equivalent tô F(Q̂(t,t8))& in Eq. ~10!, that is,

h1~ I 1 ,I 2!@B~ t,t8!2d #1h2~ I 1 ,I 2!@C~ t,t8!2d #

5^ f 1~Q̂1
2 ,Q̂2

2!Q̂1~ t,t8!Q̂1~ t,t8!1 f 2~Q̂1
2 ,Q̂2

2!Q̂2~ t,t8!Q̂2~ t,t8!&, ~14!
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to within an isotropic tensor. The proof of part 1 is trivial. Anym(t2t8) is related to a probability
density functionm(t2t8) via m(t2t8)5m(t2t8)/G(0). By the properties ofm(s) and G(s)
given in Sec. II it can easily be verified that such a definedm(s) satisfies the definition of
probability density function, namely,m(s)>0 and*0

`m(s)ds51.
Although it is not necessary for the proof, we can show that bothm(s) andm(s) are related

to the probability ofQ having a survival time exceedings5t2t8. This is useful for the actua
simulation procedure in the implementation of the stochastic model.25 We show this in the fol-
lowing: If we let E1 represent the event that an entanglement is produced in the time int
@ t8,t81dt8# and letE2 represent the event that an entanglement lives at timet, then P(E1uE2)
5mTt(t8)dt8[m(t2t8)dt8 by the definition of the probability densitymTt(t8)dt85m(t2t8)dt8
in Eq. ~10!. Furthermore, lettingS be a random variable representing the survival time of
entanglement, then P(E2uE1)5* t2t8

` p(s)ds, wherep(s) is the probability density for the surviva
time S. Under the assumption that P(E1) and P(E2) are constant, which is physically reasonab
we find from the basic principle of conditional probability, P(E1uE2)5P(E2uE1)P(E1)/P(E2),
that

m~ t2t8!5
1

^S& Et2t8

`

p~s!ds, ~15!

where^S&5*0
`sp(s)ds is the expected value ofS. Equation~15! can easily be derived using th

condition that*2`
t m(t2t8)dt851.

From Eq.~15! it follows that m(0)51/̂ S&, so that

E
t2t8

`

p~s!ds5
m~ t2t8!

m~0!
5

m~ t2t8!

m~0!
. ~16!

V. PROOF OF PART 2

We now prove part 2 of the theorem. It is sufficient to show that given any functionsh1 and
h2 satisfying the conditions of the theorem, there exists functionsf 1 and f 2 such that the left hand
side of Eq.~14! can be approximated to arbitrary accuracy by the right-hand side of Eq.~14! in
some appropriate norm.

We establish part 2 of the theorem in the following three subsections. In Sec. V A, we
the result for the special case of polynomial strain functions. Some results from spectral ap
mations~polynomial approximations on unbounded domains! are given in Sec. V B. The results o
these two subsections are used to extend the proof to general strain functions in Sec. V C

A. Equivalence of models: Case of polynomial strain functions

In this subsection, we establish Theorem 1 for the case of polynomial strain function
proving the following lemma.

Lemma 1:Let N be a finite nonnegative integer and let the strain functionsh1 and h2 be
polynomials of degreeN in two variablesI 1 and I 2 , denoted byh1,N(I 1 ,I 2) and h2,N(I 1 ,I 2),
respectively, which satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1. Then there exists a unique pair of
nomialsf 1,N and f 1,N , each of degreeN, in two ~random! variablesQ̂1

2 andQ̂2
2 such that, to within

an isotropic second order tensor,

h1,N~ I 1 ,I 2!@B2d #1h2,N~ I 1 ,I 2!@C2d #5^ f 1,N~Q̂1
2 ,Q̂2

2!Q̂1Q̂11 f 2,N~Q̂1
2 ,Q̂2

2!Q̂2Q̂2&. ~17!

h

Proof: Expanding the polynomialsh1,N andh2,N about equilibrium,I 15I 253, we have for the
left-hand side of Eq.~17!,
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h1,N~ I 1 ,I 2!@B2d #1h2,N~ I 1 ,I 2!@C2d #

5F (
i , j 50

i 1 j <N

N

bi j ~ I 123! i~ I 223! jGB1F (
i , j 50

i 1 j <N

N

ci j ~ I 123! i~ I 223! jGC1 isotropic tensor,

~18!

where thebi j andci j are constants.
Expanding the polynomialsf 1,N and f 2,N about Q̂1

25Q̂2
250, and taking advantage of th

independence ofQ̂1 andQ̂2 to factor averages, yields the following for the right-hand side of
~17!,

^ f 1,N~Q̂1
2 ,Q̂2

2!Q̂1Q̂11 f 2,N~Q̂1
2 ,Q̂2

2!Q̂2Q̂2&

5 (
i , j 50

i 1 j <N

N

f i j
1 ^~Q̂2

2! j&^~Q̂1
2! iQ̂1Q̂1&1 (

i , j 50
i 1 j <N

N

f i j
2 ^~Q̂1

2! i&^~Q̂2
2! jQ̂2Q̂2&, ~19!

where thef i j
1 and f i j

2 are constants.
Since we take the initial values,Q1(t8) andQ2(t8), in the equations of motion, Eqs.~3! and

~4!, to be Gaussian random vectors, then the following relations between factors in the expa
of Eqs.~18! and ~19! can be shown.

Claim 1: Let Q̂1[Q̂1(t,t8) be the solution of the equation of motion given in Eq.~3!, where
the initial condition is set at timet8<t. Then forn50,1,2, . . . we have

^Q̂1Q̂1~Q̂1
2!n&5pn

0d1pn
1B~ t,t8!1pn

2C~ t,t8!, ~20!

wherepn
0 , pn

1, andpn
2 are polynomials inI 123 andI 223 which can be defined recursively by

pn
0522n~ I 223!pn21

1 26npn21
1 12npn21

2 ,

pn
15~2n13!pn21

0 1~2n11!~ I 123!pn21
1 13~2n11!pn21

1 1~ I 223!pn21
2 13pn21

2 ,

pn
252npn21

1 ,

andp0
050, p0

151, p0
250. Furthermore, denotinĝ(Q̂1

2)n& by pn
3 , it immediately follows that

pn
3[^~Q̂1

2!n&5tr^Q̂1Q̂1~Q̂1
2!n21&

5~ I 123!pn21
1 1~ I 223!pn21

2 13~pn21
0 1pn21

1 1pn21
2 ! ~21!

for n51,2, . . . andp0
351. Note thatpn

1 andpn
3 are polynomials of degreen, while pn

0 andpn
2 are

polynomials of degreen21. h

Claim 2: Let Q̂2[Q̂2(t,t8) be the solution of the equation of motion given in Eq.~4!, where
the initial condition is set at timet8<t. Then forn50,1,2, . . . we have

^Q̂2Q̂2~Q̂2
2!n&5pn

08d 1pn
18C~ t,t8!1pn

28B~ t,t8!, ~22!

wherepn
08 , pn

18 , andpn
28 are polynomials inI 123 andI 223 which can be defined recursively b

pn
08522n~ I 123!pn21

18 26npn21
18 12npn21

28 ,

pn
185~2n13!pn21

08 1~2n11!~ I 223!pn21
18 13~2n11!pn21

18 1~ I 123!pn21
28 13pn21

28 ,
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pn
2852npn21

18 ,

andp0
0850, p0

1851, p0
2850. Furthermore, denotinĝ(Q̂2

2)n& by pn
38 , it immediately follows that

pn
38[^~Q̂2

2!n&5tr^Q̂2Q̂2~Q̂2
2!n21&

5~ I 223!pn21
18 1~ I 123!pn21

28 13~pn21
08 1pn21

18 1pn21
28 ! ~23!

for n51,2, . . . andp0
3851. Note thatpn

18 andpn
38 are polynomials of degreen, while pn

08 andpn
28

are polynomials of degreen21. h

The proof of these claims can be established solely with induction arguments and usi
relations

^Q̂1Q̂1~Q̂1
2!n&5B^~Q̂1

2!n&12nB•^Q̂1Q̂1~Q̂1
2!n21&, ~24!

^Q̂2Q̂2~Q̂2
2!n&5C^~Q̂2

2!n&12nC•^Q̂2Q̂2~Q̂2
2!n21&, ~25!

which follow from Wick’s theorem~which can be applied since we assume a Gaussian distribu
function!50 and

B25I 1B2I 2d1C,

which follows from the Cayley–Hamilton theorem.
The following three observations follow from Claims 1 and 2.

Observation 1: pn
1 andpn

18 are identical ifI 1 andI 2 are interchanged in either. More precise
for n50,1,2,. . . ,

pn
15~2n11!!! ~ I 123!n1 (

i , j 50
i 1 j <n21

n21

b i j
(n)~ I 123! i~ I 223! j , ~26!

pn
185~2n11!!! ~ I 223!n1 (

i , j 50
i 1 j <n21

n21

b i j
(n)~ I 123! j~ I 223! i . ~27!

The set of coefficients$b i j
(n)% can be defined recursively in terms of the sets of coefficients$b i j

(k)%,
k5n21,n22,n23 as follows:

b i j
(n)55

~2n11!@b i 21,j
(n21)13b i j

(n21)#

24~n11!~n21!b i , j 21
(n22) , if i 1 j 5n21

~2n11!@b i 21,j
(n21)13b i j

(n21)#

24~n11!~n21!@b i , j 21
(n22)13b i j

(n22)#, if i 1 j 5n22

~2n11!@b i 21,j
(n21)13b i j

(n21)#

24~n11!~n21!@b i , j 21
(n22)13b i j

(n22)#

14~2n13!~n21!~n22!b i j
(n23) , if i 1 j <n23

for n51,2,. . . , andb00
(0)51. The only nonzeronth order coefficient in Eqs.~26! and~27! appears

outside the summations; namely,bn,0
(n)5(2n11)!! and bn2k,k

(n) 50 for k51, . . . ,n. @In the recur-
sive formulas we interpretb i 21,j

(n21)50 for i 50 andb i , j 21
(n22)50 for j 50.# h

Observation 2: pn
2 andpn

28 are identical ifI 1 andI 2 are interchanged in either. More precise
for n51,2,. . . ,
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pn
252n~2n21!!! ~ I 123!n211 (

i , j 50
i 1 j <n22

n22

2nb i j
(n21)~ I 123! i~ I 223! j , ~28!

pn
2852n~2n21!!! ~ I 223!n211 (

i , j 50
i 1 j <n22

n22

2nb i j
(n21)~ I 123! j~ I 223! i , ~29!

andp0
25p0

2850. The coefficientsb i j
(n21) are the same as those corresponding topn21

1 andpn21
18 as

defined in Observation 1 above. h

Observation 3: pn
3 andpn

38 are identical ifI 1 andI 2 are interchanged in either. More precise
for n51,2,. . . ,

pn
35~2n21!!! ~ I 123!n1 (

i , j 50
i 1 j <n21

n21

g i j
(n)~ I 123! i~ I 223! j , ~30!

pn
385~2n21!!! ~ I 223!n1 (

i , j 50
i 1 j <n21

n21

g i j
(n)~ I 123! j~ I 223! i , ~31!

and p0
35p0

3851. The set of coefficients$g i j
(n)% can be defined recursively in terms of the sets

coefficients$b i j
(k)%, k5n21,n22,n23, of Observation 1, as follows:

g i j
(n)55

b i 21,j
(n21)13b i j

(n21)24~n21!b i , j 21
(n22) , if i 1 j 5n21

b i 21,j
(n21)13b i j

(n21)24~n21!@b i , j 21
(n22)13b i j

(n22)#, if i 1 j 5n22

b i 21,j
(n21)13b i j

(n21)24~n21!@b i , j 21
(n22)13b i j

(n22)#

112~n21!~n22!b i j
(n23) , if i 1 j <n23

or

~2n11!g i j
(n)55

b i j
(n)24n~n21!b i , j 21

(n22) , if i 1 j 5n21

b i j
(n)24n~n21!@b i , j 21

(n22)13b i j
(n22)#, if i 1 j 5n22

b i j
(n)24n~n21!@b i , j 21

(n22)13b i j
(n22)#

116n~n21!~n22!b i j
(n23) , if i 1 j <n23

for n51,2, . . . andg00
(0)5b00

(0)51. The only nonzeronth order coefficient in Eqs.~30! and ~31!
appears outside the summations; namely,gn,0

(n)5bn21,0
(n21)5(2n21)!! andgn2k,k

(n) 5bn2k21,k
(n21) 50 for

k51, . . . ,n. @As before, we interpretb i 21,j
(n21)50 for i 50 andb i , j 21

(n22)50 for j 50.#
~Note: $g i j

(n)% can also be defined recursively in terms of the sets of coefficients$g i j
(k)%, k

5n21,n22,n23.! h

A similar observation can be stated for the polynomialspn
0 andpn

08 , but it is not needed in the
proof and so is omitted.

Substituting Eqs.~20! and ~22!, along with pn
3[^(Q̂1

2)n&, and pn
38[^(Q̂2

2)n&, into Eq. ~19!
yields
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^ f 1,N~Q̂1
2 ,Q̂2

2!Q̂1Q̂11 f 2,N~Q̂1
2 ,Q̂2

2!Q̂2Q̂2&

5 (
i , j 50

i 1 j <N

N

f i j
1 @pj

38#@pi
0d1pi

1B1pi
2C#1 (

i , j 50
i 1 j <N

N

f i j
2 @pi

3#@pj
08d1pj

18C1pj
28B#

5 (
i , j 50

i 1 j <N

N

$@ f i j
1 pi

1pj
381 f i j

2 pi
3pj

28#B1@ f i j
1 pi

2pj
381 f i j

2 pi
3pj

18#C1@ f i j
1 pj

38pi
01 f i j

2 pi
3pj

08#d %

5F1,NB1F2,NC1 isotropic tensor. ~32!

For convenience, we have denoted byF1,N andF2,N the polynomial factors ofB andC, respec-
tively, in the last line of the above equation.

Equation~32! is precisely in the form we want, the terms on the right-hand side in brac
represented byF1,N andF2,N , being polynomials ofI 123 andI 223. Comparing Eqs.~18! and
~32!, the proof is complete if we can show that for every pair of polynomialsh1,N andh2,N , there
exists a unique pair of polynomialsf 1 and f 2 such that

h1,N~ I 1 ,I 2!B1h2,N~ I 1 ,I 2!C5F (
i , j 50

i 1 j <N

N

bi j ~ I 123! i~ I 223! jGB1F (
i , j 50

i 1 j <N

N

ci j ~ I 123! i~ I 223! jGC

5 (
i , j 50

i 1 j <N

N

@ f i j
1 pi

1pj
381 f i j

2 pi
3pj

28#B1 (
i , j 50

i 1 j <N

N

@ f i j
1 pi

2pj
381 f i j

2 pi
3pj

18#C

5F1,N~ I 1 ,I 2!B1F2,N~ I 1 ,I 2!C. ~33!

The isotropic terms in Eqs.~18! and ~32!, can be neglected in the above equation since they
be combined with the other isotropic tensors in the total stress tensors52pd1t.

Equating the coefficients of (I 123)i(I 223) j , for i , j 50, . . . ,N; i 1 j <N, in the series expan
sions multiplying the tensorsB and C in Eq. ~33! leads respectively to the following relation
between the coefficientsf i j

1 , f i j
2 and the coefficientsbi j , ci j :

A11f
11A12f

25b, ~34!

A21f
11A22f

25c, ~35!

whereA11, A12, A21, andA22 are each@(N11)(N12)/2# 3@(N11)(N12)/2# matrices. The
vectorsf1 andf2 are@(N11)(N12)/2# 31 column vectors containing the coefficientsf i j

1 and f i j
2 ,

respectively. Likewise,b andc are @(N11)(N12)/2# 31 column vectors containing the coeffi
cientsbi j andci j , respectively. The order of the coefficients in these four vectors leads to a
tive properties of the matricesA i j , which will be exploited later. The ordering in each vector
such that the (N11) coefficients of orderi 1 j 5N appear first, followed by theN coefficients of
order i 1 j 5N21, and so on, the last entry in each vector being the coefficient of orderi 1 j
50. Within each group of coefficients of a given orderi 1 j 5 l , we adopt the following conven
tion: in vectors f1 and b, the coefficients appear in increasing order on the second in
j ( f l ,0

1 , f l 21,1
1 , . . . ,f 0,l

1 andbl ,0 , bl 21,1, . . . ,b0,l!, while in vectorsf2 andc the coefficients appea
in increasing order on the first indexi ( f 0,l

2 , f 1,l 21
2 , . . . ,f l ,0

2 and c0,l , c1,l 21 , . . . ,cl ,0!. In other
words, if we defineki j 5@(N11)(N12)2( i 1 j 11)(i 1 j 12)#/21( j 11) then theki j -entry of f1

andb is f i j
1 andbi j , respectively, and theki j -entry of f2 andc is f j i

2 andcji , respectively. Observe
for later use that, by the definition ofki j ,i 1 j , i 81 j 8 implieski j .ki 8 j 8 ~although the converse i
not true!, andki j 5ki 8, j 8 if and only if i 5 i 8 and j 5 j 8.

Claim 3: Letting f5(f1,f2)† andd5(b,c)†, systems~34! and ~35! can be written as
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Af5d, ~36!

where

A5S L1 L2

L2 L1
D ~37!

and L1 and L2 are lower triangular matrices. Furthermore, the diagonal entries ofL1 are all
nonzero, while the diagonal entries ofL2 are all zero. It follows that det(A)Þ0 so thatA:Rm

→Rm represents an invertible linear~matrix! operator on the spaceRm, wherem5(N11)(N
12). h

The proof of this claim can be found in the Appendix.
The fact thatA is an invertible operator onRm means that for any set of coefficientsf

PRm of the series expansions in Eq.~19! there exists a unique set of coefficientsdPRm of the
series expansions in Eq.~18! given by d5Af . Likewise, for anydPRm there is a uniquef
PRm given byf5A21d. Therefore, if the functionsh1 andh2 are polynomials of degreeN then
there are unique polynomialsf 1 and f 2 of degreeN such that Eq.~17! holds.

With this, the lemma is proved. h

Remark 1:The lemma and proof still hold ifh1 andh2 are polynomials of different degrees
In this case,N is taken to be the larger of the two degrees.

Remark 2:The proof above also establishes that for any polynomialsf 1,N and f 2,N satisfying
the conditions of Theorem 1, there exists a unique pair of polynomialsh1,N andh2,N such that Eq.
~17! holds to within an isotropic tensor.

We have shown that the equivalence theorem is true when the strain functions are polyn
in two variables. Before extending the proof to general strain functions satisfying the conditio
the theorem, we need some results from spectral approximations.

B. Results from spectral approximations

In this subsection, some mathematical ideas from polynomial approximations on unbo
domains are discussed. Inasmuch as possible, we restrict the discussion to those concep
sary for our purposes. Details on this subject can be found in the literature.51–55 Furthermore, we
formulate the ideas in one dimension. The concepts and results generalize to tensorized dom55

We begin by defining some weighted Sobolev spaces on the positive real numberR1

5@0,̀ ) along with their norms. In each case, the subscriptw denotes the weight function, whic
is w5e2x. First we define the weighted Sobolev space,

Lw
2 ~R1!5H f :R1→RU f is measurable andE

0

`

@ f ~x!#2e2xdx,`J
which is equipped with the norm

i f iL
w
2 (R1)5S E

0

`

@ f ~x!#2e2xdxD 1/2

. ~38!

This is a Hilbert space under the inner product defined by

~ f ,g!L
w
2 (R1)5E

0

`

f ~x!g~x!e2xdx ; f ,gPLw
2 ~R1!.

Higher order weighted Sobolev spaces,Hw
m(R1), are defined in the usual manner. Specifically,

any non-negative integerm, the spaceHw
m(R1) is the space of all functions inLw

2 (R1) whose
derivatives up to and including orderm are also inLw

2 (R1). This space is provided with the usu
norm
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i f iH
w
m(R1)5F (

k50

m E
0

`S dkf ~x!

dxk D 2

e2xdxG1/2

,

for any f PHw
m(R1).

Next we recall some features of Laguerre polynomials. The family of Laguerre polynom
$ l n(x):n50,1,2, . . .% forms an orthonormal set of polynomials onR15@0,̀ ) with respect to the
weight functionw(x)5e2x and the inner product

~ f ,g!w5E
0

`

f ~x!g~x!w~x!dx.

That is, form, n50,1,2,. . . ,

E
0

`

l m~x!l n~x!e2xdx5dmn .

The polynomials are defined recursively as

l 0~x!51, l 1~x!512x

l n~x!5@~2n212x!l n21~x!2~n21!l n22~x!#/n, n>2,

and for eachn, u5 l n satisfies the differential equation

xu91~12x!u81nu50.

It is known that a functionf satisfying*0
` f (x)e2xdx,` can be expanded in terms of th

Laguerre polynomials as follows:56

f ~x!5 (
n50

`

cnl n~x!, where cn5E
0

`

f ~x!l n~x!e2xdx x.0. ~39!

Let PN(R1) be the space of polynomials of degree less than or equal toN, restricted toR1 . A
basis for PN(R1) is the set of the firstN11 Laguerre polynomials,$ l k :k50, . . . ,N%. The
orthogonal projection operatorpN:Lw

2 (R1)→PN(R1) from the weighted Sobolev spaceLw
2 (R1)

onto PN(R1) is defined by

pNf 5 (
n50

N

cnl n , ; f PLw
2 ~R1!, ~40!

where the coefficientscn are defined as in Eq.~39!. From Eqs.~38!, ~39!, and~40!, it is easy to
show that for anyn and anyf PLw

2 (R1),

i f 2pNf iL
w
2 (R1)

2
5 (

n5N11

`

cn
2. ~41!

Therefore, Eq.~41! represents the error in approximating a functionf PLw
2 (R1) by the polyno-

mial of degreeN defined in Eq.~40!.
We now state the following error estimate established by Maday, Pernaud-Thomas

Vandeven,53 Funaro,51 and Bernardi and Maday.54

Theorem 2: ~Theorem 12.6 in Bernardi and Maday54!: For any positive integerk and any
positive real numbers, let Hwk

s (R1) be the Sobolev space defined by
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Hwk
s ~R1!5$ f PHw

s ~R1!uxk/2f PHw
s ~R1!%,

where Hw
s (R1) is the interpolation space betweenHw

m(R1) and Lw
2 (R1) with index 12s/m

wherem is any integer such thatm>s. The spaceHwk
s (R1) is equipped with the norm

i f iH
wk
s (R1)5i~11x!k/2f iH

w
s (R1)

for any f PHwk
s (R1).

Then, for any real numbers>0, there exists a constantC.0, depending only ons, such that
for any functionf PHwk

s (R1), the following estimate holds:

i f 2pNf iL
w
2 (R1)<CN2s/2i f iH

wk
s (R1) , ~42!

wherek is the largest integer less thans11. h

Remark 1:This theorem implies that, onces is fixed, then given anye.0, there is anN such
that

i f 2pNf iL
w
2 (R1)<CN2s/2i f iH

wk
s (R1),e. ~43!

Remark 2: The above concepts and theorem generalize to higher dimension tens
domains.55 Of interest to us is the generalization toR1

2 5@0,̀ )3@0,̀ ), briefly outlined below.
A function f (x,y) satisfying*0

`*0
` f (x,y)e2(x1y)dxdy,` can be expanded as

f ~x,y!5 (
k,l 50

`

ckll k~x!l l~y!,

where

ckl5E
0

`E
0

`

f ~x,y!l k~x!l l~y!e2(x1y)dxdy,

and where $ l k(x) l l(y):k,l 50, . . . ,N% is a basis for the tensor spacePN(R1
2 )[PN(R1)

3PN(R1)5$pi j (x,y)upi j (x,y)5pi(x)pj (y) for pi(x),pj (y)PPN(R1) and integers 0< i , j
<N%. The orthogonal projection operatorPN:Lw

2 (R1
2 )→PN(R1

2 ) from the tensor Sobolev spac
Lw

2 (R1
2 ) onto PN(R1

2 ) is defined by

PNf ~x,y!5 (
k,l 50

N

ckll k~x!l l~y!, ; f PLw
2 ~R1

2 !. ~44!

It is easily shown thatPN is the composite of the individual orthogonal projection operators,px
N

and py
N , i.e., PN5px

N+py
N , where the subscriptsx and y indicate the variable with which the

operatorpN, defined in Eq.~40!, is applied.
The generalization of Theorem 2 then tells us that given anye.0 there is anN such that

i f ~x,y!2PNf ~x,y!iL
w
2 (R

1
2 ),e. ~45!

Equation~45! is the result we use in the following subsection to complete the proof.

C. Equivalence of models: General case

The proof of Eq.~14! for the general case of arbitrary strain functions, satisfying the co
tions of Theorem 1, can now be given. It follows from the case of polynomial strain functions
the approximation of functions on unbounded domains given in the previous subsections.
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Given anye.0, let N of Eq. ~45! be fixed. By the hypothesis of Theorem 1, the functionsh1

andh2 are in the weighted Laguerre spaceLw
2 (R1

2 ). Therefore,h1 andh2 can be approximated by
polynomialsĥ1,N and ĥ2,N using Laguerre polynomial basis functions. Following the notation
the previous subsection, we have

ĥ1,N~ I 1 ,I 2!5PNh1~ I 1 ,I 2!5 (
i , j 50

N

b̂i j l i~ I 1!l j~ I 2!,

ĥ2,N~ I 1 ,I 2!5PNh2~ I 1 ,I 2!5 (
i , j 50

N

ĉi j l i~ I 1!l j~ I 2!,

wherePN is the orthogonal projection operator given in Eq.~44!. The approximating polynomials
ĥ1,N and ĥ2,N can be rewritten in terms of the basis$(I 123)i(I 223) j% as follows:

ĥ1,N~ I 1 ,I 2!5 (
i , j 50

N

bi j ~ I 123! i~ I 223! j5 (
i , j 50

i 1 j <N8

N8

bi j ~ I 123! i~ I 223! j5h1,N8~ I 1 ,I 2!,

ĥ2,N~ I 1 ,I 2!5 (
i , j 50

N

ci j ~ I 123! i~ I 223! j5 (
i , j 50

i 1 j <N8

N8

ci j ~ I 123! i~ I 223! j5h2,N8~ I 1 ,I 2!,

whereN852N.
From the extension of Theorem 2 toR1

2 , i.e., Eq.~45!,

ihi~ I 1 ,I 2!2hi ,N8~ I 1 ,I 2!iL
w
2 (R

1
2 ),e ~46!

for i 51,2.
Now, from the result for the special case of polynomial strain functions@Lemma 1, Eq.~33!#,

we know that forh1,N8 andh2,N8 there exists polynomialsf 1,N8 and f 2,N8 such that

h1,N85 (
i , j 50

i 1 j <N8

N8

~ f i j
1 pi

1pj
381 f i j

2 pi
3pj

28!5F1,N8 ,

h2,N85 (
i , j 50

i 1 j <N8

N8

~ f i j
1 pi

2pj
381 f i j

2 pi
3pj

18!5F2,N8 ,

wheref i j
1 and f i j

2 are the coefficients in the polynomialsf 1,N8 and f 2,N8 . Replacinghi ,N8 with Fi ,N8
in Eq. ~46! gives us the desired error estimate

ihi~ I 1 ,I 2!2Fi ,N8~ I 1 ,I 2!iL
w
2 (R

1
2 ),e ~47!

for i 51,2.
Thus we have shown that for everye.0, there is anN8 and polynomial functionsf 1 and f 2

of degreeN8 such that the weighted error betweenhi and the expressionFi ,N8 , which is uniquely
defined in terms of the coefficients off i , is less thane. This completes the proof.

h
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VI. DISCUSSION

We conclude by making some additional small remarks about the conditions of Theor
followed by some properties of the transformation in Eqs.~36! and~37!, and finally a corollary to
the theorem.

First, we remark that the conditions on the functionshi and f i in Eqs. ~12! and ~13! in
Theorem 1 pose no serious restriction. In particular, the realistic forms forhi decrease to zero a
I 1 ,I 2→`, and it is reasonable to assume that realistic forms forf i do the same.

Second, the condition on the equivalence thatm(0),`, or m(0),`, is needed since the
probability densityp(s) is not integrable whenm(s)→` ass→0. Apparently, this excludes th
Doi–Edwards reptation model, which can be written as a Rivlin–Sawyers integral, from havi
equivalent stochastic form, Eq.~11!, since, in the Doi–Edwards model,m(s);1/As, for smalls.
However, the divergence ofm(s) in the Doi–Edwards model results from an infinite number
increasingly higher frequency modes, only a finite number of which can be physically meani
Therefore, one can safely truncate after a finite number of modes, without changing the es
physics, but removing the singularity.

Third, the system in Eqs.~36! and ~37! results only if the degree of the polynomial approx
mation of all functions,h1 , h2 , f 1 , and f 2 , is the same. However, this is not a restriction sin
such a condition can always be met. The proof proceeds even if one of the functions is iden
zero. The corresponding coefficient vector, in this case, is the zero vector.

From the properties of the polynomialspn
m ~or equivalentlypn

m8!, m51,2,3, it can be seen tha
the matricesL1 andL2 have the forms,

L151
DN11

(N)

MN,N11
(N) DN

(N21)

MN21,N11
(N) MN21,N

(N21) DN21
(N22)

• • • •

• • • •

• • • •

M2,N11
(N) M2,N

(N21) M2,N21
(N22)

• • • D2
(1)

M1,N11
(N) M1,N

(N21) M1,N21
(N22)

• • • M1,2
(1) 1

2 , ~48!

L251
0N11,N11

(N)

D̃N
(N)u0N,1

(N) 0N,N
(N21)

M̃N21,N
(N) u0N21,1

(N) D̃N21
(N21)u0N21,1

(N21) 0N21,N21
(N22)

M̃N22,N
(N) u0N22,1

(N) M̃N22,N21
(N21) u0N22,1

(N21) D̃N22
(N22)u0N22,1

(N22) 0N22,N22
(N23)

• • • • •

• • • • •

• • • • •

M̃2,N
(N)u02,1

N M̃2,N21
(N21)u02,1

(N21) M̃2,N22
(N22)u02,1

(N22) M̃2,N23
(N23)u02,1

(N23)
• • • 02,2

(1)

M̃1,N
(N)u0 M̃1,N21

(N21)u0 M̃1,N22
(N22)u0 M̃2,N23

(N23)u0 • • • D̃1
(1)u0 0

2 .

~49!

EachM lm
(n) andM̃ lm

(n) is an l 3m matrix; Dm
(n) is anm3m diagonal matrix with all nonzero entrie

along the principal diagonal~i.e., @Dm
(n)# i i Þ0); D̃m

(n) is an m3m matrix which contains all zero
entries except for entries along its minor diagonal which are all nonzero (@D̃m

(n)# i ,n2 i 11Þ0); and
0lm

(n) is thel 3m zero matrix. In all matrices, the superscript (n) indicates that the matrix entries ar
coefficients of terms of ordern. Columnsk0 j , j 50, . . . ,N, of L2 contain only zeros sincep0

2

5p0
2850.
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Let L1
(n) andL2

(n) be theL1 andL2 matrices corresponding to polynomial approximations
degreen. We have the following relations betweenL1

(n) andL2
(n) and the matrices correspondin

to polynomial approximations of degree (n21),

L1
(n)5S Dn11

(n)

Mn(n11)/2,n11
(n) L1

(n21)D ,

L2
(n)5S 0n11

(n)

M̃n(n11)/2,n11
(n) L2

(n21)D .

Note that the addition of higher order terms with zero coefficients does not change the soluti
to the form ofL1

(n) andL2
(n) above.

The forms ofL1 andL2 allow us to write directly the solutionf of the system in Eqs.~36! and
~37! as follows: Fori , j 50, . . . ,N, i 1 j <N, theki j entry of f1 and f2 are

f i j
1 5

1

@L1#ki j ki j
Fbi j 2 (

l ,m50
i 1 j 11< l 1m<N

N

~@L1#ki j klm
f lm

1 1@L2#ki j klm
f ml

2 !G , ~50!

f j i
2 5

1

@L1#ki j ki j
F cji 2 (

l ,m50
i 1 j 11< l 1m<N

N

~@L1#ki j klm
f ml

2 1@L2#ki j klm
f lm

1 !G . ~51!

Note that for eachi , j the expressions definingf i j
1 and f j i

2 only involve variablesf lm
1 and f ml

2

corresponding to higher-order terms, i.e.,l 1m. i 1 j .
From Eqs.~50! and~51! and the properties of matricesL1 andL2 , a corollary to Theorem 1

results concerning the~factorized! K-BKZ class of equations. The K-BKZ constitutive equatio
forms a subclass of the Rivlin–Sawyers equation, Eq.~1!, in which the strain functionsh1 andh2

are defined in terms of a potential functionW5W(I 1 ,I 2) as h15]W/]I 1 and h252]W/]I 2 .
Therefore, the strain functions in the K-BKZ equation satisfy the condition

]h1~ I 1 ,I 2!

]I 2
52

]h2~ I 1 ,I 2!

]I 1
. ~52!

The following corollary can be shown.
Corollary: The factorized K-BKZ subclass of factorized Rivlin–Sawyers constitutive eq

tions, which satisfies the condition in Eq.~52!, is equivalent to the subclass of equations
^F(Q(t))&, given by Eq.~11!, in which the functionsf 1 and f 2 satisfy the condition

] f 1~Q1
2 ,Q2

2!

]Q2
2 52

] f 2~Q1
2 ,Q2

2!

]Q1
2 . ~53!

h

In other words, this corollary says that]h1 /]I 252]h2 /]I 1 if and only if ] f 1 /]Q2
2

52] f 2 /]Q1
2.

The proof of this corollary is established as follows. If the functionsh1 , h2 , f 1 , and f 2 are
written as polynomials of degreeN as indicated in Eqs.~18! and~19!, then Eqs.~52! and~53! are,
respectively, equivalent to the following relationships between the polynomial coefficients:

ci j 52S j 11

i Dbi 21,j 11 , ~54!
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f i j
2 52S j 11

i D f i 21,j 11
1 ~55!

for i 51, . . . ,N, j 50, . . . ,N21, andi 1 j <N. The corollary is proved by showing that conditio
~54! holds if and only if condition~55! holds. This can be seen to follow directly from Eqs.~50!
and ~51! and the properties of matricesL1 andL2 given above and in the Appendix.
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APPENDIX: PROOF OF CLAIM 3

To prove Claim 3 we need to show thatA115A225L1 andA125A215L2 are lower triangular
matrices, and@L1#kkÞ0 and@L2#kk50 for all k51, . . . ,(N11)(N12)/2.

~1! Entry (ki 8 j 8 , ki j ) of matrix A11 @in Eq. ~34!# contains the coefficient of (I 123)i 8(I 2

23) j 8 in the seriespi
1pj

38, which by Eqs.~26! and ~31! is

pi
1pj

385~2i 11!!! ~2 j 21!!! ~ I 123! i~ I 223! j

1~2i 11!!! ~ I 123! i (
m,n50

m1n< j 21

j 21

gnm
( j ) ~ I 123!m~ I 223!n

1~2 j 21!!! ~ I 223! j (
m,n50

m1n< i 21

i 21

bmn
( i ) ~ I 123!m~ I 223!n

1 (
m,n50

m1n< i 21

i 21

(
m8,n850

m81n8< j 21

j 21

bmn
( i ) gn8m8

( j )
~ I 123!m1m8~ I 223!n1n8 ~A1!

for j 51,2, . . . and alli . For j 50, pi
1pj

38 is simply pi
1 @given in Eq.~26!# sincep0

3851. There is
only one term of the highest possible orderi 1 j , which is seen on the first line of Eq.~A1!. The
series on the second and third lines are each of orderi 1 j 21, while the series on the fourth lin
is of orderi 1 j 22. Since the order of Eq.~A1! is i 1 j and given the fact thati 81 j 8. i 1 j implies
ki 8 j 8,ki j ~as previously noted by our numbering convention!, it follows that @A11#ki 8 j 8ki j

50 for
ki 8 j 8,ki j . This says thatA11 is a lower triangular matrix. The fact thatA11 has nonzero diagona
entries follows from the observation thatki j 5ki 8 j 8 if and only if i 5 i 8 and j 5 j 8, so that
@A11#ki j ki j

5(2i 11)!!(2 j 21)!!Þ0 for j 51,2, . . . and@A11#ki j ki j
5(2i 11)!!Þ0 for j 50.

~2! Entry (ki 8 j 8 , ki j ) of matrix A12 @in Eq. ~34!# contains the coefficient of (I 123)i 8(I 2

23) j 8 in the seriespj
3pi

28 , which by Eqs.~29! and ~30! is

pj
3pi

2852i ~2i 21!!! ~2 j 21!!! ~ I 123! j~ I 223! i 21

12i ~2 j 21!!! ~ I 123! j (
m,n50

m1n< i 22

i 22

bnm
( i 21)~ I 123!m~ I 223!n

12i ~2i 21!!! ~ I 223! i 21 (
m,n50

m1n< j 21

j 21

gmn
( j ) ~ I 123!m~ I 223!n
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j 21 i 22

g ( j ) b ( i 21)
~ I 23!m1m8~ I 23!n1n8 ~A2!
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(
m,n50

m1n< j 21

(
m8,n850

m81n8< i 22

mn n8m8 1 2

for i , j 51,2,. . . . For j 50, pj
3pi

28 reduces topi
28 @given in Eq.~29!# sincep0

351, while the series

vanishes wheneveri 50 sincep0
2850. The order of Eq.~A2! is only i 1 j 21, and the single term

of this order appears on the first line. The series on the second and third lines are each o
i 1 j 22, while the series on the fourth line is of orderi 1 j 23. The fact thatA12 is a lower
triangular matrix follows from the same argument given above forA11. Similarly, the diagonal

entries ofA12 are all zero since@A12#ki j ki j
is the coefficient of (I 123)i(I 223) j , but pj

3pi
28 is only

of order i 1 j 21, for iÞ0 and is zero fori 50.
~3! Entry (ki 8 j 8 ,ki j ) of matrix A22 @in Eq. ~35!# contains the coefficient of (I 123) j 8(I 2

23)i 8 in the seriespi
18pj

3 . The coefficient of (I 123) j 8(I 223)i 8 in pi
18pj

3 equals the coefficient o

(I 123)i 8(I 223) j 8 in pi
1pj

38 , which is the (ki 8 j 8 ,ki j ) entry of matrixA11.
The fact thatA225A11 follows from two observations. First, the different ordering of t

coefficients inb and c is such that rowki j of b corresponds to the coefficient of (I 123)i (I 2

23) j ~in the series expansion of damping functionh1! iff row ki j of c corresponds to the coeffi

cient of (I 123) j (I 223)i ~in the series expansion of damping functionh2!. Second,pj
18pi

3 and

pi
1pj

38 are identical if in either one,i and j are first interchanged and then allI 1 and I 2 are

interchanged~since by Observation 1pi
1 and pi

18 are identical ifI 1 and I 2 are interchanged in

either expression, as arepi
3 andpi

38 by Observation 3!.
~4! Entry (ki 8 j 8 ,ki j ) of matrix A21 @in Eq. ~35!# contains the coefficient of (I 123) j 8(I 2

23)i 8 in the seriespi
2pj

38 . The coefficient of (I 123) j 8(I 223)i 8 in pi
2pj

38 equals the coefficient o

(I 123)i 8(I 223) j 8 in pi
28pj

3 , which is the (ki 8 j 8 ,ki j ) entry of matrixA12.
A215A12 by arguments similar to those given in part~3!. h
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The photon sphere concept in Schwarzschild space–time is generalized to a defi-
nition of a photon surface in an arbitrary space–time. A photon sphere is then
defined as anSO(3)3R-invariant photon surface in a static spherically symmetric
space–time. It is proved, subject to an energy condition, that a black hole in any
such space–time must be surrounded by a photon sphere. Conversely, subject to an
energy condition, any photon sphere must surround a black hole, a naked singular-
ity or more than a certain amount of matter. A second order evolution equation is
obtained for the area of anSO(3)-invariant photon surface in a general nonstatic
spherically symmetric space–time. Many examples are provided. ©2001 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1308507#

I. INTRODUCTION

The exterior region of the maximally extended Schwarzschild space–time is described
metric

g52S 12
2m

r Ddt21S 12
2m

r D 21

dr21r 2~du21sin2 u df2!, r .2m. ~1!

For any null geodesic in this exterior region the null geodesic equations give

d2r

dl2 5~r 23m!H S du

dl D 2

1sin2 uS df

dl D 2J , ~2!

wherel is an affine parameter along the geodesic. The right side here is evidently positiv
r .3m and negative forr :2m,r ,3m. It follows that any future endless null geodesic in t
maximally extended Schwarzschild space–time starting at some point withr .3m and initially
directed outwards, in the sense thatdr/dl is initially positive, will continue outwards and escap
to infinity. Any future endless null geodesic in the maximally extended Schwarzschild space
starting at some point withr :2m,r ,3m and initially directed inwards, in the sense thatdr/dl
is initially negative, will continue inwards and fall into the black hole. The hypersurface$r
53m%, known as the Schwarzschild photon sphere, thus distinguishes the borderline be
these two types of behavior; any null geodesic starting at some point of the photon sphe
initially tangent to the photon sphere will remain in the photon sphere.~See Darwin1,2 for a
detailed analysis of the behavior of null and timelike geodesics in Schwarzschild space–ti!

The Schwarzschild photon sphere also has physical significance for massive bodies. F
timelike geodesic in the exterior region the geodesic equations give

a!Deceased.
b!Electronic mail: shwetket@maths.uct.ac.za
c!Electronic mail: ellis@maths.uct.ac.za
8180022-2488/2001/42(2)/818/21/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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d2r

ds2 52
m

r 2 1~r 23m!H S du

dsD
2

1sin2 uS df

dsD 2J , ~3!

wheres is the arc length along the geodesic. At any point withr .3m one may arrange for the two
terms on the right of~3! to cancel and so obtain a timelike geodesic at constantr . For r :2m,r
,3m the right hand side of~3! is evidently negative. Thus any future endless timelike geodes
the maximally extended Schwarzschild space–time starting at some point between the
horizon atr 52m and the photon sphere atr 53m and initially directed inwards, in the sense th
dr/ds is initially negative, will continue inwards and fall into the black hole. Any observer w
traverses a Schwarzschild photon sphere must therefore engage some form of propulsion or
drawn in to the black hole to meet an inevitable fate.

A photon sphere has been defined by Virbhadra and Ellis3 as a timelike hypersurface of th
form $r 5r 0% wherer 0 is the closest distance of approach for which the Einstein bending ang
a light ray is unboundedly large. These authors subsequently4 considered the Einstein deflectio
angle for a general static spherically symmetric metric and obtained an equation for a p
sphere. The existence of a photon sphere in a space–time has important implications for g
tional lensing. In any space–time containing a photon sphere, gravitational lensing will giv
to relativistic images.3,4

The Schwarzschild photon sphere may be usefully compared with the concept of a
trapped surface. Any null geodesic originating from any point on a closed trapped surfa
Schwarzschild space–time is drawn into the singularity atr 50. By contrast, any null geodesi
originating from any point on the photon sphere will be drawn into the singularity if and only
is initially directed inwards.

Our main objectives in the present paper are to give a geometric definition of a photon s
in a general space–time and of a photon sphere in a general static spherically symmetric
time.

An evolution equation is obtained for the cross-sectional area of a photon surface in
namic spherically symmetric space–time. It is shown, subject to suitable energy conditions,
any static spherically symmetric space–time a black hole must be surrounded by a photon
and a photon sphere must surround either a black hole, a naked singularity or more than a
amount of matter. Many examples are given of photon spheres in static spherically sym
space–times. Photon surface evolution is considered for the dynamic space–time exam
Vaidya null dust collapse to a naked singularity.

II. PHOTON SURFACES

The hypersurfaceSª$r 53m% in Schwarzschild space–time has two main properties:
that any null geodesic initially tangentS will remain tangent toS, and second thatS does not
evolve with time. The following general definition of a photon surface is based on only the fi
these properties. A more restrictive class of photon surfaces may be defined when the spac
admits a group of symmetries~see Definition II.2!.

Definition II.1: A photon surface of (M ,g) is an immersed, nowhere-spacelike hypersurfacS
of (M ,g) such that, for every pointpPS and every null vectorkPTpS, there exists a null
geodesicg:(2e,e)→M of (M ,g) such thatġ(0)5k,ugu,S.

Any null hypersurface is trivially a photon surface. Photon surfaces are conformally inva
structures. IfS is a photon surface of (M ,g) then S is a photon surface of (M ,V2g) for any
smooth functionV:M→(0,̀ ).

Note that Definition II.1 is entirely local. In particular, a photon surfaceS need contain no
endless null geodesics of (M ,g). Moreover, a photon surface need only be immersed, rather
embedded inM , and so may have self-intersections. If (M ,g) is of dimensionn11 (n>2) then,
through each pointp of a photon surfaceS in (M ,g), there is an (n22)-parameter family of null
geodesics of (M ,g) that lie entirely inS.
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In this paper we will be principally concerned with photon surfaces in space–times of11
dimensions. The exceptions are Examples 1 and 3 which give photon surfaces in space–t
dimension 211 and 411, respectively.

Example 1 (Minkowski 3-space):In Minkowski 3-spaceM3, consider the single-sheeted h
perboloidS given by

2t21x21y25a2, ~4!

for some constanta.0. This surface is doubly ruled, the rulings being given by

gu
6~ t !ªa~0,cosu,sinu!1at~1,7sinu,6cosu! ~5!

(2`,t,`,0<u,2p), whereu identifies the intersection points with$t50% and t is the pa-
rameter along the ruling lines. The tangentsġu

6(t) to the ruling lines are null with respect to th
M3 metric. Clearly they are geodesics inM3. At each point ofS there can be just two nul
directions tangent toS. These must therefore be the directions of the two ruling lines through
point. HenceS is a photon surface in the sense of Definition II.1~see Fig. 1!.

Note that for any circle of the form

C5$t0 ,x01r cosu,y01r sinu%, r .0, ~6!

and any future-directed timelike vector fieldX alongC that respects the symmetry ofC, in the
sense of

X5~Xt,Xr cosu,Xr sinu!, ~7!

for constantXt.0, Xr such that (Xt)2.(Xr)2, there is a unique single-sheeted hyperboloidS
throughC such thatX is tangent toS alongC.

FIG. 1. A photon surface in Minkowski 3-space. The two families of ruling lines are null geodesics with respect to
the Minkowski 3-metric and the induced 2-metric. The lines may be regarded as the space–time paths of puls
beams.
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In the casea50, Eq.~4! gives the null cone through the origin. The complement ofp in this
null cone is a null photon surface ofM3.

Example 2 (Minkowski 4-space):One may generalize Example 1 to Minkowski 4-spaceM4 as
follows. Let S be a timelike hypersurface inM4 of the form

2t21x21y21z25a2, ~8!

for some constanta.0. The two-parameter family of lines,

gu,f
6 ~ t !5a~0,cosu,sinu sinf,sinu cosf!1at~1,7 sinu,6 cosu sinf,6 cosu cosf!, ~9!

foliate S and are null geodesics with respect to theM4 metric. For eachpPS, the tangents atp to
thosegu,f

6 (t) that pass throughp can be shown to generate the null cone ofTpS. HenceS is a
photon surface in the sense of Definition II.1. In terms of the double null coordinates,

uªt1r , ~10!

vªt2r , ~11!

for rª(x21y21z2)1/2, Eq. ~8! assumes the simple form

uv52a2. ~12!

In the future directionS tends asymptotically to the null hypersurface$v50%, while in the past
directionS tends asymptotically to the null hypersurface$u50%.

Example 3 (de Sitter space):de Sitter space–time may be regarded5 as a single-sheete
hyperboloid in Minkowski 5-spaceM5. By analogy with Examples 1 and 2, de Sitter space–ti
is thus realized as a photon surface inM5.

Example 4 (The Robertson–Walker models):Every Robertson–Walker model is conformal
flat and therefore locally conformally transformable to Minkowski space. The photon surfac
any Robertson–Walker model may thus be obtained, at least locally, by conformal transform
of Minkowski space.

Theorem II.1: Let S be a timelike hypersurface of(M ,g). Let n be a unit normal field to S
and let hab be the induced metric on S. Let xab be the second fundamental form on S and letsab

be the trace-free part ofxab . Then the following are equivalent:

(i) S is a photon surface;
(ii) xabk

akb50,; null kPTpS, ;pPS;
(iii) sab50;
(iv) every affine null geodesic of(S,h) is an affine null geodesic of(M ,g).

Proof: ~i!⇒~ii !. SupposeS is a photon surface. LetpPS and letkPTpS be null. There exists
an affine null geodesicg:(2e,e)→M of (M ,g) such thatġ(0)5k,ugu,S. One has

xabġ
aġb5na;bġaġb5~naġa! ;bġb50, ~13!

alongg. At p this givesxabk
akb50.

~ii !⇒~iii !. Let pPS. By ~ii ! one has sabk
akb5xabk

akb50, ; null kPTpS. Let
$e(0) ,e(1) ,e(2)% be an orthonormal basis forTpS with e(0) timelike ande(1) , e(2) spacelike. Any
null kPTpS, normalized such thatg(k,e(0))521, has componentska5(1,cosc,sinc) with re-
spect to$e(0) ,e(1) ,e(2)% for somecP@0,2p). A calculation gives

sabk
akb5~s001

1
2s111

1
2s22!12s01cosc12s02sinc1 1

2~s112s22!cos 2c1s12sin 2c.
~14!
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This must vanish for allcP@0,2p). One thus hass015s025s1250 and2s005s115s22. Since
sab is trace-free one must also haves005s111s22. There followssab50.

~iii !⇒~iv!. For any curve inS with null tangentk one has

ka
ibkb5ha

ck
c
;bkb5ka

;bkb1~sbck
bkc!na, ~15!

wherei denotes covariant differentiation inS with respect toh. The second term on the right o
~15! vanishes by hypothesis. Ifk is tangent to an affine null geodesic of (S,h) then the term on the
left of ~15! also vanishes and sok is tangent to an affine null geodesic of (M ,g).

~iv!⇒~i!. Let pPS and letkPTpS be null. Letg:(2e,e)→S be an affine null geodesic o
(S,h) such thatġ(0)5k. Then, by~iv!, g is an affine null geodesic of (M ,g) such thatġ(0)
5k, ugu,S. h

Condition ~iii ! of Theorem II.1 is equivalent to a requirement thatxab is pure trace in the
sense of

xab5 1
3Qhab , ~16!

whereQªhcdxcd is the expansion of the unit normal toS. For Example 1 one hasQ52/a; for
Example 2 one hasQ53/a. @Note that, by a standard abuse of notation,hab denotes both the
induced metric onS and the symmetric tensor field of rank~0,2! along S in M which satisfies
habn

b50 and pulls back to the induced metric onS.#
It is clear from condition~iii ! of Theorem II.1 that a space–time must be specialized in s

respect in order to admit any timelike photon surfaces in the sense of Definition II.1. Fo
reason it is helpful to restrict attention to space–times which admit groups of symmetries.

Definition II.2: Suppose (M ,g) admits a groupG of isometries. A photon surfaceS of (M ,g)
that is invariant underG, in the sense that eachgPG maps S onto itself, will be called a
G-invariant photon surface.

Clearly anyG-invariant null hypersurface is aG-invariant photon surface. In particular,
G5R or G5S, then any Killing horizon6,7 is a G-invariant photon surface.

III. DYNAMIC SPHERICAL SYMMETRY: GENERAL THEORY

By definition, a general spherically symmetric space–time admits anSO(3) isometry group
for which the group orbits are spacelike 2-spheres. The following result describes the evolu
the cross-sectional area of anSO(3)-invariant photon surface in a spherically symmetric spac
time.

Theorem III.1: Let (M ,g) be a spherically symmetric space–time. Let S be an
SO(3)-invariant timelike hypersurface of(M ,g) and let X be the SO(3)-invariant unit future-
directed timelike tangent vector field along S orthogonal to the SO(3)-invariant 2-spheres in S.
Let T be one such SO(3)-invariant 2-sphere in S and letTs be the SO(3)-invariant 2-sphere in
S at arc length s fromT along the integral curves ofX. Then S is a photon surface of(M ,g) iff
the area(2)As of Ts satisfies

d2

ds2
(2)As5

1

4 (2)As
S d

ds
(2)AsD 2

1 (2)AsS 1

3
Q22Gabn

anbD24p, ~17!

where na is the unit normal to S, Q is the expansion of na and GabªRab2 1
2 Rgab is the Einstein

tensor of(M ,g).
Proof: Let hab be the induced Lorentzian 3-metric onS and, for eachs, let (2)hab be the

induced Riemannian 2-metric onTs . The expansion ofX in (S,h) is given by(2)Q5 (2)habXa;b

where the covariant derivative is that of (M ,g). SinceX is both shear-free and vorticity-free i
(S,h), the Raychaudhuri equation forX in (S,h) assumes the form
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d

ds
(2)Q52

1

2
~ (2)Q!22 (3)RabX

aXb, ~18!

where(3)Rab is the Ricci tensor of (S,h).
From first principles one has

(2)R5 (3)R12 (3)RabX
aXb2~ (2)xa

a!21 (2)xa
b

(2)xb
a , ~19!

(3)R5R22Rabn
anb1~xa

a!22xa
bxb

a , ~20!

where (2)xab is the second fundamental form of eachTs in (S,h). SinceXa is shear-free and
vorticity free in (S,h) one has(2)xab5 1

2
(2)Q (2)hab . The second fundamental form ofS admits

the canonical decompositionxab5 1
3 Qhab1sab . Equations~19! and ~20! therefore give

~2!R5 ~3!R12 ~3!RabX
aXb2 1

2
~2!Q2, ~21!

~3!R5R22Rabn
anb1 2

3Q
22sa

bsb
a , ~22!

which combine to yield

2 (3)RabX
aXb5 (2)R12Gabn

anb2 2
3Q

21 1
2~

(2)Q!21sa
bsb

a . ~23!

One may now substitute for the second term on the right of~18! to obtain

d

ds
(2)Q52

3

4
~ (2)Q!21

1

3
Q22

1

2
(2)R2Gabn

anb2
1

2
sa

bsb
a . ~24!

From first principles one has(2)Q5 (d/ds) ln (2)A, and the Gauss–Bonnet theorem giv
(2)R (2)A58p. Substituting for(2)Q and(2)R in ~24! one obtains

d2

ds2
(2)As5

1

4 (2)As
S d

ds
(2)AsD 2

1 (2)AsS 1

3
Q22Gabn

anb2
1

2
sa

bsb
aD24p. ~25!

This agrees with~17! iff sa
bsb

a50.
Construct, for the tangent bundleTS of S, an orthonormal basis field of the form

$X,e(1) ,e(2)%, with e(1) ande(2) unit spacelike. With respect to this basis one has

sa
bsb

a5~s0
0!21~s1

1!21~s2
2!212~s1

2!222~s1
0!222~s2

0!2. ~26!

By spherical symmetry the vector fieldsa
bXb must be proportional toXa. Hence one hass1

0

5s2
050. The vanishing ofsa

bsb
a is thus equivalent to the vanishing ofsab . One hassab50 iff

S is a photon surface. h

A spherically symmetric metric is locally expressible in the form

gab5S g00 g01 0 0

g10 g11 0 0

0 0 guu 0

0 0 0 guu sin2 u

D , ~27!

with respect to coordinates (x0,x1,u,f) adapted to the spherical symmetry, whereg00, g01

5g10, g11 and guu.0 depend only onx0 and x1. It is often convenient to introduce a radia
coordinater , depending only onx0 andx1, such thatguu is a function ofr only. One is free to
specifyguu as a function ofr alone since to do so is, in effect, a definition of the coordinater .
This will be assumed to be done throughout this paper.
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The following result is useful in the locating ofSO(3)-invariant photon surfaces in dynam
spherically symmetric space–times.

Lemma III.2: Let(M ,g) be a spherically symmetric space–time. Let S be an SO(3)-invariant
timelike hypersurface of(M ,g) and let X be the SO(3)-invariant unit future-directed timelike
tangent vector field along S that is orthogonal to the SO(3)-invariant 2-spheres in S. Then S is
a photon surface of(M ,g) iff

Xa
;bXb5 1

2~guunb]bguu!na, ~28!

holds along S, where na is the unit normal field to S in(M ,g).
Proof: By spherical symmetry, and sinceX is unit timelike, the vector field¹XX must be

proportional ton. Hence it suffices to show thatS is a photon surface iff alongS one has

n"¹XX5 1
2g

uunb]bguu , ~29!

or equivalently,

xabX
aXb52 1

2g
uuna]aguu . ~30!

Construct forTSa local orthonormal basis field of the form$X,e(u) ,e(f)%. With respect to this
basis field the components ofxa

b form a diagonal matrix with

xu
u5xf

f5nu
;u5 1

2g
uuna]aguu . ~31!

Equation ~30! is thus equivalent tox0
05xu

u5xf
f which is in turn equivalent tos0

05su
u

5sf
f . In view of the trace-free property ofsa

b , Eq. ~30! is thus equivalent tosa
b50. From

Theorem II.1 one has thatsa
b50 holds alongS iff S is a photon surface. h

Let us continue to work with respect to the coordinate system$x0,x1,u,f% employed in~27!.
Let xa(s) be an integral curve of the vector fieldX in Lemma III.2. One has

dxa

ds
5Xa, ~32!

and Eq.~28! becomes

d2xa

ds2 1Gbc
a dxb

ds

dxc

ds
5

1

2
~guunb]bguu!na. ~33!

SinceX5 (dx0/ds) (1,dx1/dx0 ,0,0) is unit timelike one has

S ds

dx0D 2

52gab

dxa

dx0

dxb

dx0 . ~34!

The x0 andx1 components of Eq.~33! thus combine to give

d2x1

~dx0!2 52
1

2
guuna]aguuS n12

dx1

dx0 n0Dgbc

dxb

dx0

dxc

dx0 1S dx1

dx0 Gab
0 2Gab

1 D dxa

dx0

dxb

dx0 , ~35!

where the components ofn are given by

n05cg1a

dxa

dx0 ; n152cg0a

dxa

dx0 , ~36!

for
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cª~2D!2 1/2S 2gab

dxa

dx0

dxb

dx0D 2 1/2

, ~37!

where

Dªg00g112~g01!
2 ~38!

is the determinant of the time–space part ofgab in ~27!. Equation~35! is the coordinate equivalen
of ~28! and provides for the easy determination ofSO(3)-invariant photon surfaces~see Example
10!.

IV. STATIC SPHERICAL SYMMETRY: GENERAL THEORY

By definition, a spherically symmetric space–time is static if it admits anSO(3)3R group of
isometries such that theR orbits are generated by a Killing fieldK which is both hypersurface
orthogonal and orthogonal to theSO(3) orbits. In the present section we will be concerned w
SO(3)3R-invariant photon surfaces in static spherically symmetric space–times. Such su
may be termed photon spheres because, as will be seen, they are a natural generalization to
static spherically symmetric space–times of the Schwarzschild photon sphere concept. Th
‘‘photon sphere’’ will be regarded as applicable only in static spherically symmetric space–t
For clarity, the term ‘‘SO(3)3R-invariant photon surface’’ will usually be employed in prefe
ence to ‘‘photon sphere.’’

Although the space–times of Examples 1 and 2 are static and spherically symmetr
photon surfaces in these space–times are notSO(3)3R-invariant and so are not photon sphere
Of the Robertson–Walker space–times of Example 4, only the Einstein cylinder is both s
cally symmetric and static. None of the photon surfaces of the Einstein cylinder
SO(3)3R-invariant. Thus the Einstein cylinder has no photon spheres.

One may characterize anSO(3)3R-invariant photon surface, or photon sphere, in a sta
spherically symmetric space–time by means of the following special case of Theorem III.1

Theorem IV.1: Let (M ,g) be a static spherically symmetric space–time with Killing fieldK
and let S be an SO(3)3R-invariant timelike hypersurface of(M ,g). Then S is an
SO(3)3R-invariant photon surface of(M ,g) if there exists an SO(3)-invariant 2-sphereT,S
satisfying

A~Q223Gabn
anb!512p, ~39!

where A is the area ofT, na is the unit normal to S andQ is the trace of the second fundament
form of S. Conversely, if S is an SO(3)3R-invariant photon surface of(M ,g) then (39) holds for
every SO(3)-invariant 2-sphereT,S.

Proof: Note that the unit future-directed timelike tangent fieldX alongS in Theorem III.1 is
proportional to the restriction toS of the Killing field K .

Suppose first that there exists anSO(3)-invariant 2-sphereT,S such that~39! holds. The
quantitiesA, Q andGabn

anb remain constant asT is mapped along the flow lines of the Killing
field K . So they also remain constant as they are mapped along the flow lines ofX. Hence~17!
holds with the term on the left and the first term on the right both zero. Thus, by Theorem
S is a photon surface of (M ,g). By hypothesisS is SO(3)3R-invariant.

For the converse, suppose thatS is an SO(3)3R-invariant photon surface of (M ,g). Then
~17! holds for everySO(3)-invariant 2-sphereTs,S. SinceK induces groups of local isometries
the areaAs of Ts is independent of the parameters. Hence the term on the left and the first ter
on the right of~17! both vanish and one obtains~39!. h

Corollary 1: If one has GabY
aYb>0, ; vectorsY and S is an SO(3)3R-invariant timelike

photon surface of(M ,g), then for any SO(3)-invariant 2-sphereT,S one has

AQ2>12p, ~40!
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with equality holding iff Gabn
anb50 along S. h

For Schwarzschild space–time where~see Example 5! the only timelike photon sphere is a
r 53m, one hasA54p(3m)2, Q51/()m) and Gab50 which verifies~39! and ~40! for this
case.

If the Einstein equations hold with a zero cosmological constant then, in the corolla
Theorem IV.1, the hypothesisGabY

aYb>0 for all vectorsY is equivalent toTabY
aYb>0 for all

vectorsY. This is a physically reasonable energy condition. In particular, for a perfect fluid
densityr and pressurep, it is equivalent to a condition thatr andp are both non-negative. More
generally, the condition holds for an energy tensor with a single timelike eigenvector~type I in the
classification of Hawking and Ellis5! iff each energy tensor eigenvalue is non-negative.

The characterization of timelike photon surfaces provided by Theorem IV.1 involves de
tives of the metric components up to second order. The following result~Theorem IV.2! provides
an entirely different characterization ofSO(3)3R-invariant photon surfaces in terms of deriv
tives of the metric components up to only first order.

Let a general static spherically symmetric metricg be expressed in the form~27! with guu a
function of r only. The Killing equationK (a;b)50 and the orthogonality ofK to ]u and]f gives
Ka]aguu50 and hence¹Kr 50 wherer is to be regarded as a scalar field onM . Since r is
independent ofu andf it follows that anySO(3)3R-invariant hypersurfaceS of (M ,g) must be
of the form$r 5const%. If S is also a timelike hypersurface thenr ;a is a spacelike vector field alon
S andK is a timelike vector field in a neighborhood ofS.

If the coordinatesx0 and x1 implicit in ~27! are chosen such thatK5]x0 then the Killing
equation gives that all the metric componentsgab in ~27! are independent ofx0. Since r is
constant along the integral curves ofK , the coordinatex1 must be a function ofr only. A natural
choice isx15r . One may redefinex0 according tox0→x02*(g01/g00)dx1. This diagonalizes the
time–space part ofgab and leaves the components ofgab independent ofx0. Furthermore the
curves$x1,u,f5const% are unchanged except that they are re-parametrized. The vector fie]x0

then becomes a conformal Killing field.
Define the tensor field,

eab
ª~2D!21/2S 0 1 0 0

21 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

D , ~41!

on M , where the components are given with respect to the coordinate basis employed in~27! and
D is the determinant of the time–space part ofg in ~27!, as in~38!.

Theorem IV.2: Let (M ,g) be a static spherically symmetric space–time withg of the form
(27), with guu a function of the coordinate r only. Let S be an SO(3)3R-invariant timelike
hypersurface of(M ,g) and suppose that¹r is nowhere-zero along S. Then S is an
SO(3)3R-invariant photon surface of(M ,g) iff

2guueabecdr ;acr ;br ;d1r ;ar ;ar ;c]cguu50, ~42!

holds along S.
Proof: Since (M ,g) is both spherically symmetric and static, the surfaceS is of the form$r

5const%. The unit spacelike normal toS is therefore given by

na5hr ;a ~43!

for

hª~r ;ar ;a!21/2. ~44!

The second fundamental form ofS is given by
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xabªhha
chb

dr ;cd . ~45!

The vector fields,

Xa
ª~2Dgbcr ;br ;c!

21/2~r ;1 ,2r ;0,0,0!, ~46!

e(u)ª~guu!21/2]u , ~47!

e(f)ª~guu sin2 u!21/2]f , ~48!

form an orthonormal frame field alongS, with e(u) ande(f) unit spacelike andX unit timelike.
One has

xabX
ae(u)

b 5xabX
ae(f)

b 5xabe(u)
a e(f)

b 50, ~49!

xabe(u)
a e(u)

b 5xabe(f)
a e(f)

b 5
hr ;a]aguu

2guu
, ~50!

xabX
aXb5h3eabecdr ;acr ;br ;d . ~51!

Condition ~iii ! of Theorem II.1 holds iffxab is proportional tohab and hence iff

2xabX
aXb5xabe(u)

a e(u)
b 5xabe(f)

a e(f)
b . ~52!

This is equivalent to

2h2eabecdr ;acr ;br ;d5
r ;a]aguu

2guu
, ~53!

which is in turn equivalent to~42!. h

Equation~42! can have solutions such that$r 5const% is a spacelike hypersurface and ther
fore not a photon surface~see, e.g., Example 7!. It is therefore always necessary in the use
Theorem IV.2 to check that the hypersurface$r 5const% is in fact timelike or null.

Note that in a region of space–time where the Killing fieldK is spacelike, for example, behin
the event horizon of Schwarzschild space–time, the hypersurfaces$r 5const% are necessarily
spacelike and so cannot be photon spheres.

Case 1 (x1ªr , components of gab independent of x0): As discussed previously, for a stat
spherically symmetric metric it is possible to choosex1

ªr , with guu depending only uponr and
with all the components ofgab independent ofx0. In this case~42! reduces to

g00] rguu5guu] rg00. ~54!

This agrees with an equation obtained by Virbhadra and Ellis4 on the basis of a differen
definition3 of a photon sphere. Note that even though the componentsgrr ,g0r5gr0 do not appear
in ~54!, they are not assumed to vanish. A particular sub-case of interest is that of time-
coordinates, withtªx0 timelike in the sense ofgtt,0. Another sub-case of interest is that
single null ~radiation! coordinates, withuªx0 null in the sense ofguu50.

Case 2 (double null coordinates u,v): Let x0
ªu, x1

ªv be double null coordinates in th
sense ofguu5gvv50. The radial coordinater is to be regarded as a function ofu andv. Then
~42! assumes the form

guu$r ;uu~r ;v!222r ;uvr ;ur ;v1r ;vv~r ;u!2%12~r ;ur ;v!2] rguu50. ~55!

The metric componentsguv5gvu enter here through the covariant derivatives ofr .
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Equations~42!, ~54! and ~55! may be referred to as photon sphere equations since they
the location of timelike photon spheres in static spherically symmetric space–times.

In order to facilitate further progress, a general static spherically symmetric metric w
written in such a form as to cast the Einstein tensor in a particularly simple and convenient

One has from previous remarks that a general static spherically symmetric metric is l
expressible in the form

g5gtt dt21grr dr21r 2~du21sin2 udf2!, ~56!

wheregtt andgrr are functions ofr only. Let

m~r !ª
1

2
r S 12

1

grr
D ~57!

m~r !ª ln~2gttgrr !. ~58!

Then the metric assumes the form

g52S 12
2m~r !

r Dem(r ) dt21S 12
2m~r !

r D 21

dr21r 2~du21sin2 udf2!, ~59!

and the Einstein tensor is given by

Ga
b58pS 2r~r ! 0 0 0

0 p1~r ! 0 0

0 0 p2~r ! 0

0 0 0 p2~r !

D , ~60!

for

8pr~r !ª
2m8~r !

r 2 , ~61!

8pp1~r !ª
1

r 2 $„r 22m~r !…m8~r !22m8~r !%, ~62!

8pp2~r !ª
1

4r 2 $„2~r 1m~r !23rm8~r !…m8~r !1r „r 22m~r !…„m8~r !…2

24rm9~r !12r „r 22m~r !…m9~r !%, ~63!

where a prime denotes differentiation with respect tor . For the right sides of~61!, ~62! and~63!
to be defined at some radiusr̂ .0 one evidently needsm(r ) andm(r ) to be twice differentiable at
r 5 r̂ . Equations~61! and ~62! combine to give

m8~r !5
8pr „r~r !1p1~r !…

S 12
2m~r !

r D , ~64!

whereby one may rewrite~63! in the more convenient form
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2

r
~p2~r !2p1~r !!5p18~r !1

S m~r !

r 2 14prp1~r ! D ~r~r !1p1~r !!

S 12
2m~r !

r D . ~65!

In the perfect fluid casep1(r )5p2(r )5..p(r ) Eq. ~65! reduces to the Tolman–Oppenheime
Volkoff equation,

p8~r !52

S m~r !

r 2 14prp~r ! D „r~r !1p~r !…

S 12
2m~r !

r D . ~66!

By means of Eqs.~61! and ~64!, the photon sphere equation~54! becomes

12
3m~r !

r
24pr 2p1~r !50. ~67!

For r such that 2m(r ),r , and hence such that the hypersurface$r 5const% is timelike, Eq.~67!
gives the location of theSO(3)3R-invariant timelike photon surfaces for the metric~59!.

Equation~67! is the basis for the following result which shows that, subject to a suita
energy condition, any black hole in a static spherically symmetric space–time must be surro
by an SO(3)3R-invariant photon surface. For the purpose of this and subsequent resu
function f :R.I→R on an intervalI will be said to be piecewiseCr if I is the disjoint union of a
locally finite collection of intervalsI i such thatf uI i is Cr . Each intervalI i may be open, closed o
half-open.

Theorem IV.3: Suppose the metricg has the form (59) for r0,r ,`, for some r0.0, with
m(r ) and m(r ) both C0, piecewise C2 functions of rP(r 0 ,`). Suppose the following hold:

(1) r(r ) and p1(r ) are bounded functions of rP(r 0 ,`);
(2) 2m(r ),r , ;r P(r 0 ,`);
(3) r(r )>0, p1(r )>0, ;r P(r 0 ,`);
(4) limr→`4pr 2p1(r )5 limr→`4pr 2r(r )50;
(5) for each value of t the 2-surfacesTt,rª$t5const%ù$r5const%, r 0,r ,`, are such thatTt

ª limr→r 0
Tt,r exists as an embedded spacelike 2-sphere in(M ,g) and is marginally outer trapped

Then(M ,g) admits an SO(3)3R-invariant timelike photon surface of the form$r 5r 1% for
some r1P(r 0 ,`).

Proof: Fix t and letk be the outward future-directed null normal field along eachTt,r , r 0

,r ,`, normalized such thatg(k,n)51, wheren5„12 2m(r )/r …1/2] r is the outward radial unit
tangent to$t5const%. Sincek is parallelly propagated along each of the geodesic integral cu
of n, one has that limr→r 0

k is a well-defined, nowhere-zero null vector field alongTt

ª limr→r 0
Tt,r . For r P(r 0 ,`) the vector fieldk has the formka5„kt,a(r )kt,0,0… for

a~r !ª~2gtt /grr !
1/25S 12

2m~r !

r Dem(r )/2. ~68!

The expansion ofk is given by

Qout5
(2)hb

aka
;b5

2a~r !

r
kt. ~69!

The condition thatTt is marginally outer trapped therefore implies
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05 lim
r→r 0

a~r !5 lim
r→r 0

S 12
2m~r !

r Dem(r )/2. ~70!

The non-negativity ofr(r ) andp1(r ) gives, by means of~61! and ~64!, thatm(r ) andm(r ) are
nondecreasing functions ofr P(r 0 ,`). Thus~70! holds iff at least one of

lim
r→r 0

S 12
2m~r !

r D50; lim
r→r 0

m~r !52` ~71!

holds.
Suppose the first of~71! fails. Then the second must hold and one has

lim
r→r 0

S 12
2m~r !

r D 21

,`. ~72!

From the boundedness ofr(r ) and p1(r ) on r P(0,̀ ) one has, by means of~64! and ~72!, that
lim supr→r 0

m8(r ) is finite. This is incompatible with the second of~71!. Hence the first of~71!

must hold.
Let f :(r 0 ,`)→R be the left side of~67!. By the non-negativity ofp1(r ) and the first of~71!

one has limr→r 0
f (r )<2 1

2. By condition ~4!, Eq. ~61! and l’Hôpital’s rule one has
limr→`m(r )/r 5 limr→`r 2p1(r )50 and hence limr→` f (r )51. Hence there exists somer 1

P(r 0 ,`) such thatf (r 1)50. The hypersurface$r 5r 1% is anSO(3)3R-invariant photon surface
of (M ,g). h

Condition~3! of Theorem IV.3 may be expressed more succinctly asGabY
aYb>0, ; vectors

Y. With regard to condition~5! of Theorem IV.3, to have requiredTt to be contained in the
hypersurface$t5const% would have been too strong since, for Schwarzschild space–time
spacelike hypersurface of the form$t5const% in the exterior region contains a marginally out
trapped 2-surface.

Theorem IV.3 may be interpreted to the effect that, subject to the energy conditions exp
in condition ~3!, any static spherically symmetric black hole must be surrounded by anSO(3)
3R-invariant timelike photon surface. The following result may then be regarded as a p
converse in that it shows, subject to a suitable energy condition, that if there exists anSO(3)
3R-invariant timelike photon surface then there must be a naked singularity or a black ho
more than a certain amount of matter.

Proposition IV.4: Suppose the metricg has the form (59) for0,r ,`, with m(r ) andm(r )
both C0, piecewise C2 functions of rP(0,̀ ). If the following all hold:

(1) r(r ) is a nonincreasing, bounded function of rP(0,̀ );
(2) limr→0m(r )50;
(3) 4m(r ),r , ;r P(0,̀ );
(4) p1(r )<r(r )/3, ;r P(0,̀ ),

then (M ,g) can contain no SO(3)3R-invariant timelike photon surfaces.
Proof: By conditions ~1! and ~2! with Eq. ~61! one hasm(r )>(4p/3)r 3r(r ) ;r .0. By

condition~4! one therefore has 4pr 2p1(r )<(4p/3)r 2r(r )<m(r )/r , ;r .0. The left side of~67!
is thus bounded from below by 124m(r )/r , ;r .0. This is positive by condition~3!. The left
side of ~67! is therefore nonvanishing for allr .0. h

Note that this result is valid even for negativep1(r ) andr(r ). Condition~2! of Proposition
IV.4 prohibits any curvature singularity atr 50. Condition~3! may be interpreted as a requireme
that there is no black hole and less than a certain amount of matter. The result shows that
these two conditions must fail if there is anSO(3)3R-invariant timelike photon surface an
conditions~1! and ~4! both hold.
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When the matter is a perfect fluid it is possible to improve condition~3! of Proposition IV.4
to condition~3! of the following result.

Theorem IV.5: Suppose the metricg has the form (59) for0,r ,`, with m(r ) and m(r )
both C1, piecewise C2 functions of rP(0,̀ ). If the following all hold:

(1) the matter is a perfect fluid with pressure p(r ) and densityr(r );
(2) limr→`4pr 2p(r )5 limr→`4pr 2r(r )50;
(3) (24/7)m(r ),r , ;r P(0,̀ );
(4) p(r )<r(r )/3, ;r P(0,̀ ),

then (M ,g) can contain no SO(3)3R-invariant timelike photon surfaces.
Proof: Let f :(0,̀ )→R be the left side of Eq.~67!. Sincem(r ) andm(r ) areC1, piecewise

C2 functions of r P(0,̀ ), one has by Eq.~62! that f (r ) is a C0, piecewiseC1 function of r
P(0,̀ ). The functionf 8(r ) is then a piecewiseC0 function of r P(0,̀ ) which, by means of the
Tolman–Oppenheimer–Volkoff Eq.~66!, is given by

r f 8~r !53
m~r !

r
212pr 2r~r !28pr 2p~r !1

S m~r !

r
14pr 2p~r ! D

S 122
m~r !

r D 4pr 2
„r~r !1p~r !…. ~73!

For r 5r 1P(0,̀ ) such that

05 f ~r 1!5123
m~r 1!

r 1
24pr 1

2p~r 1!, ~74!

Eq. ~73! reduces to

r 1f 8~r 1!5128pr 1
2
„r~r 1!1p~r 1!…. ~75!

From condition~3! and Eq.~74! one has 4pr 1
2p(r 1).1/8, whence by condition~4! one has

4pr 1
2r(r 1).3/8. Thus~75! gives f 8(r 1),0.
By condition ~2!, Eq. ~61! and l’Hôpital’s rule one has limr→`m(r )/r 5 limr→`4pr 2p(r )

50 and hence limr→` f (r )51. Since it has been established thatf 8(r ) is negative for allr
P(0,̀ ) such thatf (r )50, one must therefore havef (r ).0 for all r P(0,̀ ). Hence the space–
time can contain noSO(3)3R-invariant timelike photon surfaces. h

Note that, as for Proposition IV.4, Theorem IV.5 is valid even for negative pressure
density.

One would like to remove the insufficient matter parts of condition~3! of Proposition IV.4 and
condition ~3! of Theorem IV.5, in other words to weaken these to a no-black-hole cond
2m(r ),r , ;r .0. But no result to this effect is forthcoming. On the other hand no counte
ample is known.

To conclude this section it will be shown that the physical significance of the photon sp
in Schwarzschild space–time, as discussed in the Introduction, carries over to the genera
spherically symmetric case. Suppose the metric has the form~59! for r 0,r ,` and is asymptoti-
cally flat in the limitr→`. Assumep1(r )>0, m(r )>0, ;r .r 0 . The matter need not be a perfe
fluid. Denote the left side of~67! by f (r ). The condition of asymptotic flatness give
limr→` f (r )51 so, if there are anySO(3)3R-invariant timelike photon surfaces, there will be a
outermost such surfaceS. For simplicity assumef 8(r )Þ0 at S. Let Rext be the connected com
ponent of$qPM : f (q).0% that hasS as its inner boundary and extends tor 5`. Let Rint be the
connected component of$qPM : f (q),0% that hasS as its outer boundary.

Consider first the case of a future endless affine null geodesicg~l!. The null geodesic equa
tions for the metric~59! give
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d2r

dl2 5r f ~r !H S du

dl D 2

1sin2 uS df

dl D 2J 2
m8~r !

2 S dr

dl D 2

. ~76!

At any point pPuguùRext such thatdr/dl50 one hasd2r /dl2.0. At any pointpPuguùRint

such thatdr/dl50 one hasd2r /dl2,0. Thus ifg starts outsideS ~i.e., in Rext! and is initially
directed outwards, in the sense thatdr/dl is initially positive, theng will continue outwards. Ifg
starts inRint and is initially directed inwards, in the sense thatdr/dl is initially negative, theng
will continue inwards until it falls either into a singularity or through anSO(3)3R-invariant
photon surface other thanS.

Consider now a unit speed timelike geodesicj(s). The timelike geodesic equations give

d2r

ds2 52
m~r !

r 2 24prp1~r !1r f ~r !H S du

dsD
2

1sin2 uS df

dsD 2J 2
m8~r !

2 S dr

dsD
2

. ~77!

For any pointpPRext one can arrange for the first three terms on the right of~77! to cancel and
so obtain a unit speed timelike geodesicj(s) throughpPRext at constantr . For pPRint the first
three terms on the right of~77! are evidently negative. ForpPujuùRint such thatdr/ds50 one
hasd2r /ds2,0. Thus ifj starts inRint and is initially directed inwards, in the sense thatdr/ds is
initially negative, thenj will continue inwards until it falls either into a singularity or through a
SO(3)3R-invariant photon surface other thanS.

V. SPHERICAL SYMMETRY: EXAMPLES

The following are some examples ofSO(3)3R-invariant andSO(3)-invariant photon sur-
faces in familiar space–times.

Example 5 (Schwarzschild space–time): The metric of Schwarzschild space–time in sing
null ~radiation! coordinates has the form

g52S 12
2m

r Ddu212 du dr1r 2~du21sin2 udf2!. ~78!

In this case Eq.~54! reduces tor 53m. The timelike hypersurface$r 53m% is thus anSO(3)
3R-invariant photon surface, or photon sphere, as expected. There are no
SO(3)3R-invariant timelike photon surfaces.

For a nonzero cosmological constantL, the Schwarzschild metric~78! generalizes to the
Schwarzschild–de Sitter metric,

g52S 12
2m

r
1

Lr 2

3 Ddu212 du dr1r 2~du21sin2 udf2!. ~79!

One finds that Eq.~54! reduces tor 53m, independent of the value ofL. This is surprising since
Schwarzschild and Schwarzschild–de Sitter space–times are not conformally related.

Example 6 (Schwarzschild interior solution):The Schwarzschild interior solution describes
spherically symmetric distribution of perfect fluid of radiusR, bounded pressurep and constant
densityr0.0. The solution is to have a metric of the form~59! and is to be matched atr 5R to
a Schwarzschild vacuum solution in such a way that the pressure is a continuous functionr .
One thus hasp1(r )5p2(r )5..p(r ) for all r :0<r ,`, r(r )5r0 for all r :0<r<R, r(r )50 for all
r :R,r ,` andp(r )50 for all r :R<r ,`. The pressurep(r ) for r :0<r<R is to be obtained by
an integration of the Tolman–Oppenheimer–Volkoff equation~66! subject to the boundary con
dition p(R)50. This yields

m~r !5
4p

3
r0r 3, 0<r<R, ~80!
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em(r )5
„32u~r !…2

4u2~r !
, 0<r<R, ~81!

p~r !5
u~r !21

32u~r !
r0 , 0<r<R, ~82!

for

u~r !ªS 328pr0r 2

328pr0R2D 1/2

, 0<r<R. ~83!

The spherically symmetric system described by the Schwarzschild interior solution can exi
state of stable equilibrium iffm(R)/R,4/9 ~see Stephani8!. This condition is equivalent to
8pr0R2,8/3, which impliesp(r )>0, ;r>0, and implies that the absence of a black hole i
general feature of the Schwarzschild interior solution.

The left side of Eq.~67! now assumes the form

12
3m~r !

r
24pr 2p~r !5H 12

8pr0r 2

32u~r !
:0,r<R,

12
3m~R!

r
:r>R.

~84!

For m(R)/R,1/3 one has that~84! is positive for all r .0, so there are no timelike photo
spheres. Form(R)/R51/3 there is a single timelike photon sphere which lies at the boundar
5R of the matter. For 1/3,m(R)/R,4/9 there is one timelike photon sphere outside the ma
at r 53m(R).R and one timelike photon sphere inside the matter at

r 5S 123pr0R2

pr0~328pr0R2! D
1/2

5
2R

3 S 12
9m~R!

4R

S 12
2m~R!

R D m~R!

R

D 1/2

,R. ~85!

For fixedR the radius of the outer photon sphere is a strictly increasing function ofm(R)/R while
the radius of the inner photon sphere is a strictly decreasing function ofm(R)/R.

Thus a Schwarzschild interior solution matched to a Schwarzschild vacuum exterior so
contains no black hole, and contains one timelike photon sphere iff 1/35m(R)/R and two timelike
photon spheres iffm(R)/R lies in the range 1/3,m(R)/R,4/9. However for such values o
m(R)/R the space–time is unphysical in that the pressure at the center isp(0)>r0 /).r0/3.
Therefore under the reasonable energy conditionp(r )<r0/3, ;r :0<r ,` there are no photon
spheres in this example.

The energy condition 0<p(r )<r(r )/3, ;r P@0,̀ ) is in fact satisfied iffm(R)/R lies in the
range 0<m(R)/R<5/18. The corresponding space–times~in view of 5/18,7/24! satisfy all of
conditions~1! to ~4! of Theorem IV.5, except the smoothness ofr(r ) at r 5R. Thus considering
a smoothed family of solutions approximating the solution above and having it as a strict lim
each with smoothr(r ) at r 5R, we can apply Theorem IV.5 to show no photon spheres exis
all the cases discussed in this section where this energy condition is satisfied. On the othe
Proposition IV.4 is directly applicable without smoothing, but only applies to the subset of
cases with 0<m(R)/R,1/4.

Example 7 (Reissner–Nordström space–time): The Reissner–Nordstro¨m solution comprises a
metric g and an electromagnetic fieldFab given by
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g52S 12
2m

r
1

e2

r 2Ddu212 du dr1r 2~du21sin2 udf2!, ~86!

Ftr52Frt5
e

r 2 , all other components vanishing, ~87!

wherem is the ADM mass ande is the electric charge. We assumem.0. There is an even
horizon atr 5r 1ªm1Am22e2 and a Cauchy horizon atr 5r 2ªm2Am22e2. The event ho-
rizon exists for 0<(e/m)2<1, and the Cauchy horizon exists for 0,(e/m)2<1. For (e/m)2

51 they both lie atr 5m. There can be no timelike photon spheres between the event horizo
the Cauchy horizon because the Killing fieldK is spacelike there. Outside the event horizon
Killing field K is timelike, so every hypersurface of the form$r 5const% which lies outside the
event horizon and satisfies the photon sphere equation~54! is necessarily a timelike photon spher

Equation~54! assumes the form

r 223mr12e250, ~88!

which has solutionsr ps
6 given by

r ps
6 /m5

36A928~e/m!2

2
. ~89!

The hypersurfaceS1
ª$r 5r ps

1 % exists for 0<(e/m)2<9/8 and lies outside the event horizon a
is therefore a timelike photon sphere. The hypersurfaceS2

ª$r 5r ps
2 % exists for 0,(e/m)2

<9/8 but lies outside the event horizon only for 1,(e/m)2<9/8, and so is a timelike photon
sphere only then. The hypersurfacesS1 andS2 coincide for (e/m)259/8. The Cauchy horizon
and event horizon are always null photon spheres.

For 0<(e/m)2<1 the curvature singularity atr 50 is locally naked but hidden behind a
event horizon which lies strictly inside the only timelike photon sphere. For 1,(e/m)2 the
singularity atr 50 is globally naked and is surrounded by two timelike photon spheres in the
1,(e/m)2,9/8, one timelike photon sphere in the case (e/m)259/8 and by no photon sphere
either timelike or null, in the case (e/m)2.9/8 ~see Fig. 2!.

FIG. 2. The radii of the event horizon, Cauchy horizon and photon spheres for Reissner–Nordstro¨m space–time.
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Example 8 (Janis–Newman–Winicour space–time): The most general static spherically sym
metric solution to the Einstein massless scalar field equations for a scalar fieldF satisfying
hF50 was obtained by Janis, Newman and Winicour.9 The Ricci tensor has the formRab

58pF ;aF ;b . The solution is known10 to be expressible in the form

g52S 12
b

r D n

dt21S 12
b

r D 2n

dr21S 12
b

r D 12n

r 2~du21sin2 udf2!, ~90!

F5
q

bA4p
lnS 12

b

r D , ~91!

for r :b,r ,` where the constantsb, n are related to the ADM massm and scalar chargeq by

n5
2m

b
, b52Am21q2. ~92!

We assumeb.0. There is a curvature singularity atr 5b. In order to obtainm>0 one must
assume 0<n<1. Forq50 the solution reduces to the Schwarzschild solution.

Since all hypersurfaces of the form$r 5const% are timelike, one has from the photon sphe
equation~54! that the only timelike photon sphere is at

r 5
b~2n11!

2
, ~93!

which exists only forn: 1
2,n<1, i.e., for 0<q2,3m2. For 1

2,n<1 it is known11 that a photon
coming from infinity is deflected through an unboundedly large angle, i.e., the photon p
increasingly many times around the singularity as the closest distance of approach tends
right side of~93!.

Example 9 (Charged dilaton space–time): The static spherically symmetric charged dilat
solution12 comprises a metricg, a dilaton fieldF and an electromagnetic fieldFab given by

g52S 12
r 1

r D S 12
r 2

r D v

dt21S 12
r 1

r D 21S 12
r 2

r D 2v

dr21S 12
r 2

r D 12v

r 2 dV2, ~94!

e2F5S 12
r 2

r D (12v)/b

, ~95!

Ftr52Frt5
e

r 2 , all other components vanishing, ~96!

wherer 1 and r 2 are related to the ADM massm and electric chargee by

r 11vr 252m, ~97!

r 1r 25e2~11b2!, ~98!

andb is a free parameter which controls the coupling strength between the dilaton and Ma
fields, withv defined in terms ofb2 by

vª

12b2

11b2 . ~99!

We assumem.0.
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For b50 the solution reduces to the Reissner–Nordstro¨m solution considered in Example 7
For b50 ande50 the solution reduces to the Schwarzschild solution. The solution also red
to the Schwarzschild solution fore5r 250 and arbitraryb. Here we shall consider the caseb2

51. In this case one has (r 1 ,r 2)5(2m,e2/m). There is an event horizon atr 5r 152m and a
curvature singularity atr 5r 25e2/m. For 0<(e/m)2,2 the singularity atr 5r 2 lies inside a
black hole while for (e/m)2.2 it is globally naked.

For b251 the photon sphere equation~54! reduces to

r ps
6 /m5

~61~e/m!2!6A361~e/m!4220~e/m!2

4
. ~100!

For 0<(e/m)2,2 one hasr ps
2 <r 2,r 1,r ps

1 so there is a single timelike photon sphere. F
(e/m)252 one hasr ps

2 5r 25r 15r ps
1 so there are no timelike photon spheres. For 2,(e/m)2

,18 bothr ps
1 and r ps

2 are complex so there are no timelike photon spheres. For (e/m)2>18 one
has r ps

2 <r ps
1 ,r 2 so there are again no timelike photon spheres. Thus in the black hole c

<(e/m)2,2 there is a single timelike photon sphere, while in the naked singularity
(e/m)2.2 there are no timelike photon spheres.~See Fig. 3.!

Example 10 (Vaidya null dust collapse):The Vaidya null dust collapse model is a nonstat
spherically symmetric space–time with a metric which, in terms of single null~radiation! coordi-
nates (u,r ,u,f), assumes the form

g52S 12
2m~u!

r Ddu212 du dr1r 2~du21sin2 udf2!, ~101!

wherem(u) is a freely specifiable function ofu. Settingx0
ªu, x1

ªr in ~35! one obtains

d2r

du2 5
1

r S guu1
dr

duD S guu12
dr

duD2
3

2

dr

du
] rguu2

1

2
~guu] rguu1]uguu!, ~102!

5
1

r H S 12
3m~u!

r D S 12
2m~u!

r
23

dr

duD2
dm~u!

du
12S dr

duD 2J . ~103!

This is the evolution equation for a spherically symmetric photon surface of the Vaidya col
metric ~101!.

Consider the special case,

FIG. 3. The radii of the photon sphere, event horizon and curvature singularity are plotted against the electric ch
the charged dilaton solution.
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m~u!5H 0 :2`,u,0,

lu :0<u<u1 ,

m1ªlu1 :u1,u,`,

~104!

for given constantsl.0, u1.0. For u,0 the space–time is locally Minkowskian, foru:0<u
<u1 there is inward falling null dust, and foru.u1 the space–time is locally isometric t
Schwarzschild space–time with ADM massm1.0. It is well-known there is a curvature singu
larity at r 50 and that forl:0,l< 1

16 the part of this singularity atu50 is locally naked.
Fix l:0,l< 1

16. For u.u1 Eq. ~103! gives, as expected, that there is a photon surfacer
53m1 . We seek to evolve this photon surface backwards in time, though the in-falling null
to obtain a maximally extended photon surfaceS. The boundary conditions are

r 53m1

dr

du
50 J at u5u1 . ~105!

The results are shown in Fig. 4 forl51/16 andl51/32 for selected values ofu1 . One sees tha
in all casesS tends in the past direction to a null hypersurface of the form$u5const%. The
conformal diagram must therefore be of the form sketched in Fig. 5.

FIG. 4. The backwards evolution of ther 53m1 Schwarzschild photon surface through collapsing Vaidya null dust.
space–time coordinates of the evolved surface are plotted form(u)5u/16 ~left! andm(u)5u/32 ~right! for various values
of the null timeu1.0 of the junction between the null dust and Schwarzschild regions. In each case the evolved
surface fails to intersect the Minkowskian regionu,0.

FIG. 5. The conformal diagram of the Vaidya null dust collapse model showing the photon surfaceS arising from the
backwards evolution of the Schwarzschild photon sphere. Any partial Cauchy surfaceH which extends to spatial infinity
is cut into two components byS.
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It is evident from Fig. 5 that the naked central singularity is enclosed within the ph
surfaceS in the sense that any partial Cauchy surfaceH extending to spatial infinity must intersec
S in a 2-sphere. The physical significance of this may warrant further investigation.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The definition of a photon surface given in Sec. II is valid in an arbitrary space–time. H
ever the result that a photon surface must have a second fundamental form which is pur
indicates that a space–time must be specialized in some respect if it is to contain any
surfaces. For spherically symmetric space–times there are always photon surfaces that res
spherical symmetry. For space–times that are not spherically symmetric, the definitions
photon surface andG-invariant photon surface may seem too restrictive. The problem is tha
general, one may not have orbiting null geodesics at a fixed radius. In Kerr space–tim
example, although there are orbiting null geodesics in the equatorial plane, those null geo
which move in the direction of rotation do so at a different radius than those which move i
opposite direction. But it seems implausible that a concept which is physically important i
case of exact spherical symmetry should become invalid when even a small amount of a
momentum is introduced. A nontrivial generalization of the concepts of photon surface
G-invariant photon surface, at least to axially symmetric space–times, is thus required.
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High order relativistic corrections to Keplerian motion
L. Fernández-Jambrinaa)

Departamento de Ensen˜anzas Ba´sicas de la Ingenierı´a Naval, E.T.S.I. Navales,
Arco de la Victoria s/n, E-28040-Madrid, Spain
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The first terms of the general solution for an asymptotically flat stationary axisym-
metric vacuum spacetime endowed with an equatorial symmetry plane are calcu-
lated from the corresponding Ernst potential up to seventh order in the radial
pseudospherical coordinate. The metric is used to determine the influence of high
order multipoles in the perihelion precession of an equatorial orbit and in the node
line precession of a nonequatorial orbit with respect to a geodesic circle. Both
results are written in terms of invariant quantities such as the Geroch–Hansen
multipoles and the energy and angular momentum of the orbit. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1335556#

I. INTRODUCTION

The construction of new exact solutions of the Einstein vacuum field equations describ
asymptotically flat stationary axially symmetric spacetime has increased in the last decade
the several methods of generation of solutions from a given one, such as the Ba¨cklund transfor-
mations, the inverse scattering method and the HKX tranformations~cf., for instance, Ref. 1 and
references quoted therein!. Nevertheless we are very far from being able to implement the phy
behavior of an exact solution at will and in order to obtain results which could be tested e
mentally we are led to use approximate expressions for the metrics with the desired ph
requirements.

In this paper we study the influence of the first Geroch–Hansen multipole moments2,3 of order
higher than three in some astrophysical situations with stationary and axial symmetry. As it i
known, these moments can be calculated from the coefficients of the power expansion of th
potential on the symmetry axis,4 being linear the relation between both families of constants u
the third moment, that is, the octupole. The subsequent expressions for the multipole mom
order higher than three become considerably more complicated as the order increases and
not even a closed formula for calculating all of them. Our purpose in this paper is therefo
show to what extent these nonlinearities affect the motion of test particles tracing their
around a nonspherical, in principle rotating, compact mass distribution. Of course, these ter
irrelevant for our solar system calculations, but they are meaningful for highly relativistic a
physical objects, such as pulsars, as stated in Ref. 5.

With this aim in mind we calculate in Sec. II the first seven terms of a power expansion o
Ernst potential with arbitrary values for the multipole moments and construct the correspo
approximate metric. This result is used in Sec. III to obtain an expression for the perih
precession of an equatorial trajectory and in Sec. IV to produce the corrections to the New
precession of the nodes of a slightly nonequatorial orbit with reference to a close neighb
geodesic circle. There is some previous work on this subject in Refs. 6 and 7, but these refe
deal only with terms up to the quadrupole moment. The results will be discussed in Sec. V

a!Electronic mail: lfernandez@etsin.upm.es
8390022-2488/2001/42(2)/839/17/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. CALCULATION OF THE METRIC

The metric of a stationary axially symmetric vacuum spacetime can be written in a cano
form in terms of the Weyl coordinates,

ds252 f ~dt2A df!21
1

f
$e2g~dr21dz2!1r2df2%, ~1!

wheret andf are the coordinates associated with the commuting Killing vectors] t and]f , and
the functionsf , A andg depend only on the coordinatesr andz.

The whole set of Einstein equations can be shown8 to be equivalent to the following system o
partial differential equations:

«5 f 1 ix, ~2!

«rr1
1

r
«r1«zz5

2

«1 «̄
~«r

21«z
2!, ~3!

Ar5
4 r

~«1 «̄ !2 xz , ~4!

Az52
4 r

~«1 «̄ !2 xr , ~5!

gr5
r

~«1 «̄ !2 ~«r«̄r2«z«̄z!, ~6!

gz5
r

~«1 «̄ !2 ~«r«̄z1«z«̄r!. ~7!

It can be shown that the integrability of the last four equations is guaranteed if Eq.~3!, the
Ernst equation, is satisfied. Therefore, in order to obtain a solution of the Einstein equation
two Killing vectors, it suffices to solve the Ernst equation and then calculate the metric func
by quadratures.

It is also usual to write the Ernst equation in terms of another potential,j, related to the
previous one by the following relation:

j5
12«

11«
, ~8!

which satisfies another partial differential equation,

~jj̄21!S jrr1
1

r
jr1jzzD52j̄~jr

21jz
2!, ~9!

which is also satisfied byj21. This latter form is the one introduced originally in Ref. 8 a
allows a simple integration of the Kerr metric.

This form is particularly useful for calculating the multipole moments and it will be the
we shall employ.

In order to calculate the approximate solution, we shall write the Ernst potentialj as a
function of two coordinatesr andu related to the Weyl ones by the following transformation,

r5r sinu, z5r cosu. ~10!
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We can implement the requirement of asymptotic flatness by writingj as a formal inverse
power expansion in the pseudospherical radial coordinater ,

j5 (
n51

`

jnr 2n, ~11!

where the functionsjn depend only on the coordinateu.
Since we are interested in having a solution which is symmetric with respect to the equa

planeu5p/2, we shall require that the functionsjn of odd order be real whereas those of ev
order will be taken to be imaginary.

With this information at hand we can now proceed to calculate the metric functions.
function f is just the real part of« and from our knowledge ofj we can calculate the first eigh
terms of its expansion in the radial coordinate,

f 511 (
n51

`

f nr 2n, ~12!

f 1522 m0 , ~13!

f 252 m0
2, ~14!

f 35m22
4 m0

3

3
23 m2 cos2 u, ~15!

f 4522 m0 m21
2 m0

4

3
1~6 m0m212 m1

2!cos2 u, ~16!

f 552
3 m4

4
12 m0

2m21
8 m0m1

2

35
2

4 m0
5

15
1S 15m4

2
26 m0

2m22
44m0 m1

2

7 D cos2 u2
35m4 cos4 u

4
,

~17!

f 65
3 m0 m4

2
1

m2
2

2
2

4 m2 m0
3

3
2

16m0
2m1

2

35
1

4 m0
6

45

1S 215m0 m426 m1 m323 m2
214 m2 m0

31
356m0

2m1
2

35 D cos2 u

1S 35m0 m4

2
110m1 m31

9 m2
2

2 D cos4 u, ~18!

f 75
5 m6

8
2

3 m0
2m4

2
2

4 m0 m1 m3

11
2m0 m2

22
16m1

2 m2

231
1

2 m0
4m2

3
1

32m0
3m1

2

63
2

8 m0
7

315

1S 2
105m6

8
115m0

2m41
216m0 m1 m3

11
16 m0 m2

21
38m1

2 m2

11
22 m0

4m2

2
1208m0

3m1
2

105 D cos2 u1S 315m6

8
2

35m0
2m4

2
2

340m0 m1 m3

11
2

114m1
2 m2

11
29 m0 m2

2D cos4 u

2
231m6

8
cos6 u, ~19!
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where the constantsmn which arise from the integration of the Ernst equation are real ifn is even
and otherwise imaginary.

The first six terms of the metric functionA can be obtained by direct integration of th
equations~4! and~5!. In spite of the factori before the expression forA, this function is obviously
real since the constantsmn are imaginary for oddn,

A52 i sin2 u (
n51

`

Anr 2n, ~20!

A1522 m1 , ~21!

A2522 m0 m1 , ~22!

A35m32
8 m0

2m1

5
25 m3 cos2 u, ~23!

A45
3 m0 m3

2
1

m1 m2

2
2

16m0
3 m1

15
1S 2

15m0 m3

2
1

3 m1 m2

2 D cos2 u, ~24!

A552
3 m5

4
1

4 m0
2 m3

3
1

8 m0 m1 m2

7
2

64m0
4 m1

105

1S 21m5

2
2

20m0
2m3

3 D cos2 u2
63m5

4
cos4 u, ~25!

A652
5 m0 m5

4
2

m1 m4

4
2

m2 m3

2
1

8 m0
3 m3

9
1

48m0
2 m1m2

35
1

8 m0m1
3

105
2

32m0
5 m1

105

1S 35m0 m5

2
2

5 m1 m4

2
1m2 m32

40m0
3 m3

9
2

8 m0
2 m1 m2

5
1

16m0m1
3

21 D cos2 u

1S 2
105m0 m5

4
1

35m1 m4

4
2

5 m2 m3

2 D cos4 u. ~26!

The only function which remains to be calculated isg and can be obtained as a quadratu
from equations~6! and ~7!,

g5 (
n51

`

gnr 22n, ~27!

g152
m0

2 sin2 u

2
, ~28!

g25
3 m0 m2

4
2

m1
2

4
1S 2

9 m0 m2

2
1

5 m1
2

2 D cos2 u1S 15m0 m2

4
2

9 m1
2

4 D cos4 u, ~29!
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g352
5 m0 m4

8
1

m1 m3

2
2

3 m2
2

8
1

2 m0
2m1

2

35
1S 75m0 m4

8
2

21m1 m3

2
1

45m2
2

8
2

2 m0
2m1

2

35 D cos2 u

1S 2
175m0 m4

8
1

55m1 m3

2
2

117m2
2

8 D cos4 u1S 105m0 m4

8
2

35m1 m3

2
1

75m2
2

8 D cos6 u,

~30!

g45
35m0 m6

64
2

15m1 m5

32
1

45m2 m4

64
2

9 m3
2

32
2

14m0
2m1 m3

165
2

2 m0 m1
2m2

33
1

16m0
4m1

2

1575

1S 2
245m0 m6

16
1

135m1 m5

8
2

315m2 m4

16
1

81m3
2

8
1

28m0
2m1 m3

55
2

4 m0 m1
2m2

231

1
16m0

4m1
2

1575 D cos2 u1S 2205m0 m6

32
2

1365m1 m5

16
1

3075m2 m4

32
2

795m3
2

16
2

14m0
2m1 m3

33

1
6 m0 m1

2m2

77 D cos4 u1S 2
1617m0 m6

16
1

1071m1 m5

8
2

2415m2 m4

16
1

625m3
2

8 D cos6 u

1S 3003m0 m6

64
2

2079m1 m5

32
1

4725m2 m4

64
2

1225m3
2

32 D cos8 u. ~31!

III. PERIHELION PRECESSION OF A CLOSED ORBIT

It is well known from Bertrand’s theorem~cf. for instance Ref. 9! that stable bounded orbit
of particles moving under the influence of a central force which is neither Newtonian nor
monic are not closed. Therefore whenever the source of the gravitational field is not e
monopolar, the bounded trajectories on the equatorial plane will no longer be the elliptic
described by Kepler’s first law but will take the form of a precessing ellipse if the deviation
spherical symmetry is small.

The situation becomes a bit more complicated in general relativity. Although it has
proven10 that there are just two asymptotically flat static spherically symmetric spacetim
which the stable orbits are closed, they are rather different from the classical physical situ
Therefore, when relativistic effects are taken into account, not even the motion around a sp
distribution of mass is closed. This effect has been tested in our solar system and it amoun
slow precession of the perihelion of the orbit of Mercury. Of course other multipole momen
the mass distribution will also contribute to this effect and, in principle, these moments cou
calculated by measuring the precession of a certain number of test particles orbiting at
niently different distances from the gravitational source.

If the test particles are small enough for the tidal forces to be unimportant within the ch
teristic length of the particle, we can regard them as point particles. If the effects due to
intrinsic angular momentum can be taken as negligible it can be assumed that they tra
timelike geodesics in the spacetime surrounding the gravitational source. Hence, in order to
the influence of the far field multipole moments of the gravitational field, we shall have to s
the geodesic equations for the previously calculated metric. We shall restrict ourselves
equatorial planeu5p/2.

Since the timelike and azimuthal coordinates are ignorable, we have two first integrals f
motion corresponding to the conserved quantitiesE and l , respectively, the total energy per un
of mass and the projection of the angular momentum on thez axis, also per unit of mass, of th
test particle. In terms of its 4-velocityu5( ṫ , ṙ ,u̇,ḟ) these quantities have the following form:

E52] t•u5 f ~ ṫ2Aḟ ! ~32!
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l 5]f•u5 f A ~ ṫ2Aḟ !1
1

f
r 2 ḟ, ~33!

where the overhead dot stands for the derivative with respect to proper time.
Therefore the equations fort andf can be written as follows:

ḟ5 f
l 2E A

r 2 , ~34!

ṫ5
E

f
1 f A

l 2E A

r 2 . ~35!

Another integral arises from the fact that the trajectory is timelike and thereforeu•u521.
For the geodesics under consideration this means

2152 f ~ ṫ2Aḟ !21
1

f
~e2g ṙ 21r 2 ḟ2!. ~36!

From the previous three equationsṙ can be obtained as a function of the nonignorable co
dinates and the conserved quantities. However, since we are interested in the shape of t
rather than in its time evolution, we divide~36! by ḟ to get the derivative of the radial coordina
with respect to the azimuthal angle,

r f
2 5e22gH r 4 ~E22 f !

f 2 ~ l 2E A!2 2r 2J . ~37!

It will be useful to write this equation in terms of another functionu51/r as it is done in
classical mechanics for solving the motion under central forces,

uf
2 5e22gH E22 f

f 2 ~ l 2E A!2 2u2J 5F~u!5 (
n50

6

cn un1O~u7!. ~38!

This equation can be turned into a quasilinear one by taking a derivative with respect tof and
cancelling theuf factors, since for the analysis of perihelion precession circular orbits are o
interest,

uff5 1
2 F8~u!. ~39!

In order to solve these equations perturbatively we need expand them in powers of a
parameter. A good candidate is the inverse of the angular momentum per unit of mass,l , since
according to Kepler’s1–2–3 law, which is assumed to be a good approximation at a g
distance from the source, it behaves asl;Am r, wherem is the mass of the particle. It can b
combined with the mass of the sourcem0 to yield an acceptable dimensionless small parameter
analyzing the far gravitational field. Hence we shall usee5m0 / l and expandu in the following
way:

u5e2(
n50

11

un en1O~e14!. ~40!

The reason for starting the expansion at this order is that the expression for the Kepler e
which is expected to be the first term, is second order ine.

The energy per unit of mass of the particle is also to be expanded ine. Therefore we write
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E511e2 (
n50

n511

En en1O~e14!. ~41!

In order to avoid the appearance of secular terms we use a coordinatec related tof by

c5vf, v5A11( v ie
i . ~42!

The coefficientscn are all of the ordere2 exceptc2 which is clearly of zeroth order ine and
therefore Eq.~38! takes the form of a hierarchy of forced harmonic oscillators which can be so
iteratively up to the order of accuracy provided by our knowledge of the metric,

un cc1un5 f n~c!. ~43!

The first terms of the expansion of the solution to the equations~38! and ~39! are

u05
1

m0
~11A112 E0 cosc!, ~44!

u150, ~45!

u25
614 E0

m0
, ~46!

u35~814 E0!
i m1

m0
3 . ~47!

Of course the term of lowest order is the Kepler ellipse ifE0 is negative.
From the information we have about the metric we can calculatev up to the eleventh powe

of e. These terms are just what we need to calculate the expression for the perihelion prec
so we shall focus on them. The expressions of the termsun are not needed and therefore we sh
not enclose them here.

Instead of writing the results as a function of the integration constantsmi , it will be more
useful to write them in terms of the Geroch–Hansen multipole moments,Pi , the physical inter-
pretation of which is more appealing. Bear in mind that the odd multipole moments are imag
and have to be multiplied by2 i to obtain the usual real expressionsJn . To calculate these
moments we shall make use of the procedure described in Ref. 4.

If we have an expansion of the Ernst potentialj on the symmetry axis in terms of the We
coordinatez, viz.,

j~r50!5 (
n50

`

Cn z2(n11), ~48!

then the multipole moments can be calculated as follows:

Pn5Cn , n<3, ~49!

P45C41 1
7 C̄0~C1

22C2C0!, ~50!

P55C51 1
3 C̄0~C2 C12C3 C0!1 1

21 C̄1 ~C1
22C2 C0!. ~51!

As a function of these multipole moments the first coefficients in the expansion of the e
per unit of mass,E, read as
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E150, ~52!

E2526210E02
E0

2

2
, ~53!

E352~8112E0!
i P1

P0
2 , ~54!

E452
47

4
220E0213E0

21
E0

3

2
1~213 E0!

P2

P0
3 , ~55!

E552~561104E0156E0
2!

i P1

P0
2 , ~56!

whereE0 , the Keplerian energy, is a free parameter which has21/2 as a lower bound, corre
sponding to a circular orbit.

The frequencyv is different from one and therefore the orbit is not closed. Between
consecutives perihelion approaches the test particle traces an angle 2p/v. Hence the perihelion
has shifted an angle,Df given up to the eleventh power ofe by the following expression:

Df52 p ~v2121!

5p$D01D11D21D41D81D161D321D2341D2381D23161D438%, ~57!

where the shift has been split into different terms according to their origin: The first one,D0 ,
comprises the Newtonian contribution to the precession, that is, the terms which remain
taking the classical limitc→`. Of course only the gravitational moments are present s
rotation has no influence whatsoever in Newtonian dynamics. Since the speed of light,c, and the
gravitational coupling constant,G, have been taken to be one, the terms look rather alike
magnitude. However, if the respective factors are written~a factorG/c for eache, a factorG/c2

for eachP2n , a factorG/c3 for eachP2n11 , a factorc21 for eachl and a factorG22 for each
E0), the actual magnitude of every term is recovered. For instance, the first Newtonian ter
a factorG2 and the second aG4. For oblate gravitational sources the quadrupole moment,P2 is
negative, whence it contributes to a positive shift of the perihelion in the first order. In the
order the shift contribution of the quadrupole is, however, always positive.~n.b.: E0 , though
negative for bounded orbits, has a lower limit about21/2 which does not allow it to overcome th
energy-independent term.! On the other hand the sedecimpoleP4 term bears the opposite sign t
the one of the quadrupole,

D052
3 P2

P0
3 e41H S 105

8
1

45E0

4 D P4

P0
5 1S 105

8
1

15E0

4 D P2
2

P0
6 J e8. ~58!

The second term,D1 , comprises the contribution to the perihelion precession due to a sp
cally symmetric mass distribution, i.e., the Schwarzschild effect. It can be calculated exac
terms of elliptic functions and is of the order ofG2/c2. The contribution of every order is alway
positive,

D156 e21S 105

2
115E0D e41S 975

2
1165E0D e61S 159105

32
1

16725E0

8
1

705E0
2

8 D e8

1S 1701507

32
1

216375E0

8
1

20115E0
2

8 D e10. ~59!
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In the termD2 we have included the influence of a dipole of rotation on the perihelion s
It is of the order ofG2/c2. Since its lower terms ine are odd, it is sensitive to whether the prob
rotates in the same direction as the source does or not. It is positive if the angular momen
the source and the orbital angular momentum of the probe are antiparallel and negative oth
This has a qualitative explanation in the fact that the perihelion shift due to a mass mon
decreases with the angular momentum of the test particle; if the source happens to be rotat
its angular momentum isJ, thenl is replaced in the first order byl 12 J/r as it can be seen in Eq
~38! after substitution ofP1 by i J, whence the ‘‘effective’’ l increases if both momenta ar
parallel and it would be expected that the perihelion advance diminishes. In contrast, the qu
terms in P1 are independent of the direction of rotation and are always positive whence
induce a perihelion advance. The cubic terms inP1 behave as the linear ones,

D25
8 i P1e3

P0
2 1~168148E0!

i P1

P0
2 e52~120124E0!

P1
2

P0
4 e61~256211020E0136E0

2!
i P1

P0
2 e7

2S 65607

16
1

44607E0

28
1

195E0
2

4 D P1
2

P0
4 e81H ~36046117640E011356E0

2216E0
3!

i P1

P0
2

2~20481672E0!
i P1

3

P0
6 J e92S 10256685

112
1

1320387E0

28
1

118305E0
2

28 D P1
2

P0
4 e10

1H S 3927489

8
1

569361E0

2
1

70659E0
2

2
1174E0

3115E0
4D i P1

P0
2

2S 2735961

28
1

341339E0

7
1

27429E0
2

7 D i P1
3

P0
6 J e11. ~60!

Under the nameD4 the relativistic terms depending only on the quadrupole moment,P2 , and
the mass are comprised. The first correction has a factorG4/c2 in front of it. As it was to be
expected, it does not depend on the direction of rotation and, as its Newtonian counterpa
positive for oblate gravitational sources. The quadratic terms as a whole are always positi

D452~90142E0!
P2

P0
3 e62S 25383

16
1

28305E0

28
1

375E0
2

4 D P2

P0
3 e8

1H 2S 2686203

112
1

503379E0

28
1

80187E0
2

28 D P2

P0
3 1S 12471

16
1519E01

165E0
2

4 D P2
2

P0
6 J e10.

~61!

The symbolD8 stands for the corrections to the perihelion shift due to a rotation octu
momentP3 . The first correction is of the order ofG4/c2. They bear the same relation to the dipo
terms as the quadrupole to the monopole terms: The overall sign changes,

D852H ~30124E0!e71~8011825E01138E0
2!e9

1S 28671

2
116475E014278E0

21102E0
3D e11J i P3

P0
4 . ~62!

The influence of the sedecimpole gravitational moment,P4 , is included inD16 and does not
show up until the tenth order of the small parameter. In nongeometrized units it is proportio
G6/c2,
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D165S 7425

16
1570E01

495E0
2

4 D P4

P0
5 e10. ~63!

The last multipole moment to be considered is the rotational trigintaduopole moment,P5 , and
it is comprised inD32. It is of the eleventh order ine,

D325S 945

8
1210E01

135E0
2

2 D iP5

P0
6 e11. ~64!

Now we review the couplings among the different multipole moments other than mass.
the order considered there is no coupling between the gravitational moments higher than th
~except for self-couplings!, but there are rotation–rotation couplings and gravitation–rota
couplings. The first one to appear is the dipole–quadrupole coupling,D234 . It has a factor of
G4/c2 in the lowest order. If both angular momenta are antiparallel and the source is oblatP2

,0), then the contribution of the bilinear terms is positive. The quadratic terms in the quadr
P2 are again positive ifJ and l are antiparallel. Finally the quadratic terms in the dipole
positive if the body is oblate,

D23452~90124E0!
iP1 P2

P0
5 e72~393912127E01126E0

2!
iP1 P2

P0
5 e9

1~22801900E0!
P1

2P2

P0
7 e101H S 1419

2
1303E0D i P1P2

2

P0
8

2S 2825301

28
1

507992E0

7
1

75765E0
2

7
190E0

3D i P1P2

P0
5 J e11. ~65!

The only rotation–rotation coupling up to this order is between the dipole and octu
moments. It comes under the name ofD238 and it is at least of the orderG6/c4. Since it is linear
on both rotational moments this term is not sensitive to the direction of rotation. It is of the
order ine,

D2385~10681972E01120E0
2!

P1 P3

P0
6 e10. ~66!

The higher rotation–gravitation couplings involve the rotational dipole and the gravitat
sedecimpole,D2316, and the rotational octupole and the gravitational quadrupole,D438 . Both
appear first in the eleventh order of perturbation and are at least of the order ofe11. The term
D2316 is positive if P4 is positive and the angular momenta are antiparallel,

D23165S 4005

8
1495E01

135E0
2

2 D iP1 P4

P0
7 e11, ~67!

D4385S 1383

4
1348E0145E0

2D iP2 P3

P0
7 e11. ~68!

It would be of great interest to know the range of applicability of this perturbative expan
In an Appendix at the end of this paper a simpler case is studied: It is shown there for
values of the parameters the expansions are acceptable for the Schwarzschild metric.
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IV. PRECESSION OF THE LINE OF NODES OF A NONEQUATORIAL ORBIT

Let us consider now a bounded orbit slightly departing from the equatorial plane. If the
distribution of the source were spherically symmetric, the equatorial plane would not be
privileged and the orbit would always intersect it at the same nodes. However, this is no long
situation when the source is not exactly spherical, since then the nodes precess due to the
bation generated by higher order multipoles. In classical nonrelativistic mechanics the firs
tribution to the precession of the nodes arises from the quadrupole moment, as it is show
Appendix at the end of this paper, whereas in general relativity it is the rotational dipole mo
the first one to contribute.

In the approximation used in this section we consider a geodesic on the equatorial pla
calculate the evolution of small deviations from it. Since the geodesic equation reads as

ẍm1Grs
m ẋr ẋs50, ~69!

it is straightforward that nearby geodesics which deviate from the original geodesic by a vecdm

fulfill

d̈m12 Grs
m ḋr ẋs1Grs,n

m ẋr ẋs dn50. ~70!

Since we are interested in small deviations from the equatorial plane, we shall focu
attention on theu coordinate. Taking into account that the reference geodesic lies on the sym
planeu5p/2 and that the first derivatives of the metric with respect tou vanish on it, the geodesic
deviation equation fordu reduces to

d̈u2 1
2 guu grs,uu ẋr ẋs du50. ~71!

Instead of considering an arbitrary bounded reference geodesic on the equatorial pla
shall restrict ourselves to geodesic circles. Of course many interesting features will be lost,
deem that this paper would become even longer if we take them into account.

In order to compute the evolution of the nodes with respect to the azimuthal angle o
geodesic, the previous equation needs to be divided byḟ2, which is constant on the circle. From
now on we shall writed instead ofdu to avoid cumbersome notations,

dff1V2 d50, V252
1

2 ḟ2
guu grs,uu ẋr ẋs, ~72!

where every function is to be calculated onu5p/2 andr 5R, the radius of the geodesic circle
The previous expression states that the nodes of nearby geodesics are separated by

intervals of the coordinatef. If V is different from one, these nodes will travel around t
geodesic circle instead of remaining at constant values of the azimuthal angle. Since it wo
of interest to write down the result in a coordinate-independent expression, it will be requir
make use of the geodesic equations to remove the dependence on the radius of the circleR, and
also to cast the energy,E, as a function of the angular momentum of the circular orbit,l , so that
the final result will be a function of the multipole moments andl only.

As it is well known, the timelike geodesic equations can be obtained from the Lagr
equations applied to a functionalL5gmn ẋm ẋn and the constraintL521. Two of these equations
namely~34! and~35!, have already been used to remove the dependence on the derivatives
ignorable coordinates. The equation corresponding to variations ofu is automatically satisfied. We
are left just with two equations, corresponding to the constraint and the variations ofr , viz.,

15
E2

f
2 f

~ l 2E A!2

r 2 , ~73!
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E2

f 2 ] r f 22 E f
l 2E A

R2 ] rA2 f 2
~ l 2E A!2

R4 ] r S r 2

f D50, ~74!

where we have usedṙ 50 andu5p/2.
From the last equation we getE/ l as a function ofR,

E

l
5

2b6Ab224 a c

2 a
, ~75!

a5A2 f 2 R24 ] r~r 2 f 21!2 f 22 ] r f 22 A f R22] rA

522 P0 R221O~R23!, ~76!

b52 R22 f ] rA22 A f2 R24] r~r 2 f 21!

5212 i P1 R241O~R25!, ~77!

c5 f 2 R24] r~r 2 f 21!52 R231O~R24!. ~78!

Since the energy must be positive, the solution with the minus~plus! signus in front of the
square root equation corresponds to a positive~negative! l . On the other hand, Eq.~73! furnishes
l in terms ofE/ l which has obviously the same coefficients which were obtained forE in the
previous section after substitution ofE0521/2.

The frequency of the precession of the nodes can be written now independently of the
of coordinates. As was to be expected, the first term is equal to one, corresponding to t
quency of the nodes when the mass distribution of the gravitational source is perfectly sph

The contributions to the precession of the line of nodes of a timelike geodesic whi
slightly tilted with respect to a geodesic equatorial circle have been classified in the same w
it was done for the perihelion shift: A classical term plus the relativistic terms, divided acco
to their multipole content. In order to write down the expressions in nongeometrized units, fa
including G and c have to be included as it was done in the previous section. The descri
which was made there of the necessary factors for each term inDf for the perihelion shift also
applies. The information that we have of the metric allows us to calculate the coefficients
l 213.

There is, of course, no contribution from a pure mass monopole. Were the frequency eq
one, then the nodes would remain at constantf. Therefore,Df52 p (V2121) describes the
angle through which the line of nodes has precessed in one revolution of the reference cir

Df5p $D01D21D41D81D161D321D2341D2381D23161D438%. ~79!

For oblate objects (P2,0), the influence of the mass quadrupole amounts to a delay in
precession of the line of nodes with respect to thef coordinate on the circle of referenc
Therefore the line of nodes does not precess in the same direction as the perihelion. Th
should not be confused with the precession of the angular momentum vector in time, which
course positive. The contribution from the sedecimpole term is negative for positiveP4 and the
one from the sexagintaduopole is positive for positiveP6 . There is also a classical couplin
betweenP4 andP2 . The nonlinear terms in the quadrupole moment bear a positive sign,

D05
3 P0 P2

l 4 1S 2
15P0

3P4

2
1

9 P0
2P2

2

4 D l 281S 105P0
5P6

8
1

45P0
4P2 P4

8
1

81P0
3P2

3

8 D l 212.

~80!

Most of the dipole-dependent terms are sensitive to the direction of motion of the test pa
relative to the rotation of the source. If the angular momenta are parallel (l has the same sign a
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J52 i P1), then the linear and cubic terms inP1 induce an advance of the line of nodes. On t
other hand the quadratic and quartic terms in the dipole moment are not sensitive to that r
sign and their influence always amounts to a delay,

D252
4 i P0P1

l 3 2
18 i P0

3P1

l 5 1
18P0

2P1
2

l 6 2
243i P0

5P1

2 l 7 1
4131P0

4P1
2

14 l 8

1S 196iP0
3P1

32
3861iP0

7P1

4 D l 291
27294P0

6P1
2

7
l 210

1S 37983iP0
5P1

3

7
2

268515iP0
9P1

32 D l 2111S 22565P0
4P1

41
1060043P0

8P1
2

22 D l 212

1S 734200iP0
7P1

3

7
2

4944807iP0
11P1

64 D l 213. ~81!

The relativistic contribution of the linear terms in the quadrupole momentP2 is again negative
for oblate sources. The quadratic terms furnish a negative contribution to the precessio
regardless of whether the source is oblate or prolate, whereas the classical quadratic corre
positive, as it was shown previously,

D45
24P0

3P2

l 6 1
2799P0

5P2

14 l 8 1S 224P0
4P2

21
12396P0

7P2

7 D l 210

1S 2
327223P0

6P2
2

308
1

361993P0
9P2

22 D l 212. ~82!

As it happened with the perihelion precession, the rotational octupole term has the op
sign to the one of the linear dipole term and of course it is dependent on the direction in whi
probe orbits,

D85
12 iP0

3P3

l 7 1
156iP0

5P3

l 9 1
3387iP0

7P3

2 l 11 1
17707iP0

9P3

l 13 . ~83!

The relativistic sedecimpole term bears the same sign as its classical counterpart, alth
is much smaller in magnitude. There is no relativistic term inP6 , just the classical term which ha
already been described,

D1652
120P0

5P4

l 10 2
2905P0

7P4

2 l 12 , ~84!

and again we have another permutation of sign; the term inP5 bears the same sign as the line
dipole term,

D3252
45 iP0

5P5

2 l 11 2
1905iP0

7P5

4 l 13 . ~85!

Now we discuss the coupling terms between multipole moments other than the mas
bilinear coupling between the dipole and the quadrupole moment is positive for oblate gr
tional sources which rotate in the same direction as the test particle. The quadratic term inP1 is
negative for oblate objects no matter in which direction they rotate. The quadratic term inP2 is
positive when the angular momentaJ and l are parallel,
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D2345
18 iP0

2P1 P2

l 7 1
441iP0

4P1 P2

l 9 2
273P0

3P1
2P2

l 10

1S 2
81 iP0

3P1 P2
2

2
1

198369iP0
6P1 P2

28 D l 2112
3007003P0

5P1
2P2

308l 12

1S 2
10899iP0

5P1P2
2

4
24482iP0

4P1
3P21

5509583iP0
8P1P2

56 D l 213. ~86!

The rotational bilinear coupling between the dipole and the octupole moment is indepe
of the direction of rotation and it is positive whenJ52 i P1 andJ352 i P3 have the same sign
There is however a higher coupling which is quadratic in the dipole moment and contributes
same way as doesD8

D23852
186P0

4P1 P3

l 10 2
100201P0

6P1 P3

22 l 12 2
3168iP0

5P1
2P3

l 13 . ~87!

The last terms to be considered up to this order are the couplings betweenP1 and P4 and
betweenP2 and P3 , which are both sensitive to the relative directions of rotation of the so
and the probe particle,

D231652
255iP0

4P1 P4

2 l 11 2
14193iP0

6P1 P4

4 l 13 , ~88!

D43852
21 iP0

4P2 P3

l 11 2
1971iP0

6P2 P3

2 l 13 . ~89!

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have displayed the approximate general asymptotically flat stationar
symmetric metric for the vacuum spacetime surrounding a compact source possessing a sy
plane orthogonal to the symmetry axis. The calculations have been carried out for the
potential up to the term inr 27 in the pseudospherical radial coordinate. This has been usef
calculate relativistic corrections to the classical orbits around a compact mass distributi
particular the perihelion precession on the symmetry plane and the precession of the nod
slightly tilted circular orbit have been calculated.

Concerning the perihelion shift, it has been shown that the contributions of each gravita
and rotational multipole moment follow a curious pattern of alternation of signs: The term i
mass monopole is always positive, whereas the linear quadrupole term is negative for posiP2

~the quadratic term inP2 is always positive! and the sedecimpole term is again positive
positiveP4 . The sexagintaquattuorpoleP6 is outside the limits of our perturbative expansion.
we think for instance of an oblate source which is very close to a classical axisymmetric h
geneous ellipsoid, then we would also have alternating signs in the gravitational multipole e
sion „P2 n53 P0(c22a2)n/@(2 n11)(2 n13)#…, c and a being the lengths of the ellipsoid’
semiaxis parallel and orthogonal to the symmetry axis, respectively! and every term would have
positive contribution. The linear and cubic rotational dipole term is always positive for cou
rotating configurations of the source and the probe~the quadratic contribution is always positiv
regardless of the relative rotation! whereas the octupole term is positive ifJ352 i P3 and l bear
the same sign. The trigintaduopole term has the same sign as the dipole term. It should be
out that the energy-dependent terms are not strong enough to affect these signs. The c
between different multipoles preserves the sign of the product of the corresponding linear
that is, if there is aPn2Pm coupling, then its sign is obtained from the product of the21 factors
multiplying the corresponding linear terms inPn and Pm . No coupling between mass multipol
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moments of order higher than the monopole appears to this order except for self-coupling
sign-independent terms, such as the mass monopole term and the quadratic dipole and q
quadrupole terms, always give rise to a perihelion advance.

The influence of the different multipole moments on the precession of the line of nodes
particle departing by a small amount from the equatorial plane is somewhat different from
behavior which has been shown for the perihelion precession: The alternating pattern of th
of the linear terms in the multipole moments other than the mass is preserved both for gravit
and rotational moments independently up to the considered perturbation order: If theP2n were all
positive, then the contribution of eachP2n would be opposite to the one ofP2n12 and a similar
reasoning is valid for the rotational terms. However the relativistic coupling terms bear the
site sign to the one which would be expected from the product of the21 factors before the
corresponding linear terms: For instance, if theP1 and P2 linear terms are positive then th
corresponding bilinear coupling is negative. On the other hand, this rule is not valid fo
Newtonian self-couplings. Another difference arises from the fact that the gravitational sex
taduopole momentP6 does influence the precession of the line of nodes in this order of pe
bation, whereas it does not affect the perihelion precession. Also, there were no couplings b
the gravitational moments~self-couplings and mass-couplings excluded! in the perihelion preces
sion, but there is one~the classicalP22P4-coupling! in the node precession. It is curious tha
while the Newtonian sign-independent terms are always positive, the relativistic ones~the qua-
dratic dipole and the quadratic quadrupole self-couplings! are negative.

Of course most of these corrections are meaningless for astronomical purposes in ou
system, but are very likely to be relevant for highly relativistic astrophysical objects, suc
pulsars and blackholes, where other post-Newtonian effects5 have been shown to be present.
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APPENDIX A: SCHWARSCHILD SPACE–TIME

In this appendix we shall study the range of applicability of the perturbation expansio
bounded orbits in Schwarschild’s space–time. For this metric the geodesic equation~38! can be
solved exactly in terms of elliptic functions. Instead of writing it as a differential equation foru as
a function off, we are writing it as a differential equation forf. In this sectionu is no longer the
inverse of the pseudospherical radius but of the usual Boyer–Lindquist radius,

fu5S 2 P0 u32u21
2 P0

l 2 u1
E221

l 2 D 21/2

5g~u!21/2. ~A1!

We are considering thatE,1 and thereforeg(u) has at least one zero. For bounded moti
we need three zeros so that the orbit ranges between the apsidal points. If we call thesea
>b>c>0, then Eq.~A1! can be integrated11 in terms of the elliptic integral of the first kind
F(g,q), in the regionb>u.c,

~f2f0!AP0~a2c!

2
5F~g,q!5E

0

g

da~12q2 sin2 a!21/2, ~A2!

g5arcsinAu2c

b2c
, q5Ab2c

a2c
. ~A3!
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An expression foru in terms off is easily obtained taking into account that the elliptic si
is the sine ofF(g,q),

u5c1~b2c!sn2HAP0~a2c!

2
~f2f0!J . ~A4!

Since the real period of the elliptic sine is 4K(q)54 F(p/2,q), then ouru function is
2 K(q)-periodic. Therefore the exact perihelion precession of the orbit of a test particle aro
spherical nonrotating compact object will be

Df5
2& K~q!

AP0 ~a2c!
22 p, ~A5!

the perturbation expansion of which ine coincides with the one ofD1 in Eq. ~59!, as it was to be
expected,

K~q!5
p

2 H 11 (
n51

` S ~2 n21!!!

2n n! D 2

q2 nJ . ~A6!

The limits of the range of applicability of the previous expansion areq51 (a5b) and q
50 (b5c). For both values, there are two zeros ofg(u) which coalesce and the bounded moti
is no longer stable. Therefore we are led to study the range of parameters for whichg(u) has
double roots. This happens whenu takes either of the valuesu6 which are solutions ofg8(u)
50,

u65
16A1212e2

6 P0
, ~A7!

and therefore the allowed region is the one enclosed between the curvesg(u6)50 in the E2

2q2 parameter plane. This yields critical values for the energy per unit of mass,Ec
258/9, and the

perturbation parameter,ec
251/12. The perturbative approach is no longer valid beyond this p

in the parameter plane since there are no stable bounded orbits. It is remarkable thate2

.1/16 there is not only a lower limit for the energy of the bounded orbit but also an upper

APPENDIX B: CLASSICAL PRECESSION OF THE LINE OF NODES

In this appendix we shall briefly derive the classical expression for the precession of th
of nodes.

The Lagrangian for the motion of a particle in a gravitational field is

L5 1
2 ṙ 21 1

2 r 2u̇21 1
2 r 2 sin2 uḟ22V~r ,u!, ~B1!

V~r ,u!52 (
n50

`
Pn pn~cosu!

r n11 . ~B2!

The equations of motion and conserved quantities which can be obtained from this Lagra
are

E5 1
2 ṙ 21 1

2 r 2u̇21 1
2 r 2 sin2 uḟ21V~r ,u!, ~B3!

l 5r 2 sin2 uḟ, ~B4!

r̈ 5r u̇21r sin2 uḟ22] rV~r ,u!, ~B5!

r 2 ü12 r ṙ u̇5r 2 sinu cosuḟ22]uV~r ,u!. ~B6!
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Truncating the Legendre expansion at the sexagintaquattuorpole multipole moment,P6 , we
get the following expressions for the energy per unit of mass,E, and the radius,R, of a circular
orbit on the planeu5p/2 in the far field region,

E52
P0

2

2 l 2 1
P0

3 P2

2 l 6 2
3 P0

5 P419 P0
4 P2

2

8 l 10 1O~ l 214!, ~B7!

R215
P0

l 2 2
3 P0

2 P2

2 l 6 1
15P0

4 P4136P0
3 P2

2

8 l 10 1O~ l 214!. ~B8!

In order to obtain the oscillations about the equatorial plane of a slightly tilted bou
trajectory with respect to the circular orbit, we introduce a small variation in equation~B6!. The
result will be divided byḟ2 to yield the evolution ofdu as a function off,

~du!ff52V2 du, V5A11
R2

l 2 Vuu~R,p/2!. ~B9!

From this expression we get the frequency of the oscillations,V, which can be written in
terms ofl and the multipole moments by inserting equation~B8! into it,

Df52 p S 1

V
21D5

3 p P0 P2

l 4 1
p ~9 P0

2 P2
2230P0

3 P4!

4 l 8

1
p ~105P0

5 P6145P0
4 P2 P4181P0

3 P2
3!

8 l 12 1O~ l 216!, ~B10!

which obviously coincides with the termD0 which was calculated using the full relativistic theo
in Sec. IV.
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Acoustics of early universe—Lifshitz versus
gauge-invariant theories

Zdzisław A. Goldaa) and Andrzej Woszczyna
Astronomical Observatory, Jagellonian University, ul. Orla 171, 30–244 Kraków, Poland

~Received 26 July 1999; accepted for publication 29 March 2000!

Appealing to classical methods of order reduction, we reduce the Lifshitz system to
a second order differential equation. We demonstrate its equivalence to well known
gauge-invariant results. For a radiation dominated universe we express the metric
and density corrections in their exact forms and discuss their acoustic character.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1335557#

I. INTRODUCTION

The density perturbations affect the microwave background temperature. The theory of
tational instability describes how these inhomogeneities propagate throughout the radiation
and foresee the temperature image they ‘‘paint’’ on the last scattering surface. Classical pe
tion theory formulated half a century ago by Lifshitz and Khalatnikov1–3 has nowadays bee
replaced by more appropriate gauge-invariant descriptions.4–11 These formalisms introduce som
new measures of inhomogeneity. They do not appeal to the metric tensor, so they easily
spurious perturbations arising from an inappropriate choice of the equal time hypersurfaces
guarantee that the space structures they describe are real physical objects.

On the other hand, the interpretation of the microwave background temperature fluctua12

is based on the Sach–Wolfe effect, where the metric corrections play a key role.13 Therefore, data
obtained fromCOBE is mostly referred to as the classical concepts of Lifshitz and Khalatnikov,
only in a minor part to gauge-invariant measures, which are more precise but difficult to obse14

Both theories in their original formulations differ essentially. Lifshitz theory provides the
parameter family of increasing solutions for the density contrast@Ref. 3, formula~115.19!#, while
all the gauge-invariant approaches foresee in concert only a single growing density mode
the interpretation of the microwave temperature map as the initial data for cosmic stru
formation is fairly ambiguous.

In this paper we attempt to reconcile both types of theories. We appeal to simple and cla
methods of order reduction of differential equations.15 By use of these techniques we remove t
pure-gauge perturbations from Lifshitz theory in the radiation dominated universe. In conseq
we reduce the Lifshitz system to a second order differential equation, exactly the same as o
earlier on the ground of gauge-invariant formalisms. Applying well known solutions, we exp
corrections to the metric tensor, the density contrast and the peculiar velocity in exact form
show that in the early universe, scalar perturbations of any length-scale form acoustic
propagating with the velocity 1/).

II. ORDER REDUCTION

@Most of the calculations in this paper have been done by use ofMATHEMATICA ~Wolfram
Research Inc. Version 3.0!. Appropriate notebooks are available from the auth
~golda@oa.uj.edu.pl! on request.#

Relativistic perturbations of a Friedman universe, described in synchronous coordina1–3

form a system of two second order differential equations with variable coefficients. In contra
similar Newtonian problem is expressed by only one second order equation.16–18 Obviously, the

a!Electronic mail: golda@oa.uj.edu.pl
8560022-2488/2001/42(2)/856/7/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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two additional degrees of freedom appearing in the relativistic case must correspond to
coordinate transformations~gauge freedom!,2 and should be removed from the theory.

Removing pure-gauge modes we reduce the Lifshitz equations with pressurep5r/3 to Bessel
equation. The procedure is as follows:~1! we raise the equations order to fourth, in order
separate themn(h) and ln(h) coefficients, and then~2! we reduce the order of each of th
separated equations back by eliminating gauge degrees of freedom. The resulting equatio
exact solutions in the form of Hankel functionsH3/2 and their integrals.

In the synchronous system of reference, the metric correctionshmn (m,n51,2,3) to the ho-
mogeneous and isotropic, spatially flat universe fulfill the partial differential equations3 (8pG
5c51),

ha
b912

a8

a
ha

b81~ha;g
g;b1hg;a

b;g 2h;a
;b2ha;g

b;g!50, ~2.1!

2F113
dp

dr G21S h91
a8

a F213
dp

dr Gh8D1~hg;d
d;g2h;g

;g!50. ~2.2!

These equations are usually solved by means of the Fourier transform,

hmn5E A~n!Fln~h!S dmn

3
2

nmnn

n2 D1
1

3
mn~h!dmnGein•x d3n1c.c. ~2.3!

The Fourier transform~2.3! is defined for absolute integrable functions~the case of least interes
for cosmology!, for nonintegrable functions in the framework of distribution theory, or can
understood as a stochastic integral if the initial conditions are given at random.19,20 When the
barotropic fluid (p/r5dp/dr5w5const) is the matter content of the universe, the functio
ln(h) andmn(h) obey ordinary, second order equations,

2n2w„ln~h!1mn~h!…12
a8~h!

a~h!
ln8~h!1ln9~h!50, ~2.4!

2n2w~113w!„ln~h!1mn~h!…1~213w!
a8~h!

a~h!
mn8~h!1mn9~h!50, ~2.5!

where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to the conformal timeh anda is the scale factor
for the background metric tensor. In order to separate the variableln(h), we differentiate~2.4!
twice and eliminate terms containingmn(h) or its derivatives by the help of Eq.~2.5!. We obtain
the fourth-order differential equation,

S n2w
a8~h!

a~h!
26wS a8~h!

a~h! D 3

12~2113w!
a8~h!

a~h!

a9~h!

a~h!
12

a(3)~h!

a~h! Dln8~h!

1S n2w16wS a8~h!

a~h! D 2

14
a9~h!

a~h! Dln9~h!1~413w!
a8~h!

a~h!
ln

(3)~h!1ln
(4)~h!50.

~2.6!

In the same way one can treat~2.5! to find the equation formn(h),

S n2w
a8~h!

a~h!
2~213w!

a8~h!

a~h!

a9~h!

a~h!
1~213w!

a(3)~h!

a~h! Dmn~h!

1S n2w12~213w!
a9~h!

a~h! Dmn9~h!1~413w!
a8~h!

a~h!
mn

(3)~h!1mn
(4)~h!50. ~2.7!
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In the following part of this paper we restrict ourselves to a universe filled with relativ
particles, where bothw5p0 /r05 1

3 andM5r0a4 are constants of motion, and the scale factoa
is a linear function of the conformal timea(h)5AM/3h. In the flat universe the expansion ra
u(h)53a8(h)/a(h)2 and the energy densityr0(h) relate to each other byr0(h)5u(h)2/3, so
the equations forln(h) andmn(h) take fairly legible form, both prior to

2
1

3
n2
„ln~h!1mn~h!…1

2

h
ln8~h!1ln9~h!50, ~2.8!

2

3
n2
„ln~h!1mn~h!…1

3

h
mn8~h!1mn9~h!50, ~2.9!

and after separation,

S n2

3h
2

2

h3Dln8~h!1S n2

3
1

2

h2Dln~h!1
5

h
ln

(3)~h!1ln
(4)~h!50, ~2.10!

n2

3h
mn8~h!1

n2

3
mn9~h!1

5

h
mn

3~h!1mn
(4)~h!50. ~2.11!

We start with Eq.~2.10!. The two well known gauge solutions1 are ~with the accuracy to multi-
plicative constants!

f 1~h!51, ~2.12!

f 2~h!52AM/3E 1

a~h!
dh52 ln~h!. ~2.13!

We expect to obtain solutions for~2.10! in the form15

ln~h!5 f 1~h!S E A~h! dh D , ~2.14!

A~h!5
d

dh S f 2~h!

f 1~h! D S E B~h!

h
dh D , ~2.15!

whereA(h) andB(h) are some auxiliary functions. Inserting~2.14!–~2.15! into ~2.10! we obtain
the Bessel equation in its canonical form,

S n2

3
2

2

h2DB~h!1B9~h!50. ~2.16!

Equation~2.16! is already free of gauge modes, as one can see from simple heuristic con
ations. Let us assume that there exist a third linearly independent solution of Eq.~2.4!, which
corresponds to a pure coordinate transformation. Then, the linear space of gauge modes w
3-dimensional, leaving only a single degree of freedom for the real, physical perturbations
a theory has no proper Newtonian limit.

Equation~2.16! is identical to the Sakai equation@Ref. 21 formula~5.1!#, the equation for
density perturbations in an orthogonal gauge@Ref. 5, formula~4.9!, Ref. 8, formulas~16!–~17!#,
the equation for gauge-invariant density gradients@Ref. 9, formula~38!# or Laplacians@Ref. 4,
formulas~8!–~9!, Ref. 11, formula~22!# after transforming these equations to their canonical fo
~see Ref. 22!. It is interesting to note that Eq.~2.16! is also identical to the propagation equatio
for gravitational waves23,24 ~except for gravitational waves moving with the speed of light!. This
means that the solutions to Eq.~2.16! represent waves traveling with the phase velocity 1/) ~we
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show this explicitly in the next section!. This picture also is consistent with the phono
approach,25 as the transformationf(h)5B(h)/h1B8(h) to the Field–Shepley variable26,27 re-
duces~2.16! to the harmonic oscillatorf9(h)1 (n2/3) f(h)50. ~The procedure we present he
may also be treated as a method to reconstruct metric corrections and hydrodynamic quan
their explicit form, out of the Field and Shepley variables.!

III. SOLUTIONS

The general solution for~2.16! is a combination of

B~h!5e2 ivhS 11
1

ivh D , ~3.1!

and its complex conjugate, with the frequencyv5 n/). ~For similar solutions in the gravitationa
waves theory see Ref. 24.! These solutions are proportional to Hankel functionsH3/2, but more
frequently are presented as a combination of Bessel and Neumann functionsB5a1J1a2N.5

Performing integrations~2.14!–~2.15! we determine the solution forln(h) and find the correction
mn(h) by solving Eq.~2.4! algebraically,

l~vh!52
e2 ivh

ivh
2Ei~2 ivh!, ~3.2!

m~vh!5S 11
1

ivh D e2 ivh

ivh
1Ei~2 ivh!. ~3.3!

Obviously, Eq.~2.11! is automatically fulfilled. As a result we obtain the metric correctionshmn

expanded into planar waves with the frequency constant in conformal timeh and with varying
amplitude,

hmn52E A~n!S dmn

3
2

nmnn

n2 D S ei (n•x2vh)

ivh
1ein•x Ei~2 ivh! Dd3n

1E A~n!
dmn

3 S S 11
1

ivh D ei (n•x2vh)

ivh
1ein•x Ei~2 ivh! Dd3n1c.c. ~3.4!

The density perturbation and peculiar velocity can be inferred from formulas~8.2!–~8.3! of Ref. 2
and expressed as

dr

r
5E A~n!ur~n•x,vh!d3n1c.c., ~3.5!

dv5E A~n!uv~n•x,vh!d3n1c.c., ~3.6!

where the Fourier modes form traveling waves,

ur~n•x,vh!5
2

3 S 11
1

ivh
1

ivh

2 D ei (n•x2vh)

ivh
, ~3.7!

uv~n•x,vh!5
1

2)
S 11

ivh

2 D ei (n•x2vh)

ivh
. ~3.8!

A generic scalar perturbation in the early universe is a superposition of acoustic wave
amplitude decreases to reach a constant and positive value at late times. This decrease is
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tial in the low frequency~early times! limit vh!1. Solutions are formally divergent ath50,
nevertheless evaluating the cosmic structure backward in time beyond its stochastic initiath i

has no well defined physical sense.
The only perturbations, which are regular ath50, and growing near the initial singularity

consist of standing wavesu(n•x,vh)1u(2n•x,vh) ~compare Ref. 21, 28, 29 or similar effe
in the gravitational waves theory23!. They form a one-parameter family in the 2-parameter spac
all solutions, so they are nongeneric. This property has been confirmed by use of other tech
in the gauge-invariant theories.30 In the stochastic approach nongeneric solutions are of marg
interest since they contribute with the zero probability measure.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

It is a matter of dispute whether cosmic structure was created solely by gravity force1 or
initiated by other, nongravitational phenomena manifesting themselves as stochastic proces19,20

in some early epochs. For the first hypothesis regular and growing solutions are indispen
while in the second one the generic perturbations play a key role. In a radiation dom
universe these properties exclude each other.

Lifshitz theory and the gauge-invariant theories differ less than usually expected. Both
of theories, when properly written, lead to the same perturbation equation of the wave-eq
form. Generic scalar perturbations are superpositions of acoustic waves. Solutions depend
productnh ~equivalently onvh). Everything which concerns early epochs refers also to l
waves, andvice versa. ~This is a peculiar property of the spatially flat radiation-filled univers!
The perturbation scale does not divide solutions into different classes. Perturbations pro
with the same speed 1/), which does not depend on the wave vector. This confirms the w
nature of scalar perturbations in the radiation dominated universe~an important property alread
pointed out by Lukash,25 but hardly discussed elsewhere! and compels one to use the comple
metric corrections~3.4! in the Sachs–Wolfe procedure~not only the nongeneric growing solu
tions! at the end of the radiational era.

The reduction technique we apply in this paper can be used for other equations of sta
p/r5constÞ1/3 solutions can be expressed in terms of hypergeometric functions. In other
solutions may not reduce to any known elementary or special functions, although the re
equation~2.16! can be always found.
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APPENDIX A: LIFSHITZ ‘‘SYNCHRONOUS’’ GAUGE

The original Lifshitz approach1–3 provides solutions which are different from~3.2!–~3.3!, and
also inconsistent with the gauge-invariant theories. To explain these differences in deta
appeal to the complete solution to~2.10!–~2.11! containing both physical and spurious inhom
geneities. All the gauge freedom within the synchronous system is limited to the choice
integral constants in~2.15!. Actually each of these ‘‘constants’’ can be defined as an arbit
function of the wave numbern ~equivalentlyv!. We write them explicitly asA(n) and G(n)
satisfying

l~vh!5 f 1~h!S A~n!E A~h! dh2G~n!ln~ iv! D , ~A1!

A~h!5
d

dh S f 2~h!

f 1~h! D S E B~h!

h
dh1

G~n!

A~n! D , ~A2!
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so they are equal to the Fourier coefficients in the integral,

hmn5E A~n!S nmnn

n2 2
dmn

3 D S ei (n•x2vh)

ivh
1ein•x Ei~2 ivh! Dd3n

1E A~n!
dmn

3 F S 11
1

ivh D ei (n•x2vh)

ivh
1ein•x Ei~2 ivh!Gd3n

1E G~n!F S nmnn

n2 2
dmn

3 D ln~ ivh!1
dmn

3 S ln~ ivh!2
1

v2h2D Gein•x d3n1c.c. ~A3!

Each coefficientA(n), G(n), can be defined independently. The gauge freedom is carried byG(n)
which follows directly from~2.13!. Also knowing the gauge-invariant methods one cana poste-
riori check thatA(n) affects the gauge-invariant inhomogeneity measures, whileG(n) does not.
Now, the density contrast and the peculiar velocity, as inferred from formulas~8.2!–~8.3! of Ref.
2,

dr

r
5E @A~n!ur~n•x,vh!1G~n!ũr~n•x,vh!#d3n1c.c., ~A4!

dv5E @A~n!uv~n•x,vh!1G~n!ũv~n•x,vh!#d3n1c.c., ~A5!

consists of the physical modesur , uv already found in~3.7!–~3.8! and the pure-gauge mode
equal to

ũr~n•x,vh!5
2

3

1

v2h2 ein•x, ~A6!

ũv~n•x,vh!5
i

2)

1

vh
ein•x. ~A7!

We expand integrals~A4! and ~A5! in the early times limit~with the accuracy toh2), to obtain

dr

r
5E F2

3

A~n!1G~n!

v2h2 1S 1

9
ivh1

1

12
v2h2DA~n!Gein•x d3n1c.c., ~A8!

dv5
1

2)
E FA~n!1G~n!

ivh
1

1

2
A~n!S 11

v2h2

6 D Gein•x d3n1c.c. ~A9!

Both physical and gauge perturbations manifest identical singular behavior ath50. Therefore,
one cannot distinguish between them solely on the grounds of their asymptotic forms. On the
hand, one is able to regularize perturbations by the gauge choiceG(n)52A(n). Then, the equal
time hypersurfaces follow the hypersurfaces of equal density at early epochs. This gauge~com-
monly known as the synchronous gauge! has been actually employed by Lifshitz an
Khalatnikov,1,2 where divergent terms 1/(vh)2 are cancelled by the exactly opposite pure-gau
corrections.~This does not refer to the metric correction where 1/h-divergence is still present.! In
consequence, perturbations described there form a mixture of both the physical and the
modes.

In the Lifshitz gauge, the mode amplitude@ur(n•x,vh)ur(n•x,vh)#1/2 grow with time,
therefore, the two independent solutions for the density contrast increase. The same conce
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peculiar velocity. In the lowvh limit the density contrast and peculiar velocity form the tw
parameter linear spaces of growing solutions. As a consequence, a generic inhomogen
creases, which is in conflict with the gauge-invariant theories.4,5,9
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Petrov type D Einstein space–times of embedding
class two

D. E. Hodgkinson
Department of Mathematical Sciences, The University of Liverpool,
Maths and Oceanography Building, Peach Street, Liverpool, L69 7ZL England

~Received 26 June 2000; accepted for publication 18 October 2000!

A space–time is of embedding class 2 if its curvature tensor can be written in terms
of two symmetric tensorsaab andbab which satisfy the Gauss, Codazzi, and Ricci
equations. For an Einstein space–time the Ricci tensor is proportional to the metric
tensor. Using the Petrov classification of the curvature tensor and canonical forms
of aab andbab , this paper produces a list of the embedding class 2 Petrov typeD
Einstein space–times. After a summary of the basic equations and the previous
work on embedding class 2 space–times, the field equations for Einstein space–
times are expressed in a canonical form and the typeD Petrov conditions applied.
The resulting equations are solved and give two sets of metrics. The first are known
metrics which are products of two 2-spaces of constant curvature and the second set
is a generalization of the Kottler solution. The form of the second set of solutions
depends upon whether the metric depends upon one or two of the four coordinates.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1332122#

I. INTRODUCTION

The local isometric embedding of four-dimensional space–timesV4 into a flat pseudo-
Euclidean spaceEN of N<10 dimensions has sometimes been used in general relativity a
alternative to the intrinsic curvilinear coordinates of theV4 .

Various attempts have been made to give a physical meaning to the flat embedding
These issues are discussed in a seminar held in 19651 and in the references of the survey article
Goenner.2

In this paper the more pragmatic approach adopted by Krameret al.3 will be used. The
invariance of the embedding class gives a classification scheme for all solutions of Einstein’
equations, but is mathematically different from classifications based on groups of motio
Petrov types and can, therefore, act as a refinement of these schemes and can give more
tion about known solutions or find new solutions.

This paper extends the results of two previous papers Hodgkinson.4,5 The embedding equa
tions are solved to find two sets of metric tensors. The first set of solutions contains the k
metrics which are products of two 2-spaces of constant curvature called decomposa
Kramer,3 or reducible by Petrov.6 The second set is related to the known Kottler solution.

The method used is similar to Hodgkinson,5 the Einstein field equations are written in term
of the first fundamental forms using the Gauss equation and by considering the Codazzi eq
simplified forms ofaab and bab are obtained. These specializedaab and bab are then used to
create differential equations for the components of the metric tensor which are solved to pr
the two sets of metric tensors.

II. CODAZZI AND RICCI EQUATIONS

The Gauss, Codazzi, and Ricci equations provide the necessary and sufficient conditio
space–times can be embedded~locally and isometrically! in a pseudo-Euclidean space. For t
case of embedding class 2, the conditions are that there exist two symmetric tensorsaab andbab

and a vectorsa , which satisfy the following equations of Eisenhart.7

Gauss equation,
8630022-2488/2001/42(2)/863/13/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Rabgd5e1~aagabd2aadabg!1e2~bagbbd2badabg!, ~1!

wheree1561 ande2561.
Codazzi equations,

aab;g2aag;b5e2~2sgbab1sbbag!, ~2!

bab;g2bag;b52e1~2sgaab1sbaag!. ~3!

Ricci equation,

sa;b2sb;a5aagb b
g 2baga b

g . ~4!

In a previous paper by Hodgkinson4 it is shown that, for Petrov typeD Weyl tensors, the
vectorsa is a gradient and therefore from Eq.~4! the matricesa b

a andb b
a commute. The tensors

aab , bab , andsa are not uniquely determined, they are subject to rotations~pseudo-rotations! in
the 2-space orthogonal to RiemannianV4 in the pseudo-Euclidean embedding spaceE6 . The
proof thatsa is a gradient depends uponRab50, but for Einstein spaces withRab5Lgab the
proof is very similar and the result is the same and this means that it is possible to make the
vectorsa50 and this condition will be used throughout this paper.

The steps followed are as follows: in Sec. III the solution of the Gauss equations fe1

5e2 gives two different cases which produce the two different types of metrics. Section IV
the Codazzi and Ricci equations to find explicit forms for the metrics. Section IV A gives
metrics for the two 2-spaces of constant curvature and Sec. IV B gives the Kottler-type m
Section V considers the analysis whene152e2 and finally Sec. VI lists the Petrov typeD
Einstein space–times of embedding class 2.

Throughout the analysis it is assumed that bothab
a andbb

a were of maximum rank. Kaigoro-
dov and Yakupov8 have given a list of the degenerate forms ofab

a andbb
a . Direct substitution of

these forms shows that no new solutions are obtained.

III. THE CASE e1Äe2 GAUSS AND FIELD EQUATIONS

The field equations for an Einstein space are

R agb
g 5Rab5Lgab , ~5!

whereL is a constant andgab is the metric tensor. Lettinge15e25e and substituting for the
Ricci tensor gives

~a b
a a g

b 2aa g
a !1~b b

a b g
b 2bb g

a !52eLd g
a ~6!

wherea5a a
a and b5b a

a and the matricesa b
a and b b

a are both matrices of Segre`-type @1111#
~Hodgkinson4!. Rewriting Eq.~6! in the form

A21B25~r22eL!I , ~7!

where

A[S a b
a 2

a

2
d b

a D , B[S b b
a 2

b

2
d b

a D , I 5d b
a , and r25

a21b2

4
,

a b
a andb b

a are diagonal matrices and have the following forms~no summation ong!:

a g
g 5r cos~a!1r cos~ug!, b g

g 5r sin~a!1r sin~ug!,

where
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r 25r22eL

anda, ug are five dependent parameters which satisfy the relationship

2eL5r 2~cos~u02u1!1cos~u02u2!1cos~u02u3!

1cos~u12u2!1cos~u12u3!1cos~u22u3!!. ~8!

The nonzero components of the Weyl tensorCabgd[CAB in the Petrov notation are

C115
r 2

2
~cos~u02u1!1cos~u22u3!!2

eL

3
, ~9!

C225
r 2

2
~cos~u02u2!1cos~u12u3!!2

eL

3
, ~10!

C335
r 2

2
~cos~u02u3!1cos~u12u2!!2

eL

3
. ~11!

The Petrov classification requiresC111C221C3350, but for Petrov typeD Weyl tensors we need
two of the CAA to be equal, without loss of generality we takeC115C22. Then using standard
trigonometric identities, Eqs.~9! and ~10! give

cosS u02u12u21u3

2 D sinS u12u2

2 D sinS u02u3

2 D50. ~12!

Equation~12! will be satisfied if any of the three factors vanish. The consequences of the va
ing of any of the factors will be considered next and in Secs. IV A and IV B.

Considering the case ofu02u12u21u35p gives

C115C2252
eL

3
, C335

2eL

3
.

These solutions require

2L5er 2~cos~u02u3!1cos~u12u2!! ~13!

in agreement with Eq.~8!.
Reverting to the matricesaab , bab and letting

2l05a 0
0 , l15a 1

1 , l25a 2
2 , l35a 3

3 ,

2m05b 0
0 , m15b 1

1 , m25b 2
2 , m35b 3

3

with the raising and lowering of a zero index ona b
a or b b

a changing the sign, the equations for th
curvature tensor withe15e25e are

l1l31m1m35l2l31m2m35l0l11m0m15l0l21m0m250, ~14!

l1l21m1m252l0l32m0m35eL. ~15!

Using the Grobner basis algorithm to solve this set of six nonlinear equations in eight unkn
gives essentially two solutions in terms of arbitrary unknowns. For the first letl2 ,m2 , andm3 be
arbitrary, the remaining five are
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l05
m2l2eL

m3~~m2!21~l2!2!
, l15

l2eL

~m2!21~l2!2 , l352
m2m3

l2
, ~16!

m052
eL~l2!2

m3~~m2!21~l2!2!
, m15

m2eL

~m2!21~l2!2 . ~17!

The second set is found withl0 andm1 arbitrary and

l15l25m05m350, l352
eL

l0
, m25

eL

m1
. ~18!

Both solutions can be analyzed in a similar manner, although the functional forms are differe
same four metrics are produced. So the analysis will only be given for the first solution.

IV. THE CASE e1Äe2 CODAZZI AND RICCI EQUATIONS

A. Case 1. The metrics which are products of constant curvature

For further investigation it is necessary to use the Codazzi equations as in Hodgkinson5 This
involves writing theaab and bab in terms of four basis vectors which can be proved to
hypersurface orthogonal.

The basis vectors satisfy

2uaua5vava5eaea5 f a f a51 ~19!

with all other scalar products zero. This gives

aab5l0uaub1l1vavb1l2eaeb1l3f a f b , ~20!

bab5m0uaub1m1vavb1m2eaeb1m3f a f b . ~21!

The derivatives of the tetrad vectors are

ua;b5vaAb1eaBb1 f aCb , ~22!

va;b5uaAb1eaDb1 f aEb , ~23!

ea;b5uaBb2vaDb1 f aGb , ~24!

f a;b5uaCb2vaEb2eaGb . ~25!

Using the Codazzi equations and contracting Eqs.~22!–~25! with the different tetrad vectors give
equations forAa , Ba , Ca , Da , Ea , andGa , more details are given in Hodgkinson.5

Letting a comma denote partial differentiation, the equations forAa are

~l01l1!Aa5l0,bvbua2l1,bubva1~l01l2!Bbvbea1~l01l3!Cbvb f a , ~26!

~l01l1!Aa5l0,bvbua2l1,bubva1~l12l2!Dbubea1~l12l3!Ebub f a , ~27!

~m01m1!Aa5m0,bvbua2m1,bubva1~m01m2!Bbvbea1~m01m3!Cbvb f a , ~28!

~m01m1!Aa5m0,bvbua2m1,bubva1~m12m2!Dbubea1~m12m3!Ebub f a , ~29!

and similar ones exist forBa , Ca , Da , Ea , andGa . Using Eqs.~16! and ~17! with the linear
independence of the basis vectors it is a straightforward substitution task to show that
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~~l2!21~m2!2!~~l2!21~m2!22eL!m3

~m21m3!~m2m32~l2!2!eL
Bbvb50 ~30!

and

m3~~l2!21~m2!2!~~m3!2~~l2!21~m2!2!2~l2!2eL!

~m21m3!~m2m32~l2!2!eL
Cbvb50. ~31!

We assume, at this stage, that there are no relationships between the arbitrary parametersl2 ,m2 ,
andm3 , which can make the coefficients ofBbvb5Cbvb zero. The conditions thatl2 ,m2 , and
m3 are not independent will be considered at the end of this section.

A similar analysis forDa andEa givesBbvb5Cbvb5Dbub5Ebub50 and the form of the
equations forAa becomes

Aa5
1

l01l1
~l0,bvbua2l1,bubva!5

1

m01m1
~m0,bvbua2m1,bubva!. ~32!

Similar forms forBa , Ca , Da , Ea , andGa may be found by an analogous process. Using the
that ua ,va ,ea , and f a are hypersurface orthogonal, conditions for the consistency of Eqs.~32!
and those forBa , Ca , Da , Ea , andGa can be found. Since this task is repetitive and routine o
one example will be given.

Checking forCa , Ea , andGa gives

1

l01l3
~l0,b f b!5

1

m01m3
~m0,b f b!, ~33!

1

l12l3
~l1,b f b!5

1

m12m3
~m1,b f b!, ~34!

1

l22l3
~l2,b f b!5

1

m22m3
~m2,b f b!. ~35!

Using thez coordinate adapted to thef a tetrad gives a set of three partial differential equ
tions. Substituting from Eqs.~16! and ~17! gives for Eq.~33!

]m2

]z
l22

]l2

]z
m250, ~36!

this integrates to givem25kl2 , wherek is independent ofz. Using this value ofm2 together with
Eqs.~16! and ~17! substituted into Eqs.~34! and ~35! gives

m3~l2!3~11k2!2
]l2

]z
50, ~37!

m3l2~11k2!
]l2

]z
50. ~38!

In order to keep the arbitrariness of the parameters these conditions requirel2 ~and m2! to be
independent ofz. Repeating the analysis for they coordinate adapted toea , the x coordinate
adapted tova gives

m2~x,y!5kl2~x,y!, ~39!
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wherek is a constant andm3 is a function oft andz only. These functional dependencies allo
Eqs.~16! and ~17! to be simplified to

l052
keL

m3~11k2!
, l152

eL

l2~11k2!
, l35km3 , ~40!

m05
eL

m3~11k2!
, m152

keL

l2~11k2!
, m25kl2 , ~41!

wherel25l2(x,y) andm35m3(t,z) are arbitrary functions.
These dependencies between thel’s and them’s reduce the equations forAa , Ba , Ca , Da ,

Ea , andGa to

Aa5Ba5Ea5Ga50 ~42!

and

Ca5
1

l01l3
~l0,b f bua2l3,bub f a!, ~43!

Da5
1

l12l2
~l1,bebva1l2,bvbea!. ~44!

In terms of coordinates adapted to the tetrad, the metric may be written in the form

ds252T2 dt21X2 dx21Y2 dy21Z2 dz2, ~45!

where ua5T21d0
a , va5X21d1

a , ea5Y21d2
a , and f a5Z21d3

a with x05t, x15x, x25y, and
x35z.

Comparing the derivatives of the tetrad vectors obtained from the equation of the metri~45!
and those from Eqs.~43! and ~44! allows the metric to be written

ds252~T~ t,z!!2 dt21~X~x,y!!2 dx21~Y~x,y!!2 dy21~Z~ t,z!!2 dz2. ~46!

The field equationsRab5Lgab give for R11,

Xyy

XY2 1
Yxx

X2Y
2

XxYx

X3Y
2

XyYy

XY3 5L, ~47!

where a suffix denotes partial differentiation, with similar ones forR00, R22, R33.
SinceL is a constant, the left-hand side of Eq.~47! is a constant, i.e., thexy space is a 2-spac

of constant curvatureK. According to Krameret al.3 the metrics of 2-spaces of constant curvatu
have six distinct types

ds25Q2~~dx1!26S2~x1,w!~dx2!2!, K5wQ22, ~48!

whereS(x1,w)5sin(x1) or x1 or sinh(x1) if w51 or 50 or 521, respectively. Examination o
the values ofw andS which preserve the signature ofds2 and satisfy the field equations give
four solutions. When both 2-spaces have positive curvatureK5L, the metric is

ds252
sin2~z!

L
dt21

dx2

L
1

sin2~x!

L
dy21

dz2

L
. ~49!

A scaling of the coordinatesxa→ALxa in Eq. ~49! reduces it to
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ds252sin2~zAL!dt21dx21sin2~xAL!dy21dz2.

This metric agrees with one of the four classified as reducible and listed by Petrov6 or called
decomposable in the terminology of Krameret al.3 The other three have similar representatio
and are listed in Sec. VI.

During the previous analysis any special relationships between the parameters were ig
so it is necessary, following Eqs.~30! and~31!, to consider the implication ofl2 , m2 , m3 being
dependent.

From Eqs.~30! and ~31! it is possible that

~l2!21~m2!25eL and/or ~~m3!2~~l2!21~m2!2!2~l2!2eL!50.

Using these condition in Eqs.~16! and ~17! gives eitheru15u2 or u05u1 and in both cases the
analysis would be similar to theu05u3 case, which follows in Sec. IV B. The denominators
Eqs.~30! and ~31! would vanish ifm252m3 or m2m35(l2)2. The first condition givesu05u1

considered in Sec. IV B, while the second givesl352l2 andm052m1 which again is essen
tially analyzed in Sec. IV B.

B. Case 2. The Kottler metrics

For Eq.~12! two other possible solutions areu05u3 or u15u2 . Without loss of generality we
will assume thatu05u3 gives

l05
r

2
~cos~u1!1cos~u2!!52l3 , ~50!

l15
r

2
~cos~u1!2cos~u2!22 cos~u0!!, ~51!

l25
r

2
~cos~u2!2cos~u1!22 cos~u0!!, ~52!

m05
r

2
~sin~u1!1sin~u2!!52m3 , ~53!

m15
r

2
~sin~u1!2sin~u2!22 sin~u0!!, ~54!

m25
r

2
~sin~u2!2sin~u1!22 sin~u0!!. ~55!

Again by examiningAa , Ba , Ca , Da , Ea , andGa and using linear independence and Eqs.~50!
to ~55! we obtain

Aa5
1

l01l1
~l0,bvbua2l1,bubva!5

1

m01m1
~m0,bvbua2m1,bubva! ~56!

with similar expressions forBa , Da , Ea , andGa .
Let the t, x, y, and z coordinates be adapted to the tetrad vectors. The fact thatCa is

indeterminate makes

]l0

]z
5

]m0

]z
5

]l0

]t
5

]m0

]t
50. ~57!
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Differentiating Eqs.~50! and ~53! partially with respect toz gives

]r

]z
~cos~u1!1cos~u2!!2r S sin~u1!

]u1

]z
1sin~u2!

]u2

]z D50, ~58!

]r

]z
~sin~u1!1sin~u2!!1r S cos~u1!

]u1

]z
1cos~u2!

]u2

]z D50. ~59!

Eliminating ]u2 /]z from Eqs.~58! and ~59! gives

]r

]z
~11cos~u12u2!!2r ~sin~u12u2!!

]u1

]z
50, ~60!

and similarly eliminating]u1 /]z implies

]u1

]z
52

]u2

]z
.

To find relationships between]r /]z , ]u0 /]z, and]u1 /]z use Eqs.~8! with u05u3 ,

2eL5r 2~2 cos~u12u0!12 cos~u22u0!111cos~u12u2!!. ~61!

Differentiating partially with respect toz and substituting for]u2 /]z gives

22r ~2 cos~f1!12 cos~f2!1cos~f22f1!11!
]r

]z
22r 2~sin~f1!1sin~f2!!

]u0

]z

12r 2~sin~f1!2sin~f2!2sin~f22f1!!
]u1

]z
50, ~62!

wheref15u12u0 andf25u22u0 .
It is possible to find two new equations in]r /]z , ]u0 /]z, and]u1 /]z in order to examine the

z dependency of ther andu’s.
The equations forEa andGa require

1

l12l3

]l1

]z
5

1

m12m3

]m1

]z
~63!

and

1

l22l3

]l2

]z
5

1

m22m3

]m2

]z
. ~64!

Substituting and simplifying gives

1/2r ~sin~f1!1sin~f2!2sin~2f11f2!!
]r

]z
1r 2~12cos~f1!!

]u0

]z

11/2r 2~2cos~f1!2cos~f2!1cos~2f11f2!11!
]u1

]z
50 ~65!

and
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1/2r ~sin~f1!1sin~f2!1sin~2f11f2!!
]r

]z
1r 2~12cos~f2!!

]u0

]z

21/2r 2~2cos~f1!2cos~f2!1cos~2f11f2!11!
]u1

]z
50. ~66!

To examine the dependence of the three equations~62!, ~65!, and~66! they are written in the form
AX50, whereX5@]r /]z , ]u0 /]z , ]u1 /]z#T andA is the matrix of the coefficients. The dete
minant ofA factors to

2424 cos~f11f2!16 cos~f1!16 cos~f2!24 cos~2f11f2!1cos~2f112f2!

1cos~f112f2!1cos~f222f1!1cos~f212f1!22 cos~2f1!22 cos~2f2!.

Using standard trigonometric substitutions this expression reduces to

16 cosS f11f2

2 D cosS f12f2

2 D sin2S f1

2 D sin2S f2

2 D .

This determinant has to vanish for the consistency of Eqs.~62!, ~65!, and~66! which is only valid
for u15u2 , u15u0 , u25u0 , u11u222u05p or u12u25p.

The conditionsu15u2 or u12u25p together with the condition

]u1

]z
52

]u2

]z

makeu1 andu2 independent ofz, so Eqs.~58! and~62! show thatr andu0 are also independen
of z.

The conditionu11u222u05p and Eqs.~65! and~66! make eitherr and theu’s independent
of z or sin(f22f1)50 which also impliesz independence.

The conditionu15u0 ~and similarlyu25u0! reduces Eqs.~62!, ~65!, and~66! to the equation

cosS f2

2 D ]r

]z
2

r

2
sinS f2

2 D ]f2

]z
50

which integrates to

r cosS f2

2 D5g~ t,x,y!,

whereg is an arbitrary function oft, x, and y. A similar analysis using Eq.~57! gives thet
independence ofg and since under these conditionsl01l150 then from Eq.~56! Aa is indeter-
minate makingl0 andm0 independent ofx. This fact reducesg to depend only on one variabl
y and Eq.~61! implies that all the parameters depend upon only one variable, which is consi
later in this section.

Assuming that these extra conditions are not satisfied thenr , u0 , u1 , andu2 are independen
of z and likewise from Eq.~57! they are independent oft. The consequences for the metr
coefficients are thatX andY are independent oft andz. SinceCa is indeterminate, the functiona
dependencies ofT andZ are also indeterminate.

Since all the variables on the right-hand side of Eq.~61! are functions ofx andy only then Eq.
~61! is essentially a function ofx andy equal to zero, i.e.,x andy are dependent variables. Henc
r , u0 , u1 , andu2 are functions of a single variable sayx. Then a comparison of the derivative
of the tetrad vectors forAa , Da , andEa allows the metric~45! to be written
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ds25W2~x!dS21X2~x!dx21Y2~x!dy2, ~67!

wheredS2 is a two-dimensional metric dependent only ont andz.
The field equationsRab5Lgab can be investigated for this metric where the equationR22

5Lg22 gives

2
YWxYx

WX2 1
YYxx

X2 2
YXxYx

X3 5LY2 ~68!

andR115Lg11 gives

2
Wxx

W
22

WxXx

WX
1

Yxx

Y
2

XxYx

XY
5LX2. ~69!

Eliminating L gives

Yx

Y
2

Wxx

Wx
1

Xx

X
50 ~70!

which integrates to

XY5qWx , ~71!

whereq is a constant.
The equationR33/g335L is

K

W2 1
~Wx!

2

W2X2 1
Wxx

WX2 2
WxXx

WX3 1
WxYx

WX2Y
5L, ~72!

whereK is the Gaussian curvature ofdS2. Partial differentiation of Eq.~72! with respect tot and
z shows thatK is a constant.

Substituting Eq.~71! into Eq. ~68! simplifies and rearranges to give

d

dx S YYx

W2

Wx
D5Lq2W2Wx ~73!

which integrates twice to give

Y25
q2

3
LW222

p

W
12c1 , ~74!

wherep andc1 are constants of integration.
Without loss of generality the transformationW(x)→x and a rescaling gives

Y25c2
L

3
x21

m

x
. ~75!

The value of the constantc depends upon the Einstein space condition and the form of
constant curvature metric. The general form of the metrics is

ds25x2 dS21Y22~x!dx21Y2~x!dy2. ~76!

These metrics are similar to the Kottler form of the Einstein space~see Krameret al.4 and Petrov.5

A full list is provided in Sec. VI.
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In this section sincee15e2561, then the signature of the embedding pseudo-Euclid
spaceE6 is either 0 ife1521 or 4 if e151.

V. THE CASE e1ÄÀe2

Letting e152e25e gives the equivalent of Eq.~7! as

A22B25~s22eL!I , ~77!

where

s25
a22b2

4
.

The analysis follows the same course with trigonometric terms being replaced by hyperbolic
The same metrics are found showing that the metrics that are products of two 2-spaces of c
curvature and the modified Kottler metrics can be embedded in a pseudo-Euclidean spaceE6 with
signature 2.

It is possible that whene152e2 thens50, this degeneracy means thata5b or a52b in
both cases the typeD condition on the Weyl tensor gives a flat space solution.

VI. A SUMMARY OF THE METRICS

This section contains a list of all the Petrov typeD Einstein space–times of embedding cla
2.

The following list gives the reducible metrics.
~1!

ds252
sin2~z!

L
dt21

dx2

L
1

sin2~x!

L
dy21

dz2

L
, ~78!

both 2-spaces have positive curvatureK5L.
~2!

ds252
sinh2~z!

L
dt21

dx2

L
1

sinh2~x!

L
dy21

dz2

L
, ~79!

both 2-spaces have negative curvatureK52L.
~3!

ds252
dt2

L
1

dx2

L
1

sin2~x!

L
dy21

sinh2~ t !

L
dz2, ~80!

ds252
dt2

L
1

dx2

L
1

sinh2~x!

L
dy21

sin2~ t !

L
dz2, ~81!

one space has positive curvature the other negative curvature.
The scaling of the coordinates given in Sec. IV A gives the agreement with Petrov.6

The following list gives the generalized Kottler ones based uponu05u3 in Eq. ~12!.
~1! A flat S2(z,t) the resulting metric is

ds25S 2
L

3
x21

m

x D 21

dx21S 2
L

3
x21

m

x Ddy21x2 dz22x2 dt2, ~82!

with c50.
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~2! A two-dimensional space–time with negative curvature is

ds25S 12
L

3
x21

m

x D 21

dx21S 12
L

3
x21

m

x Ddy21x2 sinh~ t !2 dz22x2 dt2, ~83!

with c51.
~3! A two-dimensional space–time with positive curvature is

ds25S 12
L

3
x21

m

x D 21

dx21S 12
L

3
x21

m

x Ddy21x2 dz22x2 sin~z!2 dt2, ~84!

with c51.

Naturally, if alternative identifications of theu8s are taken, the following metric forms or simila
are obtained.

~1!

ds25S 2
L

3
x21

m

x D 21

dx22S 2
L

3
x21

m

x Ddt21x2 dy21x2 dz2. ~85!

~2!

ds25S L

3
t21

m

t Ddx22S L

3
t21

m

t D 21

dt21t2 dy21t2 dz2. ~86!

~3!

ds25S 211
L

3
x21

m

x Ddy22S 211
L

3
t21

m

t D 21

dt21t2 sin~z!2 dy21t2 dz2. ~87!

~4!

ds25S 12
L

3
x21

m

x D 21

dx22S 12
L

3
x21

m

x Ddt21x2 sin~z!2 dy21x2 dz2. ~88!

The above metrics are the only possible Einstein spaces of embedding class 2. This impli
any typeD Einstein space–times not of these forms are at least of embedding class 3. In a
two papers9,10 Van den Bergh has produced a classification of the symmetric tensors fo
embedding class 2 problem and one of his applications is to the vacuum Petrov typeD space–
times.

It is a useful comparison to consider the limit asL→0 of the previous solutions to those in h
paper. For the metrics~70!–~81! asL→0, K→0 and the resulting limit is flat space. AsL→0 in
the metrics listed in~82!–~88! they become either Ehlers–Kundt class A or class B metrics
defined in Krameret al.3 These results are in agreement with the results of Van den Bergh.10

The tensorsa b
a andb b

a are not uniquely determined. The previous analysis has shown
different forms can lead to essentially the same embedding. This corresponds to the free
rotations in the two-dimensional space orthogonal to the four-dimensional Riemannian
six-dimensional pseudo-Euclidean embedding space. The explicit embedding equations a
forms ofa b

a andb b
a and their representations in terms of the curvature tensor for the embed

developed in this paper are subjects for further investigation.

1I. Robinson and Y. Ne’eman, Rev. Mod. Phys.37, 201 ~1965!.
2H. F. Goenner, inGeneral Relativity and Gravitation, edited by A. Held~Plenum, New York, 1980!, Vol. 1.
3D. Kramer, H. Stephani, M. MacCallum, and E. Herlt, Exact solutions of Einstein’s field equations~Cambridge Univer-
sity Press, Cambridge, 1980!.
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8B. R. Kaigorodov and M. Sh. Yakupov, Grav. Teor. Otnoist. Kazan Tem. Sborn4–5, 151–156~1968!.
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The Biot–Savart operator for application to knot theory,
fluid dynamics, and plasma physics

Jason Cantarellaa)

Department of Mathematics, University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 30605

Dennis DeTurckb) and Herman Gluckc)

Department of Mathematics, David Rittenhouse Laboratory, University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104-6395

~Received 27 May 1999; accepted for publication 19 September 2000!

Thewrithing numberof a curve in 3-space is the standard measure of the extent to
which the curve wraps and coils around itself; it has proved its importance for
molecular biologists in the study of knotted DNA and of the enzymes which affect
it. The helicity of a vector field defined on a domain in 3-space is the standard
measure of the extent to which the field lines wrap and coil around one another; it
plays important roles in fluid dynamics and plasma physics. TheBiot–Savart op-
erator associates with each current distribution on a given domain the restriction of
its magnetic field to that domain. When the domain is simply connected, the
divergence-free fields which are tangent to the boundary and which minimize en-
ergy for given helicity provide models for stable force-free magnetic fields in space
and laboratory plasmas; these fields appear mathematically as the extreme eigen-
fields for an appropriate modification of the Biot–Savart operator. Information
about these fields can be converted into bounds on the writhing number of a given
piece of DNA. The purpose of this paper is to reveal new properties of the Biot–
Savart operator which are useful in these applications. ©2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1329659#

I. INTRODUCTION

Let V be a compact domain with smooth boundary in 3-space, and let VF~V! be the space of
smooth vector fields onV with the L2 inner product^V,W&5*VV•Wd(vol). By ‘‘smooth,’’
equivalentlyC`, we mean that derivatives of all orders exist and are continuous.

If we think of the smooth vector fieldV on V as a distribution of electric current, then th
Biot–Savart formula

BS~V!~y!5~1/4p!E
V

V~x!3~y2x!/uy2xu3 d~volx!

gives the resulting magnetic field BS(V) throughout 3-space. If we restrict this magnetic field
the domainV, then we get theBiot–Savart operator,

BS:VF~V!→VF~V!.

Theorem A: The equation¹3BS(V)5V holds inV if and only if V is divergence-free an
tangent to the boundary ofV.

a!Electronic mail: cantarel@math.uga.edu
b!Electronic mail: deturck@math.upenn.edu
c!Electronic mail: gluck@math.upenn.edu
8760022-2488/2001/42(2)/876/30/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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It is well known that curl is a left inverse to the Biot–Savart operator when the input fieV
is divergence-free and tangent to the boundary. The new information is that this result holds
other cases. The impact of this is that eigenvalue problems for the Biot–Savart operator, wh
central to the study of helicity, cannot in general be converted to eigenvalue problems fo
~that is, to a system of partial differential equations!.

Theorem B: The kernel of the Biot–Savart operator is precisely the space of gradient vec
fields which are orthogonal to the boundary ofV.

Actually, somewhat more is true. IfV is a smooth gradient vector field defined onV and
orthogonal to its boundary, then its magnetic field BS(V)50 throughout 3-space. Conversely, ifV
is a smooth vector field defined onV whose magnetic field BS(V)50 in V, thenV is a gradient
field orthogonal to the boundary ofV, and hence BS(V)50 throughout 3-space.

Theorem C: The image of the Biot–Savart operator is a proper subspace of the image
curl, whose orthogonal projection into the subspace of ‘‘fluxless knots’’ is one-to-one.

Vector fields on the domainV which are divergence-free and tangent to its boundary
calledfluid knots; we explain this terminology in Sec. IV.Fluxless knotsare fluid knots with zero
flux through every cross-sectional surface (S,]S),(V,]V). The above theorems lead to seve
interesting examples of ‘‘impossible’’ magnetic fields. Nevertheless, TheoremC falls short of
giving a precise characterization of the image of the Biot–Savart operator, and hence of
fields in a domainV which are magnetic fields of current distributions withinV.

Theorem D: The Biot–Savart operator is a bounded operator, and hence extends
bounded operator on the L2 completion of its domain, where it is both compact and self-adjo.

The eigenfields of this operator which correspond to its extreme eigenvalues turn out to
vector fields inV with minimum energy for given helicity. If we start with a vector fieldV which
is divergence-free and tangent to the boundary of its domainV, that is, a fluid knot, then its
magnetic field BS(V), though divergence-free, will in general not be tangent to the boundar
V. In such a case, we simply modify the Biot–Savart operator BS by following it by orthog
projection back to the subspace of fluid knots. The eigenfields of this modified Biot–S
operator which correspond to its extreme eigenvalues are then the fluid knots inV with minimum
energy for given helicity. When the domainV is simply connected, these energy-minimize
model the stable plasma fields inV.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Writhing, helicity, and the Biot–Savart operator

The writhing numberWr(K) of a smooth curveK in 3-space, defined by the formula

Wr~K !5~1/4p!E
K3K

~dx/ds3dy/dt!•~x2y!/ux2yu3 ds dt, ~2.1!

was introduced by Caˇlugǎreanu1–3 in 1959–1961 and named by Fuller4 in 1971, and is the
standard measure of the extent to which the curve wraps and coils around itself.

The helicity H(V) of a smooth vector fieldV on the domainV in 3-space, defined by the
formula

H~V!5~1/4p!E
V3V

V~x!3V~y!•~x2y!/ux2yu3 d~volx! d~voly!, ~2.2!

was introduced by Woltjer5 in 1958 and named by Moffatt6 in 1969, and is the standard measu
of the extent to which the field lines wrap and coil around one another.
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Clearly, helicity for vector fields is the analogue of writhing number for knots.
The helicity ofV is closely related to its image under the Biot–Savart operator,

H~V!5~1/4p!E
V3V

V~x! 3V~y!•~x2y!/ux2yu3 d~volx! d~voly!

5E
V

V~y!•F ~1/4p!E
V

V~x! 3~y2x!/uy2xu3 d~volx!Gd~voly!

5E
V

V~y!•BS~V!~y! d~voly!

5E
V

V•BS~V! d~vol!,

so the helicity ofV is just theL2 inner product ofV and BS(V),

H~V!5^V,BS~V!&. ~2.3!

It is because of this formula that the Biot–Savart operator,

BS:VF~V!→VF~V!, ~2.4!

plays such a prominent role in the study of writhing of knots and helicity of vector fields.

B. Applications: A quick guide to the literature

For a glance at the prehistory of the writhing number, see Gauss’s half-page note7 ~1833! on
an integral formula for the linking number of two disjoint closed curves in 3-space. Rewrit
expression in modern notation and let the two curves coincide and you will have the formu
the writhing number.

The writhing number has proved its importance for molecular biologists in the stud
knotted duplex DNA and of the enzymes which affect it; see White,8 Fuller,9 Bauer, Crick, and
White,10 Wang,11 Sumners,12–14 and Cantarella, Kusner, and Sullivan.15

For an overview of the connection between knot theory and electrodynamics,
Lomonaco.16

Woltjer’s formula for the helicity of a vector field arose from his interest in force-free m
netic fields. These are magnetic fields which are everywhere parallel to the current flows
give rise to them, so that the Lorentz force on the flowing charged particles is zero. Becau
gross magnetic field in the Crab Nebula appeared to be steady over a number of years,
believed it to be force-free, and studied17 it in great detail. Two early papers on force-free ma
netic fields are Lundquist18 and Chandrasekhar–Kendall.19 Two more recent papers are Lauren
and Avellaneda20 and Tsuji.21 Marsh’s book22 has an extensive and up-to-date bibliography on t
subject.

For a study of the connection between writhing and helicity, see Berger and Field23 and
Moffatt and Ricca.24,25

For the connection between helicity and the ordinary and asymptotic Hopf invariants
Whitehead26 and Arnold.27

For an introduction to the spectral theory of the Biot–Savart operator and its use in dete
ing upper bounds for writhing and helicity, see Ref. 28. For explicit computation of extr
eigenfields, see Refs. 29 and 30. For an analysis of isoperimetric problems connected w
Biot–Savart operator, see Ref. 31. For application to the qualitative study of stable plasma
see Cantarella.32 For an overview of our work, see our survey paper.33

For further information on related spectral problems for the curl operator, see Yoshid
Giga.34
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For the connection between this spectral theory and plasma physics, see Yoshida.35

For a study of magnetic field generation in electrically conducting fluids, see the boo
Moffatt.36

For connections with dynamo theory, see the survey article by Childress.37

For many papers on the connections with the dynamics of fluids and plasmas, see the
by Moffatt and Tsinober38 and by Moffatt, Zaslavsky, Comte, and Tabor.39

For the connections between force-free fields, contact topology and fluid dynamics, see
and Ghrist.40

C. The Hodge decomposition theorem

In this section we present the Hodge Decomposition Theorem for vector fields on bou
domains inR3, which we will use throughout the paper. Although we state it below for the sp
VF~V! of smooth vector fields onV with the usualL2 inner product, it holds just as well for th
L2 completions of VF~V! and of the various subspaces described below.

The papers of Weyl41 and Friedrichs,42 the notes of Blank, Friedrichs, and Grad,43 and the
book of Schwarz44 are all good references; an exposition of this theorem in the form given b
appears in Ref. 45.

Hodge Decomposition Theorem:We have a direct sum decomposition of VF(V) into five
mutually orthogonal subspaces,

VF~V!5FK % HK % CG % HG % GG,

with

ker curl5 HK % CG % HG % GG,

image grad5 CG % HG % GG,

image curl5FK % HK % CG,

ker div5FK % HK % CG % HG,

where

FK5Fluxless Knots5$¹"V50, V"n50, all interior fluxes50%,

HK5Harmonic Knots5$¹"V50, ¹3V50, V"n50%,

CG5Curly Gradients5$V5¹w, ¹"V50, all boundary fluxes50%,

HG5Harmonic Gradients5$V5¹w, ¹"V50, w locally constant on]V%,

GG5Grounded Gradients5$V5¹w, wu]V50%,

and furthermore,

HK>H1~V;R!>H2~V,]V;R!>Rgenus of ]V,

HG>H2~V;R!>H1~V,]V;R!>R~# components of]V!2~# components ofV!.

We need to explain the meanings of the conditions which appear in the statement o
theorem.

The outward pointing unit vector field orthogonal to]V is denoted byn, so the condition
V"n50 indicates that the vector fieldV is tangent to the boundary ofV.
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Let S stand generically for any smooth surface inV with ]S,]V. Earlier, when commenting
on the statement of Theorem C, we indicated this by writing (S,]S),(V,]V). Now, orientS by
picking one of its two unit normal vector fieldsn. Then, for any vector fieldV on V, we can define
the flux of V throughS to be the value of the integralF5*SV"n d(area).

Assume thatV is divergence-free and tangent to]V. Then the value of this flux depends on
on the homology class ofS in the relative homology groupH2(V,]V;Z). For example, ifV is an
n-holed solid torus, then there are disjoint oriented cross-sectional disksS1 ,...,Sn , positioned so
that cuttingV along these disks will produce a simply-connected region. The fluxesF1 ,...,Fn of
V through these disks determine the flux ofV through any other cross-sectional surface.

If the flux of V through every smooth surfaceS in V with ]S,]V vanishes, we say ‘‘all
interior fluxes50.’’ Then,

FK5$Ve VF~V!:¹"V50, V"n50, all interior fluxes50% ~2.5!

will be the subspace offluxless knots, already mentioned when explaining the statement of Th
rem C.

The subspace,

HK5$Ve VF~V!:¹"V50, ¹3V50, V"n50% ~2.6!

of harmonic knotsis isomorphic to the absolute homology groupH1(V;R) and also, via Poincare´
duality, to the relative homology groupH2(V,]V;R), and is thus a finite-dimensional vecto
space, with dimension equal to the genus of]V.

The orthogonal direct sum of these two subspaces,

K~V!5FK% HK ~2.7!

is the subspace of VF~V! consisting of all divergence-free vector fields defined onV and tangent
to its boundary. These are the vector fields that represent current flows in the standard vers
the laws of Magnetostatics.

We called these vector fieldsfluid knotsin the Introduction, and pause to explain this term
nology. Given a knot in 3-space, we can choose a thin tubular neighborhood of the knot to
domainV, and then choose a divergence-free vector fieldV in V, for example orthogonal to the
cross-sectional disks and hence tangent to the boundary. In this way, questions about the g
of the knot can sometimes profitably be reformulated as questions about the vector fieldV, our
‘‘fluid knot.’’ We did exactly this in our paper28 when deriving an upper bound for the writhin
number of a knot of given length and thickness.

If V is a vector field defined onV, we will say thatall boundary fluxes of V are zeroif the flux
of V through each component of]V is zero. Then,

CG5$Ve VF~V!:V5¹w, ¹•V50, all boundary fluxes50% ~2.8!

will be called the subspace ofcurly gradientsbecause these are the only gradients which lie in
image of curl.

Next we define the subspace ofharmonic gradients,

HG5$Ve VF~V!:V5¹w, ¹•V50, w locally constant on]V%, ~2.9!

meaning thatw is constant on each component of]V. This subspace is isomorphic to the absolu
homology groupH2(V;R) and also, via Poincare´ duality, to the relative homology group
H1(V,]V;R), and is hence a finite-dimensional vector space, with dimension equal to the nu
of components of]V minus the number of components ofV.

The definition of the subspace ofgrounded gradients,

GG5$Ve VF~V!:V5¹w, wu]V50%, ~2.10!

is self-explanatory.
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A vector fieldV belongs to the subspace HG% GG of VF~V! if and only if it is the gradient
of a smooth functionw on V which is constant on each component of]V, or equivalently, is a
gradient vector field which is orthogonal to]V. Theorem B asserts that these vector fields form
kernel of the Biot–Savart operator.

The five orthogonal direct summands of VF~V! can be characterized as follows:

FK5~ker curl!',

HK5~ker curl! ù~ image grad!',

CG5~ image grad! ù~ image curl!,

HG5~ker div! ù~ image curl!',

GG5~ker div!'.

These characterizations bear witness to the geometric and analytic significance of the sum
We end this section with examples of vector fields from each of the five summands.

1. FKÄfluxless knots

Let V be a round ball of radius 1, centered at the origin in 3-space. Consider the vecto

V52y î1x ĵ .

This is the velocity field for rotation of 3-space about thez-axis at constant angular speed. It
divergence-free and tangent to the boundary of the ballV, and hence belongs to the subspace
of fluxless knots, because there are no harmonic knots on a ball.

2. HKÄharmonic knots

Let V be a solid torus of revolution about thez-axis. Using cylindrical coordinates (r ,w,z),
consider the vector field

V5~1/r !ŵ,

which is the magnetic field due to a steady current running up thez-axis. It is divergence-free and
curl-free and tangent to the boundary of the solid torusV, and hence belongs to the subspace H
of harmonic knots.

3. CGÄcurly gradients

Let V be a round ball of radius 1, centered at the origin. Consider the harmonic functionz, and
the gradient field

V5¹z5 k̂.

This vector field is divergence-free and has zero flux through the one and only component]V,
hence it belongs to the subspace CG of curly gradients.

4. HGÄharmonic gradients

Let V be the region between two concentric round spheres, say of radius 1 and 2, cent
the origin. Using spherical coordinates (r ,u,w), consider the harmonic function 1/r , and its
gradient vector field

V5¹~1/r !5~21/r 2! r̂ ,
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just the inverse square central field. Since the harmonic function 1/r is constant on each compo
nent of]V, the vector fieldV belongs to the subspace HG of harmonic gradients. We may t
of V as the electric field between two concentric spheres held at different potentials.

5. GGÄgrounded gradients

Let V be a round ball of radius 1, centered at the origin. Consider the function give
r 2215x21y21z221, and the vector field

V5¹~r 221!52x ı̂12y ĵ12zk̂.

Since the functionr 221 has constant value zero on the boundary ofV, the vector fieldV belongs
to the subspace GG of grounded gradients. We may viewV as an electric field with interior
charges inside a conducting boundary.

III. STANDARD INFORMATION ABOUT THE BIOT–SAVART OPERATOR

A. The basic facts

Given a smooth vector fieldV on V, the vector potentialA(V) for BS(V) is defined by the
formula,

A~V!~y!5~1/4p!E
V

V~x!/uy2xu d~volx!. ~3.1!

Here is the classically known information about the Biot–Savart operator and its v
potential. Note that some of the assertions below hold for any vector fieldVeVF(V), while others
need the more restrictive assumption thatV is divergence-free and tangent to the boundary ofV,
in other words, thatV lies in the subspace K~V! of fluid knots.

Standard Information: Let V be a compact domain in 3-space with smooth boundary]V.
Let V be a smooth vector field defined onV. Then

(1) BS(V) and A(V) are well-defined on all of 3-space, that is, the improper integrals defin
them converge everywhere;

(2) BS(V) andA(V) are of class C` on V, and on the closureV8 of R32V. BS(V) is continuous
on R3, but its derivatives typically suffer jump discontinuities as one crosses]V. A(V) is of
class C1 on R3, but its second derivatives typically suffer jump discontinuities as one cro
]V;

(3) DA(V)52V in V and DA(V)50 in V8, whereD is the vector Laplacian;
(4) ¹3A(V)5BS(V) on R3;
(5) If VeK(V), thenA(V) is divergence-free on R3;
(6) ¹•BS(V)50 in V and in V8;
(7) If VeK(V), then¹3BS(V)5V in V and ¹3BS(V)50 in V8;
(8) If VeK(V), then*CBS(V)•ds50 for all closed curves C on]V which bound in R3 2V;
(9) In general, A(V) decays at̀ like 1/r and BS(V) decays at̀ like 1/r 2; however, if VeK(V),

thenA(V) decays at̀ like 1/r 2 and BS(V) decays at̀ like 1/r 3.

Proofs of most of these basic facts can be found throughout the physics literature~see, for
example, Griffiths46!, with the exception of item~9!, which we prove in the Appendix. Item~7!
contains the first half of Theorem A; we will prove that immediately, since it affects the rest o
paper.

B. Proof of „7…

The argument to follow begins as in Griffiths,46 pp. 215–217, but is then modified to suit o
purpose.

To prove~7!, we assume thatV is a fluid knot, and must show that
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¹y3BS~V!~y!5V~y!, when yeV,

50, when yeV8.

From now on, we will use the shorthand notation$V(y) in V / 0 in V8%, or simply $V(y)/0%,
to express these two outcomes.

The above assertion will follow immediately from the next proposition, which will then se
as a springboard to the rest of the paper.

Proposition 1:

¹y3BS~V!~y!5$V~y! in V / 0 in V8%1~1/4p!¹yE
V

~¹x•V~x!!/uy2xu d~volx!

2~1/4p!¹yE
]V

V~x!•n/uy2xu d~areax!.

If V is divergence-free, then the second term on the right-hand side vanishes; ifV is tangent
to the boundary ofV, then the third term on the right-hand side vanishes. If both hold, that i
V is a fluid knot, then we get item~7!.

We can view the statement of Proposition 1 as Maxwell’s equation,

¹3B5J1]E/]t, ~3.2!

as follows.
Let V represent a current distribution throughout the domainV. At time t50, let the volume

charge densityr throughoutV and the surface charge densitys along]V both be zero. Then se

r52~¹"V!t throughout V, ~3.3!

and

s5~V"n!t along ]V. ~3.4!

Equation~3.3! for the volume charge densityr is forced on us by the continuity equation,

¹"V52]r/]t. ~3.5!

Likewise, Eq.~3.4! for the surface charge densitys is forced on us by a version of the continui
equation appropriate to the boundary of our domain. The currentV is simply carrying charge from
locations withinV and on its boundary to other such locations. Thus the surface charge d
given by ~3.4! has a time rate of change equal to the flux density of the currentV through the
boundary]V.

Now the volume charge throughoutV gives rise to a time varying electric field

Er~y,t !5F ~1/4p!¹yE
V

~¹x"V~x!!/uy2xu d~volx!G t, ~3.6!

and the surface charge along]V gives rise to a time varying electric field,

Es~y,t !5F2~1/4p!¹yE
]V

V~x!"n~x!/uy2xu d~areax!G t, ~3.7!

both fields extending throughout 3-space.
The total electric field

E~y,t !5Er~y,t !1Es~y,t ! ~3.8!
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has a time rate of change

]E/]t5]Er /]t1]Es /]t5Er81Es8 . ~3.9!

With this notation, the equation of Proposition 1 condenses to

¹3BS~V!5$V / 0%1Er81Es8 , ~3.10!

which is just Maxwell’s Eq.~3.2!. Proving Proposition 1 confirms these interpretations.

Proof of Proposition 1:We must evaluate

¹y3BS~V!~y!5¹y3~1/4p!E
V

V~x!3~y2x!/uy2xu3 d~volx!

5~1/4p!E
V

¹y3$V~x!3~y2x!/u~y2x!u3% d~volx!. ~3.11!

We will need the following formula from vector calculus:

¹3~A3B!5~B•¹!A2~A•¹!B1A~¹•B!2B~¹•A!. ~3.12!

Applying this formula to the integrand, we get

¹y3$V~x!3~y2x!/uy2xu3%

5„~y2x!/uy2xu3
•¹y)V~x!2~V~x!•¹y!~~y2x!/uy2xu3

…

1V~x!¹y•~~y2x!/uy2xu3!2~~y2x!/uy2xu3!~¹y•V~x!!. ~3.13!

The first and last terms on the right-hand side are zero, because they involve differentiatio
respect toy of V(x), which depends only onx. Thus,

¹y3$V~x!3~y2x!/uy2xu3%5V~x!¹y•~~y2x!/uy2xu3!2~V~x!•¹y!~~y2x!/uy2xu3!.

~3.14!

In the first term on the right-hand side, the second factor

¹y•~~y2x!/uy2xu3! ~3.15!

is the divergence of the well known ‘‘inverse square central field.’’ Using spherical coordin
centered atx, this can be written as

¹• r̂ /r 25~1/r 2!~]/]r !~r 2~1/r 2!!50, ~3.16!

away from the origin.
But the integral of¹• r̂ /r 2 over any ball centered at the origin, when converted to a sur

integral via the divergence theorem, is clearly 4p,

E
ball

¹• r̂ /r 2 d~vol!5E
sphere

~ r̂ /r 2!•n d~area!54p. ~3.17!

Thus,

¹• r̂ /r 254pd3~r !, ~3.18!

whered3(r ) is the three-dimensional delta function; equivalently,
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¹y"~~y2x!/uy2xu3!54pd3~y2x!. ~3.19!

Hence,

~1/4p!E
V

V~x!¹y"~~y2x!/uy2xu3! d~volx!5~1/4p!E
V

V~x!4pd3~y2x! d~volx!

5V~y! in V / 0 in V8. ~3.20!

Thus far, we have proved that

¹y3BS~V!~y!5$V~y! / 0%2~1/4p!E
V

~V~x!"¹y!~~y2x!/uy2xu3! d~volx!. ~3.21!

Now we focus on the second term on the right-hand side and must show that

2~1/4p!E
V

~V~x!"¹y!~~y2x!/uy2xu3! d~volx!

5~1/4p!¹yE
V

~¹x"V~x!!/uy2xu d~volx!

2~1/4p!¹yE
]V

V~x!"n/uy2xu d~areax!. ~3.22!

We begin by writing each of the three terms in~3.22! in the form

6~1/4p!¹yE
V

~something! d~volx!. ~3.23!

Starting with the left-hand side of~3.22!, we claim that its integrand can be rewritten as

~V~x!"¹y!~~y2x!/uy2xu3!5¹y~V~x!"~y2x!/uy2xu3!. ~3.24!

To see this, we need the formula from vector calculus,

¹~V"W!5V3~¹3W!1W3~¹3V!1~V"¹!W1~W"¹!V. ~3.25!

We use this with¹5¹y , V5V(x), and W5(y2x)/uy2xu3. Three of the four terms on the
right-hand side of~3.25! will then be zero; the first is zero because¹y3W50; the second is zero
because¹y3V(x)50; the fourth is zero because (W"¹y)V(x)50. Thus¹y(V"W)5(V"¹y)W,
which is exactly our claim.

The first term on the right-hand side of~3.22! is already in the desired form.
The second term on the right-hand side of~3.22! can be rewritten as

E
]V

V~x!"n/uy2xu d~areax!5E
V

¹x"~V~x!/uy2xu! d~volx!, ~3.26!

thanks to the divergence theorem.
Now that all the terms in~3.22! have been rewritten in the desired form, we claim that

integrands on both sides are equal, namely, that

2V~x!"~y2x!/uy2xu35~¹x"V~x!!/uy2xu2¹x"~V~x!/uy2xu!. ~3.27!

This is an immediate consequence of the formula
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¹"~ f A!5~¹ f !"A1 f ~¹"A!, ~3.28!

and the proof of Proposition 1 is complete.

C. Examples

We give three examples to illustrate Proposition 1, each in ‘‘bare bones’’ format, and i
the interested reader to carry out the supporting calculations.

Example 1:In this example, we start with the vector field

V5]/]z5 ẑ ~3.29!

on the ballV of radiusa centered at the origin. Note thatVe CG(V).
Switching to spherical coordinates (r ,u,w), a straightforward computation yields

BS~V!5~a3/3!~sinu!/r 2ŵ for r>a

5~1/3!r sinuŵ for r<a. ~3.30!

Note that inside the ball, BS(V) coincides with the velocity field of a body rotating wit
constant angular velocity about thez-axis.

Next we compute¹3BS(V),

¹3BS~V!5~a3/3!$~2 cosu/r 3! r̂ 1~sinu/r 3!û% for r>a, ~3.31!

which is a standard dipole field, while

¹3BS~V!5~2/3!$~cosu! r̂ 2~sinu!û%5~2/3!V for r<a. ~3.32!

We invite the reader to check Proposition 1, equivalently the Maxwell equation~3.10!, inside
the domainV by directly computing thatEs85(21/3)V there.

Example 2 (see Example 4 of Sec. II C):In this example, we start with the functionf 51/r on
the domainV between the spheres of radii 1 and 2 centered at the origin, and then consid
vector field

V5¹ f 52 r̂ /r 2 ~3.33!

on this domain. Note that the functionf is harmonic, and is constant on each component of]V.
ThereforeV lies in the subspace HG~V! of harmonic gradients inside VF~V!. Borrowing once
again from the future proof of Theorem B, we note thatV lies in the kernel of the Biot–Savar
operator.

We invite the reader to confirm Maxwell’s equation~3.10! by checking that

Es5 r̂ /r 2 inside V,

50 outside V. ~3.34!

Example 3 (see Example 5 of Sec. II C):In this example, we start with the functio
f (x,y,z)5x21y21z2215r 221 on the unit ballV centered at the origin, and then consider t
vector field

V5¹ f 52r r̂ ~3.35!

on this ball. Note thatV lies in the subspace GG~V! of grounded gradients inside VF~V!, and is
therefore~borrowing from the future proof of Theorem B! in the kernel of the Biot–Savar
operator BS.
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With this in mind, we invite the reader to confirm Maxwell’s equation~3.10! in this case by
computing that

Er522r r̂ inside V

522r̂ /r 2 outside V, ~3.36!

and that

Es50 inside V

52r̂ /r 2 outside V. ~3.37!

IV. PROOF OF THEOREM A

Recall the statement:

Theorem A: The equation¹3BS(V)5V holds inV if and only if V is divergence-free an
tangent to the boundary ofV.

The condition thatV be divergence-free and tangent to the boundary ofV can also be written
asVeK(V)5FK%HK, the subspace of fluid knots. For the same effort, we will also get

Addendum to Theorem A: The equation¹3BS(V)50 holds in the closureV8 of R32V if
and only if VeFK % HK % HG% GG.

This condition onV is equivalent toV being orthogonal to the subspace CG of curly gradie
in VF~V!. Then we will prove.

Corollary to Theorem A: The vector potential A(V) is divergence-free if and only if V is
divergence-free and tangent to the boundary ofV.

A. Proof of Theorem A

Half of Theorem A has already appeared as item~7! in our list of Standard Information, and
was proved in Sec. III B, namely, ifVeK(V)5FK%HK, then¹3BS(V)5V in V.

By contrast, ifVe HG%GG, then it would be impossible for¹3BS(V) to equalV in V
unlessV50, since we know from the Hodge Decomposition Theorem that the image of cu
FK%HK%CG.

It remains to show that ifV is in CG, then¹3BS(V) can never equalV in V unlessV50.
The proof will be based on the Maxwell equation,

¹y3BS~V!~y!5$V~y! in V / 0 in V8%2~1/4p!¹yE
xe]V

V~x!•n~x!/ux2yu d~areax!.

~4.1!

Following our discussion in Sec. III B, we can write the second term on the right-hand si
this equation as

Es8 ~y!52~1/4p!¹yE
xe]V

V~x!•n~x!/ux2yu d~areax!. ~4.2!

Although Es8 is the time rate of change of the electrostatic fieldEs , it is also the same as th
electrostatic field due to a charge densitys(x)5V(x)•n(x) along]V, and so we can treat it a
though it were an electrostatic field.

We write

Es8 ~y!52¹yc~y!, ~4.3!
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where

c~y!5~1/4p!E
xe]V

V~x!•n~x!/ux2yu d~areax!. ~4.4!

Although we have in general been writing our gradient fields with a plus sign, as in the equ
V5¹w, we write electrostatic fields with a minus sign,Es852¹c, to follow standard conven-
tion.

While the electrostatic potential functionc for a surface charge distributions is continuous,
the electrostatic fieldEs8 will in general have a jump discontinuity as we cross the surfa
Nevertheless, we have¹•Es850 in V and¹•Es850 in V8.

We claim that ifV is a nonzero vector field in CG, thenEs8 cannot be identically zero inV.
Recall the definition of the subspace CG of curly gradients. A smooth vector fieldV defined

on V is in CG if and only ifV5¹w, wherew is a harmonic function onV, and where the flux of
V through each component of]V is zero. That is, for each component]V i of ]V, we have

E
]V i

V~x!•n~x! d~areax!5E
]V i

s~x! d~areax!50. ~4.5!

In other words, the total charge on each component of]V is zero.
Suppose now thatEs850 in V. We must show thatV50.
First we will show thatEs850 in V8, the closure ofR32V.
The hypothesis thatEs850 insideV tells us thatc must be constant on each component]V i

of ]V85]V.
Now we consider the fieldcEs8 in V8, and compute its divergence~a standard trick in

electrostatics!,

¹•~cEs8 !5~¹c!•Es81c~¹•Es8 !52Es8•Es852uEs8 u2. ~4.6!

Hence,

E
V8

uEs8 u2 d~vol!52E
V8

¹•~cEs8 ! d~vol!52E
]V8

cEs8•n8d~area!, ~4.7!

wheren8 is the unit outward-pointing normal vector toV8, so thatn852n.
Using the divergence theorem inV8 requires a comment, since one of its components

unbounded. That unbounded component should really be approximated by a bounded doma
one boundary component out near infinity. The flux ofcEs8 through this boundary componen
goes to zero as it recedes towards infinity, because the area grows liker 2, while the fieldEs8
decays like 1/r 2 and the potentialc decays like 1/r .

With that said, we continue,

E
V8

uEs8 u2 d~vol!52E
]V8

cEs8•n8d~area!52(
i

c iE
]V i

Es8•n8d~area!, ~4.8!

sincec is constant, say with valuec i , on each component]V i of the boundary.
Now, by Gauss’ Law,

E
]V i

Es8•n8d~area!56total charge ‘‘inside’’ ]V i

56 (
some j

E
]V j

s~x! d~areax!50, ~4.9!
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because the total charge oneachcomponent]V j of ]V is zero~see Fig. 1!.
Thus,*V8uEs8 u2d~vol!50, and henceEs8[0 in V8.
Now we haveEs8[0 in V and also inV8. Then Gauss’s Law, applied to the typical ‘‘pi

box’’ neighborhood of a point on]V, implies that the surface charge distributions is identically
zero ~see Fig. 2!.

Since s(x)5V(x)•n(x), this imples thatV is tangent to the boundary ofV, and hence
VPK(V). But K(V)ùCG50, soV50.

This completes the proof of Theorem A.

B. Proof of Addendum to Theorem A

We know that ifV lies in K(V)5FK%HK, then¹3BS(V)50 in V8, according to item~7!
in our list of Standard Information from Sec. III A.

Borrowing from the future, we will see in the proof of Theorem B that ifVeHG%GG, then
BS(V)50 throughout 3-space, so that surely¹3BS(V)50 in V8.

This gives us half of the Addendum to Theorem A.
It remains to show that ifV is in CG, then¹3BS(V) cannot be zero inV8 unlessV50 in V.
The proof of this is based on the Maxwell equation~4.1!, as was the proof of Theorem A; i

is a copy of the argument given there, with the roles ofV andV8 reversed, so we omit furthe
details.

C. Proof of Corollary to Theorem A

If V is divergence-free and tangent to the boundary ofV, then we already know from item~5!
in the list of Standard Information that the vector potentialA(V) is divergence-free.

Recall, also from that list, items
~3! DA(V)52V, and
~4! ¹3A(V)5BS(V) for all Ve VF(V).
Now take the second derivative formula,

¹3~¹3W!5¹~¹•W!2DW ~4.10!

for any vector fieldW, and rewrite it with A(V) in place ofW,

FIG. 1. Components of the domainV and of its complement,V8.

FIG. 2. A typical ‘‘pill box’’ neighborhood of a point on]V.
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¹3~¹3A~V!!5¹~¹"A~V!!2DA~V!. ~4.11!

Using items~3! and ~4! above, substitute BS(V) for ¹3A(V) on the left-hand side, andV for
2DA(V) on the right-hand side, to get

¹3BS~V!5¹~¹"A~V!!1V. ~4.12!

If A( V) is divergence-free, then we get

¹3BS~V!5V inside V, ~4.13!

which by Theorem A implies thatVe K(V).
We conclude that A(V) is divergence-free if and only ifVe K(V), which is exactly the

assertion of the Corollary.

V. PROOF OF THEOREM B

A. Proof of Theorem B, easy direction

Recall the statement:

Theorem B: The kernel of the Biot–Savart operator is precisely the space of gradient vec
fields which are orthogonal to the boundary ofV.

The easy direction is to assume thatV is a gradient vector field which is orthogonal to th
boundary ofV ~equivalently, thatVe HG%GG!, and then conclude that BS(V)50. We will do
that here, and will actually show that BS(V)50 throughout all of 3-space, rather than just inV.

We begin with the following lemma, which is stated without proof on p. 60 of Griffiths.46

Lemma 1: Let V be a smooth vector field on the domainV, and let n denote the outward
pointing unit normal vector field to]V. Then,

E
V

¹3V d~vol!52E
]V

V3n d~area!.

Proof: Start with the Divergence Theorem,

E
V

¹•Vd~vol!5E
]V

V•n d~area!.

Then replaceV by V3C, whereC is any constant vector,

E
V

¹•~V3C! d~vol!5E
]V

~V3C!•n d~area!.

Writing ¹•(V 3C)5(¹3V)•C and movingC outside the integral, the left-hand side becom

C•E
V

¹3V d~vol!.

Writing (V 3C)•n52(V3n)•C and again movingC outside the integral, the right-hand sid
becomes

2C•E
]V

V3n d~area!.

Since the left- and right-hand sides are equal for allC, we must have
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E
V

¹3V d~vol!52E
]V

V3n d~area!,

proving the lemma.
Suppose now thatV5¹w is a gradient vector field onV which is orthogonal to the boundary

which means thatw is constant on each component]V i of ]V. We must show that BS(V)50.
Begin with the formula for the Biot–Savart operator,

BS~V!~y!5~1/4p!E
V

V~x!3~y2x!/uy2xu3 d~volx!. ~5.1!

Fix y, and letW5(y2x)/uy2xu3. Then,

BS~V!5~1/4p!E
V

~¹w!3W d~vol!. ~5.2!

Now consider the vector fieldwW on V and take its curl,

¹3~wW!5~¹w! 3W1w~¹3W!5~¹w!3W, ~5.3!

since¹3W50. Thus

BS~V!5~1/4p!E
V

¹3~wW! d~vol!. ~5.4!

We would like to use the preceding lemma to replace the right-hand side of this formu
the expression

2~1/4p!E
]V

~wW! 3n d~area!. ~5.5!

But the vector fieldwW does not quite fit the hypothesis of the lemma, since it has an iso
singularity at the pointy ~which we can assume is in the interior ofV!. However, this singularity
is ‘‘radial;’’ if we surround it by a small sphere, the vector fieldwW will be orthogonal to the
sphere, and so the integral*(wW)3n d~area! over this small sphere will be zero. It follow
immediately that the lemma can be applied in this case, in spite of the singularity.

We do so, and continue

BS~V!52~1/4p!E
]V

~wW!3n d~area!

52~1/4p!(
i

w iE
]V i

W3n d~area!, ~5.6!

wherew i is the constant value ofw on ]V i .
Now we claim that, for eachi,

E
]V i

W3n d~area! 50. ~5.7!

To see this, letV i be the compact domain in 3-space bounded by]V i . Then, using the lemma
once again,
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E
]V i

W3n d~area!56E
V i

¹3W d~vol! ~5.8!

with the 1 or 2 sign chosen according asn points into or out ofV i . In any case,¹3W50, so
the integral vanishes.

Thus BS(V)50 throughout 3-space.

B. Proof of Theorem B, harder direction

The heart of the argument is the following energy estimate.

Proposition 2: Let V be a compact domain with smooth boundary in 3-space, and V a sm
divergence-free vector field defined inV. Let Es8 be the electrostatic field due to the charg
distribution s(x)5V(x)•n(x) along ]V. Then,

E
3-space

uEs8 u2 d~vol!<E
V

uVu2 d~vol!.

That is, the energy of the electrostatic field Es8 throughout all of 3-space is bounded from abo
by the energy of the original field V inV.

When V is not required to be divergence-free, the energy of the fieldEs8 can be made
arbitrarily large, while keeping the energy ofV itself as small as desired: makeV(x)•n(x) large
along]V, and then quickly taperV off to zero throughout most ofV.

Proof of Proposition 2:Given a divergence-free vector fieldV, we can subtract fromV its
orthogonal projection into the space K(V)5FK%HK of fluid knots. This will leave the corre-
sponding electrostatic fieldEs8 unchanged, while at worst decreasing the energy inV.

So in proving the proposition, there is no loss in generality in assuming thatV is already
orthogonal to this subspace, and hence a gradient vector field...as well as being divergen
Thus we can write

V5¹w with Dw50. ~5.9!

Likewise,

Es8 ~y!52¹yc~y!, ~5.10!

where

c~y!5~1/4p!E
xe]V

V~x!•n~x!/ux2yu d~areax!. ~5.11!

Lemma 2: E
3-space

uEs8 u2d~vol!5E
]V

c]w/]nd~area!.

Proof of Lemma 2:This is a standard result in electrostatics; see Griffiths46 pp. 94–95. For
convenience, we give the argument here.

Since the surface charge distributions along]V is given by

s~x!5V~x!•n~x!5~¹w~x!!•n~x!5~]w/]n!~x!, ~5.12!

we can rewrite the equation to be proved as

E
3-space

uEs8 u2 d~vol!5E
]V

cs d~area!. ~5.13!
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This more clearly displays the relation of the integrand on the right-hand side to the fieldEs8 ; the
function s is the surface charge distribution along]V which gives rise to the fieldEs8 , while the
function c is the electrostatic potential forEs8 , that is,Es852¹c.

The proof is a little easier to express if we replace the surface charge distributions by a
volume charge distributionr in a small neighborhoodN(]V) of ]V, and let Er852¹c
be the resulting electrostatic field, because in this situation we can write¹•Er5r.

With this understanding, we must show that

E
3-space

uEr8u
2 d~vol!5E

N~]V!
cr d~vol!. ~5.14!

To prove this, rewrite the integral on the right-hand side as

E
N~]V!

c~¹•Er8! d~vol!. ~5.15!

Next,

¹•~cEr8! 5~¹c!•Er81c~¹•Er8!52uEr8u
21c~¹•Er8!. ~5.16!

Hence

E
N~]V!

cr d~vol!5E
N~]V!

c~¹•Er8! d~vol!

5E
N~]V!

¹•~cEr8! d~vol!1E
N~]V!

uEr8u
2 d~vol!. ~5.17!

If, in the integral on the left-hand side above, we replace the neighborhoodN(]V) by any
larger domain, call itV* , the value of the integral will not change becauser50 outsideN(]V).
And the equation above will still hold if we replaceN(]V) by V* in each of the three integrals

E
V*

cr d~vol!5E
V*

¹•~cEr8! d~vol!1E
V*

uEr8u
2 d~vol!. ~5.18!

Apply the divergence theorem to the first integral on the right-hand side, so that we now

E
V*

cr d~vol!5E
]V*

~cEr8!•n d~area!1E
V*

uEr8u
2 d~vol!. ~5.19!

Visualize the domainV* growing larger and larger, with its boundary receding towa
infinity. Then c decays like 1/r , while Er8 decays like 1/r 2 and the area of]V* grows like r 2.
Thus the value of the first integral on the right-hand side decays like 1/r , and so goes to zero in
the limit. Hence

E
N~]V!

cr d~vol!5E
3-space

uEr8u
2 d~vol!, ~5.20!

the desired result for volume charge distributions.
If we compress the neighborhoodN(]V) towards the surface]V, the above result for volume

charge distributions will tend to the corresponding result for surface charge distributions,

E
]V

cs d~area!5E
3-space

uEs8 u2 d~vol!, ~5.21!

and the lemma is proved.
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Completion of the proof of Proposition 2:Now we recall Green’s first identity.
Let A5c¹w. Then

¹•A5¹•~c¹w!5¹c•¹w1cDw5¹c•¹w, ~5.22!

sinceDw50.
Thus,

E
V

2Es8•V d~vol!5E
V

¹c•¹w d~vol!5E
V

¹•A d~vol!5E
]V

A•n d~area!

5E
]V

c¹w•n d~area!5E
]V

c]w/]n d~area!5E
3-space

uEs8 u2 d~vol!, ~5.23!

by the lemma.
Hence,

E
3-space

uEs8 u2 d~vol!5E
V

2Es8•Vd~vol!

<S E
V

uEs8 u2 d~vol! D 1/2S E
V

uVu2 d~vol! D 1/2

<S E
3-space

uEs8 u2 d~vol! D 1/2S E
V

uVu2 d~vol! D 1/2

, ~5.24!

and therefore

E
3-space

uEs8 u2 d~vol!<E
V

uVu2 d~vol!, ~5.25!

as claimed, finishing the proof of Proposition 2.

Completion of the proof of Theorem B:In the previous section, we showed that HG%GG, the
space of gradient vector fields which are orthogonal to the boundary ofV, lies within the kernel
of the Biot–Savart operator BS:VF(V)→VF(V).

Now we must show that there is nothing else in the kernel.
We will do this by assuming thatV is orthogonal to GG~equivalently, is divergence-free! and

that BS(V)50, and will show thatV must lie in HG.
First we observe that, under these assumptions,V must be a gradient vector field.
To see this, consider the Maxwell equation inV,

¹y3BS~V!~y!5V~y!2~1/4p!¹yE
xe]V

V~x!•n~x!/ux2yu d~areax!, ~5.26!

written in the form appropriate for any divergence-free vector fieldV.
If V had a nonzero component in the subspace FK%HK of fluid knots, then that componen

would persist when we computed¹3BS(V), since the Maxwell equation tells us tha
¹3BS(V) differs from V by a gradient vector field. It follows that no suchV could possibly be
in the kernel of BS.

So we can assume thatV is a gradient vector field, and writeV5¹w. SinceV is orthogonal
to GG, the functionw must be harmonic. To show thatV lies in HG, we must show that the
function w is constant on each component of]V.

To start on this, note that the second term on the right-hand side in the Maxwell equ
above is the electrostatic fieldEs8 (y), and write that equation more succinctly as
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¹3BS~V!5V1Es8 . ~5.27!

Now if BS(V)50, thenEs852V in V.
It follows thatEs8 must be identically zero outsideV because, by Proposition 2, it simply ha

no more energy.
This, in turn, implies that the electrostatic potential functionc for the field Es8 must be

constant on each component of]V.
But the three equations,

Es8 52¹c ~everywhere!, ~5.28!

V5¹w ~ inside V!, ~5.29!

Es8 52V ~ inside V!, ~5.30!

tell us that

¹w 5¹c ~ inside V!, ~5.31!

and hence that

w 5c 1 some constant ~5.32!

on each component ofV, where the constant may depend on the component.
Thusw inherits fromc the property of being constant on each component of]V, and hence

V5¹w must lie in HG, the desired conclusion.
This completes the proof of Theorem B.
In fact, we have actually proved a bit more.

Theorem B8: The kernel of¹3BS, the composition of the curl and Biot–Savart operators, is
also the space of gradient vector fields which are orthogonal to the boundary ofV.

This follows, with no further argument, because the only way we used the hypothesi
BS(V)50 in this section was to set¹3BS(V)50 on the left-hand side of the Maxwell equatio
~5.27!.

VI. PROOF OF THEOREM C

A. Statement and proof of Theorem C

Recall the statement:

Theorem C: The image of the Biot–Savart operator is a proper subspace of the image
curl, whose orthogonal projection into the subspace of ‘‘fluxless knots’’ is one-to-one.

This will follow immediately from Theorems B and B8 and~borrowing from the future! from
Theorem D.

Proof:
Keep in mind the Hodge decomposition,

VF~V!5FK% HK% CG% HG% GG. ~6.1!

We know from Theorem B that the kernel of the Biot–Savart operator BS is the subs
HG%GG of VF~V!.

We know from Theorem D that this operator is self-adjoint.
It follows that the image of BS lies within the orthogonal complement of its kernel, tha

within the subspace FK% HK% CG, which is precisely the image of curl.
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Alternatively, the formula¹3A(V)5BS(V), which appeared as item~4! on our list of
Standard Information in Sec. III A, also tells us that the image of BS lies within the image of

Now it follows from Theorems B and B8 together that

Image~BS!ùKer~curl!5$0%, ~6.2!

and since, by the Hodge Decomposition Theorem, the kernel of curl is HK% CG% HG% GG, the
orthogonal projection of the image of BS into FK must be one-to-one.

From this it also follows that the image of the BS is a proper subspace of the image o
This completes the proof of Theorem C.

B. Impossible magnetic fields

We are looking for smooth vector fieldsU on a compact, smoothly bounded domainV in
3-space, for which it is impossible to find a smooth vector fieldV on V satisfying the equation
U5BS(V). We will call such a fieldU an impossible magnetic field.

Of course, Eq.~6.2! tells us that any nonzero vector fieldU in HK % CG% HG% GG is an
impossible magnetic field.

But here is a more interesting example.
Consider the velocity vector fieldU of a ‘‘speeding bullet,’’ as pictured below~see Fig. 3!.
We visualize the unit ballV in 3-space as a lead bullet sitting in a cartridge which has b

shot directly upwards from a rifled barrel, so that it spins as it moves forward. In cylind
coordinatesr, w, z, the velocity vector fieldU is given by

U5r ŵ1 ẑ. ~6.3!

Note that the first summandr ŵ lies in FK, while the second summandẑ lies in CG.
Now look back to Example 1 in Sec. III C. There we started with the vector fieldV5 ẑ on the

unit ball V and computed its magnetic field within the ball,

FIG. 3. An impossible magnetic field on the unit ballV.
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BS~V! 5~1/3!r sinuŵ ~spherical coordinates!

5~1/3!r ŵ ~cylindrical coordinates!. ~6.4!

So of course~settling back to cylindrical coordinates!,

BS~3V!5r ŵ. ~6.5!

But this magnetic field on the unit ball ‘‘poisons’’U as a candidate magnetic field, sinceU and
BS(3V) have the same orthogonal projection into the space FK of fluxless knots. By Theore
the vector fieldU cannot possibly be the Biot–Savart transform of any smooth vector field oV.

VII. PROOF OF THEOREM D

It will be convenient to divide the statement and proof of Theorem D into three piece
follows:

~1! The Biot–Savart operator BS:VF(V)→VF(V) is bounded, and hence extends to a bound
operator on theL2 completion,

BS:VF~V!→VF~V!;

~2! The operator BS:VF(V)→VF(V) is compact, that is, it takes the unit ball inVF(V) to a set
with compact closure inVF(V);

~3! The operator BS:VF(V)→VF(V) is self-adjoint with respect to theL2 inner product, that is,
^V1 ,BS(V2)&5^BS(V1),V2&, for all vector fieldsV1 andV2 in VF(V).

A. A useful lemma

The proof that the Biot–Savart operator is bounded, as asserted in~1! above, will follow along
the lines of the usual Young’s inequality proof that convolution operators are bounded
Folland,47 p. 9, or Zimmer,48 Proposition B.3 on p. 10. We extract this proof as a lemma, so
we can use it again in the proof of part~2!.

Lemma 3: Let f(x) be a scalar-valued function with the property that

NV~f!5maxyE
V

uf~y2x!u d~volx!

is finite, where the maximum is over all points yeR3. Then the operator Tf :VF(V)→VF(V)
defined by

Tf~V!~y!5E
V

V~x! 3f~y2x!
y2x

uy2xu
d~volx!

is a bounded map with respect to the L2 norm, and furthermore,

uTf~V!u < NV~f!uVu.

Proof: Fix yeV. Then, using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality,
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uTf~V!~y!u<E
V

uV~x!uuf~y2x!u d~volx!

5E
V

uV~x!$f~y2x!%1/2u u$f~y2x!%1/2u d~volx!

<S E
V

uV~x!u2uf~y2x!u d~volx! D 1/2S E
V

uf~y2x!u d~volx! D 1/2

<~NV~f!!1/2S E
V

uf~y2x!u uV~x!u2 d~volx! D 1/2

. ~7.1!

We square both sides, integrate and use Fubini’s theorem to get

E
V

uTf~V!~y!u2 d~voly!<NV~f!E
V
E

V
uf~y2x!uuV~x!u2 d~volx! d~voly!

5NV~f!E
V

uV~x!u2S E
V

uf~y2x!u d~voly! D d~volx!

<NV~f!2E
V

uV~x!u2 d~volx!. ~7.2!

Taking square roots, we get

uTf~V!u < NV~f!uVu, ~7.3!

and conclude thatTf is a bounded operator whose norm is at mostNV(f), as claimed.

B. Proof of „1…

Define theoptical sizeof V, written OS~V!, to be the number

OS~V!5maxyE
V

1/uy2xu2 d~volx!, ~7.4!

where the maximum is taken over all pointsye R3. The integral just above can be taken as
measure of the effort required to optically scan the domainV from the locationy; the optical size
of V is the maximum effort required to scan it from any location.

Then, in the language of Lemma 3,

BS~V!~y!5~1/4p!E
V

V~x!3~y2x!/uy2xu3 d~volx!

5Tf0
~V!~y!, ~7.5!

where

f0~y2x!5~1/4p!~1/uy2xu2!. ~7.6!

The lemma yields immediately that, forVe VF(V),

uBS~V!u < ~1/4p!OS~V!uVu, ~7.7!

and we conclude that BS:VF(V)→VF(V) is a bounded operator.
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Now let VF(V) denote theL2 completion of the space VF~V!; we will refer to the elements
of VF(V) asL2 vector fields.

Then we can, and do, extend the Biot–Savart operator to a bounded operator,

BS:VF~V!→VF~V!, ~7.8!

with the same bound as above.
This completes the proof of part~1!.

C. Proof of „2…

To prove that the Biot–Savart operator is compact, we use two standard facts from func
analysis. First is the fact that for any compact domainV, if f(x) is continuous onR3, then the
integral operator

~Tf f !~y!5E
V

f~y2x! f ~x! d~volx! ~7.9!

defines a compact operator onL2(V); see Zimmer,48 Theorem 3.1.5 on p. 53. It is stated the
only for operators on scalar-valued functions, but the extension to vector-valued ones, us
definition given in Lemma 9.3, is trivial.

Second is the fact that the norm-limit of compact operators is compact; see Zimmer,48 Lemma
3.1.3 on p. 52.

Now let

fN~x!5H N2/4p if uxu<1/N

1/~4puxu2! if uxu>1/N.
~7.10!

Note thatfN is a continuous function, and that

NV~f02fN!5maxyE
V

uw0~y2x! 2wN~y2x!u d~volx!

<~1/4p!E
uxu<1/N

~~1/uxu2!2N2! d~volx!

<~1/4p!E
uxu<1/N

~1/uxu2! d~volx!51/N. ~7.11!

By the first functional analysis fact,TfN
is a compact operator fromVF(V) to VF(V). By our

Lemma, we see that asTfN
converges in norm toTf0

, the Biot–Savart operator, asN→`. Using

the second functional analysis fact, we conclude that BS:VF(V)→VF(V) is a compact operator
This completes the proof of part~2!.

D. Proof of „3…

It is easy to see why the Biot–Savart operator is self-adjoint.
Suppose thatV1 andV2 are smooth vector fields defined onV. Then
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^V1 ,BS~V2!&5E
V

V1~y!•BS~V2!~y! d~voly!

5E
V

V1~y!•F ~1/4p!E
V

V2~x!3~y2x!/uy2xu3 d~volx!Gd~voly!

5~1/4p!E
V3V

V1~y!3V2~x!•~y2x!/uy2xu3 d~volx! d~voly!

5~1/4p!E
V3V

V2~x!3V1~y!•~x2y!/ux2yu3 d~voly! d~volx!

5^V2 ,BS~V1!&. ~7.12!

It is a straightforward exercise to check that these improper integrals are all convergen
Thus BS:VF(V)→VF(V) is a self-adjoint operator, and therefore remains self-adjoint w

extended to theL2 completionVF(V) of VF~V!.
Theorem D is proved.

APPENDIX: THE DECAY RATE OF A „V… AND BS „V… AT INFINITY

In item ~9! in our list of standard information from Sec. III A, we asserted that in gene
A(V) decays at̀ like 1/r and that BS(V) decays at̀ like 1/r 2. In the special case thatVeK(V),
we asserted that A(V) decays at̀ like 1/r 2 and that BS(V) decays at̀ like 1/r 3.

We give the proofs here.
The defining formula for the vector potential,

A~V!~y!5~1/4p!E
V

V~x!/uy2xu d~volx!, ~A1!

expresses an inverse first power law, with integration over a compact regionV. It follows imme-
diately that A(V) decays at infinity at least as fast as 1/r .

When we say that A(V) decays at infinity at least as fastas 1/r , we mean that the produc
uA(V)(y)uuyu has a finite upper bound onR3, and likewise for corresponding expressions us
below.

The Biot–Savart formula,

BS~V!~y!5~1/4p!E
V

V~x!3~y2x!/uy2xu3 d~volx!, ~A2!

expresses an inverse square law, with integration over a compact regionV. Again it follows
immediately that BS(V) decays at infinity at least as fast as 1/r 2.

The proof of the faster decay rates whenVe K(V) will be divided into two lemmas.

Lemma 4: The following are equivalent:

(1) A(V) decays at infinity at least as fast as1/r 2;
(2) BS(V) decays at infinity at least as fast as1/r 3;
(3) *VVd(vol)50.

Proof:
It is an easy exercise to check that conditions~1! and~2! each imply~3!. For example, when

uyu is very large, we have
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uyuA~V!~y!'~1/4p!E
V

V~x! d~volx!. ~A3!

If the integral ofV is not zero, thenuyu2uA(V)(y)u certainly blows up at̀ . Thus condition~1!
implies condition~3!, and likewise,~2! implies ~3!.

Suppose now that condition~3! holds. Then,

uyu2A~V!~y!5~1/4p!E
V

uyu2V~x!/uy2xu d~volx!

5~1/4p!E
V

uyu2V~x!/uy2xu d~volx!2~1/4p!E
V

uyuV~x! d~volx!

5~1/4p!E
V

$~ uy2/uy2xu!2uyu%V~x! d~volx!, ~A4!

where the integral added on the right-hand side is zero thanks to condition~3!.
Now,

$~ uyu2/uy2xu!2uyu%5$uyu/uy2xu%$uyu2uy2xu%.

The first factor on the right-hand side approaches 1 asy→` becauseV is bounded. The secon
factor on the right-hand side is<uxu, and hence also bounded. Thus

$~ uyu2/uy2xu!2uyu%

is bounded asy→`.
Since*VuV(x)ud(volx) is certainly bounded, it follows thatuyu2uA(V)(y)u is bounded, and

hence that A(V) decays at̀ at least as fast as 1/r 2. Thus condition~3! implies condition~1!, as
claimed.

Again suppose that condition~3! holds. Then

uyu3 BS~V!~y!5~1/4p!E
V

V~x!3~y2x!uyu3/uy2xu3 d~volx!

5~1/4p!E
V

V~x!3~y2x!uyu3/uy2xu3 d~volx!2~1/4p!E
V

V~x! 3y d~volx!

5~1/4p!E
V

V~x!3$~~y2x!uyu3/uy2xu3!2y% d~volx!, ~A5!

where again the integral added on the right-hand side is zero because of condition~3!. Continuing,

$~~y2x!uyu3/uy2xu3!2y%5$y~ uyu32uy2xu3!/uy2xu3%2$xuyu3/uy2xu3%.

Processing the first term on the right-hand side,

$y~ uyu32uy2xu3!/uy2xu3%5$y/uy2xu% $uyu2uy2xu% $~ uyu21uyuuy2xu1uy2xu2!/uy2xu2%.

The first factor on the right-hand side of this last equation is bounded asy→` becauseV is
bounded. The second factor on the right-hand side is<uxu, and hence is also bounded. The thi
factor on the right-hand side approaches the value 3 asy→`, and hence is also bounded.
follows that

$y~ uyu32uy2xu3!/uy2xu3%
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is bounded asy→`.
Now the term

$xuyu3/uy2xu3%

is certainly bounded asy→`, and so we conclude that

$~~y2x!uyu3/uy2xu3!2y%

is also bounded asy→`. From this it follows that

uyu3 BS~V!~y!

is bounded for ally, and hence that BS(V)(y) decays at̀ at least as fast as 1/r 3. Thus condition
~3! implies condition~2!.

This completes the proof of Lemma 4.

Lemma 5: *VV(x)d(volx)50 for all V in FK%HK%HG%GG, but this relation determines a
codimension-three subspace ofCG.

Proof:
We begin with the proof that*VV(x)d(volx)50 for all VeFK%HK5K(V).
The argument will be coordinate-wise, so that we can deal with scalar-valued integrals in

of vector-valued ones. So let us write the typical point ofV as x5(x1 ,x2 ,x3), and then write
V(x)5(V1(x),V2(x),V3(x)).

Then

¹•~x1V!5~¹x1!•V1x1~¹•V!5~¹x1!•V5V1 , ~A6!

sinceV is divergence-free.
Hence,

E
V

V1~x! d~volx!5E
V

¹•~x1V! d~volx!5E
]V

x1V•n d~area!50, ~A7!

becauseV is tangent to]V.
Of course the same argument holds forV2 andV3 , so we conclude that

E
V

V~x! d~volx!50, ~A8!

as claimed.
Now we prove that*VV(x) d(volx)50 for all Ve HG%GG.
Write V5¹w with w constant on each component of]V.
We claim that

E
V

V d~vol!5E
V

¹w d~vol!5E
]V

wn d~area!. ~A9!

We see this as follows:
Let C be any constant vector. Then,

¹•~wC!5~¹w!•C1w~¹•C!5~¹w!•C. ~A10!

Hence
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S E
V

¹w d~vol! D •C5E
V

~¹w!•C d~vol!

5E
V

¹•~wC! d~vol!

5E
]V

~wC!•n d~area!

5S E
]V

wn d~area! D •C. ~A11!

Since this is true for all constant vectorsC, we must have

E
V

¹w d~vol!5E
]V

wn d~area!, ~A12!

as claimed.
Now suppose that

]V5]V1ø¯ø]Vk ~A13!

is the decomposition of]V into its connected components, and letw i denote the constant value o
the functionw on the boundary component]V i . Then

E
V

V d~vol!5E
V

¹w d~vol!5E
]V

wn d~area!5(
i

w iE
]V i

n d~area!50, ~A14!

because*n d(area) over any closed surface in 3-space is always zero.
This completes the proof that*VV(x) d(volx)50 for all Ve HG%GG.
The observation that this relation determines a codimension-three subspace of CG f

directly from the fact that the three constant vector fieldsx̂, ŷ, and ẑ are curly gradients, com
pleting the proof of Lemma 5.

Clearly, Lemmas 4 and 5 imply the faster decay rates of A(V) and BS(V) whenVe K(V),
completing our argument.
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Finite conformal modules over NÄ2,3,4
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In this paper we continue the study of representation theory of formal distribution
Lie superalgebras initiated by Cheng and Kac@Asian J. Math.1, 181–193~1997!;
2, 153–156~1998! ~erratum!#. We study finite Verma-type conformal modules over
theN52, N53 and the twoN54 superconformal algebras and also find explicitly
all singular vectors in these modules. From our analysis of these modules we obtain
a complete list of finite irreducible conformal modules over theN52, N53 and
the two N54 superconformal algebras. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1333698#

I. INTRODUCTION

Superconformal algebras have been playing an important role in the study of string theo
conformal field theory, which have been the subject of intensive study since the seminal p1

Superconformal algebras may be viewed as natural superextensions of the Virasoro alge
their roots in physics literature can be traced at least back to as early as the 1970s.2 A mathemati-
cally rigorous definition of a superconformal algebra is as follows. It is a simple Lie superalg
g over the complex numbersC spanned by the modes of a finite familyF of mutually local fields
satisfying the following two axioms:3

~1! F contains the Virasoro field.
~2! The coefficients of the operator product expansions of members fromF are linear combina-

tions of members fromF and their derivatives.

A Lie superalgebrag satisfying the second axiom only is referred to as aformal distribution Lie
superalgebrain Ref. 3.

In order to facilitate the study of formal distribution Lie superalgebras the notion of acon-
formal superalgebrawas introduced in Ref. 3~see Sec. II!. It proves to be an effective tool for thi
purpose.

A natural class of representations of formal distribution Lie superalgebras to study is the
of conformal modules.4 A conformal module is a pair consisting of ag-moduleV and a familyE
of fields whose modes spanV such that members fromF and E are mutually local. Just as th
study of formal distribution Lie superalgebras reduces to the study of conformal superalgebr
study of conformal modules is essentially reduced to the study of modules over the corresp
conformal superalgebras.

The study of modules over the conformal superalgebra can further be reduced to the s
modules over theextended annihilation subalgebra, which is a semidirect sum of the subalgeb
of positive modes of the corresponding formal distribution Lie superalgebra and a
dimensional derivation. It is in this language that the problem of classifying finite irredu

a!Electronic mail: chengsj@math.ntu.edu.tw
b!Electronic mail: nlam@mail.ncku.edu.tw
9060022-2488/2001/42(2)/906/28/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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conformal modules over the Virasoro,N51 ~Neveu–Schwarz! and the current superalgebra w
solved in Ref. 4.

The problem of classifying conformal modules over other superconformal algebras, wh
the main theme of the present article, turns out to be more subtle. The main purpose here is
a classification of finite irreducible conformal modules over theN52, N53 and the twoN54
superconformal algebras.

We first construct finite Verma-type conformal modules for a general superconformal al
and prove that every finite irreducible conformal module is a homomorphic image of su
module. As a consequence we obtain a bijection between finite irreducible conformal modu
a superconformal algebra and finite-dimensional irreducible modules of a certain fi
dimensional reductive Lie~super!algebra~Corollary 3.1!.

We then study these Verma-type modules in detail for the four members of the fam
superconformal algebras mentioned above. It turns out that, unlike for the Virasoro andN
51 ~Neveu–Schwarz! superconformal algebras, the Verma-type modules for these superco
mal algebras are in general reducible, and thus we need to analyze their submodules.
accomplished by finding explicit formulas for all singular vectors inside such a module and
show that the submodule generated by these singular vectors is maximal~in all but two cases!. We
also find an explicit basis for this maximal submodule, which then enables us to give a
explicit description of all finite irreducible conformal modules over these superconformal alge

This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II basic facts of formal distribution Lie supe
gebras, conformal superalgebras and extended annihilation subalgebras are recalled. Sect
devoted to the study of a class of modules over a certain class of Lie superalgebras that incl
annihilation subalgebra of every superconformal algebra. This class of modules gives rise t
Verma-type conformal modules of superconformal algebras. The results of Sec. III are the
in Secs. IV–VII, where finite irreducible conformal modules over theN52, N53, the ‘‘small’’
N54 and the ‘‘big’’ N54 superconformal algebra, respectively, are classified.

In this article all vector spaces,~super!algebras and tensor products are over taken over
complex numbersC.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section we review some of the basic facts on formal distribution Lie~super!algebras
and conformal modules that will be used later on. The material here is taken from Refs. 3–
the reader is referred to these articles for more details.

A. Formal distribution Lie superalgebras

Recall that aformal distributionor afield with coefficients in a Lie superalgebrag5g0̄1g1̄ is
a formal series of the form

a~z!5 (
nPZ

a[n]z
2n21,

wherea[n]Pg andz is an indeterminate.
Two formal distributionsa(z) andb(z) with coefficients ing are said to be mutuallylocal if

there existsNPZ1 such that

~z2w!N@a~z!,b~w!#50. ~2.1!

Let d(z2w)5z21(nPZ(z/w)n be the formal delta function. Then~2.1! may be written as

@a~z!,b~w!#5 (
j 50

N21

~a( j )b!~w!]w
( j )d~z2w! ~2.2!
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@here ]w
( j ) stands for (1/j !) ] j /]wj # for some uniquely determined formal distribution

(a( j )b)(w), and thus defines aC-bilinear product• ( j )• for eachj PZ1 on the space of all forma
distributions with coefficients ing. Also ]za(z)5(n(]a) [n]z

2n21, where (]a) [n]52na[n21] ,
and hence the space of all formal distributions is also a~left! C@]z#-module.

A Lie superalgebrag is called aformal distribution Lie superalgebra, if there exists a family
F of mutually local formal distributions whose coefficients spang. We will write (g,F) for such
a Lie superalgebra.

Given a formal distribution Lie superalgebra (g,F), we may includeF in the minimal family
F̄ of mutally local distributions which is closed under]z and all products• ( j )•. Then F̄ is a
conformal superalgebra, i.e., it is a leftZ2-gradedC@]#-moduleR with a C-bilinear producta(n)b
for eachnPZ1 such that the following axioms hold@a,b,cPR;m,nPZ1 and] ( j )5(1/j !) ] j # ~cf.
Refs. 6 and 7!:

~C0! a(n)b50, for n..0,
~C1! (]a)(n)b52na(n21)b,
~C2! a(n)b5(21)p(a)p(b)( j 50

` (21) j 1n11] ( j )(b(n1 j )a),
~C3! a(m)(b(n)c)5( j 50

` ( j
m)(a( j )b)(m1n2 j )c1(21)p(a)p(b)b(n)(a(m)c).

It is convenient to write the products ofa,bPR in the generating series form

alb5 (
n50

`

a(n)b
ln

n!
,

wherel is a formal indeterminate. Such an expression lies inR@l#.
Conversely, if a conformal superalgebraR5 % i PIC@]#ai is freeC@]#-module, we may asso

ciate toR a formal distribution Lie superalgebra (g(R),F(R)) with Lie superalgebrag(R) spanned
by C-basis a[m]

i ( i PI , mPZ) and fieldsF(R)5$ai(z)5(nPZa[n]
i z2n21% i PI with bracket @cf.

~2.2!#:

@ai~z!,aj~w!#5 (
kPZ1

~a(k)
i aj !~w!]w

(k)d~z2w!,

so thatF(R)̄5R, giving rise to commutation relations (m,nPZ; i , j PI )

@a[m]
i ,a[n]

j #5 (
kPZ1

S m
k D ~a(k)

i aj ! [m1n2k] . ~2.3!

It follows that the Lie superalgebrag of a formal distribution Lie superalgebra (g,F) is isomorphic
to g(F̄) divided by anirregular ideal, that is an ideal which does not contain everya[n] for some
nonzero elementaPF̄.

Example 2.1:The ~centerless! Virasoro algebraV has a basisLn (nPZ) with commutation
relations

@Lm ,Ln#5~m2n!Lm1n .

It is spanned by the coefficients of the fieldL(z)5(nPZLnz2n22 satisfying

@L~z!,L~w!#5]wL~w!d~z2w!12L~w!]wd~z2w!. ~2.4!

The conformal algebra associated to the Virasoro algebra is theVirasoro conformal algebra
R(V)5C@]# ^ L with productsLlL5(]12l)L.

Example 2.2:Let g be a finite-dimensional Lie~super!algebra. Letg̃5g^ C@ t,t21# denote the
correspondingcurrent algebrawith bracket

@a^ f ~ t !,b^ g~ t !#5@a,b# ^ f ~ t !g~ t !, a,bPg; f ~ t !,g~ t !PC@ t,t21#.
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For eachaPg define a fielda(z)5(nPZ(a^ tn)z2n21. Then g̃ is spanned by the coefficients o
a(z) satisfying

@a~z!,b~w!#5@a,b#~w!d~z2w!. ~2.5!

The conformal~super!algebra associated to the current algebra is thecurrent conformal algebra

R( g̃)5C@]# ^ g with productsalb5@a,b#, a,bPg.
Example 2.3:The semidirect sumV› g̃ is another example of a formal distribution Li

~super!algebra. The collection of fields is$L(z),a(z)uaPg% and we have in addition to~2.4! and
~2.5!

@L~z!,a~w!#5]wa~w!d~z2w!1a~w!]wd~z2w!. ~2.6!

The conformal algebra associated to the semidirect sum of the Virasoro algebra and the
algebra isR(V› g̃)5R(V)›R( g̃). For aPg we haveLla5(]1l)a.

B. Conformal modules

Let (g,F) be a formal distribution Lie superalgebra. LetV be a g-module such thatV is
spanned overC by the coefficients of a familyE of fields. If all a(z)PF are local with respect to
all v(z)PE, then the pair (V,E) is called aconformal moduleover (g,F).

Now the family E of a conformal module (V,E) over (g,F) similarly can be included in a
larger family Ē, which is still local with respect to the fields fromF̄, and invariant under] and
a( j ) , for all aPF̄ and j PZ1 . It can be shown that fora,bPF̄ andvP Ē (m,nPZ1) one has

@a(m) ,b(n)#v5(
j 50

m S m
j D ~a( j )b!(m1n2 j )v, ~]a!(n)v5@],a(n)#v52na(n21)v.

Thus it follows that any conformal module (V,E) over a formal distribution Lie superalgebr
(g,F) gives rise to a moduleM5 Ē over theconformal superalgebra R5F̄, defined as follows. It
is a ~left! Z2-gradedC@]#-module equipped with a family ofC-linear mapsa→a(n)

M of R to
EndCM , for eachnPZ1 , such that the following properties hold fora,bPR andm,nPZ1 :

~M0! a(n)
M v50, for vPM andn..0,

~M1! @a(m)
M ,b(n)

M #5( j 50
m ( j

m)(a( j )b)(m1n2 j )
M ,

~M2! (]a)(n)
M 5@],a(n)

M #52na(n21)
M .

Again it is convenient to write the action of an elementaPR on an elementvPM in the form of
a generating series inV@l#:

alvª(
n50

`

a(n)v
ln

n!
.

Conversely, suppose that a conformal superalgebraR5 % i PIC@]#ai is a freeC@]#-module and
consider the associated formal distribution Lie superalgebra (g(R),F(R)). Let M be a module
over the conformal superalgebraR and suppose thatM is a freeC@]#-module withC@]#-basis
$va%aPJ . This gives rise to a conformal moduleV(M ) over g(R) with fields E5$va(z)
5(nPZv [n]

a z2n21uaPJ% andC-basisv [n]
a , defined by

ai~z!va~w!5 (
j PZ1

~a( j )
i va!~w!]w

( j )d~z2w!.

A conformal module (V,E) ~respectively moduleM ) over a formal distribution Lie superal
gebra (g,F) ~respectively over a conformal superalgebraR) is calledfinite, if Ē ~respectivelyM )
is a finitely generatedC@]#-module. A conformal module (V,E) over (g,F) is calledirreducible if
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there is no nontrivial invariant subspace which contains allv [n] , nPZ, for some nonzerovP Ē.
An invariant subspace that does not contain allv [n] , for some non-zerovPE, is called an
irregular submoduleand conformal modules that differ by an irregular submodule are ca
referred to asequivalentin Ref. 5. Clearly a conformal module is irreducible if and only if th
associated moduleĒ over the conformal superalgebraF̄ is irreducible.

Remark 2.1:It follows from ~M2! that an eigenvectorvPM of the linear operator] is an
R-invariant, i.e.,a(n)v50, for all n>0. Thus a finite irreducible module over a conformal sup
ralgebraR is either free overC@]# or else it is one-dimensional overC.

Suppose that (g,F) is a formal distribution Lie superalgebra such thatg(F̄)>g. Our discus-
sion implies that any irreducible conformal module (V,E) over (g,F) is a quotient of an irreduc-
ible conformal module of the formV(M ) divided by an irregular submodule, whereM is an
irreducible module over the conformal superalgebraF̄. Hence, in particular, ifV(M ) is irreducible
as ag-module for every irreducibleM , then every finite irreducible conformal module over (g,F)
is isomorphic toV(M ), for some finite irreducibleF̄-moduleM .

Example 2.4:The Virasoro algebraV may be identified with the Lie algebra of regular vect
fields onC3, whereLn52tn11 d/dt , nPZ. For a,DPC let

FV~a,D!5C@ t,t21#e2atdt12D.

The Lie algebraV acts on the spaceFV(a,D) in a natural way:

S f ~ t !
]

]t Dg~ t !dt12D5~ f ~ t !g8~ t !1~12D!g~ t ! f 8~ t !!dt12D,

where f (t)PC@ t,t21# and g(t)PC@ t,t21#e2at. Letting v [n]5tne2atdt12D and v(z)
5(nPZv [n]z

2n21 this action is equivalent to

L~z!v~w!5~]w1a!v~w!d~z2w!1Dv~w!]wd~z2w!.

Hence we have constructed a two-parameter family of conformal modules overV. This gives a
family of R(V)-modulesC@]# ^ CvD with productsLlvD5(a1]1Dl)vD . This module is irre-
ducible if and only ifDÞ0, in which case it will be denoted byLV(a,D). We setLV(a,0) to be
the one-dimensional~over C) R(V)-module on which] acts as the scalara.

Example 2.5:Let g be a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra andUL the finite-dimensional
irreducible module of highest weightL. ThenF g̃(L)5UL

^ C@ t,t21# is naturally a module overg̃
with action given by

~a^ f ~ t !!~u^ g~ t !!5au^ f ~ t !g~ t !, aPg,uPUL; f ~ t !,g~ t !PC@ t,t21#. ~2.7!

For each vectoruPUL defineu(z)5(nPZ(u^ tn)z2n21 so that~2.7! is equivalent to

a~z!u~w!5au~w!d~z2w!,

and henceF g̃(L) is conformal. This gives a family ofR( g̃)-modules, which is irreducible if and
only if LÞ0, in which case it will be denoted byL g̃(L). By L g̃(0) we will mean the trivial
R( g̃)-module. Similarly one defines the one-dimensional moduleL g̃(a,0).

Example 2.6:g̃ acts onFV› g̃(a,D,L)5UL
^ FV(a,D) similarly as in Example 2.5. How-

ever, onFV› g̃(a,D,L) we have also an action ofV, thus making it into a module overV› g̃.
This module defines anR(V› g̃)-module which is irreducible if and only if (D,L)Þ(0,0), and in
which case it will be denoted byLV› g̃(a,D,L). By LV› g̃(a,0,0) we will mean the one-
dimensional module on which] acts as the scalara.

The following theorem was proven in Ref. 4.
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Theorem 2.1:Let g stand for a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra. Any finite irreduci

module over the conformal algebras R(V), R( g̃) and R(V› g̃) are as follows:

~i! LV(a,D),
~ii ! L g̃(L) and Lg̃(a,0),
~iii ! LV› g̃(a,D,L).

Remark 2.2:We note that a similar statement as Theorem 2.1 part (i i i ) holds even ifg is
replaced by the one-dimensional Lie algebraCa. In this caseUL5Cu with au5Lu, LPC. Also,
part (i i ) remains true for all but three series of finite-dimensional simple Lie superalgebras

C. Extended annihilation subalgebras

Given a formal distribution Lie superalgebra (g,F) we let g1 denote theC-span of alla[n] ,
wheren>0 andaPF. Due to~2.3! g1 is closed under the bracket and hence forms a subalg
of g, which we will call theannihilation algebraof (g,F). Let ] be the derivation ofg1 defined
by @],a[n] #52na[n21] , and consider the semi-direct sum ofg15C]›g1 . Theng1 is called the
extended annihilated algebraof (g,F). The following proposition, which follows by comparin
~M1! with ~2.3!, is important for the theory of conformal modules.

Proposition 2.1:4 Let R be a conformal superalgebra and(g(R),R(F)) be its associated
formal distribution Lie superalgebra with extended annihilation algebrag(R)1. Then a module
over the conformal superalgebra R is precisely ag(R)1-module M satisfying a[n]v50, for each
vPM , aPR and n..0.

Remark 2.3:Let R be a conformal superalgebra withC@]#-basis $ai u i PI % and M a free
C@]#-module with basis$v j u j PJ%. Given a(n)

i v jPM for all i PI , j PJ, nPZ1 , which is 0 for
n..0, condition~M2! uniquely extends the action ofa(n)

i to all of M . If in addition ~M1! holds,
then M is an R-module. Hence the action of anR-moduleM is completely determined by th
action of aC@]#-basis ofR on aC@]#-basis ofM .

Example 2.7:In the case of the Virasoro algebraV the annihilation algebraV1 is spanned by
elementsLn , n>21. In the case of the current algebrag̃1 is spanned bya^ tn, whereaPg and
n>0, while in the case ofV› g̃ it is V1› g̃1 .

The problem of classifying conformal modules over (g,F) is thus reduced to the problem o
classifying a class of modules overg(F̄)1. It is clear that in all our examples one hasg(F̄)5g,
and thus we are to study modules overg1. Now if in addition there exists an elementL21 in g1

such thatL212] is central ing1, then every irreducible representation ofg1 is an irreducible
representation ofg1 , on which (L212]) acts as a scalaraPC. In the case of theV andV› g̃
and theN52,3,4 superconformal superalgebras, which we will define later, such anL21 always
exists so that we only need to consider representations ofg1 . The irreducible representations o
V1 and V1› g̃1 that give rise to those in Theorem 2.1 are denoted byLV1

(D) and
LV1› g̃1

(D,L), respectively. The corresponding actions are clear and can be found in Ref.

III. FINITE VERMA-TYPE CONFORMAL MODULES

Let L be a Lie superalgebra overC with a distinguished element] and a descending sequen
of subspacesL5L21.L0.L1.L2.¯.Ln.¯ , such that@],Lk#5Lk21 , for all k.0. LetW
be anL-module, which is finitely generated overC@]#, such that for allwPW there exists a
non-negative integerk ~depending onw) with Lkw50. For m>22 set Wm5$wPWuLm11w
50% and letM be the minimal non-negative integer such thatWMÞ0.

Lemma 3.1:4 Suppose that M>0. Then C@]#WM5C@]# ^ WM and henceC@]#WMùWM

5WM . In particular WM is a finite-dimensional vector space.
Let g be a Lie superalgebra satisfying the following three conditions.
~L1! g is Z-graded of finite depthdPN, i.e., g5 % j >2dgj with @gi ,gj #,gi 1 j .
~L2! There exists a semisimple elementzPg0 such that its centralizer ing is contained ing0 .
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~L3! There exists an element]Pg2d such that@],gi #5gi 2d , for i>0.
Remark 3.1:If g contains the grading operator with respect to its gradation, then cond

~L2! is automatic.
Examples of Lie superalgebras satisfying~L1!–~L3! are provided by annihilation subalgebra

of superconformal algebras, which we will describe in more detail.
Let t be an even indeterminate andj1 ,...,jN be N odd indeterminate. Denote byL(N) the

Grassmann superalgebra in the indeterminatesj1 ,...,jN and setL(1,N)ªC@ t,t21# ^ L(N). Let
W(1,N) be the derivation superalgebra ofL(1,N). Then W(1,N) is a formal distribution Lie
superalgebra.8 Letting ]/]t and ]/]j i , for i 51,...,N, be the usual differential operators, eve
element inDPW(1,N) can be written as9

D5a0

]

]t
1(

i 51

N

ai

]

]j i
, a0 ,ai ,...,aNPL~1,N!.

The standard gradationof W(1,N) is obtained by setting the degree oft and j i to be 1. Its
annihilation subalgebra is W(1,N)15 % j >21(W(1,N)) j . W(1,N)1 in this gradation contains its
grading operator given byz5t ]/]t 1( i 51

N j i ]/]j i so that~L2! is satisfied. Also choosing] to be
]/]t it follows that ~L3! is also satisfied so that W(1,N) is a Lie superalgebra of the type abov
Note that W(1,N)0>gl(1,N).

The subalgebra of divergence zero vector fields in W(1,N) contains an ideal of codimensio
1. This ideal is its derived algebra and is the superconformal algebra S(1,N).8 The standard
gradation of W(1,N)1 induces a gradation on the annihilation subalgebra S(1,N)1 of S(1,N).
Choosingz5t ]/]t 1 (1/N) ( i 51

N j i ]/]j i along with]5 ]/]t it follows that S(1,N)1 in this gra-
dation also satisfies~L1!–L~3!. Observe that S(1,N)0>sl(1,N) and also that the ‘‘small’’N54
superconformal algebra~to be defined in Sec. VI! is isomorphic to S(1,2).10

The contact superalgebra K(1,N) is the subalgebra of W(1,N) defined by

K~1,N!ª$DPW~1,N!uDv5 f Dv, for some f DPL~1,N!%,

wherevªdt2( i 51
N j idj i is the standard contact form. Here the action ofD on v is the usual

action of vector fields on differential forms.
The map fromL(1,N) to K(1,N) given by

f→2 f
]

]t
1~21!p( f )(

i 51

N S j i

] f

]t
1

] f

]j i
D S j i

]

]t
1

]

]j i
D

is a bijection and hence it allows us to identify K(1,N) with the polynomial superalgebraL(1,N).
The Lie bracket inL(1,N), also called the contact bracket, then reads for homogeneous elem
f ,gPL(1,N)

@ f ,g#5~22E! f
]g

]t
2

] f

]t
~22E!g1~21!p( f )(

i 51

N
] f

]j i

]g

]j i
,

whereE5( i 51
N j i ]/]j i is the Euler operator.

When N is even it is sometimes more convenient to make the change of basij j
1

5(1/&) (j j1 i j j 1 N/2) andj j
25(1/&) (j j2 i j j 1 N/2), for j 51,...,N/2 andi 5A21, so that the

contact bracket takes the split form:

@ f ,g#5~22E! f
]g

]t
2

] f

]t
~22E!g1~21!p( f )(

i 51

N/2 S ] f

]j i
1

]g

]j i
2 1

] f

]j i
2

]g

]j i
1D ,

whereE again is the Euler operator( i 51
N/2 (j i

1 ]/]j i
1 1j i

2 ]/]j i
2).
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The contact superalgebra K(1,N) is a formal distribution Lie superalgebra with fields defin
as follows: LetI 5$ i 1 ,...,i k% be an ordered subset of$1,...,N%, and denote byj I the monomial
j i 1

¯j i k
. Each such monomial gives rise to a fieldj I(z)5( j PZj I t

jz2 j 21. Evidently the span of
the coefficients of all suchj I(z) is K(1,N). Furthermore, it is easy to check that these fields
mutually local and form a formal distribution Lie superalgebra. This Lie superalgebra bec
Z-graded by putting the degree ofj I t

n to 2n1k22. Obviouslyt is the grading operator of this
gradation. This gradation of K(1,N) is usually referred to as itsstandard gradation.

The annihilation subalgebra K(1,N)1 of K(1,N) is spanned by the basis elementsj I t
n, where

n>0 and I runs over all subsets of$ i 1 ,...,i k% ordered in ~strictly! increasing order. The
Z-gradation from K(1,N) induces a gradation on K(1,N)1 making it aZ-graded Lie superalgebr
of depth 2 so that K(1,N)15 % j 522

` (K(1,N)1) j satisfies~L1! and~L2!. In this gradation it is easy
to check that@1,(K(1,N)1) j #5(K(1,N)1) j 22 for all j >0, so that K(1,N)1 also satisfies condi-
tion ~L3!. It is easy to see that the annihilation subalgebra of the smallN54 superconformal
algebra, which we define in Sec. VI, also satisfies conditions~L1!–~L3!. Note that K(1,N)0

>csoN , the direct sum of the Lie algebra soN and the one-dimensional Lie algebra.
Finally, it follows from the description of the exceptional superconformal algebra CK6 as a

subalgebra of K(1,6) in Ref. 11 that its annihilation subalgebra (CK6)15 % j >22(CK6) j is a Lie
superalgebra satisfying~L1!–~L3! with (CK6)0>cso6 .

The modules over the annihilation subalgebras that are equivalent to modules over the
sponding conformal superalgebras are theng-modulesV satisfying the following conditions.

~V1! For all vPV there exists an integerk0>2d ~depending onv) such thatgkv50, for all
k>k0 .

~V2! V is finitely generated overC@]#.
We shall callg-modules satisfying these two propertiesfinite. Let V be a finite irreducible

g-module. Forn>2d21 setVn5$vPVugjv50,; j .n%. Let N be the minimal integer such tha
VNÞ0. Such anN exists by~V1!.

Lemma 3.2: If N>0, then VN is a finite-dimensional vector space overC.
Proof: We let L5g and putLj5 % i> jdgi so that we have a filtration of subspaces

L.L0.L1.L2.¯.Ln.¯ ,

with @],Li #5Li 21 , for all i>0 by ~L3!. Let Wmª$vPVuLm11v50% and letM be the minimal
integer such thatWMÞ0. SinceN>0 implies thatM>0, this setting puts us in the situation o
Lemma 3.1, from which we conclude thatWM is a finite-dimensional vector space overC. Of
courseVN,WM and hence it follows thatVN is finite-dimensional as well. h

We obtain the following description of finite irreducibleg-modules.
Theorem 3.1:Let g5 % j >2dgj be a Lie superalgebra satisfying conditions (L1)–(L3) and V

be a finite irreducibleg-module. There exists a finite-dimensional irreducibleg0-module U0 ,
extended trivially to anL0(5 % j >0gj )-module, and ag-epimorphismw: IndL0

g U0→V.

Proof: We will continue to use the notation defined earlier. First we show thatN<0. Suppose
thatN.0. It is easy to see thatVN is invariant underL0 . Now there exists a basis$x1 ,...,xm% of
gN together with nonzero complex numberl1 ,...,lm such that@z,xi #5l ix, wherez is the ele-
ment of ~L2!. SinceVN is a finite-dimensional vector space it follows in particular thatxi acts
nilpotently onVN for all 1< i<m. But @gN ,gN#, % j >N11gj and so the action of thexi ’s on VN

commutes. Therefore there exits a nonzerovPVN such thatgNv50. But in this caseVN21Þ0,
which contradicts the minimality ofN. ThusN<0.

In the case whenN50, there exists an epimorphism ofg-modules IndL 0

g V0→V, with V0

finite-dimensional due to Lemma 3.2. By irreducibility ofV it follows thatV05U0 is an irreduc-
ible g0-module. Now ifN,0, then there exists a nonzero vectorv invariant under the action ofgj ,
for j >0. Again we have an epimorphism ofg-modules IndL 0

g Cv→V. h

As a corollary of Theorem 3.1 we obtain the following.
Corollary 3.1: There exists a bijection between finite irreducible conformal modules o
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superconformal algebrag and finite-dimensional irreducible representations of the Lie (super
gebrag0 , where

~i! g5K(1,N) and g05csoN ,
~ii ! g5W(1,N) and g05gl(1,N),
~iii ! g5S(1,N) and g05sl(1,N), and
~iv! g5CK6 and g05cso6 .

Proof: By Theorem 3.1 every finite irreducibleg-module is a homomorphic image o
IndL 0

g U0 . Now the usual argument for highest weight representations implies that given a

dimensional irreducibleg0-moduleU0 theg-module IndL 0

g U0 contains a unique maximal submod

ule, from which the bijection then follows. h

Remark 3.2:It is usual to put a half-integer gradation on K(1,N) when thinking of it as a
superconformal algebra. The grading operator of K(1,N) with respect to this gradation is thent/2
rather thant. In this gradation one has K(1,N)15 % j >21gj , wherej P 1

2 Z. Theorem 3.1 of course
remains valid after making some obvious changes regarding gradation. For a Lie superalgg
5 % j >21gj with j P 1

2 Z, we will make it a convention to writeg2 for the subalgebra% j ,0gj .

IV. FINITE IRREDUCIBLE MODULES OVER THE NÄ2 CONFORMAL SUPERALGEBRA

TheN52 superconformal algebra is the formal distribution Lie superalgebra K(1,2). Le
j1,j2 denote the two odd indeterminates~so that we are using the split contact form!, this algebra
is generated by the following four fields:L(z)5(nPZ2 (tn11/2) z2n22, G6(z)
5( r P(1/2)1Zj

6t r 11/2z2r 23/2 and J(z)5(nPZj
2j1tnz2n21. Its corresponding conformal supe

algebra is then generated freely overC@]# by $L,J,G6% with products

LlL5~]12l!L, LlJ5~]1l!J, LlG65~]1 3
2 l!G6,

JlG656G6, Gl
1G25~]12l!J12L.

Letting Ln52 tn11/2 , Gr
65j6t r 11/2 andJn5j2j1tn with nPZ, r P 1

21Z, the non-zero brackets
in K(1,2) are (m,nPZ and r ,sP 1

21Z)

@Lm ,Ln#5~m2n!Lm1n , @Lm ,Gr
6#5S m

2
2r DGm1r

6 , @Lm ,Jn#52nJn1m ,

@Jm ,Gr
6#56Gm1r

6 , @Gr
1 ,Gs

2#52Lr 1s1~r 2s!Jr 1s .

The annihilation subalgebrag5K(1,2)1 is then spanned byLm , Jn and Gr
6 , where

m>21, n>0 and r>2 1
2. Note that lettinggj be the span ofXj , whereX5L,J,G6, equips

g5 % j >21gj , j P 1
2 Z, with a ~consistent! 1

2 Z-gradation. We denoteL21 by ] from now on.
Let CvD,L , D,LPC, be the one-dimensional module over the abelian Lie algebrag05CL0

1CJ0 , determined by

L0vD,L5DvD,L , J0vD,L5LvD,L .

We may extendCvD,L to a module overL05 % j >0gj by setting gjvD,L50, for j .0. Let
MN

1
2 (D,L)ªIndL 0

g CvD,L . We denote byN the unique maximal submodule ofMN
1
2 (D,L). The

quotient MN
1
2 (D,L)/N is the irreducible highest weight moduleLN

1
2 (D,L) of highest weight

(D,L). By Theorem 3.1LN
1
2 (D,L) for D,LPC form a complete list of finite irreducible

K(1,2)1-modules. Our next objective is to give a more explicit description ofN and hence of
LN

1
2 (D,L).

It is clear that]kvD,L , ]kG21/2
1 vD,L , ]kG21/2

2 vD,L and ]kG21/2
1 G21/2

2 vD,L , k>0, is a basis
consisting of (L0 ,J0)-weight vectors forMN

1
2 (D,L) of (L0 ,J0)-weights (D1k,L), (D1k
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11
2,L11), (D1k1 1

2,L21) and (D1k11,L), respectively. A nonzero (L0 ,J0)-weight vector
vPMN

1
2 (D,L) is called asingular vectorif gjv50, for all j .0. We call a singular vectorproper

if it is not a scalar multiple of the highest weight vectorvD,L . ObviouslyMN
1
2 (D,L) is irreduc-

ible if and only if MN
1
2 (D,L) contains no proper singular vector. We now analyze singu

vectors insideMN
1
2 (D,L).

Lemma 4.1: Let k>1 and suppose that w5a]kvD,L1b]k21G21/2
1 G21/2

2 vD,L is a singular
vector of(L0 ,J0)-weight(D1k,L) in MN

1
2 (D,L), wherea,bPC. Then k51. Furthermore, any

proper singular vector of this form is a scalar multiple of either G21/2
1 G21/2

2 vD,L , in which case
D52 1

2 and L51, or (22]1G21/2
1 G21/2

2 )vD,L , in which caseD52 1
2 and L521.

Proof: Note thatw is singular if and only ifJ1w5G1/2
6 w50. We compute

G1/2
1 w5~ak2b~2D1L!!]k21G2 1/2

1 vD,L50, ~4.1!

G1/2
2 w5~ak1b~2D2L12k!!]k21G2 1/2

2 vD,L50, ~4.2!

J1w5~aLk1b~2D1L!!]k21vD,L1b~k21!L]k22G2 1/2
1 G2 1/2

2 vD,L50. ~4.3!

But thenbÞ0, since otherwise~4.1! would imply thatk50. However,bÞ0 together with~4.1!
and ~4.2! implies that

2D1k50. ~4.4!

Now ~4.3! gives

aLk1b~2D1L!50, b~k21!L50. ~4.5!

Now if k.1, then~4.5! gives L50 andD50. But thenk50 by ~4.1!. Hencek51 so that by
~4.4! we haveD52 1

2.
Now if aÞ0, we have from~4.1! and ~4.3! a(11L)50 and henceL521. The first equa-

tion of ~4.5! then implies thata12b50.
On the other hand, ifa50, the first equation of~4.5! givesL51. h

Lemma 4.2: Let kPZ1 .

~i! If ]kG21/2
1 vD,L is a singular vector of(L0 ,J0)-weight (D1k1 1

2,L11), then k50 and 2D
2L50. Furthermore, in this case G21/2

1 vD,L is a singular vector.
~ii ! If ]kG21/2

2 vD,L is a singular vector of(L0 ,J0)-weight (D1k1 1
2,L21), then k50 and

2D1L50. Furthermore, in this case G21/2
2 vD,L is a singular vector.

Proof: The lemma follows immediately from the following two equations:

G1/2
2 ]kG2 1/2

1 vD,L5~2D2L12k!]kvD,L1k]k21G2 1/2
1 G2 1/2

2 vD,L50,

G1/2
1 ]kG2 1/2

2 vD,L5~2D1L!]kvD,L1k]k21G2 1/2
1 G2 1/2

2 vD,L50.

h

Thus Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 prove the following.
Proposition 4.1: Any proper singular vector in MN

1
2 (D,L) is a scalar multiple of the follow-

ing.

~i! G21/2
1 vD,L , in which case we have2D2L50. In the particular case ofD52 1

2 and
L521 we have in addition G21/2

2 G21/2
1 vD,L .

~ii ! G21/2
2 vD,L , in which case we have2D1L50. In the particular case ofD52 1

2 and L
51 we have in addition G21/2

1 G21/2
2 vD,L .
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Let N be the subspace ofMN
1
2 (D,L) given by

N5C@]#G2 1/2
1 vD,L1C@]#G2 1/2

2 G2 1/2
1 vD,L , if 2D2L50 and LÞ0,

N5C@]#G2 1/2
2 vD,L1C@]#G2 1/2

1 G2 1/2
2 vD,L , if 2D1L50 and LÞ0.

It follows from Proposition 4.1 that in either caseN is a submodule ofMN
1
2 (D,L).

Theorem 4.1:The modules LN
1
2 (D,L), for D,LPC, form a complete list of nonisomorphi

finite (overC@]#) irreducible K(1,2)1-modules. Furthermore, LN
1
2 (D,L) as aC@]#-module has

rank

~i! 4, in the case2D6LÞ0,
~ii ! 2, in the case2D6L50 and 2D7LÞ0, and
~iii ! 0, in the caseD5L50.

Proof: If 2D1LÞ0 and 2D2LÞ0, then by Proposition 4.1MN
1
2 (D,L) contains no proper

singular vector and hence is irreducible.
Suppose that 2D1L50 and 2D2LÞ0. In this case consider the submodule ofMN

1
2 (D,L)

generated by the singular vectorG21/2
2 vD,L . This module is preciselyN above and hence

MN
1
2 (D,L)/N is freely generated overC@]# by vD,L and G21/2

1 vD,L . We claim that

MN
1
2 (D,L)/N is irreducible. The even part of K(1,2)1 is isomorphic to the semi-direct sum o

V1 ~generated byLn) andg̃1 ~generated byJn), whereg is the one-dimensional Lie algebra. W
first considerMN

1
2 (D,L)/N as a module over theV1› g̃1 . The vectorsvD,L andG1/2

1 vD,L have

(L0 ,J0)-weights (D,L) and (D1 1
2,L11), respectively, and, furthermore, both are annihilated

Ln and Jn , for n>1. Now since 2D1L50 and 2D2LÞ0, we have (D,L)Þ(0,0) and (D
1 1

2,L11)Þ(0,0). From this it follows thatMN
1
2 (D,L)/N as a module overV1› g̃1 is a direct

sum of two non-isomorphic irreducible modules, namelyC@]#vD,L>LV1› g̃1
(D,L) and

C@]#G21/2
1 vD,L>LV1› g̃1

(D1 1
2,L11) ~see Sec. II for notation!. But we have

G1/2
2 G2 1/2

1 vD,L5~2D2L!vD,LÞ0,

which implies that as a K(1,2)1-moduleLN
1
2 (D,L) is irreducible.

The case when 2D2L50 and 2D1LÞ0 is completely analogous and we leave it to t
reader.

Finally, in the case whenD5L50, bothG21/2
1 vD,L andG21/2

2 vD,L are proper singular vec
tors. Now the submodule inMN

1
2 (0,0) generated by these two vectors conta

@G21/2
1 ,G21/2

2 #vD,L52]vD,L , and hence has codimension 1 overC. So the resulting quotient is
the trivial module. h

It follows that every finite irreducible module over theN52 conformal superalgebra is of th
form LN2(a,D,L), wherea,D,LPC. We will write down explicit formulas for the action of the
conformal superalgebra on such irreducible modules in the generating series form. Since w
already explained in Sec. II how such formulas can be obtained in general, we will om
proofs.

In the case when 2D6LÞ0 the moduleLN2(a,D,L) is generated freely overC@]# by two
even vectorsv,v12 and two odd vectorsv1,v2. We have the following action on the generato

Llv5~]1a1Dl!v, Llv65~]1a1~D1 1
2!l!v6,

Llv125~]1a1~D11!l!v121S D1
L

2 Dl2v,
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Jlv5Lv, Jlv65~L61!v6, Jlv125Lv121~2D1L!lv,

Gl
6v5v6, Gl

1v15Gl
2v250, Gl

1v25v121~2D1L!lv,

Gl
1v1252l~2D1L!v1, Gl

2v15~2]12a1l~2D2L!!v2v12,

Gl
2v125~2]12a1~2D122L!l!v2.

In the case when 2D1L50 but 2D2LÞ0 the moduleLN2(a,D,L) is generated freely ove
C@]# by one even vectorv and one odd vectorv1. The action is then given by

Llv5~]1a1Dl!v, Llv15~]1a1~D1 1
2!l!v1,

Jlv522Dv, Jlv15~22D11!v1, Gl
1v5v1, Gl

1v150,

Gl
2v50, Gl

2v15~2]12a14Dl!v.

In the case 2D2L50 but 2D1LÞ0 the moduleLN2(a,D,L) is generated freely overC@]#
by one even vectorv and one odd vectorv2 with action:

Llv5~]1a1Dl!v, Llv25~]1a1~D1 1
2!l!v2,

Jlv52Dv, Jlv25~2D21!v2, Gl
1v50,

Gl
1v25~2]12a14Dl!v, Gl

2v5v2, Gl
2v250.

Finally LN2(a,0,0) is the one-dimensional trivial module on which] acts as the scalara.
Remark 4.1:We note that the formulas above are obtained by first puttingv5vD,L , v6

5G21/2
6 vD,L andv125G21/2

1 G21/2
2 vD,L and then compute the action of the operatorsLn , Jm and

Gr
6 , for n>21, m>0 andr>2 1

2 on these vectors. Translation into the language of confor
modules is an easy task using these formulas and we will omit this. Of course the parity
vectorsv,v6,v12 in all the examples above can be reversed. Finally, we note that the ad
module is isomorphic toLN2(0,1,0).

V. FINITE IRREDUCIBLE MODULES OVER THE NÄ3 CONFORMAL SUPERALGEBRA

TheN53 superconformal algebra is the formal distribution Lie superalgebra K(1,3). Le
j1 ,j2 ,j3 be the three odd indeterminates K(1,3) is spanned overC by the following basis ele-
ments (nPZ and r P 1

21Z):

Ln52
tn11

2
, Hn52i j1j2tn, En5~2j1j32 i j2j3!tn, Fn5~j1j32 i j2j3!tn,

C r52j1j2j3t r 2 1/2, hr522i j3t r 1 1/2, er5~ i j12j2!t r 1 1/2, f r5~ i j11j2!t r 1 1/2.

Let $H,E,F% denote the standard basis of the Lie algebra sl2 and$h,e, f % denote the standard bas
of its adjoint module. Furthermore, we let (•u•) denote the non-degenerate invariant symme
bilinear form on sl2 with (HuH)52. Keeping this notation in mind the commutation relations
K(1,3) are then given as follows~whereX,Y5H,E,F andx,y5h,e, f !:

@Lm ,Ln#5~m2n!Lm1n , @Lm ,Xn#52nXm1n , @Lm ,xr #5S m

2
2r D xm1r ,
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@Lm ,C r #5S 2
m

2
2r DCm1r , @Xm ,Yn#5@X,Y#m1n , @Xm ,C r #50,

@Xm ,yr #5@X,y#m1r12m~XuY!Cm1r , @xr ,Cs#52Xr 1s , @C r ,Cs#50,

@xr ,ys#52~r 2s!@X,Y# r 1s24~XuY!Lr 1s ,

wherem,nPZ andr ,sP 1
21Z. Above we have written@X,y# for the action ofX on y. The eight

formal distributions generating this algebra are given byL(z)5(nPZLnz2n22, X(z)
5(nPZXnz2n21, x(z)5( r P1/21Zxrz

2r 23/2 and C(z)5( r P1/21ZC rz
2r 21/2. The corresponding

operator product expansions of these fields are easily derived from~2.3!, and so we will omit
them.

The annihilation subalgebra K(1,3)1 is equipped with a1
2 Z-gradation of depth 1, i.e.

K(1,3)15g5 % j >21gj , j P 1
2 Z, and its zeroth graded componentg0 is isomorphic to a copy of

gl2>sl2% CL0 , with H0 , E0 andF0 providing the standard basis for the copy of sl2.
Let UD,L be the finite-dimensional irreducible sl2-module of highest weightLPZ1 on which

L0 acts as the scalarD. We let vD,L be a highest weight vector inUD,L. We extendUD,L to a
module over the subalgebraL05 % j >0gj in a trivial way and call thisL0-module alsoUD,L. By
Theorem 3.1 every finite irreducibleg-module is a homomorphic image ofMN

1
3 (D,L)

5IndL 0

g UD,L and furthermoreMN
1
3 (D,L) has a unique maximal submoduleN, whose irreducible

quotient we denote byLN
1
3 (D,L).

Note that MN
1
3 (D,L) as a module over sl2 is a direct sum of infinitely many copies o

finite-dimensional irreducible representations. Since] commutes withE0 , the E0-invariant
MN

1
3 (D,L)E0 is a C@]#-submodule ofMN

1
3 (D,L), and hence is a freeC@]#-module. We can

explicitly write down formulas for aC@]#-basis ofMN
1
3 (D,L)E0. In the case whenL>2 the

following is a C@]#-basis:

a15vD,L , a25e2 1/2vD,L , a35~Lh2 1/212e2 1/2F0!vD,L ,

a45~~L21!~L f 2 1/22h2 1/2F0!2e2 1/2F0
2!vD,L ,

a55e2 1/2h2 1/2vD,L , a65~Le2 1/2f 2 1/22e2 1/2h2 1/2F0!vD,L ,

a75~~L21!~Lh2 1/2f 2 1/214]F012e2 1/2f 2 1/2F0!2e2 1/2h2 1/2F0
2!vD,L ,

a85~e2 1/2h2 1/2f 2 1/222]h2 1/2!vD,L .

The casesL50,1 are similar. Namely, whenL51 we havea45a750, and the remaining six
vectors form aC@]#-basis. Finally, in the case whenL50, the termsa35a45a65a750, so that
MN

1
3 (D,0)E0 has rank 4 overC@]#. ~Actually the vectorsai depend onL, so it would be more

appropriate to write something likeai
L instead of justai . However, from the context it will always

be clear whatL is, so that it is safe to adopt the simpler notation ofai .) We denote the coefficien
of vD,L in the expressionai by ui

L so that we haveai5ui
LvD,L , for i 51,...,8. For example,

u1
L51, while u2

L5e21/2, etc. We note that finding all vectors inMN
1
3 (D,L)E0 above amounts

essentially to decomposing tensor products of irreducible representations of sl2 and then finding
the corresponding highest weight vectors of the irreducible components.

Similarly we call a nonzero (L0 ,H0)-weight vector v in MN
1
3 (D,L) singular if v

PMN
1
3 (D,L)E0 andgjv50, for all j .0. As before a singular vector is calledproper if it is not

a scalar multiple ofvD,L . EvidentlyMN
1
3 (D,L) is irreducible if and only ifMN

1
3 (D,L) contains

no proper singular vector. Our first objective is to classify singular vectors insideMN
1
3 (D,L).
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Proposition 5.1: Any proper singular vector in MN
1
3 (D,L) is of the form(aPC with a

Þ0)

~i! aa2 , if 4D2L50,
~ii ! aa4 , if 4D1L1250 and L>2, and
~iii ! aa6 , if 4D1L1250 and L51.

Remark 5.1:The proof of the proposition is a straightforward, albeit a tedious, calculation.
will not give the details here, but instead just point out that a weight vectorvPMN

1
3 (D,L)E0 is

singular if and only iff 1/2 andC1/2 annihilatev. This fact simplifies the calculation significantly
From Proposition 5.1 one obtains immediately the following.
Corollary 5.1: Suppose that(D,L) does not satisfy either4D2L50 or 4D1L1250 and

L>1. Then LN
1
3 (D,L)5MN

1
3 (D,L) is an irreducible K(1,3)1-module of rank8L18 over

C@]#.
Proposition 5.2: Suppose that4D2L50. Then LN

1
3 (D,L) is a freeC@]#-module of rank4L.

Proof: By Proposition 5.1a2 is a singular vector inMN
1
3 (L/4 ,L) of H0-weight L12.

ConsiderN, the g-submodule generated bya2 . Then we haveN5U(g2)V2 , whereV2 is the
irreducible sl2-submodule generated bya2 . Note that the mapvL/4 11/2,L12→a2 extends uniquely
to an epimorphism of K(1,3)1-modules fromMN

1
3 (L/411/2,L12) to N. In particular, it is an

sl2-module epimorphism. Now both modules are completely reducible sl2-modules and hence thi
map sendsE0-invariants ontoE0-invariants. SinceMN

1
3 (L/411/2,L12)E0 is generated over

C@]# by $ui
L12vL/4 11/2,L12u1< i<8%, it follows that NE0 is generated overC@]# by $ui

L12a2u1
< i<8%. Now NE0 is a C@]#-submodule ofMN

1
3 (L/4 ,L), since @],E0#50. Thus it is a free

C@]#-submodule generated by$ui
L12a2u1< i<8%. We compute

u1
L12a25a2 , u2

L12a250, u3
L12a252~L14!a5 ,

u4
L12a252~L13!a624~L11!~L13!]a1 , u5

L12a250,

u6
L12a2524~L13!]a2 , u7

L12a25~L13!~L12!a812~L13!]a3 ,

u8
L12a2522]a5 .

By inspection it is clear that the following is a set ofC@]#-generators forNE0:

SL5H a2 ,a5 ,a614~L11!]a1 ,a81
2

L12
]a3J .

First consider the case whenL>2. It follows from the description ofSL above that
$a1 ,a3 ,a4 ,a7% is a C@]#-basis for theE0-invariants of the quotientMN

1
3 (L/4 ,L)/N. Sincea1

anda3 both haveH0-weight L, they generate two copies of the irreducible sl2-module of dimen-
sionL11. On the other hand,a4 anda7 both have weightL22, and so they generate two copie
of the irreducible sl2-module of dimensionL21. ThusMN

1
3 (L/4 ,L)/N is a freeC@]#-module of

rank 2(L11)12(L21)54L. So, in order to complete the proof it remains to show t
MN

1
3 (L/4 ,L)/N is irreducible.

Note thatLn , n>21, together withE0 ,H0 ,F0 generate a copy ofV1 % sl2 and so we may
considerMN

1
3 (L/4 ,L)/N as a module overV1 % sl2. By parity considerationMN

1
3 (L/4 ,L)/N is

a direct sum of two (V1 % sl2)-modules, namely (MN
1
3 (L/4 ,L)/N) 0̄5C@]#V11C@]#V7 and

(MN
1
3 (L/4 ,L)/N) 1̄5C@]#V31C@]#V4 , whereVi is the irreducible sl2-module generated byai .

It is subject to a direct verification thatLn , for n>1, annihilates the vectorsa1 ,a3 ,a4 ,a7 ~in fact,
one only needs to check thatL1a750, others being trivial! and henceMN

1
3 (L/4 ,L)/N as aV1
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% sl2-module is a direct sum the following four non-isomorphic irreducible modules:C@]#V3

>LV1
(L/411/2)�UL, C@]#V4>LV1

(L/411/2)�UL22, C@]#V1>LV1
(L/4)�UL and

C@]#V7>LV1
(L/411)�UL22, where we denote byUm the irreducible sl2-module of highest

weight m. Now we compute

C1/2a352L~L12!a1 , f 1/2a45~2L12!F0
2a1 ,

~5.1!
E1a752L~L21!~2L12!a1 ,

from which it follows that we may go from each irreducibleV1 % sl2-component of
MN

1
3 (L/4 ,L)/N to the irreducible component containing the highest weight vectors, and h

the moduleMN
1
3 (L/4 ,L)/N is irreducible.

Now if L51, the vectorsa4 anda7 are both zero. Therefore, the quotientMN
1
3 (L/4 ,L)/N

5C@]#V1% C@]#V3 . But then the first identity in~5.1! shows thatMN
1
3 (L/4 ,L)/N is irreducible.

The rank ofLN
1
3 (L/4 ,L) is then 2(L11)54L in the caseL51.

Finally, whenL50, the vectorsa3 ,a4 ,a6 ,a750, so thatSL reduces to$a2 ,a5 ,]a1 ,a8%.
Therefore,MN

1
3 (0,0)/N5Ca1 is the trivial module and so has rank 0. h

Proposition 5.3: Suppose that4D1L1250 and L>1. Then LN
1
3 (D,L) is a free

C@]#-module of rank4L18.
Proof: By Proposition 5.1a4 is a singular vector ofMN

1
3 (2 (L12)/4 ,L) of H0-weight L

22. Let N denote theg-submodule generated bya4 .
Consider first the caseL>4. As in the proof of Proposition 5.1,NE0 is a freeC@]#-module

generated overC@]# by $ui
L22a4u1< i<8%. We compute

u1
L22a45a4 , u2

L22a45~L21!a6 , u3
L22a45~L22!a7 , u4

L22a450,

u5
L22a45L~L21!a812~L21!]a3 , u6

L22a450, u7
L22a450,

u8
L22a4522]a7 .

This implies that the setSL5$a4 ,(L21)a6 ,(L22)a7 ,L(L21)a812(L21)]a3 ,]a7% gener-
atesNE0 overC@]# and so$a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a5% is aC@]#-basis for (MN

1
3 (2 (L12)/4 ,L)/N)E0 in the

case whenL>4.
Next consider the caseL53. In this case, lettingN be as before,NE0 is generated overC@]#

by $ui
L22a4u1< i<8,iÞ4,7%. Hence it follows from the above formulas that again$a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a5%

is a C@]#-basis for (MN
1
3 (2 (L12)/4 ,L)/N)E0.

In the case whenL52 we let N8 denote the module generated bya4 . It follows that the
vectors $u1

L22a4 ,u2
L22a4 ,u5

L22a4 ,u8
L22a4% generateN8E0 over C@]# so that SL5$a4 ,a6 ,a8

1]a3 ,]a7% generateNE0. Hence (MN
1
3 (2 (L12)/4 ,L)/N8)E0 contains in addition a one

dimensional~over C) subspace spanned bya7 . However,]a750 in MN
1
3 (2 (L12)/4 ,L)/N8

and hence it is ag-invariant by Remark 2.1. In this case we setN5N81Ca7 so that the quotient
module (MN

1
3 (2 (L12)/4 ,L)/N)E0 is again generated overC@]# by $a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a5%.

Now a1 and a3 have H0-weight L, while a2 and a5 have H0-weight L12. Thus MN
1
3

(2 (L12)/4 ,L)/N has rank 2(L11)12(L13)54L18 overC@]#. So it remains to show tha
MN

1
3 (2 (L12)/4 ,L)/N is irreducible.

Again we considerMN
1
3 (2 (L12)/4 ,L)/N as a module overV1 % sl2. It is easy to check

that Ln , n>1, annihilatesa1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a5 . ~Again one really only needs to check thatL1a550.)
Thus it follows in the case ofL>3 thatMN

1
3 (2 (L12)/4 ,L)/N is a direct sum of the following

four non-isomorphic irreducibleV1 % sl2-modules: C@]#V1>LV1
(2 (L12)/4)�UL, C@]#V2
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>LV1
(2 L/4)�UL12, C@]#V3>LV1

(2 L/4)�UL and C@]#V5>LV1
(2 (L22)/4)�UL12,

where as beforeUm stands for the irreducible sl2-module of highest weightm and Vi is the
sl2-submodule generated by the vectorai . Now we compute

f 1/2a252~L11!a1 , C1/2a352L~L12!a1 , F1a5524~L11!a1 , ~5.2!

from which again it follows that we may go from any irreducibleV1 % sl2-component of
MN

1
3 (2 (L12)/4 ,L)/N to the component containing the highest weight vectors, and h

MN
1
3 (2 (L12)/4 ,L)/N is irreducible.

As for the caseL52 we haveMN
1
3 (2 (L12)/4 ,L)/N as aV1 % sl2-module is also a direc

sum of theC@]#V1% C@]#V2% C@]#V3% C@]#V5 . The first three modules, as in the case ofL
>3, are irreducible. However,C@]#V5 contains a unique irreducible submodule generated by
vector]a5 , which is isomorphic toLV1

(21)�UL12. But then~5.2! together with the fact that

F2]a15224a1

shows thatMN
1
3 (2 (L12)/4 ,L)/N is irreducible in this case as well.

In the case whenL51 we have by Proposition 5.1 thata6 is the unique~up to a scalar!
singular vector insideMN

1
3 (2 3

4,1). LetN denote theg-submodule generated bya6 . Sincea6 has

H0-weight 1,NE0 is the freeC@]#-module generated by$ui
La6u1< i<8,iÞ4,7%. We have

u1
La65a6 , u2

La650, u3
La6523a826]a3 ,

u5
La650, u6

La6528]a6 , u8
La6522]a824]2a3 ,

from which it follows thatNE0 is generated overC@]# by SL5$a6 ,a812]a3%. Sincea45a7

50 in this situation, we see that (MN
1
3 (2 3

4,1)/N)E0 is generated overC@]# by the vectors

a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a5 , just as in the caseL>2. Now the exact same argument as in theL>2 case shows
that MN

1
3 (2 3

4,1)/N is irreducible and has rank 4L18 overC@]#. h

We summarize the work in this section in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1:The modules LN

1
3 (D,L), for DPC and LPZ1 , form a complete list of non-

isomorphic finite ~over C@]#) irreducible K(1,3)1-modules. Furthermore, LN
1
3 (D,L) as a

C@]#-module has rank

~i! 4L, in the case4D2L50,
~ii ! 4L18, the case4D1L1250 and L>1, and
~iii ! 8L18, in all other cases.

Furthermore, theC@]#-rank of LN
1
3 (D,L) 0̄ equals theC@]#-rank of LN

1
3 (D,L) 1̄ in all cases.

Remark 5.2:Translating the above theorem back into the languages of modules over co
mal superalgebras and of conformal modules is now a straightforward task. We thus have
that all finite irreducible modules over theN53 conformal superalgebra are of the for
LN3(a,D,L), wherea,DPC andLPZ1 . The definition of these modules and also the action
theN53 conformal superalgebra on them are quite easy to obtain from our explicit descript
a C@]#-basis of these modules. To do so would, however, take up quite a significant porti
space, and thus we leave this task to the interested reader. We only remark that the adjoint

is isomorphic toLN3(0,1
2,0).
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VI. FINITE IRREDUCIBLE MODULES OVER THE ‘‘SMALL’’ NÄ4 CONFORMAL
SUPERALGEBRA

The ‘‘small’’ N54 superconformal algebra is the following subalgebra of K(1,4):
j1 , j2 , j3 , j4 denote four odd indeterminates generating the Grassmann superalgebraL(4). For a
monomialj I in L(4) we letj I* be its Hodge dual, i.e., the unique monomial inL(4) such that
j Ij I* 5j1j2j3j4 . Then the smallN54 superconformal algebra is isomorphic to any of the f
lowing two subalgebras in K(1,4) spanned by the following basis elements (nPZ, r P 1

21Z, b2

51):11

Ln
b52 1

2 ~ tn111bn~n11!j1j2j3j4tn21!,

Hn
b5 i ~j1j22bj3j4!tn,

En
b5 1

2 ~2j1j32bj2j42 i j2j31 ibj1j4!tn,

Fn
b5 1

2 ~j1j31bj2j42 i j2j31 ibj1j4!tn,

Gr
21b5

1

&
S ~j31 i j4!t r 1 1/22bS r 1

1

2D ~j3* 1 i j4* !t r 2 1/2D ,

Gr
11b5

1

&
S ~j11 i j2!t r 1 1/22bS r 1

1

2D ~j1* 1 i j2* !t r 2 1/2D ,

Gr
12b5

1

&
S ~j32 i j4!t r 1 1/22bS r 1

1

2D ~j3* 2 i j4* !t r 2 1/2D ,

Gr
22b5

1

&
S ~ i j22j1!t r 1 1/22bS r 1

1

2D ~ i j2* 2j1* !t r 2 1/2D .

As before let$H,E,F% denote the standard basis of the Lie algebra sl2 and $G11,G21%
denote the standard basis of its standard module, i.e.,H•G115G11, H•G2152G21, E
•G115F•G2150, F•G115G21 andE•G215G11. Likewise $G12,G22% also denotes a
copy of the standard basis of the standard sl2-module with actionsH•G125G12, H•G22

52G22, E•G125F•G2250, F•G125G22 andE•G225G12. With this notation in mind
the commutation relations are then given as follows~where X,Y5H,E,F and x,y
5G11,G21,G12,G22):

@Lm
b ,Ln

b#5~m2n!Lm1n
b , @Lm

b ,Xn
b#52nXm1n

b , @Lm
b ,xr

b#5S m

2
2r D xm1r

b ,

@Xm
b ,Yn

b#5@X,Y#m1n
b , @Xm

b ,yr
b#5~X•y!m1r

b , @xr
b ,xs

b#50,

@Gr
11b ,Gs

12b#5~r 2s!~11b!Er 1s
b , @Gr

11b ,Gs
21b#5~r 2s!~12b!Er 1s

b ,

@Gr
11b ,Gs

22b#52~r 2s!Hr 1s
b 22Lr 1s

b , @Gr
12b ,Gs

21b#5~r 2s!bHr 1s
b 12Lr 1s

b ,

@Gr
12b ,Gs

22b#52~r 2s!~12b!Fr 1s
b , @Gr

21b ,Gs
22b#52~r 2s!~11b!Fr 1s

b ,

wherem,nPZ andr ,sP 1
21Z. The eight formal distributions generating this algebra are given

Lb(z)5(nPZLn
bz2n22, Xb(z)5(nPZXn

bz2n21, and xb(z)5( r P(1/2)1Zxr
bz2r 23/2. The operator

product expansions of these fields are easily derived using~2.3!.
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We will denote the ‘‘small’’N54 superconformal algebra simply by SK~1,4! and assume for
the rest of this section that we have chosen its realization as the subalgebra of K~1,4! with b
51 for future computational purposes. For simplicity we will drop the superscriptb and writeLn

for Ln
b , etc., when we meanb51.

The annihilation subalgebrag5SK(1,4)1 of SK~1,4! is equipped with a1
2 Z-gradation of

depth 1, i.e.,g5 % j >21gj , j P 1
2 Z, and its zeroth graded componentg0 is isomorphic to a copy of

gl2>sl2% CL0 , with H0 , E0 andF0 providing the standard basis of the copy of sl2. Again we let
UD,L be the finite-dimensional irreducible sl2-module of highest weightLPZ1 on whichL0 acts
as the scalarD andvD,L be a highest weight vector inUD,L. As in the case of K(1,3)1 , we may
extendUD,L to a module over the subalgebraL05 % j >0gj trivially and call thisL0-module also
UD,L. Again Theorem 3.1 tells us that every finite irreducibleg-module is the quotient of
MN

1
4 (D,L)5IndL 0

g UD,L by its unique maximal submodule, for someDPC and LPZ1 . We

denote the unique irreducible quotient byLN
1
4 (D,L) so that every finite irreducible

SK(1,4)1-module is of the formLN
1
4 (D,L), for DPC andLPZ1 .

Now MN
1
4 (D,L) is completely reducible as a module over sl25CH01CE01CF0 , and the

subspace ofE0-invariantsMN
1
4 (D,L)E0 is a freeC@]#-submodule ofMN

1
4 (D,L) due to@E0 ,]#

50. We write down explicit formulas for aC@]#-basis ofMN
1
4 (D,L)E0, which in the case when

L>2 takes the following form:

a15vD,L , a25G2 1/2
11 vD,L , a35G2 1/2

12 vD,L , a45~LG21/2
21 2G21/2

11 F0!vD,L ,

a55~2LG2 1/2
22 1G2 1/2

12 F0!vD,L , a65G2 1/2
21 G2 1/2

11 vD,L , a75G2 1/2
12 G2 1/2

22 vD,L ,

a85G2 1/2
11 G2 1/2

12 vD,L , a95~G2 1/2
21 G2 1/2

12 2G2 1/2
11 G2 1/2

22 !vD,L ,

a105~2LG2 1/2
11 G2 1/2

22 1G2 1/2
11 G2 1/2

12 F0!vD,L ,

a115~~L21!~2LG2 1/2
21 G2 1/2

22 1G2 1/2
21 G2 1/2

12 F01G2 1/2
11 G2 1/2

22 F0!2G2 1/2
11 G2 1/2

12 F0
2!vD,L ,

a125G2 1/2
21 G2 1/2

11 G2 1/2
12 vD,L , a135G2 1/2

11 G2 1/2
12 G2 1/2

22 vD,L ,

a145G2 1/2
21 G2 1/2

11 ~2LG2 1/2
22 1G2 1/2

12 F0!vD,L ,

a155~2LG2 1/2
21 G2 1/2

12 G2 1/2
22 1G2 1/2

11 G2 1/2
12 G2 1/2

22 F0!vD,L ,

a165G2 1/2
21 G2 1/2

11 G2 1/2
12 G2 1/2

22 vD,L .

Now in the case whenL51 we havea1150 so that the remaining 15 vectors form aC@]#-basis
for MN

1
4 (D,L)E0, while in the case whenL50 we havea45a55a105a115a145a1550, so that

MN
1
4 (D,0)E0 has rank 10 overC@]#. As in Sec. V, we denote the coefficient ofvD,L in the

expressionai by ui
L so that we haveai5ui

LvD,L , for i 51,...,16.
Singular vectorsare then defined to be nonzero (L0 ,H0)-weight vectorsvPMN

1
4 (D,L)E0

with gjv50, for all j .0. Similarly, we defineproper singular vectors. Our approach is analogou
to the one of Sec. V, that is, first to analyze singular vectors insideMN

1
4 (D,L). This is given by

the following proposition, whose proof is again a straightforward calculation, which admitted
rather tedious.

Proposition 6.1: A complete list of proper singular vectors inside MN
1
4 (D,L) is given by

~i! 2D2L50.
(a) aa21ba3 , (a,b)Þ(0,0),
(b) aa8 , aÞ0.
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~ii ! 2D1L1250 and L>2.
(a) aa41ba5 , (a,b)Þ(0,0),
(b) aa11, aÞ0.

~iii ! 2D1L1250 and L51.
(a) aa41ba5 , (a,b)Þ(0,0),
(b) aa141b(a1522]a5), (a,b)Þ(0,0),
(c) a(a1622]a10), aÞ0.

~iv! 2D1L1250 andL50.
(a) aa61ba71g(a922]a1), (a,b,g)Þ(0,0,0),
(b) aa131b(a1212]a2), (a,b)Þ(0,0).

Remark 6.1:We note that in order to check that a weight vectorvPMN
1
4 (D,L)E0 is singular,

it is enough to check thatv is annihilated byF1 , G1/2
21 andG1/2

22 .
Corollary 6.1: Suppose that(D,L) does not satisfy either2D2L50 or 2D1L1250. Then

LN
1
4 (D,L)5MN

1
4 (D,L) is an irreducibleSK(1,4)1-module of rank16L116 over C@]#.

Proposition 6.2: Suppose that2D2L50. Then LN
1
4 (D,L) is a freeC@]#-module of rank4L.

Proof: By Proposition 6.1a2 anda3 are singular vectors inMN
1
4 (L/2 ,L). ConsiderN2 and

N3 , theg-submodules generated bya2 anda3 , respectively, and letN5N21N3 . Then we have
N25U(g2)V2 andN35U(g2)V3 , whereV2 andV3 are the irreducible sl2-submodules generate
by a2 anda3 , respectively. Let us first computeN2

E0. Since theH0-weight ofa2 is L11, we know

that N2
E0 is a freeC@]#-module generated overC@]# by $ui

L11a2u1< i<16%. We have

u1
L11a25a2 , u2

L11a250, u3
L11a252a8 , u4

L11a25~L12!a6 ,

u5
L11a252a92a1012~L12!]a1 , u6

L11a250, u7
L11a25a1322]a3 ,

u8
L11a250, u9

L11a252a1212]a2 , u10
L11a25a1212~L12!]a2 ,

u11
L11a252~L12!]a42~L12!a14, u12

L11a250, u13
L11a2522]a8 ,

u14
L11a252~L12!]a6 , u15

L11a252~L12!a1612~L11!]a922]a10, u16
L11a2522]a12.

Next we findC@]#-generators ofN3
E0. Similarly, $ui

L11a3u1< i<16% generatesN3
E0 over C@]#:

u1
L11a35a3 , u2

L11a35a8 , u3
L11a350, u4

L11a35~L11!a92a10,

u5
L11a35~L12!a7 , u6

L11a35a12, u7
L11a350, u8

L11a350,

u9
L11a35a13, u10

L11a35~L12!a13, u11
L11a352~L12!a15,

u12
L11a352a16, u13

L11a350, u14
L11a35~L12!a16, u15

L11a350, u16
L11a350.

It follows that NE0 is generated overC@]# by the following set:

SL5$a2 ,a3 ,a6 ,a7 ,a8 ,a922]a1 ,a1022~L11!]a1 ,a12,a13,a1422]a4 ,a15,a16%.

Suppose thatL>2. From the description ofSL we see that$a1 ,a4 ,a5 ,a11% is aC@]#-basis for
theE0-invariants of the quotientMN

1
4 (L/2 ,L)/N. Sincea1 hasH0-weightL, it generates a copy

of the irreducible sl2-module of dimensionL11. Now a4 anda5 both have weightL21, and so
they generate two copies of the irreducible sl2-module of dimensionL. Finally, a11 has weight
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L22, and so it generates a copy of the irreducible sl2-module of dimensionL21. Thus
MN

1
4 (L/2 ,L)/N is a freeC@]#-module of rank (L11)12L1(L21)54L. So we need to show

that MN
1
4 (L/2 ,L)/N is irreducible.

As in Sec. VLn , n>21, together withE0 ,H0 ,F0 generate a copy of (V1 % sl2), which thus
allow us to study the (V1 % sl2)-module structure ofMN

1
4 (L/2 ,L)/N. By parity consideration

MN
1
4 (L/2 ,L)/N is a direct sum of two modules, namely (MN

1
4 (L/2 ,L)/N) 0̄5C@]#V1

1C@]#V11 and (MN
1
4 (L/2 ,L)/N) 1̄5C@]#V41C@]#V5 , whereVi is the irreducible sl2-module

generated byai . We can easily check thatLn , for n>1, annihilates the vectorsa1 ,a4 ,a5 ,a11.
~Again the only nontrivial part is to check thatL1a1150.) Thus MN

1
4 (L/2 ,L)/N as a

V1 % sl2-module is a direct sum of the following four irreducible modules:C@]#V1

>LV1
(L/2)�UL, C@]#V4>LV1

((L11)/2)�UL21, C@]#V5>LV1
((L11)/2)�UL21 and

C@]#V11>LV1
((L12)/2)�UL22, where as usualUm is the irreducible sl2-module of highest

weight m. Note that, contrary to the K(1,3)1 case, the odd part here is a sum of two isomorp
modules. To conclude thatMN

1
4 (L/2 ,L)/N is irreducible, we show again that one may go fro

each irreducibleV1 % sl2-component to the irreducible component containing theg-highest weight
vectors. But this follows from the following computation:

G1/2
11 ~aa41ba5!5bL~2L12!a1 , a,bPC, ~6.1!

G1/2
22 a45~2L12!F0a1 , E1a115L~L21!~2L12!a1 . ~6.2!

Now if L51, the vectora11 is zero. Therefore the quotientMN
1
4 (L/4 ,L)/N5C@]#V1

% C@]#V4% C@]#V5 . But then~6.1! and the first identity in~6.2! show thatMN
1
4 (L/4 ,L)/N is

irreducible. The rank ofLN
1
4 (L/4 ,L) is then (L11)12L, which equals to 4L, in the caseL

51.
Finally, when L50, the vectorsa45a55a105a115a145a1550 so that SL reduces to

$a2 ,a3 ,a6 ,a7 ,a8 ,a9 ,]a1 ,a12,a13,a16%. HenceMN
1
4 (0,0)/N5Ca1 is the trivial module and so

has rank 0. h

Proposition 6.3: Suppose that2D1L1250. Then LN
1
4 (D,L) is a freeC@]#-module of rank

4L18.
Proof: By Proposition 6.1a4 anda5 are singular vectors ofMN

1
4 (2 (L12)2 ,L) in the case

L>1.
Assume first thatL>3. Let N4 andN5 be theg-submodules generated bya4 anda5 , respec-

tively. We form theg-submoduleN5N41N5 and considerNE0. The set$ui
L21a4u1< i<16% is a

set ofC@]#-generators forN4
E0, sincea4 hasH0-weight L21. We have

u1
L21a45a4 , u2

L21a452La6 , u3
L21a452L]a12La91a10, u4

L21a450,

u5
L21a452a11, u6

L21a450, u7
L21a452a1512]a5 , u8

L21a452L]a21La12,

u9
L21a45a1412]a4 , u10

L21a45~L21!a14, u11
L21a450, u12

L21a452L]a6 ,

u13
L21a452La1612]a10, u14

L21a450, u15
L21a4522]a11, u16

L21a452]a14.

Similarly, the following is a set ofC@]#-generators forN5
E0:

u1
L21a55a5 , u2

L21a55a10, u3
L21a552a7 , u4

L21a55a11, u5
L21a550,

u6
L21a55a14, u7

L21a550, u8
L21a552La13, u9

L21a55a15, u10
L21a550,
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u11
L21a550, u12

L21a552a16, u13
L21a550, u14

L21a550, u15
L21a550,

u16
L21a550.

Therefore,

SL5$a4 ,a5 ,a6 ,a7 ,a922]a1 ,a10,a11,a1212]a2 ,a13,a14,a15,a16%

is a set ofC@]#-generators forNE0, which implies that$a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a8% is a C@]#-basis for
(MN

1
4 (2 (L12)/2 ,L)/N)E0 in the case whenL>3.

In the case whenL52 the set $ui
L21a4 ,ui

L21a5u1< i<16,iÞ11% generatesNE0. But
u11

L21a45u11
L21a550, and hence$a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a8% is also a C@]#-basis for (MN

1
4 (2 (L12)/

2 ,L)/N)E0 in this case as well.
In the case whenL51 we note that a1150 and $ui

L21a4 ,ui
L21a5u1< i<16,i

Þ4,5,10,11,14,15% generatesNE0 over C@]#. From the formulas above one sees that a se
C@]#-generators forNE0 is given by the setSL above, but witha11 removed. Hence the quotien
module is again generated freely overC@]# by $a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a8%.

Hence, in the case, whenL>1 the quotient module (MN
1
4 (2 (L12)/2 ,L)/N)E0 is gener-

ated freely overC@]# by $a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a8%. Now a1 has H0-weight L, a2 and a3 both have
H0-weight L11, anda8 hasH0-weight L12. ThereforeMN

1
4 (2 (L12)/2 ,L)/N has rank (L

11)12(L12)1(L13)54L18 over C@]#. So it remains to show thatMN
1
4 (2 (L12)/

2 ,L)/N is irreducible.
We again studyMN

1
4 (2 (L12)/2 ,L)/N as aV1 % sl2-module. It is easy to check thatLn ,

n>1, annihilatesa1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a8 and henceMN
1
4 (2 (L12)/2 ,L)/N is a direct sum of the follow-

ing four irreducibleV1 % sl2-modules:C@]#V1>LV1
(2 (L12)/2)�UL, C@]#V2>LV1

(2 (L
11)/2)�UL11, C@]#V3>LV1

(2 (L11)/2)�UL11 andC@]#V8>LV1
(2 L/2)�UL12, where

Vi is the sl2-submodule generated by the vectorai . AgainC@]#V2>C@]#V3 asV1 % sl2-modules.
Now we compute

G1/2
22~aa21ba3!52a~L11!a1 , ;a,bPC,

G1/2
21a3522~L11!a1 , F1a8522~L11!a1 .

ThereforeMN
1
4 (2 (L12)/2 ,L)/N is irreducible.

Now consider the case ofL50. By Proposition 6.1a6 , a7 anda922]a1 are singular vectors
inside MN

1
4 (21,0). Let N6 , N7 and N9 be the g-submodules generated bya6 , a7 and a9

22]a1 , respectively, and putN5N61N71N9 . We note thata6 , a7 and a922]a1 have
H0-weight 0, henceN6

E0 is generated overC@]# by $ui
La6u1< i<16,iÞ4,5,10,11,14,15% and simi-

larly for N7
E0 andN9

E0. We first compute a set ofC@]#-generators forN6
E0:

u1
La65a6 , u2

La650, u3
La652]a21a12, u6

La650,

u7
La654]2a122]a91a16, u8

La650, u9
La654]a6 ,

u12
L a650, u13

L a654]2a212]a12, u16
L a654]2a6 .

A set of C@]#-generators forN7
E0 is given as follows:

u1
La75a7 , u2

La75a13, u3
La750, u6

La75a16, u7
La750,

u8
La750, u9

La750, u12
L a750, u13

L a750, u16
L a750.
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Finally, we have the following set ofC@]#-generators forN9
E0:

u1
L~a922]a1!5a922]a1 , u2

L~a922]a1!52a1222]a2 ,

u3
L~a922]a1!5a13, u6

L~a922]a1!522]a6 , u7
L~a922]a1!52]a7 ,

u8
L~a922]a1!50, u9

L~a922]a1!52a16, u12
L ~a922]a1!50,

u13
L ~a922]a1!52]a13, u16

L ~a922]a1!52]a16.

From this it follows that$a6 ,a7 ,a922]a1 ,a1212]a2 ,a13,a16% generateNE0 over C@]#. But a4

5a55a105a115a145a1550, and thus (MN
1
4 (21,0)/N)E0 is generated overC@]# by the vectors

a1 , a2 , a3 anda8 , which takes us back to the case whenL>1, except that hereC@]#V8 is not
irreducible. It contains a unique irreducible submodule isomorphic toLV1

(1)�U2 generated by
]a8 . But then the above calculation plus the fact that

F2]a8524~L11!a1

show thatMN
1
4 (21,0)/N is irreducible of rank 8. h

Theorem 6.1:The modules LN
1
4 (D,L), for DPC and LPZ1 , form a complete list of non-

isomorphic finite (overC@]#) irreducible SK(1,4)1-modules. Furthermore LN
1
4 (D,L) as a

C@]#-module has rank

~i! 4L, in the case2D2L50,
~ii ! 4L18, in the case2D1L1250, and
~iii ! 16L116, in all other cases.

Furthermore, theC@]#-rank of LN
1
4 (D,L) 0̄ equals theC@]#-rank of LN

1
4 (D,L) 1̄ in all cases.

Remark 6.2:Translating the above theorem into the languages of modules over confo
algebras and of conformal modules is again straightforward. We therefore obtain that all
irreducible modules over the ‘‘small’’N54 conformal superalgebra are of the formLN4(a,D,L),
wherea,DPC andLPZ1 . The definition of these modules and also the action of the confor
superalgebra on them are easily gotten from our explicit description of aC@]#-basis in this section
and hence omitted, as to reproduce them would take up quite a significant amount of space
we only note that the adjoint module is isomorphic toLN4(0,1,2).

VII. FINITE IRREDUCIBLE MODULES OVER THE ‘‘BIG’’ NÄ4 CONFORMAL
SUPERALGEBRA

In this section we give a classification of finite irreducible conformal modules over the co
superalgebra K(1,4), also known as the ‘‘big’’N54 superconformal algebra. Our approach
based on our results obtained in Sec. VI.

Recall from Sec. VI thatLn
b , Xn

b and xr
b , whereX5H,E,F, x5G11, G21, G12, G22,

nPZ, r P 1
21Z and the fixed numberb is either 1 or21, provide a basis for a copy of SK(1,4

inside K(1,4). In this section it will be convenient to distinguish these two copies. We ther
denote the copy obtained by settingb51 simply by SK(1,4), while the copy obtained by settin
b521 we denote bySK(1,4). It is easy to see from our formulas that K(1,4)5SK(1,4)
1SK(1,4). Similarly we distinguish the basis elements of SK(1,4) andSK(1,4) as follows. The
generators insideSK(1,4) will be denoted byLn ,Xn ,xr , while generators insideSK(1,4) will be
denoted byL̄n , X̄n , x̄r , where againX5H,E,F, x5G11, G21, G12, G22. Of course we have
x2

1
2
5 x̄2

1
2
, L215L̄21 andL05L̄0 .
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Remark 7.1:The mapf:SK(1,4)→SK(1,4) defined byf(Ln)5L̄n , f(Xn)5X̄n , f(Gr
11)

5Ḡr
11 , f(Gr

12)5Ḡr
21 , f(Gr

21)5Ḡr
12 andf(Gr

22)5Ḡr
22 , wherenPZ andr P 1

21Z is an
isomorphism of Lie superalgebras. Thus all formulas in Sec. VI withf(Ln), f(Xn) and f(xr)
replacingLn , Xn andxr , respectively, remain valid.

Let g5K(1,4)1 be the annihilation subalgebra of K(1,4) so that we haveg5SK(1,4)1
1SK(1,4)1 , the sum of the corresponding annihilation subalgebras. We have as befg

5 % j >21gj , where j P 1
21Z. Furthermore,g25SK(1,4)25SK(1,4)2 and g05CL0% sl2% sl2

>cso4 , where sl2 andsl2 denote two copies of the Lie algebra sl2 , generated byH0 ,E0 ,F0 and
H̄0 ,Ē0 ,F̄0 , respectively.

Let UD,L,L̄ be the finite-dimensional irreducible sl2% sl2-module of highest weight (L,L̄)
PZ13Z1 on whichL0 acts as the scalarDPC and letvD,L,L̄ denote a highest weight vector i

UD,L,L̄ so thatH0vD,L,L̄5LvD,L,L̄ , H̄0vD,L,L̄5L̄vD,L,L̄ and L0vD,L,L̄5DvD,L,L̄ . Regarding

UD,L,L̄ as a module overL05 % j >0gj it follows from Theorem 3.1 that every finite irreducibl

g-module is a quotient ofMS
1
4 (D,L,L̄)5IndL 0

g UD,L,L̄. The unique irreducible quotient will be

denoted byLS
1
4 (D,L,L̄).

Now MS
1
4 (D,L,L̄) is a completely reducibleg0-module, and the subspace o

CE0% CĒ0-invariants, denoted by MS
1
4 (D,L,L̄)E0 ,Ē0, is a free C@]#-submodule of

MS
1
4 (D,L,L̄). We write down explicit formulas for aC@]#-basis for the space

MS
1
4 (D,L,L̄)E0 ,Ē0, which in the case whenL,L̄>2 is as follows:

b15vD,L,L̄ , b25G2 1/2
11 vD,L,L̄ ,

b35~LG21/2
21 2G21/2

11 F0!vD,L,L̄ , b45~L̄G21/2
12 2G21/2

11 F̄0!vD,L,L̄ ,

b55~LL̄G21/2
22 2L̄G21/2

12 F02LG21/2
21 F̄01G21/2

11 F0F̄0!vD,L,L̄ ,

b65G2 1/2
11 G2 1/2

12 vD,L,L̄ , b75~L~G2 1/2
21 G2 1/2

12 1G21/2
11 G21/2

22 !22G21/2
11 G21/2

12 F0!vD,L,L̄ ,

b85~~L21!~2LG2 1/2
21 G2 1/2

22 1G2 1/2
21 G2 1/2

12 F01G2 1/2
11 G2 1/2

22 F0!2G2 1/2
11 G2 1/2

12 F0
2!vD,L,L̄ ,

b95G21/2
11 G21/2

21 vD,L,L̄ ,b105~L̄~G2 1/2
11 G2 1/2

22 2G2 1/2
21 G2 1/2

12 !22G21/2
11 G21/2

21 F 0̄!vD,L,L̄ ,

b115~~L̄21!~2L̄G2 1/2
12 G2 1/2

22 1G2 1/2
12 G2 1/2

21 F̄01G2 1/2
11 G2 1/2

22 F̄0!2G2 1/2
11 G2 1/2

21 F̄0
2!vD,L,L̄ ,

b125G2 1/2
11 G2 1/2

12 G2 1/2
21 vD,L,L̄ , b135~LG21/2

11 G21/2
21 G21/2

22 2G21/2
11 G21/2

21 G21/2
12 !vD,L,L̄ ,

b145~L̄G21/2
11 G21/2

12 G21/2
22 2G21/2

11 G21/2
12 G21/2

21 !vD,L,L̄ ,

b155~LG21/2
21 G21/2

22 ~L̄G21/2
12 2G21/2

11 F̄0!1L̄G21/2
11 G21/2

12 ~G21/2
22 F02G21F0F̄0!!vD,L,L̄ ,

b165~G2 1/2
11 G2 1/2

12 G2 1/2
21 G2 1/2

22 2]~G21/2
21 G21/2

12 1G21/2
11 G21/2

22 !!vD,L,L̄ .

In the case whenL5L̄51 ~respectivelyL5L̄50) we haveb85b1150 ~respectivelyb35b4

5b55b75b85b105b115b135b145b1550), thus giving us 14~respectively 6) generators
Other cases are easily described as well; however, we will not need them because of Prop
7.1. Thus we will omit them.
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We will, as before, denote the coefficient ofvD,L,L̄ in bi by ui
L,L̄ for 1< i<16. In the case

whenL5L̄, which is the only case we will be concerned with in what follows, we simply w
ui

L for ui
L,L and alsovD,L for vD,L,L .

Proposition 7.1: If MS
1
4 (D,L,L̄) is a reducibleg-module, then either2D2L52D2L̄50

or else2D1L1252D1L̄1250. In particular, if LÞL̄, then MS
1
4 (D,L,L̄) is irreducible.

Proof: As a module over SK(1,4)1 we haveMS
1
4 (D,L,L̄)5U(g2) ^ UD,L,L̄ is a direct sum

of L̄11 copies ofMN
1
4 (D,L), generated by the highest weight vectorsF̄0

j vD,L,L̄ , where 0< j

<L̄. Since theH̄0-weights of theF̄0
j vD,L,L̄’s are all distinct for distinctj ’s, it follows that these

modules as SK(1,4)1’CH̄0-modules are all non-isomorphic. Therefore, ifMN
1
4 (D,L) is irreduc-

ible over SK(1,4)1 , then MS
1
4 (D,L,L̄) is irreducible overg. From this and Corollary 6.1 we

thus conclude that in the case whenD22LÞ0 andD12L12Þ0 theg-moduleMS
1
4 (D,L,L̄)

is irreducible.

By symmetry we conclude that ifD22L̄Þ0 and D12L̄12Þ0, then MS
1
4 (D,L,L̄) is

irreducible overg as well.

Therefore,MS
1
4 (D,L,L̄) is possibly reducible only if bothL and L̄ satisfy one of the two

linear equationsD22x50 andD12x1250. But the caseD22L50 andD12L̄1250 is not

possible, since bothL and L̄ are non-negative integers. By the same tokenD22L̄50 andD

12L1250 is not possible, either. Hence either we haveD22L50 andD22L̄50, or else

D12L1250 andD12L̄1250. In either case we must haveL5L̄. h

The next step is to analyze proper singular vectors insideMS4(D,L,L̄). ~The definitions of
singular vectors and proper singular vectors ofg are of course analogous.! By Proposition 7.1

proper singular vectors exist only ifL5L̄ with either 2D1L50 or 2D1L1250.
Proposition 7.2: A complete list of proper singular vectors inside MS

1
4 (D,L,L) is given by

~i! ab2 , aÞ0, in the case2D2L50, and
~ii ! ab5 , aÞ0, in the case2D1L1250 and L>1.

Proof: Since as a SK(1,4)1-module MS4(D,L,L) is a direct sum ofL11 copies of
MN4(D,L) we obtain a description of the vector space spanned by all proper SK(1,4)1-singular
vectors by virtue of Proposition 6.1. But as aSK(1,4)1-moduleMS4(D,L,L) is also a direct sum
of L11 copies ofMN4(D,L), from which we obtain similarly a description of the vector spa
spanned by all properSK(1,4)1-singular vectors~see Remark 7.1!. The intersection of these two
spaces is the space of proper singular vectors.

In the case when 2D2L50 it follows from Proposition 6.1 that the space of prop

SK~1,4!1-singular vectors is spanned byG21/2
11 F̄0

j vD,L , G21/2
12 F̄0

j vD,L andG21/2
11 G21/2

12 F̄0
j vD,L , for

0< j <L. On the other hand, the space of properSK(1,4)1-singular vectors is spanned b
G21/2

11 F0
j vD,L , G21/2

21 F0
j vD,L andG21/2

11 G21/2
21 F0

j vD,L , for 0< j <L. It is not hard to see that the
intersection of these two spaces is the one-dimensional space spanned byG21/2

11 vD,L , which isb2 .
Other cases are analogous and so we omit the details. h

Proposition 7.3: Suppose that2D2L50. Then LS
1
4 (D,L,L) is a freeC@]#-module of rank

8L(L11).
Proof: By Proposition 7.2b2 is a singular vector inMS

1
4 (L/2 ,L,L). ConsiderN, the

g-submodule generated byb2 . Then we haveN5U(g2)V, where V is the irreducible

sl2% sl2-submodule generated byb2 . Let us compute the spaceNE0 ,Ē0, the space of (CE0

% CĒ0)-invariants insideN. Since the (H0 ,H̄0)-weight of b2 is (L11,L11), we know that

NE0 ,Ē0 is a freeC@]#-module generated overC@]# by $ui
L11b2u1< i<16%. We have
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u1
L11b25b2 , u2

L11b250, u3
L11b252~L12!b9 , u4

L11b252~L12!b6 ,

u5
L11b252

~L12!

2
~b71b1014~L11!]b1!, u6

L11b250, u7
L11b252~L13!b12,

u8
L11b252~L12!~b1322]b3!, u9

L11b250, u10
L11b25~L13!b1224~L11!]b2 ,

u11
L11b252~L12!~b1422]b4!, u12

L11b250, u13
L11b2522~L12!]b9 ,

u14
L11b2522~L12!]b6 , u15

L11b2524~L11!]2b12~L12!2b161~L12!]b7 ,

u16
L11b2524]b12.

It follows that NE0 ,Ē0 is generated overC@]# by the set

SL5H b2 ,b6 ,b71b1014~L12!]b1 ,b9 ,b12,b1322]b3 ,b14

22]b4 ,b162S 1

L12D ]b722
~L11!

~L12!2 ]2b1J .

In the case whenL>2 it follows from the description ofSL that $b1 ,b3 ,b4 ,b5 ,b8 ,b10

12L]b1 ,b11,b15% is a C@]#-basis for the (CE0% CĒ0)-invariants of the quotient spac
MS

1
4 (L/2 ,L,L)/N. ~The choice ofb1012L]b1 instead of justb10 will be explained later.!

The (L0 ,H0 ,H̄0)-weights ofb1 , b3 , b4 , b5 , b8 , b1012L]b1 , b11, b15 are ~D,L,L!, (D
1 1

2,L21,L11), (D1 1
2,L11,L21), (D1 1

2,L21,L21), (D11,L22,L), (D11,L,L), (D
11,L,L22), and (D1 3

2,L21,L21), respectively. HenceMS
1
4 (L/2 ,L,L)/N is a free

C@]#-module of rank 8L(L11). So, we need to show thatMS
1
4 (L/2 ,L,L)/N is irreducible.

Now Ln , n>21, together withE0 , H0 , F0 and Ē0 , H̄0 , F̄0 generate a copy of (V1 % sl2
% sl2), which thus allows us to study the (V1 % sl2% sl2)-module structure ofMS

1
4 (L/2 ,L,L)/N.

We can easily check thatLn , for n>1, annihilates the vectorsb1 , b3 , b4 , b5 , b8 , b10

12L]b1 , b11, b15. ~We want to point out thatb10 is not annihilated byLn , for n>1, hence the
choice ofb1012L]b1 .) ThusMS

1
4 (L/2 ,L,L)/N as a (V1 % sl2% sl2)-module is a direct sum o

the following eight irreducible modules:C@]#V1>LV1
(L/2)�UL,L, C@]#V3>LV1

((L
11)/2)�UL21,L11, C@]#V4>LV1

((L11)/2)�UL11,L21, C@]#V5>LV1
((L11)/2)

�UL21,L21, C@]#V8>LV1
((L12)/2)�UL22,L, C@]#V10>LV1

((L12)/2)�UL,L, C@]#V11

>LV1
((L12)/2)�UL,L22, C@]#V15>LV1

((L13)/2)�UL21,L21, whereVi is the irreducible

sl2% sl2-module generated bybi , for iÞ10, andV10 is generated byb1012L]b1 , and finally
Um,m8 denotes the irreducible sl2% sl2-module of highest weight (m,m8). Note that as (V1 % sl2
% sl2)-modules they are all non-isomorphic and thus to show thatMS

1
4 (L/2 ,L,L)/N is irreduc-

ible; it suffices to show that one may send a (V1 % sl2% sl2)-highest weight vector in any irreduc
ible (V1 % sl2% sl2)-component to the irreducible component containing theg-highest weight vec-
tors. This follows from the following computation:

G1/2
22b352~L11!F0b1 , Ḡ1/2

22b452~L11!F̄0b1 ,

G1/2
11b5522L2~L11!b1 , E1b852L~L21!~L11!b1 ,

F̄1~b1012L]b1!522~L12!F̄0b1 , Ē1b1152L~L21!~L11!b1 ,
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Ḡ3/2
11 b15522L2~L11!b1 .

Now if L51, the vectorsb85b1150. Therefore,MS
1
4 (L/2 ,L,L)/N is C@]#V1% C@]#V3

% C@]#V4% C@]#V5% C@]#V10% C@]#V15. But then the above calculation also shows th
MS

1
4 (L/2 ,L,L)/N is irreducible. The rank ofLS

1
4 (L/2 ,L,L) is then 41313111411

516, which is equal to 8L(L11) in the case whenL51.
Finally, whenL50, the vectorsb35b45b55b75b85b105b115b135b145b1550 andSL

reduce to$b2 ,b6 ,]b1 ,b9 ,b12,b16%. HenceMS
1
4 (0,0,0)/N5Cb1 is the trivial module and so ha

rank 0. h

Proposition 7.4: Suppose that2D1L1250 and L>1. Then LS
1
4 (D,L,L) is a freeC@]#-

module of rank8(L11)(L12).
Proof: By Proposition 7.2b5 is a singular vector inMS

1
4 (2 (L12)/2 ,L,L). Let N be the

g-submodule generated byb5 so thatN5U(g2)V, whereV is the irreducible sl2% sl2-submodule

generated byb5 . Consider NE0 ,Ē0, the subspace inN of CE0% CĒ0-invariants. Now the

(H0 ,H̄0)-weight ofb5 is (L21,L21) and soNE0 ,Ē0 is a freeC@]#-module generated overC@]#
by $ui

L21b5u1< i<16%. We have

u1
L21b55b5 , u2

L21b55 1
2 ~b71b10!, u3

L21b552Lb8 , u4
L21b552Lb11,

u5
L21b550, u6

L21b55Lb14, u7
L21b552~L21!b15, u8

L21b550,

u9
L21b55Lb13, u10

L21b55~L21!b15, u11
L21b550,

u12
L21b55L~Lb161]b7!, u13

L21b550, u14
L21b550, u15

L21b550,

u16
L21b55]b15.

It follows in the caseL>2 thatNE0 ,Ē0 is generated overC@]# by the set

SL5$b5 ,b71b10,b8 ,b11,b13,b14,b15,Lb161]b7%.

Hence in this case $b1 ,b2 ,b3 ,b4 ,b6 ,b9 ,b1012L]b1 ,b12% is a C@]#-basis for the
(CE0% CĒ0)-invariants ofMS

1
4 (2 (L12)/2 ,L,L)/N.

The (L0 ,H0 ,H̄0)-weights of b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 , b6 , b9 , b1012L]b1 , b12 are ~D,L,L!, (D
1 1

2,L11,L11), (D1 1
2,L21,L11), (D1 1

2,L11,L21), (D11,L12,L), (D11,L,L12),
(D11,L,L), (D1 3

2,L11,L11), respectively. HenceMS
1
4 (2 (L12)/2 ,L)/N is a free

C@]#-module of rank 8(L11)(L12). So, we need to show thatMS
1
4 (L/2 ,L,L)/N is irreduc-

ible.
Again we will study the (V1 % sl2% sl2)-module structure ofMN

1
4 (L/2 ,L)/N. We can check

directly thatLn , for n>1, annihilates the vectorsb1 , b2 , b3 , b4 , b6 , b9 , b1012L]b1 , b12.
Thus MS

1
4 (2 (L12)/2 ,L,L)/N as a (V1 % sl2% sl2)-module is a direct sum of the following

eight irreducible modules:C@]#V1>LV1
(2 (L12)/2)�UL,L, C@]#V2>LV1

(2 (L11)/2)
�UL11,L11, C@]#V3>LV1

(2 (L11)/2)�UL21,L11, C@]#V4>LV1
(2 (L11)/2)�UL11,L21,

C@]#V6>LV1
(2 L/2)�UL12,L, C@]#V9>LV1

(2 L/2)�UL,L12, C@]#V10>LV1
(2 L/2)

�UL,L, C@]#V12>LV1
(2 (L21)/2)�UL11,L11, where Vi is the irreducible sl2% sl2-module

generated bybi , for iÞ10, andV10 is generated byb1012L]b1 , andUm,m8 is the irreducible
sl2% sl2-module of highest weight (m,m8). Note these modules are all irreducible. Note furth
that they are all non-isomorphic. So as before, to show thatMS

1
4 (2 (L12)/2 ,L,L)/N is irre-
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ducible, it suffices to show that one may send a (V1 % sl2% sl2)-highest weight vector in any
irreducible (V1 % sl2% sl2)-component to the irreducible component containing theg-highest
weight vectors. For this purpose we compute

G1/2
22b252~L11!b1 , Ḡ1/2

12b3522L~L11!b1 ,

G1/2
21b4522L~L11!b1 , F1b6522~L11!b1 ,

F̄1b9522~L11!b1 F̄1~b1012L]b1!52LF̄0b1 ,

Ḡ3/2
22 b1258~L11!b1 .

This settles the case whenL>2.

In the case whenL51, NE0 ,Ē0 is generated overC@]# by

SL5$b5 ,b71b10,b13,b14,b161]b7 ,]b15%.

Therefore,MS
1
4 (2 (L12)/2 ,L,L)/N contains a]-invariant~and henceg-invariant! vectorb15.

Since in this case the vectorsb85b1150, MS
1
4 (2 (L12)/2 ,L,L)/(N1Cb15) as aV1 % sl2

% sl2-module is isomorphic toC@]#V1% C@]#V2% C@]#V3% C@]#V4% C@]#V6% C@]#V9% C@]#V10

% C@]#V12. Every component is irreducible except forC@]#V12, which contains a unique~irre-
ducible! V1 % sl2% sl2-submodule isomorphic toLV1

(1)^ U2,2 generated by the highest weigh
vector]b15. But then the above calculation plus the fact that

Ḡ5/2
22 ]b12524~L11!]b1

also shows thatMS
1
4 (2 (L12)/2 ,L,L)/(N1Cb15) is irreducible. h

We summarize the results of this section in the following theorem.
Theorem 7.1:The modules LS

1
4 (D,L,L̄), for DPC and L,L̄PZ1 , form a complete list of

non-isomorphic finite~overC@]#) irreducibleK(1,4)1-modules. Furthermore, LS
1
4 (D,L,L̄) as a

C@]#-module has rank

~i! 8L(L11), in the case2D2L50 and L5L̄,
~ii ! 8(L11)(L12), in the case2D1L1250 and L5L̄, and

~iii ! 16(L11)(L̄11), in all other cases.

Furthermore, theC@]#-rank of LS
1
4 (D,L,L̄) 0̄ equals theC@]#-rank ofLS

1
4 (D,L,L̄) 1̄ in all cases.

Remark 7.2:Again the translation into the languages of modules over conformal algebra
of conformal modules is straightforward and hence is omitted. We thus obtain that all
irreducible modules over the ‘‘big’’ N54 conformal superalgebra are of the for
LS4(a,D,L,L̄), wherea,DPC and L,L̄PZ1 . Again the definition of these modules and th
action of the conformal superalgebra on them are easily derived from our explicit descriptio
C@]#-basis in this section. We note that the adjoint module is isomorphic toMS4(0,0,0,0). This
module is not simple, since K~1,4! is not a simple Lie superalgebra. Its derived algebra K(1,8
~which is a simple formal distribution Lie superalgebra! is an ideal in K~1,4! of codimension 1.10

Since the annihilation subalgebra of K(1,4)8 and K~1,4! are identical, and hence their conform
modules are identical. Therefore the results in this section also give explicit description o
ducible conformal modules over K(1,4)8. We finally remark that the K(1,4)8 as a conformal

module over K~1,4! corresponds toLS4(0,1
2,1,1).
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An additive braided coproduct~also be called braided coaddition! is introduced on
the quantized braided matrices~QBMs!. It gives QBMs another braided-Hopf al-
gebra structure. The coaddition is also shown to be compatible with the existing
coproduct such that they together form a so-called quantized-braided ring. And
some quantized braided differential operator bialgebras~Hopf algebras! relating to
this braided coaddition are constructed. These give a unification and generalization
of the known results about braided and quantum matrices. Moreover, the coaddition
construction and the related differential calculi on the QBMs are further extended
to a kind of more general quantum matrix algebraic systems. Some examples are
also given. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1326457#

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantized braided matrices~groups! @QBM~Gs!# were proposed by Hlavaty1 years ago, they
are a kind of more general algebraic structures that contain the usual quantum m
~groups!,2–4 braided matrices~groups!,5–7 quantum supermatrices~supergroups!,8 quantum
anyonic matrices~groups!,9 and m-braided GLq matrices~groups!10 as special cases. Thus th
theory of QBM~G!s has, among others, a remarkable advantage that enable us to study tw
different kinds of noncommutativities~associated, respectively, with quantization and gen
braid statistics! in a unified way. Some of properties and applications of the QBM~G!s have been
discussed recently.11–13

In this paper, we consider some other features of QBM~G!s. We introduce an additive braide
coproduct~also be called braided coaddition! on the QBMs and show that it is compatible with th
existing ~multiplicative! coproduct in a way obeying some quantized braided codistributi
axiom. Moreover, we construct corresponding braided differential calculi on the QBMs and
cuss some related results. These are motivated by the works of Meyer14 and Majid,15 where the
braided coadditions on braided and quantum matrices were introduced respectively. In some
the scheme of the present paper gives a unification and generalization of that in Refs. 14 a
the related results for the braided14 and quantum15 matrices can be obtained as special cas
Furthermore, we also find that the coaddition construction and some related results on the
can even be further extended to a kind of more general algebraic systems.

We begin in Sec. II by recalling some notion and results about the QBM~G!s. In Sec. III we
introduce braided coaddition on QBMs and show that it and the existing coproduct togethe
a so-called quantized-braided ring. The braided differential operators with respect to the c
tion are introduced in Sec. IV and their bialgebra structures are given. Section V gives
example to explain the formulations of Secs. III and IV. In Sec. VI the braided coaddition
associated differential operator algebras on QBMs are further generalized to more genera
braic systems. Finally, Sec. VII contains some conclusions and discussions.
9340022-2488/2001/42(2)/934/11/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. QUANTIZED BRAIDED MATRICES

Here we briefly recall some related results about the QBM~G!s from Refs. 1 and 11, these a
useful in the discussions later.

Let T5$Tj
i % i , j 51

N be a matrix ofN2 elementsTj
i andR,ZPMN(C) ^ MN(C) be anR-matrix

pair satisfying the set of quantum Yang–Baxter-type equations,1

R12R13R235R23R13R12, Z12Z13Z235Z23Z13Z12,
~2.1!

R12Z13Z235Z23Z13R12, Z12Z13R235R23Z13Z12,

then the quantized braided matrix bialgebra, denoted byA(R,Z), is generated byTj
i and 1 with the

following algebra relations,

R12Z12
21T1Z12T25Z21

21T2Z21T1R12, ~2.2!

the coproduct and counit

D~Tj
i !5Tk

i
^ Tj

k , «~Tj
i !5d j

i , ~2.3!

and the braiding

C~Z12
21T1^ Z12T2!5T2Z12

21
^ T1Z12. ~2.4!

Throughout this paper, we always assumeR, Z both to be invertible, and fora^ b, c^ d
PA(R,Z) ^ A(R,Z), the product in the~braided! tensor product algebra is given by

~a^ b!~c^ d!5aC~b^ c!d ~2.5!

as in Ref. 15.
If we also introduce an antipode inA(R,Z), then we obtain a quantized braided group.1

We mention some special cases of QBM~G!s: WhenZ5R or Z5I while R is any regular
solution of the quantum Yang–Baxter equation~QYBE!, thenA(R,Z) is reduced to the ordinary
braided matrix~group! or quantum matrix~group!, respectively; IfZ is diagonal andR is some
specifiedR(q), thenA(R(q),Z) gives them-braidedGLq matrices~groups! considered in Ref.
10, etc.

Moreover, we have the following:11

Proposition 2.1:Defining R(n)[(ZP)nR(Z21P)n, if ( R,Z) is an R-matrix pair satisfying
~2.1!, then (R(n),Z) satisfies~2.1!, too, for each integern50,61,62, . . . . Here P is the usual
permutation matrix. h

Some times we need certain restricted conditions onR-matrices. A matrix solutionR of the
QYBE is called being Hecke-type if it satisfies

~PR2q!~PR1q21!50, or PRPR511lPR ~2.6!

for suitableq andl5q2q21.
Proposition 2.2:If R is Hecke-type, then so isR(n) for eachn50,61,62,... .
Proof: The R(n) is defined in Proposition 2.1, thusPR(n)5(PZ)nPR(PZ)2n. So from Eq.

~2.6! we have

PR(n)PR(n)5~PZ!nPRPR~PZ!2n5~PZ!n~11lPR!~PZ!2n511lPR(n). h

III. BRAIDED COADDITION ON QUANTIZED BRAIDED MATRICES

In this section we show that besides the coproduct~2.3! with the braiding~2.4!, another kind
of additive coproduct~or called braided coaddition! can also be introduced inA(R,Z).
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Theorem 3.1:Let theR-matrix pair (R,Z) obey Eqs.~2.1!. Let R be Hecke type-andZ have
the second inverseZ̃[((Zt2)21) t2 (t2 denotes transposition in the second factor!. Then in the
matrix algebra defined by~2.2!, we can introduce the following additive coproduct, counit, a
antipode:

DT^ 111^ T, «T50, ST52T, ~3.1!

such that the relations~2.2!, ~3.1! give a braided-Hopf algebra with the braiding

C~T1^ Z12T2!5Z12R21Z21
21T2^ Z21T1R12. ~3.2!

This braided-Hopf algebra will be denoted byA(R,Z).
Proof: For the brevity of notations, we write~recall R(n) in Proposition 2.1!

R̂12[R12
(1)5Z12R21Z21

21 , ~3.3!

thus the braiding~3.2! can be written asC(T1^ Z12T2)5R̂12T2^ Z21T1R12.
That the relation~2.2! defines an associative algebra has been pointed out by Hlavaty.1 Here

we have to check thatC, D, S, « in ~3.2!, ~3.1! are all well-defined when extended to produc
and satisfy the axioms of braided-Hopf algebra. First, we show thatC extends to tensor product
according to the rules of braiding. In fact, from~3.2! we calculate~the meaning ofC i j can easily
be seen in the following calculations and the computations have generality because of th
tence ofZ̃)

C23C13C12~T1^ Z12T2^ Z13Z23T3!

5C23C13~R̂12T2^ Z21T1^ R12Z13Z23T3!

5C23C13~R̂12T2^ Z21Z23T1^ Z13T3R12!

5C23~R̂12T2^ Z21Z23R̂13T3^ Z31T1R13R12!

5C23~R̂12R̂13T2^ Z23T3^ Z21Z31T1R13R12!

5R̂12R̂13R̂23T3^ Z32T2R23^ Z21Z31T1R13R12

5R̂12R̂13R̂23T3^ Z32Z31T2^ Z21T1R23R13R12;

C12C13C23~T1^ Z12T2^ Z13Z23T3!

5C12C13~T1^ Z12Z13R̂23T3^ Z32T2R23!

5C12C13~R̂23T1^ Z13T3^ Z12Z32T2R23!

5C12~R̂23R̂13T3^ Z31T1^ R13Z12Z32T2R23!

5C12~R̂23R̂13T3^ Z31Z32T1^ Z12T2R13R23!

5R̂23R̂13T3^ Z31Z32R̂12T2^ Z21T1R12R13R23

5R̂23R̂13R̂12T3^ Z32Z31T2^ Z21T1R12R13R23,

these two results are equal from relations~2.1!. And in the above calculations we have used~2.1!
and Proposition 2.1 many times.
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Noted that in terms ofR̂, Eq. ~2.2! can be written asR̂21T1Z12T25T2Z21T1R12, the extension
of the braiding to products is then in such a way thatC is functorial with respect to the produc
in the sense

C~R̂21T1Z12T2^ Z13Z23T3!5~ id ^ • !~C ^ id !~ id ^ C!~R̂21T1^ Z12T2^ Z13Z23T3!

5R̂21R̂23R̂13T3^ Z31Z32T1Z12T2R13R23

5R̂13R̂23T3^ R̂21Z31Z32T1Z12T2R13R23

5R̂13R̂23T3^ Z32Z31R̂21T1Z12T2R13R23,

to see that this extension is well-defined, we also calculate

C~T2Z21T1R12^ Z13Z23T3!5~ id ^ • !~C ^ id !~ id ^ C!~T2^ Z21T1^ Z23Z13T3R12!

5R̂13R̂23T3^ Z32Z31T2Z21T1R23R13R12,

which are consistent by the relation~2.2! and the QYBE aboutR. The extension to the high order
of products can then be computed in an entirely similar way. Hence,C is well-defined and
functorial with respect to the product.

Next we extendD to products in such a way that it is a homomorphism to the braided te
product like~2.5!. This is consistent because

D~R12Z12
21T1Z12T2!5R12Z12

21~T1^ 111^ T1!Z12~T2^ 111^ T2!

5R12Z12
21T1Z12T2^ 11R12Z12

21T1Z12^ T2

1R12R21Z21
21T2Z21^ T1R1211^ R12Z12

21T1Z12T2

5R12Z12
21T1Z12T2^ 11R12Z12

21T1Z12^ T2

1~11lR12P12!Z21
21T2Z21^ T1R1211^ R12Z12

21T1Z12T2 ;

D~Z21
21T2Z21T1R12!5Z21

21~T2^ 111^ T2!Z21~T1^ 111^ T1!R12

5Z21
21T2Z21T1R12^ 11Z21

21T2Z21^ T1R12

1R12Z21
21T1Z12^ T2R21R1211^ Z21

21T2Z21T1R12

5Z21
21T2Z21T1R12^ 11Z21

21T2Z21^ T1R12

1R12Z12
21T1Z12^ T2~11lP12R12!11^ Z21

21T2Z21T1R12,

where we have used the Hecke property~2.6! of R. These two results are equal due to the relat
~2.2!. HenceD is well-defined. It is trivial to see that the braidingC is functorial with respect to
the coproductD.

Finally, for a braided-Hopf algebra, the antipode by definition is braided antimultiplicativ
the senseS(ab)5•C(Sa^ Sb). Then we can calculate that

S~R̂21T1Z12T2!5•C~R̂21ST1^ Z12ST2!5R̂21R̂12T2Z21T1R125R̂21T1Z12T2R21R12,

where the relation~2.2! has been used. On the other hand,

S~T2Z21T1R12!5•C~ST2^ Z21ST1R12!5R̂21T1Z12T2R21R12.
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So we haveS(R̂21T1Z12T2)5S(T2Z21T1R12). On the high orders of products the calculations
similar. ThusS is well-defined.

Other axioms such as•(S^ id)+D5•( id ^ S)+D5h+«, etc. are easily verified. h

We have had two coproducts@of multiplicative one in~2.3! and additive one in~3.1!# on
A(R,Z). They are compatible in a way that corresponds to the usual distributivity axiom, w
can be shown as follows:

Definition 3.2: If a quantized braided bialgebra (A,D,«) has also a second braided Ho
algebra structure (A,D,«,S) for the same algebraA and obeys the codistributivity axioms

~ id ^ • !+DA^ A+D5~D ^ id !+D, ~•^ id !+DA^ A+D5~ id ^ D!+D, ~3.4!

whereDA^ A5( id ^ C ^ id)(D ^ D) is the coproduct in the braided tensor product coalgbra rela
to D, then we call the algebraic system (A,D,«;D,«,S) a quantized-braided ring.D and D are
called braided comutiplication and braided coaddition, respectively.

Proposition 3.3:The quantized braided bialgebra@A(R,Z),D,«# given by ~2.2!–~2.4! to-
gether with the braided Hopf algebra structure@A(R,Z),D,«,S# in Theorem 3.1 forms a
quantized-braided ring.

Proof: Here we have also usedA(R,Z) to denote the algebra defined only by~2.2!. We have
to prove the codistributivity conditions~3.4!. They hold trivially on the generators. On the pro
uctsT1Z12T2 , we have for the first condition

~ id ^ • !+DA^ A+D~T1Z12T2!

5~ id ^ • !DA^ A~T1Z12T2^ 111^ T1Z12T21T1^ Z12T21R̂12T2^ Z21T1R12!

5~ id ^ • !~ id ^ C ^ id !~T1Z12T2^ Z12
21T1Z12T2^ 1^ 111^ 1^ T1Z12T2^ Z12

21T1Z12T2

1T1^ T1^ Z12T2^ T21R̂12T2^ T2^ Z21T1^ T1R12!

5T1Z12T2^ 1^ Z12
21T1Z12T211^ T1Z12T2^ Z12

21T1Z12T21T1^ Z12T2^ Z12
21T1Z12T2

1R̂12T2^ Z21T1^ Z21
21T2Z21T1R12

5~T1Z12T2^ 111^ T1Z12T21T1^ Z12T21R̂12T2^ Z21T1R12! ^ Z12
21T1Z12T2

5~D ^ id !~T1Z12T2^ Z12
21T1Z12T2!5~D ^ id !+D~T1Z12T2!,

where we have used the relations~2.2!–~2.4! and~3.1!, ~3.2!. The general case can be verified
a similar way duo to the consistency of the coproducts, braidings with the algebra relation~2.2!,
and similarly for the second codistributivity axiom. h

We conclude this section with a restatement of Theorem 3.1 in another form, which is
convenient to some discussions later.

Lemma 3.4:Let (R,Z) be anN-dimensionalR-matrix pair as in Sec. II and letR be Hecke
type,Z have the second inverseZ̃, then

RCD
AB5R̂bb0

c0aZga0

b1bRdd1

a1gZ̃c1a
dd0 ~3.5!

satisfies theN2-dimensional QYBE with multi-indicesA5(a1 ,a0), B5(b1 ,b0), etc. Moreover, if
we define another matrix

R8CD
AB5R̂21

b0a
dc0 Zba0

b1aRgd1

a1bZ̃c1d
gd0 , ~3.6!

thenR, R8 satisfy the mixed QYBEs,
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R812R13R235R23R13R128 , R12R13R238 5R823R13R12 ~3.7!

and the relations

~PR11!~PR821!5~PR821!~PR11!50. ~3.8!

Proof: Recall thatR̂ is given by~3.3!, then the fact thatR satisfies QYBE and$R,R8% satisfy
Eqs.~3.7! can be verified directly by writing them in terms ofR, Z and using relations~2.1! and
Proposition 2.1 repeatedly. As for the relations~3.8!, we shall equivalently showPRPR8
5PR8PR5PR2PR811. From~3.5!, ~3.6! we have

„PRPR8…EF
AB5RDC

BAR8EF
CD

5R̂ba0

d0aZgb0

a1bRdc1

b1gZ̃d1a
dc0 R̂21

d0a8

d8e0 Z
b8c0

d1a8R
g8 f 1

c1b8Z̃
e1d8

g8 f 0

5R̂ba0

d0aZgb0

a1bRdc1

b1gR̂21
d0a
d8e0R

g8 f 1

c1d
Z̃

e1d8

g8 f 05da0

e0Zgb0

a1bRdc1

b1gR
g8 f 1

c1d
Z̃e1b

g8 f 0 ,

„PR8PR…EF
AB5R8DC

BAREF
CD

5R̂21
a0a
dd0Zbb0

a1aRgc1

b1bZ̃d1d
gc0R̂

b8d0

e0a8Z
g8c0

d1b8R
d8 f 1

c1g8Z̃
e1a8

d8 f 0

5R̂21
a0a
dd0Zbb0

a1aRgc1

b1bR̂dd0

e0a8R
d8 f 1

c1g
Z̃

e1a8

d8 f 0 5da0

e0Zbb0

a1aRgc1

b1bR
d8 f 1

c1g
Z̃e1a

d8 f 0 .

By using the Hecke property ofR and Proposition 2.2, we can further have

„PRPR8…EF
AB5da0

e0Zgb0

a1b
~dg8

g d f 1

b11lPc1d
gb1R

g8 f 1

c1d
!Z̃e1b

g8 f 05dEF
AB1lda0

e0Zgb0

a1bR
g8 f 1

b1g
Z̃e1b

g8 f 0 ,

„PR…EF
AB2„PR8…EF

AB5~R̂ba0

e0a
2R̂21

a0b
ae0!Zgb0

a1bRd f 1

b1gZ̃e1a
d f 0

5lda0

e0db
aZgb0

a1bRd f 1

b1gZ̃e1a
d f 0 5lda0

e0Zgb0

a1aRd f 1

b1gZ̃e1a
d f 0 .

Hence,~3.8! is satisfied. h

In terms ofR, R8 and from Lemma 3.4, we have the following:
Proposition 3.5:Introducing the notationTA5Ta1

a0, then the algebra relation~2.2! and braiding

relation ~3.2! can be rewritten, respectively, as

TATB5TDTCR8AB
CD , ~3.9!

C~TA^ TB!5TD ^ TCRAB
CD . ~3.10!

Moreover, on the algebra given by the relation~3.9! one can express the~additive! coproductD,
counit « and braided-antipodeS as

DTA5TA^ 111^ TA , «TA50, STA52TA , ~3.11!

which form a braided-Hopf algebra with braiding~3.10!.
Proof: The equivalence of the algebra relation~2.2! with ~3.9!, the braiding~3.2! with ~3.10!

can be verified by direct calculations, in these processes the existence ofR21, Z21, and Z̃ is
crucial. From Lemma 3.4, the second part of the Proposition can be obtained by followin
results of Majid in Ref. 16. This is a restatement of Theorem 3.1 in braided vector form.h
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When some suitable restrictions are imposed on theR-matrix pair (R,Z), we can obtain some
special cases of the above results. For examples, whenZ5I , R is a regular solution of QYBE,
then Theorem 3.1, Propositions 3.3, 3.5 reduce to the corresponding results for the or
~non-braided! quantum matrices;15 When Z5R, the Proposition 3.5 gives the related results
the ~nonquantized! braided matrices.14 So the results here can be regarded as a generalization
unification of the results for quantum and braided matrices.

IV. BRAIDED DIFFERENTIALS ON THE QBM BIALGEBRAS

One of the applications of the new braided addition law in Sec. III is to introduce bra
differential operators on the underlying quantized braided matrix spaceA(R,Z). DenoteDT5T
^ 111^ T[U1T and let f (T) be a function ofT, then similar to Ref. 15, the correspondin
differentials

] I[] i 0

i 15
]

]Ti 1

i 0
: A~R,Z!°A~R,Z!

are defined by

] I f ~T!5@TI
21~ f ~U1T!2 f ~T!!#uU505coeff of TI in f ~U1T!, ~4.1!

here we have the braid statisticsT1Z12U25R̂12U2Z21T1R12 from ~3.2!. In terms ofR, R8 intro-
duced in Sec. III, the algebra of$] I% can be constructed explicitly following Ref. 17.

Proposition 4.1:The braided differential operators]5$] i 0

i 1% ~written as a matrix! form a

braided-Hopf algebra with the relations,

R21]1Z̃21]25]2Z̃12]1R̂12, C~]1^ Z̃21]2!5R12]2^ Z̃12]1R̂12, ~4.2!

D~]!5] ^ 111^ ], «~]!50, S~]!52]. ~4.3!

Proof: Here, it is convenient to use the formula associated to the data in Lemma 3.
Proposition 3.5. Following Ref. 17, the braided derivatives obey the braided vector algebra
tions and braidings

] I]J5R8AB
IJ ]B]A, C~] I

^ ]J!5RAB
IJ ]B

^ ]A ~4.4!

for R andR8 in ~3.5! and ~3.6!. These form a braided-Hopf algebra with the operations in~4.3!.
Writing out ~4.4! in terms ofR, Z, then by some calculations we obtain explicit relations a
braidings in~4.2!. h

We point out that the braided-Hopf algebra given by~4.2!, ~4.3! as well as one given in
Theorem 3.1 both are special cases of some more general braided-Hopf algebra given in
later.

Next we mention the corresponding braided Heisenberg–Weyl algebra. the general sch
Ref. 17 gives the relations

] ITJ2TARJB
AI ]B5dJ

I , ~4.5!

in our case these are

] i 0

i 1Tj 1

j 02R̂b i 0

j 0aZga0

i 1b Ta1

a0Rdb1

a1g
]b0

b1Z̃j 1a
db05d j 1

i 1d i 0

j 0 , ~4.6!

which is the algebra of (R,Z)-quantum mechanics generated by the quantized braided ‘‘
menta’’ ] i

i 1 acting on the quantized braided coordinate functionsTj
j 0.
0 1
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For the special caseZ5I , Proposition 4.1 and relations~4.6! are reduced to the correspondin
results related~nonbraided! quantum matrices.15

V. EXAMPLE

To illustrate the formulas in Secs. III and IV, here we give an example.
Taking

R5S q 0 0 0

0 1 l 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 q

D , Z5S r 0 0 0

0 u 0 0

0 0 v 0

0 0 0 w

D , ~5.1!

T5S a b

c dD , l5q2q21, ruvwÞ0,

then from~2.2! and ~3.2!, the correspondingA(R,Z) has the algbra relations

vba5qrab, rca5qvac, urcb5vwbc,
~5.2!

udb5qwbd, wdc5qucd, da5ad1lv21rcb,

and the braidings

C~a^ a!5q2a^ a, C~a^ b!5q~v/r !b^ a, C~a^ c!5q~r /v !c^ a,

C~a^ d!5d^ a, C~b^ a!5q~r /v !a^ b1qlb^ a, C~b^ b!5q2b^ b,

C~b^ c!5~ur/vw!c^ b1l~u/w!d^ a, C~b^ d!5q~u/w!d^ b,

C~c^ a!5qlc^ a1q~u/r !a^ c, ~5.3!

C~c^ b!5~vw/ur !b^ c1l~v/r !d^ a,

C~c^ d!5q~w/u!d^ c, C~d^ a!5a^ d1l2d^ a1l~w/u!b^ c1l~r /v !c^ b,

C~d^ b!5q~w/u!b^ d1qld^ b, C~c^ c!5q2c^ c,

C~d^ c!5q~u/w!c^ d1qld^ c, C~d^ d!5q2d^ d.

Then ã5a^ 111^ a, b̃5b^ 111^ b, c̃5c^ 111^ c, d̃5d^ 111^ d satisfy the same relation
as a, b, c, d do in~5.2!.

Moreover, denoting the related differential operators by

]5S ]a ]b

]c ]d
D ,

then formulas~4.2! give the relations

v]a]b5qr]b]a , r ]a]c5qv]c]a , ur]b]c5vw]c]b ,
~5.4!

u]b]d5qw]d]b , w]c]d5qu]d]c , ]a]d5]d]a1lr 21v]c]b
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and braidings

C~]a^ ]a!5q2]a^ ]a , C~]a^ ]b!5qrv21]b^ ]a1ql]a^ ]b ,

C~]a^ ]c!5qvr 21]c^ ]a1ql]a^ ]c , C~]b^ ]a!5q~v/r !]a^ ]b ,

C~]a^ ]d!5]d^ ]a1l2]a^ ]d1l~v/r !]d^ ]b1l~u/w!]b^ ]c ,

C~]b^ ]b!5q2]b^ ]b , C~]b^ ]c!5~vw/ur !]c^ ]b1l~w/u!]a^ ]d ,

C~]b^ ]d!5q~w/u!]d^ ]b1ql]b^ ]d , C~]c^ ]a!5q~r /v !]a^ ]c , ~5.5!

C~]c^ ]b!5~ru/vw!]b^ ]c1l~r /v !]a^ ]d , C~]c^ ]c!5q2]c^ ]c ,

C~]c^ ]d!5q~u/w!]d^ ]c1ql]c^ ]d , C~]d^ ]a!5]a^ ]d ,

C~]d^ ]b!5q~u/w!]b^ ]d , C~]d^ ]c!5q~w/u!]c^ ]d ,

C~]d^ ]d!5q2]d^ ]d .

The corresponding Heisenberg–Weyl algebra can also be obtained from~4.6! by some tedious
but straightforward calculations which will not be given here for saving space.

The above results contain 2-dim superquantum matrices as special cases and whenr 5u5v
5w51, these reduce to the results aboutMq(2) in Ref. 15.

VI. SOME FURTHER GENERALIZED RESULTS

in this section we show that the braided coaddition can even be introduced on some
general quantized~matrix! algebras. For certain special case, they recover the results in Se
Moreover, the braided-Hopf algebra generated by$] i 0

i 1% in Proposition 4.1 is also an example o

the extended algebra in this section.
Definition 6.1: Consider an ordered sequence of three numerical matricesQ, R, ZPMN

^ MN , if Q, R are invertible solutions of QYBE andZ satisfies the following mixed QYBEs:

Z12Z13Q235Q23Z13Z12, R12Z13Z235Z23Z13R12, ~6.1!

then we call the sequence anR-matrix tripleand denote it by (Q,R,Z).
Theorem 6.2:Let (Q,R,Z) be anR-matrix triple, let alsoQ, R be Hecke-type andZ have the

second inverseZ̃. Then a braided-Hopf algebraA(Q,R,Z) can be constructed as follows:
A(Q,R,Z) is generated byT5$Tj

i % i , j 51
N and 1 with the algebra relations

Q21T1Z12T25T2Z21T1R12, ~6.2!

the ~additive! coproduct, counit and braided antipode

D~T!5T^ 111^ T, «~T!50, S~T!52T, ~6.3!

and the braiding

C~T1^ Z12T2!5Q12T2^ Z21T1R12. ~6.4!

Proof: The fact that~6.2! can consistently define an associative algebra has been pointe
by Friedel and Maillet18 in some more general form. The remainder part of the theorem ca
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verified by a way similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1. For example, the coproductD in ~6.3! can
be consistently extended to products of generators as a algebra homomorphism with the
tensor product, this can be shown by the following calculations:

D~Q21T1Z12T2!5Q21~T1^ 111^ T1!Z12~T2^ 111^ T2!

5Q21T1Z12T2^ 11Q21T1Z12^ T21Q21Q12T2Z21^ T1R1211^ Q21T1Z12T2

5Q21T1Z12T2^ 11Q21T1Z12^ T21~11lP12Q12!T2Z21^ T1R12

11^ Q21T1Z12T2 ;

D~T2Z21T1R12!5~T2^ 111^ T2!Z21~T1^ 111^ T1!R12

5T2Z21T1R12^ 11T2Z21^ T1R121Q21T1Z12^ T2R21R1211^ T2Z21T1R12

5T2Z21T1R12^ 11T2Z21^ T1R121Q21T1Z12^ T2~11lP12R12!

11^ T2Z21T1R12,

where we have used the braiding~6.4! and the Hecke property ofQ, R. The verifications of the
consistency forC, S, « in ~6.4!, ~6.3! are omitted because of their similarity to that for Theore
3.1. h

We would like to point out that the results in Lemma 3.4 and Proposition 3.5 can als
extended toA(Q,R,Z). By the calculations similar to Sec. III, we have

Proposition 6.3:Let (Q,R,Z) be anR-matrix triple and satisfy the conditions in Theorem 6
Now defining

QCD
AB5Qbb0

c0aZga0

b1bRdd1

a1gZ̃c1a
dd0 , Q8CD

AB5Q21
b0a
dc0 Zba0

b1aRgd1

a1bZ̃c1d
gd0 , ~6.5!

then they satisfy the following equations:

Q12Q13Q235Q23Q13Q12, Q812Q13Q235Q23Q13Q812, Q12Q13Q8235Q823Q13Q12,
~6.6!

~PQ11!~PQ821!5~PQ821!~PQ11!50.

Moreover, the relations

TATB5TDTCQ8AB
CD , C~TA^ TB!5TD ^ TCQAB

CD ,

~6.7!

DTA5TA^ 111^ TA , «TA50, STA52TA

give a covecter braided group16 version ofA(Q,R,Z).
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.4 and Proposition 3.5, and will be omittedh

As done in Sec. IV, the corresponding braided differential calculus and braided Heisen
Weyl algebra, etc. can also be constructed. If we requireZ to be a regular solution of QYBE an
Q to be taken asQ5R̂5ZPRZ21P, then the results here are reduced to the ones of Secs. III
IV. Moreover, we point out that the braided differential operator Hopf algebra in Proposition
can also be regarded as a special case ofA(Q,R,Z) as long as we takeT5] ~as a matrix! and take

the relatedR-matrix triple as (R,R̂,PZ̃P). That the triple (R,R̂,PZ̃P) is indeed anR-matrix triple
as required in Theorem 6.2 can be verified from the relations obeyed by the originalR, Z.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

Besides the usual~multiplicative! coproduct, we have introduced another kind of~additive!
coproduct on the QBMs. With this so-called braided coaddition, the QBMs acquire a braided
algebra structure. We also show that these two coproducts together make QBM a qua
braided ring, which is an analog of the ordinary matrix ring. Motivated by Ref. 15, we
construct the corresponding differential operator bialgebras~braided Hopf algebras! acting on
QBMs and the related quantized braided Heisenberg–Weyl algebras, which can be regard
mathematical description of some multiparameter deformed quantum systems with genera
statistics.

The discussions of this paper extend the related schemes for braided matrices14 and quantum
matrices15 to a more general one and unify these different results into asinglestructure. Moreover,
we find that the braided coaddition and differentiation operations can be introduced on
further generalized algebraic systems. When taking some special cases, the related results
14 and 15 are recovered, respectively. In Sec. V a simple but genuine quantized braided exam
is given, other examples can be obtained by taking some specifiedR-matrix pair (R,Z), see, e.g.,
Refs. 12, 10, etc.
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Bounded solutions of a second order evolution equation
and applications
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In this paper we study the following abstract second order differential equation with
dissipation in a Hilbert spaceH: u91cu81dA u1kG(u)5P(t), uPH, tPR,
wherec, d andk are positive constants,G:H→H is a Lipschitzian function and
P:R→H is a continuous and bounded function.A:D(A),H→H is an unbounded
linear operator which is self-adjoint, positive definite and has compact resolvent.
Under these conditions we prove that for some values ofd, c andk this system has
a bounded solution which is exponentially asymptotically stable. Moreover; ifP(t)
is almost periodic, then this bounded solution is also almost periodic. These results
are applied to a very well known second order system partial differential equations;
such as the sine-Gordon equation, The suspension bridge equation proposed by
Lazer and McKenna, etc. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1312195#

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we study the existence and the asymptotic behavior of the bounded solut
the following abstract second order differential equation with dissipation:

u91cu81dAu1kG~u!5P~ t !, uPH, tPR, ~1.1!

where H is a Hilbert space,c, d and k are positive constants,P:R→H is a continuous and
bounded function andG:H→H is a Lipschitzian function, i.e., there existsL.0 such that

iG~U1!2G~U2!i<LiU12U2i , U1 ,U2PH. ~1.2!

A:D(A),H→H is an unbounded linear operator, self-adjoint, positive definite and has com
resolvent. Under these conditions stated onA we have the following.

The spectrums(A) of A consisting of isolated eigenvalues,

0,l1,l2,...,ln→`,

each one with finite multiplicityg j equal to the dimension of the corresponding eigenspace
the following.

~a! There exists a complete orthonormal set$f j ,k% of eigenvector ofA in H.
~b! For all xPD(A) we have

Ax5(
j 51

`

l j (
k51

g j

^x,f j ,k&f j ,k5(
j 51

`

l jEjx, ~1.3!

where^•, •& is the inner product inH and

a!Electronic mail: hleiva@ciens.ula.ve
9450022-2488/2001/42(2)/945/8/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Ejx5 (
k51

g j

,x,f j ,k.f j ,k .

So, $Ej% is a family of complete orthogonal projections inH and

x5(
j 51

`

Ejx, xPH.

~c! 2A generates an analytic semigroup$e2At% given by

e2Atx5(
j 51

`

e2l j tEjx, xPH.

Many very well known systems of partial differential equations can be written in the form
system~1.1!.

Example 1.1:The sine-Gordon Equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions,

H Utt1cUt2dUxx1k sinU5p~ t,x!, 0,x, l , tPR,

U~ t,0!5U~ t,l !50, tPR,
~1.4!

wherec andk are positive constants,p:R3@0,l #→R is continuous and bounded. In this case w
take:H5L2(0,l ) andAf52fxx with domainD(A)5H2ùH0

1. G(u)5sinu andP(t)5p(t,•)
Example 1.2:The suspension bridge model proposed by Lazer and McKenna~see Refs. 1 and

2!,

H Utt1cUt1dUxxxx1kU15p~ t,x!, 0,x, l , tPR,

U~ t,0!5U~ t,l !5Uxx~ t,0!5Uxx~ t,l !50, tPR,
~1.5!

wherec,d andk are positive constants,p:R3@0,l #→R is continuous and bounded. In this case w
takeH5L2(0,l ) andAf52fxxxx with domain

D~A!5$fPH:fxxxxPH;f~0!5f~ l !5fxx~0!5fxx~ l !50%.

G(U)5U1 andP(t)5p(t,•).
Example 1.3:We consider a system of sine-Gordon equations occurring in the Josep

junctions~see Levi3!,

H Utt1cUt2dDU1k sinU1k~U2V!5p1~ t,x!,
Vtt1cVt2dDV1k sinV1k~V2U !5p2~ t,x!,
U~ t,x!5V~ t,x!50 on ]V3R,

~1.6!

where V is a smooth bounded domain inRn. In this case we takeH5L2(V)3L2(V),
A(f1 ,f2)5(2Df1 ,2Df2) with domainD(A)5„H0

1(V)ùH2(V)…2.
A finite dimensional version of the system~1.1! ~H5Rn and anA2n3n matrix! has been

studied in Refs. 4, 5 and 6, where they proved the existence of a bounded solution of this eq
which is exponentially stable, and applied those results to the spatial discretization of the s
~1.4! and ~1.5!. For an infinite dimensional second order evolution equation we can see R
where they study the existence of bounded solutions for the telegraph equation. Here we st
existence, the stability, the almost-periodicity and the smoothness~classic solution! of the bounded
solution. Specifically, we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1: If G and P are of C1 class and for some c, d y k we have that
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ReH c6Ac224 dl j

2 J .kL, j 51,2,3,. . . , ~1.7!

then (1.1) has one and only one bounded solution u(t) defined onR, i.e.,

sup
tPR

$iu~ t !i21i u̇~ t !i2%,`.

Moreover, this bounded solution is the only bounded solution of the equation (1.1) and is
nentially stable, and if P(t) is almost periodic, then u(t) is also almost periodic.

The criterion for almost-periodicity of abounded solution of first and second order Cauch
problem are given in Ref. 8, Theorems 4.3 and 4.5. But, the existence of the bounded solu
not considered there. On the other hand, our method is very simple, we just rewrite the eq
~1.1! as a first order system of abstract ordinary differential equations. Next, we prove th
linear part of this equation generates aC0-group which decays exponentially to zero. After th
we find a formula for themild bounded solution of this system. From this formula we can pr
the existence, the stability and the almost-periodicity of themild bounded solution easily. Finally
we prove that this mild bounded solution is a classic solution of~1.1!; that is to say, we prove the
smoothness of the bounded solution~see Theorem 3.2!.

II. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Before we prove the main theorems of this paper, we shall prove some preliminary res
be used in the next section. The equation~1.1! can be rewritten as a first order system of ordina
differential equations in the spaceW5H3H as follows:

w81Aw1kG~w!5P~ t !, wPW, tPR, ~2.1!

wherev5u8 and

w5S u
v D , G5S 0

G~u! D , P5S 0
P~ t ! D and A5S 0 2I H

dA cIH
D , ~2.2!

is an unbounded linear operator with domainD(A)5D(A)3H.
In this section we shall study the linear part of the equation~2.1!; that is to say, the equation

w81Aw50, wPW, tPR. ~2.3!

To this end, we shall define the following family of a complete orthogonal family of project
in W:

Êj5S Ej 0

0 Ej
D , j 51,2,. . . , ~2.4!

and consider the family of 232 matrices,

Bj5S 0 21

dl j cD . ~2.5!

Then, from~1.3! we get that

Aw5(
j 51

`

BjÊjw, wPD~A!. ~2.6!

On the other hand, the eigenvalues of the matrixBj are given by
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r~ j !5
c6Ac224 dl j

2
, j 51,2,. . . , ~2.7!

which are simple ifcÞ52Adl j , j 51,2,... .
The following Theorem can be proved in a similiar way as Theorem 2.1 in the followin
Theorem 2.1:Suppose that cÞ2Adl j , j 51,2,. . . . Then: we have the following.

(a) The operator2A generates a C0-group e2At given by

e2Atw5(
j 51

`

e2Bj tÊjwwPW, tPR. ~2.8!

(b) The spectrums(2A) of 2A is given by

s~2A!5H 2c6Ac224 dl j

2
, j 51,2, . . .J .

(c) We have the following estimates:

ie2Ati<e2bt, t>0, ~2.9!

ie2Ati<e2at, t<0, ~2.10!

wherea, b are positive numbers and

2b52b~c,d!5maxH Re~r j !5ReS 2c6Ac224 dl j

2 D : j 51,2,. . . ,i 51,2J ,

2a52a~c,d!5minH Re~r j !5ReS 2c6Ac224 dl j

2 D : j 51,2,. . . ,i 51,2J .

Corollary 2.1: The initial value problem,

H w81Aw50,

w~ t0!5w0 , w0PD~A!,

has the unique solution

w~ t !5e2A(t2t0)w05(
j 51

`

$e2r1( j )(t2t0)Q1~ j !w01e2r2( j )(t2t0)Q2~ j !w0%, ~2.11!

where$Qi( j ): i 51,2% j 51
` is a complete orthogonal system of projections in W.

III. EXISTENCE OF MILD BOUNDED SOLUTIONS

In this section we shall prove the existence of mild bounded solutions of the system~2.1!,
which gives us the first part of the proof of Theorem 1.1.

Definition 3.1 ~mild solution!: For mild solutionw(t) of ~2.1! with initial condition w(t0)
5w0PW, we understand a function given by

w~ t !5e2A(t2t0)w01E
t0

t

e2A(t2s)$2kG„w~s!…1P~s!%ds, tPR. ~3.1!

Remark 3.1: It is easy to prove that any solution of (2.1) is a solution of (3.1). It ma
thought that a solution of (3.1) is always a solution of (2.1) but this is not true in gen
However, we shall prove in Theorem 3.2 that bounded solutions of (3.1) are solutions of (.
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We shall considerWb5Cb(R,W) the space of bounded and continuous functions definedR
taking values inW5H3H. Wb is a Banach space with suprem norm

iwib5sup$iw~ t !iW :tPR%, wPWb .

A ball of radio r.0 and center zero in this space is given by

Br
b5$wPWb :iw~ t !ib<r, tPR%.

The proof of the following lemma is similar to Lemma 3.1 of Ref. 4.
Lemma 3.1: Let w be in Wb . Then, w is a mild solution of (2.1) if and only if w is given b

w~ t !5E
2`

t

e2A(t2s)$2kG„w~s!…1P~s!%ds, tPR. ~3.2!

The following theorem refers to mild bounded solutions of system~2.1!. Even though the proof is
similar to Theorem 3.2 of Ref. 4, we will give the proof.

Theorem 3.1: If for some c, d y k we have that

ReH c6Ac224 dl j

2 J .kL, j 51,2,3,. . . , ~3.3!

then Eq. (2.1) has one and only one bounded mild solution wb(t).
Moreover, this bounded solution is the only bounded solution of Eq. (3.1) and is expone

stable.
Proof: Condition 3.3 implies that forr.0 big enough we have the following estimate:

0,Lp1kiG~0!i5sup
sPR

iP~s!i1kiG~0!i,„b~c,d!2kL…r. ~3.4!

For the existence of such a solution, we shall prove that the following operator has a unique
point in the ballBr

b , T:Br
b→Br

b ,

~Tw!~ t !5E
2`

t

e2A(t2s)$2kG„w~s!…1P~s!%ds, tPR.

In fact, for wPBr
b we have

iTw~ t !i<E
2`

t

e2b(t2s)$kLiw~s!i1kiG~0!i1Lp%<
~kL!r1kiG~0!i1Lp

b
.

The condition~3.4! implies that

kLr1kiG~0!i1Lp,br⇔ kLr1kiG~0!i1Lp

b
,r.

Therefore,TwPBr
b for all wPBr

b .
Now, we shall see thatT is a contraction mapping. In fact, for allw1 ,w2PBr

b we have that

iTw1~ t !2Tw2~ t !i<E
2`

t

e2b(t2s)kLiw1~s!2w2~s!ids<
kL

b
iw12w2ib , tPR.

Hence,
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iw12Tw2ib<
kL

b
iTw12w2ib , w1 ,w2PBr

b .

The condition~3.4! implies that

0,b2kL⇔kL,b⇔ kL

b
,1.

Therefore,T has a unique fixed pointwb in Br
b ,

wb~ t !5~Twb!~ t !5E
2`

t

e2A(t2s)$2kG„wb~s!…1P~s!%ds, tPR.

From Lemma 3.1,wb is a bounded solution of Eq.~3.1!. Since condition~3.4! holds for anyr
.0 big enough independent ofkL,b(c,d), thenwb is the unique bounded solution of Eq.~3.1!.

To prove thatwb(t) is exponentially stable in the large, we shall consider any other solu
w(t) of ~3.1! and consider the following estimate:

iw~ t !2wb~ t !i< Ie2At
„w~0!2wb~0!…1E

0

t

e2A(t2s)$kG„w~s!…2kG„wb~s!…%dsI
<e2bti„w~0!2wb~0!…i1E

0

t

e2b(t2s)kLiw~s!2wb~s!ids.

Then,

ebtiw~ t !2wb~ t !i<i„w~0!2wb~0!…i1E
0

t

ebskLiw~s!2wb~s!ids.

Hence, applying the Gronwall’s inequality we obtain

iw~ t !2wb~ t !i<e(kLr2b)ti„w~0!2wb~0!…i , t>0.

From ~3.4! we get thatkL2b,0 and thereforewb(t) is exponentially stable in the large. h

Corollary 3.1: The bounded solution wb(•,P) of (3.1) given by Theorem 3.1 depends co
tinuously on PPCb(R,H). Moreover,

iwb~•,P1!2wb~•,P2!ib<
1

b2kL
iP12P2ib , P1 ,P2PCb~R,H !.

We conclude this part with the following lemma about almost-periodicity of the bounded solu
of Eq. ~3.1!. Although the proof is similar to the one given in Ref. 4 for Lemma 3.2, we will g
it again.

Lemma 3.2: If P(t) is almost periodic, then the unique bounded solution of Eq. (3.1) give
Theorem 3.1 is also almost periodic.

Proof: To prove this lemma, we shall use the following well known fact, due to Bohr
function f PC(R;W) is almost periodic~a.p.; according to Bohr! if and only if the Hull H( f ) of
f is compact in the topology of uniform convergence.

Where H( f ) is the closure of the set of translates off under the topology of uniform
convergence,

H~ f !5$ f t :tPR%, f t~ t !5 f ~ t1t!, tPR.
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Since the limit of a uniformly convergent sequence ofa.p. functions isa.p., then the setAr of a.p.
functions in the ballBr

b is closed, wherer is given by Theorem 3.1.
Claim: The contraction mappingT given in Theorem 3.1 leavesAr invariant. In fact, ifw

PAr , then f (t)52kG„w(t)…1P(t) is also ana.p. function. Now, consider the function

F~ t !5~Tw!~ t !5E
2`

t

e2A(t2s)$2kG„w~s!…1P~s!%ds

5E
2`

t

e2A(t2s) f ~s!ds, tPR.

Then, it is enough to establish thatH(F) is compact in the topology of uniform convergence. L
$Ftk

% be any sequence inH(F). Since f is a.p. we can select from$ f tk
% a Cauchy subsequenc

$ f tkj
%, and we have that

Ftkj
~ t !5F~ t1tkj

!5E
2`

t1tkj
e2A(t1tkj

2s) f ~s!ds5E
2`

t

e2A(t2s) f ~s1tkj
!ds.

Hence,

iFtkj
~ t !2Ftki

~ t !i<E
2`

t

ie2A(t12s)ii f ~s1tkj
!2 f ~s1tki

!ids

<i f tkj
2 f tki

ibE
2`

t

e2b(t2s) ds5
1

b
i f tkj

2 f tki
ib .

Therefore,$Ftkj
% is a Cauchy sequence. So,H(F) is compact in the topology of uniform conve

gence,F is a.p. andTAr,Ar .
Now, the unique fixed point ofT in the ball Br

b lies in Ar . Hence, the unique bounde
solutionwb(t) of Eq. ~3.1! given in Theorem 3.1 is also almost periodic. h

A. Proof of Theorem 1.1

In this part, we shall prove that the mild bounded solutionwb(t) of Eq. ~2.1! is also a classic
solution of this equation; that is to say, we shall prove the smoothness of this solution. Wit
we conclude the proof of Theorem 1.1.

Theorem 3.2:Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. If G and P are of C1 class, then wb(t)
satisfies (2.1) and

wb~• !PCb„R;D~A!….

Moreover, if wb(t)5„ub(t),vb(t)…T, thenvb(t)5ub8(t),

ubPCb„R;D~A!…, ub8PCb„R;D~A1/2!…, ub9PCb~R;H !,

and

ub91cub81dAub1kG~ub!5P~ t !, tPR.

Proof: Define the functionF(t)52kG„wb(t)…1P(t). Then

F~ t !5S 0
f ~ t ! D ,

where f (t)52kG„ub(t)…1P(t), wb(t)5„ub(t),vb(t)…T and f PCb(R;H).
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Now, consider the second order equation,

u91cu81dAu5 f ~ t !, uPH, tPR. ~3.5!

Then, from Proposition 1.3 in Ref. 9, p. 182, Eq.~3.5! admits a unique solutionu which satisfies

uPCb~R;H !, u8PCb~R;H !.

Therefore,w(t)5„u(t),u8(t)…T is a bounded solution of the integral equation,

w~ t !5e2A(t2t0)w~ t0!1E
t0

t

e2A(t2s)F~s!ds, tPR.

Then, taking limit ast0 goes to2`, we get that

w~ t !5E
2`

t

e2A(t2s)F~s!ds5E
2`

t

e2A(t2s)$2kG„w~s!…1P~s!%ds.

Hence,wb(t)5w(t)5„u(t),u8(t)…, so

f ~ t !52kG„u~ t !…1P~ t ! and f PCb
1~R;H !.

Then, using the second part of Proposition 1.3 in Ref. 9, p. 182, we get that

uPCb„R;D~A!…, u8PCb„R;D~A1/2!… and u9PCb~R;H !.

h

As an application of these results we can consider the sine-Gordon equation with Dir
boundary condition~1.4!. In the same way, one can consider many other examples like~1.5! and
~1.6!.

Corollary 3.2: If in the system (1.4) the function t→p(t,•)PL2(0,L) is of C1 class, then for
some values of c, d and k the system (1.4) admits a unique solution u such that

uPCb~R;H2ùH0
1!, u8PCb~R;H0

1! and u9PCb„R;L2~0,L !….
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from the application of the Thompson–Lampard
theorem of electrostatics
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We give an entirely mathematical demonstration and a generalization of a recent
result obtained from the application of the Thompson–Lampard theorem of electro-
statics, i.e.,(n even@8 sin2(npa/2)sinh2(npa/2)#/@n sinh(np) #1(n odd@8 cos2(npa/
2)cosh2(npa/2)#/@n sinh(np)# 5ln 2. It is shown that, as it should be, the result of
the left-hand side, ln 2, is independent of the value ofa. © 2001 American Insti-
tute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1332123#

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Jackson1 has presented a beautiful and pedagogical discussion of the Thomp
Lampard theorem of electrostatics.2–4 As a consequence of the application of the theorem
several geometries, some curious results about series and products emerged. One of thes
concerns the unbelievable relation

S5 (
n even

8 sin2~npa/2!sinh2~npa/2!

n sinh~np!

1 (
n odd

8 cos2~npa/2!cosh2~npa/2!

n sinh~np!

5 ln 2, ~1!

valid for 0<a,1. Whena50, Eq. ~1! becomes

(
n odd

8

n sinh~np!
5 ln 2, ~2!

from where the relation

)
k50

` F11exp@2~2k11!p#

12exp@2~2k11!p#G
8

52 ~3!

is obtained.
Although these relations are derived from the application of the theorem, Jackson was a

give an independent, mathematical proof, only in the case ofa50 but was unable to provide
mathematical proof of the general case for 0<a,1. About the general case he commented t
‘‘its proof ~for me at least! depends on the validity of the theorem.’’

It is our aim in this paper to provide such a proof, showing that indeed the two terms i~1!
add to ln 2, independent ofa, 0<a,1. Along the way, we give a new formula, involvin
trigonometric functions and exponentials which is not found explicitly, in Gradshteyn and Ry5

but which is needed in our proof. We start our proof providing a generalization of~1! and showing
that the generalized sum can be written in terms of Jacobi’s theta functions. We then stu
particular case of Eq.~1! and show that the two terms inS add to ln 2, independent ofa.
9530022-2488/2001/42(2)/953/13/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. GENERALIZATION OF EQ. „1… AND ITS EXPRESSION IN TERMS OF JACOBI’S
THETA FUNCTIONS

The mathematical structure ofS expressed by the sum in Eq.~1! lead us to suggest th
following generalization, denoted bySg :

Sg5 (
n even

8 sin~npa/2!sin~npb/2!sinh~npa/2!sinh~npb/2!

n sinh~np!

1 (
n odd

8 cos~npa/2!cos~npb/2!cosh~npa/2!cosh~npb/2!

n sinh~np!
~4!

[S11S2 . ~5!

If one expresses the hyperbolic functions in~4! in terms of exponentials,S1 can be written as

S154 (
n even

sin~npa/2!sin~npb/2!

n
enpa/2~12e2npa!enpb/2~12e2npb!e2np~12e22np!21

54 (
n even

sin~npa/2!sin~npb/2!

n
e2np(12a/22b/2)~12e2npa!~12e2npb!(

k50

`

e22npk

54(
k50

` H (
n even

sin~npa/2!sin~npb/2!

n
e2np(12a/22b/212k)

2 (
n even

sin~npa/2!sin~npb/2!

n
e2np(11a/22b/212k)

2 (
n even

sin~npa/2!sin~npb/2!

n
e2np(12a/21b/212k)

1 (
n even

sin~npa/2!sin~npb/2!

n
e2np(11a/21b/212k)J . ~6!

We now apply formula 1.462 of Gradshteyn and Ryzhik,5

(
k51

`
sinkx sinky

k
exp@22kutu#5

1

4
lnF sin2

x1y

2
1sinh2 t

sin2
x2y

2
1sinh2 t

G , ~7!

to evaluate the sums inside$ % in ~6!. For that letneven52 j . We then obtain

S15
1

2 (
k50

` H lnFsin2 p~a1b!/21sinh2 p~12a/22b/212k!

sin2 p~a2b!/21sinh2 p~12a/22b/212k!G
2 lnFsin2 p~a1b!/21sinh2 p~11a/22b/212k!

sin2 p~a2b!/21sinh2 p~11a/22b/212k!G
2 lnFsin2 p~a1b!/21sinh2 p~12a/21b/212k!

sin2 p~a2b!/21sinh2 p~12a/21b/212k!G
1 lnFsin2 p~a1b!/21sinh2 p~11a/21b/212k!

sin2 p~a2b!/21sinh2 p~11a/21b/212k!G J . ~8!
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Now, consider the sumS2 , and let us express the hyperbolic functions in terms of expon
tials

S254 (
n odd

cosnpa/2 cosnpb/2

n
enp(a1b)/2~11e2npa!~11e2npb!e2np~12e22np!21

54 (
n odd

cosnpa/2 cosnpb/2

n
enp[(a1b)/221]~11e2npa!~11e2npb!(

k50

`

e22npk

54(
k50

` H (
n odd

cosnpa/2 cosnpb/2

n
e2np[12(a1b)/212k]

1 (
n odd

cosnpa/2 cosnpb/2

n
e2np[12(a2b)/212k]

1 (
n odd

cosnpa/2 cosnpb/2

n
e2np[12(b2a)/212k]

1 (
n odd

cosnpa/2 cosnpb/2

n
e2np[11(a1b)/212k]J . ~9!

To evaluate the sums inside$ % in ~9! we will need a formula like~7! but involving cosines
instead of sines. Since such a formula is not found in Gradhsteyn and Rhyzik,5 we will derive it
in Appendix A. Using now the formula~A6! we can evaluate the sums in Eq.~9!. We get

S25 (
n51

24

(
k50

`

snk , ~10!

where

s1k52 1
2 ln~12e2p[12(a1b)/212k] 1 ip(a2b)/2!, ~11!

s2k52 1
2 ln~12e2p[12(a1b)/212k] 2 ip(a2b)/2!, ~12!

s3k52
1

4
lnF sin2

p~a1b!

4
1sinh2

p

2 F12
a1b

2
12kG

sin2
p~a2b!

4
1sinh2

p

2 F12
a1b

2
12kGG , ~13!

s4k5 1
4 ln~12e22p[12(a1b)/212k] 1 ip(a2b)!, ~14!

s5k5 1
4 ln~12e22p[12(a1b)/212k] 2 ip(a2b)!, ~15!

s6k5
1

8
lnF sin2

p~a1b!

2
1sinh2 pF12

a1b

2
12kG

sin2
p~a2b!

2
1sinh2 pF12

a1b

2
12kGG , ~16!

s7k52 1
2 ln~12e2p[12(a2b)/212k] 1 ip(a2b)/2!, ~17!

s8k52 1
2 ln~12e2p[12(a2b)/212k] 2 ip(a2b)/2!, ~18!
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s9k52
1

4
lnF sin2

p~a1b!

4
1sinh2

p

2 F12
a2b

2
12kG

sin2
p~a2b!

4
1sinh2

p

2 F12
a2b

2
12kGG , ~19!

s10k5 1
4 ln~12e22p[12(a2b)/212k] 1 ip(a2b)!, ~20!

s11k5 1
4 ln~12e22p[12(a2b)/212k] 2 ip(a2b)!, ~21!

s12k5
1

8
lnF sin2

p~a1b!

2
1sinh2 pF12

a2b

2
12kG

sin2
p~a2b!

2
1sinh2 pF12

a2b

2
12kGG , ~22!

s13k52 1
2 ln~12e2p[12(b2a)/212k] 1 ip(a2b)/2!, ~23!

s14k52 1
2 ln~12e2p[12(b2a)/212k] 2 ip(a2b)/2!, ~24!

s15k52
1

4
lnF sin2

p~a1b!

4
1sinh2

p

2 F12
b2a

2
12kG

sin2
p~a2b!

4
1sinh2

p

2 F12
b2a

2
12kGG , ~25!

s16k5 1
4 ln~12e22p[12(b2a)/212k] 1 ip(a2b)!, ~26!

s17k5 1
4 ln~12e22p[12(b2a)/212k] 2 ip(a2b)!, ~27!

s18k5
1

8
lnF sin2

p~a1b!

2
1sinh2 pF12

b2a

2
12kG

sin2
p~a2b!

2
1sinh2 pF12

b2a

2
12kGG , ~28!

s19k52 1
2 ln~12e2p[11(a1b)/212k] 1 ip(a2b)/2!, ~29!

s20k52 1
2 ln~12e2p[11(a1b)/212k] 2 ip(a2b)/2!, ~30!

s21k52
1

4
lnF sin2

p~a1b!

4
1sinh2

p

2 F11
a1b

2
12kG

sin2
p~a2b!

4
1sinh2

p

2 F11
a1b

2
12kGG , ~31!

s22k5 1
4 ln~12e22p[11(a1b)/212k] 1 ip(a2b)!, ~32!

s23k5 1
4 ln~12e22p[11(a1b)/212k] 2 ip(a2b)!, ~33!

s24k5
1

8
lnF sin2

p~a1b!

2
1sinh2 pF11

a1b

2
12kG

sin2
p~a2b!

2
1sinh2 pF11

a1b

2
12kGG . ~34!
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Now, adding Eqs.~8! and~10! and after a large number of simplifications, factorizations a
use of the elementary properties of trigonometric and hyperbolic functions, we obtain

Sg5S11S2

5 (
k50

`

ln
Nk

Dk

5 ln )
k50

`
Nk

Dk

5 ln
)k50

` Nk

)k50
` Dk

, ~35!

where

Nk5~11xy11 iz2(11 i )!~11xy12 izi 21!~11xyi 21z12 i !~11xy2(11 i )z11 i !

3~11xy12 iz12 i !~11xy11 iz11 i !~11xyi 21zi 21!~11xy2(11 i )z2(11 i )! ~36!

and

Dk5~12xy11 iz12 i !~12xy12 iz11 i !~12xyi 21z2(11 i )!~12xy2(11 i )zi 21!

3~12xyi 21z11 i !~12xy2(11 i )z12 i !~12xy11 izi 21!~12xy12 iz2(11 i )! ~37!

with

x5~e2p!112k[q112k, ~38!

y5epa/2, z5epb/2. ~39!

Consider now the following product6

f ~ t !5)
k50

`

~16q112kt !~16q112kt21! ~40!

and lett5e2iu. Then, Eq.~40! can be written as

f ~u!5)
k50

`

~162q112k cos 2u1q214k!. ~41!

We will make use now of Eqs.~40! and~41! to relate the products in Eq.~35! with ratios of
Jacobi’s theta functions. The numerator of the logarithm of Eq.~35! can be written as

)
k50

`

Nk5)
k50

`

~11q112k~y/z!11 i !~11q112k~y/z!2(11 i )!~11q112k~y/z!12 i !

3~11q112k~y/z! i 21!~11q112k~yz!12 i !~11q112k~yz! i 21!

3~11q112k~yz!11 i !~11q112k~yz!2(11 i )! ~42!

with

y/z5ep(a2b)/2, ~43!
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yz5ep(a1b)/2. ~44!

Similarly, the denominator of the logarithm of Eq.~35! can be written as

)
k50

`

Dk5)
k50

`

~12q112ky11 iz12 i !~12q112ky2(11 i )zi 21!~12q112ky12 iz11 i !

3~12q112kyi 21z2(11 i )!~12q112kyi 21z11 i !~12q112ky12 iz2(11 i )!

3~12q112ky2(11 i )z12 i !~12q112ky11 izi 21!. ~45!

We see that each pair of terms in Eqs.~42! and~45! has the form given by Eq.~40!. Thus, we can
write Eqs.~42! and ~45! as product of functions of the form given by Eq.~41!.

Thus, Eq.~35! can be written as

Sg5 ln
f ~u1! f ~u2! f ~u3! f ~u4!

g~u5!g~u6!g~u7!g~u8!
, ~46!

where

u15
p

4
~12 i !~a2b!, ~47!

u252
p

4
~ i 11!~a2b!, ~48!

u352
p

4
~ i 11!~a1b!, ~49!

u45
p

4
~12 i !~a1b!, ~50!

u55
p

4
~a2b!2 i

p

4
~a1b!, ~51!

u65
p

4
~b2a!2 i

p

4
~a1b!, ~52!

u75
p

4
~a1b!1 i

p

4
~a2b!, ~53!

u852
p

4
~a1b!1 i

p

4
~a2b!, ~54!

while f (ui) andg(uj ) are thef (u) functions in Eq.~41! with the plus and minus signs, respe
tively.

Relating thef (ui) and g(uj ) to Jacobi’s theta functionsu3(ui) and u4(uj ), which in their
infinite product representations are given by6–9

u3~u!5G)
n51

`

~112q2n21 cos 2u1q4n22!, ~55!
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u4~u!5G)
n51

`

~122q2n21 cos 2u1q4n22!, ~56!

with

G5 )
n51

`

~12q2n!, ~57!

we have, finally,

Sg5 ln
u3~u1!u3~u2!u3~u3!u3~u4!

u4~u5!u4~u6!u4~u7!u4~u8!
. ~58!

Figure 1 shows a plot ofSg in terms of the parametersa and b in the interval21,a, b
,1. As seenSg is not a constant for arbitrary values of the parameters. However, in Sec. IV
provide a proof that fora5b, Sg5S is indeed a constant and also prove, in general, the non
stancy ofSg for arbitrary values ofa andb (aÞb).

III. EQUATION „1… IN TERMS OF JACOBI’S THETA FUNCTIONS

Whena5b Eq. ~58! becomes@recall thatu3(u) andu4(v) are even functions of their argu
ments#

S5 lnF u3S pa

2
~11 i ! D u3S pa

2
~12 i ! D ~u3~0!!2

S u4S pa

2
i D D 2S u4S pa

2 D D 2 G . ~59!

If a50, use of Eqs.~55!–~57! reveals that the expression inside$ % in ~59! reduces to the one
given by Jackson,1 i.e.,

FIG. 1. Plot of the periodic functionSg as a function of the parametersa andb, in the interval21,a, b,1.
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S5 ln)
k50

` S 11e2p(112k)

12e2p(112k)D 8

5 lnS u3~0!

u4~0! D
4

5 ln
1

k82

5 ln 2, ~60!

wherek8 is the complementary modulus.6

Our purpose now is to demonstrate thatS is a constant, independent ofa, and equal to ln 2.

IV. PROOF THAT S IS A CONSTANT FOR ALL a

We will give two demonstrations of the proposition thatS is a constant, independent ofa and
equal to ln 2. The first proof is based on the manipulation of some relations between Jacobi’
functions, while the second one is more formal and makes use of Liouville theorems of d
periodic functions.

A. Demonstration 1

Let us write Eq.~59! as

S5 lnFu3~z1zi!u3~z2zi!~u3~0!!2

~u4~zi!!2~u4~z!!2 G
5 lnH S u3~0!

u4~0! D
4S A

BD J , ~61!

where

A5
u3~z1zi!u3~z2zi!

~u3~0!!2 , ~62!

B5
~u4~z!u4~zi!!2

~u4~0!!4 , ~63!

andz5pa/2.
Our aim now is to prove thatA/B in Eq. ~61! is equal to 1, that is,A5B. In order to do so we

will use some relations among theta functions to reduceB to A. The relevant theorems for ou
proof are given in Appendix B to which we will be referring in the steps that follow.

First, by ~B1!,

~u4~0!!4B5~u4~z!!2~u4~zi!!2

5~u4~0!!2u4~z1zi!u4~z2zi!1~u1~z!!2~u1~zi!!2. ~64!

Also, by ~B2!,

~u3~0!!4~u4~0!!4B5~u3~0!!4~u4~0!!2u4~z1zi!u4~z2zi!1~u3~0!!4~u1~z!!2~u1~zi!!2

5~u3~0!!2~u1~z!!2~u2~zi!!2~u4~0!!21~u3~0!!2~u4~0!!2~u3~z!!2~u4~zi!!2

1~u3~0!!4~u1~z!!2~u1~zi!!2. ~65!
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On the other hand, by~B2! with v50,

~u3~0!!2~u4~zi!!25~u1~zi!!2~u2~0!!21~u3~zi!!2~u4~0!!2. ~66!

Thus, substituting Eq.~66! into Eq. ~65! we obtain

~u3~0!!4~u4~0!!4B5~u3~0!!2~u1~z!!2~u2~zi!!2~u4~0!!21~u3~z!!2~u4~0!!2~u1~zi!!2~u2~0!!2

1~u3~z!!2~u4~0!!2~u3~zi!!2~u4~0!!21~u3~0!!4~u1~z!!2~u1~zi!!2. ~67!

Using ~B3! and ~B4! we get

~u4~0!!25k8~u3~0!!2, ~68!

~u2~0!!25k~u3~0!!2, ~69!

sinceu1(0)50.
Thus, substituting Eqs.~68! and ~69! into Eq. ~67! one obtains

~u3~0!!4~u4~0!!4B5~u3~0!!4@k8~u1~z!!2~u2~zi!!21k8k~u3~z!!2~u1~zi!!2

1k82~u3~z!!2~u3~zi!!21~u1~z!!2~u1~zi!!2#. ~70!

Applying ~B4! in ~40! we obtain

~u4~0!!4B52k82~u1~z!!2~u1~zi!!21k8k~u1~z!!2~u3~zi!!21k8k~u3~z!!2~u1~zi!!2

1k82~u3~z!!2~u3~zi!!21~u1~z!!2~u1~zi!!2. ~71!

Sinceq5e2p (K8/K) by definition,K(k) being the complete elliptic integral of first class an
k its modulus,6 it implies, in our case whereq5e2p, that

K~k!5K8~k!

5K~k8!

5K~A12k2! ~72!

or

k85k5
1

A2
. ~73!

Then, it follows that Eq.~71! can be written as

2~u4~0!!4B5~u1~z!!2~u1~zi!!21~u3~z!!2~u3~zi!!2

1~~u1~z!!2~u3~zi!!21~u3~z!!2~u1~zi!!2!. ~74!

Using the so-called Jacobi’s imaginary transformations7

u1~z,t!5au1~zt8,t8!/ i , ~75!

u3~z,t!5au3~zt8,t8!, ~76!

a5
1

A2 i t
ei t8z2/p, t852

1

t
, ~77!
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and the fact that, in our case,t5t85 i , we can prove that the third term in~74! vanishes. Thus,
Eq. ~74! reduces to

B5
~u3~z!!42~u1~z!!4

2a2~u4~0!!4 ~78!

with a5e2z2/p.
Second, starting from Eq.~62! and employing~B5!, ~68!, ~73!, and~75!–~77! we get

A5
~u1~z!!2~u1~zi!!21~u3~z!!2~u3~zi!!2

2~u4~0!!4

5
~u3~z!!42~u1~z!!4

2a2~u4~0!!4

5B. ~79!

Consequently, we have proved that

S5 lnH S u3~0!

u4~0! D
4J ~80!

5 ln 2, ~81!

where~81! follows from ~68! and ~73!.

B. Demonstration 2

Demonstration 1 can be called atour de forcedemonstration. Here, we will give a simpler an
more elegant demonstration which can be accomplished by the direct application of some g
theorems about elliptic functions.

Consider the functionS as given in~61!. First, we will show thatS is an elliptic function of
periodsp/2 and (p/2) i . This implies that the function will have the same value each tima
changes by one.

Thus, changingz→z1 (p/2) we changeS→S8, where

S85
u3~z1zi1 1

2 p1 1
2 p i !u3~z2zi1 1

2 p2 1
2 p i !u3

2~0!

u4
2~zi1 1

2 p i !u4
2~z1 1

2 p!
. ~82!

Now, applying the fundamental properties of these theta functions~see basic property table o
p. 319 of Ref. 9!, we get

S85
u1~z1zi!u1~zi2z!u3

2~0!

u1
2~zi!u3

2~z!
. ~83!

To show that indeedS5S8 we use~B6! and~B7!, and apply to the first term of the right-han
side of each equation Jacobi’s imaginary transformations~75!–~77! and

u2~z,t!5au4~zt8,t8!. ~84!

We get ~with u5z and v5zi, and recalling that, in our problem,t5 i , and, consequently
t85 i !

u3
2~0!u3~z1zi!u3~z2zi!52u4

2~z!u4
2~zi!, ~85!

u3
2~0!u1~z1zi!u1~z2zi!522u3

2~z!u1
2~zi! ~86!
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or

u3~z1zi!u3~z2zi!

u1~z1zi!u1~zi2z!
5

u4
2~z!u4

2~zi!

u3
2~z!u1

2~zi!
. ~87!

Then, substituting~87! in ~83! we obtain thatS85S. By a similar procedure we can prove th
(p/2) i is also a period ofS. Thus,S is an elliptic function of periodsp/2 and (p/2) i .

We now prove thatS is an elliptic function of order less than two, and, by Liouvil
theorem,9,10 a constant.

Since, in the problem we are dealing with,z is real,S has only one zero which occurs whe
z5 p/2, i.e.,u3@(p/2) 1 (p/2) i #50. Then, since the number of zero’s of an elliptic function
equal to the number of poles in the fundamental parallelogram we conclude thatS is an elliptic
function of order one, and, by Liouville theorem, a constant.11 Another way to analyze this is th
following. Since whenz5 p/2 the functionu4

2(zi) in the denominator ofS has a double zero an
the functionu3(z1zi) has a single zero, this single zero will knock a zero ofu4

2(zi) and, conse-
quently,S will have only one pole and will be an elliptic function of order one and, by Liouv
theorem, a constant.

The constant value ofS in the fundamental parallelogram is found by selecting an approp
value ofz, which in our case is, naturally, 0~corresponding toa50!. Thus, puttingz50 in Eq.
~61! we get

S5 lnS u3~0!

u4~0! D
4

5 ln 2.

Further, it can be shown by the same methodology that whenaÞb, Sg is an elliptic function
of periods 0 inp(a2b)/4 andp in p(a1b)/4 ~i.e., periods 2 ina and b!, and periods 0 in
p(a2b)/4 andp i in p(a1b)/4 ~i.e., periods 2i in a andb!. Also, it can be shown that whe
aÞb Sg is an elliptic function of order two and, by Liouville theorem, is not a constant.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A recent mathematical result,1 Eq. ~1!, derived as a consequence of the application of
Thompson–Lampard theorem of electrostatics,2–4 has been given an entirely mathematical pro
Our approach has been, first, to generalize the left-hand side of Eq.~1! in terms of two parameters
and to express it in terms of the logarithm of a ratio of products of Jacobi’s theta functions
typesu3(x) and u4(x). Second, we have proved that the constancy of the sum indicated c
sponds to the particular case when both parameters are equal to each other. We have don
either of two procedures. The first one was based on the manipulation of some relations
Jacobi’s theta functions, and the second one made use of Liouville theorem of the theory of
periodic functions.9,10

APPENDIX A: A FORMULA INVOLVING A SUM OF PRODUCTS OF COSINES
AND EXPONENTIALS

Here we will derive a formula involving a sum of a product of cosines and exponential
Using the following relations5

cos~x2y!5cosx cosy1sinx siny, ~A1!

(
k51

`
pk coskx

k
5 ln

1

A122p cosx1p2
, ~A2!
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with p5e22utu, and Eq.~7! we obtain

(
k51

`
coskx cosky

k
e22kutu

5 (
k51

`
cosk~x2y!

k
e22kutu2 (

k51

`
sinkx sinky

k
e22kutu

52 1
2 ln~12e22utu1 i (x2y)!2 1

2 ln~12e22utu2 i (x2y)!

2
1

4
lnF sin2

x1y

2
1sinh2utu

sin2
x2y

2
1sinh2utu

G . ~A3!

On the other hand,

(
n51

`
cosnx cosny

n
e22nutu5 (

n even

cosnx cosny

n
e22nutu1 (

n odd

cosnx cosny

n
e22nutu. ~A4!

The sum overn even in the preceding equation can be evaluated easily using~A3!,

(
n even

cosnx cosny

n
e22nutu5(

j 51

`
cos 2jx cos 2jy

2 j
e22 j (2utu)

52 1
4 ln~12e24utu12i (x2y)!2 1

4 ln~12e24utu22i (x2y)!

2
1

8
lnFsin2~x1y!1sinh2 2utu

sin2~x2y!1sinh2 2utuG . ~A5!

We now substitute~A3! and ~A5! in ~A4! and solve the sum overn odd obtaining

(
n odd

cosnx cosny

n
e22nutu

52 1
2 ln~12e22utu1 i (x2y)!2 1

2 ln~12e22utu2 i (x2y)!

2
1

4
lnF sin2

x1y

2
1sinh2utu

sin2
x2y

2
1sinh2utu

G1
1

4
ln~12e24utu12i (x2y)!1

1

4
ln~12e24utu22i (x2y)!

1
1

8
lnFsin2~x1y!1sinh2 2utu

sin2~x2y!1sinh2 2utuG . ~A6!

APPENDIX B: RELATIONS AMONG JACOBI’S THETA FUNCTIONS RELEVANT TO THE
PRESENT WORK

In this appendix we list the relevant theta function relations6 that will be needed in the proo
presented in Sec. IV:

u4
2~0!u4~u1v !u4~u2v !5u4

2~u!u4
2~v !2u1

2~u!u1
2~v !, ~B1!
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u3
2~0!u4~u1v !u4~u2v !5u1

2~u!u2
2~v !1u3

2~u!u4
2~v !, ~B2!

u4
2~u!5ku1

2~u!1k8u3
2~u!, ~B3!

u2
2~u!52k8u1

2~u!1ku3
2~u!, ~B4!

u3
2~0!u3~u1v !u3~u2v !5u1

2~u!u1
2~v !1u3

2~u!u3
2~v !, ~B5!

u3
2~0!u3~u1v !u3~u2v !5u2

2~u!u2
2~v !1u4

2~u!u4
2~v !, ~B6!

u3
2~0!u1~u1v !u1~u2v !5u1

2~u!u3
2~v !2u3

2~u!u1
2~v !. ~B7!

1J. D. Jackson, Am. J. Phys.67, 107 ~1999!.
2A. M. Thompson and D. G. Lampard, Nature~London! 177, 888 ~1956!.
3D. G. Lampard, Proc. IEEE104C, 271 ~1957!.
4D. G. Lampard and R. D. Cutkosky, Proc. IEEE107C, 112 ~1960!.
5I. S. Gradshteyn and I. M. Ryzhik,Table of Integrals, Series, and Products~Academic, New York, 1980!.
6H. Hancock,Lectures on the Theory of Elliptic Functions~Dover, New York, 1958!.
7N. M. Temme,Special Functions: An Introduction to the Classical Functions of Mathematical Physics~Wiley, New
York, 1996!.

8E. T. Whittaker and G. N. Watson,A Course of Modern Analysis~Cambridge University Press, London, 1927!.
9E. D. Rainville,Special Functions~Chelsea, New York, 1960!.

10K. Knopp, Theory of Functions, Part II~Dover, New York, 1975!.
11This theorem is used in the literature to find relations among squares of theta functions, such as those given in A

B. In this way, demonstration 1 of this paper is really contained in demonstration 2.
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Generalization of the Darboux transform
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This article presents a generalization of the standard Darboux transform applied to
Sturm–Liouville differential equations. This is achieved with the aid of an ansatz as
a particular solution for the Riccati relationship involved, which in turn led us to
obtain its generalized Darboux solution that contains, as a particular case, the
standard Darboux transform. The proposed generalized Darboux transform~GDT!,
applied to the quantum mechanical field, gives the opportunity to prove the exis-
tence of standard and generalized Darboux potentials that match with the so-called
isospectral potentials. This is exemplified by obtaining, through the GDT, a set of
standard and generalized Darboux potentials that form the partner of the one-
dimensional harmonic oscillator model for any quantum principal number. The
worked example indicates how the GDT can be used to obtain the isospectral
potentials associated to any known specific potential. We consider also the appli-
cation of our method as proposed to the theory of solitons in order to show why the
GDT will be important in other fields of application where the standard Darboux
transform is usually concerned. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1334904#

I. INTRODUCTION

Although the Darboux transform was given a long time ago,1 such an exceptional procedur
is actually of great interest as has been demonstrated by several applications in the the
solitons.2–4 Essentially, the Darboux proposition is based on the covariance properties of ord
and partial differential equations with respect to a gauge transformation in the special case
Sturm–Liouville relationship. Moreover, theN-times repeated Darboux transform has been gi
by Crum5 and applied for radial Schro¨dinger equations.6 Furthermore, in the field of quantum
mechanics, several studies have turned to the Gelfand–Levitan procedure7 for the inverse scatter
ing method to generate anharmonic potentials.8 Other research has been directed to standard
modified factorizations and SUSY9 in relation to the so-called isospectral potentials.10 In this
regard, Korolev11 has disclosed the interplay between Liouville equations and Darboux trans
in relation to the isospectral problem. Besides, Morales and Pen˜a12 have recently proposed
procedure to obtain all the related isospectral potentials, standard, modified and gene
proving also13 that their modified potentials match those obtained by means of the stan
Darboux transform. Taking into consideration the aforesaid aspects, in this work we exte
procedure that we have already proposed, aiming to find the matching that corresponds to
alized potentials. Then we proceeded to follow the spirit of the method used to obtain gene
potentials, in order to generalize the Darboux transform with the purpose to transcend the sc
the standard Darboux transform field. Thus, in the next section the standard Darboux trans
reviewed within the frame of the Sturm–Liouville equations in such a way that in Sec. III we

a!Electronic mail: jmr@correo.azc.uam.mx
9660022-2488/2001/42(2)/966/10/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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the corresponding generalization. Specifically, the generalized Darboux transform applied to
tum mechanical problems is given in Sec. IV where we analyze the problem of isospect
Finally, just as an example, the usefulness of the proposed generalized Darboux transfo
quantum mechanical situations, is shown by obtaining the corresponding standard and gen
Darboux potentials that are partner to the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator potential mo
order to compare our findings with results already published we give explicitly the set of iso
tral potentials that corresponds to each eigenvalue of the former Hamiltonian as well as the g
formula for the generalized and standard Darboux potentials for any arbitraryn quantum principal
number. This example shows straightforwardly by how to generalize any known potential m
exactly solved, for which it will be possible, in the same manner, to improve any applic
where the standard Darboux transform is involved as shown in Sec. V with an application
theory of solitons.

II. THE STANDARD DARBOUX TRANSFORM

According to the Darboux statement of the Sturm–Liouville equation

2c91u~x!c5lc, ~1!

if c1 andl1 exist and are such that

2c191u~x!c15l1c1 , ~2!

then the Darboux transform

w5c82s1~x!c ~3!

is a solution of

2w91U~x!w5lw, ~4!

where

s1~x!5c18/c1 ~5!

which is equivalent to

c15e*s1(x)dx. ~6!

Clearly, the Sturm–Liouville relationship given in Eq.~1! is covariant with respect to the
Darboux transform on condition that

U~x!5UD~x!5u~x!22s18~x!, ~7!

where the subscriptD is used to denoteUD(x) as the ‘‘standard Darboux potential’’ whe
concerned with quantum mechanical applications.

III. THE GENERALIZED DARBOUX TRANSFORM

In order to differentiate the purpose of this work regarding the so-called generalized Da
transform,2 or Crum generalization,5 it is important to point out that we are not involved with th
N-times repeated Darboux transform. We are interested in the use of the Darboux transfor
method in order to obtain thegeneralized Darboux solutionwhich includes thestandard Darboux
solutionas particular case, i.e., to find our generalized Darboux transform~GDT!.

According to this, it should be noticed that the Darboux transform given in Eq.~3! fulfills the
covariance of Eq.~4! on condition that
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~l2u~x!12s18~x!!s1~x!c2u8~x!c1s1~x!c91s19~x!c50, ~8!

which is equivalent to showing that

~s19~x!12s1~x!s18~x!2u8~x!!c50. ~9!

That is, the relationship

s19~x!12s1~x!s18~x!2u8~x!50 ~10!

can be written as

d

dx
~s18~x!1s1

2~x!2u~x!!50, ~11!

which leads to

s18~x!1s1
2~x!2u~x!5B ~12!

whereB is a constant.
Regarding this point, it can be shown that the Riccati equation

y85Q~x!y21P~x!y1R~x! ~13!

has the general solution14

y5yp1
b

m
, ~14!

whereyp is a particular solution and

m5e2*x[2Q(x)yp1P(x)]dxS g2bEx

e*x[2Q(x)yp1P(x)]dxQ~x!dxD , ~15!

g andb being constants. This means that we can considers1(x)5sp1
(x) as a particular solution

of the specific Riccati relationship

sp1
8 ~x!1sp1

2 ~x!2u~x!5C, ~16!

whereC is any constant, in such a way that the corresponding generalized solution of Eq.~12! is

sg1
~x!5sp1

~x!1
b

r1~x!
, ~17!

where the subindexg is used to denote the general solution and

r1~x!5e2*sp1
(x)dxS g1bE e22*sp1

(x)dxdxD . ~18!

At this point, just before considering the generalized Darboux transform, it is very impo
to notice that we can use Eq.~15! to identify the particular potentialu(x) from an appropriate
ansatzsp1

(x) in order to find the Darboux potential. Such a procedure is by far simpler than
usual procedure requiring the knowledge of both the particular solutionc1 and the eigenvaluel1

associated tou(x). Instead, with the identification of the former potential from Eq.~16! it is
possible to perform the direct calculation of theUD(x) Darboux potential by means of
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UD~x!5u~x!22sp1
8 ~x!. ~19!

Finally, for the full eigenfunction spectra, the generalized Darboux transform is given b

wg5S d

dx
2sg1

~x! Dc, ~20!

wheresg1
(x)5wg1

8 /wg1
is such that

wg1
5e*(sp1

(x)1 b/r1(x))dx5c1S g1E bdx

c1
2 D . ~21!

This transformed function,wg , is a solution of

2wg91UGD~x!wg5lwg , ~22!

where

UGD~x!5UD~x!22b
d

dx S 1

r1~x! D ~23!

is the ‘‘generalized Darboux potential’’ appropriate for situations in quantum mechanics.

IV. THE GENERALIZED DARBOUX TRANSFORM IN QUANTUM MECHANICS

In order to show the usefulness of the generalized Darboux transform in quantum mech
this section is devoted to analyzing the isospectrality of theUGD(x) associated Hamiltonian a
well as to find the Darboux potentials, standard and generalized, for the specific case
one-dimensional harmonic oscillator~HO! model.

A. Isospectrality of the UGD„x … associated Hamiltonian

In order to prove the isospectrality of the generalized Hamiltonian that involves the pot
UGD(x), it is important to remember that the generalized Darboux transform applied to qua
mechanics can be seen by means of the Schro¨dinger relationship

Hgwg5Egwg , ~24!

whereHg is given by

Hg52
d2

dx2 1UGD~x! ~25!

assuming natural units\2/2m51. In such a case, according to the generalized Darboux trans
given in Eq.~20!, it follows that

Hgwg5S 2
d2

dx2 1u~x!22sg1
8 D S d

dx
2sg1Dc, ~26!

which is equivalent to

Hgwg52c-1sg1
c91sg1

9 c1u~x!c82u~x!sg1
c12sg1

sg1
8 c. ~27!

On the other hand, the use of the Sturm–Liouville relationship given by Eq.~1! leads to

c-5~u~x!2l!c81u8~x!c. ~28!
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With this identity and with the corresponding second derivativec9, Eq. ~27! is rewritten as

Hgwg5l~c82sg1
c!1~sg1

9 2u8~x!12sg1
sg1

8 !c. ~29!

Finally, due to the fact thatsg1
is a solution of Eq.~12!, we use in Eq.~28! the Darboux

transform given in Eq.~19! in order to obtain

Hgwg5lwg , ~30!

which means that the relationl5Eg proves the isospectrality of the Darboux generalized Ham
tonian. In a similar way one can prove the isospectrality of the Hamiltonian associated
standard Darboux potential.

B. The Darboux potentials of the HO model for specific principal quantum numbers

In order to find the corresponding standard and generalized Darboux potentials that ar
ciated to the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator model, the algorithm to be used is straig
ward: from the Schro¨dinger relationship we choose a particular eigenfunctionc1 in order to find
l1 ~or vice versa! to determine the functionsp(x) that will be necessary for obtaining the standa
Darboux potentialUD(x) as well as the generalized wavefunctioncg . This last wavefunction is
used to find the correspondingsg(x) that will permit us to obtain the generalized Darbo
potential.

In the present case, the Schro¨dinger relationship is given by

S 2
\2

2m

d2

dx2 1VHO~x! Dcn5lncn , ~31!

where VHO(x)5 1
2 mv2x2 is the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator potential and wheren

50, 1, 2, 3,... . Next, it will be shown that for eachn there exists a standard and a generaliz
Darboux potential that are partners to the former potential.

Whenn50 we have

c05S 1

p D 1/4

e2 ~mv/2\! x2
and l05

\v

2
~32!

for which, according to Eq.~5!, it follows that

sp0
~x!52

mv

\
x ~33!

and, consequently, from Eq.~7!, the standard Darboux potential becomes

VD0
~x!5 1

2 mv2x21\v, ~34!

where the subscript0 in VD(x) is used to emphasize that this potential comes from the choic
n50. Also, it should be remembered that we have used\2/m52.

Similarly, for the generalized Darboux potential the wavefunction

cg0
5e2 ~mv/2\! x2S g1bE e~mv/\! x2

dxD ~35!

is used in Eq.~17! in order to find
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sg0
~x!52

mv

\
x1

be~mv/\! x2

g1b*xe~mv/\! x2
dx

~36!

which, after using Eq.~23!, leads to

VDG0
~x!5

1

2
mv2x21\v2

\2

m

d

dx S be~mv/\! x2

g1b*xe~mv/\! x2
dx

D . ~37!

This potential has been identified by Mielnik8 as a new isospectral potential that matches
spectra obtained for the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian.

Whenn51, following the procedure already displayed, we have

c15A2mv

\Ap
xe2 ~mv/2\! x2

and l15
3\v

2
~38!

for which

sp1
~x!5

1

x
2

mv

\
x ~39!

and, consequently,

VD1
~x!5

1

2
mv2x21\vS 11

\

mvx2D ~40!

is the standard Darboux potential associated ton51.
Consequently, for the generalized Darboux potential we use Eq.~17! in order to find

sg1
~x!5

1

x
2

mv

\
x1

be~mv/\! x2
/x2

g1b*x~e~mv/\! x2
/x2! dx

~41!

and Eq.~23! to obtain

VDG1
~x!5

1

2
mv2x21\v1

\2

m H 1

x2 2
d

dx S be~mv/\! x2
/x2

g1b*x~e~mv/\! x2
/x2! dx

D J , ~42!

which is an isospectral potential set that comes from the second eigenfunction of the har
oscillator potential.

In the case ofn52, we have

c25S 1

8Ap
D 1/2S 4mv

\
x222De2 ~mv/2\! x2

and l25
5\v

2
~43!

for which

sp2
~x!5

4~mv/\!)x

2~mv/\!x221
2

mv

\
x ~44!

and

VD2
~x!5

1

2
mv2x21\vH 12

4

2~mv/\!x221
1S 4Amv/\x

2~mv/\!x221D 2J ~45!
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is the standard Darboux potential associated ton52.
Similarly, the generalized Darboux potential that corresponds to this case is obtained f

sg2
~x!5

4~mv/\!x

2~mv/\!x221
2

mv

\
x1

be~mv/\! x2
/~2~mv/\!x221!2

g1b*x@e~mv/\! x2
/~2~mv/\!x221!2# dx

~46!

and Eq.~23! in order to have

VDG2
~x!5

1

2
mv2x21\vH 12

4

2~mv/\!x221
1S 4Amv/\x

2~mv/\!x221D 2

2
\

mv

d

dx S b e~mv/\! x2
/~2~mv/\!x221!2

g1b*x@e~mv/\!x2
/~2~mv/\!x221!2# dx

D J ~47!

from the eigenvaluen52 of the harmonic oscillator potential.

C. The Darboux potentials of the HO model for any n eigenfunction

As can be appreciated in the preceding paragraph, the choice of each quantum numbe
to specific eigenvalues for which one can find each time the corresponding standard and g
ized Darboux potentials. In this section we give the general formulas that allow us to obta
Darboux potentials in the most general case, anyn quantum principal number. That is, by usin
the wavefunction

cn5Cne2 ~mv/2\! x2
HnSAmv

\
xD and ln5\vS n1

1

2D , ~48!

whereCn5(Apn!2n)21/2, it follows that

spn
~x!5

d

dx
ln HnSAmv

\
xD 2S mv

\ D x ~49!

in order to get

sgn
8 ~x!5spn

8 ~x!1
b

rn~x!
~50!

where

1

rn~x!
5

d

bdx
lnS g1E be~mv/\! x2

dx

Hn
2~Amv/\x!

D . ~51!

Hence, then-generalized Darboux potential becomes

VDGn
~x!5

1

2
mv2x21\v2

\2

m

d2

dx2 lnS HnSAmv

\
xD S g1E be~mv/\! x2

dx

Hn
2~Amv/\x!

D D , ~52!

which reduces, forb50 andg51, to then-standard Darboux potential

VDn
~x!5

1

2
mv2x21\vS 12

\

mv

d2

dx2 ln HnSAmv

\
xD D . ~53!
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These Darboux potentials are isospectral with respect to the original Hamiltonian o
standard HO with the corresponding wavefunctions

wDgn
5S d

dx
2sgn

~x! Dcn ~54!

and

wDn
5cn82spn

~x!cn ~55!

as mentioned before.
With this example, we have shown the usefulness of the proposed generalized Da

transform in quantum mechanical problems dedicated to obtain new sets of isospectral po
which, as shown above, are the standard and generalized Darboux potentials. That is, th
cation to other specific potential models different from the case here exemplified is straig
ward. For these, it can be easily proved that the generalized Darboux transform leads to v
new isospectral potentials recently published, such as the free particle,12 Hulthen,13 hydrogenic
and isotonic,15 Morse,16 Coulomb,17 anharmonic oscillators18 and other potential models.

In any case, the use of different eigenfunctions leads to different varieties of potential th
give more possibilities to understand exactly solved problems. That is, it is interesting to
whether there are some physical quantities which can be used to characterize different pot
in the same class, with the same energy spectrum, as solution of relevant physical problem
the importance of the isospectral potentials is equivalent to the importance of supersymm
quantum mechanics due to the fact that the Darboux transform provides a basis for the sup
metry theory.11 In a similar way, the generalized Darboux transform applied to other fields,
as solitons, should improve the findings already published elsewhere as will be shown in th
section with the linear Bargmann potential19 as a worked example.

V. THE GENERALIZED DARBOUX TRANSFORM AND SOLITONS

The connection between a nonlinear partial differential equation that exhibits soliton beh
the Korteweg–deVries~KdV! relationship, and a linear eigenvalue problem such as the Sc¨-
dinger equation is well known. In fact, although the partial differential equations that gover
motion of solitons are nonlinear, they are closely related to the Sturm–Liouville equation
which the analytical expressions that describe multisoliton interactions are merely Barg
potentials. Thus, as another example of the usefulness of the proposed generalized D
transform, in this section we consider its application in solitons by assuming that the St
Liouville equation

y91~k22u~x!!y50 ~56!

has as solution

y5eikxF~k,x!. ~57!

According to our method, applying Eq.~5! to the lineark form

F~k,x!52k1 ia~x! ~58!

leads to

sp1
~x!5

2ik21 ia8~x!2ka~x!

2k1 ia~x!
~59!

for which Eq.~16!, with C52k2, is written as
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ia9~x!22ka8~x!5u~x!~2k1 ia~x!!. ~60!

The above relationship forkÞ0 gives place to the conditions

u~x!52a8~x! and a9~x!5a~x!u~x! ~61!

that are put together in order to find the equivalent of Eq.~11!,

d

dx S a8~x!1
1

2
a2~x! D50. ~62!

Thus, integration of the latter equation yields the Riccati relationship

a8~x!1 1
2 a2~x!52m2, ~63!

which, with a(x)52g8(x)/g(x), leads to the second order differential equation

g9~x!2m2g~x!50 ~64!

which has as solution

g~x!5aemx1be2mx. ~65!

That is,

1

2m
a~x!5

aemx2be2mx

aemx1be2mx 5tanh~mx2f!, ~66!

wheref5 1
2 ln b/a , permits us to obtain the linear Bargmann potential19

u~x!522m2 sech2~mx2f! ~67!

that is the single soliton solution of the Korteweg–deVries relationship20

u~x! t26u~x!u~x!x1u~x!xxx50 ~68!

on condition thatf t54m3. As usual, the subscripts in KdV mean total derivative with respec
the index variable.

On the other hand, due to the fact that Eq.~16! indicates thatu(x) is given in terms ofsp1
(x),

it becomes thatsp1
(x)5s(x) is at the time a solution of

s~x! t5~2s~x!xx12s~x!316k2s~x!!x ~69!

which has been identified as the modified KdV relationship.
Thus, in a similar way it can be shown that the associated Darboux potential given in Eq~19!

is a solution of

UD~x! t52UD~x!xxx16UD~x!UD~x!x ~70!

as well as the generalized Darboux potential that corresponds to the Bargmann model. The
of these calculations and a more complete analysis on this application will be given in a
coming publication. However, we hope that with these examples we have shown the usefuln
the GDT and that the method proposed has significance and interest beyond that of a
mathematical device.
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the present work the standard Darboux transform applied to Sturm–Liouville problem
been generalized. This generalization has been possible due to the fact that the standard D
transform is related to Riccati-type equations whose general solutions can be obtained stra
wardly. As a useful application of the generalized Darboux transform we consider explicitl
quantum mechanical problem associated to the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator poten
expected, we obtain the generalized and standard Darboux potentials associated to the h
oscillator model, one for each quantum principal number. Besides, a general formula fo
corresponding Darboux potential for anyn is given. In all cases considered, the standard
generalized Darboux potentials correspond to a new set of isospectral potentials whose en
that of the former potential, indicating a direct procedure for generalizing any known pote
model. Similarly, in other fields where the standard Darboux transform is involved, our pro
tion of generalized Darboux transform will be an important improvementvis a visto other alter-
native procedures usually used with similar purposes such as that exemplified with the tre
of the linear Bargmann potential in the theory of solitons.
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stochastic extension of the Schro ¨ dinger equation’’
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Stephen L. Adler and Lawrence P. Horwitz
Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

~Received 13 November 2000; accepted for publication 17 November 2000!

@DOI: 10.1063/1.1341234#

In the line immediately following Eq.~20b!, the text Eq.~18a! should read Eq.~16a!. In other
words, the density matrix evolution of Eq.~21a! follows directly from Hughston’s equation@Eq.
~16a!#, and does not use the state vector evolution assumed in Eq.~17a! through Eq.~19!, as the
misprint would suggest.
9760022-2488/2001/42(2)/976/1/$18.00
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Erratum: ‘‘On characteristic equations, trace identities
and Casimir operators of simple Lie algebras’’
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Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics, Wilberforce Road,
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~Received 30 October 2000; accepted for publication 7 November 2000!

@DOI: 10.1063/1.1337797#

First, there is a typographical error in Eq.~4.50a!. This equation, cf.~A37a!, should read

tr~x( i 1
•••xi 4)!5 1

12d( i 1i 2
(2) di 3i 4)

(2) . ~4.50a!

Second, Eqs.~4.41a! and~4.41b! as well as~4.43a! and~4.43b! are inconsistent with~A40b! and
~A42c! and~A42d! due to the normalization ofA5ajxj in Appendix A7~i!. We wish to retain the
definition A5ajxj , and so the former set of equations have to be corrected:

tr~x( i 1
•••xi 8)!52 5

12d ( i 1i 2
d i 3i 4

d i 5i 6
d i 7i 8)1

4
3d ( i 1i 2

di 3••• i 8)
(6) , ~4.41a!

tr~x( i 1
•••xi 10)

!52 1
2d ( i 1i 2

d i 3i 4
d i 5i 6

d i 7i 8
d i 9i 10)

1 5
4d ( i 1i 2

d i 3i 4
di 5••• i 10)

(6) , ~4.41b!

and

tr~F ( i 1
•••Fi 6)!530d ( i 1i 2

d i 3i 4
d i 5i 6)226d( i 1••• i 6)

(6) , ~4.43a!

tr~F ( i 1
•••Fi 8)!5 515

6 d ( i 1i 2
d i 3i 4

d i 5i 6
d i 7i 8)2

320
3 d ( i 1i 2

di 3••• i 8)
(6) . ~4.43b!

a!Electronic mail: A.J.Macfarlane@damtp.cam.ac.uk
b!Electronic mail: H.Pfeiffer@damtp.cam.ac.uk
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~Received 12 December 2000; accepted for publication 13 December 2000!
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Due to a production error, a box symbol~h! was placed incorrectly on p. 7837. It should ha
been placed at the end of the proof of Lemma IV.5, but was placed incorrectly at the end
previous paragraph. AIP apologizes for this error.
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Uncertainty for spin systems
Nuno Barros e Sáa)

Fysikum, Stockholms Universitet, Box 6730, 113 85 Stockholm, Sweden
and DCTD, Universidade dos Ac¸ores, 9500 Ponta Delgada, Portugal

~Received 22 September 2000; accepted for publication 2 November 2000!

A modified definition of quantum mechanical uncertaintyD for spin systems,
which is invariant under the action of SU~2!, is suggested. Its range is shown to be
\2 j <D<\2 j ( j 11) within any irreducible representationj of SU~2! and its mean
value in Hilbert space computed using the Fubini–Study metric is determined to be
mean(D)5\2 j ( j 11/2). The most used sets of coherent states in spin systems
coincide with the set of minimumD uncertainty states. ©2001 American Insti-
tute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1336515#

I. INTRODUCTION

Coherent states are an important tool in the study of wave phenomena finding many re
applications in quantum physics.1,2 The familiar Glauber states3,4 can be equivalently defined a
the elements of the orbit of the Heisenberg–Weyl group which contains the ground state,
eigenstates of the annihilation operator or as the minimum uncertainty wave packets. Fol
these different definitions there are different approaches to the generalization of the conc
coherent states, the one based on the first definition5 being the most popular. The generalizatio
procedure has been extended to include spin systems6,7 and others.8–11 A full account of applica-
tions of coherent states in different areas of physics can be found in Ref. 12. In the
theoretical approach to coherent states Hilbert space is decomposed into the union of disjo
of coherent states, the group orbits. For spin systems the orbit space~the set of orbits! is composed
almost entirely of three-dimensional orbits with the exception of a finite number of
dimensional orbits which consist of the eigenvectors ofr•J, with J the generators of the Lie
algebra of SU~2! andr any numeric vector.13,14 In each irreducible representation of SU~2! there
is one particular orbit which admits an analytic representation in the complex plane,

uz&5
1

~11uzu2! j
ezJ2u j &.

It turns out that this orbit is singled out by the structure of orbit space; it is the two-dimens
orbit composed of the eigenvectors ofr•J with the highest absolute value of its eigenvalue14

However the states belonging to this orbit are not all minimum uncertainty states; they do no
have constant uncertainty.

Uncertainty is an important property of a physical state, and it would be desirable to k
playing a major role in the definition of coherent states. Minimum uncertainty states have
studied in Ref. 15 and, in the context of spin systems, states saturating the equality in the H
berg relation have been studied in Ref. 16 and called intelligent states. States saturat
equality in the Robertson relation have also been studied.17,18 One unsatisfactory feature of inte
ligent states and of the commonly used definition of uncertainty for spin systems is that th
not invariants under the action of SU~2!. As a consequence sets of coherent states based on
definitions cannot be represented as orbits of SU~2!. This is in contrast with the situation in

a!Electronic mail: nunosa@alf.uac.pt
9810022-2488/2001/42(3)/981/10/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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particle mechanics where the Heisenberg inequality and the uncertainty function used are
ants under the action of the Heisenberg–Weyl group. Here we propose a new definition of
tainty for spin systems,

D5DJx
21DJy

21DJz
2,

which is a positive increasing function of the variances and which is invariant under the act
SU~2!. It obeys the following invariant inequalities,

\2 j <D<\2 j ~ j 11!,

which play the role of uncertainty relations. As an immediate application we show tha
particular set of coherent states which admits an analytic representation in the complex
coincides with the set of minimum uncertainty states for this inequality. We use the Fubini–
metric to compute the mean value of the uncertaintyD in Hilbert space with the result,

mean~D!5\2 j ~ j 1 1
2!,

for any irreducible representationj. This shows that in higher dimensional representation space
SU~2! most of the states have high values of uncertainty. In particular one has

lim
j→`

mean~D!

max~D!
51. ~1!

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we review some mathematical definitions
cerning group orbits and invariants, the Glauber coherent states and their generalization,
construction of spin coherent states. In Sec. III we discuss the issue of Heisenberg-type in
ties and uncertainty relations. We propose the new definition of uncertaintyD for spin systems and
we state and prove the statements aboutD made above. We include an appendix on how
average quantities inCPN using the Fubini–Study metric.

II. REVIEW OF GROUP ORBITS AND COHERENT STATES

A. Group orbits and invariants

Let U(g) be a representation of the Lie groupG on the Hilbert spaceH. TheG-orbit through
uf&PH is the subset ofH given by

Cf5$uc&PH:uc&5U~g!uf&, gPG%. ~2!

It follows that

dimCf<dimG and dimCf<dimH. ~3!

The relation ‘‘uf8& lies on the same orbit asuf& ’’ is clearly an equivalence relation: reflexive
symmetric and transitive. As a consequenceH can be partitioned into disjoint orbits

H5ø
f

Cf , ~4!

where the labelf runs over orbits~equivalence classes! and not over vectors. The quotient spa
H/G is called the orbit space. A functionf (uc&) in Hilbert spaceH is said to beG-invariant if

f ~U~g!uc&)5 f ~ uc&), ;gPG, ;uc&PH. ~5!

It follows that G-invariant functions are also functions on orbit spaceH/G.
For more information on these issues see, for instance, Refs. 19 and 20,
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B. Glauber states

The familiar Glauber statesuq,p& in particle mechanics can be seen as theG-orbit of the
Heisenberg–Weyl group through the vacuum stateu0&,

uq,p&5U~q,p!u0&, ~6!

whereU(p,q) is the Weyl operator,

U~q,p!5ei (pQ2qP)/\. ~7!

They are eigenstates of the annihilation operator and they admit the useful analytic represe
in the complex plane,

up,q&5e(za12z* a)u0&5e2uzu2/2(
n

zn

An!
un&, ~8!

with z5(q1 ip)/A2\. It can be shown that the Glauber states are minimum uncertainty s
since

DQ25DP25\/2, ~9!

and the equality sign is satisfied in the Heisenberg uncertainty relation~sometimes the square roo
of this relation is used; here we prefer this form!

DQ2DP2>\2/4. ~10!

The remainingG-orbits of the Heisenberg–Weyl group can be seen as generalized coh
states5,12 but they are not eigenstates of any particularly simple operator, they do not adm
analytic representation in the complex plane, and they are not minimum uncertainty states
ertheless they have constant values of uncertainty since both factorsDQ2 andDP2 areG-invariant
functions.14

C. Spin coherent states

The group SU~2! admits representations classified according to integer and semi-intege
ues j with the Casimir operatorJ25 j ( j 11)\2. Let H be a Hilbert space carrying one suc
representation. Sets of generalized coherent states can be generated as the orbits of SU~2! in H,

Cf5$ur &PH:ur &5U~r !uf&,rP~4p!3% ~11!

U~r !5ei r•J/\, ~12!

where we used the so-called canonical group coordinates for generality.
Using the group parameterization

U~z,u!5NezJ2 /\e2z* J1 /\e2 iuJz /\, ~13!

where J6 are the ladder operatorsJ65Jx6 iJy , and choosing the fiducial stateuf& to be an
eigenstate ofJz , um& with m52 j ,...,j , one has7

uz;m&5U~z!um&5NezJ2 /\e2z* J1 /\um&, ~14!

where the phase factor resulting frome2 iuJz /\ has been ignored andN stands for a normalization
factor. Further choosingu j & as the fiducial state one hase2z* J1 /\u j &5u j & and
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uz&5
1

~11uzu2! j
ezJ2u j &, ~15!

after determination of the normalization factor. This analytic representation is not availab
general for the sets~12! generated from arbitrary fiducial vectors. The analogous relation for
systems to the Heisenberg inequality for canonically conjugate operators~10! is

DJx
2DJy

2>
\2

4
Jz

2. ~16!

Notice the important difference with~10! that now the right-hand side of the inequality is not
constant. Following Ref. 16 we shall call the left-hand side of~16! the uncertaintyDJx

2DJy
2 . Then

it is clear that the set of states for which the equality in~16! is saturated and the set of states
minimum uncertainty are not the same. Moreover none of them coincide with any set of co
states~11!. On the other hand in particle mechanics the Glauber states satisfy the Heise
inequality and they are states of minimum uncertainty. In Ref. 16 the spin states satisfyin
equality sign in~16! have been called intelligent states. They are given by

ut,N&5
AN

~11utu2! j (l 50

N S N

l D ~2 j 2 l !! S 2
2

\
tJ1D l

etJ1 /\u2 j &, ~17!

whereN is a discrete label satisfying 0<N<2 j andt is a continuous label which can be eith
real or purely imaginary.AN is a normalization factor.

Finally we comment that the space of physical states for the irreducible representatioj of
SU~2! is CPN with N52 j ~see the Appendix!,

j→dimH52 j 11→projective space :CP2 j . ~18!

Its real dimension is 4j .

III. UNCERTAINTY

A. Uncertainty relations

We recall the inequality valid for Hermitian operatorsA andB,21

DA2DB2> 1
4~sAB

2 2@A,B#2!, ~19!

whereDA andDB are the standard deviations of the operatorsA andB

DA25A22Ā25^cuA2uc&2^cuAuc&2. ~20!

and where

sAB5$A,B%22ĀB̄>0 ~21!

is the covariance ofA and B. Since for Hermitian operatorssAB is real and@A,B# is purely
imaginary, both parcels on the right-hand side of~19! are positive and one can state that

DA2DB2>2 1
4@A,B#2. ~22!

This is called the Heisenberg relation while~19! is often called the Robertson relation. F
canonically conjugate operatorsQ and P one has@Q,P#5 i\ and the Heisenberg uncertain
relation ~10! follows immediately from ~22!. For spin systems~16! follows from @Jx ,Jy#
5 i\Jz . Notice that the equality can hold only ifsAB50. The left-hand side of the Heisenbe
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inequality ~22! is sometimes called the uncertainty. It is invariant under the action of
Heisenberg–Weyl group. And the right-hand side of~22! is a constant. It is therefore natural t
assign a particular physical significance toDQ2DP2 and to the states satisfying the equality si
in this inequality. But the left hand side of the analogous spin inequality~16! is not invariant under
the action of SU~2! neither is its right hand side a constant. Therefore there seems to be no r
why DJx

2DJy
2 should play a role for spin systems similar to the one played byDQ2DP2 in particle

mechanics, nor why states saturating the equality in~22! or in ~19! should be particularly distin-
guished. Such states~intelligent states! have been studied in Ref. 16 and in Refs. 17 and
respectively, and may certainly be important for the study of spin systems with Hamiltonian
break the SU~2! symmetry such as systems under the action of one particular magnetic
pointing in thez-direction, but in what concerns the study ofCPN as the representation space f
spin systems prior to the definition of the Hamiltonian one should look for aG-invariant definition
of uncertainty. We look for an uncertainty function which is positive and which increases
increasing values of the variances of the elements of the Lie algebra. The following additive
than multiplicative combination of variances does the job,

D5DJx
21DJy

21DJz
2. ~23!

The following results hold:

~I! The uncertaintyD is G-invariant and therefore it is constant within sets of coherent st
generated as orbits of SU~2! in CPN;

~II ! The uncertaintyD is bounded from below and from above

\2 j <D<\2 j ~ j 11!. ~24!

All values within this range are present in Hilbert space except for the representationj 51/2 where
all states have the same uncertaintyD5\2 j ;

~III ! The set

$uc&PH:D~ uc&)5\2 j % ~25!

of minimum uncertainty vectors in the irreducible representationj of SU~2! coincides with the set
of coherent states

uz&5~11uzu2!2 jezJ2u j & ~26!

generated as an orbit of SU~2! in H and admitting an analytic representation in the complex pla

~IV ! The mean value evaluated with the volume element naturally associated to the Fu
Study metric of uncertainty on the whole of Hilbert space is given by

mean~D!5\2 j ~ j 11/2! ~27!

for any irreducible representationj of SU~2!. Notice that the last statement is consistent with
second one for thej 51/2 representation.

B. Proof

~I! We have

U1~r !JiU~r !5L i
j~r !Jj , ~28!

whereL i
j are the matrices of the adjoint representation of SU~2!, satisfying

L i
j~r !L i

k~r !5d jk,;r . ~29!

The mean values ofJi transforms, within an orbit, according to the adjoint representation to

Ji5^r uJi ur &5^fuU1~r !JiU~r !uf&5L i
j~r !^fuJj uf&. ~30!
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ThenJi Ji is a G-invariant function

JiJi5L i
j~r ^fuJj uf&L i

k~r !^fuJkuf&5^fuJi uf&^fuJi uf&. ~31!

This is one example of a wider set of invariants defined in Ref. 14. The Casimir operatorJiJi is
invariant within the whole representation and consequentlyJiJi is G-invariant. Then,

D5 (
i 5x,y,z

DJi
25 (

i 5x,y,z
JiJi2JiJi ~32!

is the difference between twoG-invariant functions and is thereforeG-invariant too.
~II ! It is always possible to choose a representativeuc&5(m52 j

m cmum& within each orbit such
that ^cuJuc&5Jzez. ThenJiJi5Jz

2. But

Jz5 (
m52 j

j

m\ucmu2⇒uJzu<\ j . ~33!

ThereforeJiJi<\2 j 2, and this inequality is valid all over Hilbert space since it concern
G-invariant function. On the other hand it is obvious thatJiJi>0. SinceJiJi5\2 j ( j 11) it
follows that

0<JiJi<\2 j 2⇔\2 j <D<\2 j ~ j 11!. ~34!

Now we consider the one-parameter set of vectors

ua&5cosau j &1sinau2 j & with aP@0,p/2#. ~35!

We have

Jx5\Aj /2 sin~2a!d j
12 j , Jy50, Jz5\ j cos~2a!

⇒JiJi5H \2 j 2 for j 51/2

\2 j 2 cos2~2a! for j Þ1/2.
~36!

There is only one orbit in thej 51/2 representation;14 sinceD is G-invariant it can only assume th
value \2 j 2. On the other hand, forj Þ1/2 it is clear thatJiJi mapsa onto @0,\2 j 2#, and the
statements about the range ofJi Ji in Hilbert space are proven.

~III ! We notice from~33! that the maximum value ofJi Ji is attained only at the vectorsu j &
and u2 j & which we know to belong to the same orbit.14 This single orbit coincides with the se
~15! of coherent statesuz& since forz50 we haveuz&5u j &.

~IV ! We use the coordinates~A16! defined in the Appendix to label physical states

uc&5 (
m52 j

j

cmum&5 (
n50

N

Zn~u i ,b j !un2N/2&5u$u i%,$b j%&. ~37!

Using the standard representation of the generatorJz of the SU~2! Lie algebra22 its mean value on
a stateu$u i%,$b j%& is

Jz5 (
m52 j

j

ucmu2\m5\ (
n50

N

xn
2S n2

N

2 D . ~38!

The mean value ofJz
2 in the whole of Hilbert space is thus@see~A24! in the appendix#,
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mean~Jz
2!5

\2

VN
E

CPN
dvJz

25
\2

VN
(

m,n50

N F S m2
N

2 D S n2
N

2 D E
CPN

dv~xmxn!2G . ~39!

Now we compute

E
CPN

dv~xmxn!25
pN

~N12!!
~11dmn! ~40!

and

(
m,n50

N S m2
N

2 D S n2
N

2 D ~11dmn!5 (
n50

N S n2
N

2 D 2

5
N~N11!~N12!

12
~41!

to arrive at

mean~Jz
2!5

\2

VN

pN

~N12!!

N~N11!~N12!

12
5

\2N

12
. ~42!

By symmetry one has

mean~Jx
2!5mean~Jy

2!5mean~Jz
2!, ~43!

and consequently

mean~JiJi !53mean~Jz
2!5

\2N

4
5

\2 j

2
. ~44!

The mean value of uncertainty~32! in Hilbert space is therefore

mean~D!5mean~JiJi !2mean~JiJi !5\2 j ~ j 11!2
\2 j

2
5\2 j S j 1

1

2D . ~45!
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APPENDIX: THE FUBINI–STUDY METRIC AND THE VOLUME ELEMENT IN CPN

Two vectors in Hilbert spaceH differing by a multiplicative non-zero complex constanta
represent the same physical state,

uz8&;uz& if uz8&5auz&. ~A1!

Therefore the space of physical states is the space of rays in Hilbert space or projective spa
is the space of equivalence classes defined by~A1! and excluding the vectoruc&50. The projec-
tive spaces constructed from finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces are calledCPN and are well studied
spaces.23,24The superscriptN stands for their complex dimension which is one unit lower then
complex dimension of the Hilbert space from which they are constructed. Ifun& is a basis for
(N11)-dimensional Hilbert space any vectoruc& can be written as

uc&5 (
n50

N

Znun&. ~A2!
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The complex numbersZn are homogeneous coordinates inH and they can also be used a
coordinates inCPN provided one makes the identifications

Zn8;Zn if 'a:;n,Zn85aZn . ~A3!

We start by reminding the reader that the unitN-sphere can be defined as the hyper-surface
(N11)-dimensional Euclidean space with coordinatesxi ,i 50,..,N that satisfies

(
i 50

N

xi
251. ~A4!

Intrinsic coordinatesu i can be defined by

xi5cosu i )
j 5 i 11

N

sinu j . ~A5!

Their range is (0,p) except foru1 with range (0,2p). u050 is not a coordinate. The metri
induced on theN-sphere by its embedding in (N11)-dimensional Euclidean space in this coo
dinates is diagonal with components

gii 5S )
j 5 i 11

N

sinu j D 2

, ~A6!

and the volume element is

dv5)
i 51

N

sin(n21) u idu i . ~A7!

Real projective space RPN follows the same construction with the range ofu1 being (0,p) too,
plus the identifications

~0,u2 ,...,uN![~p,p2u2 ,...,p2uN!. ~A8!

For quantum mechanical purposes the metric of interest inCPN is the Fubini–Study metric.24

Its line element in the homogeneous coordinatesZi is

ds25
1

X2 (
i 50

N

dZidZ̄i2
1

X4 (
i 50

N

dZiZ̄i (
j 50

N

ZjdZ̄j , ~A9!

where we have defined

X25(
i 50

N

ZiZ̄i . ~A10!

Splitting the complex homogeneous coordinates into their absolute values and phases

Zi5Xie
ia i, ~A11!

the Fubini–Study metric splits into two blocks relative to theXi and to thea i ,

ds25dsX
21dsa

2, ~A12!

with
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dsX
25

1

X2 S (i 50

N

dXi
22dX2D , ~A13!

dsa
25

1

X2 (
i 50

N

Xi
2da i

22
1

X4 S (i 50

N

xi
2da i D 2

. ~A14!

The intrinsic coordinates on the sphere~A5! and the phases relative toa0

b i5a i2a0 , i 51,...,N ~A15!

can be used as intrinsic coordinates onCPN. However we should remark that the ranges of all
coordinatesu i are (0,p/2) since theXi are absolute values and cannot therefore be nega
Moreover these coordinates are clearly singular wheneveru i5$0,p/2%. The relation of this coor-
dinates with the homogeneous ones is

Zi5Xeia0xi~u j !e
ib i. ~A16!

Plugging this expression into the previous formulas for the line elements~A13!–~A14! one gets

dsX
25(

i 50

N

dxi
25(

i 51

N

gii du i
2, ~A17!

dsa
25(

i 51

N

xi
2db i

22S (
i 51

N

xi
2db i D 2

5 (
i , j 51

N

hi j db idb j . ~A18!

The first is the line element in the unit sphere~A6! and in the phase line elementdsa
2 we have

defined the metric

hi j 5xi
2~d i j 2xj

2! ~A19!

with inverse

hi j 5
1

x0
2

1
d i j

xi
2

. ~A20!

The volume element for the phase coordinates is

dva5Adet~hi j !)
k51

N

dbk

5Adet~d i j 2xj
2!)

k51

N

xkdbk

5A12(
i 51

N

xi
2)

k51

N

xkdbk

5)
i 50

N

xi)
j 51

N

db j5)
i 51

N

cosu i sini u idb i , ~A21!

where we used~A5! for xi in the last equality. Using~A7! for dvX the combined volume elemen
is
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dv5dvXdva5)
i 51

N

cosu i sin2i 21 u idu idb i . ~A22!

The total volume ofCPN becomes easy to compute

VN5)
i 51

N E
0

p/2

du i cosu i sin2i 21 u iE
0

2p

db i5)
i 51

N
1

2i
2p5

pN

N!
. ~A23!

Now we are able to compute mean values of functions in Hilbert space as their integral inCPN

weighted with the Fubini–Study volume element~A22! and divided by the volumeVN of CPN

~A23!. Since the functions we are interested in are of the type,cuAuc.5Ā we shall write
explicitly mean(Ā) to emphasize that the mean value is not taken on quantum states but rat
the whole ofCPN,

mean~Ā!5
1

VN
E

CPN
dvĀ. ~A24!
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Three-quark exchange operators, crossing matrices
and Fierz transformations in SU „2… and SU „3…

V. Dmitrašinovića)

Research Center for Nuclear Physics, Osaka University,
Mihogaoka 10-1, Ibaraki, Osaka 560-0047, Japan

~Received 24 August 2000; accepted for publication 12 December 2000!

We give explicit expressions for the three-quark exchange operators, crossing ma-
trices and Fierz transforms for the SU~2! and SU~3! groups. We identify the invari-
ant terms in these operators and express them in terms of Casimir operators.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1347393#

I. INTRODUCTION

Dirac1 was the first to express the two-particle spin-exchange operator,

P125
1
2 1 1

2 t1•t2 , ~1!

in terms of Pauli matricest1,2 of the two particles, wheret•t5(a51
3 tata. This, and the following

result:

P12t1•t25 3
2 2 1

2 t1•t2 , ~2!

are equivalent to a ‘‘Fierz reordering formula’’ for the quartic field interaction, or to the SU~2!
crossing matrix,

C5
1

2 S 1 1

3 21D , ~3!

for two-body processes. The same trick has been extended to the SU~3! Lie algebra,

P125
1
3 1 1

2 l1•l2 , ~4a!

P12l1•l25 16
9 2 1

3 l1•l2 , ~4b!

again only for two particles,2 with the resulting crossing matrix~or the equivalent Fierz reorderin
formulas for bilinear products of Gell–Mann matrices! being

C5S 1
3

1
2

16
9 2 1

3

D . ~5!

Here the lower index indicates the number of the quark,la are the Gell–Mann matrices, andf abc,
dabc are the usual SU~3! structure constants.

In the meantime a need has arisen for tri-linear Fierz formulas/crossing relations in conn
with applications of the three-flavor ‘t Hooft interaction.3 Such relations do not seem to exist in th
literature.4–6 In this paper we present the corresponding three-body exchange operators for

a!Electronic mail: dmitra@rcnp.osaka-u.ac.jp
9910022-2488/2001/42(3)/991/5/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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@particles in the fundamental representation of SU~2! and/or SU~3!#, as well as the equivalent Fier
reordering formulas for the sextic field interaction.

II. THREE-QUARK EXCHANGE OPERATORS

A. The SU „2… algebra

1. Three-body exchange operators

Using the symmetric groupS3 it is straightforward, if tedious, to derive the SU~2! version of
the three-quark/spin exchange operator,

P1235P23P125
1

4
1

1

4 (
i , j

3

ti•tj1
i

4
«abct1

at2
bt3

c , ~6a!

P1325P123
2 5

1

4
1

1

4 (
i , j

3

ti•tj2
i

4
«abct1

at2
bt3

c . ~6b!

Similar results are

P123(
i , j

3

ti•tj5
1

2 S 91(
i , j

3

ti•tj23i«abct1
at2

bt3
cD , ~7a!

P132(
i , j

3

ti•tj5
1

4 S 91(
i , j

3

ti•tj13i«abct1
at2

bt3
cD , ~7b!

as well as

iP123«
abct1

at2
bt3

c5
1

2 S 231(
i , j

3

ti•tj2 i«abct1
at2

bt3
cD , ~8a!

iP132«
abct1

at2
bt3

c5
1

2 S 32(
i , j

3

ti•tj2 i«abct1
at2

bt3
cD . ~8b!

2. Crossing matrix

These results are summarized by the crossing matrices:

C5
1

4 S 1 1 1

9 1 23

26 2 22
D , ~9!

for P123, and

C25
1

4 S 1 1 21

9 1 3

6 22 22
D , ~10!

for P132. A valuable check is the constraintC351.
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3. Three-body Fierz identities

daddgrdsb5 1
4 ~dabdgddsr1dabtgd•tsr1dgdtab•tsr1dsrtgd•tab1 i«abctab

a tgd
b tsr

c !,
~11a!

dardgbdsd5 1
4 ~dabdgddsr1dabtgd•tsr1dgdtab•tsr1dsrtgd•tab2 i«abctab

a tgd
b tsr

c !,
~11b!

dadtgr•tsb1dgrtad•tsb1dsbtgr•tad5 1
4 ~9dabdgddsr1dabtgd•tsr1dgdtab•tsr

1dsrtgd•tab23i«abctab
a tgd

b tsr
c !, ~12a!

dartgb•tsd1dgbtar•tsd1dsbtgr•tad5 1
4 ~9dabdgddsr1dabtgd•tsr1dgdtab•tsr

1dsrtgd•tab13i«abctab
a tgd

b tsr
c !, ~12b!

i«abctad
a tgr

b tsb
c 5 1

2 ~23dabdgddsr1dabtgd•tsr1dgdtab•tsr1dsrtgd•tab2 i«abctab
a tgd

b tsr
c !,

~13a!

i«abctar
a tgb

b tsd
c 5 1

2 ~3dabdgddsr2~dabtgd•tsr1dgdtab•tsr1dsrtgd•tab!2 i«abctab
a tgd

b tsr
c !.

~13b!

B. The SU „3… algebra

1. Three-body exchange operators

Similarly, we have

P1235
1

9
1

1

6 (
i , j

3

li•lj1
1

4
dabcl1

al2
bl3

c1
i

4
f abcl1

al2
bl3

c , ~14a!

P1325
1

9
1

1

6 (
i , j

3

li•lj1
1

4
dabcl1

al2
bl3

c2
1

4
i f abcl1

al2
bl3

c , ~14b!

as well as similar relations for the operators,

P123(
i , j

3

li•lj5
1

9
1

1

6 (
i , j

3

li•lj1
1

4
dabcl1

al2
bl3

c1
i

4
f abcl1

al2
bl3

c , ~15a!

P132(
i , j

3

li•lj5
1

9
1

1

6 (
i , j

3

li•lj1
1

4
dabcl1

al2
bl3

c2
1

4
i f abcl1

al2
bl3

c , ~15b!

and

P123d
abcl1

al2
bl3

c5
80

81
2

5

27(
i , j

3

li•lj1
13

18
dabcl1

al2
bl3

c2
5

18
i f abcl1

al2
bl3

c , ~16a!

P132d
abcl1

al2
bl3

c5
80

81
2

5

27(
i , j

3

li•lj1
13

18
dabcl1

al2
bl3

c1
5

18
i f abcl1

al2
bl3

c , ~16b!

P123i f
abcl1

al2
bl3

c52
16

9
1

1

3 (
i , j

3

li•lj1
1

2
dabcl1

al2
bl3

c2
1

2
i f abcl1

al2
bl3

c , ~16c!
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P132i f
abcl1

al2
bl3

c5
16

9
2

1

3 (
i , j

3

li•lj2
1

2
dabcl1

al2
bl3

c2
1

2
i f abcl1

al2
bl3

c . ~16d!

2. Crossing matrix

This leads to the following first cyclic permutation three-quark crossing matrix:

C5S 1
9

1
6

1
4

1
4

16
9

2
3 2 1

2
1
2

80
81 2 5

27
13
18 2 5

18

2 16
9

1
3

1
2 2 1

2

D . ~17!

Similarly, for the second cyclic permutation we find

C25S 1
9

1
6

1
4 2 1

4

16
9

2
3 2 1

2 2 1
2

80
81 2 5

27
13
18

5
18

16
9 2 1

3 2 1
2 2 1

2

D , ~18!

and, of course satisfyingC351.

3. Three-body Fierz identities

daddgrdsb5 1
9 dabdgddsr1 1

6 ~dablgd•lsr1dgdlab•lsr1dsrlgd•lab!

1 1
4 dabclab

a lgd
b lsr

c 1 1
4 i f abclab

a lgd
b lsr

c , ~19a!

dardgbdsd5 1
9 dabdgddsr1 1

6 ~dablgd•lsr1dgdlab•lsr1dsrlgd•lab!

1 1
4 dabclab

a lgd
b lsr

c 2 1
4 i f abclab

a lgd
b lsr

c , ~19b!

dadlgr•lsb1dgrlad•lsb1dsblgr•lad5 2
3 ~dablgd•lsr1dgdlab•lsr1dsrlgd•lab!

1 16
9 dabdgddsr2 1

2 dabclab
a lgd

b lsr
c

1 1
2 i f abclab

a lgd
b lsr

c , ~20a!

darlgb•lsd1dgblar•lsd1dsblgr•lad5 2
3 ~dablgd•lsr1dgdlab•lsr1dsrlgd•lab!

1 16
9 dabdgddsr2 1

2 dabclab
a lgd

b lsr
c

2 1
2 i f abclab

a lgd
b lsr

c , ~20b!

dabclad
a lgr

b lsb
c 52 5

27 ~dablgd•lsr1dgdlab•lsr1dsrlgd•lab!1 80
81 dabdgddsr

1 13
18 dabclab

a lgd
b lsr

c 2 5
18 i f abclab

a lgd
b lsr

c , ~21a!

dabclar
a lgb

b lsd
c 52 5

27 ~dablgd•lsr1dgdlab•lsr1dsrlgd•lab!1 80
81 dabdgddsr

1 13
18 dabclab

a lgd
b lsr

c 1 5
18 i f abclab

a lgd
b lsr

c , ~21b!
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i f abclad
a lgr

b lsb
c 5 1

3 ~dablgd•lsr1dgdlab•lsr1dsrlgd•lab!2 16
9 dabdgddsr

1 1
2 dabclab

a lgd
b lsr

c 2 1
2 i f abclab

a lgd
b lsr

c , ~22a!

i f abclar
a lgb

b lsd
c 52 1

3 ~dablgd•lsr1dgdlab•lsr1dsrlgd•lab!1 16
9 dabdgddsr

2 1
2 dabclab

a lgd
b lsr

c 2 1
2 i f abclab

a lgd
b lsr

c . ~22b!

III. COMMENTS

Two of the three operators( i , j
3 li•lj ,dabcl1

al2
bl3

c ,i f abcl1
al2

bl3
c are SU~3! invariants, i.e.,

they can be expressed in terms of the two Casimir operators of SU~3! as follows:

(
i , j

3

li•lj52C(1)24, ~23a!

dabcl1
al2

bl3
c5 4

3 @C(2)2 5
2 C(1)1 20

3 #; ~23b!

where the two Casimir operators of SU~3! are defined asC(1)5F2,C(2)5dabcFaFbFc andFa are
the SU~3! algebra generators. The third operator,i f abcl1

al2
bl3

c , is a peculiar object: it is an SU~3!
invariant, because it commutes with the SU~3! generatorsFa51/2 (l1

a1l2
a1l3

a) in the special
case when these generators are formed from three Gell–Mann matrices, but it is also
diagonal operator@it annihilates the two three-quark SU~3! eigenstates with definite exchang
symmetry properties, i.e., the1 and10, and turns one8 state into another# that cannot be expresse
in terms of Casimir operators. This result does not violate the Casimir–v.d. Waerden th
relating the rank of the group to the number of independent invariant operators, as it is rep
tation dependent. This example, however, points out the existence of such invariants which
widely known.

1P. A. M. Dirac,The Principles of Quantum Mechanics~Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1935!.
2See, e.g., Chap. 29.2.7 in L. B. Okun,Leptons and Quarks~North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1982!.
3M. A. Shifman, A. I. Vainshtein, and V. I. Zakharov, Nucl. Phys. B163, 46 ~1980!.
4G. E. Baird and L. C. Biedenharn, J. Math. Phys.4, 436 ~1963!.
5A. Pais, Rev. Mod. Phys.38, 215 ~1966!.
6P. Carruthers,Introduction to Unitary Symmetry~Wiley, New York, 1966!.
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Towards an analytical formula for the eigenvalues
of the Aharonov–Bohm annular billiard

A. J. Fendrik and M. J. Sáncheza)

Departamento de Fı´sica J. J. Giambiagi, Facultad de Ciencias Exactas y Naturales,
Universidad de Buenos Aires. Ciudad Universitaria, 1428 Buenos Aires, Argentina

~Received 25 February 2000; accepted for publication 10 November 2000!

We derive an asymptotic formula for the eigenvalues of the Aharonov–Bohm
annular billiard~ABAB ! that improves and corrects previous estimates. Employing
semiclassical arguments we relate the limitations of the procedure to the topology
of the classical phase space of the system. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1341235#

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the interest in quantum billiards has increased considerably. Owing
vances in nanotechnology, it has been possible to fabricate small devices in which the carr
mainly scattered by the boundaries of the sample.1 The high resemblance between these syste
commonly referred to as quantum dots, and the quantum billiards, it is very appealing to stu
transport properties of ballistic samples employing quantum billiards as models.

Quantum billiards threaded by a magnetic fluxf are suitable configurations to model pro
lems related to persistent currents.2,3 These equilibrium currents are a consequence of the natu
the eigenfunctions’ flux sensitivity, which is strictly of the Aharonov–Bohm type.4,5 The current,
at zero temperature, carried by the levelEn is I}]En /]f. The first theoretical works on persiste
currents have been in one-dimensional~1D! ring geometries,6 in two-dimensional~2D! the com-
putations have been performed employing discrete models or cylindrical geometries.7,8 In the last
case, the mathematical description of the problem is essentially the same as for the ring geo
because the eigenenergies are pure quadratic forms of the two quantum numbers with a fun
dependence on the flux that is identical to 1D systems.

To describe the real ‘‘rings’’ employed in the experiments on persistent currents,9 it seems to
be more suitable to consider the 2D Aharonov–Bohm annular billiard~ABAB ! depicted in Fig. 1.
The eigenenergies for this system can be numerically determined from the zeros of the
products of Bessel functions, but a closed analytical formula for the eigenvalues does not

In a recent paper Samandra and Healy introduced an asymptotic formula for the eigen
of a charged particle confined in an annular shell in which there was a cylindrically symm
static magnetic field inside the inner cylinder.10 This configuration is equivalent to thread th
annular shell by an static magnetic fluxf and, therefore, equivalent to the ABAB. In this artic
we present an asymptotic analytical formula for the eigenenergies of the ABAB that correc
improves the previous one.10 Moreover, we will show that the eigenenergies obtained in Ref.
fail to describe quantum states that are present at all the energy scales, even in the semic
limit. These states are associated with classical orbits that do not hit the inner radius of the
and cannot be described by the asymptotic expansion presented in Ref. 10. We find th
eigenenergies for these states can be obtained, under certain conditions, through the D
expansion for the zeros of the Bessel functions of first kind.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce the system and summari
results concerning the solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation. In Sec. III we obtain the asympto
expansion for the eigenenergies and compare it to the one obtained in Ref. 10. Part of this

a!Electronic mail: majo@df.uba.ar
9960022-2488/2001/42(3)/996/10/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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is devoted to a detailed discussion about the limitations of the analytical results. We pres
Sec. IV the numerical results and in Sec. V the concluding remarks.

II. THE AHARONOV–BOHM ANNULAR CAVITY

In this section we introduce the ABAB and the relevant equations involved in the prob
The annular shell is defined in terms of the polar coordinates~r, u!. The radial coordinater varies
betweenr andR and the azimutal angle 0<u<2p ~see Fig. 1!. We take the area equal top and
we define the parameterl5R/r , such thatR5l/Al221 and r 51/Al221. Whenl→1 the
system resembles a 1D ring, while forl.1 it is an annular cavity.

We fix the gaugeA5f/(2pr) û, whereû is the azimutal unit vector, and there is no magne
field piercing the body of the annulus.

The single particle spectrum results from the eigenvalue equation

DC1
2ia

r2

]C

]u
2

a2

r2 C1k2C50, ~2.1!

where D is the Laplacian in polar coordinates. We define the scaled fluxa5f/f0 with f0

5hc/e the flux quantum. We use units such\2/2m51, so the energy isE5k2.
We apply Dirichlet boundary conditions atr5r andr5R and periodic boundary condition in

the azimutal direction. The Eq.~2.1! is separable in polar coordinates and we factorizeC(r,u)
5F(r)exp(imu) with m50,61,62,... the orbital quantum number. The wave numberskn,n result
from the solution of the equation

Jn~zl!Nn~z!2Jn~z!Nn~zl!50, n[m2a, ~2.2!

where we have definedz[kr and n51,2..., is the radial quantum number.Jn and Nn are the
Bessel functions of the first and second kind, respectively. The corresponding eigenfun
C(r,u) are

Cn,n~r,u!5An,n exp~ imu!@Jn~kn,nr!Nn~kn,nr !2Jn~kn,nr !Nn~kn,nr!#, ~2.3!

whereAn,n is the normalization constant.

FIG. 1. Aharonov–Bohm annular billiard~ABAB ! threaded by a magnetic fluxf. The inner and outer radii are denotedr
andR, respectively.
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All the eigenstates and all the equilibrium physical properties of the system are pe
functions of the flux with periodf0 . Moreover, as the energy spectrum is symmetric with resp
to f5f0/2, in the following the parametera will take values between 0 and 1/2. ForaÞ0, the
states withm and2m are, in general, not degenerate.

We remark that the eigenenergiesEn,n cannot be written down as simple functions of t
numbersn andn as it happens, for example, in the case of the cylindrical geometries wher
eigenenergies are pure quadratic functions of both quantum numbers. Moreover, there i
closed analytical expression for the eigenenergies of the Aharonov–Bohm annular cavity.

III. THE ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION FOR THE EIGENENERGIES

To derive an estimate for the eigenenergiesEn,n , we begin rewriting the asymptotic expan
sion of thenth zero of Eq.~2.2! that appears in Ref. 11, in such a way that the dependencen,
that is hidden in the expression given in Ref. 11 becomes explicit:

kn,n'np
Al221

l21
1

~l21!Al221

2npl
n22

~l21!Al221

8npl

1
~l21!3Al221

n3p3 Q1
~l21!5Al221

n5p5 P, ~3.1!

with

Q[n4S 16f ~l!2
1

4l2D1n2S 1

8l22104f ~l! D225f ~l!2
1

64l2 ,

P[2
f ~l!~22514n2!~2114n2!2

2l
1

~2114n2!3

256l3

1
~211l5!~2114n2!

5120~l21!l5 ~10732456n2116n4!. ~3.2!

As Eq. ~3.1! is asymptotic in 1/n, the symbol' comes from neglecting all the terms o
O(1/n7) and higher. We have defined for convenience

f ~l![~l321!/~384l3~l21!!.

Equation~3.1! contains terms in ordersO(1/n), O(1/n3), andO(1/n5) that must be taken into
account for smalln and values ofl*1. One can solve by numerical methods Eq.~2.2! to obtain
the ~exact! eigenvalues of the ABAB. This will be done in the next section. Nevertheless, we
want to stress that for fixed values ofl andn.1, the accuracy of the expansion Eq.~3.1! to the
exact eigenvalues depends, not only onn, but also on the other quantum numberm throughn.

We expand Eq.~3.1! explicitly as a function of both quantum numbersm andn. Keeping the
terms up to ordera2 ~this is not a crude approximation taking into account thata varies between
0 and 1/2! we obtain the corresponding eigenenergies

En,n[Em,n~a!'Aa21Ba1C1O~a3!, ~3.3!

with A, B, andC polynomials in the quantum numberm

A[a01a2m21a4m41a6m61a8m81a10m
10, ~3.4!

B[b1m1b3m31b5m51b7m71b9m9, ~3.5!

C[c01c2m21c4m4. ~3.6!
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In the Appendix we write down the explicit formulae for the coefficientsai which although rather
cumbersome, will be useful in the following. They are analytic functions of the parameterl and
the radial quantum numbern.

The second-order approximation Eq.~3.3! is not the Taylor expansion ina of the eigenener-
gies. The coefficients in Eqs.~3.4!–~3.6! have been obtained from the asymptotic expansion
~3.1! that, when the radial quantum numbern&m, does not work. This important fact has not be
taken into account in Ref. 10. Moreover, even in the limitn@m the results of Ref. 10 are, in
general, very poor estimates of the eigenenergies. To clarify this point we compare Eq.~3.3! to the
equation obtained in Ref. 10 for the eigenenergies, that we have rewritten in the form of Eq~3.3!

Ẽm,n~a!5Ãa21B̃a1C̃, ~3.7!

with

Ã[
l221

l
,

B̃[2S l221

l D2m, ~3.8!

C̃[n2p2S l11

l21D1
~l221!

l
~m221/4!.

Comparing Eqs.~3.4!–~3.6! @and the Eq.~A1! for ai# to Eq. ~3.8! we conclude that, even in th
limit n@m, it is only for l511e(e!1) that the Eqs.~3.7! and~3.8! give satisfactory values fo
the eigenenergies of the ABAB. In this case the annulus resembles a thin cylindrical surf
height (l21)/Al2215R2r . Let us remark that for a cylindrical surface of areaL3Ly , the
exact eigenenergies are parabolas as a function ofa. The corresponding coefficients are:A
5(2p/L)2 ~without any dependence on the quantum numbers! for the quadratic term,B
52m(2p/L)2 ~depending only on the orbital quantum numberm! for the linear term, and the
constant termC5(np/Ly)

2 which is a function only of the transverse quantum numbern.
On the contrary, Eqs.~3.4!–~3.6! are valid for larger values ofl. As an example, Fig. 2 show

a plot of the coefficientsA @Eq. ~3.4!# andÃ as a function of the quantum numberm for l510 and
n530. In the same figure the empty circles are the exact numerical values for this coef
~obtained following the prescription that will be describe in the next section!. Whereas the coef-
ficient Ã only gives the constant value form50, the behavior ofA is quite satisfactory for values
of m&10. Nevertheless, form&n the coefficients given in Eqs.~3.4!–~3.6! do not reproduce the
actual values obtained in the numerical computations. The inclusion of additional terms in
equations does not give a better approximation to the eigenenergies. Under the present co
Eqs. ~3.4!–~3.6! are not perturbative becauseum/nu*1, and any truncation of the expansion
misleading.

The difficulty to obtain a uniform perturbative expansion for the eigenenergies of the A
is related to the very different characteristics of the eigenstates as a function of the qu
numbers. This fact can be understood through semiclassical arguments. Since the pro
integrable, the classical phase space is foliated by tori that are labeled by the values of the
I i( l ,E),i 51,2, with l andE the angular momentum and the energy, respectively.12 Moreover, this
kind of system can be quantized through the E.B.K rule that establishes a correspondence b
each eigenstate and a classical torus labeled byI i5(ki1a i /4)\, whereki is an integer anda i is
the Maslov index that depends on the topology of the classical orbits of the system.13

Given the values ofl andE, and according to the ratioh[ lA(l221)/E, we can distinguish
two type of classical orbits: Those that do not hit the inner circle (h.1), and orbits that hit the
inner circle (h,1). The special value ofhc51 corresponds to orbits that are tangent to the in
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circle. The parameterh is the ratio between the radius of the caustic of the classical orbit for a
of radiusR5l/A(l221) and the inner radius of the ABAB,r 51/A(l221).

According to the preceding remarks, given two values of the quantum numbersm andn the
classical motion associated to the quantized torus will correspond either toh.1 or to h,1.
Therefore, two kind of eigenstates are expected according to the value ofh. Equation~3.3! is valid
for quantum states such thath,1 and becomes a better approximation ash decreases.

For h.1, the classical motion on the ABAB is indistinguishable from that on a disk of ra
R. Therefore, one would expect that analytical expressions for the eigenvalues correspon
such a quantum states could be obtained from the Debye’s asymptotic expansions for the
functions of the first kind.11

However, it is well-known that the Debye’s expansions fail to describe states localized o
whispering gallery modes.14 In terms on the parametere[AE/(l221)l/ l the whispering gallery
modes correspond toe→1. Ase increases from 1 the Debye’s expansion improves. Therefore
Debye’s expansion will be useful to describe states in the ABAB if the conditionsh.1 ande
.1 are simultaneously satisfied. Ash•e5l, the fraction of such states increases withl.

Figure 3 shows in thek-l plane the two critical lines labeledL1 andL2 defined, respectively
by the equationshc51 andec51 for l510. The states lying on the shadowed region in betw
L1 andL2 can be approximated by the Debye expansion. As a consequence, while forh,1 the
eigenenergies for the ABAB are given by Eq.~3.1!, for h.1 they could be obtained through th
Debye’s approximation. In the next section we will explore this approach.

It is important to emphasize that the nature of the failure of the Debye’s expansion is
different from that of the expansion Eq.~3.1!. While the former is originated by the pathologic
behavior of the semiclassical approximation when the classical motion exhibits caustics14 the
second one is due to the impossibility of the perturbative expansion Eq.~3.1! to cross the sepa
ratrix defined byh5hc . In the next section we will show how this separatrix affects the ac
eigenenergies.

FIG. 2. CoefficientA obtained from Eq.~3.4! ~solid lined! andÃ obtained from Eq.~3.8! ~dotted-dashed line! as a function
of the quantum numberm, for n530 andl510. The empty circles correspond to the numerical valuesAmn for n530
obtained in Sec. IV. The vertical dotted line is the valuemc defined in Eq.~4.3!. The left down arrow indicates the
analytical estimateAe @Eq. ~4.4!# for values ofm.mc .
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IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND ANALYTICAL ESTIMATES

To obtain each eigenenergyEm,n as a function of the fluxa, we have numerically solved Eq
~2.2! employing the Newton–Raphson method. For a given value ofl, we have repeated thi
procedure for six equally spaced values ofa between 0 and 1/2. Then we have fitted the numer
values with a quadratic function that minimizes the sum of the squares of the deviations fro
numerical values. Figure 4 shows a region of the energy spectrum as a function ofa for l510,
obtained by the described procedure. The dotted lines are the quadratic fits, superimposed
numerical values~circles!. In the following we will consider

Em,n5Amn~l!a21Bmn~l!a1Cmn~l!, ~4.1!

whereAmn , Bmn , andCmn have been obtained from the quadratic fit mentioned above.
To illustrate the statements of the preceding section, we will analize the coefficientAmn as a

function of both quantum numbers for two values of the parameterl. Figure 5 shows a surfac
plot of the coefficientAmn as a function ofm and n for l510. We can see a pronounced cre
separating two plateaux. One of them~labeled asI! corresponds to values of the quantum numb
m andn such thath,1. The other plateau~labeled asII ! corresponds toh.1. The values of the
coefficientAmn that correspond to eigenstates such thath'1 are launched on the crest of th
surface plot. The crest is a quantum signature of the classical separatrix previously mention
this value ofl the fraction of states on the plateauII is much greater than the fraction of those
the plateauI.

Figure 6 shows a surface plot of the coefficientAmn as a function ofm andn for l52. The
exhibited behavior is qualitatively the same as in Fig. 5. Nevertheless, opposite to the pr
case, the fraction of states on the plateauII is smaller than the fraction of those on the plateauI.

As we have mentioned in Sec. III, Fig. 2 shows a transverse section of the surface plot
for n530, together with the coefficientA evaluated forn530 @Eq. ~3.4!# and the coefficientÃ
given in Eq.~3.8! that only reproduces the plateauI ~A59.9 for the present value ofl510!. On
the other hand, the coefficientA follows quite satisfactory the numerical values up to the cres
the plot, but it fails to reproduce the behavior ofAmn in the complete range of values ofm.

FIG. 3. Critical lines labeledL1 andL2 defined, respectively, by the equationshc51 andec51 for l510. The states lying
on the shadowed region in betweenL1 andL2 can be approximated by the Debye’s expansion.
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To reproduce the numerical valuesAmn in the region of the second plateauII we employ the
Debye’s approximation11 that gives the asymptotic expansion for the zeros of the Bessel func
of the first kindJn(kR). If j n,n is a zero,En,n5( j n,n /R)2 will be the eigenenergy. ExpandingEn,n

as a function of the fluxa(n5m2a) and keeping the terms up to second order ina, we finally
obtain

Em,n;
1

R2 F S p2

4
21Da212mS p2

4
21Da1p2S n21S p2

4
21Dm21

1

16D G . ~4.2!

FIG. 4. Single particle energy levels as a function of the adimensional fluxa, corresponding to the lowest region of th
spectrum for the ABAB withl510. The circles correspond to exact values obtained from the zeros of the cross pro
of Bessel functions. The small dotted lines are the quadratic fits obtained in Eq.~4.1!. See the text for details.

FIG. 5. Surface plot of the coefficientAmn as a function of the quantum numbersm andn for l510. The plateau labeled
with I corresponds to valuesh,1, whereas the plateau labeled with II toh.1.
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The prefactor in the quadratic term of Eq.~4.2! gives the estimate ofAmn in the region of the
second plateauII (h.1). For l510 is R51.005 and the value of the coefficient is 1.452. Th
value is indicated in the right down part of Fig. 2 by an arrow and it agrees with the nume
values ofAmn on the plateauII .

Equation~4.2! can be used to obtain the critical conditionhc51, in then-m plane ~hc51
defines the lineL1 in k-l plane!. For a given value of the radial quantum numbern, hc51
determines a critical value for the orbital quantum numbermc given by

mcAl2

p2 112
p2

4
.n, ~4.3!

where the fact thatm[ l was used. Figure 7 shows in then-mplane the critical line defined by th

FIG. 6. Surface plot of the coefficientAmn as a function of the quantum numbersm andn for l52. The plateau labeled
with I corresponds to valuesh,1, whereas the plateau labeled with II toh.1.

FIG. 7. Gray level density plot in them-nplane corresponding to the surface plot Fig. 5. The solid white line is the cri
line defined in Eq.~4.3! for l510.
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Eq. ~4.3! for l510 together with the gray scale density plot of the numerical values ofAmn taken
from Fig. 5. In the present figure the crest of the surface plot Fig. 5 corresponds to the highe
level intensity region in where, as expected, the critical line Eq.~4.3! is launched. As a conse
quence of the preceding analysis, we establish the following functional form to evaluat
coefficientsAmn(l)

Ae5H A given by Eq. ~3.4!, for m<mc

S p2

4
21D ~l221!

l
, for m.mc

, ~4.4!

wheremc is given in Eq.~4.3!.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the present article we have explored the possibility to obtain an analytical expansion f
eigenenergies of the Aharonov–Bohm annular billiard valid for the whole range of values o
two relevant quantum numbers. We have shown that the well-known expansion for the ze
the cross products of Bessel functions fail to reproduce the actual behavior of the eigenener
some kind of states that are present in all regions of the spectrum~namely for quantum states suc
that the parameterh.1!. Based on semiclassical arguments we have demonstrated that
quantum states are associated with classical orbits that do not hit the inner circle of the an
These orbits, when the system is a genuine annulus (l.1), are relevant in all the energy scale
For h.1 andl.1, we have shown that the eigenenergies of the ABAB can be obtained thr
the Debye’s expansions for the zeros of the Bessel functions of first kind, if the conditione.1 is
also acomplished. Ash•e5l, the fraction of states whose eigenenergies can be approximate
the Debye’s expansion increases withl. We have illustrated our results proposing an analyti
estimateAe , that reproduces quite satisfactory the exact numerical valuesAmn(l) at both sides of
the critical line defined inm-nplane by the Eq.~4.3!, irrespective of the value of the parametere.
That is, although the Debye’s expansions fail fore→1, the numerical valuesAmn are not sensitive
to that limit. Therefore, the value predicted byAe for m.mc is valid even in the limite→1. We
should remark that doing analogous calculations to those performed in Sec. IV, it is poss
derive the analytical estimates for the numerical coefficientsBmn andCmn . This should be equiva-
lent, in view of Eq.~4.1!, to find an analytical expansion for the eigenenergies of the ABAB v
at both sides of the critical linehc51.

Last but not least, we would like to remark that the present study is far from being p
academic. The analytical expression of the eigenenergies as a function of the normalizeda
can be employed to determine the actual prefactors in the magnitude of the typical per
current for a ballistic ABAB withN carriers,I typ[A*0

1I 2da.
In a recent paper it was found thatI typ}AT /N1/4, being AT[(m,nAmn(l).3 Taking into

account the analytical expression given in Eq.~4.4! we have obtained, to leading order inN

AT5N
~l221!

l S p2

4
211

~82p2!~l21!

p~l11!A4~l21p2!2p4D 1O~N1/2!,

which gives a value ofI typ 1.4–1.5 times larger than the obtained in case of employing Eq.~3.8!.
This result could help to understand the existent discrepancy between the large experi
values of the persistent current measured in all the experiments performed up to date, and p
theoretical estimates that did not consider the corrections introduced in the present work.
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APPENDIX

In this Appendix we write down the explicit expressions for the coefficientsam of the differ-
ent powers ofm in the formula Eq.~3.4!

a05
l221

l
2

~l21!2~l221!

8l2p2n2 ,

a25
3~l21!2~l221!

2l2p2n2 2
69~l21!3~11l!

16l5p4n4 ,

a45~l21!3S 3~11l!

8l5p4n4

2110914253l13812l21450l31775l42935l51290l6

192l6p6n6 D ,

~A1!

a65
27~l21!3

720l6p6n6 ~2411377l1188l2190l31115l42155l5150l6!

1
7~l21!9

2880l8p8n8 ~242311897l12320l2!,

a85
~l21!10~l221!

512l10p10n10 @220711290l2364l212916l321611l4

12916l523621l611290l72207l8#

1
~l21!8~l221!

64l8p8n8 ~3232l2131l22249l31131l4232l513l6!,

a105
~l21!10~l221!

9600l10p10n10 @9921122l16017l2217204l3

126895l4217204l516017l611122l7199l8#.
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Classical analogs of quasifree quantum stochastic
processes given by stochastic states of the quantized
electromagnetic field

C. Hertfeldera) and B. Kümmerer
Mathematisches Institut A, Universita¨t Stuttgart, Pfaffenwaldring 57,
70569 Stuttgart, Germany

~Received 28 July 2000; accepted for publication 29 November 2000!

The mathematical model describing a light beam prepared in an arbitrary quantum
optical state is a quasifree quantum stochastic process on theC* algebra of the
canonical commutatation relations. For such quantum stochastic processes the con-
cept of stochastic states is introduced. Stochastic quantum states have a classical
analog in the following sense: If the light beam is prepared in a stochastic state, one
can construct a generalized classical stochastic process, such that the distributions
of the quantum observables and the classical random variables coincide. A suffi-
cient algebraic condition for the stochasticity of a quantum state is formulated. The
introduced formalism generalizes the Wigner representation from a single field
mode to a continuum of modes. For the special case of a single field mode the
stochasticity condition provides a new criterion for the positivity of the Wigner
function related to the given state. As an example the quantized eletromagnetic
field in empty space at temperatureT50 is discussed. It turns out that the corre-
sponding classical stochastic process is not a white noise but a colored noise with
a linearly increasing spectrum. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1343880#

I. INTRODUCTION

The physical system considered throughout this paper is a light beam propagating i
space into thex direction of a fixed coordinate system. The beam is assumed to be prepared
arbitrary quantum optical state. This situation can be described mathematically by a qu
quantum stochastic process on theC* algebra of the canonical commutation relations~CCR
algebra!.1 Investigating this quantum stochastic process, the main question is the following
which quantum optical states is it possible to construct a corresponding classical stochas
cess, such that the classical random variables have the same distributions as the quantum
ables in the given state?

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we summarize some facts about the quant
of infinite dimensional linear Hamiltonian systems, i.e., of systems with the following prope
The state space is a linear space on which the Hamilton function is a strictly positive qua
form determining the so called energy scalar product. The dynamics of the system defi
strongly continuous group of unitary transformations on state space. The described quan
procedure generalizes the quantization approach of Mackey2 to the infinite dimensional case. It i
closely related to some work of Lewis and Maassen,3 Hinz4 and to the Segal–Weinless-approa
to quantization.5,6

In order to connect this quantization procedure to the Fock space formalism generally u
quantum optics,7 it is necessary to identify the up to unitary equivalence uniquely determined
representation of the resulting CCR algebra. However, it is well known that there is an infin

a!Permanent address: Carl Zeiss Lithos GmbH, Carl Zeiss Strasse, 73447 Oberkochen, Germany. Electron
claudia.hertfelder@zeiss.de
10060022-2488/2001/42(3)/1006/12/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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inequivalent Fock states on the CCR algebra over an infinite dimensional real symplectic s8

As a main result of Sec. II it is shown that among these Fock states there is exactly one, w
left invariant by the dynamics of the system. The Fock representation corresponding to thi
connects the described quantization procedure to the Fock space formalism used in q
optics. Generalizing a uniqueness result of Kay9 an explicit construction of the invariant Fock sta
is given.

In Sec. III the quantization procedure is applied to the electromagnetic field. A one di
sional light beam is described as a linear Hamiltonian system, its time invariant Fock st
determined and the quasifree quantum stochasic process describing the quantized field in
state is defined.

In Sec. IV a class of quantum optical states having a classical analog in the following se
introduced: There exists a generalized classical stochastic process in the sense of Hida,10 whose
generalized random variables have the same distributions as the quantized observables in t
quantum state. Such states are called stochastic states. The generalized classical stochasti
corresponding to an arbitrary stochastic state of the quantized electromagnetic field is cons

In Sec. V we provide some deeper insight into the mathematical structure of stochastic
On the basis of the Kolmogorov decomposition of positive definite kernels a sufficient alge
condition for the stochasticity of a quantum state is formulated. The approach generalizes th
known Wigner representation11 to a continuum of field modes. For a single mode the stocha
states correspond to the states whose Wigner spectrum12 contains the points 0 and 1. In Ref. 1
these states are identified as mixed states with a positive Wigner function. Restricted to t
dimensional case, the stochasticity condition leads to a new criterion for the positivity o
Wigner function.

In Sec. VI the invariant Fock state describing the free electromagnetic field at tempe
T50 is discussed as an example for a stochastic quantum state. As it turns out, the corresp
generalized classical stochastic process is not a white noise, but a colored noise with a l
increasing spectrum. This provides a new argument for an experimantally motivated assu
of Gardiner,13 that the spectrum of the quantized electromagnetic field atT50, which cannot be
directly observed by photon counting, might be linearly increasing.

II. QUANTIZATION OF LINEAR HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS

A triple @H,^•,•&,(Ut5eAt) t# consisting of a real Hilbert spaceH with scalar product
^•,•& and a strongly continuous one parameter group of unitary transformations (Ut) tPR with a
densely defined, skew adjoint, injective generatorA:D(A)→H is called alinear Hamiltonian
system, if the following conditions hold: The energy of the system prepared in an arbitrary
f PH is given by the expression12 ^ f , f &. The unitary group (Ut) tPR describes the dynamics of th
system, i.e., starting in the statef 0PH at timet50, the state at timet.0 will be f t5Ut f 0 . Since
we consider only systems in continuous time, we write (Ut) t in the following. We call the scalar
product^•,•& the energy scalar productandH the state spaceof the system.

Given a linear Hamiltonian system@H,^•,•&,(Ut5eAt) t#, the starting point for its quantiza
tion is the correspondingsymplectic system@D,s,(Ũt) t#. It consists by definition of the real linea
spaceDªD(A)#H, the nondegenerate symplectic forms:D3D→R:( f ,g)°^A f ,g& and the
symplectic dynamics (Ũt) tª(U2t) t , which leaves the symplectic forms invariant. The pair
(D,s) is called asymplectic space.

For any f PD the correspondingclassical linear observablew( f ) is defined as the linea
functional,

w~ f !:H→R:g°^g, f &.

Parallel to the Heisenberg picture, we will use on the level of quantum mechanics, we fix the
f PH and let the observablesw( f ) evolve in time. Their time evolution is given byw t( f )
5f(Ũt f ), ; f PD, tPR.
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In this setting the problem of quantizing a linear Hamiltonian system can be formulate
follows: For any classical linear observablew( f ) find a correspondingquantum observableF( f ),
i.e., a densely defined, self-adjoint operatorF( f ) acting on a complex Hilbert spaceF, such that
the canonical commutation relations,

@F~ f !,F~g!#52 is~ f ,g!1F, ; f ,gPD,

are fullfilled on a properly chosen dense subspace ofF. 1F denotes the identity onF. Note that we
have set\51.

It is well known that this problem can be solved in the following way: Let CCR(D,s) the
CCR algebra over the symplectic space (D,s),14 which is by definition the up toC* isomorphism
uniquely determinedC* algebra generated by unitary elements$W( f ): f PD%, which fullfill the
canonical commutation relationsin their Weyl form,

W~ f !W~g!5eis( f ,g)W~ f 1g!, ; f ,gPD. ~1!

Take a regular statec on CCR(D,s) and denote the corresponding Gelfand Naimark Segal~GNS!
representation15 by (Fc ,Pc ,jc). Fc is a complex Hilbert space,Pc :CCR(D,s)→B(Fc) de-
notes the representation itself, which is a* homomorphism from theC* algebra CCR(D,s) into
the bounded linear operatorsB(Fc) on Fc , and jcPFc is a cyclic vector, i.e., the vector
$Pc(W( f )): f PD% span a dense subspace ofFc . The GNS representation of CCR(D,s) corre-
sponding to a given state is unique up to unitary equivalence. The unitary operators$Wc( f )
ªPc(W( f )): f PD% are calledWeyl operators. Since c is regular, by definition the mapR
{t°Wc(t f ) defines for everyf PD a strongly continuous group of unitary operators acting
Fc . Starting from the relations~1!, it follows that the unbounded, self-adjoint generato
$Bc( f )ª(d/dt) Wc(t f )u t50 : f PD%, the so calledfield operators, fullfill the commutation rela-
tions

@Bc~ f !,Bc~g!#522is~ f ,g!1Fc , ; f ,gPD,

on a properly chosen dense subspace ofFc . Therefore thequantized observables,

Fc~ f !ª
1

&
Bc~ f !, ; f PD,

solve the quantization problem formulated above.
The symplectic dynamics (Ũt) t induces on theC* algebra CCR(D,s) the quasifree automor

phism group (b t) t determined by

b t„W~ f !…5W~Ũt f !, ; f PD,tPR. ~2!

The resulting time evolution of the quantized observables is

Bc~ f ! t5Bc~Ũt f !, ; f PD,tPR.

The GNS Hilbert spaceFc and the quantized observablesFc( f ) depend on the chosen sta
c. The representation generally used in quantum optics is the so calledFock representation: the
GNS Hilbert spaceFc is the symmetric Fock spaceF 1(K) over the so calledone particle space
K, which is a properly chosen complex Hilbert space.~The examples considered in this paper a
K5C for a single field mode andK5L2(R1) for the light beam propagating in one dimension
space.! The cyclic vectorjc is thevacuum vectorV51% 0% 0¯PF 1(K). The Fock represen
tation is unitary equivalent to the GNS representation of theC* algebra CCR(K) over the com-
plex Hilbert spaceK induced by the statecF with the generating functional
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cF„W~ f̃ !…5e2 ~1/2! i f̃ iK
2
, ; f̃ PK.

By definition the CCR algebra CCR(K) over a complex Hilbert spaceK is generated by the
unitary elements$W( f̃ ): f̃ PK% fullfilling the relations

W~ f̃ !W~ g̃!5ei Im^ f̃ ,g̃&W~ f̃ 1g̃!, ; f̃ ,g̃PK.

However starting from a given linear Hamiltonian system, the solution of the quantiz
problem leads to the CCR algebra CCR(D,s) over thereal symplectic space (D,s). In the rest
of this section we will be concerned with connecting the real quantization procedure des
above to the complex picture generally used in quantum optics. The bridge will be a constr
calledunitary embedding.

Let (D,s) a symplectic space anda:D3D→R a positive bilinear form, such that

s~ f ,g!2<a~ f , f !a~g,g!, ; f ,gPD.

Then there is exactly one so calledquasifree stateca on CCR(D,s), such that

ca„W~ f !…5e2~ 1/2! a( f , f ), ; f PD.

A Fock stateis a quasifree stateca on CCR(D,s) with the additional property thatD carries the
structure of a complex linear space with complex scalar product^•,•&c , such that

^ f ,g&c5a~ f ,g!1 is~ f ,g!, ; f ,gPD.

There is a common way to supply a real symplectic space (D,s) with the structure of a
complex scalar product space: LetJ:D→D a linear map, such thatJ2521, s(J f , f )>0, ; f
PD, s(J f , f )50 iff f 50 ands(J f ,Jg)5s( f ,g), ; f ,gPD. ThenJ is called acomplex struc-
ture on the symplectic space (D,s). With the definitions

~x1 iy ! fªx f1yJ f, ;x, yPR, f PD,

and

^ f ,g&cªs~J f ,g!1 is~ f ,g!, ; f ,gPD,

D becomes a complex scalar product space, which will be denoted in the following byDJ . Note
that for any complex structureJ on (D,s) the real scalar product,

aJ :D3D→R:~ f ,g!°s~J f ,g!,

uniquely determines a Fock state on CCR(D,s). This state will be denoted in the following b
cJ .

Theorem 1: Let @H,^•,•&,(Ut5eAt) t# be a linear Hamiltonian system and@D,s,(Ũt) t# the
corresponding symplectic system. Let A52JuAu the unique polar decomposition of the infinites
mal generator A into the positive operatoruAu5AA* A and the partial isometry2J. Then J is a
complex structure on(D,s) and the Fock statecJ on CCR(D,s) is the only Fock state on(D,s)
which is left invariant by the automorphism group(b t) t defined in Eq. (2).

Proof: From the fact thatA is injective and skew adjoint one deduces that the partial isom
J is unitary with J* 5J2152J and thatJ is a complex structure. BecauseA52JuAu52A*
52uAuJ it holds JA5AJ or equivalentlyŨtJ5JŨt , ;tPR. From here it follows directly that
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a~Ũt f ,Ũtg!5s~JŨt f ,Ũtg!

5s~ŨtJ f ,Ũtg!

5s~J f ,g!5a~ f ,g!, ; f ,gPD,tPR,

which proves the asserted time invariance ofcJ .
For the proof of uniqueness assume the existence of another time invariant Fock statec J̃ on

CCR(D,s) or equivalently of another complex structureJ̃ on (D,s) with J̃A5AJ̃. SinceA is
injective and skew adjoint, ranA is a dense subspace ofH. Consequently from

^J̃A f ,J̃g&5^AJ̃f ,J̃g&5s~ J̃g,J̃g!5s~ f ,g!

5^A f ,g&5; f ,gPH,

it follows that J̃ is isometric and therefore unitary, sinceJ̃2521. Now it is obvious thatJ̃*
5 J̃2152 J̃. SinceJ̃A is easily shown to be a positive operator, sinceJ̃(2J) is unitary and since
the polar decomposition is unique, from1( J̃A)5 J̃(2J)uAu it follows 15 J̃(2J) or J̃5J. j

Definition 1: Let @D,s,(Ũt) t# be the symplectic system corresponding to a given lin
Hamiltonian system@H,^•,•&,(Ut5eAt) t#, and let J be the unique complex structure defined
Theorem 1. A real linear mapI:D→K0#K, whereK0 is a dense subspace of a complex Hilbe
spaceK, is called aunitary embeddingof the given linear Hamiltonian system, ifI is unitary as
a map from the complex scalar product space DJ to K0 .

Given a unitary embeddingI:D→K0#K, the map I 0 :CCR(D,s){W( f )°W(If )
PCCR(K) extends to aC* isomorphismI :CCR(D,s)→CCR(K0). The Fock statecJ is mapped
onto the statecJ+I 21 with the generating functional,

cJ+I 21~W~ f̃ !!5cJ„W~I 21 f̃ !…

5e2~ 1/2! aJ(I 21 f̃ ,I 21g̃)

5e2 ~1/2! i f̃ iK
2
, ; f̃ PK0 .

Therefore the GNS representation of CCR(s,D) corresponding to the Fock statecJ and the GNS
representation of CCR(K0) corresponding to the statecJ+I 21 are unitary equivalent. Since th
latter can be realized in the usual manner on the symmetric Fock spaceF 1(K), the connection
between the real quantization procedure and the complex picture used in quantum optics, w
looking for, is given by the unitary embeddingI:DJ→K0#K under the condition thatI is chosen
such thatK coincides with the complex one particle space of the considered system.

III. QUANTIZATION OF THE FREE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD

Specializing the Maxwell equations,

div EW 50, divBW 50,

rot EW 52
]BW

]t
, rot BW 5

1

c2

]EW

]t
,

to the case of a linear in they direction polarized light beam propagating into thex direction of a
fixed coordinate system, leads to thelinear Hamiltonian system,

@H5Lr
2~R!,^•,•&,~Ut! t5~S2ct! t#. ~3!
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Thestate spaceH5L2(R) is the Hilbert space of real valued quadratic integrable functions on
real axis with the energy scalar product^ f ,g&5*2`

` f (x)g(x)dx. In the following we will often
consider functions in the Schwartz spaceSrªSr(R)#H of real valued rapidly decreasing func
tions. Since the magnetic induction vector (0,0,B)T is always orthogonal to the electric field vect
(0,E,0)T andcB(x,t)5E(x,t), ;x,tPR, the state of the light beam is completely determined
the scalar electric field amplitudeEPH.

We consider a cylindric volume of space with cross sectionF in the yz plane and infinite
extension in thex direction. Given a functionE0PSr describing the electric field at timet50, we
define the correspondingstateof the light beam as

f 0~x!ªA2e0FE0~x!, ;xPR.

Then the electromagnetic energy contained in the considered volume can be written as

WF~E0!5e0FE
2`

`

E0~x!2dx5
1

2
^ f 0 , f 0&.

The dynamics(S2ct) t is the right shift with the velocity of lightc,

S2ct~ f !~x!5 f ~x2ct!, ;x, tPR, f PSr .

The skew adjoint infinitesimal generator of the dynamicsA:D(A)5Hr
1(R)→H: f °2c f8, which

is defined on the Sobolev spaceHr
1(R) of real valued absolutely continuous functions with

quadratic integrable derivative, is obviously injective, since constant functions are not inLr
2(R).

In the following we use the notationA52c (d/dx).
The symplectic systemcorresponding to the linear Hamiltonian system~3! is

@D5D~A!5Hr
1~R!,s,~Sct! t#, ~4!

with the symplectic form

s~ f ,g!5E
2`

`

„2c f8~x!…g~x!dx, ; f ,gPD,

and the left shift (Sct) t .
Since the polar decomposition of the generatorA52c (d/dx) is obvious in the Fourier

transformed picture, we will construct the complex structureJ determining the time invariant Foc
state of the light beam with the help of Fourier transformation,

f̂ ~k!ªFT~ f !~k!ª
1

A2p
E

2`

`

f ~x!e2 ikxdx, ; f PSr .

Proposition 1: The unique complex structure J determining the time invariant Fock stacJ

of the linear Hamiltonian system (3) according to Theorem 1 is

J5FT21+Mi sign(k)+FT,

where Misign(k) denotes pointwise multiplication with

isign~k!5H 1 i , for k.50,

2 i , for k,0.

Proof: Since the multiplication operatorMcuku is obviously positive and the polar decomp
sition is unique, the statement follows immediately from
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A f̂~k!5~2c f̂8!~k!52 ick f̂~k!52„isign~k!…~cuku! f̂ ~k!, ;kPR,

or in formal notation,

FT+A5FT+~2JuAu!5~2Misign(k)Mcuku!+FT. j

Note that the Fourier transformation maps real valued elementsf PH onto symmetric com-
plex elementsf̂ PLsym

2 (R)ª$hPL2(R):h(2k)5h(k)a.e.% and that the multiplication operato
Misign(k) leaves the subspaceLsym

2 (R)#L2(R) invariant.
Next we will construct the unitary embeddingI that connects the formalism described abo

to the Fock space formalism. The complex one particle space used in quantum optics
description of a one dimensional quantized light beam is the complex Hilbert spaceKªL2(R1) of
quadratic integrable functions on the positive real axisR15@0,̀ @ , referring to the continuum of
positive frequencies contained in the light beam.

Proposition 2: LetK0ª$hPK:*0
`kuh(k)u2dk,`%#K and define the orthogonal projectio

P[0,`[ :L2(R)→K: f °x [0,`[ f , where x [0,`[ denotes the characteristic function of the interv
@0,̀ @ . Then the real linear map,

I:D→K0 : f °2 i&„M Ack +P[0,`[~ f̂ !…, ~5!

is a unitary embedding of the linear Hamiltonian system (3).
Proof: A direct computation shows thatI is a complex linear map from the complex sca

product spaceDJ into the complex Hilbert spaceK. It is isometric, because

^If ,If &K52E
0

`

cku f̂ ~k!u2dk

5E
2`

`

cukuu f̂ ~k!u2dk

5^uAu f , f &5aJ~ f , f !, ; f PDJ .

FurthermoreI is a surjective map fromDJ onto K0 , since

f PDJ#H⇔ f PH and f PH1~R!

⇔ f̂ PLsym
2 ~R! andE

2`

`

k2u f̂ ~k!u2dk52E
0

`

kuAk f̂~k!u2dk,`

⇔If PK0#K. j

With the help of this unitary embedding the quantized electric field operator as it is fou
quantum optics literature,16

E~x,t !5
iAc

A4pe0F
E

0

`

~eikxe2 ivtak2e2 ikxeivtak
1!Akdk,

can be connected to the mathematical quantization approach described above as follow
measurement of the classical electric field amplitudeE(x,t) at the pointxPR at time tPR is
described in a distributional sense by the linear observablew„(1/A2e0F) dx2ct…, where dx2ct

denotes the delta distribution at the pointx2ctPR. The corresponding quantized observab
represented on the Fock spaceF1„L

2(R1)… is formally given by
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FFS IS 1

A2e0F
dx2ctD D 52

Ac

A2pe0F
FF~ iAke2 ik(x2ct)!

52
iAc

A4pe0F
E

0

`

~eikxe2 ivtak2e2 ikxeivtak
1!Akdk

5E~x,t !,

with w5ck, FF( f̃ )5 (1/&) (a( f̃ )1a1( f̃ )…, ; f̃ PK and akªa(dk), ak
1
ªa1(dk), whereak

andak
1 denote the annihilation and creation operator of a photon in the field modek. Note that

this observable does not exist in a strict sense, because classical linear observablesw( f ) and their
quantized couterpartsFF(If ) are only defined for test functionsf PD. But it can be approxi-
mated by properly defined quantized observables.

IV. STOCHASTIC STATES OF THE QUANTIZED ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD

Definition 2: Letc be a regular state on the CCR algebraCCR„K5L2(R1)… of the quantized

electromagnetic field. The familiy of quantized observablesLcª$Fc( f̃ ): f̃ PISr#K% is called the
quasifree quantum stochastic process given by the statec.

Lc is a family of self-adjoint operators acting on the GNS Hilbert spaceFc . As usual the
distribution mc of the quantized observableFc( f̃ ), which is now interpreted as a quantum ra
dom variable, is defined as the spectral measure of the self-adjoint operatorFc( f̃ ) in the statec.

Next we will introduce a class of quantum states for whichLc has a classical analog.
Definition 3: A statec on CCR(K) is called astochastic stateif its generating functional,

Gc :K→C: f̃ °Gc~ f̃ !ªc„W~ f̃ !…,

is continuous and the kernel,

k:K3K→C:~ g̃, f̃ !°Gc~ f̃ 2g̃!,

is positive definite, i.e., ( i , j 51
n l il j k( f̃ i , f̃ j )>0, ;nPN and for arbitrary elementsl1 ,...,lnPC,

f̃ 1 ,...,f̃ nPK.
For the special caseK5C of a single field mode the definition of stochastic states reduce

the definition of so calledh-positive states withh50 andh51 given in Ref. 12. As it is shown
there, these states are one to one with the states having a positive Wigner function.

Starting from a stochastic statec of the electromagnetic field we will associate in the follow
ing a classical analog to the quantum stochastic processLc . Let Sr#H#Sr8 be the real countable
nuclear Hilbert space introduced in Ref. 10, whereSr denotes the space of real valued Schwa
functions,H5Lr

2(R) denotes the real state space of the linear Hamiltonian system describin
considered light beam andSr8 denotes the tempered distributions.

Proposition 3: Let Gc be the generating functional of a stochastic statec of the quantized
electromagnetic field on CCR„K5L2(R1)… and letI:D→K0 the unitary embedding defined i
Eq. (5). Then the functional,

Cc :Sr→R: f °GcS 1

&
If D , ~6!

is a characteristic functional, i.e., it is continuous and positive definite with Cc(0)51.
Proof: SinceSr#D andI:D→K0 is isometric and therefore continuous with respect to

scalar productaJ(•,•)5^uAu•,•& on D#H and sinceGc is continuous as a map fromK0 to C, Cc

is continuous with respect to the scalar productaJ . With uAu5uc (d/dx) u it follows from the
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definition of the topology onSr that Cc is continuous with respect to this topology as well~see
Ref. 10!. The positive definiteness ofCc is shown by a direct computation starting from th
positive definiteness ofGc . Cc(0)5Gc(0)51 is obvious. j

According to the theorem of Bochner and Minlos~see Ref. 10! for any characteristic func-
tional C on Sr there exists exactly one probability measuren on (Sr8 ,S), whereS denotes a
suitable constructeds algebra overSr8 , such that

C~ f !5E
Sr8

ei ^ f ,x&dn~x!, ; f PSr .

The random variables,

Xf :~Sr8 ,S,dn!→R:x°^ f ,x&,

where^•,•& denotes the canonical bilinear form connectingSr with its dualSr8 , build thegener-
alized classical stochastic process$Xf : f PSr% induced by the characteristic functionalC.

Starting from a stochastic statec of the quantized electromagnetic field the characteri
functional defined in Eq.~6! induces a corresponding generalized classical stochastic pro
Ycª$Xf : f PSr%. The following proposition shows thatYc can be seen as a classical analog of
quasifree quantum stochastic processLc .

Proposition 4: LetLc the quasifree quantum stochastic process of the quantized electro
netic field given by a stochastic statec and let Yc be the corresponding generalized classic
stochastic process. Then for any fPSr the distributionn f of the generalized classical random
variable XfPYc and the distributionm f of the quantized random variableFc(If )PLc coincide.

Proof: For anytPR, f PSr it holds on one hand side,

C~ t f !5E
Sr8

eit , f ,x.dn~x!5E
Sr8

eitX f (x)dn~x!

5E
R
eitydn f~y!,

and on the other hand side,

C~ t f !5GcS 1

&
It f D 5cS WS 1

&
It f D D

5c(eitBc„~1/A2!If …)

5c~eitFc(If )!

5E
R
eity dm f~y!.

The assertion follows from the uniqueness of Fourier transformation. j

V. A STOCHASITICITY CRITERION

Since it can be difficult to prove the positive definiteness of the characteristic funct
directly, there is a need for a stochasiticity criterion which is easier to check. Such a criterio
be provideed in the following.

Lemma 1: LetK be a complex Hilbert space. Then there exist real orthogonal projections1 ,
p2 :K→K onto closed real subspacesK1ªp1K,K2ªp2K such that p11p251K, K25 iK1 ,
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Rê p1f̃,p2f̃&K50 and Im^p1f̃,p1g̃&K5Im^p2f̃,p2g̃&K50,; f̃ ,g̃PK. (p1 ,p2 being real projections
means that they are real linear, idempotent and self-adjoint with respect to the real scalar pr
Rê •,•&K .)

Proof: Take an arbitrary orthogonal basis$h̃k :kPN%#K and define for everyf̃ 5(kakh̃k

PK,

p1 f̃ª(
k

Re~ak!h̃k , p2 f̃ª(
k

Im~ak!h̃k . j

Definition 4: Under the conditions described above, the decomposition,

f̃ 5p1 f̃ 1p2 f̃ª f̃ 11 f̃ 2 , ; f̃ PK,

is called ageneralized decomposition into real and imaginary parts.
Theorem 2: A statec on CCR(K) is a stochastic state, if its generating functional Gc is

continuous and if there is at least one generalized decomposition f˜5 f̃ 11 f̃ 2 , ; f̃ PK into real and
imaginary parts, such that Gc fullfills the factorization condition

Gc~ f̃ !5Gc~ f̃ 1!Gc~ f̃ 2!, ; f̃ PK.

Proof: In the GNS representation (Pc ,Fc ,jc) the vectors,

$g f̃ªWc~ f̃ !jc : f̃ PK%#Fc ,

span a dense subspace ofFc and fullfill the condition

^g f̃ ,g g̃&5Gc~ f̃ 2g̃!ei Im^ f̃ ,g̃&, ; f̃ ,g̃PK.

~See Ref. 14.! In other words (Fc ,g f̃) provides a Kolmogorov decomposition17 of the positive
definite kernel,

k:K3K→C:~ g̃, f̃ !°Gc~ f̃ 2g̃!ei Im^ f̃ ,g̃&.

For every f̃ 5 f̃ 11 f̃ 2PK define the vector

h f̃ªg f̃ 1
^ g f̃ 2

PFc ^ Fc ,

in the Hilbert space tensor productFc ^ Fc and letG be the complex Hilbert space spanned by t
vectors$h f̃ : f̃ PK%. Then (G,h f̃) provides a Kolmogorov decomposition for the kernel,

k0 :K3K→C:~ g̃, f̃ !°Gc~ f̃ 2g̃!,

since it holds

^h f̃ ,h g̃&5^g f̃ 1
^ g f̃ 2

,g g̃1
^ g g̃2

&

5^g f̃ 1
,g g̃1

&^g f̃ 2
,g g̃2

&

5Gc~ f̃ 12g̃1!ei Im^ f̃ 1 ,g̃1&Gc~ f̃ 22g̃2!ei Im^ f̃ 2 ,g̃2&

5Gc~ f̃ 12g̃1!Gc~ f̃ 22g̃2!

5Gc„p1~ f̃ 2g̃!…Gc„p2~ f̃ 2g̃!…

5Gc~ f̃ 2g̃!, ; f̃ ,g̃PK.
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Because a kernel has a Kolmogorov decomposition if and only if it is positive definite, the
is complete. j

VI. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD AT TÄ0

At T50 the quantized electromagnetic field is described by the Fock statecF on CCR„K
5L2(R)… with the generating functional

GF~ f̃ !5e2~ 1/2! i f̃ iK
2
, ; f̃ PK.

Since for any generalized decomposition into real and imaginary part it holds that

GF~ f̃ 11 f̃ 2!5e2 ~1/2! i f̃ 11 f̃ 2iK
2

5e2~ 1/2!Rê f̃ 11 f̃ 2 , f̃ 11 f̃ 2&K

5e2~ 1/2!(^ f̃ 1 , f̃ 1&K1^ f̃ 2 , f̃ 2&K)5GF~ f̃ 1!GF~ f̃ 2!, ; f̃ PK,

cF is a stochastic state. Consequently the quasifree quantum stochastic processLF5$FF( f̃ ): f̃
PISr% given bycF has a classical analogYf5$Xf : f PSr%. This analog will be constructed in th
following.

The quantum observablesFF( f̃ ) act on the symmetric Fock spaceF1(K). YF is uniquely
determined by its characteristic functional,

CF~ f !5GFS 1

&
If D 5e2~ 1/4 !iIf iK

2
, ; f PSr .

Since the unitary embeddingI is isometric with respect to the scalar product^uAu•,•& on Sr#H,
it follows that

CF~ f !5e2~ 1/4!^uAu f , f &, with A52c
d

dx
, ; f PSr .

The characteristic functionalCF determines a zero mean Gaussian generalized stochastic pr
with covariance,

cov~Xf ,Xg!5E
Sr8

Xf~x!Xg~x!dmF~x!5^uAu f ,g&, ; f ,gPSr

~see Ref. 10!.
ObviouslyYF is not a white but a colored noise. Its spectrum is given by the linearly incr

ing spectrum of the positive operatoruAu5FT21+M ucku+FT. This result provides a new argume
for an assumption of Gardiner, that the spectrum of the electromagnetic field atT50, which
cannot be observed by photon counting, might be linearly increasing.~See Ref. 13.!
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Integrable Yang–Mills–Higgs equations
in three-dimensional de Sitter space–time

V. Kotecha and R. S. Ward
Department of Mathematical Sciences, University of Durham,
Durham DH1 3LE, United Kingdom
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This paper describes an integrable Yang–Mills–Higgs system on~211!-
dimensional de Sitter space–time. It is the curved-space–time analog of the Bogo-
molnyi equations for monopoles onR3. A number of solutions, of various types,
are constructed. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1345499#

I. INTRODUCTION

The background to this paper is the question of the existence of integrable nonlinear
differential equations~and more specifically of soliton equations! in curved space–times. For
given ~fixed! space–timeM , are there integrable systems which live onM ~i.e., are covariantly
coupled to its geometry!? In general, this places severe restrictions both onM and on the equa-
tions that are coupled to it. In this paper, we concentrate on one example, namely an inte
Yang–Mills–Higgs system on~211!-dimensional de Sitter space–time.

In effect, this generalizes examples which have long been known. Consider the chiral eq
gmn]m(U21]nU)50, whereU(xm) takes values in a Lie group, and wheregmn is the metric ofM .
This system is integrable ifM is ~111!-dimensional~this being related to conformal invariance!.
In higher-dimensional flat space–times, the chiral equation is not integrable;1 and this is probably
also the case for curved space-times of dimension greater than two. But if one modifie
equation by adding a torsion term, then integrability is possible;1,2 in particular, there is an
integrable~modified! chiral equation in flat three-dimensional space–timeR211. The system is
equivalent to one involving a gauge field~Yang–Mills field! coupled to a Higgs field, and may b
seen to arise from the self-dual Yang–Mills equations inR212, by dimensional reduction. The
soliton solutions can be understood in terms of algebraic geometry, and the soliton dynamic~in
general! nontrivial.3–10

Other ways of reducing the self-dual Yang–Mills equations inR212 can lead to integrable
Yang–Mills–Higgs systems in curved~211!-dimensional space–times. These are the Lorentz
analog of hyperbolic monopoles, which live on~positive-definite! hyperbolic 3-space. The space
time has to have constant curvature; and so there are two Lorentzian possibilities, namely
Sitter and de Sitter space–time. Some preliminary results on the anti-de Sitter case have a
previously;11 the present paper deals with the de Sitter case. In particular, we construct v
explicit solutions. One new feature that appears here is associated with the nontrivial topol
de Sitter space.

II. „2¿1…-DIMENSIONAL DE SITTER SPACE–TIME

~211!-dimensional de Sitter space–timeM is the manifoldR3S2 equipped with the metric

ds25gmn dxm dxn5cosh2 T~du21sin2 u dw2!2dT2. ~1!

HereTPR is a time coordinate, and (u,w) are polar coordinates on the spatial sphere. It is a sp
of constant curvature, with scalar curvatureR56 ~conventions are those of Ref. 12!.
10180022-2488/2001/42(3)/1018/8/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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There is a relation between this space–timeM and flat~212!-dimensional spaceR212, and
we shall use this to obtain equations onM from equations onR212. The relation is as follows. Le
u andw be complex coordinates onR212, so that its metric isdu dū2dw dw̄. First, define new
coordinates (u,w,ũ,w̃) by

u5
~sinu!e2 iw

~cosu1cosũ !
, w5

~sinũ !ei w̃

~cosu1cosũ !
. ~2!

Then

du dū2dw dw̄52~cosu1cosũ !21 ds
M̃

2
, ~3!

where

ds
M̃

2
5~du21sin2 u dw2!2~dũ21sin2 ũ dw̃2!. ~4!

In other words,R212 is conformal to part of the productM̃5S23S2; we interpret (u,w) as polar
coordinates on the first sphere ofM̃ , and (ũ,w̃) on the second. The 4-spaceM̃ is conformally flat
and has vanishing scalar curvature; it is a double cover of a conformal compactification13,14 of
R212.

The next step is to reduce to 211 dimensions: this is done by factoring out by the Killin
vector]/]w̃, i.e., by a rotation of the second sphere. First we removeũ50 andũ5p, which are
fixed points of the rotation. On the complement of these fixed points, we can write

ds
M̃

2
5sin2 ũ @cosec2 ũ~du21sin2 u dw22dũ2!2dw̃2#. ~5!

So M̃ ~minus the fixed points! is conformal to the product ofS1 and a space with topology
R3S2 and metric

ds25cosec2 ũ~du21sin2 u dw22dũ2!. ~6!

This is exactly~211!-dimensional de Sitter space–time~1!, where the coordinatesT and ũ are
related by tanhT52cosũ.

III. INTEGRABLE EQUATIONS ON M

In view of the conformal relation betweenM̃ andM , we may obtain integrable equations o
M by reducing conformally-invariant integrable equations onM̃ ~or R212). The simplest
conformally-invariant equation onM̃ is the conformally-invariant wave equation. Bearing in mi
the absence of scalar curvature, this has the form

Dx2D̃x50, ~7!

where D and D̃ are the Laplacians on the two spheres. Thew̃-independent solutions of~7!
correspond to solutions of the conformally-invariant wave equation onM , namely,

gmn¹m¹nC2C50, ~8!

where x and C are related by the relevant conformal factor,C5(sechT)x. Solutions can be
obtained~in terms of Legendre polynomials and spherical harmonics! by separating variables o
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by twistor methods.13 For example, the simplest casex51 ~constant! gives C5sechT, i.e., a
solution of ~8! which is spatially constant. Usingl 51 spherical harmonics yields the exampl
C5sechT tanhTcosu, C5sechT tanhTsinu cosw, etc.

Another example, and the one which we concentrate on in this article, is that of the sel
Yang–Mills equations~these are integrable on any conformally-flat 4-space, and so in parti
on M̃ ). When we reduce to the~211!-dimensional space–timeM , the self-dual Yang–Mills field
becomes a Yang–Mills–Higgs system (F,Am) satisfying the Bogomolny-type equations,

Da F5 1
2habgFbg. ~9!

The Higgs fieldF ~taking values in the Lie algebraG of the gauge group! is identified with the
w̃-componentAw̃ of the gauge potential, with the remaining three componentsAm becoming a
gauge potential onM . As usual,Da denotes the covariant derivativeDaF5]aF1@Aa ,F#, Fmn

is the gauge field@Dm ,Dn#, andhabg5@2det(gmn)#
1/2«abg is the volume 3-form onM . In terms

of the polar coordinates (u,ũ,w), Eq. ~9! is

D ũF5~sinũ /sinu!Fuw ,

DuF5~sinũ /sinu!F ũw , ~10!

DwF5~sinũ sinu!Fuũ .

So ~9!, or equivalently~10!, form a set of covariant integrable partial differential equations
M . They are linear if the gauge algebraG is abelian, but otherwise are nonlinear. In the remain
sections, we shall construct and examine some solutions of~10!, for gauge algebras u~1! and su~2!.

IV. A U„1… EXAMPLE

For gauge algebraG5u(1), Eqs.~10! reduce to

]aF5 1
2habgFbg, ~11!

whereFmn5]mAn2]nAm . Note that from~11! it follows immediately thatgmn¹m¹nF50; so
this case is related to, but different from, that of the wave equation~8! discussed previously. Sinc
space is a sphereS2, there can be nontrivial topology: U~1! gauge fields overS2 are classified
topologically by the integer

k5
2 i

2p E
S
Fmndxm`dxn, ~12!

whereS is a space section~spacelike surface with topologyS2).
An example of a topologically nontrivial solution of~11! is

F5 1
2ik~cosũ21!, Aw5 1

2ik~cosu21!, Au505Aũ .

For smoothness, we needAw50 at u50,p; so the above gauge potential has a singularity
u5p. This is the familiar ‘‘Dirac-string’’ singularity, and is removable: the gauge-transform
potential

Aw1exp~2 ikw!]w exp~ ikw!5 1
2ik~cosu11!

is smooth nearu5p. In other words, this Maxwell–Higgs system is smooth throughoutM . The
apparent singularities are a consequence of the fact that the gauge field is topologically non
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its magnetic charge equalsk. Furthermore, it is spatially-homogeneous: note in particular thaF

depends only on the time coordinateũ, and that the gauge 2-form@the integrand of~12!# is a
~time-dependent! multiple of the spatial area element sinu du`dw.

V. SPATIALLY-HOMOGENEOUS SU „2… SOLUTIONS

Spatially-homogeneous SU~2! fields may be characterized as follows. Temporarily, think
the spatial 2-sphere as the unit sphere inR3, with coordinatesxj5(x1,x2,x3). Take the Higgs field
and gauge potential to have the form

F5 ig~ ũ !xjs j ,

Aj5 i f ~ ũ !« jklx
lsk, ~13!

Aũ50, ~a gauge choice!,

where s j are the the Pauli matrices, andf and g are two scalar functions ofũ only. This
implements SO~3! symmetry: recall, for example, that the spherically-symmetric 1-monopol
R3 has the ‘‘hedgehog’’ form~13!. The componentsAu and Aw are obtained fromAj in the
obvious way, by transforming to polar coordinates. AlthoughF and Am depend on the spatia
variables (u,w), the effect of a spatial rotation is to make a gauge transformation; and ga
invariant quantities such as2tr F252g2 depend only onũ.

Substituting~13! into ~10! gives the pair of ordinary differential equations

g852 f ~12 f !sinũ, f 85g~2 f 21!/sinũ. ~14!

Eliminating g from these leaves an equation forf which, after the transformation

f ~ ũ !5 1
2~e2T11!P~T!1 1

2, tanhT52cosũ,

is

P95~P8!2/P24e2TP3, ~15!

where P85dP/dT. This is the third Painleve´ equationPIII . In terms of the variablet5eT

5tan(ũ/2)P(0,̀ ), it takes the more usual form

P̈5~ Ṗ!2/P2 Ṗ/t24P3, ~16!

where Ṗ5dP/dt. Solutions of~15! or ~16! therefore determine spatially-homogeneous SU~2!
solutions of the Yang–Mills–Higgs–Bogomolny equations~10!.

VI. THE TWISTOR CORRESPONDENCE

One can in principle construct all solutions of the self-dual Yang–Mills equations, and h
of ~10!, by using the twistor correspondence.15,14 The details of the construction are well-know
and here we simply give some brief details in order to establish notation and conventions.

Twistor space is the complex projective spaceCP3, with homogeneous coordinatesZa

5(Z0,Z1,Z2,Z3). ~Strictly speaking, the twistor space ofM̃ is a non-Hausdorff space14 obtained
by glueing together two copies ofCP3; but for simplicity we shall avoid going into the details o
this.! The correspondence betweenCP3 andM̃ is expressed by the relations

Z05uZ21wZ3, Z15w̄Z21ūZ3. ~17!
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Hereu andw are the complex coordinates defined by~2! ~recall that they only cover ‘‘half’’ of
M̃—it is for this reason that the true twistor space is a non-Hausdorff ‘‘doubling’’ ofCP3).

A matrix-valued twistor functionF(Za) is said to be real if F†5F, where F†(Za)
5F(Z1,Z0,Z3,Z2)* , and * denotes complex conjugate transpose. There is a correspond
between certain holomorphic vector bundles over twistor space, and solutions of the se
Yang–Mills equations onM̃ ; in particular, if F(Za) is a real ‘‘patching matrix’’ for a vector
bundle of rankn, then ‘‘splitting’’ F yields a self-dual U(n) gauge field. In addition to being rea
the matrix functionF(Za) has to be homogeneous of degree zero inZa; and in order to have
w̃-invariance, we requireF to be annihilated by the vector field

V5Z3
]

]Z3 2Z2
]

]Z2 1Z1
]

]Z1 2Z0
]

]Z0 . ~18!

For example, all three requirements~reality, homogeneity andV-invariance! are met by the~sca-
lar! function Q5(Z0Z11Z2Z3)/(Z2Z3). Indeed, the line bundle defined by the patching ma
F5Qk, wherek is an integer, yields the U~1! solution of Sec. IV.

VII. AN SU„2… EXAMPLE

In order to obtain SU~2! solutions by this construction, we look for examples of 232 twistor
matricesF(Za) which are upper-triangular, and which are equivalent to ‘‘real’’ matrices. Given
upper-triangularF, one can obtain explicit expressions forF andAm ~see, for example, Sec. 8.
of Ref. 15!. The analog of the ’tHooft ansatz, and its generalizations~corresponding to example
8.2.3 of Ref. 15! does not work—it produces only SU~1,1! fields. But the analog~changed-
signature version! of example 8.2.4 of Ref. 15 does work, and produces SU~2! solutions in our
case. Some brief details are as follows.

Write z5Z3/Z2, and think ofF(Za) as defining a vector bundle by the patching relationĉ

5Fc, wherec and ĉ are ~2-vector! fiber-coordinates overU5$uzu<1% and Û5$uzu>1%, re-
spectively. TakeF(Za) to have the form

F~Za!5S zkef 2Q21 coshf

0 z2ke2 f D , ~19!

wherek is a positive integer,f (Za) is real, andQ5P/(Z2Z3)k with P(Za) being a real polyno-
mial ~homogeneous of degree 2k). Then, because

R~Za!5S 0 21

1 zkQD
is holomorphic onU and FR is real, it follows that the construction will yield a real@i.e.,
SU~2!-valued# solution.

As an example of this construction, takeP5(Z0Z11Z2Z3) andk51 ~or k521, which leads
to the same solution!. The simplest choice forf , namely,f 50, gives nothing new: the field is the
effectively abelian, and is an embedding into SU~2! of the U~1! solution described in Sec. IV. To
get something genuinely non-abelian, we may takef 5 logQ, whereQ5(Z0Z11Z2Z3)/(Z2Z3),
so that

F~Za!5S zQ 11Q22

0 ~zQ!21 D . ~20!
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The procedure15 referred to above then yields explicit~although rather complicated! expressions
for F and Am , as rational functions of cosu, cosũ, and exp(iw). The dependence onw can be
compensated by a gauge transformation, so in effect the solution depends only onu andũ: it is an
SO~2!-invariant solution of the Yang–Mills–Higgs equations~9! on M .

FIG. 1. The quantities K52tr F2, L52sin2 ũ tr(D ũF)2, M52sin2 ũ tr@(DuF)21(DwF)2/sin2 u# and N

5gmntr@(DmF)(DnF)# as functions ofX5cos2(u/2) andY5cos2(ũ/2).
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The functions are somewhat simpler when expressed in terms of the variablesX5cos2(u/2)
andY5cos2(ũ/2); for example,2tr F25 1

2H(X,Y)/(11X2Y2)2, where

H~X,Y!51116X4Y6224X4Y519X4Y4116X2Y428X2Y326X2Y2216XY4116XY3.

Figure 1 contains plots of four gauge-invariant quantities, namely,

Kª2tr F2,

Lª2sin2 ũ tr~D ũF!2,

Mª2sin2 ũ tr@~DuF!21~DwF!2/sin2 u#,

NªL2M5gmn tr@~DmF!~DnF!#,

as functions of ‘‘spatial latitude’’X and ‘‘time’’ Y. A couple of features that may be noted ar

~1! In the distant future or past~i.e., asY→1 or Y→0), the field approaches a ‘‘vacuum value
where2tr F25 1

2 and2tr(DmF)250;
~2! At the point X50 on the spatial sphere, we have2tr F25 1

2, 2tr(D timeF)250 and
2tr(DspaceF)2516Y4(Y21)2.

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

For the corresponding systems in~211!-dimensional flat2 and anti-de Sitter11 space–time,
there are localized soliton solutions; and a single soliton travels~as one would expect! along a
timelike geodesic. More investigation is needed to determine whether the same is true in
Sitter case. The method used to construct solutions in the former cases does not work so we
the construction of Sec. VII is, by contrast, the analog of one which yields the one-mon
solution15 of the Yang–Mills–Higgs–Bogomolnyi equations onR3. One question, therefore, i
whether there is a meaningful correspondence between between these two systems, i.e.,
the Yang–Mills–Higgs systems onR3 and on~211!-dimensional de Sitter space.

In addition to exact solution methods, one may wish to investigate the equations numer
as was done in the flat case.5 For this, an alternative sigma-model or chiral-model formulation
useful; and this may be of interest in any event. For example, there exists a gauge in whAū

5H21] ūH and Aw5H21]wH, where H takes values in the complexified gauge group@i.e.,
SL(2,C) if G5su(2)#. Then the Hermitian matrixK5HH* satisfies

]u~K21] ūK !2] w̄~K21]wK !50. ~21!

And this single matrix equation~21! is equivalent, after transforming coordinates as in~2! and
imposing a suitable dependence onw̃, to the Yang–Mills–Higgs equations~10!.
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Let H1 , H2 be complex Hilbert spaces,H be their Hilbert tensor product and let tr2

be the operator of taking partial trace, with respect to the spaceH2 , of trace class
operators inH. The operation tr2 maps states inH ~5positive trace class operators
in H with trace equal to 1! into states inH1 . In this paper we give the full
description of mappings that are linear right inverse to tr2. More precisely, we
prove that any affine mappingF(W) of the convex set of states inH1 into the states
in H that is right inverse to tr2 is given byW°W^ D for some stateD in H2 . In
addition we investigate a representation of the quantum mechanical state space by
probability measures on the set of pure states and a representation—used in the
theory of stochastic Schro¨dinger equations—by probability measures on the Hilbert
space. We prove that there are no affine mappings from the state space of quantum
mechanics into these spaces of probability measures. ©2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1343882#

I. INTRODUCTION

In quantum mechanics the states of a physical system are given by the statistical opera
density matrices in the Hilbert space associated to this system. The state of a subsys
uniquely calculated as the reduced statistical operator by the partial trace. But it seems t
inverse problem, to define a linear mapping from the set of states of a subsystem to the set o
of an enlarged system such that the reduced state coincides with the original state, has n
studied systematically in the literature. In this article we want to investigate this lifting proble
states and the adjoint problem of reducing observables in some detail.

In the sequel all Hilbert spaces are assumed to be complex~and separable!. For any Hilbert
space we denote byL(H) the ~complex! vector space of all linear bounded operators inH; by
L a(H) we denote the real vector subspace ofL(H) consisting of all self-adjoint operators from
L(H), by L 1(H) we denote the cone of positive operators withinL(H) @and hence within
L a(H)#. The ~complex! vector space of all trace class operators inH is denoted byL1(H). In
addition we use the following notations:L 1

1(H)5L 1(H)ùL1(H), L 1
a(H)5L 1

1(H)ùL a(H),
andD(H) is the convex set of all operators fromL 1

1(H) having trace equal to one. IfH is the
Hilbert space associated to a physical system, then the elements ofL a(H) represent the~bounded!
observables of the system, the elements ofD(H) represent~mixed and pure! states, and the close
subsetP(H),D(H) of rank one projection operators represents the pure states.

If S andE are physical systems with Hilbert spacesHS andHE , then the Hilbert space of the
composite system—denoted byS3E—of these systems is the Hilbert tensor product of Hilb
spacesHS andHE , i.e.,H5HS^ HE . The scalar product inH is written aŝ ,&H ; the correspond-
ing notations are used for scalar products inHS andHE . HenceS is a subsystem of the quantum
systemS3E, and the systemE can be interpreted as an environment ofHS . For any stateW

a!Electronic mail: kupsch@physik.uni-kl.de
b!Electronic mail: smolyan@mail.ru
c!Electronic mail: nadja@sidorova.mccme.rssi.ru
10260022-2488/2001/42(3)/1026/12/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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PD(H) of the total systemS3E the state of the systemS—called the reduced state—is given b
the partial trace trHE

W PD(HS). This partial trace is uniquely defined for allWPL1(H) as the

operator trHE
WPL1(HS) which satisfies the identity^trHE

Wx1 ,x2&HS
5( j^W(x1^ ej

E),(x2

^ ej
E)&H for an orthonormal basis$ej

E% of HE and all x1 ,x2PHS . The mapping W
→trHE

W, L1(H)→L1(HS), is obviously linear and continuous.
By the partial trace we can calculate the Schro¨dinger dynamics of the subsystemS—the so

called reduced dynamics—from the Schro¨dinger dynamics of the whole systemS3E. But in
general, this dynamics does not depend linearly on the initial state of the subsystem; see R
2. In order to obtain the linear dependence one has to find a linear solution for the lifting pro
which can be formulated as follows. For any stateWSPL1(HS) to find a stateF(WS)PL1(H)
such that trHE

F(WS)5WS ; such a mappingFS is called the lifting.
The simplest solution of this problem is given by the mappingFD :L1(HS)→L1(H),

W°W^ D, whereD is an element ofL1(HE), which is usually called a reference state. Th
choice is well known from the theory of open systems, see, e.g., Refs. 1–3.

The main theorem of the paper—Theorem 1 of the next section—implies that actuall
linear lifting coincides withFD , for someD.

Remark 1: The vector spaceL a(H) of bounded observables can be identified with the sp
of continuous affine linear functionals on the state spaceD(H) equipped with the topology
induced by the trace normi

•
i1 of L1(H).D(H); see, e.g., Ref. 4. Affine linearity means that suc

a functional f:D(H)→R respects the mixing property: f (aW11bW2)5a f (W1)1b f (W2) for
0<a, b<1 with a1b51, and W1 ,W2PD(H). In fact, any such a functional can be unique

extended to a continuousC-linear functional f̄:L1(H)→C, see, e.g., Ref. 5. SinceL(H) is dual to
L1(H), with the duality pairing

L~H !3L1~H !→C:~A,W!°^A,W&[trHAW, ~1!

there exists AfPL(H) such that for any WPL1(H) the identity f̄(W)5trHWAf is true.
On the other side, according to Gleason’s theorem,6 the state spaceD(H) can be identified

with the set of linear functionalsv:L(H)→C having the following properties:

~1! if APL 1(H) thenv(A)>0;
~2! v(Id)51;
~3! v(( j Pj )5( jv(Pj ) for any finite or countable family of mutually orthogonal projectors.

For any v which satisfies these constraints there exists an element WvPD(H) such that
v(A)5trHWvA is true for all APL(H). The natural norm of the state space issupiAi51uv(A)u
which coincides with the trace norm of Wv .

Remark 2: The time evolution of a composite system with Hilbert space H5HS^ HE in the
Schrödinger picture is given by a familyF t , tPR or tPR1 , of continuous affine linear mapping
F t :D(H)→D(H). We normalize these evolutions byF0(W)5W. The affine linear mappingsF t

can be extended toC-linear mappings onL1(H), again denoted byF t . In the usual case of a
Hamiltonian (unitary) dynamics we haveF t(W)5U(t)WU1(t) with the unitary group U(t) on
H generated by the Hamiltonian. But more general evolutions like semigroups are admitted

sequel. The mappingsF t have unique extensions to continuousC-linear mappingsF̄ t of L1(H)
into L1(H). The duality (1) then allows us to determine the Heisenberg evolution, a familyC t of
continuous linear operators onL(H). Any Schro¨dinger evolutionF t on D(HS^ HE) induces a
unique time evolutionr t5tr HE

F t(W) of the system HS . In order to obtain a linear dependenc

on the initial stater5r t50 we need an affine linear mapping F ofD(HS) into D(HS^ HE). Then
the mappingr°W5F(r)°r t5trHE

F t(W) is a linear time evolution onD(HS). This time

evolution has the correct initial conditionr t505r if F satisfies the constrainttrHE
F(r)5r. The

Heisenberg dynamics of the system then follows from the duality (1) applied toL(HS) and
L1(HS).
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The paper is organized a follows. In Sec. II we prove the main result of the paper—The
1—describing all linear liftings. In Sec. III we consider a theorem—Theorem 2—that is in a s
dual to Theorem 1 and describes a reduction of observables of the systemH to observables of the
systemHS .

In the final section~Sec. IV! we consider the case of a classical state space, i.e., a spa
probability measures, and the representation of the quantum mechanical state spaceD(H) by
probability measures either on the set of pure states—the Choquet representation—or
Hilbert space—a representation used in the theory of stochastic Schro¨dinger equations. The spac
D(H) is a convex set with the closed setP(H) of pure states as extremal points. AnyW
PD(H) can be represented by an integral over the pure statesW5*P(H)m(dP) P, wherem(dP)
is a probability measure onP(H). Since this representation has been derived by Choque
general convex sets, see, e.g., Ref. 7, we denote the~nonunique! measurem(dP) as Choquet
measure ofW. In Theorem 3 we prove that there does not exist a linear mappingg from the space
D(H) into the set of probability measures on the setP(H) such that the measureg(W) is the
Choquet measure of the stateWPD(H). This theorem is in fact a consequence of Theorem 1
Sec. IV we deduce Theorem 3 from the structural difference between the classical and the
tum mechanical state spaces. Both these spaces are convex sets. But the classical state s
simplex whereasD(H) not; see, e.g., Ref. 8. Finally we investigate the representation of the
space by probability measures on the Hilbert space. Also in this case the structural diffe
between the quantum mechanical state space and the space of probability measures does n
an affine linear mapping fromD(H) into the measure space.

II. LINEAR LIFTINGS

The main result of the paper is the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Let F:D(HS)→D(HS^ HE) be an affine linear mapping such thattrHE

F(r)
5r for all rPD(HS). Then there exists an elementrEPD(HE) such that F(r)5r ^ rE .

Proof: The mappingF can be extended~uniquely! to theC-linear mapping ofL1(HS) into
L1(HS^ HE) that we shall denote by the same symbol. This extension has the following pr
ties:

F„L 1
1~HS!…,L 1

1~HS^ HE!, ~2!

F„L 1
a~HS!…,L 1

a~HS^ HE!; ~3!

we shall use these properties later.
Let $ei ,i PN% ~respectively,$ f j , j PN%) be an orthonormal basis inHS ~respectively, inHE).

Without loss of generality we assumeHS and HE to be infinite-dimensional. ThenH5span$ei

^ f j , i PN, j PN%. We realizeL1(HS) as a vector space of complex valued functions onN2: gi j

PC: i PN, j PN. Analogously, we realizeL1(H)5L1(HS^ HE) as a vector space of comple
valued functions onN4: F(g) i j

kl ,i , j ,k,l PN. We say thatbi j ,i , j PN is a (k,l )-component ofF
PL1(H) and denote it by (F)kl if Fi j

kl5bi j for all i , j PN. We say thatF has only the component
of some type if all components of other types are equal to zero. Let us note that

trHE
F~g!5g⇔(

i 51

`

F~g! i i
kl5gkl , ;k,l PN. ~4!

Consider the following basis$gkl,k< l ,gkl* ,k, l % in L1(HS):
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gi j
kl5H 1, if ~ i , j !P$~k,k!,~k,l !,~ l ,k!,~ l ,l !%,

0, otherwise,
gi j

kl* 55
1, if ~ i , j !5~k,k!,

i , if ~ i , j !5~k,l !,

2 i , if ~ i , j !5~ l ,k!,

1, if ~ i , j !5~ l ,l !,

0, otherwise.

First, all gkl andgkl* are positive operators, thereforeF(gkl) andF(gkl* ) are also positive
and henceF(gkl) i i

mm>0 andF(gkl* ) i i
mm>0 for all i ,mPN. Due to ~4! ( i 51

` F(gkl) i i
mm5gmm

kl 50
for mÞk,mÞ l and( i 51

` F(gkl* ) i i
mm5gmm

kl* 50 for mÞk,mÞ l . From this follows that

F~gkl! i i
mm50, mÞk, mÞ l , i PN; F~gkl* ! i i

mm50, mÞk, mÞ l , i PN. ~5!

Second, allgkl and gkl* are self-adjoint, thereforeF(gkl) and F(gkl* ) are also self-adjoint
and hence

F~gkl! j i
nm5F~gkl! i j

mn and F~gkl* ! j i
nm5F~gkl* ! i j

mn , for all i , j ,k,l ,m,nPN. ~6!

h

The further proof is organized as follows. First, we show thatF(gkk) has only a
(k,k)-component~Step 1!, F(gkl),k, l @resp., F(gkl* ),k, l # has only (k,k)-, (k,l )-, (l ,k)-,
( l ,l )-components~Step 2!. Furthermore, we prove that nonzero components ofF(gkl) are equal
~Step 3! and that nonzero components ofF(gkl* ) satisfy (F)kk52 i (F)kl5 i (F) lk5(F) l l ~Step 4!.
Finally, we denote elements of the only nonzero component ofF(g11) by ai j and show that any
nonzero component ofF(gkl) is equal toai j ~Step 5! and that the nonzero components ofF(gkl* )
satisfy (F)kk52 i (F)kl5 i (F) lk5(F) l l 5ai j ~Step 6!, which completes the proof.

In the proof we shall also use the following~obvious! lemma.
Lemma 1: Let a>0,b>0,c>0 be real numbers; then

$~ t,p!PR2:~11t !~11p!>1,t11>0%

,$~ t,p!PR2:~b1at!~b1cp!>b2,b1at>0%

⇔a5c<b.

Proof of Theorem 1 (continued):
Step 1.ConsidergkkPL1(HS),kPN and restrictF(gkk) to the spacêem^ f i ,en^ f j&, where

(m,n)Þ(k,k). In this basisF(gkk) has the form

S F~gkk! i i
mm F~gkk! j i

nm

F~gkk! i j
mn F~gkk! j j

nnD .

Because eithermÞk or nÞk we have due to~5! that eitherF(gkk) i i
mm50 or F(gkk) j j

nn50. F(gkk)
is positive, henceF(gkk) i i

mmF(gkk) j j
nn2F(gkk) j i

nmF(gkk) i j
mn>0. Combining these conditions to

gether with~6! we get

F~gkk! i j
mn50, ; i , j ,m,nPN, ~m,n!Þ~k,k!,

i.e., F(gkk) has only a (k,k)-component.
Step 2.ConsidergklPL1(HS),k,l PN,k, l and restrictF(gkl) to the subspacêem^ f i ,en

^ f j&, where (m,n) does not take values (k,k), (k,l ), (l ,k), (l ,l ). In this basisF(gkl) has the
form
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S F~gkl! i i
mm F~gkl! j i

nm

F~gkl! i j
mn F~gkl! j j

nnD .

Due to the conditions on (m,n) it follows from ~5! that eitherF(gkl) i i
mm50 or F(gkl) j j

nn50.
F(gkl) is positive, henceF(gkl) i i

mmF(gkl) j j
nn2F(gkl) j i

nmF(gkl) i j
mn>0. Combining this condition

together with~6! we get

F~gkl! i j
mn50, ; i , j ,m,nPN, with ~m,n!¹$~k,k!,~k,l !,~ l ,k!,~ l ,l !%,

i.e., F(gkl) has only (k,k)-, (k,l )-, (l ,k)-, (l ,l )-components.
Analogously~substitutinggkl* for gkl) we prove thatF(gkl* ) has only (k,k)-, (k,l )-, (l ,k)-,

( l ,l )-components.
Step 3.First, let us show that the main diagonals of the nonzero components ofF(gkl) are

equal, i.e.,F(gkl) i i
kk5F(gkl) i i

kl5F(gkl) i i
lk5F(gkl) i i

l l . Restrict F(gkl) to the subspacêek^ f i ,el

^ f i&. In this basisF(gkl) has the form

S F~gkl! i i
kk F~gkl! i i

lk

F~gkl! i i
kl F~gkl! i i

l l D .

This matrix is positive, hence F(gkl) i i
kkF(gkl) i i

l l 2F(gkl) i i
lkF(gkl) i i

kl>0, i.e., uF(gkl) i i
klu

<AF(gkl) i i
kkF(gkl) i i

l l @note thatF(gkl) i i
kk and F(gkl) i i

l l are real and non-negative#. Due to ~4!
( i 51

` F(gkl) i i
kk5( i 51

` F(gkl) i i
kl5( i 51

` F(gkl) i i
lk5( i 51

` F(gkl) i i
l l 51 and hence

15(
i 51

`

ReF~gkl! i i
kl<(

i 51

`

uF~gkl! i i
klu<(

i 51

`

AF~gkl! i i
kkF~gkl! i i

l l

<(
i 51

` F~gkl! i i
kk1F~gkl! i i

l l

2
51,

and therefore all parts of the inequality must be equal. We have

AF~gkl! i i
kkF~gkl! i i

l l 5
F~gkl! i i

kk1F~gkl! i i
l l

2
⇒F~gkl! i i

kk5F~gkl! i i
l l

and

ReF~gkl! i i
kl5uF~gkl! i i

klu5F~gkl! i i
kk⇒F~gkl! i i

kl5F~gkl! i i
lk5F~gkl! i i

kk .

Hence the diagonal elementsF(gkl) i i
kk5F(gkl) i i

kl5F(gkl) i i
lk5F(gkl) i i

l l are equal.
Second, let us show that the corresponding nondiagonal elements of the nonzero comp

of F(gkl) are equal, i.e.,F(gkl) i j
kk5F(gkl) i j

kl5F(gkl) i j
lk5F(gkl) i j

l l , where iÞ j . Denote ai

5F(gkl) i i
kk . RestrictF(gkl) to the subspacêek^ f i ,ek^ f j ,el ^ f j&. In this basisF(gkl) has the

form

S F~gkl! i i
kk F~gkl! j i

kk F~gkl! j i
lk

F~gkl! i j
kk F~gkl! j j

kk F~gkl! j j
lk

F~gkl! i j
kl F~gkl! j j

kl F~gkl! j j
l l
D 5S ai ȳ x̄

y aj aj

x aj aj

D 5A.

If aj50 then obviouslyx5y50 asA is positive. IfajÞ0 then

detA52y~ ȳaj2 x̄aj !1x~ ȳaj2 x̄aj !52aj uy2xu2>0⇒x5y,

and we have derivedF(gkl) i j
kk5F(gkl) i j

kl5F(gkl) i j
lk5F(gkl) i j

l l , for all i , j .
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Step 4.First, let us proveF(gkl* ) i i
kk52 iF (gkl* ) i i

kl5 iF (gkl* ) i i
lk5F(gkl* ) i i

l l , i.e., that this
condition holds on the main diagonals of nonzero components ofF(gkl* ). Analogously to the
previous step, we getuF(gkl* ) i i

klu<AF(gkl* ) i i
kkF(gkl* ) i i

l l @note thatF(gkl* ) i i
kk and F(gkl* ) i i

l l are
real and non-negative#. Due to ~4! ( i 51

` F(gkl* ) i i
kk5( i 51

` F(gkl* ) i i
l l 51,( i 51

` F(gkl* ) i i
kl5 i ,

( i 51
` F(gkl* ) i i

lk52 i and hence

15(
i 51

`

Im F~gkl* ! i i
kl<(

i 51

`

uF~gkl* ! i i
klu<(

i 51

`

AF~gkl* ! i i
kkF~gkl! i i

l l

<(
i 51

` F~gkl* ! i i
kk1F~gkl* ! i i

l l

2
51,

and therefore all parts of inequality must be equal. Analogously to the previous step we ha

F~gkl* ! i i
kk5F~gkl* ! i i

l l

and

Im F~gkl* ! i i
kl5uF~gkl* ! i i

klu5F~gkl* ! i i
kk⇒F~gkl* ! i i

kl5F~gkl* ! i i
lk5F~gkl* ! i i

kk ,

and henceF(gkl* ) i i
kk52 iF (gkl* ) i i

kl5 iF (gkl* ) i i
lk5F(gkl* ) i i

l l .
Second, let us show that this property holds also for corresponding nondiagonal eleme

the nonzero components ofF(gkl* ), i.e., F(gkl* ) i j
kk52 iF (gkl* ) i j

kl5 iF (gkl* ) i j
lk5F(gkl* ) i j

l l if
iÞ j .

Denoteai5F(gkl* ) i i
kk . RestrictF(gkl* ) to the subspacêek^ f i ,ek^ f j ,el ^ f j&. In this basis

F(gkl* ) has the form

S F~gkl* ! i i
kk F~gkl* ! j i

kk F~gkl* ! j i
lk

F~gkl* ! i j
kk F~gkl* ! j j

kk F~gkl* ! j j
lk

F~gkl* ! i j
kl F~gkl* ! j j

kl F~gkl* ! j j
l l
D 5S ai ȳ x̄

y aj ia j

x 2 ia j aj

D 5A.

If aj50 then obviouslyx5 iy50 asA is positive. IfajÞ0 then

detA52y~ ȳaj2 i x̄aj !1x~2 i ȳaj2 x̄aj !52aj u iy2xu2>0⇒x5 iy ,

and henceF(gkl* ) i j
kk52 iF (gkl* ) i j

kl5 iF (gkl* ) i j
lk5F(gkl* ) i j

l l holds for all i , j .
Step 5.First, let us show that the main diagonals of nonzero components of allF(gkl),k

< l , are equal, i.e., we have to prove

F~gkk! i i
kk5F~gll ! i i

l l 5F~gkl! i i
kl , for all k, l .

Considerg(t)5gkl1tgkk1pgll , where t1p1tp>0, p11>0 and k, l . The operatorg(t) is
positive henceF„g(t)… is also positive. RestrictF„g(t)… to the subspacêek^ f i ,el ^ f i&. In this
basisF„g(t)… has the form

S F„g~ t !…i i
kk F„g~ t !…i i

lk

F„g~ t !…i i
kl F„g~ t !…i i

l l D 5S F~gkl! i i
kk1tF~gkk! i i

kk F~gkl! i i
lk

F~gkl! i i
kl F~gkl! i i

l l 1pF~gll ! i i
l l D .

This matrix is positive, hence

„F~gkl! i i
kk1tF~gkk! i i

kk
…„F~gkl! i i

l l 1pF~gll ! i i
l l
…>~F~gkl! i i

kl
…

2

@note thatF(gkl) i i
kl , F(gkl) i i

kk1tF(gkk) i i
kk , andF(gkl) i i

l l 1pF(gll ) i i
l l are real and non-negative#. We

apply Lemma 1 witha5F(gkk) i i
kk , b5F(gkl) i i

kl , c5F(gll ) i i
l l , which gives us
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F~gkk! i i
kk5F~gll ! i i

l l <F~gkl! i i
kl .

Taking into account the fact that( i 51
` F(gkk) i i

kk5( i 51
` F(gll ) i i

l l 5( i 51
` F(gkl) i i

kl51 we get

F~gkk! i i
kk5F~gll ! i i

l l 5F~gkl! i i
kl .

Second, let us show that the remaining elements of the nonzero components ofF(gkl),k< l
are equal. For that purpose we prove

F~gkk! i j
kk5F~gll ! i j

l l 5F~gkl! i j
kl , for all iÞ j and all k, l

using again the operatorg(t). Denote ai5F(gkl) i i
kk . Restrict F„g(t)… to the subspacêek

^ f i ,ek^ f j ,el ^ f j&. In this basisF„g(t)… has the form

S F„g~ t !…i i
kk F„g~ t !…j i

kk F„g~ t !…j i
lk

F„g~ t !…i j
kk F„g~ t !…j j

kk F„g~ t !…j j
lk

F„g~ t !…i j
kl F„g~ t !…j j

kl F„g~ t !…j j
l l
D

5S F~gkl! i i
kk1tF~gkk! i i

kk F~gkl! j i
kk1tF~gkk! j i

kk F~gkl! j i
lk

F~gkl! i j
kk1tF~gkk! i j

kk F~gkl! j j
kk1tF~gkk! j j

kk F~gkl! j j
lk

F~gkl! i j
kl F~gkl! j j

kl F~gkl! j j
l l 1pF~gll ! j j

l l
D

5S ai1tai x1ty x

x̄1t ȳ aj1taj aj

x̄ aj aj1paj

D
5A.

If aj50 then obviouslyx5y50 asA is positive. IfajÞ0 then

detA5aiaj
2~11t !2~11p!1~x1ty!aj x̄1x~ x̄1t ȳ!aj2xaj~11t !x̄

2~x1ty!~ x̄1t ȳ!aj~11p!2aiaj
2~11t !

52
aj

11t
ux~11t !2~x1ty!u2>0⇒x5y.

This means that

F~gkl! i j
kk5F~gkk! i j

kk .

Step 6.First, let us show that the main diagonals of nonzero components of allF(gkl* ),
k, l satisfy the equality

F~gkk! i i
kk52 iF ~gkl* ! i i

kl5 iF ~gkl* ! i i
lk5F~gll ! i i

l l .

Thereby we use the same arguments as in the previous step considering the operatog* (t)
5gkl* 1tgkk1pgll , wheret1p1tp>0, p11>0 andk, l . The operatorg* (t) is positive, hence
F„g* (t)… is also positive. RestrictF„g* (t)… to the subspacêek^ f i ,el ^ f i&. In this basis
F„g* (t)… has the form

S F„g* ~ t !…i i
kk F„g* ~ t !…i i

lk

F„g* ~ t !…i i
kl F„g* ~ t !…i i

l l D 5S F~gkl* ! i i
kk1tF~gkk! i i

kk 2F~gkl* ! i i
kl

F~gkl* ! i i
kl F~gkl* ! i i

l l 1pF~gll ! i i
l l D . ~7!
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Note that 2 iF (gkl* ) i i
kl , F(gkl* ) i i

kk1tF(gkk) i i
kk , and F(gkl* ) i i

l l 1pF(gll ) i i
l l are real and non-

negative. The matrix~7! is positive, hence

„F~gkl* ! i i
kk1tF~gkk! i i

kk
…„F~gkl* ! i i

kk1pF~gll ! i i
l l
…>2uF~gkl* ! i i

klu25u2 iF ~gkl* ! i i
klu2.

We apply Lemma 1 witha5F(gkk) i i
kk , b52 iF (gkl* ) i i

kl , c5F(gll ) i i
l l , which gives us

F~gkk! i i
kk5F~gll ! i i

l l <2 iF ~gkl* ! i i
kl .

Taking into account the fact that( i 51
` F(gkk) i i

kk)5( i 51
` F(gll ) i i

l l 52( i 51
` iF (gkl* ) i i

kl51 we get

F~gkk! i i
kk52 iF ~gkl* ! i i

kl5 iF ~gkl* ! i i
lk5F~gll ! i i

l l , for all k, l .

Second, let us show that the remaining elements of the nonzero components ofF(gkl* ),
k, l , satisfy

F~gkk! i j
kk5F~gkl* ! i j

kk , if iÞ j ,

using again the operatorg* (t). Denoteai5F(gkl* ) i i
kk . RestrictF„g* (t)… to the subspacêek

^ f i ,ek^ f j ,el ^ f j&. In this basisF„g* (t)… has the form

S F„g* ~ t !…i i
kk F„g* ~ t !…j i

kk F„g* ~ t !…j i
lk

F„g* ~ t !…i j
kk F„g* ~ t !…j j

kk F„g* ~ t !…j j
lk

F„g* ~ t !…i j
kl F„g* ~ t !…j j

kl F„g* ~ t !…j j
l l
D

5S F~gkl* ! i i
kk1tF~gkk! i i

kk F~gkl* ! j i
kk1tF~gkk! j i

kk F~gkl* ! j i
lk

F~gkl* ! i j
kk1tF~gkk! i j

kk F~gkl* ! j j
kk1tF~gkk! j j

kk F~gkl* ! j j
lk

F~gkl* ! i j
kl F~gkl* ! j j

kl F~gkl* ! j j
l l 1pF~gll ! j j

l l
D

5S ai1tai x1ty 2 ix

x̄1t ȳ aj1taj 2 ia j

i x̄ ia j aj1paj

D 5A.

If aj50 then obviouslyx5y50 asA is positive. IfajÞ0 then, analogously to the previous ste

detA52
aj

11t
ux~11t !2~x1ty!u2>0⇒x5y.

This means that

F~gkl* ! i j
kk5F~gkk! i j

kk .

Denoteai j 5F(g11) i j
11 and considerrEPL 1

1(HS) that has the formai j in the basis$ei ,i
PN%. It is easy to see now thatF(r)5r ^ rE for eachrPL1(H). The theorem is proved. h

Remark 3: The theorem implies that the linear lifting F is continuous.
Remark 4: If we skip the constrainttrHE

F(r)5r, more general liftings are possible. LetrE

PD(HE) be a reference state, and Kn a family of bounded operators in H which satis
(nKn

1Kn5Id; then

r°F~r!5(
n

Kn~r ^ rE!Kn
1 ~8!
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is a linear and continuous mappingD(HS)→D(H). Such liftings are used in general investig
tions of the process of measurement9 and in information theory; see, e.g., Ref. 10.

Remark 5: It is well known that any mixed stater of a systemS can be obtained as the
reduced state of a pure state in an extended systemS3E, if only dim HE> dimHS ; see, e.g., Ref
11. But due to Theorem 1 the pure state cannot depend linearly on the stater. The representation
by a pure state is actually a generalization of the classical Gram’s theorem from linear alg
To see this let HS be realized asL2(V,BV ,mV) whereV is a set, BV is a s-algebra of its subsets,
mV a non-negatives-additive measure onBV . Then the space H5HS^ HE is isomorphic to the
spaceL2(V,BV ,mV ,HE) of HE-valued Bochner squaremV-integrable functions onV. The cor-
responding isomorphic map HS^ HE→L2(V,BV ,mV ,HE) is denoted byw. On the other hand,
the space HS^ HS can be realized asL2(V3V,BV ^ BV ,mV ^ mV), and hence the spaceL 1(HS)
can be considered as a vector subspace of the latter space which includes all Hilbert–Schmidt
operators in HS . Any normalized vector aPHS^ HE , iai51, spans a one-dimensional subspa
of HS^ HE and defines a unique projection operator PaPD(HS^ HE). If f a

PL2(V,BV ,mV ,HE) is defined by fa5w(a) then the reduced state of the pure state Pa is given
by

S~v1 ,v2!5^ f a~v1!, f a~v2!&HE
. ~9!

Now the generalization of Gram’s theorem can be formulated as follows: For any SP L 1
1(HS)

there exists a vector aPHS^ HE , iai51, for which (9) holds. If V is a finite set andmV is the
counting measure, we obtain the classical Gram’s theorem.

III. REDUCING OBSERVABLES

The problem of linear liftings of states is closely related to the problem of reducing ob
ables of the total systemH to observables of the subsystemHS .

Lemma 2: Let F:L1(HS)→L1(HS^ HE) be a continuous mapping and let F* :L(HS^ HE)
→L(HS) be its adjoint mapping; then F* (B^ IdE)5B for all BPL(HS) iff trHE

F(r)5r for all

rPL1(HS).
Proof: If BPL(HS) then, according to the definition of the duality betweenL(H) andL1(H),

^B^ IdE ,F(r)&5trH(B^ IdE)F(r)5trHS
Br5^B,r&. This identity together with the definition o

the duality betweenL(HS) andL1(HS) implies that

F* ~B^ Id!5B. ~10!

On the other hand, ifF* satisfies~10! then, forBPL(HS) andrPL1(HS),

^B^ IdE ,F~r!&5^F* ~B^ IdE!,r&5^B,r&5trHS
Br. ~11!

But ^B^ IdE ,F(r)&5trHS
B„trHE

F(r)…. Hence^B,r&5trHS
Br5^B,trHE

F(r)&, and as the lat-
ter identity holds for anyB, we finally obtainr5trHE

F(r). The lemma is proved. h

Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 imply the following theorem.
Theorem 2: If R:L(HS^ HE)→L(HS) is a linear mapping, continuous in the ultraweak o

(s(L„H),L1(H)…,s„L(HS),L1(HS)…) topology; see, e.g., Sec. VI.6 of Ref. 4, and if R(B^ IdE)
5B is true for all BPL(HS) then there exists an elementrEPD(HS) such that R(A)
5trHE

A(IdS^ rE) for all APL(H).

IV. PROBABILITY MEASURES

The classical analog of the case considered in Theorem 1 is much simpler and admit
factorizing answers. LetT be a topological space; thenCb(T) is the vector space of all bounde
continuous functions onT, M(T) is the vector space of all Borel~signed! measures onT
equipped with the topologys„M(T),Cb(T)…, andMp(T) is the closed convex set of probabilit
measures onT. The Dirac measure at pointtPT will be denoted byd t . Let Q and P be
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topological spaces,E5Q3P the product space, andG:Mp(E)→Mp(Q) be the mapping induced
by the projection prQ :E→Q. The mappingG can be~uniquely! extended by linearity to an
R-linear mappingM(E)→M(Q). For any measuremPM(E) the measureGmPM(Q) is
called the marginal ofm. The right inverse ofG will be called a lifting.

Lemma 3: Let f:Q→Mp(E) be a continuous function such thatGf (q)5dq ; then the map-
ping F:M(Q)→M(E), defined by

FyªE
Q

f ~q!y~dq!, ~12!

is a linear lifting. Any linear lifting has this representation.
Proof: Take the Dirac measuredq ; then the integral isFdq5 f (q)PMp(E) and we have

GFdq5Gf (q)5dq . The general case follows by linearity and continuity. On the other hand,G
is a linear lifting, then~12! follows with the functionf (q)5Fdq . h

If f (q) factorizes intof (q)5dq3x with xPM(P), the lifting ~12! factorizes intoF(y)
5y3x. But one can obviously choose nonfactorizing functionsf (q) such thatF(y) is not a
product measure. To give an explicit example we splitQ into two disjoint measurable setsQ
5Q1øQ2 and denote byx1(q) and x2(q) the characteristic functions of the setsQ1 and Q2 .
Then

f ~q!5x1~q!dq3dp1
1x2~q!dq3dp2

, ~13!

with two pointspjPP, j 51, 2,p1Þp2 , yields an example of a nonfactorizing lifting.
The state spaceD(H) of a quantum mechanical system is a closed convex set with the

statesP(H) as extremal points. AnyWPD(H) can be represented by the Choquet integral,7

W5E
P(H)

P m~dP!, ~14!

wherem(dP) is a—in general nonunique—measure in the convex setMp„P(H)… of probability
measures onP(H); see, e.g., Ref. 12. This representation relates the quantum mechanica
space with the space of probability measures, and one might ask whether it is possible to
affine linear mappingg:D(H)→M„P(H)… such that~12! is valid for all WPD(H) with the
measurem(dP)5gW(dP).

Theorem 3: There does not exist an affine linear mappingg:D(H)→Mp„P(H)… such that
the representation~12! holds for all WPD(H) with m(dP)5(gW)(dP).

Proof: If such a mappingg exists then any pure state has to be represented by an at
measure on the one-point set containing just this pure state. Moreover this mapping c
extended to anR-linear mappingg:L 1

a(H)→M„P(H)…. Since there are finite sets of pure stat
which are linearly dependent inL 1

a(H)—e.g., any four projection operators on the Hilbert su
spaceC2 of H—whereas the set of atomic measures is linear independent inM„P(H)… we obtain
a contradiction to the linearity ofg. h

The proof given here exploits the different structures of the convex setsD(H) and
Mp„P(H)…: the space of measures is a simplex whereasD(H) not. Theorem 3 is also closel
related to Theorem 1; it is actually a consequence of it. To see that implication assume s
affine linear mappingg exists. Then the lifting problem of Sec. II has the following solution
contradiction to Theorem 1.

In the first step the statistical operatorrPD(HS) is mapped onto the measuregr
PMp„P(HS)…. Following Lemma 3 we can lift this measure to a measuresPMp„P(HS)
3P(HE)…. Thereby we can choose a lifting such thats is not a product measure; take, e.g.,~13!.
The operator
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W5E
P(HS)3P(HE)

PS^ PEs~dPS3dPE! ~15!

has the partial trace trHE
W5*P(HS)PS (gr)(dPS)5r. All steps of the mappingr→W are affine

linear. Since the measures does not factorize, the statistical operatorW has not the product form
r ^ rE , and we have obtained a contradiction to Theorem 1.

In addition to the representation of states by a probability distribution on the set of pure
there exists a representation of any state by a random vector distributed by a probability m
on the Hilbert space. Such a representation is used in the theory of Schro¨dinger ~–Belavkin!
stochastic equations~see Refs. 13, 14 and references therein!, which gives both a phenomenolog
cal description of continuous measurements and a Markovian approximations for the re
dynamics.

By M(H) we denote the space of alls-additive signed measures on thes-algebra of Borel
subsets ofH. The space of probability measures onH is denoted byMp(H), the set of all
measures concentrated onH\$0% by M 0(H), and the set of all probability measures concentra
on H\$0% by M p

0(H)5M 0(H)ùMp(H).
In the theory of stochastic Schro¨dinger equations a probability measurenPM p

0(H) repre-
sents the stateBPD(H) if

E
H

^z,Az&izi22n~dz!5vB~A![trHAB ~16!

is valid for all observablesAPL(H). Thereby any measurenPM p
0(H) represents a state, an

any stateWPD(H) can be represented by such a measure.
For the proof of the first statement takeAPL(H). Then the functionu^z,Az&uizi22 is

bounded byiAi for all zÞ0, and the integralvn(A)ª*Hizi22^z,Az&n(dz) is defined. Moreover,
it is easy to see that all the demands of Gleason’s theorem, see Remark 1, are fulfilled. Henc
exists a stateWPD(H) such thatvn(A)5trHAW.

On the other hand, given a statistical operator a probability measure for the representatio~16!
can be constructed as follows. For anyBPD(H), let nB

0PM p
0(H) be a probability measure with

the correlation operatorB, i.e., for all z1 ,z1PH the identity^z1 ,Bz2&5*^z1 ,z&^z,z2&nB
0(dz) is

true. It is worth noticing that among the measuresnB
0 there exist precisely one Gaussian meas

with zero mean value. The positive measurenBPM 0(H) is then defined bynB5^z,z&nB
0

5izi2nB
0 ; i.e., for any Borel subsetA of HR we havenB(A)5*A^z,z&nB

0(dz). The identity
trH B51 implies thatnB is a probability measure onH; in fact nB(H)5*^z,z&nB

0(dz)5trH B
51. For any observableAPL(H) the function H°R1: z° (1/izi2) ^z,Az& is a random variable
on the probability space (H,nB). The mean valueĀ of this random variable,

Ā5E
H

^z,Az&izi22nB~dz!5E
H

^z,Az&nB
0~dz!5trH AB,

is exactly the expectation of the observableA in the stateBPD(H). Hence the measurenB

PM p
0(H) represents the stateB.

There exists an affine linear mapping from the measuresyPM p
0(H) into the set of measure

of the Choquet representation. Letw:H\$0%→P(H) be the mappinga°Pa , where Pa is the
projection operator onto the subspace$laulPC%, i.e.,Pab5^bua&iai22a for all bPH. Then the
measurenw21PMp„P(H)… is defined by nw21(R)5n„w21(R)… for any measurable se
R,P(H) of projection operators. This mappingn°nw21 is affine linear. IfnPM p

0 represents
a stateWPD(H), then~16! and the definition ofnw21 yield
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^z1uWz2& 5
~16!E

H
^z1uz&^zuz2&izi22n~dz!5E

P(H)
^z1uPz2&~nw21!~dP!.

But that meansW5*P(H)P(nw21)(dP), andnw21 is the Choquet measure of the stateW.
The measures in the representation~16! are highly nonunique; the arbitrariness is even lar

than in the case of the Choquet representation, and one might ask again for an affine linea
D(H)→M p

0(H). But assume such an affine linear liftingg:D(H)→M p
0(H) exists, then it in-

duces an affine linear liftingD(H)→Mp„P(H)… by W°g(W)°„g(W)…w21 and we have ob-
tained a contradiction to Theorem 3.

Corollary 1: There does not exist an affine linear mappingg:D(H)→M p
0(H) such that for

any WPD(H) the measureg(W) represents the state W.
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A generalized Weyl relation approach to the time operator
and its connection to the survival probability

Manabu Miyamotoa)

Department of Physics, Waseda University, Tokyo 169-8555, Japan

~Received 23 June 2000; accepted for publication 1 December 2000!

The time operator, an operator which satisfies the canonical commutation relation
with the Hamiltonian, is investigated, on the basis of a certain algebraic relation for
a pair of operatorsT andH, whereT is symmetric andH self-adjoint. This relation
is equivalent to the Weyl relation, in the case of self-adjointT, and is satisfied by
the Aharonov–Bohm time operatorT0 and the free HamiltonianH0 for the one-
dimensional free-particle system. In order to see the qualitative properties ofT0 ,
the operatorsT andH satisfying this algebraic relation are examined. In particular,
it is shown that the standard deviation ofT is directly connected to the survival
probability, andH is absolutely continuous. Hence, it is concluded that the exis-
tence of the operatorT implies the existence of scattering states. It is also shown
that the minimum uncertainty states do not exist. Other examples of these operators
T and H, than the one-dimensional free-particle system, are demonstrated.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1346598#

I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of the time operator is strongly connected with the time–energy uncer
relation. The time operator, denoted byT, is usually defined to satisfy the canonical commutat
relation~CCR! with the HamiltonianH: @T,H#5 i ~see Ref. 1 and the references therein!. If such
an operator were defined consistently on the Hilbert space corresponding to a certain qu
system, then the time–energy uncertainty relation could be automatically reduced fro
Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, as in the case between the position and momentum opera
L2(R1). For instance, if we take the operatorT0 suggested by Aharonov and Bohm,2 as a time
operator for the one-dimensional free-particle system~1DFPS!, we formally have@T0 ,H0#5 i and
derive the uncertainty relation betweenT0 andH0 . HereH0ªP2/2 is the free Hamiltonian for the
1DFPS, andT0 is defined as

T0ª
1
2~QP211P21Q!, ~1!

whereQ andP are the position and momentum operators onL2(R1) ~a more precise definition is
given in Sec. III!. T0 is often called the Aharonov–Bohm time operator. It is, however, not c
whether the inverseP21 could be well-defined. We should also remember the criticism pose
Pauli,3 although it is not rigorous, that the time operator cannot necessarily be defined f
quantum systems without contradiction. Furthermore the physical meaning of the time oper
any, still remains unclear.

We shall base our discussion on the axiomatic quantum mechanics. Then it is poss
comment on the above difficulties from the axiomatic points of view. We first see that the in
P21 is a well-defined self-adjoint operator onL2(R1) ~more details are given in Sec. III!. Re-
cently, the operatorT0 was shown to be well-defined, and its mathematical character was clar
through the study of the time-of-arrival problem.4 Observe that in Pauli’s criticism, it is implicitly

a!Electronic mail: miyamo@hep.phys.waseda.ac.jp
10380022-2488/2001/42(3)/1038/15/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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assumed that if there exists a self-adjoint operatorT which satisfies the CCR with the Hamiltonia
H for some system,

THc2HTc5 ic, ;cPDom~TH!ùDom~HT!, ~2!

one would be able to derive the following relation:

Hei eTc5ei eT~H1e!c, ;cPDom~H !, ;ePR1. ~3!

We have to be careful, however, about this kind of logic, since it is not generally true where
converse is true. For example, consider a pair of operators, the position and momentum op
on L2(@0,1#), Q andP, for the aboveT andH, respectively.5 They satisfy Eq.~2! but Eq.~3! is
satisfied only for the particular valuese52pn,nPZ, since, in order thatP be self-adjoint, the
domain Dom(P) has to be supplemented with a boundary conditionc(0)5uc(1) with a fixed
uPC, uuu51, ;cPDom(P).6 Furthermore, there is noa priori reason why we have to conside
the time operator an observable, that is, a self-adjoint operator: we do not have any interpr
of the time operator as an observable. In this paper, we shall require the time operator
symmetric, satisfying Eq.~2! with the Hamiltonian, but not necessarily to be self-adjoint.

The investigation of the time operator is important to understanding the time–energy u
tainty relation, and may have a significance for the analysis of the dynamics of quantum sy
A reason for the latter is that the time operator is directly connected to the Hamiltonian th
the CCR, and this is algebraically so strong a relation between operators as to prescribe qua
aspects of their spectra, we can expect that the time operator brings us information abou
tative aspects of the time evolution of quantum systems. Hence, our purposes here are to e
for which quantum systems such a symmetric time operator is allowed to exist consistently,
disclose its relevance to the dynamics of the quantum system under consideration.

From what is mentioned above, the investigation of the time operator is involved in that o
commutator~not necessarily canonical!. The connection between the commutator of the fo
@H,iA#5C (C>0) and the spectra of self-adjoint operators,H, A, and C, has been widely
studied by Putnam,7 Kato,8 Lavine,9,10 and others~see also Ref. 11!. We here, however, restric
our consideration to the more strong form, which will be called the ‘‘T-weak’’ Weyl relation.

Definition 1.1: Let H be a Hilbert space,T be a symmetric operator onH, and H be a
self-adjoint operator onH. If, for any cPDom(T) and for anytPR1, the relationse2 i tHc
PDom(T) and

Te2 i tHc5e2 i tH~T1t !c ~4!

hold, then a pair of operatorsT andH is said to satisfy theT-weak Weyl relation (T-weak WR!,
or T (H) is said to satisfy theT-weak WR withH (T).

One can find, from the above definition, that Dom(Te2 i tH)5Dom(T), ;tPR1. Thus the
T-weak WR are represented merely by

Te2 i tH5e2 i tH~T1t !, ;tPR1. ~5!

Here it should be notified that there is the excellent work about theT-weak WR, done by
Schmüdgen12 ~also see the references therein!. In his work, he found, under a mild regularit
condition, thatT andH is unitary equivalent to the momentum operator, satisfying some boun
condition, and the position operator on a certain Hilbert space.

It will follow that the time operatorT0, in Eq.~1!, is a symmetric operator onL2(R1) and one
of its symmetric extensions, denoted byT̃0 , satisfies theT̃0-weak WR withH0 ~see Sec. III!. Thus
as long as it is to see the qualitative properties ofT0 ~or T̃0!, it may suffice to examine theT-weak
WR and the operatorsT and H satisfying this relation, by paying a particular attention to th
spectra and to the uncertainty relation between them. From another viewpoint to theT-weak WR
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than that of Schmu¨dgen, we have obtained the fact that the time operator is deeply connec
the survival probablility. Indeed, if a pair of operatorsT and H satisfies theT-weak WR, the
following inequality:

4~DT!c
2 ici2

t2 >u^c,e2 i tHc&u2 ~6!

holds for everycPDom(T) and for everytPR1\$0%, where (DT)c is the standard deviation o
T with respect toc, andu^c,e2 i tHc&u2 is the survival probability ofc at timet. This is shown in
Theorem 4.1. As an application of this inequality, we have Corollary 4.3 which states thatH has
no point spectrum. Furthermore, it is shown thatH is absolutely continuous,13 as in Theorem 4.4.
This means that the existence of the time operator, which satisfies theT-weak WR with the
Hamiltonian for some system, infers that the system consists of only scattering states. A
Theorem 5.1, the absence of minimum-uncertainty states, for the uncertainty relation betwT

andH, is proved, under some condition satisfied by the operatorsT̃0 andH0 .
In Sec. II, the connection among the CCR, Weyl relation, andT-weak WR is mentioned.

Section III is devoted to the brief study of the Aharonov–Bohm time operator in Eq.~1!, to see a
sign of the deep connection between the operatorT and the survival probability, followed by
several statements in Sec. IV. They include the inequality~6! and the spectral properties of bothT
and H, e.g., Theorem 4.4. Theorem 5.1 is proved in Sec. V. Further discussion about the
operator is developed in Sec. VI, on the basis of the results of the preceding sections and
theory of Schro¨dinger operators. We mention other quantum systems than the 1DFPS for wh
operatorT exists, to satisfy theT-weak WR with the Hamiltonian. In fact, for a certain class
quantum systems, time operators are easily constructed by unitary transformations ofT̃0 . Con-
cluding remarks are given in Sec. VII.

II. THE CANONICAL COMMUTATION RELATION, WEYL RELATION, AND T-WEAK
WEYL RELATION

TheT-weak WR in Eq.~4! or ~5! is characterized more clearly, in the Heisenberg picture.
T-weak WR is represented, in an alternative form, as

Tt5T1tI , ;tPR1, ~7!

whereTtªeitHTe2 i tH . It is now clear thatT, which satisfies theT-weak WR withH, is shifted
proportionally to the time parametert in the Heisenberg picture. This fact bring us an image
time for T. We also see, from this form, thatT is necessarily unbounded. It is, however, noted t
in our investigation theT-weak WR in Eq.~5! is more convenient than in Eq.~7!. The connection
among the Weyl relation~WR!,14 the CCR and theT-weak WR is very important, when on
considers whether a symmetric operatorT, satisfying theT-weak WR with the Hamiltonian for
some system, is the time operator. Recall that the latter is defined as a symmetric op
satisfying the CCR with the same Hamiltonian as in Eq.~2!. In this respect, we put forward th
next proposition.

Proposition 2.1: LetH be a Hilbert space, T be a closed symmetric operator onH, and H be
a self-adjoint operator onH. If a pair of operators T and H satisfies the T-weak WR, then there
is a dense subspaceD,H such that

~i! D,Dom(TH)ùDom(HT),
~ii ! H:D→D,
~iii ! The CCR holds in the meaning of that TH2HT5 i on Dom(TH)ùDom(HT). Moreover,

if T is self-adjoint, then the operators T and H satisfy the WR,

e2 isTe2 i tH5e2 iste2 i tHe2 isT, ;s, ;tPR1. ~8!
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The above~i!, ~ii !, and ~iii ! are proved in the same manner as in the proof,15 by noting the
strong continuity ofTe2 i tHc, ;cPDom(T), by virtue of theT-weak WR, and the closedness
T, and also by considering the subspace spaned by the following subset ofH, as a subspaceD in
this proposition:

H c fPHUc fªE
2`

`

f ~s!e2 isHc ds,; f PC0
`~R1! and ;cPDom~T!J ,

where the integral is defined by Riemann’s sense and thus a strong limit. The last part
proposition is proved as follows. In the case ofT being self-adjoint, we see, from theT-weak WR
~5!, that ;fPH and;cPDom(T),

E
R1

ld^f,eitHF~l!e2 i tHc&5^f,eitHTe2 i tHc&

5^f,~T1t !c&

5E
R1

~l1t !d^f,F~l!c&5E
R1

ld^f,Ft~l!c&,

where$F(B)uBPB1% is the spectral measure ofT, B1 is thes-field which is generated by all ope
sets ofR1, and Ft(B)ªF($l2tulPB%). From the uniqueness of the spectral resolution, t
means thateitHF(B)e2 i tH5Ft(B), for all tPR1. Then it follows that;cPH and;sPR1,

^c,eitHe2 isTe2 i tHc&5E
R1

e2 isld^c,eitHF~l!e2 i tHc&

5E
R1

e2 isld^c,Ft~l!c&5E
R1

e2 is(l1t)d^c,F~l!c&5^c,e2 iste2 isTc&.

By using the polarization identity, we can obtain the WR~8!. According to von Neumann’s
uniqueness theorem, with respect to the solution of the WR,14 we had better to defineT, which
appears in theT-weak WR, as a symmetric operator, to allow the operatorH ~corresponding to the
Hamiltonian! to be bounded from below. We note here that if a symmetric operatorT satisfies the
T-weak WR with some self-adjoint operatorH, then the closure ofT, denoted byT̄, also satisfies
the T̄-weak WR with the sameH. This is easily verified by the usual calculation. It is guarante
from this proposition, that a symmetric operatorT, satisfying theT-weak WR with the Hamil-
tonian for some system, is the time operator, and thus it is significant to examine theT-weak WR
in the general analysis of the time operator. As a summary, we remark again that the foll
relations:

WR⇒T2weak WR⇒CCR

hold, in the sense of Proposition 2.1, even though, in general the converses do not hold
already mentioned in Sec. I.

III. THE AHARONOV–BOHM TIME OPERATOR

Let us consider the Hilbert spaceL2(R1). The operatorT0 on L2(R1) in Eq. ~1!,

T0ª
1
2~QP211P21Q!,

is defined in its domain Dom(T0)ªDom(QP21)ùDom(P21Q), where P is the momentum
operator onL2(R1) for the 1DFPS, andP21 its inverse. In the axiomatic quantum mechanics,P
is defined asPª2 iD x , whereDx is a differential operator onL2(R1), and its domain consists o
the L2-functions which belong toAC(R1), and satisfy that their derivatives are also included
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L2(R1).5 AC(V) ~V is an open set ofR1! is the set of functions onV, which are absolutely
continuous on all bounded closed intervals ofV. The free HamiltonianH0 for this system isH0

ªP2/2. The position operatorQ on L2(R1) is defined as an operator of multiplication byx on
L2(R1), denoted byMx , and its domain consists ofL2-functions, defined byc, such that
*R1uxc(x)u2dx is finite. It is noted that in the definition ofT0 , P21 is well-defined and become
a self-adjoint operator onL2(R1). This is because, for any self-adjoint operatorA, if its inverse
A21 exists,A21 should be self-adjoint.16 In our case,P21 exists sinceP is an injection, i.e.,
Ker(P21)5$0%, where Ker(A)ª$cPDom(A) u Ac50%.

In the momentum representation ofT0 , we have

FT0F215 1
2~ iD kM1/k1M1/kiD k!,

and its domain

Dom~FT0F21!5Dom~DkM1/k!ùDom~M1/kDk!

5$cPDom~M1/k!uM1/kcPDom~Dk!%

ù$cPDom~Dk!uDkcPDom~M1/k!%, ~9!

whereF is the Fourier transformation fromL2(R1) onto L2(Rk
1), and use has been made of th

relationsFQF215 iD k , FPF215Mk , andFP21F215M1/k . At first sight, Dom(T0) seems to
be rather restricted, because of the existence ofP21 in the definition ofT0 . The following simple
example by Kobe1 may be considered to support this anticipation.

Example 1:Let us consider the functionsfn(k)ªknNne2a0k2
PL2(Rk

1), wherenPZ, n>0,
a0.0, and Nn is a normalization factor. We see that for any integern>2, fn

PDom(FT0F21). The action ofFT0F21 on eachfn(n>2) is, by direct calculation,

FT0F21fn~k!5
i

2
@~2n21!kn2222a0kn2122a0kn#Nne2a0k2

.

In the case ofn50, 1, however, the right-hand side of the above equation is formally not sq
integrable, and thusf0 , f1¹Dom(FT0F21).

Notice that in spite of this example, Dom(T0) is dense inL2(R1). This can be seen from th
fact that the subspaceCi is included in Dom(FT0F21) and is dense inL2(Rk

1). Ci is defined as

Ciª$cPC0
`~Rk

1! u suppc,Rk
1\$0%%, ~10!

where suppc denotes the support ofc, i.e., the closure of$kPRk
1uc(k)Þ0%. Therefore the adjoint

operator ofT0 , denoted byT0* , can be defined. Then,T0 is symmetric, because

T0* . 1
2„~QP21!* 1~P21Q!* …. 1

2„~P21!* Q* 1Q* ~P21!* …5T0 ,

where we have used the fact thatQ* 5Q and (P21)* 5P21. It is noted thatT0 andH0 do not
satisfy theT0-weak WR,T0e2 i tH 05e2 i tH 0(T01t), ;tPR1. Because Dom(FT0F21) in Eq. ~9! is
not invariant under the action ofe2 i tM k2/2 for all tÞ0, that is for anytÞ0, there is some vecto
cPDom(FT0F21) satisfyinge2 i tM k2/2c¹Dom(FT0F21). For instance, consider the followin
L2-function g of kPRk

1 :

g~k!ªH e21/k2 1

11ukus ~kÞ0!,

0 ~k50!,

where 1/2,s<3/2. Then g is C`-function. One can see thatgPDom(FT0F21), however,
e2 i tM k2/2g¹Dom(FT0F21), ;tÞ0. This follows from the fact thate2 i tM k2/2g¹Dom(Dk), ;t
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Þ0. Here we introduce a symmetric extension ofT0 on L2(R1), denoted byT̃0 , which will satisfy

the T̃0-weak WR withH0 , and is defined, in the momentum representation, as follows:

Dom~FT̃0F21!ª5 cPL2~Rk
1!U cPAC~Rk

1\$0%!, lim
k→0

c~k!

uku1/2 50,

and

E
Rk

1
\$0%

Udc~k!/k

dk
1

1

k

dc~k!

dk U2

dk,` 6 ,

and its action,

FT̃0F21c~k!5
i

2 S dc~k!/k

dk
1

1

k

dc~k!

dk D , a.e.kPRk
1\$0%, ;cPDom~FT̃0F21!. ~11!

It is seen that Dom(FT̃0F21) is a subspace ofL2(Rk
1), and FT̃0F21 is a linear operator on

L2(Rk
1).

Proposition 3.1: T̃0 is a symmetric extension of T0 .
Proof: FT̃0F21 being symmetric follows from that;c, ;fPDom(FT̃0F21),

E
(0,̀ )

f̄~k!
i

2 S dc~k!/k

dk
1

1

k

dc~k!

dk Ddk2E
(0,̀ )

2 i

2
S df̄~k!/k

dk
1

1

k

df̄~k!

dk
Dc~k!dk

5 i S lim
b→`

f̄~b!c~b!

b
2 lim

a↓0

f̄~a!c~a!

a D 50,

where limb→`f̄(b)c(b)/b50 and lima↓0f̄(a)c(a)/a50 are used. The former is brought from
the integrability off̄(k)c(k), and the latter from the boundary conditions off̄(k) andc(k) at the
origin. By considering the left half-line in the same manner, we can obtain that;c, ;f

PDom(FT̃0F21), ^f,FT̃0F21c&5^FT̃0F21f,c&, that is,FT̃0F21 is symmetric. To see thatT̃0

is an extension ofT0 , i.e., T̃0.T0 , it is sufficient that everycPDom(FT0F21) satisfies the
boundary condition at the origin, which appears in the definition of Dom(FT̃0F21). This is easily
verified as follows. Consider acPDom(FT0F21) in Eq. ~9!; thenc(k)/k belongs toAC(Rk

1),
and thus, limk→0c(k)/k exists. Thus limk→0uc(k)/uku1/2u5 limk→0uku1/2uc(k)/ku50. h

This operator may be more understood, from the view of the energy representation whic
emphasized by Egusquiza and Muga, and many other authors~see Ref. 4 and the reference
therein!.

It is, now, noted that Dom(T̃0) is an invariant subspace ofe2 i tH 0. Because, for everyc
PDom(FT̃0F21) and tPC (Imt<0), limk→0e2 i tk2/2c(k)/uku1/250, and for almost everywhere
kPRk

1\$0%,

i

2
S de2 i tk2 /2c~k!/k

dk
1

1

k

de2 i tk2/2 c~k!

dk
D 5te2 i tk2/2c~k!1 e2 i tk2/2

i

2 S dc~k!/k

dk
1

1

k

dc~k!

dk D ,

where the right-hand side is square-integrable. Thereforee2 i tM k2/2c is included in
Dom(FT̃0F21), and, as a result,T̃0 can satisfy theT̃0-weak WR withH0 ,

T̃0e2 i tH 05e2 i tH 0~ T̃01t !, ;tPC~ Imt<0!, ~12!
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whereasT0 does not satisfy theT0-weak WR with H0 . It is seen thatT̃0 is not self-adjoint.
Because, if it was so,T̃0 andH0 would have to satisfy the WR from Proposition 2.1. The latter
however, in contradiction to the non-negativityH0>0.

Consider the subspaceCi in Eq. ~10!. It is easily seen thatCi is an invariant subspace o
FT̃0F21, that is,FT̃0F21:Ci→Ci . ThusFT̃0F21 can act any times onCi . In the position repre-
sentation, this property is described asT̃0 : F21Ci→F21Ci where F21Ciª$cPL2(R1)uc
5F21h,hPCi%. Ci may be regarded as an important subspace which determines the prope
T̃0 . Indeed, using theT̃0-weak WR in Eq.~12!, we can obtain the following statement:

Proposition 3.2: For any non-negative integer n, m and for anyc,fPF21Ci ,

lim
t→6`

utunUdm^f,e2 i tH 0c&
dtm U50.

That is, the probability amplitude, ^f,e2 i tH 0c&, is a rapidly decreasing function of tPR1.
Proof: Let c,fPF21Ci . Since F21Ci is an invariant subspace ofT̃0 , thus T̃0f,T̃0c

PF21Ci . By using Eq.~12!, we have

^f,e2 i tH 0T̃0c&5^f,~ T̃02t !e2 i tH 0c&5^T̃0f,e2 i tH 0c&2t^f,e2 i tH 0c&, ~13!

where ^•, •& denotes the inner product inL2(R1). Note that;cPL2(R1), w2 limt→6`e2 i tH 0c
50,17 because H0 is ~spectrally! absolutely continuous.13 This means that
limt→6`^f,e2 i tH 0T̃0c&5 limt→6`^T̃0f,e2 i tH 0c&50, which leads to the relation
limt→6`t^f,e2 i tH 0c&50. In order to show that for any integern>2 and for anyc, fPCi ,
limt→6`tn^f,e2 i tH 0c&50, we observe thatT̃0

k:F21Ci→F21Ci , and that the following relations
similar to Eq.~13! hold for everynPN:

^f,e2 i tH 0T̃0
n11c&5^f,~ T̃02t !n11e2 i tH 0c&

5 (
k50

n

~2t !kS n11
k D ^T̃0

n112kf,e2 i tH 0c&1~2t !n11^f,e2 i tH 0c&.

Then limt→6`tn^f,e2 i tH 0c&50 is proved recursively for any integern>2. In order to show that
^f,e2 i tH 0c& is infinitely differentiable onR1, it is sufficient to use the fact that;cPF21Ci ,
e2 i tH 0c is infinitely and strongly differentiable onR1, andF21Ci is also an invariant subspace o
H0 , that is,H0 :F21Ci→F21Ci . h

We note that;c,fPF21Ci , ^f,e2 i tH 0c& converges to 0 ast→6`, more rapidly than any
inverse-power oft. This fact is not trivial and is seen from the next example.

Example 2: Define the survival probability ofc as a function of tPR1, i.e., Pc(t)
ªu^c,e2 i tH 0c&u2, wherec is an arbitrary element inL2(Rk

1). Then, for a particularfn , n>2 in
Example 1,Pfn

(t)5(11t2/16a0
2)2n21/2 and this converges to 0 ast→6` as, at most, a powe

function of t.
From the above statement and example, we may expect that there is a connection betwT0

~or T̃0! and the survival probability. This expectation is also inspired from the works don
Bhattacharyya.18

IV. CONNECTION BETWEEN THE TIME OPERATOR AND THE SURVIVAL PROBABILITY

If we assume the existence of a symmetric operatorT which satisfies theT-weak WR with the
Hamiltonian for some system, i.e., the time operator, several statements are derived, in a r
form, which concern to the connection between the time operator and the survival proba
Before deriving these statements, we introduce a few definitions. LetT be a symmetric operator o
the Hilbert spaceH and define
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^T&cª^c,Tc&, ~DT!cªi~T2^T&c!ci , ;cPDom~T!, ~14!

where^•, •& denotes the inner product inH, andi•i the norm inH, defined by this inner product
^T&c and (DT)c are, respectively, called the expectation and standard deviation ofT with respect
to the statec.

Theorem 4.1:Let T be a symmetric operator onH, and H be a self-adjoint operator onH.
Then if a pair of operators T and H satisfies the T-weak WR, the inequality (6) holds.

Proof: Let us define self-adjoint operators cos(tH)ª(eitH1e2itH)/2 and sin(tH)ª(eitH

2e2itH)/2i . Then, from theT-wea WR in Eq.~5!, we can obtain two commutation relations,

@T, cos~ tH !#52 i t sin~ tH !, @T, sin~ tH !#5 i t cos~ tH !. ~15!

From the above commutation relations, we can derive the uncertainty relations. From th
relation in Eq.~15!, we have that

~DT!c
2 icos~ tH !ci2>

t2

4
u^c,@T,cos~ tH !#c&u25

t2

4
uIm^c,e2 i tHc&u2,

;cPDom(T), ;tPR1. Similarly, the second relation in Eq.~15! gives us an inequality,

~DT!c
2 isin~ tH !ci2>

t2

4
uRê c,e2 i tHc&u2, ;cPDom~T!, ;tPR1.

Adding these inequalities together, and taking into account the relationicos(tH)ci21isin(tH)ci2

5ici2, the inequality~6! can be obtained. h

Two corollarys follow from the inequality~6!.
Corollary 4.2: Let T be a symmetric operator onH, and H be a self-adjoint operator onH.

Then if a pair of operators T and H satisfies the T-weak WR, T has no point spectrum.
Proof: Suppose that there existed an eigenvectorc0PDom(T) belonging to an eigenvalue

lPR1 of T, that is,Tc05lc0 andic0i51. Then we see that (DT)c0
50, from the definition in

Eq. ~14!. It follows, from Theorem 4.1, that̂c0 ,e2 i tHc0&50, ;tPR1\$0%. Since e2 i tH is
strongly continuous at anytPR1, we have thatic0i25 limt→0^c0 ,e2 i tHc0&50, and this is in
contradiction to the premise. ThusT has no point spectrum. h

Corollary 4.3: Let T be a symmetric operator onH, and H be a self-adjoint operator onH.
If a pair of operators T and H satisfies the T-weak WR, then H has no point spectrum.

Proof: Since Dom(T) is dense inH, for eachcPH there is a sequence$cn%n51
` ,Dom(T),

satisfyingcn→c, n→`. It follows that

u^c,e2 i tHc&2^cn ,e2 i tHcn&u5u^c,e2 i tHc&2^c,e2 i tHcn&1^c,e2 i tHcn&2^cn ,e2 i tHcn&u

<ieitHciic2cni1ic2cniie2 i tHcni<~ ici1icni !ic2cni ,

and thus,

lim supt→6`u^c,e2 i tHc&u< lim supt→6`u^cn ,e2 i tHcn&u1~ ici1icni !ic2cni

5~ ici1icni !ic2cni ,

where we use the inequality~6! and cnPDom(T), in the last equality. Note that the abov
inequality holds for anynPN. Thus, in the limitn→`, we obtain that

;cPH, lim
t→6`

^c,e2 i tHc&50. ~16!
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This means thatH has no point spectrum. Because ifH has a nonempty point spectrum, sayl
PR1, then there is a corresponding eigenvectorcl , which satisfiesHcl5lcl . Obviouslycl

does not satisfy the above condition~16!. h

Moreover, it is seen thatH is absolutely continuous, under the same assumption as in C
lary 4.3. Its proof is, essentially, based on the theorem in Ref. 19. For later convenience, h
introduce the closed subspace ofH, with respect to a self-adjoint operatorH on H, that is,
Hac(H)ª$cPHuiE(•)ci2is absolutely continuous%, where$E(B) u BPB1% is the spectral mea
sure ofH.20

Theorem 4.4:Let T be a symmetric operator onH, and H be a self-adjoint operator onH.
If a pair of operators T and H satisfies the T-weak WR, then

iE~B!ci2<iTciiciuBu, ~17!

for all cPDom(T) and all BPB1, whereuBu is the Lebesgue measure of B. In particular, H is
absolutely continuous.

Proof: Let us, first, derive the inequality that,;e.0, ;lPR1, and;cPDom(T),

uIm^c,R~l1 i e!c&u<piTciici , ~18!

whereR(l6 i e)ª„H2(l6 i e)…21. It is seen that

i Im^c,R~l1 i e!c&5
1

2 ER1
S 1

l82l2 i e
2

1

l82l1 i e Dd^c,E~l8!c&

5
i

2 ER1F E0

`

~e2 i t (l82l2 i e)1eit (l82l1 i e)!dtGd^c,E~l8!c&

5 i E
0

`

e2et^c,cost~H2l!c&dt

5 lim
d↓0

E
d

` e2et

t
^c,@T,sint~H2l!#c&dt, ~19!

where Fubini’s theorem has been used in the third equality, and Eq.~15! in the last. To evaluate
Eq. ~19!, it is sufficient to see that

lim
d↓0

E
d

` e2et

t
^Tc,sint~H2l!c&dt. ~20!

We define, here, a functionf (e,l):(0,̀ )3R1→R1, as follows:

f ~e,l!ªE
0

`

e2et
sintl

t
dt.

f (e,l) is continuous on (0,̀)ÃR1, because of the fact thatue2et sintl/tu<e2etulu for any t.0,
and of the use of the dominated convergence theorem. Furthermore, since;e.0, ;lPR1

e2et sintl is integrable on@0,̀ ), f (e,l) is differentiable with respect to anye.0, for each fixed
l. Thus, it is obtained, through the partial integrations, that;lÞ0,

]e f ~e,l!52
1

l

1

11e2/l2 .

Note that;lPR1, lime→` f (e,l)50, we obtain
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f ~e,l!56
p

2
2

1

l E
0

e 1

11t2/l2 dt, ~21!

where each6 corresponds to the sign ofl. From this expression,f (e,l) is bounded, i.e.
u f (e,l)u<p/2. Equation~20! is expressed byf (e,l),

lim
d↓0

E
d

` e2et

t
^Tc,sint~H2l!c&dt5 lim

d↓0
E

d

` e2et

t F E
R1

sint~l82l!d^Tc,E~l8!c&Gdt

5 lim
d↓0

E
R1F Ed

`

e2et
sint~l82l!

t
dtGd^Tc,E~l8!c&

5E
R1

f ~e,l82l!d^Tc,E~l8!c&5^Tc, f ~e,H2l!c&,

where Fubini’s theorem is used in the second equality, and the dominated convergence the
in the third. Substituting above relation into Eq.~19!,

i Im^c,R~l1 i e!c&5^Tc, f ~e,H2l!c&2^ f ~e,H2l!c,Tc&.

Note thati f (e,H2l)i<p/2, then Equation~18! is obtained. Equation~17! follows from Eq.~18!
through Stone’s formula. By virtues of Eq.~17! and the denseness of Dom(T) in H, it is seen that
H is absolutely continuous. h

V. ABSENCE OF MINIMUM-UNCERTAINTY STATES

When a pair of operatorsT andH satisfies theT-weak WR, the following uncertainty relation
between them:

~DT!c~DH !c> 1
2, ;cPDom~TH!ùDom~HT! ~ ici51!, ~22!

is automatically derived, from the CCR betweenT and H, the validity of which follows from
Proposition 2.1~a more detailed explanation will be given in the proof of Theorem 5.1!. For
operatorsQ and P in Sec. III, it is well known that there is a statecPDom(QP)ùDom(PQ)
(ici51), which minimizes the uncertainty, that is, a Gaussian packet. The following state
on the contrary, shows that, under some additional conditions, there is no stac
PDom(TH)ùDom(HT) (ici51) which satisfies the equality in Eq.~22!.

Theorem 5.1:Let T be a symmetric operator onH, H be a self-adjoint operator onH, and
these operators satisfy the T-weak WR. Then if H is non-negative and if the T-weak WR is
analytically continued for all tPC (Im t<0), the equality in Eq. (22) can never be satisfied by a
cPDom(TH)ùDom(HT) (ici51).

In order to prove this theorem, let us first consider two lemmas.
Lemma 5.2: Let T and H be symmetric operators onH, and they satisfy the CCR TH2HT

5 i , on a subspace ofDom(TH)ùDom(HT), denoted byD. Then neither eigenvector of T no
that of H belongs toD.

Proof: Assume that an eigenvector ofT, clÞ0, belonging to an eigenvaluel exists inD.
ThenTcl5lcl , and thus we havêcl ,(TH2HT)cl&50. On the other hand, the condition i
this lemma requires that̂cl ,(TH2HT)cl&5 i icli2Þ0. Thus the subspaceD contains no ei-
genvector ofT. The rest of the proof forH can be done, as in the same way forT. h

Lemma 5.3: Let T and H be symmetric operators onH, and let them satisfy the CCR TH
2HT5 i , on a subspace ofDom(TH)ùDom(HT), denoted byD. If a statehPD (ihi51) and
a pair of complex numbers a,bPC, satisfying the following two equalities:

~T1aH1b!h50, ~23!
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^Th,Hh&1^Hh,Th&22^T&h^H&h50, ~24!

exist, thenRea50 and Im a.0.
Proof: Let h be a state which satisfies the conditions in this lemma. Then we have tha

^Th,Hh&1^Hh,Th&5^h,~HT1 i !h&1^Hh,Th&5 i 22aiHhi222b^h,Hh&.

From Eq.~23!, we also have that

2^T&h^H&h522^h,~aH1b!h&^h,Hh&522a^h,Hh&222b^h,Hh&.

Therefore the condition Eq.~24! leads us to the relation

i 22aiHhi2522a^h,Hh&2. ~25!

Let us consider the real and imaginary parts of the above equality, separately. It follows, fro
real part (Rea)iHhi25(Rea)^h,Hh&2, that Rea50. This is because if ReaÞ0, then iHhi2

2^h,Hh&250 and this means thath is an eigenvector ofH, belonging to the eigenvalue
^h,Hh&, in spite of the premisehPD (ihi51). This is in contradiction to Lemma 5.2. It is als
seen, from the imaginary part, 122(Ima)iHhi2522(Ima)^h,Hh&2, that Ima.0. h

Proof of Theorem 5.1:Let cPDom(TH)ùDom(HT) and ici51. Since theT-weak WR
holds forT andH, the CCR in Eq.~2! follows. Then the uncertainty relation betweenT andH,
in Eq. ~22!, is derived as

~DT!c~DH !c5i~T2^T&c!cii~H2^H&c!ci

>u^~T2^T&c!c,~H2^H&c!c&u

>uIm^~T2^T&c!c,~H2^H&c!c&u

5 1
2 u^Tc,Hc&2^Hc,Tc&u5 1

2 .

In the second line, which is nothing but the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, the equality holds
only if there exists a complex numberaPC, satisfying

~T2^T&c!c1a~H2^H&c!c50.

In the third line, the equality holds if and only if

Rê ~T2^T&c!c,~H2^H&c!c&5^Tc,Hc&1^Hc,Tc&22^T&c^H&c50.

In order to show that nocPDom(TH)ùDom(HT) (ici51) can satisfy the equality in the
uncertainty relation betweenT and H, in Eq. ~22!, it is sufficient to see that the above tw
conditions cannot be satisfied simultaneously, for anycPDom(TH)ùDom(HT) (ici51) and
for anyaPC. Observe that these conditions take just the same form as the two equalities~23! and
~24! in Lemma 5.3.

Let us now assume that there exist such a statehPDom(TH)ùDom(HT) (ihi51), and a
pair of complex numbersa,bPC, that satisfy both of Eqs.~23! and~24!, and derive a contradic
tion. Lemma 5.3 implies that the parametera is pure imaginary and is expressed asa5 iq, q
.0, to lead toTh1 iqHh1bh50. Then we must have that2q^h,Hh&5Im b<0, because
^h,Th&PR1 andH>0 ~see the conditions of Theorem 5.1!. It is also noted thate2 i tH is bounded
and e2 i tHH,He2 i tH , for all tPC (Im t<0). Then it follows thatTe2 i tHh5e2 i tH(Th1th)
5(2 iqH2b1t)e2 i tHh. Since Imb<0 and Imt<0, we can putt5b and obtainTe2 ibHh
52 iqHe2 ibHh. It is here noted thate2 ibHhÞ0, becausee2 ibH is an injection andhÞ0. This is
seen from the following relations:
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ie2 ibHhi25E
[0,`)

ue2 iblu2diE~l!hi2>E
[0,N]

ue2 iblu2diE~l!hi2

> inf
lP[0,N]

ue2 iblu2E
[0,N]

diE~l!hi2

5e22uIm buNE
[0,N]

diE~l!hi2,

where$E(B)uBPB1% is the spectral measure ofH, N is an arbitrary natural number, and we ha
used the fact that the spectrum ofH should be included in@0,̀ ), becauseH>0. Providing that
e2 ibHh50, one would obtain that 05 limN→`* [0,N]diE(l)hi25ihi2, which contradictsihi
51. By taking the inner products betweene2 ibHh and each side ofTe2 ibHh52 iqHe2 ibHh, we
have

^e2 ibHh,Te2 ibHh&52 iq^e2 ibHh,He2 ibHh&.

Notice that the both sides of this equality have to vanish. Sinceq.0 ande2 ibHhÞ0, we have that
05^e2 ibHh,He2 ibHh&5^H1/2e2 ibHh,H1/2e2 ibHh&5iH1/2e2 ibHhi2, whereH1/2 is a self-adjoint
operator, satisfyingH5H1/2H1/2 and H1/2>0. Thus He2 ibHh50. It is also seen thate2 ibHh
PDom(TH)ùDom(HT), becausehPDom(TH)ùDom(HT). These facts are in contradiction t
Lemma 5.2. Therefore, Eqs.~23! and~24! in Lemma 5.3 cannot be satisfied simultaneously. T
means that the equality, in the uncertainty relation betweenT andH in Eq. ~22!, never holds under
the condition of Theorem 5.1. h

The question about minimum-uncertainty states is motivated by the following result by K1

lim
n→`

~DT̃0!F21fn
~DH0!F21fn

5 1
2,

wherefn (n>2) is defined as in Example 1. Note, however, thatfn does not converge in the
L2-norm, asn→`. This Kobe’s result implies the absence of minimum-uncertainty states.
result was also derived by Wigner21 and Bauteet al.,22 in different ways from ours. It should be
notified that the absence of minimum-uncertainty states expresses a crucial difference betw
Weyl relation and theT-weak WR.

VI. CONSTRUCTION OF THE TIME OPERATORS FOR GENERAL QUANTUM SYSTEMS

We first summarize the several results so far obtained about the time operatorT0 in Eq. ~1!,
or its extensionT̃0 in Eq. ~11!, for the 1DFPS.

Example 3: T˜ 0 satisfies theT̃0-weak WR withH0 , as is seen in Eq.~12!. Then we have the
following properties aboutT̃0 .

~i! The inequality~6! between (DT̃0)c and the survival probability ofc holds for all c

PDom(T̃0) ~Theorem 4.1!.
~ii ! T̃0 has no point spectrum~Corollary 4.2!.
~iii ! The inequality~17! holds for allcPDom(T̃0) and allBPB1 ~Theorem 4.4!.
~iv! The uncertainty relation~22! betweenT̃0 and H0 holds on Dom(T̃0H0)ùDom(H0T̃0)

~Proposition 2.1!, although there exists no state in Dom(T̃0H0)ùDom(H0T̃0), which sat-
isfies equality in the uncertainty relation betweenT̃0 andH0 ~Theorem 5.1!.

It is seen, from the above~i!, that the Gaussian packetFf0 in Example 1 is not included in
Dom(T̃0). Because, for largeutu, the survival probability of the Gaussian packet for the 1DF
decays with an inverse-power lawutu21, and this is in contradiction to the behavior of the surviv
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probability predicted by the inequality~6!. It is, however, noticed that this kind of estimation abo
the domain Dom(T̃0) is valid for the one-dimensional case. Because, as the dimension bec
higher, the survival probability decays faster, in general thanutu22. We also obtain, from the
inequality ~6! for T̃0 andH0 , that

2&~DT̃0!c>th~c!, ~26!

where th(c) is defined asth(c)ªsup$t>0uu^c,e2 i tH 0c&u251/2%, ;cPDom(T̃0) (ici51).
This relation is important, to give the direct connection between (DT̃0)c and the measurable
quantityth(c), although we do not know whetherT̃0 itself is an observable. Let us also consid
the physical meaning of the above~iii !. The following inequality is derived from Eq.~17!:

iEH0
~B!ci2<~DT̃0!cuBu,

for all cPDom(T̃0) (ici51) and BPB1, because of the fact that theT̃0-weak WR is not
changed, with replacingT̃0 by T̃02^T̃0&c . Note thatiEH0

(B)ci2 is the probability which one

finds a measured energy-value in the rangeB for the fixedc. Suppose that (DT̃0)c is small; then
the probabilityiEH0

(B)ci2 should be uniformly small for allBPB1. This concludes that the

probability distributioniEH0
(•)ci2 has a broad deviation, foriEH0

(R1)ci251. Hence (DH 0̃)c

must be large and this result is consistent with the uncertainty relation.
In order to find other quantum systems than the 1DFPS, for which a time operator exis

us recall the results obtained by Putnam, in the theory of Schro¨dinger operators.23 According to
this theorem, if a potentialV(x) is a real-valued measurable function onR1 satisfying 0<V(x)
<const,a.e.andV(x)PL1(R1); thenH0 andH1ªH01V(x) defined onL2(R1) are absolutely
continuous, and furthermore the wave operatorsU6ªs2 limt→6`eitH 1e2 i tH 0 exist and are unitary
operators satisfyingH15U6H0U6* . For our purpose, we first define the operatorsT1,6

ªU6T̃0U6* on L2(R1), whereU6 are the wave operators defined in this Putnam’s theorem. T
T1,6 are symmetric and satisfy theT1,6-weak WR withH1 , i.e.,

T1,6e2 i tH 15e2 i tH 1~T1,61t !,

which are nothing but the unitary transformations of Eq.~12!. These operatorsT1,6 are the time
operators we have sought for other quantum systems than the 1DFPS, and they satisfy
properties, described in Example 3, with thisH1 .

For a quantum system which allows bound states, we can also construct a time op
satisfying theT-weak WR with the HamiltonianH, by restricting it to act on the set of scatterin
states. The latters are usually identified with the subspaceHac(H) of the Hilbert spaceH under
consideration. Because, in this case, the wave operator~if exits! is not a unitary operator onH in
general, that is, the range Ran(U6) becomes a proper subspace ofH. In fact, according to
Kuroda,24 if the potential V(x) is a real-valued measurable function onR1 satisfying V(x)
PL1(Rn)ùL2(Rn), n<3, and the HamiltonianH1 on L2(R1) is defined asH1ªH01V(x), then
the wave operatorsU6 exist and are complete, i.e., Ran(U6)5Lac

2 (H1), where Lac
2 (H1) is a

subspace inL2(R1), similarly defined asHac(H) just before Theorem 4.4. As in the same way f
Putnam’s theorem, by the use of the wave operatorsU6 defined forH0 andH1 in this Kuroda’s
theorem, we can define the operatorsT1,6ªU6T̃0U6* on Lac

2 (H1) and their domains,
Dom(T1,6)ªU6Dom(T̃0). Then they are symmetric operators onLac

2 (H1), and satisfy

T1,6e2 i tH 1,ac5e2 i tH 1,ac~T1,61t !.

H1,ac is defined asH1,acªH1uL
ac
2 (H1)5U6H0U6* , and is called the~spectrally! absolutely continu-

ous part ofH1 .13 By the unitary equivalence, Example 3 is also valid for the pairT1,6 andH1,ac.
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We cannot, however, extend theseT1,6 to the densely defined symmetric operators onL2(R1), so
that they satisfy theT1,6-weak WR with H1 , when H1 has a point spectrum, i.e.,Lpp

2 (H1)
Þ$0%. This is because such an extension contradicts Corollary 4.3 and Theorem 4.4.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Analyzing theT-weak Weyl relation~T-weak WR! in Eq. ~4!, and obtaining several state
ments about the time operator, we have seen that the Aharonov–Bohm time operatorT0 in Eq. ~1!

@or its symmetric extensionT̃0 in Eq. ~11!# is characterized by theT̃0-weak WR in Eq.~12!. We
have, in particular, recognized the fact that the time operator is deeply connected to the s
probability. In relation to this considerable connection, we would like, first, to revisit the ineq
ity ~6! in Theorem 4.1, Theorem 4.4, and their implications.

The inequality~6! is important to bring us a possibility of understanding the time oper
from the two different points. The first point is related to the measurement of the survival
ability. Since the inequality~26! derived from the inequality~6! gives the quantitative relation
between the standard deviation of the time operatorT̃0 and the maximum half-time of the surviva
probability in the 1DFPS, we may associate the time operator in quantum systems, with bo
real and theoretical measurements of the survival probability. Another point is related t
connection with the dynamics of quantum systems. In order to see this possibility, we may re
Proposition 3.2, and Corollary 4.3 which is one of the applications of the inequality~6!. These
facts imply a possibility of associating the time operator~or its domain!, with the scattering state
and its dynamics, through the survival probability.

As a remark on Theorem 4.4, the following suggestion by Putnam should be recalled, t
the existence of the absolutely continuous part of the Hamiltonian can be inferred from
behavior of specific observables.25 He considered the following system, in which there is a s
adjoint operatorA0 satisfyingAt5A01tI , ;tPR1, whereAtªeitHA0e2 i tH andH is the Hamil-
tonian for this system. He showed thatH must be absolutely continuous~note that this is the cas
to which the last statement in Proposition 2.1 is applicable!. The essence of its proof, that is, th
uniqueness of the spectral resolution ofA0 , also implies that ifA0 is maximally symmetric~not
necessarily self-adjoint!, H must be absolutely continuous. BecauseA0 is uniquely represented b
the generalized resolution of identity.26 In this context, Theorem 4.4 is a generalization of t
above statement by Putnam, to nonmaximally symmetric operators. However the absolute
nuity of H seems to be obvious in the light of the works by Schmu¨dgen.12 Because, under som
condition,H is unitary equivalent to the position operator. Here we would like to emphasize
inequality ~17!, rather than the absolute continuity ofH, which is explained as follows.

The proof of the absolute continuity ofH, which satisfies theT-weak Weyl relation withT,
depends on Eq.~17!. It is similar to the following inequality which was derived by Putnam27 and
Kato,8 on the study of the commutator of the form,@H,iA#5C, whereH, A andC are bounded
self-adjoint operators, andC>0,

iC1/2EH~B!ci2<iAiici2uBu, ;cPH, ;BPB1. ~27!

It is seen that Eq.~17! is an unbounded case of theirs, and is not trivial. Because one ca
replace directlyC with the identity, for both boundedH andA. They showed, through Eq.~27!,
that H is absolutely continuous, provided that Ker(C)5$0%, i.e., Ran(C)5H. This statement is
sometimes valid when the aboveH and A are unbounded, however, its proof originates in t
more fundamental notion,T-smoothness,8 rather than the inequality like the above one, and
appropriate technique. Lavine applied it to Schro¨dinger operators in an especially goo
manner.9–11 It should be noted that his work is closely related to the our problem. He fo
self-adjoint operatorsA which satisfy@H,iA#5C, with a certain class of Schro¨dinger operatorsH
and positive boundedC. In the case of the absolute continuity of the free HamiltonianH0 , we can
choose the self-adjoint operatorAª„f (P)Q1Q f(P)…/2, where f (P)ªP(P21d2)21 and C
ªP f(P). Whend.0, A is self-adjoint, because Ker(A* 7 i )5$0%. And alsoC is bounded and
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C.0. They satisfy@H0 ,iA#5C and one can consider the case that a parameterd approaches to 0
which is justA5T0 . Hence this scheme has the advance in the approach to the absolute con
of H0 and its connection with the Aharonov–Bohm time operatorT0 .
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Path integral for relativistic Aharonov–Bohm–Coulomb
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The Green’s function for relativistic spinless Aharonov–Bohm–Coulomb~ABC!
system on the pseudo-sphereL (2) is calculated using Kleinert’s path integral rep-
resentation for relativistic spinless particles. The energy spectrum and the corre-
sponding wave functions are extracted for bound and scattering states. The results
in the nonrelativistic and flat space limits are considered. ©2001 American In-
stitute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1329660#

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum motion on spaces with constant curvature, positive as well negative, is of
interest for various fields of theoretical physics.1 Examples are provided by the structure of t
pseudo-sphereL (2), which makes it very interesting in Polyakov path integral approach to st
theory and in (111)-dimensional quantum gravity.2 We can also cite the path integral treatme
of the nonrelativistic Kepler problem in space of constant curvature.3 On the other hand, the pat
integral formalism is the most suitable tool to treat topological defects such as the Aharo
Bohm ~AB! effect. The path integral treatment of a nonrelativistic particle on the hyperbolic p
under the action of the AB field has been done recently.4

In this paper we would like to add, to the short list of solvable path integrals for relativ
systems,5,6 another application, namely the relativistic spinless Aharonov–Bohm–Coul
~ABC! system on the pseudo-sphereL (2).

In Sec. II, we present a brief review of the path integral formulation on spaces with con
curvature. In Sec. III, using the Duru–Kleinert’s technique of space–time transformation
obtain in a closed form the Green’s function for the relativistic ABC system. In Sec. IV the en
spectrum and the wave functions for bound states are explicitly evaluated and the special c
the flat space limit and the nonrelativistic limit are considered. In Sec. V, using the int
representation of the Green’s function, we deduce the scattering states. Our concluding r
are given in Sec. VI.

II. PATH INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION ON L „2…

The spherical coordinates in the pseudo-Euclidean spaceE2,1 are given by

x15r sinht sinw, x25r sinht cosw, x35r cosht, ~1!

wherer .0,t.0 andwP@0,2p).
The discretized propagator of a free particle moving in such a space is given by7

a!Permanent address: De´partement de Physique, Center Universitaire de Jijel, Bp 98 Ouled Aissa, 18 000 Jijel, Alge
b!Electronic mail: chetoua1@caramail.com
10530022-2488/2001/42(3)/1053/13/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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K~xb ,xa ;T!5 lim
N→`

E )
n51

N S m

2p i« D S mi

2p« D 1/2

)
n51

N21

dxn
1dxn

2dxn
3

3 )
n51

N

expH im

2«
@~Dxn

1!21~Dxn
2!22~Dxn

3!2#J
5 lim

N→`
E )

n51

N S m

2p i« D S mi

2p« D 1/2

)
n51

N21

r n
2drn sinhtndtndwn

3 )
n51

N

expH 2
im

2«
Dr n

22
im

«
r nr n21@11~en ,en21!#J . ~2!

A regularizating scheme for this path integral consists in adding, to the mass, a small po
imaginary term for the compact variables~x1 andx2! and a small negative imaginary term for th
noncompact variable (x3). The particular form of the measure, which is a consequence of
indefinite metric, is necessary to obtain the correct normalization contition, limT→0K(xb, ,xa ;T)
5d(xb2xa).

The scalar product between the unit vectorsen anden21 is given by

~en ,en21!52@sinhtn sinhtn21~12cosDwn!1coshDtn#. ~3!

The propagator on the pseudo-sphereL (2) is easily obtained by fixingr n to a constantR via the
relation

lim
e→0

S mi

2p« D 1/2

expS 2
im

2«
~r n2r n21!2D5d~r n2r n21!. ~4!

Then performing the integrations overr j in ~2!, we obtain

K~xb ,xa ;T!5
1

R2 lim
N→`

E )
n51

N S mR2

2p i« D )
n51

N21

sinhtndtndwn

3 )
n51

N

expH 2
im

«
R2@11~en ,en21!#J . ~5!

Let us setvn52mR2 sinhtn sinhtn21. Using the decomposition

ei /« vn cosDwn5 (
l n52`

`

I l nS ivn

« Deil nDwn, ~6!

and the following relation valid for«→0:

I l nS ivn

« D'A «

2p ivn
expS ivn

«
2

«

2ivn
S l n

22
1

4D D , ~7!

we obtain
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K~xb ,xa ;T!5@R4 sinhtb sinhta#21/2 lim
N→`

E )
n51

N
1

2p S mR2

2p i« D
3 )

n51

N21

dtndwn)
n51

N

expH 2
im

«
R2@12coshDwn#J

3 (
l n52`

`

expS 2
i«

2mR2

l n
22 1

4

sinhtn sinhtn21
D eil nDwn. ~8!

TheN21 successive integrations over the variableswn produce the factor)n51
N212pd l n ,l n21

, such
that the propagator becomes

K~xb,xa ;T!5@R4 sinhtb sinhta#21/2 lim
N→`

E )
n51

N S mR2

2p i« D 1/2

)
n51

N21

dtn (
l 52`

`
eil (wb2wa)

2p

3 )
n51

N

expH 2
im

«
R2@12coshDtn#2

i«

2mR2

l 22 1
4

sinhtn sinhtn21
J . ~9!

Now we use the approximation valid for«→0

12coshDtn'2 1
2 ~Dtn!22 1

24 ~Dtn!4. ~10!

We note that (Dtn)4/«5O(«) and hence contributes to the path integral. Its contribution can
evaluated via the procedure of McLaughlin–Schulman8 based on the formula

E
2`

1`

exp~2ax21bx4!dx5E
2`

1`

expS 2ax21
3b

4a2Ddx, ~11!

valid for largea and Rea.0 and forb purely imaginary or even with a negative imaginary pa
The condition ona can be satisfied by adding a small imaginary part to the mass in the ki
term.

Finally the path integral representation of the propagator on the pseudo-sphereL (2) is given
by

K~xb ,xa ;T!5@R4 sinhtb sinhta#21/2 (
l 52`

`
eil (wb2wa)

2p
lim

N→`
E )

n51

N S mR2

2p i« D 1/2

)
n51

N21

dtn

3expH i (
n51

N FmR2

2«
~Dtn!22«S 1

2mR2

l 221/4

sinhtn sinhtn21
1

1

8mR2D G J . ~12!

III. RELATIVISTIC ABC ON L „2…

The Green’s function of a relativistic particle in a (D11)-dimensional Minkowski space i
given by Kleinert’s path integral representation9

G~xb ,xa ;E!5
1

2mcE0

`

dLE Dr~ t !F@r~ t !#E Dx~ t !exp~ iA!, ~13!

with the action

A5E
0

T

dtF m

2r~ t !
ẋ2~ t !1

e

c
Aẋ~ t !1r~ t !

~E2V~x!!2

2mc2 2r~ t !
mc2

2 G . ~14!
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HereA andV(x) are, respectively, the vector and scalar potentials,L is a length defined by

L5E
0

T

dtr~ t !, ~15!

and F@r(t)# is a gauge-fixing functional of the dimensionless fluctuating scale variabler(t)
which obeys the condition

E Dr~ t !F@r~ t !#51. ~16!

In the following we fix the value ofr(t) to unity by simply choosingF@r(t)#5d@r(t)21# and
we consider the case of rotationally invariant scalar potential.

We begin our investigation of the relativistic spinless ABC system by considering the
lomb potential onL (2) defined by3,4

V~t!52
a

R
~cotht21!, ~17!

where the coupling constanta is the analogue ofe2 on a flat space.
Using the path integral representation~12!, the Green’s function for the relativistic Coulom

field on L (2) is given by

G~xb ,xa ;E!

5@R4 sinhtb sinhta#21/2S 1

2mcD E0

`

dT lim
N→`

E )
n51

N S mR2

2p i« D 1/2

)
n51

N21

dtn

3 (
l 52`

`
eil (wb2wa)

2p
expH i e (

n51

N FmR2

2«2 ~Dtn!2

1S A cothtn2
Bl

sinhtn sinhtn21
1CD G J . ~18!

In the limit N→` we have

G~xb ,xa ;E!5@R4 sinhtb sinhta#21/2S 1

2mcD E0

`

dT (
l 52`

`
eil (wb2wa)

2p

3E
ta

tbDt~ t !expH i E
0

T

dtFmR2

2
ṫ21A cotht2

Bl

sinh2 t
1CG J , ~19!

where we have setDt(t)5 limN→`)n51
N (mR2/2p i«)1/2)n51

N21dtn and

A5
a

mc2R S E2
a

RD , ~20!

Bl5
1

2mR2 S l 22
1

4D2
a2

2mc2R2 , ~21!

C5
1

2mc2 F S a

RD 2

1S E2
a

RD 2G2
1

8mR2 2
mc2

2
. ~22!
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According to an ansatz by Kuperinet al.10 for the AB field we write the magnetic interaction i
~14! as

Amag522pnn, ~23!

where we have set

n5
1

2p E
0

T

ẇ~ t !dt, n52
e

2pc E d2xB3 . ~24!

Heren is a topological invariant,w(t)5arctan(x2/x1) is the azimuthal angle around the AB tub
B3 represents the magnetic field confined to an infinitely thin tube along the third axis and*d2xB3

is the flux through the tube.
Adding ~23! to the action in~19! and converting the sum over the azimuthal quantum num

l to an integral via the Poisson’s summation formula

(
l 52`

`

f ~ l !5E
2`

1`

dm (
p52`

`

e2ippm f ~m!, ~25!

we write the Green’s function for the ABC system in the following form:

G~xb ,xa ;E!5 (
l 52`

`
eil (wb2wa)

2p
Gl 1n~tb ,ta ;E!, ~26!

where the radial part is given by

Gl 1n~tb ,ta ;E!5@R4 sinhtb sinhta#21/2S 1

2mcD E0

`

dT

3E
ta

tbDt~ t !expH i E
0

T

dtFmR2

2
ṫ21A cotht2

Bl 1n

sinh2 t
1CG J , ~27!

with Bl 1n defined by Eq.~21!.
This is exactly the path integral representation of the Manning–Rosen potential11 analyzed by

several authors.12

In order to link Eq.~27! with the Green’s function for the motion of a mass point near
surface of a sphere in four dimensions projected in a state of fixed angular momentum, w
Duru–Kleinert’s technique of space–time transformations.13,14

Indeed we introduce the following space transformationtP@0,̀ )→uP@0,p)

tanh
t

2
5

12cos~u/2!

11cos~u/2!
, ~28!

combined to the path-dependent time transformationt→s

dt5ds tan2
u

2
. ~29!

Taking into account all the contributions arising from the slicing of the path-dependent time
Green’s function~27! becomes
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Gl 1n~tb ,ta ;E!5
2

R2 Fsin
ub

2
sin

ua

2 G21/2S 1

2mcD E0

S

dSE Du~s!

3expH i E
0

S

dsFmR2

8
u̇21

A1C11/8mR2

cos2~u/2!
2

4Bl 1n13/8mR2

sin2~u/2!
1A2CG J .

~30!

Following Ref. 14, let us introduce the following parameters:

m15 1
2 ~A22mR2~A1C!!1A118mR2Bl 1n), ~31!

m25 1
2 ~A22mR2~A1C!!2A118mR2Bl 1n), ~32!

EPT85A2C2 1
8mR2. ~33!

Then ~30! is given by

Gl 1n~tb ,ta ;E!5
4

R2Acos~ub/2!cos~ua/2!S 1

2mcD
3 (

L5max(m1 ,m2)

i

EPT82~~L11!221/4!/2mR2

3
L11

2
dm1 ,m2

L/2 ~ub!dm1 ,m2

L/2 ~ua!, ~34!

wheredm,n
L (u) is the analytical continuation of the Wigner function.

The summation overL in ~34! is performed with the help of Sommerfeld–Watson
transformation,15,16 which is essentially based on the following substitution:

(
L

→ 1

2i EC
ds

e22ips

sinps
, ~35!

where the contour of integrationC is the entire real axis in a counterclockwise direction.
Then following Ref. 17, we put the Green’s function in the following compact form:

Gl 1n~tb ,ta ;E!52 imAcos~ub/2!cos~ua/2!S 1

2mcDG~m12LE!G~LE2m111!

3dm1 ,2m2

LE ~ub2p!dm1 ,m2

LE* ~ua!, ~36!

whereub,ua andLE is given by

LE52
1

2
1A 1

16
1

mR2

2
EPT852

1

2
@12A2mR2~A2C!#. ~37!

Using the old variables we obtain the radial part of the Green’s function in the following cl
form:

Gl 1n~tb ,ta ;E!52 imS 1

2mcD S 12tanh~tb/2!

11tanh~tb/2! D
1/2S 12tanh~ta/2!

11tanh~ta/2! D
1/2

3G~m12LE!G~LE2m111!dm1 ,2m2

LE ~u~tb!2p!dm1 ,m2

LE* ~u~ta!!, ~38!

with u(t) defined by~28!.
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IV. BOUND STATES

The allowed energy levels are extracted from the poles ofG(m12LE) in ~38! which occur
when the argument is a negative integer2nr

m12LE52nr , nr50,1,2,3,... . ~39!

Using the expressions~31! and ~37!, it is easy to show that

C1
2mR2A2

N2 1
N2

8mR2 50, ~40!

where

N52nr1s11,s5A118mR2Bl 1n. ~41!

The solutions of~40! give the energy spectrum for the relativistic ABC system onL (2)

Enr
2

a

R
56mc2F11~12~2a/c!22N2!/~2mcR!2

11~2a/Nc!2 G1/2

. ~42!

The maximum number of bound states is given by

Nmax5$A~2mcR!22~2a/c!211%. ~43!

Here the symbol$k% means the largest integer smaller thank.
The corresponding energy eigenfunctions for the bound states are now derived fro

residues of the Green’s function at the poles

G~m12LE!'
~21!nr

nr !

1

m12LE1nr
. ~44!

After some mathematical manipulations we find

G~m12LE!'
~21!nr11

nr !
S E2a/R

mc2 D 2 2mc2

~E2a/R!22~Enr
2a/R!2

3
16m2R4A2/N22N2

2mR2N F11
12~2a/c!22N2

~2mcR!2 G21

. ~45!

Now using the following symmetry relation:18

dm1 ,2m2

LE ~u2p!5~21!m12LEdm1 ,m2

LE ~u!, ~46!

and the relation connecting the Wigner function and the hypergeometric function

dm1 ,m2

LE ~u!5FG~LE1m111!G~LE2m211!

G~LE2m111!G~LE1m211!G
1/2 1

G~m12m211!

3S 12cos~u!

2 D ~m12m2!/2S 11cos~u!

2 D ~m11m2!/2

32F1S 2LE1m1 ,LE1m111,m12m211;
12cos~u!

2 D , ~47!

we obtain the following decomposition of the radial Green’s function:
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Gl 1n~tb ,ta ;E!5
1

2mc (
N5s11

Nmax S E2a/R

mc2 D 2 2imc2

~E2a/R!22~Enr
2a/R!2 Cnr

~tb!Cnr
* ~ta!,

~48!

where the radial wave functions are

Cnr
~t!5F16m2R4A2/N22N2

2R2N G1/2F11
12~2a/c!22N2

~2mcR!2 G2 1/2

3
2m12m2

G~m12m211! FG~LE1m111!G~LE2m211!

G~LE2m111!G~LE1m211!G
1/2

3~12tanht/2!m11m211/2~11tanht/2!22m121/2~ tanht/2!(m12m2)/2

32F1S 2LE1m1 ,LE1m111,m12m211;
4tanht/2

~11tanht/2!2D , ~49!

with

m1,25mR2S Anr

N
2

N

4mR2D 6
s

2
, LE52

1

2
1mR2S Anr

N
1

N

4mR2D , ~50!

andAnr
is the expression ofA given by ~18! with E replaced byEnr

.
In the following we treat two important cases namely, the relativistic ABC in a flat space

the nonrelativistic ABC on the pseudo-sphere. To this aim we first expands in terms of (a/c)
which is the analog of the fine structure constant in the flat space

s52u l 1nuF12
~a/c!2

2u l 1nu2 2
~a/c!4

8u l 1nu4
2¯G . ~51!

Then the energy levels are rewritten as

Enr
2

a

R
56mc2H 12

1

2
S a

c
D 2F Ñ221/4

m2a2R2
1

1

Ñ2G2
1

2
S a

c
D 4F S Ñ221/4

2m2a2R2D 2

1
Ñ221/4

2m2a2R2Ñ2
1

3

4Ñ4
1

1

Ñ3u l 1nu
1

1

m2a2R2

nr11/2

u l 1nu G2¯J , ~52!

where

Ñ5u l 1nu1nr1
1
2. ~53!

A. Nonrelativistic limit

In the nonrelativistic limitc→`, expression~52! reduces to the energy spectrum for t
nonrelativistic ABC system onL (2)4

Enr
5

a

R
2

Ñ221/4

2mR2
2

ma2

2Ñ2
. ~54!

The corresponding wave function is easily obtained from~49! by making use of the following
relations:
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m1,252
maR2

2Ñ
S Ñ221/4

2mR2
2

ma2

2Ñ2
D 2

Ñ

2
62u l 1nu, ~55!

LE52
1

2
2

maR2

2Ñ
S Ñ221/4

2mR2
2

ma2

2Ñ2
D 1

Ñ

2
. ~56!

B. Flat space limit

In the flat space limitR→`, the energy levels reduce to

Enr
56mc2H 12

1

2

~a/c!2

Ñ2
2

1

2

~a/c!4

Ñ3 F 1

Ñ2nr21/2
2

3

4Ñ
G1¯J . ~57!

For the wave function, it is easy to show that

lim
R→`

16m2R4A2/N22N2

2mR2N
5S 8a2E2

N3c4 D . ~58!

Using the radial variabler 5Rt in Euclidean spaces, we obtain forR→`

~12tanht/2!m11m211/2~11tanht/2!22m121/2~ tanht/2!(m12m2)/2→S r

2RD s/2

e2 2aE/Nc2 r .

~59!

Now using the following relation19 valid for uzu→`:

G~z1a!

G~z!
→za, ~60!

we show that

G~LE1m111!G~LE2m211!

G~LE2m111!G~LE1m211!
→ G~nr1s11!

G~nr11! S 2aEr

~2nr1s11!c2D s

. ~61!

On the other hand we have

lim
R→`

2F1S 2LE1m1 ,LE1m111,m12m211;
4 tanht/2

~11tanht/2!2D51F1S 2nr ,s11;
4aE

Nc2 r D .

~62!

Collecting all the terms leads to

Cnr
~r !5

1

Ar

1

G~11s!
AG~nr1s11!

G~nr11!

2

2nr1s11

1

ãH
1/2S 4r

~2nr1s11!ãH
D (s11)/2

3e22r /(2nr1s11)ãH
1F1S 2nr ,s11;

4aE

~2nr1s11!c2 r D , ~63!

where ãH5aH (mc2/E) and aH is Bohr radius. Expressions~57! and ~63! are exactly the ones
obtained recently in Ref. 5.
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V. SCATTERING STATES

We begin by considering the reduced Green’s function defined in Eq.~38!

gl 1n~tb ,ta ;E!52 imG~m12LE!G~LE2m111!dm1 ,2m2

LE ~ub2p!dm1 ,m2

LE* ~ua!. ~64!

This can be rewritten in the following integral form:20

gl 1n~tb ,ta ;E!5
m

2p R
C

dE

E22Ek
2 ~2E!G~m12LE!G~LE2m111!

3dm1 ,2m2

LE ~ub2p!dm1 ,m2

LE* ~ua!, ~65!

where the contourC is a semicircle in the upper half plane.
Using the spectral decomposition of the Manning–Rosen propagator,12 we easily get the

continuous spectrum for a relativistic particle moving on the pseudo-sphereL (2)

Ek
25m2c41

c2

R2 S k21
1

4D . ~66!

In comparison with the flat space continuous spectrum we have the correspondence

kf
2→~k21 1

4!/R
2. ~67!

In the following we restrict ourself to positives energies and write~65! as

gl 1n~tb ,ta ;E!5
1

2pR2 R
C
kdkS E

mc2D 2 2mc2

E22Ek
2

3
G~m12LE!G~LE2m111!

@11~1/mcR!2~k211/4!#
dm1 ,2m2

LE ~ub2p!dm1 ,m2

LE* ~ua!. ~68!

It is easy to show that

m15
s

2
1

ik

2
, m252

s

2
1

ik

2
, LE5

g21

2
, ~69!

where we have setg5A2mR2(A2C). Taking into account the asymptotic behavior of the W
ner’s functions, we write~68! in the form

gl 1n~tb ,ta ;E!52
1

2pR2 E
2`

`

kdkS E

mc2D 2 2mc2

E22Ek
2

3
G~~11s2g1 ik !/2!G~~12s1g2 ik !/2!

@11~1/mcR!2~k211/4!#

3dm1 ,2m2

(g21)/2~ub2p!dm1 ,m2

(g21)/2* ~ua!. ~70!

Thanks to the following properties:18

dm1 ,m2

2L21~u!5dm1 ,m2

L ~u!, d2m2 ,2m1

L ~u!5~21!2(m22m1)dm1 ,m2

L ~u!, ~71!

we show that~71! becomes
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gl 1n~tb ,ta ;E!5
~21!(s21)/2

2pR2 E
0

`

kdkS E

mc2D 2 2mc2

E22Ek
2

eipg/2

@11~1/mcR!2~k211/4!#

3$epk/2G~~11s2g1 ik !/2!G~~12s1g2 ik !/2!

2e2pk/2G~~11s2g2 ik !/2!G~~12s1g1 ik !/2!%

3dm1 ,m2

(g21)/2~ub!dm1 ,m2

(g21)/2* ~ua!. ~72!

Now using the following identity which is a consequence of Gauss’s transformation formul19

eipa/2
G~b2a!G~a2b11!

G~b!G~12b!
1eipb/2

G~a2b!G~b2a11!

G~a!G~12a!
51, ~73!

we get

gl 1n~tb ,ta ;E!5
i

2pR2 E
0

`

kdk
2mc2

E22Ek
2 S E

mc2D 2 1

@11~1/mcR!2~k211/4!#

3
G~~11s2g1 ik !/2!G~~12s1g2 ik !/2!~k→2k!

uG~ ik !u2

3dm1 ,m2

(g21)/2~ub!dm1 ,m2

(g21)/2* ~ua!. ~74!

Finally the continuous part of the radial Green’s function is given by

Gl 1n~tb ,ta ;E!5
1

2mcE0

` dk

R

2imc2

E22Ek
2 S E

mc2D 2

Ck~tb!Ck* ~ta!, ~75!

where the normalized continuous wave functions are

Ck~t!5A 1

pR

2s

A11~k211/4!/~mcR!2

3
@G~~11s2g1 ik !/2!G~~11s1g1 ik !/2!~k→2k!#1/2

uG~ ik !uG~11s!

3~12tanht/2! ik11/2~11tanht/2!2 ik2s21/2~ tanht/2!s/2

32F1S ~11s2g1 ik !/2,~11s1g1 ik !/2,11s;4
tanht

2

~ 11tanht
2!2D . ~76!

We go now to the flat space limitR→`. To this aim we use the correspondence~67! betweenk
on the pseudo-sphere andkf on the flat space.

Owing to the following relations valid forR→`

g→2
2ia

c2kf
Ekf

, ~77!

@G~~11s2g1 ik !/2!G~~11s1g1 ik !/2!~k→2k!#1/2

uG~ ik !uG~11s!

→uG~~s11!/21 iaEkf
/c2kf !u~Rkf !

(s11)/2, ~78!
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~12tanht/2! ik11/2~11tanht/2!2 ik2s21/2~ tanht/2!s/2→S r

2RD s/2

e2 ik f r , ~79!

and

2F1S ~11s2g1 ik !/2,~11s1g1 ik !/2,11s;4
tanht

2

~ 11tanht
2!2D

→1F1~~11s!/21 iaEkf
/c2kf ,11s;2ik f r !, ~80!

we obtain the following representation of the Green’s function for the relativistic spinless
system in a flat space:

Gl 1n~r b ,r a ;E!5
1

2mcE0

`

dkf

2imc2

E22Ekf

2 S E

mc2D 2

Ckf
~r b!Ckf

* ~r a!, ~81!

where the continuous wave functionCkf
(r ) is given by21

Ckf
~r !5

1

A2pr

1

A11~kf /mc!2

uG~~s11!/21 iaEkf
/c2kf !u

G~11s!

3epaEkf
/2c2kf~2kfr !(11s)/2e2 ik f r

1F1~~11s!/21 iaEkf
/c2kf ,11s;2ik f r !. ~82!

The correctness of this expression is assured by the presence of the factore2paEkf
/2c2kf , which is

essential for the particle density atr 50. However this factor has been missing in path integ
treatments based on the SU~1, 1! group manifold.3,22

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have explicitly evaluated the Green’s function for the relativistic spin
Aharonov–Bohm–Coulomb system on the pseudo-sphereL (2) using Kleinert’s path integral rep
resentation for the motion of relativistic spinless particles in (D11)-dimensional Minkowski
space. We have obtained the energy spectrum and the corresponding wave-functions for
states. The scattering states are deduced from the integral representation of the Green’s f
In the nonrelativistic limit and the flat space limit our results are in agreement with those o
literature. We hope that the results presented in this paper may be useful to investigate
features, like the interference pattern, of the Aharonov–Bohm–Coulomb system on the p
sphereL (2).
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Alternative SU„N… Skyrme models and their solutions
H. J. Wospakrika) and W. J. Zakrzewskib)
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We consider alternativeSU(N) Skyrme models in 3 spatial dimensions. We show
that whenN52 they reduce to the usualSU(2) Skyrme model but forN>3 they
are different. We show that the harmonic map ansatz previously applied to the
usual Skyrme models can also be applied to these models giving spherically sym-
metric solutions~when the number of projectors isN21! and low energy field
approximants when the number of projectors is lower. We compare our results with
the results for the usual Skyrme models. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1346596#

I. INTRODUCTION

The usual Skyrme model was originally proposed by Skyrme,1 and recently, since Witten’s
demonstration that it arises in the largeNc limit 2 of QCD, it has been used to study variou
properties of low energy mesons and baryons.3

While the basic fields of the model describe mesons the topologically nontrivial solutio
the model, known as skyrmions, are identified with classical ground states of light nucle
though the preliminary results of the investigations of the implications of this idea are
encouraging4 a thorough understanding of the structure and dynamics of multi-skyrmion con
rations is required before a more qualitative assessment of the validity of this application c
made.

TheSU(N) Skyrme models, usual or alternative, involves fields which take value inSU(N);
i.e., are described bySU(N) valued functions ofxW andt. The two classes of models differ only i
the form of their Lagrangians and so in their equations of motion.

Multi-skyrmions are stationary points~either minima or saddle points! of the static energy
functional, which, for the usual Skyrme models, is given by

E5
1

12p2 E
R3H 2

1

2
Tr~] iU U21!22

1

16
Tr@] iU U21, ] jU U21#2J d3xW , ~1!

whereU(xW )PSU(N).
The equations for multi-skyrmions, in the usual Skyrme model, are therefore

] i~] iU U212 1
4 †] jU U21,@] jU U21,] iU U21#‡!50. ~2!

In these expressions we have, for simplicity, set the mass terms to zero. This has been d
convenience, as the conventional mass terms introduce only small changes.

Finiteness of the energy functional, for the usual Skyrme models and for the, soon
introduced, alternative Skyrme models, requires thatU(xW ) approaches a constant matrix at spat
infinity, which can be reduced to the identity matrix by a global chiral transformation. So, wit
any loss of generality, one normally imposes the following boundary conditions onU: U→I as
uxW u→`.

a!Electronic mail: H.J.Wospakrik@durham.ac.uk
b!Electronic mail: W.J.Zakrzewski@durham.ac.uk
10660022-2488/2001/42(3)/1066/19/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Since U→I as uxW u→` is a mapping fromS3→SU(N), it can be classified by the third
homotopy groupp3„SU(N)…[Z or, equivalently, by the integer valued winding number

B5
1

24p2 E
R3

« i jk Tr~] iU U21] jU U21]kU U21!d3xW , ~3!

which is a topological invariant which classifies the solitonic sectors in the model. And follo
the idea of Skyrme1 and Witten,2 B is to be identified with the baryon number of the fie
configuration.

Until very recently most of the studies involving the Skyrme model have concentrated o
SU(2) version of the model and its embeddings intoSU(N). However, when one consider
SU(N), for N>3, one has to bear in mind that the Skyrme model is not unique. In fact, ther
two possible versions of the fourth-order Skyrme term5 and so in this paper we initiate the stud
of the model based on the alternative form of the fourth-order Skyrme term.

Thus instead of looking at

2 1
16 Tr@] iU U21, ] jU U21#2 ~4!

in ~1! we consider

1
8 „Tr~] iU U21 ] iU U21!…22 1

8 „Tr~] iU U21 ] jU U21!…2. ~5!

Note that whenN52 the two expressions are the same. To see this we introduce

Ri5U21 ] iU5 iRi
ksk, ~6!

wheresk, k51,2,3, are Pauli matrices. Then, using the properties of Pauli matrices, we find

Tr~] iU U21 ] jU U21!522~Ri
kRj

k!, ~7!

and so

2 1
16 Tr@] iU U21, ] jU U21#25 1

2 @~Ri
kRi

k!22Ri
kRj

kRi
lRj

l #

5 1
8 „Tr~] iU U21 ] iU U21!…2

2 1
8 „Tr~] iU U21 ] jU U21!…2. ~8!

However, forN.2 the two expressions are different.
Until very recently very little attention has been paid to field configurations describing m

skyrmions inSU(N) models which were not embeddings ofSU(2) skyrmions. Although some
work has been done earlier6,7 the real progress has only been made since Houghton, Manton
Sutcliffe had produced their harmonic map ansatz.8

This ansatz, when generalized toSU(N) models,9 has lead to the construction of who
families of solutions ofSU(N) Skyrme models—with spherically symmetric energy densitie10

Moreover, it also presents field configurations, which though not solutions of the equation
close to them—thus providing us with good approximants to other solutions.9

In this paper we apply the same ideas to the alternative Skyrme models. We find that, alt
the actual values of energies etc., and the properties of the field configurations, are differe
situation is qualitatively the same as in the usual Skyrme models; the harmonic map
produces good approximants and the appropriate multiprojector fields provide solutions of t
equations~the only difference lies in the profile functions!.

In the next section, for completeness, we discuss the harmonic maps ansatz and its g
zation toSU(N) fields. In the following section we present the discussion of the one proje
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approximants. In it we study theSU(N) fields with N53,4 and 5, and compare the values
energies of such fields in the usual and the alternative Skyrme models. This is followe
sections on the spherically symmetric solutions of the alternative Skyrme models and a disc
of some of their properties.

II. HARMONIC MAPS

In Ref. 9 theSU(2) ansatz of Houghtonet al.8 was generalized to the usualSU(N) Skyrme
models. This generalization involved rewriting the expression of Houghtonet al. as a projector
from S2 to CPN21. It not only gave a new way of interpreting old results but also a new wa
deriving expressions for low energySU(N) field configurations which arenot simple embeddings
of SU(2) fields. In particular, the energy distributions of the field configurations given in Re
exhibited symmetries very different from those of the embeddings.

The method of Ref. 9 was then generalized further in Ref. 10, to involve more projectors
generalization exploited some ideas from the theory of harmonic maps ofS2→CPN21 and S2

→U(N).11 Here, for completeness, we follow Ref. 10 and recall some properties of harm
mapsS2→CPN21.

We recall12 that anN dimensional space possesses a ‘‘natural’’ set of mutually orthog
projectors constructed fromS2→CPN21 maps. To construct them we proceed as follows.

First we write each projectorP as

P~V!5
V^ V†

uVu2
, ~9!

whereV is anN-component complex vector dependent onj and its complex conjugatej̄. These
are related to the more familiaru andw, which locally parametrizeS2, via j5tan (u/2) eiw.

Then for the first projector we takeV5 f (j), i.e., an analytic vector ofj. Its components are
chosen to be polynomials inj. Next we construct further vectorsVa, a51,2, . . ., by

Va5
]a

]ja V, ~10!

and Gram Schmidt orthogonalize the whole sequence.
It is then easy to check12 that thekth vector,k50,1, . . ., in the resultant sequence of vecto

can be written asP1
k f and considered as having come from a sequence ofk successive application

to f of the operatorP1 defined by its action on any vectorvPCN as

P1v5]jv2
v ~v† ]jv !

uvu2 , ~11!

i.e., P1
k v5P1(P1

k21v).
Then as further projectors we take projectors given by~9! with V given byP1

k f . This way we
end up with

P05P~ f !, P15P~P1 f !, P25P~P1
2 f !, . . . , Pk5P~P1

k f !, ~12!

and note, that due to the orthogonality ofPi , (k50
N21Pk51.

The orthogonality properties of our projectors follow from their construction and translate
the following properties ofP1

k f when f is holomorphic:

~P1
k f !† P1

l f 50, kÞ l , ~13!

]j̄~P1
k f !52P1

k21f
uP1

k f u2

uP1
k21f u2 , ]jS P1

k21f

uP1
k21f u2D 5

P1
k f

uP1
k21f u2

. ~14!
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It is easy to check that forSU(N) the last projectorPN21 in this sequence corresponds to
anti-analytic vector;@i.e., up to an overall factor, which cancels in~9!, the components ofV
5P1

N21f are functions of onlyj̄#.
As (k50

N21Pk51 we see that forSU(N) only N21 projectors are independent.
The properties~13!–~14! are independent of the choice of the starting vectorf . However,

there are further properties of vectorsP1
k f which depend onf . Namely, in Ref. 10 it was shown

that if, for a givenN, we choose the vectorf to be given by

N52, f 5~1,j! t, ~15!

N53, f 5~1,& j, j2! t, ~16!

N54, f 5~1,)j,) j2, j3! t, ~17!

N5n, f 5~ f 0 , f 1 , . . . , f n21! t: f k5jkACk
n21, ~18!

whereCk
n21 denotes the binomial coefficients, then not onlyu f u2 is a power of (11uju2) but so are

also all uP1
k f u2, for k51,2,. . . ,N21. In fact, in Ref. 10 it was shown that

uP1
k f u25k! ~N21!~N22!¯~N2k!~11uju2!N22k21.

The reason for choosing vectors of the form~18! is that they correspond to spherically symmet
configurations.

Let us note that in the mathematical literature our sequence of vectorsP1
k f , k50,1, . . ., is

called the Veronese sequence.13 In Refs. 9 and 10 it was then shown that for the usualSU(N)
Skyrme models it is convenient to take our sequence of projectors~12! and so to considerU of the
form

U5expF2 ig0S I

N
2P0D2 ig1S I

N
2P1D2 ... 2 igN22S I

N
2PN22D G

5e2 ig0 /N~ I 1A0P0! e2 ig1 /N~ I 1A1P1! ... e2 igN22 /N~ I 1AN21PN22!, ~19!

wheregk5gk(r ), for k50, . . . ,N22, are the profile functions andAk5eigk21. The profile func-
tions gk(r ) are required to satisfy the boundary conditionsgk(`)50 andgk(0)52ap, where
a50 or 61. The vectorV in the projectorPi is given byV5P1

i f , and so depends only onu,w,
andr is the usual radial variable. Then, as shown in Ref. 10, the full equations for the fieldU are
automatically satisfied if the appropriate equations~just ordinary differential equations! for the
profile functionsgk(r ) are satified.

If we take a smaller number of projectors~i.e., fewer thanN21) and/or take different initial
vectors f , the resultant field does not solve the full equations but may provide a good app
mation to such a solution. Good, in the sense that the energy~and even the energy density! of the
configuration~for a ‘‘good’’ choice of the vectorf ! is very close to an exact solution~which had
to be found numerically!; this was checked for different vectorsf for theSU(2) model where the
numerical solutions are known. The same is expected to be the case for otherSU(N) models.

In the next sections we show that the same is true for the alternative Skyrme models.

III. SOME APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS OF THE ALTERNATIVE SU„N… SKYRME
MODELS

In this section we look at the 1 projector approximants to the minimal field configuratio
the alternative Skyrme models and compare them with the similar approximations to the so
of the usual Skyrme models.

To do this we note, using the definition
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Ri5U21 ] iU, ~20!

wherei 5x,y,z, that the alternative Skyrme term is proportional to

K~x,y!5Tr Rx
2 Tr Ry

22~Tr RxRy!2, ~21!

plus K(x,z)1K(z,y)—i.e., the corresponding (xz) and (zy) contributions. The usual relate
Skyrme term is

M ~x,y!5Tr ~RxRxRyRy2RxRyRxRy!, ~22!

plus the correspondingM (y,z) andM (z,x) contributions.
Next we change variables (x,y,z)→(r ,j,j̄), as discussed in the previous section; i.e.,r is the

radial variable (r 5Ax21y21z2) andj and j̄ are related to the spherical angles (u,w).
If we now use our harmonic map ansatz@taking only the first projector in~19! and putting

g052g#,

U5e2 2ig/N
„11~e2ig21!P…, ~23!

we find that

Rx52
2igx

N
112igxP1HPj

12j2

2r
2H̄Pj̄

12 j̄2

2r
, ~24!

Ry52
2igy

N
112igyP1HPj

i ~11j2!

2r
1H̄Pj̄

i ~11 j̄2!

2r
, ~25!

and

Rz52
2igz

N
112igzP2HPj

j

r
1H̄Pj̄

j̄

r
, ~26!

whereH5e2ig21.
Moreover, asV5 f is a function of onlyj,

P5
f f †

u f u2 , Pj5
P1 f f †

u f u2 , Pj̄5
f ~P1 f !†

u f u2
. ~27!

Next we calculate various terms in the energy. We look at various products ofRi and take
appropriate traces. Then using the orthogonality properties of vectorsf andP1 f and

Tr P51, Tr 15N, TrPjPj̄5
uP1 f u2

u f u2
5B, ~28!

Tr PjPj̄PjPj̄5
uP1 f u4

u f u4 5B 2, ~29!

we find, for the usual Skyrme model@for the (x,y) contribution#,

M ~x,y!5B 2~gxdy2dxgy!2B~gxby2bxgy!~dxby2bxdy!, ~30!

while for the alternative Skyrme term theB 2 term is the same and theB term is altered to
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B→B2~N21!

N
5BAN , ~31!

where

AN5
2~N21!

N
. ~32!

In the expression aboveb i , g i andd i are the coefficients ofP, Pj̄ andPj , respectively, in the
expansion ofRi ~24!–~26!.

Adding all the contributions, and the contribution of the usual~s model! terms we find that
while the energy of the usual Skyrme model is given by

Eu5
1

3p E drS AN gr
2 r 212N sin2 g ~11gr

2!1I sin4 g

r 2 D , ~33!

its value in the alternative model is given by

Ea5
1

3p E drS AN gr
2 r 212N sin2 g ~11ANgr

2!1I sin4 g

r 2 D , ~34!

where

N5
i

2p E dj dj̄ tr~ u]jPu2!, ~35!

I5
i

4p E dj dj̄ ~11uju2!2 tr~@]jP, ]j̄P# !2. ~36!

Note thatN is the expression for the energy of the 2-dimensionalCP(N21) sigma model, soN is
given by the degree off . It should be noted that Eq.~34! implies that the same projector min
mizes the energy in both the usual and alternative Skyrme models within this ansatz.

Note also that forN52 both expressions agree, as they should.
Which energyEu or Ea is larger for the same projector? Clearly, as all the terms inEu andEa

are positive,Ea.Eu . This is true even though both expressions~33! and~34! have to be extrem-
ized first for the shape of the profile functiong(r ) @subject to the conditions:g(0)5p, g(`)
50#; i.e., we have to solve the resultant equation forg and then calculate the value ofEu or Ea .

However, note that the profile functiong(r ), corresponding toEa , when put into the expres
sion for Eu will give a lower value; takingg(r ) which extremizesEu can only lower this value
further.

So we conclude that the energies of the harmonic field approximants are higher in the
native models than in the usual Skyrme models. How much higher? To assess this we too
of the form ~18! ~with n replaced byn11! for which N5n11 and one can compute thatN
5n and I5n2. We have calculated the corresponding energies for a few special cases wn
52, 3 and 4, and we have found that forn52 Eu52.44404,Ea52.70614 while forn53 and
n54 the corresponding numbers areEu53.64410, Ea54.18918 and Eu54.83792, Ea

55.66929, respectively. We see that the difference~and even the relative difference! grows with
n. These numerical values were obtained both by the shooting method and by the finite diff
scheme with 48,000 grid points and lattice spacingdr 51023.
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IV. SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC SOLUTIONS—GENERAL DISCUSSION

Next we show that, like for the usual Skyrme models, our ansatz~19! gives us also many
exact solutions of the alternative Skyrme models. In fact, we will show that for eachSU(N)
model our ansatz involvingN21 projectors leads to exact solutions involvingN21 profile
functions.

To show this, like for the usual Skyrme models,10 we first rewrite our equations forU, which
for the alternative models are given by

] i@] iU U212 1
2 „Tr~] jU U21!2

…] iU U211 1
2„Tr~] iU U21 ] jU U21!…] jUU21#50, ~37!

in spherical polar coordinates (r ,u,w).
We then useRi given by the definition~20! and find that these equations take the form

] rF r 2S Rr2
1

2
~Ar2Br ! D G1

1

sinu
]uFsinuS Ru2

1

2
~Au2Bu! D G 1

1

sin2 u
]wFRw2

1

2
~Aw2Bw!G50,

~38!

where

Ad5FTr Rr
21

1

r 2 S Tr Ru
2 1

1

sin2 u
Tr Rw

2 D GRd , ~39!

Bd5Tr~RdRr !Rr1
1

r 2 FTr~RdRu!Ru 1
1

sin2 u
Tr~RdRw!RwG , ~40!

andd5r ,u,w. Next we note that withU given by the ansatz~19!,

Rr52 i (
k50

N22

ġkS 1

N
2PkD , ~41!

whereġk5dgk /dr . To proceed further we introduce the holomorphic variablesj and j̄ and find
that

Rj5expS 2 i (
k50

N22

gkPkD FexpS i (
l 50

N22

gl Pl D G
j

.

Using the orthogonality properties of the projectors we rewrite this as

Rj5F11 (
k50

N22

~e2 igk21!PkGF (
l 50

N22

~eigl21!Pl jG
5 (

k51

N21

@e2 i (gk2gk21)21#
VkVk21

†

uVk21u2
, ~42!

whereVk5P1
k f and wheregN2150. Moreover,Rj̄52(Rj)

†. Next we note that

]u5
~11uju2!

2uju ~j]j 1 j̄] j̄!, ~43!

]w5 i ~j]j 2 j̄] j̄!, ~44!

which allows us to rewrite all the terms in~39! and ~40! in terms ofRj , Rj̄ andRr giving
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r 2~Ar2Br !5
~11uju2!2

2
@2 Tr~RjRj̄ !Rr2Tr~RrRj!Rj̄2Tr~RrRj̄ !Rj#, ~45!

and

sinu~Au2Bu!1 i ~Aw2Bw!

52j̄F ~Tr Rr
2!Rj̄2Tr~Rj̄Rr !Rr2

~11uju2!2

2r 2 $Tr~R
j̄

2
!Rj2Tr~RjRj̄ !Rj̄%G . ~46!

Reexpressing all the derivatives involving]u and]w in terms of]j and]j̄ using~43! and~44! we
find that the equations~38! become

] r~r 2Rr !1
~11uju2!2

2
~]jRj̄1]j̄Rj!2

~11uju2!2

4
] r@$Tr~RjRj̄ !Rr2Tr~RrRj!Rj̄%1~j↔ j̄ !#

2
~11uju2!2

4
@]j$Tr~Rr

2!Rj̄2Tr~Rj̄Rr !Rr%1~j↔ j̄ !#1
~11uju2!2

4r 2

3F]jH ~11uju2!2

2
„Tr~R

j̄

2
!Rj2Tr~RjRj̄ !Rj̄…J 1~j↔ j̄ !G50. ~47!

Next we calculate the traces. From the expressions forRr as given by~41! we find that

Tr~Rr
2!5

1

N S (
i 50

N22

ġi D 2

2 (
i 50

N22

ġi
2 . ~48!

On the other hand, from~42! we find that

Tr~RjRj̄ !522 (
i 51

N21

~12cos~gi 212gi !!
uVi u2

uVi 21u2 . ~49!

For the other traces the orthogonality of the vectorsV makes them vanish, i.e.,

Tr~RrRj!5Tr~Rj
2!5Tr~R

j̄

2
!50. ~50!

Using these results and the fact that Tr(Rr
2) is independent of (j,j̄) we see that~47! reduces

to

] rF S r 22
1

2
QDRr G1

~11uju2!2

2 F ~]jRj̄1]j̄Rj!H 12
1

2
Tr~Rr

2!J
2

1

4r 2 $]j~QRj̄ !1]j̄~QRj!%G50, ~51!

where

Q5Q~r ,j,j̄ !5~11uju2!2 Tr~RjRj̄ !. ~52!

Next we note that

] r~r 2Rr !52rRr1r 2Rrr 52 i (
k50

N22 S 1

N
2PkD ~2rġk1r 2g̈k!, ~53!
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and that

]jRj̄1]j̄Rj5 (
k51

N21

hk

uVku2

uVk21u2 ~Pk2Pk21!, ~54!

wherehk are only functions ofgl .
For our choice of vectorsV corresponding to the map~18!, we find thatuVku2/uVk21u2 is

proportional to 1/(11uju2)2 and so all the dependence onj and j̄ in ~51! resides only in the
projectors. The terms involving] r(r

2Rr) give us expressions involving 1/N 2Pk while all other
terms give us expressions involvingPk2Pk21 . It is easy to check that allN projectors arise in our
expressions but we can always reexpressPN21 in terms of the previous ones so we end up w
N21 factors involvingPk2 1/N ~for k50, . . . ,N22). To satisfy our equations~51! the coeffi-
cients of such factors have to vanish. This requirement gives usN21 equations forN21 func-
tions gi . Hence, if these equations have solutions, we have solutions of the equations
alternativeSU(N) Skyrme models.

To find theN21 equations forgi we can either look in detail at all our terms in~51! or put
our expression into~1! with (4)→(5), integrate outj andj̄ variables and derive the equations f
the profile functionsgi(r ). The two methods give the same equations. In the next section we
the second one as we want to determine the energies of our solutions. The first method is de
in the Appendix.

Note that, like for the usual Skyrme models, the whole procedure hinges on havingN21
profile functions and on the very special form of our vectorsV. Had we taken other vectorsf , and
soV, we would have not gotten all thej andj̄ dependence residing only in the projectors and h
we taken less thanN21 profile functions and projectors we would have gotten too many eq
tions for our functions. It is only in the case ofN21 projectors that we get the right number
equations and our equations of motion~PDE’s! reduce to a system of ODE’s.

V. EQUATIONS FOR THE PROFILE FUNCTIONS

To derive the equation for our profile functionsgi we rewrite our energy function@~1! with
(4)→(5)# in terms ofr , j and j̄. We find

E52
i

12p2 E dj dj̄

~11uju2!2 r 2 drFTr~Rr
2!1

1

r 2 QS 12
1

2
Tr~Rr

2!2
1

8r 2 QD G , ~55!

whereQ is given by~52!.
Next, we use the fact that

uVku2

uVk21u2
5

k~N2k!

~11uju2!2 , ~56!

and find that TruRju2 has a factor 1/(11uju2)2 showing us that the functionQ is independent ofj
and j̄. Thus as

i E dj dj̄
1

~11uju2!2 52p, ~57!

we find that thej and j̄ integration gives us
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E5
1

6p E r 2drF S 2
1

N S (
i 50

N22

ġi D 2

1 (
i 50

N22

ġi
2D S 11

1

r 2 (
k51

N21

DkD
1

2

r 2 (
i 51

N21

DiS 11
1

4r 2 (
k51

N21

DkD G , ~58!

whereDk5k(N2k)„12cos(gk212gk)….
Next we observe that, apart from the first two terms above, all the dependence on the

functions gk comes via their combinationsgk2gk21 . To exploit this observation we chang
variables and introduceFk defined by

Fk5gk2gk11 ~k50, . . . ,N22!, ~59!

where, of course,FN225gN22 . Next we note that

]E
]Ḟ l

5F2
2~ l 11!

N
(
i 50

N22

~ i 11!Ḟ i12(
i 50

l S (
j 5 i

N22

Ḟ j D GF r 21 (
k51

N21

DkG , ~60!

whereE denotes the integrand ofE andDk5k(N2k)(12cosFk21).
We can now determine our equations for the functionsFi and so also forgi . They are

F2
l 11

N (
i 50

N22

~ i 11!F̈ i1(
i 50

l

(
j 5 i

N22

F̈ j GAN21
2

r F2
l 11

N (
i 50

N22

~ i 11!Ḟ i1(
i 50

l

(
j 5 i

N22

Ḟ j GAN1

2
1

r 2 @~ l 11!~N2 l 21!sinFl #AN050, ~61!

where

AN2511
1

r 2 (
k51

N21

Dk ,

AN1511
1

2r (
k51

N21

Ḋk , ~62!

AN052
1

2N S (
i 50

N22

~ i 11!Ḟ i D 2

1
1

2 (
i 50

N22 S (
j 5 i

N22

Ḟ j D 2

111
1

2r 2 (
k51

N21

Dk ,

and whereḊk5k(N2k)Ḟk21 sin(Fk21).
Note that the equations~61! have to be solved numerically. To do this we have to cons

each N and diagonalize the terms involving second derivatives. In the next two section
compare the obtained results with the results discussed in Ref. 10, we look in detail at the si
cases ofN53, 4 and 5, which involve 2, 3 or 4 functions.

VI. GENERAL TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES AND SYMMETRIES

Let us first note that the topological properties of our solutions are controlled by the valu
Fi at 0.

To see this we rewrite the topological chargeB, ~3! in our variables. We get

B5
1

8p2 E dr dj dj̄ Tr~Rr@Rj ,Rj̄# !. ~63!
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Using the expression forRj in ~42!, we find that the commutator@Rj ,Rj̄# is given by

@Rj , Rj̄#52 (
k51

N21

~Pk212Pk!Ck , ~64!

whereCk5(12cosFk21)(uVku2/uVk21u2).
Then, using this result andRr as given in~41! we find that, when we take the trace, the term

involving ġk /N in Rr cancel and we are left with

B52
i

4p2 E dr dj dj̄ (
k50

N22

Ḟk~12cosFk!
uVk11u2

uVku2

5
1

2p E dr (
k50

N22

Ḟk~12cosFk!~k11!~k112N!

5
1

2p (
k50

N22

~k11!~k112N!@Fk2sinFk# r 50
r 5` . ~65!

As gk(`)50 we see that the only contributions to the topological charge come fromFk(0).
Our N21 equations~61! for functionsFk , k50, . . . ,N22 and sogi have many symmetries

These symmetries allow us to find special solutions which involve only a smaller numb
functions. So, before looking at special cases, let us mention some of these symmetries.

The main symmetry, which is relatively easy to spot is the symmetry under the indepe
interchanges,

F0↔FN22 , F1↔FN23 , Fk↔FN2k22 , ... . ~66!

To see this symmetry we look at the expression for the energy and note that as

Dk5k~N2k!~12cosFk21!,

Dk have this symmetry; i.e.,Dk↔DN2k , whenFk21↔FN2k21 .
This symmetry is evident in all terms involvingDk’s and so we are left with having to loo

at the terms involvingḞk’s.
However, clearly the terms involvingḞk

2Dk11 have this symmetry as they come in the co
bination

(
k50

N22

Ḟk
2 Dk115 (

k50

N22

Ḟk
2~k11!~N2k21!~12cosFk!. ~67!

Next we rewrite the remaining terms as

2
1

N S (
i 50

N22

ġi D 2

1 (
i 50

N22

ġi
252

1

N S (
i 50

N22

~ i 11!Ḟ i D 2

1 (
i 50

N22 S (
j 5 i

N22

Ḟ j D 2

~68!

and note that the coefficient ofḞ i
2 is given by

2
1

N
~ i 11!21~ i 11!5~ i 11!

~N2 i 21!

N
, ~69!

which is also the coefficient ofḞN2 i 22
2 . Moreover, as the coefficient ofḞ i Ḟ j ~when i . j ) is
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2i 2
2

N
~ i 11!~ j 11!, ~70!

which is also the coefficient ofḞN2 i 22ḞN2 j 22 we see that we have demonstrated the validity
our symmetry.

VII. SPECIAL CASES

Now we look at the cases of lowN.

A. SU„3…

In theSU(3) case we have two functions:F0 andF1 . The radial energy densityE is given by

E5
2

3
~ Ḟ0

21Ḟ1
21Ḟ0Ḟ1!@r 212~12cosF0!12~12cosF1!#14@~12cosF0!1~12cosF1!#

3F11
1

2r 2 ~12cosF0!1
1

2r 2 ~12cosF1!G . ~71!

The equations forF0 andF1 are

~2F̈01F̈1!A321
2

r
~2Ḟ01Ḟ1!A312

6

r 2 ~sinF0!A3050,

~72!

~ F̈012F̈1!A321
2

r
~ Ḟ012Ḟ1!A312

6

r 2 ~sinF1!A3050,

where

A32511
2

r 2 ~12cosF0!1
2

r 2 ~12cosF1!,

A31511
1

r
Ḟ0sinF01

1

r
Ḟ1sinF1 , ~73!

A305
1

3
~ Ḟ0

21Ḟ1
21Ḟ0Ḟ1!111

1

r 2 ~12cosF0!1
1

r 2 ~12cosF1!.

The equations~72! can be solved for the two functionsF0 and F1 . Clearly, we cannot put
either of them to zero but, due to the symmetry, we can takeF05F15F in which case both
equations reduce to

F̈F11
4

r 2 ~12cosF !G1
2

r
Ḟ1

2

r 2 sinFF Ḟ2212
2

r 2 ~12cosF !G50. ~74!

This equation coincides with the equation of the usualSU(2) Skyrme model after rescaling th
coordinater 52r̃ . Performing this coordinate rescaling in the corresponding energy integra
find that its energy isE5831.232, i.e., is exactly 8 times the energy of oneSU(2) skyrmion
@takingF(0)52p#. This agrees with our numerical result 9.85242 obtained from~74! @within our
numerical accuracy the energy of oneSU(2) skyrmion is 1.23146#. The topological charge of this
configuration is clearlyB54, so energy per baryon is 2 times the energy of oneSU(2) skyrmion.

In addition, there is a further symmetry; we can putF052F15G. In this case both equation
reduce to
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G̈F11
4

r 2 ~12cosG!G1
2

r
Ġ1

2

r 2 sinGF Ġ2232
6

r 2 ~12cosG!G50. ~75!

This case, asF05g02g1 and F15g1 , corresponds to the case ofg050 and so our solution
involves only one projector, namelyP1 . Its topological charge isB522250 and its energy is
5.11338. A similar solution was discussed, in the usual Skyrme model case, in Ref. 9~there its
energy is 3.861!.

In general, however, our solutions depend on two functionsF0 and F1 . For example, by
imposing the boundary conditions:F0(0)52p,F0(`)50 and F1(0)50,F1(`)50 in ~72! we
found that the energy of this solution isE52.61503 and its baryon number isB52. ~In the usual
Skyrme model, a similar solution has energy 2.3764.!

B. SU„4…

In this case we have three functionsF0 , F1 andF2 . The energy density becomes

E5 1
4@3Ḟ0

214Ḟ1
213Ḟ2

214Ḟ0Ḟ112Ḟ0Ḟ214Ḟ1Ḟ2#@r 213~12cosF0!14~12cosF1!

13~12cosF2!#12@3~12cosF0!14~12cosF1!13~12cosF2!#

3F11
3

4r 2 ~12cosF0!1
1

r 2 ~12cosF1!1
3

4r 2 ~12cosF2!G . ~76!

The equations forF0 , F1 andF2 are very complicated. They read as

~3F̈012F̈11F̈2!A421
2

r
~3Ḟ012Ḟ11Ḟ2!A412

12

r 2 ~sinF0!A4050,

~ F̈012F̈11F̈2!A421
2

r
~ Ḟ012Ḟ11Ḟ2!A412

8

r 2 ~sinF1!A4050, ~77!

~ F̈012F̈113F̈2!A421
2

r
~ Ḟ012Ḟ113Ḟ2!A412

12

r 2 ~sinF2!A4050,

where

A42511
3

r 2 ~12cosF0!1
4

r 2 ~12cosF1!1
3

r 2 ~12cosF2!,

A41511
3

2r
Ḟ0 sinF01

2

r
Ḟ1 sinF11

3

2r
Ḟ2 sinF2 , ~78!

A405
3

8 S Ḟ0
21

4

3
Ḟ1

21Ḟ2
21

4

3
Ḟ0Ḟ11

2

3
Ḟ0Ḟ21

4

3
Ḟ1Ḟ2D

111
3

2r 2 ~12cosF0!1
2

r 2 ~12cosF1!1
3

2r 2 ~12cosF2!.

These equations have the previously mentioned symmetryF0↔F2 which allows us to set
F05F25F while keepingF1 arbitrary. In this case the above equations reduce to the follow
two coupled equations:
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~2F̈1F̈1!Ã421
2

r
~2Ḟ1Ḟ1!Ã412

6

r 2 ~sinF !Ã4050,

~79!

~ F̈1F̈1!Ã421
2

r
~ Ḟ1Ḟ1!Ã412

4

r 2 ~sinF1!Ã4050,

where

Ã42511
6

r 2 ~12cosF !1
4

r 2 ~12cosF1!,

Ã41511
3

r
Ḟ sinF1

2

r
Ḟ1 sinF1 , ~80!

Ã405S Ḟ21
1

2
Ḟ1

21ḞḞ1D111
3

r 2 ~12cosF !1
2

r 2 ~12cosF1!.

By imposingF(0)52p,F(`)50 andF1(0)50,F1(`)50 the corresponding solution is found t
have energy 13.2006 and its baryon number is 6.

If we further setF15F5G then the above coupled equations reduce to

G̈F11
10

r 2 ~12cosG!G1
2

r
Ġ1

1

r 2 sinGF5Ġ2222
10

r 2 ~12cosG!G50. ~81!

This equation coincides with the usualSU(2) Skyrme model equation, after rescaling the co
dinater 5A10r̃ . Performing this coordinate rescaling in the corresponding energy integral we
that this configuration has energyE510A1031.232. Our numerical result for the energy obtain
from ~81! is 38.9551 which is in good agreement with the above exact result. Note tha
topological charge of this solution is 10, so energy per baryon isA10 times the energy of one
SU(2) skyrmion.

Another solution can be found by settingF052F25Z. Then the equations have a solution
F150. This case corresponds tog050 andg15g2 and so, effectively, the field configuration
described by a one projector of rank two; namely,P11P2 . The corresponding equation forZ is

Z̈F11
6

r 2 ~12cosZ!G1
2

r
Ż1

3

r 2 sinZF Ż2222
6

r 2 ~12cosZ!G50. ~82!

This solution has energy 9.39388 and its charge isB532350.
When we use all 3 functions we get results which depend onFi(0). In thefollowing table we

present our results forEa and compare them with the similar results forEu derived in the usual
Skyrme models.10

F0(0) F1(0) F2(0) B Ea Eu

2p 0 0 3 3.96601 3.518
0 2p 0 4 5.87187 4.788
2p 0 2p 6 13.2006 7.22553
2p 2p 0 7 18.9833 8.45219
2p 2p 2p 10 38.9551 12.32
2p 22p 2p 6–4 14.3419 8.852
2p 2p 22p 7–3 20.5668 9.896
2p 0 22p 3–3 9.39388 6.63422

22p 2p 0 4–3 9.07753 6.61478

We see that our energies are higher~especially for larger values ofB!.
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C. SU„5…

This time we have four functionsF0 , F1 , F2 andF3 . The energy density becomes

E5 2
5@2Ḟ0

213Ḟ1
213Ḟ2

212Ḟ3
213Ḟ0Ḟ112Ḟ0Ḟ21Ḟ0Ḟ314Ḟ1Ḟ212Ḟ1Ḟ313Ḟ2Ḟ3#

3@r 212$2~12cosF0!13~12cosF1!13~12cosF2!12~12cosF3!%#

14@2~12cosF0!13~12cosF1!13~12cosF2!12~12cosF3!#

3F11
1

2r 2 $2~12cosF0!13~12cosF1!13~12cosF2!12~12cosF3!%G . ~83!

The equations forF0 , F1 , F2 andF3 are now given by

~4F̈013F̈112F̈21F̈3!A521
2

r
~4Ḟ013Ḟ112Ḟ21Ḟ3!A512

20

r 2 ~sinF0!A5050,

~3F̈016F̈114F̈212F̈3!A521
2

r
~3Ḟ016Ḟ114Ḟ212Ḟ3!A512

30

r 2 ~sinF1!A5050,

~84!

~2F̈014F̈116F̈213F̈3!A521
2

r
~2Ḟ014Ḟ116Ḟ213Ḟ3!A512

30

r 2 ~sinF2!A5050,

~ F̈012F̈113F̈214F̈3!A521
2

r
~ Ḟ012Ḟ113Ḟ214Ḟ3!A512

20

r 2 ~sinF3!A5050,

where

A52511
2

r 2 @2~12cosF0!13~12cosF1!13~12cosF2!12~12cosF3!#,

A51511
1

r
@2Ḟ0 sinF013Ḟ1 sinF113Ḟ2 sinF212Ḟ3 sinF3#, ~85!

A505
1

5
@2Ḟ0

213Ḟ1
213Ḟ2

212Ḟ3
213Ḟ0Ḟ112Ḟ0Ḟ21Ḟ0Ḟ314Ḟ1Ḟ212Ḟ1Ḟ313Ḟ2Ḟ3#

111
1

r 2 @2~12cosF0!13~12cosF1!13~12cosF2!12~12cosF3!#.

It is easy to spot, as we have mentioned before, that these expressions have sym
F0↔F3 and, independently,F1↔F2 .

So we can seek solutions involving only two functionsF05F35F and F15F25G. If we
impose this condition our equations reduce to the following two coupled equations:

~ F̈1G̈!Ã521
2

r
~ Ḟ1Ġ!Ã512

4

r 2 ~sinF !Ã5050,

~86!

~ F̈12G̈!Ã521
2

r
~ Ḟ12Ġ!Ã512

6

r 2 ~sinG!Ã5050,

where
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Ã52511
4

r 2 @2~12cosF !13~12cosG!#,

Ã51511
2

r
@2Ḟ sinF13Ġ sinG#, ~87!

Ã505@ Ḟ212Ġ212ḞĠ#111
2

r 2 @2~12cosF !13~12cosG!#.

By imposingF(0)50,F(`)50 andG(0)52p,G(`)50, the corresponding solution is found t
have energy 37.3436 and its baryon number is 12. We observe that the equations~86! coincide
with the equations~79! in theSU(4) case, after rescaling the coordinater 5& r̃ . Performing this
coordinate rescaling in the corresponding energy integral of~86!, we find that its energy is 2&
times the energy of~79! which agrees with our numerical results above.

Note that if in addition, we further letG5F then the above coupled equations reduce to

F̈F11
20

r 2 ~12cosF !G1
2

r
Ḟ1

2

r 2 sinFF5Ḟ2212
10

r 2 ~12cosF !G50. ~88!

This equation, again, coincides with the usualSU(2) Skyrme model equation after rescaling t
coordinater 5A20r̃ and from the corresponding energy integral we find that its energy iE
520A2031.232. Our numerical result for the energy obtained from~88! is 110.251 which is also
in good agreement with the above exact result. As its topological charge is 20 we see th
energy per baryon of this solution isA20 times the energy of oneSU(2) skyrmion.

There is still a further symmetry, which we could exploit, and which allows us to putF0

52F35Y andF152F25Z. The corresponding equations forY andZ are

~3Ÿ1Z̈!Ã521
2

r
~3Ẏ1Ż!Ã512

20

r 2 ~sinY!Ã5050,

~89!

~Ÿ12Z̈!Ã521
2

r
~Ẏ12Ż!Ã512

30

r 2 ~sinZ!Ã5050,

where

Ã52511
4

r 2 @2~12cosY!13~12cosZ!#,

Ã51511
2

r
@2Ẏ sinY13Ż sinZ#, ~90!

Ã505
1

5
@3Ẏ212Ż212ẎŻ#111

2

r 2 @2~12cosY!13~12cosZ!#.

This case corresponds tog050 and g15g3 and so the corresponding field configurations a
described by two projectors—namelyP2 and P11P3 . By imposingY(0)52p,Y(`)50 and
Z(0)50,Z(`)50, we found that this configuration has energy 13.4618. Its charge isB5424
50.

More general solutions, however, depend on all four functions.
Finally, let us note that forSU(N) with N.2, when all profile functionsFi are the same, i.e.

F05F15¯5FN225F the equations~61! reduce to the single equation
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F̈F11
B̃

r 2 ~12cosF !G1
2

r
Ḟ1

2

r 2 sinFF B̃

4
Ḟ2212

B̃

2r 2 ~12cosF !G50, ~91!

and the corresponding energy integral~58! reduces to

E5
1

6p E r 2 drF B̃

2
Ḟ2S 11

B̃

r 2 ~12cosF ! D 12
B̃

r 2 ~12cosF !1
B̃2

2r 4 ~12cosF !2G , ~92!

where

B̃5
~N21!N~N11!

6
, ~93!

and B̃ is the baryon number of our configuration.
We observe that by rescaling the radial coordinater to

r 5 r̃AB̃, ~94!

the equation~91! reduces to the usualSU(2) Skyrme model equation~in the coordinater̃ ) and the
energy integral~92! becomes

E5B̃AB̃ ESU(2) , ~95!

whereESU(2) is the energy integral of the usualSU(2) Skyrme model~in the coordinater̃ !. Thus

this configuration has energyE5B̃AB̃31.232@taking F(0)52p#, which agrees with our result
for the cases:N53, 4 and 5 above. As the baryon number of this configuration isB̃, the energy

per baryon isAB̃ times the energy of oneSU(2) skyrmion.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have discussed the alternativeSU(N) Skyrme models. We have shown th
for N52 they reduce to the usual Skyrme models but forNÞ2 they are different.

We have also shown that to study these models we can use the rational map ansatz8 in the
form of its generalization to the usual Skyrme models.9

Like for the usual Skyrme models when we use only one projector we find field configura
which have low energies and which we hope are close to the true solutions of this model. W
also found that, as in the case of usual Skyrme models, the use ofN21 projectors constructed
from the Veronese sequence of vectors gives us radially symmetric solutions of the alter
models. These solutions are characterized by the appropriate profile functions, which hav
determined numerically. In some cases we can exploit symmetries of the energy densiti
reduce the number of functions.

Thus, almost everything works exactly like for the usual Skyrme models; only the equa
for the profile functions are a little modified. When we have solved the equations for the p
functions we have found that the solutions of the alternative models have energies higher th
corresponding solutions of the usual models. This can be traced to the extra terms in the
sion for the energy density after the integration over the angular variables has been per
which give an additional positive contribution to the total energy.

It is not clear, both for the usual and alternative models, how to generalize the harmoni
ansatz to derive an analytical or quasi-analytical form of the nonradially symmetric solution
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS „61…

In this appendix, we derive the equations for the profile functionsgk directly from the equa-
tions ~51!. To do this we look in detail at all the terms in these equations.

Using the very special form of our vectorsV, we find that

]jRj̄1]j̄Rj5
2i

~11uju2!2 (
k51

N21

k~N2k!sin~gk212gk!~Pk2Pk21!, ~A1!

and

Q5~11uju2!2 Tr~RjRj̄ !522 (
k51

N21

Dk , ~A2!

whereDk5k(N2k)„12cos(gk212gk)…. The termRr is given in ~41!, while Tr(Rr
2) is given in

~48!.
Using these results we find that~51! reduce to the the following factorized form:

(
k50

N22 F S Pk2
1

NDak1~Pk112Pk!bk11G50, ~A3!

where

ak5] r@~r 22 1
2 Q!ġk#, ~A4!

and

bk5k~N2k!sin~gk212gk!F12
1

2
Tr~Rr

2!2
1

4r 2 QG . ~A5!

Next we take the inner product of~A3! with the vectorsVm (m50,1,...,N22) from the right.
Using

PkVm5S VkVk
†

uVku2 DVm5Vkdkm ,

wheredkm is the Kronecker’s delta, and the fact that the vectorsVk are independent, we see th
the requirement of the vanishing of the corresponding coefficients leaves us with

S ak2
1

N (
n50

N22

anD 1~bk2bk11!50. ~A6!

Finally, using the relation

(
k50

l

~bk2bk11!52b l 11 , ~A7!

for ( l 50,1,...,N22), asb050 (g2150), and summing~A6! from k50 to l yields
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(
k50

l

ak2
~ l 11!

N (
n50

N22

an2b l 1150. ~A8!

IntroducingFk5gk2gk11 we find that the equations~A8! coincide with the equations for th
profile functions that we have derived from the energy integral in Sec. V, i.e., Eqs.~61!.
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Solutions of the Yang–Mills–Higgs equations
in 2¿1-dimensional anti-de Sitter space–time

Zixiang Zhoua)

Institute of Mathematics, Fudan University, Shanghai 200433, Peoples Republic of China
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The solutions of the Bogomolny equation in 211-dimensional anti-de Sitter
space–time are obtained by using Darboux transformations with both constant
spectral parameters and variable ‘‘spectral parameters.’’ These solutions give the
Yang–Mills–Higgs fields in 211-dimensional anti-de Sitter space–time. Some
examples in the SU~2! case are considered and qualitative asymptotic behaviors of
the solutions ast→` are discussed in detail. ©2001 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1337799#

I. INTRODUCTION

The Yang–Mills–Higgs fields satisfying the Bogomolny equations inR3 and R2,1 were
widely investigated and the equations are known to be integrable. On the other hand, the
Mills–Higgs fields satisfying the Bogomolny equations in some curved spaces such as the
bolic spaceH3, the 211-dimensional anti-de Sitter space–time are also integrable.1–3 In the
present paper, we consider the solutions of the Bogomolny equation in the 211-dimensional
anti-de Sitter space–time, the Lax pair of which has been known and the soliton solutions~with
constant spectral parameters! were also obtained.3

With the Darboux transformation method, we obtain exact multisoliton solutions. More
the ‘‘spectral parameters’’ in the construction of Darboux transformation can depend o
space–time variables as in some other problems with dimensions>3, like the self-dual Yang–
Mills equation, modified principal chiral field, the Bolgomolny equation inR3, etc.4–8 These kinds
of equations are also called breaking soliton equations, since the spectral parameter may
constant and satisfies an equation whose solution can blow up at finite time.9,10

In Secs. II and III the Darboux transformations for GL(N,C) and U(N) cases are discussed
As a special case, the general construction of soliton solutions is given in Sec. IV. Then, i
V, some examples of single solitons and multisolitons are considered, with both constant s
parameters and variable ‘‘spectral parameters.’’ Their qualitative asymptotic behavior ast→` is
discussed in detail. When the spectral parameters are constants, we find solutions globally
on the whole 211-dimensional anti-de Sitter space–time. When the ‘‘spectral parameters
not constants, the solutions derived here are only locally defined in 211-dimensional anti-de
Sitter space–time.

Our problem is as follows.
Let M be a three-dimensional Lorentz manifold with metricg. Am is a gauge potential andF

is a ~scalar! Higgs field, both of which are valued in the Lie algebra of a Lie groupG. Hereafter,
we always supposeG is a matrix Lie group and the matrices inG are of orderN.

The 211-dimensional anti-de Sitter space–time is the universal covering space of the h
boloid

U21V22X22Y251 ~1.1!

in R2,2 with the metric

a!Electronic mail: zxzhou@guomai.sh.cn
10850022-2488/2001/42(3)/1085/15/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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ds252dU22dV21dX21dY2. ~1.2!

Define

r 5
1

U1X
, x5

Y

U1X
, t52

V

U1X
, ~1.3!

then a part of the 211-dimensional anti-de Sitter space–time withU1X.0 is represented by the
Poincare´ coordinates (r ,x,t) with r .0 and the metric is

ds25r 22~2dt21dr 21dx2!5r 22~dr 21du dv !, ~1.4!

whereu5x1t, v5x2t.
The Yang–Mills–Higgs field in 211-dimensional anti-de Sitter space–time satisfies

Bogomolny equation1,11

DF5* F, ~1.5!

or, written in terms of the components,

DmF5
1

2Augu
gmnenabFab, ~1.6!

where the action of the covariant derivativeDm5]m1Am on F is DmF5]mF1@Am ,F#, ]m

5]/]xm. $Fmn% is the curvature corresponding to$Am%, Fmn5@Dm ,Dn#.
With the Poincare´ coordinates~1.3!, ~1.6! becomes

DuF5rF ur , DvF52rF vr , DrF522rF uv . ~1.7!

It was proposed in Ref. 3 that this system of nonlinear partial differential equations had
pair

~rD r1F22~z2u!Du!c50,
~1.8!

S 2Dv1
z2u

r
Dr2

z2u

r 2 F Dc50,

whereDmc5]mc1Amc andz is a complex spectral parameter. That is,~1.7! is the integrability
condition of the overdetermined system~1.8!.

II. DARBOUX TRANSFORMATION IN GL „N,C… CASE

In this section, we consider the caseG5GL(N,C). This is the simplest case because
reduction should be considered. Let

c̃5~z2u!Rc2Tc, ~2.1!

whereR(u,v,r ) andT(u,v,r ) areN3N matrices andR is invertible, then the transformationc

→c̃ is called a Darboux transformation~of degree one! if there are (Ãm ,F̃) such that

~rD̃ r1F̃22~z2u!D̃u!c̃50,
~2.2!

S 2D̃v1
z2u

r
D̃r2

z2u

r 2 F̃ D c̃50
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hold. HereD̃m5]m1Ãm .
We should first determineR and T so that ~2.1! is a Darboux transformation. For give

(A,F), (Ã,F̃) and arbitrary matrix functionQ, let

DmQ5]mQ1ÃmQ2QAm ,
~2.3!

dQ5F̃Q2QF.

Expressed inc, both equations of~2.2! are polynomials ofz of degree two. The coefficient
of the second, first, and zeroth order ofz in the two equations of~2.2! lead to

DuR50, rD rR12DuT1dR12R50,
~2.4!

rD rT1dT50,

and

D rR2
1

r
dR50, 2DvR2

1

r
D rT1

1

r 2 dT50,

~2.5!
DvT50.

These two systems are equivalent to

DuR50, ~2.6!

DvT50, ~2.7!

DvR5
1

r
D rT, ~2.8!

D rR1
1

r
DuT1

1

r
R50, ~2.9!

D rR2
1

r
dR50, ~2.10!

D rT1
1

r
dT50. ~2.11!

Ãu and Ãv are solved from~2.6! and ~2.7! as

Ãu5RAuR212~]uR!R21, ~2.12!

Ãv5TAvT212~]vT!T21, ~2.13!

while ~2.10! and ~2.11! lead to

Ãr5
1

2
~TAr2] rT!T211

1

2
~RAr2] rR!R211

1

2r
~TFT212RFR21!, ~2.14!

F̃5
r

2
~TAr2] rT!T212

r

2
~RAr2] rR!R211

1

2
~TFT211RFR21!. ~2.15!
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Now let Z be anN3N matrix function of (u,v,r ), H be a solution of

r ~~] rH !H211Ar !1F22~~]uH !H211Au!S50,
~2.16!

2~~]vH !H211Av!1
1

r
~~] rH !H211Ar !S2

1

r 2 FS50,

whereS5HZH212u, thenS satisfies

] rS5HS ] rZ2
2

r
~]uZ!~Z2u! DH211

2

r
S1

2

r
~]uS!S2@Ar ,S#1

2

r
@Au ,S#S2

1

r
@F,S#,

~2.17!

]vS5HS ]vZ1
1

2r
~] rZ!~Z2u! DH212

1

2r
~] rS!S2@Av ,S#2

1

2r
@Ar ,S#S1

1

2r 2 @F,S#S.

Remark 1: If Z is diagonal and Z5diag(z1,...,zN), then H5(h1 ,...,hN) where hi is a column
solution of the Lax pair (1.8) withz5z i(u,v,r ).

If T5RS, then~2.8! and ~2.9! hold if and only if

] rZ2
2

r
~]uZ!~Z2u!50,

~2.18!

]vZ1
1

2r
~] rZ!~Z2u!50.

Therefore, we have
Theorem 1: Suppose R(u,v,r ) is an arbitrary invertible matrix function. If Z(u,v,r ) is an

N3N matrix solution of (2.18) and H is a solution of (2.16) with S5HZH212u, then c°c̃
5(z2u)Rc2RSc is a Darboux transformation for (1.8).

If Z5diag(z1,...,zN), then eachz i is a solution of

] rz2
2

r
~z2u!]uz50,

~2.19!

]vz1
1

2r
~z2u!] rz50.

Apart from the constant solution, the general nonconstant solution of~2.19! is given implicitly by

v2
r 2

z2u
5C~z!, ~2.20!

whereC is an arbitrary holomorphic function. We still callz i as a ‘‘spectral parameter.’’ How
ever, here the ‘‘spectral parameters’’z i ’s in Z can be either constant or variable. In the latter ca
they are given by~2.20!.

Remark 2: Note that the spectral parameterz in the Lax pair is still a complex constant. Onl
z i ’ s in Z can depend on(u,v,r ).

According to Theorem 1, we can get the exact solution of~1.7! from a known solution of~1.7!
and the corresponding solution of the linear system~2.16!. WhenZ is diagonal, solving~2.16! is
equivalent to solving~1.8!.

Theorem 1 gives the construction of Darboux transformations of degree one. The Da
transformations of higher degrees can be obtained by the composition of several Darboux
formations of degree one.
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III. DARBOUX TRANSFORMATION IN THE U „N… CASE

WhenG5U(N), the Lie algebra consists of all anti-Hermitian matrices. HenceAm* 52Am ,
F* 52F.

In order to construct Darboux transformation which keeps this reduction, some constrai
z j ’s andhj ’s should be added.

Supposec is a solution of~1.8!, f is a solution of~1.8! with z→ z̄. Then

r ] r~f* c!22~z2u!]u~f* c!50,
~3.1!

2]v~f* c!1
z2u

r
] r~f* c!50.

It is uniquely solvable for a given initial value off* c at r 5r 0.0 and v5v0 . Hence if
f* cur 5r 0 ,v5v0

50, thenf* c50 identically for r .0.
Let z0 be a constant number or a nonconstant solution of~2.19!. TakeZ5diag(z1,...,zN) with

z j5z0 or z̄0 , H5(h1 ,...,hN) wherehj is a column solution of~1.8! with z5z j such that detH
Þ0 andhi* hj50 for z i5 z̄ j . Then, the Darboux transformation given by Theorem 1 keeps

U(N) reduction. That is,Ãm* 52Ãm , F̃* 52F̃. This is proved similarly to the U(N) reduction
for other systems like the AKNS system.

Darboux transformation of higher degree can be obtained by composition of Darboux
formations of degree one. However, whenG5U(N), there is the following special and mor
explicit construction.

Let z ( i ) ( i 51,...,r ) be constant numbers or nonconstant solutions of~2.19!, h( i ) be a column
solution of ~1.8! with z5z ( i ). Consider the composition ofr Darboux transformations of degre
one. In thei th Darboux transformation, let

Z5Z( j )[diag~z ( j ),z̄ ( j ), ...,z̄ ( j )!, H5H ( j )[~h1
( j ) , ...,hN

( j )!, ~3.2!

where h1
j 5h( j ) and hk

( j ) (k52,3,...,n) are solutions of~1.8! with z5 z̄ ( j ) and satisfyhk
( j )* h( j )

50. In this case, the Darboux transformation of degreer can be constructed in the following way
which does not depend onhk

( j ) ( j 51,2,...,r ; k52,3,...,n).
Let

G i j 5
h( i )* h( j )

z̄ ( i )2z ( j )
, ~3.3!

thenG5(Gi j ) with

Gi j 5)
j 51

r

~z2 z̄ ( j )!S 11 (
i , j 51

r
h( i )~G21! i j h

( j )*

z2 z̄ ( j ) D ~3.4!

is a Darboux matrix for~1.8!.6,7

IV. SOLITON SOLUTIONS

Soliton solutions are obtained in the following way.
Take seed solutionAm50 (m5u,v,r ), F50. Considering the gauge equivalence in~2.12!,

we can always chooseR51 andT5S. From ~2.12!–~2.15!, ~2.17!, and~2.18!, we have

Ãu50, Ãv52~]vS!S215
1

2r
] rS,
~4.1!
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Ãr52
1

2
~] rS!S2152

1

r
~]uS11!, F̃52

r

2
~] rS!S2152]uS21,

and

F̃uv5@D̃u ,D̃v#5
1

2r
]u] rS,

F̃ur5@D̃u ,D̃r #52
1

r
]u]uS, ~4.2!

F̃vr5@D̃v ,D̃r #52
1

2r
~] r] r12]u]v!S1

1

2r 2 ] rS2
1

2r 2 @] rS,]uS#.

Here we always supposeZ is diagonal withZ5diag(z1 ,...,zN). Then the correspondinghi ’s
are solved from~1.8! explicitly.

Case 1:z i is a constant.
Thenhi satisfies

r ] rhi22~z i2u!]uhi50,
~4.3!

2]vhi1
z i2u

r
] rhi50.

Hence

hi5 f i~v~z i !!, ~4.4!

where f i is an arbitrary holomorphic vector function ofv(z i) and

v~z!5v2
r 2

z2u
. ~4.5!

Case 2:z i is not a constant.
According to~2.20!, z i satisfies

v2
r 2

z i2u
5Ci~z i !, ~4.6!

whereCi is an arbitrary holomorphic function.hi should be a solution of~4.3! with this z i , which
is

hi5 f i~z i !, ~4.7!

wheref i is an arbitrary holomorphic vector function. The Darboux transformation is also give
S5HZH212u with H5(h1 ,...,hN) when detHÞ0.

Multisolitons can be obtained by the composition of Darboux transformations of degre
or by ~3.3! and ~3.4! directly in U(N) case.

V. EXAMPLES FOR SU „2… CASE

Now we consider the soliton solutions for the simplest non-Abelian groupG5SU(2).
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A. Single soliton solutions with constant spectral parameter

Takez0 to be a complex constant which is not real,Z5diag(z0 ,z̄0). Let t5v(z0), then

H5S a~t! 2b~t!

b~t! a~t!
D , ~5.1!

wherea, b are two holomorphic functions. Lets(t)5b(t)/a(t), then

S5
z02 z̄0

11usu2 S 1 s̄

s usu2D 1 z̄02u, ~5.2!

F̃52]uS215
z02 z̄0

~11usu2!2 S ~ usu2!u s̄2su2s̄u

s2s̄u2su 2~ usu2!u
D , ~5.3!

and

2tr F̃25
8~ Im z0!2

~11usu2!2 u]usu2. ~5.4!

According to~1.1! and ~4.5!,

t5
z0~Y1V!~U1X!212Y21V2

~z0~U1X!2Y1V!~U1X!
5

z0~Y1V!1X2U

z0~U1X!2Y1V
. ~5.5!

Denote

j5z0~Y1V!1X2U, h5z0~X1U !2Y1V, ~5.6!

then bothj and h cannot be zero anywhere on~1.1! when z0 is not real. Hencet is a smooth
function of U,V,X,Y on ~1.1!. Moreover,

]ut52
r 2

~z02u!2 52
1

h2 . ~5.7!

Sinces(t) is a meromorphic function oft, supposes(t)5s1(t)/s2(t) wheres1(t) ands2 are
two holomorphic functions oft without common zero. According to~5.4!,

2tr F̃25
8~ Im z0!2us2~t!]ts1~t!2s1~t!]ts2~t!u2

~ us1~t!u21us2~t!u2!2 uhu24. ~5.8!

Hence,F̃ can be extended smoothly to~1.1!. Likewise, according to~4.1!,

2tr Ãu
250, 2tr Ãv

25
8~ Im z0!2~ us2~t!]ts1~t!2s1~t!]ts2~t!u2

~ us1~t!u21us2~t!u2!2 ~U1X!2uhu22,

~5.9!

2tr Ãr
25

8~ Im z0!2~ us2~t!]ts1~t!2s1~t!]ts2~t!u2

~ us1~t!u21us2~t!u2!2 ~U1X!2uhu24.

Therefore, the solution (F̃,Ãu ,Ãv ,Ãr) is smooth on~1.1!, hence is smooth on the whol
211-dimensional anti-de Sitter space–time.
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The infinity of the 211-dimensional anti-de Sitter space–time includes onlyr→0. However,
for the parameter space (t,r ,x) (r .0) with fixed t, the infinity of the derived half plane contain

r→0 and r 21x2→`. Here we call a solution localized if2tr F̃2→0 when r→0 or r 21x2

→` for fixed t.
Example 1:If z05 i, t5v(z0), s(t)5t, this is just the localized solution~25! of Ref. 3, and

2tr F̃25
8r 4

~~r 21x22t2!212x212t211!2 .

Let

x5tR cosu, r 5tR sinu. ~5.10!

When t and u are fixed, 2tr F̃2 is a function of R only. Its maximum appears a
R56At211/t. Hence ast→`, the ridge of the solution locates on the circlex21r 25t211.

Figures 1 and 2 describe this soliton att50 and t510, respectively. In Figs. 1 and 2, th

vertical axis is (2tr F̃2)1/4.
Example 2:t5v(z0), s(t) is a polynomial oft of degreek (k>1).
If r→0, thent→v, ]vt→1 and all the other derivatives oft ~including derivatives of higher

orders! tend to zero. According to~5.4!, 2tr F̃2→0.
If r 21x2→`, then~for fixed t!

FIG. 1.

FIG. 2.
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t5
z0~x2t !2~r 21x22t2!

z02x2t
→`. ~5.11!

Moreover, whent fixed, r 21x2 and utu are large enough, we have the estimates

utuk11u]tsu
11usu2

<C1

utuk11utuk21

11utu2k <C1 ,

~5.12!

U]ut

t2 U~r 21x2!5
r 2

uz0~x2t !2~r 21x22t2!u2 ~r 21x2!<C2 ,

whereC1 andC2 are independent ofx and r , but may depend onz0 and t. According to~5.4!,

2tr F̃2<
8~ Im z0!2C1

2C2
2

utu2k22

1

~x21r 2!2 →0. ~5.13!

Hence the solution is also localized whenevers(t) is a nonconstant polynomial oft.
Now we consider the asymptotic behavior of the solution ast→` for z05 i . The following

discussion in this example is qualitative and not rigorous.

Suppose all the roots ofs(t) are simple roots. DenoteE52tr F̃2. By ~5.4!, whent is near
a root ofs~t!, E may be large. Hence whent is near a root ofs~t!, perhaps there will be a ridge
in the graph ofE.

From ~4.5!, the real and imaginary parts oft5v( i ) are

Ret5
x2t1~x1t !~r 21x22t2!

11~x1t !2 ,

~5.14!

Im t5
r 2

11~x1t !2 .

When t is large andx1t is not very small,

Ret'
r 21x22t2

x1t
. ~5.15!

For a rootr of s(•), the points with

r 21x22t2

x1t
5Rer ~5.16!

are on the circle

C: r 21~x2 1
2 Rer!25~ t1 1

2 Rer!2. ~5.17!

On this circleC, for fixed t and Rer, Im t can be expressed byx as

Im t5
t22x21Rer~x1t !

11~x1t !2 . ~5.18!

By computing (d/dx)Im t, we know that Imt decreases whenx increases ifx>2t11 and
t>2Rer/2. Hence it is easy to derive thatuIm tu<2 whent.uReru andx>0. Therefore, when
uIm ru is not large, there will be a ridge ofE on C.

WhenuIm ru@1, E is large onC only when Imt'Im r. If t is large andx1t is not very small,
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Im t'
t2x1Rer

x1t
. ~5.19!

The equation

t2x1Rer

x1t
5Im r ~5.20!

has a unique solution

x5
2~ Im r21!t1Rer

Im r11
. ~5.21!

If Im r@1, then whent is large enough,x satisfies2t<x<t1Rer. Hence there exists uniqu
r .0 such that (x,r )PC. This means that when Imr@1, there will be a peak rather than a ridg
If Im r!21, then whent is large enough,x,2t. Hence there does not existr .0 such that
(x,r )PC, that is, there is neither ridge nor peak in the graph ofE.

The above-presented discussion on the graph ofE is summarized as follows. Ast→`, a root
r with uIm ru!1 corresponds to a ridge, a rootr with Im r@1 corresponds to a peak, and a roor
with Im r!21 corresponds to nothing.

Figure 3 (t510) shows the solution for

s~t!5~t22!~t26!~t16!, ~5.22!

which has three real roots. It is plotted forr>4 because the ridge is perpendicular tor 50 and the
figures cannot be plotted well nearr 50. Figure 4 shows its local behavior for a part of the reg
with 0<r<4.

Figure 5 (t510) shows the solution for

s~t!5~t22!~t26!~t16!~t22i !~t26i !~t16i !, ~5.23!

which has three real roots and three purely imaginary roots, but one imaginary root ha
negative imaginary part. The solution has three ridges and two peaks.

Figure 6 (t510) shows the solution for

s~t!5~t2222i !~t2626i !~t1624i !, ~5.24!

which has no real roots. In Fig. 6, there are three peaks.
Figure 7 (t510) shows the solution for

FIG. 3.
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s~t!5~t2222i !~t2626i !~t1616i !, ~5.25!

which has no real roots, and only two roots have positive imaginary parts. In Fig. 7, there ar
two peaks.

In all these figures~Figs. 3–7!, the vertical axis is (2tr F̃2)1/8.
Example 3:z05 i , t5v( i ), s(t)5sin(mt) wherem is a real constant.
If r→0, thent→v, henceE→0. When the point (x,r )→` along the straight liner 5kx

1b ~k,b are real constants!, ~5.14! gives

Im t5
~kx1b!2

11~x1t !2 →k2,

~5.26!

Ret5
x2t1~x1t !~~kx1b!21x22t2!

11~x1t !2 ;~k211!x.

Denotemt5p1qi wherep andq are real, then

FIG. 4.

FIG. 5.
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E5
16m2~cosh~2q!1cos~2p!!

~cosh~2q!2cos~2p!12!2

r 4

~11~x1t !2!2 ;
16m2k4~cosh~2mk2!1cos~2m~k211!x!

~cosh~2mk2!2cos~2m~k211!x!12!2

~5.27!

as x21r 2→`. Hence the solution is bounded, but not localized in our definition@on the half
(r ,x,t) space#. However, as is shown,E tends to zero at the infinity of the 211-dimensional
anti-de Sitter space–time (r 50).

This solution is shown in Fig. 8 (t510).

B. Single soliton solutions with nonconstant ‘‘spectral parameter’’

In this case,z0 should satisfy

v2
r 2

z02u
5C~z0!. ~5.28!

S, F̃ are given by~5.2! and~5.3!, and2tr F̃2 is given by~5.4!. However, in these expressions,z0

is no longer a constant.
Contrary to the case wherez0 is a constant, here the solutions are defined only on the

(r ,x,t) space. In general, they cannot be extended to the whole 211-dimensional anti-de Sitte
space–time.

Example 4: C(z0)5C0 ~constant!, then

FIG. 6.

FIG. 7.
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z05u2
r 2

C02v
. ~5.29!

Let

H5S a~z0! 2b~z0!

b~z0! a~z0!
D ,

wherea andb are holomorphic functions ofz0 ands5b(z0)/a(z0), then the Darboux matrixS

is also given by~5.2!. For example, ifs(z)5z andC05 i , then2tr F̃2 is completely the same a
that in Example 1.

Example 5: C(z0)5z01C0 where C05a1b i , a and b are real constants withbÞ0,
s(z0)5z0 .

Then

z0
22~u1v2C0!z01uv1r 22C0u50. ~5.30!

The criteria of this quadratic equation is

D5~u1v2C0!224~uv1r 22C0u!

5~u2v1C0!224r 2

5~2t1a!224r 22b212b~2t1a!i . ~5.31!

When t.2a/2, the imaginary part ofD is never zero. Hence we can choose

z05
u1v2C01A~u2v1C0!224r 2

2
, ~5.32!

where the square root takes the specific branch in the upper half-plane.

FIG. 8.
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If r→0, thenz0→u, ]uz0→1 and all the other derivatives ofz0 tend to zero. Hence by~5.4!,

2trF̃2→0.
If x21r 2→` ~t fixed!,

uz0u

Ax21r 2
5

1

Ax21r 2 U2x2C01A~2t1C0!224r 2

2
U→1,

u]uz0u5
1

2U11
2t1C0

A~2t1C0!224r 2U<C3 ,
uIm z0u

r
<2, ~5.33!

where C3 is independent ofx and r , but may depend ont, a, and b. According to ~5.4! for

s(z0)5z0 , 2tr F̃2→0 asx21r 2→`. Hence the solution is also localized. However, it cannot
extended to the whole 211-dimensional anti-de Sitter space–time smoothly because of the
dition t.2a/2.

This soliton is shown in Fig. 9 (t51) and Fig. 10 (t510) for a50 andb52.
Example 6: C(z0)5z01C0 , C05a1b i (bÞ0) as previously,s(z0) is a polynomial ofz0

of degreek.
Then similar to~5.12!, we have the estimates

uz0uk11u]z0
su

11usu2 <C1

uz0uk11uz0uk21

11uz0u2k <C1 ,

~5.34!

FIG. 9.

FIG. 10.
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U]uz0

z0
2 U~r 21x2!<2C3

asx21r 2→` by ~5.33!. From ~5.4!, whenx21r 2→`,

2tr F̃2<
128C1

2C3
2

uz0u2k22

r 2

~r 21x2!2 →0. ~5.35!

The solution is localized. As in the last example, this solution cannot be extended to the
211-dimensional anti-de Sitter space–time.

C. Double soliton solutions

Double soliton solutions are obtained by Darboux transformations of degree two. He
only show the following simple case for constant spectral parameters. In more complicated
the double soliton solutions can also be derived similarly.

Example 7:Let z15 i , z25512i , t j5v(z j ), s j (t j )5t j ( j 51,2). The double soliton is
shown in Fig. 11 (t510).
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Quadratic Poisson algebras of two-dimensional classical
superintegrable systems and quadratic associative
algebras of quantum superintegrable systems
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The integrals of motion of the classical two-dimensional superintegrable systems
with quadratic integrals of motion close in a restrained quadratic Poisson algebra,
whose the general form is investigated. Each classical superintegrable problem has
a quantum counterpart, a quantum superintegrable system. The quadratic Poisson
algebra is deformed into a quantum associative algebra, the finite-dimensional rep-
resentations of this algebra are calculated by using a deformed parafermion oscil-
lator technique. It is shown that the finite dimensional representations of the qua-
dratic algebra are determined by the energy eigenvalues of the superintegrable
system. The calculation of energy eigenvalues is reduced to the solution of alge-
braic equations, which are universal, that is for all two-dimensional superintegrable
systems with quadratic integrals of motion. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1348026#

I. INTRODUCTION

In classical mechanics, an integrable system is a system possessing more constants o
than just the energy one. A comprehensive review of the two-dimensional integrable cla
systems is given by Hietarinta,1 where the space was assumed to be a flat real one. The ca
nonflat space is under current investigation.2,3 An interesting subset of the totality of integrab
systems is the set of systems, which possess a maximum number of integrals, these syst
termed as superintegrable ones. The Coulomb and the harmonic oscillator potentials are th
familiar classical superintegrable systems, whose their quantum counterpart has nice sym
properties, which are described by theso(2N) andsu(N) Lie algebras, respectively.

The Hamiltonian of a classical system is generally a quadratic function of the moment
the ‘‘nondegenerate’’ superintegrable systems with quadratic integrals of motion in a comple
space have been classified recently by Kalnins, Miller and Pogosyan.4 In that paper the term
‘‘nondegenerate’’ means that the potential depends on four independent parameters. These
tials are indeed separable in more than one orthogonal system of coordinates. This classi
enlarges the class of the known two-dimensional superintegrable systems with quadratic in
of motion in the real flat space. These potentials are simultaneously separable in more th
orthogonal coordinate systems.5 The notions of the multiseparability and superintegrability do
coincide. There are several known examples, the most illustrative one is the anisotropic ha
oscillator with a rational ratio of frequencies. These potentials do not possess quadratic integ
motion. An example, where the integrals of motion are quadratic ones but nonseparable in
than one system of coordinates, is given in Ref. 6.

The integrals of motion of a two-dimensional superintegrable system in flat space clos
restrained classical Poisson algebra.4,7–9The general form of the Poisson algebra has been stu
in Ref. 4. In the case of the potentials with two quadratic integrals of motion the Poisson al
is a quadratic Poisson algebra. In Ref. 4 these quadratic Poisson algebras are listed for al

a!Electronic address: daskalo@auth.gr
11000022-2488/2001/42(3)/1100/20/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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integrable systems in the complex flat space. In Ref. 10 the quadratic algebras for the sup
grable on the sphere are given for all classified cases.

The study of the quadratic Poisson algebras is a matter under investigation, related to
branches of physics as the solution of the classical Yang–Baxter equation,11 the two-dimensional
superintegrable systems in flat space or on the sphere,9 the statistics12 or the case of ‘‘exactly
solvable’’ classical problems.13

The quantization of a classical integrable system corresponds generally to a quantum
grable system. The mechanism of quantum deformation of a classical system to a quantum
not fully understood. Initially the problem of quantization of classical superintegrable system
viewed as a relatively simple and somehow trivial problem,14 but several authors have proved th
this quantization procedure has to add correction terms to the integrals of motion or t
Hamiltonian, these correction terms are of orderO(\2).15,16 The result of the quantum deforma
tion of a superintegrable system is realized by the shift of the classical Poisson algebra to
quantum polynomial associative algebra. The same fact is true in the case of quadratic P
algebra corresponding to the Yang–Baxter equation,11 which is turned into a quantum quadrat
associative algebra17 with four generators. The same idea was discussed in reference Re
where the classical problems, which are expressed by a quadratic Poisson algebra, are ma
quantum ones described by the corresponding quantum operator quadratic algebra. The sa
is indeed true for the superintegrable systems, where the classical ones correspond to the q
ones and the classical quadratic Poisson algebra is mapped to a quadratic associative alge18–22

The deformation of the classical Poisson algebra to a quadratic associative algebra im
deformation of the parameters of the quadratic algebra.4 The general form of the quadratic alge
bras, which are encountered in the case of the two-dimensional quantum superintegrable s
is investigated in this paper. In Refs. 7, 8, 18–20,23–26 there was conjectured that the
eigenvalues correspond to finite-dimensional representations of the latent quadratic algebra
novskii et al. in Ref. 13 studied the representations of the quadratic Askey–Wilson alge
QAW(3). In their work using there the proposed ladder representation, the finite dimens
representations are calculated and this method was applied to several superinte
systems.18–20,24,26Another method7,8 for calculating the finite dimensional representations is
use of the deformed oscillator algebra27 and their finite-dimensional version which are termed
‘‘generalized deformed parafermionic algebras.’’28 Our main task in this paper is to reduce th
calculations of eigenvalues to a system of two algebraic equations with two parameters
determined. These equations are universal equations, which are valid of all superintegrab
tems, with quadratic integrals of motion.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II the general form of the quadratic Poisson a
for a two-dimensional system with quadratic integrals of motion is derived. In Sec. III the sp
form of the Poisson algebra of the known two-dimensional superintegrable systems in flat sp
written. In Sec. IV the quantum version of the Poisson quadratic algebra is studied. The def
parafermionic oscillator algebra is reviewed and the oscillator realization of the quadratic alg
is realized. The finite-dimensional representations of the quadratic algebras are generated b
the technique of deformed parafermionic algebras. The problem is reduced to the solutio
system of two algebraic equations in Sec. VI. In Sec. VII the energy eigenvalues of all the k
superintegrable systems in the flat two-dimensional space are determined by solving the
priate algebraic equations. Finally, in Sec. VIII there is a discussion of the results of this p

II. QUADRATIC POISSON ALGEBRAS

Let us consider a two-dimensional superintegrable system. The general form of the H
tonian is

H5a~q1 ,q2!p1
212b~q1 ,q2!p1p21c~q1 ,q2!p2

21V~q1 ,q2!; ~1!

this Hamiltonian is a quadratic form of the momenta. The system is superintegrable, the
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there are two additional integrals of motionA and B. In that section, we assume that the
integrals of motion are quadratic functions of the momenta, i.e., they are given by the g
forms:

A5A~q1 ,q2 ,p1 ,p2!5c~q1 ,q2!p1
212d~q1 ,q2!p1p21e~q1 ,q2!p2

2

1 f ~q1 ,q2!p11g~q1 ,q2!p21Q~q1 ,q2!.

The integral of motionB is assumed to be indeed a quadratic form, which is analogous to a
one:

B5B~q1 ,q2 ,p1 ,p2!5h~q1,12!p1
212k~q1 ,q2!p1p21 l ~q1 ,q2!p2

2

1m~q1 ,q2!p11n~q1 ,q2!p21S~q1 ,q2!.

By definition the following relations are satisfied:

$H,A%P5$H,B%P50, ~2!

where$ . , . %P is the usual Poisson bracket.
From the integrals of motionA, B, we can construct the integral of motion:

C5$A,B%P . ~3!

The integral of motionC is not a new independent integral of motion, which is a cubic funct
of the momenta. The integralC is not independent from the integralsH, A and B as it will be
shown later. The fact that the integralC is a cubic function of momenta implies the impossibili
of expressingC as a polynomial function of the other integrals, which are quadratic function
momenta. Starting from the integral of motionC, we can construct the~nonindependent! integrals
$A,C%P and $B,C%P . These integrals are quartic functions of the momenta, i.e., function
fourth order. Therefore these integrals could be expressed as quadratic combinations of th
gralsH, A andB. Therefore the following relations are assumed to be valid:

$A,C%P5aA21bB212gAB1dA1eB1z ~4!

and

$B,C%P5aA21bB212cAB1dA1eB1z. ~5!

By taking an appropriate linear combination of the integralsA andB, we can always consider th
caseb50.

The Jacobi equality for the Poisson brackets induces the relation

ˆA,$B,C%P‰P5ˆB,$A,C%P‰P .

The following relations:

b52g, c52a and e52d

must be satisfied.
The integralsA, B andC satisfy the quadratic Poisson algebra:

$A,B%P5C,

$A,C%P5aA212gAB1dA1eB1z, ~6!

$B,C%P5aA22gB222aAB1dA2dB1z,
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wherea, g, a are constants and

d5d~H !5d01d1H,

e5e~H !5e01e1H,

z5z~H !5z01z1H1z2H2,

d5d~H !5d01d1H,

z5z~H !5z01z1H1z2H2,

whered i , e i , z i , di and zi are constants. The associative algebra, whose the generators s
equations~6!, is the general form of the closed Poisson algebra of the integrals of superinteg
systems with integrals quadratic in momenta.

The quadratic Poisson algebra~6! possess a Casimir which is a function of momenta of deg
6 and it is given by

K5C222aA2B22gAB222dAB2eB222zB

1
2

3
aA31dA212zA

5k01k1H1k2H21k3H3. ~7!

Obviously

$K,A%P5$K,B%P5$K,C%P50.

Therefore the integrals of motion of a superintegrable two-dimensional system with qua
integrals of motion close a constrained classical quadratic Poisson algebra~6!, corresponding to a
Casimir equal at most to a cubic function of the Hamiltonian~7!.

In the general case of a superintegrable system the integrals are not necessarily qu
functions of the momenta, but rather polynomial functions of the momenta. The case o
systems with a quadratic and a cubic integral of motion are recently studied by Tsiganov.29 The
general form of the Poisson algebra of generatorsA, B andC is characterized by a polynomia
function h(A,B), which satisfy the following equations:

$A,B%P5C,

$A,C%P5]h/]B, ~8!

$B,C%P52]h/]A.

The above general forms of the Poisson algebra were introduced by Kalnins, Miller
Pogosyan.4 The Casimir of the algebra is given by

K5K~H !5C222h~A,B!, $K,A%P5$K,B%P50, ~9!

whereh(A,B) is a polynomial function of the integrals of motionA andB. These relations are
also discussed in Ref. 4 in a slightly different context.

In the case of the quadratic Poisson algebra~6! the form of the functionh(A,B) is given by
the equation

h~A,B!52
a

3
A31aA2B1gAB2

2
d

2
A21dAB1

e

2
B22zA1zB.
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In the general case of a two-dimensional superintegrable system, with quadratic Hamilt
one integralA of order m in momenta and one integralB of order n (n>m), the form of the
function h(A,B), in most cases, can be given by the general form

h~A,B!5h0~A!1h1~A!B1h2~A!B2,

wherehi(A) are polynomials of the integralsA andH. The proof of this assumption is based o
the dependence of the integrals of motion on the momenta. This is true almost for the pot
with a cubic integral of motion.

III. POISSON ALGEBRAS FOR SUPERINTEGRABLE SYSTEMS

Let us consider the superintegrable systems with quadratic integrals of motion, these
tials are given by several authors starting from different but comparable points of view. In Re
2 the integrals of motion are generated by solving the Darboux conditions for the integrabil
quadratic integrals. In Ref. 5 the Hamilton–Jacobi equation is solved by the separation o
ables and the two-dimensional Hamiltonians which are separable in more than one coo
system are obtained. The separation of variables is essential for solving the quantum coun
of the superintegrable system and the solution of the associate Schro¨dinger equations is given in
Ref. 9. Using this method the quantum superintegrable systems have been solved on the9

and the hyperboloid.9,22 From a classical point of view the super integrable systems are give
Ref. 3, while the case of a pseudo Euclidean kinetic term has been studied in Ref. 2. The ex
on the systems with a quadratic and a cubic integral of motion is sytematized in Ref. 29.

In this section we consider the case of superintegrable systems given in Ref. 9, becaus
next sections we study the quantum counterparts of these potentials. The study of these ca
been extended in the complex flat space in Ref. 4.

In this paper the following superintegrable systems are considered.
Potential (i):

H5
1

2 S px
21py

21v2r 21
m1

x2 1
m2

y2 D .

This potential has the following independent integrals of motion:

A5px
21v2x21

m1

x2

and

B5~xpy2ypx!
21r 2S m1

x2 1
m2

y2 D .

The constants, which characterize the corresponding quadratic algebra~6!, are given by

a528, g50, d516H,

e5216v2, z516~m11m2!v2,

a50, d50, z516~m22m1!v2,

the value of the Casimir~7! is

K5216„~m22m1!2v214m1H2
… .

Potential (ii):
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H5
1

2 S px
21py

21v2~4x21y2!1
m

y2D .

This potential has the following independent integrals of motion:

A5px
214v2x2

and

B5~xpy2ypx!py1
mx

y2 2v2xy2.

The constants, which characterize the corresponding quadratic algebra~6!, are given by

a50, g50, d50,

e5216v2, z50,

a526, d516H, z58mv228H2,

the value of the Casimir~7! is

K50.

Potential (iii):

H5
1

2 S px
21py

21
k

r
1

1

r S m1

r 1x
1

m2

r 2xD D .

This potential has the following independent integrals of motion:

A5~xpy2ypx!
21r S m1

r 1x
1

m2

r 2xD
and

B5~xpy2ypx!py2
m1

2r

r 2x

r 1x
1

m2

2r

r 1x

r 2x
1

kx

2r
.

The constants, which characterize the corresponding quadratic algebra~6!, are given by

a50, g50, d50,

e50, z52m1m2/2,

a50, d522H, z54
m1

22m2
2

4
,

the value of the Casimir~7! is

K52~m12m2!2H2k2~m11m2!.

Potential (iv):

H5
1

2 S px
21py

21
k

r
1m1

Ar 1x

r
1m2

Ar 2x

r D .

This potential has the following independent integrals of motion:
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A5~ypx2xpy!py1
m1~r 2x!Ar 1x

2r
2

m2~r 1x!Ar 2x

2r
2

kx

2r

and

B5~xpy2ypx!px2
m1xAr 2x

2r
1

m2xAr 1x

2r
2

ky

2r
.

The constants, which characterize the corresponding quadratic algebra~6!, are given by

a50, g50, d50,

e52H, z52m1m2/2,

a50, d522H, z5
m1

22m2
2

4
,

the value of the Casimir~7! is

K52k2H/22k~m1
21m2

2!/4.

IV. THE QUADRATIC ASSOCIATIVE ALGEBRA

The quantum counterparts of the classical systems, which have been studied in Sec.
quantum superintegrable systems. The quadratic classical Poisson algebra~6! possesses a quantu
counterpart, which is a quadratic associative algebra of operators. The form of the qua
algebra is similar to the classical Poisson algebra, the involved constants are generally func
\ and they should coincide with the classical constants in the case\→0. Let us consider the
quadratic associative algebra generated by the generators$A, B, C%, which satisfy the commuta
tion relations,

@A,B#5C,

@A,C#5aA21bB21g$A,B%1dA1eB1z, ~10!

@B,C#5aA21bB21c$A,B%1dA1eB1z.

After rotating the generatorsA andB, we can always consider the caseb50.
The Jacobi equality for the commutator induces the relation

†A,@B,C#‡5†B,@A,C#‡,

the following relations:

b52g, c52a and e52d,

must be satisfied, and consequently the general form of the quadratic algebra~10! can be explicitly
written as follows:

@A,B#5C, ~11!

@A,C#5aA21g$A,B%1dA1eB1z, ~12!

@B,C#5aA22gB22a$A,B%1dA2dB1z. ~13!

The Casimir of this algebra is given by
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K5C22a$A2,B%2g$A,B2%1~ag2d!$A,B%

1~g22e!B21~gd22z!B

1
2a

3
A31S d1

ag

3
1a2DA21S ae

3
1ad12zDA, ~14!

another useful form of the Casimir of the algebra is given by

K5C21
2a

3
A32

a

3
$A,A,B%2

g

3
$A,B,B%

1S 2a2

3
1d1

2ag

3 DA21S 2e1
2g2

3 DB2

1S 2d1
ag

3 D $A,B%1S 2ad

3
1

ae

3
1

dg

3
12zDA

1S 2
ae

3
1

2dg

3
22z DB1

gz

3
2

az

3
, ~15!

where

$A,B,C%5ABC1ACB1BAC1BCA1CAB1CBA.

This quadratic algebra has many similarities to the Racah algebraQR(3), which is a special case
of the Askey–Wilson algebraQAW(3). Thealgebra~11!–~13! does not coincide with the Raca
algebraQR(3), if aÞ0 in the relation~13!. A representation theory can be constructed
following the same procedures as they were described by Granovskii, Lutzenko and Zheda
Refs. 13, 18, 19. In this paper we shall give another realization of this algebra using the def
oscillator techniques.27 The finite-dimensional representations of the algebra~10! will be con-
structed by constructing a realization of the algebra with the generalized parafermionic a
introduced by Quesne.28

V. DEFORMED PARAFERMIONIC ALGEBRA

Let us now consider a realization of the algebra~11!–~13!, by using the deformed oscillato
technique, i.e., by using a deformed oscillator algebra27 $b†,b,N%, which satisfies the

@N,b†#5b†, @N,b#52b, b†b5F~N!, bb†5F~N11!, ~16!

where the functionF(x) is a ‘‘well behaved’’ real function which satisfies the boundary condit

F~0!50, and F~x!.0, for x.0. ~17!

As it is well known27 this constraint imposes the existence a Fock type representation o
deformed oscillator algebra, i.e., there is a Fock basisun., n50,1,..., such that

Nun&5nun&,

b†un&5AF~n11!un11&, n50,1,...,

bu0&50,

bun&5AF~n!un21&, n51,2,....
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The generalized deformed algebra given in Ref. 27 is equivalent to several deformed os
schemes as the Odaka–Kishi–Kamefuchi unification scheme,30 the Beckers–Debergh unificatio
scheme,31 The Fibonacci oscillator,32 for a discussion of deformation schemes see Ref. 33.

In the case of nilpotent deformed oscillator algebras, there is a positive integerp, such that

bp1150, ~b†!p1150;

the above equations imply that

F~p11!50. ~19!

In that case the deformed oscillator~16! has a finite-dimensional representation, with dimens
equal top11, these kinds of oscillators are called deformed parafermion oscillators of ordep.

An interesting property of the deformed parafermionic algebra is that the existence
faithful finite-dimensional representation of the algebra implies that

N~N21!~N22!¯~N2p!50. ~20!

The above restriction and the constraints~17! and~19! imply that the general form of the structur
function F(N) has the general form28

F~N!5N~p112N!~a01a1N1a2N 21¯ap21N p21!.

A systematic study and applications of the parafermionic oscillator is given in references Re
34–36.

We shall show that there is a realization of the quadratic algebra, such that

A5A~N!, ~21!

B5b~N!1b†r~N!1r~N!b, ~22!

where theA(x), b(x) andr(x) are functions, which will be determined. In that case~11! implies

C5@A,B#⇒C5b†DA~N!r~N!2r~N!DA~N!b, ~23!

where

DA~N!5A~N11!2A~N!.

Using Eqs.~21!, ~22! and ~12! we find

@A,C#5@A~N!,b†DA~N!r~N!2r~N!DA~N!b#

5b†~DA~N!!2r~N!1r~N!~DA~N!!2b

5aA21g$A,B%1dA1eB1z

5b†~g~A~N11!1A~N!!1e!r~N!

1r~N!~g~A~N11!1A~N!!1e!b

1aA~N!212gA~N!b~N!1dA~N!1eB~N!1z; ~24!

therefore we have the following relations:

„DA~N!…25g„A~N11!1A~N!…1e, ~25!

aA~N!212gA~N!b~N!1dA~N!1eb~N!1z50, ~26!
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while the functionr(N) can be arbitrarily determined. In fact this function can be fixed, in or
to have a polynomial structure functionF(x) for the deformed oscillator algebra~16!.

The solutions of equation~25! depend on the value of the parameterg, while the function
b(N) is uniquely determined by Eq.~26! ~provided that almost one of the parametersg or e is not
zero!. At this stage, the casesgÞ0 or g50 should be treated separately. We can see the foll
ing.

Case 1:gÞ0
In that case the solutions of Eqs.~25! and ~26! are given by

A~N!5
g

2 S ~N1u!221/42
e

g2D , ~27!

b~N!52
a~~N1u!221/4!

4
1

ae2dg

2g2

2
ae222deg14g2z

4g4

1

„~N1u!221/4…
. ~28!

Case 2:g50, eÞ0
The solutions of Eqs.~25! and ~26! are given by

A~N!5Ae~N1u!, ~29!

b~N!52a~N1u!22
d

Ae
~N1u!2

z

e
. ~30!

The constantu will be determined later.
Using the above definitions of equationsA(N) andb(N), the left hand side and right han

side of Eq.~13! give the following equation:

2F~N11!S DA~N!1
g

2D r~N!22F~N!S DA~N21!2
g

2D r~N21!

5aA2~N!2gb2~N!22aA~N!b~N!1dA~N!2db~N!1z. ~31!

Equation~14! gives the following relation:

K5F~N11!„g22e22gA~N!2DA2~N!…r~N!

1F~N!~g22e22gA~N!2DA2~N21!!r~N21!22aA2~N!b~N!

1„g22e22gA~N!…b2~N!12~ag2d!A~N!b~N!1~gd22z!b~N!

1 2
3 aA3~N!1~d1 1

3 ag1a2!A2~N!1~ 1
3 ae1ad12z!A~N!. ~32!

Equations~31! and~32! are linear functions of the expressionsF(N) andF(N11); then the
functionF(N) can be determined, if the functionr(N) is given. The solution of this system, i.e
the functionF(N) depends on two parametersu andK and it is given by the following formulas

Case 1:gÞ0

r~N!5
1

3•212
•g8~N1u!~11N1u!„112~N1u!…2

and
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F~N!523072g6K„2112~N1u!…2

248g6~a2e2adg1aeg2dg2!•„2312~N1u!…„2112~N1u!…4„112~N1u!…

1g8~3a214ag!„2312~N1u!…2„2112~N1u!…4„112~N1u!…2

1768~ae222deg14g2z!2132g4
„2112~N1u!…2„21212~N1u!

112~N1u!2
…•~3a2e226adeg12ae2g12d2g224deg218g3z14ag2z!

2256g2
„2112~N1u!…2•~3a2e329ade2g1ae3g16d2eg223de2g2

12d2g412deg4112eg3z24g5z112aeg2z212dg3z14ag4z!. ~33!

Case 2:g50, eÞ0

r~N!51,

F~N!5
1

4 S 2
K

e
2

z

Ae
2

d

Ae

z

e
1

z2

e2D
2

1

12S 3d2aAe23a
d

Ae
13S d

Ae
D 2

26
z

Ae
16a

z

e
26

d

Ae

z

e D ~N1u!

1
1

4 S a21d2aAe23a
d

Ae
1S d

Ae
D 2

12a
z

e D ~N1u!2

2
1

6 S 3a22aAe23a
d

Ae
D ~N1u!31

1

4
a2~N1u!4. ~34!

The above formula is valid fore.0.

VI. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF QUADRATIC ALGEBRAS

Let us consider a representation of the quadratic algebra, which is diagonal to the geneA
and the CasimirK. Using the parafermionic realization defined by Eqs.~21! and~22!, we see that
is this a representation diagonal to the parafermionic number operatorN and the CasimirK. The
basis of a such representation corresponds to the Fock basis of the parafermionic oscillat
the vectorsuk, n., n50,1,..., of thecarrier Fock space satisfy the equations

Nuk, n&5nuk, n&, Kuk, n&5kuk, n& .

The structure function~33! @or, respectively,~33!# depend on the eigenvalues of the of the pa
fermionic number operatorN and the CasimirK. The vectorsuk, n& are also eigenvectors of th
generatorA, i.e.,

Auk, n&5A~k,n!uk, n&.

In the casegÞ0 we find from Eq.~27!,

A~k,n!5
g

2 S ~n1u!221/42
e

g2D .

In the caseg50, eÞ0 we find from Eq.~29!,

A~k,n!5Ae~n1u!.
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If the deformed oscillator corresponds to a deformed parafermionic oscillator of orderp then
the two parameters of the calculationk andu should satisfy the constraints~17! and ~19! of the
system:

F~0,u,k!50,
~35!

F~p11,u,k!50;

then the parameteru5u(k,p) is a solution of the system of Eqs.~35!.
Generally there are many solutions of the above system, but a unitary representation

deformed parafermionic oscillator is restrained by the additional restriction

F~x!.0, for x51,2,...,p .

We must point out that the system~35! corresponds to a representation with dimension equa
p11.

The proposed method of calculation of the representation of the quadratic algebra
alternative to the method given by Granovskiiet al.13,18–20and reduces the search of the rep
sentations to the solution of a system of polynomial equations~35!. Also it is applied to an algebra
not included in the cases of the algebras, which are treated in the above references. We mu
out, that there are several papers on the representations of quadratic~or generally polynomial
algebras!,37–43these algebras are deformations of the su~2! or osp~1/2! algebras. The general form
of the quadratic algebra, which is studied in this paper, is different by definition from the defo
versions of su~2! or osp~1/2!.

VII. QUADRATIC ALGEBRAS FOR THE QUANTUM SUPERINTEGRABLE SYSTEMS

In this section, we shall give an example of the calculation of eigenvalues of a superinte
two-dimensional system, by using the methods of the previous section. The calculation
empirical method was performed in Ref. 8 and the solution of the same problem by usin
separation of variables was studied in Ref. 9. Here in order to show the effects of the quant
procedure we do not use\51 as considered in Refs. 8 and 9. That means that the follow
commutation relations are taken into consideration:

@x,px#5 i\, @y,py#5 i\.

A. Potential „i…

H5
1

2 S px
21py

21v2r 21
m1

x2 1
m2

y2 D .

This potential has the following independent integrals of motion:

A5px
21v2x21

m1

x2

and

B5~xpy2ypx!
21r 2S m1

x2 1
m2

y2 D .

The constants, which characterize the corresponding quadratic algebra~10!, are given by
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a58\2, g50, d5216h2H,

e516\2v2, z5216\2~m11m2!v218\4v2,

a50, d516\4, z5216\2~m22m1!v2216\4H;

the value of the Casimir~14! is

K516\2
„~m22m1!2v214m1H2

…216\4
„3H212\2v222~m11m2!….

For simplicity reasons we introduce the positive parametersk1 andk1 , which are related to the
potential parametersm1 andm2 by the relations

m15~k1
22 1

4!\
2, m25~k2

22 1
4!\

2.

This quadratic algebra corresponds to the caseg50 ande.0 of the algebra given by Eqs
~11!–~13!. In that case, the structure function~34! of the deformed parafermionic algebra of Se
V can be given by the simple form

F~x!516\4S x1u2
1

2
2

k1

2 D S x1u2
1

2
1

k1

2 D
3S x1u2

1

2
2

k2

2
2

E

2\v D S x1u2
1

2
1

k2

2
2

E

2\v D .

In the above formulaE is the eigenvalue of the energy. The values of the parametersu and E
corresponding to the representation of the parafermionic algebra of dimensionp11 are deter-
mined by the restrictions~35!, which are transcribed as

F~0!50, F~p11!50.

One should notice that only the solutions which correspond to positive eigenvalues of the in
A must be retained. The acceptable solutions are four and correspond to the following va
the parametersu andE:

u5
1

2
1

e1k1

2
, E52\vS p111

e1k11e2k2

2 D ,

wheree i561. The corresponding structure function is

F~x!516\4x~p112x!~x1e1k1!~p112x1e2k2!.

The corresponding eigenvalues of the operatorA are given by

A~m!54\vS m1
11e1k1

2 D , m50,1,...,p.

The structure functionF(x) should be a positive function, forx51,2,...,p therefore the constant
ki are restricted by the relations

e1k1.21, e2k2.21.
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B. Potential „ii …

H5
1

2 S px
21py

21v2~4x21y2!1
m

y2D .

This potential has the following independent integrals of motion:

A5px
214v2x2

and

B5
1

2
$xpy2ypx ,py%1

mx

y2 2v2xy2.

The constants, which characterize the corresponding quadratic algebra~10!, are given by

a50, g50, d50,

e516\2v2, z50,

a56\2, d5216\2H, z528\2~mv22H2!16\4v2;

the value of the Casimir~14! is

K564\4v2H.

For simplicity reasons we introduce the positive parameterk, which is related to the potentia
parameterm by the relation

m5~k22 1
4!\

2.

This quadratic algebra corresponds to the caseg50 ande.0 of the algebra given by Eqs
~11!–~13!. In that case, the structure function~34! of the deformed parafermionic algebra of Se
V can be given by the simple form

F~x!58\3vS x1u2
1

2D S x1u2
1

2
2

k

2
2

E

2\v D S x1u2
1

2
1

k

2
2

E

2\v D .

In the above formulaE is the eigenvalue of the energy. The values of the parametersu and E
corresponding to the representation of the parafermionic algebra of dimensionp11 are deter-
mined by the restrictions~35!, which are transcribed as

F~0!50, F~p11!50.

One should notice that only the solutions which correspond to positive eigenvalues of the in
A must be retained. The acceptable solutions are four and correspond to the following va
the parametersu andE:

u5
1

2
, E52\vS p111

ek

2
\ D ,

wheree561. The corresponding structure function is

F~x!54\3x~p112x!~p112x1ek!.

The structure function should be a positive function; therefore the values of the parametek are
restrained by
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ek.21.

The eigenvalues of the operatorA are given by

A~m!54\v~m1 1
2!, m50,1,...,p.

C. Potential „iii …

H5
1

2 S px
21py

21
k

r
1

1

r S m1

r 1x
1

m2

r 2xD D .

In Ref. 9 the parabolic coordinates have been used:

x5
1

2
~j22h2!, px5

j

j21h2 pj2
h

j21h2 ph ,

y5jh, py5
h

j21h2 pj1
j

j21h2 ph ,

@j,pj#5 i\, @h,ph#5 i\.

For comparison reasons we quote all the relations in both cartesian and parabolic system

H5
1

j21h2 S 1

2
~pj

21ph
2 !1k1

m1

j2 1
m2

h2D .

This potential has the following independent integrals of motion:

A5~xpy2ypx!
21r S m1

r 1x
1

m1

r 2xD
5

1

2 S 1

2
~hpj2jph!21~j21h2!S m1

j2 1
m2

h2D D .

and

B5
1

2 S $xpy2ypx ,py%2
m1

r

r 2x

r 1x
1

m2

r

r 1x

r 2x
1

kx

r D
5

1

j21h2 S 1

2
~j2ph

22h2pj
2!1m2

j2

h2 2m1

h2

j2 1
k

2

j22h2

j21h2D .

The constants, which characterize the corresponding quadratic algebra~10!, are given by

a50, g52\2, d50,

e52\4, z52\2k~m12m2!,

a50, d58\2H, z52\2~4~m11m2!H2k2/2!1\4H;

the value of the Casimir~14! is

K52\2
„2~m12m2!2H2k2~m11m2!…22\4S ~m11m2!H2

k2

4 D1\6H.

For simplicity reasons we introduce the positive parametersk1 andk1 , which are related to the
potential parametersm1 andm2 by the relations
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m15
\2

2 S k1
22

1

4D , m25
\2

2 S k2
22

1

4D .

This quadratic algebra corresponds to the casegÞ0 of the algebra given by Eqs.~11!–~13!.
In that case, the structure function~33! of the deformed parafermionic algebra of Sec. V can
given by the simple form

F~x!53•214\16~2x211k11k2!~2x211k12k2!~2x212k11k2!

•~2x212k12k2!~8\2Hx228\2Hx12\2H1k2!

In the above formulaE is the eigenvalue of the energy. The values of the parametersu and E
corresponding to the representation of the parafermionic algebra of dimensionp11 are deter-
mined by the restrictions~35!, which are transcribed as

F~0!50, F~p11!50.

One should notice, that only the solutions which correspond to positive eigenvalues of the in
A must be retained. The acceptable solutions are four and correspond to the following va
the parametersu andE:

u5
1

2
~21e1k11e2k2!, E52

k2

2\2~2~p11!1e1k11e2k2!2 ,

wheree i561. The corresponding structure function is

F~x!53•220
•k2\16

•x~p112x!~x1e1k1!~x1e2k2!•~x1e1k11e2k2!

3
~x1p111e1k11e2k2!

~2~p11!1e1k11e2k2!2 .

The eigenvalues of the operatorA are given by the formula

A~m!5\2S m1e1k11e2k21
3

2D 2

, m50,1,...,p.

The positive sign of the structure function forx51,2, . . . ,p is obtained when

e1k1.21, e2k2.21 and e1k11e2k2.21.

D. Potential „iv …

H5
1

2 S px
21py

21
k

r
1m1

Ar 1x

r
1m2

Ar 2x

r D
5

1

j21h2 S 1

2
~pj

21ph
2 !1k1m1j1m2h D .

This potential has the following independent integrals of motion:

A5
1

2 S $~ypx2xpy!,py%1
m1~r 2x!Ar 1x

r
2

m2~r 1x!Ar 2x

r
2

kx

r D
5

1

2~j21h2!
„h2pj

22j2ph
21k~h22j2!12jh~m1h2m2j!…
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and

B5
1

2 S $xpy2ypx ,px%2
m1xAr 2x

r
1

m2xAr 1x

r
2

ky

r D
52

1

2~j21h2!
„jh~pj

21ph
2 !2~j21h2!pjph12kjh

1~m2j2m1h!~h22j2!… .

The constants, which characterize the corresponding quadratic algebra~10!, are given by

a50, g50, d50,

e522\2H, z5\2m1m2/2,

a50, d52\2H, z52\2~m1
22m2

2!/4,

the value of the Casimir~14! is

K5\2k2H/21\2k~m1
21m2

2!/41\4H2.

This quadratic algebra corresponds to the caseg50 ande.0 of the algebra given by Eqs
~11!–~13!. It is worth noticing that algebra is extremely simple, which can be reduced to the
su(2). We prefer to treat this algebra with the proposed methods in this paper for pedago
reasons. The existence of the finite-dimensional representations of this algebra implies t
coefficiente in Eq. ~12! should be positive, therefore the energy operatorH must have energy
eigenvaluesE,0. For simplicity reasons we introduce the new parameters:

«5A22E/\, l5k/\2,

n15m1 /\2, n25m2 /\2, n25n1
21n2

2 .

The structure function~34! of the deformed parafermionic algebra of Sec. V can be given
the form

F~x!5
\4

16«4 S n1
22l«212S x1u2

1

2D «3D S n2
22l«222S x1u2

1

2D «3D .

In the above formula the parameter« is related to the the eigenvalueE of the energy. The values
of the parametersu and «, corresponding to the representation of the parafermionic algebr
dimensionp11, are determined by the restrictions~35!, which are transcribed as

F~0!50, F~p11!50.

The first condition can be used for determining the acceptable values of the parameteru. Two
possible solutions are found:

u5u15
n2

22l«21«3

2«3 , ~36!

u5u252
n1

22l«22«3

2«3 . ~37!

Using these solutions and the conditionF(p11)50, we find that« must satisfy two possible
cubic equations:
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u1→2~p11!«322l«21n250, ~38!

u2→2~p11!«312l«22n250. ~39!

If « is a solution of Eq.~38! then2« is the solution of the other equation~39!; therefore there is
at least one solution which is positive. This solution leads to the structure function

F~x!5
«2

4
x~p112x!,

which is positive forx51,2,...,p.

VIII. DISCUSSION

If we compare the quadratic associative algebra, introduced in Sec. IV with the correspo
Poisson algebra given in Sec. II, we see that in general, the quantum constants are simila
classical ones up to a factor equal to2h2, but there are quantum corrections of orderh4 andh6.
The knowledge of the classical constants of the Poisson algebra is not sufficient to reprodu
rules of quantum associative operator algebra. Therefore, the passage from the classic
algebra to the noncommutative quantum algebra cannot be realized by simple replacement
Poisson brackets by commutators and by a symmetrization procedure.

The energy eigenvalues of Sec. VII corroborate the results of Ref. 9@the differences in the
case of the potential~iv! are due to some misprints in that reference#. The calculation of the energy
eigenvalues in Ref. 9 was achieved by solving the corresponding Schro¨dinger differential equa-
tions, while in this paper the energy eigenvalues are obtained by algebraic methods. The ad
of the proposed method is that the energy eigenvalues are reduced to simple algebraic calc
of the roots of polynomial equations, whose form is universally determined by the stru
functions ~33!, ~33! and the system~35!. These equations are valid for any two-dimension
superintegrable system with integrals of motion, which are quadratic functions of the mom
The same equations should be valid in the case of two-dimensional superintegrable syst
curved space.44 The superintegrable systems bring up the open problem of the quantization
Poisson algebra in a well determined context, because these systems and their quantum
parts are explicitly known.

From the above discussion several open problems are risen.

• The calculation of the classical Poisson algebras and their quantum counterparts f
totality of the two-dimensional problems in curved space. This study will lead to the c
lation of the energy eigenvalues by algebraic methods. In Ref. 10 the case of the co
sphere has been investigated.

• The two-dimensional ‘‘nondegenerate’’4 superintegrable systems are classified by the va
of the constants of the Darboux equations3,4 and the constants of the system. The relation
these constants with the constants of the quadratic Poisson algebra is not yet known.

• The Poisson algebras for the Drach superintegrable systems with a cubic integral of m
were written by using a classical analog of the deformed parafermionic algebra.29 Their
quantum counterparts and the calculation of their energy eigenvalues are topics under
tigation.

• The Poisson algebras and the associated quantum counterparts for the three-dime
superintegrable systems are not yet fully studied. Recently45 the quantum quadratic algebra
have been written down, but a systematic calculation of energy eigenvalues has no
performed yet.

The above points show that, the study of nonlinear Poisson algebras and their qu
counterparts are topics of interest.
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Asymptotics of electromagnetic radiation off a spherical
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Asymptotics of electromagnetic radiation off a spherical superconductor is ana-
lyzed in terms of creeping waves. Temporal damping behavior of the charge dis-
tribution on the surface when the sphere is rendered superconducting is studied and
is compared with that on a superconductor with an infinite plane surface. Finally,
the coherent states of light waves outside a spherical superconductor and a super-
conductor with an infinite plane surface are constructed. ©2001 American Insti-
tute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1331100#

I. INTRODUCTION

Arnold Sommerfeld, student of Boltzmann and teacher of Debye, Bethe, Heisenberg
zfeld, and many another distinguished physicists, established not once, but twice a stand
thoroughness for the analysis of a field of mathematical physics. First, he treated the propa
of the electromagnetic field a` la Maxwell in geometry after geometry of this, that, or the oth
interesting symmetry, and, second, he analyzed the atomic structure a` la Bohr, Heisenberg, Jordan
Schrödinger, and Pauli and its correlation with the observed pattern configurations can be
uted to Sommerfield, who put out Volume VI~partial differential equations in physics! while
slashing his way into the heartland of atomic physics. But had there stood at his side an A
Sommerfeld clone who could have continued with the analysis of electromagnetic field co
rations of interesting symmetry, there surely would have appeared at least one more volume
subject.

We do not have to look far to find the obvious candidate for the first chapter in that Vo
IV. Kamerlingh Onnes, working in his Leiden low-temperature laboratory, had in 1911 just
covered superconductivity. At last one could visualize an interesting configuration of sph
symmetry. Here, we spell out the simple model and analyze the associated field configurati
is well known, the spherical superconductor has two modes, TE and TM. Neither mode of
lation is stationary. Both damp. Characteristic features of these modes are the appearance
integers in addition to familiar spherical harmonic indicesl andm. These integers also appear
the homogeneous integral equation for light waves hitting the sphere and undergoing diffr
behind the sphere. Analytic approximate expressions for these eigenvalues were already o
by Debye, Sommerfeld, and others. We try to give the physical meanings to this new charac
integer in this paper.

Normal modes of oscillation for infinite plane superconductors are stationary. But, we
show that physics on the plane looks similar to the physics on the sphere, by looking at th
dependence of the decaying charge distribution, when a sphere with axially symmetric c
distribution on one hand, and a plane with sinusoidal charge distribution on the other han
suddenly rendered superconducting.

a!Electronic mail: mwakano@main.teikyo-u.ac.jp
11200022-2488/2001/42(3)/1120/28/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Finally, we construct the coherent state~‘‘coherent’’ means here that the superposed solit
waves progress keeping their forms unaltered! for electromagnetic waves outside a spheri
superconductor and an infinite plane superconductor. For a spherical superconductor we
reasonable result, and for a plane superconductor we have a perfectly satisfactory result.

II. SIMPLE MODEL

A. The Hamilton–Jacobi theory of a pseudophoton

Before we discuss in detail the asymptotics of electromagnetic radiation off a spheric
perconductor, we recall how light waves diffract behind a spherical superconductor when th
it, simply by using classically the concept of a pseudophoton.1

We start with the basic equation of a pseudophoton,

kr
21

~ l 1 1
2!

2

r 2 5
v2

c2 . ~2.1!

We rewrite this equation as follows:

c2

a1
H pr

21
au

2

r 2 J 5a1 , ~2.2!

where we have

au5~ l 1 1
2!\, ~2.3!

and

a15\v. ~2.4!

Using Hamilton’s characteristic function,W5W1(r )1auu, we have

c2

a1
H S ]W1

]r D 2

1
au

2

r 2 J 5a1 . ~2.5!

Therefore we have

W5E drS a1
2

c22
au

2

r 2 D 1/2

1auu. ~2.6!

Then, the Hamilton–Jacobi theory gives us

t1b15
]W

]a1
~2.7!

and

b25
]W

]au
. ~2.8!

We solve these equations and we obtain

r 5H c2t21S l 1
1

2D 2 c2

v2J 1/2

~2.9!

and
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r 5

S l 1
1

2D c

v

cosu
, ~2.10!

where we have putb15b250.
These expressions give a simple picture of a pseudophoton that creeps around and p

the surface of a spherical superconductor, and underlies a full analysis in the following cha

B. Quantum theory of a pseudophoton

In this section, we discuss the field configurations outside a spherical superconductor
the charge distribution over a spherical superconductor and therefore the electromagnet
outside it oscillates, simply by using quantum mechanically the concept of a pseudophoton

Here we, again, begin with the basic formula for the motion of a pseudophoton,

kr
21

~ l 1 1
2!

2

r 2 5
v2

c2 . ~2.1!

Transforming this equation into the quantum mechanical form, we have

2
d2S

dr2 1
~ l 1 1

2!
2

r 2 S5
v2

c2 S. ~2.11!

For larger, we have

2
d2S

dr2 5
v2

c2 S. ~2.12!

The solution of this equation is certainly

S~r !5e2 i ~v/c!r . ~2.13!

Thus we put

S~r !5H~r !e2 i ~v/c!r . ~2.14!

Then, the differential equation thatH(r ) satisfies, is

d2H

dr2 2 i
2v

c

dH

dr
2

~ l 1 1
2!

2

r 2 H50. ~2.15!

We put

r 5 i
c

2v
z. ~2.16!

Then, we have

d2H

dz2 1
dH

dz
2

~ l 1 1
2!

2

z2 H50. ~2.17!

The solution of this equation is given by
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H~z!5z1/2e2z/2Z@ l ~ l 11!11/2#1/2S i
z

2D . ~2.18!

Or, we have

H~r !5e2 i ~p/4!S 2v

c
r D 1/2

ei ~v/c!rZ@ l ~ l 11!11/2#1/2S v

c
r D . ~2.19!

Here Zn is a cylindrical function. Since we are dealing with a pseudophoton, we have, pu
v/c5k, the following results:

S~r !5~2kr !1/2e2 i ~p/4!J@ l ~ l 11!11/2#1/2~kr !. ~2.20!

Or

S~r !5~2kr !1/2e2 i ~p/4!N@ l ~ l 11!11/2#1/2~kr !. ~2.21!

Finally, we have, forr→`,

S~r !;
2

p1/2e2 i ~p/4! cosH kr2
~2@ l ~ l 11!1 1

2#
1/211!p

4
J . ~2.22!

Or

S~r !;
2

p1/2e2 i ~p/4! sinH kr2
~2@ l ~ l 11!1 1

2#
1/211!p

4
J . ~2.23!

We rewrite the expression forS(r ) in the following way:

S~r !5
2

p1/2e2 i ~p/4!kr j @ l ~ l 11!11/2#1/221/2~kr !. ~2.24!

Or

S~r !5
2

p1/2e2 i ~p/4!krn@ l ~ l 11!11/2#1/221/2~kr !. ~2.25!

Also, we have

S~r !5
2

p1/2e2 i ~p/4!krh@ l ~ l 11!11/2#1/221/2
~1!

~kr !. ~2.26!

Further, we have, by adding the angular dependence and the time-dependent factor,

S~r ,u,t !5
2

p1/2e2 i ~p/4!krh@ l ~ l 11!11/2#1/221/2
~1!

~kr !Pl~cosu!e2 ivt. ~2.27!

Now we ask the boundary condition for the wave function of a pseudophoton, on the su
of a spherical superconductor with radiusa:

S~r ,u,t !r 5a50. ~2.28!

This condition leads to the same condition as that in the TE mode~see Chap. III! for large l in
which we are interested, such that
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$h@ l ~ l 11!11/2#1/221/2
~1!

~kr !% r 5a50. ~2.29!

Also, we can ask the regularity condition for the wave function of a pseudophoton, on the s
of a spherical superconductor:

H ]

]r
S~r ,u,t !J

r 5a

50. ~2.30!

This condition leads to the same condition as that in the TM mode~see Chap. III! for largel, such
that

H d

dr
@rh @ l ~ l 11!11/2#1/221/2

~1!
~kr !#J

r 5a

50. ~2.31!

Either one of the above boundary conditions is equally definite to fix the eigenvalues.
Finally, we give the asymptotic formula ofS(r ,u,t) for r→`,

S~r→`,u,t !;
2

p1/2expH i S kr2
~2@ l ~ l 11!1 1

2#
1/212!p

4
D J Pl~cosu!e2 ivt. ~2.32!

Since the eigenvalues for both conditions have the negative imaginary parts, this expression
the characteristic, spatially increasing, and temporally decreasing behavior.

Now we go over to the detailed analysis of TE and TM modes and their related subjects
charge distribution over a spherical superconductor and the electromagnetic field outside i

III. TRANSVERSE ELECTRIC MODES AND TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC MODES OF A
SPHERICAL SUPERCONDUCTOR

As the student of wave mechanics works out the solution of the Schro¨dinger equation for the
1s, 2p, 3d, 4f , and further states of the electron moving around the hydrogen nucleus, he
the first maximum of the wave function becomes more and more sharply defined and m
outward in clearer and clearer correspondence to the radius of the corresponding classical
Bohr orbit. Does any similar asymptotology hold for the modes of oscillation of electromag
field around a spherical superconductor~and the accompanying vibrations of the electric charge
the surface of the superconductor!?

This question arose in a junior level course that one of us taught at the University of Te
Austin in 1975 when, among the homework, the student encountered the following question
the familiar text of Jackson:2

16.10 Discuss the normal modes of oscillation of a perfectly conducting solid sphere
of radiusa in free space.~This problem was solved by J.J. Thomson in the
1880~s.!
~a! Determine the characteristic equations for the eigenfrequencies for TE and
TM modes of oscillation. Show that the roots forv always have a negative
imaginary part, assuming a time dependence ofe2 ivt.
~b! Calculate the eigenfrequencies for thel 51 and l 52 TE and TM modes.
Tabulate the wavelength~defined in terms of the real part of the frequency! in
units of the radiusa and the decay time~defined as the time taken for the
energy to fall toe21 of its initial value! in units of the transit time (a/c) for
each of the modes.

In this problem there are two conditions at one boundary, the surface of the supercond
sphere (r 5a), rather than one condition,c50 ~3.1!, at two locations~r 50 andr 5 infinity!, but
their power to fix the eigenvalues is equally definite.
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For concreteness we picture a sphere of radiusa on the surface of which we spray an axial
symmetric distribution of electric charges(u)5s0Pl(cosu). At time t50 we render the spher
superconducting. The charge thereupon goes into a superposition of damped oscillations. B
what frequencies and what damping constants, we ask, knowing that the electromagnetic fi
some modes is transverse electric~TE! and for the others is transverse magnetic~TM!.

For transverse electric~TE! modes of oscillation of the electromagnetic field one may wr3

E5rÃgradc, ~3.2!

~guaranteeing thatE stands perpendicular tor ! and

B5S 1

iv DdelÃE, ~3.3!

where

c~r ,u,w,t !5hl
~1!~kr !Yl

m~u,w!e2 ikct, ~3.4!

with hl
(1) the spherical Hankel function of the first kind.3 It satisfies the differential equation

d2hl
~1!

dz2 1
2

z

dhl
~1!

dz
1F12

l ~ l 11!

z2 Ghl
~1!50, ~3.5!

and admits an expression in the form

hl
~1!~z!5z2~ l 11!@polynomial in z of order l #eiz. ~3.6!

For transverse magnetic~TM! modes of oscillation of the electromagnetic field one m
write3

H5rÃgradc, ~3.7!

~guaranteeing thatH stands perpendicular tor ! and

E5S i

v«0
DdelÃH. ~3.8!

On the surface, the tangential component of the electric field for each mode of oscillation
vanish at all times, whence every spherical Hankel function that is relevant must satis
eigenvalue condition

hl
~1!~ka!50, ~3.9!

for TE modes, and

H d

dr
@rhl

~1!~kr !#J
r 5a

50, ~3.10!

for TM modes. One of the students, Iraj Emami, went beyond the Jackson problem in its
form and sought the 41 roots~3.10! for l 540. For this purpose Emami programmed a compute
get the real part of each root, to about 8 decimals, and likewise the imaginary part. His r
appear in Fig. 1~a!. Figure 1~a!: complex roots of Eq.~3.10! for TM modes with a spherica
Hankel function of the first kind of orderl 540 as determined to perhaps around eight place
decimals by Iraj Emami in the spring of 1983, about the time when he was called back to Ir
military service. In this figure, a parameter,K5@ka2( l 1 1

2)#/( l 1 1
2)

1/3 is plotted. Contrary to the
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note that Emami left, and also to other calculations of him for severall values smaller than 40, in
Fig. 1~a!, only 40 roots are shown instead of 41 roots. All attempts have failed to contact h
get his participation in this report. On leaving Austin he had said, ‘‘Don’t worry about me.
Iraqis can’t shoot straight.’’ Maybe he was wrong. To examine the reproducibility of his resul
show, in Fig. 1~b!, 41 complex roots of Eq.~3.10! normalized byl (540), obtained to eight place
of decimals by one of us~M.W.!. We could say that the diagrams have some features in comm

The pattern of complex frequencies in Fig. 1~a! fall into oval, below, and above a bow. Supp
some simple physical interpretation of these two features, we asked ourselves and a succe

FIG. 1. ~a! The complex roots of Eq.~3.10! for TM modes with a spherical Hankel function of the first kind, of ordel
540, as determined to around eight places of decimals by Iraj Emami.~b! The 41 complex roots of Eq.~3.10! normalized
by l (540), obtained to eight places of decimals by one of us~M.W.!.
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distinguished visitors. ‘‘Crazy’’ replied one after several hours of study, and rightly so, we
realize, because Fig. 1~a! is mistaken, through not having been calculated to enough dec
places. That perceptive visitor was later honored with a knighthood, but not for this. Clarity
came when one of us~M.W.! repeated the calculations to a higher number of decimal places
for the real part and 16 for the imaginary part, by finding 45 roots of a polynomial of 45th o
with real coefficients in~3.9! for TE modes, yielding the pattern of complex eigenvalues of Fig

Both modes of oscillation appear as poles in the S matrix for the scattering of a
electromagnetic wave by a spherical superconductor.3 The TM modes of oscillation describe th
temporal behavior of the charge distribution on a sphere, which is rendered superconduc
t50, while for t,0, the charge is distributed axially symmetrically and given bys(u)
5s0Pl(cosu). We start with the following integral expression:

Er~r ,u,t !5
s0

«0
S a

r D Pl~cosu!
1

2p i E dk

k H 2 l

H d

dz
@zhl

~1!~z!#J
z5ka

J
3@A~k,a!hl

~2!~kr !1hl
~1!~kr !#e2 ikct, ~3.11!

A~k,a!52

H d

dr
@rhl

~1!~kr !#J
r 5a

H d

dr
[ rhl

~2!(kr)] J
r 5a

, ~3.12!

H d

dr
@rhl

~1!~kl
nr !#J

r 5a

50. ~3.13!

FIG. 2. Complex eigenvalues for the 45 characteristic modes of decay of the transverse electric field around a
superconductor. All expressed in units of the basic frequency,cl/a. Crosses: our calculations; circles: the prediction of t
asymptotic formula of Debye~Ref. 9! and Sommerfeld~Ref. 10!.
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The integration should be performed along the real axis except for going below zero, i
complexk plane. Equation~3.12! for factor A(k,a) arises from the boundary condition that th
tangential component of the electric field must vanish on the surface of the spherical sup
ductor, as guaranteed by

Eu~r ,u,t !5
s0

«0
S a

r D Pl
1~cosu!

l ~ l 11!

1

2p i E dk

k H 2 l

H d

dz
@zhl

~1!~z!#J
z5ka

J
3H d

dr
@A~k,a!rhl

~2!~kr !1rhl
~1!~kr !#J e2 ikct ~3.14!

and

Ew50. ~3.15!

For the space–time points, (r 2a2ct).0, we have

Er~r ,u!5
s0

«0
S a

r D ~ l 12!

Pl~cosu! ~3.16!

and

Eu~r ,u!52
s0

«0
S a

r D ~ l 12! Pl
1~cosu!

~ l 11!
, ~3.17!

where we havePl
1(cosu)5(d/du)Pl(cosu).

For the space–time points, (r 2a2ct),0, we have

Er~r ,u,t !5
s0

«0
S a

r D Pl~cosu!(
n

l

@ l ~ l 11!2~kl
na!2#

hl
~1!~kl

nr !

hl
~1!~k1

na!
e2 ikl

nct ~3.18!

and

Eu~r ,u,t !5
s0

«0
S a

r D Pl
1~cosu!

~ l 11! (
n

1

@ l ~ l 11!2~kl
na!2#

d

dr
@rhl

~1!~kl
nr !#

hl
~1!~kl

na!
e2 ikl

nct. ~3.19!

For r 5a and t50, Eq. ~3.18! reduces toEr(u)5(s0 /e0)Pl(cosu). Here we have used th
relation4

hl
~1!~z!

d

dz
@zhl

~1!~z!#

5(
n

zl
n

@ l ~ l 11!2~zl
n!2#~z2zl

n!
. ~3.20!

The charge distribution on the surface of a sphere fort.0, is given by

s~u,t !5s0Pl~cosu!(
n

l

@ l ~ l 11!2~kl
na!2#

e2 ikl
nct. ~3.21!

A very naive insight5 to understanding the pattern of eigenfrequencies in Fig. 2 can be ga
from the studies done for the creeping waves going into the shadow region around the surf~1!
of the cylindrical perfect conductor,6 when the light wave hits the cylinder perpendicularily to
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axis, and~2! of the spherical perfect conductor,7 when the light wave hits the sphere from its nor
pole, along thez axis. The damping factors of the wave amplitude in both cases are show
Franz,8 to have the content equivalent to the Debye9 and Sommerfeld10 formula for eigenvalues of
TM modes,

l 5ka1
1

2
~ka!1/3S 3p

4 D 2/3

~4m11!2/3eip/3,

m50,1,2,3,•••, ~3.22!

and for TE modes,

l 5ka1
1

2
~ka!1/3S 3p

4 D 2/3

~4m21!2/3eip/3

m51,2,3,••• . ~3.23!

As m increases, the corresponding creeping wave is localized farther and farther from
surface.11 The pattern of this localization can be inferred from the following simple considera
Let us think of a plane electromagnetic wave hitting a sphere. The interference phenomena
light going straightforwardly and the light reflected on the surface of a sphere are shown in F
~Here we do not take into account the polarization effect of the light.!

In Fig. 3, the width Tm2
Tm1

is themth trapped or localized region of energy produced by
constructive interference of two light rays, one coming straightforwardly and the other reflect
the surface of a sphere. Following the concept of a creeping wave, we assume that the lig
within this width go around the circular small zone apart from the surface by the distance,m .
One can easily calculate the timeDTm needed for the pseudophoton1 coming grazingly at point E

FIG. 3. Two light rays meet at a point Sm . The length, SmTm is the path difference between the light ray coming from
point Pm and the light ray coming from a point lying, on the straight line, TmSm , and far from a point Tm by the length,
QmPm , and is equal tom3~the wavelength of the light!. Here the length, PmSm is equal to the length, PmQm . Angle,
/QmPmSm is nearly twice angle,/EOPm . The figure is just schematic alone. These situations are same for other ligh
drawn here. Thus the length, Sm1Tm1 is equal to (m11/4)3~the wavelength of the light!, and the length, Sm2Tm2 , is
equal to (m21/4)3~the wavelength of the light!.
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in Fig. 3 to clear themth trapped region. The inverse of the angleDwm spanned by the light ray
circulating within themth trapped region for the timeDTm gives the angularwise decay rate of
creeping wave in our picture. We have

0.63~ka!1/3, 2.31~ka!1/3, 3.68~ka!1/3,•••, ~3.24!

while the Debye and Sommerfeld formula gives, for TM modes,

0.77~ka!1/3, 2.24~ka!1/3, 3.32~ka!1/3,••• ~3.25!

The largest decay rate is simply given by the WKB approximation method as follows:12

v imaginary520.6627S l 1
1

2D c

a
. ~3.26!

The corresponding decay factor of the electromagnetic field around an oscillating charged
cal superconductor, is exp@2ct/a/0.6627(l 1 1

2)#. Therefore the effective reduced waveleng
l/2p is a/0.6627(l 1 1

2)5(110.5090)a/( l 1 1
2). This means that in terms of a creeping wave,

effective radius is elongated by 0.5a from the surface of a sphere, and the pseudophoton de
this outermost trapped region when it moves over one reduced wavelength.

In the trapped regions near the surface of a cylindrical or spherical superconducto
property of light waves as an aggregate of photons is evident, but in those far from the surfa
property as an individual photon is evident. Further, in the latter case, the following qui
elementary argument suggests, implicitly, the appearance of quantumh.

The angular momentumA of a circulating pseudophoton over a circle with radius 1.5a is
given as follows:

A51.5ap, ~3.27!

where the momentump of a pseudophoton is equal to\k, by de Broglie’s relation. Thus we hav

A51.5a\k. ~3.28!

Further, we have, for the quantized angular momentum of a circulating pseudophoton,

A5 l\. ~3.29!

Therefore, we have the final equation,

l 51.5ak. ~3.30!

That is, quantumh is implicitly included in this equation. These considerations correspond to
situation in the hydrogen atom stated in the beginning.

At this point, we consider the resonance curve of normal oscillations for TE modes. The
section3 for scattering of plane light waves by a spherical superconductor of radiusa is given by
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s5
2p

k2 (
l

~2l 11!~ ual u21ubl u2!,

al52
j l~ka!

hl
~1!~ka!

, ~3.31!

bl52H d

dr
@r j l~kr !#

d

dr
@rhl

~1!~kr !#
J

r 5a

.

Let us consider the resonance factor produced by the zeros ofhl
(1)(z) in the complexz plane. We

use the following representation forhl
(1)(z):

hl
~1!~z!5

eiz

z~ l 11! ~polynomial in z of order l !

5
eiz

z~ l 11! f ~0!S 12
z

z~1!D S 12
z

z~2!D¯S 12
z

z~ l !D . ~3.32!

Here f (0) is the value of the polynomial atz50, andz(k) is the kth complex root ofhl
(1)(z)

50. Then the resonance curve is given by the following expression:

Pk51
l

@~zreal
~k! !21~zimag

~k! !2#

@~z2zreal
~k! !21~zimag

~k! !2#
. ~3.33!

We present this resonance curve forl 545 in Fig. 4. Here we do not have the slightest indicati
of a resonance feature in the individual mode.

FIG. 4. Diagram for the resonance factor, Eq.~3.33! for l 545 of the TE mode appearing in the total scattering cro
section of the light by a spherical superconductor is drawn. The curve is plotted as a function ofz5ka. All quantities,
z,zreal

(k) andzimag
(k) are normalized byl (545). The horizontal axis stands forz, and the vertical axis stands for the resonan

factor, Eq.~3.33!. The diagram does not show the slightest indication of the resonance feature of the individual m
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IV. NORMAL MODES IN A SUPERCONDUCTOR WITH AN INFINITE PLANE SURFACE

The superconductor with an infinite plane surface is an insulator fort,0. We take the charge
to be distributed according to the surface density,s(x)5s0 cos(kx). The corresponding electro
magnetic fields in space are

Ex~x,z!5
s0

e0
sin~kx!e2kz,

Ey50,
~4.1!

Ez~x,z!5
s

e0
cos~kx!e2kz,

H50.

The electric energy associated with the charge distribution on the surface is

Ucharge5
1

2 E E dx dys~x!f~x!

5
s0

2

2e0k E E dx dycos2~kx!

5
s0

2

4e0k E E dx dy. ~4.2!

Here f(x)5(s0 /e0k)cos(kx) is the electric potential on the surface. The transition from
second to the last equation in~4.2! is performed by taking the average overx dependence, as don
in the following discussion as well.

On the other hand, the electric energy stored in space is

Ufield5E E E dx dy dz
e0

2
~Ex

21Ez
2!

5
s0

2

4e0k E E dx dy. ~4.3!

We see that the electric energy,Uchargeassociated with the charge distribution on the surfac
equal to the electric energy,Ufield stored in space as it should be in static electricity.

At time t50 we render the substance superconducting. General solutions are stationa
given by
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Ex~x,z,t !5kz sin~kx!sin~kzz!cos~vt !,

Ey50,

Ez~x,z,t !5k cos~kx!cos~kzz!cos~vt !,
~4.4!

Hx50,

Hy~x,z,t !52
v

m0c2 sin~kx!cos~kzz!sin~vt !,

Hz50,

where we havev5c(k21kz
2)1/2.

Then we superpose the individual electromagnetic field components with a weight f
(2s0 /pe0)/(k21kz

2). We write down the resulting electromagnetic field components below.
z.ct we have

Ex~x,z!5
s0

e0
sin~kx!e2kz,

Ey50,
~4.5!

Ez~x,z!5
s0

e0
cos~kx!e2kz,

H50.

For z,ct we have

Ex~x,z,t !52S 2

p D 1/2s0

e0
sin~kx!

z

k1/2ct~c2t22z2!1/4sinFk~c2t22z2!1/21
p

4 G ,
Ey50,

Ez~x,z,t !5S 2

p D 1/2s0

e0
cos~kx!

~c2t22z2!1/4

k1/2ct
cosFk~c2t22z2!1/21

p

4 G ,

~4.6!
Hx50,

Hy~x,z,t !52S 2

p D 1/2 s0

e0m0c
sin~kx!

1

k1/2~c2t22z2!1/4sinFk~c2t22z2!1/21
p

4 G ,
Hz50.

Now we define the total electromagnetic field energy stored in the whole space surrou
the infinite superconducting plane surface,

Ufield~ t !5E E dx dyE
ct

`

dz
e0

2
~Ex

21Ez
2!1E E dx dyE

0

ct

dzFe0

2
~Ex

21Ez
2!1

m0

2
Hy

2G . ~4.7!

Inserting Eqs.~4.5! and ~4.6! into Eq. ~4.7!, we have the final result,
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Ufield~ t !5
s0

2

4e0k Fe22kct111
1

2kct
H1~2kct!G E E dx dy. ~4.8!

Here the functionH1(2kct) is the Struve function, which is defined by13

Hn~z!5 (
m50

` ~21!mS z

2D n12m11

GS m1
3

2DGS n1m1
3

2D . ~4.9!

Whenz is large, we can better use the following expression:13

Hn~z!5Yn~z!1
1

p (
m50

` G~m1 1
2!

GS n1
1

2
2mD S z

2D 2m2n11 . ~4.10!

Thus we have

Ufield~ t5`!5
s0

2

4e0k E E dx dy. ~4.11!

Now we calculate the charge distribution on the surface fort.0. We start with the correc
expression,

s~x,t !5s0 cos~kx!S 2

p D E
0

p/2

df cosS kct

cosf D . ~4.12!

For large times, we can make an approximation, cosf512f2 /2, which is equivalent to that in the
case where smaller values off are important. We have

s~x,t !5s0 cos~kx!S 2

pkctD
1/2

cosS kct1
p

4 D . ~4.13!

This is equivalent to that derived from Eq.~4.6!. For small times, we can make an approximatio
1/cosf5tanf, which is equivalent to that in the case where values off nearp/2 are important.
We have

s~x,t !5s0 cos~kx!S 2

p D E
0

p/2

df cos~kct tanf!

5s0 cos~kx!e2kct. ~4.14!

This result can be derived exactly in the following way:

E
0

p/2

df cosS kct

cosf D5E
1

`

dt
cos~kctt!

t~t221!1/2

5
p

2
2p (

n50

`

J2n11~z!. ~4.15!

The transition to the last expression is performed by using the formulas on pp. 546–547 o
13. Further we have the relation
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E dz J0~z!52(
n50

`

J2n11~z!. ~4.16!

For small values ofz we have the following expansion formula:

J0~z!512
z2

4
1

z4

64
2¯ . ~4.17!

Thus we have the expression of the charge distribution for small values oft given by

s~x,t !5s0 cos~kx!F12kct1
~kct!3

12
2

~kct!5

320
1¯ G . ~4.18!

This equation verifies Eq.~4.14!.
Thus, we see that the temporal damping pattern of the charge distribution on the in

superconducting plane surface contains a continuous form frome2kct to 1/(kct)1/2. From this
situation, the infinite plane superconductor could be regarded as an approximation of a sp
superconductor in the sense that large decay factors make the oscillation of the charge dist
to decrease faster at smaller times, and at larger times the charge distribution oscillate
smaller decay factors.

The similarity of the infinite plane superconductor to the spherical superconductor can b
in the surface diffraction wave~for a cylinder or a sphere, this is called ‘‘creeping wave’’!. In fact,
when the plane incident wave hits the infinite very thin plane superconductor, the surface d
tion wave on the surface in the shadow region, decreases proportionally to exp(ikr)/(kr)1/2 as r
goes to infinity.14 This implies no radiation loss during the wave propagation, because thi
pression expresses just the propagation of the cylindrical wave starting at the infinite edge
infinite plane superconductor. On the other hand, for the radius of a sphere going to infinit
creeping wave becomes an undamped plane Maxwell wave of infinite extent in the radial
tion.

V. COHERENT STATES

A. A spherical superconductor

As stated in the Introduction, ‘‘coherent’’ means here that the superposed solitary w
progress keeping their forms unaltered for electromagnetic waves both outside a spherical
conductor and outside an infinite plane superconductor.

Now we pursue another analogy for the connection of two pictures of the hydrogen
electron,~1! as a point going around and around in a circular orbit and~2! as a Schro¨dinger wave
function spreading out all over the space. This connection is done by superposing waves w
certain effective range ofn values to build a wave packet. It goes around and around like a p
We stated that the Debye and Sommerfeld formula has the content equivalent to the da
factor in the amplitude of the waves creeping into the shadow region around the surfac
spherical superconductor. This content is exemplified in thew dependence of the light wav
amplitude near the equator, when the wave hits the sphere along thex axis. As a preliminary work
to study this characteristic, we superpose electromagnetic waves with spherical harmonic i
l andm, such that (l ,m)5¯ ,(42,42),(43,43),(44,44),(45,45),••• .
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For this purpose we write down the electromagnetic field components for TM modes:

Er5
2 i

ve0

l ~ l 11!

r
c,

Eu5
2 i

ve0

1

r

]

]r S r
]c

]u D ,

Ew5
m

ve0

1

r sinu

]

]r
~rc!,

~5.1!
Hr50,

Hu5
2 im

sinu
c,

Hw5
]

]u
c,

where c is given by Eq.~3.4!. According to the prescription stated above we superpose
electromagnetic field components such that

Hu
sup5(

l

l imag

p

~ l 2 l real!
21 l imag

2 S 2 i l

sinu D hl
~1!~kl

lowestr !

hl
~1!~kl

lowesta!
~sinu! leil we2 ikl

lowestct,

l real5ka1
1

2
~ka!1/3S 3p

4 D 2/3

cos
p

3
,

l imag5
1

2
~ka!1/3S 3p

4 D 2/3

sin
p

3
. ~5.2!

Here the superscript, ‘‘lowest’’ in kl
lowest stands for the eigenvalue with the lowest decay rate

magnitude and the largest real part for givenl, that is, the trajectory,m50 in the Debye and
Sommerfeld formula for TM modes. Calculations are shown in Figs. 5~a!–5~d!.

From Figs. 5~a!–5~d!, we could well infer that the electromagnetic fields of the creeping w
are not restricted on the surface of the sphere, but spread out in the space, apart from the
even at very small times. More interesting results concerning this important point might b
tained when we choose next to thelowestmode, inl real andl imag in the weight factor of Eq.~5.2!.
The fact that so much difference between Fig. 5~a! and Fig. 5~b! is not seen, might be due to th
fact that highl’s values do not make significant contributions toHu

sup. From Figs. 5~c! and 5~d!,
we see that the wave amplitude gets concentrated more and more near the surface of the
aska increases. Energy conservation cannot be discussed from these figures, because now
limiting ourselves to the essential features of the creeping wave, ther dependence andw depen-
dence that it takes near the equator as time goes on, which is realized in the formation ofHu

sup in
Eq. ~5.2!.

B. A superconductor with an infinite plane surface

For the present purpose, we had better take the following general solutions for electr
netic fields in the free space:
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FIG. 5. The superposed magnetic field com
ponent, Hu

sup(r ,u,w,t) outside a spherical
superconductor is shown forka52 and u
5p/2, p/4 @~a! and~b!# andka55, 10, and
u5p/2 @~c! and ~d!#. We made the calcula-
tions of wave amplitudes until the distanc
where (r 2a2ct)<0, and beyond that dis-
tance, we made them equal to zero. A
lengths, r and ct, are measured in unita.
Coordinates, (r ,w) stand forr values andw
values, which they take when the amplitude
of electromagnetic fields are zero, and in fig
ures, they are drawn on the positions that t
amplitudes actually take at correspondin
cases and corresponding times.
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FIG. 5 ~Continued.!
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FIG. 5 ~Continued.!
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FIG. 5 ~Continued.!
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Ex~x,z,t !5kz sin~kzz!ei ~kx2vt !,

Ey50,

Ez~x,z,t !5 ik cos~kzz!ei ~kx2vt !,
~5.3!

Hx50,

Hy~x,z,t !52 i
v

m0c2 cos~kzz!ei ~kx2vt !,

Hz50,

where we havev5c(k21kz
2)1/2.

We superpose these expressions by multiplying with a Gaussian weight factor,a2e2(kza)2
and

integrating inkz from 0 to `. Herea is an arbitrary length.
For ct50 we have

Ex
sup~x,z!5

p1/2z

4a
e2z2/4a2

eikx,

Ey
sup50,

Ez
sup~x,z!5 i

p1/2ka

2
e2z2/4a2

eikx,

~5.4!
Hx

sup50,

Hy
sup~x,z!52 i

p1/2

2m0c S k2a22
z2

4a2D 1/2

e2z2/4a2
eikx,

Hz
sup50.

For ct.z we have

Ex
sup~x,z,t !5

~2p!1/2e2 i ~3p/4!

2

~ka!3/2zcta1/2

~c2t22z2!5/4 e2~ka!2z2/~c2t22z2!eik@x2~c2t22z2!1/2#,

Ey
sup50,

Ez
sup~x,z,t !5

~2p!1/2ei ~p/4!

2

~ka!3/2cta1/2

~c2t22z2!3/4e2~ka!2z2/~c2t22z2!eik@x2~c2t22z2!1/2#,

~5.5!
Hx

sup50,

Hy
sup~x,z,t !52

~2p!1/2ei ~p/4!

2m0c

~ka!3/2~ct!2a1/2

~c2t22z2!5/4 e2~ka!2z2/~c2t22z2!eik@x2~c2t22z2!1/2#,

Hz
sup50.

Next, we superpose electromagnetic field components given by Eqs.~5.4! and ~5.5! by mul-
tiplying with a Gaussian weight factor,ae2(ka)2

, and integrating ink from 0 to `. For ct50 we
have
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Ex
sup~x,z!5

p1/2

4

z

a
e2z2/4a2Fp1/2

2
e2x2/4a2

1 i
x

2a
e2x2/4a2

1F1S 1

2
;
3

2
;

x2

4a2D G ,
Ey

sup50,

Ez
sup~x,z!5 i

p1/2

4
e2z2/4a2F 1F1S 1;

1

2
;2

x2

4a2D1 i
p1/2

2

x

a
e2x2/4a2G ,

~5.6!
Hx

sup50,

Hy
sup~x,z!52 i

p1/2

4m0c
e2z2/4a2F 1F1S 1;

1

2
;2

x2

4a2D1 i
p1/2

2

x

a
e2x2/4a2G ,

Hz
sup50.

For ct.z we have

Ex
sup~x,z,t !5

~2p!1/2e2 i ~3p/4!

4

za1/2

~ct!3/2F~x,z,t !,

Ey
sup50,

Ez
sup~x,z,t !5

~2p!1/2ei ~p/4!

4

~c2t22z2!1/2a1/2

~ct!3/2 F~x,z,t !,

~5.7!
Hx

sup50,

Hy
sup~x,z,t !52

~2p!1/2ei ~p/4!

4m0c

a1/2

~ct!1/2F~x,z,t !,

Hz
sup50.

Here we have

F~x,z,t !5GS 5

4D 1F1S 5

4
;
1

2
;2

~c2t22z2!@x2~c2t22z2!1/2#2

4c2t2a2 D
1 i

~c2t22z2!1/2

ct

@x2~c2t22z2!1/2#

a
e2~c2t22z2!@x2~c2t22z2!1/2#2/4c2t2a2

31F1S 2
3

2
;
3

2
;
~c2t22z2!@x2~c2t22z2!1/2#2

4c2t2a2 D . ~5.8!

We showEz
sup(x,z,t) and Hy

sup(x,z,t) in Fig. 6, by taking their real parts. We made th
calculations of wave amplitude until the distance, (z2ct)<0, and beyond that distance we ma
them equal to zero. Therefore, the wave amplitude atct50 and those forct.0 are not directly
connected. The value atz50 of the wave amplitude atct50 should be smoothly connected to th
limiting value atct50 continued fromct.0, of the wave amplitude forct.0. The fact that it
does not look so in figures is due to the stationary phase approximations used in obtaini
~5.5!. Waves propagate in thex direction and simultaneously in thez direction as time goes on
without loss of the energy, and as a bulk.
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FIG. 6. Temporal behaviors of electromagnetic components,Ex
sup(x,z,t) and Hy

sup(x,z,t) in x and z space are drawn.
Coordinates~z,x! stand forz values andx values, which they take when the amplitudes of electromagnetic fields are e
to zero, and in figures, they are drawn at the positions that the amplitudes actually take for corresponding ca
corresponding times. Electromagnetic waves move simultaneously to thez direction andx direction, as time goes on
without loss of the energy, and as a bulk.
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FIG. 6 ~Continued.!
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FIG. 6 ~Continued.!
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VI. SUMMARY

With a classical model of pseudophotons we obtained the qualitative picture of light w
diffracting a spherical superconductor. A quantum mechanical treatment of the same mode
the well-known TE and TM modes of an oscillating charged spherical superconductor with
lating electromagnetic fields surrounding it.

Then we studied the temporal behavior of the charge distribution of the sphere an
electromagnetic field outside it, when the sphere with the axially symmetric charge distribut
suddenly rendered superconducting. A similar analysis was also made for an infinite plane
conductor. All complex eigenvalues for TM modes appear for given spherical harmonic indel in
the first case, while continuous eigenvalues for given wave numberk appear in the latter case
Nevertheless, physics looks similar in two cases.

The eigenvalues of TE and TM modes for a spherical superconductor are well approxi
by the Debye and Sommerfeld formula. In this formula, a new characteristic integer appe
addition to spherical harmonic indices,l and m. Guided by the simple model stated above, a
following the physical picture suggested by the works6,7 by Franz and Deppermann~see Chap.
III !, we give a heuristic interpretation to the damping factor of the diffracting light waves in
shadow region of a spherical superconductor. This explanation automatically gives the ph
meaning to the characteristic integer stated above.

We have made the computation of eigenvalues of Eq.~3.9! for TE modes, and Eq.~3.10! for
TM modes, until spherical harmonic indexl 545. With these values of TM modes we construct
the temporally changing states of coherent electromagnetic waves surrounding a spherica
conductor. The same analysis has been done for electromagnetic waves outside an infinit
superconductor, and we obtained reasonable results in both cases.
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Exact equation of state for 2-dimensional gravitating
system within Tsallis statistical mechanics
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We obtain an exact expression for the equation of state for a classical
2-dimensional gravitating system, using Tsallis’s statistical mechanics. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1335553#

I. INTRODUCTION

The statistical mechanical description of gravitating systems, regarding the granular
matter, is very important to the study of astrophysical systems. Unfortunately, there are only
toy models that can be analytically worked. However, due to the long-range nature of gr
some additional problems arise when standard statistical mechanics is applied to these sys
the divergences of phase volumeg(E) in the microcanonical description and partition function
the canonical description, in the short and long distances of gravitational potential. Depend
the system, divergence in a short distance may occur in one or both descriptions.1

An other approach which is usually employed to describe the gravitating systems is ba
the distribution functionf (x,v,t) in phase space, by considering the smooth gravitational pote
and ignoring the granularity of the system. However, this approach applied to the equilib
configuration due to some mechanisms like violent relaxation, also leads to a problem of i
total mass.2

Recently, an alternative entropy function called Tsallis’s entropy3 has been used by Plastino
study the problem above. The author has shown that Tsallis’s entropy can determine the
ingful distribution function as described by polytropic models,4 and it may represent an importan
starting point for investigating the subject by using Tsallis’s description.

In this paper, for simplicity, we study the two-dimensional gravitating system by using T
lis’s description and we obtain the corresponding exact equation of state, regarding the gran
of the system.

II. TSALLIS FORMALISM

In this section, we introduce some quantities of Tsallis’s formalism, for simplicity, base
unnormalized constraints~second version!.3 We also present the relations between the second
the third ~normalized constraints5! versions for theq-averages. Tsallis’s entropy with probabilit
pi is given by

Sq5k
12( i 51

W pi
q

q21
, ~1!

a!Electronic mail: kwok@dfi.uem.br
11480022-2488/2001/42(3)/1148/6/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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wherek is a positive constant,W is total number of microscopic configurations of the system a
q is a real parameter. It should be noted that the standard entropy is recovered from~1! by taking
it to the limit q→1. For simplicity,k51, hereafter.

The connection with thermodynamics is obtained by extremizingSq with the constraints

Eq5^H&q5(
i 51

W

pi
q« i ~2!

and

(
i 51

W

pi51, ~3!

whereEq is the generalized internal energy. Hence, the probability of the canonical ensem
given by

pi5
@12b~12q!« i #

1/(12q)

Zq
, ~4!

where

Zq5(
i 51

W

@12b~12q!« i #
1/(12q) ~5!

is the partition function of a canonical ensemble andb is a Lagrange multiplier. In order to retai
a consistent probabilistic interpretation~eigenvalues ofpi must be nonnegative real numbe
monotonically decreasing with the energy!, the cut-off condition imposespi(« i)50 whenever
@12(12q)bH#<0 ~$« i% is the set of eigenvalues of the HamiltonianH!.3,5,6 From Eqs.~4! and
~5! we can easily verify that

2
]

]b

Zq
12q21

12q
5Eq . ~6!

Other useful relations:

Zq
12q21

12q
1bEq5Sq ~7!

and

]Sq

]Eq
5

1

T
, ~8!

with T[1/b. From the definition of generalized free energy,

Fq5Eq2TSq , ~9!

we obtain that

Fq52
1

b

Zq
12q21

12q
. ~10!
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Notice that the constraint~2! is unnormalized, i.e.,̂ 1&qÞ1. A formulation based on the
normalized constraint, has been worked in Ref. 5. The relation between the averages o
within these formulations, based on the unnormalized and normalized constraints, can be
lished as follows:

^^O&&q~b!5
^O&q~b8!

^1&q~b8!
, ~11!

where^^O&&q is the normalized constraint andb8 is given by

b85
b

Tr rq
q1~12q!b^^H&&q

. ~12!

III. 2-DIMENSIONAL GRAVITATING SYSTEM

The Hamiltonian of a two-dimensional gravitating system ofN particles is given by

H5(
i 51

N Pi
2

2m
1

1

2 (
iÞ j

2Gm2 lnuxi2xj u. ~13!

It should be noted that this system is analogous to that of 2-dimensional plasma when the c
(Gm2) is replaced by (2eiej ), whereeiej are the charges of particles.7 Although the functional
forms of these systems are similar, their physical properties are different because the
particles may create screening.8

It is easy to show that the phase volumeg(E) of the system above, in the microcanonic
ensemble, does not diverge since the particles are confined inside a large square box with
2L (2L,1L).1 However,g(E) cannot be analytically calculated.

In a canonical description, the central quantity is the partition function. From it one
calculate any thermodynamical quantity. It is given by

Z~b!5E
2L

1L

)
i 51

N

d2Pi d2xi exp~2bH !, ~14!

in classical statistical mechanics. Integrating out the momenta we obtain

Z~b!5S 2pm

b D NE
2L

1L

)
i 51

N

d2xi expS 2b(
iÞ j

Gm2 lnuxi2xj u D . ~15!

We observe that this last integral does not exist near the origin, except for

b,bc52@Gm2~N21!#21. ~16!

This means that belowTc the partition function diverges.
We now calculate the equation of state of the system above by using Tsallis’s descriptio

in standard statistical mechanics, we replace the sum of Eq.~5! by the following integral:

Zq~b!5E
2L

1L

)
i 51

N

d2Pi d2xi@12b~12q!H#1/~12q!. ~17!

We should note thatZq does not exist near the origin forq.1. For this reason, we restrict ou
analysis forq,1. Moreover, we also assume that the particles are confined inside a larg
which eachxi given by (2L,1L), in order to maintain the integral~17! finite for largexi . It
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should be also noticed that the integration ofZq over the momenta has a cutoff and should
adequately treated. To do so, we use the following integral representation of the gamma fun9

eabbz21

2p E
2`

1`

dt
eibt

~a1 it !z 5H 1

G~z!
for b.0,

0 for b,0,

~18!

by settingb5@12(12q)b( i 51
N (Pi

2/2m)/„11b(q21)( iÞ jGm2 lnuxi2xj u…#1/(12q), a51 andz
2151/(12q). The representation~18! was also used in Ref. 10. An other integral representa
valid for q,1 was established by Prato,11 while the integral representation forq.1 was estab-
lished by Hilhorst and was applied to study noninteracting particles.12 Using Eq.~18! to take into
account the cutoff of Eq.~17!, we obtain

Zq~b!5AE
2L

1L

d2x1 . . . .d2xNS 11b~q21!(
iÞ j

Gm2 lnuxi2xju D N1 1/~12q!

, ~19!

where

A5S 2pm

b~12q! D
N GS 11

1

12qD
GS 11N1

1

12qD . ~20!

We note that the integral~19! is similar of that of phase volume@see Eq.~3.40! of Ref. 1#. It
has the form *dx x@ ln(xb(12q)Gm2

)21#N11/(12q) in polar coordinates and it transforms in
*dz zN11/(12q) exp@22z/(b(12q)Gm2)# with the variablez52 ln x„b(12q)Gm2

…. Near the origin
(x→0 andz→`!, the exponential function suppresses the power function, therefore, the in
does not diverge. This means that the partition function~19! is finite. We now redefine the
variablesyi5xi /L in Eq. ~19!; then we get

Zq~b,L !5A*21
1 d2y1 . . . d2yN3F11~q21!bGm2S N~N21!ln L1(

iÞ j
lnuyi2yju D GN1 1/1~2q!

.

~21!

DifferentiatingZq(b,L) with respect toL and using the following expression for the pressure

P52
]Fq

]V
5

1

bZq
q

]Zq

]V
, ~22!

whereV is the two-dimensional volume (L2), we obtain

P5
N

Vb H Zq
12q2@11N~12q!#

N21

2
bGm2H~b,L !J ~23!

and

H~b,L !5AE
2L

1L

d2x1 . . . d2xNS 11b~q21!(
iÞ j

Gm2 lnuxi2xju D 211N1 1/~12q!

. ~24!

Although the partition functionZq is finite, the pressureP becomes negative for allV if @1
1N(12q)#(N21)bGm2H(b,L)/(2Zq

12q).1. Using now the expressions~9! and ~10!, we can
write the expression~23! as follows:
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P5
N

Vb H 12
N21

2
bGm22~12q!bFFq1

N21

2
Gm2SqG J . ~25!

For q→1, we recover the standard result1

P5
N

Vb H 12
N21

2
bGm2J . ~26!

For completeness, we now discuss about the three-dimensional gravitating system.
case, the Hamiltonian is given by

H5(
i 51

N Pi
2

2m
2

1

2 (
iÞ j

Gm2

uxi2xju
. ~27!

The phase volumeg(E) of this system diverges forN>3.1 In the standard canonical ensemble, t
partition function diverges near the origin because the integrand has the formr 2 exp(1/r ). In the
case of Tsallis’s description, forq,1, we have

Zq~b!5BE
2L

1L

)
i 51

N

d3xiF11b~12q!
1

2 (
iÞ j

Gm2

uxi2xjuG
3N/2 1 1/~12q!

, ~28!

where

B5S 2pm

b~12q! D
3N/2 GS 11

1

12qD
GS 11

3N

2
1

1

12qD . ~29!

The integral to be calculated in~28! is of the form

E
0

«

dx x2F11b~12q!
1

2

Gm2

x G3N/2 1 1/~12q!

5 lim
«→0

x32 1/~12q! 2 3N/2, ~30!

which diverges forN>222/@3(12q)#. This condition is more restrictive than that given in th
calculation of phase volume.

Let us now consider the third version of Tsallis’s statistics,5 with the use of normalized
constraintEq

(3)5( i 51
W pi

q« i /( j 51
W pj

q . The partition function of the system~13!, for q,1, is given
by

„Zq
(3)~b!…25AE

2L

1L

)
i 51

N

d2xi H ~Zq
(3)!12q1b~12q!FEq

(3)2(
iÞ j

Gm2 lnuxi2xjuG J N1 1/~12q!

,

~31!

in which we have integrated out all the momenta. We now change the variablesyi5xi /L, then

~Zq
(3)~b,L !!25A*21

11) i 51
N d2yi3L2NH ~Zq

(3)!12q

1b~12q!FEq
(3)2(

iÞ j
Gm2 ln~Luyi2yju!G J N1 1/~12q!

. ~32!

We observe that this last equation depends implicitly onZq
(3) andL. Thus, it turns out to be very

difficult ~according to our analysis! to obtain an exact expression for the equation of state.
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IV. CONCLUSION

Contrary to standard statistical mechanics, we have shown that Tsallis’s statistical mech3

can describe the toy model of the two-dimensional gravitating system, in a canonical ens
without divergence near the origin of gravitational potential, even forN@1. Moreover, for the
limit q→1, we have recovered the standard result. Since the partition functionZq is finite for q
,1, the system is thermodynamically acceptable, in principle. In the three-dimensional grav
system, the phase volume diverges forN>3. In Tsallis’s description, the condition of divergenc
for Zq is more restrictive than that given by phase volume, i.e., it diverges forN.222/@3(1
2q)#. This last condition is not thermodynamically acceptable because none of the therm
namic quantities is well-defined forN.1.

Despite the success of Tsallis’s statistics applied to several systems,13 a deeper investigation
into the subject is needed to understand this interesting generalization of standard statistic
chanics.
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How does a shock in supersonic flow grow out
of smooth data?

Shuxing Chena)

Institute of Mathematics, Fudan University, Shanghai, 200433,
People’s Republic of China
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This paper is devoted to the precise description of the process of formation and
construction of shock waves. If a steady supersonic flow moves above a concavely
curved wall, then the flow is compressed by the bending wall, and a suspended
shock will be formed in the flow field. This fact with the existence of solution
having an assigned singularity structure is rigorously proved. It is indicated that the
suspended shock will start from the cusp of the envelope ofl1 characteristics.
Moreover, some estimates describing the behavior of the solution near the cusp are
also obtained. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1343094#

I. INTRODUCTION

In the study of the quasilinear hyperbolic system of conservation laws a most impo
phenomena is that smooth initial data may develop discontinuities. The fact corresponding t
phenomena in fluid dynamics is that supersonic flow often contains shocks and other singu
in the flow field, even though all data to determine the flow are smooth. Besides some
simplest examples for the Cauchy problem of the scalar equation~see Refs. 1 and 2!, Sideris
proved in Refs. 3 and 4 that under rather general assumptions the smooth solution of the
system, describing compressible flow, must blow up in finite time. In the case of steady
when a supersonic flow passes around a smooth concave wall, the flow is compressive du
bending of the wall. Then, a suspended shock will be formed in a bounded domain~see Refs. 5
and 6!.

In this paper we will give a detailed analysis of the problem arising in supersonic flow p
bended rigid wall. Though people have known the fact from physical experience that a shoc
be formed somewhere above the bended wall, more accurate information is obviously imp
The information includes the location of blowup points and the precise structure and estim
the solution near the place of blowup. It will not only offer us the knowledge of how the dis
tinuity comes from smooth data, but also gives us a preparation to construct a global solut
this aspect we mention Alinhac’s work on the mechanism of blowup. In Refs. 7 and 8, Ali
introduces two kinds of mechanism of blowup, namely, ordinary differential equation blowup
geometric blowup. According to this classification the blowup caused by the curved rigid w
steady supersonic flow belongs to geometric blowup. As we will show, the derivatives of so
become infinity at the point of blowup, while the solution itself remains bounded. Besides
strength of the shock is zero at the blowup point and then gradually increases.

The process of shock formation for scalar quasilinear hyperbolic equations has bee
known for a long time. In this case, the shock appears, starting from the cusp of the envel
characteristics of the equation. Meanwhile the shock can be determined by solving an or
differential equation~see Refs. 1 and 2!. In the case of thep system, Lebaud discussed th
problem of shock formation under the assumption that one Riemann invariant remains cons
Ref. 9. For steady potential flow, which is an approximation of the Euler system unde
assumption of ‘‘isentropic’’ and ‘‘irrotational,’’ such a discussion is also presented~see Ref. 6!.

a!Electronic mail: sxchen@fudan.ac.cn
11540022-2488/2001/42(3)/1154/19/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Certainly, people are more interested in the case without such assumptions, because in
flow will be neither isentropic nor irrotational once the shock appears. In this paper we will us
original Euler system to describe steady flow, and give a complete construction of the shock
neighborhood of the starting point of the shock. In the whole paper we only consider the flow
two space variables.

The Euler system describing the two-dimensional steady flow is

]

]x S ru
p1ru2

ruv
ruE1pu

D 1
]

]y S rv
ruv

p1rv2

rvE1pv
D 50, ~1.1!

where (u,v), p, r, E represent components of velocity, pressure, density, and energy, re
tively. For polytropic gasE5 1

2(q
2)1e,p5A(S)rg, whereS is entropy,g is the adiabatic expo-

nent,q25u21v2, e5 p/(g21)r , A(S)5(g21)ecv(S2S0) with cv being a constant.
From ~1.1! we know that along every streamline Bernoulli’s relation holds

1

2
~u21v2!1

a2

g21
5const, ~1.2!

wherea is sonic speed, which is

a5S dp

dr D
S

1/2

5A~S!grg215A~S!1/ggp~g21!/g. ~1.3!

We also remark here that the constant in~1.2! may be different along different streamlines.
Assume that there is a curved wall with equationy5 f (x), f (x)PCp11, p>4, which satisfies

H f ~x![0, x<0,

f ~x!.0,f 8~x!.0,f 9~x!.0, x.0.
~1.4!

According to~1.4! the wall is curved up starting from the right side of the origin. Therefore, w
a supersonic flow comes from the left side with velocity (q`,0), it is compressed inx>0 by the
wall. The compression will cause formation of a shock.

On the shock the solution of~1.1! is discontinuous, and the parameters of the flow on the b
sides satisfy the Rankine–Hugoniot condition

r0u0n5r1u1n ,

p01r0u0n
2 5p11r1u1n

2 ,
~1.5!

u0t5u1t ,

1

2
q0

21
gp0

~g21!r0
5

1

2
q1

21
gp1

~g21!r1
,

whereun ,ut represent the normal and tangential components of velocity, the subscript ‘‘0
‘‘1’’ represents the value of corresponding quantities ahead or behind the shock. Besides,
shock the entropy condition

S1.S0 ~1.6!

should also be satisfied. To simplify notations we often omit the subscript ‘‘1,’’ if no confusio
caused.
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Ahead of the shock the flow is assumed to be uniform. So the constant in~1.3! equals1
2u0

2

1 @1/(g21)# a0
2. Corespondingly, the system~1.12! can be reduced to a system with three eq

tions

5
K~p,u,S!

dp

dl 1
1

du

dl 1
50,

dS

dl 0
50,

K~p,u,S!
dp

dl 2
2

du

dl 2
50,

, ~1.7!

where

d

dl 6,0
5

]

]x
1l6,0

]

]y

is the directional derivative along the characteristics

l 6,0 ,u5arctan
v
u

,K~p,u,S!5
1

rq2 tanA
,

A is the Mach angle. Besides,

l65
uv6Aq22a2

u22a2 , l05
v
u

. ~1.8!

It is convenient to introduce new unknown functionsz,w, which amount to Riemannian
invariants in the irrotational case. Letz5u2F(q), w5u1F(q) with

F~q!5E Aq22a2

aq
dq,

~1.7! can be rewritten as

5
dz

dl 1
2d

dS

dl 1
50,

dS

dl 0
50,

dw

dl 2
1d

dS

dl 2
50,

~1.9!

where

d5
1

g~g21!A~s!

aAq22a2

q2 .

According to the shock theory of compressible flow~see Ref. 10!, acrossl1 shock the jump ofz
is the main part of the jump of parameters of the flow, while the jump ofw and S is only a
quantity of third order, comparing the strength of shock.

Before the formation of shock the uniform upstream flow has become a nonuniform flo
the influence of the curved wall. If the wall is not greatly bended, the flow near the wall ca
obtained by a characteristic method. The flow in this region is called the Prandtl–Meyer
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where all parameters keep constant on eachl1 characteristic line. In this case, by viewingu(x,y),
v(x,y) as a map from the plane (x,y) to the plane (u,v), the whole region of the Prandtl–Meye
flow is mapped to an epicycloidal~see Ref. 5!

H u5a* ~cosm~v2v* !cosv1m21 sinm~v2v* !sinv!,
v5a* ~cosm~v2v* !sinv2m21 sinm~v2v* !cosv!, ~1.10!

where

m5S g21

g11D 1/2

,

a* is the critical sound speed,v* 5m21 arccos(a0 /a* ), anda0 is the sound speed of the upstrea
flow.

Since the direction of the velocity on the wall must be tangential to the surface of the
we have at the point (x̄, f ( x̄))

f 8~ x̄!5
cosm~v2v* !sinv2m21 sinm~v2v* !cosv

cosm~v2v* !cosv1m21 sinm~v2v* !sinv
. ~1.11!

Correspondingly, we must require that the angleg of the tangential line with thex axis is always
less thanv* , i.e.,

arctanf 8~ x̄!,v* for any x̄. ~1.12!

The derivative of the right-hand side of~1.11! with respect tov is

~cosm~v2v* !cosv1m21 sinm~v2v* !sinv!22m21~m212m!sin2 m~v2v* !,

which is positive identically. Therefore, from the assumptionf 9.0 we know that~1.11! deter-
mines a one-to-one map betweenx̄ andv. Moreover,v( x̄) is a Cp increasing function.

Notice that the geometric meaning of the parameterv is the angle ofy axis with the normal
to l1 characteristics~see Ref. 5!. Then the equation of the characteristics issuing from (x̄, f ( x̄)) is

H x5 x̄1t cosS v2
p

2 D5 x̄1t sinv,

y5 f ~ x̄!1t sinS v2
p

2 D5 f ~ x̄!2t cosv,

~1.13!

wherev5v( x̄) is determined by~1.11!.
The family of characteristics of~1.13! is compressed and then forms an envelope, becaus

wall is curved up. The envelope is determined by

D[
]~x,y!

]~ t,x̄!
50. ~1.14!

Equation~1.14! implies

t52
1

v8
~ f 8 sinv1cosv!.

Substituting it into~1.13! we obtain
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H x5 x̄2
1

v8
~ f 8 sinv~ x̄!1cosv~ x̄!!sinv~ x̄!,

y5 f ~ x̄!1
1

v8
~ f 8 sinv~ x̄!1cosv~ x̄!!cosv~ x̄!.

~1.15!

Simply denote~1.15! asx5k( x̄), y5h( x̄). If k( x̄) takes its minimum atx̄5 x̄0 :

k8~ x̄0!50, ~ x̄2 x̄0!k8~ x̄!.0, ~1.16!

then the envelope has a cusp at (x0 ,y0)5(k( x̄0),h( x̄0)), which will be the starting point of shock
The main result of this paper is:
Theorem 1.1: Assume that a uniform upstream flow with velocity (u0,0) moves above the

wall y5 f (x) from left to right,u0.a0 , f (x) satisfies~1.4!, ~1.11!, and~1.16!, then system~1.1!
admits a solution, which is continuously differentiable inx,x0 and has a shockG:y5f(x)
starting from the point (x0 ,y0). In the neighborhoodV of (x0 ,y0), the solution is also continu
ously differentiable inV\G. Besides, the solution satisfies the Rankine–Hugoniot condition
entropy condition onG, and their estimates inV can be expressed throughz,w,S as follows:

H f~x!5y01a~x2x0!1O~~x2x0!2!,
w5w01O~~x2x0!3/2!,
z5z01O~~x2x0!31~y2y02a~x2x0!!2!1/6,
S5S01O~~x2x0!3/2!,

~1.17!

wherew0 ,z0 ,S0 are the values of the corresponding functions at the point (x0 ,y0), anda is the
slope of thel1 characteristics at this point.

We remark here that some weaker singularities of the solution of~1.1! may propagate into the
domainx.x0 along the characteristics through (x0 ,y0), though the solution is continuous ther

The solution (z,w,S) in x>x0 will be constructed by an iterative procedure. To this end
are going to construct a sequence of solutions$z(n)(x,y)%, $w(n)(x,y)%, $S(n)(x,y)% and a corre-
sponding sequencef (n)(x) standing for the location of the approximate shock, and then prove
convergence of these sequences. Here we takew(0)(x,y)5w0 ,S(0)(x,y)5S0 as the first approxi-
mation ofw andS, while z(0)(x,y) as well as the position of the approximate shocky5f0(x) are
determined by a conservation law corresponding to the first equation of~1.9!. Then the whole
sequence$z(n)%, $w(n)%$S(n)% can be successively determined by the characteristic method, w
$f (n)(x)% can be determined by the Rankine–Hugoniot condition correspondingly.

The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows: In Sec. II we give a first approximati
system~1.9!, which definesz(0)(x,y), f (0)(x), and give some description of the approximation
a preparation for further discussion. In Sec. III we give an iterative scheme to constru
sequence of approximate solutions, and set up a propositionF (n), which indicates the estimate
satisfied by the approximate solutions and which should be verified inductively later. Accord
this scheme, Sec. IV is devoted to the estimates of$z(n11)%, $w(n11)%, $S(n11)%, and$f (n)% under
the assumptionF (n). Section V is devoted to the estimates of derivatives of all these functi
Finally, in Sec. VI we establish the convergence of all these sequences, and then prove th
conclusion in this paper.

II. FIRST APPROXIMATION

As mentioned previously, we takew(0)(x,y)5w0 , S(0)(x,y)5S0 as the first approximation o
w,S in x.x0 . Since bothw(0) andS(0) can be added by an arbitrary constant, so we simply t
w05S050. Taked as a suitable small number, thenG:$x5x02d,y. f (x02d)% locates in the
domain of Prandtl–Meyer flow. All parameters of the flow onG are known. So the flow nea
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(x0 ,y0) can also be determined by the data onG. It means that the problem to determine t
solution near (x0 ,y0) can be reduced to a Cauchy problem of system~1.1! @ or ~1.9!# with data
w5S50,z5z0(y)PCp on G.

To seek the first approximation ofz(x,y) we substitutew5S50 into ~1.9!. The first equation
~1.9! is then reduced to

]xz~x,y!1l1]yz~x,y!50, ~2.1!

where

l15
uv1aAq22a2

u22a2 .

In the domainx,x0 , w5S50 combined with the solution of the first equation~2.1! coincides
with the solution of the whole system~1.9!. Since the solution of~2.1! may have discontinuity in
the domainx>x0 , to describe the discontinuity condition on shock we need to reduce~2.1! to a
suitable form of conservation law and let the discontinuity condition for~2.1! coinside with the
Rinkine–Hugoniot condition of~1.1!.

Recall the definitions ofz and w, we haveu5 1
2(z1w),F(q)5 1

2(w2z). DenoteG as the
inverse function ofF(q), then

q5GS w2z

2 D ,

and

l15

G2 cos
z

2
sin

z

2
1AG22~g21!S c02

1

2
G2D

G2 cos2
z

2
2~g21!S c02

1

2
G2D , ~2.2!

whereG5G(2 z/2).
Compare Eq.~2.1! with the conservation law of mass in~1.1!. The first equation in~1.1! for

w5S50 can be written as

~rzu1ruz!zx1~rzv1rvz!zy50. ~2.3!

On the other hand, under the assumptionS5const we have

qqz1
a2

r
rrz50.

Direct calculation implies

rzu1ruz5
1

2

rq2u

aAq22a2
2

1

2

rau

Aq22a2
2

1

2
rv, ~2.4!

rzv1rvz5
1

2

rq2v

aAq22a2
2

1

2

rav

Aq22a2
1

1

2
ru. ~2.5!

Moreover,
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l1S rq2u

aAq22a2
2

rau

Aq22a2
2rv D 5

rq2v

aAq22a2
2

rav

Aq22a2
1ru.

Therefore, multiplying~2.1! by (rzu1ruz)w5S50 we obtain

~~ru!z!w5S50]xz1~~rv !z!w5S50]yz50, ~2.6!

which coincides with~2.3!.
To analyze the weak solution of~2.6!, we viewru as a new unknown functionm. Notice that

~ru!z.0

for u.a, thenm(z) is an increasing function, and~2.6! can be written as

mx1 f ~m!y50. ~2.7!

Viewing the coordinateȳ on G as a parameter, the family ofl1 characteristics can be denote
as

y5 ȳ1xg~ ȳ!. ~2.8!

The envelope of the family~2.8! is

x52
1

g8~ ȳ!
, y5 ȳ2

g~ ȳ!

g8~ ȳ!
, ~2.9!

which is another form of~1.14!. Correspondingly, we have

k~ x̄!52
1

g8~ ȳ!
, k8~ x̄!5

g9~ ȳ!

g8~ ȳ!2

dȳ

dx̄
. ~2.10!

Let us chooseȳ0 , so that the straight liney5 ȳ01xg( ȳ0) is just thel1 characteristics through
(k( x̄0),h( x̄0)). In view of the fact that the slope ofl1 characteristics is positive and bounde
away from zero, there is a constantc, such thatc21(x2x0)<y2y0<c(x2x0). Hence

k8~ x̄0!50↔g9~ ȳ0!50,
~2.11!

~ x̄2 x̄0!k8~ x̄0!>0,↔~ ȳ2 ȳ0!g9~ ȳ!>0.

Generally, for the initial problem of quasilinear equation~2.7!, when the family of character
istics forms an envelope with a cusp, the solution with a shock starting from the cusp has
constructed~see Refs. 1 and 2!. Moreover, denotex2x0 by x̃, y2y02a(x2x0) with a
5g(y0) by ỹ, and recalling the result in Ref. 9 we have the following propositions:

Lemma 2.1:If f (m)PC`, m0(y)5m(x02d,y)PCp, then there is a weak solutionm(x,y) of
~2.7! and aCp/2 function y5f(x) defined onx>0, such thatm(x,y) is of Cp away from y
5f(x), and satisfies estimates

um~x,y!2m~0,0!u<C~ x̃31 ỹ2!1/6,

u] l m~x,y!u<C~ x̃31 ỹ2!2 1/6,
~2.12!

u]ym~x,y!u<C~ x̃31 ỹ2!2 1/3,

u]yym~x,y!u<C~ x̃31 ỹ2!2 5/6,

where] l 5]x1a]y . Besides,z(x,y) satisfies the same estimates.
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Lemma 2.2:The leftward characteristicsy5h6(x,a,b) through point (a,b) with a.0 in the
neighborhood of the origin~above or belowx axis, respectively! does not intersect with the shoc
y5f(x), and satisfies the estimates

6h6~0,a,b!5Aa1O~a!1uO~b1/3!u, ~2.13!

6~h6~x,a,b!2b!5Aa~a2x!1uO~b1/3~a2x!!u1O~a~a2x!!. ~2.14!

Lemma 2.3:For any point (a,b) in the neighborhood of the origin,h6(x,a,b) satisfies

x31h6~x,a,b!2> 5
16 ~a31b2!. ~2.15!

Lemma 2.4:Suppose thatz(x,a,b) is a function satisfying

uz~x,a,b!2h~x,a,b!u<Ca~a2x!, ~2.16!

then for smalla

0,2E
0

a

~lu•uy!~x,z~x,a,b!!dx, log 3
2 1CAa. ~2.17!

III. ITERATION SCHEME

Next we are going to improve the approximation of the sequence successively. To avo
difficulty caused by the change of the location of the shock we perform a coordinate transf
tion to fix the location of the shock. Suppose that the location of the shock atnth step isy
5f (n)(x), then the transformation is

T(n): x̃5x2x0 ,ỹ5H y2f (n)~x!, if >x0

y01a~x2x0!, if 02d<x<x0 ,
~3.1!

wherea is the slope ofl1 characteristics through (x0 ,y0). Obviously, the location of shock is
fixed on x̃5x0 by the transformation~3.1!.

To simplify the notation we will denotex̃, ỹ by x,y again, move (x0 ,y0) to ~0,0!, and restrict
our discussion onV5V0øV1øV2 , where

V05$~x,y!,2d<x<0,2e<y<e%,

V15H ~x,y!;0<x<
e

K
,0<y<e2KxJ , ~3.2!

V25H ~x,y!;0<x<
e

K
,2e2Kx<y<0J .

Obviously, whene is small, andK is large, the domainV locates above the rigid wall. Beside
V6 locates in the determinate region ofV0 .

The approximate solutions$z(n)%, $w(n)%, $S(n)% and the approximate slope of shock$s (n)(x)%
are costructed as follows.

First,w(0)(x,y)5S(0)(x,y)50, z(0)(x,y) is determined as the solution of~2.1!, ands (0)(x) is
obtained in the process of determiningz(0(x,y).

Now assume thatz(n), w(n), S(n) are given, thenr (n), u(n), v (n) are known correspondingly
Take
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s (n)5H 2
@r (n)v (n)#

@r (n)u(n)#
, >0

a, ,0,

~3.3!

where@•# means the difference of the lower limit from the upper limit of the quantity inside
brackets. Then, as indicated in Sec. II,s (n) with n50 in ~3.3! coincides with the slope of the
shock in the solution of Eq.~2.1!.

In the sequel we definez(n11), w(n11), S(n11) as the solution of the following linear system

H ]xz
(n11)1~l1

(n)2s (n)!]yz
(n11)2d(n)~]xS

(n)1~l1
(n)2s (n)!]yS

(n)!50,

]xS
(n11)1~l0

(n)2s (n)!]yS
(n11)50,

]xw
(n11)1~l2

(n)2s (n)!]yw
(n11)1d(n)~]xS

(n)1~l2
(n)2s (n)!]yS

(n)!50
D , ~3.4!

satisfying initial conditions

w(n11)~2d,y!50,S(n11)~2d,y!50,z(n11)~2d,y!5z0~y!. ~3.5!

Problem~3.4!,~3.5! can be solved by a characteristic method. Sincel2 , l0 characteristics may
intersect withy50, we have also to estimatew(n11) and S(n11) on y50 in order to obtain
estimates ofw(n11) andS(n11) in V2 . This is given in the following lemma:

Lemma 3.1:On l1 shock

@u#5k@F~q!#, ~3.6!

wherek is a smooth function of~uu , u l , qu , ql , ru , r l !, and it tends to21 as@q#→0. Here
uu means the value ofu on the upper side of the shock, whileu l means the value ofu on the lower
side of the shock. The meaningqu , ql ,ru , r l are similar.

Proof: From the shock relation one has

s52
@u#

@v#
5

@rv#

@ru#
.

Write u5q cosu, v5qcosu, we obtain

cos@u#5
r l ql

2 2ruqu
2

~r l 1ru!ql qu
, ~3.7!

then

sin2@u#52

~ql 1qu!2S r1
2 1qu

2
r l

2 2ru
2

ql
2 2qu

2D
~r l 1ru!2ql

2 qu
2 @q#2. ~3.8!

When @q#→0, the limit of the coefficient of@q#2 on the right-hand side equals

2
4q2

4r2q4 S r21q2
r

q

dr

dqD52
1

rq2 S r1q
dr

dqD .

Since the difference of entropy across shock is a small quantity of third order of the strength
shock, again using Bernoulli’s relation~1.3! we have dS/dq 50, qdq1 (a2/r) dr50. In view of
sin@u#;@u# for @u#;0, we have from~3.8!

@u#25E~r l ,ru ,ql ,qu ,u l ,uu!@F~q!#2,
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where

lim
[q]→0

E52
1

rq2 S r1q
dr

dqD 1

F8~q!2 52
1

rq2

r~a22q2!

a2

a2q2

q22a2 51.

Furthermore, notice that@u# and@q# take different signs, then@u# and@F(q)# take different signs.
Hence the coefficientk in ~3.6! tends to21 as@q#→0.

Lemma 3.2:If w5S50 on the upper side ofl1 shock, then

Sl 5O~@z#3!, wl 5O~@z#3!. ~3.9!

Proof: The first equality is well known, because the change of entropy across a shoc
small quanity of third order of the strength of the shock. To prove the second equality in~3.9!, we
apply Lemma 3.1, which implies

@u#5~211h~u l ,uu ,ql ,qu ,r l ,ru!@F~q!# !@F~q!#. ~3.10!

Exchanging the subscriptu and subscriptl in ~3.10! causes the functionh to change its sign.
Therefore,~3.10! can be rewritten as

@u#5~211h1@F~q!#2!@F~q!#.

Substitutingz5u2F(q),w5u1F(q) leads to

@z1w#25S 11
h2

4
@z2w#2D @z2w#2,

@z1w#22@z2w#25
h2

4
@z2w#2.

The above-mentioned equality is equivalent to

wl ~@z2w#1wl !5 1
16 h2@z2w#4

due towr50. Denote

r 5
wl

@z2w#
,

then r satisfies

r ~11r !5 1
16 h2@z2w#2. ~3.11!

By using the fact@z2w#→0 for @z#→0, we obtainr 5O(@z2w#2) from ~3.11!, and thenwl

5O(@z2w#3). Writing @z2w# as @z#1wl , the second equality of~3.10! is obtained immedi-
ately.

Next we will indicate that the sequence$z(n)%, $w(n)%, $S(n)%, $s (n)% is well defined, and the
sequence is convergent. To do that, let us first set up a propositionF (n) as follows:

~1! z(n)~x,y!,w(n)~x,y!,S(n)~x,y!PC1~V̄2\~0,0!!,

~2! uz(n)~x,y!2z(0)~x,y!u<Cx,

~3! uS(n)~x,y!,w(n)~x,y!u<Cx3/2,
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~4! u¹x,y~z(n)2z(0)!u<C~x31y2!2 1/6,

~5! u¹x,yS
(n),¹x,yw

(n)u<Cx1/2.

Then we will prove these facts by induction with respect ton.

IV. ESTIMATES OF z „n¿1…, w „n¿1…, S „n¿1…

In this section we are going to give estimates ofz(n11), w(n11), S(n11) from the validity of
F (n). In the following discussion, ‘‘C’’ represents a constant independent ofn, which may take
different values in different inequality.

Lemma 4.1:Under the assumptionF (n),

us (n)2s (0)u<Cx. ~4.1!

Proof: s (n) is determined by~3.3!. On the other hand, by using~2.6! s (0) can also be written
as

s (0)5S @ f ~m!#

@m# D
z5z(0)

,

wherem5(ru)w5S50 , f (m)5(rv)w5S50 . Notice thatz(n), S(n), w(n) in V1 is independent ofn,
then

us (n)2s (0)u5U@rv#

@ru#
2S @rv#

@ru# D
w5S50,z5z(0)

U<C~ uz(n)2z(0)u1uS(n)u1uw(n)u!. ~4.2!

Here all functions on the right-hand side of the inequality take value in domainV2 . Thus~4.1! is
obtained fromF (n).

Lemma 4.2:Under the assumptionF (n),

uh (n)~x,a,b!2h (0)~x,a,b!u<Ca~a2x!, ~4.3!

whereh (n)(x,a,b) is a characteristic through (a,b) corresponding to the eigenvaluel1
(n)2s (n).

Proof: From the definition ofh (n),

h (n)~x,a,b!5b1E
a

x

~l1
(n)~a,h (n)~a,a,b!!2s (n)~a!!da. ~4.4!

To estimateh (n)(x,a,b) we introduce another iterative process. Temporarily fixn, and determine
a sequence$zn% according to

z0~x,a,b!5h (0)~x,a,b!,
~4.5!

zn11~x,a,b!5b1E
a

x

~l1
(n)~a,zn~a,a,b!!2s (n)~a!!da.

Obviously, sinceh (0) satisfies the integral equation

h (0)~x,a,b!5b1E
a

x

~l1
(0)~a,h (0)~a,a,b!!2s (0)~a!!da

we have
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zn11~x,a,b!2z0~x,a,b!5E
a

x

l1
(n)~a,zn~a,a,b!!2l1

(0)~a,z0~a,a,b!!da

1E
a

x

~s (0)~a!2s (n)~a!!da.

Now we confirm that the sequence$z i(x,a,b)% satisfies the estimate

uz i~x,a,b!2z0~x,a,b!u<Ca~a2x!, ~4.6!

and the sequence$z i% is convergent. Obviously, if these two facts are true, then the limit of$z i%
is just h (n), and~4.3! is valid.

The inequality~4.6! can be proved inductively. Evidently, it holds fori 50. Now if it holds for
i 5n, then

zn11~x,a,b!2z0~x,a,b!

5E
a

xS l1
(0)~a,zn~a,a,b!!2l1

(0)~a,z0~a,a,b!!da

1E
a

x

l1
(n)~a,zn~a,a,b!!2l (0)~a,zn~a,a,b!!da

1E
a

x

~s (0)~a!2s (n)~a!!da. ~4.7!

Notice that

U E
a

x

l1
(0)~a,zn~a,a,b!!2l1

(0)~a,z0~a,a,b!!daU
<U E

a

xS ]l1
(0)

]z
zy

(0)~a,z01u~zn2z0!!~a,a,b!

•~zn~a,a,b!2z0~a,a,b!!daU,
where 0,u,1. Becausezn is assumed to satisfy~4.6!, thenz01u(zn2z0) also satisfies~4.6!.
Therefore, Lemma 2.4 yields

U E
a

x

l1
(0)~a,zn~a,a,b!!2l1

(0)~a,z0~a,a,b!!daU<S log
3

2
1CAaDa~a2x!. ~4.8!

Then, taking account of~4.1! and the estimate

ul1
(n)2l1

(0)u<i¹l1iL`~ uz(n)2z(0)u1uw(n)u1uS(n)u!<Ca ~4.9!

derived fromF (n), we obtain the validity of~4.6! for i 5n11. To obtain the convergence of$zn%,
we estimate the differencezn112zn ,
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uzn11~x,a,b!2zn~x,a,b!u

<U E
0

x

~]yl1
(n)!~a,~~12u!zn211uzn!~a,a,b!!

•~zn~a,a,b!2zn21~a,a,b!!daU
<E

0

a

u~]yl1
(n)!~a,~~12u!zn211uzn!~a,a,b!uda•izn2zn21iL`. ~4.10!

Sincezn211u(zn2zn21) satisfies the condition~4.6!, then Lemma 2.4 implies

E
0

a

u]yl1
(n)(a,zn211u~zn2zn21!~a,a,b!uda< log

3

2
1CAa,

1

2
, ~4.11!

Therefore,

izn112zniL`< 1
2 izn2zn21iL`, ~4.12!

which leads to the convergence of$zn%. By taking the limit in~4.5! and~4.6!, we know the limit
of zn satisfies~4.4!, and the limit is nothing buth (n)(a,a,b). Hence~4.3! is also obtained.

Lemma 4.3:Under the assumptionF (n),

u~zn11)2z(0)!~x,y!u<Cx. ~4.13!

Proof: Denotev(x,y)5(z(n11)2z(0))(x,y), thenv(x,y) satisfies

]xv1~l1
(n)2s (n)!]yv5~2l1

(n)1l1
(0)1s (n)2s (0)!]yz

(0)1d(n)~]xS
(n)1~l1

(n)2s (n)!]yS
(n)!.
~4.14!

The factS(n), w(n)50 in V0øV1 is known. Then intergrating~4.14! along the characteristic
y5h1(x,a,b) corresponding to the eigenvaluel1

(n)2s (n), and taking the assumptionF (n) into
account, we have

uv~x,y!u<E
0

x

u~2l1
(n)1l1

(0)1s (n)2s (0)!•~]yz
(0)!~a,h1~a,x,y!!uda1E

0

x

Ca1/2da.

~4.15!

Lemma 2.1 indicates

u]yz
(0)~a,h1~a,x,y!!u<C~a31h1

2 !2 1/3<Ca21.

Again by using assumptionF (n), we obtain from~4.15!

uv~x,y!u<CE
0

x

a•a21 da<Cx. ~4.16!

Lemma 4.4:Under the assumptionF (n),

uS(n11)~x,y!,w(n11)~x,y!u<Cx1/2. ~4.17!

Proof: S(n11)(x,y) andw(n11)(x,y) are identically zero inV1øV0 . In the domainV2 the
value ofS(n11),w(n11) in V2 can be obtained by integrating alongl 0 or l 2 characteristics with
their data onx50 or y50, respectively. Onx50 the data ofS(n11), w(n11) are zero, while on
y50
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uS(n11)~x,0l !u1uw(n11)~x,0l !u<Cu@z(n11)~x,0!#3u

due to~3.9!, where 0l means the limit from below. Notice that

@z(n11)~x,0!#5@z(n11)~x,0!2z(0)~x,0!#1@z(0)~x,0!#<Cx1/2

by means of Lemma 2.1 and~4.16!, then

uS(n11)~x,0l !u1uw(n11)~x,0l !u<Cx3/2. ~4.18!

Denotey85h0(x8,x,y) the equation of characteristicsl 0 from (x,y) corresponding to the
eigenvaluel0

(n)2s (n), namely

H dh0~x8,x,y!

dx8
5~l0

(n)2s (n)!~x8,h0~x8,x,y!!,

h0~x,x,y!5y,

~4.19!

thenS(n11) takes constant onl 0 by using~3.4!, that isS(n11)(x8,h0(x8,x,y)) is independent of
x8. If l 0 intersects with they axis before it meets thex axis, thenS(n11)(x,y)50. Otherwise,

S(n11)~x,y!5S(n11)~j (n)~x,y!,0l !, ~4.20!

where j (n)(x,y) is the coordinate of the intersection ofl 0 with the x axis, and then satisfie
h0(j (n)(x,y),x,y))50. Hence

S(n11)~x,y!5O~ j (n)~x,y!3/2!5O~x3/2! ~4.21!

by virtue of 0<j (n)(x,y)<x.
Turn to the estimate ofw(n11). The estimate ofw(n11)(x,0l ) on y50 has been obtained b

~4.18!. Now if the characteristicsl 2 corresponding to the eigenvaluel2
(n)2s (n) intersects with

y50 at j̃ (n)(x,y), then

w(n11)~x,y!5w(n11)~ j̃ (n),0!1E
j̃(n)

x

2d(n)~]xS
(n)1~l2

(n)2s (n)!]yS
(n)!da. ~4.22!

Then by using the estimate ofw(n11)(x,0l ) and the assumptionF (n) on ¹S(n) we obtain

uw(n11)~x,y!u<C~ j̃ (n)!3/21CE
j̃(n)

x

a1/2da<Cx3/2. ~4.23!

In the case whenl 2 intersects withx50 before it meetsy50, the initial value ofw(n11) is 0.
And the required estimate can be derived in the same way.

V. ESTIMATES OF DERIVATIVES

Lemma 5.1: Under the assumption F(n),

u¹~z(n11)2z(0)!u<C~x31y2!2 1/6. ~5.1!

Proof: Settingv5]y(z
(n11)2z(0)), and differentiating the equation satisfied byv with re-

spect toy we obtain

] l 1
~v2d(n)Sy

(n)!5r 1 , ~5.2!

where
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r 15~2l1
(n)1l1

(0)1s (n)2s (0)!]yyz
(0)2l1y

(n)v

2~l1y
(n)2l1y

(0)!]yz
(0)1dy

(n)Sx
(n)2dx

(n)Sy
(n)1d(n)l1y

(n)Sy
(n) .

Integrating along the characteristicsl 1 yields

v~a,b!2d(n)Sy
(n)~a,b!5E

0

a

r 1 da. ~5.3!

Applying Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3 and the assumptionF (n), we have

U E
0

a

@~2l1
(n)1l1

(0)1s (n)2s (0)!]yyz
(0)#daU

<E
0

a

Ca~a31h2!2 5/6da

<E
0

a

Cada•~a31b2!2 5/6

<Ca2~a31b2!2 5/6

<C~a31b2!2 1/6,

U E
0

a

]y~l1
(n)2l1

(0)!]yz
(0)daU

<E
0

a

ul1w
(n) wy

(n)1l1z
(n)~zy

(n)2zy
(0)!1~l1z

(n)2lz
(0)!zy

(0)u•u]yz
(0)uda

<CE
0

aS ~a31h2!2 1/61a2 1/21a~a31h2!2 1/3U•~a31h2!2 1/3da

<CE
0

a

a2 1/2da~a31b2!2 1/3

<C~a31b2!2 1/6,

U E
0

a

~dy
(n)Sx

(n)2dx
(n)Sy

(n)1d(n)l1y
(n)Sy

(n)!daU<CE
0

a

a2 1/2
•a1/2da<Ca.

Therefore,

uv2d(n)Sy
(n)u<E

0

a

g~a!uvuda1h~a,b!, ~5.4!

whereuh(a,b)u<C(a31b2)21/6, ug(a)u<Ca21/2. Namely,v15v2d(n)Sy
(n) satisfies

uv1u<E
0

a

g~a!uv1uda1h1~a,b!,

whereh1 still satisfiesuh1(a,b)u<C(a31b2)21/6.

Recall that Lemma 2.4 implies*0
ag(a)da< log 3

21CAa. Then by using Gronwall inequality
v1 is dominated byC(a31b2)21/6, and so doesv. Again using the system~3.4! we obtain the
estimate of]x(z

(n11)2z(0)). Hence~5.1! holds.
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Lemma 5.2:Under the assumptionF (n),

u¹S(n11),¹w(n11)u<Cx1/2. ~5.5!

Proof: To obtain the estimate of¹w(n11), we definev2(x,y)5wy
(n11)1d(n)Sy

(n)(x,y). By
differentiating the third equation of~3.4! we have

]xv21~l2
(n)2s (n)!]yv21l2y

(n)v252l2y
(n)d(n)Sy

(n)2dy
(n)Sx

(n)1dx
(n)Sy

(n) . ~5.6!

Denoting the right-hand side byr 2 , ~5.6! can be rewritten as

] l 2
v25r 2 .

Then integrating~4.5! along l 2 , we obtain

v2~a,b!5v~ j̃,0l !1E
j̃

a

l2y
(n)v2 da1E

j̃

a

r 2~a!da, ~5.7!

providedl 2 intersects withy50 before it meetsx50. Otherwise, two integrals in~5.7! should be
replaced by the corresponding integrals from 0 toa, while the termv(j,0) should be replaced by
0.

Let us analyze three terms an the right-hand side of~5.7!. The estimate~4.18! indicates

uwx
(n11)~j,0l !u<Cuju1/2,

and the same estimate foruwy
(n11)(j,0)u also holds, becauseul0u andul2u are bounded away from

zero. The fact meansuv2(j,0l )u<Cuju1/2. Moreover, according to the assumptionF (n), r 2 satisfies

ur 2u<C~x31y2!2 1/6x1/2<C,

then*0
ar 2(a)da<Ca, and~5.7! can be written as

v~a,b!5E
j

a

l2y
(n)vda1O~a1/2!,

wherel2y
(n) is also dominated byCx21/2. Therefore, we can use the same method in Lemma 4.

obtain

uv~a,b!u<Ca1/2, ~5.8!

which implies uwy
(n11)(a,b)u<Ca1/2, and again applying the system~3.4! itself yields

uwx
(n11)(a,b)u<Ca1/2.

The same method is available to estimate¹S(n11). In the above-mentioned process replaci
w(n11) by S(n11), l2

(n) by l0
(n) , andd(n) by 0, we obtainu¹S(n11)u<Cx1/2 immediately.

According to Lemma 4.2 and Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 we know that the assumptionF (n) implies
the validity of F (n11). ThenF (n) holds for anyn by induction.

VI. CONVERGENCE

To obtain the convergence of$z(n)%, $w(n)%, $S(n)%, we are going to prove the contractivity o
these sequences. In the sequel we denoteez

(n)5z(n11)2z(n), ew
(n)5w(n11)2w(n), es

(n)5S(n11)

2S(n) for notational simplicity, and will estimate these differences.
First, ~3.3! implies thatus (n)2s (n21)u can be dominated by

C~ iez
(n21)iL`1iew

(n21)iL`1ies
(n21)iL`!.
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Since the formation of shock is caused by compression ofl1 characteristics, the differenceez
(n21)

plays the principal role among these three terms.
Lemma 6.1:If e is small andK is large in~3.2!, then

us (n)2s (n21)u<C~ ies
(n21)iL`1iew

(n21)iL`!1
1

2
ul18 u•iez

(n21)iL`~11O~x!!. ~6.1!

Proof: Denote

H~z(n),w(n),S(n)!5
@r (n)v (n)#

@r (n)u(n)#

then

us (n)2s (n21)u5uH~z(n),w(n),S(n)!2H~z(n21),w(n21),S(n21)!u

<C~ iew
(n21)iL`1ies

(n21)iL`!1uH~z(n),w(n),S(n)!2H~z(n21),w(n),S(n)!u

<C~ iew
(n21)iL`1ies

(n21)iL`!1uH~z(n),0,0!2H~z(n21),0,0!u

1u~H~z(n),w(n),S(n)!2H~z(n),0,0!!

2~H~z(n21),w(n),S(n)!2H~z(n21),0,0!!u. ~6.2!

HereH(z,0,0) is just the expression@ f (m)#/@m# in the Rankine–Hugoniot condition for~2.7!, so

uH~z(n),0,0!2H~z(n21),0,0!u5S d

dz

@ f ~m~z!!#

@m~z!# D
z5z*

ez
(n21)

5S @m# f 8~m!2@ f ~m!#

@m#2

dm

dz D
z5z*

ez
(n21) .

Since

f 9~m!
dm

dz
5]zl1

(0) ,
@m# f 8~m!2@ f ~m!#

@m#2 52
1

2
f 9~m* !,

we have

uH~z(n),0,0!2H~z(n21),0,0!u5U 1
2 ]zl1

(0)1O~z(n)2z(0)!U•Uez
(n21)U.

Moreover, notice that the last term in~6.2! is dominated byC(uw(n)u1uS(n)u)iez
(n21)iL` we obtain

~6.1!.
Lemma 6.2:Under the assumption of Lemma 6.1

iez
(n)iL`< 4

5 iez
(n21)iL`1C~ ies

(n21)iL`1iew
(n21)iL`!. ~6.3!

Proof: ~3.4! implies

~]x1~l1
(n)2s (n)]y!ez

(n)

52~l1
(n)2s (n)2l1

(n21)1s (n21)!]yz
(0)

2~l1
(n)2s (n)2l1

(n21)1s (n21)!]y~z(n)2z(0)!

1~d(n)Sx
(n)2d(n21)Sx

(n21)!1d(n)~l1
(n)2s (n)!Sy

(n)2d(n21)
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3~l1
(n21)2s (n21)!Sy

(n21) . ~6.4!

Integrating~6.4! along l 1
(n) characteristics we have

ez
(n)~x,y!5E

0

x

r 3~a,h1~a,x,y!!da, ~6.5!

wherer 3 represents the right-hand side of~6.4!. Notice that

ul1
(n)2l1

(n21)u<uez
(n21)u•u]zl1

(0)1O~x!u1C~ ues
(n21)1ew

(n21)u!,

us (n)2e(n21)u<u 1
2 ez

(n21)u•u]zl1
(0)1O~x!u1C~ ues

(n21)u1ew
(n21)u!,

and

u]yz
(0)~a,h (n)~a,x,y!!u<C~a31uh (n)~a,x,y!u2!2 1/3

<C1~a31uh~a,x,y!u2!2 1/3

<C2~x31y2!2 1/3

by virture of Lemmas 2.3 and 4.2. Then by using Lemma 2.4

E
0

x

u~l1
(n)2s (n)2l1

(n21)1s (n21)!]yz
(0)~a,h (n)~a,x,y!!uda

<S 3

2
log

3

2
1CAaD ~ iez

(n21)iL`1C~ ies
(n21)iL`1iew

(n21)iL`!.

Besides, by using the assumptionF (n), the integral of all other terms on the right-hand side
~6.4! are dominated by

CAa~ iez
(n21)iL`1ies

(n21)iL`1iew
(n21)iL`!.

Therefore, for smalla we have

iez
(n)iL`< 4

5 iez
(n21)iL`1C~ ies

(n21)iL`1iew
(n21)iL`!.

Lemma 6.3:Under the assumption of Lemma 6.1 we can find a constantC0 such that

iez
(n)iL`1C0ies

(n)iL`1C0iew
(n)iL`< 9

10 ~ iez
(n21)iL`1C0ies

(n21)iL`1C0iew
(n21)iL`!. ~6.6!

Proof: Lemma 3.2 indicates

ies
(n)~x,0l !iL`<Cxiez

(n)iL`, iew
(n)~x,0l !iL`<Cxiez

(n)iL`.

Substracting the second equation in~3.4! with index n11 by the corresponding equation wit
index n we obtain

]xes
(n)1~l0

(n)2s (n)!]yes
(n)1~l0

(n)2s (n)2l0
(n21)1s (n21)!]yS

(n)50. ~6.7!

Integrating ~6.7! along l 0 characteristics yields~in the case when leftward characteristicl 0

intersects withy50 before it meetsx50!

es
(n)~a,b!5es

(n)~x,0l !2E
x

a

~l0
(n)2s (n)2l0

(n21)1s (n21)!]yS
(n)da. ~6.8!
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Applying the propositionF (n) we have

ies
(n)iL`<Cxiez

(n)iL`1CAa~ iez
(n21)iL`1ies

(n21)iL`1iew
(n21)iL`!

<CAa~ iez
(n)iL`1iez

(n21)iL`1ies
(n21)iL`1iew

(n21)iL`!. ~6.9!

When l 0 intersect withx50 before it meetsy50, the computation is similar.
By using the same method we have

iew
(n)iL`<CAa~ iez

(n)iL`1iez
(n21)iL`1ies

(n21)iL`1iew
(n21)iL`!. ~6.10!

Then from~6.3!, ~6.9!, and~6.11! we obtain

iez
(n)iL`12Cies

(n)iL`12Ciew
(n)iL`

<S 4

5
14C2AaD iez

(n21)iL`1~C14C2Aa!ies
(n21)iL`

1~C14C2Aa!iew
(n21)iL`14C2Aaiez

(n)iL` . ~6.11!

Let a satisfy 4C2Aa, 1
20 we obtain~6.6!.

Proof of Theorem 1.1:From Lemma 6.3 we know the sequences$z(n)(x,y)%, $w(n)(x,y)%,
$S(n)(x,y)% are uniformly convergent. Then from expression~3.3! of s (n)(x) we also have the
convergence of$s (n)(x)%. As the integral ofs (n), the location of approximate shock is als
convergent.

The limit of the above-mentioned sequences satisfies the system~1.9!. In fact, the proposition
F (n) implies that the sequences$¹z(n)%, $¹w(n)%, $¹S(n)% are uniformly bounded in any domai
v,V away from the point (x0 ,y0). Then using the standard argument on compact sequence
know $z(n)%, $w(n)%, $S(n)% and their derivatives are pointwise convergent. By taking limit
confirm thatz,w,S satisfy ~1.9!.

Returning to original coordinates we have locally constructed a piecewise continuous so
with shock starting from the point (x0 ,y0). The strength of the shock is zero at the point and th
graduately increases along withx2x0 . Meanwhile, the solution has bounded derivatives aw
from (x0 ,y0), and the estimates~1.16! hold near (x0 ,y0).
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Nöther charges, Brown–York quasilocal energy,
and related topics

L. Fatibene,a) M. Ferraris,b) M. Francaviglia,c) and M. Raiterid)

Dipartimento di Matematica, Universita` degli Studi di Torino,
Via Carlo Alberto 10, 10123 Torino, Italy

~Received 7 August 2000; accepted for publication 11 October 2000!

The Lagrangian proposed by Yorket al. and the covariant first-order Lagrangian
for general relativity are reviewed. They both deal with the~vacuum! gravitational
field on a reference background and were conjectured to be equivalent. The two
corresponding actions are compared and we show that the first one can in fact be
obtained from the latter under suitable hypotheses. A conditioned correspondence
among No¨ther conserved quantities of covariant first-order Lagrangian, Brown–
York quasilocal energy and the standard ADM Hamiltonian is also established.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1336514#

I. INTRODUCTION

Many approaches to variational principles, conserved quantities, and related topics c
found in the current literature about general relativity~see, e.g., Refs. 1–13, and references quo
therein!. We shall hereafter compare two of them, both dealing with a dynamical metricg and a
reference background metricḡ over a space–time manifoldM of arbitrary dimensionn, with n
>3. A large part of the paper will deal with the explicit casen54, in view of applications to
standard general relativity. We shall deal with the vacuum case; the generalization to the
case is straightforward.

The first action we shall deal with is based on the covariant first-order action functiona
general relativity~see Refs. 12, 14–16!. The second one3,7 is based on the action functional due
York et al., which is defined with the aim of dealing with the fixing of the (n21) metric induced
on the boundary]D of any regionD of space–timeM.

In the present situation it seems to us that there are two~quite separated! groups of researcher
on the subjects, each one using a single one of these variational principles and both claimi
the two approaches should bebasically equivalent. Even though there is quite a widespre
feeling that the two approaches in fact have to be~at least in most cases! equivalent, we are no
aware of a rigorous theoretical comparison between these two variational principles in the c
literature which clarifies the matter once and for all by proving if, how, and when they are r
equivalent.

Furthermore, this situation is even worse when one considers conserved quantities.
context of a covariant first-order Lagrangian,energyis in fact defined by the No¨ther theorem in a
covariant and geometrical framework~see Refs. 14 and 15!. Brown and York gave an interestin
alternative definition, the so-calledquasilocal energy, oriented to statistical considerations. Bo
theseenergiesare often quoted in the literature since they reproduce the ADM mass in
asymptotically flat case, though they have been recognized as also suitable for more g
boundary conditions@e.g., in asymptotically anti-de Sitter~see Ref. 17! or asymptotically locally
flat cases; see Refs. 18–21#. Bothmethods allow one to define theenergy within a finite regionas

a!Electronic mail: fatibene@dm.unito.it
b!Electronic mail: ferraris@dm.unito.it
c!Electronic mail: francaviglia@dm.unito.it
d!Electronic mail: raiteri@dm.unito.it
11730022-2488/2001/42(3)/1173/23/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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well as the total one. In this way, the advantages of the Brown–York framework can al
obtained by covariant first-order formalism and No¨ther theorem.

We also remark that in both cases it has been recognized thatabsolute conserved quantitie
have a meaning just in particular cases, while for general boundary conditions justconserved
quantities relative to something~e.g.,a reference background! are meaningful. Furthermore, eve
‘‘ absolute’’ conserved quantitiesshould be interpreted asconserved quantities relative to som
canonical background~e.g., flat Minkowski space in asymptotically flat spaces!. We also stress
that reference backgrounds are particularly relevant in general relativity, as well as in
nonlinear field theories, since whenever fields are endowed with a vector space structure a
cal choice for the reference exists, namely thezero section. If the configuration bundle is not
vector bundle, as happens in general relativity~as well as, e.g., in Yang–Mills theories! there is
instead no canonical choice for the vacuum state. The vacuum state thence has to be ‘‘arbitrarily ’’
fixed. When doing that it sounds physically reasonable to also require the background to
solution of field equations, so that the relative energy can be interpreted as the energy ‘‘spent to
go’’ from the background solution to the dynamical one~and analogously for other physicall
relevant conserved quantities!. Furthermore, it is essential that the choice of the reference b
ground does not effect the evolution of the dynamical fields, i.e., these solutions have
decoupled. In view of these considerations both the covariant first-order and the York
functionals incorporate the background from the very beginning.

Again these very evident similarities are not supported by a rigorous equivalence
Moreover, we are not aware of any detailed analysis which clarifies whether these analog
unconditioned or are subjected to some restrictive hypotheses. We thence believe that the
still deserves a detailed and rigorous investigation aimed to cover both the variational asp
well as those related to conserved quantities.

Accordingly, in this paper we shall compare the covariant first-order Lagrangian and
action functionals. Since both theselabels hide in themselves a number of slightly differe
variational principles, each one adapted to a particular situation, we shall briefly review
literature on the subject to fix notation.

In Sec. II we shall review some material about covariant first-order Lagrangian and its N¨ther
conserved quantities, while Sec. III is devoted to introducing the Brown–York approach an
notion of quasilocal energy. Sections II and III could be considered trivial by the approp
research group, but~in view of the existing separation we mentioned before! we hope it will serve
as a short review for the complementary group. They are therefore included to make the
self-contained as well as for uniformity of notation. The most standard and technical aspe
omitted or reported in the Appendix.

In Sec. IV we shall compare the action functionals introduced in Secs. II and III. Ther
shall establish a conditioned equivalence which holds under suitable boundary prescriptio
quired on the metricg and the backgroundḡ. The fact that the claimed equivalence is n
completely unconditioned is in our opinion particularly important, since it sets a basis to ch
between the two methods. However, the requirements on boundary conditions needed to
equivalence are sufficiently general to support the general belief that the two methods arebasically
equivalent.

In Sec. V we shall compare the conserved quantities reviewed in Secs. II and III. We
obtain the standard ADM Hamiltonian as well as the quasilocal energy~under the aforementione
boundary conditions! as Nöther quantities associated with the covariant first-order Lagrang
While the first comparison with the ADM Hamiltonian already appeared in literature~although in
a simplified version; see Ref. 22 and references quoted therein! the second, i.e., the compariso
between quasilocal energy and No¨ther charges, is, as far as we know, new.

In Sec. VI we shall also discuss the very notion ofconserved quantity. On the one hand, in
fact, the Nöther theorem provides currentsE which arecovariantly conserved, i.e., dE50 identi-
cally or on shell~i.e., along solutions!, meaning that their integral on the boundary]D of any
n-regionD in space–timeM vanishes or, equivalently, that the conserved quantity obeys a
tinuity equation. On the other hand, physicists are often interested in quantitiesQ which are
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conserved in time, meaning that, once an ADM foliation of a region of space–time has b
chosen, such a quantityQ may be computed by integration on each leaf and it turns out to
independent of the particular leaf labeled bytime t. Clearly, ADM foliations are far from unique
and different foliations of the same regionD correspond to different ways of definingtime.
Furthermore, such a quantityQ may be conserved in the time defined by an ADM foliati
without being conserved with respect to other foliations~i.e., with respect to different time pa
rameters!. From a theoretical general relativity viewpoint, quantities conserved in time are
~manifestly! covariant in nature. They are, in fact, conserved with respect to a special param
while, at a fundamental level, the principle of general covariance forbids, at least in principl
selection of a preferred time. Different sets of conditions under which conservation ‘‘in time’’
follows from covariant conservation will be discussed.

In Sec. VII we shall present two simple examples illustrating the difference between
conserved and covariantly conserved quantities. The first one is the computation of various¨ther
charges of the Schwarzschild solution relative to a Minkowski background matched on afinite
sphere. Conservation in time of various foliations is analyzed and quasilocal energy is obt
via the Nöther theorem, in full agreement with previously known results~see Ref. 3!. The second
example is a Kerr solution matched at spatial infinity with the Minkowski metric. The No¨ther
conserved quantities are obtained. Such an example is interesting because it does not o
same matching conditions required throughout the rest of the paper. Nevertheless it prod
current which is time conserved, showing that all the conditions discussed along the pap
sufficient but not necessary. We believe that these examples are important also from a peda
viewpoint.

In the Appendix we collect formulas which are used throughout the paper to translate
riant objects into objects adapted to the ADM foliation and vice versa. We omit the details
the geometric framework for variational calculus and refer the reader to Refs. 23 and 24
references therein, for specifics.

II. THE COVARIANT FIRST-ORDER LAGRANGIAN

The covariant first-order action was introduced to set general relativity in a standardcovariant
first-order variational framework. As is well known, in fact, the Hilbert LagrangianL
5(1/2k)AgRds is second order in the metric field, so that field equations are expected to
fourth order. Einstein field equations are second-order equations instead, as if the action we
order only. This is due to the well-known fact thatlocally second derivatives of the metric fiel
appearing in the scalar curvature may be hidden under a divergence, thus not appearing
equations~a fact which was clear to Einstein from the very beginning; see, e.g., Ref. 25!. Of
course, however, this cannot be done in general in a global and covariant way; that is why g
relativity is usually considered as a second-order field theory or, whenever it is treated
first-order basis, something is lost~e.g., covariance or boundary terms; see Refs. 4 and 5!. The
problem of a covariant splitting of the Hilbert Lagrangian can be globally solved by introduc

background connectionḠbn
a . Hereafter, for reasons which will be clear later, we shall furt

restrict ourselves to introducing a background metricḡmn so thatḠbn
a is its Levi-Civita connection.

The covariant first-order action functional in a region D,M is the following:

AD@g,ḡ#5
1

2k E
D
AgRds2

1

2k E
]D

Aggmnwmn
a dsa2

1

2k E
D
AḡR̄ ds, ~2.1!

wherek is a constant@k58pG/c4 in general relativity with dim(M )54#, Ag is the square root
of the absolute value of the determinant of the dynamical metricg, Aḡ5Audetḡu is the analogous
quantity for the background metricḡ, andds anddsa5]a4ds are the standard local bases forn
forms and (n21) forms overM, respectively. We systematically denote by a bar the quant
referred to the background, i.e., we shall use the following notation:
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gmn ḡmn Covariant metric
gmn ḡmn Contravariant metric
Gbn

a
Ḡbn

a Levi-Civita connection

Rbmn
a

R̄bmn
a Riemann tensor

Rmn5Rman
a

R̄mn5R̄man
a Ricci tensor

R5gmnRmn R̄5ḡmnR̄mn
Scalar curvature

uab
m 5Gab

m 2d (a
m Gb)e

e
ūab

m 5Ḡab
m 2d (a

m Ḡb)e
e

We also introduced the followingrelative quantities:

qab
m 5Gab

m 2Ḡab
m , wab

m 5uab
m 2ūab

m .

The action functional~2.1! is associated with the so-calledcovariant first-order Lagrangian

L5
1

2k
~AgR2da~Aggmnwmn

a !2AḡR̄!ds ~2.2a!

or equivalently

L5
1

2k
~~Aggkn2Aḡḡmn!R̄mn1Aggab~qas

r qrb
s 2qsr

s qab
r !!ds. ~2.2b!

From~2.2a!, it can easily be seen that the fieldsg andḡ do not interact and they both obey vacuu
Einstein field equations~provided that variations are performed with suitable boundary co
tions!. From~2.2b!, the Lagrangian is, however, recognized to be first order ing and second orde
in ḡ. Being bothqab

m and wab
m tensors,L is a covariant Lagrangian. It is, of course, the tru

covariant counterpart of the so-called Hilbert–Palatini first-order Lagrangian~see Ref. 26!, to
which it reduces by suitable noncovariant cancellations and background fixings. We stress
the variational principle induced by~2.1! the dynamical metricg is endowed with a direct physica
meaning, while the reference background metricḡ is, at least for the moment, introduced
provide covariance and as a reference value for conserved quantities, as discussed in the
ing. Notice that if the action~2.1! is computed forg5ḡ, then it identically vanishes.

The Nöther theorem~see, e.g., Refs. 14–16, 23, and references quoted therein! is related to the
general covariance of the theory. Italgorithmicallydefines aNöther conserved current, i.e., a map
E@j,s# which associates with any space–time vector fieldj and any field configurations
5(g,ḡ) an (n21)-form E@j,s# on space–timeM of dimensionn which is closed on-shell, i.e.
when the configurations is a solution of field equations. For the action functional~2.1! we obtain

E @j,s#5
1

2k
@Ag~~glagmn2dm

(ldn
a)!¹a£jg

mn2jlR!

2~£j~Aggmnwmn
l !2jlda~Aggmnwmn

a !!

2Aḡ~~ ḡlaḡmn2dm
(ldn

a)!!¹̄a£jḡ
mn2jlR̄#dsl . ~2.3!

The differential of the (n21)-form E @j,s# satisfies the following property:

dE @j,s#5W @j,s#, ~2.4!

whereW @j,s#52(1/2k)(Gmn £jg
mn2Ḡmn £jḡ

mn) ds is proportional to field equations. Conse
quently, the No¨ther currentE @j,s# is closed along solutions.

Of course, the No¨ther currents, as well as the conserved quantities associated with
explicitly depend on boundary terms in the Lagrangian. This is a very well known featu
Physics, as it can be simply seen, e.g., in thermodynamics. It is in fact well known that bou
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terms are related to boundary conditions. Different boundary terms need different boundar
ditions to keep field equations satisfied by action extremals~see Refs. 7, 27, and 28!. And it is well
known that, e.g., for a correct definition of energy in thermodynamics, different boundary c
tions correspond to different definitions of energy, such asinternal energy, free energy, etc. We
stress that all these energies aretrue physical energies of thermodynamical systems. Which
has to be used in practice is determined by the particular system under consideration a
boundary conditionswe decided to impose. As it is physically relevant to notice, we may dec
to keep temperature fixed on the boundary of a gas box or we may impose adiabatic cond
this different choice corresponds to a different apparatus which selects a different energ
through the boundary so that the boundary conditions are satisfied. We stress that this corre
to an external action on the system which turns out to change the physical energy of the
itself. In the covariant first-order approach to general relativity something fully analogous h
The backgroundḡ canonically selects both the boundary conditions and the corresponding e
to be used and different choices of the background correspond to different physically mean
definitions of energy.

As shown in Refs. 23 and 24, one can also define thesuperpotentialU @j,s# and thereduced

current Ẽ @j,s# as those currents such that

E @j,s#5 Ẽ @j,s#1dU @j,s#, ~2.5!

where the reduced current is required to vanish on shell.
The conserved quantity in a(n21)-region V is defined as

QV@j,s#5E
V
E @j,s#5E

V
Ẽ @j,s#1E

]V
U @j,s#5E

]V
U @j,s#, ~2.6!

where, in the last equality,s is assumed to be a solution so thatẼ@j,s#50.
In the case of the first-order covariant action functional~2.1! we obtain in particular:

U @j,s#5
1

2k
@Ag¹b.ja1Aggmnwmn

b ja2Aḡ¹̄b.ja#dsab ,

~2.7!

Ẽ @j,s#5
1

k
@AggmlGmnjn2AḡḡmlḠmnjn#dsl .

The conserved quantityQV@j,s# depends on the dynamical metricg and on the reference
background metricḡ. It has to be interpreted as therelative conserved quantity of g with respe
to ḡ. If one choosesg to be a solution asymptotically flat according to one of the current de
tions ~e.g., the Kerr–Newman solution!, assumingḡ to be the flat reference background~which
matches the dynamical metric at infinity where ‘‘infinity’’ is prescribed by the definition
asymptotic flatness! and V to be a spacelike hypersurface inM, then QV@j,s# reproduces the
expected value for mass~by choosingj5] t , i.e., the vector field which corresponds to asympto
time translation! and angular momentum~by choosingj52]f , i.e., the vector field which cor-
responds to asymptotic rotation; see, e.g., Refs. 11, 15, and 23!. Furthermore, the same results a
achieved for nonasymptotically flat solutions by choosing suitable reference background
amples are the (211) BTZ solution ~which is asymptotically anti-de Sitter; see Ref. 16!, the
Euclidean Taub–Bolt solution~which is asymptotically locally flat; see Ref. 29!. In addition, the
same techniques are successfully used ingauge-natural theories, i.e., when the field theory own
both covariance and gauge invariance~e.g., BCEA theory, Einstein–Maxwell theory; see Refs.
and 30!.

We stress that the conserved quantitiesQV@j,s# associated with the covariant first-ord
action principle~2.1! are notaffected by the anomalous factor problems as are the ones asso
with the standard Hilbert–Einstein Lagrangian~see Refs. 14 and 16!.
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III. YORK’S VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE

York’s action was originally introduced~see Refs. 3, 7, and 31! to provide a variational
principle suited to deal with the boundary conditions which are specified by keeping the ind
metric on ]D fixed. Boundary terms are added to the standard Hilbert–Einstein a
(1/2k)*D RAg ds. They are exactly needed so that the boundary contribution to the variatio
the action vanishes when the induced (n21) metric is kept fixed on]D.

York’s action functional is adapted to an ADM foliation induced by dragging a space
hypersurfaceS along a timelike vector fieldz.

An ADM foliation of a space–time regionD is obtained and it is parametrized by the affi
parametert of z ~see Fig. 1!. The regionD is thence topologically the product ofS times a real line
interval @ t0 ,t1#. Let the generic leaf beS t and Bt its boundary, which is obviously (n22)
dimensional. Let us then denote byuW the future directed timelike unit normal to the leafS t .

The boundary]D is formed by the union of all (n22)-boundariesBt , which will be denoted
by B, together with the initial and final leavesS t0

andS t1
of the sandwich, which will be called

lids. Let us denote bynW the outward spacelike unit normal toB, by g i j the metric induced byg on
B, by hab the metric induced onS t , and bysAB the metric induced on the (n22)-boundaryBt .
Here and in the sequel indices run in the following ranges: Greek indices from 0 ton21, lower
case Roman lettersa,b,... from 1 ton21, lower case middle Roman lettersi , j ,... take the values
0,2,...,n21, and upper case Roman lettersA,B,... range from 2 ton21 ~see also the Appendix
for the notation!.

We shall finally denote byQ i j the extrinsic curvature ofB in the space–timeM, by Kab the
extrinsic curvature ofS t in M, and byKAB the extrinsic curvature ofBt in S t ~see the Appendix!.
We shall denote byQ5g i j Q i j , K5habKab , andK5sABKAB the traces of the extrinsic curva
tures ofB, S t , andBt , respectively. It is assumed that the dynamical metricg and the reference
backgroundḡ induce the same metricg i j on B. Furthermore, let us also assume that the hyp
surfacesB andS t intersect orthogonally~or equivalently thatnW anduW are orthogonal on anyBt ,
i.e., umnmuB50). We stress that here we are considering a regionD in which the timelike vector
field z has no fixed points, so that the hypersurfacesS t do not intersect each other and span t
whole regionD. Let us also denote byP i j andPab the gravitational momentaconjugated to the
metricsg i j andhab , respectively; they are given by

P i j 52
1

2k
Ag~Qg i j 2Q i j !,

Pab5
1

2k
Ah~Khab2Kab!.

~3.1!

According to this notation, York’s action in the presence of a backgroundḡ may be written as

FIG. 1.
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I D@g,ḡ#5I D@g#2I D@ ḡ#, ~3.2!

where the functionalI D@g# is defined by

I D@g#5
1

2k E
D
AgRds1

1

k E
S t0

S t1
KuaAg dsa2

1

k E
B
QnaAg dsa ~3.3!

and I D@ ḡ# is the same functional calculated for the backgroundḡ. Notice that Agua dsa

5Ah d3x and Agna dsa5Ag d3x are the volume elements onS t and B, respectively. In the
functional ~3.3! we also set the convenient notation

E
S t0

S t1
[E

S t1

2E
S t0

.

In the current literature, there exists a whole family of action functionals similar to~3.2! each
adapted to the particular problem under consideration. In general, one can add to the fun
~3.3! an arbitrary functional depending on the data fixed on the boundary, i.e., depending
boundary metric~see Ref. 3!. This arbitrariness does not affect the equations of motion since
boundary metric is kept fixed in the variational principle. The choice~3.2! is motivated by the
requirementI D@ ḡ,ḡ#50, i.e., the requirement that the action functional vanishes when comp
with g5ḡ. The same property is satisfied by~2.1!.

Moreover, under additional hypotheses, the integral on the lidsS t0
andS t1

in ~3.3! is usually
discarded since the lids are either ignored or identified. This is usually done by restricti
situations in which the lids are not present~e.g., by considering a noncompact regionD in which
t0 and t1 are let to tend to2` and`, respectively! or are identified.@Identification is obtained,
e.g., when the solution is time periodic, as may happen in the Euclidean sector~see Refs. 32, 27
and 19! and in approaches based on path integrals for evaluating the grand-canonical pa
function or the density of states for general relativity, where the sum over periodic histories
be considered~see Ref. 27!. In all those cases the boundary]D is required to have the topology
]S3S1, i.e., it is assumed to be a single boundary component]D5B.#

Accordingly, let us assume from now on that lids are not present unless otherwise state
quasilocal energyE@g# ~for motivations and details see Ref. 3!, i.e., the energy of a region of finite
spatial extent, is obtained by considering the change of the action in time, where changes
are governed by the lapseN on the boundaryB. We stress that the interpretation of this quant
as the energy of a gravitating system was suggested in Ref. 3 through a Hamilton–Jacobi a
of the action functional. It is given by

Et@g#5
1

k E
Bt

KAs d2x, ~3.4!

whereAs d2x, is the volume element onBt . A contribution analogous to~3.4! comes from the
background actionI D@ ḡ# in ~3.2!. Assuming that the induced three metricg andḡ are matched on
the surfaceB we finally have

Et@g,ḡ#5
1

k E
Bt

~K2K̄!As d2x. ~3.5!

This is the explicit expression of Brown and York quasilocal energy computed for the a
functional ~3.2!.

Another standard quantity which can be defined by the~3.2! action functional is the ADM
Hamiltonian. It is obtained by a (311) decomposition of the action which leads by stand
techniques to
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I D@g#5E dtE
S t

~Pab] thab2NH2NaHa!d3x

2E dtE
Bt
S N

k
K1Na2

Pbc

Ah
nbsacDAs d2x, ~3.6!

where

H52
1

2k
AhR1

k

Ah
~2PabP

ab2Pa
aPb

b!,

~3.7!
Ha522DbPab

are the Hamiltonian and the momentum constraint, respectively. The Hamiltonian for va
general relativity is thus identified with the term

H~g!5E
S t

~NH1NaHa!d3x1
1

k E
Bt

~NK2NaKbcnbsac!As d2x. ~3.8!

In the latter term we have taken into account thathbcnbsac50 ~see the Appendix for details!.
The HamiltonianH(g) is the sum of aconstrained volumeterm, which is vanishing when

computed on a solution, and aboundaryterm.
We may repeat the above-mentioned analysis also for the background action functionalI D@ ḡ#

obtaining an HamiltonianH(ḡ) which agrees with~3.8! provided that we replace the terms the
involved with the corresponding barred ones. The total HamiltonianH(g,ḡ) is then given by the
following difference:

H~g,ḡ!5H~g!2H~ ḡ!. ~3.9!

When it is evaluated on solutions of field equations, the constrained volume terms vanish an~3.9!
reduces to the boundary terms:

H~g,ḡ!.
1

k E
Bt

~NK2NaKbcnbsac!As d2x

2
1

k E
Bt

~N̄K̄2N̄aK̄bcn̄bs̄ac!As̄ d2x, ~3.10!

where the symbol. denotes equality on shell.
Moreover, if the metricg and its relative backgroundḡ agree on the boundary the Hamiltonia

simplifies as follows:

H~g,ḡ!.
1

k E
Bt

$N~K2K̄!2Na~Kbc2K̄bc!nbsac%As d2x. ~3.11!

Themassassociated with the time translationtm5Num1Nm, relative to two solutionsg andḡ, is
simply defined to be the value of the Hamiltonian~3.10!. Clearly the massH(ḡ,ḡ) of the back-
ground is equal to zero.

Notice that, whenever it is possible to choose a Gaussian gauge, i.e., settingN51 andNa

50 in ~3.11!, we obtain the quasilocal energy~3.5! ~see Ref. 3!.
In Ref. 33 it was shown that the definition~3.10! agrees with the expressions of ener

already defined in the literature for space–times with different asymptotic behavior.
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IV. COMPARISON OF THE ACTION FUNCTIONALS

We shall here decompose the first-order covariant action functional~2.1! along an ADM
foliation of D in order to prove that the action functional~3.2! and ~2.1! are equal if the four-
metricsg and ḡ are required to coincide on]D.

Of course, the ADM splitting breaks down the explicit covariance in the action allowin
comparison with respect to the same ADM foliation. In particular, the boundary term in
covariant action~2.1! splits into a contribution onB and a contribution on thelids S t0

andS t1
.

Let us consider local coordinates (t,r ,xA) adapted both toB and the ADM splitting onD. In
this coordinate systemB has the expressionr 5constant while the leavesS t are the hypersurface
of equationt5constant. The metric tensorg can be split with respect to the ADM foliation
obtaining

g5gmn dxm
^ dxn5~hmn2umun!dxm

^ dxn

52N2 dt21hab~dxa1Na dt ! ^ ~dxb1Nb dt !. ~4.1!

Similarly, one can consider the foliation of space–time in the hypersurfacesr 5constant and
obtain

g5gmn dxm
^ dxn5~gmn1nmnn!dxm

^ dxn

5V2 dr 21g i j ~dxi1Vi dr ! ^ ~dxj1Vj dr !. ~4.2!

Analogous expressions can be obtained for the reference background metricḡ. Let us evaluate
the boundary term of the covariant first-order action functional~2.1! on B and on the lidsS t0

and
S t1

, i.e.,

AB52
1

2k E
B
Aggmnwmn

a dsa , A
S t0

S t152
1

2k E
S t0

S t1Aggmnwmn
a dsa . ~4.3!

By using results which are summarized in the Appendix@see Eqs.~A18! and ~A23!# one obtains

AB52
1

2k
E

B
gmnwmn

a naAg d3x52
1

2k
E

BH 2Q2Q̄ i j S V̄

V
ḡ i j 1

V

V̄
g i j D

2
Q̄ i j

VV̄
~Vi2V̄i !~Vj2V̄j !1

1

VV̄
] i V̄~Vi2V̄i !2

1

V
D̄i~Vi2V̄i !J Ag d3x, ~4.4!

where D̄i is the covariant derivative with respect to the three-metricḡ i j induced onB by the
background metricḡ, while V andVi are theradial lapseand theradial shift @see~4.2!#.

Analogously, on the lids the ADM splitting of the boundary term~4.3! gives an extra contri-
bution of the following form:

A
S t0

S t151
1

2k
E

S t0

S t1
gmnwmn

a uaAh d3x

52
1

2k
E

S t0

S t1H 22K1K̄abS N̄

N
h̄ab1

N

N̄
habD 2

K̄ab

NN̄
~Na2N̄a!~Nb2N̄b!

2
1

NN̄
]aN̄~Na2N̄a!1

1

N
D̄a~Na2N̄a!J Ah d3x, ~4.5!
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where D̄a is the covariant derivative with respect to the three-metrich̄ab induced onS by the
background metricḡ, while N and Na are the lapse and the shift of the metric@see~4.1!#. We
stress that no matching condition is required to obtain the above-mentioned results. The be
of the metricsg and ḡ are completely unrelated until now. In general the two action function
~2.1! and ~3.2! are fairly different.

However, let us assume that the dynamical metricg and the backgroundḡ coincide on the
hypersurfaceB so that, in particular, they induce the same three-metric onB ~i.e., g i j uB5ḡ i j uB)
and they have the sameradial lapse function~i.e. VuB5V̄uB) and radial shift vector ~i.e. Vi uB
5V̄i uB). Then, under these additional hypotheses, the contributionAB reduces to

AB52
1

k E
B
~AgQ2AḡQ̄ !d3x52

1

k E
B
~AgQ2AḡQ̄!na dsa . ~4.6!

Analogously, if the metricg and ḡ are required to agree on the lids~i.e., if hi j 5h̄i j , N5N̄, and
Ni5N̄i on S t0

andS t1
), then the contribution~4.5! on the lids reduces to

A
S t0

S t15
1

k E
S t0

S t1
~AhK2Ah̄K̄ !d3x5

1

k E
S t0

S t1
~AgK2AḡK̄ !ua dsa . ~4.7!

Then the boundary term in the covariant first-order action~2.1! can be written as

AB1A
S t0

S t152
1

k E
B
~AgQ2AḡQ̄!nadsa1

1

k E
S t0

S t1
~AgK2AḡK̄ !ua dsa ~4.8!

and the action functionals~2.1! and ~3.2! clearly coincide.
We stress that this result has been obtained by requiring the aforementioned matching

tions betweeng and ḡ on the complete boundary]D5B1S t1
2S t0

of the regionD.
We should also remark that for time-independent solutions the matching on the lids can

required, because if the two metricsg and ḡ agree on a spacelike hypersurfaceS t , they neces-
sarily agree on the whole regionD. Also for this reason, the contributions on the lids are ne
considered in applications.

The matching condition of the four-metricsg and ḡ is a stronger requirement than the o
introduced in Ref. 10. There, only the induced three-metricsg i j and ḡ i j are required to agree o
B, whereB is let to tend toinfinity. Although the matching of the four-metrics at infinity is not to
hard to be implemented in applications~see Refs. 15, 16, and 19!, we are aware that this matching
when possible, may become hard to implement in afinite region. Here the matching is required t
have a direct theoretical comparison between the action functionals~2.1! and ~3.2! ~and between
their Hamiltonians and conserved charges!.

V. QUASILOCAL ENERGY AS A NÖ THER CURRENT

Nöther theorem provides a mapQ which associates to each space–time vector fieldj a
covariantly conserved quantityQ@j# @see Eqs.~2.6! and~2.7!#. The quantityQ will be compared
with the standard ADM Hamiltonian and with the quasilocal energy defined in Sec. III.

Let us consider the covariant conserved quantityQS t
@j,s# for the first-order action functiona

~2.1! in the domainS t and relative to a vector fieldj and a sections5(g,ḡ). As we have already
outlined in Sec. II, the quantityQS t

@j,s# is defined to be the integral of the superpotential~2.7!
on the two-dimensional surfacesBt ~see Fig. 1 for the notation!. Since the Lagrangian~2.1!
decomposes in three terms@see Eq.~2.2a!#, we can also decompose each derived quantity~in
particular the superpotential, the No¨ther currents, and the conserved quantities! in three terms. In
particular,
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QS t

tot@j,s#5QS t
@j,g#1QS t

@j,g,ḡ#1QS t
@j,ḡ#, ~5.1!

where

QS t
@j,g#5

1

2k E
Bt

Ag¹bja dsab ,

QS t
@j,g,ḡ#5

1

2k E
Bt

Aggmnwmn
b ja dsab , ~5.2!

QS t
@j,ḡ#52

1

2k E
Bt

Aḡ¹̄bja dsab .

In order to simplify the ADM decomposition of the expression~5.1! so to be able to compare th
results obtained with the standard ones of Sec. III and Ref. 3 let us assume, as usual, t
metricsg and ḡ are matched on the hypersurfaceB and that the boundaries are orthogonal~i.e.,
umnmuB50).

@We stress that under our viewpoint the matching condition betweeng and ḡ is unessential,
since Nöther currents are always covariantly conserved. One may consider the second ex
analyzed in Sec. VII, where the Kerr solution is studied and itsmassinside the finiteR sphere is
obtained with respect to a flat background matched at spatial infinity. In this section we requ
matching onB in order to compare the No¨ther charges’ expression with the aforemention
standard (311) Hamiltonian and quasilocal energy.#

Let us also assume that the vector fieldj is tangent to the hypersurfaceB ~i.e., jmnmuB
50). First of all let us consider the first contributionQS t

@j,g# into ~5.1!, i.e., the integral of the
Komar superpotential. It may be rewritten as

QS t
@j,g#5

1

2k E
Bt

~ubna2uanb!gbm¹mjaAs d2x. ~5.3!

Taking formula~A9! repeatedly into account together with the condition of orthogonal bounda
umnmuB50 and the conditionjmnmuB50 we finally obtain

QS t
@j,g#5

1

k E
Bt

$Qmaumja%As d2x1
1

2k E
Bt

ua£jn
aAs d2x. ~5.4!

A similar expression may be found for the third contributionQS t
@j,ḡ# into formula~5.2!, i.e., the

Komar contribution of the matched bakgroundḡ:

QS t
@j,ḡ#52

1

k E
Bt

$Q̄maumja%As d2x2
1

2k E
Bt

ua£jn̄
aAs d2x. ~5.5!

It now remains to calculate the second contributionQS t
@j,g,ḡ# into formula~5.2!. We stress that

this is the contribution arising from the boundary term into the action functional~2.1!. By standard
techniques it can be recasted as

QS t
@j,g,ḡ#52

1

k E
Bt

uaja~Q2Q̄!As d2x. ~5.6!

@Notice that only the projectionuaja of the vector fieldja along the timelike normalua gives a
contribution to the termQS t

@j,g,ḡ#. This is the reason why the boundary term into the act
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~2.1! allows one to correct the anomalous factor of the Komar superpotential which, as we
previously, appears in the computation of mass while it does not enter in the computat
angular momentum.#

The conserved quantityin the regionS t relative to the infinitesimal generator of space–tim
symmetriesj is then given by the sum of~5.4!, ~5.5!, and~5.6!. Using~A11! and since in this case
Kmnun50 andsn

mun50 it can be recasted as

QS t

tot@j,s#52
1

k E
Bt

$uaja~K2K̄!1sa
r janb~Krb2K̄rb!%As d2x

1
1

2k E
Bt

ua~£jn
a2£jn̄

a!As d2x. ~5.7!

Let us stress that, until now, no assumption has been made on the vector fieldj, apart from the
requirementjmnmuB50.

An easy computation shows thatthe difference ua(£jn
a2£jn̄

a) is always zero if the metrics
g and ḡ are matched onB. Furthermore, the termsua£jn

a and ua£̄jn
a appearing in the las

contribution to~5.7! separatelydisappear if we choosej to be tangent to the two-surfacesBt , that
is jmumuBt

50, or also if we choosej to be the timelike vector field] t , i.e.,ja5Nua1Na. In both
cases the flow of the vector fieldj maps each hypersurfaceS t into itself or, respectively, into
another surfaceS t8 . Since the vector fieldna is tangent to eachS t it also turns out that £jn

a is
tangent toS t and thenua£jn

a50 in these cases.
Hence if we specialize formula~5.7! for the vector fieldj5] t we obtain the covariant con

served quantity which we call theHamiltonianof the system. It is given by

QS t

tot@] t ,s#5
1

k E
Bt

$N~K2K̄!2Na~Kbc2K̄bc!nbsac%As d2x ~5.8!

and it coincides exactly with the expression of the (311) Hamiltonian~3.11!.
Let us notice that this definition of the Hamiltonian can be correctly considered as the

nition of a covariantADM formulation ~see Refs. 22, 34, and 35!. In fact it does not require,a
priori , a (311) decomposition of space–time. We stress that in the covariant ADM approac
Hamiltonian, or energy, contained in a three-dimensional regionV and relative to a solutions, is
defined by~2.6! as a No¨ther conserved quantity:

QV
tot@j,s#5E

]V
U@j,s#. ~5.9!

This is a well-posed definition of the Hamiltonian provided only that the nonvanishing vector
j be transverse to the hypersurfaceV. Hence, by considering the parameter of the flow ofj as the
‘‘time’’ parameter and transportingV along the flow ofj we obtain a world tube foliated by
hypersurfaces diffeomorphic toV. In this covariant context, rather than starting from a prefer
local foliation into hypersurfaces, the starting point is a nonvanishing vector field the flo
which defines the local time, i.e., the flow of evolution. Then, by specializing the definition~5.9!
to the ADM foliation depicted in Fig. 1, under the additional assumptions of orthogonal bo
aries and of the matching between the metric and its background, thecovariant Hamiltonian
QS t

tot@]t ,s# exactly coincides with the standard HamiltonianH(g,ḡ) derived from a (311) splitting

of the York action functional@see Eq.~3.11!#.
Another relevant No¨ther conserved quantity is obtained by specializing formula~5.7! to a

vector fieldja5Na tangent to the two-surfacesBt , i.e., NauauBt
50 andsa

r Na5Nr. Because of
the vanishing of the first and third terms on the right-hand side of~5.7! we obtain
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QS t

tot@Na,s#52
1

k E
Bt

Nanb~Kab2K̄ab!As d2x. ~5.10!

In asymptotically flat space–times whenj corresponds to a rotation at spatial infinity, the No¨ther
charge~5.10! may be taken as the definition ofangular momentum.

The last No¨ther charge we consider is the one relative to the unit vector fieldj5u normal to
the leaves of the ADM foliation. From~5.7! we obtain

QS t

tot@u,s#5
1

k E
Bt

~K2K̄!As d2x. ~5.11!

We observe that it agrees with the definition~3.5! of quasilocal energy. In the aforementione
hypotheses,quasilocal energy may then be considered as a No¨ther charge associated with th
normal generator of the ADM foliation.

VI. TIME CONSERVATION

Despite the fact that quantities conserved along thetime of a fixed ADM foliation are not
manifestly covariant in nature they may be interesting to investigate. In our perspective, in
they can be obtained from covariantly conserved quantities. To be more precise, we can c
a variational principle, a space–time vector fieldj which is an infinitesimal generator of Lagrang
ian symmetries and a solution of field equations. Then we can compute covariantly con
currentsE@j# by Nöther theorem. Let us then fix a spacelike (n21)-regionS and integrate the
Nöther current on it to define a conserved quantityQS@j,s# @see~2.6!#. Any timelike vector field
z then allows one to evolve the regionS along its flow, parameterized by its affine parametet.
Under this viewpoint, the question arises whether there exists a vector fieldz ~possibly depending
on the regionS! such that the covariantly conserved quantity generated byj is also conserved in
the ‘‘time’’ induced byz. At a first glance, if we have]D5S t1

2S t0
1B ~see Fig. 1!, conservation

in time is equivalent to requiring that the integral of the No¨ther currentE@j# on B vanishes~for
any time interval@ t0 ,t1#). In fact, we have the covariant conservation law dE@j#50, so that

05E
D

dE @j#5E
]D

E @j#5E
S t1

E @j#2E
S t0

E @j#1E
B
E @j#⇒E

S t1

E @j#2E
S t0

E @j#52E
B
E @j#.

~6.1!

Thence the conserved quantity*S t
E@j# computed on a leaf does not depend on the particular

if and only if *B E@j#50 ~for any time interval@ t0 ,t1#). Physically speaking, this amount t
require that the flow of the currentE@j# throughB is vanishing. Clearly, different ADM foliations
may evolveS in different ways. In general, just a few of them will lead to time-conserv
quantities. The vanishing of*B E@j# then has to be guaranteed by additional hypotheses, pos
in many different ways. Under stronger hypotheses onj ~or on z, or on the boundary condition
which g andḡ have to satisfy! the set of ADM foliations leading to time-conserved quantities w
respect to different times may be possibly enlarged. Different sets of conditions which gua
time conservation will be discussed in the following and we shall compare them to those fou
the current literature; see also Sec. VII for some examples.

Here we shall discuss two different sets of sufficient conditions for time conservation
quantities~5.8!, ~5.10!, and ~5.11! are all covariantly conserved quantities independent of
hypothesis thatj is or is not a Killing vector field. In fact they have been defined by mean
Nöther theorem through a construction which relies only on the covariant nature of the Lag
ian. Hence, on a solution of field equations, the covariant conservation lawdmEm@j,s#50 always
holds for the No¨ther currentE@j,s# and for all vector fieldsj. This property, together with the
property of existence of superpotentials for any natural theory, has allowed us to defin
covariantly conserved No¨ther chargesQV

tot@j,s# @see~2.6!#. On the contrary the chargesQS t

tot@j,s#
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areconserved in ‘‘time’’ if they do not depend on the chosen hypersurfaceS t , i.e., if QS t

tot@j,s#

5QSt8

tot @j,s#. This is a stronger condition that has to be supported by additional requirementsB
is the three-dimensional region such thatS t82S t1B is the boundary of a regionD, from the
conservation lawdmEm@j,s#50 we obtain, as we already claimed, a time-conserved quanti
*B Em dsm50. A stronger condition amounts to requiring that the integrand be equal to zeroB,
i.e., EmnmuB50. In this caseQtot@j,s# is conserved not only with respect to the given foliation
hypersurfacesS t but it is time conserved with respect to the time ofany foliation of the same
regionD.

For the action functional~2.1! the Nöther current~2.3! may be rewritten as

Ea@j,s#5
1

2k
$~Aggmn2Aḡḡmn!£jūmn

a 2£j~Aggmn!wmn
a 2jaL%. ~6.2!

The corresponding quantityEmnmuB will be equal to zero if some condition is verified. We do n
explicitly know a set of necessary requirements for the occurrence of this situation; we can
provide two examples of sufficient conditions.
We may require, as a first example, that the following properties hold true:

~A! the vector fieldj is a Killing vector field for the metric, i.e., £jgmn50;
~B! the vector fieldj is a symmetry for the background in the sense that £jūmn

a 50;
~C! j is tangent to the boundaryB, i.e., jmnmuB50.

These three requirements together ensure thatEmnmuB50. These properties are clearly sati
fied if we are dealing with the Killing vector fields of an asymptotically flat stationary solution
we choose the flat metric as a background. Nevertheless, we stress that the time-conserve
tities QS t

tot@j,s#5*Bt
U@j,s# can be computed on a finite region, i.e., it is not necessary thatBt is

identified with spatial infinity. Moreover, we have not explicitly required the matching betw
the metrics onB ~see the example of the Kerr metric in Sec. VII!.

Another set of sufficient conditions may be imposed to fulfill the conditionEmnmuB50. They
closely resemble the ones of Ref. 3. We may require the matching of the metrics on the bo
B @so that the first term in~6.2! vanishes# and we again requirej to be tangent to the boundaryB:
jmnmuB50 @in order to make the third term in~6.2! vanishing when contracted with the norm
na#. We are left with the following term:

E
B
Ea dsa52

1

2k E
B
£j~Aggmn!wmn

a dsa .

Owing to the matching requirementgmnuB5ḡmnuB the latter expression may be recasted into
equivalent form:

E
B
Ea dsa5E

B
~P i j 2P̄ i j !£jg i j d3x.

It vanishes if we requirej to be a Killing vector of the boundary three-metric: £jg i j 5Dij j

1Dij j50. Hence, also in this latter situation, we obtain time-conserved quantitiesQS t

tot@j,s# for

the timet of any foliationof D in hypersurfacesS t .

VII. EXAMPLES

Here we shall discuss some simple examples to illustrate and clarify some of the
introduced previously in the paper.

Let us first consider the conserved quantities of the Schwarzschild solution given in its
dard form:
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g52S 12
2M

r Ddt21
1

S 12
2M

r D dr21r2~du21sin2 u df2!. ~7.1!

For computational convenience we rewrite it in isotropic coordinates (t,r ,u,f):

g52
~2r 2M !2

~2r 1M !2 dt21S 11
M

2r D
4

~dr 21r 2~du21sin2 u df2!!, ~7.2!

where, see Ref. 6,

2r 52M1r1Ar~r22M !⇔r5
~M12r !2

4r
. ~7.3!

Let us choose as a background the Minkowski space–time in isotropic coordinates

ḡ52
~2R2M !2

~2R1M !2 dt21S 11
M

2RD 4

~dr 21r 2~du21sin2 u df2!!. ~7.4!

The backgroundḡ is in fact a flat metric as one can easily check by direct computation of
Riemann tensor. Furthermore, the two metricsg andḡ are matched on the hypersurfaceB defined
by the equationr 5R.

Let us then consider a family of foliations of the regionr<R generated by the infinitesima
generator

z5~11e~sin~f!11!!] t , ~7.5!

wheree is a ~small! parameter. The flow parameter is denoted bys so that, ifS is a spacelike
hypersurface, it can be dragged along the flowFs of z to obtain the foliation:

Ss
e5$s constant%, s5t/~11e~sin~f!11!!.

Sinces denotes the affine parameter along the flow ofz, it can be interpreted as thetimeassociated
with the ADM foliation. We remark that we are in the hypothesis of orthogonal boundarie
required throughout the paper. Notice also that fore50 we recover the ordinary asymptotic tim
translationz5] t and the ordinary ADM foliation by the hypersurfacest5constant~see Fig. 2!.

Let us then choose the~three-parameter! vector field

j5a] t1~b1g sin~u!cosf!]f ~7.6!

FIG. 2.
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~wherea, b, andg are three real constants!, which is a generator of symmetries for the first-ord
Lagrangian~2.1!. We remark thatj is a well-defined vector field onB; in particular it extends to
u50 andu5p. For a51 andb5g50, j reduces to the ordinary time translationj5] t so that
we expect the corresponding conserved quantityQ

S
s
e

tot
@j# to be interpreted as themassof g relative

to ḡ on the leafSs
e in the regionr<R. We also stress that forg50 the vector fieldj is a Killing

vector both forg and ḡ. On the contrary, forgÞ0, j is not Killing both for g and ḡ. In the case
gÞ0, j does not have a direct physical interpretation, though it is a symmetry generator fo
Lagrangian~2.1! and it algorithmically generates the covariant No¨ther conserved quantityQ

S
s
e

tot
@j#.

We shall use it to illustrate how time conservation may be related to covariant conservation
different foliations.

If we calculate the No¨ther conserved quantity@according to Eq.~5.1! with 2k516p, i.e., in
geometric unitsG5c51# we get the following result:

QS
s
e@j,g#5a

M

2
2g

p

16
RS 12

M

2RD 2

se,

QS
s
e@j,g,ḡ#5S a

M

2
2g

pM

16
se D S 12

M

R D ,

~7.7!

QS
s
e@j,g#5g

pR

16 S 12
M2

4R2D se,

Q
S

s
e

tot
@j#5aS M2

M2

2RD1gS pM2

32R
se D .

Thus, whenj is the Killing vector] t (a51, b5g50) the relative mass

Q
S

s
e

tot
@] t#5M2

M2

2R
~7.8!

is time conserved along any foliation of the family generated byz, since it does not depend on th
affine parameters. We also stress that theconserved quantity~i.e., lettingR tend to infinity! is
alwaysQ`

tot@]t#5M, i.e., it reduces to the expected value for total mass.
If gÞ0 the vectorj is not Killing. Despite the fact that the conserved quantity is not ti

conserved in general, it is still time conserved along a particular foliation@namely, the one
corresponding toe50, i.e., z5] t ; see Fig. 2~a!#. We remark that in this case the flow of th
Nöther currentE@j#5Emdsm through]Ss vanishes even ifEmnmuBÞ0.

On the contrary, wheneÞ0 @see Fig. 2~b!# the Nöther chargeQ
S

s
e

tot
explicitly depends on the

time s, i.e., on the particular leaf on which it is computed.
We finally remark that in any case the quantityQ

S
s
e

tot
@j# given by Eq.~7.7! is covariantly

conserved~as any No¨ther conserved quantity is! and it consequently obeys a continuity equatio
To wrap up this first example let us now compute the quasilocal energy~5.11!. We consider

the case depicted in Fig. 2~a!, i.e., the foliation induced byz5] t . We choose, as infinitesima
symmetryj, the unit timelike normalu:

j5u5
2r 1M

2r 2M
] t . ~7.9!

If we calculate the No¨ther conserved quantity~5.1! we now obtain the following result:
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QS t
@u,g#5

1

4

M ~2R1M !

2R2M
,

QS t
@u,g,ḡ#5

1

2

~2R22MR2M2!M

R~2R2M !
,

~7.10!

QS t
@u,ḡ#5

1

4

M ~4R22M2!

~2R2M !2 ,

QS t

tot@u#5M1
M2

2R
.

In spherical coordinates (t,r,u,f) the fourth expression of~7.10! may be rewritten as

QS t

tot@u#5r0F12A12
2M

r0
G , ~7.11!

where 2R52M1r01Ar0(r022M ); see~7.3!. As expected, expression~7.11! perfectly agrees
with the value of the energy computed in Ref. 3, formula~6.14!.

Let us now consider another example of a conserved quantity in a finite regionD. It is a
completely different example since it does not require the matching of the solutions o
boundaryB of the finite region under consideration. Neither is the condition of orthogonal bo
aries required here.

Let us consider the Kerr space–time in ingoing Kerr–Schild coordinates (t,r ,u,f), given by

g5ḡ12Mrr22@dt1dr2a sin2 u df#2, ~7.12!

wherer25r 21a2 cos2 u, M2>a2. Let us choose the flat backgroundḡ as

ḡ52dt21@dr2a sin2 u df#21r2@du21sin2 u df2#. ~7.13!

The metricsg andḡ are matched at infinity. Let us consider the regionsD insidethe hypersurface
B defined byr 5R and the ADM foliationS t5$t5constant% generated by the vector field] t . We
stress thatg and ḡ do not match onB unlessR is let to tend to infinity.

Let us finally choose as the symmetry generator the~two-parameter! vector

j5a] t1b]f , ~7.14!

which is a Killing vector for bothg and ḡ ~a andb are two real constants!.
The Nöther conserved quantities one obtains are

QS@j,g#5S a
M

2
2bMaD ,

QS@j,g,ḡ#5a
M

2
,

~7.15!
QS@j,ḡ#50,

QS
tot@j#5aM2bMa,

which reproduce the expected values of therelative massand of theangular momentumin the
regiont5constant andr<R. Notice that the result is independent ofR meaning that all the energ
and angular momentum is ‘‘buried in the singularity.’’ We remark that setting anywherea50 the
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Schwarzschild solution is recovered. The relative massM we obtain in this case@see Eq.~7.15!
with a51, b50# does not agree with the value found previously@see Eq.~7.8!# because of the
two different matches selected.

We remark that the quantities~7.15! are also time conserved~even if the metrics are no
matched atB!. In fact the flow integral*B E vanishes sincej is tangent toB and it is a Killing
vector of bothg andḡ ~see Sec. VI!. Notice also thatEana50, i.e., the No¨ther current has no flow
through any part ofB. Consequently, the associated conserved quantity is time conserved
any ADM foliation of the regionD.

@The calculations in this section have been carried out by using tensor package ofMAPLEV, see
Ref. 36. They are the very direct application of formula~5.1!, just computed on the configuratio
(g,ḡ).#

VIII. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

We proved that once suitable matching conditions are required~i.e., the four-metricsg andḡ
are required to agree on the boundary of the region under consideration! the two action functionals
~2.1! and ~3.2! agree. Consequently the action functional~3.2! may be considered as the ADM
counterpart of the covariant action functional~2.1!.

The second important result achieved here is the use of the No¨ther theorem to define con
served quantities in a finite region and the characterization of the quasilocal energy as the¨ther
charge associated with the~timelike! unit vector normal to the leaves of the ADM foliation@see
~5.11!#.

These seem to be new results which should enable us to extend the analysis further a
the prescription for the entropy in general relativity. In fact, the quasilocal energy as well a
action functional~3.2! also appeared as the starting point of a statistically oriented approa
black hole entropy~see Refs. 17, 27, 19, 33, 20, 21, and references therein!. A different approach
to black hole entropy based on the No¨ther approach~see Refs. 16, 23, 29, 37 and referenc
therein! may be found in the literature. In view of the present comparison between the cov
first-order approach~which the Nöther approach is based on! and the York’s action functiona
~which quasilocal energy is based on! as well as between the No¨ther charges and the quasiloc
energy themselves, we believe that the two different approaches to entropy can be now s
fully compared~see also Refs. 38 and 39!.

Another interesting perspective is to extend the present comparison to the more g
situation of nonorthogonal boundaries which sometimes appeared in the literature~see Refs.
8–10!. It would be of some interest to know whether nonorthogonality of the boundaries in
ADM decomposition of the covariant action functional~2.1! exactly produces the additiona
boundary terms which are derived for the~modified! York’s action~see Ref. 9!, as we guess to be
true.
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APPENDIX: NOTATION

In order to make this paper self-contained here we briefly summarize some of the for
and expressions which are used throughout the paper. We follow the convention and n
adopted in Ref. 3 and we also refer the reader to Fig. 1 for notation.

We assume the hypersurfacesS t to be spacelike and we assume the hypersurfaceB to be
timelike. The metrichmn induced on the hypersurfacesS t may be written as

hmn5gmn1umun , ~A1!

while for the metricgmn on the hypersurfaceB we have
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gmn5gmn2nmnn ~A2!

~in the sequel Greek indices are always raised and lowered with the four-dimensional metric!. The
two vectorsuW andnW denote the future directed unit normal toS t and the outward pointing uni
normal to the hypersurfacesB, respectively. They satisfy the normalization relationsumum521
andnmnm51, respectively. Any space–time tensor may be projected onto the hypersurfacesS t by
means of the projection tensor:

hn
m5dn

m1umun . ~A3!

Any tensorial object may be also projected ontoB with the projection tensor

gn
m5dn

m2nmnn . ~A4!

The two-metricsmn on the boundariesBt is given by

smn5gmn1umun5hmn2nmnn ~A5!

and the respective projection tensor issn
m5gmrsrn .

The extrinsic curvaturesKmn of S t in M, Qmn of B in M andKmn of Bt embedded inS t are
defined, respectively, as follows:

Kmn52hm
a¹aun ,

Qmn52gm
a¹ann , ~A6!

Kmn52sm
aDann ,

whereDa denotes the covariant derivative onS t compatible with the metrich.
The extrinsic curvatureKmn is a symmetric tensor onS t , i.e., it satisfies the condition

Kmnum50, Kmnhr
m5Krn . Instead the extrinsic curvatureQmn is a symmetric tensor onB:

Qmnnm50, Qmngr
m5Qrn , while the extrinsic curvatureKmn is a symmetric tensor onBt , i.e.,

Kmnum5Kmnnm50.
We also denote by

an5um¹mun,
~A7!

bn5nm¹mnn

the ~covariant! accelerationsof the two normalsum and nm, respectively. They satisfy the or
thogonality properties:umam50 andnmbm50.

By making use of the property~A4!, we obtain

¹nnm5dn
a¹anm5gn

a¹anm1nann¹anm. ~A8!

Taking into account definitions~A6! and ~A7! we have

¹nnm52Qn
m1nnbm. ~A9!

Performing calculations in the same manner for the vectorum, it is easy to check the analogou
relation:

¹num52Kn
m2unam. ~A10!

Moreover, projecting the indices of the extrinsic curvatureQmn normally and tangentially to the
hypersurfacesS t we obtain the useful formula~see Ref. 3 for detailed computations!:
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Qmn5Kmn1umunnaaa12s (m
a un)n

bKab . ~A11!

@We recall that this relation is true only under the assumption of orthogonal boundaries
umnmuB50.# Contracting the latter expression withgmn we also easily obtain

Q5K2naaa. ~A12!

Let us now consider the ADM decomposition of the metric:

g5gmn dxm
^ dxn5~hmn2umun!dxm

^ dxn

52N2 dt21hab~dxa1Na dt ! ^ ~dxb1Nb dt !. ~A13!

The coordinate system (xm)5(t,xa)5(t,r ,xA) is adapted both toB and to the ADM foliation on
D. The surfacesS t are surfaces of constantt while B is the hypersurface of constantr. In other
words, indicesa,b,c,... run from 1 to 3 and denote indices on the spacelike hypersurfacesS t ,
while indicesA,B,C,... runfrom 2 to 3 and they instead denote indices on the boundaryBt of S t .
Hence, tensors onS t are labeled by early Roman lettersa,b,... . When they are considered a
tensors on space–timeM the same tensors are instead denoted by Greek letters. For examp
extrinsic curvatureK in ~A6! can be denoted asKmn or Kab , according to notational convenienc

The unit normal is given by (um)5(2N,0,0,0) while the timelike coordinate vector field]W0

5]/]t reads as]W05NuW 1NW , N being the lapse function andNW 5(Nm)5(0,Na) the spatial shift
vector:NW •uW 5Nmum50 ~we remind the reader that if we also assume the vector field]W0 be tangent
to the three-dimensional hypersurfaceB, the orthogonal boundary conditions reads asNW •nW uB
5NmnmuB50. Nevertheless this latter hypothesis will be not relevant for the computations i
rest of this Appendix!. The extrinsic curvatureKmn and the accelerationam defined in~A6! and
~A7!, respectively, read as

Kab52NGab
0 5

1

2N
@2]0hab1DaNb1DbNa#,

~A14!

~am!5~0,ab!5S 0,
]bN

N D .

~Roman indices are here raised and lowered with the three-metrichab.)
The Levi-Civita connection coefficients are given by

G0a
0 5

1

N
~]aN2NbKba!,

Gab
0 52

Kab

N
,

G00
0 5

]0N

N
1

Nb

N
]bN2

NaNb

N
Kab , ~A15!

Gb0
a 52NKb

a1
NaNc

N
Kcb1DbNa2

Na

N
]bN,

Gbc
a 53Gbc

a 1
Na

N
Kbc
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~where3Gbc
a denotes the Levi-Civita connection of the three-metrichab). A similar splitting may

be performed with the background metricḡ; we obviously obtain the same relations by replaci
the objects involved with the corresponding barred ones. By means of formula~A15! one may
easily compute the quantitiesuab

m 5Gab
m 2d (a

m Gb)e
e . For example, one can verify the following:

gmnumn
0 52

2

N
Ka

a1
1

N2 ]aNa ~A16!

and

gmnūmn
0 5K̄abF 1

N2N̄
~N̄a2Na!~N̄b2Nb!2

1

N
S N̄

N
h̄ab1

N

N̄
habD G

2
1

N̄N2
~N̄a2Na!]aN̄1

1

N2
]aN̄a1

N̄b

N2
3Ḡab

a 2
Nb

N2
3Ḡab

a , ~A17!

which together give

gmnwmn
a ua5gmn~umn

a 2ūmn
a !ua52Ngmn~umn

0 2ūmn
0 !. ~A18!

The latter term is involved in the contribution on the lids of the boundary term in the ac
functional ~2.1!. To evaluate instead the action functional contribution on the hypersurfaceB we
have to make use of the adapted splitting of the metric:

g5gmn dxm
^ dxn5~gmn1nmnn!dxm

^ dxn

5V2 dr 21g i j ~dxi1Vi dr ! ^ ~dxj1Vj dr !, ~A19!

where (xi)5(t,xA). Middle Roman lettersi , j ,k,... denote indices on the timelike hypersurfaceB
while xA (A52,3) again denote the coordinates over the two-dimensional surfacesBt . The func-
tion V is the radial lapsewhile Vi is the radial shift. Hence the unit, outward pointing, radia
normal nW reads asnW 5(1/V)@]W r2Vi]W i #. The extrinsic curvatureQ i j of the ‘‘cylinder’’ B
5$r constant% is given by

Q i j 5VG i j
r 5

1

2V
@2] rg i j 1DiVj1DjVi #, ~A20!

whereDi denotes the covariant derivative onB induced by the Levi-Civita connection3G jk
i of the

three-metricg i j . The coefficients of the four-dimensional Levi-Civita connection can now
decomposed as

G ri
r 5

1

V
~] iV1VjQ j i !,

G i j
r 5

Q i j

V
,

G rr
r 5

1

V
] rV1

Vi

V
] iV1

ViVj

V
Q i j , ~A21!

G j r
i 52VQ j

i 2
ViVk

V
Qk j1DjV

i2
Vi

V
] jV,
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G jk
i 53G jk

i 2
Vi

V
Q jk .

The latter expressions are not simply obtained from~A15! by exchanging tensors onS t with the
corresponding tensors onB. Because the metricshab andg i j have different signatures, a change
sign may appear in some terms of~A21! if compared with the decomposition~A15!.

By means of~A21!, the following expressions are then easily computed:

gmnumn
r 5

2

V
Q i

i2
1

V2 ] iV
i ,

~A22!

gmnūmn
r 5Q̄ i j F 1

V2V̄
~V̄i2Vi !~V̄j2Vj !1

1

V
S V̄

V
ḡ i j 1

V

V̄
g i j D G

1
1

V̄V2
~V̄i2Vi !] i V̄2

1

V2
] i V̄

i2
V̄j

V2
3Ḡ i j

i 1
Vj

V2
3Ḡ i j

i .

Expressions~A22! gives

gmnwmn
a na5gmn~umn

a 2ūmn
a !na5Vgmn~umn

r 2ūmn
r !, ~A23!

which is the contribution onB of the boundary term in the action functional~2.1!.
We stress that in~A18! and ~A23! computations are performed without any hypothesis

orthogonal boundaries and without requiring any matching conditions between the metricg and its
backgroundḡ.
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Far field behavior of noncompact static spherically
symmetric solutions of Einstein SU „2… Yang Mills equations

Alexander N. Lindena)

~Received 22 December 1998; accepted for publication 2 June 2000!

There exist static spherically symmetric solutions of the Einstein equations with
cosmological constantL coupled to the SU~2! Yang Mills equations that are
smooth at the originr 50 and with a horizon which can be transformed away with
a change of coordinates in which the radius increases across the singularity. We
establish the global behavior of these solutions. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1287918#

I. INTRODUCTION

Reference 1 analyzes spherically symmetric static solutions of the Einstein SU~2! Yang Mills
equations with small positive cosmological constant that are smooth at the origin of sph
symmetry. In particular, it is proven that the presence of a positive cosmological constantL causes
each such solution to give rise to a horizon at somer c<A3/L. For smallL a class of solutions
was found in which this singularity is only due to choice of Schwarzschild coordinates and c
transformed away with a Kruskal-type change of coordinates in such a way thatr increases in the
extended solution. Furthermore, the Yang Mills curvature is well behaved under the chan
coordinates. In this paper we prove that such solutions are defined globally in Schwarz
coordinates and that the solutions~except for the one coordinate singularity! are everywhere
smooth. We also determine their asymptotic behavior.

With a spherical symmetric metric

ds25C2A dt22
1

A
dr 22r 2 dV2 ~1-1!

~dV25df21sin2 f du2, the standard metric on the unit 2-sphere! and spherically symmetric
connection on an SU~2! bundle,

v5a~r ,t !t3 dt1b~r ,t !t3 dr 1w~r ,t !t2 df1~cosft32w~r ,t !sinft1! du, ~1-2!

the Einstein–Yang Mills equations take the form of three ordinary differential equations fo
coefficientsA, C, andw,

rA812Aw82512A2
~12w2!2

r 2 2Lr 2, ~1-3!

r 2Aw91r S 12A2
~12w2!2

r 2 2Lr 2Dw81w~12w2!50, ~1-4!

and

rC852w82C. ~1-5!

a!Research performed while a Visiting Assistant Professor at Brown University. Zorn Assistant Professor, Indiana
sity.
11960022-2488/2001/42(3)/1196/6/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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The t i in Eq. ~1-2! are the following matrices which form a basis of SU~2!:

t15 i /2F 0 21

21 0 G , t25 i /2F 0 i

2 i 0G , t35 i /2F21 0

0 1G .
By appropriate change of gauge, one ofa andb can be made to vanish. We assume that in t
gauge, the other vanishes too.

There are known explicit solutions to Eqs.~1-3!–~1-5!. Among these is the Schwarzchild
deSitter metric with constant Yang Mills connection

ds25S 12
Lr 2

3 D dt22S 12
Lr 2

3 D 21

dr 22r 2 dV2, w[1. ~1-6!

This solution is defined for allr and is smooth except at the horizon which occurs on the sp
r 5r h5A3/L, and serves as a prototype of solutions which have the following characteristi

lim
r↗r h

w2~r !,` and lim
r↗r h

A8~r !,0. ~1-7!

We call solutions that satisfy Eq.~1-7! noncompact. For such solutions, a change in coordina
(t,r ) to new coordinates (u,v) can be found that transforms the metric~1-1! to

ds25g~u,v !~du22dv2!2r 2~u,v ! dV2, ~1-8!

such thatgÞ0 in a neighborhood of the singularity atr h .2,3 Constantr andt curves are shown in
Fig. 1.

II. GLOBAL BEHAVIOR

We now prove that any solution of Eqs.~1-3!–~1-5! that satisfies Eq.~1-7! behaves qualita-
tively like the solution~1-6!; namely, the solution is defined and smooth for allrÞr h , the metric
approaches the metric~1-6! as r↗`, and the Yang Mills connection approaches a finitew`

asymptotically asr↗`.
Because the singularity atr h of such a solution is only a coordinate singularity and becaus

condition~1-7!, the solution (A(r ),w(r ),C(r )) can be extended to somer.r h . We definer to be
the largest value for which the solution is valid and such thatA(r ),0 for all r P(r h ,r).

FIG. 1. Space–time geometry nearr 5r h . The space–time manifoldM is the unshaded region. The hyperbolas are cur
of constantr and the rays through the origin are curves of constantt. The rays at angles645° representt56`,
respectively. The hyperbola forr 5r h degenerates to the point at the origin.
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We now define the function

h~r !5~12w2!222r 2Aw82. ~2-1!

The global smoothness and asymptotic behavior ofw, A andC will follow from the following:
Lemma 2.1:limr↗rh(r ) exists and is finite.
Proof: A simple calculation yields

h8~r !52rw82~F12Aw8222A!, ~2-2!

where

F~r !512A2
~12w2!2

r 2 2Lr 2. ~2-3!

To simplify notation, we define

k~r !5
F12Aw8222A

r
, ~2-4!

and rewrite Eq.~2-2! as

h852r 2w82k. ~2-5!

Another routine calculation yields

r 2k812r ~w8211!k12p50, ~2-6!

where

p512
2~12w2!2

r 2 22Aw82. ~2-7!

Clearly, sincer h.1/AL andA(r h)50,

k~r h!5
F~r h!

r h
,0. ~2-8!

We claim, furthermore, thatk,0 for all r P(r h ,r). For otherwise, letr̃ be the smallestr
P(r h ,r) that satisfies

k~ r̃ !50. ~2-9!

Equations~2-5! and ~2-1! imply

h~r !,h~r h!,1 for all r P@r h , r̃ #; ~2-10!

in particular, (12w2( r̃ ))2,1 and sincer̃ .&,

F2~12w2!2

r 2 G
r 5 r̃

,1. ~2-11!

Therefore,

p~ r̃ !.0. ~2-12!

Now, on the one hand, from Eqs.~2-6!, ~2-9!, and~2-12! it follows that
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k8~ r̃ !,0. ~2-13!

On the other hand, because of Eq.~2-8! and the definition ofr̃ , we must have

k8~ r̃ !>0. ~2-14!

Since both Eqs.~2-13! and ~2-14! cannot hold, there can be nor̃ that satisfies Eq.~2-9!. This
establishes the claim. Sinceh.0 for all r P(r h ,r), the Lemma follows. j

We shall prove thatr5`. Assuming this, we have the following:
Corollary 2.1: A;2 Lr 2/3.
Proof: Lemma 2.1 implies that limr↗`@(12w2)2/r 12rAw82#(r )50. Equation~1-3! then

gives, for anye.0, an r̄ such that

u12Lr 22~rA !8u,
e

r
~2-15!

wheneverr . r̄ . Integrating Eq.~2-15! from r̄ to any r . r̄ implies

U12
Lr 2

3
1

c

r
2AU,e ln r

r
~2-16!

~c is a constant of integration!. The result follows upon taking the limit asr↗`. j

Corollary 2.2: limr↗r h
w8(r )50 and limr↗r h

w(r ) exists and is finite.
Corollary 2.3: limr↗`C(r ) exists and is finite.
Proof: ChoosingC(0)51 and integrating Eq.~1-5! gives

C~r !5e*0
r2w82(s)/s ds. ~2-17!

From Eq.~2-17! it is clear that limr↗`C(r ) exists although,a priori, it might be infinite. Lemma
2.1 and Corollary 2.1 implyw82;r 24. Consequently,

E
0

` 2w82

r
,`.

j

Substituting corollaries~2.1! and ~2.2! into Eq. ~1-1! and scaling t by a factor of
@ limr↗`C(r )#21 yields a metric that is asymptotic to Eq.~1-6!. It is also clear that the Yang Mills
field vanishes asr↗`.

It remains to prove the following:
Theorem I: r5`.
Proof: From Lemma 2.1 it follows thatlimr↗rw2(r ),`. Substituting this into Eq.~1-3!

giveslimr↗rA8(r ).2`. Thus, limr↗rA(r ) exists. Standard results now implyr,` only if one
of the following holds:

~1! A(r)50,
~2! A(r),0 andlimr↗rw82(r )5`, or
~3! limr↗rw82(r ),` andlimr↗rA82(r )5`.

We now eliminate all three possibilities.
Case 1. We first claim that

lim
r↗r

Aw82~r ! exists and is finite. ~2-18!
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Clearly, Aw82<0 in the interval@r h ,r#; i.e., Aw82 is bounded from above. It suffices to prov
that nearr, (Aw82)8 is bounded also from below.

Now, because limr↗rA(r )50 andr h.1/AL, there existe.0 andd.0 such thatF,2e,
and consequently,

F12Aw82,2e, whenever r P~r2d,r!. ~2-19!

Also, Lemma 2.1 implies the existence ofM.0 such thatw,M . For arbitrary constantb, we
obtain easily from Eqs.~1-3! and ~1-4! the following equation:

r 2~Aw8b!81rw8b@~b21!F12Aw82#1bww8b21~12w2!50. ~2-20!

With b52, this becomes Eq.~2-21!:

r 2~Aw82!81rw82@F12Aw82#12ww8~12w2!50. ~2-21!

From Eq.~2-21! and inequality~2-19! it follows that

~Aw82!8>
3M ~12M2!

r2 ~2-22!

wheneverw82<1 andr P(r2d,r). Also, wheneverw82.1 andr P(r2d,r),

~Aw82!8.
w8

r 2 @r ew822M ~12M2!#. ~2-23!

It is clear from inequalities~2-22! and ~2-23! that (Aw82)8 is bounded from below. This estab
lishes~2-18!.

To eliminate this case, we note that on the one hand, limr↗rAw82(r ),0. Indeed, if
limr↗rAw82(r )50, then Eq.~1-3! would give

limr↗r~rA !85 limr↗rF~r !< lim
r↗r

~12Lr 2!,0.

However, becauserA,0 throughout the interval (r h ,r) and A(r)50, we must have
limr↗r(rA)8(r )>0.

On the other hand, the assumption limr↗rAw82(r ),0 leads to a contradiction. Indeed, sin
limr↗rA(r )50, we must have

lim
r↗r

w82~r !5`.

The invariance of Eqs.~1-3! and ~1-4! under the transformationw°2w allows us to assume
without any loss of generality, that limr↗rw8(r )51`. We next consider Eq.~2-20! with b53 to
obtain

r 2~Aw83!81rw83~2F12Aw82!13ww82~12w2!50. ~2-24!

Nearr, F,0 and thus

2F12Aw82, lim
r↗r

Aw82~r !,2c,0

for somec.0. Also, Lemma 2.1 impliesw is bounded. These facts imply that in Eq.~2-24! the
second term on the left dominates the third term on the same side. It follows that
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lim
r↗r

~Aw83!851`. ~2-25!

However, limr↗rAw82(r ),0 implies that limr↗rAw8352`. Therefore

limr↗r~Aw83!8~r !52`.

But this contradicts Eq.~2-25!. This eliminates Case 1.
Case 2. Without any loss of generality, we assume that

limr↗rw8~r !51` and lim
r↗r

A~r !,0.

Thus, there exists a sequence$r n%↗r such that limn→`(Aw8)(r n)52` and limn→`(Aw8)8
52`. Equation~2-20! with b51 gives

r 2~Aw8!812rw82~Aw8!1w~12w2!50. ~2-26!

Evaluating Eq.~2-26! at r n implies limn→`w(r n)52`. We claim that

lim
r↗r

w~r !52`. ~2-27!

For if not, then there existc.0 and a sequence$sn%↗r such that w(sn).2c,
2snAw83(sn)↗1`, and (Aw8)8(sn).0. This in turn implies that, for sufficiently largen,

@r 2~Aw8!812rAw831w~12w2!# r 5sn
.0,

contradicting Eq.~2-26!. This establishes Eq.~2-27!.
Similarly, we assert that

limr↗rw8~r !>0.

For otherwise, there exists a sequence$tn%↗r such thatAw8(tn).0 and (Aw8)8(tn).0. Now,

@r 2~Aw8!812rAw831w~12w2!# r 5tn
.0

which also contradicts Eq.~2-26!.
Since limr↗rw(r )52` implies limr↗rw8(r ),0, Case 2 is impossible.
Case 3. Equation~1-3! givesM.0 such that

~rA !8512
~12w2!2

r 2 2Lr 222Aw82.2M

throughout the interval (r h ,r). It follows that limr↗r(rA), and thus, also limr↗rA(r ) exist and
are finite providedr,`. Now, Eq.~1-3!, written as

A85
1

r F12
~12w2!2

r 2 2Lr 222Aw82G ,
shows that in the finite interval@r h ,r) A8 is bounded on both sides. j

1A. Linden, ‘‘Existence of noncompact static spherically symmetric solutions of Einstein SU~2!–Yang Mills equations,’’
~unpublished!.

2R. Adler, M. Bazin, and M. Schiffer,Introduction to General Relativity~McGraw-Hill, New York, 1975!.
3 J. Smoller and A. Wasserman, ‘‘Regular solutions of the Einstein–Yang–Mills equatiions,’’ J. Math. Phys.36, 4301–
4323 ~1995!.
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In the present article we develop the spectral analysis of Schro¨dinger operators on
lattice-type graphs. For the basic example of a cubic periodic graph the problem is
reduced to the spectral analysis of certain regular differential operators on a fun-
damental star-like subgraph with a selfadjoint condition at the central node and
quasiperiodic conditions at the boundary vertices. Using an explicit expression for
the resolvent of lattice-type operator we develop in the second section appropriate
Lippmann–Schwinger techniques for the perturbed periodic operator and construct
the corresponding scattering matrix. It serves as a base for the approximation of the
multi-dimensional Schro¨dinger operator by a one-dimensional operator on the
graph: in the third section of the paper for givenN-dimensional Schro¨dinger op-
erators with rapidly decreasing potential we construct a lattice-type operator on a
cubic graph embedded intoRN and show that the originalN-dimensional scattering
problem can be approximated in a proper sense by the corresponding scattering
problem for the perturbed lattice operator. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1347395#

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern interest in spectral properties of Schro¨dinger operators on graphs and correspond
scattering problems arises from the natural expectation that a dense lattice may serve as a
approximation for the corresponding solid body. This basic idea is intensely exploited
constructing approximate solutions of partial differential equations onzero-dimensionalmeshes.1

From a geometrical point of view, graphs areone-dimensionalobjects, but they have new
interesting properties, which distinguish one-dimensional Schro¨dinger operators on graphs from
one-dimensional Schro¨dinger operators on finite and infinite intervals. One property is the abs
of a ‘‘global’’ solution of the Cauchy problem. Still we may describe the whole set of solution
the corresponding homogeneous differential equation on a graph as asplineof solutions of local
Cauchy problems for ordinary differential equations on edges. But now the whole structure
finite-dimensional subspace of solutions of the homogeneous equation depends on thetopologyof
the graph. Hence we see that Schro¨dinger operators on graphs have interesting mathema
structures which take an intermediate position between ordinary and partial differential equ
On the other hand, this makes them a useful tool for mathematical modeling and for a study
physical systems, like nanowires, thin waveguides and networks. This is the reason of

a!Electronic mail: imelniko@ulb.ac.be
12020022-2488/2001/42(3)/1202/27/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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interest in differential operators on graphs, both for pure mathematics2–12 and applications.13–18

In the present article we study cubic lattice type graphs inRN. Lattice type graphs are periodi
infinite graphs with no infinite edges. Our main objective is to study the possibility of an app
mation of high-dimensional Schro¨dinger dynamics by corresponding dynamics on lattice-ty
graphs. One-dimensional geometry of graphs makes the spectral analysis and solution of sc
problems essentially less difficult than in high-dimensional systems. On the other hand, thepartial
discretization of the problem obtained by replacing the differential equation on the m
dimensional space by the corresponding problem for an ordinary differential operator o
lattice-type graph, may serve not only for the aims of computing with use of the correspo
one-dimensional~or, generally,multi-dimensional! meshesviewed as approximations of domain
of the original space, but also for qualitative modeling of spectral properties of the ori
multi-dimensional Schro¨dinger operator. This modeling is more natural, due to the continu
nature of graphs, compared with discrete zero-dimension lattice approximations of
dimensional domains19,20 normally used for the construction of approximate solutions of par
differential equations.

The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II we consider the Schro¨dinger operator on a
periodic cubic lattice graph inRN. We would like to notice that we generalize results of Exn
who studied9 the Schro¨dinger operator on a cubic lattice type graph inR2. We derive the disper-
sion equation and explicit expressions for Bloch waves, for the resolvent kernel and obta
Krein’s formula for the finitely perturbed periodic lattice. In Sec. III we consider the Schro¨dinger
operatorH52D1V(X) in Euclidean spaceRN supplied with the cubic lattice-type graphG with
edges of the length 2a. For givenH we construct a family of Schro¨dinger operatorsL (a) on G
which have the following property: the restrictions of the solutions of the equationHU5lU1F
onto the latticeG are asymptotically close to the solutions of the equationL (a)u5lu1FuG when
a→0. We construct an effective equation for the resolvent of the operatorL (a) and prove that it is
of the Hilbert–Schmidt type, thus allowing for a straightforward numerical solution by itera
methods. Finally we compare the scattering matrix for the operatorsL (a) on the graphG with the
scattering matrix of the originalN-dimensional operatorH.

II. ONE-BODY PROBLEM ON CUBIC LATTICE-TYPE GRAPHS

A. Periodic cubic graph in R N

In this section we consider a periodic cubic graphG in Euclidean spaceRN. We assume tha
the edges of the graph are parallel to the vectors of a fixed orthogonal and normalized
$ei%, i 51,2, . . .,N. If each edge of the graph has length 2a, then the whole graph may b
produced by shifts of a fragmentVa of the graphG ~see Fig. 1! which is called a fundamenta
subgraph~the fundamental domain of the subgroup of all translations in the basic direction
distances multiple of 2a):

Vaª$2a,xs,a, s51,2,...,N%.

Denoting bym the Lebesgue measure onG we may consider the Hilbert SpaceH5L2(G) of all
square-integrable functions onG. It is clear thatH may be interpreted as an orthogonal sum o
countable number of copies ofL2(Va):

H5L2~G!5 l 2„Z
2,L2~Va!….

In accordance with the last decomposition any functionu(X)PH may be represented as a fun
tion of two variables: the discrete variablem which numerates the tilesVa,m of all discrete
translations~multiple to 2a) of the fundamental subgraphVa , and the inner coordinatex which
defines the position of the point inside the given tile:

u~X!5u~x,m!, if X52a(
i 51

N

miei1x,
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x5$xi% i 51
N , 2a,xi,a; m5$mi% i 51

N PZN.

We introduce the differential operatorLg acting in the Hilbert spaceH on smooth functions as a
second order differentiation in basic directionei on each edge parallel toei .

Lgu52
d2u

dx2 .

One may easily check that this operator is symmetric on the domain of all smooth function
compact support submitted to the following boundary condition at each nodem
ª(2am1,2am2 ,2am3 ,...2amn):

u~m60ei !5u~m60ek!ªu~m!, 1< i ,k<N,
~1!

(
i 51

N F du

dxi
~m10ei !2

du

dxi
~m20ei !Gª@u8#~m!5g~m!u~m!,

whereg(m)5ḡ(m). One may also easily check, using the strong subordination condition
embedding theorems, that for eachbounded sequenceg(m) the closure of the operatorLg is a
self-adjoint operator inH defined on the orthogonal sum of the Sobolev spacesW2

2 on the edges
submitted to the above boundary condition~1! at the nodes of the lattice. Our next aim is
explore the spectral structure ofLg in the simplest case when the functiong is constant:g(m)
5g. We do it for generalN, but for the convenience of the reader we supply some figures fo
simplest nontrivial caseN52. In this case the infinite graphG is represented by a square lattice
nodes each one connected with four neighbors~see Fig. 1!. The internode distance is 2a. This
graph can be represented in the form~1! where the fundamental subgraphVa shown in Fig. 1 is
a union of four branches (0,6aei)ªVa

i ,6 with a common origin. In this case the total number
edges attached to each node is equal to 2N54.

FIG. 1. Cubic lattice type graphGa and its fundamental subgraphVa in R2.
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The periodic self-adjoint operatorLg is singular. Following Gelfand’s approach21 we reduce
the construction of the spectral decomposition for it to an analysis of the regular Sturm–Liou
problem for the operatorLg

P on the fundamental subgraphVa :

Lg
Puª2

d2

dx2 Jl
P5lJl

P ,

with the boundary condition~1! at the node and special quasiperiodic conditions at the end
branches ofVa

s fixed by the vector parameterP5(p1 ,p2 ,...,ps ,...,pN). We call this vector
parameter varying onN-dimensional torusTN a quasimomentumand write down the boundary
conditions as

Jl
P~m1aes!5eipsJl

P~m2aes!, 2p,ps,p, s51,2,3, . . .,N. ~2!

The operatorLg may be represented as

Lg5E
TN

% Lg
PdNP,

which reduces the spectral analysis of operatorLg to the spectral analysis of the operatorsLg
P .

Lemma 1:For any quasimomentumP the spectrumsg
P of the operatorLg

P is real, discrete and
bounded from below. It has multiplicity one for almost allP. The eigenvaluesl5k2 may be
calculated as the roots of the transcendental equation,

(
s51

N

cosps1
g sin 2ka

2k
5N cos 2ka. ~3!

The components of the eigenfunctions on the branches of the fundamental subgraph m
constructed in the form

Jl
P
ª(

s51

N

% Jl
ps , Jl

ps~xs!5
Gl

ps~xs ,0!

Gl
ps~0,0!

, s51,2,3, . . .,N, ~4!

whereGl
ps(x,y) is the Green’s function of the one-dimensional quasiperiodic problem@integral

kernel of the resolvent (Lg
P2l)21] on the s-branchVs of the fundamental subgraph2a,xs

,a. Then

Gl
p~0,0!5

sinka

2k~cosp2cos 2ka!
,

Jl
ps~xs!5

e2 ip/2

2 sinka Fe2 ik(x1 a/2) sinS ka2p

2 D1eik(x1 a/2) sinS ka1p

2 D G , 2a,xs,0,

Jl
ps~xs!5

eip/2

2 sinka Fe2 ik(x2 a/2) sinS ka1p

2 D1eik(x2 a/2) sinS ka2p

2 D G , 0,xs,a.

The normalizing coefficientsrl
P5*VuJl

P(x)u2 dm of the eigenfunctionsJl
P(x)5$Jl

ps(xs), s
51,2, . . .N% are calculated as

rl
P52Na1g

ka cos 2ka2sin 2ka

2ak2 sin 2ka
,
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and are positive on the spectrumsg
P of the regular periodic problem. The spectral resolution a

the Green’s function of the regular quasiperiodic problem are represented by the spectra
converging inL2 for xÞy:

(
l

Jl
P~x!^JP, f &

1

rl
P 5 f ~x!,

Gl
P~x,y!5(

l

Jl
P~x!Jl

P~y!

l~P!2l

1

rl
P .

Proof: Consider the following ratio of Green’s functions of the quasiperiodic problem on
s-branch of the fundamental subgraph:

Jl
ps~xs!5

Gl
ps~x,0!

Gl
ps~0,0!

, s51,2,3, . . .,N. ~5!

Then the quasiperiodicity condition is automatically fulfilled, and the boundary condition a
node is fulfilled for values of the spectral parameterl which satisfy the dispersion equation w
derive now. Note thatJl

ps(0)51 and the jump-conditionGl8(10,0)2Gl8(20,0)521 is fulfilled

at the pole 0. Then the dispersion equation forJl
P
ª(s% Jl

ps has the form

(
s51

N
1

Gl
ps~0,0!

1g50. ~6!

At the valuem50 we calculate the expression for the Green’s functionGl
p in explicit form:

Gl
p~x,y!5 (

l 52`

`

e2 ipl
eikux2y12alu

2ik
5

eikux2yu

2ik
1

1

2ik

ei (2ka2p)

12ei (2ka2p) eik(x2y)

1
1

2ik

ei (ka1p)

12ei (ka1p) eik(y2x), k25l,

which implies Gl
p(0,0)5 sin 2ka/2k(cosp2cos 2ka). Then the dispersion equation acquires t

form

(
s51

N

cosps1
g sin 2ka

2k
5N cos 2ka, k25l. ~7!

The solutionsl of this equation give the spectrumsg
P of the regular spectral problem on th

fundamental subgraph with the quasiperiodic boundary condition~2!. The spectrumsg
P depends

on the quasimomentumP5(p1 ,p2 , . . .,pN). Hence due to the general spectral properties of
periodic problems21 the spectrumsg of the periodic operator on the whole space is calculated
a union of allsg

P ,

sg5 ø
PPTN

sg
P .

The restrictions of the eigenfunctions of the periodic problem from the whole lattice~Bloch-
functions! onto the fundamental subgraph are calculated as eigenfunctions of the regular q
eriodic spectral problem with all possible quasimomenta. It is easy to check that eachs-component
of it on thes-branch2a,xs,a of the fundamental subgraph may be calculated as
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Jl
P~xs!5

cosps2cos~2ka!

sin 2ka
2kGk2~xs ,0!, s51,2,3, . . .,N, l5k2, ~8!

and then may be continued on the whole graph via the quasiperiodicity condition~2!.
To calculate the spectral density of the periodic problem we need the normalizing coeffi

of the Bloch waves for the regular problem with fixedP5(p1 ,p2 , . . .,pN) on the fundamenta
subgraph centered atm50. According to the previous analysis, thes-component of the Bloch
waveJl

ps(x) is presented forx5xs as the ratio

JP~xs!5
Gl

ps~x,0!

Gl
ps

~0,0!
5

eikuxu

2ik
1

1

4k

ei ~2ka2p!/2

sinS 2ka2p

2 D eikx1
1

4k

ei ~2ka1p!/2

sinS 2ka1p

2 D e2 ikx

Gl
p~0,0!

, pªps . ~9!

For x,0, that is on the branchVa
s,2 of the fundamental subgraph, the numerator of the Blo

wave ~9! may be represented as

Gl
p~x,0!5

1

2ik F e2 ikx
i

2

e2 i ~2ka1p!/2

sinS 2ka1p

2 D 1eikx
i

2

ei2ka2p/2

sinS 2ka2p

2 D G
5

e2 ip/2

4k
F e2 ik(x1a) sinS 2ka2p

2 D1eik(x1a) sinS 2ka1p

2 D
cosp2cos 2ka

G ,

x,0.

The same numerator on the complementary branchVa
s1 ~for x.0) is given by the formula

Gl
p~x,0!5

eip/2

4k
F e2 ik(x2a) sinS 2ka1p

2 D1eik(x2a) sinS 2ka2p

2 D
cosp2cos 2ka

G , x.0.

The normalizing coefficient*VuJPu2dx of the Bloch-wave is calculated as a sum of integrals
the squares of all components of the Bloch-wave over all branchesVa

s6 of the fundamental
subgraphVa :

(
s51

N
@J 2

s 1J 1
s #

uGl
ps~0,0!u2 ,

where J 6
s 5*V

a
s6uGl

ps(x,0)u2 dx. These integrals are positive and they are represented by

formula

J 6
s 5

a

4k2ucosp2cos 2kau2 Fsin2S 2ka2p

2 D1sin2S 2ka1p

2 D
12 sinS 2ka1p

2 D sinS 2ka2p

2 D sin 2ka

2ka G , pªps .

Summing the result over all branches and using the dispersion equation~3! we obtain for the
integral over the fundamental subgraph:
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E
Va

uJl
Pu2 dx52Na1g

2ka cos 2ka2sin 2ka

2ak2 sin 2ka
[rl

P . ~10!

Hence the spectral expansion for the regular spectral problem on the fundamental su
with the quasiperiodic boundary conditions~2! has the form

(
l

Jl
P~x!Jl

P~y!
1

rl
P 5d~x2y!, ~11!

where the summation is over the spectrumlPsP
g of the regular quasiperiodic problem. Th

expression for the square normrl
P remains positive on the spectrums where the dispersion

equation~3! is valid for 2p,ps,p. In particular we see that the norm of the Bloch-functions~4!
for Kirchhoff’s ~‘‘zero-current’’! boundary conditionsg50 is trivial, rl

P52aN.
h

The spectral properties of the periodic operatorLg on the whole graphG may be easily
derived from the spectral properties of the regular operatorLg

P on the fundamental subgraph. W
already mentioned thatsg5øPsg

P , and the eigenfunctions of the periodic problem~Bloch func-
tions! may be obtained as the quasiperiodic continuation of the eigenfunctionsJl

P of the regular
quasiperiodic problem. The spectral resolution for the periodic problem and the resolvent
may be obtained by averaging the corresponding expressions for the regular problem o
elementary cube of the dual lattice of quasimomenta2p,ps,p, s51,2, . . .,N:

1

~2p!N E
TN (

lPsg
P

Jl
P~x!Jl

P~y!
1

rl
P dNP5d~x2y!. ~12!

Each term of the series~12! above represents a spectral band of the periodic problem define
corresponding branchl(P) of the solution of the dispersion equation~3!, PPTN. The resolvent
kernel Gz

g(x,y) of the periodic problem@the integral kernel of the operatorRg(z)5(Lg2z)21]
may be represented now as a spectral integral:

Gz
g~x,y!5

1

~2p!N E
TN (

lPsg
P

Jl
P~x!Jl

P~y!

l~P!2z

dNP

rl
P . ~13!

B. Perturbation in a finite number of nodes

Consider now a perturbed periodic lattice with only finite numberM,` of nodes
(m1 ,m2 , . . .mM) affected. Actually we replace22–24 the standard boundary condition wit
g(m)5g @see the second condition in Eq.~1!# at the nodesm1 ,m2 , . . .,mM by the local boundary
condition

@u8#~mr !5~g1b r !u~mr !, r 51,2, . . .,M , ~14!

with realb r . Our next aim is to construct the resolvent and scattered waves of the correspo
self-adjoint operatorLgb . We shall obtain both applying the Krein formula for generalized res
vents to our case. In fact we will rederive this remarkable formula in the present context; se
Refs. 24–26.

For given nodesm1 ,m2 ,m3 , . . .,mM consider the finite-dimensional Hilbert spaceE of com-
plex M -vectorsU5(u1 ,u2 ,u3 , . . .,uM). Each continuous functionu on the cubic lattice may
generate a corresponding vectoruW by the rule (uW )s5u(ms), s51,2, . . .,M . The scalar product in
E we denote as,uW ,vW .E5(s51

M usv̄s . We need also areal scalar product inE with complex
conjugation absent on the second term. We denote it just by the angular brackets^uW ,vW &
5(s51

M usvs. We also consider a finite-dimensional operatorG l
g in E defined by the matrix
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~G l
g!st5Gl

g~ms ,mt!.

The operator defined inE by the diagonal matrix diag$bs% will be denoted by

Bªdiag$bs%.

Theorem 1: The resolvent kernel Gl
b(x,y),x,yPG, of the operator Lgb is represented by the

following Krein formula:

Gl
gb~x,y!5Gl

g~x,y!2K GW l
g~x!,

I

I 1BG l
g GW l

g~x!L , ~15!

where GW l
g(x) is an M-dimensional vector-function with the components Gl

g(x,ms), s
51,2,. . . ,M . The spectrum of the operator Lgb consists of an absolutely-continuous branch(e
which coincides with the (absolutely-continuous) spectrumsg of Lg and a finite number of eigen
values in each spectral gap, which may be found from the dispersion equationdet@I1BG l

g#50.
The scattered wavesFl

P which serve as eigenfunctions of the absolutely-continuous spectru
the operator Lgb are parameterized by the quasimomenta P of the initial Bloch-waves and m
constructed in analogy to the resolvent kernel:

Fl
P5Jl

P~x!2K GW l
g~x!,

I

I 1BG l
g JW l

PL . ~16!

Proof: We begin with an auxiliary statement concerning the resolvent of the periodic prob
Let us denote by@8#m2gI m the following boundary value at the nodem for the functionu defined
on the cubic graph:

~@8#m2gI m!uª(
i 51

N F du

dxi
~m10ei !2

du

dxi
~m20ei !G2gu~m!.

Then for the resolvent kernelGl
g(x,s) the following statement is true:

~@8#m2gI m!Gl
g~x,s!52dms. ~17!

Indeed, let us introduce the delta-functiond(x2m) attached to the nodem of the cubic graph. It
may be represented as a sum of delta-functions constructed on the one-dimensional bran
the fundamental subgraph as

d~x2m!5
1

N (
i 51

N

d~xi2mi !, ~18!

since both left and right parts define the same functional on the class of all continuous fun
on the graph. This means that the periodic operatorLg may be represented as

Lg52
d2

dx2 1g(
m

d~x2m!,

and the Green’s functionGl
g(x,s) which satisfies the equation

2
d2

dx2 Gl
g~x,n!1g(

m
d~x2m!Gl

g~x,n!5lGl
g~x,n!1d~x2n!,

may be integrated on a small subgraphVe,m5(2e,xi22ami,e, e!1) which gives the follow-
ing result due to~27!:
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lim
e→0

E
Ve

~Lg2lI !Gl
g~x,n!dm5dmn .

The left side of the last formula coincides with (@8#m2gI m)Gl
g(x,n), as announced. It is clear tha

the statement is true for any bounded sequenceg(m) depending onm as well.
To prove the first relation~15! we consider the Ansatz for the resolvent kernel of the pertur

periodic operator in the form

Gl
gb~x,y!5Gl

g~x,y!1(
t51

M

AtGl
g~x,mt!. ~19!

Then applying the operation@8#mr
2gI mr

to the ansatzGl
gb(x,ms) we obtain the vector2dsr

2( t51
M Atdst in E. On the other hand if the boundary condition~14! for Gl

gb(x,ms) is fulfilled,
then this vector must coincide with the vectorb rGl

g(mr ,ms)1( t51
M Gl

g(mr ,mt)At . This gives a
finite-dimensionalequation forAt , t51,2,...,N.

2~ I 1BG!AW 5GW l .

If the operatorI 1BGl is invertible, then the vectorAW of coefficientsAt may be obtained as

AW 52
I

I 1BGl
GW l ,

which gives the first relation~15!. The second relation~16! may be obtained in a similar way b
using the ansatz

Fl
P~x!5Jl

P~x!1(
t51

M

AtGl
g~x,mt!.

h

III. APPROXIMATION OF N-DIMENSIONAL SCHRÖDINGER DYNAMICS BY DYNAMICS
ON CUBIC GRAPH

A. Approximation theorems

We have seen above that quantum systems on the corresponding embedded graph
some basic spectral features from relevant systems on bulk space. On the other hand, the
dimension of mesh we are using for approximation of the multi-dimensional problem, the e
the corresponding computing; see the article20 by McCormic. At the same time the analysis fo
one-dimensionalgraphs may be developed in terms of solutions of corresponding Cauchy
lems forordinary differential equations on the edges of the graph, which is almost as simp
solve with the use of modern computers as discrete equations. But the continuous na
ordinary differential equations allows us to observe high-energy phenomena in a most n
form. In particular one may derive the realistic asymptotic formulas, e.g., for a description o
scattering processes. This is our motivation for analyzing Schro¨dinger dynamics inN-dimensional
space in terms of the corresponding dynamics on one-dimensional cubic graphs filling the
spaceRN.

Let us consider a Schro¨dinger operator inRN,

H52D1V~X!, XPRN, ~20!

with a continuous, rapidly decreasing potentialV(X)PL2(RN)ùC(RN). For anya.0 we can
discretize the spaceRN representing it as a tiling
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RN5Ka3ZN
ª ø

mPZN

Kam ,

where the tileKam is produced by the shift of the basic tileKa ,

Ka5$x:uxj u<a; j 51,2,. . . ,N%.

Here and in what follows we use the following notations:
x5$xj% j 51

N is a point ofN-dimensional cubeKa with the edges of the length 2a parallel to the
vectors of a standard orthogonal and normalized basis$ei% i 51

N ;
X5$X j% j 51

N 52am1x, mPZN, is a point ofRN with coordinates;
X j52amj1xj with respect to the basis$ei% i 51

N ;
Xm52am is them-th node of the cubic lattice with the edge 2a.
Together with the spaceRN we consider a graphGa which has the structure of a cubic lattic

Ga5VaÃZN,

whereVa is a union ofN pairwise orthogonal edges@2aei , aei # directed along the basic vecto
of the same orthogonal and normalized basis$ei% i 51

N and having only one common point at th
origin. The structure of this lattice is obviously compatible with the tiling introduced above in
sense that the graphGa can be naturally embedded in the spaceRN as a cubic lattice with the ste
2a so that the fundamental subgraph of it forms the boundary of the fundamental domainKa of
the subgroup of the shift group forming the tiling above. Indeed, when using the follo
notations:

x is a point of the fundamental subgraphVa5ø j 51
N @2aej ,aej #ªø j 51

N Va
j ;

X is a point of the graphGa ; X52am1x, mPZN;
Xm52am is them-th node of the graphGa ;
xj is a point of the intervalVa

j 5@2aej , aej # ~the j -edge of the fundamental subgrap
Va,Ga),

we describe thenatural embeddingof the graphGa into RN as an identification of pointsXm and
Xm and a realization of the edges of the graph as intervals parallel to coordinate axesRN

connected to the orthogonal basis$ei% i 51
N . In particular the fundamental subgraphVa is then

embedded into the cubeKa such that eachj -axis of this cube$X:X l50, lÞ j % corresponds to the
componentVa

j of the fundamental subgraph andxj5xj .
One can consider the Hilbert spaceHa of functions on the graphGa :

Ha5L2~Ga ,n dX!5 l 2„Z
N,L2~Va ,n dx!…5 l 2S ZN,(

j 51

N

% L2~@2a,a#,n dxj !D ,

where the coefficient in the measure

n5~2a!N21/N ~21!

is chosen in order to preserve the measure under the embedding described above:

E
Ka

dNx5nE
Va

dx. ~22!

The Laplace operator on the graph is given as

L0
(a)52N (

mPZN
(
j 51

N

% ]xj

2
ª2N

d2

dx2 , ~23!

in the Hilbert spaceHa with the domainD (a) described as a linear variety,
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l 2S ZN,(
j 51

N

% W2
2~@2a,a#\$0%,n dxj !D ,

of all W2
2-smooth elements inH2 which satisfy the boundary condition~1! with g50 ~Kirchhoff’s

‘‘zero-current’’ condition!.
We shall approximate the initial Schro¨dinger operator~20! in RN by the following Schro¨-

dinger operator on the graph:

L (a)5L0
(a)1qa~X!, ~24!

with the ~generalized! potentialqa(X)5qa(x,m) which will be specified later.
It is obvious that general elements of the basic Hilbert spaceL2(RN) of all square-integrable

functions on RN cannot be restricted onto the embedded one-dimensional graph as s
integrable functions. In fact we need even more. The restrictions of functions onRN to the lattice
Ga should be in a proper sense twice differentiable. Exact additional conditions of the smoo
of elements of the original Hilbert spaceL2(RN) may be easily derived from Sobolev’s embeddi
theorems,27 but for the moment we just consider the trivial classW2

l (RN), 2l .N which consists
of continuous (Lip1/l 11) Lipshitz-functions inRN and the class

FªW2
l ~RN!, 2l 2N.4,

which gives after restriction onto the one-dimensional latticeGa functions in C21(1/l 11)(Ga).
Below we prove two preparatory statements which will be summarized later in form o
theorem on approximations announced above.

Lemma 2:For any functionuPW2
l (RN), 2l .N its restrictionua onto the graphGa belongs to

L2(Ga)ùLip2l 2N/2(2l 2N12) , and the modulo of continuity,

vX
u ~d!ªsupuK u<duu~X1K !2u~X!u,

of the functionu at the pointXPRN is a square-integrable function ofX in RN for any d!1:

E
RN

uvX
u ~d!u2 dXN<Cd2/~ l 11!iuiW

2
1

2
.

The restriction operatoru°ua is asymptotically isometric fora→0:

U E
RNUuU2 dXN2E

Ga
Uuau2~X!n dXu<aC0F E

RN

uuu2 dXN1E
RN

u“uu2dXNG
1a2l S a1

1

aDClE
RN

u“ luu2 dXN.

Similarly, there is a constantC,`, such that for any functionsu,vPW2
l (RN), 2l .N, and its

restrictionsua ,va onto the graphGa ,

U E
RN

uv̄ dXN2E
Ga

uav̄an dXU<aC@ iuiW
2
l

2
1iviW

2
l

2
#.

Proof: We begin with the proof of the second statement. Note first of all that in the casl
.N the functionuPW2

l in the unit cubeK1 may be estimated as

supK1
uuu2<C0E

K1

uuu2 dxN1ClE
K1

u¹ luu2 dxN,
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and the increment ofu on any direct path (x,x8) in the unit cube the following estimate holds wit
some absolute constantsC1 ,Cl :

uu~x!2u~x8!u2<F E
(x,x8)

u¹uu~s!dsG2

<C0E
K1

u¹uu2 dxN1ClE
K1

u¹ luu2dxN.

By scaling this gives

supxPKa
uuu2<C0~2a!2NE

Ka

uuu2 dxN1~2a!2l 2NClE
Ka

u¹ luu2 dxN,

supx,x8PKa
uu~x!2u~x8!u2<C0~2a!22NE

Ka

u¹uu2 dxN1~2a!2l 2NClE
K1

u¹ luu2 dxN.

Hence for the real functionu the estimate for the increment ofu2 for uPW2
l (Ka) along any direct

path (x, x8), in Ka may be reduced to an estimation of the product

uu2~x!2u2~x8!u5uu~x!1u~x8!iu~x!2u~x8!u,

which may be transformed with use of Cauchy’s inequality to the form

uu2~x!2u2~x8!u<F ~2a!12NC0E
Ka

~ uuu21u¹uu2!dxN1~2a!2l 2NS 2a1
1

2aDClE
Ka

u¹ luu2 dxNG .
Having j fixed somehow we choose the pointx85X8 on Va

j and then integrate overKa and sum
over all j and over the tilingKm . Then redefining we obtain the estimate for the integral o
Lebesgue measurem on the latticeG:

U E
RN

uuu2 dXN2
~2a!N21

N E
Ga
Uuau2 dXu<F ~2a!

N
C0E

RN
~ uuu21u¹uu2!dXN1~2a!2l 2N

3S 2a1
1

2aD Cl

N E
Ka

u¹ luu2 dxNG .
To obtain a similar estimate for complex-valued functions one may derive it separate

real and imaginary parts of them, and then add both parts. The final result for the estimation
scalar product̂u,v& is obtained with use of the polarization identity.

Using the assertion proved above we may reduce the verification of the first statement
lemma to the proof of the corresponding fact inRN. This may be easily derived for rapidl
decreasing smooth functions. The increment of the functionu(X) may be estimated in the usua
way:

u~X1K !2u~X!5
1

~2p!N/2 E
RN

eiPX
~211ePK!

~11P2! l /2 u~P!~11P2! l /2 dPN.

Denoting the Fourier transform byF we may rewrite the last expression in the form

u~X1K !2u~X!5F21A~K ,* !F~11D2! l /2u~X!,

whereA is the pseudo-differential operator with the symbol

A~K ,P!5
eiPK

~11P2! l /2 ,
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andD2 is the Laplace operator inLa(RN). Using the uniform estimateuA(K ,P)u<Cd1/(11 l ) for
the symbol in the balluKu<d and the unitarity of the Fourier-transform inL2(RN) we see that for
any continuous functionK(X), uK(X)u<d we may estimate*RNuu„X1K (X)…2u(X)u2 dXN by
the productCd2/(11 l )iuiW

2
l (RN)

2
. The functionK(X) may be chosen such that

uu„X1K ~X!…2u~X!u5supuXu<duu„X1K ~X!…2u~X!u5vX
u ~d!.

This gives the first statement of the lemma.
h

Lemma 2 permits us to substitute the pre-Hilbert space of allW2
l -smooth, 2l .N, square-

integrable functions inRN by the pre-Hilbert space of Lipshits–continuous functions on the cu
graph. We need one more step to substitute the Laplace operator onRN by the Laplace on the
cubic lattice,2D→L0

a .
Define the classes

F0ªW2
l ~RN!; F2ªW2

l 12~RN!.

Then the following statement may be considered as a motivation for the substitution o
Laplace operator2D by the operatorL0

a on the graph.
Lemma 3:The restrictionua of any functionuPF2 onto the graphGa,

ua~x!ªu~X!, i f X5XPGa ,

in C21 (2l 2N)/2(2l 2N12)(Ga)ùL2(Ga) exists and the diagram

~25!

is ‘‘almost commutative’’ in the following weak sense: for any test-functionwPW2
l (Ga) the weak

deviation ofL0
aua from 2Duua for small a may be estimated as

U E
Ga

~L0
aua1Duua!w̄n dxU<Ca1/~ l 11!,

whereC is a constant depending oniuiW
2
l 12(RN)

2
, iwiW

2
l (Ga)

2
.

Proof: Due to Lemma 2 it is sufficient to derive the required estimate on the fundam
subgraph and then sum it over the whole tiling. If we denote byu0(m), us(m), ust(m), respec-
tively, the values of the functionu and the values of its first derivatives with respect toxs and
second derivatives with respect toxs ,xt at the nodem, we may write down the Taylor formula on
the tile Va,m for the functionu,

u~2am1x!5u0~m!1(
s

us~m!xs1
1
2 (

s,t
ust~m!xsxt1O„vm

u ~ uxu!…,

and for the restrictionua of u onto the latticeGa , xPVa
s :

ua~2am1xs!5u0~m!1us~m!xs1
1
2 uss~m!xs

21O„vm
u ~ uxu!….
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A straightforward calculation of the multi-dimensional Laplace onu gives on the tileVm :

Du5( uss~m!1O„vm
Du~ uxsu!…, ~26!

wherevm
f (d) stands for the modulo of continuity of the functionf on the tileVm . The application

of the lattice LaplaceL0
a to the branchVa,m

s of the tile Va,m gives

L0
aua5Nuss1O„vm

u ~ uxsu!…. ~27!

It is clear that the last two expressions~26!, ~27! have a lot in common: the restriction of the fir
of them onto the branchVa,m

s gives(uss(m)1O„vm
u (a)…, hence integrating overVa,m with the

test-functionw we obtain

w~2am1xs!5w~2am!1O„vm
w ~ uxsu!….

Summing overs, s51,2, . . .,N andm results in

U E
Ga

@~2Du!uGa
2L0

aua#wn dXU<C(
m

H S E
Va,m

uwu2n dxD 1/2S E
Va,m

uvm
D2u~x!u2 dxD 1/2

1S E
Va,m

uvm
w ~x!u2n dxD 1/2S E

Va,m

uD2uu2n dxD 1/2

1S E
Va,m

uvm
D2u~x!u2 dxD 1/2S E

Va,m

uvm
w ~x!u2n dxD 1/2J ,

whereC is an absolute constant anduD2uu2, uvm
D2uu2 stay for sums of squares of second deriv

tives and of the moduli of continuity of them, respectively. The integrals of the squares o
moduli of continuity may be estimated via the mean-value theorem as

E
Va,m

uvm
f ~x!u2n dx<~2a!Nuvm

f ~2a!u2,

and hence

(
m

E
Va,m

uvm
f ~x!u2n dx<(

m
~2a!Nuvm

f ~2a!u2,

which coincides with an integral sum for the integral*Ga
uvX

f (2a)u2n dx. Using the local estimate
for XPVa,m ,

vm
f ~2a!<vX

f ~4a!,

we may substitute the integral sum by the integral*Ga
uvX

f (4a)u2n dx and estimate it using Lemm
2. These steps give the announced estimate with some constantC depending on
iuiW

2
l 12(RN) ,iwiW

2
l (Ga) .

h

Consider a pair of differential equations,

2DU1V~X!U5lU1F,

L0
(a)u1q~x!u5lu1Fa ,
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with nonhomogeneous termsFPW2
l (RN) and with Fa5FuGa

. To approximate the multi-
dimensional dynamics inRN by the corresponding one-dimensional dynamics on the graphGa we
have to compare the resolvents of corresponding Schro¨dinger operators. For given continuou
potentialV(X) in RN @see Eq.~20!#, we have to construct a potentialqa(X) ~continuous, singular
or generalized! on the graphGa @see Eq.~24!# so that following diagram:

2DU1V~X!U5lU1F →
solution

U~X!

↓approximation restriction↓ ~28!

L0
~a!u1q~x!uªL ~a!u5lu1FuGa

→
solution

u~X!→a→0UuGa

is ‘‘approximately commutative’’ in a sense similar to one of the diagrams discussed in Lem
Now the exact meaning of the diagram~28! is clarified by the following.

Theorem 2: Let H52D1V(X) be a Schro¨dinger operator in L2(RN) with a real uniformly
bounded square-integrable and continuous potential V(X). Consider the family of lattice-type
graphsGa naturally embedded intoRN as described above and the family$L (a)% of operators
(each acting in its own spaceHa) given by Eq. (24) with the generalized delta-functional pot
tials,

qa~X!5~2Nn!21 (
mPZN

d~X2Xm!E
Ka

V~x12am!dNx. ~29!

Then for any pair of test functionsY(X)PF2 , C(X)PF0 and the restrictionsy (a)(X),c (a)

onto the graphGa the following weak approximation property is valid when a→0:

u^HY,C&L2(RN)2^Lay (a),c (a)&H (a)u<Ca1~ l 11!iYiW
2
l 12(RN)iCiW

2
l (RN) . ~30!

Proof: First let us notice that the choice of the~generalized! potentialqa(x) is not unique;
however, the one given leads to an essential simplification.

The comparison of the bilinear forms of the differential operator partsD andL (a) was done in
Lemma 3. It remains to compare the parts which contain the potentials. Using Taylor expa
for the test functionsY andC, we have for instance,

Y~x,m!5y (a)~2am!1(
l 51

2

(
n>1

]nY

]xl
n ~2am!

xn

n!
1O„vm

D2Y~2a!…,

where the symbolic notations for a high-order differential are used. Therefore we may obta
approximate formula for the bilinear term with the potential

^VY,C&L2(RN)5 (
mPZN

E
Ka

V~x12am!Y~x12am!C̄~x1m!dxN

5 (
mPZN

y (a)~2am!c̄ (a)~2am!E
Ka

V~x1m!dx1a1/~11 l !@ iYiW
2
l (RN)iCiW

2
l (RN)#.

Due to the continuity of the restrictionsy,c we may approximate the potentialV(X) by the
combinationqa(X) of delta functions on the latticeGa attached to the points 2am @see Eq.~29!#.
Using the bracket notations for functionals on continuous functions we have
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y (a)~2am!c̄ (a)~2am!5E
Ga

d~X22am!y (a)~X!c̄ (a)~X!dX5n21^d~X2XM !y (a)~X!,c (a)~X!&Ha
,

hence

^V~X!Y,C&L2(RN)5n21 (
mPZN

^d~X2Xm!y (a),c (a)&Ha
E

Ka

V~x1m!dxN

1O~a1/~11 l !@ iYiW
2
l (RN)iCiW

2
l (RN)# !

5^qa~X!y (a),c (a)&Ha
1O~a1/~11 l !@ iYiW

2
l (RN)iCiW

2
l (RNN)# !. ~31!

Using Lemma 3 and Eq.~30! concludes the proof of the theorem.
h

We see now that the family of the operatorsL (a) on the graphsGa approximates in the weak
sense theN-dimensional Schro¨dinger operatorH when a→0. This result will now lead to the
desired interpretation of the ‘‘weak commutativity’’ of the diagram~28!.

Definition 1: The functionUPF2 is called a weak solution of the equation

2DU1VU5lU1F, FPF, ~32!

if for all test-functionsCPF0 the following equation holds:

^~2D1V2l!U,C&L2(RN)5^F,C&L2(RN) .

Definition 2: The functionuPW2
l (Ga) is called a weak solution of the equation solution,

L0
(a)u1qau5lu1 f , ~33!

if for all restrictionsc of the test-functionsCPF0 onto the latticeGa the following equation
holds:

^~H0
(a)1q2l!u,c&Ha

5^ f ,c&Ha
,

for all functionscPHa .
The following theorem is valid.
Theorem 3: If U is a weak solution of Eq. (32), then its restrictionUuGa

to the graphGa is

approximated by a weak solution of Eq. (33) with f5FuGa
in the following sense:

^~L0
(a)1q2l!UuGa

,c&Ha
2^FuGa

,c&Ha
→0, if a→0, ~34!

for any cPHa , where qa(x) is given by Eq. (29).
Proof: The classF2 of test functions is dense in the spaceL2(RN), therefore we can restric

our consideration to the caseUPF2 . Applying Theorem 2 we have

^~2D1V!U,C&L2(RN)5^~L0
(a)1qa!UuGa

,CuGa
&Ha

1O~a1/~11 l !@ uUuW
2
l 12(RN)uCuW

2
l (RN)# !.

Following the pattern of the proof of Theorem 2 one can see that

^U,C&L2(RN)5^UuGa
,CuGa

&Ha
1O~a1/~11 l !@ uUuW

2
l (RN)uCuW

2
l (RN)# !;

^F,C&L2(RN)5^FuGa
,CuGa

&Ha
1O~a1/~11 l !@ uFuW

2
l (RN)uCuW

2
l (RN)# !;
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for any UPF2 ,C,FPF0 . The functionUPF2,F0 is a weak solution of Eq.~32!, and the
restrictionF0uGa

of the classF0 to the graphGa is dense in the spaceHa ; therefore formula~34!

is true.
h

The last statement confirms the ‘‘approximate commutativity’’ of diagram~28! in the weak
sense whena→0, thus motivating the study of the operatorsL (a).

B. Analysis of operators L „a…

Due to the specific~delta-functional! perturbation, the easiest way to investigate the opera
H (a) is to use the Lippmann–Schwinger equation for the resolvents,

R~z!5R0~z!2R0~z!qaR~z!, ~35!

where we omit indexa and use the notations

R0~z!5~L0
(a)2z!21;

R~z!5~L (a)2z!215„L0
(a)1qa~X!2z…21. ~36!

The unperturbed resolventR0(z) was constructed in Sec. II A through its kernel~the Green’s
function! Gz

g(x,y) @see Eq.~13!#. The case under consideration is given byg50 ~Kirchhoff’s
condition!. In this case we see from Eq.~3! that the spectrum of the unperturbed operatorL0

(a)

being the union of spectra of fiber the operatorsL0
(a)P , PPTN, is absolutely continuous and fill

the positive semiaxis. Indeed,21< (1/N) (s51
N cosps<1 for all P5$ps%s51

N PTN, and
(1/N) (s51

N cosps takes all values in the interval@21,1# when P varies onTN. Therefore, solu-
tionsk of Eq. ~3! in caseg50 fill the whole real axis after integration overTN, and the spectrum
s0{l5k2 of the operatorL0

(a) fills the positive semiaxis.
The kernel of the unperturbed resolvent~the Green’s function! constructed in Sec.II A has a

tensor structure. We denote its tensor elements asRmm8
(0) j j 8(x,x8,z), 1< j , j 8<N, m,m8PZN. Ten-

sor elements of the local perturbationqa(X) given by Eq.~29! are

qmm8
j j 8 ~x,x8!5n22Vmdmm8d j j 8d~x8!d~x!, ~37!

where

Vm5
defE

Ka

V~X̂,m!dNX̂. ~38!

Therefore the Lippmann–Schwinger equation~35! for the tensor elements of the perturbed res
vent takes the form

Rmm8
j j 8 ~x,x8,z!5Rmm8

(0) j j 8~x, x8,z!2 (
nPZN

Vn(
l 51

N

Rmn
(0) j l ~x,0,z!Rnm8

l j 8 ~0,x8,z!, ~39!

which for x50 implies

Rmm8
j j 8 ~0,x8,z!5Rmm8

(0) j j 8~0,x8,z!2 (
nPZN

VP(
l 51

N

Rmn
(0) j l ~0,0,z!Rnm8

l j 8 ~0,x8,z!. ~40!

Let us show that the elementsRmn
(0) j l (0,0,z) do not depend onj ,l . Indeed, letr 0

P(z)5(L0
(a)P

2z)21 be the resolvent of the fiber operatorL0
(a)P . Using the spectral decomposition a tens

element of its kernel can be constructed in terms of the eigenfunctions@see Eq.~13!#:
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r (0) j l
P ~x,x8,z!5 (

n52`

` J
Nk

n
2(P)

pj ~x!J̄
Nk

n
2(P)

pl ~x8!

Nkn
2~P!2z

,

where Nkn
2(P) are the eigenvalues of the operatorL0

(a)P . One can check by straightforwar
calculations that in our case (g50) the eigenfunctions have the form

J
Nk

n
2

pl ~x!5F ~Nan!21/2@cosknx1a l
2 sinknx#, 2a<x,0,

~Nan!21/2@cosknx2a l
1 sinknx#, 0,x<a,

~41!

where

a l
65

e6 ipl2cos 2kna

cos 2kna
.

Using Eq.~41!, we have

r (0) j l
P ~0,0,z!5

1

2nNa (
n52`

`
1

Nkn
2~P!2z

,

where kn(P) are the solutions of Eq.~3! with g50. Therefore we can see for anyj , l
51,2,. . . ,N

Amn~z!5
def

Rmn
(0) j l ~0,0,z!

5
1

~2p!N E
TN

r (0) j l
P ~0,0,z!ei (m2n,P) dNP

5
1

2nNa~2p!N E
TN

ei (m2n,P) (
n52`

`
dNQ

Nkn
2~Q!2z

. ~42!

From Eqs.~39!, ~40!, ~42! we have

Rmm8
j j 8 ~0, x8,z!5Rmm8

(0) j j 8~0, x8,z!2 (
nPZN

Amn~z!Vn(
l 51

N

Rnm8
j j 8 ~0, x8,z!. ~43!

Summation overj 51,2,. . . ,N gives

(
j 51

N

Rmm8
j j 8 ~0, x8,z!5(

j 51

N

Rmm8
(0) j j 8~0, x8,z!2N (

nPZN
Amn~z!VP(

l 51

N

Rnm8
j j 8 ~0, x8,z!. ~44!

One can also check that( j 51
N Rmm8

(0) j l (0, x,z) does not depend on indexl . Indeed, using Eq.~13! we
have

(
j 51

N

Rmm8
(0) j l

~0, x,z!5(
j 51

N E
TN

dNPei (m2m8,P) (
n52`

` J
Nk

n
2(P)

pj ~0!J̄
Nk

n
2(P)

pl ~x!

Nkn
2~P!2z

.

Therefore, using Eq.~41! we get

(
j 51

N

Rmm8
(0) j l

~0, x,z!5
1

na ETN
dNPei (m2m8,P) (

n52`

`
1

Nkn
2~P!2z

~coskn~P!x1a l~P!sinkn~P!x!.
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The only possible dependence onl is given through the coefficientsa l
6 defined in Eq.~41!.

Therefore, the onlyl -dependent contribution to the latter expression is given by

1

na ETN
dNPe6 iplei (m2m8,P) (

n52`

`
sinkn~P!x

Nkn
2~P!2z

.

From Eq.~3! at g50 we see thatkn
2(P) is invariant with respect to every permutation of indic

P5(p1 ,p2 , . . . ,pN)→P85(pl 1
,pl 2

, . . . ,pl N
). Therefore the same is true for the functio

(n52`
` sinkn(P)x/Nkn

2(P)2z. Hence, the latter integral actually does not depend onl , and the same

is true for( j 51
N Rmm8

(0) j j 8(0, x,z). Therefore we can introduce the notation

Gmm8
(0)

~x,z!5
def

(
j 51

N

Rmm8
(0) j l

~0, x,z!,

and from Eq.~44! see that

Gmm8~x,z!5
def

(
j 51

N

Rmm8
j l

~0,x,z!

does not depend onl as well. Eq.~40! implies

Gmm8~x,z!5Gmm8
(0)

~x,z!2N (
nPZN

Amn~z!VPGnm8~x,z!. ~45!

Combining Eqs.~39!, ~40!, ~43!, ~44! we can express the tensor elements of the perturbed re
vent in terms of solutions of Eq.~45!:

Rmm8
j j 8 ~x,x8,z!5Rmm8

(0) j j 8~x,x8,z!2 (
nPZN

Vn(
l 51

N

Rmn
(0) j l ~x,0,z!

3S Rnm8
(0)l j 8~0,x8,z!2 (

n8PZN
Ann8~z!Vn8Gn8m8~x8,z!D . ~46!

Therefore, the construction of the resolvent of the operatorL (a) is reduced to the solution o
the effective tensor equation~45!. Let us notice thatx andz play the role of parameters in thi
effective equation. We omit the parameterx in the further notations and rewrite the effectiv
equation~45! in the tensor form

G~z!5G(0)~z!2NA~z!V̂G, ~47!

where tensor elements of the tensorsG(z), G0(z) and A(z) are Gmm8(x,z), Gmm8
(0) (x,z) and

Amm8(z), respectively;V̂ stands for a diagonal tensor with the elementsVm .
We can formulate the above result in the form of the following.
Lemma 4:The tensor elements of the resolventR(Z)5(L0

(a)1q(X)2z)21 are given by Eq.
~46!, where the tensorG(z) is the solution of the equation~47!.

In order to study properties of the equation~47! we need the following technical result.
Lemma 5:The function

tz~P!5
def

(
n52`

`
1

Nkn
2~P!2z

~48!

has bounded derivatives]p1p2 . . . pN

N tz(P) on TN for all zPC\R1 .
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Proof: Introducing the notation

m~P!5
def1

N (
j 51

N

cospj .

Due to Eq.~3! at g50 we have

kn~P!5
1

2a S ~21!n Arccos$m~P!%12pFn11

2 G D , nPZ, ~49!

where the square bracket@z# stand for the integer part ofz and the inverse cosine function
assumed to take values in the interval 0< Arccosm,p. Hence the functiontz(P) depends on the
single variablem(P) only,

tz~m!5 (
n52`

`

xz
n~m!,

where

xz
n~m!5

def 1

NH ~21!nArccosm12pFn11

2 G J 2

2z

, ~50!

and one can calculate

]pj pl

2 m~P!5d j l N
21 sinpj ,

]p1p2 . . . pN

N tz„m~P!…5S )
j 51

N
]m~P!

]pj

]

]m D tz~m!

5~2N!N
]Ntz~m!

]mN )
j 51

N

sinpj

5~2N!N (
n52`

` ]Nxz
n~m!

]mN )
j 51

N

sinpj . ~51!

The function Arccos(m) is an infinitely differentiable function everywhere in the open inter
(21,1){m. Sinced/dm Arccos(m)52(12m2)21/2, the derivatives (ds/dms) Arccos(m) in the
points m561 have has only singularities defined by the factor (12m2)2s11/2. The derivative
(dN/dmN) xz

n(m) has no other singularities for anyzPC\R1 and contains the derivative
(ds/dms)Arccos(m) with s50,1,2,. . . ,N. Hence it is finite everywhere in the open interv
(21,1){m and can have poles of the order not higher than (12m2)2N11/2 in the pointsm5
61. However, due to the definition of functionm(P) if m561 then cospj561 for all j
51,1,. . . ,d, thus sinpj50 for all j 51,2,. . . ,N. Therefore the function) j 51

N sinpj has zeros of
the order (12m2)N in these points. Consequently, the functions@]Nxz

n
„m(P)…/]mN# ) j 51

N sinuj

are bounded in the closed interval@21,1#{m ~i.e., in the whole torusTN{P) for any nPZ and
any zPC\R1 .

One can also check that

xz
n
„m~P!…5O~n2!„11o~1!…;

U]Nxz
n
„m~P!…

N U<O~n2!„11o~1!…,

]m
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whenn→6` for all PPTN, zPC\R1 . Hence the series~49! converges.
h

The following statement is true.
Theorem 4: For any potential V(X)PL2(RN)ùC(RN) the operatorA(z)V̂ is a Hilbert–

Schmidt operator in the space l2(ZN) for all zPC\R1 if the tensor elementsAmm8(z) are given

by Eq. (42) and Vˆ is the diagonal tensor with elements Vm5*Ka
V(X̂,m)dNX̂, mPZN.

Proof: It suffices to prove that

(
m,nPZN

u„A~z!V̂…mnu2,`. ~52!

We have

(
m,n

u„A~z!V̂…mnu25„Na~2p!N
…

22(
m,n

U E
TN

ei (m2n,P)tz~P!dNPE
Ka

V~X̂,P!dNX̂U2

5„Na~2p!N
…

22(
q

U E
TN

ei (q,P)tz~P!dNPU2

(
n

U E
Ka

V~X̂,n!dNX̂U2

. ~53!

First, using the Ho¨lder inequality we estimate

(
n

U E
Ka

V~X̂,n!dNX̂U2

<~2a!N(
n
E

Ka

uV~X̂,n!u2 dNX̂

5~2a!NE
RN

uV~X!u2 dNX

5~2a!NuuV~X!uuL2(RN)
2

,`. ~54!

Next, using Lemma 5 we can integrate by parts and get the estimation

(
nPZN

U E
TN

ei (n,P)tz~P!dNPU2

5U E
TN

tz~P!dNPU2

1 (
n1n2 . . . nNÞ0

U 1

) j 51
N nj

E
0

2p

dp1 . . . E
0

2p

dpN ]p1p2 . . . pN

N tz~P!)
j 51

N

ein j pjU2

<U E
TN

tz~P!dNPU2

1S E
TN

u]p1p2 . . . pN

N tz~P!udNPD 2

(
n1n2 . . . nNÞ0

1

) j 51
N nj

2

5U E
TN

tz~P!dNPU2

1S p

3 D NS E
TN

u]p1p2 . . . pN

N tz~P!udNPD 2

,`. ~55!

Combining Eqs.~53!–~55! and Lemma 5 we get the proof.
h

This theorem allows us to use iteration methods in order to find the solutions of Eq.~48! and
construct the resolvent of the operatorL (a).

C. Scattering matrix

In order to discuss scattering for the pair of operatorsL0
(a) andL (a) it is enough to impose the

condition28

U E
Va

q~x12am!dxU< C

11umu21« , «.0.

By construction it is equivalent to the following condition on the potentialV(X):
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U E
Ka

V~x12am!dNxU< C

11umu21« .

Under this condition we will calculate the scattering matrix for the pair of operatorsL0
(a) , L (a).

We start with the equation for theT-matrix:28

T~z!5qa2qaR0~z!T~z!, ~56!

which can be solved in the same manner as the Lippmann–Schwinger equation~35! for the
resolvent. Indeed, substituting Eq.~29! into Eq.~56! we have for the tensor elements of the kern
of the T-matrix,

Tmm8
j j 8 ~x,x8,z!5n22Vmd~x!Cmm8

j j 8 ~x8,z!, ~57!

where

Cmm8
j j 8 ~x,z!5

def

n22d~x2x8!dmm8d j j 82(
n

(
l
E

0

a

dyRmn
(0) j l ~0,y,z!Tnm8

l j 8 ~y,x,z!.

HenceCmm8
j j 8 (x,z) obeys the following equation:

Cmm8
j j 8 ~x,z!5n22d~x!dmm8d j j 82(

n
(

l
VnRmn

(0) j l ~0,0,z!Cmn8
l j 8 ~x,z!. ~58!

Using the fact that the coefficientsRmn
(0) j l (0,0,z) do not depend on indicesj ,l , we denote

Jmn
l ~x,z!5

def

(
j 51

2N

Cmn
(0) j l ~x,z! ~59!

and get

Qmm8
l

~x,z!5d~x!dmm82N(
n

AmnVPQnm8
l

~x,z!. ~60!

This equation shows thatJmm8
l (x,z) does not depend on the indexl . Therefore it can be omitted

and we get the equation

(
n

~dmn1NAmnVP!Jnm8~x,z!5n22d~x!dmm8 , ~61!

or in tensor form,

„I 1NA~z!V̂…J~x,z!5n22d~x!I . ~62!

By Eqs.~56!–~60! tensor elements of theT-matrix can be expressed in terms of the solution of E
~62! as

Tmm8
j j 8 ~x,x8,z!5n22d~x!d~x8!VmS dmm8d j j 82(

n
Amn~z!Vn„I 1NA~z!V̂…nm8

21 D
5n22d~x!d~x8!Vm~dmm8d j j 82„A~z!V̂~ I 1NA~z!V̂!21

…mm8!.

Introducing the notation
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D~z!5
def

A~z!V̂„I 1NA~z!V̂…21, ~63!

we can write down the latter formula as

Tmm8
j j 8 ~x,x8,z!5n22d~x!d~x8!Vm„dmm8d j j 82Dmm8~z!…. ~64!

Knowing the kernel of theT-matrix we can construct the scattering matrix in the stand
way.28 In order to construct the scattering matrix for a fixed energy, let us define the isoene
surfaceTl,TN for any fixed energyl.0 as follows. The set of all possible quasimomentaP for
the fixed energyl:

Tl5
def

$PPTN:m~P!5cos 2aAl/N%,

wherem(P)5 (1/N) ( j 51
N cospj . Isoenergetic surfaces in caseN52 are shown in Fig. 2. Due to

Eq. ~3! with g50 for a fixed energyl5Nkn
2(P) we have cos 2akn(P)5m(P). Let us fix some

energyl.0 and suppose thatP,P8PTl . The corresponding unit vectors are denoted byP̂,P̂8.

FIG. 2. Isoenergetic surfacesm(P)5const of the HamiltonianL (a) in the quasimomentum torusTN in caseN52.
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The corresponding wave functions of the unperturbed HamiltonianL0
(a) given by Eq.~23! we

denote byJl
P , Jl

P8 . We can calculate the kernel of the scattering operator in the unpertu
representation as28

Sl~P,P8!5d~ P̂2 P̂8!22p i ^T~l1 i0!Jl
P8 ,Jl

P&Ha
.

For fixed energyl5Nkn
2(P) we can write

Snn8~P,P8!5dnn8@d~ P̂2 P̂8!22ipd~m~P!2m~P8!!^T~Nkn
2~P!1 i0!JNk

n
2

P8 ,JNk
n
2

P
&Ha

#.

~65!

This leads to the following statement.
Theorem 5: Under the condition of the existence of the scattering matrix for the pai

operators L0
(a) , L0

(a)1qa , its matrix elements Snn8(P,P8) for fixed energyl5Nkn
2(P) are given

by the following formula:

Snn8~P,P8!5dnn8Fd~ P̂2 P̂8!2d„m~P!2m~P8!…S 2p i

an (
m

Vme2 i (P2P8,m)

1
2p iN

an (
m

Vme2 i (P,m)(
m8

Dmm8„Nkn
2~P!1 i0…ei (P8,m8)D G , ~66!

whereDmm8(z) are the tensor elements of the tensorD(z) given by Eq. (64).
The proof is obvious by substituting Eqs.~41!, ~64! into Eq. ~65!.

h

A natural question appears. Is the above constructed scattering matrix for the system
graphGa related to the scattering matrix associated with the originalN-dimensional Schro¨dinger
dynamics? In order to clarify this question one has to construct the ‘‘representative’’ of the
waveei (Q,X); Q,XPRN, on the graphGa , observe its scattering under the evolution onGa , and,
finally, associate the resulting scattered waves inGa with scattered waves inRN.

We propose the following procedure. As the main aim in the description of scattering
cesses is to obtain the angular distribution of the scattered wave given the incoming plane
we have to establish a correspondence between the direction of the propagation of the plan
ei (Q,X) and of itsGa-‘‘representative.’’ In this context, the correspondence between the angQ̂
5Q/uQu and the direction of the wave propagation inGa should be kept intact. The following
steps meet this requirement.

~1! Given theRN-plane waveei (Q,X) we calculate the quasimomentumPQ52aQ(mod 2p).
~2! We calculate the functionm(PQ)5 (1/N) ( j 51

N cos(PQ)j5(1/N) ( j 51
N cos 2aqj . In case

m(PQ),0 or m(PQ).0 ~as illustrated in Fig. 3 forN52) we fix the direction of the quasi
momentumPQ , i.e., the rayLQ with the origin in the pointP15$pj50% j 51

N @for m(PQ)
.0] or in the pointP25$pj5p% j 51

N @for m(PQ).0] and containing the pointPQ .

~3! Given theRN-dynamics energyE5uQu2, we introduce the valuem̃Q

def

5 cos 2auQu. Then, for

any quasimomentumPPT̃Q on the isoenergetic surfaceT̃Q5$P:m(P)5m̃Q% ~see Fig. 3! we
have the correspondence between theRN-energy and theGa-energy.

~4! We find the intersection pointP̃Q5T̃QùLQ . The quasimomentumP̃Q corresponds to the
Ga-energy equal touQu2 ~becauseP̃QPT̃Q), if the number of the moden:E5uQu2

5Nkn
2( P̃Q) is chosen properly~see step 5!. On the other hand, it corresponds to the sa

direction of the wave propagation as theRN-plane waveei (Q,X) ~becauseQ̃QPLQ).
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~5! Given theRN-dynamics energyE5uQu2, we calculate the number of the mode of the cor
sponding wave function inGa :

nQ5F2a

p
uQuG.

~6! ‘ We take the corresponding eigenfunctionJ
Nk

nQ

2
P̃Q (x) of the fiber HamiltonianL0

(a) P̃Q and

consider the function

J
Nk

nQ

2
P̃Q ~x!ei(m,P̃Q), ~67!

as the ‘‘representative’’ of theRN-plane waveei (Q,X) on the graphGa . By construction, this
wave propagates in the same direction asei (Q,X) and has the sameGa-energyNknQ

2 ( P̃Q)

5uQu2 as theRN-energy of the plane waveei (Q,X).
~7! We consider the scattering of the wave~67! in the graphGa :

S:J
Nk

nQ

2
P̃Q ~x!ei(m,P̃Q)°E

T̃Q

SnQnQ
~ P̃Q8 ,P̃Q!J

Nk
nQ

2

P̃Q8 ~x!ei (m,P̃Q8 )dP̃Q8 .

The scattered wave thus obtained is a composition of the wavesJ
Nk

nQ

2

P̃Q8 (x)ei (m,P̃Q8 ), P̃Q8 PT̃Q

~see Fig. 3!.

FIG. 3. Procedure for the approximation of the scattering ofN-dimensional plane waveei ^Q,X& through the scattering
process on the graphGa .
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~8! For everyP̃Q8 PT̃Q we calculate the momentumQ85 P̃Q8 (uQu/uP̃Q8 u) ~see Fig. 3! and construct
the RN-plane wave ei (Q8,X). It propagates in the same direction as theGa-wave

J
Nk

nQ

2

P̃Q8 (x)ei (m,P̃Q8 ) and has the energyuQ8u25uQu2.

~9! We define the action of the approximate scattering matrix for theRN-dynamics as

Sa
approx:ei (Q,X)°E

T̃Q

SnQnQ
~ P̃Q8 ,P̃Q!ei uQu( P̃Q8 /uP̃Q8 u,X& dP̃Q8 . ~68!

This 9-step procedure is necessary. Indeed a simple restriction of the plane wavee(Q,X) to the
graphGa ,

ei (Q,X)uGa
5vQ~x!ei2a(m,PQ), ~69!

where PQ52aQ(mod 2p), i.e., (PQ) l52aql(mod 2p), l 51,2,. . . ,N, and vQ
j (xj )5eiq jxj ,

brings the following difficulty. Function~69! is associated with the quasimomentumPQ

52aQ(mod2p), but it corresponds to a wave packet containing components with differen
ergies. Indeed, one can decompose the functionvQ(x) defined on the fundamental subgraphVa in
terms of the eigenfunctions of the fiber HamiltonianL0

(a)PQ:

vQ~x!5 (
n>0

cQ
n J

Nk
n
2

PQ ~x!,

where

cQ
n 5^vQ~x!,J

Nk
n
2

PQ &L2(Va) ,

and Eq.~69! can be rewritten as

ei (Q,X)uGa
5 (

n>0
cQ

n J
Nk

n
2

PQ ~x!ei2a(m,PQ). ~70!

This is a wave packet with the components all having the same quasimomentumPQ

52aQ(mod 2p) but different energiesNkn
2(PQ). However, all these energies may be differe

from the energyuQu2 of the plane waveei (Q,X) if the latter is considered in the frame of th
original N-dimensional Schro¨dinger dynamics. Indeed, this energy equals

uQu25(
l 51

N

ql
2 , ~71!

while the energiesNkn
2(QP) are determined by the equation

cos 2akn~PQ!5m~PQ!5
1

N (
l 51

N

cos~PQ! l5
1

N (
l 51

N

cos 2aql ,

i.e.,

Nkn
2~PQ!5

N

4a2 S ~21!nArccosS 1

N (
l 51

N

cos 2aql D 12pFn11

2 G D 2

. ~72!

Obviously, the right hand sides of Eqs.~71! and ~72! are different for almost all sets$ql%.
Therefore, if we have the same direction of the wave propagation inRN and in Ga @i.e., the
quasimomentumP5PQ52aQ(mod 2p)], we cannot, in the general case, have the corresp
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dence of the energies. This is a manifestation of the fact that the relations between ener
momentum~quasimomentum! are not the same for the dynamics inRN and inGa . Therefore, if
one takes the function~69! as the ‘‘representative’’ of the plane waveei (Q,X), the scattering
process inGa will not preserve the energy of theRN-dynamics. It makes it difficult to approximat
in this way theRN-scattering process by theGa-scattering process. This problem does not app
if one uses the 9-step procedure described above.
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Three families of exact solutions for two-dimensional gravity minimally coupled to
electrodynamics are obtained in the context ofR5T theory. It is shown, by super-
symmetric formalism of quantum mechanics, that the quantum dynamics of a neu-
tral bosonic particle on static backgrounds with both varying curvature and electric
field is exactly solvable. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1343093#

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well-known that Einstein’s gravitational theory in two-dimensions is trivial. This
because the Einstein tensor is identically zero for all two-dimensional metrics. Consequent
Einstein equations require the energy-momentum tensor to be vanished and this result is
sistent with some nontrivial matter configurations.1 Also, in the mathematical language the Eul
classx of a compact and two-dimensional manifoldM with boundary]M is defined by2

2px5
1

2 EM
d2xA2gR2E

]M
A2gK,

whereR is the Ricci scalar andK is the trace of the extrinsic curvatureKi j . Therefore, if we
demand more useful information on a two-dimensional space–time a different gravitational
is required. An interesting action for two-dimensional gravity has been derived in the conte
string theory.3 However, despite the string theory approach it has been recently shown that g
in two-dimensions is not necessarily trivial.1,4 Of particular interest among these new approac
is the R5T theory of two-dimensional gravity in which the scalar curvatureR is equal to the
trace of the energy-momentum tensorT.1,4 This theory has provided some remarkable class
and semiclassical results such as: Well defined Newtonian limit,5 black hole solutions,4,6 gravita-
tional radiation, Friedmann–Robertson–Walker~FRW! cosmology, gravitational collapse,7 black
hole radiation,8 and their thermodynamical properties.4 On the other hand, there are some sim
larities between four-dimensional and two-dimensional gravity. Therefore, the study of cla
and quantum behavior ofR5T theory of two-dimensional gravity may help us to get a dee
insight into the problems involved in four-dimensional gravity.

In this paper~We use the units in which\5c58pG51.!, we find families of exact solutions
of two-dimensionalR5T type gravity minimally coupled to electrodynamics. Then, we inve
gate the quantum dynamics of a neutral bosonic particle on the obtained class of static solut
using the supersymmetric quantum mechanics and obtain the energy spectrum and eigenfu
exactly. In Secs. II and III, we introduce the model and obtain three families of exact solution
~a! two-dimensional manifolds with constant curvature and varying electric field,~b! two-

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: f-darabi@cc.sbu.ac.ir
12290022-2488/2001/42(3)/1229/7/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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dimensional manifolds with varying curvature and constant electric field, and~c! two-dimensional
manifolds with both varying curvature and electric field. Then, in Sec. IV the quantum dyna
of a neutral bosonic particle on the obtained static backgrounds with both varying curvatur
electric field is investigated in the context of supersymmetric quantum mechanics. The pape
with a brief conclusion.

II. THE MODEL

It is well-known that in two dimensions one can write locally the metric in the form9

g~X!5ef(X)S 1 0

0 21
D , ~1!

whereXª(t,x) andf(X) is a scalar field. The Ricci scalar for the metric~1! is given by

R~X!5e2f(X)~]x
22] t

2!f~X!. ~2!

Now, we put the matter as a Maxwell field with strength tensorFmn(m,n50,1) on the above two
dimensional Lorentzian geometry. We are interested inR5T theory of two-dimensional gravity
in which ‘‘T’’ is the trace of electromagnetic energy-momentum tensor given by

Tab52e~FamFb
m2 1

4 gabFlsFls!, ~3!

where ueu51 and its sign is arbitrary. TheTab in Eq. ~3! is the special case of one which wa
already considered by Mannet al.6 for charged point particles.

The coupled Einstein–Maxwell field equations are as follows:6

R5T, ~4!

1

A2g
]n~A2gFmn!5Jm, ~5!

where the first is the Einstein gravity in two-dimensions and the second is the Maxwell equ
in two-dimensional curved space–time from which the current conservation is easily derive
note that the electromagnetic fieldFmn in two-dimensions has only one independent nonz
component as electric field namely

Ftx5E~X!. ~6!

Therefore, considering the form of strength tensorFmn in Eq. ~6! the trace of energy-momentum
tensor~3! is obtained as

T5ee22fE2. ~7!

Substituting the scalar curvature~2! and the trace~7! into Eq. ~4! we have

~] t
22]x

2!f~X!1ee2f(X)E2~X!50. ~8!

III. THREE FAMILIES OF EXACT SOLUTIONS

Now, we classify the solutions of Einstein–Maxwell field equations in three categories.

A. 2D manifolds with constant scalar curvature and varying electric field

Assuming the constant scalar curvatureR(X)5R0 and considering Eq.~4! we find the vary-
ing electric field as
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E~X!56AR 0

e
ef(X). ~9!

In Eq. ~9! the parametere is suitably chosen so that for negative or positive scalar curvatureR0

the electric field is always a real quantity. In this way, forR0,0 ~one-sheet hyperboloid or a ha
plane! and forR0.0 ~a strip or a half plane! we should correspondT,0 andT.0, respectively.
Using ~9!, Eq. ~8! becomes

~] t
22]x

2!f~X!1R 0ef(X)50, ~10!

which is known as Liouville equation.10 It is worth noting that Eq.~10! was considered, at first, in
the study ofpure mathematical theoryof two-dimensional surfaces with constant curvature an
derived here through thephysicalR5T theory of gravity in two-dimensions with constant cu
vature. Of course, it is not so surprising because in the matter coupled gravity theory here
dynamical variablesgmn ,Fmn , andf, the conditionR5T may give rise to a dynamical equatio
in gravity ~geometry! sector with variablesR,f, and by taking a constant value forR it falls into
the Liouville’s mathematical context. In other words, Eq.~10! is the Liouville equation in which
the constancy of curvature is introduced through the physical theory asR5T5Const.
General solutions of Eq.~10! is given by11

f~x1,x2!5 log
8A18 ~x1!A28 ~x2!

uR0uFA1~x1!2
uR0u
R0

A2~x2!G2 , ~11!

where

A68 ª
dA6

dx6 , x65t6x.

Substituting the solutions forf, Eq.~11!, into Eqs.~1! and~9! the metric solution and electric field
are explicitly obtained with respect to arbitrary functionsA6(x6) as

ds25
8A18 ~x1!A28 ~x2!

uR0uFA1~x1!2
uR0u
R0

A2~x2!G2 dx1dx2, ~12!

E~x1,x2!56AR0

e

8A18 ~x1!A28 ~x2!

uR0uFA1~x1!2
uR0u
R0

A2~x2!G2 . ~13!

Using Eq.~5! one can easily show that the covariant currentJm corresponding to the solution
~12!, ~13! vanishes. The metric~12! describes a family of two-dimensional Lorentzian manifol
with the same constant curvatureR0 . In Ref. 11 it was shown that all two-dimensional Lorentzi
manifolds with the same constant curvature are locally isometric. Therefore, as a result, it m
said that all metrics defined by~12! are locally isometric.

B. 2D manifolds with varying scalar curvature and constant electric field

In this case, by assumption of a constant electric field asE(X)5E0 Eq. ~8! is written as

~] t
22]x

2!f~X!1eE0
2e2f(X)50. ~14!

As before, one can show that general solution to Eq.~14! is given by
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f~x1,x2!52 log
8B18 ~x1!B28 ~x2!

E0
2FB1~x1!1

1

e
B2~x2!G2 , ~15!

whereB6(x6) are arbitrary functions of their arguments. Considering the solution~15! the metric
solution and the scalar curvature are given as

ds25

E0
2FB1~x1!1

1

e
B2~x2!G2

8B18 ~x1!B28 ~x2!
dx1dx2, ~16!

R~x1,x2!5
64e

E0
2 F B18 ~x1!B28 ~x2!

FB1~x1!1
1

e
B2~x2!G2G 2

. ~17!

The currentJ corresponding to the solutions~16! and ~17! has the components

J6572E0e22f]7f, ~18!

where the functionsf are given by Eq.~15!.

C. 2D manifolds with varying scalar curvature and varying electric field

In this case considering Eqs.~2! and ~8! the following relation between the scalar curvatu
and the electric field is obtained

E~X!5ef(X)AR~X!

e
. ~19!

For each given functionf(X) one can find, using Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and~19!, the corresponding metric
solution and electric field. Moreover, the current which produces the electric field~19! is obtain-
able by Eq.~5!. For example, forf as merely a function of spatial coordinatex, namely for a
static space–time, we findJx50 and that the static electric field is produced byJt component. The
importance of two-dimensional manifolds with both varying scalar curvature and electric fie
the static case, as will be shown in the next section, is that the quantum dynamics of a n
bosonic particle on these manifolds is solvable exactly by using theSupersymmetric quantum
mechanicsandShape invariance.

IV. QUANTUM DYNAMICS OF A NEUTRAL BOSONIC PARTICLE ON STATIC 2D
MANIFOLDS WITH VARYING SCALAR CURVATURE AND VARYING ELECTRIC FIELD

Quantization of particle dynamics in two-dimensions with constant curvature for both ma
and massless particles was investigated in Ref. 11. Here, our aim is to quantize the p
dynamics on the manifold discussed in Sec. III C of the previous section in the static
Quantum dynamics of a massive neutral bosonic particle is described by two-dimensional K
Gordon equation

1

A2g
]a~A2ggab]b!C~X!1m2C~X!50,

wherem is the mass of the particle. Assuming the scalar wave functionC(X) as

C~x,t !5e2 iEtc~x!,
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the Klein–Gordon equation on the two-dimensional~2D! manifold obtained by the metric~1! in
the static case@f5f(x)# becomes

F2
d2

dx2 1m2~ef(x)21!Gc~x!5~E 22m2!c~x!. ~20!

Equation ~20! is mathematically equivalent to one-dimensional time-independent Schro¨dinger
equation. We use the supersymmetric quantum mechanics to solve this equation. In supers
ric quantum mechanics thecreationandannihilation operators are defined, respectively, as12,13

A †
ª2

d

dx
1W~x!,

Aª

d

dx
1W~x!,

where W(x) is called theSuperpotential. The supersymmetricPartner Hamiltonians namely
H15AA †,H25A †A have the following form:

H652
d2

dx2 1V6~x! ~21!

where the partner potentialsV6(x) are given with respect to the superpotentialW(x) as

V6~x!5W2~x!6
dW~x!

dx
. ~22!

If the partner potentialsV6(a0 ,x) ~with a0 as a constant parameter! are related according to th
relation

V1~a0 ,x!5V2~a1 ,x!1R~a1!, ~23!

then they are calledShape-invariantpotentials.14 In Eq. ~23!, a15F(a0) is a new set of param
eters and the termR(a1) is x independent. For shape-invariant potentials given by Eq.~23! the
spectrum and eigenfunctions are obtained by algebraic approach.12 Comparing the left-hand side
of Eq. ~20! with Eq. ~21! we deduce

m2~ef6(x)21!5V6~x!, ~24!

which relates the conformal factorsef6(x) to the partner potentialsV6(x). In fact, the supersym-
metry and conformal degree of freedom let us to have two sets of two-dimensional static
folds with varying curvature

ds6
2 5ef6(x)~dt22dx2!,

together with static electric fieldsE6(x). For example, by a suitable choice for the conform
factor as

ef2(x)5
v

2m2 S v

2
x221D11, ~25!

we may consider the following superpotential

W~x!5 1
2 vx, v.0, ~26!
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wherev is a quantity with the dimension of (mass)2 or (length)22 in the units\5c51. Now,
in order to study the one set of solutions we calculate the partner potentialV2(x), by using Eq.
~24!, as

V2~x!5
v

2 S v

2
x221D . ~27!

Using Eq.~24! we can obtain the energy and wave function12,13

E n
25m21nv, n50,1,2,. . . ,

cn~x!5Cn expS 2
v

4
x2DHnSAv

2
xD , ~28!

whereCn is the normalization constant. The static metric solution and electric field correspo
to the conformal factor given by~25! are as follows:

ds2
2 5F11

v

2m2 S v

2
x221D G~dt22dx2!, ~29!

E2~x!5A v2

2m2e

12
v

2m2 S v

2
x211D

11
v

2m2 S v

2
x221D . ~30!

The current corresponding to the electric field~30! has the nonvanishing component

Jt~x!52e2f2(x)]x@e2f2(x)E2~x!#. ~31!

It is easy to show that for 12 2m2/v >0 the metric~29! is degenerate at

x56A2

v S 12
2m2

v D . ~32!

On the other hand, by calculating the Ricci scalar corresponding to the metric~29! as

R5
v2

2m2

12
v

2m2 2
v2x2

4m2

F11
v

2m2 S v

2
x221D G3 , ~33!

we find that the geometry defined by~29! has also essential singularities at the points~32!. The
general existence of thesenakedsingular points indicates that the particle dynamics is exa
solvable in the part of the manifold not including these singular points. Alternatively, it se
possible to avoid the singular behavior only in a sub-class of manifold by appropriate choic
the values onv andm. To this end, we may restrict ourselves to the values ofm andv satisfying
the relation 12 2m2/v,0, which makes the metric~29! free of singularity. Then, we have

5 R50 at the points x0
656A2

2

v S 12
2m2

v D
R.0 for the range x0

2,x,x0
1

R,0 for x.x0
1 and x,x0

2

.
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Finally, we point out that for each partner potentialV1(x) corresponding to the conformal facto
ef1(x) we may obtain a set of static two-dimensional manifolds with varying curvature toge
with nonvanishing electric field with nontrivial current distribution. Obviously, the same pr
dure may be exactly applied for other shape-invariant potentials given by Refs. 12 and 13

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we have found three families of exact solutions for two-dimensionalR5T
theory of gravity minimally coupled to electrodynamics. By the study of quantum dynamics
neutral bosonic particle on a static two-dimensional space–time background we have show
Supersymmetric formalism of quantum mechanics leads to two disjoint sets of static
dimensional manifolds with both varying curvature and electric field. It is possible to solve exactly
the quantum dynamics of a neutral bosonic particle on these manifolds. It seems that the s
quantum dynamics of a fermionic particle in two-dimensional space–time may lead to
dimensional Lorentzian manifolds as the solutions of 2D gravity coupled to electrodynamic
also to the quantum solvability of particle dynamics on these manifolds.15
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Combined (q,h)-deformations proposed by Kupershmidt and Ballesteros–
Herranz–Parashar are studied. In each case a transformation is shown to lead to an
equivalent, standardq-deformation. We briefly indicate that appropriate singular
limits of the same type of transformations can however lead from standard bipara-
metric (p,q)-deformations to nonhybrid but biparametric nonstandard (g,h) ones.
Finally a case of hybrid (q,h)-deformation is recalled, related to the superalgebra
GL(1u1). © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1343881#

I. INTRODUCTION

Not only the standardq-deformation but also the nonstandard~Jordanian! h-deformation of
GL(2) can be considered to be well-known. In each of these domains biparametric gene
tions, (p,q) and (g,h), respectively, have been studied by a number of authors. A large nu
of previous sources are cited in Refs. 1 and 2. The dual quantum algebras ofGLpq andGLgh were
found in Refs. 3 and 4, respectively. Here we are concerned with certain proposals for com
these two distinct types into (q,h)-deformations. They will often be denoted as hybrid ones.
particular, we analyze the results of Kupershmidt1 and of Ballesteros–Herranz–Parashar.2 In each
case, we show that a well-defined transformation eliminatesh leaving a standardq-deformation.
This transformation is not an arbitrary twist, but a straightforward similarity relation performe
a tensor square of an operator. This will be demonstrated explicitly in Secs. II and III.

In Sec. II we start, in fact, with the 3-parameter (q,h,h8) deformation of Ref. 1. Already a
this level we are able to construct a similarity transformation reducing the formalism
1-parameter deformation. The surviving single parameterq8 is expressed explicitly as a functio

a!Electronic mail: blan@inrne.bas.bg
b!Electronic mail: Daniel.Arnaudon@lapp.in2p3.fr
c!Electronic mail: chakra@cpht.polytechnique.fr
d!Permanent address: Institute of Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, 72 Tsa

Chaussee, 1784 Sofia, Bulgaria. Electronic mail: vladimir.dobrev@unn.ac.uk;dobrev@inrne.bas.bg
e!Electronic mail: smikhov@inrne.bas.bg
12360022-2488/2001/42(3)/1236/14/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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of (q,h,h8). For the case particularly advocated in Ref. 1, namelyh850, one has simplyq8
5q.

In Sec. III we start by transforming theRq,h matrix of Ref. 2 toRq . Then we show how their
relevant results can be much better understood in the context of an explicitly presented, ‘‘c
bra conserving’’ map. This illuminates several aspects and goes beyond the case of 434 matrices.

In Sec. IV we add some comments on maps and singular limits of transformations.
nontrivial consequences5–8 are indicated by citing appropriate references. The passage fro
standard biparametric (p,q)-deformation to a nonstandard (g,h) one is presented in this contex

In Sec. V we arrive~at last! to a hybrid (q,h)-deformation whereh cannot be transformed
away. This turns out to be a hybrid deformation of the superalgebraGL(1u1), already studied in
Ref. 9. It is located as the caseRH1.2 in the classification of 434 R-matrices in Ref. 10, which we
briefly recall.

Finally we would like to come back to Secs. II and III. Instead of briefly stating the equ
lence (q,h)→(q), we have chosen to present our elementary analysis explicitly and in s
detail. We consider this worthwhile for dissipating some confusions. Several authors hav
sented attractive looking hybrid deformations without noticing disguised equivalences. We
selves devoted time and effort to their study before reducing them to usual deformations. W
that our analysis will create a more acute awareness of traps in this domain.

II. KUPERSHMIDT’S „q ,h ,h 8… AND „q ,h … DEFORMATIONS

We start by noting that the group relations given by the set of equations~5! of Ref. 1 can be
written as

ca5ac, bd5db,

cb5qbc2hac2h8 db,

ad5da1~q21!bc2hac2h8 db, ~II.1!

qba5ab1ha21h8b22h~da2bc!,

cd5q dc2hc22h8d21h8~da2bc!.

From the second and the third equations of~II.1! one obtains

ad2qbc1hac1h8bd5da2bc5ad2cb. ~II.2!

Substituting from~II.2! the l.h.s. for (da2bc) in the fourth and fifth equations of~II.1! one gets
back exactly~5! of Ref. 1. Compared to his original version ours has the following advantag

• Adopting the ordering,
d.a.b.c; ~II.3!

all the terms in increasing order (ca, bd, . . .! are on the l.h.s. of~II.1!, whereas the squar
terms and terms in decreasing order are on the r.h.s. This solves the ordering pr
encountered in Ref. 1 whenh8 was taken different from 0.

• The roles of the parametersh,h8 are now more simple and symmetrical. The terms bilin
in them ~like hh8bd andh82bd) do not appear in~II.1!. The corresponding complementa
~upper and lower triangular! linear contributions ofh andh8 in theR-matrix to be presented
below correspond directly to this feature@the possibility of linearizing the contributions i
~II.1!#.

• The simpler form of~II.1! facilitates the construction of theR-matrix form of the RTT
relations. This, in turn, facilitates the construction of the explicit similarity transforma
leading to a 1-parametric equivalent deformation,
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~q,h,h8!↔q8, ~II.4!

whereq8 is a specific function of (q,h,h8) to be presented below. We could have derived
same final results using the more complicated version of~II.1! in Ref. 1. But~II.1! is preferable.

A. Solution of the RTT constraints

Let

T5S a b

c dD , T15T^ 1, T251^ T, ~II.5!

wherea,b,c,d satisfy ~II.1! and letR satisfy

RT1T25T2T1R. ~II.6!

Using ~II.1! systematically, one obtains a solution involving an arbitrary parameterk. It is

R5S 1 2hk hk 0

0 qk ~12qk! 0

0 ~12k! k 0

0 2h8k h8k 1

D . ~II.7!

This doesnot satisfy the Yang–Baxter~YB! relations for all values ofk. In fact, in order thatR
satisfies YB the parameterk must satisfy the following quadratic equation:

k2~q1hh8!2k~q11!1150. ~II.8!

~Thus, for example, the particularly simple form fork51 does not satisfy YB unlesshh850.)
The presence ofk at this stage permits the existence of two solutions satisfying YB constraints
related throughR↔R21

21 .
We find it convenient for the similarity transformation to be introduced below to write do

the two solutions of~II.8! in the following manner:

k5k15~11h21h!21, k5k25~11hh8!21, ~II.9!

where the parameterh satisfies the quadratic

h21h1hh85q21. ~II.10!

Our equation~II.10! is the same as the one used in Ref. 1 Eq.~15!, to eliminateh8 at the level
of the vector basis of the Poisson bracket algebra. But the roˆle of ourh ~corresponding tot in Ref.
1! is different. We continue to allowh8 to be arbitrary and finally use a similarity transformatio
to arrive at an equivalent 1-parameter deformation.

B. Similarity transformation to a 1-parameter deformation

Define

G5S 1 h

z ~11hz!
D , G215S ~11hz! 2h

2z 1 D , ~II.11!

where the parametersh,z are given by
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h5~q21!
h~11hz!

112hz
, h85~q21!

h

112hz
, ~II.12!

or

h5~2h8!21
„~q21!6l…, h215~2h!21

„~q21!7l…,

z57h8l21, l5A~q21!224hh8. ~II.13!

~For l50, z diverges. This point should be approached as a limit after transforming.!
One obtains, after subtle simplifications,

R85~G^ G!R~G21
^ G21!5S 1 0 0 0

0 k/k1 ~12k/k1! 0

0 ~12k/k2! k/k2 0

0 0 0 1

D , ~II.14!

wherek1 ,k2 are given by~II.9!. @In light of the remarks following~II.13!, note thatz does not
appear inR8, only h through k1 and k2 . Reality restrictions are discussed at the end of t
section.#

Now the statement leading to~II.9! is evident: fork5k1 one gets

R85S 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 ~12k1 /k2! k1 /k2 0

0 0 0 1

D , ~II.15!

the standard lower triangular form of the YB solution for the single parameterk1 /k2 . Similarly,
for k5k2 , one gets

R85S 1 0 0 0

0 k2 /k1 ~12k2 /k1! 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

D , ~II.16!

the standard upper-triangular YB solution for the single parameterk2 /k1 . In fact ~II.15! and
~II.16! are related as the pairR8, (R218 )21.

Let us now define

T85S a8 b8

c8 d8
D , ~II.17!

such that it satisfies

R8T18T285T28T18R8. ~II.18!

The group relations turn out to be independent of the parameterk of ~II.14! @just as~II.1! are
independent ofk in ~II.7!#. One obtains

c8a85a8c8, b8d85d8b8, c8b85q8b8c8,
~II.19!

a8d85d8a81~q821!b8c8, q8b8a85a8b8, c8d85q8d8c8,
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where we have set

q85
k2

k1
5

11h21h

11hh8
, ~II.20!

with h21h1hh85q21. Note that

for h850, q85q;
~II.21!

for h50, q85q21.

A more complete discussion of the domains ofq8 follows below.
Settingh5h850 in ~II.1! and adding primes one obtains~II.19!.
The relations~II.19! can also be obtained from~II.1! by transforming withG. We have

preferred to construct the correspondingR-matrices first from their intrinsic interest and also f
elucidating the significance of the free parameterk arising at the RTT level before imposing th
YB constraints.

In Ref. 1, after settingh850 the (q,h) deformed system is reformulated using a cert
ordering. Our preceding study contains theR-matrix for this case as the particular one obtained
setting in~II.7!,

k5k25~11hh8!2151 ~ for h850!,
~II.22!

k15~11h21h!215q21

giving

R85S 1 2h h 0

0 q ~12q! 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

D . ~II.23!

The transformation to 1-parameter form is now by

G5S 1 h

0 1D , with z50, h5
h

q21
, ~II.24!

in ~II.11!. The upper triangular form~II.16! now becomes

R85S 1 0 0 0

0 q ~12q! 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

D . ~II.25!

The transformed (a,b,c,d), namely (a8,b8,c8,d8), now satisfies~II.19! with q85q.
The results forh850 can be obtained directly by starting with a (q,h) system given by~16!

of Ref. 1 with one necessary correction. The group relations should be written as

ba5q21a~b1ha!2q21hda1q22hc~b1ha!,

bd5db,
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bc5q21c~b1ha!,
~II.26!

ad5da1~12q21!cb2q21hca,

ac5ca,

dc5q21c~d1hc!.

@The last two terms of the first equation has each an extra factorq21 as compared to~16! of Ref.
1. Settingh850 in ~5! of Ref. 1 and reordering one indeed gets our version. Starting directly
~II.26!, the RTT relations and the YB constraints can indeed be shown to lead to~II.23!. Then
~II.24! eliminatesh leading to~II.25! and to ~II.19! with q85q. The caseh50 can be treated
quite analogously setting~taking the lower sign in~II.13! for h,z.#

h50, G5S 1 0

z 1D , z5
h8

q21
. ~II.27!

In Ref. 1 h8 was eliminated at the stage of Poisson brackets andh was retained. It was
assumed that one thus obtains an authentic 2-parameter (q,h)-deformation. We have shown tha
this is not the case. Our transformation for the original (q,h,h8) case shows that, from the star
one has always been dealing with a heavily disguisedq-deformation. This statement shou
however be qualified by taking a closer look at different domains of the parameter spa
(q,h,h8). We consider below real values of (q,h,h8).

For both (h,h8)Þ0 ~the casesh850 andh50, with q85q andq85q21, respectively, can be
considered simply and analogously!, from ~II.20!,

q85
q116A~q21!224hh8

q117A~q21!224hh8
. ~II.28!

Apart from the very special case

q521, q8521, ~II.29!

we note that more generally (i ) for any q and hh8,0 and (i i ) for (q21)2.4hh8.0, q8 is
always real. We consider this as the generic case.

Another very special case is~for hh8.0) uq21u52Ahh8 when q851. See the remark
following ~II.13! concerning this singular point. Here one has a classical solution with comm
a8,b8,c8,d8 !

For hh8.0 anduq21u,2Ahh8, q85e6 id, a complex phase. Hereq8 can even be a root o
unity. Thus starting from a complex deformation, one can obtain by the transformation withG an
equivalent deformation with 3 real parameters related through~II.28!.

III. THE BALLESTEROS–HERRANZ–PARASHAR CASE

A. Transformation to Rq

The Ballesteros–Herranz–Parashar~BHP! two-parametric deformation~Sec. 4 of Ref. 2!
leads to theR-matrix

Rq,h5S 1 h 2qh h2

0 q 12q2 qh

0 0 q 2h

0 0 0 1

D . ~III.1!
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The authors present it as a superposition of standard (q) and nonstandard (h) deformations. It has
indeed the attractive property that forh50 andq51, respectively, one obtains the standardRq

and the nonstandardRh matrices.
Now consider a similarity transformation ofRq,h by M ^ M where

M5S x y

0 1D , M 215x21S 1 2y

0 x D , ~III.2!

with y5 h/(q21) (hÞ0, qÞ1) andx is an arbitrary nonzero parameter. In the notation of R
2,

y5
a1

2a
~q5ea!. ~III.3!

One obtains, independently of the choice ofx,

~M 21
^ M 21!Rq,h~M ^ M !5S 1 0 0 0

0 q 12q2 0

0 0 q 0

0 0 0 1

D 5Rq . ~III.4!

Thus it is seen thath can be transformed away.

B. A coalgebra preserving map

The significance of this equivalence~and that of the related Hopf algebraic results of Ref.!
are better understood in the context of a simple class of coalgebra preserving maps, pr
below.~The content of the mapping can be considered, in a certain sense, to be trivial. Eluci
this aspect is precisely our purpose.! These maps can be generalized to higher dimensional a
bras. But we here consider onlyUq(gl(2)).

One starts with the standardUq„sl(2)… algebra,

@J0 ,J6#562J6 , ~qJ0J65q62J6qJ0!,
~III.5!

@J1 ,J2#5
qJ02q2J0

q2q21 [@J0#,

with the coalgebra structure

D~J0!5J0^ 111^ J0 „D~qJ0!5qJ0^ qJ0
…,

D~J6!5qJ0/2
^ J61J6 ^ q2J0/2,

S~qJ0/2!5q2J0/2, ~III.6!

S~J6!52q2J0/2J6qJ0/2,

e~qJ0/2!51, e~J6!50.

@Note that for the antipodeS, we have not replacedq2J0/2J6qJ0/2 by q71J6 . This last form uses
~III.5! which will be modified by the map, keeping the structure~III.6! intact in terms of the new
generators.#

Next one sets
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J085J0 ,

J18 5J1 ,

J28 5b1J21b2~qJ0/22q2J0/2!1b3J1 . ~III.7!

Choosing~with q5ea)

b15
sinh~a!

a
, b252

a1

2a2 , b352
a1

2

4a2 , ~III.8!

one obtains the case~4.6! of Ref. 2@our (J08 ,J18 ,J28 ) corresponding to their (J38 ,J1 ,J2)#. Indeed

@J08 ,J18 #52J18 ,

@J08 ,J28 #522J28 2
a1

a

sinh~aJ08/2!

a/2
2

a1
2

a2 J18 , ~III.9!

@J18 ,J28 #5
sinh~aJ08!

a
1

a1

a

ea21

2a
~e2aJ08/2J18 1J18 eaJ08/2!.

Moreover, the coalgebra structure induced by this map has the same expression in terms
new generators, i.e.,

D~J08!5J08^ 111^ J08 ,
~III.10!

D~J68 !5qJ08/2
^ J68 1J68 ^ q2J08/2,

and so on. This is achieved under the single condition that the coefficients ofq6J0 in ~III.7! are
opposite.@Note that the latter statement would be true also if, in addition, we writeJ18 5a1J1

1a2(qJ0/22q2J0/2)1a3J2 .# The whole Hopf algebra described by (J08 ,J18 ,J28 ) then reproduces
that of BHP. This means that the BHP Hopf algebra is equivalent toUq„gl(2)….

IV. COMMENTS ON SINGULAR LIMITS OF TRANSFORMATIONS

Up to now we have been considering regular, invertible transformations making evide
trivial nature of the passage

Rq↔Rq,h . ~IV.1!

The map~III.7! is consistent with this due to the conservation of the structure of the coalg
When a map has to be followed by a twist11,12to arrive at a sought for coalgebra, the situation c
be of interest. It has been shown elsewhere5 how the universalRh matrix ~introduced first in Ref.
13! can be obtained, through a twist, starting from the trivial classical one@Uh„sl(2)… is a trian-
gular Hopf algebra#. Another interesting possibility is the use of a transformation singular in
limit q→1 but in such a specific fashion that@G(q,h) being singular atq51#,

„G~q,h!21
^ G~q,h!21RqG~q,h! ^ G~q,h!…uq515Rh . ~IV.2!

In contrast to~IV.1! this passage is noninvertible and the end-product is not a hybridRq,h but a
nonstandardRh . This can be considered as an operator equation between universalR-matrices and
G given by ~as shown in Ref. 6!:
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G~q,h!5Eq~hJ1!, with h5
h

q21
~IV.3!

and

Eq~x!5 (
n50

`
xn

@n#!
, @n#[

qn2q2n

q2q21 . ~IV.4!

Alternatively ~IV.2! can be regarded as a matrix equation implementingj 1^ j 2 representations
This technique can be generalized toGL(N)q

6 and also to obtain nonstandard quasi-Ho
algebras.7

Note that in~IV.2! h has the same form as in~II.11! or ~III.2!. But the crucial difference is tha
one takes the limitq→1.

In the above-mentioned references universalR-matrices have been studied but only forRq

andRh . Here, in conclusion, we indicate how one can treat the biparametric case involvingRp,q

andRg,h . ~Note that no hybrid deformation is involved here.! We restrict the study to the funda
mental case of 434 matrices.

We start with

Rpq5S p 0 0 0

0 pq p2q 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 p

D , ~IV.5!

and define@with j 1^ j 25 1
2^

1
2 in ~IV.3!#

G5S 1 h

0 1D , ~IV.6!

but nowh will be chosen differently. One obtains

~G21
^ G21!Rp,q~G^ G!5S p p~12q!h ~q21!h ~12p!~q21!h2

0 pq p2q q~p21!h

0 0 1 ~12p!h

0 0 0 p

D . ~IV.7!

Now let q→1 andp→1 in such a fashion that

S q21

p21D 1/2

5l5const. ~IV.8!

Set

h5
h0

„~p21!~q21!…1/2, lh05h, l21h052g. ~IV.9!

Then

„~G21
^ G21!Rp,q~G^ G!…u(p→1,q→1)5S 1 2h h gh

0 1 0 2g

0 0 1 g

0 0 0 1

D . ~IV.10!
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Thus we obtained the 2-parametric nonstandardR-matrix. Forg5h andg50, we obtain the two
known forms ofRh . The 2-parametric universal colored, nonstandardR-matrix for deformed
gl(2) is obtained in Sec. 3 of Ref. 8 implementing a twist. Here we presented the 434 case to
show howh is quite simply modified from~IV.3! to ~IV.9! as one passes from the 1- to th
2-parametric case.

V. AN AUTHENTIC HYBRID „q ,h … DEFORMATION: GL q,h„1z1…

In Sec. II and Sec. III we have shown that the hybrid (q,h) deformations in Refs. 1 and 2 ar
in fact disguisedq-ones. In the search of hybrid deformation we also check with the classific
of 434 R-matrices in Ref. 10. There we find seven triangular cases:

RS2,15S 1 0 0 0

p 12pq 0

q 0

1

D , ~V.1!

RS2,25S 1 0 0 0

p 12pq 0

q 0

2pq

D , ~V.2!

~RH1,3! uk51,p52h,q52g
5S 1 2h h gh

1 0 2g

1 g

1

D , ~V.3!

~RH2,3! uk51 ,p5x1 ,q5x2 ,s5x3
5S 1 x1 x2 x3

1 0 x2

1 x1

1

D , ~V.4!

RS0,15S 1 0 0 1

1 0 0

1 0

1

D , ~V.5!

RS0,25S 1 0 0 1

21 0 0

21 0

1

D , ~V.6!

Rq,h5~RH1,2! up51,k5h
5S 1 0 0 h

1 12q 0

q 0

2q

D . ~V.7!
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Note that in Ref. 10 theR-matrices are given in two versions: homogeneousRH . . . and scaled
RS . . . . The scaled versions are simpler but in some cases, in order not to lose some sym
among the parameters we use the homogeneous versions with only an overall rescaling.

The caseRS2,1 is the 2-parameterp,q deformation,GLpq(2), thedual of which is given in
Ref. 3. The caseRS2,2 is a superalgebra—the knownp,q deformation ofGLpq(1u1), the dual of
which is given in Refs. 14–16.

Remark:Note that here~and below forRq,h) we consider ordinary, not graded,R-matrices.
The results can be translated to the graded formalism. There is a one-to-one correspo
between the results obtained through the two approaches~which was noticed first for solutions o
YBE and graded YBE in Ref. 17!. This correspondence may be given also through ‘‘transm
tion’’ in the sense of Ref. 18. This aspect is considered in the context ofsl(1u2) in Ref. 19. In our
paper the superalgebraic aspect becomes evident after implementation of the RTT formali

In the third case we have written the homogeneous versionRH1,3 of Ref. 10 withk51 and
renamed parameters. This seems the natural scaling~and not theRS1,3). The result is indeed with
2 parameters, i.e., this is the 2-parameter JordanianGLgh(2). Thedual was found in Ref. 4.

In the fourth case we have written the homogeneous versionRH2,3 of Ref. 10 withk51 and
renamed parameters. From the RTT relations we obtain the following:

acx11cax21c2x350,

ac2ca1c2x250,

2ac1ca1c2x150,

2c2x11cd2dc50,

2c2x22cd1dc50,

c2x31c dx11dc x250,

ad2cax11c dx22da50,

2acx22ad1da1dc x150, ~V.8!

bc2cax22cb1dc x250,

2acx12bc1cb1c dx150,

2a2x11ab1a dx12ba1cbx21c dx350,

2a2x22ab1ba1bcx11da x21dc x350,

bd2cax32cbx12da x22db1d2x250,

2acx32a dx12bcx22bd1db1d2x150,

2a2x32abx12bax21b dx11db x21d2x350.

It is necessary to consider several cases.

~1! In the casex11x2Þ0 ~and arbitraryx3) from the above follow:
c250, ca5ac50, dc5cd50,

da5ad, cb5bc,
~V.9!a25d25ad1bc
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ab5bd5ba1~x12x2!bc, db5bd1~x22x1!bc.
These relations make the resulting algebra rather degenerate. Moreover, in order to
PBW basis we have to look also for higher order relations. For instance, using these re
we obtain

a35a2d1abc5a2d.

Furthermore one can eliminatebc5a22ad, andbd5ba1(x12x2)(a22ad). From all these
it follows that the PBW basis may have only the following monomials:

bnak, al d , c , n,kPZ1 , l 50,1. ~V.10!

~2! Next we consider the casex152x25h, x3Þ2h2; then from~V.8! follows that

c250, ca5ac50, dc5cd50,

da5ad, cb5bc, a25d2, ~V.11!

ab5ba1h~a21bc2ad!, db5bd2h~a21bc2ad!.

The resulting algebra is also degenerate, though the above relations are less restrictive
previous case and the possible PBW basis is richer:

bnakdl , bncl , n,kPZ1 , l 50,1. ~V.12!

~3! Finally in the casex152x25h, x352h2 this coincides with the caseRH1,3 wheng52h.

The fifth caseRS0,1 is a special case ofRH2,3 when x15x250, x351. Thus, the resulting
algebra relations are obtained from~V.11! settingh50.

In the sixth caseRS0,2 the RTT relations give

c250, ca5ac50, dc5cd50,

da5ad, cb5bc, a25d2, ~V.13!

ab1ba50, db1bd50.

This is a superalgebra, also degenerate like the previous two cases. The PBW basis would
~V.12!.

Finally, we are left with the seventh case, which we have anticipated to be a hybrid one
notationRq,h . Note that settingq51,

Rh5R1,h5S 1 0 0 h

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 21

D , ~V.14!

still depends onh and is triangular~in the senseR215R21).
Now we obtain the RTT relations by implementing~V.7! in ~II.6! with ~II.5!:

ba5ab1hcd, ca5q21ac,

da5ad2~12q21!bc, cb5q21bc,
~V.15!

db52bd1hq21ac, dc52qcd,

c250, ha25~q11!b21hd2.

This is a superalgebra which we shall denote byGLq,h(1u1). It was first written in Ref. 9, where
also the dual quantum algebra was given. This is indeed a hybrid deformation ofGL(1u1) since
it is known from Ref. 10 that no transformation of the form
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Rqh→~M ^ M !Rqh~M 21
^ M 21! ~V.16!

can lead toRq .
Using the transformation~V.16! with

M5S x y

0 x21D , ~V.17!

one gets

Rq,h5S 1 0 0 hx42~11q!~xy!2

0 1 12q 22xy

0 0 q 22qxy

0 0 0 2q

D , ~V.18!

For no choice ofx,y one obtains for the transformedR the form Rq;h50 , in contrast with the
results of Secs. II and III.

For 11qÞ0 one may choose to eliminate the top right hand element by se
y56x„h/(11q)…1/2. Denotingh8522xy,

Rq,h5S 1 0 0 0

0 1 12q h8

0 0 q qh8

0 0 0 2q

D . ~V.19!

In conclusion we repeat that in order to display the sharp contrast between the mixed
mations of Secs. II and III and the present case we have restricted our considerations in bot
to similarity transformations, i.e., coboundary twistsF[(g21

^ g21)D(g), which transform
R-matrices asR F[F21RF 215(g21

^ g21)R(g^ g). Other interesting aspects can be explor
by implementing more general twists. We refer to the discussion in Ref. 20 concerning the
deformed versions ofgl(1u1).
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Symmetry properties and explicit solutions
of the generalized Weierstrass system

P. Brackena) and A. M. Grundlandb)
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Pavillon AndréAisenstadt, C. P. 6128 Succursale Centre Ville,
Montréal, Quebec H3C 3J7, Canada

~Received 1 September 2000; accepted for publication 6 November 2000!

The method of symmetry reduction is systematically applied to derive several
classes of invariant solutions for the generalized Weierstrass system inducing con-
stant mean curvature surfaces and to the associated two-dimensional nonlinear
sigma model. A classification of subgroups with generic orbits of codimension one
of the Lie point symmetry group for these systems provides a tool for introducing
symmetry variables and reduces the initial systems to different nonequivalent sys-
tems of ordinary differential equations. We perform a singularity analysis for them
in order to establish whether these ordinary differential equations have the Painleve´
property. These ordinary differential equations can then be transformed to standard
forms and next solved in terms of elementary and Jacobi elliptic functions. This
results in a large number of new solutions and in some cases new interesting
constant mean curvature surfaces are found. Furthermore, this symmetry analysis is
extended to include conditional symmetries by subjecting the original system to
certain differential constraints. In this case, several new types of nonsplitting alge-
braic, trigonometric, and hyperbolic multisoliton solutions have been obtained in
explicit form. Some physical interpretation of these results in the areas of fluid
membranes, string theory, two-dimensionl gravity, and cosmology are given.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1337796#

I. INTRODUCTION

The expressions describing minimal surfaces imbedded in three-dimensional Euclidean
were first formulated by Enneper and Weierstrass1,2 one and a half centuries ago. They start
introducing two holomorphic functionsc(z), f(z) and three complex valued functionsv1 , v2 ,
andv3 which satisfy the following system of equations

]v15 i ~c21f2!, ]v25c22f2, ]v3522cf, ]̄c50, ]̄f50, ~1.1!

where the derivatives are abbreviated]5]/]z and ]̄5]/] z̄. The bar denotes the complex conj
gate. They show that if the system of three real-valued functionsXi(z,z̄),i 51,2,3 are considered
as a coordinate system for a surface immersed inR3, defined as

X15Rev15ReE
C
i ~c21f2! dz,

X25Rev25ReE
C
~c22f2! dz, ~1.2!

a!Electronic mail: bracken@crm.umontreal.ca
b!Electronic mail: grundlan@crm.umontreal.ca
12500022-2488/2001/42(3)/1250/33/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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X35Rev352ReE
C
2cf dz

~whereC is any contour in the domain of common holomorphicity of both functionsc andf!,
then the functionsXi(z,z̄) determine a minimal surface. The minimal lines on this surface
given by the parametric linesz5constant andz̄5constant, respectively.

More recently, this idea was substantially generalized by Konopelchenko,3 who established
the connection between certain classes of constant mean curvature surfaces and the trajec
an infinite-dimensional Hamiltonian system. Namely, he considered the nonlinear Dirac-typ
tem of equations for two complex valued functionsc1 andc2 given by

]c15pc2 , ]̄c252pc1 ,

]̄ c̄15pc̄2 , ]c̄252pc̄1 , ~1.3!

p5uc1u21uc2u2.

The system~1.3! possesses several conserved quantities,4 including the following.
~1! The conservation of current

J5c̄1]c22c2]c̄1 , ~1.4!

which satisfies

]̄J5 ]̄~ c̄1]c22c2]c̄1!52p~]p!1p~]p![0, ~1.5!

whenever~1.3! holds.
~2! The conservation of a potential function

]~c1
2!1 ]̄~c2

2!50, ]̄~c1
2!1]~c̄2

2!50. ~1.6!

~3! Another conserved quantity,

]~c1c̄2!1 ]̄~ c̄1c2!50.

Making use of these conserved quantities, there exists three real valued functionsXi(z,z̄), i
51,2,3, such that

X11 iX252i E
g
~c̄1

2 dz82c̄2
2 dz̄8!,

X12 iX252i E
g
~c2

2 dz82c1
2 dz̄8!, ~1.7!

X3522E
g
~c̄1c2 dz81c1c̄2 dz̄8!.

On account of system~1.3!, the right-hand side of~1.7! does not depend on the choice of conto
g in C. We treat the functionsXi(z,z̄) as the coordinates of a surface immersed intoR3. The
Gaussian curvature, the constant mean curvature, and first fundamental form of the surfa
given by3
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K52
]]̄~ ln p!

p2 , H51, V54p2 dzdz̄, ~1.8!

in isothermic coordinates, respectively. Konopelchenko called the modified version~1.3! of the
Weierstrass–Enneper system~1.1! the generalized Weierstrass~GW! system. These formulas ar
the starting point for the symmetry analysis in this paper, and we will refer to it as such
theory of constant mean curvature surfaces has had a great impact on many problems with
cal applications. In particular, the model has found many applications to such diverse area
the fields of two-dimensional gravity,5,6 quantum field theory,5,7 statistical physics,8,9 and fluid
dynamics.10,11 It is worth mentioning an application of recent interest, namely, the propagatio
a string through space–time.12 It describes a surface called its world sheet. When one quantiz
string, the result is an ordinary two-dimensional point particle quantum field theory on a
surface. Thus, one can say that first quantized string theory is the study of conformal field th
on Riemann surfaces. Another relevant application of recent interest is in the area of sta
mechanics. Any two-dimensional statistical system near a second-order phase transition
described by a conformally invariant theory.8 Near a phase transition, fluctuations of the fields
correlated over very long length scales and appear on all scales essentially equally. Since n
is preferred, it becomes scale or conformally invariant. Thus, the specific lattice become
tively unimportant, and so a type of universal behavior is displayed. A recent interesting ap
tion is to the theory of fluid membranes,8 in which one introduces the free energy per moleculef e .
Then two invariants of the surface which appear directly in the theory are the mean curvatH
and Gaussian curvatureK. Since the free energy of a fluid membrane must be invariant u
rotations of the coordinate system,f e must be a function ofH, H2, andK to the order we conside

f e~S,H,K !5 f 0~S!1 f 1~S!H1 f 2~S!H21 f 3~S!K,

where S is the equilibrium area per molecule and the coefficientsf i ,i 50,1,2,3 are typically
functions ofS, which itself may depend on the curvature. The free energy of the flat film isf 0 and
f 1 , f 2 , and f 3 are the derivatives of the free energy with respect toH, H2, andK, respectively.
One then minimizesf e to find the equilibrium area per molecule of the curved interface. T
defines the curvature free energy. Physically speaking, it is found that if the chains are allow
adjust their area per molecule depending on the curvature, the monolayer will be less rigid
bending than with a fixed area per molecule. We would like to stress that results for
curvatures can be obtained from the solutions of the GW system~1.3!, which is the object of our
study here.

It has been demonstrated13 that GW system~1.3! can be decoupled into a direct sum of ellipt
Sh–Gordon and Laplace equations. If we change the dependent variablesc1 andc2 in ~1.3! to the
new dependent variablesp andJ, then the GW system~1.3! can be written in the equivalent form

]]̄ ln p5
uJu2

p2 2p2, ]̄J50. ~1.9!

It was shown using the conditional symmetry method,14 that the GW system admits an aut
Bäcklund transformation for any holomorphic functionJ,

]p52lqp21
]q

q
p2

lJ

q
, ]̄p52

J̄

lq
p22

]̄q

q
p2

q

l
, ]̄J50, lPC, ~1.10!

where the functionq satisfies the elliptic Sh–Gordon equation~1.9!. The arbitrary complex con-
stantl is the Bäcklund parameter. The compatibility condition for~1.10! reproduces the system
~1.9! in the variableq. It has also been shown,14 that for a chosen solutionq of ~1.9!, the
symmetry groupG of the overdetermined system~1.9! and~1.10! with two-dimensional orbits has
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a complete set of two functionally independent invariants. Thus, the solutionp of the initial
equations~1.9! and~1.10! can be expressed in terms of these invariants. In other words, the
invariant under the finite Abelian Lie algebra given by

Z15]2S lJ

q
2

]q

q
p1lqp2D ]p , Z25 ]̄2S q

l
1

]̄q

q
p1

J̄

lq
p2D ]p , ]̄J50, ~1.11!

where these vector fields are parametrized by the functionq which satisfies~1.9!, and constant
lPC. The difference between the classical symmetry reduction and the conditional one15 is that
the group associated with a classical approach to system~1.9! maps all solutions into othe
solutions of the same system, whereas for a conditional symmetry method, the associated gG
maps only a subset of solutions of system~1.9! into solutions of the overdetermined system, th
is, the original system~1.9! subjected to given differential constraints~1.10!.

Furthermore, by linearizing the Riccati system~1.10!, that is, by taking the homogeneou
coordinatesf1 andf2 in ~1.10! such thatp5f1 /f2 , we obtain, for any holomorphic functionJ,
the associated linear spectral problem for~1.9!,

]S f1

f2
D5S ]q

2q
2

mJ

q

mq 2
]q

2q

D S f1

f2
D , ]̄S f1

f2
D5S 2

]̄q

2q
2

q

m

J̄

mq

]̄q

2q

D S f1

f2
D , ]̄J50. ~1.12!

The permutability theorem for the auto-Ba¨cklund transformation for system~1.3! has recently
been formulated by the authors14 and new classes of nonsplitting multisoliton solutions of syst
~1.3! have been obtained.

The objective of this paper is a systematic analysis of GW system~1.3! from the symmetry
group point of view. We focus on constructing several classes of solutions obtained fro
symmetry reduction method.16,17 It will be demonstrated that the symmetry reduction meth
applied directly to GW system~1.3! provides limited classes of solutions. However, large clas
of solutions of GW system~1.3! can be obtained from a systematic use of the subgroup struc
of the invariance group of the sigma model associated with the GW system. Among an
solutions of~1.3! which are particularly important are those which can be expressed in term
Jacobi elliptic functions, since they lead to solutions which are not necessarily local.2 In view of
the integrals~1.7!, the presented method can provide new, interesting surfaces with constant
curvature. Our motivation in the present paper is to report on a systematic way of constr
these types of solutions of~1.3!, and discuss solitonlike applications. Among these solutions wh
are particularly significant are those whose total energy

E5E
D
S p21

uJu2

p2 D dx dy, DPR2, ~1.13!

is finite over all space.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II is devoted to the construction of Lie

symmetries and their subalgebras for GW system~1.3!. The reductions of~1.3! to ordinary dif-
ferential equations~ODEs! requires consideration of three-dimensional subalgebras. The ge
integrals of these ODEs are presented. In Sec. III, we investigate the connection betwee
system~1.3! and a two-dimensional nonlinear sigma model. This link together with conserv
laws for ~1.3! allows us to establish several useful transformations which simplify the structu
GW system~1.3!. Section IV deals with the associated sigma model. The symmetry algebra,
representatives of conjugacy classes of subalgebras, the corresponding invariants, and
differential equations are given. Solutions of GW system~1.3! are provided by means of a numb
of reduced equations of the associated sigma model. In some cases, solitary and doubly p
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solutions of the GW system in terms of Jacobi elliptic functions are obtained. Section V con
the extension of the classical Lie approach to group invariant solutions of~1.3! admitting differ-
ential constraints~DCs!. Each of the solutions presented provides us with different classe
constant mean curvature surface imbedded in three-dimensional Euclidean space. Sec
discusses in detail a set of DCs which allow GW system~1.3! to become a decoupled linea
system of equations, and we solve these in terms of Bessel functions of zero order. Sect
contains a future outlook concerning surfaces immersed in multidimensional spaces.

II. THE SYMMETRY GROUP, ITS SUBALGEBRAS, AND THEIR REDUCTIONS TO ODEs

The symmetry group of GW system~1.3! can be computed using the appropriateMACSYMA

program.18 This provides us with a set of determining equations from which we can find
symmetry algebraL of infinitesimal symmetries of system~1.3!. It is spanned by the vector field

T15], T25 ]̄,

D15z]2 1
2 ~ c̄1]c̄1

1c2]c2
!, D25 z̄]̄2 1

2 ~c1]c1
1c̄2]c̄2

!,

~2.1!
K15z2]2z~ c̄1]c̄1

1c2]c2
!, K25 z̄2]̄2 z̄~c1]c1

1c̄2]c̄2
!,

H5c1]c1
2c̄1]c̄1

1c2]c2
2c̄2]c̄2

.

The physical interpretation of the Lie algebraL is as follows. Here,T1 andT2 generate transla
tions in thez andz̄ directions, respectively. The generatorsD1 andD2 correspond to two differen
types of dilations and the generatorsK1 andK2 represent two types of conformal transformation
The generatorH reflects the fact that the GW system is invariant under phase transformation
show this, it is convenient to use polar coordinates for the functionsc j , that is to put

c j5Rje
ia j , j 51,2, ~2.2!

and then write the generatorH in terms ofRj anda j . In this case, the fieldH takes the simple
form

H52 i ~]a1
1]a2

!.

The nonzero commutation relations for the algebra~2.1! are given by

@Di ,Ki #5Ki , @Ti ,Ki #52Di , @Ti ,Di #5Ti , i 51,2.

We see that the Lie algebra can be decomposed into a direct sum of two sl(2,C) subalgebras in
addition with generatorH. The vector fieldH represents the center of the Lie algebraL. Thus we
find that

L5$sl~2,C!%1% $sl~2,C!%2% H, ~2.3!

where the subalgebras$sl(2,C)% i are spanned by$Ti ,Di ,Ki%, i 51,2, respectively. Subalgebras o
the direct sum$sl(2,C)%1% $sl(2,C)%2 can be classified by using an adaptation of the Goursat t
method to Lie algebras.19,20Note that the vector fieldsKi can be rectified by a point transformatio
involving independent and dependent variables in such a way thatKi is equivalent toTi . This fact
simplifies considerably the classification of subalgebras ofL.

The results for representatives of the conjugacy classes of one-dimensional subalgebra
symmetry algebraL are listed in Table I using a standard method.21 The discrete transformation
of GW system~1.3! were used in order to restrict the range of parameters appearing in
classification. The proposition is that any one-dimensional subalgebra ofL is conjugate under the
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action of the groupG to precisely one algebraL j , 1< j <7 in the list. No two members occurrin
in the list are mutually conjugate. The list of invariants of the corresponding Lie subalgebra
also the corresponding reduced ODEs are given in Table I. The functionsA, B, C, D, and j
denote the five invariants for the given subalgebrasL j , wherej is the symmetry variable. The
main feature of the symmetry reduction method is that the set of symmetry variables enable
reduce, after some transformations, the original system of PDEs to sets of four coupled
These ODEs can very often be explicitly integrated in terms of known functions or at least
singularity structure can be investigated using the Painleve´ test.22 It is shown in many cases tha
the result of the test is positive for the reduced systems of ODEs. After some change of var
these ODEs can be written in closed analytic form which can be decoupled and solved in
cases. The Lie algebra obtained from the infinitesimal symmetries of the GW system~1.3!, listed
in Table I, have to obey the restriction coming from the requirement that the quantitiesz andz̄ as
well as the values ofc i and c̄ i cannot be viewed as independent variables inC, respectively, as
demanded by symmetry criterion. This fact is a strong limitation on the admitted class of inv
solutions of~1.3!. Thus if we interpretz and z̄ as coordinates in the complex planeC, andc i and
c̄ i as complex conjugate valued functions onC, then the following is a list of representatives
conjugacy classes of one-dimensional subalgebras, the corresponding invariants, and their
ated reductions and solutions of~1.3!. The four invariantsA, B, C, D depend on the argumentj.
Here, we only summarize the results in Table I.

We classify two-dimensional subalgebras of the symmetry algebra~2.1! into conjugacy
classes under the action of the symmetry groupG including discrete transformations of~1.3!. It
turns out that only two classes of two-dimensional subalgebras exist for GW system~1.3!. They
can be represented by

L2,15$D1 ,T11aH%, L2,25$D2 ,T21aH%, aPC.

TABLE I. The one-dimensional subalgebras of~2.1! leading to a system of first order ODEs wherea, bPC. Similar

results to those ofL4 are obtained forL65D21bH when z is replaced byz̄, (c1 ,c̄1 ,c2 ,c̄2) is replaced by

(c2 ,c̄2 ,c1 ,c̄1) and for L75T21eH to those ofL5 when z̄ is replaced byz and (c1 ,c̄1 ,c2 ,c̄2) is replaced by

(c̄1 ,c1 ,c̄2 ,c2), respectively.

No. Subalgebras
Symmetry
variablej Reduction to ODEs A solution of~1.3!

CMC surfaces
are cylinders

L1 D12D21bH z̄21z21
ajȦ1Sb2

a

2DA c15lā1/2(zz̄)a/2 X1
21X2

251

5(AD1BC)B c25la1/2(zz̄)(a21)/2z̄ zaz̄ā5e22X3

aÞ0 j2Ḃ5(AD1BC)A a1ā51,ulu451/16

L2 T21D11bH z21ez̄ 2jȦ1bA5(AB1CD)C Trivial constant ¯

jĊ52(AB1CD)A
L3 T11T21eH z2 z̄ Ȧ1eA5C(AB1CD)eej c15l(a2 i e)1/2 exp(F) X1

21X2
251

e561 Ċ(j)5A(AB1CD)eej c25l(a1 i e)1/2 exp(F) X352Re((a1ie)z)
F5a(z2 z̄)/21 i e(z1 z̄)/2
e561,aPR,ulu451/16

L4 D11bH z̄ bA5D(AC1BD) c15Ab/2eiuzbz̄2b21/2
X1

21X2
25

1

4

Ḋ52A(AC1BD) c25Ab/2eiuzb21/2z̄2b X3522b ln(uzu)
b,uPR

L5 T11eH z̄ eA05C0(A0B01C0D0) c15
eiu

&
ee(z2z̄) X1

21X2
251

e561 C05A0(A0B01C0D0) c25
eiu

&
ee(z2z̄)e561
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The corresponding invariant solutions of the reduced equations of GW system~1.3! lead to trivial
constant solutions.

Let us now sum up the results. We remark that solutions of the GW system obtained
one- and two-dimensional reductions are elementary solutions, that is, constant, algebraic p
mial and exponential solutions. Thus the classical symmetry reduction method in the v
presented here does not prove to be a very useful tool, since it leads to rather limited cla
solutions. In the framework of group theoretical methods applied to PDEs, there exists
recent liturature several approaches such as nonclassical and conditional symmetry meth23,24

which evolved in the process of extending Lie’s classical theory of symmetry for PDEs.
approach consists basically in modifying the original system by adding to it certain differe
constraints for which a symmetry criterion is identically satisfied. The overdetermined syst
equations obtained in this way admits, in some cases, a larger class of Lie point symmetry
and consequently, can provide other classes of solutions of the original system than th
obtained by the classic approach. Thus, one of our objectives is to study the conditional sy
tries of the GW system and look for new classes of solutions, which is presented in Sec. I

III. THE ASSOCIATED SIGMA MODEL EQUATIONS

In our investigation it is more convenient to introduce a new dependent variable which
the GW system with the Euclidean sigma model. Such a link has been discovered fi
Kenmotsu25 for the linear Weierstrass equations inducing mean curvature surfaces. This w
extended to the case of the GW system, and it will allow us to establish several useful tra
mations in order to simplify the structure of system~1.3!.

Let us define a new complex variable

r5
c1

c̄2

, ~3.1!

and its complex conjugate. Differentiating~3.1! with respect to] and using the relation

p5uc2u2~11uru2!,

we obtain

]r5~11uru2!2c2
2 . ~3.2!

Note that]r andc2
2 have the same polar angle in the complex plane, since they are related

real quantity (11uru2)2. Taking into account~3.1! we get the following transformation from th
variabler into the variablesc1 andc2:

c15er
~ ]̄r̄ !1/2

11uru2 , c25e
~]r!1/2

11uru2 , e561. ~3.3!

According to Ref. 26, ifc1 andc2 are solutions of GW system~1.3!, then the functionr defined
by ~3.1! is a solution to the two-dimensional Euclidean sigma-model equations

~ i! ]]̄r2
2r̄

11uru2
]r ]̄r50, ~ ii ! ]]̄r̄2

2r

11uru2 ]r̄ ]̄r̄50. ~3.4!

Conversely, according to Ref. 26, ifr is a solution of the sigma model~3.4!, then the solutionsc1

andc2 of GW system~1.3! have the form~3.3!. Hence, some classes of solutions to GW syst
~1.3! can be obtained directly by applying the transformation~3.3! to the solutions of the sigma
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model ~3.4!. For example, a very large class of solutions can be found simply by requiring
holomorphicity or antiholomorphicity of the functionr. This choice for the functionr leads to
so-called splitting solutions~1.3!, which satisfy the Laplace equation

]]̄r50,

and have been extensively investigated in Ref. 14 and 26. We discuss in detail a techniq
constructing nonsplitting solutions of~1.3! for which ]]̄rÞ0 holds in Secs. V and VI. Note tha
the only trivial solution of GW system~1.3! is the null solutionc i[0, which corresponds tor
equal to any constant.

The conservation of current~1.5! and conservation of a potential function imply that the
exists a complex functiong:C→C such that

c15e~ ]̄g!1/2, c25e~]g!1/2, e561. ~3.5!

Substituting these into the GW system~1.3!, we obtain the following second order system
PDEs:

]]̄g52i e@~ ]̄g!~]ḡ!1/2~]g!1/21~ ]̄g!1/2~]g!~ ]̄ḡ!1/2#,
~3.6!

]̄]ḡ522i e@~]ḡ!~ ]̄g!1/2~ ]̄ḡ!1/21~]ḡ!1/2~ ]̄ḡ!~]g!1/2#.

Hence,27 if g is a solution of the system~3.6!, then the functionsc1 andc2 defined by~3.5! satisfy
the GW system~1.3!. Under the above-mentioned conservation law, we can formulate the fol
ing.

Proposition 1:If c1 andc2 are solutions of GW system~1.3!, then the currentJ in terms of
the functionr defined by~3.1! takes the form

J~z,z̄!52
]r ]r̄

~11uru2!2 , ~3.7!

and is a holomorphic function,]̄J50.
Proof: Indeed, differentiation of Eq.~3.1! with respect toz gives transformation~3.3!. Sub-

stituting Eq~3.3! into expression~1.7!, we get

J5
r̄ ]2r

2~11uru2!2 2
r̄]r

~11uru2!3 ~r]r̄1 r̄]r!2
]r ]r̄

~11uru2!3 2
r̄ ]2r

2~11uru2!2 1 r̄2
~]r!2

~11uru2!3

52
]r ]r̄

~11uru2!2 . ~3.8!

Differentiation of ~3.8! yields

]̄J5
~ ]̄]r!~]r̄ !1~]r!~ ]̄]r̄ !

~11uru2!2 22
~]r!~]r̄ !~r]̄r̄1 r̄ ]̄r!

~11uru2!3 . ~3.9!

Substituting sigma model equation~3.4! into ~3.9!, we obtain that~3.9! is identically satisfied

2r̄~]r!~ ]̄r!~]r̄ !12r~]r̄ !~ ]̄ r̄ !~]r!22r~]r!~]r̄ !~ ]̄ r̄ !22r̄~]r!~]r̄ !~ ]̄r![0,

which completes the proof. Q.E.D
Proposition 2:If r is a solution of sigma model system~3.4!, then the functionsc1 andc2

defined by~3.3! in terms ofr satisfy the conservation of potential~1.6! identically.
Proof: Indeed, substituting~3.3! into expression~1.6!, we obtain
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2r ]r
]̄r̄

~11uru2!2 1r2
]]̄r̄

~11uru2!2 22r2
]̄ r̄

~11uru2!3 ~ r̄]r1r]r̄ !

1
]̄]r

~11uru2!2 22
]r

~11uru2!3 ~ r̄ ]̄r1r]̄r̄ !50.

By virtue of sigma model equations~3.4!, the above-mentioned equation is an identity,

r ]r ]̄r̄2
r

11uru2 ~11uru2! ]r ]̄r̄[0.

An analogous result holds for the conjugate equation. Q.E

IV. GROUP INVARIANT SOLUTIONS OF THE SIGMA MODEL

This section is devoted to finding explicit solutions of GW system~1.3! based on transforma
tion ~3.3! and uses a variety of classes of invariant solutions of the sigma model~3.4!. In order to
construct and investigate solutions of sigma model~3.4! obtained by means of the symmet
reduction method16,17 to ODEs, we need to find its symmetry groupG, and then classify all
subgroupsGi of G having generic orbits of codimension one in the space of independent
ables. We then find the associated invariants of each of its subgroupsGi , and perform for each of
these invariants the symmetry reduction of~3.4! to a system of ODEs and then solve these OD
The last step requires that a singularity analysis be carried out to determine whether they ar
Painlevétype, and thus whether all their critical points are fixed, or independent of the initial

The reductions of sigma model~3.4! to systems of ODEs require consideration of on
dimensional subalgebras of the symmetry algebra of~3.4!. Using theMACSYMA program,18 we
find that the classical symmetry groupsG of the sigma model equations~3.4! are the conformal
and scaling transformations. The corresponding symmetry algebraL is spanned by the vecto
fields

X15j~z!], X25h~ z̄!]̄, D5r]r2 r̄] r̄ . ~4.1!

Here,j andh are arbitrary functions ofz and z̄, respectively. Now, since the distribution of th
vector fields~4.1! is Abelian, it determines that the algebraL can be decomposed as a direct su
of two infinite-dimensional simple Lie subalgebras with direct sum given by a one-dimens
algebra generated byD,

L5$X1% % $X2% % D. ~4.2!

If we assume that the functionsj andh are analytic in a proper open subsetV of C, then they can
be developed in a Laurent series. In this case, we can provide a basis for two centerless V
algebras. Finite-dimensional subalgebras of$X1% and$X2% are spanned only by

$]%,$],z]%,$],z],z2]%,¯ , $]̄%,$z̄]̄%,$]̄,z̄]̄,z̄2]%,¯ , ~4.3!

respectively. The invariant solutions of the one-dimensional subalgebras~4.3! are only holomor-
phic or antiholomorphic functions and lead to splitting solutions of~3.4!, which have been dis-
cussed in detail in Ref. 26. According to Refs. 21 and 28, we can apply the method of class
finite subalgebras of direct-sum algebras~4.2!. Here, we state only the result of this classificatio
We give in the following a list of representatives of conjugacy classes of one-dimensional s
gebras of symmetry algebraL. The statement is that any one-dimensional subalgebra ofL is
conjugate underG to give precisely one algebraL1,j ( j 51,...,5) in the list and no two members o
this list are mutually conjugate. The results are summarized by the following cases:
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L1,15], L1,25D,
~4.4!

L1,35]1 ]̄, L1,45D1], L1,55D1]1 ]̄.

Note that complex conjugate subalgebras to those given in~4.4! were excluded in our classifica
tion list. The discrete subgroups of system~3.4! presented in the Appendix were used to restr
the range of parameters appearing in this classification.

For computational purposes, it is useful to examine the real system of PDEs equivalent
two-dimensional Euclidean sigma model equations~3.4!. If we introduce the polar coordinates

r5Reif ~4.5!

into system~3.4!, then the real and imaginary parts of the so obtained equations have the follo
form for the unknown functionsR andf:

fxx1fyy1
2~12R2!

R~11R2!
~Rxfx1Ryfy!50, ~4.6i!

Rxx1Ryy2
R~12R2!

11R2 ~fx
21fy

2!2
2R

11R2 ~Rx
21Ry

2!50. ~4.6ii!

Note that if we putR51, then~4.6ii! is identically satisfied and the first one reduces to the Lapl
equation for the phasef. This implies thatf has to be a periodic, harmonic function with a peri
equal to 2p. Otherwise, if the period off is not 2p, then the solution~4.6! may become a
multivalued function. In our analysis, if we construct solutions that disobey the above-ment
restriction, then these solutions have to be excluded from our consideration in general.

Equation~4.6! is invariant under the discrete transformations generated by the reflectio

x→e1x, y→e2y, R→e3R, f→e4f, e i561, i 51, . . . ,4, ~4.7i!

and also the inversion given by

R→ 1

h
, f→f. ~4.7ii!

Making use of theMACSYMA program18 for determining the symmetry algebra of a different
equation, we find that the symmetry algebraL of Eq. ~4.6! is spanned by the following vecto
fields:

X15 1
2 j~z!~]x2 i ]y!, X25 1

2 j̄~ z̄!~]x1 i ]y!, F5]f , ~4.8!

wherej is an arbitrary function ofz5x1 iy andj̄ denotes its complex conjugate. Note the vec
fields X1 andX2 can be rectified by any conformal transformationz5z(u) and z̄5 z̄(ū),

X15j~z!]→]u , X25 j̄~ z̄!]̄→] ū .

It is easy to check that this transformation preserves the form of the sigma model equation~3.4!.
For computational purposes, it is useful to change the base of vector fields~4.8!. The corre-

sponding symmetry algebraL is spanned by

a65X16X̄15 1
2 $~j6 j̄ !]x2 i ~j7 j̄ !]y%, F5]f ,

since we have

a15X11X̄15X21X̄2, a252 i ~X12X̄1!52 i ~X22X̄2!.
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The algebraL can be decomposed as a direct sum of two infinite-dimensional simple Lie s
gebras with direct sum composed of a one-dimensional algebra generated byF,

L5$a1% % $a2% % $F%. ~4.9!

Note that the vector fieldF commutes with the vector fieldsa1 anda2, so it represents the cente
of the algebraL. Assuming that the functionj is analytic in a proper open subset ofD,C, we can
developej as a power series and can provide the following basis:

an
15X11X̄15

1

2
$~x1 iy !n1~x2 iy !n%]x2

i

2
$~x1 iy !n2~x2 iy !n%]y ,

~4.10!

an
252 i ~X12X̄1!52

i

2
$~x1 iy !n2~x2 iy !n%]x2

1

2
$~x1 iy !n1~x2 iy !n%]y ,

wherenPZ1. The vector fields~4.10! generate an infinite-dimensional simple algebra that c
tains only one finite-dimensional subalgebra spanned by

P15]x , P25]y ,

D5x]x1y]y , L35y]x2x]y , ~4.11!

C15~x22y2!]x12xy ]y , C252xy ]x2~x22y2! ]y ,

which corresponds to the case in which the indexn50,1,2 in Eq.~4.10!. The physical interpre-
tation of this Lie algebra is the following. The operatorsP1 andP2 generate translations in thex
and y directions, respectively. The vector fieldsD and L3 correspond to dilation and rotation
respectively. The operatorsC1 andC2 generate two different types of conformal transformatio
The nonvanishing commutation relations for the algebra~4.11! are given by

@C1 ,L3#5C1 , @C1 ,D#52C2 , @C1 ,P1#522D, @C1 ,P2#52L3 ,

@C2 ,L3#52C2 , @C2 ,D#5C1 , @C2 ,P1#522L3 , @C2 ,P2#522D, ~4.12!

@L3 ,P1#5P2 , @L3 ,P2#52P1 , @D,P1#52P1 , @D,P2#52P2 .

These relations show that this algebra is isomorphic to theO(3,1) algebra. We refer the reader
Ref. 17 and 29 for details of the classification of subalgebras of the symmetry algebraO(3,1) into
conjugacy classes under the action of the symmetry groupG. In our case, among all nonconjuga
subalgebras, the ones that have generic orbits of codimension one in the space of inde
variables and three in the space of independent and dependent variables$x,y,R,f% reduce the
original system~4.6! to a system of ODEs via the symmetry reduction method. The o
dimensional subalgebras are given by

P11bF, L31bF, D1bF, D1aL31bF, ~4.13!

wherea andb are real parameters. The discrete subgroups~4.7! admitted by~4.6! were used to
restrict the range of parameters occurring in this classification. In order to find the redu
associated with subalgebras~4.13!, we compute for each of them the corresponding invariants
solving the PDE

XH~x,y,R,f!50, ~4.14!

whereH is an auxilliary function of four variables (x,y,R,f), and X is one of the generator
listed in ~4.13!. The solution of~4.14! is found by integrating the associated characteristic syst
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The result of it is that we find three invariantsj, R, andF which are listed for all cases in Tabl
II. The orbits of the subgroups ofG for all considered cases~4.13! can be expressed in terms o
two functionsR andf in the following form:

R5R~j!, f5a~x,y!1F~j!, j5j~x,y!, ~4.15!

wherea and j are given functions ofx and y for each subalgebra. Here, the functionj is the
symmetry variable of the invariance subgroup having generic orbits of codimension one. S
tuting each specific form~4.15! into system~4.6! leads to the coupled system of ODEs in terms
the symmetry variablej only

~ i! R̈2
2R

11R2 Ṙ22
R~12R2!

11R2 ḟ22
ġ

g
Ṙ22h

R~12R2!

11R2 ḟ2 l
R~12R2!

11R2 50,

~4.16!

~ ii ! f̈12Ṙḟ
~12R2!

R~11R2!
2

ġ

g
ḟ12h

~12R2!

R~11R2!
Ṙ1s50,

where functionsg, h, l , ands are given for each of the subalgebras in Table II. The dot me
differentiation with respect toj. The results of these calculations are summarized in Table II
each of the subalgebras.

The obtained reduced system of ODEs~4.16! has a form similar to the one obtained from th
symmetry reduction method for theCP1 sigma model in (211) dimensions as given in Ref. 30
So, following the procedure presented in Ref. 30, Eq.~4.16! can be solved in an analogous wa
The results of the Painleve´ analysis for system~4.16! and the integration of these reduced OD

TABLE II. The symmetry reduction for Eq.~4.6!.

No Algebra
Symmetry
variablej

One-dimensional
orbits

of subgroups

Coefficients of the
reduction to
ODEs ~3.16!

Reduction to
second order ODE

1. P11bF y R5R(j) g5g0 ,h50,s50 R̈2
2R

11R2 Ṙ22A2g0
2 ~12R2!~11R2!3

R3

f5bx1F(j) l 51,m50 2
R~12R2!

11R2 50

2. L31bF Ax21y2 R5R(j)
ġ

g
52

1

j
,h50,s50 R̈2

2R

11R2 Ṙ21
1

j
Ṙ

f5b sin21
x

Ax21y2
l 5

b2

j2 ,m50 2
A2C2

j2

~12R2!~11R2!3

R3

1F(j) 2
b2

j2

R~12R2!

11R2 50

3. D1bF
x

y
R5R(j)

ġ

g
52

2j

11j2 ,h5
b

j~11j2!
R̈2

2R

11R2 Ṙ21
2j

11j2 Ṙ

f5b ln x1F(j) s52
b

j2~11j2!
,l5

b2

j2~11j2!
2

A~j!2C2

~11j2!2

~12R2!~11R2!3

R3

m52
4b

~11j2!2 2
R~12R2!

~11j2!2~11R2!
50

4. D1aL31bF ln Ax21y2 R5R(j) g5g0,h52
2b

11a2 ,l5
b2

11a2 R̈2
2R

11R2 Ṙ22A2g0
2 ~2R2!~11R2!3

R3

a.0 1
1

a
tan21

x

y
f52

b

a
tan21

x

y
s50,m50 1

R~12R2!

11R2 b2S 32a2

~11a2!2D50

1F(j)
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in terms of elementary functions, Jacobi elliptic functions, or Painleve´ transcendents are summ
rized in Table II. The system of ODEs~4.16! for R andf can be decoupled. If we perform th
transformation,

ḟ5V2h, ~4.17!

on equation~4.16ii!, then the functionV has to satisfy the nonhomogeneous ODE

V̇12Ṙ
12R2

R~11R2!
V2

ġ

g
V2m50, ~4.18!

where

m5ḣ2
ġ

g
h2s0 . ~4.19!

Let us consider two cases separately.
~1! Whenm50 Eq.~4.18! is an homogeneous ODE for the functionV. This case correspond

to subalgebras$P11bF%, $L31bF% and$D1aL31bF% ~see Table II!. The general integral of
the homogeneous ODE~4.18! has the form

V5Ag
~11R2!2

R2 , APR. ~4.20!

Hence, transformation~4.17! becomes

ḟ5Ag
~11R2!2

R2 2h. ~4.21!

Elimination of ḟ from ~4.21! and ~4.16i! gives

R̈2
2R

11R2 Ṙ22
ġ

g
Ṙ2A2g2

~12R2!~11R2!3

R3 1~h22 l !
R~12R2!

11R2 50. ~4.22!

~2! WhenmÞ0 Eq. ~4.18! is a nonhomogeneous ODE for the functionV. This case is related to
subalgebraD1bF, as in Table II. The general solution of ODE~4.18! is obtained by the method
of variation of parameters and has the following form:

V5A~j!g
~11R2!2

R2 , ~4.23!

with

A~j!5E mR2

g~11R2!2 dj8. ~4.24!

Substituting~4.23! and~4.24! into ~4.17!, we can eliminateḟ from ~4.16i!, and we get~4.22!. In
order to construct solutions of~4.22!, we have to analyze the singularity structure in the sens
Painlevéand Gambier31,32and transform these equations to one of the standard forms listed in
33. If we perform the transformation of the dependent variable in~4.22! given by

R~j!5~2U~j!!1/2, ~4.25!

then the functionU has to satisfy the second-order ODE
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Ü5S 1

2U
2

1

12U D U̇22
ġ

g
U̇1

2C2

g2

~11U !~12U !3

U
. ~4.26!

Changing the independent variable

h5E
j0

j dt

g~ t !
, g~ t !Þ0, ~4.27!

in ~4.26!, we obtain the following ODE in theh variable:

Ü5S 1

2U
2

1

12U D U̇21
2C2

U
~11U !~12U !3. ~4.28!

If C50, then from~4.17!, f5f0 , and Eq.~4.28! becomes Eq.~PXXXVII ! listed by Ince33 with
the solution given by

U5tanh2~K1h1K2!, K1 ,K2PR. ~4.29!

If CÞ0, then Eq.~4.28! is Eq. ~PXXXVIII ! listed in Ince,33 where in Ince’s notation,b52a
52C2 andg5d50. This equation admits a first integral and can be reduced to a first-order
for U,

U8524C2U414C1U318~C22C1!U214C1U24C2, C1PC, ~4.30!

where differentiation is with respect toh. Equation~4.30! can be written in equivalent form fo
CÞ0,

U82524C2~U2U1!~U2U2!~U2U3!~U2U4!, ~4.31!

whereUi , i 51,̄ ,4 denote the constant roots of the right-hand side of~4.31!. These roots can be
expressed in terms of the constantsC andC1 . It is well known30 that the behavior of the solution
of ~4.31! depends upon the relationships between the roots of the quartic polynomial o
right-hand side of~4.31!. This equation is a known equation which can be solved in term
elliptic Jacobi functions~see Byrd and Friedman34! or in the degenerate cases, as when the ro
have multiplicity greater than one, in terms of elementary algebraic functions with one o
simple poles, trigonometric and hyperbolic solitons.

Localized solutions can also be obtained. Suppose thatC50, then~4.30! takes the form

U̇25~4C1U222~B14C1!U14C1!U.

WhenC150, this can be integrated easily to give

U5D exp~6A22Bh!. ~4.32!

WhenC1Þ0, one can write the quadratic in factorized form

U̇254C1~U2U1!~U2U2!U,

where the roots are given as follows:

U1,25~n11!6An~n12!, ~4.33!

with n5B/4C1 . We have summarized all individual possibilities in Tables III–V. It is wo
noting, in the case of elliptic doubly periodic solutions of~4.31!, we can construct global solution
of GW system through the use of transformation~3.3!. Note that nonsingular periodic solution
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can be physically interpreted as elementary excitations, kinks as domain walls, and bum
nucleation centers. Singular solutions represent static defect structures—‘‘charges’’ with the
tity which defines order. Some of them develop from a point or a line into a growing sphere
cylinder g.35

As an example to illustrate how this method works, let us write the functionsc i for a
particular case of the roots of~4.31! and two cases 1 and 4 listed in Table II. Suppose that th
of the roots are the same, so thatU45U35U2,U<U1,0. Equation~4.31! can be integrated and
we can solve to obtainU as given in Table V as follows:

U5
U2C2~U12U2!2~h2h0!21U1

C2~U12U2!2~h2h0!211
.

For the symmetry algebras$P11bF% and$D1aL31bF% in Table II,g5g0 is constant, so from
~4.27!, we obtain

h2h05
1

g0
~j2j0!,

and putting~4.25! into ~4.21!, we get

f52g0AE ~12U !2

U
dj2hj.

In the case of subalgebra$P11bF%, for which the symmetry variable is given byj5y, andh
50, we can determine the functionr given by ~4.5! in the following form:

TABLE III. The elliptic solutions of the sigma model~4.6!, r5R exp(if) with R5A2U(h).

No. Order of roots FunctionU(h) Functionb modulusk

1. U1.U2>U.0 U2sn2SA4K

b
~h2h0!,kD b5

2

AU1

, k25
U2

U1

2. U1.U2.U>0

U1U2S12sn2SA4K

b
~h2h0!,kD D

U12U2sn2S A4K

b
~h2h0!,kD b5

2

AU1

,k25
U2

U1

3. U1>U.U2.0

U1U2

U12~U12U2!sn2SA4K

b
~h2h0!,kD b5

2

AU1

,k25
U12U2

U1

4. U1.U>U2.0 U12~U12U2!sn2SA4K

b
~h2h0!,kD b5

2

AU1

,k25
U12U2

U1

5. U.U1.U2.0 2

U12U2sn2SA4K

b
~h2h0!,kD

sn2S A4K

b
~h2h0!,kD 21

b5
2

AU1

,k25
U2

U1

6. `.U>U1.U2.0

U1

sn2SA4K

b
~h2h0!,kD b5

2

AU1

,k25
U2

U1
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TABLE IV. The elliptic solutions of the sigma model~4.6!, R5A2U(h) with (U̇)2524C2(U2U1)(U2U2)(U2U3)(U2U4) CÞ0

and phasef specified in this table, andA25(U12b1)21a1
2, B25(U22b1)21a1

2 a152(c2 c̄)2/4, andb15(c1 c̄)/2.

No. Order of roots FunctionU(h) Functionb Modulusk

1. U1.U2.U3.U4.U

U4~U12U3!2U3~U12U4!sn2SA24C2

b
~h2h0!,kD

U12U32~U12U4!sn2S A24C2

b
~h2h0!,kD

2

A~U12U3!~U22U4!

~U22U3!~U12U4!

~U12U3!~U22U4!

2. U1.U2.U3>U.U4

U3~U22U4!2U2~U32U4!sn2SA24C2

b
~h2h0!,kD

U22U42~U32U4!sn2S A24C2

b
~h2h0!,kD

2

A~U12U3!~U22U4!

~U12U2!~U32U4!

~U12U3!~U22U4!

3. U1.U2.U3.U>U4

U3~U22U4!2U2~U32U4!sn2SA24C2

b
~h2h0!,kD

U22U42~U32U4!sn2S A24C2

b
~h2h0!,kD

2

A~U12U3!~U22U4!

~U12U2!~U32U4!

~U12U3!~U22U4!

4. U1.U2>U.U3.U4

U3~U42U2!1U4~U22U3!sn2SA24C2

b
~h2h0!,kD

U42U22~U22U3!sn2S A24C2

b
~h2h0!,kD

2

A~U12U3!~U22U4!

~U22U3!~U12U4!

~U12U3!~U22U4!

5. U1>U.U2.U3.U4

U2~U32U2!1U3~U12U4!sn2SA24C2

b
~h2h0!,kD

U32U11~U12U4!sn2S A24C2

b
~h2h0!,kD

2

A~U12U3!~U22U4!

~U22U3!~U12U4!

~U12U3!~U22U4!

6. U1>U.U2.U3.U4

U2~U32U2!1U3~U12U2!sn2SA24C2

b
~h2h0!,kD

U32U11~U12U2!sn2S A24C2

b
~h2h0!,kD

2

A~U12U3!~U22U4!

~U12U2!~U32U4!

~U12U3!~U22U4!

7. U1.U>U2.U3.U4

U4~U32U1!1U3~U12U4!sn2SA24C2

b
~h2h0!,kD

U32U11~U12U4!sn2S A24C2

b
~h2h0!,kD

2

A~U12U3!~U22U4!

~U12U2!~U32U4!

~U12U3!~U22U4!

8. U.U1.U2.U3.U4

U1~U22U4!1U2~U42U1!sn2SA24C2

b
~h2h0!,kD

U22U41~U42U1!sn2S A24C2

b
~h2h0!,kD

2

A~U12U3!~U22U4!

~U22U3!~U12U4!

~U12U3!~U22U4!

9. U1>U.U2 ,c,c̄PC

2U2A2U1B1~U1B2U2A!cnSA24C2

b
~h2h0!,kD

2A2B1~B2A!cnS A24C2

b
~h2h0!,kD

1

AAB

~U12U2!22~A2B!2

4AB

10. U2,U1,U,`,c,c̄PC

2U2A2U1B1~U2A1U1B!cnSA24C2

b
~h2h0!,kD

2A1B1cnS A24C2

b
~h2h0!,kD

1

AAB

~A1B!22~U12U2!2

4AB
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r5Reif5A2
U2C2g0

22~U12U2!2~y2y0!21U1

C2g0
22~U12U2!2~y2y0!211

expF i S bx1
g0

2A

C
tan21~~y2y0!

3~U22U1!g0
21C!2

g0
2A~U22U1!

CU2~U1U2!1/2~U12U2!
tan21S U2C~U22U1!2~y2y0!

g0~U1U2!1/2~U12U2! D
2g0A

~U221!2

U2
yD G .

To evaluate thec i , one next calculates the derivatives]r and ]̄ r̄, and then substitutes these in
transformation~3.3!. To abbreviate the notation, let us define the quantities

k5C2g0
22~U12U2!2, f 5g0~U1U2~U12U2!2!1/2, Q5g0

2~A~U22U1!/CU2!. ~4.34!

Then for the case of the subalgebra$P11bF%, thec i are as follows:

TABLE V. The solitary wave or bump type elliptic solutions of the sigma model~4.6!, R5A2U(h), CÞ0, B.4(C2

2K).0, K,0, and phasef specified in Table IV.

No. Order of roots FunctionU(h)

Modulus
k and

parameters

1. U45U35U2

,U<U1,0 U21
U12U2

11~U12U4!
2C2~h2h0!

2

2. U4<U,U3

5U25U1,0 U12
U12U4

11~U12U4!
2C2~h2h0!

2

3. U4,U35U2

,U<U1,0 U21
~U12U2!~U22U4!

~U12U4!cosh2 CA~U12U2!~U22U4!~h2h0!2~U12U2!

4. U4<U<5U2

,U1,0 U22
~U12U2!~U22U4!

~U12U4!cosh2 CA~U12U2!~U22U4!~h2h0!2~U22U4!

5. U45U3,U2

<U<U1,0 U31
~U12U3!~U22U3!

U22U31~U12U2!cos2 CA~U12U3!~U22U3!~h2h0! K,0
B.4(C22K).0

6. U4<U<U3

,U25U1
U12

~U12U4!~U12U3!

U12U31~U32U4!cos2 CA~U12U4!~U12U3!~h2h0!

7. U2<U<U1,0
U1U2

U21~U12U2!sn2~A2U2K/2~h2h0!,k!
k25

U12U2

2U2

C50,B,28K,0

8. U2,U1<U<0 U1sn2AU2K

2
~h2h0 ,k! k25

U1

U2
,C50

K,0,B.28K.0

9. U4<U<U3

,U2,U1

U1~U32U4!sn2@b~h2h0!,k#1U4~U12U3!

~U32U4!sn2@b~h2h0!,k#1U12U3
k25

~U12U2!~U32U4!

~U12U3!~U22U3!

b5CA(U12U3)(U22U4)
CÞ0

10. U4,U3,U2

<U<U1,0
U4~U12U2!sn2@b~h2h0!,k#1U1~U22U4!

~U12U2!sn2@b~h2h0!,k#1U22U4
k25

~U12U2!~U32U4!

~U12U3!~U22U3!

b5CA(U12U3)(U22U4)
CÞ0,B.4(C21(2K)).0
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c15e
r

12U F2
iU 2k~j2j0!

2Rk~j2j0!211
2

1

2
iRk~j2j0!2 iRS 1

2
b1

ig0A~U22U1!

2~11~U22U1!2g0
22C2~j2j0!2!

2
ig0QU2C~U22U1!2

2~ f 21U2
2C2~U22U1!4~j2j0!2!

2
ig0A~U221!2

2U2
D G1/2

exp~2 if/2!,

c25
e

12U F iU 2k~j2j0!

2Rk~j2j0!211
1

1

2
iRk~j2j0!1 iRS 1

2
b2

ig0A~U22U1!

2~11~U22U1!2g0
22C2~j2j0!2!

1
ig0QCU2~U22U1!2

2~ f 21U2
2C2~U22U1!4~j2j0!2!

1
ig0A~U221!2

2U2
D G1/2

exp~ if/2!. ~4.35!

For the subalgebra$D1aL31bF%, the functionr given by~4.5! can be written down in terms o
the symmetry variable abbreviated asj5 lnAx21y21(1/a)tan21 x/y andh52b/(11a2),

r5A2
U2C2g0

22~U12U2!2~j2j0!21U1

C2g0
22~U12U2!2~j2j0!211

expF i S 2
b

a
tan21

x

y
1

g0
2A

C D tan21~~j2j0!~U2

2U1!g0
21C!2

g0
2A~U22U1!

CU2~U1U2!1/2~U12U2!
tan21 S U2C~U22U1!2~j2j0!

g0~U1U2!1/2~U12U2!
2g0A

~U221!2

U2
j

1
2b

11a2 j D G .
Defining the additional variables

s1511
x2

y2 , s25
1

2iy
1

x

2y2 , s̃25
1

2iy
2

x

2y2 , w15
1

2z
1

is2

as1
, w25

1

2z̄
1

i s̃2

as1
,

and withk, f , andQ defined by~4.34!, the functionsc i are calculated by differentiatingr and
using transformation~3.3!

c15e
r

12U F2
U2k~j2j0!w2

~k~j2j0!211!R
1

~U2k~j2j0!21U1!k~j2j0!w2

R~k~j2j0!211!2 2 iRS 2
ibs̃2

as1

1
g0A~U22U1!w2

11~U22U1!2g0
22C2~j2j0!2 2

g0QCU2~U22U1!2w2

f 21U2
2C2~U22U1!4~j2j0!2 2

g0A~U221!2

U2
w2

1
2b

11a2 w2D G1/2

exp~2 if/2!,

~4.36!

c25
e

12U F2
U2k~j2j0!w1

~k~j2j0!211!R
1

~U2k~j2j0!21U1!k~j2j0!w1

R~k~j2j0!211!2 1 iRS 2
ibs2

as1

1
g0A~U22U1!w1

11~U22U1!2g0
22C2~j2j0!2 2

g0QCU2~U22U1!2w1

f 21U2
2C2~U22U1!4~j2j0!2 2

g0A~U221!2

U2
w1

1
2b

11a2 w1D G1/2

exp~ if/2!.

A class of solutions of~4.26!, which are different from those obtained above, can be constru
by introducing the change of independent variables
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h5E g~j! dj, ~4.37!

into ~4.26!. We obtain

U95S 1

2U
1

1

U21DU8212
g8

g
U82

2C2

g4 ~12U !2S 1

U
2U D , ~4.38!

where differentiation is with respect toh. Note that if g5g0 , then we obtain the previously
discussed case~PXXXVIII !. The symmetry reduction to ODE~4.38! with g5Aj is related to the
symmerty algebraL3 . In this case, Eq.~4.38! is the standard form for the fifth Painlev´
transcendent,33 where in Ince’s notation,b52a52C2/A4 andg5d50. However, if we make
the transformation

g5expS E
j0

j

r ~h! dh D ,

for which the functionr is given by one of the following two cases

r 5
1

Aj2 , r 5
2j

A~11j2!2 ,

which are related to the algebraL3 or D, respectively, then Eq.~4.38! is Eq. ~PXXXX ! listed in
Ref. 33. According to Ref. 33, Eq.~4.38! can be reduced to the first-order ODE after the tra
formation

1

u21
u82Be22*r dhu522w, BPR,

to a Riccati equation of the form

w81w212rw2 1
2 B2e24*r dh5Ee22*r dh. ~4.39!

If g in Eq. ~4.38! is a constant, then we can perform a new transformation on the indepe
variable

h5eig0(j2j0),

into ~4.38! and obtain

U95S 1

2U
1

1

U21DU822
1

h
U81

2C2

g4 ~12U !2S 1

U
2U D . ~4.40!

This is the equation for the fifth Painleve´ transcendent, where in Ince’s notation,b52a
52C2/g0

4 andg5d50, which is related to the reduction obtained from the symmetry algebraP1

and$D1aL3%, respectively.
In many solitonlike problems in field theory, the field configuration of finite energy~1.13! is

relevant to many applications.5,8,9 Such a situation takes place for the following reductions: In
case of Eq.~4.29!, we obtain a kink soliton solution. Bump-type solutions appear in 3 and
Table V. Localized solitonlike solutions are listed in Tables III and IV, cases 1–8, and Tab
cases 7–10.
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V. THE NONSPLITTING SOLUTIONS OF THE GENERALIZED WEIERSTRASS SYSTEM

Now we discuss the case when some classes of solutions of GW system~1.3! can be obtained
from transformation~3.3! for which the solutions of the sigma model~3.4! are invariant under the
scaling transformationD as given in~4.1!. This means that we subject system~1.3! to the alge-
braic constraint

uru251. ~5.1!

It follows from ~5.1! that sigma model~3.4! can be written

]]̄r2 r̄]r]̄r50, ]̄]r̄2r]r̄]̄r̄50, ~5.2!

and has a solution of the exponential form

r5eiw, ~5.3!

wherew is any real harmonic function ofz andz̄, since from~3.4!, we get the following identity:

]]̄r2 r̄]r]̄r5eiw~ i ]]̄w2]w]̄w!1eiw~e2 i w̄eiw]w]̄w![0.

The transformation~3.3! becomes

c15
e

2
eiw/2~ ]̄w!1/2, c25

e

2
eiw/2~]w!1/2, e561,

and satisfies GW system~1.3!.
In this section, we shall study nonsplitting solutions of overdetermined system~3.4! and~5.1!

depending on one arbitrary complex valued function of one complex variablez and its complex
conjugate

r5
f ~z!

f̄ ~ z̄!
.

In this case, transformation~3.3! defined in terms of a functionf takes the form

c15
e

2 f̄
~ f ]̄ f̄ !1/2, c25

e

2 f̄
~ f̄ ] f !1/2, p5

1

2
U] f

f
U .

The associated surface determined from Eq.~1.7! becomes

X11 iX25
i

2
E

g
S f̄ ] f

f 2
dz82

]̄ f̄

f̄
dz̄8D ,

X12 iX25
i

2
E

g
S ] f

f
dz82

f ]̄ f̄

f̄ 2
dz̄8D , ~5.4!

X352
1

2
E

g
S ] f

f
dz81

]̄ f̄

f̄
dz̄8D .

The constant mean curvature surfaces corresponding to~5.4! for f (z)5zn, n56,8,9 are shown in
Figs. 1–3. The induced metric on the surface and its Gaussian curvature~1.8! are given by
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ds25U] f

f U
2

dz dz̄, K52S 1

2 U] f

f U D
22

]]̄S lnU] f

f U D50,

respectively.
Note that if functionr is a solution of~3.4!, andr satisfies algebraic condition~5.1!, then both

of the functionsr21 and r̄ are also solutions of Eq.~3.4!. In fact, the derivatives ofr are

]r̄52
1

r2 ]r, ]̄ r̄52
1

r2 ]̄r, ]]̄r̄5
2

r3 ~]r ]̄r!2
1

r2 ]]̄r. ~5.5!

Substituting~5.5! into Eq. ~3.4!, we obtain

2
]r ]̄r

r3 2
1

r2 ]]̄r2
1

r3 ]r]̄r50,

which is just the identity

]]̄r2
1

r
]r ]̄r[0,

sincer̄51/r, and whenever~3.4! holds. Then we have the following Propositions.
Proposition 3:Suppose that for any complex-valued functionF of classC1, the functionr

satisfies the algebraic condition~5.1! and the differential constraints

FIG. 1. The constant mean curvature surface for the case~5.4! with f (z)5z6.

FIG. 2. The constant mean curvature surface for the case~5.4! with f (z)5z8.
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]r5F~z!r, ]̄r52F̄~ z̄!r. ~5.6!

Then the complex valued functionr is a nonsplitting solution of the system~3.4!. The associated
surface has zero Gaussian curvature~1.8!.

Proof: Note that from Eq.~5.6!, we have

]̄]r5F~z!]̄r.

Thus, system~3.4! is identically satisfied, since

F~ ]̄r!2 r̄~Fr!~2Fr!5F~2F̄r!2FF̄r[0

holds. Moreover, from~3.3!, we get

]c15
e

4
~ F̄r!1/2F, ]̄c252

e

4
~Fr!1/2F̄, p5

1

2
~FF̄ !1/2, e561.

So in view of ~4.7!, the GW system is also identically satisfied. Moreover, we have

] ln p5
]p

p
5

]F

2F
,

which implies that]̄(]p)50, sinceF is a function of onlyz. Thus from formula~1.8!, the
Gaussian curvatureK is zero. Q.E.D.

We now discuss the possibility of constructing more general classes of solutions o
system~1.3! which are based on nonlinear superpositions ofN elementary solutions of sigm
model ~3.4!.

Proposition 4:~Factorization! Suppose that for eachi 51,...,N the complex valued functions
r i satisfy the sigma model system~3.4! and the conditionsur i u251. Then the product function

r5)
i 51

N

r i ~5.7!

is also a solution of system~3.4!. The corresponding solution of the GW system~1.3! takes the
following factorized form:

c15
1

2
e)

i 51

N

r iS ]̄)
j 51

N

r̄ j D 1/2

, c25
1

2
eS ])

j 51

N

r j D 1/2

.

FIG. 3. The constant mean curvature surface for the case~5.4! with f (z)5z9.
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Proof: It suffices to prove this forN52, and then to invoke induction to extend this to anyN.
Suppose thatr1 ,r2 are solutions to~3.4!. Substituting the functionr5r1r2 into ~3.4!, we obtain

~ ]̄]r1!r21]r1]̄r21 ]̄r1]r21r1]̄]r22 r̄1r2]r1]̄r12 ]̄r1]r22]r1]̄r22r1r̄2]r2]̄r2

5r2~ ]̄]r12 r̄1]r1]̄r1!1r1~ ]̄]r22 r̄2]r2]̄r2!50,

whenever the functionsr i satisfy sigma model equations~3.4!. Thus, the product of two solution
is a solution. Consequently, proceeding inductively from the product form ofr given in ~5.7!, if
the equation is satisfied for a solution withk factors, it is satisfied for a solution withk11 factors.
Substituting~5.7! into ~3.3!, we obtainc1 andc2 which satisfy system~1.3!. Q.E.D.

Propositions 3 and 4 provide us with the possibility of constructing a class of nonspl
solutions of Eq.~1.3!. We now present several examples of such solutions.

~1! Let us discuss now the construction of an algebraic multisoliton solution of the
system~1.3!. First, we look for a particular class of rational solutions of~3.4! admitting simple
poles at the pointsz̄5ā j ,

r j5
z2aj

z̄2ā j
, ajPC, j 51,...,N. ~5.8!

By virtue of Propositions 3 and 4, a more general case than~5.8! can be constructed by takin
products overj in ~5.8!, when the solutionr j of ~3.4! admits an arbitrary number of simple pole

r5)
k51

N
z2ak

z̄2āk
, akPC, ~5.9!

where we assume that allak are distinct. Note that the complex functionr admits a removable
singularity since

lim
z→ak

~ z̄2āk!S z2ak

z̄2āk
D50,

and thus

lim
z→ak

~ z̄2āk!)
j 51

N S z2aj

z̄2ā j
D50.

In that case the functionr satisfies both conditions]]̄rÞ0 and uru251. Substituting~5.9! into
~3.4!, we obtain that Eq.~3.4! is satisfied identically, where the required first derivatives ofr are
given by

]r5(
j 51

N
1

~z2aj !
r[F~z!r, ]̄r52(

j 51

N
1

~ z̄2ā j !
r[2F̄~ z̄!r. ~5.10!

Substituting~5.9! and~5.10! into ~3.3!, we determine the explicit form of an algebraic multisolito
solution of the GW system

c15
e

2 S (
j 51

N
1

~ z̄2ā j !
r̄ D 1/2

, c25
e

2 S (
j 51

N
1

~z2aj !
r D 1/2

, e561. ~5.11!

For the caseN51, substituting~5.11! into relation~1.4!, we obtain that the corresponding consta
mean curvature surface is determined by
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~X1
21X2

2!22S 21
a2

4
e2X3D ~X1

21X2
2!1

a2

2
e2X3X2112

a2

4
e2X350.

~2! Another class of rational solutions can be written down by noting that, by Proposition 4, a
solution can be found by taking products ofrk with itself k times and so

rk5S z2ak

z̄2āk
D k

satisfies identically Eq.~3.4! for any integerk and complexak . Consequently, we can generaliz
the form of this solution to another type of nonsplitting multisoliton solution of~3.4! by applying
Proposition 4 again and forming products overk. This solution is generated by ar of the form

r5)
k51

N S z2ak

z̄2āk
D k

. ~5.12!

Note that for eachak , the functionr has a removable singularity. So in this case, the functior
satisfiesuru251, and the derivatives ofr are given by

]r5 (
k51

N
k

z2ak
r[Hr, ]̄r52 (

k51

N
k

z̄2āk
r[H̄r. ~5.13!

Substituting~5.12! and ~5.13! into Eq. ~3.4!, we find that

]̄]r2 r̄]r]̄r52 (
k51

N
k

z2ak
(
j 51

N
j

z̄2ā j
r1 r̄ (

k51

N
k

z2ak
r(

j 51

N
j

z̄2ā j
r50.

From ~5.12! and~5.13!, we can determine through the transformation~3.3! the explicit form of an
algebraic multisoliton solution of the GW system

c15
e

2 S (
k51

N
k

~ z̄2āk!
r̄ D 1/2

, c25
e

2 S (
k51

N
k

~z2ak!
r D 1/2

. ~5.14!

Similarly, these solutions as in the previous case~5.11! also admit simple poles atz5ak

~3! An interesting class of nonsplitting solution can be found by applying Proposition 4 trk

a total ofn times for a fixed numbern, to obtain a new solution, and then applying Propositio
again by taking products overk,

r5)
k51

N S z2ak

z̄2āk
D n

. ~5.15!

The functionr satisfies~5.1!, and the derivatives ofr are given by

]r5n(
j 51

N
1

~z2aj !
r, ]̄r52n(

j 51

N
1

~ z̄2ā j !
r. ~5.16!

From ~3.3!, the solution of GW system~1.3! in this case takes the form

c15
e

2 S n(
j 51

N
1

~ z̄2ā j !
r̄ D 1/2

, c25
e

2 S n(
j 51

N
1

~z2aj !
r D 1/2

. ~5.17!

Note that the functionc i admits only simple poles.
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~4! There exists an exponential class of nonsplitting solution of GW system~1.3! which is
generated by the products of functions of the formr j5eā i z2a i z̄ as follows:

r5)
j 51

N

r j5eĀz2Az̄. ~5.18!

This satisfies condition~5.1!, and generates, using Proposition 4, the following class of solut
of GW system~1.3!:

c15
e

2
A1/2e(Āz2Az̄)/2, c25

e

2
Ā1/2e(Āz2Az̄)/2. ~5.19!

~5! An explicit class of solutions to GW system~1.3! admitting two arbitrary real-valued
functions of one real variable can be constructed based on the idea of Proposition 4. Suppo
h andx are real-valued functions of one variables5z1 z̄, then the following function

r5e2 ix(s)
c1eh(s)1c2e2h(s)

c̄1eh(s)1 c̄2e2h(s) , c1 ,c2PC, ~5.20!

satisfies the constraint~5.1! and system~3.4!, provided that the conditionc1c̄22c2c̄150 on the
complex constantsc1 andc2 holds. Defining the quantities

f (6)~s!5c1eh(s)6c2e2h(s),

and using Proposition 2, we can write a general solution of the sigma model~3.4! as follows:

r5expF2 i (
j 51

N

x j~s!G)
i 51

N f i
(1)~s!

f̄ i
(1)~s!

. ~5.21!

So, we have

]r5F2 i (
j 51

N

x j81 (
k51

N f k
(2)hk8

f k
(1)

2 (
k51

N f̄ k
(2)hk8

f̄ k
(1) Gr, ~5.22!

where the prime represents differentiation ofx and h with respect tos. Substituting~5.21! and
~5.22! into transformation~3.3!, we determine explicitly the corresponding form of multisolito
solution of GW system~1.3!,

c15
e

2 S rF i (
j 51

N

x j81 (
k51

N f̄ k
(2)hk8

f̄ k
(1)

2 (
k51

N f̄ k
(2)hk8

f̄ k
(1) G D 1/2

,

~5.23!

c25
e

2 S rF2 i (
j 51

N

x j81 (
k51

N f k
(2)hk8

f k
(1)

2 (
k51

N f̄ k
(2)hk8

f̄ k
(1) G D 1/2

.

Note that solutions~5.23! do not admit any singularities whenc1Þc2 .
~6! Using Proposition 4, an interesting class of periodic nonsplitting solutions of~3.4! satis-

fying the algebraic constraint~5.1! has the form

r5expS (
j 51

N

~cos~z2aj !2cos~ z̄2ā j !!D . ~5.24!
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The derivatives ofr are given by

]r52(
j 51

N

sin~z2aj !r, ]̄r5(
j 51

N

sin~ z̄2ā j !r.

Then using~3.3!, we can find that the solutions of GW system~1.3! are

c15
e

2 S 2(
j 51

N

sin~ z̄2ā j !r̄ D 1/2

, c25
e

2 S 2(
j 51

N

sin~z2aj !r D 1/2

, p5
1

2U(j 51

N

sin~z2aj !U.
~5.25!

Note that solutions~5.19! and ~5.25! do not admit any singularities. WhenN51, the associated
constant mean curvature surface can be computed from relation~1.7!,

u~X11 iX2!52 iv, v~X12 iX2!5 iu, uv5e2X3,

whereu5exp(cos(z2a)) andv5exp(cos(z̄2ā)). The corresponding surface is a cylinder havi
X3 as a symmetry axis sinceX1 andX2 satisfyX1

21X2
251. Similar calculations to the one give

by ~5.24! can be performed when cos in~5.24! is replaced by trigonometric and hyperbol
functions sin and cosh or sinh, respectively. This procedure provides us with several clas
periodic solutions of GW system~1.3!.

Finally, one can apply Proposition 4 again to solutions of the form~5.24! of sigma model~3.4!
by replacing the cos function by sin and taking products of these resulting solutions, namely~5.24!
and the modified one,

r5expS (
j 51

N

(cos~z2aj !2cos~ z̄2ā j !1sin~z2aj !2sin~ z̄2ā j !) D
5expS (

j 51

N S 22 sinS z1 z̄2aj2ā j

2 D sinS z2 z̄2aj1ā j

2 D
12 cosS z1 z̄2aj2ā j

2 D sinS z2 z̄2aj1ā j

2 D D D . ~5.26!

The corresponding solution of GW system~1.3! has the form

c15
1

2
eS r̄(

j 51

N

~2sin~ z̄2ā j !1cos~ z̄2ā j !!D 1/2

,

~5.27!

c25
1

2
eS r(

j 51

N

~2sin~z2aj !1cos~z2aj !!D 1/2

.

Note that there exists a resemblance of functionr given by~5.26! to a Calogero–Sutherland typ
potential.36 A large class of hyperbolic nonsplitting solution can be obtained by replacing
trigonometric functions appearing in~5.26! by hyperbolic functions, and these solutions lead
spherical surfaces, namely,X1

21X2
21X3

251. Solutions which yield cylinders and spheres can ha
applications to certain types of cosmological models.5

Recently, a new approach to classical configurations of strings in three-dimensional Euc
space has been proposed.6,12 It is basically done by representing the Euler–Lagrange equation
the Nambu–Goto–Polyakov action in a simple form. One then looks for common solutions o
equation and the GW system. From a physical point of view, it has been proposed to de
QCD flux tubes in this way. Conformal invariance is important here because one is involved
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construction of a Lorentz invariant extended object. The world sheet of the string will ob
two-dimensional wave equation, and using the conformal invariance of this equation, by a su
choice of conformal frame, one may get rid of the vibrations in, for example, the timelike d
tion.

In the case in which the mean curvature is constant, the Euler–Lagrange equation red
the Liouville equation in the variableu5 ln p2 as follows,]]̄u1beu50. All of the new solutions
here can be made to satify this ifb is taken to be zero. Konopelchenko6 has pointed out that the
Liouville equation is of importance since it can be thought of as describing a theory of metri
fact, the idea that a geometric realization of gravity as extended two-dimensional gravity inv
R3 surfaces of constant mean curvature.6 Generalized exponential solutions generated by~1.3! in
the case]p5 ]̄p have applications to gravity. In a certain limit of Laplace–Beltrami gravity,
action of the theory corresponds to the action of the sigma model and the equation of motio
corresponds to~3.4!. It turns out6 that multi-instanton or anti-instanton solutions of the form~5.9!
are the only solutions of~3.4! with finite action.

VI. DIFFERENTIAL CONSTRAINTS AND SOLUTIONS OF THE GW SYSTEM

We now discuss the existence of certain classes of solutions to the GW system~1.3! which can
be obtained by subjecting~1.3! to specific differential constraints which allows us to reduce
overdetermined system to a system admitting a first integral. This fact simplifies considerab
process of solving the initial system~1.3! and consequently, certain classes of nonsplitting so
tions can be constructed.

First let us discuss the case when we append two differential constraints to GW system~1.3!
of the form

c1]c̄11c̄2]c250, c̄1]̄c11c2]̄ c̄250. ~6.1!

In terms of the complex functionsc i , it has been shown26 that the reduction of the overdete
mined system composed of~1.3! and ~6.1! is equivalent to a linear decoupled system

]̄]c i1p0
2c i50, i 51,2, ~6.2!

with the first integral of the motion

uc1u21uc2u25p0PR. ~6.3!

Indeed, making use of GW system~1.3! and condition~6.1!, we have

]p5c1~]c̄1!1c̄2~]c2!50, ]̄p5c̄1~ ]̄c1!1c2~ ]̄c̄2!50. ~6.4!

This means thatp is a real constant. The overdetermined system~1.3! and ~6.1! admits a three-
dimensional symmetry group, namely, the similitude group Sim(2,C). Its Lie subalgebra of alge
bra ~2.1! is spanned by$T1 ,T2 ,H% and the corresponding invariant is given by~6.3!.

Now let us express the constraints in~6.4! in terms of the functionr. Taking into account
~3.4!, the differential constraints in~6.4! become

]p

c̄2

5r]c̄11]c25
e

2
~]r!21/2]2r2e

~]r!1/2

11uru2
~r]r̄1 r̄]r!1er

~]r!1/2~]r̄ !

11uru2
50, e561,

~6.5!

and its respective complex conjugate. As a result, the overdetermined system composed
~3.4! and ~6.5! for the functionr take the form
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]̄]r2
2r̄

11uru2
]r]̄r50, ]]̄r̄2

2r

11uru2 ]r̄]̄r̄50,

~6.6!

]2r2
2r̄

11uru2 ~]r!250, ]̄2r̄2
2r

11uru2 ~ ]̄ r̄ !250.

We show now that if the currentJ given by~3.7! is constant, then all second derivatives ofr
are determined in terms ofr and their first derivatives. In fact, differentiating the currentJ with
respect to] we get

~11uru2!~]r̄]2r1]r]2r̄ !22 ]r]r̄~ r̄ ]r1r]r̄ !50.

Taking into account the system~6.6!, we obtain

]2r̄2
2r

11uru2 ~]r̄ !250, ]̄2r2
2r̄

11uru2 ~ ]̄r!250. ~6.7!

Hence, all second-order derivatives ofr are known in terms ofr and its derivatives. Note that a
compatibility conditions are identically satisfied whenever Eq.~3.4! holds. Moreover, the nons
plitting exponential class of solution~5.18! is a solution of the system~6.6! and ~6.7!. Thus, we
can formulate the following:

Proposition 5:The overdetermined system~6.6! and ~6.7! for the functionr admits a first
integral of the form

~]r ]̄r̄ !1/2

11uru2 5p0 , p0PR. ~6.8!

Proof: Differentiating the left-hand side of~6.8! with respect to], we obtain

]S ~]r]̄r̄ !1/2

11uru2 D 5
~]r!21/2~ ]̄ r̄ !1/2

2~11uru2!
F ~ ]̄ r̄ !]2r1]r~]]̄r̄ !22

~]r!~ ]̄r̄ !

11uru2 ~]r r̄1r]r̄ !G . ~6.9!

Substituting~6.6! and ~6.7! into system~6.9!, this is identically zero, since

2r̄

11uru2 ~ ]̄ r̄ !~]r!21
2r

11uru2 ]r]r̄]̄r̄2
2r̄

11uru2 ]̄ r̄~]r!22
2r

11uru2 ]r]r̄]̄r̄[0.

Similarly, differentiating the left-hand side of~6.8! with respect to]̄ and making use of~6.6! and
~6.7!, we obtain that the resulting equation is identically satisfied. Q.E

Proposition 6:If the functionsc1 andc2 satisfy the overdetermined system composed of
initial value problem for GW system~1.3! with c i(0)50 and differential constraints~6.1!,

]c15pc2 , ]̄c252pc1 , c i~0!50,
~6.10!

c1]c̄11c̄2]c250, c̄1]̄c11c2]̄ c̄250,

then the general solution has the form

c i5J0~p0A~z2zi
1!~ z̄2 z̄i

2!!, p0PR, zi
1 ,zi

2PC, i 51,2, ~6.11!

whereJ0 is a Bessel function of order zero. The general solution of~6.6! and ~6.7! has the form
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r5
J0~p0A~z2z1

1!~ z̄2 z̄1
2!!

J0~p0A~z2z2
1!~ z̄2 z̄2

2!!
. ~6.12!

Proof: If the functionW is a solution of the second-order differential equation

siW
(2)~si !1W(1)~si !1p0

2W~si !50, ~6.13!

where the differentiation ofW is with respect tosi , then the general solution of the system~6.2!
has the form

c i5W~si !,

where

si5
1

4p0
2 ~z2zi

1!~ z̄2 z̄i
2!, p0PR, zi

1 ,zi
2PC.

After a change of variablesi5r i
2 , the differential equation~6.13! is reduced to the Bessel equatio

r i
2J9~r i !1r iJ8~r i !14p0

2r i
2J~r i !50,

and the general solution is given by

c i5J0~p0Asi !5 (
k50

`
~21!k

k! 2 ~p0
2k~z2zi

1!k~ z̄2 z̄i
2!k!,

and hence~6.10! holds. Then using the definition~3.1! for the functionr, we find that the genera
solution of the overdetermined system~6.6! and ~6.7! is given by~6.12!. Q.E.D.

Finally, let us discuss the case when the GW system~1.3! is subjected to a single constrain

c1]c̄11c̄2]c22e~c̄1]̄c11c2]̄ c̄2!50, e561. ~6.14!

This is a weaker condition than~6.1!, since two constraints have been combined. In terms of
complex functionr, Eq. ~6.14! becomes

S ]2r2
2r̄

11uru2 ~]r!2D ]̄ r̄2eS ]̄2r̄2
2r

11uru2 ~ ]̄ r̄ !2D ]r50. ~6.15!

Note that if the functionr satisfies the overdetermined system composed of Eqs.~3.4! and
~6.15!, then there exists a conserved quantity

~]r!1/2~ ]̄ r̄ !1/2

11uru2 5p~z1e z̄!. ~6.16!

In fact, from Eq.~6.16! and taking into account Eqs.~3.4! and ~6.15!, we obtain

~]2e]̄ ! S ~]r!1/2~ ]̄ r̄ !1/2

11uru2 D 5pH ]2r

2]r
2

r̄]r

11uru2
2eS ]̄2r̄

2]̄ r̄
2

r]̄r̄

11uru2D J [0. ~6.17!

Hence, the quantityp is a real valued function of the arguments5z1e z̄. This means that the
solution of the system~1.3! and ~6.14! is invariant under a two-dimensional symmetry algeb
$T11eT2 ,H%. This class of solutions has been discussed in detail in Ref. 27.
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VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

The main aim of the paper has been to provide a great variety of exact analytic sol
through the systematic use of the subgroup structure of the invariance group of the gene
Weierstrass system. We concentrated mainly on classical symmetries as well on conditiona
metries for the GW system. The latter case refers to the symmetry of the overdetermined
obtained by supplementing the original system~1.3! with the differential constraints~6.1!, and the
original system~3.4! subjected to constraints~5.1!. Thus, the solutions obtained for this overd
termined system are invariant under the action of the conditional symmetry algebras. The
investigated and a procedure for constructing them was proposed. We can summarize the
which were obtained using both symmetry methods in our work in the following cases:

~1! Elementary solutions, that is, constant, algebraic with one or two simple poles, trigonom
and hyperbolic solutions.

~2! Doubly periodic solutions which can be expressed in terms of Jacobi elliptic functions s
and dn.

~3! Some of the reduced equations can be written in terms of Painleve´ transcendents.

It is worth noting that the symmetry analysis of the sigma model~3.4! provides much larger
classes of solutions to the original system~1.3! by means of transformation~3.3!, than the sym-
metry analysis of GW system applied directly. This is due to the fact that there exists a
freedom in the definition of the functionr, since the numerator and denominator of~3.1! can be
multiplied by any complex function. Note also that the inverse mapping of~3.1! is a double valued
function, and is provided by~3.3!. We found that when, at least locally, the solutions of G
system~1.3! are single valued as a function of its complex independent variables, the syste
completely integrable one. Such a phenomena has been known since the the time of Koval37

in connection with the equations of the spinning top. In this case, the single-valued solutio
these equations are integrable, and wide classes of solutions have been constructed.

The construction of constant mean curvature surfaces which are embedded in
dimensional Euclidean space, by means of expression~1.7!, is more difficult to integrate explicitly
in the case when solutions of~1.3! are expressed in terms of Jacobi elliptic functions. In many
these cases, we deal with hyperelliptic integrals and the formulas obtained are quite co
expressions, and we skip them. However, the qualitative features, such as asymptotic be
geometrical description, of these integrals can be investigated numerically~i.e., their singularity
structure such as the existence of different types of poles, etc.!.

The question arises whether our approach can be extended to GW systems describing s
immersed in multidimensional Euclidean and pseudo-Riemannian spaces and if this may p
new classes of solutions. Recently, such generalization of the GW system has been achie
Konopelchenkoet al.12,38,39where, in particular, the explicit representations for generic surfa
conformally immersed into multidimensional Euclidean and pseudo-Euclidean spaces with
ent signatures have been derived.

In particular, the Dirac-type system for the four complex-valued functionsca andwa describ-
ing constant mean curvature surfaces immersed in four-dimensional Euclidean space is giv37

]ca5pwa , ]̄wa52pca , ]̄ c̄a5pw̄a , ]w̄a52pc̄a , a51,2, ~7.1!

where the following notation has been introduced:

p5~u1u2!1/2, ua5ucau21uwau2, a51,2. ~7.2!

The GW system~7.1! possesses several conserved quantities and admits compatible diffe
constraints, among them the following:

~ i! ]~cacb!1 ]̄~wawb!50, ]̄~ c̄ac̄b!1]~w̄aw̄b!50, aÞb51,2,
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~ ii ! ]~caw̄b!2 ]̄~wac̄b!50, ]̄~ c̄awb!2]~w̄acb!50 aÞb51,2,
~7.3!

~ iii ! wa]w̄a1c̄a]ca50, w̄a]̄wa1ca]̄c̄a50, a51,2,

~ iv! ]~ ln ca!]̄~ ln wa!52p2, ]̄~ ln c̄a!]~ ln w̄a!52p2, a51,2..

It has been shown,38 that for each pair of complex fields (ca ,wa) resulting from system~7.1!, a
set of constant mean curvature surfaces is obtained by means of the following parametriz

~z,z̄!→r5~X1~z,z̄!,...,X4~z,z̄!!,

such that

X11 iX25E
G
~ ic 1̄c 2̄ dz82 iw 1̄w 2̄ dz̄8!,

X12 iX25E
G
~ iw1w2 dz2 ic1c2 dz̄!,

~7.4!

X41 iX35E
G
~2 i c̄2w1 dz82 ic1w̄2 dz̄8!,

X42 iX35E
G
~ i c̄1w2 dz81 ic2w̄1 dz̄8!,

whereG is any contour inC. Note the functionsXi(z,z̄) are real valued functions since Eq.~7.3!
holds. These functions can be identified with the components of a position vectorr of a surface
imbedded inR4.

Making use of~7.2!, one can differentiatep to obtain

p]]̄p2]p]̄p52
1

2p2 ~]u1u21u1]u2!~ ]̄u1u21u1]̄u2!1
1

2
~]]̄u1u21 ]̄u1]u21]u1]̄u2

1u1]]̄u2!. ~7.5!

Substituting the derivatives ofua , namely,

]u15c1]c̄11w̄1]w1 , ]u25c2]c̄21w̄2]w2 ,

and their conjugates, as well as their second derivatives,

]]̄u15]c̄1]̄c11]w1]̄ w̄12p2u1 , ]]̄u25]c̄2]̄c21]w2]̄ w̄22p2u2 ,

into Eq. ~7.5!, we get the following expression:

p]]̄p2]p]̄p5
1

2p2 @u2
2~ uw1u2]̄c1]c̄12w̄1c̄1]w1]̄c12c1w1]c̄1]̄ w̄11uc1u2]w1]̄ w̄1!

1u1
2~ uw2u2]c̄2]̄c22w̄2c̄2]w2]̄c22w2c2]c̄2]̄ w̄21uc2u2]w2]̄ w̄2!22p6#.

~7.6!

Defining the quantitiesJ15w1]c̄12c̄1]w1 andJ25w2]c̄22c̄2]w2 , and dividing both sides by
p2, it is straightforward to show that Eq.~7.6! can be written in the form
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]]̄~ ln p!5
1

2p4 @u2
2uJ1u21u1

2uJ2u222p6#. ~7.7!

In the next stage of this research, using group theoretical techniques, the authors plan to g
in a systematic way large classes of solutions of GW system~7.1!, which can be expressed a
elementary and doubly periodic functions which are written in terms of the Jacobi elliptic f
tions. These solutions will lead to the construction of several classes of constant mean cu
surfaces embedded in four-dimensional Euclidean space by making use of Eq.~7.4!, which can
describe more diverse types of surfaces than the ones discussed in three-dimensional spa
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APPENDIX

It is worth noting that the sigma model equations~3.4! are invariant under discrete transfo
mations generated by

~i! the reflections

Z1 :z→z, z̄→2 z̄, r→r, r̄→ r̄,

Z2 :z→z, z̄→ z̄, r→2r, r̄→2 r̄, ~A1!

Z3 :z→2z, z̄→ z̄, r→2r, r̄→ r̄,

and their complex conjugates;
~ii ! the inversion

I:z→z, z̄→z̄, r→1

r̄
, r̄→1

r
; ~A2!

~iii ! the Caley transformation which maps the circle into the upper half plane

C:z→z, z̄→z̄, r→11ih

12ih
, r̄→12ih̄

11ih̄
; ~A3!

~iv! the generalizedU(2) transformation for anya,bPC,

U:z→z, z̄→z̄, r→ ah1b

2b̄h1ā
, r̄→ āh̄1b̄

2bh̄1a
, a,bPC. ~A4!

Note that the inversion transformation~iii ! preserves the form of the sigma model equations~3.4!,
since substituting~A2! into ~3.4i!, we get~3.4ii!. Clearly, applying this mapping a second time, w
obtain~3.4i! again. This means that the square of the mapping has the same effect as the i
transformation. Note also that transformations~iii ! and ~iv! preserve the form of Eq.~3.4!. Sub-
stituting ~A3! or ~A4! into the sigma model equations~3.4!, we get

]]̄r2
2r̄

11uru2
]r]̄r5

h1 i

~11 ih!3~11uhu2! S ]]̄h2
2h̄

11uhu2 ]h]h̄ D50,

and

]]̄r2
2r̄

11uru2
]r]̄r5

~ uau21ubu2!

~ b̄h2ā!2
S ]]̄h2

2h̄

11uhu2
]h]̄h D 50,
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respectively. The discrete subgroups were used to limit the range of parameters occurring
classification list of one-dimensional subalgebras of the symmetry algebra of sigma model~3.4!.
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Differential geometry of GL h„1z1…
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We construct a differential calculus on the quantum supergroup GLh(1u1) and
obtain theh-deformed superalgebra of GLh(1u1). © 2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1319856#

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, the theory of quantum~super! groups like GL~2!, GL(1u1), etc. were
generalized in two ways. Both of the generalizations are based on the deformation of the a
of functions on the matrix~super! groups generated by coordinate functionsTj

i which normally
commute. These deformations of Lie~super! groups are algebraic structures depending on one~or
more! continuous parameter. We have a standard Lie~super! group for particular values of the
deformation parameters. Quantum~super! groups1,2 present the examples of~graded! Hopf alge-
bras. They have found application in diverse areas of physics and mathematics.3

Theq-deformation of Lie~super! groups can be realized on a quantum~super! space in which
coordinates are noncommuting.2 Recently the differential calculus on noncommutative~super!
space has been intensively studied both by mathematicians and mathematical physicists. T
much activity in differential geometry4 on quantum groups. Throughout the recent developmen
differential calculus on the quantum groups two principal concepts are readily seen. The fi
them, formulated by Woronowicz,5 is known as bicovariant differential calculus on the quant
groups. Another concept, introduced by Woronowicz6 and Schirmacheret al.7 proceeds from the
requirement of a calculus only. There are many papers in this field.8 We shall consider the secon
concept.

Another type of deformation, the so-calledh-deformation, which is a new class of quantu
deformations of Lie groups and Lie algebras, has recently been intensively studied.9 This defor-
mation may be obtained as a contraction of theq-deformation.10 There is much interest in studie
relating to various aspects of theh-deformed algebra. The differential geometry of SLh(2) was
given in Ref. 11. In this work, we introduce a differential calculus on the quantum superg
GLh(1u1). This quantum supergroup was obtained in Ref. 12 using a contraction procedure
in Ref. 10.

Let us briefly discuss the content of the article. In the second section, the basic notations
Hopf algebra structure on the quantum supergroup GLh(1u1) are introduced. In the third sectio
we shall obtain the commutation relations for the matrix elements and their differentials s
have a differential algebra. This differential algebra~extended algebra! has a Hopf algebra struc
ture. Later, we shall construct the Cartan–Maurer one-forms and obtain the needed comm
relations. Using these commutation relations, we shall describe the quantum algebra for the
fields ~superalgebra generators! for GLh(1u1) and derive the commutation relations between
matrix elements and the algebra generators. We shall also show that the obtained quantum
can be rederived using the partial derivatives and their relations.

II. THE ALGEBRA OF FUNCTIONS ON GL h„1z1…

Elementary properties of quantum supergroup GLh(1u1) are described in Ref. 12. We sta
briefly the properties we are going to need in this work. Here we denoteq-deformed objects by

a!Electronic mail: sacelik@yildiz.edu.tr
12830022-2488/2001/42(3)/1283/13/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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primed quantities. Unprimed quantities will represent transformed coordinates. As usual
known that even~bosonic! objects commute with everything and odd~Grassmann! objects anti-
commute among themselves. In this work, to obtain the quantum supergroup GLh(1u1), we shall
only assume that odd elementsb andg anticommute with the ‘‘new’’ deformation parameterh.

Let us begin with theq-deformed counterparts of GL(1u1). The quantum supergrou
GLq(1u1) is defined by the matrices of the form

T85S a8 b8

g8 d8
D ,

where the matrix entries satisfy the following commutation relations:2

a8b85qb8a8, d8b85qb8d8,

a8g85qg8a8, d8g85qg8d8,
~1!

b8g81g8b850, b82505g82,

a8d85d8a81~q2q21!g8b8.

We now consider the following similarity transformation:10

T5S a b

g d D 5g21T8g, ~2!

where

g5S 1 0

h/~q21! 1D , h250. ~3!

Assuming thatb andg anticommute with the Grassmann numberh and substituting~2! into ~1!,
we arrive at the following relations:12

ab5ba, ag5ga1ha2~12D h
21!,

db5bd, dg5gd1hd2~Dh21!,

b250, g25hgd~12Dh!, ~4!

bg52gb1hbd~12Dh!,

ad5da1hbd~Dh21!,

where

Dh5ad212bd21gd21 ~5!

is the quantum superdeterminant ofT. It can be checked thatDh commutes with all matrix
elements ofT. Note that, by imposing the relation

Dh51
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as an interesting case, we obtain the classical special supergroup SL(1u1), instead of SLh(1u1). In
other words, the restriction of the superdeterminant to unity does not give the quantum supe
SLh(1u1). It is known that, in theq-deformed case, the restriction to unity (Dq5ad21

2bd21gd2151) gives the quantum supergroup SLq(1u1).
Let us denote the algebra generated by the elementsa, b, g, d with the relations~4! by A. We

know that the algebraA is a graded Hopf algebra with the following co-structures: the us
coproduct

D:A→A^ A, D~Tj
i !5Tk

i
^ Tj

k , ~6!

the counit

«:A→C, «~Tj
i !5d j

i , ~7!

and the coinverseS:A→A,

S~T!5T215S a211a21bd21ga21 2a21bd21

2d21ga21 d211d21ga21bd21D . ~8!

It is not difficult to verify the following properties of the co-structures:

~D ^ id!+D5~ id^ D!+D, ~9a!

m+~« ^ id!+D5m8+~ id^ «!+D, ~9b!

m+~S^ id!+D5«5m+~ id^ S!+D, ~9c!

where id denotes the identity mapping,m:C^ A→A, andm8:A^ C→A are the canonical isomor
phisms, defined bym(k^ a)5ka5m8(a^ k), ;aPA, ;kPC, and m is the multiplication map
m:A^ A→A, m(a^ b)5ab.

The multiplication inA^ A follows the rule

~A^ B!~C^ D !5~21!p(B)p(C)AC^ BD, ~10!

wherep(X) is thez2-grade ofX.

III. DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS ON GL h„1z1…

In this section, we shall build up the differential calculus on the quantum superg
GLh(1u1). The differential calculus on the quantum supergroups involves functions on the s
group, differentials and differential forms.

A. Differential algebra

We first note the properties of the exterior differential. We can introduce the exterior d
ential d to be an operator that is nilpotent and obeys the graded Leibniz rule:

d250, ~11a!

and

d~ f g!5~df !g1~21!p( f ) f ~dg!, ~11b!

wheref andg are functions of the matrix elements. Note that, since the deformation parameh
is an odd~Grassmann! number, it must anticommute with the exterior differentiald. In fact,

d~h f !5~21!p(h)h~df !52h~df !⇒dh52hd. ~11c!
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We have seen, in the previous section, thatA is an associative algebra generated by the ma
elements ofT with the relations~4!. A differential algebra onA is az2-graded associative algebr
G equipped with an operatord given in ~11!. Also the algebraG has to be generated byAødA.

First, we wish to obtain the relations between the matrix elements ofT and their differentials.
To do this, we shall use the method of Ref. 13. For this reason, we decompose the algebraA into
subalgebras. We denote byAa8b8 the algebra generated by the elementsa8 and b8 with the
relations

a8b85qb8a8, b8250. ~12!

Then, a possible set of commutation relations between generators ofAa8b8 anddAda8db8 is of the
form

a8da85A1da8a8,

a8db85F11db8a81F12da8b8,
~13!

b8da85F21da8b81F22db8a8,

b8db85A2db8b8,

where the coefficientsAi andFi j are related to the complex deformation parameterq. To deter-
mine them we use the consistency of calculus~see, for details, Ref. 13!. Continuing in this way,
we can obtain the other relations.

Let us now substitute the matrix elements ofdT8,

dT85S a8 b8

c8 d8
D 5S a2

h

q21
b b

c1
h

q21
~d2a! d2

h

q21
b
D , ~14!

and T8 into ~13!. After rather complicated and tedious calculations by using the consisten
calculus, as the final result one has the following commutation relations:

aa5aa1h~ab2ba!, ab5ba2hbb,

ac5ca1h~aa2cb1da!,

ad5da1h~ba1db!,

ba52ab1hbb, bb5bb,

bc5cb1h~a1d!b, bd52db2hbb,

ga52ag1h~aa1ad1bg!,
~15!

gb5bg1hb~a1d!,

gc5cg1h~ag1ca1cd1dg!,

gd52dg1h~da1dd2bg!,

da5ad2h~ab1bd!, db5bd1hbb,

dc5cd1h~ad1cb1dd!,
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dd5dd1h~bd2db!.

It is easy to verify that the deformation parameterh anticommutes witha and d. In fact, since
ah5ha we have

05d~ah2ha!5ah1ha.

To find the commutation relations between differentials, we apply the exterior differentd
on the relations~15! and use the nilpotency ofd with ~11c!. Then it is easy to see that

ab5ba1hb2, ac5ca1h~cb1da!,

db5bd2hb2, dc5cd2h~cb2ad!,
~16!

a25hab, ad52da1h~d2a!b,

d252hdb, bc5cb1h~d1a!b.

These relations are the relations of Grh(1u1) in Ref. 14. Note that the central element ofdA,
which is generated by the elementsa, b, c, d with the relations~16!, is

D̂5bc212ac21dc21. ~17!

However, the elementD̂ also commutes with the generators ofA. So, the elementD̂ is the central
element of the algebraA, too. ThusD̂ is the central element of the differential algebraG.

An interesting note is also the following. The central element of theq-deformed differential
algebra13 is only the elementD̂. However, the superdeterminant ofTPGLh(1u1) commutes with
the generators ofdA, too. So the superdeterminantDh is also a central element for theh-deformed
differential algebraG.

B. Hopf algebra structure on G

We first note that consistency of a differential calculus with commutation relations~4! means
that the algebraG is a graded associative algebra generated by the elements of th
$a,b,g,d,a,b,c,d%. So, it is sufficient to only describe the actions of co-maps on the su
$a,b,c,d%.

We consider a mapfR :G→G ^ A such that

fR+d5~d^ id!+D. ~18!

and define a mapDR as follows:

DR~u1dv11dv2u2!5D~u1!fR~dv1!1fR~dv2!D~u2!. ~19!

Then it can be checked that the mapDR leaves invariant the relations~15! and~16!. One can also
check that the following identities are satisfied:

~DR^ id!+DR5~ id^ D!+DR , ~ id^ e!+DR5 id. ~20!

However, we do not have a coproduct for the differential algebra because the mapfR does not
give an analog for the derivation property~11!, yet. So we consider another mapfL :G→A^ G
such that

fL+d5~t ^ d!+D ~21!
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and a mapDL with again~19! by replacingL with R. Heret:G→G is the linear map of degree
zero which givest(u)5(21)p(u)u. The mapDL also leaves invariant the relations~15! and~16!,
and the following identities are satisfied:

~ id^ DL!+DL5~D ^ id!+DL , ~e ^ id!+DL5 id. ~22!

To denote the coproduct, counit and coinverse which will be defined on the algebraG with
those ofA may be inadvisable. For this reason, we shall denote them with a different notatio

us define the mapD̂ as

D̂5DR1DL , ~23!

which will allow us to define the coproduct of the differential algebra. We denote the restricti

D̂ to the algebraA by D and the extension ofD to the differential algebraG by D̂. It is possible
to interpret the relation

D̂uA5D ~24!

as the definition ofD̂ on the generators ofA and~23! as the definition ofD̂ on differentials. One

can see thatD̂ is a coproduct for the differential algebraG where

D̂~dTj
i !5dTk

i
^ Tj

k1~21!p(Tk
i )Tk

i
^ dTj

k . ~25!

It is not difficult to verify the following conditions:
~a! G is anA-bimodule.
~b! G is anA-bicomodule with left and right coactionsDL andDR , respectively, makingG a

left and rightA-comodule with~20! and ~22!, and

~DL ^ id!+DR5~ id^ DR!+DL , ~26!

which is theA-bimodule property. So, the triple (G,DL ,DR) is a bicovariant bimodule over Hop
algebraA. In additional, since

~c! (G,d) is a first order differential calculus overA, and
~d! d is both a left and a right comodule map, i.e., for alluPA,

~t ^ d!D~u!5DL~du!, ~d^ id!D~u!5DR~du!, ~27!

the quadruple (G,d,DL ,DR) is a first order bicovariant differential calculus over Hopf algebraA.
Now let us return to the Hopf algebra structure ofG. If we define a counitê for the differential

algebra as

ê+d5d+e50 ~28!

and

êuA5e, euG5 ê, ~29!

we have

ê~dTj
i !50, ~30!

where

ê~u1dv11dv2u2!5e~u1!ê~dv1!1 ê~dv2!e~u2!. ~31!
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Here we used the fact thatd(1)50.
As the next step we obtain a coinverseŜ. For this, it suffices to defineŜ such that

Ŝ+d5d+S ~32!

and

ŜuA5S, SuG5Ŝ, ~33!

where

Ŝ~u1dv11dv2u2!5Ŝ~dv1!S~u1!1S~u2!Ŝ~dv2!. ~34!

Thus the action ofŜ on the generatorsa, b, c andg is as follows:

Ŝ~dTj
i !52~21!p[(T21)k

i ]~T21!k
i dTl

k~T21! j
l . ~35!

Note that it is easy to check thatê and Ŝ leave invariant the relations~15! and ~16!. Conse-

quently, we can say that the structure (G,D̂,ê,Ŝ) is a graded Hopf algebra.

C. Cartan–Maurer one-forms and their relations

To complete the differential geometric scheme we need the Cartan–Maurer one-forms
analogy with the one-forms on a Lie group in classical differential geometry, one can constru
matrix valued one-formV where

V5dT T21. ~36!

So, we can write the matrix elements~one-forms! of V as follows:

w15aA1bC, u5aB1bD,

w25dD1cB, v5cA1dC, ~37!

whereT215(C D
A B). We now wish to find the commutation relations of the matrix entries ofT with

those ofV. So we need the commutation relations between the matrix elements ofT and T21,
which may be computed directly, as follows:

aA5Aa1h~A2D !b, aB5Ba,

aC5Ca1h~12Dh!, aD5Da,

bA5Ab, bB52Bb,

bC52Cb1h~D2A!b, bD5Db,

gA5Ag1h~12D h
21!, ~38!

gB52Bg1h~A2D !b,

gC52Cg, gD5Dg1h~Dh21!,

dA5Ad, dC5Cd1h~D h
2121!,

dB5Bd, dD5Dd1h~D2A!b.
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Using these relations, we now find the commutation relations of the matrix entries ofT with those
of V :

aw15w1a2hua, au5ua,

av5va1h~w11w2!a, aw25w2a1hua,

bw152w1b1hub, bu5ub,

bv5vb1h~w11w2!b, bw252w2b2hub,
~39!

gw152w1g1h~2w1a1ug!, gu5ug12hua,

gv5vg1h~w1g12va1w2g!, gw252w2g1h~2w2a2ug!,

dw15w1d2h~2w1b1ud!, du5ud12hub,

dv5vd1h~w1d12vb1w2d!, dw25w2d1h~ud22w2b!.

To obtain the commutation relations among the Cartan—Maurer one-forms, we use the
mutation relations of the matrix elements ofT21 with the differentials of the group paramete
which are given in the following:

Aa5aA1h~bA2aB!, Ab5bA1hbB,

Ac5cA2h~aA1dA2cB!, Ad5dA2h~bA1dB!,

Ba52aB2hbB, Bb5bB,

Bc5cB2h~a1d!B, Bd52dB1hbB,

Ca52aC2h~aA1aD1bC!, Cb5bC2hb~A1D !,

Cc5cC2h~aC1cA1cD1dC!, ~40!

Cd52dC1h~bC2dA2dD !,

Da5aD1h~aB1bD!, Db5bD2hbB,

Dc5cD2h~aD1cB1dD !, Dd5dD1h~dB2bD!.

Using these relations, we obtain the commutation relations of the Cartan–Maurer form
the differentials of the matrix elements ofT as follows:

w1a52aw12hau, w1b5bw12hbu,

w1c5cw12hcu, w1d52dw12hdu,

ua5au, ub5bu,

uc5cu, ud5du,
~41!

va5av1ha~w12w2!, vb5bv2hb~w12w2!,

vc5cv2hc~w12w2!, vd5dv1hd~w12w2!,
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w2a52aw22hau, w2b5bw22hbu,

w2c5cw22hcu, w2d52dw22hdu.

We now obtain the commutation relations of the Cartan–Maurer forms,

w1u5uw122hu2, w2u5uw2 ,

w1v5vw112h~w1w22uv !, w2v5vw2 ,

w1w252w2w122huw2 , ~42!

w1
2522huw1 , w2

250,

uv5vu22huw2 .

It can be checked that the elementsDh andD̂ commute with the Cartan–Maurer one-form
i.e, both of theDh and D̂ are still central elements. In theq-deformation,Dq does not commute
with the Cartan–Maurer forms.

Of course, the relations~4!, ~15!, ~16!, and~38!–~42! can be obtained with the help of a matr
R that acts on the square tensor space of the supergroup. The matrixR is a solution of the quantum
supergroup equation. The quantum supergroup relations~4! follows from the equation

RT1T25T2T1R,

where, in usual grading tensor notation,T15T^ I andT25I ^ T and

R5S 1 0 0 0

2h 1 0 0

h 0 1 0

0 h h 1

D .

The relations~15! are equivalent to the equation

T18T̂25R21T̂2T1R,

where

T185~21!p(T1)T1 , T̂25dT2 .

Applying the exterior differentiald on both sides of the above equation, one has

~ T̂1!8T̂25RT̂28T̂1R, ~ T̂1!85d~T18!,

which is equivalent to the relations~16!. Similarly, the relations~39!, ~41! and~42! can be written,
in a compact form, as follows, respectively:

T18V25R21V2RT1 ,

T̂18V25RV28RT̂1 ,

V18R
21V2R52RV28RV1 .
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Note that one can check that the action ofd on ~39!, ~41! and also~42! is consistent. These
relations allow us to evaluate the quantum superalgebra of GLh(1u1) by relating the generators o
the superalgebra to the one-forms.

IV. QUANTUM SUPERALGEBRA

The commutation relations of Cartan–Maurer forms allow us to construct the algebra
generators. To obtain the quantum superalgebra of the algebra generators we first wr
Cartan–Maurer forms as

a5w1a1ug, b5w1b1ud,
~43!

d5w2d1vb, c5w2g1va.

The differentiald can then be expressed in the form

d5w1T11w2T21u¹11v¹2 . ~44!

HereT1 , T2 and¹6 are the quantum superalgebra generators. We now shall obtain the co
tation relations of these generators. Considering an arbitrary functionf of the matrix elements of
T and using the nilpotency of the exterior differentiald one has

~dwi !Ti f 1~dui !¹ i f 5widTi f 2uid¹ i f , ~45!

where

wiP$w1 ,w2%, uiP$u,v%, ¹ iP$¹1 ,¹2%.

So we need the four two-forms. To obtain these, using the nilpotency of the differentiald, we can
write dV of the form

dV5s3Vs3V, s35S 1 0

0 21D . ~46!

In terms of the two-forms, these become

dw15w1
22uv, du5w1u2uw2 ,

~47!
dw25w2

22vu, dv5w2v2vw1 .

Using the Cartan–Maurer equations we find the following commutation relations for the qua
superalgebra:

T1T22T2T152h¹2T1 ,

T1¹12¹1T152¹112h~T1
22T1!,

T2¹12¹1T25¹122h~T2T11T22¹1¹2!,

T1¹22¹2T15¹2 , ~48!

T2¹22¹2T252¹2 ,

¹1
2 522hT1¹1 , ¹2

2 50,

¹2¹11¹1¹25T11T222h¹2T1 .
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The commutation relations~48! of the algebra generators should be consistent with mono
als of the matrix elements ofT. To do this, we evaluate the commutation relations between
generators of algebra and the matrix elements ofT. The commutation relations of the generato
with the matrix elements can be extracted from the Leibniz rule:

d~a f !5~da! f 1a~df !⇒~wiTi1ui¹ i !a5da1a~wiTi1ui¹ i !, ~49!

etc. This yields

T1a5a1aT12ha¹2 ,

T1b5b1bT11hb¹2 ,

T1g5gT11h~2aT11g¹2!,

T1d5dT11h~2bT12d¹2!,

T2a5aT22ha¹2 ,

T2b5bT21hb¹2 ,

T2g5g1gT21h~2aT21g¹2!,

T2d5d1dT21h~2bT22d¹2!, ~50!

¹1a5g1a¹12ha~T12T2!,

¹1b5d2b¹12hb~T12T2!,

¹1g52g¹12h~2a¹21gT12gT2!,

¹1d5d¹11h~2b¹12dT11dT2!,

¹2a5a¹2 , ¹2b52b¹2 ,

¹2g5a2g¹222ha¹2 ,

¹2d5b1d¹212hb¹2 .

V. CONCLUSION

To conclude, we introduce here commutation relations between the matrix elements an
partial derivatives and thus illustrate the connection between the relations in Sec. IV an
relations which will be now obtained.

To proceed, let us first obtain the relations of the matrix elements with their partial de
tives. We know that the exterior differentiald can be expressed in the form

df 5~a]a1b]b1c]g1d]d! f . ~51!

Then, replacingf with a f , etc., we obtain the following commutation relations:

]aa511a]a2h~b]a1a]g!,

]ab5b]a1hb]g ,

]ag5g]a1h~a]a1d]a1g]g!,
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]ad5d]a1h~b]a2d]g!,

]ba5a]b2h~a]a2a]d1b]b!,

]bb512b]b2hb~]a2]d!,

]bg52g]b2h~a]b1g]a2g]d1d]b!,

]bd5d]b1h~b]b2d]a1d]d!, ~52!

]ga5a]g2hb]g , ]gb52b]g ,

]gg512g]g2h~a]g1d]g!,

]gd5d]g1hb]g ,

]da5a]d2h~a]g1b]d!,

]db5b]d1hb]g ,

]dg5g]d1h~a]d1g]g1d]d!,

]dd511d]d1h~b]d2d]g!.

We thus find the commutation relations between the derivatives. These relations can be o
by using the nilpotency of the exterior differentiald and they have the form

]a]b5]b]a1h~]d]a2]b]g2]a
2!,

]d]b5]b]d2h~]a]d1]b]g2]d
2!,

]a]g5]g]a , ]d]g5]g]d ,
~53!

]b]g52]g]b1h]g~]a2]d!,

]b
25h]b~]a2]d!, ]g

250,

]a]d5]d]a1h]g~]d2]a!.

The ~graded! Hopf algebra structure for] is given by

D~]a!5]a^ ]a1]b ^ ]g , D~]b!5]a^ ]b1]b ^ ]d ,

D~]d!5]d^ ]d1]g ^ ]b , D~]g!5]g ^ ]a1]d^ ]g ,

«~]a!515«~]d!, «~]b!505«~]g!, ~54!

S~]a!5]a
211]a

21]b]d
21]g]a

21 , S~]b!52]a
21]b]d

21 ,

S~]d!5]d
211]d

21]g]a
21]b]d

21 , S~]g!52]d
21]g]a

21 ,

provided that the formal inverses]a
21 and ]d

21 exist. However, these co-maps do not lea
invariant the relations~52!.

We know, from Sec. IV, that the exterior differentiald can be expressed in the form~31!,
which we repeat here:
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df 5~w1T11u¹11v¹21w2T2! f . ~55!

Considering~51! together~55! and using~43! one has

T15a]a1b]b , ¹15g]a1d]b ,
~56!

T25d]d1g]g , ¹25a]g1b]d .

Using the relations~52! and ~53!, one can check that the relations of the generators in~56!
coincide with~48!. It can also be verified that the action of the generators in~56! on the group
parameters coincide with~50!.

The classical limith→0 of the differential calculus is the undeformed~ordinary! differential
calculus.

Note that if we make the identification

u→ x

2
, w1→u,

wherex andu are the coordinates of superplane, we have

xu5ux1hx2, u252hxu.

One of the interesting problems may be to construct linear connections15 on theh-superplane.
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On the existence of stationary states for quantum
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We provide two criteria on the existence of stationary states for quantum dynamical
semigroups. The first one is based on the semigroup itself, while the second crite-
rion is based on the generator which is in general unbounded and interpreted as a
sesquilinear form. These results are illustrated by physical examples drawn from
quantum optics. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1340870#

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum dynamical semigroups~QDS! appeared for the first time in the physical literatu
during the 1970s motivated by studies on the evolution of open systems.

This class of semigroups is indeed an appropriate noncommutative counterpart of the cl
Markov theory. On the other hand, numerous important properties of open systems, lik
approach to equilibrium, represented by a normal stationary state, can be properly analyzed
the mathematical framework of QDS.

In 1978, the seminal paper of Frigerio1 showed the importance of assuming the existence
normal faithful stationary state to study ergodic properties of QDS. Indeed, under that hypo
the family of fixed points of the semigroup becomes a von Neumann algebra and a u
conditional expectation onto that algebra does exist. This allows to prove the Ergodic theore
QDS. As for the stronger result on the weak convergence of the so-called predual semigroup
given QDS, the crucial hypothesis is the existence of a normal stationary state~see Refs. 2 and 3!.
This is often taken for granted as a ‘‘physical reasonable’’ hypothesis.

In spite of their importance, truly applicable methods to prove the existence of norma
tionary states, for an infinite dimensional system, are lacking in the extensive literature on

This paper is aimed at providing powerful, although simple, criteria for the existenc
stationary states for QDS. Assume a quantum dynamical semigroup (Tt) t>0 , with generatorL, be
given over the von Neumann algebraB(h) of all bounded linear operators on a complex separa
Hilbert spaceh. Loosely speaking, a normal stationary state exists, whenever one can fin
self-adjoint operatorsX, Y where, in addition,X is positive andY is bounded from below, with
finite dimensional spectral projections associated with bounded intervals such that either

E
0

`

Ts~Y!ds<X ~1!

or

L~X!<2Y. ~2!

a!The author is a member of GNAMPA–INDAM, Italy. Electronic mail: fagnola@dima.unige.it
b!Electronic mail: rrebolle@mat.puc.cl
12960022-2488/2001/42(3)/1296/13/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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The first inequality clearly reads as a property of the potential associated with the sem
(Tt) t>0 . The inequality~2! allows us, under favorable circumstances, to deduce~1!. Moreover it
is easier to check in the physical applications where the generator usually is given instead
semigroup. For this reason we think that it is the main result of this paper.

The plan of the paper is as follows. Section II contains some general results on QDS onB(h)
and on tightness~relative compactness! of sets of normal states. This allows us to prove our fi
criterion for the existence of stationary states based on the inequality~1!. The main result, based
on the inequality~2!, is proved in Sec. IV. Finally, Sec. V contains applications to physical mo
arising in quantum optics~Alli–Sewell and Jaynes–Cummings!.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Let h be a complex separable Hilbert space and letB(h) be the von Neumann algebra of a
bounded linear operators onh. The identity operator onh will be denoted by1.

A quantum dynamical semigroup~QDS! on B(h) is a w* continuous semigroupT5(Tt ;t
>0) of normal completely positive maps onB(h). It is conservative or Markov ifTt(1)51 for all
t>0. In this case we shall callT a quantum Markov semigroup~QMS!.

The infinitesimal generator, denoted byL, is the operator inB(h) whose domain is given by
the setD(L) of all xPB(h) for which thew* limit of t21(Tt(x)2x) exists whent→0; such a
limit definesL(x).

The predual space ofB(h) is the Banach spaceI1(h), the space of trace-class operators onh.
The subspace ofI1(h) of all positive trace-class operators with unit trace is the set of nor
states, which we denote byS. Throughout this paper we will limit ourselves to consider nothi
but normal states. Note thatTt is the dual of an operatorT* t defined onI1(h), which is called the
predual ofTt .

Definition II.1: A normal stater is stationary~or invariant! for a QDS T if tr( rTt(x))
5tr(rx) for all t>0 and allxPB(h).

A sequence of states (rn)n is said to convergeweakly to rPS if it converges in the weak
topology of the Banach spaceI1(h), i.e.,

lim
n→`

tr~rnx!5tr~rx!

for all xPB(h).
We recall here a useful result on weak convergence of states.
Definition II.2: A sequence of normal states (rn)n is tight if for any e.0 there exists a finite

rank projectionp andn0PN such that

tr~rnp!>12e,

for all n>n0 .
Theorem II.1: Any tight sequence of normal states admits a weakly convergent subsequ
The reader is referred to Ref. 4 Lemma 4.3, p. 291 or Ref. 5 Theorem 2, p. 27~see also Ref.

6, Appendix 1.4! for the proof. A detailed exposition of this kind of result is contained in Ref
We recall also the following well-known fact.
Proposition II.1:For each normal stater all the weak limits of the family

1

t E0

t

T* s~r!ds, t.0

on sequences (tn)n>1 diverging to infinity are normal stationary states forT.
For each self-adjoint operatorY, bounded from below, we denote byY`r the truncated

operator

Y`r 5YEr1rEr
' , ~3!
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whereEr denotes the spectral projection ofY associated with the interval@2`,r #.
We are now in a position to prove our first result on the existence of normal stationary s
Theorem II.2: Let T be a QMS. Suppose that there exist two self-adjoint operatorsX andY

with X positive andY bounded from below and with finite dimensional spectral projecti
associated with bounded intervals such that

E
0

t

^u,Ts~Y∧r !u&ds<^u,Xu& ~4!

for all t,r>0 and alluPD(X). Then the QMST has a normal stationary state.
Proof: Let 2b ~with b.0! be a lower bound forY. Note that, for eachr>0 we have

Y∧r>2bEr1rEr
'52~b1r !Er1r 1,

so that~4! yields

2~b1r !E
0

t

^u,Ts~Er !u&ds1rt iui2<^u,Xu&

for all uPD(X). Normalizeu and denote byuu&^uu the pure state with unit vectoru. Dividing by
t(b1r ), for all t,r .0 we have then

1

t E0

t

tr~T* s~ uu&^uu!Er !ds>
r

b1r
2

^u,Xu&
t~b1r !

.

It follows that, for all«.0, there existst(«).0, r («).0 such that

1

t E0

t

tr~T* s~ uu&^uu!Er («)!ds>12«

for all t.t(«). Therefore the family of normal states

1

t E0

t

T* s~ uu&^uu!ds, t.t~«!

is tight. The conclusion follows then from Theorem II.1 and Proposition II.1. h

Remark:It is worth noticing that we wrote the inequality~4! with truncations~integral on
@0,t#, and Y`r ! in order to cope with divergence of the integral and unboundedness oY.
Defining appropriately the supremum of a family of self-adjoint operators and then the potenU
for positive self-adjoint operators, formula~4! can be written as

U~Y!<X.

In the applications, however, the QMS usually is not explicitly given. Therefore we shall
for conditions involving the infinitesimal generator. To this end we introduce now the cla
QMS with possibly unbounded generators that concerns our research. This is sufficiently g
to cover a wide class of applications.

III. THE MINIMAL QUANTUM DYNAMICAL SEMIGROUP

The characterization of a QMS from its generator has been obtained for the first tim
Gorini, Kossakowsky, and Sudharshan in Ref. 8 in the finite dimensional case. This resu
extended later by Lindblad to the case of an infinite dimensional Hilbert space in the cele
paper.9 However, Lindblad restricted himself to considerbounded generators, or equivalently,
uniformly continuous semigroups. This hypothesis is hardly satisfied in physical models
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instance in those commonly arising in quantum optics. For that reason several authors, s
from Davies,10 have been looking for a characterization of nonuniformly continuous QDS
which the generator is usually given as a sesquilinear form, appearing in the so-calledmaster
equations. At present there is not a definite answer to this question because, even ‘‘good fo
could have an infinite family of associated QDS which renders the characterization ambiguo
a way to solve this ambiguity, the notion ofminimal quantum dynamical semigrouphas been
proposed by Davies and used by different authors to enlarge the class of semigroups which
used in applications to Physics. This notion is recalled here for easier reference in the seq

Let G andL l , (l >1) be operators inh which satisfy the following hypothesis:
~H! G is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous contraction semigroup ih,

D(G) is contained inD(L l ), for all l >1, and, for allu,vPD(G), we have

^Gv,u&1 (
l 51

`

^L l v,L l u&1^v,Gu&50.

Under the above assumption~H!, for eachxPB(h) let L(x) be the sesquilinear form onh
with domainD(G)3D(G) defined by

L~x!~v,u!5^Gv,xu&1 (
l 51

`

^L l v,xLl u&1^v,xGu&. ~5!

It is well known ~see, e.g., Ref. 10, Sec. 3, and Ref. 11, Sec. 3.3! that, given a domain
D#D(G), which is a core forG, it is possible to build up a QDS, called theminimal QDS,
satisfying the equation

^v,Tt~x!u&5^v,xu&1E
0

t

L~Ts~x!!~v,u!ds, ~6!

for u,vPD.
This equation, however, in spite of the hypothesis~H! and the fact thatD is a core forG, does

not necessarily determine a unique semigroup. The minimal QDS is characterized by the fol
property: for anyw* continuous family (Tt) t>0 of positive maps onB(h) satisfying~6! we have
T t

(min)(x)<Tt(x) for all positivexPB(h) and all t>0 ~see, e.g., Ref. 11, Theorem 3.21!.
Let T

*
(min) denote the predual semigroup onI1(h) with infinitesimal generatorL (min). It is

worth noticing here thatT
*
(min) is a weaklycontinuous semigroup on the Banach spaceI1(h),

hence it isstrongly continuous. The linear spanV of elements ofI1(h) of the form uu&^vu is
contained in the domain ofL (min). Thus we can write the equation~6! as follows:

tr~ uu&^vuTt~x!!5tr~ uu&^vux!1E
0

t

tr~L
*
(min)~ uu&^vu!Ts~x!!ds.

This equation reveals that the solution to~6! is unique whenever the linear manifoldL
*
(min)(V) is

big enough. Indeed, the following characterization holds.
Proposition III.1: Under the assumption~H! the following conditions are equivalent:

~i! the minimal QDS is Markov@i.e., T t
(min)(1)51#,

~ii ! (T t
(min))t>0 is the uniquew* -continuous family of positive contractive maps onB(h) sat-

isfying ~6! for all positivexPB(h) and all t>0,
~iii ! the domainV is a core forL

*
(min) .

We refer to Ref. 10 Theorem 3.2 or Ref. 11, Prop. 3.31~respectively, Ref. 11 Theorem 3.21!
for the proof of the equivalence of~i! and ~iii ! @respectively,~i! and ~ii !#.
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The above discussion has shown the importance of getting a minimal quantum dyna
semigroup which preserves the identity, that is, a quantum Markov semigroup. Chebotare
Fagnola have obtained an easier criterion to verify the Markov property~see Ref. 12, Theorem 4.4
p. 394!. We will recall later this result in one of our applications.

IV. MAIN RESULT

Definition IV.1:Given two self-adjoint operatorsX, Y, with X positive andY bounded form
below, we writeL(X)<2Y on D, whenever the inequality

^Gu, Xu&1 (
l 51

`

^X1/2L l u,X1/2L l u&1^Xu, Gu&<2^u,Yu&, ~7!

holds for allu in a linear manifoldD dense inh, contained in the domains ofG, X, andY, which
is a core forX andG, such thatL l (D)#D(X1/2), (l >1).

Theorem IV.1: Assume that the hypothesis~H! holds and that the minimal QDS associat
with G, (L l ) l >1 is Markov. Suppose that there exist two self-adjoint operatorsX andY, with X
positive andY bounded from below and with finite dimensional spectral projections assoc
with bounded intervals, such that

~i! L(X)<2Y on D,
~ii ! G is relatively bounded with respect toX,
~iii ! L l (n1X)21(D)#D(X1/2) (n,l >1).

Then the minimal QDS associated withG, (L l ) l >1 has a normal stationary state.
It is worth noticing that the above sufficient conditions always hold for a finite dimensi

spaceh. Indeed, by the hypothesis~H!, it suffices to takeX51, Y50, andD5h.
We begin the proof by building up approximationsT (n) of T (min).
Lemma IV.1:Under the hypotheses of Theorem IV.1, for all integern>1 the operatorsG(n)

andL l
(n) with domainD defined by

G(n)5nG~n1X!21, L l
(n)5nLl ~n1X!21,

admit a unique bounded extension. The operator onB(h) defined by

L (n)~x!5G(n)* x1(
l

L l
(n)* xLl

(n)1xG(n) ~8!

(n>1) generates a uniformly continuous QDST (n).
Proof: First notice thatG(n) and theL l

(n)’s are bounded. Indeed, by the hypothesis~ii !, the
resolvent (n1X)21 mapsh into the domain of the operatorsG andL l , therefore,G(n) andL l

(n)

are everywhere defined. Moreover, sinceG is relatively bounded with respect toX, there exist two
constantsc1 , c2.0 such that, for eachuPh we have

inG~n1X!21ui<c1inX~n1X!21ui1c2in~n1X!21ui .

By well-known properties of the Yosida approximation the right-hand side is bounded bync1

1c2)iui .
On the other hand, by~H!, for eachuPh we also have

(
l 51

`

inLl ~n1X!21ui2522R^n~n1X!21u,G(n)u&<2~nc11c2!iui2.

Thus theL l
(n)’s are bounded. Moreover, replacingu,v in condition ~H! by n(n1X)21u, uPh,

leads to
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^u,L (n)~1!u&52R^u,G(n)u&1 (
l 51

`

iL l
(n)ui2

52R^X~n1X!21u,G(n)u&

<2~nc11c2!iui2.

It follows that the sum( l 51
` L l

(n)* L l
(n) converges strongly. Therefore by Lindblad’s theorem~see

Refs. 9 and 13!, the equation~8! defines the generator of a uniformly continuous QDS. h

We recall the following well-known result on semigroup convergence.
Proposition IV.1:Let A, A(n) (n>1) be infinitesimal generators of strongly continuous co

traction semigroups (Tt) t>0 , (Tt
(n)) t>0 on a Banach space and letD0 be a core forA. Suppose that

each elementx of D0 belongs to the domain ofA(n) for n big enough and the sequence (A(n)x)n>1

converges strongly toAx. Then the operatorsTt
(n) converge strongly toTt uniformly for t in

bounded intervals.
We refer to Ref. 14, Theorem 1.5, p. 429, Theorem 2.16, p. 504 for the proof.
We shall need also the following elementary lemma.
Lemma IV.2:Let (r l ) l >1 , (sl

(n)) l >1 (n>1) be square-summable sequences of positive
numbers such that, for everyl >1, sl

(n)→0 as n tends to infinity and there exists a positiv
constantc such that

(
l >1

~sl
(n)!2<c

for everyn>1. Then

lim
n→`

(
l >1

r l sl
(n)50.

Proof: Suppose that our conclusion is false. Then, by extracting a subsequence~in n! if
necessary, we can choose«.0 such that, for everyn,

(
l >1

r l sl
(n).«. ~9!

The sequencess(n) can be viewed as vectors inl 2(N* ) uniformly bounded in norm byc. There-
fore we can extract a subsequence (nm)m>1 such that (s(nm))m>1 converges weakly asm tends to
infinity. Sincesl

(n)→0 asn tends to infinity for eachl >1, it follows that the weak limit must be
the vector 0. This contradicts~9!. h

Lemma IV.3:Let G(n), L l
(n) the operators onh defined in Lemma IV.1. Then, under th

hypotheses of Theorem IV.1, for alluPD(X), we have

lim
n→`

G(n)u5Gu, lim
n→`

L l
(n)u5L l u.

Moreover the operatorsT
* t
(n) on I1(h) converge strongly, asn tends to infinity, toT* t , uniform

for t in bounded intervals.
Proof: For all uPD(X), we have

iG(n)u2Gui5iG~n~n1X!2121!ui

<c1i~n~n1X!2121!Xui1c2i~n~n1X!2121!ui .

Therefore the sequence (G(n)u)n>1 converges strongly toGu asn tends to infinity by well-known
properties of Yosida approximations. Moreover, by~H!, for uPD(X), we have also
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(
l 51

`

iL l
(n)u2L l ui2522R^~n~n1X!2121!u,G~n~n1X!2121!u&. ~10!

This shows the convergence of sequences (L l
(n)u)n>1 to L l u for all l >1.

For all u,vPD(X) we have

L
*
(n)~ uu&^vu!2L

*
(min)~ uu&^vu!5u~G(n)2G!u&^vu1uu&^~G(n)2G!vu

1 (
l 51

`

u~L l
(n)2L l !u&^vu1 (

l 51

`

uu&^~L l
(n)2L l !vu.

Therefore the trace norm ofL
*
(n)(uu&^vu)2L

*
(min)(uu&^vu) can be estimated by

ivi•i~G(n)2G!ui1iui•i~G(n)2G!vi1 (
l 51

`

iL l ui•i~L l
(n)2L l !vi

1 (
l 51

`

iL l vi•i~L l
(n)2L l !ui .

Clearly the first two terms vanish asn tends to infinity. Moreover, by the inequality~10!, since the
operatorsX(n1X)21 are contractive, we have

(
l 51

`

iL l
(n)u2L l ui2<2i~n1X!21Xui•i~G(n)2G!ui

<2iui~c1i~n~n1X!2121!Xui1c2i~n~n1X!2121!ui !

52iui~c1i~X~n1X!21!Xui1c2i~X~n1X!21!ui !

<2iui~c1iXui1c2iui !.

An application of Lemma IV.2 shows then that the trace norm ofL
*
(n)(uu&^vu)2L

*
(min)(uu&^vu)

converges to 0 asn tends to infinity.
Since the minimal QDS associated withG, (L l ) l >1 is Markov andD(X) is a core forG ~it

containsD!, the linear manifold generated byuu&^vu with uPD(X) is a core forL
*
(min) . The

conclusion follows then from Proposition IV.1. h

Lemma IV.4:Let Y`r the operator defined by~3! and let X(n)5nX(n1X)21 (n>1).
Define Yr

(n)5n2(n1X)21(Y`r )(n1X)21. Then, under the hypotheses of Theorem IV.1,
operator

X(n)2E
0

t

T s
(n)~Yr

(n)!ds

is positive for eacht>0.
Proof: Notice thatYr<Y. Therefore, by the hypothesis~i! of Theorem IV.1, we have the

inequality

^Gu, Xu&1 (
l 51

`

^X1/2L l u,X1/2L l u&1^Xu, Gu&<2^u,~Y`r !u&, ~11!

for all uPD.
The domainD being a core forX andG being relatively bounded with respect toX, for every

uPD(X) we can find a sequence (un)n>1 in D such that (Xun)n>1 converges toXu and
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(Gun)n>1 converges toGu. Then the convergence of (L l un)n>1 to L l u ~for all l >1! follows
readily form the hypothesis~H!. Moreover, for everyn,m>1, the inequality~11! yields

(
l 51

`

iX1/2L l ~un2um!i2<22R^G~un2um!,X~un2um!&2^~un2um!,~Y`r !~un2um!&.

Therefore, replacingu by un , and lettingn tend to infinity we show that~11! holds for all u
PD(X).

Sincen(n1X)21 is a contraction andYr<Y, under the hypotheses of Theorem IV.1, for
uPh, we have

^u,L (n)~X(n)!u&<2R^G(n)u,X(n)u&1 (
l 51

`

^X1/2L l
(n)u,X1/2L l

(n)u&

<2^n~n1X!21u,Yrn~n1X!21u&

52^u,Yr
(n)u&.

It follows thenL (n)(X(n))<2Yr
(n) .

Now, notice that

d

dt S X(n)2T t
(n,h)~X(n)!2E

0

t

T s
(n)~Yr

(n)!dsD 52T t
(n)~L (n)~X(n)!1Yr

(n)!>0.

Therefore,

X(n)2E
0

t

T s
(n)~Yr

(n)!ds>T t
(n)~X(n)!>0

for all t>0. h

Proof (of Theorem IV.1):By Lemma IV.4 for eachuPD(X), t,r>0, andn>1, we have

E
0

t

tr~T
* s
(n)~ uu&^uu!Yr

(n)!ds<^u,X(n)u&.

The sequence (Yr
(n))n>1 converges strongly toY`r . Thus, by Lemma IV.3, we can letn tend to

infinity to obtain

E
0

t

tr~T* s~ uu&^uu!~Y∧r !!ds<^u,Xu&.

This inequality coincides with~4!. Therefore Theorem IV.1 follows from Theorem II.2. h

V. APPLICATIONS

V.1. A multimode Dicke laser model. We follow Alli and Sewell15 where a model is propose
for a Dicke laser or maser. We begin by establishing the corresponding notations.

The system consists ofN identical two-level atoms coupled with the radiation correspond
to n modes. Therefore, one can choose the Hilbert spaceh which consists of the tensor product o
N copies ofC2 and n copies of l 2(N). To simplify notations we simply identify any operato
acting on a factor of the above tensor product with its canonical extension toh.

Let s1 , s2 , s3 be the Pauli matrices and define the spin raising and lowering oper
s65(sx6sy)/2. The atoms are located on the sitesr 51,...,N of a one-dimensional lattice, s
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that we denote byse,r(e51,2,3,1,2) the spin component of the atom at the siter . The free
evolution of the atoms is described by a generatorLmat which is bounded and given in Lindbla
form as

Lmat~x!5 i @H,x#2
1

2 (
j

~Vj* Vjx22Vj* xVj1xVj* Vj !, ~12!

where the sum contains a finite number of elements,H is self-adjoint and theVj ’s are bounded
operators.

Moreover, we denote byaj* , aj , the creation and annihilation operators corresponding to
j th mode of the radiation (j 51,...,n). These operators satisfy the canonical commutation r
tions:

@aj ,ak* #5d jkI , @aj ,ak#50.

The free evolution of the radiation is given by the formal generator

Lrad~x!5 (
l 51

n

~k l ~2al* al x12al* xal 2xal* al !1 iv l @al* al ,x# !, ~13!

where k l are the damping andv l are the frequencies corresponding to thel th mode of the
radiation.

The coupling between the matter and the radiation corresponds to a Hamiltonian interac
the form

H int5
i

N1/2 (
r 51

N

(
l 51

n

l l ~s2,ral* e22p ik l r2s1,ral e2p ik l r !, ~14!

wherekl is the wave number of thel th mode and thel’s are real valued,N independent coupling
constants.

With the above notations, the formal generator of the whole dynamics is given by

L~x!5Lmat~x!1Lrad~x!1 i @H int ,x#. ~15!

To identify L l andG in our notations, we use in force the convention on the abridged ver
of tensor products with the identity. That is, here we find

L l 5Ak lal , ~ l 51,...,n! ~16!

All the remainingL l ’s are bounded operators. Among them a finite number~indeed 3N! coincides
with some of theVj ’s appearing in~12! and the others vanish.

So that the operatorG becomes formally

G52
1

2
(

l

~k l 22iv l !al* al 2 iH 2 iH int , ~17!

where the sum contains only a finite number of nonzero terms.
To make the above expression rigorous some preliminary work is needed. Call (f m)m>0 the

canonical orthonormal basis on the spacel 2(N). In the radiation space, which consists of t
tensor product ofn copies ofl 2(N), we denote

f a5 f a1

(1)
^¯^ f an

(n) ,
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wherea5(a1 ,...,an) and f a l

(l ) is an element of the canonical basis of thel copy of l 2(N). Thus,

( f a)aPNn is the canonical orthonormal basis of the radiation space.
With these notations we have

al* f a5Aa l 11 f a11l
, al f a5H Aa l f a21l

, if a l .0,

0, if a l 50,
~18!

where 1l is the vector with a 1 at thel th coordinate and zero elsewhere.
Thus, the operatorG is well defined over vectors of the formu fa whereuPC2N and the

symbol of tensor product is dropped.
It can be shown~e.g., as in Ref. 11, Prop. 4.9! that the closure ofG generates a strongly

continuous contraction semigroups and the hypothesis (H) is easily checked. Therefore, w
chooseX formally given byX5( l 51

n al* al . That is,Xu fa5uauu fa , whereuau5a11¯1an .
SinceXku fa5uauku fa it follows that the linear span of vectors of the formu fa is a dense

subset of the analytic vectors forX. Therefore, by a theorem of Nelson~see, e.g., Ref. 16!, X is
essentially self-adjoint on the referred domain. From now on we identifyX with its closure which
is self-adjoint.

We show now thatH int is relatively bounded with respect toX. Let j be a finite linear
combination of elements of the formua f a . By Schwarz’ inequality, and elementary inequaliti
like At1s<At1As<A2(t1s), 2Ats<et1e21s, we obtain

iH intji<
1

N1/2 (
r 51

N

(
l 51

n

ul l u~ ial* ji1ial ji !

<
1

N1/2 (
r 51

N

(
l 51

n

ul l u~4^j,al* al j&12iji2!1/2

<
1

N1/2F (
r 51

N

(
l 51

n

2~ ul l u2^j,al* al j&!1/21&(
r 51

N

(
l 51

n

ul l uiji G
<

1

N1/2F (
r 51

N

(
l 51

n

~eial* al ji1e21ul l u2iji !1&(
r 51

N

(
l 51

n

ul l uiji G .

Finally, by the elementary inequality( l 51
nisl i<Ani( l 51

nsl i , it follows

iH intji<
n1/2e

N1/2 (
r 51

N I (
l 51

n

al* al jI1
1

N1/2 (
r 51

N

(
l 51

n

~&1e21ul l u!ul l uiji

<eN1/2n1/2iXji1
1

N1/2 (
r 51

N

(
l 51

n

~&1e21ul l u!ul l uiji ,

thus, choosing 2e,(Nn)21/2, the above inequality yields the required relative boundednes
H int with respect toX. Note that the domain ofG coincides with the domain ofX.

To apply our main result, we fix the domainD as the space of vectorsj which are finite linear
combinations of the formua f a . Notice that this is an invariant forX, G, and all theL l ’s. To
identify an appropriate operatorY to haveL” (X)<2Y, we first perform the computation ofL” (X).
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For the sake of clarity, we avoid handling forms in the computations below. However, the r
may easily notice that all the expressions are well defined since the domainD is invariant under
the action of the operatorsX, G, andL l .

First, it holdsLmat(X)50. Second, a straightforward computation using the canonical c
mutation relations, yields

Lrad~X!522 (
l 51

n

k l al* al .

Another easy computation leads us to

i @H int ,X#52 iN21/2(
r 51

N

(
l 51

n

l l ~s2,ral e22p ik l r1s1,ral* e2p ik l r !.

Summing up,

L~X!522 (
l 51

n

k l al* al 2
i

N1/2 (
r 51

N

(
l 51

n

l l ~s2,ral e22p ik l r1s1,ral* e2p ik l r !.

To identify Y it suffices to control the termi @H int ,X#. For eachjPD, it follows

u^j,i @H int ,X#j&u5
1

N1/2U(
r 51

N

(
l 51

n

l l ^j,(s2,ral e22p ik l r1s1,ral* e2p ik l rj&U
<

1

2N1/2 (
r 51

N

(
l 51

n

2ul l uiji(ial ji1ial* ji)

<
e

2N1/2 (
r 51

N

(
l 51

n

~^j,al* al j&1^j,al al* j&!1
1

2eN1/2 (
r 51

N

(
l 51

n

ul l u2iji2

<eN1/2^j,Xj&1
eN1/2n

2
iji21

1

2eN1/2 (
r 51

N

(
l 51

n

ul l u2iji2.

So that choosing 0,e,(2/N1/2) min
1<l <n

k l the required operatorY may be taken as

Y5 S 2 min
1<l <n

k l 2eN1/2D ~X1c!,

wherec.0 is a suitable constant.
The spectrum ofX coincides withN. For eachmPN, the corresponding eigenspace is ge

erated by thef a with uau5m. Therefore, it follows that all spectral projections ofX and Y
associated with bounded intervals are finite dimensional.

In Ref. 15 it is proven that the minimal QDS withG, L l is Markov.
To summarize, our main theorem combined with the Markov property of the semigroup i

the following corollary.
Corollary V.1: There exists a normal stationary state for the multimode Dicke model.
To finish with this example we want to comment that one can prove the Markov pro

alternatively, following similar arguments to those used to check the hypotheses of our
theorem. Indeed, it suffices to apply the Proposition below from Ref. 12 withC5X to show that
the minimal QDS is conservative.

Proposition V.1:Under the hypothesis~H! suppose that there exists a self-adjoint operatoC
in h with the following properties:
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~a! the domain ofG is contained in the domain ofC1/2 and is a core forC1/2,
~b! the linear manifoldL l (D(G2)) is contained in the domain ofC1/2,
~c! there exists a self-adjoint operatorF, with D(G)#D(F1/2) and D(C)#D(F), such that,

for all uPD(G), we have

22R^u,Gu&5(
l

iL l ui25iF1/2ui2,

~a! for all uPD(C1/2) we haveiF1/2ui<iC1/2ui ,
~b! for all uPD(G2) the following inequality holds

2R^C1/2u,C1/2Gu&1 (
l 51

`

iC1/2L l ui2<biC1/2ui2, ~19!

whereb is a positive constant depending only onG, L l , C.
Then the minimal QDS is Markov.
V.2 The Jaynes–Cummings model. We follow our paper17 to introduce the Jaynes–

Cummings model in quantum optics. To this aim we use the same spaceh5 l 2(N), since here
n51, we drop the indexl from the notations of creation and annihilation operators andS denotes
the right-shift operator.

In this framework the formal generator is given by

L~x!52
m2

2
~a* ax22a* xa1xa* a!2

l2

2
~aa* x22axa* 1xaa* !

1R2~cos~fAaa* !x cos~fAaa* !2x!1R2 sin~fAaa* !S* xSsin~fAaa* !,

wherel, m, R, andf are positive constants. In Ref. 17 the rigorous construction of the min
QDS was done showing also that it is identity preserving.

The above Jaynes–Cummings generator has a faithful normal stationary state if and
m2.l2. This state can be computed explicitly. The interested reader is referred to Ref. 17

To check conditions of Theorem IV.1, one can takeX5a* a, the value ofL(X) becoming

L~X!52~m22l2!a* a1R2 sin2~fAaa* !.

Thus, it suffices to takeY5(m22l2)a* a2R2 to prove the existence of a stationary state via o
main result.

To prove the necessity, one can follow the argument explained in Ref. 17 inspired
classical probability.

Thus, in this case, our result IV.1 turns out to be sharp.

VI. FINAL COMMENTS

Theorems II.2 and IV.1 provide a useful method for deciding whether a normal statio
state exists for a given physical model, when this is not given at the outset. Some other co
examples of application will be considered by the authors in a forthcoming paper.

On the other hand, the natural question which arises is whether there exists afaithful normal
stationary state for a given quantum dynamical semigroup. An answer to this supplem
question will be provided in Ref. 18.
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Recursion operators of some equations
of hydrodynamic type

M. Gürsesa) and K. Zheltukhin
Department of Mathematics, Faculty of Sciences, Bilkent University,
06533 Ankara—Turkey

~Received 7 August 2000; accepted for publication 28 November 2000!

We give a general method for constructing recursion operators for some equations
of hydrodynamic type, admitting a nonstandard Lax representation. We give sev-
eral examples forN52 andN53 containing the equations of shallow water waves
and its generalizations with their first two general symmetries and their recursion
operators. We also discuss a reduction ofN11 systems toN systems of some new
equations of hydrodynamic type. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1346597#

I. INTRODUCTION

Most of the integrable nonlinear partial differential equations admit Lax representations

Lt5@A,L#, ~1!

where L is a pseudo-differential operator of orderm and A is a pseudo-differential operato
Recently1 we established a new method for such integrable equations to construct their rec
operators. This method uses the hierarchy of equations,

Ltn
5@An ,L#, ~2!

and the Gel’fand–Dikkii2 construction of theAn-operators. Defining an operatorRn in the form

An5LAn2m1Rn , ~3!

one then obtains relations among the hierarchies,

Ltn
5LLtn2m

1@Rn ;L#. ~4!

This equation allows to findLtn
in terms ofLtn2m

. It is important to note that one does not ne
to know the exact form ofAn . For further details of the method see Ref. 1.

In Ref. 1 we introduced a direct method to determine a recursion operator of a syst
evolution equations when its Lax representation is known. It has no direct reference to the H
tonian operators. Hence one may be able to determine the recursion operators when any on
Hamiltonian operators are degenerate. In the same paper we gave several applications
method. In all these examples we have considered the Lax representation is given eith
pseudo-differential operator or in matrix form~taking values in some lower dimensional L
algebras!. We call such Lax representations as standard Lax representation. On the othe
there are some systems of evolution equations, such as the equations of hydrodynamic type
are obtained by nonstandard Lax represenations used in the present paper. We first show
method introduced in Ref. 1 is also applicable here in the case of systems of equations of
dynamic types and we give several examples for illustration. These equations and their H

a!Electronic mail: gurses@fen.bilkent.edu.tr
13090022-2488/2001/42(3)/1309/17/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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tonian formulation~sometimes called the dispersion-less KdV system! were studied by Dubrovin
and Novikov.3 See Ref. 4 for more details on this subject~see also Ref. 5!. It is known that these
equations admit a nonstandard Lax representation,

]L

]t
5$A,L%k , ~5!

whereA,L are differentiable functions oft,x,p on a Poisson manifoldM with local coordinates
(x,p) and$,%k is the Poisson bracket. OnM we take this Poisson bracket$,%k5pk $,%, where$,%
is the canonical Poisson bracket andk is an integer. For more information on Poisson manifo
see Refs. 6 and 7. Equations of hydrodynamic type with the above Lax representations
studied in Refs. 8–11. Having such a Lax representation, we can consider a whole hierar
equations,

]L

]tn
5$An ,L%k . ~6!

We can also represent functionAn in the form given in~3! and apply our method1 for the
construction of a recursion operator for the equation~6!. There are some other works12–14 which
also give recursion operators of some equations of hydrodynamic type. The form of these
tors are different than the recursion operators presented in this work. Our method1 produces
recursion operators for hydrodynamic type of equations in the formR5A1B D21 whereA and
B are functions of dynamical variables and their derivatives. All higher symmetries obtaine
the repeated application of this recursion operator to translational symmetries also belong
hydrodynamic type of equations. The recursion operators obtained in Refs. 12–14 are of th
R5C D1A1B D21 E, where A,B,C, and E are functions of dynamical variables and the
derivatives.

In the next section we discuss the Lax representation with Poisson brackets for polyn
Lax functions. In Sec. III we give the method of construction of the recursion operators follo
Ref. 1. In Sec. IV we give several examples fork50 andk51. In Sec. V we consider the Poisso
bracket for generalk and let

L5p1S1Pp21, ~7!

and find the Lax equations and the corresponding recursion operator forN52. In Sec. VI we
consider the Lax function

L5pg211u1
vg21

~g21!2 p2g11, ~8!

and takek50. We obtain the equations corresponding to the polytropic gas dynamics an
recursion operators.6,10 It is interesting to note that the systems of equations and their recu
operators obtained in Secs. V and VI are transformable into each other. In Sec. VII we g
method reduction from anN11 system to anN system and from anN11 system to anN21
system by letting one of the symmetrical variables~defined in the text! either to zero or equating
to another variable. The systems obtained by the reduction are equivalent to the systems o
by the Lax function~in symmetrical variables! having zeros with multiplicities greater than on
Reduced systems are shown to be also integrable, i.e., they admit recursion operators.

II. LAX FORMULATION WITH POISSON BRACKET

We start with the definition of the standard Poisson bracket. Letf (x,p) and g(x,p) be
differentiable functions of their arguments. Then the standard Poisson bracket is defined b~see
Refs. 6 and 9 for more details!
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$ f ,g%5
] f

]p

]g

]x
2

] f

]x

]g

]p
. ~9!

We give a slight modification of this bracket as9

$ f ,g%k5pk $ f ,g%, ~10!

wherek is an integer. It is easy to prove that$,%k also defines a Poisson bracket for allkPZ.
Although this bracket is equivalent to$,%, underpk (d/dp) 5 d/dq whereq is the new variable,
we shall keep using it. The main reason is technical. There is a nice duality between the s
obtained by polynomial Lax representation,L5pN1¯ , with Poisson bracket$,%k and by Lax
representionL5pg @pN1¯# with Poisson bracket$,%. For illustration we have examples, equ
tions governing the polytropic gas dynamics, given in Propositions 6 and 7.

For eachkPZ we can consider hierarchies of equations of hydrodynamic type, define
terms of the Lax function,

L5pN211 (
i 521

N22

piSi~x,t !, ~11!

by the Lax equation

]L

]tn
5$~Ln/~N21!!>2k11 ;L%k , ~12!

wheren5 j 1 l (N21) and j 51,2,. . . ,(N21),l PN. So we have a hierarchy for eachk and j
51, . . . ,(N21). Also, we requiren>2k11 to ensure that (Ln/(N21))>2k11 is not zero. With
the choice of Poisson brackets$,%k , we must take a certain part of the series expansion ofLn/(N21)

to get the consistent equation~12!. This part is (Ln/(N21))>2k11 .
The Lax function~11! can also be written in terms of symmetric variablesu1 , . . . ,uN ,

L5
1

p )
j 51

N

~p2uj !, ~13!

that isu1 , . . . ,uN are roots of the polynomial

pN211SN22pN221 . . . 1S21p21 .

In new variables the equation~12! is invariant under transposition of variables.

III. RECURSION OPERATORS

For each hierarchy of the equations~12!, depending on the pair (N,k), we can find a recursion
operator.

Lemma 1: For any n,

Ln5LLn2(N21)1$Rn ;L%k , ~14!

where function Rn has a form

Rn5 (
i 50

N22

pi 2kAi~S21 . . . SN22 ,]S21/] tn2~N21! . . .]SN22/] tn2~N21!!. ~15!

Proof:
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~Ln/~N21!!>2k115@L~Ln/~N21! 21!>2k111L~Ln/~N21! 21!,2k11#>2k11 .

So,

~Ln/~N21!!>2k115L~Ln/~N21! 21!>2k111„L~Ln/~N21! 21!,2k11…>2k11

2„L~Ln/~N21! 21!>2k11…,2k11 . ~16!

If we put

Rn5„L~Ln/~N21! 21!,2k11…>2k112„L~Ln/~N21! 21!>2k11…,2k11 ,

then

~Ln/~N21!!>2k115L~Ln/~N21! 21!>2k111Rn .

Hence,

Ln5$~Ln/~N21!!>2k11 ;L%k5$L~Ln/~N21! 21!>2k111Rn ;L%k5LLn2(N21)1$Rn ;L%k , ~17!

and ~14! is satisfied. Evaluating powers of „L(Ln/(N21) 21),2k11…>2k11 and
2„L(Ln/(N21) 21)>2k11…,2k11 we get thatRn has form~15!. h

Lemma 2: A recursion operator for the hierarchy (12) is given by equalities, for m5N
22,N23, . . . ,21,

]Sm

] tn
5 (

j 521

m11

Sj

]Sm2 j

] tn2~N21!
1 (

j 521

m11

~ j 112k!Aj 11Sm2 j ,x2 (
j 521

m11

~m2 j !Aj 11,xSm2 j , ~18!

where to simplify the above formula we have defined that SN2151 and SN21,x50,
(]SN21/] tn)50. Coefficients AN22 ,AN23 , . . . ,A0 can be found from the recursion relations, fo
m5N22, . . . ,21,

~N21!Am,x5 (
j 5m

N21

Sj

]S~N22!1m2 j

] tn2~N21!
1 (

j 5m

N22

~ j 112k!Aj 11SN221m2 j ,x

2 (
j 5m

N22

~N221m2 j !Aj 11,xSN221m2 j . ~19!

Proof: Let us write the equality~14!, using~15! for Rn ,

(
i 521

N22

pi
]Si

] tn
5S pN211 (

i 521

N22

piSi D S (
i 521

N22

pi
]S~N22!1m2 j

] tn2~N21!
D 1pkS (

j 50

N21

~ j 2k!pj 2k21Aj D
3S (

j 521

N22

pjSj ,xD 2pkS (
j 50

N21

pj 2kAj ,xD S ~N21!pN221 (
j 521

N22

jp j 21Sj D .

To have the equality, the coefficients ofp2N23, . . . ,pN21 andp22 must be zero; it gives recursio
relations to findAN22 , . . . ,A0 . The coefficients ofpN22, . . . ,p21 give the expressions fo
]SN22/] tn, . . . ,]S21/] tn . h

Although the recursion operatorR, given by ~18!, is a pseudo-differential operator, but
gives a hierarchy of local symmetries starting from the equation itself. Indeed, equalities~18!, ~19!
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give expressions]SN22/] tn, . . . ,]S21/] tn in terms ofSN22 , . . . , S21 and]SN22/] tn2(N21), . . . ,

]S21/] tn2(N21) . Hence, the recursion operatorR is constructed in such a way that

$~Ln/~N21! 11!>2k11 ;L%k5R~$~Ln/~N21!!>2k11 ;L%k!. ~20!

IV. SOME INTEGRABLE SYSTEMS

We shall consider first some examples fork50, k51 and the general case in the next sectio

A. Multicomponent hierarchy containing also the shallow water wave equations, kÄ0

This hierarchy corresponds to the casek50. Let us give the first equation of hierarchy and
recursion operator forN52,3.

Proposition 1: In the case N52 one has the Lax function,

L5p1S1P p21,

and the Lax equation for n52, given by (47), when k50,

1
2 St5SSx1Px ,

~21!
1
2 Pt5SPx1PSx ,

and the recursion operator, given by~48!,

R5S S1SxDx
21 2

2P1PxDx
21 S

D . ~22!

These equations are known as the shallow water wave equations or as the equat
polytropic gas dynamics forg52 ~See Sec. VI!.

The first two symmetries of the system~21! are given by

St1
5~S316SP!x ,

Pt1
5~3S2P13P2!x , ~23!

St2
5~S4112S2P16P2!x ,

Pt2
5~4S3P112SP2!x . ~24!

These are all commuting symmetries.
Remark 1: In symmetric variables the system (21) is written as

1
2 ut5~u1v !ux1uvx ,

~25!
1
2 v t5vux1~u1v !vx ,

and the recursion operator (22) takes the form

R5S u1v1uxDx
21 2u1uxDx

21

2v1vxDx
21 u1v1vxDx

21D . ~26!

Proposition 2: In the case N53 one has the Lax function

L5p21pS1P1p21Q,
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and the Lax equation with n53 is

1
3 St5~ 1

2 P2 1
8 S2!Sx1 1

2 SPx1Qx ,

1
3 Pt5

1
2 QSx1~ 1

8 S21 1
2 P!Px1SQx , ~27!

1
3 Qt5

1
4 SQSx1 1

2 QPx1~ 1
8 S21 1

2P!Qx .

The recursion operator, corresponding to this equation, is

R5S 2
S2

4
1P1PxDx

212
Sx

4
Dx

21
•S

S

2
1

Sx

2
Dx

21 3

3Q

2
1S Qx1

PxS

2 DDx
212

Px

4
Dx

21
•S P1

Px

2
Dx

21 2S

SQ

4
1S SQx

2
1

SxQ

2 DDx
212

Qx

4
Dx

21
•S

3Q

2
1

Qx

2
Dx

21 P

D . ~28!

Proof: Using ~19! we find the functionRn and using~18! we find the recursion operato
~28!. h

Remark 2: In symmetric variables the equation (27) is written as

1
3 ut5~2 1

8 u21 1
2 ~uv1uw1vw!1 1

8 ~v1w!2!ux1~ 1
4 u21 1

4 uv1 3
4uw!vx1~ 1

4u
21 1

4uw1 3
4uv !wx ,

1
3v t5~ 1

4v
21 1

4uv1 3
4vw!ux1~ 1

4v
21 1

4vw1 3
4uv !wx1~2 1

8v
21 1

2~uv1uw1vw!1 1
8~u1w!2!vx ,

~29!

1
3wt5~ 1

4w
21 1

4uw1 3
4wv !ux1~ 1

4w
21 1

4wv1 3
4uw!vx1~2 1

8w
21 1

2~uv1uw1vw!1 1
8~v1u!2!wx ,

and the recursion operator takes the form (A1) given in the Appendix.

B. Toda hierarchy „kÄ1…

Toda hierarchy corresponds to the casek51.9 Let us give the first equation of hierarchy an
a recursion operator forN52 andN53.

Proposition 3: In the case N52 and n51 one has the Lax function

L5p1S1P p21,

and the Lax equation for n51, given by (41),

St5Px ,

Pt5PSx , ~30!

and the recursion operator, given by (42),

R5S S 21PxDx
21

•P21

2P S1SxPDx
21

•P21D . ~31!

The first two symmetries of the equation~30! are given by
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St1
5~2SP!x ,

~32!
Pt1

5P~2P1S2!x ,

St2
5~3S2P13P2!x ,

~33!
Pt2

5P~6PS1S3!x .

Remark 3: In symmetric variables the equation (30) is written as

ut5uvx ,
~34!

v t5vux ,

and the recursion operator (31) takes the form

R5S u1v1uvxDx
21

•u21 2u1uvxDx
21

•v21

2v1vuxDx
21

•u21 u1v1vuxDx
21

•v21D . ~35!

Proposition 4: In the case N53 and n51 one has the Lax function

L5p21pS11P1p21Q,

and the Lax equation with n51 is

St5Px2 1
2SSx ,

Pt5Qx , ~36!

Qt5
1
2QSx .

The recursion operator, corresponding to this equation, is

R5S P2 1
4S

21~ 1
2Px2 1

4SSx!Dx
21 1

2S 312QxDx
21

•Q21

3
2Q1 1

2QxDx
21 P 2S1~SQ!xDx

21
•Q21

1
4SQ1 1

4SxQDx
21 3

2Q P1PxQDx
21

•Q21
D . ~37!

Proof: Using equalities~19! we find the functionRn and using~18! we find the recursion
operator~37!. h

Remark 4: In symmetric variables the equation (36) is written as

ut5
1
2u~2ux1vx1wx!,

v t5
1
2v~1ux2vx1wx!, ~38!

wt5
1
2w~1ux1vx2wx!,

and the recursion operator takes the form (A2) given in the Appendix.

V. LAX EQUATION FOR GENERAL k

We shall only consider the case whereN52. We have the Lax function

L5p1S1Pp21, ~39!
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and the Lax equation

]L

]tn
5$~Ln!>2k11 ;L%k . ~40!

We consider two casesk>1 andk<0.

A. The first case kÐ1

Proposition 5: In the case N52 and k>1 one has the Lax equation

St5kPk21Px ,
~41!

Pt5kPkSx ,

and the recursion operator for this equation is

R5S S1~12k!SxDx
21 21kPk21PxDx

21
•P2k

2P1~12k!PxDx
21 S1kSxP

kDx
21

•P2k D . ~42!

Proof: The smallest power ofp in Ln is 2n. To have powers less than2k11 we must put
n5k. If there are no such powers then Poisson brackets are$(Ln);L%k50.

Let us calculate the Lax equation,

Lt5$~Lk!>2k11 ;L%k52$~Lk!<2k ;L%k .

We have (Lk)<2k5@(p1S1Pp21)k#<2k5Pkp2k, thus

Lt52$Pkp2k;p1S1Pp21%k .

And we get the equation~41!. Using ~18!, ~19! we find the recursion operator~42!. h

First two symmetries are given as follows:

St1
5~k11!~Pk S!x ,

~43!

Pt1
5~k11!PkS P1

k

2
S2D

x

.

St2
5~k11!~k12!S 1

2
PkS21

1

k11
Pk11D

x

,

~44!

Pt2
5~k11!~k12!PkS PS1

k

6
S3D

x

.

Remark 5: In symmetric variables the equation (41) is written as

ut5kukvk21vx ,
~45!

v t5kuk21vkux ,

and the recursion operator (42) takes the form
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R5S u1v1~12k!uxDx
211 2u1~12k!uxDx

211

kukvk21vxDx
21

•u2kv2k11 kukvk21vxDx
21

•u2k11v2k

2v1~12k!vxDx
211 u1v1~12k!vxDx

211

kuk21vkuxDx
21

•u2kv2k11 kuk21vkuxDx
21

•u2k11v2k

D . ~46!

B. The second case kÏ0

Proposition 6: In the case N52 and k<0 one has the Lax equation

St5~2k12!~2k11!SSx1~2k12!Px ,
~47!

Pt5~2k12!~2k11!SPx1~2k12!SxP,

and the recursion operator for this equation is

R5S S1~12k!SxDx
21 21kPk21PxDx

21
•P2k

2P1~12k!PxDx
21 S1kSxP

kDx
21

•P2k D . ~48!

Proof: The largest power ofp in Ln is pn. To have powers larger than2k11 we must put
n52k11. Then we have

~L2k11!>2k115@~p1S1Pp21!2k11#>2k115p2k11;

thus

Lt5$p2k11;p1S1Pp21%k .

Then the Lax equation becomes

St5Sx ,

Pt5Px .

This is a trivial equation; let us calculate the second symmetry. We have (L2k12)>2k115@(p
1S1Pp21)2k11#>2k115p2k121(2k12)Sp2k11, thus

Lt5$p2k121~2k12!Sp2k11;p1S1Pp21%k .

We get the equation~47!. Using ~18!, ~19! we find the recursion operator~48!. h

First two symmetries are given as follows:

St1
5~k22!~k23!~P S1 1

6~12k!S3!x ,

~49!
Pt1

5~k22!~k23!~SSxP1 1
2~12k!S2 Px1PPx!,

St2
5~22k!~32k!~42k!S 1

2
S2P1

1

6
S41

1

2~22k!
P2D

x

,

~50!

Pt2
5~22k!~32k!~42k!S 1

2
S2SxP1

1

6
~12k!S3 Px1SPPx1

1

~22k!
P2SxD .

Remark 6: In symmetric variables the equation (47) is written as

ut5~2k12!~12k!~u1v !ux1~2k12!uvx ,
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v t5~2k12!vux1~2k12!~12k!~u1v !vx , ~51!

and the recursion operator (48) takes the form

R5S u1v1~12k!uxDx
211 2u1~12k!uxDx

211

kukvk21vxDx
21

•u2kv2k11 kukvk21vxDx
21

•u2k11v2k

2v1~12k!vxDx
211 u1v1~12k!vxDx

211

kuk21vkuxDx
21

•u2kv2k11 kuk21vkuxDx
21

•u2k11v2k

D . ~52!

In this section, to obtain the recursion operators we have considered two different cak
<0 andk>1 to simplify some technical problems in the method. At the end we obtained re
sion operators having the same forms~42! and ~48!. Hence any one of these represent the rec
sion operator forkPZ. It seems, comparing the results, that the systems of equations in one
are symmetries of the other case. For instance, the system~47! is a symmetry of system~41!.
Hence we may consider only one case with recursion operator~42! for all integer values ofk.

VI. LAX FUNCTION FOR POLYTROPIC GAS DYNAMICS

In this section we consider another Lax function, introduced in Ref. 10,

L5pg211u1
vg21

~g21!2 p2g11, ~53!

and the Lax equation

]L

]t
5

g21

g
$~Lg/~g21!!>1 ,L%0 , ~54!

gives the equations of the polytropic gas dynamics.
Proposition 7: The Lax equation corresponding to (54) is

ut1uux1vg22vx50,

v t1~uv !x50. ~55!

Proof: Expanding the function~53! around the pointp5`, we have

S pg211u1
vg21

~g21!2 p2g11D g/~g21!

5pg1
g

g21
pu1 . . . ;

all other terms have negative powers ofp. Therefore

~Lg/~g21!!>15pg1
g

g21
pu,

and the Lax equation~54! corresponds to~55!. h

Proposition 8: The recursion operator for the equation (55) is

R5S u1
ux

g21
Dx

21 2vg22

g21
1

~vg22!x

g21
Dx

21

2v
g21

1
vx

g21
Dx

21 u1
g22

g21
uxDx

21
D . ~56!

Proof: Using the equation
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]L

]tn11
5L

]L

]tn
1$Rn ,L%,

in the same way as for the polynomial Lax function one can find the recursion operator~56!. h

It is interesting to note that the equation~47! and equations of polytropic gas dynamics~55!
are related by the following change of variables:

S5
u

~2k12!~2k11!
,

~57!

P5
v1/~2k11!

~2k12!2 ,

whereg5 (2k12)/(2k11). We note that under this change of variables recursion ope
~48! is mapped to the recursion operator~56!.

VII. REDUCTION

In this section we consider reductions of the equation~12!, written in symmetric variables, by
setting u150, or u15uN ,..., or u15u25¯ ,5uN . These reductions correspond to the L
equations with different Lax functions. For reductionu150 we have a polynomial Lax function
with simple rootsL5(p2uN)¯(p2u2) and for reductionuN5u1 we have a polynomial Lax
function with a root of multiplicity twoL5 (1/p) (p2uN)2(p2uN21) . . . (p2u2), etc. We note
that instead of working on the Lax functions with higher multiplicities like the last example
can take a polynomial Lax function without any multiplicities and perform the reductions
propose in this section.

A. Reduction u 1Ä0

Let us write the equation~12! as

D~uN , . . . ,u1!50, ~58!

whereD is a differential operator. Then

D~uN , . . . ,u1!uu1505S D̃~uN , . . . ,u2!,

0
D , ~59!

where D̃ is another differential operator. Indeed, following Ref. 8 for the Lax functionL
5 (1/p) ) j 51

N (p2uj ) we have

]L

]t
5L(

j 51

N
uj ,t

p1uj
,

]L

]x
5L(

j 51

N
uj ,x

p1uj
,

and

]L

]p
5LS 2

1

p
1(

j 51

N
1

p1uj
D .

Thusuj ,t5Resp52uj
$M ,L%k , whereM5(Ln/(N21))>2k11 . The Lax equation~12! can be written

as
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(
j 51

N
uj ,t

p1uj
5pkM p(

j 51

N
uj ,x

p1uj
2pkMxS 2

1

p
1(

j 51

N
1

p1uj
D . ~60!

Note thatpkMx andpkM p are polynomials. So, if we putu150 and calculate the residue of th
right hand side atp50 we get~59!. A new equation,

D̃~uN , . . . ,u2!50, ~61!

is also integrable and a recursion operator of this equation can be obtained as a reduction
recursion operator of the equation~58!. Let R be the recursion operator of~58! given by Lemma
2, then

~62!

Indeed, we found the recursion operator using formula~14!. This formula can be written as

(
j 51

N uj ,tn

p1uj
5LLn2(N21)1pkRn,p(

j 51

N
uj ,x

p1uj
2pkRn,xS 2

1

p
1(

j 51

N
1

p1uj
D ~63!

and in the same way as for the reduction of~58! we have~62!; note, thatpkRn,x andpkRn,p are
also polynomials.

Lemma 3: The operator R˜ is a recursion operator of the equation (61).
Proof: Equation~61! is an evolution equation, so, to prove thatR̃ is a recursion operator we

must prove that for any solution (uN , . . . ,u2) of ~61! the following equality holds~see Ref. 6!:

D D̃R̃5R̃D D̃ ,

whereD D̃ is a Frechet derivative ofD̃.
If ( uN , . . . ,u2) is a solution of~61! then (uN , . . . ,u2 ,u150) is a solution of~58! and for the

solution (uN , . . . ,u2 ,u150) we have

DD R5R DD . ~64!

Next

and

Hence by~64! we haveD̃R̃5R̃D̃. Calculating the Frechet derivative, we take derivatives w
respect to one variable, considering other variables as constants. Thus, to calculateD̃ we can put
u150 and differentiate with respect to other variables or we can first differentiate and the
u150. It means thatD̃5D D̃ and

D D̃R̃5R̃D D̃ .
h

Let us consider the reduction of systems, given by Remark 2 and Remark 4 and their rec
operators.

Proposition 9: Putting w50 in (38) and (A2) we obtain a new system,
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ut5
1
2u~2ux1vx!,

~65!
v t5

1
2v~1ux2vx!,

and its recursion operator,

R5S 2uv1
u

4
~u1v ! 2

u

4
~u1v !

1
u

4
~ux2vx!Dx

21 1
u

4
~ux2vx!Dx

21

2
v
4

~u1v ! 2uv1
v
4

~u1v !

1
v
4

~2ux1vx!Dx
21 1

v
4

~2ux1vx!Dx
21

D , ~66!

respectively. h

Proposition 10: Putting w50 in (29) and (A1) we obtain a new system,

1
3ut5~2 1

8u
21 1

2uv1 1
8v

2!ux1~ 1
4u

21 1
4uv !vx ,

~67!
1
3v t5~ 1

4v
21 1

4uv !ux1~2 1
8v

21 1
2uv1 1

8u
2!vx ,

and its recursion operator,

R5S 2
u2

4
1

3uv
4

1S uxv
2

1
uvx

2 DDx
21 u

4
~u1v !1S uxv

2
1

uvx

2 DDx
21

2
ux

4
Dx

21
•u1

ux

4
Dx

21
•v 1

ux

4
Dx

21
•u2

ux

4
Dx

21
•v

v
4

~u1v !1S uvx

2
1

uxv
2 DDx

21 2
v2

4
1

3uv
4

1S uvx

2
1

uxv
2 DDx

21

2
vx

4
Dx

21
•u1

vx

4
Dx

21
•v 1

vx

4
Dx

21
•u2

vx

4
Dx

21
•v

D , ~68!

respectively. h

It is worth mentioning that by reduction we obtain a new equation. For example, consid
casek50. The equation~25!, corresponding toN52, and reduction of the equation~29!, corre-
sponding toN53, are not related by a linear transformation of variables. Indeed, in the equ
~25! coefficients ofux ,vx are linear inu,v but in the equation~67! coefficients ofux ,vx contain
quadratic terms. Hence they cannot be related by a linear transformation.

B. Reduction u NÄu 1

It follows from ~60! that the Lax equation~12! can be written as

ui ,t5(
j 51

N

hi
j~uN , . . . ,u1!uj ,x , ~69!

where i , j 51, . . . ,N and hi
j5h1(ui ,uN , . . . ,ûi , . . . ,u1) when iÞ j and hi

i

5h2(ui ,uN , . . . ,ûi , . . . ,u1), the overcaret denotes the absence of the corresponding variab
also follows from~60! that the functionsh1(xN , . . . ,x1) andh2(xN , . . . ,x1) are symmetric under
permutations of variablesxN21 , . . . ,x1 .

ReductionuN5u1 gives us a new integrable equation,
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uN,t5„hN
N~uN ,uN21 , . . . ,u2 ,uN!1hN

1 ~uN ,uN21 , . . . ,u2 ,uN!…uN,x

1 (
j 52

N21

hN
j ~uN ,uN21 , . . . ,u2 ,uN!uj ,x ,

~70!

ui ,t52hi
N~uN ,uN21 , . . . ,u2 ,uN!uN,x1 (

j 52

N21

hi
j~uN ,uN21 , . . . ,u2 ,uN!uj ,x ,

wherei 5(N21), . . . ,2.
The Frechet derivative of~69!, under conditionuN5u1 , has the form

DDuuN5u1
5S a11 a12 ¯ a1(N21) a1N

a21 a22 ¯ a2(N21) a21

] ] ¯ ] ]

a(N21)1 a(N21)2 ¯ a(N21)(N21) a(N21)1

a1N a12 ¯ a1(N21) a11

D , ~71!

whereai j , i , j 51, . . . ,N are differential operatos. So, the Frechet derivative of~70! can be writen
as

D D̄5S a111a1N a12 ¯ a1(N21)

2a21 a22 ¯ a2(N21)

] ] ¯ ]

2a(N21)1 a(N21)2 ¯ a(N21)(N21)

D . ~72!

Now let us write the recurcion operator of~69!, given by Lemma 2. From~63! it follows that,
under conditionuN5u1 , it has the form

RuuN5u1
5S b11 b12 ¯ b1(N21) b1N

b21 b22 ¯ b2(N21) b21

] ] ¯ ] ]

b(N21)1 b(N21)2 ¯ b(N21)(N21) b(N21)1

b1N b12 ¯ b1(N21) b11

D , ~73!

wherebi j , i , j 5N, . . . ,1 aredifferential operators.
Now we can write a recursion operator for Eq.~70!,

R̄5S b111b1N b12 ¯ b1(N21)

2b21 b22 ¯ b2(N21)

] ] ¯ ]

2b(N21)1 b(N21)2 ¯ b(N21)(N21)

D . ~74!

The form of ~74! can be deduced by applaing operatorRuuN5u1
to a symmetry

(]uN/] tn ,]uN21/] tn, . . . ,]u2/] tn, ]un/] tn).
Lemma 4: The operator R¯ in (74) is a recursion operator of the equation (70).
Proof: Equation~70! is an evolution equation, so, to prove thatR̄ is a recursion operator we

must prove that for any solution (uN , . . . ,u2) of ~70! the following equality holds~see Ref. 6!:

D D̄R̄5R̄D D̄ .
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If ( uN , . . . ,u2) is a solution of~70! then (uN , . . . ,u2 ,u15uN) is a solution of~69! and for the
solution (uN , . . . ,u2 ,u15uN) we have

DD R5R DD . ~75!

One can show that from commutation of~71! and~73! follows the commutation of~72! and~74!
that is equality~75!. h

Let us consider reduction of systems, given by Remark 2 and Remark 4 and their rec
operators.

Proposition 11: Putting w5u in (38) and (A2) we obtain a new system,

ut5
1
2uvx ,

~76!
v t5

1
2v~2ux2vx!,

and its recursion operator

R5S 2~2uv1u2!2 3
2uv 2 1

4u~2u1v !2 3
2u

2

1 1
2uvxDx

21 1 1
4u~2ux2vx!Dx

21

22u~uv !xDx
21

•u21 2u~uv !xDx
21

•v21

2 1
2v~2u1v !23uv 2~2uv1u2!1 1

4v~2u1v !

1 1
2v~22ux1vx!Dx

21 1 1
4v~22ux1vx!Dx

21

22v~uv !xDx
21

•u21 2v~u2!xDx
21

•v21

D . ~77!

h

Proposition 12: Putting w5u in (29) and (A1) we obtain a new system,

1
3ut5~u212uv1 1

8v
2!ux1~u21 1

4uv !vx ,
~78!

1
3v t5~ 1

2v
212uv !ux1~2 1

8v
21uv1u2!vx ,

and its recursion operator,

R5S u21 7
2uv1~u21uv !xDx

21 2u21 1
4uv1 1

2~u21uv !Dx
21

1 1
2uxDx

21
•v 1 1

2uxDx
21

•u2 1
4uxDx

21
•v

4uv1 1
2v

212~uv !xDx
21 2 1

4v
21 3

2uv1u21~uv !xDx
21

1 1
2vxDx

21
•v 1 1

2vxDx
21

•u2 1
4vxDx

21
•v

D . ~79!

h

We may go on introducing new reductions. For instance a reduction of the typeu15u25uN ,
(N.3), reduces anN-system to an (N22)-system. One may obtain this (N22)-system also
from the polynomial Lax function having the formL5p21 (p2u1)3(p2u3)¯(p2uN21) ~a zero
of L with multiplicity three!. In this way one obtains an infinite number of different classes
N52, N53 systems.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We have constructed the recursion operators of some equations of hydrodynamic typ
form of the these operators fall into the class of pseudo-differential operatorsA1B D21 whereA
andB are functions of dynamical variables and their derivatives. The generalized symmetr
these equations are local and all belong to the same class~i.e., they are also equations of hydro
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dynamic type!. We have introduced a method of reduction which leads also to integrable cla
Depending upon the type of reductions we may obtain infinitely many different classes ofN5k
systems. These properties, the bi-Hamiltonian structure of the equations we obtained and
tions with rational Lax functions, will be communicated elsewhere.
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APPENDIX: RECURSION OPERATORS FOR NÄ3 SYSTEMS „29… AND „38…

Recursion operators of the systems~29! and ~38! are, respectively, given by

R5

¨

2
u2

4
1

3

4
~uv1uw!1wv

u

4
~u1v1w!1

3uw

2

u

4
~u1v1w!1

3uv
2

1
ux

2
~v1w!Dx

21 1
ux

2
~v1w!Dx

21 1
ux

2
~v1w!Dx

21

1
u

2
~vx1wx!Dx

21 1
u

2
~vx1wx!Dx

21 1
u

2
~vx1wx!Dx

21

2
ux

4
Dx

21
•u1

ux

4
Dx

21
•v 1

ux

4
Dx

21
•u2

ux

4
Dx

21
•v 1

ux

4
Dx

21
•u1

ux

4
Dx

21
•v

1
ux

4
Dx

21
•w 1

ux

4
Dx

21
•w 2

ux

4
Dx

21
•w

v
4

~u1v1w!1
3vw

2
2

v2

4
1

3

4
~uv1vw!1uw

v
4

~u1v1w!1
3uv

2

1
vx

2
~u1w!Dx

21 1
vx

2
~u1w!Dx

21 1
vx

2
~u1w!Dx

21

1
v
2

~ux1wx!Dx
21 1

v
2

~ux1wx!Dx
21 1

v
2

~ux1wx!Dx
21

2
vx

4
Dx

21
•u1

vx

4
Dx

21
•v 1

vx

4
Dx

21
•u2

vx

4
Dx

21
•v 1

vx

4
Dx

21
•u1

vx

4
Dx

21
•v

1
vx

4
Dx

21
•w 1

vx

4
Dx

21
•w 2

vx

4
Dx

21
•w

w

4
~u1v1w!1

3vw

2

w

4
~u1v1w!1

3uw

2
2

w2

4
1

3

4
~uw1vw!1uv

1
wx

2
~u1v !Dx

21 1
wx

2
~u1v !Dx

21 1
wx

2
~u1v !Dx

21

1
w

2
~ux1vx!Dx

21 1
w

2
~ux1vx!Dx

21 1
w

2
~ux1vx!Dx

21

2
wx

4
Dx

21
•u1

wx

4
Dx

21
•v 1

wx

4
Dx

21
•u2

wx

4
Dx

21
•v 1

wx

4
Dx

21
•u1

wx

4
Dx

21
•v

1
wx

4
Dx

21
•w 1

wx

4
Dx

21
•w 2

wx

4
Dx

21
•w

©
,

~A1!
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R5

¨

2~uv1uw1vw! 2
u

4
~u1v1w! 2

u

4
~u1v1w!

1
u

4
~u1v1w! 2

3uw

2
2

3uv
2

1
u

4
~ux2vx2wx!Dx

21 1
u

4
~ux2vx2wx!Dx

21 1
u

4
~ux2vx2wx!Dx

21

2u~wvx1vwx!Dx
21

•u21 2u~wvx1vwx!Dx
21

•v21 2u~wvx1vwx!Dx
21

•w21

2
v
4

~u1v1w! 2~uv1uw1vw! 2
v
4

~u1v1w!

2
3vw

2
1

v
4

~u1v1w! 2
3uv

2

1
v
4

~2ux1vx2wx!Dx
21 1

v
4

~2ux1vx2wx!Dx
21 1

v
4

~2ux1vx2wx!Dx
21

2v~wux1uwx!Dx
21

•u21 2v~wux1uwx!Dx
21

•v21 2v~wux1uwx!Dx
21

•w21

2
w

4
~u1v1w! 2

w

4
~u1v1w! 2~uv1uw1vw!

2
3uw

2
2

3vw

2
1

w

4
~u1v1w!

1
w

4
~2ux2vx1wx!Dx

21 1
w

4
~2ux2vx1wx!Dx

21 1
w

4
~2ux2vx1wx!Dx

21

2w~uvx1vux!Dx
21

•u21 2w~uvx1vux!Dx
21

•v21 2w~uvx1vux!Dx
21

•w21

©
.
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The q-Laplace operator and q-harmonic polynomials on
the quantum vector space

N. Z. Iorgov and A. U. Klimyka)

Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kiev 03143, Ukraine

~Received 21 July 2000; accepted for publication 6 November 2000!

The aim of this paper is to studyq-harmonic polynomials on the quantum vector
space generated byq-commuting elementsx1 ,x2 ,...,xn . They are defined as solu-
tions of the equationDqp50, wherep is a polynomial inx1 ,x2 ,...,xn and the
q-Laplace operatorDq is determined in terms ofq-derivatives. The projector
Hm :Am→Hm is constructed, whereAm andHm are the spaces of homogeneous~of
degreem! polynomials andq-harmonic polynomials, respectively. By using these
projectors, aq-analog of classical associated spherical harmonics is constructed.
They constitute an orthonormal basis ofHm . A q-analog of separation of variables
is given. Representations of the nonstandardq-deformed algebraUq8(son) @which
plays the role of the rotation group SO(n) in the case of classical harmonic poly-
nomials# on the spacesHm are explicitly constructed. ©2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1343092#

I. INTRODUCTION

The Laplace operator, harmonic polynomials, and related separations of variables ar
great importance for physics and mathematics. They are closely related to the rotation
SO(n) and to its subgroups~see, e.g., Ref. 1, Chap. 10!.

Harmonic polynomials are defined by the equationDp50, whereD is the Laplace operato
andp belongs to the spaceR of polynomials on the Euclidean spaceEn;Rn. The spaceH of all
harmonic polynomials onEn decomposes as a direct sum of the subspacesHm of homogeneous
harmonic polynomials of degreem: H5 % m50

` Hm . The Laplace operatorD on then-dimensional
Euclidean~vector! spaceEn commutes with the natural action of the rotation group SO(n) on this
space. This means that the subspacesHm are invariant with respect to SO(n). The irreducible
representationTm of the group SO(n) with highest weight (m,0,...,0) is realized onHm .

The Laplace operatorD permits separation of variables on the spaceHm . In other words,
there exist different coordinate systems~spherical, polyspherical, etc.! on En;Rn and for each of
them it is possible to find the corresponding basis of the space of solutions of the equatioDp
50 consisting of products of functions depending on separated variables. To different coor
systems there correspond different separations of variables. From the other side, to d
coordinate systems there correspond different chains of subgroups of the group SO(n) ~see Ref. 1,
Chap. 10, for details of this correspondence!. The basis of the spaceHm in separated variables
e.g., in spherical coordinates, consists of products of certain Gegenbauer polynomials mu
by r m, wherer is the radius. These polynomials~considered only on the sphereSn21) are matrix
elements of the class 1@with respect to the subgroup SO(n21)# irreducible representationsTm of
SO(n) belonging to the zero column. The basis ofHm in polyspherical separated variables co
sists of products of Jacobi polynomials multiplied byr m. Considered onSn21, these polynomials
are zero column matrix elements of the representationTm with respect to the subgroup SO(p)
3SO(n2p) for a certain value ofp ~see Ref. 1, Sec. 10.2!.

Many new directions of mathematical physics are related to quantum groups and nonco
tative geometry. It is natural to generalize the above-described theory to noncommutative s

a!Electronic mail: aklimyk@gluk.apc.org
13260022-2488/2001/42(3)/1326/20/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Such generalizations can be of a great importance for further development of some branc
mathematical and theoretical physics related to noncommutative geometry.

The aim of this paper is to construct aq-deformation of the above-described classical theo
In the q-case, instead of the Euclidean space we take the quantum vector space. It is defi
terms of the associative algebraA generated by the elementsx1 ,x2 ,...,xn , satisfying the defining
relationsxixj5qxjxi for i , j . These elements play the role of Cartesian coordinates ofEn .

Theq-Laplace operatorDq onA is defined in terms ofq-derivatives@see formula~12!#. There
exists no quantum groupGq which would relate toDq as the rotation group SO(n) relates to the
classical Laplace operator. For this reason, we involve into the theory a nonsta
q-deformation of the universal enveloping algebraU(son) of the Lie algebra son . This
q-deformed associative algebra@we denote it byUq8(son)# is obtained by deformation of the
defining relations for the elementsI i ,i 218 5Ei ,i 212Ei 21,i , i 52,3,...,n, of U(son), whereEks are
then3n matrices with entries (Eks) i j 5dkids j . The algebraUq8(son) was constructed in Ref. 2.~It
was shown in Ref. 3 that this algebra is related to the algebra of observables for quantum
constructed in Ref. 4.! The algebraUq8(son) replaces the group SO(n) for theq-Laplace operator.

q-harmonic polynomials on the quantum vector space are defined as elementsp of A ~that is,
polynomials inx1 ,x2 ,...,xn) for which Dqp50. By using the algebraUq8(son) ~instead of the
rotation group SO(n) in the classical case! we construct forq-harmonic polynomials a theory
similar to the theory for classical harmonic polynomials described previously. Namely, we
struct projectorsHm :Am→Hm , whereAm andHm are the subspaces of homogeneous~of degree
m! polynomials inA and in the spaceH of all q-harmonic polynomials fromA, respectively.
Using these projectors we construct inHm a q-analog of associated spherical harmonics w
respect to the subalgebraUq8(son21). They constitute an orthonormal basis of the spaceHm

corresponding to the chain of the subalgebrasUq8(son).Uq8(son21).Uq8(son22).¯.Uq8(so2).
Here we obtain aq-analog of the spherical separated coordinates. We construct explicitly
representationTm of the algebraUq8(son) on the spaceHm and identify it with one of the repre
sentations ofUq8(son) known from literature. It is a class 1@with respect to the subalgebr
Uq8(son21)# irreducible representation. Then we construct aq-analog of associated spherical ha
monics with respect to the subalgebraUq8(sop)3Uq8(son2p), where 1,p,n21. Again, these
harmonics constitute a basis ofHm corresponding to the separation of variables related to
subalgebra. We explicitly construct the representationTm of Uq8(son) in this basis.

Our constructions use essentially the results of Ref. 5, where the operatorDq and the spaces
Hm were defined.

Everywhere in the following we suppose thatq is not a root of unity.

II. THE q-DEFORMED ALGEBRA Uq8 „son…

There exist the well known Drinfeld–Jimbo quantum algebrasUq(son) corresponding to the
Lie algebras of the typesBl andDl . However, they are not satisfactory from the point of view
some problems in quantum physics and representation theory. In particular, the redu
Uq(son).Uq(son21) and the embeddingUq(son),Uq(sln) are not allowed. For this reason, a
analog of the Gel’fand–Tsetlin bases for finite-dimensional irreducible representations ofUq(son)
does not exists. To be able to exploit reductions of such types, we have to considerq-deformations
of the universal enveloping algebraU(son) of the Lie algebra son defined in terms of the genera
tors I k,k215Ek,k212Ek21,k @whereEis is the matrix with entries (Eis) rt5d ir dst# rather than by
means of Cartan subalgebras and root elements. To construct such deformations we
deform trilinear relations for elementsI k,k21 instead of Serre’s relations~as in the case of
Drinfeld–Jimbo quantum algebras!. As a result, we obtain the associative algebra which is
noted asUq8(son).

This q-deformation was first constructed in Ref. 2. It permits the reduc
Uq8(son21),Uq8(son). Moreover, thisq-deformed algebraUq8(son) can be embedded into th
Drinfeld–Jimbo algebraUq(sln) ~see Ref. 6!. As a disadvantage of the algebraUq8(son) we have
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to mention difficulties with a Hopf algebra structure. Nevertheless,Uq8(son) turns out to be a
coideal inUq(sln).

Theq-deformed algebraUq8(son) is defined as the associative algebra~with a unity! generated
by the elementsI i ,i 21 , i 52,3,...,n, satisfying the defining relations

I i ,i 21I i 21,i 22
2 2~q1q21!I i 21,i 22I i ,i 21I i 21,i 221I i 21,i 22

2 I i ,i 2152I i ,i 21 , ~1!

I i ,i 21
2 I i 21,i 222~q1q21!I i ,i 21I i 21,i 22I i ,i 211I i 21,i 22I i ,i 21

2 52I i 21,i 22 , ~2!

@ I i ,i 21 ,I j , j 21#50, u i 2 j u.1, ~3!

where@•,•# denotes the usual commutator. In the limitq→1, formulas~1!–~3! give the relations
defining the universal enveloping algebraU(son) ~see Ref. 7!. Note also that relations~1! and~2!
principally differ from theq-deformed Serre relations in the approach of Drinfeld in Ref. 8
Jimbo in Ref. 9~see also Ref. 10! to quantum algebrasUq(son) by the presence of a nonzer
right-hand side. It is evident from~1! to ~3! that we can construct forUq8(son) the chain of
subalgebras

Uq8~son!.Uq8~son21!.¯.Uq8~so3!.Uq8~so2!,

where the subalgebrasUq8(sok) are generated by the elementsI i ,i 21 , i 52,3,...,k, respectively.
Recall that in the standard Drinfeld–Jimbo approach to the definition of quantum algebra
algebrasUq(so2m) and the algebrasUq(so2m11) are distinct series of quantum algebras which
constructed independently of each other.

The algebraUq8(son) can be embedded into the Drinfeld–Jimbo quantum algebraUq(sln).
The last algebra is generated by the elementski[qhi, ki

21[q2hi, ei , f i , i 51,2,...,n21, satis-
fying the relationskiki

215ki
21ki51, kikj5kjki and

kiejki
215qai j ej , ki f jki

215q2ai j f j ,

@ei , f j #[ei f j2 f jei5d i j

ki2ki
21

q2q21 ,

ei
2ei 612~q1q21!eiei 61ei1ei 61ei

250,

f i
2f i 612~q1q21! f i f i 61f i1 f i 61f i

250,

@ei ,ej #5@ f i , f j #50, u i 2 j u.1,

whereaii 52, ai ,i 61521 andai j 50 for u i 2 j u.1. Then there exists a unique homomorphism

w:Uq8~son!→Uq~sln! ~4!

such thatw(I i 11,i)5 f i2qq2hiei ~see Ref. 6!. Moreover, this homomorphism is an embeddin
that is, a one-to-one mapping~see Refs. 5 and 11!.

III. CLASS 1 REPRESENTATIONS OF Uq8 „son…

We shall use the term ‘‘a class 1 representation’’ for those finite-dimensional irredu
representations ofUq8(son) which contain the trivial representation of the subalgebraUq8(son21).
In the case of the algebraUq8(so3), class 1 representations are defined with respect to the c
mutative subalgebraUq8(so2), generated by one elementI 21.

The algebraUq8(son) has two types of finite-dimensional irreducible representations~see Ref.
12!: representations of the classical type~at q→1 they turn into corresponding irreducible repr
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sentations of the Lie algebra son) and representations of the nonclassical type~they have no
classical analog!. It is seen from the formulas for representations of the nonclassical type that
of these representations can be of class 1.

Analyzing the representations of the classical type~formulas for these representations se
e.g., those in Ref. 12! we see that like the classical case, class 1 representations are charac
by ‘‘a highest weight’’ (mn,0, . . . ,0),wheremn is a non-negative integer. These representati
are denotedRmn

. Under restriction onto the subalgebraUq8(son21) the representationRmn
decom-

poses into those and only those class 1 representationsRmn21
of this subalgebra for which

mn>mn21>0 if n.3, 2m3<m2<m3 if n53.

The orthonormal basis obtained by restriction of class 1 representationsTmn
onto the subalgebra

Uq8(sok), k5n21,n22,...,2, is nothing but aq-analog of the Gel’fand–Tsetlin basis. We deno
the Gel’fand–Tsetlin basis elements of the representation space ofRmn

by

umn ,mn21 ,mn22 ,...,m3 ,m2&,

wheremk characterizes the set (mk,0, . . . ,0) of integers giving the class 1 representationRmk
of

Uq8(sok). With respect to this basis the operatorsRmn
(I k,k21) of the representationRmn

of Uq8(son)
are given by

Rmn
~ I 21!umn ,mn21 ,...,m2&5 i @m2#umn ,mn21 ,...,m2&, ~5!

Rmn
~ I k,k21!umn ,mn21 ,...,m2&5~@mk1mk211k22#@mk2mk21# !1/2

3A~mk21!umn ,...,mk ,mk2111,mk22 ,...m2&

2~@mk1mk211k23#@mk2mk2111# !1/2

3A~mk2121!umn ,...,mk ,mk2121,mk22 ,...,m2&, ~6!

wheren>k>3, the symbol@m#[@m#q denotes aq-number defined as

@m#5
qm2q2m

q2q21 ,

and

A~mk21!5S @mk211mk221k23#@mk212mk2211#

@2mk211k23#@2mk211k21# D 1/2

.

Note that in the casek53 we have to putm150 in formula ~6!; then for A(m2) we have the
expression (@m2#@m211#/@2m2#@2m212#)1/2.

IV. REPRESENTATIONS ON THE QUANTUM VECTOR SPACE

Let A[C@x1 ,x2 ,...,xn# be the associative algebra~with unity! generated by element
x1 ,x2 ,...,xn satisfying the defining relationsxixj5qxjxi , i , j . This algebra is called the algebr
of functions on then-dimensional quantum vector space. Elements ofA are called polynomials on
this quantum vector space and are denoted byp[p(x1 ,x2 ,...,xn)[p(x).

We define onA the q-differentiations] i and ] i8 which are linear operators acting as] i p
5] i8p50 on monomialsp not containingxi and as

] i5 x̆i
21

g i2g i
21

q2q21 , ] i85 x̂i
21

g i2g i
21

q2q21 ~7!
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on monomials containingxi , wherex̂i and x̆i are the operators of left and right multiplication b
xi , respectively, and

g i p~x1 ,...,xn!5p~x1 ,...,xi 21 ,qxi ,xi 11 ,...,xn!.

g i
21p~x1 ,...,xn!5p~x1 ,...,xi 21 ,q21xi ,xi 11 ,...,xn!.

We have] i x̂ j5 x̂ j] i , iÞ j , and

] i] j5q21] j] i , ] i x̆ j5qx̆j] i , i , j ,

g i x̂ j5qd i j x̂ jg i , g i] j5q2d i j ] jg i .

It is possible to introduce aq-analog of the Fischer scalar product onA ~see Ref. 5!. It is
defined by

^p1 ,p2&5p1~]18 ,...,]n8!p2* ux50 , ~8!

wherep2* is the polynomialp2 in which numerical coefficients are replaced by complex conjug
ones,p1(]18 ,...,]n8) means theq-differential operator obtained from a polynomialp by replace-
ment ofxi by ] i8 , i 51,2,...,n, and the symbolpux50 means a constant term of the polynomialp.

We can define an action of the quantum algebraUq(sln) on the spaceA determining its
representation onA. This action is given by

r~ki !5g ig i 11
21 , r~ei !5 x̆ig i] i 11 , r~ f i !5 x̆i 11g i

21] i . ~9!

The actionr and formulas~4! lead to the representationT5r+w of Uq8(son) on A. We introduce
the notationu j5T(I j 11,j ), i 51,2,...,n21. Then it is easy to calculate that

u j5 x̆ j 11g j
21] j2 x̆ jg j 11] j 11 ~10!

~see also Ref. 5!.
The representationT of Uq8(son) is reducible. It is easy to check by using the explicit for

~10! of the operatorsu j that the subspacesAmPA of homogeneous polynomials of degreesm are
invariant with respect to this representation. Clearly,

A5 %
m50

`

Am .

We denote the restriction of the representationT to the subspaceAm by T(m).
The representationr of Uq(sln) on the spaceA is also reducible, and the subspacesAm are

invariant for this representation. We denote the restriction of the representationr of Uq(sln) to the
spaceAm by rm . A direct calculation shows that the representationrm is irreducible and has the
highest weight (m,0,...,0). The monomialsx1

m1x2
m2
¯xn

mn , m11m21¯1mn5m, are weight vec-
tors of this representation. The highest weight vector coincides withx1

m .
In general, the representationsT(m) of Uq8(son) on the spacesAm are reducible. It is checked

by a direct computation that the element

Q5x1
21q21x2

21¯1q2n11xn
2PA2 ~11!

is invariant with respect to the representationT(2) ~and hence with respect to the representat
T), that is,T(2)(I k,k21)Q50 for k52,3,...,n. Similarly, the elementQkPA2k is invariant with
respect to the representationT(2k).

To the element~11! there corresponds the operator
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Q̂5 x̂1
21q21x̂2

21¯1q2n11x̂n
2

on A which commutes with operators of the representationT. We also consider onA the operator

Dq[D5qn21]1
21qn22]2

21¯1]n
2 . ~12!

It is called theq-Laplace operatoron the quantum vector space. It is clear thatD:Am→Am22 .
The following relations are proved by direct calculations~see Ref. 5!:

DQ̂k2Q̂kD5Q̂k21@2k#$q2k1n22g2%, ~13!

D~Qk!5Qk21@2k#@2k1n22#, ~14!

where@r # areq-numbers and

$a%5
a2a21

q2q21 .

We also have

Q̂* 5q2n11D, D* 5qn21Q̂, u j* 52u j ,

where an asterisk means Hermitian conjugation with respect to the scalar product~8! ~see Ref. 5!.
A polynomialpPA is calledq-harmonicif Dp50. The linear subspace ofA consisting of all

q-harmonic polynomials is denoted byH. Let Hm5AmùH. Then

H5 %
m50

`

Hm .

Similar to the classical case, the spaceAm can be represented in the form of the direct su
~see Ref. 5!

Am5Hm% QAm22 . ~15!

This decomposition has the following consequence:

Am5 %
0<2 j <m

QjHm22 j ~16!

~the summation here is overj 50,1,2,...,bm/2c, where bm/2c is the integral part ofm/2). The
following proposition is proved in Ref. 5:

Proposition 1: The q-Laplace operatorD commutes with all operators of the representation
of Uq8(son).

It follows from Proposition 1 that the subspaceHm is invariant with respect to the represe
tation T(m). We denote the restriction of this representation toHm by Tm . SinceQ is invariant
with respect toUq8(son), it follows from ~16! that

T(m)5 %
0<2 j <m

Tm22 j . ~17!

In the following we identify the representationsTm22 j with the corresponding representations
Sec. III.

Proposition 2: If hm(x)PHm , then h̃m21(x)ªgn
21]nhm(x)PHm21 and
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ĥm11~x!ªhm~x!xn2
Qgn

21]nhm~x!

@n12m22#
PHm11 . ~18!

Proof: Since h̃m21PAm21 and ĥm11PAm11 , it is enough to prove thatDh̃m2150 and
Dĥm1150. The first relation follows from the equalities

D~gn
21]n!5~]n

21qD (n21)!gn
21]n5q22gn

21]n~]n
21qD (n21)!5q22~gn

21]n!D,

where D (n21))5qn22]1
21qn23]2

21¯1]n21
2 is the q-Laplace operator for the elemen

x1 ,x2 ,...,xn21 . In order to prove the relationDĥm1150 we first note that forpPA one has

]n
2~p~x!xn!5]nS S gn2gn

21

q2q21 p~x!xnD xn
21D 5]nS qgn2q21gn

21

q2q21 p~x!xnxn
21D

5
q2gn2q22gn

21

q2q21 ]np~x!5S q2
gn2gn

21

q2q21 1
q22q22

q2q21 gn
21D ]np~x!

5q2~]n
2p~x!!xn1@2#gn

21]np~x!.

Hence,

D~hm~x!xn!5~]n
21qD (n21)!~hm~x!xn!5]n

2~hm~x!xn!1q3~D (n21)hm~x!!xn

5q2~Dhm~x!!xn1@2#gn
21]nhm~x!5@2#h̃m21~x!. ~19!

Using relation~13! at k51 we also have

D~Qgn
21]nhm~x!!5QDh̃m21~x!1@2#@n12m22#h̃m21~x!. ~20!

Now the relationDĥm1150 follows from ~19! and ~20!. Proposition is proved.
It is shown in Ref. 5 thatA.C@Q# ^ H. This decomposition is aq-analog of the theorem on

separation of variables for Lie groups in an abstract form~see, e.g., Ref. 13!. We have

A.C@Q# ^ H.C@Q# ^ %
m>0

Hm5 %
m>0

~C@Q# ^ Hm!. ~21!

If hm(x)PHm andhs8(x)PHs , then @sinceQ̂* 5q2n11D with respect to the scalar produc
~8!# we have

^Qkhm ,Qlhs8&5qk(2n11)^hm ,DkQlhs8&.

Using ~13! we derive thatD(Qlhs8)5Ql 21@2l #@2l 1n12s22#hs8 . Applying repeatedly this for-
mula we obtain from the previous formula that

^Qkhm ,Qlhs8&5dklq
k(2n11)@2l #!!

@2k1n12s22#!!

@n12s22#!!
^hm ,hs8&. ~22!

Remark:In an analogy with the classical case, we may consider the scalar product~8! as an
integral of the functionp1p2* . Then the formula~22! means a fulfillment of ‘‘integration’’ with
respect to theq-radial part. Like in the classical case, the scalar product^hm ,hs8& can be treated as
‘‘integration’’ over q-spherical coordinates forq-harmonic polynomials.

A direct calculation shows that

^Ql ,Qs&5ql (12n)^1,D lQs&5d lsq
l (2n11)

@2l #!! @2l 1n22#!!

@n22#!!
. ~23!
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V. THE PROJECTION Am\Hm

The decomposition~15! is orthogonal with respect to the scalar product~8!. Let us construct
the projectorHm :Am5Hm% QAm22→Hm . We present this projector in the form

Hmp5 (
k50

bm/2c
akQ̂

kDkp, akPC, pPAm , ~24!

wherebm/2c means the integral part ofm/2. We have to calculate values of the coefficientsak . In
order to do this, we act by theq-Laplace operatorD upon both parts of~24! and use the relation
~13!. Under this action, the left-hand side vanishes. Equating the right-hand side to 0, we de
recurrence relation forak which gives

ak5
~21!k

@2k#!! @n12m24#@n12m26#¯@n12m22k22#

5
~21!k@n12m22k24#!!

@2k#!! @n12m24#!!
, ~25!

where@s#!! 5@s#@s22#@s24#¯@2# ~or @1#) and @0#!! 51.
Note that the coefficientsak are determined by the recurrence relation uniquely up t

constant. In~25! we chose this constant in such a way thatHmp5p for pPHm . This means that
Hm

2 5Hm .
Proposition 3: (a) The operator Hm commutes with the operatorsu j of the representation T(m)

of Uq8(son). (b) Considering the scalar product (8) on the spaceAm we have H* 5H.
Proof: The assertion~a! follows from the fact thatu j commutes withQ̂ andD. The assertion

~b! is a consequence of the equalitiesQ̂* 5q2n11D andD* 5qn21Q̂.
Let us show how to construct by using the operatorHm a zonal polynomial@that is an

invariant element with respect to the subalgebraUq8(son21)# in the spaceHm . In order to do this,
we have to take a polynomialpPAm invariant with respect toUq8(son21) and to act upon it by the
operatorHm . Since the projectorHm commutes with the action ofUq8(son21), a polynomial
obtained in this way is a zonal polynomial. Clearly, the polynomialp(x)5xn

m belongs toAm and
is invariant under the action ofUq8(son21). We have

wm8ªHmxn
m5 (

k50

bm/2c
akQ̂

kDkxn
m5 (

k50

bm/2c
akQ̂

k]n
2kxn

m

5 (
k50

bm/2c
~21!k

@m#! @n12m22k24#!!

@m22k#! @2k#!! @n22m24#!!
Qkxn

m22k . ~26!

Using the notation

~a;q!s5~12a!~12qa!~12q2a!¯~12qs21a!,

we reduce the zonal polynomial~26! to the form

wm8 5 (
k50

bm/2c
~q22m;q4!k~q22m12;q4!k

~q4;q4!k~q22n24m18;q4!k
q2k(n25)Qkxn

m22k . ~27!

It concides with the formula for a zonal polynomial found by another method in Ref. 5.
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VI. q -ANALOG OF ASSOCIATED SPHERICAL HARMONICS WITH RESPECT TO
Uq8 „sonÀ1…

It is known~see Ref. 1, Chaps. 9 and 10! that in the space of classical homogeneous harmo
polynomials there exist different orthonormal bases. They correspond to different separati
variables. Each separation of variables corresponds to a certain chain of subgroups of the
group SO(n). We show in the following that a similar picture has place for spacesHm of
homogeneousq-harmonic polynomials.

In the classical case, the tree method distinguishes different separations of variab
equivalently, different chains of subgroups of SO(n). The same tree method can be used
q-harmonic polynomials, but instead of chains of subgroups of SO(n) we have to take the corre
sponding chains of subalgebras of the algebraUq8(son).

The aim of this section is to construct an orthonormal basis of the spaceHm of homogeneous
q-harmonic polynomials which corresponds to the chain

Uq8~son!.Uq8~son21!.¯.Uq8~so3!.Uq8~so2!, ~28!

where Uq8(so2) is the commutative subalgebra generated by the elementI 21. This basis is a
q-analog of the well-known set of associated spherical harmonics which are products of c
Gegenbauer polynomials~see, Ref. 1, Chap. 9!.

Proposition 4: Let hs(x8) be a homogeneous harmonic polynomial of degree s inx8
5(x1 ,x2 ,...,xn21). Then for xn

m2shs(x8)PAm we have

Hm~xn
m2shs~x8!!5S (

k50

b(m2s)/2c
~21!kq22sk@m2s#! @2m1n22k24#!!

@m2s22k#! @2k#!! @2m1n24#!!
Qkxn

m2s22kD hs~x8!.

~29!

Proof: Since

D (n21)~xn
m2shs~x8!!5xn

m2s~D (n21)hs~x8!!50,

whereD (n21) is theq-Laplace operator for the elementsx1 ,x2 ,...,xn21 , we have

D~xn
m2shs~x8!!5~qD (n21)1]n

2!~xn
m2shs~x8!!5q22s@m2s#@m2s21#xn

m2shs~x8!.

Applying repeatedly the last relation to the right-hand side of the equality

Hm~xn
m2shs~x8!!5 (

k50

bm/2c
akQ̂

kD (n)
k ~xn

m2shs~x8!!

we derive the relation~29!. The proposition is proved.
We denote byt̂ s

n,m(Q,xn) the expression aths(x8) on the right-hand side of~29!:

t̂ s
n,m~Q,xn!5 (

k50

b(m2s)/2c
~21!kq22sk@m2s#! @2m1n22k24#!!

@m2s22k#! @2k#!! @2m1n24#!!
Qkxn

m2s22k . ~30!

In particular, we havet̂0
n,m(Q,xn)5wm8 5Hmxn

m .
In order to construct an orthonormal basis ofHm , we have to normalize expression~29!. Let

us first consider a normalization ofwm8 . We have

^wm8 ,wm8 &5^Hmxn
m ,Hmxn

m&5^xn
m ,Hm* Hmxn

m&5^xn
m ,Hmxn

m&5^xn
m ,wm8 &5cm

(0)^xn
m ,xn

m&,

where cm
(0) is the coefficient atxn

m in expression~27! for wm8 @the last equality is due to the
definition ~8! of the scalar product#. We have
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cm
(0)5 (

k50

bm/2c
~q22m;q4!k~q22m12;q4!k

~q22n24m18;q4!k

qk(22n16)

~q4;q4!k

52w1~q22m, q22m12; q822n24m; q4, q22n16!.

This q-hypergeometric series can be summed by means of the formula

2w1~a,q2n; c; q, cqn/a!5
~c/a;q!n

~c;q!n
~31!

~see Ref. 14, Sec. 1.5!. As a result, we derive that

cm
(0)5

~q22(n1m23);q4!m/2

~q22(n12m24);q4!m/2
if m2s is even,

cm
(0)5

~q22(n1m24);q4!(m21)/2

~q22(n12m24);q4!(m21)/2
if m2s is odd.

Since^xn
m ,xn

m&5(]n8)
nxn

m5@n#!, then the normalized zonal polynomial fromHm has a form

wm5~cm
(0)@m#! !21/2wm8 .

Now let ts
m denote expression~29!. We similarly have

^ts
m ,ts

m&5^Hm~xn
m2shs~x8!!,Hm~xn

m2shs~x8!!&5^xn
m2shs~x8!,ts

m&

5cm
(s)^xn

m2shs~x8!,xn
m2shs~x8!&5cm

(s)q2s(m2s)^hs~x8!xn
m2s ,xn

m2shs~x8!&

5cm
(s)q2s(m2s)@m2s#! ^hs~x8!,hs~x8!&,

wherecm
(s) is the coefficient atxn

m2s in expression~30! for t̂ s
n,m(Q,xn). We obtain from~30! that

cm
(s)5 (

k50

b(m2s)/2c
~q22(m2s);q4!k~q22(m2s)12;q4!k

~q22n24m18;q4!k

qk(22n24s16)

~q4;q4!k

52w1~q2(s2m), q2(s2m)12; q822n24m; q4, q622n24s!.

This q-hypergeometric series can be summed by means of formula~31! and we receive

cm
(s)5

~q2(2n2m2s13);q4!(m2s)/2

~q2(2n22m14);q4!(m2s)/2
if m2s is even, ~32!

cm
(s)5

~q2(2n2m2s14);q4!(m2s21)/2

~q2(2n22m14);q4!(m2s21)/2
if m2s is odd. ~33!

Instead oft̂ s
n,m(Q,xn) we shall use the normalized expression

ts
n,m~Q,xn!5

qs(m2s)/2

Acm
(s)@m2s#!

t̂ s
n,m~Q,xn!. ~34!

In order to construct an orthonormal basis of the spaceHm in an explicit form, we take into
account that

^ts
n,m~Q,xn!hs~x8!,ts

n,m~Q,xn!hs~x8!&5^hs~x8!,hs~x8!&.
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We apply the previous reasoning of this section to homogeneousq-harmonic polynomials of
x1 ,x2 ,...,xn21 . As a result, we obtainq-harmonic polynomials of the form

ts
n,m~Q,xn!t r

n21,s~Qn21 ,xn21!hr~x9!, s50,1,2,...,m, r 50,1,2,...,s,

where

Qn215x1
21q21x2

21¯1q2n12xn21
2 , x95~x1 ,x2 ,...,xn22!,

hr(x9) are elements of the space of homogeneousq-harmonic polynomials of degreer in
x1 ,x2 ,...,xn22 , andt r

n21,s(Qn21 ,xn21) is defined by~30! and ~34!.
Continuing this procedure, we obtain the normalized polynomials ofHm of the form

Jm~x![Jm,mn21 ,mn22 ,...,m2
~x!

5tmn21

n,m ~Q,xn!tmn22

n21,mn21~Qn21 ,xn21!¯tm2

3,m3~Q3 ,x3!t2,m2~x1 ,x2!, ~35!

m>mn21>mn22>¯>m3>um2u, ~36!

where the polynomialst2,m2(x1 ,x2) are determined in the following way. A complete set
linearly independent harmonic polynomials inx1 andx2 coincides with

z(0)[1, z(s)5~ ix11x2!~ ix11qx2!¯~ ix11qs21x2!, s.0,

z(s)5~ ix12x2!~ ix12qx2!¯~ ix12q2s11x2!, s,0

~see Ref. 5!. A direct computation shows thatc(0)[^z(0),z(0)&51 and

c(s)[^x(s),x(s)&5c(2s)[^x(2s),x(2s)&52qs(s21)/2@s#@2s22#!!, s.0.

We set

t2,m2~x1 ,x2!5~c(m2)!21/2z(m2).

To every set of integersmn21 ,mn22 ,...,m3 ,m2 satisfying the condition~36! corresponds a
polynomial ~35!. ~For fixedm3 the numberm2 takes the values2m3 ,2m321,...,m3 .! A direct
calculation shows that the number of these polynomials is equal to the dimension of the spaHm

given in Corollary 3.1.4 of Ref. 5. From the other side, the polynomials~35! are pairwise orthogo-
nal @a proof of this fact is fulfilled by taking into account the definition~8! of the scalar product
and repeating the above-mentioned reasoning of this section#. This means thatthe set of all
polynomials (35) constitute an orthonormal basis of the spaceHm . This basis corresponds to th
chain of subalgebras (28).

Representation of the basis of the spaceHm of solutions of the equationDpm50 in the form
~35! gives us aq-analog of separation of variables of the classical analysis. Thisq-separation of
variables corresponds to the chain of subalgebras~28!. q-analogs of other types of separations
variables will be given in the following.

VII. REPRESENTATION OF Uq8 „son… ONHm

In this section we derive how the operatorsu j act upon the basis elements~35!.
Lemma 1: Let hm(x)5 t̂ s

n,m(Q,xn)hs(x8), where tˆs
n,m is given by (30) and hs(x8) is a homo-

geneous q-harmonic polynomial of degree s inx85(x1 ,x2 ,...,xn21). Then for the corresponding

q-harmonic polynomials h˜
m21(x) and ĥm11(x), given by Proposition 2, we have
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h̃m21~x!5q2s@m2s#
@n1m1s23#

@n12m24#
t̂ s
n,m21~Q,xn!hs~x8!, ~37!

ĥm11~x!5qst̂ s
n,m11~Q,xn!hs~x8!. ~38!

Proof: It was proved in Sec. VI that

hm~x!5cm
(s)xn

m2shs~x8!1aQn21xn
m2s22hs~x8!1bQn21xn

m2s24hs~x!1¯ ,

wherea andb are certain coefficients~we do not need their explicit form! andcm
(s) is given by

~32! and ~33!. Therefore, forh̃m21(x)5gn
21]nhm(x) we have

h̃m21~x!5q2sq2(m2s21)@m2s#cm
(s)xn

m2s21hs~x8!1a8Qn21xn
m2s23hs~x8!1¯ . ~39!

This polynomial is of the formh̃m21(x)5s t̂ s
n,m21(Q,xn)hs(x8), wheres is a constant andhs(x8)

is as noted earlier. To show this we note that by Proposition 2 we haveh̃m21(x)PHm21 . There-
fore, h̃m21(x) is a linear combination of the basis polynomials~35! taken forHm21 . In the set of
these basis polynomials there is a single polynomial of the formp(Q,xn)hs(x8). Up to a constant
it coincides witht̂ s

n,m21(Q,xn)hs(x8). This proves the desired form ofh̃m21(x).
In order to compute the constants in h̃m21(x)5s t̂ s

n,m21(Q,xn)hs(x8) we representh̃m21(x)
in the form

h̃m21~x!5s~cm21
(s) xn

m2s21hs~x8!1a9Qn21xn
m2s23hs~x8!1¯ !. ~40!

Comparing the coefficients atxn
m2s21hs(x8) in ~39! and ~40! we derive that

s5q2m11@m2s#
cm

(s)

cm21
(s) 5q2s@m2s#

@n1m1s23#

@n12m24#
.

This proves relation~37!.
Now for our hm(x) we consider the expressionĥm11(x) given by ~18!. We have

hm~x!xn5qscm
(s)xn

m2s11hs~x8!1¯ ,

Qgn
21]nhm~x!

@n12m22#
5

q12nq2m11@m2s#

@n12m22#
cm

(s)xn
m2s11hs~x8!1¯ ,

where the dots mean summands with lower degrees ofxn . Making some calculations with
q-numbers we derive from these equalities that

ĥm11~x!5
qm@n1m1s22#

@n12m22#
xn

m2s11hs~x8!1¯ . ~41!

Taking into account thatĥm11PHm11 and using the above-mentioned reasoning of this proof,
easily proves thatĥm11(x)5t t̂ s

n,m11(Q,xn)hs(x8), wheret is a constant. In order to calculate th
constant, we representĥm11 in the form

ĥm11~x!5t~cm11
(s) xn

m2s11hs~x8!1¯ !. ~42!

Comparing the coefficients atxm2s11hs(x8) in ~41! and ~42!, we derive that
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t5
qm@n1m1s22#

@n12m22#

cm
(s)

cm11
(s) 5qs.

This proves relation~38!. The lemma is proved.
Theorem 1: The operators Tm(I k,k21)5uk21 , k52,3,...,n, act upon the basis elemen

Jm[um&, given by (35), as

Tm~ I k,k21!um&52~@mk1mk211k22#@mk2mk21# !1/2A~mk21!umk21
1 &1~@mk1mk211k23#

3@mk2mk2111# !1/2A~mk2121!umk21
2 &, kÞ2,

Tm~ I 21!um&5 i @m2#um&,

where mn[m, mk21
6 denote the set of the numbersm with mk21 replaced by mk2161, respec-

tively, and

A~mk21!5S @mk211mk221k23#@mk212mk2211#

@2mk211k23#@2mk211k21# D 1/2

.

Proof: Let us find how the operator

Tm~ I n,n21![un215 x̆ngn21
21 ]n212 x̆n21gn]n

acts upon the polynomialxn
m2st̂ r

n21,s(Qn21 ,xn21)hr(x9), where hr(x9) is a homogeneous
q-harmonic polynomial inx1 ,x2 ,...,xn22 . We have

x̆ngn21
21 ]n21~xn

m2st̂ r
n21,s~Qn21 ,xn21!hr~x9!!5 x̆n~xn

m2sgn21
21 ]n21 t̂ r

n21,s~Qn21 ,xn21!hr~x9!!

5qs21xn
m2s11gn21

21 ]n21 t̂ r
n21,shr~x9!.

Using Lemma 1 we derive that

x̆n21gn]n~xn
m2st̂ r

n21,shr~x9!!5qm22s21@m2s# x̆n21~xn
m2s21 t̂ r

n21,shr~x9!!

5qm22s21@m2s#xn
m2s21S qr t̂ r

n21,s11hr~x9!

1
Qn21gn21

21 ]n21 t̂ r
n21,shr~x9!

@n12s23#
D ,

where t̂ r
n21,s[ t̂ r

n21,s(Qn21 ,xn21). Using the above-given equalities and the relation

xn
m2s21Qn215q22(m2s21)~Q2q2n11xn

2!xn
m2s21

5q22(m2s21)Qxn
m2s212q22(m2s21)2n11xn

m2s11

we obtain that

un21~xn
m2st̂ r

n21,shr~x9!!5S qs211q22(m2s)2n13
qm22s21@m2s#

@n12s23# D xn
m2s11gn21

21 ]n21 t̂ r
n21,shr~x9!

2qm22s1r 21@m2s#xn
m2s21 t̂ r

n21,s11hr~x9!

2
q2m11

@n12s23#
Qxn

m2s21]nt̂ r
n21,shr~x9!.
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Now we act by the projection operatorHm upon both sides of this relation, taking into account th
the last summand on the right-hand side belongs to KerHm . Sinceun21 commutes withHm ~see
Proposition 3!, we derive

un21~ t̂ s
n,mt̂ r

n21,shr~x9!!52qm22s1r 21@m2s# t̂ s11
n,m t̂ r

n21,s11hr~x9!

1q2m12s2r 21@s2r #
@n1m1s23#@n1s1r 24#

@n12s23#@n12s25#
t̂ s21
n,m t̂ r

n21,s21hr~x9!.

If we rewrite this formula for the normalized polynomialsJm , then we obtain the action formul
for the operatorTm(I n,n21)5un21 , given by the formulation of the theorem.

The above-given proof is valid for the action of any operatorTm(I j , j 21)5u j 21 , j >3, since
u j 21 act upon basis polynomials~35! on the right. The formula forTm(I 21) is derived in Ref. 5.
The theorem is proved.

Comparing the operatorsTm(I k,k21) of Theorem 1 with the operators of the irreducib
representationRm of Uq8(son) from Sec. III we obtain

Corollary: The representation Tm realized on the spaceHm of homogeneous q-harmonic
polynomials is equivalent to the class 1 irreducible representation Rm of Uq8(son).

VIII. q -ANALOG OF ASSOCIATED SPHERICAL HARMONICS WITH RESPECT TO
Uq8 „sop…ÃUq8 „sonÀp…

In Sec. VI we found an orthonormal basis of the spaceHm of homogeneous harmonic poly
nomials corresponding to the chain of subalgebras~28!. In this section we shall find orthonorma
bases of the same space corresponding to the reductions

Uq8~son!.Uq8~sop!3Uq8~son2p!. ~43!

As in the classical case~see Ref. 1, Chap. 10!, further reductions can be made as in~28! or as~43!.
In particular, the usual tree method~see Ref. 1, Sec. 10.2! can be used to describe different chai
of subalgebras corresponding to different orthonormal bases ofHm .

We represent the setx5(x1 ,x2 ,...,xn) as x5(y,t), where y5(x1 ,x2 ,...,xp) and t
5(xp11 ,xp12 ,...,xn). Then theq-Laplace operatorD can be written as

D5qn2pD (y)1D (t) ,

whereD (y) andD (t) are theq-Laplace operators fory and t, respectively.
In order to find bases ofHm corresponding to the reduction~43! we take non-negative num

berss1 ands2 such thatm ands11s2 are of the same evenness andm2s12s2>0. Let us find a
harmonic projection of the function

Qt
(m2s12s2)/2hs1

~ t!hs2
~y!PAm ,

where Qtªxp111q21xp121¯1q2(n2p)11xn and hs1
(t) @respectivelyhs2

(y)# is a homoge-
neous of degrees1 ~respectively, of degrees2! harmonic polynomial int ~respectively, iny!. By
definition ~7! of the derivatives] i from ~12!, we have

D~Qt
rhs1

~ t!hs2
~y!!5D (t)~Qt

rhs1
~ t!hs2

~y!!1qn2pQt
rhs1

~ t!D (y)hs2
~y!

5q22s2D (t)~Qt
rhs1

~ t!!hs2
~y!,

wherer 5(m2s12s2)/2. Taking into account relation~13! we obtain

D~Qt
rhs1

~ t!hs2
~y!!5q22s2Qt

r 21@2r #@2r 1n2p12s122#hs1
~ t!hs2

~y!.
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Repeatedly applying this formula we derive

Hm~Qt
rhs1

~ t!hs2
~y!!

5 (
k50

bm/2c
akQ̂

kDk~Qt
rhs1

~ t!hs2
~y!!

5S (
k50

r
~21!kq22s2k@2r #!!

@n12m24#!!

@2r 1n2p12s122#!! @n12m22k24#!!

@2r 22k#!! @2r 1n2p12s122k22#!! @2k#!!
QkQt

r 2kD
3hs1

~ t!hs2
~y!, ~44!

where, as before,r 5(m2s12s2)/2.
We denote byt̂ s1 ,s2

n,p; m(Qt ,Qy) the expression aths1
(t)hs2

(y) on the right-hand side of~44!:

t̂ s1 ,s2

n,p; m~Qt ,Qy!5 (
k50

r
~21!kq22s2k@2r #!!

@n12m24#!!

3
@2r 1n2p12s122#!! @n12m22k24#!!

@2r 22k#!! @2r 1n2p12s122k22#!! @2k#!!
QkQt

r 2k . ~45!

In particular,

t̂0,0
n,p; m~Qt ,Qy!5

@2r #!! @2r 1n2p22#!!

@n12m24#!! (
k50

r
~21!k@n12m22k24#!! QkQt

r 2k

@2r 22k#!! @2r 1n2p22k22#!! @2k#!!
,

~46!

wherem is even, is a zonal polynomial of the spaceHm with respect to the subalgebraUq8(sop)
3Uq8(son2p). Whenm is not even, then the spaceHm does not have a zonal polynomial.

In order to normalize expression~45! we have to calculate the coefficientcm
(s1 ,s2) at Qt

r in

t̂ s1 ,s2

n,p; m(Qt ,Qt). It follows from ~45! and fromQ5Qy1q2pQt that

cm
(s1 ,s2)

5 (
k50

r
~21!kq22s2k2pk@2r #!!

@n12m24#!!

@2r 1n2p12s122#!! @n12m22k24#!!

@2r 22k#!! @2r 1n2p12s122k22#!! @2k#!!

52w1~q22(2r 1n2p12s122),q24r ; q22n24m18; q4, q424s222p!.

By formula ~31! we have

cm
(s1 ,s2)

5
~q424s222p24r ;q4!r

~q22n24m18;q4!r
.

Repeating the reasoning of Sec. VI for derivation of formula~34!, we fulfill a normalization of
expression~45!. The normalized expression has the form

ts1 ,s2

n,p; m~Qt ,Qy!5S @n12s12p22#!! q(n2p21)r 12s2r 1s1s2

@2r #!! @2s11n12r 2p22#!! cm
(s1 ,s2) D 1/2

t̂ s1 ,s2

n,p; m~Qt ,Qy!.

In order to construct an orthonormal basis of the spaceHm corresponding to the reductio
Uq8(son).Uq8(sop)3Uq8(son2p) in an explicit form, we note that

^ts1 ,s2

n,p; m~Qt ,Qy!hs1
~ t!hs2

~y!,ts1 ,s2

n,p; m~Qt ,Qy!hs1
~ t!hs2

~y!&5^hs1
~ t!,hs1

~ t!&^hs2
~y!,hs2

~y!&.
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Therefore, for construction of such a basis we have to take orthonormal baseshs1

( i )(t) andhs2

( j )(y)

of the spacesH s1

(t) andH s2

(y) of homogeneousq-harmonic polynomials int andy, respectively, and

to construct the products

ts1 ,s2

n,p; m~Qt ,Qy!hs1

( i )~ t!hs2

( j )~y!, ~47!

s11s2[m~mod 2!, s11s2<m, i 51,2,...,dimH s1

(t) , j 51,2,...,dimH s2

(y) .

It is easy to calculate that the number of elements~47! is equal to dimHm . From the other side
it is proved as in the case of the basis elements~35! that the elements~47! are orthogonal to each
other. Therefore, the polynomials~47! constitute an orthonormal basis of the spaceHm . In par-
ticular, we can take the elementsJs1

(t), s15(s1 ,s18 ,...), andJs2
(y), s25(s2 ,s28 ,...), of thetype

~35! as orthonormal bases of the spacesH s1

(t) andH s2

(y) , respectively. Then the elements

ts1 ,s2

n,p; m~Qt ,Qy!Js1
~ t!Js2

~y! ~48!

form an orthonormal basis ofHm corresponding to the chain

Uq8~son!.Uq8~sop!3Uq8~son2p!.Uq8~sop21!3Uq8~son2p21!.¯ . ~49!

As was mentioned previously, in order to construct different orthonormal bases ofHm the tree
method from Sec. 10.2 in Ref. 1 can be used. To different trees there correspond different
of subalgebras ofUq8(son) and orthonormal bases corresponding to them. As in Sec. VI, in
way we obtainq-analogs of different separation of variables.

In the following, for derivation of formulas of action of the operatorsu j upon basis element
corresponding to the reduction~49!, we need another basis ofHm . It is obtained from the basis

~48! if the elementsJs1
(t) of H s1

(t) are replaced by the polynomialsJ̃s1
(t), where J̃s1

(t) is

obtained fromJs1
(t) by replacement ofxp11 ,xp12 ,...,xn by xn ,xn21 ,...,xp11 , respectively, and

q by q21. It is proved by a direct calculation thatD tJ̃s1
(t)50. Thus, we have the orthonorma

basis

Js1 ,s2

n,p ~x!5ts1 ,s2

n,p; m~Qt ,Qy!J̃s1
~ t!J̃s2

~y! ~50!

of Hm .
For calculation in the following we shall use the polynomials

h̃s1 ,s2

n2p ~ t!ª t̃
s
18

p,s1~Qt ,xp11!h̃s
18
~ t8! ~51!

multiple to J̃s1
(t), wheret85(xp12 ,xp13 ,...,xn) and t̃

s
18

p,s1(Qt ,xp11) and h̃s
18
(t8) are obtained

from t̂
s
18

p,s1(Qt ,xn) and hs
18
(xp11 ,...,xn21) by the replacement mentioned previously. For t

polynomials~51! the following lemma is proved in the same way as Lemma 1.
Lemma 2: The following relations are true in the space of q-harmonic polynomials in

xp11 ,xp12 ,...,xn :

gp11]p11h̃s1 ,s
18

n2p
~ t!5qs18@s12s18#

@n2p1s11s1823#

@n2p12s124#
h̃s121,s

18
n2p

~ t!,

h̃s1 ,s
18

n2p
~ t!xp112

qn2p21Qtgp11]p11h̃s1 ,s
18

n2p
~ t!

@n2p12s122#
5q2s18h̃s111,s

18
n2p

~ t!.
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IX. REPRESENTATIONS Tm IN Uq8 „sop…ÃUq8 „sonÀp… BASIS

The aim of this section is to derive formulas giving the action of the operatorsu j upon the
basis~50! corresponding to the reduction~49!.

First, we obtain the action of the operatorTm(I p11,p)5up upon non-normalized basis vector
For this, we calculate

up~Qt
rhs1

~ t!hs2
~y!!5Qt

rhs1
~ t!xp11qs221~gp

21]phs2
~y!!2q2s2~gp11]p11~Qt

rhs1
~ t!!hs2

~y!xp ,

wherehs1
PHs1

(t) andhs2
PHs2

(y) . Using the Leibnitz rule

]p11~ f 1~xp11 ,...,xn! f 2~xp11 ,...,xn!!5~gp11
21 f 1!~]p11f 2!1~]p11f 1!~gp11gp12¯gnf 2!

we obtain

gp11]p11~Qt
rhs1

~ t!!5gp11~~gp11
21 Qt

r !]p11hs1
~ t!1~]p11Qt

r !~gp11gp12 ...gnhs1
~ t!!!

5Qt
r~gp11]p11hs1

~ t!!1~gp11]p11Qt
r !qs1gp11hs1

~ t!

5Qt
r~gp11]p11hs1

~ t!!1@2r #q2r 12s121Qt
r 21hs1

~ t!xp11 ,

where

gp11]p11Qt
r5Qt

r 21xp11q2r 21@2r #.

By means of this relation and Lemmas 1 and 2 we get

up~Qt
rhs1

~ t!hs2
~y!!5

qs222s122r@n2412s112s212r #

@n2p12s122#@p12s222#
Qt

r 11~gp11]p11h̃s1 ,s
18

n2p
~ t!!

3~gp
21]phs2 ,s

28
p

~y!!1qs22s1822r 21
@p12s212r 22#

@p12s222#
Qt

r h̃s111,s
18

n2p
~ t!

3~gp
21]phs2 ,s

28
p

~y!!2q2s21s2812r
@n2p12s112r 22#

@n2p12s122#
Qt

r

3~gp11]p11h̃s1 ,s
18

n2p
~ t!!hs211,s

28
p

~y!

2q2s12s22s181s2812r 21@2r #Qt
r 21h̃s111,s

18
n2p

~ t!hs211,s
28

p
~y!, ~52!

where the expressionsgp11]p11h̃s1 ,s
18

n2p
(t) andgp

21]phs2 ,s
28

p
(y) are equal to

gp11]p11h̃s1 ,s
18

n2p
~ t!5qs18@s12s18#

@n2p1s11s1823#

@n2p12s124#
h̃s121,s

18
n2p

~ t!,

gp
21]phs2 ,s

28
p

~y!5q2s28@s22s28#
@p1s21s2823#

@p12s224#
hs221,s

28
p

~y!.

Acting by Hm upon both sides of~52! and taking into account thatHm commutes withup , we
obtain the action formula for the non-normalized vectors. It follows from this formula howup acts
upon normalized polynomialsJs1 ,s2

n,p (x)[um; s1 ,s2&, where, as before,s15(s1 ,s18 ,s19 ,...), s2

5(s2 ,s28 ,s29 ,...). This action is given by
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upum; s1 ,s2&52Ks1
Ls2

~@m2s12s2#@m1s11s21n22# !1/2um; s1
11 ,s2

11&

1Ks1
Ls221~@m2s11s21p22#@m1s12s21n2p# !1/2um; s1

11 ,s2
21&

2Ks121Ls2
~@m1s12s21n2p22#@m2s11s21p# !1/2um; s1

21 ,s2
11&

1Ks121Ls221~@m2s12s212#@m1s11s21n24# !1/2um; s1
21 ,s2

21&,

wheresi
61 is the setsi with si replaced bysi61, respectively, and

Ks1
5S @s12s1811#@s11s181n2p22#

@2s11n2p#@2s11n2p22#
D 1/2

,

Ls2
5S @s22s2811#@s21s281p22#

@2s21p#@2s21p22#
D 1/2

.

This formula coincides with one given for this type of irreducible representation ofUq8(son) in
Ref. 15.

The action of operatorsuk , 1<k,p, upon the basis~50! is given by the formulas of Theorem
1 written for the algebraUq8(sop) with mp5s2 , mp215s28 ,... . Theaction of operatorsuk , p
,k,n, is given by the formulas of Theorem 1 for the operators2un2k of the algebra
Uq8(son2p), respectively, withmn2p5s1 , mn2p215s18 ,... .

X. SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITIONS OF SOME REPRESENTATIONS

The above-obtained results allow us to decompose the reducible representations constr
the previous sections into irreducible constituents. In Sec. IV we gave the representationrm of
Uq(sln) on the spaceAm of homogeneous polynomials. It is an irreducible representation
highest weight (m,0,...,0). The restriction of this representation to the subalgebraUq8(son) was
denoted byT(m). Since forT(m) we have the decomposition~17! andTm22 j;Rm22 j , whereRk

are the irreducible class 1 representations ofUq8(son), then

rm↓U
q8(son)5 %

0<2 j <m
Rm22 j , T(m)5 %

0<2 j <m
Rm22 j ,

where summations are such as in~17!.
The results of Sec. IX show how the restriction of the representationTm;Rm of Uq8(son) onto

the subalgebraUq8(sop)3Uq8(son2p) decomposes into irreducible representations:

Rm↓U
q8(sop)3U

q8(son2p)5 %
s1 ,s2

~Rs1
3Rs2

!,

where summation is over non-negative integerss1 and s2 such thats11s2[0(modm) and s1

1s2<m.
The formulas

ke5q4ek, k f5q24f k, e f2 f e5
k2k21

q22q22

determine the quantum algebraUq2(sl2). The algebra homomorphismv:Uq2(sl2)→A uniquely
determined by

w~e!5
Q̂

q1q21 , w~ f !52
D

q1q21 , v~k!5qng1
2
¯gn

2[qng2
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is a representation ofUq2(sl2) ~see Ref. 5!. Since the operatorsv(e), v( f ), andv(k) commute
with the operatorsu j ~see Ref. 5!, the representationv3T of the algebraUq2(sl2)3U8(son) acts
on A, whereT is determined by formula~10!. This representation is reducible. Let us decomp
it into irreducible components.

By ~21!, we haveA5 % m>0(C@Q# ^ Hm). The subspacesC@Q# ^ Hm are irreducible under
Uq2(sl2)3U8(son), since the spaceC@Q# is pointwise invariant underU8(son) and for f
PC@Q# andhmPHm we have

Q̂~ f ~Q! ^ hm!5Q f~Q! ^ hm , ~53!

D~Qr
^ hm!5@2r #@2r 12m1n22#Qr 21

^ hm , ~54!

k~Qr
^ hm!5qng2~Qr

^ hm!5q4r 12m1n~Qr
^ hm!. ~55!

These formulas show thatUq2(sl2) acts onC@Q# andU8(son) acts onHm . However, this action
of Uq2(sl2) depends on the componentHm . Taking the basis

ur &ª@2r #!Qr , r 50,1,2,...,

in the spaceC@Q#, we find from~53! to ~55! that

v~ f !ur &52@r 1m211n/2#q2ur 21&,

v~e!ur &5@r 11#q2ur 11&, v~k!ur &5~q2!m12r 1n/2ur &.

Comparing this representation with the known irreducible representations ofUq2(sl2) ~see, e.g.,
Ref. 16! we derive that the irreducible representation ofUq2(sl2) of the discrete series with lowes
weight m1n/2 is realized on the componentC@Q# of the spaceC@Q# ^ Hm . We denote this
representation ofUq2(sl2) by Dm1n/2 .

Thus, we derived that on the subspaceC@Q# ^ Hm of the spaceA acts the irreducible repre
sentationDm1n/23Tm of the algebraUq2(sl2)3U8(son). This means that for the reducible re
resentationv ^ T we have the following decomposition into irreducible components:

v ^ T5 %
m50

`

Dm1n/23Tm .

It is a q-analog of the corresponding decomposition of the classical case~see Ref. 1, Sec. 12.3!.
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Diagram projection rules for recoupling diagrams
in the Racah–Wigner category
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This paper gives three important techniques for recoupling coefficients of an arbi-
trary number or irreducible representations: factorization as a product of smaller
degree recoupling coefficients, diagram projection projecting a recoupling diagram
to obtain constraints on recoupling coefficients, and primitive expansion expressing
a recoupling coefficient in terms of primitive recoupling coefficients. The first
technique reduces a recoupling coefficient to its essential and simplest form. The
second is many faceted allowing one to work at the recoupling level. Importantly,
recoupling diagrams can be used to construct a complete set of constraints on the
recoupling coefficients. The third allows large degree recoupling coefficients to be
expressed in terms of primitive recoupling coefficients. An example of this is the
fact that the 9j symbol is defined by the 3j and 6j symbols. © 2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1339830#

I. INTRODUCTION

The central goals of group representation theory1 are to determine the representations o
group, determine which of these are irreducible, and decompose any representation into a
sum of irreducible representations. The converse, namely given the irreducible representatio
rules concerning direct sum decomposition determine the original group, is given by Tann
Krein duality.2 The Racah–Wigner calculus3,4 assumes this knowledge and proceeds to unra
the properties of the mappings between representations. This falls squarely into the re
category theory5 and homological algebra. The important properties are Schur’s lemma, natu
coherence,6 and universal property.

Furthermore, given the number of labels often needed to index a recoupling coefficien
important to choose appropriate notation. This notation has to be precise to account f
complex relationships between labels yet still represent the underlying structure of recou
This we achieve through a suitable bra ket format together with the pictorial power of binary
Also the often complex relationships between mappings requires a mathematical formal
cope with the ideas involved; such a formalism is best given using category theory which pro
a concrete link between binary trees and the bra ket notation. In recent years category th
finding relevance to knot theory and quantum groups.7

The formulation of the Racah–Wigner calculus as a ring category is given in Joyce
Butler,8 Joyce.9 The original sources on ring categories are Kelly10 and Laplaza.11 The reader
should consult these sources for a complete understanding of the category theoretic issue
paper gives concise definitions for statement, coupling, recoupling, and recoupling coefficien
notion of coupling relies on the concept of universal property and the notion of recouplin
naturality and coherence; all ideas only found in category theory. The recoupling coeffici
generated through the notion of a projection scheme. This paper utilizes these notions to giv
important techniques for effectively handling recoupling coefficients: factorization of recou
coefficients as a product of lower degree recoupling coefficients~without summation!, expansion
in terms of primitive recoupling coefficients, and a set of rules for obtaining recoupling coeffi

a!Electronic mail: joyce@ics.mq.edu.au
13460022-2488/2001/42(3)/1346/18/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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constraints corresponding to a given recoupling diagram. These three techniques provide
the basic tools to handle recoupling coefficient equations at the formal recoupling level.

An important application of these techniques is to obtain recoupling coefficient const
underlying any recoupling diagram. It is a mechanical application of the rules, regardless
number of irreducible representations coupled together, to obtain the equations of constrai
constraint equations can be reduced further using primitive expansions. The primitive exp
technique allows one to write a general recoupling coefficient in terms of primitive associa
and commutativity recoupling coefficients. These ideas underlie a paper in preparation dev
the algorithmic calculation of general recoupling coefficients from an initial set. The method
direct calculation and unlike present methods; for example, see Butleret al.,12 Searle,13 and Searle
and Butler.14 All of these methods are based on solving linear recursion equations.

Finally, we use the method of diagram projection to determine complete sets of constrai
the recoupling coefficients. For the diagrams of a symmetric tensor category we dedu
symmetry, pentagon, and hexagon equations. For thej symbols of Wigner we deduce the sym
metry, Biedenharn–Elliott and Racah backcoupling equations.

In what follows the following conventions are assumed. The groupG underlying all repre-
sentations is assumed to be reductive. The set IrrG is a family of irreducible representations ofG
containing exactly one representation for each isomorphism class. The elements of IrrG serve to
label the isomorphism classes of irreducible representations. We call the elements of IrrG irreps for
short. The Racah–Wigner categoryRWG is generated from IrrG as a full ring subcategory o
URepG . URepG is the category of unitary representations whose objects are unitary repre
tions of G and morphisms areG-equivariant linear maps~intertwining operators!. Moreover,
URepG is a ring category with bifunctors direct sum% :URepG3URepG→URepG and tensor
product^ :URepG3URepG→URepG . The objects ofRWG are all finite words of irreps gener
ated by direct sum and tensor product. The important point is that we have made a cho
irreducible representation for each isomorphism class and restricted our attention to that s
morphisms ofRWG are those inherited fromURepG .

II. COUPLING

The notion of coupling is essential to the construction of recoupling coefficients. In
section we give a precise definition and the properties of couplings required by latter se
Coupling provides the link between the notion of recoupling and recoupling coefficient. A
pling is a prescription for decomposing the tensor product of two irrepsm andn into a direct sum

m ^ n> %
lPIrrG

ml
m.nl, ~1!

whereml
m,n is the multiplicity ofl in m ^ n. We assume the convention that ifml

m,n50 thenl is
not part of the direct sum.

Definition 1: A coupling between two irrepsm and n is a family of bra kets$^klum.n&:m
^ n→l%kl where k51,2,...,ml

m,n for eachl, satisfying the universal property of a category pro
uct: Let a be a representation. Given a family$^klu f ua&:a→l%kl of bra kets there exists a uniqu
map ^m.nu f ua&:a→m.n such that the diagram of Fig. 1 commutes, or equivalently^klu f ua&
5^klum.n&^m.nufua&.

A coupling projects out the components of the direct sum decomposition from a te
product of two irreps. This is equivalent to choosing a basis for the vector space of intertw
operators fromm ^ n to l. Dual to the notion of coupling is that of a co-coupling, embedding
components of the direct sum decomposition into the tensor product of two irreps. This is e
lent to choosing a basis for the vector space of intertwining operators froml to m ^ n. The unique
existence for expressions of vectors as linear combinations of basis vectors is expres
lemma 1.

Lemma 1: For every coupling$^klum.n&%kl there exists a unique family of bra ke
$^m.nukl&:l→m ^ n%kl with the following properties:
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(i) The bra kets$^m.nukl&%kl have the universal property of a category coproduct: Let a
a representation. Given a family$^au f ukl&:l→a%kl of bra kets there exists a uniqu
^au f um.n&:m ^ n→a such that the diagram of Fig. 2 commutes, or equivalently^au f ukl&
5^aufum.n&^m.nukl&.

(ii) Every coupling bra ket has a co-coupling bra ket left inverse

^klumn&^m.nukl&51l , ~2!

~iii !

(
kl

^m.nukl&^klum.n&51m.n . ~3!

The family of bra kets$^m.nukl&%kl is called a co-coupling and said to be the dual of t
coupling$^klum.m&%kl . The dual co-coupling brackets are often denoted$^klum.n&%kl .

An orthogonal choice of coupling can always be made as attested by lemma 2.
Lemma 2: Given irrepsm and n there exists an orthogonal coupling. That is,

^klum.n&^m.nuk8l8&5dkk8dll8 . ~4!

A collection of couplings is called a family if for every ordered pair of irreps (m,n) there
exists a unique coupling in the collection with domainm ^ n.

III. RECOUPLING

In order to give a precise definition of recoupling we need to introduce the notion
statement. Loosely a statement of irreps is any binary bracketedn-fold tensor product of irreps
We make this precise using the connection between binary trees and binary bracketings. LB be
a binary tree. We define the map

B°@ I #B: %
n51

` S )
i 51

n

Irr GD→RWG ~5!

FIG. 1. The universal property of a category product.

FIG. 2. The universal property of a category coproduct.
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by (l1 ,...,ln)°@ ^ i #
Bl i where the square brackets around the direct sum means that the

have been bracketed according to the binary treeB in the standard way. A full description of thi
association is given in Joyce9 and Biedenharn and Louck.3 A brief outline will now be given. The
irreps of an ordered pair (l1 ,...,ln) are bijectively mapped onto the terminal vertices of t
binary treeB starting with the left hand side terminal vertex and then working ones way aro
the terminal vertices of the binary tree in order. Each internal vertex represents a bra
product of the left hand side branch with the right hand side branch. Inductively this gener
binary bracketed tensored product of the irrepsl1 ,...,ln . Each object@ ^ i #

Bl i is called a state-
ment of irreps. The number of irreps defines the length of the statement. For example, the
ment ((l1^ l2) ^ ((l3^ l4) ^ l5)) ^ l6 of length six is represented by the binary tree of Fig.

The permutation groups have an obvious action on ann-fold Cartesian product of irreps: Le
pPSn then

p:)
i 51

n

Irr G→)
i 51

n

Irr G ,~l1 ,...,ln!°~lp~1! ,...,lp~n!!. ~6!

Hence we can define the obvious extension; the map (p,B)°@p I #B. Moreover, each map@p I #B

extends to a functor from then-fold Cartesian product) i 51
n RWG to RWG , again in an obvious

way.
Intuitively a recoupling is an isomorphism between the two statements which at a formal

reorders and rebrackets the irreps. There is a potential problem of consistency where two a
tive chains of composed isomorphisms representing recouplings achieving the same formal
pling may differ. This is avoided by using the natural isomorphisms of associativity and com
tativity provided byRWG to generate the recoupling isomorphisms. The consistency issu
resolved in the affirmative by the coherence property ofRWG . See Joyce9 and Mac Lane5 for the
details. We make the following formal definition of a recoupling.

Definition 2: A recoupling rebracketing B as B8 and reordering according to the permutatio

p is the natural isomorphismip
B8B :@ I #B→@p I #B8 generated by the multiplicative associativi

and commutativity natural isomorphisms inRWG .
The degree of a recoupling is defined to be the length of the statement it acts upon.

IV. RECOUPLING COEFFICIENTS

In this section we set up a procedure for obtaining the recoupling coefficients correspo
to a recoupling using a family of couplings. Consider a statementS5@l1 ,...,ln#B

5@ ^ i 51
n #Bl i . We make the following useful definitions. A consecutive pairl i ^ l i 11 of irreps

bracketed together within the statementS is called a couple. The degree of a couple is the num
of brackets it is embedded within. The degree of the statementS is defined to be the maximum
degree of all its couples. We denote the degree ofS by deg(S). As an example consider th
statement ((l1^ l2) ^ ((l3^ l4) ^ l5)) ^ l6 of length six. The couples arel1^ l2 and l3^ l4

with degrees 1 and 2, respectively. Hence the degree of this statement is deg(S)52.

FIG. 3. Binary tree representation of the statement ((l1^ l2) ^ ((l3^ l4) ^ l5)) ^ l6 .
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To mechanize the projection of a statementSn , where the subscriptn is the length of the
statement, we introduce the notion of a projection scheme which is a finite sequenceSn ,...,S1 of
statements, of decreasing degree constructed as follows. LetSn be the given statement of lengthn.
Define the statementSn21 to be the statement of lengthn21 derived fromSn as follows: Reading
from left to right locate the first couple of degree deg(Sn). We call this the principal couple ofSn .
We replace this couple with a dummy irrep label. This label stands in for the irreps in
decomposition of the principal couple and is said to be an internal irrep label. Note that w
also associate a dummy multiplicity label of which more will be said later. Continuing this pro
inductively we obtain a finite sequenceSn ,...,S1 of statements. The last statement has length
and is a single irrep. The sequence obtained in this way we call the projection scheme ofSn . The
number of~dummy! internal irreps is one less than the length of the statement and largely
pendent of the degree of the statement.

Let ip
B8B :Sn→Tn be a recoupling of degreen between the statementsSn andTn . The recou-

pling component bra kets for the recoupling are obtained as suggested by the diagram of
The vertical arms of the diagram represent the projection schemes forSn and Tn . The vertical
arrow at thei th level and on the left~resp. right! hand side of the diagram represents a co-coup
bra ket^silum.n& ~resp. coupling bra ket̂t ilum.n&) taking the principal couple,m ^ n of Si 11

~resp.Ti 11! to the corresponding internal irrepl of Si ~resp.Ti!. Note thatsi ~resp. t i! is the
multiplicity label appearing in the recoupling bra ket. In future the vertical arrows will only
labeled with the multiplicity instead of the entire bra ket. By Schur’s lemma the recoupling
kets are nonzero only ifS15T1 and, moreover, are multiples of the identity. These multiples
called recoupling coefficients. We denote a recoupling coefficient with the same symbol
recoupling bra ket. The order of a recoupling coefficient is defined to be the lengthn of the
statement recoupled.

As an example of the procedure consider the recoupling depicted by the diagram in Fig
this example the vertical arrows are labeled by the multiplicity labels of the~co-!coupling brack-
ets. The bottom horizontal arrow is the recoupling coefficient, denoted by

FIG. 4. Construction of recoupling coefficients.
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7
(l6 (l2 l3)) ((l5 l4) l1)

(l6 n1n1) ((l5 l4) l1)

(l6 n1) (n2n2 l1)

n3n3 (n2 l1)

n3 n4n4

nn

U ((l1 l2) ((l3 l4) l5)) l6

((l1 l2) (m1m1 l5)) l6

(m2m2 ~m1 l5)) l6

(m2 m3m3) l6

m4m4 l6

mm

8 . ~7!

Note that for simplicity the tensor product symbols are not written in the recoupling coefficie
all and each multiplicity label appears below the couple it originates from and in front o
internal irrep to which it corresponds.

V. RECOUPLING COEFFICIENT FACTORIZATION

Often a recoupling coefficient can be factored as a product of smaller degree reco
coefficients. This is always the case if the recoupling only modifies isolated subsections
statement. A procedure will be developed here to reduce a recoupling coefficient to a prod
essential~sub!recoupling coefficients. First we develop further the connection between b
trees and statements.

As we have seen, a statementSn of lengthn is represented by a binary treeBn with n terminal
vertices. This binary tree can also represent the projection scheme forSn . By removing the
principal couple fromBn and labeling the new terminal vertex with the internal irrep label, o

FIG. 5. Construction of the recoupling coefficients corresponding to the recouplingi(16)(45)
B8B :((l1^ l2) ^ ((l3^ l4)

^ l5)) ^ l6→(l6^ (l2^ l3)) ^ ((l5^ l4) ^ l1).
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obtains the binary treeBn21 representing the statementSn21 . This process inductively generate
the sequenceBn ,...,B1 of binary trees corresponding to the projection schemeSn ,...,S1 . More-
over, we can label the internal vertices of the binary trees with the dummy variables introduc
the projection scheme. Since such a close connection exists between binary trees and sta
then we often denote the binary treesBn ,...,B1 by their corresponding statementsSn ,...,S1 . For
example, consider the statement ((l1^ l2) ^ ((l3^ l4) ^ l5)) ^ l6 of Fig. 3. The binary tree
sequence representing the projection scheme of this statement is given in Fig. 6.

Finally we introduce the following definition. Given an internal vertexm for a binary treeB,
defineB(m) to be the maximal binary subtree embedded inB with principal vertexm. This B(m)
is obtained by removing the portion of the binary tree below the vertexm.

The factorization of recoupling coefficients is in two steps. The first is more of a cosm
simplification. Letip

TnSn:Sn→Tn be the recoupling we wish to reduce. Given internal verticesm of
Sn and n of Tn such that the binary subtreesSn(m) and Tn(n) have the same set of termina
vertices then we identify the internal irrep labels (m5n). This makes sense because of t
following.

Proposition 1: Letip
TnSn:Sn→Tn be a recoupling. If there exist internal verticesm, n such that

the binary subtrees Sn(m) and Tn(n) have the same set of terminal vertex labels then

K Tn

tn21Tn21

]

t1T1

U Sn

tn21Sn21

]

s1S1

L Þ0 ~8!

only if m5n.
This is a result of Schur’s lemma and the linearity of couplings and recouplings.
The second step of the factorization is as follows. We divide each of the binary treesSn and

Tn into a finite sequence of nontrivial binary subtrees. We begin by takingSn andTn to be the
initial sequences. Suppose there exist nontrivial binary treesBS andBT such thatBS is a subtree
of Sn and BT is a subtree ofTn . Furthermore, supposeBS and BT have the same set of verte
labels.~Note that the order of labeling may differ.! We divide the binary treeSn at the vertex
labeled by the principal vertex ofBS and replaceSn in the sequence with these two binary tre
retaining the left/right hand distinction. Similarly divideTn at the vertex labeled by the principa
vertex ofBT and replaceTn in the sequence. Inductively we repeat this process on each me
of the two growing sequences of binary trees until all pairs of nontrivial such binary trees
been exhausted. ThusSn and Tn have each been divided into a finite sequence of binary tr
Denote these sequences by (Sn1,1 ,...,Snm ,m) and (Tn1,1 ,...,Tnm ,m), respectively, wherem is the
number of binary trees andnk is the number of terminal vertices of thekth binary tree. For each
k51,2,...,m there is a recouplingik :Snk ,k→Tnk ,k . Moreover, the original recoupling is given b
composing theik’s. This composition is independent of order.

Theorem 1: The factorization procedure outlined above gives rise to the following factor
tion:

FIG. 6. Projection scheme of the statement ((l1^ l2) ^ ((l3^ l4) ^ l5)) ^ l6 .
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K Sn

sn21Sn21

]

s1S1

U Tn

tn21Tn21

]

t1T1

L 5)
k51

m K Snk ,k

snk21,kSnk21,k

]

s1,kS1,k

U Tnk ,k

tnk21,kTnk21,k

]

t1,kT1,k

L , ~9!

where T15S15T1,k5S1,k .

To illustrate the above factorization process consider the following recouplingi(132)
B8B :(l1

^ (l2^ l3)) ^ l4→((l2^ l3) ^ l1) ^ l4 . This recoupling is depicted by Fig. 7. The first step
the factorization procedure relabelsr with m, s with n, andt with l. The second step results in th
sequences of binary trees given by Fig. 8 and the recouplings indicated between corresp
members. Finally by Theorem 1 we obtain the recoupling factorization

K ((l2 l3) l1) l4

(m8m l1) l4

n8n l4

k8l

U (l1 (l2 l3)) l4

(l1 mm) l4

nn l4

kl

L
5K n l4

k8l
Un l4

kl L K m l1

n8n
Ul1 m

nn L
•K l2 l3

m8m
Ul2 l3

mm L . ~10!

FIG. 7. Binary tree representation of the recouplingi(132)
B8B :(l1^ (l2^ l3)) ^ l4→((l2^ l3) ^ l1) ^ l4 .

FIG. 8. Binary tree factorization of the recouplingi(132)
B8B :(l1^ (l2^ l3)) ^ l4→((l2^ l3) ^ l1) ^ l4 .
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Two of these are recoupling coefficients arising from identity recouplings. If the coupling
orthogonal then the identity recoupling coefficients are Kronecker deltas. Hence the reco
coefficient would further reduce to

dkk8dmm8K m l1

n8n
Ul1 m

nn L . ~11!

In this case an imposing recoupling coefficient was reduced to a product of small recou
coefficients.

VI. RECOUPLING DIAGRAM PROJECTION RULES

Recouplings are isomorphisms that formally reorganize statements of irreps. Hence
plings give rise to the notion of a recoupling diagram such as those in Figs. 11–17.
diagrams represent differing sequences of formal rearrangements resulting in the same rec
Because recouplings are isomorphisms there is no guarantee that differing sequences achie
same recoupling compose to give the same isomorphism. Any diagram for which they a
same is said to commute. Recall that each recoupling corresponds to a recoupling coef
Hence the commutativity of a recoupling diagram is equivalent to a collection of cons
equations on the recoupling coefficients. In principle the manipulation of recoupling coeffi
equations can be replaced by the formal manipulation of recoupling diagrams~or equivalently
binary trees!. To perform this replacement one requires a procedure for obtaining equatio
constraint from recoupling diagrams. We call this process diagram projection. This section
ops a set of simple rules which perform the task of diagram projection.

A recoupling diagram is any two dimensional connected directed graph such that each
has at least two arrows and no edges cross. The edges are labeled by statements and ea
corresponds to the obvious recoupling. For examples see the various recoupling diagrams g
Figs. 11–17. Every recoupling diagram is equivalent to a collection of polygonal diagrams. M
over, a minimal collection is given by the polygons bounding each interior region of the diag
We call this process fragmentation and each polygon a fragment. For an example of fragme
see Fig. 9.

Recall that each vertex of a diagram generates a projection scheme. Hence every ar~or
recoupling! can be projected onto its corresponding recoupling coefficient. The projection
polygonal recoupling diagram results in a polygonal diagram whose arrows are recoupling b
and vertices are single irrep statements. Such a diagram is equivalent to an equation of con
Projecting the collection of fragments for a diagram gives the collection of constraints equiv
to the commutativity of the original recoupling diagram. The process may be visualized b
scheme given in Fig. 10.

The procedure for obtaining the constraint equation from a given recoupling polygon is
by the following set of rules.

Theorem 2: ~Polygonal Diagram Projection Rules! A given polygonal recoupling diagram
commutes if and only if the recoupling coefficient constraint constructed by the following
holds:

FIG. 9. An example of fragmentation.
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(i) Choose two vertices (possibly the same vertex) as a start and end vertex to sp
polygonal diagram into two (resp. one) directed chains;

(ii) represent each arrow by the factorization of its corresponding recoupling coefficie
(iii) compose the recoupling coefficients from right to left along each directed chain;
(iv) sum over all internal irrep labels and multiplicity labels that appear first in a ket a

last in a bra (reading from left to right) for each recoupling expression;
(v) equate the recoupling coefficient expressions obtained. (Equate to the identity r

pling coefficient if there is only one expression.);
(vi) contract all identity recoupling coefficients with other recoupling coefficients wh

possible.

Two illustrations of the diagram projection rules are given in the proof of Theorem 3.
further illustrate these rules by deriving the generalized orthogonality condition satisfied by
recoupling coefficient. Leti:Sn→Tn be a recoupling. Consider the diagram projection of the triv
recoupling diagram given in Fig. 11. Diagram projection of this diagram, using the rule
polygonal diagram projection, gives the generalized recoupling coefficient orthogonality cons

FIG. 10. Schematic depicting the extraction of the recoupling coefficient constraints corresponding to a rec
diagram.

FIG. 11. The recoupling diagrami 21i 51.
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(
i 51

n21

(
t iTi
K Sn

sn218 Sn218

]

s18S18

U Tn

tn21Tn21

]

t1T1

L K Tn

tn21Tn21

]

t1T1

U Sn

sn21Sn21

]

s1S1

L 5K Sn

sn218 Sn218

]

s18S18

U Sn

sn21Sn21

]

s1S1

L .

~12!

If the couplings are orthogonal then the identity bra ket is a product of Kronecker deltas givin
standard orthogonality of recoupling coefficients. In particular the generalized orthogonality
ditions for associative, commutative, and identity recoupling coefficients are given by takini to
be a, c and 1, respectively.

Note that not all recoupling diagrams give constraints on the recoupling coefficients a
following demonstrates.

Proposition 2: Given a recoupling polygon, then it is a natural diagram if and only if
diagram projection gives rise to no recoupling constraint.

This follows by noting that a polygon is a natural diagram if and only if the projection sch
are not entangled. Hence the constraint obtained after diagram projection has recoupling
cients with either an exact match on the other side of the expression or their inverse on th
side. Either way the sum over labels are not entangled and allow one to simply cancel coeffi
on opposite sides or contract on the same side of the equation. Ultimately the constraint co
completely to the equality of identity recoupling coefficients.

VII. RECOUPLING COEFFICIENT EXPANSION

Every recoupling can be built from a composed sequence of primitive recouplings. W
this a primitive expansion for the recoupling. In a symmetric tensor category the building
recouplings are the natural isomorphisms

1:1→1, a°1a :a→a,

c: ^ → ^ t, ~a,b!°ca,b :a ^ b→b ^ a, ~13!

a: ^ ~ ^ 31!→ ^ ~13 ^ !, ~a,b,g!°aa,b,g :~a ^ b! ^ g→a ^ ~b ^ g!,

wheret is the flip map taking (a,b)°(b,a). The primitive recouplings are those natural is
morphisms constructed from exactly onea or c, as many 1s as required concatenated throug^

and finally binary bracketed. An example isi:(((l1^ l2) ^ l3) ^ l4) ^ l5→l5^ ((l2^ l3)
^ (l1^ l4)) given by the primitive expansioni5(1.a)@1.((1.c).1)#@1.(a.1)#c where the recou-
plings 1.a, 1.((1.c).1), 1.(a.1), andc are primitive. Note that this is far from the only choice
primitive expansion fori.

A recoupling i with a primitive expansionp1 ...pm forms the obvious polygonal recouplin
diagram. Diagram projection of this diagram gives a primitive expansion of the recoupling
ficient for i thus

FIG. 12. The symmetry diagram.
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^]uiu]&5(̄ ^]up1u]&¯^]upmu]&, ~14!

where eacĥ ]upi u]& represents the recoupling coefficient factorization of the recoupling co
cient corresponding topi and summation is over all labels appearing only on the left hand sid
the expression.

VIII. COMPLETE SETS OF RECOUPLING COEFFICIENT CONSTRAINTS

There are many ways to recouple two statements that are obtained from differing seque
formal rearrangements on statements of irreps. For example, the pentagon diagram given
13 shows two different paths recoupling ((a ^ b) ^ g) ^ d to a ^ (b ^ (g ^ d)). The property of
oherence demands that these two paths compose to give the same isomorphism. More g
coherence demands that all formally constructed recoupling diagrams commute. The st
coherence result of Mac Lane5 in symmetric tensor categories guarantees that all~formal! recou-
pling diagrams commute if and only if the symmetry, pentagon, and hexagon diagrams gi
Figs. 12, 13, and 14 commute.

A ~minimal! generating set of recoupling coefficient constraints is obtained by diagram
jecting the symmetry, pentagon, and hexagon diagrams.

Theorem 3: All recoupling diagrams commute if and only if the following list of recoupli
coefficient constraints hold:

(i) The symmetry equation

(
l

K a b

k8l
Ub a

ll L K b a

ll
Ua b

kl L 5K a b

k8l
Ua b

kl L , ~15!

(ii) The pentagon equation

FIG. 13. The pentagon diagram.

FIG. 14. The hexagon diagram.
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(
k8
K a (b r)

a ss

ll
U (a b) r

mm r

k8l
L

•K m (g d)

m rr

k8l
U (m g) d

nn d

kl
L

5 (
hs8n8

K b (g d)

b rr

ss
U (b g) d

hh d

s8s
L

•K a (h d)

a s8s

ll
U (a h) d

n8n d

kl
L

•K a (b g)

a hh

h8n
U (a b) g

mm g

nn
L , ~16!

(iii) The hexagon equation

(
m8n8

K g a

nn
U a g

n8n
L K b (a g)

b n8n

ll
U (b a) g

m8m g

kl
L

•K b a

m8m
Ua b

mm L
5 (

hk8 l 8
K b (g a)

b nn

ll
U (b g) a

hh a

l 8l
L K h a

l 8l
Ua a

k8l
L

3K a (b g)

a hh

k8l
U (a b) g

mm g

kl
L . ~17!

Proof: The proof is by diagram projection of the symmetry, pentagon, and hexagon diagr
symmetry equation follows immediately. Cutting the pentagon diagram at the top left hand
and top right hand side vertices@rule ~i!#, diagram projection gives@rules ~ii ! to ~v!#

(
m8k8r 8

K a (b r)

a ss

ll
U (a b) r

m8m r

k8l
L

3K g d

rr
Ug d

r 8r
L .K m (g d)

m r 8r

k8l
U (m g) d

nn d

kl
L

3K a b

m8m
Ua b

mm L
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5 (
hh8s8n8pq

K b (g d)

b rr

ss
U (b g) d

h8h d

s8s
L

3K a s

ll
Ua s

ql L .K a (h d)

a s8s

ql
U (a h) d

n8n d

pl
L

3K b g

h8h
Ub g

hh L .K a (b g)

a hh

n8n
U (a b) g

mm g

nn
L

3K n d

pl
Un d

kl L . ~18!

Similarly cutting the hexagon diagram at the top left hand and bottom right hand vertices@rule ~i!#,
diagram projection gives@rules ~i! to ~v!#

(
k8 l 8m8n8

K g a

nn
Ua g

n8n
L K b n

ll
Ub n

l 8l L
3K b (a g)

b n8n

l 8l
U (b a) g

m8m g

k8l
L

3K b a

m8m
Ua b

mm L .K m g

k8l
Um g

kl L
5 (

hh8k8 l 8
K b (g a)

b nn

ll
U (b g) a

h8h a

l 8l
L

3K h a

l 8l
Ua h

k8l
L .K b g

h8h
Ub g

hh L
3K a (b g)

a hh

k8l
U (a b) g

mm g

kl
L . ~19!

Finally, the pentagon and hexagon equations follow by contracting the identities with the
identity recoupling coefficients in the above two equations@rule ~vi!#. The validity of this rule is
seen by projecting the trivial diagrams 1251, i15i and 1i51.

IX. THE WIGNER j SYMBOLS

In this section we derive a set of constraints for the Wigner 3j and 6j symbols that turn out to
give the symmetry equation, the Biedenharn–Elliott equation, and the Racah backcoupling
tion. These equations arise from an alternative choice of primitive recouplings and conseq
an alternative collection of recoupling diagrams guaranteeing coherence.9 Define the primitive
recouplings

3j: ^ → ^ t, ~a,b!°ca,b :a ^ b→b ^ a ~20!
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6j: ^ ~ ^ 31!→ ^ ~ ^ 31!t~13! , ~a,b,g!°@~c.1!ca#a,b,g :~a ^ b! ^ g→~g ^ b! ^ a. ~21!

These primitive recouplings are formally transpositions. The 3j recoupling flips two irrep state
ments. The 6j recoupling interchanges the first and third irrep~sub!statements in a binary brack
eted triplet. Loosely speaking the first generates the 3j symbol and the second the 6j symbol.
Specifically from Joyce9 the 3j symbol is given by

$~12!,abl% l
k5K b a

ll* Ua b

kl* L ~22!

and the 6j symbol by

FIG. 15. The symmetry diagram.

FIG. 16. A nonagonal diagram.
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H a b m

g l n J
lnkm

5(
rs

$l%$* ,abm%r
m$* ,m* gl* %s

k

•K (g b) a

nn a

ll
U (a b) g

rm* g

sl
L . ~23!

These symbols differ from the usual definitions~see Butler15! by dimension factors and historica
phase choices both of which are unnecessary complications.9 Note that the 6j symbol is defined
without using 3j symbols and consequently should not be viewed as being generated bya
recoupling. The 3j symbol is equivalent to theM matrices of Derome and Sharp16 and the
$* ,m* gl* %s

k symbols to theA matrices of Derome and Sharp.16

Direct substitution ofc53j anda53j~3j.1!6j into the symmetry, pentagon, and hexagon d
grams gives an equivalent set of recoupling coherence conditions given by Figs. 15, 16, a
Diagram projection of the recoupling diagrams in Figs. 15, 16, and 17 gives the following r
by the previous theorem.

Theorem 4: All recoupling diagrams commute if and only if the following list of recoupli
coefficient constraints hold.

(i) The symmetry equation

(
l

$~12!,bal%k8
l $~12!,abl% l

k5K a b

k8l
Ua b

kl L , ~24!

(ii) The Biedenharn–Elliott equation

(
ra

$l%~$* ,abm%21!a
r $~12!,bam%r

mH a b m

g l n J
lnka

5 (
sstuvpqw

~$* ,ags* %21!p
t ~$* ,sbl* %21!q

v~$* ,bam%!w
21m

•$~12!,bgn* %n
s$~12!,gas* % t

uH a g s*

b l n J
lsqp

•H b a m

g l s J
vukw

, ~25!

(iii) The Racah backcoupling equation

FIG. 17. A hexagonal diagram.
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(
ab f

$s%$h%~$* ,m* rl* %21! f
b$~12!,rm* l* %b

a
•H a b m

r l h J
ln f m

H m* g s*

d l r J
arks

5 (
ncdpntq jvu

~$* ,bgn* %! j
21n

~$* ,ndh* %21!u
c~$* ,ans* %21!v

p

•$~12!,dnh* %c
d$~12!,nas* %p

q$~12!,gbn* %n
t

•H b g n*

d h r J
hru j

H a n s*

d l h J
ldkv

H a b m

g s n J
qtsm

. ~26!

Diagram projection of the symmetry, nonagonal, and hexagonal diagrams given in Figs. 1
and 17, followed by substitution of eachj symbol for its corresponding recoupling coefficient a
finally rearrangement and contraction of terms gives the three,j symbol constraints in the hypoth
esis. The explicit details are to be found in Joyce.9

X. CONCLUSION

We have given a concise definition to the concept of coupling and its important prope
Note that we did not require the couplings to be orthogonal. The notion of a projection sc
was defined giving a canonical mechanism for obtaining recoupling coefficients from a r
pling. The language of category theory was found to be the best framework for these ideas.
definitions were a necessary prerequisite to what followed.

Next we gave three important and useful techniques for recoupling coefficients. The
recoupling coefficient factorization allows one to write a recoupling as a product~without sum-
mation! of smaller degree coefficients. The second, primitive expansion, allows a recou
coefficient to be expressed in terms of primitive recoupling coefficients. The third and most u
diagram projection, allows one to obtain the underlying recoupling coefficient constraints a
ated with a recoupling diagram. This affords one the convenience of working at the combina
recoupling level. The recoupling coefficient constraints may be obtained at any stage usi
rules of diagram projection. A forthcoming paper will use this idea to give an algorithm for
direct calculation of recoupling coefficients that is not based on solving linear recursion equa

The diagram projection rules allow one to obtain a complete set of constraints for the r
pling coefficients. We diagram projected the recoupling diagrams defining a symmetric t
category to obtain the symmetry, pentagon, and hexagon equations. These form a complet
constraints having less recoupling coefficient factors than the classical Biedenharn–Ellio
Racah backcoupling equations and are a viable alternative for any computation scheme. F
we gave the recouplings corresponding to thej symbols of Wigner, derived a collection of recou
pling diagrams guaranteeing coherence, and recovered from these using diagram projec
Biedenharn–Elliott and Racah backcoupling equations.
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Quotient of a loop group and Witten genus
Rémi Léandre
Universite Nancy I, Departement de Mathematiques, Institut Elie Cartan,
54000 Vandoeuvre-les-Nancy, France
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We define a Dirac–Ramond operator over the quotient (LG)/H of a loop group by
a subgroupH of the compact Lie groupG. We state the conjecture that its equi-
variant Index with respect of the natural circle action over the quotient of the loop
group is equal to the Witten genus of the homogeneous manifoldG/H. We moti-
vate the conjecture by a short time argument which allows to come back to a
Dirac–Ramond operator at the manner of Taubes on a limit model where all the
computations can be done by hand. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1339219#

I. INTRODUCTION

Let us consider the free loop spaceL(M ) of a compact manifold; it is endowed with a natur
circle action. The fixed point set of this circle action is the manifold itself.

In finite dimension, when there is a circle action over a manifold, there are two type
relations between the fixed point set and the total space. It is the purpose of the Berline–V
localization formulas1 and of the Lefschetz formulas.2,3 In the first case, we localize the integra
over the fixed point set; in the second case, using the method of Taubes,3 we localize the operators
over the fixed point set.

Over the loop space, the Berline–Vergne localization formulas give the index theorem f
Dirac operator over a manifold.4,5 If we localize an operator, this gives the Index theorem over
loop space, which gives quantities which are very important for algebraic topology as i
noticed by Witten.6–8

The problem for Lefschetz formula over the loop space is that it is purely hypothe
Taubes3 gives a rigorous construction for a limit model. He considers as model of the free
space the family of flat loops on the tangent space. He considers a measure over the fl
space, which lives over random distributions, and whose choice comes from quantum field t
So we cannot curve its model.

There is another way to attack the problem of defining the Dirac–Ramond operator ov
loop space and others geometrical operators: it is the way followed by Le´andre-Roan,9

Jones-Le´andre,10 and Léandre11 ~see in Ref. 12 the survey of Le´andre!. We consider the Brownian
bridge measure. There is a tangent Hilbert space, which allows us to state integration b
formulas over the free loop space. Reference 9 meets the problem that the tangent Hilbert s
not stable by Lie brackets; a connection allows us to compute a regularized stochastic e
derivative and to compute its adjoint. This gives a rigorous approach to the Euler–Po´
characteristic of Dixon–Harvey–Vafa–Witten of an orbifold.13 Reference 11 meets the sam
problem for the Dolbeault operator over the loop space of a Kaehler manifold, with the n
polarization over the loop space which results from the polarization of the Kaehler manifold
gives a rigorous approach to Hirzebruch’s genus of levelN.14

The problem is to construct the Dirac–Ramond operator over the loop space. Refere
present only a beginning of construction of it. Namely, if we follow Taubes approach to cons
the Dirac–Ramond operator over the free loop space, we have to extend over the free loop
the natural polarization which arises from Fourier series. This leads to complicated consider

We remark that over a loop group, if we consider the tangent space of a loop group, we
meet the previous difficulties. For instance, the tangent space of a loop group is stable
13640022-2488/2001/42(3)/1364/20/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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bracket. This allows us to compute a true exterior derivative and its adjoint~and not a regularized
one as in Refs. 10 and 9! in Ref. 15. The polarization by Fourier series is well defined over
loop group. But the Witten genus of a group is trivial, because the tangent bundle of a Lie
G is trivial.

The idea is to consider (LG)/H whereH is a maximal torus ofG, whereG is a noncommu-
tative Lie group. It inherits clearly a circle action over it, and its fixed point set coincides w
countable disjoint unions of the homogeneous spaceG/H.

So the natural conjecture is the following:
Conjecture (Bismut):Over (LG)/H, there is a Dirac–Ramond–Taubes operator which

invariant under the natural circle action over (LG)/H and it is possible to define its ‘‘renorma
ized’’ equivariant Index which is equal to the Witten genus ofG/H.

The purpose of this work is to give a stochastic approach to this conjecture.
We construct in the first part anH-equivariant operator overLG, which generalizes the

construction of Taubes. For that, we suppose that the homogeneous spaceG/H is Kaehlerian and
spin. This operator is invariant under the natural circle action overLG. The space of functionals
over (LG)/H can be seen as a functional overLG which is invariant under theH action, which
induces an action by isometries over it. SinceH is finite dimensional, the analysis over (LG)/H
comes ultimately to the analysis overLG for H invariant functionals. This allows us to define
Dirac–Ramond operator over (LG)/H, which follows precisely the prescriptions of Taubes.

In a second time, we consider the loop group in small time, and we repeat the conside
in this loop group context of Refs. 9, 10, and 11 to motivate the conjecture. We deform the H
space of the theory and we arrive at the limit to a limit operator at the manner of Taubes,
equivariant index is the Witten genusG/H. The price to pay in order to be able to do th
asymptotic expansion of the Dirac–Ramond–Taubes operator near the constant loops is
have to change completely the structure of the considered Dirac operator. In particular we s
G/H spin and Kaehlerian, and we work in order to perform Bismut’s dilatation over the s
elements of (LG)/H. The reader interested by short time asymptotic expansion can se
surveys of Kusuoka,16 Watanabe,17 and Léandre.18

The question which is put by this work is the following: Taubes construction of the Dir
Ramond operator over the loop space is a construction by hand, which avoids the theory
representation of loop group. On the other hand, there is a theory of spinor fields over th
space,19–21 and in particular, by using the fact that there is a measure over the loop spac
definition of Hilbert spaces of sections of the spin bundle over the loop space,22–24 where the
Dirac–Ramond operator should act. What is the relation between the two point of view?

We refer to the two surveys of Le´andre12,25 for the interaction between analysis over loo
space and topology.

II. CONSTRUCTION OF THE DIRAC–RAMOND–TAUBES OPERATOR

Let G be a compact simply connected Lie group. We consider the Killing metric over its
algebra LieG. We consider the Brownian motion overG staring fromg. It is the solution of the
following stochastic differential equation starting fromg:

dgs5gsdBs , ~2.1!

whereBs is a Brownian motion over LieG and whered denotes the Stratonovitch differential.
has an heat kernelpt(g,g8) with respect to the Haar measuredp(g) over G. Over the free loop
group ofG calledL(G) of continuous loops, we consider the following measure:

dmG,15
p1~g,g!dp~g! ^ dP1,g

*p1~g,g!dg
, ~2.2!
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whereP1,g is the law of the Brownian bridge starting fromg and arriving ing in time 1. For a
cylindrical functionalF(gs1

,...,gsr
), s1,s2,¯,sr , we have a more explicit description ofmG,1

in terms of the heat kernel,

E@F~gs1
,...,gsr

!#5
1

*p1~g,g!dp~g!
E ...E ps22s1

~g1 ,g2!

ps32s2
~g2 ,g3!...psr2s1

~gr ,g1!F~g1 ,¯,gr !dp~g1!¯dp~gr !. ~2.3!

Let us remark that by the symmetry of Eq.~2.1!, p1(g,g)5p1(e,e) such that*p1(g,g)dp(g)
5p1(e,e).

We consider as tangent space of an elementg. of the loop group the set ofX. where Xs

5gsKs such thatK05K1 and where the pathK . in the Lie algebra ofG is of finite energy. We
introduce the following Hilbert structure:

iX.ig.
5E

0

1

uKsu2ds1E
0

1

uKs8u
2ds. ~2.4!

There is a natural circle action overL(G); if q5exp@2ipt# belongs to the circle,q(g.)s5gs2t .
This natural circle action preserves the measure as well the tangent bundle of the loop

it preserves therefore the metric, sinceg induce a rotation from Lie(G) into the tangent space o
G at g. If we complify the tangent space ofg. Tg.

into Tg.
^ C and if the real complex structur

~2.4! is transformed into the natural complex Hilbert structure over the complexified tan
space, there is a natural orthonormal basis ofTg.

^ C starting from a real orthonormal basisei of
Lie(G). It is given by

Xn~ei !s5gs

exp[2p ins]ei

ACn211
. ~2.5!

This splitsTg.
^ C into H21E1H1 . H1 corresponds to a strictly positiven, H2 corresponds to

n,0, andE to n50. We have therefore a polarization over the loop group which comes from
Fourier expansion.

We remark that the tangent bundle is stable by Lie bracket. IfXs5gsKs(X) and Ys

5gsKs(Y), whereKs(X) andKs(Y) are deterministic, we have

@X,Y#s5gs@Ks~X!,Ks~Y!#. ~2.6!

Moreover,H1 andH2 are stable by the Lie bracket. Under the natural circle action byq in the
circle, Xn(ei) . behaves asq2n if ei is deterministic.

There is a Levi-Civita connection overL(G) which is given for real vector fiedsX. , Y. , and
Z. by a formula of@K.N# p. 160. We have

2^¹X.
Y. ,Z.&5X. .^Y. ,Z.&1Y. .^X. ,Z.&2Z. .^X. ,Y.&1^@X. ,Y.#,Z.&

1^@Z. ,X.#,Y.&1^X. ,@Z. ,Y.#&. ~2.7!

If we consider the vector fieldsXn(ei) . for ei determinisitic,^Xn(ei) . ,Xm(ej )&5dn,md i , j and

^¹Xp(e).
Xn~ f ! . ,Xm~ f 8! .&5C~p,n,m,e, f , f 8! ~2.8!

is deterministic. Moreover,~2.7! show, if n and m are positive, that¹Xn(ei ).
Xm(ej ) . is a linear

combination ofXn1m(ek) .
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The problem is to understandE now. For that we introduce a compact Lie groupH which is
a maximal torus ofG. We suppose thatG/H is spin and Kaehlerian. We suppose that the Kaeh
structure is compatible with the action ofG over G/H. We can decompose the complexified L
algebra ofG into n11Lie(H)1n2 . Let us detail how we proceed. Let us introduce the canon
projection p: G→G/H. G becomes a fibration overG/H with fiber H. Let us considerg
Pp21(x), wherex denoted the typical element ofG/H. At g, the complexified tangent space o
G, Tg^ C, has the direct orthogonal decompositionn1(g)1Tp21(x) ^ C1n2(g). The fact that we
have a Kaehler structure overG/H implies that@h, f 1# belongs still inn1 if h belongs to the Lie
algebra ofH and if f 1 belongs ton1 . The analogous statement remains true forn2 . By the
action ofG, n1(g) can be identified with the set ofT1,0 vectors]/]z overG/H andn2(g) can be
identified with the sets ofT0,1 vectors ]/] z̄ over G/H. ~Let us recall thatT1,0 is the set of
eigenvectors]/]z associated with the eigenvaluei for the complex structureJ overG/H and that
T0,1 is the set of eigenvectors]/] z̄ associated with the eigenvalue2 i for the complex structureJ.)

We deduce a decomposition ofE into N11O1N2 which is orthogonal. Moreover, this
decomposition is invariant by rotation, because the action ofgPG preserves the Kaehler structu
of G/H.

Let us recall that overG/H, there is a]̄ operator:T1,0 forms are calleddz andT0,1 forms are
called dz̄. We introduce the Levi-Civita connection overG/H: it preserves, sinceG/H is sup-
posed Kaehlerian, the decomposition of the complexified tangent space inT1,0 and in T0,1. The
same is true for the forms. We consider the bundleL(T0,1) and we consider the]̄ operator,

]̄ f5( dz̄i`¹]/] z̄i
~2.9!

for the Levi-Civita connection~see Ref. 26! where we take the sum over a local orthonormal ba
of T0,1. We can tensorize this operator by an auxiliary complex hermitian bundlej endowed with
an Hermitian connection.

This allows us to construct the Dirac operator overG/H in terms of a twisted Dolbeaul
operator, if we supposeG/H spin~see Ref. 26, p. 186!. We consider a square root of the canonic
bundleLn,0, whose curvature is given by 2R, which is a closed 4p iZ valued form overG/H. We
consider its dualj8, which can be endowed with a Hermitian structure and a connection w
curvature is2R. We consider the]̄ operator twisted byj8. This gives a realization of the Dira
operator overG/H.

Let 2R be the curvature ofj8. We construct a complex line bundle overL(G) by proceeding
as follows; we consider the form2p* R over G: it is 2p iZ valued. We construct the forms5
2*0

1p* (R)(gs)(.)ds overL(G). It is still closed 2ipZ valued. This form determines, sinceG is
supposed simply connected and thereforeL(G) is simply connected, a complex line bundlej`

over L(G). Let us recall20,27,24,28how to do it, in order to construct it. In order to simplify th
exposure, we will work over the Hoelder loop spaceL1/22e(G): it is possible to assume thi
because the Brownian loop is almost surely Hoelder,

sup
d~gs ,gt!

d~s,t !1/22e ,`, ~2.10!

whered(gs ,gt) denoted the Riemannian distance over the group betweengs and gt and d(s,t)
denoted the Riemannian distance over the circle betweens and t. This will allow us to produce
smooth sections of the line bundlej` , whose existence is strongly based upon the existenc
partition of unity over the loop space, which does not exist if the loopsg. are only continuous.

We consider the system of ballsB(ga. ;d) for the uniform distance of radiusd and of center
the smooth loopga. . We construct over this ball the curve

l a~g.!~ t !s5exp@ t~gs2ga,s!#, ~2.11!
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where we consider the exponential of the Lie group. Let us explain what we mean by this no
there is a unique geodesic joiningga,s to gs whose driving vector is denoted bygs2ga,s and
belongs to the tangent space ofG in ga,s . We consider the geodesic joiningga,s to gs , which
coincide since we consider overG the binvariant metric with the traditional exponential over a L
group, sincegs andga,s are closed. Ifg. belongs to the intersection ofB(ga. ;d) and ofB(gb. ;d),
we can construct a system of transition functionals as follows: we join the two loopsl a(g.)(t) . and
l b(g.)(t) . by using the Lie group exponential. This constitutes a small triangle. We use the
that P2(G)50 in order to find a big triangle whose boundary is any path joininge. to ga. , the
exponential curve joiningga. to gb. and any curve joinninggb. to e. . We produced a distin-
guished surfaceSa,b(g.) in L1/22e(G) whose boundary is the distinguished pathl a(g.) joining e.

to g. and the pathl b(g.) circled in the opposite sense.
We put

ra,b~g.!5expF22ipE
Sa,b(g.)

sG . ~2.12!

It is a smooth functional in the traditional sense over the intersection of the two ballB(ga. ;d) and
B(gb. ;d) ~and not in the generalized sense of the infinite dimensional analysis!. We get clearly,
sinces is Z-valued, overB(ga1 . ;d)ùB(ga2 . ;d)ùB(ga3 . ;d),

ra1 ,a2
~g.!ra2 ,a3

~g.!ra3 ,a1
~g.!51. ~2.13!

This determines a complex line bundle endowed with a natural Hermitian structure over it.
We define a Hermitian connection form over the small ballB(ga. ;d),

Aa~g.!~X.!5E
0

1

s~d/dtla~g.!~ t !,DX.
l a~g.!~ t !!. ~2.14!

Let us remark that this Calculus does not need all the schochastic apparatus of Refs. 22–
28, because the quantities are here surely defined. The next lemma uses deeply that ther
partition of unity overL1/22e(G) associated with the coverB(ga. ;d) ~see Ref. 28!:

Lemma II.1:There exists a smooth sectiontj`
of j` such that for allm.1,

(
n,i

E@ u¹Xn(ei ).
tj`

u2m#,`. ~2.15!

Proof: We choose the section overB(ga. ;d) which corresponds to any cylindrical function
in the trivialization given forAa(g.). It is not smooth. We multiply it by a mollifer; it is possible
because we consider the Hoelder loop space. We follow Ref. 28. Let us introduce a s
function f from @0,̀ # into @1,̀ # which is exactly exactly on@0,d8# for d8,d. We suppose tha
f behaves asud92r u2n for a big integern when r→d29 for somed9,d and is infinite forr
.d9. We introduce a smooth functionh from @1,̀ # into @0,1# with compact suppost which is
equal to 1 only at 1. We consider the functional,

Fa~g.!5hS E
0

1

f ~d~gs ,ga,s!!dsD . ~2.16!

Fa is smooth with support included inB(ga. ;d), because we work over the Hoelder loop spa
~This property is wrong over the continuous loop space!. Moreover,
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Xn~ei ! . .Fa~g.!5h8S E
0

1

f ~d~gs ,ga,s!!dsD
3E

0

1

f 8~d~gs ,ga,s!^d8~gs ,ga,s!,Xn~ei !s&ds. ~2.17!

We get

uXn~ei ! . .Fa~g.!u2<CS h8S E
0

1

f ~d~gs ,ga,s!!dsD 2E
0

1

u f 8~d~gs ,ga,s!!u2ds

3E
0

1

u^d8~gs ,ga,s!,Xn~ei !s&u21B(ga,s ;d)~gs!ds. ~2.18!

The product of the two first term in the right-hand side of~2.18! is bounded in all theLp by the
exponential inequality. The last term has a bound inn and i in 1/(cn211). L

OverL1/22e(G), we can consider the following natural action ofH: g.→g.h. This preserves
the measure, the tangent space as well as the Hilbert space structure over the Hilbert s
commutes with the natural circle action over the loop group. Sinces is invariant under the action
of H over the loop group, the action ofH over the loop group lifts to an action ofH over j` ,
which preserves the Hermitian structure and the connection. It transforms clearly a smooth
of j` into a smooth section~in the traditional sense!. Moreover, if tj`

satifies to~2.15!, tj`
.h

satisfies still to~2.15!. We can produce anH-invariant section by using*Htj`
.hdp(h). The space

of H-invariant sections and of finite linear combinations ofH-invariant sections produced b
Lemma II.1 is dense in the space ofL2 H-invariant section ofj` .

This allows us to construct the Hilbert space of the theory; we considerL(H2) the Fermionic
Fock bundle of the bundleH2 andL(N2) the space of forms associated with the bundle span
by X0( f i) . , f i . being a orthonormal basis ofn2 . We consider the bundleJ5L(H2) ^ L(N2)
^ j` . It is a Hermitian bundle over the Holderian loop group, endowed with a product conne
Over L(H2), we consider the lift to the Levi-Civita connection defined by~2.7!. Over L(N2),
we consider the connection given by¹ .X0( f j ) .50 if f j is a deterministic orthonormal basis o
n2 . This connection is clearly invariant by rotation. Overj` , we consider the connection whic
is invariant under theH-action. TheH-action over the Hoelder loop group lift toJ. More
precisely a vectorXn(ei) . is transformed under theH-action into a vectorXn(h21eih). This lift
keeps the metric and is compatible with the connection which are considered.

Moreover the natural circle action over the loop groups lifts toL(H2), and the connection
and the Hermitian metric are compatible with this lift, because the Levi-Civita connectio
invariant under the circle action, because the circle acts by isometries. The same conside
work for L(N2) and forj` , because the forms which determinesj` is invariant under the circle
action.

The Hilbert spaceEH@J# of the theory is the space of sectionstJ of J which are invariant
under theH-action and which are inL2: this means thatE@ utJu2#,`.

We will define a dense coreLH@J#, where we can define a regularized Dirac–Ramon
Taubes operator, which is symmetric, therefore closable.

Let us introduceI 5((n1 ,i 1),...,(nr ,i r)) for ni,0 and let us considerXI .5Xn1
(ei 1

) .

`...Xnr
(ei r

) . . Let f j a given deterministic orthonormal basis ofn2 . Let J be equal to (j 1 ,...,j r)
and letYJ. be equal toX0( f j 1

) .`...`Xj 0
( f j r

) . ... . LetFI ,J,K(g.) be a cylindrical function and le
tj` ,K a finite family of sections oftj`

satisfying~2.15!.
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A typical sectiontJ of the coreLH@J# is a section which is a finite sum of the type,

tJ5( FI ,J,K~g.!XI .`YJ. ^ tj` ,K , ~2.19!

where we afterwards average under theH-action in order to getH-invariant sections ofJ.
Moreover, it is a dense subspace of the Hilbert spaceEH@J#. We remark thatLH@J# is invariant
under the natural circle action over the loop group. It is clearly true forXI . andYJ. , and for the
cylindrical functioanlsFI ,J,K(g.) whose set is invariant under the circle action. This result ar
for tj` ,K because the space of sectionstj`

satisfying~2.15! is invariant under the circle action
We consider as an operator,

]̄ r ,`5 (
n.0,i

Xn~ei ! .`¹Xn(ei ).
1(

f j

X0~ f j ! .`¹X0( f j ).
. ~2.20!

Xn(ei) . corresponds to the formY.→,Y. ,Xn(ei) .. in the wedge product. By antilinearity of th
Hermitian product, it behaves asqn under the action ofqPS1 , if it is considered as a form
Unfortunately,]̄ r ,` is not well defined overLH@J#. In order to see that, we have to estima
¹Xm(ei ).

Xk(ej ) . whenm→`. Let us denote byX.̄ the natural conjugation of a vector fieldX. which
arises from Fourier series. Let us suppose thatX. , Y. , and Z. are 3 vector fields of the type
Xn(ek) . with ek deterministic. By~2.7!, we have

2^¹X.
Y. ,Z.&5^@X. ,Y.#,Z.&1^Y. ,@Z. ,X̄.#&1^X. ,@Z. ,Ȳ.#&. ~2.21!

We deduce that

¹Xm(ei ).
Xl~ej ! .5(

k
ak~ i , j !Xm1 l~ek! .

AC~m1 l !211

AC~m2!11ACl211
~2.22!

for m.0 andl .0. Therefore]̄ r ,`tJ has absolutely no reason to belong toEH@J#, if tJ belongs
to LH@J#.

In order to overcome this difficulty, we will change of connection. We choose

¹ .Xm~ei ! .50. ~2.23!

This connection is clearly invariant by rotation because the vector fieldXn(ei) . considered as a
vector field behaves asq2n under the natural action of the elementq of the circle. Moreover this
connection is clearly invariant under theH-action, because a vectorXn(ei) . is transformed under
the H-action in a vectorXn(h21eih) . . Therefore, if we change in the definition~2.19! of ]̄ r ,` of
connection following the last prescriptions,]̄ r ,`(tJ) belongs toEH@J# as soon astJ belongs to
EH@J# becauseXm(ei) . .FI ,J,K(g.) as a behavior inC/ACm211 whenm→` and because~2.15!.

Let us recall that over the Loop group, we have some integration by parts formulas calle
Albévério–Hoegh–Krohn integration by parts formulas~Refs. 29 and 30!. There exists a func-
tional div(Xn(ei).) which belongs to all theLp over the loop group such that for all cylindrica
functionalF,

E@Xn~ei ! . .F#5E@F div~Xn~ei ! .!#. ~2.24!

We deduce, since the connection is¹ is Hermitian overJ, that we can compute the formal adjoin
of ]̄ r ,` called ]̄ r ,`* ,
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]̄ r ,`* 5 (
n,0,i

~2¹Xn(ei ).
i X2n(ei ).

1div Xn~ei ! .i X2n(ei ).
!

1(
j

~2¹X0( f
j8).

i X0( f j )
1div X0~ f j8! .i X0( f j ).

!, ~2.25!

where f j8 is the orthonormal basis ofn1 corresponding to the orthonormal basisf j of n2 . i X.

denotes the interior product by a vector fieldX. . The sum is in fact finite iftJ belongs toLH@J#.
We take divXn(ei). for n,0 in ~2.25!, because we consider complexifiedL2 Hilbert space.

This motivates the following definition:
Definition II.2: We call regularized Dirac–Ramond–Taubes operator over the quotient o

loop group the operator,

Dr ,`5 ]̄ r ,`1 ]̄ r ,`* . ~2.26!

It is defined overLH@J#, symmetric and therefore closable overEH@J#.
Let us compute the fixed point set under the circle action of (LG)/H. It is the only place in

this work where it is important to suppose thatH is a torus.
Let g. be a representative of an element of the fixed point set. We have, for alls,

gs1t5gskt ~2.27!

for kt in H and

gs1t1t85gs1tkt85gsktkt85gskt1t8 . ~2.28!

It follows that kt5exp@et# for e belonging to the Lie algebra ofH. We identify g exp@e.# and
g8 exp@e8.# we get for a given elementh8 of H,

g exp@et#5g8 exp@e8t#k. ~2.29!

Therefore,g5g8k, and sinceH is commutative,e5e8. Moreover, since we consider loops,e
must belong to the canonical latticeL of Lie H of e such that exp@e#51

We have proved:
Theorem II.3: The fixed point set of (LG)/H under the natural circle action isG/H3L.

III. LIMIT THEOREMS

We consider over the group the equation

dge,s5ge,s~edBs! ~3.1!

starting fromg, whereBs is a Brownian motion over the the Lie algebra ofG.
It has an heat kernelps,e(g,g8). Moreover,p1,e(g,g)5p1,e(e,e) clearly. Over the loop group

we consider the probability measuredmG,e5dpg^ dPe(g). Pe(g) is the law of the diffusionge,.

starting fromg constrained to come back atg. We consider a new Hilbert structure for vect
fields of the typeXs5gsKs . It is given by

iX.ig. ,e
2 5E

0

1

~ uKsu21e22ud/dsKsu2!ds, ~3.2!

whereK . is a finite energy application from the circle into the Lie algebra ofH. This Hilbert
structure is invariant under rotation.

An orthogonal basis of the tangent space is given by
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Xn,e~ei !s5ge,s

exp@2ipns#ei

ACn2e2211
, ~3.3!

whereei is an orthonormal basis of the orthogonal of the Lie algebra ofG.
Let us compute the divergence of a vector fieldXn,e

1 (ei) . for mG,e . For that, we consider
ge,s

l 5exp@l(cos@2pns#ei /Acn2e2211)#. We consider Eq.~3.1! starting frome. ge,.ge,.
l is the

solution of a differential equation starting fromge,0
l ,

d~ge,sge,s
l !5~gedge,s

l !1ge,s~edBs!gs,e
l . ~3.4!

It follows that the law ofge,sge,.
l is equivalent to the original law, if we do not fix the starting poi

and the end point, that is if we consider the free path group, because the Haar measure is in
under rotation and because (ge,s

l )21(dBs)ge,s
l is still the differential of a Brownian motion on th

Lie algebra ofG. By differentiating inl50, we get infinitisimal integration by parts formulas. B
using, the quasisure analysis,31 this integration by parts formulas can be desintegrated over
loop group. For cylindrical functionalsF, we get

E@Xn,e
1 ~ei ! . .F#5E@F div Xn,e

1 ~ei ! .#, ~3.5!

where divXn,e
1 (ei). behaves in small time inC*0

1^exp@2ipns#ei ,dBs& because the law ofge,. has an
equivalent ing exp@eB.1O(e2)#, whereB. is a flat Brownian bridges over the Lie algebra ofG. We
have supposed thatge,. starts fromg.

So we have the lemma:
Lemma III.1:In law, whene→0, we have over the loop group,

div Xn,e~ei ! .→E
0

1

C^exp@2ipns#ei ,dBs&, ~3.6!

whereBs is a flat Brownian bridge over the Lie algebra ofG.
Let us remark that if we consider the vector fieldX0,e(ei) .5ge,.ei , its divergence is equal to

0, because the probability lawPe(g) is equal to the probability law ofPe(gg8) by the transfor-
mationg.→g.g8.

This leads to the introduction of a limit limit model, according Taubes.
Let us recall thatG is endowed with the Haar measuredp(.). G/H is equipped of a Kaehle

structure and overG/H, there is the complex line bundlej8, which allows to define the spin
structure. We consider the projectionp: G→G/H, and the line bundlep* j8, and the bundle
p* (T(G/H)). We consider the bundleVg of ge, e belonging to the orthogonal of the Lie algeb
of Lie H. It is isomorphic to the bundlep* (T(G/H)). It is constituted of vectorge orthogonal to
vectorsgei whereei belongs to the Lie algebra ofH. It can be assimilitated to vectors of the sha
e wheree belongs to the orthogonal of the Lie algebra ofH. Let us recall that the complexifica
tion of the orthogonal of the Lie algebra ofH in the Lie algebra ofG can be splitt inn1(g)
1n2(g) Moreover, this decomposition is invariant under the action ofH by inner product. We
consider the family of flat Brownian bridgesgflat,. in V. starting from 0 inVg endowed with the
measuredp(g) ^ dP1,g,flat . It is the same asgBs

1(g), whereBs
1(g) is a Brownian bridge in the

orthogonal of LieH. The tangent space is the spaceXl ,t of path inVg with finite energy. As the
Hilbert norm, we take

iXl ,0i21E
0

1
id/dsXl ,ti2dt5iXl ,.i1

2. ~3.7!

For forms, we take the Hilbert structure,
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E
0

1

uXl ,tu2dt1E
0

1

ud/dtXl ,tu2dt5iXl i2
2. ~3.8!

It has the orthogonal basisg*0
. exp@2ipns#ei5Xn,l(ei) if nÞ0 and gei5X0,l(ei) . if n50. The

complexified tangent space, considered as forms, for the Hilbert structurei .i2
2 has an orthonorma

basisX̄n,l(ei)s5g (exp@2ipns#/ACn211) ei for nÞ0. This splits the space of finite energy pat
with values inVg in Hflat,11Hflat,2 , whereHflat,1 corresponds to positiven andHflat2 to negative
n in the choice ofX̄n,l(ei). We consider the bundlen2(g) overG and we introduce the following
limit bundle:

J l5L~Hflat,2! ^ L~n2~g!! ^ p* j8. ~3.9!

The two last parts inJ l are pullback bundles by the evaluation mapgflat,.→g of bundles overG.
This bundle inherites a naturalH-action, by transformingX̄n,l(ei) into X̄n,l(h

21eih), whereh is
an element ofh and by transformingX0( f ) into X0(h21f h), and by an immediate action ove
p* j.

We consider the Bosonic Fock spaceB(Vg) overgflat,. in Vg and we consider the bundle ove
G,

B~Vg! ^ J l . ~3.10!

Over this limit supersymmetric Fock bundle, we have a connection, which acts as follow: we
the derivative ofei in X̄n,l(ei) . for the trivial connection ofG. @let us recall thatVg is isomorphic
to p* T(G/H)#, which is equal to the pullback of the canonical connection overj8, and which acts
over the Wick polynomial :̂eia ig,gflat,.&: by taking the derivative ofei and ofg in the following
formula, but not ofdB.

1(g). Namely foras a smooth path, we have

^geia . ,gflat,.&5E
0

1

^geias ,dgflat,s&

5E
0

1

^geias ,gdBs
1~g!&

5E
0

1

^ei ,dBs~g!&. ~3.11!

This induces a connection over the bundle overG B(Vg) ^ J l . This bundle inherites clearly an
H-action, which is compatible with the connection.

We will construct a core where a ‘‘limit’’ Dirac–Ramond operator will act. Let us denote
core LH(J l). We consider the set of finite combination of :^gei8a i ,gflat,.&: ^ X̄2n,l(ei) .

`X̄0,l( f j8) . ^ c, whereei depends only ong (eig belongs in fact toVg), f j8 depends only ong, the
sectionc on p* j8 depends only ong. We consider a finite wedge product of formsX̄2n,l(ei) . ,
with a different convention of sign from~2.21!, because these expressions are considered as f
and not as vectors. The same remarks works forX̄0,l( f j8) . . We remark that each of the elements
LH(J l) is not invariant under theH-action, in order to get a section ofJ l which is invariant
under theH-action, we average it under theH-action.

We consider as orthogonal basis of the path with values inVg of finite energy the set consti
tuted of pathsg*0

t exp@2ipns#ei ds5Xn,l(ei)t andX0,l( f j )5g f j andX0( f j8)5g f j8 .
The infinite dimensional part of the limit Dirac–Ramond–Taubes operator is built of

following operator and its adjoint. If we consider a local orthonormal basisei of Vg which
depends only ong, we have
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]̄`,l5 (
i ,n.0

c~n!¹Xn,l (ei ).
`X̄2n,l~ei ! ~3.12!

for a family of deterministics constantsc(n) for a family of deterministic constant satisfyin
(c(n)2,` and we take the sum over an orthogonal basis of the orthogonal of the Lie alge
H. This operator is clearly invariant under theH-action, because the set ofheih

21 is still an
orthogonal basis of the orthogonal of the Lie algebra ofH. It acts overLH(J l). Namely, if n
Þ0, Xn,l(ei) . .^geja,gflat,.&5*0

1^gejas ,g exp@2ipns#eids&, if ei belongs to the orthogonal o
Lie H, which is quickly decreasing becauseas is chosen smooth. This means that the infinitesim
variation ofdBs underXn,l(ei) . is exp@2ipns#eids if ei belongs to the orthogonal of the Lie algeb
of H.

The adjoint of]̄`,l , denoted by]̄`,l* is defined by the following formula:

]̄`,l* 5 (
i ,n,0

i X2n,l (ei )
c~n!~2¹Xn,l (ei ).

1div Xn,l~ei ! .!. ~3.13!

We put

D`,l5 ]̄`,l1 ]̄`,l* . ~3.14!

This operator is clearly invariant under theH-action and defined overLH(J l). Namely, a vector
field Xn,l(ei) . is transformed under theH-action intoXn,l(heih

21).
The finite dimensional part of the limit Dirac–Ramond–Taubes operator is construct

follow. We add a finite dimensional]̄ f ,l operator,

]̄ f ,l5(
f j

X0,l~ f j ! .`¹X0( f j ).
~3.15!

with the notations of~2.20!, which operates over the bundleB(Vg) ^ J l .
We compute its adjoint: with the notations of Eq.~2.26!, we have

]̄ f ,l* 5(
j

2¹X0( f
j8).

i X0( f j ).
1div X0~ f j8! .i X0( f j ).

. ~3.16!

In order to summarize, there are two parts in the limit Dirac–Ramond–Taubes operator,

Dl5 ]̄ f ,l1 ]̄ f ,l1 ]̄`,l1 ]̄`,l* . ~3.17!

There is a finite dimensional part which acts over the bundleB(Vg) ^ J l and and infinite dimen-
sional part which acts over the Brownian bridge paths in the fiber of the linear bundleVg .

The limit model inherites a natural limit circle action. The formX̄n,l(ei) . behaves asqn as we
have seen after~2.20!.

Let us compute the behavior under the limit action of the circle of the considered
functional*0

1^gei exp@2ipns#,dgflat,s& for ei a section ofVg which depends only ong. For that, let
us study the action of the circle of the functional*0

1^ge,sei exp@2ipns#ds,dge,s&/e which tends in
law to *0

1^gei exp@2ipns#,dgflat,s&. But

E
0

1

^ge,s2tei exp@2ipn~s2t !#,dgs2t,e&5E
0

1

^ge,sei exp@2ipns#,dge,s&. ~3.18!

If we put F(ge,.)5*0
1^ge,sei exp@2ipns#,dge,s&, we have then

F~qge,.!5qnF~ge,.! ~3.19!
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for an elementq of the circle. This means thatF behaves asqn by himself under the natural actio
of the circle over the loop group. Therefore,*0

1^gei exp@2ipns#,dgflat,s& behaves asqn by himself
under the limit circle action which arises by limit of the circle action over the loop group.

Let us compute the behavior of this functional under theH-action:ge,s exp@2ipns#ei is trans-
formed inge,s exp@2ipns#eih andge,s is transformed intoge,sh. This shows that the functionalF
is invariant under theH action, and therefore that the limit functional is invariant under
H-action. The coreLH(J l) is invariant under the limit circle action.

Let us recall what is the Witten genus ofG/H: we consider the Atiyah–Singer genus ofG/H
which gives the Index of the Dirac operator overG/H, becauseG/H is supposed spin. It is too
equal to Todd(G/H)`ch(j8), where Todd(G/H) is the Todd genus of the Kaehlerian manifo
G/H. We consider the symmetric tensor algebra ofT(G/H) ^ C, where a tensor product of lengt
j is counted with the powerqn j, whereq is the generic element ofS1. The Witten genus is given
by the following formula:

Wi~G/H !5E
G/H

Â~G/H !`ch^ n.0Sqn~T~G/H ! ^ C! ~3.20!

~see Refs. 6, 3, 7, 8!. It is given by the characterisic series~see Ref. 8, p. 83 modulo som
normalizing factors!

Q~x!5
x/2

sinh~x/2! )
n.0

1

~12qn exp@x# !~12qn exp@2x# !
. ~3.21!

It is a formal series inq. So the Witten genus has to be seen as a formal series inq.
In the sequel, we will suppose thatc(n)Þ0 for n.0.
The operatorDl commutes with the limit circle action overLH(J l). We can define its

‘‘formal’’ equivariant index,

IndqDl5TrKer D
l
1q2TrKer D

l
2q. ~3.22!

Dl
1 is the restriction ofDl to LH

1(J l), whereLH
1(J l) is the subset of elements ofLH(J l), where

we choose an even power ofX̄2n,l(ei) . , andLH
2(J l) is the subset ofLH(J l) . , where we have an

odd power ofX̄2n,l(ei) . .
Theorem III.2: The equivariant Index of the limit Dirac–Ramond–Taubes operator o

LH(J l) is equal to the Witten genus ofG/H.
Proof: Let us computeD l5Dl

2 . The infinite dimensional part and the finite dimensional p
of the limit Dirac operator anticommute. Therefore, we have

D l5~ ]̄ f ,l1 ]̄ f ,l* !21~ ]̄`,l1 ]̄`,l* !25D f ,l1D`,l . ~3.23!

To the polarization given, is associated a class of holomorphic bosons; they are combinat
the Wick products, :*0

1^gej exp@2ipnjs#,dgflat,s&: wherenj.0. Let NB,c(anti) be the second quan
tized operator ofc(n)2 which counts the number of antiholomorphic bosons and letNF,c be the
second quantized operator ofc(n)2 which counts the number of fermions of the typeX̄2n,l(ei)
with n.0. We have32

D`,l5NB,c~anti!1NF,c . ~3.24!

Namely, in the Gaussian spaceB. , we do the infinitesimal transformation by exp@2ipns#ei , where
ei belongs to the orthogonal of LieH. ThereforeD`,l has a set of eigenvectors, which can be se
following Taubes as a countable set of finite dimensional bundles overG. Moreover,]̄ f ,l1 ]̄ f ,l*
transforms a section of each bundle into a section of the same finite dimensional bundle.Dl has,
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therefore, a self-adjoint extension which is compatible with the self-adjoint extension ofD l .
Moreover, these constructions are compatible with the naturalH-action over the limit model.

This implies that we can compute the elements which areH-invariants of the kernel ofD l as
follows: we take first the kernel ofD`,l , and the elements which areH-invariant under the natura
H-action over it. This gives a countable set of finite dimensional bundles overG/H.

]̄ f ,l1 ]̄ f ,l* acting overH-invariant elements of the kernel ofD`,l tensorized byH-invariant
sections ofL(n2(g)) ^ p* j8 can be seen as homotopic to the Dirac operator overG/H tensorized
by the previous countable sets of these finite dimensional bundles overG/H. The kernel of the
Bosonic number operator is constitute of the holomorphic bosons sincec(n)Þ0, or in others
words of linear combinations of Wick products,*0

1^gej exp@2ipnjs#,dgflat,s&, with nj.0. This last
quantity behaves under the natural circle action asq(nj . This explains that only positiven appear
in the expression of the equivariant index ofDl acting overLH(J l). The index formula~see Ref.
26! gives

Indq~Dl !5E
G/H

Â~G/H !`ch^ n.0Sqn~T~G/H ! ^ C!. ~3.25!

L

Remark:If we do not suppose thatG/H is spin, we get for any complex auxiliary line bund
j, the equivariant index formula,

IndqDl5E
G/H

Todd~G/H !`chj8`ch ^ n.0Sqn~T~G/H ! ^ C!. ~3.26!

Let B(xi ;d i) be a finite cover ofG/H, such that for alli , there exists a small ballBi included in
B(xi ;d i) such that the intersection ofBi with B(xj ;d j ) is empty for j Þ i . We consider the open
subsetp21B(xi ;d i) of G. It constitutes a finite open cover ofG.

Let g. be a loop. We consider a smooth functionf i from R1→@0,̀ # which behaves has
1/(2d i91r )1n for a big integern whenr→d i ,19 , and which is infinite ifr ,d i9 for a convenient
d i9 , and which is equal to zero outside a bounded set. We consider the functional,

Gi8~g.!5E
H

dp~h!E
0

1

f i~d~gs ,hgi !ds ~3.27!

for somegiPp21(xi). We multiply this by a functional of the type~2.16! such that it is equal to
infinite over a small neighborhood for the uniform norm ofp21B(xi ;d i) and it is equal to 0
outside a small neighborhood of the same set for the uniform distance in the Holderian loop
Let us call the functional which is got by this procedureGi(g.). Let us introduce a functionh from
@0,̀ #→@0,1# which is equal to 1 ifr .C and which is equal to zero in a neighborhood of 0.

We introduce the functional

F~g.!5hS ( Gi~g.! D . ~3.28!

This functional is clearly invariant by rotation, invariant under theH-action. It checks clearly the
hypothesis~2.15! and is equal to outside a neighborhood of the constants loops inG, and is equal
to 1 in a neighborhood of the constant loops inG.

Moreover,

P@F~ge,.!Þ1#<C expF2
C

e2G ~3.29!

by the exponential inequality.
We put
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Fi~g.!5h~Gi~g.!!. ~3.30!

Let us suppose thatFi(g.)Þ0. g. lies in a small neighborhood for the uniform topology over t
Hoelderian loop space ofp21B(xi ;d i), if d i9 is chosen enough well. This neighborhood is inva
ant under theH-action and under the natural circle action over the loop group. Lett i ,j`

(g.) be the
section of the bundlej` given by the trivialization which is given after~2.12! by 1. Since the
connection form is invariant by rotation,t i ,j`

(g.) is invariant under rotation. It is too invarian
under theH-action. Namely the connection form~2.14! is invariant under theH-action. Let us
precise a bit this statement: we consider the setB(g;d9) where gPp21(xi) for the uniform
distance over the Hoelder loop space. We introduce following~2.12! the path in the loop space

l g~g.!~ t !s5exp@ t~gs2g!# ~3.31!

joining the loopg. to the constant loopg, and after we go tog to any fixed given elementg8 of
p21(xi). @Recall the notation of~2.11!.# If we multiply g. by h, we consider the ballB(gh;d9) for
the uniform distance over the Hoelder loop space, and the pathl hg(hg.)(t)s5exp@t(hgs2hg)# with
the notations of~2.11! and any given curve inp21(xi) joining gh to the given elementg8 of
p21(xi). Since2p* R is in fact a basical form overG/H, the extra integral from curves inp21xi

which appears in the transition functional gives a contribution which is equal to 0. This exp
why the sectiont i ,j`

(g.) is invariant under theH-action.
We consider a sectiontj`

of j` such that

sup
e<1

(
n,i

E@ u¹Xn(ei ).
tj`

~ge,.!u2m#,`. ~3.32!

It is possible by a small refinement of lemma II.1 to find such a section. By using an argu
similar to Ref. 12, the second remark after Theorem II.10, it is possible to show that these se
are dense in the space of theL2 section ofj` if e is small enough.

Let us introduce a set of expressions. We consider as functionals

j~A!5) E
0

1

^ge,sei exp@2ipns#,dge,s&, ~3.33!

whereei is a fixed element of Lie(G) and i andn describes the finite setA andd denotes the Itoˆ
integral. We consider as formX2n(ei) . for theei element of an orthogonal basis of the orthogon
of the Lie algebra ofH, i and the negative integers2n describing the finite setB. We consider
Xn(ei) . for ei belonging to the Lie algebra ofG and the negative integers describing a finite setC.
We consider the wedge product of all and we get an expression calledX2(B,C) . . The different
conventions of signs with~2.20! result that here we consider forms.

At a last step, we consider formsX0( f i8) for f i8 describing a finite setC of f i8. @Let us recall
that in ~2.20!, X0( f j ) considered as a vector corresponds toX0( f j8) considered as a form.# We
choose a wedge product of these forms and we call itX0(D .).

We consider as coreLH,e(J) the space of section ofJ defined by

tJ~ge,.!5( l~A,B,C,D,i !Fi~ge,.!j~A,i !X2~B,C,i ! .`X0~D,i ! . ^ t i ,j`
~ge,.!

1~12F~ge,.!!( FI ,J,K~ge,.!~XI .
!`YJ,.^ tj` ,K . ~3.34!

l(A,B,C,D,i ) are constants, where the second sum in~3.34! is defined as in~2.20! andtj`
(ge,.)

satisfies~3.33!. FI ,J,K(ge,.) is a cylindrical functional.
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This core is invariant under theH-action and not under the natural circle action over the lo
group. Namely, it is not clear thatXn,e(ei) . is invariant under rotation. For that, we average un
the circle the vectorXn,e(ei) . . It is not clear that it remains an independent family. But ifge,. is
a small loop, it remains an independent family. For that, we introduce some cuttofs as it wa
in Ref. 10, p. 270. If sups,tuge,sge,t

212eu remains small, the averaged vector fields are still
independent family of vectors. We introduce the mollifer of Ref. 10, p. 270, which is invarian
rotation and invariant under theH action because sups,tuge,sge,t

212eu is invariant under the
H-action in order to conclude. We localize the coreLH,e(J) by using this others restrictions, an
by using the average vector fields which are invariant by rotations, and which are independe
which are supposed orthogonal by modifying a bit the metric.

We define Bismut’s dilatationBe which acts overj(A) by

Bej~A!5 )
( i ,n)PA

E
0

1 ^ge,sei exp@2ipns#,dge,s&
ea i

, ~3.35!

wherea i51 if ei belongs to the orthogonal of the Lie algebra asH anda i51/2 if ei belongs to
the Lie algebra ofH. Bismut’s dilatation acts over wedge productsX2(C,D) by multiplying each
elements of the wedge product of the typeXn(ei) with ei belonging to the Lie algebra ofH by e.

Definition III.3: Bismut’s dilatation overLH,e(J) is defined by

BetJ~ge,.!5( Fi~ge,.!l~A,B,C,D,i !Bej~A,i !Be~X2~B,C,i !!`X0~D,i ! ^ t i ,j`
~ge,.!

1S 12F~g.e,.! D( FI ,J,K~XI .!`YJ.
^ tj` ,K . ~3.36!

Lemma III.4:Bismut’s dilatation are well defined overLH,e(J).
Proof: We suppose in order to simplify thate51.
Since there is a small neighborhoodOi of p21xi for the uniform distance for the Hoelder loo

space such that the intersection ofOi with the set$F j (ge,.)Þ0% is empty, the result will follow the
following property: if

i Oi (
A,B,C,D

l~A,B,C,D,i !j~A,i !X2~B,C,i !`X0~D,i ! ^ t i ,j`
~ge,.!50, ~3.37!

thenl(A,B,C,D,i )50.
We can find a mollifer functionalF̃ i which belongs to all the Sobolev spaces and of the t

studied before such thatF̃ i(g)Þ0 for somegPp21xi and such that the set$F̃ i(g.)Þ0% is in-
cluded inOi .

Let us introduce the random variablesz( i ,n)5*0
1^ei cos@2pns#, dBs& for n>0 and z( i ,n)

5*0
1^ei sin@2pns#, dBs& for n,0.
We suppose in order to simplify the exposure that the diffusiong. starts frome. We consider

the measure overG3RN m,

F→E@ F̃ i~g.! f ~g1 ,z~ .,.!#, ~3.38!

where we considerunu<n0 . We can suppose thatF̃ i(e)Þ0. Let us show thatm has an absolutely
continuous part which has a strictly positive density in (e,z) for some convenientz. This will
show the result. It is enough to show the following property: let us replace formallydBs by hs ds
with theL2 topology overh. . g1 is replaced byg1(h.) andz(.,.) byz(.,.)(h.). The property says
that the applicationC: h.→(g1(h.),z(.,.)(h.)) is a submersion for a smallh. such thatg1(h.)
5e. By the positivity theorem of Ref. 33~see Ref. 34 for an abstract version!, the density part of
m in (e,z(.,.)(h.)) is strictly positive.
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If we do not suppose thatn can be equal to zero, it is clearly a submersion inh.50. The only
problem in order thatC is a submersion inh50 is n50. But, we can perturb a little bith. in order
to get a submersion, because there are multiple iterated integrals which appear in the expre
g1(h.). Let us precise a little bit this statement, after plunging the Lie group in an orthog
matrix group. Let us denote byDgs(h.)(h.8) the expression of the derivative ofgs(h.) in the
directionh.8 . It is the solution of the differential equation,

dDgs~h.!~h.8!5Dgs~h.!~h.8!hsds1gs~h.!hs8ds. ~3.39!

We can solve this equation by the method of variation of constants. We get

Dg1~h.!~h.8!5E
0

1

gs~h.!hs8gs
21~h.!dsg1~h.!. ~3.40!

It is enough to choose a smallh such that s→gs(h.).gs
21(h.) is not proportional tos

→cos@2pns# and tos→sin@2pns# for unu<n0 such thatg1(h)5e. L
We would like to compute the limit ofBetJ(ge,.) whene→0 in order to justify the appel-

lation ‘‘limit model’’ which was used previously.
Definition III.5: We say that a sequence of sectionstj(ge,. ,e) of the type

tJ~ge,. ,e!5 (
B,C,D,i

FI ,J,K~ge,. ,e!X2~B,C,i ! .`X0~D,i ! . ^ tj` ,K~ge,0! ~3.41!

tends in law to the sectiontJ l
(gflat,.) of the limit model defined by

tj l
~gflat,.!5 (

B,C,D,i
j (B,C,D,i )gflat,.X̄2,l~B,C,i ! .`Ȳ0,l~D,i ! . ^ tj8~g! ~3.42!

if the family of random variablesFB,C,D,i(ge,. ,e) in L2(N) tends in law to the family of random
variablejB,C,D,i(gflat,.) and if E@(uFI ,J,K(ge,. ,e)u2# remains bounded.

In this definition, it is supposed that the random variablesFA,B,C,i(ge,. ,e) tends in law to zero
if there is inX2(B,C,i ) . a Xn(ei) . considered as vector or aX̄2n,l(ei) . considered as a form at th
limit ~with n.0) associated to an elementei of the Lie algebra ofH.

Proposition III.6: If tJ(ge,.) is a section ofJ of the type~3.34!, BetJ(ge,.) tends in law to
a section of the limit modeltJ l

.
Proof: It will result from the following observation. The contribution which is normalized

which comes from the loop close of the constant loops can be handled by the following rema
law, whene→0,

ge,.5g exp@eBs1O~e2!# ~3.43!

for a Brownian bridgeB. over the Lie algebra ofG ~see Refs. 35 and 36!.
This shows that, in law,

Bej~A!→ )
i ,nPA

E
0

1

^gei exp@2ipns#,dgflat,s& ~3.44!

if all the ei belong to the orthogonal of the Lie algebra ofH and tends to 0 in law in the other
cases. L

We consider the coreLH,e(J) as the set of sections in~3.34!, where the contributions which
are far from the constant loops are equal to 0. So this core is a space of sections over
neighborhood of the constant loops in the loop group which is invariant under the circle actio
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invariant under theH-action. Since the contribution outside the constant loops vanishes,
natural to introduce a deformation of the infinite dimensional Dirac–Ramond–Taubes op
near the constant loops.

We define the regularized Dirac–Ramond–Taubes operator over the coreLH,e(J) by

De5 ]̄ e,`1 ]̄ e,`* , ~3.45!

where

]̄ e,`5 (
n.0,i

X2n~ei ! .`¹Xn,e(ei ).
1(

f j

X0~ f j8! .`¹X0( f j ).
, ~3.46!

and where

]̄ e,`* 5 (
n,0,i

2¹Xn,e(ei ).
i Xn(ei ).

1div Xn,e~ei ! .i Xn(ei ).

1(
j

2¹X0( f
j8).

i X0( f j ).
1div X0~ f j8! .i X0( f j ).

. ~3.47!

Let us remark thatDe operates over the coreLH,e(J). Namely,

Xm,e~ej ! . .E
0

1

^ge,s exp@2ipns#ei ,dge,s&

5O~1/n!1C~e,m!

3E
0

1

^ge,s exp@2ipns#ei ,ge,s exp@2ipms#ej&

5O~1/n!1C~e,m,n!dm,n . ~3.48!

The problem is that this operator is not invariant under rotation. For that, we average the
fields Xn,e(ei) . under the natural circle action. The problem is that the averaged vector field
not constitute an independent family in general. But it remains an independent family, becau
work over a small neighborhood of the constant loops. We have the following theorem:

Theorem III. 7: Whene→0, we have in law iftJ(ge,.) is a section belonging toLH,e8 (J),

DeBetJ~ge,.!→DltJ l
~3.49!

for somec(n)Þ0, tJ(ge,.) andtJ l
being given as in Proposition III.6.

Proof: We remark first that the contribution of the derivatives ofFi(ge,.) vanishes as it was
seen previously.

There is the contribution of the covariantt i ,j`
(ge,.). If nÞ0, ¹Xn,ei

(ei ).
t i ,j`

(ge,.) tends clearly

to 0 becauseXn,e(ei)→0. If n50, we remark thatj` restricts overG to p* j8, and the connection
forms over the first bundle over the loop group restricts over the connection form overG. Let us
look at formula~2.15!. The distinguished pathl g8(e,.)(t) tends to the distinguished path joiningg
to the given elementg8 of p21(xi). Therefore,

Ag8~ge,.!~X0~ei ! .!→Ag8~eig!, ~3.50!

whereAi is the connection form associated top* j8 over p21B(xi ;d). Therefore the expressio
which comes to the covariant derivative oft i ,j`

(ge,.) pass to the limit.
The treatment of the covariant derivative ofBe(X2(B,C,i ) .) andX0(D,i ) . is trivial, with the

chosen connections.
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The treatment of divXn,e(ei). is given at Lemma III.1. It remains to remark that divXn,e(ei). if
ei belongs to LieH at the limit does not appear, because there is an interior product inDe , i Xn(ei ).

,
and that the corresponding forms are multiplied bye and disappear at the limit.

It remains to consider

Xn,e~ei ! . .Bej~A! ~3.51!

or equivalently,

Xn,e~ei ! . .E
0

1

^ge,s exp@2ipms#ej ,dge,s&/e. ~3.52!

Let us consider firstnÞ0 andej belonging to the orthogonal of LieH. It tends in law, too,

E
0

1

^g exp@2ipns#ej ,g exp@2ipms#ei& ~3.53!

which is the derivative of*0
1^g exp@2ipms#ej ,dgflat,s& alongXn,l(ei) . .

If nÞ0 andej belongs to LieH, Xn,e(ei) .5O(e) and

Xn,e~ei ! . .E
0

1

^ge,s exp@2ipms#ej ,dge,s&/Ae5O~e1/2!) ~3.54!

and tends to zero, which is the derivative of the limit of this expression, which is 0.
If n50 and if ej belongs to the orthogonal of the Lie algebra ofH,

X0~ei ! . .E
0

1

^ge,s exp@2ipms#ej ,dge,s&/e

5E
0

1

^ge,sei exp@2ipms#ej ,dge,s&/e

1E
0

1

^ge,s exp@2ipms#ej ,dge,s~ei !&/e, ~3.55!

which tends in law to

E
0

1

^gei exp@2ipmsd#ej ,gdBs&

1E
0

1

^g exp@2ipms#ej ,geidBs&50 ~3.56!

which is the derivative of

E
0

1

^g exp@2ipms#ej ,dgflat,s&5E
0

1

^exp@2ipms#ej ,dB.&

in the directiongei .
We have considered the limit in law of each component of the sectiontJ(ge,.), but the

collections of each components converges in law.
The last property of Proposition III.5. is clearly checked. L
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Remark:It is enough to suppose theG/H spin, by extending the Clifford multiplication ove
small loops as it was done in Ref. 10,~2.10!, because we work over a small neighborhood of
constant loops.

Remark:The previous argument should justify, but not prove the following assertion:
(LG)/H, there is a Dirac–Ramond–Taubes operator, and its ‘‘renormalized’’ equivariant ind
equal to the Witten genus ofG/H. The contribution of the others fixed points should be treated
looking at the ‘‘homeomorphism’’g.→exp@e.#g. .
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To the Gel’fand–Tsetlin realization of irreducible
representations of classical semisimple algebras

A. N. Leznova)

Instituto de Investigaciones en Matema´ticas Aplicadas y en Sistemas,
Universidad Nacional Auto`noma de Me`xico, Apartado Postal 48–3,
62251 Cuernavaca, Morelos, Me´xico

~Received 13 October 1998; accepted for publication 24 December 1998!

It is shown that the Gel’fand–Tsetlin realization of irreducible representa-
tions of theAn algebra is directly connected with a linear exactly integrable system
in the n-dimensional space. General solutions for this system is explicitly given.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1285005#

I. INTRODUCTION

Almost 50 years ago Gel’fand and Tsetlin~GZ! discovered the explicit form of irreducible
representations of the classical semisimple Lie algebras such asAn , Bn , andDn .1 Their purely
algebraic arguments were based on the possibility of the consequent embedding of one
into another. Under such kind of embedding the number of necessary additional ‘‘quantum
bers’’ is equal to the number of arising Cazimir operators.

In the present paper we consider GZ results from another point of view in order to co
them with some exactly integrable system of finite difference equations or with its contin
limit which has a form of partial differential equations in then-dimensional space. The key poin
is that we propose the operator realization of the generators of the simple rootsXi

6 and Cartan
elementshi of theAn algebra. The selection rules used by us~the assumed form of operators! are
of course initiated by GZ results.

As a consequence of the commutation relations between 3n elements of theAn algebra (2n
generators of its simple rootsXi

6 andn elementshi of its Cartan subalgebra!

@Xi
1 ,Xj

2#5d i , jhi , @hi ,Xj
6#56kj ,iXj

6 , ~1!

in some specific form of their realization arises a discrete system of equations forn unknown
functions depending onn arguments. This system allows the exact integration. Finally, the
ticular solution of this system under some additional requirements of irreducibility overgoes
matrix elements the famous GZ paper.

It is more suitable to perform continuous limit not from the limiting procedure from disc
variables but by independently considering~1! on the level of Poisson brackets. Then we can u
the Darboux theorem for resolving the arising functional group.~We use the old sense of this term
see, e.g., the book of Eisenhart.2! In this way it is possible to obtain the GZ expressions in
classical region. This method is much simpler technically and may be used as an addition
for introducing and understanding the algebraic GZ formulas:

Such a general approach to the problem of constructing the irreducible representations
Lie algebras was proposed many years ago in Ref. 3 but up to now has not been used~to the best
of our knowledge!.

a!On leave from Institute for High Energy Physics, 142284 Protvino, Moscow Region, Russia. Also at Bogoliubov
ratory of Theoretical Physics, JINR, 141980 Dubna, Moscow Region, Russia.
Electronic mail: leznov@ce.ifisicam.unam.mx
13840022-2488/2001/42(3)/1384/13/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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We begin our discussion in Secs. II and III with the simplest cases ofA1 and A2 algebras,
discribing in detail all necessary steps of calculations. In Sec. IV we consider the general c
An algebra. In Sec. V we summarize the results of the paper and discuss the perspective
further investigations.

II. THE CASE OF A 1¶SU„2… AND U„2…

Every section will be divided into two parts; the classical case~the functional group level! and
proper algebraic construction~‘‘quantum case’’!. As it was remarked in the Introduction, th
classical results may be used as good hint in further algebraic~quantum! calculations.

A. The functional algebra case

The functional U~2! algebra contains four elementsX6,H,I connected among themselves b
Poisson brackets,

$I ,X6%5$I ,H%50, $X1,X2%5H, $H,X6%562X6. ~2!

In correspondence with the Darboux theorem2 out of the elements of the U~2! functional group~2!
it is possible to construct a pair of canonically conjugated variablesM,m, $M ,m%51 and two
cyclic variablesI ,L[X1X21 1

4H
2 which have zero Poisson brackets among themselves and

all the other elements of the U~2! functional group~clearly, up to an arbitrary canonical transfo
mation!. Let us chooseM5H andm5 1

4 ln (X1/X2)1f(H). With the help of the Poisson bracke
~2! it is not difficult to see that thus constructedM,m are really canonically conjugate variable
Resolving these relations with respect to the functional group elements leads to following re
tion of the functional group elements in terms of the canonical conjugated coordinatem and
momentumM and the two cyclic momentaL1 ,L2 ,

X15 1
2e

2m~L12M !, X25 1
2e

22m~M2L2!, H5M ,
~3!

K1[I 5L11L2 , K25
1

4 S L12L2

2 D 2

.

By direct calculations it is not difficult to verify that~3! is indeed a realization of the functiona
group ~2!. If we want to restrict ourselves with the case ofA1 algebra it is necessary to putI
50.

B. Algebraic case

As always, to pass from the classical expressions to the quantum ones it is necessary t
in some way the operators involved and replace the Poisson brackets by commutators. Eq
~3! give us a hint about the very tempting possibility to rewrite them as

X15 1
2e

m~L12M !em, X25 1
2e

2m~M2L2!e2m,
~4!

H5M2
L11L2

2
, Q5L11L2 , L5

1

2 S ~L12L2!2

2
21D

and consider nowM,m as generators of the Heisenberg algebra (@M ,m#51, @M ,1#50, @m,1#
50, andL1 ,L2 commute with all of the generators involved in~4!!. Keeping in mind the follow-
ing operator relation for the Heisenberg algebra,e6xpe7x5p71, we conclude that the generator
defined in~4! satisfy the commutation relations~2! of U~2! algebra~of course with square bracket
instead of the curly ones!.

Two Cazimir operators under realization~4! take on the constant values
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K (15L11L2 , K (25X1X21X2X11
1

2
H25S ~L12L2)2

2
21D , ~5!

which proves the irreducibility of the constructed representation.

III. A 2¶SU„3… AND U„3… CASES

In this case the problem consists in resolving the system of commutation relations

@X1
1 ,X1

2#5h1 , @X1
1 ,X2

2#50, @h1 ,X1
6#562X1

6 , @h1 ,X2
6#57X6,

@X1
1 ,X2

2#50, @X2
1 ,X2

2#5h2 , @h2 ,X2
6#562X2

6 , @h2 ,X1
6#57X1

6 . ~6!

Algebra representation theory insures us that this is equivalent to the construction of some
sentation~possibly a reducible one! of the A2 algebra.

The ‘‘selection rules’’ of the GZ paper allow us to try to find a solution of this problem in
following form:

X1
15 1

2e
m~L12M !em, X2

15el 1f 1el 11el 2f 2el 2,

h15M2
L11L2

2
,

~7!
X1

25 1
2e

2m~M2L2!e2m, X2
25e2 l 1 f̄ 1e2 l 11e2 l 2 f̄ 2e2 l 2,

h252
M

2
1L11L22

N11N21N3

2
,

where all ‘‘structural’’ functionsf 1,2, f̄ 1,2 depend only on momentum~capital letters! variables. We
intentionally preserve the order of operators to avoid rewriting the same formulas for se
times.

A. Classical case

In this case it is necessary to understand all of the above relations at the functional
level. The commutators have to be replaced by the Poisson brackets understood as usual

$A,B%5(
1

3 S ]A

]pi

]B

]xi
2

]A

]xi

]B

]pi
D , xi5~m,l 1 ,l 2!, pi5~M ,L1 ,L2!.

Now all of the objects are commutative and the order of the factors in~7! is unimportant. As a
consequence of the vanishing Poisson brackets$X1

1 ,X2
2%5$X2

1 ,X1
2%50, we obtain the explicit

dependence of structural functions on momentumM. Namely,

X1
15 1

2e
m~L12M !em, X2

15el 1f 1el 11el 2~M2L2! f 2el 2,

X12
1 [@X1

1 ,X2
1#5em$el 1f 1el 12el 2~L12M ! f 2el 2%em,

h15M2
L11L2

2
, h252

M

2
1L11L22

N11N21N3

2
, ~8!

X12
2 [@X2

2 ,X1
2#5e2m$e2 l 1~L12M ! f̄ 1e2 l 12el 2 f̄ 2e2 l 2%e2m,

X1
25 1

2e
2m~M2L2!e2m, X2

25e2 l 1~L12M ! f̄ 1e2 l 11e2 l 2 f̄ 2e2 l 2. ~9!
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Keeping in mind the above arguments, we have preserved the order of factors essential
consideration in the next subsection. Moreover, we have presented also the explicit form
generators of the composed rootsX12

6 , which will be necessary below for constructing of th
Cazimir operators. The additional constant inh2 will be explained a little bit later. In the case o
the A2 algebra this constant is equal to zero.

The remaining Poisson bracket$X2
1 ,X2

2%5h2 , unused up to now, has as its consequence
system of equations for structural functions. Technically, all these operations are simple a
represent only the result,

~ f 1 f̄ 1!L1
2~ f 2 f̄ 2!L2

52 1
4, 2~L1f 1 f̄ 1!L1

1~L2f 2 f̄ 2!L2
5

L11L2

2
2

N11N21N3

4
, ~10!

f L1

2 f̄ 11 f 2 f̄ L2

1 50, f L2

1 f̄ 21 f 1 f̄ L1

2 50. ~11!

By shifts of independent variablesL1→L11(N11N21N3)/3 andL2→L21(N11N21N3)/3 the
constant term from the second Eq.~10! may be taken away. This corresponds to the transit
from the algebra U~3! to SU~3!.

From now on we can divide our problem into two parts and formulate it more precisely.
of all, we want to prove that the linear system of Eqs.~10! is exactly integrable and to give it
general solution. In the case of arbitraryAn algebra it will be the linear system of equations
partial derivatives forn unknown functions in then-dimensional space. Secondly, we can so
this system under additional restrictions, which follow from~11!, and in this way to obtain once
again the GZ formulas for matrix elements of irreducible representations of theAn algebra.

In this section we present the solution of the second part of the problem. The functional
possesses two cyclic variables~Cazimir operators on the algebra representation level!, which may
be constructed as the traces of the second and third degree of the following matrix:

K5S h1 X1
2 X12

2

X1
1 h22h1 X2

2

X12
1 X2

1 2h2
D ,

whereh15(2h11h2)/35(M /2), andh25(h112h2)/35(L11L2)/2. Explicit forms of Cazimir
operators of the second- and the third-order are as follows:

K (25X12
1 X12

2 1X1
1X1

21X2
1X2

21~h1!22h1h21~h2!2

5~L12L2!~ f 1 f̄ 11 f 2 f̄ 2!1 1
4~L1

21L1L21L2
2!,

K (35X12
1 X1

2X2
21X12

2 X1
1X2

12h1X2
1X2

21h2X1
1X1

21~h12h2!X12
1 X12

2 1h1h2~h11h2!

5 1
2$~L12L2!~L1f 1 f̄ 11L2f 2 f̄ 2!1 1

4L1L2~L11L2!.

Equating the Cazimir operators to constant values, we obtain additional system of
algebraic equations for the functionsx[ f 1 f̄ 1, y[ f 2 f̄ 2, which is consistent with~10!, ~11!,

x1y5
s22~L1

21L1L21L2
2!

4~L12L2!2 , L2x1L1y5
s32L1L2~L11L2!

4~L12L2!2 .

The solution of the last system is given as follows:

f 1 f̄ 15
P3~L1!

4~L12L2!2 , f 2 f̄ 25
2P3~L2!

4~L12L2!2 , ~12!
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whereP3(z)5(z2N1)(z2N2)(z2N3) andN11N21N350 in the case ofA2 algebra. We em-
phasize that solution~12! is only a particular solution of system~10!, but not of the general one

B. General solution of the linear system

To stress the symmetry properties of~10!, we rewrite it in the variablesX1[ f 1 f̄ 1,X2[

2 f 2 f̄ 2,x1[L1 ,x2[L2 , keeping only the homogeneous part of it,

Xx1

1 1Xx2

2 50, ~x1X1!x1
1~x2X2!x2

50. ~13!

The system~13! is a particular case of the following system forn unknown functionsXi in
n-dimensional coordinate spacexi ,

(
i 51

n

~xi
kXi !xi

50, k50,1,2,...,n21 ~14!

the particular case~13! corresponds to the choicen52 in ~14!.
Now we would like to demonstrate the direct way for obtaining the general solution of~13!.

Multiplying the first equation of the system~13! correspondingly byx1 ,x2 and subtracting it from
the second equation we obtain

~~x22x1!X2!x2
1X150, ~~x12x2!X1!x1

1X250.

Introducing new unknown functionsY1,2[(x12x2)2X1,2, we transform the system~13! to the
form

~x22x1!~Y2!x2
1Y12Y250, ~x12x2!~Y1!x1

1Y22Y150,

from which we conclude that (Y1)x1
5(Y2)x2

. At last, differentiating the first equation with respe
to x1 and the second one with respect tox2 , we present each of them in the integrable form,

] ln Yx1

2

]x2
5

1

x22x1
,

] ln Yx2

1

]x1
5

1

x12x2
. ~15!

Finally, the general solution of the system~13! takes the form,

~x12x2!2X15F~x2!x2
~x12x2!1Q~x1!1F~x2!,

~16!
~x12x2!2X25Q~x1!x1

~x22x1!1F~x2!1Q~x1!,

whereQ(x1),F(x2) are arbitrary functions of a single argument.

C. Algebraic cases A 2¶SU„3… and U „3…

In this section we will consider a realization of~8!, where the pairsM ,m,L1 ,l 1 ,L2 ,l 2 are the
elements of the three independent mutually commutative Heisenberg algebras@M ,m#51,
@L1 ,l 1#51, @L2 ,l 2#51. The involved structural functions are supposed to depend only on
momentum operatorsM ,L1 ,L2 ,N1 ,N2 ,N3 .

Explicit dependence of the structural functions upon the momentumM arises immediately, if
we take into account commutation relations@X1

1 ,X2
2#5@X2

1 ,X1
2#50.

Commutation relation@X2
1 ,X2

2#5h2 , after using the well-known from the theory of th
Heisenberg algebra relations exp(6x)pexp(7x)5p71 is equivalent to the system of equations
finite differences, which will be convenient to write in the following notation:
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F6
(15 f (1~L161,L2! f̄ (1~L161,L2!,

F6
(25 f (2~L1 ,L261! f̄ (2~L1 ,L261!,

F1
(12F2

(11F1
(22F2

(252 1
2,

2~L111!F1
(11~L121!F2

(12~L221!F2
(21~L211!F1

(25L11L22
N11N21N3

2
, ~17!

f (2~L121,L2! f̄ (1~L1 ,L221!5 f (2~L111,L2! f̄ (1~L1 ,L211!,
~18!

f (1~L1 ,L221! f̄ (2~L121,L2!5 f (1~L1 ,L211! f̄ (2~L111,L2!.

In the continuous limit~17! coincides with~10!, and~18! coincides with~11!.
The Cazimir operators may be constructed as traces of the first, second, and third deg

the K matrix as in the previous subsection. But in this case it is necessary to take into ac
noncommutativity of operators involved. In this way we obtain their explicit expressions,

K (15
N11N21N3

2
,

K (25X12
1 X12

2 1X12
2 X12

1 1X1
1X1

21X1
2X1

11X2
1X2

21X2
2X2

112~~h1!22h1h21~h2!2!,
~19!

K (35X2
2X12

1 X1
21X1

1X12
2 X2

12 1
2h

1$X2
1X2

2%1 1
2h

2$X1
1X1

2%

1 1
2~h12h222!$X12

1 X12
2 %1h1h2~h11h2!1~h11h2!2~~h1!22h2h11~h2!2!.

Equating Cazimir’s operators to constant values, we obtain the additional and consistent wit~17!,
~18! equations,

F1
(11F1

(11F1
(21F2

(25
s22~L1

21L1L21L2
2!

2~L12L2! F ~L221!~L11L214!

4
2~L111!~L211!GF1

(1

1
~L211!~L11L214!

4
F2

(12
~L111!~L11L214!

4
F2

(2

1F ~L211!~L111!2
~L121!~L11L214!

4 GF1
(2

5s31
1

8
L1L2~L11L2!1

5

8
~L11L2!1

1

4
~L11L2!2. ~20!

In connection with the last system the following comments will be appropriate.~17! is the system
of the two equations for two unknown functionsF (1,2 with shifted61 arguments. In this sense
is a closed one.~18! and ~20! may be considered as additional to~17! conditions, by which are
necessary to choose from the general solution only those that correspond to the realization
irreducible~Cazimir operators are fixed! representations of theA2 algebra.

As in the previous section, here two problems arises; to find a general solution of the s
~17! and, as the second step, to satisfy additional conditions which follow from~18! and ~20!.

Here we present a solution of the second part of the above formulated problem. Com
the first equation of~17! with the first equation from~20!, we immediately obtain
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F1
(11F2

(252
1

4
1

s22~L1
21L1L21L2

2!

4~L12L2!
, F1

(11F1
(25

1

4
1

s22~L1
21L1L21L2

2!

4~L12L2!
.

For unknown functions,v[(L12L222)(F2
(12F1

(2), u[(L12L212)(F1
(12F2

(2), we obtain the
linear system from the remaining equations,

v2u5 3
2~L11L2!,

~L12L212!v1~L12L222!u5
~L11L214!~s22~L1

21L1L21L2
2!!

4
1L1L2~L11L2!

12~L1
21L1L21L2

2!12~L11L2!1s3 ,

with the explicit solution,

4~L12L221!~L12L211!F (15P3~L1!, 4~L12L221!~L12L211!F (25P3~L2!, ~21!

whereP3(z)5(z2N1)(z2N2)(z2N3).
The square roots ofF (1,F (2 are exactly the matrix elements of Gel’fand–Tsetlin realization

U~3! algebra.

IV. GENERAL CASE OF ARBITRARY n

A. The algebra representation level

Let us assume that the generators of the simple roots and Cartan elements of elem
U(n11) algebra may be represented in the form

Xs
15 (

k51

s

el k
s
gk

selk
s , Xs

25 (
k51

s

e2 l k
s
ḡk

se2 l k
s
, ~22!

hs52
1

2 (
r 51

s21

Lr
s211 (

k51

s

Lk
s2

1

2 (
l 51

s11

Ll
s11, 1<s<n,

where nonzero commutators of operators involved are only those

@Lk
s ,l l

t#5dstdklI

and structural functions are the functions only of the following arguments:gk
s

[gk
s(Ls11,Ls,Ls21), ḡk

s[ḡk
s(Ls11,Ls,Ls21). The reader may identify without any difficultiesL1

with M ,L2 with L1 ,L2 and at lastL3 with N1 ,N2 ,N3 . We will assume also that structura
functions may be represented in factorizable form

gk
s[Fk

s~Ls11;Ls! f k
s~Ls;Ls21!, ḡk

s[F̄k
s~Ls11;Ls! f̄ k

s~Ls;Ls21!,

and

~Fk
s21!25~ F̄k

s21!25
P r 51

s ~Lk
s212Lr

s!

F~Ls21!
,

where functionF is translation invariant with respect to the shift of all of its argumentsLk
s21.

The last proposition we will prove by induction.
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It is obvious that under such kinds of restrictions commutation relation between generat
Cartan subalgebrahl and generators of the simple rootsXk

6 are correctly satisfied. It is also clea
that the generatorsXs

6 commute with all generatorsXk
7 with k<(s22) because they act o

essentially different arguments. And finally, commutation relations

@Xs
6 ,Xs21

7 #50

allow us to reconstruct in explicit form the dependence of structural functionsf k
s , f̄ k

s on arguments
Lk

s21.
As a direct consequence of the last commutation relations we obtain

f k
s~Ls;...,Lr

s2121,...!F̄r
s21~ ...,Lk

s21,...;Ls21!5 f k
s~Ls;...,Lr

s2111,...!F̄r
s21~ ...,Lk

s11,...;Ls21!,

f̄ k
s~Ls;...,Lr

s2121,...!Fr
s21~ ...,Lk

s21,...;Ls21!5 f̄ k
s~Ls;...,Lr

s2111,...!Fr
s21~ ...,Lk

s11,...;Ls21!.

The last relations must be satisfied for all possible values of the indicesk and r. Keeping in
mind the explicit form of the structural functionsFk

s215F̄k
s21, proposed above, we can resolv

the last equations in the form,

gk
s5Fk

s~Ls11;Ls!A)
r 51

s21

~Lk
s2Lr

s21!, ḡk
s5F̄k

s~Ls11;Ls!A)
r 51

s21

~Lk
s2Lr

s21!. ~23!

Up to now we have not satisfied the only commutation relation

@Xs
1 ,Xs

2#5hs . ~24!

This equation contains a ‘‘diagonal’’ part~which does not contain the coordinates of Heise
berg subalgebrasl i) and a nondiagonal one~in above sense!. It is suitable to write the emerge
equation for the diagonal part in the following notations:

Xk
6s5Fk

s~Ls11;...,Lk
s61,...!F̄k

s~Ls11;...,Lk
s61...!,

(
k51

s

)
r 51

s21

~Lk
s112Lr

s21!Xk
1s2 (

k51

s

)
r 51

s21

~Lk
s212Lr

s21!Xk
(2s

52
1

2 (
r 51

s21

Lr
s211 (

k51

s

Lk
s2

1

2 (
j 51

s11

L j
s11. ~25!

The left-hand side of this equation may be represented as linear combination ofs21 symmetrical
functions, constructed out of (s21) momentum variablesLr

s21. The right-hand side of~25!
contains only terms of the first and zero degree with respect to such functions. Thus, as a co
of ~25!, we obtain the system ofs equations in finite differences for determinings unknown
functionsXk

s ,

(
k51

s

@~Lk
s11!s21Xk

1s2~Lk
s21!s21Xk

2s#5 (
k51

s

Lk
s2

1

2 (
j 51

s11

L j
s11,

(
k51

s

@~Lk
s11!s22Xk

1s2~Lk
s21!s22Xk

2s#5
1

2
, ~26!
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(
k51

s

@~Lk
s11! iXk

1s2~Lk
s21! iXk

2s#50 0< i<~s23!.

The zero value of ‘‘nondiagonal’’ part of~24! is equivalent to additional conditions whic
structural functions must satisfy

Fk
s~Ls11;...,L j

s21,...!F̄ j
s~Ls11;...,Lk

s21,...!5Fk
s~Ls11;...,L j

s11,...!F̄ j
s~Ls11;...,Lk

s11,...!,
~27!

F̄k
s~Ls11;...,L j

s21,...!F j
s~Ls11;...,Lk

s21,...!5F̄k
s~Ls11;...,L j

s11,...!F j
s~Ls11;...,Lk

s11,...!.

From ~27! we see that the solutionF j
s5F̄ j

s is possible and the functionsXk
s ~as the solutions of

~25!! must satisfy the additional conditions,

Xk
s~Ls11;...,L j

s21,...!Xj
s~Ls11;...,Lk

s21,...!5Xk
s~Ls11;...,L j

s11,...!Xj
s~Ls11;...,Lk

s11,...!.
~28!

Putting s52, the reader can easily obtain from general equations of the present subsect
results of the previous section, in particular, Eqs.~17!. At this point we interrupt our consideratio
for a moment in order to represent a general solution of the continuous version of Eq.~26!.

B. General solution of the linear system in the continuous limit

The continuous limit of the homogeneous part of the system~26! in variablesXi[Fi
n , xi

[Li
n has the form

(
i 51

n

~xi
kXi !xi

50, k50,1,..., n21. ~29!

We do not know the simple regular methods of the direct resolution of~29!. The way of
solving of this problem known to us for the particular casen53 is given in the Appendix. Here
we represent the final result and the proof of its validity.

General solution of the system~29! is given by the formula

Xs5S Q

Pk518n ~xi2xk!
D

x1¯xs21xs11¯xn

, ~30!

where the functionQ satisfies the equationQx1¯xn
50 ~here the differentiation is performed wit

respect to all independent coordinates of the problem!!.
The following result from the theory of symmetrical functions will be necessary for u

prove that~30! is indeed a solution of~29!,

(
i 51

n xi
r

Pk518n ~xi2xk!
5~0,1,Sr 2n11!.

In the parentheses in the right-hand side different possibilities are given. The first one~0! takes
place if r is strictly less thenn21; the second one occurs ifr 5n21 and the third possibility
corresponds to the case whenr is strictly more then21 andSk is some symmetrical function o
the kth degree.

It is possible to understand the above proposition without any calculations. Indeed, the w
sum is a symmetrical function. After reducing it to the common denominator we obtain the
of two n-dimensional polynomial functions, one of which~the denominator! is exactly the Wan-
dermond determinant~an only function which is antisymmetrical with respect to permutation
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each pair of coordinates!. Hence the numerator must also be antisymmetrical polynomial~since
the ratio is symmetric!!. This is impossible ifr is less thenn21 ~the degree of the numerator i
this case is less than the degree of the Wandermond determinant!.

After these comments let us consider an arbitrary equation from the system~30!. We have
consequently

(
s51

n S xs
r S Q

Pk518n ~xs2xk!
D

x1¯xs21xs1 l¯xn

D
xs

5S (
s51

n xs
r

Pk518n ~xs2xk!
Q D

x1¯xn

50.

In the case whenr is strictly less thann21 the sum by itself equals zero; in the case wher
5(n21) the sum is equal to unity but the condition for the functionQ equates to zero the
corresponding equation of the system.

Thus, our proposition is proven and~30! is indeed a general solution of the linear system~29!.

C. Continuation of the discussion

Now we can present the solution of inhomogeneous system~27! together with the additiona
conditions~28!. We begin with the continuous case, using the notations of the previous subse
In this case system~27! takes the form,

2(
i 51

n

~xi
n21Xi !xi

52
1

2 (
j 51

n11

yj1(
i 51

n

xi2(
i 51

n

~xi
n22Xi !xi

5
1

2
,

~31!

(
i 51

n

~xi
rXi !xi

50, 0<r<n23.

Keeping in mind the solution for the particular casen52 ~21! we will try to find a solution of
the last system in the form,

Xi5
1

4 S Pn11~xi !

Pk518n ~xi2xk!
D

x1¯xi 21xi 11 ,¯xn

[
1

4

Pn11~xi !

Pk518n ~xi2xk!
2 , ~32!

wherePn11(xi)5P j 51
n11(xi2yj ). Substituting~32! into each Eq.~31! we consequently check a

equations,

(
i 51

n

~xi
rXi !xi

5
1

4 S xr Pn11~xi !

Pk518n ~xi2xk!
D

x1 ,¯xn

,

where in the last expression it is necessary to perform the differentiation on all coordinate
In connection with the facts from the theory of the symmetrical functions, mentioned in

previous subsection, the sum under the symbol of differentiation in the case (0<r<(n23)) is
nothing else but the linear combination of the symmetrical functions with the degree not g
thann21. After differentiating with respect to all coordinates such functions vanish. By the s
reason only the term with the highest power of polynomial gives contribution different from
in the case when (r 5n22) and the termsxi

n112(( j 51
n11yj )xi

n in the case whenr 5n21. Numeri-
cal values for corresponding sums, which can be calculated without big difficulties, shows th
first pair of Eqs.~31! is also satisfied. It is not difficult to check that the solution~32! satisfies
additional conditions~28!.

In the algebraic case situation is very similar. To show this let us introduce the operat
the discrete differentiation, defined as
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D i f ~x1 ,...,xn!5
f ~ ...xi11,...!2 f ~ ...,xi21,...!

2
.

OperationsD i andD j are obviously mutually commutative and satisfy the linear condition in
following sense:

D i~ f 11 f 2!5D i f
11D i f

2, D ic f5cD i f ,

if c is some function independent of thexi coordinate.
In this notations general solution of homogeneous system~26! has the form

Xi5~D1¯D i 21D i 11¯Dn!
Q

Pk518n ~Li
n2Lk

n!
, ~33!

where the functionQ is an arbitrary solution of the equation in finite differences

~D1¯Dn!Q50.

Solution of the inhomogeneous system~26! satisfying additional conditions~28! is given by

Fi5~D1¯D i 21D i 11¯Dn!
Pn11~Li

n!

Pk518n ~Li
n2Lk

n!
, Pn11~x!5 )

j 51

n11

~x2L j
n11!. ~34!

We omit the proofs of the last propositions because it does not change in essential po
comparison with the continuous case. This fact is extremely interesting and remarkable and
take some time to comprehend it.

V. OUTLOOK AND POSSIBLE PERSPECTIVES

In the present paper we have presented some new~unknown before or may be forgotten at th
present moment! linear integrable systems in the space of arbitraryn dimensions. This system i
invariant with respect to transformations from the whole group of permutations ofn symbols.
Particular solutions of this system are in the deep connection with the algebraAn and matrix
elements of its irreducible representations, discovered many years ago by Gel’fand and T1

This fact allows us to reproduce the GZ result by a new method and moreover, to make them
understandable. Remarkably, under our formulation of the problem it was sufficient to pe
calculations only on the functional group level. But to give any explanation or comment o
fact we are now not ready.

By some reasons~which are not clear for us at this moment! the quasiclassical approach give
a functionally correct quantum result. We hope that the method proposed in this paper c
generalized to the case of arbitrary semisimple algebra, relating the used parameterization w
properties of the Weyl discrete group of corresponding semisimple algebra.

We hope also that by a method of the present paper it will be possible to find new realiz
of quantum and deformed algebras.
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APPENDIX

The initial system in the casen53 has the form

Xx1

1 1Xx2

2 1Xx3

3 50,

~x1X1!x1
1~xi

kXi !xi
1~x3X3!x3

50, ~35!

~x1
2X1!x1

1~x2
2X2!x2

1~x3
2X3!x3

50.

Multiplying the first equation byx2x3 , the second one by2(x21x3 and summing them with the
third one we obtain

~~x32x2!~x32x1!X3!x3
1

~x12x2!~x12x3!X1

~x12x3!
1

~x22x1!~x22x3!X2

~x22x3!
50.

Let us introduce the new unknown functionsX̄i[Pk518n (xi2xk)X
i and rewrite the last equatio

~together with those which arise from it after obvious permutations of the indexes!, we come to a
system

X̄x1

1 1
X̄2

~x22x1!
1

X̄3

~x32x1!
50,

X̄x2

2 1
X̄1

~x12x2!
1

X̄3

~x32x2!
50, ~36!

X̄x3

3 1
X̄1

~x12x3!
1

X̄2

~x22x3!
50.

The next transformationX̃i5[Pk518n (xi2xk)X̃
i would be possible to realize independently on t

first step, but the form of the system~36! will be necessary for further consideration and for th
reason we represent it above. In the new variables we obtain

~x12x2!~X̃x2

2 1X̃x1

1 !12~X̃22X̃1!50,

~x22x3!~X̃x3

3 1X̃x2

2 !12~X̃32X̃2!50, ~37!

~x12x2!~X̃x1

1 1X̃x3

3 !12~X̃12X̃3!50.

After excluding unknownX̃3 from the two last equations and introducingv[X̃x3

2 andu[X̃x3

1 we

obtain the system of two equations,

vx2
2ux1

2
2v

x22x3
2

2u

x32x1
50, vx2

1ux1
1

2v
x12x2

2
2u

x12x2
50.

Finally excluding the unknownu we obtain an equation forv in the integrable form,

vx1x2
5vx1S 1

x22x1
1

1

x22x3
D .

Returning back, after some algebraic manipulations we obtain the general solution of the
system in the form
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X̄15Qx2x3
1

Qx3

x12x2
1

Qx2

x12x3
1

Q

~x12x2!~x12x3!
,

X̄25Qx1x3
1

Qx3

x12x2
1

Qx1

x22x3
1

Q

~x22x1!~x22x3!
,

X̄35Qx2x1
1

Qx2

x32x1
1

Qx1

x32x2
1

Q

~x32x2!~x32x1!
, ~38!

whereQ5Q1(x2x3)1Q2(x1x3)1Q3(x1x2) and Q i are arbitrary functions of two independe
arguments. So it is possible to state thatQ is an arbitrary solution of the equation

Qx1x2x3
50.

Of course,~38! is equivalent to one represented in the main text and used as an initial guess
the general solution in the form~30!.

1I. M. Gel’fand and M. L. Tsetlin, Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR71, 825–828~1950!; 71, 1017–1020~1950!.
2L. P. Eisenhart,Continuous Groups of Transformations~Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1933!.
3A. N. Leznov, I. A. Malkin, and V. I. Man’ko, Trudy FIAN96, 24–72~1977!.
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Deformation of surfaces, integrable systems,
and Chern–Simons theory

L. Martina
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Kur. Myrzakul
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R. Myrzakulova) and G. Soliani
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~Received 30 June 2000; accepted for publication 8 November 2000!

A few years ago, some of us devised a method to obtain integrable systems in (2
11)-dimensions from the classical non-Abelian pure Chern–Simons action via the
reduction of the gauge connection in Hermitian symmetric spaces. In this article we
show that the methods developed in studying classical non-Abelian pure Chern–
Simons actions can be naturally implemented by means of a geometrical interpre-
tation of such systems. The Chern–Simons equation of motion turns out to be
related to time evolving two-dimensional surfaces in such a way that these defor-
mations are both locally compatible with the Gauss–Mainardi–Codazzi equations
and completely integrable. The properties of these relationships are investigated
together with the most relevant consequences. Explicit examples of integrable sur-
face deformations are displayed and discussed. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1339831#

I. INTRODUCTION

Many authors have extensively studied the deep relations among completely integrab
tems and the basic equations of the differential geometry, like the Frenet formulas defining
embedded inR3, or their analogous formulas for the surfaces, the Gauss–Weingarten~GW!
equations, and the corresponding integrability conditions, i.e., the Gauss–Mainardi–C
~GMC! equations~see for instance Refs. 1–3!. In these approaches the main idea is to add t
generic differential geometry setting certain auxiliary conditions, containing from the begin
the properties of the completely integrable systems.

A slightly different situation occurs in the study of the so-called Darboux system,4,5 which
naturally arises in looking for classes of orthogonal curvilinear coordinates in Euclidean s
and whose integrability has been detected in Ref. 6. Such a system has been investigated
in connection with the topological field theory.7 On the other hand, some years ago some of
proposed a simple method to obtain completely integrable systems in (211)-dimensions, from
classes of non-Abelian Chern–Simons~CS! field theories, taking values in Hermitian symmetr
spaces.8 In this context completely integrable systems are seen as particular gauge choi
which the theory is formulated. Moreover, linear spectral problems are naturally related
geometrical constraints imposed on the target space. From this point of view, integrable s
arise as special reductions, which break the general covariance and the gauge invarianc
original field theory, but preserve a residual symmetry in order to allow the Lax representatio
the complete integrability, although the solvability is lost.

In the present work we show that this approach can be naturally implemented by resor
a geometrical interpretation of the completely integrable systems mentioned above. Precis

a!Permanent address: Institute of Physics and Technology, 480082, Alma-Ata-82, Kazakhstan. Electronic
cnlpmyra@satsun.sci.kz
13970022-2488/2001/42(3)/1397/21/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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show, as the CS equation of motion can describe, time evolving two-dimensional surfaces i
a way that the deformation is not only locally compatible with the GMC equation, but compl
integrable as well. The nature and the properties of such relationships are investigated to
with the most important consequences. Furthermore, explicit examples of integrable deform
of surfaces are displayed.

The article is organized as follows. Section II contains some results on the CS theory. I
III the fundamental terminology and notations related to the theory of two-dimensional sur
are reviewed. In Sec. IV the general formulation of deformation of two-dimensional surfac
presented. Section V is devoted to the analysis of certain spin models in (211)-dimensions.
Section VI is addressed the bilinear representations of the spin systems fields and the tr
moving frame. Sections VII and VIII are concerned with the deformations of surfaces
integrable (211)-dimensional spin systems and equations of the nonlinear Schro¨dinger type,
respectively. In Secs. IX and X some solutions and special surfaces associated with spin
vortices are considered. Finally, in Sec. XI some concluding remarks are reported.

II. CHERN–SIMONS THEORY AND COMPLETELY INTEGRABLE SYSTEMS

Here we shall review some preliminaries concerning the CS theory and we show how on
connect them to the completely integrable systems in (211) dimensions. We are dealing with th
field theory defined by the action

S@J#5
k

4p E
M

TrS J`dJ1
2

3
J`J`JD , ~1!

whereJ is a one-form gauge connection taking values in a simple Lie algebraĝ on an oriented
closed three-manifoldM , andk is a coupling constant which should be quantized in a quan
theory.9 The related classical equation of motion is the zero-curvature condition,

F[dJ1J`J50. ~2!

The action~1! is manifestly invariant under general coordinate transformations~preserving
orientation and volumes!. Moreover, under a generic gauge mapG:M→Ĝ the gauge connection
transforms asJ→G21JG1G21 dG. Correspondingly, the action~1! changes asS@J#→S@J#
12p k W(G), where

W~J!5
1

24p2 E
M

Tr~G21 dG`G21 dG`G21 dG! ~3!

is the winding number of the mapG and takes integer values, because of the resultp3(Ĝ)5Z
from the homotopy theory.10 This is a topological field theory in the sense that it posses
quantum observables, which are independent of the metric and are related to the Jones po
als of the knot theory.11 From other points of view, the action~1! has been used as an effectiv
interaction for quasiparticles and vortices in two space-dimensional systems, of interest
physics of high temperature superconductivity,12 and in the context of the low-dimensional gravi
models ~see Ref. 13 and references therein!. In the static self-dual reductions the system
equations~2! becomes the two-dimensional Toda field theory,14 the static reductions of the Ishi
mori model, or of the Davey–Stewartson equation.15

In Ref. 8 the general action~1! was reduced assuming that the Lie algebraĝ admits aZ2

graduation, in such a way the formJ splits in two parts, taking values on an isotropy subalge
and a complement linear space, respectively. The former component will play the role of a
field with the isotropy group as a gauge group; the latter could be considered as a sort of c
‘‘matter’’ field. At any point of the corresponding coset space we can introduce in a natura
a Riemannian torsion-free connection.10 Furthermore, the three-manifoldM is trivialized intoS
3R, where S is a Riemann surface endowed with a set of local complex coordinatesz5x1
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1ix2, andR is interpreted as the time axis. Thus the connectionJ can be further decomposed int
time- and space-like components. In the simplest SU~2!/U(1);CP1;S2 case the connection
takes the form

J5S ivm 2qm*

qm 2 ivm
D dxm,

which can be rewritten in terms of complex forms

v dz5 1
2 ~v12 iv2!dz, c2dz5 1

2 ~q12 iq2!dz, c1dz̄5 1
2 ~q11 iq2!dz̄.

This allows us to write the action~1! as follows:

S52
k

p E
S3R

H 1

2
«lmnvl]mvn1

i

2
~c1* D0c12c1~D0c1!* 2c2* D0c21c2~D0c2!* !

2 iq0* ~Dc12D̄c2!1 iq0~Dc12D̄c2!* J dx0 dx1 dx2, ~4!

where D05]022iv0 , D5]z22iv, D̄5] z̄22iv* ~* denotes the complex conjugation!. The
first-order Lagrangian involved in~4! is constrained by the torsion-free condition

Dc12D̄c250, ~5!

and by what we call the Gauss–Chern–Simons~GCS! law

]zv* 2] z̄v52 i ~ uc1u22uc2u2!, ~6!

enforced by the Lagrangian multipliersq0 andv0 , respectively. Of course, here we are looking
a different way to a subset of the equations of motion~2!, in which the general covariance i
broken. Indeed, only the isotropic U~1! invariance is left. Furthermore, by exploiting the loc
isomorphism between so~3! and su~2! realized by the adjoint representation of the connection

J(ad)5S 0 2v0 2Re~q0!

v0 0 2Im~q0!

Re~q0! Im~q0! 0
D dx0

1S 0 22 Re~v ! 2Re~c11c2!

2 Re~v ! 0 2Im~c11c2!

Re~c11c2! Im~c11c2! 0
D dx1

1S 0 2 Im~v ! 2Im~c12c2!

22 Im~v ! 0 2Re~c12c2!

Im~c12c2! Re~c12c2! 0
D dx2,

we are able to introduce the so-called moving trihedral frame$ei% in R3,10 which satisfies the
orthonormal conditions

ei•ej5d i j , ei`ej5« i jkek , ~7!

and changes accordingly to

]mei5~Jm! ik
(ad)ek , m50,1,2, i 51,2,3. ~8!
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Its integrability is assured by the zero-curvature condition, namely by Eq.~2!. For instance,
assigning toe3 the special role of unimodular normal vector to a given surfaceS, whose tangent
plane is defined by the vectors (e1 ,e2), the equations~8! for m51,2 andi 51,2,3 can be seen a
the Gauss–Weingarten equations of such a surface. Moreover, the mappinge3 :S→S2 is the
well-known Gauss map. Furthermore, the corresponding integrability equations, rewritten a

]1J2
(ad)2]2J1

(ad)1@J1
(ad),J2

(ad)#50,

are the Gauss–Codazzi–Mainardi equations for a surfaceS immersed inR3. They are the real
form of Eqs. ~5! and ~6!. The U~1! invariance of such equations is readily interpreted as
invariance under local rotations of the tangent plane at the surfaceS. This identification is one of
the motivations of the present article and it will be fully developed from the geometrical poi
view in the next sections. Here we would like to show how to use effectively the rema
equations in~8! for m50 andi 51,2,3 and the corresponding integrability conditions. In parti
lar, we ask if structures related to the integrable systems can be detected in the above
picture. Then, since we show that it is the case, we are allowed to introduce a completel
grable dynamics for the trihedral frame and, by consequence, we can infer an integrable dy
for the corresponding surfaces.

First, we can rewrite Eqs.~5! and ~6! by introducing the quantities

V5S v*

v D , C65S c6

2c6*
D , B5

i

2
s3~C22C1!.

Indeed, the torsionless condition~5! and its complex conjugate can be written as

S ]z

] z̄
DB1

i

2
~] z̄2]z!C21VC22C1V50,

while combining the GCS law~6! and its complex conjugate yields

TrH s3F S ]z

] z̄
DV1BC22C1BG J 50.

These equations involve independent components in the basis of the complex 232 matrices,
and we have no information about the identity components0 . So the last two equations provid

L1F i

2
~] z̄2]z!1V1BG2F i

2
~] z̄2]z!1V1BGL25 f s0 , ~9!

L65S ]z

] z̄
D 2C6 , ~10!

where f is an arbitrary function. Equation~10! has the form of the two-dimensional princip
Zakharov–Shabat spectral operator16 of elliptic type. Moreover, puttingf [0 in Eq.~9!, we obtain
the so-called space part of the Ba¨cklund transformations associated withL6 , defining the first-
order Bäcklund-gauge operator

B̂5
i

2
~] z̄2]z!1V1B.

This means thatB̂ maps solutions between the two linear problems

L2f250⇒L1Bf25L1f150. ~11!
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The previous considerations tell us that in the above formalism the Gauss–Codazzi–Ma
equations are expressed in terms of products of first-order differential operators, which h
precise meaning in the theory of the completely integrable systems. Of course, in this cont
essential role is played by the second~evolution! linear operator of the Lax pair, in order t
introduce a compatible time evolution. The latter, generally speaking, is nonlinear, whil
corresponding equations from the CS theory still contains the arbitrary functions interpre
Lagrangian multipliers in the action~4!. Indeed, the corresponding equations read

D0c15D̄q0 , D0c25Dq0 , ~12!

]0v2]zv05 i ~q0c1* 2q0* c2!, ~13!

and their complex conjugated. However, we can exploit the freedom in the choice ofq0 andv0 in
order to fix the evolution ofc6 andv in the x0 variable. In fact, let us take

q052i F S D̄2
i

2
~] z̄v2 i ] z̄x! Dc11S D2

i

2
~]zv1 i ]zx! Dc2G , ~14!

where we require that the real functionsx andv satisfy the supplementary conditions

]z] z̄x524~ uc1u22uc2u2!, ]z] z̄v50. ~15!

Furthermore, by introducing an irrotational fieldA5(]zL,] z̄L,]0L) ~L is an arbitrary real func-
tion! in such a way that

v5
1

4
]zL2

i

8
]zx, v05

1

4
~]0L1u0!, c65C6 expS i

2
L D ,

the ‘‘time evolutions’’ ~12! become

i ]0C612~]z
21] z̄

2!C61 1
2 u0

6C62 i ~] z̄v] z̄1]zv]z!C650, ~16!

where we have suitably defined in terms ofu0, x, and v the scalar fieldsu0
6 , which obey the

consistency conditions arising from~13!,

]z] z̄u0
658~]z

21] z̄
2!uC6u2. ~17!

Thus, to summarize, the gauge fixing conditions~14! and~15! destroy the arbitraryness containe
in the equations~12! in favor of a formally decoupled pair of Davey–Stewartson equations~16!
and ~17!. Actually, between the two pairs of fields (C6 ,u0

6) there still exists the coupling
provided by the torsionless condition~5!, which in the new variables takes the form

~] z̄1
1
4 ] z̄x!C25~]z1

1
4 ]zx!C1 . ~18!

As we discussed above, Eq.~18! is in essence the space part of the Ba¨cklund transformations.
Starting from a known solution, say (C2 ,u0

2), and fixingv, one can reconstruct the functionx,
and solving~18! for C1 , finally we findu0

1 from ~17!. Furthermore, we observe that the gau
choice ~14!–~15! is equivalent to fix the second operator of the Lax pair, denoted here byM6

5]x01Sk50
2 M 6

(k)@ i /2(] z̄2]z)#22k, where M 6
(k) are specific matrices.M 6 provide the system

~16!–~17! and ~18! by the compatibility relations

@L6 ,M 6#50, M 1B̂2B̂M 250.

Moreover, by using a suitable particular eigenfunctionf2
0 of Eq. ~11!, it is well-known~see Refs.

17, 18! that one can construct a new spectral problem of the form
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L2
I 5~f2

0 !21L2f2
0 5]x11 iS]x2, M 2

I 5~f2
0 !21M 2f2

0 ,

where

S5 i ~f2
0 !21s3f2

0

is an element of SU~2!/U~1! coset space and the corresponding eigenfunction isf2
I

5(f2
0 )21f2 . The resulting integrable system is known as Ishimori model and it describe

evolution of a classical spin in a background generated by the density of the topological c
Since this equation will be discussed in the next sections, we do not give other details about
here we want to stress that such a system is an alternative integrable restriction of the p
configurations of the CS field, exactly as the Davey–Stewartson equation does. Furthermo
can purpose the question does the spin fieldS have something to do with the trihedral fram
introduced above. The consequences arising from the identification ofS with one of the unimo-
dular vector fieldsei is the main subject of the next sections.

III. SURFACES IN R3

To introduce our terminology and notations and to make the exposition self-containe
recall some basic facts from the theory of two-dimensional surfaces. So, we consider a s
surface in a three-dimensional Euclidean spaceR3. Let x,y be the local coordinates on the surfac
At the same time, the surface can be described by the position vector (x1 ,x2 ,x3)5r (x,y), where
the xi are coordinates ofR3. The surface is uniquely defined within rigid motions by the tw
fundamental forms

I 5E dx212F dx dy1G dy2 ~19!

and

II 5L dx212M dx dy1N dy2, ~20!

whereE,F,G,L,M ,N can be defined by

E5r x"r x5g11, F5r x"r y5g125g21, G5r y"r y5g22, ~21!

L5n"r xx5b11, M5n"r xy5b125b21, N5n"r yy5b22. ~22!

In Eqs.~21! and ~22!,

n~x,y!5
r x`r y

ur x`r yu
5

r x`r y

Ag
~23!

is introduced, whereg5det(gij)5EG2F25ur x`r yu2, is the normal vector field at each point of th
surface. Then the triple (r x ,r y ,n) represents a local frame ofR3, the changes of which are
characterized by the GW equations

r xx5G11
1 r x1G11

2 r y1Ln, ~24!

r xy5G12
1 r x1G12

2 r y1Mn, ~25!

r yy5G22
1 r x1G22

2 r y1Nn, ~26!

nx5p11r x1p12r y , ~27!

ny5p21r x1p22r y , ~28!
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where the Christoffel symbols of the second kind are defined bygi j (gi j 5(gi j )
21) as

G jk
i 5

1

2
gil S ]glk

]xj 1
]gjl

]xk 2
]gjk

]xl D , ~29!

with i , j ,k51,2 and

pi j 52bikgk j. ~30!

The principal curvaturesk1 ,k2 are the eigenvalues of the Weingarten operator

L5S E F

F GD 21S L M

M N D , ~31!

which for the mean and the Guassian curvature implies

H5
k11k2

2
5Tr~L!5

EN1LG22MF

2~EG2F2!
, ~32!

K5k1k25det~L!5
LN2M2

EG2F2 . ~33!

One of the global characteristics of surfaces is the integral curvature

x5
1

2p E KAg dx dy, ~34!

which for compact oriented surfaces is the integer

x52~12D!, ~35!

where D is the genus of the surface. The compatibility conditions of the GW Eqs.~24!–~28!
furnish the GMC equations, which in two dimensions read

R1,2,1,25K,
]bi j

]xk 2
]bik

]xj 5G ik
s bjs2G i j

s bks , ~36!

wherei , j 51,2, bi
j5gjl bil , and the curvature tensor, defined in the standard way,

Ri jk
l 5

]G i j
l

]xk 2
]G ik

l

]xj 1G i j
s Gks

l 2G ik
s G js

l , ~37!

has only one~i.e., R2,1,2
1 ! independent component. For our purposes it is convenient to emplo

triad of orthonormal vectors,

e15
r x

AE
, e25n, e35e1`e2 . ~38!

In terms of these vectors the GW Eqs.~24!–~28! take the form

ejx5X`ej , ejy5Y`ej , ~39!

where

X5te11se21ke3 , Y5m1e11m2e21m3e3 , ~40!
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and

k5
L

AE
, s5

2EFx2EEy2FEx

2EAg
, t5

ME2LF

AgE
, ~41!

m15
NE2MF

AgE
, m25

FEy2EGx

2EAg
, m35

M

AE
. ~42!

Similarly, we can rewrite the GMC Eqs.~36! in the following form:

Ay2Bx1@A,B#50, ~43!

with

A5S 0 k 2s

2k 0 t

s 2t 0
D , B5S 0 m3 2m2

2m3 0 m1

m2 2m1 0
D . ~44!

Then, the GMC equation turns out to be equivalent to the set of equations for the coeffi
of the first and second fundamental forms. This system, which is in general nonintegrable, r
to integrable partial differential equations for certain particular surfaces.10

IV. DEFORMATIONS OF SURFACES IN „2¿1…-DIMENSIONS: THE GENERAL
FORMULATION

It is well-known that in some cases deformations of surfaces can be associated with inte
equations.1–3 Here we are interested in the deformation of the two-dimensional surfaces disc
in Sec. III. In other words, we have to deal with the motion of such surfaces. To this aim,
introduce the vector field

r t5a1r x1a2r y1a3n, ~45!

where theai are some real functions. It is easy to show that the evolution of the local trihe
frame is given by

ej t5T`ej , ~46!

T5v1e11v2e21v3e3 , ~47!

v j being real functions. Summarizing, the changes of the local frame are provided by

ejx5X`ej , ejy5Y`ej , ej t5T`ej , ~48!

where the vectorsX andY are defined by~40!. This system is analogous to the system~8! in Sec.
II.

The system~48! represents the simplest form of the (211)-dimensional GW equations.
By introducing the matrix

C5S 0 v3 2v2

2v3 0 v1

v2 2v1 0
D , ~49!

and using the matricesA andB @see~44!#, the compatibility conditions of Eqs.~48! entail
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Ay2Bx1@A,B#50, ~50!

At2Cx1@A,C#50, ~51!

Bt2Cy1@B,C#50. ~52!

Of the nine funcionsk,s,t,mi ,v i involved in A, B, andC, only three are independent. I
fact, we can express the functionsmi ,v i in terms ofk,s,t, and their derivatives. This point wil
be discussed later.

A. Some geometrical invariants and integrals of motion as a consequence of the
geometrical formalism

The formalism developed above yields some important invariants having a pure geom
nature. Indeed, in terms of the triad vectors these geometrical invariants take the form

K1
(t)5E e1"~e1x`e1y!dx dy, K2

(t)5E e2"~e2x`e2y!dx dy,

K3
(t)5E e3"~e3x`e3y!dx dy. ~53!

In a similar way we can write down the other two classes of invariants with respect tox and
y directions, respectively. These geometrical invariants can be interpreted as ‘‘topolo
charges.’’ However, three of them, namelyKi

(t) ( i 51,2,3) behave as integrals of motion of th
(211)-dimensional geometrical models under consideration. This will be elucidated in the
sections. These invariants can be related to the topological Chern index of a curvature two-fo
a two-dimensional space.19

V. INTEGRABLE SPIN MODELS IN „2¿1…-DIMENSIONS

Now let us dwell upon the problem of finding or building up integrable deformations o
11)-dimensional surfaces. Among several possibilities, within the geometrical formalism p
ously presented, we shall consider multidimensional integrable spin~field! systems~MISS! to
recognize integrable deformations of surfaces.

A. The spin model

A few words on MISS. At present there exist many integrable spin system
(211)-dimensions~see, for example, Refs. 20–25!. A well-known prototype of these systems
the Ishimori model~IM !.20 A more general (211)-dimensional integrable spin model is describ
by the pair of equations

St1S̀ $~b11!Sjj2bShh%1buhSh1~b11!ujSj50, ~54!

ujh5S"~Sj`Sh!, ~55!

wherej, h are real or complex variables,b is a real constant,S5(S1 ,S2 ,S3) is the spin~field!
vector, S251, andu is a scalar function. These equations, which are called M-XX equat
~about our conditional notations, see e.g., Refs. 21–25!, are one of the (211)-dimensional inte-
grable generalizations of the isotropic Landau–Lifshitz~LL ! equation

St5S̀ Sxx . ~56!

In (111)-dimensions, Eqs.~54! and ~55! reduce to the LL equation. In fact, assuming that t
variablesS,u are, for example, independent ofh, then Eqs.~54! and ~55! reproduce Eq.~56!
within a simple scale transformation.
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We notice that Eqs.~54! and~55! are not the only integrable generalization of the LL equat
in (211)-dimensions. Actually, other integrable generalizations exist, such as the IM o
model defined by

St5~S̀ Sy1uS!x , ~57!

ux52S"~Sx`Sy!. ~58!

These equations, which are called M-I equations~see Ref. 21! are again completely integrable
Some properties of these equations are studied in Refs. 21–23.

1. The Lax representation

Equations~54! and ~55! can be solved by the inverse spectral transform~IST! method. The
applicability of the IST method to Eqs.~54! and ~55! is based on the equivalence of the
equations to the compatibility condition of the following linear equations@the Lax representation
~LR!#

FZ15SFZ2, ~59!

F t52i @S1~2b11!I #FZ2Z21WFZ2, ~60!

whereZ65j6h and

W52i H ~2b11!~F11F2S!1~F1S1F2!1~2b11!SSZ21
1

2
SZ21

1

2
SSZ1J ,

S5S S3 rS2

rS1 2S3
D , S65S16 iS2 , S25EI, E561, r 2561,

F152iuZ2, F252iuZ1.

In fact, from the conditionFZ1t5F tZ1 we deduce

iSt1
1
2 @S,~b11!Sjj2bShh#1 ibuhSh1 i ~b11!ujSj50, ~61!

ujh5
1

4i
Tr~S@Sj ,Sh#!, ~62!

which is the matrix form of Eqs.~54! and ~55!.

2. Special cases

Equations~54! and ~55! contain both well-known and less-known integrable cases in
11)- and (111)-dimensions. Below we shall report some of them.

~i! If b50, Eqs.~54! and ~55! yield

St1S̀ Sjj1wSj50, ~63!

wh2S"~Sj`Sh!50, ~64!

wherew5uj . This system, which is known as the M-VIII model,24 is one of the simplest spin
systems in (211)-dimensions integrable by IST. It affords a different type of solutions~solitons,
vortices, etc.!. In particular, vortex solutions of Eqs.~63!–~64! can be derived from vortex solu
tions of the spin system~54!–~55! discussed in Sec. IX~for b50!.

~ii ! Let us introduce the coordinatesx5j2h, y5a(j1h), and putb52 1
2. Then, the spin

system~54!–~55! reduces to the IM
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St1S̀ ~Sxx1a2Syy!1uxSy1uySx50, ~65!

uxx2a2uyy522a2S"~Sx`Sy!. ~66!

The IM is the first integrable spin~field! system in the plane which can be solved by the I
method. The IM was studied by many authors from different points of view~e.g., Refs. 16, 17, 20
23, 26!.

~iii ! By settingb50, h5t, Eqs.~54! and ~55! reduce to the following (111)-dimensional
spin system:

St1S̀ Sjj1wSj50, ~67!

wt1
1
2 ~Sj

2!j50. ~68!

This integrable model describes the nonlinear dynamics of compressible magnets.27 It is the first
~and, to the best of our knowledge, at present the unique! example of an integrable spin syste
governing the nonlinear interactions of spin (S) and lattice (u) subsystems in (111)-dimensions.

VI. BILINEAR REPRESENTATIONS

One of the powerful tools in the soliton theory is the Hirota method. Now we show ho
construct the bilinear representations of the fields of the spin system by using geometry. F
eji be the components of the unit vectorej , i.e., ej5(ej 1 ,ej 2 ,ej 3). We can take the following
representation for the components of the vectore1 :

e1
15e111 ie125

2 f̄ g

f̄ f 1ḡg
, e135

f̄ f 2ḡg

f̄ f 1ḡg
, ~69!

wheref andg are complex functions of (x,y,t). Then, the consistency of the system~48! implies

e2
15e211 ie225

f̄ 21g2

f̄ f 1ḡg
, e235 i

f g2 f̄ ḡ

f̄ f 1ḡg
, ~70!

e3
15e311 ie325

f̄ 22g2

f̄ f 1ḡg
, e3352

f g1 f̄ ḡ

f̄ f 1ḡg
, ~71!

with

k52 i
Dx~g+ f 2ḡ+ f̄ !

f̄ f 1ḡg
, m352 i

Dy~g+ f 2ḡ+ f̄ !

f̄ f 1ḡg
, ~72!

s52
Dx~g+ f 1ḡ+ f̄ !

f̄ f 1ḡg
, m252

Dy~g+ f 1ḡ+ f̄ !

f̄ f 1ḡg
, ~73!

t5 i
Dx~ f̄ + f 1ḡ+g!

f̄ f 1ḡg
, m15 i

Dy~ f̄ + f 1ḡ+g!

f̄ f 1ḡg
, ~74!

v352 i
Dt~g+ f 2ḡ+ f̄ !

f̄ f 1ḡg
, v252

Dt~g+ f 1ḡ+ f̄ !

f̄ f 1ḡg
, ~75!
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v15 i
Dt~ f̄ + f 1ḡ+g!

f̄ f 1ḡg
. ~76!

The Hirota operatorsDx , Dy , andDt are defined by

Dx
l Dy

mDt
nf ~x,y,t !+g~x,y,t !5~]x2]x8!

l~]y2]y8!
m~] t2] t8!

nf ~x,y,t !+g~x8,y8,t8!ux5x8,y5y8,t5t8 .

Now we write the bilinear representation for the spin vector and for the derivatives o
potentialu, identifying S ande1 . Taking into account~69!, we find

S15S11 iS25
2 f̄ g

f̄ f 1ḡg
, S35

f̄ f 2ḡg

f̄ f 1ḡg
. ~77!

This is the general representation for the components of the spin vector for all the spin sy
However, for the potential, the bilinear forms for every spin system should be different. I
following we shall consider some examples.

A. The Ishimori model

In this case we have

t5
1

2
uy , m15

1

2a2 ux . ~78!

Hence, from~74! we get

uy522i
Dx~ f̄ + f 1ḡ+g!

f̄ f 1ḡg
, ux522ia2

Dy~ f̄ + f 1ḡ+g!

f̄ f 1ḡg
. ~79!

On the other hand, from~74! it also follows that

tx5a2m1y , ~80!

so that

m15a22]y
21tx . ~81!

B. The isotropic M-I equation

Let us take

t50, m15u. ~82!

Then, from~74! and ~82! we obtain

Dx~ f̄ + f 1ḡ+g!50, u52 i
Dy~ f̄ + f 1ḡ+g!

f̄ f 1ḡg
. ~83!
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C. The spin system „54…–„55…

Let us start from

t5
1

2
uj , m152

1

2
uh . ~84!

Then we have

uj522i
Dj~ f̄ + f 1ḡ+g!

f̄ f 1ḡg
, uh52i

Dh~ f̄ + f 1ḡ+g!

f̄ f 1ḡg
,

and

th52m1j , ~85!

m152]j
21th . ~86!

An important consequence of these results is the possibility to determine the time evolution
potential~and/or its derivatives!. For instance, for the IM the time evolution of the derivatives
the potential are given by

1

2
~uy! t2v3x1sv12tv250, ~87!

1

2a2 ~ux! t2v1y1m3v32m2v350. ~88!

VII. DEFORMATIONS OF SURFACES BY INTEGRABLE SPIN SYSTEMS
IN „2¿1… DIMENSIONS

As we said above, examples of surface integrable deformations can be found out by
fying the tangent unit vectore1 with the spin vector, i.e.,

e1[S. ~89!

In such a way, the spin model~54!–~55! takes the form

e1t1e1`$~b11!e1jj2be1hh%1buhe1h1~b11!uje1j50, ~90!

ujh5e1"~e1j`e1h!. ~91!

The functionsmi ,v i can be expressed in terms of the three independent functionsk,t, s. Using
the GW Eq.~48!, Eqs.~90!–~91! can be written as

e1t5v3e22v2e3 , ~92!

ujh5sm32km2 , ~93!

where

v25b@m3h2m2
22uhm2#2~b11!@kj1st1ujs#, ~94!

v35~b11!@sj2kt2kuj#2b@m2h2m1m31uhm3#. ~95!
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Now by choosingm1 according to the special reduction~84!, the remaining functionsm2 and
m3 are given by

m25
sm32ujh

k
, m35

stujh1~a2/2!uj2a3

a11s2t
, ~96!

where

a15k2t2ksj1skj , a252k32s2k,

a35k2sh2skkh1kujjh2kjujh . ~97!

By virtue of these formulas we derive the functionv1 from ~50!–~52!.
Thus, all the unknown functionsmi ,v i are defined via the three functionsk,t,s only and

their derivatives. This is the consequence of the identification of the motion of surface wit
spin system~90!–~91!. This means that the motion of surface is fully determined by these t
functions. Since the spin model~90!–~91! is integrable, we can conclude that the deformation
the surface characterized by Eqs.~50!–~52! is integrable.

VIII. DEFORMATIONS OF SURFACES RELATED TO THE „2¿1…-DIMENSIONAL NLS-
TYPE EQUATION

One of the most remarkable consequences of the geometrical formalism previously outl
that it allows to find the equivalent counterpart of the spin system~54!–~55!. To show this
property, let us introduce two complex functionsq,p according to the following expressions:

q5a1eib1, p5a2eib2, ~98!

whereaj ,bj are real functions. Now let us choose the functionsaj ,bj in such a way that

a1
25

1

4
k21

uau2

4
~m3

21m2
2!2

1

2
aRkm32

1

2
a Ikm2 , ~99!

b15]x
21H 2

g1

2ia18
2 2~Ā2A1D2D̄ !J , ~100!

a2
25

1

4
k21

uau2

4
~m3

21m2
2!1

1

2
aRkm32

1

2
a Ikm2 , ~101!

b25]x
21H 2

g2

2ia28
2 2~A2Ā1D̄2D !J , ~102!

where

g15 i H 1

2
k2t1

uau2

2
~m3km11m2ky!2

1

2
aR~k2m11m3kt1m2kx!

1
1

2
a I@k~2ky2m3x!2kxm3#J , ~103!

g252 i H 1

2
k2t1

uau2

2
~m3km11m2ky!1

1

2
aR~k2m11m3kt1m2kx!

1
1

2
a I@k~2ky2m3x!2kxm3#J . ~104!
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In this case,q,p satisfy the (211)-dimensional equations of the nonlinear Schro¨dinger ~NLS!
type27

iqt1~11b!qjj2bqhh1vq50, ~105!

ipt2~11b!pjj1bphh2vp50, ~106!

vjh522$~11b!~pq!jj2b~pq!hh%. ~107!

These equations are the geometrical equivalent counterpart of the spin system~54!–~55!. There-
fore, the spin system and the (211)-dimensional NLS equations~105!–~107! turn out to be
mutually geometrical equivalent.

A. Gauge equivalence

Now we prove that the spin system~54!–~55! and Eqs.~105!–~107! are not only equivalent in
the geometrical sense, but are also gauge equivalent. To this purpose, let us perform the
transformationC5gF, where the functionF is the solution of Eqs.~59!–~60! andg is a 232
matrix such that

S5g21s3g, ~108!

and

gZ1g212s3gZ2g215S 0 q

p 0D . ~109!

Under this transformation the functionC obeys the following set of linear equations

CZ15s3CZ21B0C, ~110!

C t54iC2CZ2Z212C1CZ21C0C, ~111!

whereB0 ,Cj are given by

B05S 0 q

p 0D , C25S b11 0

0 bD ,

C15S 0 iq

ip 0 D , C05S c11 c12

c21 c22
D , ~112!

and the functionsci j ( i , j 51,2) fulfill the equations

c125 i @~4b13!qZ21qZ1#, c2152 i @~4b11!pZ21pZ1#, ~113!

c11Z22c11Z15 i @~4b13!~pq!Z21~pq!Z1#, ~114!

c22Z21c22Z15 i @~4b11!~pq!Z21~pq!Z1#, ~115!

with v5 i (c222c11) @see~105!–~107!#.
The compatibility condition of Eqs.~110!–~111! gives the equations~105!–~107!. This means

that the spin model~54!–~55! and the NLS—type equations~105!–~107! are gauge equivalent
Moreover, it is easy to check that ifg satisfies Eq.~109!, then S given by ~108! satisfies Eqs.
~54!–~55! with

u522 ln detg. ~116!
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B. Reductions

Equations~105!–~107!, as its and equivalent spin system~54!–~55!, contain several integrable
cases, namely

~i! b50. Equations~105!–~107! yield the equations27

iqt1qjj1vq50, ~117!

ipt2pjj2vp50, ~118!

vh522~pq!j . ~119!

~ii ! a5b52 1
2. Then, we give the Davey–Stewartson~DS! equations27

iqt1qxx1a2qyy1vq50, ~120!

ipt2pxx2a2pyy2vq50, ~121!

vxx2a2vyy52$~pq!xx1a2~pq!yy%, ~122!

wherex5j2h,y5a(j1h).
~iii ! Putting b50,h5t, Eqs. ~105!–~107! reduce to the (111)-dimensional Ma28–

Yajima–Oikawa29 equations,

iqt1qjj1vq50, ~123!

ipt2pjj2vp50, ~124!

v t12~pq!j50, ~125!

which are known to be integrable.

IX. SOLUTIONS OF THE SPIN SYSTEM

It could be of interest to study Eqs.~54!–~55! by the IST method. However, to look for som
special solutions, it is convenient to exploit the Hirota bilinear method. To this aim, let us bui
the bilinear form of~54!–~55! for the compact case.

We obtain

S15S11 iS25
2 f̄ g

f̄ f 1ḡg
, S35

f̄ f 2ḡg

f̄ f 1ḡg
, ~126!

uj522i
Dj~ f̄ + f 1ḡ+g!

f̄ f 1ḡg
, uh52i

Dh~ f̄ + f 1ḡ+g!

f̄ f 1ḡg
, ~127!

where Sj ( j 51,2,3) are the components of spin vectorS, S65S16 iS2 , and u is the scalar
potential.

Hence, from~116! we get

u~j,h,t !522 ln~ u f u21ugu2!. ~128!

Substituting formulas~126! and ~127! into the spin system~54!–~55!, we obtain the bilinear
equations

@ iD t2~b11!Dj
21bDh

2 #~ f̄ +g!50, ~129!
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@ iD t2~b11!Dj
21bDh

2 #~ f̄ + f 2ḡ+g!50, ~130!

$DjDh1DhDj%~ f̄ f 1ḡg!+~ f̄ f 1ḡg!50. ~131!

Equation~131! coincides with the compatibility conditionujh5uhj .
Now we can construct some special solutions of Eqs.~54!–~55!. In particular, to construct

vortex solutions, we start from Eqs.~129!–~130! and assume that

f 5 f ~j,t !, g5g~j,t !. ~132!

Then Eq.~131! is satisfied automatically. At the same time, Eqs.~129!–~130! are fulfilled if

i f t1~b11! f jj50, igt1~b11!gjj50. ~133!

Consequently, we are led to the following multivortex solutions:

gN5(
j 50

N

(
m12n5 j

aj

m!n! S 2

b11D m/2

jm~2i t !n, ~134!

f N5 (
j 50

N21

(
m12n5 j

bj

m!n! S 2

b11D m/2

jm~2i t !n, ~135!

whereaj and bj are arbitrary complex constants, andm,n are nonnegative integer numbers.
particular, the one-vortex solution can be derived by choosing

f 5b0 , g5a18j1a0 , ~136!

wherea185a1(2/(b11))1/2.
So, the one-vortex solution is static. To find a dynamic solution, we have to conside

N-vortex solution using the forms

f ~j,t !5b0 )
j 51

N

@j2pj~ t !#, ~137!

g~j,t !5a0 )
j 51

N

@j2qj~ t !#, ~138!

where pj and qj denote the positions of the zeros off and g, and a0 ,b0 are constants. The
evolution ofpj andqj is

pjt52 i ~b11! (
k@n0#5 j

N
1

pj2pk
, ~139!

qjt52 i ~b11!(
kÞ j

N
1

qj2qk
, ~140!

where j ,k51,2,. . . ,N. These equations are related to the Calogero–Moser system.
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X. SPECIAL SURFACES CORRESPONDING TO VORTEX SOLUTIONS OF THE SPIN
SYSTEM

This section is devoted to the construction of explicit surfaces. To this aim, let us start
the one-vortex solution of the spin system~54!–~55!. By choosing for simplicityE51, Eqs.
~41!–~42! become

k5L, s5
Fx

Ag
, t5

M2LF

Ag
, ~141!

m15
N2MF

Ag
, m252

Gx

2Ag
, m35M . ~142!

On the other hand, from~38! and ~89! we get

r x~j,h,t !5S~j,h,t !. ~143!

Now let us consider by way of example the surface associated with the one-vortex solut
the Ishimori system, whose components are

S35
12b2uJu2

11b2uJu2
, S152beid

J

11b2uJu2
,

u52~ ln~b!1 ln@11b2uJu2# !,

whereJ denotes the complex variableJ52a exp(ig)(x1iy)11, a,b, g, andd being real con-
stants.

Then, by resorting to the formulae15r x /AE ~with E[1!, we can integrate to yield the
following components for the position vector:

r 15
ĉ ln~11b2uJu2!

a b
2

& arctanF bA2

V
~a x1c!G ~ c̃22 a ŝy!

a AV
,

r 25
ŝ ln~11b2 uJu2!

a b
2

& arctanF bA2

V
~a x1c!G ~2 a ĉy 1 s̃!

a AV
, ~144!

r 352x1

2& arctanF bA2

V
~a x1c!G

a bAV
,

where for the sake of clarity we have introduced the second degree polynomialV521b2@1
12a2y22cos(2g)14asin(g)y# and the constantsc5cos(g), s5sin(g), ĉ5cos(g1d), ŝ5sin(g
1d), c̃52cos(d)1cos(2g1d), and s̃52sin(d)1sin(2g1d). Furthermore, we have put ident
cally equal to zero any arbitrary function of integration iny only.

From them, with the help of the various formulas given in Sec. III, we obtain the coeffic
of the I-fundamental form,

E51, F5
4 b ~s1a y! ~b ~c1a x! AV1& ~11b2 uJu2! At@x,y# !

~11b2 uJu2! V3/2 ,
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G5
2 ~4 b2 ~s1a y!2 V18 ~11b2 uJu2! At@x,y#2!

~11b2 uJu2! V2 ,

whereAt@x,y#5arctan@ bA2/V (a x1c)#, and analogously for the II-fundamental form,

AgL5
8 a b @2~b3 ~c1a x! ~s1a y!2 AV!1& ~11b2 uJu2! At@x,y##

~11b2 uJu2!2 V3/2 ,

AgM5
24 a b2 ~s1a y!

~11b2 uJu2!2 ,

AgN5
8 a b~2&~11b2uJu2! AV At@x,y#18 b ~c1a x! ~11b2 uJu2! At@x,y#21b3 ~c1a x! ~s1a y!2 V ~21V!!

~11b2u Ju2!2 V3 ,

whereg in the metric factorAg is expressed by

g5
8

~11b2 uJu2!2 V3 $ b2 ~s1a y!2 V 22 b2 ~c1a x!21~11b2 uJu2! V!

24& b3 ~c1a x! ~s1a y!2 ~11b2 uJu2! AV At@x,y#14 ~11b2 uJu2!2 At@x,y#2%.

The Gauss curvatureK and the mean curvatureH are given by@see~32! and ~33!# are given by

K5
8 a2 b2

~11b2 J2!4 V9/2$2b2 ~s1a y!2 V3/2~V314 b4 ~c1a x!2 ~s1a y!2 ~21V!!

14&b3~c1ax!~s1ay!2~11b2uJu2!V2At@x,y#216~11b2uJu2!

3@2 b4 ~c1a x!2 ~s1a y!22~11b2uJu2!#AV At@x,y#2

132&b~c1ax!~11b2uJu2!2At@x,y#3%,

H5
4ab

~11b2 uJu2!3V7/2Ag
$b3 ~c1a x! ~s1a y!2 V3/2@~11b2 uJu2! ~21V!

14 ~2 b2 ~s1a y!21V!#12& ~11b2 uJu2! V ~124 b2 ~s1a y!21b2 uJu2

12 b2 ~s1a y!2 V! At@x,y#18 b ~c1a x! ~11b2 uJu2!

3~112 b2 ~s1a y!21b2 uJu2!AV At@x,y#2216& ~11b2 uJu2!2 At@x,y#3%,

respectively.
An example of a surface associated with the one-vortex solution of the Ishimori syst

drawn in Fig 1.

XI. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we have established some notable connections among the purely topologi
theory, deformations of surfaces, and integrable equations in (211)-dimensions. However, man
questions remain open and deserve further investigation, such as, for example, the search f
integrable classes of deformations of surfaces, the determination of the Hamiltonian structu
the possible interpretation of the solutions from a physical point of view. To this regar
particular we have found the surface associated with the exact vortex solutions o
(211)-dimensional spin system. We notice that another approach exists to study integra
11)-dimensional deformations of surfaces, i.e., the method developed mainly by Konopelch
Taimanov, and co-workers.3,30 The essential tool of their procedure is the use of a general
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Weierstrass representation for a conformal immersion of surfaces intoR3 or R4, together with a
linear problem related to this representation. The method devised in Refs. 3, 30 allows
express integrable deformations of surfaces via hierarchies of integrable equations, such
Nizhnik–Veselov–Novikov, the DS equations, and so on. We think that our approach an
described in Ref. 3 should be pursued in parallel, with the purpose to achieve possible co
mentary results on the link between integrable deformations of surfaces and completely inte
partial differential equations. Finally, we have shown that the non-Abelian Chern–Simons
theory can be interpreted in a more classical geometrical setting. From this aspect, by a s
choice of the configuration space of the fields and under certain assumptions on the gaug
ditions, notable equations of the mathematical physics arise. In this case, since large cla
solutions are known, our results could be useful in the studies of related problems in the
dimensional classical and quantum physics, where the peculiar properties of the Chern–S
interaction are involved.14,15,31–33
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A method of construction of harmonic functions for the system of anyons on a
plane is given. Spectra of angular momentum are derived. Anyonic statistics im-
plies a restriction of the range of angular momentum which is stronger in compari-
son to the bosonic and fermion case. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1339220#

I. INTRODUCTION

We consider the system ofN anyons on a plane, with the statistical parameternP@0,2). The
configuration space of the system isQN5CN\DN /SN ~we identify the plane with the comple
planeC, DN denotes the fat diagonal, andSN is the symmetric group!. The fundamental group o
this space is the so called braid groupBN5p1(QN).1–4 Wave functions describing this syste
will be referred to as then-equivariant functions, that is functions which transform according
one-dimensional unitary irreducible representations of the corresponding braid groupBN , labeled
uniquely byn.

In the theory of anyons on a~complex! plane it is convenient to separate the motion of t
system into the mass center and the relative part. Because the mass center part correspo
simply connected space we will deal only with the relative one. The relative part of the mot
orthogonal to the mass center part because the former is generated by differences of posi
particles. It is obvious that the space of the relative part has complex dimensionMªN21.

Anyonic harmonic functions~it means those satisfying the Laplace equation and be
n-equivariant! are very important in the anyon theory. For example, solutions of the statio
Schrödinger equation for free anyons or anyons in a homogeneous harmonic oscillator po
can be written by means of products of homogeneous anyonic harmonic functions and s
special functions depending only on the length of the relative radius. So the relative an
momentum depends only on the harmonic factor, the other factor does not affect the va
angular momentum. Solutions for the system was given in the papers of Refs. 5, 6 by me
homogeneous holomorphic functions, but more general formulas we obtain replacing the
homogeneous harmonic functions.

It is well known 3,4 that the relative part ofn-equivariant functions can be presented as

Vn~u!Fsym~u,u* ! ~1!

or

V22n~u* !Fsym~u,u* !, ~2!

where

a!Electronic mail: milewski@euler.mat.univ.szczecin.pl
14180022-2488/2001/42(3)/1418/8/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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u5~u1 ,...,uM !, u* 5~u1* ,...,uM* ! ~3!

are orthonormal system of holomorphic~resp., antiholomorphic! coordinates of the relative motio
space,

V~u!5)
k, l

~zl2zk! ~4!

is the Vandermonde determinant of positions of particles (zk ,k51,2,...,N), expressed by the
relative coordinates, andFsym(u,u* ) is a power series of variablesu,u* , symmetric with respect
to transpositions of particles.

Our aim in the present paper is the construction of anyonic harmonic functions, that is
n-equivariant functionsH(u,u* ) of the form of Eqs.@~1!–~2!#, which satisfy the Laplace equa
tion:

(
k51

M
]

]uk

]

]uk*
H50. ~5!

In Sec. II we propose the construction of such functions, in Sec. III we deal with the an
momentum, in Sec. IV we give an example, and in Sec. V, some general remarks and concl

II. CONSTRUCTION OF ANYONIC HARMONIC FUNCTIONS

We start with the following evident commutation relations:

F ]

]uk
,

]

]ul
G50, ~6!

F ]

]uk
,ul* G50, ~7!

F ]

]uk
,

]

]ul*
G50. ~8!

They imply that despite the fact that the Laplace Equation~5! is of the second order, we can tre
it as a first order partial differential equation with respect to the antiholomorphic variables.
equation is linear, and its coefficients are operators]/]uk , which are constant with respect t
antiholomorphic variables. Thus the solutions are given in a full analogy with the case of
tions with constant number coefficients,

(
k51

M

ak

]

]xk
p~x!50. ~9!

The solution can be written in the form

p~x!5P~x1a22x2a1 ,x1a32x3a1 , . . . ,xM21aM2xMaM21!, ~10!

with P being an arbitrary function of the classC1 . It suggests we look for the solutions of Eq.~5!
in the form

H~u,u* !5PS u1*
]

]u2
2u2*

]

]u1
,u1*

]

]u3
2u3*

]

]u3
1 , . . . ,uM21*

]

]uM
2uM*

]

]uM21
D f̃ ~u!, ~11!
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where f̃ depends only upon holomorphic variablesu. Moreover, we admit in our consideratio
only a polynomial form of the functionsP, to avoid detailed discussion of domains, etc.

The right-hand side of Eq.~11! is the result of acting of the differential operato
P(u1* (]/]u2) 2u2* (]/]u1) ,...# on holomorphic functionf̃ (u).

To impose the fractional statisticsn, we take the functionf̃ (u) in the form

f̃ ~u!5 f ~u!Vn~u!, ~12!

where f (u) is a polynomial. The condition of hard core for anyons implies thatH should vanish
at the fat diagonal.3 Thus, it cannot exhibit any pole there. It follows that the polynomf should be
divisible by Vn, wheren is the total degree of the polynomP. Moreover,~Eq. ~1! implies that
either bothP@u1* (]/]u2) 2u2* (]/]u1) ,...# and f (u) are symmetric with respect to transpositio
of particles, or both are antisymmetric.

For homogeneous polynomialsP and f the functionH is a bihomogeneous one, which mea
that H is an eigenfunction of holomorphic and antiholomorphic homogeneity degree opera

n̂h5(
k

uk

]

]uk
, n̂a5(

k
uk*

]

]uk*
, ~13!

i.e.,

n̂hH5nhH, n̂aH5naH. ~14!

We have therefore the following formulas:

H~u,u* !5PsymS u1*
]

]u2
2u2*

]

]u1
,...D „f sym~u!Vn12k~u!…, ~15!

H~u,u* !5PantisymS u1*
]

]u2
2u2*

]

]u1
,...D „f sym~u!Vn12k21~u!…, ~16!

or

H~u,u* !5PsymS u1

]

]u2*
2u2

]

]u1*
,...D „f sym~u* !V22n12k~u* !…, ~17!

H~u,u* !5PantisymS u1

]

]u2*
2u2

]

]u1*
,...D ~ f sym~u* !V12n12k~u* !…, ~18!

where f sym is a symmetric bihomogeneous polynomial indivisible byV. In all of Eqs.~15!–~18!,
the degree of polynomialPsym (Pantisym) is less than the exponent of Vandermonde determi
~the hardcore condition!. Equations~15!–~18! provide general formulas for anyonic harmon
functions for arbitraryN, and constitute the basis for the following considerations. We procee
demonstrate some special cases in more detail.

III. ANGULAR MOMENTUM OF ANYON SYSTEM

Let us consider the operators

l̂ 5n̂h1n̂a ~19!

and

m̂5n̂h2n̂a . ~20!
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Clearly, m̂ is the operator of the two-dimensional angular momentum, and a bihomogen
function H(u,u* ) is its eigenfunction, with eigenvaluem5nh2na .

The operatorl̂ has the meaning of the total degree of homogeneityl 5nh1na and bears some
resemblance to the quantum number of the square of angular momentum in the three-dime
theory. Namely, we are going to demonstrate that it provides some bounds to the range om.

We start with the observation that in the three-dimensional case the (z-projection of! the
angular momentumm varies with the step 1, whereas in our casem varies with the step 2, for
fixed value of the total homogeneity degreel . It is an immediate consquence of Eqs.~19!, ~20!,
which follow from the fact that our system is two-dimensional.

Let us consider in particular harmonic functions of the form

HI5PS uk*
]

]ul
2ul*

]

]uk
D „Vn1n~u! f ~u!…, ~21!

whereP is a polynomial of degreen, which is symmetric~antisymmetric! for n even~odd!, and
f is a holomorphic homogeneous symmetric polynomial. The total homogeneity degree a
angular momentum of the function are given by

l I5~n1n!S N
2 D1d~ f !, mI5 l I22n, ~22!

whered( f ) is the homogeneity degree of the polynomialf . Note that (2
N) is equal to the homo-

geneity degree of the Vandermonde determinantV(u). For givenl I we obtain the minimal value
of mI for n5(nI)max,

~nI !max5F l I2S N
2 D n

S N
2 D G , ~23!

where the square bracket denotes the integer part,

~mI !min5 l I22~nI !max.0. ~24!

Bounds~23! and ~24! follow from the fact thatn is genuinely nonintegral. Namely, it is easy
observe thatP@uk* (]/]ul) 2ul* ]/]uk) in Eq. ~21! generates poles when the degree ofP is bigger
than (nI)max. In other words, the spectrum of the angular momentummI is

l I22~nI !max, l I22~nI !max12 , ...l I22 , l I . ~25!

For harmonic functions of the form

HII 5PS uk

]

]ul*
2ul

]

]uk*
D „Vn122n~u* ! f ~u* !…, ~26!

we obtain in a similar way the spectrum of the angular momentummII :

2„l II 22~nII !max… , 2„l I22~nII !max12… , ...2~ l II 22! , 2 l II , ~27!

wherel II is the total homogeneity degree of the function~26!, and
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~nII !max5F l II 2S N
2 D ~22n!

S N
2 D G , ~28!

~mII !max52~ l II 22~nII !max!,0. ~29!

Thus in the case of boson (n50) or fermion (n51) statistics, the angular momentumm varies in
the range from2 l to l with the step 2~for the two-dimensional system!. For fractional statistics
we obtain some bounds the range ofm under fixedl , given by Eqs.~23!, ~24! and Eqs.~28!, ~29!.

When considering purely fractional statistics (nÞ0 andnÞ1), we should distinguish betwee
two cases: the genericN(N21)n¹Z, and the special oneN(N21)nPZ.

The consideration given above imply that for the generic case the spectra of the total
geneity degreel I and l II are mutually different. In this case the equalityl I5 l II cannot be satisfied
because the differencel I2 l II is not an integer. In special cases a series of positive values@Eq.
~25!# of angular momentummI joins with suitable series of negative valuesmII @Eq. ~27!# such
that l I5 l II .

We conclude that in the generic case the spectrum of the angular momentumm for fixed l is
either positive or negative, whereas in special cases it encompasses both positive and n
values.

IV. THE CASE OF THREE ANYONS. EXAMPLES

Now we discuss the case of three anyons. The complex dimension of the relative sp
M52, so thatP depends only upon a single argument, e.g.,u1* (]/]u2) 2u2* (]/]u1) ~cf. Eq.
~11!#. Thus we take

P~x!5xn. ~30!

For the sake of definiteness, we restrict our further discussion to Eq.~15!. Other cases follow
correspondingly.

The Vandermonde determinant for three anyons in Fourier coordinates:7

uk5
1

)
(
l 51

3

e2p ikl /3zl , k50,1,2, ~31!

is given, up to a multiplicative constant, by the formula

V~u!5u2
32u1

3. ~32!

So Eq. ~15! yields H(u,u* )5@u1* (]/]u2) 2u2* (]/]u1)#n@ f (u)(u2
32u1

3) r #, where r>n; @r #
5@n# with @x# denoting the integer part ofx. For simplicity we putf (u)5u1

ku2
l , which is not

symmetric generally, and then we get a formula for symmetric polynomials.
The casen50 in Eq. ~30! corresponds to the constant functionP51, so the multivalued

function H is locally holomorphic.
In the casen51 ~the antiholomorphic homogenity rank is equal to 1, we have

S u1*
]

]u2
2u2*

]

]u1
D @~u1

ku2
l ~u2

32u1
3!r !#5~ lu1u1* 2ku2u2* !u1

k21u2
l 21~u2

32u1
3!r

13r ~u2
2u1* 1u1

2u2* !u1
ku2

l ~u2
32u1

3!r 21. ~33!

In particular, we have a very simple form of harmonics fork,l 50, which reads as
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~u2
2u1* 1u1

2u2* !~u2
32u1

3!r 21. ~34!

The casen52 yields

S u1*
]

]u2
2u2*

]

]u1
D 2

@~u1
ku2

l ~u2
32u1

3!r !#

52~k1 l !u1* u2* u1
k21u2

l 21~u2
32u1

3!r

1~ lu1u1* 2ku2u2* !@~ l 21!u1u1* 2~k21!u2u2* #u1
k22u2

l 22~u2
32u1

3!r

16r ~u2
2u1* 1u1

2u2* !~ lu1u1* 2ku2u2* !u1
k21u2

l 21~u2
32u1

3!r 21

16r ~u2u1*
21u1u2*

2!u1
ku2

l ~u2
32u1

3!r 21

19r ~r 21!~u2
2u1* 1u1

2u2* !2u1
ku2

l ~u2
32u1

3!r 22.

It shows that the number of terms increases rapidly withn.
Now let us consider the spectrum of the angular momentum operator for the relative p

anyonic harmonic functions of the three anyon system. The total homogeneity rank of the fu
of the form ~42! is

l I53~n1n!1k, ~35!

and of the form~43!,

l II 53~n122n!1k, ~36!

where k is the homogeneity rank off (u), „f (u* )….
The permutation groupS3 acts on variablesu0 ,u1 ,u2 in the standard way as on functions

z1 ,z2 ,z3 :

~s f !~z1 ,z2 ,z3!5 f ~zs(1) ,zs(2) ,zs(3)!. ~37!

This action is trivial onu0 , and

s1u15u2, s1u25u1, s2u15e2u2, s2u25eu1 , ~38!

wheree5e2p i /3. The relative space is a carrying space of the irreducible representationG$1,2% of
the groupS3 . In the coordinate (u1 ,u2) the matrix elements are

G$1,2%~s1!5F0 1

1 0G , G$1,2%~s2!5F0 e2

e 0 G . ~39!

The symmetrizationS5 1
6(s of the monomialu1

n1u2
n2 is equal 0 forn12n2 indivisible by 3:

S~u1
n1u2

n2!5 1
6 ~11en12n21en22n1!u1

n1u2
n21~11en12n21en22n1!u2

n1u1
n2. ~40!

So the basis of the holomorphic relative symmetric polynomials is formed by such function

u1
n1u2

n21u1
n2u2

n1, n1>n2 , ~41!

where the differencen12n2 is divisible by three. In a similar way one can show th
u1* (]/]u2 2u2* (]/]u1) is an antisymmetric operator. So general formulas for the relative pa
harmonic functions for a three anyon system of the type~15.! can be written in the form
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HI~u,u* !5S u1*
]

]u2
2u2*

]

]u1
D n

~u2
32u1

3!n1n f ~u!, ~42!

where f (u) is a relative holomorphic symmetric polynomial.
The other formula of the type~18! is given in such a way,

HII ~u,u* !5S u1

]

]u2*
2u2

]

]u1*
D n

~u2*
32u1*

3!n122n f ~u* !, ~43!

where f (u* ) is a relative antiholomorphic symmetric polynomial.
The dimension of the spaceXk (Xk* ) of homogeneous relative holomorphic~antiholomorphic!

symmetric polynomials of degreek is equal tod(k), where

d~6n1a!5n11 for a50,2,3,4,5 andd~6n11!5n. ~44!

The pairs (l I ,mI) and (l II ,mII ) in general are degenerate. The degree of the degeneration o
pair (l I ,mI) or (l II ,mII ) is equal to the dimensiond(k) of the spaceXk .

Now let us consider two examples—one for the generic case:n5 1
7, l I58 3

7, the nearest value

of l II to 83
7 is l II 58 4

7, and one for the special casen5 1
6, l I5 l II 5 l 58 1

2.

The spectrum of the angular momentum forn5 1
7 and for 83

7 the spectrum of the angula
momentum is

mI54 3
7, 6 3

7, 8 3
7 , ~45!

and forn5 1
7, l II 58 4

7 the spectrum of the angular momentum is

mII 528 4
7, 26 4

7 . ~46!

For the special casen5 1
6, l I5 l II 5 l 58 1

2 the spectrum of angular momentum is given as

mII 528 1
2, 26 1

2,4
1
2, 6 1

2, 8 1
2 . ~47!

V. CONCLUSIONS

The construction of anyonic harmonic functions for the system ofN anyons on the plane ha
been given. The separation of holomorphic and antiholomorphic variables allows us to redu
Laplace equation to a homogeneous linear first order partial differential equation with co
operatorial coefficients. The solution of the problem is given by Eqs.~15!–~18!.

We have already reported another approach to the construction presented above.8,9 The
anyonic harmonic functions are presented there in terms of covariant derivatives. It is rela
the fact that the differential operators in these papers are acting upon polynomialsf (u) instead of
multivalued functionsf̃ (u):

] f̃

]uk
5VnS n

] ln V

]uk
1

]

]uk
D f . ~48!

As the result the derivation presented here is formally equivalent to that given before,
remarkably simpler, since it avoids a double change of gauge transformation.

The angular momentum of an anyonic harmonic functionH is quantized with step 2 for fixed
total homogeneity degreel 5d(H). This observation follows from the fact that the system
two-dimensional. The angular momentum for boson or fermion statistics is constrained
range2 l ,2 l 12,...,l . The case of intrinsically fractional statistics imposes a further restrictio
this range specified by the formulas in Eqs.~25!, ~27!. This effect follows from the fact tha
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bosonic or fermionic harmonic functions are polynoms and thus any differentiation cannot le
poles on the fat diagonal. Contrary for an intrinsically fractional statistic, an appropriately
number of differentiations yields unavoidably poles on the fat diagonal which is inconsisten
the hard-core requirement.

This formalism can be adapted for more general systems. For example, for a system o
kinds of anyons on a plane with different statistical parameters or for a system of distinguis
particles with hard cores on a plane.
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Stability of nonconservative hyperbolic systems
and relativistic dissipative fluids

Omar E. Ortiz
Facultad de Matema´tica, Astronomı´a y Fı́sica, Universidad Nacional de Co´rdoba,
Ciudad Universitaria, (5000) Co´rdoba, Argentina

~Received 25 August 2000; accepted for publication 6 November 2000!

A stability theorem for general quasi-linear symmetric hyperbolic systems~not
necessarily conservation laws! is proved in this work. The key assumption is the
‘‘stability eigenvalue condition,’’ which requires all the eigenvalues of the constant
coefficient system symbol to have negative real part for nonzero Fourier frequency,
decaying no faster thanuvu2 when uvu→0. The decay of the solution to zero, as
time grows to infinity, is proved when the space dimension is bigger than or equal
to 3. As an application of the general theorem, stability is proved for the equations
describing relativistic dissipative fluids. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1336513#

I. INTRODUCTION

It is the purpose of this work to prove the linear and nonlinear stability of stationary con
solutions to the Cauchy problem in the whole space of a general quasi-linear symmetric hyp
system of equations. It is also the purpose of this work to present a concrete, physically re
application of the stability result, namely to the systems of equations describing dissipative
tivistic fluids.

The Cauchy problems considered are those of the form

] tu5(
j 51

d

@A0 j1«A1 j~x,t,u,«!#] ju1@B01«B1~x,t,u,«!#u1F~x,t !,

~1!

u~x,0!5 f ~x!.

HerexPRd, t>0, andu(x,t) and f (x) take values inRn. Partial differentiation with respect tot
and xj are denoted by] t and ] j , respectively. The assumptions on the coefficients, source,
initial data to be used in the theorems throughout the article are given below after introd
some notation.

As usual, foru,vPCn, andAPCn3n,

^u,v&5(
j 51

n

uj* v j , uuu5^u,u&1/2 and uAu5max
u

$uAuu:uuu51%

denote the inner product, Euclidean norm, and corresponding matrix norm. For vector fun
u,v of the space variables,iui1 , (u,v), iui5(u,u)1/2, andiuiHp denote theL1-norm, L2-inner
product,L2-norm, and theHp-Sobolev norm, respectively.

For the squaredL1-norm in space and time the following notation will be used

KF~T!ªF E
0

TE
Rd

uF~x,t !u dxdtG2

.

14260022-2488/2001/42(3)/1426/17/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Given multi-indicesa5(a1 ,a2 , . . . ,ad) andb5(b1 ,b2 , . . . ,bn) the following notation will be
used for partial derivatives

]x
a5]1

a1
¯ ]d

ad , and uau5a11 ¯ 1ad ,

and

]u
b5S ]

]u1
D b1

¯ S ]

]un
D bn

and ubu5b11 ¯ 1bn .

Assumption 1: The constant matrices A0 j and B0 are real and symmetric. The matrices A1 j

are also real and symmetric.
The following is an assumption on the regularity of the coefficients, source, and initial
Assumption 2: (a) Given C.0, there are constants kA,C and kB,C such that, for j

51,2,. . . ,d,

uA1 j~x,t,u,«!u<kA,Cuu~x,t !u

and

uB~x,t,u,«!u<kB,Cuu~x,t !u,

provided thatuuu<C.
(b) Given C.0, for every p50,1,2,...there is a constant K(C,p) such that

u]x
a]u

bA1 j~x,t,u,«!u1u]x
a]u

b] tA1 j~x,t,u,«!u<K~C,p!

and

u]x
a]u

bB1~x,t,u,«!u1u]x
a]u

b] tB1~x,t,u,«!u<K~C,p!,

provided thatuuu<C, and for all multi-indicesa and b with uau1ubu5p.
(c) The source F is such that

KF~`!,` and E
0

`

iF~•,t !iHp
2 dt,`, p50,1,2,. . . .

(d) The initial data function f satisfies

f PL1~Rd,Rn!ùHp~Rd,Rn!, f or p50,1,2,. . . .

The first two assumptions are just the usual assumptions for short time existence the
plus adequate decay rates in time. The third assumption, given later, is the one that implies
in time existence and stability, and is not necessary for local existence. We introduce notat
the first-order partial differential operators and associated symbol first:

P05(
j 51

d

A0 j] j and P15(
j 51

d

A1 j~x,t,u,«!] j .

The symbol of the constant coefficient system,~1! with «50, is given by

P̂0~ iv!1B05(
j 51

d

iv jA0 j1B0 , for vPRd. ~2!
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Assumption 3: The symbol of the constant coefficient system satisfies the ‘‘stability eige
condition,’’ i.e., there are positive constantsv0 , m, and d such that all eigenvaluesl(v) of (2)
satisfy

(a) Rel(v)<2muvu2, for uvu<v0 ;
(b) Rel(v)<2d, for uvu.v0 .

Let û(v,t) denote the Fourier transform ofu(x,t). The following splitting in high and low
frequencies ofu will be useful:

u~x,t !5uI~x,t !1uII ~x,t !, where ûI~v,t !5H û~v,t ! if uvu<v0 ,

0 if uvu.v0 .
~3!

This article presents a generalization of the work by Kreisset al.,1 where stability is proved
for a wide class of systems of conservation laws. The symmetric hyperbolic systems studied
present work are more general since they are not required to be systems of conservation law
generalization requires the dimension of space to be bigger than or equal to 3. In this arti
initial data function is explicitly included in the estimates, as opposed to absorbing it in the s
by means of a transformation as done by Kreisset al.

This work also extends previous stability results2 by including noncompact domains. Th
extension is necessary for some physical applications such as the theories of relativistic diss
fluids.3 Stability of the Cauchy problem of these fluid theories, under periodic boundary c
tions, was shown in a previous work.4

Sections II and III of this work follow the paper by Kreisset al.1 In Sec. II the estimates fo
the solution of the linear equation@Eq. ~1! with coefficients independent ofu# are found and linear
stability is proved. In Sec. III the linear estimates together with Sobolev’s inequalities are us
prove global existence and stability in the nonlinear case. A proof of the following theore
given.

Theorem 1: Consider the Cauchy problem for the nonlinear equation (1), let Assump
1–3 hold, and let the dimension of space be d>3. Then there exists«0.0 such that foru«u
<«0 the solution u is C` and exists globally in time. Furthermore, the Cauchy problem is sta
in the sense that

lim
t→`

uu~•,t !u`50.

In Sec. IV the stability theorem is applied to an example of physical relevance, namely t
the general theories of relativistic dissipative fluids. Most of the effort done in Sec. IV is dev
to proving that these fluid theories comply with the stability eigenvalue condition require
Assumption 3.

Along this workCl andCl(p), l 51,2,. . . , will denote positive constants that may depend
P0 , B0 , andp when indicated, but are independent ofP1 , B1 , «, F, and f .

II. ESTIMATES AND LINEAR STABILITY

Consider the Cauchy problem for the linear, symmetric hyperbolic system of equations

] tu5(
j 51

d

@A0 j1«A1 j~x,t,«!#] ju1@B01«B1~x,t,«!#u1F~x,t !,

~4!
u~x,0!5 f ~x!.

The first step to prove global existence and stability is to obtain estimates for the co
coefficient problem. Application of the Fourier–Laplace transformation to the constant coeffi
system,~4! with «50, gives
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@sI2 P̂0~ iv!2B0#ũ~v,s!5 f̂ ~v!1F̃~v,s!, s5h1 i j, h.0. ~5!

Here ũ(v,s)5Lt→s@Fx→vu(x,t)# and f̂ (v)5Fx→v f (x).
Recall the decomposition~3! of u in low and high frequencies.

A. Estimates for u I
„low frequencies …

Assumption 3~a! implies B0<0, Then

@ P̂0~ iv!1B0#1@ P̂0~ iv!1B0#†52B0<0,

where the symmetry was used. Consequentlyue( P̂01B0)tu<1 and Kreiss’ matrix theorem5 can be
applied. There are two constantsC1 andC2 such that for eachv there is a transformationS(v)
such that

S21~ P̂01B0!S5S l1 b12 ¯ b1n

l2 ¯ b2n

� A

0 ln

D
with uS21u1uSu<C1 and ubi j u<C2uReliu, 1< i , j <n. Therefore, it can be proved that

u@~h1 i j!I 2~ P̂01B0!#21u2<C3(
j

1

~h2Rel j !
21~j2Im l j !

2 .

By Assumption 3~a!, h2Relj>2muvu2 whenuvu<v0 . Then integration of the previous inequa
ity gives

E
2`

`

u@~h1 i j!I 2~ P̂01B0!#21u2dj<
C4

uvu2
. ~6!

Lemma 1: Let u solve the constant coefficient Cauchy problem (4) with«50. If Assumptions
1, 2(c), 2(d), and 3(a) hold, and the dimension of space is d>3, then for every p50,1,2, . . . there
exists a constant C0(p), which is independent of T, F, and f such that

E
0

T

iuI~•,t !iHp
2 dt<C0~p!@ i f i1

21KF~T!#.

Proof: Equation~5! implies

uũu2<2u~sI2 P̂02B0!21u2u f̂ u212u~sI2 P̂02B0!21u2uF̃u2. ~7!

Notice thatu f̂ u2<i f i1
2 and

uF̃u2<U E
0

`E
Rd

e2 i ^v,x&e2htF~x,t !dxdtU2

<S E
0

`E
Rd

e2htuF~x,t !udxdtD 2

<KF~`!,

so that Parseval’s relation,

E
0

`

e22htiuI i2dt5
1

~2p!d11 E
uvu<v0

E
2`

`

uũ~v,h1 i j!u2dj dv,

together with estimates~6! and ~7! imply
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E
0

`

e22htiuI i2dt<C4@ i f i1
21KF~`!#E

uvu<v0

dv

uvu2
.

As the dimension of space isd>3, the integral ofuvu22 is finite, and as the right-hand side
independent ofh, the inequality also holds in the limith→01. Thus,

E
0

`

iuI i2dt<C5@ i f i1
21KF~`!#. ~8!

The space derivatives]x
au satisfy the same constant coefficient partial differential equation~PDE!

asu. Therefore

u]x
aũ~v,s!u<uvu uauuũ~v,s!u<v0

uauuũ~v,s!u

and Eq.~8! imply

E
0

`

iuI iHp
2 dt<

1

~2p!d11 (
uau<p

E
0

`E
uvu<v0

u]x
aũ~v,h1 i j!u2dvdj<C0~p!@ i f i1

21KF~`!#. ~9!

Finally, as the values ofuI(x,t) for t<T do not depend on the values ofF(x,t) for t.T, ` can
be replaced by a finite timeT in the previous estimate. This concludes the proof.

Consider now the Cauchy problem for the variable coefficient system~4!. In this case the
following assumption is needed.

Assumption 2(a8):

(
j
E

0

`

iA1 j~•,t,«!i2 dt1E
0

`

iB1~•,t,«!i2 dt<K1,`.

An estimate for the solutionu in the variable coefficient case can be obtained, forp>1, from
the estimate~9! by redefining the source term to include the variable coefficients

G~x,t !5F~x,t !1«(
j

A1 j~x,t,«!] ju~x,t !1«B1~x,t,«!u~x,t !. ~10!

Notice that

KG~`!<3KF~`!13«2S E
0

`E
Rd(j

uA1 j uu] juudx dtD 2

13«2S E
0

`E
Rd

uB1uuuudx dtD 2

<3KF~`!13«2K1E
0

`

iuiH1
2 dt.

Thus, application of~9! with F replaced byG gives

E
0

`

iuI iHp
2 dt<C0~p!i f i1

213C0~p!KF~`!16«2C0~p!K1E
0

`

iuI iH1
2 dt

16«2C0~p!K1E
0

`

iuII iH1
2 dt,
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where u5uI1uII was used. Then, choosing« small enough and repeating the argument
replacing` by a finite timeT, we have proved the following.

Lemma 2: Let u solve (4). If Assumptions 1, 2(a8), 2(c), 2(d), and 3(a) hold, and the dimensio
of space is d>3, then for p51,2,. . . ,

E
0

T

iuI iHp
2 dt<2C0~p!F i f i1

213KF~T!16«2K1E
0

T

iuII iH1
2 dtG , ~11!

where C0(p) is the same constant of Lemma 1 and« is assumed to be small enough so th
6«2C0(p)K1< 1

2.

B. Estimates for u II
„high frequencies …

Given uPL2(Rd,Rn) @respectivelyuPHp(Rd,Rn)# and using the decomposition in low an
high frequencies foru given by ~3!, the decompositionL25L2

I
% L2

II ~respectivelyHp5HpI

% HpII) is defined so thatuIPL2
I anduII PL2

II .
It was shown in a previous work2 that if the system~4! satisfies Assumption 3~b!, then there

exists a constantC6 and a time independent pseudo-differential operatorS, acting onL2
II (Rd,Rn)

and depending onP01B0 only, with the following properties.

~a! S is self-adjoint and bounded, i.e.,iSiL
2
II <C6 .

~b! I 1S is positive definite withi I 1SiL
2
II 1i(I 1S)21iL

2
II <C6 .

~c! 2 Re(I1S)(P01B0)<2d(I1S).
~d! S is a smoothing operator, i.e., its symbol satisfiesuŜ(v)u5C6 /uvu, for uvu>v0 .

The action ofS is extended toL2 by definingS5I on L2
I . It is clear from the properties above th

there exists a constantC7 such that the operatorH5I 1S has the following properties.

~i! H is self-adjoint and bounded, i.e.,iHi<C7 .
~ii ! H is positive definite withiHi1iH21i<C7 .
~iii ! 2 ReH(P01B0)<2d H when restricted toL2

II .
~iv! u(u,H] jv)2(u,] jv)u<C7 iui ivi , for all uPL2 , vPH1, and j 51,2,. . . ,d.

The last property follows from Parseval’s relation and property~d! of S.
New inner products and norms inL2 andHp are defined usingH:

~u,v !H5~u,Hv !, ~u,v !p,H5 (
uau<p

~]x
au,H]x

av !,

and

iuiH5~u,u!H
1/2, iuip,H5~u,u!p,H

1/2 .

Properties~i! and ~ii ! of H imply the equivalence

1

C7
iuiHp<iuip,H<C7 iuiHp, for p50,1,2,. . . . ~12!

The estimate foruII will be obtained in theH-norm:

d

dt
iuII iH

2 52 Re~uII ,ut
II !H

52 Re~uII ,ut!H

52 Re~uII ,@P01B0#u!H12« Re~uII ,P1u!H

12« Re~uII ,B1u!H12 Re~uII ,F !H . ~13!
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Let us estimate the four terms above separately. Using the property~iii ! of H we obtain

2 Re~uII ,@P01B0#u!H52 Re~uII ,@P01B0#uII !H

<~uII ,2 ReH@P01B0#uII !

<2diuII iH
2 .

The second term in~13! can be separated as

2« Re~uII ,P1u!H52« Re~uII ,P1uI !H12« Re~uII ,P1uII !H .

However,

u2 Re~uII ,P1uI !Hu<2iuII i iHP1uI i

<2 C7iuII i I(
j

A1 j] ju
I I

<2 C7 uA1u`v0iuI i iuII i ,

whereuA1u`5( j uA1 j u` and i] ju
I i<v0iuI i . Also,

P1uII 5(
j

] j~A1 ju
II !2S (

j
] jA1 j DuII .

Symmetry ofA1 j and properties (i ) and (iv) of H imply

u2 Re~uII ,P1uII !Hu<u2 Re(
j

~uII ,] j@A1 ju
II # !Hu1U2S uII ,F(

j
] jA1 j GuII D

H
U

<(
j

u2 Re~uII ,] j@A1 ju
II # !u12(

j
C7iuII iiA1 ju

II i

12iuII i IHS (
j

] jA1 j DuII I
<(

j
u~uII ,@] jA1 j #u

II !u12C7uA1u`iuII i2

12C7uDA1u`iuII i2

<2@C7uA1u`1~11C7!uDA1u`#iuII i2,

whereuDA1u`5( j u] jA1 j u` . Therefore the estimate

u2« Re~uII ,P1u!Hu<$r12u«u@C7uA1u`1~11C7!uDA1u`#%iuII i2

1~«2/r!C7
2uA1u`

2 v0
2iuI i2

holds for anyr.0. By property (i ) of H

u2« Re~uII ,B1u!Hu<2u«uC7uB1u`iuII i iuI i

<riuII i21~«2/r!C7
2uB1u`

2 iuI i2.
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Also,

u2 Re~uII ,F !Hu<riuII i21~C7
2/r!iFi2.

The last four estimates and the equivalence~12! for p50 imply

d

dt
iuII iH

2 5$2d13rC7
212u«uC7

2@C7uA1u`1~11C7!uDA1u`#% iuII iH
2

1«2
C7

r
~v0

2uA1u`
2 1uB1u`

2 ! iuI i21
C7

2

r
iFi2.

Thus, choosingr5d(18C7
2)21 and calling

«15d$12C7
2@C7uA1u`1~11C7!uDA1u`#%21

we have proved the following.
Lemma 3: Let u be a solution of (4), and let Assumptions 1, 2(b), 2(c), and 3(b) hold.

there exists«1 such that

d

dt
iuII iH

2 52
2

3
d iuII iH

2 1«2CA,BiuI i21C0iFi2, if u«u<«1 . ~14!

Here CA,B depends on P01B0 , uA1u` and uB1u` , and C0 depends on P01B0 only.
This result can be generalized to include derivatives. Applying]x

a to ~4!, it becomes

] t~]x
au!5(

j
~A0 j1«A1 j !] j]x

au1~B01«B1!]x
au1«Ra1]x

aF,

~15!
]x

au~x,0!5]x
a f ,

where Ra5( j@]x
a(A1 j] ju)2A1 j] j]x

au#1]x
a(B1u)2B1]x

au is made of lower order terms only
i.e., derivatives ofA1 j , B1 andu up to orderuau.

Lemma 4: Let u be a solution of (4), and let Assumptions 1, 2(a8), 2(b), 2(c), and 3(b) hold.
Then, ifu«u<«1(A,B,p), we get for p51,2, . . .

d

dt
iuII ip,H

2 52
2

3
d iuII ip,H

2 1«2CA,B,piuI iHp
2

1C0iFiHp
2 . ~16!

Here, «1(A,B,p) and CA,B,p are constants that depend P01B0 and the L̀ -norms of A1 j and B1

and their derivatives up to order p, but are independent of F. C0 depends on P01B0 only.
Proof: For uau<p, Lemma 3 can be applied to the system~15!, thinking of ]x

aF1«Ra as the
source term. This gives

d

dt
i]x

auII iH
2 52

2

3
di]x

auII iH
2 1«2CA,Bi]x

auI i212«2C0iRai212C0i]x
aFi2.

All terms in Ra are proportional to a derivative ofu of order less than or equal touau. Addition of
all the inequalities withuau<p gives

d

dt
iuII ip,H

2 52
2

3
diuII ip,H

2 1«2CA,BiuI i212«2C0C̃A,B,piuI1uII iHp
2

12C0iFiHp
2 .
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HereC̃A,B,p depends on theL`-norms ofA1 j andB1 and their derivatives up to orderp. Using the
equivalence~12! and defining an appropriate«15«1(C̃A,B,p) the lemma follows.

C. Linear stability

Global existence for the linear problem shown in this section is well known. As a sim
application of the estimates for the low and high frequency parts of the solution obtained e
linear stability is shown here. The fundamental estimates, Lemmas 1 and 3, will be the base
nonlinear stability, too.

Theorem 2: Assume that u solves the linear system (4), Assumptions 1, 2(a8), 2(b), 2(c), 2(d),
and 3 hold, and the dimension of space is d>3. Then, for any p51,2,3, . . . there are positive
constants C0(p) and «0(A,B,p) such that

E
0

`

~ iuiHp11
2

1i] tuiHp
2

!dt<C0~p!F i f i1
21i f iHp11

2
1KF~`!1E

0

`

iFiHp11
2 dtG , ~17!

provided thatu«u<«0(A,B,p). C0(p) depends only on P01B0 and p, while «0(A,B,p) depends
also on the constants K1 of Assumption 2(a8) and K(0,0), K(0,1), . . . ,K(0,p11) of Assumption
2(b). Furthermore,

lim
t→`

uu~•,t !u`50.

Proof: Denote

y1~ t !5iuI~•,t !iHp
2 , y2~ t !5iuII ~•,t !ip,H

2 .

The results of Lemmas 2 and 4 can be written as

E
0

`

y1dt<C8~p!F i f i1
21KF~`!1«2C0~p!K1E

0

`

iuII iH1
2 dtG ~18!

and

dy2

dt
<2

2

3
dy21«2C̃A,B,py11C0iFiHp

2 .

This last estimate is equivalent to

y2~ t !<y2~0!e2 ~2/3! dt1C0E
0

t

e2 ~2/3! d(t2t)iF~•,t!iHp
2 dt

1«2C̃A,B,pE
0

t

e2 ~2/3! d(t2t)y1~t!dt. ~19!

Notice that

E
0

`E
0

t

e2a(t2t) f ~t!dtdt5E
0

`E
t

`

e2a(t2t) f ~t!dtdt5
1

a E0

`

f ~t!dt.

Using this identity, the estimate~19! implies

E
0

`

y2~ t !dt<
3

2d
y2~0!1

3C0

2d E
0

`

iF~•,t!iHp
2 dt1«2

3C̃A,B,p

2d E
0

`

y1~t!dt. ~20!
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The equivalence of norms, Eq.~12!, implies

E
0

`

iuiHp
2 dt<2E

0

`

y1dt12C7E
0

`

y2dt.

Thus ~18! and ~20! imply, for u«u<«̃0 ,

E
0

`

iuiHp
2 dt<C9~p!F i f i1

21i f iHp
2

1KF~`!1E
0

`

iFiHp
2 dtG . ~21!

Here «̃05 «̃0(C̃A,B,p ,K1). To estimate] tu and its space derivatives we apply]x
a to Eq. ~4! and

take the norm. Adding all the estimates foruau<p we obtain

i] tuiHp
2 <C10~p!iuiHp11

2
1«2C̃A,B,piuiHp11

2
1C~p!iFiHp

2 .

Finally, integrating this last estimate and using~21! for p11 we get the desired estimate~17!,
with «0 conveniently defined. The stability follows from the convergence of the integral in~17!.
More precisely,

uu~•,T!u`
2 <CE

T

`

~ iuiHp11
2

1i] tuiHp
2

!dt→0, when T→`,

for p.d/2.

III. NONLINEAR STABILITY

A proof of Theorem 1 is given in this section. The construction of the estimates fo
nonlinear solution is based on the estimates of Lemmas 1 and 3 and Sobolev’s inequalitie

Proof of Theorem 1:Local ~in time! existence is well known for quasi-linear symmetr
hyperbolic systems; letu denote such a solution to the problem~1! for a given initial data function
f and sourceF. It will be shown that, for« small enough, the ‘‘energy’’

i f iHp11
2

1E
0

t1
~ iuiHp11

2
1i] tuiHp

2
!dt, p5d13,

remains bounded by a constantM sufficiently large, even whent1→`; thus the solution exists
globally. Suppose this is not the case. Then there exists a timeT(M ,«) such that

i f iHp11
2

1E
0

T

~ iuiHp11
2

1i] tuiHp
2

!dt5M . ~22!

In what followsCM
l , l 51,2,. . . , will denote constants that may depend onM , P01B0 , and the

constants in Assumption 2, but not on« or T.
Recall that, for allf (t)PH1(@0,T#,R),

max
0<t<T

u f ~ t !u2< min
0<t<T

u f ~ t !u21E
0

T

@ u f ~ t !u21u f 8~ t !u2#dt.

Sobolev’s Lemma and~22! imply, for uau1(d/2),p,

u]x
auu`,T

2 5 sup
0<t<T

u]x
au~•,t !u`

2 <CF i f iHp
2

1E
0

T

~ iuiHp
2

1i] tuiHp
2

!dtG<CM, ~23!

whereC is a constant independent of«, T, andM .
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To apply the estimates obtained for the linear case we rewrite~1! as

] tu5~P01B0!u1«(
j 51

d

A1 j8 ~x,t,«!] ju1B18~x,t,«!u1F~x,t !,

~24!
u~x,0!5 f ~x!,

with

A1 j8 ~x,t,«!5A1 j~x,t,u~x,t !,«!

and

B18~x,t,«!5B1~x,t,u~x,t !,«!.

Application of Lemma 1, withF replaced byG5F1«( j 51
d A1 j8 ] ju1«B18u, gives

E
0

T

iuI~•,t !iHp11
2 dt<C11~p!@ i f i1

21KG~T!#.

Notice that, using~23! and Assumption 2~a!,

KG~T!53H KF~T!1«2kA,CM
2 S (

j 51

d E
0

TE
Rd

uuu u] juudxdtD 2

1«2kB,CM
2 S (

j 51

d E
0

TE
Rd

uuu2dxdtD 2J
<3KF~T!1«2CM

1 .

Thus,

E
0

T

iuI~•,t !iHp11
2 dt<C11~p!@ i f i1

213KF~T!1«2CM
1 #. ~25!

The estimate ofuII is constructed in theH-norm. Lemma 3 applied to~24! gives

d

dt
iuII iH

2 <2
2

3
diuII iH

2 1«2CM
3 iuI i21C12iFi2. ~26!

To estimate the derivatives ofuII we first apply]x
a , 1<uau<p11, to ~24!,

] t]x
au5~P01B0!]x

au1«(
j 51

d

A1 j8 ] j]x
au1«]x

a~B18u!1]x
aF1«Ra, ~27!

with

Ra5(
j 51

d

Rj
a5(

j 51

d

@]x
a~A1 j8 ] ju!2A1 j8 ] j]x

au#.

The chain rule implies that eachRj
a is a sum of terms of the form

r j~x,t,a,s!]x
s1u¯ ]x

sru, ~28!
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where, for alluau<p11,

us1u1 ¯ 1us r u<p12, us l u<p11, l 51, . . ,r ,

and r j (x,t,a,s) are partial derivatives]x
b]u

gA1 j , ubu1ugu<p11. On the one hand, all factor
]x

s lu in ~28!, with the exception of at most one of them, can be bounded in the infinite n
otherwise there would be two factors with

us l u1
d

2
>p, usmu1

d

2
>p,

and, consequently,

p121d>us l u1usmu1d>2p,

which would contradict the choicep5d13. On the other hand, the factorsr j (x,t,a,s) can be
bounded in terms of the constantsK(CM,0),K(CM,1), . . . , K(CM,p11) of Assumption 2~b!.
Therefore,

iRai2<CM
4 iuiH uau

2 .

Similarly,

i]x
a~B18u!i<CM

5 iuiH uau
2 .

Lemma 3 applied to~27!, with F replaced by]x
aF1«Ra1]x

a(B18u), gives

d

dt
i]x

auII iH
2 <2

2

3
di]x

auII iH
2 1«2CM

6 i]x
auI i21C13i]x

aF1«Ra1«]x
a~B18u!i2.

So, adding these estimates for 1<uau<p11 to ~26!, and using the bounds forRa and]x
a(B18u)

and the equivalence~12! we obtain

d

dt
iuII ip11,H

2 <2
1

3
di]x

auII iH
2 1«2CM

7 iuI iHp11
2

1C14iFiHp11
2 .

Integration like in the proof of Theorem 2, plus the equivalence~12!, gives

E
0

T

iuII ip11,H
2 dt<C15S i f i1

21i f iHp11
2

1E
0

T

iFiHp11
2 dtD 1«2CM

8 .

Equivalence~12! together with~25! give

E
0

T

iuiHp11
2 dt<C16~p!F i f i1

21i f iHp11
2

1KF~T!1E
0

T

iFiHp11
2 dtG1«2CM

9 ~29!

if u«u<«2(M ).
The differential equation~1! will be used now to estimate] tu in the Hp-norm. Notice that

i]x
a] tui2<3i~P01B0!]x

aui213«2i]x
a@~P11B1!u#i213i]x

aFi2.

The highest derivative ofu in each of the first two terms is of orderuau11. The second term can
be treated as we did before withRa. The addition of the resulting estimates for 0<uau<p gives

i] tuiHp
2 <C17~p!iuiHp11

2
13iFiHp

2
1«2CM

10iuiHp11
2 ,
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and, using~29!,

i f iHp11
2

1E
0

T

~ iuiHp11
2

1i] tuiHp
2

!dt<C18~p!F i f i1
21i f iHp11

2
1KF~`!

1E
0

`

iFiHp11
2 dtG1«2CM

11.

Therefore, choosing

M511C18~p!F i f i1
21i f iHp11

2
1KF~`!1E

0

`

iFiHp11
2 dtG ,

and if u«u<«0(M ) with «0(M ) conveniently defined, we arrive at a contradiction and the timT
cannot exist. Then the solution exists globally in time and standard arguments show that itC`.
Stability is shown as in the proof of Theorem 2.

IV. STABILITY OF RELATIVISTIC DISSIPATIVE FLUIDS

As an application of the stability theorem given in the Introduction, stability of the stan
theories of dissipative relativistic fluids3,6,7 is shown in this section. Stability for these theories h
already been shown,4 but only on compact domains with periodic boundary conditions.

The dynamical equations in these theories constitute a symmetric hyperbolic system of
tions with zeroth-order dissipation. The Cauchy problem will be considered on the Minko
space–time—R4 with a flat Lorentzian metric, and the stability shown for constant equilibri
solutions.

Calling v(x,t) the vector of dynamical fields in the theory (v:R33R→Rn) the system of
equations, when written on Cartesian coordinates$xi ,t%, i 51,2,3, takes the form4

N~v !] tv5(
j 51

3

Aj~v !] jv1B~v !v,

~30!
v~x,0!5g~x!.

HereN is a symmetric, positive definite matrix, the matricesAj are symmetric, andB is symmet-
ric and negative semi-definite~at least when evaluated at constant equilibrium!.

If v0 is a constant solution of~30!, the smallness parameter« is introduced so that

g~x!5v01« f ~x! and v~x,t !5v01« u~x,t !.

Thus, the coefficient matrices in~30! can be written as

Aj~v !5A0 j1«A1 j~u,«!, A0 j5Aj~v0!,

B~v !5B01«B1~u,«!, B05B~v0!.

All the coefficients are assumed to beC` functions ofv, therefore it is clear that all the matrice
A1 j andB1 vanish at least linearly withu. The matrixB0 is the one introducing dissipation int
the system, and it is a physical requirement that this matrix is negative semi-definite. The C
problem for the variableu is like the problem~1! with vanishing source function. The presence
the matrixN(u) in front of the time derivative does not change the character of the problem
though, for simplicity, the stability was proved for the caseN5I , the estimates can be built als
with a generalN and the stability result holds.

The regularity assumptions on the coefficients and initial data, Assumptions 1 and
physically reasonable and will be assumed to be satisfied. The requirement that the initial d
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functions onL2 implies that the only equilibrium solution to be considered isv050. This is, in
turn, the only physically relevant equilibrium solution when the Cauchy problem is consider
the whole space, in the sense that it is the only constant solution with finite total energy.

The only critical condition that needs verification so that the stability theorem can be ap
is Assumption 3. This is an assumption on the eigenvaluesl of the symbol of the constan
coefficient system. This system can be written as

N0] tu5(
j 50

3

A0 j] ju1B0u.

The Fourier transformed system is

N0] tû~v,t !5@ P̂0~ iv!1B0#û~v,t !.

The eigenvalue problem for the symbol, in the presence ofN0 , is

@ P̂0~ iv!1B0#a~v!5l~v!N0a~v!. ~31!

Herea(v) is an eigenvector, normalized so that^a(v),N0a(v)&51, with eigenvaluel(v).
In the previous work,4 the first part of Assumption 3 was proved to follow from a conditi

previously required in the literature to characterize equilibrium states. This condition ca
written as the injectivity of a linear map, and the result in Ref. 4 can be written as follows.8

Lemma 5: If for all complex numbers z and unit frequency vectorsv̂, the linear map

zN01 P̂~ i v̂ !:ker~B0!→Cn ~32!

is injective, then for allv0.0 there existsd.0 such thatRe$l(v)%<2d, for all uvu>v0 .
It will be shown in this section that the second part of Assumption 3 also follows from

injectivity condition of Lemma 5.
To simplify notation the work will be carried out in a basis ofCn whereN0 becomes the

identity andB0 becomes block diagonal. To see that such a basis exists notice that, asN0 is
symmetric and positive definite, there exists a constant, nonsingular matrixR0 such thatN0

5R0
†R0 . On the one hand, the eigenvalue problem~31! is equivalent to

~R0
21!†@ P̂0~ iv!1B0#R0

21b~v!5l~v!b~v!,

with b(v)5R0a(v) denoting the eigenvector, which satisfies^b(v),b(v)&51. On the other
hand, the injectivity condition of Lemma 5 is equivalent to the following: The map

zI1 P̃0~ i v̂ !:ker~B̃0!→Cn

is injective for all zPC and unit v̂; where P̃0( i v̂)5(R0
21)†P̂0( i v̂)R0

21 , and B̃0

5(R0
21)†B0R0

21. One further change of basis, with a unitary matrixU0 , takes B̃0 to block
diagonal form

B5U0
†B̃0U05S B11 0

0 0D , ~33!

whereB11 is symmetric and negative definite. The eigenvalue problem becomes

@ iA~v̂ !1B#c~v!5l~v!c~v!, ~34!

whereA(v̂) is a self-adjoint matrix given by
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A~v̂ !52 iU 0
†~R0

21!†P̂0~ i v̂ !R0
21U05U0

†~R0
21!†S (

j 51

d

v̂ jA0 j DR0
21U0 ,

c(v)5U0R0a(v), andB is given by~33!. The injectivity condition now reads as follows.
Assumption 4: For all complex numbers z and unit frequency vectorsv̂, the linear map

zI1 iA~v̂ !:ker~B!→Cn

is injective.
Using the block structure ofB to block alsoA(v̂) and the eigenvector, the eigenvalue pro

lem can be written as

S i uvuA11~v̂ !1B11 i uvuA12~v̂ !

i uvuA12
† ~v̂ ! i uvuA22~v̂ !

D S u~v!

v~v! D5l~v!S u~v!

v~v! D . ~35!

The eigenvaluesl(v) are continuous functions ofv and therefore they separate into two disjo
sets whenuvu is small; the set of eigenvalues that approach the eigenvalues ofB11, and the set of
those that approach zero. Moreover, there existsv1.0 such that, foruvu<v1 , the whole symbol
can be transformed to block diagonal form by a smooth transformation~to simplify notation the
dependence onv̂ will be omitted in what follows!:

S21S i uvuA111B11 i uvuA12

i uvuA12
† i uvuA22

DS5S P11 0

0 P22
D , ~36!

where

P115B111 i uvuA112uvu2A12A12
† B11

211O~ uvu3!,

P225 i uvuA221uvu2A12
† B11

21A121O~ uvu3!,

and where the transformation

S5S I S12

S21 S22
D ,

with

S1252 i uvuB11
21A121O~ uvu2!,

S215 i uvuA12
† B11

211O~ uvu2!,

S225I 1O~ uvu2!,

is a smooth function ofv for uvu<v1 .
The eigenvalues of~36! are the same ones of~35!. The eigenvalues ofP11 are the ones close

to those ofB11. For these eigenvalues there existd.0 and v2.0 (v2<v1) such that Rel
<2d,0 for uvu<v2 . Assumption 3 is certainly true for these eigenvalues.

In what follows the eigenvaluesl(v) of P22, which are the ones approaching zero, and th
eigenvectors will be studied.

Lemma 6: There existsv3.0 such that the functionsl(v)/uvu are continuous functions o
(uvu,v̂) for uvu<v3 .

Proof: Consider the matrixP22(v)/uvu:
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P22~v!

uvu
5 iA22~v̂ !1uvuM22~ uvu,v̂ !. ~37!

HereA22 is a smooth function ofv̂, andM22 is a smooth function of (uvu,v̂) for uvu.0 that stays
bounded whenuvu→0. As

zuvuM22~ uvu,v̂ !z→0 when uvu→0,

perturbation theory says that each eigenvalue of~37! is of the form

l~v!

uvu
5 ia~v̂!1g~ uvu,v̂ !. ~38!

Here a(v̂), an eigenvalue ofA22(v̂), is a continuous function ofv̂, and g is a continuous
function of its arguments that vanishes at least as a rational power ofuvu when uvu→0. This
proves the lemma.

An important property of the eigenvectors in~35! is proved next.
Lemma 7: Assumption 4 implies that there exist c.0 and v0.0 such that, for all uvu

<v0 , uu(v)u>cuvu.
Proof: If ulu does not vanish whenuvu→0, the lemma is clearly true since Rel5^u,B11u&.

Consider the caseulu→0 whenuvu→0 ~eigenvalues ofP22).
The equation~35! can be written as

S l

uvu
I 2 iA2

1

uvu
BD S u

0D5S 2
l

uvu
I 1 iÂ D S 0

v D . ~39!

Let us define

F~ uvu,v̂,y!5~zI1 iA !S 0
yD , with z52

l~v!

uvu
, and uyu51.

The injectivity assumption~Assumption 4! implies that uFu is a strictly positive function, and
Lemma 6 implies that, foruvu<v3 , the functionuFu is continuous on all its arguments. Therefor
as (uvu,v̂,y) moves on a compact set, there existc̃.0 such thatuF(uvu,v̂,y)u> c̃. As uuu goes to
zero whenuvu goes to zero~otherwiseuRelu would not go zero!, uvu stays close to one and we ca
divide ~39! by uvu to obtain

US l

uvu
I 2 iA2

1

uvu
BD 1

uvu S u
0DU5uF~ uvu,v̂,v/uvu!u> c̃,

and consequently

U~lI 2 i uvuA2B!S u
0DU> c̃uvuuvu. ~40!

Now assume the lemma is false. Thus for allc.0 and v0.0, there existsv, with uvu
,v0 , such thatuu(v)u,cuvu. Then, it follows from~40! that

uB11uuu~v!u> c̃uvuA12uu~v!u22ul~v!uuu~v!u2uvuuAuuu~v!u,

.~ c̃A12c2uvu22cul~v!u2cuAuuvu!uvu,

which, as ul(v)u→0 when uvu→0, gives a contradiction forc5 c̃/2uB11u and v0<v3 small
enough so that
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c̃A12c2uvu22cul~v!u2cuAuuvu.
c̃

2
.

This concludes the proof.
Corollary 1: For uvu<v0 , the eigenvalues of P22 satisfyRel<2muvu2 with m.0.
Proof: Left multiply ~35! by the eigenvector and take the real part to obtain

Rel~v!5^u,B11u&<2buu~v!u2<2bc2uvu2,

whereb.0 exists becauseB11 is negative definite and Lemma 7 was used. Corollary 1 holds w
m5bc2.

We can summarize the results of Lemma 5 and Corollary 1 in the following.
Theorem 3: If Assumption 4 holds, there are positive constantsv0 , d, and m such that all

eigenvaluesl(v) of the symbol satisfy

Rel~v!<H 2muvu2, or 2d, if uvu<v0 ,

2d, if uvu>v0 .

This says that the physically based Assumption 4 implies that Assumption 3 holds for the g
dissipative relativistic fluids. Therefore Theorem 1 applies and the constant solutions of
theories are stable.
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We extend the work of Fuchs, Painleve´ and Manin on a Calogero-like expression of
the sixth Painleve´ equation~the ‘‘Painlevé–Calogero correspondence’’! to the other
five Painleve´ equations. The Calogero side of the sixth Painleve´ equation is known
to be a nonautonomous version of the~rank one! elliptic model of Inozemtsev’s
extended Calogero systems. The fifth and fourth Painleve´ equations correspond to
the hyperbolic and rational models in Inozemtsev’s classification. Those corre-
sponding to the third, second and first are not included therein. We further extend
the correspondence to the higher rank models, and obtain a ‘‘multi-component’’
version of the Painleve´ equations. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1348025#

I. INTRODUCTION

The so called Painleve´ equations are the following six equations discovered by Painleve´1 and
Gambier:2

~PVI !
d2l

dt2
5

1

2 S 1

l
1

1

l21
1

1

l2t D S dl

dt D
2

2S 1

t
1

1

t21
1

1

l2t D dl

dt

1
l~l21!~l2t !

t2~ t21!2 S a1
bt

l2 1
g~ t21!

~l21!2 1
dt~ t21!

~l2t !2 D ,

~PV!
d2l

dt2
5S 1

2l
1

1

l21D S dl

dt D
2

2
1

t

dl

dt

1
l~l21!2

t2 S a1
b

l2 1
gt

~l21!2 1
dt2~l11!

~l21!3 D ,

~PIV !
d2l

dt2
5

1

2l S dl

dt D
2

1
3

2
l314tl212~ t22a!l1

b

l
,

~PIII !
d2l

dt2
5

1

l S dl

dt D
2

2
1

t

dl

dt
1

l2

4t2 S a1
bt

l2 1gl1
dt2

4l3D ,

~PII !
d2l

dt2
52l31tl1a,

~PI!
d2l

dt2
56l21t.

a!Electronic mail: takasaki@math.h.kyoto-u.ac.jp
14430022-2488/2001/42(3)/1443/31/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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The third equation PIII is slightly modified; the original equation can be reproduced by the sim
change of variables (t,l)→(t2,tl). It is well known that these equations are characterized by
absence of ‘‘movable singularities’’ other than poles.

Fuchs3 proposed two more approaches to the sixth equation PVI. One approach is the concep
of isomonodromic deformations. In this approach, PVI is interpreted as a differential equatio
describing isomonodromic deformations of a linear ordinary differential equation on the Rie
sphere. This is the origin of many subsequent researches. Another approach relates PVI to an
incomplete elliptic integral. Painleve´4 took the second approach, and derived a new expressio
PVI in term of the Weierstrass̀-function. This work of Painleve´ is briefly reviewed in Okamoto’s
work on affine Weyl group symmetries of PVI.

5

Manin6 revived the almost forgotten work of Fuchs and Painleve´ after nearly ninety years
Manin’s remarkable idea is to use the elliptic modulust, rather thant, as an independent variable
The outcome is a Hamiltonian system with a Hamiltonian of the normal formH5p2/21V(q),
where the potential is a linear combination of the Weierstrass`-function and its shift by three hal
periods. This is a nonautonomous system, because the Hamiltonian depends on the ‘‘tit
through thet-dependence of thè-function.

Levin and Olshanetsky7 pointed out that Manin’s equation resembles the so called Calog
Moser systems, i.e., the various extensions8 of the integrable many-body systems first discove
by Calogero.9 More precisely, the HamiltonianH is identical to a special case~the rank-one
elliptic model! of Inozemtsev’s extensions10,11 of the Calogero–Moser systems. Levin and Olsh
netsky called this relation the ‘‘Painleve´–Calogero correspondence.’’

One will naturally ask if this correspondence can be extended to the other Painleve´ equations.
Manin himself raised this problem in his paper. Olshanetsky12 conjectured that a degenera
version of Inozemtsev’s elliptic model will emerge therein.

In this paper we aim to answer this question affirmatively. A guiding principle is the de
eration relation of the six Painleve´ equations.13 This relation can be schematically expressed
follows:

PVI → PV → PIV

↓ ↓
PIII → PII → PI

This diagram means, for instance, that PV can be derived from PVI by a degeneration proces
which amounts to confluence of singular points of the aforementioned linear ordinary differ
equation in the isomonodromic approach. We shall trace this process carefully on the ‘‘Ca
side,’’ and find a PV-version of Manin’s equation. In principle, one can thus find an analog
Manin’s equation for all the six Painleve´ equations~though, actually, one can resort to a mo
direct approach that bypasses the complicated degeneration process!.

Remarkably~or rather naturally?!, all the six equations on the Calogero side turn out
become a~nonautonomous! Hamiltonian system with a Hamiltonian of the normal formH
5p2/21V(q). Furthermore, the Hamiltonians on the Calogero side of PV and PIV coincide with
the Hamiltonians of the~rank one! hyperbolic and rational models in Inozemtsev’s classificatio10

~which were discovered by Levi and Wojciechowski14 before Inozemtsev’s work!. Those corre-
sponding to the other three Painleve´ equations are not included therein, but may be thought o
a further degeneration of the hyperbolic and rational models.

One can further proceed to the higher rank models, and ask if there is still a Pain´–
Calogero correspondence. We shall show that this is also the case. The Painleve´ side of the
correspondence is a kind of multi-dimensional extension of the Painleve´ equations. They are
obviously different from another multi-dimensional extension called the ‘‘Garnier systems13

For this reason, we call our multi-dimensional extension amulti-componentversion of the Pain-
levé equations.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II is a brief review of the work of Fuchs, Pain´
and Manin. In Sec. III we deal with PV, PIV and PIII . The degeneration process is discussed
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detail for the case of PV. The direct approach is illustrated for the case of PIV and PIII . In Sec. IV
we show a reformulation of the foregoing calculations in the Hamiltonian formalism. The stat
PII and PI is also clarified therein. Section V is devoted to the higher rank Inozemtsev Ham
nians and the multi-component Painleve´ equations. Section VI is for concluding remarks. Part
the technical details are gathered in the Appendices.

II. PAINLEVÉ –CALOGERO CORRESPONDENCE FOR PVI

We here briefly review the work of Fuchs, Painleve´ and Manin.
Fuchs rewrites PVI into the following form:

t~12t !Lt Èl dz

Az~z21!~z2t !

5Al~l21!~l2t !Fa1
bt

l2 1
g~ t21!

~l21!2 1S d2
1

2D t~ t21!

~l2t !2G . ~1!

HereLt is the linear differential operator~Picard–Fuchs operator!

Lt5t~12t !
d2

dt2
1~122t !

d

dt
2

1

4
, ~2!

which also appears in the Picard–Fuchs equation of complete elliptic integrals. In this respeVI

may be thought of as an inhomogeneous~and nonlinear! analog of the Picard–Fuchs equation
Painlevéand Manin make use of a parametrization of the elliptic curve,

y25z~z21!~z2t !, ~3!

by the Weierstrass̀ -function. Let`(u) be the`-function with primitive periods 1 andt :

`~u!5`~uu1,t!5
1

u2 1 (
(m,n)Þ(0,0)

S 1

~u1m1nt!2 2
1

~m1nt!2D . ~4!

The parametrization is now given by

z5
`~u!2e1

e22e1
, y5

`8~u!

2~e22e1!3/2, ~5!

where en5`(vn), n51,2,3 are the values of̀ (u) at the three half period pointsv151/2,
v252(11t)/2, v35t/2.

Manin’s excellent idea is to do a simultaneous change of the dependent variablel→q by

l5
`~q!2e1

e22e1
, ~6!

and the independent variablet→t by

t5
e32e1

e22e1
. ~7!

Manin presents the beautiful formula

dt

dt
5

p i

t~ t21!~e22e1!
, ~8!
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for the Jacobian of the latter, which plays a key role in his calculations. PVI is thereby mapped to
the equation

~2p i !2
d2q

dt2 5 (
n50

3

an`8~q1vn!, ~9!

where the parameters on the right hand side are connected with the parameters of PVI as a0

5a, a152b, a25g, a352d11/2. This equation is equivalent to the Hamiltonian system

2p i
dq

dt
5

]H
]p

, 2p i
dp

dt
52

]H
]q

, ~10!

with the Hamiltonian

H5
p2

2
2 (

n50

3

an`~q1vn!. ~11!

III. CORRESPONDENCE FOR PV, PIV AND PIII

A. Degeneration of P VI to PV

The degeneration of PVI to PV is achieved by rescaling the time variable and the paramete

t511e t̃ , a5ã, b5b̃, g5
g̃

e
2

d̃

e2 , d5
d̃

e2 , ~12!

and lettinge→0 while leavingã,...,g̃ and t̃ finite.13

The building blocks of Fuchs’ equation~1! turn out to survive this scaling limit as follows.

~1! The Picard–Fuchs operator:

t~12t!Lt→ t̃ 2
d2

d t̃2
1 t̃

d

d t̃
5S t̃

d

d t̃
D 2

.

~2! The suma1¯ of four terms on the right hand side:

a1
bt

l21
g~t21!

~l21!2
1Sd2

1

2D t~t21!

~l2t!2
→ã1

b̃

l21
g̃ t̃

~l21!2
1

d̃ t̃ 2~l11!

~l21!3
.

~3! The square root on the right hand side:

Al~l21!~l2t !→Al~l21!.

~4! The incomplete elliptic integral:

Èl dz

Az~z21!~z2t !
→ Èl dz

Az~z21!
.

In particular, the degeneration of PVI to PV is associated with the degeneration of the elliptic cu
to a rational curve,

y25z~z21!~z2t !→y25z~z21!2, ~13!

or, equivalently, the degeneration of the torusC/(Z1tZ) to the cylinderC/Z.
Thus, rewritingã, b̃, g̃, d̃ and t̃ to a, b, g, d and t, we obtain the following equation as

PV-version of Fuchs’ equation:
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S t
d

dtD
2 Èl dz

Az~z21!
5Al~l21!S a1

b

l2 1
gt

~l21!2 1
dt2~l11!

~l21!3 D . ~14!

B. Analog of Manin’s equation for P V

As a counterpart of theq-variable for PVI, we now consider

q5 Èl dz

Az~z21!
. ~15!

If one prefers to be more faithful to Manin’s parametrization, one should rather defineq as

q5
1

2p i È
l dz

Az~z21!
,

because 2(e22e1)1/2→2p i as Imt→1` ~see Appendix B!. Since there is no substantial diffe
ence, let us take the first definition that is slightly simpler for calculations.

Let us rewrite~14! in terms ofq. The integral can be readily calculated as

q5 logS Al21

Al11
D , ~16!

so that the inverse relation can be written as

Al52coth~q/2!. ~17!

Terms on the right hand side of~14! can be calculated as follows:

Al~l21!52
cosh~q/2!

sinh3~q/2!
,

Al~l21!
1

l2 52
sinh~q/2!

cosh3~q/2!
,

Al~l21!
1

~l21!2 52
1

2
sinh~q!,

Al~l21!
~l11!

~l21!3 52
l3/21l1/2

~l21!2 52
1

4
sinh~2q!.

The differential equation forq eventually takes the form

S t
d

dtD
2

q52
]V~q!

]q
, ~18!

where

V~q!52
a

sinh2~q/2!
2

b

cosh2~q/2!
1

gt

2
cosh~q!1

dt2

8
cosh~2q!. ~19!

This gives a PV-version of Manin’s equation. Note that this equation can be readily converte
a Hamiltonian system with the HamiltonianH5p2/21V(q).
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Remark:A very similar change of dependent variable for PV is discussed in the book o
Iwasakiet al.15

C. Idea of direct approach

Although the degeneration process can be continued to the other Painleve´ equations, we now
present a more direct approach. Note that the integrand is connected with the coeffici
(dl/dt)2 in the original Painleve´ equation by the following very simple relation:

1

Az~z21!~z2t !
5expF2E 1

2 S 1

z
1

1

z21
1

1

z2t DdzG ,
1

Az~z21!
5expF2E S 1

2z
1

1

z21DdzG .
If this is a correct prescription, one will be able to define theq-variable for PIII and PII directly
without the cumbersome degeneration process. This is indeed the case, as we shall show

D. q -variable for P IV

Since the expected integrand is given by

expS 2E dz

2z D5
1

Az
, ~20!

we define

q5El dz

Az
52Al. ~21!

This can be solved forl as

l5S q

2D 2

. ~22!

Honest calculations show that all derivative terms of PIV can be absorbed by the second derivat
of q:

d2q

dt2
5

1

Al

d2l

dt2
2

1

2lAl
S dl

dt D
2

5
1

Al
S 3

2
l314tl212~ t22a!l1

b

l D . ~23!

Substitutingl5(q/2)2 gives the second order differential equation,

d2q

dt2
52

]V~q!

]q
, ~24!

with the potential

V~q!52
1

2 S q

2D 6

22tS q

2D 4

22~ t22a!S q

2D 2

1bS q

2D 22

. ~25!
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E. q -variable for P III

The integrand is expected to be given by

expS 2E dz

z D5
1

z
. ~26!

We consider

q5El dz

z
5 logl, ~27!

and its inversion

l5eq. ~28!

All derivatives terms of PIII are now absorbed by the second derivative ofq with respect to logt:

S t
d

dtD
2

q5
t2

l

d2l

dt2
1

t

l

dl

dt
2

t2

l2 S dl

dt D
2

5
al

4
1

bt

4l
1

gl2

4
1

dt2

4l2 . ~29!

Substitutingl5eq gives the second order equation,

S t
d

dtD
2

q52
]V~q!

]q
, ~30!

with the potential

V~q!52
a

4
eq1

bt

4
e2q2

g

8
e2q1

dt2

8
e22q. ~31!

F. Summary

Let us summarize the results of this section.
Theorem 1: The foregoing change of variablel→q mapsPV, PIV andPIII to a second order

differential equation for the new dependent variable q. These equations are equivalent to
non-autonomous Hamiltonian system with a Hamiltonian of the normal formH5p2/21V(q).
(PV) The Hamiltonian system takes the form

t
dq

dt
5

]H
]p

, t
dp

dt
52

]H
]q

, ~32!

with the Hamiltonian

H5
p2

2
2

a

sinh2~q/2!
2

b

cosh2~q/2!
1

gt

2
cosh~q!1

dt2

8
cosh~2q!. ~33!

(PIV) The Hamiltonian system takes the form

dq

dt
5

]H
]p

,
dp

dt
52

]H
]q

, ~34!

with the Hamiltonian
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H5
p2

2
2

1

2 S q

2D 6

22tS q

2D 4

22~ t22a!S q

2D 2

1bS q

2D 22

. ~35!

(PIII ) The Hamiltonian system takes the form

t
dq

dt
5

]H
]p

, t
dp

dt
52

]H
]q

, ~36!

with the Hamiltonian

H5
p2

2
2

a

4
eq1

bt

4
e2q2

g

8
e2q1

dt2

8
e22q. ~37!

Remark:

~1! The Hamiltonians for PV and PIV coincide with those of the hyperbolic and rational models
Inozemtsev,10 Levi and Wojciechowski.14 The Hamiltonian for PIII has no counterpart in thei
work, but nowadays can be found in the literature.16

~2! The foregoing construction of theq-variable does not literally work for PII and PI, because
there is no (dl/dt)2 term. The status of these equations will be clarified in the next sec
from a different point of view.

IV. HAMILTONIAN FORMALISM OF CORRESPONDENCE

A. Hamiltonians of Painleve ´ equations

All the six Painleve´ equations are known to be expressed in the Hamiltonian form

dl

dt
5

]H

]m
,

dl

dt
52

]H

]l
,

with a suitable choice of the canonical conjugate variablem and the HamiltonianH.17 This
expression is by no means unique; we here consider the following Hamiltonians.13 These Hamil-
tonians are referred to as the ‘‘polynomial Hamiltonians’’ because they are polynomials inl and
m:

~PVI ! H5
l~l21!~l2t !

t~ t21! Fm22S k0

l
1

k1

l21
1

u21

l2t Dm1
k

l~l21!G ,
~PV! H5

l~l21!2

t Fm22S k0

l
1

u1

l21
2

h1t

~l21!2Dm1
k

l~l21!G ,
~PIV ! H52lFm22S l

2
1t1

k0

l Dm1
u`

2 G ,
~PIII ! H5

l2

t Fm22S h`1
u0

l
2

h0t

l2 Dm1
h`~u01u`!

2l G ,
~PII ! H5

m2

2
2S l21

t

2Dm2S a1
1

2Dl,

~PI! H5
m2

2
22l32tl.
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Herek0 ,k1 ,u, etc. are constants that are connected with the parametersa, b, g, d of the Painleve´
equations by simple algebraic relations:

~PVI ! a5
~k01k11u21!2

2
22k, b52

k0
2

2
, g5

k1
2

2
, d5

12u2

2
;

~PV! a5
~k01u1!2

2
22k, b52

k0
2

2
, g5h1~u111!, d52

h1
2

2
;

~PIV ! a52u`2k011, b522k0
2 ;

~PIII ! a524h`u` , b54h0~u011!, g54h`
2 , d524h0

2 .

B. How to find canonical transformations

The goal of this section is to show that the Painleve´–Calogero correspondence is, in fact,
~time-dependent! canonical transformation of two Hamiltonian systems. By this, we mean tha
functional relation betweenl and q can be extended to~l,m! and (q,p) so as to satisfy the
equation

m dl2Hdt5constant•~p dq2H dT!1exact form, ~38!

with a suitably redefined time variableT ~such as the logarithmic time logt in PV and PIII ). The
constant factor on the right hand side is inserted simply for convenience; if necessary, o
normalize the constant to 1 by suitably rescalingp, q, H andT. For this reason, we call this typ
of coordinate transformation a ‘‘canonical’’ transformation even if the constant factor is not e
to 1.

Let us illustrate, in the case of PVI, how to find such a canonical transformation. Suppose
l and m be a solution of PVI in the aforementioned Hamiltonian formalism, and thatq be a
corresponding solution of Manin’s equation. The canonical equation forl takes the form

dl

dt
5

l~l21!~l2t !

t~ t21! S 2m2
k0

l
2

k1

l21
2

u21

l2t D .

This equation can be solved form:

m5
t~ t21!

2l~l21!~l2t !

dl

dt
1

1

2 S k0

l
1

k1

l21
1

u21

l2t D .

Our task is to rewrite the right hand side in terms ofp andq. We first considerdl/dt. Differ-
entiating~6! againstt gives

dl

dt
5S `8~q!

e22e1

dq

dt
1 f t~q! D dt

dt
,

where we have introduced the functions

f ~u!5
`~u!2e1

e22e1
, f t~u!5

] f ~u!

]t
. ~39!

The derivativedq/dt can be read off from the canonical equation forq:

dq

dt
5

1

2p i

]H
]p

5
p

2p i
.
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As for the Jacobiandt/dt, Manin’s formula~8! is available. One can thus expressdl/dt as a
function ofp, q andt. The other part of the foregoing expression ofm containsl only, which can
be readily converted to a function ofq andt by ~6!. We thus obtain the following expression o
m:

m5
e22e1

`8~q!
p1

2p i ~e22e1!2

`8~q!2 f t~q!

1
e22e1

2 S k0

`~q!2e1
1

k1

`~q!2e2
1

u21

`~q!2e3
D . ~40!

We now move the point of view, and think of~6! and~40! as defining a coordinate transfo
mation (l,m)→(q,p). This gives a canonical transformation that we have sought for the fol
ing.

Theorem 2: (6) and (40) define a canonical transformation that connects the Hamilton
form ofPVI and Manin’s Hamiltonian system. The canonical coordinates and the Hamiltonia
the two systems obey the equation

m dl2Hdt5p dq2H dt

2p i
1exact form. ~41!

C. Proof of Theorem 2

The total differential of~6! gives

dl5
`8~q!

e22e1
dq1 f t~q!dt,

so thatm dl can be expressed as

m dl5S e22e1

`8~q!
p1

2p i ~e22e1!2

`8~q!2 f t~q! D S `8~q!

e22e1
dq1 f t~q!dt D

1
1

2 S k0

l
1

k1

l21
1

u21

l2t Ddl

5p dq1~A!1~B!1~C!,

where

~A!5
2p i ~e22e1!

`8~q!
f t~q!dq,

~B!5S e22e1

`8~q!
p1

2p i ~e22e1!2

`8~q!2 f t~q! D f t~q!dt,

~C!5
1

2 S k0

l
1

k1

l21
1

u21

l2t Ddl.

As we shall prove in Appendix A,~A! can be further rewritten as

~A!5F`~q1v3!

4p i
2pS f t~q!

f 8~q! D
2Gdt1exact form, ~42!

where f 8(u) denotes theu-derivative of f (u):
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f 8~u!5
] f ~u!

]u
5

`8~u!

e22e1
. ~43!

For ~B! and ~C!, we have

~B!5F f t~q!

f 8~q!
p12p i S f t~q!

f 8~q! D
2Gdt,

~C!5
u21

2~l2t !
dt1

1

2
„k0 logl1k1 log~l21!1~u21!log~l2t !…

5
u21

2~l2t !
dt1exact form.

Thus we find that

m dl2Hdt5p dq2H̃ dt

2p i
1exact form, ~44!

where

H̃52p i
dt

dt S H2
u21

2~l2t ! D22p i F`~q1v3!

4p i
1

f t~q!

f 8~q!
p1p i S f t~q!

f 8~q! D
2G . ~45!

Our task is to prove that the transformed HamiltonianH̃ coincides, modulo irrelevant terms, wit
the Hamiltonian of Manin’s equation. Here ‘‘irrelevant’’ means that the term is a functiont
only. Such a ‘‘nondynamical’’ term can be absorbed by the ‘‘exact form’’ part of the forego
relation of 1-forms, thereby being negligible.

Let us evaluate the contribution of 2p i (dt/dt)H. By Manin’s formula~8! of dt/dt, and also
by the identity

l~l21!~l2t !5
`8~q!2

4~e22e1!3 ,

we can rewrite 2p i (dt/dt)H as follows:

2p i
dt

dt
H5

`8~q!2

2~e22e1!2 Fm22S k0

l
1

k1

l21
1

u21

l2t Dm1
k

l~l21!G
5

`8~q!2

2~e22e1!2 Fm2
1

2 S k0

l
1

k1

l21
1

u21

l2t D G
2

1
`8~q!2

2~e22e1!2 F2
1

4 S k0

l
1

k1

l21
1

u21

l2t D
2

1
k

l~l21!G .
The first term on the right hand side is equal to

1

2 S p12p i
f t~q!

f 8~q! D
2

5
p2

2
12p i

f t~q!

f 8~q!
p1S 2p i

f t~q!

f 8~q! D
2

,

by which the terms proportional tof t(q)/ f 8(q) and its square in the definition ofH̃ are cancelled
out. The transformed HamiltonianH̃ can now be expressed as
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H̃5
p2

2
2

`8~q!2

2~e22e1!2 2
~u21!t~ t21!~e22e1!

l2t

1
`8~q!

2~e22e1!2 F2
1

4 S k0

l
1

k1

l21
1

u21

l2t D
2

1
k

l~l21!G . ~46!

Note that this is already of the normal formp2/21Ṽ(q) with the potential

Ṽ~q!52
`8~q!2

2~e22e1!2 2
~u21!t~ t21!~e22e1!

l2t

1
`8~q!

2~e22e1!2 F2
1

4 S k0

l
1

k1

l21
1

u21

l2t D
2

1
k

l~l21!G . ~47!

What remains is to expressṼ(q) as an explicit function ofq. To this end, we substitute th
factor `8(q)2/2(e22e1)2 by 2(e22e1)l(l21)(l2t), and rewrite the main part ofṼ(q) as a
linear combination ofl, 1/l, 1/(l21) and 1/(l2t). This leads to the following expression o
Ṽ(q):

Ṽ~q!52
~k01k11u21!224k

2
~e22e1!l

2
k0

2

2
•

~e22e1!t

l
2

k1
2

2
•

~e22e1!~12t !

l21
2

~u21!211

2
•

~e22e1!t~ t21!

l2t

2
1

2
`~q1v3!1function of t only.

The final piece of the ring is the general formula

`~u1v j !5ej1
~ej2ek!~ej2el !

`~u!2ej
, ~48!

where (j ,k,l ) is a cyclic permutation of~1,2,3!. This implies that

~e22e1!t

l
5`~q1v1!2e1 ,

~e22e1!~12t !

l21
5`~q1v2!2e2 ,

~e22e1!t~ t21!

l2t
5`~q1v3!2e3 ,

so that

Ṽ~q!52
~k01k11u21!224k

2
`~q!2

k0
2

2
`~q1v1!

2
k1

2

2
`~q1v2!2

u2

2
`~q1v3!1function of t only. ~49!
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Apart from the last term which is negligible, this potential is indeed the same as Manin’s pot
V(q) ~recall the algebraic relations connecting the constantsk0 , etc. and the parameters of PVI).
This completes the proof of the theorem. Q.E.

D. Canonical transformation for P V

This heuristic method for constructing a canonical transformation can be applied to the
Painlevéequations. Here we consider the case of PV.

Let l be a solution of PV, m the canonical conjugate variable, andq the corresponding
solution of ~18!. The canonical equation forl can be written as

dl

dt
5

l~l21!2

t S 2m2
k0

l
2

u1

l21
1

h1t

~l21!2D .

This equation can be solved form as

m5
1

2l~l21!2 t
dl

dt
1

1

2 S k0

l
1

u1

l21
2

h1t

~l21!2D .

By differentiating~17! againstt and using the canonical equationt dq/dt5]H/]p5p, we obtain
the identity

t
dl

dt
5Al~l21!p,

which can be used to rewrite the expression ofm as

m5
p

2Al~l21!
1

1

2 S k0

l
1

u1

l21
2

h1t

~l21!2D . ~50!

We now reinterpret~17! and~50! as defining a coordinate transformation (l,m)→(q,p). This
indeed turns out to give a canonical transformation that we have sought for the following.

Theorem 3: (17) and (50) define a canonical transformation that connectsPV and the
PV-version of Manin’s Hamiltonian system. The canonical coordinates and the Hamiltonia
the two systems obey the equation

m dl2H dt5
1

2 S p dq2H dt

t D1exact form. ~51!

Proof: Sincedl anddq are connected by the relation

dl5Al~l21!dq,

m dl can be expressed as

m dl5
1

2
pdq1

1

2 S k0

l
1

u1

l21
2

h1t

~l21!2Ddl

5
1

2
p dq2

h1

2~l21!
dt1

1

2
dS k0 logl1u1 log~l21!1

h1t

l21D ,

so that
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m dl2H dt5
1

2 S p dq2H̃ dt

t D1exact form, ~52!

where

H̃52Ht1
h1t

l21
. ~53!

We can rewriteH̃ to a normal form as

H̃52l~l21!2Fm2
1

2 S k0

l
1

u1

l21
2

u1t

~l21!2D G2

12l~l21!2F2
1

4 S k0

l
1

u1

l21
2

h1t

~l21!2D 2

1
k

l~l21!G1
h1t

l21

5
p2

2
1Ṽ~q!, ~54!

where

Ṽ~q!52
l~l21!2

2 S k0

l
1

u1

l21
2

h1t

~l21!2D 2

12k~l21!1
h1t

l21
.

52S k0

2
1

u1
2

2
1k1u122k D 1

sinh2~q/2!
1

k0
2

2

1

cosh2~q/2!

1
h1~u111!t

2
cosh~q!2

h1
2t2

2
cosh~2q!1function of t only. ~55!

Apart from the last negligible term, this coincides with the potentialV(q) in the statement of the
theorem. Q.E.D.

E. Canonical transformation for P IV

We now consider the case of PIV.
Let l be a solution of PIV, m the canonical conjugate variable, andq the corresponding

solution of ~24!. The canonical equation forl can be written as

dl

dt
54lm2~l212tl12k0!,

which can be solved form as

m5
1

4l

dl

dt
1

1

4 S l12t1
2k0

l D .

By ~22! and the canonical equationdq/dt5]H/]p5p, we have the identity

dl

dt
5Al

dq

dt
5Alp,

so that
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m5
p

4Al
1

1

4 S l12t1
2k0

l D . ~56!

Theorem 4: (22) and (55) define a canonical transformation that connectsPIV and the
PIV-version of Manin’s Hamiltonian system. The canonical coordinates and Hamiltonians o
two systems obey the equation

m dl2H dt5 1
4 ~p dq2H dt!1exact form. ~57!

Proof: Sincedl anddq are connected by the relation

dl5Aldq,

m dl can be expressed as

m dl5
1

4
p dq1

1

4 S l12t1
2k0

l Ddl

5
1

4
p dq2

1

2
l dt1

1

4
dS l2

2
12tl12k0 logl D ,

so that

m dl2H dt5 1
4 ~p dq2H̃ dt!1exact form, ~58!

where

H̃54H12l. ~59!

We can rewrite the transformed HamiltonianH̃ to a normal form as

H̃58lFm2
1

2 S l

2
1t1

k0

l D G2

18lF2
1

4 S l

2
1t1

k0

l D 2

1
u`

2 G12l

5
p2

2
1Ṽ~q!, ~60!

where

Ṽ~q!522lS l

2
1t1

k0

l D 2

14u`l12l

52
1

2
l322tl222~ t21k022u`21!l22k0

2l21

1function of t only. ~61!

Substitutingl5(q/2)2 gives the potentialV(q) modulo an irrelevant term. Q.E.D

F. Canonical transformations for P III

The situation of PIII is somewhat similar to PV.
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Let l, again, be a solution of PIII , l the canonical conjuage variable, andq be the correspond
ing solution of~30!. The canonical equation forl takes the form

dl

dt
5

l2

t S 2m2h`2
u0

l
1

h0t

l2 D ,

which can be solved form as

m5
t

2l2

dl

dt
1

1

2 S h`1
u0

l
2

h0t

l2 D .

By differentiating~28! and using the canonical equationt dq/dt5]H/]p5p, the t-derivative of
l can be written as

t
dl

dt
5lp,

so that we obtain

m5
p

2l
1

1

2 S h`1
u0

l
2

h0t

l2 D . ~62!

This relation, again, can be used to define a canonical transformation.
Theorem 5: (28) and (62) define a canonical transformation that connectsPIII and the

PIII -version of Manin’s Hamiltonian system. The canonical coordinates and the Hamiltonia
the two systems obey the equation

m dl2Hdt5
1

2 S p dq2H dt

t D1exact form. ~63!

Proof: Sincedl anddq are connected by the relation

dl5l dq,

m dl can be written as

m dl5
1

2
p dq1

1

2 S h`1
u0

l
2

h0t

l2 Ddl

5
1

2
p dq2

h0

2l
dt1

1

2
dS h`l1u0 logl1

h0t

l D ,

so that

m dl2H dt5
1

2 S p dq2H̃ dt

t D1exact form, ~64!

where

H̃52Ht1
h0t

l
. ~65!

We can convert the transformed HamiltonianH̃ to a normal form as
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H̃52l2Fm2
1

2 S h`1
h0

l
2

h0t

l2 D G2

12l2F2
1

2 S h`1
h0

l
2

h0t

l2 D 2

1
h`~u01u`!

2l G1
h0t

l

5
p2

2
1Ṽ~q!, ~66!

where

Ṽ~q!52
l2

2 S h`1
u0

l
2

h0t

l2 D 2

1h`~u01u`!l1
h0t

l

5h`u`eq1h0~u011!te2q2
h`

2

2
e2q2

h0
2t2

2
e22q

1function of t only. ~67!

Thus, apart from the last irrelevant term,Ṽ(q) coincides with the potentialV(q) in the statement
of the theorem. Q.E.D.

G. Status of P II and PI

Let us turn to PII and PI. The Hamiltonian of PI is already of the normal formH5 p2/2
1V(q) with l5q, m5p andH5H. Although this is not the case for PII, one can directly find a
canonical transformation that converts the HamiltonianH to a normal form.

Theorem 6: A PII-version of Manin’s Hamiltonian system is defined by the Hamiltonian

H5
p2

2
2

1

2 S q21
t

2D 2

2aq. ~68!

This system is connected withPII by the canonical transformation,

l5q, m5p1l21
t

2
. ~69!

The canonical coordinates and the Hamiltonians of the two systems obey the equation

m dl2H dt5p dq2H dt1exact form. ~70!

Proof: The foregoing relation between (l,m) and (q,p) implies that

m dl5p dq1S l21
t

2Ddl5p dq2
l

2
dt1dS l3

3
1

tl

2 D ,

so that

m dl2H dt5p dq2H̃ dt1exact form, ~71!

where
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H̃5H1
l

2

5
1

2 Fm2S l21
t

2D G2

2
1

2 S l21
t

2D 2

2S a1
1

2Dl1
l

2

5
p2

2
2

1

2 S q21
t

2D 2

2aq. ~72!

This is nothing but the Hamiltonian in the statement of the theorem. Q.E

V. MULTI-COMPONENT PAINLEVÉ EQUATIONS

A. Inozemtsev Hamiltonians of higher rank

The rankl version of Inozemtsev’s Hamiltonians havel coordinatesq1 ,...,ql and canonical
conjugate momentap1 ,...,pl . The Hamiltonians of the elliptic, hyperbolic and rational mod
take the following form:10,11,14

• Elliptic model:

H5(
j 51

l S pj
2

2
1 (

n50

3

gn
2`~qj1vn!D 1g4

2(
j Þk

„`~qj2qk!1`~qj1qk!….

• Hyperbolic model:

H5(
j 51

l S pj
2

2
1

g0
2

sinh2~qj/2!
1

g1
2

cosh2~qj/2!
1g2

2 cosh~qj!1g3
2 cosh~2qj!D

1g4
2(

jÞk
S 1

sinh2
„~qj2qk!/2…

1
1

sinh2
„~qj1qk!/2…

D .

• Rational model:

H5(
j 51

l S pj
2

2
1g0

2qj
61g1

2qj
41g2

2qj
21g3

2qj
22D 1g4

2(
j Þk

S 1

~qj2qk!
2 1

1

~qj1qk!
2D .

Hereg0 , g1 , g2 , g3 andg4 are coupling constants. The Painleve´–Calogero correspondence fo
PIII , PII and PI suggests the existence of further degeneration of these models.

Our goal in this section is to extend the Painleve´–Calogero correspondence to these hig
rank models. Since a complete exposition will become inevitably lengthy, we shall illustrat
elliptic and hyperbolic models in detail, leaving the other cases rather sketchy. The strateg
follows: The point of departure is the Hamiltonian of Inozemtsev’s rankl elliptic model. This
gives rise to a rankl version of Manin’s equation. Starting with this nonautonomous Hamilton
system, we seek an analog of the degeneration process for the Painleve´ equations. We can thu
obtain six types of nonautonomous Hamiltonian systems. At each stage of the degenerati
cess, we confirm that the nonautonomous Hamiltonian system on the Calogero side c
mapped, by a canonical transformation, to a multicomponent analog of the Painleve´ equation of
the corresponding type.

B. Elliptic model and multi-component P VI

We now consider the nonautonomous Hamiltonian system,

2p i
dqj

dt
5

]H
]pj

, 2p i
dpj

dt
52

]H
]qj

, ~73!
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defined by the Hamiltonian of Inozemtsev’s elliptic model. This is a rankl version of Manin’s
equation. This nonautonomous system is known to describe a family of isomonodromic def
tions on the torus.18

An honest generalization of the canonical transformation for the case ofl 51 leads to a
multi-component version of PVI as follows.

Theorem 7: The time-dependent canonical transformation defined by

l j5
`~qj !2e1

e22e1
,

m j5
e22e1

`8~q!
pj1

2p i ~e22e1!2

`8~qj !
2 f t~qj !

1
e22e1

2 S k0

`~qj !2e1
1

k1

`~qj !2e2
1

u21

`~qj !2e3
D , ~74!

and

t5
e32e1

e22e1
. ~75!

maps (73) to the Hamiltonian system,

dl j

dt
5

]H

]m j
,

dm j

dt
52

]H

]l j
, ~76!

with the Hamiltonian

H5(
j 51

l
l j~l j21!~l j2t !

t~ t21! Fm j
22S k0

l j
1

k1

l j21
1

u21

l j2t Dm j1
k

l j~l j21!G
1

g4
2

2t~ t21! (j Þk
Fl j~l j21!~l j2t !1lk~lk21!~lk2t !

8~l j2lk!
2 22~l j1lk!G . ~77!

Proof: The method of proof for the case ofl 51 can be applied to the present case as w
yielding the equality

(
j 51

l

pj dqj2H dt

2p i
5(

j 51

l

m j dl j2H̃ dt1exact form, ~78!

where

H̃5(
j 51

l
l j~l j21!~l j2t !

t~ t21! Fm j
22S k0

l j
1

k1

l j21
1

u21

l j2t Dm j1
k

l j~l j21!G
1

g4
2

2t~ t21!~e22e1! (j Þk
„`~qj2qk!1`~qj1qk!…. ~79!

What remains is to express the ‘‘two-body potential’’ part in terms ofl j . To this end, let us recal
the addition formula,

`~u2v !1`~u1v !522`~u!22`~v !1
`8~u!21`8~v !2

2„`~u!2`~v !…2
, ~80!
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of the `-function. Applying it to the case where (u,v)5(l j ,lk), and substituting

`~qj !5e11~e22e1!l j ,

`~qk!5e11~e22e1!lk ,

`8~qj !
25

~e22e1!3

4
l j~l j21!~l j2t !,

`8~qk!
25

~e22e1!3

4
lk~lk21!~lk2t !,

we can rewrite the two-body potential terms as

`~qj2qk!1`~qj1qk!522„e11~e22e1!l j…22„e11~e22e1!lk…

1
~e22e1!3

8
•

l j~l j21!~l j2t !1lk~lk21!~lk2t !

„e11~e22e1!l j2e12~e22e1!lk…
2

524e122~e22e1!~l j1lk!

1
e22e1

8
•

l j~l j21!~l j2t !1lk~lk21!~lk2t !

~l j2lk!
2 . ~81!

The first term24e1 is nondynamical, thereby negligible~i.e., can be absorbed by the ‘‘exa
form’’ part!. Removing these terms fromH̃, we obtain the HamiltonianH. Q.E.D.

C. Degeneration of elliptic model to hyperbolic model

The degeneration of the elliptic model is achieved by letting Imt→1`. Like the degeneration
process from PVI to PV, this is a kind of scaling limit, namely, the coupling constantsgn and the
elliptic modulust have to be suitably rescaled. To this end, we have to understand the asym
behavior of the constantse1 , e2 , e3 and the`-function in the limit as Imt→1`. All necessary
data are collected in Appendix B. For instance, the asymptotic expression ofe1 , e2 ande3 imply
that

t511
e32e2

e22e1
51116p2ep i t1O~e2p i t!. ~82!

This is indeed consistent with the scaling rulet511e t̃ in the degeneration process of PVI to PV.
Having these data, we now rescale the coupling constants and the elliptic modulus as

g0
25g̃0

2 , g1
25g̃1

2 , g2
25

g̃2
2

e
1

g̃3
2

e2 , g3
35

g̃3
2

e2 , g4
25g̃4

2, ~83!

and

16ep i t5e t̃ , ~84!

and consider the limit ase→0 while leavingg̃n and t̃ finite. Note that lettinge→0 amounts to
letting Imt→1`.

The asymptotic expression of̀(u) and `(u1vn) in Appendix B shows that the potentia
V(q) of the elliptic model behaves as
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V~q!5(
j 51

l S g̃0
2p2

sin2~pqj !
1

g̃1
2p2

cos2~pqj !
1

g̃2
2p2 t̃

2
cos~2pqj !2

g̃3
2p2 t̃ 2

8
cos~4pqj ! D

1g̃4
2(

j Þk
S 1

sin2
„p~qj2qk!…

1
1

sin2
„p~qj1qk!…

D
1function of e and t̃ only1O~e!.

Thus, removing negligible terms, we obtain the following Hamiltonian in the limit

H̃5(
j 51

l S pj
2

2
1

g̃0
2p2

sin2~pqj !
1

g̃1
2p2

cos2~pqj !
1

g̃2
2p2 t̃

2
cos~2pqj !2

g̃3
2p2 t̃ 2

8
cos~4pqj ! D

1g̃4
2(

j Þk
S 1

sin2
„p~qj2qk!…

1
1

sin2
„p~qj1qk!…

D . ~85!

The asymptotic expression oft determines the equation of motion in the limit. In fact, sin

dt

dt
5

p

t~ t21!~e22e1!
5

p i

~11e t̃ !~2e t̃ !„2p21O~e!…

and

2p i
d

dt
52p i

dt

dt

d t̃

dt

d

dt
5„2p2 t̃ 1O~e2!…

d

dt
,

we find that the equations of motion take the following form:

2p2 t̃
dqj

d t̃
5

]H̃
]pj

, 2p2 t̃
dpj

d t̃
52

]H̃
]qj

. ~86!

The final step is to rescale the variables and the Hamiltonian as

qj→
qj

2p i
, pj→p iq j , H̃→2p2H̃, ~87!

and to renamet̃ andH̃ to t andH. Let us also define the new constants

a52
g̃0

2

2
, b5

g̃1
2

2
, g52

g̃2
2

2
, d5

g̃3
2

2
, ~88!

which are to be identified with the four parameters of PV. The outcome is the nonautonomou
Hamiltonian system

t
dqj

dt
5

]H
]pj

, t
dpj

dt
52

]H
]qj

, ~89!

with the Hamiltonian
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H5(
j 51

l S pj
2

2
2

a

sinh2~qj /2!
2

b

cosh2~qj /2!
1

gt

2
cosh~qj !1

dt2

8
cosh~2qj ! D

1g4
2(

j Þk
S 1

sinh2
„~qj2qk!/2…

1
1

sinh2
„~qj1qk!/2…

D . ~90!

This gives a rankl version of the nonautonomous Hamiltonian system on the Calogero side oV.
Note that the Hamiltonian is essentially the same as the Hamiltonian of Inozemtsev’s hype
model, except that the effective coupling constants are now time-dependent.

Remark:The foregoing prescription of scaling limit of the coupling constants and the ell
modulus is reminiscent of ‘‘renormalization’’ in quantum field theories. In this analogy, one
interpret the equations of motion of the Hamiltonian system as ‘‘renormalization group e
tions,’’ in which t̃ plays the role of a ‘‘mass scale’’ parameter.

D. Canonical transformation to multi-component P V

Again, an honest generalization of the canonical transformation for the case ofl 51 leads to
a multi-component version of PV.

Theorem 8: The time-dependent canonical transformation defined by

Al j52coth~qj /2!,
~91!

m j5
pj

2Al j~l j21!
1

1

2 S k0

l j
1

u1

l j21
2

h1t

~l j21!2D ,

maps (89) to the Hamiltonian system,

dl j

dt
5

]H

]m j
,

dm j

dt
52

]H

]l j
, ~92!

with the Hamiltonian

H5(
j 51

l
l j~l j21!2

t Fm j
22S k0

l j
1

u1

l j21
2

h1t

~l j21!2Dm j1
k

l j~l j21!G
1

g4
2

2t (j Þk

2~l j21!~lk21!~l j1lk!

~l j2lk!
2 . ~93!

Proof: The method of proof for the case ofl 51 can be used as it is. The outcome is t
equality

(
j 51

l

pj dqj2H dt

t
52S (

j 51

l

m j dl j2H dtD 1exact form, ~94!

where

H5(
j 51

l
l j~l j21!2

t Fm j
22S k0

l j
1

u1

l j21
2

h1t

~l j21!2Dm j1
k

l j~l j21!G
1

g4
2

2t (j Þk
S 1

sinh2
„~qj2qk!/2…

1
1

sinh2
„~qj1qk!/2…

D . ~95!

The two-body potential part can be rewritten by use of the identity
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1

sinh2~u2v !
1

1

sinh2~u1v !
54

cosh~2u!cosh~2v !21

„cosh~2u!2cosh~2v !…2
. ~96!

Substitutingu5qj /2, v5qk/2, and also using the equality cosh(qj)5(lj11)/(lj21), we find that

1

sinh2
„~qj2qk!/2…

1
1

sinh2
„~qj1qk!/2…

5
2~l j21!~lk21!~l j1lk!

~l j2lk!
2 , ~97!

which gives the two-body potential term inH. Q.E.D.

E. Other models

The degeneration process can be further continued, and leads to four more models th
respond to a multi-component version of PIV, PIII , PII and PI. Since the details of derivation ar
more or less parallel, we show the final results only. The Hamiltonian of each model, like tho
the foregoing cases, becomes a sum ofl copies of the one-component Hamiltonian and Caloge
like two-body potential terms.

1. Rational model and multi-component PIV

This model can be derived from the hyperbolic model by degeneration. The degene
process consists of putting the variables and the parameters as

t5112e t̃ , qj5p i 1e1/2qj̃ , pj5
pj̃

2e1/2, ~98!

and

a5
1

8e4 , b5
b̃

4
, g5

1

4e4 , d52
1

8e4 1
ã

2e2 , ~99!

and lettinge→0 while leaving the ‘‘renormalized’’ quantitiest̃ , etc. finite.
The equations of motion of this model takes the canonical form

dqj

dt
5

]H
]pj

,
dpj

dt
52

]H
]qj

, ~100!

with the Hamiltonian

H5(
j 51

l Fpj
2

2
2

1

2 S qj

2 D 6

22tS qj

2 D 4

22~ t22a!S qj

2 D 2

1bS qj

2 D 22G
1g4

2(
j Þk

S 1

~qj2qk!
2 1

1

~qj1qk!
2D . ~101!

The canonical transformation defined by

l j5S qj

2 D 2

, m j5
pj

4Al j

1
1

4 S l j12t1
2k0

l j
D , ~102!

maps the foregoing nonautonomous system to the Hamiltonian system,

dl j

dt
5

]H

]m j
,

dm j

dt
52

]H

]l j
, ~103!
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with the Hamiltonian

H5(
j 51

l

2l j
2Fm j

22S l j

2
1t1

k0

l Dm j1
u0

2 G1
g4

2

4 (
j Þk

2~l j1lk!

~l j2lk!
2 . ~104!

2. Exponential-hyperbolic model and multi-component PIII

This model, too, can be derived from the hyperbolic model by degeneration. This dege
tion is achieved by the putting the variables and the parameters as

qj52q̃ j2 log
e

4
, pj52 p̃ j , ~105!

and

a5
ã

4e
1

g̃

8e2 , b52
g̃

8e2 , g5
b̃e

4
, d5

d̃e2

8
, ~106!

and lettinge→0.
The equations of motion of this model takes the canonical form

t
dqj

dt
5

]H
]pj

, t
dpj

dt
52

]H
]qj

, ~107!

with the Hamiltonian

H5(
j 51

l S pj
2

2
2

a

4
eqj1

bt

4
e2qj2

g

8
e2qj1

dt2

8
e22qj D

1g4
2(

j Þk

1

sinh2
„~qj2qk!/2…

. ~108!

The canonical transformation defined by

l j5eqj , m j5
pj

2l j
1

1

2 S h`1
u0

l j
2

h0t

l j
2 D , ~109!

maps the foregoing nonautonomous system to the Hamiltonian system,

dl j

dt
5

]H

]m j
,

dm j

dt
52

]H

]l j
, ~110!

with the Hamiltonian

H5(
j 51

l
l j

2

t Fm j
22S h`1

u0

l j
2

h0t

l j
2 Dm j1

h`~u01u`!

2l j
G1

g4
2

2t (j Þk

4l jlk

~l j2lk!
2 . ~111!

3. Second rational model and multi-component PII

This model can be derived fromboth the rational model and the exponential-hyperbolic mo
by degeneration. For the degeneration from the rational model, we write the variables a
parameters as
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t5
211421/3e4 t̃

e
,

qj

2
5

11221/3e2q̃ j

e3/2 , pj5
42/3p̃ j

e1/2 , ~112!

and

a522ã2
1

2e6 , b52
1

2e12, ~113!

and lete→0. The degeneration from the exponential-hyperbolic model is similarly achieve
putting

t5112e2 t̃ , qj52eq̃ j , pj5
p̃ j

e
, ~114!

and

a52
1

2e6 , b5
114e3ã

2e6 , g5
1

4e6 , d52
1

4e6 , ~115!

and again lettinge→0.
The equations of motion of this model takes the canonical form

dqj

dt
5

]H
]pj

,
dpj

dt
52

]H
]qj

, ~116!

with the Hamiltonian

H5(
j 51

l Fpj
2

2
2

1

2 S qj
21

t

2D 2

2aqj G1g4
2(

j Þk

1

~qj2qk!
2 . ~117!

The canonical transformation defined by

l j5qj , m j5pj1l j
21

t

2
, ~118!

maps the foregoing nonautonomous system to the Hamiltonian system,

dl j

dt
5

]H

]m j
,

dm j

dt
52

]H

]l j
, ~119!

with the Hamiltonian

H5(
j 51

l Fm j
2

2
2S l j

21
t

2Dm j2S a1
1

2Dl j G1g4
2(

j Þk

1

~l j2lk!
2 . ~120!

4. Multi-component PI

This model can be derived from the second rational model, and takes thesameform on both
the Painleve´ and Calogero sides. The degeneration process is achieved by putting

t5
261e12t̃

e10 , qj5
11e6q̃ j

e5 , pj5
p̃ j

e
, a54e15, ~121!

and lettinge→0. The equations of motion takes the canonical form
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dqj

dt
5

]H

]pj
,

dpj

dt
52

]H

]qj
, ~122!

with the Hamiltonian

H5(
j 51

l S pj
2

2
22qj

32tqj D 1g4
2(

j Þk

1

~qj2qk!
2 . ~123!

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have shown that the Painleve´–Calogero correspondence persists for all the six Pain´
equations and their multi-component generalizations. The Calogero side of this correspond
a nonautonomous version of Inozemtsev’s elliptic model and its various degenerations. Tho
PV and PIV are a nonautonomous version of Inozemtsev’s hyperbolic and rational models
others corresponding to PIII , PII and PI are further degenerations of the hyperbolic and ratio
models. The pattern of degeneration on the Calogero side repeats the degeneration diagr

PVI → PV → PIV

↓ ↓
PIII → PII → PI

of the Painleve´ equations.
This picture applies to the autonomous systems as well. Actually, such degeneration re

in the autonomous case have been more or less well known to experts of Calogero–Moser s
~see the Introduction of van Diejen’s paper16!. The autonomous systems are defined by a Ham
tonian of the same form with the time-dependent coupling constants being replaced by ab
constants~except for the elliptic model, in which case an independent time variable is introdu!.
Those in the position of the first row of the degeneration diagram are, of course, Inozem
elliptic, hyperbolic and rational models~see Sec. V!. Those in the position of PIII and PII are
defined by the following Hamiltonians:

• Exponential-hyperbolic model:

H5(
j 51

l S pj
2

2
1g0

2eqj1g1
2e2qj1g2

2e2qj1g3
2e22qj D 1g4

2(
j Þk

1

sinh2
„~qj2qk!/2…

.

• Second rational model:

H5(
j 51

l S pj
2

2
1g0

2qj
41g1

2qj
31g2

2qj
21g3

2qj D 1g4
2(

j Þk

1

~qj2qk!
2 .

The Hamiltonian in the position of PI is redundant in the automonous case, because it
specialization, rather than a degeneration, of the last Hamiltonian.

Note that the Hamiltonian of the second rational model is aquartic perturbation of the usua
(Al type! rational Calogero Hamiltonian. According to the recent work of Caseiro, Franc¸oise and
Sasaki,19 such a quartic~integrable! perturbation always exists for any rational Calogero–Mo
system. Inozemtsev’s rational model, which is asextic perturbation of theDl type rational
Calogero–Moser system, might admit a similar interpretation.

Back to the Painleve´ equations, the extended Painleve´–Calogero correspondence raises ma
interesting problems. A central issue will be to find an isomonodromic description of the m
component Painleve´ equations. If such an isomonodromic description does exist, it shoul
related to a new geometric structure.
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF „42…

Let us introduce the two auxiliary functions:

g~u!5
f t~u!

f 8~u!
, h~u!5

q8~u1v1!

q~u1v1!
, ~A1!

associated with the function

f ~u!5
`~u!2e1

e22e1
~A2!

and the standard elliptic theta function,

q~u!5 (
n52`

`

exp~p i tn212p inu!. ~A3!

Lemma 1: g(u) is a meromorphic function on the u-plane with additive quasi-periodicity,

g~u11!5g~u!, g~u1t!5g~u!21. ~A4!

All poles are of the first order and contained in the latticev31Z1tZ. Furthermore, g(u) has
zeros at u50 and u5v1 .

Proof: Since f (u) is a doubly periodic function with primitive periods 1 andt, f 8(u) and
f t(u) transform as

f 8~u11!5 f 8~u!, f 8~u1t!5 f 8~u!,

f t~u11!5 f t~u!, f t~u1t!5 f t~u!2 f 8~u!,

under the shift by 1 andt. This implies the additive quasi-periodicity ofg(u). Furthermore, by the
construction,g(u) is a meromorphic function on theu-plane, and all possible poles are of the fir
order and located at the points ofvk1Z1tZ. Let us examine the behavior ofg(u) at the
representative pointsu5v0 ,v1 ,2v2 ,v3 :

• As u→v050,

f~u!5
1

~e22e1!u
21O~1!,

thereby

f8~u!52
2

~e22e1!u
31O~1!, ft~u!52

e2,t2e1,t

~e22e1!2u2 1O~1!,

so thatg(u) has rather a zero atu50:
g~u!5O~u!. ~A5!

• As u→v15 1
2,

f~u!5
1

e22e1
~`~v1!2e11`8~v1!~u2v1!1O„~u2v1!2

…!
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5O„~u2v1!2
…,

thereby
f 8~u!5O~u2v1!, f t~u!5O„~u2v1!2

…,
so thatg(u) has another zero atu5v1 :

g~u!5O~u2v1!. ~A6!

• As u→2v25 1
21 t/2,

f~u!5
1

e22e1
~`~2v2!2e11`8~2v2!~u1v2!1O„~u1v2!2

…!

5O„~u1v2!2
…,

thereby
f 8~u!5O~u1v2!, f t~u!5O~u1v2!,

so thatg(u) behaves as
g~u!5O~1!. ~A7!

• As u→v35t/2,

f~u!5
1

e22e1
~`~v3!2e11`8~v3!~u2v3!1O„~u2v3!2

…!

5t1O„~u2v3!2
…,

thereby

f 8~u!5O~u2v3!, f t~u!5O~1!,

so thatg(u) turns out to have a pole of the first order atu5v3 :

g~u!50„~u2v3!21
…. ~A8!

The behavior ofg(u) at the other points ofvn1Z1tZ can be deduced from these results by t
additive quasi-periodicity ofg(u). Q.E.D.

Lemma 2: h(u) is a meromorphic function on the u-plane with additive quasi-periodicity,

h~u11!5h~u!, h~u1t!5h~u!22p i . ~A9!

All poles are of the first order and contained in the latticev31Z1tZ. Furthermore, h(u) has
zeros at u50 and u5v1 .

Proof: Let us recall the fundamental properties ofq(u):

• q(u) is an entire function on theu-plane with zeros of the first order at the lattice poin
v21m1nt (m,nPZ).

• q(u) is quasi-periodic,
q~u11!5q~u!, q~u1t!5e2pit22piuq~u!.

• u(u) andq(u11/2) are even under the reflectionu→2u.

All the properties ofh(u) in the statement of the lemma are an immediate consequenc
these properties ofq(u). Q.E.D.

Lemma 3: The function f(u) satisfies the equation

2p i
f t~u!

f 8~u!
5

q8~u1v1!

q~u1v1!
, ~A10!

where the prime stands for]/]u.
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Proof: The foregoing properties ofg(u) andh(u) imply the following:

• 2p ig(u)2h(u) is a doubly periodic meromorphic function with primitive period 1 andt.

• All poles of 2p ig(u)2h(u) are of the first order and contained in the latticev31Z1tZ.

• 2p ig(u)2h(u) has zeros atu50 andu5v1 .

The first two properties imply that 2p ig(u)2h(u) is a constant. By the last one, this consta
has to be zero. We thus find that 2p ig(u)2h(u)50. Q.E.D.

Lemma 4:q(u) satisfies the equation

„logq~u1v1!…952`~u1v3!1function of t only. ~A11!

Proof: The aforementioned complex analytic properties ofq(u) imply the following:

• „logq(u1v1)…9 is a doubly periodic meromorphic function with primitive period 1 andt.

• All poles of this meromorphic function are contained in the latticev31Z1tZ.

• As u→2v3 , this function behaves as

„logq~u1v1!…952
1

~u1v3!2 1O~1!.

The function2`(u1v3), too, has these properties. Accordingly, their difference is a cons
function on theu-plane, namely, a function oft only. Q.E.D.

We now return to the proof of~42!. By the third lemma, we have the identity

2p i
f t~u!

f 8~u!
du5

q8~u1v1!

q~u1v1!
du5

dq~u1v1!

q~u1v1!
2

]q~u1v1!/]t

q~u1v1!
dt. ~A12!

On the other hand, the well known ‘‘heat equation,’’

4p i
]q~u!

]t
5q~u!9, ~A13!

implies that

]q~u1v1!/]t

q~u1v1!
5

1

4p

q~u1v1!9

q~u1v2!
5

1

4p i F „logq~u1v1!…91S q8~u1v1!

q~u1v1! D 2G .
By the third and fourth lemmas, the last line can be rewritten as

1

4p i F2`~u1v3!1S 2p i
f t~u!

f 8~u! D
2G1function of t only,

so that

2p i
f t~u!

f 8~u!
du5

1

4p i F`~u1v3!2S 2p i
f t~u!

f 8~u! D
2Gdt1exact form. ~A14!

Substitutingu5q gives ~42!.

APPENDIX B: ASYMPTOTICS OF ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS

The asymptotic behavior of thè-function `(u), the shifted`-functions`(u1vk) and the
constantsek5`(vk), in the limit as Imt→1`, can be deduced from the well known formula
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`~u!5 (
n52`

`
p2

sin2
„p~u1nt!…

2
p2

3
2 (

n51

`
2p2

sin2~pnt!
. ~B1!

Let us first consider the asymptotic behavior of`(u) itself. The constant (n50) term in the
first sum is of order 1 and then-th term is of ordere2np i t. Similarly, then-th term in the second
sum is of ordere2np i t. Therefore

`~u!5
p2

sin2~pu!
2

p2

3
1O~e2p i t!. ~B2!

A similar estimate leads to the following asymptotic expression for the shifted`-functions:

`~u1v1!5
p2

cos2~pu!
2

p2

3
1O~e2p i t!,

`~u1v2!52
p2

3
18p2 cos~2pu!ep i t1O~e2p i t!, ~B3!

`~u1v3!52
p2

3
28p2 cos~2pu!e2p i t1O~e2p i t!.

In fact, the degeneration process of the elliptic model requires us to know the asymptotic e
sion of `(u1v2)1`(u1v3) to the ordere2p i t. This can be achieved by the following calcul
tions:

`~u1v2!1`~u1v3!5 (
n52`

`
p2

cos2S u1
t

2
1nt D sin2S u1

t

2
1nt D 2

2p2

3
2 (

n51

`
4p2

sin2~pnt!

52
2p2

3
232p2 cos~2pu!e2p i t116p2e2p i t1O~e3p i t!. ~B4!

We now consider the constantsek . For instance,e1 can be written as

e15 (
n52`

`
p2

cos2~pnt!
2

p2

3
2 (

n51

`
2p2

sin2~pnt!

5
2

3
p21 (

n51

`
2p2

cos2~pnt!
2 (

n51

`
2p2

sin2~pnt!
. ~B5!

The constant 2p2/3 becomes the leading term; the leading (n51) terms of the last two series giv
the next-leading term of the ordere2p i t. e2 ande3 can be similarly analyzed. Thus the followin
asymptotic formulas are obtained:

e15
2p2

3
116p2e2p i t1O~e4p i t!,

e252
p2

3
18p2ep i t1O~e2p i t!, ~B6!

e352
p2

3
28p2ep i t1O~e2p i t!.

In particular,e22e1→2p2, as expected.
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On the problem of algebraic completeness
for the invariants of the Riemann tensor: I

E. Zakhary and J. Carminatia)

School of Computing and Mathematics, Deakin University,
Waurn Ponds, Victoria 3217, Australia

~Received 25 April 2000; accepted for publication 18 December 2000!

We present a new determining set, CZ, of Riemann invariants which possesses the
minimum degree property. From an analysis on the possible independence of CZ,
we are led to the division of all space–times into two distinct, invariantly charac-
terized, classes: a general classM G1, and a special, singular classMS . For each
class, we provide an independent set of invariants (I G1,CZ andIS,CZ, respec-
tively! which, with the results of a sequel paper, will be shown to be algebraically
complete. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1348027#

I. INTRODUCTION

In the literature, there are many papers devoted to the study of the scalar invariants
Riemann tensor. The motivation behind this study has been, primarily, the coordinate inv
characterization of certain geometrical properties of space–times. For example, it has been
that these invariants play an important role in the study of curvature singularities, classificat
the Weyl and Ricci tensors and more fundamentally in the problem of the equivalence o
space–time metrics.

It is well known that, in general, there are 14~algebraically! independent, second-orde
invariants formed from the Riemann tensorRabcd. This is simply a consequence of the fact th
the 20 independent components ofRabcd can be reduced to 14 using the 6-parameter gr
freedom of the Lorentz transformations. Alternatively, the 14 independent algebraic invarian
be considered to be made up of the 4 independent eigenvalues of each of the Weyl an
tensors together with the 6 parameters specifying the Lorentz transformation between the
and Ricci canonical tetrads.1,2 However, there is no guidance as to how these invariants ma
constructed.

In the literature, there are different definitions of ‘‘complete.’’ Our definition of an ‘‘algeb
ically complete’’ set is motivated by the folllowing questions: How much algebraically indep
dent information that is in the Riemann tensor is present in its polynomial invariants, and w
the minimum number of invariants of lowest possible degree, needed so that this max
amount of information is contained? Accordingly, we define an ‘‘algebraically complete’’ se
Riemann invariantsI5$I 1 ,I 2 , . . . ,I n% as one having the following properties:~i! any other in-
variant can be expressed in an algebraic relation~not necessarily equal to a polynomial! which
determines that invariant for all Petrov or Segre types, with some or all ofI 1 ,I 2 , . . . ,I n and their
complex conjugates, and~ii ! no invariantI iPI canalways~i.e., for all Petrov or Segre types! be
expressed in an algebraic relation, which determinesI i , with the remaining invariants inI. Note
that this definition would essentially lead to that given by Zakhary and McIntosh.3 Any set of
invariants which satisfies property~i! will be called ‘‘determining’’ and any set which satisfie
property~ii ! is said to be ‘‘not always dependent.’’ Hence, a setI is said to be ‘‘always depen
dent’’ if there exists an invariantI iPI such thatI i can always be expressed in an algebr
relation which determines~for all Petrov or Segre types! I i , with the remaining invariants inI.

a!Electronic mail: jcarm@deakin.edu.au
14740022-2488/2001/42(3)/1474/12/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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For simplicity, in the remainder of this article, we will use the term ‘‘dependent’’ to m
‘‘always dependent’’ and use the term ‘‘independent’’ to mean ‘‘not always dependent,’’ w
referring to a set of invariants.

Recently, Bonanos4 and Sneddon5–7 have studied the problem of completeness for a se
Riemann tensor invariants. Bonanos studied invariants formed from contractions with onlyCABCD

and the Plebanski spinorxABCD5F (AB
ĊḊFCD)ĊḊ but not withC̄ ȦḂĊḊ , while Sneddon examined

the problem, in general, in a comprehensive study using rotor calculus. It is interesting to co
our work with theirs.

First, we note thatalgebraically completeis different fromcompletein the usual classica
sense which is the one that both Bonanos and Sneddon use~it is more restrictive than ours in tha
in the construction of a complete set, they include an invariant in a set if it isnot equal to some
polynomialof the already existing elements in the set. On the other hand, in terms of our d
tion, an invariant is independent of a ‘‘base’’ set if it cannot be expressed for all Segre and P
types in analgebraic relation with the elements of that set!. On this matter, we believe that ou
definition is more appropriate for relativity. Second, our primary concern is always with
much algebraic information that is in the Riemann tensor is present in its polynomial invar
As will be shown below, no set of curvature invariants formed from contractions with onlyCABCD

andFAB
ĊḊ can contain all of the possible algebraic information that is inRabcd. It is essential that

contraction ‘‘mixing’’ betweenCABCD andC̄ ȦḂĊḊ be included. This is also evident from Sne
don’s work. We conclude that Bonanos’ set cannot be algebraically complete. On the other
Sneddon’s setK is complete in the usual classical sense. However, within the context of this w
his set is unnecessarily large~consisting of the equivalent of 38 real invariants! and of too high
degree~going up to overall degree 11!. This could make his set unwieldy to work with in man
practical applications~the general expansion of some of the high-degree invariants would le
extremely large expressions!. What we will show in this and a sequel paper is that for a de
mining set, we need at most the equivalent of 18 real invariants with a maximum overall d
of 6. Also, our proposed set of invariants is essentially contained inK, and in Table I we list the
equivalence.

As an additional point, it is important to note that there are space–times where the set
polynomial invariants does not contain all of the information that is inRabcd. An illustrative
example will be given below.

Prior to 1991, there were a number of sets of 14 invariants in the literature claiming
independent.8–16However, none of these sets can be algebraically complete.14,17This suggests tha
such a set should contain more than 14 invariants and hence, in general, be redundant. Som
members of this set would then be connected by a number of algebraic relations for dif
Petrov or Segre types, with no one relation holding for all types. Also, Carminati

TABLE I. Equivalent invariants in Sneddon’s set.

CZ K
R R
w1 @A2#5@C2#
w2 det A5detC
r 1 @B#5@K#
r 2 D5detG
r 3 @B2#5@K2#
m1 @AB#5@CK#5@C#
m2 @A2B#5@C2K#5@D#
m3 @AB2#5@CK2#5@BC#
m4 @AC#5@CGC̄Ḡ#
m5 @AD#5@CGC̄2Ḡ#5@A2C#
m6 @A2D#5@C2GC̄2Ḡ#
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McLenaghan,17 for the first time, pointed out two highly desirable properties of an algebraic
complete set, namely~a! it must consist of invariants of the lowest possible degree, and~b! it must
be the smallest set which contains the maximum number~less than or equal to 14! of independent
invariants for any Petrov or Segre type. In this article, we intend to construct a determining
invariants subject to property~a! while attempting to satisfy properties~ii ! and~b!. However, we
note that our construction process would generally lead to a set having a reduced num
elements but not necessarily the minimum number, since we are satisfying property~a! as well.
Theoretically, it could be possible to have a determining or algebraically complete set w
smaller number of invariants if higher degree scalars were to be introduced. This issu
remains unresolved. Priority will be given to property~a!.

As will be evident from the backsolving method presented in this and a sequel paper,
particular values for our invariants, multiple solutions will result~as a consequence of taking roo
of algebraic equations! for the curvature components. This is not an issue in the proces
establishing the determining nature of the proposed set of invariants since we are trying to
lish sufficiency. In practical terms, one is not concerned with explicitly applying this proces
rather to invariantly express~if possible! certain geometrical properties@like alignment between
principal null directions~PND’s! of the Weyl and Ricci tensor, or electric and magnetic char
teristics of the Weyl tensor, etc.# with the use of just the polynomial invariants of the Riema
tensor for a given particular space–time.

This is the first of two papers dedicated to eventually establishing an algebraically com
set of second-order Riemann invariants for each canonically different space–time. In this
we will show that the set CM, as proposed by Carminati and McLenaghan, is not algebra
complete. Further, although the set of invariants as proposed by Zakhary and McIntosh~ZM!3 is
algebraically complete~as shown later! for the general class,M G1, we will also show that it fails
for the special singular class,MS ~as described below!, since it is missing an essential invarian
Our main purpose in this paper is to propose a new determining set of invariants CZ that co
that missing invariant, possesses the minimum degree property~a!, and simultaneously attempts t
satisfy properties~ii ! and ~b!. The possible independence of the invariants of this se
analyzed18,19and as a consequence we are led to the division of all space–times into two di
invariantly characterized, classes: a general classM G1, and a singular classMS . For each class
we provide an independent set of invariants (I G1,CZ andIS,CZ, respectively! which, with the
results of a sequel paper, will be shown to be algebraically complete.

The CZ set consists of the following invariants, using the notation~but different definitions of
the invariants! of Carminati and McLenaghan:

RªgabgcdRacdb,

w1ª
1

6
CABCDCABCD,

w2ª
1

6
CABCDCCD

EFCEFAB,

r 1ª
1

3
FABȦḂFABȦḂ,

r 2ª
1

6
FABȦḂEABȦḂ,

r 3ª
1

12
EABȦḂEABȦḂ,
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m1ªCABCDF
ĊḊ

CD
FABĊḊ,

m2ªCEF
~ABCCD)EFFAB

ĊḊFCDĊḊ,

m3ªCABCDFAEȦḂFB
EȦĊFCFĊḊFD

FḊḂ ,

m4ªCAB
CDFCD

ȦḂC̄ ȦḂ
ĊḊFAB

ĊḊ ,

m5ªC (AB
CDCEF)CDC̄ ȦḂĊḊFABĊḊFEFȦḂ,

m6ªCAB
CDCCD

EFFEF
ȦḂC̄ ȦḂ

ĊḊC̄ ĊḊ
ĖḞFAB

ĖḞ ,

whereEAB
ĊḊª2FA

EḞ(ĊFBEḞ
Ḋ) .

For future reference, we give, in Table II, the relations between the various sets. In Tab
and IV below,20,3 we summarize the syzygies for the different Petrov and Segre types of the
and Ricci tensors, respectively.

TABLE II. Relations between sets.

CZ ZM CM

R R R
w1 I 1

6
w1

w2 J 1

6
w2

r 1 I 6 1

3
r1

r 2 I 7 1

3
r2

r 3 I 8 1

3
r32

1

12
r 1

2

m1 K m1

m2 L
m22

1

3
w1r1

m3 2M —
m4 M1 m3

m5 M2
m52

1

3
w1m̄1

m6 — —

TABLE III. The Weyl Syzygies.

Petrov Types Syzygies

I —
II, D w1

35w2
2

III, N, O w15w250
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II. AN INDEX THEOREM

Before proceeding with the analysis of our invariants, we shall need to establish a result
general structure of any invariant formed from the Weyl and Ricci spinors:

CABCD5C0iAiBiCiD24C1o(AiBiCiD)16C2o(AoBiCiD)24C3o(AoBoCiD)1C4oAoBoCoD ,

FABȦḂ5F00iAiBī Ȧī Ḃ22F01iAiBī (ȦōḂ)1F02iAiBōȦōḂ22F10o(AiB) ī Ȧī Ḃ14F11i (AoB) ī (ȦōḂ)

22F12i (AoB)ōȦōḂ1F20oAoBī Ȧī Ḃ22F21oAoBī (Ȧī Ḃ)1F22oAoBōȦōḂ .

Index Theorem: Leta, b, c be non-negative integers and letCaC̄bFc represent any of the
complete contractions~invariant! of a copies of the Weyl spinor,b copies of its complex conju-
gate andc copies of the Ricci spinor. Then any term in the expansion of this invariant has the

C0
a0C1

a1C2
a2C3

a3C4
a4C̄0

b0C̄1
b1C̄2

b2C̄3
b3C̄4

b4F00
c00F01

c01F02
c02F10

c10F11
c11F12

c12F20
c20F21

c21F22
c22

wherea0 , . . . ,a4 ,b0 , . . . ,b4 ,c00, . . . ,c22 are non-negative integers which must satisfy the f
lowing conditions:

a01a11a21a31a45a,

b01b11b21b31b45b,

c001c011c021c101c111c121c201c211c225c,

a112a213a314a41c101c111c1212c2012c2112c2252a1c,

b112b213b314b41c0112c021c1112c121c2112c2252b1c.

The proof of this result is readily established by counting the number of contracting pairs of d
and undotted indices.

When applying the index theorem, note the following:

~1! If F i j 50 ~or C i50!, we setci j 50 ~or ai5bi50!.
~2! If an invariant does not includeC̄ i ’s, we set allbi50 andb50.
~3! If F i j 51 ~or C i51), we do not setci j 50 ~or ai5bi50).
~4! If F i j 5Fkl , we do not setci j 5ckl .

TABLE IV. The Ricci Syzygies.

Ricci
Degeneracy Segre Types Syzygies

$1111% @1,111#, @ZZ̄11# —

$112% @1,1~11!#, @~1,1!11#,

@ZZ̄(11)#, @211#

r 2
2(4r 1

326r 1r 31r 2
2)5r 3

2(3r 1
224r 3)

$22% @~1,1!~11!#, @2~11!# r 25r 350
$13% @1,~111!#, @~1,11!1#,

@~21!1#, @31#
r 2

25r 1
3 , r 35r 1

2

$4% @~31!#, @~211!#,
@~1,111!#

r 15r 25r 350
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To illustrate this theorem’s use, consider the Segre type@~3,1!# in the canonical frame where
the only nonzero Ricci components areF125F2151. In this case, we setci j 50, exceptc12 and
c21. For an invariant of the formCC̄F2, a5b51 andc52. Hence, the index theorem implie
the following:

a01a11a21a31a451,

b01b11b21b31b451,

c121c2152,

a112a213a314a41c1212c2154,

b112b213b314b412c121c2154.

These equations allow only three solutions:

$c1250,c2152,a251,a05a15a35a450,b051,b15b25b35b450%,

$c1251,c2151,a151,a05a25a35a450,b151,b05b25b35b450%,

$c1252,c2150,a051,a15a25a35a450,b251,b05b15b35b450%.

This agrees with the expression ofm4 which contains exactly the correct three terms. In fa
m454(C0C̄2F21

2 12C1C̄1F12F211C2C̄0F12
2 ).

III. PROPERTIES OF THE CZ SET

We have carried out a detailed study21 of the possible canonical frames for the different Se
types using Hall’s approach.22 Our analysis is somewhat more detailed than Hall’s in that we g
more explicit descriptions of the canonical forms together with the remaining tetrad freedo
each case. The details of this work will be published in a sequel paper. For our current pur
we will only need canonical frames for the Segre types@1,111#, @1,1~11!#, @~2,11!# and @2,11#.

In this section, we shall construct the CZ set so that it possesses the minimum degree p
~a! and attempts to satisfy properties~i!, ~ii ! and~b!. To begin with, we will look at Ricci tensors
that are of Segre Type@1,111#. The canonical frame is completely fixed by the Ricci tensor a
described byF005F22Þ0, F11, F025F20Þ0, F015F1250, with 4F11

2 Þ(F006F02)
2.

We will now show that the set of invariantsIG5$R,w1 ,w2 ,r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3 ,m1 ,m2 ,m3% is algebra-
ically complete, for this Segre type, by completely backsolving for the curvature compone
terms of the invariants where, in terms of equivalent real invariants, the number of no
curvature components equals the number of invariants. We begin with the backsolving f
Ricci componentsFab . In our canonical frame, the Ricci invariants are

r 15 2
3 ~F00

2 1F02
2 12F11

2 !,

r 252F11~F00
2 2F02

2 !,

r 35 1
3 ~F00

4 22F00
2 F02

2 18F00
2 F11

2 18F02
2 F11

2 1F02
4 !.

The Jacobian of this system is64
9 J, where

J5F00F02~F001F0212F11!~F001F0222F11!~F002F0212F11!~F002F0222F11!,

and consequently is always nonzero. Thus it follows that the Ricci invariantsr 1 ,r 2 ,r 3 are always
backsolvable forFab . We note that
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J25 27
16 „r 3

2~3r 1
224r 3!2r 2

2~4r 1
326r 1r 31r 2

2!…,

and thatJ50, which can be alternatively written as 4(r 1
22r 3)35(2r 1

323r 1r 31r 2
2)2 ~similar to

the conditionw1
35w2

2), is the condition for the Ricci spinor to be algebraically special.
To facilitate the backsolving of the Weyl componentsC i , we make the following substitu

tions:

C05x1y, C15u1v, C35u2v, C45x2y.

The Weyl and mixed invariants then take the form

w15 1
3 ~x22y224u214v213C2

2!,

w252C2u222C2v22C2
322u2x14yuv22v2x1C2x22C2y2,

m152C2F00
2 28C2F11

2 14F00F02x12C2F02
2 ,

m2522C2
2 F02

2 18C2
2F11

2 22C2
2F00

2 1 16
3 F11

2 v22 4
3 F02

2 v22 4
3 F00

2 v22 16
3 F11

2 u21 4
3 F02

2 u2

1 4
3 F00

2 u228F00v
2F0228F00u

2F022
8
3 F11

2 x21 8
3 F11

2 y21 2
3 F02

2 x22 2
3 F02

2 y21 2
3 F00

2 x2

2 2
3 F00

2 y218C2F00F02x,

m358C2F11
2 F00

2 216F02F00F11
2 x14C2F00

2 F02
2 18C2F02

2 F11
2 22C2F00

4 22C2F02
4 .

We begin by noting that the system$m1 ,m3% which contains only the Weyl variablesx and
C2 has Jacobian equal to28J which is nonzero. Hence, we may regardx andC2 as ~locally!
implicit functions ofm1 andm3 andFab ~which in turn are determined by the Ricci invariants!.
Next, we solvew1 for u2 and use this equation to eliminateu from m2 . We can always solve this
resulting equation forv2, since its coefficient is nonzero. Finally, after solvingw2 for 4yuv and
squaring, we substitute the solutions foru2 and v2 into this expression to obtain a polynomi
equation of degree 6 iny with the coefficients being polynomials inx, C2 , Fab , and invariants.
This polynomial can always be solved fory, since the coefficient ofy6 is J/F00F02Þ0. Thus
complete backsolving has been achieved.

Next, we will show that the setIG is of the lowest possible degree. We begin by listing
~inequivalent and excluding complex conjugates and trivially dependent invariants which
separable product contractions! invariants at the various degree levels. This is done diagram
cally as follows. A straight line between quantities indicates a contraction between undotted
indices and a dashed line indicates a contraction between dotted indices~see Fig. 1–4!.

By direct calculation, it can be readily shown that all of the quadratic, cubic and qu
scalars represented in Fig. 1-3, constitute an equivalent set toI4

FIG. 1. Quadratic-degree invariants.

FIG. 2. Cubic-degree invariants.
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5$R,w1 ,w2 ,r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3 ,m1 ,m2 ,m4%. It is also easy to show that all the remaining quartic sca
represented in Fig. 4 are either identically zero or dependent on the remaining ones. N
observe that this setI4 , differs from IG in that it containsm4 but does not containm3 and
thereforeI4 contains the equivalent of 13 independent real invariants~less information thanIG

sincem4 is real whereasm3 is complex, in general!. Thus, we conclude that the setI4 , which is
constructed using the minimum degree property, and contains all of the information in all s
up to and including quartic degree, cannot contain all possible information for this Segre
whereasIG does. Next, we note that adding one more real invariant of degree five toI4 will not
make it algebraically complete~in general!. This can be shown as follows. First, all real, nontriv
invariants of degree five must be of the formCC̄F3 and they are equivalent7 ~if independent of

I4!. Consider one such invariant to bemªCA
B

DEFDE
Ȧ

Ḃ
C̄

Ḃ

Ċ
ḊĖFB

CḊĖFC
A

Ċ

Ȧ
. For Segre type

@1,111# and Petrov typeN, we have, by direct calculation,m25Em4 , whereE is a polynomial in
Weyl and Ricci components. Hence, in the special case thatm450 ~which is possible!, we have
m50 but m3Þ0. This means that with one real condition, two real invariants vanish. Thus
conclude thatm4 andm cannot replacem3 in general.

Since IG is obtained fromI4 by removingm4 and addingm3 and the addition of a rea
invariant of degree five toI4 is not sufficient, it follows that the setIG must satisfy the minimum
degree property~a!.

We have thus far established the fact that an algebraically complete set satisfying prope~a!
must contain all of the invariants~or their equivalent at each corresponding degree level! in IG .
Now, let us address the following key question: ‘‘Is IG algebraically complete for all Segre
Types?’’ To answer this question, we need to consider the Segre Type@~2,11!#.

For Segre Type@~2,11!#, the canonical frame is fixed~up to a 2-p null rotation plus a spatia
rotation! by the Ricci tensor and described byF005F015F025F115F1250,F2251.

Case 1:C0Þ0: In this case, we can makeC0 real andC150. Hence, the elements ofIG

~exceptR! are given by

w15 1
3 ~C0C413C2

2!,

w25C0C2C42C0C3
213C2

3,

r 150,

r 250,

r 350,

m150,

m250,

m350.

It is clear that we do not have sufficient curvature information in the invariants ofIG ~there
are the equivalent of seven real unknowns,C0 , C2 , C3 , C4 , to be solved for, whereasIG

FIG. 3. Independent quartic-degree invariants.
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contains only the nontrivial invariantsw1 , w2 , excluding R!. We conclude that we need th
equivalent of three more real invariants. Using the index theorem, it follows that any fu
curvature information must come from an invariant which contains contractions withC̄ as well as
C andF ~i.e. a, b andc must be nonzero in the contractionCaC̄bFc!.

Guided by criteria~a!, ~b! and~ii !, it follows that we must include the two invariantsm4 and
m5 to obtain the new setI G15IGø$m4 ,m5% so that complete backsolving is possible in th
case. This is established as follows. The necessary inclusion ofm4 follows immediately from the
application of the Index theorem and properties~a!, ~b! and ~ii !. Hence, all of the information in
the scalars up to and including quartic degree has now been included. Thus we must next c
degree five. In this case, the inclusion ofm5 is justified as follows. First, by appealing to the Inde
theorem, the required invariant must be of the formC2C̄F2.

In Fig. 5, we list all~inequivalent and excluding complex conjugates and trivially depend
invariants which have separable product contractions! degree five invariants of this form. By direc
calculation, it follows that the second invariant, in the list below, is equivalent to the produ
lower degree invariants. Also, we find that the first and third invariants are both equivalent tm5 .
Note that we are still maintaining the minimum degree requirement. In this case, we havm4

5C0
2 and m552C0

2C2 . Now, complete backsolving is possible sincem4 determinesC0 , m5

determinesC2 , w1 determinesC4 , andw2 determinesC3 . There remains to consider whether
is possible to remove the invariantm3 retaining only the invariantm5 . In fact, this is impossible
since by a direct calculation it follows that the invariantm5 always vanishes for Petrov typeN
while m3 does not, andm3 is generally needed in the backsolving for these cases. It now foll
that the CM set cannot be algebraically complete.

Case 2:C050, & C1Þ0: In this case, we can makeC1 real andC250. Hence, the element
of I G1 ~exceptR) are given by

w152 4
3 C1C3 ,

w252C1
2C4 ,

r 150,

r 250,

r 350,

m150,

FIG. 4. Dependent quartic-degree invariants.

FIG. 5. Fifth-degree invariants of the formC2C̄F2.
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m250,

m350,

m450,

m550.

In this case, we do not have sufficient curvature information in the invariants ofI G1 ~there
are the equivalent of five real unknowns,C1 , C3 , C4 , to be solved for, whereasI G1 contains
only the nontrivial invariantsw1 , w2 , excludingR!. We conclude that we need the equivalent
one more real invariant, since we can view the above system as determiningC3 andC4 in terms
of C1 and invariants. Using the Index theorem, it follows that any further curvature informa
must come from an invariant which must be of sixth degree or higher and of the formC2C̄2F2

for sixth degree. We choose to include the new real invariantm6 . Since in this casem654C1
4,

complete backsolving is possible becausem6 determinesC1 . Also, the inclusion ofm6 maintains
the minimum degree property sinceI G1 has the minimum degree property. We now have arriv
at the proposed determining set CZ5I G1ø$m6%. It follows from this that the set ZM5I G1 is not
determining and hence is not algebraically complete. We note thatm6 cannot replacem4 since the
invariantm6 always vanishes for Petrov typeN while m4 does not, andm4 is generally needed in
the backsolving for these cases.

Again, we stress that the set CZ is of the lowest possible degree. This does not mean t
is unique, since other invariants, at the same degree level, may be substituted for some
invariants in our set.

As a consequence of our analysis in this and a sequel paper, on the possible independ
CZ, we are led to the partitioning of all space–times into two disjoint classes: a special clasMS

and a general classM G1 containing the remaining space–times. The space–times inMS are
invariantly characterized by the conditions given in Table V. Thus, all the mixed invariants ofI G1

are dependent, hence the need form6 . Specifically,MS consists of special cases within som
Segre types~see Table VI! and splits into two groupsA andB.23

For MS , IS5$R,w1 ,w2 ,r 1 ,m6% is an independent set of invariants. It will be shown in
sequel paper thatIS is also determining, and hence it follows thatIS is algebraically complete for
MS .

Next, we will now show that the setI G1 is independent forM G1. First, it is clear that any
mixed invariantmi cannot replace any of the Ricci invariantsr i or Weyl invariantswi . This
follows from consideration of conformally flat spaces and Einstein spaces. Second, the inv
in IG are independent since they are all needed for the Segre type@1,111# as shown before. Hence
it remains to show thatm4 or m5 or any ‘‘parts’’ of these invariants cannot replace any~‘‘parts’’ !

TABLE V. Invariant conditions for the classMS .

Group A: r 1Þ0 Group B:r 150

Characterization Characterization
r 250 r 250

r 35
3
4r 1

2 r 350
m1

3227r 1
2w1m1254r 1

3w250 m150
6r 1m21m1

219r 1
2w150

2m313r 1m150
3r 1m42m1m̄150 m450
m623r 1w1w̄1Þ0 m6Þ0

Consequence: Consequence:
18r 1

2m51m1
2m̄119r 1

2w1m̄150 m25m35m550
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of the invariants inIG . The invariantm4 cannot replace any parts ofm1 or m2 because these thre
invariants are all needed~essential!3 for the Segre type@~1,1!11# as will be shown in the seque
paper. Since, for the Segre type@31#, m450 for some special cases, whilem3Þ0, thenm4 cannot
replacem3 . For the invariantm5 , it cannot replacem1 or m3 or parts of these invariants, sincem5

vanishes identically for Petrov typeN while m1 and m3 do not, in general~and they are both
needed in general for backsolving!. For Segre type@~1,1!~11!#, 3r 1m55m̄1m2 ,3 and therefore
m550 if m150. Hence,m5 cannot replacem2 , for this Segre type, sincem150 does not imply
m250, in general, andm2 is generally needed in the backsolving. Details will be given in
sequel paper. Finally, no part ofm5 can replacem4 since they are both~entirely! needed for Segre
type @~211!#, as shown above. This completes the proof thatI G1 is independent forM G1

In a sequel paper, we will show that the setI G1 is determining~and hence algebraically
complete! for the classM G1. As regards the set CZ, it is possible thatm6 could replacem2m̄2 or
m5m̄5 , or both ~this is the only possible redundancy that could exist! but as yet we have bee
unable to resolve this issue. Hence, we cannot claim, at this stage, that CZ is independen
will be shown, at least, that it is determining for the set of all space–times.

As previously mentioned, there are some space–times where the information inRabcd is not
contained in the set CZ. In these cases, it follows that the missing information cannot be con
in any other invariants. An example of such space–times is Segre type@2,11# with C05C150 in
the canonical frame where the only nonzeroFab are F025F20, F11, F22561. In this case,
there is no remaining tetrad freedom as the Ricci tensor determines the frame completely.
ing the Index theorem, for any invariant, we obtaina21a31a45a, b21b31b45b, c021c11

1c201c225c, 2a213a314a41c1112c2012c2252a1c, 2b213b314b412c021c1112c22

52b1c. This gives a312a41b312b412c2250 and hence,a35a45b35b45c2250. This
means that no invariant will ever containC3 , C4 , C̄3 or C̄4 and hence there will always b
missing information in the Riemann invariants of any degree.

IV. CONCLUSION

A set, CZ, of second-order Riemann invariants has been presented. This set has be
structed so that it is determining, possessing the minimum degree property while attemp
include a minimum number of independent invariants. An analysis on the possible indepen
of CZ leads to the division of all space–times into two distinct, invariantly characterized, cla
a general classM G1, and a very special, singular classMS . Explicitly, in this paper, we have
shown that CZ is the union of two setsIS andI G1. The setIS has been shown to be independe
for the classMS while I G1 has been shown to be independent for the classM G1. In a sequel
paper, we will show thatIS andI G1 are also determining and hence algebraically complete
their respective classesMS andM G1. An Index theorem has also been introduced to assis
establishing our results. Finally, an illustrative example has been given to show that in
space–times, no set of second-order invariants can contain all of the information in the Rie
tensor. In such cases, ‘‘complete backsolving’’ is not possible. Interestingly, this can only
for those Segre types in which the Ricci tensor possesses a null eigenvector. In our seque
we will explicitly list all such space–times and show that in these cases there is a geo

TABLE VI. Space–times for the classMS .

Group

Subclasses of Segre types

Segre type Restrictions in the Ricci canonical frame

@1,1~11!# C05F115C450 with C1C̄11C3C̄3Þ0
Group A: r 1Þ0 @ZZ̄(11)] C05F115C450 with C1C̄11C3C̄3Þ0

@~1,1!11# C05F115C450 with C1C3Þ0

Group B: r 150 @~2,11!# C050 with C1Þ0
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common theme, that being, of alignment between the repeated PND of the Weyl tensor w
null eigenvector of the Ricci tensor. We suspect that some space–times within such class
in general, prove to be more difficult to distinguish as inequivalent.
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Clifford algebra as quantum language
James Baugh, David Ritz Finkelstein, and Andrei Galiautdinova)
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Muenchen, Germany

~Received 29 August 2000; accepted for publication 22 December 2000!

We suggest Clifford algebra as a useful simplifying language for present quantum
dynamics. Clifford algebras arise from representations of the permutation groups as
they arise from representations of the rotation groups. Aggregates using such rep-
resentations for their permutations obeyClifford statistics. The vectors supporting
the Clifford algebras of permutations and rotations are plexors and spinors, respec-
tively. Physical spinors may actually be plexors describing quantum ensembles, not
simple individuals. We use Clifford statistics to define quantum fields on a quantum
space–time, and to formulate a quantum dynamics-field-space–time unity that
evades the compactification problem. The quantum bits of history regarded as a
quantum computation seem to obey a Clifford statistics. ©2001 American Insti-
tute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1353183#

I. SPINORS AND PLEXORS

Pauli represented electron rotations in SO~3! with elements of the Clifford algebra of a3, and
Dirac represented Lorentz transformation in SO~1, 3! with elements of the Clifford algebra of a4.
~In what follows, all representations and their homomorphisms are projective, and may be d
valued, unless they are stated to be linear or vector representations, which are single value1, 2,
3,... represent real quadratic spaces of dimension 1, 2, 3,... and of signature specified in c!

It is unlikely that they knew that Wiman1 and Schur2 had represented permutations in t
permutation groupSN ~also called ‘‘the symmetric group,’’ no doubt because its elements are
symmetric! with elements of the Clifford algebra of (N21)1. A vector space~or module! on
which these Clifford algebras are faithfully represented as endomorphism algebra~or ring! are
called spinors for the orthogonal groups andplexors for the permutation groups. Plexors an
spinors are isomorphic mathematical objects of different physical meaning. Spinors arise i
body quantum physics, plexors inN-body quantum physics withN.3.

In the first years of quantum theory, physicists overlooked spinors because they do not
in the tensor product of vectors. We then proceeded to overlook plexors until Nayak and Wi3

for much the same reason.
Clifford representation of the permutation groups. We write the free Clifford algebra over

quadratic spaceV as

Cliff ~V!52V ~1!

and the spinor spaceS of V defined by the isomorphism2V>S^ S†, as

S5A2V5&V. ~2!

a!Electronic mail: gt1570a@prism.gatech.edu
14890022-2488/2001/42(4)/1489/12/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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We construct a reducible Clifford representationR of the permutation groupSN by associating the
ath individual of the N-ad being permuted with a first-degree Clifford uniti aP2N1, for a
51,...,N, obeying Clifford relations

i ai b1 i bi a52dab . ~3!

For quantum applications we define an adjoint † on2V by

i a
†5 i a . ~4!

ThenR represents each swap (ab)PSN ~for a,b! by the Clifford differenceR(ab)5 i b2 i a :

R:SN→2N1, ~ab!° i a2 i b . ~5!

It is straightforward to see thatR is a ~projective!! representation ofSN . The i a make up an
orthonormal basis for the first-degree subspaceV5Cliff 1(N,0),Cliff( N,0). Let us callR the
orthonormalClifford representation ofSN .

R8, a useful variant ofR, replaces Eq.~3! by

i ai b1 i bi a52tab , ~6!

where

tab5
N11

N21
dab2

2

N21
. ~7!

The form tab is the inner product between two unit vectorsi a , i b from the center of a regula
N21-simplexsN21,(N21)1 to its N verticesi 1 ,...,i N . The i a of Eq. ~6! can be identified with
the N simplex vertices permuted. We therefore callR8 the simplicial representation ofSN . It is
isomorphic to a representation given less symmetrically by Schur~1911!. TheR8 image ofSN is
an irreducible group of Clifford-algebra elementsS̃(N) that is a~universal! covering groupS̃N of
the discrete groupSN . @Schur~1911! would call S̃(N) a ‘‘representation group’’ ofSN , but today
this seems apt to be confused with a group representation.#

The concept of rotation presupposes physical concepts of angle and length. The con
permutation does not. It presupposes the more primal concept of identity. Therefore perm
groups can enter theoretical physics at finer levels of resolution and higher energies than r
groups. Plexors may be more basic than spinors.

Representations of permutation groups, and hence plexors, enter quantum physics
specially deep routes, statistics and dynamics.

II. CLIFFORD STATISTICS

A statisticsdescribes how we compose individual quantum elements into an aggregate
tum system. Such a transition from the individual to the collective is sometimes called ‘‘se
quantization,’’ merely because it introduces new operators, but is better called quantific
Quantification has little to do with quantization and is thousands of years older.

A quantification or statistics is often defined by giving a representation of each permu
group SN . A Clifford statisticsrepresents permutations doubly by Clifford algebra element
degree 1.4–8 A cliffordon is a quantum whose aggregates have Clifford statistics. Asquadronis a
quantum assembly of cliffordons.

The operators representing operations on a squadron of cliffordons, including the obser
of the squadron, form the Clifford algebra of the one-cliffordon mode space. Modes of the s
ron are plexors of its Clifford algebra, representable by elements of a minimal left ideal o
algebra.
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A statistics isAbelian ~or central, or scalar, respectively! as its representation of the perm
tation group is. The Bose and Fermi statistics are Abelian, and the Maxwell, Clifford, and
statistics are non-Abelian. Read and Moore9 suggested non-Abelian statistics for quasiparticles
the fractional quantum Hall effect. Nayak and Wilczek3 recognized this as a Clifford statistics i
the first application of the Schur2 theory to physics. While anyonic and braid statistics are confi
to two dimensions, Clifford statistics works in any dimensionality.

A. Spinors describe aggregates

When a spinor of SON describes one quantum individual withN possible modes, a plexor o
SN describes a complex of at leastN isomorphic individuals. Thus our belated encounter w
Schur2 disabuses us of a long-held notion that spinors represent simpler entities than vec
notion that has blocked important research directions. Spinors represent aggregates.10

This deserves to be said three times, differently.

B. Spinors describe aggregates

That spinors describe aggregates in quantum theory was already implicit in Cartan’s the
spinors. Cartan starts from a complex vector spaceV with a symmetric quadratic formg. The
complex spaceV can be decomposed~in many ways! into two maximal null subspacesV6 asV
5V1 ^ V2 . ~A null spaceis one composed entirely of null vectors.! A Cartan spinor—relative to
such a decomposition!—is an element of the Grassmann algebraVV1 . The spinor spaceS then
has dimension

Dim S52d~D21!/2e, ~8!

where DimV5D52 DimV1 and dNe is the greatest integern<N. Quantum theory interpretsV6

as mode spaces for a fermion and the Grassmann algebraVV1 as the algebra of an aggregate
such fermions. Thus Cartan spinors describe fermionic quantum aggregates, not elementa
viduals.

C. Spinors describe aggregates

The fact that a vectorv can be expressed through a spinorc bilinearly asvm5c†smc is
sometimes cited to indicate that the vector is less elementary. This is a categorical erro
relationvm5c†smc indicates that a spinor, like an aggregate of vectors, carries enough info
tion to define a vector. But a vector cannot define a spinor. Therefore the vectorial objec
subobject of the spinorial object, not conversely.

Some have called Dirac’s spinor space a ‘‘square root of space–time,’’ becausevm is qua-
dratic in ca. More accurately, a spinor spaceS is the square root of the Clifford algebraC52X

>S^ S† over space–time; or half thereof, after reduction:

S5&X. ~9!

Dim S is never less than DimX, and is exponentially greater for high dimension.
Since plexors describe aggregates, plexor theory can be a quantum substitute for set

We apply it to quantum dynamics next.

III. CLIFFORD DYNAMICS

A dynamics, too, can be defined by a permutation. First we give a fixed setV of elementary
processes that the system under study can undergo. Then we give a permutation

D:V→V. ~10!
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For any elementary processsPV, we interpretDs as the immediate successor ofs in the dynami-
cal development defined byD. We write the group of such permutations ofV asS(V).

It is customary to avoid messy boundary questions by imagining experiments that have
on forever and will continue forever. We shall use periodic boundary conditions. Now the ex
mental space–time region ultimately closes on itself, outside the interesting part of the exper
This is no more fantastic than the infinite domain and it permits us to work in a finite-dimens
algebra.

A permutationD partitions its domainV into a congruence of orbits. These are the threads
tie the dynamical elements together. They do not intersect. The intersecting geodesics and t
cones of space–time must arise when we project orbits from eight dimensions down to th
dimensions of space-time. They arise from and describe a quantum entanglement that occu
dynamical development.

Then a possible quantum concept of a dynamics modeD is an operatorD in the algebra of a
representation ofS(V), e.g., in the algebra of the covering groupS̃(V). SinceSN is not simple in
general, and distinguishes a basis in SON , we do not found our theory on this concept. Instead
imbedSN in the simple group SON as the axis-permuting elements, and represent SON . We still
interpret the operatorD as defining a dynamical succession.

Everything we know about a system is in the record of our dynamical operations o
system. A good language for quantum dynamics is then a language of great expressive p

As syntax for the dynamics language, abstract † algebra is not sufficient. It deals only
how to combine actions in series and parallel, by multiplication and addition, and how to re
their internal chronological order, by forming the adjoint. It omits space–time fine struc
which is supplied in standard quantum theory by classical constructions prior to the definit
the algebra. How to express space–time concepts within the algebra is part of the prob
marrying quantum theory with gravity theory. We use a high-dimensional Clifford algebr
express quantum space–time.

The statistics and the dynamics roads to the permutation group join when we postula
ordinary dynamical processes are aggregates too, namely of elementary dynamical proce
the standard field theory the general process is composed of operations that go on everyw
the system all the time, described by the Hamiltonian or Lagrangian density. Space–time
the parts of the dynamics are interconnected.

Any quantum-dynamical theory must give the statistics of its elementary quantum-dyna
processes. In standard physics they are tagged with space–time coordinates, so they ar
guishable and implicity obey Maxwell–Boltzmann statistics.

A. Plexic dynamics

To learn the structure of the dynamical process, we dissect it into its atomic constituen
reassemble it out of them. Evidently these elements of dynamics must still have the nat
dynamical processes themselves. The dynamics is built out of elementary dynamical actx,
represented by arrows joining states. The simplest classical concept of dynamics is a topo
dynamicsD.11 This is usually presented as a mapD:S→S of a set of statesS into itself. Instead
we deal only with dynamical actions and not with states. We define the dynamics as a mapD
sending each arrowx to its dynamical successorDx .

A theory that puts states of being prior to modes of action is called ontic, the reversepraxic.
Praxism is an acute case of the pragmatism of Charles Peirce and William James and the
tionalism of Einstein and Heisenberg. Here we dissect dynamical operations into micro-ope
as James proposed to analyze experience into microexperiences.

This praxic concept of classical dynamics introduces our two principals: a setX of atomic
actionsxPX, and a semigroupS(X) of possible dynamical developments

D:X→X. ~11!

Dynamical developments are 1-1 mappings or permutations ofX→X.
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To formulate a quantum dynamics we ‘‘quantize’’ the structure~11!. That is, we replace
classical variables described by sample spaces with corresponding quantum variables desc
full matrix algebras. Our prime variable is not space–time, as Einstein proposed, but the dy
cal law. Anandan12 has proposed~like Newton! that dynamical law is variable and Smolin13,14that
it evolves. We sharpen this assumption and take the dynamical law as the only indep
variable, on which all others depend.

The individual elementary quantum process making up the dynamics we call the chronx.
Its mode spaceX and algebra Endo(X) replace the setX of atomic actions. Its operator algebr
A(X)ªEndoX replaces and synthesizes the commutative Boolean algebra ofX and the arrow
semigroup of ordered pairsX3X. The nearest classical analog of a chronon is not a space–
point, which has no natural dynamical successor, but a tangent or cotangent vector~x, v! or (x,p),
which does. These form an eight-dimensional manifold, not a four-dimensional one.

To describe an aggregate of chronons we need a statistics for the chronon.
Neither Fermi, Bose, nor Maxwell statistics will do. A dynamics is a permutation. A Fe

aggregate, like a classical set, is invariant under any permutation of its elements. It cannot
sent its dynamics by its permutations. Nor can a Bose aggregate.

And Maxwell statistics are reducible.
Evidently chronons, to be permuted effectively, must be distinguishable, like classical sp

time points, which are implicitly supposed to have Maxwell statistics.
In nature the ambient dynamics has modes with spin 1/2.
The simplest statistics that supports two-valued representations ofSN is theClifford statistics.

The operator algebra of this aggregate is a Clifford algebraC5Cliff( VI ) generated by individua
unit modesi a obeying Eq.~3!. The difference of two unitsC(ab)5 i a2 i b represents their swap
~ab!. We identify the individual mode spaceVI with the first-degree subspaceC1,C. Here there
is no doubt that the spinor represents an aggregate, namely the aggregate that the perm
permute.

Schur2 and Nayak and Wilczek3 use complex coefficients throughout. They represent so
swaps by sumsi a1 i b and others by differencesi a2 i b , depending on an arbitrary choice ofN
21 generating swaps. It is not possible to represent all swaps~ab! by sumsi a1 i b . But their
representation is isomorphic to the simplex representation~7!, of all swaps by differences.

Choosing Clifford statistics for chronons expresses the distinguishability of events an
existence of spin 1/2. The grade of a Clifford element gives the minimal number of swa
chronons in its factorization, corresponding roughly to classical phase-space volume.

In the quantum theory of a variable dynamicsD, we distinguish between the dynamics D a
some dynamics operatorD that describesD maximally, just as we distinguish between a hydrog
atom H and a mode vectorc maximally describing H. A Hamiltonian is a kind of dynamic
operator of the continuum limit.

Standard quantum theory uses modes in a complex † spaceV whose † defines a nonsingula
sesquilinear formc † f. Gauge invariance requires that the gauge generators be anti-Herm
and the gauge group structure requires that some of them be nilpotent. Only in an ind
sesquilinear space can a nilpotent other than the trivial 0 be anti-Hermitian. Therefore † is u
indefinite, and the quantum theories that work in Hilbert spaces, with their definite* , are not
sufficiently relativistic for physics.

B. Field theory under the microscope

Clifford statistics also resolves a question that has beset quantum space–time physics f
inception. What is the algebra of quantum fields on a quantum space–time? When we first
this question15 we imagined that theq bits of the space–time quantum computer all commut
and had serious difficulties with this question. Now that they all anticommute it answers its

First the problem. In classical physics, the field fiberF of field values and the Minkowsk
manifold M of space–time points are combined~at least locally! by exponentiation into a spac

F5FM ~12!
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of fields, each fieldf PFM being a functionf :M→F.
Question: How do we define the exponentialFM when the classical spacesF andM have

been replaced by operator algebras describing quantum field and space–time entities?
Answer: Take the logarithms of the algebras. This reduces the computation of the expo

to the computation of products, an already solved problem.
We expand on this answer a bit.
One’s first guess for the algebraFM is apt to be the algebra of linear morphismsM→F, but

this reduces merely to the tensor productM†
^ F when M and F are algebras, and represen

merely a pair of oneM quantum and oneF quantum. This is to be expected, sinceM and F
describe individuals, not aggregates, and a mapping from one individual to another is mere
ordered pair.

For a better answer, one must express algebraically the fact thatM is a plenum, not a point
All the points ofM are actual, not mutually exclusive possibilities.

This is just the case for the Clifford statistics, which permutes entities that are all pres
once. We designate a real free Clifford algebraC over a quadratic spaceX with endomorphisms
algebraA5Endo(X) by

C52X5&A5Cliff X. ~13!

This makesA a logarithm ofC and tells us how to define any quantum exponential ofC:

CM
ª~&A!M

ª~& !A^ M5Cliff ~X^ Y!, ~14!

whereM5Endo(Y).
It is not hard to see that the observed field algebras do have logarithm algebras, us

Chevalley16 representation of spinors within their Clifford algebra.
Definitions:An octadis a squadron of eight cliffordons with neutral quadratic form. An oc

space is a real neutral quadratic space

854% 4̄ ~15!

of eight dimensions, where the bar indicates a reversal of metric, †→2†. An octon is a hypo-
thetical quantum whose mode space is8. An octadic spaceis a real neutral quadratic space who
dimension is a multiple of 8: The general octadic space is

O58% ...% 85N8 ~16!

with N.0 terms.

C. Examples

The tangent–cotangent space to Minkowskian space–timeM is the octad space85M% M†,
whereMª1% 3̄ is the Minkowski tangent space. The irreducible spinor spaces of8 are again octad
spaces~Chevalley triality!.

The Clifford algebra of an octadic space, with its neutral quadratic form, is alge
isomorphic to the Clifford algebra of a space of the same dimension with a definite quadratic

Octad lemma:An octadic chronon algebra2NS factors as a Maxwell–Boltzmann ensemble
N octads each with algebra2S.

2NS52S
^ ...^ 2S ~N terms! ~17!

In the limit N→`, this Maxwell–Boltzmann ensemble includes a Bose–Einstein aggrega
octads.
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It is easy to see that this Bose–Einstein aggregate admits condensation into an
dimensional symplectic manifold isomorphic to the tangent bundle to space–time. A fie
operators on space–time is a similar condensation of a squadron of octads asN→`, l→0.

This is a great simplification. The group of a bundle is never simple; the base couples
fiber without reverse coupling. In Galilean relativity the base was time, while in field theory
base is space–time, but the illness is the same, and the cure too: relativization. In Eq.~14! the field
and the space–time are unified in the simple space–time-field entityS. When we first attempted to
express field theory in terms ofq bits or chronons15 we imagined an absolute split between fie
fiber and space–time base. Now the field/space–time split appears to be a factorizatio
field-space–time unityS. It is as relative as the factorization of space–time into space/time.

IV. QUANTIFICATION OPERATORS

Each of the usual statistics, Fermi, Bose, and Maxwell, has an operator-valued formQ† and
dual formQ that defines how infinitesimal actions on the individual can act on the aggrega

In each statistics the individualI has a mode vector spaceV(I ) and operator algebraA(I ).
The aggregate has a mode vector spaceV(S) and operator algebraA(S). Let dA be the infini-
tesimal Lie algebra ofA with Lie product@a,b#ªab2ba. The quantification operatorQ† is a
linear morphism

Q†:V~ I !→A~S!, c°Q†c, ~18!

transforming a mode vector~or a ket! cPV(I ) for the individual to an operatorQ†cPA(S) for
the aggregate. The operatorsc†Q generateA(S) † algebraically. The mapping

^...&:dA~ I !→dA~S!, w°ŵ5Q†wQ ~19!

is a Lie-algebra homomorphism.
We call theQ with these properties, when it exists, thequantification operatorof the statistics.

If w represents an additive quantity or infinitesimal transformation of the individual, we
Q†wQ thequantified wfor the quantified system. The quantification operators of Fermi, Bose,
Maxwell statistics map individual mode vectorsc into annihilation operatorsQ†c, and individual
quantitiesq into additive total quantitiesQ†qQ. Clifford statistics also has a quantification oper
tor Q†, which maps mode vectors into swaps instead of creation operators.

The Clifford quantification operatorQ0 obeys the Clifford law

~;vPV!~Q0
†v !25ivi . ~20!

We chose the sign in Eq.~3! so that the mapping~19! is a Lie algebra homomorphism, preservin
the commutation relations of the individual within those of the aggregate, as for Fermi and
statistics. This is just the familiar fact that the commutatorsLab5 i @ab# generate a representation
the orthogonal group.

We write the quantification operators for Clifford, Fermi, and Bose statistics asQ0 , Q1 , and
Q2 . The numerical subscripts count the independent imaginaries in the coefficient fieldR, C, and
H of the classical group of the statistics. We writeQM for the Maxwell–Boltzmann quantifiation
operator. We call the most important aggregates~Maxwell! sequences, ~Bose! sibs, ~Fermi! sets
and~Clifford! squadronsfor brevity. We call the Clifford composite asquadronto remind us that
it is an essentiallyquantumstructure. There are classical sets and classical sibs, but no cla
squadrons. Clifford statistics, like anyonic and other multivalued statistics, involves qua
superposition more deeply than the single-valued composites such as the sequence, sib,

For example ifL is a component of individual angular momentum, then for Fermi quan
cation Q5Q1 and Bose quantificationQ5Q2 , Q†LQ is the total angular momentum of th
aggregate. These quantificationstotalize the operator on which they act.
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The Maxwell quantification operatorQM does not totalize. The quantified operatorQM
† LQM

represents theL of only the last individual in the sequence, not the totalv. Totals have somewha
more complicated expressions in Maxwell statistics.

Clifford quantification, like Fermi and Bose, totalizes.
Clifford statistics relates a quadratic spaceV, its endomorphism algebraA, its Clifford algebra

C, and its spinor spaceS, by the commutative diagram

V →
Endo

A
Sq↓ ↘Cliff Sq↓

S →
Endo

C

~21!

When we apply Clifford statistics to dynamics,V is the mode spaceX for a chronon. The
composite system described by a spinor ofS consists of all the chronons transpiring in th
experimental space–time region. The algebraA consists of endomorphisms ofV. The Clifford
algebraC consists of descriptionsD of the global dynamics of the squadron.

The real Clifford algebraC5Cliff( V,R) of Clifford statistics is the endomorphism algebra
an underlying spinor moduleS over one of the five ringsR, C, H, 2R, 2H, depending on the
dimension and signature ofn according to the spinorial chessboard.17

Clifford statistics can readily simulate Bose and Fermi statistics with pseudoboson
pseudofermions. In Eq.~17!, Clifford statistics exactly simulates an aggregate of octads obe
mutual Maxwell–Boltzmann statistics and internal Clifford statistics at the same time.

The most striking difference between the Clifford statistics and Fermi statistics cannot be
from their algebras. Orthogonalc’s anticommute in both statistics, and every fermionic algebr
algebra isomorphic to a neutral Clifford algebra, but fermions are identical and cliffordons ar
An algebra does not define its interpretation. The exchange of two fermions is represen
factor exchange, one stipulates, and hence by21, which is projectively equivalent to the identity
The exchange of cliffordons 1 and 2, however, is represented byi 12 i 2 . Cliffordon swaps, far
from being trivial, scalar, or central, may generate the entire aggregate action algebra.

V. CHRONON DYNAMICS

We hypothesize that the dynamics of a suitably isolated physical system is a squad
elementary dynamical processes or chronons, and that the ambient vacuum breaks its
algebraC down into many mutually commuting local octadic Clifford algebras as in Eq.~17!.

We construct a simple finite-dimensional Clifford algebraC5Ă that approaches~or ‘‘con-
tracts to’’ ~cf. Ref. 18! the Minkowski manifold algebra, the associative algebraA5A(xm,]m) of
coordinatesx and derivations] of space–time differential geometry.A may be regarded as
generalization of the Heisenberg algebra ofx andp and a variant of the Bose–Einstein algeb
Expanding it into a Clifford algebra is mathematically akin to approximating bosonic fields
fermionic ones, the process of bosonization.

SinceA is infinite dimensional, the dimensions ofC and its orthogonal group are huge, lik
the number of phase-space cells in the experiment, which is likely@1020 for atomic experiments,
and approach infinity in the contraction to the continuum.

Chronons and the basic Clifford variablesi a that represent them are prelocal in the extrem
since they all anticommute. Nevertheless they are the raw material of our universe, we pro

This only apparently clashes with quasilocality, due to Eq.~17!.

A. Localization

We begin construction with an octadic chronon space8N and its Clifford algebraC.
We decomposeC into N mutually commuting octad algebras of independent local varia

gm(n) obeying local commutation relations
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$gn~n!,gm~m!%5tnmdnm . ~22!

We define the Lorentz algebra and group of such a Clifford algebra by the usual expre
for the angular momentum of a spin aggregate,

L̆nmª
1

2 (
n51

N

(
b50

1

gmn~n,b!. ~23!

We assume thatpm andxm for the N squadrons are, likeLmn , additively composed of terms
from each squadron, corresponding to how the displacementDx5*C dx(t) along a curveC:x
5x(t) is an integral overC of a contribution from each differential element dx(t):

Dxm5(
n,b

dxm~n,b!, Dpm5
1

2N (
n,b

dpm~n,b!. ~24!

Here we use\5c5l51.
Suppose each tetrad has contributions

dxm5221/2gm, dpm5221/2g↑gm , d i 5g↑. ~25!

The unit ofx is l and the unit ofp is \/l, while i is dimensionless.
Then for each tetrad

@dxn,dpm#5d idnm ,

@d i ,dxm#512dpm, ~26!

@d i ,dpm#522dxm .

The first equation of~26! makesg↑ the expansion of Heisenberg’si, much as Hestenes19

proposed. Presumably this builds in a violation of parity.
The second and third equations tell us that the expandedi generates the symplectic symmet

betweenx andp, as Segal20 proposed. On the chronon scale, this violates Heisenberg’s com
tation relations seriously. In the standard quantum theoryi is central.

We recover the Heisenberg commutation relations as a contraction of the Clifford relatio
summation and a subsequent correlation:

x̆m5(
n,b

dxm~n,b!,

p̆m5
1

2N (
n,b

dpm~n,b!, ~27!

ĭ 5(
n,b

d i ~n,b!.

Here and in what follows, the breve on a variable, likeĭ Eq. ~27! is a semantic annotation
rather than a syntactic one. It declares that the accented variable is an expansion of the s
unaccented one, and reduces to it upon contraction. It thus tells us how to measure the var
the contracted domain of experience. If one set of physical concepts successfully cover
domains, as in quantum theory and relativity, for example, we drop such labels.

Feynman21 proposed that the space–time coordinate-difference operator is the sum of
mutually commuting tetrads of Dirac vectors:
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Dxm5const( gm~n! ~28!

as a quantum form of the proper-time Heisenberg–Dirac equation dxm/dr 5gm(t). Feynman’s
proposal returns in Eq.~27! as a result of the octad lemma. Each of hisg’s represents one chrono
i a in a large octadic squadron.

B. Correlation

We now have far too manyi’s: one for every tetrad. In the standard physics there is only
imaginaryi and one Clifford vectorgm for the whole system. We correlate all thed i so that they
are effectively onei, and all the tetradsgm(n) so that they are effectively one tetradgm. We
suppose that the vacuum Bose–Einstein condensation establishes this correlation. The lo
parture ofĭ from its global meani is presumably a Higgs operator.

To be sure, the tetrads of the tetrad lemma obey Maxwell statistics, not Bose. But the
space of Maxwell statistics is the direct sum of the spaces of all the tensorial statistics, inc
Fermi and Bose and parastatistics. Any Bose projection isa fortiori a Maxwell projection.

We require a projection operatorPPC expressing this alleged Bose–Einstein correlati
projecting onto the symmetric subspace.

We have constructed this symmetrizer elsewhere. The symmetric subspace ofS is PS, theP

image ofS. The restrictions of theĭ (n) to PS are all equal toPĭP, the restriction ofĭ to S, with
ĭ given by Eq.~27!.

It is then straightforward to see that this restriction ofĭ is a square root of the restriction of21
to P:

~PĭP!252P. ~29!

It remains to be seen whether the variablePĭP is sufficiently close to being central in
processes close to the vacuum. If so then it can pass for the physicali of quantum mechanics in
such processes.

The Clifford elements

Lmn5(
b,t

@ i m,b,t ,i n,b,t# ~30!

are infinitesimal generators of the connected Lorentz groupL of this model. The operatorsx and
p constructed by Eq.~27! are covariant under the connected Lorentz groupL.

VI. RELATIVISTIC DYNAMICS OPERATOR

To recover Maxwell statistics in the classical space–time limit we were forced to orde
octads with a ‘‘proper time’’ indext. This permits us to formulate an ‘‘octad-cycling’’ dynamic
operatorDo that advancest by unity and so is a scalar invariant, unlike the Hamiltonian, wh
increasest and is one component of a vector.

A covariant development in proper time is generated bya rest mass operatorjust as a
coordinate-time development is generated by a Hamiltonian energy operator. A covariant p
time dynamics with a second-order mass operator is used by Schwinger among others. The
theory is a kind of ‘‘quantum square-root’’ of such theories.

Do is then an ordered product of eight disjoint cycles of lengthN according to Clifford
statistics. DefiningD i m,b,tª( i m,b,t112 i m,b,t), we write this basic dynamics operator as

Do5)
b

←

)
m

←

)
t

←
D i m,b,t . ~31!
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In the t ordering,D i m,b,t is to be treated as a whole with one indext, not divided betweent and
t11. Each cycle of Eq.~31! swaps them, b chronon of octadt with the m, b chronon of octad
t11 according to the orthonormal statistics~5!.

Now two apparently separate conceptual streams, special relativity and combinatorics,
almost unexpectedly.

The octadic chronon dynamics Do is Lorentz invariant. The proof is straightforward. It rest
on the familiar fact that the Dirac top gammag↑5 ‘ ‘ g5’ ’ is invariant under the connected Lorent
group. This confluence gives us renewed hope for a chronon dynamics.

Do has several easily constructed brothers that are also Lorentz invariant and also shift
or octads forward int by small steps.

Do is still unsatisfactory for many reasons. Above all, it does not define the Minkows
metrical structure of space–time. In a simple theory, Poincare´ invariance of the ambient dynamic
operatorD is not enough.D must also define the space–time metric.

Physically, we must know the momentum of a moving particle to predict its next pos
sharply. This means a coupling among the eight components of space–time–energy–mom
The dynamicsD0 is an uncoupled development. Lorentz-invariant couplings are now under s

VII. SIMPLIFYING THE STANDARD MODEL

The simplification of the space–time structure of the standard model that we have perf
so far suggests that we can simplify its internal structure as well by dissolving the sepa
between field variables and space–time variables. This was the goal of our earlier Fermi q
zations of space–time, and it comes closer in the present Clifford quantization.

The standard theory needs internal variables to describe hypercharge, isospin, colo
family because it assumes that the immediate neighborhood of any event is exactly Minkow
At any one point all gauge vectors can be transformed to zero by a gauge transformation.

In the case of gravity this assumption of the standard model specializes to Einstein’s e
lence principle. We call this italicized proposition thegeneralized equivalence principlewhen we
intend to include gravity among the gauge fields.

We have supposed that the field variables actually describe finite quasilocal defects ofl
in the vacuum condensate. In the continuum limitl→0, these vanish, and surrogate variables h
to be invented. Variables that describe the condensate in maximal quantum detail, withlÞ0,
should suffice to describe its defects.

This approach to simplification avoids the compactification problem that plagues theor
the Kaluza kind. It replaces mysteriously small extra dimensions by physically small neig
hoods. The same chronon variablesi a that combine to form the externalx’s and]’s, also combine
into the internalg’s andt’s, the fields, and the Lagrangian, a contraction of the dynamics oper
In the condensate many of these degrees of freedom are frozen. A high-energy interaction
and excites some of them. We require that the samei’s give us the external modes when they si
in unison and the internal modes when they sing polyphonically.

VIII. DISCUSSION

The revolutions of the past hundred years of physics have simplified certain algebras. S
nonsimple algebras still wait to be simplified, notably the Heisenberg algebra of quantum th
the algebra of the field bundle, and the algebra of dynamics. These couple to each other so
next revolution must likely simplify them all at once. The result will be a nonlocal quan
theory.

We have given one obvious simplification of these algebras, postulating a dynamics op
D that contracts to the standard Hamiltonian and Lagrangian in a suitable limit but consi
many elementary quantum actions, chronons. The key unifying element is the Clifford sta
for the chronon.
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This leads us to a quantum correspondent for the standard gauge principle: Remote co
sons are effected by a succession of quantum swaps. It also suggests a host of relativistic
dates for the dynamics operatorD.

Some of these results were presented at the American Physical Society Centennial M
Atlanta, 25 March 1999.22
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Magnetic fields and factored two-spheres
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A magnetic monopole is placed at the center of a ball whose surfaceS2 is tiled by
the symmetry group,G, of a regular solid. The quantum mechanics on the two-
dimensional quotientS2/G is developed and the monopole charge is found to be
quantized in an expected manner. The heat-kernel andz-functions are evaluated
and the Casimir energy is computed. Numerical approaches to the calculation of the
derivative of the Barnesz-function are presented. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1345501#

I. INTRODUCTION

In previous work,1 we have discussed quantum field theory on orbifold factors of sph
Sn/G, whereG is a discrete subgroup of the orthogonal group,O(n11). In this paper we wish to
present an extension in the two-dimensional case (n52) to the situation where there is a unifor
radial magnetic field passing through the surface of the sphere. This can be thought of as d
magnetic monopole at the center of a ball in an embedding R3. The motivation is partly to
investigate the interplay between a magnetic field and a nontrivial topology/geometry induc
identification. Specifically we would be interested in what happens to the Dirac quantizati
topologically interesting or singular manifolds~orbifolds!. There is also continuing statistica
mechanical interest in magnetic fields and two-dimensional domains.

The quotient group is the complete symmetry group of a regular solid and can be genera
reflections in the three~concurrent! planes of symmetry of the solid. The elements fall into tw
sets depending on whether they contain an even or an odd number of reflections. The even
forms the rotational subgroup denoted now byGPSO~3!. The odd subset is denoted byG18 . If g8
is any fixed element ofG8 then asg runs overG, gg8 exhaustsG18 . In particular we can choose
g85s wheres is a reflection in a symmetry plane and so the complete group is

G85GøG185GøGs. ~1!

The standard classification of finite subgroups~reflection groups! is given by Meyer,2 and we
use his notation. The general construction of the quotients,S2/G8, which in this case are certai
geodesic triangles onS2 is sketched later. The vertices of these triangles are singular po
Joining them to the origin of the ambientR3 produces singular strings and our analysis can
extended to this three-dimensional setting.3 The two-dimensional models that we study can
thought of as toy models for more general ‘‘textures’’ in higher dimensions as laid dow
Kibble @see, e.g., Ref. 4#.

Our main interest is in setting up the general framework and then applying it to some sp
calculations such as the evaluation of vacuum energies. This will involve a certain amou
technical manipulation, especially with the properties of the Barnesz-function. This function
appears quite commonly, particularly in spherically symmetric situations and in the presen
magnetic fields or harmonic oscillators and we expect that our methods will have an applic
beyond the immediate one here.

A very brief summary of our findings is given in Sec. XIII.

a!Permanent address: Department of Theoretical Physics, The University of Manchester, Manchester, England.
15010022-2488/2001/42(4)/1501/32/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. MODES AND GROUP ACTIONS ON THE FULL SPHERE

As modes on the full sphere, we can take the angular part of the Schro¨dinger equation
solutions derived long ago by Tamm5 and Fierz.6 It would be more rigorous to use a fibre bund
formulation~Greub and Petry,7 Wu and Yang8! or geometric quantization9,10 but this is unneces-
sary for our purposes. For definiteness, we employ the modes denoted by (Yqm)a in Wu and Yang,
corresponding to the string running down the negativez-axis. The modes are, up to normalizatio

the SU~2! representation matricesDm,2q
( l )* (f,u,2f) with l 5uqu,uq11u...,2 l<m< l .11 2q is the

monopole number withq[eg/\, and 2qPZ. If the string runs up the positivez-axis, the modes

areDm,2q
( l )* (f,u,f).

The corresponding eigenvalues ofHS2, the angular part of2(¹2 ieA)2, are

l l5 l ~ l 11!2q25~ l 1 1
2!

22 1
42q2 ~2!

with degeneracy 2l 11.
It is helpful to give the explicit form of the angular eigenfunctions in spherical polar coo

nates,

Yqm
~ l ! ~u,f!5Nqlm sinuq1mu~u/2!cosuq2mu~u/2!Pl 2~quq1mu1uq2mu!/2

uq1mu,uq2mu ~cosu!ei ~q1m!f, ~3!

whereNqlm is a normalization constant and thePn
a,b(x) are Jacobi polynomials. In the Wu–Yan

formalism these are the solutions~sections! in the upper hemisphere. In the lower hemisphere
potential is taken to have a string along the positivez-axis. The two sets of solutions are related
the equator by the factor exp(i2qf). Making this single valued gives the quantization condition
q, in this approach.

The basic means of finding the modes is to writeHS2c5lc explicitly as a differential
equation in spherical polar coordinates,

1

sinu

]

]u
sinu

]c

]u
1

1

sin2 u

]2c

]f2 1 i
2q

11cosu

]c

]f
2q2

12cosu

11cosu
c5lc, ~4!

and solve it assuming the separationc(u,f)5exp(iuf)P(cosu). Using this method we can sup
pose initially thatq is arbitrary which leads to the same solutions as in~3! but which are charac-
terized by two integersuPZ1 andvPZ.5 The relationship to the SU~2! labelsl andm is given by

l 5u1 1
2 ~ uq1mu1uq2mu!, v5m2q ~5!

and thus it would appear that we could have any value ofq as long asu andv are integers~with
suitable l ,mPR!. However, in this case the solutions would not be single-valued and al
solutions would vanish on the string axis. Setting 2qPZ gives the same values ofl and m as
before.

As usual, when one tries to adapt wave functions to some symmetry~hereG8! there is the
problem that the magnetic potential,A, might not possess the same symmetry so that compen
ing gauge transformations are necessary. Peierls12 calls this process ‘‘umeichen.’’ It is a wel
known situation, with extensive discussion,13 which we have encountered in an earlier calculat
on the tetrahedron,14 an orbifold factor of the plane. A similar procedure has also been applie
factors of the Poincare´ half-plane.

In the present case, under the action ofG8, the string is rotated and reflected and has to
brought back to its original position if we are to implement the identification inS2/G8 consis-
tently. The equation that contains the relevant information is the behavior of the modes
arbitrary rotations-reflections. For the moment we deal with the easier, pure rotational cg
PSO~3!. Then the behavior is an elementary consequence of the SU~2! group combination law
and one has explicitly~Wu and Yang,8 Frenkel and Hrasko´15!,
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Yqm8
~ l !

~g21r̂ !5eiqLg~ r̂ !Yqm
~ l ! ~ r̂ !Dmm8

~ l !
~g!, gPSO~3!. ~6!

The exponential factor is the compensating gauge rotation with

Lg~ r̂ !5a~g!1g~g!2Vg , ~7!

wherea, b, andg are the Euler angles of the rotationg andVg is the solid angle subtended by th
geodesic triangle on the~unit! sphere cut out by2r , the string axis,n ~here the negativez-axis!
and the rotated string axis,gn,

Vg~ r̂ !5V~gn,n;r !, r5~ r̂ ,r !.

~Our conventions regarding rotations and actions are generally those of Brink and Satchler.16! The
gradient ofV gives the gauge transformation between the potentials of the two strings.

An alternative expression forL is ~Wu and Yang8!

Lg~ r̂ !5fg2f2Ag , ~8!

whereAg is the angle at2 r̂ in the above mentioned triangle onS2 andg21r̂5(ug ,fg)
In order that~6! be consistently iterated, it is necessary that the group combination~cocycle!

condition,

Lgh~ r̂ !5Lg~ r̂ !1Lh~g21r̂ !, ~9!

should hold, and this can be checked directly from~7!. The geometrical details are to be found
the useful article by Frenkel and Hrasko´.15

The magnetic rotation operator,Tg , is defined, on scalars, by the action

~Tgc!~r !5e2 iqLg~ r̂ !c~g21r !, ~10!

or, equivalently,

^r uTg5e2 iqLg~ r̂ !^g21r u. ~11!

In the present spherical case, because of~9!, the magnetic rotations provide a true, as opposed
a ray, representation of thedoubleof SO~3! @denoted SO•(3)# in the sense that

Tgh5TgTh

and

TE5~21!2q1, ~12!

whereE is a 2p rotation. This is not unexpected considering that forq a half odd-integer all the
monopole harmonics have half odd-integer angular momentum. SO•(3) is isomorphic to SU~2!.

Magnetic rotations on the plane17 also provide true representations but not sotranslations,
unless the flux through a fundamental domain is quantized.18

We record the action ofTg on the modes which is easily obtained from~10! and ~6!,

TgYqm8
~ l !

~ r̂ !5Yqm
~ l ! ~ r̂ !Dmm8

~ l !
~g!. ~13!

III. PARITY AND REFLECTIONS

The singularity~string! preserving magnetic parity operator on monopole wave function
defined by the action,15

~Pc!~r !5e2 iqV~2n,n;r !c~2r ! ~14!
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under the inversioni:r→2r .
On the modes we have, as an easy calculation shows

PYqm
~ l ! 5~21! lY2qm

~ l ! . ~15!

The parity operator can be used to extend the magnetic rotation operatorT to include reflec-
tions. The reflection,s, in the plane with normalt can be written as a rotation throughp about the
axis t combined with the parity inversioni. This can be written ass5gpi5igp . The extension
of T to reflections is thus defined by

Tsc5Tigp
c5TiTgp

c5PTgp
c.

From ~10! and ~14!,

~Tsc!~r !5e2 iqVs~ r̂ !1 iqp~Rgp
c!~2r !, ~16!

and on the modes,

~TsYqm8
~ l !

!~ r̂ !5~21! lY2qm
~ l ! ~ r̂ !Dmm8

~ l !
~gp!. ~17!

IV. CONSTRUCTION OF THE DOMAINS S2ÕG8

It is convenient now to formalize briefly what we mean by the spaceS2/G8 whereG8 is a
finite subgroup of O~3!. A region of the sphereFPS2 is called a fundamental domain forG if it
satisfies the following criteria:

~i! F is open inS2,
~ii ! FùgF5B, ;gPG82$ id%,
~iii ! S25øgPG8gF.

We also assume thatF is connected.
Physically,Fø]F represents the space on which our theory is defined, and all the cop

F on S2 must be physically equivalent.
The spaceS2/G8 is the the sphereS2 with the pointsr andgr identified for allgPG8. If G8

acts freely onS2, i.e., there are no fixed points, thenS2/G8 is closed and can be taken to beF with
identified boundary. If there are fixed points, these will be contained in]F and can be considere
as boundary singular points ofS2/G8.

When G is purely rotational the fixed points form a discrete set of which there are two
three, in]F. For the extended, reflection groups, as already indicated, the boundary]F is con-
structed from the intersections of two or three reflection planes with the sphere. Thus the
transformations that mapF into adjacent domains and which leave part of the boundary oF
fixed. The conclusion here is that, unlike the rotational case, the boundary]F is a real boundary
and the physical manifold is termed a Mo¨bius triangle.

V. PROJECTION TO S2ÕG

Still restricting to purely rotationalG, we will now formally project everything down toS2/G
in a more or less standard fashion.

In order that a functionc̃(r ) on S2 project down consistently toS2/G, it is necessary that it
satisfy the magnetic periodicity condition,

Tg•c̃~r !5a~g•!c̃~r !, gPG •, ~18!
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where a(g•) forms a one-dimensional representation ofG •, the double ofG, and labels the
projection. For ease we have putr in place ofr̂ . We show later that there is a minimal choice f
a(g•).

If q is integral, there is no need to introduce the group doubles. However, if one does, th
a simple duplication, which is easily dealt with in practice as we can show with the follow
somewhat superfluous, constructions.

Since the action ofG • covers the sphereS2 twice, we introduce the trivial double covering
S2•

, of two identical copies ofS2, with S2•
/G •5S2/G.

The modes themselves do not change sign on a 2p rotation, even whenl is half odd-integral,
and neither does the wave function. Soc •(r )5c •(Er ), whereE is a 2p rotation, and therefore
c̃(r )5c •(r ).

We then have, somewhat non-rigorously, for the function,c(r ), on S2•
/G • the numerical

equality

c~r !5c •~r !, ~19!

where we do not distinguish between the projected and original coordinates, both being d
by r . The r on the right belongs to the fundamental domain ofG • on S2•

, which is, of course,
isomorphic to that ofG on S2. Then,

Tg•c~r !5a~g•!c~r !. ~20!

The heat-kernel onS2, written in mode form,

KS2~r ,r 8;t!5 (
l 5uqu

`

e2l lt Tr@Yq
~ l !~r !Yq

~ l !†~r 8!#, ~21!

propagates arbitrary wave functions onS2 and satisfies the important switching relation

KS~r ,g21r 8;t!5e2 iqLg~r8!2 iqLg21~r !KS~gr ;r 8;t!,

which realizes in coordinate representation the operator rotational symmetry,

TgKS25KS2Tg

@see~11!#.
The heat-kernel that propagates wave functions onS2•

/G • obeying~20! is, by general theory,

KS2•
/G•~r ,r 8!5 (

g•PG•
a~g•!Tg•21KS2•~r ,r 8!, ~22!

which is referred to as the preimage form of this propagator in terms of that onS2•
.

The double groupG • can be decomposed,

G •5GøEG,

and the sum overG • reduced to a sum over the subsetG,

KS2•/G•~r ,r 8!5 (
gPG

~a~g!Tg211a~Eg!T~Eg!21!KS2•~r ,r 8!. ~23!

We know,~12!, thatTE5(21)2q1 and so from~20!, a(E)5(21)2q. Hencea(E)TE51 and so
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KS2•/G•~r ,r 8!52 (
gPG

a~g!Tg21KS2•~r ,r 8!, ~24!

which means we can finally write what was almost obvious from the start, the preimage su

KS2/G~r ,r 8!5 (
gPG

a~g!Tg21KS2~r ,r 8!. ~25!

The factor of 2 is a normalization~volume! factor betweenS2•
andS2, KS2•52KS2.

This result shows that we can effectively ignore the complication of the double group an
proceed withG as usual.

Given an arbitrary fieldf̃(r ) on S2, a quasiperiodic field onS2 and hence, via~19!, a field on
S2/G is constructed by the projection

c~r !5
1

uGu (
gPG

a~g!Tg21f̃~r !. ~26!

In particular the projected~i.e., adapted! modes are

Yqm
G~ l !~r !5

1

AuGu
(
gPG

a~g!~Tg21Yqm
~ l ! !~r !5AuGuYqm8

~ l !
~r !Pm8m , ~27!

where, using~13!,

Pm8m5
1

uGu (
gPG

a~g!Dm8m
~ l !

~g21! ~28!

is a Hermitian projection matrix,P25P. Since the eigenvalues ofP are 0 and 1, this shows tha
in a suitable, i.e., diagonal, basis the projected eigenfunctions are a subset of the unprojecte
a general result and independent of the magnetic field.

Depending on whetherq and l are integral or half odd-integral together, the representationa
andD of the doubled elements,Eg, have the same or opposite sign as those ofg and we can see
explicitly that it is adequate to restrict the sum in~28! to G, as we have done.

Let us pursue this a little further to make sure everything is satisfactory. It is much
elegant to express everything in abstract form but we will retain the coordinate representatio
discussion is a textbook one in applied group theory.

From ~27!, using periodicity, one easily derives the integral

E
S2/G

Yqm
G~ l !* ~r !Yqm8

G~ l !
~r !dr5Pmm8 .

DiagonalizingA, A5UDU21, introduces the linear combinationsY(G)U, which, from ~27!
equalsAuGuYUD showing that certain linear combinations of the modes onS2 vanish and others
do not, after adaptation which takes on the nature of a filtering process. We write for the no
combinations,

Yqa
~ l !5AuGuYqm

~ l ! Uma , ~29!

which form a complete, orthogonal set onS2/G.
The factors ofAuGu have been chosen to give suitably normalized eigenfunctions onS2/G so

that
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KS2/G~r ,r 8;t!5 (
l 5uqu

`

e2l lt Tr@Yq
~ l !~r !Yq

~ l !†~r 8!#. ~30!

The matrixU reduces thel-representation ofG • into irreducible ones and, from~28!, the range
of a, i.e., the degeneracy, is the number of times the irreduciblea-representation occurs in thi
decomposition.

VI. EFFECT OF FIXED POINTS

The standard theory of coverings applies when the covering group acts freely. This is
in the present case and the result is a singular space—an orbifold. We can still mainta
standard covering terminology, as we already have done when referring to fundamental do
in an obvious way by firstly removing the fixed points, so that the standard theory applies
then extending the action of the covering group,G, to these points.

We now investigate the implications of the periodicity condition~18! when extended to the
fixed point set ofG. For anygPG there are two fixed points on the sphere,6rg . Going back to
the mathematical result~6!, we see that the monopole modes on the full sphere satisfy theidentity,

Yqm8
~ l !

~6rg!5eiqLg~6rg!Yqm
~ l ! ~6rg!Dmm8

~ l !
~g!, ~31!

whereg is the rotation about6rg , obviously.
Using the relation~29! we can determine the action of the magnetic rotation operatorTg on

the Y,

TgY~r !5AuGu~TgY!~r !U5e2 iqLg~r !AuGuY~g21r !U5eiqLg~r !Y~g21r !

as expected. However we also have, from~27!,

TgY~r !5a~g!Y~r !

and therefore

e2 iqLg~r !Y~g21r !5a~g!Y~r !

and of course

e2 iqLg~r !c~g21r !5a~g!c~r !.

If there were no fixed points there would be no problem to discuss. However ifr5rg is fixed
by g we have the consistency condition,

eiqLg~rg!c~rg!5a~g!c~rg!,

e2 iqLg~rg!Y~rg!5a~g!Y~rg!. ~32!

This says that the phase is undetermined at the fixed points. If the fixed point is removed
is no problem. We are then effectively working arbitrarily close to the fixed point and all
pointsgr , gPG, belong to different images of the fundamental domain. When the fixed poi
put back and the limitr→rg taken, all these images coalesce and the phase becomes inde
nate, unless something special happens such ase2 iqLg(rg) equalinga(g) or if the wave function
has a node atrg . We analyze this situation further.

SinceG can be generated by a set of cyclic rotations, it is helpful first to take the case
G is cyclic, Ck , about thez-axis. Everything in~28! is then explicit. Let the generator ofCk be ĝ,
(ĝk51). Also let the generator of the double groupZ• beg • with (g •)k5E and (g •)2k51. E is the
2p doubling rotation.
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The representationsa(g•) are

a~~g •!p!5e2p ipr /k, p50,1,...,2k21, ~33!

where, for integralq, the labelr, is in the range 0 tok21, while for half-odd integralq, r 5(2s
11)/2 with 0<s<k21.

Dmm8
( l ) (g•) is diagonal

Dmm8
~ l !

~~g •!p!5e22p ipm/kdmm8 , 2 l<m, m8< l , ~34!

andPmm8 is easily found,

Pmm85
1

k

12e2p i ~m1r !

12e2p i ~m1r !/k
dmm8 . ~35!

This expression vanishes unlessm1r is 0 modk, in which case it equals unity making the filterin
obvious.

It is comforting to check things by looking at the explicit forms of some modes. Forq50, the
modesYm

( l ) are ordinary spherical harmonics. At the north pole only them50 component survives
which then forcesr to be zero and~32! is trivially satisfied sincea(g)51.

One can proceed generally but let us use the modes exhibited in Wu and Yang, Sec. V
q51/2 we see that only them521/2 survives at the north pole makingr 51/2 and now to check
~32! we need the expression forL. For a rotation throughv about thez-axis, from~7! or ~8!, L
52v, and again the check works. Forq51, the nonzero mode corresponds tor 51.

In general one finds thatr 5q and looking at thef dependence of the modes,Ymq
( l ) , ~3!, i.e.,

exp(i(m1q)f), we see that the modesYG( l ) are periodic asf increases by 2p/k and so, therefore
is the wave function.

It should be noted that if~8! is used, the azimuthal angle of the north pole changes byv even
though it is a fixed point. The string’s location may be unchanged, but a nonzero compen
gauge transformation is still required.

It is clear geometrically that the same results will hold ifCk is cyclic about any axis so that i
is consistent to set

a~g!5e2 iqLg~rg!, ~36!

for any G. The consequence of replacingrg by 2rg is discussed in the next section.
The minimal choice~36! clearly corresponds to untwisted fields in the sense that the m

general form,

a~g!5e2 iqLg~rg!b~g!, ~37!

whereb(g) is some nontrivial representation ofG •, encodes physics over and above the magn
monopole, such as Aharonov–Bohm fluxes through the fixed points. In this latter case~18!
implies that the wave function vanishes at the fixed points.

VII. CHARGE QUANTIZATION ON ROTATIONAL DOMAINS

We now have expressions for the modes and heat-kernel onS2/G in the rotational case and
have tacitly assumed that all integer values of 2q are allowed. However 2q need only form a
subset of the integers. A geometric, Dirac-type argument will first be used to calculate this s

Choose a fundamental domainF which does not contain the string. LetL,F be a piecewise
continuous loop inF and construct the parallel propagator,

I@L#5eie*LA5e2 iqV, ~38!
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whereA is the potential one-form,V is the area withinL. This follows from the explicit form of
the monopole potential. AsL shrinks to a point inF, I@L# clearly tends to unity as the are
vanishes. NowL also describes a loop with~oriented! area2(uFu2V) in S2/G, sinceS2/G is
closed for rotationalG ~except for the fixed points which we can ignore for these purposes as
of measure zero!. Thus if we letL expand to fill the boundary]F,S2, the propagator will also
take the value 1. This requires thatquFu be a multiple of 2p which gives the possible values of th
magnetic charge as

q5uGu
n

2
, nPZ, ~39!

the expected value since the magnetic charge per closed domain,q̄[q/uGu, equals the Dirac value
n/2.

If the string passes throughF there is an extra phase24pq in ~38! which makes no differ-
ence to the final result.

For the cyclic group,Ck , according to~33!, and~36!,

a~g •p!5e2p ipq/n5~21!np ~40!

so all thea(g) are61.
A further restriction occurs ifCk is a subgroup of a point groupG, for then

a~g •!5eipuGun/k,

but, by observation, for a noncyclic point group, alluGu/k are even and thea(g) are unity.
Furthermore the monopole chargeq is integral and there are no spinor modes.

The quantization~39! or ~36!, will now be derived in another way. The consistency condit
~32! must hold for both fixed points ofg. Geometry shows, if orientation effects are tak
correctly into account, thatLg(2rg)52Lg(rg). This also follows from the mode transformatio
~31! and the behavior under parity~14!, which involvesq→2q.

The two definitions ofa(g) require

q5
kg

2
ng ~41!

for some integerng , where kg is the order of the cyclic subgroup generated byg. Since
Lg(rg)52p/ng , all thea(g) are61.

If G is not cyclic, the minimum requirement of~41! is q5(K/2)p, wherepPZ andK is the
LCM of all the ng . Looking at the character tables of the double point groups it is easily che
that it is not possible to reconcile the tabulated61 representationsa(g •) with ~41! unless all the
a(g •) are unity, implying thatp is even orq5(2K/2)p8 for p8PZ. But 2K is nothing but the
group orderG leading to~39! for all n. Q.E.D.

VIII. INTEGRATED KERNELS AND ZETA FUNCTIONS

Special interest attaches itself to the integrated kernel,

KG~t![E
S2/G

KS2/G~r ,r ;t!dr

5 (
gPG

a~g!E
S2/G

~Tg21KS2!~r ,r ;t!dr

5
1

uGu (
gPG

a~g!E
S2

~Tg21KS2!~r ,r ;t!dr . ~42!
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It is convenient to write everything in terms of the coveringS2 quantities because we can use t
mode form~21! in ~42! to obtain

KG~t!5 (
l 5uqu

`

dG~ l !e2l lt ~43!

with

dG~ l !5
1

uGu (g
a~g!x~ l !~g21!, ~44!

where we have used the orthogonality of theS2 monopole modes andx ( l )(g) is the usual
SO•(3);SU(2) character ofg. In particular,

E
S2

Tr@~TgYql!~r !Yql
† ~r !#dr5x l~g!. ~45!

Algebraically we can see that the degeneracy,dG( l ), is the number of times the irreducibl
representation ‘‘a’’ occurs in thel-representation. Since degeneracies are reala(g) in ~44! and in
the following equations, can be replaced by its real part, Rea(g), although in the present case th
minimal a(g)561.

~44! shows that the summand indG( l ), is a class function so that we can make a conven
geometrical decomposition of the traced kernel, as in our earlier work.1 The preimage sum, i.e.
the sum overG, is firstly replaced by a sum over conjugacy classes,$g%,

dG~ l !5
2l 11

uGu
1

1

uGu ($g%
a~g!u$g%ux~ l !~g!

with g being a typical element in$g%.
We now recall that the elements of a class correspond to rotations through one fixed

about a set of conjugate axes. For a given set of such axes, one corresponding class
considered to be the primitive class, all others associated with these axes then being gene
this one. Thus the sum over all classes can be rewritten as a sum over primitive classes and
of these. Letk be the generic order of the rotation associated with the generic primitive clas$ĝ%
so thatĝk5 id. Thenu$ĝ%u is just the number,nk , of conjugatek-fold axes and we can write

dG~ l !5
2l 11

uGu
1

1

uGu (ĝ
nk(

p51

k21

ap~ ĝ!x~ l !~ ĝp! ~46!

which is the same as when there is no magnetic field, apart from the restrictionl>uqu and one sees
again that the cyclic groups,Ck , form the basic building blocks. This can be made explicit
follows. In the case thatG is just Ck , one has from~46!

dk~ l !5
1

k (
p50

k21

ap~ ĝ!x~ l !~ ĝp!5
2l 11

k
1

1

k (
p51

k21

ap~ ĝ!x~ l !~ ĝp! ~47!

so that, substituting back,

dG~ l !5
d1~ l !

uGu S 12(
ĝ

nkD 1
1

uGu (ĝ
knkdk~ l !, ~48!

whered1( l )52l 11 is the full sphere degeneracy.
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Having now the degeneracies and the eigenvalues, we can turn to the explicit construc
the integrated heat-kernel~43! and its Mellin transform, thez-function,

zG~s!5(
l

dG~ l !

l l
s . ~49!

The eigenvalues are given by~2! and we face the old problem of computing spherical spec
quantities. We will approach this by firstly looking at a ‘‘linearized’’ system, one whose eig
values arel 11/2. The corresponding heat-kernel, denotedK̃G(t), can be considered as that for th
pseudo-operator (HS211/41q2)1/2 and will allow us to find thez-function for the eigenvalues
( l 11/2)2 quickly and that for thel l of ~2!, more elaborately. The expressions are also of so
statistical mechanical interest ift is interpreted as an inverse temperature.

From ~43!, we have the linearized, or square root, kernel

K̃G~t!5 (
l 5uqu

`

dG~ l !e2~ l 11/2!r ~50!

with degeneracies given by~44!.
In accordance with~48!, it is sufficient to consider the cyclic group case,Kk(t) andzk(s).
Since the cyclic axis is immaterial, we choose it to lie along thez-axis and could use the

expressions in the previous section sincedk( l ) is TrP, whereP is given by ~35! with r 5q.
Therefore,

K̃k~t!5
1

k (
l 5uqu

`

(
m52 l

l

e2~ l 11/2!r
12e2p i ~m1q!

12e2p i ~m1q!/k . ~51!

The summations can be relabeled using~5! and performed, but it is perhaps more elegant
substitute~44! into ~43! and do thel-summation first, as in Ref. 1.

Remembering the charge quantization condition,~40!, the degeneracies are

dk~ l ,q!5
1

k (
p50

k21

cos~pnp!
sin~~2l 11!pp/k!

sin~pp/k!
, q5nk/2, ~52!

where n is even or odd. Ifn is even, the degeneracies are identical to the case whenq50,
dk( l ,q)5dk( l ,0).

We now introduce the generating function

hk~s,q!5 (
l 5uqu

`

dk~ l ,q!s l ~53!

closely connected with the traced heat-kernel,~43!, if s5e2t. For n even the only effect of the
monopole is to make the series start atl 5uqu. However it is better to continue with the summ
tions. We have, for both integral and half odd-integralq,
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hk~s,q!5
1

k (
l 5uqu

`

(
p50

k21

cos~pnp!
sin~2l 11!pp/k)

sin~pp/k!
s l

5
1

k (
p50

k21

cos~pnp! (
l 5uqu

`
sin~2l 11!pp/k

sin~pp/k!
s l

5sq
~q1s12q~12s!!

k~12s!2 1
1

k (
p51

k21

cos~pnp! (
l 5uqu

`
sin~2l 11!pp/k)

sin~p/k!
s l

5sqS 1

12s

11sk

12sk 1
2q

k~12s! D ~54!

and so the corresponding heat-kernel is related in the simple way,

K̃k
q~t!5e2qtS K̃k~t!1

2q

k
K̃`~t! D ~55!

to the monopole-less (q50) expression,1

K̃k~t!5
coth~kt/2!

2 sinh~t/2!
.

The decomposition into conjugacy classes,~48!, shows that this relation will follow through
for all groupsG,

K̃G
q~t!5e2qt~K̃G~t!12q̄K̃`~t!!, ~56!

whereq̄ is the charge per domain andK̃G(t) has been determined in Ref. 1,

K̃G~t!5
cosh~d0t/2!

2 sinh~d1t/2!sinh~d2t/2!
. ~57!

Here d0 , d1 , andd2 are integer invariants associated with the reflection group havingG as its
rotation subgroup.

The zeta function corresponding to the linear heat kernel is easily determined as the
transform of~57!. In fact we shall find it more useful to consider the slightly more general
function defined by

zG
q~s,a!5

1

G~s!
E

0

`

ts21et/22atK̃G
q~t!dt

5z2~s,a1qud1 ,d2!1z2~s,a1q1d0ud1 ,d2!1q̄zH~s,a1q!, ~58!

wherezH is the Hurwitz zeta function, andz2 is the two-dimensional Barnes zeta function defin
for s.2 by,19

z2~s,aud1 ,d2!5 (
n1 ,n250

`
1

~a1n1d11n2d2!s . ~59!

zH is actually a one-dimensional Barnesz-function.
To conclude this section we shall present some properties of the Barnes zeta function

later.
The functionz2(s,aud1 ,d2) has simple poles ats51,2 whose residues can be written in term

of generalized Bernoulli polynomials,
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Ress→rz2~s,aud1 ,d2!5
~21!r

d1d2
B22r

~2! ~aud1 ,d2! ~60!

for r 51,2. Here we have used the more standard notation as in Erdelyi.20 The values of the Barne
z-function at negative integers are also given in terms of generalized Bernoulli polynomials
nPZ1 we have,

z2~2n,aud1 ,d2!5
1

~n11!~n12!d1d2
B21n

~2! ~aud1 ,d2! ~61!

The explicit generalized Bernoulli polynomials required in this paper are

B0
~2!~aud1 ,d2!51,

B1
~2!~aud1 ,d2!5a2 1

2 ~d11d2!,
~62!

B2
~2!~aud1 ,d2!5a22~d11d2!a1 1

6 ~d1
213d1d21d2

2!,

B3
~2!~aud1 ,d2!5a32 3

2 ~d11d2!a21 1
2 ~d1

213d1d21d2
2!a2 1

4 ~d1
2d21d1d2

2!.

Finally we present a useful Bernoulli identity which will be used to simplify some express
later on,

Bn
~2!~d11d22aud1 ,d2!5~21!nBn

~2!~aud1 ,d2!. ~63!

IX. EXTENSION TO REFLECTION GROUPS

Before showing how to deal with the eigenvalues~2!, we extend the analysis to orbifold
S2/G8 whereG8 is a finite reflection group—the complete symmetry group of a regular soli
outlined in Sec. I. The domain of interest is a Mo¨bius triangle onS2.

As shown in Sec. III, under reflection, the magnetic charge,q, changes sign and the projectio
has to take this into account. The rotational projection is given by~22! and ~27! and all that is
necessary is to combine this with the group decomposition~1!. We start by writing down the
projected modes

Wqm
~ l ! ~r !5Yqm

G~ l !~r !1a~s!TsY2qm
G~ l ! ~r !, ~64!

wheres is a reflection, say in one of the symmetry planes, so thata(s)561. We can choose
either sign.

Note the extended periodicity condition

Tg8Wqm
~ l ! ~r !5a~g!a~s!W2qm

~ l ! ~r !, g85gs,

which shows that the wave function on the domaing8F has monopole charge2q if that onF has
chargeq.

The group decomposition ofG8 gives

S25~ø
gPG

gF!ø~ ø
gPG1

8

g8F!5ø
gPG

g~11s!F,

and we see that the only possible theory using images requires that adjacent domains on th
have opposite numerical monopole charge.23 The charge isq on gF and 2q on g8F for all g
PG,g8PG18 .

For the theory to be consistent, we must at least show that the fundamental domain
chargeq and 2q define equivalent physical theories. There are two points. The first is tha
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sign of the charge is arbitrary, being essentially a matter of definition for the observer. The s
point is that any physically significant quantities will depend only onFmnFmn;q2. Our theory
therefore has the possibility of being consistent and we now derive the values ofq for which it is
consistent.

Across the boundaries of the fundamental domains we haveB→2B andA→2A. For con-
sistency we should define these vector quantities to vanish on the reflecting boundaries. C
now the parallel propagator,~38!, where the loopLPF. Since we have definedA to vanish on]F
we haveI@]F#51. Thus for an arbitrary loop approaching the boundary we require trivial par
transport just as in the pure rotational case. This gives thepossiblevalues ofq as

q5uG8u
n8

2
5uGun8, n8PZ, ~65!

so q is integral and there are no spinor modes.
The existence of fixed points imposes certain conditions. The situation is more restrictin

in the pure rotational case because the fixed points form a continuous set, the boundary
domain, F. Let s be a reflection (s251). The fixed point set,P, is the intersection of the
reflecting plane with theS2, i.e., a great circle. Extending the periodicity condition~18! to G8 we
see thatc would have to satisfy

e2 iqVs~r !1 iqpc~r !5a~s!c~r !, ;rPP. ~66!

SinceVs(r ) is not constant onP, this equation cannot be satisfied on all ofP unless one ofq
50, cuP50, n'P or nPP is true. Applying this argument to the two, or three, reflection g
erators removes the last two possibilities and we are left with eitherq50 or cuP50 ~or both!.

The fact that the magnetic charge,q, has to be of opposite sign on adjacent domains under
action ofG8 for the image method to work indicates, crudely, thatq is zero on the boundary an
suggests that our construction satisfies the restrictions following from~66!.

Developing this nonrigorous analysis, since the magnetic fieldB vanishes on the reflecting
boundaries we must insist that the monopole modes take the valueW0m

( l ) on the boundaries. Thu
the consistency Eq.~66! is satisfied. Letg be an arbitrary rotation inG. The rotational consistency
~32! is satisfied for allg sinceq is an integer multiple ofuGu and, as already stated,a(g)51, ;g.
It would thus appear that all the values ofq in ~65! produce a consistent theory.

For clarity we restate that the mode labeled byqlm takes the values

Wqm
~ l ! on GF,

W2qm
~ l ! on G18F, ~67!

W0m
~ l ! on ]~GF!;2]~G18F!.

The modes~64! can be used to define a heat-kernel analogous to the rotational case. W
straight to the linear heat-kernel which may be written

K̃G8
q

~t!5E
S2/G8

(
l 5q

`

e2~ l 11/2!t Tr@Wq
~ l !~r !Wq

~ l !†~r !#dr .

HereWq
( l ) is the vector of solutionsWqm

( l ) . We can extend this integral to allS2 just as we did
in Eq. ~42!, in the rotational case~this is not entirely trivial but it is possible using the invarian
of the theory underq→2q!,

K̃G8
q

~t!5
1

uG8u ES2(l 5q

`

e2~ l 11/2!t Tr@Wq
~ l !~r !Wq

~ l !†~r !#dr .
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The next step is to the use the explicit rotational modes~27! or ~29! @with a(g)51#, Eqs.~13! and
~17!, and the invariance of the heat kernel under charge reversal. The result is

K̃g8
q

~t!5 1
2 K̃G

q~t!1
a~s!

uG8u (
g8PG1

E
S2(l 5q

`

e2~ l 11/2! Tr@~Tg8Y2q
~ l ! !~r !Yq

~ l !†~r !#dr . ~68!

This equation actually represents two heat kernels for the casesa(s)561. For a(s)521
we shall use the term ‘‘Dirichlet’’ and writeKD

q (t). Fora(s)511 we use the term ‘‘Neumann’
and writeKN

q (t). These names are used in analogy to the case with no monopole field,q50. In
this caseW0m

( l ) is, by construction, a solution on the whole sphere@see~67!# and must satisfy
Tg8W0m

( l ) 5a(s)W0m
( l ) everywhere. On the reflecting boundaries,a(s)521 requiresW0m

( l ) to van-
ish, i.e., Dirichlet boundary conditions, anda(s)511 requires the normal derivative ofW0m

( l ) to
vanish, i.e., Neumann boundary conditions.

We now turn to some specific calculations of the heat kernels. Using~45! we can write the
second term in~68! as,

a~s!

uG8u ES2(l 5q

`

(
g8PG1

x l~g8!e2~ l 11/2!r . ~69!

Our first calculation is for the reflection groupG8 with rotational subgroupCk . In this caseG18
consists ofk reflection planes with a common invariant axis, and with angle 2p/k between
adjacent planes. If we take one plane to be thez–x plane then we can writeG185$Pgpĝpup
50,1,2,...,k21% whereP is parity,gp is a rotation by anglep about they axis, andĝ is a rotation
by angle 2p/k about thez-axis. Using the explicit result

Dmm8
~ l !

~gp!5~21! l 2md2m8
m ~70!

and Eqs.~15!, ~34! we findx l(g8)51 for all g8PG18 and all l. Thus~69! is trivial to calculate in
this case, and from~68!, ~55! we find23

K̃D
q ~t!5e2qt

e2kt/2

4 sinh~t/2!sinh~kt/2!
1

q

2k

e2qt

sinh~t/2!
, ~71!

K̃N
q ~t!5e2qt

ekt/2

4 sinh~t/2!sinh~kt/2!
1

q

2k

e2qt

sinh~t/2!
. ~72!

The first term in each of these expressions is simply exp(2qt) times the monopoleless hea
kernel.1 Notice that the extra monopole contribution is the same in both heat kernels.

We can also calculate the heat kernels for the groupG8 with dihedral rotational subgroupDk .
We takeG18 assDk wheres is a reflection in thex–y plane, andDk is the dihedral group with the
k-fold cyclic group about thez axis, and a rotation byp about they axis. Using~34! and~70!, we
find x l(g8)51 for elementsg8PG18 involving the rotation by anglep abouty. These elements ar
uGu in number and contribute to~69! the expression

a~s!

8

e2qt

sinh~t/2!
. ~73!

The remaining elements can be writtenPgpĝp, wheregp is a rotation byp about thez axis, and
P, ĝ are as defined above. Using~15! and ~34! we find the transformation matrix
(21)l 1mdm8

m exp(2i2pmp/k). This transformation is nontrivial and we have to construct a s
similar to ~51!.

For technical variety we use the relations~5! so that the sum can be written,
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a~s!

4
e2t/2(

u50

`

(
t52`

`

~21!kt~2e!2t~u1~ utk1qu1utk2qu!/2!5a~s!e2qt
cosh~kt/2!

8 cosh~t/2!sinh~kt/2!
.

~74!

Adding together~73! and ~74!, and using~55! gives the results from~68!,

K̃D
q ~t!5e2qt

e2~k11!t/2

4 sinh~2t/2!sinh~kt/2!
1

q

4k

e2qt

sinh~t/2!
, ~75!

K̃N
q ~t!5e2qt

e~k11!t/2

4 sinh~2t/2!sinh~kt/2!
1

q

4k

e2qt

sinh~t/2!
. ~76!

Again the first terms are simply exp(2qt) times theq50 case.
For all the heat kernels derived above the extra monopole contribution is simply given

q

uG8u
e2qt

sinh~t/2!
. ~77!

Since we may construct the heat kernel for an arbitrary reflection group from the heat k
calculated above,2 the simplicity of ~77! leads us to conclude that in the general case,23

K̃D
q ~t!5e2qt

e2d0t/2

4 sinh~d1t/2!sinh~d2t/2!
1q̄8

e2qt

sinh~t/2!
, ~78!

K̃N
q ~t!5e2qt

e2d0t/2

4 sinh~d1t/2!sinh~d2t/2!
1q̄8

e2qt

sinh~t/2!
. ~79!

These two equations are the culmination of this section.
The first terms in these heat kernels are just exp(2qt) times theq50 expressions,1 and we

have defined the monopole charge per reflection domain

q̄85
q

uG8u
.

Equation~68! predicts that the linear Dirichlet and Neumann heat kernels should add up to
the rotational linear heat kernel~56!, and this is seen to be true~in performing this sum we mus
use the relationq̄52q̄8 for the same value ofq!.

The linear zeta functions forK̃D
q and K̃N

q are calculated using Eq.~58! with K̃G
q(t) suitably

replaced. In terms of the Barnes zeta function we find,

zD
q ~s,a!5z2~s,a1q1d0ud1 ,d2!1q̄8zH~s,a1q!, ~80!

zN
q ~s,a!5z2~s,a1qud1 ,d2!1q̄8zH~s,a1q!. ~81!

It should be remembered that although we may add these two zeta functions to produ
rotational zeta function, the physical theories are completely different due to the changing s
the magnetic field. Thus the procedure can only be regarded as a formal trick.

X. GENERAL ZETA FUNCTION AND ITS DERIVATIVE

Equations~58!, ~80!, and~81! give zeta functions for the eigenvalues (l 1a)2 if s is replaced
with 2s. In general we need the zeta functions for the more general eigenvaluesl l5( l 1a)2

2a2, with suitable constantsa and a. For example we may add curvature coupling and m
terms to the HamiltonianHS2. In this case the eigenvalue equation is,
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~HS21jR1m2!Yqm
~ l ! 5l lYqm

~ l !

and we finda51/2,a25q21(1/422j)2m2 ~R52 on the unit two-sphere!. It is assumed thata2

is positive. To analyze these general zeta functions we use similar methods to those found
21; For brevity we shall just writez(s) to represent a general zeta function. Fors.1, we have the
explicit mode sum

z~s!5 (
l 5uqu

`
d~ l !

@~ l 1a!22a2#s . ~82!

The functiond( l ) is the degeneracy of the eigenvaluel l for some linear zeta function~i.e.,
rotational, Dirichlet or Neumann!. If we assume thatuau,uqu1a we can perform a binomia
expansion on the summand which leads to a continuation ofz(s) given by

z~s!5(
r 50

`

a2r
G~s1r !

r !G~s!
zq~2s12r ,a!. ~83!

In the the above equationzq(s,a) is intended to be any one of the rotational, Dirichlet,
Neumann zeta functions defined by Eqs.~58!, ~80!, and~81!, respectively.

In order to tie in with Ref. 21 we generalize to the case wherezq(s) represents an arbitrar
zeta function on ad-dimensional space with simple poles~only! at s51,2,...,d. This is the situa-
tion encountered in Ref. 21, wherezq(s) would just be ad-dimensional Barnes functionzd(s,aud)
~of course the labelq is defunct in the general case!. Near the poles we define,

zq~s1r ,a!5
Nr

s
1Rr1O~s!, s→0,

for r 51,2,...,d. For our three cases~with d52! the residuesNr for r 51,2 can be calculated from
the specific forms of the zeta functions and~60!.

The important fact is that the series~83! reduces to a finite sum whens is a negative integer
Thus we concentrate on these values ofs and find fornPZ1,

~2a2!2nz~2n!5(
r 50

n

~2a2!2r S n
r D zq~22r ,a!1

1

2 (
r 51

u

a2r
n! ~r 21!!

~r 1n!!
N2r . ~84!

The numberu in the above is defined as@d/2# where d is the dimension of the space und
consideration. The derivative of the zeta function ats52n can also be calculated from~83!,

~2a2!2nz8~2n!52(
r 50

n S n
r D ~2a2!2rzq8~22r ,a!2(

r 50

n S n
r D ~2a2!2r~c~n11!2c~r 11!!zq

3~22r ,a!2(
r 51

u

a2r
n! ~r 21!!

~r 1n!! H R2r1
1

2
N2r~c~r !2c~n11!!J

1 (
r 5u11

`

a2r
n! ~r 21!!

~r 1n!!
zq~2r ,a!, ~85!

wherec(z)5G8(z)/G(z) is the logarithmic derivative of the gamma function.
The problem now rests on the evaluation of the infinite sum on the last line of this expre

We show that this sum can be written in finite terms. It is expected that the sum will be finite
we expectz8(2n) to be finite, and all other terms on the right-hand side are finite. A word
caution is that in singular situations, there is the possibility that logarithmic terms, logt, may
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appear in the asymptotic expansion of the heat-kernel. If this were so, more care would hav
taken over the evaluation of the determinants. However no such terms occur here.

Using the integral representation~58! extended to the arbitrary zeta functionzq(s,a), we may
write the last line in~85! as,

2n! (
n5u11

`

a2r
r !

~r 1n!! ~2r !! E0

`

t2r 21et/22atK̃q~t!dt, ~86!

whereK̃q(t) is the linear heat kernel associated withzq(s,a). Since~86! is assumed finite we may
take the sum inside the integral. Thus our problem can be reduced to evaluating the sequ
sums,

Tn~t!5n! (
r 51

`
r ! t2r

~2r !! ~r 1n!!
.

Using the simple resultAp(2r )! 522r r !G(r 11/2) and changing the summation variable
r 85r 1n gives the result

Tn~t!5n!ApS 1

2
t D 1/22n

I 2n21/2~t!2(
r 50

n S n
r D ~2r !! ~2t2!2r ,

whereI n(x) is the modified Bessel function.
To find a closed form forTn(t) we employ a useful integral representation given in Ref.

For n.0,

GS 1

2
1n D I 2n~x!5

2

Ap
S 1

2
xD nF E

21

1

e2xt~12t2!n21/2dt1sin~pn!E
1

`

e2xt~ t221!n21/2dtG .
Setting n5n11/2 in this expression we may expand the integrand factors (12t2)n using the
binomial theorem leaving simple exponential integrals. After a little work we find,

Tn~t!5(
r 50

n S n
r D ~21!r H ~2t2!2n~2t!r~2n2r !!

1

2
~et1~21!te2t!2~2r !!gt22r J . ~87!

Having found a suitable expression forTn we can now go back to~86! and write it in the new
form,

E
0

`H 2Tn~at!2(
r 51

u

~at!2r
n! ~r 21!!

~r 1n!! ~2r 21!! J ts21et/22atK̃q~t!dt. ~88!

We have introduced into the integral a regulatorts ~the expression that we want is given for th
values50!. The continuation variables has been introduced so that we may evaluate the integ
of the individual terms in the sum definition~87! of Tn , and of the sum subtracted from it,before
we perform the sums. We assume thats is large enough so that all the individual integrals are w
defined. In fact this requiress.2n. Performing the integrations leaves
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~2a2!2n(
r 50

n S n
r D ~2a!t~2n2r !!G~s1r 22n!$zq~s1r 22n,a1a!

1~21!rzq~s1r 22n,a2a!%22(
r 50

n

~2a2!2r S n
r D ~2r !!

3G~s22r !zq~s22r ,a!2(
r 51

u

a2r
n! ~r 21!!G~s12r !

~r 1n!! ~2r 21!!
zq~s12r ,a!. ~89!

As s→0 all of these terms diverge, although taking all terms together we must get a finite r
i.e., all poles must cancel ass→0. This cancellation of the poles leads to the equation,

~2a2!2n(
r 50

n S n
r D ~2a!r$zq~r 22n,a2a!1~21!rzq~r 22n,a1a!%

22(
r 50

n

~2a2!2r S n
r D zq~22r ,a!2(

r 51

u

a2r
n! ~r 21!!

~r 1n!!
N2r50. ~90!

Comparing Eqs.~90! and ~84! we see that the pole cancellation is precisely the statemen

z~2n!5
1

2 (
r 50

n S n
r D ~2a!r$zq~r 22n,a2a!1~21!rzq~r 22n,a1a!%. ~91!

This expression contains equally terms with argumentsa1a and a2a. We shall say thatz
(2n) is ‘‘symmetric.’’ It is a generalization to generaln of the symmetric expression forn50
found in Ref. 21. The methods used in this reference do not produce a suitable pole cance
to give a symmetric result forz(2n).

The finite remainder part of~89! ass→0 is given by the expression,

~2a2!2n(
r 50

n S n
r D ~2a!r$zq8~r 22n,a2a!1~21!rzq8~r 22n,a1a!%22(

r 50

n

~2a2!2r S n
r D zq8

3~22r ,a!2(
r 51

u

a2r
n! ~r 21!!

~r 1n!!
R2r1~2a2!2n(

r 50

n S n
r D ~2a!rc~2n2r 11!

3$zq~r 22n,a2a!1~21!rzq~r 22n,a1a!%22(
r 50

n

~2a2!2r S n
r Dc~2r 11!zq~22r ,a!

2(
r 51

u

a2r
n! ~r 21!!

~r 1n!!
c~2r !N2r .

Inserting this expression into~85!, and adding zero in the form ofc(2n11) times~90! gives
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z8~2n!5(
r 50

n S n
r D ~2a!r$zq8~r 22n,a2a!1~21!rzq8~r 22n,a1a!%2(

r 51

n S n
r D ~2a!rs r

3$zq~r 22n,a2a!1~21!rzq~r 22n,a1a!%2 (
r 50

n21

~2a2!n2r S n
r D ~2c~2r 11!

2c~r 11!1c~n11!22c~2n11!!zq~22r ,a!2~21!n

3(
r 51

u

a2~r 1n!
n! ~r 21!!

2~r 1n!!
~2c~2r !2c~r !1c~n11!22c~2n11!!N2r . ~92!

The quantitiess r in the above equation are defined as the sums,

s r5 (
k50

r 21
1

2n2k
.

Equation~92! is not symmetric in the sense that, unlike~91!, it does not depend only on th
quantitiesa6a. If we assume that the sum over the residues is a true feature ofz8(2n), as it is
for z8~0! in Ref. 21, then we are still left with a sum overzq(22r ,a). We will now rewrite this
sum in a more natural, i.e., symmetric, form.

To this end we introduce the intermediate zeta function,z̄(s), on the spaceM̄5R2n

3S2/G, which is given by

z̄~s!5
G~s2n!

~4p!nG~s!
z~s2n!. ~93!

Combining this with~83! gives an expansion forz̄(s),

z̄~s!5(
r 50

`

a2r
G~s1r !

r !G~s!
z̄q~2s12r ,a!, ~94!

where we have defined the new linear zeta function via

z̄q~s,a!5

GS 1

2
s2nD

~4p!nGS 1

2
sD zq~s22n,a!. ~95!

The dimension ofM̄ is d̄52n1d ~remember, for our monopole cased52!. We see from~95!

that z̄q(s) has poles ats52,4,...,2n and s52n11,2n12,...,d̄. The residues are given by th
formulas,

N̄2r5
2~21!r

~4p!n~r 21!! ~n2r !!
zq~2r 22n,a!, r 51,2,...,n, ~96!

N̄2n1r5

GS 1

2
r D

~4p!nGS 1

2
r 1nD Nr , r 51,2,...,d. ~97!

The purpose of making these new definitions is the functional similarity between~83! and
~94!. This implies that results like~91! and ~92! should exist forz̄(s) in terms of z̄q(s). The
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important point is that we know thatz8~0! can be written as a symmetric part and a sum over
residues ofzq(s,a), either from Ref. 21, or settingn50 in ~92!. Thus we might expectz̄8(0) to
consist of a symmetric part and a sum over the residues ofz̄q(s,a). Differentiating ~93! and
settings50 gives,

z̄8~0!5
~21!n

~4p!nn!
~z8~2n!1~c~n11!2c~1!!z~2n!!. ~98!

Now z(2n) is symmetric in terms ofzq(s,a6a) and extends easily to a symmetric form f
z̄q(s,a) using~95!. Thus by our reasoning we expectz8(2n) to contain a sum over the residue
N̄r . This is exactly what we find, and the final result, in this section, is thesymmetrical
expression,23

z8~2n!5(
r 50

n S n
r D ~2a!r$zq8~r 22n,a2a!1~21!rzq8~r 22n,a1a!%

2(
r 51

n S n
r D ~2a!rs r$z

q~r 22n,a2a!1~21!rzq~r 22n,a1a!%

2~21!n~4p!nn! (
r 51

ū
a2r

t
r r N̄2r , ~99!

with the definitionsū5@ d̄/2# and

r r5c~2r 22n11!2
1

2
c~r 2n11!2S c~2n11!2

1

2
c~n11! D5 (

k50

r 21
2

2k11
2 (

k50

n21
1

2k11
.

The conclusion of these manipulations is that, despite the apparent awkwardness of th
mial expansion,~83!, to obtain the requiredz-function, the quantities that we want are given
finite terms,~91!, ~92!, ~99!, and involve only relatively standard functions such as general
Bernoulli polynomials introduced via the Barnesz-function.

XI. VACUUM ENERGY CALCULATIONS

Simply as an example of the use of the preceding expressions, we evaluate some v
~Casimir! energies onS2/G8.

Let zq(s,a) represent one of the rotational, Dirichlet or Neumann linear zeta functions
the previous section. Thenzq(s,a) can be extended to the odd-dimensional space–timR
3S2/G ~or R3S2/G8! by defining a new zeta functionz(s) given by ~with a51/2!,

z~s!5
G~s21/2!

~4p!1/2G~s!
zq~2s,1/2!. ~100!

This zeta function corresponds to the rather artificial case of a conformally coupled field in
dimensions with massq2. @For a scalar field conformally coupled inN dimensions we have 4j
5(N22)/(N21). In fact we only require thata250 or equivalentlym25q21(1/422j).# The
vacuum energy associated with this physical situation is defined by the simple formula24

E52
1

2
m r

d

ds S m

m r
D 2s

z~s!U
s50

. ~101!
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In this equationm is an arbitrary mass scale andm r51/r is the mass scale associated with t
sphere radiusr ~which has the valuer 51!. Equation~101! is in fact just half the logarithmic
determinant. Inserting Eq.~100! into ~101! gives the simpler expression

E5 1
2 zq~21,1/2!, ~102!

which is finite and independent ofm ~we have setr 51 again!.
The vacuum energy on the spaceR3R2n3S2/G(8) can also be found and givesE propor-

tional to zq(2122n, 1
2). The calculation for generaln is entirely equivalent to then50 case,

which we now calculate.
Using the definitions~80!, ~80! and Eq.~61!, we find from~102! the Dirichlet and Neumann

vacuum energies,

E$N
D%56

d0

48uG8u
~d0

22d1
22d2

2!1
q̄8

24S 3d0
22d1

21
1

2
66d0q22q2D .

The constant~q independent! terms are exactly the same as those calculated in Ref. 1 forq50, as
required. Adding together the Dirichlet and Neumann vacuum energies gives the rota
vacuum energy

EG5
q̄

24
~3d0

22d1
22d2

222q2!,

where we have used the relationq̄52q̄8 for fixed q. This vacuum energy necessarily vanishes
q50, as proven in Ref. 1. We now list the vacuum energiesE$N

D% for all possible reflection groups

G8,

O* : 6
29

256
1

q̄8

48
~3836108q24q2!,

Y* : 6
89

384
1

q̄8

48
~1079690q24q2!,

O]T: 6
11

192
1

q̄8

48
~167636q24q2!,

Dn]Cn : 7
1

96
1

q̄8

48
~4n22166nq24q2!,

Dn* ~n even!, D2n]Dn~n odd!: 6
~n11!~2n23!

192n

q̄8

48
~4~n11!~n12!2966~n11!q24q2!.

Those for the corresponding rotational subgroups are obtained by adding theD andN values.
We now go on to calculate the vacuum energy on the even-dimensional spaceR2n

3S2/G(8). Using Eqs.~93!, ~98!, and~101! we find the expression,

E5
~21!n11m r

2~4p!nn! S z8~2n!1F lnS m

m r
D 2

1c~n11!2c~1!Gz~2n! D . ~103!

Herez(s) is the general zeta function defined via Eqs.~82! and ~83!.
An infinite contribution has been~arbitrarily! dropped to arrive at~103!, the logarithmic term

being a relic of this divergence. Sincez~0! is not zero for any of the three monopole theories,
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conclude from~103! that the vacuum energy is explicitly dependent on the arbitrary scalm.
However for simplicity we shall assumem5m r51 for the rest of this section. Our concern in th
paper is not with realistic quantum field theory considerations.

Equations~91! and~92! imply that the calculation for increasingn merely requires the evalu
ation of more and more zeta functions and their derivatives. Thus we shall concentrate
simplest casen50 corresponding toS2/G(8) itself. This will also allow us to compare with th
results forq50 studied in Ref. 21.

We consider the case of a massless field with minimal coupling, that ism250 andj50. Thus
we havea51/2 and 2a5A4q211 ~we shall still writea when convenient!. From the definitions
~80!, ~81!, and Eqs.~91!, ~61!, we find for Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions,

z$N
D%~0!5

1

12
1

1

6uG8u
~d0~d021!1166d0q118q2!.

These expressions reduce to those found earlier forq50.21 For the rotational case we simply ad
the Dirichlet and Neumann results to give

zG~0!5
1

6
1

1

6uGu ~d0~d021!11118q2!.

To calculate the vacuum energy we have still to calculatez8~0!. Considering Eq.~92! with
n50 requires the evaluation of the residueN2 . For both Dirichlet and Neumann zeta functions w
find from ~60! and~62! the valueN252/uG8u. Using the derivative of the Hurwitz zeta function i
Ref. 20 then gives the zeta function derivatives

zD8 ~0!5z28S 0,
1

2
1q2a1d0D1z28S 0,

1

2
1q1a1d0D

1q̄8 lnH GS 1

2
1q2a DGS 1

2
1q1a D J 2q̄8 ln~2p!2

114q2

2uG8u
, ~104!

zN8 ~0!5z28S 0,
1

2
1q2a D1z28S 0,

1

2
1q1a D

1q̄8 lnH GS 1

2
1q2a DGS 1

2
1q1a D J 2q̄8 ln~2p!2

114q2

2uG8u
. ~105!

~The rotational zeta function derivative is just the sum of these two.! The triangle inequalityuxu
1uyu>Ax21y2(x,yPR) implies that 1/21q>a. The equality is only met forq50, and in this
case we have to remove the singularity in the first termz28(0,1/21q2aud1 ,d2) of the Dirichlet
zeta function as in~21! ~we shall do this later!. For q.0 all terms in~105! and ~104! are well
defined.

There is no known analytic form for the derivatives of the Barnes zeta functions appear
~105! and ~104!, and so we have to calculate them numerically. To do this we obviously ne
continuation of the Barnes zeta function which is open to easy numerical computation. In R
several efficient continuations are presented which are valid for positive integer values ofd1 and
d2 . However as we shall show in the next section, it is useful to have an expression which is
for all d1 , d2PR1. We shall now derive such an expression.

Our starting point is the Plana sum formula which we display here,25

(
n5a

b

f ~n!5
1

2
~ f ~a!1 f ~b!!1E

a

b

f ~ t !dt1 i E
0

` f ~a1 i t !2 f ~a2 i t !2 f ~b1 i t !1 f ~b2 i t !

e2pt21
dt.

~106!
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To be valid f (t) must be an analytic function in the region of the complext planea<Re(t)<b,
and the integrals must exist. Applying~106! twice to the sum definition~59! of the Barnes zeta
function gives immediately, fors.2,

z2~s,aud1 ,d2!5
1

2
d1

2szHS s,
a

d1
D1

1

d2~s21!
d1

2szHS s21,
a

d1
D

1 i E
0

` dt

e2pt21 H 1

2
~~a1 id2t !2s2~a2 id2t !2s!1

1

d1~s21!
~~a1 id2t !12s

2~a2 id2t !12s!J 1E
0

` du

e2pu21 E0

` dt

e2pt21
$~a1 id1u2 id2t !2s

1~a2 id1u1 id2t !2s2~a1 id21u1 id2t !2s2~a2 id1u2 id2t !2s%. ~107!

It is simple to verify that we are meeting the conditions required for the validity of the
formula. In order to get rid of the single integrals in~107! we use the Plana sum definition of th
Hurwitz zeta function which is, from~106!,

zH~s,a!5
1

2
a2s1

a12s

s21
1 i E

0

` dt

e2pt21
$~a1 i t !2s2~a2 i t !2s%. ~108!

The integral part of this expression is equivalent to the integrals appearing in~107!.
To simplify the double integral in~107! we first perform a change of variables fromt, u to

d1u6d2t. Following this, we use the easily proven formula,

~x1 iy !s1~x2 iy !s52 cos~s tan21 y/x!,

which is valid for Re(x)>0. After a little work we find the more convenient form for the doub
integral,

2

d1d2
E

0

`

dw
G~w!

e2pw21

cos~s tan21~w/a!!

~a21w2!s/2 . ~109!

All the nontrivial d1 , d2 dependence has been absorbed into the functionG(w) which is inde-
pendent ofs and has the explicit form,

G~w!5~e2pw21!H E
0

w dy

~ed1y21!~ed2~w2y!21!
2E

0

` dy

~ed1y21!~ed2~w1y!21!

2E
0

` dy

~ed1~w1y!21!~ed2y21!J , ~110!

where we have definedd i52p/di , i 51,2. This function is symmetric under the interchange
d1 , d2 as one would expect. The factor (e2pw21) has been included into the definition to ensu
that G(w) is finite asw→0.

All the integrals in the definition ofG(w) are divergent at their lower limits, and the fir
integral is also divergent at its upper limit. However one can check that the combination is
defined. In fact by expanding the integrands at their limits of integration we find that for s
e.0,
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G~w!5~e2pw21!H E
e

w2v dy

~ed1y21!~ed2~w2y!21!
2E

e

` dy

~ed1y21!~ed2~w1y!21!

2E
e

` dy

~ed1~w1y!21!~ed2y21!J 1O~e!.

ThusG(w) is easy to calculate numerically, with the error being of ordere. We may also makee
the lower limit of the integration overw in ~109!. Since the integrand with respect tow is finite at
the lower limit, the error incurred will still beO(e).

The full expression for our continuation of the Barnes zeta function, after dealing with
the single and double integrals in~107!, is

z2~s,aud1 ,d2!52
1

4
a2s2

a22s

d1d2~s21!~s22!
2

~d11d2!a12s

2d1d2~s21!
1

1

2
d1

2szHS s,
a

d1
D

1
1

2
d2

2szHS s,
a

d2
D1

1

d1d2~s21! H d1
22szHS s21,

a

d1
D1d2

22szHS s21,
a

d2
D J

1
2

d1d2
E

0

` G~w!dw

e2pw21

cos~s tan21~w/a!!

~a21w2!s/2 . ~111!

Although this formula was derived fors.2, it is actually a continuation to all values of~complex!
s except at the pointss51,2 where there are simple poles. It is easy to check that these pole
correct in that their residues match those given in~60!. From~111! we can calculate the derivativ
of the Barnes zeta function ats50,23

z28~0,aud1 ,d2!52
1

4
ln a2

1

2 S 12
a

d1
2

a

d2
D ln~2p!1

1

2
a ln aS 1

d1
1

1

d2
D2

a2

2d1d2
S 5

2
1 ln aD

1S 1

2
2

a

d1
D S 1

2
2

a

d2
D ln

a2

d1d2
1S 1

2
2

a

d1
D ln GS a

d2
D1S 1

2
2

a

d2
D ln GS a

d1
D1

d1
21d2

2

12d1d2

1
1

d1d2
E

0

` dw

e2pw21
~2G~w!2d1

2w ln~a21d1
2w2!2d2

2w ln~a21d2
2w2!!. ~112!

Here we have used~108! again to convert derivatives of the Hurwitz zeta functionzH(s,a) at s
521 into integrals suitable for numerical evaluation.

The expression~112! can be used directly in equation~105! and~104!. Figures 1–4 show plots
of E52z8(0)/2 for small values ofq̄. The lines on the graphs forT, O, andY are for labeling
only. The graphs forCk and Dk are plotted for allk, although at the moment we are on
concerned with the integral valuesk51,2,... marked with crosses. On each graph the valueq̄ of
the charge per rotational domain is always twice the reflection valueq̄8 so as to give the sam
value ofq.

The graphs withq̄5q50 are exactly the same as those calculated in Ref. 21. To plo
graphs in this case we have had to remove the divergence in the first Barnes zeta fu
derivative in~105!. This is due to a zero mode appearing in the spectrum of the operatorHS2. The
divergence is logarithmic and can be removed by defining the so calledG-modular form r2

defined by19,21

lim
a→0

z28~0,aud1 ,d2!52 ln a2 ln r2 .
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The leading term2 ln a on the right-hand side is the divergent zero mode contribution which m
be removed. The formr2 has been calculated in terms of the multiple gamma function
Barnes.19,26 The G-modular form can be more easily calculated by using the simply proved
tion,

z2~s,aud1 ,d2!5a2s1d1
2szHS s,11

a

d1
D1d2

2szHS s,11
a

d2
D1z2~s,a1d11d2ud1 ,d2!.

Differentiating this with respect tos at s50, and taking the limita→0 leaves the expression

2 ln r25 1
2 ln~d1d2!2 ln~2p!1z28~0,d011ud1 ,d2!.

FIG. 1. Vacuum energies forCk andDk with q̄850.
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For q.0, the zero mode that we have just removed forq50 is still almost zero. This is the
reason why the vacuum energy for the Dirichlet zeta function increases more rapidly withq̄8 than
in the Neumann case.

XII. THEORY FOR A SPHERICAL SLICE

By a spherical slice of widthb we mean the spaceSb5$(u,f)uuP@0,p#, fP@0,b#% with the
points ~u, 0! and ~u, b! identified @here~u, f! are the spherical polar coordinates on the sph
which shall be used throughout this section#. One might also term this space a ‘‘periodic lune

The starting point for the monopole theory onSb is the solution to the explicit differential Eq
~4! with arbitrary q. As mentioned in the discussion surrounding the differential equation
solutions are characterized by integersu, v, and are given by Eqs.~3! and~5!. We shall now show
that it is possible to define consistent monopole theories onSb corresponding to the rotationa
Dirichlet and Neumann cases already given. The rotational case is considered first.

Define k by k52p/b and let ĝ denote a rotation by angleb about thez axis. Due to the
identification of points inSb at f50,b, we will proceed conventionally and take the wa

FIG. 2. Vacuum energies forCk andDk with q̄851/2.
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function to be single valued, i.e., to have periodb. Also, for rapidity, the monopole charg
quantization will be obtained by requiring the connecting function exp(i2qf) to have periodb.
This yields

q5
k

2
n, nPZ. ~113!

Corresponding to these values ofq we find a(ĝ)5(21)n. If k is an integer thenSb is a funda-
mental domain for the groupCk ~generated byĝ!, and the relationuCku5k gives an equivalence
between the quantization conditions~39! and ~113!. Thus we see that the quantization conditi
for arbitrary k is a generalization of the previous theory forCk ~with integer k!. From single
valuedness,w(u,b)5w(u,0), for the monopole harmonics~5!, we see from the explicitf depen-
dence that,

FIG. 3. Vacuum energies forCk andDk with q̄851.
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m5 jk2q, j PZ. ~114!

In this more general setting it would appear that we can always choosen to be odd, whereas befor
this was only possible fork odd also. From~5! we find the possible values ofl,

l 5u1
k

2
~ u j u1un2 j u!, uPZ1, j PZ.

The eigenvaluesl appearing in the mode Eq.~4! are still given byl ( l 11)2q2. As in Sec. VII we
shall calculate the linear heat kernel for the eigenvalues (l 11/2).

Using the values ofq, l, andm above gives the sum form for the linear heat kernel analog
to ~51!, with ~5!,

FIG. 4. Vacuum energies for groupsT, O, andY as functions ofq̄8.
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K̃k
q~t!5e2t/2(

u50

`

(
j 52`

`

e2r ~u1k~ u j u1u j 1nu!/2!. ~115!

Evaluating this sum gives exactly the result found before, Eq.~56!, except that nowk is not an
integer, andq need not be an integer multiple ofk. A corollary of this result is that~56! is also
valid for the case whenG5Ck with k and 2q odd integers. The zeta function defined by Eq.~58!
is also correct ford151, d25k and hence we conclude that the vacuum energies calculated i
previous section are valid forarbitrary k.

For the Dirichlet and Neumann theories defined in section 8 we consider the sliceSb/2 and two
reflection planesP0 andP1 which leavef50 andf5b/2 invariant respectively. Following the
same arguments as in section 8 gives the values of the monopole charge

q5kn8, ~116!

which is equivalent to Eq.~65!. Takingg8 in ~64! to be a reflection inP0 and using~17! gives the
modesWqm

( l ) as the combinations,

Wqm
~ l ! ~u,f!5Yqm

~ l ! ~u,f!1a~s!Yq2m
~ l ! ~u,f!.

Here Yqm
( l ) are those defined in~3! with the string along the negativez axis, anda(s)561 as

before~the reflection inP0 is expressed simply asf→2f!.
The f dependent part of the modesWqm

( l ) is given by

Wqm
~ l ! ;eiqf3H cos~mf!, a~s!511

sin~mf!, a~s!521
.

Reflection inP0 is equivalent tof→2f and we see explicitly that this transformsWqm
( l ) (u,0) into

a(s)W2qm
( l ) (u,0) as required. Reflection inP1 is equivalent tof→b2f and results in the con

dition on m,

m5k j , j PZ1. ~117!

For the Dirichlet casea(s)521 the m50 mode is in fact zero and has to be removed. Co
paring ~117! with ~114! ~with n52n8 even! we see that the only difference between the rotat
and reflection cases is that in the reflection case the values ofm are restricted to positive integers

The linear heat kernel for the Neumann casea(s)511 is given by

K̃N
q ~t!5e2t/2(

u50

`

(
j 50

`

e2r ~u1k~ u j 1n8u1u j 2n8u!/2!. ~118!

Explicit evaluation of the sum gives exactly the heat kernel as before, Eq.~55!. The Dirichlet case
involves subtracting thej 50 term from~71! and yields the previous expression~75!. Thus the
zeta functions are given exactly as before and we conclude that the vacuum energy calcula
Ck is in fact valid for allk.

To extend the results ofDk to arbitraryk we consider the slice of the upper hemisphereSb8
5$(u,f)uuP@0,p/2#, fP@0,b#% with again k52p/b. This is a fundamental domain forDk

whenk is an integer. The theory then follows as for theCk extension above, but we must includ
in this case a rotation about thex axis by anglep. This rotation can be thought of as a reflectio
in the planeP0 followed by a reflection in thex–y plane, which we callP2 . The theory forSb

above is adapted to the reflectionP0 and thus we see thatP2 is the essential extra detail here.
The reflectionP2 is equivalent to the transformationu→p2u which does not affect thef

dependence of the modesYqm
( l ) (u,f). Since the extension to arbitraryk is entirely linked with the
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f dependence, we conclude that all the heat kernels, zeta functions and vacuum energiesDk

can be extended to arbitraryk. The values of the monopole charge in the reflection case
calculated using the theory of Sec. IX as

q52kn8, n8PZ,

which is the generalization of~65! with uG8u54k.

XIII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have thoroughly adapted Dirac’s monopole theory to the orbifold, S2/G, for the cases tha
G contains only rotations and whenG is generated by reflections. In the former case we impo
rotational~periodic! boundary conditions on the monopole solutions. In the latter we had a ch
of boundary conditions defined so as to reproduce Dirichlet and Neumann conditions f
monopole charge,q50. We found that it was the monopole chargeq̄5q/uGu through S2/G that
was Dirac quantized with 2q̄PZ.

After all the formalities of the theory had been tidied we explicitly calculated the vac
energies on the orbifolds S2/G andR3S2/G. Formal expressions are given for the generalizat
to the spacesR2n3S2/G andR3R2n3S2/G. Finally we provided an extension of the monopo
theory to arbitrary slices of the sphere and hemisphere. In this case the flux through the sp
region is still quantized, although now the overall monopole chargeq is not, in general, an intege
or half odd-integer.

We feel that the scalar theory has been developed essentially to its analytical limit o
factored sphere. The next step would be the extension toR3/G for G a reflection or rotation group
This requires modes of the full Hamiltonian which are given by

Yqm
~ l ! ~u,f!Jn~kr !Ak/r , n5A~ l 11/2!22q2

with eigenvaluesk2. Since the radial dependence does not involvem, the underlying facts of the
theory~modes on factored space, charge quantization, etc.! are the same as in the spherical ca
However the heat-kernel calculation, and hence thez-function, is completely different. Due to th
complicated index,A( l 11/2)22q2, closed forms do not seem possible and asymptotic meth
are needed. One could always arbitrarily add a termq2/r to the ~total! Hamiltonian and then a
closed form would exist. This fact suggests that there is some significance to this modifica

The spinor theory on the factored sphereS2/G has been considered by Chang.27 He found a
consistent theory only forG5Ck with k odd. ForqÞ0 we claim that the same restriction st
holds. This follows from the lack of half odd-integral solutions to the scalar monopole problem
GÞCk .

A possible extension of the scalar calculation would be to consider if~high temperature!
Bose–Einstein condensation occurs. The general theory has been laid down by Toms28 See also
Kirsten and Toms.29 Basically, all that is required is to ensure that thez-function for the theory,
and its derivative, are finite at zero as the chemical potential approaches a critical value.
two-sphere we can use the calculations ofz(2n) andz8(2n) given in Sec. X to study the theor
on R2n3S2. In fact we could also discussR2n3Sd.
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A complete and rigorous determination of the possible ground states forD-wave
pairing Bose condensates is presented, using a geometrical invariant theory ap-
proach to the problem. The order parameter is argued to be a vector, transforming
according to a ten-dimensional real representation of the groupG5O3^ U1

3^T &. We determine the equalities and inequalities defining the orbit space of this
linear group and its symmetry strata, which are in a one-to-one correspondence
with the possible distinct phases of the system. We find 15 allowed phases~besides
the unbroken one!, with different symmetries, that we thoroughly determine. The
group–subgroup relations between bordering phases are pointed out. The perturba-
tive sixth degree corrections to the minimum of a fourth degree polynomial
G-invariant free energy, calculated by Mermin, are also determined. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1345871#

I. INTRODUCTION

Superfluidity and superconductivity are justified on the basis of the macroscopic conden
of Bose quasiparticles. The classical Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer~BCS! theory for supercon-
ductivity dates to 1957. Soon after, a BCS-type transition was proposed for the Fermi syste3He
by Anderson and Morel.1 Cooper pair formation was thought to occur in anLÞ0 state, to take
into account the hard core nature of3He atom interaction. The superfluid phases were actu
observed,2 and the nature ofp-wave pairing is now well established for3He. The theory ofL
Þ0 superfluids is relevant for ‘‘unconventional’’ superconductivity too. The high tempera
superconducting~HTS! oxides are anomalous in their non-Fermi liquid normal state properties
in many cases share with heavy fermion superconductors unconventionald-wave pairing
behavior.3,4 In fact, experiments probing the phase and the nodes of the gap show a sign re
of the order parameter, compatible with thed-wave scenario. Nevertheless, other experiments
the same HTS compounds point in the direction of a significants-wave component. In the pres
ence of external magnetic fields, defects, and interface phenomena there is also eviden
mixed pairing symmetry~see, e.g., the Introduction of Ref. 5, and references therein!. Such a
15330022-2488/2001/42(4)/1533/30/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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controversial experimental situation is reflected in the fact that the underlying microscopic m
nism inducing superconductivity in HTS materials is still unclear and is one of today’s m
challenges.6,7

Such a situation has motivated the efforts at studying the macroscopic properties of u
ventional superconductors through the Landau theory of phase transitions8 and the identification of
the order parameter symmetry has become a preliminary task in the construction of viable m
describing the attractive nature of the pairing interaction.

Direct experimental evidence of an order parameter unconventional structure lies on m
phase transitions. The heavy fermion compounds U12xThxBe13 display four different supercon
ducting phases in theT–x phase diagram and UPt3 displays three superconducting phases in
T–H phase diagram.3 Furthermore, from power-law temperature behavior of thermodynamic
transport properties~e.g., specific heat, magnetic penetration depth!, a nontrivial node structure fo
the gap function may be inferred, compatible with highL-pairing. That is the case also for HT
oxides, for which, at present, clear proofs are lacking of the existence of more than one
conducting state.

Actually, it must be pointed out that, unlike superfluid3He, which is an isotropic fermion
system, Bloch electrons in a superconductor crystal lattice exhibit, in general, a reduced
symmetry; in addition, the existence of imperfections, even in the cleanest samples, can
destroy the gap node structure at low energy. So, the very fact that the experimental obse
cannot at present completely unravel the node structure of the gap function, reinforces the
sity of classifying all the possible symmetry breaking schemes.

Moreover, the role of Fermi isotropic space beyond a zeroth-order approximation in phe
enological theories is still supported by some recent studies: In HTS oxides, low symme
crystal fields~tetragonal and orthorombic!, as well as spontaneous strain, have weak influence
the temperature of the superconducting phase transition9 or on the penetration depth.10 So, even if
the spectrum of the interactions which are responsible for the pairing~whatever there origins may
be! must be anisotropic in the crystal, it is worth analyzing the possibility that they act in a
not directly dependent on the crystal structure~like in isotropic space!.

The possible ground states of a highL superfluid was the object of intense investigatio
during the 1960s and the 1970s. From the solution of the state equations, Anderson and1

and Mermin11 identified five different phases, through the minimization of a fourth degree Lan
potential. Schakel and Bias12 analyzed the problem using only group theoretical arguments. C
and Schakel,13 taking advantage of the results in Ref. 12, computed the possible ground sta
condensates driven byp-waves. They also investigated the consequences of lowering the res
symmetry by means of strong spin–orbit interactions. Since, in this case, the Cooper pair
J52 state (S51, L51), the order parameter is represented by a traceless symmetric tenso
same holds true for an (S50, L52) state order parameter, so their results may be directly app
to D-wave pairing. According to the authors of Ref. 13, eleven different phases are allowed.
analysis, however, is questionable, since time reversal symmetry cannot be neglected in the
of condensate states and the use of a fourth degree polynomial Landau free energy strongl
the number of phases that would be allowed by the symmetry of the system.

Our aim is to give a definitive answer to the classification of possible symmetry brea
patterns inD-wave pairing Bose condensate, in the framework of the Landau theory of p
transitions. In this paper, we shall mainly be concerned with the mathematical aspects
problem, which will be solved making use of the geometrical invariant theory approach, pro
in Ref. 14. The strategy is to exploit a set of basic invariant polynomials of the symmetry g
of the system, as fundamental variables in the description of the phase space of the system
the minimization procedure of the free energy.15 In the realization of this program, we shall me
some substantial computational difficulties, which will be overcome by means of innov
procedures.
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II. THE GEOMETRICAL INVARIANT THEORY APPROACH TO SPONTANEOUS
SYMMETRY BREAKING

Let us briefly recall some basic elements of the geometrical invariant theory approach, o
space approach~see Ref. 16, and references therein! to the determination of possible patterns
spontaneous symmetry breaking.

Let xPRn be a vector order parameter, transforming linearly and orthogonally unde
compact real symmetry groupG, and letF(a;x) be theG-invariant free energy, expressed
terms, also, of state variablesa. The pointsx0(a), where the functionfa(x)5F(a;x) takes on
its absolute minimum, determine the stable phase of the system, whose residual symm
defined by the isotropy subgroup ofG at x0 , Gx0

. Owing to itsG-invariance, the free energy is
constant along eachG-orbit, so each of its stationary points is degenerate along theG-orbit
through it. Since the isotropy subgroups ofG at points of the same orbit are conjugate inG, only
the conjugate class,@Gx0

#, of Gx0
in G, i.e., theorbit type~or symmetry! of the orbit throughx0 ,

is physically relevant.
The set of allG-orbits, endowed with the quotient topology and differentiable structure, fo

the orbit space, Rn/G, of G and the subset of all theG-orbits with the same orbit type forms
stratumof Rn/G. Phase transitions take place when, by varying the values of thea’s, the point
x0(a) is shifted to an orbit lying on a different stratum.

If F(a;x) is a sufficiently general function of thea’s, by varying these parameters, the po
x0(a) can be shifted to any stratum ofRn/G. So, the strata are in a one-to-one corresponden
with the symmetry phases allowed by the G-invariance of the free energy. On the contrary, extra
restrictions on the form of the free energy function, not coming fromG-symmetry requirements
~e.g., the assumption that the free energy is a polynomial of low degree!, can limit the number of
allowed phases for the system in its ground state.

Being constant along eachG-orbit, the free energy may be conveniently thought of a
function defined in the orbit space ofG. This fact can be formalized using some basic results
invariant theory. In fact, theG-invariant polynomial functions separate theG-orbits, meaning that,
for any two distinct orbits, there is at least a polynomialG-invariant function assuming differen
values on them. Moreover, everyG-invariant polynomial can be built as a real polynomial fun
tion of afinite set,$p1(x),...,pq(x)%, of basic polynomial invariants~integrity basis of the ring of
G-invariant polynomials!. Thus, the elements of an integrity basis can be conveniently use
coordinates of the orbit space points. They need not, for general compact groups, be algeb
independent, but can, and will, be chosen to be homogeneous polynomials inx. The number of
algebraically independent elements in aminimalset of basic polynomial invariants isn2n, where
n is the dimension of a generic~principal! orbit of G. Information on the number and degrees
a minimal set of basic invariants, and the degrees of the algebraic relations~syzygies! among them,
can be inferred from the Mo¨lien function ofG.

Let us callq0 the number of independent elements of the set$p%. The range of theorbit map,
x°p(x)5(p1(x),...,pq(x))PRq, yields a realization of the orbit space of the linear groupG, as
a connected semialgebraic surface, i.e., a subset ofRq, determined by algebraic equations a
inequalities. The orbit space ofG will, therefore, be identified with a closed and connected reg
Ŝ, of a q0-dimensional algebraic surface, delimited by lower dimensional semialgebraic sur

If an integrity basis has been determined, the equations and inequalities defining the
space of a compact group can be obtained from a simple recipe. It has been shown, in fact,
orbit space of a reductive linear group can be identified with the semialgebraic variety form
the pointspPRq, satisfying the following conditions:14,17

~i! p lies on the surface,Z, defined by the syzygies.
~ii ! The q3q matrix P̂(p), defined by the relations

P̂ab~p~x!!5(
j 51

n

] j pa~x!] j pb~x!, ;xPRn ~1!
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is positive semidefinite and has rank<q0 at p.
The minimum of F(a;x) can be computed as aconstrainedminimum of the function,

F̂(a;p), pPŜ, defined by

F̂~a;p~x!!5F~a;x!, ;xPRn. ~2!

It has also been shown14 that the state equation

]F~a;x!/]xj50, j 51,...,n,

determining the extremal points ofF(a;x), is equivalent to the following equation in orbit spac

(
b51

q

P̂ab~p!]bF̂~a;p!50, a51,...,q, pPŜ. ~3!

Like all semialgebraic sets, the orbit space ofG presents a naturalstratification. It can, in fact,
be considered as the disjoint union of afinite numberof semialgebraic subsets of decreasi
dimensions~geometrical strata!, each geometrical stratum being in the border of a higher dim
sional one, but for the highest dimensional stratum, which is unique~principal stratum!. The
geometrical strataare the connected components of thesymmetry strata. The symmetries of two
bordering strata are related by a group–subgroup relation and the orbit type of the lower d
sional stratum is larger.

In order to determine the minimum ofF̂(a;p), pPŜ, as a constrained minimum, one nee
the relations defining the geometrical strata ofRn/G. These can be obtained from positivity an
rank conditions on the matrixP̂(p) and from the syzygies, as already stated.

The geometrical and symmetry strata are determined in the following way. LetŴ(d) denote
the ~generally nonconnected! d dimensional algebraic subset ofZ, defined by the relation

Ŵ~d!5$pPZurank~ P̂~p!!5d, P̂~p!>0%, ~4!

then, the geometricald dimensional strata are the connected components ofŴ(d) and eachd

dimensional symmetry stratum,Ŝ(d,a), a51,..., is the union of all the geometricald dimensional
strata,Ŵ(d,a,r ), r 51,...ka , with the same orbit type,@G(d,r )#. A representative in@G(d,r )# can be
obtained as the isotropy subgroup at an arbitrarily chosen pointx(d,r ) of the image inRn, W(d,r ),
of the geometric stratumŴ(d,r ). The pointx(d,r ) can be obtained as a solution of the equat
p(x)5p(d,r ), wherep(d,r ) is an arbitrarily chosen point inŴ(d,r ). Note that forp(0)PŜ, all the
solutions,x, of the equationp̃(x)5 p̃(0) form a uniqueG-orbit. The equation has no solutions fo
p(0)¹Ŝ.

In the following, we shall classify and characterize all the allowed symmetry phases
possible phase transitions between contiguous phases, forD-wave phase condensates in isotrop
space. In particular, in Sec. III we shall identify the linear symmetry group,G, of these systems
and a minimal set of basic polynomial invariants ofG. In Sec. IV, we shall determine th
geometrical features of the orbit space ofG, i.e., its stratification~including connection propertie
and bordering relations of the strata! and the orbit types of its strata. In Sec. V, using an innovat
method, we shall provide relatively simple expressions for the equalities and inequalities
mining each stratum. These are essential for establishing the connection properties of th
and make much easier the determination of the minima of a specific free energy functi
simple example of the determination of the minima of a general fourth degreeG-invariant poly-
nomial and their stability against sixth-order perturbations will be given in Sec. V.
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III. SYMMETRY OF THE ALLOWED D-WAVE CONDENSATE STATES IN ISOTROPIC
SPACE

The formation ofD-wave condensate ground states breaks the symmetry of the isot
three-dimensional space, which corresponds to the groupO3^ U1Ã^T &, whereO3 is the complete
rotation group,U1 is the gauge group, and^T & is the group generated by the time reversal opera
T. Also, here and in the following, we shall denote by^g1 ,...,gn& the group generated by the s
$g1 ,...,gn%.

The symmetry of the allowedD-wave condensate ground states is defined by the rela
values of the complex coefficients in the decomposition of the gap function,D, in terms of
spherical harmonics withL52:

D~u,f!5 (
m522

2

DmY2
m~u,f!.

The set of functions$Y2
m ,Y2

m* % yields a basis of a ten-dimensional~10 D! space, hosting a rea
representation of the symmetry groupO3^ U1Ã^T &. A general element,g, of the group will be
denoted by a triple

g5~r,eif,e!,

where,rPO3 , 0<f,2p ande521, or 11 according to whether a time reflection is involve
in the transformation, or not. In the following, we shall also use the shortened notationsr for
(r,1,1),U1(f) for (13 ,U1(f),1), andT for (13,1,21).

The action ofG can be transferred to a real irreducible action on the 10 D vector forme
the coefficients$D2 ,...,D22 ,D22* ,...,D2* %. The representation ofG thus obtained can be realize
in the 10 D real vector space generated by a couple of two independent, real, second
symmetric, traceless tensors,Xi j

(1) andXi j
(2) , i, j 51, 2, 3, which can be considered as the real a

imaginary parts of a complex 333 matrix c, whose elements will be written in terms of fiv
complex coordinates,zj :

zj5xj1 ix51 j , j 51,...,5, xiPR, ~5!

c5
1
& S z21

z5

)
z1 z4

z1 2z21
z5

)
z3

z4 z3 2
2z5

)

D . ~6!

The coordinatesDa are connected to thezj by the following relations:

D252
iz11z2

&
, D15

iz31z4

&
, D05z5 , D215

iz32z4

&
, D225

iz12z2

&
. ~7!

The matrixc transforms in the following way under a general transformation,g5(r,f,e)
PG:

g•c5eifrc8rT, ~8!
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wherec85c or c* , according to whethere511 or 21 and the apexT denotes transposition. A
a consequence, the groupG acts as a group of linear, real,orthogonal transformations on the
vector order parameterx5(x1 ,...,x10)PR10.

The kernel of the representation ofG just defined is the group generated by the space refl
tion, so it will not be restrictive to assume that the symmetry group is

G5SO3^ U13^T &

and, when referring toG, in the following, we shall always mean this linear group acting in
vector spaceR10.

The groupG has a trivial principal isotropy subgroup~the isotropy subgroup of generic poin
of R10), thus the principalG-orbits have the same dimensions, four, asG and itsorbit space,
R10/G, has dimensionsq05102456.

The Mölien function ofG,MG(h), can be calculated in the form of an invariant Haar integ
over G ~see, for instance, Refs. 18 and 19!:

MG~h!5E
G

dm~g!

det~12hg!
, uhu,1,

wherem(g) is a normalized invariant measure on the groupG, the integration is over the whole
groupG, andgPG. In terms of the Euler anglesf1 ,u,f2 and of the gauge anglea, the integral
can be written in the form of a sum over the two connected components ofG,

MG~h!5
1

16p2 E
0

2p

df1E
0

2p

df2E
0

p

sinu du3H E
0

2p da

2p )
k522

2

@~12hei ~kx1a!!

3~12hei ~kx2a!!#211 )
k522

2

@~12heikx!~11heikx!#21J , ~9!

where$eikx%22<k<2 are the distinct eigenvalues of the 10 D rotation matrix and cosx is a function
of the Euler angles:

cosx5 1
2@cosu1cos~f11f2!1cosu cos~f11f2!21#. ~10!

It has to be noted that, in principle, the denominators in~9! are polynomials in sinx and cosx; but,
by definition, they are also even functions ofx, so they can be expressed as polynomials only
cosx.

An explicit calculation of the integrals~see Appendix A! leads to

MG~h!5
11h81h101h121h20

~12h2!~12h4!2~12h6!2~12h8!
, ~11!

a relation that can also be written in the following equivalent suggestive form:

MG~h!5
12h162h182h202h222h241h261h281h301h321h342h50

~12h2!~12h4!2~12h6!2~12h8!2~12h10!~12h12!
. ~12!

Any G-invariant homogeneous polynomial of degree 20 inxPR10 can be written as a poly
nomial in p1(x),...,p9(x); Eqs.~11! and~12! yield the following indications, whose validity ha
been checked through direct calculations.

~1! A minimal integrity basis~IB! for the linear groupG contains nine elements,$p1 ,...,p9%
with degrees (d1 ,...,d9)5(2, 4, 4, 6, 6, 8, 8, 10, 12).

~2! The invariantspi are connected by five independent syzygies of degrees 16, 18, 20
and 24. The group is, therefore,noncoregular.
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~3! It is possible to find anonminimal homogeneousIB,$j1 ,...,j6 ,u1 ,...,u4%, with degrees
~2, 4, 4, 6, 6, 8, 8, 10, 12, 20!, such that any invariant polynomial,F, can be written in the form20

F5Q0~j!1(
i 51

4

Qi~j!u i , ~13!

where the Q’s, are polynomials in thealgebraically independentpolynomial invariants
(j1 ,...,j6).

A possible choice for the IBs$p% and $j, u% is the following:

p15Tr~cc* !5S i 51
10 xi

2,

p25Tr@~cc* !2#, p65R@Tr~c2!Tr~c2c* !Tr~c* 3!#,

p35uTr~c2!u2, p75R@Tr~c* 2!~Tr~c2c* !!2#, ~14!

p45uTr~c3!u2, p85R@Tr~c2c* !Tr~c3!~Tr~c* 2!!2#,

p55uTr~c2c* !u2, p95R@~Tr~c2!!3~Tr~c* 3!!2#.

and

j i5pi , i 51,...,5, j65p61p7 ,
~15!

u15p62p7 , u25p8 , u35p9 , u45~p62p7!p9 .

Thus, the most general nonequilibrium polynomial Landau potential,F̂(a;p), can be written in
the form

F̂5Q01Q1p71Q2p81Q3p91Q4p7p9 . ~16!

Using the above-mentioned definitions, the explicit form of the syzygies and of theP̂-matrix
elements can be obtained through the following simple procedure.

After defining theweightof an element,pi , of the IB to be equal to the degree,di , of the
homogeneous polynomialpi(x), and the degree ofP i pi

ni as ( i nidi , one writes down the mos
general homogeneous polynomial,Q̂ (d)(j,u), of the relevant weight,d, in the weighted variables

j i , i 51,...,6 andu i , i 51,...,4. With the definitionsu051, d050, the polynomialQ̂ (d)(j,u) can
be written in the compact form

Q̂~d!~j,u!5(
j 50

3

dNj ,d Ani ,...,n6

~ j ,d! u j )
k51

6

jnk,

whereNj5( i 51
6 nidi2dj , dNj ,d

is a Kronecker symbol and theA’s are real coefficients to be
determined through the following conditions:

~i! In the case of the syzygiesŝd(j,u), d516, 18, 20, 22, 24: The expressionŝd(j(x),u(x))
has to vanish identically inx.

~ii ! In the case of the matrix elementsP̂a,b(j,u), a,b51,...,9,d5da1db22: The expression
P̂ab(j(x),u(x))5( i 51

10 ] i pa(x)] i pb(x) has to be an identity inx.

The explicit expressions of the syzygies are reported in Appendix B and the elements
matrix P̂(p) in Appendix C. In the following we shall always use the minimal IB$p%.
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On the algebraic surface,Z, defined by the syzygies in the nine-dimensional space of thep’s,
the 939 symmetric matrixP̂(p) has rank<6, as it has to be, since the orbit space is
dimensional.

IV. THE ORBIT SPACE OF THE LINEAR GROUP G

As recalled in Sec. I, the orbit space ofG can be identified with the range of the orbit ma
x°p(x), which is the same as the set of values ofpPZ, that render the matrixP̂(p) positive
semidefinite.

The analytic conditions determining the geometrical strata,Ŵ(d,a,r ), are not difficult to
specify, in principle, but, in the case of the higher dimensional strata, their explicit expressio~as
sets of equalities and inequalities in thep’s! become difficult to obtain, too large to be writte
down extensively and uneasy to handle, if they are derived only from rank and positivity c
tions of the matrixP̂(p). An elegant way to bypass this difficulty is the following.

One starts with the relatively easy determination of thegeometricalstrata of dimensions<2
@i.e., the connected components of the setsŴ(d), d51, 2, defined in~4!#, starting from the
positivity and rank properties of the matrixP̂(p) and from the syzygies. The subsequent s
consists in the identification of the orbit type of each geometrical stratum. This allows o
identify the connected components,Ŵ(d,a,r ), r 51,..., with the same orbit type,@Gd,a#, and be-
longing, therefore, to the samesymmetrystratum, Ŝ(d,a). There is a unique zero-dimension
stratum, corresponding to the pointp5p(0)50, whose symmetry is@G#. It will be ignored in the
following. All the groupsG(2,a) turn out to be finite groups of low order~<8!.

The determination of the higher dimensional strata bordered by a given two-dimens
stratum,Ŝ(2,a), can be obtained starting from the identification of their orbit types, which
necessarily contained in the orbit type ofŜ(2,a). The task is easily accomplished by selecting, o
of the set of maximal subgroups ofG(2,a), those which are isotropy subgroups ofG. To this end,
the following criterion can be used. LetH be one of the maximal subgroups of aG(d,a) and denote
by VH the linear subspace formed by all the pointsxPR10, which are stable underH. Then,H is
an isotropy subgroup ofG, if and only if the following condition is satisfied:

Max
xPVH

rank~P~x!!,d.

If this condition is satisfied, whenx spansVH , the pointp(x)PR9 spans the topological closur
of a stratumŜ(d8,a8) and

dim~Ŝ~d8,a8!!5 Max
xPVH

rank~P~x!!.

To get the full set of higher dimensional strata, the last part of the procedure just describ
to be repeated for each newly determined stratum.

The derivation of the equalities and inequalities determining each of the higher dimen
strata requires a more sophisticated method,21 which we shall explain and exploit in Sec. V.

Before resuming the results obtained with the realization of the program just presented,
note that, owing to the linearity ofG, its isotropy subgroups coincide at the pointsxPR10 andkx,
0ÞkPR. Thus, also taking into account the homogeneity of the polynomialspi(x), the points
(p1 ,...,p9) and (1,p2 /p1

d2/2 ,...,p9 /p1
d9/2) lie on the same stratum and the equalities and inequ

ties defining the strata can be written as homogeneous relations in the weighted variablespi . It
will be useful, therefore, to introduce the definitions

p̃i5pi /p1
di /2 , p̃5~ p̃2 ,...,p̃9!. ~17!
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The relations determining the one- and two-dimensional strata can be easily obtain
selecting those solutions,p̄, of the condition rank (P̂(p))51 and, respectively, rank (P̂(p))
52, at which the matrixP̂( p̄) is positive semidefinite. In this way, one obtains five connec
components, Ŵ(1,A),A51,...,5, of Ŵ(1) and seven connected components,Ŵ(2,A), A

511, 12, 2, 31, 32, 4, 5, ofŴ(2). The parametric equations defining these semialgebraic set
listed in Tables I and II.

In order to identify the distinct 1 D and 2 D symmetry strata, for each connected compon
Ŵ(d,A), d51,2, we have picked up a pointp(d,A) and, for eachp(d,A), a ‘‘simple’’ solution,x(d,A),
of the equationp̃(x)5 p̃d,A. Then, at each pointx(d,A) we have determined, and compared f
conjugation, the isotropy subgroup ofG,G(d,A). These subgroups turn out to be nonconjugate
G, but forG(2,11), which is conjugate toG(2,12), andG(2,31), which is conjugate toG(2,32). Thus,
there are five distinct 1 D and five 2 D symmetry strata,Ŝ(d,a), with orbit-types@G(d,a)#, d
51,2, a51,...,5.

After choosing an element,H, in each class@G(d,a)#, it is easy to determine the subspa
VH,R10, formed by the vectors which areH-invariant.

The results we have obtained are listed in Tables III and IV and the bordering relations a
the strata are illustrated in Fig. 1. The definitions of the rotation matrices appearing in the
and in the following text are recalled in Appendix D. We have used standard notations fo
corresponding geometrical transformations~see, e.g, Ref. 22!.

V. RELATIONS DEFINING THE STRATA WITH DIMENSIONS Ð3

In order to derive the relations defining the higher dimensional strata we shall explo
following results,21 which we shall briefly recall, without proof. LetH be an isotropy subgroup o
G, S@H# and Ŝ@H# the associated strata inR10 andR10/G respectively, and let Stab(H,G) be the
stabilizer ofH in G:

TABLE I. Relations defining 1 D geometrical strata,Ŝ(1,A)5Ŵ(1,A) in orbit space. For 2< i<9, p̃i5pi /(p1
di /2), di denotes

the degree of the polynomialpi(x) in the order parameterx and the values,p(1,A), taken on byp̃ on Ŵ(1,A) are listed in the
columns from 2 to 9.

A p̃2 p̃3 p̃4 p̃5 p̃6 p̃7 p̃8 p̃9

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1/2 1 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6
3 1/2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 1/3 0 1/3 0 0 0 0 0
5 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TABLE II. Parametric equations defining the geometrical strata,Ŵ(2,A) ~A is listed in the head row! in orbit space. For
2< i<9, p̃i5pi /(p1

di /2) anddi denotes the degree of the polynomialpi(x), in the order parameterx, ande561.

p̃\A 1e 2 3e 4 5

p̃2 (21j2)/6 1/2 (21j2)/6 1/2 j
p̃3 0 j j2 1 222j
p̃4 (22j)2(11j)/12 0 (22j)2(11j)/12 j 0
p̃5 0 0 j2(11j)/12 j 0
p̃6 0 0 (22j)(11j)j2/12 j 0
p̃7 0 0 (11j)j3/12 j 0
p̃8 0 0 (22j)(11j)j3/12 j 0
p̃9 0 0 (22j)2(11j)j3/12 j 0

j range ]0,
113e

2 @ #0,1@ #0,e@ ]0,
1
6 @ ]

1
2 ,1@
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Stab~H,G!5$gPGugHg215H%.

We have denoted byVH the linear subspace formed by theH-invariant vectors ofR10:

VH5$xPR10uhx5x,;hPH%, ~18!

and we shall denote byVH
(H) the subset ofVH formed by the points at which the isotropy subgro

of G is H:

VH
~H !5$xPR10uGx5H%. ~19!

TABLE III. Possible symmetry strata,S(d,r ) for D-wave driven pairing in isotroic space~d denotes the dimension of the
stratum andr is an enumeration index!. From left to right, the columns refer to the phase reference numbers accordi
our ~~d,r!! and Ref. 12~N! classification, the order~uHu! and the residual symmetry group,H, the complex coordinates
(zj5xj1 ix51 j , j 51,...,5) of theH-invariant superconducting vector order parameter and corresponding values
partial wave amplitudes (D2 ,...,D22). In columns five and six, thet’s are real parameters, while thev’s are complex ones.
The definitions of the group elements are recalled in Appendix D.

~d,r! N uHu H (z1 ,...,z5) &(D2 ,D1 ,D0 ,D21 ,D22)

~1,1! II ` ^C2xT &3$Rz(f)U1(2f)%f ( i t ,2t,0,0,0) (2t,0,0,0,0)
~1,2! VIII ` O2

z
^ ^T & (0,0,0,0,t) (0,0,t&,0,0)

~1,3! IX,X 16 ^C2x ,T,C4zU1(p)& (0,t,0,0,0) (2t,0,0,0,2t)
~1,4! XI 24 ^C2x ,C2aT,C3dU1(4p/3)& (0,2 i t ,0,0,t) ( i t ,0,t&,0,i t )
~1,5! I ` ^C2xT &3$Rz(f)U1(2f)%f (0,0,t,2 i t ,0) (0,0,0,2i t ,0)
~2,1! V 6 ^C2xT,C3zU1(4p/3)& ( i t 1 ,2t1 ,t2 ,2 i t 2,0) (2t1,0,0,2i t 2,0)
~2,2! IV 4 ^C2xT,C2zU1(p)& (0,0,t1 ,i t 2,0) (0,i t 11 i t 2,0,i t 12 i t 2,0)
~2,3! ¯ 8 ^C2x ,C4zT & (0,i t 1,0,0,t2) (2 i t 1,0,t2&,0,2 i t 1)
~2,4! VII 8 ^C2x ,C2z ,T & (0,t1,0,0,t2) (2t1,0,t2&,0,2t1)
~2,5! VI 8 ^C2xT,C4zU1(p)& ( i t 1 ,t2,0,0,0) (t12t2,0,0,0,2t12t2)
~3,1! III 4 ^C2x ,C2xT & ( i t 1 ,t2,0,0,t3) (t12t2,0,t3&,0,2t12t2)
~3,2! ¯ 4 ^C2x ,C2z& (0,v1,0,0,v2) (2v1,0,v2&,0,2v1)
~4,1! ¯ 2 ^C2xT & ( i t 1 ,t2 ,t3 ,i t 4 ,t5) (t12t2 ,i t 31 i t 4 ,t5&,i t 32 i t 4 ,2t12t2)
~4,2! ¯ 2 ^C2z& (v1 ,v2,0,0,v3) (2 iv12v2,0,v3&,0,iv12v2)
~6,1! ¯ 1 $1% (v1 ,v2 ,v3 ,v4 ,v5) (2 iv12v2 ,iv31v4 ,v5&,iv32v4 ,iv12v2)

TABLE IV. Strata of dimensions>3, bordering each stratumŜ(d,r ) ~d denotes the dimension of the stratum andr is an
enumeration index!. From left to right, the columns refer to the enumeration numbers,~d,r!, of the lower bordering stratum

Ŝ(d,r ), its orbit type,@G(d,r )#, the maximal conjugacy classes of subgroups of@G(d,r )#, @H#M , the order,uHMu, of HM and
the indices, (d8,r 8), of the corresponding strata, if any. The definitions of the group elements are recalled in Appen

~d,r! @G(d,r )# @H#M uHMu (d8,r 8)

~2,1! @^C2xT,C3zU1(4p/3)&# @^C3zU1(4p/3)&# 3 ¯

@^C2xT &# 2 ~4,1!
~2,2! @^C2xT,C2zU1(p)&# @^C2xT &# 2 ~4,1!

@^C2zU1(p)&# 2 ¯

~2,3! @^C2z ,C4xT &# @^C2z ,C2xT &# 4 ~3,1!
@^C2x ,C2z&# 4 ~3,2!

@^C4zT &# 4 ¯

~2,4! @^C2x ,C2z ,T &# @^C2x ,C2z&# 4 ~3,2!
@^C2z ,C2xT &# 4 ~3,1!

~2,5! @^C2xT,C4zU1(p)&# @^C2z ,C2xT &# 4 ~3,1!
@^C4zU1(p)&# 4 ¯

~3,1! @^C2z ,C2xT &# @^C2xT &# 2 ~4,1!
@^C2z&# 2 ~4,2!

~3,2! @^C2x ,C2z&# @^C2z&# 2 ~4,2!
~4,1! @^C2xT &# @1# 1 ~6,1!
~4,2! @^C2z&# @1# 1 ~6,1!
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The setVH
(H) is the intersection ofVH with the stratum of orbit-type@H#.

The group Stab(H,G) acts linearly onVH ; let us call H̃ the linear group defined by thi
action. TheH̃-orbit throughxPVH is the intersection of theG-orbit throughx with VH . There is,
therefore, a one-to-one correspondence between theG-orbits lying in the closure ofŜ@H# and the
H̃ orbits. This correspondence can be restricted to a one-to-one correspondence betw
interior points of the closure ofŜ@H# and the points of the principal stratum ofVH /H̃. If Ŝ@H# is
connected, the one-to-one correspondence is between the principal stratum ofVH /H̃ and Ŝ@H# ,
otherwise the inverse image ofŜ@H# in the correspondence reduces to the points of the princ
stratum ofVH /H̃, corresponding toH̃-orbits through points ofVH

(H) . Thus an IB,$l%, of H̃ can be
used to parametrize the points ofŜ@H# :

p5p~l!.

The range of the parametersl will be determined by the positivity conditions of theP̂ matrix
associated to the IB$l%, P̂(H)(l), and convenient additional conditions obtained from positiv
and rank conditions ofP̂(p), if Ŝ@H# is not connected. To this end it will be worth noting that, f
pPŜ@H# , the matrixP̂(p) can be written in the following form:

P̂~p~l!!5JT~l!P̂~H !~l!J~l!, ~20!

where,J(l) is the Jacobian matrix

Jai~l!5
]pa~l!

]l i
. ~21!

Owing to a well-known theorem in matrix theory, from~20! one obtains the following upper limit

FIG. 1. Possible phase transitions between bordering strata, connected by continuous sequences of one or mo
The group elements are defined in Appendix D.
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rank~ P̂~p~l!!!<rank~J~l!!. ~22!

In the following, we shall use this approach to derive rational parametric equations for a
strata ofŜ with dimensions three and four. The results obtained in this way, starting from ea
the strata of dimensions>2, are summarized in Table IV and in the lower part of Table III.

A. Stratum Ŝ „3,1…

The stabilizer in G of the group H5G(3,1)5^C2z ,C2xT &, is the group Stab(H)
5^C2x ,C2a ,U1(p),T &.

An easy calculation shows that the spaceVH is defined by the equationsxi50, i

51, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10. The elements ofH̃ act on thexi , i 52, 5, 6, by changing the signs of one o
two or all of these coordinates, so, an IB ofH̃ can be chosen to be

l15x5
2, l25x2

2, l35x6
2 ~23!

and the expression of thep’s in terms of thel’s turns out to be the following:

p15l11l21l3 ,

p25~3l1
216l1l213l2

212l1l3118l2l313l3
2!/6,

p35~l11l22l3!2,

p45l1~l123l213l3!2/6,

p55l1~l123l22l3!2/6, ~24!

p65l1~l123l22l3!~l11l22l3!~l123l213l3!/6,

p75l1~l123l22l3!2~l11l22l3!/6,

p85l1~l123l22l3!~l11l22l3!2~l123l213l3!/6,

p95l1~l11l22l3!3~l123l213l3!2/6,

with

l1 ,l2 ,l3.0. ~25!

For values of thel’s satisfying~25!, the values of thep’s defined in~24! renderP̂(p) everywhere
positive semidefinite and of rank three. We can conclude, therefore, that they yield para
equations for the three-dimensional~3D! stratumŜ(3,1). Being the continuous image of a con
nected set, the stratum isconnected.

By eliminating the parametersl’s from ~24! and ~25!, one obtains the following relations:

p459~2p1
222p22p3!~2p1

222p212p1Ap31p3!2t,

p55~2p1
222p22p3!~2p1

226p222p1Ap32p3!2t,

p6523Ap3~2p1
222p22p3!~2p1

226p222p1Ap32p3!~2p1
222p212p1Ap31p3!t,
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p752Ap3~2p1
222p22p3!~2p1

226p222p1Ap32p3!2t,

p853p3~2p1
222p22p3!~2p1

226p222p1Ap32p3!~2p1
222p212p1Ap31p3!t,

p9529Ap3
3~2p1

222p22p3!~2p1
222p212p1Ap31p3!2t, ~26!

H 0,p3,p1
2,

2p1
21p3,6p2,3~2p1

22p3!,
~27!

where

t21564~p11Ap3!3, ~28!

and the square root ofp3 has to be intended in an algebraic sense.

B. Stratum Ŝ „3,2…

The stabilizer inG of the groupH5G(3,2)5^C2x ,C2x&, is a group of` order: Stab(H)
5^C4x ,C4z ,T &ÃU1 .

The spaceVH is defined by the equationsxi50, i 51, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9. The transformation prop
erties of the coordinatesxi , i 52, 5, 7, 10, under the transformations ofH̃ can be conveniently
described in the following way. Let us define:

h15x21 ix51 i ~x71 ix10!, h25x22 ix51 i ~x72 ix10!, ~29!

then

~i! under a gauge transformation,U1(f):(h1 ,h2)→(eifh1 ,eifh2);
~ii ! under time reversalT:(h1 ,h2)→(h2* ,h1* );
~iii ! under a transformationC4x :(h1 ,h2)→(eip/3h2 ,e2 ip/3h1);
~iv! under a transformationC4z :(h1 ,h2)→(2h2 ,2h1).

The groupH̃ is coregular and admits the following minimal IB:

l15~ uh1u21uh2u2!/25x2
21x5

21x7
21x10

2,

l25~ uh1u22uh2u2!2/165~x5x72x2x10!
2, ~30!

l35R@~h1h2* !3#5~x2
22x5

21x7
22x10

2!~x2
4214x2

2x5
21x5

412x2
2x7

222x5
2x7

21x7
4

224x2x5x7x1022x2
2x10

212x5
2x10

2214x7
2x10

21x10
4!.

It has to be noted that the invariant (I@(h1h2* )3#)2 can be expressed as a polynomial
l1 ,l2 ,l3 .

The correspondingP̂-matrix turns out to be

S 4l1 8l2 12l3

8l2 4l1l2 0

12l3 0 36l1~l1
224l2!2

D ~31!

and thep’s can be expressed in terms of thel’s in the following form:

p15l1 ,

p25~3l1
224l2!/6,
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p35l1
224l2 ,

p45~l1
3112l1l22l3!/12,

p55~l1
324l1l22l3!/12, ~32!

p65~l1
4216l2

22l1l3!/12,

p75~l1
428l1

2l2116l2
22l1l3!/12,

p85~l1
528l1

3l2116l1l2
22l1

2l324l2l3!/12,

p95~l1
6212l1

4l2148l1
2l2

2264l2
32l1

3l3212l1l2l3!/12,

where the parametersl have to satisfy the conditions:

H l1.0,
0,4l2,l1

2,

l3
2,~l1

224l2!3.
~33!

For values of thel’s satisfying~33!, the values of thep’s defined in~32! renderP̂(p) everywhere
positive semidefinite and of rank three. We can conclude, therefore, that they yield para
equations for the 3D stratumŜ(3,1). Being the continuous image of a connected set, the stratu
connected.

By eliminating the parametersl from ~32! and ~33! one obtains the following relations:

p25~2p1
21p3!/6,

p55~2p1
31p1p313p4!/3,

p65~24p1
415p1

2p32p3
2112p1p4!/12,

~34!
p75~24p1

413p1
2p31p3

2112p1p4!/12,

p85~24p1
515p1

3p32p1p3
2112p1

2p426p3p4!/6,

p95~216p1
6124p1

4p329p1
2p3

21p3
3148p1

3p4236p1p3p4!/12

and

H p1.0,
0,p3,p1

2,

p3
3,@12p42~4p1

223p3!p1#2
. ~35!

C. Stratum Ŝ „4,1…

The stabilizer in G of the group H5G(4,1)5^C2x ,T &, is the group Stab(H,G)
5O2

xÃ^U1(p),T &.
The spaceVH is defined by the equationsxi50, i 51, 4, 7, 8, 10. The transformation prope

ties of the coordinates,xi , i 52, 3, 5, 6, 9 ofVH are easily derived from~8! and can be put in the
following advantageous form. Let us define
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h15
)x21x5

2
, h25x31 i

x22)x5

2
, h35x62 ix9 , ~36!

then,

~i! under a proper rotation,O2
x(f):(h1 ,h2 ,h3)→(h1 ,e22ifh2 ,eifh3);

~ii ! under a gauge transformation,U1(p):(h1 ,h2 ,h3)→(2h1 ,2h2 ,2h3);
~iii ! under a transformationC2z :(h1 ,h2 ,h3)→(h1 ,2h2* ,h3* );
~iv! under time reversalT:(h1 ,h2 ,h3)→(h1 ,h2 ,2h3).

The groupH̃ is not coregular and admits the following minimal IB:

l153uh1u25 3
4~)x21x5!2,

l25uh2u25 1
4~x2

214x3
222)x2x513x5

2!,

l35uh3u25x6
21x9

2, ~37!

l45)h1I~h2h3
2!5
)

4
~)x21x5!~x2x6

22)x5x6
224x3x6x92x2x9

21)x5x9
2!,

l55@I~h2h3
2!#25 1

4~x2x6
22)x5x6

224x3x6x92x2x9
21)x5x9

2!2

with the syzygy

l4
22l1l550 ~38!

and theP̂ matrix

S 12l1 0 0 6l4 0

0 4l2 0 2l4 4l5

0 0 4l3 4l4 8l5

6l4 2l4 4l4 4l1l2l31l1l3
212l3~4l21l3!l4 2l3~4l21l3!l4

0 4l5 8l5 2l3~4l21l3!l4 4l3~4l21l3!l5

D . ~39!

The conditionsP̂(l)>0 and rank (P̂(l))54, added to~38!, yield the following restrictions on
the acceptable range for thel’s:

H l1 ,l2 ,l3>0,
0<l5,l2l3

2,
l11l5.0.

~40!

The p’s can be expressed in terms of thel’s in the following form:

p15~l113l213l3!/3,

p25~l1
216l1l219l2

2114l1l3118l2l319l3
2124l4!/18,

p35~l113l223l3!2/9,

p45~4l1
3272l1

2l21324l1l2
2236l1

2l31324l1l2l3181l1l3
2

1108l1l42972l2l42486l3l41729l5!/648,
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p55~4l1
3272l1

2l21324l1l2
2112l1

2l32108l1l2l319l1l3
2

236l1l41324l2l4254l3l4181l5!/648, ~41!

p65~l113l223l3!~4l1
3272l1

2l21324l1l2
2212l1

2l31108l1l2l3

227l1l3
2136l1l42324l2l41162l3l42243l5!/1944,

p75~l113l223l3!~4l1
3272l1

2l21324l1l2
2112l1

2l32108l1l2l3

19l1l3
2236l1l41324l2l4254l3l4181l5!/1944,

p85~l113l223l3!2~4l1
3272l1

2l21324l1l2
2212l1

2l31108l1l2l3

227l1l3
2136l1l42324l2l41162l3l42243l5!/5832,

p95~l113l223l3!3~4l1
3272l1

2l21324l1l2
2236l1

2l31324l1l2l3

181l1l3
21108l1l42972l2l42486l3l41729l5!/17 496.

For values of thel’s satisfying~38! and ~40!, the values of thep’s defined in~41! renderP̂(p)
everywhere positive semidefinite and of rank four. We can conclude, therefore, that they
parametric equations for the four-dimensional~4D! stratumŜ(4,1). Being the continuous image o
a connected set, the stratum isconnected.

For l1Þ0 @l5Þ0#, the syzygy can be solved with respect tol5@l1# and the expression on
obtains can be substituted into~41!, so, in this region, (l1 ,...,l4)@(l2 ,...,l5)# play the role of
local coordinates for the manifold underlying the stratum. Since, owing to~40!, l1 andl5 cannot
vanish simultaneously, the whole stratum is covered by two rational charts of local coordin

The elimination of the parametersl from ~41! and~40! leads to cumbersome relations, whic
are not worth writing down.

D. Stratum Ŝ „4,2…

The stabilizer inG of the isotropy subgroupH5G(4,2)5^C2z&, is the group Stab(H)
5O2

zÃU1 .
The spaceVH is defined by the equationsxi50, i 53,4,8,9. The transformation properties

the coordinates,xi , i 51, 2, 5, 6, 7, 10 ofVH can be put in the following advantageous form. L
us define

h15x51 ix10, h25
x71 ix61 i ~x21 ix1!

&
, h35

x71 ix62 i ~x21 ix1!

&
, ~42!

then,

~i! under a proper rotation,O2
z(f): (h1 ,h2 ,h3)→(h1 ,e22if,e22ifh3);

~ii ! under a gauge transformation,U1(f): (h1 ,h2 ,h3)→(eifh1 ,e2 ifh2 ,eifh3);
~iii ! under a transformationC2x : (h1 ,h2 ,h3)→(h1 ,h3* ,h2* );
~iv! under time reversalT: (h1 ,h2 ,h3)→(h1* ,2h3 ,2h2).

A minimal IB of H̃, which is coregular, can be chosen to be

l15S j 51
3 uh j u25x1

21x2
21x5

21x6
21x7

21x10
2 ,

l25uh1u25x5
21x10

2 , ~43!
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l35~ uh2u22uh3u2!2/45~x2x62x1x7!2,

l452R~h1
2h2h3* !52x1

2x5
22x2

2x5
21x5

2x6
21x5

2x7
224x1x5x6x1024x2x5x7x10

1x1
2x10

2 1x2
2x10

2 2x6
2x10

2 2x7
2x10

2 .

The P̂ matrix relative to the IB$l% has the following form:

P̂~l!54S l1 l2 2l3 2l4

l2 l2 0 l4

2l3 0 ~l12l2!l3 0

2l4 l4 0 l2~l1
22l1l224l3!

D . ~44!

The conditionsP̂(l).0 and rank (P̂(p))54 yield the following restrictions on the acceptab
values of thel’s:

H 0,l2,l1

0,4l3,~l12l2!2

l4
2,l2

2@~l12l2!224l3#
. ~45!

The expressions of thep’s in terms of thel’s turn out to be the following:

p15l1 ,

p25~3l1
222l1l212l2

2112l322l4!/6,

p35l1
222l1l212l2

224l322l4 ,

p45l2~9l1
2218l1l2110l2

2236l316l4!/6,

p55~5l1
2l2214l1l2

2110l2
324l2l324l1l416l2l4!/6, ~46!

p65~6l1
3l2217l1

2l2
2114l1l2

322l2
4224l1l2l3120l2

2l3

23l1
2l412l1l2l414l2

2l4112l3l422l4
2!/6,

p75~4l1
3l2211l1

2l2
216l1l2

312l2
4216l1l2l3128l2

2l3

25l1
2l4110l1l2l424l2

2l414l3l412l4
2!/6,

p85~3l1
4l212l1

3l2
2236l1

2l2
3152l1l2

4220l2
5224l1

2l2l328l1l2
2l3180l2

3l3148l2l3
2

26l1
3l4116l1

2l2l4216l1l2
2l418l2

3l4124l1l3l4216l2l3l424l1l4
2112l2l4

2!/6,

p95~33l1
4l2

22132l1
3l2

31168l1
2l2

4272l1l2
514l2

62264l1
2l2

2l31528l1l2
3l32144l2

4l3

1528l2
2l3

229l1
4l4136l1

3l2l4260l1
2l2

2l4148l1l2
3l4212l2

4l4172l1
2l3l4

2144l1l2l3l4196l2
2l3l42144l3

2l4212l1
2l4

2124l1l2l4
2112l2

2l4
2148l3l4

224l4
3!/6.

In the range of values for thel’s defined in~45!, the values of thep’s defined in~46! render
P̂(p) everywhere positive semidefinite and of rank four. We can conclude, therefore, tha
yield parametric equations for the four dimensional stratumŜ(4,2). Being the continuous image o
a connected set, the stratum isconnected.
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The elimination of the parametersl from ~46! and~45! leads to cumbersome relations, whic
are not worthwhile writing down.

E. Principal stratum Ŝ „6,1…

Implicit equations for the principal stratum are yielded inR9 by the syzygies relating the
invariantspi , i 51,...,9, which can be easily obtained from the syzygies~B1!–~B5!, using~15!. At
the points ofŜp5Ŝ(6,1) the matrixP̂(p) has to be positive semidefinite and its rank has to be

The method used for the singular strata does not help to obtain parametric equationsŜp

and to attain the goal one has to resort to less elegant and more pedantic procedures. A po
is to use the invariants of an IB of the subgroupSO3 of G as parameters in terms of which t
express thep’s, but in this case, great care has to be paid to the determination of the range
parameters that render one-to-one correspondence with the pointspPŜp .

The Mölien function for the subgroupSO3 of G can be obtained as a byproduct of th
calculation of the Mo¨lien function forG ~see Appendix A!:

MSO3
~h!5

11h41h8

~12h2!3~12h3!4 , ~47!

which, after multiplying numerator and denominator by (12h4), becomes

MSO3
~h!5

12h12

~12h2!3~12h3!4~12h4!
. ~48!

Equations~47! and~48! indicate that a minimal IB for the subgroupSO3 of G is formed by eight
invariants, with degrees~2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4! related by only one syzygy of degree 12. A possib
choice is the following:

l15Tr~cc* !, l55I@Tr~c3!#,

l25R@Tr~c2!#, l65R@Tr~c2c* !#,
~49!

l35I@Tr~c2!#, l75I@Tr~c2c* !#,

l45R@Tr~c3!#), l85Tr~cc* cc* !.

Only the first seven elements of the basis are algebraically independent. The explicit expres
the syzygy relating thel’s is reported in Appendix B@see~B7!#.

The P̂ matrix relative to the IB$l1 ,...,l8% is the following and for values of thel’s satis-
fying the syzygy~B7!, it has rank seven:

P̂1i52di
(l)l i , d(l)5~2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4!, i 51,...,8,

P̂2254l1 , P̂4550,

P̂2350, P̂465
1
2~2l1l21l2

22l3
2!,

P̂2456l6 , P̂4752~l12l2!l3 ,

P̂2556l7 , P̂4852~2l1l41l2l62l3l7!,

P̂2652~l412l6!, P̂555
3
4~6l1

22l2
22l3

226l8!,
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P̂2752~l522l7!, P̂565~l11l2!l3 ,

P̂2854l1l2 , P̂575
1
2~2l1l22l2

21l3
2!, ~50!

P̂3354l1 , P̂5852~2l1l51l3l61l2l7!,

P̂34526l7 , P̂665
1

12~2l1
218l1l215l2

215l3
216l8!,

P̂3556l6 , P̂675
2
3l1l3 ,

P̂3652~l512l7!, P̂6852 2
3~3l2l413l3l5214l1l612l2l612l3l7!,

P̂37522~l422l6!, P̂775
1

12~2l1
228l1l215l2

215l3
216l8!,

P̂3854l1l3 , P̂785
2
3~3l3l423l2l522l3l6114l1l712l2l7!,

P̂445
3
4~6l1

22l2
22l3

226l8!, P̂8852 8
3~3l1

322l4
222l5

212l6
212l7

229l1l8!.

The connection between thep’s and thel’s can be immediately obtained from their ve
definitions:

p15l1 ,

p25l8 ,

p35l2
21l3

2,

p45l4
21l5

2,

p55l6
21l7

2, ~51!

p65l2l4l61l3l5l62l3l4l71l2l5l7 ,

p75l2l6
212l3l6l72l2l7

2,

p85l2
2l4l62l3

2l4l612l2l3l5l612l2l3l4l72l2
2l5l71l3

2l5l7 ,

p95l2
3l4

223l2l3
2l4

216l2
2l3l4l522l3

3l4l52l2
3l5

213l2l3
2l5

2.

As already noted, there is not one-to-one correspondence between the pointsl5(l1 ,...,l8),
lying on the surface determined by the syzygy~B7! and rendering positive semidefinite and
rank seven theP̂ matrix associated with the integrity basis$l%, and the pointsp of the principal
stratum ofR10/G. In fact, the action of the groupG in R10 induces a linear action ofG on the
variablesl i . With the definitions

h15l21 il3 , h25l41 il5 , h35l61 il7 , ~52!

the variablesl andh have the following transformation properties:

~i! l1 andl8 are invariant under the whole group;
~ii ! under gauge transformations,U1(f): (h1 ,h2 ,h3)→(e2ifh1 ,e3ifh2 ,eifh3);
~iii ! under time reversalT: (h1 ,h2 ,h3)→(h1* ,h2* ,h3* ).
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The one-to-one correspondence problem can be solved by finding a criterion enabling
select a unique point in each orbit of the action ofG in thel space. To this end, let us make som
preliminary remarks:

~i! A direct check shows that forh150 and general values ofh2 andh3 the rank ofP̂(p(l))
is six.

~ii ! Using ~22! one easily realizes that rank(P̂(p(l))),rank(J(l)),6, for l35l55l750.

Now, let us choose any orbit,V̄, in the principal stratum ofR10/G, i.e., ap̄PŜp , and letl̄
be such thatp(l̄)5 p̄. At least one of the parametersh̄ i , i 51, 2, 3, has to be different from zero
Let us say thath̄ i , is the first one, in lexicographic order~in a lexicographic ordering,
(v1 ,...,vk).(v18 ,...,vk8) means that the first nonvanishing componentv i2v i8 , i 51,...,k, is posi-
tive!. Then, onV̄ there will be a pointl̄8, such thath̄ i8 is real and positive; this point can b
attained froml̄ by means of a convenient gauge transformation. Since at least ah̄ j , j 51, 2, 3, has
to beÞ0, this meansı̄ ,3. At this point we still have at our disposal time reversal transformati
to fix the sign of the imaginary part of one of theh̄ i ,i . ı̄ @recall that at least one of theI(h̄ j ) has
to beÞ0#. So, if ̄ is such thatI(h̄ ̄) is the first~in lexicographic order! nonvanishing imaginary
part of theh̄ ’s, we can chooseI(h̄ ̄).0.

After introducing a lexicographic order in the real vector spaces generated by the v
formed, respectively, with the real and imaginary parts of theh’s, the criterion that we have
devised can be resumed in the following simple additional conditions on these vectors:

l350, ~l2 ,l4 ,l6!.0, ~l3 ,l5 ,l7!.0, l550 for l250. ~53!

Using these conditions, the expressions~51! of the p’s can be simplified as follows:

p15l1 , p65l2~l4l61l5l7!,

p25l8 , p75l2~l6
22l7

2!,

p35l2
2, p85l2

2~l4l62l5l7!, ~54!

p45l4
21l5

2, p95l3~l4
22l5

2!,

p55l6
21l7

2,

where thel’s are required to satisfy the syzygy~B7!, the conditions rendering the matrixP̂(p)
positive semidefinite and of rank six and (l5 ,l7).0.

VI. AN EXAMPLE: MINIMA OF A GENERAL FOURTH DEGREE LANDAU POLYNOMIAL

As a simple example, we have also calculated the minimum of a general fourth d
polynomial free energy

F̂~4!~p!5
a0

2
p1

21(
j 51

3

a j pj , a iPR, i 50,...,3, ~55!

with the additional assumptions that it is bounded below and has a local maximum at the
(a1,0). In ~55! the a’s are phenomenological parameters.

Recalling the definitionp̃i5pi /p1
di /2 , the polynomialF̂ (4)(p) can be put in the following

form:
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F̂~4!~p!5
p1

2

2
D1a1p1 , ~56!

where we have defined

D5a012a2p̃212a3p̃3 . ~57!

Since, owing to its definition~14!, p1 ranges over the whole non-negative real numbers, in

orbit space, the polynomialF̂ (4)(p) is bounded below~in the assumptiona1,0) if and only if the
minimum of D, d, evaluated in the sectionp151 of the orbit space, is positive. Being th
minimum of the right-hand side of~56!, thought of as a function only ofp1>0, equal to

2a1 /(2D), the absolute minimum ofF̂ (4)(p)upPS is 2a1
2/(2d). In this way, the determination

of the minimum ofF̂ (4)(p) is reduced to the calculation ofd.
The absolute minimum ofd in each singular stratum can be easily computed using

equations of the strata. For the principal stratum the determination of the minimum of the re

tion of F̂ (4) to the surfacep151 as a constrained minimum is difficult and it is easier to so
Eq. ~2! and to check subsequently if the solutions lie in the principal stratum. A comparison o
values of the minima in the different strata, in order to determine the absolute minimum, le
the results summarized in Table V and illustrated in Fig. 2, where the denomination of the

introduced in the text has been used. Owing to the low degree of the polynomial definingF̂ (4)

3(p) in ~55!, and the consequent low number of free parametersa, the absolute minimum
exhibits strong degeneracy, particularly for special values of thea’s. If these special values ar
excluded, spontaneous breaking of the symmetry can generate only five distinct phases
fifteen permitted in theG-symmetry; some of them are unstable. For no nontrivial values
(a2 ,a3) does the absolute minimum lie on the stratumS(2,2).

For general values of thea’s, our results are in agreement with Mermin’s ones.11 Let us add
a few words about the perturbative stability of the three degenerate phases in the regionR2 ~see
Table V!. For (a0 ,a2 ,a3)PR2 , the addition to the free energy,F (4), of a ‘‘small’’ perturbation,
consisting in an invariant polynomial of degree six:

Q~6!5a4p41a5p5 , ~58!

splits the three degenerate minima determined by the fourth degree term.23 This is easy to check
at least in the additional assumption that the perturbation leaves the absolute minimum in
the strata corresponding to the degenerate phases. In fact, at the first perturbative ord
obtains from Tables I and II the following shifts,Q (d,r )

(6) , in the values of the sixth-order fre
energy at the points whereF (4)(p) takes on its degenerate absolute minimum under considera

TABLE V. Absolute minimum,F̂min
(4) 52a1

2/(2d), of a general, bounded below,G-invariant fourth degree polynomial

F̂ (4)(a,p)5a0p1
2/21S j 51

3 a j pj , a1,0, and hosting strata,S(d,r ), as functions of the coefficientsa. The denomination of
the strata is the same as in Table III.

a range d ~d,r!

R1 :Max(023a0/2,26a3),a2 a012a2/3 ~1,4!
R2 :26a3.a2.Max(2a022a3,2a3) a01a212a3 ~1,2!, ~1,3!, ~2,4!
R3 :2a0/2,a2,Min(0,2a3) a012a2 ~1,1!
R13 :05a2,Min(a0 ,a3) a0 ~1,1!, ~1,4!, ~1,5!, ~2,1!, ~3,1!, ~4,1!
R12 :Max(23a0/2,0),a2526a3 a024a3 ~1,2!, ~1,3!, ~1,4!, ~2,3!, ~2,4!, ~3,2!
R23 :2a0/2,a252a3,0 a014a3 ~1,1!, ~1,2!, ~1,3!, ~2,4!, ~2,5!
R123:a25a350,a0 a0 All, except ~0,1!
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Q~1,2!
~6! 5

a1
3

d3

a41a5

6
, Q~1,3!

~6! 50, Q~2,4!
~6! 5

a1
3

d3 ~a41a5!j, ~59!

where 0,j,1/6.
Since 2a1 /d.0, the absolute minimum will be perturbatively stable onŜ(1,2) or, respec-

tively, Ŝ(1,3), depending on whethera41a5 is negative or positive.
As stressed in Sec. I, the above-mentioned difficulties can be overcome if one put

restrictive upper limits to the degree of the polynomial describing the free energy. It is trivia
instance, to realize that the following class of bounded below polynomial functions16 have a
vanishing maximum at the origin ofR10 and display an absolute minimum at the arbitrarily chos
point p̄PŜ:

(
i 51

9

a i@~pi2 p̄i !
2ni2 p̄i

2ni#, ~60!

where thea’s are positive constants and then’s are positive integers.
The physical implications of our results and the derivation of a more realistic form of the

energy will be discussed in forthcoming papers. We shall limit ourselves, here, to note tha
D-wave content in terms, e.g., ofd- or extendeds-waves~mentioned in Sec. I! can be directly read
off the fourth column of Table III for each of the possible symmetry phases of the system
consideration.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Through a detailed and rigorous analysis, we have determined and characterized the p
ground states ofD-wave condensates in isotropic space, which are relevant both in higTc

superconductivity and in3He phase transitions. The problem has been formulated and solv
the framework of geometric invariant theory, which, as noted long ago,14 is the natural mathemati

FIG. 2. Localization of the absolute minimum of a fourth degreeG-invariant polynomial, F̂ (4)(a,p)5a0p1
2/2

1S j 51
3 a j pj , a1,0, as a function of its coefficients. For values of (a0 ,a2 ,a3) in R1 or in R2 or in R3 , the absolute

minimum lies, respectively, in the strataS(1,4) or $S(1,2),S(1,3),S(2,4)% ~degenerate minimum! or S(1,1). For particular values
of the a’s, see Table IV.
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cal setting in which to deal with minimization of invariant potentials, which are plagued
degeneracy problems. This enabled us to complete and/or correct results previously obta
other authors, using different methods.

Until now, the kind of approach we have used had only been applied to relatively si
models, with coregular symmetry groups, in condensed matter24 and in elementary particle
physics.25 In this paper, we have fully characterized the geometry of the orbit space of the
group SO3^ U13^T &, acting in the spaceR10, a highly nontrivial group, with a noncoregula
minimal integrity basis, formed by nine elements with degrees up to 12. For this group we
determined the explicit form of the elements of an integrity basis and of the syzygies relating
elements, the equations and inequalities determining the orbit space and its stratification a
corresponding isotropy subgroups chains. The minima of a general fourth degree polyn
invariant free energy have been recalculated and the sixth degree polynomial perturbative
tions to its absolute minimum have been determined. Some of our conclusions have bee
pared with previous results obtained by other authors.

To overcome some computational difficulties in the full characterization of the stratificatio
the orbit space, difficulties originating from the high dimensionality of the problem, we ha
devise a sophisticated procedure, allowing us to obtainrational parametric equations also for th
higher dimensional singular strata. The procedure is absolutely general and is reminiscent
a different context and in higher dimensions, of classical techniques for parametrizing
algebraic curves.26
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APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF MÖ LIEN FUNCTIONS

In this Appendix, we shall explicitly calculate the two integrals,I 1 and I 2 , appearing in the
expression ofMG(h) @see~9!#:

I 15
1

32p3 E
0

2p

df1E
0

2p

df2E
0

p

sinu duE
0

2p da

f 1~cosx,a!
,

~A1!

I 25
1

16p2 E
0

2p

df1E
0

2p

df2E
0

p sinu du

f 2~cosx!
,

where

f 1~cosx,a!5 )
k522

2

@~12hei ~kx1a!!~12hei ~kx2a!!#,

~A2!

f 2~cosx!5 )
k522

2

@~12heikx!~11heikx!#

and cosx is defined in~10!.
Using as new integration variablesf2 , u5cos(f11f2), andv5cosx, the integral overf2

can be immediately performed and one remains with
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I 15
1

2p2 E
0

2p

daE
21

1 dv
f 1~v,a!

E
v

1 du

~11u!A12u2

5
1

2p2 E
0

2p

daE
21

1 dv
f 1~v,a!

A12v2

11v

5
1

2p2 E
0

2p

daE
0

2p

dx
sin2~x/2!

f 1~cosx,a!
~A3!

and, analogously,

I 25
1

p E
0

2p

dx
sin2~x/2!

f 2~cosx!
. ~A4!

After defining

z15eix, z25eia, ~A5!

the remaining integrals can be conveniently thought of as integrals on unit circles of com
planes of the variablesz1 andz2 ,

I 152
1

8p2h4 R dz2

~z22h!~z2h21!
R dz1 F1~z1 ,z2 ,h!,

~A6!

I 25
1

4p ih4~h221!
R dz1 F2~z1 ,h!,

where

F1~z1 ,z2 ,h!

5
z1

4~z121!2

S z1
22

h

z2
D ~z1

22z2h!S z12
h

z2
D ~z12z2h!S z12

z2

h D S z12
1

z2h D S z1
22

z2

h D S z1
22

1

z2h D ,

~A7!

F2~z1 ,h!5
z1

4~z121!2

~z1
22h2!~z1

42h2!S z1
22

1

h2D S z1
42

1

h2D .

Using the Cauchy theorem and recalling thatuhu,1, the calculation reduces to a computati
of residues at the internal poles to the unit circles. So, one ends up with the following expre
for I 1 and I 2 :

I 15
113h812h1013h121h20

2~12h2!3~12h4!2~12h8!~12h1h2!2~11h1h2!2 ,

~A8!

I 25
12h21h4

2~12h2!3~12h4!~12h1h2!~11h1h2!
.

The sum ofI 1 and I 2 gives to the expression ofMG(h) reported in~11!.
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As a by-product of the calculation, one finds also the following expression for the Mo¨lien
function of the subgroupSO3 of G:

MSO3
~h!5

1

8p2 E
0

2p

df1E
0

2p

df2E
0

p

du sinu f 1~cosx,0!

52
1

4p ih4~12h2!
R dz1 F1~z1,1,h!

5
11h41h8

~12h2!3~12h3!4 . ~A9!

APPENDIX B: SYZYGIES

1. Explicit form of the syzygies for the group G

The ten elements of the nonminimal IB$j, u% defined in~14! and ~15! are related by the
following syzygies:

u1
25 1

192@36j1
6j32144j1

4j2j31180j1
2j2

2j3272j2
3j3236j1

4j3
21108j1

2j2j3
2272j2

2j3
219j1

2j3
3

218j2j3
3280j1

3j3j41144j1j2j3j4124j1j3
2j4148j3j4

21144j1
3j3j52144j1j2j3j5

172j1j3
2j52288j3j4j52144j3j5

2296j1
2j3j6224j3

2j61192j6
2

124u1~8j1
2212j22j3!j3196u2~j1j324j5!216u3j3#, ~B1!

u1u252 1
2~j3j4j61u1j3j422u2j612u3j5!, ~B2!

u2
25 1

768@236j1
6j3

21144j1
4j2j3

22180j1
2j2

2j3
2172j2

3j3
2136j1

4j3
32108j1

2j2j3
3172j2

2j3
329j1

2j3
4

118j2j3
4180j1

3j3
2j42144j1j2j3

2j4224j1j3
3j4248j3

2j4
2244j1

3j3
2j51144j1j2j3

2j5

272j1j3
3j511056j3

2j4j51144j3
2j5

2196j1
2j3

2j6124j3
3j62384j3j6

2124u1j3

3~28j1
2j3112j2j31j3

2216j6!296u2j3~j1j324j5!116u3~j3
2124j6!2384u4#,

~B3!

u2u35 1
128@236j1

7j3
21144j1

5j2j3
22180j1

3j2
2j3

2172j1j2
3j3

2136j1
5j3

32108j1
3j2j3

3172j1j2
2j3

3

29j1
3j3

4118j1j2j3
41144j1

6j3j42576j1
4j2j3j41720j1

2j2
2j3j42288j2

3j3j4264j1
4j3

2j4

1288j1
2j2j3

2j42288j2
2j3

2j4112j1
2j3

3j4272j2j3
3j42320j1

3j3j4
21576j1j2j3j4

2

148j1j3
2j4

21192j3j4
31144j1

6j3j52576j1
4j2j3j51720j1

2j2
2j3j52288j2

3j3j5

2288j1
4j3

2j51576j1
2j2j3

2j52288j2
2j3

2j5236j1
2j3

3j5272j2j3
3j51256j1

3j3j4j5

11440j1j3
2j4j52960j3j4

2j51576j1
3j3j5

22576j1j2j3j5
21432j1j3

2j5
224800j3j4j5

2

2576j3j5
3196j1

3j3
2j6124j1j3

3j61384j1
2j3j4j621152j2j3j4j62192j3

2j4j6

2384j1
2j3j5j6296j3

2j5j62384j1j3j6
211536j4j6

211536j5j6
2224u1

3~8j1
3j3

2212j1j2j3
22j1j3

3232j1
2j3j5148j2j3j514j3

2j5116j1j3j6164j4j6

264j5j6!18u2~36j1
62144j1

4j21180j1
2j2

2272j2
3236j1

4j31108j1
2j2j3272j2

2j3

23j1
2j3

2218j2j3
2280j1

3j41144j1j2j4172j1j3j4148j4
21144j1

3j52144j1j2j5
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1168j1j3j52480j4j52336j5
22288j1

2j61288j2j6!116u3~j1j3
224j3j4196j1

2j5

2144j2j5216j3j5124j1j6!2384u4j1#, ~B4!

u3
25 1

256@2144j1
8j3

21144j1
6j2j3

211008j1
4j2

2j3
221872j1

2j2
3j3

21864j2
4j3

21108j1
6j3

3

1144j1
4j2j3

321188j1
2j2

2j3
31936j2

3j3
32144j1

2j2j3
41288j2

2j3
429j1

2j3j5

118j2j3
511728j1

7j3j426912j1
5j2j3j418640j1

3j2
2j3j423456j1j2

3j3j4

21408j1
5j3

2j415568j1
3j2j3

2j425184j1j2
2j3

2j41416j1
3j3

3j421296j1j2j3
3j4

224j1j3
4j423840j1

4j3j4
216912j1

2j2j3j4
21960j1

2j3
2j4

22576j2j3
2j4

2248j3
3j4

2

12304j1j3j4
311728j1

7j3j526912j1
5j2j3j518640j1

3j2
2j3j523456j1j2

3j3j5

22304j1
5j3

2j514032j1
3j2j3

2j521728j1j2
2j3

2j521584j1j2j3
3j5272j1j3

4j5

13072j1
4j3j4j5114 976j1

2j3
2j4j513456j2j3

2j4j51288j3
3j4j5211 520j1j3j4

2j5

16912j1
4j3j5

226912j1
2j2j3j5

214032j1
2j3

2j5
211728j2j3

2j5
21144j3

3j5
2

257 600j1j3j4j5
226912j1j3j5

31864j1
6j3j623456j1

4j2j3j614320j1
2j2

2j3j6

21728j2
3j3j62480j1

4j3
2j613744j1

2j2j3
2j621728j2

2j3
2j61408j1

2j3
3j6

2144j2j3
3j6124j3

4j612688j1
3j3j4j6210 368j1j2j3j4j621344j1j3

2j4j6

2384j3j4
2j621152j1

3j3j5j623456j1j2j3j5j61576j1j3
2j5j6214 592j3j4j5j6

23456j3j5
2j625376j1

2j3j6
222304j2j3j6

22768j3
2j6

2118 432j1j4j6
2

118 432j1j5j6
216144j6

318u1~36j1
6j32144j1

4j2j31180j1
2j2

2j3272j2
3j3

2132j1
4j3

2236j1
2j2j3

21360j2
2j3

223j1
2j3

3154j2j3
313j3

4280j1
3j3j4

1144j1j2j3j4224j1j3
2j41240j3j4

211296j1
3j3j521872j1j2j3j5272j1j3

2j5

2864j3j4j52144j3j5
2296j1

2j3j62864j2j3j6296j3
2j622304j1j4j612304j1j5j6

1768j6
2!196u2~36j1

72144j1
5j21180j1

3j2
2272j1j2

3236j1
5j31108j1

3j2j3

272j1j2
2j315j1

3j3
2230j1j2j3

22j1j3
3280j1

4j41144j1
2j2j4172j1

2j3j4148j1j4
2

1144j1
4j52144j1

2j2j51136j1
2j3j5148j2j3j514j3

2j52480j1j4j52336j1j5
2

2288j1
3j61288j1j2j6116j1j3j6164j4j6264j5j6!116u3~36j1

62144j1
4j2

1180j1
2j2

2272j2
3236j1

4j31108j1
2j2j3272j2

2j3113j1
2j3

226j2j3
21j3

3

280j1
3j41144j1j2j4224j1j3j4148j4

211296j1
3j521872j1j2j5272j1j3j5

2480j4j52336j5
21192j1

2j6248j3j6!2512u4~3j1
219j21j3!#, ~B5!

u45u1u3 . ~B6!

2. Explicit form of the syzygy for the rotation subgroup of G

The invariantsl1 ,...,l8 of the subgroupSO3 of G, defined in~49!, satisfy the following
syzygy:
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l8
35 1

72~36l1
6236l1

4l2
219l1

2l2
4236l1

4l3
2118l1

2l2
2l3

219l1
2l3

4280l1
3l4

2

124l1l2
2l4

2216l2
3l4

2124l1l3
2l4

2148l2l3
2l4

2148l4
4296l2

2l3l4l5

132l3
3l4l5280l1

3l5
2124l1l2

2l5
2116l2

3l5
2124l1l3

2l5
2248l2l3

2l5
2

196l4
2l5

2148l5
4196l1

2l2l4l6196l1l2
2l4l6248l2

3l4l6296l1l3
2l4l6

248l2l3
2l4l6196l1

2l3l5l61192l1l2l3l5l6248l2
2l3l5l6248l3

2l5l6

1144l1
3l6

22288l1
2l2l6

2172l1l2
2l6

2172l1l3
2l6

22288l4
2l6

22288l5
2l6

2

1384l4l6
32144l6

4296l1
2l3l4l71192l1l2l3l4l7148l2

2l3l4l7148l3
3l4l7

196l1
2l2l5l7296l1l2

2l5l7248l2
3l5l7196l1l3

2l5l7248l2l3
2l5l7

2576l1
2l3l6l711152l5l6

2l71144l1
3l7

21288l1
2l2l7

2172l1l2
2l7

2172l1l3
2l7

2

2288l4
2l7

22288l5
2l7

221152l4l6l7
22288l6

2l7
22384l5l7

32144l7
42144l1

4l8

1108l1
2l2

2l8218l2
4l81108l1

2l3
2l8236l2

2l3
2l8218l3

4l81144l1l4
2l8

1144l1l5
2l82288l2l4l6l82288l3l5l6l82144l1l6

2l81288l2l6
2l8

1288l3l4l7l82288l2l5l7l81576l3l6l7l82144l1l7
2l82288l2l7

2l81180l1
2l8

2

272l2
2l8

2272l3
2l8

2!. ~B7!

APPENDIX C: EXPLICIT FORM OF THE P̂ MATRIX FOR THE GROUP G

For

~d1 ,...,d9!5~2,4,4,6,6,8,8,10,12!, ~C1!

the explicit form of theP̂ matrix related to the integrity basis$p% of the groupG is the following:

P1,i52dipi , i 51,...,9,

P2,252 8
3~3p1

329p1p222p412p5!,

P2,358p1p3 ,

P2,454~2p1p41p6!,

P2,55
4
3~14p1p523p622p7!,

P2,652 2
3~3p3p423p3p5226p1p612p8!,

P2,752 4
3~2p3p5217p1p713p8!,

P2,852 2
3~2p3p623p3p7232p1p813p9!,

P2,954~p3p815p1p9!,

P3,3516p1p3 ,

P3,4524p6 ,

P3,558~p612p7!,
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P3,654~p3p413p3p512p1p612p8!,

P3,758~2p3p51p1p71p8!,

P3,854~2p3p613p3p714p1p81p9!,

P3,9524~p3p81p1p9!,

P4,453~6p1
226p22p3!p4 ,

P4,552~2p1p61p8!,

P4,65
1
2~4p1p3p4124p4p5118p1

2p6218p2p623p3p612p9!,

P4,75
1

32~236p1
61144p1

4p22180p1
2p2

2172p2
3136p1

4p32108p1
2p2p3172p2

2p329p1
2p3

2

118p2p3
2180p1

3p42144p1p2p4224p1p3p4248p4
22144p1

3p51144p1p2p5

272p1p3p51288p4p51144p5
2296p1

2p61288p2p61112p3p61288p1
2p72288p2p7

132p1p8116p9!,

P4,85
1
2~2p3

2p4148p4p7118p1
2p8218p2p823p3p814p1p9!,

P4,953~12p4p816p1
2p926p2p92p3p9!,

P5,55
1
3~2p1

2p516p2p515p3p518p1p7!,

P5,65
1

48~236p1
61144p1

4p22180p1
2p2

2172p2
3136p1

4p32108p1
2p2p3172p2

2p329p1
2p3

2

118p2p3
2180p1

3p42144p1p2p4224p1p3p4248p4
22144p1

3p51144p1p2p5

124p1p3p51480p4p51144p5
2280p1

2p61336p2p6188p3p61288p1
2p72288p2p7

148p3p7232p1p8116p9!,

P5,75
1

96~236p1
61144p1

4p22180p1
2p2

2172p2
3136p1

4p32108p1
2p2p3172p2

2p329p1
2p3

2

118p2p3
2180p1

3p42144p1p2p4224p1p3p4248p4
22144p1

3p51144p1p2p5

1184p1p3p51288p4p51912p5
2296p1

2p61288p2p6148p3p61352p1
2p7296p2p7

1160p3p7296p1p8116p9!,

P5,85
1
6~6p3

2p518p1p3p6196p5p6112p1p3p7148p4p712p1
2p816p2p815p3p8!,

P5,952~212p3p4p51p3
2p6124p6

212p1p3p816p4p8!,

P6,65
1

12~2p1
2p3p416p2p3p415p3

2p4154p1
2p3p5254p2p3p529p3

2p5148p1p4p5

124p1p3p6148p4p61144p5p6196p4p7112p3p818p1p9!,

P6,75
1

96~236p1
71144p1

5p22180p1
3p2

2172p1p2
3136p1

5p32108p1
3p2p3172p1p2

2p3

29p1
3p3

2118p1p2p3
2180p1

4p42144p1
2p2p4224p1

2p3p4248p1p4
22144p1

4p5

1144p1
2p2p5272p1

2p3p5196p3
2p51288p1p4p51144p1p5

2296p1
3p61288p1p2p6

1176p1p3p611152p5p61288p1
3p72288p1p2p71192p1p3p71576p4p71576p5p7
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264p1
2p8196p2p8180p3p8116p1p9!,

P6,85
1

12~8p1p3
2p4148p3p4p5112p3

2p6196p6
2154p1

2p3p7254p2p3p729p3
2p7196p1p4p7

124p1p3p8172p4p81216p5p812p1
2p916p2p915p3p9!,

P6,95
1
2~2p3

3p4124p3p4p6118p1
2p3p8218p2p3p823p3

2p8

124p1p4p814p1p3p9112p4p9160p5p9!,

P7,75
1
3~2p1

2p3p516p2p3p515p3
2p5112p1p5

2124p4p618p1p3p7148p5p7!,

P7,85
1
6~12p1p3

2p5136p3p4p5236p3p5
212p1

2p3p616p2p3p615p3
2p6

148p1p5p6124p6
216p3

2p7172p7
218p1p3p81120p5p8!,

P7,95212p1p3p4p514p1p3
2p6112p3p4p6212p3p5p6

124p1p6
212p3

2p8124p7p8124p5p9 ,

P8,85
1

12~2p1
2p3

2p416p2p3
2p415p3

3p4154p1
2p3

2p5254p2p3
2p529p3

3p51192p1p3p4p5

124p1p3
2p6196p3p4p62288p3p5p6112p3

2p81576p7p818p1p3p91192p5p9!,

P8,95
1
2~4p1p3

3p4112p3
2p4

2118p1
2p3

2p6218p2p3
2p623p3

3p6148p1p3p4p6284p3p6
2

224p3p4p8184p8
212p3

2p9148p6p9184p7p9!,

P9,953~6p1
2p3

3p426p2p3
3p42p3

4p4112p1p3
2p4

21288p1p3
2p4p521152p3p4p5

2

224p3
2p4p62288p1p3p6

211152p5p6
21144p1

2p3p4p72432p2p3p4p7272p3
2p4p7

11152p4p7
21108p1

6p82432p1
4p2p81540p1

2p2
2p82216p2

3p82108p1
4p3p8

1324p1
2p2p3p82216p2

2p3p8127p1
2p3

2p8254p2p3
2p82240p1

3p4p81432p1p2p4p8

172p1p3p4p81144p4
2p81432p1

3p5p82432p1p2p5p81216p1p3p5p82864p4p5p8

2432p5
2p82864p1

2p7p81864p2p7p81144p1
2p5p92432p2p5p9272p3p5p9

1288p1p7p9!.

APPENDIX D: EXPLICIT FORM OF THE GENERATORS OF THE ISOTROPY
SUBGROUPS OF SO3

In this Appendix are collected the definitions of the groups and of the elements an
generators of the subgroups ofSO3 , involved in the body of the paper, in the tables and in
figures.
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1. Generators or group elements

C2x5S 1 0 0

0 21 0

0 0 21
D , C2z5S 21 0 0

0 21 0

0 0 1
D , C3z5S 2

1

2

)

2
0

2
)

2
2

1

2
0

0 0 1

D ,

C4z5S 0 1 0

21 0 0

0 0 1
D , C4x5S 1 0 0

0 0 1

0 21 0
D , C2a5S 0 1 0

1 0 0

0 0 21
D , ~D1!

C3d5S 0 1 0

0 0 1

1 0 0
D , Rz~f!5S cos~f! sin~f! 0

2sin~f! cos~f! 0

0 0 1
D ,

Rx~f!5S 1 0 0

0 cos~f! sin~f!

0 2sin~f! cos~f!
D .

2. Groups

By SO3 andO3 we denote the proper and, respectively, the complete 3D rotation group
by O2

a , a5x,z the following O2 subgroups ofSO3 :O2
x5$Rx(f)%0<f,2pø$C2zRx(f)%0<f,2p

andO2
z5$Rz(f)%0<f,2pø$C2xRz(f)%0<f,2p .
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The generalized star product and the factorization
of scattering matrices on graphs

V. Kostrykina)

Fraunhofer-Institut fu¨r Lasertechnik, Steinbachstraße 15, D-52074 Aachen, Germany

R. Schraderb)

Institut für Theoretische Physik, Freie Universita¨t Berlin,
Arnimallee 14, D-14195 Berlin, Germany

~Received 13 September 2000; accepted for publication 5 January 2001!

In this article we continue our analysis of Schro¨dinger operators on arbitrary graphs
given as certain Laplace operators. In the present article we give the proof of the
composition rule for the scattering matrices. This composition rule gives the scat-
tering matrix of a graph as a generalized star product of the scattering matrices
corresponding to its subgraphs. We perform a detailed analysis of the generalized
star product for arbitrary unitary matrices. The relation to the theory of transfer
matrices is also discussed. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1354641#

I. INTRODUCTION

Potential scattering for one-particle Schro¨dinger operators on the line possesses a remark
property concerning its~on-shell! scattering matrix given as a 232 matrix-valued function of the
energy. Let the potentialV be given as the sum of two potentialsV1 andV2 with disjoint support.
Then the scattering matrix forV at a given energy is obtained from the two scattering matrices
V1 andV2 at the same energy by a certain nonlinear, noncommutative but associative comp
rule. This fact has been discovered independently by several authors~see, e.g., Refs. 1–7! and is
an easy consequence of the multiplicative property of the transfer matrix of the Schro¨dinger
equation~see e.g., Ref. 8!. It has also been well known in the theory of mesoscopic systems
multichannel conductors~see, e.g., Refs. 9–18!. In higher space dimensions a similar rule is n
known. However, for large separation between the supports of the potentials the scattering
at a given energy is asymptotically related to the scattering matrices forV1 andV2 at the same
energy.19,20

To the best of our knowledge the composition rule for 232 scattering matrices was firs
observed in network theory by Redheffer,2,3 who called it the star product. In an earlier article21

we extended this result to quasi-one-dimensional quantum systems—Schro¨dinger operators on
graphs. Such systems are nowadays a subject of intensive study~see, e.g., Refs. 22–27!. Some
other related works are quoted in Ref. 21. In Refs. 28–31 differential operators with Ne
boundary conditions on ‘‘fat graphs’’ were considered, i.e., on thin domains inRd which asymp-
totically shrink to a graph.

There is also a large amount of literature on linear difference operators on graphs
motivation for the study of such operators comes from the graph theory, where the spectra o
operators are known to be related to topological properties of the graph.32–34Scattering theory for
such operators was developed in Refs. 35 and 36.

In Ref. 21 we considered the~continuous! Laplace operator on graphs with an arbitra
number n of open ends~i.e., channels! and with arbitrary boundary conditions at the edg
resulting in a self-adjoint operator. We formulated and proved necessary and sufficient con

a!Electronic mail: kostrykin@t-online.de,kostrykin@ilt.fhg.de
b!Electronic mail: schrader@physik.fu-berlin.de
15630022-2488/2001/42(4)/1563/36/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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for such operators to be self-adjoint. We provided an explicit expression for the resulting u
n3n scattering matrix in terms of the boundary conditions, the lengths of the internal lines
the given energy. Furthermore, we generalized Redheffer’s star product to what we call
generalized star product. This is a nonlinear, noncommutative but associative composition r
unitary matrices not necessarily of equal rank and resulting in a unitary matrix.

Under special circumstances there is an alternative way to describe the generalized sta
uct. Fix p>1 and consider the groupU(p,p) with its natural multiplication. As a set this group
isomorphic to some subgroup ofU(2p). This nonlinear set isomorphism is well known in the ca
p51 ~see, e.g., Ref. 37! and can be easily generalized to the case of arbitraryp.1. Under this
isomorphism the multiplication inU(p,p) induces new nonlinear multiplication* p in this sub-
group of U(2p), which is our generalized star product. The operation* p can be extended by
continuity to the wholeU(2p). The setU(2p) with * p as multiplication is no longer a group, bu
only a semigroup.

Employing this generalized star product in Ref. 21 we provided a formal proof based o
quantum mechanical superposition principle to show how the scattering matrix at the same
for the whole graph can be obtained from the scattering matrices of two subgraphs obtain
cutting the graph in any way in two. Again for the special case of two-channel scattering ma
like potential scattering on the line, this formal argument is well known~see, e.g., Ref. 17!. In this
article we will provide a rigorous proof of this composition rule. It is interesting to note that in
general case the composition rule cannot be reduced to the multiplicative property of the tr
matrix of the Schro¨dinger equation on the graph.

Such composition rules are important in the study of the electric conduction in multi-term
mesoscopic systems. By the Landauer–Bu¨ttiker theory the electric conduction in mesoscop
systems is directly related to the transmission probability and thus to the scattering matrix.38–41A
good introduction into the theory of electronic transport in such systems is given in the book17 by
S. Datta. The formal arguments leading to the composition rule for the scattering matric
presented on pp. 125–126 of Ref. 17.

The composition rules are also very useful in the study of statistical properties of
random or periodic systems. Examples of such systems can be found, e.g., in Refs. 42, 24,
In Refs. 8 and 43–45 we proved that in arbitrary dimensions the scattering phase~or more
generally of the spectral shift function! per interaction volume equals~up to a factorp! the
difference of the integrated densities of states for the free and interaction theories, respectiv
the strictly one-dimensional situation~Schrödinger operators on the line! the Lyapunov exponen
is known to be related to the logarithmic density of transmission probability.46–48,8 Due to the
Ishii-Pastur-Kotani theorem~see, e.g., Ref. 49! the vanishing of the transmission amplitude f
almost all values of energy implies localization~i.e., the spectrum must be purely point! ~see also
the related works Refs. 9–16!:

Certain Laplace operators on~infinite! periodic graphs were previously considered in Refs.
and 25. There are also some attempts to consider differential operators on regular grap
random boundary conditions or on random graphs with deterministic boundary conditions~see,
e.g., Ref. 42!. Some other examples can be found also in Ref. 50, Chap. 3. A difference La
operator on the edges of aperiodic tilings was considered in Ref. 51. Such systems provide
field of application for our composition rule which will be discussed in a forthcoming publica

The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II we recall the general quantum scattering t
on graphs as given in Ref. 21. In Sec. III we recall the definition of the generalized star pr
and study some its properties. In particular we show that this product applies to arbitrary u
matrices. In Sec. IV we give a rigorous proof of the composition rule for scattering matrice
arbitrary finite graphs. Section V is devoted to the special case of graphs having an even n
2p of external lines. If the new graph is obtained by gluing of exactlyp lines, then it has again 2p
external lines. We consider the question whether in this case the composition rule for the s
ing matrices can be reduced to the multiplication rule of the corresponding transfer matric
general forp.1 the answer is negative. We formulate a necessary and sufficient condition, w
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guarantees that the composition rule for the scattering matrices is equivalent to the st
multiplication of transfer matrices.

After completing the work we received the preprint52 by M. Harmer where, among othe
questions, the composition rule for the scattering matrices is also considered. The result
partially recover our Theorem IV.1 below.

We are indebted to P. Kuchment for sending us the preliminary version of the preprint29 and
also for pointing out the works of R. Carlson.26,27,53

II. THE LAPLACIAN ON A GRAPH AND ITS SCATTERING MATRIX

In this section we will recall the definition of Schro¨dinger operators on an arbitrary but fini
graph and the construction of their scattering matrices.21

We consider an arbitrary graphG with a finite numbern>1 of external and a finite numbe
m>0 of internal lines~edges!. More precisely this means that outside of a finite domain the gr
is isomorphic to the union ofn positive half-lines. Any internal line ends at two, not necess
different, vertices and has a finite length. We assume that any vertex ofG has nonzero degree, i.e
for any vertex there is at least one edge~internal or external! with which it is incident.

Let the setE label the external and the setI the internal lines of the graph. We assume that
setsE and I are ordered in an arbitrary but fixed way. To eachePE we associate the infinite
interval @0,̀ ! and to eachi PI the finite directed interval@0,ai #, whereai.0 is the length of this
line. With this association the graph becomes directed, such that the initial vertex of an e
lengtha corresponds tox50 and the terminal vertex corresponds tox5a. The external lines are
assumed to be directed in the positive direction of half-lines.

We define the Hilbert spaceH5L2(G) as

H5HE% HI , HE5 %
ePE

He , HI5 %
i PI

Hi ,

whereHe5L2(0,̀ ) andHi5L2(0,ai). Elements ofH are written as column vectors

c5~$ce%ePE ,$c i% i PI!T5~cE ,cI!T, cePMHe , c iPHi . ~2.1!

Similarly we define the Sobolev spaceW2,2(G) as

W2,2~G!5 %
ePE

W2,2~0,̀ ! % %
i PI

W2,2~0,ai !,

whereW2,2(0,̀ ) andW2,2(0,ai) are the usual Sobolev spaces of square integrable functions w
distributional second derivatives are also square integrable~see, e.g., Ref. 54!. Let @ #:W2,2(G)
→C2(n12m) be the surjective linear map which associates to eachc the element@c# given as

@c#5S ~$ce~0!%ePE , $c i~0!% i PI , $c i~ai !% i PI!T

~$ce8~0!%ePE , $c i8~0!% i PI , $2c i8~ai !% i PI!TD5S cI
cI 8 D

again viewed as a column vector with the same ordering as inc, i.e., with the ordering given by
the ordering ofE andI.

In Ref. 21 we showed that for any two (n12m)3(n12m) complex matricesA andB with
AB* being Hermitian and the (n12m)32(n12m) matrix ~A,B! having maximal rank equal to
n12m, one can define the self-adjoint Laplace operatorD(A,B,aI ) in H corresponding to the
boundary condition

AcI 1BcI 850. ~2.2!
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HereaI 5(a1 ,...,am)TPR1
m , m5#(I). Furthermore, any self-adjoint extension of the Laplac

on the given graph is given byD(A,B,aI ) with some matricesA andB satisfying the properties
stated above. IfI5B, we simply write (D(A,B) instead ofD(A,B,•).

Before we turn to the scattering theory forD(A,B,aI ) we recall some well-known facts from
scattering theory in two Hilbert spacesh1 andh2 ~see, e.g., Ref. 55!. Let H1 andH2 be self-adjoint
operators in the Hilbert spacesh1 andh2 , respectively. LetJ be a bounded operator fromh1 into
h2 . The two-space wave operators are defined as the strong limits

V6~H2 ,H1 ;J!5s-lim
t→7`

eiH 2tJe2 iH 1tPac~H1!,

wherePac(H) denotes the projection onto the absolute continuous subspace ofH. We consider the
setsN6 of elementsgPh2 for which limt→7`iJ* eiH 2tPac(H2)gi50. The wave operatorsV6

are calledJ-complete ifh25Ran(V6) % N6 . For details we refer to, e.g., to Chap. 3 of Ref. 5
Now we consider a graphGE consisting of the external lines of the original graphG. On the

graphGE we consider the operator2D(AE50,BE5I) corresponding to Neumann boundary co
ditions. Let J:H→HE be given asJc5cE according to the notation~2.1!. In particularJ is
identity if m50. Since we actually deal with finite-dimensional perturbations by the K
Rosenblum theorem~see, e.g., Ref. 56, Theorem 6.2.3 and Corollary 6.2.4! the wave operators
V6

„2D(A,B,aI ),2D(AE50,BE5I);J… exist and areJ-complete. Thus the scattering operator

S„2D~A,B,aI !,2D~AE50,BE5I ;J…5~V2!* V1:HE→HE ~2.3!

is unitary and its layersSA,B,aI (l):Cn→Cn @in the direct integral representation with respect
2D(AE50,BE5I)# are also unitary for almost all energieslPR1 .

The resulting scattering matrix is related to the scattering wave function for the ope
2D(A,B,aI ) at energyl.0 as follows. The functionck(•,l) indexed bykPE and with compo-
nents

c j
k~x,l!5H Sjk~l!eiAlx for j PE, j Þk,

e2 iAlx1Skk~l!eiAlx for j PE, j 5k,

a jk~l!eiAlx1b jk~l!e2 iAlx for j PJ,

~2.4!

solves the Schro¨dinger equation with the operator2D(A,B,aI ) for energyl.0.
Recall that in potential scattering for one-particle Schro¨dinger operators the wave operato

give precise meaning to the scattering wave functions, i.e., solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation
at positive energyl.0. Similarly the wave operatorsV6

„2D(A,B,aI ),2D(AE50,BE5I);J…
determine the ‘‘external part’’ of the scattering wave function, i.e.,c j

k(x,l) for j PE. The com-
pleteness of usual wave operators means that any solution of the Schro¨dinger equation at energ
l.0 can be uniquely represented as a superposition of the scattering wave functions. Simil
the present context theJ-completeness of the wave operatorsV6

„2D(A,B,aI ),2D(AE50,BE
5I);J… means that the external part of any solution for the Schro¨dinger equation with the operato
2D(A,B,aI ) at energyl.0 can uniquely be represented as a linear combination of the ext
parts of the scattering wave functions~2.4!.

The scattering matrixSA,B,aI (l) as well as them3n matrix amplitudesaA,B,aI (l) and
bA,B,aI (l) are determined as solutions to the equation

ZA,B,aI ~l!S S~l!

a~l!

b~l!
D 52A~2 iAlB!S I

0
0
D , ~2.5!

where

ZA,B,aI ~l!5AXaI ~l!1 iAlBYaI ~l! ~2.6!
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is the (n12m)3(n12m) matrix with

XaI ~l!5S I 0 0

0 I I

0 eiAlaI e2 iAlaI
D

and

YaI ~l!5S I 0 0

0 I 2I

0 2eiAlaI e2 iAlaI
D .

Heree6 iAlaI stands for them3m diagonal matrix with elements

~e6 iAlaI ! jk5e6 iAlaI jd jk , j ,kPJ.

If detZA,B,aI(l)Þ0, the scattering matrixS(l)5SA,B,aI (l) as well as them3n matrices
a(l)5aA,B,aI (l) andb(l)5bA,B,aI (l) can be uniquely determined by solving the equation~2.5!
in the form

S S~l!

a~l!

b~l!
D 52ZA,B,aI ~l!21~A2 iAlB!S I

0
0
D . ~2.7!

We denote bySA,B,aI 5$l.0udetZA,B,aI(l)50% the set of exceptional points for whichZA,B,aI (l) is
not invertible.

Let f be an arbitrary measurable function on the graphG. The subset suppf of all edges of
the graphG will be called thesupportof the functionf if fÞ0 a.e. on suppf.

In Ref. 21 we proved the following.
Theorem II.1: For any boundary condition~A, B! and arbitrary aI PR1

m the setSA,B,aI equals
the setsA,B,aI of all positive eigenvalues of2D(A,B,aI ). This set is discrete and has no fini
accumulation points inR1 . The eigenfunctions of2D(A,B,aI ) have support on the internal line
of the graph. For alllPSA,B,aI the equation (2.5) is still solvable and determines SA,B,aI (l)
uniquely.

Given an arbitraryn3n unitary matrixU and an energyl0.0 we can find boundary condi
tions A,B defining a self-adjoint operator2D(A,B) on a single-vertex graph~i.e., with m50)
with n external lines such that the corresponding scattering matrix is given asSA,B(l0)5U. The
proof of this fact can be found in Ref. 57. For other inverse problems on graphs we refer to
58 and 53.

Recall that by definition the operatorD(A,B,aI ) is real if it commutes with complex conju
gation, i.e., for anycPD„D(A,B,aI )… the function c̄ also belongs toD„D(A,B,aI )… and

D(A,B,aI )c5D(A,B)c̄. Equivalently, this means that anycPD„D(A,B,aI )… @i.e., cPW2,2(G)
satisfying AcI 1BcI 850# also satisfies the equationĀcI 1B̄cI 850. Thus,D(A,B,aI ) is real iff
Ker(A,B)5Ker(Ā,B̄). The last condition is satisfied iff there is an invertible matrixC1 such that
A5C1Ā, B5C1B̄ or alternatively there is an invertible matrixC2 such that bothC2A andC2B
are real. We recall thatD(A,B,aI )5D(CA,CB,aI ) for any invertibleC ~see Ref. 21!.

In Ref. 21, Corollary 3.2, we have proved the following.
Theorem II.2: For arbitrary aI PR1

m ,l.0, and all boundary conditions A, B defining th
self-adjoint operatorD(A,B,aI )

SĀ,B̄,aI ~l!T5SA,B,aI ~l!. ~2.8!
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In particular, if the operatorD(A,B,aI ) is real, then SA,B,aI (l)5SA,B,aI (l)T for all l.0.
Here we give an alternative proof.
Proof: From the self-adjointness of the operatorD(A,B,aI ) it follows that the matrixA

1 iAlB is invertible for alll.0 ~see Ref. 21!. The relation~2.5! implies that

S SA,B,aI ~l!

aA,B,aI ~l!

e2 iAlaI bA,B,aI ~l!
D 52~A1 iAlB!21~A2 iAlB!S I

bA,B,aI ~l!

eiAlaI aA,B,aI ~l!
D .

Similarly, for the operatorD(Ā,B̄,aI ) we have

S SĀ,B̄,aI ~l!

a Ā,B̄,aI ~l!

e2 iAlaI b Ā,B̄,aI ~l!
D 52~Ā1 iAlB̄!21~Ā2 iAlB̄!S I

b Ā,B̄,aI ~l!

eiAlaI a Ā,B̄,aI ~l!
D .

Taking the complex conjugate and multiplying by (A1 iAlB)21(A2 iAlB) from the left we
obtain

S I
b Ā,B̄,aI ~l!

e2 iAlaIa Ā,B̄,aI ~l!
D 52~A1 iAlB!21~A2 iAlB!S SĀ,B̄,aI ~l!

a Ā,B̄,aI ~l!

eiAlaIb Ā,B̄,aI ~l!
D .

We multiply this relation bySĀ,B̄(l)T from the right and make use of the unitarity of the scatter
matrix in the formSĀ,B̄(l)SĀ,B̄(l)T5I, thus obtaining

S SĀ,B̄,aI ~l!T

b Ā,B̄,aI ~l!SĀ,B̄,aI ~l!T

e2 iAlaIa Ā,B̄,aI ~l!SĀ,B̄,aI ~l!T
D 52~A1 iAlB!21~A2 iAlB!S I

a Ā,B̄,aI ~l!SĀ,B̄,aI ~l!T

eiAlaI b Ā,B̄,aI ~l!SĀ,B̄,aI ~l!T
D .

Equivalently, this relation can be written in a form analogous to~2.5!,

ZA,B,aI ~l!S SĀ,B̄,aI ~l!T

b Ā,B̄,aI ~l!SĀ,B̄,aI ~l!T

a Ā,B̄,aI ~l!SĀ,B̄,aI ~l!T
D 52~A2 iAlB!S I

0
0
D . ~2.9!

In Ref. 21 we proved that equation~2.5! has a solution for alll.0. If l.0 is not an eigenvalue
of the operatorD(A,B,aI ), then it has a unique solution. Ifl.0 is an eigenvalue ofD(A,B,aI ),
this solution is nonunique, but still determines the scattering matrix uniquely. Therefore,
comparison of~2.5! and ~2.9! the relation~2.8! follows. If D(A,B,aI ) is real, by the remark
preceding the theorem we can choose the matricesA andB to be real. From this and from~2.8! the
second claim of the theorem follows. h

We note that the comparison of~2.5! with ~2.9! also gives the relations

aA,B,aI ~l!5b Ā,B̄,aI ~l!SA,B,aI ~l!T,

bA,B,aI ~l!5a Ā,B̄,aI ~l!SA,B,aI ~l!T,

III. THE GENERALIZED STAR PRODUCT

Let U (1) and U (2) be arbitraryn13n1 and n23n2 unitary matrices, respectively. Letp be
some integer satisfying 1<p,(n11n2)/2, p<nj , j 51, 2, andV be an arbitraryp3p unitary
matrix. We writeU (1) andU (2) in a 232-block form
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U ~1!5S U11
~1! U12

~1!

U21
~1! U22

~1!D , U ~2!5S U11
~2! U12

~2!

U21
~2! U22

~2!D , ~3.1!

where U22
(1) and U11

(2) are p3p matrices,U11
(1) is an (n12p)3(n12p) matrix, U22

(2) is an (n2

2p)3(n22p) matrix, etc. The unitarity condition forU (1) then reads

U11
~1!* U11

~1!1U21
~1!* U21

~1!5I,

U12
~1!* U12

~1!1U22
~1!* U22

~1!5I,

U11
~1!* U12

~1!1U21
~1!* U22

~1!50,

U12
~1!* U11

~1!1U22
~1!* U21

~1!50,

and similarly forU (2).
Definition III.1: The unitary matrix U(1) is called V-compatible with the unitary matrix U(2)

if the p3p matrix VU22
(1)V* U11

(2) does not have1 as an eigenvalue. For the case V5I the matrix
U (1) is simply calledcompatible with U(2) ~for given p>1).

Note that the compatibility of the matrices is not a symmetric relation, i.e., ifU (1) is
V-compatible withU (2), thenU (2) need not beV-compatible withU (1).

Obviously, if U (1) is V-compatible withU (2), then also the matrixV* U11
(2)VU22

(1) does not
have 1 as an eigenvalue. Indeed, let us assume the converse, i.e., let there be nonzerocPCp such
that V* U11

(2)VU22
(1)c5c and thus

VU22
~1!V* U11

~2!VU22
~1!c5VU22

~1!c.

SinceVU22
(1)cÞ0 the matrixVU22

(1)V* U11
(2) has 1 as an eigenvalue, which is a contradiction. Fr

this it also follows that ifU (1) is notV-compatible withU (2), then the matrixV* U11
(2)VU22

(1) has 1
as an eigenvalue.

From the unitarity conditions it follows that

0<U11
~1!* U11

~1!5I2U21
~1!* U21

~1!<I,

0<U22
~1!* U22

~1!5I2U12
~1!* U12

~1!<I,

and thus iU11
(1)i<1,iU22

(1)i<1. Similar inequalities hold forU11
(2) and U22

(2) . Therefore
iVU22

(1)V* U11
(2)i<1. Strict inequality holds wheneveriU22

(1)i,1 or iU11
(2)i,1 and thenU (1) is

V-compatible withU (2) andU (2) is V-compatible withU (1) for all unitary p3p matricesV.
In general, ifU (1) is V-compatible withU (2), then it is easy to see that the followingp3p

matrices exist:

K15~I2VU22
~1!V* U11

~2!!21V5V~I2U22
~1!V* U11

~2!V!21,
~3.2!

K25~I2V* U11
~2!VU22

~1!!21V* 5V* ~I2U11
~2!VU22

~1!V* !21.

An easy calculation establishes the following relations

K15V1VU22
~1!V* U11

~2!K15V1VU22
~1!K2U11

~2!V5V1K1U22
~1!V* U11

~2!V,
~3.3!

K25V* 1V* U11
~2!VU22

~1!K25V* 1V* U11
~2!K1U22

~1!V* 5V* 1K2U11
~2!VU22

~1!V* .

Note that formally one has the power series expansion
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K15 (
m50

`

~VU22
~1!V* U11

~2!!mV,

K25 (
m50

`

~V* U11
~2!VU22

~1!!mV* ,

which is rigorous ifiU22
(1)i,1 or iU11

(2)i,1. These power series expansions combined with
superposition principle were used in Ref. 21 to give a formal proof that the composition ru
scattering matrices was given by the generalized star product.

With these preparations the generalized star productU5U (1)* VU (2) of the unitary matrices
U (1) and U (2) is defined as follows. Write the (n11n222p)3(n11n222p) matrix U in a 2
32 block form as

U5S U11 U12

U21 U22
D ,

whereU11 is an (n12p)3(n12p) matrix, U22 is an (n22p)3(n22p) matrix, etc. These ma
trices are now defined as

U115U11
~1!1U12

~1!K2U11
~2!VU21

~1! ,

U225U22
~2!1U21

~2!K1U22
~1!V* U12

~2! ,
~3.4!

U125U12
~1!K2U12

~2! ,

U215U21
~2!K1U21

~1! .

In particular for an arbitraryn3n unitary matrix U and all p such that 1<p,n the 2p32p
matricesE5( I

0
0
I ) serve as units for the* V-product whenV5I,

S 0 I

I 0D * VU5U* VS 0 I

I 0D 5U.

Further, we will need the following Perron–Frobenius-type result which, for the sak
generality, will be formulated to cover also the infinite-dimensional case:

Lemma III.2: Let a compact operator A on a separable Hilbert spaceh be a contraction, i.e.
iAi<1. Suppose thatl5 l is an eigenvalue of A. Then

(i) every cPh such that Ac5c also satisfies A* c5c and hence also A* Ac5AA* c5c, and
(ii) the geometric and algebraic multiplicities of the eigenvaluel51 are equal.

Proof: The claim~i! is an easy consequence of the singular values decomposition~see, e.g.,
Ref. 59, p. 155!. Thus we have Ker(A21)5Ker(A* 21)5~Ran(A21)…'. The claim~ii ! now
follows from the fact that the geometric and algebraic multiplicities of an eigenvaluel are unequal
iff Ran(A2l)ùKer(A2l) is nontrivial. h

Also, we will make use of the following.
Lemma III.3: Let A and B be linear compact operators on a separable Hilbert spaceh such

that iAi<1, iBi<1, and ABb5b for some bPh. Then B* Bb5b.
Proof: Without loss of generality we may assume thatibih51. By Lemma III.2

B* A* ABb5b. ~3.5!

Therefore, by well-known inequalities for the singular values of compact operators~see, e.g., Ref.
60! we have
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1<s~AB!<s~A!s~B!<iAiiBi<1,

where s(K) denotes the maximal singular value of a compact operatorK, i.e., the maximal
eigenvalue of the self-adjoint non-negative operatorK* K. This givess(AB)5s(A)5s(B)51.
From s(A)5s(B)51 it follows that l51 is a maximal eigenvalue ofA* A and B* B. By the
min-max principle ~see, e.g., Ref. 61, Theorem XIII.2! any cPh, icih51 maximizing
(c,K* Kc)<1, satisfiesK* Kc5c. Moreover, if (c,K* Kc)51 with someicih<1, thenK* Kc
5c and icih51. Therefore, since

~Bb,A* ABb!5~b,B* A* ABb!51,

we obtain

A* ABb5Bb ~3.6!

and iBbi51. The relations~3.5! and ~3.6! imply that B* Bb5B* A* ABb5b. h

Suppose now that the unitary matrixU (1) is notV-compatible withU (2). In this case the linear
subspaces ofCp

C5Ker~I2VU22
~1!V* U11

~2! , C̃5Ker~I2U22
~1!V* U11

~2!V!,

B5Ker~I2V* U11
~2!VU22

~1!!, B̃5Ker~I2U11
~2!VU22

~1!V* !

are nontrivial. By Lemma III.2 we also have

C5Ker~I2U11
~2!* VU22

~1!* V* !, C̃5Ker~I2V* U11
~2!* VU22

~1!* !,

B5Ker~I2U22
~1!* V* U11

~2!* V!, B̃5Ker~I2VU22
~1!* V* U11

~2!* !.

Obviously C̃5V* C and B̃5VB. Since V is unitary this implies dimC̃5dimC and dimB̃
5dimB. Furthermore, we have the following.

Lemma III.4: The subspacesB and C have equal dimensions, dimB5dimC. Moreover,

(i) B5 lin span$V* U11
(2)c,cPC%5 lin span$U22

(1)* V* c,cPC%,

C5 lin span$VU22
~1!b,bPB%5 lin span$U11

~2!* Vb,bPB%,
and

B̃5 lin span$U11
~2!Vc̃,c̃P C̃%5 lin span$VU22

~1!* c̃,c̃P C̃%,

C̃5 lin span$U22
~1!V* b̃,b̃PB̃%5 lin span$V* U11

~2!* b̃,b̃PB̃%,

(ii) U 21
(2)c50 for all cPC,

(iii) U 12
(1)b50 for all bPB,

(iv) U21
(1)* c̃50 for all c̃P C̃,

(v) U12
(2)* b̃50 for all b̃PB̃.

Proof: Let ciPCp, i 51,...,k<p(k>1), be a~not necessarily orthogonal! basis inC. For all
i 51,...,k we have

~I2VU22
~1!V* U11

~2!!ci50. ~3.7!

Multiplying these equations byV* U11
(2) from the left we obtain

~I2V* U11
~2!VU22

~1!V* U11
~2!ci50.

Thus
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lin span$V* U11
~2!c, cPC%#B. ~3.8!

By Lemma III.3 it follows from~3.7! that

U11
~2!* U11

~2!ci5ci , i 51,...,k. ~3.9!

Hence,

dim lin span$V* U11
~2!c, cPC%5dim C ~3.10!

and therefore by~3.8! dimC<dimB.
Let biPCp, i 51,...,k8<p be some basis inB. We have

~I2V* U11
~2!VU22

~1!!bi50 ~3.11!

for all i 51,...,k8. Multiplying these equations byVU22
(1) we obtain

~I2VU22
~1!V* U11

~2!!VU22
~1!bi50,

and thus

lin span$VU22
~1!b, bPB%#C. ~3.12!

Again by Lemma III.3 it follows from~3.11! that

U22
~1!* U22

~1!bi , i 51,...,k8. ~3.13!

Thus

dim lin span$VU22
~1!b, bPB%5dimB ~3.14!

and therefore by~3.12! dimB<dimC. So we have proved that dimB5dimC. The inclusion~3.8!
and the equality~3.10! imply that

lin span$V* U11
~2!c, cPC%5B.

The inclusion~3.12! and the equality~3.14! imply that

lin span$VU22
~1!b,bPB%5C.

The proof of the relations

B5 lin span$U22
~1!* V* c, cPC%,

C5 lin span$U11
~2!* Vb, bPB%

is similar and will therefore be omitted.
We turn to the proof of (i i ) – (v). By the unitarity of U (2) from ~3.9! it follows that

U21
(2)* U21

(2)ci50. Since KerA* A5KerA for any linear operatorA we obtain the claim~ii !. By the

unitarity of U (1) from ~3.13! it follows that U12
(1)* U12

(1)bi50, which proves the claim~iii !.
As already noted the vectorsci andbi also satisfy

~I2U11
~2!* VU22

~1!* V* !ci50, ~I2U22
~1!* V* U11

~2!* V!bi50.

A final application of Lemma III.3 yields
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VU22
~1!U22

~1!* V* ci5ci , V* U11
~2!U11

~2!* Vbi5bi ,

which by the unitarity ofU (1), U (2) andV implies ~iv! and (v), which completes the proof of the
lemma. h

Lemma III.5:

(i) The matricesI2VU22
(1)V* U11

(2) and I2U11
(2)* VU22

(1)* V* mapC' bijectively onto itself.

(ii) The matricesI2V* U11
(2)VU22

(1) and I2U22
(1)* V* U11

(2)* V mapB' bijectively onto itself.

(iii) The matricesI2U22
(1)V* U11

(2)V and I2V* U11
(2)* VU22

(1)* map C̃' bijectively onto itself.

(iv) The matricesI2U11
(2)VU22

(1)V* and I2VU22
(1)* V* U11

(2)* map B̃' bijectively onto itself.

Proof: SinceV is unitary by the definitions ofB̃ andC̃ it suffices to prove~i! and~ii !. By the
definition of C we have that

~c,VU22
~1!V* U11

~2!c'!5~U11
~2!* VU22

~1!* V* c,c'!5~c,c'!50

for any cPC and anyc'PC'. Thus (I2VU22
(1)V* U11

(2))c'PC' for all c'PC'. Conversely, by
Lemma III.2 for any c'PC' there is a uniquedPC' which satisfies the equation (I
2VU22

(1)V* U11
(2))d5c' . This proves the claim~i!. The claim~ii ! is proved similarly. h

Theorem III.6: If at least one of the off-diagonal blocks of the matrices U(1) and U(2) ~i.e.,
U12

(1) , U21
(1) , U12

(2) , or U21
(2) is of maximal rank, then the matrix U(1) is V-compatible with U(2) for

all unitary p3p matrices V.
Proof: We recall that forp<n1/2 the (n12p)3p matrix U12

(1) is not of maximal rank
(5min$n12p,p%) iff there is a vectorbPCp such thatU12

(1)b50. For p>n1/2 the matrixU12
(1) is

not of maximal rank iff there is a vectorcPCp such thatU12
(1)* c50.

Let us suppose that the matrixU (1) is not V-compatible withU (2). Then by Lemma III.4 it
follows that all off-diagonal blocks ofU (1) andU (2) are not of maximal rank. h

Actually we have also the following result. Let a unitaryn3n matrix U be written in the
block form

U5S U11 U12

U21 U22
D ,

whereU11 is an (n2p)3(n2p) matrix, U22 is a p3p matrix, etc. withp being an arbitrary
integer such that 1<p,n.

Lemma III.7: The matrices U12 and U21 are simultaneously either of maximal rank or not
maximal rank.

Proof: Let us suppose thatp<n/2. Then the (n2p)3p matrix U12 is not of maximal rank iff
there is a nonzero vectorbPCp such thatU12b50. From the unitarity ofU it follows that

U11* U121U21* U2250, U22* U221U12* U125I,

and therefore

U21* U22b50, U22* U22b5b.

ThusU22bÞ0 andU22bPKerU21* . From this it follows that the (n2p)3p matrix U21* is not of
maximal rank, and thus thep3(n2p) matrix U21 is also not of maximal rank.

Now let us suppose thatn.p>n/2. Then the matrixU12 is not of maximal rank iff there is a
nontrivial vectorbPCn2p such thatU12* b50. Again from the unitarity we have

U21U11* 1U22U12* 50, U11U11* 1U12U12* 5I,

and therefore
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U21U11* b50, U11U11* b5b.

Thus, thep3(n2p) matrix U21 is not of maximal rank. h

We will show now that the*-product can be extended to arbitrary, not necessa
V-compatible, unitary matrices. We will prove that the operators

U21
~2!K15U21

~2!~I2VU22
~1!V* U11

~2!!21V

and

U12
~1!K25U12

~1!~I2V* U11
~2!VU22

~1!!21V*

are actually well defined. From Lemma III.5 it follows~see Ref. 62, Section 1.5.3! that

PC'~I2VU22
~1!V* U11

~2!!21 and PB'~I2V* U11
~2!VU22

~1!!21

are well defined. From~ii ! and ~iii ! of Lemma III.4 it follows thatC#KerU21
(2) andB#KerU12

(1)

and thus

U21
~2!~I2VU22

~1!V* U11
~2!!215U21

~2!PC'~I2VU22
~1!V* U11

~2!!21

and

U12
~1!~I2V* U11

~2!VU22
~1!!215U12

~1!PB'~I2V* U11
~2!VU22

~1!!21

are well defined. Similarly one can show that the operators

U21
~2!V~I2U22

~1!V* U11
~2!V!21 and U12

~1!V* ~I2U11
~2!VU22

~1!V* !21

are also well defined. With this we obtain that the relations~3.4! indeed also define the generalize
star product of two noncompatible unitary matrices. Moreover, we have

U21
~2!~I2VU22

~1!V* U11
~2!!21c50, U12

~1!~I2V* U11
~2!VU22

~1!!21b50,
~3.15!

U21
~2!V~I2U22

~1!V* U11
~2!V!21c̃50, U12

~1!V* ~I2U11
~2!VU22

~1!V* !21b̃50

for all cPC, bPB, c̃P C̃, andb̃PB̃.
Theorem III.8: For arbitrary unitary matrices U(1), U (2), and V the matrix U

5U (1)* VU (2) is unitary.
This theorem was proved in Appendix C of Ref. 21 in the case whenU (1) is V-compatible

with U (2). For the general case the proof is given in the Appendix.
Analogously one can prove associativity of the generalized star product. More precise

U (3) be a unitaryn33n3 andV8 a unitaryp83p8 matrix with p8<n2 , p8<n3 . If p1p8<n1 ,
then

U ~1!* V~U ~2!* V8U
~3!!5~U ~1!* VU ~2!!* V8U

~3!

holds.
Theorem III.9: The generalized star product is a continuous operation in each of its

arguments, i.e., for any unitary matrices U(1), U (2), U (3), and V such that U(2) and U(3) have
equal size there is a constant C.0 depending on U(1) and V only such that

iU ~1!* VU ~2!2U ~1!* VU ~3!i<CiU ~2!2U ~3!i ,

where the normi•i is an arbitrary matrix norm. A similar estimate holds with respect to the fi
argument.
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In Ref. 21 we proved that the scattering matrix of a self-adjoint Laplacian on an arb
graph is a continuous function ofl.0. Theorem III.9 together with the composition rule given
Sec. IV below allows us to give an alternative proof of this fact. We will not dwell on the de
here.

In the sequel we will use the notion of the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse~see, e.g., Ref. 63!.
Recall that for any~not necessarily square! matrix M its pseudoinverseM ! is uniquely defined by
the Penrose equations

MM !M5M ,M !MM !5M !,

~M !M !* 5M !M ,~MM !!* 5MM !.

One also has

M !* 5M* !,

Ran M !5Ran M* ,

Ker M !5Ker M* ,

andMM !5PRanM , M !M5PRanM* , wherePH denotes the orthogonal projection onto the line
subspaceH. Moreover 0!50. If M is a square matrix of maximal rank, thenM !5M 21.

Let U again be an arbitrary unitaryn3n matrix written in the block form with some 1<p
,n.

Lemma III.10: IfKerU125$0%, thenKer (U212U22U12
! U11)* 5$0%.

Proof: Assume the converse, i.e., let there becPCp, cÞ0, such that

~U212U22U12
! U11!* c50,

or, equivalently,

U21* c2U11* U12
!* U22* c50.

We multiply this equation byU21 from the left and use the unitarity ofU which in particular
implies

U21U21* 1U22U22* 5I.

This yields

c2U22U22* c2U21U11* U12
!* U22* c50. ~3.16!

Again by unitarity we haveU21U11* 52U22U12* . Recall that

U12* U12
!* 5~U12

! U12!* 5~I2PKer U12
!* 5I

by the hypothesis of the lemma. Thus, from~3.16! it follows that c50. h

Now we turn to a discussion of the inverse of a unitary 2p32p matrix U with respect to the
generalized star product* p , i.e., the existence of the unitary matricesUL andUR such that

UL* pU5U* pUR5E,

whereE is the 2p32p matrix (I
0

0
I ) ~in the p3p block notation!. We will not discuss genera

necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence ofUL andUR, but simply restrict ourselves
to a special case. We will prove the following.
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Theorem III.11: Let U be an arbitrary2p32p(p>1) unitary matrix. Let at least one of the
p3p matrices U12 and U21 be of maximal rank(5p). Then there exists a unique unitary2p
32p matrix U8 such that

U8* pU5U* pU85E. ~3.17!

Proof: By Lemma III.7 both matricesU12 andU21 have maximal rank. We will discuss onl
the second of the relations~3.17!. In block notation this relation has the form

U111U12~I2U118 U22!
21U118 U2150,

U228 1U218 ~I2U22U118 !21U22U128 50,
~3.18!

U12~I2U118 U22!
21U128 5I,

U218 ~I2U22U118 !21U215I.

By Theorem III.6 the matrixU must be compatible withU8 such that (I2U118 U22)
21 and (I

2U22U118 )21 are both well defined. We multiply the first of the relations~3.18! by U12
21 from the

left. Next we multiply the resulting expression byI2U118 U22, thus obtaining

U118 ~U212U22U12
21U11!52U12

21U11.

By Lemma III.10 we have thatU212U22U12
21U11 is invertible and thus

U118 52U12
21U11~U212U22U12

21U11!
21. ~3.19!

From the third relation in~3.18! we obtain

U128 5~I2U118 U22!U12
215U12

211U12
21U11~U212U22U12

21U11!
21U22U12

21.

The fourth relation in~3.18! gives

U218 5U21
21~I2U22U118 !5~U212U22U12

21U11!
21. ~3.20!

The second relation in~3.18! determinesU228 .
It remains to prove thatU8 is unitary. By the unitarity of the matrixU we have

~U21* 2U11* U12*
21U22* !~U212U22U12

21U11!5I1U11* U12*
21U12

21U11.

Therefore

~U21* 2U11* U12*
21U22* !21@I1U11* U12*

21U12
21U11#~U212U22U12

21U11!
215I,

and thus by~3.19! and ~3.20! we obtain

U118* U118 1U218* U218 5I.

The relationsU128* U128 1U228* U228 5I, U118* U128 1U218* U228 50, and U128* U118 1U228* U218 50 can be
proved similarly.

The left inverse is constructed similarly and by means of the obvious relation

~U212U22U12
21U11!

21U22U12
215U21

21U22~U212U22U12
21U11!

21U22U12
21

is easily shown to be equal to the right inverse. h
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Corollary III.12: Let G be the set of all2p32p unitary matrices with p3p blocks U12 and
U21 both being of maximal rank, endowed with the generalized star product* p as a multiplication
and E as a unit. ThenG is a group isomorphic toU(p,p).

The proof will follow from the arguments given in Sec. V. In particular, the group isom
phism betweenG and U(p,p) is given by the formulas~5.9! and ~5.13!. We note that this
isomorphism generalizes the well-knownset isomorphism between the groupSU~1,1! and a
subgroup ofSU~2!.

The set ofall 2p32p unitary matrices endowed with the generalized star product* p as a
multiplication andE as a unit is no longer a group but only a semigroup.

IV. COMPOSITION RULE FOR THE SCATTERING MATRICES

Now we apply the generalized star product to prove the composition rule for the scat
matrices on graphs. For this we only need the special caseV5Ip , thep3p unit matrix, and so we
introduce the notation* pª* V5Ip

. Let G1 andG2 be two graphs withn1>1 andn2>1 external
lines, respectively, labeled byE1 andE2 , i.e., #(E1)5n1 , #(E2)5n2 and an arbitrary number o
internal lines with given fixed lengths~see Fig. 1!. Furthermore, at all vertices we have loc
boundary conditions giving Laplace operatorsD(G1) on G1 andD(G2) on G2 and the scattering
matricesS1(l) andS2(l). Let nowE1

0 andE2
0 be subsets ofE1 andE2 respectively having an equa

number 1<p<min$n1,n2% of elements. Also letw0 :E1
0→E2

0 be a one-to-one map. Finally, to eac
kPE1

0 we associate a numberak.0. With these data we can now form a graphG by connecting
the external linekPE1

0 with the linew0(k)PE2
0 to form a line of lengthak . In other words any

interval @0k ,`k), kPE1
0 belonging toG1 and the interval@0w0(k) ,`w0(k)# belonging toG2 is

replaced by the finite interval@0k ,ak# with 0k being associated to the same vertex inG1 as
previously andak being associated to the same vertex inG2 as 0w0(k) before in the sense of th
discussion at the end of the previous section. Recall that the graphs need not be planar. ThuG has
n5n11n222p external lines indexed by elements in (E1\E1

0)ø(E2\E2
0) and p internal lines in-

dexed by elements inE1
0 in addition to those ofG1 and ofG2 . We denote this set byI12 such that

the set of all internal lines of the graphG is given byI5I1øI2øI12. There are no new vertice
in addition to those ofG1 and G2 so the boundary conditions onG1 and G2 define boundary
conditions onG resulting in a Laplace operatorD~G!. Suppose that the indices ofE1

0 in E1 come
after the indices inE1\E1

0 ~in an arbitrary but fixed order! @see~3.1!#. Via the mapw0 we may
identify E2

0 with E1
0 so let these indices now come first inE2 , but again in the same order. Finally

let the diagonaln23n2 matrix V(aI ) be given as

V~aI !5S expiAlaI 0

0 I D ,

where exp(iAlaI ) again is the diagonalp3p matrix given by thep new lengthsak , kPE2
0.

Recall that by Theorem II.1 all eigenfunctions of the operator2D~G! have the form

c5H 0, j PE,

a je
iAlx1b je

2 iAlx, j PI,

FIG. 1. Gluing of two graphs.
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where the coefficientsa j andb j satisfy the homogeneous equation

ZA,B,aI ~l!S 0
a
b
D 50, a5$a j% j 51

m , b5$b j% j 51
m

with the matrixZA,B,aI (l) defined by~2.6!. We define the linear subspaceL12(l) of Cn12m as a set
of all vectors (0,a,b)T for which a j5b j50 for all j PI12,

L12~l!5$ l 5~0,a,b!TPKerZA,B,aI ~l!,Cn12mua j5b j; j PI12%. ~4.1!

Obviously forl¹sA,B,aI this subspace is trivial, i.e.,L12(l)5$0%. Let Y(G,I12),R be the set of
those eigenvalues of2D~G! for which KerZA,B,aI (l)*L12(l) is nontrivial. Obviously the eigen-
functions corresponding to the eigenvalues fromY(G,I12) have nontrivial overlap withI12, i.e.,
suppfùI12 has nonzero measure.

Let J(G1 ,G2),R1 be the set of thosel.0 for which Ker„V(aI )S22
(1)(l)V(aI )S11

(2)(l)21… is
nontrivial.

Theorem IV.1: With the above notationsJ(G1 ,G2)5Y(G,I12)ùR1 . The composition rule

S~l!5S1~l!* pV~aI !S2~l!V~aI ! ~4.2!

holds for all lPR1 . If lPY(G,I12) and l.0, then its multiplicity equals

dim Ker„2D~G1!2l…1dim Ker„2D~G22l…1dim Ker„V~aI !S22
~1!~l!V~aI !S11

~2!~l!2….

In particular, if the eigenvaluel.0 is such thatl¹Y(G,I12), then its multiplicity equals

dim Ker„2D~G1!2l…1dim Ker„2D~G2!2l….

Here dim Ker„2D(G1)2l… denotes the multiplicity of the eigenvaluel regardless whether i
is embedded into the absolutely continuous spectrum or not.

Note that by Lemma III.2 dim Ker„V(aI )S22
(1)(l)V(aI )S11

(2)(l)21… equals the algebraic multi
plicity of the eigenvaluem51 of V(aI )S22

(1)(l)V(aI )S11
(2)(l).

If by cutting p internal lines of an arbitrary graphG with local boundary conditions, the grap
will be decomposed into two disjoint subgraphsG1 andG2 , by Theorem IV.1 the scattering matri
SG can be obtained from the scattering matricesSG1

andSG2
at the same energy. Thus, using~4.2!

iteratively the scattering matrix associated to any graph can be obtained from the sca
matrices associated to its subgraphs each having one vertex only. In fact, pick one vert
choose all the internal lines connecting to all other vertices. This leads to two graphs and th
~4.2! may be applied. Iterating this procedureL times, whereL is the number of vertices, gives th
desired result.

Proof of Theorem IV.1:We split the proof into several steps.
~1! First we suppose thatS1(l) is compatible withV(aI )S2(l)V(aI ) and prove that the com

position rule~4.2! holds. Letc j
k(x,l;G l), j PEløIl for any kPEl be the solution of the Schro¨-

dinger equation with the operator2D(G l), l 51,2 @see~2.4!# at energyl. Let C l(x,l) be nl

3nl matrices

@C l~x,l!# jk5c j
k~x,l;G l !, j ,kPEl , l 51,2, ~4.3!

such that

C l~x,l!5e2 iAlxI1eiAlxSl~l!, l 51,2. ~4.4!
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Observe thate2 iAlx and eiAlx are linearly independent functions and therefore the scatte
matrices may uniquely be recovered fromC l(x,l). The columns ofC l(x,l) define the externa
part of solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation for2D(G l) at energyl. We are looking for a square
matrix

C~x,l!5e2 iAlxI1eiAlxS~l!

such that its (n12p)1(n22p)5n11n222p columns defines the external parts of a solution
the Schro¨dinger equation for2D~G!. Here the indices are assumed to be arranged such tha
first indices are those ofE1\E1

0 followed by the indices ofE2\E2
0. The aim is to obtainC(x,l) from

C1(x,l), C2(x,l), and the lengthsaI 5$as%sPI12
of the new internal linesI12. By the above

observation this will determine the scattering matrixS(l). The strategy will be to find new
solutions of the Schro¨dinger equations for2D(G l) with incoming plane waves (e2 iAlx) in the
channelskPEl \El

0 which agree suitably in the channelskPE1
0 andw0(k)PE2

0.
With the conventions made above we write

S1~l!5S S1
~n12p!3~n12p!(l) S1

(n12p)3p)(l)

S1
p3(n12p)(l) S1

p3p(l)
D ,

~4.5!

S2~l!5S S2
p3p~l! S2

p3~n22p!
~l!

S2
~n22p!3p

~l! S2
~n22p!3~n22p!

~l!
D ,

where the superscripts denote the sizes of the blocks. For arbitraryp3(n12p) matricesC1 and
C2 , respectively, consider then13(n12p) andn23(n12p) matrices

F1~x,l;C1!5e2 iAlxS I
C1

D1eiAlxS1~l!S I
C1

D ,

~4.6!

F2~x,l;C2!5e2 iAlxS C2

0 D1eiAlxS2~l!S C2

0 D .

Here I stands for the (n12p)3(n12p) unit matrix and 0 stands for the (n22p)3(n12p) zero
matrix. Obviously, the columns ofF l(x,l;Cl) are the external parts of linear combinations of t
columns ofC l(x,l;G l), and thus define the external parts of solutions of the Schro¨dinger equa-
tions for the operators2D(G l), l 51,2. Note thatF1(x,l;C1) has an incoming plane wave in an
of the channelskPE1\E1

0 and F2(x,l;C2) has no incoming plane wave in all channelsk
PE2\E2

0.
Now we make the coordinate transformationsx→ak2x on the linesw0(k)PE2

0(kPE1
0). The

reason for this is as follows. Under the gluing processG1 ,G2→G ~see Fig. 1! the two half-lines
corresponding tokPE1

0 andw0(k)PE2
0 are replaced by the interval@0,ak#, giving the new lines in

I12. This may be realized by identifying a pointP on the half-line corresponding tokPE1
0 and

with coordinatex(0<x<ak) with the pointQ on the half-line corresponding tow0(k)PE2
0 with

coordinateak2x. In particular,x5ak on thek-line corresponds tox50 on thew0(k)-line and
vice versa. Applying this transformation toF2(x,l;C2) we obtain in this new coordinate syste

F2
~aI !~x,l;C2!5S e2 iAl~aI 2x! 0

0 e2 iAlxD 1S C2

0 D1S e2 iAl~aI 2x! 0

0 e2 iAlxD S2~l!S C2

0 D .

We now require thatF1(x,l;C1) andF2
(a)(x,l;C2) agree on the lines labeled byI12. This will

fix C1 andC2 . Indeed, we then obtain

e2 iAlxC11eiAlxS1
p3~n12p!

~l!1eiAlxS1
p3p~l!C15e2 iAl~aI 2x!C21eiAl~aI 2x!S2

p3p~l!C2 .
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By the linear independence of the functionseiAlx ande2 iAlx it follows that

C15eiAlaI S2
p3p~l!C2 ,

~4.7!

S1
p3p~l!C11S1

p3~n12p!
~l!5e2 iAlaI C2 ,

and thus

C25@I2eiAlaI S1
p3p~l!eiAlaI S2

p3p~l!#21eiAlaI S1
p3~n12p!

~l!,

~4.8!

C15eiAlaI S2
p3p~l!@I2eiAlaI S1

p3p~l!eiAlaI S2
p3p~l!#21eiAlaI S1

p3~ni2p!
~l!.

Since for any invertibleA andU the identitiesUA215(AU21)21 andA21U5(U21A)21 hold,
we have

@I2eiAlaI S1
p3p~l!eiAlaI S2

p3p~l!#21eiAlaI 5@e2 iAlaI 2S1
p3p~l!eiAlaI S2

p3p~l!#21

5eiAlaI @I2S1
p3p~l!eiAlaI S2

p3p~l!eiAlaI #21.

Since S1(l) is assumed to be compatible withV(aI )S2(l)V(aI ) the inverses in~4.8! are well
defined.

Similar to ~4.5! and according to the ordering convention made previously we write
scattering matrixS(l) for the graphG in the block form

S~l!5S S~n12p!3~n12p!~l! S~n12p!3~n22p!~l!

S~n22p!3~n12p!~l! S~n22p!3~n22p!~l!
D ,

where the superscripts denote again the sizes of the blocks. SinceF1(x,l;C1) has an incoming
plane wave in any of the firstn12p channelskPE1\E1

0, Eqs. ~4.8! allow one to determine
S(n12p)3(n12p)(l) andS(n12p)3(n22p)(l):

S~n12p!3~n12p!~l!5S1
~n12p!3~n12p!

~l!1S1
~n12p!3p

~l!C1

5S1
~n12p!3~n12p!

~l!1S1
~n12p!3p

~l!eiAlaI S2
p3p~l!

3eiAlaI
•@I2S1

p3p~l!eiAlaI S2
p3p~l!eiAlaI #21S1

p3~n12p!
~l!,

S~n22p!3~n12p!~l!5S2
~n22p!3p

~l!C2

5S2
~n22p!3p

~l!eiAlaI
•@I2S1

p3p~l!eiAlaI S2
p3p~l!eiAlaI #21S1

p3~n12p!
~l!.

To determine the remaining blocks of the scattering matrixS(l) instead of~4.6! we consider
the n13(n22p) andn23(n22p) matrices

F̃1~x,l;C̃1!5e2 iAlxS 0

C̃1
D 1eiAlxS1~l!S 0

C̃1
D ,

~4.9!

F̃2~x,l;C̃2!5e2 iAlxS C̃2

I D 1eiAlxS2~l!S C̃2

I D ,
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with arbitraryp3(n22p) matricesC̃1 andC̃2 . Again F̃ l(x,l;C̃l) are the external parts of som

solutions of the Schro¨dinger equations with the operators2D(G l), l 51,2. NowF̃1(x,l;C̃1) has

no incoming plane waves in the channelskPE1\E1
0, but F̃2(x,l;C̃2) has an incoming plane wav

in any of the channelskPE2\E2
0.

Repeating the arguments used above we obtain the following matching conditions forC̃1 and
C̃2 :

C̃25eiAlaI S1
p3pC̃1 ,

~4.10!
S2

p3p~l!C̃21S2
p3~n22p!

~l!5e2 iAlaI C̃1 ,

and thus

C̃15@I2eiAlaI S2
p3p~l!eiAlaI S1

p3p~l!#21eiAlaI S2
p3~n22p!

~l!,

C̃25eiAlaI S1
p3p~l!@I2eiAlaI S2

p3p~l!eiAlaI S1
p3p~l!#21eiAlaI S2

p3~n22p!
~l!.

SinceS1(l) is compatible withV(aI )S2(l)V(aI ) the inverses are again well defined. From this a
from ~4.9! it follows that

S~n22p!3~n22p!~l!5S2
~n22p!3~n22p!

~l!1S2
~n22p!3p

~l!C̃2

5S2
~n22p!3~n22p!

~l!1S2
~n22p!3p

~l!eiAlaI S1
p3p~l!

•@I2eiAlaI S2
p3p~l!eiAlaI S1

p3p~l!#21eiAlaI S2
p3~n22p!

~l!,

S~n12p!3~n22p!~l!5S1
~n12p!3p

~l!C̃1

5S1
~n12p!3p

~l!•@I2eiAlaI S2
p3p~l!eiAlaI S1

p3p~l!#21eiAlaI S2
p3~n22p!

~l!.

By the definition of the generalized star product~3.4! we obtain~4.2!.
~2! Now suppose thatlPJ(G1 ,G2). We prove that the composition rule~4.2! remains valid.

Also lPY(G,I12) and the multiplicity ofl equals

dim Ker~2D~G1!2l!1dim ker„2D~G2!2l…1dim Ker~V~aI !S22
~1!~l!V~aI !S11

~2!~l!21!.
~4.11!

The assumptionlPJ(G1 ,G2) implies that

I2S1
p3p~l!eiAlaI S2

p3p~l!eiAlaI

and

I2eiAlaI S2
p3p~l!eiAlaI S1

p3p~l!

have nontrivial kernels. This implies that the homogeneous form of the equations~4.7! and~4.10!,

C15eiAlaI S2
p3p~l!C2 ,

~4.12!
S1

p3p~l!C15e2 iAlaI C2 ,

and
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C̃25eiAlaI S1
p3p~l!C̃1 ,

~4.13!
S2

p3p~l!C̃25e2 iAlaI C̃1 ,

respectively, have nontrivial solutions. It is easy to prove that the inhomogeneous equation~4.7!
and ~4.10! still have solutions in this case. Consider, for instance, the equation~4.7!, which is
equivalent to

C25eiAlaI S1
p3~n12p!

~l!1eiAlaI S1
p3p~l!eiAlaI S2

p3p~l!C2 .

By the Fredholm alternative this equation has a nontrivial solution iff

S1
p3~n12p!

~l!* e2 iAlaI b50 ~4.14!

for any 0ÞbPCp satisfying

S2
p3p~l!* e2 iAlaI S1

p3p~l!* e2 iAlaI b5b.

By Lemma III.3 withA5S2
p3p(l)* andB5e2 iAlaI S1

p3p(l)* e2 iAlaI we have

eiAlaI S1
p3p~l!S1

p3p~l!* e2 iAlaI b5b. ~4.15!

From the unitarity ofV(aI )S1(l)V(aI ), which states in particular that

eiAlaI S1
p3p~l!S1

p3p~l!* e2 iAlaI 1eiAlaI S1
p3~n12p!

~l!S1
p3~n12p!

~l!* e2 iAlaI 5I,

and from~4.15! it follows that

eiAlaI S1
p3~n12p!

~l!S1
p3~n12p!

~l!* e2 iAlaI b50.

Since KerC* C5KerC for any operatorC we obtain~4.14!. Equation~4.10! is discussed simi-
larly.

From ~4.6! and ~4.9! it follows that the Schro¨dinger equation with the operator2D~G! for
given value of the spectral parameterl.0 has~nonunique! solutions which have the form

F1~x,l;C1!5e2 iAlxS 0
C1

D1eiAlxS1~l!S 0
C1

D ,

~4.16!

F2~x,l;C2!5e2 iAlxS C2

0 D1eiAlxS2~l!S C2

0 D ,

and

F̃1~x,l;C̃1!5e2 iAlxS 0

C̃1
D 1eiAlxS1~l!S 0

C̃1
D ,

~4.17!

F̃2~x,l;C̃2!5e2 iAlxS C̃2

0 D 1eiAlxS2~l!S C̃2

0 D ,

where C1 and C2 (C̃1 and C̃2) solve ~4.12! @~4.13!, respectively#. Note thatC15C̃1 and C2

5C̃2 . On the lines in the setI12 the quantityF1 coincides withF2 andF̃1 andF̃2 . We will now
prove that
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S1
~n12p!3p

~l!C150, S2
~n22p!3p

~l!C250. ~4.18!

Thus, the functions~4.16! and~4.17! are zero on all external lines of the graphG and their support
has nontrivial overlap with the interval linesI12.

From ~4.12! it follows that C15eiAlaI S2
p3p(l)eiAlaI S1

p3p(l)C1 . By Lemma III.3 we have

S1
p3p~l!* S1

p3p~l!C15C1 .

By unitarity it follows that

S1
~n12p!3p

~l!* S1
~n12p!3p

~l!C150

and thusS1
(n12p)3p(l)C150. The second relation in~4.18! is proved similarly.

Now we note that from~4.12! and ~4.13! it follows that

Rank C15Rank C25 dim Ker~eiAlaI S2
p3p~l!eiAlaI S1

p3p~l!21!.

The columns of~4.16! correspond to linear-independent eigenfunctions of2D~G! for the eigen-
valuel. There are precisely dim Ker„eiAlaI S2

p3p(l)eiAlaI S1
p3p(l)21… such eigenfunctions and th

supports of all of them have nontrivial overlap with the internal linesI12.
~3! Let lPY(G,I12)ùR1 and let

dim ~Ker ZA,B,a~l!*L12~l!)5k, ~4.19!

where the linear subspaceL12(l) is defined by~4.1!. This means that there are preciselyk
eigenfunctions of2D~G! which disappear if we cut the internal linesI12. We will prove thatl
PJ(G1 ,G2) and that

dim Ker„V~aI !S22
~1!~l!V~aI !S11

~2!~l!21…5k, ~4.20!

which in turn implies that

dim Ker~2D~G!2l!5dim Ker~2D~G1!2l!1dim Ker~2D~G2!2l!

1dim Ker~V~aI !S22
~1!~l!V~aI !S11

~2!~l!21!.

From the existence of the above-mentioned eigenfunctions it follows that these eigenfunctio
be constructed by means of superposition and matching of the solutions~4.4! of the Schro¨dinger
equation for the operators2D(G1) and2D(G2) at energyl.0. For any vectorsC1 ,C2PCp the
functions

f1~x,l,C1!5e2 iAlxS 0
C1

D1eiAlxS1~l!S 0
C1

D ,

f2~x,l,C2!5e2 iAlxS C2

0 D1eiAlxS2~l!S C2

0 D ,

define the external parts of solutions of the Schro¨dinger equations for the operators2D(G l), l
51,2. Since the eigenfunctions are supported on internal lines of the graphG ~Theorem II.1! the
vectorsC1 andC2 must satisfy

S1
~n12p!3p

~l!C150, S2
p3~n22p!

~l!C250
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such thatf1(x,l,C1) vanishes in any of the channelskPE1\E1
0 andf2(x,l,C2) vanishes in all

channelskPE2\E2
0. Making the coordinate transformationx→aI 2x on the linesw0(k)PE2

0(k
PE1

0) and requiring thatf1(x,l,C1) andf2(aI 2x,l,C2) agree on the lines labeled byI12, we
obtain

C15eiAlaI S2
p3p~l!C2 ,

S1
p3p~l!C15e2 iAlaI C2 ,

or equivalently

eiAlaI S2
p3p~l!eiAlaI S1

p3p~l!C15C1 ,
~4.21!

C25eiAlaI S1
p3p~l!C1 .

Linear-independent solutions of~4.21! correspond to linear-independent eigenfunctions of2D~G!
and vise versa. Thus the condition~4.19! implies ~4.20!. This completes the proof of the theo
rem. h

Note that if G is simply the disjoint union ofG1 and G2 , i.e., if no connections are mad
~corresponding top50 andn5n11n2), thenS(l) is just the direct sum ofS1(l) and S2(l).
Also V* S(l)V5S2n

free(l)* VS(l) for any scattering matrix withn open ends and any unitaryn
3n matrix V, where

S2n
free~l!5S 0 I

I 0D .

Similarly S(l)* VS2n
free(l)5VS(l)V* .

Example IV.2: Consider an arbitrary self-adjoint LaplacianD(A,B) with local boundary
conditions on the graph depicted in Fig. 2, where the distance between the two vertices is
composition rule (4.2) with

V~a!5S eiAla 0

0 1
D .

easily gives

S115S11
~1!1S12

~1!S11
~2!S21

~1!~12S22
~1!S11

~2!e2iaAl!21,

S225S22
~2!1S22

~1!S21
~2!S12

~2!~12S22
~1!S11

~2!e2iaAl!21,
~4.22!

S125S12
~1!S12

~2!~12S22
~1!S11

~2!e2iaAl!21,

S215S21
~2!S21

~1!~12S22
~1!S11

~2!e2iaAl!21,

where the S-matrices are written in the form analogous to (3.1)

S~1!5S S11
~2! S12

~1!

S21
~1! S22

~1!D , S~2!5S S11
~2! S12

~2!

S21
~2! S22

~2!D ,

FIG. 2. The graph from Example IV.2.
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leaving out thel dependence. These relations are equivalent to the well-known factoriz
formula2–4,1,5–7applied to the Laplacian on a line with boundary conditions posed at x50 and
x5a.

Example IV.3: Consider the graph depicted in Fig. 3 where the length of the edges 3
equals a and the length of the edges 4 and 5 equals b. Let the boundary conditions be giv

c1~0!5c3~0!5c4~0!,

c2~0!5c3~a!5c5~0!,

c18~0!1c38~0!1c48~0!50,

c28~0!1c58~0!2c38~a!50, ~4.23!

c4~b!5c6~0!5c7~0!,

c5~b!5c6~a!5c8~0!,

2c48~b!1c68~0!1c78~0!50,

2c58~b!2c68~a!1c88~0!50.

Obviously they define a self-adjoint operator which we denote byD(a,b). The scattering matrix
corresponding to this operator [as defined by (2.3) and (2.4)] will be denoted by Sa,b(l). To
determine this434 matrix we first consider the graph depicted in Fig. 4 where the length of
edge 3 is supposed to be equal a. The boundary conditions (4.23) determine the self-
operator. The corresponding scattering matrix we denote by Sa(l). From (2.7) it follows that

FIG. 3. The graph from Example IV.3. The arrows show the positive direction for every edge. The edges 3 and 6 h
lengtha and the edges 4 and 5 the lengthb.

FIG. 4. The graph from Example IV.3. The arrows show the positive direction for every edge.
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Sa~l!5~eiAla29e2 iAla!21

3S eiAla13e2 iAla 24 2~eiAla23e2 iAla! 24

24 eiAla13e2 iAla 24 2~eiAla23e2 iAla!

2~eiAla23e2 iAla! 24 eiAla13e2 iAla 24

24 2~eiAla23e2 iAla! 24 eiAla13e2 iAla

D .

~4.24!

By Theorem IV.1 the scattering matrix Sa,b(l) is given by

Sa,b~l!5Sa~l!* 2V~bI !Sa~l!V~bI !, ~4.25!

where

V~bI !5diag~eiAlb,eiAlb,1,1!, bI 5~b,b!PR2.

We now compute the232 matrices K1 and K2 entering the definition~3.4! of the generalized
star product, thus obtaining

K1
215K2

215~eiAla29e2 iAla!22L,

~L !115~L !225e2iAla~12e2iAlb!19e22iAla~92e2iAlb!22~9111e2iAlb!,

~L !125~L !2158e2iAlb~eiAla13e2 iAla!.

From this it follows that

detK1
215detK2

215~eiAla29e2 iAla!24
•e24iAla@j~jh2264!~j28!2

116h~22562128j144j223j3!],

where j5exp$2iAla%21 and h5exp$2iAlb%21. Obviously these determinants vanish
e2iAla5e2iAlb51. One can show that there are no other zeros. Note that the embedded eig
ues of the operator2D(a,b) are determined by the equation e2iAla5e2iAlb51 such that for
incommensurable a and b there are no embedded eigenvalues.

For e2iAla5e2iAlb51 the matrix Sa(l) is not compatible with V(bI )Sa(l)V(bI ) and

K1
215K2

215
1

2 S 1 61

61 1 D ,

where 61 corresponds toexp$iAla%561. Obviously KerK1
215KerK2

21 is the subspace
spanned by the vector(1,71)T. Further,

„Sa~l!…12S 1
71D5

1

2 S 1 61

61 1 D S 1
71D50

and

V~bI !Sa~l!V~bI !)12S 1
71D5

1

2
eiAlbS 1 61

61 1 D S 1
71D50.

Thus, as proved in Sec. III, the generalized star product is well defined also in the case wh
matrix Sa(l) is not compatible with V(bI )Sa(l)V(bI ).
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Example IV.4: Consider the graph depicted in Fig. 5 where the length of the edges 3
equals a and the length of the edges 4 and 5 equals b. Let the boundary conditions be giv

c1~0!5c2~0!5c3~0!,

c4~0!5c5~0!5c3~a!,

c18~0!1c28~0!1c38~0!50,

c48~0!1c58~0!2c38~a!50,

c4~b!5c5~b!5c6~0!,

c6~a!5c7~0!5c8~0!,

2c48~b!2c58~b!1c68~0!50,

2c68~a!1c78~0!1c88~0!50.

Obviously they define a self-adjoint operator which we denote byD(a,b). The scattering matrix
corresponding to this operator [as defined by (2.3) and (2.4)] will be denoted by Sa,b(l). To
determine this434 matrix we first consider the graph depicted in Fig. 4 where the length of
edge 3 is supposed to be equal a. The boundary conditions (4.23) determine the self-
operator. The corresponding scattering matrix Sa(l) can be obtained from (4.24) by means of t
permutation of its lines and columns thus giving

Sa~l!5~eiAla29e2 iAla!21

3S eiAla13e2 iAla 2~eiAla23e2 iAla! 24 24

2~eiAla23e2 iAla! eiAla13e2 iAla 24 24

24 24 eiAla13e2 iAla 2~eiAla23e2 iAla!

24 24 2~eiAla23e2 iAla! eiAla13e2 iAla

D .

By Theorem IV.1 the scattering matrix Sa,b(l) is given by

Sa,b~l!5Sa~l!* 2V~bI !Sa~l!V~bI !, ~4.26!

where

V~bI !5diag~eiAlb,eiAlb,1,1!, bI 5~b,b!.

FIG. 5. The graph from Example IV.3. The arrows show the positive direction for every edge. The edges 3 and 6 h
lengtha and the edges 4 and 5 the lengthb.
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We now compute the232 matrices K1 andK2 entering the definition~3.4! of the generalized
star product, thus obtaining

K1
215K2

215~eiAla29e2 iAla!2L,

~L !115~L !225e2iAla~125e2iAlb!19e22iAla~925e2iAlb!218~12e2iAl!,

~L !125~L !21524e2iAlb~e2iAla29e22iAla!.

From this it follows that

detK1
215detK2

215~eiAla29e2 iAla!24@e4iAla~1210e2iAlb19e4iAlb!

193e24iAla~9210e2iAlb1e4iAlb!236e2iAla~126e2iAlb15e4iAlb!

2182e22iAla~9214e2iAlb15e4iAlb!118~27286e2iAlb159e4iAlb!#.

Obviously these determinants vanish if e2iAlb51. One can show that there are no other zero
Note that the embedded eigenvalues of the operator2D(a,b) are determined by the equatio
e2iAlb51.

For e2iAlb51 the matrices Sa(l) and V(bI )Sa(l)V(bI ) are not compatible and

K1
215K2

21524
e2iAla29e22iAla

~eiAla29e2 iAla!2 S 1 1

1 1D .

ObviouslyKerK1
215KerK2

21 is the subspace spanned by the vector(1,21)T. Further,

„Sa~l!…12S 1
21D524S 1 1

1 1D S 1
21D50

and

~V~bI !Sa~l!V~bI !!12S 1
21D524eiAlbS 1 1

1 1D S 1
21D50.

Thus, as proved in Sec. III, the generalized star product is well defined also in the case wh
matrices Sa(l) and V(bI )Sa(l)V(bI ) are not compatible.

As already discussed in Ref. 21, multiple application of~4.2! to an arbitrary graph allows on
by complete induction on the number of vertices to calculate its scattering matrix from the
tering matrices corresponding to single-vertex graphs. If these single-vertex graphs cont
tadpoles, i.e., internal lines starting and ending at the same vertex, then~4.2! give a complete
explicit construction of the scattering matrix in terms of the scattering matrices for single v
graphs. In the case when a resulting single-vertex graph contains tadpoles we proceed as
Let the graphG have one vertex,n external lines, andm tadpoles of lengthsai . To calculate the
scattering matrix ofG we insert an extra vertex on each of the internal lines~for definiteness, say
at x5ai /2). At these new vertices we impose trivial boundary conditions corresponding to
tinuous differentiability at this point. With these new vertices we may now repeat our pre
procedure. Thus in the end we arrive at graphs with one vertex only and no tadpoles.

V. SPECIAL CASE n 1Än 2Ä2p : TRANSFER MATRICES

This section is devoted to the construction of the transfer matrix for Schro¨dinger operators on
graphs with an even number of external lines. The transfer matrix formalism for general S¨-
dinger operators on the line is well known~see, e.g., Ref. 49!. Its relation to the scattering matri
is discussed in, e.g., Refs. 9 and 8.
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We start with the simplest example of a Laplace operator on the graph withn52 andm
50 ~see Fig. 6! which is equivalent to a Schro¨dinger operator on the line with point interactio
The boundary conditions given by the relation

S c2~0!

c28~0! D5eimS a b

c dD S c1~0!

2c18~0! D , ~5.1!

where the matrix

S a b

c dD PSL~2,R!,

and m is real, lead to self-adjoint Laplacians~see Refs. 21 and 64–67!. Conversely, from the
viewpoint of the von Neumann extension theory~see, e.g., Ref. 54! relation~5.1! describes almos
all @with respect to the Haar measure onU~2!# self-adjoint LaplaciansD(A,B). If exp$2im%51, the
operatorD(A,B) is real, i.e., commutes with complex conjugation. In particular, the choica
215d215b50, exp$2im%51 corresponds to thed-potential of strengthc ~see, e.g., Ref. 68!.

By definition the transfer matrix is a 232 matrix M (l)PU(1)3SL(2,R) satisfying

M ~l!S c1~0!

c18~0! D5S c2~0!

2c28~0! D . ~5.2!

In fact, in the case at hand it is given explicitly as follows:

M ~l!5eimS a b

c dD
If exp$2im%51, the matrixM (l) is unimodular, i.e.,M (l)PSL(2;R).

The transfer matrix possesses the following equivalent description. Any solution of the S¨-
dinger equation with the operator2D(A,B) for the energyl.0 has the form

u1~x!5a1eiAlx1b1e2 iAlx,

u2~x!5a2eiAlx1b2e2 iAlx.

From this and~5.2! it follows that there is a matrixL(l)PU(1)3SU(1,1),U(1)3SL(2;C)
~with the inclusion in the group-theoretical sense! such that

L~l!S a1

b1
D5S b2

a2
D ~5.3!

and

FIG. 6. The same graph as in Fig. 4 but with different ordering of the external lines.
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M ~l!5S 1 1

iAl 2 iAl
DL~l!S 1 1

iAl 2 iAl
D 21

.

For l.0 the matrixL~l! is related to the scattering matrix

SA,B~l!5S R~l! T1~l!

T2~l! L~l!
D

by the relation

L~l!5S 1

T2~l!
2

R~l!

T2~l!

L~l!

T2~l!

T1~l!

uT2~l!u2

D ,

where

T1~l!52eim~a2 ibAl1 ic/Al1d!21,

T2~l!52e2 im~a2 ibAl1 ic/Al1d!21,

R~l!5~a2 ibAl1 ic/Al1d!21~a2 ibAl2 ic/Al2d!,

L~l!5~a2 ibAl1 ic/Al1d!21~2a2 ibAl2 ic/Al1d!,

Note thatT1(l)5T2(l) for all l.0 if the operatorD(A,B) is real, i.e., exp$2im%51. This is in
analogy with Schro¨dinger operators on the line with potentials which are necessarily real~see, e.g.,
Refs. 69 and 70!.

The factorization rule from Example IV.2 can now be written in the form

L~l!5L~1!~l!U~a!L~2!~l!U~a!21, ~5.4!

where

U~a!5S e2 iAla 0

0 eiAlaD .

The relation~5.4! is the special case of the well-known factorization formula1–7 applied to the
Laplacian on a line with point interaction.

It is easy to realize that the transfer matrix cannot be defined forarbitrary boundary condi-
tions. For instance, the Dirichlet@c2(01)5c1(01)50# or Neuman@c28(01)5c18(01)50# or
mixed @c2(01)1k2c28(01)5c1(01)1k1c18(01)50# boundary conditions introduce the de
couplingD(A,B)5D1% D2 , whereD j , j 51,2, are the Laplacians onL2(0,̀ ) with corresponding
boundary conditions. Recall, however, that the scattering matrix is well defined even in
cases. The composition rule~4.22! ~see Example IV.2! remains valid.

Now we consider an arbitrary graphG with an even number of external linesn52p. We
enumerate the external lines in an arbitrary but fixed order. The external part of an arb
solution of the Schro¨dinger equation with2D(A,B) at the energyl.0 has the form

uj~x!5aje
iAlx1bje

2 iAlx, j 51,...,n. ~5.5!

We define the transfer matrix
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L~l!1
a1

]

ap

b1

]

bp

2 51
bp11

]

bn

ap11

]

an

2 . ~5.6!

To prove thatL~l! is correctly defined it suffices to show that for arbitrary constants (aj ,bj ), j
51,...,p, there is a solution to the Schro¨dinger equation with the operator2D(A,B) whose
external part has the form~5.5! and this solution is unique up to its internal part. The external
of any solution to the Schro¨dinger equation with the operator2D(A,B) is a linear combination o
the columns of the matrix-valued function

C~x,l!5e2 iAlxI1eiAlxS~l!. ~5.7!

Thus, the columns of~5.7! have to satisfy~5.6!, i.e.,

L~l!S S11~l! S12~l!

I 0 D 5S 0 I

S21~l! S22~l!
D ,

where thep3p block notation is adopted. WritingL~l! as

L~l!5S L11~l! L12~l!

L21~l! L22~l!
D

we obtain

L11~l!S11~l!1L12~l!50,

L11~l!S12~l!5I,
~5.8!

L21~l!S11~l!1L22~l!5S21~l!,

L21~l!S12~l!5S22~l!.

Let us suppose that detS12(l)Þ0. Then

L11~l!5S12~l!21,L12~l!52S12~l!21S11~l!,

L21~l!5S22~l!S12~l!21,L22~l!5S21~l!2S22~l!S12~l!21S11~l!.

Thus, we proved that for detS12(l)Þ0 the transfer matrix exists and has the form

L~l!5S S12~l!21 2S12~l!21S11~l!

S22~l!S12~l!21 S21~l!2S22~l!S12~l!21S11~l!
D . ~5.9!

Also, its definition~5.6! immediately leads to the following factorization formula,

L~l!5L~1!~l!U~aI !L~2!~l!U~aI !21, ~5.10!
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where the diagonal unitary matrixU(aI ) is given by

U~aI !5S e2 iAlaI 0

0 eiAlaI D .

Note that formal arguments based on the superposition principle leading to~5.10! have appeared
earlier in Ref. 17. As for related results we mention that in Ref. 71 it was shown that the tra
matrix of a Schro¨dinger operator on the line with a matrix-valued potential can be written in
form ~5.9!.

Lemma V.1: IfdetS12(l)Þ0, thenL(l)PU(p,p).
Proof: Obviously the coefficientsa1 ,...,an ,b1 ,...,bn in ~5.5! satisfy the relation

S a1

]

an

D 5S~l!S b1

]

bn

D .

From the unitarity of the scattering matrix it follows that

ua1u21¯1uanu25ub1u21¯1ubnu2,

or, equivalently,

ua1u21¯1uapu22ub1u22ubpu25ubp11u21¯1ubnu22uap11u22¯2uanu2.

This relation and~5.6! complete the proof of the lemma. h

Let us summarize the above results of the present section:
Theorem V.2: If detS12(l)Þ0, then the transfer matrixL(l)PU(p,p) as given by~5.9!

exists such that for an arbitrary(a1 ,...,ap ,b1 ,...,bp)PCn there is a solution of the Schro¨dinger
equation with2D(A,B) at the energyl.0 whose external part has the form~5.5! and the
coefficients(bp11 ,...,bn ,ap11 ,...,an)PCn are given by~5.6!. The composition rule for the scat
tering matrices~4.2! is equivalent to the multiplication formula~5.10! for the transfer matrices.

In addition for real operators we have the following.
Theorem V.3: If the operator D(A,B,aI ) is real and if in additiondetS12(l)Þ0, then

L(l)PSU(p,p),SL(2p;C).
Proof: From the well-known determinant formula for block matrices~see, e.g., Ref. 72

Section II.5!

detS A11 A12

A21 A22
D 5detA11det~A222A21A11

21A12!, ~5.11!

which follows from the decomposition

S A11 A12

A21 A22
D 5S A11 0

A21 I D S I A11
21A12

0 A222A21A11
21A12

D ,

it follows that

detL~l!5
detS21~l!

detS12~l!
.

By Theorem II.2 we haveS12(l)T5S21(l) and thus detL(l)51. h

We turn now to a discussion of the assumption detS12(l)Þ0. For the scattering matrix of the
graph depicted in Fig. 4 with the boundary conditions~4.23! ~see Example IV.3! det„Sa(l)…12

50 for all l.0.
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Theorem V.4: Suppose thatdetS12(l)50. Then the transfer matrixL~l! exists such that for
arbitrary

~a1 ,...,ap ,b1 ,...,bp!PRanS I 0

0 P
„Ker S12~l!…'

D ,Cn

there is a solution of the Schro¨dinger equation with2D(A,B,aI ) at energyl.0 whose external
part has the form (5.5) and the coefficients(bp11 ,...,bn ,ap11 ,...,an)PCn are given by~5.6!.

Proof: The external part of any solution to the Schro¨dinger equation with the operato
2D(A,B,aI ) satisfying the conditions of the theorem is a linear combination of the columns o
matrix-valued function

C~x,l!S I 0

0 P
„Ker S12~l!…'

D , ~5.12!

whereC(x,l) is given by~5.7!. Thus, the columns of~5.12! have to satisfy~5.6!, i.e.,

S L11~l! L12~l!

L21~l! L22~l!
D S S11~l! S12~l!P

„Ker S12~l!…'

I 0
D 5S 0 P

„Ker S12~l!…'

S21~l! S22~l!P
„Ker S12~l!…'

D .

The solution of this equation can be wiritten in the form

L11~l!5S12~l!!,L12~l!52S12~l!!S11~l!,

L21~l!5S22~l!S12~l!!,L225S21~l!2S22~l!S12~l!!S11~l!,

where! stands for the Penrose–Moore pseudoinverse. h

Note that any vector of the form (c,0)T with cPKerS12(l) satisfiesL(l)(0
c)50. Thus

detL(l)50.
Inspection of the proof of Theorem V.4 shows that the transfer matrix cannot be extend

a subspace larger than

RanS I 0

0 P
„Ker S12~l!…'

D .

If detL(1)(l)5detL(2)(l)50, then RanU(aI )L (2)(l)U(aI ) and KerL (1)(l) may have a nontrivial
overlap and therefore the multiplication formula~5.10! does not hold in this case.

Example V.5: Consider the graph depicted in Fig. 4 with the boundary conditions
Example IV.3. For alllPR1 such that e2iAla51 we have thatKerS12(l) is nontrivial and

PKer S12~l!5
1

2 S 1 71

71 1 D ,

P
„Ker S12~l!…'5

1

2 S 1 61

61 1 D ,

where61 corresponds toexp$iAla%561. Suppose that

~a1 ,a2 ,b1 ,b2!T¹RanS I 0

0 P
„Ker S12~l!…'

D ,

or, equivalently,
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~a1 ,a2 ,b1 ,b2!TPRanS 0 0

0 PKer S12~l!
D .

In particular, we can choose

a15a250, b151, b2571.

It is easy to check that there is no solution to the Schro¨dinger equation with these boundar
conditions.

Example V.6: Consider the graph depicted in Fig. 7 with the boundary conditions a
Example IV.4. KerS12(l) is nontrivial for all lPR1 and

PKer S12~l!5
1

2 S 1 21

21 1 D , P
„Ker S12~l!…'5

1

2 S 1 1

1 1D .

Suppose again that

~a1 ,a2 ,b1 ,b2!T¹RanS I 0

0 P
„Ker S12~l!…'

D
and choose

a15a250, b151, b251.

Again it is easy to check that there is no solution to the Schro¨dinger equation with these boundar
conditions.

The statement converse to Theorem V.2 immediately follows from Theorem V.4.
Theorem V.7: If the transfer matrix L~l! exists in the sense of Theorem V.2, th

detS12(l)Þ0 and the corresponding scattering matrix is given by

S~l!5S 2L11~l!21L12~l! L11~l!21

L22~l!2L21~l!L11~l!21L12~l! L21~l!L11~l!21D . ~5.13!

Proof: Suppose that detS12(l)50. Then by Theorem V.4 we get detL(l)50, which is a
contradiction. Thus, detS12(l)Þ0 and therefore by Theorem V.2 detL(l)Þ0. The representation
~5.13! follows from ~5.8!. h
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APPENDIX: PROOF OF THEOREM III.8

Here we give the proof of Theorem III.8 which claims that for arbitrary unitary matricesU (1),
U (2), andV the matrixU5U (1)* VU (2) defined by~3.4! is unitary. As already noted in Ref. 21
suffices to prove only the relations

U11* U111U21* U215I,

U11* U121U21* U2250. ~A1!

FIG. 7. The graph withn52 andm50.
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The remaining relations,

U12* U121U22* U225I,

U12* U111U22* U2150, ~A2!

follow immediately from~A1!. To see this for an arbitrary unitary matrixU we define an invo-
lutive mapU°Ut given as

U5S U11 U12

U21 U22
D °Ut5S U22 U21

U12 U11
D .

Direct calculations show that the following ‘‘transposition law,’’

Ut5U ~2!t

* V* U ~1!t
~A3!

holds wheneverU5U (1)* VU (2). Assume that~A1! holds for arbitrary unitaryU. Replacing the
matrix U by Ut given by ~A3! transforms the relations~A1! into ~A2!.

By the definition of the generalized star product~3.4! and by the unitarity ofU (1) the first of
the relations~A1! is equivalent to

2U21
~1!* U21

~1!1U21
~1!* V* U11

~2!* K2* U12
~1!* U11

~1!1U11
~1!* U12

~1!K2U11
~2!VU21

~1!

1U21
~1!* V* U11

~2!* K2* U12
~1!* U12

~1!K2U11
~2!VU21

~1!1U21
~1!* K1* U21

~2!* U21
~2!K1U21

~1!50. ~A4!

Since the opposite case was already considered in Ref. 21, we further assume that the matU (1)

is not V-compatible withU (2). From Theorem III.6 it follows that all off-diagonal blocksU12
(1) ,

U21
(1) , U12

(2) , andU21
(2) are not of maximal rank and thus KerU21

(1) is nontrivial. Letdi , 1< i<k
5dim KerU21

(1) , be an arbitrary basis in KerU21
(1) . From the unitary of the matrixU (1) we get

U12
(1)* U11

(1)di50 for all 1< i<k. Thus

@2U21
~1!* U21

~1!1U21
~1!* V* U11

~2!* K2* U12
~1!* U11

~1!1U11
~1!* U12

~1!K2U11
~2!VU21

~1!

1U21
~1!* V* U11

~2!* K2* U12
~1!* U12

~1!K2U11
~2!VU21

~1!1U21
~1!* K1* U21

~2!* U21
~2!K1U21

~1!#di50

for all 1< i<k. Hence to prove~A4! it remains to show that

@2U21
~1!* U21

~1!1U21
~1!* V* U11

~2!* K2* U12
~1!* U11

~1!1U11
~1!* U12

~1!K2U11
~2!VU21

~1!

1U21
~1!* V* U11

~2!* K2* U12
~1!* U12

~1!K2U11
~2!VU21

~1!1U21
~1!* K1* U21

~2!* U21
~2!K1U21

~1!#d50.

~A5!

for any dP(KerU21
(1))'5RanU21

(1)* . Therefore we setd5U21
(1)* d̃, where d̃PCp is an arbitrary

vector. Thus, the relation~A5! holds whenever

@2U21
~1!* U21

~1!U21
~1!* 1U21

~1!* V* U11
~2!* K2* U12

~1!* U11
~1!U21

~1!* 1U11
~1!* U12

~1!K2U11
~2!VU21

~1!U21
~1!*

1U21
~1!* V* U11

~2!* K2* U12
~1!* U12

~1!K2U11
~2!VU21

~1!U21
~1!* 1U21

~1!* K1* U21
~2!* U21

~2!K1U21
~1!U21

~1!* #d̃50

~A6!

for all d̃PCp.
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First we note that by Lemma III.4~iv! the relation~A6! holds for all d̃P C̃. Therefore it
suffices to prove that~A6! holds for all d̃P C̃'. Observe that in this case by Lemma III.4~i! and
by the unitarity of the matricesU (1) andU (2) we have

U12
~1!* U11

~1!U21
~1!* d̃52U12

~1!* U12
~1!U22

~1!* d̃52U22
~1!* d̃1U22

~1!* U22
~1!U22

~1!* d̃PB',

U11
~2!VU21

~1!U21
~1!* d̃5U11

~2!Vd̃2U11
~2!VU22

~1!U22
~1!* d̃PB̃', ~A7!

U21
~1!U21

~1!* d̃5d̃2U22
~1!U22

~1!* d̃P C̃'.

To prove the first relation in~A7! it suffices to show that for anyd̃P C̃' and anybPB

2~b,U22
~1!* d̃!1~b,U22

~1!* U22
~1!U22

~1!* d̃!52~U22
~1!b,d̃!1~U22

~1!U22
~1!* U22

~1!b,d̃!50. ~A.8!

By the definition ofB and by Lemma III.3U22
(1)* U22

(1)b5b for any bPB which proves~A8!. To
prove the second relation in~A7! it suffices to show for anyd̃P C̃' and anyb̃PB̃

~ b̃,U11
~2!Vd̃!2~ b̃,U11

~2!VU22
~1!U22

~1!* d̃!5~V* U11
~2!b̃,d̃!2~U22

~1!U22
~1!* V* U11

~2!* b̃,d̃!50. ~A9!

By Lemma III.4 ~i! V* U11
(2)b̃P C̃. By the definition ofC̃ and by Lemma III.3U22

(1)U22
(1)* c̃5 c̃ for

any c̃P C̃ which proves~A9!. This also proves that

~ c̃,d̃!2~ c̃,U22
~1!U22

~1!* d̃!5~ c̃,d̃!2~U22
~1!U22

~1!* c̃,d̃!50

for all d̃P C̃' and all c̃P C̃ from which the third relation in~A7! follows.
From Lemma III.5 and the definition~3.2! of the matricesK1 andK2 it follows that

~ i ! K1 maps C̃' onto C' bijectively,

~ i i ! K1* maps C' onto C̃' bijectively,
~A10!

~ i i i ! K2 maps B̃' onto B' bijectively,

~ iv ! K2* maps B' onto B̃' bijectively,

Noting thatU12
(1)* U12

(1)b'5b'2U22
(1)* U22

(1)b'PB' and U21
(2)* U21

(2)c'5c'2U11
(2)* U11

(2)c'P C̃'

due to~A7! and ~A10! we can write the lhs of~A6! in the form

U21
~1!* @2I2V* U11

~2!* K2U22
~1!* 2U22

~1!K2U11
~2!V1V* U11

~2!* K2* K2U11
~2!V

2V* U11
~2!* K2* U22

~1!* U22
~1!K2U11

~2!V1K1* K12K1* U11
~2!* U11

~2!K1#U21
~2!* U21

~2!d̃. ~A11!

Similar to Ref. 21 one can easily prove that for anyb̃'PB̃' and c̃'P C̃' the following relations
hold:

K1* K1c̃'5 c̃'1U22
~1!K2U11

~2!Vc̃'1V* U11
~2!* K2* U22

~1!* c̃'1V* U11
~2!* K2* U22

~1!* U22
~1!K2U11

~2!Vc̃' .

K1* U11
~2!* U11

~2!K1c̃'5V* ~I1U11
~2!* K2* U22

~1!* V* !U11
~2!* U11

~2!~I1VU22
~1!K2U11

~2!!Vc̃' ,

K2* K2b̃'5b̃'1K2* U22
~1!* V* U11

~2!* 1U11
~2!VU22

~1!K2b̃'1K2* U22
~1!* V* U11

~2!* U11
~2!VU22

~1!K2b̃' .
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Inserting these relations in~A11! with the choicec̃'5U21
(2)* U21

(2)d̃ and b̃'5U11
(2)Vc̃' we obtain

that it vanishes, thus completing the proof of the first relation in~A1!. The proof of the second
relation in ~A1! is similar and will therefore be omitted.
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In this paper we apply the chiral spinorial approach to the description of spin3
2

particles. Chiral components of rank 3 spinor fields are considered to be the dy-
namical variables of the theory. The free Lagrangian is built from the same prin-
ciples as in the case of spin 1 and spin 2 particles: chiral symmetry at the free field
level and chiral symmetry breakdown at the interaction level. We show how the
chiral spinorial approach provides an unambiguous Lagrangian approach for mass-
less spin 3

2 particles. This approach provides a fairly rich set of effective
Lagrangians for the interaction of spin32 particles. © 2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1316061#

I. INTRODUCTION

The usual way to describe a massive~or massless! spin 3
2 field is to use the Rarita–Schwinge1

~RS! spinor-vectorF ,a
m field ~four vector indicesm50,1,2,3 and four spinor indicesa51,2,3,4!

which satisfies the equations

~ i ]”2m!abFm,b50, ~1.1!

g ab
m Fm,b50, ~1.2!

]mFm,a50. ~1.3!

The RS theory can be obtained as a consequence of the more general Bargmann–Wigner2 ~BW!
approach, which assigns to a massive particle of spins, a spinorial symmetric field of rank 2s,
obeying a Dirac equation in each index.

This paper deals with the extension to particles of spin3
2, of our chiral spinorial approach.3,4

We show in this paper that our method provides an ambiguity free approach to the descrip
spin 3

2 particles.
In our approach we use a set of 8 chiral fields which are built from the rank 3 spinor

These chiral fields are treated as independent field variables. We have in this way, a set o
Dirac-type equations. The fact that we have a larger number of equations than the BW m
means that we are able to describe particles with more degrees of freedom than Bargma
Wigner did. We shall come back to this point in a future paper.

Besides the enlargement of the number of degrees of freedom our method relies u
Lagrangian from which we can derive all equations of motion. These equations can be w
either in terms of the chiral fields or alternatively, in terms of tensor fields. Within this Lagran
approach one can easily discuss internal and discrete symmetries such asC, P, andT.

In this paper we shall see that RS equations follow from chiral invariance at the free field
and chiral asymmetry at the interaction level. In this way we have extended to spin3

2 the descrip-
tion used by us to particles of spin 1~Ref. 3! and spin 2.4
15990022-2488/2001/42(4)/1599/13/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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The chiral spinorial method is also useful in the construction of effective interactions.5 In this
approach the interactions are represented as effective Lagrangians involving the coupling
eight chiral components, with matter fields and the other fields.

The plan of this paper is the following: in Sec. II we review the BW method and discuss
aspects of this theory. We have pointed out in this section some ambiguities of this approa
spin 3

2 particles.
In Sec. III we define the chiral components and show how they can be written in term

vector–spinor and tensor–spinor fields.
Chiral invariance is defined in Sec. IV. The free field Lagrangian is required to be c

invariant. This is enough to fix the first order derivative Lagrangian for spin3
2 particles. The chiral

invariant Lagrangian is shown to lead to the right equations for massless3
2 particles in Sec. V. This

is done through the use of the set of equations for the chiral components.
In Sec. VI we show that in the massive case our Lagrangian leads to a Lagrangian ap

for the Rarita–Schwinger equation. The Lagrangian is written in terms of the vector–spino
tensor–spinor fields which are now treated as independent field variables.

The approach developed here is particularly useful in phenomenological applications. I
VII we show how this method will lead to a large number of Lagrangians for the interactio
spin 3

2 particles to other particles.
We end this paper by drawing some conclusions in Sec. VIII.

II. SPINORS AND THE BARGMANN–WIGNER APPROACH

We take the generally accepted view that particles of spins can be described by a rank 2s
spinor fieldca1a2¯a2s

(x). In the case of spin 1 and 2 particles this is a departure of the u
approach that relies upon the use of vector and tensor fields. For particles of spin3

2 the basic field
is a rank 3 spinor fieldca1a2a3

(x).
The problem with this approach is that we deal with a field having too many degre

freedom. In fact, in the case of the spin3
2 particles we are dealing with a field with 64 componen

and so we have 64 degrees of freedom.
How to we deal with so many degrees of freedom? Some of these degrees of freedo

fields which can be expressed in terms of more fundamental fields. One expects some re
among them. There might also be constraints upon these fields.

These relations, or constraints, can be obtained from three equations proposed by Ba
and Wigner:2

i ]” ^ 1^ 1c5mc, ~2.1a!

1^ i ]” ^ 1c5mc, ~2.1b!

1^ 1^ i ]”c5mc. ~2.1c!

wherem is the mass of the Bargmann–Wigner field, which is associated to the mass of th
3
2 particles.

The first problem with the Bargmann–Wigner equations is that they cannot be obtained
a Lagrangian density. BW method is not based on a Lagrangian approach.

The second problem with the BW method is that for a general 64 component spinor field
equations are not enough to impose all restrictions and relations among the component
enough however for symmetric spinors. We shall come to this point later.

Finally, we would like to stress the fact that the Bargmann–Wigner method fails in the
of zero mass particles.

We shall see that the chiral spinorial method proposed by us provides a better descript
particles of spin3

2, since we are able to cure all these three problems associated with the
method.
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In order to understand the problems discussed before let us reduce the number of deg
freedom to 40 by imposing the symmetry ofc into two indices. This can be achieved by means
a decomposition of the fieldc in terms of the symmetric matrices (gmC) and (smnC). We write

ca1a2a3
~x!5ca1a3a2

~x!5D1Fm,a1
~x!~gmC!a2a3

1D2Gmn,a1
~x!~smnC!a2a3

~2.2a!

or

ca2a3a1
~x!5ca2a1a3

~x!5D1Fm,a2
~x!~gmC!a3a1

1D2Gmn,a2
~x!~smnC!a3a1

~2.2b!

or

ca3a1a2
~x!5ca3a2a1

~x!5D1Fm,a3
~x!~gmC!a1a2

1D2Gmn,a3
~x!~smnC!a1a2

. ~2.2c!

whereGmn,a is a tensor-spinor field andFm,a is the RS vector–spinor field. Clearly each of th
above decompositions takes into account the symmetry in only two indices.

A decomposition that takes into account the symmetry in all indices is

ca1a2a3
~x!5ca2a3a1

~x!5ca3a1a2
~x!5¯5d1$wm,a1

~x!~gmC!a2a3
1wm,a2

~x!~gmC!a3a1

1wm,a3
~x!~gmC!a1a2

%1d2$Gmn,a1
~x!~smnC!a2a3

1Gmn,a2
~x!~smnC!a3a1

1Gmn,a3
~x!~smnC!a1a2

%. ~2.3!

For a totally symmetric tensor the BW equations reduces to just one equation since
symmetricc we have the identity

~ i ]” ^ 1^ 1!c5~1^ i ]” ^ 1!c5~1^ 1^ i ]” !c. ~2.4!

For a symmetric spinor we are left with just one equation. One equation is not en
to impose all relations and constraints expected for theFm,a andGmn,a fields. There is, however
a way of getting around this problem. It amounts, in fact, to the use of a simple trick. We
the partially symmetric decomposition in the BW equations and then assume thatc is totally
symmetric.

Let us consider the simple example ofca1a2a3
as given by decomposition~2.2a!. SinceC21,

C21g5, andC21g5gm are antisymmetric matrices, the following projections are obviously z

Tr~C a1a2

21
•ca1a2a3

!50,

Tr~~C21g5!a1a2
•ca1a2a3

!50,

Tr~~C21g5gm!a1a2
•ca1a2a3

!50.

Let us use in the above equations the nonsymmetrical decomposition~2.2a!. We will be led to
the following independent conditions:

g a1a2

m Fm,a2
50, ~2.5!

F a1

m 52i
D2

D1
~gn!a1a2

G a2

mn . ~2.6!

The first constraint,~2.5!, is just one of the Rarita–Schwinger~RS! equations for the spinor–
vector F ,a

m . The use of the second constraint~2.6!, and of the BW equations~2.1b! gives rise,
after further extra manipulations, to the other two RS equations:
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~ i ]”2m!abFm,b50 ~2.7!

and

]mFm,a50. ~2.8!

Clearly we will obtain the same results if we use expressions~2.2b! or ~2.2c! for c and take
the appropriate projections.

The conclusion is that the way of getting the RS equations from the BW method, work
is a tricky method. We use an asymmetric decomposition but assume that the field is a sym
one.

Finally let us relate the superposition coefficientswm and Gmn of the totally symmetric de-
composition~2.3! of c, to the coefficientsFm andG mn. We get

2D1F ,a1

m 5d1$2w ,a1

m 1~gagm!a1a2
wa,a2

%1d2~sabgm!a1a2
Gab,a2

, ~2.9!

2D2G ,a1

mn 5d1~gasmn!a1a2
wa,a2

14d2Gmn,a1
1d2~sabsmn!a1a2

Gab,a2
. ~2.10!

III. CHIRAL COMPONENTS

Let us analyze the relativistic equations for spin3
2 particles by using the spinorial approac

Within the spinorial approach we treat chiral components as independent field variables. Fo
1
2 particles we define two chiral components as

cR5 1
2 ~11g5!c

cL5 1
2 ~12g5!c.

For the rank 3 spinor fieldc, one can introduce, in close analogy with the spin1
2 case, the

chiral components:

c
a1a2a3

RRR 5 1
2 ~11g5! ^

1
2 ~11g5! ^

1
2 ~11g5!c,

cRRL5
1
2 ~11g5! ^

1
2 ~11g5! ^

1
2 ~12g5!c,

cRLR5 1
2 ~11g5! ^

1
2 ~12g5! ^

1
2 ~11g5!c,

cLRR5 1
2 ~12g5! ^

1
2 ~11g5! ^

1
2 ~11g5!c,

~3.1!

cLLR5 1
2 ~12g5! ^

1
2 ~12g5! ^

1
2 ~11g5!c,

cLRL5 1
2 ~12g5! ^

1
2 ~11g5! ^

1
2 ~12g5!c,

cRLL5 1
2 ~11g5! ^

1
2 ~12g5! ^

1
2 ~12g5!c,

cLLL5 1
2 ~12g5! ^

1
2 ~12g5! ^

1
2 ~12g5!c,

where by definition

c5cRRR1cRRL1cRLR1cLRR1cLLR1cLRL1cRLL1cLLL . ~3.2!
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To each possible expansions of the spinorc, there corresponds a set of chiral componen
there is a set of equations obtained from a nonsymmetric decomposition and another set o
from the symmetrized decomposition. We shall analyze both sets of equations. We shall s
the method works in both cases.

The chiral components defined in~3.1! assumes, after inserting the nonsymmetrized exp
sion in ~3.1!, the following form:

c
a1a2a3

RRR 5D2~GmnR!a2
~smnC!Ra3a1

,

cRRL5D1~FmR!~gmC!L ,

cRLR5D2~GmnL!~smnC!R ,

cLRR5D1~FmR!~gmC!R ,
~3.3!

cLLR5D1~FmL!~gmC!R ,

cLRL5D2~GmnR!~smnC!L ,

cRLL5D1~FmL!~gmC!L ,

cLLL5D2~GmnL!~smnC!L ,

where in~3.3!, we have introduced the more compact following notation:

1
2 ~16g5!a1a2

Fma2
5~Fm!

L
Ra1

,

1
2 ~16g5!Gmn5~Gmn!

L
R,

~ 1
2 ~16g5!gmC!a1a2

5~gmC!
L
R,

~ 1
2 ~16g5!smnC!5~smnC!

L
R . ~3.4!

We will refer to the chiral components~3.3! as to the nonsymmetrized chiral components. O
can see that the chiral components provides a way of separating the vector–spinor fro
tensor–spinor contributions.

The chiral components defined in~3.1! assumes after inserting the symmetrized expansio
c into ~3.1! and having in mind the notation~3.4!, the following form:

c
a1a2a3

RRR 5d2$~GmnR!a1
~smnC!Ra2a3

1~GmnR!a2
~smnC!Ra3a1

1~GmnR!a3
~smnC!Ra1a2

%,

c
a1a2a3

RRL 5d1$~wmR!a1
~gmC!Ra2a3

1~wmR!a2
~gmC!La3a1

%1d2~GmnL!a3
~smnC!Ra1a2

,

c
a1a2a3

RLR 5d1$~wmR!a1
~gmC!La2a3

1~wmR!a3
~gmC!Ra1a2

%1d2~GmnL!a2
~smnC!Ra3a1

,

c
a1a2a3

LRR 5d1$~wmR!a2
~gmC!Ra3a1

1~wmR!a3
~gmC!La1a2

%1d2~GmnL!a1
~smnC!Ra2a3

,

~3.5!
c

a1a2a3

LLR 5d1$~wmL!a1
~gmC!La2a3

1~wmL!a2
~gmC!Ra3a1

%1d2~GmnR!a3
~smnC!La1a2

,

c
a1a2a3

LRL 5d1$~wmL!a1
~gmC!Ra2a3

1~wmL!a3
~gmC!La1a2

%1d2~GmnR!a2
~smnC!La3a1

,
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c
a1a2a3

RLL 5d1$~wmL!a2
~gmC!La3a1

1~wmL!a3
~gmC!Ra1a2

%1d2~GmnR!a1
~smnC!La2a3

,

c
a1a2a3

LLL 5d2$~GmnL!a1
~smnC!La2a3

1~GmnL!a2
~smnC!La3a1

1~GmnL!a3
~smnC!La1a2

%.

Chiral components~3.5! will be named symmetrized chiral components.
Our next step will be to write the free Lagrangian for the chiral components.

IV. CHIRAL TRANSFORMATION AND CHIRAL INVARIANCE

Let us turn now to the construction of the free field Lagrangian. If one imposes the req
ment of Lorentz invariance and requires further that the Lagrangian be first order, the Lagra
density will be written under the general form

L05a1c̄~ i ]” ^ 1^ 1!c1a2c̄~1^ i ]” ^ 1!c1a3c̄~1^ 1^ i ]” !c. ~4.1!

For spin 1
2 particles, chiral transformation is defined as the following transformation of

field:

c→cchi5eiug5
c5~cosu1 ig5 sinu!c. ~4.2!

The natural extension of~4.2! will be the following general chiral transformation:

c→cchi5eiu1g5
^ eiu2g5

^ eiu3g5
c. ~4.3!

Under this general chiral transformation, the chiral components will be transformed as

cRRR→cRRR
chi 5ei (u11u21u3)cRRR,

cRRL→cRRL
chi 5ei (u11u22u3)cRRL,

cRLR→cRLR
chi 5ei (u12u21u3)cRLR,

cLRR→cLRR
chi 5ei (2u11u21u3)cLRR,

~4.4!
cLLR→cLLR

chi 5ei (2u12u21u3)cLLR ,

cLRL→cLRL
chi 5ei (2u11u22u3)cLRL ,

cRLL→cRLL
chi 5ei (u12u22u3)cRLL ,

cLLL→cLLL
chi 5ei (2u12u22u3)cLLL .

As far as the chiral components are concerned, chiral transformation stands for phase
formations. Each chiral component transforms under a different phase.

In order to get a chiral invariant Lagrangian, we are left with just one among the follow
three options:

a15a250⇒u15u250

or

a15a350⇒u15u350

or
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a25a350⇒u25u350.

In the third case, that will be considered, from now on, the chiral invariant Lagrangian

L05c̄~ i ]” ^ 1^ 1!c, ~4.5!

which is invariant under the chiral transformation

c→cchi5eiu1g5
^ 1^ 1c. ~4.6!

Our proposal for treating massless spin3
2 particles is, in close analogy with spin12 particles,3,4

to treat all chiral components as independent field variables. In this way we consider all
components as dynamical variables. It is simple to check that the substitution of~3.2! into ~4.5!
leads to the following Lagrangian density:

L5c̄RRR~ !cRLL1c̄RRL~ !cRLR1c̄RLR~ !cRRL1c̄LRR~ !cLLL

1c̄LLR~ !cLRL1c̄LRL~ !cLLR1c̄RLL~ !cRRR1c̄LLL~ !cLRR, ~4.7!

where~ ! stands for the operatori ]” ^ 1^ 1.
Treating all chiral components as independent field variables, one gets from~4.7! the follow-

ing equations of motion:

~ i ]” ^ 1^ 1!cRLL50,

~ i ]” ^ 1^ 1!cRLR50,

~ i ]” ^ 1^ 1!cRRL50,

~ i ]” ^ 1^ 1!cLLL50,
~4.8!

~ i ]” ^ 1^ 1!cLRL50,

~ i ]” ^ 1^ 1!cLLR50,

~ i ]”^ 1^ 1!cRRR50,

~ i ]” ^ 1^ 1!cLRR50.

We write the equations of motion~4.8! for the symmetric and nonsymmetric decompositio
of the chiral components. The nonsymmetrized chiral components leads to the following
equations:

~ 1
2 ~12g5!gm]”C!a3a1

~Fm
L
R!a2

50,

~ 1
2 ~11g5!gm]”C!~Fm

L
R!50,

~4.9!
~ 1

2 ~12g5!smn]”C!~Gmn
L
R!50,

~ 1
2 ~11g5!smn]”C!~Gmn

L
R!50.

From the above equations it follows that
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~gm]”C!a3a1
Fm,a2

50, ~4.10!

~smn]”C!a3a1
Gmn,a2

50. ~4.11!

Multiplying ~4.10! successively by (C21)a1a3
and (C21gagb)a1a3

, we obtain after some
additional trivial manipulations, the massless Rarita–Schwinger equations for the vector
F ,a

m .
The symmetrized decomposition of the spinor field will result in the following set of eq

tions:

~]”Gmn
L
R!a1

~smnC
L
R!a2a3

2~Gmn
L
R!a2

~smn

L
R]”C!a3a1

1~Gmn
L
R!a3

~]” ~smnC!
L
R!a1a2

50,

d1$~]”wm
L
R!a1

~gmC
L
R!a2a3

2~wm
L
R!a2

@~gm!
L
R]”C#a3a1

%1d2~Gmn
L
R!a3

~]” ~smnC!
L
R!a1a2

50,

~4.12!
d1$~]”wm

L
R!a1

~gmC
L
R!a2a3

1~wm
L
R!a3

@]” ~gmC!
L
R#a1a2

%2d2~Gmn
R
L !a2

@~smn!
L
R]”C#a3a1

50,

d1$2~wm
L
R!a2

@~gm!
L
R]”C#a3a1

1~wm
L
R!a3

@] ~gmC!
L
Ra1a2

1d2~]”Gmn
R
L !a1

~smnC!
L
Ra2a3

50.

From ~4.12! it follows that

d1$~]” !a1a
18
wma

18
~gmC!a2a3

2wma2
~gm]”C!a3a1

1wma3
~]” gmC!a1a2

%

1d2$~]” !a1a
18
Gmna

18
~smnC!a2a3

1Gmna3
~]”smnC!a1a2

2Gmna2
~smn]”C!a3a1

%50.

~4.13!

Now, the multiplication of~4.13! by C21, C21gh, andC21ghgl gives rise to three equation
in wm, Gmn and derivatives of these fields. We get

]mFm50, ~4.14a!

]mGmn50, ~4.14b!

gab]mFm2]aFb2]bFa50. ~4.14c!

It is easy to check that the equations~4.14a!, ~4.14b!, ~4.14c! will lead us, remembering also
condition ~2.5! for Fm ~trivially satisfied in the symmetrized version!, to the RS massless equa
tions.

Chiral components remove the ambiguity in the Lagrangian approach to spin3
2 massless

particles. We have a well-defined Lagrangian, built from first principles, and it does not m
which decomposition one uses.

As we shall see in the next section the chiral spinorial approach is the only anomaly
framework for massless particles.

V. MASSIVE SPIN 3
2 PARTICLES

We know that at some level chiral invariance is broken. For example, a mass term b
chiral invariance. We propose then that the Lagrangian in the massive case, be of the form

L5c̄~ i ]” ^ 1^ 1!c2mc̄c. ~5.1!

By making the variation over the fieldc̄ we will get just one equation for the fieldc, that is,

i ]” ^ 1^ 1c5mc. ~5.2!
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Let us consider first the explicitly symmetric expansion ofc. The advantage of this symmetri
expression is that we can deduce all properties and equations forwm and Gmn from just one
Dirac-type equation. In this case it does not matter which of the three equations~2.1! one uses. We
take equation~2.1a!.

From ~5.2! it follows the following equations forwm andGmn :

]m$d1~2w ,a1

m 1~gagm!a1a2
wa,a2

!1d2~sabgm!a1a2
Gab,a2

%50, ~5.3!

i $d1~gm]nwm2gmgrgn]rwm!1d2~sab]nGab2sabgrgn!]rGab%14d2]rGnr

5md1$2wn1~gagn!wa%1md2~sabgn!Gab , ~5.4!

i $d1@]l~2wh1gmghwm!1]h~2wl1gmglwm!2]aglh~2wa1gmgawm!#

1d2@]l~smngh!2]h~smngl!2]aglh~smnga!#Gmn%

5md1gm~glh2glgh!wm1md2$24iGhl2~smnglgh!Gmn1glhsmnGmn%

~5.5!

@spinor indices omitted in~5.3!, ~5.4!, and~5.5!#.
The equations~5.3!, ~5.4!, and~5.5! can be rewritten in a simpler form if one uses propert

~2.9! and ~2.10!. These alternative expressions are

]mFm50, ~5.6!

22D2]aG an5mD1Fn, ~5.7!

D1~]lFh2]hFl2glh]aFa!52mD2G lh. ~5.8!

As a consequence of the above equations we establish that the spinor vectorF ,a
m , obeys a

Dirac-type equation

~ i ]”2m!a1a2
F ,a2

m 50. ~5.9!

So that, the symmetric expansion~2.3! gives rise to a vector spinorF ,a
m which satisfies the RS

equations.
Let us turn now to the nonsymmetric decomposition of thec field. At first sight it might

appear that we cannot get Rarita–Schwinger equation from just one Dirac-type equation@like Eq.
~5.2!#. We can get RS equations if one uses decomposition~2.2b!. Decompositions~2.2a! and
~2.2c! will lead to RS equations by using~2.1b! and ~2.1c!. That is, for each decomposition w
need to use a different equation.

As a final remark we would like to comment on the massless case. We can show exp
that them50 limit of ~5.3!–~5.5! do not lead to the Rarita–Schwinger equations. In this case
only alternative is to use our previous equations for the chiral components.

VI. SIMPLER LAGRANGIANS IN THE MASSIVE CASE

The usual RS Lagrangian involving the spinor–vectorFm, is built in a somehow artificial
manner.6 That is, it is constructed in such a way as to give rise to the equations and cons
satisfied by the vector-spinor field.

We should see that the chiral approach lead naturally to an unambiguous Lagrangian
lation. The difference from the usual approaches is that our Lagrangians are written in ter
G a

mn andF a
m which are then treated as dynamical variables.

If one wants to write simpler Lagrangians in terms of the fieldsF ,a
m andG ,a

mn , all we have to
do is to substitutec given in ~2.2b! into Lagrangian~5.1!. Doing so we get
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L54D 1* D2F̄m,a~]aG ,a
am2]aG ,a

ma!14D 2* D1Ḡmn,a~]nF a
m 2]mF a

n !

14D 1* D1mF̄ ,a
m Fm,a18D 2* D2mḠ ,a

mnGmn,a . ~6.1!

ConsideringF ,a
m andG ,a

mn as independent field variables, we get the following Euler-Lagra
equations:

2D2]mG ,a
mn52mD1F ,a

n , ~6.2!

2mD2G ,a
mn5D1~]mF a

n 2]nF a
m !. ~6.3!

Now, by construction,G a
mn is antisymmetric in its vector indices, from this fact and Eq.~6.2!

it follows that

]mFm,a50. ~6.4!

Now, if one considers Eqs.~6.2!–~6.4! together with the conditions~2.5! and~2.6! satisfied by
F ,a

m andG ,a
mn , we can see thatF ,a

m obeys Dirac equation

~ i ]”2m!a1a2
F a2

m 50. ~6.5!

Equations~2.5!, ~6.4!, and~6.5! for the vector–spinorF ,a
m , are exactly the RS equations.

Now let us use the symmetrized expansion~2.3! of c. The results are a little bit different. To
illustrate this point, we consider just the massless case, and use the expression~4.5!.

Substitutingc by the decomposition~2.3! in ~4.5!, we obtain the following expression for th
massless Lagrangian:

L5 i $22d1* d1~2w̄m]”wm1w̄m]” gagmwa1w̄mgagm]”wa2w̄mga]” gmwa!

22d1* d2~ w̄m]”sabgmGab1w̄msabgm]”Gab2w̄msab]” gmGab18i w̄m]aGa
m!

22d2* d1~Ḡmn]” gasmnwa1Ḡmngasmn]”wa2Ḡmnga]”smnwa14iḠmn~]nwm2]mwn!!

22d2* d2~4Ḡmn]”Gmn1Ḡmn]”sabsmnGab1Ḡmnsabsmn]”Gab2Ḡmnsab]”smnGab!%,

~6.6!

wherewm stands forw ,a
m ~for example!, and the obvious summed spinor indices were omitted

Consideringw ,a
m andG ,a

mn as independent field variables, we write the Euler–Lagrange e
tions and obtain two equations. We give here the ‘‘translated’’ expression of this two equa
obtained using ‘‘the dictionary’’ equations~2.9! and~2.10!, in order to have simpler, but equiva
lent, equations than the original ones. We have

D1]” a1a2
F a2

m 24iD 2]aG ,a1

ma 50, ~6.7!

D2]” a1a2
G a2

mn1 iD 1~]nF a1

m 2]mF a1

n !50. ~6.8!

Clearly the conditions~2.5! and~2.6! with respect toFm andG mn are understood. Having this las
point in mind, it is easy to show that in fact~6.7! is a consequence of~6.8!, and therefore we have
only one independent equation relatingFm andG mn in this case. This symmetric approach giv
rise to too few equations for too many fields. We need to fix or to impose extra conditions in
to reduce this number of degrees of freedom. Having in mind the results obtained using
symmetric expansion forc, we propose to separate equations~6.7! and ~6.8! into two vanishing
parts:
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D1]” a1a2
F a2

m 54iD 2]aG a1

ma50, ~6.9!

D2]” a1a2
G a2

mn5 iD 1~]mF a1

n 2]nF a1

m !. ~6.10!

Now, as a consequence of the two last equations and the condition~2.5! we have

]mFm,a50.

We get in this way the RS equations, for the spinor vectorF ,a
m . We can justify the method

used here only when one looks back to Sec. IV. There we have made use of the chiral comp

VII. EFFECTIVE INTERACTIONS

In previous papers5,7 we have constructed effective interactions for particles of arbitrary s
In Ref. 5 we have made the description of a particle of spins by using a symmetric rank 2s spinor
~BW method! and by using this field we obtain interactions making contractions of the sp
indices. For example, an interaction involving one spin3

2 particle and three spin12 particles, can be
written as

c̄a1a2a3
~hC!a1

ha2
ha3

, ~7.1!

hC is a charge conjugated spin12 spinor.
An interaction term involving spin3

2 with spin 1 and spin1
2 particles can be written in this

approach as

c̄a1a2a3
ca1a2

ha3
~7.2!

or

c̄a1a2a3
ca1a3

ha2
. ~7.3!

If we rememember3 the decomposition~7.4! for a spin 1 field:

ca1a2
5C1Aa~gaC!a1a2

1C2Fab~sabC!a1a2
~7.4!

the interaction term~7.2! involving particles of spin3
2, 1 and 1

2 may be written as

2D1* C1AaF̄m,a2
~gagm!a2a3

ha3
2D2* C1AaḠmn,a2

~gasmn!a2a3
ha3

,

2D1* C2FabF̄m,a2
~sabgm!a2a3

ha3
2D2* C2FabḠmn,a2

~sabsmn!a2a3
ha3

. ~7.5!

The chiral method introduces some improvements for the construction of effective int
tions. We have now a richer set of alternative Lagrangians. Furthermore, we are now a
separate vector–spinor and tensor–spinor parts. For example, in the case of the nonsym
decomposition of the rank 3 spinorca1a2a3

, we have

~ c̄RRL1c̄LRR1c̄LLR1c̄RLL!a1a2a3
52D 1* F̄m,a2

~C21gm!a3a1
, ~7.6!

whereas the combination associated toḠmn is

~ c̄RRR1c̄LRL1c̄RLR1c̄LLL!a1a2a3
52D 2* Ḡmn,a2

~C21smn!a3a1
. ~7.7!
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In expression~7.6! we have just the vector spinorF a
m whereas in~7.7! we have just the tenso

spinorG a
mn .

The interaction resulting from~7.6! for spin 1
2 particles is, from~7.1!:

D1* ~ h̄a2
g a2a3

m ha3
!~F̄m,a2

ha2
!. ~7.8!

We are also able to separe the purely vector, vector–tensor and purely tensor parts
expansion of the fieldc by using the chiral components.

The purely vector part is given by the interaction Lagrangian

~ c̄RRL1c̄LRR1c̄LLR1c̄RLL!a1a2a3
~cRL1cLR!a1a2

ha3

52D1* C1AaF̄m,a2
~gagm!a2a3

ha3
. ~7.9!

The interaction between vector fieldAm and tensor components (Gmn,a) is given by the
following interaction terms:

~ c̄RRR1c̄LRL1c̄RLR1c̄LLL!a1a2a3
~cRL1cLR!a1a2

ha3

52D2* C1AaḠmn,a2
~gasmn!a2a3

ha3
~7.10!

and between the tensor fieldFmn and the vector spinorFm by the Lagrangian

~ c̄RRL1c̄LRR1c̄LLR1c̄RLL!a1a2a3
~cRR1cLL!a1a2

ha3

52D1* C2FabF̄m,a2
~sabgm!a2a3

ha3
, ~7.11!

whereas the purely tensor interaction is associated to the following chiral components inter

~ c̄RRR1c̄LRL1c̄RLR1c̄LLL!a1a2a3
~cRR1cLL!a1a2

ha3
52D2* C2FabḠmn,a2

~sabsmn!a2a3
ha3

.
~7.12!

We can also introduce effective interactions involving just one, or more chiral compon
That is, at the interaction level the different chiral components might interact with diffe
strengths. This means that at the interaction level we might have left–right asymmetry
example, if one couples just thecRRL spin 3

2 component with three spin12 particles we get the only
nonzero term:

~ c̄RRL!a1a2a3
~hR

C!a1
~hL!a2

~hR!a3

52D1* F̄m,a
1
2 ~12g5!aa1

ha1
h̄a2

~ 1
2 ~12g5!gm!a2a3

ha3
. ~7.13!

Clearly the consequence of such an interaction term is that there will be parity violatio

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have expanded even further the idea that chirality is a basic notion
description of particles of arbitrary spin. We have shown that a consistent description of32
particles can be achieved by using our chiral spinorial method.

Our approach is different from others in the sense that we take the interaction of s1
2

particles as a guide to other interactions. That is, at the free field level one imposes chiral
ance as a guide to establish the Lagrangian.
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Another important distinction from other approaches is that we treat all eight chiral co
nents as independent field variables. This allows us to get a consistent Lagrangian meth
massless spin32 particles.

The extension of this Lagrangian to the massive case is straightforward. In the massiv
we have shown how the description here proposed~using the prescription that the chiral comp
nents be treated as independent field variables! lead to the same results as in the case of RS the
It is important to stress here the main distinction between our approach and RS theory. In o
there is a Lagrangian, the equations of motion for all chiral components are very similar to
other, the discrete symmetries can be analyzed and the zero mass limit can be properly tr

For the massive case we have shown that our Lagrangian provides a way of getting R
Schwinger equations by using three different methods.

At the free field level we show that the chiral approach lead to an unambiguous Lagra
for the description of spin32 particles. This is the only consistent Lagrangian method for mass
particles.

As far as interactions of spin32 particles are concerned, our approach provides a very sim
method for the construction of effective interactions. We get, by treating the chiral compone
independent variables, a large number of effective Lagrangians. Some of them might be us
phenomenological applications.
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High-frequency asymptotics for Maxwell’s equations
in anisotropic media Part I: Linear geometric
and diffractive optics

Josselin Garniera)

Centre de Mathe´matiques Applique´es, Ecole Polytechnique,
91128 Palaiseau Cedex, France

~Received 28 October 1999; accepted for publication 10 January 2001!

This paper is devoted to the derivation of the equations that govern the propagation
of pulses in noncentrosymmetric crystals. The method is based upon high-
frequency expansions techniques for Maxwell’s equations. By suitable choices of
the scalings we are able to derive two classical models: Geometric optics and
diffractive optics~Schrödinger-type equations!. In the so-called geometric regime
we recover the standard results on the propagation of pulses in crystals~dispersion
equation, polarization states, group velocity!. In the diffractive regime we exhibit
original results and give a closed-form expression for the diffraction operator which
reads as an anisotropic operator. Given this expression we identify a critical con-
figuration where the diffraction reduces to a one-dimensional second-order operator
instead of the standard transverse Laplacian. ©2001 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1354639#

I. INTRODUCTION

Many crystals and liquid crystals have optical properties which depend on the directi
propagation and the polarization of light. A precise understanding of light propagation in
anisotropic media is important for both theoretical and practical applications. Indeed this pr
is theoretically interesting in that it exhibits many optical phenomena such as polarizations e
optical rotation, and conical refraction.1 It is also practically relevant since anisotropic media a
essential components for many optical devices such as prism polarizers, birefringent filter
Pockels cells.2 Anisotropic media are also used for phase-matched frequency conversion.3 The aim
of this paper is to describe the effects of the anisotropy of the medium so as to derive evo
equations for the slowly varying envelopes of fields. Such results have been already ob
using more or less ad hoc methods~see Ref. 4 and references therein!. In particular a modern
method of solving optical problems is based on the integral formulation of the field equatio
the determination of the Green function.5 The method requires an explicit representation of
Green function which is obtained by the use of a Fourier transform. Then applying stati
phase method one gets the asymptotic form of the Green function. This method is efficie
linear media, but it is not well-adapted for addressing nonlinear problems since the use of F
transforms, and thus the derivation of an explicit form of the solution, are then prohibited.

We shall use a technique based on high-frequency expansions of the fields which has
been successfully applied to systems of linear, semilinear and quasilinear hyperbolic part
ferential equations~see Ref. 6 and references therein!. This technique is more robust than th
Green function approach in the sense that the approximate solutions are not derived
asymptotic analysis of an explicit solution, but through a direct asymptotic analysis of Maxw
equations. This high-frequency asymptotics method can deal with boundary conditions and—
important—it can handle nonlinearities. Applying this technique to Maxwell’s equations in a
tropic media allows us to get evolution equations for the field envelopes in both the s

a!Telephone: 01.69.33.46.30; Fax: 01.69.33.30.11. Electronic mail: garnier@cmapx.polytechnique.fr
16120022-2488/2001/42(4)/1612/24/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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corresponding to geometric optics and diffractive optics. We are then able to write equ
which recover the classical results and also exhibit original results such as the explicit form
anisotropic second-order operator which plays the role of the transverse Laplace operator
standard Schro¨dinger equation.

The theoretical derivations of the equations and the physically relevant applications are
long, but they can be divided into two parts. In this paper we restrict ourselves to linear p
gation. Nonlinear propagation is addressed in the companion paper7 that requires the result
derived here below. The framework for high-frequency expansions of the solutions of Maxw
equations follows from the appearance of the small parameterd which has the order of magnitud
of the carrier wavelength of light divided by the next smallest characteristic length present
problem. If we consider the propagation along thez axis of a broadband and divergent pulse w
carrier frequencyv, then there exists a wave numberk5k(v) such that the electric fieldE can be
expanded as a series of slowly varying functions modulated by a rapid phasef5kz2vt

E~ t,x,y,z!5
1

2 S (
j 50

`

d jEj~dt,dx,dy,dz!ei ~kz2vt !1ccD , ~1!

wherecc is a shorthand for ‘‘complex conjugate.’’ We are particularly interested in determi
the leading profileE0 , the so-called slowly varying envelope of the field. We shall derive
evolution equation forE0 by using the fact that it reads as the compatibility condition for
existence of the expansion~1!. We shall see that for propagation length~z! of orderd21 times the
wavelength, which corresponds to the scales of the so-called geometric optics, evolution eq
read as transport equations with constant velocity. Further, in the moving pulse-time frame~mov-
ing according to the velocity exhibited by the geometric transport equations!, we can study the
evolution of the field for propagation lengths of orderd22 times the wavelength, which corre
sponds to the scales of the so-called diffractive optics. The evolution of the slowly va
envelope of the field is then governed by a Schro¨dinger-type equation.

The paper is organized as follows. First we describe the general configuration at hand
II. Sections III–V are devoted to an extensive study of the linear propagation of pulses in b
crystals. We finally apply these results to specific configurations and discuss some applicat
the last sections of this paper.

II. FORMULATION AND SCALING

We aim at focusing on the derivation of the propagation equation, so we consider s
boundary conditions. We refer to Refs. 8 and 9 for extensive treatments of very general bou
conditions. In this paper the planeSª$(x8,y,z)PR3,z50% is the boundary surface that separa
the semi-infinite vacuumR2

3
ª$(x,y,z)PR3,z,0% on the left and a biaxial crystal on the righ

R1
3
ª$(x,y,z)PR3,z.0%. We consider an incident beam incoming from the left whose propa

tion axis is perpendicular to the boundary surfaceS and is collinear to thez axis.
We assume absence of free charges or currents~j50, r50!, and that the crystal is nonmag

netic so that its magnetic permeabilitym[m0 . Inside the domainR1
3 , the electric fieldE and

magnetic inductionB obey the Maxwell equations

] tB1rot E50,

m0] tD2rot B50,

whereD is the electric induction which contains the physic interaction between light and m
and can be expressed in terms ofE. The magnetic fieldH is simply given byB5m0H. By
differentiating the second equation with respect to timet and substituting into the first one, th
magnetic induction is eliminated so that we get the equation which governs the evolution
electric field
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rot rot E52m0] t
2D. ~2!

Equation ~2! is insufficient to determine the electric field and has to be supplemented
constitutive equation showing how the field is related to the properties of the medium. Assu
that the wave intensity is small enough so that the response of the medium is linear, the e
induction reads

D5«0E1P ~3!

P5«0x~1!* E5«0E
2`

t

dt1x~1!~ t2t1!E~ t1!, ~4!

where P is the polarization of the medium. We assume that the electromagnetic wave
enough from all absorption lines of the medium so that we can neglect absorption and the
x (1) is real and symmetric.«0 and m0 are, respectively, the dielectric constant and magn
permeability of vacuum. These constant quantities are related to the light velocityc by the identity
«0m0c251.

In order to deal with a well-posed problem we must state boundary conditions in time
space domains. The boundary condition at the boundary surfaceS is imposed by the continuity o
the tangential components of the magnetic and electric fields. If we know the total fieldStot in
vacuum just in the limit slabz502, then the electric fieldE within the crystal inz501 should
satisfyE3n5Stot3n, wheren is the outgoing normal direction~0, 0, 21!. Unfortunately we do
not know a priori the total source, which divides into the sum of the incoming wave and
reflected wave. It is much more appropriate to consider as a boundary condition the inc
wave condition which is a well-adapted condition for almost normally incident pulses. The bo
ary conditions then read as the following equation over the interfaceS:

~E2cB3n!3n52S3n, ~5!

whereS is the source corresponding to the field of the incoming pulse given at the interfaceS by

S~x,y,t !5S Sx~x,y,t !
Sy~x,y,t !

0
D .

Last we assume that all unknown quantities are vanishing at timet<0

E,B,D~ t50!50 in R1
3 .

The source is assumed to be a modulation of a high-frequency signal whose carrier wavele
l0 , or the superposition of a finite number of such modes. From the characteristic spatial~resp.
temporal! variations of the envelope of the source we can also define a length scaleR0 ~resp. a
time scaleT0!. In order to make comparison we associate to the time scaleT0 the corresponding
length scaleL0ªcT0 . Our study will take place in the framework where the dimensionl
parameterd5min$l0 /R0,l0 /L0% is small. Note that this assumption prevents from addressing
cases of ultrashort pulses~whose duration is of the order of a few femtoseconds! and of ultrafo-
cused beams~whose radius is of the order of a few micrometers!. The most interesting case is the
the configuration whereR0 andL0 are of the same order:l0!R0;L0 , since it is the case tha
contains all physical phenomena and the other configurationsl0!R0!L0 andl0!L0!R0 can be
deduced from the first one by straightforward approximations. Settingd5l0 /R0 , x̃5x/l0 , ỹ

5y/l0 , z̃5z/l0 , and t̃ 5ct/l0 , the dimensionless Maxwell equation reads as:

rõt rõ t E52m̃0]
t̃

2D,
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where m̃05m0c2. If we denote«̃05«0 and c̃51, then we still have the conservation relatio
m̃0«̃0c̃251. The sourceS has a high-frequency expansion of the form

S~ x̃,ỹ, t̃ !5
1

2 (
v fPVS

S vx
f ~d t̃ ,d x̃,d ỹ!

vy
f ~d t̃ ,d x̃,d ỹ!

0
D e2 iv f t̃1cc. ~6!

VS is the collection~with finite cardinality! of the high carrier frequenciesv f of the modes that
the source contains. These carrier frequencies are now of order 1.vf is the slowly varying enve-
lope of the mode with carrier frequencyv f , and the typical scale of the variations of the smoo
function (T,X,Y)°vf(T,X,Y) is of order 1. Note that a dimensionless propagation distancez̃ of
the order ofd21 corresponds to a physical distance of the order ofR0 . Further a dimensionles
propagation distancez̃ of the order ofd22 corresponds to a physical distance of the order ofR0

2/l0

which is the well-known Rayleigh distance.
From now on we drop the tildes. We assumea priori that the electric field, the electric

induction and the polarization can be expanded in a power series of the small parameterd and in
a series with respect to a set of rapid phaseskfz2v f t:

E5
1

2 (
~v f ,kf !PH

~Ef~dt,dx,dy,dz!ei ~kfz2v f t !1cc!, ~7a!

Ef~T,X,Y,Z!5(
j 50

`

d jEj
f~T,X,Y,Z!, ~7b!

whereEf is the slowly varying envelope of the mode whose rapid phase is (v f ,kf). The functions
Ej

f are smooth in all their arguments.H denotes the set of the rapid phases (v f ,kf) which are
contained in the fieldE. Finally note that the slow variables will be denoted throughout the pa
by capital letters~say T!, while the fast variables, or microscopic, will be represented by lo
case letters~say t!.

III. LINEAR POLARIZATION

A. Geometry

We introduce the geometric framework. We first define a reference frame~x, y, z! associated
with the pulse where the carrier wave vector of the incoming pulse is collinear to thez axis. We
then introduce a reference frame~1, 2, 3! associated with the optic axis of the crystal, wheree3 is
the main optic axis. The description of the carrier wave vector in the crystal reference fra
given in Fig. 1.u stands for the angle between the wave vectork0 and the main optic axis.f is the
angle between the projection of the wave vector onto the plane (e1 ,e2) and the axis collinear to
e1 . In such a configuration the transition matrix between the reference frames~x, y, z! and ~1, 2,
3! is

UªS cosu cosf 2sinf sinu cosf

cosu sinf cosf sinu sinf

2sinu 0 cosu
D .

The matrixU is unitary and satisfiesU215UT. Throughout the paper we use the notationMT for
the transpose of a matrixM. If v is a row vector~resp. line vector!, vT stands for the line vecto
~resp. row vector! whose coefficients arev j .
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B. Linear susceptibility

The linear susceptibility is defined as the Fourier transform of thex (1) tensor10

x̂~1!~v!ªE
0

`

dt1x~1!~ t1!eivt1.

Time integration starts from 0 to satisfy the causality property. In the crystallographic refe
frame ~1, 2, 3! the linear susceptibility is diagonal and reads:

x̂123
~1!5S x1 0 0

0 x2 0

0 0 x3

D ,

so that in the reference frame~x, y, z! the tensorx̂xyz
(1) is U21x̂123

(1)U

x̂xyz
~1! 5S x4 cos2 u1x3 sin2 u

sin~2f!

2
~x22x1!cosu

sin~2u!

2
~x42x3!

sin~2f!

2
~x22x1!cosu x1 sin2 f1x2 cos2 f

sin~2f!

2
~x22x1!sinu

sin~2u!

2
~x42x3!

sin~2f!

2
~x22x1!sinu x4 sin2 u1x3 cos2 u

D , ~8!

wherex45x1 cos2 f1x2 sin2 f. In the followingx is a shorthand for the matrixx̂xyz
(1) 1I d .

C. Expansion of the linear polarization

The linear induction isD5«0E1P. If E5 1
2 (E(dt,dx)ei (kz2vt)1cc) and if we denote byT

5dt the slowly varying time variable, then the contribution of the linear induction to the Max
equation~2! can be expanded as

2m0] t
2D5 1

2 ~D0~E!1dD1~E!1d2D2~E!1O~d3!!ei ~kz2vt !1cc, ~9!

where theDj (E) are linear functions ofE given by

FIG. 1. Description of the wave vector in the crystallographic reference frame.
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D0~E!5
v2

c2
xE, D1~E!5

i

c2
~v2x!8 ]TE, D2~E!52

1

2c2
~v2x!9 ]T

2E, ~10!

and the primes indicate partial derivatives with respect tov.
Proof: If E5 1

2 (E(dt,dx)ei (kz2vt)1cc), then by expanding the linear induction as powers
d we get

D5 1
2 ~D~dt,dx!ei ~kz2vt !1cc!,

D5«0E1«0 (
j 50

`
d j~21! j

j ! S E
0

`

dt8t8 j x~1!~ t8!eivt8D ]T
j E.

We introduce the derivatives of the linear susceptibility:

x̂~1,j !~v!5
] j x̂~1!

]v j
~v!5E

0

`

dt1~ i t 1! jx~1!~ t1!eivt1,

so that the above expression reduces

D5«0E1«0 (
j 50

`
d j i j

j !
x̂~1,j !~v!]T

j E.

If only the coefficients of order smaller thand2 are retained, then the contribution of the line
polarization to the Maxwell equation reads

2m0] t
2D5

1

2 H v2

c2
~ I d1x̂~1!!E1 id

v

c2
~vx̂~1,1!12x̂~1!!]TE

2d2
1

c2 S 1

2
v2x̂~1,2!12vx̂~1,1!1x̂~1!D ]T

2E1O~d3!J ei ~kz2vt !1cc,

which establishes the desired result sincex5I d1x̂ (1). h

Notice that an expansion of the field of the formE5 1
2 E(dt,dx)ei (kz2vt)1cc provides an

expansion of the contribution of the linear induction of the form1
2 (D0(E)1dD1(E)1d2D2(E)

1¯)ei (kz2vt)1cc. If one desires similar forms in both expansions, then it is sufficient to c
sider an expansion of the field of the formE5 1

2 (E01dE11d2E21¯)(dt,dx)ei (kz2vt)1cc. This
remark will appear determining in the establishing of a suitable ansatz for the solution o
Maxwell equation which is discussed in the next section.

IV. ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPAGATION IN ANISOTROPIC MEDIA

A. Principle of the high-frequency expansion

We aim at outlining the principle of the high-frequency expansion method. It can be ap
if the source can be expanded as~6!. Then we proceed toa priori expansions of the field inside th
crystal of the form~7!. In linear media the set of the frequenciesv which are contained inH is
imposed by the source and is equal toVS . In nonlinear media the generation of harmonics sho
be taken into account so that the setH could be much larger than in the linear case.

The establishing of the propagation equations for the slowly varying envelopes obey
following scheme. The form~7! is substituted into Eq.~2!: rot rot E52m0] t

2D. We get the
expansion with respect tod by applying formulas~9! and ~11! for the right-hand side of Eq.~2!
~contribution of the linear induction! and the left-hand side of Eq.~2! ~rot rot E!, respectively.
Collecting the terms with similar orders ind and the same rapid phases (v f ,kf), we get a family
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of equations. These equations can be decomposed into independent systems of equation
etrized by the rapid phases. The system corresponding to a rapid phase (v f ,kf) reads as a closed
form system for the coefficientsEj

f of the series expansion of the envelopeEf . This means that the
envelopes of the different modes propagate independently. Note that in nonlinear media the
be coupling between the propagation equations of the modes. Considering the system for th
with rapid phase (v f ,kf), we shall show on the one hand that a dispersion equation on (v f ,kf)
appears as a compatibility condition for the existence of the high-frequency expansion~7a!, and on
the other hand that the form of the leading order termE0

f is imposed by a compatibility condition
for the existence of the series expansion~7b!.

The form ~7! is an ansatz, that is to say ana priori form of the solution which is valid in a
given domain, here forz&d21. As an ansatz it satisfies basic properties. First it is compatible
the boundary conditions and the source. Second it is self-similar with respect to the operato
are encountered in the Maxwell equation. Indeed we have already established in Sec. III
applying the operator corresponding to the right-hand side of the Maxwell equation to
expansion of the kind~7! provides the same form. We are going to see in the next section dev
to the action of therot rot operation that the expansion~7! is also self-similar with respect to thi
operator.

B. Expansion of the rot rot E term

If E is of the formE5 1
2 (E(dt,dx,dy,dz)ei (kz2vt)1cc), thenrot rot E can be expanded a

powers ofd. Denoting byT5dt, X5dx, Y5dy, andZ5dz the slowly varying variables we find
that

rot rot E5 1
2 ~R0~E!1dR1~E!1d2R2~E!!ei ~kz2vt !1cc, ~11!

where the mappingsRj (E) are given by

R0~E!5S k2Ex

k2Ey

0
D , ~12a!

R1~E!5S ik]XEz22ik]ZEx

ik]YEz22ik]ZEy

ik]XEx1 ik]YEy

D , ~12b!

R2~E!5S 2]Y
2Ex2]Z

2Ex1]X]YEy1]X]ZEz

2]X
2Ey2]Z

2Ey1]X]YEx1]Y]ZEz

2]X
2Ez2]Y

2Ez1]X]ZEx1]Y]ZEy

D . ~12c!

Note that~11! actually holds true as an identity, and not only as an expansion. FurthermoreR2(E)
is simply the standard ‘‘Rot Rot E’’ when the spatial derivatives are taken with respect to
slow variables~X, Y, Z!.

C. Dispersion equation

Let us first assume that the input pulse has a single carrier frequencyv. By substituting the
ansatz~7! into Eq. ~2! and collecting the coefficients with powerd0 , we get by applying the
identities~9! and ~11! that R0(E0)5D0(E0)

k2JE05v2c22xE0 , ~13!

whereJ is the matrix
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J5S 1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 0
D . ~14!

The projection of Eq.~13! onto thez axis implies

E0z52xzz
21~xzxE0x1xzyE0y!,

and substituting this identity into Eq.~13! we get that (E0x ,E0y) should fulfill

k2S E0x

E0y
D5

v2

c2
M S E0x

E0y
D ,

whereM is the 232 matrix

M5S xxx2
xxzxzx

xzz
xxy2

xxzxzy

xzz

xyx2
xyzxzx

xzz
xyy2

xyzxzy

xzz

D .

Note that, sincex is symmetric,M is also symmetric. The existence of a nonzero fieldE0 with
carrier wave numberk is equivalent to the Fresnel equation expressing the determinant o
system~13! equaling 0

det~M2n2I d!50. ~15!

The relationshipk5nvc21 describes the normal waves that can propagate in the media
dielectric tensorx. Eq. ~15! also reads in terms ofx1 , x2 , andx3 as

n42Sn21P50,

S5
~x1x21x3x4!sin2 u1x3~x11x2!cos2 u

x3 cos2 u1x4 sin2 u
,

P5
x1x2x3

x3 cos2 u1x4 sin2 u
.

The sumna
21nb

2 is equal toS and the productna
2nb

2 is equal toP. SinceS andP are positive it is
easy to check that the Fresnel equation~15! has two positive solutionsna andnb . Consequently
there exist two possible polarizationssa andsb so thatsa andsb are unit vectors and (navc21,sa)
and (nbvc21,sb) are solutions of Eq.~13!. Furthermore the vectors (sax ,say) and (sbx ,sby) are
orthogonal. We define the dispersion relationship, the group velocity and the dispersion coe
of the waves as follows:

km~v!ª
vnm~v!

c
, vm~v!ªS ]km

]v D 21

, sm~v!ªkm

]2km

]v2
, m5a,b. ~16!

Accordingly, if the polarization of the incoming pulse has components on both thex andy axis,
then it should be decomposed into the sum of a typea and typeb waves. We shall discuss thi
decomposition precisely in the next section. Further, if the incoming pulse is a superposit
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several modes with different carrier frequencies, then for each carrier frequencyv f the above
results can be applied, so that each mode should be decomposed into the sum of a typea and type
b waves.

Note that the occurrence of the casena5nb corresponds to very particular configurations.
the three indicesx1 , x2 , andx3 are distinct~biaxial crystals!, then the only cases for whichna

5nb are ~assuming for instancex1.x2.x3!: f50 or p andu56uc(v), where

sin2 uc5
x1 /x221

x1 /x321
, ~17!

which defines the two optic axes of the biaxial crystal. Ifx3 is different fromx15x2 ~uniaxial
crystals!, then the only cases for whichna5nb areu50 or p, and anyf. This defines the optic
axis of the uniaxial crystal. Of course in isotropic mediumx15x25x3 one hasna5nb , but this
trivial case will not be addressed in this paper.

Section V is devoted to an extensive study of the propagation of the pulse in anisotropic
in the general case whennaÞnb . These results are then applied to the case of uniaxial crysta
Sec. VI. In Secs. VII–VIII we study the critical cases whenna5nb . Finally in Sec. IX we give
some more results about the case when the crystal is biaxial but two of the crystal indicesx j are
close to each other.

D. Boundary condition

This condition reads as~5!. We first eliminate the magnetic induction by differentiating w
respect to time

~] tE1crot E3n!3n52] tS3n.

If we assume that the sourceS can be expanded as~6!, and accordingly that the fieldE inside the
crystal is of the form~7!, then collecting the coefficients with powerd0 and high carrier frequency
v f establishes the continuity conditions which impose that the components parallel to the b
ary surface of the input fieldS and of the fieldE should be equal, while there are no condition f
the normal components. Consequently, the typem mode (m5a,b) with carrier frequencyv f

should be atz501

E0,m
f ~dt,dx,dy,z501!5ctr ,m~v f !v

f~dt,dx,dy!,

where the transmission matricesctr ,m are

ctr ,m~v!5
2

11nm~v!

1

smx
2 1smy

2 S smx
2 smxsmy 0

smxsmy smy
2 0

smxsmz smysmz 0
D .

Note that, if the input field at frequencyv f is linearly polarized along the (sax ,say,0)-axis, then
the field inside the crystal is purely typea. Moreoverctr ,m(smx ,smy,0)T5(2/@11nm(v)#)sm .

V. THE GEOMETRIC AND DIFFRACTIVE REGIMES IN THE GENERAL CASE

In this section we assume that the input pulse has only one carrier frequencyv and that the
dispersion equation has two distinct solutionsnaÞnb . In such a configuration, the input pulse ca
be decomposed into a typea wave and a typeb wave which propagate independently. We sh
express our results in the case when the input pulse is linearly polarized according
(sax ,say,0). The generalization to any polarization is then straightforward by application o
superposition principle. The case whenna5nb require a specific study since the rapid phases
the typea and typeb waves are equal, so their propagations may be coupled. This study w
carried out in Secs. VII and VIII.
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A. Geometric optics

We assume in this section that the input pulse with carrier frequencyv is linearly polarized
according to the (sax(v),say(v),0)-axis

S5 1
2 v~dx,dy,dt !~sax ,say,0!Te2 ivt1cc. ~18!

Consequently we adopt the ansatz~7! with H5$(v,ka(v))%

E5
1

2 S (
j 50

`

d jEj~dt,dx,dy,dz!D ei ~ka~v!z2vt !1cc. ~19!

We denoteT5dt, X5dx, Y5dy, Z5dz, andka is a shorthand forka(v).
Proposition 1. If the sourceS can be expanded as (18), then the leading order termE0 of the

slowly varying envelope is linearly polarized along thesa-axis and satisfies the transport equatio:

uax]XE01uay]YEo2]ZE02va~v!21]TE050, ~20!

starting fromE0(T,X,Y,Z50)52/@11na(v)#v(T,X,Y), whereua5(saxsaz /(sax
2 1say

2 ),saysaz /
(sax

2 1say
2 ),21)T. The solution of the above transport equation reads

E0~T,X,Y,Z!5
2

11na~v!
v~T2Z/va~v!,X1uaxZ,Y1uayZ!.

It corresponds to the framework of the geometric optics, where the slowly varying env
propagates without deformation with the group velocity. Note that the group velocityva(v) and
vb(v) are different. This phenomenon is called walk-off in the classical literature. It means th
input pulse will break into the sum of a typea and typeb waves which propagate withou
interaction at different velocities. Furthermore the rays along which the waves propagate a
parallel. The Poynting vector of a typea wave is collinear to the vectorua which means that the
energy flow does not propagate along the direction of the carrier wave vectorka which is collinear
to thez axis. This is the so-called angular walk-off phenomenon. Finally note thatua is orthogonal
to the polarization vectorsa : ua .sa50, and that the three vectorssa , ua , andka lie in the same
plane.

Proof: Let us substitute the ansatz~19! into Eq.~2! and collect the coefficients of each pow
of d.

Orderd0. The equations obtained at orderd0 give the dispersion relationship and the fact th
E05E0sa ~see Sec. IV C!.

Orderd1. The identityR0(E1)1R1(E0)5D0(E1)1D1(E0) reads

v2

c2
xE11

i

c2
~v2x!8]TE05ka

2JE11 ikaS ]XE0z22]ZE0x

]YE0z22]ZE0y

]XE0x1]YE0y

D , ~21!

whereJ is the matrix~14!. We project this equation onto the vectorsa . Since the matrixx is
symmetric, Eq.~13! implies

~sa
T!x2ka

2~sa
T!J[0, ~22!

so that the terms inE1 cancel. FurthermoreE05E0sa , so that it remains

i

c2
~~sa

T!~v2x!8sa!]TE052ika~saxsaz]XE01saysaz]YE02~sax
2 1say

2 !]ZE0!. ~23!

Besides, differentiating with respect tov the equation (v2/c2)xsa5ka
2Jsa yields
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1

c2
~v2x!sa1

v2

c2
xsa5ka

2Jsa12kaka8Jsa . ~24!

Left-multiplying this equation bysa , the terms insa8 cancel by~22!, so it comes

c22~~sa
T!~v2x!8sa!52kaka8~sax

2 1say
2 !.

Substituting into~23! finally establishes Eq.~20!. h

B. Diffractive optics

Eq. ~20! describes the propagation of the envelope of the pulse for distancesz of the order of
d21. The propagation is a pure transport without deformation. Consequently no evoluti
noticeable in the moving reference frame (d(t2z/va),d(x1uaxz),d(y1uayz)) when one looks at
z of the order ofd21. We are now considering longer propagation distancesz of the order of the
Rayleigh distanced22 and we adopt the following ansatz:

E5
1

2 S (
j 50

`

d jEj~d~ t2z/va!,d~x1uaxz!,d~y1uayz!,d2z!D ei ~kaz2vt !1cc. ~25!

We denoteT5d(t2z/va), X5d(x1uaxz), Y5d(y1uayz) and the long scale variation of th
envelope will be characterized by the variablez5d2z.

Proposition 2. If the sourceS can be expanded as (18), then the leading order term of
slowly varying envelope is linearly polarized along thesa-axis and satisfies in the moving fram
the Schro¨dinger equation

2ika]zE01ca,xx]X
2E01ca,yy]Y

2E012ca,xy]X]YE02sa]T
2E0

12ka~uax8 ]T]XE01uay8 ]T]YE0!50, ~26!

starting from E0(T,X,Y,z50)5(2/@11na(v)#)v(T,X,Y), where the prime stands for the pa
tial derivative with respect tov. The diffraction coefficients are given by

ca,xx~v!5
na

2

nb
22na

2 S xzy

xzz
12uayD 2

1
na

2sax
2

xzz~sax
2 1say

2 !
1

say
2

~sax
2 1say

2 !2
,

ca,xy~v!52
na

2

nb
22na

2 S xzy

xzz
12uayD S xzx

xzz12uax
D1

na
2saxsay

xzz~sax
2 1say

2 !
2

saxsay

~sax
2 1say

2 !2
,

ca,yy~v!5
na

2

nb
22na

2 S xzx

xzz
12uaxD 2

1
na

2say
2

xzz~sax
2 1say

2 !
1

sax
2

~sax
2 1say

2 !2
.

This proposition gives the equation which governs the propagation of the envelope of th
in the framework of the slowly varying envelope. We get here the result that the envelope
moving framework satisfies a Schro¨dinger-type equation with an anisotropic diffraction operat
and that coupled time–space derivatives of the envelope are coming into the equation.

It thus appears that there exists a disagreement between the propagation equations w
proposed in standard references,4 where the diffraction effect is represented as an isotro
Laplace operator with respect to the transverse coordinates, and our Eq.~26! where the diffraction
effect reads as an anisotropic second order operator. We aim here at underlying the poin
we feel the departure comes from. The direction of the polarization vector is assumed
constant during propagation in previous derivations of the evolution equations. We have sh
this paper that this hypothesis holds true for the leading termE0 , but it is wrong when considering
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the corrective termE1 . We feel that the departure between the results essentially originates
the improper assumption about the constancy of the direction of the polarization vector.

The crossed space–time derivatives essentially originate from the fact that the Poynting
of a monochromatic pulse is collinear toua(v) whose direction depends on the frequencyv.
Accordingly the different frequencies of a broadband pulse~or equivalently a short pulse! do not
propagate exactly in the same direction which involves this additive ‘‘dispersion.’’
PROOF: We substitute the ansatz~25! into Eq. ~2! and we collect the coefficients with the sam
power ofd. In the expressions~12b! and ~12c! of R1 andR2 we must take care to replace]Z(.)
by 2va

21]T(.)1uax]X(.)1uay]Y(.) and to take into account the new slow variablez.
Orderd1. Once rewritten in terms of the new variables, the transport equation~20! becomes

trivial. Furthermore, since

~~v2x!8sa!z5~v2xsa!z82~v2xsa8!z502v2~xzxsax8 1xzysay8 1xzzsaz8 !,

the projection of Eq.~21! onto thez axis establishes that

E1z52xzz
21~xzxE1x1xzyE1y!1

ikac2

v2xzz

~]XE0x1]YE0y!1 i S xzx

xzz
sax8 1

xzy

xzz
say8 1saz8 D ]TE0 .

~27!

Substituting into the projections of Eq.~21! onto the axesx andy

S v2

c2
M2ka

2I dD S E1x

E1y
D5 ikaS 2say

sax
D S S 2

xyz

xzz
22uayD ]XE01S xxz

xzz
12uaxD ]YE0D

1 i S S v2

c2
M2ka

2I dD S sax8

say8 D 22kaka8S sax

say
D D ]TE0 . ~28!

Since the vectors (sax ,say) and (2say ,sax) are orthogonal, there exist two scalarsAa andBa such
that

S E1x

E1y
D5AaS sax

say
D1BaS 2say

sax
D , ~29!

and two scalarsCa andDa such that

S v2

c2
M2ka

2I dD S 2say

sax
D5CaS sax

say
D1DaS 2say

sax
D .

Since (say

sax) is an eigenvector ofv2c22M with eigenvalueka
2, left-multiplying this equation by

(say

sax) yields: 05Ca(sax
2 1say

2 ) so Ca50. Thus (sax

2say) is an eigenvector ofv2c22M with eigen-

value Da1ka
2, and by definition of the eigenvalues this proves thatDa5kb

22ka
2. Eq. ~28! now

reads

Ba5 i
saxsay8 2saysax8

sax
2 1say

2
]TE01

ika

kb
22ka

2 S S 2
xyz

xzz
22uayD ]XE01S xxz

xzz
12uaxD ]YE0D . ~30!

Orderd2. Collecting the coefficients of orderd2 we get:

R0~E2!1R1~E1!1R2~E0!5D0~E2!1D1~E1!1D2~E0!.

Projecting onto the vectorsa the terms inE2 cancel and it remains
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sa .R1~E1!1sa .R2~E0!5sa .D1~E1!1sa .D2~E0!. ~31!

We now compute the four terms of this identity.

~i! Computation ofSa .D1(E1).
By definition:

Sa .D1~E1!5 ic22~sa
T!~v2x!8]TE1 .

From ~22! this expression simplifies

sa .D1~E1!52ikaka8]T~saxE1x1sayE1y!2 i ~sa8
T!~v2c22x2ka

2J!]TE1 . ~32!

Differentiating Eq.~21! with respect to time and multiplying bysa8
T establishes

~sa8
T!~v2c22x2ka

2J!]TE1

5 i ~sa8
T!~v2c22x2ka

2J!sa8]T
2E01 ika~sax

2 1say
2 !~uax8 ]T]XE01uay8 ]T]YE0!.

On the one hand, differentiating Eq.~24! with respect tov and multiplying bysa
T

c22~sa
T!~v2x!9sa12c22~sa

T!~v2x!8sa8

54kaka8~saxsax8 1saysay8 !12~~ka8!21kaka9!~sax
2 1say

2 !.

On the other hand, multiplying Eq.~24! by sa8
T

c22~sa8
T!~v2x!8sa1v2c22~sa8

T!xsa85ka
2~~sax8 !21~say8 !2!12kaka8~sax8 sax1say8 say!.

Multiplying by 2 the last identity and subtracting the last two identities establish:

c22~sa
T!~v2x!9sa52~sa8

T!~v2c22x2ka
2J!sa812~~ka8!21kaka9!~sax

2 1say
2 !.

Finally, substituting into~32!

sa .D1~E1!52ikaka8]T~saxE1x1sayE1y!1ka~sax
2 1say

2 !~uax8 ]T]XE01uay8 ]T]YE0!

1~2~~ka8!21kaka9!~sax
2 1say

2 !1221c22~sa
T!~v2x!9sa!]T

2E0 . ~33!

~ii ! Computation ofsa .D2(E0).
By definition and using the fact thatE0 readssaE0

sa .D2~E0!52221c22~sa
T!~v2x!9sa]T

2E0 . ~34!

~iii ! Computation ofsa .R2(E0).
Computingsa .R2(E0) is easy

sa .R2~E0!5
2say

2

sax
2 1say

2
]X

2E01
2saxsay

sax
2 1say

2
]X]YE01

2sax
2

sax
2 1say

2
]Y

2E0

22ika~sax
2 1say

2 !]zE02
sax

2 1say
2

va
2

]T
2E0 . ~35!
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~iv! Computation ofsa .R1(E1).
We first computesa .R1(E1) by taking into account~27!

sa .R1~E1!5 ikaF S 2
xzy

xzz
22uayD ]X1S xzx

xzz
12uaxD ]YG~saxE1y2sayE1x!

2
ka

2c2

v2xzz

~sax
2 ]X

2E012saxsay]X]YE01say
2 ]Y

2E0!12i
ka

va
]T~saxE1x1sayE1y!

2kaS xzx

xzz
sax8 1

xzy

xzz
say8 1saz8 D ~sax]T]XE01say]T]YE0!.

Using the representation~29! and the identity~30!

sa .R1~E1!52Fna
2~sax

2 1say
2 !

nb
22na

2 S xzy

xzz
12uayD 2

1
na

2sax
2

xzz
G]X

2E02Fna
2~sax

2 1say
2 !

nb
22na

2 S xzx

xzz
12uaxD 2

1
na

2say
2

xzz
G]Y

2E012Fna
2~sax

2 1say
2 !

nb
22na

2 S xzx

xzz
12uaxD S xzy

xzz
1uayD

2
na

2saxsay

xzz
G]X]YE012i

ka

va
]T~saxE1x1sayE1y!2kaS xzx

xzz
sax8 1

xzy

xzz
say8 1saz8 D

3~sax]T]XE01say]T]YE0!. ~36!

By collecting the expressions~33!–~36! of the four terms which are coming into the identity~31!,
we conclude that Eq.~26! holds true. h

C. Anomalous diffraction for biradial waves in biaxial crystals

We examine in this section the propagation in biaxial crystals in the particular configur
u5u r(v) andf50 or p where

sin2 u r5
12x2 /x1

12x3 /x1
,

where we have assumed thatx1.x2.x3 . Computing all relevant quantities we have found th
the eigenindices arena

25x2 and nb
25x1x3 /(x11x32x2). The corresponding unit polarizatio

vectors are

sa5~cosb r ,0,sinb r !
T,

where the angleb r is given by

tanb r52
A~x22x3!~x12x2!

x11x32x2
.

The diffraction coefficients are:

ca,xx51, ca,xy50, ca,yy50,

cb,xx5
x1x3

~x11x32x2!2
, cb,xy50, cb,yy5

x11x3

x11x32x2
.
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The striking point is that the diffraction operator for the typea wave is degenerate, in the sen
that there is no diffraction in they direction. Thea wave is polarized along they axis and satisfies
the Schro¨dinger equation

2ika]zE0y1]X
2E0y2sa]T

2E0y50.

Such an anomalous behavior is consistent with the results derived in Ref. 11 where the a
show that the asymptotic form of the Green function is proportional toz21/2 instead of the
standardz21-decay. This phenomenon is made transparent from our results, since the solu
a Schro¨dinger equation with ad-dimensional second-order operator spreads out asz2d/2. This
configuration could involve an interesting application in nonlinear optics. Consider high-inte
pulses so that the nonlinearity of the medium should be taken into account. Choose a
frequency such that the phase matching condition for the second-harmonic generation
fulfilled. We may then expect that the main nonlinear term reads as a cubic Kerr effect, so th
field should satisfy~neglecting group velocity dispersion!:

2ika]zE0y1]X
2E0y1guE0yu2E0y50.

This one-dimensional nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation possesses the complete integrability p
erty, which implies that stable solitons should be generated and propagate over large dis
This configuration will be studied in the companion paper.7

VI. UNIAXIAL CRYSTALS

We assume in this section that the dielectric tensorx (1) corresponds to the uniaxial case, th
is to sayx15x2ªxo and x35xe , with xeÞxo . The results derived in the above sections c
then be rewritten in simpler terms. In the general frameworkuÞ0 there are two distinct eigen
indices, the so-called ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices

no~v!5xo~v!1/2, ne~v!5S xo~v!xe~v!

cos2 uxe~v!1sin2 uxo~v!
D 1/2

. ~37!

These configurations correspond to an ordinary wave and an extraordinary wave, respective
unit polarization vector of an ordinary wave is simplyso5(0,1,0)T, while the polarization vector
of an extraordinary wave lies in the plane~xz! and is given byse(v)5(cosb,0,sinb)T, where the
angleb~v! is

tanb~v!5
cosu sinu~xe~v!2xo~v!!

cos2 uxe~v!1sin2 uxo~v!
.

A. Ordinary wave

The vectoruo which gives the direction of the rays along which the wave propagates in
geometric framework is simplyuo5(0,0,21)T. The diffraction coefficients areco,xy50, co,xx

5co,yy51, and uo850, so that the propagation equation in the moving frame (d(t
2z/vo),dx,dy,d2z)) reads as the standard Schro¨dinger equation:

2iko]zE0y1]X
2E0y1]Y

2E0y2so]T
2E0y50.

An ordinary wave propagates according to the usual rules which govern the propagation of
in linear isotropic media.
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B. Extraordinary wave

The Poynting vector isue5(tanb,0,21)T. Thusb is the walk-off angle, that is to say th
angle between the carrier wave vectork and the Poynting vector. The transverse diffracti
coefficientce,xy is zero while

ce,xx~v!5
xoxe

~cos2 uxe1sin2 uxo!2
, ce,yy~v!5

xo

cos2 uxe1sin2 uxo

.

Furthermoreue,x8 5(tanb)8 andue,y8 50. The extraordinary waveE05se .E0 in the moving frame
(d(t2z/ve),d(x1tanbz),dy,d2z)) thus satisfies the equation

2ike]zE01ce,xx]X
2E01ce,yy]Y

2E012ke~ tanb!8]T]XE02se]T
2E050.

In a negative crystalxo.xe we havece,xx,ce,yy , which proves that diffraction effects are mo
important along they axis than along thex axis. Note that, asu→0, we havene→no while the
coefficientsce,xx andce,yy converge toxo /xe . But as pointed out in Sec. V B, this extrapolatio
is not correct since terms of orderd are inversely proportional tono2ne and consequently tend t
infinity. At the limit u→0 new terms of order 1 must be introduced. This will be done in the n
section. Finally note that the expressions of the diffraction coefficientscm,... , m5o,e, are com-
patible with the asymptotic form of the Green function in the case of a uniaxial medium give
Lax and Nelson.12

VII. CRITICAL CONFIGURATION IN UNIAXIAL CRYSTALS

As demonstrated in Sec. IV C, ifx15x2ªxo and x3ªxe there exists a family of critical
configurations characterized byu50 and anyf for which the indicesna andnb are both equal to
Axo. We assume in this section that the crystal is uniaxial and tailored so that its principa
and the propagation axisz of the input pulse are collinear. In such a configuration there is
distinction between ordinary and extraordinary waves, and the field is transverse~there is no
componentE0z!. Further the propagations of the componentsE0x and E0y which used to be
independent in the configurationuÞ0 are now coupled since they have the same rapid ph
(v,nov/c). To deal with this coupling we consider a general form for the source

S5 1
2 ~vx~dx,dy,dt !,vy~dx,dy,dt !,0!Te2 ivt1cc. ~38!

The dispersion relationship, group velocity coefficient and dispersion are similar to those
standard ordinary wave and given by~37!.

A. Geometric optics

We adopt the ansatz~7! with H5$(v,ko(v))%

E5
1

2 S (
j 50

`

d jEj~dt,dx,dy,dz!D ei (ko(v)z2vt)1cc.

We denoteT5dt, X5dx, Y5dy, Z5dz, andko5ko(v).
Proposition 3: If the sourceS can be expanded as (38), then the leading order termE0 of the

slowly varying envelope is transverse. It has the same polarization as the incoming pulse,
satisfies the transport equation

]ZE01vo
21]TE050, ~39!
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starting fromE0(T,X,Y,Z50)5(2/@11no(v)#)v(T,X,Y).
In the geometric optics framework, this proposition demonstrates that the leading order

of the components of the wave with perpendicular polarizations propagate without intera
according to the standard law of ordinary waves.

B. Diffractive optics

Equation ~39! describe the propagation of the slowly varying envelope of the wave
propagation distancez of the order ofd21. It appears that the envelope is transported with
deformation. Accordingly, if one considers the envelope in the moving reference framed(t
2z/vo),dx,dy), then no evolution is noticeable as far asz;d21. It is therefore, necessary t
address the problem of long-range propagation, over distancesz of the order ofd22. The corre-
sponding ansatz is the following:

E5
1

2 S (
j 50

`

d jEj~d~ t2z/vo!,dx,dy,d2z!D ei (ko~v!z2vt)1cc. ~40!

We denoteT5d(t2z/vo), X5dx, Y5dy and the long-range scale is represented by the s
variablez5d2z.

Proposition 4: If the sourceS can be expanded as (38), then the leading order termE0 of the
slowly varying envelope is elliptically polarized in the plane~x, y! and it obeys the coupled syste
of Schrödinger equations in the moving frame:

2iko]zE0x1r]X
2E0x1]Y

2E0x1~r21!]X]YE0y2so]T
2E0x50, ~41a!

2iko]zE0y1]X
2E0y1r]Y

2E0y1~r21!]X]YE0x2so]T
2E0y50, ~41b!

starting fromE0(T,X,Y,Z50)5(2/@11no(v)#)v(T,X,Y), wherer(v)ªxo(v)/xe(v).
Note that the result of this proposition was reported in Ref. 13, which is as far as we kno

only paper which provides an explicit form for the diffraction operator in an anisotropic med
Nevertheless Ref. 13 only addressed the propagation of pulses along the principal axi
uniaxial crystal, while our formulas are valid for more general configurations and systems~41a!
and ~41b! is just a particular application. As in the diffractive regime of the propagation o
extraordinary wave in the frameworkuÞ0, we find an anisotropic diffraction operator. Furth
systems~41a! and~41b! puts into evidence a coupling between the linear Schro¨dinger type equa-
tions satisfied by the components of the field which are polarized along thex andy axes, respec-
tively. This coupling shows itself in crossed second-order spatial derivatives which act on
orthogonally polarized components. Accordingly, if the input wave is linearly polarized, the
spatial spectrum of the orthogonally polarized output field will present a dark cross whi
known as the Maltese cross.

C. Almost-critical configuration uÄdh

The conditionu50 is very stringent. It seems hardly possible to reach such a perfect lev
realistic experimental configurations. It is consequently relevant to address the problem
influence of a small perturbation of the ideal caseu50 by considering that the main optic axis o
the crystal is collinear to the propagation axis up to a term of orderd. The second motivation o
this section is to make smooth the transition between the results of the casesuÞ0 andu50, since
it appears at first glance that there is discontinuity. As we shall see in this section, this ap
disagreement is involved by the fact that the transition is continuous atu50 when considering a
change ofu at rated. Accordingly we setu5dh. In the geometric optics framework, one finds t
very same equations as in the caseh50. In the diffractive optics framework, one finds th
following perturbed Schro¨dinger equations:
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2iko]zE0x1r]X
2E0x1]Y

2E0x1~r21!]X]YE0y2so]T
2E0x

5h2ko
2~r21!E0x2 ihko~r21!~2]XE0x1]YE0y!, ~42a!

2iko]zE0y1]X
2E0y1r]Y

2E0y1~r21!]X]YE0x2so]T
2E0y52 ihko~r21!]YE0x . ~42b!

These equations involve an interesting application that we discuss in the next section.

D. Application: Detection of the optic axis of a crystalline medium

This section is devoted to a useful and straightforward application of the propagation
tions derived here above. We aim at determining the optic axis of a uniaxial crystal by a s
and efficient method. The technique which is described here below is widely used to brin
alignment Pockels cells in experimental setups. We consider the experimental configuratio
sented in Fig. 2. A linearly polarized divergent light beam emerging from a polarizerPx is
normally incident onto a plane parallel crystal plate of thicknesszc . The optic axis of the crysta
is assumed to be almost collinear to the propagation axisz, and we are looking for the angl
mismatchh between these axes.

We consider in this section long pulses with carrier wavelengthl so that the time-dependenc
of the envelope is much slower than its transverse spatial dependence and can be neglec
take the Fourier transform with respect to the transverse spatial coordinates

Ê05E E0e2 i ~kxx1kyy!dxdy.

Inside the crystal plate the field evolution is ruled by the systems~42a! and ~42b! which reduces
to a system of ordinary differential equations~we drop the 0-index!

2iko]zÊx5rkx
2Êx1ky

2Êx1~r21!kxkyÊy1~r21!hko~~hko22kx!Êx2kyÊy!,

2iko]zÊy5kx
2Êy1rky

2Êy1~r21!kxkyÊx2~r21!hkokyÊx ,

that can be solved exactly by a straightforward exponentiation. The input field is linearly pola
along thex axis by thePx polarizer, and thePy polarizer eliminates thex component of the outpu
field. Consequently the spectral intensity of the output field is

uÊyu2~zc ,kx ,ky!5FS ~kx2hko!A~r21!zc

4ko
, kyA~r21!zc

4ko
D uÊxu2~0,kx ,ky!, ~43a!

F~u,v !54u2v2 sinc2~u21v2!, ~43b!

FIG. 2. Experimental setup of a Pockels cell.
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where sinc(s)5sin(s)/s. The functionF is plotted in Fig. 3. Fromzc to zobsªzc1z1 the pulse
propagates in vacuum, so in the far field configuration (z1@l) the intensity distribution
uEyu2(zobs,x,y) is proportional to the power spectral density of the near field:

uEyu2~zobs,xo ,yo!5
1

l2z1
2

uÊyu2S zc ,
2pxo

lz1
,
2pyo

lz1
D .

Substituting Eq.~43a! into this identity yields

uEyu2~zobsxo ,yo!5
1

l2z1
2

FS S xo

z1
1hnoDA~r21!pzc

2nol
,

yo

z1
A~r21!pzc

2nol D uÊxu2~0,kx ,ky!.

Conclusion. If the optic axis of the crystal is perfectly collinear to the propagation axis of
beam, then the far field intensity presents a centered dark cross. If there exists an angle m
h between the optic axis and the propagation axis, then the cross is shifted by the quantiDxo

5hnoz1 .

VIII. CONICAL REFRACTION IN BIAXIAL CRYSTAL

As pointed out in Sec. IV C, ifx1.x2.x3 are distinct, then a simple study of the matrixx
shows that there exists only one case whenna5nb , which corresponds to the configuration whe
f50 andu56uc(v) whereuc(v) is defined by~17!. In such a configurationna5nb5x2

1/2, and
the two mutually orthogonal polarization vectors are:

sa5~cosbc,0,sinbc!
T, sb5~0,1,0!T,

where the anglebc(v) between the polarization vectorsa and the propagation axisz is given by

tanbc52AS 12
x2

x1
D S x2

x3
21D .

Substituting the ansatz~19! into Eq.~2! and collecting the coefficients of each power ofd, we get
the following result.

Proposition 5: If we denote the projections of the fieldE0 onto the vectorssa and sb by E0a

5sa .E0 and E0b5sb .E0 , then the scalar fields E0a and E0b satisfy the coupled equations

FIG. 3. Interference pattern from uniaxial crystal plate cut perpendicular to the optic axis, between two crossed po
Function (u,v)°F(u,v) over the domain (24,4)3(24,4).
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va
21]TE0a

1]ZE0a2tanbc]XE0a5
tanbc

2 cosbc
]YEob , ~44a!

va
21]TE0b1]ZE0b5

sinbc

2
]YE0a , ~44b!

starting from E0a(T,X,Y,Z50)5(2/@11na(v)#)vx(T,X,Y) and E0b(T,X,Y,Z50)5(2/@1
1na(v)#)vy(T,X,Y).

Taking the spatial Fourier transform with respect to the transverse coordinates~X,Y!, the
solution field reads

S Ê0a

Ê0b
D ~Z,T,kx ,ky!5

2eikxZ8

11na
F cos~krZ8!S 1 0

0 1D
1 i sin~krZ8!

1

kr
S kx

ky

cosbc

ky cosbc 2kx

D G v̂~T2Z/va ,kx ,ky!,

wherekr5Akx
21ky

2 and Z85Z(tanbc)/2. The evolution of an input Gaussian field is plotted
Fig. 4. Let us study the field in the frameworkuZ8u.1 but not so large so as to be allowed
neglect the diffractive terms~i.e., d21<z!d22!. In the physical space, using the stationary ph
method, we get that the field is concentrated on the circle with centerZ8 and radiusZ8 if the input
field is localized around 0. In other words the wave surface has the shape of a cone. This
refraction is a well-known phenomena which was predicted in 1832 by Hamilton and obs
thereafter by Lloyd. Historical references and an elementary study of conical refraction c
found in Ref. 1. More advanced treatments are devoted to the subject.14,15 In particular Warnick
and Arnold16 predicts additional fringes by computing the asymptotic form of the Green fu

FIG. 4. Conical refraction of a Gaussian pulse polarized along thex axis for different values ofZ. Z50 ~a!, Z54.13 ~b!,
Z58.26 ~c!, andZ520.65~d!. Here cosbc50.9 or equivalently (tanbc)/250.24.
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tion. These results can be exhibited in our framework quite easily. Let us denote by (cosg,sing,0)
the unit polarization vector of the sourcev, and byR0 the radius of the input beam. If~X,Y! is
farther thanR0 from the cone (X2Z8)21Y25Z82, then we haveuE0u2(Z,X,Y)5o(Z21). If ~X,Y!
is close to the cone (X2Z8)21Y25Z82 by less thanR0 , then denotingX5Z81Z8 cosa andY
5Z8 sina

uE0u2~Z,X,Y!.
Z0

Z S cosS a

2 D cos~g!cos~bc!1sinS a

2 D sin~g! D 2S 11cos2S a

2 D tan2~bc! D ,

whereZ0 is a characteristic distance proportional toR0 /tanbc . If Z is so large that it reache
values of orderd21 ~i.e., z reaches values of orderd22!, then one should take into account th
second-order derivatives, which makes the evolution of the field more complicated. The stra
still the same as in the other configurations. It consists in looking at the evolution of the field
long scaled2z around the points defined by the transport equation, that is to say the cone d
by (x2z(tanbc)/2)21y25(z(tanbc)/2)2. This specific study will be carried out elsewhere. Ne
ertheless, we would like to add the following comment that gives a new insight into the phe
ena that govern conical refraction. In the moving reference frame (d(t2z/va),d(x
1z(tanbc)/2),dy,dz) Eqs.~44a! and ~44b! read as

]ZE0a5
tanbc

2
]XE0a1

tanbc

2 cosbc
]YE0b , ~45a!

]ZE0b5
sinbc

2
]YE0a2

tanbc

2
]XE0b . ~45b!

Composing these equations establishes that the modesE0m for m5a and b obey the standard
wave equations with uniform ‘‘velocity’’ (tanbc)/2

]Z
2E0a5

tan2 bc

4
~]X

21]Y
2 !E0a

, ~46a!

]Z
2E0b5

tan2 bc

4
~]X

21]Y
2 !E0b , ~46b!

whereZ plays the role of the usual time. The initial conditions are imposed byE0m(Z50) and
]ZE0m(Z50). As is well-known the solution of the wave equationutt5c2Du satisfies the Huy-
gens principle which states that, if the Laplacian acts on a space with odd dimensiond, then the
solution u(x,t) depends only on the initial data att50 for x0P$x0PRd,ux02xu5ct%. Thus an
initial delta-like pulse att50, x50 will give rise at timet to a pulse concentrated on the circ
with center 0 and radiusct. This property does not hold true for even dimension, since the solu
u(x,t) then depends on the initial data att50 in the conex0P$x0PRd,ux02xu<t%. In the
standard wave equation, the space has dimensiond53 and the Huygens principle is satisfied.
our case,Z plays the role oft andd52, which proves that complex structure inside the main c
can be generated during the propagation. We refer to the standard literature on the wave e
for a description of the different phenomena that can arise.17,18

IX. TRANSITION BETWEEN UNIAXIAL AND BIAXIAL CONFIGURATIONS

We assume in this section that the crystal is tailored so that its principal axis and the p
gation axisz of the input pulse are collinear. Furthermore the susceptibilitiesx1 andx2 are close
to each other so that they can be written as:x15xo andx25xo2d2hx , wherehx is of order 1.
Accordingly the tensorx in the ~x, y, z!-frame reads as
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x5x02d2hxMf , x0
ªS xo 0 0

0 xo 0

0 0 xe

D , Mf5Nf % 0, NfªS sin2 f cosf sinf

cosf sinf cos2 f D .

In such a configuration the dispersion equation is the same as in the uniaxial case consid
Sec. VII since the mismatch only appears at orderd2. Thus the two eigenindices are equal toxo

1/2,
the group velocity coefficient and dispersion are similar to those of a standard ordinary wav
given by~37!, and the leading order termE0 of the field is transverse. Further the propagations
the componentsE0x andE0y are coupled. To deal with this coupling we consider the general f
~38! for the source. The weak biaxial property~of orderd2! does not involve any modification o
the transport equations which govern the propagation of the wave in the geometric scale
respect to the uniaxial case. We thus consider the scales of diffractive optics and we ad
ansatz~40!.

Proposition 6: If the sourceS can be expanded as (38), then the leading order termE0 of the
slowly varying envelope is transverse and it satisfies the coupled Schro¨dinger equations:

2iko]zE0x1r]X
2E0x1]Y

2E0x1~r21!]X]YE0y2so]T
2E0x5ko

2hx~MfE0!x , ~47a!

2iko]zE0y1]X
2E0y1r]Y

2E0y1~r21!]X]YE0x2so]T
2E0y5ko

2hx~MfE0!y , ~47b!

starting fromE0(T,X,Y,z50)5(2/@11no(v)#)v(T,X,Y), wherer5xo /xe .
Taking the spatial Fourier transform with respect to the transverse coordinates~X, Y!, the

systems~47a! and~47b! reduces to a system of ordinary differential equations. If the initial pu
is polarized along thex axis, and if we retain only the component of the output pulse whichy
polarized, then we have

uÊy~zc ,kx ,ky!u25FfS kxA~r21!zc

4ko
,kyA~r21!zc

4ko
,
hxkozc

4 D uÊx~0,kx ,ky!u2,

Ff~u,v,h!5~2uv1h sin~2f!!2

3sinc2~A~u21v2!21h212h~~v22u2!cos~2f!12uv sin~2f!!!,

where sinc(s)5sin(s)/s. Figure 5 plots the function (u,v)°Ff(u,v,h) for different values of the
parametersf andh. Comparisons with experimental observations show excellent agreemen
Figure 14.26 in Ref. 1 for an observation of Fig. 5~f!, Figures 465 to 466 in Ref. 19 for observ
tions of Figs. 5~d! and Fig. 5~e!, and Fig. 5.30 in Ref. 20 for another observation of Fig. 5~e!. In
particular Fig. 5~f! is the theoretical counterpart of the cover of the sixth edition of the b
‘‘Principles of Optics’’ by Born and Wolf!1 Let us briefly discuss the main properties of t
functionsFf . If the initial polarization vector is collinear to one of the axis of the crystal~f
50 or p!, thenF0 has a factoru2v2, which shows that there is a centered dark cross, whateveh.
If the initial polarization vector is collinear to the bisecting line of the axes of the crystaf
5p/4), then we have

Fp/4~u,v,h!5~2uv1h!2sinc2~A~u21v2!21h214huv !, ~48!

which shows that the transmission at the center gets nonzero whenh increases and may even b
1 at some particular values~see Fig. 5!. Indeed, whateverf, the transmission atu5v50 is
Ff(0,0,h)5sin(h)2 sin(2f)2. If f50, it is always 0, but iff5p/4, it is equal to sin(h)2 which is
maximal and equal to 1 whenh5p/2 modp. This implies that a plane wave is fully transmitte
in this configuration.

The results derived in this section provide the principle and the precise characterizat
electro-optic switching devices of the family of Pockels cells.2 Indeed, the experimental setu
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depicted in Fig. 2 corresponds to the casehx50. Applying an electric field between two faces
the potassium dihydrogen phosphate~KDP! crystal plate involves an alteration of the distributio
of the electric charges of the atoms and molecules which constitute the crystal, which affe
optical properties of the medium. The theory of electro-optics is well-known, and we refe
instance to Ref. 21, Section 87, for a survey. In the case of point group 42̄m to which KDP crystal
belongs, it is known that the crystals become biaxial while they are uniaxial in the absen
external electric field, that is to sayhx takes nonzero values which are imposed by the app
electric field. By applying the tension from 0 to the value corresponding tohx52p/(ko(v)zc),
the transmittivity goes from 0 to 1 for an input plane wave with carrier frequencyv. Finally note
also that the transfer function (u,v)°Fp/4(u,v,p/2) possesses a flat top hat. This configurat
could then be used as a spatial filter as well.

X. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have derived the equations which govern the linear propagation of the s
varying envelopes of pulses in a bulk medium presenting anisotropic properties. The st
mainly consists in two steps. We first consider the Maxwell equations in the scales of

FIG. 5. Interference patterns from biaxial crystal plates between two crossed polarizers. Functions (u,v)°Ff(h,u,v)
over the domain (24,4)3(24,4) for different values ofh andf. h5p/4 andf5p/4 ~a!, h5p/2 andf5p/4 ~b!, h
5p andf5p/4 ~c!, h53p/2 andf5p/4 ~d!, h52p andf5p ~e!, andh55p/2 andf57p/8 ~f!. The caseh50 ~and
any f! is plotted in Fig. 3.
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geometric, that is to say for propagation distance of the same order as the radius of the beam
duration of the pulse times the light velocity. In this framework the propagation equations re
transport equations, which actually give the propagation of the rays according to the la
geometric optics. Second we revisit the Maxwell equations in the moving frame indicated b
above-derived transport equations. In the scales of the geometric optics, the propagation eq
are then trivial, which allows to consider larger propagation distances, of the order of the Ra
distance or the dispersion distance. In this framework the propagation equations re
Schrödinger-type equations, which actually give the propagations of the slowly varying env
according to the law of diffractive optics.

By applying this methodology we have put into evidence that we can deal with many s
tions. We have recovered well-known results, but we have also exhibited closed form expre
for the diffraction operator which has led to original results regarding an anomalous diffracti
a very particular configuration. Another advantage of this method is that it can still be ap
when we take into account the nonlinear susceptibility of the medium. This generalizat
addressed in the companion paper.7
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High-frequency asymptotics for Maxwell’s equations
in anisotropic media Part II: Nonlinear propagation
and frequency conversion

Josselin Garniera)
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This paper is devoted to the derivation of the equations that govern the propagation
and frequency conversion of pulses in noncentrosymmetric crystals. The method is
based upon high-frequency expansions techniques for hyperbolic quasi-linear and
semilinear equations. In the so-called geometric regime we recover the standard
results on the frequency conversion of pulses in nonlinear crystals. In the diffrac-
tive regime we show that the anisotropy of the diffraction operator involves re-
markable phenomena. In particular the phase matching angle of a divergent pulse
depends on the distance between the waist and the crystal plate. Finally we detect
a configuration where the beam propagation in a biaxial crystal involves the gen-
eration of spatial solitons thanks to an anomalous one-dimensional diffraction.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1354640#

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1961 Frankenet al.1 observed radiation at a double frequency when a ruby laser beam
directed into a quartz crystal. Unfortunately, because of phase mismatch of the fundamen
converted waves, the efficiency of conversion proved to be very low~about 10210%). The so-
called phase matching condition which should be fulfilled for the second harmonic gene
v1v°2v reads as 2k(v)5k(2v), or equivalentlyn(2v)5n(v), wheren is the refractive
index. In the optical transparency region of isotropic crystals, and in anisotropic crystals for w
of identical polarizations, this condition is never fulfilled because of normal dispersion (n(v)
,n(2v)). The use of anomalous dispersion is prohibited because the energy absorption
very high. In 1962 Giordmaine2 and Maker3 simultaneously and independently proposed an in
nious method of matching the phase velocities of the fundamental and converted wave
technique is based on the difference between the refractive indices of the waves with di
polarizations in an anisotropic crystal. It is now current to reach efficiency of conversion of se
ten percents.4

Anisotropy is a necessary condition for a medium to have a nonzero second
nonlinearity.5 Thex2-tensor is zero for any centrosymmetric crystal. The study of sum-freque
generation thus takes place in anisotropic media. The aim of this paper is to describe the ef
the anisotropy of the medium and to take a rigorous account of it in the study of the non
regime and especially the frequency conversion phenomenon. The case of plane waves h
carefully studied in Ref. 6. We aim at deriving evolution equations for the slowly varying e
lopes of broadband and divergent pulses by using a technique based on high-frequency exp
of the fields.7

The derived equations find practical applications in the framework of frequency convers
high-power laser beams. Indeed the phase matching condition for efficient frequency doubli
tripling of laser beams is very drastic,4 and it is therefore, necessary to detect the principal axi
the crystal with great precision. The standard process consists in observing the main

a!Telephone: 01.69.33.46.30; Fax: 01.69.33.30.11. Electronic mail: garnier@cmapx.polytechnique.fr
16360022-2488/2001/42(4)/1636/19/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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direction of the frequency converted pulse of a divergent pulse. This work was originally trigg
by the experimental observation that the direction of the frequency converted pulse of a
mental Gaussian pulse depends on the distance between the waist of the fundamental pulse
crystal, even with a perfectly normal incidence. The departures for different distances exce
high-precision level required for reaching the expected conversion performance. The resu
rived in this paper predict the phenomenon and allow to compute the direction of the
matching angle as a function of the direction of the frequency converted pulse and the di
between the waist of the fundamental pulse and the crystal.

The results of this paper are also necessary for a careful treatment of the propagati
frequency conversion of partially coherent pulses. Indeed incoherent light with short cohe
time is of interest for smoothing techniques for uniform irradiation in plasma physics.8 If propa-
gation of incoherent light in isotropic linear media is now rather well understood, the evoluti
the statistical properties of incoherent pulses in anisotropic and/or nonlinear media has
insufficiently examined.9 A high level of irradiation uniformity is required for both direct an
indirect drive for Inertial Confinement Fusion.8 This criterion can be reached by implementin
active smoothing methods, such as Induced Spatial Incoherence with echelons,10 Smoothing by
Spectral Dispersion~SSD!,11 Smoothing by multimode Optical Fiber~SOF!.12 All these methods
involve the illumination on the target with an intensity which is a time varying speckle patter
that the time integrated intensity averages towards a flat profile. As an unavoidable drawba
optical smoothing techniques also involve phase modulations in the amplifiers and freq
converters~SSD!, or even intensity modulations~SOF!.

The framework for high-frequency expansions of the solutions of Maxwell’s equations
lows from the appearance of the small parameterd which has the order of magnitude of the carri
wavelength of light divided by the next smallest characteristic length present in the problem.
assume that the carrier wavelength is 1, then we have seen in Ref. 13 that for propagation
of orderd21, which corresponds to the scales of the so-called geometric optics, evolution
tions read as transport equations with constant velocity. Further, in the moving pulse-time
~moving according to the velocity exhibited by the geometric transport equations!, for propagation
length of orderd22, which corresponds to the scales of diffractive optics, the evolution of the
is governed by a Schro¨dinger equation.

The first nonlinear effect we discuss in this paper is the sum frequency generation. A n
earx2-type function applied to expressions of the formS fEf

d(dt,dx)expi(kfz2vft) will produce
harmonics, that is to say expression with phase (kf 11kf 2)z2(v f 1

1v f 2
)t. If the couples (v f ,kf)

satisfy the dispersion relation, then the natural harmonic phases generally do not, due
dispersive property of the material. The set of harmonics which satisfy the dispersion rela
generally very small~sometimes empty!, because they need to fulfill a very drastic phase match
condition.

We must also take care that the strength of interaction and, therefore, the scale for inte
depends on the amplitude of the wave. If the amplitude of the wave isda, then ap-wave
interaction process will be noticeable for propagation length of orderd2(p21)a. Since we are
mainly concerned in this paper with second-order nonlinearity, it means that the nonlinear
will appear for propagation length of the order ofd2a. Accordingly a51 will correspond to
nonlinear geometric optics anda52 to nonlinear diffractive optics.

The paper is organized as follows. First we describe the general configuration at hand
II. Section III is devoted to the derivations of the dispersion relation, the phase matching a
suitable expanded form of the solution of the Maxwell equations. We address in Secs. IV
the frequency conversion in birefringent crystals. In Sec. VI we derive the propagation equa
the slowly varying envelope of the field when the phase-matching conditions for frequency
eration are not fulfilled. In Sec. VII we study a particular configuration which should allow
generation and propagation of spatial solitons.
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II. FORMULATION AND SCALING

We consider an incident beam incoming from the left onto a nonmagnetic nonlinear c
that occupies the domainR1

3
ª$(x,y,z)PR3,z.0%. The propagation axis is perpendicular to t

boundary surfaceSª$(x,y,z)PR3,z50% and is collinear to thez axis. The evolution of the
electric fieldE is governed by the Maxwell equation

rot rot E52m0] t
2D, ~1!

where the electric induction divides into the sumD5Dl1Pnl of a linear and a nonlinear part

Dl5«0E1«0x~1!* E, ~2!

Pnl5«0x~2!* ~E,E!1«0x~3!* ~E,E,E!1¯ , ~3!

x~ j !* ~E,...,E!5E
2`

t

dt1¯E
2`

t

dtjx
~ j !~ t2t1 ,...,t2t j !:E~ t1!¯E~ t j !. ~4!

«0 and m0 are, respectively, the dielectric constant and magnetic permeability of vacuum
electromagnetic wave is assumed to be far enough from all absorption lines of the medium
we can neglect absorption and the tensorsx ( j ) are real.

The boundary condition at the surfaceS is imposed by the continuity of the tangenti
components of the magnetic and electric fields. The sourceS corresponding to the electric field o
the incoming pulse at the interfaceS is assumed to be a modulation of a high-frequency sig
whose carrier wavelength isl0 , or the superposition of a finite number of such modes. From
characteristic spatial~resp. temporal! variations of the source we can also define a length scaleR0

~resp. a time scaleT0 , associated with the lengthL0ªcT0). Our study will take place in the
framework where the dimensionless parameterdªmin$l0 /R0,l0 /L0% is small. As pointed out in
the introduction, the order of magnitudeS̄ of the source also plays a crucial role in that
determines the strength of the nonlinear interaction. Let us denote byx̄1 ~resp.x̄2) the typical
value taken by the Fourier transforms of the components of thex (1)-tensor~resp.x (2)-tensor!
evaluated at frequency 2pc/l0 . The characteristic nonlinear amplitude is defined byĒnl

ªx̄1 /x̄2 . Our study takes place in the framework of weakly nonlinear waves, which read
S̄/Ēnl!1. This ratio may be related to the small parameterd through a new parametera.0 such
that S̄/Ēnl5da. Settingx̃5x/l0 , ỹ5y/l0 , z̃5z/l0 , t̃ 5ct/l0 , D̃5D/(«0Ēnl), andẼ5E/Ēnl the
dimensionless Maxwell equation reads as

rõt rõ t Ẽ52m̃0]
t̃

2D̃,

wherem̃05«0m0c251. The sourceS̃ has a high-frequency expansion of the form

S̃~ x̃,ỹ, t̃ !5
1

2
da (

v fPVs
S vx

f ~d t̃ ,d x̃,d ỹ!

vy
f ~d t̃ ,d x̃,d ỹ)

0
D e2 iv f t̃1cc, ~5!

wherecc is a shorthand for ‘‘complex conjugate.’’VS is the collection of the high-carrier fre
quenciesv f . vf is the slowly varying envelope of the mode with carrier frequencyv f . Note that
a dimensionless propagation distancez̃ of the order ofd21 corresponds to a physical distance
the order ofR0 , while a dimensionless distancez̃ of the order ofd22 corresponds to a physica
distance of the order ofR0

2/l0 which is the well-known Rayleigh distance.
From now on we drop the tildes. We assumea priori that the electric field can be expande

in a power series of the small parameterd and in a series with respect to a set of rapid pha
kfz2v f t
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E5 1
2d

a (
~v f ,kf !PH

~Ef~dt,dx,dy,dz!ei ~kfz2v f t !1cc!, ~6a!

Ef~T,X,Y,Z!5(
j 50

`

d jEj
f~T,X,Y,Z!, ~6b!

whereEf is the slowly varying envelope of the mode whose rapid phase is (v f ,kf). The functions
Ej

f are smooth in all their arguments.H denotes the set of the rapid phases (v f ,kf) which are
contained in the fieldE. In case of linear medium13 the modes propagate without interaction a
the set of high frequencies$v f ,'kf such that (v f ,kf)PH% is equal toVS . In case of nonlinear
medium, the generation of new phases~the so-called harmonics! is expected so that the series~6!
may contain much more terms than in the source~5!.

III. PROPAGATION IN A BIREFRINGENT CRYSTAL

We introduce the geometric framework. We first define a reference frame~x,y,z! associated
with the pulse whose carrier wave vectork0 is collinear to thez axis. We then introduce a
reference frame~1, 2, 3! associated with the optic axis of the crystal, wheree3 is the main optic
axis. We denote byu the angle between the wave vector and the main optic axis.f is the angle
between the projection of the carrier wave vector onto the plane (e1 ,e2) and the axis collinear to
e1 . The transition matrix between the reference frames~x,y,z! and ~1, 2, 3! is denoted byU.

A. Principle of the high-frequency expansion

We present the principle of the high-frequency expansion method. It can be applied
source can be expanded as~5!. We proceed toa priori expansions of the field inside the crystal
the kind ~6! with a.0 ~weak nonlinearity!. In linear media~or equivalently for evanescen
sourcesa@1) all nonlinear phenomena can be neglected, and the set of the frequenciesv which
are contained inH is imposed by the source and is equal toVS . Otherwise the generation o
harmonics should be taken into account so that the setH could be much larger than in the linea
case.

The establishing of the propagation equations for the slowly varying envelopes obey
following scheme. The form~6! is substituted into Eq.~1!. Collecting the terms with similar order
in d and the same rapid phases (v f ,kf), we get a family of equations. These equations can
decomposed into coupled systems of equations parametrized by the rapid phases. In linea
these systems are independent so that the envelopes of the different modes pro
independently,13 but in nonlinear media there are coupling between the propagation equatio
the envelopes. If the form~6! is suitable, then the derived systems should have unique solut
Actually we shall show the two following statements. First, the rapid phases must satisfy d
sion relations which read as compatibility conditions for the existence of the high-frequ
expansion~6a!. Second, the leading order termsE0

f are determined by compatibility conditions fo
the existence of the series expansion~6b!.

The form ~6! is an ansatz, that is to say ana priori form of the solution which is valid in a
given domain, here forz&d21. It is compatible with the boundary conditions and the source.
self-similar with respect to the operators that are encountered in the Maxwell equation. Th
was established in Ref. 13 for the linear operators, and we shall see in the following th
expansion~6! is also self-similar with respect to the nonlinear operators.

B. Expansions of the linear terms

The linear susceptibility is defined as the Fourier transform of the tensorx (1) defined by~2!.
It is a diagonal matrixx̂123

(1) in the frame~1, 2, 3!, while in the reference frame~x,y,z! the tensor
x̂xyz

(1) is U21x̂123
(1)U. In the followingx is a shorthand for the matrixx̂xyz

(1) 1I d . If E is of the form
E5 1

2d
a (E(dt,dx,dy,dz)ei (kz2vt)1cc), then the contribution of the linear induction to the Ma
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well equation~1! and therot rot E term can be expanded as powers ofd. Denoting byT5dt,
X5dx, Y5dy, andZ5dz the slowly varying variables, we have on the one hand

2m0] t
2Dl5

1
2d

a~D0~E!1dD1~E!1d2D2~E!1O~d3!!ei ~kz2vt !1cc, ~7!

where theDj (E) are linear functions ofE given by

D0~E!5
v2

c2 xE, D1~E!5
i

c2 ~v2x!8]TE, D2~E!52
1

2c2 ~v2x!9]T
2E, ~8!

and the primes stand for partial derivatives with respect tov. On the other hand therot rot E term
writes

rot rot E5 1
2d

a~R0~E!1dR1~E!1d2R2~E!!ei ~kz2vt !1cc, ~9!

where the mappingsRj (E) are sums of partial derivatives ofE with respect to space coordinate
of order j that are given in Ref. 13.

C. Dispersion relations for the rapid phases

We aim at showing here that the rapid phases (v f ,kf) of the setH should fulfill the so-called
dispersion equation. By substituting the ansatz~6! into Eq.~1! and collecting the coefficients with
powerda and phases (v f ,kf), we get by applying the identities~7! and~9! that the leading order
term E0

f should satisfy

R0~E0
f !5D0~E0

f !, ~10!

similarly as in the linear case. This is of course expected, since the weakness of the ampli
the pulse~of orderda with a.0) prevents nonlinear terms from coming into the leading par
the expansion with respect tod.

As established in Ref. 13 there exist two positive solutionsna andnb and two polarizationssa

andsb so thatsa andsb are unit vectors and (navc21,sa) and (nbvc21,sb) are solutions of Eq.
~10!. We define the dispersion relationship, the group velocity and the dispersion coefficient
waves as follows:

km~v!ª
vnm~v!

c
, vm~v!ªS ]km

]v D 21

, sm~v!ªkm

]2km

]v2 , m5a,b, ~11!

and we denote bybm the angle between the polarization vectorsm and thez axis

cos2~bm~v!!5smx
2 ~v!1smy

2 ~v!.

In order to fulfill condition~10!, the set (v f ,kf ,E0
f ) must satisfy one of the three followin

alternatives:

~i! Either kf5ka(v f) and the components ofE0
f parallel tosa(v f) may be nonvanishing;

~ii ! eitherkf5kb(v f) and the components ofE0
f parallel tosb(v f) may be nonvanishing;

~iii ! or kf¹$ka(v f),kb(v f)%, and then necessarilyE0
f [0.

Note that the third option simply means that modes which are not phase-matched cannot h
envelope of orderda.

We can now give a suitable description of the setH of the rapid phases. The setH in the
general nonlinear framework should at least contain the rapid phases that were exhibited
linear framework for a given sourceS that is to say

HS5Ha,S øHb,S ,
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where Ha,S and Hb,S are the subsets of the rapid phases which satisfy either thea dispersion
relation or theb relation

Hm,S5$~v,k! such thatvPVS and k5km~v!%.

In a nonlinear medium the generation of new frequencies is expected. The choice of the
should take into account this phenomenon and that is why the setH of all possible rapid phase
reads as the extended formulation

H5H ~v,k! such that ' j 1 ,...,j nPZ,~v i ,ki !PHS ,v5(
j 51

n

j iv i , and k5(
j 51

n

j ikiJ .

The rapid phases (v,k)PH for which v¹VS correspond to the so-called harmonic modes. Si
the pairs (v f ,kf) are algebraic sums of adapted rapid phases which originate fromHS , and since
the media we usually consider have a normal dispersion, there is only two types of phase m
~assuming thatna,nb):

~i! Type I: Both fundamental modes are of typea and the harmonic mode is of typeb with
vh5vp1vq andka(vq)1ka(vp)5kb(vh);

~ii ! Type II: One of the fundamental modes is of typea and the other one of typeb, while the
harmonic mode is also of typeb with vh5vp1vq andka(vp)1kb(vq)5kb(vh).

Only the rapid phases ofH which satisfy one of the two phase matching conditions may pos
a nonvanishing zeroth-order componentE0

f . That is why the physically relevant modes are tho
for which the rapid phases belong toHac

Hac5$~v,k!PH such thatk5ka~v! or k5kb~v!%.

The leading order terms for the other harmonic phases (v f ,kf)PH\Hac are at most of orderd2a,
that is to sayEf;daEa

f 1O(da11). Nevertheless it is necessary to take into account the harm
modes that are not phase-matched so as to close the propagation equations. To comp
section we would like to add that the phase matching condition is only required to be fulfill
order 1. A phase matching condition satisfied up to a term of orderd:kb(vh)2kp2kq;O(d) or
kb(vh)2kp2kq;O(d), is a sufficient condition for an harmonic phase to possess an enve
with a nonvanishing leading order termE0

h . We shall encounter such situations in the forthcom
sections.

D. Boundary condition

If we assume that the sourceS can be expanded as~5!, and accordingly that the fieldE inside
the crystal is of the form~6!, then collecting the coefficients with powerda and high carrier
frequencyv f establishes the continuity conditions which impose that the components para
the boundary surface of the input fieldS and of the fieldE should be equal, while there are n
condition for the normal components. Sincea.0 these conditions are the same as in the lin
configuration, so the typem mode (m5a,b) with carrier frequencyv f should be atz501

E0,m
f ~dt,dx,dy,z501!5

2

11nm~v!

1

smx
2 1smy

2 S smx
2 smxsmy 0

smxsmy smy
2 0

smxsmz smysmz 0
D vf~dt,dx,dy!.

E. Poynting vector and diffraction operator in the linear framework

In this section we remember the reader with the main results of Ref. 13 in the case wh
nonlinear polarization is neglected. The following results hold true when the two eigenin
(na ,nb) are different from each other. Note that the occurrence of the casena5nb corresponds to
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very particular configurations which were thoroughly studied in Ref. 13. In the framewor
frequency conversion, these configurations are not interesting since we aim at using the ex
of two different dispersion relations for the modes to fulfill the phase matching conditions.
input wave break into the sum of modulations of high-frequency signals, which also divide
two modes which all propagate independently. For each high frequencyv and modem5a,b, the
Poynting vector of the mode is collinear to

um~v!5S smxsmz

smx
2 1smy

2 ,
smysmz

smx
2 smy

2 ,21D T

. ~12!

In the reference frame (dt,dx,dy,dz) the slowly varying envelopeEm
v of the mode satisfies the

transport equation]ZEm
v1Tm(v)Em

v50 where

Tm~v!52umx~v!]X2umy~v!]Y1vm~v!21]T . ~13!

In the moving reference frame (d(t2z/vm),d(x1umxz),d(y1umyz),d2z) the slowly varying
envelopeEm

v of the mode satisfies a Schro¨dinger-type equation with respect to the long sc
variablez5d2z

2ikm~v!]zEm
v1Lm~v!Em

v1Km~v!Em
v50, ~14!

where the diffraction operatorLm(v) is anisotropic~see Ref. 13 for the complete expressions
the cm,...)

Lm~v!5cm,xx~v!]X
212cm,xy~v!]X]Y1cm,yy~v!]Y

2, ~15!

and the dispersion operatorKm(v) contains crossed space–time derivatives

Km~v!52sm~v!]T
212km~v!~]vumx!~v!]T]X12km~v!~]vumy!~v!]T]Y . ~16!

F. Second-order nonlinear polarization

The nonlinear susceptibility is the Fourier transform of the tensorx (2) defined by~3!

x̂~2!~v1 ,v2!ªE
0

`

dt1E
0

`

dt2x~2!~ t1 ,t2!eiv1t11 iv2t2.

Time integration starts from 0 to satisfy the causality property. We introduce the projectorQvc ,kc

acting on fields of the formA5 1
2( (v f ,kf )PH

Ad
f ei (kfz2v f t)1cc by

Qvc ,kc~A!5Ad
c if ~vc ,kc!PH, and 0 otherwise.

The (vh ,kh) component of the nonlinear polarization in the crystallographic frame then rea

Qvh ,kh~Pnl!5
e0

2 (
p,q,vp1vq5vh ,kp1kq5kh

x̂~2!~vp ,vq!:~Ep,Eq!.

For frequenciesvp andvq and for typesm1 andm2 in $a, b% we denote bysm1,m2
(vp ,vq) the

vector

sm1 ,m2
~vp ,vq!ªx̂~2!~vp ,vq!:~sm1

~vp!,sm2
~vq!!. ~17!

We list in the following the processes which can give rise to the generation of new frequen
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~i! Type I conversion.
Let us denotevh5vp1vq , kp5ka(vp), kq5ka(vq), andkh5kp1kq. ThenEp1Eq is of
the form 1

2E
psa(vp)ei (kpz2vpt)1 1

2E
qsa(vq)ei (kqz2vqt)1cc. In the~xyz!-reference frame the

nonlinear polarization readsPnl,xyz5U21Pnl,123U and the (vh ,kh) component is

Qvh ,kh~Pnl,xyz!5e0sa,a~vp ,vq!EpEq. ~18!

~i! Type II conversion.
Let us denotevh5vp1vq , kp5ka(vp), kq5kb(vq), andkh5kp1kq. ThenEp1Eq is of
the form 1

2E
psa(vp)ei (kpz2vpt)1 1

2E
qsb(vq)ei (kqz2vqt). In the ~xyz!-reference frame the

nonlinear polarization readsPnl,xyz5U21Pnl,123U and the (vh ,kh) component is

Qvh ,kh~Pnl,xyz!5e0sa,b~vp ,vq!EpEq. ~19!

In the case of the class 42̄m which contains in particular potassium dihydrogen phosph
~KDP! crystal, thex (2)-tensor has only six nonvanishing components which are equal to
coefficient 2d: x̂123

(2)5x̂132
(2)5x̂213

(2)5x̂231
(2)5x̂312

(2)5x̂321
(2)52d. The vectorsso,o andso,e then read as

so,o52dS sinu sin~2f!

0
2cosu sin~2f!

D , so,e52dS cos~2f!sin~b22u!

2sin~2f!sin~b2u!

cos~2f!cos~b22u!
D .

IV. TYPE I PHASE-MATCHING

We assume that the incoming pulse consists of two modes with carrier frequenciesvp andvq

which are linearly polarized along thesa(vp)-axis andsa(vq)-axis, respectively

S5 1
2d

a~vp~dx,dy,dt !sa~vp!e2 ivpt1vq~dx,dy,dt !sa~vq!e2 ivqt!1cc. ~20!

The type I phase matching conditions are assumed to be satisfied for the sumvp1vq5vh

ka~vp!1ka~vq!5kb~vh!. ~21!

We also assume that the pair (vh ,kb(vh)) is the only adapted harmonic phase, that is to say
phase matching condition is not fulfilled for a subtraction or a sum betweenvp , vq , and vh

different from vh5vp1vq . As a consequenceHac5$(vp ,kp),(vq ,kq),(vh ,kh)% where kp

5ka(vp), kq5ka(vq), andkh5kb(vh). The adapted ansatz is accordingly

E5Ep1Eq1Eh1R, ~22a!

Ef5
1

2
daS (

j 50

`

d jEj
f~dt,dx,dy,dz!D ei ~kfz2v f t !1cc, ~22b!

whereR indicates a series of harmonic modes whose leading order coefficientsE0
f are vanishing.

The parametera will then play a crucial part since the order of magnitude of the input pu
imposes the distance scale at which the nonlinear effects become noticeable.

A. Geometric optics aÄ1

We denoteT5dt, X5dx, Y5dy, Z5dz.
Proposition 1: If the source can be expanded as (20), then the fundamental modes are

a for the carrier frequenciesvp andvq while the harmonic mode at frequencyvh is of type b. By
denoting E0

p5sa(vp).E0
p , E0

q5sa(vq).E0
q , and E0

h5sb(vh).E0
h the projections of the modes ont

their respective unit polarization vectors, the slowly varying envelopes E0
f satisfy the following

coupled equations:
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]ZE0
p1Ta~vp!~E0

p!5
ivpd~ I !

na~vp!cos2~ba~vp!!
E0

q* E0
h , ~23a!

]ZE0
q1Ta~vq!~E0

q!5
ivqd~ I !

na~vq!cos2~ba~vq!!
E0

p* E0
h , ~23b!

]ZE0
h1Tb~vh!~E0

h!5
ivhd~ I !

nb~vh!cos2~bb~vh!!
E0

pE0
q , ~23c!

starting from E0
p(T,X,Y,Z50)5(2/@11na(vp)#)vp(T,X,Y), E0

q(T,X,Y,Z50)5(2/@1
1na(vq)#)vq(T,X,Y) and E0

h(T,X,Y,Z50)50, where the transport operatorTm(v) is given by
~13! and

d~ I !5
sa~vp!.sa,b~vq ,vh!

2c
.

Proof: The strategy is formally the same as in linear configurations. We substitute the a
~22a! and~22b! with a51 into Eq.~1! and we collect the coefficients with the same power od
and the same carrier frequency. At orderd we find the dispersion relation and phase match
conditions discussed in Sec. III C. At orderd2, we project the equation onto the three axes.
For the frequencyvp ~resp.2vp), denotingkp5ka(vp)

R0~E1
p!1R1~E0

p!5D0~E1
p!1D1~E0

p!1m0vp
2Qvp ,kp~Pnl~E0 ,E0!!, ~24!

where we retain only the terms of orderd in Pnl , which are the ones that give a contribution of t
nonlinear polarization of orderd2. Further in the nonlinear termPnl(E0 ,E0) we only retain the
coefficients with rapid phase1(kpz2vpt). Only the frequenciesvh and2vq can generatevp

~resp.2vh and vq for 2vp). We, therefore, compute the sum of a typea wave at frequency
2vq with a typeb wave at frequencyvh . By applying~19! we get in the reference frame~x,y,z!:

Qvp ,kp~Pnl~E0 ,E0!!5e0sa,b~vq ,vh!E0
q* E0

h .

The projection of Eq.~24! onto sa(vp) then provides the compatibility condition which reads
Eq. ~23a!.

For the frequencyvq , the situation is similar. We get Eq.~23b! with an expression ofd(I )

which isd(I )85(sa(vq).sa,b(vp ,vh))/(2c), and using the symmetry properties ofx̂ (2)14 it is easy
to prove thatd(I )85d(I ).

For the frequencyvh , denotingkh5kb(vh):

R0~E1
h!1R1~E0

h!5D0~E1
h!1D1~E0

h!1m0vh
2Qvh ,kh~Pnl~E0 ,E0!!, ~25!

where we retain only the terms of orderd in Pnl , which are the ones that give a contribution of t
nonlinear polarization of orderd2. Further in the nonlinear termPnl(E0 ,E0) we only retain the
coefficients with rapid phase1(khz2vht). Only the frequenciesvp and vq can generatevh

~resp.2vp and2vq for 2vh). We therefore compute the sum of a typea wave at frequencyvp

with a typea wave at frequencyvq . By applying~18!, we get in the reference frame~x,y,z!

Qvh ,kh~Pnl,xyz!5e0sa,a~vp ,vq!E0
pE0

q .

The projection of Eq.~25! onto sb(vh) then provides the compatibility condition which reads
Eq. ~23c! with d(I )95(sb(vh).sa,a(vp ,vq))/(2c), and using the symmetry properties ofx̂ (2) it is
easy to prove thatd(I )95d(I ). h
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B. Approximate phase matching

In the above section we have considered a perfect phase matching condition. This cond
indeed very stringent and should be fulfilled at the leading order. Nevertheless it is barely po
in realistic experimental configurations to reach such a level of perfection. It is therefore re
to address the case of a slight perturbation of the ideal caseu5upm whereupm is the angle which
satisfies~21!. We consider in this section that the phase matching condition is fulfilled up to a
of orderd and we setu5upm1dh. The corresponding propagation equations read

]ZE0
p1Ta~vp!E0

p5
ivpd~ I !

na~vp!cos2~ba~vp!!
Eq* Ẽ0

h ,

]ZE0
q1Ta~vq!E0

q5
ivqd~ I !

na~vq!cos2~ba~vq!!
E0

p* E0
h ,

]ZE0
h1Tb~vh!E0

h5
ivhd~ I !

nb~vh!cos2~bb~vh!!
E0

pE0
q1 ihkE0

h ,

wherehk5h@]kb(vh)/]u#uu5upm
. By settingẼ0

h5E0
he2 ihkZ, this system reduces:

]ZE0
p1Ta~vp!E0

p5
ivpd~ I !

na~vp!cos2~ba~vp!!
E0

q* Ẽ0
heihkZ,

]ZE0
q1Ta~vq!E0

q5
ivqd~ I !

na~vq!cos2~ba~vq!!
E0

p* Ẽ0
heihkZ,

]ZẼ0
h1Tb~vh!Ẽ0

h5
ivhd~ I !

nb~vh!cos2~bb~vh!!
E0

pE0
qe2 ihkZ.

It appears that it is necessary to add a phase2hkZ to the harmonic field so as to make th
frequency conversion equations into a standard form. It shows that the rapid phase of the ha
is imposed by the product of the phases of the fundamental modes: expi((kp1kq)z2(vp1vq)t),
which is different from the ‘‘natural’’ typeb phase expi(kb(vh)z2vht), with vh5vp1vq .

C. Diffractive optics aÄ2

In this configuration the nonlinear effects are weaker, of the order ofd2a5d4, so that they can
show themselves only after a longer propagation distancez of the order ofd22. The technique is
the same as for the derivations of the propagation equations in the linear framework. Th
result is expressed in terms of the original variablesx,y,z,t:

Proposition 2: Let us assume that the input fieldS consists of two modes with carrier fre
quenciesvp and vq which are linearly polarized along thesa(vp)-axis andsa(vq)-axis, respec-
tively. Then the fundamental modes are of type a and the harmonic mode is of type b(vh5vp

1vq). We denote kp5ka(vp), kq5ka(vq), kh5kb(vh), hk5kh2kp2kq, and Ẽh5Ehe2 ihkz.
We introduce the projections of the envelopes of the modes onto their respective unit polar

vectors: Ep5sa(vp).Ep, Eq5sa(vq).Eq, and Ẽh5sb(vh).Ẽh. The system which governs th
propagation and conversion is:

]zE
p1Ta~vp!Ep2

i

2kp La~vp!Ep2
i

2kp Ka~vp!Ep5
ivpd~ I !

na~vp!cos2~ba~vp!!
Eq* Ẽheihkz,

]zE
q1Ta~vq!Eq2

i

2kq La~vq!Eq2
i

2kq Ka~vq!Eq5
ivqd~ I !

na~vq!cos2~ba~vq!!
Ep* Ẽheihkz,
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]zẼ
h1Tb~vh!Ẽh2

i

2kh Lb~vh!Ẽh2
i

2kh Kb~vh!Ẽh5
ivhd~ I !

nb~vh!cos2~bb~vh!!
EpEqe2 ihkz,

where the transport operatorTm and the diffraction-dispersion operatorsLm andKm are given by
(13), (15), and (16), respectively (where small letters should be substituted for capital lette.

V. TYPE II PHASE-MATCHING

We assume that the source can be expanded as

S5
1

2
d2S vx~dx,dy,dt !e2 ivqt

vy~dx,dy,dt !e2 ivpt

0
D 1cc, ~26!

and that the type II phase matching condition is almost satisfied by the sumvp1vq5vh :

kb~vh!2ka~vp!2kb~vq!5O~d!.

We also assume that the pair (vh ,kb(vh)) is the only adapted harmonic phase, that is to say
phase matching condition is not fulfilled for a subtraction or a sum betweenvp , vq , and vh

different from vh5vp1vq , so that the suitable ansatz is~22a! and ~22b! with Hac

5$(vp ,kp),(vq ,kq),(vh ,kh)% wherekp5ka(vp), kq5kb(vq), andkh5kb(vh). The main result
is obtained by using the very same techniques as in the previous sections so that we only
in the original variablesx,y,z,t. We denote the phase mismatch byhkªkh2kp2kq.

Proposition 3. Let us assume that the input fieldS consists of two modes with carrier fre
quenciesvp and vq which are linearly polarized along the y axis and x axis, respectively. T
the modes of the fieldE are ordinary for the fundamentalvp and extraordinary for the funda-

mental vq and harmonic vh5vp1vq . By introducing Ẽh5Ehe2 ihkz and denoting Ep

5sa(vp).Ep, Eq5sb(vqEq). and Ẽh5sb(vh).Ẽh the projections of the envelopes of the mod
onto their respective unit polarization vectors, the system which governs the propagatio
conversion is:

]zE
p1Ta~vp!Ep2

i

2kp La~vp!Ep2
i

2kp Ka~vp!Ep5
ivpd~ II !

na~vp!cos2~ba~vp!!
Eq* Ẽheihkz,

]zE
q1Tb~vq!Eq2

i

2kq Lb~vq!Eq2
i

2kq Kb~vq!Eq5
ivqd~ II !

nb~vq!cos2~bb~vq!!
Ep* Ẽheihkz,

]zẼ
h1Tb~vh!Ẽh2

i

2kh Lb~vh!Ẽh2
i

2kh Kb~vh!Ẽh5
ivhd~ II !

nb~vh!cos2~bb~vh!!
EpEqe2 ihkz,

where

d~ II !5
sa~vp!.sb,b~vq ,vh!

2c
.

VI. PROPAGATION FAR FROM PHASE-MATCHING

In the two previous sections we have examined the two cases corresponding to
matching for sum-frequency generation. In this section we consider the general situation wh
phase-matching condition is not fulfilled so as to derive the propagation equation of the f
mental wave, and also some information for the different harmonic waves. Such a work ha
performed by Leblond15 who considered the propagation of a pulse along the principal axis
uniaxial crystal. In this section we consider the general case of biaxial crystals in the configu
when the two eigenindices are different from each other. We assume a source of the form
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S5 1
2dv~dx,dy,dt !~sax~v!,say~v!,0!Te2 ivt1cc, ~27!

and we shall see that the suitable ansatz for the scales corresponding to diffractive optics

E5E0v1E1v1E2v1R, ~28a!

Elv5
1

2
d(

j 50

`

d jEj
lv~d~ t2z/va!,d~x1uaxz!,d~y1uayz!,d2z!eil ~ka~v!z2vt !1cc, ~28b!

whereR is a sum of harmonic waves whose leading order term is of orderd3 or smaller, andva ,
ua are shorthands forva(v), ua(v), respectively.

Proposition 4: If we assume that the input fieldS consists of one mode with carrier frequen
v which is linearly polarized along thesa(v)-axis, then the slowly varying envelope of the fieldE
is of type a and E05sa(v).E0

1v satisfies the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation

2ika]zE01La~v!E01Ka~v!E01P3~E0!50, ~29!

starting from E0(T,X,Y,z50)5(2/@11na(v)#)v(T,X,Y), where P3(E0)5(g11g2)uE0u2E0

1sa .x̂ (2)(0,v)(E1
0v* ,E0

1v),

g15 3
4sa~v!.x̂~3!~v,v,2v!:~sa~v!,sa~v!,sa~v!!,

g25 1
2sa~v!.x̂~2!~2v,2v!:~~na

2~v!J2x~2v!!21sa,a~v,v!,sa~v!!,

where J is the333 matrix whose entries are vanishing but J115J2251. The second harmonic is
of orderd2 and its leading order termE1

2v is given by (30). The zero harmonic is of orderd2 and
its leading order termE1

0v is given by (32). All other harmonic are of order smaller thand3.
Note that far from phase matching, the second harmonic does not propagate with its n

phase velocity and group velocity, but with those of the fundamental. But it is smaller by an
of magnitude. The same holds true for the zero-harmonic term. By ‘‘zero-harmonic’’ we me
electromagnetic wave whose wavelength is of the order ofd21.

Proof:

~i! Computation of the leading order term at 2v.
Collecting the terms of orderd2 at frequency 2v provides an explicit representation fo
E1

2v :

E1
2v5 1

2~na
2~v!J2x~2v!!21x̂~2!~v,v!:~E0

1v ,E0
1v!. ~30!

Note that the matrixna
2(v)J2x(2v) is invertible since we assume that there is no pha

matching for second harmonic generation.
~ii ! Computation of the leading order term at 0v.

Collecting the terms of orderd4 at frequency 0v yields:

R2~E1
0v!5D2~E1

0v!2c22]T
2P2 ,

whereP2 is given by

P25x̂~2!~v,2v!~E0
1v ,E0

1v* !.

Note thatD2(E1
0v)52c22x(0v)]T

2E1
0v . The computation ofE1

0v is formally identical as
for the second-harmonic wave, that is to say the zero-harmonic wave is obtained by
ing an inversion operator@here (R22D2)21] to a functional of the leading-order term o
the fundamental wave~here2c22]T

2P2). But the inversion is a little more elaborate, sin
it requires to apply the Green function of a linear nondispersive Maxwell equation. We
in what follows an explicit formulation of this inversion. First denote byRot the standard
‘‘ rot ’’ operator operating on the macroscopic variables~X,Y,Z!. Consider the
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problem of finding the solutionE of the following Maxwell equation with a source:

Rot Rot E52c22x~0v!]T
2E2c22]T

2P,

whereP(T,X,Y,Z) is the polarization induced by the source. Taking the Fourier transf
with respect to time and space

~uK u2I d2K ^ K2n2c22x~0v!!Ê~n,K !5n2c22P̂~n,K !, ~31!

wheren is the frequency,K the wave number, andS^ U is the matrix whose entries ar
SiU j . We denote byNa andNb the two solutions of the Fresnel equation associated w
the tensorx(0v):

det~N2Id2N2uK u2K ^ K2x~0v!!50,

and bySa andSb the corresponding unit eigenvectors. The Green functionĝ(n,K ) corre-
sponding to Eq.~31! is defined by the equation

Ê~n,K !5ĝ~n,K !P̂~n,K !.

It was shown by Lax and Nelson that the Green function can be written in the form16

ĝ~n,K !5
n2

c2 S ea

uK u2/Na
22n2/c22 io

1
eb

uK u2/Nb
22n2/c22 io D 2

K ^ K

KTx~0v!K
,

em5
Sm^ Sm

Sm
T x~0v!Sm

.

If n,0, then the term2 io should be replaced by1 io. We then introduce the auxiliary
function Ĝ which is the projection ofĝ onto the characteristic equation satisfied byP2

Ĝ~n,Kx ,Ky!5ĝ~n,Kx ,Ky ,Kxuax~v!1Kyuay~v!2n/va~v!!,

G~T,X,Y!5
1

~2p!3
EĜ~n,Kx ,Ky!e

i~KxX1KyY2nT!dXdYdT.

We finally define the convolution operatorC which associates to any pair of vector-valu
functionsA1(T,X,Y) andA2(T,X,Y) the vector-valued function

C* ~A1 ,A2!~T,X,Y!ªE G~T2s,X2u,Y2v !@ x̂~2!~v,2v!:~A1 ,A2!~s,u,v !#dsdudv.

The leading order termE1
0v(T,X,Y,z) of the zero-harmonic wave can then be expressed

everyz as the application of theC-operator to the pair (E0
1v(.,.,.,z),E0

1v* (.,.,.,z)):

E1
0v~T,X,Y,z!5C* ~E0

1v~ .,.,.,z!,E0
1v* ~ .,.,.,z!!~T,X,Y!. ~32!

~iii ! Equation for the corrective term atv.
Collecting the terms of orderd2 at frequencyv we get an explicit form for the first
corrective termE1

1v of the fundamental wave. No nonlinear term is coming to at this or
so the expression is identical to the linear framework~see Ref. 13!.

~iv! Equation for the leading order term atv.
Collecting the terms of orderd3 at frequencyv we get

R2~E0
1v!1R1~E1

1v!1R0~E2
1v!5D2~E0

1v!1D1~E1
1v!1D0~E2

1v!2c22P3 ,

where the contribution of the nonlinear polarization is:

P35~ 3
4!x̂

~3!~v,v,2v!:~E0
1v ,E0

1v ,E0
1v* !1x̂~2!~2v,2v!:~E1

2v ,E0
1v* !

1x̂~2!~0v,v!:~E1
0v ,E0

1v!.
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Projecting ontosa(v) we get

sa~v!.R2~E0
1v!1sa~v!.R1~E1

1v!5sa~v!.D2~E0
1v!1sa~v!.D1~E1

1v!2c22sa~v!.P3 .

Substituting the expression ofE1
1v establishes the result.

Note that the long-scale variablez plays the role of a parameter in the expression~32! of E1
0v .

Consequently Eq.~29! reads as a simple first-order evolution equation with respect to
z-variable for the envelopeE0 . This provides a simple numerical scheme to computeE0(.,.,.,z
1Dz) from E0(.,.,.,z).

VII. SPATIAL SOLITON PROPAGATION IN BIAXIAL CRYSTALS

We examine in this section the propagation in biaxial crystals of the modulation of a
frequency signal with frequencyv in the particular configurationu5u r(v) andf50 or p where

sin2 u r~v!5
12x2~v!/x1~v!

12x3~v!/x1~v!
.

Computing all relevant quantities according to the general formulas we have found in part
that the typea eigenindex and unit polarization eigenvector arena

2(v)5x2(v) and sa(v)
5(0,1,0)T, respectively~for the typeb we refer to Ref. 13!. The diffraction coefficients for the
a-mode areca,xx(v)51, ca,xy(v)50, and ca,yy(v)50, while the dispersion operator read
Ka(v)52sa(v)]T

2. The striking point is that the diffraction operator for the typea wave is
degenerate, in the sense that there is no diffraction in they-direction. Let us assume that the carri
frequencyv of the input pulse is such that the phase matching condition for the second-harm
generation is not fulfilled. For the sake of simplicity we first restrict ourselves to one of the
following classes:17

~1! triclinic class with point group 1̄, such as Mica or Al2SiO5;
~2! monoclinic class with point group 2/m, such as AgAuTe4 or PbSiO3;
~3! orthorhombic class with point groupmmm, such as CaCl2, or Al2BeO4 ~also called alexan-

drite!.

The crystals of these classes are biaxial and have a vanishingx (2)-tensor. This simplification
allows us to get rid of thex (2)-cascaded terms and to deal with a simplex (3)-component which
then reads as a simple Kerr effect. The result is the following:

Proposition 5. In cases 1, 2, 3, if we assume that the input fieldS consists of one mode wit
carrier frequencyv which is linearly polarized along the y axis, then the slowly varying envel
of the fieldE is polarized along the y axis and E05(0,1,0).E0

1v satisfies the nonlinear Schro¨dinger
equation

2ika]zE01]X
2E02sa]T

2E01guE0u2E050, ~33!

starting from E0(T,X,Y,z50)5(2/@11na(v)#)v(T,X,Y), whereg5( 3
4)x̂2222

(3) (2v,v,v).
The removal of the time variable is involved by the assumption that there is no modulati

the input pulse at the time scaled21, which is typically of the order of the picosecond, but on
at scaled22, which is typically of the order of the nanosecond. Then the slowly varying enve
of the field satisfies the standard one-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation

2ika]zE01]X
2E01guE0u2E050. ~34!

The one-dimensional nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation possesses the complete integrability p
erty, which implies that stable solitons should be generated and propagate over large dista
a pulse is focused onto a crystal plate according to the incident angle and polarization des
here above, then in thex-transverse direction the profile of the pulse will not diffract and keep
original form while in the transversey-direction the pulse will break into a soliton~or eventually
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several solitons! and radiation whose amplitude will decay as standard one-dimensional wav
in linear media, that is to say at ratez21/2. The incident pulse must at least fulfill a well-know
power criterion so that a soliton can be generated18

E
2`

`

uE0udx>1.279g21/2,

which simply means that the incident pulse should be sufficient focused so that its power* uE0u2dx
be concentrated on a small segment. Nevertheless one should still remain in the domain wh
~33! holds true, which is basically the paraxial approximation.

In case of biaxial crystals with nonvanishingx (2)-tensor the result is qualitatively the same,
the sense that the diffraction operator still reads as a one-dimensional second-order derivat
x (2)-cascaded terms make the nonlinear term more complicated. We aim in the following p
sition at generalizing Proposition 5 to any biaxial crystal.

Proposition 6. For any biaxial crystal in the configurationu5u r andf50, if we assume that
the input fieldS consists of one mode with carrier frequenciesv which is linearly polarized along
the y axis, then the slowly varying envelope of the fieldE is polarized along the y axis and E0

5(0,1,0).E0 satisfies the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation

2ika]zE01]X
2E02sa]T

2E01P3~E0!50, ~35!

where P3(E0)5(g11g2)uE0u2E01S j ,l 51
3 g3 j l

F j l (uE0u2(.,.,.,z))E0 , with

g15 3
4x̂2222

~3! ~v,v,2v!,

g25
1

2 (
j 51

3

x̂2 j 2
~2! ~2v,2v!@~na

2~v!J2x~2v!!21x .22
~2!~v,v!# j ,

g3 j l
5x̂2 j 2

~2! ~0,v!x̂ l22
~2!~v,2v!,

F j l ~ I ~ .,.,.!!~T,X,Y!5 (
j 8,l 851

3

U j j 8Ull 8E Gj 8 l 8~T2s,X2u,Y2v !I ~s,u,v !dsdudv.

G is the Green function whose Fourier transform is Gˆ (n,Kx ,Ky)5ĝ(n,Kx ,Ky ,2n/va(v)) with:

ĝ~n,K !5
n2

c2 S ea

uK u2/na~0v!22n2/c22 io
1

eb

uK u2/nb
2~0v!2n2/c22 io D 2

K ^ K

KTx~0v!K
,

em5
sm~0v! ^ sm~0v!

~sm~0v!T!x~0v!sm~0v!
,

where nm(0v) and sm(0v) are the eigenindices and unit eigenvectors of the Fresnel equa
corresponding to the tensorx~0v! at anglesu r(v), f50

~n2I d2n2uK u22K ^ K2x~0v,u r~v!,0!!s50.

All terms in P3 are proportional touE0u2E0 or a product of three terms proportional toE0 .
Note that the only coefficient of thex (3)-tensor which plays a role isx̂2222

(3) (v,v,2v). The
coefficients of thex (2)-tensor which play a role are the ones with at least two indices equal
In case of orthorhombic class with point group 222, the only non-vanishing coefficients o
x (2)-tensor are the ones with three different indices. Consequently all components ofP3 vanish
but g1uE0u2E0 so that we get back the result of Proposition 5.
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VIII. SPATIAL SPECTRUM OF THE SECOND HARMONIC PULSE

In this section we aim at giving the explanation of a recent experimental observation
framework is the following. In the context of Inertial Confinement Fusion, many high-power
beams are focused onto a spherical target composed of a mixture of deuterium–tritium s
compress it and to obtain density and pressure conditions which involve thermonuclear bu
The laser energy production is based on the amplification of an infrared pulse in glass amp
which are the only ones capable to deliver an energy of the order of 1 to 2 megajoules. N
theless it is necessary to frequency convert the pulse in the ultraviolet~UV! domain so as to
optimize the plasma-laser interaction between the laser beams and the inertial confinemen
~ICF! target. Thus the frequency tripling performance conditions the feasibility of the project.
successive KDP crystals, which can be produced in large dimensions, are used for the fre
doubling and summing operations. In order to get a high tripling rate, it is necessary to adju
positions of the KDP crystals in the laser chain with very high accuracy, since a precision
order of 15mrad is required. The method consists in focusing a fundamental beam and to
the main output angle of the second harmonic pulse~‘‘test’’ configuration!, which should corre-
spond to the optimal frequency conversion angle. However it appears that the direction
frequency converted pulse of a fundamental Gaussian pulse depends on the distance betw
waist of the fundamental pulse and the crystal. The departures for different distances far
the high precision level required for reaching the expected conversion performance for ap
tions to ICF. It is, therefore, necessary to give a precise account of this unexpected pheno

We assume that the fundamental pulse has Gaussian shape in the waist planez50. We denote
by z0 the distance from the waist plane to the crystal plate, and byzc the thickness of the plate. I
w0 is the beam radius in the waist plane,A0 is its maximal amplitude, ande is its unit polarization
vector, then in the plane just before the plate the input field writes

Ê~z5z0
2 ,kx ,ky!5A0pw0

2 expS 2
~kx

21ky
2!w0

2

4
2 i

~kx
21ky

2!z0

2k De,

wherek is the free wave number and we have performed a Fourier transform with respect
transverse coordinates (x,y)°(kx ,ky). By continuity of the tangential components of the elect
field, the field just inside the plate is the sum of an ordinary wave and an extraordinary wa

Êo,v~z5z0
1 ,kx ,ky!5A0pw0

2ey expS 2
~kx

21ky
2!w0

2

4
2 i

~kx
21ky

2!no~v!z0

2ko~v!
D ,

Êe,v~z5z0
1 ,kx ,ky!5

A0pw0
2ex

cos~b~v!!
expS 2

~kx
21ky

2!w0
2

4
2 i

~kx
21ky

2!ne~v!z0

2ke~v!
D .

For the type I configuration we consider the caseex50, ey51. For the type II configuration we
choose an equiphotonic repartitionex51/&, ey51/&.

A. Type I conversion

Applying Proposition 2 the system which governs the second harmonic generation in th
I configuration is:

]zEo,v2
i

2ko~v!
]x

2Eo,v2
i

2ko~v!
]y

2Eo,v5
i2vd~ I !

no~v!
Eo,v* Ee,2veihkz,

]zEe,2v2h]xEe,2v2
icx~2v!

2ke~2v!
]x

2Ee,2v2
icy~2v!

2ke~2v!
]y

2Ee,2v5
i2vd~ I !

ne~2v!cos2 b~2v!
Eo,v

2 e2 ihkz,

wherehk5ke(2v)22ko(v), h5tanb(2v), and
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cx~2v!5
xo~2v!xe~2v!

~cos2~u!xe~2v!1sin2~u!xo~2v!!2 , cy~2v!5
xo~2v!

cos2~u!xe~2v!1sin2~u!xo~2v!
.

We assume that the frequency conversion rate is low. Taking the Fourier transform with res
the spatial transverse coordinates (x,y)°(kx ,ky):

]zÊo,v1
ikx

2

2ko~v!
Êo,v1

iky
2

2ko~v!
Êo,v50, ~36a!

]zÊe,2v1 ikxhÊe,2v1
ikx

2cx~2v!

2ke~2v!
Êe,2v1

iky
2cy~2v!

2ke~2v!
Êe,2v5 ide,2v

I Êo,v* Êo,vei ~2ko2ke!z,

~36b!

where* stands for the convolution operation. It is easy to find the explicit form ofÊo,v from Eq.
~36a! by a simple exponentiation, and convoluting this expression with itself

Êo,v* Êo,v~z01z,kx ,ky!5
A0pw0

2

w0
2

2
1 i

no~v!z01z

ko~v!

exp2
kx

21ky
2

2 S w0
2

4
1 i

no~v!z01z

2ko~v!
D .

In order to computeuÊe,2vu we set:

Êe,2v5Êe,2v expizS kxh1
kx

2cx~2v!

2ke~2v!
1

ky
2cy~2v!

2ke~2v!
D ,

whose modulus is equal to the modulus ofÊe,2v and which satisfies

]zĒe,2v5 ide,2v
II Êo,v* Êo,v expizS kxh1

kx
2cx~2v!

2ke~2v!
1

ky
2cy~2v!

2ke~2v!
12ko(v)2ke(2v) D .

The right-hand side is known, so by a simple exponentiation we get that, up to a multiplic
constant

uÊe,2vu2~z01zc ,kx ,ky!5e2g~kx ,ky!kow0
2
uEi~2g~kx ,ky!~z11 izc!!2Ei~2g~kx ,ky!z1!u2,

~37!

whereEi is the integral exponential function:Ei(x)ª*1
`@exp(2xt)/t#dt and

z15
ko~v!w0

2

2
1 iz0n0~v!,

g~kx ,ky!5kxh1kx
2S cx~2v!

2ke~2v!
2

1

4ko~v! D1ky
2S cy~2v!

2ke~2v!
2

1

4ko~v! D12ko~v!2ke~2v!.

A study of the function~37! proves that the locations of the minima of the spectral inten
~which are experimentally detectable with high precision! do not depend on the waist distancez0 .

B. Type II conversion

We still assume that the frequency conversion rate is low. Taking the Fourier transform f
spatial transverse coordinates and applying Proposition 3, the system which governs the
harmonic generation in the type II configuration is:
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]zÊo,v1
ikx

2

2ko~v!
Êo,v1

iky
2

2ko~v!
Êo,v50, ~38a!

]zÊe,v1 ikxh1Êe,v1
ikx

2cx~v!

2ke~v!
Êe,v1

iky
2cy~v!

2ke~v!
Êe,v50, ~38b!

]zÊe,2v1 ikxh2Êe,2v1
ikx

2cx~2v!

2ke~2v!
Êe,2v1

iky
2cy~2v!

2ke~2v!
Êe,2v

5
2ivd~ II !

ne~2v!cos2 b~2v!
Êo,v* Êe,ve2 ihkz, ~38c!

wherehk5ke(2v)2ke(v)2ko(v), h15tanb(v), andh25tanb(2v). The calculations are iden
tical to the ones performed in the type I configuration. One first compute the closed-form e
sions of the fieldsÊo,v andÊe,v from Eqs.~38a! and~38b!. These expressions are then substitu
into the right-hand side of Eq.~38c! which can then be solved. We have found that, up to
multiplicative constant

uÊe,2vu~2kux,2kuy!5U E
0

zc 1

~ ā1 iCxz!1/2expk
Ax~ux!z

21 i āBx~ux!z2ā2ux
2

ā1 iCxz

3
1

~ ā1 iCyz!1/2expk
Ay~uy!z21 i āBy~uy!z2ā2uy

2

ā1 iCyz
3exp~2 ihkz!dzU,

~39!

whereā5zr1 iz0 , zr5kw0
2/2, k52p/l5v/c, and

Ax~ux!5ux
2S cx~v!

no~v!ne~v!
2

cx~2v!

ne~2v!
CxD1uxS h1

no~v!
22h2CxD2

h1
2

4
,

Bx~ux!5ux
2S cx~2v!

ne~2v!
22CxD1ux~2h22h1!,

Cx5
1

2 S 1

no~v!
1

cx~v!

ne~v! D ,

Ay~uy!5uy
2S cy~v!

no~v!ne~v!
2

cy~2v!

ne~2v!
CyD ,

By~ux!5uy
2S cy~2v!

ne~2v!
22CyD ,

Cy5
1

2 S 1

no~v!
1

cy~v!

ne~v! D .

In the type II configuration the positions of the minima of the spectral intensity depend o
waist distancez0 .

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have derived the equations which govern the evolutions of the slowly va
envelopes of pulses in a bulk medium presenting anisotropic properties and nonlinear su
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bilities. In case of phase-matching we have derived the equations that govern the freq
conversion of the source. In case of no phase matching we have derived the non
Schrödinger-type equation that governs the evolution of the pulse. We have shown that th
fraction operator is anisotropic, and that the nonlinear term may be more complicated th
standard Kerr effect due tox (2)-cascaded effects. We have in particular detected a configura
where stable solitons should be naturally generated since the equation then reads as the
one-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation with Kerr nonlinearity. As a natural extension of this w
we may also think at the propagation of partially coherent light in a linear or nonlinear anisot
medium. Indeed the intensity profiles of the speckle spots along the propagation axis are im
by the diffraction. So an anisotropic diffraction should involve interesting and original chara
istics of the speckle spots.
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Computing the inertia operator of a rigid body
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We prove that the inertia operatorA of a rigid body is generically determined, up
to a scalar multiple, by the curveV in R3 that describes its angular velocity in the
body. The precise condition is thatV not be contained in a two-dimensional sub-
space ofR3. We derive two indirect methods to computeA from the values ofV
over an arbitrary interval, and a direct method to computeA from the second- and
fourth-order moments ofV. The direct method utilizes moment identities derived
from symmetries in Euler’s equation. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1352051#

I. INTRODUCTION

In this section we review some of the kinematics and dynamics of rigid bodies as presen
Ref. 1. Consider a rigid body whose center of mass is fixed at0PR3, and letF be an orthonormal
frame at0 fixed relative to the body. At timet during the motion,F is an orthonormal frame
B(t)5(b1(t),b2(t),b3(t)) relative to ambient spaceR3. Suppose thatB(0) is the standard basi
of R3. Identifying triples of column vectors with 333 matrices,B(t) lies in the rotation group
SO(3), andB(0) is the identityI . Relative to the standard basis, the position at timet of a point
fixed relative to the body is thenq(t)5B(t)q(0), whereq(0)PR3 is the position at time 0. For
uPR3 define the skew-symmetric operatora(u) : R3→R3 by a(u)v5u3v, vPR3 where3 is
the cross product. Theangular velocity in the bodyis the functionV : R→R3 defined by

Ḃ5Ba~V!. ~1!

The angular velocity in spaceis v5BV and Eq.~1! implies that

v̇5BV̇. ~2!

Inertial motion of the body is described byEuler’s equation2

AV̇5~AV!3V, ~3!

whereA is the symmetric positive-definite 333 matrix that represents the inertia operator w
respect to the standard basis~the inertia operator is defined from the mass distribution of
body!. It follows from Eq. ~1! and ~3! that the kinetic energy E5 1

2V
TAV and theangular

momentum in spacem5BAV are constant. Writem5imi . Evidently VTA2V5m2, andvT m
52E. Notice thatV is analytic, since it is bounded and its derivative is an analytic function ofV.
Suppose from now on that the rigid body is not fixed, namelyq is a nonconstant function oft.
ThenE,m.0.

a!Electronic mail: wlawton@math.nus.edu.sg
b!Electronic mail: lyle@maths.uwa.edu.au
16550022-2488/2001/42(4)/1655/11/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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There is an extensive classical literature including Refs. 2–4 that addresses the prob
computing the solutionV of Euler’s equation fromA and the initial value ofV. For the remainder
of this paper we consider the inverse problem of computingA from a solutionV. For future
investigations we record the fact that Euler’s equation describes uniform speed param
geodesics on the rotation group with a left-invariant Riemmanian metric induced by the i
operator, and that it can be generalized to describe geodesics on Lie groups1 and Riemannian
manifolds.5 An important objective of this paper, and one motivation for our detailed derivat
of three distinct methods to compute the inertia operator, is to develop techniques for invest
more inverse problems in these more general contexts.

II. DEGENERACY

Let V : R→R3 be a solution of Euler’s equation~3!. Call V degeneratewhen its range is
contained in a two-dimensional subspace ofR3. OtherwiseV is nondegenerate. The distinction
turns out to be useful in determiningA from V in Sec. III. Euler’s equation is invariant with

respect to SO~3! in the sense that for anyOPSO(3), Ṽ5OV satisfies Euler’s equation whereA

is replaced byÃ5OAOT. Evidently Ṽ is degenerate if and only ifV is degenerate. ChooseO
PSO(3) such that

OAOT5diag~ I 1 ,I 2 ,I 3!, ~4!

where 0,I 1<I 2<I 3 are the eigenvalues ofA ~Arnold lists the eigenvalues in the opposite orde!.
Proposition 1: The functionV is degenerate if and only if m2/2E P$I 1 ,I 2 ,I 3%. If V is non-

degenerate theniV̇i is bounded below by a positive number andV is periodic.

Proof: It suffices to prove these assertions forṼ. Definea j[I j2m2/(2E), j 51,2,3. Since

the range ofṼ is contained in both the energy ellipsoideE[$ xPR3 : I 1x1
21I 2x2

21I 3x3
252E% and

the momentum~or co-adjoint! ellipsoid em[$ xPR3 : I 1
2x1

21I 2
2x2

21I 3
2x3

25m2%, it is contained in

eh[$ xPR3 : a1I 1x1
21a2I 2x2

21a3I 3x3
250% and I 1< m2/2E <I 3 . If m2/2E P$I 1 ,I 3% then Ṽ is

degenerate since it is constant. IfI 1,m2/2E 5I 2,I 3 then the range ofṼ is contained in the union
$ xPR3 : A2a1 I 1 x15Aa3 I 3 x350 %ø$ xPR3 : A2a1 I 1 x15Aa3 I 3 x350 % of two two-

dimensional subspaces ofR3. Therefore, sinceṼ is analytic, its range is entirely contained in on
of these two subspaces and it is degenerate~the orbits consist of two fixed points and fou
heteroclinic connections between them!. To complete the proof, observe that
m2/2E ¹$I 1 ,I 2 ,I 3% then the ellipsoidseE andem intersect transversally. Hence their intersecti

is diffeomorphic to the disjoint union of two circles and Euler’s equation implies thatiV̇i is

bounded below by a positive number. Furthermore, the range ofṼ is contained in a half-spac

H,R3. Therefore,Ṽ is nondegenerate and periodic.

III. A FROM V: METHODS 1 AND 2

Consider the problem of determining the inertia matrixA from the solutionV of Euler’s
equation~3!. ClearlyA is at most determined up to a positive scalar multiple. When this hap
we sayA is almost-determinedby V.

Theorem 2: A is almost-determined byV if and only if V is nondegenerate.

Proof: AssumeV is degenerate. Then there is a nonzerovPR3 such thatvT V5vT V̇50.
Define a symmetric positive definite matrixAv5A1vvT. ThenV satisfies Eq.~3! with A replaced
by Av , andAv is not a scalar multiple ofA. This proves the only if part. To prove the if pa
choose anys2.s1 and define three matrices and one vector

MV5E
s1

s2
V~ t ! V~ t !T dt, Mv5E

s1

s2
v~ t ! v~ t !T dt,
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Mm5E
s1

s2
V~ t ! mT B~ t ! dt, uv5E

s1

s2
v~ t !dt.

ThenMm is linear inm, andA andm satisfy

MV A5Mm , ~5!

Mv m52E uv . ~6!

Proposition 3: IfV is nondegenerate then the matrices MV and Mv are nonsingular.
Proof: Suppose thatMV is singular and choose a nonzero vectorwPR3 such thatwTMVw

50. ThenwTV(t) V(t)Tw50 for all tP@s1 ,s2#, namely iV(t)Twi50. ThenV(t) lies in the
planeV orthogonal tow for all tP@s1 ,s2# and hence for alltPR sinceV is analytic, thereforeV
is degenerate. To show thatMv is nonsingular it suffices to show that the range ofv is not
contained in any two-dimensional subspace ofR3. Assume to the contrary that the range
v(@s1 ,s2#) is contained in a two-dimensional subspaceV of R3 and hence in the line
Vù$x : xTm52E%. By Proposition 1iV̇i5iv̇i is bounded below by a positive number, thus t
range ofv is unbounded. This is impossible sinceivi5iVi and iVi is bounded above and th
proposition is proved.

Define C(t),tP@s1 ,s2# by the nonautonomous linear differential equationĊ5Ca(V) and
initial value C(s1)5I . Then B(t)5B(s1)C(t), v(t)5B(s1)C(t)V(t), uv

5B(s1)*s1

s2 C(t)V(t)dt, and Eq.~6! implies that

S E
s1

s2
C~ t !V~ t !V~ t !TC~ t !T dtD B~s1!Tm52E E

s1

s2
C~ t !V~ t !dt.

Proposition 3 implies thatB(s1)Tm is determined up to a positive scalar multiple byV, hence
mTB(t) andMm are also determined up to a positive scalar multiple. Finally, Eq.~5! and Propo-
sition 3 show thatA is determined up to a positive scalar multiple fromV. This proves Theorem
2 and provides a constructive method~Method 1! for almost-determiningA from V.

Method 1 requiresV to be observed on a continuous interval@s1 ,s2#, and may be difficult to
apply in cases whereV is known only on finite subsets of@s1 ,s2#. When sampling is coarse o
noise contaminated, solving the ordinary differential equation forC is especially problematic
Notice also that Method 1 uses the associations betweent andV(t): It is not enough to observe
the image ofV over @s1 ,s2#. Alternatively, we can apply Theorem 2 in a less direct way
almost-determineA as follows. LetV be a nondegenerate solution of Eq.~3!, and lets2.s1 .
Denote the space of symmetric 333 matrices byS, and define a quadratic formQ : S→R by

Q~D !5E
s1

s2
iDV̇~ t !2~DV~ t !!3V~ t !i2dt, DPS.

Corollary 4: Q has co-rank1 and A is a null-eigenvector of Q. So Q defines A up to a
positive scalar multiple.

Proof: Clearly APS and Q(A)50. Let DPS with Q(D)50. It suffices to show that there
existsmPR such thatD5mA. Choosee.0 such thatAe5A1eD is positive definite. Clearly
Q(Ae)50, henceV satisfies Eq.~3! with inertia matrixAe over the interval@s1 ,s2# and thus over
R sinceV is analytic. Theorem 2 implies that there existsl.0 such thatAe5lA. Therefore
D5mA wherem5(l21)/e and the corollary is proved.

The quadratic formQ is determined by values ofV and V̇ over @s1 ,s2#, thus Corollary 4
gives another method~Method 2! to almost-determineA from V. We observe that~i! Q can be

approximated by sampling (V,V̇) uniformly over @s1 ,s2#, ~ii ! the associations betweent and

(V(t),V̇(t)) are not needed,~iii ! when observations of (V,V̇) are contaminated by noise, th
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effects in the formula forQ are approximately additive, and~iv! Method 2 does not require th
intermediate step of solving an ODE forC(t). These observations suggest that Method 2 may

more robust and practical than Method 1. However, Method 2 requires us to knowV̇. It may be

difficult to accurately estimateV̇ from values ofV that are coarsely sampled or noise contam
nated. These difficulties are overcome~to some degree! by using a method, based on moments
V ~Method 3 in Sec. VIII!, to almost-determineA. It turns out that moments of orders 0, 2, an
4 give most of the needed information, and it seems these quantities can be reliably estimate
uniform samples ofV over @s1 ,s2# ~without regard to their time association!. To simplify the
discussion we assume that the moments ofV are calculated over an entire orbit of the motion: T
more general case of sampling over@s1 ,s2# is a straightforward extension. Even so, the analy
is lengthy and not as clean as for Methods 1 and 2. We also note that genericity assumpti
required for Sec. VIII.

IV. MOMENTS

Let V be a periodic solution of Euler’s equation~3!, of periodT.0.
Definition 5: Given a monomialm:R3→R the associated momentVm is defined to be

E
0

T

m+V~ t !dt.

The momentVm associated with the monomialm5xi 1
xi 2

...xi d
is denoted byV i 1i 2 ...i d. The degree

d of the monomialm is said to be the order of the momentVm.
We shall see that the moments satisfy many interesting identities involving the inertia m

A. As before, we frequently use conservation of energy

E5 1
2 VTAV ~7!

and conservation of squared length of angular momentum

m25iAVi2. ~8!

Assume that the eigenspaces ofA are one-dimensional, namely that theI j are distinct wherej
51,2,3. Then any orthogonal matrixO satisfying~4! maps eigenvectors ofA to nonzero multiples
of standard basis elements ofR3. Furthermore,O is almost-uniquein the sense that, ifO8
PO(3) diagonalizesA thenO85DO, whereD is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries a
61.

Let V be nondegenerate. Writea j[I j2 m2/2E. Theorem 1 saysa jÞ0 for j 51,2,3 and,
because theI j are distinct,a1,0,a2,a3 . Moments ofV may be calledempirical: They can be

inferred from observations of the trajectory of the rigid body. Moments ofṼ[OV, whereO
PSO(3) satisfies~4!, are said to bealmost-canonical~they are not quite canonical becauseO is
not quite unique!. Empirical moments are linear combinations of almost-canonical moments~and
vice versa! with coefficients polynomial in entries ofO. In order to obtain identities there ar
some simple things we can try with almost-canonical moments. First, integration of Eqs.~7! and
~8! gives

I 1Ṽ111I 2Ṽ221I 3Ṽ3352TE, ~9!

I 1
2Ṽ111I 2

2Ṽ221I 3
2Ṽ335Tm2. ~10!

Solving Eqs.~9! and ~10! gives
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Ṽ225
2a3TE2I 1~ I 32I 1!Ṽ11

I 2~ I 32I 2!
, ~11!

Ṽ335
22a2TE1I 1~ I 22I 1!Ṽ11

I 3~ I 32I 2!
. ~12!

From Eqs.~11! and ~12! we obtain the following bounds onṼ11 in terms ofE,m2,T and theI j :

2a2TE

I 1~ I 22I 1!
,Ṽ11,

2a3TE

I 1~ I 32I 1!
. ~13!

This begs the question of how to calculateṼ11. This can be done by quadrature, as in Secs. V
VI, where we also consider third-order moments. Before doing that, we say some things

fourth-order moments. Multiplying Eqs.~7! and ~8! by Ṽi
2 and integrating gives

I 1Ṽ11111I 2Ṽ11221I 3Ṽ113352EṼ11, ~14!

I 1Ṽ11221I 2Ṽ22221I 3Ṽ223352EṼ22, ~15!

I 1Ṽ11331I 2Ṽ22331I 3Ṽ333352EṼ33, ~16!

I 1
2Ṽ11111I 2

2Ṽ11221I 3
2Ṽ11335m2Ṽ11, ~17!

I 1
2Ṽ11221I 2

2Ṽ22221I 3
2Ṽ22335m2Ṽ22, ~18!

I 1
2Ṽ11331I 2

2Ṽ22331I 3
2Ṽ33335m2Ṽ33. ~19!

The system of equations~14!–~18! has rank 5. We now need to consider the casesa2,0 and
a2.0 separately.

V. THE CASE a2Ë0

Supposea2,0. Thenx3Þ0 for xPeEùem . Solving Eqs.~7! and~8!, x lies on at least one o
eight arcsxs1 ,s2 ,s3

given parametrically by

xs1 ,s2 ,s3
~v !5F s1AI 3v2~ I 32I 2!12a2E

I 1~ I 22I 1!

s2A22a1E2I 3v2~ I 32I 1!

I 2~ I 22I 1!

s3v

G , vP@bL ,bU#, ~20!

where s j56, j 51,2,3, bL5A22a2E/(I 3(I 32I 2)), and bU5A22a1E/(I 3(I 32I 1)). Then 0
,bL,bU , and

xs1 ,s2 ,s31~v !Þ0 for vP~bL ,bU#, xs1 ,s2 ,s31~bL!50, ~21!

xs1 ,s2 ,s32~v !Þ0 for vP@bL ,bU!, xs1 ,s2 ,s32~bU!50, ~22!

xs1 ,s2 ,s33~v !Þ0 for vP@bL ,bU#. ~23!
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Since the imageC of Ṽ is diffeomorphic to a circle,C is a union of arcs. By Eq.~23! and because
C is connected,s3 is fixed. Givens3 , there are at most four such arcs inC, corresponding to
choices ofs1 ,s2 . Inspection of Eqs.~21! and~22! show that, in order forC to be connected, al
four arcs are needed:C is the track sum of

x1,1,s3
~v !, x1,2,s3

~bU2bL2v !, x2,2,s3
~v !, x2,1,s3

~bU2bL2v !,

wherevP@bL ,bU#. By Eq. ~3! I 3V̇̃3(v)52(I 22I 1)Ṽ1(v)Ṽ2(v)Þ0 for vP(bL ,bU), and so

Ṽm5@ I 3 /(I 22I 1)# *bL

bU P(v)dv, where

P5
m~x1 ,x2 ,x3!1m~x1 ,2x2 ,x3!1m~2x1 ,2x2 ,x3!1m~2x1 ,x2 ,x3!

x1x2

and x[x1,1,s3
(v). From this formula the momentsṼm can be evaluated by quadrature. T

following result follows directly from the form ofP.

Proposition 6: Writem5x1
a1x2

a2x3
a3. If a1 or a2 is odd thenṼm50. Otherwise

Ṽm5
4I 3

I 22I 1
E

bL

bU
x1~v !a121x2~v !a221x3~v !a3 dvÞ0.

This result provides the following examples of zeroth-, first-, and second-order alm
canonical moment identities.

Example 7: Ifm is the monomial of degree0 whose value is1 everywhere then the corre
sponding moment is the period

T54I 3AI 1I 2E
A22a2E/I 3(I 32I 2)

A22a1E/I 3(I 32I 1)

3
1

A~2a2E1I 3v2~ I 32I 2!!~22a1E2I 3v2~ I 32I 1!!
dv.

Example 8:Ṽ15Ṽ250, and

Ṽ354I 3AI 1I 2 sign~Ṽ3!E
A22a2E/I 3(I 32I 2)

A22a1E/I 3(I 32I 1)

3
v

A~2a2E1I 3v2~ I 32I 2!!~22a1E2I 3v2~ I 32I 1!!
dvÞ0.

Example 9:Ṽ125Ṽ235Ṽ3150, and theṼi i are nonzero. In particular

Ṽ115
4I 3

I 22I 1
AI 2

I 1
E

A22a2E/I 3(I 32I 2)

A22a1E/I 3(I 32I 1)A 2a2E1I 3v2~ I 32I 2!

22a1E2I 3v2~ I 32I 1!
dv.0,

and the two remaining nonzero second-order almost-canonical moments can be calculated

braically in terms ofṼ11 as in Sec. IV. Alternatively, we can calculate eitherṼ22 or Ṽ33 by
quadrature and solve algebraically for the other nonzero second-order moments.

Theorem 10:There are ten third-order almost-canonical moments, all except three are z

and these are given by (Ṽ113,Ṽ223,Ṽ333)5Ṽ3Q/((I 32I 1)(I 32I 2)) where Q5((I 3

2I 2)a3 /I 1 ,(I 32I 1)a3 /I 2 ,(2I 3(a11a2)1I 1a21I 2a1)/I 3).
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Proof: We multiply both sides of Eq.~7! and ~8! by Ṽ3 and integrate to obtain

I 1Ṽ1131I 2Ṽ2231I 3Ṽ33352EṼ3, ~24!

I 1
2Ṽ1131I 2

2Ṽ2231I 3
2Ṽ3335m2Ṽ3. ~25!

We integrate

Ṽ1V̇̃21 V̇̃1V25
I 22I 3

I 1
Ṽ2

2Ṽ31
I 32I 1

I 2
Ṽ1

2Ṽ3

~from Euler’s Equation! and useṼ(0)5Ṽ(T) to obtain

I 22I 3

I 1
Ṽ2231

I 32I 1

I 2
Ṽ11350, ~26!

and then solve the system~24!, ~25!, ~26! to complete the proof.
Theorem 11: There are fifteen almost-canonical fourth-order moments. All of these are

except forṼ1111,Ṽ1122,Ṽ1133,Ṽ2222,Ṽ2233,Ṽ3333. These are positive and they satisfy a nondeg
erate system of six linear equations whose matrix coefficients are rational functions of thej and
whose right-hand sides are linear separately in E,m2, and the second-order almost-canonic

momentsṼj j , j 51,2,3.
Proof: We integrate

Ṽ2Ṽ3V̇̃11Ṽ3Ṽ1V̇̃21Ṽ1Ṽ2V̇̃352
I 32I 2

I 1
Ṽ2

2Ṽ3
21

I 32I 1

I 2
Ṽ1

2Ṽ3
22

I 22I 1

I 3
Ṽ1

2Ṽ2
2 ,

@from Eq. ~3!# to obtain

2
I 32I 2

I 1
Ṽ22331

I 32I 1

I 2
Ṽ11332

I 22I 1

I 3
Ṽ112250. ~27!

The proof is complete since the determinant of the coefficient matrix of the system~14!, ~15!, ~16!,
~17!, ~18!, ~27! equals 3I 1I 2I 3(I 22I 1)(I 32I 1)(I 32I 2), which is positive.

Comparing Theorem 11 with Example 9 we obtain
Corollary 12: The second- and fourth-order almost-canonical moments are independent

choice of O. They are determined algebraically by E,m2,T, the Ij , j 51,2,3, and any one of

Ṽi i , j 51,2,3.

VI. THE CASE a2Ì0

Whena2.0, x1Þ0 for xPeEùem , andx lies on at least one of eight arcsxs1 ,s2 ,s3
given by

xs1 ,s2 ,s3
~v !5F s1v

s2A2a3E2I 1v2~ I 32I 1!

I 2~ I 32I 2!

s3AI 1v2~ I 22I 1!22a2E

I 3~ I 32I 2!

G , ~28!

where thes j56. The arguments of Sec. V then adapt as follows:vP@bL ,bU# where
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bL5A 2a2E

I 1~ I 22I 1!
, bU5A 2a3E

I 1~ I 32I 1!
.

In this case

xs1 ,s2 ,s31~v !Þ0 for vP@bL ,bU#, ~29!

xs1 ,s2 ,s32~v !Þ0 for vP@bL ,bU!, xs1 ,s2 ,s32~bU!50, ~30!

xs1 ,s2 ,s33~v !Þ0 for vP~bL ,bU#, and xs1 ,s2 ,s33~bL!50. ~31!

As before, the imageC of Ṽ is a union of arcs, but this times1 is fixed. Givens1 , we argue as
before, but using Eqs.~30! and~31!, thatC is parametrized by four arcs, namely the track sum

xs1 ,1,1~v !, xs1 ,2,1~bU2bL2v !, xs1 ,2,2~v !, xs1 ,2,1~bU2bL2v !,

wherevP@bL ,bU#. By Eq. ~3! I 1V̇̃1(v)5(I 32I 2)Ṽ2(v)Ṽ3(v)Þ0 for vP(bL ,bL), and so

Ṽm5
I 1

I 32I 2
E

bL

bU
P~v !dv,

where

P5
m~x1 ,x2 ,x3!1m~x1 ,2x2 ,x3!1m~2x1 ,2x2 ,x3!1m~2x1 ,x2 ,x3!

x1x2

andx[xs1 ,1,1(v). The following result is analogous to Proposition~6!.

Proposition 13: Writem5x1
a1x2

a2x3
a3. If a2 or a3 is odd thenṼm50. Otherwise

Ṽm5
4I 1

I 32I 2
E

bL

bU
x1~v !a1x2~v !a221x3~v !a321dvÞ0.

Example 14: The moment that corresponds to the monomial of degree 0(which51) is the
period

T54I 1AI 2I 3E
A2a2E/I 1(I 22I 1)

A2a3E/I 1(I 32I 1)

3
1

A~22a2E1I 1v2~ I 22I 1!!~2a3E2I 1v2~ I 32I 1!!
dv.

Example 15: LetṼj be the first-order moments corresponding to xj where j51,2,3. Then

Ṽ25Ṽ350, and Ṽ1Þ0.

Example 16: LetṼi j be the second-order moments corresponding to x1
i x2

j . ThenṼ125Ṽ23

5Ṽ3150, and theṼi i are nonzero. As in Example 9, it suffices to calculate a singleṼi i by
quadrature. The other nonzero second-order moments are then determined algebraically.

Example 17: Of the ten almost-canonical third-order moments, the nonzero one

Ṽ111,Ṽ122,Ṽ133, which can be calculated algebraically fromṼ1, E,m2, and the Ij , by imitating
the proof of Theorem 10.
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Example 18: Of the fifteen almost-canonical moments of order 4, the nonvanishing on
the same as in Theorem 11. The proofs of Theorem 11 and Corollary 12 are valid in the p
case wherea2.0.

VII. G AND NULL VECTORS: THE GENERIC CASE

Given ŌPO(3) write Ā5ŌAŌT, and V̄(t)5ŌV(t). The transformationsA°Ā, V°V̄

leave Eq.~3! invariant and, usingŌ, momentsV̄m of V̄ can be calculated from empirical mo
ments. SupposeŌPO(3) diagonalizes the symmetric matrix

E[2][FV11 V12 V13

V12 V22 V23

V13 V23 V33
G

of empirical second-order moments, namelyŌE[2]ŌT is diagonal. Suppose that the eigenvalues
E[2] are distinct, and letej denote thej th standard basis vector ofR3. Examples 9 and 16 imply
that Ō5PO whereP(ej )56ep( j ) , j 51,2,3, andp is a permutation of$1,2,3%. The eigenvalues

of E[2] are the nonvanishing second-order almost-canonical momentsṼj j , and Ā

5diag(Ī1,Ī2,Ī3). whereĪ p( j )[I j . Write Ī [@ Ī 1 Ī 2 Ī 3#T. Equations~9!, ~14!, ~15!, ~16! are invariant
with respect to permutations of coordinates in monomials. Substitution of Eq.~9! in the right-hand

sides of~14!, ~15!, ~16! shows thatĪ is a null-vector ofG[TF[4]2F [2]F [2]T, where

F [4][F V̄1111 V̄1122 V̄1133

V̄1122 V̄2222 V̄2233

V̄1133 V̄2233 V̄3333

G , F [2][F V̄11

V̄22

V̄33
G .

In the same way, with~10!, ~17!, ~18!, ~19! in place of~9!, ~14!, ~15!, ~16!, Ī (2)[@ Ī 1
2 Ī 2

2 Ī 3
2#T is

also a null-vector of the symmetric matrixG. Because$ Ī , Ī (2)% is linearly independent,G is either
trivial or rank 1.

Theorem 19: G has rank 1, with non-null eigenvector

w[F Ī 22 Ī 3

Ī 1

Ī 32 Ī 1

Ī 2

Ī 12 Ī 2

Ī 3
GT

.

Proof: Given vPR3 define f (t)5v1V̄1(t)21v2V̄2(t)21v3V̄3(t)2, where tP@0,T#. Let
g:@0,T#→R be identically 1. Cauchy–Schwarz forf ,gPL2@0,T# says

~F [2]Tv !2,TvTF [4]v ~32!

unlessf is a scalar multiple ofg. Let v be a nonzero null-vector ofG. By Eq. ~32! f is constant,
and by Eq.~3!

05vTF V̄1~ t !V̇̄1~ t !

V̄2~ t !V̇̄2~ t !

V̄3~ t !V̇̄3~ t !

G52V̄1~ t !V̄2~ t !V̄3~ t !vTw
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for tP@0,T#. By Eq. ~20!, and the corresponding equation~28! for the other case,V̄1V̄2V̄3

5Ṽ1Ṽ2Ṽ3 vanishes for only finitely many parameter values. Thereforev is orthogonal tow.
Becausew is nonzero it is not a null-vector ofG. However it is an eigenvector, because it
orthogonal to the null-vectorsĪ , Ī (2), andG is symmetric.

Remark 20: The eigenvalue of w is

2R
Ī 3

2 Ī 1
2~ Ī 32 Ī 1!21 Ī 2

2 Ī 3
2~ Ī 22 Ī 3!21 Ī 1

2 Ī 2
2~ Ī 12 Ī 2!2

3 Ī 1
2 Ī 2

2 Ī 3
2~ Ī 12 Ī 2!~ Ī 22 Ī 3!~ Ī 32 Ī 1!

where R[ Ī 2 Ī 3( Ī 22 Ī 3)V̄22V̄331 Ī 3 Ī 1( Ī 32 Ī 1)V̄33V̄111 Ī 1 Ī 2( Ī 12 Ī 2)V̄11V̄22.

VIII. METHOD 3: A FROM MOMENTS

Let V be a nondegenerate solution of Eq.~3! of period T.0. In Sec. III A is almost-
determined by the restriction ofV to an interval@s1 ,s2# of positive length. It turns out that in
generic cases we can obtain a similar result using moments ofV of order <4, together with a
small amount of auxiliary information. First we explain what is meant bygeneric.

Definition 21: The symmetric positive-definite matrix A isgenericwhen its eigenvalues Ij are
distinct for j51,2,3.When A is generic a solutionV of Eq. (3) isgenericprovided the matrix E[2]

of Sec. VII has distinct eigenvalues.
Let V be generic. In Secs. VI and V we see that eitherV3 or V1 has constant sign on@0,T#, but
not both: Theindexof V is defined to be 3 or 1 accordingly.

Theorem 22:For V generic, A is almost-determined by the index ofV and the moments ofV
of orders0,1,2,4.

Proof: As in Sec. VII, the matrixE[2] of second-order moments determinesO up to conju-
gation with a permutation matrixP. As in Sec. VII, the corresponding permutation of$1,2,3% is
denoted byp. Examining first-order moments with Examples 15, 8, choosep so thatp(i)5i
wherei is the index ofV. Second- and fourth-order moments determine a rank 1 symmetric m
G. By Theorem 19 any non-null eigenvectorŵ of G has all coordinates nonzero. Chooseŵ so that
ŵi,0. Furthermore, the permutationp of $1,2,3%\$i% is uniquely determined by the condition

ŵp(2).0. ~33!

Knowing p, return to Sec. VII and rechooseŌ so thatP becomes a diagonal matrix with entrie
61. Definew and chooseŵ as before, but with the newŌ. Then Ī j5I j for j 51,2,3, andw
becomes

F I 22I 3

I 1

I 32I 1

I 2

I 12I 2

I 3
GT

5sŵ, ~34!

wheres.0. For j 51,2, setv j5ŵj /ŵ3 . The v j are determined by the index and the momen
SinceI 1,I 2,I 3 ,

v1.0, v2,0. ~35!

Proposition 23: Suppose that JPR3 satisfies

FJ22J3

J1

J32J1

J2

J12J2

J3
GT

5sŵ, ~36!

wheres.0 is unknown, and Jj.0 for j 51,2,3.Then J is a positive scalar multiple of I.
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Proof: Sinceŵ1,0,ŵ2.0,ŵ3,0, we have

0,J1,J2,J3 .

DefineD1 ,D2.0 by J25(12D2)J3 andJ15(12D12D2)J3 . ThenD11D2,1. Substituting for
the Jj in Eq. ~36!, and eliminatings,

D2

D1~12D12D2!
5v1 , ~37!

2
D11D2

D1~12D2!
5v2 . ~38!

Consider the possible solutions forD[(D1 ,D2) of the simultaneous equations~37! and~38!. We
consider two cases.

Case 1:Whenv11v2Þ0 there are at most two possible solutions, namely

D5SA2v1v2~11v11v2!

v1v2
,
~11v11v2!v22A2v1v2~11v11v2!

~v11v2!v2
D , ~39!

and

D5S 2
A2v1v2~11v11v2!

v1v2
,
~11v11v2!v21A2v1v2~11v11v2!

~v11v2!v2
D . ~40!

Since Eqs.~35! and ~39! imply that D1,0, hence Eq.~40! is the only possible solution.
Case 2:Whenv11v250 there is at most one solution, namely

D5S 1

v1
,
v121

2v1
D .

In both cases there is at most one solutionD ~corresponding toJ5I !. This proves the proposition
Proposition 23 implies that Eq.~34! determines@ I 1 I 2 I 3# up to positive scalar multiple. Sinc

O is determined up to multiplication by a scalar matrix with entries61, A is almost-determined
This completes the proof of Theorem 22 and provides Method 3, for almost-determiningA from
qualitative information aboutV ~the index! and moments ofV of orders 0,1,2,4.
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A constructive algorithm is proposed for the investigation of symmetries of partial
differential equations. The algorithm is used to present classical Lie symmetries of
systems of two nonlinear reaction diffusion equations. ©2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1331318#

I. INTRODUCTION

Mathematical models which ultimately involve the analysis of coupled systems of nonl
diffusion equations are often discussed in the literature. The Schro¨dinger equation in
m-dimensional space is an obvious example from mathematical physics while activator-inh
reactions,1 predator-prey systems, andl2v reaction systems2 are common examples from math
ematical biology. These systems are very complex in nature and admit fundamental par
solutions~for example, traveling waves and spiral waves! which have a clear group-theoretic
interpretation and which can be obtained using the classical Lie approach. The existence
solutions suggests an important role for both the classical and nonclassical symmetry ana
systems of reaction diffusion equations. However, to the best of our knowledge, a compreh
group analysis has not been undertaken previously although analyses of some special c
exist.

In this article we discuss symmetries of equations in the general form

]u

]t
2A(

i

]2u

]xi
2 2 f ~u!50, ~1!

whereuPRn, f PRn, (x,t)PRm3R andA is a n3n constant non singular matrix. Actually w
restrict ourselves to the casen52 but all results present in Sec. II and the main part of result
Sec. III are valid for arbitraryn.

We note that Eq.~1! with m5n51, f [0 was the subject of a group analysis by Sophus L3

In addition, classical Lie symmetries of Eq.~1!, with n5m51, were investigated by Ovsiannikov4

whose results were completed by Dorodnitsyn5 and then generalized to the casem52,3 by Dor-
odnitsyn, Kniazeva and Svirishchevski.6 The related conditional~nonclassical! symmetries were
described by Fushchych and Serov7 and Clarkson and Mansfield.8 The classical symmetries ar
summarized in Table I.

Here Greek letters denote arbitrary parameters and are the translation,X0 ; Galilei, Ga (a
50,1); scale,D̂m (m50,1,. . . ,4) and conformal,Âs (s50,1,2) generators respectively, wher

X05a
]

]t
1b

]

]x
, Ga5t

]

]x
2

1

2
xu

]

]u
1

1

2
da1tx

]

]u
, D̂052t

]

]t
1x

]

]x
,
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D̂15D̂012t
]

]u
, D̂25D̂012tu

]

]u
, D̂35D̂02

2

n21
u

]

]u
, ~2!

D̂45D022
]

]u
, Âm5

1

2
tD̂m2

1

4
~x212t !~12dm1t !u

]

]u
.

In addition, dmn is the Kronecker symbol andcn(n50,1) is an arbitrary solution of the linea
diffusion equation (]/]t 2 ]2/]x2)cn5ncn .

A systematic investigation of the symmetries of the general Eq.~1! with m.1 andn.1 has
so far not been considered in detail, although partial results are available in Refs. 2 and 9–
a recent paper12 Lie symmetries of a subclass of systems~1! for n52 and arbitrarym were
investigated. In this subclass the matrixA was diagonal but not a multiple of the unit matrix. W
shall demonstrate that the results12 are incomplete.

It is the aim here to undertake such an investigation for the most general case of anarbitrary
232 matrix A. In this way we present a complete description of Lie symmetries of all pos
systems~1! including the cases of the unit matrixA. This latter case corresponds to the most r
of symmetries with many interesting applications. In particular, we find all nonlinear Schro¨dinger
equations admitting nontrivial Lie symmetries since these equations can also be represente
form ~1! with an antidiagonalmatrix A, as is demonstrated in Sec. VII. Moreover, we find n
symmetries of~1! also in the subclass studied in Ref. 12.

The additional main aim of this article is to present the novel use of a rather conven
algorithm for investigation of symmetries of a special class of partial differential equations w
includes~1! as a particular case. More precisely we will show that the classical Lie approach~refer
to, for example, Refs. 13 and 11! when applied to systems~1! admits a rather simple formulatio
in terms of commutator algebra which may also be applied to extended classes of partial
ential equations. Furthermore, the algorithm may be used to determine nonclassical~or condi-
tional! symmetries of~1!. It will be shown that forn.1 there is a proliferation of symmetries
including for the case whenf (u) is linear, which do not have origins in symmetries of Table I f
the one dimensional scalar diffusion equation with source.

II. AN ALGORITHM FOR THE DETERMINING EQUATIONS OF SYMMETRY FOR THE
SYSTEM „1…

We require form invariance of the system of reaction diffusion equations~1! with respect to
the one-parameter group of transformations:

t→t8~ t,x,«!, x→x8~ t,x,«!, u→u8~ t8,x8,«!, ~3!

TABLE I. Symmetries of the scalar diffusion equation with source

f (u) Infinitesimals generator,X

arbitrary X0

0
X01nG01mD̂01lÂ01su

]

]u
1c0

]

]u
1

X01nG11mD̂11lÂ11s~u2t!
]

]u
1c0

]

]u
u

X01nG01mD̂21aÂ21su
]

]u
1c1

]

]u
un, nÞ1 X01mD̂3

eu
X01mD̂4

f 5u ln u
X01netS ]

]x
2

1

2
xu

]

]uD1metu
]

]u
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where « is a group parameter. In other words, we require thatu8(t8,x8,«) satisfies the same
equation asu(t,x):

L8u85 f ~u8!, L85
]

]t8
2A(

i

] i
2

]xi8
2 . ~4!

From the infinitesimal transformations,

t→t85t1Dt5t1«h, xa→xa85xa1Dxa5xa1«ja,
~5!

ua→ua85ua1Dua5ua1«pa ,

we obtain the following representation for the operatorL8:

L85F11«S h
]

]t
1ja

]

]xa
D GLF12«S h

]

]t
1ja

]

]xa
D G1O~«2!. ~6!

Using the classical Lie algorithm it is possible to find the determining equations for
functionsh,ja andpa which specify the generatorX of the symmetry group:

X5h
]

]t
1ja

]

]xa
2pb

]

]ub
, ~7!

where a summation from 1 tom and from 1 ton is assumed over repeated indicesa and b,
respectively. This system will not be reproduced here, but we note that three of the equatio

]h

]ua
50,

]ja

]ub
50,

]2pa

]uc]ub
50. ~8!

So from ~8! h andja are functions oft andxa andpa is linear inua . Thus,

pa52pabub2va, ~9!

wherepab andva are functions oft andx5(x1 ,x2 ,...,xm).
From ~4! it is possible to deduce all the remaining determining equations. Indeed, substi

~5!, and~9! into ~6!, using~1!, and neglecting the terms of order«2 we find that

@Q,L#u2Lv5p f 1
] f

]ua
~2pabub2va!, Q5h

]

]t
1ja

]

]xa
1p ~10!

andp is a matrix whose elementspab are defined by the relation~9!.
To guarantee that Eq.~10! is compatible with~1! and does not impose new nontrivial cond

tions for u in addition to ~1! it is necessary to suppose that the commutator@Q,L# admits the
representation

@Q,L#5LL1w~ t,x!, ~11!

whereL andw aren3n matrices dependent on (t,xa).
Substituting~11! into ~10! the following determining equations forf are obtained:

~Lkb2pkb! f b1wkbub2~Lv!k52~va1pabub!
] f k

]ua . ~12!

Thus, to find all nonlinearitiesf k generating Lie symmetries for Eq.~1! it is necessary to solve
the operator equation~11! for L, Q given in ~4! and ~10! and to determine the correspondin
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matricesL, p, w and functionsh andj. In the second step the nonlinearitiesf a may be found by
solving the system of first-order equations~12! with their known coefficients.

Equation~11! is a straightforward generalization of the invariance condition for thelinear
system of diffusion equations~1! with f (u)50, so that@Q,L#5LL, which may readily be solved
By means of this ‘‘linearization’’ the problem of investigating symmetries of systems of nonli
diffusion equations is reduced to the rather simple application of elements of matrix calcu
order to classify nonequivalent solutions of the determining equations.

We notice that this approach is valid for the extended class of equationsLu5 f (u) whereL is
a linear differential operator with constant coefficients and whereuPRn. We note also that
calculations of the nonclassical~conditional! symmetries for the system~1! may be reduced to the
solution of the determining equations~12! where nowL, p, w, h andj are defined as solutions o
the following relationship,

@Q,L#5LL1w~ t,x!1m~ t,x!Q, ~13!

and wherem(t,x) is an unknown function of the independent variables.

III. THE SYMMETRY OPERATORS AND THEIR SIMPLIFICATION

We now determine the general solutions for matricesL, w, p and also the functionsj, h, p
which satisfy~12! and ~11!.

Evaluating the commutator in~11! and equating the coefficients for linearly independe
differential operators we obtain the five determining equations:

2Ajb
a52dab~LA1@A,p#!, ḣa50, ḣ5L, ~14!

j̇a22Apa2Ajnn
a 50, w5Apnn2ṗ. ~15!

Here the dots denote derivatives with respect tot and subscripts denote derivatives with respec
the spatial variables, so, for example,ha5]h/]xa .

From ~14! L is proportional to the unit matrix,L5lI and from ~14! @A,p#50. Indeed,
choosinga5b we obtain

p2A21pA5~2ja
a2l!I . ~16!

The trace of the left hand side of~16! is equal to zero, and so 2ja
a2l[0 andAp2pA50.

Equations~14! and ~15! contain matrices which commute, and so they may easily be i
grated using, for example, the method of characteristics. The general solution of~14! and~15! is

ja5C[ab]xb1ḋxa1ga, h522d,

p5
1

2
A21S d̈

2
x21ġaxaD 1C, L522ḋI , ~17!

w5
m

2
d̈2Ċ2

1

2
A21S d̂

2
x21g̈axaD ,

whered andga are arbitrary functions oft andC is a t-dependent matrix commuting withA.
By considering thex dependence of functions~17! it is convenient to represent still unknow

functionsva , occurring in~12!, as

va5v2
ax21v1

abxb1v0
a1ma, ~18!
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wherev2
a ,v1

ab,v0
a are functions oft, andma is a function oft andx. Without loss of generality

we suppose that all terms on the right hand side of~18! are linearly independent. Then comparin
with ~12! and ~17! the functionsmk have to satisfy

~Lm!k5lkbmb1j0
k1j1

kbxb1j2
kx2, ~19!

wherelkb are constants andj0
k ,j1

kb,j2
k are functions oft.

The final step is to substitute~17! and ~19! into ~12! and equate coefficients for all differen
powers ofxa . As a result we obtain the system of equations

d̈~A21!kbf b1 d̂~A21!kbub2d̈~A21!abub
] f k

]ua 54S v̇2
k1j2

k2v2
b ] f k

]ub
D , ~20!

ġa~A21!kbf b1g̈a~A21!kbub2ġa~A21!kbub
] f k

]ua 52S v̇1
ka1j1

ka2v1
ba ] f k

]ua
D , ~21!

2ḋ f k2Ckbf b2S Ċkb1
m

2
d̈dkbDub1~v0

a1Cabub!
] f k

]ua
5v̇0

k22mAkbv2
b1j0

k , ~22!

] f k

]ub
mb5lkbmb. ~23!

Thus, the general form of symmetry group generators for Eq.~1! is given by relations~7!,
~17!, and ~18! where d,ga,Cab,v0

k ,v1
kb,v2

a ,ma are functions oft to be specified using Eqs
~20!–~23!. These results are valid for Eq.~1! with arbitraryn3n constant nonsingular matrixA.

In the following we restrict ourselves to the case of 232 matrix A. The related Eq.~1! is
reduced to the form

]

]t
u12(

i

]2

]xi
2 ~A11u11A12u2!5 f 1,

~24!
]

]t
u22(

i

]2

]xi
2 ~A21u11A22u2!5 f 2,

whereA11,A12,A21 andA22 are elements of matrixA, and f 1 and f 2 are functions ofu1 ,u2 to be
specified.

First we present all nonequivalent matricesA which have to be considered in the analysis. T
ad hocnonequivalent versions of Eq.~24! correspond to the following matricesA:

~ Ia! A5S 1 0

0 1D ; ~ Ib! A5S 1 0

0 aD ; ~ II ! A5S b 2c

c b D ; ~ III ! A5S 1 0

e 1D , ~25!

wherea,b,c ande are arbitrary parameters,aÞ0,1. All 232 matrices can be reduced to one
the forms~25! using linear and scale transformations of the dependent variables. Moreover,
out loss of generality it is possible to setc51 ande51.

The analysis of symmetries of systems of nonlinear diffusion equations present in Ref. 1
restricted to the case when matrixA had the form Ib. We consider here the most general case,
is, all possible forms of the matrixA given by relations~25!. We present now an outline of th
approach used to solve the system~20!–~23!and begin by noticing the following.

~i! Except for the functionsma depending ont,x and the constant matrixA21, all quantities in
the determining equations belong to one of two classes. Either the quantities depenu
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but are independent oft, or, alternatively, the quantities depend ont but are independent o
u. This enables us to separate variables and so decouple the equations.

~ii ! To simplify calculations it is convenient to use the equivalence transformations
ua→~u8!a5labub1sa, f a→~f8!a5labf b, ~26!

where lab is an invertable constant matrix andsa are constants. Such transformatio
leave Eq.~1! form invariant and so make it possible to reduceA21 ~and other matrices use
in the analysis! to canonical forms~25!.

~iii ! Many solutions of~20!–~23! are such thatf is linear inu. Such possibilities are considere
separately.

An importanta priori simplification of the determining equations can be obtained by con
ering the compatibility of~20!–~23!.

Lemma 1: Let Eqs. (20) and (22) be compatible and fk be nonlinear in u. Then, up to
equivalence transformations (26), the functions d andv2

k have to satisfy one of the followin
relations:

d̂50, v2
150, v̇2

k5mv2
k2j2

k1md̈, or d̂5md̈, v2
15v2

250, ~27!

wheremÞ0, n1 and n2 are constants, at least one of constantsna is nonzero, and nontrivialv2
k

are linearly independent of d¨ .
The proof of Lemma 1 depends on the analysis of the consequences of differentiating E~20!

first, with respect touc , and then with respect toua , and further considering the conditions fo
consistency of the resulting system. Details of this analysis are straightforward and are o
here.

An analogous result with a similar proof is valid for Eq.~21! which generates the following
restrictions:

g̈a50, v1
1b50, v̇1

2b5nv1
2b2j1

2b , or g̈a5nġa , v1
1b5v1

2b50. ~28!

These conditions are compatible with~20! and ~21! only when

ḋ5d3t1d4 , ga5g3
at1g4

a , v1
2b5nbv2

2 , ~29!

ḋ5d1exp~nt !1d2 , ga5g1
aexp~nt !1g2

a , v1
2b5nbv2

2, ~30!

wheren,na,gk
a , dk , k51,...,4, are constant.

Let ma be trivial. Then substituting these into~20!–~22! we find that

~A21!kbf b5~A21!abub

] f k

]ua , d3Þ0 or/and g3
aÞ0, ~31!

@22~d3t1d4!dkb1Ckb# f b1S m

2
d3dkb1ĊkbDub5v̇0

k22mAk2v2
22~v0

a2Cabub!
] f k

]ua ,

~32!

v2
2S mdk22

] f k

]u2
D50, ~33!

or alternatively, the system which includes~33! and the two following equations,

~A21!kb~ f b1mub!5~A21!abub

] f k

]ua , mÞ0, d1Þ0 or g1Þ0, ~34!
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@~2d1exp~mt !1d2!dkb1Ckb# f b1S 1

2
md1exp~nt !dkb1ĊkbDub

5v̇0
k22Ak2v2

22~v0
a2Cabub!

] f k

]ua . ~35!

Thus, the investigation of symmetries for systems of diffusion equations depends on s
the determining equations~31!–~33! and ~34!, ~35!, ~33!. These include arbitrary parametersdk ,
andm, arbitrary functions oft, i.e.,v0

a ,v2
a , and an arbitrary matrixCab which commutes withA

and also depends ont. The form ofC is given as follows.
Lemma 2: A necessary condition of compatibility of system (31)–(33) is that the matrix

function Cab has the form

Cab5f0Fab1f1Bab1n~dab2Fab! ~36!

where Fab, Bab are constants andf0 , f1 are functions of t satisfying the conditions

FakBkb2BakFkb5aBab1bFab,
~37!

ḟ05k0f01k1f11k2 , ḟ15n0f01n1f11n2 .

Here a, b, n, k0 , k1 , k2 , n0 , n1 and n2 are arbitrary constants.
Proof is straightforward but rather cumbersome, so we present its sketch only.
An arbitrary 232 matrix C whose elements areCab can be expanded as

C5C0I 1C1s11C2s21C3s3 , ~38!

where

I 5S 1 0

0 1D , s15S 0 1

1 0D , s25S 0 21

1 0 D , s35S 1 0

0 21D , ~39!

and C0 , C1 , C2 and C3 are functions oft. Let k (1<k<4) of these functions be linearly
independent. Then equating in~32! the coefficients for these functions we obtaink systems of
equations forf a.

Considering the casek54 it is possible to convince ourselves that the related overdeterm
systems are incompatible. Fork53 the compatibility condition for~32! reduces to the form~36!.
Then equating coefficients for independent functionsf0 andf1 in ~32! we come to systems o
equations forf a, which are compatible provided relations~36! and ~37! are satisfied.

Substituting~27! and ~28! into ~32! we obtain

f0FFkb~ f b1k0ub!2Fabub

] f k

]ua
1n0BkbubG1f1FBkb~ f b1n1ub!2Babub

] f k

]ua 1k1FkbubG
1nF ~dkb2Fkb!Fb2~dab2Fab!ub

] f k

]ua
G1~n2Fkb1k2Bab!ub22~d3t1d4! f k1

1

2
d3uk

52v̇0
k12mdk2Ak2v2

212v0
a ] f k

]ua . ~40!

This equation has to be imposed together with~31! providedg3
aÞ0 or d3Þ0. Moreover, different

combinations of values of these parameters correspond to different systems of determining
tions. We specify the following five cases:

d350, g3
a50, f0Ó0, v2

25v1
2b50, v0

a5const, n25k250,
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d350, g3
a50, f0[0, v2

25v1
2b50, v0

a5const, n25k250,

d350, g3
aÞ0, v2

25v1
2b50, v0

a5const,

d3Þ0, v2
25v1

2b50, v0
a5const,

v2
2Þ0, v1

2bÞ0.

In this way the system of equations~31!–~33! may be solved explicitly using the method o
characteristics to determinef k and their corresponding symmetries. A similar approach can
used for the alternative system~34! and~35! and for the case whenma are not trivial. In the last
case very strong restrictions are imposed onf k by relation~23! which has only few solutions.

IV. NON-LINEARITIES AND SYMMETRIES

We will not give the detailed calculations but present the general solution of relations~20!–
~23!. In the following tables we present the results of the symmetry analysis for the case whf k

is nonlinear inu.
First we present the list of nonlinearities of the most general form which are defined

arbitrary functions~Table II!. To make this we specify matricesB which commute withA ~25!
according to the following categories:

~ I! B5S 1 0

0 dD , A215S 1 0

0 a21D if aÞ1;A21 is arbitrary if a51;

~ II ! B5S d 21

1 d D , A215
1

b21c2 S b c

2c bD ,

~41!

~ IIIa! B5S 0 0

1 0D , A215S 1 0

2c 1D ,

~ IIIb ! B5S 1 0

1 1D , A215S 1 0

2e 1D .

HereR5Au1
21u2

2 ,u5arctan(u2 /u1), the Greek letters in the right column of Table II deno
arbitrary coefficients whileDm ,Ga

i andḠa
i ,XA ,Ya ,B̂ are various types of dilatation, Galilei an

special transformation generators as follows:

D052t
]

]t
1xa

]

]xa
, D15D02

2

k
B̂, D25D01

2

k S ]

]u2
1nu1

]

]u1
D ,

D35D02
2

k S ]

]u1
2nu1

]

]u2
D , D45D02

2

k
va

]

]ua
,

Ga5t
]

]xa
2

1

2
xa~A21!nbub

]

]un
, Ĝa5entS ]

]xa
2

1

2
nxa~A21!nbub

]

]un
D ,

~42!

X05a
]

]t
1ba

]

]xa
1n [a,b]xa

]

]xb
, n [a,b]52n [b,a] ,

Y15ntu1

]

]u2
1u2

]

]u2
, Y25u1

]

]u1
1n

]

]u2
, Y35estS u1

]

]u1
1n

]

]u2
D ,
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TABLE II. Nonlinearities with arbitrary functions.

No.
Nonlinear

terms

Type
of

matrix
B ~41!

Arguments
of

w1 , w2

Conditions
for parameters

Symmetries,ZN

for A21ÞkB
andZE for A215kB

1 f 15u1
k11w1 , I u2/u1

d kÞ0 ZN5ZE

f 25u1
k1dw2 5X01nD1

k50, ZN5X01lB̂,
dÞ0 ZE5ZN1saGa

k5d50, ZN5X01au1

]

]u1

w1Þconst
k5d50, ZN5X0

w15n5const
1au1

]

]u1
1c̃n

]

]u1

2 f 15eku(w1u21w2u1), II Re2du kÞ0 ZN5ZE

f 25eku(w2u22w1u1) 5X01nD1

3 f 15w1u1
k11 , IIIb u1e2u2 /u1 kÞ0 ZN5ZE

f 25(w1 ln u11w2)u1
k11 5X01nD1

4 f 15ek(u2 /u1)w1u1 , IIIa u1 kÞ0 ZN5X01nD1

f 25ek(u2 /u1)(w1u21w2)

5 f 15u1(n ln u11w1), I u2/u1
d nÞ0 ZN5X01mentB̂,

f 25u2(n ln u21w2) ZE5ZN1naĜa

6 f 15w1u21w2u1 II, Re2du nÞ0 ZN5X01mentB̂,

1
n

2 S1d ln R1uD~du12u2!, dÞ0 ZE5ZN1naĜa

f 25w2u22w1u1 n50 ZN5X01mB̂,

1
n

2 S1d ln R1uD~du21u1! ZE5ZN1laGa

7 f 15(w12nu)u21w2u1 , II, R nÞ0 ZN5X01mentB̂,
f 25w2u22w1u1 d50 ZE5ZN1naĜa

n50 ZN5X01mB̂,
ZE5ZN1laGa

8 f 15w1u11nu2 , IIIb u2/u1 2ln u1 nÞ0 ZN5X01mentB̂,

f 25(w1u21u1w2) n50 ZE5ZN1naĜa

1nu2S11
u2

u1
D ZN5X01mB̂,

ZE5ZN1laGa

9 f 15wu12su1 , IIIa u1 s50,nÞ0 ZN5X01mu1

]

]u2

1nY1

f 25wu22nu1 sÞ0,n50 ZN5X01nu2

]

]u2

1mestu1

]

]u2

n5s50 ZN5X01nu2

]

]u2

1mu1

]

]u2
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Y45nu1

]

]u2
2

]

]u1
, Y55ektS u1

]

]u2
1

nx2

2m

]

]u2
D , Y65entu1

]

]u1
,

B̂5Babub

]

]ua
,

whereBab are elements of the corresponding matrices~41!.
In Tables III and IV we use triplets of matrices~F, B, A21! with F and B forming a

two-dimensional Lie algebra and commuting withA ~25!. We classify such triplets according t
the categories

~ I! F5S 1 0

0 dD , B5S 0 0

0 1D , A215S 1 0

0 a21D ;

~ IIa! F5S 1 0

0 1D , B5S 0 21

1 0 D , A215
1

b21c2 S b c

2c bD ; ~43!

~ IIb! F5S d 21

1 d D , B5S 1 0

0 1D , A215
1

b21c2 S b c

2c bD ;

TABLE II. ~Continued.!

No.
Nonlinear

terms

Type of
matrix
B ~41!

Arguments
of

w1 , w2

Conditions
for parameters

Symmetries,ZN

for A21ÞkB
andZE for A215kB

10 f 15w1u1 , IIIa u1 w1Þ0 ZN5X01mentB̂,

f 25w1u21w2u11nu2 w150 ZN5X01mB̂1cn

]

]u2

11 f 15w1 exp(2ku2)u1, I, ln u11nu2 kÞ0 ZN5X01nD2

f 25w2 exp(2ku2) d50

12 f15w1u11
s

n
u1u2, I, u22n ln u1 nÞ0,s50 ZN5X01lY2

f 25w21su2 d50 sÞ0,nÞ0 ZN5X01lY3

13 f 15eku1w1 , IIIa nu1
212u2 kÞ0 ZN5X01lD3

f 25eku1(w22nw1u1) k50,nÞ0 ZN5X01lY4

14 f 15n, IIIa u1 wÞconst ZN5X01lY5

f 25ku21w 1ck

]

]u2

15 f 15u1w11nu1 ln u1, I, u2 nÞ0 ZN5X01lY6

f 25w2 d50

16 f a5ek/v(v1u11v2u2)wa, any v1u22 kÞ0 ZN5ZE

a51,2, v25v1
21v2

2 2v2u1 5X01nD4

17 f 15w11ku11u2 , any u22ku1 kÞ0, ZN5ZE5X0

f 25w21k(ku11u2) AÞ¸I 1e2ktc~x!S ]

]u1
1k

]

]u2
D

A5¸I u1 k50,A5¸I ZN5X01c̃0

]

]u2

18 f 15w1 , f 25w2 any u1 ,u2 ZN5ZE5X0
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TABLE III. Nonlinearities which generate dilatation symmetry.

No. Nonlinear terms

Conditions
for

parameters

Symmetries,ZN

for A21ÞkF
andZE for A215kF

Matrices~43!
and generator

parameters

qÞ0,21, ZN5X01mF̂1nD5 , I, k5
4

m
,

1 f 15(gu1
qu2

r 1n)u1 , pÞ0,n50

q1r5
4

m
q521,
p5n50,

r5
41m

m

ZE5ZN1saGa1lÂ

d52
q

r

I,k5
4

m

d52
q

r

qÞ0,21,rÞ0 ZN5X01mF̂1mD5

1c̃0

]

]u1

I, k5r 1q,

f25Spu1
qu2

r 2
qn

r Du2
q1rÞ0,

4

m
; ZE5ZN1saGa1lÂ d52

q

r

p5n50,gÞ0 ZN5X01nF̂1mD5 , I, d5
1

r
,

q521,rÞ0,1 ZE5ZN1saGa k5r
q5g50, ZN5X01nF̂ I, d50,

rÞ0,1;pÞ0 1mD61c̃0

]

]u1

ZE5ZN1saGa

k5r

s5 l 50,

ZN5X01nF̂1mD6

1c̃n

]

]u1
,

IIb, k5
4

m
,

2 f 15equRr(gu12pu2)1su22 lu1 ,
r5

4

m
d52

q

r
,n50

rÞ
4

m
,rÞ0, ZN5X01nF̂1mD5 , IIb, k5r ,

f 25equRr(gu21pu1)2su12 lu2 ,
s5 l 50 ZE5ZN1saGa1lÂ d52

q

r
,n50

l 5(sq/r ), ZN5X01nF̂1mD5 , IIb, k5r ,
R25u1

21u2
2 n52s,

sÞ0,rÞ0 ZE5ZN1saGa d52
q

r

u5arctanSu2

u1
D s50,lÞ0,

qÞ0,r 50
ZN5X01nF̂1mD6 ,
ZE5ZN1saGa

IIa, k5q,
n52 l

r52q5
4

m
,

ZN5X01nF̂1mD6 , IIIb, d51,

3 f 15pu1
r 11eq(u2 u1)2su1,

s50 ZE5ZN1aaGa k5
4

m

2q5rÞ
4

m
, ZN5X01nF̂1mD5 , IIIb, d51,

f 25eq(u2 /u1)(pu21gu1)u1
r

s50,rÞ0 ZE5ZN1aaGa1lÂ k5r

2 ZN5X01nF̂1mD5 , IIIb, k5q,

2sSu22
r

q
u1D qÞ0,sÞ0 n52sq,

ZE5ZN1aaGa

ZN5X01nF̂1mD6 ,
ZE5ZN1aaGa

d52
r

q
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TABLE III. ~Continued.!

No. Nonlinear terms

Conditions
for

parameters

Symmetries,ZN

for, A21ÞkF
andZE for A215kF

Matrices~43!
and generator

parameters

4 f 15pu1
k11 ,

d1kÞ1,
kÞ0,qÞ0,
s5nÞ0,pÞ0

ZN5X01nF̂1mD6 IIIa

f25u1
k~pu21qu1

d!1
s

d1k21
u1

kÞ0,s50,
q50,pÞ0

ZN5X01nF̂

1mD51lu2

]

]u2

IIIa, d50

pkÞ0,q50,
s5n(k21)Þ0

ZN5X01nF̂
1mD51lY1

IIIa, d50

d1kÞ0,1,
kÞ0,qÞ0,
s5nÞ0,p50

ZN5X01nF̂

1mD61c0

]

]ua

IIIa

5
f 15pu1

k11 ,
f 25pu1

ku21qu12knu1 ln u1

kÞ0,nÞ0,
pÞ0 ZN5X01nF̂1mD6

IIIa,
d512k

kÞ0,nÞ0, ZN5X01nF̂ IIIa,

p50 1mD61c0

]

]u2
d512k

6 f 15qu1
r 11eku21su1 , rÞ0,21;kÞ0, Zn5X01nD7 I, d50,

f25pu1
reku22

sr

k
pÞ0,qÞ0 1mY2 n52

r

k
p50,r 521, ZN5X01nD7 I, d50,

qÞ0,s50, r 521,

kÞ0 1mY21c̃0

]

]u1
n5

1

k

7 f 15pe(n2k)u21hu2 , q5h50, ZN5X01nD2 I, d50

f 25ge2ku21q kÞ0,nÞ0 1c̃0

]

]u1

p5q50,
kÞ0,hÞ0 ZN5X01nD81c̃0

]

]u1
I, d50

p5q50, ZN5X01nD2 I, d50,

h50,kÞ0 1su1

]

]u1
1c̃0

]

]u1
n50

n5q5g50, ZN5X01nD9

IIIa
pÞ0 1mu2

]

]u1
1c̃0

]

]u1

f 15geu21ku1, ZN5ZE

8 kÞ0 5X01nD10 I, aÞ1

f 15qeu21ku11p 1c~x!S ]

]u1
2k

]

]u2
D

ZN5ZE

5X01nD11 IIa, IIb,

1c~x!S ]

]u1
2k

]

]u2
D cÞ0

k50

ZN5ZE5X0 IIIb,

1nD121c~x!
]

]u1
eÞ0
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~ IIIa! F5S 0 0

1 0D , B5S 1 0

0 dD , A215S 1 0

0 1D ;

~ IIIb ! F5S 1 0

d 1D , B5S 0 0

1 0D , A215S 1 0

2e 1D ;

wherea,b,c,e andd are real parameters (aÞ0,b21c2Þ0).
In Table IV, columns 4 and 5 refer to both the nonlinearities specified as cases 9 an

However, the conditions marked by* are related to case 9 only and the symmetries marked b**
correspond only to case 10.

Here k5constant, D5k0n12n0k1 , d5 1
4(k02n1)21k1n0 ,F̂a5F a

abub ]/]ua , F̂
5Fabub ]/]ua and:

TABLE III. ~Continued.!

No. Nonlinear terms

Conditions
for

parameters

Symmetries,ZN

for, A21ÞkF
andZE for A215kF

Matrices~43!
and generator

parameters

f15p~u21nu1
2!s11/21

1

2n~2s11!
, sÞ0,2

1
2 ,

9 f 252
1

2s11
u11~q22npu1! pÞ0,nÞ0 ZN5X01nD13 IIIa

3~u21nu1
2!s11/2 I

k521
I
k521

10 f 15gu1
k11 , k521,q50, ZN5ZE5X0 IIIb, d51

f 25(p ln u11q)u1
k11

pÞ0,gÞ0
k521,pÞ0
q5g50
kÞ0,21
g5p
kÞ0,21;
sÞ0

1nD11c0

]

]u2

f 15g(u21su1)k11, kÞ0,21; ZN5ZE

11 s50, 5X01nD14 I, aÞ1

f 25q(u21su1)k111p sÞ0 1c~x!S ]

]u1
2s

]

]u2
D

12 f 1pIn(u21su1), ZN5ZE
f 25qIn(u21su1) IIa, IIb,

5X01nD15 cÞ0

1c~x!S ]

]u1
2s

]

]u2
D

ZN5ZE5X0 IIIb, b51
s50

1nD161c~x!
]

]u1
cÞ0

f 15gu1
k11 , ZN5ZE5X0

13 gÞ0,kÞ0 I

f 25qu1
k1d

1nD11c0

]

]u2

aÞ1
IIa, IIb
k521,
cÞ0;
IIIb, k521,
b51,
cÞ0
I
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TABLE IV. Further non-linearities with arbitrary parameters.

No.
Nonlinear

terms

Matrix
Class
~43!

Conditions
for parameters

and matricesFa

Symmetries,
ZN for A21ÞkFa ,
ZE for A215kF1 ,

and Z̃E for A215kF2

d.0,DÞ0,k1Þ0, ZN5X01len1tF̂11nen2tF̂2

F15k1F1(n12k0)B,
1 f 15(k0 ln u11k1 ln u21q)u1, I, d50 F25k1F1(n22k0)B, ZE5ZN1saĜa(n5n1),

n65
k01n1

2
6d Z̃E5ZN1saĜa(n5n2)

f 25(n0 ln u11n1 ln u21p)u2 k15n050,k0n1Þ0

ZN5X01nekotu1

]

]u1

1nen1tu2

]

]u2

k15n05n150 ZN5X01cp

]

]u2
1nekotu1

]

]u1

D50,k0Þ0,
F15k1F1n1B,
F25k0B2k1F;

ZN5X0

1le(n11k0)tF̂11nF̂2 ,

ZE5ZN1saĜa(n1Þ0)

ẐE5ZN1saGa(k0Þ0)

k05n15n, ZN5X01aentu1

]

]u1

k15n050, 1lentu2

]

]u2
,

F15mF1nB,mnÞ0 Z̃E5ZN1saĜa

k05n15n, ZN5X01lentu1

]

]u1

n050,k1Þ0 1nentSk1tu1

]

]u1
1u2

]

]u2
D

d50,DÞ0,k01n152n ZN5X01nX11mX2 ,
F152k1 F1(n12k0)B,
F25tF112B ZE5ZN1saĜa

d5D50,
n0k1Þ0,
F15k1F2k0B

ZN5X01nFk1tu1

]

]u1

1~12k0t!u2

]

]u2
G

1mSk1u1

]

]u1
2k0u2

]

]u2
D,

ZE5ZN1saGa

k15n150,q5p, ZN5X01nu2

]

]u2
1mu1

]

]u2

k05n05n, a51 1lentSu1

]

]u1
1u2

]

]u2
D,

F15F1B ZE5ZN1saG̃a

k15n150,p50, ZN5X01nu2

]

]u2
1meptu1

]

]u2

k05n05n,qÞ0, 1lentSu1

]

]u1
1u2

]

]u2
D,
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TABLE IV. ~Continuued.!

No.
Nonlinear

terms

Matrix
Class
~43!

Conditions
for parameters

and matricesFa

Symmetries,
ZN for A21ÞkFa ,
ZE for A215kF1 ,

and Z̃E for A215kF2

f 15qu1 , dÞ0,1,2;k50, ZN5X01nB̂1cn

]

]u2
,

2 IIIa
f 25nu21pu1

d1su11k s50,nÞq,F15B ZE5ZN1saGa

dÞ0,2;n50, ZN5X01c0

]

]u2

s50, 1nSB̂2dkt
]

]u2
D,

F15B ZE5ZN1saGa

dÞ0,1,2;k50,

s5
1

12d
,F15B

ZN5X01nF̂

1mB̂1cq

]

]u2
,

ZE5ZN1saGa

d52,k50,sÞ0 ZN5X01mY71cq

]

]u2

k5s50, ZN5X01nB̂1c0

]

]u2
,

d52,F15B ZE5ZN1saGa1eqtF̂
n52(q1p) ZN5X01nY8

d52,k5s50, 1mB̂1c0

]

]u2
,

F15B ZE5ZN1saGa

d52,p52q, ZN5X01nY81c0

]

]u2

n5s50 1mSB̂22kt
]

]u2
D

f 15ku1 ln u11pu1, b5k5q50, ZN5X01nY9

3 I

f 25bu21n ln u11q pÞ0 1c0

]

]u2

q5p50,b5k ZN5X01nY101cb

]

]u2

q5p50, ZN5X01nY11

bÞk,bÞ0 1cb

]

]u2

4 f 15k0u1 ln u11k1u1u2 , I k1Þ0,d50 ZN5X01nY12

f 25n0 ln u11n1u2 d50
k1Þ0,d.0
k1Þ0,d52v2,0

1mStY121e~k01n1/2!t
]

]u2
D

ZN5X01nY13
1 1mY13

2

ZN5X01nY141mY15

5 f 15pu2
k1qu1 , I, pÞ0,kgÞq, ZN5X01nF̂1c̃q

]

]u1
,

f 25gu2 d5
1

k
kÞ0,1;F15F ZE5ZN1saGa
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TABLE IV. ~Continued.!

No.
Nonlinear

terms

Matrix
Class
~43!

Conditions
for parameters

and matricesFa

Symmetries,
ZN for A21ÞkFa ,
ZE for A215kF1 ,

and Z̃E for A215kF2

6 f 15nu1 ln u1, I, nÞ0,pÞ0, ZN5X01mu1

]

]u2

f 25nu2 ln u11pu1 d50 F15B1F 1nSB̂2ptu1

]

]u2
D

1lentSu1

]

]u1
1u2

]

]u2
D

ZE5ZN1saG̃a

7
f 15pu1

k11 ,
f 25pu1

ku21su2

IIIa,
d50

kÞ0,sÞ0

ZN5X01nu2

]

]u2

1mestu1

]

]u2
1lD6

8
f 15(k0u12n0u2)lnR

1u(k1u12n1u2)1pu12qu2,
IIa

d.0,DÞ0,n0
21k1

2Þ0

F15
1
2 ~k02n1!1Ad]F

1n0B,F2

52@
1
2 (k02n1)

1Ad]B1k1F

ZN5X0

1len1tF̂11nen2tF̂2 ,

n65
1
2 ~k01n1!6Ad,

ZE5ZN1saĜa ,

Z̃E5ZE(k1Þ0* )

f 25(k0u21n0u1)ln R
1u(n1u11k1u2)1qu11pu2

d.0,D50,n5n11k0 .
(n150,k0Þ0):
F15k0F1n0B,
F25k0B2k1F;
(k050 or n1Þ0):
F15k1F1n1B(k1Þ0* ),
F25n1F2n0B(n1Þ0* )

ZN5X01mentF̂1

1nF̂2 ,

ZE5ZN1saĜa ,

Z̃E5ZN1saGa ,

9
f 15(k0u12n0u2)ln R

1u(k1u12n1u2)1pu12qu2 ,
IIa

d.0,DÞ0,k1Þ0,
F15k1F1(n12k0)B,
F25k1F1(n22k0)B,

n65
k01n1

2
6d

ZN5X01len1tF̂11nen2tF̂2 ,

ZE5ZN1sa Ĝa ,

Z̃E5ZE (k1Þ0* )

f 25(k0u21n0u1) ln R
1u(n1u11k1u2)1qu11pu2

D50,k01n15nÞ0,
k1Þ0:
F15k1 F1n1B,
F25k0B2k1F;
k150,n0Þ0:
F15n0B1k0F, (k0Þ0* )
F25n1F2n0B; (n1Þ0* )

ZN5X01mentF̂11nF̂2 ,

ZE5ZN1saĜa ,

ẐE5ZN1saGa ,
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S ]

]t
2A(

i 51

m
]2

]xi
2D S 0

cn
D5nS 0

cn
D , S ]

]t
2A(

i 51

m
]2

]xi
2D S c̃n

0 D 5nS c̃n

0 D ,

(
i 51

m
]2

]xi
2 c~x!50,

andn is an arbitrary parameter~including the casen50!. The generatorsDm ,Â,Ga ,Ĝa ,Xn ,Ys ,
when not specified in~42!, are given by

Â5t2
]

]t
1txa

]

]xa
2

1

4
x2~A21!abub

]

]ua
2

m

2
tS u1

]

]u1
1u2

]

]u2
D1nt2F̂,

D55D02
2

k S u1

]

]u1
1u2

]

]u2
D , D65D012tnF̂2

2

k
B̂,

D75D012S st2
1

r Du1

]

]u1
2

2srt

k

]

]u2
, D85D012u1

]

]u1
1

2ht

k

]

]u1
1

2

k

]

]u2
,

D95D022ht~u221!
]

]u1
2

2

k

]

]u2
,

D105D022
]

]u2
2

p

k~12a! S x2

m
12t D S ]

]u1
2k

]

]u2
D ,

D115D022
]

]u2
2

p

c~11k2! S x2

m
12t~ck1b! D S ]

]u1
2k

]

]u2
D ,

TABLE IV. ~Continued.!

10 f 15(k0 ln u11q)u11k1u2 , IIIb,
d50

k15n050, k05n15n,
F15nFmB (nÞ0* )

ZN5X01aentF̂1 ,

ZE5ZN1saĜa
f 25(n0u11k0u2) ln u1

k1

u2
2

u1
1pu1

1(n11q)u2

d5n050, DÞ0,
k1Þ0, F15F,

n5
1
2(k01n1)

ZN5X01ment(k1tF̂1B)

1nentF̂,

ZE5ZN1saĜa

d5k150,
k05n1 ,

n0Þ0, F15B

ZN5X01men1t(F̂1n0tB̂)

nen1tB̂,

ZE** 5ZN1saĜa
d50, DÞ0, k01n152n
F152k1F1(n12k0)B,

F25tF112B

ZN5X01nX11mX2 ,

ZE5ZN1saĜa

k05k15n150,
n0Þ0, F15B

ZN5X01nB̂

1m(F̂1n0tB̂),
ZE** 5ZN1saGa

k05n05n150,
k1Þ0, F15F

ZN5X01nF̂

1m(B̂1k1tF̂)
ZE5ZN1saGa

d5D50,
12

n0k1,0,
F15k1F2k0B

ZN5X01m(k1F̂2k0B̂)

n@k1tF̂1(12k0t)B̂#,
ZE5ZN1saGa
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D125D022
]

]u2
2

p

e S x2

m
12t D ]

]u1
,

D135D02
1

s S u1

]

]u1
12u2

]

]u2
D1

t

2sn

]

]u1
2

t

s
u1

]

]u2
,

~44!

D145D51
p~k11!

ks~a21! S 2t1
x2

mD S ]

]u1
2s

]

]u2
D ,

D155D52
p~k11!

ksc~11s2! S 2t~cs1b!1
x2

mD ]

]u1
2s

]

]u2
,

D165D52
p~k11!

kc S 2t1
x2

mD ]

]u1

TABLE V. Symmetries for linear systems.

No.
Form of
f 1 and f 2

Type
of A ~25! Conditions Symmetries

1 f 15 f 250 Ia X51lu1

]

]u2

1nu2

]

]u2
1mu2

]

]u1

Ib X51mu2

]

]u2

II X51lSu1

]

]u2
2u2

]

]u1
D

III X51lu1

]

]u2

2 f 15u2 , Ib X01cL
a

]

]ua

f 250 Ib 1aSD012u1

]

]u1
D

1lSu1

]

]u1
1u2

]

]u2
D

3 f 15au11bu2 , Ib d.0 X01cL
a

]

]ua

f 25cu11du2 1nSu1

]

]u1
1u2

]

]u2
D

4 f 15au11bu2 , II ( a2d)21(b1c)2Þ0 X01cL
a

]

]ua

f 25cu11du2 1nSu1

]

]u1
1u2

]

]u2
D

5 f 15au11bu2 , III b21(a2d)2Þ0 X01cL
a

]

]ua

f 25cu11du2
1nSu1

]

]u1
1u2

]

]u2
D
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X15exp~nt!@~A2n0k1t11!F̂1n0tB̂#, X25@~k1F̂2A2n0k1B̂!t1B̂#,

X35exp~nt!@ 1
2 ~n12k0!cos~vt !1v sin ~vt !#F̂2n0 cos~vt !B̂,

X45exp~nt!@v sin~vt !1 1
2 ~k02n1!cos~vt !#B̂2k1cos~vt !F̂,

Y75exp~nt!S u1

]

]u2
2

q

2p S sx2

2m

]

]u2
2

]

]u1
D D , Y85exp~nt!S u1

]

]u2
2

]

]u1
D ,

Y95u1

]

]u1
1nt

]

]u2
, Y105exp~kt!S u1

]

]u1
1nt

]

]u2
D ,

Y115exp~kt!S u1

]

]u1
1

n

k2b

]

]u2
D , Y125exp~nt!S sin~pt!u1

]

]u1
1cos~pt!

]

]u2
D ,

Y135exp~nt!S cos~pt!u1

]

]u1
2sin~pt!

]

]u2
D , Y145exp~nt!S ptu1

]

]u1
1

]

]u2
D .

V. LINEAR SYSTEMS

Consider now the linear case whenf 1 and f 2 have the formf a5Labub1la . In contrast to the
one-dimensional cases we find nontrivial possibilities corresponding to the noncommutation
matricesA andL where we specifyA in formulas~25!.

In Table V the following notation has been employed:

d5bc2 1
4 ~a2d!2,

X55X01nS u1

]

]u1
1u2

]

]u2
D1lD01cL

a ]

]ua
1mS t2

]

]t
1txa

]

]xa
2

1

4
x2~A21!abub

]

]ua

2
m

2
tS u1

]

]u1
1u2

]

]u2
D1t2labub

]

]ua
D .

Note that symbolsX0 andD0 has been defined in~42! and~25! and, further,cL is an arbitrary
solution of the homogeneous equation

S ]

]t
2(

i 51

m
]2

]x1
2DcL

j 5L jkcL
k .

VI. EQUIVALENCE TRANSFORMATIONS

The solutions of the determining equations presented in Tables II–V are defined up
equivalence transformations~26! which do not change the shape of Eqs.~1! for arbitrary f k.
However, for someparticular fk, it is possible to indicate more extended groups of equivale
transformations which include~26! as a subgroup. Here we discuss such transformations.

The most extended equivalence groups appear for the case of linearf k presented in Table V.
Let the related solutions have the following general form:

f k5Lkbub, ~45!

whereLkb is a matrix which commutes with (A21)kb. So there exists an additional equivalen
transformation
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ua→expS 2tL̂cbub

]

]uc
uaD5exp~2tL̂ab!ub , ~46!

whereL̂cb is a matrix which commutes withAab andLab. The transformed equation has the for

~45! wheref 8k5(Lkb2L̂kb)ub . In particular, we can chooseL̂kb5Lkb and reduce the relatedf k

to zero.
For A diagonal there exists also the following equivalence transformation

u1→u1 exp~2kt!, u2→u21nt, ~47!

u1→u12tu21
t2

2
p, u2→u22tp, ~48!

u1→u11
pt2

2
, u2→u21pt. ~49!

Moreover,~48! is valid only for the case whenA is proportional to the unit matrix.
Solutions present in Table V are defined up to equivalence transformations~26! and ~46!–

~49!.
Using the transformation

u1→exp~nt!u1 , u2→expS 2
qn

r Du2 ,

it is possible to reduce to zero the parametern in Table III, item 1~we will refer to this case as
@T3.1#!. The transformationsu1→u1 ,u2→u21nt1mx2 enable us to make zero parametersC1

andC2 in the cases whenf 1 and f 2 have the formf 15w11C1 , f 25w21C2 wherew1 andw2 are
given functions ofu1 . Such transformations can be applied in the cases@T3.10# and@T3.8# ~in the
last case it is necessary to change roles ofu1 andu2!.

Transformationsu2→exp(2nt)u2 andu2→exp(2bt)u2 give rise to newn andb in solutions
2 and 3 from Table IV, respectively. The transformation

u1→u1exp~2st!, u2→u21
sr

k
t

reduces to zero parameters in nonlinearities@T3.6#.
Consider further the scale transformation

u1→mu1 , u2→nu2 , t→lt x→Alx. ~50!

Under obvious conditions for the parameters defining the functionsf 1 and f 2 transformations
~50! enable the reduction of nonzero coefficientsp andq to zero coefficients for solutions 1, 8
and 9 from Table IV.

We see that using equivalence transformations it is possible to make ‘‘cosmetic’’ imp
ments to the solutions found forf k. These transformations were not used systematically bec
they do not change the principal classes of solutions. Also in some cases their use would c
cate the presentation of the results in standard form and make them less convenient for a
tions.

VII. DISCUSSION

In this article we have found all possible versions of systems of diffusion equations that
a nontrivial Lie symmetry. These results can be used to construct mathematical model
required symmetry properties in, for example, physics, biology, and chemistry.
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In the case when the matrixA is proportional to the unit matrixI Eq. ~24! admits nontrivial
symmetries forall f 1, f 2 given in Tables II–IV. In other words in this case we have obtained
richest spectrum of possible symmetries. IfA is not proportional toI , the number of symmetries
is sufficiently reduced by the requirement of commutativity ofA21 with the chosen matricesB
andF in ~43!.

In the particular case when matrixA has the form Ib from~25! our results can be compare
with those of Ref. 12. Our results are quite similar. However, a number of our solutions, na
seven of those presented in Table IV, case 1~which correspond to symmetriesZN!, solutions
@T4.3# for b5k5q50, @T5.2#, @T3.8# for pÞ0, @T3.11#, and all solutions@T4.4# @T4.5#, and
@T4.7# are missing in Ref. 12. In addition,@T2.17# is presented in Ref. 12 incorrectly~see Table V,
item 9 here!.

Consider the examples of reaction diffusion equations mentioned earlier in Sec. I.

~i! The activator-inhibitor reaction equations1 are given by

u̇12
]2u1

]x2 5
u1

2

u2
2bu1 , u̇22a

]2u2

]x2 5u1
22u2 ,

and these are a particular case of Eq.~24! with the nonlinearities given in@T2.5# with d52,k
50,w15u1

2/u2 2b,w25u1
2/u2 21, and so admits the symmetry

X5X01aS u1

]

]u1
12u2

]

]u2
D .

~ii ! The primitive predator-prey system can be defined by1

u̇12D
]2u1

]x2
52u1u2 , u̇22lD

]2u2

]x2 5u1u2 .

This is a particular case of~24! with nonlinearities@T2.1# whered51,k51,w252w15u2 /u1 ,
and so it admits the symmetry

X5X01aS D022u1

]

]u1
22u2

]

]u2
D .

~iii ! The l2v reaction-diffusion system

u̇15DDu11l~R!u12v~R!u2 , u̇25DDu21v~R!u11l~R!u2 , ~51!

whereR25u1
21u2

2 andD is the Laplacian operator, has symmetries that were analyzed in p
Ref. 2. Again we recognize that this system is a particular case of~24! with nonlinearities@T2.6#
with n50. Hence it admits the five-dimensional Lie algebra generated by

X5X01aS u1

]

]u2
2u2

]

]u1
D , ~52!

which is in accordance with results of Ref. 2 for the case when functionsl andv are arbitrary.
Moreover, using Table III, case@T3.2# we find that for the cases when

l5k1Rr , v5k2Rr , ~53!

Eq. ~51! admits additional symmetry with respect to scaling transformations given by the ope

X5X01aS u1

]

]u2
2u2

]

]u1
D1nD5 . ~54!
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~iv! The nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation inm-dimensional space, is given by

S i
]

]t
2(

i 51

m
]2

]xi
2Dc5F~c,c* !c, ~55!

also is a particular case of~24!. If we denote

u15
1

2
~c1c* !, u25

1

2i
~c2c* !, ~56!

then ~55! reduces to the form~24! with A52s2 and

f 15
1

2
~F* 1F !u21

1

2i
~F2F* !u1 , f 25

1

2i
~F2F* !u22

1

2
~F1F* !u1 . ~57!

In other words, any solution given in Table III–V with matrices belonging to classes I (d50) and
II gives rise to the nonlinearity

F5
1

R2 ~u2f 12u1f 21 i ~u2f 21 f 1u1!! ~58!

for the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation~55! that admits a nontrivial Lie symmetry. In the cas
@T3.7# with n50, @T3.2# for s5 l 5q50, rÞ 4/m and r 5 4/m, and@T4.8# for k15n15k050, p
5q, we recognize the well-known nonlinearities11

F5F~c* c!, F5~c* c!k, F5~c* c!2/m, F5 ln~c* c!, ~59!

which correspond to extended symmetries. Our analysis makes it possible to describe a
possible versions of the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation with a nontrivial symmetry. We plan
discuss these elsewhere.

Higher symmetries of the linear and nonlinear Schro¨dinger equations were investigated
Ref. 14; extended supersymmetries were studied in Ref. 15 The nonlinear Schro¨dinger equations
and Eqs.~24! for diagonalA with ad hocrequired symmetry with respect to the~extended! Galilei
group were analyzed in Refs. 11 and 16. We notice that the algorithm used in the present
reduces such an analysis to routine and simple calculations. For example, to find all syste~1!
with arbitrary n which are invariant with respect to the Galilei group it is sufficient to solve
system of homogeneous linear equations~31!, which is easily integrated for any given invertab
matrix A.

In the present article we have restricted ourselves to a complete description of all po
nonlinearities which generate Lie symmetry of Eq.~1!. We have not analyzed nonclassical sym
metries that may be found with using condition~13! nor have any symmetry reductions be
presented. These problems will be a subject of further investigations. Finally, we remark tha
of the results of this article have been presented in Ref. 17.
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Statistical turbulence suppression by a strong magnetic
field: A Feynman path integral argument

Luiz C. L. Botelho
Departamento de Fı´sica, Universidade Federal Rural do Rio de Janeiro,
23851-970—Itaguaı´, RJ, Brazil
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We show the suppression of the randomness of the magnetohydrodynamic flux
~modeled by the Navier–Stokes equation! in the presence of a random stirring by a
Feynman path integral one-loop and low viscosity argument. Additionally, we
show exactly the above supressing turbulence phenomenon in the context of Bel-
trami fluxes. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1319858#

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the long-standing unsolved problems in turbulent magnetohydrodynamics going
to L. Landau~Ref. 1, p. 238! is to produce quantitative arguments for the charged fluid mo
turbulence suppression by the presence of a strong magnetic field. In this article, we prop
present in Sec. II such an argument by using our Feynman path integral formulatio
turbulence2 at a low viscosity~turbulent! regime in the context of a background one-loop~Gauss-
ian! approximation. Additionally, we show in Sec. III the above cited suppressing phenome
the exactly soluble~nonperturbative! path integral context of Beltrami fluxes.

II. THE ONE-LOOP CASE

Let us start our analysis by considering the Navier–Stokes equation for a charged fluid
the presence of an uniform magnetic fieldB in thez direction and a uniform electric fieldE in the
plane (x,y):

]V~r ,t !

]t
1~V•“ !V~r ,t !5S eE1

1

c
~V~r ,t !3B! D1nDV~r ,t !2~gradP!~r ,t !1Fext~r ,t !. ~1!

Here, the random stirring force~caused by the fluid flux turbulent regime in the statistic
Langevin approach2! is such that it satisfies the white-noise Gaussian statistics with diso
strengthD.0:

^~Fext! i~r ,t !~Fext! j~r 8,t8!&5Dd i j d
(3)~r ,r 8!d~ t2t8!. ~2!

It is worthwhile to remark that the presence of such external random fluctuations are c
ered in this statistical framework with the same conceptual role as used in the usual Lang
Einstein approach for the study of Brownian motion. It is still missing a turbulence theory for
principles, leading to the master Eq.~1! with Eq. ~2!.

Now a functional integral shift2 leads to the exact characteristic functional path integ
expression for the random~turbulence! process defined by the magnetohydrodynamic~incom-
pressible! fluid flux Eq. ~1! after taking into account the fluid incompressibility condition on t
fluid motion divV(r ,t)50 and disregarding the transverse part of the term ((V•¹)V) tr coming
from the above mentioned incompressibility condition~see Ref. 2!. We obtain, thus, the following
Burger magnethydrodynamical turbulent path integral as the main object of our study:
16890022-2488/2001/42(4)/1689/8/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Z@J~r ,t !#5
1

Z@0#
E DF@V~r ,t !#expH 2

1

2D E
2`

1`

d3rE
2`

`

dtF ]

]t
V2nDV1~~V•“ !V!

2S eE1
1

c
~V~r ,t !3B! D G2

~r ,t !J expH i E
2`

1`

d3rE
2`

`

dtJ~r ,t !•V~r ,t !J . ~3!

Note that the square brackets in the above equation are the usualR3-norm.
In order to show the randomness suppression of the fluid flux motion in the planex,y)

normal to the magnetic fieldB at its strong field limit regimeB→`, we consider the backgroun
flux decomposition

V~r ,t !5f1ADv~r ,t !, ~4!

where the background fluxf satisfies the steady-isotropic Ohm’s law flux condition (i 51,2,3)

eEi52
1

c
« i jkf jBdk3 . ~5!

As for the usual pertubative arguments in quantum field theories~Refs. 2 and Ref. 3, p. 29!,
we consider the usual one-loop Gaussian approximation for the path integral~3! with the follow-
ing result:

Sone loop
(«) @v~r ,t !#5E d3rdt~v1~r ,t !,v2~r ,t !,v3~r ,t !

F 2S ]

]t
1f i

]

]xi
D 2

1
B2

c2 1n2D2
2B

c S ]

]t
1f i

]

]xi
D1

2n

c
BD 0

2
2B

c S ]

]t
1f i

]

]xi
D2

2

c
~n1«!BD 2S ]

]t
1f i

]

]xi
D 2

1
B2

c2 1n2D2 0

0 0 2S ]

]t
1f i

]

]xi
D 2
G

~v1~r ,t !,v2~r ,t !,v3~r ,t !!T, ~6!

where we have given a small«-parameter to the viscosity term in the~2,1! entry of the Gaussian
weight matrix associated to our mathematical one-loop theory@defined by just disregarding th
nonlinear ~cubic and quartic! terms#. Note that this parameter keeps the important interac
viscosity and magnetic field nonzero at this one-loop order.

Let us show the vanishing of the two-point correlation flux at the limit of the very str
magnetic fieldB→` in the plane (x,y) within the turbulent regime, which is defined phenom
enologically in our approach by consideringn such thatB2/c2L4@n2 and, by its turn, forces us to
neglect the termn2(Dv)2 in relation to other terms in the matrix entry terms.

Let us use the following matrix inversion formulas to obtain the explicit expression for
flux two-point correlation functions,
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F a b 0

2b1d a 0

0 0 c
G21

5F 1S a

a22b~2b1d! D 2S b

a22b~2b1d! D 0

2S 2b1d

a22b~2b1d! D S a

a22b~b1d! D 0

0 0 1S 1

cD G , ~7a!

where in momentum frequency space we have explicitly the following matrix entries:

a5~w1k•f!21
B2

c2 ,

b5 i
2B

c
~w1k•f!22

2n

c
Buku2,

~7b!
c5~w1k•f!2,

d522«
B

c
uku2.

Since we are going to remove the parameter« at the end of our calculations, we can safely u
the approximationAb22db5bA12d/b2>b(12 1

2(d/b)5b2 d/2 in Eq. ~7a!.
We thus obtain the following structure for the~1,1! entry of the inverse matrix Eq.~7a!:

a

a21b22bd
5

1

2 S 1

a2 iAb22bd
1

1

a1 iAb22bd
D >

1

2 S 1

a1 1
2 id2 ib

1
1

a2 1
2 id1 ib D . ~7c!

As a consequence of Eq.~7c! we have the result below for thex2x two-point correlation
function in our one-loop approximation:

^v1~r ,t !,v1~r 8,t8!&5E
uku,L

d3k exp@ ik~~r2r 8!2f~ t2t8!!#
1

2 E2`

1`

dw̄e2 iw̄(t2t8)

3H S 1

w̄21 ~2B/c!w̄1~B2/c2 2 1
2 id1 ~2in/c! Buku2!

D
1S 1

w̄22 ~2B/c!w̄1~B2/c2 2 1
2 id2 ~2in/c! Buku2!

D J . ~8!

The first frequencyw̄-integral Eq. ~8! may easily be evaluated by means of the resi
theorem applied in the~causal! lower half-plane region Im(w̄),0 $after removing the regularizing
parameter«→0 @see Eq.~6!#%:

w̄2 integral

5 lim
«→0

S 2p$2exp@2 i ~2 B/c 2A~~2n2«!/c!Buku~2&/21 i&/2!!~ t2t8!#u~ t2t8!%

2~2uku~A~2n2«!B/c!&/21 i uku~&/2! ~A~2n2«!B/c!!
D

~9a!

or
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^v1~r ,t !,v1~r 8,t8!&

522p i
exp~~ iB/c! ~ t2t8!!3u~ t2t8!

A~2n/c! Bu~r2r 8!2f~ t2t8!u~2&/21 i ~&/2!!

3F 1

2i S 1

i ~2u~r 82r 8!2f~ t2t8!2A~2n/c! B~&/2! ~ t2t8!A~2n/c! B~ t2t8!!

2complex conjugateD G . ~9b!

Note that we have considered only the residue at the polew152 B/c 1ukuA@(2n2«)/c# B
2 iA2/2ukuA((2n2«/c)B in the lower half-plane which by its turn leads straightforwardly to t
causal Fourier transform Eq.~9a! vanishing att→`. Now it is easy to see that at the largeB
→` limit with n very smallbut fixed, the integral Eq.~9! vanishes. A similar result holds true fo
the second term of thew̄-integral Eq.~8! and produces, thus, the suppression of the randomne
the limit of B→` within our one-loop leading small viscosity approximation, namely,

lim
B→`

^v1~r ,t !v1~r 8,t8!&→0. ~10!

Analogously

lim
B→`

^v1~r ,t !v2~r 8,t8!&5 lim
B→`

^v2~r ,t !v2~r 8,t !&50. ~11!

However, the flux randomness in theB direction in this context is given exactly by th
nonvanishing result~with L→`!

^v3~r ,t !,v3~r ,t !&5d (3)~~r2r 8!2f~ t2t8!!
e2n(t2t8)

n
u~ t2t8!. ~12!

At this point, it is very important to remark that the zero viscosity~full tubulent! regime is a
singular limit never reached in our approach, a result opposite to those of the instanton ca
tions of Ref. 4.

Let us comment that our argument is not a theorem and is entirely based on a formal p
bative one-loop approximation for the path integral Eq.~3!. Next-loop corrections for Eq.~3! are
still an open problem in our framework since the usual renormalization program borrowed
relativistic quantum fields does not make sense in the turbulence context5 ~the usual power count
ing analysis and unitary conditions are meaningless here!. Anyway, it is possible to evaluate
‘‘next-loop corrections’’ by introducing a cutoffuku,L and the nonlinear terms in the function
integral weight in Eq.~3!. An alternative proposal to analyze Eq.~3! is to devise scaling-
decimation~nonperturbative! smearing of short wavelength modes in the momentum spac
usually implemented in critical phenomena.6

Finally, let us make a strict mathematical comment. It is well known from the rigor
mathematical literature that the Navier–Stokes~NS! equation with completely delta-correlate
noise in space cannot be studied rigorously in the sense that it is not possible to prove tha
a solution which is a random field. However, let us conjecture that theintegral equationversion of
the NS equation may overcome the estimative problems involved in such unsuccessful math
cal attempts, namely,2

Ai@v~r ,t !#5Bi@F~r ,t !# ~13!
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with

Ai@v#5v i~r ,t !2E
0

`

dsE
R3

d3r 8Oi jk~r2r 8,t2t8!3~ViVk!~r 8,t8! ~14!

and

Bi@F#5E
0

`

dsE
R3

d3r 8H (1)~r2r 8,t2t8!Fi~r 8,t8!. ~15!

Here the kernelsOi jk andH (1) are given respectively by

Oi jk~z,j!52
1

2
S ]Ōik

]zl

1
]Ōi l

]zk
D ~z,j!,

~16!

Õpq~z,j!5dpqu~j!H0~ uzu,j!1
]2

]zp]zq
S 2nj

uzu E
0

uzu
H0~ uz8u,j!dz8D ,

H (0)~ uzu,j!5
1

~4pnuj!3/2expS 2
uz2u

4pnj D ~17!

H (1)~ uzu,j!5u~j!H (0)~ uzu,j!. ~18!

Anyway, we took the philosophy that the functional integral Eq.~3! is the main passive objec
to be analyzed mathematically~that functional integral should define the NS random equation!!. It
is very worthwhile to remark that the differential nonlinear NS equation does not make sen
principle for fluid configurations which are distributional objects as it must be expected
completely delta-correlated noise in space as we have shown in this article.

Note that in this path integral framework, the usual nonrandom NS equation is cor
obtained from the minimum functional point limitD→0 in Eq. ~3!. The objects that satisfy the
differential Navier–Stokes equation with randomness are now then-point correlation functions

lim
J→0

$dNZ@J~r ,t !#/dJ1~r1 ,t1!¯dJN~rN ,tN!%5^v1~r1 ,t1!¯vN~rN ,tN!&3~21!N. ~19!

At this point we call to the reader’s attention that this infinite-coupled set of classical e
tions must be shown to have a rigorous mathematical solution instead of the formal mathem
object in Eq.~1!.

As a final comment on our perturbative argument presented here, let us point out that
caseof not neglecting the termn2D2 in Eq. ~7a!, Eq. ~8! now takes the following form~with L
5` and«50!!:

^v1~r ,t !v1~r 8,t8!&5E
2`

1`

d3kei [k((r2r8)2f(t2t8))] 3
1

2 E2`

1`

dw̄e2 iw̄(t2t8)

3H S 1

w̄21 ~2B/c! w̄1~B2/c21n2uku41 ~2in/c! Buku2! D
3S 1

w̄22 ~2B/c!w̄1~B2/c2 1n2uku42~2in/c! Buku2! D J . ~20!
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The same analysis implemented to Eq.~9! may be applied and leads to the same qualitat
formal result. For instance, we have the behavior at largeB

lim
B→`

E
2`

1`

dw̄e2w̄(t2t8)S 1

w̄21 ~2B/c!w̄1~B2/c2 1n2uku42 ~2in/c! Buku2! D
3 lim

B→`

expH 2 i t S 2
B

c
2nk2S 11

4B2

n2c2uku4D
1/4S i

&

2
2
&

2 D D J
. lim

B→`

expH 2Fnuku2t
&

2 S 11
4B2

n2c2uku4D
1/4G J ;0, ~21!

which again indicates the randomness suppression at the limit of a very strong magnetic fi
a charged fluid under the presence of an eletromagnetic field~laser! for any value ofn ~including
the case of physical turbulence phenomenologically modeled with very smalln!.

III. A SOLUBLE MODEL OF TURBULENCE SUPPRESSION IN TURBULENT MAGNETO-
HYDRODYNAMICS

The celebrated Landau conjecture on the suppressing of turbulence~or randomness in the
statistical approach! by a strong magnetic field, analyzed in Sec. II within the context of the p
integral approximations stated there, can be displayed exactly in the following reduced deg
freedom model of Beltrami fluxes in a turbulent regime defined analitically by rotv(r ,t)
5lv(r ,t).7

Let us, thus, start with the magnetohydrodynamical Navier–Stokes Eq.~1! in the following
suitable form for Beltrami fluxes:

]v~r ,t !

]t
1H 1

2
grad@~v•v!~r ,t !#2~v3rot•v!~r ,t !J

52gradP~r ,t !1nDv~r ,t !1Fext~r ,t !1
1

c
~v~r ,t !3B!. ~22!

It is important to remark that the wave vectors of the Beltrami hydrodynamical motions
eddies of a fixed scaleuku5l, as consequence of a Fourier~wave vector! transformation of the
Beltrami condition.7

Let us, thus, suppose that the random stirring force in Eq.~23! satisfies thespatially nonlocal
Gaussian statistics

^~Fext! i~r ,t !;~Fext! j~r 8,t8!& uku5l5l2d i j ~~D21!d~r2r 8!d~ t2t8!. ~23!

At this point, we remark that we assume implicity the same vector constraintuku5l in our
random stirring equation~24!, namely the exact expression for the right-hand side of Eq.~24! is
given below:

^~Fext! i~r ,t !;~Fext! j~r 8,t !&5
d i j •l•Sen~lur2r 8u!

2pur2r 8u
•d~ t2t8!. ~24!

At this point in our study, we consider the already mentioned Beltrami flux condition an
direct consequences, namely,

l2v~r ,t !5rot~rotv~r ,t !!52Dv~r ,t !, ~25!

~v3rotv!~r ,t !5~v3lv!~r ,t !50, ~26!
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in order to replace the Navier–Stokes Eq.~23! by the exactly soluble Langevin-type fluid flu
stirred by the external forceVext(r ,t)5rot(Fext)(r ,t):

]v~r ,t !

]t
5~2nl2!v~r ,t !1

1

l
Vext~r ,t !1

1

cl
~B•D!v~r ,t !. ~27!

Here the new external stirringVext(r ,t) satisfies a Gaussian process with the following tw
point correlation function~again withuku5l! !:

^V l
ext~r ,t !;V l8

ext
~r 8,t8!&5l2d ll8d (3)~r2r !d~ t2t8!2l2] l

(r )] l8
(r 8)

~D r
21d~r2r 8!!d~ t2t8!.

~28!

Now a simple functional integral shift leads to the following exactly soluble Feynman
integral for our Beltrami magnetohydrodynamic reduced model:

Z[ j ~r ,t !5
1

Z~0!
3E DF@v~r ,t !#expH 2

1

2 E2`

1`

dr3E
0

`

dtF]v

]t
2

1

lc
~B•“ !v1nl2vG2

~r ,t !J
3expH i E

2`

1`

d3rE
0

`

dt~ j•v!~r ,t !J . ~29!

It is worthwhile remarking that we have used incompressible constraint] i
(r )v i(r ,t)50 to

obtain that the spatially nonlocal piece of Eq.~29! does not contribute to the final path integr
weight in Eq.~30!.

Now the Fourier transformed expression for the correlation functions associated to th
trami magnetohydrodynamical model Eq.~30! are given exactly by~note again the wave vecto
constraintuku5l in the model formulas!!

^v i~r ,t !v j~r 8,t8!&5d i j 3
e2nl2ut2t8u

nl2 3H E
uku5l

d3keik[( r2r8)2B/cl (t2t8)u] J
52d i j S enl2ut2t8u

nl
D sen@l~ ur2r 8!2 ~B/cl! ~ t2t8!u!]

u~r2r 8!2~B/cl! ~ t2t8!u
. ~30!

It is a direct consequence of the exact expression of Eq.~29! that for the limit of strong
magnetic fielduBu→`, we get the vanishing of the correlation functions@Eq. ~29!# and, thus, the
exactly randomness suppression in our Beltrami magnetohydrodynamical model Eq.~28! and
corroborate the Landau conjecture~Ref. 1! and the correctness of our one-loop calculations p
sented in the bulk of this article@Eqs.~10! and ~11!#.
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APPENDIX: THE ONE-LOOP ACTION

In this Appendix we show for completeness the Gaussian one-loop approximation for E~3!.
Let us consider the complete functional integral weight

W@v~r ,t !#5
1

2D F]v i

]t
1v j

]

]xj
v i1~2nDv i !2eEi2

1

c
« i jkv jBkG2

. ~A1!

By making the background field decomposition@Eq. ~5!# on the manifold$v(r ,t)% define the
domain of the functional integral@Eq. ~3!#, one easily obtains the following result:
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W@v~r ,t !#5S ]v i

]t D 2

1S f j

]

]xj
v i D 2

1n2~Dv i !21S 2
1

c
« i jkv jBkD 2

12S ]v i

]t D S f j

]

]xj
v i D12S ]

]t
v i D

3~2nDv i !12S ]v i

]t D S 2
1

c
« i jkv jBkD12f j

]

]l j
v i~2nDv i !

12f j

]

]xj
v i S 2

1

c
« i jkv jBkD1

2n

c
Dv i« i jkv jBk1nonquadratic terms. ~A2!

Since under the integration onR33R the terms below are zero and since limt→6`v i(r ,t)
5 limur u→1`v i(r ,t)50, namely

E
2`

1`

dtE
2`

1`

d3r S ]v i

]t
Dv i D ~r ,t !5E

2`

1`

d3rDS E
2`

1` 1

2

]

]t
~v iv i !50D , ~A3!

E
2`

1`

dtE
2`

1`

d3r S S f j

]

]xj
v i D ~Dv i ! D ~r ,t !5E

2`

1`

dtE
2`

1`

d3rf jv
i S S ]

]xj
v i D D

~A4!

5E
2`

1`

dtE
2`

1`

d3rf jDv i
]

]xj
v i50.

Besides, we have kept a small«-regularization of the important interaction term among viscos
and the magnetic field:

2S n

c
Dv i D ~« i jkv jBk!↔ 2n

c
Dv i

•v2B2
2~n1«!

c
Dv2

•v1B. ~A5!

As a result we obtain the result shown in Eq.~6! under the form of an operator valued
33 matrix defining the Gaussian one-loop approximation of the full path integral weight Eq.~A1!.
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New integrable equations of fourth order and higher
degree related to Cosgrove’s equation

Pilar R. Gordoaa) and Andrew Pickeringb)

Area de Fisica Teo´rica, Facultad de Ciencias, Edificio de Fisica,
Universidad de Salamanca, 37008 Salamanca, Spain

~Received 24 July 2000; accepted for publication 20 December 2000!

We give a general formulation of the algorithm of Fokas and Ablowitz, which then
allows us to obtain transformations fornth order ordinary differential equations, to
equations of the same order but perhaps of higher degree. Previously this algorithm
has been used to obtain transformations for the six second order equations defining
new transcendental functions discovered by Painleve´ and co-workers, either to
other equations in the Painleve´ classification or to equations of second order and
second degree. As an example of our approach we consider a new fourth order
ordinary differential equation due to Cosgrove which is believed to define a new
transcendent. We obtain transformations relating this equation to other fourth order
ordinary differential equations, of degrees>2. All of these transformations, as well
as the corresponding higher degree differential equations, all of which have the
Painlevéproperty, are new. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1351886#

I. INTRODUCTION

As is well known, the six Painleve´ equations (PI ,...,PVI) have for many years been th
subject of much intensive research. One particular aspect of that research, of interest to
authors, has been the discovery of transformations relating a particular Painleve´ equation either to
itself ~with possibly different values for any parameters appearing as coefficients!, or to another
second order ordinary differential equation~ODE!. With this aim in mind, Fokas and Ablowitz1

developed an algorithmic approach to obtaining transformations for second order ODEs
Painlevéclassification, either to second order ODEs linear in the second derivative~and so in the
same Painleve´ classification! or to ODEs of second order and second degree. In Ref. 1 the fir
these two cases was investigated forPII –PV , and the second forPVI . The second case has bee
investigated forPI –PVI in Refs. 2 and 3.

In the present article we give a general formulation of this algorithm, allowing us to ob
transformations fornth order ODEs of the form

V(n)5F~V(n21),V(n22),...,V;x!, ~1!

whereF is rational inV(n21),...,V with coefficients dependent onx, to ODEs of the same orde
but perhaps of higher degree. Thus we see that this algorithm can be applied to ODEs o
higher than 2, and can be used to obtain transformations to ODEs of degree greater than 2
example we apply this approach to a fourth order ODE recently found by Cosgrove, and wh
believed to define a new transcendent.4 We obtain transformations to a variety of fourth ord
ODEs, of degrees>2. These transformations and the corresponding ODEs, all of which hav
Painlevéproperty, are all new. We also indicate further possible extensions of this algorithm

a!Electronic mail: prg@sonia.usal.es
b!Electronic mail: andrew@sonia.usal.es
16970022-2488/2001/42(4)/1697/11/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. THE FOKAS–ABLOWITZ ALGORITHM

Given an ODE of the form~1!, we seek a transformation to an ODE inU, also of ordern,
defined by the relation

~dV21eV1 f !U2~V81aV21bV1c!50, ~2!

wherea, b, c, d, e and f are all functions ofx only. Takingn21 derivatives of this expressio
yields a polynomial inU,...,U (n21) andV,...,V(n). Using~1! to replaceV(n), and thej th deriva-
tive of ~2! to replaceV( j 11), j 50,...,n22, then gives a polynomial~say of degreeN! in V with
coefficients inU,...,U (n21),

(
i 50

N

a iV
i50. ~3!

In ~3! eacha i is at most linear inU (n21); in the case whereF is a polynomial function of
V(n21),...,V, only a0 , a1 anda2 can depend onU (n21).

In the general case, whenN.1, we thus obtainV as an algebraic function ofU,...,U (n21),
and substitution into~2! then gives an ODE inU of ordern related to~1! by the transformation
~2!. We could alternatively eliminateV between~2! and~3! by differentiating~3! and using~2! to
replaceV8 in order to obtain a second polynomial inV, whose coefficients now also depend o
U (n), and then successively eliminating leading order coefficients between this and~3!, until we
obtain an expression linear inV. Solving this forV and substituting back into~3!—or into one of
the polynomials obtained during the elimination process—then gives an ODE inU of ordern and
of higher degree; the expression forV defines the inverse of~2!.

However, of more interest than this general case is the case where, for certain choices
coefficientsa, b, c, d, e and f , the polynomial~3! reduces to a polynomial of degree less thanN,
sayM ,

(
i 50

M

AiV
i50. ~4!

This occurs either when some leading order coefficients in~3! vanish, or when~3! factorizes, or
both. We can explore the second of these cases by seeking a factorization of~3!,

(
i 50

N

a iV
i2S (

i 50

N2M

giV
i D S (

i 50

M

AiV
i D 50, ~5!

where the coefficientsAi are functions ofU,...,U (n21) andx, and the coefficientsgi are functions
of x only, andg

N2M
51. @We proceed similarly if considering the factorization of~3! in the case

where some leading order coefficients vanish.#
In the relation~5!, we solve the coefficients ofVN,...,VN2M for AM ,...,A0 ~soAM5aN). We

then set the remaining coefficients ofV identically to zero~as polynomials inU,...,U (n21)! in
order to determinegi and any constraints ona, b, c, d, e and f . Provided that we are able t
obtain a consistent solution, we then obtain a lower degree polynomial~4!. In the case where
M51, V is easily determined from~4!; substitution into~2! then gives an ODE of ordern. In the
case whereM.1 we obtain the correspondingnth order ODE inU in the same way as discusse
previously in the general case~3!. @We note that obtaining an ODE of ordern requires that at leas
oneAi in ~4! depends onU (n21); thus, for example, in the case whereF is polynomial we must
haveM5N22 or N21.#

The above is a general statement of the algorithm presented in Refs. 1–3 for the casn52
~second order! andM51 or 2 ~transformations to second order ODEs of degree 1 or 2!. We note
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that the requirement that allgi are functions ofx only is stronger than that usually made; we retu
to this point in the conclusions. We now consider the application of the above algorithm
fourth order ODE.

III. APPLICATION TO COSGROVE’S EQUATION

We now consider a fourth order ODE due to Cosgrove,4,5

E@V#[V-8112VV916~V8!21 32
3 V31p~V914V2!2qX50, ~6!

where p and q are both constant. This ODE is of considerable interest, since it is believe
define a new transcendent.4 Hierarchies of ODEs and partial differential equations~in 111 and
211 dimensions! related to the above ODE, together with their underlying linear problems, ca
found in Refs. 6 and 7. Further generalizations can be found in Ref. 8.

Seeking a transformation for~6! as described above leads to a quintic inV @~3! with N55#,

(
i 50

5

a iV
i50, ~7!

with a0 , a1 anda2 linear in U-, and with

a5524~a2dU!4. ~8!

Our analysis now consists of seeking lower degree polynomials~4!. We consider two cases
according as to whethera550 or a5Þ0. We give full details in the first case, but for the secon
for reasons of brevity, we restrict ourselves to writing down the final transformations~2! and the
coefficients of the lower degree polynomial~4!, i.e., we do not write down the inverse mappin
giving V in terms ofU, U8, U- andU-8.

A. Case 1: a5Ä0

In this case we havea5d50, for which valuesa4 also vanishes, and~7! reduces to a cubic

(
i 50

3

a iV
i50, ~9!

with a0 anda1 linear in U-, and with

a35 32
3 . ~10!

Again rather than consider this general case, related to~6! by the transformation

U5
V81bV1c

eV1 f
, ~11!

wherein all coefficients are arbitrary, it is more interesting to seek a transformation to an O
U defined by a lower degree polynomial inV. Since in~9! we havea3Þ0, the only possibility is
to seek a factorization of~9!, i.e., to consider~5! with N53 andM51 or 2.

For M51 we seek a factorization as

(
i 50

3

a iV
i2~V21gV1h!S 32

3
V1BD50, ~12!

from which we quickly determineB. However, requiring that the remaining coefficients ofV in
~12! ~i.e., of V andV0! vanish identically requires thate5 f 50. Thus we are unable to obtain
linear factor@see~11!#.
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For M52 we seek a factorization as

(
i 50

3

a iV
i2~V1g!S 32

3
V21BV1CD50, ~13!

and again we easily determineB andC. We are then left with the coefficient ofV0, which we
make vanish identically as a polynomial inU, U8, U9 and U-. One of the coefficients of this
polynomial iseg2 f , from which we see that ife50 then we must also havef 50. Thus we must
haveeÞ0. In this case we can assume~using a Möbius transformation! that e51 andb50. We
thus obtain thatg5 f . From other coefficients in this polynomial we find thatc5 f 8, and also that
f defines a second solution of Cosgrove’s equation, sincef 52w satisfiesE@w#50. In summary,
we have a transformation

U5
~V2w!8

V2w
, ~14!

corresponding to which we have the quadratic inV

AV21BV1C50, ~15!

where

A5 32
3 , ~16!

B5 2
3 ~6p127U2116w118U8!, ~17!

C5p~U81U214w!1U426U2w1~32/3!w216U2U8 ~18!

13~U8!2112Uw814UU9112w91U-, ~19!

and wherew also satisfies~6!. Elimination between~14! and~15! leads to an expression forV in
terms ofU @the inverse of~14!#,

V5@U-8112w-12UU-212Uw9110U8U922U2U9124U8w8132ww8212U2w8

16U~U8!2224UU8w28U3U8232Uw226U3w22U51p~U918w8212Uw22U3!#/

@2~2pU19U3116Uw212UU8216w826U9!#, ~20!

and substitution into~15! then yields an ODE inU of fourth order and second degree, wi
coefficients depending onw, a second solution of Cosgrove’s equation.

B. Case 2: a5Å0

In this case we assume that not both ofa and d vanish, and we seek a factorization of th
quintic ~7!. We quickly find that there is no factorization forM51 andM52. ~Note also that for
these choices ofM , no Ai can depend onU-.!

This then leaves us with the casesM53 andM54.

1. MÄ3

We seek a factorization of our quintic as

(
i 50

5

a iV
i2~V21gV1h!@24~a2dU!4V31BV21CV1D#50, ~21!
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from which we quickly obtainB, C, andD. We are then left with the coefficients ofV andV0

~polynomials inU, U8, U9 andU-), which we make vanish identically.
We find that ifd50, then bothe and f must also vanish. We must therefore havedÞ0, in

which case we may assume~by use of a Mo¨bius transformation! thatd51 anda50. In this case
we obtaing5e andh5 f , andc5(be1e8)/2.

We then find thatb(e224 f )1(1/2)(e224 f )850, and so our analysis splits into two case
e224 f 50, ande224 f Þ0.

Case 1:In this first case, we havef 5e2/4, and we find that our two remaining coefficients
the transformation~2!, b ande, satisfy a pair of coupled ODEs. The second of these coefficie
e, defines a second solution of Cosgrove’s equation; settinge522w, we find thatE@w#50. The
coefficientb is then determined by the ODE

b-24bb923~b8!216b2b82b41~12w1p!~b82b2!112w8b24~3w918w212pw!50.
~22!

This equation is a special case of Chazy Class XII (N52);9 setting

b5l~x!y~z!1m~x!, z5z~x!, ~23!

where z852l, m5(3l8)/(2l), and L5l8/l satisfies the Riccati equationL82(1/2)L2

2(1/5)(12w1p)50, obtains

ŷ22yÿ2 3
2 ~ ẏ!21 3

2 y2ẏ2 1
8 y41g50, ~24!

wherein this lastg(z) is defined by

g~z~x!!5
1

10l4 S 9

80
p22

73

10
pw2

119

5
w22

21

2
w9D , ~25!

and ˙ denotes differentiation w.r.t.z. We recall9,10 that the most general equation in this class w
the Painleve´ property~when put in canonical form! is

ŷ22yÿ2 3
2 ~ ẏ!21 3

2 y2ẏ2 1
8 y41ay1b50, ~26!

wherea andb are two arbitrary functions ofz. Thus we see that our Eq.~22! is equivalent to a
special case of this last equation, witha50 and withb defined in terms of a solution of Cos
grove’s equation. Equation~24! can be linearized@as can ~26!# by the transformation
y522u̇/u.9 Thus our Eq.~22! is linearizable.

Our final results in this case are therefore that we have a transformation defined by

U5
~V2w!81b~V2w!

~V2w!2 , ~27!

wherew is a second solution of Cosgrove’s equation, and whereb satisfies~22!, a linearizable
equation with coefficients defined in terms ofw. Corresponding to this transformation we have
cubic in V,

AV31BV21CV1D50, ~28!

where
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A524U4, ~29!

B56U2~5210bU212U2w16U8!, ~30!

C5 2
3 ~16272bU13pU2175b2U2254U2w1180bU3w1108U4w2 ~31!

230b8U2118U8278bUU82108U2U8w19~U8!2112UU9), ~32!

D5 1
3 ~12p154b229pbU245b3U164w136bUw26pU2w ~33!

2150b2U2w118U2w22180bU3w2272U4w3236b8175bb8U ~34!

160b8U2w13pU8151b2U81156bUU8w1108U2U8w2227b8U8 ~35!

218~U8!2w136Uw8215b9U221bU9224UU9w13U-). ~36!

Elimination ofV between~27! and~28! then gives a fourth order ODE inU of degree three, with
coefficients depending onw andb.

Case 2:We now assumee224 f Þ0. We solve forb asb52(e224 f )8/(2(e224 f )). In the
resulting equations ine and f we make the change of variablese52(w1r ) and f 5wr ~so w
Þr ), and we then find that bothw andr satisfy Cosgrove’s equation. Our final result in this ca
is that we have a transformation defined by

U5
~rV82r 8V!1~wr82w8r !1~Vw82V8w!

~r 2V!~w2r !~V2w!
, ~37!

where bothw and r are also solutions of Cosgrove’s equation. In fact this transformation
symmetric mapping of three different solutions~V, w andr ! of Cosgrove’s equation; we note als
that the numerator consists of the the sum of the Wronskians of these three solutions. Corre
ing to this transformation we have a cubic inV,

AV31BV21CV1D50; ~38!

we give the coefficientsA, B, C, D in Appendix A. Elimination ofV between~37! and~38! then
gives a fourth order ODE inU of degree three, with coefficients depending onw andr . @We could
also, of course, obtain an ODE with coefficients depending onV andw, or V and r , by appro-
priate elimination between Cosgrove’s equation~in r or w respectively! and the transformation
~37!.#

2. MÄ4

We now seek a factorization of our quintic as

(
i 50

5

a iV
i2~V1g!@24~a2dU!4V41BV31CV21DV1E#50, ~39!

from which we easily obtainB, C, D and E. We are then left with the coefficient ofV0 ~a
polynomial inU, U8, U9 andU-), which we make vanish identically.

We find that we must havef 2eg1dg250. We consider this condition in the two casesd
50 or dÞ0. We consider first the cased50.

Case 1:We assume thatd50. We then havef 2eg50. Whene50, we find we must have
f 50, which cannot be allowed. Thus we haveeÞ0, in which case~using a Möbius transforma-
tion! we may assumee51 andb50. We then solve forg asg5 f . We then findc5 f 82a f2, and
that f defines a second solution of Cosgrove’s equation; settingf 52w, we find thatE@w#50.
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Thus our final results in this case are that we have a transformation defined by

U5
~V2w!81a~V22w2!

~V2w!
, ~40!

wherew also satisfies Cosgrove’s equation, anda is arbitrary. Corresponding to this transform
tion we have the quartic inV,

AV41BV31CV21DV1E50, ~41!

where

A524a4, ~42!

B56a2~5210aU14a2w26a8!, ~43!

C5 2
3 ~1613pa2272aU175a2U2145a2w230a3Uw224a4w2218a8178aa8U

254a2a8w19a82130a2U8260a3w8112aa9!, ~44!

D5 1
3 ~12p29paU154U2245aU3132w16pa2w236aUw230a2U2w218a2w2

1120a3Uw2248a4w323pa8251a8U2236a8w142aa8Uw136a2a8w2118~a8!2w

136U8275aUU8130a2U8w227a8U82108aw81150a2Uw8260a3ww81114aa8w8

221a9U124aa9w215aU9130a2w923a-!, ~45!

E5 1
3 ~3pU213U4112pw23paUw218U2w121aU3w132w2136aUw2248a2U2w2

218a2w3124a3Uw323pa8w115a8U2w254aa8Uw2136a2a8w313pU8118U2U8

13aUU8w218a2U8w229a8U8w19~U8!226paw8136Uw8236aU2w8236aww8

26a2Uww8136a3w2w8248a8Uw8154aa8ww8236aU8w8136a2~w8!223a9Uw

218a9w8112UU929aU9w136w9224aUw9118a2ww9218a8w923a-w13U-

26aw-!. ~46!

Elimination of V between~40! and ~41! then gives a fourth order ODE inU of degree four,
with coefficients depending onw anda. We note that in the casea50 the transformation~40!
becomes the transformation~14! and the quartic~41! becomes the quadratic~15!.

Case 2:We now assumedÞ0. We can then assume~using a Möbius transformation! that d
51 anda50. We then have~see earlier! that f 5eg2g2. We then obtain that (e22g)(c2bg
2g8)50. However, takinge52g leads in any case to (c2bg2g8)50, and so we restrict ou
attention to the choicec5bg1g8. We then obtain thatw defined byg52w is also a solution of
Cosgrove’s equation.

Our final results in this case are then that we have a transformation defined by

U5
~V2w!81b~V2w!

V22w21e~V2w!
, ~47!

where w also satisfies Cosgrove’s equation, andb and e are arbitrary. Corresponding to thi
transformation we have a quartic inV,

AV41BV31CV21DV1E50; ~48!
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we give the coefficientsA, B, C, D, E in Appendix B. Elimination ofV between~47! and ~48!
then gives a fourth order ODE inU of degree six, with coefficients depending onw, b ande. We
note that takinge522w, and assuming thatb satisfies~22!, gives the transformation~27! to-
gether with the factorization of our quartic to yield the corresponding cubic factor~28! of ~7!. We
note also that takingb52(w2r )8/(w2r ) ande52(w1r ), wherer is also assumed to satisf
Cosgrove’s equation, gives the transformation~37! together with the factorization of our quartic t
yield the corresponding cubic factor~38! of ~7!.

We summarize relations between the different transformations obtained in this article in
I. We see that there are two transformations from which the other three can be derived.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The Fokas–Ablowitz algorithm was originally phrased to obtain transformations for se
order ODEs, to second order ODEs of degrees one or two. Here we have given a general
lation which can be applied to ODEs of order higher than 2, and which allows us to o
transformations to ODEs of the same order but which may be of degree greater than 2. W
applied this to Cosgrove’e equation, an ODE believed to define a new transcendent, and w
therefore of as fundamental importance as the Painleve´ equations themselves. This ODE has
underlying linear problem of third order,6–8 and is likely to be the subject of much future resear
We have obtained a variety of transformations relating this equation to other fourth order O
of degrees>2. These transformations and the corresponding ODEs, all of which have the
levéproperty, are all new. Of the transformations obtained,~40! and~47! can be understood to b
master transformations, for transformations of the form~2!, since all of our other transformation
~14!, ~27! and ~37! can be obtained from these two~see Table I!. We note that all of our trans
formations hold also in the caseq50, in which case we may take the coefficient functionsw and
r to be any corresponding solution of Cosgrove’s equation~hyperelliptic, elliptic, rational or zero;
see Ref. 4!.

In order to obtain further transformations for Eq.~6!, we could consider a factorization~5!
where the coefficientsgi are not restricted to be functions ofx only, or we could alternatively
consider generalizing the ansatz~2!.

Let us consider generalizing the factorization~5!. We note first that the aim of this factoriza
tion is to obtain restrictions on the coefficientsa, b, c, d, e and f of the transformation~2! such
that we obtain a lower degree polynomial~4! in V. That is, it is assumed that without any su
restrictions on the coefficients of the transformation~2!, the polynomial~3! is irreducible. The case
where the polynomial~3! happens to factorize without making any restrictions on the coeffici
of the transformation~2! is to be considered separately, with each factor then being used i
role played by Eq.~3!. This possibility does not occur for~7!.

Let us now consider the process of imposing restrictions ona, b, c, d, e and f such that~3!
factorizes. In our description of this factorization process, we stated that the functionsgi are to be
taken as functions ofx only. This is a stronger requirement than is usually made~see, for example,
Refs. 2 and 3!. We now consider this factorization process more generally. The first factor
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always be assumed to be monic, and we can always proceed as described to obtain the coe
Ai of the second factor. We are then left with the remaining coefficients ofV, which must be made
to vanish identically. At this stage some restriction needs to be made on the coeffi
g0 ,...,gN2M21 ; we assumed that they depend only onx. However, more general assumptions c
be made. For example, they could be assumed to be functions ofx,U,U8,...,U (n22); each coef-
ficient of the termsVN2M21,...,V0 is then to be made to vanish identically as a polynomial
U (n21). We have checked that under such an assumption, no further results are obtain
Cosgrove’s equation. Of course, more general assumptions can always be made, e.g., thatgi

be a polynomial inU (n21) of some specified degree, or that eachgi be rational inU (n21), again
of some specified form.

In order to generalize the ansatz~2!, we could, for example, seek transformations to fou
order ODEs defined by a relation of the form

U5
~V8!21~S i 50

2 aiV
i !V81S i 50

4 biV
i

~S i 50
2 ciV

i !V81S i 50
4 diV

i , ~49!

where allai , bi , ci anddi are functions ofx. This relation was used in Ref. 11 to obtain, for ea
of the Painleve´ equations, transformations to previously unknown second order second d
equations having the Painleve´ property. Furthermore, since we are now considering higher o
equations with the Painleve´ property, one might expect that the ansatz used for the form of
transformation could now be further generalized so as to include higher derivatives. Th
obvious choice when considering fourth order ODEs with the Painleve´ property would be an
ansatz wherebyU is expressed as a function linear inV- and rational inV9, V8 and V, with
coefficients dependent onx, e.g., we may take

U5
V-1~S i 50

1 aiV
i !V91b0~V8!21~S i 50

2 ciV
i !V81S i 50

4 diV
i

~S i 50
1 eiV

i !V91 f 0~V8!21~S i 50
2 giV

i !V81S i 50
4 hiV

i . ~50!

Further generalizations, to the case where this function is a rational function ofV-, can then be
considered~and similarly whenU depends onV, V8 andV9 only!. In cases such as these we th
need to eliminateV between the expression forU and the original ODE inV ~here Cosgrove’s
equation!. Given the recent interest in higher order equations having the Painleve´ property, and the
corresponding interest in finding transformations for these, there seems to be much sco
future research.
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APPENDIX A: COEFFICIENTS OF THE CUBIC „38…

A524U4,

B5
6U2

w2r
~6U2r 225r 15w26U2w2210Ur 826U8r 16U8w110Uw8!,

C5
2

3~w2r !2 ~16r 213pU2r 2227U2r 3121U4r 4232wr26pU2wr127U2wr2124U4wr3

116w213pU2w2127U2w2r 290U4w2r 2227U2w3124U4w3r 121U4w4172Urr 8

290U3r 2r 8272Uwr8190U3w2r 8145U2~r 8!2118U8r 2254U2U8r 3236U8wr
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154U2U8wr2118U8w2154U2U8w2r 254U2U8w3178UU8rr 8278UU8wr8

19~U8!2r 2218~U8!2wr19~U8!2w2272Uw8r 190U3w8r 2172Uww8290U3w2w8

290U2w8r 8278UU8w8r 178UU8ww8145U2~w8!2130U2rr 9230U2wr9112UU9r 2

224UU9wr112UU9w2230U2w9r 130U2ww9!,

D5
21

3~w2r !2 ~3pU2r 3212pr2232r 313U4r 5124pwr132wr223pU2wr2218U2wr3

127U4wr4212pw2132w2r 23pU2w2r 136U2w2r 2230U4w2r 3232w313pU2w3

218U2w3r 230U4w3r 2127U4w4r 13U4w529pUrr 8230U3r 3r 819pUwr8

136Uwrr 8290U3wr2r 8236Uw2r 8190U3w2rr 8130U3w3r 8218~r 8!2145U2r ~r 8!2

145U2w~r 8!223pU8r 2218U2U8r 416pU8wr236U2U8wr323pU8w2

1108U2U8w2r 2236U2U8w3r 218U2U8w4178UU8r 2r 8278UU8w2r 8224U8~r 8!2

19~U8!2r 329~U8!2wr229~U8!2w2r 19~U8!2w319pUw8r 236Uw8r 2130U3w8r 3

29pUww8136Uww8r 190U3ww8r 2290U3w2w8r 230U3w3w8136w8r 8290U2w8rr 8

290U2ww8r 8278UU8w8r 2178UU8w2w8148U8w8r 8218~w8!2145U2~w8!2r

145U2w~w8!2224U8~w8!2236rr 9130U2r 2r 9136wr9230U2w2r 9230Ur 8r 9

227U8rr 9127U8wr9130Uw8r 9112UU9r 3212UU9wr2212UU9w2r 112UU9w3

221U9rr 8121U9wr8121U9w8r 221U9ww8136w9r 230U2w9r 2236ww9

130U2w2w9130Uw9r 8127U8w9r 227U8ww9230Uw8w9215Urr -115Uwr-

23U-r 216U-wr23U-w2115Uw-r 215Uww-!.

APPENDIX B: COEFFICIENTS OF THE QUARTIC „48…

A524U4,

B56U2~5210bU110eU214U2w16U8!,

C5 2
3 ~16272bU13pU2175b2U2172eU22150beU3175e2U4145U2w230bU3w

130eU4w224U4w2230b8U2130e8U3118U8278bUU81108eU2U8154U2U8w

19~U8!2160U3w8112UU9!,

D5 1
3 ~12p154b229pbU245b3U2108beU19peU21135b2eU2154e2U22135be2U3

145e3U4132w236bUw16pU2w230b2U2w136eU2w160beU3w230e2U4w

218U2w21120bU3w22120eU4w2248U4w3236b8175bb8U275b8eU2230b8U2w

136e8U275be8U2175ee8U3130e8U3w13pU8151b2U8136eU82177beUU8

1126e2U2U8136U8w242bUU8w172eU2U8w236U2U8w2227b8U8157e8UU8

127e~U8!2118~U8!2w1108Uw82150bU2w81150eU3w8160U3ww81114UU8w8

215b9U115e9U2221bU9136eUU9124UU9w130U2w913U-!,
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E5 1
3 ~3pb213b426pbeU212b3eU13pe2U2118b2e2U2212be3U313e4U4112pw

218b2w23pbUw121b3Uw136beUw13peU2w263b2eU2w218e2U2w

163be2U3w221e3U4w132w2136bUw2248b2U2w2236eU2w2196beU3w2

248e2U4w2218U2w3124bU3w3224eU4w323pb8218b2b8136bb8eU218b8e2U2

23bb8Uw13b8eU2w118b8U2w219~b8!213pe8U118b2e8U236bee8U2

118e2e8U313be8U2w23ee8U3w218e8U3w2218b8e8U19~e8!2U213peU8

118b2eU8236be2UU8118e3U2U813pU8w215b2U8w133beUU8w218e2U2U8w

154bUU8w2272eU2U8w2236U2U8w3218b8eU829b8U8w224be8U8142ee8UU8

127e8UU8w19e2~U8!219e~U8!2w236bw816pUw8136b2Uw8136eUw8

272beU2w8136e2U3w8136Uww816bU2ww826eU3ww8236U3w2w8236b8Uw8

136e8U2w8248bU8w8184eUU8w8154UU8ww8136U2~w8!2112bb9212b9eU

29b9Uw212be9U112ee9U219e9U2w19e9U8212beU9112e2UU923bU9w

112eUU9w19e8U9118U9w8136w9224bUw9124eU2w9118U2ww9118U8w9

23b-13e-U13eU-13U-w16Uw-!.
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Conservation laws of semidiscrete Hamiltonian equations
Roman Kozlova)

Department of Mathematical Sciences, NTNU, N-7491, Trondheim, Norway

~Received 27 April 2000; accepted for publication 12 January 2001!

Many evolution partial differential equations~PDEs! can be cast into Hamiltonian
form. Conservation laws of these equations are related to one-parameter Hamil-
tonian symmetries admitted by the PDEs@P. J. Olver,Applications of Lie Groups to
Differential Equations~Springer, New York, 1986!#. In this paper we consider
symmetries and Noether’s theorem for semidiscrete Hamiltonian equations which
are obtained by space discretization of Hamiltonian PDEs. Using symmetries, one
can find conservation laws of these equations. Several applications including a
transfer equation and the Korteweg–de Vries equation are presented. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1353184#

I. INTRODUCTION

Many partial differential equations~PDEs! possess conservation laws. Solutions of the eq
tions of nondissipative continuum mechanics can often be presented as solutions of the
Lagrange equations for the relevant functional. Conservation laws of such equations are gi
Noether’s theorem1 if the admitted symmetries are known. The first discrete analog of Noeth
theorem was presented by Maeda,2,3 who considered transformations which do not change
independent variables and hence the mesh. Discrete versions of Noether’s theorem for tr
mations which may also involve the independent variables have been develope
Dorodnitsyn.4–6

However, there are evolution equations without appropriate or natural Lagrangian for
tion. For these equations one may prefer to use the Hamiltonian viewpoint. Much work has
done recently in preserving the structure and conservation laws of Hamiltonian PDEs
discretization. One approach is based on using the Hamiltonian formulation of PDEs on
symplectic structures, which generalized the classical Hamiltonian structure by assigning a d
symplectic operator for each space direction and time.7 Variational integrators8 generalize
Veselov-type9,10 discretizations of PDEs in variational form. They conserve the correspon
discrete multisymplectic form as well as the discrete momentum mappings correspond
symmetries which do not transform the mesh. Different symplectic ordinary differential equ
~ODE! solvers can also be used to build up multisymplectic integrators for PDEs11–13 which
preserve multisymplectic structure and may preserve some conservation laws.

In this paper we consider the Hamiltonian formulation of evolution equations based o
Poisson bracket approach. Conservation laws of these equations are related to one-pa
Hamiltonian symmetries admitted by the PDEs.14,15 We introduce a discrete Poisson brack
which provides us an infinite dimensional system of semidiscrete equations. Our main inte
to find conservation laws of such systems with the help of Noether’s theorem in the Hamilt
formulation. It will transpire that Noether’s theorem can be carried over from the continuous
to the semidiscrete case so that one can use Hamiltonian symmetries of semidiscrete equa
find their conservation laws. As one can expect not all symmetries and conservation laws
preserved under discretization of the bracket.

It is not known how to find all symmetries of a set of discrete equations. An overview
different methods and references can be found, for example, in Refs. 16 and 17. Some Li

a!Electronic mail: Roman.Kozlov@math.ntnu.no
17080022-2488/2001/42(4)/1708/20/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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symmetries of the original continuous equations can be preserved under discretization.
symmetries are realized by the same vector field in the continuous and discrete cases.5 Discrete
equations can also have symmetries which have no continuous counterparts. Because o
interest is to see what happens to conservation laws of continuous equations under space
zation we do not consider symmetries which disappear in the continuous limit.

In the paper we consider semidiscrete Hamiltonian equations and their conservation law
space discretization of Hamiltonian PDEs can be viewed as a first step of discretization tha
from a PDE to a difference scheme. Therefore the consideration of semidiscrete Hamil
equations can explain how space discretizations affect the conservation laws.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we consider continuous and semidiscrete H
tonian equations. Symmetries and their connection with conservation laws are reviewed in S
where we construct the ideal of the Lie–Ba¨cklund operators on a uniform space mesh and pre
the Hamiltonian form of Noether’s theorem. Section IV contains applications. Finally, we
marize the results of the paper in Sec. V.

II. HAMILTONIAN EQUATIONS

In what follows~except Sec. III B! we will consider the case of one dependent variableu and
two independent variables: timet and space coordinatex. We assume that the solutions a
sufficiently smooth all variational derivatives tend to zero asu→0 and thatu and a number of
space derivatives ofu tend to zero asuxu→`. For simplicity we suppose that the solution deca
fast enough so that all integrals in the continuous case and all sums in the semidiscrete cas
sense. All integrals are assumed to be taken over the whole real line.

A. Hamiltonian partial differential equations

Many evolution partial differential equations of the form

ut5K~x,u~n!!, ~2.1!

whereu(n)5(u,u1 ,u2 ,...,un) representsu and a finite set of derivatives ofu with respect to space
coordinatex, can be represented in the Hamiltonian form

ut5DS dH
du D , H@u#5E H~x,u~n!!dx ~2.2!

with the help of the Hamiltonian functionalH@u#, variational operatord•/du, and a linear op-
eratorD.14 Denote byF the space of functionals of the type

E P~ t,x,u~m!!dx, mPN.

The operatorD is required to be Hamiltonian, i.e., it forms the Poisson bracket

$P,L%5E dP
du

DS dL
du Ddx ~2.3!

satisfying the conditions ofskew-symmetry

$P,L%52$L,P% ~2.4!

and theJacobi identity

$$P,L%,R%1$$R,P%,L%1$$L,R%,P%50 ~2.5!

for all functionalsP,L,RPF.
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The variational derivative of a functional can be found by the action of the Euler operat
the integrand

dH
]u

5E~H !, E5
]•

]u
2DxS ]•

]u1
D1Dx

2S ]•

]u2
D1¯1~21!nDx

nS ]•

]un
D1•••, ~2.6!

whereDx is the total differentiation operator:

Dx5
]

]x
1u1

]

]u
1u2

]

]u1
1¯1un11

]

]un
1¯ . ~2.7!

Example 2.1: Let us illustrate the above-described approach on Korteweg–de V
equation14,18

ut5uux1uxxx . ~2.8!

The Korteweg–de Vries equation can be presented in the Hamiltonian form~2.2! in several
ways.14 One of them is the following:

D5Dx , H5E S u3

6
2

ux
2

2 Ddx. ~2.9!

Example 2.2:The same bracket can be used to cast the transfer equation

ut5h9~u!ux ~2.10!

in the the Hamiltonian form with the Hamiltonian functional

H5E h~u!dx. ~2.11!

B. Semidiscrete Hamiltonian equations

Given a Hamiltonian PDE, it is desirable to discretize both the Poisson bracket an
Hamiltonian functional so that we preserve Poisson structure.

To do so let us introduce a two-dimensional mesh which is uniform~regular! in space and
continuous in time. We denote the mesh points as$xi(t)%, i 50,61,62,...,t>0 and define the
mesh by two conditions:

H V15~xi 11~ t !2xi~ t !!2~xi~ t !2xi 21~ t !!50, i 50,61,62,..., t>0,

V25xi~ t1t!2xi~ t !50, i 50,61,62,..., t,t>0.
~2.12!

We will use the short notationV50 for this mesh. The first equation means that for any fixed ti
the space mesh is uniform. The second equation requires that we consider only vertical me
in the time–space plane. Figure 1 shows the type of the mesh we specified.

At the mesh points we introduce discrete space derivativesu1
h

5 D
1h

u,u2
h

5 D
2h

u1
h

, u2k11
h

5 D
1h

u2k
h

, u2k12
h

5 D
2h

u2k11
h

, k51, 2,..., whereD
1h

and D
2h

are the right and left discrete differen

tiation operators. They can be defined with the help of the right shiftS1 and left shiftS2 operators

S1 f ~x!5 f ~x1h!, S2 f ~x!5 f ~x2h! ~2.13!

as
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D
1h

5
S121

h
, D

2h
5

12S2

h
. ~2.14!

We will consider the space of discrete derivativesu
h

(n)5(u,u
h

1 ,u
h

2 ,...,u
h

n) and corresponding

functionals of the form

P
h

5(
V

P
h

~ t,x,h,u
h

~n!!h, ~2.15!

where the summation is taken over all space points of the meshV. We denote the space of suc
functionals asF

h
.

We assume that the Hamiltonian operatorD can be approximated by an operatorD
h

such that

the discrete bracket

$P
h
,L

h
%h5(

V

dP
h

du
D
h

S dL
h

du
D h ~2.16!

defines a Poisson bracket for functionals fromF
h

. This means that$•,•%h is skew-symmetricand

satisfies the Jacobi identity. We can choose some approximationH
h

of the Hamiltonian functional

H and get a set of Hamiltonian semidiscrete equations

u̇5D
h

S dH
h

du
D , ~2.17!

which approximate Eq.~2.1! on the mesh~2.12!.
Using the bracket notation, we can express a total time derivative of a functionalP

h
PF

h
as

d

dt
P
h

5
]

]t
P
h

1$P
h
,H

h
%h . ~2.18!

FIG. 1. The uniform mesh for the semidiscrete equations.
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Definition: For a given Hamiltonian operatorD
h

a distinguished functional is a functiona

C
h
(x,h,u

h

(n)) such that

D
h

S dC
h

du
D 50.

It follows that a functional is distinguished if and only if its Poisson bracket with every o
functional is trivial:

$C
h
,H

h
%h50 for any H

h
PF

h
.

Example 2.3:Let us consider the bracket based on the central difference derivative ope

D
h

05
S12S2

2h
, ~2.19!

defined with the help of the right and left shift operators~2.13!. It is easy to check that the bracke
is skew-symmetricand satisfies the Jacobi identity. This bracket has two linearly indepen
distinguished functionals

C
h

15 (
i 52`

`

uih, C
h

25 (
i 52`

`

~21! iuih. ~2.20!

In the continuous limit the first distinguished functional gives the only distinguished function
the continuous bracket~2.3! generated by the total differentiation operatorDx ~the continuous
counterpart ofD

h
0):

C
h

1→E u dx as h→0.

The second distinguished functional disappears in the continuous limit:C
h

2→0 ash→0.

Alternatively, we can present the distinguished functionals as

C̃
h

15 (
i 52`

`

u2ih, C̃
h

25 (
i 52`

`

u2i 11h.

These expressions indicate that conservations of mass for even and odd points of the me
independently.

Remark:Approximating the first-order differential operatorDx by the second-order differenc
operator~2.19!, we introduce stable spurious solutions into the semidiscrete framework.
resulting semidiscrete equations~2.17! possess two linearly independent solutions

ui5C1 , i PZ, C15const, ~2.21!

ui5C2~21! i , i PZ, C25const. ~2.22!

However, the underlying Hamiltonian PDE possesses only the solution~2.21!. The other solution
is introduced into the semidiscrete equations by the space discretization.
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Imposing the requirementui→0 asi→` for the solution and the initial data, we exclude a
steady spurious solutions~except the trivial oneui[0, i PZ) from the semidiscrete framework.

Example 2.4:We can choose a higher order approximation of the operatorDx ~up toO(h4)):

D̂
h

5
1

3
~4D

h
02D

2h
0!5

2S1
2 18S128S21S2

2

12h
, ~2.23!

The discrete bracket~2.16! based onD̂
h

has four linearly independent distinguished functional

Ĉ
h

15 (
i 52`

`

uih, Ĉ
h

25 (
i 52`

`

~21! iuih,

~2.24!

Ĉ
h

35 (
i 52`

`

~42A15! iuih, Ĉ
h

45 (
i 52`

`

~41A15! iuih.

Note that the functionalsĈ
h

1 and Ĉ
h

2 are the same as in the previous example.

As a higher order approximation for the first-order operatorDx the operator~2.23! introduces
steady spurious solutions. We do not investigate them since this operator will not be used f

C. Discrete Euler operator

It is useful to have some practical formula to compute the variation derivatives of the dis
functionals. A discrete analog of the Euler operator~2.6! was introduced in order to study varia
tions of discrete Lagrangian problems.4–6 For Hamiltonian functionals of the form

H
h

5(
V

H~x,h,u,u
h

1 ,u
h

2 ,...,u
h

n!h ~2.25!

the variational derivative can be found with the help of the discrete Euler operatorE
h
:

dH
h

du
5E

h
H, ~2.26!

where

E
h

5
]•

]u
2 D

2hS ]•

]u1
h
D 1 D

1h
D
2hS ]•

]u2
h
D 1¯1~21!n~ D

2h
!~n mod 2!~ D

1h
D
2h

! bn/2cS ]•

]un
h
D . ~2.27!

The functionb•c denotes the integer part and•mod 2 the remainder of the division by 2.
Another approach can be used for the Hamiltonian functionals of the form

H
h

5 (
i 52`

`

H@ui #h5 (
i 52`

`

H~xi ,h,ui 2m ,...,ui ,...,ui 1n!h ~2.28!

for somem,nPN. The variation derivative of the functional with respect toui is
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E
h
H5

]H@ui 2n#

]ui
1¯1

]H@ui #

]ui
1¯1

]H@ui 1m#

]ui

5S ]H@ui #

]ui 1n
D

2n

1¯1S ]H@ui #

]ui
D1¯1S ]H@ui #

]ui 2m
D

m

5 (
k52m

n S ]H@ui #

]ui 1k
D

2k

, ~2.29!

where (•)k denotes that the quantity inside bracket is shifted onk steps. Thus in this case we g
the following presentation of the discrete Euler operator:

E
h

5 (
k52m

n S ]•

]ui 1k
D

2k

. ~2.30!

III. SYMMETRIES AND CONSERVATION LAWS

A. Invariance of semidiscrete equations

Let Z
h

be the space of sequences of variables (t,x,h,u,u
h

1 ,u
h

2 ,...) andA
h

be the space of

analytic functions of a finite number of variablesz from Z
h
.

Let us consider the infinite set of semidiscrete equations

u̇5F~z!, FPA
h

~3.1!

defined at points of some two-dimensional meshV. This equation is written on the finite numbe
of points ~stencil! of the difference mesh

V~h1 ,z!50, h15x12x5~S121!x, ~3.2!

which may be uniform or nonuniform. Then we say that the semidiscrete equation~3.1! on mesh
~3.2! admits the groupG if

H u̇5F~z!,
V~h1 ,z!50 ~3.3!

is an invariant manifold of the groupG.
Symmetries of the systems of equation~3.3! are transformations generated by vector fields

the form

X5j t~z!
]

]t
1jx~z!

]

]x
1h~z!

]

]u
, ~3.4!

wherej t, jx, hPA
h

, which leave the system invariant. The infinitesimal criterion for invariance

Eq. ~3.3! under a transformation generated by the operator~3.4! is given by the following condi-
tions:

pr X~ u̇2F~z!!u u̇5F,V5050, ~3.5!

pr X~V!u u̇5F,V5050; ~3.6!

where the operatorX is prolonged on all variables appearing in the system of Eq.~3.3!
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pr X5X1z1
t ]

]u̇
1z

h
1
x ]

]u
h

1
1z

h
2
x ]

]u
h

2
1¯ . ~3.7!

On the space-uniform grid~2.12! the coefficients of the prolonged operator are calculated thro
the prolongation formulas

z1
t 5Dt~h!2u̇Dt~j t!2u1Dt~jx!, z

h
1
x5 D

1h
~h!2S1~ u̇! D

1h
~j t!2u

h
1 D

1h
~jx!,

~3.8!

z
h

2
x5 D

2h
D
1h

~h!22u
h

2 D
1h

~jx!2
1

h
S1~ u̇! D

1h
~j t!1

1

h
S2~ u̇! D

2h
~j t!, . . . .

These formulas are continuous for the time derivativeu̇14,18–20 and discrete for the spac
derivatives.5 Note thatu15Dx(u) is the ‘‘continuous’’ derivative. It needs to be in some discre
representation, e.g.,D̃

h
0(u), which will be introduced in the following.

To check out the invariance one has to act by the prolonged operatorpr X on the equation of
system~3.3! and verify that the obtained expressions are annihilated on Eq.~3.3! and its difference
consequences.

Conditions~3.5! and ~3.6! require the invariance of the equations and of the mesh, co
spondingly. For the mesh~2.12! the last condition can be split into two:

D
2h

D
1h

~jx!u u̇5F,V5050 ~3.9!

and

Dt~jx!u u̇5F,V5050. ~3.10!

The bracket$•,•%h requires a space-uniform mesh that implies condition~3.9!, which means the
conservation of the space mesh uniformity under the group transformation.21 Condition~3.10! has
a clear geometrical meaning, it enforces that a vertical line of the time–space planexi5const,
passing through a mesh pointxi , will remain vertical under the transformation. Let us note tha
general the group transformation corresponding to the operator~3.4! destroys grid geometry.

Operators of the form~3.4! are called Lie–Ba¨cklund symmetries~they are also calledgener-
alizedsymmetries!. An important subclass of the Lie–Ba¨cklund symmetries~3.4! is constituted by
Lie point symmetries. They are given by the vector fields with coefficientsj t, jx andh depending
only on dependent and independent variables

X5j t~ t,x,u!
]

]t
1jx~ t,x,u!

]

]x
1h~ t,x,u!

]

]u
. ~3.11!

Such symmetries are given by the same vector fields in the continuous and discrete cases
Example 3.1:Groups satisfying invariance conditions.
If we require conditions~3.9! and ~3.10! to be true for Lie point symmetries~3.11! indepen-

dently of the considered equations, we find, as an example, that the transformations with g
tors

X5~ax1b!
]

]x
1j t~ t,x,u!

]

]t
1h~ t,x,u!

]

]u
, ~3.12!

wherea andb are constant, keep the mesh invariant.
Remark:In example 3.1 we require the mesh to be strongly invariant. For weak invarian

the semidiscrete equations we need the conditions~3.5!, ~3.9!, and ~3.10! to be satisfied on the
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solutions of the equations. Therefore a set of operators which keep equations invariant is b
than the set of operators which keep the mesh invariant independently of the considered eq

Example 3.2:A group not satisfying invariance conditions.
Galilean transformation is central in models of Newton mechanics and is admitted by

equations. For example, the transfer equation~also known as nonviscous Burgers equation!

ut5uux ~3.13!

and Korteweg–de Vries equation~2.8! are invariant with respect to the Galilean transformatio

x* 5x1ta,

t* 5t, ~3.14!

u* 5u2a,

wherea is a transformation parameter. Galilean transformation corresponds to the operato

X5t
]

]x
2

]

]u
.

The transformation does not keep vertical lines of the mesh@condition~3.10!#. Figure 2 shows that
the vertical lines of the two-dimensional mesh~2.12! ~see Fig. 1! become inclined under the
transformation.

B. Factorization of the operators

In this point we overview factorization of operators both in continuous and discrete case
factorizations will be used to transfer the admitted symmetries into the canonical form
simplicity we consider the space (x,u), whereu is dependent variable andx is independent one

~a! It is known that the Taylor group generated by the total differentiation operatorDx ~2.7!
provides a transition to the quotient algebra of the Lie–Ba¨cklund operators.20 The operators
j(z)Dx , where j(z) is an analytic function of a finite number of variables in the spa
(x,u,u1 ,u2 ,...), form the ideal in the Lie algebra of operators

X5j~z!
]

]x
1h~z!

]

]u
1¯ . ~3.15!

Thus instead of operator~3.15! one can consider the operatorX̄ in the canonical form

FIG. 2. Mesh deformation under the action of Galilean transformation.
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X̄5X2jDx5h̄
]

]u
1¯ , h̄5h2jux . ~3.16!

The representatives of this quotient algebra have independent variables as invariants
extension formulas for them have simple and convenient form.

~b! Similar factorization can be done in the discrete case. Following Refs. 5 and 2
consider the Lie–Ba¨cklund operator in the spaceZ

h
5(x,h,u,u

h
1 ,u

h
2 ,...,u

h
n ,...):

X5j~z!
]

]x
1h~z!

]

]u
1z

h
1

]

]u
h

1
1z

h
2

]

]u
h

2
1¯1h D

1h
~j!

]

]h
, ~3.17!

where

z15 D
1h

~h!2u
h

1 D
1h

~j!, z25 D
2h

~z1!2u
h

2 D
2h

~j!, . . . ,

~3.18!

z2k115 D
1h

~z2k!2u
h

2k11 D
1h

~j!, z2k125 D
2h

~z2k11!2u
h

2k12 D
2h

~j!, . . . .

Proposition 3.1:~Dorodnitsyn—Refs. 5and22! The set of Lie–Bäcklund operators defined o
the same uniform mesh forms a Lie algebra with multiplication

@X1 ,X2#5X1X22X2X1 .

Let us consider the special operation of left multiplication of a Lie–Ba¨cklund operator by an
analytic functionj̃(z)PA

h
:

j̃* X5 j̄j
]

]x
1 j̃h

]

]u
1~ D

1h
~ j̃h!2u

h
1 D

1h
~ j̃j !!

]

]u
h

1
1¯1 D

1h
~ j̃j !

]

]h
. ~3.19!

The first coordinates in the operatorj̃* X are multiplied byj̃(z) and the remaining coordinates a
constructed according to the prolongation formulas~3.18!.

Two representations for the operator of the Taylor group in the mesh spaceZ
h

were proposed

in Refs. 5 and 22. They are the exact representations of the operator of total differentiationDx in
the space of difference variables

D15
]

]x
1 D̃

1h
~u!

]

]u
1..., D̃

1h
5 (

n51

`
~2h!n21

n
D

1h

n,

~3.20!

D25
]

]x
1 D̃

2h
~u!

]

]u
1..., D̃

2h
5 (

n51

`
hn21

n
D

2h

n,

where D
1h

and D
2h

are right and left difference derivative operators on a uniform mesh.
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It was shown in Refs. 5 and 22 that in the discrete case one can use idealsj̃(z)* D1 and
j̃(z)* D2 for factorization of the operators~3.17!. It is important to notice that every differenc
equation on a regular mesh admits the operatorsD1 andD2, which do not change the mesh, an
that the representation~3.20! is true only for uniform meshes.

Another exact representation of the Taylor group operator in the mesh spaceZ
h

can be found

with the help the central difference derivative~2.19!. It is known that the finite transformations o
a continuous groups have a one-to-one relation with infinitesimal transformations. This rela
expressed by a finite system of Lie equations for pointwise groups and by the unique rec
sequence of coefficients of formal series for Lie–Ba¨cklund groups.20 For both group types the
solution of the system can be presented in the form of an exponential map. A finite transform
of any coordinateziPZ

h
is generated by a vector fieldX,

~zi !* 5exp~aX!~zi !5 (
k50

`
ak

k!
Xk~zi !.

Let us now invert the series, finding an infinitesimal transformationaX(zi) from the finite trans-
formation exp(aX)(zi):

aX~zi !5 ln~exp~aX!!~zi !.

Taking the parameter valuea5h, we can reconstruct the tangent field from the finite transform
tion of the Taylor group

exp~aD̃
h

0!ua5h5S1

using the presentation of the right shift operator in terms of powers ofD
h

0 :

S15hD
h

01A11h2D
h

0
25hD

h
01 (

k50

`

Ck
1/2h2kD

h
0
2k ,

found from the relation

D
h

05
S12~S1!21

2h
.

We get

D̃
h

05
1

h
sinh21~hD

h
0!5

1

h
ln~hD

h
01A11h2D

h
0
2!.

Using

sinh21~x!5 ln~x1A11x2!5 (
k50

`

a2k11x2k11

with the expansion coefficients
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a2k115~21!k
1

2

3

4
¯

2k21

2k

1

2k11
5

~21!k

2k11

~2k21!!!

2kk!
,

where (2k21)!! 51•3•5¯(2k21), we obtain the discrete representation of the operatorDx :

D̃
h

05 (
k50

`

a2k11h2kD
h

0
2k11. ~3.21!

Finally, the infinitesimal operator of the Taylor group onZ
h

can be written as follows:

D05
]

]x
1D̃

h
0~u!

]

]u
1D̃

h
0~u

h
1!

]

]u
h

1
1¯1D̃

h
0~u

h
n!

]

]u
h

n
1¯ , ~3.22!

where we used commutativity of the operatorsD
1h

, D
2h

andD
h

0 on the uniform grid. One can als

see that the operatorD0 satisfies conditions~3.18!, i.e., the group generated by this operator is
nontrivial Lie–Bäcklund group.

Remark:The operatorsD1 andD2 given in Eq.~3.20! use Newton series interpolation to th
right and to the left, correspondingly. In the opposite directions they represent extrapolation
operatorD0 represents interpolation on the whole real line.

Lemma 3.2: For any Lie–Bäcklund operators X andj̃* D0, j̃PA
h

defined on the same uniform

mesh it is true that

@ j̃* D0,X#5@ j̃* D0~j!2X~ j̃ !#* D0. ~3.23!

The proof of this Lemma is identical to the proof of the same result for the operatorsD1 and
D2.22 The Lemma provides us with the following result:

Theorem 3.3: The set of operators of the form

X* 5 j̃~z!* D05 j̃~z!
]

]x
1 j̃~z!D̃

h
0~u!

]

]u
1¯ ~3.24!

with arbitrary coefficientsj̃(z) forms an ideal in the Lie algebra of all Lie–Bäcklund operators
$X% on the uniform grid.

Consequently, instead of the Lie algebra of operators~3.17! we could consider the quotien
algebra by the idealj̃(z)* D0. Although we can also use idealj̃(z)* D1 or j̃(z)* D2 for factor-
ization of the operators in the mesh space, the presence of the operatorD0 in the bracket suggest
us to choose the idealj̃(z)* D0. As we will later see this choice is motivated by applications.

As representatives of the quotient algebra we shall consider the operators with the coo
j50:

X̄5h̄
]

]u
1¯ , h̄5h2jD̃

h
0~u!. ~3.25!
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Let us note that the independent variable is invariant for the canonical operator~3.25!. Further-
more it follows that the step of the meshh is also invariant.

C. Conservation laws

For the system of Hamiltonian equations~2.17! considered on the grid~2.12! we have the
following types of the conservation laws:

~1! If there are any distinguished functionals for the bracket~2.16!, then they are conserve
quantities. The distinguished functionals can be viewed as functionals corresponding to th
metry X0[0.

~2! Hamiltonian form of Noether’s theorem.
For the bracket based on the central difference derivativeD

h
0 we can factorize the symmetrie

X5j t
]

]t
1jx

]

]x
1h

]

]u
~3.26!

by a combination of the discrete factorization~3.25! in space and continuous factorization~3.16!
in time

X̄5h̄
]

]u
, h̄5h2j tD

h

S dH
h

du
D 2jxD̃

h
0~u!, ~3.27!

where we substituted the expression foru̇ from Eq. ~2.17!.
Definition: The Hamiltonian vector field associated with a functionalP

h
is the unique smooth

vector fieldXP satisfying

XP~F
h

!5$F
h

,P
h
%h . ~3.28!

In coordinate form it can be presented as the operator

XP5D
h

S dP
h

du
D ]

]u
. ~3.29!

Some symmetries~3.4! are given as Hamiltonian vector fields or are equivalent to Hamilton
vector fields under factorization~3.27!.

The Hamiltonian formulation of Noether’s theorem provides the connection between sy
tries and conservation laws.

Theorem 3.4:For a Hamiltonian system of semidiscrete evolution equations (2.17) a Ha
tonian vector field XP determines a generalized symmetry of the system if and only if there

equivalent functionalP̃
h

5P
h

2C
h
, differing only fromP

h
by a time-dependent distinguished fun

tional C
h
(t,x,h,u(n)), such thatP̃

h
determines a conservation law.

The proof of this theorem is identical to that in the continuous case14 and we will not
reproduce it here.

Remark:The total derivative of the Hamiltonian is equal to its partial derivative

d

dt
H
h

5
]

]t
H
h

1$H
h

,H
h

%h5
]

]t
H
h

~3.30!
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because$H
h

,H
h

%h50. ThusH
h

is a conservation law if it is time independent. It is interesting to n

that conservation of the time-independent Hamiltonian functional can be viewed as invaria
the equations with respect to time translation. Equations generated by time-independent
tonian functionals are also time independent, that is they are invariant with respect to the op

Xt5
]

]t
.

In the canonical form this operator can be presented as

X̄t5u̇
]

]u
5D

h

S dH
h

du
D ]

]u
,

which shows that the Hamiltonian functional generates a symmetry and according to Theor
it is a conservation law.

IV. EXAMPLES OF SEMIDISCRETE EQUATIONS WITH CONSERVATION LAWS

In this section we present several examples which demonstrate how Hamiltonian symm
can be used to find conservation laws of the semidiscrete equations.

Example 4.1:Linear semidiscrete equations with infinitely many conservation laws.
Let us consider the Hamiltonian functional

H
h

5(
V

H@u#h, H@u#5
1

2
~c0u21c1u

h
1
21c2u

h
2
21¯1cnu

h
n
2! ~4.1!

and the Poisson bracket based on the central difference derivative~2.19!. They provide us the
infinite set of ODEs

u̇i5c0

ui 112ui 21

2h
2c1

ui 1222ui 1112ui 212ui 22

2h3 1¯1~21!ncnD
h

0~u
h

2n! ~4.2!

with i 50,61,62,... . In the continuous limit these equations correspond to the PDE

ut5c0u12c1u31¯1~21!ncnu2n11

for a functionu(t,x), xPR.
From the first glance we see that these equations conserve the distinguished functionalsC

h
1 and

C
h

2 given in Eq.~2.20! and the Hamiltonian functional~4.1!. In addition to these evident conserve

functionals we can construct conservation laws corresponding to the following symmetries
~1! The admitted Hamiltonian operator

X15
]

]u
~4.3!

corresponds to the functional

P
h

15 (
i 52`

`

xiuih.

Because
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d

dt
P
h

152c0 (
i 52`

`

uih52c0C
h

1

we obtain the conservation law

P
h

11tc0C
h

15 (
i 52`

`

xiuih1tc0 (
i 52`

`

uih. ~4.4!

In the continuous limit we have

P
h

11tc0C
h

1→E xu dx1tc0E u dx.

~2! The symmetry

X25x
]

]u

is admitted ifc050. It provides us the conservation law

P
h

25
1

2 (
i 52`

`

xi
2uih, ~4.5!

which goes into1
2*x2u dx in the continuous limit.

~3! The symmetry

X35x2
]

]u
~4.6!

is also admitted in the casec050. Although it is not a Hamiltonian operator, the linear combin
tion

X31
h2

3
X15S x21

h2

3 D ]

]u

is. It is generated by the functional

P
h

35
1

3 (
i 52`

`

xi
3uih, ~4.7!

which lets us find the conservation lawP
h

312tc1C
h

1 which in the limit h→0 becomes1
3*x3u dx

12tc1*u dx.
~4! Another Lie point symmetry admitted by the set of equations~4.2! is the translation in

space presented by the operator

X45
]

]x
. ~4.8!

This operator is not canonical. Applying the factorization~3.27!, we obtain the canonical symme
try
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X̄45D̃
h

0~u!
]

]u
,

which is generated by the functionalP
h

4 satisfying

D
h

0S dP
h

4

du
D 5D̃

h
0~u!.

Further, with the help of the expression~3.21! we get

dP
h

4

du
U

i

5 (
k50

`

a2k11h2kD
h

0
2kui5 (

k50

`

a2k11

~S12S2!2k

22k ui . ~4.9!

Applying

~S12S2!2k5(
j 50

2k

~21! j
~2k!!

j ! ~2k2 j !!
S2~k2 j !5 (

p52k

k

~21!k2p
~2k!!

~k2p!! ~k1p!!
S2p ,

whereSi5Ssign(i )
u i u represents a shift of indexes operator, to~4.9! and changing the order in th

double sum, we arrive at

dP
h

4

du
U

i

5 (
p52`

`

b2pS2p~ui !5 (
p52`

`

b2pui 12p , ~4.10!

where

b2p5 (
k5upu

`

a2k11

~21!k2p

22k

~2k!!

~k2p!! ~k1p!!
5~21!p (

k5upu

`
1

2k11

1

22k

~~2k21!!! !2

~k2p!! ~k1p!!
~4.11!

Let us note thatb22p5b2p .
Lemma 4.1: The series (4.11) defining coefficients b2p for pPZ are convergent.
Proof: Substituting (k2p)!(k1p)!>(k!) 2 into Eq. ~4.11!, we get

ub2pu< (
k5upu

`
1

2k11

1

22k S ~2k21!!!

k! D 2

5 (
k5upu

`
1

2k11 S ~2k!!

~2kk! !2D 2

.

We use the bounds on the factorial provided by the Stirling’s expansion

nn exp~2n!A2pn,n! ,nnA2pn expS 2n1
1

12nD for nPN

to obtain the inequality

1

2k11 S ~2k!!

~2kk! !2D 2

,
1

pk~2k11!
expS 1

12
kD for kPN

that ensures us that the series definingb2p converges, moreover it can be shown thatub2pu
;1/upu asp→`.

A number of the first coefficientsb2p is given in Table I.
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At this point we can construct the functional corresponding to the Hamiltonian symmetryX̄4 .
It is the conservation law of equations~4.2!

P
h

45
1

2 (
i 52`

`

b0ui
2h1 (

p51

`

b2p (
i 52`

`

uiui 12ph5
1

2 (
i 52`

`

ui (
p52`

`

b2pui 12ph. ~4.12!

For convergence of Eq.~4.12! it is essential thatui→0 asi→6` fast enough.
Lemma 4.2: It is true that

P
h

4→
1

2 E u2dx1O~h2! as h→0.

Proof: Let us compare the functionalP
h

4 with the functional 1/2 (
i 52`

`

ui
2h:

P
h

42
1

2 (
i 52`

`

ui
2h5

1

2 (
i 52`

`

uiS (
p52`

`

b2pui 12p2ui D h

5
1

2 (
i 52`

`

uiS (
k50

`

a2k11h2kD
h

0
2k21D uih5

1

2 (
i 52`

`

ui (
k51

`

a2k11h2kD
h

0
2kuih

5
1

2 (
i 52`

`

ui~a3h2u9~xi !1O~h4!!h5
h2

2 (
i 52`

`

a3uiu9~xi !h1O~h4!52
h2

12E uu9 dx1O~h4!.

On the other hand we have

1

2 (
i 52`

`

ui
2h5

1

2 E u2 dx1O~h2!,

which combined with the previous result gives the statement of the lemma.
Let us note that in physical applications the integral~4.12! is referred as linear momentum.

~5! Equations~4.2! also admit the operators

Yk5D
h

0
2k11~u!

]

]u
, k50,1,2,... . ~4.13!

These operators are true Lie–Ba¨cklund symmetries, i.e., symmetries which are not equivalen
Lie point symmetries~3.11!. All these operators are Hamiltonian with generating functionals

TABLE I. Some coefficientsb2p .

b0 b62 b64 b66 b68 b610 b612 b614

1.1662 20.1070 0.0344 20.0164 0.0095 20.0061 0.0043 20.0031
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R
h

k5
1

2 (
i 52`

`

uiD
h

0
2k~ui !h5

~21!k

2 (
i 52`

`

~D
h

0
kui !

2h, k50,1,2,... . ~4.14!

The functionalsR
h

k are the conservation laws of~4.2!, which in the continuous limit correspond t

Rk5
~21!k

2 E uk
2 dx, k50,1,2,... .

It is interesting to note that the operatorsYk form the canonical operatorX̄4 and that func-
tionalsR

h
k form the momentum functional~4.12! as the infinite series:

X̄45 (
k50

`

a2k11h2kYk , P
h

45 (
k50

`

a2k11h2kR
h

k .

Example 4.2:In Examples 2.1 and 2.2 we saw that the Korteweg–de Vries equation an
transfer equation~2.10! can be rewritten as Hamiltonian PDEs. Let us now provide Hamilton
semidiscretizations of these. We can take the operatorD

h
0 for the discrete bracket and approxima

the Hamiltonian functionals as

H
h

15 (
i 52`

` S ui
3

6
2

1

2 S ui 112ui

h D 2Dh ~4.15!

and

H
h

25 (
i 52`

`

h~ui !h, ~4.16!

leading to the semidiscrete equations

u̇i5
ui 11

2 2ui 21
2

4h
1

ui 1222ui 1122ui 212ui 22

2h3 ~4.17!

and

u̇i5
h8~ui 11!2h8~ui 21!

2h
, ~4.18!

which approximate the original equations to orderO(h2).
Some of the symmetries admitted by the original continuous equations18 carry over to the

semidiscretized equations. The invariance of Eqs.~4.17! and ~4.18! on a uniform mesh with
respect to translation in space provides us the conservation law~4.12!. The equations also preserv
the distinguished functionals~2.20! and their own Hamiltonian functionals.

That each of the above-found conservation laws is conserved can, of course, be
directly. The advantage of the approach we used is that it is constructive and gives no
conservation laws, which we can expect~distinguished and Hamiltonian functionals!, but also
conservation laws of the form we would probably not try to find by ad hoc methods@see discrete
momentum~4.12!#. We sum up the considered symmetries and their generating functiona
Table II.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In the paper we presented the Hamiltonian form of Noether’s theorem for semidiscrete
tions. The approach was illustrated on discretizations of Hamiltonian PDEs which preser
Poisson bracket and some conservation laws of the original continuous equations. Usi
connection between symmetries and conservation laws, we can point to two reasons wh
conservation laws get lost after Poisson structure preserving space discretization. First, th
metry can be lost because it is not admitted by the semidiscrete system on a uniform me~see
Example 3.2!. Second, there is a difference between continuous and discrete differentiatio
some relations, which hold in the limith→0, may not be true for finite stepsh. One can easily see
on the discrete Leibniz rule for the central discrete derivative

D
h

0~FG!5
G11G2

2
D
h

0~F !1
F11F2

2
D
h

0~G!

or

D
h

0~FG!5GD
h

0~F !1FD
h

0~G!1
h2

2
~ D

2h
D
1h

G!D
h

0~F !1
h2

2
~ D

2h
D
1h

F !D
h

0~G!

why some symmetries can be Hamiltonian in the continuous case, but lose this property
space discretization.

Although the necessity to have a discrete bracket satisfyingskew-symmetryand Jacobi identity
imposes limitations on the applications of the presented approach, extensions are poss
several ways. The results of the paper can be extended on the case of several dependent
or several space variables. Work is in progress on conservation laws of the semidiscretized¨-
dinger and wave equations, which can be presented as Hamiltonian equations with the help
canonical bracket.23 It is interesting to examine semidiscrete equations with periodic soluti
where the set of semidiscrete equations is finite. For such equations one can find first in

TABLE II. Some symmetries and their generating functionals for the bracket given by the central difference deri
The functionals~up to some distinguished functional! are conservation laws of the Hamiltonian semidiscrete equati
constructed with the help of this bracket.

Operator Operator in canonical form Functional Continuous limit of functional

0
]

]u (
i52`

`

uih, (
i52`

`

~21!iuih E u dx, 0

]

]t D
h

0
S ]H

h

du
D ]

]u
H
h

H

]

]u (
i52`

`

xiuih E xudx

x
]

]u

1

2 (
i 52`

`

xi
2uih

1

2 E x2u dx

S x21
h2

3 D ]

]u
1

3 (
i 52`

`

xi
3uih

1

3 E x3u dx

]

]x (
k50

`

a2k11h2kD
h

0
2k11~u!

]

]u

1

2 (
i 52`

`

ui (
p52`

`

b2pui 12ph
1

2 E u2 dx

D
h

0
2k11~u!

]

]u
, k50,1,... ~21!k

2 (
i 52`

`

~D
h

0
kui !

2h
~21!k

2 E uk
2 dx
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preserving time discretizations using first integral preserving discretization methods for H
tonian ODEs.24–27 Note that, in general, it is impossible to preserve symplectic structure an
first integrals simultaneously.28

The present approach might also be applied to equations which have Lagrangian formu
The consideration of semidiscrete equations with the Lagrangian formulation can take an
mediate position between the well-known continuous case and fully discrete case.4–6 It can prob-
ably explain whether space or time discretization is the reason why particular conservatio
get lost under a discretization.
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In this paper we study the Bianchi VIII cosmological dynamical system. Our aim is
to show that this system is nonintegrable. To show this we use an extension of
Ziglin theory made by Morales-Ruiz and Ramis. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1351885#

I. INTRODUCTION

In certain cases cosmological models and relativistic systems can be represented a
dimensional dynamical systems, i.e., as a set of ordinary differential equations. Such repr
tion must be considered a great advantage. Usually the original model is represented as a
system of partial nonlinear differential equations arising from the field theory. Having a
dimensional dynamical system, we have at hand a very rich theory and elaborated tools
investigations.

It has to be mentioned, however, that dynamical systems of cosmological~or relativistic!
origin have many special features which distinguish them from a ‘‘typical’’ dynamical system
meet in dynamical astronomy, classical mechanics or physics~see Ref. 1!. These differences lead
sometimes to controversies and long discussions. A good example is connected with the B
IX @B~IX ! or the Mixmaster# model and the presence of chaos in it. The numerically comp
maximal Lapunov exponent for this system was equal to zero or different from zero depend
the time parametrization. Because an approximation of the Mixmaster model by a discret
has strong chaotic properties,2 it was natural to expect such behavior in the original syste
However, as it was proved,3 there exists no recurrence in the system and, thus, no form of stan
deterministic chaos is present in it. Nevertheless, there were attempts to show that the dyna
B~IX ! contains some features characteristic for chaotic behavior. For example, in Refs. 4
one can find results of interesting numerical works where ‘‘parametrization independent’’ ch
teristics of chaos were used. Let us note, however, that this approach does not make big p
in understanding the system. The point is that in the cited works a certain approximation
Mixmaster model was investigated, not the Mixmaster model itself. Moreover, one notices s
notions used in these investigations which have no precise meaning.

A strict proof of the specific character of chaos in the Mixmaster system seems to be
difficult. That is why several authors tried to show that this system is not integrable. It mu
mentioned that ‘‘integrability’’ here was understood differently by different authors. Severa
thors tested if the model passes the standard Painleve´ integrability test in the form of the ARS

a!Electronic mail: maciejka@astri.uni.torun.pl
b!Also at Laboratoire Analyse, Ge´ométrie et Applications, UMR CNRS 7539, Institut Galile´e, Département de Mathe´ma-

tiques, Universite´ Paris-Nord, Avenue J.-B. Cle´ment, 93430 Villetaneuse, France: Electronic mail: strelcyn@un
rouen.fr; strelcyn@math.univ-paris13.fr

c!Electronic mail: uoszydlo@cyf-kr.edu.pl
17280022-2488/2001/42(4)/1728/16/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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algorithm.6 In this approach the Mixmaster system is extended to a complex dynamical syste
Refs. 7 and 8 it was indicated that B~IX ! model passes this test. This result was revised,9 however,
without any strict conclusions concerning integrability. Further studies10 showed that the B~IX !
model does not pass the so-called perturbative Painleve´ test. The authors of this article suggest t
existence of ‘‘some chaotic regimes’’ in the system, but, as the result of Cushman and S´niatycki
shows, this claim without explanation of what ‘‘chaotic regimes’’ means is meaningless.
strongest result to this end was obtained in Ref. 11 where the authors show the existe
movable critical essential singularities in the B~IX ! model. This kind of investigation connects
complicated behavior of the system with singularities of its solutions on the complex time p
It should be mentioned, however, that the relation between Painleve´’s test and integrability, in
particular with complete integrability of Hamiltonian systems, is far from being clear.

The strongest and mathematically precise result concerning the Mixmaster model wa
tained by J. J. Morales-Ruiz and J.-P. Ramis on the basis of their theory connecting Z
method and differential Galois theory.12 We state this result briefly. The Mixmaster model can
formulated as a Hamiltonian system. There exists a four dimensional invariant manifoldT on
which the system can be integrated explicitly. Solutions of the system restricted toT are known as
Taub solutions. Studying variational equations around a selected Taub solution J. J. Morale
proved that the Mixmaster model, considered as a complex Hamiltonian system, is not com
integrable~with meromorphic first integrals! in the sense of Liouville–Arnold theorem. As th
system is homogeneous the meromorphic first integrals can be replaced by rational first int

We make a few remarks about these results. First, it was not excluded that this s
possesses one additional rational integral or is completely integrable in terms of nonra
integrals. Moreover, it can possess an additional integral only on the physically interesting
energy level, or it can be integrable on it. Thus, by no means, does the result of Morales-Ru
Ramis close the subject.

In the sequel, when speaking about a completely integrable Hamiltonian system, we a
that all integrals are meromorphic.

In this article we apply Morales-Ruiz and Ramis approach to prove the nonintegrability o
Bianchi VIII model. To this end we study its dynamics carefully. We show that this sys
contains a four dimensional subsystem which is completely integrable. We demonstrate h
find an explicit form of solutions of this subsystem. Next, we consider particular solutions lyin
the zero level of the Hamiltonian, and we investigate the normal variational equations for
solutions. Using the Kovacic algorithm, we determine the differential Galois group of these
tions, and we prove the nonintegrability of the Bianchi VIII model.

II. DIFFERENTIAL GALOIS EXTENSION OF ZIGLIN THEORY

The fundamental papers of Ziglin13,14 gave a formulation of a very basic theorem about
nonintegrability of analytic Hamiltonian systems. The idea of the Ziglin approach lies in a
connection between properties of solutions on the complex time plane and the existence
integral. This idea takes its origins from works of S. W. Kovalevskaya and A. M. Lapunov. Z
works found many continuations and many important applications~see, e.g., Refs. 15–27!.

Here we give only the definitions needed for a formulation of the theorem we used to
our main result.

We consider a complex Hamiltonian system withn degrees of freedom. It is defined on
complex analytic symplectic manifoldM of complex dimension 2n, and is given by a holomor-
phic Hamiltonian H:M→C. The Hamiltonian vector field associated with H is denoted byXH .

Let us assume that we know a nonequilibrium solutionz5w(t), tPC, of Hamilton’s equa-
tions of motion generated byXH which is the maximal analytical continuation of a certain loc
solution. We associate a Riemannian surfaceG with it. Next, we consider the variational equation
alongw(t), and we restrict them to the normal bundle ofG. These reduced variational equatio
are called the normal variational equations~NVE!.

In the Ziglin approach the fundamental role is played by the monodromy group of N
Continuation along a close pathg with the base pointt0PC of a local fundamental solution o
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NVE gives rise to a new fundamental solution of NVE defined in the same neighborhood oft0 . As
NVE are linear and our system is Hamiltonian, there exists an elementGg of symplectic group
Sp(2(n21),C) which transforms one solution to the other. In fact,Gg depends on the homotop
class ofg, and mapg→Gg gives a representation of the first homotopy groupp1(G) of G in
Sp(2(n21),C). The image of this representation is called the monodromy group associated
NVE.

The Ziglin theory bases on two implications:

~i! If the considered Hamiltonian system possesses a first integral, then NVE also pos
first integral.

~ii ! If NVE possess a first integral, then there exists a nonconstant function invariant
respect to the action of the monodromy group.

Now, it is clear that the existence of first integrals puts certain constraints onto the monod
group and this fact was used by Ziglin to formulate his theorems.

J. J. Morales-Ruiz and J. P. Ramis modify the Ziglin approach in two respects. First, in
of answering the question of what restrictions to the monodromy group are imposed b
existence of certain numbers of independent first integrals, they ask what the conseque
complete integrability are. Next, instead of working with the monodromy group of NVE, they
the differential Galois group associated with NVE. This last group is bigger than the monod
group and this fact makes a proof of complete nonintegrability easier. For a definition of d
ential Galois group, Liouvillian solutions and differential Galois theory~see Refs. 28–32!.

We prove the main result of this article using the following theorem.
Theorem 1 „Morales-Ruiz, 1999…: Assume that there exist n first integrals of XH which are

meromorphic, in involution and functionally independent in a neighborhood ofG. Then the iden-
tity component of the differential Galois group of NVE is Abelian.

The main difficulty in application of the above theorem is connected with determination o
identity component of the differential Galois group of NVE. In fact, little is known about how
determine it for given equations. However, in our case, as it will be shown, we can reduc
investigated NVE to a second order linear equation with rational coefficients. This allows
apply the Kovacic algorithm.33 We describe it in the Appendix with some improvements co
pared to Refs. 34–36. Our description is self-contained and it can be useful in the study o
nonintegrability problems.

III. BIANCHI CLASS A HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS

Homogeneous cosmological models are given by a four dimensional manifoldM 4 with a
pseudo-Riemannian metricds2 satisfying Einstein equations. Homogeneity of a model means
metric ds2 is invariant with respect to a certain three dimensional Lie groupG acting onM 4. It
is assumed that orbits of this action are three dimensional. The most important are those
where the orbits ofG action are spacelike, i.e., the metric restricted to an orbit is negative de
In such caseM 4 has the structure of Cartesian product of the formM 45R3M 3 whereM 3 is
an orbit of action ofG. Vector fieldsXi , i 51,2,3, which generate the action of groupG, form a
three dimensional Lie algebra. A simple classification of real three dimensional Lie algebra
done by Bianchi in 1897. It depends on a scalaraPR and a vector (n1 ,n2 ,n3), whereniP
$11,21,0% for i 51,2,3 in the following way:

@X1 ,X2#5n3X3 , @X2 ,X3#5n1X12aX2 , @X3 ,X1#5n2X21aX1 .

Table I presents Bianchi classification. This classification, as well as the corresponding c
logical models, are naturally divided into two classes: to class A belong those models for
a50, and to class B those for whichaÞ0. For a homogeneous model Einstein equations red
to a certain dynamical system. In the case of a model belonging to class A this dynamical s
is Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian function for this system can be written in the following for
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H5gi j pipj1
1

2 (
1< i , j <3

niqinjqj2
1

4 (
i 51

3

~niqi !
2, ~III.1!

where

@gi j #5F 2q1
2 q1q2 q1q3

q2q1 2q2
2 q2q3

q3q1 q3q2 2q3
2
G .

From the physical interpretation it follows that variablesqi are non-negative. Thus our Hami
tonian system is defined onT* Q, whereQ5R1

3 , whereR1 is the positive real axis.

IV. PROPERTIES OF BIANCHI VIII HAMILTONIAN SYSTEM

From now on we will consider only the case of the Bianchi VIII model when (n1 ,n2 ,n3)
5(1,1,21). For short we called it a B~VIII ! model.

For our investigation it is important to find a particular solution for the system. To this en
select an invariant set.

Lemma 1: For theB~VIII ! model a four dimensional manifold,

T5$~q1 ,q2 ,q3 ,p1 ,p2 ,p3!PT* Quq15q2 , p15p2%,

is invariant.
Proof: We make a symplectic change of variables

@q1 ,q2 ,q3 ,p1 ,p2 ,p3#T5A@Q1 ,Q2 ,Q3 ,P1 ,P2 ,P3#T,

where

A5
1

2 3
2 2 0 0 0 0

22 2 0 0 0 0

0 0 2 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 1 0

0 0 0 21 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 2

4 . ~IV.1!

In the new variables the Hamiltonian of the B~VIII ! model has the form

H52P1
2Q2

22Q1
2~11P2

2!22Q1P1~Q2P22Q3P3!1Q2Q3~2P2P321!2 1
4 Q3

2~114P3
2!,

and thus Hamilton’s equations read

TABLE I. Bianchi classification of three-dimensional Lie algebras.

Type a n1 n2 n3 Type a n1 n2 n3

I 0 0 0 0 III 1 1 21 0
II 0 1 0 0 IV 1 1 0 0

VI0 0 1 21 0 V 1 0 0 0
VII 0 0 1 1 0 VIa aÞ1 1 21 0
VIII 0 1 1 21 VIIa aÞ0 1 1 0
IX 0 1 1 1
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Q̇1522@P1Q2
21Q1~Q2P22Q3P3!#,

Q̇2522@Q2~Q1P12Q3P3!1Q1
2P2#,

Q̇352Q3@Q1P11Q2P22Q3P3#,
~IV.2!

Ṗ152@Q1~11P2
2!1P1~Q2P22Q3P3!#,

Ṗ25Q3~122P2P3!12P1~Q2P11Q1P2!,

Ṗ35Q21 1
2 Q322P3~Q1P11Q2P22Q3P3!.

Manifold T is defined in the new variables as

T5$~Q1 ,Q2 ,Q3 ,P1 ,P2 ,P3!PT* QuQ150, P150%.

Direct inspection of the first and fourth equations in~IV.2! shows that indeedT is invariant. h

T is called Taub manifold and solutions lying on it are called Taub solutions. It is impo
to notice that the B~VIII ! system restricted toT is integrable.

Lemma 2: TheB~VIII ! model restricted to manifoldT is a completely integrable Hamiltonian
system.

Proof: The B~VIII ! model restricted to manifoldT is given by the following system o
differential equations:

Q̇252Q2~Q3P3!,

Q̇352Q3~Q2P22Q3P3!,
~IV.3!

Ṗ25Q3~122P2P3!,

Ṗ35Q21 1
2 Q322P3~Q2P22Q3P3!.

Direct inspection shows that these equations are Hamiltonian with respect to the standar
plectic structure ofR4, and that the Hamiltonian reads

HTªHuT5Q2Q3~2P2P321!2 1
4 Q3

2~114P3
2!.

It is easy to verify that the function

FªQ2Q32~Q2P2!2

is a first integral of system~IV.3!. As dHT∧dFÓ0, first integral HT and F are functionally
independent. Thus system~IV.3! is completely integrable. h

There does not exist a direct ‘‘recipe’’ which allows us to obtain an explicit form of soluti
of an integrable system. In fact, in general, it is a difficult task. Below, we demonstrate ho
obtain an explicit form of a solution of system~IV.3!. To this end, we first introduce noncanonic
variables defined as follows:

ziª
q̇i

qi
, i 51,2,3.

In variables (q1 ,q2 ,q3 ,z1 ,z2 ,z3) Bianchi class A models have the following form
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q̇i5qizi , żi5~njqj2nkqk!
22ni

2qi
2 ,

where (i , j ,k) runs all even permutations of$1,2,3%. In new variables Hamiltonian~III.1! reads

4H5 (
1< i , j <3

~zizj12ninjqiqj !2(
i 51

3

~niqi !
2.

Next we perform only for the B~VIII ! model. We make a transformation

xª~q1 ,q2 ,q3 ,z1 ,z2 ,z3!→Xª~Q1 ,Q2 ,Q3 ,Z1 ,Z2 ,Z3!,

given byx5AX, where matrixA is defined by~IV.1!. The explicit form of equations of motion
is the following:

Q̇15 1
2 ~Q1Z21Q2Z1!,

Q̇25 1
2 ~Q1Z11Q2Z2!,

Q̇35Q3Z3 ,

Ż1524Q1~2Q21Q3!,

Ż252Q3~2Q21Q3!,

Ż354Q1
22Q3

2 ,

and the first integral H reads

4H524Q1
22Q3~4Q21Q3!1Z2Z31 1

4 ~Z2
22Z1

2!.

Now, invariant setT is defined as follows:

T5$~Q1 ,Q2 ,Q3 ,Z1 ,Z2 ,Z3!uQ150, Z150%,

and the B~VIII ! system restricted toT has the form

Q̇25 1
2 Q2Z2 , ~IV.4!

Q̇35Q3Z3 , ~IV.5!

Ż252Q3~2Q21Q3!, ~IV.6!

Ż352Q3
2 . ~IV.7!

This system possesses two functionally independent first integrals

HT 52Q3~4Q21Q3!1Z2Z31 1
4 Z2

2 , G5Q3
21Z3

2 .

Equations~IV.5! and~IV.7! form a closed subset which can be easily integrated explicitly if
takes into account thatQ3

21Z3
2 is its first integral. The solution has the form

Q3~ t !5
2AkeAt

11k2e2At , Z3~ t !5A
12k2e2At

11k2e2At , ~IV.8!
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where A>0 @because, as we already stated, the original phase space of the B~VIII ! model is
T* R1

3 #, andkPR are constants of integration. Thus, the main difficulty lies in explicit integrati
of the subsystem formed by Eqs.~IV.4! and~IV.6!. However, let us notice that, using first integr
HT , we can rewrite Eq.~IV.6! in the form

Ż25 1
4 Z2

21Z3~ t !Z21Q3~ t !22B, ~IV.9!

whereB is the value of integral HT . This is the Ricatti equation, and now the main difficulty
solving it lies in finding its particular solution. Equation~IV.9! depends on three parameters a
thus we have to find a particular solution which is valid for all values of the parameters. It
be noted that there is no universal method for finding a particular solution of a Ricatti equ
However, in our case we can try to find it as a function ofZ3(t). Direct calculations show that

U~ t !522Z3~ t !12AA21B

is a desired particular solution. In the above formula we assumed thatA21B>0 because we look
for real solutions, and we take the positive value of the square root. Now, using the sta
procedure~see, e.g., Ref. 37!, we obtain a general solution of~IV.9! in the form

Z2~ t !5Z~ t !211U~ t !, ~IV.10!

where

Z~ t !5C exp@2tAA21B#2
1

4AA21B
,

and whereC is an integration constant. Finally, integrating Eq.~IV.4! we obtain

Q2~ t !5D
~11k2 exp 2tA!exp@ t~AA21B2A!#

~4CAA21B2exp@ tAA21B# !2
, ~IV.11!

whereD is an integration constant.
Integrating system~IV.4!–~IV.7! we introduced five constants (A,B,C,D,k). However, only

four of them can be independent. In fact, Eqs.~IV.8!, ~IV.10! and ~IV.11! give a solution of
system~IV.4!–~IV.7! if and only if the following condition is fulfilled:

2C~A21B!3/25kAD. ~IV.12!

For further investigation we select only nonequilibrium solutions. As it is easy to verify
~IV.8!, ~IV.10! and ~IV.11!, define an equilibrium if and only if

A5B50, or A5D5C50, or k5D5A21B50.

In our further investigations we plan to study those solutions which lie on the zero energy
More precisely, we are interested in all real nonequilibrium solutions which lie on the invaria
H21(0)ùT. For these solutions we haveB50. Summarizing, all real nonequilibria solutions
system~IV.4!–~IV.7! which lie on the Taub manifold are given by~IV.8!, ~IV.10! and ~IV.11!
with (A,B,C,D,k)PP, where

Pª$~A,B,C,D,k!PR13R4 uA.0, B50, 2CA25kD%. ~IV.13!
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V. NORMAL VARIATIONAL EQUATIONS

We can extend the B~VIII ! Hamiltonian system to a complex one, i.e., as the phase spac
can takeC6. Moreover, we can take time as a complex variable. Solutions found in the pre
section naturally extend to the complex time.

Let us take a solution (Q2(t),Q3(t),Z2(t),Z3(t)) which lies on invariant manifoldT, and let
us write variational equations associated with this solution. They have the following form:

d

dt
h5L~ t !h, hPC6,

where

L~ t !5
1

2 3
Z2~ t ! 0 0 Q2~ t ! 0 0

0 Z2~ t ! 0 0 Q2~ t ! 0

0 0 2Z3~ t ! 0 0 2Q3~ t !

Q̃~ t ! 0 0 0 0 0

0 8Q3~ t ! 8Q~ t ! 0 0 0

0 0 24Q3~ t ! 0 0 0

4 ,

and Q(t)528(2Q2(t)1Q3(t)), Q̃(t)5Q2(t)1Q3(t). From the definition of this manifold it
follows that variations normal toT correspond to (h1 ,h4), and thus the normal variational equ
tions are the following:

d

dt
h15

1

2
Z2~ t !h11

1

2
Q2~ t !h4 ,

d

dt
h4524@2Q2~ t !1Q3~ t !#h1 .

We transform this system to one equation of second order. To this end we determineh4 from the
first equation and we substitute it in the second. After simple calculations we obtain

j̈1a~ t !j̇1b~ t !j50, ~V.1!

where

a~ t !52Z2~ t !, b~ t !54Q2~ t !22Q3~ t !21 1
4 Z2~ t !2,

andjªh1 .

VI. MAIN RESULT

Generally, for a Taub solution given by~IV.8!, ~IV.10! and ~IV.11! we do not know how to
decide whether the identity component of the differential Galois group is Abelian or not.
reason is connected with the fact that we do not know how to transform Eq.~V.1! to an equation
with rational coefficients. However, when such solution lies on the zero energy level H21~0! @it is
equivalent to taking (A,B,C,D,k)PP in ~IV.8!, ~IV.10! and ~IV.11!# then it is rational with
respect to variablez5exp@At#. This suggests making transformationt→z in ~V.1!. In order to
minimize the number of parameters we distinguish two caseskÞ0 andk50, and we define

z~ t !ªH k exp@At# for kÞ0,

exp@At# for k50.
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Let us note that the above transformation~which is a covering of the Riemannian surface! does not
change the identity component of the differential Galois group of NVE. Now, after transform
t→z Eq. ~V.1! has the form

j91p~z!j81q~z!j50,

where

p~z!5
A1a~ t~z!!

Az
, q~z!5

b~ t~z!!

A2z2 .

Finally, putting

wªj exp
1

2 E p~t! dt,

we transform NVE to the reduced form

w92r ~z!w50, ~VI.1!

where

r ~z!5
1

2

dp~z!

dz
1

1

4
p~z!22q~z!.

For k50 ~in this case necessarilyC50! we have

r ~z!52
c2

z6 2
1

4z2 , where c5
2D

A
. ~VI.2!

WhenkÞ0 then

r ~z!5
s~z!

z2~z2c!4 , c54kAC, ~VI.3!

where

s~z!52 1
4 ~114c2!z42cz31 1

2 c2z22c3z2c2~11 1
4 c2!.

We prove now that NVEs withr (z) given by ~VI.2! and ~VI.3! have no Liouvillian solution.
Lemma 3: For cÞ0 Eq. ~VI.1! with r(z) given by~VI.2! has no Liouvillian solution.
Proof: Let us use the Kovacic algorithm presented in the Appendix. We haveG85$0%, G

5$0,̀ %, ord(0)56, ord(̀ )52, thusm156 andg25g51. Conditions 3, 4, 5 in the first step i
the Appendix giveL5$1%. It follows that we haven51 and we proceed to the second step. Po

3 in this step givesE`5$ 1
2%, and in point 5 we easily determine thata05 ic, b050, and thus

E05$ 3
2%. There is only one element in Cartesian productE03E` , namelye5(e0 ,e`)5( 3

2,
1
2), and

for it we haved(e)521¹N0 . Thus the equation considered has no Liouvillian solution.h
Lemma 4: For cÞ0 Eq. ~VI.1! with r(z) given by~VI.3! has no Liouvillian solution.
Proof: As in the previous lemma we apply the Kovacic algorithm. We haveG85$0,c%, G

5$0,c,`%, ord(0)52, ord(c)54, ord(̀ )52, thusm154 andG25$0,̀ %, g25g52. Conditions
3–5 in the first step giveL5$1,2%. The partial fraction expansion forr (z) has the form

r ~z!52
41c2

4c2z2 2
2~21c2!

c3z
2

~11c2!2

~z2c!4 1
2~12c4!

c~z2c!3 2
21~11c2!2

c2~z2c!2 1
2~21c2!

c3~z2c!
,
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thus

a052
41c2

4c2 , D05
2i

c
.

The Laurent series expansion ofr (z) at infinity has the form

r ~z!52
114c2

4z2 1OS 1

z3D ,

and thus

a`52 1
4 2c2, D`52ic.

Now, we putn51 and we go to the second step. We have

E05H 1

2
6

i

cJ , E`5H 1

2
6 icJ .

For polez5c we can find that

@Ar #c5
6 i~11c2!

~x2c!2 , thus ac52 i~11c2!,

r 2@Ar #c
25

2~12c4!

c~z2c!3 1OS 1

~z2c!2D , thus bc52
12c4

c
.

From these calculations we find

Ec5H 16 i
12c2

c J .

As cPR\$0%, for ePE03Ec3E` we have

Re(
pPG

ep52 and Red~e!521;

thus, it never happens thatd(e)PN0 . It follows that we have to start from the second step of
algorithm withn52. Now, we have

E05$2~12D0!12 j D0 u j 50,1,2%ùZ52,

E`5$2~12D`!12 j D` u j 50,1,2%ùZ52,

andEc54. Thus for uniquee5(2,4,2) we haved(e)522¹N0 , and we can conclude that th
equation has no Liouvillian solution. h

Using the above two lemmas we prove the following.
Theorem 2: The Hamiltonian system describing theB(VIII) model is not completely inte

grable in a neighborhood of a nonequilibrium Taub solution lying on the levelH21(0).
Proof: In fact, let us take a solution given by~IV.8!, ~IV.10! and ~IV.11! with

(A,B,C,D,k)PP. If k50, then, by Lemma 3, NVE has no Liouvillian solution. Thus the iden
component of the differential Galois group of NVE is SL(2,C), and from Theorem 1 it follows
that the B~VIII ! model is not completely integrable in a neighborhood of the selected solution
kÞ0 we repeat the same arguments using Lemma 4. This ends the proof. h
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VII. REMARKS AND COMMENTS

We proved that the B~VIII ! model is not completely integrable in a neighborhood of
arbitrary nonequilibrium Taub solution lying on the zero level of the Hamiltonian. The me
applied gives the nonintegrability result for all such solutions~note that they form a family
parametrized by three parameters!. As the theory used formulates only the necessary condit
for nonintegrability, one can expect that for specific values of parameters these conditions
satisfied. For the system studied above it is not the case. It will be interesting and important
examples where such phenomenon occurs. In fact, the applied theory gives only very l
insight into dynamical reasons of the nonintegrability, see Ref. 12. Thus, having exampl
which this theory does not yield the nonintegrability for some parameters values we can nu
cally investigate a neighborhood of the particular solution. It seems that the obtained local
portrait should show which dynamical phenomena are not ‘‘sensed’’ by the applied theory.

Let us stress that to relate the algebraic features of the system to geometry of its orbits
main open problem in this domain.
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APPENDIX: KOVACIC ALGORITHM

The Kovacic algorithm gives an answer to the question if a linear second order differ
equation with rational coefficients

w91pw81qw50, p, qPC~z!, 8[
d

dz
, ~A1!

possesses a Liouvillian solution. For definitions, details and proofs related to differential alg
Refs. 29, 33, and 36. It is important that an answer to this question is connected with proper
the identity component of the differential Galois group of~A1!.

It is known that when Eq.~A1! possesses a nonzero Liouvillian solution then all its soluti
are Liouvillian. Making a change of variables

y5w exp
1

2 E p,

we transform~A1! to the reduced form

y95ry , ~A2!

where

r 5 1
2 p81 1

4 p22q.

The new equation has the same identity component of differential Galois group as~A1!. The
logarithmic derivativevªy8/y of a solutiony of Equation~A2! satisfies the Riccati equation

v81v25r , ~A3!
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and, according to Lie–Kolchin’s theorem, Eq.~A2! has a Liouvillian solution if and only if the
corresponding Riccati equation~A3! has an algebraic solution. Moreover, the degreen of the
minimal polynomial for this algebraic solution belongs to

Lmaxª$1,2,4,6,12%.

The differential Galois groupG of ~A2! is an algebraic subgroup of SL(2,C) and its identity
componentG0 is of one of the following forms

Case 1:G0 is triangularizable; for this case Eq.~A2! is reducible and has a solution of th
form y5exp*v, wherevPC(z), i.e., Riccati equation~A3! has a rational solution (n51).

Case 2:G0 is imprimitive; for this case Eq.~A2! has a solution of the formy5exp*v, where
v is algebraic overC(z) of degree 2, i.e., Riccati equation~A3! has an algebraic solution of degre
n52.

Case 3:G0 is primitive and finite; for this case all solutions of Eq.~A2! are algebraic and
Riccati equation~A3! has an algebraic solution of degreenP$4,6,12%.

Case 4:G05SL(2,C) and Eq.~A2! has no Liouvillian solution, i.e. Riccati equation~A3! has
no algebraic solution.

Now, we present the algorithm. First, we fix notation. The set of non-negative intege
denoted byN0 . We define onLmax function h in the following way:

h~1!51, h~2!52, h~4!53, h~6!52, h~12!51.

We write r PC(z) in the form

r 5
s

t
, s, tPC@z#,

wheres and t are relatively prime andt is monic. The algorithm consists of three steps.
First step
~1! Let G8ª$cPC u t(c)50%, GªG8ø$`%. The order ord(c) of cPG8 is equal to the mul-

tiplicity of c as a root oft; the order of infinity is defined by

ord~`!ªmax~0,41degs2degt !.

~2! Define

m1
ªmax

cPG

ord~c!.

For i PN0 let

G iª$cPG u ord~c!5 i %,

G i8ªG i\$`%, g iªcardG i , and gªg21 (
oddk

3<k<m1

gk .

~3! DefineL8,Lmax by the following rules:

1PL8⇔g5g2 ,

2PL8⇔g>2,

4,6,12PL8⇔m1<2.

~4! For eachcPG1øG2 find the Laurent series expansion ofr aroundc in the form
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r 5
ac

~z2c!2 1
bc

z2c
1O~1!,

for cPG18øG28 , and

r 5
a`

z2 1
b`

z3 1OS 1

z4D ,

for c5`. PutDcªA114ac.
~5! If m1.2, then L5L8. If m1<2 and ;cPG1øG2 DcPQ, then L5L8 else L

5L8\$4,6,12%.
~6! If L5B, then go toEnd else assignn to the smallest element ofL.
Second step
~1! If `PG0 , thenE`ª$h(n)k u k50, . . . ,n%.
~2! For eachcPG1 , define setEcª$nh(n)%.
~3! Whenn51, for eachcPG2 , define the set

EcªH 1

2
~16Dc!J .

~4! Whenn>2, for eachcPG2 , define the set

EcªH h~n!

2
~n2~n22 j !Dc! U j 50, . . . ,nJ ùZ.

If at least one setEc is empty then go toContinue.
~5! Whenn51, for eachcPG2k , with k>2, compute rational function@Ar #c defined up to

sign by the following conditions:

• for cPG2k8

@Ar #c5
ac

~z2c!k 1 (
2< j <k21

sj ,c

~z2c! j ,

r 2@Ar #c
25

bc

~z2c!k11 1OS 1

~z2c!kD ,

• for c5`

@Ar #`5a`zk221 (
0< j <k23

sj ,`zj ,

r 2@Ar #`
2 52b`zk231O~zk24!.

Now define the setEc by

EcªH 1

2 S k1«
bc

ac
D U «561J ,

and function

sign:Ec→$11,21%,
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signS 1

2 S k1«
bc

ac
D DªH « if bcÞ0,

11 if bc50.

~6! Whenn52 for eachcPGk , with k>3, define the setEc by Ecª$k%.
Third step
~1! For eache5$ec%cPG in Cartesian productEª)cPGEc compute

d~e!5n2
1

h~n! (
cPG

ec .

~2! Select elementse for which

~a! d(e)PN0 , and
~b! whenn52 or n56, thene has an even number of components which are odd integers
~c! whenn54, thene has at least two components which are not divisible by 3 and the su

all components which are not divisible by 3 is divisible by 3.

If no such element exists, then go toContinue.
~3! For each selected elemente put

u5
1

h~n! (
cPG8

ec

z2c
1dn

1 (
cPG2k
k.1

sign~ec!@Ar #c ,

wheredn
1 is the Kronecker symbol.

~4! For each (e,u) decide if there exists a monic polynomialP of degreed5d(e) satisfying
the following system of equations,

Pn52P,

Pi 2152Pi82uPi2~ i 11!~n2 i !rPi 11 , for n> i>0,

P2150,

and if so find it~in the above formulasPi8 denotes the derivative ofPi with respect toz!.
Output: If a pair (u,P) is found, then equationy95ry possesses the Liouvillian solutio

h5exp*v wherev is a solution of the following irreducible algebraic equation

(
i 51

n
Pi

~n2 i !!
v i50,

else
Continue: if n is not the greatest element inL then assign ton the next value inL and go to

Second stepelse
End: equationy95ry has no Liouvillian solution.

1. Comments

A formulation of the Kovacic algorithm given in Ref. 38 is alternative to its original form a
to that presented previously. It seems that it is much more convenient for computer implem
tion. However, for differential equations with simple structure of singularities, and dependin
parameters it seems that the previous form of the algorithm is well suited. Let us note also t
it was explained in Ref. 38, the polynomialP which appears in the point 4 of the third ste
satisfies a linear differential equation of ordern11 ~this equation is isomorphic, as a differenti
operator, of thenth symmetric power of the investigated equation!.
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In the original formulation of the algorithm23 consisting in fact, of three separated algorithm
corresponding to cases 1, 2 and 3, each of them repeats similar steps. In Ref. 36 one ca
modification of the original formulation unifying and improving three algorithms in one. T
form is very convenient for applications. However, there are errors in the algorithm. In fact

r ~z!52
3

16z2 2
2

9~z21!2 1
3

16z~z21!
,

the equationy95r (z)y has a Liouvillian solution~see Ref. 33, Example 1, p. 23!, but algorithm
in Ref. 36 finds no such solution. Our analysis showed that there are three errors. Namely, w
the following.

~1! Conditions 5 in the first step of the algorithm~see Ref. 36, p. 215! are wrong. These
conditions do not appear in earlier published versions of the algorithm34,35. However, when cor-
rectly stated they are important—they are necessary conditions for the existence of an alg
solution ~case 3!. Their meaning is the following. If case 3 occurs, then polescPG8 have order
not greater than 2 and for allcPG8 we haveDcPQ. Moreover,c5` has order not greater the
2. This is equivalent to(cPG

18øG
28
bc50. Finally, as it was shown in Ref. 33~p. 11!,

a`5 (
cPG28

ac1 (
cPG18øG28

cbc .

Thus, the proper necessary condition isD`PQ.
~2! In the third step condition 2~b!, n54 in Ref. 36~p. 216! is not correct. In fact, for

r ~z!52
5z2127

36~z221!2 ,

the equationy95r (z)y has an algebraic solution and casen54 occurs~see Ref. 33, Example 2
p. 25!. Applying the algorithm of Ref. 36 we find forn54, e5(4,4,4)PE13E213E` . For this
e we haved(e)50, but, according to the mentioned condition, we have to reject it from fur
calculations. However, exactly for thise, using the original algorithm we find the desired solutio
This error appears also in the earlier version of the algorithm.34,35

~3! In the third step there is an additional condition forn54 in 2~b!. Namely, at least two
components ofe are divisible by 3. The example in the previous point shows that it is not a co
condition. In the earlier version of the algorithm the mentioned condition reads ‘‘... at leas
components ofe are not multiples of 3,’’ and this is the correct condition.
Let us explain how the proper condition for components of vectorse in the third step can be
deduced. Forn52, 4 and 6 we can choose the fundamental solution (j,h) of the equationy9
5ry in such a way thatun

h(n)PC(z), whereu2ªjh, u4ªh418hj3, andu6ªjh52j5h. More-
over, from the structure of differential Galois groups for the respective cases it follows
un¹C(z) for n52, 4 and 6. Thus writing

un
h(n)5 )

cPG8
~z2c!ec, ecPZ,

we deduce that forn52 andn56 at least oneec for cPG8 is an odd integer, and forn54 at least
oneec is not divisible by 3. Moreover, we have

d~e!5n2
1

h~n! (
cPG

ec , ecPZ,

and this implies the necessary conditions in the presented algorithm.
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Finally let us notice that in Ref. 39 necessary conditions for the existence of a Liouv
solution of third and second order linear differential equations were formulated. This article
also a clear explanation of the origin of arithmetic conditions which appear in the present fo
lation of the algorithm.
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Reduction of dispersionless coupled Korteweg–de Vries
equations to the Euler–Darboux equation
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A quasilinear hyperbolic system of two first-order equations is introduced. The
system is linearized by means of the hodograph transformation combined with
Riemann’s method of characteristics. In the process of linearization, the main step
is to explicitly express the characteristic velocities in terms of the Riemann invari-
ants. The procedure is shown to be performed by quadrature only for specific
combinations of the parameters in the system. We then apply the method developed
here to the dispersionless versions of the typical coupled Korteweg–de Vries
~cKdV! equations including the Broer–Kaup, Ito, Hirota–Satsuma, and Bogoyav-
lenskii equations and show that these equations are transformed into the classical
Euler–Darboux equation. A more general quasilinear system of equations is also
considered with application to the dispersionless cKdV equations for the Jaulent–
Miodek and Nutku–O¨ g̃uz equations. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1345500#

I. INTRODUCTION

In the development of soliton theory, a large number of nonlinear evolution equations
been found that can be solved by means of the inverse scattering transform~IST!.1–3 A remarkable
feature of the IST is that it enables us to reduce essentially nonlinear problems to linear on
this fact makes it possible to solve the initial value problem of a wide class of nonlinear evo
equations. The equations solved by the IST are now called soliton equations. Although th
provides a general scheme for solving soliton equations, it is difficult to construct solu
analytically for arbitrary initial conditions. Exceptions are soliton solutions which can be obta
by purely algebraic means.

If one neglects dispersive terms, however, soliton equations are considerably simplifie
they may sometimes be solved analytically without recourse to the IST. For a certain cla
initial conditions, the solutions thus obtained would become multivalued functions after a
time due to the effect of nonlinearity, namely wave-breaking occurs which usually accomp
shocks. While the properties of the solutions for the original dispersive equations in the
dispersion limit generally differ from those of the corresponding dispersionless equation
latter provides useful information on wave characteristics such as the wave profile prior to
breaking and the time and location of shock formation.

The purpose of this paper is to show that typical dispersionless soliton equations are red
to the linear equations whose solutions have been studied in detail. In particular, we are con
here with the dispersionless coupled Korteweg–de Vries~cKdV! equations. It is demonstrated b
means of the hodograph transformation combined with Riemann’s method of characteristi
these equations can be transformed into either the Euler–Darboux~ED! equation or the Euler–
Poisson–Darboux~EPD! equation which is a special case of the ED equation. The metho
exact solution for both equations is now well known, mainly due to the original work of Riem
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, a quasilinear hyperbolic system of two first-

a!Electronic mail: matsuno@po.cc.yamaguchi-u.ac.jp
17440022-2488/2001/42(4)/1744/17/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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equations is introduced in two independent variables which are closely related to the dispe
less cKdV equations. The characteristic velocities and associated Riemann invariants are
for this system. We regard the Riemann invariants as new independent variables and u
hodograph method to transform the quasilinear system of equations into a linear system o
tions with respect to the time and space variables. Tsarev’s method for solving the hodo
equations is also discussed. Then, we calculate the Riemann invariants by elementary inte
and derive the conditions under which the characteristic velocities are represented explicitly
Riemann invariants. In Sec. III, we exemplify various types of dispersionless cKdV equa
which include the dispersionless versions of the Broer–Kaup, Ito, Hirota–Satsuma, and Bog
lenskii equations. It is shown that all these equations are transformed into the ED or EPD
tions. In Sec. IV, we extend the method developed in Sec. II to a more general class of quas
system of equations and use it to linearize the dispersionless equations for the Jaulent-Miod
Nutku–Ög̃uz equations. Section V is devoted to concluding remarks. In Appendix A, we deriv
infinite number of conservation laws for the quasilinear system of equations considered in S
In Appendix B, the periodic-wave and soliton solutions for Ito’s cKdV equation are prese
which will suggest a hint for constructing general multisoliton solutions.

II. QUASILINEAR HYPERBOLIC SYSTEM

Let us introduce the following quasilinear system of first-order equations:

ut5auux1bvvx , ~2.1a!

v t5gvux1duvx , ~2.1b!

whereu5u(x,t) andv5v(x,t) are real functions ofx and t anda, b, g, andd are real param-
eters. We assume thatbÞ0 since the caseb50 decouples the equation foru from ~2.1a!. The
notationsut5]u/]t,ux5]u/]ux , etc. are used for convenience. The system of Eqs.~2.1! can be
written compactly in a vector form as

ut5Aux , u5S u
v D , A5~Ai j !5S au bv

gv du D . ~2.2!

We consider here the hyperbolic system which is defined by the condition

D[~a2d!2u214bgv2.0. ~2.3!

As will be seen in Sec. III, typical dispersionless cKdV equations are reduced to~2.1! by appro-
priate change of dependent variables. In Appendix A, an infinite number of conservation law
derived for Eq.~2.1!.

A. Riemann invariants

In order to solve~2.1!, we use the hodograph transformation combined with Riema
method of characteristics. Although the method is well-known,4,5 we shall summarize it in a form
relevant to the present problem. The characteristic velocityc is defined by the solution of the
following characteristic equation,

det~Ai j 2d i j c!50, ~2.4!

whered i j is Kronecker’s delta. IntroducingA into ~2.4!, one obtains

c65 1
2 @~a1d!u6A~a2d!2u214bgv2#, ~2.5!
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with the 6 signs ordered vertically. The condition of hyperbolicity~2.2! assures thatc6 are real
and distinct. Letl15( l 1

1 ,l 2
1) denotes a left eigenvector ofA associated with the eigenvaluec1,

i.e., l1•A5c1l1. It then follows from ~2.2! that l1•ut5 l1•Aux5c1l1•ux . In terms of the
componentsl 1

1 ,l 2
1 , this relation becomes

l 1
1

du

dt
1 l 2

1
dv
dt

50, ~2.6!

where du/dt 5ut1 (dx/dt) ux5ut2c1ux(dx/dt52c1). If we rewrite ~2.6! as du/dv 5
2 l 2

1/ l 1
1 and expressl 1

1 and l 2
1 in terms ofu andv, we can regard this equation as an ordina

differential equation foru with v being an independent variable. Its solution defines the Riem
invariantf,

f~u,v !5j5const. on
dx

dt
52c1. ~2.7!

Similarly, one finds forc2,

l 1
2

du

dt
1 l 2

2
dv
dt

50, ~2.8!

where l25( l 1
2 ,l 2

2) is a left eigenvector corresponding toc2. This equation yields another Rie
mann invariantc,

c~u,v !5h5const. on
dx

dt
52c2. ~2.9!

The Riemann invariants~2.7! and ~2.9! play roles analogous to integrals for systems of ordin
differential equations.

B. Hodograph transformation

The hodograph transformation reverses the roles of the dependent and independent va
In the present case, we regardx andt as functions ofu andv. However, if we use~2.7! and~2.9!,
we can expressu andv by the Riemann invariantsj andh. Hence, it is more convenient to choos
j andh as new independent variables, i.e.,x5x(j,h),t5t(j,h). Then, on the characteristic curv
dx/dt 52c1 (j5const.), one obtainsdx5xhdh anddt5thdh. Introducing these relations into
the equationdx/dt 52c1 gives

xh52c1th . ~2.10!

Similarly, on the characteristic curvedx/dt 52c2 (h5const.), one obtains

xj52c2tj . ~2.11!

We can eliminatex from ~2.10! and ~2.11! to obtain the second-order linear equation fort,

tjh5
ch

2

c12c2 tj2
cj

1

c12c2 th . ~2.12!

Also, it is possible to find a single equation forx as

xjh5
c1ch

2

c2~c12c2!
xj2

c2cj
1

c1~c12c2!
xh . ~2.13!
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Note that to solve the above system of equations, one must express the characteristic velocc6

in terms ofj andh explicitly. As will be shown in Sec. II C, this is always possiblein principle
for the system of equations with two dependent variables. However, in order to perform
procedure only by quadrature, certain conditions must be imposed on the parameters in~2.1!.
Equations~2.12! and ~2.13! will play a central role in the reduction of the dispersionless cK
equations.

Lastly, we shall introduce a new method developed by Tsarev.6 Let w1 andw2 be the solu-
tions of the following system of linear equations withc6 being given functions ofj andh,

w1,h

w12w2
5

ch
1

c12c2 ,
w2,j

w12w2
5

cj
2

c12c2 , ~2.14!

and consider the system of linear algebraic equations forx and t, x1c1t5w1 and x1c2t
5w2 . Then, a direct calculation shows that the solutions fort andx given by

t5
w12w2

c12c2 , x52
c2w12c1w2

c12c2 , ~2.15!

satisfy the system of Eqs.~2.10! and~2.11!. We can derive from~2.14! a single linear equation fo
w1 ,

w1,jh5
ch

1

c12c2 w1,j1S cjh
1

ch
1 2

cj
1

c12c2Dw1,h , ~2.16!

and forw2 ,

w2,jh5S cjh
2

cj
2 1

ch
2

c12c2Dw2,j2
cj

2

c12c2 w2,h . ~2.17!

The Tsarev system of Eqs.~2.16! and ~2.17! sometimes considerably simplifies the problem
finding solutions even when Eqs.~2.12! and ~2.13! for t and x become too complicated to b
solved analytically~see Secs. III and IV!.

C. Calculation of the Riemann invariants

Following the method developed in Sec. II B, we shall now calculate the Riemann inva
and express the characteristic velocities in these terms. Three different cases arise acco
values of the coefficients in~2.1!.

~1! Case 1:aÞd, gÞ0, a2g2dÞ0:
In this case, we first define the constant parametersa andb by

a5
b

a2g2d
, b5

4bg

~a2d!2 . ~2.18!

In the following analysis, we consider the caseb/a<1, i.e., 4g(a2g2d)<(a2d)2.
For c15 1

2 @(a1d)u1AD#, one findsl15( l 1
1 ,l 2

1)5(1,2$(a2d)u2AD%/2gv). Then, the
equation that defines the Riemann invariant follows from~2.6! as

du

dv
5

1

2gv
$~a2d!u2AD%. ~2.19!

If we introduce a new dependent variableũ by u5vũ, we can integrate~2.19! and obtain the
Riemann invariants. The result is expressed compactly as follows:
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~Au21bv21u!~Au21bv22r1u!r1vr2~u21av2!r35j, ~2.20a!

with

r152A12
b

a
, r25sgn~a2d!21, r35

1

2
sgn~a2d!2

g

ua2du
1

1

2
A12

b

a
. ~2.20b!

The corresponding Riemann invariant forc25 1
2 @(a1d)u2AD# reads in the form

~Au21bv22u!~Au21bv21r1u!r1vr2~u21av2!r35h. ~2.21!

Now, we like to expressc6 in terms of the Riemann invariants. For this purpose, we div
~2.20a! by ~2.21! and putAu21bv25uz to define new variablez. We then find the equation tha
determinesz,

z11

z21 Fz2r1

z1r1
Gr1

5
j

h
. ~2.22!

By solving~2.22! together with~2.20! and~2.21!, we can expressu andv in terms ofj andh. The
expressions ofc6 then follow from~2.5!. Equation~2.22! will become a transcendental equatio
for z. However, if the ratiob/a is chosen such that the factorr1 becomes a rational number,~2.22!
reduces to an algebraic equation forz. Of particular interest is the case for which the solutions
the algebraic equation can be obtained by quadrature. As is well-known, this situation occur
order of the algebraic equation is less than or equal to four. The corresponding values ofb/a and
r1 are then given by

b

a
5

4g~a2g2d!

~a2d!2 51,
8

9
,
3

4
,23,28, r150,2

1

3
, 2

1

2
, 22,23. ~2.23!

~2! Case 2:aÞd, g50:
This special case is particularly simple. Indeed, the characteristic velocities and corresp

Riemann invariants become

c15au, c25du, ~2.24!

u21
b

a2d
v25j, 2

b

a2d
v25h, ~2.25!

andc6 are now written in the form

c15aAj1h, c25dAj1h. ~2.26!

~3! Case 3:a5d,gÞ0:
In this case, it follows from~2.5! that

c65au6Abgv, ~bg.0!, ~2.27!

and the corresponding Riemann invariants are

u1Ab

g
v5j, 2u1Ab

g
v5h. ~2.28!

In terms ofj andh, c6 are expressed as

c65 1
2 ~a6ugu!j1 1

2 ~a7ugu!h. ~2.29!
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D. Remark

Under certain condition, the equation foru is decoupled completely from that ofv. To see
this, we differentiate~2.1a! by t and use~2.1a! and ~2.1b! to obtain

utt5a2~u2ux!x1b~a1d!~uvxx1uvx
2!1b~a12g1d!vuxvx1bg2v2uxx . ~2.30!

Hence, if we put

a1d50,g50. ~2.31!

Equation~2.30! reduces to a second-order nonlinear equation foru,

utt5a2~u2ux!x . ~2.32!

Exact solutions of Eq.~2.32! have been given by Zabusky7 in his study of the vibrations of
nonlinear string. A more general class of equations of the formutt5( f (u)ux)x , f PC2(R),
f .0,f 8Þ0 has been studied by Ameset al.8

III. REDUCTION OF DISPERSIONLESS COUPLED KDV EQUATIONS

In this section, we demonstrate that various types of dispersionless cKdV equations are
formed into second-order linear equations by employing the technique developed in Sec
particular, we show that the resulting linear equations are reduced to the following ED equ

f jh5
1

j1h
~p fj1q fh!, f 5 f ~j,h!, ~3.1!

wherep andq are arbitrary real constants. Whenp5q, this equation is called the Euler–Poisson
Darboux ~EPD! equation. The method of exact solution for Eq.~3.1! is now established which
originated from the work of Riemann. It consists of constructing the so-called Riemann–G
function which is defined by the solution of the boundary value problem of the adjoint equati
the ED equation.9,10 The Riemann–Green function for Eq.~3.1! is actually given by the hyper
geometric function~or the Legendre function in the case of the EPD equation!. It is also remarked
that a number of particular solutions of~3.1! have been obtained by investigating the symme
group of the equation.11,12

We first define the dispersionless cKdV equation associated with the cKdV equation o
form ut5F(u,ux , . . . ,v,vx , . . . ),v t5G(u,ux , . . . ,v,vx , . . . ), where F and G are real func-
tions. Let us introduce new independent variablesT5et andX5ex, wheree is a small paramete
and rewrite the partial derivatives as]/]t5e]/]T and]/]x5e]/]X. We substitute these into th
cKdV equation and then take the limite→0. Retaining the leading term ine, we obtain the
dispersionless cKdV equation. In the following analysis, we use the variablest andx in place of
T andX, respectively.

A. Broer–Kaup equation

The first example that we consider here is the Broer–Kaup equation13,14 given by

ut1uux1hx50, ~3.2a!

ht1ux1~uh!x6uxxx50. ~3.2b!

In accordance with the definition, the dispersionless Broer–Kaup equation can be written

ut5uux12vvx , ~3.3a!

v t5
1
2 vux1uvx , ~3.3b!
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where we have puth5211v2 and replacedt by 2t. Comparing~3.3! with ~2.1!, one can see
that ~3.3! is a special case of~2.1! with

a51, b52, g5 1
2 , d51. ~3.4!

This choice of the parameters belongs to the case 3 in Sec. II C. The characteristic velocit
corresponding Riemann invariants are found from~2.27! and ~2.28! as

c65u6v, ~3.5!

u12v5j, 2u12v5h. ~3.6!

Using ~3.6!, c6 are expressed in terms ofj andh as

c15 3
4 j2 1

4 h, c25 1
4 j2 3

4 h. ~3.7!

The linear equations fort andx follow from ~2.12! and ~2.13!. They read in the form,

tjh52
3

2~j1h!
~ tj1th!, ~3.8!

xjh52
3

2~j1h! S 3j2h

j23h
xj1

j23h

3j2h
xhD . ~3.9!

Although Eq.~3.8! for t is an EPD equation, i.e., Eq.~3.1! with p5q52 3
2, that for x is not

reduced to~3.1!. However, following Tsarev’s procedure summarized in Sec. II B, the reductio
the ED equation is possible. Indeed, if we introducew1 andw2 by the relations

w15x1~ 3
4 j2 1

4 h!t, w25x1~ 1
4 j2 3

4 h!t, ~3.10!

the equations for these variables are derived immediately from~2.16! and~2.17! with c6 given by
~3.7!. The result is

w1,jh52
1

2~j1h!
~w1,j13w1,h!, ~3.11!

w2,jh52
1

2~j1h!
~3w2,j1w2,h!. ~3.12!

B. Ito equation

The second example is Ito’s cKdV equation,15

ut56uux12vvx1uxxx , ~3.13a!

v t52~uv !x . ~3.13b!

The dispersionless Ito equation is written as

ut56uux12vvx , ~3.14a!

v t52~uv !x . ~3.14b!

The above system of equations is equivalent to~2.1! with the choice of the parameters
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a56, b52, g52, d52. ~3.15!

Note that this corresponds to the case 1 in Sec. II C. The parametersa, b andr1 ,r2 ,r3 defined,
respectively, by~2.18! and ~2.20b! becomea5b51 andr15r25r350. It then follows from
~2.5!, ~2.20!, and~2.21! that

c654u62Au21v2, ~3.16!

Au21v21u5j, Au21v22u5h. ~3.17!

Therefore,

c153j2h, c25j23h. ~3.18!

Introducing ~3.18! into ~2.12!, ~2.13!, ~2.16!, and ~2.17!, we find that the linear equations fo
t,x,w1 , andw2 take exactly the same forms as those corresponding to the dispersionless B
Kaup equation described in Sec. II A. This fact would suggest the close relationship be
dispersionless Broer–Kaup and dispersionless Ito equations. In fact, assuming that the R
invariants for both equations are proportional to each other, we put 4(Au21v21u)5ũ12ṽ and
4(Au21v22u)52ũ12ṽ and rewrite~3.14! in terms of ũ and ṽ. We then find thatũ and ṽ
satisfy the dispersionless Broer–Kaup Eq.~3.3!.

Remark:The Ito equation has been proven to be completely integrable, i.e., it exhibi
infinite number of conservation laws commuting each other with respect to an appropriate P
bracket.15 Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, the multisoliton solutions have not a
been explicitly constructed. In Appendix B, we shall present a periodic-wave and one-s
solutions of the Ito equation which will suggest a hint in studying the structure of the multiso
solutions.

C. Hirota–Satsuma equation

The third example is the Hirota–Satsuma equation,16

ut5
1
2 ~6uux1uxxx!12vvx , ~3.19a!

v t523uvx2vxxx . ~3.19b!

The dispersionless Hirota–Satsuma equation takes the form

ut53uux12vvx , ~3.20a!

v t523uvx . ~3.20b!

The above system of equations is a special case of~2.1! with

a53, b52, g50, d523, ~3.21!

which belongs to the case 2 in Sec. II C.
It follows from ~2.24! and ~2.25! that

c153u, c2523u, ~3.22!

u21
v2

3
5j, 2

v2

3
5h. ~3.23!

Hence,c6 may be expressed as
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c153Aj1h, c2523Aj1h. ~3.24!

The linear equations fort andx reduce to the standard EPD equations. The final result is give
follows:

tjh52
1

4

1

j1h
~ tj1th!, ~3.25!

xjh5
1

4

1

j1h
~xj1xh!. ~3.26!

Remark:The coefficients given by~3.21! satisfy the condition~2.31!. It then follows from
~2.32! that the equation foru is transformed into a single second-order nonlinear equation of
form utt59(u2ux)x .

D. Bogoyavlenskii equation

The last example is a cKdV equation proposed by Bogoyavlenskii,17 which is

ut56uux16vx2uxxx , ~3.27a!

v t522uvx12vxxx . ~3.27b!

The dispersionless version of this system of equations reduces, after replacingv by v2/6, to

ut56uux12vvx , ~3.28a!

v t522uvx , ~3.28b!

which is a special case of Eq.~2.1! with

a56, b52, g50, d522. ~3.29!

Since this class belongs to case 2 in Sec. II C, one immediately finds from~2.20! and ~2.25! the
expressions

c156u, c2522u, ~3.30!

u21 1
4 v25j, 2 1

4 v25h. ~3.31!

Hence,c6 are written in the form

c156Aj1h, c2522Aj1h. ~3.32!

The linear equations fort andx are readily derived from~2.12! and~2.13! and they become the EP
equation as follows:

tjh52
1

8~j1h!
~ tj13th!, ~3.33!

xjh5
1

8~j1h!
~3xj1xh!. ~3.34!
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E. Remark

Here, we shall briefly discuss on a class of nonintegrable cKdV equations that reduces
system of Eqs.~2.2!. A variant of the famous Boussinesq system in the theory of shallow-w
waves belongs to this class. In an appropriate dimensionless form, it reads18

ht1~uh!x50, ~3.35a!

ut1uux1hx1hxxx50. ~3.35b!

If we put h5v2, replacet by 2t and then take the dispersionless limit, we can see that the a
system of equations reduces to the dispersionless Broer–Kaup Eq.~3.3!. This example shows tha
the nonintegrability of the cKdV equation does not necessarily imply the nonintegrability o
corresponding dispersionless equation. This fact is almost trivial. Indeed, we can construc
examples of nonintegrable cKdV equations that reduce to the system of Eqs.~2.2! in the disper-
sionless limit. Our concern is rather the opposite problem, i.e., whether the integrable
equations are always reducible to the integrable equations of the ED type or not in the disp
less limit. The analysis developed in this section gives an affirmative answer as long as the
integrable cKdV equations are concerned.

IV. EXTENSION

Here, we shall briefly discuss the following quasilinear system of equations which gener
the system of Eqs.~2.1!:

ut5~a1u1a2v !ux1~b1u1b2v !vx , ~4.1a!

v t5~g1u1g2v !ux1~d1u1d2v !vx , ~4.1b!

wherea j ,b j ,g j , andd j ( j 51,2) are real parameters. Under certain conditions, the linear tr
formation of u and v makes it possible to transform~4.1! into ~2.1!. However, we exclude this
special case below. Although we could develop the discussion analogous to that which ha
done in Sec. II, we shall not enter into specific detail here. Instead, we will perform the redu
of ~4.1! to the ED equation in two explicit examples.

A. Jaulent–Miodek equation

The Jaulent–Miodek equation19 reads in the form

Ut1Uxxx1
3
2 QQxxx1

9
2 QxQxx26UUx26UQQx2 3

2 UxQ
250, ~4.2a!

Qt1Qxxx26UQx26UxQ2 15
2 QxQ

250. ~4.2b!

The dispersionless Jaulent–Miodek equation now becomes

ut5~u1v !ux1uvx , ~4.3a!

v t52vux1~u1v !vx , ~4.3b!

where we have introduced new variablesu andv by U5 1
6 (u2 (v/2)) andQ25v/3, respectively.

As is readily seen, the above system of equations is a special case of~4.1! with a15a251,b1

51,b250,g150,g252,d15d251. The characteristic velocities and corresponding Riemann
variants are easily calculated following the procedure developed in Sec. II. They are given

c15u1v1A2uv, c25u1v2A2uv, ~4.4!

A2u1Av5j, A2u2Av5h. ~4.5!
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In terms of the Riemann invariants,c6 are rewritten as

c15 5
8 j22 1

4 jh1 1
8 h2, c25 1

8 j22 1
4 jh1 5

8 h2, ~4.6!

The equations fort andx now take the form,

tjh5
1

2~j22h2!
@~2j15h!tj2~5j2h!th#, ~4.7!

xjh5
1

2

~5j222jh1h2!~2j15h!

~j222jh15h2!~j22h2!
xj2

1

2

~j222jh15h2!~5j2h!

~5j222jh1h2!~j22h2!
xh . ~4.8!

Although the reduction to the ED equation is difficult to perform in thet andx variables, Tsarev’s
method is applied successfully to transform~4.3! into the ED equation. Indeed, it is easy to sho
from ~2.16!, ~2.17!, and~4.6! that the variablesw15x1c1t andw25x1c2t satisfy the following
second-order equations of the ED type:

w1,jh52
1

2~j1h!
~w1,j13w1,h!, ~4.9!

w2,jh52
1

2~j1h!
~3w2,j1w2,h!. ~4.10!

Remark:Levi et al.20 introduced the system of equations

qt5
1
4 ~qxx23rqx13qr223q2!x , ~4.11a!

r t5
1
4 ~r xx13rr x1r 326rq !x , ~4.11b!

which is the first member of the Lax hierarchy of the Broer–Kaup equation. If we take
dispersionless limit and then putq52 2/3u andr 25 4

3 v in ~4.11!, the dispersionless equations fo
u andv reduce to~4.3!. Note also that Eqs.~4.9! and~4.10! are the same equations as~3.11! and
~3.12!, respectively. One can see that the Lax hierarchy of the Broer–Kaup equation is math
cally equivalent to the Lax hierarchy of the Jaulent–Miodek equation.

B. Nutku–Ö g̃uz equation

The Nutku–Ög̃uz equation21 is written as

ut52luux1vvx1~uv !x1uxxx , ~4.12a!

v t52mvvx1uux1~uv !x1vxxx , ~4.12b!

wherel andm are real constants satisfying the conditionl1m51. Note that the above system o
equations decouple forl5m51/2 and hence we consider the caselÞm below. The dispersion-
less version of~4.12! becomes

ut5~2lu1v !ux1~u1v !vx , ~4.13a!

v t5~u1v !ux1$u12~12l!v%vx . ~4.13b!

The characteristic velocities and corresponding Riemann invariants are given by

c65@~l1 1
2!u1~2l1 3

2!v6k~u1v !#, k5Al22l1 5
4, ~4.14!
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u1~2l1 1
2 1k!v5j, u1~2l1 1

2 2k!v5h. ~4.15!

Thus,c6 are written in terms ofj andh as

c15~l1 1
2 1k!j, c25~l1 1

2 2k!h. ~4.16!

If we define new variablesj̃ and h̃ according toj̃5(l1 1
21k)j and h̃52(l1 1

22k)h, the
equations forx and t become

t j̃ h̃52
1

j̃1h̃
~ t j̃1t h̃!, ~4.17a!

xj̃ h̃5
j̃

h̃~ j̃1h̃ !
xj̃1

h̃

j̃~ j̃1h̃ !
xh̃ . ~4.17b!

The equation forx is not reducible to the ED equation. However, as seen from~4.16!, each
characteristic velocity depends only on a single Riemann invariant. In view of this observatio
Tsarev system of Eqs.~2.14! turns out to be the trivial equationsw1,h5w2,j50, which are inte-
grated immediately to give the solutionsw15 f 1(j) andw25 f 2(h), wheref 1 and f 2 are arbitrary
functions. The expressions~2.15! then yield the general solutions of Eq.~4.17! as follows:

t5
f 1~ j̃ !1 f 2~ h̃ !

j̃1h̃
, ~4.18a!

x52
h̃ f 1~ j̃ !1 j̃ f 2~ h̃ !

j̃1h̃
. ~4.18b!

By direct calculation, one can easily confirm that~4.18! does indeed satisfy~4.17!.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we demonstrated that a class of dispersionless cKdV equations can be lin
in the form of the EP or EPD equations by means of the hodograph transformation. In the p
of linearization, the main step is to express the characteristic velocities in terms of the Rie
invariants. Although the Riemann invariants always exist for quasilinear hyperbolic syste
equations such as~2.2! and ~4.1! with two dependent variables, the explicit expressions for
characteristic velocities are obtainable by quadrature only for special combinations of the p
eters~Sec. II C!. The present analysis shows that the procedure mentioned above can be per
completely in the case of the dispersionless versions for typical two-component cKdV equ
~Secs. III and IV!. It should be kept in mind that the cKdV equations exemplified here posses
completely integrable Hamiltonian structures. It will therefore be an interesting problem to
the method developed in this paper to other types of integrable two-component nonlinear d
sive systems of equations and to investigate the relationship between the integrability
original equations and the reducibility of the corresponding dispersionless equations to the
EPD equations.

APPENDIX A: CONSERVATION LAWS FOR EQ. „2.1…

We show that the system of Eqs.~2.1! exhibits an infinite number of conservation laws. B
inspection, one can see that the conservation laws are represented by the integral of homo
polynomials ofu andv as follows:
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I 2n5(
j 50

n

Cj
(2n)E

2`

`

u2(n2 j )v2 jdx, ~n51,2, . . .!, ~A1!

I 2n115(
j 50

n

Cj
(2n11)E

2`

`

u2(n2 j )11v2 jdx, ~n50,1, . . .!. ~A2!

Here the integrand ofI 2n(I 2n11) is a polynomial ofu andv of order 2n(2n11).
We now derive the recursion relations that determine the coefficientsCj

(2n) andCj
(2n11) .

1. Recursion relation for Cj
„2n …

Differentiating ~A1! by t and using~2.1!, we obtain, with integration by parts under appr
priate boundary conditions, the relation

dI2n

dt
5(

j 51

n F2 j $2~d2a!~n2 j !22g j 1d%

2~n2 j !11
Cj

(2n)12b~n2 j 11!Cj 21
(2n)G

3E
2`

`

u2(n2 j )11v2 j 21vxdx. ~A3!

Hence, the quantitiesI 2n are conserved if the following recursion relations hold forCj
(2n) :

2 j $2~d2a!~n2 j !22g j 1d%

2~n2 j !11
Cj

(2n)12b~n2 j 11!Cj 21
(2n)50, ~ j 51,2,. . . ,n!. ~A4!

Under the conditions

D j
(2n)[2~d2a!~n2 j !22g j 1dÞ0, ~ j 51,2,. . . ,n!, ~A5!

the coefficientsCj
(2n) are determined successively by the relations,

Cj
(2n)52

b$2~n2 j !11%~n2 j 11!

j $2~d2a!~n2 j !22g j 1d%
Cj 21

(2n) , ~ j 51,2,. . . ,n!, ~A6!

with C0
(2n) being an arbitrary constant.

If D j
(2n)50 for certainj (5k)(k<n), then~A1! has the form

I 2n5(
j 5k

n

Cj
(2n)E

2`

`

u2(n2 j )v2 jdx, ~n51,2, . . .!, ~A7!

whereCk
(2n) can be taken arbitrary andCj

(2n) (k11< j <n) are determined by~A6!.

2. Recursion relation for Cj
„2n¿1…

Under the conditions,

D j
(2n11)[2~d2a!~n2 j !22g j 2a12dÞ0, ~ j 50,1,. . . ,n!, ~A8!

one can determineCj
(2n11) by the recursion relations,

Cj
(2n11)52

b$2~n2 j !13%~n2 j 11!

j $2~d2a!~n2 j !22g j 2a12d%
Cj 21

(2n11) , ~ j 51,2,. . . ,n!, ~A9!

starting with an arbitrary constantC0
(2n11) .
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If D j
(2n11)50 for certainj (5k)(k<n), then~A2! has the form

I 2n115(
j 5k

n

Cj
(2n11)E

2`

`

u2(n2 j )11v2 jdx, ~n51,2, . . .!, ~A10!

whereCk
(2n11) can be taken as arbitrary andCj

(2n11) (k11< j <n) are determined by~A9!.

3. Examples

The conservation laws for the dispersionless cKdV equations discussed in Sec. II ar
structed by using~A6! and ~A9!. We shall write down the first four of them for each equation

a. Dispersionless Broer –Kaup Eq. (3.3)

I 15E
2`

`

udx, I 25E
2`

`

v2dx, I 35E
2`

`

uv2dx, I 45E
2`

`

~u2v21v4!dx. ~A11!

b. Dispersionless Ito Eq. (3.14)

I 15E
2`

`

udx, I 25E
2`

`

~u21v2!dx,

~A12!

I 35E
2`

`

~u31uv2!dx, I 45E
2`

` S u41
6

5
u2v21

1

5
v4Ddx.

c. Dispersionless Hirota –Satsuma Eq. (3.20)

I 15E
2`

`

udx, I 25E
2`

` S u21
2

3
v2Ddx,

~A13!

I 35E
2`

` S u31
2

3
uv2Ddx, I 45E

2`

` S u41
4

5
u2v21

4

15
v4Ddx.

d. Dispersionless Bogoyavlenskii Eq. (3.28)

I 15E
2`

`

udx, I 25E
2`

`

~u21v2!dx,

~A14!

I 35E
2`

` S u31
3

5
uv2Ddx, I 45E

2`

` S u41
2

3
u2v21

1

3
v4Ddx.

APPENDIX B: PERIODIC-WAVE AND SOLITON SOLUTIONS OF ITO’S CKDV
EQUATION

In accordance with the exact solutions of Ito’s cKdV and related equations, several refe
are now available.22 Here, we shall derive the periodic-wave and soliton solutions and dis
their properties.

1. Periodic-wave solution

We shall first seek a periodic-wave solution of the Ito Eq.~3.13! of the form,

u5u~z!, v5v~z!, z5x2ct, ~c.0!. ~B1!

Introducing~B1! into Eq. ~3.13! and integrating once, we obtain
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2cu2u923u22v25k1 , S u95
d2u

dz2D , ~B2!

2cv22uv5k2 , ~B3!

where k1 and k2 are integration constants. In the following analysis, we assume thatk2Þ0.
Equation~B2! is once more integrated after eliminatingv by ~B3! to give

1

2
~u8!21u31

c

2
u22

k2
2

4

1

u1
c

2

52k1u2k3 , ~B4!

with k3 being an integration constant. It follows from~B3! that u52(cv1k2)/2v. If we substi-
tute this expression into~B4! and define the new dependent variableg according tov5
2k2g/c, ~B4! is transformed into the equation

~g8!2

g
5

4k2
2

c3 g42
4k1

c
~12g!g22

8k3

c2 g32c~12g!2. ~B5!

Furthermore, we introduce the new independent variableh by

dh

dz
5A4k2

2g

c3 , ~B6!

to recast~B5! into the form

S dg

dh D 2

5~g2g1!~g2g2!~g2g3!~g2g4!, ~B7!

wheregj ( j 51 – 4) are determined by the relations

(
j 51

4

gj52
c2k1

k2
2 1

2ck3

k2
2 , (

j ,k
gjgk52S c2k1

k2
2 1

c4

4k2
2D ,

(
j ,k, l

gjgkgl52
c4

2k2
2 , )

j 51

4

gj52
c4

4k2
2 . ~B8!

The periodic-wave solution of~B7! is now given explicitly by Jacobi’s elliptic functions
sn(mh,k) andcn(mh,k) as follows:

g~h!5
g32lg4 sn2~mh,k!

12l sn2~mh,k!
5

g32lg41lg4 cn2~mh,k!

12l1l cn2~mh,k!
, ~B9!

where

l5
g22g3

g22g4
, k25

~g22g3!~g12g4!

~g12g3!~g22g4!
,

~B10!
m25 1

4 ~g12g3!~g22g4!, ~g4,g3,g2,g1!,

and we have used the formula sn2(mh,k)512cn2(mh,k). It follows from ~B6! that
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z~h!5E
0

hA c3

4k2
2g~h8!

dh8, ~B11!

where we have assumedz(0)50. Thus, the periodic-wave solution of Eq.~B7! is represented
parametrically by~B9! and ~B11!. With g thus obtained,v is given by v52k2g/c and u is
derived from~B3!.

Remark:For appropriate choices of the integration constantsk1 ,k2 , andk3 , the real solutions
of ~B8! will exist which satisfy the conditiong4,g3,g2,g1 . If these constants take the value
k152c2k1 ,k252c2/Ak2,k35c3/(2k2),(k2.0) with k1 and k2 being arbitrary constants, th
right-hand side of~B7! simplifies to (g21)(g32k1k2g22 (k2/4) g1 (k2/4)). Hence,g151 and
g2 ,g3 , and g4 are obtained by solving the cubic equationg32k1k2g22 (k2/4) g1 (k2/4) 50.
One can show that for certain ranges ofk1 andk2 , the real solutions of this equation exist whic
satisfy the conditiong4,g3,g2,1. Furthermore, if we putk15v0

2/c2 andk25c2/v0
2 to reduce

this equation to (g21)(g22 (c2/4v0
2)50, the periodic-wave solution derived here degenera

into the soliton solution as shown below.

2. Soliton solution

The soliton solution is simply obtained from the periodic-wave solution by taking an ap
priate limit. First of all, we note that the relevant boundary conditions for the soliton solu
should beu,u8,u9→0,g→v0(.0) as uzu→`. These conditions completely fix the integratio
constantsk1 ,k2 , andk3 . Indeed, it readily follows from~B2!, ~B3!, and~B4! that

k152v0
2 , k252v0c, k35

v0
2c

2
. ~B12!

Substituting~B12! into ~B8!, we find

g15g251, g352g45
c

2v0
. ~B13!

To assure the positivity ofm2 in ~B10!, we impose the conditionc/2v0,1. Then, the parameter
in ~B10! are reduced, with use of~B13!, to

l5

12
c

2v0

11
c

2v0

, k51, m5
1

2
A12

c2

4v0
2. ~B14!

In view of the relation cn2(mh,1)5sech2 mh52/(cosh 2mh11), ~B9! reduces to

g~h!512

2v0

c S 12
c2

4v0
2D

coshFA12
c2

4v0
2hG1

2v0

c

. ~B15!

Lastly, we substitute~B15! into ~B11! and perform the integration, and we obtain

z5A c2

4v0
22c2F S 11

c

2v0
DPS f,

1

12
c

2v0

,
1

&D 1
2v0

c S 12
c2

4v0
2DFS f,

1

&
D G , ~B16!
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where

f5sin21!S 12
c

2v0
D coshFA12

c2

4v0
2hG21

coshFA12
c2

4v0
2hG1

c

2v0

. ~B17!

Here,F andP are elliptic integrals of the first and third kinds defined, respectively, by

F~f,k!5E
0

f da

A12k2 sin2 a
, P~f,n,k!5E

0

f da

~12n sin2 a!A12k2 sin2 a
. ~B18!

Thus,~B15! and~B16! give a parametric representation of the solution ofv(5v0g). As seen from
~B11! and~B15!, z is a monotonically increasing function ofh. In particular,z→A(c/4v0

2)h when
h→`. The solutionu is then found from~B3! and ~B12! as

u5

v0S 12
c2

4v0
2D

coshFA12
c2

4v0
2hG1

c

2v0

. ~B19!

If we denote the amplitude ofu by a, we see from~B19! thata[u(0)5v0(12 (c/2v0)). Hence,
the propagation velocityc of the soliton is related to the soliton amplitude by the relationc
52(v02a).
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Lie aspects of the dynamics of self-gravitating ellipsoids
in n dimensions

J. Carreroa)
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In this paper we study the dynamics of self-gravitating ellipsoids inn dimensions,
from the point of view of the Poisson structure of the dual of a suitable Lie algebra.
Whenn53 this was done by Rosenteel. In this setting we describe explicitly the
ring of invariant functions. In the two-dimensional case we apply a technique due
to Pedersen to find globally defined Darboux coordinates on the coadjoint orbits.
Finally we derive a characterization of tensors coming from potentials, and use it to
exhibit the dynamical equations of the ellipsoid in the Hamiltonian form. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1316059#

I. INTRODUCTION

It was Rosensteel who pioneered1 the Lie theoretical approach to the study of the dynamics
self-gravitating ellipsoids. His main idea was to view the dual of the Lie algebra gcm
5sym(3)›gl(3) as the phase space of these systems. In Sec. II we generalize this theory d
a n-dimensional ellipsoid introducing the Lie algebra sym(n)3gl(n) as the phase space fo
dynamical systems defined by ellipsoids in an arbitrary number of dimensionsn. In Sec. III global
Darboux coordinates are given explicitly for the two-dimensional problem. In Sec. IV the
result is the characterization of matrices of functions on the coordinatesI ik coming from a poten-
tial, then as a corollary we prove that the gravitational potential of a self-gravitating Riem
ellipsoid comes from potential in the sense we defined it.

II. CLASSIFICATION OF PHYSICAL ORBITS AND STRUCTURE OF THE ALGEBRA OF
INVARIANTS

In this section we introduce the Lie algebra sym(n)3gl(n) as the phase space for dynamic
systems defined by ellipsoids in an arbitrary number of dimensionsn. The reduced phase spac
will then be the orbits under the coadjoint action. In general these orbits are the sets whe
functions invariant under the coadjoint action take constant values. So it is important to cl
the orbits and elucidate the structure of the algebra of functions invariant under the coa
action. This is what will be done in this section. Forn53 this has been done by Rosensteel.1 Our
results for generaln include as special case his classification of orbits there, and his identific
of orbits as level sets of the Kelvin circulation. It is interesting that the structure of the rin
invariants is a little more complicated whenn is even than whenn is odd.

Recall that sym(n) is the space ofn3n real symmetric matrices, gl(n) is the group of
n3n invertible matrices, and gl1(n) is the subgroup of elements whose determinants are.0. Let
G5sym(n)3gl1(n) denote the group with multiplication law given by

~x,g!* ~y,h!5~x1cg~y!,gh!.

Lemma 1:The Lie algebraG of G is isomorphic with the space of matrices

a!Electronic mail: jcarrero@pdvsa.com
17610022-2488/2001/42(4)/1761/18/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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S a b

0 2atD ~aPgl~n!, bPsym~n!!.

Proof: Immediate. h

Lemma 2:The following bilinear form on sp(n)3sp(n) is nondegenerate:

,,.:sp~n!3sp~n!→R

,a,b.5tr~ab!.

In particular, this gives an identification sp(n)* ;sp(n)
Proof: Immediate. h

If we write (b,a) for the elements inG, the adjoint action ofG on G is given by

Ad(x,g)~b,a!5~gbgt2$agx1~agx! t%,ag!.

Also the coadjoint action ofG on G* is given by

Ad~x,g!
* ~c,a!5~ ǧcg21,ag1xǧcg21!.

As was discussed in Ref. 1, the orbits inG* related to physical phenomena are those wherec is
positive definite. This is the reason of defining the spaceG 1 as

G 15$~c,a!PG* uc positive definite%.

Lemma 3:G 1 is an open set inG* , invariant under the coadjoint action. Let (c,a)PG* . Then
O(c,a) contains an element of the form (I ,a8), for somea8Pgl(n), I being the identity matrix.

Proof: The result is a consequence of a classical theorem of Sylvester. h

From now on all the orbits that we consider,O(c,a) are orbits of elements inG 1.
Theorem 4: If n52k11, everyO(c,a) has a unique element (I ,H̃), where

H̃5S S 0 l1

2l1 0 D
�

S 0 ln

2ln 0 D
0

D
~l1>l2> . . . >ln>0!.

If n52k, it contains an element of the form

H̃5S S 0 l1

2l1 0 D
�

S 0 ln

2ln 0 D D
~l1>l2> . . . >ln!.

Proof: This is a consequence of the theory of compact Lie groups. We refer to Re
Theorem 4.12.2. h
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Corollary 5: If l1.l2. . . . .ln.0 thenO(c,a).G/SO(2)3SO(2)3 . . . 3SO(2).
Let H be the~CSA! of SO(n) given in Theorem 4.W the normalizer ofH in SO(n), modulo

its centralizer. It was proved by Chevalley3 that the algebra of polynomials on SO(n) which are
SO(n)-invariant is isomorphic, via restriction toH, with the algebra of polynomials onH that are
W-invariant. LetI (H) denote this ring. Since everyG orbit in G 1 meetsH in a W orbit in H, it
is clear that an invariant function onG 1 is uniquely determined by its restriction toH. Our aim
now is to determine the ring of invariant functions onG 1 whose restriction toH is all of I (H).
Let us denote this ring byI (G 1). It is interesting to note that unlike the theorem of Chevalley
the semisimple case, we need to go to the rational functions onG 1 for n52k11, and algebraic
functions onG 1 for n52k, to obtain all elements ofI (G 1).

We begin with the determination ofW and I (H).
Lemma 6:W has the following determination.

~1! If n52k11, W consists of the group of all permutations of (l1 , . . . ,lk) followed by arbi-
trary changes of signs of thel’s.

~2! If n52k, W consists of the group of all permutations of (l1 , . . . ,ln) followed by an even
number of changes of sign of thel’s.

Proof: A proof is given in Ref. 2. h

Remark 7:It is very important to notice that whenn52k, W does not have arbitrary sig
changes, because the only orthogonal matrix fixinggssÞ i andg i→2g i is the matrixKi given in
casen52k11 with last column and row deleted. However this matrix is not in SO(n) because its
determinant is21. The stabilizer ofH in O(n), the full orthogonal group, is the subgroupW8
consisting in all the permutations followed by arbitrary sign changes. Therefore whenn is odd
W5W8 but whenn is evenW,W8, a normal subgroup.

Lemma 8:If n52k, the ring of polynomial functions onH, invariant underW is generated by

(
1< i<k

l i
2 , (

1< i<k
l i

4 , . . . , (
1< i<k

l i
2(k21) , l1 , . . . ,ln .

If n52k11, it is generated by

(
1< i<k

l i
2 , (

1< i<k
l i

4 , . . . , (
1< i<k

l i
2(k21) , (

1< i<k
l i

2k .

Proof: Let W8 the group consisting in all permutations followed by arbitrary sign chan
Then @W8,W#52 and thereforeW is normal inW8. This can be proved as follows: whenn
52k11, W5W8, so there is nothing to prove. Whenn52k we take an elementsPW8, which
has an odd number of sign changes; thenW85WøsW. Take an arbitrary polynomia
f (l1 , . . . ,lk) invariant underW8. SinceSn is a subgroup ofW8 all l’s can be interchanged, s
f is symmetric. f has to be also invariant under arbitrary sign changes, what implies thf
5g(l1

2 , . . . ,lk
2) showing thatf is a polynomial in

(
1< i<k

l i
2 , (

1< i , j <k
l i

2l j
2 , . . . ,l1

2, . . . ,lk
2. ~1!

Therefore whenn is odd, the ring of polynomial invariants is generated by the polynomials in~1!,
becauseW5W8. Supposen is even. Lets be any element ofW8\W. SinceW is normal of index
2 in W8, f s is alsoW-invariant. Write

f 5
f 1 f s

2
1

f 2 f s

2
5 f 11 f 2 ,
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f 1 is W invariant ands-invariant. So it isW8-invariant and so is a polynomial in~1!. But f 2
s5

2 f 2 and hencef 2
t 52 f 2 for any t that changes the sign of a singlel. So f 250 whenl j50,

showing thatl j u f 2 , hence thatl1 , . . . ,lku f 2 . So f 25l1 , . . . ,lkg(l1 , . . . ,lk), where g is
W8-invariant and hence a polynomial in~1!. Thereforef is a polynomial in

(
1< i<k

l i
2 , (

1< i , j <k
l i

2l j
2, . . . ,l1 , . . . ,lk .

To complete the proof we use the fact that ifx1 , . . . ,xn are any set of variables, for anyr<N,

(
i 1, . . . , i r

xi 1
, . . . ,xi r

is a polynomial in

(
i

xi ,(
i

xi
2 , . . . ,(

i
xi

r .

h

Theorem 9: For m>1 the functionsf m(a,c), given by the formula

f m~a,c!5tr ~~~ac1/2
!sk!

2m!5
1

22m tr~~cac212at!2m!

are well defined and invariant under ad* (G). Moreover for allm, f m is a rational function in
(c,a); and forHPH, f M(I ,H)5tr(H2m)5(21)m(1< i<kl i

2m .
Proof: This is a straightforward calculation. h

Theorem 10: For n odd, I (G 1) is the ring of invariant functions onG* is generated by

f 1 , f 2 , . . . ,f k , k5Fn

2G .
Proof: By Theorem 9 the functionsf m restricted toH agree with the generators of the ring

invariant onH. This proves the result. h

Remark 11:As we just proved in Theorem~10!, whenn is odd, the ring of invariant functions
I (G 1) contains typically rational functions and not polynomials in (c,a) because of the presenc
of c21. Whenn is even the situation is quite different because the ring of invariants onH carries
the additional polynomiall1 , . . . ,lk . This polynomial gives rise to an additional function, th
Pfaffian, which although a polynomial onso(n), is not even rational onG* .

Let n52k, H a skew-symmetricn3n matrix. The Pfaffian ofH is by definition

Pf$H%5
1

k!2k ( 6h( i 1i 2) . . . h( i k21i k) ~H5~hi j !!.

WhenHPH, Pf$H%5l1 , . . . ,lk . Also Det(H)5(Pf$H%).2,4 We extend Pf to alln3n matrices
by writing for anyn3n matrix A,

p~A!5Pf~ 1
2 ~A2At!!.

Clearly p is a polynomial function, homogeneous of degreek, but has no general invarian
properties.p is unique up to a sign since

p~A!25det~ 1
2 ~A2At!!2.
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Lemma 12:Let n52k. The invariant function Pf onG 1 that coincides with Pf on SO(n) is
given by

Pf~c,a!5p~ca!det~c!2 1/25p~ac21!det~c!1/2.

Proof: Direct computation. h

Theorem 13: For n52k, the ringI (G 1) of invariant functions is generated by

f 1 , . . . ,f k21 ,Pf.

In general Pf is not rational.
Proof: As we have seen in previous lemma the ring generated by the functions

f 1 , . . . ,f k21 ,Pf

restricts to I (H). It only remains to show that Pf is not a rational expression. Assume
5 P/Q, then

det~c!1/25
P~c,a!

Q~c,a!p~ac21!

is a rational function ofc which is absurd. h

Theorem 14: The simultaneous level sets of the generators ofI (G 1) are precisely the
G-orbits in G 1.

Proof: By Chevalley’s theorem for SO(n), the W-invariant functions onH separates the
W-orbits. HenceI (G 1) separate theG-orbits in G 1. h

Proposition 15:For n53, the square of the Kelvin circulation generates the ringI (G 1). It is
defined asf 15 1

2tr(a
2)2tr(cac21at).

Proof: By Theorem 10 the number of invariant functions is equal to@n/2#. Write the expres-
sion for f 1 and compare with the square of the lengths of the Kelvin circulation given in Re

h

The Riemann disks, the two-dimensional analogs of the RiemannS-type ellipsoids, where
introduced by Weinberg in Refs. 5 and 6. There he considers this Riemann disks as mo
galactic bar. The disks are compose of a two-dimensional fluid specified by a surfaces, and a
pressureP, which acts only in the plane of the fluid. The surface density of the Riemann di
obtained by collapsing a homogeneous ellipsoid with densityr and principal axesa>b>c and it
is proved that the potential function in this case is given by the very simple formula

V5
pGs0

a
@A~l!~x22a2!1B~l!~y22b2!#

also the velocity field in the rotating frame may be written

ux5
a

b
Ly, uy5

a

b
Lx.

Then he points out that with this form ofu, each stream line is an ellipse similar to the bound
of the disk, and each fluid element conserves its density and pressure. Notice that this corre
exactly with the orbits for the two-dimensional ellipsoids we defined here abstractly.

III. SYMPLECTIC STRUCTURE AND GLOBAL DARBOUX COORDINATES FOR
COADJOINT ORBITS OF SO „2…)GL¿„2…

In this section we find global Darboux coordinates for the coadjoint orbits of sym(2)›gl1(2)
on the dual of its Lie algebra. If we denote byO any one of these orbits, then Darboux theore
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says that: for each point ofO there is a local chart (s,U), s5(q1 , . . . ,qn ;p1 , . . . ,pn) such that
the 2-formv, defining the symplectic structure, restricted toU has the simple form

vuU5 (
u51

n

dpu`dqu .

However, even locally, it is extremely difficult to find such coordinates for most of the sympl
manifolds known. Pedersen showed that for simply connected exponential solvable Lie gro
is indeed possible to find such Darboux coordinates, not locally but globally defined. In his p7

he proves that such coordinates exist and develops a technique to find these coordinate
though our group is not solvable, we could adapt his proof to our case so that one can find e
Darboux coordinates in the case ofphysical orbits.

Theorem 16: For every (c,a)PG 1, there exist global coordinates onO(c,a) so thatO(c,a) is
diffeomorphic toR6. Coordinates given by the map

s: Ĝ;O(c,a)→R6,

S S u v

v wD ,S ea g

0 ebD D→~u,v,w;a,b,g!,

Ĝ5sym~2!›B1~2!.

Proof: The proof is immediate from Corollary 5 and the Iwasawa decomposition of gl1(2)
using the fact that in this case the stabilizer is isomorphic to SO(2). h

As was proved by Kirillov,8 O(c,a) is a symplectic manifold. We are going to use the iden
fication just given,O(c,a);Ĝ, to compute its symplectic structure. First we would like to rec
how this ‘‘canonical’’ symplectic structure is defined for coadjoint orbits of connected Lie gro

For gPG* we define the skewsymmetric bilinear formBg : G3G→R by Bg(X,Y)5
,g,@X,Y#.. The radical ofBg is the Lie algebraGg of the stabilizerGg of g, and therefore we
can define a symplectic formB̂g : G/Gg 3G/Gg →R by factoring throughGg .

Let v5vO be the canonical symplectic form onO. We recall howv is defined: Forl PO, let
a l : G/Gg →Tl(O) be the canonical vector space isomorphism, i.e.,a l(Ẋ)w( l )
5 (d/dt) w(exptX.l)ut50, whereẊ5X1Gg andwPC`(C). Thenv l is defined to be the transpo
by a l of B̂l , i.e., v l(a l(X̂),a(Ŷ))5Bl(X,Y). The formv is then defined by movingv l by the
elements ofG to the points ofO. Let us now return to our special situation where gll5SO(2) and
we have

Ĝ→Ol , ĝ→ĝ.l .

So if Ĝ is the Lie algebra ofĜ, a l is an isomorphism ofĜ with Tl(O). Thus v l lifts to a
symplectic formv̂ on Ĝ characterized by

~1! v̂ is invariant under left translations ofĜ;
~2! v̂e(X̂,Ŷ)5 l (@X̂,Ŷ#), X̂,ŶPĜ.

We have thus come down fromG to Ĝ; althoughG is not solvable,Ĝ is solvable, even
exponential. ForĜ the elements are of the form

~s,b! S s5S u v

v wD , b5S x z

0 yD D .

So we have a basis
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S1 ,S2 ,S3 ;B1 ,B2 ,B3

for Ĝ given by

S15S S 1 0

0 0D ,0D , S25S S 0 1

0 0D ,0D , S35S S 0 1

1 0D D ,

B15S 0,S 1 0

0 0D D , B25S 0,S 0 0

0 1D D , B35S 0,S 0 1

0 0D D .

The commutation rules are

@Si ,Sj #50, @B1 ,B2#50, @B1 ,B3#5B3 , @B2 ,B3#52B3 ,

@B1 ,S1#52S1 , @B1 ,S2#50, @B1 ,S3#5S3 ,

@B2 ,S1#50, @B2 ,S2#52S2 , @B2 ,S3#5S3 ,

@B3 ,S1#50, @B3 ,S2#5S3 , @B3 ,S3#52S1 .

These are straightforward to check.
The elementl we shall take to be (I ,r (1 0

0 21)). So

,~s,b!,l .52r trS bS 0 21

1 0 D D 1tr~s!52rz1u1w,

where

b5S x z

0 yD , s5S u w

w v D .

Thus

l : S1→1,S2→1,S3→0,B1→0,B250,B3→2r .

Moreover, at the identity element ofĜ,

S15
]

]u
, S25

]

]v
, S35

]

]w
,

B1 5
]

]a
, B25

]

]b
, B35

]

]g
.

Theorem 17: In the coordinate system given in Theorem 16.v̂e is equal to

v̂e52~2r db`dg12r dg`da12 du`da12 dv`db12 dw`dg!.

Proof: Follows from the previous relations and the definition ofv̂e . h

Theorem 18: The 2-formv̂ on Ĝ is equal to

v522e22a du`da22g2e22(a1b)dv`da22~g2e22(a1b)1e2b!dv`db

12ge22(a1b)dv`dg22e2(2a1b) dw`dg22rge2a da`db

12re2a da`dg22re2a db`dg24ge2(2a1b) da`dw22ge2(2a1b) db`dw.
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Proof: Sincev̂ is the left invariant extension ofv̂e , Theorem 17 shows that

v̂522r @db#`@dg#12r @da#`@dg#12@da#`@du#12@db#`@dv#12@dg#`@dw#.

Now if we compute the left invariant 1-form that extenddae , . . . ,dwe we get the result. h

We shall use Pedersen’s7 technique in the explicit construction of the global Darboux co
dinates. If we denote byŜ5sym(2), view as a normal subgroup ofG, then the functions onĜ/Ŝ
are precisely those that are functions ofa,b,g only. We denote byE O the space of all smooth
functions onĜ/Ŝ, i.e., smooth functions ona,b,g. Our aim is to studyC`(Ĝ) as a Poisson
algebra under the Poisson bracket$.,.% determined byv̂. From classical results in symplecti
manifolds we know that ifa1 , . . . ,an be a chart on a symplectic manifoldM with symplectic
form v, andv(]/]aj , ]/]ak)5v jk (1< j ,k<n) then

$aj ,ak%5vk j ~1< j ,k<n!,

where (vk j) is the inverse matrix of (vk j).
We now return toG.
Theorem 19: In the coordinatesu,v,w,a,b,g the matrix ofv̂ is

S 0 Ã

2Ãt B̃
D ,

where

Ã5S 22e22b 0

22g2e22(a1b) 22~e22b1g2e22(a1b)! 0

4ge2(2a1b) 2ge2(2a1b) 22e2(2a1b)
D ,

B̃5S 0 22rge2a 0 22re2a

2rgea 0 22re2a

22re2a 2re2a 0
D .

Its inverse has the form

S A B

2Bt 0 D ,

whereA,B,C are 333 matrices. In particular

$a,b%5$b,g%5$g,a%50.

Proof: The matrix ofv has the form

S 0 X

2Xt YD ,

whereX andY are 333 matrices; and asv̂ is invertible,X is invertible. Its inverse is

S X21tYX21 2X21t

X21 0 D
as an easy calculation shows. h
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We shall now give a brief description of Pedersen’s work7 and proceed to apply it in this case
Recall the isomorphism

Ĝ;O, ĝ→ĝ.l

where

l 5S I ,r S 0 21

1 0 D D .

Let E O(Ĝ) be the space of smooth functions onĜ/Ŝ, i.e., smooth functions ofa,b,g. By theorem
19 this is an Abelian Lie algebra under$.,.%.

Following Pedersen we introduceE 1(Ĝ), the space of quantizable functions onĜ, namely the
space of smooth functionsf on G such that

$ f ,g%PE O~G! ~gPE O~Ĝ!!.

ThusE 1(Ĝ) is the normalizer ofE O(Ĝ) with respect to$.,.%; consequently it is also a Lie algebr
under$.,.%. Pederson now constructs a Lie algebra isomorphism

d: E 1~Ĝ!→
;

Diff 1~Ĝ/Ŝ!,

where Diff1(Ĝ/Ŝ) is the Lie algebra of smooth differential operators ina,b,g of degree<1. It
follows there will be elements

Pa ,Pb ,PgPE 1~Ĝ!

such that

d~Pa!5
]

]a
, d~Pb!5

]

]b
, d~Pg!5

]

]g
.

Then we will have

$Pa ,Pb%5$Pb ,Pg%5$Pg ,Pa%50,

$Pa ,a%5$Pb ,b%5$Pg ,g%51,

$Pa ,b%5$Pa ,g%50,

etc. These relations then show that

v̂5dPa`da1dPb`db1dPg`dg.

In other words

a,b,g,Pa ,Pb ,Pg

will be the global Darboux coordinates we are after.
It remains to describe the Pedersen isomorphism. Recall that

G5S% b̂~2!, b̂~2!5Lie~B1~2!!.

Let us now associate toXPb̂ the functionscX on Ĝ by
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cX~ ĝ!5,X,ĝ.l ..

Pedersen associates tocX the differential operatorsD(X) acting on functions onG/Ŝ;B1(2)

~D~X!!~b!5
d

dt
u~exp~2tX.b!!u t50 ;

thus

d~cX!5D~X!.

If w is a smooth function onĜ/Ŝ, Pedersen associates tow the operatorMw of multiplication by
w

d~w!5Mw , Mwu5wu.

SincecX andw are functions onĜ, $cX,w% makes sense and it is not difficult to check that

$cX,w%5Xw,

@D~X!,Mw#5MXw .

The first relation shows thatcXPE 1(Ĝ). Pedersen shows actually that thecX and w generate
E 1(Ĝ) as anE 0(Ĝ)-module and thatd defines a Lie algebra isomorphism

d: E 1~Ĝ!→
;

Diff ~a,b,g!.

To construct the Darboux coordinates in our case it is not even necessary to assume Ped
theorem; it is enough to compute

cB1,cB2,cB3,D~B1!,D~B2!,D~B3!,

where$B1 ,B2 ,B3% is the basis ofb̂(2) introduced earlier, and determinePa ,Pb ,Pg .
We begin withg(Bj ).
Lemma 20:We have

D~B1!52
]

]a
2g

]

]g
,

D~B2!52
]

]b
,

D~B3!52eb
]

]g
.

Proof: We have, for any smooth functionu of a,b,g

~D~X!u!~b!5
d

dt
u~exp~2tX.b!!u t50

apply this formula whenX5B1 ,B2 ,B3 to get the result. h

Let
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X5S j z

0 t D , b5S ea g

0 ebD , s5S u w

w v D .

Lemma 21:The functioncX is given by the formula

cX~s,b!52re2a~jg1zeb2tg!12@~ju1jw!e22a2ge2(2a1b)~jw1zv !

2twge2(2a1b)1tve22b~g2e22a11!#.

Proof: We have

b21Xb5S e2a 2ge2(a1b)

0 e2b D S j z

0 t D S ea g

0 ebD 5S j e2a~jg1zeb2tg!

0 t D ,

Xsb̌b215S ju1zw jw1zv

tw tv D S e22a 2ge2(2a1b)

2ge2(2a1b) g2e22(a1b)1e22bD .

From which the formula forcX is immediate. h

Lemma 22:We have

cB152rge2a12ue22a22gwe2(2a1b),

cB2522rge2a22wge2(2a1b)12ve22b~g2e22b11!,

cB352reb2a12we22a22gve2(2a1b).

Proof: Immediate. h

Lemma 23:Let

Pa522rge2a22ue22a12gwe2(2a1b)1ge2b~2we22a22gve2(2a1b)12reb2a!,

Pb52rge2a12wge2(2a1b)22ve22b~g2e22b11!,

Pg52e2b~2reb2a12we22a22gve2(2a1b)!,

then

d~Pa!5
]

]a
, d~Pb!5

]

]b
, d~Pg!5

]

]g
.

Proof: From Lemmas 22 and 20 we get

d~2cB11ge2bcB3!5
]

]a
,

d~2cB2!5
]

]b
,

d~2e2bcB3!5
]

]g
.

h

From this we get the following lemma.
Lemma 24:We have
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v̂5dPa`da1dPb`db1dPg`dg.

Proof: This is a straightforward computation. h

Theorem 25: The coordinates

a,b,g,Pa ,Pb ,Pg

are global Darboux coordinates onĜ;O.
Proof: Immediate. h

IV. STRUCTURE OF POTENTIALS AND HAMILTONIAN FORM FOR ELLIPSOIDAL
DYNAMICS

The equations of motion for a self-gravitating ellipsoid have been described in Ref. 1.
make sense forn-dimensional ellipsoids and take the following form. Let

I5~ I i j !, S5~Skl!

be, respectively, the inertia and shear tensor~in the laboratory frame!. The motion of the ellipsoid
is completely determined by the time evolution ofI andS.

Let T the kinetic energy tensor. Then

T5 1
2 StI21S

and the differential equations are

İ5S¿St

~2!
Ṡ52T¿P1P,

whereP5p.v.1, p5total pressure,v5volume of the ellipsoid andP the gravitational tensor

P5~Pi j !.

We shall show in this section that Eqs.~2! can be expressed in the Hamiltonian form, i.e., fo
suitable functionH on the phase space,

İ i j 5$H,I i j %,
~3!

Ṡi j 5$H,Si j %.

The main result that does this is Theorem 41. For the casen53 it was proved by Rosensteel.1 It
depends on a study of the conditions under which we may assert that a tensorA5(ai j ) is of the
form

ai j 5$V,Si j %

for a functionsV of the I ik that is SO(n)-invariant. Theorem 34 does this. Theorem 34 and
corollary Theorem 36 appear to be new. The method of proof of Rosensteel1 was somewhat
different from the one given here.

Lemma 26:The Poisson bracket ofSi j and I i j is given by

$I i j ,Srk%52~d ikI r j 1d jkI ri !,

$I i j ,I rk%50,
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$Si j ,Srk%5d ikSjr 2d r j Sik .

Proof: Refer to Ref. 1. h

Let’s define the kinetic energy tensor

T5 1
2 ~StI 21S!, Ti j 5

1
2 SkiI

kmSm j5Tji . ~4!

Proposition 27:The following relations are satisfied:

$T,I kl%5Skl1Slk
t , ~5!

$T,Skl%52Tkl . ~6!

Proof: This is a direct computation. h

It is now necessary to determine which matricesA5(Ai j ) of functions of theI i j can be written
in the form ($V,Skl%) for some rotation invariant functionV of the I i j .

Definition 28: Let MV5($V,Sl j %). A matrix, A5(Al j ), of functions on the coordinatesI iki
<k, is said to come from a potential if there exits a SO(n)-invariant function of theI ik such that
A5MV , i.e., Al j 5$V,Sl j % for all l , j .

Proposition 29:Let V(I lk)5tr(I p), whereI is the matrix whose components are the functio
I i j on G* ; thenMV522pIp.

Proof: The identity follows immediately from the formula

V5 (
i 1 , . . . ,i p

I i 1i 2
I i 2i 3

, . . . ,I i p
i 1 .

h

Corollary 30: The matrixI comes from a potential.
Proof: TakeV5 (21/2) tr(I ) and apply the previous lemma. h

Lemma 31:Let V1 ,V2 , . . . ,Vn be SO(n)-invariant functions of theI ik . Then for any smooth
function F(V1 , . . . ,Vn) of the Vi the following equation is true:

MF(V1 , . . . ,Vn)5 (
1< i<n

]F

]Vi
MVi

.

Proof:

MF(V1 , . . . ,Vn)5~$F~V1 , . . . ,Vn!,Skl%!.

Using the fact that$.,Skl% is a derivation we get

$F~V1 , . . . ,Vn!,Skl%5
]F

]V1
$V1 ,Skl%1 . . . 1

]F

]Vn
$Vn ,Skl%.

This proves the lemma. h

Lemma 32:Let V be a function of theI ik , invariant under SO(n). Then for allgPSO(n),

~MV!g5gtMg.

Proof: Notice that (MV)kl
g 5$V,Skl%

g5$Vg,Skl
g %5$V,Skl

g %. Using the pairing,.,.. the
lemma follows. h

For any smooth functionF on the set of positive definite matrices define

F̃~a1 , . . . ,an!5F~diag~a1
2 , . . . ,an

2!!.
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If M5(Fi j ) is a matrix of such functions, we define

M̃5~Fi j !̃.

Finally let

D5~Di j !

be the matrix of vector fields in the variablesa1 , . . . ,an , with

Di j 5d i j ai

]

]ai
~no summation!.

Lemma 33:For any SO(n)-invariant smooth functionV on the set of positive definitive
matrices,

M̃V5DṼ5S 2d i j ai

]

]ai
ṼD .

Proof: Since both sides are smooth it is enough to verify this on the open set where theai are
distinct. Moreover it is enough to do this locally.

Write

Vp~s!5tr~sp!, p51,2,. . . ,n.

If V is SO(n)-invariant, locally onU we have a representation

V~s!5w~V1~s!, . . . ,Vn~s!!,

wherew is smooth. Then

M̃V5(
p

S ]w̃

]Vp
D M̃Vp

,

on the other hand, by Proposition 29

M̃Vp
~a1 , . . . ,an!522p diag~a1

2p , . . . ,an
2p!5~Di j Ṽp~a1 , . . . ,an!!,

hence

M̃V5(
p

S ]w̃

]Vp
D M̃Vp

5(
p

S ]w̃

]Vp
DDṼ5Dw~Ṽ1 , . . . ,Ṽn!5DṼ.

This proves the lemma. h

Theorem 34: Suppose

M5~Mi j !

is a tensor of smooth functions on the open set of positive definite matrices with the follo
properties:

~1! Mg5gtMg (gPSO(n)).
~2! There exist a smooth SO(n)-invariant functionV on the open positive definite matrices su

that

M̃5DM̃ .
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Then

M5MV .

In particularM comes from a potential.
Remark 35:These conditions are obviously necessary. This theorem is very useful sin

reduces the verification to the diagonal matrices.
Proof: By the lemma above,

M̃5M̃V .

Since bothM andMV have the transformation properties~1!, it follows that they are both uniquely
determined by they restriction to the space of diagonal matrices. Since the restriction ofM andMV

to the diagonal space are equal, we must haveM5MV . h

Theorem 36: Let f be a scalar smooth SO(n)-invariant function. Then the tensor

f .I 5~d i j f !

comes from a potential if and only if it is a function of the determinant. More precisely, if

f ~s!5h~~det~s!!1/2!,

then

f .I 5Mg ,

where

g~s!5k(~det~s!
1
2!, k~x!52Ex h~ t !

t
dt.

Proof: Assume first thatf is a smooth function of det. We can thus write

f ~s!5h~~det!1/2!,

whereh is a smooth function of a single variablex.0. Select a functionk(x) (x.0), smooth,
such that

h~x!52xk8~x!,

for instance

k~x!52E
1

x h~ t !

t
dt.

If

g~s!5k~~det~s!!
1
2!

we claim that

f .I 5Mg .

In view of Theorem 36 it is enough to prove that
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f ~diag~a1
2 , . . . ,an

2!!52ai

]

]ai
g~diag~a1

2 , . . . ,an
2!!.

But

2ai

]

]ai
g~diag~a1

2 , . . . ,an
2!!52ai

]

]ai
k~diag~a1 , . . . ,an!!52aik8~a1 , . . . ,an!

3~a1 , . . . ,âi , . . . ,an!52~a1 , . . . ,an!k8~a1 , . . . ,an!

5h~a1 , . . . ,an!5 f ~diag~a1
2 , . . . ,an

2!!.

We must now prove the converse. So we assume that for alli 51, . . . ,n

f ~diag~a1
2 , . . . ,an

2!!52ai

]

]ai
g~diag~a1

2 , . . . ,an
2!!

for some smooth functiong in the positive definite matrices.
Write

F~a1 , . . . ,an!5 f ~diag~a1
2 , . . . ,an

2!!, G~a1 , . . . ,an!52g~diag~a1
2 , . . . ,an

2!!.

Then

F~a1 , . . . ,an!52ai

]G

]a1
~1< i<n,ai.0!.

If we go to variablesb1 , . . . ,bn whereb15a1 . . . an , bj5aj , 2< j <n, then

a1

]G

]a1
5~a1 . . . an!

]G

]b1
,

aj

]G

]aj
5~a1 . . . an!

]G

]b1
1aj

]G

]bj
~2< j <n!.

As all theaj (]G/]aj ) are equal toF, we must have

]G

]bj
50, 2< j <n.

HenceG is a function ofb1 only, say

G~b1 , . . . ,bn!5h~b1!5h~a1 . . . an!.

But then

F~a1 ,. . .,an!5a1h8~a1 ,. . .,an!a2 ,. . .,an5~a1 . . . an!h8~a1 . . . an!.

Showing thatF depends only ona1 ,. . .,an . So f is a function of det only. h

We begin by applying Theorem 34 to show that the gravitational potential tensor o
ellipsoid comes from a potential, and determine this potential. We observe that for any
(c,a)PG* (a symmetric! the corresponding ellipsoid is given by the equation

xta21x51.

For an ellipsoid with mass densityr(x), the analogue of the gravitational potential tensor is
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Pi j ~a!5kE
G
E

G8

r~x!r~x8!~xi2xi8!~xj2xj8!

ix2x8in dnx dnx8, ~7!

wherek is a constant.0 and

G5$xuxta21x<1%, G85$x8ux,ta21x8<1%.

For a homogeneous ellipsoid,r5mass/volume. Hence, as the volume is det(a)
1
2, we get for

homogeneous ellipsoids

Pi j ~a!5k.det~a!21E
G
E

G8

~xi2xi8!~xj2xj8!

ix2x8in dnx dnx8.

Proposition 37:The following properties are valid for the tensor (Pi j ):

~1! For anygPO(n), Pi j
g (a)5(Pi j (g

tag))5gtPi j (a)g,
~2! Pi j (diag(a1

2, . . . ,an
2))50 (iÞj),

~3! Pi j (diag(a1
2, . . . ,an

2))5k(a1
2 ,. . .,an

2)21*G*G8

(xi2xi8)
2

ix2x8i3 dnx dnx8.

Proof: All this properties are easy to verify. h

Theorem 38: Let V5 @1/(n22)# tr(Pi j ), wherePi j is the tensor defined as in Eq.~7!. Then
P5(Pi j ) comes from a potentialV, i.e.,

Pi j 5$V,Si j %.

Proof: TakeV5 @1/(n22)# tr(P). We shall show that

MV5P.

In view of Theorem 34 and Proposition 37 we must show that

Pi j ~diag~a1
2 , . . . ,an

2!!52ai

]

]ai
V~diag~a1

2 , . . . ,an
2!!.

But this equation follows after a change of variables on the region of integration. h

Remark 39:Even forn53 this proof is different from that on Ref. 1.
Theorem 40: Finally,

d i j det1/252$det1/2,Si j %.

Proof: We use Theorem 36. In the notation therek(x)5x, so h(x)52x, proving what we
want. h

We are thus able to prove that Eqs.~2! have the Hamiltonian form.
Theorem 41: Let

H5T1V2p.v, V5
1

n22
tr~P!

then the equations of motion

İ 5Si j 1Sji , Ṡi j 52Ti j 1Pi j 1p.vd i j

can be written as
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İ i j 5$H,I i j %, Ṡi j 5$H,Si j %.

Proof: We have

$H,I i j %5$T,I i j %1$V2p.v,I i j %

the second term is 0 because it is a function of theI i j only. The first isSi j 1Sji by Proposition 27.
Further

$H,Si j %5$T,Si j %1$V,Si j %2p$v,Si j %.

The first term is 2Ti j by Proposition 27. The second term isPi j by Theorem 38. Finally

$p.v,Si j %5p$det1/2,Si j %52p.det1/2d i j 52d i j p.v.

Hence

$H,Si j %52Ti j 1Pi j 1p.vd i j .
h

Rosensteel, in casen53, defines additional potential tensors that depend on the su
energy tensor

Gi j 5
1

2
gSE

]v
xi .“.nnj dS,

where]E denotes the boundary of the ellipsoid,n denotes the outward normal vector.gS is the
surface tension anddS denote the area element. Rosenkilde9 has showed thatGi j is a symmetric
tensor and simplifies to

Gi j 5
1

2
gSE

]v
~d i j 2ninj !dS.

It has been shown1 that the matrix (Gi j ) also comes from a potential given byVS5tr(G). We do
not treat this case here.

Last remark:It is not clear at this moment what is, if there is any, correct physical inter
tation for the energy functions and tensors defined here. This topic should be the subject of
studies.
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We present a systematic study of static solutions of the vacuum Einstein equations
with negative cosmological constant which asymptotically approach the general-
ized Kottler ~‘‘Schwarzschild–anti-de Sitter’’! solution, within ~mainly! a confor-
mal framework. We show connectedness of conformal infinity for appropriately
regular such spacetimes. We give an explicit expression for the Hamiltonian mass
of the ~not necessarily static! metrics within the class considered; in the static case
we show that they have a finite and well-defined Hawking mass. We prove in-
equalities relating the mass and the horizon area of the~static! metrics considered
to those of appropriate reference generalized Kottler metrics. Those inequalities
yield an inequality which is opposite to the conjectured generalized Penrose in-
equality. They can thus be used to prove a uniqueness theorem for the generalized
Kottler black holes if the generalized Penrose inequality can be established.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1340869#

I. INTRODUCTION

Consider the families of metrics

ds252S k2
2m

r
2

L

3
r 2Ddt21S k2

2m

r
2

L

3
r 2D 21

dr21r 2 dVk
2 , k50,61, ~I.1!

ds252~l2Lr 2!dt21~l2Lr 2!21 dr21uLu21 dVk
2 , k561, kL.0, lPR, ~I.2!

wheredVk
2 denotes a metric of constant Gauss curvaturek on a two-dimensional manifold2M .

~Throughout this work we assume that2M is compact.! These are well-known static solutions o
the vacuum Einstein equation with a cosmological constantL; some subclasses of~I.1! and ~I.2!
have been discovered by de Sitter1 @~I.1! with m50 andk51#, by Kottler2 @Eq. ~I.1! with an
arbitrarym andk51#, and by Nariai3 @Eq. ~I.2! with k51#. As discussed in detail in Sec. V D, th
parametermPR is related to the Hawking mass of the foliationt5const,r 5const. We will refer
to those solutions as the generalized Kottler and the generalized Nariai solutions. The conL
is an arbitrary real number, but in this paper we will mostly be interested inL,0, and this
assumption will be made unless explicitly stated otherwise. There has been recently re
interest in the black hole aspects of the generalized Kottler solutions.4–7 The object of this paper
is to initiate a systematic study of static solutions of the vacuum Einstein equations with a ne
cosmological constant.

The first question that arises here is that of asymptotic conditions one wants to impose.
present paper we consider metrics which tend to the generalized Kottler solutions, leavi

a!Supported in part by KBN Grant No. 2 P03B 073 15. Electronic mail: chrusciel@univ-tours.fr
b!Supported by Jubila¨umsfonds der O¨ sterreichischen Nationalbank, Project No. 6265, and by a grant from Re´gion Centre,

France. Electronic mail: simon@ap.univie.ac.at
17790022-2488/2001/42(4)/1779/39/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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asymptotically Nariai case to future work. We present the following three approache
asymptotic structure, and study their mutual relationships: three-dimensional conformal co
tifications, four-dimensional conformal completions, and a coordinate approach. We show
under rather natural hypotheses the conformal boundary at infinity is connected.

The next question we address is that of the definition of mass for such solutions,without
assuming staticityof the metrics. We review again the possible approaches that occur here: a
coordinate approach, a Hamiltonian approach, a ‘‘Komar-type’’ approach, and the Hawkin
proach. We show that the Hawking mass converges to a finite value for the metrics cons
here, and we also give conditions on the conformal completions under which the ‘‘coord
mass,’’ or the Hamiltonian mass, are finite. Each of those masses come with different norm
tion factor, whenever all are defined, except for the Komar and Hamiltonian masses which
cide. We suggest that the correct normalization is the Hamiltonian one.

Returning to the static case, we recall that appropriately behaved vacuum black hole
L50 are completely described by the parameterm appearing above,8–10 and it is natural to
enquire whether this remains true for other values ofL. In fact, forL,0, Boucher, Gibbons, and
Horowitz11 have given arguments suggesting uniqueness of the anti-de Sitter solution with
appropriate class. As a step towards a proof of a uniqueness theorem in the general case w
under appropriate hypotheses~1! lower bounds on~loosely speaking! the area of cross sections o
the horizon, and~2! upper bounds on the mass of static vacuum black holes with negative
mological constant. When these inequalities are combined the result goes precisely the o
way as a~conjectured! generalization of the Geroch–Huisken–Ilmanen–Penrose inequality12–17

appropriate to spacetimes with nonvanishing cosmological constant. In fact, such a genera
was obtained by Gibbons18 along the lines of Geroch,13 and of Jang and Wald,19 i.e., under the
very stringent assumption of the global existence and smoothness of the inverse mean cu
flow, see Sec. VI. We note that it is far from clear that the arguments of Huisken and Ilmane14,15

or those of Bray,16,17 which establish the original Penrose conjecture can be adapted to the
tion at hand. If this were the case, a combination of this inequality with the results of the pr
work would give a fairly general uniqueness result. In any case this part of our work demons
the usefulness of a generalized Penrose inequality, if it can be established at all.

To formulate our results more precisely, consider a static spacetime (M ,4g) which might—
but does not have to—contain a black hole region. In the asymptotically flat case there e
well-established theory~see Ref. 20, or Ref. 10, Secs. 2 and 6 and references therein! which, under
appropriate hypotheses, allows one to reduce the study of such spacetimes to the prob
finding all suitable triples (S,g,V), where (S,g) is a three-dimensional Riemannian manifold a
V is anon-negativefunction onS. FurtherV is required to vanish precisely on the boundary ofS,
when nonempty:

V>0, V~p!50⇔pP]S. ~I.3!

Finally g andV satisfy the following set of equations onS:

DV52LV, ~I.4!

Ri j 5V21DiD jV1Lgi j ~I.5!

(L50 in the asymptotically flat case!. HereRi j is the Ricci tensor of the~‘‘three-dimensional’’!
metric g. We shall not attempt to formulate the conditions on (M ,4g) which will allow one to
perform such a reduction@some of the aspects of the relationship between (S,g,V) and the
associated spacetime are discussed in Sec. III B#, but we shall directly address the question
properties of solutions of~I.4!–~I.5!. Our first main result concerns the topology of]S ~cf.
Theorem IV.1, Sec. IV; compare Refs. 21 and 22!:

Theorem I.1: Let L,0, consider a set (S,g,V) which is C3 conformally compactifiable in
the sense of Definition III.1 below, suppose that~I.3!–~I.5! hold. Then the conformal boundary a
infinity ]`S of S is connected.
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Our second main result concerns the Hawking mass of the level sets ofV, cf. Theorem V.2,
Sec. V D:

Theorem I.2: Under the conditions of Theorem I.1, the Hawking massm of the level sets of
V is well defined and finite.

It is natural to enquire whether there exist static vacuum spacetimes with complete spa
hypersurfaces and no black hole regions; it is expected that no such solutions exist whenL,0
and]`SÞS2. We hope that points~2! and~3! of the following theorem can be used as a tool
prove their nonexistence.

Theorem I.3: Under the conditions of Theorem I.1, suppose further that]S5B, and that the
scalar curvatureR8 of the metricg85V22g is constant on]`S. Then

~1! If ]`S is a sphere, then the Hawking massm of the level sets ofV is nonpositive, vanishing
if and only if there exists a diffeomorphismc:S→S0 and a positive constantl such thatg
5c* g0 andV5lV0+c, with (S0 , g0 ,V0) corresponding to the anti-de Sitter space–time

~2! If ]`S is a torus, then the Hawking massm is strictly negative.
~3! If the genusg` of ]`S is higher than or equal to 2, we have

m,2
1

3A2L
, ~I.6!

with m5m(V) normalized as in Eq.~VI.7!.
A mass inequality similar to that in point~1! above has been established in Ref. 11, and in

we follow their technique of proof. However, our hypotheses are rather different. Further, the
here isa priori different from the one considered in Ref. 11; in particular it is not clear at
whether the mass defined as in Ref. 11 is also defined for the metrics we consider, cf. Sec
and V A below.

We note that metrics satisfying the hypotheses of point~2! above, with arbitrarily large
~strictly! negative mass, have been constructed in Ref. 23.

As a straightforward corollary of Theorem I.3 one has
Corollary I.4: Suppose that the generalized positive energy inequalitym>mcrit(g`) holds in

the class of three-dimensional manifolds (S,g) which satisfy the requirements of point~1! of
Definition III.1 with a connnected conformal infinity]`S of genusg` , and, moreover, the scala
curvatureR of which satisfiesR>2L. Then

~1! If mcrit(g`50)50, then the only solution of Eqs.~I.4!–~I.5! satisfying the hypotheses of poin
~1! of Theorem I.3 are data for anti-de Sitter space–time.

~2! If mcrit(g`.1)521/(3A2L), then there exist no solutions of Eqs.~I.4!–~I.5! satisfying the
hypotheses of point~3! of Theorem I.3.

When ]`S5S2 one expects that the inequalitym>0, with m being the mass defined b
spinorial identities can be established using Witten-type techniques~cf. Refs. 24 and 25!, regard-
less of whether or not]S5B. ~On the other hand, it follows from Ref. 26 that when]`SÞS2

there exist no asymptotically covariantly constant spinors which can be used in the Witten
ment.! This might require imposing some further restrictions on, e.g., the asymptotic behav
the metric. To be able to conclude in this case that there are no static solutions without ho
or that the only solution with a connected nondegenerate horizon is the anti-de Sitter one, re
working out those restrictions, and showing that the Hawking mass of the level sets ofV coincides
with the mass occuring in the positive energy theorem.

When horizons occur, our comparison results for mass and area read as follows.
Theorem I.5: Under the conditions of Theorem I.1, suppose further that the genusg` of ]`S

satisfiesg`>2, and that the scalar curvatureR8 of the metricg85V22g is constant on]`S. Let
]1S be any connected component of]S for which the surface gravityk defined by Eq.~VII.1! is
largest, and assume that
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0,k<A2
L

3
. ~I.7!

Let m0 , respectivelyA0 , be the Hawking mass, respectively the area of]S0 , for that generalized
Kottler solution (S0 ,g0 ,V0), with the same genusg` , the surface gravityk0 of which equalsk.
Then

m<m0 , A0~g]1S21!<A~g`21!, ~I.8!

whereA is the area of]1S and m5m(V) is the Hawking mass of the level sets ofV. Further
m5m0 if and only if there exists a diffeomorphismc:S→S0 and a positive constantl such that
g5c* g0 andV5lV0+c.

The asymptotic conditions assumed in Theorems I.3 and I.5 are somewhat related to th
Refs. 27–29, 11. The precise relationships are discussed in Secs. III B and III C. Let us s
mention here that the condition thatR8 is constant on]`S is the~local! higher genus analog of th
~global! condition in Refs. 28 and 29 that the group of conformal isometries of I coincides
that of the standard conformal completion of the anti-de Sitter space–time; the reader is re
to Proposition III.6 in Sec. III B for a precise statement.

We note that the hypothesis~I.7! is equivalent to the assumption that the generalized Kot
solution with the same value ofk has nonpositive mass; cf. Sec. II for a discussion. We emp
size, however, that we do not make anya priori assumptions concerning the sign of the mass
(S,g,V). Our methods do not lead to any conclusions for those values ofk which correspond to
generalized Kottler solutions with positive mass.

With m5m(V) normalized as in Eq.~VI.7!, the inequalitym<m0 takes the following explicit
form:

m<
~L12k2!Ak22L12k3

3L2 , ~I.9!

while A(g`21)>A0(g]1S21) can be explicitly written as

A~g`21!>4p~g]1S21!Fk1Ak22L

L G2

. ~I.10!

@The right-hand sides of Eqs.~I.9! and~I.10! are obtained by straightforward algebraic manipu
tions from ~II.1! and ~II.10!.#

It should be pointed out that in Ref. 30 a lower bound for the area has also been estab
However, while the bound there is sharp only for the generalized Kottler solutions withm50, our
bound is sharp for all Kottler solutions. On the other hand, in Ref. 30 it is not assumed th
space–time is static.

If the generalized Penrose inequality~which we discuss in some detail in Sec. VI! holds,

2MHaw~u!>(
i 51

k S ~12g] iS
!S A] iS

4p
D 1/2

2
L

3
S A] iS

4p
D 3/2D ~I.11!

~with the ] iS ’s, i 51,...,k, being the connected components of]S, the A] iS
’s—their areas, and

the g] iS
’s—the genera thereof! we obtain uniqueness of solutions:

Corollary I.6: Suppose that the generalized Penrose inequality~I.11! holds in the class of
three-dimensional manifolds (S,g) with scalar curvatureR satisfyingR>2L, which satisfy the
requirements of point~1! of Definition III.1 with a connnected conformal infinity]`S of genus
g`.1, and which have a compact connected boundary. Then the only static solutions o
~I.4!–~I.5! satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem I.5 are the corresponding generalized K
solutions.
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II. THE GENERALIZED KOTTLER SOLUTIONS

We recall some properties of the solutions~I.1!. Those solutions will be used as referen
solutions in our arguments, so it is convenient to use a subscript 0 when referring to the
already mentioned, we assumeL,0 unless indicated otherwise. Form0PR, let r 0 be the largest
positive root of the equation31

V0
2[k2

2m0

r
2

L

3
r 250. ~II.1!

We set

S05$~r ,v !ur .r 0 ,vP2M %, g05S k2
2m0

r
2

L

3
r 2D 21

dr21r 2 dVk
2 , ~II.2!

where, as before,dVk
2 denotes a metric of constant Gauss curvaturek on a smooth two-

dimensional compact manifold2M . We denote the corresponding surface gravity byk0 . @Recall
that the surface gravity of a connected component of a horizonN@X# is usually defined by the
equation

~XaXa! ,muN[X]522kXm , ~II.3!

where X is the Killing vector field which is tangent to the generators ofN@X#. This requires
normalizing X; here we impose the normalization32 that X5]/]t in the coordinate system o
~I.1!.# We set

W0~r ![g0
i j DiV0D jV05S m0

r 2 2
Lr

3 D 2

. ~II.4!

Whenm050 we note the relationship

W052
L

3
~V0

22k!, ~II.5!

which will be useful later on, and which holds regardless of the topology of2M .
Suppose, now, thatk521, and thatm0 is in the range

m0P@mcrit,0#, ~II.6!

where

mcrit[2
1

3A2L
. ~II.7!

Heremcrit is defined as the smallest value ofm0 for which the metrics~I.1! can be extended acros
a Killing horizon.5,7 Let us show that Eq.~II.6! is equivalent to

r 0PF 1

A2L
,A2

3

LG . ~II.8!

In order to simplify notation it is useful to introduce

1

l 2 [2
L

3
. ~II.9!
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Now, the equationV0( l /))50 implies m5mcrit . Next, an elementary analysis of the functio
r 3/ l 22r 22m0 ~recall thatk521 in this section! shows that~1! V has no positive roots form
,mcrit ; ~2! for m5mcrit the only positive root isl /); ~3! if r 0 is the largest positive root of the
equationV0(r 0)50, then for eachm0.mcrit the radiusr 0(m0) exists and is a differentiable
function of m0 . Differentiating the equationr 0V0(r 0)50 with respect tom0 gives

S 3r 0
2

l 2 1kD ]r 0

]m0
5S 3r 0

2

l 2 21D ]r 0

]m0
52.

It follows that for r> l /) the function r 0(m0) is a monotonically increasing function on it
domain of definition@mcrit ,`), which establishes our claim.

We note that the surface gravityk0 is given by the formula

k05AW0~r 0!5
m0

r 0
2 1

r 0

l 2 , ~II.10!

which gives

]k0

]m0
5

1

r 0
2 1S 1

l 2 2
2m0

r 0
3 D ]r 0

]m0
.

Equation~II.10! shows thatk0 vanishes whenm05mcrit .
33 Under the hypothesis thatm0<0, it

follows from what has been said above~a! that ]k0 /]m0 is positive;~b! that we have

k0PF0,A2
L

3 G , ~II.11!

when ~II.6! holds, and~c! that, under the current hypotheses onk and L, ~II.6! is equivalent to
~II.11! for the metrics~I.1!. While this can probably be established directly, we note that it follo
from Theorem I.5 that~II.11! is equivalent to~II.6! without having to assume thatm0<0.

In what follows we shall need the fact that in the above ranges of parameters the relatio
V0(r ) can be inverted to define a smooth functionr (V0):@0,̀ )→R. Indeed, the equation
(dV0 /dr) (r crit)50 yields r crit

3 53m0 /L; when k521, L,0, and when~II.6! holds one finds
V0(r crit)<0, with the inequality being strict unlessm5mcrit . Therefore,V0(r ) is a smooth strictly
monotonic function in@r 0 ,`), which implies in turn thatr (V0) is a smooth strictly monotonic
function on (0,̀ ); further r (V0) is smooth up to 0 except whenm5mcrit .

III. ASYMPTOTICS

A. Three-dimensional formalism

As a motivation for the definition below, consider one of the metrics~I.1! and introduce a new
coordinatexP(0,x0# by

r 2

l 2 5
12kx2

x2 ~III.1!

with x0 defined by substitutingr 0 at the left-hand side of~III.1!. It then follows that

g5 l 2x22F ~12kx2!21S 12
2mx3

lA12kx2D 21

dx21~12kx2!dVk
2G .

Thus the metric
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g8[~ l 22x2!g

is smooth up to boundary metric on the compact manifold with boundaryS̄0[@0,x0#32M .

Furthermore,xV0 can be extended by continuity to a smooth up to boundary function onS̄0 , with
xV051. This justifies the following definition.

Definition III.1: Let S be a smooth manifold~all manifolds are assumed to be Hausdor
paracompact, and orientable throughout!, with perhaps a compact boundary which we denote
]S when non empty.34 Suppose thatg is a smooth metric onS, and thatV is a smooth nonnegative
function onS, with V(p)50 if and only if pP]S.

~1! (S,g) will be said to beCi , i PNø$`%, conformally compactifiable or, shortly, compactifi
able, if there exists aCi 11 diffeomorphismx from S\]S to the interior of a compact Rie

mannian manifold with boundary (S̄'Sø]`S,ḡ), with ]`SùS5B, and aCi function

v:S̄→R1 such that

g5x* ~v22ḡ!. ~III.2!

We further assume that$v50%5]`S, with dv nowhere vanishing on]`S, and thatḡ is of

Ci differentiability class onS̄.
~2! A triple (S,g,V) will be said to beCi , i PNø$`%, compactifiable if (S,g) is Ci compacti-

fiable, and ifVv extends by continuity to aCi function onS̄,
~3! with

lim
v→0

Vv.0. ~III.3!

We emphasize thatS itself is allowed to have a boundary on whichV vanishes,

]S5$pPSuV~p!50%

If that is the case we will have

]S̄5]Sø]`S.

The conditions above are not independent when the ‘‘static field equations’’@Eqs.~I.4!–~I.5!#
hold:

Proposition III.2: Consider a triple (S,g,V) satisfying Eqs.~I.3!–~I.5!.

~1! The condition thatudvu ḡ has no zeros on]`S follows from the remaining hypotheses of poi
1 of Definition III.1, when those hold withi>2.

~2! Suppose that (S,g) is Ci compactifiable withi>2. Then limv→0Vv exists. Further, one can
choose a~uniquely defined! conformal factor so thatv is theḡ distance from]`S. With this
choice of conformal factor, when~III.3! holds a necessary condition that (S,g,V) is Ci

compactifiable is that

~4R̄ij2R̄ḡij !n̄
in̄ju]`S50, ~III.4!

wheren̄ is the field of unit normals to]`S.
~3! (S,g,V) is C` compactifiable if and only if (S,g) is C` compactifiable and Eqs.~III.3! and

~III.4! hold.

Remarks:~1! When (S,g) is C` compactifiable but Eq.~III.4! does not hold, the proof below
shows thatVv is of the forma01a1v2 logv, for some smooth up-to-boundary functionsa0 and
a1 . This is perhaps not so surprising because the nature of the equations satisfied byg and V
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suggests that bothḡ and Vv should be polyhomogeneous, rather than smooth.~‘‘Polyhomoge-
neous’’ means thatḡ andVv are expected to admit asymptotic expansions in terms of powe
v and logv near]`S under some fairly weak conditions on their behavior at]`S; cf., e.g., Ref.
36 for precise definitions and related results.! From this point of view the hypothesis that (S,g) is
C` compactifiable is somewhat unnatural and should be replaced by that of polyhomogeneiḡ
at ]`S.

~2! One can prove appropriate versions of point~3! above for (S,g)’s which areCi compac-
tifiable for finite i . This seems to lead to lower differentiability of 1/V near]`S as compared to
ḡ, and for this reason we shall not discuss it here.

~3! We leave it as an open problem whether or not there exist solutions of~I.3!–~I.5! such that
(S,g) is smoothly compactifiable, such thatV can be extended by continuity to a smooth functi

on S̄, while ~III.3! does not hold.
~4! We note that~III.4! is a conformally invariant condition becausev and ḡ are uniquely

determined byg. However, it is not conformally covariant, in the sense that ifḡ is conformally
rescaled, then~III.4! will not be of the same form in the new rescaled metric. It would be
interest to find a form of~III.4! which does not have this drawback.

~5! The result above has counterparts for one-point compactifications in the asymptotica
case~cf., e.g., the theorem in the Appendix of Ref. 35.!

Proof: Let a[Vv. After suitable identifications we can without loss of generality assume
the mapx in ~III.2! is the identity. Equations~I.4!–~I.5! together with the definition ofḡ5v2g
lead to the following:

D̄a23
D̄ ivD̄ ia

v
1S D̄v

v
1

R̄

2
Da50, ~III.5!

D̄ i D̄ ja2
D̄kvD̄ka

v
ḡi j 5S R̄i j 12

D̄ i D̄ jv

v
2S D̄v

v
1

R̄

2
D ḡi j Da. ~III.6!

We have also usedR52L which, together with the transformation law of the curvature sca
under conformal transformations, implies

v2R̄56udvu ḡ
212L24vD̄v. ~III.7!

In all the equations here barred quantities refer to the metricḡ. Point~1! of the proposition follows
immediately from Eq.~III.7!.

To avoid factors of2L/3 in the remainder of the proof we rescale the metricg so thatL
523. Next, to avoid annoying technicalities we shall present the proof only for smoothly c
pactifiable (S,g), i.e., for i 5`; the finite i cases can be handled using the results in Ref.
Appendix A and Ref. 37, Appendix A. Suppose, thus, thati 5`. As shown in Ref. 38, Lemma 2.1
we can choosev and ḡ so thatv coincides with theḡ distance from]`S in a neighborhood of
]`S; we shall use the symbolx to denote this function. In this case we have

D̄v5 p̄, ~III.8!

wherep̄ is the mean curvature of the level sets ofv5x. Furtherudvu ḡ51 so that~III.8! together
with ~III.7! give R̄524p̄/x, in particularp̄ux5050. We can introduce Gauss coordinates (x1,xA)
near]`S in which x15xP@0,x0), while the (xA)5v ’s form local coordinates on]`S, with the
metric taking the form

ḡ5dx21h̄, h̄~]x ,• !50. ~III.9!

To prove point~2!, from Eq. ~III.6! we obtain
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vD̄ ivD̄ jvD̄ i~v21D̄ ja!5D̄ ivD̄ jvS R̄i j 12
D̄ i D̄ jv

v
2S D̄v

v
1

R̄

2
D ḡi j Da. ~III.10!

Equations~III.8!–~III.10! lead to

x]x~x21]xa!5S R̄xx2
R̄

4
Da. ~III.11!

At eachvP]`S this is an ODE of Fuchsian type fora(x,v). Standard results about such equ
tions show that for eachv the functionsx→a(x,v) andx→]xa(x,v) are bounded and continuou
on @0,x0). Integrating~III.11! one finds

]xa5xb~v !1S R̄xx2
R̄

4
Da~0,v !x ln x1O~x2 ln x!, ~III.12!

whereb(v) is a (v-dependent! integration constant. By hypothesis there exist no points at]`S
such thata(0,v)50, Eqs.~III.11! and~III.12! show that]x

2a blows up atx50 unless~III.4! holds,
and point~2! follows.

We shall only sketch the proof of point~3!: Standard results about Fuchsian equations sh
that solutions of Eq.~III.11! will be smooth in x whenever@R̄xx2 (R̄/4)#(x50,v) vanishes
throughout]`S. A simple bootstrap argument applied to Eq.~III.6! with ( i j )5(1A) shows that
a is also smooth inv. Commuting Eq.~III.6! with (x]x)

i]v
b , whereb is an arbitrary multi-index,

and iteratively repeating the reasoning outlined above establishes smoothness ofa jointly in v and
x. h

A consequence of condition~3! of Definition III.1 is that the function

V8[V21,

when extended toS̄ by settingV850 on ]`S, can be used as a compactifying conformal fact
at least away from]S: If we set

g85V22g,

then g8 is a Riemannian metric smooth up to boundary onS̄\]S. In terms of this metric Eqs
~I.4!–~I.5! can be rewritten as

D8V853V8W1LV, ~III.13!

Ri j8 522VDi8D j8V8. ~III.14!

HereRi j8 is the Ricci tensor of the metricg8, D8 is the Levi-Civita covariant derivative associate
with g8, while D8 is the Laplace operator associated withg8. Taking the trace of~III.14! and
using ~III.13! we obtain

R8526W22LV2, ~III.15!

where

W[DiVDiV. ~III.16!

Defining

W8[g8 i j Di8V8D j8V85~V8!2W, ~III.17!
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Eq. ~III.15! can be rewritten as

6W8522L2R8~V8!2. ~III.18!

If ( S,g,V) is C2 compactifiable thenR8 is bounded in a neighborhood of]`S, and sinceV blows
up at ]`S it follows from Eq. ~III.15! that so doesW, in particularW is strictly positive in a
neighborhood of]`S. Further Eq.~III.18! implies that the level sets ofV are smooth manifolds in
a neighborhood of]`S, diffeomorphic to]`S there.

Equations~I.4!–~I.5! are invariant under a rescalingV→lV, lPR* . This is related to the
possibility of choosing freely the normalization of the Killing vector field in the associated sp
time. Similarly the conditions of Definition III.1 are invariant under such rescalings withl.0.
For various purposes—e.g., for the definition~VII.1! of surface gravity—it is convenient to hav
a unique normalization ofV. We note that if (S,g,V) corresponds to a generalized Kottl
solution (S0 ,g0 ,V0), then ~I.1! and ~II.4! together with~III.16! give 6W08522L(12k(V08)

2)
1O((V08)

3) so that from~III.15! one obtains

R08u]`S522Lk. ~III.19!

We have the following:
Proposition III.3: Consider aCi-compactifiable triple (S,g,V), i>3, satisfying equations

~I.4!–~I.5!.

~1! We have
2R8ux505 1

3 R8ux50 , ~III.20!

where2R8 is the scalar curvature of the metric induced byg8[V22g on the level sets ofV,
andR8 is the Ricci scalar ofg8.

~2! If R8 is constant on]`S, replacingV by a positive multiple thereof if necessary we c
achieve

R8u]`S522Lk, ~III.21!

wherek50, 1 or21 according to the sign of the Gauss curvature of the metric induced bg8
on ]`S.

Remark:Whenk50 Eq. ~III.21! holds with an arbitrary normalization ofV.

Proof: Consider a level set$V5const% of V which is a smooth hypersurface inS̄, with unit
normal ni , induced metrichi j , scalar curvature2R, second fundamental formpi j defined with
respect to an inner pointing normal, mean curvaturep5hi j pi j 5hi

khj
mD (knm) ; we denote byqi j the

trace-free part ofpi j : qi j 5pi j 21/2hi j p. Let Ri jk , respectively,Ri jk8 , be the Cotton tensor of the
metric gi j , respectively,gi j8 ; by definition

Ri jk52~Ri [ j2
1
4 Rgi [ j ! ;k] , ~III.22!

where square brackets denote antisymmetrization with an appropriate combinatorial factor~1/2 in
the equation above!, and a semicolon denotes covariant differentiation. We note the useful ide
due to Lindblom39

Ri jk8 R8 i jk5V6Ri jkRi jk58~VW!2qi j q
i j 1V2hi j DiWDjW. ~III.23!

When (S,g,V) is C3 compactifiable the functionRi jk8 R8 i jk is uniformly bounded on a neighbor

hood of S̄, which gives

~VW!2qi j q
i j <C ~III.24!

in that same neighborhood, for some constantC. Equations~III.24! and ~III.17! give
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uqug5O~~V8!3!. ~III.25!

Let qi j8 be the trace-free part of the second fundamental formpi j8 of the level sets ofV8 with
respect to the metricgi j8 , defined with respect to an inner pointing normal; we haveqi j8 5qi j /V, so
that

uq8ug85O~~V8!2!. ~III.26!

Throughout we useu•uk to denote the norm of a tensor field with respect to a metrick.
Let us work out some implications of~III.26!; Eqs.~III.13!–~III.15! lead to

S D81
R8

2 DV850. ~III.27!

Equations~III.17! and~III.18! show thatdV8 is nowhere vanishing on a suitable neighborhood
]`S. We can thus introduce coordinates there so thatV85x. If the remaining coordinates are Li
dragged along the integral curves of]x the metric takes the form

g85~W8!21 dx21h8, h8~]x ,• !50. ~III.28!

Equations~III.27!–~III.28! give then

p852
1

2AW8
S ]W8

]x
1R8xD5

x

12AW8
S 4R82x

]R8

]x D , ~III.29!

and in the second step we have used~III.18!. Here p85AW8]x(Adeth8)/Adeth8 is the mean
curvature of the level sets ofx measured with respect to the inner pointing normaln85AW8]x .
Equation~III.14! implies

Ri j8 n8 in8 j522Vn8 in8 jDi8D j8V8522
D8 iV8D8 jV8

V8W8
Di8D j8V852

D8 iV8Di8W8

V8W8
5

2]xW8

x

in the coordinate system of Eq.~III.28!. From ~III.18! we get

Ri j8 n8 in8 j5
R8

3
1O~x!. ~III.30!

From the Codazzi–Mainardi equation,

~22Ri j8 1R8gi j8 !n8 in8 j52R81qi j8 q8 i j 2 1
2 p82, ~III.31!

where2R8 is the scalar curvature of the metric induced byg8 on ]`S, one obtains

~22Ri j8 1R8gi j8 !n8 in8 j52R81O~x!, ~III.32!

where we have used~III.26! and~III.29!. This, together with Eq.~III.30!, establishes Eq.~III.20!.
In particularR8u]`S is constant if and only if2R8 is, andR8 at x50 has the same sign as th
Gauss curvature of the relevant connected component of]`S. Under a rescalingV→lV, l.0,
we haveW→l2V; Eq. ~III.15! shows thatR8→l2R8, and choosingl appropriately establishe
the result. h

We do not know whether or not there exist smoothly compactifiable solutions of Eqs.~I.4!–
~I.5! for which R8 is not locally constant at]`S, it would be of interest to settle this question
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B. Four-dimensional conformal approach

Consider a space–time (M ,4g) of the formM5R3S with the metric4g

4g52V2 dt21g, g~] t ,• !50, ] tV5] tg50. ~III.33!

By definition of a space–time4g has Lorentzian signature, which implies thatg has signature13;
it then naturally defines a Riemannian metric onS which will still be denoted byg. Equations
~I.4!–~I.5! are precisely the vacuum Einstein equations with cosmological constantL for the
metric 4g. It has been suggested that an appropriate28,29 framework for asymptotically anti-de
Sitter space–times is that of conformal completions introduced by Penrose.40 The work of
Friedrich41 has confirmed that it is quite reasonable to do that, by showing that a large cla
space–times~not necessarily stationary! with the required properties exist; some further rela
results can be found in Refs. 42 and 43. In this approach one requires that there exists a
time with boundary (M̄ ,4ḡ) and a positive functionV:M̄→R1, with V vanishing precisely at
I,]M̄ , and withdV without zeros onI , together with a diffeomorphismJ:M→M̄ \I such that

4g5J* ~V22 4ḡ!. ~III.34!

The vector fieldX5] t is a Killing vector field for the metric~III.33! on M , and it is well known
~cf., e.g., Ref. 44, Appendix B! thatX extends as smoothly as the metric allows toI ; we shall use
the same symbol to denote that extension. We have the following trivial observation.

Proposition III.4: Assume that (S,g,V) is smoothly compactifiable, thenM5R3S with the
metric ~III.33! has a smooth conformal completion withI diffeomorphic toR3]`S. Further
(M ,4g) satisfies the vacuum equations with a cosmological constantL if and only if Eqs.~I.4!–
~I.5! hold.

The implication the other way around requires some more work.
Theorem III.5: Consider a space–time (M ,4g) of the formM5R3S, with a metric4g of

the form ~III.33!, and suppose that there exists a smooth conformal completion (M̄ ,4ḡ) with
nonemptyI . Then

~1! X is timelike onI ; in particular it has no zeros there;
~2! The hypersurfacest5const extend smoothly toI ;
~3! (S,g,V) is smoothly compactifiable;
~4! there exists a~perhaps different! conformal completion of (M ,4g), still denoted by (M̄ ,4ḡ),

such thatM̄5R3S̄, where (S̄,ḡ) is a conformal completion of (S,g), with X5] t and with

4ḡ52a2 dt21ḡ, ḡ~] t ,• !50, X~a!5LXḡ50. ~III.35!

Remark:The new completion described in point~4! above will coincide with the original one
if and only if the orbits ofX are complete in the original completion.

Proof: As the isometry group mapsM to M , it follows thatX has to be tangent toI . On M
we have4ḡ(X,X).0 hence4ḡ(X,X)>0 on I , and to establish point~1! we have to exclude the
possibility that4ḡ(X,X) vanishes somewhere onI .

Suppose, first, thatX(p)50 for a pointpPI . ClearlyX is a conformal Killing vector of4ḡ.
We can choose a neighborhoodU of I so thatX is strictly timelike onU\I . There existse.0 and
a neighborhoodO,U of p such that the flowf t(q) of X is defined for allqPO and t
P@2e,e#. Thef t’s are local conformal isometries, and therefore map timelike vectors to time
vectors. SinceX vanishes atp the f t’s leave p invariant. It follows that thef t’s map causal
curves throughp into causal curves throughp; therefore they map]J1(p) into itself. This implies
that X is tangent to]J1(p). However this last set is a null hypersurface, so that every ve
tangent to it is spacelike or null, which contradicts timelikeness ofX on ]J1(p)ùUÞB. It
follows thatX has no zeros onI .
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Suppose, next, thatX(p) is lightlike at p. There exists a neighborhood ofp and a strictly
positive smooth functionc such thatX is a Killing vector field for the metric4ḡc2. Now the
staticity condition

X[a¹bXg]50 ~III.36!

is conformally invariant, and therefore also holds in the4ḡ metric. We can thus use the Carter
Vishweshvara lemma45,46to conclude that the setN5$qPM̄ uX(q)Þ0%ù]$4ḡ(X,X),0%ÞB is a
null hypersurface. By hypothesis there exists a neighborhoodU of I in M̄ such thatNùMùU
5B, henceN,I . This contradicts the fact40 that the conformal boundary of a vacuum spac
time with a strictly negative cosmological constantL is timelike. It follows thatX cannot be
lightlike on I either, and point~1! is established.

To establish point~2!, we note that Eq.~III.36! together with point~1! show that the one-form

l[
1

4ḡabXaXb
4ḡmnXm dxn

is a smooth closed one-form on a neighborhoodO of I , hence on any simply connected ope
subset ofO there exists a smooth functiont̄ such thatl5d t̄. Now ~III.33! shows that the
restriction ofl to M is dt, which establishes our claim. From now on we shall drop the bar ot̄ ,
and writet for the corresponding time function onM̄ .

Let

S̄5M̄ù$t50%, x5Ju t50 , v5Vu t50 ,

whereJ andV are as in~III.34!; from Eq. ~III.34! one obtains

g5x* ~v22ḡ!,

which shows that (S̄,ḡ) is a conformal completion of (S,g). We further haveV2v2

54g(X,X)u t50v254ḡ(X,X)u t50 , which has already been shown to be smoothly extendible toI 1

and strictly positive there, which establishes point~3!.

There exists a neighborhoodV of S̄ in M̄ on which a new conformal factorV can be defined
by requiringVu t505v, X(V)50. Redefining4ḡ appropriately and making suitable identificatio
so thatJ is the identity, Eq.~III.34! can then be rewritten onV as

4ḡ52~VV!2 dt21V2g. ~III.37!

All the functions appearing in Eq.~III.37! are time independent. The new manifoldM̄ defined as

S̄3R with the metric~III.37! satisfies all the requirements of point~4!, and the proof is com-
plete. h

In addition to the conditions described above, in Refs. 28 and 29 it was proposed to f
restrict the geometries under consideration by requiring the group of conformal isometriesI to
be the same as that of the anti-de Sitter space–time, namely the universal covering gr
O(2,3); cf. also Ref. 43 for further discussion. While there are various ways of adapting
proposal to our setup, we simply note that the requirement on the group of conformal isom
to beO(2,3) or a covering thereof implies that the metric induced onI is locally conformally flat.
Let us then see what are the consequences of the requirement of local conformal flatnessIg in
our context; this last property is equivalent to the vanishing of the Cotton tensor of the metIg
induced by4ḡ on I . As has been discussed in detail in Sec. III A, we can choose the confo
factor V to coincide withV21, in which case Eq.~III.37! reads

4g8[4g/V252dt21V22g52dt21g8, ~III.38!
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with g8[V22g already introduced in Sec. III A. It follows that

Ig[4g8u I52dt21h8, ~III.39!

whereh8 is the metric induced on]`S[I ùS̄ by g8. Let IRi j denote the Ricci tensor ofIg; from
~III.39! we obtain

IRit50, IRAB52RAB , ~III.40!

where2RAB is the Ricci tensor ofh8. In particular thexxA component of the Cotton tensorIRi jk

of Ig satisfies

IRxxA52
2R,A

4
.

Point ~1! of Proposition III.3, see Eq.~III.20!, shows that the requirement of conformal flatness
Ig implies thatR8 is constant on]`S. Conversely, it is easily seen from~III.40! that a locally
constantR8—or equivalently2R—on ]`S implies the local conformal flatness ofIg. We have
therefore proved:

Proposition III.6:Let (S,g,V) beCi conformally compactifiable,i>3, and satisfy~I.3!–~I.5!.
The conformal boundaryR3]`S of the space–time (M5R3S,4g), 4g given by ~III.33!, is
locally conformally flat if and only if the scalar curvatureR8 of the metricV22g is locally
constant on]`S. This is equivalent to requiring that the metric induced byV22g on ]`S has
locally constant Gauss curvature.

C. A coordinate approach

An alternative approach to the conformal one discussed above is by introducing pre
coordinate systems. As discussed in Ref. 27, Appendix D, coordinate approaches are often
lent to conformal approaches when sufficiently strong hypotheses are made. We stress t
equivalence is a delicate issue when finite degrees of differentiability are assumed, as arg
leading from one approach to the other often involve constructions in which some differentia
is lost.

In any case, the coordinate approach has been used by Boucher, Gibbons, and Horow11 in
their argument for uniqueness of the anti-de Sitter metric within a certain class of static s
times. More precisely, in Ref. 11 one considers metrics which are asymptotic to gener
Kottler metrics withk51 in the following strong sense: ifg0 denotes one of the metrics~I.1! with
k51, then one assumes that there exists a coordinate system (t,r ,xA) such that

g5g01O~r 22!dt21O~r 26!dr21O~r ! ~remaining differentials not involvingdr !

1O~r 21! ~remaining differentials involvingdr !. ~III.41!

We note that in the uniqueness assertions of Ref. 11 one makes appeal to the positive
theorem to conclude. Now we are not aware of a version of such a theorem which would
without some further hypotheses on the behavior of the metric. For example, in such a th
one is likely to require that the derivatives of the metric also fall off at some sufficiently high r
In any case the argument presented in Ref. 11 seems to implicitly assume that the asy
behavior ofgtt described above is preserved under differentiation, so that the corrections ter
~III.41! give a vanishing contribution when calculatingudVug

22udV0ug0

2 and passing to the limit

r→`, with g0—the anti-de Sitter metric. While it might well be possible that Eqs.~I.4!–~I.5!
force the metrics satisfying~III.41! to have sufficiently good asymptotic properties to be able
justify this, or to apply a positive energy theorem,47 this remains to be established.48

It is far from being clear whether or not a general metric of the form~III.41! has any
well-behaved conformal completions. For example, the coordinate transformation~III.1! together
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with a multiplication by the square of the conformal factorv5x brings the metric~III.41! to one
which can be continuously extended to the boundary, but if only~III.41! is assumed then the
resulting metric will not be differentiable up to boundary on the compactified manifold in gen
There could, however, exist coordinate systems which lead to better conformal behavior
Eqs.~I.4!–~I.5! are imposed.

In any case, it is natural to ask whether or not a metric satisfying the requirements o
III A will have a coordinate representation similar to~III.41!. A partial answer to this question i
given by the following result; see Ref. 27 for a related discussion. While the conclusions in
27 appear to be weaker than ours, it should be stressed that in Ref. 27 staticity of the space
under consideration is not assumed.

Proposition III.7: Let (S,g,V) be a Ci compactifiable solution of Eqs.~I.4!–~I.5!, i>3.
Define aCi 22 function k̃5 k̃(xA) on ]`S by the formula

R8u]`S522L k̃. ~III.42!

~1! RescalingV by a positive constant if necessary, there exists a coordinate system (r ,xA) near
]`S in which we have

V25
r 2

l 2 1 k̃, ~III.43!

g5S r 2

l 2 1 k̃2
2m

r D 21

dr21O~r 23!dr dxA1r 2ȟAB1O~r 21!)dxA dxB ~III.44!

~recall thatl 2523L21), for somer -independent smooth two-dimensional metricȟAB with Gauss
curvature equal tok̃ and for some functionm5m(r ,xA). Further

ȟABgAB52S r 22
m`

r
1O~r 22! D , ~III.45!

whereȟAB denotes the matrix inverse toȟAB while

m`[ lim
r→`

m5
l 3

12

]R8

]x U
x50

. ~III.46!

~2! If one moreover assumes thatR8 is locally constant on]`S, then Eq.~III.44! can be improved
to

g5Sr2

l2
1k2

2m

r D21

dr21~r2ȟAB1O~r21!!dxA dxB, ~III.47!

with ȟAB having constant Gauss curvaturek50,61 according to the genus of the connect
component of]`S under consideration.

Remarks:~1! The function (x,xA)→m(r 51/x,xA) is of differentiability classCi 23 on S̄, with

the function (x,xA)→(m/r )(r 51/x,xA) being of differentiability classCi 22 on S̄.
~2! In Eqs.~III.44! and ~III.47! the error termsO(r 2 j ) satisfy
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] r
s]A1

¯]At
O~r 2 j !5O~r 2 j 2s!

for 0<s1t< i 23.
~3! We emphasize that the functionk̃ defined in Eq.~III.42! could a priori be xA dependent.

In such a case neither the definition of coordinate mass of Sec. V A nor the definition of H
tonian mass of Sec. V B apply.

~4! It seems that to be able to obtain~III.41!, in addition to the hypothesis thatR8 is locally
constant on]`S one would at least need the quantity appearing at the right-hand side o
~III.46! to be locally constant on]`S as well. We do not know whether this is true in general;
have not investigated this question as this is irrelevant for our purposes.

Proof: Consider, near]`S, the coordinate system of Eq.~III.28!, from Eqs. ~III.29! and
~III.18! we obtain

]x~ ln AdethAB8 !522k̃x2
3m`

l
x21O~x3!, ~III.48!

l as in ~II.9!, k̃ as in ~III.42!, m` as in ~III.46!. This, together with Eq.~III.26!, leads to

]hAB8

]x
522xk̃hAB8 1O~x2!⇒hAB8 5~12 k̃x2!l 2ȟAB1O~x3!,

whereȟAB[ (1/l 2) hAB8 ux50 . Proposition III.3 shows thatk̃ is proportional to the Gauss curvatu
of ȟAB . It follows now from ~III.18! that

g5x22g85
l 2

x2S 12
R8l 2x2

6 D 21

dx21H ~12 k̃x2!

x2 hAB8 ux501O~x3!J dxA dxB.

The above suggests to introduce a coordinater via the formula49

r 2

l 2 5
12 k̃x2

x2 . ~III.49!

Suppose, first, thatk̃ is locally constant on]`S, thenk̃ equalsk50,61 according to the genus o
the connected component of]`S under consideration, and one finds

g5S r 2

l 2 1kD 21H 11
l 2

r 2 S k2
R8l 2x2

6 D J 21

dr21S r 2

l 2 hAB8 ux501O~r 21! DdxA dxB

5S r 2

l 2 1k2
2m

r D 21

dr21S r 2

l 2 hAB8 ux501O~r 21! DdxA dxB,

where the ‘‘mass aspect’’ functionm5m(r ,xA) is defined as

m[2
r

2 S 11k
l 2

r 2D S k2
R8l 2x2

6 D52
r

2 S k2
R8l 2

6
1

k2l 2

r 2 D5
rl 2

2 S 1

6
~R82R8ux50!2

k2

r 2D .

~III.50!

This establishes Eqs.~III.43! and~III.47!. Whenk̃ is not locally constant an identical calculatio
using the coordinater defined in Eq.~III.49! establishes Eq.~III.44!—the only difference is the
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occurrence of nonvanishing error terms in thedr dxA part of the metric, introduced by the ang
dependence ofk̃. It follows from Eq.~III.50!—or from thek̃ version thereof whenk̃ is not locally
constant—that

m5
l 3

12

]R8

]x U
x50

1O~r 21!,

which establishes Eq.~III.46!. Equation~III.45! is obtained by integration of Eq.~III.48!. h

IV. CONNECTEDNESS OF `S

The class of manifolds considered so far could in principle containS’s for which neither]`S
nor ]S are connected. Under the hypothesis of staticity the question of connectedness o]S is
open; we simply note here the existence of dynamical~nonstationary! solutions of Einstein–
Maxwell equations with a nonconnected black hole region with positive cosmological con
L.50,51 As far as]`S is concerned, we have the following:

Theorem IV.1: Let (S,g,V) be aCi compactifiable solution of Eqs.~I.4!–~I.5!, i>3. Then
]`S is connected.

Proof: Consider the manifoldM5R3S with the metric~III.33!; its conformal completion

M̄5R3S̄ with the metric4g/V2 is a stably causal manifold with boundary. We wish to show t
it is also globally hyperbolic in the sense of Ref. 4, namely that~1! it is strongly causal and~2! for
eachp,qPM the setJ1(p)ùJ2(q) is compact. The existence of the global time functiont
clearly implies strong causality, so it remains to verify the compactness condition. Now a
G(s)5(t(s),g(s))PR3S is an achronal null geodesic fromp5(t(0),g(0)) to q
5(t(1),g(1)) if and only if g(s) is a minimizing geodesic betweeng(0) and g(1) for the
‘‘optical metric’’ V22g. Compactness ofJ1(p)ùJ2(q) is then equivalent to compactness of t
V22g distance balls; this latter property will hold when (Sø]`S,V22g) is a geodesically com-
plete manifold~with boundary! by ~an appropriate version of! the Hopf–Rinow theorem.

Let us thus show that (S,V22g) is geodesically complete. Suppose, first, that]S5B; the
hypothesis thatS has compact interior together with the fact thatV tends to infinity in the
asymptotic regions implies thatV>V0.0 for some constantV0 . This shows that (S,V22g) is a
compact manifold with boundary]`S, and the result follows.~When the metric induced byV22g
on ]`S has positive scalar curvature connectedness of]`S can also be inferred from Ref. 21.!

Consider, next, the case]SÞB. It is well known thatudVug is a nonzero constant on ever
connected component of]S @cf. the discussion around Eq.~VII.2!#; therefore we can introduce
coordinates near]S so thatV5x, with the metric taking the form

V22g5x22~~dx!21hAB~x,xA!dxA dxB!, ~IV.1!

where thexA’s are local coordinates on]S. It is elementary to show now from~IV.1! that
(Sø]`S,V22g) is a complete manifold with boundary, as claimed.

When (S,g) is smoothly compactifiable we can now use Theorem 2.1 of Ref. 4 to i
connectedness of]`S, compare Ref. 22, Corollary, Sec. III. For compactifications with fin
differentiability we argue as follows: For smalls let l be the mean curvature of the se
$x5s%, wherex is the coordinate of Eq.~III.9!. In the coordinate system used there the u
normal to those sets pointing away from]`S equalsx]x ; if ( S,g,V) is C3 compactifiable the
tensor fieldh̄ appearing in Eq.~III.9! will be C1 so that52

l5
1

Adetg
] i~Adetgni !5

x3

Adeth̄
]x~x22Adeth̄!5221O~x!.

It follows that for s small enough the sets$x5s,t5t% are trapped, with respect to the inwa
pointing normal, in the space–timeR3S with the metric~III.33!. Suppose that]`S were not
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connected, then those~compact! sets would be outer trapped with respect to every other conne
component of]`S. This is, however, not possible by the usual global arguments, cf., e.g.,
53 and 54 or Ref. 37, Sec. 4 for details. h

V. THE MASS

A. A coordinate mass Mc

There exist several proposals how to assign a massM to a space–time which is asymptotic
an anti-de Sitter space–time.27,29,55,18,56It seems that the simplest way to do that~as well as to
extend the definition to the generalized Kottler context considered here! proceeds as follows
consider a metric defined on a coordinate patch covering the set

Sext[$t5t0 ,r>R,~xA!P2M % ~V.1!

~which we will call an ‘‘end’’!, and suppose that in this coordinate system the functionsgmn are
of the form ~I.1! plus lower order terms

gtt52S k2
2m

r
2

L

3
r 2D1

o~1!

r
, grr 5S k2

2m

r
2

L

3
r 21

o~1!

r D 21

,

~V.2!
gtm5o~1!, mÞt, grm5o~1!, mÞr , gAB2r 2hAB5o~r 2!,

for some constantm, and for some constant curvature (t andr independent! metric hAB dxA dxB

on 2M . Then we define the coordinate massMc of the endSext to be the parameterm appearing
in ~I.1!. This procedure gives a unique prescription of how to assign a mass to a metric
coordinate system onSext.

There is an obvious coordinate dependence in this definition whenk50: Indeed, in that case
a coordinate transformationr→lr , t→t/l, dVk

2→l22 dVk
2 , wherel is a positive constant, doe

not change the asymptotic form of the metric, whilem gets replaced byl23m. When 2M is
compact this freedom can be removed, e.g., by requiring that the area of2M with respect to the
metric dVk

2 be equal to 4p, or to 1, or to some other chosen constant. Fork561 this ambiguity
does not arise because in this case such rescalings will change the asymptotic form of the
and are therefore not allowed.

It is far from being clear that the above definition will assign the same parameterMc to every
coordinate system satisfying our requirements: if that is the case, to prove such a statem
might perhaps need to further require that the coordinate derivatives of the coordinate comp
of g in the above described coordinate system have some appropriate decay properties; furt
might perhaps have to replace theo(1)’s by o(r 2s)’s or O(r 2s)’s, for some appropriates’s,
perhaps as in~III.41!; this is however irrelevant for our discussion at this stage.

A possible justification of this definition proceeds as follows: when2M5S2 andL50 it is
widely accepted that the mass ofSext equalsm, becausem corresponds to the active gravitation
mass of the gravitational field in a quasi-Newtonian limit.~It is also known in this case that th
definition is coordinate independent.57,58! For LÞ0 and/or 2MÞS2 one callsm the mass by
analogy.

Consider, then, the metric~III.33!, with V andg as in ~III.43!–~III.44!; suppose further tha
the limit

m`[ lim
r→`

m

exists and is a constant. To achieve the form of the metric4g just described one needs to repla
the coordinater of ~III.43!–~III.44! with a new coordinater defined as

r 21k5r21k1
m`

r
.
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This leads to

4g52S r2

l 2 1k1
m`

r Ddt21S r2

l 2 1k1
m`

r
1OS 1

r2D D 21

dr2

1O~r23!dr dxA1~r2ȟAB1O~r21!!dxA dxB, ~V.3!

and therefore

Mc[2
m`

2
52

l 3

24

]R8

]x U
x50

, ~V.4!

where the second equality above follows from~III.46!. We note that the approach described abo
does not give a definition of mass when limr→`m does not exist, or is not a constant function
]`S.

The above described dogmatic approach suffers from various shortcomings. First, wh2M
ÞS2, the arguments given are compatible withMc being any functionMc(m,L) with the property
that Mc(m,0)5m. Next, the transition fromLÞ0 to L50 has dramatic consequences as far
global properties of the corresponding space–times are concerned, and one can argue tha
no reason why the functionMc(m,L) should be continuous at zero. For example, according
Ref. 27, Eq.~III.8c!, the mass of the metric~I.1! with 2M5S2 should be 16pml, with l as in
~II.9!, which blows up whenL tends to zero withm being held fixed. Finally, when2MÞS2 the
Newtonian limit argument does not apply because the metrics~I.1! with L50 and2MÞS2 do not
seem to have a Newtonian equivalent. In particular there is no reason whyMc should not depend
upon the genusg` of 2M as well.

All the above arguments make it clear that a more fundamental approach to the definit
mass would be useful. It is common in field theory to define energy by Hamiltonian methods
this is the approach we shall pursue in the next section.

B. The Hamiltonian mass MHam

The Hamiltonian approach allows one to define the energy from first principles. For a so
of the field equations, we can simply take as the energy the numerical value of the Hamilt
It must be recognized, however, that the Hamiltonians might depend on the choice of the
space, if several such choices are possible, and they are defined only up to an additive con
each connected component of the phase space. They also depend on the choice of the Ham
structure, if more than one such structure exists.

Let us start by briefly recalling the results of the analysis of Ref. 59, based on the Hamilt
approach of Kijowski and Tulczyjew,60,61 see also Ref. 62. One assumes that a manifoldM on
which an~unphysical! background metricb is given, and one considers metrics4g which asymp-
tote tob in the relevant asymptotic regions ofM . We stress that the background metric is only
tool to prescribe the asymptotic boundary conditions, and does not have any physical signifi
Let X be any vector field onM and letS be any hypersurface inM . By a well known procedure
the motion ofS along the flow ofX can be used to construct a Hamiltonian dynamical system
an appropriate phase space of fields overS; the reader is referred to Refs. 60–63 for a geome
approach to this question. In Ref. 59 it is also assumed thatX is a Killing vector field of the
background metric; this is certainly not necessary~cf., e.g., Ref. 63 for general formulas!, but is
sufficient for our purposes, as we are going to takeX to be equal to]/]t in the coordinate system
of Eq. ~III.33!. In the context of metrics which asymptote to the generalized Kottler metric
large r , a rigorous functional description of the spaces involved has not been carried out s
and lies outside the scope of this paper. Let us simply note that one expects, based on the
in Refs. 41, 42, and 63, to obtain a well-defined Hamiltonian system in this context. Therefo
formal calculations of Ref. 59 lead one to expect that on an appropriate space of fields, su
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the associated physical space–time metrics4g asymptote to the background metricb at a suitable
rate, the HamiltonianH(X,S) will coincide with ~or, at worse, will be closely related to! the one
given by the formula derived in Ref. 59:

H~X,S!5
1

2 E]S
Uab dSab , ~V.5!

where the integral over]S should be understood as the limit asR tends to infinity of integrals of
coordinate spherest50, r 5R on Sext. HeredSab is defined as

]

]xa 4
]

]xb 4dx0`¯`dxn,

with 4 denoting contraction, andUab is given by

Unl5Unl
bXb1

1

8p
~Audetgrsuga[n2Audetbrsuba[n!db

l]Xb
;a , ~V.6!

Unl
b5

2udetbmnu

16pAudetgrsu
gbg~e2gg[ngl]k! ;k . ~V.7!

Here, andthroughout this section, g stands for the space–time metric4g unless explicitly indi-
cated otherwise. Further, a semicolon denotes covariant differentiationwith respect to the back
ground metric b, while e[ Audetgrsu/Audetbmnu. Some comments concerning Eq.~V.6! are in
order: in Ref. 59 the starting point of the analysis is the Hilbert Lagrangian for vacuum Ein
gravity, L5A2detgmn(g

abRab /16p). As the normalization factors play an important role in gi
ing a correct definition of mass, we recall that the factor 1/16p is determined by the requiremen
that the theory has the correct Newtonian limit~units G5c51 are used throughout!. With our
signature (2111) the Einstein equations with a cosmological constant read

Rmn2
gabRab

2
gmn52Lgmn ,

so that one needs to repeat the analysis in Ref. 59 withL replaced by
(A2detgmn/16p) (gabRab22L). The general expression for the Hamiltonian~V.5! in terms of
Xm, gmn , andbmn ends up to coincide with that obtained withL50, which can be seen either b
direct calculations, or by the Legendre transformation arguments of Ref. 59, end of S
together with the results in Ref. 62. Note that Eq.~V.6! does not exactly coincide with that derive
in Ref. 59, as the formulas there do not contain the term2Audetbrsuba[ndb

l]Xb
;a . However, this

term does not depend on the metricg, and such terms can be freely added to the Hamilton
because they do not affect the variational formula that defines a Hamiltonian. From an e
point of view such an addition corresponds to a choice of the zero point of the energy. We
that in our contextH(X,S) would not converge if the term2Audetbrsuba[ndb

l]Xb
;a were not

present in~V.6!.
In order to apply this formalism in our context, we letb be anyt-independent metric onM

5R3S such that~with 0ÞL523/l 2)

b52S k1
r 2

l 2 Ddt21S k1
r 2

l 2 D 21

dr21r 2ȟ ~V.8!

onR3Sext'R3@R,`)32M , for someR>0, whereȟ5ȟAB dxA dxB denotes a metric of constan
Gauss curvaturek50,61 on the two-dimensional connected compact manifold2M .

Let us return to the discussion in Sec. V A concerning the freedom of rescaling the coor
r by a positive constantl. First, if k in Eq. ~V.8! is any constant different from zero, then the
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exists a~unique! rescaling ofr and t which bringsk to one, or to minus one. Next, ifk50 we
can—without changing the asymptotic form of the metric—rescale the coordinater by a positive
constantl, the coordinatet by 1/l, and the metricȟ by l22, so that there is still some freedom
left in the coordinate system above; a unique normalization can then be achieved by askin
that the area

A`[E
2M

d2m ȟ ~V.9!

equals 4p—this will be the most convenient normalization for our purposes. Hered2m ȟ is the
Riemannian measure associated with the metricȟ. We wish to point out thatregardlessof the
value ofk, the HamiltonianH(X,S) is independentof this scaling: this follows immediately from
the fact thatUab behaves as a density under linear coordinate transformations. An alternativ
of seeing this is that in the new coordinate systemX equalsl]/]t, which accounts for a factor 1/l
in the transformation law of the coordinate mass, as discussed at the beginning of Sec. V
remaining factor 1/l2 needed there is accounted for by a change of the area of]`S under the
rescaling of the metricȟ which accompanies that ofr .

In order to evaluateH it is useful to introduce the followingb-orthonormal frame:

e0̂5S k1
r 2

l 2 D 21/2

] t , e1̂5S k1
r 2

l 2 D 1/2

] r , eÂ5
1

r
ěÂ , ~V.10!

whereěÂ is an ON frame for the metricȟ. The connection coefficients, defined by the formu
¹eâ

eb̂5v ĉ
b̂âeĉ , read

v 0̂1̂0̂52
r

l 2S k1
r 2

l 2 D 21/2

, v 1̂2̂2̂5v 1̂3̂3̂52
1

r
S k1

r 2

l 2 D 1/2

,

v 2̂3̂3̂55
2

cothu

r
, k521,

0, k50,

2
cotu

r
, k51.

~V.11!

Those connection coefficients which are not obtained from the above ones by permutati
indices are zero; we have used a coordinate systemu,w on 2M in which ȟ takes, locally, the form
du21sinh2 u dw2 for k521, du21dw2 for k50, anddu21sin2 u dw2 for k51. We also have

X0̂5Ak1
r 2

l 25
r

l
1O~r 21!, e1̂~X0̂!5X0̂

;1̂52X0̂;1̂5X1̂;0̂5
r

l 2 , ~V.12!

all the remainingXm̂’s andXm̂; n̂’s are zero. Let the tensor fieldemn be defined by the formula

emn[gmn2bmn. ~V.13!
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We shall use hatted indices to denote the components of a tensor field in the frameeâ defined in
~V.10!, e.g.,eâĉ denotes the coefficients ofemn with respect to that frame:

emn]m ^ ]n5eâĉeâ^ eĉ .

Suppose that the metric4g is such that theeâĉ’s tend to zero asr tends to infinity. By a
Gram–Schmidt procedure we can find a framef ã , ã50,...,3, orthonormalwith respect to the
metric g, such thatf 0 is proportional toe0 , and such that theeâ components off 02e0 ,..., f 3

2e3 tend to zero asr tends to infinity:

f ã5 f ã
âeâ→ r→`d ã

âeâ . ~V.14!

From ~V.5! and ~V.14! we expect that

H~X,S!5 lim
R→`

E
Sù$r 5R%

r 2U1̂0̂ d2m r , ~V.15!

whered2m r is the Riemannian measure induced onSù$r 5R% by 4g. We wish to analyze when
the above limit exists; we have

r 2U1̂0̂
bXb5r 2U1̂0̂

0̂X0̂'
r 3

l
U1̂0̂

0̂ ,

hence we need to keep track of all the terms inU1̂0̂
0̂ which decay asr 23 or slower. Similarly one

sees from Eqs.~V.12! that only those terms in

Dân̂[Audetgr̂ŝugân̂2Audetbr̂ŝubân̂

which areO(r 23), or which are decaying slower, will give a nonvanishing contribution to
term involving the derivatives ofX in the integral~V.15!. This suggests to consider metrics4g
such that

em̂n̂5o~r 23/2!, er̂~em̂n̂!5o~r 23/2!. ~V.16!

The boundary conditions~V.16! ensure that one needs to keep track only of those terms inU1̂0̂

which are linear inem̂n̂ ander̂(em̂n̂), whenU1̂0̂ is Taylor expanded aroundb. For a generalized
Kottler metric ~I.1! we have

e0̂0̂'e1̂1̂'2
2ml2

r 3 , e1̂~e0̂0̂!'e1̂~e1̂1̂!'
6ml

r 3 , ~V.17!

with the remainingem̂n̂’s andeŝ(em̂n̂)’s vanishing, so that Eqs.~V.16! are satisfied. Under~V.16!
one obtains

gâĉ5h âĉ2h âr̂h ĉŝe
r̂ ŝ1o~r 23!,Audetgmnu5Audetbmnu~11 1

2~e0̂0̂2e1̂1̂2eÂÂ!1o~r 23!!,
~V.18!

U1̂0̂
0̂52

1

16p
~2e;1̂1e1̂ ı̂

; ı̂2e0̂0̂
;1̂!1o~r 23!

5
1

16p S e1̂~eÂÂ!1
1

l
~eÂÂ22e1̂1̂!2

1

r
ĎÂe1̂ÂD1o~r 23!,
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1

8p
Da[1̂X0̂]

;a5
1

16p
~D 1̂1̂2D 0̂0̂!X0̂

;1̂5
r

16p l 2 ~D 1̂1̂2D 0̂0̂!1o~r 23!

52
r

16p l 2 eÂÂ1o~r 23!. ~V.19!

The indicesı̂ run from 1 to 3 while the indicesÂ run from 2 to 3;ĎÂ denotes the covarian

derivative on2M , and ĎÂe1̂Â is understood to be the covariant derivative associated with
metric ȟ of a vector field on2M , with repeatedÂ indices being summed over. In Eq.~V.18!
hm̂n̂5diag(21,11,11,11), while thegm̂n̂’s are the components of the tensorgm̂n̂ in a co-frame
dual to ~V.10!. Inserting all this into~V.15! one is finally led to the simple expression

MHam[HS ]

]t
,$t50% D5 lim

R→`

r 3

16p l 2 E
Sù$r 5R%

S r
]eÂÂ

]r
22e1̂1̂D d2m ȟ . ~V.20!

In particular if 4g is the generalized Kottler metric~I.1! one obtains@cf. Eq. ~V.17!#

MHam5
A`m

4p
, ~V.21!

A` defined in~V.9!. If 2M5T2 with area normalized to 4p we obtainMHam5m. For k561 it
follows from the Gauss–Bonnet theorem thatA`54pu12g`u, whereg` is the genus of2M ,
hence

MHam5u12g`um. ~V.22!

This gives againMHam5m for 2M5S2, but this will not be true anymore for2M ’s of higher
genus. We believe that the Hamiltonian approach is the one which providesthecorrect definition
of mass in field theories, and therefore Eqs.~V.21!–~V.22! are the ones which provide the corre
normalization of mass.

Let us finally consider static metrics4g of the form~III.33!, and suppose that the hypothes
of point ~2! of Proposition III.7 hold. We can then use the coordinates of that propositio
calculateMHam, and obtain

MHam52
1

8p E
]`S

m` d2m ȟ . ~V.23!

If we further assume thatm` is constant on]`S, Eq. ~V.23! gives

MHam52
m`

2
5Mc

for 2M5S2 and for an appropriately normalizedT2, while

MHam52u12g`u
m`

2
5u12g`uMc

for higher genus]`S ’s. HereMc is the coordinate mass as defined in Sec. V A.

C. A generalized Komar mass

Recall that the Komar mass is a number which can be assigned to every stationary, a
totically flat metric the energy-momentum tensor of which decays sufficiently rapidly:
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MK5 lim
R→`

1

8p E
SR,T

Audetgabu¹mXn dSmn , ~V.24!

whereXm]m is the Killing vector field which asymptotes to]/]t in the asymptotically flat region
and theSR,T[$t5T,r 5R% ’s are coordinate spheres in that region. The normalization fa
1/(8p) has been chosen so thatMK reproduces the familiar mass parameterm when Schwarz-
schild metrics are considered. For metrics considered here withLÞ0 the integral~V.24! diverges
whenXm]m5]/]t and when theSR,T’s are taken to be coordinate spheres in the regionSext where
the metric exhibits the generalized Kottler asymptotics. An obvious way to generalizeMK to the
situation considered in this paper is to remove the divergent part of the integral using a
ground metricb:

MK5 lim
R→`

1

8p E
SR,T

~Audetgabu¹mXn2Audetbabu¹̄mXn!dSmn . ~V.25!

Here¹̄ denotes a covariant derivative with respect to the background metric. More precise
Sext, b, ȟ, etc., be as in Eq.~V.8!, and consider time-independent metricsg which in the
coordinate system of Eq.~V.8! are of the form~III.33! with

V25
r 2

l 2 1 k̃2
2b

r
1oS 1

r D , ] r S V22
r 2

l 2 2 k̃1
2b

r D5oS 1

r 2D , grr 5 l 21 k̃2
2g

r
1oS 1

r D ,

Audetgabu5S r 21
2d l 2

r
1oS 1

r D DAudetȟABu, ~V.26!

for somer -independent differentiable functionsk̃5 k̃(xA), b5b(xA), g5g(xA), andd5d(xA)
defined on a coordinate neigbhorhood of]`S. @The conditions~V.26! roughly reflect the behavio
of the metric in the coordinate system of Proposition III.7.# Under ~V.26! the limit asR tends to
infinity in the definition~V.25! of MK exists, and one finds

MK5 lim
R→`

1

4p E
SR,T

~Audetgabugrmgnt] [mgn] t2Audetbabubrmbnt] [mbn] t!dx2 dx3

5 lim
R→`

1

8p E
SR,T

~Audetgabugrr gtt] rgtt2Audetbabubrr btt] rbtt!dx2dx3

5
1

4p E
]`S

~3b22g12d!d2m ȟ . ~V.27!

It turns out that the value ofMK so obtained depends on the background metric chosen.@Our
definition of background, Eq.~V.8!, is tied to the choice of a particular coordinate system,
another way of stating this is that the numberMK as defined so far is assigned to a metricand to
a coordinate system, in a manner somewhat similar to the coordinate mass of Sec. V A.# Indeed,
given any differentiable functiona(xA) there exists a neighborhood of]`S on which a new
coordinater̂ can be introduced by the formula

r̂ 2

l 2 22
a

r̂
5

r 2

l 2 . ~V.28!

We can then choose the new background to be
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b52S k1
r̂ 2

l 2 Ddt21S k1
r̂ 2

l 2 D 21

dr̂21 r̂ 2ȟ,

and obtain a newMK which will in generalnot coincide with the old one.@It is noteworthy that the
coordinate transformation~V.28! with the associated change of background donot change the
value of the Hamiltonian massMHam.# For example, ifa is constant, using hats to denote th
corresponding functions appearing in the metric expressed in the new coordinate system we

b̂5b1a, ĝ5g13a, d̂5d22a⇒M̂K5MK2
7aA`

4p
,

whereA` is the area of]`S with respect to the metricȟ. It turns out that one can remove th
coordinate dependence in an appropriate class of metrics, tailoring the prescription in such
that Eq.~V.27! reproduces, up to a genus dependent factor, the coordinate massMc . In order to
do that we shall suppose that the metric4g satisfies the hypotheses of point~2! of Proposition III.7
~in particular k̃5k50,61 according to the genus of the connected component of]`S under
consideration!, and we let the background be associated with a coordinate system (r,xA) with r
given by ~III.43!. It follows from Eqs.~V.3! and ~III.45! that in this coordinate system it holds

Audetgabu5r 21oS 1

r D , ~V.29!

where we have used the generic symbolr to denote the coordinater. We then impose~V.29! as
a restriction on the coordinate system in which the generalized Komar massMK has to be calcu-
lated. When this condition is imposed we obtain from~V.3! and ~V.23!

MK52
1

8p E
]`S

m`d2m ȟ5MHam.

We have thus proved
Proposition V.1:Consider a metric4g satisfying the hypotheses of point~2!. of Proposition

III.7, then the generalized Komar mass~V.25! associated to a background metric~V.8! such that
~V.29! holds equals the Hamiltonian mass~V.20!.

Proposition V.1 is theL,0 analogue of the theorem of Beig,64 that for staticL50 vacuum
metrics which are asymptotically flat in spacelike directions the ADM mass and the Komar m
coincide. Our treatment here is inspired by, and somewhat related to, the analysis of Ref.

D. The Hawking mass MHaw„c…

Let c be a function defined on the asymptotic regionSext, with Sext defined as in~V.1!, such
that the level sets ofc are smooth compact surfaces diffeomorphic to each other~at least forc
large enough!, with c→ r→``. Following Hawking,65 Gibbons@Ref. 18, Eq.~17!# assigns a mass
MHaw(c) to such a foliation via the formula

MHaw~c![ lim
e→0

AA1/e

32p3/2E
$c51/e%

S 2R2
1

2
p22

2

3
L DdA, ~V.30!

whereAa is the area of the connected component under consideration of the level set$c5a%.
By considering simple examples in Minkowski space–times it can be seen that this defi

is c dependent. However, when2M5S2, L50, and the coordinate system onSext is such that the
ADM massmADM ~which equalsmH as defined in Sec. V B! of Sext is well defined~see Refs. 58
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and 57!, thenMHaw(c) will be independent ofc, in the class ofc’s singled out by the condition
that the level sets ofc approach round spheres at a suitable rate. No results of this kind are k
whenLÞ0.

The definition~V.30! applied to the functionc5r and the metric~I.1! with kÞ0 gives

MHaw5mu12g`u3/2.

We have also used the Gauss–Bonnet theorem to calculateAA1/e. Thus the definition~V.30!
differs from the coordinate one by the somewhat unnatural factoru12g`u3/2. It is not clear why
such a factor should be included in the definition of mass.

Consider, next, the metrics~III.33! with V andg given by ~III.43!–~III.44!. Let c5V; from
the Codazzi–Mainardi Eq.~III.31!, Eq. ~I.5!, and the definition~III.16! of W we obtain, forV
large enough so thatudVu.0,

2R2
1

2
p22

2

3
L5~22Ri j 1Rgi j !n

inj2uqi j ug
22

2

3
L

522
DiV DjV

VW
DiD jV2uqi j ug

22
2

3
L

52
DiV DiW

VW
2uqi j ug

22
2

3
L.

In the coordinate system of Eq.~III.28!, whereV51/x, one is led to

2R2
1

2
p22

2

3
L5x3

]W

]x
2

2

3
L1O~x6!52

x3

6

]R8

]x
1O~x6!,

and we have used~III.25! and ~III.15!. From A1/e'x22A]`S8 we finally obtain

MHaw~V!52
AA]`S8

32p3/2 E
]`S

1

6

]R8

]x
d2mh852

AA]`S8

32p3/2 E
]`S

l
n8~R8!

6
d2mh8 , ~V.31!

whered2mh8 is the Riemannian area element induced byg8 on ]`S, andn8 denotes the inward-
pointing g8-unit normal to]`S. We have thus proved the following result.

Theorem V.2: Let a triple (S,g,V) satisfying Eqs.~I.3!–~I.5! be Ci compactifiable,i>3.
Then the Hawking massMHaw(V) of the V-foliation is finite and well defined; it is given by th
formula ~V.31!, with R8—the curvature scalar of the metricg85V22g.

We can relateMHaw(V) to the coordinate massMc if we assume in addition that the latter
well defined; recall that this requiredR8 and]xR8 to be constant on]`S. In this case Eq.~V.4!
gives

MHaw~V!5S A]`S8

4p l 2D 3/2

Mc . ~V.32!

From Eq.~III.20! we have2R8ux5052k/ l 2, and the Gauss–Bonnet theorem implies

E
]`S

2R8 d2mh85
2k

l 2 A]`S8 58p~12g`!,

so that wheng`Þ1 we obtain

MHaw~V!5u12g`u3/2Mc . ~V.33!
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We emphasize thatMHaw(V) is finite and well defined even when the conditions of Sec. V
which we have set forth to defineMc , are not met.

Similarly, the Hamiltonian massMHam, associated to the background singled out by
coordinate system of Proposition III.7, can be defined whenR8 is constant on]`S. ~This holds
regardless of whether or not]xR8 is constant on]`S.) Proceeding as above, making use of E
~III.42!–~III.47!, one is led to

g`Þ1⇒MHaw~V!5u12g`u1/2MHam,
~V.34!

g`51, A8̀ 54p l 2⇒MHaw~V!5MHam.

VI. THE GENERALIZED PENROSE INEQUALITY

We recall here an argument of Geroch,13 as extended by Jang and Wald,19 and Gibbons,18 for
the validity of the Penrose inequality:66

Proposition VI.1:Assume we are given a three dimensional manifold (S,g) with connected
boundary]S such that:

~1! R>2Q for some strictly negative constantQ.
~2! There exists a smooth, global solution of the inverse mean curvature flow without cr

points, i.e., there exists a surjective functionu:S→@0,̀ ) such thatdu has no zeros and
uu]S50,

¹ i S ¹ iu

uduu D5uduu.
~VI.1!

~3! The level sets ofu
Ns5$u~x!5s%

are compact.
~4! The boundary]S5u21(0) of S is minimal.
~5! The Hawking mass of the level sets ofu as defined in~V.30! exists.

Then

2MHaw~u!>~12g]S!S A]S

4p D 1/2

2
Q

3 S A]S

4p D 3/2

. ~VI.2!

HereA]S is the area of]S andg]S is the genus thereof.
Remarks:~1! The Proposition above can be applied to solutions of~I.4! and ~I.5! with Q

5L: in this case we haveR52L; further Eq. ~I.5! multiplied by V and contracted with two
vectors tangent to]S shows that the boundary$V50% is totally geodesic and hence minimal.

~2! Equation~VI.2! is sharp—the inequality there becomes an equality for the genera
Kottler metrics.

Proof: Let As denote the area ofNs , and define

s~s!5AAsE
Ns

S 2Rs2
1

2
ps

22
2

3
Q Dd2ms , ~VI.3!

where2Rs is the scalar curvature of the metric induced onNs , d2ms is the Riemannian volume
element associated to that same metric, andps is the mean curvature ofNs . The hypothesis tha
du is nowhere vanishing implies that all the objects involved are smooth ins. At s50 we have

s~0!5AA]SE
]S

~2R02 2
3 Q!d2m05AA]S~8p~12g]S!2 2

3 QA]S!. ~VI.4!
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On the other hand, lims→`s(s)532p3/2MHaw(u). The generalization in Ref. 18 of the classic
calculation of Ref. 13 gives

]s

]s
>0. ~VI.5!

This implies lims→`s(s)>s(0), which gives~VI.2!. h

To be able to carry out the above argument one had to assume thatdu had no zeros, which
implies in particular that]`S is connected withg]S5g` . It is not known whether or not the othe
hypotheses of Proposition VI.1, or the conditions of Definition III.1 together with Eqs.~I.3!–~I.5!,
force ]S to be connected. If they do not, one is tempted to conjecture that the right ineq
should be

2MHaw~u!>(
i 51

k S ~12g] iS
!S A] iS

4p
D 1/2

2
Q

3
S A] iS

4p
D 3/2D . ~VI.6!

Here the] iS ’s, i 51,...,k, are the connected components of]S, A] iS
is the area of] iS, andg] iS

is the genus thereof. This would be the inequality one would obtain from the Geroch–Gib
argument if it could be carried through foru’s which are allowed to have critical points, o
manifolds with]`S connected but]S not necessarily connected.

We note that whenL50 there is a version of the proof of Proposition VI.1 due to Huisk
and Ilmanen in whichdu is allowed to have zeros~with ]S connected!.67 Note that at points
wheredu vanishes Eq.~VI.1! does not make sense classically, and has to be understood
proper way. Further the monotonicity calculation of Ref. 13 breaks down at critical level setsu,
as those do not have to be smooth submanifolds. Nevertheless~whenL50) existence of appro-
priate functionsu ~perhaps with critical points! together with the monotonicity ofs can be
established14,15when]S is an outermost~necessarily connected! minimal sphere. It is conceivable
that the argument of Huisken and Ilmanen can be modified to include the caseLÞ0. One of the
difficulties here is to handle the possibly changing genus of the level sets ofu.

Let us discuss some of the consequences of the~hypothetical! Eq. ~VI.6!. To proceed further
it is convenient to introduce a mass parameterm defined as follows:

m55
MHaw, ]`S5S2,

MHaw, ]`S5T2, with the normalizationA8̀ 54p l 2,

MHaw

ug]`S21u3/2, g]`S.1.

~VI.7!

Strictly speaking, we should writem(u) if MHaw(u) is used above,m(V) if MHaw(V) is used, etc.;
we shall do this when confusions are likely to occur. For generalized Kottler metrics the
m5m(u) so defined coincides with the mass parameter appearing in~I.1! when u is the radial
solution u5u(r ) of the problem~VI.1!; m(V) coincides with the coordinate massMc for the
metrics considered here whenMc is defined, cf. Eq.~V.32!.

Note, first, that if all connected components of the horizon have spherical or toroidal topo
then the lower bound~VI.6! is strictly positive. For example, if]S5T2, and]`S5T2 as well we
obtain

2m>
1

l 2 S A]S

4p D 3/2

.

On the other hand, if]S5T2 but g]`S.1 from Eq.~VI.6! one obtains
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2m>
1

l 2ug`21u S A]S

4p D 3/2

.

Let us return to the case where Eqs.~I.3!–~I.5! hold;68 we can then use the Galloway–Schleich
Witt–Woolgar inequality4

(
i 51

k

g] iS
<g` . ~VI.8!

It implies that if ]`S has spherical topology, then all connected components of the horizon
be spheres. Similarly, if]`S is a torus, then all components of the horizon are spheres, ex
perhaps for at most one which could be a torus. It follows that to have a component of the h
which has genus higher than one we needg`.1 as well.

When some—or all—connected components of the horizon have genus higher than o
right-hand side of Eq.~VI.6! might become negative. Minimizing the generalized Penrose ineq
ity ~VI.6! with respect to the areas of the horizons gives the following interesting inequality

MHaw~u!>2
1

3A2L
(

i
ug] iS

21u3/2, ~VI.9!

where the sum is over those connected components] iS of ]S for which g] iS
>1. Equation~VI.9!,

together with the elementary inequality( i 51
N ul i u3/2<(( i 51

N ul i u)3/2, lead to

m>2
1

3A2L
. ~VI.10!

The Geroch–Gibbons argument establishing the inequality~VI.4! when a suitableu exists can
also beformally carried through when]S5B. In this case one still considers solutionsu of the
differential equation that appears in Eq.~VI.1!, however the Dirichlet condition onu at ]S is
replaced by a condition on the behavior ofu near some chosen pointp0PS. If the level set ofu
aroundp0 approach distance spheres centered atp0 at a suitable rate, thens(s) tends to zero when
the Ns’s shrink to p0 , which together with the monotonicity ofs leads to the positive energ
inequality:

MHaw~u!>0. ~VI.11!

It should be emphasized that the Horowitz–Myers solutions23 with negative mass show that th
argument breaks down wheng`51.

When ]`S5S2 one expects that~VI.11!, with MHaw(u) replaced by the spinorially define
mass~which might perhaps coincide withMHaw(u), but this remains to be established!, can be
proved by Witten-type techniques, compare Refs. 24 and 25. On the other hand it follows
Ref. 26 that when]`SÞS2 there exist no asymptotically covariantly constant spinors which
be used in the Witten argument. The Geroch–Gibbons argument has a lot of ‘‘ifs’’ attached
context, in particular if]`SÞS2 then some level sets ofu are necessarily critical and it is no
clear what happens withs when a jump of topology from a sphere to a higher genus sur
occurs. We note that the area of the horizons does not occur in~VI.10! which, wheng]`S.1,
suggests that the correct inequality is actually~VI.10! rather than~VI.11!.
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VII. MASS AND AREA INEQUALITIES

A. Preliminaries

Let (S,g,V) satisfy ~I.3!–~I.5! together with the topological, the differential, and th
asymptotic requirements spelled out in the statements of Theorems I.3 or I.5.~Lemma VII.3 below
actually holds under more general conditions.! We first introduce the surface gravityk of ]S to be
the corresponding restriction of the functionAW defined by~III.16!:

k[udVugu]S , ~VII.1!

where we have normalizedV so that Eq.~III.21! holds, cf. Proposition III.3. By the strong
maximum principle~Ref. 69, Lemma 3.4! W is nowhere vanishing on]S. Moreover, it is well
known @and easily seen using Eq.~I.5!# that k is locally constant on]S:

05njDiD jVuV505
D jV

AW
DiD jVuV505

1

2AW
DiWuV50 . ~VII.2!

Hereni is the unit normal to]S, whereV vanishes. It is convenient to introduce the notion o
reference solution~RS!: this is a generalized Kottler solution with the same genusg` as (S,g,V).
Moreover, if]SÞB, the surface gravityk of the RS is chosen to be equal to the maximum of
surface gravities of (S,g,V). On the other hand, if]S5B, the mass of the RS will be specifie
suitably below, in the proof of~I.3!. It should be stressed, that we arenot comparing manifolds
and/or metrics, but we are only using the resulting scalar functionsV andW:

We only consider RS with massm0 in the range~II.6! ~if ]SÞB, this property follows from
the restriction~I.7! on k!. Let r (•) be the functionV0→r (V0) constructed at the end of Sec. I
composingr with V we obtain functionsr (V(•)) andW0(r (V(•))) defined onS. By an abuse of
notation we shall still denote those functions byr andW0 .

Remark:In the same manner, we can define a RS from other solutions with the propert
W is a function ofV only. ~In Lemma VII.3 below we will also include the Nariai case.!

Following Ref. 70 we definec(V) to be that unique solution of the equation

c21
dc

dV
52VW0

21 m0

r 3 ~VII.3!

which goes71 to 1 asV goes to`. ~In particularc[1 whenm050.) Herer 5r (V) is again the
function defined at the end of Sec. II. Standard results on ODE’s show that solutions of~VII.3!
have no zeros unless identically vanishing, and that

C[c+V

can be extended by continuity to a smooth function onS̄, still denoted byC, which satisfies

C.0, Cu]`S51.

We also define

g̃i j 5V22C4gi j , W̃5C24W, W̃05C24W0 . ~VII.4!

We proceed with a computation which is required in Lemma VII.1 as well as in Lemma V

Consider a level set$V5const% of V which is a smooth hypersurface inS̄, with unit normalni ,
induced metrichi j , scalar curvature2R, second fundamental formpi j defined with respect to an
inner pointing normal, mean curvaturep5hi j pi j ; we denote byqi j the trace-free part ofpi j :
qi j 5pi j 2

1
2hi j p. Using Eq.~II.4!, the Eq.~I.4! with g5g0 andV5V0 , together with the relation

dV0/dr 5 AW0/V0 we obtain
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V21
dW0

dV
52

2

3
L2

4m0

r 3 . ~VII.5!

To obtain~VII.6! we use, in this order, the definitions~VII.4!, the Eqs.~I.4!–~I.5!, Eqs.~VII.5! and
~VII.3!, and the Codazzi–Mainardi equation:

V21W̃21DiVDi~W̃2W̃0!5V21W21DiV~DiW!2V21
dW0

dV
24V21C21

dC

dV
~W2W0!

5~2Ri j 2Rgi j !n
inj1

2

3
L1

4m0

r 3 2
4m0

r 3 ~12W0
21W!

522R2qi j q
i j 1

1

2
p21

2

3
L1

4m0

r 3 2
4m0

r 3 ~12W0
21W!. ~VII.6!

Lemma VII.1:Under the conditions of Theorem I.1, suppose further that the scalar curv
R8 of the metricg85V22g is constant on]`S. Let V be normalized so that~III.21! holds, with
A8̀ 54p l 2 when]`S5T2. If m is the Hawking mass parameter defined as in~VI.7!, then

E
]`S

Di8~W̃2W̃0!dS8 i52S 2L

3 D 2

A]`S8 ~m2m0!, ~VII.7!

wheredS8 i denotes the outer-oriented area element of the metricg85V22g, andA]`S8 is the area

of ]`S with respect to that metric.
Proof: Using

D8 i~W̃2W̃0!ni85
1

AW8
Di~W̃2W̃0!DiV ~VII.8!

and ~VII.6!, the left-hand side of~VII.7! reads

E
]`S

VW̃

AW8
F22R2qi j q

i j 1
1

2
p21

2

3
L1

4m0

r 3 2
4m0

r 3 ~12W0
21W!Gd2mg8 , ~VII.9!

where d2mg8 is the two-dimensional surface measure associated with the metricg8. Chasing
through the definitions one finds thatVW̃/AW8 'A2 (L/3)V3 near]`S. From the definition of
V0 we further haver'A2 (3/L)V, again near]`S, so that limV→` VW̃/(AW8r 3)5(2L/3)2. It
follows that the second to last term in~VII.9! gives a contribution

S 2L

3 D 2

A]`S8 m0 , ~VII.10!

whereA]`S8 denotes theg8 area of the connected component of]`S under consideration. Equa

tion ~III.15! and its equivalent withW replaced byW0 show that (12W0
21W)→V→`0 so that the

last term drops out from~VII.9!. Furthermore, by Eq.~III.25! we have (VW̃/AW8) qi j q
i j

5O(V23)→V→`0, and it remains to analyze the contribution of2VW̃(2R2 1
2p

22 2
3L)/AW8 to

the integral~VII.7!. To do this, note that

A1/e[A~$V51/e%!5E
V85e

d2mg5E
V85e

V2 d2mg8'e22A]`S8 ,

whered2mg is the induced measure on]`S associated with the metricg. It follows that
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2E
V85e

VW̃

AW8
S 2R2

1

2
p22

2

3
L Dd2mg8

'2A2
L

3

1

e EV85e
S 2R2

1

2
p22

2

3
L Dd2mg

'2A2
L

3A A1/e

A]`S8
E

V85e
S 2R2

1

2
p22

2

3
L Dd2mg→e→02S 2L

3 D 2

A]`S8 m,

~VII.11!

where

m[ lime→0

1

4
S 2

LA]`S8

3
D 23/2

AA1/eE
$V51/e%

S 2R2
1

2
p22

2

3
L DdA. ~VII.12!

To finish the proof we need to show thatm in ~VII.12! is indeed the Hawking mass as defined
Eq. ~VI.7!. In the torus case this follows immediately from the normalization conditionA8̀
54p l 2; for the remaining topologies this can be seen as follows: ifV is normalized so that
~III.21! holds, then~III.20! implies2R8ux5052 2

3Lk. When g`Þ1 the Gauss–Bonnet theore
gives

8pu12g`u5U E 2R8 d2mg8U52 2
3 LA]`S8 ,

which shows that the mass defined by Eq.~VII.12! coincides with that of~VI.7!. h

For the subsequent lemma, recall from Theorem I.3 that]1S refers to the component ofS
with the largest surface gravity.

Lemma VII.2:Under the conditions of Theorem I.1, we have

E
]1S

W̃21/2D̃ i~W̃2W̃0!dS̃i58pF ~g]1S21!2
A]1S

A0
~g`21!G . ~VII.13!

Proof: We integrate~VII.6! over ]1S. We note that Eq.~I.5! multiplied by V and contracted
with two vectors tangent to]S shows that]S is totally geodesic; equivalently,qi j 50. We
introduce2R05 2

3 L1(4m0 /r 0
3), the scalar curvature of the metricdVk

2 . Using ~VII.6! and the
Gauss–Bonnet theorem, the left-hand side of~VII.13! can be written as

E
]1S

S 22R1
2

3
L1

4m0

r 0
3 DdA5E

]1S
~22R12R0!dA58p~g]1S21!12R0A]1S .

~VII.14!

Equation~VII.13! is then obtained by eliminating2R0 from ~VII.14!, using the Gauss–Bonne
theorem for the generalized Kottler metrics: 8p(12g`)52R0A0 . h

The following elliptic equation forW̃2W̃0 will be the crucial ingredient in the proof of th
theorems. It is also useful for Lemma VII.3.

~D̃2a!~W̃2W̃0!5 1
4 W̃21R̃i jkR̃i jk1 3

4 W̃21D̃ i~W̃2W̃0!D̃ i~W̃2W̃0!, ~VII.15!

with
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a5
5

3r 3 m0LV4W0
22W̃, ~VII.16!

D̃ being the Laplace operator of the metricg̃i j , andR̃i jk—the Cotton tensor ofg̃i j . This equation
is obtained by specializing72 Eq. ~V.4! of Ref. 70~which has been used in that paper in the cont
of a uniqueness proof for static perfect fluid solutions! to the present case with 8pr528pp
5L.

It is important to stress that Eq.~VII.15!, as it stands, makes only sense on the set$dV

Þ0%, because of the factorsW̃21 appearing there. However, it follows from Eq.~I.4! that the set
$dV50% has no interior: indeed, ifdV vanishes on a connected open set thenV is constant there,
which is compatible with Eq.~I.5! only if V vanishes there. This contradicts our hypothesis thaV
vanishes only on]S. Hence Eq.~VII.15! holds on an open dense set ofS. Since the left-hand side
of Eq. ~VII.15! is a smooth function onS\]S, the right-hand side thereof is smoothly extendib
by continuity to a smooth function onS\]S, and Eq.~VII.15! holds everywhere on this set wit
the right-hand side being understood in the sense explained here.

Lemma VII.3:Let LPR, and let (S,g,V) be a solution of~I.3!–~I.5! such that

~a! eitherW[W0 for W0 defined from the generalized Kottler or from the Nariai solution~I.2!,
or

~b! (S,g) is locally conformally flat.

Suppose further thatS is a union of compact boundary-less level sets ofV. Then

~1! Every connected componentV of the set$pPSudV(p)Þ0% ‘‘corresponds to’’ one of the
generalized Kottler solutions~I.1!, or to one of the generalized Nariai solutions~I.2!, or is flat.
More precisely, there exists an intervalJ,R, a two-dimensional compact Riemannian ma
fold (2M ,dVk

2), with dVk
2 an (r -independent! metric of constant Gauss curvaturek50,61,

and a diffeomorphismc:V→J32M such that, transportingg and V to J32M using c, we
have:

~i! Either there exists a constantl.0 such thatV5lV0 and

g5V0
22 dr21r2 dVk

2, rPJ, V0
25k2

2m

r
2

L

3
r2, ~VII.17!

~ii ! or, whenkL.0, there exists a constantlPR (l.0 if L.0) such that

g5V22 dz21uLu21 dVk
2, zPJ, V25l2Lz2, ~VII.18!

~iii ! or, whenk5L50, there exists a constantl.0 such thatV5lz and

g5dz21dVk
2, zPJ. ~VII.19!

~In each case the intervalJ is constrained by the condition thatV andV2 be non-negative!.

~2! Under condition~a!. above, ifS is connected and ifW0 ~considered as a function ofV) has no
zeros in the interval whereV takes its values,

;pPS W0~V~p!!Þ0, ~VII.20!

thenV5S, thus Eqs.~VII.18! or ~VII.17! hold globally onS.
Remarks:

~1! Here we do not make any hypotheses on the sign ofL.
~2! The result is local, in particular it is sufficient to be able to invertr 0(V0) locally on the range

of the values ofV under consideration to obtainW0(V).
~3! The set (S,g,V) corresponding to the metric~VII.19! arises from a boost Killing vector in

suitably identified Minkowski space–time.
~4! We note that the setV could be empty, as is the case forR3T3 with the obvious flat metric.

Our analysis does not say anything about the metric on regions wheredV vanishes.
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~5! We note that the generalized Kottler and the generalized Nariai metrics also arise natur
the generalized Birkhoff theorem, see Refs. 73 and 74, and also Ref. 75 for a very
treatment in theL.0 case.

~6! The lemma can easily be reformulated by taking any conformally flat solution of~I.4!-~I.5! as
a reference solution. The condition of conformal flatness is required to ensure that~VII.15!
holds and excludes, in particular, the Horowitz–Myers solutions with a toroidal I1 ~Ref. 23!
as RS.

Proof: The proof is an adaptation of an argument of Ref. 76 to the current setting. Sup
thatW5W0 for someW0 ; Eq. ~VII.15! shows then thatR̃i jkR̃i jk vanishes, so that (S,g) is locally
conformally flat. It then follows that condition~b!. holds in both cases.

We start by removing fromS some undesirable points: set

Ssing[$pPSuthe connected component of the set$quV~q!5V~p!% containing

p contains a pointr such thatdV~r !50.%,

S8[S\Ssing.

Ssing is a closed subset ofS, so thatS8 is still a manifold. It follows from Sard’s theorem tha
S8ÞB. We note thatS8 still satisfies all the hypotheses of the lemma, except perhaps for b
connected. By construction all the level sets ofV are noncritical inS8. ~Recall that a level se
$V5c% of V is noncritical if dV is nowhere vanishing on$V5c%.)

Let U to be any connected component ofS8. Compactness of the level sets ofV implies77 that
U is diffeomorphic toI 32M , for some two-dimensional compact connected manifold2M and
some intervalI ,R, with V equal toc on $c%32M , cPI , and that onU the functionV can be used
as a coordinate. Further we can introduce on2M a finite number of coordinate patches wi
coordinatesxA, A51,2, so that onU the metric takes the form

g5W21 dV21hAB dxA dxB. ~VII.21!

Let, as before,qAB dxA dxB be the trace free part of the extrinsic curvature tensor of the level
of V—in the coordinate system of~VII.21!

qAB5AWS ]hAB

]V
2

1

2
hCD

]hCD

]V
hABD . ~VII.22!

Equations~VII.22! and ~III.23! imply that qAB vanishes hence]hAB /]V is pure trace, thatW
5W(V), and that detgAB is a product of a function ofV with a function of the remaining
coordinates. We thus have

h5W~V!21 dV21r ~V!2 dV2 ~VII.23!

for some positive functionr (V), wheredV2 is a V-independent metric on2M . Next, from ~I.5!
and from the Codazzi–Mainardi equations~VII.24!,

R1a8 52Da8p81Db8pa8
b52 1

2 Da8p81Db8qa8
b ~VII.24!

@here we are using the adapted coordinate system of Eq.~III.28! with x15x and with the indices
a,b52,3 corresponding to the remaining coordinates; furtherD8 denotes the Levi–Civita deriva
tive associated with the metrich8#, respectively~III.31!, applied to2M,U, we find that the mean
curvaturep of all level surfaces, respectively, their Ricci scalars, are constant. Hence (2M ,dV2)
is a space of constant curvature, and scalingr appropriately we can without loss of generali
assume that the Gauss curvaturek of the metricdV2 equals 0,61, as appropriate to the genus
2M . We define
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L5
dW

dV
12LV. ~VII.25!

Evaluating~I.4! for the metric~VII.23!, we find

dr

dV
52

rL

4W
. ~VII.26!

Equations~I.4!–~I.5! for the metric~VII.23! are equivalent to~VII.25!–~VII.26! together with

2WS L2
k

r 2D5LS V21W2
L

8D , ~VII.27!

W
dL

dV
5

3

4
L21~V21W2LV!L. ~VII.28!

These equations arise, e.g., by adapting Eqs.~3.16! and ~3.17! of Ref. 70 to the present cas
~namely by setting 8pr528pp5L, L15L and C25k, and allowing the constantk to take
negative values!. Suppose, first, that there existsV* such thatL(V* )50. Equation~VII.28! shows
then thatL[0, and from~VII.27! one obtains

L5
k

r 2 . ~VII.29!

If k50 then L vanishes as well; furtherr is constant by Eq.~VII.26! and can therefore be
absorbed intodV2. Integrating Eq.~VII.25! one finds that there exists a strictly positive const
l such thatW5l2, defining a coordinatez by the equationz5V/l proves point~iii ! on U. Next,
if kÞ0 Eq. ~VII.29! giveskL.0 as desired, together withr 2521/uLu. Integrating Eq.~VII.25!
one obtainsW5L(l2V2), for some constantlPR. Introducing the coordinatez via the equa-
tion V25l2Lz2 establishes point~1ii!. on U.

In the case ofL without zeros we obtain, from~VII.25!, ~VII.26!, and ~VII.28!, that
(d/dV) (VAW/rL )50, which implies that there exists a nonvanishing constanta such that

L5aV
AW

r
. ~VII.30!

Using ~VII.26! one is led to

dV

dr
52

4AW

aV
. ~VII.31!

Next we define

m~V!52
a

4
r 2AW1

Lr 3

3
; ~VII.32!

from ~VII.25!, ~VII.30!, and~VII.31! we obtaindm/dV50, i.e.,m is a constant. Equation~VII.27!
gives V25(16/a2) @k2(2m/r ) 2 (L/3) r 2#. Equation ~VII.26! shows that we can user as a
coordinate, and Eq.~VII.31! implies that the metric is of the desired form~VII.17!. This estab-
lishes point~1i! on U.

Let V be the connected component of$dVÞ0%,S that containsU. To establish point~1! of
the lemma we need to show thatV5U. We claim thatU is open inV—and hence inS—which can
be seen as follows: LetpPU, we thus havedV(q)Þ0 for all q such thatV(p)5V(q). By
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Eq. ~VII.23! udVug5AW is constant on the intersection withU of the level setV21(V(p)) of V
throughp, so that infV21(V(p))ùUudVug.0, which easily implies that all nearby level sets inU,S8
are noncritical.

Let us show now thatU is closed inV. To see that, consider a sequencepiPU such thatpi

→pPV. By definition of V the function udVug has no zeros onV, hencedV(p)Þ0. Now it
follows from ~III.23! that udVug is locally constant on smooth subsets of level sets ofV, which
easily implies~a! that the connected component ofV21(V(p)) containingp is smooth and~b! that
udVug is nowhere vanishing there. Compactness of the level sets ofV implies that all the connected
components of level sets intersecting a neighborhood ofp are noncritical, and hence are inS8. It
then follows thatpPU.

We have thus shown thatU is both open and closed inV; connectedness ofV shows thatU5V,
and point~1! is established.

To prove point~2!, we note that the equalityW(p)5W0(V(p)) together with Eq.~VII.20!
shows thatV has no critical points onS; asS is connected the setV of point ~1! coincides with
S, and point~2! follows from point ~1!. h

B. Proofs

Proof of Theorem I.3:Suppose that]S5B. We first consider as RS a generalized Kott
solution withm50 @see Eq.~II.5!#: This leads to

C[1, W̃0~V0!52
L

3
~V0

22k!. ~VII.33!

We further normalizeV as in Proposition III.3, so that by~III.15!, ~III.19!, and~III.21! we have
W̃2W̃0→ r→`0. ~Actually when]`S5T2, the normalization ofV does not play any role, as w
make claims only about the sign ofm in this case.! Equation~VII.15! together with the maximum
principle shows that

W̃2W̃0<0 on S, ~VII.34!

n8 iDi8~W̃2W̃0!u]`S>0, ~VII.35!

wheren8 is theouter pointing g8-unit normal to]`S. Further, equality is attained in~VII.34! or
in ~VII.35! if and only if W[W0 ~Ref. 69, Theorems 3.5 and 3.6!. Thus Lemma VII.1 together
with Eq. ~VII.35! shows thatm<0. Assume now thatm50 in the case]`S5S2; as an indirect
argument, we also assume thatm50 in theT2 case, or thatm>mcrit in the remaining cases. In th
sphere or torus case from the strong maximum principle we obtain

W[W0 . ~VII.36!

In the higher genus cases we consider~VII.15! again but take here as RS a generalized Kot
solution with the same mass as the given one,m05m. Equations~VII.34!–~VII.35! hold again;
then Lemma VII.1 shows that equality must hold in~VII.35!. Applying the maximum principle
again yields Eq.~VII.36!. We note that both point~a! as well as the structural hypotheses
Lemma VII.3 hold under the hypotheses of Theorem I.3. Equation~VII.36! and the discussion o
Sec. II show that point~2! of that lemma applies, so that the given solution must be a memb
the generalized Kottler family withm in the range~II.6! ~the generalized Nariai metrics ar
excluded as they do not satisfy the asymptotic hypotheses of Theorem I.3!. In the case]`S
5S2 point ~1! readily follows. In the remaining cases none of these solutions has the top
required in Theorem I.3, which gives a contradiction and establishes Theorem I.3. h

Proof of Theorem I.5:By choice of the RS we have (W̃2W̃0)u]S50. We normalizeV again
so that lim→`(W̃2W̃0)50 holds, cf. Proposition III.3 and Eq.~III.15!. Negativity ofm0 implies
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that a in ~VII.15! is non-negative. The maximum principle applied to Eq.~VII.15! gives W̃

2W̃0<0 on S, with equality being achieved somewhere if and only ifW[W0 . Moreover, as in
the proof of point~2! the boundary version of the strong maximum principle~Ref. 69, Theorem
3.6! implies thatni8Di8(W̃2W̃0).0 on]`S unlessW5W0 . Lemma VII.1 allows us to conclude
that eitherm,m0 or W[W0 . In that last case point~2! of Lemma VII.3 implies that (S,g,V)
corresponds to a generalized Kottler solution. In any case there holdsm<m0 .

To prove the area inequality in~I.8! requires some care as the metricg̃ defined in Eq.~VII.4!
is singular atS, so that standard maximum principle arguments such as Ref. 69, Theorem 3
not apply. We proceed as follows. By choice ofW0 we haveW̃5W̃0 on ]1S. Further, Eq.~VII.2!

shows thatniDi(W̃2W̃0) vanishes there. De l’Hospital’s rule, the nonvanishing ofdV at ]S, and
the requirementW̃2W̃0<0 lead to

njni DiD j~W̃2W̃0!u]S5 lim
V→0

DiV Di~W̃2W̃0!

V
<0.

It follows that the left-hand side of Eq.~VII.13! is nonpositive, which establishes the second p
of ~I.8!. h

Proof of Corollary I.6:Assume that]S is connected and that~VI.2! holds; we want to show
that~I.8! implies an inequality inverse to~VI.2!. In order to do this, note first that by~I.8! the mass
m is nonpositive, and Eq.~VI.2! implies thatg]S.1. It is useful to introduce a genus-rescaled a
radiusr ]S by the formula

r ]S5A A]S

4p~g]S21!
.

In terms of this object, the inequality~VI.2! reads

2mug`21u3/21S r ]S1
L

3
r ]S

3 D ug]S21u3/2>0. ~VII.37!

It follows that r ]S1 (L/3) r ]S
3 >0, and the Galloway–Schleich–Witt–Woolgar inequality4 g]S

<g` implies

2m1r ]S1
L

3
r ]S

3 >0. ~VII.38!

Let us denote byr 0 the r ]S corresponding to the relevant generalized Kottler solution:

r 05A A0

4p~g]`S21!
.

The inequality~VII.38! is actually an equality for the generalized Kottler solutions, therefor
holds that 2m01r 01 (L/3) r 0

350. We haver 0>1/A2L from ~II.8!, andm<m0 , r ]S>r 0 from
~I.8!, so that

2m1r ]S1
L

3
r ]S

3 52m1r ]S1
L

3
r ]S

3 22m02r 02
L

3
r 0

3

52~m2m0!1~r ]S2r 0!F11
L

3
~r ]S

2 1r ]Sr 01r 0
2!G

<~r ]S2r 0!~11Lr 0
2!<0. ~VII.39!
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It follows from Eqs.~VII.38!–~VII.39! that r ]S5r 0 , m5m0 , and the rigidity part of Theorem I.5
establishes Corollary I.6. h
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Magnification relations in gravitational lensing
via multidimensional residue integrals

Neal Dalala)

Department of Physics, University of California, San Diego, California 92093

Jeffrey M. Rabinb)

Department of Mathematics, University of California, San Diego, California 92093

~Received 5 September 2000; accepted for publication 12 December 2000!

We investigate the so-called magnification relations of gravitational lensing mod-
els. We show that multidimensional residue integrals provide a simple explanation
for the existence of these relations, and an effective method of computation. We
illustrate the method with several examples, thereby deriving new magnification
relations for galaxy lens models and microlensing~point mass lensing!. © 2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1347394#

I. INTRODUCTION

Gravitational lensing has proven to be not only important astrophysically, but intrig
mathematically as well. Mathematical investigations of gravitational lens theory have yi
important results and insights,1–6 employing techniques and results from such disparate area
catastrophe theory, differential geometry and Morse theory. In this paper, we illustrate ho
other seemingly unrelated subject, multidimensional residue calculus, applies to gravitationa
ing, and specifically we explain the origin of certain ‘‘magnification relations’’ that have b
discussed in the lensing literature.7–10 We additionally demonstrate that calculations of the
magnification relations are enormously simplified using residue techniques, and illustra
method by deriving several new results.

This paper is organized as follows. In the remainder of this section, we introduce the re
terminology of gravitational lensing, and describe the magnification relations. In Sec. II
express the problem in terms of residue calculations at the image positions, and thereby rel
a residue at infinity. Using one-dimensional residue calculus, we derive trace formulas f
magnification relations for a subset of lens models. In Sec. III, we consider a more genera
of lens models, and describe how to perform the necessary multidimensional residue integ
Sec. IV, we apply this formalism and derive previously known results, as well as new resu
Sec. V, we summarize our results and discuss implications. The material discussed in Secs
may be unfamiliar to astronomers, and so we provide a simple procedure which may be app
models to obtain their magnification relations, without requiring a detailed understanding o
underlying mathematics.

A. Gravitational lensing terminology

Numerous excellent introductions to gravitational lensing have been written, e.g., Refs
here we briefly summarize some of the results and terminology relevant to our discussio
effects of gravitational lensing can perhaps best be understood by considering the time d
trajectories connecting the lensed source to the observer.1 The time delay is a simple sum of tw
terms, a ‘‘geometrical’’ piece, and a ‘‘gravitational’’ piece. LetfN be the three-dimensional~3-D!
Newtonian potential, andc5(2/Dc2)*fN dl the projected 2-D potential, whereD is a function of

a!Electronic address: endall@astrophys.ucsd.edu
b!Electronic address: jrabin@euclid.ucsd.edu
18180022-2488/2001/42(4)/1818/19/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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cosmology and the source and lens redshifts. Just as¹2fN54pGr, similarly ¹'
2 c}4pGS,

whereS5*r dl is the surface density. In the thin-screen, small deflection limit, the time delay
be written as

t5t0~ 1
2uQW 2bW u22c!, ~1!

where the normalizationt0 depends upon cosmology and the lens and source redshifts,QW is the
image location on the sky andbW is the location the source would have had, had not the
intervened. Light rays follow null geodesics, which can be shown to obey Fermat’s princ2

Plotting time delay as a function of the two angular coordinates on the sky, Fermat’s prin
demands that images arise at the stationary points of this time delay surface. Setting the g
of the time delay to zero gives the so-called ‘‘lens equations,’’ the~real! solutions of which are the
image positions. Since the time delay surface can have multiple stationary points, multiple i
of a single source can arise, and the image multiplicity can depend on the source position r
to the lens. The curves on the source plane separating regions of different image multiplic
called caustics. As a source crosses over a caustic, its image multiplicity generically chan
two, as a pair of images either merge together and annihilate, or are created and move ap
magnificationm, which relates differential area elements of the unlensed source to area ele
of the lensed images, is simply the inverse of the JacobianJ of the mapping from image coordi
natesQW to source coordinatesbW . Since the orientation of an image can be inverted relative to
unlensed source, the magnification can have either sign. Much of the lensing literature ado
convention of positive magnifications~i.e., definingm51/uJu); in this paper we always take th
magnification to be signed, i.e.,m51/J.

B. Lens models

Two astrophysically important types of lenses are compact objects~like stars or MACHOs!
and galaxies. The former class are effectively point masses, and so have lensing potentia
portional to the Green’s function for the 2-D Laplacian, i.e.,c5m log r wherem is proportional
to the mass of the point lens. Only the weak-field regime is observationally relevant, s
potentials linearly superpose for multiple point masses~as long as they are not appreciably sep
rated along the line of sight!. Galaxies have more complicated, extended mass distributions
correspondingly complicated lens potentials. In principle, one may decompose the potenti
eigenfunctions of the 2-D Laplacian,11

c5(
m,n

~amn cosmu1bmn sinmu!r n. ~2!

This has the advantage that each term in the expansion relates to a corresponding multipol
expansion of the surface density. In practice, it is necessary to truncate the series due to the
observational constraints. Since galaxies are believed to have roughly ‘‘isothermal’’r;r 22 pro-
files, such truncated series generally consist of variations on the singular isothermal spher~SIS!
potential c5br. Two examples considered by Kochanek11 are the SIS1elliptical potentialc
5br(11g cos 2u) and the SIS1external shearc5br1 (g/2) r 2 cos 2u. Another variation12 is the
singular isothermal ellipse~SIE! c5bR5bAx21y2/q2 with axis ratioq. Other, more elaborate
and more physically justified models have been employed in the lensing literature; here w
focus on simple models such as the above to avoid obfuscating the general method with
algebra. In Table I we list the models considered in this paper.

Given a model for the lens, the lensed images of a given source may be found by solvi
lens equations as described above. For simple potentials, the solutions are often analy
example, consider the the SIS1external shear model. The stationarity equations become
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]t

]r
5r 2s cos~u2us!2b2gr cos 2u50, ~3!

1

r

]t

]u
5s sin~u2us!1gr sin 2u50, ~4!

where (r ,u) is the image position in polar coordinates, and (s,us) is the source position. From thi
it is easy to show that the quantityu5eiu satisfies the fourth degree polynomial equation,

gbu41S gsv1
s

v Du32S sv1
gs

v Du1gb50, ~5!

with v5eius. As a quartic equation inu, this can be solved analytically, and fromu the image
coordinates (r ,u) follow simply. For many models, it is possible to eliminate all but one varia
in a similar fashion and thereby obtain analytic solutions, but for more realistic models, the
equations must be solved numerically.

C. Magnification relations

As mentioned above, there are in general multiple lensed images for a given source.
images lie at the discrete positions satisfying the lens equations for a given source positio
the images have different magnifications and orientations. If we restrict ourselves to pure
solutions of the lens equations~i.e., the physically observable images! then the number of image
changes when the source crosses over a caustic. The number of solutions, of course, d
change, but instead generically a pair of complex solutions become real~for a source crossing into
a caustic! or a real pair become complex~for a source crossing out of a caustic!.5 For certain lens
models, such as the simple potentials described above, there may exist certain paramete
such thatall solutions to the lens equations are real. In such cases, it has been shown tha
exist interesting and surprising relations among the image positions and magnifications. Firs
and Mao7 considered lensing by a binary microlensing system, involving two point masses
derived the following result: when the image multiplicity is maximized, the sum of the sig
magnifications of all the images is always 1. That is,( im i51, independent of quantities such a

TABLE I. Model lens potentials and results. Thel th lens has massml and positionQW l . For the galaxy potentials, with
only one lens, we choose coordinates centered on the lens and oriented along the ellipticity or shear axes. Here, t

position QW 5(x,y)5(r cosu,r sinu) and source positionbW 5(xs ,ys)5(s cosus , ssinus). We use the complex notation
~Ref. 3! z5x1 iy , and similarly forzs ,zl . Also, R5Ax21y2/q2 is an elliptical radial coordinate,g is the strength of the
shear andq is the axis ratio. We reiterate that these results are physically meaningful only when all solutions to th
equations are real.

Model c ( im i ( im izi

point masses ( lml loguQW 2QW lu 1 zs1(l

ml

z̄s2z̄l

point masses1shear cpm1
g

2
r 2 cos 2u 1/(12g2)

1

~12g2!2 ~zs1gz̄s!

SIE bR 2 2zs

SIS1elliptical br1gbr cos 2u 1 zs12gz̄s2
z̄s

3

32b2g2

SIS1shear br1
g

2
r2 cos 2u 2/(12g2)

2

~12g2!2 ~zs1gz̄s!

SIE1shear bR1
g

2
r2 cos 2~u2ug! 2/(12g2)

2

~12g2!2 ~zs1ge2iug z̄s!
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the lens masses, separation, or source position~as long as the source is inside a caustic!. This is
quite an astonishing result, as the individual image magnifications can vary wildly as the s
position changes, and even diverge as the source crosses a caustic. Witt and Mao deriv
result by using resultants to obtain a monic polynomial equation satisfied bym, and noted that the
sum of the roots is given by the subleading coefficient. Rhie,8 using similar reasoning, showed th
a similar result is true for an arbitrary number of point mass lenses. Dalal9 extended this work to
galaxy potentials like those described above. Again, the magnification relations were obtain
using elimination theory~e.g., Gröbner bases! to obtain monic polynomial equations inm; the
‘‘total magnification’’ was then given by the subleading coefficient. We summarize these resu
Table I.

Subsequently, Witt and Mao10 showed that for a particular class of power-law models, th
exist additional magnification relations, involving not onlym but the image positions as well. The
derived this result by separating the coupled lens equations into disjointx and y equations, and
then relatingm to the coefficients. Just as previous work had derived expressions for( im i , Witt
and Mao found expressions for( im ixi

k and( im i yi
k . They called these the ‘‘kth moments,’’ and

we adopt their terminology here. For example, they found that the first moment( im iQ
W

i52bW for
the SIE model.

The general pattern seen in previous work is that both the total magnification and the
moments can be expressed in terms of the model parameters, and that progressively hig
ments have progressively more complicated forms involving more of the parameters. The e
sions’ independence of certain parameters suggests some sort of invariant, but clearly
topological invariant since certain models seemed not to obey any magnification relations
soever. Indeed, the origin of the magnification relations and their absence in certain mode
been a mystery. In this paper, we provide an explanation of these relations, and additiona
a method easier than elimination theory to derive them.

D. Residue integrals

As noted above, the lens equations have multiple discrete solutions, both real and co
While only the real solutions have a physical meaning, it is instructive to consider the com
solutions as well. In this paper, we will henceforth treat the image coordinatesQW as complex
variables. We are interested in the sum over these discrete points of various quantities, suc
signed magnification, or magnification times position, etc. From complex analysis, we know
one may relate a sum over discrete points to an integral over a contour encircling those poi
choosing an integrand which has poles at those points. For lensed images, which are sta
points of the time delay, there is an obvious class of integrands, namely rational functions
form

f ~x,y!5
g~x,y!

]xt ]yt
. ~6!

There are complications, which we discuss later, due to the fact that the integrals here are
dimensional; however, the analogy to the one-dimensional case should be clear. We need o
the appropriate functiong such thatf will have a residue equaling the quantity we wish to su
over the images, and choose a contour large enough to enclose all the images. Now, conv
discrete sum to a contour integral would not seem to be much progress, however we c
another idea from one-dimensional complex analysis. Recall that by inverting coordinates~map-
ping the origin to infinity and vice versa! one can see that the sum of the residues of poles in
the contour is equal to the sum of the residues of poles outside the contour, but with opposit
In our case, we are summing over all the finite solutions, so the only pole outside the contou
infinity. This is the essence of the method described in this paper: we relate the sum ov
images to the behavior of the time delay at infinity, and we simply evaluate the residue
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point~s! at infinity. The validity of the resulting magnification relations does not depend on
image coordinates being real, although of course their physical applicability does.

The methods presented in this paper apply when the lens equations are polynomial
image variables. Lens equations containing algebraic functions, such asnth roots, can be put
in this form by introducing an additional variable for each algebraic function along with
polynomial equation it satisfies. For example, ifAx311 appears, we introducez satisfying
z25x311. In principle, these extra variables can then be eliminated to return to two equatio
two variables. In Sec. II we discuss ‘‘trace methods,’’ which are based on ordinary
dimensional complex analysis and apply when the lens equations can be conveniently red
one polynomial equation in one variable. In Sec. III we discuss residue methods which c
applied directly to two polynomial equations in two image variables. In Sec. IV we illustrate
specific examples. Possible extensions of our methods are discussed in Sec. V.

II. TRACE METHODS

Our method in this section is useful when all but one variable can be conveniently elimi
from the lens equations, e.g., Eq.~5!. Of course, this is always possible in principle, but it m
require computer implementation of Gro¨bner basis algorithms in practice. Thus, we assume
the x-coordinates of the images are the rootsxi of a polynomial equation of degreen,

f ~x!5(
i 50

n

aix
i50. ~7!

We assume that the signed magnificationm(x) of an image atx is given by a rational function,

m5
p~x!

q~x!
, ~8!

where the denominator has no common roots withf (x). This will necessarily be the case if th
coordinates are chosen generically, since there will then be at most one image at a
x-coordinate, whose magnification must be a single-valued algebraic function ofx. We wish to
calculate the total magnification,

M5(
i

m~xi ![Tr m, ~9!

where the ‘‘trace’’ notation will be explained below. Generically, the rootsxi of f (x) will be
distinct; sinceM is determined by continuity when some roots coincide we will always cons
the generic case.

Let A5C@x# be the ring of polynomials inx with complex coefficients. We call two polyno
mialsg andh equivalent, writingg;h, if they differ by a polynomial multiple off (x). This sorts
the polynomials into equivalence classes, and we denote the class containingg by @g# and the set
of all equivalence classes byAf . This is of use for our problem because all polynomials in a giv
class take the same values at thexi and therefore have the same trace. Addition and multiplica
of classes are well-defined by@g#1@h#5@g1h#, @g#@h#5@gh#, andAf is itself a ring.

Now we observe that each class@g#PAf contains a representative which has degree~at most!
n21. Indeed, the relationf ;0 implies

anxn;2 (
i 50

n21

aix
i , ~10!

and this can be used to eliminate all terms of degreen or greater from a polynomialg. The
resulting polynomial is unique, being determined by its values at then rootsxi . It follows thatAf

is in fact a vector space of dimensionn over C.
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Now consider, instead of polynomials, the setR of rational functions ofx which are defined
at the zeros off (x), and call two elements equivalent if their difference isf (x) times another
element. Then all elements of a class have the same trace, and the setRf of equivalence classes i
again a ring. In fact, it is isomorphic toAf . An isomorphism is obtained by associating to a cla
@g# in Af the obvious class@g# in Rf . To see that this mapping is invertible, we must find
polynomial representativeg of an arbitrary class@h# in Rf . To do so, simply letg(x) be the
unique polynomial of degreen21 satisfyingg(xi)5h(xi) for all i . Then g2h is a rational
function vanishing at everyxi , so when expressed in lowest terms its numerator must b
multiple of f (x). ThereforegP@h#.

At this point we can explain the ‘‘trace’’ terminology for the sum over the rootsxi .13 The
vector spaceAf has a basis consisting of~the classes of! the n polynomialsd i of degreen21
defined byd i(xj )5d i j . Fix an elementgPAf and consider the linear operator onAf given by
multiplication byg. In the given basis, the matrix of this operator is diagonal, with entriesg(xi).
Hence the trace of this matrix, which is independent of the basis and coincides with the tr
the operator, is simply Trg5( ig(xi). For example, consider Trx, which just gives the sum of the
roots. Choosing the basis$1,x,x2,...,xn21% for Af , the matrix of the operator of multiplication b
x has only one nonzero diagonal entry,2an21 /an , arising from the relationx•xn21;
2(an21 /an)xn211¯ . This recovers the standard result for the sum of the roots of a polyno
and shows how our method generalizes others based on that result.7–10

Returning to the problem of computing the total magnification, we see thatM5Tr m
5Tr @m# can be computed using any element in its equivalence class. For example, we can
the unique polynomial representative of degreen21. Of course, we do not determine this pol
nomial from its valuesm(xi), since we do not know thexi explicitly. Instead, we seek a polyno
mial solution of degreen21 to the condition~8! defining @m#,

@mq~x!#5@p~x!#. ~11!

This is solved by using Eq.~10! to reduce the degree of each side ton21, and then equating
coefficients.

To compute the trace we use a formula due to Euler, which we derive by means of the r
theorem for complex contour integrals. A purely algebraic proof is not difficult,14 but our deriva-
tion shows the relevance of residue methods and motivates the multivariable generalization
we describe in the following section. Consider the contour integral,

1

2p i R f 8~x!m

f ~x!
dx, ~12!

where the contour is a large circle in the complex plane enclosing all the zerosxi of f (x). The
integrand has a pole of residuem(xi) at xi , and consequently the integral is Trm. However, we
can also regard the contour as encircling the point at infinity and evaluate the integral in te
the residue there, introducing if we wish the new variableu51/x to move the point at infinity to
the origin. Furthermore, the integral is unchanged iff 8(x)m is replaced by any member of it
equivalence class. By choosing the polynomial representative of degreen21 we need only evalu-
ate

1

2p i R xk

f ~x!
dx5

dk,n21

an
, 0<k<n21. ~13!

This proves Euler’s formula,

Tr m5
coefficient in degreen21 of f 8~x!m

coefficient in degreen of f ~x!
, ~14!
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where it is understood that the polynomial representative of degreen21 is meant in the numera
tor. This makes it clear that the total magnification is determined by the leading behavior of (x)
and f 8(x)m at infinity.

As an example, we consider a generalization of the SIS1elliptical potential (n51 multipole!
with an arbitrary harmonic,c5br1gbr cosmu. As an aid to clarity, we shall depart from con
ventional notation, and instead rewrite the lens equations so that the variables arex,y, and
parameters are denoteda,b,c,... . In this case we definex5eiu, y5r , a5g, b5b, c5s, d
5eius. The lens equations then take the form

f ~x!5mabx2m1c d21xm112c dxm212mab50, ~15!

2~y2b!2c~xd211dx21!2ab~xm1x2m!50, ~16!

with the magnification satisfying

@m2ab~xm1x2m!1c~xd211dx21!#m52y. ~17!

Eliminating y results in

@m2abx2m1c d21xm111c dxm211m2ab#m5abx2m1cd21xm1112bxm1c dxm211ab.
~18!

Dividing through byx and replacingx21 in the resulting equation with a polynomial equivale
via the relationx21f (x);0 produces

@2m2abx2m211~m11!c d21xm2~m21!c dxm22#m

;2abx2m211~11m21!c d21xm12bxm211~12m21!c dxm22, ~19!

where the left side is precisely in the Euler formf 8(x)m. Then we immediately have the tota
magnification invariant as

M5Tr m5
2ab

mab
5

2

m
. ~20!

It is no harder to verify that the total magnification is the same for a potential containin
arbitrary finite sum of harmonics(k51

m bkr cosku; the highest harmonic determinesM . Other
models are amenable to this method as well.

In principle one can compute moments by this method, by replacingm with xkm in the
relevant equations, but we have preferred the residue methods of the next section for m
computations.

III. RESIDUE METHODS: THEORY

Let us review the key steps in our contour integral derivation of Euler’s formula in
previous section. First, we expressed the total magnification as a complex contour integr
function having poles at the image locations. Second, we converted this to an integral arou
point at infinity. This amounts to viewing the complex plane as a subset of the Riemann sph
complex projective spaceCP1. Our change of variablesu51/x connects two coordinate charts o
CP1 centered at the origin and at infinity. Finally, we evaluated the residue at infinity, maki
clear that the total magnification depends on the behavior of the integrand at infinity.

These steps all have multivariable analogs. In fact, there is a well-developed, if little-kn
residue theory for meromorphic differential forms in several complex variables. This mak
possible to compute directly the total magnification and moments for lens models without r
ing to one-variable lens equations. The theory is particularly effective in the situation of
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variables, and we describe it in this case. References include Refs. 15–18. An applica
chemical reaction rate equations appears in Ref. 19, but we are not aware of other p
applications in the literature.

We consider a meromorphic two-form,

v5
g~x,y! dx dy

P1~x,y!P2~x,y!
, ~21!

on C2, which we view as a subset of the compact complex projective spaceCP2. HereP1 ,P2 are
polynomials having finitely many common zeros~the image locations! of multiplicity one ~as is
generically the case!, andg is also a polynomial. Such a form can be integrated over a 2-cyc
compact two-dimensional real submanifold ofCP2. Since v is closed (dv50), the integral
depends only on the homology class of the cycle. For example, in a small neighborhoo
common zero of thePi , we can integrate over the ‘‘torus’’T:$uP1u5uP2u5e%, defining the
residue ofv at this zero:

Resv5S 1

2p i D
2E

T
v. ~22!

@The standard orientation ofT is that specified by the nonvanishing 2-formd(argP1) d(argP2).
That is, T is oriented so thatdP1 dP2 /(2p i )2P1P2 has a positive integral.# We will always
denote byJ the naive Jacobian of the mapping (x,y)°@P1(x,y),P2(x,y)#, namely,

J5
]~P1 ,P2!

]~x,y!
5U]xP1 ]yP1

]xP2 ]yP2
U. ~23!

This coincides with the physical Jacobian relating corresponding area elements in the sour
image planes ifx,y are rectangular coordinates, andP1 ,P2 are the corresponding lens equation
but requires a correction factor otherwise. The first key fact we need is that the residu
nondegenerate zero~one whereJ does not vanish!, located say at the origin, is given by18

Res
g dx dy

P1P2
5

g~0!

J~0!
, ~24!

which is equal to the magnification of the corresponding image ifg is chosen appropriately (g
51 for rectangular coordinates!. Moments of magnification can be computed by including ad
tional monomial factors ing(x,y).

Next we need the Global Residue Theorem,18 which states that the sum of all the residues
a meromorphic form, such asv, on any compact manifold, such asCP2, vanishes. Note that this
sum is over the common zeros of thePi only, so that points where only one polynomial vanish
do not contribute; also the points summed over may depend on the choice of the factor
P1P2 of the denominator ofv. The theorem makes it possible to replace the sum over the res
at the common zeros inC2 by minus the sum of residues at points at infinity inCP2. This is the
fundamental explanation for the existence of magnification relations in general: compa
relates the sum of finite residues to the behavior of the lens equations at infinity, indeed to a
number of terms in an expansion around infinity. It remains to explain how to locate the com
zeros at infinity and compute their residues.

CP2 is conveniently described by homogeneous coordinates@X,Y,U#Þ@0,0,0#, where
@lX,lY,lU# is identified with @X,Y,U# for all complexlÞ0. The points withUÞ0 can be
represented in the form@x,y,1# and are viewed as the subsetC2 of finite points. The polynomials
Pi(x,y) correspond to homogeneous polynomialsPi

h(X,Y,U)[UdegPiPi(X/U,Y/U). Their com-
mon zeros at infinity are those havingU50. These also lie in coordinate charts diffeomorphic
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C2, described by@1,y,u# or @x,1,u#. In these charts they can be treated just as are ‘‘finite’’ ze
The meromorphic formv is homogenized so as to have total degree zero, that is,

vh5
g~X/U,Y/U ! d~X/U ! d~Y/U !

P1~X/U,Y/U !P2~X/U,Y/U !
5

ghUdegP11degP22degg23~U dX dY2X dU dY2Y dX dU!

P1
hP2

h .

~25!

When n[degg2degP12degP213.0, the denominator ofvh takes the formUnP1
hP2

h . This
creates a subtlety in that the above theory applies to a chosen factorization of the denomina
two factors. Thus, we may factor it as (UnP1

h)(P2
h) and treat these as the two factors in applyi

the residue theorem. The common zeros then consist of all~finite and infinite! common zeros of
the Pi

h , together with any zeros ofP2
h alone at infinity. The latter might have been overlooked

a naive application of the theorem. In the examples we will consider in detail, no such addi
zeros exist, but we will point out a case where they do.

Unfortunately, the zeros at infinity are rarely nondegenerate, and their residues can
computed using Eq.~24!. Instead, they typically lie at singular points of the curvesPi50, that is,
at least one curve has multiple branches meeting at this point.20 There is a classical method, datin
back to Newton, for finding the branches of an algebraic curveP(x,y)50 at a singular point,
taken to be the origin. The branches are given as Puiseux series, or fractional power series
form

y5(
i 50

`

aix
a i, ~26!

where the exponentsa i form an increasing sequence of rational numbers whose denomin
eventually stabilize. The possibilities for the leading exponenta0 are determined by requiring tha
at least two terms in the polynomialP(x,a0xa0) have the same degree, while the remaining ter
have a higher degree. Thena0 is found by demanding the vanishing of the terms of minim
degree. An elegant graphical method for identifying the possible exponentsa0 is provided by the
Newton polygon, or diagram.17,21 For each monomialxayb appearing inP(x,y), plot the point
(a,b) in the coordinate plane. Begin at the lowest of the leftmost points~minimize a, then
minimize b) and draw a polygonal path with vertices at a subset of the points, terminating a
leftmost of the lowest points~minimize b, then minimizea), and choosing each successi
segment to have the smallest possible slope~steepest possible negative slope!. This is the Newton
diagram of the polynomialP(x,y). The points lying on any segment of the Newton diagra
represent terms inP which will have minimal degree ifa0 is chosen as the negative reciprocal
the slope of that segment. The next term in the Puiseux series can be found by applying th
procedure toP(x,a0xa01 ỹ), and so on. One term is often enough for computing the total m
nification; higher moments require more terms in general. The denominators of the exp
stabilize at the stage where the Newton diagram has only a single segment. The curveP(x,y)
50 has at least as many branches at the origin as there are segments in the Newton diagr
has more if there are multiple solutions to the equations for the coefficientsai .

Consider one particular branchX of the curveP1(x,y)50 at a singular point, given by a
Puiseux seriesy5a0xm/n1¯ , with m,n relatively prime. On this branch draw a small circleC
around the origin; its projection on thex-plane must windn times around the origin. Now
construct a 2-torusdC by ‘‘thickening’’ C: at any pointp of C take a plane transverse toX and
a small circle in this plane with centerp. As p moves aroundC this circle sweeps out the toru
dC. We may construct such a torus for each branch of the curve. These are called Leray to
the ‘‘thickening’’ operatord is the Leray coboundary.

Our objective is to compute the residue integral*Tv at the origin. We can work entirely
within a small ballB around the origin. The residue depends on the homology class ofT in
H2(B2$P1P250%). As we explain in the Appendix, this class is, up to sign, the sum of
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classes of the Leray tori constructed on the branches ofeither of the curvesP150 or P250.
Therefore the residue is the sum of the integrals ofv over either set of Leray tori, with appropriat
orientation.

The integral over a Leray torusdC lying on a branch ofP1(x,y)50 given by a Puiseux serie
y5p(x) is computed using the Leray residue formula. We give this formula under the assum
that ]yP1 does not vanish on the given branch, which amounts to assuming thaty5p(x) is a
branch of an irreducible factor ofP1 which appears to the first power only~the analog of a simple
rather than multiple pole!. The general formula can be found in Ref. 16. Our case reads as

1

2p i EdC

g dx dy

P1P2
52E

C

g dx

P2 ]yP1
U

y5p(x)

, ~27!

which is proved as follows. To integrate overdC, we can integrate first over the circles in th
planes transverse toC, then overC itself. Since these circles are centered atP150, we can change
variables fromx,y to x,P1 by means ofdP1 dx52dx dy]yP1 and then integrate overP1 by
means of the one-variable residue theorem. The evaluation of the residue atP150 by substituting
y5p(x) leaves another one-variable residue integral to be performed. For this one must k
mind that the cycleC may wind around the origin several times in thex-plane.

The Leray residue formula holds with obvious notational and possible sign changes
Leray torus lies on a branch ofP2(x,y)50, or if we choose to eliminatex rather thany in favor
of a Pi .

IV. RESIDUE METHODS: EXAMPLES

In this section we apply the residue methods just developed to various lens models. Th
is a generalizedn52 multipole model with potentialc5br1(g/2)r 2 cosmu. We again redefine
notation to clarify the computation, writing the variables asx,y and the parameters asa,b,c,... .
Let x5eiu, y5r , a5g, b5b, c5s, d5eius. The lens equations then take the form

P15c d21xm112c dxm211
m

2
ay~x2m21!50, ~28!

P252~y2b!xm2c d21xm112c dxm212ay~x2m11!50. ~29!

Becausex,y are not rectangular coordinates, there is an extra Jacobian factor in the magnific
and we find

m5
4yx2m21

J
. ~30!

Consequently the total magnification is given by the residue sum,

M5 (
images

Res
4yx2m21dx dy

P1P2
. ~31!

The residue theorem relates this to the sum of the residues at points at infinity inCP2, which are
found from the homogeneous forms of thePi :

P1
h5c d21Xm11 Um2c dXm21 Um121

m

2
aY~X2m2U2m!, ~32!

P2
h52Xm~YUm2bUm11!2c d21Xm11 Um2c dXm21 Um122aY~X2m1U2m!. ~33!
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The common roots at infinity are those withU50, and there are two:@X,Y,U#5@1,0,0#, and
@0,1,0#. The total magnification is minus the sum of the residues at these points of

4Y X2m21U2m12 d~X/U ! d~Y/U !

P1
hP2

h . ~34!

Consider first the point@1,0,0#, which we examine in the affine chart@X,Y,U#5@1,y,u#,
where

P1
X515c d21um2c dum121

m

2
ay~12u2m!, ~35!

P2
X5152um~y2bu!2c d21um2c dum122ay~11u2m!, ~36!

and we need the residue at the origin of 4yu2m21 du dy/P1
X51P2

X51.
The Newton diagram forP1 is shown in Fig. 1; there is a single branch on which to lead

order y;um, as is easily verified by solvingP1
X5150 for y. The Leray formula evaluates th

residue as the one-variable residue of

2
4yu2m21 du

P2
X51]yP1

X51 , ~37!

wherey;um. But it is easily seen that the leading behavior of this 1-form nearu50 is u2m21 du,
so that there is no pole and no residue form.0.

We examine the remaining root@0,1,0# in the chart@X,Y,U#5@x,1,u# where

P1
Y515c d21xm11 um2c dxm21um121

m

2
a~x2m2u2m!, ~38!

P2
Y5152xmum~12bu!2c d21xm11 um2c dxm21 um122a~x2m1u2m!, ~39!

and we compute

Res
4x2m21u2m21 dx du

P1
Y51P2

Y51 . ~40!

The Newton diagram forP1
Y51 is shown in Fig. 2, and gives the leading behavioru5 lx

1¯ . With this behavior, the lowest-order terms ofP1
Y51 vanish iff l 2m51, so that there are 2m

branches withl p5exp(ipp/m), p51,...,2m.
With the Leray formula, the total magnification becomes

(
u5 l px1¯

2Res
4x2m21u2m21 dx

P2
Y51 ]uP1

Y51 . ~41!

FIG. 1. The Newton diagram forP1
X51 in the n52 multipole model. The degree of a monomial iny (u) is plotted

vertically ~horizontally!. The casem53 is shown.
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The leading terms are readily identified, and indeed the behavior is asdx/x, with residue

(
p51

2m
2

m2a~ l p
m2a!

5
2

m2a (
p51

2m
1

~21!p2a
5

4

m~12a2!
. ~42!

In terms of the original parameters of the model,

M5
4

m~12g2!
, ~43!

an attractive generalization of the known result9 for m52.
Once the branches of thePi have been identified, it is easy to modify the calculation

compute moments rather than total magnification. For example, let us compute the firstx-moment,
Tr xm. ~We continue to use the Tr notation for the sum over the images.! Sincex5eiu in terms of
the physical variables of this model, from the real and imaginary parts of the result we can
the moments weighted by cosu and sinu, in the case that all images are real. In homogene
coordinates this simply gives an additional factorX/U in the residue in Eq.~34!. At the point
@1,0,0# this adds a factor 1/u to the one-variable residue~37!, changing the behavior tou2m22 du.
There is still no contribution form>1. At the point @0,1,0#, there is an extra factorx/u5 l 21

1¯ in the residue~41!, changing the contribution to

(
p

2

m2alp~ l p
m2a!

5
2

m2a (
p51

2m
e2 ipp/m

~21!p2a
, ~44!

which can be evaluated in closed form if desired.
From the real part of Tryxm we can obtain the moment ofr cosu, the physicalx-coordinate

of the image. This leads to a factorYX/U2, which worsens the singularity at@0,1,0# to a double
pole, requiring an additional term in the Puiseux expansion to obtain the residue. The res
the true external shear modelm52, is

Tr mr cosu52
2xs

~12g!~12g2!
. ~45!

This example illustrates the general situation. Higher moments produce extra monomi
tors in the residue expression. In general this will worsen the singular behavior at points at in
although this may not occur for certain branches, such as those at@0,1,0# in the example of Trxm.
This will have two effects: points which do not contribute to the total magnification generally

FIG. 2. The Newton diagram forP1
Y51 in the n52 multipole model.
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contribute to higher moments, and more terms in the Puiseux expansions will be requir
higher moments. Both effects will result in higher moments being given by more complex ex
sions, with more model parameters contributing.

We turn to a second example, the Singular Isothermal Ellipse~SIE! potential.10,12 For this
modelc5bR5bAx21y2q22, wherex,y are rectangular coordinates andb,q are parameters. The
lens equations are

tx5x2xs2
bx

R
50, ~46!

ty5y2ys2
by

q2R
50, ~47!

and the magnification is given by

m215Utxx txy

txy tyy
U. ~48!

Algebraic manipulation leads to the polynomial equations,

p15q2xty2ytx5q2x~y2ys!2y~x2xs!50, ~49!

p25R2tx
222bRxtx5~x2xs!

2~x21y2q22!2b2x250. ~50!

However, these equations have the extraneous solution (x,y)5(0,0), which does not satisfy th
original lens equations. This can be eliminated by substitutingy5wx, and adopting the modified
equations,

P15p1 /q2x5wx2ys2hwx1hwxs , ~51!

P25p2 /x25b22~x2xs!
2~11hw2!, ~52!

where we have seth5q22. Relating the naive JacobianJ of the Pi with respect tox,w to the
Hessian oft gives the magnification in the new variables,

m5
2x~x2xs!~11hw2!

J
. ~53!

The moments of the magnification with respect tox are given by

Tr xkm5( Res
2xk11~x2xs!~11hw2! dx dw

P1P2
. ~54!

In homogeneous coordinates we have

P1
h5~12h!XW2ysU

21hxsWU, ~55!

P2
h5b2U42~X2xsU !2~U21hW2!, ~56!

and we need to compute

Tr mxk5( Res
2Xk11U22k~X2xsU !~U21hW2! d~X/U ! d~W/U !

P1
hP2

h . ~57!
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There are two common zeros of thePi
h at infinity, namely@X,W,U#5@1,0,0#, @0,1,0#, and in the

corresponding affine charts we have

P1
X515~12h!w2ysu

21hxswu, ~58!

P2
X515b2u42~12xsu!2~u21hw2!, ~59!

P1
W515~12h!x2ysu

21hxsu, ~60!

P2
W515b2u42~x2xsu!2~u21h!. ~61!

The residues at these zeros may be computed via the Leray formula applied to the bran
either P1 or P2 ; we have done both computations and the latter seems slightly simpler. In
case the branches can be determined directly without appealing to the Newton diagram
@0,1,0#, the equationP2

W5150 is solved by

x5xsu6bh21/2u2S 11
u2

h D 21/2

, ~62!

giving one branch for each choice of sign. The contribution to Trmxk from one branch is

Res
2xk11~x2xsu!~u21h! dx du

uk11P1
W51P2

W51 . ~63!

Applying the Leray formula gives

Res
2xk11~x2xsu!~u21h! du

uk11P1
W51 ]xP2

W51 , ~64!

which simplifies to

Res
xk11 du

uk11@x2ysu
22h~x2xsu!#

5xs
k , ~65!

where only the first term in the series expansion ofx was required. The two branches at this po
thus contribute 2xs

k to the moment ofxk.
At the remaining point@1,0,0#, P2

X5150 is solved by

w56
iu

Ah
A12

b2u2

~12xsu!256
iu

Ah
S 12

1

2
b2u21¯ D , ~66!

and we need

Res
2~12xsu!~u21hw2! du dw

uk11P1
X51P2

X51 , ~67!

summed over the two branches. Integrating overw using the Leray residue formula and simp
fying yields

Res
~u21hw2! du

hwuk11~12xsu!@~12h!w1hxswu2ysu
2#

, ~68!
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whereu21hw25b2u41¯ . Sincew;u, there is no pole fork,2: the total magnification and
first moment are simply given by the contributions from@0,1,0#. There is an additional contribu
tion to the second moment given by22b2/(12h2)52b2q2/(12q2), which agrees with the
result of Ref. 10.

We have verified the results of Witt and Mao10 through the third moment. Those authors not
that the moments ofx were independent ofys to this order, and that ‘‘this seems remarkable’’
view of the dependence ofm on this parameter. The explanation is that the termysu

2 in P1
X51 does

not contribute to the residue for low moments; indeed itdoescontribute to the residues for th
third moment but its contribution cancels between the two branches. The fourth and highe
ments do depend onys .

Last, we note that it is entirely straightforward, and no more work, to generalize the ca
tion to include an arbitrarily oriented external shear term. The first moment, for example, tak
form

Tr mx5
2

~12g2!2 ~xs1g1xs1g2ys!, Tr my5
2

~12g2!2 ~ys1g2xs2g1ys!, ~69!

whereg1[g cos 2ug , g2[g sin 2ug , andug is the orientation angle of the shear~see Table I!.
As our final example we consider microlensing due to a collection ofN coplanar point masses

We adopt Witt’s complex notation, writingz5x1 iy for the position of an image andw for the
position of the source. The lenses have massesmi and positionszi . The lens equations are

z2w2(
i 51

N
mi

z̄2 z̄i
50, ~70!

and its complex conjugate; when we complexify the coordinatesx,y of an image,z andz̄ become
independent variables and the conjugate equation becomes an independent condition as w
observable~real! images are those for whichz̄ is the conjugate ofz. Clearing denominators, we se

P15~z2w!)
i

~ z̄2 z̄i !2(
i

mi)
j Þ i

~ z̄2 z̄j !, ~71!

P25~ z̄2w̄!)
i

~z2zi !2(
i

mi)
j Þ i

~z2zj !. ~72!

For the magnification we find

m5J21)
i

~z2zi !~ z̄2 z̄i !, ~73!

whereJ5](P1 ,P2)/](z,z̄). For thekth moment of magnification, we must compute

Tr mzk5Res
zk ) i~z2zi !~ z̄2 z̄i ! dz dz̄

P1P2
. ~74!

The homogeneous polynomials are

P1
h5~Z2wU!)

i
~ Z̄2 z̄iU !2(

i
miU

2)
j Þ i

~ Z̄2 z̄jU !, ~75!

P2
h5~ Z̄2w̄U !)

i
~Z2ziU !2(

i
miU

2)
j Þ i

~Z2zjU !. ~76!
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Setting U50, we obtain P1
h5ZZ̄N, P2

h5Z̄ZN, so there are two common zeros at infinit

@Z,Z̄,U#5@1,0,0#, @0,1,0#. However, we can say more: each of these zeros has multiplicityN.
Since the homogeneous polynomials each have degreeN11, the number of finite common zero
will be (N11)222N5N211, in agreement with previous results.3

Dehomogenizing the polynomials at these points, we find

P1
Z̄515~z2wu!)

i
~12uz̄i !2u2(

i
mi)

j Þ i
~12uz̄j !, ~77!

P2
Z̄515~12w̄u!)

i
~z2uzi !2u2(

i
mi)

j Þ i
~z2uzj !, ~78!

P1
Z515~12wu!)

i
~ z̄2uz̄i !2u2(

i
mi)

j Þ i
~ z̄2uz̄j !, ~79!

P2
Z515~ z̄2w̄u!)

i
~12uzi !2u2(

i
mi)

j Þ i
~12uzj !. ~80!

Because of the complex conjugation symmetry of these expressions, it suffices to exam

branches of, say,Pi
Z̄51 to deduce the others. The Newton diagrams of these are shown in F

In each case, the Puiseux series are ordinary power series. ForP1 there is a single branchu
5z/w1¯ , while for P2 there areN branchesu5z/zi2(mi /zi

3)z21¯ .
It is now straightforward to compute the residues,

Res
ZkU22kP i~Z2ziU !~ Z̄2 z̄iU ! d~Z/U ! d~ Z̄/U !

P1
hP2

h , ~81!

and determine the moments. The first two areM5Tr m51, and Trzm5w1( i @mi /(w̄2 z̄i)#. The
single branch contributeswk to thekth moment, while the contribution of theN branches become
progressively more complicated.

We have also considered a generalization of the model to include external shear. This
the lens equations to the form3

z2w2g z̄2(
i 51

N
mi

z̄2 z̄i
50, ~82!

FIG. 3. The Newton diagrams forP1
Z̄51 ~left! andP2

Z̄51 ~right! for N point masses. The caseN54 is shown.
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and its complex conjugate. DefiningPi
h as before, their zeros at infinity are@1,0,0# and@g,1,0# for

P1
h , and@0,1,0# and @1,g,0# for P2

h . For gÞ0,1 there are no common zeros at infinity. Factori
the denominator ofvh as (UnP1

h)(P2
h), the residue theorem gives the sum over the finite comm

roots as minus the sum of residues at the infinite roots ofP2
h . We find, for example, the tota

magnification 1/(12g2), and the first moment,

Tr zm5
w1gw̄

~12g2!2 . ~83!

Note that the first moment’s dependence upon the lens’ positions has vanished.

V. DISCUSSION

We have introduced in this paper a new framework for analyzing gravitational lens mo
The use of residue integrals makes clear the origin of the magnification relations, and fac
their computation for a wide class of model potentials. We have also applied this metho
series of models, confirmed and extended previous results, and provided new magnificatio
tions for several models. Although multidimensional residue calculus may be unfamiliar to re
from astronomy, one may follow a simple procedure to perform the necessary integrals. Bas
the procedure is as follows.

~1! From the stationarity equations, construct two polynomialsP1 ,P2 that simultaneously vanish
at ~and only at! the image positions.

~2! Define the ‘‘Jacobian’’JP5det@](P1,P2)/](x,y)#, and defineg(x,y)5JP(x,y)m(x,y) wherem
is the magnification.

~3! Change to homogeneous coordinates: (x,y)→(X,Y,U) with x5X/U,y5Y/U and homog-
enize the polynomials by multiplying each by the factorUdegP. Also, multiply g by
UdegP11degP2.

~4! From the homogenizedg,P1 ,P2 , construct the 2-form (g/P1P2)d(X/U)d(Y/U), and factor
the denominator into two groups; usually, the groupingP1 ,P2 suffices.~HenceforthP1 ,P2

shall refer to the two groups, not the original polynomials.! If the denominator contains
explicit factors ofU then redefine one of the polynomials, sayP2 , to contain these additiona
factors.

~5! For U50, find the points (X,Y) whereP1 ,P2 simultaneously vanish; these are the roots
infinity.

~6! Pick one of the polynomials—sayP1—and determine the behavior ofP150 in the vicinity of
each common root. First define coordinates for the neighborhood of the root. For exam
the root isY50, U50, then a good choice would be (X,Y,U)5(1,y,u). As discussed, there
are in general multiple branches ofP150 meeting at the root at infinity, each parametrized
a Puiseux seriesy5( iaiu

a i. The a i ’s can be determined from the Newton diagram, and
substituting in the specifieda i ’s one may solve for the coefficientsai . Usually, only the first
one or two terms in the series are necessary.

~7! Construct the quantity
g~u,a1u

a11a2u
a21¯ !

]P1

]y
~u,a1u

a11¯ !P2~u,a1u
a11¯ !

,

and pick out the term;u21. The coefficient ofu21 is the contribution for this branch
summing over all the branches gives the residue for each root.

~8! Repeat this procedure for all the roots at infinity, and sum their residues. Negating
quantity gives the sum of the residues at finite poles~the images!.

The above is of course just a rough outline; in Sec. III we describe the method in full d
Following this procedure, the results listed in Table I can be reproduced with minimal effor
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As we have discussed, the methods presented in this paper apply when the two lens eq
are polynomial in the two image variables. When algebraic functions of the image vari
appear, we introduce new variables and equations to bring the whole set to polynomial fo
principle, the extra variables can be eliminated to return to a pair of polynomial equations to
our residue methods apply. A simple example of this was seen in our discussion of th
potential. In principle, however, the residue methods apply directly to any number of polyn
equations in the same number of variables. We have not investigated whether this can be
into a practical computational scheme for dealing with algebraic functions. One would first re
an analysis like that in the Appendix, determining the homology class of the torusT defining the
residue integral. The Leray residue formula holds quite generally, but is less explicit withou
machinery of algebraic curves and Puiseux series which we exploited in the two-variable
Details can be found in Refs. 15, 16. We do not know how to extend our methods to equ
involving transcendental functions.

Dalal9 and Witt and Mao10 have considered the applicability of such magnification relation
real gravitational lenses. For galaxies, Dalal9 has shown that these relations can be an aid in fitt
models to lensed objects, or can be used to rule out modelsa priori. Witt and Mao10 have shown,
however, that reliance upon simple galaxy models can be misleading, when applied to re
galaxy potentials. This limits the applicability of magnification relations to making statem
about models, as opposed to statements about the lenses themselves. For this reason, som
have aimed at deriving magnification results that apply to generic lens models. For exa
Petters22 determines lower bounds on the total magnification using Morse theoretic methods
residue integral method introduced here allows explicit results, for relatively little effort
focusing on a specific class of models. The applicability of the derived relations then de
upon the validity of the model.

For microlensing, there is no doubt about the accuracy of the point mass model, and a
our derived magnification relations may be considered exact. The limitation of our results i
they have physical relevance only when the maximum number of images is attained. It is cu
an open question whether there exist parameter ranges for which all solutions are real, e.
23. Nevertheless, such magnification relations have already proven themselves to have ast
cal value. Witt and Mao7 have already shown how the total signed magnification~‘‘zeroth mo-
ment’’! can be used for binary microlensing to set lower limits on the overall unsigned ma
cation, useful for example for detecting source blending. Although the multiple images
microlensing event cannot as yet be resolved, precluding the present-day experimental veri
of our prediction regarding the first moment, we are hopeful that the future advent of space
interferometers will allow our microlensing formulas to be tested observationally.
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APPENDIX: THE HOMOLOGY CLASS OF THE TORUS T

Here we explain why the torusT defining the local residue at a singular point, taken to be
origin, is homologous to the sum of the Leray tori constructed from the branches ofeither of the
polynomialsPi(x,y), and how to determine the correct orientations. We are grateful to Ed
Looijenga and Peter Teichner for explaining the topology to us. See also Sec. 2.2 of Dimc24

We are working locally in a closed ballB around the origin, and we denote byX the zero
locusP1P250 within B. The various tori define homology classes inH2(B2X). It is known that
X is topologically a cone with vertex the origin and baseXù]B, which is a linked collection of
topological circles.17,24 Denote the several branches ofX as Xi , and the Leray torus built on a
given branch asdCi . Let s i j be a path running from the origin to]B alongXi , and returning to
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the origin along branchXj . A subset of these paths forms a basis for the relative homology g
H1(X,]B). Furthermore, by Alexander duality,16 an element ofH2(B2X) is uniquely determined
by its linking numbers with these paths~indeed, with those in a basis alone!. @The linking number
l (c1,c2) of a 1-cycle with a 2-cycle in a 4-ball is the intersection number ofc1 with any
3-manifold having boundaryc2.]

The Leray tori have linking numbers,

l ~s i j ,dCk!5d ik2d jk . ~A1!

Indeed, the intersection ofs i j with a solid torus bounded bydCk is the intersection ofs i j with
Ck , which is one point if the outward segment ofs i j lies on branchXk , and one point~with
opposite orientation! if the returning segment does.

The sum(P1
dCk of Leray tori built on branches ofP150 therefore has linking number with

s i j equal to11 if Xi is a branch ofP1 andXj is a branch ofP2 , 21 if vice versa, and 0 ifXi

andXj are branches of the same polynomial. The sum(P2
dCk has the negatives of these linkin

numbers and therefore represents the same homology class but with opposite orientation.
It remains to show thatT has the linking numbers of(P1

dCk . A solid torus bounded byT is
given by $uP1u<e, uP2u5e%. This meets any branchXk of P150 given by a Puiseux serie
y5p(x) in the locusuP2(x,p(x))u5e on Xk . This set is topologically a circle around the origi
having intersection number11 with a path radially outward from the origin. The solid torus me
no branch ofP250. Therefore, radially outward~inward! paths on any branch ofP1 contribute
11 (21) to intersection numbers with this solid torus, while paths on branches ofP2 contribute
nothing. This duplicates the linking numbers of(P1

dCk .
The orientation forT used in this argument is indeed the standard one prescribed in Se

Using the Leray residue formula to evaluate

S 1

2p i D
2E

T

dP1 dP2

P1P2
~A2!

produces a positive contribution from every branch ofP1 .
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Spherically symmetric space–times with constant
curvature scalar
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Institute of Theoretical Physics, University of Go¨ttingen, D-37073 Go¨ttingen, Germany

Peter Havas
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In view of the geometrical importance of spaces with constant scalar curvature, a
systematic study of spherically symmetric such space–time manifolds with respect
to the eigenvalues of the Ricci tensor is made. The cases of two double or one
quadruple eigenvalue are treated exhaustively. In the generic case of one double
and two single eigenvalues, no conformally flat solutions, and only solutions with
one arbitrary function of one variable are found. We also give all four-dimensional
decomposable s.s. spaces with constant curvature scalar. ©2001 American Insti-
tute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1339218#

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we study spherically symmetric solutions~s.s.s.! of the equation

R5R0 , ~1!

whereR is the Ricci scalar of the four-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian metricgab , andR0 is a
constant. The caseR050 was treated in a previous communication.1 As expressed there, ou
original interests in s.s.s. of Eq.~1! was directed to their use as counterexamples for the validit
Birkhoff’s theorem for a large class of gravitational theories derivable from a variati
principle.2 Equation~1!, through the use of a scalar multiplier, is also derivable from a variatio
principle. The Lagrangian is given by

A2g~R2R0!2f,

where the scalar fieldf acts as a multiplier and remains completely undetermined. Any solu
of Eq. ~1! with R0524L solves also the field equations following from the Lagrang
(2g)1/2@R12L1(8L)21R2#, whereL is the cosmological constant. Moreover, any conforma
flat solution of Eq.~1! with R0524L satisfies the field equations following from the Lagrangia

~2g!1/2@R12L1aR213~~8L!212a!Ra
bRb

a#,

whereRab is the contracted curvature~Ricci! tensor anda an arbitrary constant. Because Eq.~1!
admits a multiplicity of solutions, as shown in this paper, no such field equation admits Birkh
theorem.

We were further motivated to look into the s.s.s. of Eq.~1! because they contain, as a subs
all s.s.s. of the Einstein–Maxwell field equations with a cosmological constant, and of the Y
Kilmister ~gauge-!theory of gravitation.3 In this context, the solutions of the Bach–Trede
equation augmented with a cosmological constant term may be mentioned, because forR
5R0 is implied.4–6

a!Electronic mail: goenner@Theorie.Physik.UNI-Goettingen.DE
18370022-2488/2001/42(4)/1837/23/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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The prime interest in Eq.~1!, however, is that this equation points to the possibility o
geometrization of many physical systems in the sense that their basic equations, or subc
them, appear as special cases of~1!. To name some: nonlinear wave equations as in thef4-theory
and the 1-dimensional Landau–Ginzburg theory of superconduction, the Lane–Emden equa
stellar interiors and the Thomas–Fermi equation, particular cases of Boltzman’s equation a
time-independent Schro¨dinger equation for special potentials. It is also known that, in Euclid
space, soliton equations may be derived by embedding 2-surfaces with the property~1!; an ex-
ample is given by surfaces with constant negative curvature: the corresponding Gauss–C
equation is equivalent to the sine-Gordon equation.7–9 Also for the Korteweg-de Vries equation
geometrical interpretation with the help of a surface of constant, nonvanishing Gaussian cu
has been suggested.10

The generic solution of Eq.~1! contains, at most, one arbitrary function of two variables a
two further arbitrary functions of one variable each. In paper I, forR050, we explicitly gave the
general s.s.s. of Eq.~1! for certain specific values of the conformal invariantC
ª@3/4CabgdCabgd#1/2, e.g., forC50, whereCabgd denotes the conformal curvature tensor, a
implicitly reduced the problem to a linear equation.~For s.s. metricsC50 and Cabgd50 are
equivalent.! In the present case,R0Þ0, we have not been able to achieve as much, although w
obtain classes of solutions depending on one or even two arbitrary functions of one variable
is due to the fact that none of the canonical forms of the metric considered in Sec. II lineariz
~1! nor reduces it to a nonlinear partial differential equation whose solutions are known
pletely. Nevertheless, as in paper I, we display the general solution of Eq.~1! for metrics the Ricci
tensor of which has a quadruple or two double eigenvalues. Also, all four-dimensional deco
able s.s. spaces with a constant curvature scalar are found.

After introducing, in Sec. II, the canonical forms for the metric we are using, in Sec. III
first deal with decomposable spaces. In Sec. IV we discuss all the metrics obtained by us
degenerate eigenvalue structure of the corresponding Ricci tensorRa

b . In Sec. V, s.s.s. of Eq.~1!
with the most general eigenvalue structure ofRa

b are given. In Sec. VI a different canonical form
for the metric is used in order to obtain further solutions. Those s.s.s. of the Yang–Kilm
theory found here are identified in Sec. VII. In Sec. VIII a brief discussion of the generatio
s.s.s. of Eq.~1! from others or from s.s.s. ofR50 by conformal mappings is given. Our results a
summarized in Table I and discussed in Sec. IX.

TABLE I.

Quadruple Quadruple Two double Two double
One triple,
one single

One double, two
single

canonical form

One double, two
single

canonical form

2C2R50 2C2RÞ0 2C2R50 2C2RÞ0 ~2! ~3!
~26a, b!

Einstein cosmos
C50 De Sitter ~28a, b! ~no solution found! ~no solution found!

metric ~30a, c!
~31!

~incomplete!
~79!

~39a! with ~41!, ~10! with ~11!;
~42!,~44!;

~39b, c, d! with ~63! with
CÞ0 ~21! ~23! ~18! ~9! ~no solution found! ~41!, and ~65a, b, c!;

~14! ~47a, b, c!;
~16a, b! ~52! with

~72! with ~68!;
~30a, b!, ~31b, c!;

~54b, c, d!
~78a, b, c!

~56a, b, c!
~57b, d!
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II. CANONICAL FORMS OF s.s. METRIC

As in paper I we use, alternatively, the canonical forms

ds25z2~u,v !@2ew~u,v ! du dv2dV2# ~2!

and

ds25c2~r ,t !dt22a4~r ,t !@dr21r 2 dV2#, ~3a!

with dV2
ªdu21sin2 u dw2 for describing metrics with a Ricci tensorRa

b of a nondegenerate
eigenvalue structure. A canonical form equivalent to~3a! is

ds25c2~r,t !dt22b4~r,t !@dr21dV2#. ~3b!

Any s.s. metric can be brought into either form~2! or Eq. ~3a!.
For metrics the Ricci tensor of which has two double eigenvalues the following cano

forms are especially suited:11

ds25F~u,r !du212 du dr2r 2dV2, ~4!

with R22CÞ0 and

ds25F~u,r !du212 du dr2b0
2dV2, ~5!

ds252e2a~u,v ! du dv2u2dV2, ~6!

and the canonical form obtained from Eq.~6! by interchange ofu andv. For both forms~5! and
~6! R22C50 holds;b0 is a constant.

We keep to the canonical forms~2!–~6! unless another form, obviously transformable into o
of these forms, is more convenient for an explicit integration of~1!. Such a transformation may no
always be obtainable explicitly.

The equivalence problem arising from the use of different canonical forms is circumvent
a classification of the s.s.s. of Eq.~1! with regard to the eigenvalue structure ofRa

b and to the
conformal invariantC.

Starting from the canonical form~2! we calculate the curvature invariantsR and C. For
convenience we repeat the resulting partial differential equations forz(u,v) andw(u,v) given in
paper I, i.e.,

e2ww,uv112z2C50, ~7a!

z,uv1
1

6
z3ewS C2

1

2
RD50. ~7b!

III. DECOMPOSABLE SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC SPACE–TIMES

Before entering the general discussion we shall first deal with a case of special geo
interest, the decomposable s.s.s. of Eq.~1!. Two main subcases exist.

A. Two 2-dimensional subspaces

Here we take the canonical form

ds252ew~u,v ! dv dv2b0
2dV2. ~28!

A constant Ricci scalarR0 for ~28! can occur if and only if theu2v-space is of constan
Gaussian curvature,
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k5
1

b0
22

R0

2
. ~8!

Standard forms for such solutions of Eq.~1! are, fork51/a0
2,

ds25S 11
uv

4a0
2D 22

du dv2b0
2dV2, ~9a!

and, fork521/a0
2,

ds25S 12
uv

4a0
2D 22

du dv2b0
2dV2. ~9b!

The casek50 is represented by the canonical form

ds25du dv2b0
2dV2.

Other canonical forms for theu, v-subspace of the metric~9a! are, for example,

ds25dt22sin2~ t/a0!dr2

or

ds25sinh2~r /a0!dt22dr2.

However, the coordinatest, r chosen above cover only part of the range2`,u,`, 2`,v
,`, v id.uv.0 and 0,uv,4a0

2, respectively. From Eq.~6! we concludeC51/2R0 for the
metrics ~9!. The Ricci tensor has two double~or one quadruple! eigenvaluesl1,2561/a0

2, l3,4

521/b0
2. Moreover, the corresponding Riemannian space is symmetric. Equation~9! admits a

two-dimensional isotropy group and a six-dimensional isometry group.12 The metrics~9a! and
~9b! have been discussed repeatedly13 as solutions of Einstein’s field equations with cosmologi
constantL and/or a constant nonsingular electromagnetic field. They also satisfy the field
tions following from the Lagrangian:

~2g!1/2@R1L1aR22~2a1R0
21!Ra

bRb
a#,

to which a matter Lagrangian describing a constant, nonsingular electromagnetic field m
added. Wynne’s solutions14 of types XI, XII, XIII, XIV and XVI solving the field equations
derived from the LagrangianRb

aRa
b1aR2 belong to this set.

B. One 1-dimensional and one 3-dimensional subspace

Here we use the canonical forms

ds25dt22A~r !dr22r 2 dV2 ~10a!

and

ds25B~ t !dt22t2 dV22dr2. ~10b!

Using the formulas of Takeno15 one can show that a constant Ricci scalarR0 occurs if and
only if

A~r !5S 12
R0

6
r 21a0 /r D 21

, ~11a!
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B~ t !5S 211
R0

6
t21b0 /t D 2

. ~11b!

For a0Þ0 (b0Þ0) the 3-dimensional subspace is not a space of constant curvature;a050
leads to the Einstein cosmos.b050, after a coordinate transformation, leads to the line elem

ds252 du dv2
6

R0
cosh2F S R0

12D
1/2

~u1v !GdV2. ~12!

For the decomposable spaces~10! and ~11! the conformal invariant is given by

C53a0/2r 3 or 3b0/2t3, respectively. ~13!

The eigenvalues ofRb
a for metric ~10a! with ~11a! are

l150, l25
R0

3
2

a0

r 3 , l35l45
R0

3
1

a0

2r 3 .

IV. s.s.s. WITH DEGENERATE EIGENVALUE STRUCTURE OF Ra
b

In general, the Ricci tensor of a s.s. spacetime admits one double and two single eigen

A. Two double eigenvalues

We first deal with the case of the metric not being conformally flat, i.e.,CÞ0. Two further
subcases arise

1. 2CÀRÄ0

Here both canonical forms~5! and~6! must be considered. For~5!, the general s.s.s. of Eq.~1!
is given by

F~u,r !5a~u!1b~r !r 1S 1

b0
22

R0

2 D r 2, ~14!

with arbitrary functionsa(u),b(u).
Among the metrics~5! with ~14! we find the decomposable spaces~9! considered before, i.e.

for a(u)561, b(u)50.
The eigenvalues of the Ricci tensor are

l1,25
R0

2
2

1

b0
2 , l3,451/b0

2. ~15!

For the canonical form~6! the most general s.s.s. of Eq.~1! is given by

ds25z2~u!H 4 du dv

~u2v !2F12
R0

2
z2~u!G2dV2J , ~16a!

with z(u) arbitrary.
In this case the eigenvalues ofRa

b are

l1,25
R0

2
2

1

z2~u!
, l3,45

1

z2~u!
. ~17!

Obviously, the interchange ofu andv leads to another set of solutions,
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ds25z2~v !H 4 du dv

~u2v !2F12
R0

2
z2~v !G2dV2J . ~16b!

2. 2CÀRÅ0

Here we must use the canonical form~4!. The general s.s.s. of Eq.~1!, in this case, then is
given by

ds25S 12
2m~u!

r
1

e2~u!

r 2 2
L

3
r 2Ddu212 du dr2r 2dV2, ~18!

wheree•mÞ0 and

R054L, C5
6m~u!

r 3 26
e2~u!

r 4 , ~19!

m(u),e(u) arbitrary functions.
The eigenvalues ofRa

b are

l1,25L1e2/r 4, l3,45L2e2/r 4. ~20!

The solutions~18! include the Reissner–Nordstro¨m metric with cosmological term.
For conformally flat metrics,C50, the canonical form~4! is the only possibility. However,

from Eq. ~19!, in this case, we must havem5e50 and thus Eq.~20! implies a quadruple
eigenvalue ofRa

b . Hence, there are no conformally flat s.s.s. of Eq.~1! with two distinct double
eigenvalues.

B. One quadruple eigenvalue

We follow the same subdivision as before.

1. 2CÀRÄ0

From Eqs.~14! and ~15! we obtain

ds25@a~u!1b~u!r 2r 2/b0
2#du222 du dr2

1

b0
2 dV2, ~21!

with the quadruple eigenvaluel51/b0
2.

On the other hand we obtain from Eqs.~16a!, ~16b! and ~17!,

ds252z0
2F4 du dv

~u2v !22dV2G , ~22!

with the quadruple eigenvaluesl51/z0
2.

A coordinate transformationu5221/2(r 2t), v5221/2(r 1t) leads to

ds25S z0

t D 2

@dt22dr22t2 dV2#.

Both ~21! and ~22! are decomposable spaces of type~9b!, i.e., with negative Gaussian curvatu
k522/b0

2 (k521/z0
2).
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2. 2CÀRÅ0

From Eqs.~18! and ~20! we obtain

ds25S 12
2m~u!

r
2

1

3
Lr 2Ddu212 dv dr2r 2 dV2, ~23!

with m•LÞ0 and the quadruple eigenvaluel5L.
The only conformally flat s.s.s. of Eq.~1! with the quadruple eigenvalue ofRa

b is the DeSitter
metric ~mentioned at the end of Sec. IV A! following from ~23! by puttingm50, LÞ0.

C. One triple and one single eigenvalue

In this case we were only able to find conformally flat solutions. For the canonical form~2!,
C50 means

ds25z2F4 du dv
~u2v !22dV2G , ~24!

and Eq.~1! then leads to

~u2v !2z,uv2 1
6 R0z350. ~25a!

In place ofz we introduce a new dependent variablef by z5(u2v)f. Equation~25a! is
replaced by

f ,uv2
R0

6
f31

1

~u2v !
@f ,v2f ,u#50. ~25b!

We were able to find solutions of this equation with the following three special assump

1. fÄA „u …"B „v …

A particular solution of Eq.~25b! is given by

A~u!5~a01a1u1a2u2!21/2,

B~v !5~a01a1v1a2v2!21/2,

where 4a0a22a1
252/3R0 must hold. The corresponding metric can be transformed into the fo

ds252dUdV2
6

uR0u
sinh2SAuR0u

12
~U2V! D dV2, ~26a!

for R0,0, and

ds252 dU dV2
6

R0
sin2SAR0

12
~U2V! D dV2, ~26b!

for R0.0.
Both ~26a! and~26b! are equivalent to the Einstein cosmos. The corresponding eigenvalu

the Ricci tensor, for~26a! and ~26b! are

l150, l25l35l45R0/3. ~27!
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2. fÄf„u¿v …

This case always leads to a triple~or, possibly, quadruple! eigenvalue ofRa
b . Eq. ~25b!

reduces to

f92
R0

6
f350. ~25c!

Solutions of Eq.~25c! with 0, 1 and 2 arbitrary parameters were given in Ref. 20, Sec.
Examples in terms of Jacobian elliptic functions are, forR0,0,

ds25
12

uR0u
cn2S u1v,6

1

&
D F2 du dv2

~u2v !2

2
dV2G , ~28a!

and, forR0.0,

ds25
12

R0
nc2S u1v,6

1

&
D F2 du dv2

~u2v !2

2
dV2G . ~28b!

The corresponding eigenvalues of the Ricci tensor are given by

l15
uR0u

4 F212cn24S u1v,6
1

&
D G .

~29a!

l25l35l45
uR0u
12 F231cn24S u1v,6

1

&
D G ,

and

l15
R0

4 F11nc24S u1v,6
1

&
D G ,

~29b!

l25l35l45
R0

12F32nc24S u1v,6
1

&
D G ,

respectively.
The only solution of this type with a quadruple eigenvalue is generated byf5A12/R0(u

1v)21 and this, according to Sec. IV B, is again the DeSitter space–time.

3. fÄ„uv …À1Õ2G„ln „uv ……

A straightforward calculation shows that, again, a triple eigenvalue ofRa
b occurs. In this case

Eq. ~25b! reduces to

d2G

~d ln h!22
1

4
G2

R0

6
G350, ~25d!

wherehªu•v and G5G(ln h) which was also solved in Ref. 16. The metric can be writt
alternatively, in the forms

ds25
2

uv
G2

„ln~uv !…F2 du dv2
~u2v !2

2
dV2G ~30a!
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and

ds254G2~U1V!FdU dV2sinh2S U2V

2 DdV2G , ~30b!

whereUª ln u, Vª ln v. The singular solution of~25d!, i.e.,

G~ ln h!56S 3

2R0
D 1/2

, ~31a!

leads back to~26b! for R0.0.
On the other hand, the 2-parameter solutions of Eq.~25d! taken from Ref. 20, Sec. III, lead to

new solutions of Eq.~1!. They are given by

G~ ln h!5aF2
«

3
1«`S 1

2
ln h1b,g2 ,g3D G21/2

, ~31b!

where`(x) is the Weierstraß function with

g25
4

3
~12R0a2!, g352

8

27
1

4

9
«R0a2, «561,

anda andb are arbitrary constants. Equation~31b! holds for an arbitrary sign ofR0 . While we
can go to the limitR050 in ~31b!, this cannot be done with the further 2-parameter solution

G~ ln h!5A 3

R0
F2

1

3
1`S 1

2
ln h1b,g2 ,g3D G , ~31c!

where nowg354/2721/3g2 whereasg2 andb are arbitrary constants. For~31c! R0.0 must hold.
The metric~30b! with ~31b! or ~31c! is conformally related to the metric~26a! ~cf. Sec. VIII!.

It is also possible to express the solutions of Eq.~25d! by Jacobian elliptic functions~cf. Ref.
20, Appendix E!.

V. s.s.s. OF RÄR0 WITH GENERIC EIGENVALUE STRUCTURE OF Ra
b : CANONICAL

FORM „2… OF THE METRIC

If the conformal invariantC is eliminated from Eqs.~7a! and ~7b! we obtain the equation

z,uv1
1

6
z~ew1w,uv!2

R0

12
z3ew50. ~32!

In contrast to the caseR050 of paper I, forw(u,v) arbitrarily given, Eq.~32! is a nonlinear
partial differential equation forz(u,v).

All the classes of solutions of Eqs.~32! found by us were obtained by assuming the followi
particular relation between the functionsw andz:

ew5za~u,v !g2~u6v !, ~33!

with integer a, while g satisfies the equation~37! whose solutions are~38a,...,e!. The metric
corresponding to~33! is

ds252g2~u6v !za12~u,v !du dv2z2~u,v !dV2, ~34!

while Eq. ~32! with ~33! goes over into
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05S 11
a

6D zz,uv2
a

6
z,uz,v6

1

3
z2~ ln g!91

g2

6 Fza122
R0

2
za14G . ~35!

The conformal invariant is given by

C5z221z2~a12!g22$62~ ln g!91a~ ln z! ,uv%. ~36!

If the additional restriction

~ ln g!95d0g2 ~37!

is introduced, we obtain from~35! and ~37!,

S 11
a

6D zz,uv2
a

6
z,uz,v6

d0

3
g2z21

1

6
g2Fza122

R0

2
za14G50. ~358!

For d050, Eq. ~37! is solved by

g5g0ec1~u6v !, ~38a!

and ford0Þ0 by

d0g25~u6v1d1!22, ~38b!

d0g252
c1

2
cosh22SAc1

2
~u6v !1d1D , ~38c!

d0g25
c1

2
sinh22SAc1

2
~u6v !1d1D , ~38d!

d0g25
c1

2
cos22SAc1

2
~u6v !1d1D . ~38e!

As far as the corresponding metrics~34! are concerned, the choiceg051, c150 in ~38a! and
c1561 in ~38c! and~38d! is no restriction of generality. Thus the following metrics will occu

ds25z2@2za du dv2dV2#, ~39a!

ds25z2F2
za

d0

du dv
~u6v !22dV2G , ~39b!

ds25z2F 2
za

d0

du dv

cosh2
u6v

&

2dV2G ~39c!

and

ds25z2F 2
za

d0

du dv

sinh2
u6v

&

2dV2G ~39d!

and
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ds25z2F 2
za

d0

du dv

cos2
u6v

&

2dV2G . ~39e!

For the solution of~358! two essentially different cases can be distinguished.

A. aÄÀ6

In this case~358! reduces to a first-order nonlinear partial differential equation. By introduc
wªz2 as a new dependent variable, Eq.~358! goes over into

w ,uw ,v1 1
3 g2@64d0w212w212R0#50. ~40!

By introducing, in place ofw, the variable

x~u,v !5Ew

dx
Ax

A74d0x31R0x22
, ~41!

Eq. ~40! can be transformed into

x ,ux ,v57 1
3 g2. ~408!

The integral in~41! can be evaluated in terms of elliptic integrals of the first and third kind
Legendre’s canonical forms.17 The problem of solving~358! thus is reduced to finding solutions o
Eq. ~408! for g2 given by Eqs.~38a!–~38d!. Thenz(u,v) can be determined as an implicit functio
of u6v from Eq. ~41!.

~a! Let us start with~38a!, that isg51, d050. Then

x5
2

)
Auv ~42!

solves~40a! with the 1 sign on the right hand side. Apart from integration constants which
irrelevant for the corresponding metric~39a! this is the most general solution for whichx
5A(u)•B(v). Another solution is given by

x5
1

)
~u6v !. ~43!

In this case the integral in~41! can be carried through. We obtain

x5
w

R0
AR022w212R0

3/2 ln
AR022w212AR0

AR022w211AR0

, ~44a!

if R0.0, and

x5
w

R0
AR022w2122uR0u3/2arctanA R0

uR0u
22

w21

uR0u
, ~44b!

if R0,0. The three different eigenvalues ofRa
b corresponding to the solution~42! are given by:

l15R022w212
1

)
w

AR022w21

Auv
,
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l252~2/3!w21, ~45!

l35l45
4

3
w211

1

2)
w

AR022w21

Auv
,

while the conformal invariant is

C5R022w212
1

2
)w

AR022w21

Auv
. ~46!

~b! It is not difficult to obtain solutions of Eq.~40a! for the other values~38b!–~38d! of g2.
The solutions of Eq.~40a! corresponding to~38c!, ~38e!, ~38b! are, respectively,

x56
2

A23d0

arctanFexpAc1

2
~u1v2h0!G , ~47a!

x5
1

2A3d0

ln tanS p

4
1Auc1u

2
~u1v2h0! D , ~47b!

x5
1

A3d0

ln~u1v2h0!. ~47c!

B. aÅÀ6

In this case the substitutionzªw11a/6 transforms Eq.~358! into

S 11
a

6D 2

w ,uv1g2F6
1

3
d0w1

1

6
w1/6 a21a112

R0

12
w1/6 a214/3 a13G50. ~48!

The canonical form of the metric now is

ds252g2~u6v !w1/6~a16!~a12! du dv2w21a/3dV2. ~49!

For g51, a50, Eq.~48! reduces to the 2-dimensional nonlinear wave equation of thef4-theory,

w ,uv1S 6
1

3
d01

1

6Dw2
R0

12
w350. ~50!

All known exact s.s. solutions of thef4-theory thus lead to spaces with constant curvature sc
~cf. Refs. 18–20!.

~a! Again, we deal with the most simple caseg51, d050 first, i.e., with~38a!. The ansatz
w5w(Au1Bv), ABÞ0 reduces Eq.~48! to an ordinary differential equation the integral
which is given by

6~Au1Bv1E!5Ew dw

A2D1
72

AB~61a!2 FR0

2

w~~a14!218!/6

~a14!218
2

w~~a13!213!/6

~a13!213
G

. ~51!

For a50,22,23,24 the integral can be evaluated in terms of elliptical functions~cf. Appendix
A!. Specifically, fora50 ~andg51>d050) with w5w(Au1Bv), Eq. ~48! reduces to
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w91~6AB!21Fw2
R0

2
w3G50. ~52!

Equation~51! is of the same type as Eq.~25d! solutions of which we presented in Eqs.~31a!–
~31c!. It is the 1-dimensionalLandau–Ginzburgequation of a superconductor without an extern
magnetic field. While the functions appearing are the same the metrics are different, thoug
a50, from Eq.~39a!,

ds25w2~2 du dv2dV2!, ~53!

results which is not conformally flat in contradistinction to the metric, Eqs.~30!, with ~30a!–~30c!.
The singular solution withw5(2/R0)1/2 admits two double eigenvalues; it was already found
Sec. III as a decomposable space@Eq. ~9!, k50#, and is among the metrics~5! with ~14! discussed
in Sec. IV. Solutions of~51! in terms of Jacobian elliptical functions were given by us in Appe
dix E of Ref. 20.
~b! Coming now to the values~38b!–~38d! for g2 we must solve, fora50, as the first particular
case:

g22~u6v !w ,uv1S 1

6
6

d0

3 Dw2
R0

12
w350. ~54a!

In Eqs. ~B1!, ~B3!, ~B6! of Appendix B we display 1-parameter solutions of Eq.~54a! for
certain fixed values ofd0 and by assumingw5w(u6v).

For the case~38b!, d0573/2, and the corresponding metric~with the correct signature! is

ds25w2F4

3

du dv
~u6v !22dV2G , ~54b!

with

w5@1/2A2R01c1~u6v !21/3#21,

whereR0<0. For ~38c! and ~38d! we haved0571/2 and the solutions

ds25
6

R0
cosh2

~u2v !

& F 2 du dv

cosh2
u2v

&

2dV2G ~54c!

and

ds25
6

uR0u
cos2

u2v

& F 2 du dv

cos2
u2v

&

2dV2G , ~54d!

whereR0Þ0.
Both metrics~54c! and~54d! have been met before in Eqs.~12! and~26b! ~Einstein cosmos!;

they lead to degenerate eigenvalues ofRa
b .

For the particular valuea522 we obtain from Eq.~48!,

g22w ,uv1
3

4 S 6d02
R0

4 Dw1
3

8
w21/350. ~55!
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Again, from Appendix B, we obtain the following solutions of~55! for the values~38b!–~38d! of
g2 if w5w(u1v),

w5F6S 2
6

R0
D 1/2

1 c̃1~u6v1d1!1/2G3/2

, ~56a!

w5F3

5 S 72d01
R0

2 D G23/4

cosh23/2@s~u6v !1d1#, ~56b!

and

w5F3

5 S 72d01
R0

2 D G23/4

cos23/2@s~u64!1d1#, ~56c!

with

sªF2
1

5 S 17
R0

4d0
D G1/2

.

The corresponding metric, for~56a!, is

ds25
6

uR0u
du dv

~u2v1d1!22F2A 6

uR0u
1 c̃1~u1v1d1!1/2G2

dV2, ~57!

for R0,0.
If c̃15c1(12/uR0u)1/4, d15c1

22(3/uR0u)1/2 the metric~57! can be transformed into

ds25S c12AuR0u
6

r D 4

dt22
dr21r 2 dV2

S c12AuR0u
6

r D 2 .

For ~56b! and ~56c! we obtain metrics of the form

ds254ud0ucosh22FAc1

2
~u6v !1d1G~2 du dv2b0

2 dV2!

and

ds254d0 cos22FAc1

2
~u6v !1d1G~2 du dv2b0

2 dV2!,

i.e., essentially come back to the metric~52!.

VI. s.s.s. of RÄR0 WITH GENERIC EIGENVALUE STRUCTURE OF Ra
b : CANONICAL

FORM „3… OF THE METRIC

We now use a slightly altered form of the canonical form~3! of the metric,

ds25~c/x!2 dt22~x/r !4@dr21r 2 dV2#, ~58!

with c5c(r ,t), x5x(r ,t).
We note that the change of radial coordinater5r 21 leads to

ds25~c/x!2 dt22x4@dr21r2 dV2#,
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where nowc5c(r,t), x5x(r,t).
While working with ~58! permits us to find more s.s.s. of Eq.~1!, we ought to check, in each

case, if the solution is different from those given in Sec. V. In principle,~58! can be transformed
into ~2!.

A straightforward calculation of the Ricci scalarR0 and the conformal invariant gives

c91cF3x9/x1
R0

2
~x/r !4G2

6

5
r 24x@c21~x5! ..1~x5! .~c21! .#50 ~59!

and

r 24x4C52x3@~x23!913r 21~x23!812~x23!8

12~x23!8c21c8#23r 21c21c82c21c9, ~60!

wherec8ªdc/dr, ċªdc/dt.
Equations~59! and ~60! hold for any s.s. metric asc and x are arbitrary functions of two

variables. In order to obtain solutions of~59! for given R0 we add particular assumptions. Tw
main cases are discussed.

A.

x5x~r !. ~61!

Now, Eq.~59! reduces to a linear equation forc(r ,t) and arbitrarily givenx(r ). In principle we
are thus led to s.s.s. of Eq.~1! with two free functions of the variabler and two more free
functions oft. In fact, however, we succeeded in integrating~59! only for two subcases. In plac
of ~59! we consider the system

]2c~r ,t !

]r 2 1 f ~r !c~r ,t !50, ~62a!

x92
1

3
f ~r !x1

R0

6
r 24x550, ~62b!

for c(r ,t) andx(r ) and discuss two choices forf (r ).

1. f „r …Ä0

From ~62a!,

c~r ,t !5v~ t !r 1n~ t !. ~63!

One of the free functionsv(t),n(t) can be transformed to one in the metric~58!, while x(r )
satisfies

x91
R0

6
r 24x550, ~64!

which is thegeneralized Lane–Emden equationof type (0,R0/6,23,5). Its solutions~cf. Ref. 20!
are given by

x5S 3

2R0
D 1/4

r 1/2, ~65a!
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x5rd1/2F11
1

18
R0 d2r 2G21/2

, ~65b!

and

x5c1r 1/2F2
«

3
1e`S 7

1

2
ln r 1c2 ,g2 ,g3D G21/2

, ~65c!

where in the Weierstraß functioǹ g254/3(11c1
2R0), g3528/2724/9«c1

2R0 , «251,d,c1 ,c2

arbitrary constants.
The singular solution~65a! is equivalent to the decomposable spaces~9! of Sec. III. The

spatial sections of the metric~58! with ~65a! are 3-spaces of constant curvature. The confor
invariant of this 1-parameter solution equals

C53 d22r 221d22r 21F12S R0 d2r 2

18 D 2Gv~ t !@v~ t !r 1n~ t !#21. ~66!

2. f „r …Ä3l„lÀ1…rÀ2¿1Õ2R0s4r 4„lÀ1…

A comparison of Eq.~62a! with this particular value off (r ) with the differential equation

]2c

]r 2 1cF1/42p2g2

r 2 1d2g2r 2g22G50, ~67!

for the Bessel functions, leads to the following solution:

c5r 1/2@v~ t !I p~dr 62~4p213!21/2!1n~ t !Np~dr 62~4p213!21/2
!#, ~68!

where

dª6AR0

2

s2

2
A4p213, p5

A1112l212l2

2~2l21!
,

~69!
lÞ1/2, R0:0.

Equation~62b! in this case looks difficult to solve:

r 4x92Fl~l21!r 21
R0

6
s4r 4lGx1

R0

6
x550. ~70!

However, a particular solution,

x5sr l, ~71!

with arbitraryl is easily obtained.
The corresponding metric is

ds25c2S 1

r
,t Ds22r2l dt22s2r22l@dr21r2 dV2#, ~72!

with r5r 21.
The conformal invariant belonging to~68! and ~71! and calculated from Eq.~60! is

C5
R0

2
13s24~122l!r 2~122l!Fl2r 1r

c8

c G .
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The casel51/2 excluded in~67!, ~68! again leads to the decomposable spaces~9! of Sec. III.

B. xÄcÄA „r …B „t …

For this case we obtain from Eqs.~59! and ~60!, respectively,

8r 4A25A91R0B423~B4!""50 ~73!

and

C52r 4B24A22@~A22!913r 21~A22!8#. ~74!

By separation of variables, from Eq.~73!,

A92l0/8r 24A550 ~75!

and

ÿ2~R0/3!y2l0/350, ~76!

whereyªB4 has been introduced. Equation~75! again is the generalized Lane–Emden equat
~64!; thus the solutions given in Eqs.~65a!–~65c! apply as well here ifR0 there is replaced by
2l0•3/4. Equation~76! is linear.

The corresponding metrics are conformal to decomposable spaces,

ds25y~ t !H dt2

y~ t !
2r 24A4~r !@dr21r 2 dV2#J . ~77!

More precisely, the solutions corresponding to~65a! and ~65c! are conformal to decomposab
spaces of type~9! of Sec. III, i.e.,

ds25dt22
9

8
ul0uy~ t !@dr21dV2# ~78a!

and

ds25dt22y~ t !F2
«

3
1«`~6r/21c2 ,g2 ,g3!G22

~dr21dV2!, ~78b!

wherer5 ln r.
On the other hand~65b! leads to

ds25y~ t !H dt2

y~ t !
2

dr21r 2 dV2

@12l0/24r 2#2J ~79!

which is conformally flat and gives a Ricci tensor with a triple eigenvalue. It thus belongs t
class of metrics~24! of Sec. IV C.

If l050 in Eqs.~75! and ~76!, we obtainx5A01B0r in place of Eq.~65a! and the metrics

ds25dt22~A0r 211B0!45 sinhSAR0

3
t1c2D

sinSAuR0u
3

t1c2D 6 ~dr21r 2 dV2!. ~78c!
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Finally, we mention a solution of Eq.~1! corresponding to the metric~78! but with coordi-
natesr and t interchanged:

ds252dr21y~r !@A~ t !#4~dt22dV2!, ~80!

where

y55 c1 sinhSAuR0u
3

r 1c2D , if R0,0

c1 sinSAR0

3
r 1c2D , if R0.0

~81a!

and

A~ t !5d1 sinS t

2
1d2D . ~81b!

VII. s.s.s. OF THE KILMISTER–YANG THEORY OF GRAVITATION

Kilmister and Yang have suggested the following field equations for a theory of gravitat3

Ra@b;g#50. ~82!

They are equivalent to21

Cabg;k
k 50, R5R05const. ~83!

If we write dbg
a
ªCka

bg;k then, for a s.s. metric, the only nonvanishing components ofdbg
a are

d01
0 52d12

2 52d13
3 52C01,1

01 23C01
01G84122 ~84a!

and

d01
1 522d02

2 522d03
3 52C01,0

01 23C01
01G02

2 . ~84b!

For the further calculation we use Takeno’s canonical form of the s.s. metric15 with two
redundant functions, that is,

ds25E dt22A dr212D dr dt2B dV2. ~85!

Integration ofdbg
a 50 then leads to

C5c0B~r ,t !23/2 ~86a!

whereC is the conformal invariant andc0 an arbitrary constant. Thus, for the canonical form~2!,

C5c0z23, ~86b!

while for ~3! or ~58!, respectively,

C5c0a26, C5r 3x26, ~86c!

must hold in addition to~1! if the s.s. metric is to be a solution of Eq.~82!. Equations~86! allow
an easy inspection of the solutions of Eq.~1! presented in the previous sections. Of course
Einstein spaces and all conformally flat solutions with constant Ricci scalar are solutions
Kilmister–Yang equations~82!.22 In paper I we have given the most general conformally
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solution withR50. Thus, it is of interest only, which solutions of Eq.~1! with CÞ0 conform to
Eqs.~86b! or ~86c!. Of all the solutions presented only the following three classes are solutio
the Yang–Kilmister equations:

ds25Fa~u!1b~u!r 1S 1

b0
22

R0

2 D r 2Gdu212 du dr2b0
2 dV2, ~87!

i.e., the s.s.s. of~1! with two double eigenvalues given in~14!; the solution given by Ni,23

ds25dt22S 12
a0

r
1b0r 2D 21

dr22r 2 dV2, ~88!

and the metric obtained from~88! by interchangingt and r,

ds25S 211
R0

6
t21

b0

t D 21

dt22t2 dV2.

The last two were found as decomposable spaces in Sec. III.

VIII. GENERATION OF SOLUTIONS BY CONFORMAL MAPPING

From the very start we used the fact that, locally, every s.s.s. metric is conformal
decomposable s.s. space, built from two 2-dimensional subspaces. If in place of~2!,

g
!

5z2g, ~89!

is written, then Eqs.~7a! and ~7b! can be recast into the form

e2wz,uv1
1

6
zC2

R
!

12
z350, ~90a!

C
!

2z22C50, ~90b!

R22C50, ~90c!

whereR!,C! belong to the metricg! while R, Care formed byg. If Eq. ~90a! admits a solution
z(u,v) for arbitrarily given functionw(u,v) and fixedR!5const, then every s.s.s. of~1! is
conformal to a s.s. metric,

ds252ew~u,v ! du dv2dV2. ~91!

This is the local version, in the case of spherical symmetry of the problem of Yamabe for co
Riemannian manifolds, whether a conformal metric exist for which the scalar curvatu
constant.24,25Now, Eq.~90a! is nonlinear and existence proofs for local~and global! solutions are
available only for a number of very restricted choices ofw(u,v) such as, for example,w
5const.26

In particular, Eq.~90a! can be used to generate s.s.s. ofR!5R0 from s.s. metrics withR
50, R5R0Þ0 andR not a constant, respectively. An example for the first case is given by
IV C @w522 log(u2v)#; another one by solution~54b!. On the other hand,w50 leads to the
metrics~53! of Sec. V B, withR51. Finally, the rather peculiar choice of
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w5 log 222 log~u2v !2 logF12
R0

2
z2~u!G

with the arbitrary functionz(u) leads fromR5R0z2(u) to the class of metrics~16a! of Sec. IV A
solving ~1!.

IX. DISCUSSION

In our investigation of s.s.s. with a constant Ricci scalar we obtained a number of exp
given solutions depending on two free functions of one variable, at most. As far as we kno
s.s. metrics with a constant nonvanishing Ricci scalar presented in the literature are con
within the classes found in this paper and collected in Table I.

However, in contradistinction to the caseR050 of paper I we have found no way of tran
forming the relevant differential equation into a linear one for the case of metrics whose
tensor has a nondegenerate eigenvalue structure. This explains, why, in this generic ca
solutions exhibited depend on just one arbitrary function of one variable and integration con
or just on integration constants alone. Moreover, we have not been able to explicitly g
solution with nonvanishing conformal invariant and a triple eigenvalue ofRa

b nor a conformally
flat solution with a generic eigenvalue structure, or to prove their nonexistence. However, we
exhausted all s.s.s. of Eq.~1! for which Ra

b has two double or one quadruple eigenvalue and all
decomposable space–times. The set of solutions found in the other cases is general enou
helpful for the construction of counterexamples to Birkhoff’s theorem within large classe
gravitational theories. On the other hand, there exists a large class of gravitational theories
for vanishing matter, coincides with the Einstein vacuum field equations, and which ther
admit a Birkhoff theorem just like Einstein’s theory.27

Space–time manifolds with constant curvature have been investigated with the he
Killing–Yano symmetry;28 they also occur in studies of conformal vector fields29 and Kaehler
metrics.30 Also in this context it may well be an advantage to have a reservoir of exact solu
to play with, as presented here.

Their also exist investigations using constant scalar curvature within gauge the31

supergravity,32 and supergeometry.33 However, the extension of the present investigation
higher-dimensional spaces is not as straightforward as one might expect. As listed in Appen
the equation replacing~7b! will contain an additional nonlinearity if the space–time-dimens
n.4.

The case of plane symmetry which, in paper I, was completely solved can be dealt with
partial success forR0Þ0. If R022C50, the general solution of Eqs.~64a! and~64b! of paper I is
given by

ds25
16

R0

du dv
~u1v !22~u1v !2~dx21dy2!. ~92!

For 2C2R0Þ0 z(u,v) is arbitrary whilew(u,v) must satisfy

w,uv2
R0

2
z2ew526

z,uv

z
. ~93!

Even the case of conformally flat metrics resistscompleteintegration. The cases of constantz or
w are easily solved.
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APPENDIX A

The evaluation of Eq. „51…. For a50 we obtain the standard elliptic integral,

E dw

A2D1~6AB!21FR0

4
w42w2G

,

which falls into one of the categories 251.00–259.00 of Ref. 17.
For a522 the substitutionu5w2/3 leads to the integral

E u1/2du

A2D19~8AB!21FR0

6
u32uG

,

i.e., to the cases 253.13–15 of Ref. 17.a523 with u5w11/2 results in an integral

E u du

A2D18~3AB!21FR0

6
u32uG

,

of type 232.19–20 of Ref. 17 and, finally,a524 with u5w2/3 leads to

E u1/2du

A9R0~8AB!21S u2
2

R0
D 2

12D29~2ABR0!21

.

APPENDIX B

Solutions to Eq.„54a…. We list the following 1-parameter solutions of the relevant equati

w5F2«1«2

2

32n S a

bD 2G1/~n21!

cosh2/~n21!~sh1d1!, ~B1!

with

sªF«1a2
~n21!2

2~32n!G
1/2

, «1
25«2

251,

solves

cosh2~sh1d1!
d2w

dh2 1«1a2w1«2b2wn50, ~B2!

if nÞ3,a,b constants withabÞ0, d1 an integration constant,
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w5F7«1«2

2

32n S a

bD 2G1/~n21!H cos2/~n21!~sh1d1!

sinh2/~n21!~sh1d1!
, ~B3!

with

sªF2«1a2
~n21!2

2~32n!G
1/2

, «1
25«2

251,

and the7 signs refer to cos and sinh, respectively, solves

H cos2~sh1d1!

sinh2~sh1d1!J d2w

dh2 1«1a2w1«2b2wn50. ~B4!

Furthermore,

w5F6u31nuS 2
«2b2

2~11n! D
1/2

1 c̃1h~12n!/~31n!G2/~12n!

, ~B5!

solves

h2
d2w

dh2 12
11n

~31n!2 w1«2b2wn50, ~B6!

if nÞ23, c̃1 integration constant.
For n53 we note the following results:

w5@2«2b22#1/2cosh~h1d1!, ~B7!

solves

cosh2 h
d2w

dh2 1«2b2w350, ~B8!

while

w5@«2b22#1/2cos~h1d1!, ~B9!

solves

cos2 h
d2w

dh2 1«2b2w350. ~B10!

APPENDIX C

Using the formulas given by Takeno15 it is easy to see that, by a suitable change of
constant factor in the conformal invariant C~in the sense that it now depend onn!, Eq. ~7a! stays
unchanged. On the other hand, in place of Eq.~7b! we get

z,uv1
1

2~n21!
z3ewS C2

1

2
RD1

n24

4
~2z21zuzv1ewz!50. ~C1!
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Complete asymptotic expansions of the Fermi–Dirac
integrals Fp„h…Ä1ÕG„p¿1…*0
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The complete asymptotic expansions, that is to say expansions which include any
exponentially small terms lying beyond all orders of the asymptotic power series,
are calculated for the Fermi–Dirac integrals. We present two methods to accom-
plish this, the first in the complex plane utilizing Mellin transforms and Hankel’s
representation of the gamma function, and the second on the real line using the
known asymptotic expansions of the confluent hypergeometric functions. The com-
plete expansions ofFp(h) are then used to investigate the effect that these tradi-
tionally neglected exponentially small terms have on physical systems. It is shown
that for a 2 dimensional nonrelativistic ideal Fermi gas, the subdominant exponen-
tially small series becomes dominant. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1350634#

I. INTRODUCTION

If one adheres to the conventional definition of the asymptotic series for a function give
Poincare´, all terms in the series are algebraic in the asymptotically small variablee. This implies
that transcendental exponentially small terms are not captured by the series in the limite→0, and
hence these transcendentally small terms have traditionally been neglected in asymptotics
small terms are said to lie beyond all orders of the asymptotic expansion. By neglecting such
in the asymptotic expansion of a given function, it is clear that the resultant series cannot g
exact representation of this function. It has been demonstrated however, most notably by D1

via his derivations of integral representations of the remainder terms of a wide class asym
series, that asymptotic series are capable of being precisely interpreted. Thus it became app
the late 1950s that the definition of Poincare´ needed to be replaced. This led Dingle1 to define the
complete asymptotic expansionof a function f (x) as an expansion constructed from asympto
series, which formally exactly obeys—throughout a certain phase sector—all those relatio
isfied by f (x) which do not involve any finite numerical value ofx. Dingle found that in practice
a suitably rigorous analysis would yield, in a certain phase sector, the complete asympto
pansion of a function, including any transcendentally small terms which may be present. Di
definition suggested that if methods were developed whereby the divergent sequence of lat
in an asymptotic expansion could be interpreted, then asymptotic expansions could beco
exact representation of a function. The construction of such methods was pioneered by D1

with his theory of terminants, and has been further developed by Berryet al. in their work on
hyperasymptotics.2,3

There has been an increasing amount of research undertaken in recent years which
strates the practical importance of obtaining complete asymptotic expansions as opposed t
caréexpansions. For example, problems in crystal growth, viscous flow, quantum tunnelling
optics2,3 have demonstrated the physical manifestations of the terms lying beyond all order
complete asymptotic expansion; and work on ordinary differential equations and such proble

a!Electronic mail: frankel@physics.unimelb.edu.au
18600022-2488/2001/42(4)/1860/9/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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the Generalized Euler–Jacobi inversion formula2 has reinforced their application to fundamen
problems in classical analysis.

Our aim in this paper is to demonstrate that the transcendentally small terms appearin
complete asymptotic expansion are capable of producing important physical effects, that
manifest even when the expansion is truncated at an early order. In particular, we devel
complete asymptotic expansion ofFp(h), a function which is of fundamental importance in th
statistical mechanics of Fermi systems. We then use this to demonstrate that exponentiall
terms dominate the low temperature expansions of the thermodynamic functions of an ideal
gas, when the number of spatial dimensions is even. We investigate the particular case o
dimensional ideal Fermi gas in detail, and show that using our complete expansions we reco
exact result obtained by May4 in which closed form solutions were obtained for the integr
occurring in the number equation, and internal energy.

As has been discussed by Dingle,1,5 the commonly accepted Sommerfeld method of asym
totically expanding the Fermi–Dirac integrals~see, e.g., Refs. 6, 7!, does not yield the complete
asymptotic expansion and thus leads to erroneous conclusions regarding the exponentiall
terms. For generalp, the complete asymptotic expansion ofFp(h) consists of an asymptotic
power series, as well as a subdominant exponentially small series which is traditionally neg
In the particular case whenp is an odd half integer, this exponentially small series vanis
identically, and so the usual assertion accompanying the Sommerfeld treatment that expon
small terms are being neglected is, in this case, incorrect. Whenp is an integer, however, the
asymptotic power series truncates into a finite sum, and the exponentially small terms then b
dominant. This will be shown to be the cause of the aforementioned behavior of the even d
sional Fermi gas.

Although the complete asymptotic expansion ofFp(h) is known,1,5 albeit not well known, we
feel that our proofs being simultaneously both perspicuous, and rigorous and complete, elu
the construction of this seemingly esoteric yet fundamentally important expansion. We pres
derivations from two alternative angles. The first method is performed using contour integr
and highlights the mechanisms producing the various idiosyncrasies displayed by the expan
Fp(h). We begin with the standard Mellin/inverse Mellin transform method, and use th
obtain a representation ofFp(h) along Hankel’s contour. By paying careful attention to t
various limits involved, we then show how the Hankel contour representation ofFp(h) is related
to Hankel’s representation of the gamma function. The second method makes use of st
hypergeometric theory, and the known asymptotic expansions of the confluent hypergeo
functions, and provides an expedient alternative construction.

II. THE COMPLETE ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF Fp„h… USING MELLIN TRANSFORMS

We defineFp(h), following Dingle,5 via

Fp~h!5
1

G~p11!
E

0

` ep

11ee2h de. ~2.1!

We seek the complete asymptotic expansion forFp(h) for the case of large positive realh, and
p.21.

To obtain a contour integral representation ofFp(h), we express it as the inverse Melli
transform of it’s Mellin transform,5,1 which results in

Fp~h!5
1

2p i Ec2 i`

c1 i` pehs ds

sp11 sin~ps!
, 0,c,1. ~2.2!

By changing the sign ofs in ~2.2! and closing the contour to the right, we arrive at
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Fp~h!5
1

2i È
(01) e2hs ds

~2s!p11 sin~ps!
, ~2.3!

where the integration is performed over Hankel’s contour, viz. the contour begins at infinity i
first quadrant, encircles the origin in the positive direction and proceeds to infinity in the f
quadrant in such a manner as to avoid enclosing any of the poles on the negative real ax8

To proceed further, we shrink the curve onto the positive real axis from both above and b
indenting the curve around the simple poles ats51, 2, 3, . . . , andalso about the origin which will
either be a pole ifp is an integer or both a pole and a branch point ifp is a noninteger. In either
case we can choose2s5se2 ip on the top of the curve to ensure that the generally many va
function (2s)2p21 becomes definite. We choose the indentations of the curve around the s
poles, both above and below the real axis, to be semi-circles of radiusr, centered at the poles. W
denote the contour of the indentation at the simple poles5n above the real axis byabover(n),
and that below the real axis bybelowr(n). The indentation around the origin is taken to be alo
the curveVd , where we defineVd to be the circle of radiusd,1 centered at the origin an
traversed in the positive direction.9

The essence of the derivation that follows is to split up the*`
(01) integral so that we can dea

with the simple poles, and the problem of the origin separately. Having dealt with the simple
we will be left with integrals whose integrand is only nonanalytic at the origin, and we will t
be in a position to identify these remaining pieces with Hankel’s representation of the ga
function. To begin then, we split up~2.3! as follows:

È (01) e2hs ds

2i ~2s!p11 sin~ps!
5(

n51

` E
n112r

n1r e2hs ds

2ie2 ip(p11)sp11 sin~ps!
1E

12r

d e2hs ds

2ie2 ip(p11)sp11 sin~ps!

1 (
n51

` E
abover(n)

e2hs ds

2ie2 ip(p11)sp11 sin~ps!

1 (
n51

` E
n1r

n112r e2hs ds

2ieip(p11)sp11 sin~ps!
1E

d

12r e2hs ds

2ieip(p11)sp11 sin~ps!

1 (
n51

` E
belowr(n)

e2hs ds

2ieip(p11)sp11 sin~ps!

1E
Vd

e2hs ds

2i ~2s!p11 sin~ps!
. ~2.4!

The first and third lines of~2.4! are the contributions from along the real line from above a
below, respectively.

We now take the limitr→0. The contribution of the indentations around the simple po
becomes

~eip(p11)1e2 ip(p11)!

2i (
l 51

`

ip Res„e2hss2p21cosec~ps!us5 l …5cos~pp!Fp~2h!, ~2.5!

where Res„f (s)us5 l … signifies the residue off (s) at s5 l , and where we have used

Fp~2h!5 (
n51

`
~21!n11

np11 e2nh, h.0. ~2.6!

For the contributions along the real axis we obtain
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2
@eip(p11)2e2 ip(p11)#

2i
lim
r→0

F(
l 51

` E
l 1r

l 112r e2hs

sp11 sin~ps!
ds1E

d

l 2r e2hs

sp11 sin~ps!
dsG

5sin~pp!PE
d

` e2hsds

sp11 sin~ps!
. ~2.7!

P signifies the Cauchy principal value of the integral.
Sinced,1, we can substitute into theVd integral, the result10

ps

sin~ps!
5 (

n50

`

2t2ns2n, usu,1, ~2.8!

where

tn[ (
n51

`
~21!n11

nn 5~12212n!z~n!, ~2.9!

andz(n) is the Riemann zeta function.
Adding these pieces together we see that~2.3! can be written in the following more illumi-

nating form:

Fp~h!5cos~pp!Fp~2h!1sin~pp!PE
d

` e2hsds

sp11 sin~ps!

1
i

2p (
n50

`
2t2n

h2n2p21 E
Vd

~2s!2n2p22e2s ds. ~2.10!

It is to be noted that no asymptotic analysis has yet been performed. In order to obta
complete asymptotic expansion ofFp(h) for arbitraryp.21, we need to asymptotically expan
the contribution from~2.7!.

In the special case whenp is an integer, it will be noticed that the contribution from~2.7!
vanishes, and it should be obvious that this is merely a result of the fact that (2s)2p21 is in fact
single valued in this case. Also, theVd integral then simply yields the residues at the origin for t
finite number of terms in which the integrand is meromorphic, and vanishes for the remain
the terms since their integrands are analytic. Hence for integerp the asymptotic expansions to b
derived will agree precisely with the exact results. This observation is in agreement with Din
definition of a complete asymptotic expansion, which requires that the correct asymptotic e
sion should agree with exact result for those special special values ofp in which direct integration
of Fp(h) is possible.

If p is a noninteger, then the contribution from~2.7! must be asymptotically expanded
However, nothing in the following argument relies onp being a noninteger, and it is equally tru
for integerp; pPZ just happens to be a particularly simple special case of the general result
now derived.

Consider then

PE
d

` e2hsds

sp11 sin~ps!
, ~2.11!

and note thats2p21e2hs→0 as s→`. The dominant contribution obviously comes from t
neighborhood ofs5d,1. We develop the desired asymptotic power series then, by substit
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~2.8! into ~2.11!, and integrating term by term. By making this substitution we are essent
ignoring the poles of cosec(ps) at s51, 2, 3, . . . , andthus the resulting integrals are no longer
the Cauchy principle value type. We thus obtain

Fp~h!; (
n50

`
2t2n

h2n2p21

i

2p F E
Vd

~2t !2n2p22e2tdt22i sin~pp!E
d

`

~2t !2n2p22e2tdtG
1cos~pp!Fp~2h!. ~2.12!

The term in parentheses in the above power series will be recognized as the fu
22i sin@(2n2p21)p#G(2n2p21),11 viz. it is simply Hankel’s expression for the gamma functio
Inserting this result into~2.12!, we arrive at

Fp~h!; (
n50

`

2t2n

sin@~2n2p21!p#

p
G~2n2p21!hp1122n1cos~pp!Fp~2h!, ~2.13!

or upon utilizing the reflection formula for the gamma function,

Fp~h!; (
n50

[ ~p11!/2]
2t2n

G~p1222n!
hp1122n1

sin~pp!

p (
[ ~p13!/2]

`

2t2nG~2n2p21!

3hp1122n1cos~pp!Fp~2h!, ~2.14!

@x# represents the integer part of the real numberx.
Expressed in this form, the behavior ofFp(h) in the special casesp an integer andp an odd

half integer become obvious. The beauty of this derivation lies in the fact that it was not nec
to treat the integer and noninteger cases separately, and that it makes manifest the me
accounting for the structural differences of the expansions in these two cases, namely the
valued or many valuedness of the integrand, respectively.

III. THE COMPLETE ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF Fp„h… USING CONFLUENT
HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

The complete asymptotic expansion ofFp(h) can be obtained in a more expedient and le
complicated, although less enlightening fashion by simply using the known asymptotic expa
for the confluent hypergeometric functions. By splitting the range of integration in~2.1! into @0,h#
and @h,`#, and inserting the binomial expansions of (11ex2h)21 we obtain

G~p11!Fp~h!5 (
k50

`

~21!kE
0

h
e2k(h2x)xpdx1 (

k51

`

~21!k11E
h

`

e2k(x2h)xpdx. ~3.1!

We then change the variable of integration tot[6(h2x)/h in the first and second summand
respectively, thus obtaining

G~p11!Fp~h!5 (
k50

`

~21!khp11E
0

1

e(2hk)tt121~12t !p122121dt

1 (
k51

`

~21!k11hp11E
0

`

e2(hk)tt121~11t !p122121dt. ~3.2!

The integrals in the first and second summands are then recognized as@1/(p11)# M (1,p12,
2hk) and U(1,p12,hk), respectively, where M (a,b,z)[1F1(a;b;z)[F(a,b,z) and
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U(a,b,z)[z2a
2F0(a;11a2b;21/z)[C(a,b,z) are the two independent solutions of Kum

mer’s equation discussed in Ref. 10. HenceFp(h) can be written in terms of these conflue
hypergeometric functions as

Fp~h!5
hp11

G~p12!
1 (

k51

`

~21!k11
hp11

G~p11! FU~1,p12,hk!2
1

p11
M ~1,p12,2hk!G .

~3.3!

To derive the complete asymptotic expansion forFp(h) we then substitute into~3.3! the
known asymptotic expansions forM (1,p12,2hk) andU(1,p12,hk),10

1

p11
M ~1,p12,2hk!; (

n50

`
~2p!n

kn11 h2n212
G~p11!

hp11 ~21!2p
e2hk

kp11 , ~3.4!

U~1,p12,hk!; (
n50

`

~21!n
~2p!n

kn11 h2n21, ~3.5!

where (a)n is Pochammer’s symbol, defined by10

~a!051,
~3.6!

~a!n5a~a11!~a12!¯ ~a1n21!5
G~a1n!

G~a!
.

Interchanging the order of summation in the resultant double sum we thus obtain

Fp~h!;
hp11

G~p12!
1 (

n50

`

~21!n
~2p!n

G~p11!
hp2n(

k51

`
~21!k11

kn11

2 (
n50

`
~2p!n

G~p11!
hp2n(

k51

`
~21!k11

kn11 1~21!2p(
k51

`
~21!k11

kp11 e2hk. ~3.7!

Making use of~2.6! and ~2.9! this becomes

Fp~h!;~21!2pFp~2h!1
hp11

G~p12!
1 (

n51

`

2t2nF2~2p!2n21

G~p11! Ghp1122n. ~3.8!

SinceFp(h) and the above power series are real for realp andh, taking the real part of the abov
equation results in the correct exponential series in~2.14!, cos(pp)Fp(2h). We also note, using
~3.6!, that

F2~2p!2n21

G~p11! G5
1

G~p1222n!
. ~3.9!

Hence we arrive at the following expression which is entirely equivalent to~2.13! and ~2.14!:

Fp~h!;cos~pp!Fp~2h!1 (
n50

`
2t2n

G~p1222n!
hp1122n. ~3.10!

This method is certainly far more expedient than the previous method since all the ge
asymptotic analysis has already been performed for us in the tabulation of the complete asym
expansions of the functionsU andM .
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IV. LOW TEMPERATURE BEHAVIOR OF AN ARBITRARY DIMENSIONAL FERMI GAS

We proceed now to use our complete asymptotic expansion ofFp(h) to investigate the
statistical mechanics of an ideal Fermi gas ind spatial dimensions. We will see that in eve
dimensions, the subdominant series in~3.10! produces very important physical effects in th
expansions of the thermodynamic functions.

For an ideal nonrelativistic spin 1/2 Fermi gas at temperatureT in d dimensions, the interna
energy,U, and average number density,n, are expressed in terms ofFp via

n5
2

lT
d

1

GS d

2
11D S eF

kTD d/2

5
2

lT
d Fd/2 21~bm!, ~4.1!

U

NeF
5

d

2
G~d/211!S kT

eF
D d/211

Fd/2~bm!, ~4.2!

where eF is the Fermi energy,m(T) is the chemical potential,k is Boltzmann’s constant,lT

[A2p\/mkT, andb[1/kT. The dependence ofeF on n andd is stated implicitly in~4.1!.
The convergent power series expansion ofFp(h), ~2.6!, can be used to examine the behav

of U and n for negativebm, i.e., in the classical region. We focus on the degenerate regio
which bm is large and positive. Using~2.14!, we find in this case thatn andU have the following
expansions.

nlT
d

2
; (

n50

[d/4]
2t2n

G~d/21122n!
~bm!d/2 22n2sin~dp/2! (

n5[ ~d14!/4]

`

2t2n

G~2n2d/2!

p

3~bm!d/2 22n2cos~dp/2! (
n51

`
~21!n11

nd/2 e2nbm, ~bm!→` ~4.3!

U

NeF
S eF

kTD d/2 11 1

d

2
G~d/211!

; (
n50

[ ~d12!/4]
2t2n

G~d/21222n!
~bm!d/2 1122n1sin~dp/2!

3 (
n5[ ~d16!/4]

`

2t2n

G~2n2d/221!

p
~bm!d/2 1122n

1cos~dp/2! (
n51

`
~21!n11

nd/2 11 e2nbm, ~bm!→`. ~4.4!

From these expansions we see clearly thatn andU behave quite differently depending on wheth
the number of spatial dimensions is odd or even. For an odd number of dimensions the ex
tially small series vanishes and we simply obtain a conventional asymptotic power series.
even number of dimensions, however, the asymptotic power series truncates, and the ex
tially small series thus dominates.

It is instructive to compare the expansions ofn andU for the physically important casesd
52 and 3. The number densityn goes like

d52,
nlT

2

2
;bm1 (

n51

`
~21!n11

n
e2nbm, ~4.5!

d53,
nlT

3

2
; (

n50

`
2t2n

G~5/222n!
~bm!3/222n. ~4.6!
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For the energy we obtain

d52,
U

NeF
S eF

kTD 2

;
~bm!2

2
1

p2

6
2 (

n51

`
~21!n11

n2 e2nbm, ~4.7!

d53,
U

NeF
S eF

kTD 5/2

;
8

9Ap
(
n50

`
2t2n

G~7/222n!
~bm!5/222n. ~4.8!

Thed53 result is simply the standard result first obtained by Sommerfeld,7 but it is interesting to
note that in this case the subdominant exponential series vanishes identically. The usual st
that this result neglects termsO(e2bm), e.g., Ref. 6, is therefore incorrect. Whend52 it is the
power series in~4.3! and ~4.4! which vanish identically, leaving only a finite sum and the exp
nentially small series. Thus the subdominant exponentially small series which should have
neglected in strict adherence to Poincare´’s definition has become dominant. We shall now inve
tigate the physical effects of this dominance of the exponentially small series in the two d
sional Fermi gas in greater detail.

V. THE TWO DIMENSIONAL FERMI GAS

In 2 spatial dimensions we have seen that only the first term in the power series of the
bm expansion ofn is nonzero, and thus that the exponentially small series is dominant.

To obtain suitable asymptotic expansions in the ultra degenerate limit,kT/eF!1, for U and
the heat capacity at constant volume,Cv , we invert~4.5! for bm and substitute this into~4.7!.

Inversion of~4.5! leads to an asymptotic expansion for the chemical potential,

m~T!5eFF12
e2beF

beF
2

e22beF

2beF
1OS e23beF

beF
D G . ~5.1!

The first correction term to the chemical potential away from the Fermi energy is seen
exponentially small inb, so that even as the system moves away from absolute zero the che
potential stays essentially fixed at the Fermi energy. This demonstrates that this system is
move away from a perfect Fermi sphere configuration asT increases.

Substituting~5.1! into ~4.7! we obtain

U5
NeF

2 F11
p2

3 S kT

eF
D 2

22S kT

eF
1FkT

eF
G2De2 eF /kT

2S kT

eF
1

1

2 FkT

eF
G2De22~eF /kT!G1OS kT

eF
e23eF /kTD . ~5.2!

Note that all the algebraic factors multiplying the exponential terms are in fact polynomials;
have not been truncated. Differentiating~5.2! we obtain the heat capacity at constant volumeCv ,

Cv

Nk
5

p2

3

kT

eF
2S eF

kT
1212

kT

eF
De2 eF /kT2S eF

kT
111

1

2

kT

eF
De22~eF /kT!1OS eF

kT
e23~eF /kT!D .

~5.3!

We see that to first orderCv vanishes linearly asT→0, as one would expect for a Fermi ga
just as in the 3 dimensional case. The interesting thing to note however is that unlike
dimensional case, the smallT behavior ofCv in 2 dimensions contains transcendental rather t
algebraic correction terms. This lack of algebraic corrections toCv is testament to the physica
effects that the transcendentally small terms in a complete asymptotic expansion can have

The results obtained here using the complete asymptotic expansion ofFp(h) are also seen to
be in agreement with the closed form solutions obtained by May.4 The reason for this is rathe
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obvious from the derivation in Sec. II, since it was pointed out there that in the case of integp,
our result for the asymptotic expansion ofFp(h) is actually the exact solution of the integral.
effect the complete asymptotic expansion thus simultaneously performs the Sommerfeld
ment, as well as an exact treatment for the case of integerp. By using the complete asymptoti
expansions we are thus able to recover Sommerfeld’s asymptotic result ford53, and May’s exact
result for d52. This provides a concrete physical example of the usefulness of obtainin
complete asymptotic expansions for a given function, as opposed to the traditional alg
series.
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A unified framework is provided in which Lie and covariant differentiation may be
considered as special cases of a new operation, called ‘‘D differentiation.’’ The
present article developsD differentiation of tensor fields, whereas the extension to
spinor fields, called ‘‘D̃ differentiation,’’ is presented in a companion article. The
concept of ‘‘generalized curvature’’ ofD differentiation is introduced, and a bundle
formulation ofD differentiation is obtained. ©2001 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1343091#

I. INTRODUCTION

In previous articles,1–4 we investigated the problem of defining the Lie derivativeL̃Xc and the

covariant derivative¹̃Xc of a spinor fieldc in full generality. We thus considered the operatorL̃X

when the differentiating vector fieldX is not restricted to being a Killing vector of the metr

(LXgÞ0); analogously, we took into account, for¹̃X , the possibility of a metric-incompatible
connection (¹XgÞ0). Note that, here as in Ref. 2, we denote Lie~respectively, covariant! dif-

ferentiation of a tensor field byL ~respectively,¹!, and of a spinor field byL̃ ~respectively,¹̃!.

In the first stage of this work,1,2 we proposed a definition forL̃Xc and for ¹̃Xc based on
heuristic analogies with tensor calculus. Then, we provided a bundle formalism4 for the covariant
derivative. In both treatments, we concentrated mainly on covariant differentiation, and ob
as by-products, results for Lie differentiation by making use of a ‘‘translation rule’’ exploi
similarities between Lie and covariant differentiation.1,4

In the present sequence of two articles, we are going to reanalyze Lie and covariant di
tiation from the point of view of unifying them in one single operation, called ‘‘D differentiation.’’
This will put their respective properties in perspective, and justify the ‘‘translation rule’’ emplo
in Refs. 1 and 4. For the sake of clarity, we shall consider here exclusivelyD differentiation of

tensor fields. The extension to spinor fields, under the name of ‘‘D̃ differentiation,’’ will appear in
a companion article.5

We shall begin, in Sec. II, by constructingD differentiation, and determining its expression
coordinates. This operation will not require the presence of either a metric or a connection
manifold M under consideration. If, however,M possesses a metricg, it will be possible to
introduce a modified kind ofD differentiation, denoted bygD, which preserves the metric.

Examples ofD and modifiedD differentiation will then be given in Sec. III. It will be proved
that both Lie and covariant differentiation are special cases ofD differentiation. This observation
will be the fundamental justification for the above-mentioned ‘‘translation rule’’ employed
Refs. 1 and 4. Furthermore, a special subclass ofD differentiation, called ‘‘restrictedD differen-
tiation,’’ will be singled out and given special attention.

In Sec. IV, the concept of ‘‘generalized curvature’’ ofD differentiation will be introduced. As

a!Electronic mail: djh@ucc.ie
18690022-2488/2001/42(4)/1869/18/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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the name suggests, it will play, forD differentiation, the role that curvature~in the traditional
sense! plays for covariant differentiation. This investigation will shed light on the constructio
D̃ differentiation of spinor fields in the companion article.5

A reformulation ofD differentiation in terms of fiber bundles will then be obtained, in tw
stages, in Secs. V and VI. Its purpose will be twofold: first, it will provide a geometrical in
pretation ofD differentiation, and second, it will yield the appropriate language for the exten
to spinor fields in Ref. 5.

II. CONSTRUCTION OF D DIFFERENTIATION

As explained in Sec. I, all our consideration will be based on a type of differentiation, c
D differentiation, which is general enough to contain, as special cases, Lie and covariant
entiation, as well as other kinds described in the following. All throughout, we shall assum
M is a smooth (C`) manifold of dimensionn. Moreover, the set of smooth functions, vector field
and tensor fields defined onM will be denoted byF, X, andT, respectively. A local basis ofX will
be written as$eW ( i) :1< i<n%, and$ e→

( i):1< i<n% will be its dual basis. The Einstein summatio
convention will be adopted systematically.

The general operation ofD differentiation associates with each vector fieldX of X an operator
DX :T→T satisfying the axioms

DX~T1U !5DXT1DXU, ~2.1!

DX~kT!5kDXT, ~2.2!

DX~T^ U !5~DXT! ^ U1T^ ~DXU !, ~2.3!

DX preserves tensor rank, ~2.4!

DX commutes with tensor contractions, ~2.5!

DX f 5X~ f !5df ~X!, ~2.6!

for all T, U in T, all f in F, and all constantsk. By virtue of these conditions, the action ofD
differentiation on a tensor field of arbitrary rank is entirely determined6 by its action on vector
fields. Therefore, we shall henceforth restrict attention to vector fields, leaving the case of t
to the reader.

For all vector fieldsX andY, let DXY be given by

DXY5DX~YieW ~ i!! ~2.7!

5$X~Yi!1L j
i ~X!Yj%eW ~ i! , ~2.8!

where L j
i (X) is a collection ofn2 functions that characterize each particular operator oD

differentiation. To ensure that the right-hand side of~2.8! is independent of the basis$eW ( i)% chosen,
L j

i (X) must transform in a very special manner under a change of basis. To determin
transformation rule forL j

i (X), we note that, under the frame change

eW8~ i!5eW ~ j !N i
j , ~2.9!

for a given matrixN, vector components transform as

X8 i5M j
i Xj, MN5I , ~2.10!

so that the requirement of frame independence of the right-hand side of~2.8! may be written
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$X~Yi!1L j
i ~X!Yj%eW ~ i!5$X~M k

a Yk!1L b8a ~X!M k
b Yk%eW ~ i!N a

i ~2.11!

for all X andY. Elementary algebra then yieldsL8(X) in terms ofL(X) as

L8 j
i ~X!5M a

i L b
a ~X!N j

b 2X~M a
i !N j

a ~2.12!

5M a
i L b

a ~X!N j
b 2~dM a

i !~X!N j
a . ~2.13!

So far, no assumption has been made on the relationship betweenDX and D fX , for an
arbitrary function f. This information is enciphered in the relationship betweenL j

i (X) and
L j

i ( f X), and we shall postulate, consistently with~2.12! and ~2.13!, that there exists a tenso
A j

i
b

a eW ( i) ^ e→
( j )

^ eW (a) ^ e→
(b), characterizing each particular operatorD, such that

L j
i ~X1Y!5L j

i ~X!1L j
i ~Y! ~2.14!

L j
i ~ f X!5 f L j

i ~X!2A j
i

b
a eW ~a!~ f !Xb ~2.15!

5 f L j
i ~X!2A j

i ~df ,X!, ~2.16!

in which A j
i is an abbreviation for

A j
i
ªA j

i
b

a eW ~a! ^ e
→

~b!. ~2.17!

In terms ofD, the expressions~2.14! and ~2.15! read

DX¿YZ5DXZ1DYZ, ~2.18!

D fXZ5 f DXZ2A j
i ~df ,X!ZjeW ~ i! , ~2.19!

for all X, Y, Z, andf.
For future reference, it is useful to note that, because of~2.14! and~2.15!, it is now possible

to expressL j
i (X) as a function of the components ofX as follows:

L j
i ~X!5L j

i ~XkeW ~k!! ~2.20!

5XkL j
i ~eW ~k!!2A j

i
b

a eW ~a!~Xb! ~2.21!

5l jk
i Xk2A j

i
b

a eW ~a!~Xb!, ~2.22!

where, in the last step, we have introduced the symbolsl jk
i given by

l jk
i
ªL j

i ~eW ~k!!. ~2.23!

The transformation law~2.12! for L j
i (X) translates then into the following one forl jk

i :

l8 jk
i 5M a

i l bc
a N j

b N k
c 2M a

i N j
b A b

a
d

c eW ~c!~N k
d !1M a

i eW ~c!~N j
a !N k

c . ~2.24!

Moreover, after substitution of~2.22! into ~2.8!, the explicit form forDXY in terms of the com-
ponents ofX andY becomes

DXY5$X~Yi!1l jk
i XkYj2A j

i
b

a YjeW ~a!~Xb!%eW ~ i! . ~2.25!

The decompositions~2.22! and ~2.25! will play an important role in the study of examples an
properties ofD differentiation in Secs. III and IV.
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For the preceding developments,D differentiation has not required the presence of any me
on the manifold. Some authors~e.g., Ref. 7!, however, have introduced a modified version of t
Lie derivative, which involves the metric.~The purpose of that modification was to shed light
Ref. 8.! This construction may be adapted toD differentiation in general, and we shall prese
these considerations hereafter.

Let g denote the covariant metric onM:

gªgij e
→

~ i!
^ e

→
~ j !. ~2.26!

The definition~2.8!, extended to a twice-covariant tensor, yields then theD derivative ofg as

DXg5$X~gij !2L ij ~X!2L ji ~X!% e
→

~ i!
^ e

→
~ j ! ~2.27!

5$X~gij !22L~ ij !~X!% e
→

~ i!
^ e

→
~ j !, ~2.28!

in which parentheses around indices indicate symmetrization, and the symbolsL ij are defined by

L ij 5gikL j
k . ~2.29!

As a result of~2.28!, given a vector fieldX, it is not true in general thatDXg50. On the other
hand, if, fromDX , one constructs a new operator~denoted bygDX! as

gDXY5$X~Yi!1gL j
i ~X!Yj%eW ~ i! , ~2.30!

with

gL j
i ~X!ªgik gLkj ~X! ~2.31!

ªgik$L@kj #~X!1 1
2X~gkj !% ~2.32!

5gik$L@kj #1
1
2dgkj %~X!, ~2.33!

where 2L
†kj ‡ªLkj 2L jk , then it is obvious thatgDXg50, whateverX might be. In other words,

given a vector fieldX and an operator ofD differentiation that does not satisfyDXg50, it is
always possible to construct the new operatorgDX , which does satisfygDXg50.

In order to determine the relationship betweengL j
i ( f X) andgL j

i (X), we return to~2.32!, and
use~2.15! and ~2.29!, to obtain

2gL j
i ~ f X!5giu$Luj~ f X!2L ju~ f X!1~ f X!~guj !% ~2.34!

5L j
i ~ f X!2giugjvL u

v ~ f X!1 f X~guj !g
iu ~2.35!

5$ f L j
i ~X!2A j

i
b

a eW ~a!~ f !Xb%2giugjv$ f L u
v ~X!2A u

v
b

a eW ~a!~ f !Xb%1 f X~guj !g
iu

~2.36!

5 f •$L j
i ~X!2giugjvL u

v ~X!1X~guj !g
iu%22 gA j

i
b

a eW ~a!~ f !Xb ~2.37!

5 f 2 gL j
i ~X!22 gA j

i ~d f ,X!, ~2.38!

with

2 gA j
i

b
a
ªA j

i
b

a 2giugjvA u
v

b
a 5A j

i
b

a 2Aj b
ia , ~2.39!
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2 gA j
i
ªA j

i 2giugjvA u
v 5A j

i 2Aj
i . ~2.40!

These considerations show that, given an operationDX , the modified operatorgDX is also an
operation of typeD, and~2.39!, ~2.40! enable one to construct the tensorsA j

i
b

a andA j
i of gDX in

terms of those ofDX . The modified operationgDX will be seen, in the following section, to hav
a simple interpretation when particularized to covariant and Lie differentiation.

Remark:From the fact thatDX is a derivation, it follows6 that, for all vector fieldsX andY, the
Lie derivative andDX are related by

DXY5LXY1S~Y!, ~2.41!

whereS is a vector-valued one-form~depending onX!. Therefore, in some sense, studying gene
D differentiation amounts to investigating Lie differentiation and properties of the tensorS ap-
pearing in~2.41!.

This is, however, not the point of view that we wish to adopt. We are going to constr
geometrical framework where all differentiations ofD type will appearon the same footing,
without giving particular emphasis to special cases. This is quite different from~2.41!, which
singles out Lie differentiation as the type in terms of which all other representatives ofD differ-
entiation are expressed.

III. EXAMPLES OF D DIFFERENTIATION

D differentiation contains, as special cases, some of the differential operators commonl
in differential geometry. The most important ones for our purposes are covariant different
¹X and Lie differentiationLX . Moreover, the modified versiongLX of Lie differentiation
introduced7 for the investigation of Lie differentiation ofspinorfields, also falls in the category o
D differentiation. We are now going to consider each of these operators in turn, and relate th
D differentiation.

The coordinate expression for¹, namely

¹XY5$X~Yi!1g j
i ~X!Yj%eW ~ i! ~3.1!

5$X~Yi!1G jk
i XkYj%eW ~ i! , ~3.2!

in which g j
i and G jk

i denote the connection forms and the connection coefficients, enables
after comparison with~2.8!, ~2.25!, to identify L j

i andl jk
i with g j

i andG jk
i , respectively. Fur-

thermore, it also shows thatA j
i and A j

i
b

a vanish for ¹. Covariant differentiation is thus tha
particularD differentiation characterized by

¹L j
i ~X!5g j

i ~X!, ¹l jk
i 5G jk

i , ~3.3!

¹A j
i 50, ¹A j

i
b

a 50, ~3.4!

where a prefixed subscript specifies that covariant differentiation is understood. In this conte
laws ~2.13!, ~2.24! reduce to the well-known transformation laws for the connection forms and
connection coefficients.

To recognize Lie differentiation, one must recall its coordinate expression employed in R

LXY5$X~Yi!2L j
i ~X!Yj%eW ~ i! , ~3.5!

L j
i ~X!ªeW

„j …~Xi!1D jk
i Xk, ~3.6!

where the symbolsD jk
i denote the commutation coefficients of the basis:

D ij
k eW ~k!5@eW ~ i! ,eW ~ j !#. ~3.7!
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It follows from ~3.5! that, for Lie differentiation, the appropriateL j
i reads

LL j
i ~X!52L j

i ~X!. ~3.8!

A simple calculation based on~2.17!, ~2.22!, ~3.6!, ~3.8! yields then

Ll jk
i 52D jk

i , LA j
i 5eW ~ j ! ^ e

→
~ i!, LA j

i
b

a 5d b
i d j

a , ~3.9!

which fully characterize Lie differentiation within the class ofD derivatives. Note that, as a resu
of ~3.9!, one hasLf XÞ fLX , in contrast with what happens for covariant differentiation.

Furthermore, a comparison of~3.3! and ~3.8! reveals the origin of the ‘‘translation rule’’

g j
i ~X!→2L j

i ~X! ~3.10!

employed in Ref. 1 to ‘‘convert’’ statements about covariant differentiation into analogous
for Lie differentiation: Both operations¹ andL are special cases ofD differentiation, and their
symbolsL j

i (X) are interchanged under the substitution~3.10!. In Ref. 1, the conversion~3.10!
was performed in the context of differentiation of spinors; here we see its counterpart for te

All this applies toD differentiation proper. In Sec. II, however, we also introduced, fromD
differentiation, a modified operationgD, which has the characteristic thatgDXg50, whereg is the
metric. In the special case of covariant differentiation, the modified operationg¹ reads, by virtue
of ~2.30!, ~2.33!, ~3.3!

g¹XY5$X~Yi!1¹
g L j

i ~X!Yj%eW ~ i! ~3.11!

with

¹
g L j

i ~X!5gik$g@kj #1
1
2dgkj %~X!. ~3.12!

The general construction~2.33! guarantees thatg¹Xg50, which is the main reason why on
introduces the modified connection¹

gL j
i (X). However, light is shed on~3.12! by pursuing the

matter a little further. We begin by using the Cartan equation

dgkj 5gkj 1g jk 1hkj , ~3.13!

wherehkj denotes the nonmetricity one-forms:

hkj ~X!ª~¹Xg!~eW ~k! ,eW ~ j !!5~¹Xg!kj . ~3.14!

After substitution of~3.14! in ~3.12!, the latter implies

¹
g L i

j~X!5gik~gkj 1
1
2hkj ! ~3.15!

5g i
j1

1
2h

i
j , ~3.16!

so that~3.11! becomes

g¹XY5¹XY1 1
2h

i
j~X!YjeW ~ i! ~3.17!

5¹XY1 1
2~¹Xg! i

jY
jeW ~ i! . ~3.18!

As one can see, the new covariant derivativeg¹X is obtained from the original one¹Xg by the
adjunction of a linear transformation generated by1

2¹Xg. The reason for the presence of th
particular linear transformation becomes clear wheng¹X is applied to the metricg itself, rather
than to a general vector fieldY. A similar treatment to that leading to~3.18! yields then
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g¹Xg5¹Xg2¹Xg50, ~3.19!

which confirms the interpretation suggested by~3.16!, namely that, in the case of covaria
differentiation¹, the modified versiong¹X corresponds to covariant differentiation with respect
the metric-compatible part of the connection.

Let us now follow the same line of reasoning in the case of Lie differentiation. By virtu
~2.30!, ~2.33!, ~3.8!, the modified operatorgLX reads

gLXY5$X~Yi!1L
gL i

j~X!Yj%eW ~ i! , ~3.20!

with

L
gL i

j~X!5gik$2L @kj #1
1
2dgkj %~X!. ~3.21!

Furthermore, as a result of~2.38!, ~2.40!, and~3.9!, L
gL i

j( f X) is related toL
gL i

j(X) by

L
gL i

j~ f X!5 f L
gL i

j~X!2L
gAi

j~df ,X!, ~3.22!

whereL
gAi

j is given by

2L
gAi

j5eW ~ j ! ^ e
→

~ i!2giugjveW ~u! ^ e
→

~v!. ~3.23!

The last line may be simplified by introducing the two operations] and[ of metric dualization,
as follows.

Let X be a vector field. Then, the one-formX[, which g associates withX, is defined by

~X[!~Y!ªg~X,Y!5gijX
iYj, ~3.24!

for all vector fieldsY. The operator] is the inverse of[, and maps one-forms to vectors. With th
notation,~3.23! becomes

2L
gAi

j5eW ~ j ! ^ e
→

~ i!2~ e
→

~ i!!]
^ ~eW ~ j !!

[. ~3.25!

The main reason for introducing the modified versiongL of Lie differentiation lies in the fact
that, for an arbitraryX, gLXg vanishes~by construction!, whereasLXgÞ0 in general. If one
attempts to extend Lie differentiation to spinor fields, it is the fact that, in general,LXgÞ0 which
creates difficulties. Therefore, one of the approaches7 to spinorial Lie differentiation consists in
extendinggL to spinors, notL itself. The present article being devoted solely to tensors, we s
not elaborate further on Lie differentiation of spinor fields. The interested reader will find de
in Ref. 5, where we shall investigate the spinorial analog of the material presented here.

Remark:In the case of covariant and Lie differentiation, the tensorsAi
j appearing in~2.16! are

very simple. By virtue of~3.4! and ~3.9!, it is possible to write both under the form

L
¹Ai

j5aeW ~ j ! ^ e
→

~ i!. ~3.26!

with a50 or 1 according to whether the differentiation is of covariant or Lie type. This ob
vation prompts us to give special attention to the subclass ofD differentiation characterized by a
arbitrary value of the constanta in ~3.26!, not just 0 or 1. Such kinds ofD will be called
‘‘restricted D derivatives,’’ and they will be identified by a subscriptR, as

RAi
j5aeW ~ j ! ^ e

→
~ i! ~3.27!

for an arbitrarya.
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It must be emphasized that the class of restrictedD derivatives contains much more than L
and covariant differentiation because, even if~for instance! a51, the correspondingD derivative
only reduces to Lie differentiation when the coefficientsl i

jk of ~2.23! are given by~3.9!. In other
words, although restrictedD differentiation uses the particular value~3.27! for the tensorsRAi

j , it
nevertheless leaves the coefficientsl i

jk of ~2.23! entirely unconstrained, but compatible wit
~2.24!.

Note that the modified covariant derivativeg¹ of ~3.11!, ~3.12! also falls within the category
of restrictedD differentiation~with a50!, as follows from~2.40! and~3.4!. However, such is not
the case for the modified Lie derivativegL of ~3.20!, ~3.21!, as shown by~3.23!. This is why,
when defining generalD differentiation, we adopted the very weak assumption~2.15!.

It is clear from ~2.22! that ~2.15! may be interpreted as the requirement thatL i
j(X) be a

general linear combination of the componentsXk of X and all the directional derivative
eW (a)(X

b) of these components along the basic vectorseW (a) . On the other hand, for restrictedD
differentiation~3.27!, the relationship~2.16! betweenRL i

j( f X) andRL i
j(X) particularizes as

RL i
j~ f X!5 f RL i

j~X!2aeW ~ j !~ f !Xi, ~3.28!

which implies, by~2.22!,

RL i
j~X!5l i

jkXk2aeW ~ j !~Xi!. ~3.29!

Furthermore, the translation of~3.28! in terms of the operationD reads

RD f XY5 f RDXY2aX df ~Y!. ~3.30!

By providing the examples of covariant and Lie differentiation, as well as the mod
versions of these operations, we have shown that the class ofD derivatives~even the restricted
subclassRD! unifies enough nontrivial material to justify its study. In Sec. IV, we are going
investigate some of the properties ofD differentiation. Later, a geometrical interpretation ofD
differentiation will be developed.

IV. GENERALIZED CURVATURE OF D DIFFERENTIATION

As mentioned earlier, covariant and Lie differentiation satisfy the strikingly different pro
ties ¹ f X5 f ¹X andLf XÞ fLX . Another important difference is that

LXLY2LYLX2L@X,Y#50, ~4.1!

whereas, in general,

¹X¹Y2¹Y¹X2¹@X,Y#Þ0. ~4.2!

This suggests that we study the same kind of operation forD differentiation. More precisely, let us
define

DR~X,Y,Z!ª~DXDY2DYDX2D @X,Y#!Z, ~4.3!

for all vector fieldsX, Y, Z. It is at once obvious that

LR50, ¹R5curvature operator ~4.4!

for Lie and covariant differentiation.
Owing to the properties ofD, the mappingZ°DR(X,Y,Z) is a linear transformation, which

enables us to reformulate~4.3! as

DR~X,Y,• !5DV i
j~X,Y!eW ~ i! ^ e

→
~ j !, ~4.5!
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for a certain family of functionsDV i
j(X,Y). In the context of linear transformations, the interpr

tation of the tensor product appearing in~4.5! is

DR~X,Y,Z!5DV i
j~X,Y!eW ~ i! e

→
~ j !~Z! ~4.6!

5DV i
j~X,Y!ZjeW ~ i! . ~4.7!

The expression ofDV i
j , which generalizes toD differentiation what is, in the special case

covariant differentiation, the family of curvature two-forms, is tedious to evaluate in terms o
coefficientsl i

jk and the tensorsAi
j
a
b of ~2.15!. This expression is established by employi

repeatedly the definition~2.8! of D differentiation, the coordinate expansion~2.22!, and the defi-
nition ~3.7! of the commutation coefficients the basis, with the result

DV i
j~X,Y!5XaYb

DRi
jab1$XaeW ~u!~Yb!2YaeW ~u!~Xb!%DSi

ja
u

b

1$eW ~u!~Xa!eW ~v!~Yb!2eW ~u!~Ya!eW ~v!~Xb!%DTi
jab

uv, ~4.8!

where

DRi
jab5eW ~a!~l i

jb !2eW ~b!~l i
ja!1l i

ral r
jb2l i

rbl r
ja2l i

jr D
r
ab1Ai

j
r
seW ~r !~Ds

ab!, ~4.9!

DSi
ja

u
b5Ai

j
r
bD

u
ra1A r

i u
bl

r
ja2Ai

j
u

rD
r
ba2Ar

j
u

bl
i
ra2eW ~a!~Ai

j
u

b!, ~4.10!

DTi
jab

uv5Ai
j
u

bd
v
a1Ai

r
u

aA
r
j
v
b . ~4.11!

These equations become a little less unmanageable for restrictedD differentiation~3.27!, and read

RV i
j~X,Y!5XaYb

RRi
jab1a$XaeW ~u!~Yb!2YaeW ~u!~Xb!%$d i

b~Du
ja1lu

ja!

2du
j~D i

ba1l i
ba!%1~a2a2!$eW ~ j !~Xr !eW ~r !~Yi!2eW ~ j !~Yr !eW ~r !~Xi!%, ~4.12!

with

RRi
jab5eW ~a!~l i

jb !2eW ~b!~l i
ja!1l i

ral r
jb2l i

rbl r
ja2l i

jr D
r
ab1aeW ~ j !~D i

ab!. ~4.13!

We are now ready to investigate the question of the uniqueness of the operator ofD differ-
entiation that yields a vanishingDV i

j(X,Y) for all X and Y in ~4.8!. Equivalently, we wish to
decide to what extent the requirement

DXDYZ2DYDXZ2D @X,Y#Z50, ~4.14!

for all X, Y, Z, determinesD uniquely. As we shall see,~4.14! admits several nontrivialD
operators, even of the restricted class~3.27!.

Let us, initially, return to~4.12!. For RV i
j(X,Y) to vanish identically for allX andY, one must

have, as a necessary condition,

a2a250, ~4.15!

which implies that eithera50 or a51. If a50, then the second term on the right-hand side
~4.12! disappears automatically, whereas~4.13! becomes

05RRi
jab5eW ~a!~l i

jb !2eW ~b!~l i
ja!1l i

ral r
jb2l i

rbl r
ja2l i

jr D
r
ab . ~4.16!

The right-hand side of~4.16! is the usual expression of the Riemann tensor in terms of
connection coefficientsl i

jk . Therefore, whena50, the requirement~4.14! determines thatD
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differentiation be covariant differentiation with a flat connection. This, however, does not m
that the resultingD derivative is trivial, because the connection may still exhibit torsion
nonmetricity~or both!.

On the other hand, whena51, the second term on the right-hand side of~4.12! no longer
disappears automatically, but determinesl i

jk as

l i
jk 52D i

jk , ~4.17!

which has been observed in~3.9! to identify Lie differentiation. Furthermore, when~4.17! holds,
~4.13! vanishes identically, fora51, as a consequence of the Jacobi identity

@@eW ~a! ,eW ~b!#,eW ~ j !#1@@eW ~b! ,eW ~ j !#,eW ~a!#1@@eW ~ j ! ,eW ~a!#,eW ~b!#50. ~4.18!

The conclusion that we have reached is thus that, among all the operatorsRD of restrictedD
differentiation, the only two operators satisfying~4.14! are either covariant differentiation in a fla
manifold with, possibly, torsion and nonmetricitry~which is often called a ‘‘tele-parallel’’ space!,
or Lie differentiation. In the case of Lie differentiation, our result should not be confused with
well-known theorem6

@LXZ,LYZ#5L@X,Y#Z, ~4.19!

because~4.19! follows, as proved in Ref. 6, from

LXY5@X,Y# ~4.20!

and the Jacobi identity, whereas we have assumed the analog~4.14! of ~4.19! for restrictedD
differentiation, and derived Lie differentiation as one of the possibilities. Obviously,~4.20! is
special to the Lie derivative, and was not assumed to be a general property ofD differentiation.
Indeed, the analog of~4.20! for D differentiation is~2.25!, and becomes, for the restricted cla

RD,

RDXY5$X~Yi!2aY~Xi!1l i
jkXkYj%eW ~ i! , ~4.21!

which is different from~4.20!, unlessa51 andl i
jk 52D i

jk .
Owing to the fact that the operatorD of restricted type~3.27! fails to be uniquely determined

by ~4.14!, it is also true,a fortiori, that D differentiation of general type is not determined b
~4.14!. It remains, at present, an open question to characterize the subclass of generalD differen-
tiation for whichDV i

j50. For our purposes, which are centered around covariant and Lie d
entiation ~of spinor fields, ultimately!, it is not necessary to answer this question, because
covariant and Lie differentiation fall into the category of restrictedD differentiation. As remarked
in Sec. III, modified covariant differentiationg¹ belongs toD differentiation of restricted type a
well. Moreover, modified Lie differentiationgL, albeit not a member of the class of restrictedD
differentiation, does not lead to an identically vanishingV i

j , as one establishes by combinin
~3.23! with ~4.8!–~4.11!.

Our investigation ofD differentiation has been conducted, up to now, in the languag
tensors. Further light is shed on the construction by a reformulation in terms of fiber bundles
will be done, in two stages, in Secs. V and VI.

V. BUNDLE FORMULATION OF D DIFFERENTIATION

The reason for recastingD differentiation in the framework of fiber bundles is twofold: firs
we wish to provide a more geometrical interpretation ofD differentiation, and second, bundle
facilitate the extension ofD differentiation to spinor fields, as we shall show in the compan
article.5 The initial stage of this reformulation, developed in the present section, will employ
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tangent bundleTM to the manifoldM, as well as the principal bundlePLM of linear frames over
M. A more powerful language, using the tangent bundleTTM to TM, will enable us to obtain
further geometrical insight in Sec. VI.

Let P be a point ofM, andX be a vector field overM. ConsequentlyXP , the value ofX at P,
is a certain vector of the tangent spaceTPM to M. Let w t(P) denote the integral curve ofX passing
throughP at t50. Let finally yP denote a vector ofTPM . Then, one may construct fromyP a
vector fieldDY, defined abovew t(P), by requiring

05DX
DY, ~5.1!

DYP5yP . ~5.2!

In other words, one solves~5.1! for DY, with initial condition ~5.2!. The vector fieldDY will be
said to be ‘‘D-transported’’ alongX. ~This terminology is an obvious generalization of the phra
‘‘parallel-transported’’ and ‘‘Lie transported,’’ which apply to covariant and Lie differentiatio!

To determine the explicit expression ofDY in coordinates, we begin by selecting a field
bases$eW ( i)% overM, so that$eW ( i)P% is a basis ofTPM . The vector fieldDY may therefore be written
at the pointw t(P), as

DYw t~P!5
DYw t~P!

i eW ~ i!w t~P! . ~5.3!

In the neighborhood ofP, namely on the portion of the integral curvew t(P) near t50, ~5.3!
becomes

DYw t~P!5$DYP
i 1tXP~DYi!1o~ t2!%eW ~ i!w t~P! . ~5.4!

By virtue of the hypothesis~5.1! that DY is D-transported, the quantitiesXP(DYi) of ~5.4! may be
replaced by their expressions coming from~2.8!, with the result

DYw t~P!5$DYP
i 2tL i

j~XP!DYP
j 1o~ t2!%eW ~ i!w t~P! ~5.5!

5$yP
i 2tL i

j~XP!yP
j %eW ~ i!w t~P!1o~ t2!, ~5.6!

where, in the last step, use has been made of the initial condition~5.2!.
The expression~5.6! enables one to calculate~at first order int! the extensionDY of the vector

yP over the integral curves ofX. On the other hand, ifY is a vector field onM, thenYP may be
used as the vectoryP in the above, andDYwt(P) reads, by~5.6!:

DYw t~P!5$YP
i 2tL i

j~XP!YP
j %eW ~ i!w t~P!1¯ . ~5.7!

Therefore, when dealing with a vector fieldY, one has at one’s disposal two objects that may
compared with one another, namelyYw t(P) andDYw t(P) . Let Dw t(P)

(X,Y) be the difference of these
two quantities:

Dw t~P!~X,Y!ªYw t~P!2
DYw t~P! ~5.8!

5$Yw t~P!
i 2YP

i 1tL i
j~XP!YP

j %eW ~ i!w t~P!1¯ ~5.9!

5$@YP
i 1tXp~Yi!#2YP

i 1tL i
j~XP!YP

j %eW ~ i!w t~P!1¯ ~5.10!

5t~DXY!P1¯ . ~5.11!

As a consequence, we have established that
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~DXY!P5 lim
t→0

1

t
Dw t~P!~X,Y! ~5.12!

5 lim
t→0

1

t
$Yw t~P!2

DYw t~P!%, ~5.13!

which yields a geometrical interpretation ofD differentiation in terms ofD transport ofY along the
integral curves ofX.

To go one step further, let us introduce the tangent bundleTM to the manifoldM. We denote
by p the projection fromTM to M. In TM, the fiberp21(P) above a pointP of M is the tangent
spaceTPM to M at P, which is isomorphic toRn.

The vectoryP of TPM employed previously may then be reinterpreted as a particular poi
the fiberp21(P) of TM aboveP. Moreover, the mapping~neart50!

t°DYw t~P!5$yP
i 2tL i

j~XP!yP
j %eW ~ i!w t~P! ~5.14!

5$d i
j2tL i

j~XP!%yP
j eW ~ i!w t~P! ~5.15!

describes a curve inTM, which will be denoted byTM
D w t(yP), and will be called the ‘‘D lift’’ of

the integral curvew t(P) of X to TM throughyP . It follows from ~5.15! that, when a field of base
has been selected,TM

D w t(yP) reads

TM
D w t~yP5yP

i eW ~ i!P!5Gi
j~ t,X!yP

j eW ~ i!w t~P! , ~5.16!

with

G j
i ~ t,X!ªd j

i 2tL j
i ~XP!. ~5.17!

In ~5.16!, the objectyP
j andG j

i (t,X) may be considered, respectively, as a column matrix
a square matrix ofGL(n), which reflects the fact that the fiber bundleTM has its fibers isomor-
phic to Rn, and admitsGL(n) as its structure group. In the same context, the mapping

t°GL ~n!
D w t~X!ªG j

i ~ t,X!, ~5.18!

may be interpreted, given a field of bases$eW ( i)%, as theD lift to GL(n) of the integral curvew t(P)
of X.

What has been done toD-transport a vectoryP of TPM along the integral curvew t(P) of a
vector fieldX may also be applied to a set ofn vectors forming a basis atP. In order to see this
more clearly, one needs to introduce the principal bundlePLM of linear frames aboveM.

The fiber ofPLM above a pointP of M is constituted by all the possible bases ofTPM . In
other words, each particular point of the fiber aboveP is one particular basis ofTPM . More
precisely, let$eW ( i)% denote again a field of bases overM. Let eW (m)P denote a particular point of the
fiber aboveP, namely a particular basis ofTPM , where we have underlined the index to disti
guisheW (m)P from a member of the field of bases$eW ( i)% at P. BecauseeW (m)P and$eW ( i…P% are bases of
the same tangent spaceTPM , one may write

eW ~m!PªE~m!P
i eW ~ i!P , ~5.19!

where the scalarsE(m)P
i represent the components ofeW (m)P in the basis$eW ( i)P%, and form aGL(n)

matrix. @This reflects the fact that the fibres ofPLM are isomorphic toGL(n).#
Each of the vectorseW (m)P of ~5.19! may now beD-transported along the integral curvew t(P)

of a given vector fieldX, just as we did with the vectoryP in ~5.16!, ~5.17!, which yields a new
basisDeW (m)w t(P) , at the pointw t(P), defined by
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DeW ~m!w t~P!5G j
i ~ t,X!E ~m!P

j eW ~ i!w t~P! , ~5.20!

with G j
i as in ~5.17!. Therefore, the mapping

t°PLM
D w t~eW ~m!P5E~m!P

i eW ~ i!P!ªG j
i ~ t,X!E~m!P

j eW ~ i!w t~P! ~5.21!

may be interpreted as theD lift to the bundlePLM of the integral curvew t(P) of X throughP.
As soon as one has at one’s disposal theD lift to PLM of the integral curves of an arbitrar

vector fieldX, it becomes possible to complete the circle, and rederive the formula~2.8! for D
differentiation, which was our starting point. To this end, we employ Weyl’s method, w
exploits the fact thatPLM andTM are associated bundles.

Let the field of frames$eW ( i)% be fixed overM, and letP be a point ofM. A vectoryP of TPM
is a linear combination of$eW ( i)%:

yP5yP
meW ~m!P . ~5.22!

Given thateW (m)P is a point in the fibre ofPLM aboveP, one may apply~5.20!, with E (m)P
j

5d m
j , to evaluate theD transport ofeW (m)P from P to w t(P) in PLM:

DeW ~m!w t~P!5G j
i ~ t,X!d m

j eW ~ i!w t~P! ~5.23!

5G m
i ~ t,X!eW ~ i!w t~P! . ~5.24!

Weyl’s method consists in defining theD transport ofyP from P to w t(P) as the vector ofTw t(P)M

that has, inDeW (m)w t(P) , the same components asyP has ineW (m)P . Consequently, we put

Dyw t~P!ªyP
mG m

i ~ t,X!eW ~ i!w t~P! . ~5.25!

This is as far as one can go with a vectoryP . If, however,yP is the valueYP of the fieldY at
P, one has two vectors at one’s disposal atw t(P), and one may compare them as in~5.8!:

Dw t~P!~X,Y!ªYw t~P!2
DYw t~P! ~5.26!

5$Yw t~P!
i 2YP

j G j
i ~ t,X!%eW ~ i!w t~P!1¯ , ~5.27!

where~5.25! has been employed. A calculation similar to that leading from~5.8! to ~5.11!, using
the definition~5.17! of G j

i , yields then the expected result

lim
t→0

1

t
Dw t~P!~X,Y!5~DXY!P . ~5.28!

It might seem that, in the present section, we have obtained no new results, and that, the
the reformulation ofD differentiation in terms of the tangent bundleTM and the bundlePLM of
linear forms was unnecessary. This, however, is not the case: In the companion article5 about Lie
and covariant differentiation of spinor fields, we shall exploit to a considerable extent the fac
a spinor field overM is a linear combination of the field of spinor frames overM, just as, above,
a vector field was considered as a linear combination of the field of bases. The bundle of
frames will thus play,mutatis mutandis, the same role as the bundlePLM of linear frames. It will
then be possible to adapt, quite simply, to spinor fields, the construction ofD differentiation, and
thus of Lie and covariant differentiation as special cases.

In addition to theTM and PLM bundle interpretations ofD differentiation, another bundle
formulation will prove enlightening, namely one involving the bitangent bundleTTM to the
manifold, i.e., the tangent bundle toTM. Its construction will be presented in Sec. VI.
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VI. BUNDLE FORMULATION OF GENERALIZED D DIFFERENTIATION

Let the manifoldM admit a set of charts$F i%. In the future, we shall assume that all o
developments take place in a neighborhood of a pointP of M entirely covered by one single char
so that the indexi of F i may be omitted.

Let the coordinates inM be denoted byxi. With a slight abuse of notation, we shall thus wri

F~P!5xi. ~6.1!

Let G denote a curve inM, with parametert, passing through the pointP at t50:

G:R→M :t°G~ t !. ~6.2!

The derivative operator alongG at t50 is a vector belonging toTPM , which we write as

vPª
d

dtU
G

t50

. ~6.3!

This operator acts on real-valued functions defined onM.
Let TM be the tangent bundle toM. A point of the fiberp21(P) aboveP is a vectorvP of

TPM . Consequently, the chartF8 describingTM may be taken as

F8:TM→R2n:F8~vP!ª~F~P!,vP
j ! ~6.4!

5~xP
i ,vP

j !, ~6.5!

where the componentsvP
j expressvP in a given field of bases$eW ( i)P%:

vP5vp
j eW ~ j !P . ~6.6!

Let G8 denote a curve inTM, with parametert8, passing though the pointvP at t850:

G8:R→TM:t8°G8~ t8!. ~6.7!

The derivative operator alongG8 at t850 is a vector ofTvP
TM, which will be denoted by a

boldface letter, as

uvP
ª

d

dt8
U

G8

t850

. ~6.8!

This operator acts on real-valued functions defined onTM. ~When there will be no danger o
confusion, the subscriptvP will often be omitted, as well as the primes overt andG; sometimes
the pointt850 will also be omitted.!

One may then construct thebitangentbundleTTM, namely the tangent bundle toTM. The
fiber p821(vP) of TTM above a pointvP of TM is constituted by all the vectors of the tange
spaceTvP

TM. Furthermore, vector fields overTM are cross sections ofTTM, just as vector fields
over M are cross sections ofTM. Vector fields overTM will be denoted by boldface capitals~for
instanceX! to distinguish them from vector fields overM ~such asX!.

A special kind of vectoruvP
of TvP

TM will play an important role in our forthcoming con
structions. It is based on the concept of afiber curvein TM.

Let G8 be a curve inTM, as in ~6.7!. If G8 lies entirely in the fiberp21(P) aboveP, in a
neighborhood oft850, thenG8 will be called afiber curvein that neighborhood. Moreover, th
derivative operatoruvP

of ~6.8! will be called a fiber vector. Such vectors have a particula
characteristic, when expressed in components, which we are now going to determine.

Let f be a function onTM. The coordinate expressioncf of f, defined by
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cf 5 f +F821, ~6.9!

whereF8 is given by~6.5!, is thus a function ofxi andv j. Therefore, a vectoruwP
at wP acts on

f as

uwP
@ f #5uwP

i ] cf

]xi ~xk5xP
k,v l5wP

l !1uwP

j ] cf

]v j ~xk5xP
k,v l5wP

l !, ~6.10!

for some scalarsuwP

i anduwP

j , which implies that

H ]

]xi ,
]

]v jJ
forms a basis ofTvP

TM. More generally, if$eW ( i)P% is an arbitrary basis~not necessarily holo-
nomic! of TPM , one may extend it to act on functions defined onTM, the extension being denote
by $e¢( i)wP

%:

e¢~ i!wP
@cf ~xi,v j !#ªeW ~ i!@

cf ~xi,v j5wP
j !#. ~6.11!

In other words,e¢( i)wP
acts oncf aseW ( i)P acts on the function obtained fromcf by fixing its fiber

coordinates at the valueswP
j . A generic vector ofTvP

TM may thus be written

uwP
5uwP

i e¢~ i!wP
1uwP

j ]

]v jU
vk5wP

k
, ~6.12!

which generalizes~6.10!.
If the curveG8 along whichuwP

differentiates is a fiber curve, the variablesxi of the coordi-
nate expressioncG85F8+G8 of G8 remain constant, and the first term on the right-hand side
~6.12!, when acting on a functioncf , vanishes. As a consequence, a fiber vectorFuwP

is of the form

FuwP
5FuwP

j ]

]v jU
vk5wP

k
, ~6.13!

for some scalarsFuwP

j .

The concept of a fiber vector leads to that of thefiber lift of a vector ofTPM , which will play
a fundamental role in what follows. Given two vectorsuP andwP of TPM , let G8 be the curve in
TM defined by

G8:R→TM:t8°wP1t8uP . ~6.14!

It is clear thatG(0)5wP and thatG8 is a fiber curve. Therefore, the vector ofTwP
TM which is

tangent toG8 at t850 is a fiber vector, and it will be written

uwP

† 5
d

dt8
U

G8

t850

. ~6.15!

The vectoruwP

† will be called thefiber lift of uP to the pointwP of TM. Henceforth, a vector and

its fiber lift will always be denoted by the same letter, the vector ofTPM in italics, and the lift in
boldface~with a dagger!.

By considering a functionf on TM, and evaluating the differentiation that appears on
right-hand side of~6.15!, one establishes that the fiber lift of a vectoruP decomposed as
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uP5uP
i eW ~ i!P ~6.16!

reads, in the language of~6.11! and ~6.12!,

uwP

† 5uP
j ]

]v jU
vk5wP

k
. ~6.17!

In order to geometrize the operation ofD differentiation, we still need another type of lif
called thegeneralized lift. To introduce it, we proceed in a similar fashion as for the fiber lift, wi
however, the fundamental difference that it is only possible to obtain the generalized lift
vectorfield over M, but not of an isolated vector ofTPM . To emphasize this difference, we sha
denote the vector field to be lifted asX, instead of employing the symboluP as in ~6.16!.

Thus letX be a vector field overM, and letwP be a vector ofTPM . We saw, in Sec. V, how
to obtain, from the integral curvesw t of X, a family of curvesTM

D w t in TM, which was called the
D lift of w t to TM. By virtue of ~5.16!, ~5.17!, the curve passing throughwP at t50 reads

t°TM
D w t~wP!5$d j

i 2tL j
i ~XP!%wP

j eW ~ i!wt~P! . ~6.18!

Owing to the fact that this curve lies inTM and passes throughwP at t50, its tangent att50 is
a vector ofTwP

TM. This vector is called thegeneralized liftof X at the pointwP of TM, and is
denoted by

XwP

‡ 5
d

dtU
TM
D w t~wP!

tÄ0

. ~6.19!

When the definition~6.19! of XwP

‡ is combined with the expression~6.18! for the curveTM
D w t(wP),

the generalized lift becomes

XwP

‡ 5XP
i e~ i!wP

2L i
j ~XP!wP

i ]

]v jU
vk5wP

k
. ~6.20!

The restricted proof of this result for the special case where the basis$eW ( i)P% is the holonomic
one $]/]xi% is simple. One considers a functionf defined onTM, which, in coordinates, is ex
pressed by~6.9!. Moreover, the coordinate expression of the curve~6.18! along whichXwP

‡ dif-

ferentiates reads~in a neighborhood oft50!

t°~xi1tXP
i ,$d k

j 2tL k
j ~XP!%wP

k !. ~6.21!

Consequently, the definition~6.19! of XwP

‡ becomes, when applied tof,

XwP

‡ @ f #5
d

dtU
t50

f ~xi1tXP
i ,wP

j 2tL k
j ~XP!wP

k ! ~6.22!

5XP
i ] f ~x,v !

]xi U
vk5wP

k
2L i

j ~XP!wP
i ] f ~x,v !

]v j U
vk5wP

k
, ~6.23!

which is the holonomic version of~6.20!.
With this machinery at our disposal, we are in the position to define a new operationD, called

generalized D differentiation, which, from two vector fieldsX and Y over M, enables one to
construct the vector fieldDXY over TM. To emphasize that the vector field resulting fromX and
Y is a field overTM, rather than overM, we have employed a boldface letterD to denote it.
~GeneralizedD differentiation will turn out to be deeply related toD differentiation, as we shal
show.!
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Let P be a point ofM, and letw t(P) be the integral curve of the fieldX passing throughP at
t50. Then, for everyt fixed, the valueYw t(P) of the fieldY at the pointw t(P) belongs to the fiber

p21(w t(P)) of TM abovew t(P). One may thus apply the mappingTM
D w2t of ~5.16! to Yw t(P) , and

the result is an element of the fiber abovew2t(w t(P))5P. Consequently, the mapping

t°TM
D w2t~Yw t~P!! ~6.24!

is a curve inTM, lying in the fiber ofTM aboveP ~in the neighborhood oft50!. Therefore, the
tangent to this curve is a fiber vector, and we define

~DXY!YP
ª

d

dtU
TM
D w2t~Yw t~P!!

t50

. ~6.25!

To evaluateDXY in coordinates, let us return to the definition~5.16!, ~5.17!, of the mapping

TM
D w2t . One readily obtains then, at first order int,

TM
D w2t~Yw t~P!!5$Yw t~P!

i 1tL j
i ~XP!YP

j %eW ~ i!w2t~w t~P!! ~6.26!

5$YP
i 1tXP@Yi#1tL j

i ~XP!YP
j %eW ~ i!P ~6.27!

5$YP
i 1t~DXY!P

i %eW ~ i!P , ~6.28!

where, in the last line, we have used the definition~2.8! of the D derivative. From~6.16!, ~6.17!,
~6.25!, and~6.28!, one easily establishes that

~DXY!YP
5~DXY!P

j ]

]v jU
vk5Y P

k
~6.29!

5~DXY!YP

† , ~6.30!

which establishes the relationship between generalizedD differentiation andD differentiation,
thus providing a geometrical interpretation of the latter in the language of fiber bundles.

Another relationship, this time betweenD and the generalized lift, sheds light on all th
construction. To express it, one needs to recall that, given a mappingf from a manifold to itself,
it is always possible to construct6 the tangent mappingTf, which transforms the tangent spac
TPM at a pointP into the tangent spaceTf(P)M at f (P). Furthermore, ifY is a vector field over
M, it is also a cross section ofTM, so thatY may be considered as a particular mapping fromM
to TM. Therefore, the tangent mappingTY transforms TM into TTM, and it follows that
(TY)(XP), for any vector fieldX, belongs toTTM.

After these preparations, the operationD may be reformulated as

~DXY!YP
5~TY!~XP!YP

2XYP

‡ , ~6.31!

which shows the connection betweenD and the generalized liftXwP

‡ . The proof of ~6.31! is

simple, and only a few indications will suffice.
One begins by evaluating the tangent mappingTY, and calculates how the first term on th

right-hand side of~6.31! acts on a functionf. Then, one uses~6.20! for the generalized liftXwP

‡ .

One thus constructs the complete right-hand side of~6.31! acting of f, and one observes that th
action is identical to that of the right-hand side of~6.30!.

We now have at our disposal various interpretations of the operation ofD differentiation. It
remains to put them all in perspective, which will be done in the conclusion.
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VII. CONCLUSION

The purpose of this work has been to introduce a new operator of differentiation, calD
differentiation, which contains, among others types, Lie and covariant differentiation. Our co
erations have been restricted toD differentiation of tensor fields, but may be extended to spi
fields, as will be done in the companion article.5

We began, in Sec. II, by constructingD differentiation, and ascertaining that the definition
independent of the basis chosen on the manifoldM. We also introduced a modified version ofD
differentiation, which is compatible with the metricg on M in the sense that, althoughDXg, in
general, does not vanish for an arbitrary vector fieldX, the modified operationgD satisfies
gDXg50 for all X.

In Sec. III, we established that Lie and covariant differentiation are special cases of a pa
lar kind of D differentiation, called ‘‘restricted’’D differentiation, defined in~3.27!. We also saw
that modifiedD differentiationgD, when specialized toD being covariant differentiation, falls into
the category of restrictedD differentiation as well.~It may then be interpreted as the covaria
derivative with respect to the metric-compatible part of the connection.! On the other hand,
modified D differentiation, in the case of Lie differentiation, does not belong to the subtyp
restrictedD differentiation.

The concept of ‘‘generalized curvature’’ ofD differentiation was introduced in Sec. IV. W
mainly discussed which kinds ofD differentiation are compatible with an identically vanishin
generalized curvature.

Finally, D differentiation was reformulated, in two stages, in terms of fiber bundles in Sec
and VI. In the first stage, we defined theD transport of a vectory along the integral curvesw t of
a vector fieldX. This led to the concept of the lift ofw t to the tangent bundleTM and to the bundle
PLM of frames overM. Weyl’s method enabled us then to obtainD differentiation from the
bundlePLM.

In the second stage, we intoduced the notion of generalizedD differentiation, which, from two
vector fieldsX andY overM, enables one to construct the vector fieldDXY, over the bundleTM.
We proved thatD differentiation is simply related to generalizedD differentiation, through the
concept of generalized lift of a vector fieldX over M to a vector fieldX† over TM. In addition to
providing a geometrical interpretation ofD differentiation, these bundle formulations constitu
the appropriate language for the extension of our considerations to spinor fields in Ref. 5.
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We describe all possible ‘‘natural’’ deformations of the metaplectic representation
of the Lie superalgebrasosp(1,2n) and of its natural extension and show in par-
ticular that in most cases for the metaplectic representation itself, it is rigid.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1350637#

I. INTRODUCTION

As was shown by Flato and coworkers~see, e.g., Refs. 1, 2, 3!, in anti-de Sitter space
massless particles are composite of two singletons, i.e., of the two representations of the un
covering ofSO0(3,2) which decompose the metaplectic representation, the latter being actua
irreductible representation of the supersymmetryosp(1,4). In view of the deformation philosoph
of Flato ~see, e.g., Ref. 4! it is therefore important to study deformations of the metaple
representation, and of its natural extension, the so-called extended metaplectic representa
order to make the problem amenable, we shall restrict our study to some natural catego
representations, essentially the following three: first, representations having the same weigh
ture as the initial one; second, representations which are still diagonal with respect to the
subalgebrah; third ~keeping in mind that both the metaplectic representation and its na
extension are representations of the Weyl algebra! representations of the second kind which a
still representations of the Weyl algebra.

A main result of the present paper is therigidity of the metaplectic representationin all these
categories of representations@Theorem~4.7!#. So, in theosp(1,4)-supersymmetry framework, th
metaplectic representation, i.e., the Di and Rac singletons, appears to be a completely isola
really unique object. This result is also true forosp(1,2n), for any n>2. For osp(1,2), the
metaplectic representation is rigid in the first and third category, but not in the second
@Remarks~3.16! and ~3.17!#.

Now, what about theextended metaplectic representation? We start with theosp~1,2!-case,
which is a necessary step and obtain a complete classification of all possible deformations
do exist in the three categories~Sec. III!. Using these results we give, in the case ofosp~1,4!, a
complete description of the cohomology groups involved, corresponding to deformations
three categories@Proposition~4.1! and Theorem~4.4!#. As a consequence, we show therigidity in
the first category, and give a complete classification of all deformations in the third@Proposition
~4.2!#; infinitesimally, deformations in the second category belong to the third. Finally, we
that the results obtained in the case ofosp(1,4) generalize easily toosp(1,2n),n>2 @Remark
~4.8!#; as a consequence, there do not exist~nontrivial! deformations with unchanged weigh
structure, in contradistinction with theosp(1,2)-case, which happens to be very singular, proba
due to its low dimension.

a!We dedicate this paper to the memory of Moshe´ Flato, our teacher, a permanent source of inspiration, and above a
irreplaceable friend.

b!Electronic mail: lesimple@math.unipd.it
c!Electronic mail: Georges.Pinczon@u-bourgogne.fr
18870022-2488/2001/42(4)/1887/13/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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The results, and proofs, of the paper are given in details for the extended metaplectic
sentation. The results concerning the metaplectic representation itself are given in Remarks~3.16!
and ~3.17! for osp~1,2!, together with some applications to maximal primitive quotients of
enveloping algebra, and in Remark~4.6! in the case ofosp(1,4); we did not detail the proofs in
that case because they are essentially a repetition~with some simplifications! of the arguments
given in the extended metaplectic case. Also, we have not given the proofs in the ca
osp(1,2n),n>2, because they can be obtained by induction and application of exactly the
arguments as in theosp(1,4)-case, with some simplifications@osp(1,4) is actually the most com
plicated case!#.

II. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS

In this section we recall some notions and notations from deformation theory; for
details, we refer to Refs. 5, 6, 7. Given a Lie superalgebrag5g0̄% g1̄ and a representationp of g
in a spaceH5H0̄% H1̄ , if we denote byL(H)5L(H) 0̄% L(H) 1̄ the space of linear maps fromH
into itself endowed with its natural Lie superalgebra structure, there is a representationR of g in
L(H) defined by

RX~T!5p~X!+T2~21!degX.degTT+p~X!5@p~X!,T#.

For this representation, the spaces of cocyclesZ1 and of coboundariesB1 are ~respectively!

Z1
„g,L~H!…5$F:g→L~H!udegF50, F~@X,Y# !5RX~FY!2~21!degX.degYRY~FX!%,

B1
„g,L~H!…5$FX5RX~T!,TPL~H! 0̄%.

Note that the corresponding cohomologyH1
„g,L(H)…5Z1

„g,L(H)…/B1
„g,L(H)… is 0-degree co-

homology in the terminology of Ref. 7. Cocycles are canonically associated with extensionsp
by itself, i.e., with representations onH% H of the type p̃X5(0pX

pXCX). Indeed such a formula

defines a representation if and only ifCPZ1
„g,L(H)…, and this representation splits into the dire

sum p % p if and only if CPB1
„g,L(H)… ~see Refs. 5, 7 for more details!. But they are also

associated with deformations~or formal representations! of p, defined bypl5p1(n>1lnCn ,
whereCn are 0-degree linear maps fromg into L(H), andl is a formal parameter. In fact,pl can
be interpreted as aC†@l#‡-linear representation ofg in the spaceL(H)†@l#‡ ~see Ref. 6!. If pl is
a deformation ofp, thenC1PZ1

„g,L(H)…; if moreoverC1PB1
„g,L(H)…, thenpl is equivalent

to a deformation without al-term and thel2-term is a cocycle. We recall thatpl andp8l are
equivalent if they are intertwined by aTl5Id1(n>1lnTn,TnPL(H) 0̄ . Clearly, if H1

„g,L(H)…
5$0%, thenpl can be reduced top by a sequence of equivalences, and we shall say thatp is
rigid. So, in order to study deformations ofp, the first step is the computation ofH1

„g,L(H)…. To
do that, it is often useful to extend the cocyclesCPZ1

„g,L(H)… to the enveloping algebraU(g);
this is easily done using the corresponding extensionp̃, which can obviously be extended to
representation ofU(g), soC can be extended toU(g), and then it satisfies

C~1!50, and C~uv !5p~u!+C~v !1C~u!+p~v !, u,vPU~g!.

If C is the coboundary defined byTPL(H) we haveC(u)5p(u)+T2T+p(u)5@p(u),T#,u
PU. Let Z(g) be the center ofU(g) and assume thatp is Schur-irreducible, i.e., if@p(X),T#
50, with TPL(H) 0̄ ,;XPg, then T5l IduH ~this is true for instance ifp is irreducible by
Quillen’s lemma!; if C is a coboundary, one hasC(Q)50,;QPZ(g) 0̄ . For a general cocycleC,
the identity C(Q•X)5C(X•Q),QPZ(g) 0̄ ,XPg, gives @p(X),C(Q)#50, so C(Q)
5l(Q)IdH ,l(Q)PC; if we can findQ such thatl(Q)Þ0, then, obviously,C is a nontrivial
cocycle.

We now state a lemma which will prove very useful.
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Lemma (2.1): Leth be an Abelian subalgebra ofg such thath,g0̄ . Assume thatg splits as
g5 % aPD,h* ga into weight spaces under adh; let p be a representation ofg in H and assume
that H splits asH5 % pPP,h* Hp into weight spaces underp(h). Let CPZ1

„g,L(H)…. Then if
C(h)(Hp),Hp,;pPP, we have C(ga)(Hp),Hp1a,;pPP,aPD.

Remark (2.2):Obviously, Lemma~2.1! can be applied ifCPZ1
„g,L(H)…h, the subspace o

cocycles which vanish onh.
Proof: Let XPga. Relation@H,X#5a(H)X,;HPh, shows thatp(X)(Hp),Hp1a. We de-

composeC5A1B, with A(ga)(Hp),Hp1a, ;p, a, andB(ga)(Hp), % rÞp1aHr . It is easily
seen thatAPZ1

„g,L(H)…, and BPZ1
„g,L(H)…h. Then, if XPga,B(@H,X#)5@p(H),B(X)#

5a(H)B(X), so we deduce thatB(X)(Hp),Hp1a,;p, and then, from the definition ofB, that
B50. h

Finally we want to stress that, when dealing with aZ2-graded associative algebraA, we are
using the notation@a, b# for the super-bracket@a,b#5ab2(21)dega•degbba while, for the Lie
bracket, we write@a,b#L5ab2ba.

III. DEFORMATION OF THE EXTENDED METAPLECTIC REPRESENTATION OF
gÄosp„1,2…

Throughout this section,g5osp(1,2),g0̄5sl(2). As in Ref. 8, we introduce a basisH, F, G
for g0̄ , andE6 for g1̄ , with commutation rules:

@H,F#5F,@H,G#52G,@H,E6#56 1
2E6 ,F5@E1 ,E1#,G52@E2 ,E2#,

H5@E1 ,E2#,@F,E2#52E1 and @G,E1#52E2 .

@3.1# Let U(g) andU(g0̄) be the respective enveloping algebras, andZ(g),Z(g0̄) their centers.
Then Z(g)5C@Q#,Z(g0̄)5C@Q0#, where Q05GF1H1H2, and Q5Q02 1

2 @E1 ,E2#L . If u
5 1

41@E1 ,E2#L , it is shown in Ref. 8~see also Ref. 9! that U(g) is exactly the algebra with
generatorsE6 and u and relations@E1 ,E2#L52 1

41u, with u anticommuting withE6 . Then
Q52 1

161u2 and Q052 3
161

1
2 u1u2. Uu is a two sided primitive ideal ofU, and the quotient

U/Uu is the Weyl algebraW1 , i.e., the algebra with generatorsE6 and relations@E1 ,E2#L5
2 1

4. The Weyl algebra has a natural Schur-irreducible representation onH5C@z21,z# defined by
p(E1)5 1

2 (d/dz),p(E2)52 1
2 z; using W15U/Uu, we deduce a representation ofg on

C@z21,z#, that we also denote byp. One hasp(H)52 1
2 z(d/dz)2 1

4, p(F)5 1
2 (d2/dz2), p(G)

52 1
2 z2, p(Q)52 1

16 andp(Q0)52 3
16. We callp the extended metaplectic representation~we

shall explain why later!.
At this stage, we shall interpretp as an extension of two irreducible representations ofg: if

H15C@z# andH25(1/z)C@1/z#, thenH1 is a subrepresentation ofH that we denotep1. In the
notations of Ref. 7,p1 is an irreducible representation of type@2 1

4#↓; let now p2 be the

representation induced byp on H/H1: thenp2 is an irreducible representation of type@ 1
4#↑, so

that p2 is exactly the contragedient ofp1. There is an exact sequence: 0→(H1,p1)→(H,p)
→(H/H1,p2)→0, sop is an extension ofp1 by p2 ~see Ref. 7!. The restrictionp ug0̄

decom-
poses asp 0̄% p 1̄ on H5H0̄% H1̄ , the grading being defined by parity. We get two extensions
0→(H

0̄

1
,p

0̄

1
)→(H0̄ ,p 0̄)→(H0̄ /H

0̄

1
,p

0̄

2
)→0 and 0→(H

1̄

1
,p

1̄

1
)→(H1̄ ,p 1̄)→(H1̄ /H

1̄

1
,p

1̄

2
)

→0, andp
0̄

1
5(2 1

4)↓,p
1̄

1
5(2 3

4)↓,p
0̄

2
5( 3

4)↑,p
1̄

2
5( 1

4)↑. All these extensions are nontrivial.
Let now F5C@@z,z21## be the space of formal Laurent series, graded asF5F0̄% F1̄ by

parity; we can extendp to a representation~denoted by the same symbol! of g on F. Note that
F15C†@z#‡ is a subrepresentation, that we denote byp1. We define a scalar product b
^zn,zn&5n!, ^z2n,z2n&51/(n21)! if n.0,$zn,nPZ% being an orthogonal set, and denote byH
the Hilbert space of seriesf 5(nPZanznPF such that (n>1@ ua2nu2/(n21)!#,1` and
(n>0n! uanu2,1`. Let H15F1ùH. If f PH1, the two series(An!an and(zn/An! are in l 2,
so, by Schwarz inequality, one has
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U(
n>0

anznU<F (
n>0

n! uanu2G1/2F (
n>0

z2n

n! G1/2

5euzu2/2i f iH .

In other words,f (z)5(n>0anzn is actually an entire function. Convergence inH1 implies point-
wise convergence, and it is easily seen thatH1 is exactly the space of entire functions such th
*e2uzu2u f (z)u2dxdy,1`; the scalar product on H1 is exactly ^ f ug&
51/p*e2uzu2f (z)g(z)dxdy.

We denote byG the twofold metaplectic covering ofSU(1,1):g0̄ is its Lie algebra.K being
the maximal compact subgroup ofG we have the following.

Proposition (3.1): There exists a continuous representation U ofG on H such that the space
of K -finite vectors of U isH, and dUuH5p ug0

¯
.

Proof: Let p15p ug0
¯

1 . The conditionp1(F)* 52p1(G) is satisfied onH1, so by Nelson’s

criteria,10 there exists a unitary representationU1 of G in H1 such thatH1 is the space of
K -finite vectors ofU1, and dU1uH15p1 ~a priori, U1 is a representation of the univers
covering G̃, but due to the weight structure, it is in fact a representation ofG!. Now, let p2

5p ug0
¯

2 , on H/H1; again, the conditionp2(F)* 52p2(G) is satisfied, so there exists a unita

representationU2 of G in H/H1 such that, if we identify the spacesH/H1 andH2,H2 is the
space ofK -finite vectors ofU2 anddUuH2

2 5p2. In what follows, we identify the Hilbert space

H/H1 andH25$ f 5(n>1anz2nPFu(n>1@ ua2nu2/(n21)!#,`%, soU2 is a representation ofG
on H2. Let Zn(z)5zn/An!,Z2n(z)5A(n21)!z2n,n>0; one has

p~F !Zn5 1
2An~n21!Zn22 ,

p~G!Zn52 1
2@A~n11!~n12!Zn121dn11,0Z11dn12,0Z0#, ;nPZ.

So the representationp of g0̄ on H5H1
% H2 can be written asp5(0p2

p1j), with an extension
cocycle jPZ1

„g0̄ ,L(H2,H1)… ~see Ref. 5! defined byjH5jF50, andjG(Zn)52 1
2@dn11,0Z1

1dn12,0Z0#; it is obvious thatj(X),XPg0̄ , is always a continuous linear map fromH2 into H1,
so, by Ref. 5, there exists a representationU of G in H such thatdUuH5p ug0

¯
. h

Remark (3.2):Still identifying the spacesH/H1 andH2, as in the proof of Proposition~3.1!,

we see thatU5(0U2
U1t) is an extension ofU1 by U2, with extension cocyclet ~see Ref. 5!, and

actually a nontrivial extension~because its differential is a nontrivial extension!. One hasU1

5U
0̄

1
% U

1̄

1
5(2 1

4)↓ % (2 3
4)↓, so U1 is equivalent to the usual metaplectic representation ofG,

which is obtained from the well-known harmonic oscillator representation ofG; moreover, one

hasU25U
0̄

2
% U

1̄

2
5( 3

4)↑ % ( 1
4)↑, so thatU is a nontrivial~and therefore nonunitary! extension of

the metaplectic representation ofG by its own contragedient: this explains the name ‘‘extend
metaplectic representation.’’

To end this subsection, we briefly explicit an isomorphism betweenU1 and the usual meta
plectic representation. Letfn(x)5Hn(x)e2x2/2/p1/42n/2An!, with Hn5(21)nex2

(dn/dxn)
3(e2x2

), be the orthonormal basis of Hermite functions inL2(R). Now un(x)5*(x
1 i t )ne2t2/2dt satisfies un125xun112(n11)un ; so, from Ref. 11, one hasun

5A2pHn(x/&)22n/2 and Hn(x)52n/Ap*(x1 i t )ne2t2dt. Hencefn(x)5e2x2/2/p3/4*Zn„&(x
1 i t )…e2t2dt. Define an operatorT by T( f )5e2x2/2/p3/4* f „&(x1 i t )…e2t2dt, f PH1. One has
T(Zn)5fn , so T extends to a unitary operator fromH1 onto L2(R). It is easy to check thatT
maps the operatorz ~resp., d/dz) of H1 onto the operator (1/&)(x2d/dx) @resp., 1/&(x
1d/dx)# of L2(R), so it intertwinesU1 and the usual metaplectic representation ofG.
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@3.2# In this subsection we shall deform the extended metaplectic representationp defined in
subsection@3.1#. Note thatp can be considered as a representation ofg, hence also ofg0̄ , but also
as a representation of the Weyl algebraW1 . So we have to specify in what category of repres
tations we want to deformp.

@3.2.1# We shall first deformp as a representation of the Lie algebrag0̄ and assume that th
weight structure ofp is unchanged by the deformation. So ifh5CH is the Cartan subalgebra, w
have to computeH1

„g0̄ ,L(H)…h.
Proposition (3.3): One hasdimH1

„g0̄ ,L(H)…h52; any cocycle is equivalent to a cocyc
such that C(H)5C(G)50, and C(F)5(aP1b Id)p(G)21, where P is the parity operator.

Proof: If CPZ1
„g0̄ ,L(H)…h, we deduce from Lemma~2.1! that C(G)(Hn),Hn12(Hn

5Czn), so, up to a coboundary, we can assume thatC(G)50. ;XPg0̄ we deduce from
C(Q0X)5C(XQ0) and p(Q0)52 3

16 that @p(X),C(Q0)#50, so C(Q0) uHd
5ad IdHd

,adPC, d

50̄,1̄. If C is a coboundary, thenC(Q0)5p(G)C(F)50, and sinceG is invertible, we getC
50. If C(Q0)Þ0,C cannot be a coboundary, and usingC(Q0)5p(G)C(F), we deduce
C(F) uHd

5adp(G) uHd

21, d50̄,1̄. Now definea5 1
2 (a 0̄2a 1̄), and b5 1

2 (a 0̄1a 1̄). We getC(F)

5(a•P1b Id)p(G)21. It is easy to check that these formulas define a cocycle. h

Let us now construct deformations associated with the cocycles of Proposition~3.3!. Note that
if C andC8 are two such cocycles, one has@C(X),C8(Y)#50, for everyX,YPg0̄ . Thus if Cn is
a sequence of such cocycles, thenpl5p1Sn>1lnCn defines a deformation ofp. Using Lemma
~2.1! and a sequence of equivalences, it is easily seen that any deformation ofp such that the
weight structure is unchanged~i.e., the cochains vanish onh! is equivalent to a deformation of th
type described above, so we have the following.

Proposition (3.4): ~1! Any deformation ofp, considered as a representation ofg0̄ , with
unchanged weight structure, is equivalent to a deformationp f ,g

l defined, given two formal serie
f (l) and g(l) such that f(0)5g(0)50, by p f ,g

l (H)5p(H), p f ,g
l (G)5p(G), p f ,g

l (F)
5 1

2 (d2/dz2)22„f (l)P1g(l)…•1/z2. One hasp f ,g
l (Q0)52 3

161„f (l)P1g(l)…; as deforma-
tions p f ,g

l .p f 8,g8
l if and only if f5 f 8 and g5g8.

~2! If p̃l is a deformation ofp, with unchanged weight structure, there exist f(l),g(l)
PC†@l#‡, such that f(0)5g(0)50, and p̃l(Q0)52 3

161„f (l)P1g(l)…; as a deformation, p̃l

.p f ,g
l .
Proof: We have to prove the two last claims. Letpl5p f ,g

l , andp8l5p f 8,g8
l . Assume that

Tlpl5p8lTl, with Tl5Id1Sn>1lnTn ; since pl(H)5p8l(H)5p(H), one has@p(H),Tl#
50, so Tl(zp)5tp(l)•zp, with tp(0)51. Applying Tlpl(Q0)5p8l(Q0)Tl on zp, one gets
(21)pf (l)1g(l)5(21)pf 8(l)1g8(l), sog5g8, and f 5 f 8.

We know that p̃l is equivalent to somep f ,g
l ; since @Q0 ,H#50, one hasp̃l(Q0)(zp)

5q(l)•zp. Let Tlp̃l(Q0)5p f ,g
l (Q0)Tl. As before, one sees thatT(zp)5tp(l)•zp, with tp(0)

51, andtp(l)q(l)•zp5@2 3
161(21)pf (l)1g(l)#tp(l)zp, hence the formula forp̃l(Q0). h

Remark (3.5):A deformation ofp with unchanged weight structure, when not trivial, c
never be a representation of the Weyl algebra, because in the Weyl algebra, one hasQ052 3

16. We
shall see in the next section when it is possible to extend fromg0̄ to g.

@3.2.2# Here we deformp as arepresentation of the superalgebrag. We begin by assuming
that the weight structure is unchanged~i.e., the cochains vanish onh!, as was done in the case o
g0̄ . So we have to computeZ1

„g,L(H)…h.
Proposition (3.6):Dim Z1

„g,L(H)…h51. A nontrivial cocycle is defined by C(H)5C(E2)
50 and C(E1)5Pp(E2)21, where P is the parity operator.

Proof: For simplicity, we writeX5p(X), for XPg. Define the operatorsE6
l by E1

l 5E1

1lP•E2
21 andE2

l 5E2 . We get@E1
l ,E2

l #L52 1
412lP, andP anticommutes withE1

l andE2
l .

Therefore, from the definition ofU~g! by generators and relations~see Sec.@3.1#!, there exists a
formal representationpl of g such thatpl(E6)5E6

l and one has,;XPg, pl(X)5p(X)
1lC(X)1l2D(X) with CPZ1

„g,L(H)…h. Now pl(H)5@E1
l ,E2

l #5p(H), so that C(H)
5C(E2)50 andC(E1)5P•E2

21. This proves that the above definition ofC gives indeed an
element ofZ1

„g,L(H)…h.
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To prove the first assertion above, we take someCPZ1
„g,L(H)…h. Since C(H)50, by

Lemma~2.1!, one hasC(E2)(Hn),Hn11 (Hn5Czn), so, up to a coboundary, we can assu
that C(E2)50. From Sec. II, one hasC(Q)5a IdH , and from the proof of Proposition~3.3!,
C(Q0) uHd

5ad•IdHd
, d50̄,1̄. SinceQ5Q02 1

2 @E1 ,E2#L , we deduceC(@E1 ,E2#L) uHd
52(ad

2a)•IdHd
. But H5@E1 ,E2#, so C(H)5@C(E1),E2#50 gives C(E1)E252E2C(E1).

ThereforeC(E1)E2uHd
5(ad2ad)IdHd

. But sinceE2 anticommutes with (141@E1 ,E2#L) ~see

Sec.@3.1#!, one hasE2C(@E1 ,E2#L)52C(@E1 ,E2#L)E2 . Applying on f PH0̄ , we get (a 0̄

2a)E2 f 52(a 1̄2a)E2 f , and thenC(E1)E25(a 0̄2a)P, soC(E1)5(a 0̄2a)PE2
21. h

We shall now classify our deformations up to equivalence. First, forf PC†@l#‡ and f (0)
50, we define a deformationp f

l by p f
l(E2)5p(E2) andp f

l(E1)5p(E1)1 f (l)Pp(E2)21. It
is indeed a deformation because, as in the proof of Proposition~3.6!, @p f

l(E1),p f
l(E2)#L52 1

4

12 f (l)P, andP anticommutes withp f
l(E6). One hasp f

l(H)5H, so the weight structure is
unchanged, as wanted. Moreover, one hasp f

l(Q0)52 3
161 f (l)P14 f (l)2, and p f

l(Q)52 1
16

14 f (l)2, using formulas given in~3.1!. As in the proof of Proposition~3.4!, it is easily proved
that p f

l.p f 8
l if and only if f 5 f 8.

Proposition (3.7): Any deformationp̃l of p, considered as a representation ofg, with un-
changed weight structure, is equivalent to somep f

l . In addition p̃l(Q0)52 3
161 f (l)P

14 f (l)2, and p̃l(Q)52 1
1614 f (l)2.

We shall need the following technical lemma.
Lemma (3.8): Given C6PL(H) such that@p(E1),C2#L1@C1 ,p(E2)#L anticommutes with

E6 , and @p(E1),C2#1@p(E2),C1#50, there exists a cocycle CPZ1
„g,L(H)…h such that

C(E6)5C6 .
Proof: DefineE6̃5( 0 p(E6)

p(E6) C6 )PL(H% H). Then@E1̃,E2̃#L52 1
41T̃, whereT̃ anticom-

mutes withE6̃, so ~see Sec.@3.1#!, there exists a representationr of U~g! on H% H such that
r(E6)5Ẽ6 and one hasr(u)5(0p(u)

p(u)C(u)) where C is a cocycle which satisfiesC(E6)5C6 .
SinceH5@E1 ,E2#, one hasC(H)5@p(E1),C(E2)#1@p(E2),C(E1)#50. h

We now prove Proposition~3.7!. From Sec.@3.1#, we see thatp̃l is completely defined if one

knows E6
l̃ 5p̃l(E6), which have to satisfy@E1

l̃ ,E2
l̃ #L52 1

41Tl, with Tl anticommuting with

E6
l̃ , and@E1

l̃ ,E2
l̃ #5H.

Let E6
l̃ 5p(E6)1lC61o(l2). We know that there exists a cocycleCPZ1

„g,L(H)…h such
that C65C(E6); by Proposition~3.6!, C is equivalent tog1C0 , whereg1PC, and C0 is the
cocycle of Proposition~3.6!. Then, using an equivalence, we can replaceC6 by g1C0(E6). So we
get new operators, that we still denote byẼ6

l , and which can be written as

E1
l̃ 5p~E1!1lg1Pp~E2!211l2D11o~l3!,

E2
l̃ 5p~E2!1l2D21o~l3!.

Now D6 satisfies the assumptions of Lemma~3.8!, so there existsDPZ1
„g,L(H)…h such that

D(E6)5D6 . By Proposition~3.6!, D is equivalent tog2C0 ,g2PC. So, via an equivalence of th
form (Id1l2T), we can replaceD6 by g2C0(E6) and get new operators, still denoted byE6̃,
which can be written as

E1
l̃ 5p~E1!1lg1Pp~E2!211l2g2Pp~E2!211l3J11o~l4!,

E2
l̃ 5p~E2!1l3J21o~l4!.

We can now repeat the argument forJ6 , and so on. Eventually we obtain that, by equivalen

our operatorsE6
l̃ can be written as
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E1
l̃ 5p~E1!1 (

n>1
lngnPp~E2!215p~E1!1 f ~l!Pp~E2!21 and E2

l̃ 5p~E2!,

which shows thatp̃l is equivalent top f
l . Finally we obtainp̃l(Q0)5p f

l(Q0) and p̃l(Q)
5p f

l(Q) as in the proof of Proposition~3.4!.
Remark (3.9):~1! The deformationsp̃l of Proposition~3.7!, when nontrivial, can never be

representations of the Weyl algebraW1 ~whereQ52 1
16).

~2! One hasp̃l(Q0)52 3
161 f (l)P14 f (l)2, so p̃ ug0

¯

l is equivalent top f ,4f 2
l by Proposition

~3.4!. In particular,p f ,g
l extends fromg0̄ to g if and only if g54 f 2.

@3.3# From Sec.@3.2#, we see that it is impossible to deformp nontrivially if one assumes tha
the weight structure and the Weyl structure are preserved. In this section, we study deform
of p, considered as a representation ofg, such that the Weyl structure is preserved, i.e., which
still representations of the Weyl algebra. We then have to release our assumption about the
structure: we shall assume only that our deformation is stillH-diagonal onH5 % nPZHn , Hn

5Czn, but the weights may change~and in fact will change, as we shall see!. Writing such a
deformation aspl5p1(n>1lnCn , we must haveCn(@E1 ,E2#L)50, ;n, and Cn(H)
3(Hp),Hp ,;p . The corresponding cohomology is defined by

ZW
1
„g,L~H!…5$CPZ1

„g,L~H!…uC~@E1 ,E2#L!50, and C~H !~Hp!,Hp ,;pPZ%,

BW
1
„g,L(H)…5B1

„g,L(H)…h ~easy to check!, andHW
1 5ZW

1 /BW
1 .

Proposition (3.10): dimHW
1 (g,L(H))51, a nontrivial cocycle being defined by C(E1)

5p(E2)21, C(E2)50, and one has C(H)52 IdH .
Proof: Again, we writeX5p(X),XPg, to simplify notations, and define two operators:Ẽ1

l

5E11lE2
21, Ẽ2

l 5E2 ; one has@Ẽ1
l ,Ẽ2

l #52 1
4 so that we can extend this to a formal repr

sentation of the Weyl algebraW1 . SinceW15U(g)/U(g)u ~see Sec.@3.1#!, it is actually a formal
representation ofg, which deformsp, so there existsCPZ1(g,L(H)) such thatC(E1)5E2

21 and
C(E2)50. One hasC(H)5C(@E1 ,E2#)52IdH , soCPZW

1 (g,L(H)).
Let us now consider a generalCPZW

1 (g,L(H)). Using Lemma~2.1!, one hasC(E2)
3(Hn),Hn11 , for everyn, so up to a coboundary, we can assume thatC(E2)50. By Lemma
~2.1!, one hasC(E1)(zn)5cnzn21, but sinceC(@E1 ,E2#L)5@C(E1),E2#L50, and E2zn5
2 1

2 zn11, we deduce thatcn115cn ,;n, so finallyC(E1)5cE2
21,cPC. SinceC(H)52c IdH , C

is a coboundary if and only ifc50. h

Proposition (3.11): Letpl be a deformation ofp, as a representation ofg, such that the Wey
structure is preserved@and thatpl(H) is still diagonal on% nHn#. Thenpl is equivalent to a
deformationpW f

l defined, for fPC†@l#‡ with f(0)50, by pW f
l (E1)5p(E1)1 f (l)p(E2)21 and

pW f
l (E2)5p(E2). One has pl(H)5pW f

l (H)5p(H)12 f (l)•IdH ,pl(Q0)5pW f
l (Q0)

52 3
16,p

l(Q)5pW f
l (Q)52 1

16. Two deformationspW f
l and pW f8

l are equivalent if and only if
f 5 f 8.

We need the following lemma, which is proved exactly as Lemma~3.8!.
Lemma (3.12):Let C6PL(H), we assume that@p(E1),C2#L2@p(E2),C1#L50, and

moreover that„@p(E1),C2#1@p(E2),C1#…(Hn),Hn ; then there exists CPZW
1
„g,L(H)… such

that C(E6)5C6 .
We can now prove Proposition~3.11!. It is clear thatpl is completely defined fromẼ6

l

5pl(E6), which must satisfy@Ẽ1
l ,Ẽ2

l #L52 1
4, and @Ẽ1

l ,Ẽ2
l #(Hn),Hn . Let pl5p1lC

1O(l2); thenCPZW
1
„g,L(H)…. Therefore, by Proposition~3.10!, up to an equivalence, we ca

assume thatpl5p1g1C01O(l2), whereC0 is the cocycle defined in Proposition~3.10!, and
g1PC. So our operatorsẼ6

l can be written asẼ1
l 5p(E1)1lg1p(E2)211l2D11O(l3), and

Ẽ2
l 5p(E2)1l2D21O(l3). Now Lemma ~3.12! can be applied toD6 : there existsD

PZW
1
„g,L(H)… such thatD(E6)5D6 ; by Proposition~3.10!, D is equivalent to a cocycle

g2C0 ,g2PC, so, by an equivalence of the form (Id1l2T), we can assume thatẼ1
l 5p(E1)
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1lg1p(E2)211l2g2p(E2)211l3J11O(l4), andẼ2
l 5p(E2)1l3J21O(l4). We can repeat the

same argument forJ6 , and so on. Finally, up to an equivalence, we can writeẼ1
l 5p(E1)

1 f (l)p(E2)21, andẼ2
l 5p(E2), so pl is equivalent topW f

l . It is easy to check thatpl(H)
5pW f

l (H)5p(H)12 f (l)IdH , and since the Weyl structure is preserved, one haspl(Q0)
52 3

16 and pl(Q)52 1
16. If pW f

l and pW f8
l are equivalent, they have the same weight, sof

5 f 8. h

@3.4# In this section, we shall compute those deformations ofp, considered as a representatio
of g, which are stillH-diagonal. This overlaps with Secs.@3.2# and@3.3#, and we shall now show
how the results of these two sections combine to describe the deformations we are dealin
The cohomology associated with our problem is defined by

ZH
1 ~g,L~H!…5$CPZ1

„g,L~H!…uC~H !~Hn!,Hn ,;n%,

BH
1
„g,L~H!…5B1

„g,L~H!…h ~easy to check!, and HH
1 ~g,L~H!…5ZH

1 /BH
1 .

Obviously H1
„g,L~H!…h,HH

1
„g,L~H!… and HW

1
„g,L~H!…,HH

1
„g,L~H!….

Proposition (3.13): HH
1
„g,L(H)…5H1

„g,L(H)…h% HW
1
„g,L(H)….

Proof: Let CPZH
1
„g,L(H)…. By Lemma~2.1!, C(E2)(Hn),Hn11 , so, up to a coboundary

we can assume thatC(E2)50. Exactly as in the proof of Proposition~3.6! we now obtain

C(@E1 ,E2#L) uHd
52(ad2a)IdHd

,ad ,aPC. SinceE2 anticommutes with (141@E1 ,E2#L), we
deduce E2C(@E1 ,E2#L)52C(@E1 ,E2#L)E2 , and thus a 1̄2a52(a 0̄2a). If we write
C(H)zn5hn•zn, from @H,E2#52 1

2 E2 , we deduce@C(H),E2#50, and thenhn115hn ,;n, so
C(H)zn5h•zn. Since H5@E1 ,E2#, we obtain @C(E1),E2#5h•Id and so C(@E1 ,E2#L)
5@C(E1),E2#L52(a 0̄2a)•P, hence C(E1)E25(h/2)Id1(a 0̄2a)•P. We conclude that
C(E1)5(aId1bP)•E2

21,C(E2)50. Now if C1 and C2 are defined byC1(E2)5C2(E2)50
and C1(E1)5E2

21,C2(E1)5P•E2
21, then by Propositions~3.6! and ~3.10!, C1PZW

1
„g,L(H)…,

C2PZ1
„g,L(H)…h, so we have proved thatHH

1 5H1h1HW
1 . But if C belongs to their intersection

we pick a representative of the cohomology class satisfyingC(E1)5cE2
21, cPC, C(E2)50

@Proposition~3.10!#: thenC(H)52cId, but since the class is inH1
„g,L(H)…h, one hasc50, and

thusC50. h

We now construct deformations ofp corresponding to the cocycles of Proposition~3.13!.
Define E1

l 5p(E1)1„f (l)1g(l)P…p(E2)21 and E2
l 5p(E2) for f, gPC†@l#‡ with f (0)

5g(0)50. Then @E1
l ,E2

l #L52 1
412g(l)P and @E1

l ,E2
l #5p(H)12 f (l). SinceP anticom-

mutes withp(E6), there exists a deformationp̃ f ,g
l of p such thatp̃ f ,g

l (E6)5E6
l and we have

p̃ f ,g
l (H)5p(H)12 f (l), so H is still diagonal, with translated eigenvalues. One fin

p̃ f ,g
l (Q0)52 3

161g(l)P14g(l)2, and p̃ f ,g
l (Q)52 1

1614g(l)2. In particular, whenf 50, p̃0,g

5pg
l , and wheng50, p̃ f ,05pW f

l , we recover the deformations obtained in Secs.@3.2# and@3.3#.
The proof of the next result is so similar to the proofs of Propositions~3.7! or ~3.11! that we shall
not repeat the arguments.

Proposition (3.14): Letpl be a deformation of a representationp of g; we assume tha
pl(H) is still diagonal on% nPZHn . Then there exist f, gPC†@l#‡ with f(0)5g(0)50 such that
pl is equivalent top̃ f ,g

l . One haspl(H)5p(H)1 f (l), pl(Q0)52 3
161g(l)P14g(l)2, and

pl(Q)52 1
1614g(l)2. Given a second deformationp8l, of the same type, with associated8

and g8, thenpl.p8l if and only if f5 f 8, and g5g8.
Remark (3.15):Given two functionsf (l), and g(l), analytic for ulu,R, such thatf (0)

5g(0)50, let us considerpl5p̃ f ,gug0
¯

l ; it can be checked easily that the integrability conditions

~Ref. 6, Proposition 9! are satisfied, sopl is the differential of a deformationUl of U, as
representations of the universal coveringG̃ of G5SU(1,1).
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Remark (3.16): Define D6 by D6(h)51/z„h(z)6h(2z)…. Then E1
l 5p(E1)1„f (l)

1g(l)P…p(E2)215 1
2 (d/dz)2„f (l)2g(l)…D12„f (l)1g(l)…D2 . SinceD6uH

0
¯
1
¯50, this ex-

pression can be useful to solve the equationE1
l (h)50.

Take for instancef 2g5al, f 1g5bl, a, bPC. We obtain a family of representations ofg
and it is easy to check that allh-diagonal modules appear, either directly, or as subquotients of
family ~see Ref. 5 for the classification of such modules!, by solving the equationE1

l (h)50.
We shall give some details in the special casea50 andb51, denoting bypl the corre-

sponding representations. One haspl(E1)5 1
2 (d/dz)2lD2 , pl(E2)52 1

2 z, pl(H)
52 1

2 z(d/dz)2 1
41l, pl(u)5lP, and pl(Q)5l22 1

16. Note thatpl(g)(H1),H1 . Let rl

5p uH1
l , andVm , mPC, be theg-Verma module with dominant weightm. Thenrl.Vl21/4, so

rl provides an explicit construction of all Verma modules, as a deformation ofr05V21/4, which
is the metaplectic representation.

There is an interesting direct consequence. First we recall some results of Ref. 8. The m
primitive ideals ofU5U(g) were determined in Ref. 8; they are the idealsI n5U(Q2n), for n
Þ2 1

16, and the singular idealI 5Uu ~which is not generated by its intersection with the center
U!. The corresponding primitive quotients are the algebrasBn5U/I n , nÞ2 1

16, and, in the singular
case, the Weyl algebraW15U/ I . Now rl is a faithful representation ofBl2

21/16
, lÞ0, andr0 is

a faithful representation of the Weyl algebra. This is useful whenlÞ0, because one can deduc
a very explicit description of the algebraBl221/16 as the algebra generated by the two operat
rl(E1)5 1

2 (d/dz)2lD2 andrl(E2)52 1
2 z, acting onH15C@z#. As a consequence,Bl221/16

can be described by generators and relations as the algebra generated by three elementsE6
l andP

satisfying@E1
l ,E2

l #52 1
41lP, E6P52PE6 , andP25Id. Whenl50, these relations define

an algebra which is an extension of the Weyl algebra by a parity and was introduced in R
where it was shown that it is a quasi-simple and primitive algebra. It is not a quotient o
enveloping algebra ofosp~1, 2!, but rather a quotient of the enveloping algebra ofsl~2, 1! ~see
Ref. 9!.

Remark (3.17):For the metaplectic representation itself, i.e.p uH1, one can define a cocycl
CPZH

1
„g,L(H1)… by C(E1)5D2 , andC(E2)50. It is not difficult to prove@adapting the proof

of Proposition~3.13!#, thatHH
1
„g,L(H1)…5C•C, andH1

„g,L(H1)…h5$0%.

IV. DEFORMATIONS OF THE EXTENDED METAPLECTIC REPRESENTATION OF
gÄosp„1,4…

Throughout this section,g is the Lie superalgebraosp~1, 4!.
@4.1# Let us briefly recall some well-known facts aboutg and the corresponding Weyl algeb

W2 . The latter is the algebra generated byE6 , E68 with relations @E1 ,E2#L5@E18 ,E28 #L5
2 1

4, @E6 ,E68 #L50. The extended metaplectic representationp of W2 is defined on H
5C@z,z8,z21,z821# by p(E1)5 1

2 (]/]z), p(E2)52 1
2 z, p(E18 )5 1

2 (]/]z8), p(E28 )52 1
2 z8.

It is a Schur-irreducible representation built from irreducible subquotients, which is obta
as follows: let H115span$zn,z8n8,n,n8>0%, H215span$z2nz8n8,n.0,n8>0%, H12

5span$znz82n8,n>0,n8.0%, andH225span$z2n,z82n8,n,n8.0%. ThenH11 , H21 % H11 ,
H12 % H11 , H21 % H11 % H12 are submodules.H11 is irreducible, and isomorphic with th
metaplectic representation, the quotients (H21 % H11)/H11 and (H12 % H11)/H11 are irre-
ducible, and so does the quotientH/(H21 % H11 % H12), which is isomorphic with the contra
gedient to the metaplectic representation. All the extensions involved are nontrivial. So th
tended metaplectic representation is, by definition, a triplet.

Now, we introduceg5osp(1,4) as the sub-Lie superalgebra ofW2 , generated, as a Lie
superalgebra, by$E6 ,E68 %; one hasg5g0̄% g1̄ , whereg1̄5span$E6 ,E68 %, andg0̄5@g1̄ ,g1̄#. g0̄

acts ong1̄ by the adjoint action ad, and the form defined ong1̄ by ^XuY&5@X,Y#L is invariant. It
is easy to see that ad is an isomorphism fromg0̄ ontosp~4!. Let U(g) be the enveloping algebra o
g. The preceding construction shows thatW2 is a quotient ofU(g). Note thatg,W2 , and also
g,U(g), which may lead to some misunderstanding if these inclusions are not properly
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preted: For instanceE1 andE18 commute when realized as elements ofW2 , but do not commute
when realized as elements ofU(g)! SinceW2 is a quotient ofU(g), p is also a representation o
U(g). It has some interesting properties.

First, letr5p ug0̄
andr15r uH11

. Thenr1 decomposes, under parity, intor15r
0̄

1
% r

1̄

1
, and

one has:r
0̄

1.Rac5D( 1
2,0), r

1̄

1.Di 5D(1,1
2), the two singleton representations~see Ref. 3, and

also Refs. 1, 2! which appear in the usual metaplectic representation. Second, letl ~respl8) be the
sub-Lie superalgebra ofg with basisE6 , H5@E1 ,E2#, F5@E1 ,E1#, and G52@E2 ,E2#
~resp.,E68 , H85@E18 ,E28 #, F85@E18 ,E18 #, andG852@E28 ,E28 #). Thenl andl8 are isomorphic
to osp~1, 2!. Let Vn8 ~resp.,Vn8) be the subspace ofH with basis $zn

•z8n8,nPZ% ~resp., $zn

•z8n8,n8PZ%), thenVn8 is stable underp ul ~resp.,Vn8 is stable underp ul8), andp ul ~resp.,p ul8)
acting onVn8 ~resp.,Vn8) is isomorphic to the extended metaplectic representation. Obviou
H5 % n8PZVn85 % nPZVn8 . Third, defineZ1522@E18 ,E2#, Z2522@E1 ,E28 #, T5 1

2 @Z1 ,Z2#
52@E1 ,E2#1@E18 ,E28 #, U52(@E1 ,E2#1@E18 ,E28 #). Then h5CT% CU5CH % CH8 is a
Cartan subalgebra ofg, and the subalgebrak with basis$Z6 ,T,U% is isomorphic tosl(2)% C. One
has

p~Z1!5z
]

]z8
, p~Z2!5z8

]

]z
, p~T!5

1

2 S z
]

]z
2z8

]

]z8D , p~U !5
1

2 S z
]

]z
1z8

]

]z8
11D .

Now the subspaceJ r of H with basis$zn,z8n8,n1n85r % is stable underp uk , and when acting on
J r , p uk is an extension of a finite dimensional representation by two~up and down! representa-
tions. Obviously,H5 % r PZJ r , andH11 is the space ofk-finite vectors ofH.

@4.2# Consider deformations ofp which preserve the Weyl structure, and which are s
h-diagonal on% n,n8PZHn,n8 , Hn,n85Cznz8n8. The corresponding cohomology isZW

1
„g,L(H)…

5$CPZ1
„g,L(H)…uC(h)Hn,n8,Hn,n8 and C(@E6 ,E68 #L)5C(@E1 ,E2#L)5C(@E18 ,E28 #L)

50%, BW
1
„g,L(H)…5B1

„g,L(H)…h ~easy to check!, andHW
1
„g,L(H)…5ZW

1 /BW
1 .

Proposition (4.1):dimHW
1
„g,L(H)…52. Any cocyle is equivalent to a cocycle defined, fora,

bPC, by C(E2)5C(E28 )50, C(E1)5ap(E2)21, C(E18 )5bp(E28 )21, and one has C(H)
52a IdH , C(H8)52b IdH .

Proof: Let CPZW
1
„g,L(H)…. By Lemma~2.1!, C(E2)(Hn,n8),Hn11,n8 , so up to a cobound-

ary, we can assume thatC(E2)50. ThenC(E28 )(Hn,n8),Hn,n811 , andC(@E2 ,E28 #L)50 leads
to @E2 ,C(E28 )#L50. ThereforeC(E28 )znz8n85cn8z

nz8n811, ;n, n8, cn8PC, so there existsT
such thatTznz8n85tn8z

nz8n8, andC(E28 )5@p(E28 ),T#. But @p(E2),T#50, so, up to a cobound
ary, we can assume thatC(E2)5C(E28 )50. SinceC(l)(Vn8),Vn8 , andC(l8)(Vn8),Vn8 , ;n,
n8, Proposition~3.10! givesC(E1) uVn8

5cn8p(E2) uVn8

21 andC(E18 ) uVn8
5cn8p(E28 ) uVn8

21 , with cn8 ,

cn8PC. In the Weyl algebra, one has@E1 ,E28 #L5@E18 ,E2#L50, so @p(E28 ),C(E1)#L
5@p(E2),C(E18 )#L50. Acting on znz8n8 we obtaincn85cn811 , and cn85cn118 , ;n, n8, so
C(E1)5ap(E2)21, aPC, andC(E18 )5bp(E28 )21, bPC. To check that such a cocycle doe
exist, defineE1

l 5p(E1)1lap(E2)21, E2
l 5p(E2), E18

l5p(E18 )1lbp(E28 )21, and E28
l

5p(E28 ). Then@E1
l ,E2

l #52 1
4, @E18

l ,E28
l#52 1

4, @E6
l ,E68

l#50, so there exists a formal repre
sentationpl of the Weyl algebra such thatpl(E6)5E6

l , pl(E68 )5E68
l . Since the Weyl algebra

is a quotient ofU„osp(1,4)…, pl is a representation ofg, and clearly a deformation ofp. Writing
pl5p1lC1¯ , we obtain the wanted cocycle. It cannot be a coboundary ifa, or bÞ0 @see,
e.g., Proposition~3.10!#. h

Exactly as at the end of the proof of Proposition~4.1!, given f, gPC†@l#‡ with f (0)5g(0)
50, we can define a deformation ofp by

p f ,g
l ~E1

l !5p~E1!1 f ~l!p~E2!21, p f ,g
l ~E18 !5p~E18 !1g~l!p~E28 !21,

p f ,g
l ~E2!5p~E2!, p f ,g

l ~E28 !5p~E28 !.
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One has p f ,g
l (H)5p(H)12 f (l)IdH , and p f ,g

l (H8)5p(H8)12g(l)IdH . By Proposition
~3.10!, two such deformations are equivalent if and only if the associated formal series a
same. By a proof completely similar to that of Proposition~3.11!, we obtain the following.

Proposition (4.2): Letpl be a deformation ofp such that the Weyl structure is preserved, a
h is still diagonal on% n,n8PZHn,n8 . Thenpl is equivalent to somep f ,g

l .
Remark (4.3):It is straightforward to compute the submodules of the representationpl

5p f ,g
l , e.g., whenf 5la, g5l, aPC: it is enough to solvepl(E1)(h)5pl(E2)(h)50. We

shall not detail the complete results, but indicate only that, generically,pl is irreducible, and does
not belong to the classes of irreducible classified up to now. In degenerate cases,pl is an
extension of two irreducible representations, which are also new, and in the most degenerat
pl is isomorphic to the extended metaplectic representation, i.e., the representation with wh
started

@4.3# We now turn to the more general problem of deformation which are stillh-diagonal@as
was done in Sec.@3.4# for osp~1, 2!#. A subproblem is the case of deformations with unchan
weight structure. The corresponding cohomologies are defined by

Zh
1
„g,L~H!…5$CPZ1

„g,L~H!…uC~h!~Hn,n8!,Hn,n8%, Hn,n85Cznz8n8,

Z1
„g,L~H!…h5$CPZ1

„g,L~H!…uC~h!50%, Bh
1
„g,L~H!…5B1

„g,L~H!…h,

Hh
1
„g,L~H!…5Zh

1~g,L~H!…/Bh
1
„g,L~H!…,

and

H1
„g,L~H!…h5Z1

„g,L~H!…h/B1
„g,L~H!…h.

It is clear thatH1
„g,L(H)…h andHW

1
„g,L(H)… are contained inHh

1
„g,L(H)…. In the case ofosp~1,

2!, the last one was the direct sum of the first two, both of them being one dimensional a
constructed interesting deformations, with modified Casimir values@see, e.g., Propositions~3.13!,
~3.14! and Remark~3.16!#. The situation is very different here, forg5osp(1,4), as shown by the
next result.

Theorem „4.4…: H1
„g,L(H)…h5$0%, and Hh

1
„g,L(H)…5HW

1
„g,L(H)….

Remark (4.5):Theorem~4.4! shows that all deformations with unchanged weight structure
trivial. First orderh-diagonal deformations are representations of the Weyl algebra, and there
analog to the representations constructed in Remark~3.16!.

Proof of Theorem (4.4):Starting withCPZh
1
„g,L(H)…, one hasC(E2)(Hn,n8),Hn11,n8 by

Lemma~2.1!. So, up to a coboundary, we can assume thatC(E2)50. We shall now prove that we
can also assume, by a good choice of the coboundary, thatC(E28 )50.

First, sinceC(G8)(Hn,n8),Hn,n812 , and @E2 ,G8#50, so that@E2 ,C(G8)#50, we can
assume, up to a coboundary, thatC(G8)50. Let C(E28 )znz8n85cn,n8z

nz8n811. From @G,E28 #
50, so that@G,C(E28 )#50, we deducec2p,n85c0,n8 , and c2p11,n85c1,n8 , so we can write
C(E28 )z2pz8n85cn8z

2pz8n811, and C(E28 )z2p11z8n85dn8z
2p11z8n811. Now @E28 ,E28 #52G8,

so that @E28 ,C(E28 )#50 and we getcn85(21)n8c0 , and dn85(21)n8d0 . Define T by
T(znz8n8)5znz8n8, if n8 is even, and 0 ifn8 is odd. The coboundaryD5@•,T# satisfiesD(E2)
50, and D(E28 )(znz8n8)5((21)n811/2)znz8n811. So the cocycle C̃5C12c0D satisfies
C̃(E2)50, C̃(E28 )znz8n850, if n is even, andC̃(E28 )znz8n85(d02c0)(21)n8znz8n811, if n is
odd. Letd5d02c0 .

It is clear thatC̃(l8)(Vn8),Vn8 , and, as a cocycle ofl85osp(1,2), C̃ belongs toZH
1
„l8,L(Vn8)…,

andVn8 is the extended metaplectic representation, so Proposition~3.13! can be applied. There ar
two cases: since C̃(E28 )50 on V2p8 , one has C̃(E18 )z2pz8n85„b2p

1(21)n821g2p…z
2pz8n821. But we can also use the cocycleĈ5C12d0D, with Ĉ(E28 ) vanish-

ing on V2p118 , to deduce
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C̃~E18 !z2p11z8n85~Ĉ22dD!~E18 !z2p11z8n8

5„b2p111~21!n821g2p112~21!n8dn8…z2p11z8n821.

Now we use†@E2 ,E18 #,E28 ‡5
1
2 E2 , so that†@E2 ,E18 #,C̃(E28 )‡2†E28 ,C̃(@E2 ,E18 #)‡50. Note

that C̃(@E2 ,E18 #)5@E2 ,C̃(E18 )#. By a straightforward computation, acting onz2pz8n8, and then
on z2p11z8n8, we deduced522(g2p1g2p11)52(g2p111g2p12), so that gn5(21)n @g0

1nd/2#.
In order to decomposeC̃ into Z1h1ZW

1 we have to evaluateC̃(H8)5@C̃(E18 ),E28 # and
C̃(H)5@C̃(E1),E2#. Acting onz2pz8n8 andz2p11z8n8 we getC̃(H8)znz8n852bnznz8n8. Again
Proposition ~3.13! can be applied toC̃ul considered as an element ofZH

1
„l,L(Vn8)…, so

C̃(E1)znz8n85(an81(21)n21dn8)z
n21z8n8(an8 ,dn8PC). Hence C̃(H)znz8n852an8z

nz8n8.
Since@H,E28 #5@H8,E2#50, we obtainan85a andbn5b(a,bPC) for everyn, n8. Therefore
C̃ can be written as the sum of a cocycleD in ZW

1 @according to Proposition~4.1!# and of C1

5C̃2D in Z1h, D being defined byD(E1)znz8n85azn21z8n8, D(E18 )znz8n85bznz8n821 and
D(E2)5D(E28 )50.

There remains to show thatC̃2D50 in order to proveHh
15HW

1 and thusH1h5$0%. Exactly
as for (gn), using the relation†@E28 ,E1#,E2‡52 1

2 E28 , we haved52(21)n8(dn81dn811) and
so dn85(21)n8 @d02n8(d/2)#. Lengthy but straightforward calculations yield

C1~@E1 ,E18 # !znz8n852 1
2@~21!nn8~dn81dn821!1~21!n8n~gn1gn21!

1~21!nnn8d#zn21z8n8.

Since †@E1 ,E18 #,E1‡50, one has@@E1 ,E18 #,C1(E1)#2†E1 ,C1(@E1 ,E18 #)‡50, so that 2d0

1d(n222n1 1
2)50. Therefored5d050 andC1 satisfiesC1(E2)5C1(E28 )5C1(E1)50 and

C1(E18 )znz8n85(21)n1n8gznz8n821. Then C1(@E1 ,E18 #)50 and from †@E1 ,E18 #,@E1 ,E28 #‡

52 1
2 @E18 ,E18 # it follows that C1(@E18 ,E18 #)50. So~acting onznz8n8) g50. ThusC150. h

Remark (4.6):The preceding results suggest that the metaplectic representationr5p uH11
is

rigid ~in the category ofh-diagonal deformations!. This is indeed the case.
Theorem „4.7…: Hh

1
„g,L(H11)…5$0%.

Proof: We start withCPZh
1
„g,L(H11)…, following ~with the same notations! the proof of

Theorem~4.4!, we can suppose, up to a coboundary, thatC satisfies,C(E2)50, C(E28 )z2pz8n8

50, C(E28 )z2p11z8n85(21)n8dz2p11z8n811 with dPC. Denoting by Vn8
1 the subspace

Vn8ùH11 , one hasCul8PZH
1
„l8,L(Vn8

1)…. Using Remark~3.17!, C(E18 ) on Vn8
1 is given by

C(E18 )z2pz8n85b2p„11(21)n821
…z2pz8n821 and C(E18 )z2p11z8n85@b2p11„11(21)n821

…

2dn8(21)n8#z2p11z8n821 if n8>1 @C(E18 )znz8n8 vanishes ifn850#. ConsideringCul as an
element of ZH

1
„l,L(Vn8

1 )…, we have C(E1)znz8n85an8(11(21)n21)zn21z8n8, if n>1, and

C(E1)znz8n850 if n50. Again @see the proof of Theorem~4.4!# we havebn5(21)n @b0

1n(d/2)#; since@E2 ,H8#50 and@E28 ,H#50, we havebn5b andan85a(a,bPC) for every
n, n8PN, so thatb5d50. Now from the relation†@E28 ,E1#,E2‡52 1

2 E28 , acting onznz8n8

with n even, we get,a5(21)n811(d/4), soa50. h

Remark (4.8):Theorems~4.4! and ~4.7! are valid forosp(1,2n), n>2. The proofs are ob-
tained by induction and the application of arguments completely similar to~and even simpler than!
the arguments forosp~1, 4!.
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On the concentration of the spectrum
of integral-difference collision operator with Gaussian
equilibrium distribution function in a vicinity of zero
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We study integral-difference collision operators with a truncated Gaussian equilib-
rium distribution function. We prove that the number of eigenvalues in an arbitrary
small vicinity of zero goes to infinity when the truncation parameter goes to infin-
ity. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1354643#

I. INTRODUCTION

We continue the study1–3 of operators of the form

Kw :u~x!°E
2`

` u~x!w~s!2u~s!w~x!

ux2su
ds, ~1!

acting originally in the Hilbert spaceL2(R,dx). Herew(x) is the so-called equilibrium distribu
tion function, having the following properties induced by its physical nature as a proba
distribution:

w~x!>0; E
2`

`

w~x!dx51.

Such operators appear as collision operators in nonequilibrium statistical physics models.4,5 In our
previous papers1–3 we have investigated spectral properties of operatorsKw under some additiona
conditions on functionw(x). In particular, in the case whenw(x) has compact support, th
spectral analysis of the operatorKw may be essentially reduced to the spectral analysis of
operator,

Kw :u~x!°E
21

1 u~x!w~s!2u~s!w~x!

ux2su
ds, ~2!

acting in the Hilbert spaceL2@21,1#. The spectral analysis of the operatorKw is based on the
following useful representation:2,3

Kw5w+K02~K0w!, ~3!

where operatorK0 is defined as

K0 :u°E
21

1 u~x!2u~s!

ux2su
ds, ~4!

and (K0w) stands for the operator of multiplication by functionK0w(x). The spectral problem for
operatorK0 happened to be exactly solvable.1 The eigenvalues are

a!Electronic mail: imelniko@ulb.ac.be
19000022-2488/2001/42(4)/1900/7/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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m050; mn52(
j 51

n
1

j
, n51,2,..., ~5!

and the correspondent eigenfunctions are Legendre polynomialspn(x).
However, physically important Gaussian equilibrium distributions have infinite support

there are not many results known concerning the spectral analysis of the corresponding c
operator. In our paper3 we have considered a family of operatorsKwa

with a truncated Gaussia
equilibrium distribution function,

w~x!5Cae2x2
, Ca

215E
2a

a

e2x2
dx5Ap erf~a!, ~6!

on the interval@2a,a#. We have proved3 analytically that the first two eigenvaluesl1 , l2 of
operatorKa go to zero;a21 when a→` and have confirmed it numerically for several oth
lower eigenvalues. In the present paper we shall prove analytically that zero becomes a p
spectral concentration whena→`, i.e., the number of the eigenvalues in an arbitrary sm
vicinity of zero increases unlimitedly asa→`.

II. RESULT

We study a family of operators,

Kwa
:u~x!°E

2a

a u~x!w~s!2u~s!w~x!

ux2su
ds, ~7!

on the interval@2a,a# with the equilibrium distribution functionw(x) given by Eq.~6!. As we
have shown in our paper,3 a simple change of variables makes the spectral problem for ope
Kwa

equivalent to the spectral problem for the operator

Ka :u~x!°E
21

1 u~x!wa~s!2u~s!wa~x!

ux2su
ds, ~8!

on the interval@21, 1#, where

wa~x!ªCae2a2x2
. ~9!

It is more convenient to study the spectral properties of our operator in the form~8!.
We use notations

^u,v&ªE
21

1

u~x!v̄~x!
dx

wa~x!
,

for the inner product in spaceL2„@21,1#,dx/wa(x)… and

(u,v)ªE
21

1

u~x!v̄~x!dx,

for the inner product in the spaceL2(@21,1#,dx).
Let us denote byEa@2M ,M # the spectral measure of the operatorKa on the interval

@2M ,M #,R. By Ha5L2„@21,1#,dx/wa(x)… we denote Hilbert space, where operatorKa acts as
a self-adjoint operator.1 The main result of this paper is the following.

Theorem: For any M.0,

dim~Ea@2M ,M #Ha!→`, as a→`. ~10!
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This theorem means that the number of eigenvalues~counted with multiplicity! of the operatorKa

~and, consequently, of the operatorKwa
) in an arbitrary small vicinity of zero increases to infini

when the truncation parametera goes to infinity. Indeed, as it is shown in our previous papers2,3

the spectrum of the operatorsKwa
is purely discrete for alla,`. Hence, the increase of th

spectral measure on the interval@2M ,M # can be caused only by the increase of the number of
eigenvalues~counted with multiplicity! on this interval. Therefore zero is a point of spect
concentration for the limit operatorK`5 lima→` Kwa

.
We shall prove this theorem using the bilinear form approach. In order to prove our the

it is enough6,7 to construct for allN.0 a linear setFN
a ,D(Ka), dimFN

a 5N, such that for any
M.0 there existsa0(N,M ) such that for alla.a0(N,M ) inequality,

u^Kau,u&u<M ^u,u&, ~11!

is true for alluPFN
a .

We constructFN
a as a linear span,

FN
a
ª ∨

k50

N21

uk , uk~x!ªpk~x!wa
1/2~x!,

wherepk(x) are Legendre polynomials normalized in spaceL2(@21,1#,dx) @the eigenfunctions of
operator K0 given by Eq. ~4!#.1 Functions uk(x) are orthogonal in the spaceL2„@21,1#,
dx/wa(x)…, therefore dimFN

a 5N for all a.
Any function uPFN

a can be represented asu(x)5(k50
N21akuk(x). Obviously,

^u,u&5 (
k50

N21

(
l 50

N21

akā l~pk ,pl !5 (
k50

N21

uaku2. ~12!

On the other hand, using representation~3!, we have

^Kau,u&5~K0u,u!2^~K0wa!u,u&. ~13!

Let us first estimate the term

u^~K0wa!u,u&u5U (
k50

N21

(
l 50

N21

akā l~K0~wa!pk ,pl !U
5U (

k50

N21

(
l 50

N21

akā lE
21

1 E
21

1

dx ds pk~x!pl~x!
wa~x!2wa~s!

ux2su U
5U (

k50

N21

(
l 50

N21

akā lE
21

1 E
21

1

dx dsFwa~x!pk~x!pl~x!

ux2su
2

wa~x!pk~s!pl~s!

ux2su GU
5U (

k50

N21

(
l 50

N21

akā l„wa ,K0~pkpl !…U,
with a simple change of variables betweenx and s in the second term. Let us estimate term
„wa ,K0(pkpl)…. As pk ,plPFN

a , thenk,l<N21, therefore the product of these Legendre polyn
mials is a polynomial of the power not higher than 2N22. Therefore one can represent

pk~x!pl~x!5 (
m50

2N22

gkl
mpm~x!,

where
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gkl
m
ªE

21

1

pk~x!pl~x!pm~x!dx,`,

for all k,l,m. Therefore

u„wa ,K0~pkpl !…u5U (
m50

2N22

gkl
m~wa ,K0pm!U5U (

m50

2N22

gkl
mmm~wa ,pm!U.

Using the Laplace method8 we find the asymptotics

~wa ,pm!5CaE
21

1

pm~x!e2a2x2
dx5CaAppm~0!a21

„11O~a21!…, asa→`.

ObviouslyCa,C1 for a.1. Thus, we got the estimate ata→`,

U (
k50

N21

(
l 50

N21

akā l„wa ,K0~pkpl !…U
<2C1 (

m50

2N22

mmupm~0!u max
0<k<N21

max
0< l<N21

ugkl
muU (

k50

N21

(
l 50

N21

akā lUa21
„11O~a21!….

Obviously

uakā l u<
~ uaku1ua l u!2

2
;

therefore

U (
k50

N21

(
l 50

N21

akā lU<2N2 max
0<k<N21

uaku2<2N2 (
k50

N21

uaku2.

Finally we have obtained the estimate

u~„K0wa!u,u…u5U (
k50

N21

(
l 50

N21

akā l„wa ,K0~pkpl !…U
<A~N!a21 (

k50

N21

uaku2
„11O~a21!…, ~14!

where the coefficient,

A~N!ª4C1N2 (
m50

2N22

mmupm~0!u max
0<k<N21

max
0< l<N21

ugkl
mu,

does not depend ona and finite for anyN,`.
Now let us estimate the term

~K0u,u!5 (
k50

N21

(
l 50

N21

akā l„K0~pkwa
1/2!,plwa

1/2
….

We have
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„K0~pkwa
1/2!,plwa

1/2
…5E

21

1

dx pl~x!wa
1/2~x!E

21

1

ds
pk~x!wa~x!2pk~s!wa~s!

ux2su
.

We split the domain of integration into two parts, one whereux2su,a21/2, and the other one
whereux2su>a21/2. Then we can write

„K0~pkwa
1/2!,plwa

1/2
…5I11I2 , ~15!

I1ªCaE E
ux2su,a21/2

pl~x!e2a2x2/2
pk~x!e2a2x2/22pk~s!e2a2s2/2

ux2su
ds dx;

I2ªCaE E
ux2su>a21/2

pl~x!e2a2x2/2
pk~x!e2a2x2/22pk~s!e2a2s2/2

ux2su
ds dx;

and estimate integralsI1 andI2 separately.
For I1 we have

uI1u<Ca max
xP@21,1#

upl~x!u E E
ux2su<a21/2

e2a2x2/2U 1

x2s Es

x

„pk~ t !e2a2t2/2
…8 dtUds dx

<Ca max
xP@21,1#

upl~x!u max
xP@21,1#

u„pk~x!e2a2x2/2
…8u E E

ux2su<a21/2
e2a2x2/2 ds dx. ~16!

One can estimate

max
xP@21,1#

u~pk~x!e2a2x2/2!8u< max
xP@21,1#

upk8~x!u1a2 max
xP@21,1#

upk~x!u max
xP@21,1#

uxe2a2x2/2u

5 max
xP@21,1#

upk8~x!u1ae21/2 max
xP@21,1#

upk~x!u. ~17!

Now we estimate

E E
us2xu<a21/2

e2a2x2/2 ds dx<E
21

1

dsE
a2a21/2

s1a1/2

dx e2a2x2/25I31I4 , ~18!

where

I35E
2a21/2<usu<1

dsE
s2a21/2

s1a1/2

dx e2a2x2/2;

I45E
22a21/2

2a21/2

dsE
s2a21/2

s1a1/2

dx e2a2x2/2.

Everywhere in the domain of integration ofI3 we haveuxu>a21/2; therefore

I3<2a21/2 max
uxu>a21/2

e2a2x2/252a21/2e2a/2. ~19!

On the other hand,

I4<E
22a21/2

2a21/2

dsE
2a21/2

a1/2

dx e2a2x2/254a21/2E
2a21/2

a1/2

dxe2a2x2/2.

Using the Laplace method8 we get the asymptotics
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E
2a21/2

a1/2

dx e2a2x2/25a21Ap/2„11O~a21/2!…, as a→`;

therefore

I4<a23/24Ap/2„11O~a21/2!…, as a→`. ~20!

Combining Eqs.~16!–~20! we get ata→`:

uI1u<a21/2C14Ap/2e21/2 max
xP@21,1#

upl~x!u max
xP@21,1#

upk~x!u„11O~a21/2!…. ~21!

Now let us estimateI2 :

uI2u<a1/2CaE
21

1 E
21

1

dx dsupl~x!e2a2x2/2
„pk~x!e2a2x2/22pk~s!e2a2x2/2

…u

<a1/22Ca max
xP@21,1#

upl~x!u max
xP@21,1#

upk~x!u E
21

1

e2a2x2/2 dx.

Again using the Laplace method8 we have the asymptotics

E
21

1

e2a2x2/2 dx5Apa21
„11O~a21/2!…, as a→`,

and therefore

uI2u<a21/22C1Ap max
xP@21,1#

upl~x!u max
xP@21,1#

upk~x!u„11O~a21!…. ~22!

From Eqs.~15!, ~21!, and~22! we see now that ata→`,

u„K0~pkwa
1/2!,plwa

1/2
…u<a21/22C1Ap~11&e21/2! max

xP@21,1#

upl~x!u max
xP@21,1#

upk~x!u„11O~a21!…;

therefore ata→`,

u~K0u,u!u5U (
k50

N21

(
l 50

N21

akā l„K0~pkwa
1/2!,plwa

1/2
…U

<B~N!a21/2 (
k50

N21

uaku2„11O~a21!…, ~23!

where the coefficient

B~N!ª4N2C1Ap~11&e21/2! max
0<k<N21

max
xP@21,1#

upk~x!u2

does not depend ona and finite for anyN,`. Formulas~12!–~14!, ~23! mean that for anyN
.0, andM.0; and any functionu(x)5(k50

N21akuk(x)PFN
a , inequality~11! is satisfied for suf-

ficiently largea, a.a0(N,M ). Taking into account the normalization of the Legendre poly
mials pk(x) in L2(@21,1#,dx), we get a very rough estimate,a0(N,M )<N6M 2216pC1

2(1
1A2e21/2)2. The theorem is proved.
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III. CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper we have proved that zero becomes a point of spectral concentra
collision operators with a truncated Gaussian equilibrium distribution function when the trunc
parametera goes to infinity. Nevertheless, other spectral properties of the limit operator are
unknown. In particular, it would be very interesting to clarify if the discrete spectrum of
truncated operators condenses into continuous one whena→`.

As concerns physical conclusions, they have been discussed in our previous paper.3
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�-order automorphisms of Hilbert space effect algebras:
The two-dimensional case
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It is well known that the'-order automorphisms of the effect algebra of a Hilbert
space of dimension not less than three are implemented by unitary or antiunitary
operators. The aim of this paper is to show that the same assertion also holds true
in the two-dimensional case. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1352052#

Let H be a~real or complex! Hilbert space. The effect algebra ofH is the operator interva
@0,I # of all positive ~self-adjoint, bounded linear! operators onH which are bounded by the
identity I . Effect algebras play a very important role in the mathematical foundations of qua
mechanics~see, e.g., Ref. 1!. It is well known that if the dimension ofH is at least three, then th
'-order automorphisms of@0,I # ~which are the bijective transformations of the effect algebra t
preserve the order< in both directions and also preserve the orthocomplementation':E°I
2E) are implemented by unitary or antiunitary operators onH ~see Ref. 1, Sec. V 5 and Ref. 2!.
In fact, the proof is usually based on the fundamental theorem of projective geometry which
true only in spaces of dimension not less than three. Because of the importance of effect al
it is a natural problem to clarify the situation in the two-dimensional case. In fact, Cassinelliet al.
faced this issue in their paper2 ~it is trivial that the corresponding assertion fails to hold in o
dimension!. Moreover, in their recent work,3 Lahti et al. showed that if the considered automo
phism is induced via the functional calculus by a Borel function of the interval@0,1#, then it is
necessarily the identity. The aim of this paper is to present the complete solution of the pro

We have the following result.
Theorem: Let H be a two-dimensional (real or complex) Hilbert space and let@0,I # be the

effect algebra of H. Let f:@0,I #→@0,I # be a bijective transformation with the property that

E<F⇔f~E!<f~F ! and f~ I 2E!5I 2f~E!

hold for every E,FP@0,I #. Then there exists an either unitary or antiunitary operator U on
such that

f~E!5UEU* ~EP@0,I # !.

Proof: Several times in the proof we shall use the following easy observation: IfA, B are
positive ~self-adjoint! operators,B<A, and A is of rank one, thenB5lA for some scalarl
>0.

We recall that every bijection of the effect algebra of a Hilbert space which preserve
order in both directions necessarily preserves the projections as well as their ranks in both
tions ~see@Ref. 1, Theorem 5.8, p. 219#!. Clearly, we havef(0)50, f(I )5I .

In what follows, letP be any rank-one projection onH and letQ be its orthogonal comple
ment. PicklP@0,1#. Since 0<f(lP)<f(P), it follows that f(lP)5 f P(l)f(P) for some

a!Electronic mail: molnarl@math.klte.hu
b!Electronic mail: pales@math.klte.hu
19070022-2488/2001/42(4)/1907/6/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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scalarf P(l)P@0,1#. Clearly, f P :@0,1#→@0,1# is a strictly monotone increasing bijection~observe
that f21 has the same properties asf!. If lP@0,1#, then from the inequality

f~Q!<f~lP1Q!<I 5f~P!1f~Q!

we obtain

0<f~lP1Q!2f~Q!<f~P!.

This implies that

f~lP1Q!5hP~l!f~P!1f~Q!

for some scalarhP(l)P@0,1#. Similiary to the case off P, hP :@0,1#→@0,1# is a strictly monotone
increasing bijection. We show thathP5 f P . Indeed, since

f P~l!f~P!5f~lP!<f~lP1Q!5hP~l!f~P!1f~Q!,

it follows that f P<hP . Considering the inversef21 of f, it is easy to see that

f21~lf~P!!5 f P
21~l!P

and

f21~lf~P!1f~Q!!5hP
21~l!P1Q.

Therefore, just as mentioned previously, we can deduce thatf P
21<hP

21 . Since the functions
f P ,hP :@0,1#→@0,1# are monotone increasing we then conclude thatf P5hP . From the inequality

f P~l!f~P!5f~lP!<f~lI !5f~lP1lQ!<f~lP1Q!

5hP~l!f~P!1f~Q!5 f P~l!f~P!1f~Q!

we infer that

0<f~lI !2 f P~l!f~P!<f~Q!

and this implies that

f~lI !5 f P~l!f~P!1kP~l!f~Q!

for some scalarkP(l)P@0,1#. Sincef(P),f(Q) run through the set of all pairs of mutuall
orthogonal rank-one projections, it now follows thatf(lI ) is diagonizable with respect to ever
basis. This gives us thatf(lI ) is a scalar operator, that is,f(lI )5 f (l)I for some scalarf (l)
P@0,1#. Clearly, f :@0,1#→@0,1# is a strictly monotone increasing bijection. Since

f P~l!f~P!5f~lP!<f~lI !5 f ~l!I<f~lP1Q!5 f P~l!f~P!1f~Q!,

it follows that f 5 f P5hP . So, we have

f~lP!5 f ~l!f~P!

and

f~lP1Q!5 f ~l!f~P!1f~Q!.

The argument leading to this conclusion can also be applied to get
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f~lQ!5 f ~l!f~Q!

and

f~P1lQ!5f~P!1 f ~l!f~Q!.

For anyl,mP@0,1# we have

f ~l!f~P!5f~lP!<f~lP1mQ!<f~lP1Q!5 f ~l!f~P!1f~Q!

and

f ~m!f~Q!5f~mQ!<f~lP1mQ!<f~P1mQ!5f~P!1 f ~m!f~Q!.

From the first inequality we infer that

f~lP1mQ!5 f ~l!f~P!1af~Q!

for someaP@0,1#, while from the second one we have

f~lP1mQ!5bf~P!1 f ~m!f~Q!

for somebP@0,1#. Comparing these equalities we get

f~lP1mQ!5 f ~l!f~P!1 f ~m!f~Q! ~1!

for everyl,mP@0,1#.
Observe thatf has the following symmetry property:f (l)1 f (12l)51. Indeed, this follows

from the equalityf(lI )1f((12l)I )5I .
Our next claim is to obtain a functional equation forf . In order to do this, we recall the

following notation from Ref. 4. IfE is an effect on a Hilbert space andw is a unit vector, then let

l~E,Pw!5sup$lP@0,1# : lPw<E%,

where Pw is the orthogonal projection onto the subspace generated byw. Suppose thatE
P@0,I #. Then~Ref. 4, Theorem 4! tells us that

l~E,Pw!5H iE21/2wi22, if wPran~E1/2!

0, else
.

Fix mutually orthogonal rank-one projectionsP, Q on H. Pick mP]0,1@ and letE5mP1Q.
Take any rank-one projectionR on H which is neither equal to nor orthogonal toP. Similarly to
the second step of the proof~Ref. 2, Lemma 3!, it is easy to verify that

l~E,R!5
m

m1~12m!tr PR
.

Indeed, ifr is a unit vector in the range ofR, then using the above-mentioned result from Ref.
we compute

l~E,R!5i~~1/Am!P1Q!r i225
1

~1/m!iPri21iQri2 5
m

iPri21miQri2

5
m

miPri21miQri21~12m!iPri2 5
m

m1~12m!iPri2 5
m

m1~12m!tr PR
.

By the definition ofl(E,R), it is clear that
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f ~l~E,R!!5sup$ f ~l! : lR<E%5sup$ f ~l! : f~lR!<f~E!%

5sup$ f ~l! : f ~l!f~R!<f~E!%5l~f~E!,f~R!!.

Sincef(E)5f(mP1Q)5 f (m)f(P)1f(Q), it follows that

f S m

m1~12m!tr PRD5
f ~m!

f ~m!1~12 f ~m!!trf~P!f~R!
.

As the quantities trPR and trf(P)f(R) do not depend onm, it follows from this equality that
tr f(P)f(R) can be uniquely expressed as a function of trPR. Denoting g(tr PR)
5tr f(P)f(R), we get a bijective functiong:]0,1@→#0,1@ for which

f S m

m1~12m!n D5
f ~m!

f ~m!1~12 f ~m!!g~n!
~m,nP#0,1@ !

holds true. Replacingm by 12m andn by 12n we have the following more aesthetic equalit

f S 12m

12mn D5
12 f ~m!

12 f ~m!g~n!
~m,nP#0,1@ !. ~2!

Here we have used the fact thatg has the same symmetry property asf . This follows from the
following equality:

g~12tr PR!5g~ tr P2tr PR!5g~ tr~P~ I 2R!!!5tr f~P!f~ I 2R!5tr f~P!~ I 2f~R!!5tr f~P!

2tr f~P!f~R!512g~ tr PR!.

Now, we turn to the solution of the functional equation~2!. Our corresponding result is formulate
in the following separate statement.

Proposition: Let f,g:]0,1@→#0,1@ be functions. Suppose that f is a strictly monotone incre
ing bijection and that f(12x)512 f (x) and g(12y)512g(y) hold for every x,yP]0,1@ . If

f S 12x

12xyD5
12 f ~x!

12 f ~x!g~y!
~x,yP#0,1@ !, ~3!

then f and g are the identities on]0,1@ .
Proof: The functionf being continuous, Eq.~3! implies the continuity ofg.
Observe that, with the notation

a~ t !ª
1

11et ~ tPR!,

b~x!ª ln
x

12x
~xP#0,1@ !,

g~y!ª ln~12y! ~yP#0,1@ !,

we have the following identity:

12x

12xy
5

1

11expS ln
x

12x
1 ln~12y! D 5a~b~x!1g~y!!

for all x,yP]0,1@ . Therefore, Eq.~3! can be rewritten as
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f +a~b~x!1g~y!!5a~b+ f ~x!1g+g~y!! ~x,yP#0,1@ !. ~4!

Substitutingx5b21(u) and y5g21(v) into Eq. ~4! and applying the inverse function ofa to
both sides of Eq.~4!, we get

a21+ f +a~u1v !5b+ f +b21~u!1g+g+g21~v ! ~5!

for all uPR andvP] 2`,0@ . Thus the functions

Fªa21+ f +a, Gªb+ f +b21, Hªg+g+g21

satisfy the following so-called Pexider equation:

F~u1v !5G~u!1H~v ! ~uPR, vP#2`,0@ !.

Then, by known results of the theory of functional equations~cf. Ref. 5 or 6! and by the continuity
of F, G, H, it follows that there exist constantsa,b,cPR such that

F~w!5cw1a1b ~wPR!,

G~u!5cu1a ~uPR!, ~6!

H~v !5cv1b ~vP#2`,0@ !. ~7!

Using Eq.~6! and the definition ofG, we get thatb+ f (x)5cb(x)1a, whence

f ~x!5
xc

xc1e2a~12x!c ~xP#0,1@ !.

Similarly, the definitions ofH andg, and Eq.~7! yield

g~y!512eb~12y!c ~yP#0,1@ !.

The function f being strictly increasing,G is also increasing whence we get thatc.0. Thus f
satisfies the identityf (12x)512 f (x) if and only if a50. The analogous identity forg is valid
if and only if b50, c51. Thereforef (x)5g(x)5x for all xP]0,1@ . h

Returning to the proof of our theorem, since the above-mentioned functiong is the identity,
we have trPQ5tr f(P)f(Q) for any rank-one projectionsP, Q on H. Hence, using Wigner’s
theorem on symmetry transformations we obtain that there exists an either unitary or antiu
operatorU on H such that

f~P!5UPU*

for every rank-one projectionP on H. As f is also the identity, from Eq.~1! we infer that

f~lP1mQ!5lf~P!1mf~Q!5lUPU* 1mUQU* 5U~lP1mQ!U* ,

which means thatf(E)5UEU* holds for every effectE on H.
This completes the proof of our theorem. h

We are very grateful to Professor S. Pulmannova´ for drawing our attention to the problem an
Professor P. Lahti for informing us about the origin of the problem treated in the paper.
research was supported by the following sources: Hungarian National Foundation for Sci
Research~OTKA!, Grant Nos. T-030082, T-031995 and the Ministry of Education, Hungary, R
Nos. FKFP 0310/1997, 0349/2000.
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On one class of exact Poisson structures
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We discuss some properties of a natural class of Poisson structures on Euclidean
spaces and abstract manifolds. In particular it is proved that such structures are
always exact and may be reconstructed from their Casimir functions. It is shown
that in low dimensions they give the whole class of exact Poisson structures. The
dimension of Poisson homology of these structures is computed in terms of the
Milnor number of their Casimir functions. We also analyze some concrete ex-
amples of such structures in low dimensions and show that their centers are gen-
erated by Casimir functions. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1346588#

I. INTRODUCTION

Let M denote an affine algebraic variety andF(M ) denote an associative algebra of functio
on M .

Definition 1: (cf. Refs. 1 and 2). A Poisson bracket on M is a bilinear mapp
$•,•%:F(M )3F(M )→F(M ), satisfying the following conditions:

antisymmetry $ f ,g%52$g, f % ~1a!

Leibniz rule $ f ,gh%5$ f ,g%h1$ f ,h%g, ~1b!

Jacobi identity ˆ$ f ,g%,h‰1ˆ$g,h%, f ‰1ˆ$h, f %,g‰50. ~1c!

For any fieldK of characteristic zero, letKn5K@x1 ,...,xn# be the algebra of polynomials o
n variables with coefficients inK ~actually we will work only with fields of real or complex
numbers!.

We will be concerned with one class of Poisson brackets onKn, which was introduced in
~Ref. 3!.

Definition 2: A Jacobian bracket on Kn is defined as a bilinear map$•,•%:Kn3Kn→Kn ,

$ f ,g%5uJ~ f ,g,P1 ,...,Pn22!, ~2!

where u,PiPKn , i 51,...,n22, and J stands for the usual Jacobian J(h1 ,...,hn)
5det(]hi /]xj).

As we will see in Sec. II, this formula actually defines a Poisson bracket onKn. In the sequel
we will establish some general properties of such brackets and explicate some results from~Refs.
3 and 4!.

A Poisson structure defined by a Jacobian bracket will be called simply a Jacobian P
structure~JPS!.

For the fields of real and complex numbers, the same formula defines a Poisson struc
C`(Kn). The polynomial context is chosen for simplicity.

a!Electronic mail: radpi@krysia.uni.lodz.pl
19130022-2488/2001/42(4)/1913/8/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. PROPERTIES OF JACOBIAN BRACKETS

Let us denote byx(M ) the vector space of vector fields being the sections of tangent bu
T(M )→M , by xk(M ) the space ofk-vectors and byVk(M ) the space of differentialk-forms on
M , endowed with exterior differentiationd:Vk(M )→Vk11(M ). If the manifoldM is endowed
with a volume formV, then we can define the operation,

Fk :xk~M !→Vn2k~M !, ~3!

Fk :v° i ~v !V, ~4!

and using above we can define5 D5Fk21
21 +d+Fk :xk(M )→xk21(M ).

It will be convenient for further use to rewrite the bracket~2! in terms of a Poisson bivector
Let L denote the Poisson structure defined by the Jacobian Poisson bracket. Then

L5v i j
]

]xi `
]

]xj , ~5!

v i j 5e i jk 1 ...kn22
]P1

]xk1
¯

]Pn22

]xkn22
, ~6!

$ f ,g%5L~d f ,dg!5v i j
] f

]xi

]g

]xj . ~7!

Theorem 1: ~cf. Ref. 3!. Any Jacobian bracket is a Poisson bracket.
Proof: An antisymmetry and Leibniz rule follow directly from well-known properties

determinants. Proving the Jacobi identity requires more work.
One could obtain the Jacobi identity for a Jacobian Poisson bracket as a particular c

generalized Jacobi identity for the Nambu bracket,6 but we prefer to give a short direct proo
which as we believe is illuminating.

A nontrivial case is if polynomialsP1 ,...,Pn22 are functionally independent,7 otherwise the
Jacobian bracket vanishes identically. Because the Jacobi identity is invariant with resp
changes of coordinates, we can prove it locally in a convenient system of local coordinates
whenP1 ,...,Pn22 are functionally independent, we can always choose locally a frame for w
they are local coordinates, i.e.,]Pi /]xj 5d i j for i , j 51,...,n22. Then the formula~6! gives that
$ f ,g%5]n21f ]ng2]n21g]nf , where] i f 5 ] f /]xi . The rest of the proof now becomes trivial.

h

In order to formulate the next important property of Jacobian brackets we need one g
definition.

Definition 3 (Ref. 5): A Poisson structureL is called exact if D(L)50.
Theorem 2: Any Poisson structure defined by the Jacobian bracket is exact.
Proof: As in Theorem 1 the proper choice of coordinate system simplifies the proof. Ind

after choosing the coordinate system exactly as in Theorem 1, obviouslyv i j 5e i j is a constant
tensor and

D~L!5F21+d+F2~L!5] jv
i j ] i2] iv

i j ] j52] jv
i j ] i52] je

i j ] i50, ~8!

which finishes the proof.
h

Remark 1: The property of exactness may be interpreted in terms of the modular vecto
introduced in Ref. 8. Indeed, from the discusion in Ref. 8 it follows that our D(L) actually
coincides with the modular vector field of Poisson manifold(M ,L). This, in turn, means tha
under the property of exactness, V is an invariant density for the flows of all Hamiltonian vect
fields on M, i.e., LXf

V50, where LXf
denotes the Lie derivative with respect to Xf—Hamiltonian
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vector field of fPC`(M ), (Xfª$ f ,•%!, and in such a case the Poisson manifold(M ,L) is said to
be unimodular.8 Thus, we see that JPS on affine spaces are unimodular.

It is obvious that functionsP1 ,...,Pn22 are Casimirs of the corresponding Jacobian Pois
bracket~2!, i.e., $ f ,Pi%50, ; f PKn , i 51,...,n22.

It turns out that the existence of sufficiently many functionally independent Casimirs
characteristic property of corresponding Jacobian Poisson structures.

Theorem 3: A Poisson structure on Kn which has n22 functionally independent Casimirs, i
always a Jacobian Poisson structure.

For simplicity of notation, we only present the proof forn54. The general case is complete
analogous.

Proof: For n54, we have two Casimirs; let us name themP andQ. If our coordinates are
x1,x2,x3,x4, then we have

$xi ,P%5v i j ] j P50, $xi ,Q%5v i j ] jQ50; i 51,2,3,4.

First we observe that in this set of eight equations no more than five are linearly indepe
because we always have

] i P$xi ,P%50,
] iQ$xi ,Q%50,
] i P$xi ,Q%1] jQ$xj ,P%50.

Actually the rank of the matrix of this system is exactly five. As a result we can take on
nonzerov i j as a parameter, and then, a standard procedure for solving linear equations g
that componentsv i j are proportional toe i jkl ]kP ] lQ, which exactly means that this is a Jacobi
Poisson structure.

h

III. LOW-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS

In low dimensions we can establish further interesting properties of JPS. First of all it
out that sometimes the exactness is an intrinsic property of JPS. More precisely, the conv
Theorem 2 holds true for dimension 3. Actually there are two curious facts about Poisson
tures onK3.

Theorem 4: For any bivectorL on K3, the condition of its exactness@D(L)50# implies a
Jacobi identity.

Proof: We will use one general formula from the calculus of bivectors~presented, e.g., in Ref
3! which states that for any two bivector fieldsL1 , L2 one has

D~L1`L2!5@L1 ,L2#S1D~L1!`L22L1`D~L2!, ~9!

where@•,•#S denotes the Schouten bracket.9

In particular,

D~L`L!5@L,L#S12D~L!`L. ~10!

Since for the dimension reasonsL`L50 on K3, it becomes clear thatD(L)50 implies
@L,L#S50, which is exactly equivalent to Jacobi identity.

h

Theorem 5: For n53, an exact polynomial Poisson structure is always a Jacobian Pois
structure.

Proof: Without losing generality we can consider Poisson bivectors with components giv
homogeneous polynomials of the same degree. This enables us to obtain the proof by
‘‘counting of parameters.’’ We make no attempt to obtain coordinate free proofs because
counting of parameters is also helpful for dealing with the higher dimensional case.

In order to avoid complicated notations we present a proof for quadratic Poisson struc
the case of higher degree is completely similar.
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Any quadratic Poisson structure onK3 is of the form

L5cst
i j xsxt] i`] j ; cst

i j 52cst
j i , cst

i j 5cts
i j , ~11!

and then using~9! we obtain

D~L!52cst
i j ] j~xsxt!] i54cst

isxt] i , ~12!

and finally we have thatD(L)50 iff

cst
is50, i ,t51,2,3. ~13!

As it follows from Theorem 4, we need not analyze conditions oncst
is imposed by the Jacob

identity, so we work with conditions~13! alone.
Let us write downL explicitly, replacing (x1,x2,x3) with (x,y,z),

L5~c11
12x21c22

12y21c33
12z212c12

12xy12c13
12xz12c23

12yz!
]

]x
`

]

]y

1~c11
23x21c22

23y21c33
23z212c12

23xy12c13
23xz12c23

23yz!
]

]y
`

]

]z

1~c11
31x21c22

31y21c33
31z212c12

31xy12c13
31xz12c23

31yz!
]

]z
`

]

]x
. ~14!

Any quadratic Jacobian Poisson bracket is defined by some homogenous polynomial of de
Let P denote such a function, andLP be the corresponding Jacobian Poisson structure.
convenient to representP in the form

P52c12
12xyz1 1

3c11
23x31 1

3c22
31y31 1

3c33
12z31c22

23xy21c33
23xz21c11

31yx21c33
31yz21c11

12zx21c22
12zy2.

~15!

Then clearly,

LP5~c11
12x21c22

12y21c33
12z212c12

12xy12c33
23xz12c33

31yz!
]

]x
`

]

]y

1~c11
23x21c22

23y21c33
23z212c11

31xy12c11
12xz12c12

12yz!
]

]y
`

]

]z

1~c11
31x21c22

31y21c33
31z212c22

23xy12c12
12xz12c22

12yz!
]

]z
`

]

]x
. ~16!

Now it is easy to see thatL5LP precisely when

c12
125c23

235c13
31, c11

125c13
23, c11

315c12
23, c22

125c23
31, c22

235c12
31, c33

235c13
12, c33

315c23
12. ~17!

These relations evidently coincide with the conditions of exactness~13!.
h

Remark 2: Analogs of these results do not hold in dimensions bigger than 4 as it may b
by ‘‘counting of parameters.’’ Nevertheless they may hold for bivectors with components giv
polynomials of low degree. For quadratic PS onR4 this may be derived from the results of Ref..

Interesting examples of Jacobian Poisson structures are given by well-known Sk
brackets4 defined as follows:

$xa,x0%52Jbgxbxg, $xa,xb%522x0xg, ~18!
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whereJab5Ja2Jb; Ja,Jb are some complex numbers,a,b51,2,3.
Thus Sklyanin brackets give examples of quadratic Poisson structures onC4 ~cf. Ref. 5! and

it is easy to observe that they are Jacobian Poisson brackets. Indeed if one takes in~2! P
5( i 50

3 ai(x
i)2, Q5( j 50

3 bi(x
j )2 then the Jacobian Poisson structure generated byP andQ coin-

cides with~18! if Jab5(aa2ab)/a0 andagb02a0bg51/2, for everya,b,g51,2,3.
In Ref. 4 it was shown that the center of the Sklyanin bracket admits a complete descr

We will generalize this fact to an arbitrary Jacobian Poisson bracket onKn.
In order to give a complete description of the center let us denote byK$x1,...,xn% the algebra

of convergent power series with coefficients fromK.
Theorem 6: For arbitrary n, the center of Jacobian Poisson bracket~2! in K$x1,...,xn% is the

subalgebra generated by P1 ,...,Pn22 .
Proof: The general case may be obtained by induction. For the sake of brevity we pre

proof for dimension 4. The crucial point is that for the Jacobian Poisson bracket the
rk(v i j )52 for every dimension.

The Jacobian Poisson structure in dimension 4 has the form

L5e i jpq
]P

]xp

]Q

]xq ] i`] j , ~19!

whereP5P1 andQ5P2 .
For any polynomialf , this structure defines a vector fieldXfPx(M ):

Xf5L~d f ,• !5$ f ,•%5v i j ] i f ] j . ~20!

If g is another polynomial, then

~dg!~Xf !5~Xf !g5L~d f ,dg!5$ f ,g%. ~21!

Let Xxi[Xi and leth be a Casimir. It is obvious that (dh)(Xi)50, for i 51,2,3,4. We want to
show thath is some algebraic function of CasimirsP and Q. Let us putdh5h1 dx11h2 dx2

1h3 dx31h4 dx4. In the next step we want to find functionshi solving the set of equation
(dh)(Xi)50, for i 51,2,3,4. Because only two of the vectorsXi are linearly independen
„rk(v i j )52…, we can choose two functions, for exampleh3 , h4 , as parameters, and we wi
obtain

h15
1

v12~v23h31v24h4!, ~22!

h252
1

v12~v13h31v14h4!, ~23!

v i j 5e i jkl ]kP ] lQªe i jkl PkQl . ~24!

For convenience we will rewrite these formulas as

S v12h1

v12h2

v12h3

v12h4

D 5S v23h31v24h4

2v13h32v14h4

v12h3

v12h4

D 5S ~Q4h32Q3h4!P11~P3h42P4h3!Q1

~Q4h32Q3h4!P21~P3h42P4h3!Q2

~Q4h32Q3h4!P31~P3h42P4h3!Q3

~Q4h32Q3h4!P41~P3h42P4h3!Q4

D . ~25!

Finally, if we set

a5
1

v12~Q4h32Q3h4!, b5
1

v12~P3h42P4h3!, ~26!
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then it is immediate that

dh5a dP1b dQ, ~27!

which implies thath may be represented as an analytic function ofP andQ.7

h

Remark 3: Some properties of Sklyanin structures may be extended to a more general c
Poisson structures. Let us say that a Poisson structure is of the Sklyanin type, if the bracket
two variables is a function of the remaining(n22) variables. For example, for quadratic struc
tures, we have

$xi ,xj%5Jmn
i j xmxn, ~28!

where we use the usual summation convention and assume that both m and n avoid value
j .

Counting of parameters suggests that all such structures onR5 may be defined by some
Jacobian brackets, for example, by taking the Jacobian Poisson structure with polynomPi

being proper Pham polynomials.10

For a quadratic structure like above, the proper choice of functions in dimension 5 is

P15(
i 51

5

aix
i , P25(

i 51

5

bi~xi !2, P35(
i 51

5

ci~xi !2. ~29!

Then we obtain

$xi ,xj%5 (
k,l ,m

e i jklmakblcmxlxm. ~30!

IV. QUASI-HOMOGENEOUS POISSON STRUCTURES

It turns out that affine Poisson structures with certain homogeneity have especially
properties. Below we give a precise definition and present two results about such structure

Let us say that a collectionw5(w1 ,...,wn) of positive rational numberswi is a system of
weights for variablesx1 ,...,xn . Thew-degree of a monomiale5x1

k1
• ... xn

kn is defined as(wiki .
Recall that polynomialPPKn is called quasi-homogeneous ofw-degreed if all monomials
entering inP have the samew-degree equal tod.10

Definition 4: A Poisson structure is called a quasi-homogeneous Poisson structu
w-degree d if componentsv i j of the corresponding bivector are quasi-homogeneous polynom
of the samew-degree d1wi1wj .

Let us also introduce the so-called Euler vector fieldXE5(wix
i] i associated with weights

(w1 ,...,wn). Then it is easy to check that for a quasi-homogeneous Poisson structure ofw-degree
d one hasLXE

L5dL. Moreover, for homogeneous Poisson structures~all wi51! we obtain a
useful decomposition theorem generalizing the decomposition theorem of Liu and Xu.5

Theorem 7: If L is a homogeneous Poisson structure of degree d on Kn, then it may be
decomposed asL5L02 @1/(d1n22)# XL`XE , whereL0 is an exact Poisson structure, XL

5D(C) and XE5( ix
i] i .

Proof: First let us consider the general quasi-homogeneous case whenXE5(wix
i] i and let

L5L02 (1/c) XL`XE for somecPK with exactL0 . Then sinceD(L0)50 we will get

DS L2
1

c
XL`XED5XL2

1

c
~@XE ,XL#1D~XE!XL2D~XL!XE! ~31!
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5
1

c S c2d1wi1wj2 (
k51

n

wkDXL50. ~32!

This equality may only hold whenwi5wj for everyi , j . This means that only a homogeneous ca
is possible and then we can takewi51, which directly leads toc5d1n22.

h

As is well known, Poisson structures may be restricted to level surfaces of Casimirs. It
out that applying this procedure to a quasi-homogeneous Jacobian Poisson structure one c
an interesting connection with singularity theory.

Let us consider a Jacobian Poisson structure~2! given by (n22) functionally independen
polynomials P1 ,...,Pn22PKn each of which is quasi-homogeneous with respect to the s
system of weightsw. It is easy to see that in such case their common zero-setX5$P15¯

5Pn2250% in Cn is a so-called two-dimensional complete intersection with an isolated sing
ity at the origin of Cn.10 The Jacobian Poisson structureLP ~2! naturally defines a Poisso
structureL̃P on the ring of regular functions onX which is justA5Cn /(P1 ,...,Pn22).11 For this
reduced structureL̃P one can define its Poisson homology in the usual way.9

In particular its zero-dimensional Poisson homologyH0
p(X,L̃P) is isomorphic to the factor

spaceA/$A,A%, where$A,A% defines the ideal inA generated by all pairwise brackets of eleme
of A.

Our last result shows that Poisson homology ofL̃P is related to some important topologic
characteristic ofX.

Recall that the Milnor number of a complete intersection germX of complex dimension two
is defined as dimH2(XeùBd

2n ,Z), whereXe is a small nonsingular deformation ofX andBd
2n is a

small ball centered at the origin.12

Theorem 8: For any two-dimensional quasi-homogeneous complete intersection X5$P1

5¯5Pn2250% in Cn, the dimension of zero-dimensional Poisson homology9 of L̃P on X is
equal to the Milnor number of X at the origin.

Proof: For simplicity we present a proof forn53. As is known, the Milnor numberm always
can be computed in a purely algebraic way.10

In particular for a hypersurface in three dimensions the Milnor number is equal to the di
sion of local algebra of the singular point,12 i.e., m5dimC3 /(]1P,]2P,]3P).

A simple algebraic verification shows that the theorem will be proved if we establish
following equality between ideals inC3 :

$C3 ,C3%1~P!5~]1P,]2P,]3P!. ~33!

The fact that $C3 ,C3%1(P).(]1P,]2P,]3P) is obvious since $xi ,xj%5e i jk ]kP, ] i P
P$C3 ,C3%.

The reverse inclusion is not true in general, but in the quasi-homogeneous case it m
proven using the Euler formulaP5 (1/d) ( ix

iwi ] i P and repeated application of the Leibniz rul
Indeed, it is sufficient to prove that the bracket of arbitrary two monomials lies in the Jac

ideal (]1P,]2P,]3P). For that one can proceed by induction over aw-degree of monomials and
consider a bracket of the form$xe,ye8% wheree, e8 are arbitrary monomials of thew-degree not
exceeding a given numberr which are all supposed to have brackets in the Jacobian ideal.
we get $xie,xje8%5$xi ,xj%ee81$e,e8%xixj1$xi ,e8%xje1$e,xj%xie8. Apparently every membe
on the right hand side of the equation fulfils the induction assumption, which ends the pro

h

In higher dimensions one makes use of the general formulam
5dim(Cn)n22/(]1Q,...,]nQ), where (Cn)n22 is the module ofn22 columns of polynomials
from Cn , ] iQ stands for column obtained by taking thei-th partial derivative of the columnQ
5(P1 ,...,Pn22)T, and (]1Q,...,]nQ) denotes the submodule in (Cn)n22 generated by columns
] iQ.10
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The structure of the proof remains the same but computations become much more inv
In conclusion we would like to notice that the natural problem of computing Poisson ho

ogy of JPS on the whole affine space seems to be very difficult. Using examples and tec
presented in Ref. 13 it is possible to construct quadratic JPS onR4 with nontrivial second and
third Poisson homology groups, but we were not able to calculate these groups explicitly.
related results may be found in Ref. 14.
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An asymptotic expansion for the hypergeometric function
2F1„a,b;c;x…

Michael D. Thorsley and Marita C. Chidichimoa)

Department of Applied Mathematics, University of Waterloo,
Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1, Canada
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Watson’s treatise expresses the ordinary Bessel function as a limit of a hypergeo-
metric function, where the first two parameters go to infinity, while simultaneously
the argument goes to zero. We have extended Watson’s method of proof to derive
an asymptotic expression for the hypergeometric function to second order in the
inverse of the first two parameters, with the ordinary Bessel function as its leading-
order term. We show, as an example, that the use of this new result is pivotal in
showing the correspondence between quantal and classical results of the differential
cross section in Coulomb excitation. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1353185#

I. INTRODUCTION

The hypergeometric function2F1(a,b;c;x)1,2 plays an important role in the solution of man
physical problems. It is found, for example, in the quantal formulation of the differential c
section for excitation of atomic systems by the Coulomb field of charged particles.3–6

Historically, there have been two main approaches to modeling the electromagnetic in
tion of two particles. In thesemiclassical approach,7 which has its roots in the classical study
radiation emitted by interacting charged particles,8 the projectile is assumed to follow a classic
hyperbolic trajectory, which determines the scattering angle, while the excitation of the tar
caused by the resulting time-varying electric and magnetic fields. Results obtained throug
technique provide both an intuitive physical picture of the scattering process and also se
approximations to the quantal results for low-energy collisions.

In the quantal approach, and assuming the validity of first-order time-independent pertur
tion theory, the scattering process is described as a transition of the projectile betwee
Coulomb-distorted plane-wave states, while the target simultaneously undergoes a change
Both of these approaches have been reviewed by Alderet al.5 and Biedenharn and Brussaard.4

In both approaches, expanding the interaction in multipoles and neglecting the penetra
the projectile into the target results, for each multipole orderL, in a problem which factors into
two parts—one solely dependent on the properties of the target in question, which contro
strength of the interaction, and a differential excitation function df (u,h i ,j)/dV, which deter-
mines the angular distribution of the scattered projectile. The angleu is the deflection angle of the
scattered particle, and the dimensionless Sommerfeld parameterh i is defined by

h i5
Z1Z2e2

\v i
5Z1Z2A M

~Ei /Ry!
, ~1.1!

whereZ1 andZ2 are the charge numbers of the projectile and the atomic system,v i their relative
velocities,M the reduced mass of the system, in electron-mass units, andEi is the initial kinetic
energy of relative motion measured in rydbergs~13.8 eV!. The dimensionless adiabaticity param
eterj is defined by

a!Electronic mail: mchidich@math.uwaterloo.ca
19210022-2488/2001/42(4)/1921/10/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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j5h f2h i5h iF S 12
Ei f

Ei
D 21/2

21G
5Z1Z2A M

~Ei /Ry!F S 12
Ei f

Ei
D 21/2

21G , ~1.2!

where the indicesi and f refer to the initial and the final state, respectively, andEi f 5Ei2Ef .
While, in general, the excitation function df /dV can be expressed only as an infinite sum,

the special case where the organ of interaction is the dipole component of the electrostatic
action (E1), the excitation functions in both the semiclassical and quantal derivations are s
in terms of Bessel7 and hypergeometric9 functions, respectively.

By applying appropriate analytic continuations, we show, in Sec. III A, that the differe
excitation function foru bounded away from zero is left in terms of hypergeometric functions
the form

2F1~a6 ih i ,b7 ih f ;17 i j;t !, ~1.3!

wherea andb are integers and

t5
j2

j214h ih f sin2~u/2!
. ~1.4!

The usual procedure for obtaining a classical limit of a quantal result is to leth i , h f→` and
assumej is finite.4 Since our variablet becomes small ash i ,h f→` andj is kept finite, it would
seem to be the appropriate form of the quantal expression for investigating this correspon
between the semiclassical and quantal results directly.

Actually, demonstrating this result proves to be much more difficult than first thought, sin
requires taking limits of hypergeometric functions whose first two parameters go to infinity, w
the argumentt goes to zero simultaneously. Further complicating the problem is the fact th
many cases, the leading and first-order terms all cancel out in the subexpressions and a q
factor in h promotes the second-order correction terms in the asymptotic expressions to s
cance ash→`.

For this reason, we have derived an asymptotic expansion for Gauss’ hypergeometric fu
to second order in the inverses of the first two parameters and used the resulting expres
evaluate the limit.

The limiting caseEi→Ei f , in atomic collisions, needs special consideration and will be d
with in a forthcoming paper. In this particular case, the parametersh f , j→` simultaneously,
whereas the parameterh i remains finite and the argumentt→1.

We used the symbolic computation programMAPLE VI10 to help us with the algebraic manipu
lations in this work.

II. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION

Equation 5.7~1! of Watson’s treatise12 expresses the ordinary Bessel function as a limit o
hypergeometric function.

Jn~z!5 lim
l,m→`

S 1

2
zD n

G~n11! 2F1S l,m;n11;2
z2

4lm D . ~2.1!

2F1(a,b;c;x) is Gauss’ hypergeometric function defined by

2F1~a,b;c;x!5 (
n50

`
~a!n~b!n

n! ~c!n
xn, ~2.2!
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in the circle of convergence of this series (uxu,1) and by analytic continuation elsewhere.
We will extend Watson’s method of proof to derive an asymptotic expression for the h

geometric function with this result as its leading-order~constant! term. We believe this result ha
not been discussed before.

Expanding the right-hand side of the equation through the Gauss hypergeometric serie~2.2!
gives a summation whose (m11)th term is

~2 !m~ 1
2z!n12m

m!G~n1m11! )
r 51

m21

@~11rd!~11rh!#, ~2.3!

whered5l21 and h5m21. As is discussed in Ref. 11, Sec. 5.7, forudu,d0,2uzu21 and h
,h0,2uzu21, this term is smaller than the (m11)th term in the absolutely convergent hype
geometric series, which represents

~ 1
2z!n

G~n11! 2F1S 1

d0
,

1

h0
;n11;

z2d0h0

4 D . ~2.4!

Since the Weierstrass test shows that the terms of this series are uniformly smaller than th
of a convergent series of constants, for small enoughd andh in any circle aroundz50, the series
to which this term belongs is uniformly convergent for large enoughl andm.

To extract higher-order corrections from this system, we require the product

)
r 51

m21

~11rd!5~11d!~112d!~113d!¯~11~m21!d! ~2.5!

in powers ofd. The constant term of this expression is obviously 1. The coefficient of the li
term is the sum of all possible integers between 1 and (m21), namelym(m21)/2. The coeffi-
cient of the second-order term is zero form,2 or the sum of all possible distinct products of tw
distinct integers between 1 and (m21) for m>2. To derive a closed-form expression for this, w
will first derive a closed-form expression for the sum of all possible multiplications of two~not
necessarily distinct! integers between 1 and (m21). To obtain this, we use the following matrix

131 132 133 ¯ 13~m21!

231 232 233 ¯ 23~m21!

A A A � A

~m21!31 ~m21!32 ~m21!33 ¯ ~m21!3~m21!

. ~2.6!

We can use the result

(
k51

n

k5n~n11!/2

to take the sum of each column and again to take the sum of all of the columns

@ 1
2 m~m21!123 1

2 m~m21!1¯1~m21!3 1
2 m~m21!#5@ 1

2m~m21!#25 1
4 m2~m21!2.

~2.7!

In fact, this argument can be generalized by induction to products of any length
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(
k151

m21

(
k251

m21

¯ (
kn51

m21

k1k2¯kn5
1

2
m~m21! (

k151

m21

(
k251

m21

¯ (
kn2151

m21

k1k2¯kn21

5F1

2
m~m21!Gn

. ~2.8!

This summation overcounts terms for our purposes, since it counts each product twice~once as
a3b and once asb3a) and also includes the squares, which are not obtained in our expan
We therefore modify this expression somewhat and write

S5
1

2 F S m~m21!

2 D 2

2 (
k51

m21

k2G
5

1

2 F S m~m21!

2 D 2

2
m~m21!~2m22!

6 G
5

1

24
m~m21!~m22!~3m21!, ~2.9!

which has the convenient property that it is 0 form,2, thus eliminating the need to handle the
cases separately.

Consequently, we now have an asymptotic expression for the (m-1)th term, viz.,

~2 !m~ 1
2z!n12m

m!G~n1m11! F11
1

2
m~m21!d1

1

24
m~m21!~m22!~3m21!d2G

3@11 1
2 m~m21!h1 1

24 m~m21!~m22!~3m21!h2#

5
~2 !m~ 1

2z!n12m

m!G~n1m11! F11
1

2
m~m21!~d1h!1 1

24 m~m21!

3~m22!~3m21!~d21h2!1
1

4
m2~m21!2dhG , ~2.10!

and all that remains is to find a closed-form summation for each term in this expansion
constant term is the one presented in Ref. 11, viz.,

(
m50

` ~2 !m~ 1
2z!n12m

m!G~n1m11!
5Jn~z!. ~2.11!

To obtain the linear term, we notice that

1

8
z2Jn12~z!5

1

2 (
m50

` ~2 !m~ 1
2z!n1412m

m!G~n121m11!

5
1

2 (
n52

` ~2 !n~ 1
2z!n12n

~n22!!G~n1n11!

5
1

2 (
n50

`

n~n21!
~2 !n~ 1

2z!n12n

n!G~n1n11!
, ~2.12!
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where we have made use of the fact that the first two terms of the sum are 0 to exte
summation down ton50. In obtaining the second-order terms, we use the generalized form o
~2.12!, namely,

~2 !kS 1

2
zD k

Jn1k~z!5 (
m50

` ~2 !kS 1

2
zD n12k12m

m!G~n1k1m11!

5 (
n50

`

n~n21!¯~n2k11!

~2 !nS 1

2
zD n12n

n!G~n1n11!
. ~2.13!

Since the polynomials$1,m,m(m21),m(m21)(m22),¯% comprise a basis of all polyno
mials, we can sum the standard Bessel function expansion, with terms prefixed by any poly
in the summation index, by expanding that polynomial over this basis and using the identity~2.13!
to sum the sums from each component separately. Applying this to our present situatio
writing 3m215813(m23), we obtain

1

24 (
m50

`

m~m21!~m22!~3m21!
~2 !m~ 1

2z!n12m

m!G~n1m11!
52

1

24
z3Jn13~z!1

1

128
z4Jn14~z!.

~2.14!

As well, using the identitym(m21)5214(m22)1(m22)(m23), we get

1

4 (
m50

`

m2~m21!2
~2 !m~ 1

2z!n12m

m!G~n1m11!
5

1

8
z2Jn12~z!2

1

8
z3Jn13~z!1

1

64
z4Jn14~z!. ~2.15!

Combining the above gives the expansion

~ 1
2z!n

G~n11!2F1S l,m;n11;2
z2

4lm D;Jn~z!1
z2

8
Jn12~z!S 1

l
1

1

m D
1F2

1

24
z3Jn13~z!1

1

128
z4Jn14~z!G S 1

l2 1
1

m2D
1F1

8
z2Jn12~z!2

1

8
z3Jn13~z!1

1

64
z4Jn14~z!G S 1

lm D ,

~2.16!

for l andm large.

III. EXAMPLE: COULOMB EXCITATION AND HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

In the quantal expression for the E1 differential excitation function, we are bombarded
hypergeometric functions of the form

2F1~a1 ih i ,b2 ih f ;12 i j;t !52F1~a1 ih,b2 i ~h1j!;12 i j;t !, ~3.1!

or those of the form
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2F1~a2 ih i ,b1 ih f ;11 i j;t !52F1~a2 ih,b1 i ~h1j!;11 i j;t !. ~3.2!

In this section, we will use the variable nameh5h i and expressh f ash1j, where conve-
nient.

The hypergeometric function of form~3.1! may be converted to one of form~3.2! by making
the substitutionh→2h andj→2j. For this reason, we will concern ourselves with expand
only the form~3.1! and will perform this transformation afterwards to handle form~3.2!.

If we definel5a1 ih i andm5b2 ih f , we may apply the asymptotic expression of Sec
to these functions ash→`. We definez by

t52
z2

4lm
⇒z52iAlmt. ~3.3!

An additional complication arises, becausez is a nonconstant function ofh. Thus, in addition
to the limiting process associated with the expansion of the hypergeometric function, the
additional terms associated with the variation inz ash→`. We start by expandingz to second
order in powers ofh21:

z52iF ~a1 ih i !~b2 ih f !
j2

j214h ih f sin2S u

2D G 1/2

;z0H 11c1

1

h
1c2

1

h2J , ~3.4!

where

«5
1

sinS u

2D , ~3.5!

z05 i uju«, ~3.6!

c152
i

2
~a2b!, ~3.7!

c25
~a1b!224i jb2j2«2

8
. ~3.8!

We want to expand the Bessel functions in the coefficients of the asymptotic expression
hypergeometric function evaluated atz in powers of h21. Using the differentiation formula
~9.1.30! of Ref. 2 and expanding the functionz2nJn(z) as a Taylor series aboutz0 , we find

z2nJn~z!;z0
2nJn~z0!2c1z0

2n11Jn11~z0!
1

h

2H c2z0
2n11Jn11~z0!1

c1
2

2
@z0

2n11Jn11~z0!2z0
2n12Jn12~z0!#J 1

h2 . ~3.9!

Similarly, differentiating the Bessel function in the second coefficient gives

d

dz
@z2n12Jn12~z!#54z2n11Jn12~z!2z2n12Jn13~z!, ~3.10!

whence the linear approximation
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z2n12Jn12~z!5z0
22nJn12~z0!1@4z0

2n11Jn12~z0!2z0
2n12Jn13~z0!#z0c1

1

h
. ~3.11!

Expanding the coefficients of the third and fourth term~beyond zeroth order! introduces only
higher-order terms inh21. It suffices to use the ‘‘constant’’ approximation and evaluate them
z0 .

We now have the asymptotic expression

22n

G~n11!2F1~l,m;11n;t !;z0
2nJn~z0!2c1z0

2n11Jn11~z0!
1

h

2H c2z0
2n11Jn11~z0!1

c1
2

2
@z0

2n11Jn11~z0!2z0
2n12Jn12~z0!#J 1

h2

1S 1

l
1

1

m D $z0
22nJn12~z0!2c1@3z0

2n12Jn12~z0!2z0
2n13Jn13~z0!#%

1S 1

l2 1
1

m2D H 2
1

24
z0

32nJn13~z0!1
1

128
z0

42nJn14~z0!J 1S 1

lm D
3H 1

8
z0

22nJn12~z0!2
1

8
z0

32nJn13~z0!1
1

64
z0

42nJn14~z0!J . ~3.12!

Finally, we must expand the asymptotic variablesl andm themselves in powers ofh21,

1

l
5

1

a1 ih
;2

i

h
1

a

h2 , ~3.13!

1

m
5

1

b2 i ~h1j!
;

i

h
1

b2 i j

h2 , ~3.14!

1

l
1

1

m
;

a1b2 i j

h2 ,
1

l2 1
1

m2 ;2
2

h2 ,
1

lm
;

1

h2 . ~3.15!

With these expansions, the asymptotic expression becomes

2F1~a1 ih,b2 i ~h1j!;12 i j;t !;G~12 i j!S z0

2 D i jH J2 i j~z0!2c1z0J12 i j~z0!
1

h

1F2c2z0J12 i j~z0!2
c1

2

2
@z0J12 i j~z0!2z0

2J22 i j~z0!#

1
a1b2 i j11

8
z0

2J22 i j~z0!2
1

24
z0

3J32 i j~z0!G 1

h2J .

~3.16!

For the purposes of comparing with the semiclassical results, we express this asym
expansion in terms of the modified Bessel functionsI n(z) ~relation 9.6.3 of Ref. 2!, and we obtain
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2F1~a1 ih,b2 i ~h1j!;12 i j;t !

;G~12 i j!S x0

2 D i jH I 2 i j~x0!2
1

2
i ~a2b!x0I 12 i j~x0!

1

h

2H F 1

12
~x0

22j22123a~a21!23b~b21!!1
i j

4
~b2a!~b2a21!Gx0I 12 i j~x0!

1F 1

24
~3a~a21!13b~b21!26ab11!1

i j

24Gx0
2I 2 i j~x0!J 1

h2J , ~3.17!

wherex05uju«5ujusin(u/2)21. Recurrence relations have been used to express all of the mod
Bessel functions in terms ofI 12 i j and I 2 i j .

Classical limit of the electric dipole differential excitation function. We begin our discus
with the excitation function expression,9,12 but make explicit the distinction between the repulsi
and attractive cases by writingj as 7uju. We can convert the repulsive case (h i.0) to the
attractive case (h i,0) by simply switching the signs ofh i , h f , andj. The total effect of this
transformation is to replace the factor of exp(2puju), for repulsive potentials, by a factor o
exp(1puju) for attractive potentials,

df E15
8p3h ih f

9j2

e7puju

sinh~ph i !sinh~ph f !
d/dx S 2x

d

dx
u 2F1~2 ih i ,2 ih f ;1;x!u2D , ~3.18!

where

x52
4h ih f

j2 sin2S u

2D . ~3.19!

We will henceforth omit the subscripts and write2F1( . . . ) simply asF(¯). Expanding out
the derivatives, and making use of the analytic continuations 15.3.15 and 15.3.6 of Ref. 2,
left with

df E15
16p3

9

~h ih f !
2te6puju

j2 sinh~ph i !sinh~ph f !
3H uG~ i j!u2

uG~11 ih i !u2G~11 ih f !u2 @ Im~e12e3!2Re~e4!#

1ImS t2 i jG2~ i j!

G2~12 ih i !G
2~11 ih f !

~e22e5! D2ReS t2 i jG2~ i j!

G2~12 ih i !G
2~11 ih f !

~e6! D
1tF uG~ i j!u2

uG~11 ih i !u2G~11 ih f !u2 @ Im~e3!1Re~e4!#1ImS t2 i jG2~ i j!

G2~12 ih i !G
2~11 ih f !

~e5! D
1ReS t2 i jG2~ i j!

G2~12 ih i !G
2~11 ih f !

~e6! D G J , ~3.20!

where

e152h iF~11 ih i ,12 ih f ;12 i j;t !F~12 ih i ,ih f ;11 i j;t !

1h fF~11 ih i ,12 ih f ;12 i j;t !F~2 ih i ,11 ih f ;11 i j;t !, ~3.21!

e252h fF~11 ih i ,12 ih f ;12 i j;t !F~ ih i ,12 ih f ;12 i j;t !

1h iF~11 ih i ,12 ih f ;12 i j,t !F~11 ih i ,2 ih f ;12 i j;t !, ~3.22!
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e352h iF~11 ih i ,22 ih f ;12 i j;t !F~12 ih i ,ih f ;11 i j;t !

1h fF~21 ih i ,12 ih f ;12 i j;t !F~2 ih i ,11 ih f ;11 i j;t !, ~3.23!

e45h ih f@F~11 ih i ,22 ih f ;12 i j;t !F~12 ih i ,ih f ;11 i j;t !

1F~21 ih i ,12 ih f ;12 i j;t !F~2 ih i ,11 ih f ;11 i j;t !

22F~12 ih i ,11 ih f ;11 i j;t !F~11 ih i ,12 ih f ;12 i j;t !#, ~3.24!

e552h fF~11 ih i ,22 ih f ;12 i j;t !F~ ih i ,12 ih f ;12 i j;t !

1h iF~21 ih i ,12 ih f ;12 i j;t !F~11 ih i ,2 ih f ;12 i j;t !, ~3.25!

e65h f
2F~11 ih i ,22 ih f ;12 i j;t !F~ ih i ,12 ih f ;12 i j;t !

1h i
2F~21 ih i ,12 ih f ;12 i j;t !F~11 ih i ,2 ih f ;12 i j;t !

22h ih fF
2~11 ih i ,12 ih f ;12 i j;t !, ~3.26!

t being given by Eq.~1.4!.
Using the asymptotic expression~3.17!, we see that ash→`

A Im~e12e3!→Cx0 Re@ I 12 i j~x0!I i j~x0!#, ~3.27!

Im~B~e22e5!!→2Cx0 Im@ i I 12 i j~x0!I 2 i j~x0!#, ~3.28!

A Re(e4)→2CF1

2
x0

2uI i j(x0)u21
1

2
x0

2uI 11 i j(x0)u22x0 Re(I i j(x0)I 12 i j(x0)

2jx0 Im(I i j(x0)I 12 i j(x0))G , ~3.29!

Re~B~e6!!→2C@j2 Re~ I 2 i j
2 ~x0!!2 1

2 x0
2 Re~ I 2 i j

2 ~x0!!2 1
2 x0

2 Re~ I 12 i j
2 ~x0!!

1jx0 Re~ i I 2 i j~x0!I 12 i j~x0!!1x0 Re~ I 2 i j~x0!I 12 i j~x0!!#, ~3.30!

where

A5
uG~ i j!u2

uG~11 ih i !u2uG~11 ih f !u2 , ~3.31!

B5
t2 i jG2~ i j!

G2~12 ih i !G
2~11 ih f !

, ~3.32!

C5
uG~11 i j!u4

j2uG~11 ih i !u2uG~11 ih f !u2 , ~3.33!

and relation 6.1.31 of Ref. 2 defines

uG~11 ih!u25
ph

sinh~ph!
. ~3.34!

This leaves the result
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df E1→
4p3

9

«2e6uju

sinh2~puju!
3H 1

2
x0

2@ uI i j~x0!u22Re~ I 2 i j
2 ~x0!!1uI 12 i j~x0!u22Re~ I 12 i j

2 ~x0!!#

1sgn~j!x0@Re~ i I 2 i j~x0!I 12 i j~x0!!2Im~ I i j~x0!I 12 i j~x0!!#1j2 Re~ I 2 i j
2 ~x0!!J .

~3.35!

To simplify this expression, we make use of the complex-number identity

Re~z2!5Re2~z* !2Im2~z* !. ~3.36!

Thus, using relations~9.6.2! and ~9.6.26! of Ref. 2, we obtain

df E1→
4p3

9

j2«2e6puju

sinh2~puju! $~«221!Im2~ I i j~ uju«!!@« Im~ I 12 i j~ uju«!!2sgn~j!Re~ I i j~ uju«!!#2%

5
4p

9
j2«2e6puju$~«221!Ki j

2 ~ uju«!1«2Ki j8
2~ uju«!%, ~3.37!

as h→`. Kn(z) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind andKn8(z) is its derivative
with respect to its argument and«5sin(u/2)21. This last expression is the semiclassical res
quoted by Alderet al. @see Eqs.~II A.29! and ~II E.57! of Ref. 3#.
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Solutions of relativistic wave equations in superpositions
of Aharonov–Bohm, magnetic, and electric fields

V. G. Bagrov,a) D. M. Gitman,b) and V. B. Tlyachevc)

Instituto de Fisica, Universidade de Sa˜o Paulo,
C.P 66318, 05315-970 Sa˜o Paulo, S2P, Brasil
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We present new exact solutions~in 311 and 211 dimensions! of relativistic wave
equations~Klein–Gordon and Dirac! in external electromagnetic fields of special
form. These fields are combinations of Aharonov–Bohm solenoid field and some
additional electric and magnetic fields. In particular, as such additional fields, we
consider longitudinal electric and magnetic fields, some crossed fields, and some
special nonuniform fields. The solutions obtained can be useful to study the
Aharonov–Bohm effect in the corresponding electromagnetic fields. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1353182#

I. INTRODUCTION

The Aharonov–Bohm~AB! effect1 plays an important role in quantum theory refining t
status of electromagnetic potentials in this theory. First this effect was discussed in relatio
study of interaction between a nonrelativistic charged particle and an infinitely long and i
tesimally thin magnetic solenoid field~further the AB field! ~a similar effect was discussed earli
by Ehrenberg and Siday2!. It was discovered that particle wave functions vanish at the sole
line. In spite of the fact that the magnetic field vanishes out of the solenoid, the phase shift
wave functions is proportional to the corresponding magnetic flux.3 A nontrivial particle scattering
by the solenoid is interpreted as a possibility for quantum particles to ‘‘feel’’ potentials of
corresponding electromagnetic field. Indeed, potentials of the AB field do not vanish out o
solenoid. AB scattering for spinning particles was considered in Refs. 4 and 5 using exac
tions of the Dirac equation in the AB field. A number of theoretical works and convin
experiments were done to clarify the AB effect and to prove its existence~see, e.g., Refs. 6–9!.

Progress in the study of the AB effect may be related to revealing new situations, whe
effect takes place. For example, one can consider more complicated configurations of elect
netic fields, different regimes of particle motions, different dimensions, and so on. To study
new possibilities one has to have exact solutions of the corresponding quantum equations i
configurations of electromagnetic fields. In this relation, we ought to mention exact solutio
the Schro¨dinger equation in a superposition of the AB field and a uniform magnetic field.10 The
latter solutions were analyzed in Refs. 11–13 from AB effect point of view. The correspon
coherent states were constructed in Ref. 12. Klein–Gordon and Dirac equations for pa
moving in a superposition of the AB field, Coulomb field, and magnetic monopole field w
found and analyzed in Refs. 14 and 15.

In this article we present new exact solutions~in 311 and 211 dimensions! of relativistic
wave equations~Klein–Gordon and Dirac! in external electromagnetic fields of special form
These fields are combinations of the AB field and different types of electric and magnetic
In Sec. II we consider the AB field combined with longitudinal electromagnetic fields. In Se
superpositions of the AB, longitudinal, and crossed fields are studied. In Secs. IV and
present solutions in the AB field combined with some nonuniform fields. Here we also di

a!On leave from Tomsk State University and Tomsk Institute of High Current Electronics, Russia.
b!Electronic mail: gitman@fma.if.usp.br
c!Also at: Tomsk Institute of High Current Electronics, Russia.
19330022-2488/2001/42(5)/1933/27/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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some relevant solutions in 211 dimensional quantum electro dynamics~QED!. Special functions
and their properties, which are used in the article, are present in the Appendix.

Most of works, in which the AB effect was studied, are based on the use of exact solutio
the Schro¨dinger equation in the AB field.1 Consider the latter a field in 311 dimensions. If the
magnetic solenoid is placed along the axisz5x3, then the AB field can be given by potentials@we
denote these potentials asAm

(0)(x), x5(xm,m50,1,2,3)# of the form

A1
(0)5

F

2pr 2 x2, A2
(0)52

F

2pr 2 x1, A0
(0)5A3

(0)50, r 25~x1!21~x2!2. ~1.1!

The AB magnetic field has the formH(0)5(0,0,H (0)), whereH (0) is singular atr 50,

H (0)5Fd~x1!d~x2!. ~1.2!

The AB field creates a finite magnetic fluxF along the axisz. It is convenient to define a quantit
m, which characterizes the magnetic fluxF and is related to the latter as follows:

F5~ l 01m!F0 , F052pc\/ueu, 0<m,1, ~1.3!

where l 0 is integer, ande52ueu is the charge of the electron. In what follows, we callm the
mantissa of the magnetic fluxF. By definitionm is a positive fractional part of the magnetic flu
if the latter is measured in units of quantaF0 . Cylindrical coordinatesr ,w ~x15r cosw, x2

5r sinw! are preferable for AB field consideration. In these coordinates

ueu
c\

A1
(0)5

l 01m

r
sinw,

ueu
c\

A2
(0)52

l 01m

r
cosw. ~1.4!

In the present article, we are going to consider particle motion in electromagnetic fieldAm

that are a combination of the AB field and some additional fields with potentialsAm
(1) ,

Am5Am
(0)1Am

(1) . ~1.5!

Electromagnetic potentials enter in relativistic wave equations only via the operators of mo

Pm5 i\]m2 (e/c) Am . Doing the transformationC(x)5e2 i l 0wC̃(x) of wave functions, we can

eliminatel 0 dependence of AB potentials in equations forC̃(x). Indeed, such equations alread
contain momentum operators of the form

eil 0wPme2 i l 0w5 i\]m2
e

c
~Ãm

(0)1Am
(1)!,

~1.6!
ueu
ch

Ã1
(0)5

m

r
sinw,

ueu
ch

Ã2
(0)52

m

r
cosw, Ã0

(0)5Ã3
(0)50.

Thus, all the matrix elements of any axial-symmetric operators depend on the mantissa
magnetic flux only.

II. AHARONOV–BOHM FIELD COMBINED WITH LONGITUDINAL ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELDS

Here we consider particle motion in a superposition of the AB field and of some longitu
electromagnetic fields. We call electricE and magneticH fields longitudinal ones whenever the
are parallel and are directed along the AB solenoid~along the axisz!,

E5En, H5Hn, n251, n5~0,0,1!. ~2.1!
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It follows from Maxwell equations that in this case the functionsE andH must obey the condi-
tions

E5E~x0,x3!5]0A32]3A0 , A05A0~x0,x3!, A35A3~x0,x3!,
~2.2!

H5H~x1,x2!5]2A12]1A2 , A15A1~x1,x2!, A25A2~x1,x2!,

whereA0(x0,x3), A1(x1,x2), A2(x1,x2), A3(x0,x3) are arbitrary functions of the indicated arg
ments. Exact solutions of the relativistic wave equations in such fields~in the absence of the AB
field! were studied in Refs. 16 and 17. As we show in the following, whenever the AB fie
present, then exact solutions of the relativistic wave equations can be found only in the a
symmetric case with the magnetic field having the formH5H(r ). Thus, potentials of additiona
fields, which are considered in the present section, have the following form:A0

(1)5A0
(1)(x0,x3),

A3
(1)5A3

(1)(x0,x3) arbitrary and

A1
(1)5

c\

ueu
A~r !

r
sinw, A2

(1)52
c\

ueu
A~r !

r
cosw, H~r !5

c\

ueu
A8~r !

r
, ~2.3!

whereA(r ) is an arbitrary function ofr .

A. Classical description of radial motion

To interpret quantum numbers of wave functions, it is often useful to have a classical p
of the problem. That is why we present here a classical analysis of the particle motion in
under consideration.

Consider classical trajectories that do not intersect the axisz, thus they do not ‘‘feel’’ the
existence of the AB field. For such trajectories, the quantityPr

2 is an integral of motion~c2Pr
2 is

said to be radial energy!,

Pr
25P1

21P2
25\2k1

2, m0
2c21Pr

25P0
22P3

2, ~2.4!

wherePm is the classical kinetic momentum~a classical analog of the operatorsPm! andm0 is the
rest mass.Lz is an integral of motion as well (L is the angular momentum!,

Lz5L̃z2\~ l 01m!5\~ l 2 l 0!, L̃z5x1P22x2P12\A~r !5\~ l 1m!. ~2.5!

Here l is arbitrary (l will be an integer in quantum theory!.
As will be seen in the following, exact solutions of relativistic wave equations can be fo

whenever the functionsA(r ) in Eq. ~2.3! have the form

~1! A~r !50, ~2.6!

~2! A~r !5
gr 2

2
, g.0, ~2.7!

~3! A~r !5gr , g.0. ~2.8!

The first case corresponds to the absence of an additional electromagnetic field, the seco
corresponds to the additional constant uniform magnetic fieldH along the solenoid (g
5 ueHu/c\), and the third one corresponds to the additional constant magnetic fieldH(r )5b/r ,
(g5 uebu/c\). Consider classical motion in these cases.

~1! For A(r )50, the momentaP1 andP2 are integrals of motion. Then the radial motion~the
motion in x1,x2 plane! is parametrized by the proper timet and can be presented as
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x15
P1

m0c
t1x(0)

1 , x25
P2

m0c
t1x(0)

2 , ~2.9!

wherex(0)
1 , x(0)

2 are integration constants. In this case

L̃z5\~ l 1m!5x(0)
1 P22x(0)

2 P1. ~2.10!

Consider the quantity

DR5Pr
21~x(0)

1 P22x(0)
2 P1!5

l 1m

k1
. ~2.11!

One can show thatuDRu characterizes a minimal distance between the trajectory~2.9! and the axis
x3. All the classical trajectories are divided in two groups according to the sign ofl 1m. Trajec-
tories with l 1m.0 can be called right ones and those withl 1m,0 can be called left ones. Th
reason is the following: Looking from the positivez direction, one can see that a minimal ang
rotation from the vectorr5(x1,x2,x3) to the particle momentum is counterclockwise for the rig
trajectories and clockwise for left ones.

~2! For A(r )5gr 2/2, the radial motion has the form

x15R cosk1x(0)
1 , x25R sink1x(0)

2 ,
~2.12!

k5v0t1w0 , v05
g

m
, m5

m0c

\
.

HereR, w0 , x(0)
1 , x(0)

2 are integration constants. The trajectories~2.12! are circles of radiusR with
centers having coordinatesx(0)

1 , x(0)
2 ,

~x12x(0)
1 !21~x22x(0)

2 !25R2. ~2.13!

One can easily find

Pr5\gR, l 1m5
g

2
~R22R0

2!, ~x(0)
1 !21~x(0)

2 !25R0
2 ,

~2.14!

l 1m<
gR2

2
5

Pr
2

2\2g
5

k1
2

2g
.

We can see that classical trajectories withl>2m embrace the solenoid, and ones withl ,2m do
not. In quantum theory these conditions arel>0 and l ,0, respectively. The quantityDR char-
acterizes a minimal distance between the trajectory~2.12! and the solenoid,

DR5uR2R0u5
2u l 1mu

g~R1R0!
. ~2.15!

~3! Consider finallyA(r )5gr . Here the radial motion depends essentially on values of c
stantsa, «,

a5
Pr

\g
5

k1

g
.0, «5~ l 1m!. ~2.16!

For «51, the classical motion is possible only ifa.1. For«521, the classical motion is possibl
if a.0. Whenevera>1 we get unbounded motion forr . For 0,a,1, «521, this motion is
bounded. In the following we present the radial motion ins parametrization,
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a.1: r 5
u l 1mu~a coshs1«!

g~a221!
, t5

u l 1mu~a sinhs1«s!

g2~a221!3/2 ,

w2w05
s

Aa221
12« arctanSAa2«

a1«
tanh

s

2D ,

a51, «521: 2gr 5u l 1mu~s211!, 2g2t5u l 1mumS s3

3
1sD ,

~2.17!
w2w05s22 arctans,

a,1, «521: r 5
u l 1mu~12a coss!

g~12a2!
, t5

u l 1mum~s2a sins!

g2~12a2!3/2 ,

w2w05sS 1

A12a2
21D 22 arctanS a sins

11A12a22a coss
D .

In all the cases under consideration, the minimal distance between a trajectory and th
noid is defined by

DR5
u l 1mu

gua2«u
. ~2.18!

Thus, the quantityl has a clear classical interpretation.

B. Klein–Gordon equation in longitudinal fields

Here we consider solutions of the Klein–Gordon equation

~PmPm2m0
2c2!C~x!50 ~2.19!

in the superposition of the external fields~1.1! and ~2.3!. In this case, the operators~2.4! are
integrals of motion. Whenever an additional field is axial-symmetric one~2.3!, then the operator
~2.5! is an integral of motion as well. Thus, we subject solutions of Eq.~2.19! to the following
additional conditions:

\22~P1
21P2

2!C~x!5k1
2C~x!, \22~P0

22P3
2!C~x!5~m21k1

2!C~x!. ~2.20!

Then such solutions can be presented in the formC(x)5c(x1,x2)F(x0,x3), where the functions
c andF obey

\22~P1
21P2

2!c~x1,x2!5k1
2c~x1,x2!, ~2.21!

\22~P0
22P3

2!F~x0,x3!5~m21k1
2!F~x0,x3!. ~2.22!

The AB field does not enter in Eq.~2.22!. This equation can be solved for a large class
electromagnetic fields. All the corresponding solutions of Eq.~2.22! are described in detail in
Refs. 16 and 17, that is why we do not present them here.

Let us turn to Eq.~2.21!. As was mentioned previously, exact solutions of this equation ca
found only in the superposition of the AB field and fields~2.6!–~2.8!. In all these cases, th
operatorLz is an integral of motion, thus we can search for solutions which are eigenvecto
the latter operator. In cylindrical coordinates, we get
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Lzc~r ,w!52 i\]wc~r ,w!5\~ l 2 l 0!c~r ,w!, c~r ,w!5
exp@ i ~ l 2 l 0!w#

A2p
c~r !. ~2.23!

Whenever additional fields have the structure~2.3!, the radial functionc(r ) obeys

R̂c~r !5k1
2c~r !, R̂5S l 1m1A~r !

r D 2

2
1

r

d

dr
2

d2

dr 2 . ~2.24!

C. Solutions of the radial equation in the absence of additional fields

Consider Eq.~2.24! for A(r )50,

d2c

dr 2 1
1

r

dc

dr
1Fk1

22
~ l 1m!2

r 2 Gc50. ~2.25!

A general solution of the equation can be written via Bessel functionsJn(x), ~Ref. 18, 8.402!,

c~r !5ck1 ,l~r !5c1Jn~k1r !1c2J2n~k1r !, n5u l 1mu. ~2.26!

Solutions, which are bounded for allr>0, must havec250. In this caseck1 ,l form an orthogonal

and complete set of functions (k1 ,k18.0),

E
0

`

Jn~k18r !Jn~k1r !r dr 5k1
21d~k12k18!, E

0

`

Jn~k1r 8!Jn~k1r !k1 dk15
d~r 2r 8!

r
. ~2.27!

Supposel 50,21, mÞ0 ~note that in this case the corresponding classical trajectories pass
mally close to the solenoid!. Then we have a special case. Here there are solutions of the
~2.26! with c150, c2Þ0 ~of course they are unbounded!, which obey relations~2.27!. More-
over, there are solutions~2.26! with bothc1Þ0 andc2Þ0, which are unbounded and not orthog
nal,

E
0

`

Jn~k18r !J2n~k1r !r dr 5
2 sinnp

p~k18
22k1

2!
S k18

k1
D n

, k1.k18 , unu,1. ~2.28!

However, these solutions are quadratically integrable@due to~2.27!# and form a complete set o
functions~in fact, an overcomplete set!. Besides, Eq.~2.25! has solutions of the form

c~r !5Kn~qr !, k1
252q2, ~2.29!

whereKn(r ) are Macdonald functions~Ref. 18, 8.407!. These functions have a finite norm (d
5argq)

E
0

`

Kn* ~qr !Kn~qr !r dr 5
p sin 2nd

2uqu2sinnp sin 2d
, unu,1, 2p/2,d,p/2 ~Req.0!.

~2.30!

But they are not orthogonal with respect toq,

E
0

`

Kn~q8r !Kn~qr !r dr 5
p~q2n2q82n!

2~q22q82!sinnp
, unu,1. ~2.31!

In particular, forn50, we get
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E
0

`

K0* ~qr !K0~qr !r dr 5
d

uqu2sin 2d
, E

0

`

K0~q8r !K0~qr !r dr 5
ln q2 ln q8

q22q82 . ~2.32!

The above-mentioned peculiarities are related to the loss of hermicity of the operatorR̂ for
l 50,21, mÞ0. A similar problem was discussed in Ref. 19.

D. Uniform magnetic field

Here we consider a superposition of AB field~1.1! and a uniform magnetic field~2.7!. It is
useful to introduce dimensionless operatorsak , ak

1 , k51,2 by the following relations:

\A2ga152 iP12P2 , \A2ga1
15 iP12P2 , g5

ueHu
c\

,

~2.33!
\A2ga252 iP11P21\g~x11 ix2!, \A2ga2

15 iP11P21\g~x12 ix2!.

Considering coordinates and momenta in these relations as classical quantities, we ca
representation for the classical motion~2.12! in terms ofa1 anda2 ,

a15Ag

2
Re2 ik, a25Ag

2
~x0

11 ix0
2!, ~x0

11 ix0
2!5R0eid. ~2.34!

The following operator relations take place:

Pr
25P1

21P2
25\2g~a1

1a11a1a1
1!, 2Lz5\~a1

1a11a1a1
12a2

1a22a2a2
1!. ~2.35!

We introduce also a dimensionless coordinater instead ofr ,

r5
gr 2

2
, dx1 dx25

1

g
dr dw. ~2.36!

On the classical trajectories~2.12! r evolves as

2r5g@R21R0
212RR0 cos~k2d!#. ~2.37!

Being written in terms of the variablesr,w, the operatorsak ,ak
1 take the form

a15Are2 iw@~ l 01m1r2 i ]w!/2r1]r#,

a1
15Areiw@~ l 01m1r2 i ]w!/2r2]r#,

~2.38!
a252Areiw@~ l 01m2r2 i ]w!/2r2]r#,

a2
152Are2 iw@~ l 01m2r2 i ]w!/2r1]r#.

Using the commutation relations for the momentum operators

PmPn2PnPm52 i
e\

c
Fmn , Fmn5]mAn2]nAm , ~2.39!

and definition of the magnetic field~1.2!, we arrive at the following commutation relations for th
operatorsak ,ak

1 :
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@a1 ,a1
1#511 f , @a2 ,a2

1#512 f , @a1 ,a2#52 f , @a1 ,a2
1#50,

~2.40!

f 5~F/H !d~x1!d~x2!52
F

F0
d~r!52~ l 01m!d~r!.

These commutation relations contain a singular dimensionless functionf . Whenever the AB field
is absent (f 50), then the operatorsak ,ak

1 form two mutual commuting sets of creation an
annihilation operators. It is not true in the presence of the AB field. However, as will be
further, these operators behave as creation and annihilation ones when acting on functio
tend to zero~sufficiently rapidly! as r→0. Being written in the coordinatesr,w, the operators
~2.35! have the form

Pr
252g\2Q, Lz52 i\]w , Q5

~ l 01m1r2 i ]w!2

4r
2]r2r]r

2. ~2.41!

In the case under consideration, the radial equation~2.24! reads

Q̄c~r!5S n̄1
1

2Dc~r!, Q̄5
~ l 1m1r!2

4r
2]r2r]r

2, k1
252gS n̄1

1

2D . ~2.42!

Bounded and quadratically integrable solutions of this equation are expressed via the La
functions ~A1! ~see the Appendix!. There are two types of solutions of the latter equation,
denote them asc ( j )(r), j 51,2 ~two types of states!. The first onej 51 corresponds tol>0
~classical trajectories embrace the solenoid!,

c (1)~r!5I n1m,n2 l~r!, 0< l<n, n50,1,2,. . . , n̄5n1m. ~2.43!

The second type of solutions withj 52 corresponds tol ,0 ~classical trajectories do not embrac
the solenoid!,

c (2)~r!5I n2 l 2m,n~r!, l ,0, n̄5n. ~2.44!

In these two cases radial momentum spectra are different,

~k1
(1)!252g~n1m1 1

2!, 0< l<n,

~2.45!

~k1
(2)!252g~n1 1

2!, l ,0, n50,1,2, . . . .

The spectrum forj 52 ~which is a part of the total spectrum! corresponds exactly to the spectru
of a spinless particle in a uniform magnetic field~without the AB field!. The spectrum forj 51 is
shifted by 2gm with respect to the one forj 52. It is important to note that the presence of the A
field partially lifts the degeneracy of the total spectrum in the quantum numberl .

It is convenient to define effective quantum numbersl̄ and n̄ by

n̄5n1m~22 j !5H n1m, j 51, l̄ 5 l 1m, l̄ <n̄

n, j 52, n50,1,2,... .
~2.46!

Using these numbers, we introduce the functions

cn,l
(1)~r,w!5~21!n2 l

exp@ i ~ l 2 l 0!w#

A2p
I n̄,n̄2 l̄ ~r!, ~2.47!
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cn,l
(2)~r,w!5~21!n

exp@ i ~ l 2 l 0!w#

A2p
I n̄2 l̄ ,n̄~r!.

According to Eq.~A4!, these functions can be expressed via the Laguerre polynomials. Thu
orthonormality relation can be proved

E
0

`

drE
0

2p

dw cn8,l 8
( j 8)* ~r,w!cn,l

( j )~r,w!5d l .l 8dn,n8 . ~2.48!

The set of the Laguerre functions

I a1n,n~x!, n50,1,2 . . . , a.21 ~2.49!

is complete in the space of quadratically integrable functions ofx>0,

(
n50

`

I a1n,n~x!I a1n,n~y!5d~x2y!. ~2.50!

Then the setcn,l
( j )(r,w) is complete in the space of quadratically integrable functions ofr,w, (r

.0,0<w<2p).
Using relations~A6!–~A11!, one can get the action of the operators~2.38! on the functions

cn,l
( j )(r,w),

a1cn,l
( j )~r,w!5An̄cn21,l 21

( j ) ~r,w!, a1
1cn,l

( j )~r,w!5An̄11cn11,l 11
( j ) ~r,w!,

~2.51!

a2cn,l
( j )~r,w!5An̄2 l̄ cn,l 11

( j ) ~r,w!, a2
1cn,l

( j )~r,w!5An̄2 l̄ 11cn,l 21
( j ) ~r,w!.

These formulas show that the functionscn,l
(1) may be created by an action of the operatorsak

1 on
c0,0

(1) , and the functionscn,l
(2) may be created by an action of the operatorsak

1 on c0,21
(2) . Namely,

cn,l
(1)5A G~11m!

G~11n̄!G~11n̄2 l̄ !
~a2

1!n2 l~a1
1!nc0,0

(1) , ~2.52!

cn,l
(2)5A G~22m!

G~11n̄!G~11n̄2 l̄ !
~a1

1!n~a2
1!n2 l 21c0,21

(2) . ~2.53!

It is natural to interpretc0,0
(1) as a vacuum state for the statescn,l

(1) , and to interpretc0,21
(2) as a

vacuum state for the statescn,l
(2) . Thus, formÞ0, we have two vacuum states in the problem. F

m50, the situations changes. By virtue of Eq.~A18!

I n,n2 l5~21! l I n2 l ,n→cn,l
(1)5~21! lcn,l

(2) , m50, ~2.54!

and for anyl ,n, the functionc0,0
(1) is connected toc0,21

(2) as

a2
1c0,0

(1)5c0,21
(2) , a2c0,21

(2) 5c0,0
(1) . ~2.55!

Thus, we have only one vacuum in the problem, one energy spectrum~2.45!, and all the wave
functions are created from the vacuumc0,0

(1) .
One ought to stress that all the states obey the propertycn,l

( j )(r50,w)50, which means that
the scalar particle has zero probability to be found in the solenoid area. In fact, the existe
this property allows us to speak about the AB effect.
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Definitions~2.51! can formally be considered for any values of indicesn, l . In particular, we
can consider the following relations:

a1
1cn,21

(2) 5An11cn11,0
(2) 5~21!n11~11n!A G~11n!

2pG~22m1n!
expF2 i l 0w2

r

2Gr2 m/2Ln11
2m ~r!,

a1cn,0
(1)5An1mcn21,21

(1)

5~21!n~n1m!A G~11n!

2pG~11m1n!
expF2 i ~11 l 0!w2

r

2Gr2 ~12m!/2Ln
m21~r!,

~2.56!
a2

1cn,0
(1)5An11cn,21

(1)

5~21!n11~11n!A G~11n!

2pG~11m1n!
expF2 i ~11 l 0!w2

r

2Gr2 ~12m!/2Ln11
m21~r!,

a2cn,21
(2) 5A12m1ncn,0

(2)5~21!n~12m1n!A G~11n!

2pG~22m1n!
expF2 i l 0w2

r

2Gr2 m/2Ln
2m~r!.

However, the functionscn,21
(1) , cn,0

(2) do not present any physical solutions of the problem, th
are not in the set~2.47!. Thus, in the general casemÞ0, the action of the operatorsak

1 ,ak on wave
functions may lead them out of a class of physical solutions. The functions~2.56! are singular at
r 50 ~for mÞ0!, however they still remain quadratically integrable.

Thus, we see thatl 50,21 is a special case. Here there appear unbounded~but quadratically
integrable! solution cn,21

(1) , cn,0
(2) . Wheneverm→0, these states either coincide with the cor

sponding states in the pure magnetic field or disappear. The statescn,0
(1) ,cn,0

(2) ,cn,21
(1) ,cn,21

(2) are not
mutually orthogonal in spite of the fact that they belong to different eigenvalues of the ope
Pr

2 .
Equation~2.42! has additional solutions in the casel 50,21. According to Eq.~A20! they

have the form

c~r!5cla~r!, a5H m, l 50,

2n̄52l1 l 1m21,

12m, l 521,

~2.57!

where the functionscla(r) are defined by Eqs.~A28! and ~A29!. Solutions~2.57! with any
different complexl are orthogonal and have finite norms according to the properties~A38!–
~A40!. These solutions are singular atr 50. For l 50 such solutions exist even in the pu
magnetic field. Their existence is related to the loss of hermicity of the operatorPr

2 .

E. Nonuniform magnetic field

Here we consider the radial equation~3.2.8! for A(r )5gr ,

d2c

dr 2 1
1

r

dc

dr
2S l 1m1gr

r D 2

c1~ga!2c50, Pr
25~\ga!2, k1

25~ga!2. ~2.58!

The constanta is defined in Eq.~2.16!.
For aÞ1 bounded solutions of this equation are expressed via the the Laguerre function~A1!

as

c~r !5cn,l~r !5I a1n,n~x!, x52A12a2gr , ~2.59!
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a52u l 1mu, 11a12n52
2~ l 1m!

A12a2
.

For a.1, there are solutions for anyl ~in complete accordance with the classical theory!. In
this case the Laguerre functions have imaginary arguments and complex indices.

For a,1, bounded solutions of the form~2.59! exist only for l ,0 ~also in accordance with
the classical theory!. Besides, in such a case

a2512
a2

~11a12n!2 , n50,1,2, . . ., x5
2agr

11a12n
. ~2.60!

Thus,n must be integer anda is quantized. Here the functions~2.59! can be expressed via th
Laguerre polynomials by means of Eqs.~A4! and ~A19!.

For a51, bounded solutions of the form~2.59! exist only for l ,0, these functions can b
expressed via the Bessel functions,

c~r !5Ja~2Aagr !, a51, l ,0. ~2.61!

One can see with the help of Eq.~A22! that the solutions~2.61! follow from Eq. ~2.59! as a
→1.

All the bounded solutions vanish atr 50.
It is interesting to note that there exist unbounded~but quadratically integrable solutions! of

Eq. ~2.58! for l 50,21. For any complexa, the latter solutions are defined as

c~r !5cl,a~2A12a2gr !, aÞ1, l52
l 1m

A12a2
, ReA12a2.0,

~2.62!
c~r !5Ka~2Aagr !, a51.

Here Ka(x) are Macdonald functions. The existence of such solutions is related to the lo
hermicity of the operatorPr

2.

F. Solutions of the Klein–Gordon equation that are not related to radial momentum
conservation

As was demonstrated previously, selecting the radial momentum~2.21! as an integral of
motion, we can separate variables and then consider two independent problems: a
dimensional motion of the charge in the magnetic field~2.21! ~the latter field includes the AB
field!, and a two-dimensional motion of the charge in an electric field, the latter problem doe
depend on the AB field. However, there is a wide class of exact solutions, which are not
vectors for the radial momentum operator. They correspond to a superposition of the AB fie
longitudinal running electric fields~potentials of such fields depend onu05x02x3 only!. Thus,
here we will use light cone variablesu0,u3,

u05x02x3, u35x01x3. ~2.63!

Then the above-mentioned longitudinal running electric fields have the following potential
strengths:

A0
(1)5A3

(1)5 1
2 B~u0!, E5B8~u0!, ~2.64!

whereB(u0) is an arbitrary function ofu0. Consider operatorsP̃0 , P̃3 , p̃3 ,
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2P̃05P02P3 , 2P̃35P01P3 , P̃05 i\
]

]u0 ,

~2.65!

p̃35 i\
]

]u3 , P̃35 p̃31
\g~u0!

2
, g5

ueuB~u0!

c\
.

The operatorp̃3 commutes with the oneLz and both are integrals of motion. Thus, we can dema
for solutions of Eq.~2.19! to be eigenvectors for these operators,

p̃3C~x!5
\l

2
C~x!, LzC~x!5\~ l 2 l 0!C~x!. ~2.66!

Such solutions have the form

C~x!5@l1g~u0!#21/2F~r ,t !expi F ~ l 2 l 0!w2m2t~u0!2
lu3

2 G ,
~2.67!

t~u0!5
1

2 E du0

l1g~u0!
,

where the functionF(r ,t) obeys

R̂1F~r ,t !50, R̂15 i ] t1] r
21

] r

r
2

@ l̄ 1A~r !#2

r 2 , l̄ 5 l 1m. ~2.68!

We recall thatA(r ) was defined in Eq.~2.3!.
Consider first the caseA(r )50. Here we find a propagation function for Eq.~2.68! in the form

@Jn(x) are the Bessel functions#

G0~r ,r 8,t !5
1

2t
Ju l̄ uS rr 8

2t DeiQ0, Q05
r 21r 82

4t
2

~ u l̄ u11!p

2
,

~2.69!

R̂1uA50G0~r ,r 8,t !50, lim
t→0

G0~r ,r 8,t !5
1

r
d~r 2r 8!.

The caseA(r )5r5gr 2/2 can be considered in the same manner. Here the propagation fun
has the form

G~r,r8,t !5
1

2 sint
Ju l̄ uSArr8

sint D eiQ, Q5
r1r8

sint
2

~ u l̄ u11!p

2
2 l̄ t,

~2.70!
R̂1G~r,r8,t !50, lim

t→0
G~r,r8,t !5d~r2r8!, t5gt~u0!.

The functionsG0(r ,r 8,t) andG(r,r8,t) solve the Cauchy problem. For example,

F~r,t !5E
0

`

G~r,r8,t !F~r8!dr8, ~2.71!

whereF(r) is an arbitrary functions@an initial date forF(r,t)].
For the field~2.8!, the corresponding propagation function is quite complicated.20
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G. Exact solutions of the Dirac equation

Here we are going to study the Dirac equation

~gmPm2m0c!C~x!50 ~2.72!

in the superposition of the AB field and field~2.1!. We use a standard representation~see, e.g.,
Ref. 17! for g matrices. In the case under consideration, we look for solutions with a definite r
momentum. The corresponding bispinorsC(x) can be written in a block form

C~x!5QS c1~x1,x2!@m1F2 ik1s2#
c2~x1,x2!@~m2F !s32 ik1s1# D yF̃~x0,x3!, F5\21~P01P3!, ~2.73!

wherey is an arbitrary spinor;sk(k51,2,3) are Pauli matrices; the functionF̃(x0,x3) obeys

F\22~P0
22P3

2!1 i
ueuE
c\ GF̃~x0,x3!50, ~2.74!

whereE5E(x0,x3) is electric field strength~2.2!, and functionsc1 ,c2 obey the following equa-
tions:

~P11 iP2!c1~x1,x2!5\k1c2 ~x1,x2!, ~P12 iP2!c2~x1,x2!5\k1c1~x1,x2!. ~2.75!

The presence of the arbitrary spinory in solutions~2.73! indicates that Eq.~2.72! does not fix the
spin orientation. This orientation can be fixed by a choice of a spin operator.16,17One has to stress
that Eq.~2.74! does not contain the AB field. All possible exact solutions of this equation w
presented in Refs. 16 and 17, thus here we do not repeat these results.

Fields~2.3! are axially symmetric, thusJz is an integral of motion in such a case~J is the total
angular momentum operator!. Let us consider solutions that are eigenvectors for this operato

JzC5\S l 2 l 02
1

2DC, Jz5Lz1
\

2
S3 , l 50,61,62, . . . ~2.76!

@S5diag(s,s)#. We obey equations~2.76! choosing

c1~x1,x2!5
exp@ i ~ l 2 l 021!w#

A2p
c1~r !, c2~x1,x2!52 i

exp@ i ~ l 2 l 0!w#

A2p
c2~r !, ~2.77!

where the functionsck(r ) satisfy a set of first-order differential equations

S l̄ 1A~r !

r
1

d

dr
Dc2~r !5k1c1~r !, S l̄ 211A~r !

r
2

d

dr
Dc1~r !5k1c2~r !. ~2.78!

Consider solutions of the latter equations for fields~2.6!–~2.8!.
For A(r )50, we deal with the pure AB field. ForlÞ0, all bounded solutions of Eq.~2.78!

have the form

c1~r !5Ju l̄ 21u~k1r !, c2~r !5«Ju l̄ u~k1r !, «5signl , ~2.79!

whereJm(x) are the Bessel functions. These solutions vanish atr 50. For l 50,mÞ0, the system
of equations~2.78! has no bounded solutions. In such a case, a general solution of this syste
the form

c1~r !5c1Jm21~k1r !1c2J12m~k1r !, c2~r !5c1Jm~k1r !2c2J2m~k1r !, ~2.80!
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wherec1 ,c2 are arbitrary constants. In spite of the fact that these solutions are unbounde
still are quadratically integrable~as in the scalar case!. Moreover, for any complexk1 (Rek1

.0) there exist unbounded solutions with a finite norm, they are expressed via the Macd
functions,

c1~r !5K12m~k1r !, c2~r !52Km~k1r !, 0,m,1. ~2.81!

Similar to the scalar case, we can conclude that the operatorgmPm is not self-conjugate anymor
for l 50, mÞ0. In contrast to the scalar case, there are no quadratically integrable unbo
solutions forl 521, as well as forl 50, m50.

Consider now the case of the uniform magnetic field~2.7!. Using the operators~2.38!, we can
write Eq. ~2.75! as

a1c2~r,w!52 iAn̄c1~r,w!, a1
1c1~r,w!5 iAn̄c2~r,w!, k15A2gn̄, r5

gr 2

2
.

Their solutions have the form@see Eqs.~2.51! and ~2.47!#

c1~r,w!5cn21,l 21
( j ) ~r,w!, c2~r,w!52 icn,l

( j )~r,w!. ~2.82!

As in the scalar case, there are two types of states~with j 51,2). These states are bounded al
Þ0; they vanish atr 50. The states~2.82! are unbounded atl 50 but they still are quadratically
integrable. Besides, there are unbounded solutions with finite norms for any complexn̄. Such
solutions are expressed via the functionscl,a(x) @the latter are defined by Eqs.~A28! and~A29!#
as

c1~r !5n̄3/4cl2 1/2,12m~r!, c2~r !5n̄1/4cl,m~r!, 2n̄52l1m21. ~2.83!

Thus, we see that the operatorgmPm is not self-conjugate forl 50,mÞ0 as well. All the above-
mentioned singular solutions vanish or become nonsingular asm→0.

One ought also remark thatc1 ~which correspond toj 52! from Eq. ~2.82! vanish atn50.
Thus, the complete wave function~2.73! is an eigenvector for the operatorS3 ,

S3C52C. ~2.84!

That means that in such states the electron spin has only one orientation, namely, opposit
magnetic field.

Consider finally the case of nonuniform magnetic field~2.8!. For lÞ0,aÞ1, the corresponding
bounded solutions~they also vanish atr 50! have the form

c1~r !5I n21,n1122 l̄ ~x!, c2~r !52I n,n22 l̄ ~x!, l .0,

c1~r !5I n1122 l̄ ,n21~x!, c2~r !52I n22 l̄ ,n~x!, l ,0, ~2.85!

x52A12a2gr , 122 l̄ 12n5
122 l̄

A12a2
, l̄ 5 l 1m,

where I n,m(x) are the Laguerre functions~A1!, and we use the notation~2.16!. Whenevera2

.1, anylÞ0 are admissible in complete agreement with classical theory. Whenevera2,1, only
l ,0 are admissible. In such a casen is an integer and the functions~2.85! are expressed via th
Laguerre polynomials according to Eq.~A19!. At the same time, the following quantization tak
place:
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a2512
~112u l̄ u!2

~112u l̄ u12n!2
, n50,1,2,... . ~2.86!

For a51, lÞ0, the only bounded states can be found forl ,0. They are expressed via the Bess
functions,

c1~r !5J2u l̄ u12~2A~112u l̄ u!gr !, c2~r !52J2u l̄ u~2A~112u l̄ u!gr !. ~2.87!

Solutions~2.87! follow from Eq. ~2.85! asa→1. That fact can be confirmed by the use of the lim
~A22!.

l 50 is a special case. Here there are only unbounded solutions. Some of them are qu
cally integrable. Whenevera2.1, such solutions have the form

c1~r !5c1I n1122m,n21~x!1c2I n21,n1122m~x!,
~2.88!

c2~r !52c1I n22m,n~x!2c2I n,n22m~x!,

whereck are arbitrary constants, and fora51 these solutions read

c1~r !5J222m~z!, c2~r !52J22m~z!, 0,m, 1
2,

c1~r !5K222m~z!, c2~r !5K2m~z!, 1
2,m,1, z52Au122mugr . ~2.89!

Quadratically integrable solutions exist fora2,1 as well. For example, for 0,m, 1
2 they have the

form ~2.88!, wherec250. In such a casea2 is quantized

a2512
~122m!2

~122m12n!2 , n50,1,2,... . ~2.90!

Moreover, for any complexa2 ~provided ReA12a2.0) there exist unbounded solutions with
finite norm. They read

c1~r !5acl,2(12m)~x!, c2~r !5~11A12a2!cl,2m~x!, l5
122m

2A12a2
. ~2.91!

All the above-mentioned solutions obey Eq.~2.84! for n50.
Finally we present solutions, which do not have an analog in the Klein–Gordon case

cussed in Sec. II F. These solutions are not eigenvectors of the radial momentum operato
this aim in view we present Dirac wave functions in the following form:

C~x!5C (2)~x!1C (1)~x!, C (6)~x!5P(6)C~x!, 2P(6)516~an!, ~2.92!

where n is a unit vector,a5(ak5g0gk),k51,2,3, andP(6) are projection operators,P(1)

1P(2)51, P(6)
2 5P(6) , P(1)P(2)5P(2)P(1)50. Then we can always presentC (6)(x) in

the following block form:

C (1)~x!5S y~x!

~sn!y~x! D , C (2)~x!5S u~x!

2~sn!u~x! D , ~2.93!

with u(x), y(x) being arbitrary spinors. Without loss of generality we can always choosn
5(0,0,1). The Dirac equation~2.72! demandsu(x), y(x) to obey

2P̃0u5@m0c2~sB!s3#y, 2P̃3y5@m0c1~sB!s3#u, ~2.94!
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2P̃05P02P3 , 2P̃35P01P3 , B5~P1 ,P2,0!.

Suppose we consider external fields, for which the operatorP̃3 ~2.65! is an integral of motion, and
suppose we are looking for solutions that are eigenvectors of the latter operator. Then in
dance with Eq.~2.66!

2P̃35\~l1g!, c\g5ueu~A0
(1)1A3

(1)!. ~2.95!

It follows from Eq. ~2.94! that the spinory can be restored by the oneu,

\~l1g!y5@m0c1~sB!s3#u. ~2.96!

For external fields under consideration, the operatorB commutes withl1g, thus we get a closed
equation foru,

2\~l1g!P̃0u5@m0c2~sB!s3#@m0c1~sB!s3#u. ~2.97!

Considering eigenvectors for the operatorJz ~2.76! in axial-symmetric external fields~2.3!, we can
write

u~x!5S e2 iwu1~r ,t !
u21~r ,t ! Dexpi F ~ l 2 l 0!w2

m2

2 E du0

l1g~u0!
2

lu3

2 G , ~2.98!

where the functionsuz(r ,t), z561 obey the equations

R̂1
zuz~r ,t !50, R̂1

z5 i ] t1] r
21

] r

r
2

F l̄ 2
11z

2
1A~r !G2

r 2 2z
A8~r !

r
, ~2.99!

which can be solved similar to the one~2.68!.

III. SUPERPOSITION OF THE AHARONOV–BOHM, LONGITUDINAL, AND CROSSED
FIELDS

We consider here the Klein–Gordon and Dirac equations in some superpositions of th
field, longitudinal, and crossed fields. In fact, there are only two types of such fields, which
exact solutions of these equations.

To define the first type of the fields, we introduce curvilinear coordinatesum by the relations

u05x02x3, u15q~u0!r 2, u25w, u35x01x32u0u1, q~u0!5@~u0!21a#21,
~3.1!

wherea is a constant. In these coordinates, covariant componentsAm
(1) of electromagnetic poten

tials are given as

ueuA0
(1)

c\
5q~u0!@ f 1~u1!1au1g1~u0!#, A1

(1)50,

~3.2!
ueuA2

(1)

c\
5 f 2~u1!1u1g2~u0!,

ueuA3
(1)

c\
5

g1~u0!

2
.

Here gs(u
0), f s(u

1) (s51,2) are arbitrary functions of indicated arguments. The correspon
additional~to the AB field! electromagnetic field is given by its components in cylindrical ref
ence frame
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ueuEr

c\
5

ueuHw

c\
5qr@2q~ f 181ag1!1u0g18#,

ueuEz

c\
52g18 ,

~3.3!
ueuEw

c\
52

ueuHr

c\
52qr@g2822qu0~g21 f 28!#,

ueuHz

c\
52q~g21 f 28!.

Exact solutions in the field~3.3! were studied in Refs. 21 and 17.
In the case under consideration, the operatorsLz ~or Jz in the Dirac equation case! and P̃3

~2.65! are integrals of motion. We are going to study solutions that are eigenvectors for
operators. Let us impose the following constraint on the functionsgs(u

0), f s(u
1) (s51,2),

u1~g2
22ag1

22b!12g2f 222g1f 150, b5const. ~3.4!

Then we can separate the variablesu0 andu1 and present Klein–Gordon wave functions in t
form

C5Aq

P
e2 iGc~u1!, P5l1g1~u1!,

~3.5!

G5
l

2
u32~ l 2 l 0!w1E @m212q~2k11 l̄ g2!#

du0

2P
.

The functionsc(u1) obey

c91
1

u1 c81R~u1!c50, R~u1!5
2k11l f 1

2u1 2
al21b

4
2

~ l̄ 1 f 2!2

4~u1!
. ~3.6!

In the same case, Dirac wave functions have the form

C5
Aq

P
e2 iGKW@~11s3!c1~u1!1~12s3!c21~u1!#y, ~3.7!

wherey is an arbitrary constant spinor, and

K5S m1P2s3~sF!

~m2P! s32~sF! D , F5er qr~2i ]u12u0P!1ewS l̄ 1 f 2

r
1qrg2D ,

~3.8!

W5cosd1 is3 sind, d5E qg2

P
du0.

The scalar functionscz(u
1)(z561) obey a set of independent equations

cz91
1

u1 cz81FR~u1!1z
f 28

2u1Gcz50. ~3.9!

Explicit solutions of Eqs.~3.6! and ~3.9! can be written for

f 1~u1!5au11
b

u1 , f 2~u1!5gu1, a, b, g5const. ~3.10!

In such a case Eqs.~3.6! and ~3.9! are reduced to the one~2.58!. Solutions of the latter equation
we have studied previously.
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Let us return to the constraint~3.4!. If bÞ0, theng150,g25const, andb can be found from
Eq. ~3.4! to beb5g2

212gg2 . If b50, theng1 , g2 are related by

~g21a!25aS g11
g

aD 2

1a22
g2

a
1b. ~3.11!

Thus, one of the constants remains arbitrary. We see that there exist a wide class of fields
admit exact solutions.

To define the second type of fields, which admit exact solutions, we introduce curvil
coordinatesum by

u05x02x3, u15
r 2

u0 , u25w, u35x01x32
r 2

2u0 . ~3.12!

Covariant components of electromagnetic potentials in the coordinates~3.12! are given by

ueuA0
(1)

c\
5

f 1~u1!

u0 , A1
(1)50,

ueuA2
(1)

c\
5 f 2~u1!, A3

(1)50, ~3.13!

where f s(u
1) (s51,2) are arbitrary functions ofu1. The corresponding electromagnetic field

given by its components in the cylindrical reference frame

Er5Hw5
2c\r

ueu~u0!2 f 18 , Ew52Hr52
2c\r

ueu~u0!2 f 28 , Hz5
2c\

ueuuo f 28 , Ez50. ~3.14!

In the absence of the AB field, exact solutions in such a field were studied in Refs. 22 and
Here integrals of motion are the same as in the previous case. Klein–Gordon wave fun

can be written in the form

C5
1

Au0
c~u1!expH 2 i Fl2 u32 i ~ l 2 l 0!w1m2u01k1 ln u0G J . ~3.15!

The functionsc(u1) obey

c91
1

u1 c81R~u1!c50, R~u1!5
l2

16
1

k112l f 1

4u1 2
~ l̄ 1 f 2!2

4~u1!2 . ~3.16!

Dirac wave function can be presented in the form~3.7! and~3.8! with the following modifications:

P5l, q5
1

u0 , F5er

r

u0 S 2i ]12
l

2D1ew

l̄ 1 f 2

r
. ~3.17!

Besides, the functionscz(u
1) have to obey Eq.~3.9! with R(u1) defined by Eq.~3.16!. Solutions

of the latter equations are available forf s(u
1) in the form~3.10!. Thus, we have again returned

Eq. ~2.58!.

IV. SUPERPOSITION OF THE AHARONOV–BOHM FIELD AND SOME NONUNIFORM
FIELDS

Consider now additional fields, which are given by potentials of the form

A0
(1)5

c\

ueu
f 1~r !, A1

(1)5
c\

ueu
A~r !

r
sinw, A2

(1)52
c\

ueu
A~r !

r
cosw, A3

(1)5
c\

ueu
f 2~r !. ~4.1!
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Here f 1(r ), f 2(r ), A(r ) are arbitrary functions ofr . The corresponding electromagnetic fie
components in cylindrical reference frame have the form

Er52
c\

ueu
f 18~r !, Hw5

c\

ueu
f 28~r !, Hz5

c\

ueu
A8~r !

r
, Ew5Ez5Hr50. ~4.2!

Exact solutions of relativistic wave equations in such fields were studied in Refs. 23, and 17
we present exact solutions of the equations in the superposition of these fields and the AB

Stationary solutions of Klein–Gordon equation that are eigenvectors for the operatorsp0 ,p3 ,
Lz can be written as

C~x!5e2 iGc~r !, G5k0xo1k3x32~ l 2 l 0!w. ~4.3!

Functionsc(r ) obey

c9~r !1
1

r
c8~r !1R~r !c~r !10, R~r !5~k01 f 1!22~k31 f 2!22

~ l̄ 1A!2

r 2 2m2. ~4.4!

The corresponding solutions of the Dirac equation have the formC(x)5e2 iGMc, where the
matrix M readsM5diag(e2iw,i,e2iw,i), and the bispinorc5(ck)(k51,2,3,4) obeys

Fk01 f 12mg02
1

r S l̄ 1A2
1

2Da12 i S d

dr
1

1

2r Da21~k31 f 2!aGc50. ~4.5!

In some particular cases the latter equation can be reduced to the one~2.78! and thus solved
explicitly. All such cases are described in Refs. 23, and 17.

V. AHARONOV–BOHM FIELD IN 2 ¿1 QED

Consider Dirac equation in 211 dimensions~see e.g., Refs. 24 and 25! (x5(xm), m
50,1,2, g05s3 , g15 is2 , g352 is1),

~gmPm2m0c! C~x!50, C~x!5S C1~x!

C2~x! D . ~5.1!

For components of the spinorC(x) we get the following equations:

~P02m!C11~P12 iP2!C250, ~P01m!C21~P11 iP2!C150. ~5.2!

These equations can be solved exactly for a superposition of the AB field and an additiona
described in the following. Potentials~1.6! of the latter field are given as

ueu
c\

A0
(1)5B~r !,

ueu
c\

A1
(1)5

A~r !

r
sinw,

ueu
c\

A2
(1)52

A~r !

r
cosw, ~5.3!

where A(r ),B(r ) are arbitrary functions ofr . This field is an analog of field~4.1! in 311
dimensions. PotentialsA0

(0) , A1
(0) , A2

(0) of the AB field in 211 dimensions are still given by th
formulas~1.1!. The operators

p05 i\
]

] x0 , J352 i\
]

]w
1

\

2
s3 ~5.4!

are integrals of motions in the external field under consideration. Thus, we can impose th
lowing conditions on the spinorC:
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p0C5\k0C, J3C5\~ l 2 l 02 1
2!C. ~5.5!

A solution of Eqs.~5.1! and ~5.5! has the form

C~x!5e2 iGS e2 iwc1~r !

ic2~r ! D , G5k0x02~ l 2 l 0!w, ~5.6!

where the functionsck(r ) (k51,2) obey

c18~r !5
l̄ 211A~r !

r
c1~r !2~k01B~r !1m!c2~r !,

~5.7!

c28~r !5~k01B~r !2m!c1~r !2
l̄ 1A~r !

r
c2~r !.

Explicit solutions of these equations can be found in three particular cases:

~1! A~r !5B~r !50, ~5.8!

~2! A~r !5r5
gr 2

2
, g.0, B~r !50, ~5.9!

~3! A~r !5gr , B~r !5
b

r
, g.0. ~5.10!

In the following we consider each case in detail.
Case~5.8! corresponds to the pure AB field. ForlÞ0, there exist bounded solutions of th

form

c1~r !5Ak01m Juē21u~kr !, k5Ak0
22m2,

~5.11!
c2~r !5«Ak01m Juēu~kr !, «5signl .

Here Jl(x) are Bessel functions. Solutions~5.11! vanish atr 50. They are orthogonal and nor
malized.

For l 50, mÞ0, bounded solutions do not exist. However, there are unbounded atr 50
solutions. Some of them have the form

c1~r !5Ak01m @c1Jm21~kr !1c2J12m~kr !#,
~5.12!

c~r !5Ak02m @c1Jm~kr !2c2J2m~kr !#.

Herec1 ,c2 are arbitrary constants. Solutions~5.12! are still orthogonal and normalized. Anothe
set of unbounded solutions~they are expressed via the Macdonald functions! reads

c1~r !5Am1k0K12m~Am22k0
2r !, ReAm22k0

2.0,
~5.13!

c2~r !52Am2k0Km~Am22k0
2r !.

As we see they are defined even for some complexk0 . It is interesting to remark that the latte
solutions have finite norms.

The case~5.9! corresponds a combination of AB and uniform constant magnetic fields.
we can introduce operatorsak

1 ,ak (k51,2) by relations~2.33!. Using the substitution
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c1~x!5e2 ik0x0
c1~r,w!, c2~x!5 ie2 ik0x0

c2~r,w!, ~5.14!

we present~5.2! in the following form:

~k02m!c1~r,w!2A2ga1c2~r,w!50, ~k01m!c2~r,w!2A2ga1
1c1~r,w!50. ~5.15!

Now we can use the functions~2.47! and the relations~2.41!.
Consider first states withk0

2Þm2, lÞ0. As in 311 dimensions, these states can be divided
two types (j 51,2),

c1~r,w!5Ak01mcn21, l 21
( j ) , c2~r,w!5Ak02mcn,l

( j ) , k0
25m212gn̄, ~5.16!

wheren̄ was defined in Eq.~2.46!. Solutions~5.16! vanish atr 50.
If k0

2Þm2, l 50, mÞ0, then solutions, which are formally defined by Eq.~5.16!, are un-
bounded atr 50. However, they are still orthogonal and normalized. Forl 50, mÞ0, k0

25m2

1g(2l1m21) ~l is arbitrary complex!, there exist other unbounded solutions. They have
form ~5.6!, with

c1~r !5~k01m!cl2 1/2 , 12m~r!, c2~r !5A2gcl,m~r!, ~5.17!

where the functionscl,m(x) are defined by Eqs.~A28! and~A29!. These solutions are orthogon
and normalized as well.

Consider now states withk0
25m2. Supposek05m; then a general solution of Eq.~5.7! reads

c1~r !5N fl~r!1cer/2r@ l̄ 21#/2, c2~r !5gNe2 r/2r2 l̄ /2,
~5.18!

f l~r!5er/2 r@ l̄ 21#/2E
r

`

e2xx2 l̄ dx, g5A g

2m2,

where N, c are arbitrary constants. FormÞ0 only some states withl 50 have a finite norm.
Namely the states

c1~r !5Nr~m21!/2er/2 E
r

`

e2xx2m dx, c2~r !5gN e2r/2r2 m/2,

~5.19!

N5A G~11m!sinmp

p@11mc~1!2mc~11m!1mg2#
, E

0

`

@c1
2~r !1c2

2#dr51,

wherec(x) is the logarithmic derivative ofG-function ~Ref. 18, 8.360!. All the above-mentioned
solutions are singular atr 50. One can see that limm→0 N50. Thus, in 211 dimensions, in pure
magnetic field, the Dirac equation does not have solutions withk05m, in contrast to the corre-
sponding 311-dimensional case. FormÞ0 ~in the presence of the AB field! such solutions appea
even in 211 dimensions.

Supposek052m. Then, the functions

c1~r !50, c2~r !5@G~12 l̄ !#2 1/2r2 l̄ /2e2 r/2, E
0

`

@c1
2~r !1c2

2#dr51 ~5.20!

present solutions forl<0. One can see that Eq.~5.20! is a particular case of Eq.~5.16!. For l
,0, the states~5.20! vanish atr 50. For l 50, mÞ0, they are singular atr 50. If m50, then this
singularity disappears, however the states do not tend to zero asr→0.

Let us finally turn to case~5.10!. Here it is enough to considerbÞ0 only. Indeed, suppose
b50; then doing the change of functions (c→ f )
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c1~r !5Ak01m f1~r !, c2~r !5Ak02m f2~r !, ~5.21!

we can transform Eq.~5.7! to the form ~2.78! with k15Ak0
22m2. Solutions of Eq.~2.78! are

given by formulas~2.85!–~2.89!. Thus, in the following we consider the casebÞ0 only. We
introduce the following notation:

g15Au2 l̄ 21u12b, g215Au2 l̄ 21u22b, «5615signl . ~5.22!

Thus solutions of Eq.~5.7! have the form

c1~r !5c1I a1s,s~y!1c2I a1s21,s11~y!, c2~r !5c3I a1s,s~y!1c4I a1s21,s11~y!,
~5.23!

y52Am21g22k0
2 r , a511g1g21 , 212s1g1g215

2bk02~2 l̄ 21!g

Am21g22k0
2

,

where

c15~g«2«g2«!A~2 l̄ 21!k022bg2mg1g215
~g«2«g2«!

~g«1«g2«!
c3 ,

~5.24!

c252~g«1«g2«!A~2 l̄ 21!k022bg1mg1g215
~g«1«g2«!

~g«2«g2«!
c4 ,

and relations~A6!–~A11! for the Laguerre functionsI n,m were used. It follows from Eq.~5.22!
that bothg1 and g21 are real and positive for (2l̄ 21)2.4b2. If (2 l̄ 21)2,4b2, then one of
these quantities is real and positive and another one is imaginary. Suppose (2l̄ 21)2.4b2. Then
for the energiesk0

2,m21g2 there exist bound states. In the latter cases is a positive integer and
k0

2 is quantized according to the last equation~5.23!.
Another observation: For anyb there exist a numberl such that

1.g1
2g21

2 5~2 l̄ 21!224b2.0. ~5.25!

For example,b50 corresponds tol 50. Then one can choose two values fora,

a1511g1g21 , a2512g1g21 . ~5.26!

In both cases the solutions~5.23! have singularity atr 50 but still have finite norms.
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APPENDIX

~1! The Laguerre functionsI n,m(x) are defined by

I n,m~x!5AG~11n!

G~11m!

exp~2x/2!

G~11n2m!
x~n2m!/2F~2m,n2m11;x!. ~A1!

Here F(a,g;x) is the confluent hypergeometric function in a standard definition~see Ref. 18,
9.210!. ForgÞ2s, wheres is an integer and non-negative, the latter function can be presente
a series
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F~a,g;x!5 (
k50

`
~a!k

~g!k

xk

k!
5

G~g!

G~a! (
k50

`
G~a1k!

G~g1k!

xk

k!
. ~A2!

This series converges for any complexx. For any complexa, the Pochhammer symbols (a)k are
defined as follows:

2~a!k5a~a11! . . . ~a1k21!5
G~a1k!

G~a!
. ~A3!

~2! Let m be a non-negative integer number; then the Laguerre functions are relat
Laguerre polynomialsLn

a(x) ~Ref. 18, 8.970, 8.972.1! by

I n,m~x!5AG~11m!

G~11n!
exp~2x/2!x~n2m!/2Lm

n2m~x!, m50,1,2,. . . , ~A4!

Ln
a~x!5

1

n!
exx2a

dn

dxn e2xxn1a5 (
k50

n S n1a
n2k D ~2x!k

k!
5S n1a

n DF~2n,11a;x!. ~A5!

Heren are non-negative integer numbers such that

S a
n D5

G~11a!

G~11n!G~11a2n!
5

a~a21! . . . ~a2n11!

n!
.

~3! Using well-known properties of the confluent hypergeometric function~Ref. 18, 9.212;
9.213; 9.216!, one can easily get both relations for the Laguerre functions

2Ax~n11!I n11,m~x!5~n2m1x!I n,m~x!22xIn,m8 ~x!, ~A6!

2Ax~m11!I n,m11~x!5~n2m2x!I n,m~x!12xIn,m8 ~x!, ~A7!

2AxnIn21,m~x!5~n2m1x!I n,m~x!12xIn,m8 ~x!, ~A8!

2AxmIn,m21~x!5~n2m2x!I n,m~x!22xIn,m8 ~x!, ~A9!

2AnmIn21,m21~x!5~n1m2x!I n,m~x!22xIn,m8 ~x!, ~A10!

2A~n11!~m11!I n11,m11~x!5~n1m122x!I n,m~x!12xIn,m8 ~x!, ~A11!

and a differential equation for these functions

4x2I n,m9 ~x!14xIn,m8 ~x!2@x222x~11n1m!1~n2m!2#I n,m~x!50. ~A12!

SupposeI n,m(x) and I m,n(x) are linearly independent. Then, a general solutionI of this equation
has the formI 5AIn,m(x)1BIm,n(x). However, whenever condition~A18! holds, I n,m(x) and
I m,n(x) are dependent. Formulas~A6!–~A11! and Eq.~A12! are valid for any complexn, m, x.
One has to be careful applying formulas~A8!–~A10! for n,m50. A straightforward calculation
which uses Eqs.~A1! and ~A2!, gives

lim
n→0

AnIn21,m~x!52
sinmp

p
AG~11m!x2 ~11m!/2 exp~x/2!, lim

m→0

AmIn,m21~x!50.

~A13!

A combination of Eqs.~A6!–~A9! results in the following relations:

2AxIn,m8 ~x!5AnIn21,m~x!2An11I n11,m~x!5Am11I n,m11~x!2AmIn,m21~x!, ~A14!

Ax~n11!I n11,m~x!2~n2m1x!I n,m~x!1AxnIn21,m~x!50, ~A15!

Ax~m11!I n,m11~x!2~n2m2x!I n,m~x!1AxmIn,m21~x!50. ~A16!
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~4! Using properties of the confluent hypergeometric function, one can get a represent

I n,m~x!5AG~11n!

G~11m!

exp~x/2!

G~11n2m!
x~n2m!/2F~11n,11n2m;2x!, ~A17!

and a relation~Ref. 18, 9.214!

I n,m~x!5~21!n2mI m,n~x!, n2m integer. ~A18!

~5! An asymptotic formula takes place

F~a,c;x!'
G~c!

G~a!
exxa2c, Rex→`. ~A19!

Thus we obtain the following asymptotic behavior ofI n,m(x) wheneverm is not an integer:

I n,m~x!52
sinmp

p
AG~11n!G~11m!x2~n1m12!/2 exp ~x/2!, Rex→`, ~A20!

and

I n,m~x!5~21!m
x~n1m!/2 exp~2x/2!

AG~11n!G~11m!
, Rex→`, ~A21!

wheneverm is integer.
~6! One can prove the following asymptotic formula:

lim
p→`

I p1a,p1bS x2

4pD5Ja2b~x!, ~A22!

whereJn(x) are Bessel functions.
~7! Taking into account Eqs.~A20! and~A21!, one can see that only the functionsI a1n,n(x)

with non-negative integern anda.21 are quadratically integrable on the interval~0,̀ !. Such
functions obey the orthonormality relation

E
0

`

I a1n,n~x!I a1m,m~x!dx5dm,n , ~A23!

which follows from the corresponding properties of the Laguerre polynomials~Ref. 18, 7.414.3!.
In such a case, the relation

I a1n,n~x!5A n!

G~n1a11!
e2 x/2xa/2Ln

a~x! ~A24!

follows from ~A4!.
~8! Consider a class of functions, which are closely related to Laguerre functions, and

appear often in various problems of mathematical physics.
As follows from Eq.~A12!, the Laguerre functions are solutions of the following eigenva

problem:

Rac5lc, Ra5
a2

4x
1

x

4
2

d

dx
2x

d2

dx2 , 0,x,`, a5const. ~A25!

A general solution of this problem has the form
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c~x!5aIn,m~x!1bIm,n~x!, a5n2m, 2l5n1m11, ~A26!

wherea, b are arbitrary constants. In the general case functionsc(x) vanish asx→` only if one
of the numbersn or m is positive and an integer. However, one can provide such a behavio
any n,m, choosing some special values ofa, b. Consider the functions

cl,a~x!5x2 1/2Wl, a/2~x!, cl,a~x!5cl,2a~x!, ~A27!

where Wl,m(x) are Whittaker functions~Ref. 18, 9.220.4!. The functionscl,a(x) can be ex-
pressed via the confluent hypergeometric functions

cl,a~x!5e2 x/2F G~2a!xa/2

GS 12a

2
2l D FS 11a

2
2l,11a;xD1

G~a!x2 a/2

GS 11a

2
2l D FS 12a

2
2l,12a;xD G ,

~A28!

or, using~A1!, via the Laguerre functions

cl,a~x!5
AG~11n!G~11m!

sin~n2m!p
~sinnpI n,m~x!2sinmpI m,n~x!!,

~A29!

a5n2m, 2l511n1m, n5l2
12a

2
, m5l2

11a

2
.

By the help of~A6!–~A16!, the following properties of the functionscl,a(x) can be established

cl,a~x!5Axcl2 1/2 ,a21~x!1
11a22l

2
cl21,a~x!, ~A30!

cl,a~x!5Axcl2 1/2 ,a11~x!1
12a22l

2
cl21,a~x!, ~A31!

2xcl,a8 ~x!5~2l212x!cl,a~x!1 1
2 ~2l212a!~2l211a!cl21,a~x!, ~A32!

2xcl,a8 ~x!5~a2x!cl,a~x!1~2l212a!Axcl2 1/2 ,a11~x! ~A33!

5~x22l21!cl,a22cl11,a . ~A34!

As a consequence of these properties we get

Aacl,a~x!5
2l211a

2
cl2 1/2 ,a21~x!, Aa

1cl2 1/2 ,a21~x!5cl,a~x!,

~A35!

Aa5
x1a

2Ax
1Ax

d

dx
, Aa

15
x1a21

2Ax
2Ax

d

dx
.

The operatorRa can be expressed via the operatorsAa , Aa
1 ,

Ra5Aa
1Aa1

12a

2
, Ra215AaAa

12
a

2
. ~A36!

Since Eq.~A29! is a particular case of Eq.~A26!, thencl,a(x) are also eigenfunctions for th
operatorRa .
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Using well-known asymptotics of the Whittaker function~Ref. 18, 9.227!, we get

cl,a~x!;xl2 1/2e2x/2, x→`, cl,a~x!;
G~ uau!

GS 11uau
2

2l D x2 uau/2, aÞ0, x;0.

~A37!

The functionscl,0(x) have a logarithmic singularity atx;0. It is important to stress that th
functions cl,a(x) are correctly defined and infinitely differentiable for 0,x,` and for any
complex l,a. In this respect one can mention that the Laguerre functions are not define
negative integern, m. In particular cases, when one of the numbersn, m is non-negative and an
integer, the functionscl,a(x) coincide~up to a constant factor! with Laguerre functions. Thus
cl,a(x) are eigenfunctions~of the operatorRa!, which vanish atx→`.

According to Eq.~A37!, the functionscl,a(x) are quadratically integrable on the interval
,x,` wheneveruau,1. It is not true foruau>1. The corresponding integrals can be calcula
~Ref. 18, 7.611!,

E
0

`

cl,a~x!cl8,a~x! dx5
p

~l82l!sinap H FGS 11a22l8

2 DGS 12a22l

2 D G21

2FGS 12a22l8

2 DGS 11a22l

2 D G21J , uau,1, ~A38!

E
0

`

ucl,a~x!u2 dx5
p

sinap

cS 11a22l

2 D2cS 12a22l

2 D
GS 11a22l

2 DGS 12a22l

2 D , uau,1, ~A39!

E
0

`

ucl,0~x!u2 dx5

c8S 1

2
2l D

G2S 1

2
2l D , E

0

`

ucn11/2,0~x!u 2 dx5G2~11n!. ~A40!

Herec(x) is the logarithmic derivative of theG function ~Ref. 18, 8.360!.
For uau>1, the situation is the following: the only quadratically integrable eigenfunction

the operatorRa are Laguerre functions, they also form a complete set. The functionscl,a(x) are
orthogonal whenever arguments of theG function in Eq.~A38! are integers and negative. Th
corresponds ton, m integer and non-negative. Thus, that is again the case of Laguerre func
according to Eq.~A29!. If uau,1, then, in the general case, the functionscl,a(x) andcl8,a(x),
l8Þl, are not orthogonal, as follows from Eq.~A38!. That is a reflection of the fact thatRa is no
longer a self-conjugate operator for such values ofa.
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The Ising limit is a correlated limit in which two bare Lagrangian parameters, the
coupling constantg and thenegativemass squared2m2, both approach infinity
with the ratio 2m2/g5a.0 held fixed. In a conventional Hermitian parity-
symmetric scalar quantum field theory, with interaction termgufuN/N, the renor-
malized mass of the asymptotic theory is finite in this limit, and the limiting theory
exhibits universality inN. For a non-HermitianPT-symmetric but parity-violating
Lagrangian, with interaction term2g( if)N/N, the renormalized mass diverges in
the same correlated limit. Nevertheless, the asymptotic theory still has interesting
properties. In particular, the one-point Green’s function approaches the value
2 ia1/(N22) independently of the space–time dimensionD for D,2. Moreover,
while the Ising limit of a conventional theory is dominated by a dilute instanton
gas, the corresponding correlated limit of thisPT-symmetric theory is dominated
by a constant-field configuration with corrections determined by a weak-coupling
expansion in which the expansion parameter is proportional to an inverse power of
g. We thus observe a weak-coupling/strong-coupling duality: the Ising limit itself
is a strong-coupling limit, but the expansion about this limit takes the form of a
conventional weak-coupling expansion. A possible generalization to dimensions
D,4 is briefly discussed. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1361063#

I. PT-SYMMETRIC QUANTUM FIELD THEORY

Conventional field-theoretic Hamiltonians possess two crucial symmetries, the conti
symmetry of the proper Lorentz group and the discrete symmetry of Hermiticity. While Lor
invariance is a physical requirement, Hermiticity is a useful but rather mathematical cons
However, assuming Lorentz invariance and positivity of the spectrum of the Hamiltonian on
prove thePCT theorem and thereby establish the physical discrete symmetry ofPCT invariance.
Recent papers have investigated the consequences of imposing only the physical symme
Lorentz invariance andPCT invariance in constructing a Hamiltonian. The constraint ofPCT
invariance is weaker than Hermiticity, so Hamiltonians having this property need not be He
ian. In quantum mechanics and in scalar quantum field theory theC operator is unity, soPCT
symmetry reduces toPT symmetry. While it has not yet been proved, there is strong analytical

a!Electronic mail: cmb@howdy.wustl.edu
b!Electronic mail: stb@physics.emory.edu
c!Electronic mail: h.f.jones@ic.ac.uk
d!Electronic mail: pnm@howdy.wustl.edu
19600022-2488/2001/42(5)/1960/14/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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numerical evidence supporting the conjecture that, except whenPT symmetry is spontaneousl
broken, the energy levels of many such Hamiltonians are all real and positive. The realit
positivity of the spectrum are apparently a consequence of thePT symmetry ofH. Hamiltonians
having PT symmetry have been studied in quantum mechanics1–14 and in quantum field
theory.15–20

A simple example of such a quantum-mechanical Hamiltonian isH5p21 ix3. Hamiltonians
of this form may be regarded ascomplex deformationsof conventional Hermitian Hamiltonians
To illustrate this deformation we consider the HamiltonianH5p22( ix)N, whereN>2 is a real
number that isnot necessarily an integer. WhenN52, we have the harmonic oscillator Hami
tonian, whose spectrum is real and positive. AsN increases from 2, the entire spectrum of t
Hamiltonian smoothly deforms as a function ofN and remains real and positive for all values
N.2. Thus, these theories are in effect the analytic continuation of conventional quantum
chanics into the complex plane.

These non-Hermitian theories exhibit some remarkable properties. Most interesting is th
expectation value of the operatorx in quantum mechanics and the fieldf in the corresponding
quantum field theory isnonzerowhenN.2. This is true even for thep22x4 Hamiltonian that one
obtains atN54, and it is also true for the2gf4 scalar quantum field theory. The2gf4 quantum
field theory is particularly surprising because it has a positive real spectrum and exhibits a n
value of ^f&, and in four-dimensional space–time has a dimensionless coupling consta
renormalizable, and is asymptotically free~and thus nontrivial!. It may thus provide a usefu
setting to describe the Higgs particle.19

In this article we investigate the Euclidean scalar quantum field theory in dimensionsD,2
defined by the Lagrangian density

L5
1

2
~¹f!21

1

2
m2f22

g

N
~ if!N ~N.2!. ~1.1!

Our purpose here is to study this theory in the correlated limit in which two bare Lagran
parameters, the coupling constantg and thenegativemass squared2m2, both approach infinity
with the ratio

2m2/g[a.0 ~1.2!

held fixed. In a conventional parity-symmetric scalar quantum field theory this limit is called
Ising limit. In this limit the renormalized mass of the asymptotic theory is finite. Moreover,
limiting theory exhibits universal properties that will be discussed in Sec. II. For the
HermitianPT-symmetric Lagrangian Eq.~1.1! the renormalized mass diverges in this same lim
We will show, however, that the asymptotic theory exhibits intriguing properties. Of conside
interest is the fact that the one-point Green’s functionG1 approaches the finite value2 ia1/(N22).
Furthermore, while the Ising limit of a parity-symmetric quantum field theory is dominated
dilute instanton gas, the corresponding correlated limit of aPT-symmetric quantum field theory
lacking parity symmetry is dominated by a constant-field configuration with corrections d
mined by a weak-coupling expansion in which the lines represent propagators of the conve
weak-coupling form and the vertices are proportional to an inverse power ofg.

This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II we review the Ising limit of a Hermit
parity-invariant self-interacting scalar quantum field theory and consider this same correlate
in a PT-symmetric quantum field theory. In Sec. III we examine Hermitian and non-Herm
PT-symmetric quantum field theories in the correlated limit of Eq.~1.2! for the special case o
D50. In Sec. IV we investigate the one-dimensional case of Eq.~1.1! in this correlated limit by
using the correspondence between one-dimensional field theory and quantum mechanics.
in Sec. V we study this correlated limit for aD-dimensional quantum field theory whereD,2 and
make some observations concerning the caseD>2.
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II. CONVENTIONAL ISING LIMIT OF SCALAR QUANTUM FIELD THEORY

The Ising limit of a scalar quantum field theory is defined as follows. Given the Lagran
density for aD-dimensional Euclidean space quantum field theory,

L5
1

2
~¹f!21

1

2
m2f21

g

N
ufuN ~N.2!, ~2.1!

take the limit as the bare coupling constantg→` but demand that the renormalized massM ~the
pole of the two-point Green’s function! remain fixed and finite. To satisfy this constraint the val
of the bare mass squaredm2 must approach2` so that the ratio2m2/g5a is fixed. Thus, the
Ising limit is a correlated limit. In this limit the renormalized Green’s functions of Eq.~2.1!
approach universalN-independent values.21

The terminology ‘‘Ising limit’’ is taken from statistical mechanics. The Ising model of sta
tical mechanics describes systems in which there are two equally likely spin states. By anal
the correlated limitsg→` and m2→2` the potential 1

2m
2f21 (g/N) ufuN develops a deep

symmetric double well. In one Euclidean space–time dimension~quantum mechanics! the La-
grangian densityL represents a particle that is equally likely to be in one of two possible st
the left well or the right well.

The Ising limit is a strong-coupling phenomenon and is not accessible by a conven
perturbative treatment. However, a nonperturbative semiclassical analysis in quantum mec
can be used to calculate the amplitude for the particle to tunnel from one well to the other
tunneling amplitude is exponentially small. The well is symmetric, so the splitting betwee
lowest energy state and the first excited state is also exponentially small and is proportional
tunneling amplitude. The renormalized massM is the difference between the energy of the~odd-
parity! first excited state and the energy of the~even-parity! ground state. The Ising limit exist
becauseM can remain fixed even though the double-well potential becomes infinitely deep a
of its energy levels approach negative infinity. The symmetry of the double well is crucial;
were not symmetric, the renormalized mass could not remain finite asg and2m2 become large.

To determine the dimensionless renormalized Green’s functions of aD-dimensional Euclid-
ean quantum field theory in the Ising limit, we follow a routine procedure. First, we construc
vacuum persistence amplitude in the presence of an external source:

Z@J#5E Df expH 2E dDx @L2J~x!f~x!#J . ~2.2!

The connected unrenormalizedn-point Green’s functions are then usually obtained by repea
functional differentiation ofW @J#[ ln Z@J# with respect to the sourceJ:

Gn~x1 ,x2 ,x3 , . . . ,xn!5
d

dJ~x1!

d

dJ~x2!

d

dJ~x3!
¯

d

dJ~xn!
ln~Z@J# !U

J50

. ~2.3!

~If the Lagrangian is symmetric underf→2f, then Green’s functions having an odd numbern
of legs vanish.! In the Ising limit, as opposed to perturbation theory, the simpler object
calculate are then-point correlation functions

Wn~x1 ,x2 ,...,xn![
1

Z E Df f~x1!f~x2! . . . f~xn!expS 2E dDx LD , ~2.4!

and theGn are then obtained by subtracting the disconnected parts according to the formu
the cumulants according to

G1~x1!5W1~x1!,
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G2~x1 ,x2!5W2~x1 ,x2!2W1~x1!W1~x2!, ~2.5!

G3~x1 ,x2 ,x3!5W3~x1 ,x2 ,x3!2W1~x1!W2~x2 ,x3!2W1~x2!W2~x1 ,x3!

2W1~x3!W2~x1 ,x2!12W1~x1!W1~x2!W1~x3!,

and so on.
Second, we construct the one-particle-irreducible~1PI! connected Green’s functionsGn .

These are obtained by functional differentiation with respect to the classical fieldf(x) of the
effective action,

G@f#5W @J#2E dDx8 @f~x8!2G1#J~x8!, ~2.6!

wheref(x) is the expectation value of the field in the presence of the sourceJ(x):

f~x!5
dW @J#

dJ~x!
. ~2.7!

In an abbreviated notation, or in momentum space, the first fewGn are

G15G1~G2!21,

G252~G2!212G1G3~G2!23, ~2.8!

G35G3~G2!232G1G4~G2!2413G1~G3!2~G2!25.

One effect of these relations is to amputate the legs of then-point unrenormalized Green’
function by multiplying by (G2)2n.

Third, we construct the dimensionless renormalized 1PI Green’s functionsG̃n
ren. To do so we

perform a~finite! wave-function renormalization by multiplying by (AZ)n, whereZ is the wave-
function renormalization constant. Thedimensionlessrenormalized Green’s functions are the
obtained by multiplying by the appropriate power of the renormalized mass. NormallyZ is defined
as the residue of the pole of the two-point Green’s function. However, in this article we us
simpler intermediate renormalization schemein which the renormalization is performed in mo
mentum space with the Green’s functions evaluated at zero momentum on the external legs
scheme the value ofZ is just the two-point Green’s function in momentum space multiplied by
square of the renormalized mass.

The dimensionless renormalized 1PI Green’s functionsG̃n
ren are the coefficients in the Taylo

expansion of the renormalized effective action. In the Ising limit of the parity-symmetric Lagr
ian density in Eq.~2.1! these coefficients are known analytically in the casesD50 andD51. In

those cases the dimensionless renormalized 2n-point momentum-space Green’s functionsG̃2n
ren at

zero external momentum have the form21

G̃2n
renuD5052

n!

2n~2n21!
,

~2.9!

G̃2n
ren(0,0,...,0)uD5152

2nG~n2 1
2!

4G~ 1
2!

.

Note that these results are independent ofN; thus, apart from dimensional dependence, the Is
limit is evidently universal.
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In this article we examine the Ising limit for the class of scalar quantum field theories de
in Eq. ~1.1!. While these theories are similar to those in Eq.~2.1!, they do not possess parit
symmetry. For such theories we will show that in this limit the Green’s functions exhib
remarkably simple structure even though in this limit the renormalized mass now diverge
course, whenN is not an even integer, the spectrum of a quantum field theory whose intera
term isfN is not bounded below. Moreover, the functional-integral representation for the vac
persistence amplitude

Z5E Df expS 2E dDx LD ~2.10!

does not exist. However, for the strange looking non-Hermitian Lagrangian density in Eq.~1.1!,
which was discussed in detail in Ref. 15, it appears that forN>2, the energy levels are all real an
positive and that for this Lagrangian density the functional integral in Eq.~2.10! exists.~Note that
for N>3 the functional integral must be performed along a complex contour that beginsbelowthe
negative-real axis and endsbelow the positive-real axis in the complex-f plane. More precisely,
the contour approaches infinity within asymptotic wedges whose opening angles are dete
by the criterion that the functional integral in Eq.~2.10! exist. These wedges are described in de
in Ref. 15.! ThePT-symmetric Lagrangian density~1.1! is interesting because it provides a simp
model of a quantum field theory with a broken symmetry. WhenN52 the Lagrangian density
represents a free theory, but asN increases from this value, the theory exhibits remarka
properties. For example, by direct calculation one can show that the value of^f& is nonzero~it has
a negative-imaginary value! even if N is an even integer.15

III. CORRELATED LIMIT FOR DÄ0

In this section we discuss the Ising limit in the special caseD50. The vacuum persistenc
amplitudeZ and correlation functionsWn are then expressible in terms of conventional Riema
integrals.

A. The parity-symmetric case

For the parity-symmetric theory then-point correlation functions are

Wn5
*2`

` dt tn exp~2 1
2m

2t22 ~g/N! tN!

*2`
` dt exp~2 1

2m
2t22 ~g/N! tN!

, ~3.1!

whereN is an even integer greater than 2. Note thatWn vanishes whenn is odd.
To evaluate the integrals in Eq.~3.1! in the limit of largeg and 2m2, we substitute2m2

5ag, wherea is a positive constant, and use Laplace’s method.22 The Laplace points are th

roots of (d/dt) ( 1
2at22 (1/N) tN)5at2tN2150. Clearly, one Laplace point is alwayst50, and

expanding about this point gives the usual weak-coupling Feynman perturbation series. Ho
as g→`, the contribution from this point vanishes exponentially relative to contributions f
other Laplace points. Two real Laplace points located att56a1/(N22) dominate the asymptotic
behavior of the integral representation forWn . We thus obtain the leading asymptotic behavio

W2n;a2n/(N22) ~g→`!. ~3.2!

We then construct the connected Green’s functions from the correlation functionsWn by using
the zero-dimensional version of the cumulants in Eq.~2.5!:

G15W1 ,
~3.3!

G25W22~W1!2,
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G35W323W1W212~W1!3,

and so on. In the symmetric case these equations simplify enormously becauseW2n1150.
We recover the first result in Eq.~2.9! by substituting Eq.~3.2! into Eq. ~3.3! and then

following the renormalization procedure described in Sec. II: we amputate the external leg
then multiply by the appropriate power of the renormalized massM , whereG25M 22, to make
the Green’s functions dimensionless. In zero dimensions the wave-function renormalizatio
stantZ can be chosen to be unity. Note that the dimensionless renormalized Green’s functi
~2.9! are pure numbers independent of bothN anda.

B. The parity-nonsymmetric case

Now consider the zero-dimensional version of the theory in Eq.~1.1!. For this theory the
n-point correlation functionsWn are

Wn5
*2`

` dt tn exp@2 1
2m

2t21 ~g/N! ~ i t !N#

*2`
` dt exp@2 1

2m
2t21 ~g/N!~ i t !N#

. ~3.4!

To evaluateWn we split the range of integration in each of these integrals into two contr
tions:

E
2`

`

dt tn¯5E
2`

0

dt tn¯1E
0

`

dt tn¯52S Re~ if n even!
i Im~ if n odd! D E0

`

dt tn¯ . ~3.5!

This integral exists if 1,ReN,3.
Note thatWn is an analytic function ofN for N>0 because the region inside of which th

integration path in Eq.~3.4! lies is an implicit function of N. Indeed, asN ranges through rea
values, the paths of integration of the two integrals in Eq.~3.5! lie inside wedge-shaped region
that rotate in opposite directions.23 It is convenient to take the paths of integration to lie at t
center of the wedges. In this case, the path of integration of the first integral connects com̀
to 0 in thet plane along the straight line

path 1: argt52p/22p/N. ~3.6!

The second integration path runs from 0 to complex` along

path 2: argt52p/21p/N. ~3.7!

The opening angle of each wedge isp/N.
WhenN52 the wedges are centered about the positive and negative real axes and the o

angle of the wedges is 90°. In this case path 1 connects2` to 0 and path 2 connects 0 tòalong
the real-t axis. Here,Wn is real and parity symmetry is unbroken. AsN increases, path 1 rotate
anticlockwise and path 2 rotates clockwise. Integration along the real axis is no longer al
whenN>3. The two paths slope downward at 45° angles whenN54. For allN.2 we find that
W2n11Þ0, demonstrating that parity symmetry is broken.

Now we discuss the Ising limit. To analyze the asymptotic behavior of the integrals in
~3.4! we examine the expression

L~ t !5
1

2
m2t22

g

N
~ i t !N ~N.2!. ~3.8!

The saddle points determining the asymptotic behavior are the zeros ofL8(t)5m2t2 ig( i t )N21.
Remember that bothg and2m2 are large such that the ratioa52m2/g is fixed. There are many
roots of L8(t)50: First there is a root att50, which is the perturbative root, corresponding
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expansions in powers ofg. Second, there is a ring of roots surrounding the origin. The m
important of these roots, and the one that determines the Ising limit of the theory, lies o
negative imaginary axis:

t052 ia1/(N22). ~3.9!

To find the directions of the saddle points we calculate the second derivative ofL: L9(t)
5m21g(N21)(i t )N22. Thus,L9(0)5m2 andL9(t0)52(N22)m2, which is positive because
m2 is negative andN.2. Hence, the down directions for the saddle point att50 go vertically
along the imaginary axis. The down directions for the saddle pointt0 are locally horizontal~see
Fig. 1!. As we trace the down paths away from the saddle pointt0 they curve downward and align
with the directions in Eqs.~3.6! and~3.7!. This verifies thatt0 is the saddle point that we shoul
use.

It is straightforward to find the leading asymptotic behavior of the integrals in Eq.~3.4!. The
Gaussian corrections cancel and we obtain the leading-order result

Wn;~ t0!n. ~3.10!

However, when we substitute this result into the formulas in Eq.~3.3!, we find that except forG1 ,
each of the Green’s functionsvanishesto leading order. This happens because the sum of
numerical coefficients in each cumulant except the first is zero.~This does not happen in th
parity-symmetric case becauseWn[0 for oddn.!

Therefore, we are obliged to perform the asymptotic analysis to higher order. For exam
obtain the first nonvanishing contribution toG2 we must calculateW1 andW2 to one order beyond
the Gaussian approximation; to obtainG3 we must calculateW1 , W2 , and W3 to two orders
beyond the Gaussian approximation; to obtainG4 we must calculateW1 , W2 , W3 , andW4 to
three orders beyond the Gaussian approximation; and so on. To perform this calculation w
the kth derivative ofL(t) in ~3.8!:

FIG. 1. Position of relevant saddle points and paths of stationary phase for the evaluation of Eq.~3.4! in the Ising limit.
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L (k)~ t !52
i kgG~N!

G~N2k11!
~ i t !N2k ~k>3!. ~3.11!

Substituting the saddle pointt5t0 gives

L (k)~ t0!52
i kgG~N!

G~N2k11!
a~N2k!/~N22! ~k>3!. ~3.12!

The expression forWn then has the form

Wn;
*dt tn exp@(k52

` 2 ~1/k! ! L (k)~ t0!~ t2t0!k#

*dt exp@(k52
` 2 ~1/k! ! L (k)~ t0!~ t2t0!k#

. ~3.13!

Note thatL(t0) cancels from the numerator and denominator. Next, we make the translats
5t2t0 and the scalings5vea1/(N22), wheree25a2N/(N22)/@g(N22)#. The result is

Wn;~ t0!n

*dv ~11 ive!n e2 ~1/2! v2
expF(k53

` vki kG~N!ek22

k!G~N112k!~N22!G
*dv e2 ~1/2! v2

expF(k53
` vki kG~N!ek22

k!G~N112k!~N22!G
. ~3.14!

We expand the integrands in the numerator and denominator as series in powers ofe and perform
the Gaussian integrals. We then substitute the result into Eq.~3.3! to obtain the small-e leading
asymptotic approximations to the unrenormalized connected Green’s functionsGn :

G1;t0 ,
~3.15!

G2;2~ t0!2e2,

and

Gn;2~ t0!ne2n22~N21!~N22!n22GF ~n22!~N21!

N22 G Y GS n22

N22D ~3.16!

for n.2. To obtain the analogs of the first of Eqs.~2.9! we construct the coefficients of th
effective action. Using the relations given in Eq.~2.8! we obtain

G1;2~ t0!21e22,
~3.17!

G2;2~ t0!22e22~N22!,

and so on. The general formula is

Gn;2~ t0!2ne22
1

~N22! F ~N2n21!G~N!

G~N2n11!
1dn,2G . ~3.18!

We construct thedimensionlessrenormalized coefficientsG̃n
ren by multiplying Gn by the ap-

propriate power of the renormalized massM251/G252(et0)225ag(N22) according toG̃n
ren

5Gn(M2)2n/2. Thus, we have the result

G̃n
ren;2en22

i n

~N22! F ~N2n21!G~N!

G~N2n11!
1dn,2G , ~3.19!

independent oft0 . This is the analog of the first of Eqs.~2.9! for the PT-symmetric theory.
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IV. CORRELATED LIMIT FOR THE SCHRÖ DINGER EQUATION

The Lagrangian in Eq.~1.1! is a field-theoretic generalization of the quantum-mechan
theory described by the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian

H5
1

2
p21

1

2
x22

g

N
~ ix !N. ~4.1!

This Hamiltonian isPT-symmetric because under parity reflectionP: p→2p and x→2x and
under time reversal, which is an antiunitary operation,T: p→2p, x→x, and i→2 i . The Ising
substitutionm252ag gives the Schro¨dinger equation

2
1

2
c9~x!1F2

1

2
agx22

g

N
~ ix !N2EGc~x!50, ~4.2!

wherea.0. The eigenvalue problem is posed on a path in the complex-x plane whose endpoint
lie in complex wedges similar to the wedges discussed earlier for the complex path integra
Refs. 1 and 2.

We seek the large-g behavior of~4.2!. In this limit the energyE scales likeg because the
potential scales likeg ~this will be verified shortly!. Thus, we make the substitution

E5lg. ~4.3!

We now can studyQ(x)52 1
2ax22 (1/N) ( ix)N2l in the resulting Schro¨dinger equation

2 1
2 c9~x!1gQ~x!c~x!50. ~4.4!

For largeg it is the turning points@the zeros ofQ(x)# that determine the physics of th
problem. More precisely, it is the lowest-lying pair of turning points that control the physics.
this pair of turning points, the polynomialQ(x) can be approximated by a parabola. To constr
the parabola, we locate the point on the imaginary axis midway between the pair of turning
by differentiatingQ(x) and settingQ8(x)52ax2 i ( ix)N2150. The value ofx on the negative
imaginary axis that solves this equation isx052 ia1/(N22). At this value ofx, we see thatQ(x)
vanishes if

l5
N22

2N
aN/~N22!, ~4.5!

which justifies the scaling ofE used in~4.3!.
Next, we expand the Schro¨dinger equation~4.4! around the pointx0 by substituting

x52 ia1/~N22!1et and l5
N22

2N
aN/~N22!1d. ~4.6!

Here, we treate andd as small parameters, whose size will be determined below. We obtai

2
1

2e2 c9~ t !1gF2
N22

2
ae2t21 i

~N21!~N22!

6
a~N23!/~N22!e3t32dGc~ t !50. ~4.7!

The requirement of dominant balance22 implies that we must choose

e5g21/4 and d5bg21/2, ~4.8!

whereb5O(1) is a constant. To leading order the resulting Schro¨dinger equation reads
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2
1

2
c9~ t !1F2

N22

2
at21 i

~N21!~N22!

6
a~N23!/~N22!g21/4t32bGc~ t !50. ~4.9!

As g→` this equation becomes the eigenvalue problem for the harmonic oscillator, whosnth
eigenvalue isb5(n11/2)A(N22)a, wheren50,1,2, . . . is aninteger. Thus, for the Schro¨-
dinger equation~4.2! the nth eigenvalue in the Ising limit is

En5
N22

2N
aN/~N22!g1~n11/2!A~N22!ag ~n50,1,2,...! ~4.10!

with higher-order corrections of orderg0.
From this formula we can determine the renormalized massMR:

MR[E12E05A~N22!ag. ~4.11!

Observe that unlike the conventional Ising limit, the renormalized massdivergesasg→`. Thus,
the unrenormalized two-point Green’s function, which behaves likeMR

22 , vanishes asg→` like
1/g, in agreement with the result in~3.15! for the zero-dimensional case.

We can determine the one-point Green’s functionG1 by calculating the expectation value o
x in the ground-state wave function. Specifically,

G1[
*dx x@c0~x!#2

*dx @c0~x!#2 , ~4.12!

where we obtain the ground-state wave functionc0 by settingg5` in ~4.9!. Becausec0 is a
Gaussian int andx5x01et from ~4.6!, we immediately have

G15x052 ia1/~N22!. ~4.13!

This result is identical to that obtained in~3.15! for D50.
To calculateG1 to first order we need to solve2 1

2c9(s)1@2 1
21 1

2s
21 ihs3#c(s)50 as a

perturbation series

c~s!5e2s2/2@11h f ~s!1O~h2!#.

We find thatf (s)52 i (s1s3/3). Finally, we use this result in the integral~4.12! to obtain

G152 ia1/~N22!S 11
N21

4AN22
a2 ~N12!/~2N24!g21/2D . ~4.14!

V. CORRELATED LIMIT FOR GENERAL DË2

In this section we use functional-integral techniques to study the Ising limit in a s
Euclidean quantum field theory of space-time dimensionD,2. We first focus on the calculation
of the one-point Green’s function:

G1[
*Df f~0!exp~2*dDx L!

*Df exp~2*dDx L!
, ~5.1!

whereL is given in ~1.1!. Making the substitution in~1.2! and lettingx5s/Ag gives

G15
*Df f~0!exp~2g12D/2S@f#!

*Df exp~2g12D/2S@f#!
, ~5.2!

where
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S@f#5E dDs F1

2
~¹f!22

1

2
af22

1

N
~ if!NG ~N.2!. ~5.3!

If we assume thatD,2, then asg→` we can use saddle-point methods to determine
behavior ofG1 in ~5.2! asg→` because the coefficient ofS@f# is large. We begin by taking the
functional derivative ofS@f#. The saddle points are determined by the equation

d

df~ t !
S@f#52¹2f~ t !2af~ t !2 i @ if~ t !#N2150. ~5.4!

The solution to this equation is a saddle point atf50 and a ring of saddle points centered abo
0. The dominant saddle point is the one on the negative imaginary axis:

f052 ia1/~N22!. ~5.5!

The complex contour can be connected to this saddle point. If we substitute the value off0 , we
get

G1;2 ia1/~N22! ~g→`!. ~5.6!

We now calculate all higher-order corrections. To do so we substitute

f~s!5f01h~s!52 ia1/~N22!1h~s!, ~5.7!

h(s) is treated as small; that is,h(s)!1. To illustrate the procedure, we expand the functionaS
in ~5.3! to third order in powers ofh(s). The result is

S3@h#5E dDs FN22

2N
aN/~N22!1

1

2
~¹h!21

N22

2
ah21

~N21!~N22!

6
a~N23!/~N22!ih3G .

~5.8!

We can now rewrite~5.2! in the form

G152 ia1/~N22!1
*Dh h~0!exp~2g12D/2S3@h#!

*Dh exp~2g12D/2S3@h#!
. ~5.9!

The constant term inS3 , which is proportional to the volume of Euclidean space-time, can
from the exponentials in the numerator and the denominator in~5.9!. We expand the cubic term in
the exponential as a power series inh3 and keep the first nontrivial term. In the denominator, t
term proportional toh3 vanishes by oddness, but in the numerator we must retain the cubic
because in this case the leading term vanishes for the same reason:

G1;2 ia1/~N22!2 i
~N21!~N22!

6
a~N23!/~N22!g12D/2

3
*Dh h~0!*dDt h3~ t !exp~2g12D/2Sfree@h#!

*Dh exp~2g12D/2Sfree@h#!
, ~5.10!

whereSfree@h#5 1
2 *dDs @(¹h)21(N22)ah2#.

We can evaluate this ratio of functional integralsexactly. To do so we introduce an externa
source functionJ(s) in the integral in the numerator:
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G1;2 ia1/~N22!2 i
~N21!~N22!

6
a~N23!/~N22!g2313D/2

3
d

dJ~0!
E dDtF d

dJ~ t !G
3 *Dh exp~2g12D/2SJ@h#!

*Dh exp~2g12D/2Sfree@h#!
U

J50

, ~5.11!

whereSJ@h#5*dDs ( 1
2(@¹h(s)#21 1

2a(N22)@h(s)#22J(s)h(s)).
Next, we evaluate the Gaussian integral in the numerator by completing the square.

doing so, the integral in the denominator cancels and what remains is the formula

G1;2 ia1/~N22!2 i
~N21!~N22!

6
a~N23!/~N22!g2313D/2

3
d

dJ~0!
E dDtF d

dJ~ t !G
3

expS 1

2
g12D/2E E dr ds J~r !J~s!D~r ,s! D U

J50

, ~5.12!

where D is the coordinate-space propagator satisfying the Euclidean coordinate space G
function equation

@¹21a~N22!#D~r ,s!5d~r 2s!. ~5.13!

The final step is to expand the exponential containing the external source and to perfo
indicated differentiations. The result is

G1;2 ia1/~N22!2 i
~N21!~N22!

2
a~N23!/~N22!g211D/2E dr D~r ,0!D~0,0!. ~5.14!

This expression has a graphical interpretation: A propagator connects the origin to the pr ,
where there is a tadpole. The momentum-space propagator isD̃(p)51/@p21a(N22)#, so that

D~r ,s!5~2p!2DE dDp eip(r 2s)
1

p21a~N22!
. ~5.15!

Thus,D̃(0)5*dr D(r ,0)5 1/a(N22) andD(0,0)5G(12 D/2)(4p)2D/2@a(N22)#211D/2. The
final result forG1 is

G1;2 ia1/~N22!F11
N21

2
@g~N22!#211D/2~4p!2D/2GS 12

D

2 Da~D/2! 2 N/~N22!G , ~5.16!

which agrees exactly with~3.15! for the caseD50 and~4.14! for the caseD51.
The procedure we have used to calculateG1 can be generalized to calculate any of t

Green’s functionsGn by taking advantage of the graphical methods developed above. Fo
two-point Green’s function we immediately obtain

G2~x,y!;g211D/2D~xAg,yAg! ~5.17!

to leading order, which in momentum space gives

G2~p!;
1

p21~N22!ag
. ~5.18!

From this equation we see that to leading order the renormalization constantZ51 and that the
renormalized massMR is given by
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MR
25~N22!ag. ~5.19!

Observe that this result is independent of the dimensionD and agrees with the result forD50 and
also with that in~4.11! for D51, which was derived by quite different techniques. Figure 2 sho
the tree graphs contributing toG2 throughG4 .

In fact, we find that the results in Eqs.~3.15! and ~3.16! are valid for any dimensionD,2,
provided that they are interpreted as momentum space Green’s functions evaluated at ze
mentum on all external legs. The parametere2 is, however, dimensional forDÞ0. Equations
~3.18! and ~3.19! for the 1PI Green’s functions are also valid with the same understanding.

Thus, we observe a form of universality; the expressions for the Green’s functions a
same for allD and only depend onN, the exponent in the interaction term. This is quite differe
from the usual statement of universality, in which the Green’s functions are independent ofN but
do depend on the value ofD. However, Eq.~3.19! is D dependent insofar as the parametere must
be replaced by its dimensionless version, given by

ẽ25
a~D/2! 2 N/~N22!

@~N22!g#12 D/2 . ~5.20!

This is the natural small parameter governing the asymptotic expansion, as in Eq.~5.16!.
In the calculations performed so far it has been assumed implicitly thatD,2. Indeed,D

cannot exceed 2 ifa is taken to be fixed, as in the original definition of the Ising limit in Eq.~1.2!.
However, if the restriction thata be fixed is relaxed anda is allowed to grow withg in such a way
that ẽ in Eq. ~5.20! remains small, then our results for the Green’s functions in this modified I
limit remain valid in the larger range 2,D,4. Unfortunately, we still cannot extend the range
these results to the physically important caseD54.

Nevertheless, in the range of dimension 0<D,4 with DÞ2 we have the following picture
The scalar theory in this Ising-like regime is very simple. The only remnant of the theory
renormalized massMR, which approaches infinity, and a one-point Green’s function, which is
expectation value of the scalar field. The higher Green’s functions are all negligible in this re
If these results could be extended toD54, we would have the equivalent of the Higgs pheno
enon without requiring the existence of a~so-far unobserved! finite-mass Higgs particle.
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Casimir energy of a semi-circular infinite cylinder
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The Casimir energy of a semi-circular cylindrical shell is calculated by making use
of the zeta function technique. This shell is obtained by crossing an infinite circular
cylindrical shell by a plane passing through the symmetry axes of the cylinder and
by considering only half of this configuration. All the surfaces, including the cut-
ting plane, are assumed to be perfectly conducting. The zeta functions for scalar
massless fields obeying the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions on the
semi-circular cylinder are constructed exactly. The sum of these zeta functions
gives the zeta function for the electromagnetic field in question. The relevant plane
problem is considered also. In all the cases the final expressions for the correspond-
ing Casimir energies contain the pole contributions which are the consequence of
the edges or corners in the boundaries. This implies that further renormalization is
needed in order for the finite physical values for vacuum energy to be obtained for
given boundary conditions. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1361064#

I. INTRODUCTION

When calculating the ground state energy of a quantum field~the Casimir energy! the main
problem is to single out a finite part of the vacuum energy which is initially divergent. Usuall
this purpose a subtraction procedure is used with preliminary regularization of the dive
expressions~for example, by introducing ultraviolet cutoff!. However, in quantum field theory
treated with allowance for nontrivial boundary conditions or in the space–time with curvatu
complete renormalization procedure is not formulated explicitly. Therefore, for any specific
lem the subtraction procedure should be invented anew. As a result, one succeeds in calc
the Casimir energy only in the problems with known spectra or at least implicitly known spe
Practically it implies the boundary conditions of high symmetry1,2 ~parallel plates, sphere, cylin
der!.

In studies of the Casimir energy the zeta function technique,3,4 which is also referred to as th
zeta regularization or zeta renormalization, is widely used. In fact, the use of the zeta functio
well as other regularizations, gives only regularized quantities for ground state energy, for
tive potential and so on. The necessity to renormalize the expressions obtained in this wa
tainly remains. However, in some problems the zeta technique gives at once a finite result. U
the latter is considered to be a renormalized physical answer though generally it is not the5

When using the zeta regularization in one or another problem, it is desirable to know b
hand whether the finite result can be obtained in this way. In order to answer this questi
general analysis of the divergences in the problem at hand should be accomplished. This
done by calculating the heat kernel coefficients6 depending on the geometry of the manifold und

a!Electronic mail: nestr@thsun1.jinr.ru
b!Electronic mail: lambiase@sa.infn.it
c!Electronic mail: scarpetta@sa.infn.it
19740022-2488/2001/42(5)/1974/13/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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consideration. For a large class of situations these coefficients have been obtained.7 However,
there are a number of problems~for example, boundaries with edges or corners! for which no
general results regarding the heat trace are known.

In this situation it is undoubtedly worth carrying out, in the framework of the zeta func
technique, the calculations of the Casimir energy for new configurations, the cases being in
ing with both finite result and with pole contributions left in the final expression for the vac
energy.

In the present article we address the calculation of the Casimir energy for boundarie
edges; more precisely, the vacuum energy of electromagnetic field will be calculated for a
circular cylindrical shell by making use of the relevant zeta functions. This shell is obtaine
crossing an infinite circular cylindrical shell by a plane passing through the symmetry axes
cylinder. All the surfaces, including the infinite cutting plane, are assumed to be perfectly
ducting. Obviously it is sufficient to consider only a half of this configuration~left or right! which
we shall refer to as a semi-circular cylindrical shell or, for the sake of shortening, as a
circular cylinder. The internal boundary value problem for this configuration is nothing other
semi-cylindrical waveguide. In the theory of waveguides8 it is well known that a semi-circular
waveguide has the same eigenfrequencies as the cylindrical one but without degeneracy~without
doubling! and safe for one frequency series~see later in this work!. Notwithstanding the very close
spectra, the zeta function technique does not give a finite result for a semi-circular cylinder
for a circular one. First the Casimir energy of an infinite perfectly conducting cylindrical shell
calculated in Ref. 9 by introducing ultraviolet cutoff and recently this result was derived by
function technique10 ~see also Refs. 11–13!. As far as we know the asymmetric boundaries su
as a semi-circular cylinder have not been considered in the Casimir problem.

The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II the electromagnetic spectra are conside
detail for cylindrical and semi-cylindrical shells. The general solution of the Maxwell equa
for boundary conditions chosen is expressed in terms of two scalar functions, longitudinal
ponents of the electric and magnetic Hertz vectors. These scalar functions are the eigenfu
of the two-dimensional transverse Laplace operator and obey the Dirichlet and Neumann bo
conditions on the conducting surfaces. In Sec. III the spectral zeta function is constructed
Dirichlet boundary value problem. To this end, the technique is used which has been elab
before for representing the spectral zeta function, with given eigenfrequency equations, in te
contour integral. When carrying out the analytic continuation of the zeta function into the phy
region, the uniform asymptotic expansion for the modified Bessel functions is used. In the
way, in Sec. IV the zeta function is constructed for a scalar field obeying the Neumann bou
conditions given on the surface of a semi-circular cylindrical shell. Section V is concerned
the complete zeta function for an electromagnetic field with boundary conditions on the
circular cylinder. Transition to the relevant two-dimensional problem is also considered he
the Conclusion~Sec. VI! the results obtained are summarized, and the origin of the pole si
larities of the zeta functions at hand and their relation to the respective boundary value pr
are briefly discussed.

II. EIGENMODES OF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD FOR CIRCULAR AND
SEMI-CIRCULAR CYLINDERS

The construction of the solutions to the Maxwell equations with boundary conditions give
closed surfaces proves to be nontrivial problem. Mainly it is due to the vector character
electromagnetic field.8,14,15 In the case of cylindrical symmetry the electricE and magneticH
fields are expressed in terms of the electric (P8) and magnetic (P9) Hertz vectors having only
one nonzero component

P85ezF~r ,w! e6 ikz8z, ~2.1!

P95ezC~r ,w! e6 ikz9z . ~2.2!
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Here the cylindrical coordinate systemr ,w,z is used withz axes directed along the cylinder axe
The common time-dependent factoreivt is dropped. The scalar functionsF(r ,w) andC(r ,w) are
the eigenfunctions of the two-dimensional transverse Laplace operator and meet, respectiv
Dirichlet and Neumann conditions on the boundary]G

~“'
2 1g82!F~r ,w!50, F~r ,w!u]G50, ~2.3!

~“'
2 1g92!C~r ,w!50,

]C~r ,w!

]n U
]G

50, ~2.4!

where“'
2 is the transverse part of the Laplace operator

“'
2 5

]2

]r 2 1
1

r

]

]r
1

1

r 2

]2

]w2 ~2.5!

and

g825v22kz8
2, g925v22kz9

2. ~2.6!

First we consider a cylindrical shell. In this case the functionsF(r ,w) andC(r ,w) should be
2p-periodic in angular variablew. As a result the Dirichlet boundary value problem~2.3! has the
following unnormalized eigenfunctions~E-modes!:

Fnm~r ,w!5
sin
cos~nw!H Jn~gnm8 r !, r ,a,

Hn
(1)~ ḡnm8 r !, r .a,

~2.7!

wherea is the cylinder radius,Jn(x) are the Bessel functions,Hn
(1)(x) are the Hankel functions o

the first kind, andgnm8 , ḡnm8 stand for the roots of the frequency equations

Jn~gnm8 a!50, Hn
(1)~ ḡnm8 a!50,

~2.8!
n50,1,2,..., m51,2,... .

For the Neumann boundary value problem~2.4! we have theH-modes

Cnm~r ,w!5
sin
cos~nw!H Jn~gnm9 r !, r ,a,

Hn
(1)~ ḡnm9 r !, r .a,

~2.9!

wheregnm9 and ḡnm9 are the roots of the equations

d

dr
Jn~gnm9 r !U

r 5a

50,
d

dr
H (1)~ ḡnm

9 r !U
r 5a

50,

~2.10!
n50,1,2,..., m51,2,... .

As usual, it is assumed that forr .a the eigenfunctions should satisfy the radiation condition
It is important to note that each root

gnm8 , ḡnm8 , gnm9 , ḡnm9 , n>1, m>1, ~2.11!

is doubly degenerate since, according to Eqs.~2.7! and~2.9!, there are two eigenfunctions whic
are proportional to either sin(nw) or cos(nw). The eigenfunctions for the roots withn50

g0m8 , ḡ0m8 , g0m9 , ḡ0m9 , m51,2,..., ~2.12!
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are independent onw, and the degeneracy disappears.
For given Hertz vectorsP8 and P9 the electric and magnetic fields are constructed by

formulas

E5“3“3P8, H52 iv“3P8 ~E-modes!,
~2.13!

E5 iv“3P9, H5“3“3P9 ~H-modes!.

It has been proved16 that the superposition of these modes gives the general solution to
Maxwell equations in the problem under consideration. An essential merit of using the
polarization vectors is that in this approach the necessity to satisfy the gauge conditions do
arise.

Let us consider a waveguide which is obtained by cutting the infinite cylindrical shell
plane passing through the symmetry axes of the cylinder~see Fig. 1!. All the surfaces are assume
to be perfectly conducting. In this case the boundary value problems~2.3! and~2.4! for the Hertz
electric (P8) and magnetic (P9) vectors have the following eigenfunctions:

Fnm~r ,w!5sin~nw!H Jn~gnm8 r !, r ,a,

Hn
(1)~ ḡnm8 r !, r .a,

~2.14!

n51,2,... , m51,2,...

and

FIG. 1. The cross section of an infinite semi-circular cylindrical shell of radiusa. All the surfaces~bold-faced lines! are
assumed to be perfectly conducting. At the same time this picture presents the two-dimensional~plane! version of the
problem under consideration, i.e., the semi-circular boundaries for massless fields defined on the plane.
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Cnm~r ,w!5cos~nw!H Jn~gnm9 r !, r ,a,

Hn
(1)~ ḡnm9 r !, r .a,

~2.15!

n50,1,2,... , m51,2,... .

The frequenciesgnm8 , ḡnm8 , gnm9 , andḡnm9 are determined by the same equations~2.8! and~2.10!.
However, the new spectral problem has two essential distinctions: (i ) the frequencies~2.11! are
now nondegenerate, and (i i ) two series of eigenfrequencies

g0m8 , ḡ0m8 , m51,2,..., ~2.16!

are absent. At first sight one could expect that such a change of the spectrum cannot in
drastically the ultraviolet behavior of the relevant spectral density. However, as it will be sh
below, the zeta function for a semi-circular cylinder, unlike for a circular one, does not prov
finite answer for the Casimir energy in the problem in question.

In view of all the above-mentioned the zeta function for the electromagnetic field obeyin
boundary conditions on the surface of the semi-circular cylinder is the sum of two zeta fun
for scalar massless fields satisfying the Dirichlet and Neumann conditions on the lateral o
cylinder.

III. ZETA FUNCTION FOR DIRICHLET BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM

First we consider the Dirichlet boundary conditions. We shall proceed from the follow
representation for the zeta function in terms of a contour integral for given frequency equ
~2.8! with n51,2,...,

zcyl
D ~s!5

1

2p i E2`

` dkz

2p (
n51

` R
C
dg ~g21kz

2!2s/2
d

dg
ln

Jn~ga!Hn
(1)~ga!

Jn~`!Hn
(1)~`!

. ~3.1!

The contourC consists of the imaginary axis (2 i`,i`) and a semi-circle of an infinite radius i
the right half-plane of a complex variableg. The details of obtaining this integral representati
can be found in Refs. 10, 11, 17, and 18. Contribution into Eq.~3.1! of integration along a
semi-circle of infinite radius vanishes. Therefore upon integration overkz this formula acquires the
form

zD~s!5C~s! (
n51

` E
0

`

dy y12s
d

dy
ln@2yIn~y!Kn~y!# ~3.2!

with

C~s!5
as21

2ApGS s

2DG~~32s!/2!

. ~3.3!

In order to accomplish the analytic continuation of~3.2! into the physical region including the
point s521, we shall use the uniform asymptotic expansion for the modified Bessel functi19

ln@2ynIn~ny!Kn~ny!#5 ln~yt!1
t2

8n2 ~126t215t4!

1
t4

64n4 ~132284t211062t421356t61565t8!1O~n26!, ~3.4!
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wheret51/A11y2. Following the usual procedure applied in the analogous calculations,20–23we
add and subtract in the integrand in Eq.~3.2! the first two terms of the asymptotic expansion~3.3!.
After that we combine all the terms there in the following way:

zcyl
D ~s!5C~s!@Z1~s!1Z2~s!1Z3~s!#, ~3.5!

Z1~s!5
1

2 (
n51

`

n12sE
0

`

dy y12s
d

dy
lnS y2

11y2D , ~3.6!

Z2~s!5
1

8 (
n51

`

n212sE
0

`

dy y12s
d

dy
@ t2~126 t215 t4!#, ~3.7!

Z3~s!5 (
n51

`

n12sE
0

`

dy y12s
d

dy F ln~2yn In~yn!Kn~ny!!2 ln
y

A11y2
2

t2~126t215t4!

8n2 G .

~3.8!

Analytic continuation of the functionZ1(s) into vicinity of the points521 can be accom-
plished in the same way as it has been done in Ref. 18. Therefore we write here only th
result of this continuation

Z1~s!5
1

2
z~s21!GS 32s

2 D (
m51

`
G~m2 ~12s!/2!

mG~m!
. ~3.9!

The integral in Eq.~3.6! converges when21,Res,3, and the sum overn is finite for
Res.0. Thus, the regions, where the integral and the sum exist, overlap, and this formula c
used for constructing the analytic continuation needed. For this aim we substitute the sum
Riemann zeta function

(
n51

`

n212s5z~s11! ~3.10!

and define the integral as an analytic function by making use of the formula24

E
0

`

dy y12s
d

dy
t2(r21)5~12r!

G~~32s!/2!G~r2 ~32s!/2!

G~r!
, 322 Rer,Res,3.

~3.11!

In view of the poles of the gamma functions on the right-hand side of this relation, the integ
the left-hand side of it is well defined, as a function of the complex variables, only in the region
indicated in Eq.~3.11!. Doing the analytic continuation of this integral we define it outside t
region also by this equation, keeping in mind that the gamma functions involved should be t
as the analytic functions over all the plane of the complex variables safe for the known poles
This gives

Z2~s!5
1

8
z~s11!GS 32s

2 DGS 11s

2 D F2113~11s!2
5

8
~31s!~11s!G . ~3.12!

In order to investigate the convergence of the integral entering in Eq.~3.7! it makes sense to
substitute in the integrand the logarithmic function by expansion~3.3!. After that it is easy to be
convinced that the integral under consideration converges when23,Res,3. The sum overn in
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this formula is finite for Res.22. Hence, the functionZ3(s) is an analytic function without
singularities in the domain22,Res,3. It is quiet enough for our purpose, and the analy
continuation is unnecessary.

Summarizing we conclude that Eqs.~3.3!, ~3.5!, ~3.8!, ~3.9!, and ~3.12! afford the analytic
continuation needed and define the zeta functionzD(s) as an analytic function in the regio
including the points521.

Now we are able to calculate the value of the zeta functionzD(s) at the points521. For the
coefficientC(s) in Eq. ~3.3! we have

C~21!52
1

4pa2 . ~3.13!

From Eq.~3.9! it follows that

Z1~21!5
1

2
lim

s→21
z~s21!FGS 11s

2 D1 (
m52

`
1

m~m21!G . ~3.14!

With allowance for the relations

G~x!5
1

x
2g1O~x!, (

m52

`
1

m~m21!
51, z~22!50, ~3.15!

whereg is the Euler constant,g50.577 215..., onederives

Z1~21!5 lim
s→21

1

2
@z~22!1z8~22!~s11!1O~~s11!2!#F 2

s11
2g1O~s11!G

5z8~22!520.030 448. ~3.16!

Using the values of the Riemann zeta function and its derivative at the origin,

z~0!52 1
2 , z8~0!52 1

2 ln~2p!,

and taking into account the behavior of the gamma function near zero@see Eq.~3.15!# we deduce
from Eq. ~3.12!

Z2~21!5
1

8
lim

s→21
@z~0!1z8~0!~s11!1O~~s11!2!#F 2

s11
2g1O~s11!G•F211

7

4
~s11!G

52
7

32
2

g

16
1

1

8
ln~2p!1

1

8

1

s11 U
s→21

. ~3.17!

When calculatingZ3(21) we shall use Eq.~3.8! for several first values ofn, n<n0 , and for
n.n0 we substitute the asymptotic expansion~3.4! into ~3.8! with the result
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Z3
as~s!5

1

64S (
n5n011

`

n232sD E
0

`

dy y12s
d

dy
@ t4~132284t211062t421356t61565t8!#

5
1

64S (
n5n011

`

n232sDGS 32s

2 D F213GS 31s

2 D1142GS 51s

2 D
2

532

3
GS 71s

2 D1
113

2
GS 91s

2 D2
113

24
GS 111s

2 D G . ~3.18!

The value ofn0 should be chosen so as to provide the accuracy needed. This algorithm wn0

56 gives forZ3(21)

Z3~21!50.022 806. ~3.19!

Summing up Eqs.~3.16!, ~3.17!, and~3.19! we obtain

zD~21!52
1

4pa2 S 2
7

32
10.022 8062

g

16
1

1

8
ln~2p!1z8~22!1

1

8

1

s11 U
s→21

D
5

1

a2 S 0.000 52320.009 947
1

s11 Us→21D . ~3.20!

Thus the zeta functionzD(s) has a pole at the points521, therefore it does not give the finit
~renormalized! value for the respective Casimir energy

ED5 1
2z

D~21!. ~3.21!

It implies that further renormalization is required.

IV. ZETA FUNCTION FOR NEUMANN BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM

When constructing the zeta function for the boundary value problem~2.4! with ]G being a
semi-circular infinite cylinder, we shall again proceed from the frequency equations@now from
Eq. ~2.10!#. It should be taken into account that all these roots are not degenerate. Therefo
can write analogously to Eq.~3.1!

zN~s!5
1

2p i E2`

` dkz

2p (
n50

` R
C
dg ~g21kz

2!2s/2
d

dg
ln

Jn8~ga!Hn
(1) 8~ga!

Jn8~`!Hn
(1) 8~`!

. ~4.1!

The contourC is the same as in Eq.~3.1! and the prime on the Bessel and Hankel functio
denotes differentiation with respect to the entire argument.

The product of the derivatives of the modified Bessel functionsI n8(z)Kn8(z) has the following
asymptotics whenn is fixed anduzu is large:19

I n8~z!Kn8~z!52
1

2z F11
4n223

2~2z!2 1
~4n221!~4n2245!

8~2z!4 1O~z26!G . ~4.2!

Taking this into account in calculation of the denominator in Eq.~4.1!, we obtain forzN(s) upon
integration overkz

zN~s!5C~s! (
n50

` E
0

`

dy y12s
d

dy
ln@22yIn8~y!Kn8~y!# ~4.3!

with the same functionC(s) as in Eq.~3.3!.
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Further we shall use the uniform asymptotic expansion for the derivatives of the B
functions:19

ln@22ynIn8~ny!Kn8~ny!#52 ln~yt!1
t2

8n2 ~23110t227t4!1
t4

n4 S 2
27

64
1

109

16
t22

733

32
t4

1
441

16
t62

707

64
t8D1O~n26! . ~4.4!

In order to render the integral in the term withn50 in Eq. ~4.3! convergent we add and subtra
the second term from the asymptotics~4.4!. For n>1 in Eq. ~4.3! we add and subtract in respe
tive intagrands the first two terms of the asymptotic expansion~4.4!. After that we combine all the
terms in the following way:

zN~s!5C~s!@V0~s!1V1~s!1V2~s!1V3~s!#, ~4.5!

V0~s!5E
0

`

dy y12s
d

dy H ln@22yI08~y!K08~y!#2
t2

8
~23110t227t4!J , ~4.6!

V1~s!52
1

2 (
n51

`

n12sE
0

`

dy y12s
d

dy
lnS y2

11y2D52Z1~s!, ~4.7!

V2~s!5
1

8 S (
n51

`

n212s11D E
0

`

dy y12s
d

dy
@ t2~23110t227 t4!#, ~4.8!

V3~s!5 (
n51

`

n12sE
0

`

dy y12s
d

dy H ln@22ynIn8~ny!Kn8~ny!#1 ln~yt!2
t2

8n2 ~23110t227t4!J .

~4.9!

Taking into account the behavior of the productI 08(y)K08(y) at the origin and at infinity,

22yI08~y!K08~y!5y1 1
8 ~2114y24 ln 21 ln y!y31O~y5ln y!,

~4.10!

22yI08~y!K08~y!512
3

8y2 1
45

128y4 1O~y26!,

it is easy to show that Eq.~4.6! definesV0(s) as an analytic function in the region23,Res
,1. Under this condition the integration by parts can be done here:

V0~s!52~12s!E
0

`

dy y2sH ln@22yI08~y!K08~y!#2
t2

8
~23110t227t4!J . ~4.11!

The functionV1(s) differs only in the sign of the functionZ1(s) from the preceding section
The integral in Eq.~4.7! is convergent when21,Res,3. The sum overn in this formula is finite
when Res.0. Thus the regions, where the integral and the sum exist, overlap and this fo
can be used for constructing the analytic continuation needed by making use of the substi
~3.10! and ~3.11!. Substituting the sum in Eq.~4.8! by the Riemann zeta function and doing th
integration according to Eq.~3.11! one obtains

V2~s!5
1

8
@z~11s!11#GS 32s

2 DGS 11s

2 D F325~11s!1
7

8
~11s!~31s!G . ~4.12!
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The convergence of the integral in Eq.~4.9! can be determined in the same line as it has b
done for the functionZ3(s) in the preceding section. This integral converges when23,Res
,3, and the sum encountered here is finite for Res.22. Hence there is no need to do analy
continuation forV3(s).

Finally the zeta functionzN(s) for the massless scalar field obeying the Neumann boun
conditions on a semi-circular cylinder is determined explicitly by Eqs.~4.5!, ~4.7!, ~4.11!, and
~4.12! in a finite domain of the complex planes containing the closed interval of the real ax
21<Res<0.

Now we turn to the calculation of the value of the functionzN(s) at the points521.
Integration in Eq.~4.11! gives

V0~21!522E
0

`

dy yH ln@22yI08~y!K08~y!#1
3

8
t2J 1

13

16

52•0.475 21510.812351.763 93. ~4.13!

From Eqs.~4.7! and ~3.16! it follows that

V1~21!52Z1~21!52z8~22!50.030 44. ~4.14!

Developing the functionsz(11s) and G((11s)/2) in Eq. ~4.12! near the points521 one
obtains

V2~21!5
1

8
@z~0!1z8~0!~s11!111O~~s11!2!#•F 2

11s
2g1O~s11!GF32

13

4
~s11!G

52
13

32
2

3

16
g1

3

4
z8~0!1

3

8

1

s11 U
s→21

. ~4.15!

When calculatingV3(s) for s521 numerically we cannot use the method applied in
preceding section because it now requires us to take into account the next terms in the u
asymptotic expansion~4.4!. Instead of this we calculate numerically the first 30 terms in the s
~4.9! with the result25

V3~21!520.043 66. ~4.16!

Substituting in Eq.~4.9! the logarithm by its uniform asymptotic expansion~4.4! we derive a
rough estimation forV3(s) without numerical integration

V3
as~s!5z~31s!E

0

`

dy y12s
d

dy F t4S 2
27

64
1

109

16
t22

733

32
t41

441

16
t62

707

64
t8D G

5z~31s!GS 32s

2 D F27

64
GS 31s

2 D2
109

32
GS 51s

2 D1
733

192
GS 71s

2 D2
441

384
GS 91s

2 D
1

707

7680
GS 111s

2 D G . ~4.17!

For s521 it gives

V3
as~21!52

839

26
•3•5

z~2!52
839

960

p2

6
521.437 60, ~4.18!

which is very far from Eq.~4.16! having only the right sign.
Summing upVi , i 50,1,2,3, with allowance for Eq.~3.13! we arrive at the final result
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zN~21!52
1

4pa2 F13

32
10.950 432z8~22!2

3

16
g2

3

8
ln~2p!20.043 661

3

8

1

s11 U
s→21

G
5

1

a2 S 20.043 4520.0298
1

s11 U
s→21

D . ~4.19!

Thus both the zeta functions for Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions have the p
the points521. Hence an additional renormalization is needed in order for a finite physical v
of the relevant Casimir energies to be obtained.

V. VACUUM ENERGY OF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD WITH BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
ON A SEMI-CIRCULAR CYLINDER

Analysis of the spectral problem for the electromagnetic field with boundary conditions
semi-circular cylinder~see Sec. II! implies that the zeta function for this field is the sum of tw
zeta functions calculated in the preceding sections:

zEM~s!5zD~s!1zN~s!. ~5.1!

Substitution of Eqs.~3.20! and ~4.17! into Eq. ~5.1! gives

zEM~21!52
1

4pa2 F1

4
10.950 432

g

4
2

1

4
ln~2p!20.043 661

1

2

1

s11 U
s→21

G
5

1

a2 S 20.044 0120.039 78
1

s11 U
s→21

D . ~5.2!

In both the zeta functionszD(s) andzN(s) the pole terms have the same sign. As a result
pole contribution in the sum~5.1! retains. Thus, the situation here proves to be analogous to
when calculating, in the framework of zeta technique, the vacuum energy for spheres in spa
even dimensions.21–23

As was noted earlier, we have derived the exact expressions for the zeta functions in qu
which determine these functions as analytic functions of the complex variables in a finite region
of the planes containing the closed interval of the real axis21<Res<0. It enables one to
construct in a straightforward way the spectral zeta functions for relevant boundary value pr
on the plane by making use of the relation18

zs-cir~s!52Ap
G~~s11!/2!

G~s/2!
zs-cyl~s!, ~5.3!

where zs-cir is the Dirichlet or the Neumann zeta function for a semi-circle, andzs-cyl is the
respective zeta function for semi-circular cylinder. We shall use this relation for calculatin
valueszs-cir

D (21) andzs-cir
N (21) which determine the vacuum energy of the massless scalar fi

defined on the half-plane and obeying, respectively, the Dirichlet or Neumann boundary c
tions on a semi-circle~see Fig. 1!.

For zs-cir
D (21) we get from Eqs.~5.3!, ~3.4!, and~3.2!

zs-cir
D ~21!52

1

pa (
i 51

3

Zi~0!. ~5.4!

Whens50 integration in Eq.~3.6! can be done explicitly with the result
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Z1~0!52z~21!E
0

`

dy ln
y

A11y2
5

1

12S 2
p

2 D52
p

24
. ~5.5!

From Eq.~3.12! it follows that

Z2~0!5
p

128S 1

s U
s→0

1g D . ~5.6!

Numerical integration in Eq.~3.8! with s50 gives

Z3~0!520.003 04. ~5.7!

Summing up Eqs.~5.5!–~5.7! we arrive at the result

zs-cir
D ~21!5

1

a S 1

24
2

g

128
10.000 972

1

128

1

s U
s→0

D 5
1

a S 0.038 1272
1

128

1

s U
s→0

D . ~5.8!

Following the same way one can write

zs-cir
N ~21!52

1

pa (
n50

3

Vi~0!. ~5.9!

Using Eq.~4.11! one gets

V0~0!52E
0

`

dyH ln@22yI08~y!K08~y!#1
3

8
t2J 2

p

64
50.475 1752

p

64
. ~5.10!

From Eqs.~4.7! and ~5.5! it follows that

V1~0!52Z1~0!5
p

24
. ~5.11!

Equation~4.12! gives

V2~0!5
5p

128S 11g1
1

s U
s→0

D . ~5.12!

For V3(0) numerical integration in Eq.~4.9! with s50 gives

V3~0!520.005 659. ~5.13!

Finally, we have

zs-cir
N ~21!5

1

a F20.151 322
5

128S g1
5

3D10.001 802
5

128

1

s U
s→0

G
5

1

a S 20.237 10320.0124
1

s U
s→0

D . ~5.14!

Both the functionszs-cir
D (s) andzs-cir

N (s) have the pole at the points521 with the coefficients
of the same~negative! sign. For electromagnetic field defined on a plane the boundary condi
reduce to the Neumann conditions. Hence the relevant zeta function iszs-cir

N (s).
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VI. CONCLUSION

In this article the spectral zeta functions are constructed for massless scalar fields obey
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions on a semi-circular infinite cylinder. Proceeding
this, the zeta function for electromagnetic field is also derived for such a configuration. In all
cases, the final expressions for the relevant Casimir energy contains the pole contribution.
for obtaining the physical result an additional renormalization is needed.

It is essential that for the zeta functionsz(s) the exact formulas are derived which determi
these functions in a finite region of the complex variables but not at the vicinity of one points
521. This allowed one to get in a straightforward way the zeta functions for the two-dimens
~plane! version of the boundary value problem at hand, i.e., the zeta functions for scalar
defined on a half-plane and obeying the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions on a
circle. In this case the final expression for the vacuum energy contains the pole contribution

Notwithstanding the spectrum of a semi-circular cylinder is very close to the spectru
circular one, the zeta function technique does not give a finite value for vacuum energy in th
case and does for the second configuration. In a recent paper26 the divergences found in ou
consideration are attributed to the existence of edges or corners in the boundaries under
gation.

Closing, it is worth noting that, as far as we know, such boundary conditions with asymm
geometry~semi-circular cylinder! has been considered in the Casimir problem for the first tim
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Perturbation theory and the energy spectrum
of normal Fermi systems

A. Ya. Povznera) and Yu. A. Kukharenko

~Received 31 May 2000; accepted for publication 17 January 2001!

This paper is a study in a possible steady-state perturbation theory for arbitrary
excited multiply degenerate states of a normal Fermi system in the statistical limit.
An operator technique has been developed to transform the relevant Hamiltonian
into an operator that is a function of occupation number operators only. The per-
turbation theory equations have been proved to be solvable in the space of quasi-
normal form operators and their formal solutions have been derived. It is shown
that the operator series of perturbation theory can be transformed to a linked cluster
expansion with the nonphysical powers of volume eliminated. Elimination of non-
physical terms is effected without use of the diagrams technique. ©2001 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1357199#

I. INTRODUCTION

The perturbation theory for the energy of the ground state for a normal Fermi system
developed by Brueckner,1 Goldstone,2 and Hugenholtz3 ~see also Refs. 4–7! using diagram tech-
niques. The main difficulty this procedure encounters is to transform a diagram series to a
cluster expansion, which allows the contributions with nonphysical powers of volume to be e
nated. Van-Hove8 examined the overall structure of the relevant perturbation theory series fo
resolvent of the Schro¨dinger equation whose singular points are intimately related to the po
spectrum.

The present paper is concerned with an operator technique in steady-state perturbation
for calculating the entire spectrum of the perturbed Hamiltonian in the case in which the spe
is strongly degenerate using the normal Fermi system as an example. The principal res
~formal! proof of the statement that an invertible operatorScan be found to transform the Hami

tonian of a normal Fermi systemH5H01eH1 to the formE& 5S21HS, where the operatorÊ is a
functional of occupation number operators for eigenstates of the undisturbed HamiltoniaH0 .
This operator technique was developed by one of us.9 However, insuperable difficulties wer
encountered in the way of a solution for the equations involved owing to the small denomin
Our use of Keldysh’s diagram technique to describe excited states10 did not succeed in solving the
problem fully either because of secular divergences that remained unsuppressed.

We prove that the resulting operator equations of the steady-state perturbation theo
solvable in the space of quasinormal form operators and construct their formal solutions. We
that the perturbation theory operator series can be transformed to a linked cluster expansio
the contributions involving nonphysical powers of the volume eliminated. Our development o
perturbation theory relies, not on the usual expansion into a series in the interaction parame
on a more general iterative scheme that avoids squares and higher powers of integrals de
the principal value sense.

a!Electronic mail: povzner–t@yahoo.com
19870022-2488/2001/42(5)/1987/9/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. ITERATIVE SCHEME

The HamiltonianH under discussion has the following momentum representation:

H5(
s

E dp̄
p2

2m
as

1~ p̄!as~ p̄!

1«
1

2 (
s1s2

E dp̄1dp̄2dq̄U~ q̄!as1

1 ~ p̄11q̄!as2

1 ~ p̄22q̄!3as2
~ p̄2!as1

~ p̄1!

[H01eH1 . ~1!

This is defined for a set ofN identical Fermi particles that are contained in a cube of volumV
5(2L)3. The limit N/V→n is assumed to exist and the equations are considered in the limN
→`. The operatorsas( p̄),as

1( p̄8) anticommute to the delta-function and are Fourier transfo
of secondary-quantized wave functions of the particle in the functionsw p̄( x̄)5@1/(2p)3/2#
•ei ( p̄,x̄), normalized to the delta-function. We define a linear spacePl as the space of eigenvecto
of H0 belonging to the eigenvaluel. When @H0 ,Ê#5H0E& 2E& H050 and wPPl , one has
E& w,Pl , i.e., E& Pl,Pl . For this reason, when

S21HS5Ê and @H0 ,E& #50, ~2!

then the spectrum ofH is known when the spectrum ofE& is defined on allPl spaces. This remark
shows that the solution of the problem under discussion must be sought by looking for a tran
S that satisfies the requirements:S21(H01«H1)S5E& , @H0 ,E& #50, since the spacePl for H0 is
identical, as will be seen in what follows, with that of eigenvectors of operators that are func
of as

1(p)as( p̄).
The basic device to solve the problem is to replace~2! with the equation

~H01«H1!~11«S11«2S21¯ !5~11«S11«2S21¯ !~H01«E& 11«2E& 21¯ !, ~3!

where

S511«S11«2S21¯ , E& 5H01«E& 11«2E& 21¯ , ~4!

with the additional requirement.

@H0 ,E& n#50, n51,2,... . ~5!

Introducing the notations

H0n5H01«E& 11¯1«nE& n , H115H12E1 , H1k52E& k ~k>2!, ~6!

rewriting ~3! in the form

~H0n211«H111«2H121¯«nH1n2«nĒn!~ I 1«S11¯1«n21Sn211«nSn1¯1 !

5~ I 1«S11¯1«n21Sn211«nSn!~H0n211«nÊn!, ~7!

and equating the coefficients of«n in ~7!, we obtain the following recurrence equation:

@H0n ,Sn#1 (
k51

n21

H1kSn2k5E& n , @H0 ,E& n#50 n>2. ~8!
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We now state the requirements for~8! to be solvable. Consider the linear spaceP and the linear
spaceT of operators defined onP. We define the operatorA0PT and the linear spaceT0,T of
operators that are permutable with thisA0 . Suppose an operatorB is given, and it is required to
find operatorsS andM that satisfy equations like~8!

@A0 ,S#5B1M , @A0 ,M #50, i.e., MPT0. ~9!

Specify a linear operatorP on T that transforms each elementtPT to an elementPtPT0 , i.e.,
which is commutable with thisA0 and satisfies the following requirements:~a! P25P; ~b!
@A0 ,PS#50, SPT; ~c! if PB50 then Eq.~9! is solvable and a solutionS exists such thatPS
50; ~d! if @A0S#50, i.e.,SPT0 , thenPS5S; ~e! if PH5h andPS50, thenP(hS)50. Not all
of these requirements are independent.

To solve~9!, it is sufficient to define an operatorP on T that satisfies~a!–~e!, because, since
B5PB1QB, whereQ512P, then by assumingM52PB we obtain the result that Eq.~9!
becomes@A0 ,S#5QB, which is solvable in virtue of~c!. Below we construct an operatorP that
satisfies~a!–~e! for ~8!.

III. QUASINORMAL FORMS

In the framework of secondary quantization any operatorA& can be written in a normal form11

A& 5 (
n51

`

A& nn ,

Ânn5E dp1¯dpndp18¯dpn8Ann~p1¯pn ,p18¯pn8!a1~p18!¯a1~pn8!a~pn!¯a~p1!, ~10!

wherep8[( p̄,s), *dp[*P
n

dp̄j . Sincea(pi) anda1(pi8) are generalized operator functions,12

one asks how their product in~10! is to be interpreted whenpi and pi8 are identical. They can
produce a finite contribution in the statistical limit, even though an integration region of
measure corresponds to the requirementpi5pi8 . For such products to make sense, we sh
understand~10! to be limits asV→` for the integral sums corresponding to a cube of volumeV

Ânn~V!S 8p3

V D 2n

(
p1¯pn
p1¯pp

Ann~p1¯pn ,p18!a1~p18!¯a1~pn8!a~pn!¯a~p1!, ~11!

wherep̄5(2p/L)n̄, n̄ being a vector of integer components (n1 ,n2 ,n3) taking on values between
2` and1` which enumerates the nodes of a lattice with a cell of volumeD p̄5(2p/L)3 in the
momentum space. We now carry out the following operation on~11!:

~1! Decompose~11! in all different ways into subsums in which the arguments of a set ofa1(p)
operators are pairwise identical with those of the same number ofa(p) operators, all the othe
arguments along with those of the pairwise identical operators being different~it is only when
the last requirement is satisfied that the decomposition is defined uniquely!;

~2! Use commutation relations to juxtapose operators whose arguments are identical~that opera-
tion will be called pairing!;

~3! Replacea1(p)a(p) with @V/(2p)3#n&p , wheren&p5ap
1ap is the occupation number operato

for single-particle states with momentump̄ and spins; the operatorsap andap
1 anticommute

to unity and are Fourier transforms of secondary-quantized functions of the pa
c& s(x),c& s

1(x) in functionsw p̄
v( x̄)5(1/AV)ei ( p̄,x̄) normalized to unity in volumeV @although

ws
q( x̄) andap vanish asV→`, the operatorn&p exists in the statistical limit#;

~4! Pass to the limitV→` in each subsum.
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As a result,~11! becomes

A& nn5 (
m>0,k>0,m1k5n

A& m,kk ;A& m,kk5E dq1¯dqmdp1¯dpkdp18¯dpk8

3Am,kk~q1¯qm ,p1¯pk ,p18¯pk8!n&q1
¯n&qm

a1~p18!¯a1~pk8!a~pk!¯a~p1!. ~12!

All coefficient functionsAm,kk(q1¯qm ,p1¯pk ,p18¯pk8) in ~12! contain factors, which are func
tions s(q1¯qm ,p1¯pk ,p18¯pk8) vanishing when two arguments are identical; the functions
prohibit further pairing. Thus, one can consider all arguments different and all operators co
tative in the integrals derived by pairing, because all pairings have been carried out. One
cially important fact is that the integrals~12! contain a term that is a function of operatorsn&p only:

A& m,005E dq1¯dqmAm,00~q1¯qm!n&q1
¯nqm

, ~13!

which containsn! integrals~11! in which alla1(p8) are paired to all thea(p). Operators like~13!

will be calledn-forms. Operators of the typeA& m,kk with k>1 will be called quasinormal forms
We thus obtain the result that any operator can be reduced to a sum ofn-forms and quasinorma
forms

A& 5 (
m51

`

A& m,001 (
m50

`

(
n51

`

A& m,nn . ~14!

The decomposition will be illustrated by using a simple example

A& 115E dp1dp18A11~p1p18!a1~p18!a~p1!

5 lim
V→`

S 8p3

V D 2

(
p1p18

A11~p1p18!a1~p18!a~p1!

5 lim
V→`

H S 8p3

V D 2

(
p1Þp18

A11~p1p18!a1~p18!a~p1!1S 8p3

V D 2

(
p15p18

A11~p1p1!
V

~2p!3 n& p1J
5E dp1A11~p1p1!n&p1

1E dp1dp18A11~p1p18!s~p1p18!a1~p18!a~p1!

[A& 1,001A& 0,11. ~15!

We shall make a remark that will be important for the subsequent argument: When an operA&
commutes with the total momentum operator, then the coefficient functions in its normal
~10!, Ann(p1¯pn ,p18¯pn8), containd( p̄11¯1 p̄n2 p̄182¯2 p̄n8). When we pass to the integra
sum~11!, that delta-function should be replaced with@V/(2p)3#d p̄11¯1 p̄n ,p̄

181¯1 p̄
n8

kr
, whered p̄,p̄8

kr

is the Kronecker delta. This will have the consequence that the coefficients in then-form ~13! in
which all operators with momentums involved in the delta-function are paired, namely,
An,00(q1¯qn) will involve the factorV/(2p)3 which is proportional to the volume. Products
such operators will obviously contain a factor with higher powers of the volume.

IV. SOLVING THE EQUATIONS

We attack Eq.~8! by considering theT-space of operators like~14!. The spaceT0 will be
defined as the set of all operatorst that satisfy the requirement@H0 ,t#50. We are going to show
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thatT0 consists ofn-forms, i.e., of all operators like~13! that are functions of occupation numb

operators only. This can be seen as follows. From@H0 ,A& m,nn#50 it follows that:

E dq1¯dqmdp1¯dpndp18¯dpn8Am,nn~q1¯qm ,p1¯pn ,1p18¯pn8!

3S (
k51

n p̄k
2

2m
2 (

k51

n p̄k8
2

2m D n&q1
¯n&qm

a1~pn8!a~pn!¯a~p1!50.

In that case, however,Am,nn(q1¯qm ,p1¯pn ,p18¯pn8) must vanish throughout the entire spa
p1¯pn ,p18¯pn8 , becauseSk51

n @( p̄k
2/2m)2( p̄k9

2/2m)# vanishes only on a set of zero measure
that space. For this reason the operatorA& m,nn which commutes withH0 cannot be different from
zero, unless it has the form~13!, i.e., whenn50. We now introduce a linear operatorP into T

assuming PA& 5Sm51
` A& m,00 by definition. Assume further thatQ512P, hence QA&

5Sm50
` Sn51

` A& m,nn . Thus,P separates ann-form in A, i.e., a sum of operators that are functio
of n&p only, which are obtained by pairing fromA& , while Q separates a quasinormal operator inA& ,
i.e., an operator each term of which involves products ofa1(p8) anda(p) with different argu-
ments after pairing. It follows thatPQA& 50. We now are going to verify that the operatorP thus
defined onT satisfies all of~a!–~e! for the caseA0[H0 . Verification of ~a!, ~b!, ~d!, and ~e! is
trivial. It remains to show that~c! holds, i.e., to show that~9! with A0[H0 is solvable. We have
in fact proved a stronger statement, namely, that~8!, i.e., equations of the type@H0n ,Sn#5Bn

1Mn , are solvable. We have constructed a spaceT0 based on operators that commute withA0

[H0 ; however, sinceE& n has been assumed to commute withH0 , that very spaceT0 corresponds
to the operatorA05H0n for anyn. Consequently,P is independent ofn. We begin by considering
the equation

@H01,S1#1H15E& 1 , bH0 ,E& 1c50. ~16!

We assume

E& 15PH15
1

2 (
s1s2

V

~2p!3 E dp̄1dp̄2U~0!.n& p̄1s1
n& p̄2s2

2
1

2 (
s2

V

~2p!3 E dp̄1dp̄2U~ p̄12 p̄2!.n& p̄1s1
n& p̄2s2

, ~17!

in order to be able to eliminate then-form on the right-hand side of~16!, so that we have to solve
an equation whose right-hand side is quasinormal:

@H01,S1#52QH1[2
1

2 (
s1s2

E dp̄1dp̄2dq̄U~ q̄!s~ p̄1 ,p̄2 ,q̄!as1

1 ~ p̄11q̄!

3as1

1 ~ p̄22q̄!as2
~ p̄2!as1

~ p̄1!, ~18!

and in which the operatorH015H01«E& 1 is already known.
The integral~18! does not involve operators having pairwise identical arguments, becaus

the limit of an integral sum with all pairings eliminated.
Making use of
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@H01,UV#5@H01,U#V1U@H01,V# and @n&p ,a1~p8!#5
~2p!3

V
d~p2p8!a1~p!,

@ n̂p ,a~p8!#52
~2p!3

V
d~p2p8!a~p!, ~19!

we calculate the commutatorH01 with the right-hand side of~18!

@H01,QH1#[
21

2 (
s1s2

E dp̄1dp̄2dq̄v& 01~ p̄1 ,p̄2 ,q̄,s1s2!U~ q̄!s~ p̄1 ,p̄2 ,q̄!

3as1

1 ~ p̄11q̄!as2

1 ~ p̄22q̄!as2
~ p̄2!as1

~ p̄1!, ~20!

where

v& 01~ p̄1 ,p̄2 ,q̄,s1s2!5
p̄1

2

2m
1

p̄2
2

2m
2

~ p̄1q̄!2

2m
2

~ p̄22q!2

2m
2E dp̄@U~ p̄12 p̄!n& p̄s1

1U~ p̄22 p̄!n& p̄s2

2U~ p̄11q2 p̄!n& p̄s1
2U~ p̄22q2 p̄!n& p̄s2

#. ~21!

From ~20! it follows that one of the solutions of~18! is

S152
1

2 (
s1s2

R dp̄1dp̄2dq̄
U~ q̄!s~ p̄1p̄2q̄!

v& 01~ p̄1p̄2q̄,s1s2!
as1

1 ~ p̄11q̄!as2

1 ~ p̄22q̄!as2
~ p̄2!as1

~ p̄1!,

~22!

where r denotes the principal value of the~multiple! integral in the sense of Cauchy. It i
important to note thatS1 is a quasinormal operator and thatPS150. Equation~16! is thus proved
to be solvable. It can now be discussed how the general equation~8! is to be solved. Suppose th
quasinormal operatorsS1 ,S2¯Sn21 are known. We begin by definingE& n5Sk51

n21PH1kSn2k

5PH1Sn21 becausePE& kSn2k50 in virtue of PSn2k50. The result is

@H0n ,Sn#1 (
k51

n21

QH1kSn2k50, n>2, ~23!

in which H0n is known. The quasinormal operatorS1
n21QH1kSn2k contains termsA& m,kk in the

form ~12! with k>2. The commutatorH0n with A& m,kk leads to the appearance, in the coefficie
functionsAm,kk(q1¯qm ,p1¯pk ,p18¯pk8), of the factorv& 0n(p1¯pn ,p18¯pn8) which is a func-
tion of occupation number operators only. It thus appears that one of the solutions of~23! is a
quasinormal operatorSn containing the same terms as the operatorS1

n21QH1kSn2k , but whose
coefficient functions are

2
P

v& 0n~p1¯pn ,p18¯pn8!
Am,kk~q1¯qm ,p1¯pk ,p18¯pk8!,

whereP means that the integrals are understood in the sense of the principal value. Conseq
Eq. ~23! and the set of equations~8! have been proved to be solvable.

V. ELIMINATION OF CONTRIBUTIONS INVOLVING NONPHYSICAL POWERS OF
VOLUME

We shall examine the structure of solutions of~23!. To do this we write them in matrix form
in the representation of occupation numbersun&[u¯np¯&
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^nuS1un8&5
21

v& 01~n!
^nuH11un8&;

^nuS2un8&5
1

v& 02~n! (n9
^nuH11un9&

1

v& 01~n!
^n9uH11un8&;

^nuS3un8&52
1

v& 03~n! (
n9,n-
n9Þn8

^nuH11un9&
1

v& 02~n9!
^n9uH11un-&

1

v& 01~n-!
^n-uH11un8&

2
1

v& 03~n!
E2~n!

1

v& 01~n!
^nuH11un8&;

^nuS4un8&5
1

v& 04~n! (
n9,n-,n-8

n9Þn8,n9Þn8

^nuH11un9&
1

v& 03~n9!
^n9uH11un-&

3
1

v& 02~n-!
^n-uH11un-8&

1

v& 01~n-8!
^n-8uH11un8&1

1

v& 04~n! (n9
^nuH11un9&

3
1

v& 03~n9!
E2~n9!

1

v& 01~n9!
^n9uH11un8&1

1

v& 04~n!
E2~n!

1

v& 02~n! (n9
^nuH11un9&

3
1

v& 01~n9!
^n9uH11un8&2

1

v& 04~n!
E3~n!

1

v& 01~n!
^nuH11un8&;¯6. ~24!

Here, 1/v& 0k(n) is the symbolic form of the ‘‘division by commutator’’ operator, the inequalities
sums over intermediate statesn9,n-,n-8 being due toQ in ~23!. In all of ~24! we understand tha
nÞn8, and the relation̂ nuH11un&50 has been used. One can see from~24! that the matrix
elements^nuS2un8& do not contain factors that are diagonal elements of the operators in
representation of occupation numbers. In contrast to this, the second term in^nuS3un8& contains a
diagonal factor,E2(n). The factor is proportional to the volume and gives a contribution prop
tional to the square of the volume whenS&3 is substituted intoE& 4 . We note however that the firs
term in ^nuS3un8& in ~24! contains a term withn-5n, which exactly compensates the term wi
E2(n). As a result, we have

^nuS3un8&5
21

v& 03~n! (
n9,n-

n9Þn8,n9Þn

^nuH11un9&
1

v& 02~n9!
^n9uH11un-&

1

v& 01~n-!
^n-uH11un8&.

~25!

The expression~25! does not involve diagonal factors. We can see in a similar manner that the
term in ^nuS4un8& contains terms withn-5n, with n-85n9 and withn-85n which compensate
the second, third and fourth terms, respectively, in^nuS4un8&; these terms contain the diagon
factorsE2(n9),E2(n),E3(n). Accordingly, we derive an expression for^nuS4un8& with no diag-
onal factors

^nuS4un8&5
1

v& 04~n! (
n9,n-,n-8

n9Þn,n-Þn8,n-Þn9,
n-8Þn,n9Þn8

^nuH11un9&
1

v& 03~n9!
^n9uH11un-&

3
1

v& 02~n!
^n-uH11un-8&

1

v& 01~n-8!
^n-8uH11un8&. ~26!
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Continuing this process, which is in a sense similar to the separation of Van-Hove dia
fragments,8 we arrive at the conclusion that the matrix elements ofSk can be transformed so as t
involve no diagonal factors. Accordingly, substituting^n8uSk21un& into

Ek~n!5(
n8

^nuH11un8&^n8uSk21un&, k>2, ~27!

We see that~27! does not contain diagonal factors and that the matrix elementEk is proportional
to the first power of the volume, namely, the desired result.

We shall prove these statements by induction. Suppose that for allm<k, wherek is any given
natural number, the following relation holds:

^nmuSmun8&5
~21!m

v& 0m~nm! (
nl¯nm21

→
^nmuH11unm21&

1

v& 0,m21~nm21!
^nm21uH11unm22&

3
1

v& 0,m22~nm22!
¯

1

v& 01~n1!
^n1uH11un8&, ~28!

where→ at the sign of summation means that all indicesn1¯nm ,n8 are different, hence~28!
involves no diagonal factors. We now prove that matrix elements ofSk11 have the same form
From ~23!

^nuSk11un8&5
21

vW& 0,k11~n!
S (

nk

^nuH11unk&^nkuSkun8&2E2~n!^nuSk21un8&2E3~n!^nuSk22un8&

2¯2Ek~n!^nuS1un8& D . ~29!

Using ~28!, we can write the sum overnk contained in~29! in the form

(
nk

^nuH11unk&^nkuSkun8&5~21!k (
n1¯nk

→
^nuH11unk&

3
1

v& 0k~nk!
^nkuH11unk21&

1

v& 0,k21~nk21!
^nk21uH11unk22&

3
1

v& 0,k22~nk22!
¯

1

v& 01~n1!
^n1uH11un8&. ~30!

The arrow here means that all indicesn1¯nk ,n8 are different. Now we separate in~30! succes-
sively those terms in whichn5nk21 , n5nk22 , n5n1 . These terms will cancel with thos
containing the factorsE2(n),E3(n),¯Ek(n) on substituting~30! into ~29!. We finally find that
the matrix element̂nuSk11un8& can be written in a form similar to~28!

^nuSk11un8&5
~21!k11

v& 0,k11~n! (
n1¯nk

→
^nuH11unk&

1

v& 0k~nk!
^nkuH11unk21&

3
1

v& 0,k21~nk21!
¯

1

v& 01~n1!
^n1uH11un8&, ~31!
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where the arrow at the summation sign means that all indicesn,n1¯nk ,n8 are different, hence
~31! involves no diagonal factors, which is the desired result. The perturbation theory deve
here for calculating excited multiply degenerate states is thus efficient enough for the many
problem.

VI. CONCLUSION

As can be seen from~3!, the operatorS transforms eigenfunctions of the perfect gas Ham
tonianH0 into the exact eigenfunctions of the interacting particle HamiltonianH. The spectrum of
the system is coincident with that of the operatorE& , hence can be enumerated by occupat
numbers for perfect gas states. As demonstrated in Ref. 9~see also Ref. 10!, the calculation of a
statistical sum withE& leads to an expression for free energy in the form of a functional of
Ballian–Dominicis distribution function of thermodynamical quasiparticles,13 the entropy of the
system being expressible in terms of the distribution function of quasiparticles through the
relation as is the case for perfect gas.

We wish to emphasize the fact that all results derived in this study hold only for no
systems in the statistical limit, i.e., for macroscopic systems with continuous spectra and w
the long-range order. In that case the multiple degeneration of the power spectrum does no
results in the statistical limit and does not prevent us from establishing a one-to-one corre
dence between exact wave functions of the system of interacting particles and the wave fu
of perfect gas enumerated by single-particle occupation numbers.
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We study a quantum mechanical potential introduced previously as a conditionally
exactly solvable~CES! model. Besides an analysis following its original introduc-
tion in terms of the point canonical transformation, we also present an alternative
supersymmetric construction of it. We demonstrate that from the three roots of the
implicit cubic equation defining the bound-state energy eigenvalues, there is always
only one that leads to a meaningful physical state. Finally we demonstrate that the
present CES interaction is, in fact, an exactly solvable Natanzon-class potential.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1362286#

I. INTRODUCTION

Exactly solvable models have attracted much attention since the early years of qu
mechanics. Some solvable potentials have become standard examples of textbooks, but a
have been discovered by various approaches. Systematic work has been done to gene
classify these potentials using the factorization method,1 algebraic methods2 and more recently, in
terms of supersymmetric quantum mechanics~SUSYQM!.3 These approaches were found to
interrelated with each other.4–6

The most general family of solvable potentials is the six-parameter Natanzon class,7 which
contains potentials with solutions expressible in terms of a single~confluent! hypergeometric
function. A rather important subclass of this is that of the shape-invariant potentials,7–9 to which
the most well-known potentials~such as the harmonic oscillator, Coulomb, Po¨schl–Teller, etc.!
potentials belong. Altogether 12 such potentials have been identified,5,9 but some of these actuall
represent different forms of the same potentials, and their separate discussion is justified o
historical reasons. An important recent development was the introduction of SUSYQM, whic
be considered a reinterpretation of the factorization method,1 and which links basically isospectra
potentials in a pairwise manner. Shape-invariant potentials are defined in terms of SUSYQM
functional form of the SUSYQM partner potentials has to be the same, and only the param
appearing in them can be different.

SUSYQM has been found to be rather useful in generating new solvable potentia
SUSYQM partners from known solvable ones. A rather wide potential class is obtained a
SUSYQM partner of Natanzon potentials, but these are not Natanzon potentials themselv~ex-
cept in the case of shape invariance!, since their solution is written as the linear combination
several~confluent! hypergeometric functions.10 There are also further solvable potentials whi
are solved by functions other than the~confluent! hypergeometric type. Examples for this are t
square well11 and the exponential potential, which are solved by Bessel functions.

A different concept of solvability characterizes quasiexactly solvable~QES! potentials.12 In

a!Electronic mail: znojil@ujf.cas.cz
19960022-2488/2001/42(5)/1996/12/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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this case only part of the eigenstates can be obtained, by requiring termination of a rec
relation defining the eigenfunctions in a polynomial form.

The most recent concept of solvability is related to conditionally exactly solvable~CES!
potentials. The first models coined CES potentials13,14 were characterized by the fact that th
coupling constant of some potential term had to be fixed to a numerical constant value in o
obtain their solutions. These potentials were introduced by the point canonical transform
method.15 Here we present the analysis of one of these CES potentials.14 Our motivation is to
clarify some inconsistencies in their treatment, and to determine their place in other classifi
schemes of solvable models.~We note that another class of CES potentials was also introdu
using the techniques of SUSYQM,16,17 but we do not extend our analysis on this class.!

In Sec. II we give a reinterpretation of the potential of Ref. 14 in a supersymmetric con
and derive the bound-state energies determined implicitly by a cubic equation. In Sec. I
procedure is placed in a more general context of methods based on variable transformatio
the potential is identified as an exactly solvable member of the Natanzon potential class.

II. THE MODEL OF DUTT, KHARE, AND VARSHNI

We start by presenting the potentials introduced by Duttet al.14 as CES models. The two
potentials defined on the full axisxP(2`,`) can be written in a common form as

V(g0 ,g1 ,g2 ,g3)~x!5
g0

ex z~x!
1

g1

z~x!
1

g2

z2~x!
1

g3

z4~x!
, ~2.1!

with z(x)5(11e22x)1/2P(1,̀ ). The explicit form of these potentials14 is

V1
(DKV) ~x!5V(0,2B,A,23/4)~x!, V2

(DKV) ~x!5V(2B,0,A,23/4)~x!. ~2.2!

These potentials depend on two parameters~A and B! which define the potential shape. Th
coupling constant of the third potential term has to be fixed to a constant value (23/4) in order to
obtain exact solution of these models. This is why the authors of Ref. 14 identified these pot
as CES ones.

One can easily demonstrate that the two potentials, in fact, are equivalent in the sense

V(0,2B,A,23/4)~x!5V(2D,0,C,23/4)~2x!1e, ~2.3!

where

e52A13/4, C52A13/2, D5B. ~2.4!

Thus, in what follows it is sufficient to deal with only one of the potentials, so we pickV1
(DKV) (x8)

for our analysis.

A. Conventional approach via the point canonical transformation

In Ref. 14 potentials~2.2! were introduced using the point canonical transformation metho15

by which a Schro¨dinger-type differential equation can be transformed into another equation o
type, applying an invertible parametrizationr 5r (x). With this change of variables, dating back
Liouville18 a given asymptotically free equation

F2
d2

dr 2 1U~r !G x~r !52k2 x~r ! ~2.5!

can be transformed into an apparently different bound state problem

F2
d2

dx2 1V~x!G c~x!52k2 c~x!. ~2.6!
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After we denote the derivative by a prime@x8(r ), etc.#, an extremely elementary correspo
dence between the potentials and/or energies is obtained,

U~r !1k25@x8~r !#2$V@x~r !#1k2%1S 3

4

x9~r !

x8~r ! D
2

2
1

2

x-~r !

x8~r !
. ~2.7!

Obviously, the ‘‘old’’ energy eigenvalues are related to the parameters of the ‘‘new’’ poten
and vice versa. The formal definition of the new wave functions is also virtually trivial,

c~x!5~x8@r ~x!# !1/2x@r ~x!#. ~2.8!

In any situation of practical interest one may just pick up a suitable exactly solvable~ES! problem
~2.5! and quickly derive its partner~2.6!. Setting out from two shape-invariant8 ES potentials
defined on the positive half axis, Duttet al.14 used the variable transformationx5 ln(sinhr) to
obtain potentials~2.2!. The particular initial potentials and their energies were

U1~r !522b
coshr

sinhr
1a~a21!

1

sinh2 r
, k25km

2 5~a1n!21b2/~a1n!2 ~2.9!

@with b.(a1nmax)
2# and

U2~r !52~2a11!b
coshr

sinh2 r
1@a~a11!1b2#

1

sinh2 r
, k25kn

25~a2n!2 ~2.10!

~with b.a.nmax!.
Recalling the bound-state wave functions of potentialsU j (r ), the solutions to potentials

Vj
(DKV) (x) in ~2.2! readily follow from Eq.~2.8!. Without the loss of generality we can consid

the j 51 case and recall the solutions ofU1(r ) ~see, e.g., Refs. 9 and 5! in terms of Jacobi
polynomials,

x~z!5~z21!2~1/2!(a1n2s)~z11!2~1/2!(a1n1s)Pn
(2a2n1s,2a2n2s)~z!, s5b/~a1n!

~2.11!

with z5z(r )5cothr. Using this function in~2.8!, substituting it into the Schro¨dinger equation,
and matching parametersa and b with A and B appearing inV1

(DKV) (x) in ~2.2!, we find B
52b and

A5n211/21~2n11! a1b2/~a1n!2. ~2.12!

This equation will ultimately determine the energy eigenvalues of quantum numbern, through a
cubic equation as described also in Ref. 14. We postpone the analysis of this formula to Se
where our new results concerning the energy spectrum of theVj

(DKV) (x) potentials are presented
Before that, we present an alternative interpretation of the same problem in terms of a sup
metric framework.

B. Supersymmetric construction

An interesting SUSY reinterpretation of the solvability of Schro¨dinger equations has bee
described by Naget al.19 They have employed the two Dutra’s models13 in order to illustrate their
main idea. Unfortunately, the spectrum of states in the latter potentials can only be deter
purely numerically.20 Strictly speaking, the potentials do not belong to the CES class.21,22At best,
only their incomplete (5quasiexact) non-numerical solution can be obtained at certainexcep-
tional energies and couplings.21,23 Within the SUSY methodical framework, they seem less s
able for illustrative purposes.
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We shall now obtain the spectrum of the potentialV1
(DKV) (x) in ~2.2! in a manifestly super-

symmetric fashion. Before doing this we recall that in supersymmetric quantum mechanics9 a pair
of HamiltoniansH6 defined by

H652
d2

dx2 1V6~x!52
d2

dx2 1W2~x!6W8~x! ~2.13!

are isospectral except for the zero energy ground state, which, for unbroken supersymmetry
only for one of the partner potentials,V2(x). The ground-state solution ofH2 is related to the
W(x) superpotential through

W~x!52
d

dx
lnc0

(2)~x!. ~2.14!

One can also extend the concept of superpotential to the excited states ofV2(x), simply using
cn

(2)(x) in ~2.14!. In this caseW(x) has singularities at the nodes ofcn
(2)(x), and one can talk

about singular superpotentials.9 @Note that such singularities cannot occur using the node
ground-state wave functionc0

(2)(x).# Despite these singularities ofW(x), it can be shown9 that
V2(x) will be singularity free in this case too, and these will appear only for the partner pote
V1(x). Our purpose is, however, to discuss onlyV2(x), which we identify withV1

(DKV) (x) in Eq.
~2.2!, in a supersymmetric form, therefore we shall avoid the problems arising due to the s
larities of W(x).

For this purpose, let us consider the superpotential

W~z!5
B1

z
2

1

2z2 2C01(
i 51

n gi8~z!

gi~z!
, ~2.15!

wherez5(11e22x)1/2 as in ~2.2! and ~2.1!, andgi(z) is given by

gi~z!5
1

11giz
, C05e0

1/2, ~2.16!

whereen is related to the~negative! bound-state energies of potentialV1
(DKV) (x) via en52En .

Note that the zero-energy wave functionc0
(2)(x)5N0 exp@2*W(x)dx# is always normalizable for

our choice ofW(x), irrespective of the values ofgi . It may be noted that if we had omitted th
last term in~2.15!, i.e.,

W0~z!5
B1

z
2

1

2z2 2C0 , ~2.17!

we would have obtained only the ground state. Insertion of the last term containing the
ensures that we would get the excited states also.

It is straightforward to show thatW(z) can be written in the form

W~z!5
B12( i 51

n gi

z
2

1

2z2 1C081
( i 51

n ~gi
221!

~11giz!
, ~2.18!

where we have definedC085n2C0 .
Using ~2.18! we obtain
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W2~x!2W8~x!5F S B12(
i 51

n

gi D 2

2C082(
i 51

n

~gi
221!11G Y z2

1F2S B12(
i 51

n

gi DC0812S B12(
i 51

n

gi D S (
i 51

n

~gi
221!D 2S B12(

i 51

n

gi D
12gi~gi

221!G Y z2
3

4z4 1(
i 51

n
1

11giz
F22S B12(

i 50

n

gi D ~gi
221!gi2gi

2~gi
2

21!12C08~gi
221!2~gi

421!1(
j Þ i

~gj
221!~gi

221!gi

gi2gj
G1~C08!2. ~2.19!

We now make the following identification

W2~x!2W8~x!5V1
(DKV) ~x!2E, ~2.20!

whereE is the energy of the states in potentialV1
(DKV) (x).

Then it follows that

22S B12(
i 51

n

gi D gi2gi
212C082~gi

211!12(
iÞ j

~gj
221!gi

gi2gj
50, ~2.21!

2S B12(
i 51

n

gi DC0812S B12(
i 51

n

gi D S (
i 51

n

~gi
221!D 2S B12(

i 51

n

gi D 12(
i 51

n

gi~gi
221!52B,

~2.22!

S B12(
i 51

n

gi D 2

2C082(
i 51

n

~gi
221!115A, ~2.23!

~C08!252E. ~2.24!

Multiplying ~2.21! by gi and summing overi we obtain

22S B12(
i 51

n

gi D (
i 51

n

gi22(
i 51

n

gi
312(

i 51

n

C08gi2~2n21!(
i 51

n

gi50. ~2.25!

From ~2.22! and ~2.25! we get

B15
B

112C0
5

B

112e0
1/2. ~2.26!

It can be verified by insertion that the wave functionscn
(2)(x)5N exp@2* W(x)dx# are normaliz-

able. Equations~2.21! and ~2.23! also imply that

A5
~B/2!2

~ n1 1
2 1en

1/2!2
1n21n111~2n11!en

1/2, ~2.27!

where in obtaining the above-mentioned relation we have takenC0852en
1/2. We can summarize

that our supersymmetric construction reproduces exactly the results obtained in Ref. 14. O
takea5en

1/2 it proves equivalent to Eq.~2.12! of Sec. II A.
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C. The allowed bound-state energies

Let us now continue with the analysis of the energy eigenvalues based on formula~2.12! and
its equivalent form~2.27! obtained in two different ways. The key element of our approach is
strict observation of the constraints imposed on the parameters by the boundary conditions
wave functions. By this we mean both the solutions of the ‘‘old’’ potentialU1(r ) ~2.9! and those
of the ‘‘new’’ one V1

(DKV) (x) ~2.2!.
The appropriate physical boundary condition for~2.11! near the thresholdr→0 is standard,

though a bit counterintuitive.21,24Its implementation implies that we have to choosea.1/2. Then,
after the transition fromr to x we get the wave functions still safely normalizable near the
infinity x→2`. Similarly, our explicit wave functions remain asymptotically normalizable n
the right infinitiesr→` andx→1` if and only if we havea1n,b/(a1n). This means that the
eligible quantum numbersn50,1, . . . ,M have to be such that 0<M,b1/22a, i.e.,

~n11/2!2,~a1n!2,b. ~2.28!

As mentioned in Sec. II A, for transition to the ‘‘new’’ potentialV1
(DKV) (x) we have to reparam

etrizeg152B[22b and define the ‘‘new’’ CES energy in terms of the ‘‘old’’ ES coupling,k
5a21/2.0. The second CES couplingA.2(n11/2)213/4 is then defined by~2.12!, which is
equivalent to~2.27! in Sec. II B. Then dependence of the ‘‘new’’ energya5a(n)5kn11/2
.1/2 is fully consistent with then independence of the couplingA. For each level the CES
potentialV(x) is a map of adifferentES potentialU(r ). The energies are determined by the cub
algebraic equation. In order to make this definition unique we have to tell which one of the
roots of Eq.~2.12! is ‘‘physical.’’ In Ref. 14 we find advice that ‘‘from the three roots we ca
discard two by demanding that the spectrum must reduce to the standard one forB50.’’ Such a
vague recipe is misleading since it is in manifest contradiction with the above-mentioned no
izability condition ~2.28! which implies thatb5B/2.1/4 cannot lie too close to zero.

The problem is not too difficult to disentangle. Equation~2.12! has very transparent graphic
interpretation in terms of the intersection of the left-hand side horizontal line with the right-
side curve with three branches. The latter shape is a sum of a growing linear term with a
oriented upwards. Figure 1 indicates how one gets a triplet of roots in then50 ground state at

FIG. 1. Graphical solution of Eq.~2.12!.
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b56.25 andA510.25. Always, only one of them is compatible with the normalizability condit
~2.28! and lies in the ‘‘admissible’’ interval (0.5,2.5).

The general rule is that we always have to pick up the middle root as physical. Let us g
proof of this assertion. First we renameb5b2 and rescale our three roots,Z5@a1(n)1n#/b
,X5@a2(n)1n#/b,Y5@a3(n)1n#/b. As long as a(n)P(1/2,b2n) we may rewrite Eq.
~2.12! in the significantly simplified form

t5m X1
1

X2

~and, similarly forY andZ! with abbreviations

t5t~A,b,n![
A1n21n21/2

b
, 0,m5

2n11

b
,2.

The leftmost rootZ will always be negative and can be discarded immediately. Knowing tha
acceptable rootX is constrained,XP(T,1), T5(n11/2)/bP(0,1), it is now sufficient to prove
that the third rootY alwaysviolates our condition~2.28!,

@XP~T,1! & TP~0,1!# ⇒ Y.1. ~2.29!

For this purpose we eliminatet and get the quadratic equation

m5
X1Y

X2Y2 .

We can skip the negative alternative and have the unique definition of the rootY,

Y5
11~114m X3!1/2

2 m X2 .

As a smooth function ofmP(0,2) andXP(T,1) it satisfies our rule~2.29! everywherewithin a
two-dimensional domain containing all points withm,1 and not containingany point of the
sign-changing boundary. This is demonstrated quite easily. The boundary curve can be im
defined as a setX5j(m),

11~114m j3!1/252 m j2.

Only on it the sign ofY21 can change. This set is a part of the curve defined by the square o
latter equation,

m j25j11.

In the graphical language it is trivial to find that for the positivej.0 the right-hand side straigh
line intersects the left-hand side parabola in a point which is a decreasing function ofm. Hence,
the curve touches the boundary of our open simplex of normalizability~with mP(0,2) andX
,1! in a single point (m52,j51). Q.E.D.

III. INTERPRETATION OF THE POTENTIAL

The potentials of Ref. 14 derived in two different ways in Sec. II can be placed into a
general context by realizing that both the point canonical transformation method15 presented in
Sec. II A and the supersymmetric construction of Sec. II B can be formulated in terms of a
general approach based on the change of variables.25,7,5 In this section we specify these conne
tions with the formulation of Ref. 5, which can be considered a simplified treatment of the ge
Natanzon-class potentials.7
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Following the discussion of Ref. 5 one considers the Schro¨dinger equation

d2c

dx2 1~E2V~x!!c~x!50 ~3.1!

and assumes that its solutions can be written in the form

c~x!5 f ~x!F~z~x!!, ~3.2!

whereF(z) satisfies a second-order differential equation

d2F

dz2 1Q~z!
dF

dz
1R~z!F~z!50. ~3.3!

The functionF(z) can be any special function of mathematical physics, e.g., the~confluent!
hypergeometric function,26 or any other function satisfying a second-order differential equatio
the type~3.3!. Simple calculation shows5 that the functionE2V(x) can be written as

E2V~x!5
z-~x!

2z8~x!
2

3

4 S z9~x!

z8~x! D
2

1~z8~x!!2FR~z~x!!2
1

2

dQ~z!

dz
2

1

4
Q2~z~x!!G , ~3.4!

where the only unknown element is the functionz(x), which basically governs the change
variables connecting the two differential equations~3.1! and ~3.3!. Expressingf (x) in ~3.2! in
terms ofz(x) andQ(z), the solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation can be written5 as

c~x!;~z8~x!!2 1/2expS 1

2 E
z(x)

Q~z!dzDF~z~x!!. ~3.5!

We are left with the task of finding such a functional form ofz(x) which takes our Schro¨dinger
equation~3.4! into an exactly andcompletelysolvable problem.

Obviously, the transformation employed in Sec. II A~i.e., the point canonical transformation15

or the Liouvillean method18! is a special case of the above-mentioned construction. Taking,
way explained in detail in Ref. 27

Q~z!50, R~z!52k22U~z!, ~3.6!

Eq. ~3.4! reduces to the inverted version of Eq.~2.7! ~with r and2k2 there replaced withz andE
here!. Similarly, ~3.5! also reduces to the equivalent of~2.8!, wherex(r ) is playing the role of
F(z).

From here the approaches applied in Refs. 25 and 5 and in the point can
transformation15 emphasize somewhat different strategies of deriving solvable potentials w
the Natanzon potential class.7 In Refs. 25 and 5 the main point is to identify some term on
right-hand side of Eq.~3.4!, to account for the constant~i.e., the energy! term on the left-hand side
With this, a differential equation of the type

S dz

dxD 2

f~z!5C ~3.7!

was obtained~see also Ref. 28!, and this determined the functionz(x) describing the variable
transformation. In some cases thez(x) function could not be determined explicitly from~3.7!,
only the inversex(z) function, therefore a number of solvable models obtained this way turned
to be ‘‘implicit’’ potentials.29,30 On the other hand, following the point canonical transformat
method,15 the z(x) function is always available in an explicit form, however, it is not guarant
that anyz(x) function would lead to a Schro¨dinger-like equation in which all then dependence
can be absorbed into the constant~energy! term. Equation~2.12! might turn out to have Sturm–
Liouvillean form, wheren typically appears in coordinate-dependent terms. Simply stated
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approach of Ref. 5 focuses on having the energy in a simple form, even at the expense of
the solutions in a complicated~implicit! form, while in the point canonical transformation th
preference is having the solutions in an explicit form, rather than getting the energy express
a simple way. We stress that despite this difference, the two approaches are interrelated,
special cases of deriving Natanzon-class potentials. We shall come back to this point later

A. Conventional construction

Let us now see how potentialV1
(DKV) (x) in Eq. ~2.2! can be obtained from the metho

described in Ref. 5. For this,F(z) should be identified with a Jacobi polynomial:F(z)
5Pn

(a,b)(z). Equation~4.2! in Ref. 5 is an explicit form forE2V(x) in this case:

E2V~x!5
z-~x!

2z8~x!
2

3

4 S z9~x!

z8~x! D
2

1
~z8~x!!2

12z2~x!
n~n1a1b11!

1
~z8~x!!2

~12z2~x!!2 F1

2
~a1b12!2

1

4
~b2a!2G

1
~z8~x!!2z~x!

~12z2~x!!2

1

2
~b2a!~b1a!1

~z8~x!!2z2~x!

~12z2~x!!2 F1

4
2S a1b11

2 D 2G . ~3.8!

As discussed in Ref. 5, one selects differential equations of the type~3.7! for z(x) to get constant
terms on the right-hand side of~3.8!. In Ref. 5 the first two nontrivial terms were picked, leadi
to the PI and PII potential classes, typical representations of which are, for example,U2(r ) and
U1(r ) in Eqs. ~2.10! and ~2.9!, respectively. The defining differential equation of these
(z8)2(12z2)215C and (z8)2(12z2)225C. Later in Ref. 30 the third ‘‘PIII’’ possibility,
z(z8)2(12z2)225C, was also discussed, resulting in an ‘‘implicit potential.’’ All these potenti
are exactly solvable Natanzon-class potentials, furthermore, those discussed in Ref. 5 also h
property of shape invariance.

The fourth possibility,

z2~z8!2~12z2!225C ~3.9!

was not discussed in detail in Ref. 5, only the generic form of the solution was menti
However, it turns out that the functionz(x)5(11exp(2C1/2x1D))1/2 satisfies~3.9!, and it leads
to the same variable transformation as that discussed in Ref. 14, if theC1/2521 andD50 choice
is made. The actual form of~3.4! is now ~in the ‘‘PIV’’ case!

En2V~x!52S n1
a1b11

2 D 2

1
1

2
~b2a!~b1a!z21~x!1

3

4
z24~x!

1F S n1
a1b11

2 D 2

2S a1b

2 D 2

2
3

4
2

1

4
~b2a!2Gz22~x!. ~3.10!

This leads to a solvable potential if then dependence can be canceled in the coordinate-depen
~i.e., potential! terms by a suitable change of the parameters. Comparing~3.10! with ~2.2! we get

A52F S n1
a1b11

2 D 2

2S a1b

2 D 2

2
3

4
2

1

4
~b2a!2G , ~3.11!

B5 1
2 ~b2a!~b1a!, ~3.12!

and
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En52S n1
a1b11

2 D 2

. ~3.13!

Obviously,a andb depend onn and also on the potential parametersA andB. Substituting~3.13!
in ~3.11! and combining it with~3.12! we arrive at~2.12!, the equation defining the energ
eigenvalues in the two approaches of Sec. II.

The bound-state wave functions are found to be

c~x!;z1/2~x!~z~x!11!bn/2~z~x!21!an/2Pn
(an ,bn)

~z~x!!, ~3.14!

which ~apart from some misprints!, corresponds to Eqs.~15!, ~16!, and ~18! in Ref. 14, if we
substitutean5B/(2c)2c andbn52B/(2c)2c.

B. Supersymmetric connection

In the knowledge of the bound-state wave functions, constructing the superpotentialW(x) is
a simple matter using Eq.~2.14!. From ~3.14! with n50 one obtains

W~x!5
1

2
~a01b011!1

a02b0

2z~x!
2

1

2z2~x!
. ~3.15!

In order to get closer to the methods described in Sec. II B, we also introduce the sin
superpotentials obtained in a similar way to the wave functions withn.0. The Jacobi polynomia
appearing in these functions is best expressed in a product form

Pn
(an ,bn)

~z!;P i 51
n ~z2ci !, ~3.16!

where theci are at the roots~nodes! of the polynomial. Obviously, the logarithmic derivative o
this product will reduce to a sum form

d

dx
~ ln Pn

(an ,bn)
~z!!5

dz

dx

d

dz (
i 51

n

ln~z2ci !5~z212z!(
i 51

n
1

z2ci
. ~3.17!

Here we used the differential equation~3.9! to expressz8 in terms ofz. This explains the sum
appearing in the superpotential~2.18! in Sec. II B. A similar construction can readily be present
for the superpotential used in Ref. 19 describing the potential of Ref. 13 in a supersymm
framework. The polynomial there is of the Hermite type.

C. Relation to the Natanzon potentials

Our discussion in the present section was based on the approach of Ref. 5, which is g
enough to incorporate both the conventional and the supersymmetric formulation of potentia~2.2!
in a relatively straightforward way. One can, however, put the whole subject into an even
general framework, that of the Natanzon potentials.7 Although the discussion could have bee
presented using the formalism of this potential class, we decided to follow the easier route o
5 for several reasons. First, the general formalism was too heavy for demonstrative purpos
second, its relation to the machinery of supersymmetric quantum mechanics3,9 is less transparent
However, to conclude this section we present the essential facts about Natanzon potentia
their relevance to the potentials we investigated.

The general families of the Natanzon7 and Natanzon confluent31 potentials are characterize
by the feature that their solutions are expressed in terms of a single~confluent! hypergeometric
function. The general Natanzon potential depends on six parameters, three of which~f , h0 , and
h1! appear explicitly in
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V~x!52
z-~x!

2z8~x!
1

3

4 S z9~x!

z8~x! D
2

1
f z~x!~z~x!21!1h0~12z~x!!1h1z~x!

R~z~x!!
, ~3.18!

while three others~a, c0 , andc1! enter implicitly through thez(x) function determined by the
differential equation

z8~x![
dz

dx
5

2z~12z!

~R~z!!1/2 ~3.19!

with

R~z!5az~x!~z~x!21!1c0~12z~x!!1c1z~x!. ~3.20!

The construction of Ref. 5, when specified for the Jacobi polynomials~a special case of the
hypergeometric function26! can easily be recognized as a particular reformulation of this chang
variable method.~See also Ref. 32 and the Appendix of Ref. 28.! The energy spectrum is
determined7 by the implicit equation

2n115~ f 112aEn!1/22~h0112c0En!1/22~h1112c1En!1/2[an2bn2dn , ~3.21!

while the bound-state wave functions are written as

c~x!;R 1/4~z~x!!~12z~x!!dn/2~z~x!!bn/2F~2n,an2n;bn11;z~x!!. ~3.22!

The form of~3.22! is again reminiscent of the construction of Ref. 5, while~3.21! is close to the
implicit energy formula obtained for the potential of Ref. 14 in the point canonical transform
formalism.

Equations similar to those mentioned previously are valid for the Natanzon confluent pot
class31 too.

It is instructive to examine the role of the 313 parameters appearing in the Natanzon pot
tials, as it is related to the concept of conditionally exact solvability. For the most comm
occurring potentials~like the shape-invariant ones8!, the three parameters determining thez(x)
function via ~3.19! and ~3.20!, usually only one appears, and even that one is a trivial sca
parameter of the coordinate and/or the energy scale.~Trivial coordinate shifts can also appe
through them.! Usually they play a nontrivial role only in the case of some ‘‘implicit
potentials.29

The other three parameters appearing in~3.18! set the potential shape, and determine
relative strength of the individual potential terms. In most potentials only one or two of t
parameters appear. The two parameters appearing in potential~2.2!, A and B are of this type.
~There could be one more parameter setting the length scale, but it is set to 1 in this!
Obviously, when there are three potential terms, as in~2.2!, and only two parameters, then th
relative strength of the three potential terms cannot be arbitrary, and has to be constrained.
why the third term of~2.2! is a numerical constant, i.e.,23/4. It is the presence of this numeric
constant which earned potentials in Refs. 13 and 14 the name ‘‘conditionally exactly solvabl
fact, based on the structure of their eigenfunctions, the potentials appearing in Ref. 14 are
Natanzon type,7 while those in Ref. 13 belong to the Natanzon confluent class.31 There are,
however, further considerations regarding normalizability and regularity, which might im
restrictions on the solvability of certain potentials. Not surprisingly, these may play a mor
portant role in the case of the less ‘‘trivial’’ potentials.33

Finally, we note that the other class of CES potentials16,17 has a completely different nature
and does not belong to the Natanzon class, rather it has features typical for SUSY partn
general Natanzon-class potentials. This again confirms our finding that the concept of con
ally exact solvability is not an alternative of exact solvability, rather it classifies potentials ac
ing to different principles.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

We analyzed the potentials introduced originally in Ref. 14 as conditionally exactly solv
~CES! potentials via the method of point canonical transformation. Our results concerne
following three areas.

~i! We gave a supersymmetric reinterpretation of this potential class.
~ii ! We examined the cubic formula which determines implicitly the energy eigenvalues o

problem. We rigorously took into account boundary conditions of the eigenfunctions
corrected certain inaccuracies presented in Ref. 14. We demonstrated that from th
roots of the cubic equation there is only one~the middle one! which can lead to physically
acceptable eigenstates.

~iii ! We interpreted this potential in the general framework of the Natanzon potential clas
demonstrated that this CES potential, in fact, belongs to this class, and therefore it is abona
fide exactly solvable problem.
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Berry’s phase for compact Lie groups
E. Strahova)

Department of Physics, Technion–Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, 32000 Israel
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The methods of Ka¨hler geometry are applied to generalize the results of Berry
obtained forSU~2! ~namely, the existence of a geometrical part in the adiabatic
phase! to any compact Lie group. We obtain explicit expressions for Berry’s geo-
metric phases, Berry’s connections, and Berry’s curvatures in terms of parameters
of the corresponding Lie algebra valued Hamiltonian. It is demonstrated that the
parameter space of the Hamiltonian in the general theory is essentially a homoge-
neous Ka¨hler manifold. The fundamental Ka¨hler potentials of this manifold com-
pletely determine Berry’s phase. A general approach is exemplified by the Lie
algebra Hamiltonians corresponding toSU(2) and SU(3) evolution groups.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1358879#

I. INTRODUCTION

A number of branches of physics make use of the geometric properties of Ka¨hler coset spaces
~a definition may be found in Kobayashi and Nomizu, Vol. 21!. For instance, in quantum field
theory the Ka¨hler coset spaces give rise to a broad class of supersymmetric nonlinear
models discussed in Zumino,2 Alvarez-Gaume´ and Freedman,3 and Bando, Kuramoto, Maskawa
and Uehara4 ~among others!. In quantization of dynamical systems with curved phase space
a nontrivial global geometry Ka¨hler cosets serve as a model of such curved phase space~e.g.,
Beresin,5 Bar-Moshe, and Marinov6,7!. Kähler geometry is also used in relativity theory~for a
review see Flaherty8!.

In this work I show how geometric properties of Ka¨hler coset spaces may be used in t
ordinary nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. Knowledge of the fundamental Ka¨hler potentials of
these cosets enables me to generalize the result of Berry obtained forSU~2! to essentially any
compact Lie group.

Berry9 was the first to discover the relation between the adiabatic phase acquired by the
function under a slow variation of the Hamiltonian parameters and the geometry of the para
space. Specifically, it has been demonstrated that the adiabatic phase includes a part o
geometrical origin~the geometric phase factor!. Simon10 has shown that the geometrical meani
of the geometric phase is the holonomy in a Hermitian line bundle over the parameter space
Hamiltonian, and that the adiabatic theorem11 ~see also Messiah12! gives rise to a connection with
such a bundle. When the parameter dependence of the Hamiltonian is determined by a
curve C on the parameter space, the Berry geometrical factorV is expressed by the integra
~Simon,10 Berry9!

V~C!5E
S
F. ~1!

HereS is any oriented surface in the parameter space with]S5C, andF is a two-form given on
this parameter space. As a consequence of Stokes’ theorem the two-formF may be expressed in
terms of the Berry vector potential9 ~or Berry’s connection!.

a!Electronic mail: strahov@physics.technion.ac.il
20080022-2488/2001/42(5)/2008/15/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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However, explicit forms for the geometric phase factorV @Eq. ~1!# and for the Berry connec
tion in terms of the~local! coordinates of the parameter space have since been obtained on
a number of simple cases. The spin precession in a slowly time-dependent magnetic field w
parameter space is a two-dimensional sphere, and the Berry connection is expressed in t
the spherical coordinates is the simplest example. After a suitable reparametrization of th
variable the HamiltonianH for this case may be chosen as

H~s!5n~s!•J,un~s!u51, ~2!

whereJ is the spin operator, and the vectorn5(sinu cosf,sinu sinf,cosu). @It has been shown
by Jakšić and Segert13 that any two-level system may be described by the Hamiltonian~2! ~with
J5s,s5(s1 ,s2 ,s3) are Pauli matrices! after a corresponding reparametrization of the tim
variable.# The corresponding Berry connectionAs induced by the adiabatic evolution of the sp
state is

As5
l

2
~12cosu!ḟ, l 50,61,62 . . . . ~3!

The Berry geometrical phase is defined by Eq.~1!, where the two-formF is

F5
l

2
sinudf`du, l 50,61,62 . . . . ~4!

In this example the evolution operator acting on the spin state belongs to an irreducible rep
tation of theSU~2! group, the HamiltonianH(s) @Eq. ~2!# determines a smooth curve in the L
algebra su~2!, and the parameter space is the homogeneous space of the groupSU~2!,
S25SU~2!/U~1!.

It is my goal in the present paper to consider cases when the adiabatic evolution is dete
by one-parameter Hamiltonians belonging to more complicated thansu~2! Lie algebras. I shall
concentrate on one-parameter Hamiltonians which lead to compact evolution operators, a
termine closed smooth curves in the semi-simple Lie algebras of arbitrary ranks. The aim
generalize equations, Eq.~3!, Eq. ~4!, and to find explicit expressions for Berry connections a
Berry curvatures in terms of the coordinates of the corresponding parameter spaces.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II begins with an introduction of the relevan
algebra notations. We first obtain that the adiabatic phase is a scalar product of two vectors
root space of the Lie algebra under consideration. We reveal that it is not always the case t
adiabatic phase depends on one integer only@as in the case ofsu~2! Lie algebra, Eqs.~3!, ~4!#.
Rather, it is dependent on a set of integers with a number equal to the rank of the Lie algebr@e.g.,
in the case ofsu~2! the rank is equal to one; thus only one integer suffices#. We note that these
integers determine irreducible representation in which quantum states form a basis.

In Sec. III we discuss the familiar example of Berry forSU~2! while introducing the technique
which enables generalization to any compact Lie group. In Sec. IV we introduce a com
parametrization of the parameter space by a Mackey-type decomposition for any element
evolution groupG. Applicability of this procedure is restricted to the cases when the param
space of the Hamiltonian is a homogeneous Ka¨hler manifold G/H. Since in the cases unde
consideration this restriction is always satisfied, it becomes possible to apply this method
explicit expressions for the adiabatic phase and the Berry potential in terms of the coordina
the parameter space~Sec. V!. We discover that the Berry potentials may be expressed in term
the fundamental Ka¨hler potentials of the homogeneous Ka¨hler manifoldG/H. The Bando, Kura-
moto, Maskawa, and Uehara4 method is used to express the fundamental Ka¨hler potentials in
terms of the coordinates of the parameter space. Thus, the explicit expressions for the
connections in terms of the complex parameters are found. This result will be formulated
theorem in Sec. V. It will be demonstrated in Sec. VI that the action of the groupG on the Kähler
manifold G/H induces the gauge transformation of the Berry potentials. Once explicit form
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the Berry connections are obtained, the Berry curvature and the Berry geometrical phase ar
derived~Sec. VI!. We illustrate the general procedure on a specific case of theSU~3! group~Sec.
VII !. The paper is concluded in Sec. VIII.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS

Assume that a matrix irreducible representation of a compact semi-simple Lie groupG of
order n and rankr is given. LetG be the Lie algebra ofG in which HPG denotes its Cartan
subalgebra. A canonical Cartan–Weyl basis$hj ,ea ,e2a% in G is introduced, wherej 51, . . . ,r
[rankG, and$a%PDG

1 are the positive roots ofG. ~The definitions and properties of semi-simp
Lie algebras and Lie groups may be found in Gilmore.14! The number of the positive roots i
n15 1

2 @n2r #. The canonical basis of the Lie algebraG may be chosen so that the commutati
relations will be written in the following standard form:

@hihj #50 , @hi ,ea#5a iea ,
~5!

@ea ,e2a#5(
j 51

r

a ihi , @ea ,eb#5x~a,b!ea1b .

Herex(a,b) is a function on the root lattice which vanishes ifa1b¹DG
1 . Choosing primitive

rootsgj , j 51, . . . ,r , the fundamental weightsvj , j 51, . . . ,r are determined from the equatio

~vi•gi !5
d i j

2
~gi•gi !. ~6!

For any unitary irreducible group representation its dominant weightl is given by a sum of the
fundamental weights with non-negative integer coefficients:

l5(
j 51

r

l jvj5(
j 51

r

l̃ jxj , ~7!

where (l̃ 1 , . . . ,l̃ r) are the coordinates of the dominant weightl in the root space of the Lie algebr
in which an orthogonal coordinate system is chosen.~Here and afterwards boldface is used
denote vectors in the root space of the Lie algebra.! The set$xj , j 51, . . . ,r % denotes the unit basi
vector of this coordinate system.

We are interested in the cyclic adiabatic evolution of the weight eigenketc l which is defined
by the following equation:

hjc l5 l̃ jc l , j 51, . . . ,r . ~8!

~For convenience we are dealing with the weight eigenketc l , corresponding to the dominan
weight l here. The adiabatic evolution of an eigenket corresponding to an arbitrary weight m
considered in the same manner.! This adiabatic evolution will be determined by the Schro¨dinger
equation with a Lie algebra valued Hamiltonianb(s)PG given in the irreducible representatio
( l 1 , . . . , l r) of G:

i ċ~s!5tb~s!c~s!, c~0!5c l . ~9!

@The physical timet is replaced here by the scale times5t/t,sP@0,1#. The adiabatic limit ist
→`. The Hamiltonianb(s) is assumed to depend smoothly onsP@0,1#.# The cyclic evolution
means thatb(s) takes the same values at the ends of the segment@0,1#. In order for the initial
statec l defined by Eq.~8! to be an eigenstate of the Hamiltonianb(s), we demand thatb(0)
5b(1)PH.

The problem~9! can be written in terms of the Cartan–Maurer one-form:
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dg g2152 i tb~s!ds, g~s!PG, b~s!PG. ~10!

Hereg(s) is the evolution operator in the irreducible representation (l 1 , . . . ,l r) of the Lie group
G, c(s)5g(s)c l and g(0)5e is the unit element of the compact groupG. Geometrically, the
given Lie algebra Hamiltonianb(s) determines a closed smooth curve in the Lie algebraG which
begins and ends in the Cartan subalgebraH of G. To solve Eq.~10! means to find the correspond
ing curve on the group manifoldG.

For any givens the Hamiltonianb(s)PG may be reduced to the Cartan subalgebraH,

b~s!5g1~s!b~s!g1
21~s!, b~s!PH. ~11!

It is useful to assume that the Cartan subalgebra elementb does not depend on the parametes
P@0,1#, i.e., the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonianb(s) are constants on the segment under cons
eration. For example, thesu(2) Lie algebra Hamiltonian given by Eq.~2! has two constant
eigenvalues61 if J5s, (s1 ,s2 ,s3) are Pauli matrices. Whenb(s) determines the closed curv
that begins and ends inH, g1(0)5g1(1)5e.

We look for an unknown group element as the following product:

g~s!5g2~s!h~s!, h~s!PH, g2~s!PG. ~12!

Inserting~12! to Eq. ~10! we obtain

dh~s!h21~s!52 i tg2
21~s!g1~s!b~s!g1

21~s!g2~s!2dg2~s!g2
21~s!. ~13!

In the adiabatic limit (t→`) we neglect by the second part of the right-hand side of Eq.~13!. It
gives as a zeroth-order approximation,

h(0)~s!5exp~2 i tbs!, b5(
j 51

r

b jhj , ~14!

g2
(0)~s!5g1~s!h(1)~s!, h(1)~s!PH. ~15!

The elementh(1)(s) ~which is arbitrary in the zeroth-order approximation! should be chosen in
such a way that the formdg2(s)g2

21(s) will be as minimal as possible. Then we find

h(1)~s!5exp„2 iQ~s!…, Q~s!5(
j 51

r

Q j~s!hj , ~16!

Q j~s!52 i E
0

s

TrS g1
21~ s̃!

dg1~ s̃!

ds̃
hj Dds̃. ~17!

Equations~12!, ~14!, ~15!, ~16!, ~17! determine evolution operatorg(s) in the adiabatic limit:

g~s!5g1~s!exp~2 i tbs!exp„2 iQ~s!…. ~18!

After a cyclic adiabatic evolution (s51), the eigenketc l is transformed according to the formu

c l g~1!c l5exp~2 i tb!exp„2 iQ~1!…c l , ~19!

where we have taken into account thatg1(1)5e. Let us introduce ther -dimensional vectors in the
root space of the Lie algebraG:

b5(
j 51

r

b jxj , Q5(
j 51

r

Q j~1!xj . ~20!
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Using Eq.~8! and explicit forms for the elementsb @Eq. ~14!# andQ @Eq. ~16!# we finally obtain
that the adiabatic phase factorQ acquired by the quantum statec l is given by the scalar produc
of the dominant weight vectorl @Eq. ~7!# on the sum of the vectorsQ andb:

c l→exp~2 iQ!c l , Q5 l•b1 l•Q. ~21!

While the first term in the above expression for the adiabatic phaseQ is associated with the
dynamical phase, the second terml•Q is the geometrical phaseV, defined as

V[ l•Q. ~22!

As we can see from Eq.~21!, the Berry geometrical phase depends on integersl 1 , . . . ,ł r which
determine the dominant weightl @Eq. ~7!#, and characterize the irreducible representation of
evolution group under consideration.

III. GEOMETRICAL PHASE FOR SU„2…

Let us discuss a familiar example of Berry9 for a spin in a time-dependent magnetic field usi
the machinery that admits generalization to any compact Lie group. The Hamiltonian of B
example is given by

b~s!5mB~s!•J, ~23!

whereB(s)5Bn(s) is the vector of the magnetic field,m is the particle magnetic momentum, an
J is the angular momentum. This example can be understood as a case when the Hamiltonib(s)
takes values on a closed curve in the Lie algebra of theSU(2). The generators of the group
SU(2) are the Pauli matrices:

s15S 0 1

1 0D ; s25S 0 2 i

i 0 D ; s35S 1 0

0 21D . ~24!

The elements of the canonical basis of the Lie algebraSU~2! in the fundamental~spinor! repre-
sentation are

E15
1

2
~s11 is2!; E25

1

2
~s12 is2!; H5

1

&
s3 . ~25!

Correspondingly, the canonical commutation relations for theSU~2! Lie algebra have the follow-
ing form:

@e1 ,e2#5&h, @h,e1#5&e1 , @h,e2#52&e2 . ~26!

The rank of the Lie algebraSU~2! is equal to one,r 51. The root space is one-dimensional,R1,
with two opposite roots6a56&x, and the primitive root isg5a. The fundamental weightv
is determined by Eq.~6!, v5 1

2 a. An arbitrary irreducible representation is defined by the do
nant weight,

l5 l v5
l

&
x, l 50,61,62, . . . . ~27!

Consider the cyclic adiabatic evolution of the eigenketc l which is the eigenvector of the follow
ing eigenvalue problem:
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hc l5
l

&
c l , l 50,61,62, . . . . ~28!

The above equation means that the statec l corresponds to the dominant weightl. In accordance
with Eq. ~21! after the cyclic adiabatic evolution the statec l acquires the geometrical phase fact
V @Eq. ~22!#. The geometric part of the adiabatic phase is determined by a scalar product
dominant weight@Eq. ~27!#, and the vectorQ in the root space with the components given by E
~17!. Thus, in order to obtain the geometrical phase we have to express the trace in Eq.~17! in
terms of the Hamiltonian parameters. This trace depends on parameters ofg1(s) only @see the
decomposition of the Hamiltonian, Eq.~11!#. The parametrization ofg1(s)PSU(2)/U(1) should
be introduced in such a way that the explicit calculation of the trace in Eq.~17! would be as simple
as possible.

The desired~complex! parametrization of a representativeg1(s) of the coset spaceSU~2!/U~1!
is obtained by the following decomposition:

g1~s!5g1„z~s!,z̄~s!…5u~z!g2~z,z̄!, u~z!5exp~ze1!. ~29!

The elementg2(z,z̄) in the above expression is represented as the product,

g2~z,z̄!5exp„y~z,z̄!e2…exp„k~z,z̄!h…. ~30!

The explicit forms for the functionsy(z,z̄),k(z,z̄) are obtained from the condition that the el
mentg1„z(s),z̄(s)… should be unitary. It gives

y~z,z̄!52
z̄

11zz̄
, k~z,z̄!5

1

&
ln~11zz̄!. ~31!

The explicit expression for the group elementg1„z(s),z̄(s)… enables us to calculate the trace in t
integral of Eq.~17!:

TrS g1
21~s!

dg1~s!

ds
hD5zG

]

] z̄
k~z,z̄!2 ż

]

]z
k~z,z̄!. ~32!

In the above equation we have denotedż[ dz(s)/ds,zG[ dz̄(s)/ds. The Berry connectionAs may
be introduced and expressed in terms of the complex coordinates of the coset spaceSU(2)/U(1):

As5
i l

2 S żz̄2zzG

11zz̄D . ~33!

Using Stokes’ theorem we determine the Berry geometrical phase factor@Eq. ~22!#:

V52 i l E E dz∧dz̄

~11zz̄!2 , l 50,61,62, . . . . ~34!

In order to compare Eq.~34! with the original Berry result9 for the spin procession in the time
dependent magnetic field, use the stereographic projection of the two-dimensional sphere w
unit radius:

uzu5cotu/2, argz5w. ~35!

Then the geometrical phase factor is equal to

V5
l

2 E E sinu du∧dw, l 50,61,62, . . . . ~36!
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It is this result that was obtained by Berry.9

For a generalization to more complicated evolution groups the following two observation
important. First, the geometric phase is determined by the torus functionk(z,z̄) only, appearing in
the decomposition Equations~29!, ~30!. The second is that the torus functionk(z,z̄) is the Kähler
potential of the Ka¨hler manifoldSU(2)/U(1).

IV. COMPLEX PARAMETRIZATION OF THE HAMILTONIAN PARAMETER SPACE

The given Lie algebra valued Hamiltonianb(s)PG varies adiabatically through a circuitC in
the parameter space which is the homogeneous group manifoldG/H. Indeed,b(s) depends ons
only through the group elementg1(s) @Eq. ~11!#. The Hamiltonianb(s) decomposition, Eq.~11!,
is invariant underg1(s)→g1(s)h1 , ;h1PH, sog1(s) must be chosen as a representative of
corresponding equivalence class. Thus, there is a gauge freedom in the diagonalization
@Eq. ~11!#, and the Cartan subgroupHPG is the group of the gauge transformations. Geome
cally, G is described as a principal fiber bundle with the Cartan subgroupH as the standard fibe
and G/H is the base coset space. According to Borel’s theorem,15 the necessary and sufficien
condition for the coset spaceG/H ~whereG is a compact semi-simple group, andH is a closed
subgroup ofG! to be a homogeneous Ka¨hler manifold is thatH be the centralizer of a torus inG.
A torus means a direct product of anyU(1) subgroup ofH and the centralizer means a subgro
which consists of allG elements commutative with that torus elements. As it may be seen
Sec. II, in the case under consideration conditions of the Borel theorem are satisfied~H is a Cartan
subgroup commuting with a torus!, so the Hamiltonian parameter is a homogeneous Ka¨hler mani-
fold. Then the complex parametrization onG/H may be introduced, and the explicit expression
the geometrical factorV may be found in terms of the~complex! coordinates of the paramete
spaceG/H.

The desired complex parametrization of the homogeneous group manifoldG/H is introduced
by the complex parametrization of the group elementg1 , which determines decomposition of th
Hamiltonianb(s) @Eq. ~11!#. Namely, given the canonical basis, the Lie algebraG is split into
three subalgebras,G5H% B1 % B2 , (B1 ,B2 are called Borel subalgebras!, corresponding to
three subsets of the basis elements$e2a%,$hj%,$ea%. Respectively, the Lie algebraB1(B2) gen-
erates a nilpotent Borel subgroupB1(B2),Gc ~Gc means the complexification of the groupG!.
The elementg1 has a unique~left! Mackey decomposition,

g15ug2 , uPB1 , g2PG/B1 . ~37!

~Note that in order to getu for any giveng1 one has to impose the condition thatg25u21g1 has
no part in B1 . That would determineu completely.! The complex parameters which can b
introduced inG/H correspond to the positive roots ofG,

u~z!5expS (
aPDG

1
zaeaD , zaPC. ~38!

u(z) is an element of a nilpotent group and its matrix representions are polynomials ofza. The
local form ~38! for u(z) is valid in a neighborhood of the pointza50, i.e., the origin of the
coordinate system inG/H. The origin is related to the choice of coordinates. A transition to ot
domains ofG/H covering the Ka¨hler manifoldG/H may be performed by the group transform
tion.

Given u(z), g2(z,z̄) will acquire the following form:

g2~z,z̄!5v1~z,z̄!k~z,z̄!, v~z,z̄!PB1 , k~z,z̄!PH. ~39!

The elementsv1(z,z̄), k(z,z̄) are expressed as exponentials of the corresponding Lie alg
elements:
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v1~z,z̄!5expS (
aPDG

1
ya~z,z̄!e2aD , k~z,z̄!5expS (

i 51

r

k i~z,z̄!hi D . ~40!

For a particularu(z)PB1 the functionsya(z,z̄) andk i(z,z̄) may be determined when the grou
elementg1 is unitary:

g1
15g1

21→v1kk1v5~u1u!21. ~41!

v is obtained from the~right! Mackey decomposition of (u1u)21, and the explicit forms for the
functionsya(z,z̄) may be found. As soon asv is given, one turns to the calculation ofk from the
equation

kk15~vu1uv1!21PH. ~42!

The functionsk i(z,z̄) are especially important as we shall see below. It will be shown in Sec
that the functionsk i(z,z̄) completely determine the Berry potentials whenG is a compact evolu-
tion group, and the Hamiltonian parameter space isG/H. These functions are linearly related wit
the fundamental Ka¨hler potentialsKi(z,z̄) of the Kähler manifoldG/H under considerations:

Ki~z,z̄!522(
j 51

r

k j~z,z̄!Tr~hjh i !. ~43!

The formula~43! was obtained by Itoh, Kugo, and Kunimoto.16 Hereh i are the projection matri-
ces introduced by Bando, Kuratomo, Maskawa, and Uehara.4 The projection matrices exist in an
matrix representation ofG and correspond to elements of the Cartan subalgebrahjPH. The basic
properties of the projection matrices are4

h j5h j
1 h j

25h j h j ĥk5ĥkh j , ; j ,k51, . . . ,r ,

h j ê2ah j5ê2ah j , h j êah j5h j êa . ~44!

~The overcaret stands for the matrix representation.! All h j are commuting with each other. Fo
any representation ofG, whereĥ j are diagonal, allh j are also diagonal. The explicit forms ofh j

satisfying Eq.~44! may be found~Bando, Kuratomo, Maskawa, and Uehara4!. For the irreducible
representation under consideration the functionsk j (z,z̄), j 51, . . . ,r may be expressed linearly i
terms of the fundamental Ka¨hler potentialsK j (z,z̄), j 51, . . . ,r @Eq. ~43!#. In its turn a suitable
method of construction of the fundamental Ka¨hler potentials is given by Bando, Kuratom
Maskawa, and Uehara4 ~see also Itoh, Kugo, and Kunitomo16!. A number of particular example
is considered by Marinov and Bar-Moshe6,7 in relation to the geometric quantization on homog
neous compact Ka¨hler manifolds.

A technique for constructing the fundamental Ka¨hler potentials may be described as follow
Once the projection matricesh j are obtained from Eqs.~44!, the projected determinant is define
for any matrixM as

deth j
M[det~h jMh j1I 2h j !. ~45!

For any projection matrixh j , a fundamental Ka¨hler potentialK j (z,z̄) is constructed from the
fundamental represenation for the elementu(z) @Eq. ~38!# of the nilpotent Borel subgroupB1 ,

K j~z,z̄![ ln deth j
„u~z!1u~z!…. ~46!

Note that the fundamental Ka¨hler potentialK j (z,z̄) is not a global function onG/H, except for
cases whereG/H has a trivial topology. However, the manifoldG/H may be covered with com
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plex coordinate neighborhoods. A transition from one neighborhood to another may be giv
the group transformation. If the groupG acts holomorphically onG/H, z→gz,;gPG, the fun-
damental Ka¨hler potentials~45! are transformed as

K j~gz,gz!5K j~z,z̄!1F j~z,g!1F j~z,g!, ~47!

where F j (z,g) are locally holomorphic functions ofza, a51, . . . , (n2r )/2. These functions
must satisfy the following cocycle condition:

F j~z,g2g1!5F j~g2z,g1!1F j~z,g2!, ;g1 ,g2PG, ~48!

which results from the group propertyz→g2(g1z)5(g2g1)z.

V. EXPRESSION OF BERRY’S CONNECTION IN TERMS OF THE FUNDAMENTAL
KÄHLER POTENTIALS

With all the preliminary steps completed, we are in a position to formulate the main res
this work.

Theorem: Suppose that the cyclic adiabatic evolution of the dominant weight eigenkec l
defined by Eq.~8! is determined by the Schro¨dinger equation@Eq. ~9!#. Let the Hamiltonian
parameter space be a compact homogeneous Ka¨hler manifold G/H, where G is the compact
evolution group, andH its Cartan subgroup. Then the geometrical phase factorV acquired by the
quantum statec l is

V5E
0

1

As ds, ~49!

where the Berry connectionAs is completely determined in terms of the fundamental Ka¨hler
potentials of the parameter spaceG/H. Explicitly, when the local complex parametrizatio
$za,za,a51, . . . ,(n2r )/2% on G/H is introduced,

As5 l•A~z,z̄!, A~z,z̄!5Lz,z̄k~z,z̄!. ~50!

A(z,z̄) and k(z,z̄) are the vectors in the root space of the Lie algebra ofG given in the ortho-
normal basis$xj , j 51, . . . ,r %,

k~z,z̄!5(
j 51

r

k j~z,z̄!xj , A~z,z̄!5(
j 51

r

Aj~z,z̄!xj . ~51!

Lz,z̄ is the ~Hermitian! differential operator:

Lz,z̄5 i (
a,ā51

~n2r !/2

~ ża]a2 żā]ā!, ~52!

where ż[ dz(s)/ds, zā[za, ]a[ ]/dza , ]ā[ ]/dzā . The real functionsk j (z,z̄) define the
Cartan subgroup elementk(z,z̄)PH @Eq. ~40!# under~left! Mackey decomposition of a represe
tative of the coset spaceG/H @Eqs. ~37!–~40!#. These functions are linearly connected with t
fundamental Ka¨hler potentialsK j (z,z̄) @Eq. ~43!#.

Proof: The geometric phaseV is given by the scalar product of the dominant weightl and the
vectorQ @Eq. ~21!#. The coordinates of the vectorQ in the root space of the Lie algebraG
corresponding to the evolution groupG are determined by Eq.~17!. When the local complex
parametrization on the coset spaceG/H is introduced, the componentsQ j of the vectorQ may be
represented as a sum of two integrals:
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Q j52 i (
a,ā51

~n2r !/2 H E
C
Tr~g1

21 ]ag1 hj !dza1E
C
Tr~gi

21]āg1 hj !dzāJ . ~53!

The group elementg1(z,z̄) which is the representative of the coset spaceG/H is decomposed~see
Sec. III! as

g1~z,z̄!5u~z!v1~z,z̄!k~z,z̄!, ~54!

whereu(z)PB1 , v1(z,z̄)PB2 ,k(z,z̄)PH are given by Eqs.~38!, ~40!. Let us recall that

k~z,z̄!5expS (
j 51

r

k j~z,z̄!hj D .

It may be shown~see, for example, Itoh, Kugo, and Kunimoto16! that

Tr ~g1
21]ag1hj !52]ak j~z,z̄!, Tr~g1

21]āg1hj !5]āk j~z,z̄!. ~55!

Indeed, noting that

]āg1~z,z̄!5u~z!]ā„v
1~z,z̄!k~z,z̄!…, ~56!

we find that

Tr ~g1
21]ag1hj !5Tr„hj~v1~z,z̄!!21]ā~v1~z,z̄!!…1(

i 51

r

]a„k
i~z,z̄!…Tr~hihj !. ~57!

The expression„v1(z,z̄)…21]ā(v1(z,z̄)) produces only terms belonging to the Borel subalge
B2 . As a consequence, the first term in the above equation equals zero. Using the orthog
condition for the Cartan subalgebra canonic basis elements,

Tr~hihj !5d i j , ~58!

we obtain

Tr ~g1
21]āg1hj !5]āk j~z,z̄!. ~59!

In order to prove the first equation in~55! we use

g1
21 ]ag15g1

1]a~g1
1!215k1vu1]a„~u1!21v21~k1!21

…

5k1v]a„v
21~k1!21

…. ~60!

Afterwards, we proceed with the proof as in the previous case.
From Eqs.~53!, ~55! we find

Q j5 i (
a,ā51

~n2r !/2 E
0

1

~ ża]a2 żā]ā!k j~z,z̄!ds[E
0

1

Aj~z,z̄!ds. ~61!

Thus, the vector in the root space ofG,

A~z,z̄!5 i (
a,ā51

~n2r !/2

~ ża]a2 żā]ā!k~z,z̄![Lz,z̄k~z,z̄!, ~62!

is introduced; the Berry connection and the Berry geometrical phase are determined by Eq~49!,
~50! respectively. h
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In the next section we use this result to demonstrate that the holomorphic action o
evolution groupG on the Hamiltonian parameter spaceG/H induces the gauge transformation
the Berry potentials. In addition, the Berry curvature and the Berry geometrical phase w
obtained.

VI. GAUGE TRANSFORMATION AND BERRY CURVATURE

Consider the transformation of the vectorA(z,z̄) ~in the root space! under the holomorphic
action of the groupG on the homogeneous Ka¨hler G/H. As soon as the fundamental Ka¨hler
potentialsK j (z,z̄), j 51, . . . ,r are transformed in accordance with Eq.~47!, the vectork(z,z̄)
changes in a similar fashion, i.e.,

k~z,z̄!→k~gz,gz!5k~z,z̄!1f~g,z!1f~g,z!. ~63!

Indeed, given the decomposition of the coset space representative@Eqs.~37!–~40!#, the action of
an arbitrary group elementg2PG on the coset spaceG/H is defined~by Coleman, Wess, and
Zumino17! as

g2u~z!5u~g2z!g2~z,g2!, ~64!

andg2z is a rational function ofz. Once the nonlinear realization of the group action on the co
spaceG/H is determined@Eq. ~64!#, the transformation law~63! may be proved using the Mackey
type decomposition of the productg1•g2 @whereg1PG/H is given by Eqs.~37!–~40!# ~for further
details see Itoh, Kugo, and Kunimoto.16 The change of the real vectork(z,z̄) @Eq. ~63!# under the
holomorphic action of the group on its coset space leads to the gauge transformation of the
A(z,z̄):

A~z,z̄!5Lz,z̄k~z,z̄!→A~gz,gz!5A~z,z̄!1dW~z,z̄!, ~65!

where the real vectorW(z,z̄) is defined in terms of the vectorsf(g,z),f(g,z):

W~z,z̄![ i „f~g,z!2f~g,z!…. ~66!

Respectively, the Abelian Berry connectionAs defined by Eq.~50! is transformed as

As~z,z̄!→As~gz,gz!5As~z,z̄!1dW~z,z̄!,
~67!

W~z,z̄![ l•W~z,z̄!.

Note that the expression~49! for V may be rewritten as

V5 (
a51

~n2r !/2 E
C
Aa~z,z̄!dza1 (

a51

~n2r !/2 E
C
Aā~z,z̄!dzā, ~68!

where

Aa~z,z̄![ i ]a„l•k~z,z̄!…,
~69!

Aā~z,z̄![2 i ]ā„l•k~z,z̄!….

Under the holomorphic action of the groupG on the homogeneous Ka¨hler manifold G/H,
Aa(z,z̄), Aā(z,z̄) transform as

Aa~z,z̄!→Aa~gz,gz!5Aa~z,z̄!1 i ]a„l•f~g,z!…,
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Aā~z,z̄!→Aā~gz,gz!5Aā~z,z̄!2 i ]ā„l•f̄~g,z!…. ~70!

Using the Stokes theorem, we obtain the expression for the Berry geometrical factor in te
the surface integral,

V5E
S
F, F5 (

a,b̄51

~n2r !/2
]2K ( l)~z,z̄!

]za ]zb̄
dza∧dzb̄, ~71!

where

K ( l)~z,z̄!52„l•k~z,z̄!…, ~72!

andS is any oriented surface in the parameter spaceG/H with ]S5C. As it may be seen from
Eqs. ~63!, ~71!, the Berry curvatureF is invariant under the gauge transformation@Eq. ~67!#
induced by the holomorphic group action on the parameter spaceG/H.

A simple way to calculate the vectork(z,z̄) which determines the Berry connection and t
Berry curvature is to use Eq.~43!. This formula connects the vectork(z,z̄) with the fundamental
Kähler potentials given by Eqs.~44!–~46!.

VII. SU„3… ADIABATIC EVOLUTION

The Cartan subgroup of theSU(3) group isU(1)3U(1), so theBerry geometrical phase
factor will be determined by the geometry of the Flag manifoldSU(3)/U(1)3U(1). Thecanoni-
cal basis ofSU~3! Lie algebra is introduced with the help of the eight Gell-Mann generators

l15S 0 1 0

1 0 0

0 0 0
D , l25S 0 2 i 0

i 0 0

0 0 0
D , l35S 1 0 0

0 21 0

0 0 0
D ,

l45S 0 0 1

0 0 0

1 0 0
D , l55S 0 0 2 i

0 0 0

i 0 0
D , l65S 0 0 0

0 0 1

0 1 0
D , ~73!

l75S 0 0 0

0 0 2 i

0 i 0
D , l85

1

) S 1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 22
D .

Then the elements of the canonical Cartan–Weyl basis in the fundamental three-dimen
representation are given by

E1251/2~l11 il2!; E2351/2~l61 il7!; E1351/2~l41 il5!;

E2151/2~l12 il2!; E3251/2~l62 il7!; E3151/2~l42 il5!; ~74!

H15
)

2
l31

l8

2
; H252

l3

2
1
)

2
l8 .

The rank of the Lie algebraSU(3) is equal to two,r 52. The root space is two-dimensional,R2,
and the canonical commutation relations determining the positive root vectors are

@h1 ,e12#5
3

A6
e12; @h2 ,e12#52

1

&
e12;
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@h1 ,e13#5
3

A6
e13; @h2 ,e13#5

1

&
e13; ~75!

@h1 ,e23#50; @h2 ,e23#52&e23.

From the commutation relations~75! we find six nonzero root vectors,

6a156S 3

A6
;2

1

&
D , 6a256S 3

A6
;

1

&
D , 6a35~0;2& !. ~76!

The root diagram is a hexagon, the two primitive roots areg15a3, g25a2. The fundamental
weights are found to be

v15S 1

A6
;2

1

&
D , v25S 2

A6
;0D . ~77!

An arbitrary irreducible representation is defined by the~two-dimensional! dominant weight vec-
tor:

l5 l 1v11 l 2v2, l 1 ,l 250,61,62, . . . . ~78!

The coordinates of this vector in the root space are

l̃ 15
l 1

A6
1

2l 2

A6
, l̃ 252

l 1

&
. ~79!

The eigenketc l is an eigenvector of both Cartan Lie algebra elementsh1 ,h2 with eigenvalues
l̃ 1 , l̃ 2 . It follows from the Theorem~Sec. V! that in order to find the geometric phase factorV
acquired by the dominant weight vector eigenketc l , one should determine the two-compone
vector k(z,z̄) in the root space of the Lie algebrasu(3). As it may beseen from Eq.~43! the
components of this vector in the orthogonal basis of the root space are linear combinations
fundamental Ka¨hler potentials K1(z,z̄),K2(z,z̄) of the homogeneous Ka¨hler manifold
SU(3)/U(1)3U(1). Thefundamental Ka¨hler potentialsK1(z,z̄),K2(z,z̄) are constructed using
Eq. ~46!, where the elementu(z) is taken in the fundamental 333 representation:

u~z![exp~z1E121z2E231z3E13!5S 1 z1 z3
1

0 1 z2

0 0 1
D . ~80!

We have denotedz65z36 1
2 z1z2 , and the projection matrices found from Eqs.~44! are

h15S 0 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1
D , h25S 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 1
D . ~81!

Knowing u(z),h1 ,h2 in the fundamental representation, the fundamental Ka¨hler potentials are
calculated, and we obtain

K1~z,z̄!5 ln~11z1z̄11z3
2z̄3

2!, K2~z,z̄!5 ln~11z2z̄21z3
1z̄3

1!. ~82!

Finding the coefficients Tr(hjh i) ~in the fundamental represenationh1[H1 ,h2[H2), we get the
components of the vectork(z,z̄) in the root space ofsu(3) algebra:
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k1~z,z̄!5
A6

4
K1~z,z̄!, k2~z,z̄!5

1

&
K2~z,z̄!2

1

2&
K1~z,z̄!. ~83!

@Note that the expressions for the components of the vectork(z,z̄) in terms of the complex
coordinates, Eqs.~82!, ~83!, may be obtained also by the~left! Mackey decomposition of the cose
space representativeg1 , Eqs.~37!–~40!#.

For the case ofSU(3) evolution group the Berry connectionAs given by Eq.~50! is ~84!:

As5Lz,z̄$ l•k~z,z̄!%, l•k~z,z̄!5
1

2
@~ l 11 l 2!K1~z,z̄!2 l 1K2~z,z̄!#,

~84!

L5 (
a,ā51

3 S ża
]

]za 2 żā
]

]zāD ,

and the Berry curvatureF @Eq. ~71!# is

F5 (
a,b̄51

3
]2K ( l)~z,z̄!

]za ]zb̄
dza`dzb̄, ~85!

where the real functionK ( l)(z,z̄) is a linear combination of the fundamental Ka¨hler potentials
K1(z,z̄), K2(z,z̄) with the integer coefficients:

K ( l)~z,z̄!5~ l 11 l 2!K1~z,z̄!2 l 1K2~z,z̄!, l 1 ,l 250,61,62 . . . . ~86!

Note that a common approach to theSU(3) group evolution is to use the Euler coordinates t
are similar to the Euler angle parameters ofSU(2). Such a method has been used by Byrd18

Arvind, Mallesh, and Mukunda,19 and Khanna, Mukhopadhaya, Simon, and Mukunda20 in con-
nection with the evolution of a three-level system. While the geometric phase factor for this
has been found, none of them noticed that in cases under their consideration there ex
intimate relation between the geometric phase factors, Berry connections and Berry curvatu
the fundamental Ka¨hler potentials of parameter spaces.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have considered the adiabatic evolution determined by a compact Lie
taken in an arbitrary irreducible representation. It has been demonstrated that the paramete
of the Hamiltonian is essentially a homogeneous Ka¨hler manifold and its fundamental Ka¨hler
potentials completely determine Berry geometrical phase. Besides, we have shown that th
geometrical factor and the Berry connections depend on a set of integers a number of which
to the rank of the corresponding Lie algebra. These integers determine irreducible represe
in which quantum states form a basis.
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Chaotic and irreversible properties of quantum scattering
systems
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Recent results for a free particle are generalized toN-particle quantum systems.
Chaotic and irreversible behavior occurs in scattering states that belong to a certain
Hilbert spaceK2 with a preferred time direction pointing to the future. At positive
times the time evolution of positive observables exhibits quantum analogs of sen-
sitive dependence on initial conditions, topological transitivity, and existence of a
dense set of periodic points. A mixture of states inK2 can be described in terms of
a density operator with thermodynamical entropy that increases to its least upper
bound when the time tends to infinity. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1345872#

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is devoted to the quantum mechanics ofN particles with two-body interactions tha
give rise to scattering. The objective is to generalize recent work on entropy increase1 and chaotic
observables2 for a free particle. It is shown that chaotic and irreversible behavior occurs if w
functions belong to a certain Hilbert spaceK2 with a preferred time direction pointing to th
future.

It is assumed that the interaction between any two particles is reasonably smooth and t
zero sufficiently fast when the distance between particles tends to infinity. As a result the
scattering states in which theN-particle system separates into bound clusters that eventually m
away from one another and in the remote future are infinitely far apart. Associated with each
of separation are wave operators that intertwine between the exact time evolution and th
evolution of bound clusters moving freely relative to one another. The intertwining property is
for long- as well as for short-range interactions. It is the feature that enables previous resu
free particles to be generalized. For a functionf to belong toK2, it must be a wave function of a
scattering state, hence it must be orthogonal to any bound states of the scattering system
over, it must satisfy analyticity conditions generalizing the ones in Refs. 1 and 2.

The wave function for the motion ofN particles relative to their center of mass is an elem
of L2(R3N23). Henceforth we refer toL2. There is an orthogonal projectionP:L2→PL2 onto
scattering states. LetH be the Hamiltonian of the relative motion. In the Schro¨dinger picture the
time evolution takesf PL2 into f (t)ªexp(2iHt)f. If f PK2, then f (t)PK2 if t>0, but not
necessarily ift,0. This causes a time asymmetry that is essential in this paper. Unless
otherwise, it is assumed throughout the following thatt>0.

The quantities with chaotic properties are operators representing observables in the H
berg picture. Given an operatorA on L2, the Heisenberg picture lets

A~ t !ªexp~ iHt !A exp~2 iHt !

act on time-independent wave functionsf. The spaceK2 has a central role in that we focus o

a!Deceased.
20230022-2488/2001/42(5)/2023/32/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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positive self-adjoint operatorsA on PL2 with the property thatA1/2 mapsK2 into PL2. Quadratic
form techniques developed in Ref. 2 determine a topology for such operatorsA. The result is a
topological spaceX with the property thatA(t)PX if APX and t>0.

Once a topology is in place, we can formulate conditions for chaos. To this end, we f
Devaney’s definition of chaos in classical dynamical systems.3 Hence we investigate

~S! sensitive dependence on initial conditions,

~T! topological transitivity,

~P! existence of a dense set of periodic points.

Precise statements are provided by Theorems S, T, and P in Sec. VIII. Formally, these
theorems are the same as in Ref. 2, but they are of wider scope because a more gene
evolution is being considered. The proof in the present paper can be reduced to the previou
This is an analog of the fact that chaos in classical dynamical systems is invariant
homeomorphisms.3

The chaos theorems show that the outcome of experiments is unpredictable, yet retai
ments of regularity. As an illustration, let us consider a fixed operatorAPX and compare this with
ZPX. To do so, we choose finite sets of wave functionsf i ,giPK2( i 51,2,...,j ), then perform
experiments to determine the matrix elements^ f i uAugi& and^ f i uZugi&. Suppose for eachi the two
matrix elements differ by less than the experimental error. We repeat the experiments at
time with the sameA, Z, and f i ,gi . According to Theorem S, the expectation values^ f i uA(t)u f i&
and^ f i uZ(t)u f i& may differ by any constantd times i f i i2. Given any operatorBPX, Theorem T
says that̂ f i uZ(t)ugi& may equal̂ f i uBugi& within experimental errors, for eachi ( i 51,2,...,j ). In
this sense the space of chaotic operators is indecomposable. The system is not random, h
By Theorem P, the operatorZ(t) may be semiperiodic in the sense thatt exists such thatZ(t
1nt)5Z(t) if t>0, n50,1,2,... . This means that^ f i uZ(t)ugi& is close to^ f i uAugi& at all times
t5nt, for every i. The proofs of the theorems show that there are operatorsZ with these erratic
behaviors in any neighborhood of any operatorAPX.

Chaos as defined in this paper is related to irreversible behavior because either pheno
occurs if wave functions belong to the spaceK2. First suppose thatr is a positive operator in the
trace class onPL2. To study chaos, we use the Heisenberg picture with time-dependent ob
ablesA(t). Irreversible behavior calls for the Schro¨dinger picture with time-dependent densi
operatorsr(t) determined by

r~ t !ªexp~2 iHt !r exp~ iHt !. ~1.1!

Following von Neumann, we define the quantum-mechanical entropy ofr(t) by

S@r~ t !#ª2Tr r~ t !ln r~ t !. ~1.2!

BecauseH is self-adjoint, the entropyS@r(t)# does not depend on the timet. Hence there is no
irreversible behavior at this level.

Now assume thatt>0 and that the range ofr belongs toK2. The operatorr(t) then deter-
mines an operatorr̃(t) in the trace class onK2. The time evolution onK2 is represented by a
semigroup$U(t)u0<t,`%, not by a unitary group such as$exp(2iHt)u2`,t,`%. This elimi-
nates a major paradox of statistical mechanics, but, sinceU(t) is an isometry onK2, is not
sufficient to produce entropy increase.

For further progress, we need to refer to an unbounded positive operatorJ introduced in Sec.
V. A function f PPL2 belongs toK2 if and only if J fPPL2. In terms of the inner product~•, •!
on PL2, the inner product̂•, •& on K2 is defined according to

^ f ,g&5~ f ,g!1~J f ,Jg!. ~1.3!
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If Tr denotes the trace onPL2 and ^Tr& the trace onK2,

^Tr r̃~ t !&5Tr r~ t !1Tr Jr~ t !J. ~1.4!

This expression brings to mind a discussion by Mackey~Ref. 4; Ref. 5, Chap. 9! in which he
showed that taking a factor of a classical dynamical system with invertible time evolution
give rise to a system with increasing entropy. The transformationr(t)→s(t) with

s~ t !ªr~ t !1Jr~ t !J ~ t>0! ~1.5!

can be viewed as a quantum analog of taking a factor in the sense of Mackey. It is shown
XIII that S@s(t)# is not constant in time and increases to its least upper bound ast→`. The
irreversible feature at the heart of the proof is easy to visualize by looking at a scattering ev
the distant past the system was separated into clusters that approached the center of mas
remote future scattered clusters will move away from it. This history gives rise to Eqs.~13.7! and
~13.8!, generalizing corresponding relations in Ref. 1. As a result the proof thatS@s(t)# increases
is the same as in Ref. 1.

If r is of rank 1, it can be shown as in Ref. 1 that the entropyS@s(t)# is a monotone
increasing function oft. It is an open problem whetherS@s(t)# may exhibit fluctuations ifr is of
higher rank. The latter case is difficult to assess due to the fact that there are positive oper
the trace class onPL2 that cannot occur as density operatorss because they are not generated
positive operatorsr. This problem is discussed in some detail in Ref. 1.

Let us writes(t)5Lr(t). This defines a linear operatorL taking r(t) with finite ^Tr r̃(t)&
into the trace class onPL2. According to Sec. XIV,L is invertible andL21 can be constructed
explicitly. Given a bounded operatorT on L2, there is an operatorTL21 such that

Tr Tr~ t !5Tr~TL21!s~ t !. ~1.6!

In combination with the fact that Trs(t) does not depend ont, Eq. ~1.6! indicates thats(t) can be
used as a density operator to evaluate expectation values of observables.

The transformationr(t), T→s(t), TL21 can be viewed as a new example of t
L-transformation advocated by Prigogine and co-workers6,7 to show that irreversible behavio
originates at the microscopic level. There is an overview of the Prigogine program in R
Further references follow in Sec. XVI.

Section II describes our coordinate systems forN-body problems. Section III summarize
fundamental concepts in scattering theory. Section IV is devoted to a Hilbert space of an
functions that serves as a building block to construct the space of wave functionsK2 in Sec. V.
The topological spaceX is introduced in Sec. VI. An essential point aboutX is that operators
A(t)PX are related to bounded operatorsÃ(t) on K2. Hence the time evolution onK2 is inves-
tigated in Sec. VII. Devaney’s definition of chaos is reviewed in Sec. VIII. Theorems S, T, a
in Sec. VIII state that the time evolution of operatorsAPX has chaotic properties that can b
viewed as quantum transcriptions of Devaney’s chaos conditions for maps on metric spac
prove the theorems, one needs to construct nets$Zt%PX (t>0) that tend toAPX ast→`, yet
give rise to time evolutions$Zt(t)% with erratic behaviors. Section VIII sketches the constructi
but formal proofs are omitted because they are the same as in Ref. 2. The time evolution oK2 is
reminiscent ofK flows, often quoted as prototypes of chaotic systems. It is discussed in Se
how the relation has helped to shape the present paper. Other chaos concepts are mentione
X, including the notion of quantum chaos.

Comparing the trace classes onPL2 and K2, Sec. XI shows how the density operatorr
determinesr̃. Constructings can be viewed as taking a partial trace ofr̃. It is shown in Sec. XII
that Tr s(t) is constant and that Trs2(t) is a decreasing function oft, providedt>0. The entropy
S@s(t)# increases to its least upper bound by Sec. XIII. The proof is the same as in Ref. 1. S
XIV describes how the usual density operatorr can be reconstructed whens is known. The
density operators(t) can be used to calculate expectation values of observables according t
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XV. Section XVI relates the transformationr(t)→s(t) to theL-transformation in many paper
by Prigogine and co-workers. In certain cases applyingL can be interpreted as taking a factor
a classical dynamical system. That this step may lead to a system with increasing entropy w
reason for us to introduces(t) and the entropyS@s(t)#.

II. COORDINATE SYSTEMS

Consider a system ofn particles with massesmj ( j 51,2,...,n) located atX j . Suppose the
Schrödinger operator has the form

i
]

]t
52(

j 51

n

~2mj !
21D~X j !1(

i , j
Vi j ~X i2X j !.

It is convenient to introduce a standard notation that separates the relative and center-o
motions.

The total mass of particles 1,2,...,k is

Mkª(
j 51

k

mj .

The center of mass of this set is located at

hkª~Mk!
21(

j 51

k

mjX j ~k51,2,...,n!.

The vector fromhk to Xk11 is

jkªXk112hk5~Mk!
21(

j 51

k

mj~Xk112X j ! ~k51,2,...,n21!.

Imagine a particle of massMk at hk and a particle of massmk11 at Xk11 . The reduced mass i

mkª~Mk11!21Mkmk11 ~k51,2,...,n21!.

Hence we define

xkª~2mk!
1/2jk

5~MkMk11!21/2~2mk11!1/2(
j 51

k

mj~Xk112X j ! ~k51,2,...,n21!,

xnª~2Mn!1/2hn5~2/Mn!1/2(
j 51

n

mjX j .

It is easy to verify that

2(
j 51

n

~2mj !
21D~X j !52(

j 51

n

D~xj !. ~2.1!

If there were onlyj particles, the system could be described in terms of the coordinatesxk with
k51,2,...,j 21 plus the center -of-mass coordinatehj . If i , j , thenX i2X j does not depend on
hj . Hence there exist constantsdi j

k such that
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Vi j ~X i2X j !5Vi j S (
k51

j 21

di j
k xkD ~ i , j !.

Now considern multiparticle clusters. Denote the mass of clusterc by Nc and assume that th
center of mass is located atYc (c51,2,...,n). Introduce internal coordinates in clusterc as in the
previous paragraphs, but denote these byyc , wherec is a cluster subscript, not a particle subscri
The interaction within clusterc depends onyc only. The kinetic energy of clusterc relative to its
center of mass is represented by2D(yc). The total kinetic energy is

2 (
c51

n

D~yc!2 (
c51

n

~2Nc!
21D~Yc!.

Now apply to Nc , Yc (c51,2,...,n) the coordinate transformation that tookmj , X j ( j
51,2,...,n) into xk (k51,2,...,n). Denoting the new variables byxk as before takes the kineti
energy of the relative motion of the clusters into2( j 51

n21D(xj ). The interaction between cluster
b and c depends onyb ,yc , and some or all of thexj ( j 51,2,...,n21), but not on the overall
center-of-mass coordinatexn . Thus we find that

i
]

]t
52 (

c51

n

D~yc!1 (
c51

n

Vcc~yc!2 (
j 51

n21

D~xj !1 (
b,c

Vbc~yb ,yc ,x1 ,...,xn21!2D~xn!. ~2.2!

In an obvious notation,Vcc andVbc are interactions within clusterc and between clustersb andc,
respectively. The operator2D(xn) represents the kinetic energy of the center of mass. To simp
the notation, we combine the vectorsyc (c51,2,,...,n) into a vectory and the vectorsxj ( j
51,2,...,n21) into a vectorx. This takes the relative Hamiltonian for clusterc into

Hc~y!ª2D~yc!1Vcc~yc!.

The relative kinetic energy of the clusters is denoted by

2D~x!ª2 (
j 51

n21

D~xj !.

In this notation the Hamiltonian for the relative motion is

Hª(
c

Hc~y!2D~x!1 (
b,c

Vbc~x,y!.

There are many ways to separate a system ofN particles into clusters. By Eq.~2.1! all choices
transform the kinetic energy into the negative Laplace operator. This indicates that the tra
mations between various sets of coordinates are orthogonal and allows us to use differen
dinates in different parts of the same problem. Moreover, in case there aren21 intercluster
coordinatesx as in Eq.~2.2!, the transformation from (2mj )

1/2X j to y, x, xn is orthogonal, so that

d3NX5)
j 51

N

~2mj !
21/2d3N23nyd3n23xd3xn .

The mass factor is a constant which should be taken into account if one wishes to calculate
physical values of matrix elements. In the present context, however, an overall numerical fa
of no consequence. Hence we ignore the mass factor and work with normalized functions oy, x,
xn . In fact, since all cluster decompositions arrive at the same center-of-mass coordinatexn equal
to (2/MN)1/2( j 51

N mjX j , the transformations among the relative coordinatesy, x are orthogonal,
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even if we change cluster decompositions. In studying the relative motion, it is therefore suf
to work in terms of the usual inner product~•, •! and normi•i of L2(R3N23)-functions depending
on x, y.

III. SCATTERING THEORY

This section reviews concepts from scattering theory8–10 that are used throughout the pape
Consider a specific decomposition inton clusters, hence (3n23)-dimensional relative motion

2D(x), and assume that each multiparticle cluster HamiltonianHc(y) has a normalized eigen
vectorcc(y) with eigenvalueEc . Denote the product)c cc(y) by c(y) and the sum(c Ec by E.
The vectory must have 3N23n components. Sincec(y) is normalized by assumption, th
operatorC on L2(R3N23) defined by

C f ~x,y!ªc~y!E f ~x,z!c̄~z!d3N23nz ~3.1!

is an orthogonal projection. Iff PL2(R3N23) belongs to the domain ofH,

HC f ~x,y!5FE2D~x!1 (
b,c

Vbc~x,y!GC f ~x,y!. ~3.2!

For a more general notation, we consider all possible cluster decompositions ofN particles
and in each decomposition allow all possible bound-state wave functionsc. We refer to the
possibilities as scattering channels and label these by a subscripta. The bound-state wave functio
in channela is denoted byca . It is a function ofya . Typically, ca is a product of several cluste
functionscc . The projection operator determined byca as in Eq.~3.1! is denoted byCa . The
operators(b,cVbc andE2D(x) in Eq. ~3.2! are replaced byVa and

HaªEa2D~xa!. ~3.3!

Hence

HCa f 5~Ha1Va!Ca f .

If all interaction termsVa are of short range, there exist wave operatorsVa6 satisfying

lim
t→7`

iexp~ iHt !exp~2 iH at !Ca f 2Va6 f i50. ~3.4!

As a result of this definition,Va6 annihilates the orthogonal complement of the range ofCa ,

Va6~12Ca! f 50.

A sufficient condition forVa6 to exist is that each termVi j (X i2X j ) in the sumVa is of the
form Vi j 5V21Vp , whereV2PL2(R3) andVpPLp(R3) with somep satisfying 2,p,3 ~Ref. 9,
Theorem X1.34!. Another sufficient condition is thate.0 exists such that

~11uXu2!e11/2Vi j ~X!5V3/21V` ,

whereV3/2PL3/2(R3) and V`PL`(R3), see Ref. 9, Theorem X1.35. Generally speaking, th
conditions are satisfied ifVi j (X) does not have serious singularities and at infinity tends to 0
uXu212d with somed.0.

If Vi j (X) behaves at infinity likeuXu2m with m<1, the interaction is said to be of long rang
In this case the limits in Eq.~3.4! do not exist, but it may be possible to construct modified wa
operators provided the factor exp(2iHat) in Eq. ~3.4! is replaced by one that better characteriz
the time evolution of scattered clusters at large separations.11 If )21,m<1 andVi j satisfies
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suitable smoothness conditions, modified wave operators exist for any number of particle10,12

Even in cases wherem<)21, there are results for two particles.13 For such very slowly decay
ing interactions, modified wave operators have been shown to exist in larger systems10,12provided
cluster wave functionsc(y) go to 0 sufficiently rapidly asuyu→`.

Whether the interaction is of short or long range, henceforth we simply refer to wave o
tors and denote these quantities byVa6 . They all satisfy the intertwining relation

exp~2 iHt !Va65Va6 exp~2 iH at !. ~3.5!

Denoting the orthogonal projection onto the range ofVa6 by Pa6 , we have

Va6* Va65Ca , Va6Va6* 5Pa6 .

Since

Vb6* Va65dabCa , ~3.6!

the projectionsPa1 commute and have mutually orthogonal ranges. The same applies t
projectionsPa2 . Summing over channels, we define the projections

P6ª(
a

Pa6 .

The sum has finitely many terms or converges strongly.
Let B be the projection onto any bound states of theN-particle system. If the wave operato

exist,BL2 is orthogonal toP6L2. If

BL21P1L25BL21P2L25L2,

the scattering is said to be asymptotically complete. Under various smoothness assumption
interaction, asymptotic completeness has been proved for short-range interactions14,15 and for
long-range interactions12 with)21,m<1. In two-particle problems asymptotic completeness
even known to be true in cases in whichm<)21.13

Examples show that the existence of wave operators is not sufficient for asym
completeness.16

The important point in the following is the intertwining relation~3.5!. It provides the link
between time evolutions with and without interaction. In the present paper we can use op
Va1 throughout. This gives rise to an operatorJ1 and spaceK1

2 . Alternatively, we can use
operatorsVa2 giving rise to J2 and K2

2 . The restrictiont>0 applies in either case. If the
projectionsP1 andP2 are equal, the spacesK1

2 andK2
2 are isometrically isomorphic, operator

A1
1/2(t) acting onK1

2 are unitarily equivalent to operatorsA2
1/2(t) acting onK2

2 , and each operato
s1(t) defined in terms ofJ1 by Eq. ~1.4! is unitarily equivalent to an operators2(t) defined in
terms ofJ2 . This will become clear once the operatorsJ6 are defined in Sec. V.

Since the theories with subscripts1 and2 run parallel, we omit the subscripts in the follow
ing, writing

VaVa* 5Pa , P5(
a

Pa .

Thus Va is eitherVa1 or Va2 , and similarly for the other operators. The projectionP is the
projection onto scattering states meant in Sec. I. If asymptotic completeness holds,P15P2 , so
that P is uniquely determined.

Recall thatL2 stands forL2(R3N23). If in channela the system is separated inton clusters,
a (3n23)-dimensional coordinatexa refers to the relative motion of the clusters. The wa
function of the clusters depends on a (3N23n)-dimensional coordinateya . For any f PPL2,
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exp~2 iHt ! f 5exp~2 iHt !(
a

VaVa* f 5(
a

Va exp~2 iH at !Va* f . ~3.7!

SinceVa* f belongs to the range ofCa , there must be a functionf a such that

Va* f 5ca~ya! f a~xa!. ~3.8!

To calculatef a , it suffices to multiplyVa* f by c̄(ya) and integrate with respect toya . Due to
Eqs.~3.3! and ~3.8!

exp~2 iH at !Va* f 5exp~2 iEat !ca~ya!exp@ iD~xa!t# f a~xa!.

In the following we mainly use the momentum representation. Hence we rep
exp@iD(xa)t# f a(xa) by exp(2ika

2t)fa(ka). For f to belong toK2, the functionsf a(ka) have to
satisfy analyticity conditions introduced in Sec. IV.

IV. ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS

This section discusses functionsf (k)PL2(Rn) that are meant as prototypes of Fourier tran
forms of functionsf a(xa) in Eq. ~3.8!. We follow Ref. 1 closely, but in the process general
previous results forL2(R3) so that they become valid onL2(Rn).

Denoting uku by k, we introducen21 spherical coordinatesv and replacef (k) by f (k,v).
Hencek(n21)/2f (k,v) is an element ofL2(R13Sn21).

The Mellin transform

M n f ~k,v!5 f ]~u,v!

defined by

f #~u,v!ª~2p!21/2E
0

`

k~n21!/2f ~k,v!kiu21/2dk

is a unitary map takingL2(R13Sn21) onto the spaceL2(R3Sn21) consisting of functions
f #(u,v) with inner product

~ f #,g#!5E
Sn21

E
2`

`

f #~u,v!g#~u,v!du dv.

The inverse Mellin transform is determined by

k~n21!/2f ~k,v!5~2p!21/2E
2`

`

f #~u,v!k2 iu21/2du.

If we definezª ln k and

F~z,v!ªenz/2f ~ez,v!,

it follows that

F~z,v!5~2p!21/2E
2`

`

f #~u,v!e2 izu du.

For starters we now assume thatf #(u,v)PC0
`(R3Sn21). This guarantees thatF belongs to the

domain of ]/]z. Applying i ]/]z to F corresponds to multiplyingf # by u. Because]/]z
5k]/]k,
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i
]

]z
F~z,v!5kn/2F ik

]

]k
1 in/2G f ~k,v!. ~4.1!

The operator in square brackets is among our major concepts. To give it a more trans
form, we examine the dilation operatorDn , which is the self-adjoint operator onL2(Rn) that acts
on C0

`-functions f (k)PL2(Rn) as

Dn5
i

2
~k"“k1“k"k!.

The differential operatorDn is equal toik"¹k1 in/2. The components ofk are of the formkj

5k cosuj(v), with some set of functionsu j (v) ( j 51,2,...,n). Hence

k]/]k5(
j 51

n

k
]kj

]k
]/]kj5(

j 51

n

kj]/]kj5k"“k .

It follows that the operator in square brackets in Eq.~4.1! is the dilation operatorDn . Multiplying
Eq. ~4.1! by k21/2 gives

k~n21!/2Dn f ~k,v!5~2p!21/2E
2`

`

u f#~u,v!k2 iu21/2du.

Following Ref. 1, we now extend multiplication byu on C0
`(R3Sn21) to a self-adjoint operator

u on L2(R3Sn21), then use the operatoru so defined to extend the differential operatorDn to the
self-adjoint operatorDn5M n

21uMn onL2(Rn). The spectra ofu andDn are absolutely continuou
and run from2` to `.

The self-adjoint operatorDn determines exp(fDn). Takingf52p/2 we define

Jnªexp~2pDn/2!5M n
21 exp~2pu/2!M n ~4.2!

and let the domain ofJn be the set of allf PL2(Rn) with the property thatf #(u,v)exp(2pu/2)
belongs toL2(R3Sn21). The operatorJn so defined is self-adjoint and positive. Henceforth t
domain ofJn is denoted byKn

2. HenceKn
2 is the set of allf PL2(Rn) with the property thatJn f

PL2(Rn).
Functions inKn

2 have certain analyticity properties. This can be seen by examining the s
all functions f (keif,v) which are analytic in the sector2p/2,f,0 for almost everyv
PSn21 and have the property that

E
Sn21

E
0

`

u~keif!~n21!/2f ~keif,v!u2dk dv

is bounded uniformly in the sector.17,18 Functions in this set have mean-square boundary va
f (k,v) and f (ke2 ip/2,v). Under the inner product

^ f ,g&5E
Sn21

E
0

`

@ f ~k,v!ḡ~k,v!1 f ~ke2 ip/2,v!ḡ~ke2 ip/2,v!#kn21 dk dv ~4.3!

the set is a Hilbert space which we denote byGn
2.

At this point we can adapt the reasoning forn53 in Refs. 1 and 2 to generaln. On the basis
of known properties17,18 of Mellin transforms of functions inGn

2, it can be shown thatf
PL2(Rn) belongs toKn

2 if and only if f (k,v) is the boundary value atf50 of a function
f (keif,v) in Gn

2. Moreover, for2p/2<f<0,

efDn f ~k,v!5einf/2f ~keif,v!. ~4.4!
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We now define an inner product^•, •& on Kn
2 by

^ f ,g&ª~ f ,g!1~Jn f ,Jng!

5E
Sn21

E
2`

`

~11e2pu! f #~u,v!g#~u,v!du dv.

The term (Jn f ,Jng) is equal to the second term on the right-hand side in Eq.~4.3!. The fact that
Gn

2 is a Hilbert space can now be used to show thatKn
2 is complete under the inner product^•, •&,

hence a Hilbert space.
If 2p/2,f,0, then exp(2ik2e2ift) is bounded if and only ift>0. Hence f PGn

2 yields
exp(2ik2e2ift)fPGn

2 if t>0, but not necessarily ift,0. In terms of boundary values atf50, it
follows that f PKn

2 yields exp(2ik2t)fPKn
2 if t>0, but not necessarily ift,0. This is the reason

why we assume thatt>0, unless stated otherwise. Due to Eq.~4.4! with f52p/2,

Jn exp~2 ik2t ! f ~k,v!5exp~ ik2t !Jn f ~k,v!, ~4.5!

provided f PKn
2 and t>0. Takingf52p/4 gives

Jn
1/2exp~2 ik2t ! f ~k,v!5exp~2k2t !Jn

1/2f ~k,v!. ~4.6!

V. THE SPACE OF WAVE FUNCTIONS

The time evolution off PPL2 can be represented by Eq.~3.7!. In the momentum represen
tation Eq.~3.8! takes the form

Va* f 5ca~Ka8 ! f a~ka!, ~5.1!

whereka8 andka are the variables conjugate toya andxa , respectively. If channela refers to a
separation inton clusters, the vectorka has 3n23 components. We let 3n23 be the numbern in
Sec. IV and assume thatf a(ka) belongs toKn

2, but we change the notation and now refer
operatorsDa andJa and a spaceKa

2. Using the notationi•i for norms onL2-spaces, we denote th
norm onKa

2 by ui•iu. Thus, if f aPKa
2, then^ f a , f a& is denoted byui f aiu2.

Let K2 be the set off PPL2 with the property that(aui f aiu2,`. If f PK2, then

I (
a5m

n

VaJaVa* f I 2

5 (
a5m

n

icaJa f ai2< (
a5m

n

ui f aiu2.

Since(a5m
n ui f aiu2 tends to 0 asm,n→`, the sum(a<n VaJaVa* f tends to a limit asn→`. We

denote the limit byJf. This defines the operator

Jª(
a

VaJaVa* ~5.2!

on PL2 with domainK2.
It is easy to verify thatJ is symmetric. We claim that the operatorJ with domain K2 is

self-adjoint onPL2. To prove this, it is sufficient to show that (J6 i ) f runs throughPL2 whenf
runs throughK2. By the definition ofJ,

~J6 i ! f 5(
a

Va~Ja6 i !Va* f .

Recall thatVa* f 5ca f a , wheref a belongs to a certainL2(Rn)-space. The operatorJa on L2(Rn)
is self-adjoint. Its domain is the setKa

2PL2(Rn). Hence (Ja6 i )ca f a runs throughcaL2(Rn)
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when f a runs throughKa
2. In the process,Va(Ja6 i )Va* f runs throughVaVa* L2. When f runs

throughK2, each f a runs through its setKa
2, hence (J6 i ) f runs through(a VaVa* L2, as we

wanted to show.
Now that we know thatJ is self-adjoint, we can be more specific about the converge

properties of the sum(a in Eq. ~5.2!. If f runs throughK2,

(
a<n

VaJaVa* f 6 i f

runs through a dense set inPL2. It follows thatK2 is a core for(a<n VaJaVa* , for everyn. By
Ref. 19, Theorem VIII.25

lim
n→`

I S (
a<n

VaJaVa* 6 i D 21

f 2~J6 i !21f I50 ~5.3!

for every f PPL2. The sets (J6 i )21PL2 are both equal to the domain ofJ, which can therefore
be identified without prior knowledge ofK2. Instead of looking at(aui f aiu2 to defineK2, we can
constructJ via Eq. ~5.3!. Then we can letK2 be the set off PPL2 with the property thatJ f
PPL2. Either wayJ is self-adjoint onPL2 with domainK2, hence the two definitions ofK2 are
equivalent.

Given J, the relation~1.3! defines an inner product onK2. Denoting ^f, f& by ui f iu2, we
proceed to show that the setK2 is complete under theui•iu norm.

Let $ f n% (n51,2,...) be a sequence inK2 with the property thatui f m2 f niu→0 asm,n→`.
Then i f m2 f ni→0 and iJ fm2J fni→0, hence there are elementsf and g in PL2 such thati f n

2 f i→0 andiJ fn2gi→0. SinceJ is self-adjoint,J is closed. Hencef must belong to the domain
of J andJ f5g. In other words,f PK2 and

ui f n2 f iu25i f n2 f i21iJ fn2J fi2→0.

This shows that a sequence$ f n% in K2 that converges in theui•iu-norm has a limitf in K2.
Equipped with theui•iu norm, the setK2 is a Hilbert space with inner product^•, •&. It is easily
verified that

^ f ,g&5~@11J2#1/2f ,@11J2#1/2g!.

The adjoint onK2 of an operatorS:K2→K2 is denoted byS†. We continue to denote the adjoin
on L2 of an operatorT:L2→L2 by T* . Hence

^S f,g&5^ f ,S†g&, ~T f ,g!5~ f ,T* g!.

The domains of operatorsS andT are denoted by Dom (S) and Dom (T), respectively.
If f PK2 and t>0, then exp(2iHt)fPK2. Indeed, with Eq.~3.3! for Ha , it follows from the

intertwining relation~3.5! and Eq.~5.2! that

J exp~2 iHt ! f 5(
a

VaJa exp~2 iH at !Va* f

5(
a

Va exp~ iH at !exp~22iEat !JaVa* f

5exp~ iHt !(
a

Va exp~22iEat !JaVa* f .

Defining
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W~ t !ª(
a

Va exp~22iEat !Va*

gives

J exp~2 iHt ! f 5exp~ iHt !W~ t !J f . ~5.4!

The operator W(t) is unitary on PL2 and commutes with exp(2iHt). It follows that
iJ exp(2iHt)fi5iJfi, henceuiexp(2iHtf iu5uifiu.

In much the same way as we defined the operatorJ, we can introduce the square root

J1/25(
a

VaJa
1/2Va* .

If f PK2, it follows with Eq. ~4.6! that

J1/2exp~2 iHt ! f 5W1/2~ t !(
a

Va exp~2ka
2 t !Ja

1/2Va* f . ~5.5!

The norm of this vector decreases ast increases.
We note for future reference that

^exp~2 iHt ! f ,g&5(
a

^exp~2 ika
2 t2 iEat ! f a ,ga&, ~5.6!

where the left-hand side is an inner product onK2, the terms on the right-hand side are inn
products on spacesKa

2.
Recall thatVa denotes eitherVa1 or Va2 . Thus Eq.~5.2! actually defines operators

J6ª(
a

Va6JaVa6*

giving rise to spacesK6
2 with inner productŝ •,•&6 . Now consider

Qª(
a

Va2Va1* .

This operator commutes with exp(2iHt). Due to Eq.~3.6!

QJ1Q* 5J2 , Q* J2Q5J1 .

If P15P25P, then QQ* 5Q* Q5P, so thatQ is a unitary operator onPL2. Under this
assumptionQK1

2 5K2
2 and

^ f ,g&15~ f ,g!1~J1 f ,J1g!

5~Q f ,Qg!1~QJ1Q* Q f ,QJ1Q* Qg!

5~Q f ,Qg!1~J2Q f ,J2Qg!5^Q f ,Qg&2 .

Hence K1
2 and K2

2 are isometrically isomorphic. If f PK1
2 and A1/2(t) f PPL2, then

QA1/2(t)Q* Q f PPL2. Thus if the expectation value ofA(t) is chaotic when wave function
belong toK1

2 , the expectation value ofQA(t)Q* is chaotic when wave functions belong toK2
2 .

Following Eq.~1.5! we write
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s1~ t !5r~ t !1J1r~ t !J1 .

If Q is unitary, it follows that

Qs1~ t !Q* 5Qr~ t !Q* 1J2Qr~ t !Q* J2 .

Hence the pairr, J1 determines the same entropy as the pairQrQ* ,J2 .

VI. THE OPERATOR TOPOLOGY

The operatorJ and the spaceK2 are important for our purposes because the chaotic
irreversible behavior that we want to discuss, occurs precisely when states belong toK2. The
quantities with chaotic time evolution are positive self-adjoint operatorsA such thatA1/2 mapsK2

into PL2. If A is not bounded, it may happen that~Af, g! is not well defined. Hence forf ,g
PK2, matrix elements ofA are expressed in the form

^ f uAug&ª~A1/2f ,A1/2g!. ~6.1!

These are the quantities meant in Sec. I.
Because the operatorJ and the spaceK2 have essential properties in common with t

corresponding quantities in Refs. 1 and 2, many previous results can be copied unchanged
section we review the steps to construct a topology for the operatorsA that will later be shown to
have chaotic time evolutions. As mentioned before, the domain of an operatorT is denoted by
Dom (T). The restriction toK2 of an operatorT:PL2→PL2 is denoted byT�K2.

Let T be a positive self-adjoint operator onPL2 such that Dom (T1/2)$K2. Consider the
quadratic form

q@ f ,g#ª~T1/2f ,T1/2g! ~6.2!

on PL2 with form domain Dom (q)5K2.
SinceT1/2�K2 is symmetric, the form is closed or closable. Denote the closure byq̄ and its

form domain by Dom (q̄). The formq̄ determines a positive self-adjoint operatorA on PL2 with
domain Dom (A),Dom (q̄) and Dom (A1/2)5Dom (q̄). For everyf ,gPDom (q̄),

q̄@ f ,g#5~A1/2f ,A1/2g!.

SinceK2 is a core forq̄, the setK2 is a core forA1/2.
The above-mentioned propositions follow from two representation theorems for qua

forms,20 see Chap. VI, Sec. II. ThatK2 is a core forA1/2 implies thatA1/25(A1/2�K2)* . The
theorems depend on the fact thatT1/2�K2 is closable, but do not make comparisons between
extensions ofT1/2�K2 andA1/2�K2 to domains larger thanK2. As long asf ,gPK2,

~T1/2f ,T1/2g!5~A1/2f ,A1/2g!.

For the purpose of calculating expectation values of observables in statesf ,gPK2, all positive
self-adjoint operatorsT with the sameT1/2�K2 are equivalent. Henceforth we select the particu
operatorA that is singled out by the representation theorems. We denote byG the set of all positive
self-adjoint operatorsA on PL2 with the property thatK2 is a core forA1/2. On G one can define
a sum as well as multiplication by a positive constant. HenceG is a cone, which includes al
bounded positive operators onPL2.

We now chooseAPG and focus on the quadratic form

q@ f ,g#ª~A1/2f ,A1/2g!
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with form domain Dom (q)5K2. SinceA is a special case of the operatorT in Eq. ~6.2!, the form
is closed or closable. It is shown in Ref. 2 that (11J2)21/2A1/2 is a bounded linear operator onK2.
Hence the operatorÃ defined by

Ãª@~11J2!21/2A1/2#†~11J2!21/2A1/2 ~6.3!

is a bounded positive operator onK2 satisfying

~A1/2f ,A1/2g!5^Ãf ,g& ~6.4!

for every f ,gPK2.
Let us denote byGq the set of positive closable forms onPL2 with form domainK2. The

representation theorems do not require thatqPGq be given in terms of an operatorT1/2 as in Eq.
~6.2!. Any qPGq determinesAPG andAPG determinesÃ. HenceqPGq is of the form^Ãf ,g&
with someÃ.

Now consider a positive operatorT̃ onK2 with the property that the form̂T̃f ,g& onPL2 with
form domainK2 is closable. SincêT̃f ,g& must exist for everyf ,gPK2, the operatorT̃ must be
bounded onK2. The form^T̃f ,g& determinesA andA determines the bounded linear operatorÃ
on K2 satisfying

^T̃f ,g&5^Ãf ,g&

for every f ,gPK2. This requires thatT̃5Ã. Hence the setGq is associated with a setG̃ consisting

of uniquely determined operatorsÃ. There is an invertible functionA5g(Ã) mappingG̃ onto G.
In order that we can define chaos, we need a topology onG. We begin with the topology on

G̃ induced by the weak topology for bounded linear operators onK2. This turnsG̃ into a topology
spaceX̃ with the property that a net$Z̃t%PX̃(t>0) tends toÃPX̃ ast→` if and only if ^Z̃t f ,g&
tends to^Ãf ,g& for every fixedf ,gPK2. Via the mapg, it follows that

lim
t→`

~Zt
1/2f ,Zt

1/2g!5~A1/2f ,A1/2g!. ~6.5!

Conversely, if Eq.~6.5! is true for everyf ,gPK2, thenZ̃t tends toÃ in X̃.
Since Eq.~6.5! says that the expectation value ofZt tends to the expectation value ofA as

t→`, it represents a convergence concept that is suitable for our purpose. It implies thatg

and its inverseg21 are continuous. Given the topology ofX̃ and the fact thatg mapsG̃ onto G,
there is one and only one topology onG that makesg andg21 continuous. Details about the ope
sets that determine this topology are in Ref. 2. With the topology that recognizes Eq.~6.5! as
convergence onG, the setG becomes a topological space denoted byX. This is our space of
observablesA.

By a transcription of Eq.~6.5!, a net $Zt%PX tends toAPX as t→` if and only if f ,g
PK2 ande.0 determineT.0 such that

u~A1/2f ,A1/2g!2~Zt
1/2f ,Zt

1/2g!u,e if t.T.

We denote this relation by limt→` Zt5A.

VII. THE TIME EVOLUTION

Given an operatorAPX, our goal is to show that there exist nets$Zt% (t>0) that tend toA
ast→` while theZt(t) with t.0 have the special properties required by the chaos theorem
T, and P in Sec. VIII. For the proof we construct nets$Z̃t% that tend toÃ. These determineZt

5g(Z̃t) as desired. To controlZ̃t(t), we need to know how the time evolution acts onK2. To
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simplify the notation, we denote exp(2iHt) by U(t). Whetherf is viewed as an element ofPL2

or K2, the time evolution takesf into f (t)5U(t) f . The adjoint ofU(t) on PL2 is denoted by
U* (t). It acts as exp(iHt). The adjoint ofU(t) on K2 is denoted byU†(t). This operator differs
from U* (t). Due to Eq.~5.4!

^U~ t ! f ,U~ t !g&5^ f ,g&, ~7.1!

so thatU(t) is an isometry onK2. As a result the setU(t)K2 is a subspace ofK2 which is closed
in the K2-norm. If Q(t) denotes the orthogonal projection ofK2 onto U(t)K2, it follows from
general properties of isometries~Ref. 2. see Chap. V, Sec. 2! that

U~ t !U†~ t !5Q~ t !. ~7.2!

To investigateU†(t) and the projectionQ(t), we decomposeU(t) according to Eq.~3.7! and
take advantage of the close connection between the spaceGn

2 and the Hardy spaceH2 of the lower
half-plane.17 When keif varies in the sector2p/2,f,0, then (keif)2 runs through the lower
half-plane. Hence we define

v1 iwªk2e2if, F~v1 iw,w!ª221~keif!~n22!/2f n~keif,v!,

and similarly forG(v1 iw,v) in terms ofgn . If f n ,gnPGn
2,

^ f n ,gn&5E
Sn21

E
2`

`

F~v2 i0,v!G̃~n2 i0,v!dv dv.

The Fourier transform ofF is

f̂ n~s,v!5~2p!21/2E
2`

`

exp~ ivs!F~v2 i0,v!dv.

The functionF(v1 iw,v) belongs to the spaceH2 of the (v1 iw)-variable if and only if f n

PGn
2. By the Paley–Wiener theorem21 f̂ n(s,v)50 if s,0, for almost everyvPSn21.
Since the Fourier transform is unitary,

^ f n ,gn&5E
Sn21

E
0

`

f̂ n~s,v! ḡ̂n~s,v!ds dv. ~7.3!

We derived this relation assuming thatf n ,gnPGn
2. Now recall thatf n(k,v)PKn

2 if and only if
f n(k,v) is the boundary value off n(keif,v)PGn

2. Whetherf n andgn are viewed as elements o
Gn

2 or Kn
2, the inner product̂ f n ,gn& is the same. Hence there is a unitary map takingf n(k,v)

PKn
2 into f̂ n(s,v)PL2(R13Sn21) and Eq.~7.3! applies wheneverf n ,gnPKn

2.
The time evolution multipliesf nPKn

2 by exp(2ik2t) and f n(keif,v)PGn
2 by exp(2ik2e2ift).

In the processF(v1 i0,v) is multiplied by exp(2ivt), taking f̂ n(s,v) into

~2p!21/2E
2`

`

exp~ ivs2 ivt !F~v2 i0,v!dv5 f̂ n~s2t,v!.

It follows that

^exp~2 ik2t ! f n ,gn&5E
Sn21

E
t

`

f̂ n~s2t,v! ḡ̂n~s,v!ds dv

5^ f n ,@exp~2 ik2t !#†gn&5E
Sn21

E
0

`

f̂ n~s,v! ḡ̂n~s1t,v!ds dv. ~7.4!
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Replacingn by the appropriate channel subscripta, we may use Eq.~5.6! on the right-hand side
in Eq. ~7.4!. For f ,gPK2 it follows that

^U~ t ! f ,g&5(
a

E
Sa

E
t

`

exp~2 iEat ! f̂ a~s2t,v! ḡ̂a~s,v!ds dv

5^ f ,U†~ t !g&

5(
a

E
Sa

E
0

`

f̂ a~s,v!exp~2 iEat ! ḡ̂a~s1t,v!ds dv. ~7.5!

Replacingf by U†(t) f gives

^Q~ t ! f ,g&5(
a

E
Sa

E
t

`

f̂ a~s,v! ḡ̂a~s,v!ds dv.

SinceQ(t) is an orthogonal projection

iuQ~ t ! f ui25(
a

E
Sa

E
t

`

u f̂ a~s,v!u2ds dv.

This is a nonincreasing function oft which tends to 0 ast→`.
The family $U(t)u0<t,`% is a semigroup of operators onK2. As in Ref. 2, it follows from

the semigroup property and Eq.~7.2! that

Q~s!U~ t !5H U~ t ! if 0<s<t

U~ t !Q~s2t ! if 0<t,s,
~7.6!

Q~s!Q~ t !5Q~maxs,t !. ~7.7!

If APG, it can be shown as in Ref. 2 that the quadratic form

qt@ f ,g#ª~A1/2U~ t ! f ,A1/2U~ t !g!5^U†~ t !ÃU~ t ! f ,g&

with form domainK2 is closable, and hence determines an operatorAtPG. Moreover,At is equal
to the self-adjoint operatorU* (t)AU(t) with domain U* (t)Dom (A). It follows that
U* (t)AU(t)PG. We denote this operator byA(t). It represents the observableA in the Heisen-
berg picture. Given a formq@ f ,g#PGq , we can extractAPG, then constructA(t)PG. Or we can
replacef, g by U(t) f ,U(t)g to find qt , then determineAtPG. Since the two procedures give th
same result, the Heisenberg picture can be used without ambiguity. The operator inG̃ determined
by A(t)PG is

Ã~ t !ªU†~ t !ÃU~ t !.

The setG contains unbounded operators such asJ. In particular, the operatorsZt in the proofs
of the chaos theorems are not bounded. It may happen that the domain ofAPG is a proper subse
of K2 and that the domain ofA(t) depends ont. In that case the intersectionù t>0Dom@A(t)#
could be very small, so that there would be few vectorsf allowing (A(t) f ,g) to be followed over
the entire interval 0<t,`. On the other hand, the operator@A(t)#1/2 can be applied to everyf
PK2 at all timest>0. Hence the notation of Eq.~6.1! can be used at all positive times, expressi
the matrix elements ofA(t)PG in the form

^ f uA~ t !ug&5~@A~ t !#1/2f ,@A~ t !#1/2g!.
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VIII. CHAOTIC OBSERVABLES

The previous sections provide the framework to show that the time evolution of a large
of observables in quantum mechanics exhibits chaos in the spirit of Devaney’s definition of
in classical dynamical systems.3 Among the three components of chaos listed in Sec. I, prope
~T! and~P! are strictly topological. According to Devaney3 a mapF: X→X on a topological space
X is topologically transitive if for any pair of open setsV, WPX there existsn.0 such that
F (n)(V)ùWÞ0. We replace pointsxPX by operatorsAPX. The iterated mapx→F (n)(x) is
replaced by the time evolutionA→A(t). Our results on topological transitivity and periodic poin
are as follows.

Theorem T: ~Topological transitivity! GivenA, BPX, there is a net$Zt%PX(t>0) such that

lim
t→`

Zt5A, lim
t→`

Zt~t!5B.

The interpretation is that the time evolution takesZt in a neighborhoodV of A into Zt(t) in a
neighborhoodW of B.

Theorem P: ~Existence of a dense set of periodic points! Given APX, there is a net$Zt%
PX(t>0) such that

lim
t→`

Zt5A,

Zt~ t1nt!5Zt~ t !, if t>0, n50,1,2,... .

This theorem states that there is an operatorZtPX with semiperiodicZt(t) in any neighborhood
of any APX.

According to Devaney3 a mapF: X→X on a metric spaceX has sensitive dependence o
initial conditions if there existsd.0 such that, for anyxPX and any neighborhoodV of x, there
exists yPV and n>0 such thatuF (n)(x)2F (n)(y)u.d. Given x,yPX and the mapF (n), the
distanceuF (n)(x)2F (n)(y)u is determined by the metric that defines the topology of Devaney’X.
Typical examples allow scaling, so that the actual magnitude ofd is not important. In our tran-
scriptiond may be any positive number. Because ourX is not a metric space, we have to introdu
a distance between operators as an additional quantity. Since one would like the distance b
APX andBPX to be large when the difference between expectation values is large, regardl
the wave functionf PK2, we define

uA2Buª inf
f PK2

i f i22uiA1/2f i22iB1/2f i2u.

Notice thatuA2Bu does not satisfy the triangle inequality, and hence does not determine a m
Theorem S:~Sensitive dependence on initial conditions!. GivenAPX andd.0, there is a net

$Zdt%PX(t>0) such that

lim
t→`

Zdt5A,

uiA1/2~ t ! f i22iZdt
1/2~ t ! f i2u.di f i2 if t>t, for all f PK2.

Assuming thatt andd are sufficiently large, Theorem S says that the expectation values ofA(t)
andZdt(t) are very close at timet50, yet very different at timest>t.

According to Devaney’s definition, a mapF: X→X is chaotic onX if F has sensitive depen
dence on initial conditions, is topologically transitive, and has a dense set of periodic points
to Theorems S, T, and P, the time evolution of operatorsA(t)PX is chaotic in the sense o
Devaney.
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Among Devaney’s conditions for chaos, sensitive dependence is probably best known
gesting that it is the most important concept. In actual fact, if the mapF is continuous andX is a
metric space, the two topological conditions imply sensitive dependence.22 Alternative definitions
of chaos have been proposed by several authors. As shown in a recent review with a com
table,23 various definitions are not equivalent. On the other hand, all definitions are mea
capture the same set of essential features, and these have been retained in Theorems S,

The wording of Theorems S, T, and P is the same as in Ref. 2, only the spaceX and the time
evolutionU(t) are different. The proofs in Ref. 2 construct operatorsZ̃t with suitable properties,
then invoke the mapg to find operatorsZt that satisfy the theorems. The sole relation used in
construction ofZ̃t is the counterpart in Ref. 2 of Eqs.~7.6! and ~7.7! for the time evolution.
Because this counterpart is the same as the current equations, the proofs in Ref. 2 may be
unchanged. To illustrate how the theorems work, we quote the respective operatorsZ̃t . Further
details are in Ref. 2.

The proof of Theorem S uses

Z̃dtªÃ1~11t!211dQ~t!.

The term (11t)21 guarantees that the form̂Z̃dt f ,g& on PL2 with form domainK2 is closed for
everyd; t. Whent is sufficiently large andf is fixed, uiQ(t) f iu is small so that̂ Z̃dt f ,g& is close
to ^Ãf ,g&. At time t>t we have to examineU†(t)Z̃dtU(t). By Eqs.~7.1! and ~7.6!

U†~ t !Q~t!U~ t !5H Q~t2t ! if 0<t<t

I if 0<t<t,

whereI is the identity operator. Hence

u^Ã~ t ! f , f &2^Z̃dt~ t ! f , f &u.diu f ui2>diu f ui2

if t>t, for all f PK2.

Theorem S now follows easily. Moreover, we see that the error termd^U†(t)Q(t)U(t) f , f & is a
nondecreasing function oft>0 which reaches its maximumdiu f ui2 at time t5t.

The proof of Theorem T uses

Z̃tª@12Q~t!#Ã@12Q~t!#1U~t!B̃U†~t!1~11t!21.

SinceiuU†(t) f ui5iuQ(t) f ui , the matrix element̂Z̃t f ,g& is close tô Ãf ,g& if t is large. On the
other hand, at timet5t the operator Ã acts on @12Q(t)#U(t)50 while B̃ acts on
U†(t)U(t)5I . As a result̂ Z̃t(t) f ,g& is close to^B̃f ,g&.

The proof of Theorem P uses

Z̃t5 (
n50

`

U~nt!@12Q~t!#Ã@12Q~t!#U†~nt!1~11t!21.

Write this in the form

Z̃t5 (
n50

`

Z̃tn1~11t!21.

The sum converges in the strong operator topology. Since

Q~t!U~nt!5U~nt! if n>1,
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the termsZ̃tn with n>1 are equal toQ(t)Z̃tnQ(t), and hence tend strongly to 0 ift→`. For any
fixed f and sufficiently larget the normiuZ̃t f 2Z̃t0f ui is close to 0. HencêZ̃t f ,g& is close to

^Ãf ,g&.
Now examine(nU†(t)Z̃tnU(t). The term withn50 contains a factor@12Q(t)#U(t).

Since this vanishesZ̃t0(t)50. In the term withn51 the operatorÃ acts on

@12Q~t!#U†~t!U~t!512Q~t!.

Hence Z̃t1(t)5Z̃t0 . By a similar reasoningZ̃tn(t)5Z̃t,n21 (n51,2,...). Also U†(t)(1
1t)21U(t)5(11t)21. It follows that Z̃t(t)5Z̃t . The argument can be repeated to show t
Z̃t(t1mt)5Z̃t(t) if t>0 andm50,1,2,... . Hence the operatorZ̃t(t) is semiperiodic.

IX. NOTES AND REMARKS

The chaos concept in this paper was developed with the idea in mind thatK-maps andK-flows
are classical dynamical systems with chaotic properties that are well understood. The pro
Theorems S, T, and P are inspired by the symbolic dynamics used in chaos proofs for Be
systems and otherK-maps in which the dynamics can be represented by a shift on sequenc
symbols.24–28 Wave functions in this paper are assumed to belong to the spaceK2 because the
time evolution$U(t)u0<t,`% on K2 is unitarily equivalent to a semigroup of shift operators,
shown by Eq.~7.5!. The semigroup onK2 is probably our best substitute for aK-flow. By a result
due to Sinai29 the nonequilibrium part of aK-flow can be represented in terms of Hilbert spaceN
and L2(R) ^ N and a unitary group$V(t)u2`,t,`% such thatĝ(s)PL2(R) ^ N transforms
according to

~V~ t !ĝ!~s!5ĝ~s2t !. ~9.1!

The same canonical form is used extensively in the Lax–Phillips scattering theory for the
equation.30

The group$V(t)% in Eq. ~9.1! has self-adjoint generator2 id/ds with spectrum~2`, `!. We
want to contrast this with the semigroup$U(t)% on K2 generated byH. To this end, we apply the
reasoning developed in Ref. 2 to the resolvent (H2l)21. By Eq. ~5.6!

^~H2l!21f ,g&5(
a

^~ka
21Ea2l!21f a ,ga&. ~9.2!

A function (ka
21Ea2l)21f a belongs toKa

2 if and only if it has a square-integrable analyt
continuation taking theka

2-variable into the lower half-plane. It follows that each operator (ka
2

1Ea2l)21 on the right-hand side in Eq.~9.2! is bounded if and only if Iml.0. Hence (H
2l)21 is bounded if and only if Iml.0. The spectrum ofH on K2 is the half-plane Iml<0.

The foregoing implies thatH cannot represent the energy onK2. If there is an energy operato
H̃ on K2, it must have the same spectrum asH on PL2. To identify H̃, we examine the form

q@ f ,g#ª~H f ,g!5^~11J2!21H f ,g&

as a quadratic form onK2 with form domain Dom (q) consisting of allf PK2 with the property
that H f PPL2. Since Dom (q) contains allf PK2 that can be written as(a Vaca f a with func-
tions f a(ka ,v)PKa

2 such thatka
2 f a(ka ,v)PL2(Rn), properties of the spacesKa

2 can be used to
show that Dom (q) is dense inK2. Now consider the operator (11J2)21H on K2 with domain
Dom (q). This operator is symmetric and bounded below, due to properties ofH on PL2. Hence
the form q has a well-defined closureq̄ ~Ref. 20, see Chap. VI, Sec. 1!. The closed formq̄

determines a self-adjoint operatorH̃ on K2 satisfying
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q̄@ f ,g#5^H̃ f ,g&

for every f PDom (H̃),Dom (q̄) andgPDom (q̄). The operatorH̃ is the Friedrichs extension o
(11J2)21H ~Ref. 20, see Chap. VI, Sec. 2!. SinceH̃ is an extension, Dom (H̃).Dom (q). For
f ,gPDom (q),

~H f ,g!5^H̃ f ,g&.

It is a significant property of the spaceK2 that it gives rise to a time evolution whose generatorH

differs from the energy operatorH̃.
If APX is a bounded operator onPL2, thenÃ defined by Eq.~6.3! equals (11J2)21A. By

the same token, ifÃPX̃ is the identity operator onK2, then A1/2 equals (11J2)1/2, so thatA
PX equals 11J2. It follows that the terms (11t)21 in the operatorsZ̃t make unbounded
contributions to the correspondingZt on PL2. The terms in question are included to guaran
that the form^Z̃t f ,g& on PL2 with form domainK2 is closed. It appears that we cannot avo
unbounded operators onPL2. To take advantage of the special properties of the spaceK2, we
have to allow operators such asJ whose domains are no larger thanK2. Such operators are no
bounded onPL2.

X. OTHER CHAOS CONCEPTS

Since operators inX have to be positive and are not necessarily bounded onPL2, the ele-
ments of X do not give rise to an algebra. Hence the set of operators in this paper d
substantially from the operator algebras used by several authors to define noncomm
K-systems.31–34 In an algebraicK-system31,32,34a sequence of operator-subalgebras replaces
s-subalgebras of measurable sets that determine a classicalK-system. An entropicK-system33 is
characterized in terms of its quantum dynamical entropy.35 While these definitions are no
equivalent,36 all authors report mixing behavior characteristic of chaos.31,32,37–42In cases where
spectral properties were investigated31,32,39,41there was agreement with Eq.~9.1!.

Examples include a quantum version of the Arnold cat map.39–42Several statistical-mechanic
models were shown43 to be entropicK-systems. Because classically the Kolmogorov–Sinai
tropy being positive indicates chaos, it was proposed44 that quantum chaos is related to a positi
quantum dynamical entropy. It was found, however,44 that the quantum dynamical entropy va
ishes in the case of a system of finitely many particles described by a density matrix with u
time evolution. Such a system is therefore not chaotic from the dynamical-entropy point of

In typical papers on quantum chaos the question is not whether a system is chaotic
sense of a mathematical definition. Starting from a chaotic classical system, one const
quantum counterpart and looks for characteristic features that would be different if the unde
classical system were integrable.45–49 The distribution of energy-level spacings is an examp
Computer calculations50,51 show that the energy levels of a classically chaotic quantum bill
agree with a level-spacing distribution that is well established in nuclear physics52 and in that
context can be derived from random matrix theory.53 If the billiard is classically integrable, a
Poisson distribution applies.54 That the classically chaotic case agrees with the prediction
random matrix theory has been explained55 with the help of semiclassical path integrals that rel
periodic orbits of a classical system to spectral properties of its quantum counterpart.46 A more
recent argument56 arrives at the same conclusion on the basis of a supersymmetric field the57

Since a particle on a quantum billiard is confined to a bounded region in space, its e
spectrum is purely discrete. To investigate continuous spectra, several authors have de
scattering theories for classically chaotic systems in unbounded regions.58–62 In this context ran-
dom matrix theory was shown to apply to statistical properties of scattering amplitudes.
investigations are of practical interest because billiards with external leads are used as mo
mesoscopic semiconductor devices.49,63
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Since there is strong evidence that random matrix theory applies to nuclear physics52 it might
apply as well to a system ofN distinguishable particles. One would like to know whether
results of this paper can be related to quantum chaos as studied in the literature.

XI. DENSITY OPERATORS

Whether chaos is related to irreversible behavior is a question with a long his
Boltzmann64 implicitly invoked the assumption of molecular chaos in the 1872 proof of
H-theorem. SinceK-systems are both chaotic and reversible, it is clear that chaos is not suffi
for irreversible behavior, yet many authors believe that chaos at the microscopic level pro
macroscopic irreversibility. Essentially, however, this is an open problem.

It is shown in the following sections that states in the spaceK2 give rise to irreversible
behavior that can be characterized in terms of an increasing entropy. Although chaos as su
not play a role in the proof, there is a connection in that the spaceK2 provides the framework to
describe chaotic as well as irreversible properties of scattering systems.

Let r be a positive operator in the trace class onPL2 with time evolutionr(t) defined by Eq.
~1.1!. Since the entropyS@r(t)# does not depend ont, we want to replacer(t) by the density
operators(t) defined by Eq.~1.5! and show thatS@s(t)# increases. With this objective in mind
we first examine the set of all positive operatorsR in the trace class onPL2. Any R in this set acts
on f PPL2 according to

R f5(
n

mnfn~ f ,fn!,

where $fn% is an orthonormal set onPL2 and themn are positive numbers satisfying TrR
5(n mn,`.

Given the set$fn% on PL2, the set$(11J2)21/2fn% is orthonormal onK2. Hencer̃ acting on
f PK2 as

r̃ f 5(
n

mn~11J2!21/2fn^ f ,~11J2!21/2fn& ~11.1!

belongs to the trace class onK2, satisfying

^Tr r̃&5Tr R. ~11.2!

Given R and r̃, we now considerr acting onf PPL2 as

r f 5(
n

mn~11J2!21/2fn~ f ,@11J2#21/2fn!. ~11.3!

This operator satisfies

r5~11J2!21/2R~11J2!21/2. ~11.4!

It can be shown as in Ref. 1 that a density operatorr on PL2 is of the form~11.4! with some
positive operatorR in the trace class if and only ifr andJr belong to the trace class andrJ and
JrJ have closures in the trace class. The operatorR is the closure of (11J2)1/2r(11J2)1/2, and

Tr R5Tr r1Tr JrJ. ~11.5!

The relation~1.4! follows from Eqs.~11.2! and ~11.5!. Henceforth we simply refer toJrJ when
we actually mean its closure, and similarly for operators such asrJ andr(11J2)1/2.

If A is an operator inG, then A1/2(11J2)21/2 is bounded. Assuming thatr is of the form
~11.4! we examine the operator
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TªA1/2~11J2!21/2R@A1/2~11J2!21/2#* .

SinceR belongs to the trace class, so doesT. When applied to an element ofK2, the operatorT
acts asA1/2rA1/2. HenceA1/2rA1/2 is closable with closureT. In the following we simply write
A1/2rA1/2 when the closure is meant.

If r is normalized so that Trr51, then Tr(A1/2rA1/2) is the expectation value of the obser
able A in the stater. To show this, we assume thatr has orthonormal eigenvectorsr n with
eigenvaluesln . If r is of the form~11.4! eachr n belongs toK2. Hence for anyf PPL2,

A1/2rA1/2f 5(
n

lnA1/2r n~ f ,A1/2r n!.

It follows easily that

Tr~A1/2rA1/2!5(
n

ln~A1/2r n ,A1/2r n!.

The eigenvalueln is the probability that the system is in the stater n . The expectation value ofA
in this state is (A1/2r n ,A1/2r n). Hence Tr(A1/2rA1/2) can be interpreted as the expectation value
A in the mixed stater.

Let $xm% be a complete orthonormal set onPL2. If we expandr as in Eq. ~11.3!, the
expectation value ofA takes the form

Tr~A1/2rA1/2!5(
m

~A1/2rA1/2xm ,xm!

5(
m

(
n

mnu~A1/2@11J2#21/2fn ,xm!u2

5(
n

mniA1/2~11J2!21/2fni2

5(
n

mniu~11J2!21/2A1/2~11J2!21/2fnui2

5(
n

mn^Ã~11J2!21/2fn ,~11J2!21/2fn&5^Tr Ãr̃&.

This generalizes Eq.~6.4! and indicates thatr̃ is the density operator onK2 that matchesr of the
form ~11.4! on PL2.

Our problem is that the entropyS@r(t)# does not depend ont if r is a density operator on
PL2. The time evolution onK2 replaces (11J2)21/2fn by U(t)(11J2)21/2fn . As a resultr̃ is
replaced byU(t) r̃U†(t). SinceU(t) is an isometry onK2, the entropy2^Trr̃(t)ln r̃(t)& does not
depend ont>0 either. In Sec. XII we therefore take a partial trace ofr̃ as in Eq.~1.5!. This
defines the density operators(t) with increasing entropyS@s(t)#.

XII. THE DENSITY OPERATOR s

If r is of the form~11.4! andt.0, there is an operatorR(t) in the trace class onPL2 such that
r(t) satisfies Eq.~11.4! with R(t) instead ofR. Moreover,

Jr~ t !J5exp~ iHt !W~ t !JrJW* ~ t !exp~2 iHt !. ~12.1!
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These properties follow from Eq.~5.4!. A formal proof with attention to all domain questions ca
be conducted as in Ref. 1. SinceW(t) is unitary, TrJr(t)J does not depend ont. Hence Trs(t)
does not depend ont.

While Trr2(t) does not depend ont either, Trs2(t) is a decreasing function oft>0,

Tr s2~s!.Tr s2~ t ! if 0<s,t. ~12.2!

To show this, we deduce from Eq.~5.5! that

VaVa* J1/2exp~2 iHt ! f 5W1/2~ t !Va exp~2ka
2 t !Ja

1/2Va* f

for every f PK2. This relation can be used to prove that

VaVa* J1/2r~ t !J1/2VbVb* 5W1/2~ t !Va exp~2ka
2 t !Tab exp~2kb

2 t !Vb* @W1/2~ t !#* ,

where we have used the abbreviation

TabªJa
1/2Va* rVbJb

1/2.

As in Ref. 1,

Tr r~ t !Jr~ t !J5Tr@J1/2r~ t !J1/2#@J1/2r~ t !J1/2#. ~12.3!

Let us define

Pnª (
a<n

VaVa* . ~12.4!

Even if the number of channels is not finite,Pn tends strongly to the identity operator onPL2 as
n→`. Hence it follows from known properties of the trace class~Ref. 65, Chap III, Theorem 6.3!
that

Tr Pn@J1/2r~ t !J1/2#Pn@J1/2r~ t !J1/2#Pn ~12.5!

tends to the right-hand side of Eq.~12.3! whenn→`. We want to prove that Trr(t)Jr(t)J is a
decreasing function oft. For this it is sufficient to show that

Tr Va exp~2ka
2 t !Tab exp~2kb

2 t !Vb* Vb exp~2kb
2 t !Tba exp~2ka

2 t !Va* ~12.6!

is decreasing for every fixeda, b.
The projection operatorVb* Vb commutes with exp(2kb

2t) and with the operatorJb
1/2 included

in Tba . Hence it can be absorbed inTba . With a similar procedure forVa* Va , it follows that
expression~12.6! is equal to

Tr exp~2ka
2 t !Tab exp~22kb

2 t !Tba exp~2ka
2 t !.

In an obvious notation, we denote this quantity by TrQaba(t). It is equal to TrQbab(t).
Now suppose 0<s,t and examine

Tr Qaba~s!1Tr Qbab~s!2Tr Qaba~ t !2Tr Qbab~ t !

5Tr exp~2ka
2s!Tab@exp~22kb

2s!2exp~22kb
2 t !#Tba exp~2ka

2s!

1Tr exp~2kb
2s!Tba@exp~22ka

2s!2exp~22ka
2 t !#Tab exp~2kb

2s!

1Tr exp~2ka
2 t !Tab@exp~22kb

2s!2exp~22kb
2 t !#Tba exp~2ka

2 t !

1Tr exp~2kb
2 t !Tba@exp~22ka

2s!2exp~22ka
2 t !#Tab exp~2kb

2 t !. ~12.7!
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If s,t, the operators exp(22kb
2s)2exp(22kb

2t) and exp(22ka
2s)2exp(22ka

2t) are strictly positive.
SinceTba5Tab* , expression~12.7! vanishes if and only ifTab50. If TabÞ0, the traces in Eq.
~12.7! are positive. Repeating this reasoning for alla, b, we see that expression~12.5! is a
decreasing function oft unlessTab50 for all a,b<n. Since any positiver gives rise to some
nonvanishing operatorsTab , it follows with Eq. ~12.3! that

Tr r~s!Jr~s!J.Tr r~ t !Jr~ t !J if 0<s,t,

wheneverr is of the form~11.4! with a positive trace-class operatorR.
By Eq. ~12.1! Tr@Jr(t)J#@Jr(t)J# does not depend ont. Hence

Tr s2~ t !5Tr r21Tr r~ t !Jr~ t !J1Tr Jr~ t !Jr~ t !1Tr~JrJ!~JrJ!.

Two terms on the right do not depend ont while the remaining two are decreasing. Hence Trs2(t)
is decreasing, as we wanted to show.

Let v(t) be a positive operator satisfying Trv(t)51. The quantities

Sa@v~ t !#ª~12a!21 ln Tr@v~ t !#a ~a.0;aÞ1!

are called Re´nyi entropies ora-entropies.@Ref. 66, Definition 2.2.2, Remark 2.2.5; Ref. 67, E
~7.14!.# Taking a52 and v(t)5s(t)/Tr s(t), we have an increasing Re´nyi entropy
S2@s(t)/Tr s(t)#.

XIII. THE ENTROPY

If T is any positive compact operator, we denote bygn(T) the nth largest eigenvalue ofT,
counting multiplicity. If r andJrJ belong to the trace class

(
n

gn~r!,`, (
n

gn~JrJ!,`. ~13.1!

With a view to the entropy, we define

s~g!ªH 2g ln g if g.0

0 if g50

and assume

S~r!ª(
n

s@gn~r!#,`,

~13.2!

S~JrJ!ª(
n

s@gn~JrJ!#,`.

Due to Eq.~5.4! and the fact that exp(iHt) andW(t) are unitary,S@r(t)# andS@Jr(t)J# do not
depend ont.

By general entropy inequalities68

S@s~ t !#<S@r~ t !#1S@Jr~ t !J# ~13.3!

with equality if and only if

r~ t !Jr~ t !J50, Jr~ t !Jr~ t !50.

The sumS(r)1S(JrJ) is finite by Eq.~13.2!. It is an upper bound forS@s(t)# by Eq.~13.3!. We
claim that
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lim
t→`

S@s~ t !#5S~r!1S~JrJ!. ~13.4!

Typically, rJrJÞ0, henceS@s(t)# has to increase, approaching its least upper bound ast→`.
The relations~13.3! and~13.4! are compatible due to the fact thatr(t)Jr(t)J and its adjoint

Jr(t)Jr(t) tend to 0 in the trace norm ast→`. To show this, we denote the trace norm of
operatorT in the trace class byiTi1 . By Eq. ~5.4!

iJr~ t !J@Pnr~ t !2r~ t !#i15iexp~ iHt !W~ t !JrJW* ~ t !exp~22iHt !~Pnr2r!exp~ iHt !i1

<iJrJiiPnr2ri1 ,

wherePn is the projection defined by Eq.~12.4!. Since the right-hand side tends to 0 asn→`,
uniformly in t, it is sufficient to show thatJr(t)JVaVa* r(t) tends to 0 in the trace norm ast
→`, for every fixeda. SinceJ1/2 commutes withVaVa* , it follows with Eq. ~5.5! that

Jr~ t !JVaVa* r~ t !5Jr~ t !J1/2VaVa* J1/2r~ t !

5exp~ iHt !W~ t !JrVaJa
1/2exp~22ka

2 t !Ja
1/2Va* r exp~ iHt !

5exp~ iHt !W~ t !JrJ1/2Va exp~22ka
2 t !Va* J1/2r exp~ iHt !. ~13.5!

The operator exp(22ka
2t) tends strongly to 0 ast→`. SinceVa* J1/2r belongs to the trace class an

JrJ1/2Va is bounded, the expression on the right in Eq.~13.5! tends to 0 in the trace norm, as w
wanted to show.

The proof of Eq.~13.4! rests on a fundamental concept of physics. To explain this, we h
to go back to the dilation operatorDn of Sec. IV. LetPn1 and Pn2 be the spectral projection
onto the subspaces ofL2(Rn) in which Dn is positive and negative, respectively. The importa
equations are69

lim
t→`

iPn2 exp~2 ik2t ! f i50,

~13.6!
lim

t→2`

iPn1 exp~2 ik2t ! f i50

for every f (k)PL2(Rn). If f PKn
2, it follows with Eq. ~4.5! that

lim
t→`

iPn1Jn exp~2 ik2t ! f i50.

Hence exp(2ik2t)f andJn exp(2ik2t)f become mutually orthogonal ast→`.
The dilation operator is the quantum analog ofx"k, wherex represents the position relative t

the center of mass andk is proportional to the momentum of a multiparticle system. One exp
thatx"k was negative in the distant past and will be positive in the remote future. This is confi
by Eq. ~13.6!. It is the irreversible aspect of the time evolution that causesS@s(t)# to tend to its
least upper bound.

The generalization to a scattering system goes as follows. Depending on the channe
considered,Dn is denoted byDa , giving rise to the generalized dilation operator

Dª(
a

VaDaVa* .

For any f PK2, it is easy to show thatJ f5exp(2pD/2) f . The projection operatorsPn6 are
denoted byPa6 . They determine orthogonal projections
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P6ª(
a

VaPa6Va*

satisfying P11P25(a VaVa* 5P. By Eq. ~5.1! and the intertwining relation~3.5!, any f
PPL2 satisfies

lim
t→`

iP2 exp~2 iHt ! f i50,

~13.7!
lim

t→2`

iP1 exp~2 iHt ! f i50.

If f PK2, if follows from Eq. ~5.4! that

lim
t→`

iP1J exp~2 iHt ! f i50. ~13.8!

Given the interpretation of the dilation operatorsDa , Eq. ~13.7! expresses the fact that clusters
a scattering experiment moved in the direction of the center of mass in the distant past an
move away from the center of mass in the remote future.

The above-mentioned relations are the key ingredients in proving Eq.~13.4!. Since the proof
is the same as in Ref. 1, we sketch the general idea, referring to Ref. 1 for details.

The first step defines

p1~ t !ªP1r~ t !P1 , p2~ t !ªP2Jr~ t !JP2

and shows that

lim
t→`

ip1~ t !1p2~ t !2s~ t !i150.

It follows that

lim
t→`

gk@p1~ t !1p2~ t !#5 lim
t→`

gk@s~ t !#.

By a separate argument

lim
t→`

gk@p1~ t !1p2~ t !#5lk ,

wherelk (k51,2,...) is thekth largest number, counting multiplicity, in the set consisting of
nonvanishing eigenvaluesgn(r) andgm(JrJ) (m,n51,2,...).

We want to compare the entropies

S~r!1S~JrJ!5(
k

s~lk!5(
k

lim
t→`

s$gk@s~ t !#% ~13.9!

and

lim
t→`

S@s~ t !#5 lim
t→`

(
k

s$gk@s~ t !#%. ~13.10!

To prove thatS@s(t)# tends toS(r)1S(JrJ), it is sufficient to show that the limit and th
summation in Eq.~13.10! may be interchanged. In this context, it can be shown that
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0<s$gk11@s~ t !#%<s~2lk!

whenever 2lk<1/e. Since(k s(2lk) converges absolutely by Eqs.~13.1! and ~13.2!, the right-
hand sides of Eqs.~13.9! and ~13.10! are equal by the dominated convergence theorem. T
completes the proof of Eq.~13.4!. The result is summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem E: ~Entropy increase! If r is of the form~11.4!, s(t) andS@s(t)# are defined by
Eqs.~1.5! and~1.2!, and Eq.~13.2! is satisfied, the entropyS@s(t)# tends to its maximum possibl
valueS(r)1S(JrJ) as t→`.

XIV. RECONSTRUCTING THE DENSITY OPERATOR r

With the help of the Mellin transform, it is possible to recoverr whens is known. For the
reconstruction procedure to be meaningful,s has to be of the formr1JrJ with a positive
trace-class operatorr satisfying Eq.~11.4!. It was shown in Ref. 1 that not all positive operato
in the trace class satisfy the conditions ons. In particular, there are examples of positivet in the
trace class that would yield nonpositiver. This paper is not meant for such operatorst. They
cannot occur as operatorss.

Givenr, let us first examineVa* rVb . Sincer belongs to the trace class onPL2, bothr and
Va* rVb are integral operators. In the notation of Eq.~5.1!, the integral kernel ofVa* rVb is of the
form

ca~ka8 !rab~ka ; lb!c̄b~ lb8 !.

It is convenient to writeVa* rVb5carabc̄b . Expressingka ,lb in terms of spherical polar coor
dinates replacesrab(ka ; lb) by rab(ka ,va ; l b ,vb8 ). The Mellin transformMa acting on ka

commutes withca(ka8 ). Henceforth we omit the variableka8 . Thus

MaVa* rVbMb
215caMarabMb

21c̄b5carab
# c̄b

has integral kernel

carab
# ~u,va ;v,vb* !c̄b . ~14.1!

By Eq. ~4.2! MaJaMa
21 acts as multiplication by exp(2pu/2). HenceMaJaVa* rVbJbMb

21 has
integral kernel

ca exp~2pu/2!rab
# ~u,va ;v,vb8 !exp~2pv/2!c̄b . ~14.2!

Adding expressions~14.1! and ~14.2! shows thatMaVa* sVbMb
21 has integral kernel

ca$11exp@2p~u1v !/2#%rab
# ~u,va ;v,vb8 !c̄b . ~14.3!

Conversely, supposes is known. Construct the integral operatorMaVa* sVbMb
21. By the rea-

soning forr, the integral kernel is of the form

casab
# ~u,va ;v,vb8 !c̄b .

This quantity must be equal to expression~14.3!. Hence

rab
# ~u,va ;v,vb8 !5$11exp@2p~u1v !/2#%21sab

# ~u,va ;v,vb8 !, ~14.4!

showing that there is a bounded transformation takingsab
# into rab

# .
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Once rab
# is known, the inverse Mellin transform determinesMa

21rab
# Mb5rab , hence

Va* rVb . Denoting(a<n VaVa* by Pn as in Eq.~12.4!, we can findPnrPn . This quantity tends
to r in the trace norm asn→` ~Ref. 65, Chap. III, Theorem 6.3!. Hence, even if the number o
channels is infinite,s completely determinesr.

If r is of the form~11.4! thenr(t) is of this form for allt>0. Since neither the transformatio
takingr into s, nor the Mellin transform depends ont, the reasoning that proved Eq.~14.4! can be
repeated for everyt.0. Summarizing, we have a linear transformationL:s(t)5Lr(t) whose
domain consists of all operatorsr of the form ~11.4!. This operator is invertible. Defined on th
range ofL, the inverse is a linear operatorL21:r(t)5L21s(t).

XV. OBSERVABLES IN THE s REPRESENTATION

If T is a bounded self-adjoint operator, its expectation value is TrTr(t). In this section we
construct a set of operators (TL21)ba with the property that

lim
n→`

(
a,b<n

Tr Vb~TL21!baVa* s~ t !5Tr Tr~ t !, ~15.1!

provideds(t) is of the form~1.5!. This result means thats(t) can be used as a density opera
to calculate expectation values of bounded observables.

We first consider

~MbVb* TVaMa
21!~MaVa* rVbMb

21!

5~MbVb* TVaMa
21!~carab

# c̄b!

5~MbVb* TVaMa
21!$11exp@2p~u1v !/2#%21casab

# gw̄b , ~15.2!

whereu andv are variables in the integral kernel ofsab
# , as in Eq.~14.4!. Now we define

~TL21!ba
#
ª~MbVb* TVaMa

21!$11exp@2p~u1v !/2#%21. ~15.3!

This is an operator that acts on trace-class operators with kernelscasab
# (u,va ;v,vb8 )c̄b . It

cannot act on elements ofPL2. We can define

~TL21!baªMb
21~TL21!ba

# Ma . ~15.4!

This operator acts on trace-class operators

Ma
21casab

# c̄bMb5casabc̄b5Va* sVb .

Due to Eqs.~15.2!–~15.4!

~TL21!baVa* sVb5Vb* TVaVa* rVb .

Hence

Tr Vb~TL21!baVa* s5Tr VbVb* TVaVa* r.

Summing overa,b<n on the right gives TrPnTPnr. In terms of the trace norm

iPnTPnr2Tri15iPnTPnr2PnTr1PnTr2Tri1<iTiiPnr2ri11iPnTr2Tri1 .

SincePn tends strongly to the identity onPL2 asn→`, each term on the right-hand side ten
to 0 asn→`. Hence
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lim
n→`

uTr PnTPnr2Tr Tru< lim
n→`

iPnTPnr2Tri150.

This proves Eq.~15.1! at time t50. The proof can be repeated at all later times.
The foregoing can be generalized to unbounded operatorsAPG by taking advantage of the

fact thatA1/2(11J2)21/2 is bounded. Instead of TrTr we consider Tr(A1/2rA1/2). If r is of the
form ~11.4! it is not difficult to prove that

(
a,b<n

Tr A1/2~11J2!21/2VaVa* RVbVb* @A1/2~11J2!21/2#* ~15.5!

tends to Tr(A1/2rA1/2) asn→`. We want to express this quantity in terms ofs instead ofR or r.
It is easy to see that

~11J2!21/2VaVa* 5VaVa* ~11J2!21/25Va~11Ja
2 !21/2Va* .

Hence define

~AL21!a
1/2
ªA1/2VaMa

21$11exp@2p~u1v !/2#%21/2Ma .

This operator is not bounded, but the range ofVa* sVb is in its domain. The closure of

~AL21!a
1/2Va* sVb@~AL21!b

1/2#*

is equal to the operator in expression~15.5!. Taking the trace and summing overa, b gives
Tr(A1/2rA1/2) as desired.

XVI. THE PRIGOGINE PROGRAM

It has long been advocated by Prigogine and co-workers6,7 that irreversible behavior originate
at the microscopic level. Their strategy for proving this calls for a transformationL that breaks the
time-reversal symmetry in the sense thatLr(t) is defined only fort>0 and evolves in time
according to a semigroup. In quantum mechanics the quantity

V~ t !ªTr r* ~ t !L* Lr~ t ! ~ t>0! ~16.1!

should be a decreasing function oft. The classical counterpart ofV(t) is obtained if the trace in
Eq. ~16.1! is replaced by integration over the phase space.

It was predicted early on that anyL-operator in quantum mechanics would have to act
operators and could not act on the elements of the Hilbert space on whichr operates.70 The
authors referred to a superoperator. They also observed that one would have to introduce
evolution that is not generated by the Hamiltonian.70 Our transformationr(t)→Lr(t)5s(t)
agrees with the above-mentioned requirements. The operators(t) is defined fort>0 only. Due to
Eq. ~1.1! for r(t) and Eq. ~12.1! for Jr(t)J, the time evolution ofs(t) is described by a
semigroup. To defines, we have to start from an operatorr on PL2, an elementf PPL2 will not
do. This is the superoperator aspect. According to Eq.~12.2! Tr s2(t) is a monotone decreasin
function of t, as isV(t) in Eq. ~16.1!. Since Trs(t) is the same aŝTr r̃(t)&, the Prigogine
observation about the time evolution agrees with the discussion in Sec. IX, which shows th
time evolution ofr̃(t) on K2 is not generated by the HamiltonianH̃ on K2.

In the early years of the Prigogine program,L-operators were constructed explicitly fo
several classical dynamical systems, including the baker map71 and other Bernoulli systems,72 as
well as K-flows.73 The focus has since shifted to large nonintegrable Hamiltonian systems
many resonances. Since this part of the program is not directly related to the present pap
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merely refer to recent papers on classical74 and quantum systems.75 A brief overview of earlier
work by Prigogine and co-workers can be found in Ref. 1. There are no previous resu
L-operators forN-particle quantum systems.

The classical dynamical systems for whichL-operators were constructed have a comp
phase space and a uniform equilibrium densityr051. The normiLr(t)21i is a monotone
decreasing function oft which tends to 0 ast→`, for all initial densitiesr(0)Þ1. This is
necessary and sufficient in order that the entropy associated withLr(t) is a nondecreasing func
tion of t that tends to its maximal value of 0 ast→` ~Ref. 4, Ref. 5, Corollary 7.8!.

If a classical dynamical system allows an invertibleL-operator, it has to be mixing.76 If L is
a projection andiLr(t)21i is monotone decreasing to 0, it is necessary77,78 and sufficient79 that
the underlying invertible system is aK-system.

The inverse problem of finding theK-system whenLr(t) is known was investigated in recen
papers.80–82 With a slight change of notation, the authors considered measure preserving M
semigroups$Mtu0<t,`% satisfyingiMtr21i→0 ast→`, with the understanding thatMtLr
5Lr(t) in our earlier notation. Their question was whether the semigroup$Mt% can be lifted to
an invertible time evolution. Assuming thatL was a projection80 they showed that the semigrou
$Mt% is the Frobenius–Perron semigroup of an exact dynamical system. Let this be$St% with
phase spaceY. By a result due to Rohlin83 the system$St% is a factor of aK-system$Kt% with
phase spaceX. This means that there is a transformationF:X→Y such thatSt+F5F+Kt . The
Rohlin theory provides a natural extension mechanism by which theK-system$Kt% was con-
structed explicitly.80

Since theL-operators referred to previously71–73 are invertible, the assumption thatL is a
projection does not cover all possibilities. With more general methods than used in Ref. 80
shown81,82that any measure preserving Markov semigroup can arise as a projection of aK-system,
be it that the projection is not necessarily theL-operator that was used to find the Marko
semigroup in the first place.

The prevalence ofK-systems in the foregoing suggest that aL-operator for a classical dy
namical system is most likely to exist when the time evolution can be represented by a gro
shift operators$V(t)u2`,t,`% as in Eq.~9.1!. In quantum mechanics the semigroup$U(t)u0
<t,`% is our best analog of$V(t)%. Although the Rohlin theory does not apply to this situatio
it suggests the follow point of view.

Given r and r̃ satisfying Eqs.~11.3! and ~11.1!, and f ,gPK2,

^r̃ f ,g&5~r f ,g!1~rJ2f ,g!1~Jr f ,Jg!1~JrJ2f ,Jg!.

To express this equation in a different form, we define the two-component vectorf̃ with compo-
nents f̃ 0ª f , f̃ 1ªJ f , and inner product

(
i 50,1

~ f̃ i ,g̃i !5^ f ,g&.

Next, we define the 232 matrix r̃ with elements

r̃00ªr, r̃01ªrJ,

r̃10ªJr, r̃11ªJrJ.

It follows that

(
i , j

~ r̃ i j f̃ j ,g̃i !5^r̃ f ,g&.

Now we take the trace of the 232 matrix r̃ and let this operation be the transformationF,
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Frª (
i 50,1

r̃ i i 5s.

HenceF is the operator that was denoted byL before. The time evolution takesr into r(t) andr̃
into r̃(t). This replaces the Rohlin transformationKt . Instead ofF+Kt we considerr→r(t)
→s(t). Alternatively, we first take the stepr→s. The time evolutions→s(t) replacesSt .
Instead ofSt+F we find r→s→s(t), producing the same net result asr→r(t)→s(t). In this
sense, replacingr→r(t) by s→s(t) is like taking a factor of a classical dynamical system.

The idea to introduces(t) came from publications by Mackey~Ref. 4, Ref. 5, Chap. 9! in
which he pointed out that taking a factor of a classical dynamical system with constant en
may give rise to an entropy that increases. Quoting the Rohlin theorem,83 Mackey referred to
papers onL-operators71,79 as an illustration. IfL is a projection, it is an example of a transfo
mation F that yields a factor with increasing entropy. In Mackey’s terminology, a factor
specific type of trace. This suggested taking the sum of the diagonal elements of the mar̃.
Since the transformationr(t)→s(t) is invertible, it is not a projection, yet it does have th
property of leading to an increasing entropyS@s(t)#.
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We decompose the Hilbert space of wave functions into two subspaces, and assign
to a given observable two effective representatives that act in the model space. The
first serves to determine some of the eigenvalues of the full observable, while the
second serves to determine its matrix elements, in any basis in one of the sub-
spaces, in terms of quantities pertaining to the model space. We also show that if
the Hamiltonian of a physical system possesses symmetries then these symmetries
continue to hold for its effective representatives of the first type. Maximum infor-
mation about the system can be obtained in terms of two sets of effective repre-
sentatives. The first set of representatives is complete. Other observables that do not
commute with all members of the complete set have only one type of representa-
tive. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1286034#

I. INTRODUCTION

Effective operators are often used in nuclear, atomic, and molecular physics. The g
scheme aims to construct from the Hamiltonian of the system, acting on the Hilbert space o
functions, an operator that acts on a low-dimensional space, so that the eigenvalues of th
operator are also eigenvalues of the full Hamiltonian of the given system.1–9 The low-dimensional
space we have mentioned is called a model space and the operator acting on it to produce
the eigenvalues of the full Hamiltonian is called an effective Hamiltonian, or an effective re
sentative of the Hamiltonian. The latter requirement does not determine an effective represe
uniquely. A general class of effective representatives was obtained by Suzuki10 who also delin-
eated forms according to the role of an arbitrary parameter, the starting energy, in the ite
method of solution,4 or according to their Hermiticity. Hermitian forms have been introduced
adopted by many researchers.10–17A standard non-Hermitian form2,18,19is relatively simple, and is
commonly used for implementing the scheme of effective representatives.

Our present work, which is concerned with the effective representation of any observa
the standard non-Hermitian scheme, has the following objectives:

~1! To establish the equivalence between the decoupling condition on the transformed obse
and a corresponding condition on its transformed eigenfunctions.

~2! To show that the decoupling equation always has solutions and to specify the max
number of inequivalent solutions.

~3! Starting from a complete set of observables associated with the physical system, we co
a complete set of effective representatives, and prove accordingly that the symmetries
Hamiltonian are carried over to the effective representatives.

~4! Two effective representatives can be constructed associated with every observable. T
representative corresponds to the standard non-Hermitian form and gives some of the
values of the original observable. The second representative is Hermitian and has the p
that the matrix elements of the original observable, in any basis of the subspace that is m
onto the model space, can be calculated in terms of this representative and the projecte
in the model space.
20550022-2488/2001/42(5)/2055/10/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. THE MODEL SPACE

The truncated Hilbert space of square integrable functions associated with the system, d
by HN , consists of allN-columns with complex entries.HN is just the unitary space of comple
numbersCN through the isomorphismcPHN↔c tPCN, where ~t! denotes the transpose. Th
standard basis inHN will be denoted byei( i 51,...,N), so that

e15~1,0,....,0! t,e25~0,1,....,0! t,.........,eN5~0,....,0,1! t. ~1!

Let K be a distinct subset ofd elements of the set$1,2,...,N%. The subspace generated by t
subset of basis elements$ek :kPK% will be denoted byPK , and will be called a model space. Th
projection onPK will be denoted byPK , whereasQK will denote the projection on the orthogon
complementPK

'5HN*PK . It follows that PK1QK5I , PKQK5QKPK50. If it is desired, one
may rearrange the order of the basis elements~1! so that the vectorsei( i PK) are placed first. We
shall assume that such reordering is done whenever it is necessary, and drop the indexK, if no
ambiguity arises. The symbolP accordingly, will denote a projection on some model spaceP. The
reordering operation is particularly useful when we have to represent vectors and opera
matrix form.

Let S be an operator inHN such that

S5QSP. ~2!

It follows that S250, and hencee6S516S. Equation~2! implies also that

S5S 0d 0

s 0D , ~3!

where 0d is the nil d3d matrix. Consider the transformation

e2S:HN→HN , c→c̃5~12S!c. ~4!

Settingc5(b
a) wherea tPCd, we write

c̃[S ã

b̃ D 5S 1 0

2s 1D S a
b D5S a

b2sa D . ~5!

It is apparent that the mappinge2S is determined byS given by~3!, which in turn is determined
by s:P→P'.

Through an obvious isomorphism we may overlookP as being a subspace ofHN and consider
it as a space on its own right. Hence, and whenever it is convenient, we may setPc5a, Pc̃

5ã, and thus considerPc,Pc̃ as d-vectors instead of beingN-vectors with vanishing compo
nents inP'. A similar statement is applicable toP' and to the vectorsQc,Qc̃, and hence we
may setQc5b, Qc̃5b̃. It is evident from~5! that if a50 thenc5c̃, and hence every point in
the invariant subspace$(b

0):b tPCN2d% is a fixed point of the transformatione2S.
Let C5$c iPHN : i 51,...,d% be a linearly independent set of vectors. Hence there exis

least one subspacePK in which the set of projections of these vectors is linearly independent.
last statement is equivalent to say that the rank of the matrix@^ej uc i&#, (i 51,...,d; j 51,...,N) is d.
The symbol̂ u& designates the inner product.

We shall choose the matrixS such that

~i! Qc̃ i50, (i 51,...,d);
~ii ! The set of vectorsPC5$Pc i : i 51,...,d%, where P is the projection corresponding t

$1,2,...,d%, is linearly independent.
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Requirement~ii ! can always be satisfied through reordering the basis if necessary. By~5!,
requirement~i! implies sa i2b i50(i 51,...,d), or

sPc i2Qc i50 ~ i 51,...,d!. ~6!

We write ~6! collectively as a matrix equations@PC#2@QC#50, in which @PC#
5@Pc1A.....APcd#, @QC#5@Qc1A.....AQcd#. As its columns are linearly independent the m
trix @PC# is invertible, and hence

s5@Qc#@PC#21. ~7!

Therefore requirements~i! and~ii ! yield Eq. ~7!. It is easy to see that Eq.~7!, which embodies in
it that the matrix@PC# is invertible, is in fact equivalent to conditions~i! and ~ii !.

With s so-chosen, the matrixSgiven by~3! has the property:e2S projects every vector of the
d-dimensional space LinC, generated by the set of vectorsC5$c1 ,...,cd%, onto the model space
Lin$a1 ,...,ad%[P. This follows immediately from requirement~i! and linearity ofe2S. In other
words, an arbitrary vector

S a
sa DPLin c

is mapped bye2S to

S a
0 DPP.

The operatore2S is not a projection operator as implied by the mathematical definition o
projection operator. The word ‘‘project’’ however is used here in a geometrical sense to de
an operation in which every vector of a certain subspace~visualized as hyperplane! is mapped to
a vector that has the same firstd-components, whereas its remaining components are zeros~visu-
alized as a vector in a coordinate hyperplane!. Also if f¹Lin C, then its imagef̃ is not in the
model space. The proof of the last fact relies on the regularity ofe2S, which implies that the
image of the independent set$c1 ,....,cd ,f% namely$a1 ,....,ad ,f̃% is linearly independent, and
hencef¹Lin$a1 ,....,ad%5P. The vectorf̃ therefore has at least one nonvanishing compon
outside the spaceP.

The operatore2S, with s given by ~7!, as projects the subspace LinC orthogonally onP, is
thus determined solely by LinC and P, and is independent of the particular choice of a set
d-independent vectors in LinC. Indeed ifC85$c18 ,...,cd8% is another set of independent vecto
in Lin C, then

c i85(
j 51

d

cji c j ~ i 51,...,d!, ~8!

wherecji are constants. Denoting the matrix whose elements arecji ( i , j 51,...,d) by C, and the
matrices whose columns arec i andc i8 by @C# and@C8#, respectively, we write the last relatio
as @C8#5@C#C. Equivalently we have@PC8#5@PC#C and @QC8#5@QC#C. Substituting
from these equations for@PC# and @QC# in ~7! we gets5@QC8#@PC8#21, which proves our
assertion.

We finally note that ase2S is invertible, the inverse image of every vectoraPP, which also
is identifiable with (0

a), is retrievable as (sa
a ).
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III. LEE AND SUZUKI TRANSFORMATION

Let O be a HermitianN3N matrix, with an independent set of eigenvectors$c i : i
51,....,N%, and consider the eigenequation

Oc i5Eic i ~ i 51,...,N!. ~9!

Applying the Lee and Suzuki similarity transformation5 to the matrixO and to the truncated spac
HN , we obtain

Õc̃ i5Ei c̃ i ~ i 51,...,N!, ~10!

where we have used tilde to designate transformed quantities so that

Õ5e2SOeS, c̃5e2Sc. ~11!

Our work will be distinguished from that of Lee and Suzuki through our identification of a
tional freedom in the choice ofS. Multiplying both sides of~10! by P and injectingI 5P1Q
conveniently in the right-hand side we get

PÕPc̃ i1PÕQc̃ i5Ei Pc̃ i ~ i 51,...,N!. ~12!

In a similar way we get

QÕPc̃ i1QÕQc̃ i5EiQc̃ i ~ i 51,...,N!. ~13!

We shall choose the transformation~11! such that there exists a subsetJ,$1,...,N% with card J

5d, for which ~i! the set of vectors$Pc̃ i : i PJ% is linearly independent, and~ii ! Qc̃ i50(i PJ).
Such a choice, as we have seen in the previous section, is certainly possible.

Proposition 1: Let J,$1,...,N% be such that the set$Pc i : i PJ% is linearly independent. The
following assertions concerning the Lee and Suzuki transformation are equivalent:

A1. Qc̃ i50 (i PJ)
A2. sJ5@QCJ#@PCJ#

21

A3. (i) the decoupling equation QO˜ P50 holds, and

(ii) Pc i( i PJ) are eigenvectors of PO˜ P.
Proof: We have seen in Sec. II that the assertions A1 and A2 are equivalent~this expression

of sJ was first given by Navratil and Barrett!.17 To prove that assertion A1 implies A3, we s
Qc̃ i50(i PJ) in ~12! and ~13! to find that Pc̃ i( i PJ) are eigenvectors ofPÕP, and QÕPc̃ i

50 (i PJ). Due to the linear independence ofPc i( i PJ), the later d-equations imply that
QÕP50. Conversely, ifak ( i 51,...,d) are linearly independent eigenvectors ofPÕP then the
N-vectors (0

ak) (k51,...,d) are eigenvectors ofÕ. It follows that the inverse image of thes

vectors $eS(0
ak):k51,...,d% coincides with a subsetCJ5$c i : i PJ% of eigenvectors ofO. The

subsetCJ clearly fulfills assertion 1. Hence A1 is equivalent to A3.

IV. THE EFFECTIVE FORM

When the transformed operatorÕ is such thatQKÕPK50, for some subsetK,$1,...,N%,
with card K5d, we refer to the operatorOeff[PK ÕPK as an effective representative of th
operatorO corresponding to the model spacePK , and to the form taken byÕ as an effective
form. WhenÕ is in an effective form corresponding to the model spaceP, the matrix elements
(Oeff)ij are all zero except those for whichi , j <d, and consequently we make the identificati
Oeff :P→P, in which Oeff is considered ad3d matrix. In a similar way we treatQÕQ as an
(N2d)3(N2d) matrix.
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We elaborate here on the effective form and develop a more explicit framework. We wri
eigenequation~9! as

S a b

b1 f D S a i

b i
D5Ei S a i

b i
D ~ i 51,.....,N!, ~14!

where the matrixO has been partitioned to submatrices corresponding toP andP', with a is a
d3d matrix. By ~11! the last equation is transformed to

S a1bs b

2s~a1bs!1b11 f s f2sbD S a i

b i2sa i
D5Ei S a i

b i2sa i
D . ~15!

The later equation is equivalent to~12! and~13! together. It is easy to check that everysJ , given
as in proposition 1, putsÕ into an effective form corresponding to some model spaceP. In other
words, everysJ is a solution to the decoupling equation

QÕP[2s~a1bs!1b11 f s50. ~16!

To demonstrate the converse we assume that the later equation is satisfied by somes, and hence
the action ofQÕP on any vector inP is zero. In particular this action is zero for all vectorsa i

such thatc i5(b i

a i), (i 51,....,N) are eigenvectors ofO, and hence

2s~a1bs!a i1b1a i1 f sa i50 ~ i 51,....,N!. ~17!

Making use of~14! we reduce the last equation to the eigenequation

~ f 2sb!~sa i2b i !5Ei~sa i2b i ! ~ i 51,....,N!, ~18!

which is the same as embodied in Eq.~15! but now extended to alli. However, not all vectors
sa i2b i can be eigenvectors of (f 2sb) because the later operator has onlyN2d eigenvectors. It
follows that there exists a subsetJ consisting ofd elements of$1,....,N% such thatsa i2b i50
( i PJ), which implies thats5sJ , as given in proposition 1.

We list here the following comments on the effective form assuming from now on thatÕ is
in such a form, i.e., the transformation~10! is such thatQÕP50.

~1! If Õ is the effective form corresponding to the model spaceP then the right-hand side of th
secular~characteristic! equation det(O2EIN)50 can be factorized to a product of two poly
nomials; one of which is of degreed in E

det~Oeff2EId!•det~QÕQ2EIN2d!50. ~19!

The eigenvalues ofO is the set of zeros of these two polynomials. In practical problems
secular equation ofOeff can be solved numerically as it is of low degree inE, whereas that of
QÕQ is of high degree inE and it is often hopeless to approach it for direct solution. O
may apply the method of effective form described in the previous section afresh t
operatorQÕQ. Or alternatively one may pick up a new set of eigenvectors, sayCJ8 , deter-
mine sJ8 , and consequently a new effective form. Alternatively the matrixs could be deter-
mined by iterative methods.4,12,7

~2! If Pc i is an eigenvector ofOeff corresponding toEi then by~12! PÕQc̃ i50 which implies
that the (N2d)-vectorQc̃ i is complex orthogonal to the rows ofd3(N2d) matrix PÕQ,
and the vectorQc̃ i is not necessarily zero. Therefore, ifa is an eigenvector ofOeff then,
though (0

a) is an eigenvector ofÕ belonging to the eigenvalueEi , there may exist anothe
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eigenvector (g
a) of Õ that belongs to the same eigenvalueEi . In the latter casebg50 andg

is an eigenvector ofQÕQ belonging to the eigenvalueEi . It is clear that (g
0) is an eigenvector

of Õ that belongs to the eigenvalueEi . We summarize the latter observations by the follo
ing proposition
Proposition 2: Letf be an eigenvector of O˜ belonging to the eigenvalue E.
(i) If Qf50 then E is an eigenvalue of Oeff to which the eigenvector Pf belongs.
(ii) if Q fÞ0 then Qf is an eigenvector of QO˜ Q belonging to the eigenvalue E. If i
addition, PfÞ0, then Pf is not an eigenvector of Oeff unless bQf50. In the latter case E

is a common eigenvalue of Oeff and QÕQ to which the independent eigenvectors( 0
Pf) and

(Qf
0 ) belong. In the latter case the spectra of Oeff and QÕQ intersect.

(iii) P f is an eigenvector of Oeff does not necessitate that Qf50. However if the spectra o

Oeff and QÕQ do not intersect in E, then Qf50⇔Pf is an eigenvector of Oeff belonging to
the eigenvalue E.

~3! If the matrix @PCJ# is singular for some choice of model space, sayP, then we have to
replace it by anotherP8 such that the matrix@P8CJ# is invertible. There certainly exists suc
a new choice of model space, otherwise the setCJ would be linearly dependent.

We demonstrate here that for a given set of eigenvectorsCJ , two legitimate choices of mode
spaces lead to two effective representatives which are related by a similarity transformation.P
andP8 be two legitimate choices and denote the projections on the corresponding model
by P and P8, respectively. This leads to two distincts, says and s8, and hence to two distinc
effective representativesOeff5PÕP and Oeff8 5P8Õ8P8. If $Ei : i PJ% is the set of eigenvalues t
which CJ belong, then

Oeff@PCJ#5@PCJ#LJ , Oeff8 @P8CJ#5@P8C j #LJ , ~20!

whereLJ is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements (Ei : i PJ). From ~20! we deduce that

Oeff5@PCJ#@P8CJ#
21Oeff8 @P8CJ#@PCJ#

21, ~21!

which proves our claim.
Each independent set of eigenvectorsCJ provide at least one model spacePK . The number

of possible choices ofPK is not less than one and not greater than (d
N), which is of course the

number of independent sets of projections$PKCJ :card K5d, K,$1,....,N%%. All such choices
lead of course to the same set of eigenvaluesLJ .

If the eigenvalues ofO are nondegenerate then different choices ofCJ out of the set of
N-independent eigenvectorsC, result in effective representatives with different spectra. The t
choices of inequivalent effective representatives corresponding toO is (d

N); and within each of
these there are a maximum number of (d

N) equivalent representatives.
The above-identified freedoms are new and extend the work of Lee and Suzuki.

V. SPECTRAL REPRESENTATION OF Oeff

Let Oeff be an effective representative of the operatorO in the model spaceP, and let
$Ei : i PJ% be the spectrum ofOeff , to which the vectorsPC i( i PJ) belong, so thatOeffPci

5EiPci (iPJ). Since eachPc i lies in the model space we have

Pc i5 (
m51

d

cimem ~ i PJ!, ~22!

^Pc i uPc j&5 (
m51

d

cim* cj m[g i j ~ i , j PJ!. ~23!
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The matrixg is clearly Hermitian, and determines the overlap the eigenvector ofOeff one with
respect to another. Let

x5(
j PJ

bj Pc j ~24!

be an arbitrary vector in the model space, then

^Pc i ux&5(
j PJ

g i j bj ~ i PJ!. ~25!

Hence

(
i PJ

gki
21^Pc i ux&5bk ~kPJ!, ~26!

whereg21 is the inverse of the matrixg. It is clear thatg21 always exists sincePc i ( i PJ) are
linearly independent. ApplyingOeff to x wherebk are given by~26! we get

Oeffux&5 (
i ,kPJ

gki
21^Pc i ux&EkPck . ~27!

This yields

Oeff5 (
i ,kPJ

Eig ik
21uPc i&^Pcku,

which expressesOeff in terms of quantities pertaining to the model space.

VI. A COMPLETE SET OF EFFECTIVE REPRESENTATIVES

Let O1[H be the Hamiltonian of a physical system andO2,.....,Oc be a set of observable
pertaining to the system so that the set of observablesG5$O1,O2,...,Oc% is complete. It follows
from the latter assumption that

@Or,Os#50 ~r,s51,....,c!. ~28!

The energy eigenvectors$ei : i 51,2,...% of a suitably chosen Hamiltonian could be taken as a b
for the Hilbert space of wave functions of the physical system. For example, these could
energy eigenstates of the simple harmonic oscillator, when one considers the bound state
nucleus. Observables pertaining to the system are represented by Hermitian matrices in t
this basis. Unless the matrices representing observables are given by recurrence formulas,
to be content with finite matrix approximations, which imply truncating the infinite basis$ei%1

` at
some sufficiently large termN. The space generated by the truncated basis@e1 ,....,eN#[HN will
hopefully contain good approximations of all states of interest to the problem we consider.

It must be noted that, whenever the eigenvalue problem is to be solved numerically, wh
usually the case in physically interesting problems, truncation is an inevitable task. It is tru
if $ei%1

` is a basis of the Hilbert space of square integrable functionsH` , the sequence (eN) tends
weakly to zero asN tends to infinity.20,21 This means that for everycPH` the sequence o
numbers (̂eNuc&) tends to zero asN tends to infinity. However one cannot be confident that
spaceHN resulting from a specific choice ofN will contain, to a good approximation, the physic
states of interest unless a skillful choice of basis is made. Only in the latter case an upper
can be safely applied without seriously changing the low-lying properties.
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It is noted that all the algebra carried out in the previous sections, or to be carried out
forthcoming discussion, is valid for infinite matrices as much as it is valid for finite ones,
hence we may replaceN by ` without affecting the validity of these results.

The Hermitian commuting set of matricesG is complete, and there exists accordingly
complete set of simultaneous eigenfunctionsc i of the observablesOs such that

Osc i5Ei
sc i ~ i 51,...,N;s51,....,c!, ~29!

whereEi
s are the eigenvalues of the observableOs to which the eigenvectorc i belongs. The

eigenvectors given by~29! are preserved when the similarity transformation~11! is applied to the
Hilbert space of wave functionsHN and to the operators acting onHN , and hence

Õsc̃ i5Ei
sc̃ i ~ i 51,...,N;s51,...,c!. ~30!

Assume that the eigenvectorsc̃1 ,....,c̃d are such that the set$Pc̃1 ,.....,Pc̃d% is linearly indepen-
dent, and take

s5@Qc̃1.......Qc̃d#@Pc̃1......Pc̃d#21. ~31!

The matrixs is the same for observables forming the complete setG, for it is constructed of the
same subset of the simultaneous eigenvectors ofÕs(s51,...,c). The resulting transformed ob
servablesÕs, have the same effective form, and hence havePc̃ i( i 51,...,d) as a common subse
of eigenvectors$c̃ i : i 51,...,N%. Define a set of effective representatives

seff
s 5PÕsP ~s51,....,c!, ~32!

and hence

Oeff
s Pc̃ i5Ei

sPc̃ i ~ i 51,....,d;s51,....,c!. ~33!

It follows, and since the set$Pc i : i 51,...,d% is complete in the model spaceP, that

@Oeff
r ,Oeff

s #50 ~s,r51,...,c!. ~34!

The effective HamiltonianHeff[Oeff
1 and the effective representativesOeff

s (s52,...,c) we
have constructed have the virtue that the symmetries exhibited by the original HamiltonianH are
carried over toHeff with the effective representativesOeff

s (s52,...,c) playing the role of genera
tors of symmetry forHeff .

The matrices~32! are obviously non-Hermitian and, consequently, the expectation value
effective representative in a statePc in the model space is generally a complex number.
exception to this fact is that whenPc is an eigenvectorPc i of Oeff . In this case

^Oeff&Pc i
5^Pc i uOeffuPc i&/iPc i i25Ei . ~35!

VII. A SECOND TYPE OF EFFECTIVE REPRESENTATIVE

The role of an effective operator seems limited to producing some of the eigenvalues
original observable. However, we may enhance the scheme of ‘‘effectiveness’’ and make a
step as follows: The matrixS which is determined by iterative methods4,7,18 and utilized to
construct the effective representativeOeff can also be utilized to construct an effective repres
tative of a second typeŌeff that satisfy the property

^cuOuf&5^PcuŌeffuPf&, ~36!
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for all c,fPLin$c1 ,....,cd%. Using ~11! and the definition of the adjoint operator, we have

^cuOuf&5^e2Sc̃uOue2Sf̃&

5^c̃ue2S1
Oe2Suf̃&

5^Pc̃ue2S1
Oe2SuPf̃&

5^PcuPe2S1
Oe2SPuPf&. ~37!

The requirement~36! is fulfilled on taking

Õeff5Pe2S1
Oe2SP. ~38!

In particular^c i uOuc j&5^a i uŌeffuaj&.
We therefore associate with every observableOsPG two effective representatives. The firs

Oeff , serves to determine some of the eigenvalues ofOs and the projection of the correspondin
eigenvectors on the model space; the secondŌeff

s has the important property: the matrix elemen
of the original operatorOs with respect to any basis in the space Lin$c1 ,....,cd% is given in terms
of Ōeff

s and the projected basis in the model space. It is evident that the last matrix c
calculated easily sinceŌeff

s is known wheneverS is known, and since the basis elements of
model space have finite components. We mention that the matrix^Pc i uŌeffuPcj& is not the matrix
of Ōeff since$Pc i% i 51

d is not orthogonal. In particular, and ifcPLin C then

^O&c5^PcuŌeffuPc&5iPci2^Ōeff&Pc .

Expressed in words, the expectation value of the observableO in the statecPLin C is equal to
the expectation value of its representative of the second type in the projection of the given s
the model space times the square norm of this projection.

For observablesO that do not commute with all elements of the complete setG we can define
only one effective representative, that is the effective representative of the second typeŌeff . This
serves to give a portion of the transition matrix ofO, namely that which corresponds to a basis
Lin C.

A systematic study of the system is achieved by decomposing the spaceHN into linear
subspaces LinCJr

(r 51,2,...,a), with JrùJs5B if ( rÞs), so that

HN5Lin CJ1
% ....% Lin CJa

. ~39!

Now in each subspace LinCJr
we assign to every observableO in a complete set of observable

an effective representative of the first typeOr eff and an effective observable of the second ty
Ōr eff . These effective representatives, of first or second type, differ from one subspace to a
as doessJ . If representatives of the first type are all obtained, all eigenvalues of the full ob
ableO become known. Also ifx,x8PLin CJr

then we havêxuOux8&5^PrxuŌr effuPrx8& where
Pr denotes the projection on the model space corresponding to the subspace LinCJr

. Although
similar relations are valid for every two vectors in the same subspace, one cannot e
^xuOux8& in terms of representatives of second type whenx andx8 belong to different subspace
and consequently when they are arbitrary vectors inHN .

VIII. TOWARDS PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

Following the traditional lines of thinking for many-body problems, we suggest thatS is
developed for small subsystems and used as an approximation for the fullS. For example two- and
three-body problems may be solved with high precision using current numerical techniques.17,18A
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set of solutionsPc i ( i 51,...,d) is selected,S is evaluated, and the resultingHeff is then used in
many-body problems within the appropriately restricted model space. Detailed tests will be n
for specific Hamiltonians to determine the efficacy of this approach and the utility of the va
freedoms we have identified within the present work.
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Variable separation for natural Hamiltonians with scalar
and vector potentials on Riemannian manifolds
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The additive variable separation in the Hamilton–Jacobi equation is studied for a
natural Hamiltonian with scalar and vector potentials on a Riemannian manifold
with positive–definite metric. The separation of this Hamiltonian is related to the
separation of a suitable geodesic Hamiltonian over an extended Riemannian mani-
fold. Thus the geometrical theory of the geodesic separation is applied and the
geometrical characterization of the separation is given in terms of Killing webs,
Killing tensors, and Killing vectors. The results are applicable to the case of a
nondegenarate separation on a manifold with indefinite metric, where no null es-
sential separable coordinates occur. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1340868#

I. INTRODUCTION

A smooth real functionV and a smooth vector fieldA on a Riemanniann-manifold (Q,g)
define a Hamiltonian function on the cotangent bundleT* Q,

H5 1
2 gi j ~pi1Ai !~pj1Aj !1V5 1

2 gi j pipj1Aipi1U, ~1.1!

where the function onQ

U5V1 1
2 AiAi5V1 1

2 A•A ~1.2!

is extended toT* Q as a function constant on the fibers. Hamiltonians of this kind appear in m
classical problems of analytical mechanics and physics, and for this reason they are callednatural.
The Hamiltonian~1.1! corresponds to a LagrangianL:TQ→R of the form

L5 1
2 gi j q̇

i q̇ j2Aiq̇
i2V, ~1.3!

where 1
2 gi j q̇

i q̇ j is thekinetic energyandV andA play the role ofscalar andvector potentials,
respectively, generating Lagrangian forces

Fi5~] jAi2] iAj !q̇
j2] iV. ~1.4!

Here we denote by (qI ,pI )5(qi ,pi) and by (qI ,q̇I )5(qi ,q̇i) the coordinate systems onT* Q andTQ,
associated with a coordinate systemqI 5(qi) on Q. We denote by] i the partial derivative with
respect to the variableqi . In the following we shall use the symbol] i for the partial derivative
with respect topi .

A natural Hamiltonian is called separable if there are coordinatesqI on Q such that the
Hamilton–Jacobi equation

H~qI ,pI !5h, pi5] iW ~1.5!

a!Electronic mail: benenti@dm.unito.it
20650022-2488/2001/42(5)/2065/27/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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admits aseparated complete solutionof the form

W~qI ,cI !5W1~q1,cI !1¯Wn~qn,cI !, ~1.6!

wherecI 5(ci) is a set ofn constants satisfying thecompleteness condition

detF ]2W

]qi]cj
GÞ0. ~1.7!

The interest of separable Hamiltonians lies essentially on two facts:~1! in separable coordinatesqI
the integration of the Hamilton–Jacobi equation is reduced to~at mostn! simple integrals~i.e.,
involving single variables!; ~2! the separation of variables is characterized by the existencen
first integrals in involution, quadratic or linear in the conjugate momentapI . Hence, separable
Hamiltonians give rise to a particular but wide class of completely integrable Hamiltonian
tems. In the theory of separation of variables a basic role is played by the geodesic Hamil

G5 1
2 gi j pipj . ~1.8!

Indeed, as pointed out by Levi-Civita,1 a necessary condition for the separability of a natu
Hamiltonian~1.1! is the separability of the corresponding geodesic Hamiltonian~1.8!. Moreover,
it is known that the separability ofG is characterized by the existence of Killing vectors a
Killing 2-tensors on the Riemannian manifoldQ ~which generate quadratic and linear first int
grals in involution! satisfying suitable properties.2–9 This shows that the separability is not simp
a local property concerning with coordinates but it is in fact related to the existence of int
objects satisfying coordinate-independent properties. As a consequence, the intrinsic chara
tion of the separability~by means of algebraic objects like Killing vectors and tensors4–8 and
geometrical objects like ‘‘Killing webs’’9,10! provide a useful and effective tool for finding an
constructing separable Hamiltonian systems. While the theory of the geodesic separability
easily extended to natural Hamiltonians of the kind

G5 1
2 gi j pipj1V, ~1.9!

involving a scalar potential only, the extension to the general Hamiltonian~1.1! with a vector
potential meets some difficulties, as explained below. However, several important resu
already present in the literature, but all concerning the general form of the functions (gi j ,Ai ,V) in
separable coordinates11–14 ~also in the time-dependent case!. The aim of the present paper is t
revisit all this matter at the light of the more recent progress in the geometrical characteriza
the separation.10 As it has been done for a pure geodesic HamiltonianG, for investigating on the
intrinsic properties of the objects (g,A,V) underlying the separation, a starting point could be
fundamentalLevi-Civita separability conditions1

] i] jH] iH] jH1] i] jH] iH] jH2] i] jH] iH] jH2] i]
jH] iH] jH50 ~1.10!

~no sum over the indicesiÞ j ! which yield second-order differential equations on the functio
(gi j ,Ai ,V). But these equations turn out to be of such a complexity that this way seems
hopeless. An alternative method could be the analysis of the known expressions11,12 of the func-
tions (gi j ,Ai ,V) in separable coordinates~as done for instance in Ref. 15, for the orthogon
separation, on the basis of previous results by Steigeberger13!. But also this method appears to be
rather difficult and, moreover, it does not provide a good and complete understanding
intrinsic meaning of the separation, where a basic and simplifying role is played by part
classes of coordinates, callednormal separable coordinates.7–10 Instead, we propose here a dire
and geometrical method which makes the problem clear and easily solvable from the very
ning. The basic~and very simple! idea of this method is the following: we replace the origin
Hamiltonian ~1.1! by an ‘‘equivalent’’ geodesic Hamiltonian on the ‘‘extended manifold’’Q
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3R endowed with a suitable ‘‘extended metric’’~Sec. IV!; then, we apply to this new Hamil
tonian the well-known methods of the theory of the geodesic separability.7,8,10

In the present paper we consider, for simplicity, only the case of a positive–definite m
This makes the discussion considerably easier, since we avoid the cases of degenerate se
where the so-called second-class null coordinates occur. However, all results hold for the
generate separation in a metric of any signature. The case of a Lorentzian metric will be c
ered in detail in a further paper.

II. NOTATION

We denote bŷ X,w&5Xiw i the evaluation between a vector fieldX and a 1-formw. In
particular,^X,dV&5Xi] iV is the derivative of the functionV with respect to the vectorX. We
denote byu•v the scalar product of two vectors,u•v5g(u,v)5gi j u

iv j . The canonical Poisson–
Lie brackets of functions over a cotangent bundle are defined by

$ f ,g%5] i f ] ig2] ig] i f . ~2.1!

We consider the natural identification between contravariant symmetric tensorsK5(Ki 1¯ i k) on Q
and the homogeneous polynomial functions on the cotangent bundleT* Q, defined by

P~K !5PK5Ki 1¯ i kpi 1
¯pi k

. ~2.2!

For a functionf on Q ~tensor of order 0! Pf is its natural extension toT* Q constant on the fibers
Then the Poisson brackets induce Nijenhuis–Lie brackets between contravariant symmet
sors onQ by setting

$PK ,PL%5P@K ,L # . ~2.3!

If K andL are of orderk andl, respectively, then@K ,L # is of orderk1 l 21. In particular, for two
vector fields,@X,Y# are the ordinary Lie brackets, and@X,K # is the Lie derivative of the tenso
field K with respect to the vector fieldX. We say that two~symmetric! tensors arein involution~or
that theycommute! if @K ,L #50. This means that the corresponding polynomial functions ar
involution: $PK ,PL%50. Killing vectors and Killing tensors are defined by theKilling equations

@X,G#50, @K ,G#50, ~2.4!

where

G5~gi j !

is the contravariant metric tensor. This means that the corresponding functionsPX andPK are first
integrals of the geodesic flow. As for any symmetric 2-tensor on a Riemannian manifold, a K
tensorK can be interpreted as a linear operator over 1-forms or vector fields; we shall den
Kw and byKX , respectively, the images byK of a 1-form w and of a vectorX, whose local
representations, in any coordinate systemqI , are

Kw5gi j K
jhwh dqi , KX 5Kihgh jX

j] i . ~2.5!

The contravariant metric tensorG corresponds to the identity mapping,

Gw5w, GX5X.

We denote by[ the bijective mapping from vector fields to 1-forms onQ, defined by the equiva-
lent equations
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^Y,X[&5Y•X, G~X[,w!5^X,w&. ~2.6!

III. AN OUTLINE ON THE GEODESIC SEPARATION

In order to make this paper self-contained we recall in this section, with suitable adapta
the basic definitions and results of the geometrical theory of the separation of the ge
Hamilton–Jacobi equation.

~A! An orthogonal webon a Riemannian manifoldQn is a set (Sa) (a51,...,m) of m<n
pairwise transversal and orthogonal foliations of leaves of codimension 1. In a positive–d
metric the orthogonality implies the transversality, and moreover, the intersections of all the
of (Sa) form a foliationO of submanifolds of dimensionr 5n2m. If these submanifolds are th
orbits of ar-dimensional spaceD of commuting Killing vectors, then we say that the set

~Sa,D !5~S1,...,Sm,D ! ~3.1!

is a Killing web. The orbits ofD are locally flat submanifolds.
~B! If the foliations (Sa) are, respectively, orthogonal tom eigenvectors (Xa) of a Killing

2-tensor K associated withm pointwise distinct eigenvalues (la), and if K is D-invariant
(@X,K #50, ;XPD! then we say that the set

~S1,...,Sm,D,K ! ~3.2!

is aseparable Killing weband thatK is acharacteristic Killing tensorof the web. Since only the
eigenvectors~or eigenforms! orthogonal to the foliations (Sa) are relevant for the separation, w
call themmain eigenvectors~or main eigenforms! of K . Points ofQ where these objects are no
defined or do not satisfy the above requirements are calledsingular pointsof the web. They form
the singular setof the web.

~C! From a purely algebraic point of view a separable Killing web is then completely d
mined by a pair

~D,K ! ~3.3!

which we call characteristic Killing pair, made of ar-dimensional linear space (r<n) D of
commuting Killing vectors and of a Killing 2-tensorK satisfying the following requirements:~i!
the vectors ofD span a regular distributionD of rank r ~i.e., a subbundleD#TQ such that
dim(D)5n1r ); ~ii ! K is D-invariant;~iii ! K hasm5n2r normal ~i.e., orthogonally integrable!
eigenvectors (Xa) (a51,...,m) ~the main eigenvectors! orthogonal toD and associated withm
pointwise distinct eigenvalues (la).

~D! In a neighborhood of a nonsingular point a Killing web (Sa,D) generates coordinat
systems (qa,qa) ~a51,...,m; a5m11,...,n! such that eachdqa is a characteristic 1-form of the
corresponding foliationSa ~qa is constant on the leaves ofSa! and (qa) are the affine parameter
of the integral curves ofr vector fields (Xa) forming a basis ofD, with zero values on a chose
submanifoldZ of codimensionr, transversal to the orbits ofD. It follows that the coordinates (qa)
are orthogonal,gab5G(dqa,dqb)50 for aÞb, and their coordinate hypersurfaces are open s
manifolds of the leaves of the web. Moreover, the coordinates (qa) are ignorable,]agi j 50, since
they are generated by Killing vectors. We say that such a coordinate system isadaptedto or
generatedby the Killing web, andbased on the sectionZ ~Fig. 1!.

~E! It can be shown that10 the coordinates adapted to a Killing web are separable for
geodesic HamiltonianG if and only if there exists a Killing 2-tensorK satisfying conditions of
item ~B!, i.e., if and only if (Sa,D,K ) is a separable Killing web. This is equivalent to say that
geodesic HamiltonianG is separable if and only if there exists a characteristic Killing pair (D,K )
@see item~C!#.

~F! It can be proved that9,10 in a separable Killing web the distributionDz orthogonal toD is
completely integrable, so that there exists a foliation ofm-dimensional manifolds orthogonal to th
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orbits of D. The separable coordinates adapted to a separable Killing web and based on a
Z orthogonal toD are callednormal separable coordinates. In these coordinates the contravaria
metric assumes the semidiagonalstandard form

@gi j #5F g11

� 0
gaa 0

0 �

gmm

0 gab

G .

~3.4!

~G! There are two extreme cases of the above description:~i! m5n, r 50; in this case the
space of Killing vectorsD vanishes, the Killing web is simply an orthogonal web ofn foliations
of codimension 1;~ii ! m50, r 5n; in this case the foliationsSa disappear, and only the
n-dimensional spaceD of commutingK-vectors is present; such aK-web is always separable, wit
K50. There is a further particular case:~iii ! m51, r 5n21; in this case we have a singl
foliation of codimension 1 made of the orbits ofn21 commutingK-vectors; such aK-web is
always separable, withK5G.

~H! Separable coordinate systems occur in equivalence classes: two separable syste
equivalent if the corresponding complete integrals generate the same Lagrangian foliation inT* Q.
A separable Killing web is the geometrical counterpart of an equivalence class of sep
coordinates for the geodesic Hamiltonian. According to Levi-Civita,1 the coordinates (qi) of a
separable system are divided into two classes: a coordinateqi is of first class if the fraction
] iH/] iH is linear~homogeneous! in the momenta (pj ). Otherwise, it is ofsecond class. Second-
class coordinates are also calledessential separable coordinates. They are usually labeled by
indicesa,b,... running from 1 tom<n. The first-class coordinates are labeled by indicesa, b,...
running fromm11 to n. The numbers~r, m! of coordinates of first and second class, respectiv
are the same for two equivalent separable systems and moreover, a separable systems i
equivalent to a normal separable system, see item~F!, in which the first-class coordinates a
ignorable and the metric tensor has the standard form~2.1!.7,8 In the transformation from a generi
separable coordinate system to a normal one, the second-class coordinates remain es
unchanged~they are related by a separated transformation, whose Jacobian is diagonal! so that
their coordinate surfaces are invariant; these surfaces span the foliationsSa of the underlying

FIG. 1. Illustration of the elements of a separable Killing web (Sa,D,K ) ~for a51,2!.
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separable Killing web. Moreover, the partial derivatives (]a) with respect to the first-class coo
dinates~ignorable or not!, interpreted as vector fields, span the spaceD of the underlying sepa-
rable Killing web.

~I! The nonvanishing metric components~3.4! in normal separable coordinates have the fo

gaa5w~m!
a , gab5gaafa

ab , ~3.5!

wherefa
ab are functions ofqa only andw (m)

a is the mth row of the inverse of am3m Stäckel
matrix @wa

(b)#: this is a matrix of functions depending only on the coordinateqa corresponding to
the lower index.

~J! A characteristic Killing pair (D,K ) generates anm-dimensional spaceK of Killing
2-tensors which are~i! D-invariant, ~ii ! in involution, and~iii ! with m eigenvectors in common
orthogonal toD ~the main eigenvectors of the characteristic tensorK !. The components of an
element ofK in normal separable coordinates form a matrix similar to that of the metric~3.4!. By
formulas similar to~3.5!, the rows of the inverse Sta¨ckel matrix generate the components of
basis (Kb) of K, b51,...,m, with Km5G,

Kb
aa5w~b!

a , Kb
ab5w~b!

a fa
ab . ~3.6!

This space includesK and the contravariant metric tensorG. We call K the separable Killing
algebra generated by (D,K ). If K0 is an element ofK with distinct eigenvalues corresponding
the main eigenvectors, then the pairs (D,K0) and (D,K ) are said to be equivalent~the define the
sameK!. Them quadratic functions

Gb5 1
2 P~Kb!5 1

2 Kb
i j pipj5

1
2 w~b!

a ~pa
21fa

abpapb! ~3.7!

together with ther linear functions

Ga5P~Xa!5pa

associated with a basis (Xa) of D, form a system ofn independent first integrals in involution o
the geodesic flow. Moreover, from the eigenform equations

Kb dqa5lb
a dqa, ~3.8!

we derive the following relation between the main eigenvalues ofKb ~corresponding to the main
eigenvectors of the characteristic tensorK ! and the inverse Sta¨ckel matrix,

lb
a5

w~b!
a

w~m!
a , ~3.9!

so that

Gb5 1
2 lb

agaa~pa
21fa

abpapb!. ~3.10!

In this last formula, the quadratic first integrals in involution are expressed in terms of the
eigenvalues of the Killing tensors forming a basis ofK, without any reference to the Sta¨ckel
matrix.

~K! It can be shown that10 a natural HamiltonianH5G1V is separable if and only if there
exists a characteristic Killing pair (D,K ) such that

D~V!50, d~K dV!50. ~3.11!
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The first of these two conditions means thatV is D-invariant,^X,dV&50, ;XPD, the second one
that the 1-formK dV ~image of dV by K ! is closed, hence locally exact. We call the seco
equation~3.11! the characteristic equation of a separable potential. Moreover,7,8 a functionV
satisfies conditions~3.11! if and only if in a normal separable coordinate system is of the for

V5gaafa5w~m!
a fa , ~3.12!

where eachfa is a function ofqa only. Functions of this kind are calledStäckel multipliers.6 We
observe that the first-class metric componentsgab ~3.5! are Sta¨ckel multipliers. It is remarkable
that if V satisfies equations~3.11! then the characteristic equation holds for all elements of
algebraK generated by the characteristic Killing pair (D,K ). Hence, with a basis (Kb) of K, we
can associate~at least locally! m D-invariant functions (Vb) such that

Kb dV5dVb . ~3.13!

Theseassociated potentialshave a form similar to~3.12!,

Vb5Kb
aafa5w~b!

a fa . ~3.14!

The n functions

Hb5Gb1Vb5 1
2 w~b!

a ~pa
21fa

abpapb12fa!5 1
2 lb

agaa~pa
21fa

abpapb12fa!,

~3.15!
Ha5P~Xa!5pa

are independent first integrals in involution.
~L! It is useful to remark that, from an intrinsic point of view, a Sta¨ckel multiplier is always

the sum of scalar products of gradients of functions constant on the leaves of the web.

IV. THE EXTENDED METRIC

Let Q be a differentiable manifold with local coordinates (qi) and let Q̂5Q3R be the
extended manifoldwith local coordinates (qA)5(qi ,q0) ~q0 is the natural coordinate over the re
line!. Let us consider onQ a positive–definite contravariant metric tensorG5(gi j ), a vector field
A5(Ai), and a functionU. The triple

Ĝ5~G,A,U !

generates a contravariant symmetric 2-tensorĜ on Q̂ by setting

ĜAB5F Ĝi j Ĝi0

Ĝ0 j Ĝ00G5Fgi j Ai

Aj 2UG . ~4.1!

In matrix notation,

Ĝ5F G A

A{ 2UG . ~4.2!

If det Ĝ.0, thenĜ is a positive–definite metric tensor, which we callextended metric tensor.
Since detG.0 and the determinant of the matrix~4.2! is a sum containing the term 2U• detG,
the regularity condition detĜ.0 can be locally satisfied by adding to the functionU a suitable
positive constant. Because of the physical meaning of the functionU ~1.2! any additional constan
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is inessential. If the functionU has a lower bound, then this process of regularization is glo
However, the local definition of the extended metric whenU has no lower bound is not a
obstruction to our purposes, since we shall use it as a local device.

Remark 4.1:In order to get a globally regular metric we could extend the manifoldQ by two
real axes,Q̂5Q3R3R, and consider the contravariant metric

Ĝ5F G A 0

A{ 2U 1

0 1 0
G ~4.3!

for which detĜ52detG. However, this metric is Lorentzian. Both the extensions~4.2! and~4.3!
are contravariant. The metric~4.2! is a sort of Kaluza–Klein metric. Metrics similar to~4.2! and
~4.3!, with A50, have been considered by Eisenhart16 in his interpretation of the dynamica
trajectories of a holonomic system, with time-dependent constraints and potentials, as ge
on a Riemannian manifold.

Remark 4.2:Any real functionf on Q has a natural extension toQ̂5Q3R ~constant along the
fiber R!. For the sake of simplicity we denote this extension by the same symbolf. From the
definition ~4.2! it follows that the extended metric is characterized by the following equati
where~f, g! are arbitrary functions onQ:

Ĝ~d f ,dg!5G~d f ,dg!,

Ĝ~d f ,dq0!5^A,d f&, ~4.4!

Ĝ~dq0,dq0!52U.

Remark 4.3:The extended geodesic Hamiltonian is

Ĝ5 1
2 P~Ĝ!5 1

2 ĜABpApB5 1
2 gi j pipj1Aipip01Up0

2 ~4.5!

~with indicesA50,1,...,n; i, j 51,...,n!. Sinceq0 is ignorable, the corresponding momentump0 is
a first integral. As a consequence, the integral curves withp051 of the Hamilton equations ofĜ
reduce to the integral curves of the Hamilton equations ofH ~1.1!. In other words, the geodesi
flow of the extended metric is projectable onto the Hamiltonian flow ofH.

Remark 4.4:Let W(qI ,cI ) be a complete solution of the Hamilton–Jacobi equation~1.5!. Then
the function

Ŵ~qI ,q0,cI ,c0!5c0~W~qI ,cI !1q0! ~4.6!

is a complete solution of the Hamilton–Jacobi equation associated withĜ:

1
2 gi j ] i Ŵ] j Ŵ1Ai] i Ŵ]0Ŵ1U~]0Ŵ!25k.

Indeed, this equation reduces to

c0
2~ 1

2 gi j ] iW] jW1Ai] iW1U !5k,

i.e., to Eq.~1.5! with h5k/c0
2. Furthermore,
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F ]2Ŵ

]qi]cj

]2Ŵ

]qi]c0

]2Ŵ

]q0]cj

]2Ŵ

]q0]c0

G5F c0

]2W

]qi]cj

]W

]qi

0 1
G

and the completeness condition, i.e., the regularity of this matrix, is satisfied forc0Þ0. By ~4.6!
we observe that ifW is a separated complete solution of the form~1.6!, then alsoŴ is separated.
In other words, if (qi) are separable coordinates for the HamiltonianH, then (qi ,q0) are also
separable for the geodesic extended HamiltonianĜ. This shows that the separation ofĜ is a
necessary condition for the separation ofH, and this is the reason why we shall analyze
separation in the extended space~Sec. V!. However, as we shall see, the converse is not alw
true: the separation ofĜ does not imply the separation ofH, unless we consider a more gener
kind of separation, thegauge separation~see Definition 5.9 below!.

Let us look at some properties of the fundamental objects defined on the extended ma
vectors, 1-forms and 2-tensors. A vector field onQ̂ is represented by a pair

X̂5~X,j!, ~4.7!

whereX is a q0-dependent vector field onQ andj a function onQ̂. Its components are

~X̂A!5~Xi ,j!, X̂i5Xi , X̂05j,

so that, as a derivation,

X̂5Xi
]

]qi 1j
]

]q0 5Xi] i1j]0 .

A vector field X̂ is horizontal if j50, vertical if X50. If we introduce thefundamental vertical
vector field

X̂05~0,1!5]0 ~4.8!

then the expression~4.7! can be replaced with

X̂5X1jX̂0 . ~4.9!

We say that a vector fieldX̂ on Q̂ is vertically invariant if @X̂,X̂0#50. A vector field is vertically
invariant iff both components (X,j) areq0-independent. In this case,X is a vector field onQ and
j is a function onQ. We callX the basic componentof X̂ andj the vertical component.

Proposition 4.5:Two vertically invariant vector fieldsX̂5(X,j) and Ŷ5(Y,h) commute,

@X̂,Ŷ#50, iff

^X,dh&5^Y,dj&,
~4.10!

@X,Y#50.

Proof: Since all components do not depend onq0, we have

@X̂,Ŷ# i5X̂A]AYi2ŶA]AXi5X̂j] jY
i2Ŷj] jX

i5@X,Y# i .

@X̂,Ŷ#05X̂A]AŶ02ŶA]AX̂05Xj] j Ŷ
02Yj] j X̂

05^X,dh&2^Y,dj&.
j
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Proposition 4.6:A vertically invariant vector fieldX̂5(X,j) is a Killing vector iff

^A,dj&5^X,dU&,

@X,A#5¹j, ~4.11!

@X,G#50.

Proof: The Killing equation@X̂,Ĝ#50 is equivalent to

$jp01Xipi , 1
2 gi j pipj1Aipip01Up0

2%50,

that is to

Xi~ 1
2 ] ig

hkphpk1] iA
hphp01] iUp0

2!2~] ijp01] iX
hph!~gikpk1Aip0!50.

The coefficients ofp0
2, p0pk , andphpk generate equations

Xi] iU2Ai] ij50,

Xi] iA
k2gik] ij2Ai] iX

k50,

~ 1
2 Xi] ig

hk2gik] iX
h!phpk50,

which are the coordinate representations of Eqs.~4.11!.
j

The last equation~4.11! means that the basic componentX of X̂ is a Killing vector. We notice
that the fundamental vertical vectorX̂0 is a Killing vector. As for the contravariant metric,
contravariant symmetric 2-tensor onQ̂ is represented by a triple

K̂5~K ,C,F !, ~4.12!

where K5(Ki j ) is a contravariant symmetric 2-tensor,C5(Ci) is a vector field, andF is a
function onQ ~all these objects may beq0-dependent!. In components,

K̂AB5F Ki j Ki0

K0 j K00G5FKi j Ci

Cj 2FG . ~4.13!

In matrix notation,

K̂5F K C

C{ 2FG . ~4.14!

With this tensor we associate the Hamiltonian

1
2 P~K̂ !5 1

2 K̂ABpApB5 1
2 Ki j pipj1Cipip01Fp0

2. ~4.15!

This tensor is vertically invariant,@X̂0 ,K̂ #50, iff all components areq0-independent. In this cas
K , C, andF are objects onQ.

Proposition 4.7:A vertically invariant 2-tensorK̂5(K ,C,F) is a Killing tensor iff
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@G,K #50,

@C,G#5@A,K #,
~4.16!

@C,A#5¹F2K¹U,

^C,dU&5^A,dF&.

Proof: The Killing equation@K̂ ,Ĝ#50 is equivalent to$PĜ ,PK̂%50,

~gil pl1Aip0!~ 1
2 ] iK

hkphpk1] iC
kpkp01] iFp0

2!

2~Kil pl1Cip0!~ 1
2 ] ig

hkphpk1] iA
kpkp01] iUp0

2!50.

The first equation~4.16! is determined by the coefficient of (phpkpl). The coefficients ofp0phpk ,
pkp0

2, andp0
3 give rise, respectively, to equations

~gih] iC
k1 1

2 Ai] iK
hk2Kih] iA

k2 1
2 Ci] ig

hk!phpk50,

gik] iF1Ai] iC
k2Kik] iU2Ci] iA

k50,

Ai] iF2Ci] iU50,

which are the coordinate representations of the last three equations~4.16!.
j

We notice that the first equation~4.16! means that the basic componentK is a Killing tensor.
Remark 4.8:As for any Riemannian manifold, the bijective mapping[ from 1-forms to vector

fields onQ̂ is defined by, see~2.6!,

^X̂,d f&5Ĝ~d f ,X̂[!, ~4.17!

wheref is a function onQ̂. Since

d f5
] f

]qi dqi1
] f

]q0 dq0,

it follows that

Ĝ~d f ,dq0!5
] f

]qi Ĝi01
] f

]q0 Ĝ005Ai
] f

]qi 12U
] f

]q0 .

This shows that

dq05~A,2U ![. ~4.18!

Remark 4.9:A 1-form ŵ on Q̂ is represented by a pair (w,w0), wherew is a q0-dependent
1-form on Q and w0 is a function onQ̂. In local coordinates (qi ,q0) we have ŵ5ŵA dqA

5w i dqi1w0 dq0, wherew5w i dqi . For any vector fieldX̂5(X,j),

^X̂,ŵ&5^X,w&1jw0 . ~4.19!

We say thatŵ is a basic 1-formif

w05^X̂0 ,ŵ&50. ~4.20!
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The contravariant components of the image of a 1-formŵ by a symmetric 2-tensorK̂ are

K̂ABŵB5~K̂ i j w j1K̂ i0w0 ,K̂0iw i1K̂00w0!

5~K̂ i j w j1Ciw0 ,Ciw i12Fw0!. ~4.21!

This shows that the eigenform equationK̂ ŵ5lŵ is equivalent to equations

Kw1w0C[5l~w1w0A[!,
~4.22!

^C,w&12Fw05l~^A,w&12Uw0!.

For a basic eigenform these equations become

Kw5lw,
~4.23!

^C,w&5l^A,w&.

V. SEPARABLE KILLING WEBS IN THE EXTENDED METRIC

Assume that the extended geodesic HamiltonianĜ is separable. According to the gener
theory of the geodesic separability, this fact is characterized by the existence of a separable
web,

~ Ŝa,D̂,K̂ !, ~5.1!

where~I! Ŝa is a set ofm orthogonal foliations of submanifolds of codimension 1 (a51,...,m); ~II !
D̂ is a r 11-dimensional linear space of commuting Killing vectors (m1r 5n). These Killing
vectors are tangent to the orbits ofD̂, and these orbits coincide with the complete intersection
the leaves of the foliationsŜa; ~III ! K̂ is a Killing tensor of order 2.~III.a! K̂ is D̂-invariant ~it
commutes with all elements ofD̂!; ~III.b! K̂ hasm main eigenvectors orthogonal to the leaves
Ŝa, corresponding to distinct eigenvalues. It follows that locally onQ̂ there arem independent
functions (q̂a) such that (dq̂a) are characteristic 1-forms of the web, so that

K̂ dqa5la dqa, ^X̂,dq̂a&50, ;X̂PD̂, ~5.2!

and

Ĝ~dq̂a,dq̂b!50, aÞb. ~5.3!

As it will be justified below, it is interesting to consider the particular case in which the fu
mental vertical vector fieldX̂0 is an element ofD̂.

Proposition 5.1:A separable Killing web (Ŝa,D̂,K̂ ) on the extended manifoldQ̂, such that
X̂0PD̂, is reducible to a separable Killing web onQ,

~Sa,D,K !. ~5.4!

The meaning of the term ‘‘reducible’’ is explained in the following proof.
Proof: Since the second equation~5.2! implies in particular

^X̂0 ,dq̂a&50, ~5.5!
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the functions (q̂a) are vertically invariant and reduce to functions (qa) on Q, so that, according to
Remark 4.2, we can use the simplified notationq̂a5qa. As a consequence, the web (Ŝa) reduces
to a web (Sa) with characteristic 1-forms (dqa). Because of~4.4! and ~5.3!,

G~dqa,dqb!5Ĝ~dqa,dqb!50 ~aÞb! ~5.6!

and the reduced web is orthogonal. According to Propositions 4.5 and 4.6, the Killing vectX̂
5(X,j)PD̂ reduce to commuting Killing vectorsX on Q and form a spaceD of dimensionr

5n2m ~one dimension is lost by the vertical vectorX̂0PD̂, which projects onto the zero vecto
field of Q!. Since (dqa) are basic 1-forms, from~4.19! it follows that

^X,dqa&5^X̂,dqa&50. ~5.7!

Thus, the reduced Killing vectors are tangent to the leaves of the reduced web. The Killing
K̂ reduces to a Killing tensorK on Q ~Proposition 4.7!. The reduced Killing tensor commutes wit
all the reduced Killing vectors ofD; the proof that@X̂,K̂ #50 implies@X,K #50 is similar to that
in the proof of Proposition 4.6. Finally, because of~4.23!, the eigenform equation~5.2! reduces to
equation

K dqa5la dqa,

and this shows that the reduced characteristic 1-forms (dqa) are eigenforms ofK corresponding to
the distinct eigenvalues (la). Since these eigenvalues are vertically invariant, they reduc
functions onQ.

j

Remark 5.2:If we choose a local basis (X̂a ,X̂0) of D̂ including the fundamental vertica
vector field and a local sectionẐ orthogonal to the orbits ofD̂, then normal separable coordinat
(q̂A)5(q̂a,q̂a,q̂0) are defined onQ̂ such thatq̂a5qa,

]

]q̂a 5X̂a ,
]

]q̂0 5X̂0 , ~5.8!

and

^X̂0 ,dq̂0&51, ^X̂0 ,dq̂a&50, ^X̂a ,dq̂0&50, ^X̂a ,dq̂b&5da
b . ~5.9!

According to the general theory of the geodesic separation, them separable coordinates (qa) are
essential, ther 11 coordinates (q̂a,q̂0) are ignorable, and the contravariant components of
extended metric

ĜAB5Ĝ~dq̂A,dq̂B!, ~5.10!

have a form similar to~3.4! and ~3.5!, with one additional line and row with index 0~index of
first-class!,

Ĝab50 ~aÞb!, Ĝaa50, Ĝa050,
~5.11!

Ĝaa5w~m!
a , Ĝ005faĜaa, Ĝa05fa

aĜaa, Ĝab5fa
abĜaa,

where fa , fa
a , fa

ab are functions of the coordinate corresponding to the lower index o
Furthermore, since all the elements ofD̂ commute, we have in particular@X̂0 ,X̂a#50, and, due to
~5.9!, also the coordinates (q̂a) reduce to coordinates (qa) on Q, so that we can use the simple
notationqa instead ofq̂a. It follows that (qa,qa) is a normal separable coordinate system as
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ciated with the reduced separable Killing web~5.4!. However, as we shall see below, the
coordinates are not separable with respect to the complete HamiltonianH ~1.1!. For the separa-
bility of H further conditions are required. From the first characteristic equation of the exte
metric ~4.4! it follows that

Ĝab5Ĝ~dqa,dqb!5G~dqa,dqb!5gab,

Ĝaa5Ĝ~dqa,dqa!5G~dqa,dqa!5gaa, ~5.12!

Ĝab5Ĝ~dqa,dqb!5G~dqa,dqb!5gab.

Hence, the comparison with~5.11! shows that the metric components (gi j ) maintain the same
expressions~3.4! and ~3.5!,

gab50 ~aÞb!, gaa5w~m!
a ,

~5.13!
gaa50, gab5gaafa

ab5w~m!
a fa

ab .

Remark 5.3:The natural coordinateq0 of Q̂ does not coincide with the separable coordin
q̂0 determined byX̂0 in the basis ofD̂. As for any function ofQ̂, we can consider the differentia
of q0 in the coordinates (q̂A)5(qa,qa,q̂0), written in the form

dq05 f dq̂01 f a dqa1ja dqa.

Since we havê X̂0 ,dq0&51 because of the definition ofX̂0 , from ~5.9! and ~5.5! ~where q̂a

5qa, q̂a5qa! it follows that f 51. Moreover, by applying to both sides of this equation t
Killing vector X̂a5(Xa ,ja), due again to~5.9! and to~5.2! we get

^X̂a ,dq̂01 f a dqa1ja dqa&5 f a , ^X̂a ,dq0&5^Xa1jaX̂0 ,dq0&5ja ,

so thatf a5ja . Hence,

dq05dq̂01ja dqa1ja dqa, ~5.14!

where (ja) are just the vertical components of the Killing vectors (X̂a). Since the Killing vectors
commute withX̂0 , these components reduce to functions onQ. By developing the commutation
relations

05F ]

]q̂a ,
]

]q̂aG5F ]

]q̂a ,X̂aG
5F ]

]q̂a ,Xa1jaX̂0G5F ]

]qa ,XaG1
]ja

]qa X̂0

5]ajaX̂0 ,

we find that

]aja50. ~5.15!

By differentiating Eq.~5.14!, we find equation

dja∧dqa1dja∧dqa50.

Due to ~5.15! and theq0-independence ofja , we obtain
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]bja dqb`dqa1]aja dqa`dqa1]bja dqb`dqa1]0ja dq0`dqa50.

It follows that

]ajb5]bja , ]aja50, ]ajb5]bja , ]0ja50. ~5.16!

The last equation~5.16! shows that also the functions (ja) appearing in~5.14! areq0-independent.
The remaining equations show that onQ there exist local functionsS1(qa) andS2(qa) depending
on the essential coordinates (qa) and on the ignorable coordinates (qa), respectively, such that

ja5]aS1 , ja5]aS2 . ~5.17!

Thus, the link~5.14! betweenq0 and q̂0 takes the form

dq̂05dq02d~S11S2!, S15S1~qa!, S25S2~qa!. ~5.18!

Remark 5.4:From Eqs.~4.4! it follows that

Ĝ~dqa,dq0!5^A,dqa&5Aa,

Ĝ~dqa,dq0!5^A,dqa&5Aa, ~5.19!

Ĝ~dq0,dq0!52U.

On the other hand, from~5.14!, using ~5.11! and ~5.12!, and recalling thatq̂a5qa, q̂a5qa, we
derive

Ĝ~dqa,dq0!5Ĝ~dqa,dq̂0!1Ĝ~dqa,dqa!ja1Ĝ~dqa,dqb!jb

5Ĝa01Ĝaaja1Ĝabjb5Ĝaaja5gaaja ,

Ĝ~dqa,dq0!5Ĝ~dqa,dq̂0!1Ĝ~dqa,dqb!jb1Ĝ~dqa,dqb!jb

5Ĝa01Ĝabjb1Ĝabjb5Ĝaafa
a1Ĝabjb5gaafa

a1gabjb , ~5.20!

Ĝ~dq0,dq0!5Ĝ~dq̂0,dq̂0!1Ĝ~dqa,dqb!jajb1Ĝ~dqa,dqb!jajb

12Ĝ~dq̂0,dqa!ja12Ĝ~dq̂0,dqa!ja12Ĝ~dqa,dqa!jaja

5Ĝ001Ĝabjajb1Ĝabjajb12Ĝa0ja5gaa~fa1fa
abjajb1ja

212fa
aja!.

The comparison of Eqs.~5.19! and ~5.20! shows that

Aa5gaaja ,

Aa5gaafa
a1gabjb5gaa~fa

a1fa
abjb!, ~5.21!

2U5gaa~fa1fa
abjajb1ja

212fa
aja!.

We can summarize the preceding remarks in the following.
Proposition 5.5:If the extended metric admits a separable Killing web (Ŝa,D̂,K̂ ) with X̂0

PD̂, then onQ there exists a coordinate system (qa,qa) such that the components ofG andA and
the functionU assume the form~5.13!, ~5.21!, with (fa

a ,fa
ab ,fa) functions of the coordinate

corresponding to the lower index only, andj i5] i(S11S2), with S1(qa) andS2(qa) functions of
the essential coordinates (qa) and of the ignorable coordinates (qa), respectively.
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Remark 5.6:From Eqs.~5.21! we observe that the vector fieldA is a sum of three vectors:

A5A~1!1A~2!1A~3! ,

A~1!5gaajaXa5¹S1 , A~2!5gabjbXa5¹S25gaafa
abjbXa , ~5.22!

A~3!5gaafa
aXa ,

where

Xa5]a5
]

]qa , Xa5]a5
]

]qa . ~5.23!

SinceXa•Xa50, both vectorsA(2) andA(3) are orthogonal toA(1) :

A~1!•A~2!50, A~1!•A~3!50. ~5.24!

From the last equation~5.21! we get the following decomposition for the functionU:

U5 1
2 A~1!•A~1!1

1
2 A~2!•A~2!1A~2!•A~3!1V0, ~5.25!

where

V05gaafa ~5.26!

is a Stäckel multiplier. From~1.2!, ~5.22!, ~5.24!, and~5.25! we derive the following expression
for the ~physical! scalar potential:

V5U2 1
2 A•A5V02 1

2 A~3!•A~3! . ~5.27!

Remark 5.7:Let us consider the reduced separable Killing web (Sa,D,K ) of Proposition 5.1.
Each foliationSa is locally represented by equationqa5const, the vectorsXa5]a form a local
basis ofD, and the vectorsXa5]a are eigenvectors ofK orthogonal toD. Then the functionS1 is
constant on the orbits ofD, since it depends on the coordinates (qa) only, while the functionS2

is constant on the submanifolds orthogonal to the orbits ofD, since^Xa ,dS2&5]aS250. Hence,
the vectors of the decomposition~5.22! are completely characterized by the following properti

A~1! is a gradient of the orbits ofD,

A~2! is a gradient of the foliation orthogonal to the orbits ofD,
~5.28!

A~3! is tangent to the orbits ofD and its components in any

basis of D are Sta¨ckel multipliers.

Here, bygradient of a foliationwe mean a vector field which is the gradient of a function cons
on the leaves of the foliation~i.e., the corresponding 1-form is the differential of a functi
constant on the leaves!. It follows in particular thatA(1) andA(3) areD-invariant.

Remark 5.8:As a consequence of the expressions~5.13! and ~5.21!, the Hamilton–Jacobi
equation~1.5! can be written in the form

1
2 w~m!

a ~ p̄a
21fa

abp̄ap̄b12fa
ap̄a1fa!5h, ~5.29!

by setting
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p̄i5pi1j i5pi1] i~S11S2!⇔ H p̄a5pa1ja5pa1]aS1 ,
p̄a5pa1ja5pa1]aS2 . ~5.30!

We can consider this equation as the last one of the following system ofm equations:

w~b!
a ~ p̄a

21fa
abp̄ap̄b12fa

ap̄a1fa!5cb , ~5.31!

where (cb) arem arbitrary constants, andcm52h. By applying the Sta¨ckel matrix@wa
(b)# we get

the equivalent system

p̄a
21fa

abp̄ap̄b12fa
ap̄a1fa5wa

~b!cb . ~5.32!

By settingp̄a5ca5const, this system splits intom separated equations:

~pa1]aS1!25Fa~qa,cI !, pa5ca2]aS2 , ~5.33!

where

Fa~qa,cI !5wa
~b!cb2fa

abcacb22fa
aca2fa ~5.34!

are functions of the coordinate corresponding to the index only, and~in general! of all the n
constantscI 5(cb ,ca). If we consider the integrals~with any choice of the signs!

Wa~qa,cI !56E AFa~qa,cI !dqa, ~5.35!

then we build a complete solution of the Hamilton–Jacobi equation of the form

W5caqa1(
a

Wa2S, S5S11S2 . ~5.36!

We observe that this is not a separated complete solution, due to the presence of the funS,
which is not in general a sum of functions of single coordinates. However, this function doe
contain the constantscI .

Hence, we are led to consider a more general kind of separation.
Definition 5.9: A Hamiltonian is gauge-separableif the corresponding Hamilton–Jacob

equation admits a complete solution of the form

W~qI ,cI !5(
i 51

n

Wi~qi ,cI !2S~qI !. ~5.37!

The gauge-separation is also calledR-separationin connection with the multiplicative separatio
of the Helmholtz equation.17

Thus, we have proved
Proposition 5.10:If the extended metric admits a separable Killing web withX̂0PD̂, then the

HamiltonianH ~1.1! is gauge separable.
Remark 5.11:We have the ordinary separation of the HamiltonianH if and only if (ja) and

(ja) are functions of the coordinate corresponding to the index only, i.e.,

]bja50 ~aÞb!, ]bja50 ~aÞb!. ~5.38!

Since these functions are the covariant components of the vectorsA(1) andA(2) , it follows that the
first equation~5.38! and the second equation~5.38! are, respectively, equivalent to the followin
two conditions:
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~1! A~1! is the sum of gradients of the foliationsSa,
~5.39!

~2! there is a basis~Xa! of D such that ^Xa ,d~A~2!•Xb!&50 for aÞb.

Furthermore, going back to~5.14!, we remark that conditions~5.38! are necessary and sufficien
for the separability of the coordinate system (qa,qa,q0), which in this case is equivalent to th
coordinate system (qa,qa,q̂0) associated with the separable Killing web on the extended mani

VI. FINAL STATEMENTS AND REMARKS

From the discussion in the preceding section we can derive the following theorem o
intrinsic characterization of the separation of a natural Hamiltonian with scalar and vector p
tial.

Theorem 6.1: The Hamiltonian~1.1! is separable if and only if~i! on Q there exists a
separable Killing web (Sa,D,K ); ~ii ! the vector fieldA is a sum of three vectors,

A5A~1!1A~2!1A~3! ,

where~ii.1! A(1) is locally the sum of gradients of the foliationsSa, ~ii.2! A(2) is locally a gradient
of the foliation orthogonal to the orbits ofD, and there exists a basis (Xa) of D (a5m
11,...,n) such that

^Xa ,d~A~2!•Xb!&50 for aÞb;

~ii.3! A(3) is tangent to the orbits ofD and its componentsA(3)
a with respect to any basis (Xa) of

D are Sta¨ckel multipliers,

^X,dA~3!
a &50, ;XPD, d~K dA~3!

a !50;

~iii ! the functionV is a sum

V5V02 1
2 A~3!•A~3! ,

whereV0 is a Stäckel multiplier,

^X,dV0&50, ;XPD, d~K dV0!50.

Proof: Assume that the Hamiltonian~1.1! is separable in a coordinate system (qi). Then
~Remark 4.4! the extended metric is separable in the coordinate system (qi ,q0), with q0 ignorable.
As a consequence, onQ̂ there exists a separable Killing web~5.1!. Sinceq0 is ignorable, the
vector field]0 belongs toD̂. But this vector coincides with the fundamental vector fieldX̂0 . Thus,
we are in the situation considered in Sec. V, and because of Proposition 5.5, Remarks 5
Proposition 5.10, and Remark 5.11, the conditions~i!–~iii ! are fulfilled. Conversely, assume th
these conditions are satisfied. Then, because of Remarks 5.7, 5.8, and 5.11, the Hamilton
equation admits a separated solution.

j

Remark 6.2:The separable coordinates (qa) are ignorable~hence, of first class! with respect
to both the geodesic HamiltoniansĜ and G but in general they could be nonignorable and
second class for the HamiltonianH, due to the presence of the functionsja in the components of
the vector potential. More precisely, an ignorable coordinateqa is also of first class and ignorabl
in the whole HamiltonianH if and only if the corresponding functionja is constant. To see this
we consider the Hamiltonian written in the form

H5 1
2 gab~pa1Aa!~pb1Ab!1 1

2 gaa~pa1Aa!21V.

The coordinates (qa) appear only in the components (Aa). Because of~5.21!,
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Aa5ja1gaagabfa
b ,

so that]aAb5]ajb5dabja
0, whereja

05]aja . Thus,

]aH

]aH
5

gbg~pb1Ab!]ajg

gab~pb1Ab!
5ja

0,

and this fraction becomes a linear~homogeneous! function in the momenta if and only ifja
0

50; in this case,]aH50.
Remark 6.3:The only physically interesting component of the vector potentialA is A(3) ,

since the other two components are gradients and do not influence the motion of the system
configuration space. Since the orbits in the configuration space are determined, via the
method, by the partial derivatives ofW with respect to the constantscI , the independence of th
motions from the gradient components can also be observed by the expressions of the se
solution ~5.34!–~5.36!, where the covariant components (ja) and (ja) of A(1) and A(2) do not
appear explicitly. It follows, in particular, that there are no physically interesting separable
tems with a vector potentialA, without the occurrence of symmetries~Killing vectors!, since in
this caseA(3) vanishes.

After this last remark we can confine our interest to the caseA(1)5A(2)50, that is A
5A(3) , and consider the following simplified version of Theorem 6.1.

Theorem 6.4: The Hamiltonian~1.1! is separable if and only if~i! on Q there exists a
characteristic Killing pair (D,K ), ~ii ! up to a gauge transformation the vector potentialA is D-
invariant, tangent to the orbits ofD and its components (Aa) with respect to any basis (Xa) of D
are Sta¨ckel multipliers,

^X,dAa&50, ;XPD, d~K dAa!50; ~6.1!

~iii ! the scalar potentialV is a sum

V5U2 1
2 A•A ~6.2!

whereU is a Stäckel multiplier,

^X,dU&50, ;XPD, d~K dU!50. ~6.3!

Remark 6.5:In ~ii ! the condition thatA is D-invariant is redundant, since it follows from th
other requirements. However, in view of the applications, it is convenient to mention it expl
in the statement. We also observe that the Sta¨ckel multiplierU in ~6.2! is just the scalar part of the
Hamiltonian~1.1!. The expression~6.2! exhibits a relation of the ‘‘physical’’ potential energyV
with the vector potentialA. This represents a very strong restriction for the separability o
physical system withAÞ0.

Remark 6.6:According to Theorem 6.4, the separation of a Hamilton–Jacobi equation al
occurs in coordinates (qa,qa) for which ~i! the metric tensor components assume the form~3.4!–
~3.5!; ~ii ! up to a gauge transformation the components of the vector potential have the for

Aa50, Aa5gaafa
a ; ~6.4!

~iii ! the scalar potentials have the form

U5gaafa , V5U2 1
2 gaagbbfa

afb
bgab , ~6.5!

wherefa
a and fa are functions depending on the coordinate corresponding to the lower i

only. All these expressions are derived from~5.21!, with ja50 andja50. From~1.4! it follows
that the Lagrangian forces are
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Fa52]aV2]aAaq̇a, Fa5]aAaq̇a. ~6.6!

In the case of a vanishing scalar potential,V50, also the scalar product

A•A5gaagbbfa
afb

bgab ~6.7!

must be a Sta¨ckel multiplier. This is a further very strong restriction for the separability, whi
however, disappears in the casem51.

Remark 6.7:Theorem 6.4 has another interesting consequence. Let (Kb) (b51,...,m) be a
basis of the Killing algebraK generated by the characteristic Killing pair (D,K ), with K15K and
Km5G @see item~J! of Sec. III#. Then, besides ther 5n2m linear first integralsHa5P(Xa)
associated with a basis ofD, we havem independent quadratic~nonhomogeneous! first integrals in
involution of the form

Hb5 1
2 PKb

1PAb
1Ub , ~6.8!

whereAb5Ab
aXa arem vector fields andUb arem functions such that

Kb dAa5dAb
a , Kb dU5dUb . ~6.9!

Note that Am5A and Um5U. In the separable coordinates (qa,qa), these objects have th
following expressions, involving the inverse Sta¨ckel matrix @w (b)

a #:

Ab
a5w~b!

a fa
a , Ub5w~b!

a fa , ~6.10!

so that the final coordinate expressions of the first integrals are

Ha5pa ,
~6.11!

Hb5 1
2 w~b!

a ~pa
21fa

abpapb12fa
apa12fa!

5 1
2 l~b!

a gaa~pa
21fa

abpapb12fa
apa12fa!,

wherelb
a are the eigenvalues of the Killing tensors@see~3.9!#. For the caseA50 they reduce to

the expressions~3.15!. These first integrals correspond to the constants of integration (cb ,ca) of
the separated Hamilton–Jacobi equations of the kind~5.31! ~in the present casep̄a5pa5ca!.
Thus, due to the Jacobi theorem, they are certainly first integrals in involution. However
interesting to prove that functions~6.8! are first integrals in involution, in a direct and intrins
way, from their defining equations~6.8! and ~6.9! and from theD-invariance, by analyzing thei
Poisson brackets with the Hamiltonian

H5Hm5 1
2 PG1PA1U.

We get

$Hb ,H%5 1
4 $PKb

,PG%1 1
2 $PKb

,PA%1 1
2 $PAb

,PG%1 1
2 $PKb

,U%

1$PAb
,PA%1 1

2 $Ub ,PG%1$PAb
,U%1$Ub ,PA%. ~6.12!

The terms in~6.12! are, in the order, polynomials of third, second, first, and 0th degree in
momenta. Thus, the Poisson brackets vanish iff these polynomials vanish separately. Thi
rise to equations similar to~4.16!,
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@G,Kb#50,

@Ab ,G#5@A,Kb#,
~6.13!

@Ab ,A#5¹Ub2Kb¹U,

^Ab ,dU&5^A,dUb&.

This shows, in other words, that the fact that (Hb) are first integrals in involution is equivalent t
the fact that the 2-tensorsK̂b5(Kb ,Ab ,Ub) in the extended manifold are Killing tensors
involution and form the Killing algebraK̂ associated with the characteristic Killing pair (D̂,K̂ ),
whereD̂ is spanned by the vectorsX̂a5(Xa,0) and byX̂0 . The first equation~6.13! is just the
Killing equation for Kb . If we assume that all these objects, in particular the functionsUb

~including Um5U!, areD-invariant ~which is equivalent to assume thatHb andHa are in invo-
lution! and that the vector fieldsAb are tangent toD, then both terms on the right-hand side of t
third equation~6.13! are orthogonal toD, while the Lie bracket at the left one is tangent toD.
Hence, both sides vanish identically and we get the second equation~6.9! together with@Ab ,A#
50. Under the same assumptions, both sides of the fourth equation~6.13! vanish identically. The
second remaining equation~6.13! is equivalent to the first equation~6.9!. The fact that all (Hb) are
in involution can be proved in a similar way. We remark that all the vector potentials comm
@Ab ,Aa#50.

VII. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

Let us apply the above results to the Euclidean three-spaceQ5E3 . In the following examples
we give only the expressions of separable scalar and vectors potentials, without entering
details of the integration of the corresponding Hamilton–Jacobi equations. InE3 the Lagrangian
forces~1.4! are the components of the Lorentz force

F5B3v2¹V, B5¹3A,

wherev is the velocity of the particle,¹ is the gradient operator,¹3 is the curl operator, and3
is the cross product of vectors. We shall use the well-known formula

¹3~ f V!5¹ f 3V1 f ¹3V,

for any smooth functionf and vector fieldV. We consider onE3 Cartesian rectangular coordinate
~x, y, z! with origin at a pointO and denote by~X, Y, Z! the corresponding unit vectors. Due
Remark 6.3, only the cases of separable webs with symmetries~rotational or translational! are
interesting for the separation of a vector potential. We consider for brevity and simplicity
cylindrical and the spherical web only~although the remaining two rotational webs, the prol
and oblate spheroidal ones, could be of some interest for the applications!.

Example 1. The cylindrical web. In this first example we consider the cylindrical web aro
the z axis, made of cylinders around the axis, half-planes issued from the axis~the meridian
planes! and planes orthogonal to the axis~theequatorial planes!. These surfaces are, respective
orthogonal to the vectors

~uz ,Rz ,Z!,

where

uz5
r z

ur zu

is the unit vector determined by the radius vector orthogonal to thez axis,
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r z5r2zZ, r5xX1yY1zZ5ru,

and

Rz5Z3r

is the rotational vector around thez axis. The standard cylindrical coordinates are~r, u, z!, where
r is the distance from thez axis,r5ur zu, andu is the rotation angle around it, oriented asRz and
starting~for instance! from the ~x, z! plane. Thus we have

¹r5uz , uuzu51,

¹u5r22Rz , uRzu5r5ur zu,

¹z5Z, uZu51,

and from

p5v5pr¹r1pu¹u1pz¹z5pruz1pur22Rz1pzZ,

we get the well-known expression of the geodesic Hamiltonian

G5 1
2 p•p5 1

2 ~pr
21r22pu

21pz
2!.

The curls of all vectors above are zero, with the exception of

¹3Rz52Z.

We have three inequivalent characteristic Killing pairs (D,K ) associated with this web.
Case 1.r 5dim(D)52:

D5span~Z,Rz!, K5G.

With respect to this Killing pair,~u, z! are first-class~ignorable!, andr is the essential~second-
class! coordinate, so that a Sta¨ckel multiplier is any functionU(r). Thus in this case the mos
general separable vector potential has the form

A5f~r!Z1c~r!Rz .

It follows that

B5¹3~fZ1cRz!5¹f3Z1¹c3Rz12cZ

5f8uz3Z1c8uz3Rz12cZ

5f8r21r3Z1c8rZ12cZ,

that is

B52r21f8Rz1~rc812c!Z5 f ~r!Rz1h~r!Z,

where f 52r21f8, h5rc812c are two independent functions. Since

A•A5f2~r!1r2c~r!

is a function ofr only, the most general separable scalar potential~6.2! is any functionV(r). Thus
the Hamiltonian is
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H5 1
2 p21A•p1U5 1

2 ~pr
21r22pu

21pz
2!1f~r!pz1r22c~r!pu1U~r!.

Note that the Coriolis and centrifugal forces, appearing in a frame rotating around thez axis with
constant angular velocityv5vZ with respect to an inertial one, fits with this scheme, being

V5 1
2 v2r2, A52vRz , vPR,

so that

F522vZ3v1v2ruz .

Case 2.r 51:

D5span~Z!, K5Rz^ Rz .

Note thatK has eigenvectors (uz ,Rz) orthogonal toD, with distinct eigenvalues (0,r2) ~they
coincide on thez axis, which is the singular set of the web!. In this case onlyz is ignorable, while
~r, u! are essential coordinates, so that any Sta¨ckel multiplier is of the kind

U5 f ~r!1r22h~u!,

where f (r) is any smooth function andh(u) is any periodic smooth function~the same is under
stood for any function ofu considered below!. Thus, a separable vector potential has the form

A5~f~r!1r22c~u!!Z,

and consequently

B5r21~2c~u!r232f8~r!!Rz1c8~u!r23uz .

The corresponding Hamiltonian is

H5 1
2 p21A•p1U5 1

2 ~pr
21r22pu

21pz
2!1~f~r!1r22c~u!!pz1 f ~r!1r22c~u!.

Since

A•A5f2~r!1r24c2~u!22r22c~r!c~u!,

the separable scalar potential~6.2! has the form

V5 f ~r!1r22h~u!2 1
2 f2~r!2 1

2 r24c2~u!2r22f~r!c~u!,

i.e.,

V5 f ~r!1r22~h~u!2f~r!c~u!!2 1
2 r24c2~u!,

wheref (r) andh(u) are arbitrary functions, whilef~r! andc~u! are the functions entering in th
expressions ofA andB. In this case we have a quadratic first integral

H15 1
2 PK1

1PA1
1U1 , K15K .

We compute its elementsU1 andA1 as follows: for any Sta¨ckel multiplier U

¹U5~ f 8~r!22r23h~u!!uz1r24h8~u!Rz

and

K¹U5r22h8~u!Rz ,
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sinceRz•uz50 andRz
25r2. It follows that

U15h~u!,

since ¹U15h8(u)¹u5h8(u)r22Rz . By applying the same method to the component ofA
~which is a Sta¨ckel multiplier! we find

A15c~u!Z.

Thus the quadratic first integral is

H15 1
2 ~Rz•p!21A1•p1U15 1

2 pu
21c~u!pz1h~u!.

Case 3.r 51:

D5span~Rz!, K5Z ^ Z.

The Killing tensorK5Z ^ Z has eigenvectors (Z,uz) orthogonal toD, with distinct eigenvalues
~1, 0!. In this caseu is ignorable, while (r,z) are essential coordinates. Thus any Sta¨ckel multi-
plier has the form

U5 f ~r!1h~z!,

and the most general separable vector potential is

A5~f~r!1c~z!!Rz .

As a consequence,

B5~rf8~r!12f~r!12c~z!!Z2c8~z!ruz .

The corresponding Hamiltonian is

H5 1
2 p21A•p1U5 1

2 ~pr
21r22pu

21pz
2!1~f~r!1c~z!!pu1 f ~r!1h~z!.

Since

A•A5r2~f2~r!1c2~z!12f~r!c~z!!,

the separable scalar potential~6.2! has the form

V5 f ~r!1h~z!2 1
2 r2~f2~r!1c2~z!12f~r!c~z!!,

i.e.,

V5 f ~r!1h~z!2r2~ 1
2 c2~z!1f~r!c~z!!,

where f (r), h(z) are arbitrary functions, whilec(z), f~r! are the functions entering in th
expressions ofA andB. Also in this case we have a quadratic first integralH1 . Since

¹U5 f 8~r!uz1h8~z!Z, K¹U5h8~z!Z,

we find U15h(z), and in a similar way,A15c(z)Rz . Thus the quadratic first integral is

H15 1
2 ~Z•p!21A1•p1U15 1

2 pz
21c~z!pu1h~z!.
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Example 2. The spherical web. This web is made of spheres around the origin, me
half-planes~issued from thez axis!, and circular cones around the axis with vertex at the orig
These surfaces are, respectively, orthogonal to the vectors

~r ,Rz,l!,

wherel is the unit vector

l5
r3Rz

ur3Rzu
5

r3Rz

rr

tangent to the meridian planes and to the spheres. The standard spherical coordinates arer ,u,f),
wheref is the latitude, so that

¹r 5u, ¹u5r22Rz , p5pru1pur22Rz1r 21pfl, ¹f5r 21l,

with r5r cosf, and the geodesic Hamiltonian assumes the standard form

G5 1
2 ~pr

21r22pu
21r 22pf

2 !.

Up to equivalences, there is only one characteristic Killing pair characterizing this web, wr
51:

D5span~Rz!, K5r 2G2r ^ r .

The vectors~r , l! are eigenvectors ofK orthogonal toRz , with distinct eigenvalues (0,r 2). The
coordinates (r ,c) are essential,u is ignorable, and a Sta¨ckel multiplier is a function

U5 f ~r !1r 22h~f!.

Thus the separable vector potential is

A5~a~r !1r 22b~f!!Rz ,

and

B5~a822br 23!r l2b8r 23ru12~a1br 22!Z.

The Hamiltonian is

H5 1
2 ~pr

21r22pf
2 !1~a~r !1r 22b~f!!pu1 f ~r !1r 22h~f!.

Since

¹U5~ f 822r 23h!u1r 23h8l, K¹U5h8~f!¹f5¹h,

we find U15h(f) and, in a similar way,A15b(f)Rz . It follows that the associated quadrat
first integral is

H15r 2G2 1
2 ~p•r !21A1•p1U15 1

2 r 2~r22pu
21r 22pf

2 !1b~f!pu1h~f!.

Example 3. Rotational surfaces inE3 . For a particle moving on a regular surfaceS in E3 only
the restriction of the scalar potentialV to S and the tangent component of the vector potentiaA
have influence on the motion, as well as the orthogonal part ofB. Only the case of a surface wit
symmetry~translational or rotational! is relevant for the separation of a vector potential. Let
consider the case of a rotational surface around thez axis. Then the dynamics of the point on th
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surface is separable for any scalar and vector potential inE3 invariant under the rotationRz .
Indeed, let us consider the cylindrical web of Example 1 and the cylindrical coordinates (r,u,z).
Let us consider the decomposition of the vector potential,

A5auz1bRz1gZ,

where, due to the rotational invariance, the functions~a, b, g! do not depend on the rotation ang
u. It follows that

B5¹a3uz1¹b3Rz12bZ1¹g3Z.

But the first and the last terms are vectors parallel toRz , since the gradients ofu-invariant
functions are tangent to the meridian half-planes, thus they are tangent to the surface and
disregarded. The relevant potential is then

A5b~r,z!Rz ,

which is tangent to the surface and orthogonal to the meridian planes. On the surface (r,z) can be
represented as functions of a parameteru, so that the scalar and vector potentials are

V5 f ~u!, A5f~u!Rz .

The coordinates on the surfaces are then (u,u), with u ignorable andu essential coordinate.
Example 4. The Euclidean planeE2 . We considerE2 as the ~x,y! plane in the three-

dimensional Euclidean spaceE3 . In the rectangular Cartesian web the only interesting casem
51, D5span(X), K5G, so that

A5A~y!X, V5V~y!.

It follows that

B5A8~y!Y3X52A8~y!Z, F52A8~y!Z3v2V8~y!Y.

For the polar web we haver 51, D5span(Rz), K5G, and

A5A~r !Rz , V5V~r !.

It follows that

B5¹3~ARz!5¹A3R12AZ

5A8~r !“r 3R12AZ

5A8~r !r 21r3~Z3r !12AZ

5~rA812A!Z,

and the corresponding separable force is

F5B~r !Z3v2V8~r !u, B~r !5rA812A, r5ru.
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A geometrical description of classical field theories of first order is given. The
underlyingk-cosymplectic structure permits to derive the corresponding field equa-
tions. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1360997#

I. INTRODUCTION

As is well-known, the natural arena to study mechanics is symplectic geometry. One int
ing problem is to extend this geometric framework for the case of classical field theories. S
different approaches were developed in the past forty years, and according to them, th
equations are presented in different geometric formats: jet fields, Ehresmann connectio
multivector fields~we refer the reader to Refs. 1–5 and the references therein; see also Refs
for recent developments!.

In a recent paper22 we have constructed a geometric description of classical field theorie
terms ofk-cosymplectic manifolds. Ak-cosymplectic manifold is a natural generalization of
cosymplectic manifold, which is the geometrical setting for nonautonomous mechanical sy
~see Refs. 23–25!.

In the present paper, which can be viewed as a natural extension of Ref. 22, we consi
Lagrangian description of first order classical field theories. The field equations are then d
by using the canonical almost stablek-tangent structure on the stablek-tangent bundleRkÃTk

1Q
of a manifold Q. From the Lagrangian functionL, we construct in an intrinsical way th
Poincare´–Cartan forms (vL)A , 1<A<k, which determine ak-cosymplectic structure ifL is
regular. Thek-cosymplectic structure provides us ak-vector field whose integral sections are t
solutions of the field equations. The integrability is not assured, but it can be checked in te
an arbitrary solution.

If the Lagrangian is not regular, then we develop a constraint algorithm which, if the
equations are compatible, yields a final constraint submanifold where a solution exists
algorithm is very similar to that constructed in Ref. 25.

This Lagrangian description is of course completely equivalent to the Hamiltonian one d
oped in our precedent paper by means of a convenient Legendre transformation.

II. k-VECTOR FIELDS

Let M be a differentiable manifold of dimensionm andRk thek-dimensional Euclidean spac
with coordinatest5(tA)5(t1,...,tk). Let J0

1(Rk,M ) be the (k11)m-dimensional manifold of one
jet of mappings fromRk to M at the origin ofRk with elements denoted byj 0

1s. J0
1(Rk,M ) is

called the tangent bundle ofk1-velocities in Ref. 26.
Let $r 1,...,r k% be the canonical basis ofRk. The manifoldJ0

1(Rk,M ) can be canonically
identified with the Whitney sumTk

1M5TM %¯% TM of k copies ofTM via the diffeomorphism,

J0
1~Rk,M !→Tk

1M5TM %¯% TM

a!Electronic mail: mdeleon@imaff.cfmac.csic.es
b!Electronic mail: uxiomer@eps.cdf.udc.es
c!Electronic mail: modesto@zmat.usc.es
20920022-2488/2001/42(5)/2092/13/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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j 0
1s→~v1 , . . . ,vk!

defined by

vA5
dsA

ds U
s50

, sPR, 1<A<k,

wheresA(s)5s(srA).
Let tM :Tk

1M→M be the canonical projection. If (xi) are local coordinates onU#M then the
induced local coordinates (xi ,xA

i ), 1< i<m, 1<A<k, on tM
21(U)[Tk

1U are given by

xi~ j 0
1s!5xi

„s~0!…, xA
i ~ j 0

1s!5
d

ds
~xi+sA! us505vA~xi !. ~1!

Definition II.1: A sectionX:M→Tk
1M of the projectiontM :Tk

1M→M will be called a
k-vector field on M.

SinceTk
1M is the Whitney sum ofk copies ofTM we deduce that ak-vector fieldX defines

k vector fields$X1 ,...,Xk% on M by projectingX onto every factor. We shall identifyX with the
k-tuple (X1 , . . . ,Xk).

Definition II.2: An integral section of the k-vector field(X1 , . . . ,Xk) passing through a point
xPM is a maps:U0,Rk→M , defined on some neighborhood U0 of 0PRk, and satisfying

s~0!5x, ds~ t !S ]

]tAU
t
D 5XA„s~ t !…, 1<A<k, for all tPU0 .

We say that a k-vector field(X1 , . . . ,Xk) on M is integrable if there is an integral sectio
passing through each point of M.

Remark II.3:Let us consider the trivial bundlep:E5Rk3M→Rk. A jet field g on p ~see
Ref. 5! is a section of the projectionp1,0:J1p[RkÃTk

1M→E[RkÃM . We identify each
k-vector fieldX on M with the jet fieldg5( idRk,X), that isg(t,x)5„t,X1(x), . . . ,Xk(x)…. The
integral sections of the jet fieldg ~see Ref. 5! correspond to the solutions of thek-vector fieldX
~see Ref. 27!. For this reason thesolutionsof X are called itsintegral sections.

Let us remark that ifs is an integral sectionof a k-vector field (X1 , . . . ,Xk) then each curve
on M defined bysA5s(s rA) is an integral curve of the vector fieldXA on M .

Howewer, givenk integral curves ofX1 , . . . ,Xk , respectively, it is not possible in general
reconstruct an integral section of (X1 , . . . ,Xk).

Proposition II.4: Assume that the vector fields$X1 , . . . ,Xk% on M are linearly independent
Then, the k-vector field(X1 , . . . ,Xk) is integrable if and only if the distribution generated b
$X1 , . . . ,Xk% is integrable.

III. THE CANONICAL STABLE k-TANGENT STRUCTURE

Let Q be a manifold of dimensionn with local coordinates (qi) and let (qi ,vA
i ) be the induced

coordinates onTk
1Q. Let F be a tensor field of type~1,1! on Q such thatF5( i , j F j

i (]/]qi)
^ dqj . Then theA-lift FA of F to Tk

1Q is the ~1,1!-tensor field with local expression:

FA5(
i , j

F j
i S ]

]vA
i D ^ dqj

~see Ref. 26 for further details about the intrinsic construction!. If I M5( i(]/]qi) ^ dqi is the
identity tensor field onM then for eachAP$1,2,...k%, its A-lifting defines the tensor fieldJ̃A

5I A locally given by
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J̃A5(
i

]

]vA
i ^ dqi . ~2!

The family (J̃1 ,...,J̃k) is called thecanonical k-tangent structureof Tk
1M ~see Ref. 28!.

Let J1(Rk,Q) be the k1(k11)n-dimensional manifold of one jets fromRk to Q, with
elements denoted byj t

1f. This manifold can be identified with the manifoldJ1p of one jets of
sections of the trivial bundlep:Rk3Q→Rk.

J1p is diffeomorphic toRk3Tk
1Q by composing the following diffeomorphisms:

J1p→RkÃJ0
1~Rk,Q!→RkÃTk

1Q,

j t
1f→~ t, j 0

1f t!→~ t,v1 ,...,vk!,

where

f t~ t8!5f~ t1t8!, t8PRk, vA5
d

ds
~f t

A! us50 , sPR, 1<A<k,

andf t
A(s)5f t(s rA).

Let t:RkÃTk
1Q→Q be the canonical projection. If (qi) are local coordinates onU#Q then

the induced local coordinates (tA,qi ,vA
i ), 1< i<n, 1<A<k, on t21(U)[RkÃTk

1U are given by

tA~ j t
1f!5tA, qi~ j t

1s!5qi
„f t~0!…, vA

i ~ j t
1f!5

d

ds
~qi+f t

A! us505vA~qi !.

Therefore we obtaint(tA,qi ,vA
i )5(qi).

On RkÃTk
1Q there exist a family ofk tensor fieldsJA of type ~1,1! defined by

JA5
]

]tA ^ dtA1 J̃A5
]

]tA ^ dtA1(
i 51

n
]

]vA
i ^ dqi , 1<A<k,

where we have transported the canonicalk-tangent structure (J̃1 ,...,J̃k) of Tk
1Q to RkÃTk

1Q.
If we seth̄A5dtA andjA5]/]tA, then the family (JA ,h̄A ,jA ;1<A<k) is called thecanoni-

cal stable k-tangent structureon RkÃTk
1Q, andRkÃTk

1Q is thestable k-tangent bundle of Q.

IV. SECOND ORDER PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

In this section we characterize thek-vector fields onRkÃTk
1Q such that their integral section

are canonical prolongations of maps fromRk to Q.
Let C be thecanonical vector fieldof the vector bundlep1,0:RkÃTk

1Q→RkÃQ. This vector
field C is the infinitesimal generator of the following flow:

RÃ~RkÃTk
1Q!→RkÃTk

1Q

„s,~ t,qi ,vA
i !…→~ t,qi ,es vA

i !,

and in local coordinates it has the form

C5(
i ,A

vA
i ]

]vA
i . ~3!

C is a sum of vector fields,
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C5 (
A51

k

CA ,

where eachCA is the infinitesimal generator of the following flow:

RÃ~RkÃTk
1Q!→RkÃTk

1Q

„s,~ t,qi ,vA
i !…→~ t,qi ,v1

i , . . . ,vA21
i ,es vA

i ,vA11
i , . . . ,vk

i !.

In local coordinates they have the form

CA5(
i 51

n

vA
i ]

]vA
i , 1<A<k. ~4!

Let us consider onRkÃTk
1Q the tensor fieldsĴ1 , . . . ,Ĵk of type ~1,1!, defined as follows:

ĴA5 J̃A2CA^ dtA, 1<A<k.

Definition IV.1: A k-vector fieldz5(z1 , . . . ,zk) on RkÃTk
1Q is said to be a second orde

partial differential equation (SOPDE for short) if

ĴA~zA!50, h̄A~zB!5dAB ,

for all 1<A,B<k.
From a direct computation in local coordinates we obtain that the local expression

SOPDEz5(z1 , . . . ,zk) on RkÃTk
1Q is

zA5
]

]tA 1vA
i ]

]qi 1~zA!B
i ]

]vB
i , 1<A<k, ~5!

where (zA)B
i are functions onRkÃTk

1Q.
As a direct consequence of the above local expressions, we deduce that the familiy of

fields $z1 , . . . ,zk% are linearly independent.
Definition IV.2: Letf:Rk→Q be a map, we define the first prolongationf (1) of f as the map

f (1):Rk→J1p[RkÃTk
1Q,

t→ j t
1f[~ t, j 0

1f t!.

In local coordinates:

f (1)~ t1, . . . ,tk!5S t1, . . . ,tk,f i~ t1, . . . ,tk!,
]f i

]tA ~ t1, . . . ,tk! D , 1<A<k,1< i<n. ~6!

From ~5! it follows that an integral sections of a SOPDEz is the first prolongationf (1) of a
mapf from Rk to Q.

Definition IV.3: f:Rk→Q is called a solution of the SOPDEz on RkÃTk
1Q if the first

prolongationf (1) of f is an integral section ofz.
From ~5! and ~6! we have the following.
Proposition IV.4:f:Rk→Q is a solution of the SOPDEz5(z1 , . . . ,zk), locally given by (5),

if and only if

]f i

]tA 5vA
i ,

]2f i

]tA ]tB 5~zA!B
i .
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Remark IV.5:Let us consider the trivial bundlesp:E5Rk3Q→Rk andp1 :RkÃTk
1Q→Rk.

We identify each SOPDE (z1 ,...,zk) with the following semi-holonomic second order jet field

J1p[RkÃTk
1Q→J1p1[RkÃTk

1~Tk
1Q!,

~ tA,qi ,vA
i !→„tA,qi ,vA

i ,vA
i ,~zA!B

i
….

If the SOPDEz on RkÃTk
1Q is integrable, then its integral sections are canonical prolon

tions of maps fromRk to Q and thenz defines a second order jet fieldG on p whose coordinate
representation of the corresponding connectionG̃ is

G̃5dtA^ S ]

]tA 1vA
i ]

]qi 1~zA!B
i ]

]vB
i D ,

since (zA)B
i 5(zB)A

i ~see Ref. 5!.
The integrability of the SOPDE is equivalent to the condition given byR50, whereR is the

curvature tensor of the above connection~see Ref. 13 and 5!.

V. k-COSYMPLECTIC STRUCTURES

The keystone of the nonautonomous Lagrangian formalism of classical mechanics
cosymplectic structure on the phase spaceR3TQ. For field theory we shall show that thi
statement remains true, provided the two- forms that define the cosymplectic structure are re
by two vector valued forms.

Let J1(Q,Rk)0 be the manifold of one jets of maps fromQ to Rk with target at 0PRk.
The manifoldJ1(Q,Rk)0 can be canonically identified with the Whitney sum (Tk

1)* Q of k
copies ofT* Q, that is

J1~Q,Rk!0→~Tk
1!* Q5T* Q%¯% T* Q,

j q,0
1 s[~pq

1 , . . . ,pq
k!,

wherepq
A5d(pA+s)(q) beingpA :Rk→R the canonical projection.

Let J1(Q,Rk) be the k1(k11)n-dimensional manifold of one jets fromQ to Rk, with
elements denoted byj q,t

1 s. We recall that one jets of mappings fromQ to Rk can be identified
with the manifoldJ1r of one jets of sections of the trivial bundler:RkÃQ→Q.

J1r is diffeomorphic toRkÃ(Tk
1)* Q, via the diffeomorphism given by

j q
1aPJ1r→„s~q!, j q,0

1 sq…PRkÃ~Tk
1!* Q,

wheresq(q̃)5s(q̃)2s(q) and q̃ denotes an arbitrary point inQ.
Let us denote byt* :RkÃ(Tk

1)* Q→Q the canonical projection. If (qi) are local coordinates
on U#Q then the induced local coordinates (tA,qi ,pi

A),1< i<n, 1<A<k, on (t* )21(U)
[RkÃ(Tk

1)* U are given by

tA~ j q
1s!5tA~s~q!!, qi~ j q

1s!5qi~q!, pi
A~ j q

1s!5d~sq
A!~q!S ]

]qi uqD ,

wheresq
A5pA+sq .

An Rk-valued one-formh0 and aRk-valued two-formv0 on RkÃ(Tk
1)* Q are defined by

h05 (
A51

m

~h0!A rA5 (
A51

k

„~pA
1
…* dt!rA, v05 (

A51

k

~v0!A rA5 (
A51

m

~pA
2 !* ~vQ! rA, ~7!
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wherepA
1 :RkÃ(Tk

1)* Q→R andpA
2 :RkÃ(Tk

1)* Q→T* Q are the projections defined by

pA
1
„~ tB!,~pB!…5tA, pA

2
„~ tB!,~pB!…5pA,

andvQ is the canonical symplectic form onT* Q.
In local coordinates we have

~h0!A5dtA, ~v0!A5(
i 51

n

dqi∧dpi
A 1<A<k. ~8!

Moreover, let beV5kerTm* , wherem* :RkÃ(Tk
1)* Q→RkÃQ. A simple inspection in local

coordinates shows that the forms (h0)A and (v0)A are closed and the following relations hold:

~i! (h0)1`¯`(h0)kÞ0, (h0)AcV50,vAcV3V
50,

~ii ! „ùA51
n ker(h0)A…ù„ùA51

n ker(v0)A…5$0%, dim„ùA51
n ker(v0…A)5k.

Inspired in the above geometrical model we have introduced in Ref. 22 the following d
tion.

Definition V.1: Let M be a differentiable manifold of dimension(k11)n1k. A family
(hA ,vA ,V;1<A<k), where eachhA is a closed 1-form, eachvA is a closed 2-form and V is an
nk-dimensional integrable distribution on M, such that

(i) h1`¯`hkÞ0, hAcV50, vAcV3V
50,

(ii) (ùA51
k kerhA)ù(ùA51

k kervA)5$0%, dim(ùA51
k kervA)5k,

is called a k-cosymplectic structure, and the manifold M a k-cosymplectic manifold.
The canonical model for these geometrical structures is„RkÃ(Tk

1)* Q,h0 ,v0 ,V….
For anyk-cosymplectic structure (hA ,vA ,V) on M , there exists a family ofk vector fields

(j1 , . . . ,jk) characterized by the conditions

hA~jB!5dAB , ijB
vA50,

for all 1<A,B<k. These vector fields are called the Reeb vector fields associated t
k-cosymplectic structure.

If ( M ,h,v,V) is a k-cosymplectic manifold we can define the vector bundle morphism,

V]:Tk
1M→T* M

~9!

~X1 , . . . ,Xk!→V]~X1 , . . . ,Xk!5 (
A51

k

iXA
vA1hA~XA!hA .

Remark V.2:If k51 thenV] is defined fromTM ontoT* M and it is in fact the isomorphism
xh,v defined on the cosymplectic manifold (M ,h,v) by ~see Ref. 23, 24!

xh,v~X!5iXv1h~X!h.

Let (M ,hA ,vA ,V) be ak-cosymplectic manifold,H:M→R a Hamiltonian function andjA

are the Reeb vector fields determined by (hA ,vA ,V). In Ref. 22 we have proved that if a
integrablek-vector fieldX5(X1 ,...,Xk) satisfies the equations

hA~XB!5dAB , ;A,B,
~10!

V]~X1 , . . . ,Xk!5dH1 (
A51

k

~12jA~H !!hA ,
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then its integral sectionsf are solutions of the Hamiltonian field equations corresponding toH:

]H

]xi 52 (
A51

k ]f i
A

]sA ,
]H

]xi
A 5

]f i

]sA .

The existence of canonical coordinates (sA,xi ,xi
A) is ensured by the corresponding Darboux the

rem ~see Ref. 22!.

VI. THE LAGRANGIAN FORMALISM

Given a Lagrangian function of the formL5L(tA,qi ,vA
i ) one obtains, by using a variationa

principle, theEuler–Lagrange equationsfor L:

(
A51

k
d

dtA S ]L

]vA
i D 2

]L

]qi 50, vA
i 5

]qi

]tA . ~11!

First of all, one realizes that such aL can be considered as a functionL:RkÃTk
1Q→R.

In this section we shall give a geometrical description of the above equations~11! using a
k-cosymplectic structure onRkÃTk

1Q associated to the regular LagrangianL. Thisk-cosymplectic
structure shall be constructed using the canonical stablek-tangent structure ofRkÃTk

1Q.
For each 1<A<k, we define the following.
• The vertical derivationiJA

of forms onRkÃTk
1Q by

iJA
f 50, ~iJA

a!~X1 , . . . ,Xp!5(
j 51

p

a~X1 , . . . ,JAXj , . . . ,Xp!,

for any functionf and anyp-form a on RkÃTk
1Q;

• the vertical differentationdJA
of forms onRkÃTk

1Q by

dJA
5@iJA

,d#5iJA
+d2d+iJA

,

whered denotes the usual exterior differentation.
Let us consider the 1-forms,

~bL!A5dJA
L2jA~L !h̄A , 1<A<k.

In bundle coordinates (tA,qi ,vA
i ) we have

~bL!A5(
i 51

n
]L

]vA
i dqi , 1< i<k. ~12!

Definition VI.1: A Lagrangian L is called regular if and only if the Hessian matrix,

S ]2L

]vA
i ]vB

j D , ~13!

is nonsingular.
Now, we introduce the following 2-forms:

~vL!A52d~bL!A , 1<A<k.

Proposition VI.2: Let L:RkÃTk
1Q→R be a regular Lagrangian, and V0 the vertical distribu-

tion of the bundle p1,0:RkÃTk
1Q→RkÃQ. Then, L is regular if and only if

„RkÃTk
1Q,h̄A ,(vL)A ,V0… is a k-cosymplectic manifold.
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Proof: Assume thatL is a regular Lagrangian. We shall prove that„RkÃTk
1Q,h̄A ,(vL)A ,V0…

is a k-cosymplectic manifold.
Conditions~i! are rather obvious. Now, we shall prove condition~ii ! in Definition V.1. LetX

be a vector field with the local expression

X5XA
]

]tA 1Xi
]

]qi 1XA
i ]

]vA
i ,

such that

ıX~vL!A50, and h̄A~X!50, for all 1<A<k.

The second condition implies thatXA50, for all A, and then the first condition yields

Xi
]2L

]vA
i ]vB

j 50, ~14!

and

Xi
]2L

]vA
i ]qj 2Xi

]2L

]vA
j ]qi 2XB

i ]2L

]vA
j ]vB

i 50. ~15!

SinceL is regular, from~14! we deduce thatXi50, for all i , so that~15! implies XA
i 50, for

all i andA. Therefore, we conclude thatX50.
Next, we shall prove the second part of condition~ii ! in Definition V.1. LetY be a vector field

with the local expression

Y5YA
]

]tA 1Yi
]

]qi 1YA
i ]

]vA
i ,

such that

iX~vL!A50, for all 1<A<k.

We then have

Yj
]2L

]vA
i ]vB

j 50, ~16!

and

2YB
]2L

]vA
i ]tB 1Yj

]2L

]vA
j ]qi 2Yj

]2L

]vA
i ]qj 2YB

j ]2L

]vA
i ]vB

j 50. ~17!

From ~16! and the regularity ofL we deduce thatYj50, for all j , so that~17! reduces to

2YB
]2L

]vA
i ]tB 2YB

j ]2L

]vA
i ]vB

j 50. ~18!

Since the matrix (]2L/]vA
i ]vB

j ) is regular,~18! implies that

YB
j 5A BD

j YD,

for some matrixA BD
j . Therefore, we get
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Y5YBS ]

]tB 1A CB
j ]

]vC
j D .

Thus, ùA51
n ker(vL)A is locally spanned by the family ofk independente local vector field

$ ]/]tB 1A CB
j (]/]vC

j ) %.
Then we have proved that„RkÃTk

1Q,(h0)A ,(vL)A ,V0… is a k-cosymplectic manifold.
The converse is proved by reversing the above arguments. j

Let L:RkÃTk
1Q→R be a regular Lagrangian and„h̄A ,(vL)A ,V0… the associated

k-cosymplectic structure onRkÃTk
1Q.

The equations,

h̄A„~jL!B…5dB
A , i (jL)A

~vL!B50, 1<A,B<k, ~19!

define the Reeb vector fields$(jL)1 , . . . ,(jL)k% on RkÃTk
1Q which are locally given by

~jL!A5
]

]tA 1„~jL!A…B
i ]

]vB
i , ~20!

where the functions„(jL)A…B
i satisfy

]2L

]tA ]vC
j 1

]2L

]vB
i ]vC

j „~jL!A…B
i 50, ~21!

for all 1<A,B,C<k and 1< i , j <n.
SinceL is regular, from the local conditions~21! we can define, in a neighborhood of ea

point of RkÃTk
1Q, a k-vector field that satisfies~19!. Next, one can construct a globalk-vector

field jL , which is a solution of~19!, by using a partition of unity.
Let L be a regular Lagrangian and letVL

] be the]-morphism defined by thek-cosymplectic
structure (h̄A ,(vL)A ,V0), as in~9!:

VL
] :Tk

1~RkÃTk
1Q!→T* ~RkÃTk

1Q!

~22!

~X1 , . . . ,Xk!→VL
]~X1 , . . . ,Xk!5 (

A51

k

iXA
~vL!A1h̄A~XA!h̄A .

Theorem VI.3: Let L be a regular Lagrangian and letX5(X1 , . . . ,Xk) be a k-vector field
such that

h̄A~XB!5dAB , 1<A,B<k,
~23!

VL
]~X1 , . . . ,Xk!5dEL1 (

A51

k

„12~jL!A~EL!…h̄A ,

where EL5C(L)2L. Then X5(X1 , . . . ,Xk) is a SOPDE. In addition, ifX5(X1 , . . . ,Xk) is
integrable then its solutions satisfy the Euler–Lagrange equations (11).

Proof: It should be noticed that in general Eqs.~23! have not a unique solution. In fact, th
solutions of~23! are given by (X1 , . . . ,Xk)1(kerV]), where (X1 , . . . ,Xk) is a particular solu-
tion. Nevertheless, we shall show now that there exist always solutions of equations~23! whenL
is assumed to be regular. In this case, from~3! and ~20! we obtain

~jL!A~EL!52
]L

]tA . ~24!
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Let (X1 , . . . ,Xk) be a solution of~23! locally given by

XA~ t,qi ,vA
i !5

]

]tA 1~XA! i
]

]qi 1~XA!B
j ]

]vB
j .

Then, from~24! we obtain

(
A,B, j

S 2
]2L

]tA]vA
i 1~XA! j S ]2L

]qi]vA
j 2

]2L

]qj]vA
i D 2~XA!B

j ]2L

]vB
j ]vA

i D 5(
A, j

S vA
j ]2L

]qi]vA
j 2

]L

]qi D ,

~25!

(
A,i

~XA! i
]2L

]vB
j ]vA

i 5(
A,i

vA
i ]2L

]vB
j ]vA

i , ~26!

and sinceL is regular, from~26! we deduce that the solutions of Eqs.~23! are SOPDE’s, that is
eachXA has the form

XA~ t,qi ,vA
i !5

]

]tA 1vA
i ]

]qi 1~XA!B
j ]

]vB
j . ~27!

From ~25! we deduce that the functions (XA)B
j satisfy the equations

(
A

]2L

]tA ]vA
i 1(

j ,B
S vB

j ]2L

]qj ]vB
i 1(

A
~XA!B

j ]2L

]vB
j ]vA

i D 5
]L

]qi , 1< i<n. ~28!

SinceL is regular,~28! leads us to define local solutions of~23! in a neigborhood of each
point of RkÃTk

1Q. Using a partition of unity one can easily obtain a global solution of~23!.
Now, let

f:Rk→Q,

~ tB!→„f i~ t1,...,tk!…,

be a solution of (X1 , . . . ,Xk). From Proposition IV.4 and Eq.~27! we deduce that

]f i

]tA 5vA
i ,

]2fA
i

]tA ]tB 5~XA!B
i .

Replacing in~28! we get

(
A

]2L

]tA ]vA
i 1(

j ,B
S ]f j

]tB

]2L

]qj ]vB
i 1(

A

]2f j

]tA ]tB

]2L

]vB
j ]vA

i D 5
]L

]qi , 1< i<n, ~29!

which shows thatf is a solution of the Euler–Lagrange equations~11!. j

In conclussion, we can consider Eqs.~23! as ageometric versionof the Euler–Lagrange field
equations.

Remark VI.4:We have given a geometric version of the Euler–Lagrange equations
nonautonomous Lagrangian constructing ak-cosymplectic structure onRkÃTk

1Q defined from the
Lagrangian and the canonical stablek-tangent structure onRkÃTk

1Q. We can also construct thi
k-cosymplectic structure using theLegendre tranformationFL of L which is the map

FL:RkÃTk
1Q→RkÃ~Tk

1!* Q,

defined as follows: if (t,v)5(t1, . . . ,tk,v1 ,...,vk)PRkÃ(Tk
1Q)q with qPQ andvAPTqQ, then
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FL~ t,y!5~ t1,...,tk,p1,...pk!PRkÃ~Tk
1Q!q* , pAPTq* Q

is given by

pA~vq!5~bL!A~v q̄!, 1<A<k,

for any vqPTqQ, wherev q̄PTv(Tk
1Q) is any tangent vector such thatdtQ(v)(v q̄)5vq , with

tQ :Tk
1Q→Q the canonical projection. In induced coordinates we have

FL:~ tA,qi ,vA
i !→S tA,qi ,

]L

]vA
i D . ~30!

The Jacobian matrix ofFL is

S I k 0 0 . . . 0

0 I n 0 . . . 0

B C
D , ~31!

whereI k e I n are the identity matrices of orderk andn, respectively,B is a matrixnk3(k1n)
andC is the matrix

S ]2L

]vA
i ]vB

j D .

Now, from ~12! and ~30! we deduce the following.
Lemma VI.5: We have

~vL!A5FL* „~v0!A…, h̄A5FL* „~h0!A…,

for all A.
Next, from ~31! we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition VI.6: The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) L is regular.
(2) FL is a local diffeomorphism.
(3) „h̄1 ,...,h̄k ,(vL)1 , . . . ,(vL)k ,V0… is a k-cosymplectic structure onRkÃTk

1Q.

VII. SINGULAR CASE

When the Lagrangian functionL is not regular, the family„h̄A ,(vL)A ,V0,1<A<k… is no
longer a k-cosymplectic structure. Even in this case, from~24!, we deduce that ifX
5(X1 , . . . ,Xk) is an integrable SOPDE such that

h̄A~XB!5dAB ,
~32!

VL
]~X1 , . . . ,Xk!5dEL1 (

A51

k S 11
]

]tA ~L ! D h̄A ,

then its solutions satisfy the Euler–Lagrange equations.
But we cannot assure that such a solution exists. Therefore we shall develop a con

algorithm inspired in the well-known one for singular Lagrangians in mechanics in order to o
a final constraint submanifold where such a solution exists.

We putP15RkÃTk
1Q. Next, letP2 be the subset ofP1 which consists of those points wher

there exists solution of~32!, that is,
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P25$zPP1 /'XP„Tk
1~RkÃ~Tk

1!* Q!…z satisfying the SOPDE condition and

being a solution of~32!%.

If P2 is a submanifold ofP1 , then there exists a section oftRkÃT
k
1Q over P2 . This section is

not in general ak-vector field onP2 . To find solutions taking values intoTk
1P2 we construct a

new subsetP3 of P2 as follows:

P35$zPP2 /'XP~Tk
1P2!zsatisfying the SOPDE condition and being a solution of~32!%.

If P3 is a submanifold ofP2 , there exists a section oftP2
over P3 which is solution of~23!,

but that not defines, in general, ak-vector field onP3 .
Proceeding further, we get a family of constraint manifolds,

¯→P3→P2→P15RkÃTk
1Q.

In the most favorable case, this constraint algorithm stabilizes at some step, sayPh115Ph and
dim Ph.0. In this case, we callPf5Ph the final constraint manifold. OnPf there exists a SOPDE
solution of ~32!.

Of course, this solution would not be unique as in the regular case. It should be notice
in addition, the solutions onPf shall not be in principle integrable. To guarantee the existenc
an integrable solution one has to develop an additional constraint algorithm taking the brac
the vector fields which compose a SOPDE solution. Doing that we shall obtain an integ
SOPDE solution on a~smaller, in general! submanifoldS of Pf ; its solutions shall satisfy the
Euler–Lagrange equations~11! ~see Ref. 13!.
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We consider the Miura map between the lattice Kadomtsev–Petviashvili hierarchy
and the lattice modified KP hierarchy and prove that the map is canonical not only
between the first Hamiltonian structures, but also between the second Hamiltonian
structures. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1359416#

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the Miura map, a transformation between the Korteweg–de Vries~KdV!
equation and modified KdV~MKdV ! equation, plays a central role in the development of soli
theory. Indeed, the celebrated inverse scattering method for solving nonlinear equations sta
the Miura map.1 This type of transformation turns out to exist in the context of other integra
equations~see Refs. 2–13, and references therein!.

Kupershmidt, in a recent paper,9 considered the canonical properties of Miura maps betw
Kadomtsev–Petviashvili and MKP hierarchies. He shows that, both in continuous and di
cases, Miura transformations are canonical between the first Hamiltonian structures. For th
nary or continuous KP and its modification, Shaw and Tu12 generalized the results of Kupershmi
and proved that the very Miura map is also canonical between the second Hamiltonian stru

We will consider the canonical property of the Miura map between the lattice MKP~LMKP!
and the lattice KP~LKP! hierarchies. The LKP hierarchy is a bi-Hamiltonian system and
Hamiltonian structures were constructed by using the residue calculus in Ref. 8. For the L
hierarchy, the first Hamiltonian structure was also found in Ref. 9. A slightly different versio
the LMKP hierarchy was proposed by Oevel and he further obtained the bi-Hamiltonian de
tion for this hierarchy by means of anr-matrix approach.14 By introducing a parameter, we unif
Kupershmidt’s version of the LMKP hierarchy and Oevel’s version into a single system. Our
purpose of the paper is to prove that Kupershmidt’s Miura map is a canonical map not
between the first Hamiltonian structures of LKP and LMKP, but also between the second H
tonian structures.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce notations and recall the re
formulas such as bi-Hamiltonian structures of the LKP and LMKP hierarchies. In Secs. III an
we show that Kupershmidt’s Miura map is a canonical transformation for the first Hamilto
structures and the second Hamiltonian structures, respectively. Section V is intended for
mary and discussions.

II. BACKGROUND AND NOTATIONS

To introduce the LKP and LMKP hierarchies, we consider the algebra of shift operator

g5$uN~n!TN1uN21~n!TN211¯1u0~n!1u21~n!T211¯%,

a!Electronic mail: qpl@mail.cumtb.edu.cn
21050022-2488/2001/42(5)/2105/8/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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whereuj are scalar functions of integern. The shift operatorT is given by

~T f !~n!5 f ~1!~n!ª f ~n11!,

and for arbitrary integerk, (Tkf )(n)5 f (k)(n)5 f (n1k).
For any operatorj5S j ujT

jPg, the projections to various shift orders are denoted by

j j5ujT
j , j>k5(

j >k
ujT

j , j,k5(
j ,k

ujT
j ,

j.k5(
j .k

ujT
j , j<k5(

j <k
ujT

j .

From the shift operatorT, we also have the difference operator

D5T21,

and its formal inverse

D215(
j >1

T2 j .

Another important notation is the so-called trace, which is defined as

trS (
i

uiT
i D 5(

n
u0~n!,

this permits us to identifyg and its dual by the metricg* :^u* ,u&5tr(u* u). It can be shown that
the metric is bi-invariant.

The LKP hierarchy is defined by the following Lax operator:

L5T1(
i 50

`

AiT
2 i , ~1!

and the flow equations are constructed as

Ltn
5@~Ln!>0 ,L#. ~2!

The LKP hierarchy~2! is a bi-Hamiltonian system. Its two Hamiltonian structures are constru
by means of the residue calculus in Ref. 8. Recently, Oevel proposed anr-matrix setting for these
Hamiltonian structures. The two Hamiltonian structures are given by the following Poisson
sors:

P1~¹H !5@¹H,L#<0 , ~3!

P2~¹H !5~L¹H !>1L2L~¹HL !>11 1
2 @~L¹H1¹HL !0,L#1 1

2 @r~@¹H,L#0!,L#, ~4!

wherer is a skew-symmetric linear map on the algebrag0 given explicitly by

r5
T11

T21
, ~5!

and
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¹H5
dH

dA0
1T

dH

dA1
1¯ . ~6!

As for the LMKP hierarchy, we consider the following Lax operator:

L5qT1(
i 50

`

aiT
2 i , ~7!

and the flow equations are represented by

Ltn
5@~Ln!>11a~LnD21!0 ,L#, ~8!

wherea is a constant.
The casea50 and the casea51 were considered by Kupershmidt and Oevel, respectiv

In these two cases, the MLKP hierarchy~8! is a bi-Hamiltonian system. Whena50, the first
Hamiltonian structure of~8! is found by Kupershmidt in the context of the residue calculus, i
not clear how to construct the second one this way. Oevel, in the casea51, gives the bi-
Hamiltonian structures by means of anr-matrix approach.

Consider the linear operator ong,

r ~j!5j>12j,122a~jD21!0 ,

by direct calculations it is found that the above-mentionedr solves the modified Yang–Baxte
equation only and only ifa50 or a51. As we mentioned previously, these are exactly the t
cases studied by Kupershmidt and by Oevel. In the following, our parametera will take the value
either one or zero. The above-mentionedr-matrix leads to the first Hamiltonian structure for th
LMKP hierarchy.

To get the second Poisson tensor, one may use Suris’s construction15 by considering the
following linear operators:

A1~j!5j>12j,022a~jD21!02r~j0!12aD21j0 ,

A2~j!5j>12j,01r~j0!,

S~j!5r~j0!2j022aD21j0 ,

S†~j!52r~j0!2j022a~jD21!0 .

Whena51, the above-mentioned operators are those presented by Oevel and lead to the
Poisson tensor for this case. It can be proved that in the casea50, these operators satisfy th
conditions of Suris’s theorem~or the theorem 1 of Oevel14!, therefore they also lead to a Poisso
tensor, this time for Kupershmidt’s case. Unifying both Kupershmidt’s case and Oevel’s cas
have the following two Poisson tensors:

P̃1~¹H !5@~¹H !>1 ,L#2@¹H,L#>02a@~¹HD21!0 ,L#2aD21@¹H,L#0 , ~9!

P̃2~¹H !5~L¹H !>1L2L~¹HL!>11 1
2 @L,¹H#0L1 1

2 L@L,¹H#01aD21@L,¹H#0L
1a@L,~L¹HD21!0#1 1

2@r~@¹H,L#0!,L#, ~10!

wherer is the one defined by~5! and¹H is parametrized as

¹H5T21
dH

dq
1

dH

da0
1T

dH

da1
1¯ . ~11!
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In the remaining part of this section, we introduce the Miura map between LKP hierarch
LMKP hierarchy following Kupershmidt. With the aid of a new fieldw, we introduce a map
between LKP and MLKP hierarchies via the conjugacy

L5ewLe2w5ewqTe2w1(
i 50

`

ewaiT
2 ie2w,

comparing the coefficients of different power of the shift operator of two sides leads to a
formation

q5ew~1!2w, Ai5aie
w2w~2 i !

~ i>0!.

Let us introduce the new notations

Ri5Ri~q!ª)
s50

i

q~2s!/q ~ i>0!.

By eliminating the intermediate variablew, we reach the Miura map between the two sets
variables

M : A05a0 , Ai5Riai ~ i .0!. ~12!

This is the Miura map constructed in Ref. 9.
Now we prove that ifL solves the MLKP hierarchy,L5ewLe2w solves the LKP hierarchy

From q5ew(1)2w, we obtainqt5q(T21)wt . On the other hand, the time evolution ofq can be
read from the MLKP hierarchy, that isqt5q(T21)((Ln)01a(LnD21)0), so wt5(Ln)0

1a(LnD21)0 . Now

Lt5@wt ,L#1ew@~Ln!>12a~LnD21!0 ,L#e2w

5@wt ,L#1@ew~Ln!>1e2w,L#2a@~LnD21!0 ,L#5@~Ln!>0 ,L#,

where we used (Ln)05(Ln)0 and ew(Ln)>15(Ln)>1ew. Thus the Miura map~12! indeed con-
verts the LMKP hierarchy into the LKP hierarchy.

III. CANONICAL PROPERTIES FOR FIRST HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES

In this section, we prove that the Miura map is canonical between the first Hamilto
structures. First we calculate the Hamiltonian matrices from the Poisson tensors~3! and ~9!. By
substituting~6! into P1 and ~11! into P2 , it is straightforward to get

B1
LKP5~Bi j !,Bi j 5TjAi 1 j2Ai 1 jT

2 i ~ i , j >0!, ~13!

and

q a0 aj .0

B1
LMKP5

q
a0

ai .0
S 0 q~T21! aq~T21!Tj

~12T21!q 0 0

aT2 i~12T21!q 0 Bi j
~LMKP!

D , ~14!

where

Bi j
~LMKP!5Tjai 1 j2ai 1 jT

2 i1a~aiT
j 2 i2Tj 2 iaj1T2 iaj2aiT

j !, ~15!

The Jacobian matrix of the Miura map~12! is easily calculated as
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q a0 ai .0

J5An~anDn Rndn
0 Rndn

i !, ~16!

whered j
i is the standard Kronecker symbol andDn is the abbreviated notation for the Fre´chet

derivative given by

DnªD~Rn!5Rn

12T2n

T21
q21, Dn

†5q21
12Tn

T2121
Rn . ~17!

We need to calculate the matrix operatorJB1
LMKPJ†, but first it is easy to find that

q a0 aj .0

JB1
LMKP5

A0

Ai .0
S ~12T21!q 0 0

aRiT
2 i~12T21!q aiDiq~T21! aaiDiq~T21!Tj1RiBi j

~LMKP!D ,

now the entries of the first row of theJB1
LMKPJ† are seen as

~JB1
LMKPJ†!0,m5~12T21!qDm

† am52~12Tm!Rmam5~Tm21!Am ,

which coincide with the (B1
LKP)0,m . It is noticed that we have used the second formula of~17!.

Therefore, for the first row and the first column, two matrix operatorsB1
LKP andJB1

LMKPJ† are just
the same as expected. We turn our attention to other entries of matrices. We find that

~JB1
LMKPJ†!mn5aRmT2m~12T21!qDn

†an1aamDmq~T21!TnRn1aRm~amTn2m2Tn2man

1T2man2amTn!Rn1Rm~Tnam1n2an1mT2m!Rn

5aRmT2m~Tn21!Rnan1aamRm~12T2m!TnRn1aRm~amTn2m2Tn2man

1T2man2amTn!Rn1Rm~Tnam1n2an1mT2m!Rn

5Rm~Tnam1n2an1mT2m!Rn .

Now we use the formula in Ref. 9,

RnTmRm5TmRn1m ,

and obtain the desired the results (JB1
LMKPJ†)mn5(B1

LKP)mn . Thus, the Miura map is indee
canonical.

IV. CANONICAL PROPERTY FOR SECOND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES

We now show that the Miura map~12! is also canonical between the second Hamilton
structure of the LKP hierarchy and the second Hamiltonian structure of the LMKP hierarch
in Sec. III, we first calculate the Hamiltonian matrix operators from the Poisson tensors~4! and
~10!. The calculation in the present case is a bit cumbersome although it is straightforward. F
LKP hierarchy we have

Ak,t5 (
l 50

`

~B2
LKP!kl

dH

dAl

, k>0, t[tn , H[Hn5
1

n
tr~Ln!,

where

~B2
LKP!kl 5 (

j 51

l 11

~Al 2 jT
jAk1 j2Ak1 jT

l 2k2 jAl 2 j !1Ak~12T2k!~11T1¯1Tl !Al ,
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A21[1, k>0, l >0.

For the MLKP hierarchy, we have

B2
LMKP q am>0

5
q

ak>0S q~T2T21!q aq~T21! (
i 51

m11

am2 iT
i1q~T2Tm!am

a(
j 51

k11

T2 jak2 j~12T21!q1ak~T2k2T21!q Bkm
LMKP D

with

Bkm
LMKP5 (

i 51

m11

~am2 iT
iak1 i2ak1 iT

m2k2 iam2 i !1ak

~12T2k11!~12Tm!

12T
am

1aak~T2k21! (
i 51

m11

am2 iT
i1a(

j 51

k11

T2 jak2 j~12Tm!am ,

a21[q.

Thus, the matrix operatorJB2
LMKP reads as

q am>0

JB2
LMKP5

A0

Ak>01
~a01aT21q!~12T21!q qTm11am112am11T21q

1aT21q~12Tm!am

akDkq~T2T21!q

1akRk~T2k2T21!q akDk~q~T2T2m!am

1aRk(
j 51

k11

T2 jak2 j 1aRkq~T21!

3(12T21)q 3 (
i 51

m11

am2 iT
i)1RkBkm

LMKP

2 .

With all these formulas in hand, we find that the entries of the first row ofJB2
LMKPJ† are

~JB2
LMKPJ†!0,n5~a01aT21q!~12T21!qDn

†an

1~qTn11an112an11T21q1aT21q~12Tn!an!Rn

52~a01aT21q!~12Tn!An1qTn11an11Rn2an11T21qRn1aT21q~12Tn!An

52a0~12Tn!An1qTn11an11Rn2an11T21qRn

5A0~Tn21!An1Tn11An112An11T215~B2
LKP!0,n ,

where we used

q~2n21!Rn5Rn11 , q21Rn
~21!5Rn11 ,

which hold identically. For the remaining entries, we have
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~JB2
LMKPJ†!mn5amDmq~T2T21!qDn

†an1Rmam~T2m2T21!qDn
†an ~18!

1amDmq~T2Tn!an1Rmam

~12T2m11!~12Tn!

12T
anRn ~19!

1aRm (
j 51

m11

T2 jam2 j~~12T21!qDn
†an1~12Tn!anRn! ~20!

1a~amDmq~T21!1Rmam~T2m21!! (
j 51

n11

an2 jT
jRn ~21!

1RmS (
l 51

n11

~an2 lT
lam1 l2am1 lT

n2m2 lan2 l !DRn , ~22!

so we need to prove that the above-mentioned expression is (B2
LKP)mn .

It is easy to see that (20)5(21)50 in terms ofDm .
SinceT2T2152(11T)(T2121), we obtain

~18!1~19!52Am

12T2m

T21
~11T!~12Tn!An1Am~T2m2T21!

12Tn

T2121
An

1Am

12T2m

T21
~T2Tn!An1Am

~12T2m11!~12Tn!

12T
An

5Am

12T2m2Tn111Tn2m11

12T
An5Am

~12T2m!~12Tn11!

12T
An .

Thus to complete the proof, we need to show that

RmS (
i 51

n11

an2 iT
iam1 i2am1 iT

n2m2 ian2 i DRn5 (
j 51

n11

~An2 jT
jAm1 j2Am1 jT

n2m2 jAn2 j !,

this amounts to the identity

RmTjRn5Rn2 jT
jRm1 j , 1< j <n11,

which can be seen as follows:

RmTjRn5q~21!
¯q~2m!q~211 j !

¯q~2n1 j !

5q~21!
¯q~2m!q~211 j !

¯qq~21!
¯q~2n1 j !

5q~21!
¯q~2n1 j !q~211 j !

¯qa~21!
¯q~2m!

5Rn2 jT
jRm1 j .

Thus, we conclude that the Miura map is canonical in the sense of the second Hamil
structures.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

We have proved that the canonical property of the Miura map holds between the LKP
archy and the LMKP hierarchy, that is, it maps the bi-Hamiltonian structures of the LM
hierarchy to those of the LKP hierarchy. In Ref. 9, the lattice KP hierarchy is extended and it
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out that the extended lattice KP hierarchy is isomorphic to the lattice MKP hierarchy. Since w
dealing with a slightly generalized version of the LMKP hierarchy here~8!, we have a different
extended LKP hierarchy.

Introducing a new fieldu and defining the following invertible transformation

u5q, A05a0 , Ai5Riai ,

it is easy to see that the first Hamiltonian matrix operator for our extended LKP hierarchy

u A0 Am.0

B1
ELKP5

u
A0

An.0

S 0 u~T21! au~T21!TmRm

~12T21!u 0 ~Tm21!Am

aRnT2n~12T21!u An~12T2n! TmAn1m2An1mT2n
D , ~23!

and the flow equations are given

ut5u~T21!
dH

dA0
1a (

m51

`

u~T21!Tm
dH

dAm
,

Ai ,t5aRnT2n~12T21!u
dH

du
1(

j 50

`

~B1
ELKP! i j

dH

dAj
, H[Hn115

1

n11
tr~Ln11!,

where the HamiltonianH is the seam as in the LKP case. We could have a second Hamilto
structure for the extended LKP hierarchy, but it is in a rather complicated form. So we om

To conclude the paper, we point out that it seems interesting to prove the canonical pr
of the Miura map on the level of the Poisson tensors since that will hopefully make the proof
concise. For the Gelfand–Dickey hierarchy, such proof was given by Dickey4 and for the con-
tinuous KP hierarchy and the constrained KP hierarchy, it is provided in Ref. 12 and in Ref
13, respectively.
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Two binary Darboux transformations for the KdV
hierarchy with self-consistent sources
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Two binary ~integral type! Darboux transformations for the KdV hierarchy with
self-consistent sources are proposed. In contrast with the Darboux transformation
for the KdV hierarchy, one of the two binary Darboux transformations provides
non-auto-Ba¨cklund transformation between twonth KdV equations with self-
consistent sources with different degrees. The formula for them-times repeated
binary Darboux transformations are presented. This enables us to construct the
N-soliton solution for the KdV hierarchy with self-consistent sources. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1357826#

I. INTRODUCTION

The soliton equations with self-consistent sources have important physical application~see
Refs. 1–11!, for example, the KdV equation with self-consistent source describes the intera
of long and short capillary-gravity waves.5 There are some ways to derive the integrable nonlin
evolution equations with self-consistent sources.1–3,12,13 In recent years soliton equations wit
self-consistent sources~SESCS! were studied based on the constrained flows of soliton equat
which are just the stationary equations of SESCSs.14–19 Since the Lax representations for th
constrained flows of soliton equations can always be deduced from the adjoint representat
the Lax representations for soliton equations, this approach provides a simple and natural
derive both the SESCSs and their Lax representations.15–17The SESCS is an infinite-dimension
integrable Hamiltonian system possessingt-type Hamiltonian or bi-Hamiltonian formulation20 and
can be solved by the inverse scattering method.1–3,21–23

The Darboux transformation is a power tool for solving soliton equations~see Ref. 24 for a
review!. The Darboux transformation for KdV hierarchy was widely studied~see, for example,
Refs. 24–27!. In the present paper we will generalize these results to the KdV hierarchy
self-consistent sources. We construct one Darboux transformation and two binary~integral type!
Darboux transformations for the KdV hierarchy with self-consistent sources. The Darboux
formations usually present auto-Ba¨cklund transformations for soliton equations. In contrast w
the case of soliton equations, one binary Darboux transformation in our case is proved t
non-auto-Ba¨cklund transformation between twonth KdV equations with self-consistent sourc
with different degrees. This provides an interesting example for constructing non-auto-Ba¨cklund
transformations by means of Darboux transformations. Furthermore we present the formula
m-times repeated binary Darboux transformations and construct theN-soliton solution for the
KdV hierarchy with self-consistent sources.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we recall the KdV hierarchy
self-consistent sources and briefly describe how to derive their Lax representation from the
21130022-2488/2001/42(5)/2113/16/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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representation of the Lax representation for the KdV hierarchy. In Sec. III, we briefly re
Darboux transformations for the KdV hierarchy and present two binary Darboux transforma
Based on these results, in Sec. IV, we propose one Darboux transformation and two
Darboux transformations for the KdV hierarchy with self-consistent sources and show that th
binary Darboux transformation gives the auto-Ba¨cklund transformation for the KdV hierarch
with self-consistent sources, and the second binary Darboux transformation leads to a no
Bäcklund transformation relating twonth KdV equations with self-consistent sources with diffe
ent degrees. Finally in the last section we present them-times repeated binary Darboux transfo
mations and construct theN-soliton solution for thenth KdV equation with self-consisten
sources.

II. THE KdV HIERARCHY WITH SELF-CONSISTENT SOURCES

To make the paper self-contained, we first recall the high-order constrained flows of the
hierarchy and briefly describe how to derive the Lax representation for the KdV hierarchy
self-consistent sources.

Consider the Schro¨dinger equation

fxx1~l1u!f50. ~2.1!

In order to derive the Lax representation for the KdV hierarchy with self-consistent source
rewrite Eq.~2.1! in the matrix form

S f
fx

D
x

5US f
fx

D , U5S 0 1

2l2u 0D . ~2.2!

The adjoint representation of~2.2! reads28

Vx5@U,V#[UV2VU. ~2.3!

Set

V5(
i 50

` S ai bi

ci 2ai
D l2 i . ~2.4!

Equation~2.3! yields

a05b050, c0521, a150, b151, c152 1
2 u,

a25 1
4 ux , b252 1

2 u, c25 1
8 ~uxx1u2!, . . . ,

and in general fork51,2, . . . ,

ak52 1
2 bk,x , bk115Lbk52 1

2 Lk21u, ck52 1
2 bk,xx2bk112bku, ~2.5!

where

L52 1
4 ]22u1 1

2 ]21ux , ]5
]

]x
, ]]215]21]51.

Set

V(n)5 (
i 50

n11 S ai bi

ci 2ai
D ln112 i1S 0 0

bn12 0D , ~2.6!
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and take

S f
fx

D
tn

5V(n)~u,l!S f
fx

D , ~2.7!

or equivalently

f tn
5A(n)~u,l!f, A(n)~u,l![ (

i 50

n11

~ai1bi]!ln112 i . ~2.8!

Then the compatibility condition of Eqs.~2.1! and ~2.8! or ~2.2! and ~2.7! gives rise to the KdV
hierarchy

utn
5Kn@u#[]

dHn

du
[22bn12,x , n50,1,... , ~2.9!

whereHn54bn13/2n13. We have

dl

du
5f2, Lf25lf2. ~2.10!

The high-order constrained flows of the KdV hierarchy consist of the equations obtained
the spectral problem~2.1! for N distinctl j and the restriction of the variational derivatives for t
conserved quantitiesHn andl j ,29

DFdHn

du
22a(

j 51

N
dl j

du G[DF22bn1222a(
j 51

N

f j
2G50, ~2.11a!

f j ,xx1~l j1u!f j50, j 51,...,N, ~2.11b!

wheren50,1,... . According to Eqs.~2.5!, ~2.10!, and~2.11!, we may define

ãi5ai , b̃i5bi , c̃i5ci , i 50,1,. . . ,n11,

b̃n121 i52a(
j 51

N

l j
i f j

2 , ãn121 i52 1
2 b̃n121 i ,x5a(

j 51

N

l j
i f jf j ,x , i 50,1,2, . . . ,

c̃n121 i52
1

2
b̃n121 i ,xx2b̃n131 i2b̃n121 iu5a(

j 51

N

l j
i f j ,x

2 .

Then the construction ofãi ,b̃i ,c̃i ensures that

N(n)5ln11(
k50

` S ãk b̃k

c̃k 2ãk
D l2k1S h 0

0 h D
5 (

k50

n11 S ak bk

ck 2ak
D ln112k1S h 0

0 h D 1a(
j 51

N
1

l2l j
S f jf j ,x 2f j

2

f j ,x
2 2f jf j ,x

D ,

whereh is a constant, also satisfies the adjoint representation~2.3!, i.e.,

Nx
(n)5@U,N(n)#, ~2.12!

which gives rise to the Lax representation of the constrained flow~2.11!.
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The KdV hierarchy with self-consistent sources is given by16,17

utn
5DFdHn

du
22a(

j 51

N
dl j

du G[DF22bn1222a(
j 51

N

f j
2G , ~2.13a!

f j ,xx1~l j1u!f j50, j 51,...,N. ~2.13b!

Since the high-order constrained flows~2.11! are just the stationary equations of the KdV hiera
chy with self-consistent sources~2.13!, it is obvious that the zero-curvature representation for
KdV hierarchy with self-consistent sources~2.13! is given by

Utn
2Nx

(n)1@U,N(n)#50, ~2.14!

with the auxiliary linear problems

S c
cx

D
x

5US c
cx

D , S c
cx

D
tn

5N(n)S c
cx

D , ~2.15!

or equivalently

cxx1~l1u!c50, ~2.16a!

c tn
5A(n)c1hc1a(

j 51

N
1

l2l j
f j~f j ,xc2f jcx!. ~2.16b!

Let’s assume that all productsf jc decay atx52` and that]215*2`
x dx. It is easy to find from

~2.13b! and ~2.16a! that

1

l2l j
~f j ,xc2f jcx!5]21f jc. ~2.17!

Let’s denote

BN5a(
j 51

N

f j]
21f j .

Then Eq.~2.16b! can be rewritten as

c tn
5Q(n,N)c[A(n)c1hc1BNc. ~2.18!

Whenn51, the Eq.~2.13! gives the KdV equation with self-consistent sources

ut1
52

1

4
~6uux1uxxx!22aD(

j 51

N

f j
2 , ~2.19a!

f j ,xx1~l j1u!f j50, j 51,...,N, ~2.19b!

and the auxiliary linear problem reads

cxx1~l1u!c50, ~2.20a!

c t1
5S 1

4
ux1h Dc1S l2

1

2
uDcx1a(

j 51

N

Bjc. ~2.20b!
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III. THE DARBOUX TRANSFORMATION FOR THE KdV HIERARCHY

In this section we recall the Darboux transformation for the KdV hierarchy~see Ref. 24 for a
review25–27!.

~1! The Darboux transformation for the KdV hierarchy.
Assume thatu be the solution of thenth KdV equation~2.9! and denote the fixed solution o

~2.1! and ~2.8! with l5j by f 5 f (x,t,j). The Darboux transformation~DT! is defined by

f̃5fx2
f x

f
f, ~3.1a!

ũ5u12]2 ln f . ~3.1b!

It is known that the Schro¨dinger equations~2.1! and~2.8! are covariant with respect to the actio
of the Darboux transformation~3.1!, namelyf̃,ũ satisfy

f̃xx1~l1ũ!f̃50, ~3.2!

f̃ tn
5Ã(n)f̃[A(n)~ ũ,l!f̃, ~3.3!

and ũ satisfies thenth KdV equation~2.9!. Equations~2.8!, ~3.1!, and~3.3! imply that

f̃ tn
5Ffx2

f x

f
fG

tn

5~A(n)f!x2S A(n) f

f D
x

f2
f x

f
A(n)f5Ã(n)f̃. ~3.4!

So the covariance of~2.1! and~2.8! with respect to the action of DT~3.1! leads to the following
lemma.

Lemma 3.1: If u is the solution of the nth KdV equation (2.9) and f is a solution of (2.1) an
(2.8) withl5j and the Darboux transformation is given by (3.1), then formula (3.4) holds.

We now construct the binary Darboux transformation.
~2! The first binary Darboux transformation.
Also, it is known that the linearly independent solution of~2.1! and~2.8! with l5j is given

by the Liouville formula

g5 f ]21
1

f 2 . ~3.5!

The DT ~3.1! implies that

g̃5gx2
f x

f
g5

1

f
~3.6!

is one of the solutions of~3.2! and~3.3! with l5j and ũ given by ~3.1b!. The linearly indepen-
dent solutiong̃1 of ~3.2! and ~3.3! with l5j is once more given by the Liouville formula

g̃15g̃]21
1

g̃2 5
1

f
]21f 2. ~3.7!

By using f andg̃1 , performing two-times repeated DT of~3.1! @notice that the right-hand sid
of ~3.1a! can be added to a constant factor# and using~2.17! gives rise to the binary Darbou
transformation
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f̄5
1

j2l F f̃x2
g̃1x

g̃1
f̃ G5

1

j2l Fjf2lf1
f

]21f 2 ~ f xf2 f fx!G5f2
f

]21f 2 ]21~ f f!,

~3.8a!

ū5ũ12]2 ln g̃15u12]2 ln~]21f 2!. ~3.8b!

Obviously, the equations~2.1! and~2.8! are covariant with respect to the action of the binary D
~3.8!, namelyf̄,ū satisfy

f̄xx1~l1ū!f̄50, ~3.9!

f̄ tn
5Ā(n)f̄[A(n)~ ū,l!f̄, ~3.10!

and thisū satisfies thenth KdV equation~2.9!. It is found from~3.8!, ~2.8!, and~3.10! that

f̄ tn
5Ā(n)f̄5Ff2

f

]21f 2 ]21~ f f!G
tn

5A(n)f2
1

]21f 2 H FA(n) f 2
2 f

]21f 2 ]21~ f A(n) f !G]21~ f f!

1 f ]21@ f A(n)f1fA(n) f #J . ~3.11!

So the covariance of~2.1! and ~2.8! with respect to the action of binary DT~3.8! leads to the
following lemma.

Lemma 3.2: If u is the solution of the nth KdV equation (2.9) and f is a solution of (2.1) an
(2.8) withl5j the binary DT is given by (3.8), then formula (3.11) holds.

~3! The second binary Darboux transformation.
Also the combination ofg̃ and g̃1 gives a solution of~3.2! and ~3.3! with l5j

g̃25g̃1g̃15
1

f
~11]21f 2!. ~3.12!

By using f and g̃2 , performing two-times repeated DT~3.1! leads to second binary Darbou
transformation

f̄5
1

j2l F f̃x2
g̃2x

g̃2
f̃ G5

1

j2l Fjf2lf1
f

11]21f 2 ~ f xf2 f fx!G5f2
f

11]21f 2 ]21~ f f!,

~3.13a!

ū5ũ12]2 ln g̃25u12]2 ln~11]21f 2!. ~3.13b!

Also the equation~2.1! and~2.8! are covariant with respect to the action of the binary DT~3.13!,
namelyf̄,ū satisfy ~3.9! and ~3.10!, ū satisfies thenth KdV equation~2.9!. Similarly, the cova-
riance of ~2.1! and ~2.8! with respect to the action of binary DT~3.13! leads to the following
lemma.

Lemma 3.3: If u is a solution of the nth KdV equation (2.9) and f is a solution of (2.1) an
(2.8) withl5j and the binary DT is given by (3.13), then the following formula holds:

f̄ tn
5Ā(n)f̄5Ff2

f

11]21f 2 ]21~ f f!G
tn

5A(n)f2
1

11]21f 2 H FA(n) f

2
2 f

11]21f 2 ]21~ f A(n) f !G]21~ f f!1 f ]21@ f A(n)f1fA(n) f #J . ~3.14!
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IV. THE DARBOUX TRANSFORMATION FOR THE KdV HIERARCHY WITH SELF-
CONSISTENT SOURCES

Based on the Darboux transformation for the KdV hierarchy, we now construct Dar
transformation and two binary Darboux transformations for the KdV hierarchy with self-consi
sources. The first binary Darboux transformation is an auto-Ba¨cklund transformation for thenth
KdV equation with self-consistent sources~2.13!. The second one is a Ba¨cklund transformation
relating two nth KdV equations with self-consistent sources~2.13! with degreeN and N11,
respectively.

~1! Darboux transformation for the KdV hierarchy with sources.
Theorem 4.1: Assume that u,f1 , . . . ,fN be the solution of the nth KdV equation with

self-consistent sources (2.13) and f1 satisfies (2.16a) and (2.18) withl5j1 , then the Darboux
transformation is defined by

c̄5cx2
f 1,x

f 1
c, ~4.1a!

ū5u12]2 ln f 1 , ~4.1b!

f̄ j5
1

Al j2j1
Ff j ,x2

f 1,x

f 1
f j G , j 51, . . . ,N, ~4.1c!

the Lax representation (2.16a) and (2.18) are covariant with respect to the Darboux transfo

tion (4.1). Namely ū,c̄,f̄ j , j 51, . . . ,N, satisfy

c̄xx1~l1ū!c̄50, ~4.2!

c̄ tn
5Q̄(n,N)c̄5Ā(n)c̄1hc̄1B̄Nc̄[A(n)~ ū,l!c̄1hc̄1a(

j 51

N

f̄ j]
21~f̄ j c̄ !, ~4.3!

and ū,f̄1 ,...,f̄N satisfy the nth KdV equation with self-consistent sources (2.13),

ūtn
5DF22b̄n1222a(

j 51

N

f̄ j
2G , ~4.4a!

f̄ j ,xx1~l j1ū!f̄ j50, j 51,...,N. ~4.4b!

Proof: Based on the results in the previous section, it is obvious that~4.2! and~4.4b! hold. In
order to prove~4.3! we need to show the following equality:

c̃ tn
5Fcx2

f 1,x

f 1
cG

tn

5~Q(n,N)c!x2S Q(n,N) f 1

f 1
D

x

c2
f 1,x

f 1
Q(n,N)c5Q̃(n,N)c̃. ~4.5!

The Lemma 3.1 implies that equality~3.4! with f replaced byc holds. So we only need to chec
the terms containingf1 , . . . ,fN in the equality~4.5!, i.e., to show the following equality:

~BNc!x2S BNf 1

f 1
D

x

c2
f 1,x

f 1
BNc5B̄Nc̄. ~4.6!

Using ~4.1! and ~2.17!, we have
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B̄Nc̄5a(
j 51

N

f̄ j]
21F 1

Al j2j1
S f j ,x2

f 1,x

f 1
f j D S cx2

f 1,x

f 1
c D G

5a(
j 51

N
1

Al j2j1

f̄ jFf j ,xc2]21~f j ,xxc!2
f 1,x

f 1
f jc1]21S f 1,xx

f 1
f jc D G

5a(
j 51

N
1

Al j2j1

f̄ jFf j ,xc2
f 1,x

f 1
f jc1~l j2j1!]21~f jc!G ~4.7!

and

the left terms in ~4.6!5a(
j 51

N Ff j ,x]
21~f jc!2

1

f 1
cf j ,x]

21~ f 1f j !

1
f 1,x

f 1
2 cf j]

21~ f 1f j !2
f 1,x

f 1
f j]

21~f jc!G
5a(

j 51

N

Al j2j1f̄ jF]21~f jc!2
1

f 1
c]21~ f 1f j !G

5a(
j 51

N

Al j2j1f̄ jF]21~f jc!1
1

f 1~l j2j1!
c~ f 1f j ,x2 f 1,xf j !G .

~4.8!

Comparing~4.7! with ~4.8!, it is immediately found that equality~4.6! holds. The equations~4.2!
and ~4.3! lead to~4.4a!. This completes the proof.

~2! The first binary Darboux transformation for the KdV hierarchy with sources.
Theorem 4.2: Assume that u,f1 , . . . ,fN be the solution of the nth KdV equation with

self-consistent sources (2.13) and f1 satisfies (2.16a) and (2.18) withl5j1 , then the first binary
Darboux transformation is defined by

c̄5c2
f 1

]21f 1
2 ]21~ f 1c!, ~4.9a!

ū5u12]2 ln~]21f 1
2!, ~4.9b!

f̄ j5f j2
f 1

]21f 1
2 ]21~ f 1f j !, j 51, . . . ,N, ~4.9c!

the Lax representation (2.16a) and (2.18) are covariant with respect to the binary Dar

transformation (4.9). Namely u,̄c̄,f̄ j , j 51, . . . ,N, satisfy (4.2), (4.3) and the nth KdV equation
with self-consistent sources (4.4).

Proof: It is obvious that~4.2! and ~4.4b! hold. Similarly, in order to prove~4.3! we need to
show the equality~3.11! with f,A(n) replaced byc,Q(n,N). In fact, using Lemma 3.2, we only
need to check the terms containingf1 , . . . ,fN in the equality, i.e., to show the following equa
ity:

BNc2
1

]21f 1
2 FBNf 122

1

]21f 1
2 f 1]21~ f 1BNf 1!G]21~ f 1c!2

f 1

]21f 1
2 ]21@ f 1BNc1cBNf 1#5B̄Nc̄.

~4.10!

Notice that
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]21F f 1
2

~]21f 1
2!2 ~]21~ f 1f j !!~]21~ f 1c!!G52

1

]21f 1
2 ~]21~ f 1f j !!~]21~ f 1c!!

1]21F f 1f j

]21f 1
2 ]21~ f 1c!1

f 1c

]21f 1
2 ]21~ f 1f j !G .

~4.11!

Using ~4.9! and ~4.11!, we have

B̄Nc̄5a(
j 51

N

f̄ j]
21~f̄ j c̄ !

5a(
j 51

N

f̄ j]
21F S f j2

f 1

]21f 1
2 ]21~ f 1f j ! D S c2

f 1

]21f 1
2 ]21~ f 1c! D G

5a(
j 51

N

f̄ jF]21~f jc!2
1

]21f 1
2 ~]21~ f 1f j !!~]21~ f 1c!!G , ~4.12!

and

the left terms in ~4.10!5a(
j 51

N H f j]
21~f jc!2

1

]21f 1
2 Ff j~]21~ f 1f j !!~]21~ f 1c!!

22
f 1

]21f 1
2 ]21~ f 1f j]

21~ f 1f j !!~]21~ f 1c!!1 f 1]21~ f 1f j]
21~f jc!!

1 f 1]21~f jc]21~f j f 1!!G J
5a(

j 51

N Ff j]
21~f jc!2

f j

]21f 1
2 ~]21~ f 1f j !!~]21~ f 1c!!

1
f 1

~]21f 1
2!2 ~]21~ f 1f j !!2~]21~ f 1c!!2

f 1

]21f 1
2 ~]21~ f 1f j !!

3~]21~f jc!!G . ~4.13!

By substituting~4.9c! into ~4.12! and comparing it with~4.13!, it is immediately found that
equality ~4.10! holds. The equations~4.2! and ~4.3! lead to~4.4a!. This completes the proof.

~3! The second binary Darboux transformation for the KdV hierarchy with sources.
Theorem 4.3: Assume that u,f1 , . . . ,fN is the solution of the nth KdV equation with self-

consistent sources (2.13), f 1[fN11 satisfies (2.16a) and (2.18) withl5lN11 and h52 1
2 a,

then the second binary Darboux transformation is defined by

c̄5c2
f 1

11]21f 1
2 ]21~ f 1c!5c2f̄N11]21~ f 1c!, ~4.14a!

ū5u12]2 ln~11]21f 1
2!, ~4.14b!

f̄ j5f j2
f 1

11]21f 1
2 ]21~ f 1f j !5f j2f̄N11]21~ f 1f j !, j 51, . . . ,N, ~4.14c!
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where

f̄N115
f 1

11]21f 1
2 , f 15fN11 , ~4.14d!

and the binary Darboux transformation (4.14) transforms the Lax representation (2.16a)
(2.18) withh52 1

2 a into the following Lax representation:

c̄xx1~l1ū!c̄50, ~4.15!

c̄ tn
5Q̄(n,N11)c̄5Ā(n)c̄2

1

2
ac̄1B̄N11c̄[A(n)~ ū,l!c̄2

1

2
ac̄1a (

j 51

N11

f̄ j]
21~f̄ j c̄ !,

~4.16!

and ū,f̄1 ,...,f̄N11 satisfies the nth KdV equation with self-consistent sources (2.13) with deg
N11

ūtn
5DF22b̄n1222a (

j 51

N11

f̄ j
2G , ~4.17a!

f̄ j ,xx1~l j1ū!f̄ j50, j 51,...,N11. ~4.17b!

Proof: It is easy to see that~4.14c! holds for j 5N11. So, based on the results in the previo
section, it is obvious that~4.15! and ~4.17b! hold. Similarly, in order to prove~4.16!, by using
Lemma 3.3 one only needs to check the terms containingf1 , . . . ,fN ,f̄N11 in the equality~3.14!
with f,A(n) replaced byc,Q(n,N), i.e., to show the following equality:

BNc2
1

11]21f 1
2 FBNf 12

1

2
af̄N11~12]21f 1

2!22f̄N11]21~ f 1BNf 1!G]21~ f 1c!

2f̄N11]21FcBNf 12
1

2
a f 1c1 f 1BNcG5B̄N11c̄. ~4.18!

Notice that

]21~f̄N11c̄ !5]21F f 1

11]21f 1
2 c2S f 1

11]21f 1
2D 2

]21~ f 1c!G5
1

11]21f 1
2 ]21~ f 1c!. ~4.19!

By means of~4.11! and ~4.12! with ]21f 1
2 replaced by (11]21f 1

2) one gets

B̄N11c̄5a (
j 51

N11

f̄ j]
21~f̄ j c̄ !

5a(
j 51

N

f̄ jF]21~f jc!2
1

11]21f 1
2 ~]21~ f 1f j !!]21~ f 1c!G1

af̄N11

11]21f 1
2 ]21~ f 1c!.

~4.20!

Using ~4.13! with ]21f 1
2 replaced by (11]21f 1

2) it is found that
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the left terms in ~4.18!5a(
j 51

N H f j]
21~f jc!2

1

11]21f 1
2 @f j~]21~ f 1f j !!]21~ f 1c!

2f̄N11~]21~ f 1f j !!2]21~ f 1c!#2f̄N11~]21~ f 1f j !!]21~f jc!J
1

af̄N11

11]21f 1
2 ]21~ f 1c!. ~4.21!

By substituting~4.14c! into ~4.20! and comparing it with~4.21!, it is easy to see that equalit
~4.18! holds. The equations~4.15! and ~4.16! yield ~4.17!. This completes the proof.

Remark:The binary Darboux transformation defined by~4.14! is a non-auto-Ba¨cklund trans-
formation relating the twonth KdV equations with self-consistent sources~2.13! and~4.17!. This
Darboux transformation can be used to construct the soliton solution for~2.13!.

For example, in order to find one soliton solution for the KdV equation with self-consis
sources~2.19! with N51, we start from the solutionu50 for the KdV equation with self-
consistent sources~2.19! with N50. The solution for~2.20! with N50,u50,l52k2,k.0,
h52 1

2 a reads

f15cekx2k3t2 1/2at.

Then one finds from~4.14! that

ū52k2 sech2~kx2k3t2 1
2 at1x0!,

f15
1

2
A2k sechS kx2k3t2

1

2
at1x0D ,

which is the one soliton solution for the KdV equation with self-consistent sources~2.19! with
N51.

V. THE m-TIMES REPEATED BINARY DARBOUX TRANSFORMATION FOR THE KdV
HIERARCHY WITH SELF-CONSISTENT SOURCES

It is evident that the Darboux transformation can be applied to~4.2!, ~4.3!, and~4.15!, ~4.16!
once more to produce some new solutions for the KdV hierarchy with self-consistent sourc

~1! The m-times repeated second binary Darboux transformation.
Assume thatf 1 , . . . ,f m be solution of~2.16a! and ~2.18! with l5lN11 , . . . ,lN1m , respec-

tively. We useu@ i #,c@ i #, f j@ i #,f j@ i # to denote the action ofi -times repeated binary Darbou
transformation of~4.14! on the initial solutionu,c, f j ,f j . We have

f j@ i #xx1~l j1u@ i # ! f j@ i #50, ~5.1!

f j ,tn
@ i #5Q(n,N1 i )@ i # f j@ i #. ~5.2!

We define two integral types of the Wronskian determinant ofk functionsg1 , . . . ,gk in a similar
way as in Ref. 27 by

W1~g1 , . . . ,gk!5detF, W2~g1 , . . . ,gk!5detG,

where

Fi j 5d i j 1]21~gigj !, i , j 51, . . . ,k,
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Gi j 5d i j 1]21~gigj !, i 51, . . . ,k21, j 51, . . . ,k, Gk j5gj , j 51, . . . ,k.

Lemma 5.1: For arbitrary integers l,k(1< l<m21,1<k<m2 l ), we have

W1~ f l 11@ l #, . . . ,f l 1k@ l # !5
W1~ f l@ l 21#, f l 11@ l 21#, . . . ,f l 1k@ l 21# !

11]21f l
2@ l 21#

, ~5.3!

W2~ f l 11@ l #, . . . ,f l 1k@ l #,c@ l # !5
W1~ f l@ l 21#, f l 11@ l 21#, . . . ,f l 1k@ l 21#,c@ l 21# !

11]21f l
2@ l 21#

. ~5.4!

Proof: According to~4.14!, we have

f l 1 j@ l #5 f l 1 j@ l 21#2
f l@ l 21#

11]21f l
2@ l 21#

]21~ f l@ l 21# f l 1 j@ l 21# !, ~5.5!

so using~4.11!

Fi j 5d i j 1]21~ f l 1 i@ l # f l 1 j@ l # !

5d i j 1]21~ f l 1 i@ l 21# f l 1 j@ l 21# !

2
1

11]21f l
2@ l 21#

~]21f l 1 i@ l 21# f l@ l 21# !~]21f l@ l 21# f l 1 j@ l 21# !

[d i j 1ai j 2bai0a0 j , ~5.6!

where

ai j 5]21~ f l 1 i@ l 21# f l 1 j@ l 21# !, b5
1

11]21f l
2@ l 21#

.

Then

W1~ f l 11@ l #, . . . ,f l 1k@ l # !

5det~Fi j !

5S 11a112ba10a01 a122ba10a02 a132ba10a03 ¯ a1k2ba10a0k

a212ba20a01 11a222ba20a02 a232ba20a03 ¯ a2k2ba20a0k

A A A � A

ak12bak0a01 ak22bak0a02 ak32bak0a03 ¯ 11akk2bak0a0k

D
5S 11a11 a12 ¯ a1k

a21 11a22 ¯ a2k

A A � A

ak1 ak2 ¯ 11akk

D 2ba01S a10 a12 a13 ¯ a1k

a20 11a22 a23 ¯ a2k

A A A � A

ak0 ak2 ak3 ¯ 11akk

D
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2ba02S 11a11 a10 a13 ¯ a1k

a21 a20 a23 ¯ a2k

A A A � A

ak1 ak0 ak3 ¯ 11akk

D 2¯

2ba0kS 11a11 a12 ¯ a1(k21) a10

a21 11a22 ¯ a2(k21) a20

A A � A A

ak1 ak2 ¯ ak(k21) ak0

D
5

1

11a00S 11a00 a01 a02 ¯ a0k

a10 11a11 a12 ¯ a1k

A A A � A

ak0 ak1 ak2 ¯ 11akk

D
5

W1~ f l@ l 21#, . . . ,f l 1k@ l 21# !

11]21f l
2@ l 21#

.

In the similar way the formula~5.4! can be proved. This completes the proof.
Theorem 5.1: Assume that u,f1 ,...,fN is the solution of the nth KdV equation with self-

consistent sources (2.13), f 1 , . . . ,f m is the solution of (2.16a) and (2.18) withl
5lN11 , . . . ,lN1m , respectively, andh52 1

2 a. Then the m-times repeated binary Darboux
transformation of (4.14) is given by

c@m#5
W2~ f 1 , . . . ,f m ,c!

W1~ f 1 , . . . ,f m!
, ~5.7a!

u@m#5u12]2 ln W1~ f 1 , . . . ,f m!, ~5.7b!

f j@m#5
W2~ f 1 , . . . ,f m ,f j !

W1~ f 1 , . . . ,f m!
, j 51,...,N, ~5.7c!

fN1 j@m#5
W2~ f 1 , . . . ,f m , f j !

W1~ f 1 , . . . ,f m!
5

W2~ f 1 , . . . ,f j 21 , f j 11 , . . . ,f m , f j !

W1~ f 1 , . . . ,f m!
, j 51,...,m,

~5.7d!

and u@m#,c@m#,f1@m#,...,fN1m@m# satisfy

cxx@m#1~l1u@m# !c@m#50, ~5.8!

c tn
@m#5Q(n,N1m)@m#c@m#5A(n)~u@m#,l!c@m#2

1

2
ac@m#1a (

j 51

N1m

f j@m#]21~f j@m#c@m# !,

~5.9!

and

utn
@m#5DF22bn12~u@m# !22a (

j 51

N1m

f j
2@m#G , ~5.10a!
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f j ,xx@m#1~l j1u@m# !f j@m#50, j 51,...,N1m. ~5.10b!

Proof: Using ~4.14!, ~5.3!, and~5.4!, one obtains

c@m#5c@m21#2
f m@m21#

11]21f m
2 @m21#

]21~ f m@m21#c@m21# !

5
1

11]21f m
2 @m21#

W2~ f m@m21#,c@m21# !

5
W2~ f m@m21#,c@m21# !

W1~ f m@m21# !

5
W2~ f m21@m22#, f m@m22#,c@m22# !

11]21f m21
2 @m22#

11]21f m21
2 @m22#

W1~ f m21@m22#, f m@m22# !

5¯5
W2~ f 1 , . . . ,f m ,c!

W1~ f 1 , . . . ,f m!
, ~5.11!

u@m#5u@m21#12]2 ln~11]21f m
2 @m21# !

5u@m21#12]2 ln W1~ f m@m21# !

5u@m22#12]2 ln~11]21f m21
2 @m22# !12]2 ln

W1~ f m21@m22#, f m@m22# !

11]21f m21
2 @m22#

5u@m22#12]2 lnW1~ f m21@m22#, f m@m22# !

5¯5u12]2 ln W1~ f 1 , . . . ,f m!. ~5.12!

Similarly we can prove the~5.7c! and ~5.7d!. It is easy to find~5.8!, ~5.9!, and ~5.10! from the
Proposition 4.3.

The m-times repeated binary Darboux transformation~5.8! provides a Ba¨cklund transforma-
tion relating twonth KdV equations with self-consistent sources~2.13! with degreeN and N
1m, respectively. We now use theN-times repeated binary Darboux transformation~5.6! to
construct theN-soliton solution for thenth KdV equation with self-consistent sources~2.13! with
l j52kj

2,0,kj.0,j 51,...,N. We start from~2.13! with N50. Taking N50,u50,l52kj
2 ,h

52 1
2 a, then~2.16a! and ~2.18! reduce to

cxx2kj
2c50,

c tn
5~21!nkj

2ncx2 1
2 ac,

which solution is given by

f j5ekjx1(21)nkj
2n11tn2

1
2 atn1x0,j , j 51,...,N. ~5.13!

Then according to Proposition 5.1, theN-soliton solution for thenth KdV equation with self-
consistent sources~2.13! with l j52kj

2,0,kj.0,j 51,...,N, is given by

u52]2 ln W1~ f 1 , . . . ,f N!, ~5.14!
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f j5
W2~ f 1 , . . . ,f N , f j !

W1~ f 1 , . . . ,f N!
5

W2~ f 1 , . . . ,f j 21 , f j 11 , . . . ,f N , f j !

W1~ f 1 , . . . ,f N!
, j 51,...,N, ~5.15!

where f j is given by~5.13!.
~2! The m-times repeated first binary Darboux transformation.
We define

W1~g1 , . . . ,gk!5detF, W2~g1 , . . . ,gk!5detG, ~5.16!

where

Fi j 5]21~gigj !, i , j 51, . . . ,k,

Gi j 5]21~gigj !, i 51, . . . ,k21, j 51, . . . ,k, Gk j5gj , j 51, . . . ,k.

In exactly the same way we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2: Assume that u,f1 ,...,fN is the solution of the nth KdV equation with self-

consistent sources (2.13), f 1 , . . . ,f m is the solution of (2.16a) and (2.18) withl5j1 , . . . ,jm ,
respectively. Then the m-times repeated binary Darboux transformation of (4.9) is given by

c@m#5
W2~ f 1 , . . . ,f m ,c!

W1~ f 1 , . . . ,f m!
, ~5.17a!

u@m#5u12]2 ln W1~ f 1 , . . . ,f m!, ~5.17b!

f j@m#5
W2~ f 1 , . . . ,f m ,f j !

W1~ f 1 , . . . ,f m!
, j 51,...,N, ~5.17c!

and u@m#,c@m#,f1@m#,...,fN@m# satisfy

cxx@m#1~l1u@m# !c@m#50, ~5.18!

c tn
@m#5Q(n,N)@m#c@m#, ~5.19!

and

utn
@m#5DF22bn12~u@m# !22a(

j 51

N

f j
2@m#G , ~5.20a!

f j ,xx@m#1~l j1u@m# !f j@m#50, j 51,...,N. ~5.20b!

~3! The m-times repeated Darboux transformation of~4.1!.
We define the Wronskian determinantW by

W1~g1 , . . . ,gk!5detF, Fi j 5
] i 21gj

]xi 21 , i , j 51, . . . ,k. ~5.21!

In exactly the same way we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.3: Assume that u,f1 ,...,fN is the solution of the nth KdV equation with self-

consistent sources (2.13), f 1 , . . . ,f m is the solution of (2.16a) and (2.18) withl5j1 , . . . ,jm ,
respectively. Then the m-times repeated Darboux transformation of (4.1) is given by

c@m#5
W~ f 1 , . . . ,f m ,c!

W~ f 1 , . . . ,f m!
, ~5.22a!
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u@m#5u12]2 ln W~ f 1 , . . . ,f m!, ~5.22b!

f j@m#5
W~ f 1 , . . . ,f m ,f j !

W~ f 1 , . . . ,f m!
, j 51,...,N, ~5.22c!

and u@m#,c@m#,f1@m#,...,fN@m# satisfy (5.18), (5.19), and (5.20).
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Conformally flat anisotropic spheres in general relativity
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The condition for the vanishing of the Weyl tensor is integrated in the spherically
symmetric case. Then, the resulting expression is used to find new, conformally
flat, interior solutions to Einstein equations for locally anisotropic fluids. The slow
evolution of these models is contrasted with the evolution of models with similar
energy density or radial pressure distribution but nonvanishing Weyl tensor,
thereby bringing out the different role played by the Weyl tensor, the local anisot-
ropy of pressure, and the inhomogeneity of the energy density in the collapse of
relativistic spheres. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1364503#

I. INTRODUCTION

In the study of self-gravitating systems there are three factors whose relevance ha
recurrently and separately stressed in the literature. These are, the Weyl tensor, the local
ropy of pressure, and the inhomogeneity of energy density distribution~density contrast!.

The Weyl tensor1 or some functions of it,2 have been proposed to provide a gravitation
arrow of time. The rationale behind this idea being that tidal forces tend to make the gravi
fluid more inhomogeneous as the evolution proceeds, thereby indicating the sense of time
ever, some works have thrown doubts on this proposal.3 Also, as it will be seen below, it is worth
noticing that the relation between the Weyl tensor and the density contrast is affected b
presence of local anisotropy of pressure.

The role of density inhomogeneities in the collapse of dust4 and in particular in the formation
of naked singularities,5 has been extensively discussed in the literature.

Finally, the assumption of local anisotropy of pressure, has proved to be very useful
study of relativistic compact objects~see Ref. 6, and references therein!.

A hint pointing to the relevance of the above mentioned three factors in the fate of sph
collapse is also provided by the expression of the active gravitational mass in terms of
factors.7,8

These three factors are usually considered separately, their relationship being omitte
discussion, even though they are related by a simple expression, which we shall present b7,8

The purpose of this work is twofold. On the one hand we shall integrate the vanishing
tensor condition, which will allow us to construct conformally flat models~with anisotropic
pressure!. The obtained solutions represent static or slowly evolving~in the quasistatic approxi
mation! spheres, which could serve for the modeling of compact self-gravitating objects. O
other hand, we want to study, comparatively, the effects of the above mentioned parameters
~slow! evolution of relativistic spheres. For doing this we shall contrast the evolution of
conformally flat models with the evolution of models with the same energy density or r

a!Also at UCV, Caracas, Venezuela. Electronic mail: lherrera@gugu.usal.es
b!On leave from Universidad Central de Venezuela, Caracas, Venezuela.
21290022-2488/2001/42(5)/2129/15/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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pressure distribution, but nonvanishing Weyl tensor. With this purpose it will be useful to c
late the active gravitational mass and the fluid velocity for each model.

The paper is organized as follows: In the next section all relevant equations and conve
are given. The condition for the vanishing of the Weyl tensor is integrated in Sec. III an
models are described in Sec. IV. Finally a discussion of results is presented in the last se

II. RELEVANT EQUATIONS AND CONVENTIONS

A. The field equations

We consider a spherically symmetric distribution of collapsing fluid, which we assume
locally anisotropic and bounded by a spherical surfaceS. The line element is given in
Schwarzschild-type coordinates by

ds25endt22eldr22r 2~du21sin2 udf2!, ~1!

wheren andl are functions oft and r . The coordinates arex05t; x15r ; x25u; x35f.
The metric~1! has to satisfy Einstein field equations

Gn
m528pTn

m , ~2!

which in our case read9

28pT0
052

1

r 2 1e2lS 1

r 2 2
l8

r D , ~3!

28pT1
152

1

r 2 1e2lS 1

r 2 1
n8

r D , ~4!

28pT2
2528pT3

352
e2n

4
~2l̈1l̇~ l̇2 ṅ !!1

e2l

4 S 2n91n822l8n812
n82l8

r D , ~5!

28pT0152
l̇

r
, ~6!

where dots and primes stand for partial differentiation with respect tot and r , respectively.
In order to give physical significance to theTn

m components we apply the Bondi approach9

i.e., we introduce local Minkowski coordinates (t,x,y,z), defined by

dt5en/2dt, dx5el/2dr, dy5rdu, dz5r sinudf.

Then, denoting the Minkowski components of the energy tensor by a bar, we have

T̄0
05T0

0 , T̄1
15T1

1 , T̄2
25T2

2 , T̄3
35T3

3 , T̄015e2(n1l)/2T01.

Next we suppose that, when viewed by an observer moving relative to these coordinate
velocity v in the radial direction, the physical content of space consists of an anisotropic flu
energy densityr, radial pressurePr , and tangential pressureP' . Thus, when viewed by this
moving observer, the covariant energy-momentum tensor in Minkowski coordinates is

S r 0 0 0

0 Pr 0 0

0 0 P' 0

0 0 0 P'

D .
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Then a Lorentz transformation readily shows that

T0
05T̄0

05
r1Prv

2

12v2 , ~7!

T1
15T̄1

152
Pr1rv2

12v2 , ~8!

T2
25T3

35T̄2
25T̄3

352P' , ~9!

T015e(n1l)/2T̄0152
~r1Pr !ve(n1l)/2

12v2 . ~10!

Note that the velocity in the (t,r ,u,f) system,dr/dt, is related tov by

v5
dr

dt
e(l2n)/2. ~11!

Outside of the fluid, the spacetime is Schwarzschild,

ds25S 12
2M

r Ddt22S 12
2M

r D 21

dr22r 2~du21sin2 udf2!. ~12!

In order to match the two metrics smoothly on the boundary surfacer 5r S(t), we require conti-
nuity of the first and second fundamental forms across that surface. As a result of this match
obtain the well known result

@Pr #S50. ~13!

Next, the radial component of the conservation law,

Tn;m
m 50 ~14!

gives

~28pT1
1!85

16p

r
~T1

12T2
2!14pn8~T1

12T0
0!1

e2n

r
S l̈1

l̇2

2
2

l̇ ṅ

2
D , ~15!

which in the static case becomes

Pr852
n8

2
~r1Pr !1

2~P'2Pr !

r
, ~16!

representing the generalization of the Tolman–Oppenheimer–Volkof equation for aniso
fluids.6

In this work we shall consider exclusively static or slowly evolving~quasistatic! systems. By
this we mean that our sphere either does not change or changes slowly on a time scale tha
long compared to the typical time in which the sphere reacts to a slight perturbation of hydro
equilibrium ~this typical time scale is called hydrostatic time scale!. Thus our system is alway
very close to or in hydrostatic equilibrium and its evolution may be regarded as a seque
static models linked by~6!. This assumption is very sensible because the hydrostatic time sc
very small for almost any phase of the life of the star. It is of the order of 27 min for the Sun
s for a white dwarf, and 1024 s for a neutron star of one solar mass, and 10 km radius. It is
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known that any of the stellar configurations mentioned above, change on a time scale that
long compared to their respective hydrostatic time scales. Let us now translate this assump
conditions tov and metric functions.

First of all, slow contraction means that the radial velocityv as measured by the Minkowsk
observer is always much smaller than the velocity of light (v!1). Therefore we shall neglec
terms of the orderO(v2).

Then ~15! yields

l̈1
l̇2

2
2

ṅ l̇

2
58prenFPr81~r1Pr !

n8

2
22

P'2Pr

r G . ~17!

Since, by assumption, our system is always~not only at a given timet! in equilibrium~or very
close to!, ~16! and ~17! imply then, for an arbitrary slowly evolving configuration,

l̈'ṅl̇'l̇2'0, ~18!

and of course, time derivatives of any order of the left-hand side of the hydrostatic equilib
equation must also vanish, for otherwise the system will deviate from equilibrium. This cond
implies, in particular, that we must demand

n̈'0.

Finally, from the time derivative of~6!, and using~10!, it follows that

v̇'O~ l̈,l̇v,ṅv!, ~19!

which implies that we shall also neglect terms linear in the acceleration. On purely ph
considerations, it is obvious that the vanishing ofv̇ is required to keep the system always
equilibrium.

Thus, from now on, we shall always assume

O~v2!5l̇25 ṅ25l̇ ṅ5l̈5 n̈50, ~20!

implying that the system remains in~or very close to! equilibrium.

B. The Weyl tensor

We can now calculate the components of the Weyl tensor. Neglecting terms of
l̇ ṅ,l̇2,ṅ2,l̈, and n̈, we find that all nonvanishing components can be expressed throughC232

3 .
Thus,

W[
r

2
C232

3 5
r 3e2l

6 S el

r 2 1
n8l8

4
2

1

r 2 2
n82

4
2

n9

2
2

l82n8

2r D . ~21!

Next, defining the mass function as usual

m~r ,t !54pE
0

r

T0
0r 2dr, ~22!

the following relations may be established:7,8

W52
4

3
pE

0

r

r 3~T0
0!8dr1

4

3
pr 3~T2

22T1
1!, ~23!
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m~r ,t !5
4

3
pr 3T0

02
4

3
pE

0

r

r 3~T0
0!8dr. ~24!

Both, ~23! and ~24! are valid in the general~dynamic! case. However only in the static or th
quasistatic caseT0

0 andT1
1 denote the proper energy density and the radial pressure, respect

C. The Tolman–Whittaker mass

The Tolman–Whittaker mass10 within a sphere of radiusr insideS, is defined as8

mTW~r ,t !54pE
0

r

r 2e(n1l)/2~T0
02T1

122T2
2!dr. ~25!

Two alternative expressions, easily obtained from the field equations~see Ref. 8 for details!
are

mTW5e(n1l)/2~m14pPrr
3! ~26!

and

mTW5 1
2 e(n2l)/2n8r 2. ~27!

The interpretation ofmTW as the active gravitational mass follows at once from~27! and~16!.
Indeed, the first term on the right-hand side of~16! ~the ‘‘gravitational force’’ term! is the product
of the passive gravitational mass density (r1Pr) and a term proportional tomTW /r 2. A similar
conclusion can be obtained if we recall that the gravitational acceleration of a test pa
instantaneously at rest in a static gravitational field, as measured with standard rods and coo
clocks is given by11

a52
e(n2l)/2n8

2
52

mTW

r 2 . ~28!

D. The velocity of a fluid element

For the comparative study of the~slow! evolution of different solutions, it will be useful to
plot the velocity~v! profiles for different pieces of material. A simple expression forv, may be
obtained as follows: from~3! and ~22!, it results

e2l512
2m

r
, ~29!

and from~29!,

ṁ5
l̇re2l

2
, ~30!

then using~6!,

v52
ṁe(l2n)/2

4pr 2~r1Pr !
. ~31!
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III. THE VANISHING WEYL CONDITION

We shall now proceed to integrate the condition,

W50, ~32!

which, using~21!, may be written as

S e2ln8

2r D 8
1e2(n1l)S enn8

2r D 8
2S e2l21

r 2 D 8
50. ~33!

Introducing new variables,

y5e2l;
n8

2
5

u8

u
, ~34!

Eq. ~33! is cast into

y81
2y@u92u8/r 1u/r 2#

@u82u/r #
2

2u

r 2@u82u/r #
50, ~35!

whose formal solution is

y5e2*k(r )drF E e*k(r )dr f ~r !dr1C1G , ~36!

whereC1 is a constant of integration, and

k~r !52
d

dr F lnS u82
u

r D G , ~37!

f ~r !5
2u

r 2~u82u/r !
, ~38!

changing back to the original variables, Eq.~36! becomes

n8

2
2

1

r
5

el/2

r
A12c2r 2e2n ~39!

with c2[2C1 .
Next, ~39! may be formally integrated, to obtain

en5c2r 2 cosh2F E el/2

r
dr1C̃G , ~40!

whereC̃ is a constant of integration~a function oft, in the slowly evolving case!. The reader may
check that~40! satisfies~39! and ~32! @or ~33!#.

In the next section we shall present some models satisfying~39! @or ~40!#.

IV. THE MODELS

A simple counting of Eqs.~3!–~6! and unknowns (n,l,r,Pr ,P' ,v) indicates that we have to
provide two additional relations~in the form of equations of state and/or restrictions on me
variables!, in order to integrate the system~3!–~6!.
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If one assumes that the fluid is locally isotropic (Pr5P') then, demandingW50, we are
driven to a unique solution~the Schwarzschild interior solution!, a fact also obvious from~23!.
However, if PrÞP' , then the conditionW50, does not single out a unique model.

In what follows we shall construct two models withW50. One of them characterize
by Pr50, and for the other we prescribe a given energy density distribution which is sim
to the one proposed by Gokhroo and Mehra.12 Additionally, we present two other models wit
WÞ0. One is characterized byPr50 and r5r(t), ~Refs. 8, 13! and the other has the sam
energy density distribution as one of the conformally flat solutions.

A. Model I

Our first model is characterized by

W50 ~41!

and

Pr50. ~42!

Then, from~4! and ~39!, it follows

e2n5
g

c2r 2

~429g!

~122g!
~43!

with

g[
m~r ,t !

r
, ~44!

and where~29! has been used.
Next, takingr -derivative of~43!, and using

n85
2m

r 2~122m/r !
[

2g

r ~122g!
, ~45!

easily derived from~4!, we obtain

g85
54g3242g218g

r ~18g2218g14!
, ~46!

which after integration yields

Dr 5
g1/2

~429g!1/6, ~47!

whereD is a constant~a function oft in the slowly evolving case! of integration. Solving~47! for
g, one obtains

g5a1/3$@21~27a14!1/2#1/31@22~27a14!1/2#1/3% ~48!

with

~Dr !65a[S r

r S
D 6 gS

3

429gS
, ~49!

where subscriptS indicates that the quantity is evaluated at the boundary surfacer 5r S .
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The remaining variables are now easily obtained from the field equations and~43!, ~48!. Thus,

r5
3g

2pr 2

~122g!

~223g!
, ~50!

P'5
3g2

4pr 2

1

~223g!
, ~51!

e2l5122g. ~52!

For the Tolman–Whittaker mass we obtain, using either~26! or ~27!,

mTW5gS r

r S
D rF gSS 12

9

4
gSD

gS 12
9

4
gD G 1/2

, ~53!

or, using the dimensionless varibles,

x[
r

r S
; n5

mS

r S
[

M

r S
5gS , ~54!

mTW5
Mx3~Z11Z2!1/2~429n!1/2

@4~429n!1/229nx2~Z11Z2!#1/2, ~55!

with

Z1,25@2~429n!1/26~27x6n3116236n!1/2#1/3. ~56!

It is worth noticing that from the requirementr>0, it follows, using~50!,

g, 1
2, ~57!

a stronger restriction appears from the condition

r>P' ~58!

which requires

g, 2
5. ~59!

Finally, the velocityv of any fluid element is given by

v5
vSn1/2x2~223g!~429g!1/2~122n!

g1/2~429n!2~122g!2 3H 2~Z11Z2!1
3nx2~Z2

22Z1
2!

~27x6n3116236n!1/2J , ~60!

where~11!, ~31!, ~48!–~50!, ~54!, and~56! have been used.

B. Model II

The second model we shall consider, is well known. It is characterized by

Pr50, ~61!

r5r~ t !, ~62!
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and is not conformally flat.
A static version of this model was studied by Florides.13 Models with vanishing radial pres

sure have been discussed in the past,14 and more recently in relation with the formation of nak
singularities.15

The corresponding variables are~see Ref. 8 for details!,

r5r~ t !; Pr50, ~63!

P'5
2pr 2r2

3S 12
8p

3
r 2r D , ~64!

en5

S 12
8p

3
r S

2 r D 3/2

S 12
8p

3
r 2r D 1/2 , ~65!

e2l512
8p

3
r 2r, ~66!

W52
8p2r 5r2

9S 12
8p

3
r 2r D , ~67!

mTW5
4p

3
r 3rS 12

8p

3
r S

2 r

12
8p

3
r 2r
D 3/4

, ~68!

v5vSS r

r S
D S 12

8p

3
r S

2 r

12
8p

3
r 2r
D 1/4

. ~69!

C. Model III

This model is conformally flat and is further characterized by

e2l5S 12
r 2

b2D 2

, ~70!

whereb is a constant~a function oft in the slowly evolving case!.
Then, from~40! one obtains

en5
c2

4B2

@B2r 21b22r 2#2

~b22r 2!
~71!

with

C̃5 ln B. ~72!

From the field equations,~70! and~71!, we can now obtain the expressions forr, Pr , andP' ,
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r5
3

4pb2 S 12
5r 2

6b2D , ~73!

8pPr52
1

r 2 1
~b22r 2!2

b4 F 1

r 2 1
4B2b222@B2r 21b22r 2#

~b22r 2!@B2r 21b22r 2# G , ~74!

8p~Pr2P'!52
2r 2

b4 . ~75!

b, c, and B are related to the total mass and the radius of the sphere through the bou
conditions

e2lS512
2M

r S
, ~76!

enS512
2M

r S
, ~77!

Pr S
50, ~78!

the corresponding expressions are

b5
r S

F12S 12
2M

r S
D 1/2G1/2, ~79!

c5
1

r S
F4M

r S
2

9M2

r S
2 G1/2

, ~80!

B5
~122M /r S!1/4@~122M /r S!1/21~3M /r S21!#

@12~122M /r S!1/2#1/2@4M /r S29M2/r S
2 #1/2 . ~81!

For the Tolman–Whittaker mass the obtained expression is

mTW5
cr3

2Bb2~b22r 2!1/2@2B2b22B2r 22b21r 2#, ~82!

or, using~79!–~81! and ~54!,

mTW5
Mx3~122n!1/4

@12x21x2~122n!1/2#1/2 H 322x22
~12x2!

n
@12~122n!1/2#

3F11
4n29n2

2~122n!1/2@~122n!1/213n21#G J , ~83!

and the expression forv in this model, results in

v5
4ḃBx@12~122n!1/2#

~4n29n2!1/2~12x2@12~122n!1/2# !1/2

3
1

@2B21B2x2@12~122n!1/2#112x2@12~122n!1/2##
, ~84!
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whereḃ is easily obtained from~79!,

ḃ5

vSn~122n!1/2S 52
2

n
@12~122n!1/2# D

2@12~122n!1/2#3/2 . ~85!

D. Model IV

This model has the same energy density distribution as the previous one~samel!, but is not
conformally flat (WÞ0). Instead, the model is further characterized by

Pr50. ~86!

Then, from~70!, ~86! and field equations, we obtain

r5
3

4pb2 S 12
5r 2

6b2D , ~87!

en5
b

~b22r 2!1/2eb2/2(b22r 2), ~88!

P'5
~2b2r 22r 4!~6b225r 2!

32pb4~b22r 2!2 , ~89!

with

b[bS 12
2M

r S
D 5/4

e2 @1/2(122M /r S)1/2#, ~90!

andb is given by~79!.
For the active gravitational mass, we obtain, after some lengthy calculations,

mTW5M ~122n!5/8x3~12~122n!1/2!

F12
x2

2
~12~122n!1/2!G

n~12x2@12~122n!1/2# !5/4

3exp
1

4 F ~x221!~12~122n!1/2!

~122n!1/2@12x2~12~122n!1/2!#G , ~91!

wheren andx are defined by Eq.~54!. Observe that conditionr>0 is satisfied for alln, however
if we demandr>P' , then

n<0.4. ~92!

Finally, the expression for the velocity takes the form

v5
2vSx@12x21x2~122n!1/2#1/4@5n2212~122n!1/2#

~122n!1/8@625x215x2~122n!1/2#@12~122n!1/2#

3exp 1
4 F ~12x2!@12~122n!1/2#

~122n!1/2@12x21x2~122n!1/2#G . ~93!
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V. DISCUSSION

We have integrated the vanishing Weyl condition. The resulting expression~39! @and ~40!#
allows us to find conformally flat models in a very simple way, once an additional conditio
physical or metric variables is imposed. Specifically we have found two conformally flat mo
~I, III !. In order to bring out the role of Weyl tensor in its slow evolution, we have also prese
two other models~II, IV ! with the nonvanishing Weyl tensor. Model II, as model I has vanish
radial pressure, whereas model IV has the same energy density distribution as model III. Th
allow us to see the effect of the three abovementioned factors~local anisotropy, Weyl tensor
density contrast! on the Tolman–Whittaker mass distribution within the sphere, and on the v
ity profile of different pieces of matter. With this purpose, all models are considered with the
total massM and surface velocityvS .

Figure 1 exhibits the evolution ofmTW /M as function ofx, in the process of slow contractio
~increasingn!, for model I. For all other models the behavior is qualitatively the same, i.e., a
contraction proceeds, the active gravitational mass within the sphere decreases. Howev
absolute value ofmTW is different for different models~for samen andx! as can be seen from
Figs. 2–4, which display the ratiomTW /mTW(II) for the three models~I, III, IV !.

As it can be seen, for anyr ,r S ~for the same total massM !, we have

mTW~ III !.mTW~ I!.mTW~ IV !.mTW~ II !,

the differences being larger for more compact~largern! configurations. Parenthetically, the tw
conformally flat models present the largest TW masses.

FIG. 1. mTW /M as function ofx for the model I, and ten values ofn, from 0.04 to 0.4.

FIG. 2. mTW(I)/mTW(II) as function ofx, curves a–j correspond ton50.4, 0.36, 0.32, 0.28, 0.24, 0.20, 0.16, 0.12, 0.0
0.04.
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FIG. 4. mTW(IV)/ mTW(II) as function ofx, for the same values ofn as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 5. v/vS as function ofx for model III, and ten values ofn, from 0.04 to 0.4.

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 5 for model I.

FIG. 3. mTW(III)/ mTW(II) as a function ofx, for the same values ofn as in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 7. The ratiov(I)/v(II) as function ofx, for ten values ofn from 0.04 to 0.4.

FIG. 8. The ratiov(IV)/ v(II) as function ofx, curves a–j correspond ton50.4, 0.36, 0.32, 0.28, 0.24, 0.20, 0.16, 0.1
0.08, 0.04.

FIG. 9. The ratiov(III)/ v(II) as function ofx, for ten values ofn from 0.04 to 0.4.
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For models II, III, and IV the collapse proceeds in a quasihomologous~quasilinear! regime as
indicated in Fig. 5 for model III~for models II and IV the figures are similar!, deviating from that
regime asn increases.

However for model I, the contraction is not homologous even for smalln as indicated in Fig.
6.

Figures 7–9 display the ratiov/v~II ! for the three models~I, III, IV !.
Except for extremely high fields in model I, we see that

v~ IV !.v~ III !.v~ II !.v~ I!,

which indicate that for the same energy density distribution~III, IV ! or radial pressure distribution
~I, II !, the slow contraction of interior shells proceeds slower in the conformally flat case.
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In this paper we study systems with a closed algebra of second class constraints.
We describe a construction of the reduced theory that resembles the conventional
treatment of first class constraints. It suggests, in particular, to compute the sym-
plectic form on the reduced space by a fiber integral of the symplectic form on the
original space. This approach is then applied to a class of systems with loop group
symmetry. The chiral anomaly of the loop group action spoils the first class char-
acter of the constraints but not their closure. Proceeding along the general lines
described above, we obtain a 2-form from a fiber~path! integral. This form is not
closed as a relict of the anomaly. Examples of such reduced spaces are provided by
D-branes on group manifolds with WZW action. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1330730#

I. INTRODUCTION

According to Dirac’s classification, constraints in Hamiltonian mechanics split into first-c
and second-class. The theory of the first-class constraints is well developed because it is
tool in gauge theories. Second-class constraints naturally arise in gauge theories with ano
quantum corrections may cause first-class constraints of the classical system to b
second-class.1,2

We reconsider Dirac’s approach to second-class constraints and provide a new realiza
the reduced phase space which is more in line with the reduction procedure for the firs
constraints~see also Ref. 1!. In this framework the Liouville form~the exponential of the sym
plectic form! on the reduced phase space can be obtained by fiber integration from the Lio
form on the original phase space of the system. The procedure can suffer from possible
difficulties similar to the Gribov problems one often encounters in the context of ordi
~anomaly-free! gauge theories.

Our main interest is to apply this formalism to loop group actions on symplectic manifold
the Poisson bracket of the symmetry generators contains a Schwinger term~for instance, this is the
case in the WZW model!, the constraints become second-class. Such a situation was conside
the mathematical literature.3,4 We use a fiber integration procedure to derive the Liouville form
the reduced phase space. As a new manifestation of the anomaly it turns out that this form
closed~see also Ref. 4!!

‘‘Anomalous’’ reduced spaces of this type naturally arise in the theory of D-branes on g
manifolds.5 It is an interesting problem to develop a consistent quantization theory for

a!Electronic mail: alekseev@teorfys.uu.se
b!Electronic mail: vschomer@x4u.desy.de
c!Electronic mail: Thomas.Strobl@tpi.uni-jena.de
21440022-2488/2001/42(5)/2144/12/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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spaces. Because of the connection between deformation quantization and open strings~see, e.g.,
Refs. 6–8! one expects valuable insights from open string theory. For the case of D-bran
group manifolds this was analyzed in Ref. 9.

II. DIRAC BRACKETS FROM FIBER INTEGRATION

Our aim in the present section is to reformulate the symplectic reduction for a syste
constraints which form a closed algebra. To begin with we shall briefly recall the standard t
of reduction. This is used as a starting point for presenting an alternative formulation, appl
to closed constraint algebras under certain additional conditions. For the case of a purely s
class constraint system the approach suggests we construct the symplectic two-form and i
ciated Liouville form through a fiber integral. The material within this section serves as a
model for the discussion of infinite dimensional phase spaces with an anomalous loop group
in Secs. 3 and 4.

Let us denote the original, unconstrained phase space byN and letxi , i 51, . . . ,2n, be local
coordinates. Their Poisson bracket is denoted byPi j 5$xi ,xj% and its associated symplectic form
by

V5 1
2 V i j dxi dxj .

Fa5Fa(x), a51, . . . ,2m, are constraints in this phase space. According to our assump
they form a closed algebra, i.e.,

$Fa ,Fb%5Pab~F!, ~1!

with a matrixP that is a function of the constraintsFa only. For simplicity we also assume tha
the constraints are independent from one another~irreducible constraints! and that they are al
regular so that they may be used as local coordinates in phase space, at least in a neighbor
the constraint surfaceF(x)50. Details and further results used in the text below can be fou
e.g., in Ref. 10.

The standard procedure of symplectic reduction proceeds as follows: First the symplecti
V is pulled back to the constraint surface, which we denote byN0 . The resulting two-formV0 on
N0 is degenerate in general. Its kernel is surface-forming, however, and the quotient ofN0 with
respect to the orbits~‘‘gauge orbits’’! is the reduced phase spaceM . By construction, the induced
two-form v on M is nondegenerate.

In the case of mere second-class constraints, i.e., detPÞ0 on N0 in our context, the last step
does not arise, sinceV0 is nondegenerate already. The Poisson bracket associated withV0 may be
obtained directly from the Poisson bracket onN by the following prescription:

$ f ,g%Dª$ f ,g%2$ f ,Fa%~P21!ab$Fb,g%,

which is defined at least in some neighborhood of the constraint surfaceN0,N. As a bivector-
field this bracket, known as the Dirac bracket, istangentialto the constraint surfaceF(x)50 ~in
contrast to the original Poisson bracket!. Hence, it has a push-forward toN0 , and this coincides
with the inverse ofV0 .

Due to the closedness of our constraint algebra~1!, the Hamiltonian vector fields,

va
ª$Fa,•%[Pi j

]Fa

]xi

]

]xj
,

are surface-forming everywhere inN. In fact, one can easily show that

@va,vb#5
]Pab

]Fg vg.
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Thus theva’s generate orbits inall of N and this is true even if the set (Fa) contains second-clas
constraints.

The last observation opens new possibilities for performing the symplectic reduction, vie
the reduced phase spaceM as an appropriate orbit space. The difference to the standard D
procedure outlined above lies primarily in the treatment of the second-class constraints, wh
dealt with very analogously to first-class constraints in their standard reduction. Consequent
main focus in the remainder of this section will be on second-class constraints. We will b
comment on the extension to more general cases with the simultaneous presence of fir
second-class constraints towards the end of the section.

For the case of pure second-class constraints, the matrix~1! is nondegenerate on the constra
surface, i.e., atF50. In what follows we will strengthen this requirement by assuming t
detP(F)Þ0 not only at the value zero, but for all values ofF adopted. This permits us to regar
the imageC of the constraint mapf:N→C,R2m, x°Fa(x), as a symplectic manifold; indee
C[Im f is endowed naturally with the symplectic form

Ã5 1
2 ~P21!abdFa dFb. ~2!

By construction, the mapf is Poisson.
In contrast to the standard approaches in which the reduced phase spaceM is regarded as a

restriction of the original phase spaceN to the constraint surfaceF(x)50, we propose to viewM
as thespace of orbitsgenerated by the second-class constraintsFa. Since the constraints ar
second-class, their Hamiltonian vector fieldsva are nowhere tangential to the constraint surfa
Thus, at least locally, any point of the constraint surface, i.e., of the reduced phase spaM ,
corresponds to an orbit~namely the one that is generated by thevas through the point in question!.

Before we follow this general idea, we shall pause for a moment and comment on the po
global difficulties. The full equivalence between the reduced phase spaceM and the orbit space
requires any orbit to intersect the constraint surface once and once only. Despite the fact t
requiredP to be nondegenerate everywhere, the orbits do not necessarily have this prop
general. The situation we meet here is similar to the one of choosing gauge conditions for a
first-class constraints, with detP playing the role of the Faddeev–Popov determinant. Note
the combined system of first-class constraints and gauge-conditions forms a set of secon
constraints. It is known that even for a nonvanishing Faddeev–Popov determinant~along the
intersection of the constraint surface with the gauge conditions! the chosen gauge conditions ma
show global deficiencies, in which case they are referred to as having a Gribov problem.11

By analogy, we call the orbits generated by theva’s to have aGribov problem, if they do not
intersect the constraint surface precisely once. To conclude these remarks, let us illustra
problems through the following simple example where we takeN5T* R\(0,0) with standard
symplectic formV5dq`dp. Now let us choose the constraints,

F1
ª

~q22p2!

2Aq21p2
2

1

2
and F2

ª

qp

2Aq21p2
.

Their Poisson bracket is given byP1251 and one can easily establish that there is justoneorbit
in T* R\(0,0). On the other hand,T* R\(0,0) containstwo points of the reduced phase spac
(q,p)5(61,0). In fact, the map fromN5T* R\(0,0) toC5R2\(2 1

2,0) defines a two-fold cov-
ering~as one may see most easily in polar coordinates!. These constructions are easily extended
obtain examples with an arbitrary number of Gribov copies.

In the absence of a Gribov problem,12 however, the reduced phase spaceM may be fully
identified with the space of orbits. Letp denote the projection fromN to M along the orbits. In its
spirit related to Ref. 1, we make the following proposition: The symplectic two-formv on M
satisfies

p* v5V2f* Ã. ~3!
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The proof proceeds in several steps. First, we show that the form (V2f* Ã) descends to the
space of leaves of the foliation. Indeed, it is horizontal,

V~va,• !2f* Ã~ua,• !5dFa~x!2f* dFa50. ~4!

Hereua denotes the projection of the vector fieldsva to C ~which is well-defined since theva’s
are tangential to the orbits!: ua5$Fa,•%C , the indexC being used to make clear that the brack
corresponds to~2!. For later use we remark here that by assumption on the determinant ofP, the
vector fieldsua—and thus also the vector fieldsva—are nonzero everywhere; corresponding
the action generated by the constraints is free.

Equation~4! implies that, since the form in question is closed, it is also invariant with res
to the flows generated by the constraints. Hence, it is a pullback of some two-form onM , which
we denote byv.

Next, we show thatv coincides with the inverse of Dirac’s bracket. For this purpose
consider two functionsf andg on N which are constant on the leaves of the foliation. This impl
that their Poisson brackets with the constraints vanish, yielding$ f ,g%D5$ f ,g%. Denote the corre-
sponding Hamiltonian vector fields byv f andvg . Note that one can use either the original Poiss
bracket or the Dirac bracket to define them. We would like to show that

v~p* v f ,p* vg!5$ f ,g%D .

Indeed,

$ f ,g%D5$ f ,g%5V~v f ,vg!5v~p* v f ,p* vg!.

Here we have used that the vector fieldsv f and vg project to zero byf. Thus we have fully
established our formula~3! above.

In the presence of a Gribov problem with nonvanishing number of Gribov copies the
f restricted to an orbit is not injective. For the following constructions we shall assume
the restriction off is a bijection. Note that this property is not guaranteed by the absence
Gribov problem, sincef may still fail to be surjective after restriction to an orbit. As an e
ample we takeN to be T* R2 with the standard symplectic form and choose the constra
F1

ªexp(q2) @exp(q1)21#, F2
ªexp(2q12q2) p1, which again leads toP1251. Now, C[Im f

5T*R, but an orbit characterized by a fixed value ofq2 maps only to the parts ofC with
F1.2exp(q2).

If the mapf restricted to any orbit is surjective and there is no Gribov problem, the orig
phase space is a fiber bundle with typical fiberC and base manifoldM . In this case there is an
alternative way to express the relation between the formV on N andv on M : Let us consider the
Liouville forms of mixed degreeLªexp(V) on N and lªexp(v) on M . The top degree compo
nents of L and l are the Liouville volume forms onN and M , respectively. We define the
normalized fiber integral~or push forward map! p* over the leaves of our foliation by the formul

p* aª
1

Vol C E
fiber

a. ~5!

Here a is a differential form onN and Vol C is a ~possibly infinite! symplectic volume of the
constraint spaceC. If C is compact,p* is just the ordinary push-forward map toM. Otherwise,
the normalization factor (VolC)21 is reminiscent of the infinite normalization constants in t
definitions of path integrals. By applying the fiber integral~5! to the Liouville formL, we obtain
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p* L5
1

Vol C E
fiber

exp~V!5
1

Vol C
exp~v!E

fiber
exp~F* Ã!

5
*C exp~Ã!

Vol C
exp~v!5 l . ~6!

In the next section we shall generalize Eq.~3! to an infinite dimensional context whereV is
given by a symplectic form on some space of fields. There will be one major differenc
comparison to the considerations in the present section: the formsv and Ã will no longer be
closed! The fiber integral~5! ~which becomes a path integral! will then provide a prescription of
how to define the Liouville forml for a nonclosed formv.

Before turning to this, however, we briefly extend the above considerations to the ge
setting of a closed algebra of constraints, where there are both first- and second-class con
Note in this context that although one may always replace a set of constraints by an equiva
of constraints where first- and second-class constraints are split,10 this splitting is achieved only
on-shell~i.e., in a ‘‘weak sense’’!. On the full phase space of the original theory, however, it m
be impossible to find a splitting for which the second-class constraints do not generate firs
constraints upon Poisson commutation.

In the case of a closed constraint algebra containing first-class constraints, the matrixP(F) is
degenerate. Consequently, the manifoldC5Im f is no longer symplectic but only a Poisso
manifold. Hence,C foliates into symplectic leaves. LetC0 denote the symplectic leaf containin
the origin F50 and Ñ0 be the pre-image ofC0 , i.e., Ñ05f21(C0). (Ñ0 may be obtained
equivalently through the action onN0 of the flow generated by the constraints.! The reduced phase
space may now be regarded as the space of orbits inÑ0 , at least in the absence of a Gribo
problem. A formula of the type~3! is true, if in the right-hand sideV is the restriction of the
symplectic form on the original spaceN to Ñ0 andÃ is the symplectic form onC0 . By means of
such a formula one may, however, no more relate the Liouville forms onN andM such as in~6!.
The reason is that the fiber integration overV restricted toÑ0 yields zero, since in the presence
first-class constraints this differential form has a kernel along the fibers.

III. HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS WITH LOOP GROUP SYMMETRY

Now we turn to the infinite dimensional situation of interest. Our phase spaceN is a field
space with symplectic formV. By assumption, it has a Hamiltonian action of the loop groupLG
of some Lie groupG, which we take to be compact, simple, and simply connected for simpli
To an algebra element«(s)PLG we associate a Hamiltonian vector field,

v«5$J« ,•%, ~7!

on N, where

J«5trE
0

1

«~s!J~s!ds, ~8!

andJ(s) is a field giving rise to the moment map for the loop group action.
Using an orthonormal basista in the Lie algebraG, we can write the Poisson brackets of th

components ofJ(s) in the form

$Ja~s!,Jb~s8!%5kdabd8~s2s8!1 f c
abd~s2s8!Jc~s!. ~9!

Here k is a coefficient in front of the anomalous term in the bracket. We would like to use
currentsJa(s) as constraints in our Hamiltonian system. Ifk vanishes, they are first-class co
straints and can be treated by the standard procedure. Our main interest is to deal with the
nonvanishingk. To simplify notations we will setk51 for the rest of the paper.
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According to Eq.~9!, the currentsJ(s) form a closed algebra of both first- and second-cl
constraints. The zero modes of the currentsJ0

a
ª*Ja(s)ds are first-class. All the remaining mode

in a Fourier decomposition ofJ(s) are second-class. The latter do not close among themse
since Poisson brackets ofJn with J2n haveJ0-contributions. Hence, the Fourier modesJn do not
allow us to split off a closed algebra of pure second-class constraints. As we remarked abov
a splitting into closed first-class and closed second-class constraints need not even exist.

In the present case, however, we can split the constraints into first- and second-class.
this, we return to the loop groupLG, whose Lie algebra elements enter the Hamiltonians~8!. LG
may be written as a semidirect product of the group of based loopsVG, formed by the loops with
propertyg(0)5e, and the groupG: Any g(s)PLG can be written uniquely asg(s)5g̃(s)ĝ with
g̃(s)PVG and ĝPG. On the Lie algebra level this corresponds to the unique splitting of
«(s)PLG into the sum of a constant Lie algebra element«(0) and an«̃(s)PVG: «(s)5«(0)
1 «̃(s) with «̃(0)50. Re-expressing the relations~9! in terms of the Hamiltonians~8!, one finds

$J« ,Jh%5trE
0

1

«~s!h8~s!ds1J[«,h] . ~10!

Since d8(s2s8) is an invertible operator on test-functions vanishing on the end-points of
interval, these relations become second-class upon restriction toVG. Moreover, the algebra of this
subclass of Hamiltonians is obviously closed now.

So, following the ideas of Sec. II, we should now be able to forget the first-class const
and just restrict our attention to the subclass of second-class constraints so as to perfo
pushforward integral~6! we are after. However, at this point we have to fight with the infin
dimensionality of the space of constraints and with the properties of an~appropriately defined!
dual for the Lie algebra of the groupVG. @Recall that the moment~um! map yields elements in the
dual space of the Lie algebra of the group action in question; cf., e.g., Ref. 13 for details.#

In this paper, we do not intend to go into the functional analytical details that woul
necessary to fully and rigoroulsyextendthe approach of the previous section to the present infi
dimensional case~although this might yield interesting insights!. Instead we will make use of a
~mathematically rigorous! formula which is of theform of Eq. ~3! with a ~weakly! nondegenerate
Ã, which, however, is not closed and thus not symplectic.

For this purpose we return to the action of the groupVG. As follows from Eq.~9!, this group
~or alsoLG) acts on the space of currents by standard gauge transformation,

Jg~s!5g21Jg1g21]sg.

This action has no fixed points~here the restriction toVG becomes relevant!!, similar to the flows
of the vector fieldsua on C in Sec. II. Hence, the action ofVG on N is also free. Then, one ca
form the space of orbits,MªN/VG which replaces the space of leaves of the foliation of Sec
The projection fromN to M is denoted byp.

Similar to Eq. ~3! we may decompose the symplectic formV on the original phase spac
according to~cf. Theorem 8.3 in Ref. 3!

V5p* v1J* Ã, ~11!

wherev is a two-form onM andÃ lives on the space of currents~for a more precise definition
of this space cf. Ref. 3!. The explicit formula forÃ looks as follows. Denote byC the solution of
the equation

]sCC215J~s!,

with the boundary conditionC(0)5e. In other words,C(s) is a path ordered exponential ofJ(s)
and C(1) is the holonomy map, which takes values in the groupG. Obviously, the holonomy
map descends toM and we shall denote the induced map byc:M→G.
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The formÃ is given by

Ãª

1

2
trE

0

1

„C21dC]s~C21dC!…ds. ~12!

As remarked above, it is not closed,

dÃ5 1
6 tr„C21~1!dC~1!…3.

As a consequence of formula~11!, the formv is also not closed,

dv52 1
6 tr~c21dc!3.

Note, however, that the right-hand side of the last two formulas is proportional to the coeffi
k in ~9!, which we have set to one thereafter. Thus, these forms become closed in the abs
the anomalous term in the current algebra. This observation will become relevant when int
ing the final result of the calculation in Sec. 4.

Although Ã is not symplectic, it comes very close to an inverse of the Poisson brackets~10!
between the second-class constraints. By straightforward calculation one verifies the two re

i~v «̃ !Ã[Ã~v «̃ ,• !52dJ«̃ , Ã~v «̃ ,v h̃!5$J«̃ ,Jh̃%. ~13!

For these relations to hold it is essential that one restricts the Lie algebra elements toVG ~for the
corrections appearing otherwise cf. Proposition 8.1 in Ref. 3!. In the finite dimensional setting
equations of the form~13! for a complete set of Hamiltonian vector fields are already sufficien
ensure thatÃ is the sought-for symplectic form; the closedness would then follow automatic
by validity of the Jacobi identity for the Poisson bracket.

In the present infinite dimensional setting, the formÃ yielding relations of the form~13! is
even not unique. Indeed, one can change the splitting~11! by an arbitrary 2-formb on the group
G,

ṽ5v1c* b, Ã̃5Ã2C* b,

without affecting the relations~13! where Ã is replaced byÃ̃. Note that because the 3-form
tr(c21 dc)3 belongs to a nontrivial cohomology class onG, also the 2-formṽ is not closed,

dṽ5dv1c* dbÞ0.

The phase spaceN is symplectic and carries the Liouville formL5exp(V). The ~formal! top
degree part ofL gives the measure of the Hamiltonian path integral. Inspired by Eq.~6!, we would
like to ~formally! definethe Liouville form l on M by the formula

lªp* L5
1

Vol VG E
VG

expV[
*VG exp~Ã!

Vol VG
exp~v!, ~14!

where we made use of the definition~5! as well as of the relation~11!. In the next section we
compute the path integral,

I ~c!ª
1

Vol VG E
VG

exp~Ã!,

wherec5C(1) is an element ofG. Note that the resulting integral will be a differential form
mixed degree rather than a function onG ~or its pullback toM ).
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IV. EVALUATION OF THE PATH INTEGRAL

We want to integrate exp(Ã) over the group of based loopsVG. Therefore we split the field
C(s) in formula ~12! into a product of an elementhPVG and an extra factor exp(as), i.e.,

C~s!5h~s!exp~as!,

where h(s)PG is a periodicG-valued function andaPG is sent to the group elementC(1)
5exp(a)PG by the exponential mapping.

A short and elementary computation allows us to reexpress the formÃ in terms of the
variablesh(s) anda. The result is

Ã5
1

2
trE

0

1

ds„~h21dh!Da~h21 dh!12h21dh da1d~eas!e2as da….

Da denotes the covariant derivativeDa5]s2ada where ada(•)5@a,•#. The last term inÃ can
be evaluated with the help of the following formula:

u~s!ªd~eas!e2as5
1

ada
~esada21!da. ~15!

Here, 1/ada5(ada)21 is the inverse of the adjoint action ada with a. Note that the function
(1/x) (12esx)5(n>1snxn21/n! is regular even atx50 so that the right-hand side of formula~15!
is well-defined. To establish Eq.~15! we differentiate the functionu(s) with respect tos to find

]su~s!5da1@a,u~s!#.

If the ansatzu(s)5exp(sada)q(s) is inserted into the expression for]su(s), we deduce

]sq~s!5e2s adada.

This equation can easily be integrated to give the claimed formula foru(s).
Formula~15! actually allows us to perform the integral overs for the third term inÃ. This

results in

Ã5
1

2
trE

0

1

ds~fDaf12f da!2
1

2
trS da

1

~ada!2 ~eada212ada!da D . ~16!

Again, the argument of the second trace is well-defined on the kernel of ada . In this expression for
the formÃ we also introduced the fieldf(s)5h21(s)dh(s). By construction,f(s) is a fermi-
onic field subject to the constraintf(0)505f(1). The integral over the exponential of th
two-form Ã is now reinterpreted as a fermionic ‘‘path integral’’*Df exp(Ã).

From the proof of Eq.~15! above it is obvious thatDau(s)5da. Therefore one can rewrite
the formÃ also as

Ã5
1

2
trE

0

1

ds~f1u!Da~f1u!.

This may lead one to conclude that the integration of expÃ over f merely results in the Pfaffian
of Da . However, (f1u)(s) does not vanish ats51 and a change of variables tof1u is
illegitimate.

We therefore proceed with integrating exp(Ã) in the form of Eq.~16!. As the last term does
not depend onf ~resp.h! and as, being a two-form, it commutes with the first two terms, we
split the exponential into two parts, the second one of which we may pull out of the integra
we shall writeÃ5Ã12Ã2 with
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Ã15
1

2
trE

0

1

ds~fDaf12f da!, ~17!

Ã25
1

2
trS da

1

~ada!2 ~eada212ada!da D , ~18!

and compute the IntegralI 5*Df exp(Ã1), leaving out the extra factor exp(2Ã2) for the moment.
The field f(s) is a periodic fermionic field which admits a Fourier decomposition:f(s)

5(nfn exp(2pins). In terms of the Fourier modesfn , the constraintf~0!50 becomes(nfn

50. To turn the integral into a Gaussian one overunrestrictedvariables, we introduce a Lagrang
multiplier l. This leaves us with the computation of the following integral:

I 5E )
n

dfn dl exp trS 1

2 (
m

f2mDmfm1f0 da1l(
m

fmD ,

whereDn[2p in2ada andl is again a fermionic variable. A product over the Lie algebra indi
of fn andl in the integration measure is understood, furthermore. DefiningJn5l1dn,0 da, the
second and third terms in the exponent may be combined into(mf2mJm .

We would like to remark that the last reformulation of our integral involves the choic
some particular~anti!self-adjoint extension for the operatorDa : on its original domain of defini-
tion which consists of sections vanishing at both ends of the interval@0,1#, iD a is symmetric only,
while on sections satisfying periodic boundary conditions it becomes self-adjoint.

The operatorDa is not invertible in the space of periodic sections. Its kernel is the ‘‘diago
part’’ of the constant section. By ‘‘diagonal’’ we mean the subspace of the Lie algebra
commutes witha, thus being in the kernel of ada . We therefore integrate overf0

diag first. This
produces a delta functiond(J0

diag)[d „ldiag1(da)diag
…, which fixes the diagonal part ofl. On the

remaining space the operator is invertible and we can perform the fermionic Gaussian integ
using

E Dc expS 1

2
c iOi j c j1c iJi D5Pf~O!expS 1

2
JiO i j

21Jj D . ~19!

Here, c and J have been taken fermionic, the operatorO was assumed to satisfycOc
52(Oc)c, andP f(O) denotes the Pfaffian ofO. We get

I 5Pf~Da!E dl̃ exp trS 1

2 (
n

J2nDn
21JnD , ~20!

where the Pfaffian is taken over the space of periodic sections without a kernel andl̃ denotes the
nondiagonal part ofl. Note thatJ0

diag[0 so that the expression in the exponent is well-defin
Actually, sinceDn becomes merely the number 2p in on diagonal elements, all of the diagon
parts ofJn drop out due toJ2n5Jn and the fermionic character ofJn . We indicate this again by
means of tildes. Inserting the definition ofJn , Eq. ~20! becomes

I 5Pf~Da!E dl̃ exp trF1

2
l̃S (

n
Dn

21D l̃1l̃~ada!21dã1
1

2
dã~ada!21dãG .

This is again a Gaussian integral for the variablel̃ and we assume thata is sufficiently ‘‘generic’’
for (nDn

21 to possess an inverse. We may again apply Eq.~19! to obtain

I 5Pf~Da!PfS (
n

Dn
21Dexp trF2

1

2
dã

~(nDn
21!21

ada
2 dã1

1

2
dã~ada!21dãG ,
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where use of the ad-invariance of the trace~Killing metric! has been made.
This result forI 5*D exp(Ã1) may now be combined with the expression forÃ2 in Eq. ~18!

to yield

E Df exp~Ã!5Pf~Da!PfS (
n

Dn
21DexpF2

1

2
tr dã

~(nDn
21!211eada

ada
2 dãG .

Here we made use of the fact that the diagonal parts ofda drop out in ~18! and that
tr„dã f (ada)dã… vanishes for any functionf with f (x)5 f (2x). We are left with the computation
of the operator(nDn

21 and the two Pfaffians.
We start with Pf(Da). Denote byia r the nonvanishing eigenvalues of ada , which are purely

imaginary asG is taken compact. The indexr runs over all roots in the Lie algebra ofG; with
r .0 (r ,0) labeling the positive~negative! roots, one hasa r52a2r , furthermore. In this
notation one finds the following formal expression for the Pfaffian:

Pf~Da!5S )
r .0

ia r D )
n.0 S ~2p i n !rankG)

r 8
~2p i n1 ia r 8!D .

Clearly this is not well-defined. However, integrating expÃ over all of VG we cannot expect to
obtain a finite result as the volume of the ‘‘gauge group’’VG is infinite. So we should divide
~again formally! by this volume. The group of~based! loops is a group of even cohomology
H2k11(VG)50, «5*0

1ds tr(h21dh]sh
21dh) being the generator ofH2(VG). So, formally the

Haar measure ofVG is given by the infinite product of«’s multiplied by the Haar measure onG
~since the zero mode drops out from«!. Using our previous notation and Fourier decompositi
« may be rewritten as tr(nÞ0(2p i n)df2n dfn . Thus we are led todefine

Pf~Da!/Vol VGªS )
r .0

a r D )
n.0

)
r 8

S 11
a r 8

2p nD .

By means of sinx5x)n51
` (12 x2/n2p2) we then obtain

Pf~Da!/Vol VG5)
r .0

S sinS a r

2 D D . ~21!

We remark that the square of this result agrees with the expression obtained for detDa obtained in
Ref. 14 by means of zeta function regularization.

We now come to the operator(nDn
21 , Dn[2p i n2ada , acting in that part of the Lie algebr

that does not commute witha. Here we may use the simple formula,

(
n

1

2p in2x
5

1

2
cothS x

2D ,

to conclude that

(
n

Dn
215

1

2
coth~ada/2! and thus S (

n
Dn

21D 21

52 tanh~ada/2!.

Putting all this together, we arrive at the following result:

*Df exp~Ã!

Vol VG
5)

r .0
cosS a r

2 DexpF2tr da
sinh3~ada/2!

ada
2 cosh~ada/2!

daG .
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Again, we have replaceddã by da as the extra contributions involving (da)diag cancel anyway.
We can finally rewrite the two-form in the exponent in terms of the group elementc5exp(a).
First, we remark that

)
r .0

cosS a r

2 D5det1/2S 11Adc

2 D ,

where det1/2 denotes the unique positive square root of the matrix (11Adc)/2. Next, formula~15!
can be evaluated ats51 to give dc c215ada

21(12eada)da. This may be inserted into ou
previous result for the integral and leads to

I ~c!5
*Df exp~Ã!

Vol VG
5det1/2S 11Adc

2 Dexp
1

4 S tr dc c21
Adc21

Adc11
dc c21D . ~22!

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Combining Eqs.~14! and ~22!, we obtain the expression

l 5det1/2S 11Adc

2 DexpS v1
1

4
tr dc c21

Adc21

Adc11
dc c21D , ~23!

for the Liouville form l on the orbit spaceM . The same expression was previously used in R
4 @formula ~21!#. Our path integral consideration gives a natural derivation of Eq.~23!, and shows
its relation to the Liouville formL on the field spaceN.

Let us recall on this occasion that there was some freedom in our computation associate
the choice of an anti-self-adjoint extension forDa . Instead of the periodic boundary conditions w
introduced in the paragraph below Eq.~18!, we could have extended the antisymmetric opera
Da also to sections with different~only quasi-periodic! behavior at the boundary. The final fo
mula for I (c) does depend on this choice of boundary conditions. It is expected, however, th
top degree part of the Liouville forml is insensitive to this freedom in the computation.

The spaceM arises as a result of reduction from the field spaceN with respect to second-clas
constraints. The residual first-class constraintsJ0

a generate vector fieldsva on N which descend to
M . According to Ref. 4, Proposition 4.1, the Liouville forml satisfies the following interesting
equation:

~d1 1
24 f abci~va!i~vb!i~vc!!l 50. ~24!

Note that in the finite dimensional case of Sec. II,l 5exp(v) is a closed form. In the infinite
dimensional situation we obtain an extra term (1/24)f abci(va)i(vb)i(vc) on the left-hand side of
Eq. ~24!, which modifies the exterior differential and should be interpreted as yet another m
festation of the chiral anomaly. It is a very interesting open question to trace the nature o
anomaly back to properties of the path integral in Sec. IV.

Simple examples of spacesM are given by D-branes in the WZW model.5 There, the reduced
spaces are conjugacy classes in a group manifold, and the formv is given by the formula@see Eq.
~7! in Ref. 5!,

v52
1

4
trS dc c21

Adc11

Adc21
dc c21D .

Formula~23! shows that the formv should be corrected by the extra term arising from the p
integral to yield

ṽ52trS dc c21
1

Adc2Adc
21 dc c21D .
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Note that in this case, the linear map (Adc21)(Adc11)21 representing the correction term i
Eq. ~23! is inverse to the elementB5(Adc11)(Adc21)21 that appears inv. Hence, their
difference ṽ is represented byB2B21. Surprisingly, the same combination shows up in t
expression for the effectiveB-field derived in Ref. 8 in the analysis of D-branes on the fl
background. It is another challenging question to understand why the formula of Ref. 8 app
group manifolds and to establish the relation with the path integral of Sec. III.

In this paper we did not touch the issue of quantization of the spacesN andM . While one can
attempt to quantizeN using the symplectic formV, it is not clear what it means to quantizeM
because the formv is not closed. In the case of the D-branes in the WZW model one can us
link between string theory and noncommutative geometry to obtain an answer to this que9

The general case, however, remains an open problem.
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The braiding for representations of q -deformed affine sl 2

E. J. Beggsa) and P. R. Johnson
Department of Mathematics, University of Wales,
Swansea, Wales SA2 8PP, United Kingdom

~Received 14 August 2000; accepted for publication 18 January 2001!

We compute the braiding for the ‘‘principal gradation’’ ofUq(sl2̂) for uqu51 from
first principles, starting from the idea of a rigid braided tensor category. It is not
necessary to assume either the crossing or the unitarity condition fromS-matrix
theory. We demonstrate the uniqueness of the normalization of the braiding under
certain analyticity assumptions, and show that its convergence is critically depen-
dent on the number theoretic properties of the numbert in the deformation param-
eter q5e2p i t. We also examine the convergence using probability, assuming a
uniform distribution forq on the unit circle. ©2001 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1357197#

I. INTRODUCTION

The sine-GordonS-matrix for the quantum scattering of solitons was solved initially in
literature in Ref. 1, by imposing conditions on theS-matrix called crossing and unitarity. Thes
conditions were previously observed in otherS-matrices found using perturbative techniques
quantum field theory,2 and were subsequently taken to be axioms for the nonperturbative re

The bootstrap methods use theUq(sl2̂) Hopf algebra,3 and its spin half representationW,
which is a space of functions taking values inC2, where the first component corresponds
‘‘solitons’’ and the second to ‘‘anti-solitons.’’ ThenW^ W corresponds to a two soliton system
which can interact by collision. There is an initial two soliton quantum state inW^ W, and after
the collision process we have a final quantum state inW^ W. The scattering matrix gives a ma
W^ W→W^ W, which sends the initial to the final state. In terms of the Hopf algebra, this
is a braiding.4

This scattering matrix is fairly easy to find up to a multiplication by a scalar function, bu
scalar function itself is more difficult. We denote this scalar function bya(z) wherezPC. The
crossing condition in terms of this function becomes

a~z!5aS 2
q

zD ~z2z21!

~zq212z21q!
, ~1!

and the unitarity condition isa(z)a(z21)51.
The crossing condition arises from physics by equating a scattering process with the

scattering process after rotating the space–time diagram of the collision by a right-angle
rotation involves a time reversal of one of the incoming and one of the outgoing solitons, w
implies that these are turned into anti-solitons. The rotation of the diagram also implies tz,
which corresponds roughly to the relative momentum of the colliding solitons~conserved in the
collision!, is transformed to2z21q. The interested reader can refer to the comprehensive b2

for a complete discussion. The article1 is also an excellent review.
Zamolodchikov–Zamolodchikov1 solved these equations~1! to get a formula fora(z) in

terms of a double infinite product of gamma functions. It was thought that this product pro

a!Electronic mail: e.j.beggs@swansea.ac.uk
21560022-2488/2001/42(5)/2156/11/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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converged for all physical values ofz, and all values ofq whereuqu51. However no proof of this
was provided. The convergence of this function has also not been treated in subsequent p
the literature.

Here, in this paper, we find an alternative formula which is more amenable to a conver
analysis. We find that the convergence is highly delicate, and the function converges with
ability one, forq on the unit circle, i.e.,q5e2p i t, including convergence for all irrational alge
braic values oft, and diverges for certain transcendental values oft.

Another alternative formula fora(z) was found in Johnson,5 as an integral, or as a combina
tion of ‘‘regularized’’ quantum dilogarithms. This was done to make contact with semiclas
results for the scattering which involve integrating classical time delays. However, the co
gence of this formula, or of the individual quantum dilogarithms, was also difficult to ana
because the contour integrals which one has to do are difficult to perform, involving sums o
infinite double set of poles.

In this paper we shall consider the problem purely in terms of braidings of the represent
of a Hopf algebra, rather than invoking the crossing and unitarity conditions ofS-matrix theory.
We begin with the loop group of analytic functions used in the classical inverse scattering p
dure for sine-Gordon,6 and deform this by inclusion of a parameterq.7

II. THE UNIVERSAL ENVELOPING ALGEBRA H

We begin with the loop group of analytic functions fromC* to SL2(C) which obey the
symmetry conditionUf(2z)U215f(z), where

U5S 1 0

0 21D .

The Lie algebra for this group has generatorsX61 , X62 , andH, given by

X11~z!5S 0 0

z 0D , X21~z!5S 0 1/z

0 0 D , H~z!5S 1 0

0 21D ,

X12~z!5S 0 z

0 0D , X22~z!5S 0 0

1/z 0D . ~2!

These generators obey the usual coproduct rule for the universal enveloping algebra of
algebra, namelyD(X61)5X61^ 111^ X61, etc. This rule can be deformed by the inclusion
a parameterqPC to give

DH51^ H1H ^ 1, DX615X61^ q2H/21qH/2
^ X61 ,

DX625X62^ qH/21q2H/2
^ X62 . ~3!

The Lie algebra structure remains the same, with the exception of an alteration in the
relation.3,4 If in addition we define a counite ~which kills all the generators! and an antipodeS
@which hasS(H)52H andS(X6n)52q61X6n] we can make the universal enveloping algeb
into a Hopf algebra, which we denoteH. This is the so-called ‘‘principal gradation’’ ofUq(sl2̂),
which is actually a subalgebra ofUq(sl2̂). We use the convention thatr 5Aq in the termsq6H/2.

III. RIGID BRAIDED TENSOR CATEGORIES

Here we shall give a highly abbreveiated, specialized, and incomplete account of rigid b
tensor categories, for a full account see Ref. 4.
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The representations of a Hopf algebraH form a category, with objects the representations, a
the morphismsr:V→W are intertwining maps for the representationsV andW. This means that
r is linear and thatr(h(v))5h(r(v)) for all hPH.

The tensor product of two representations is also a representation. The action onV^ W is
given by the coproductD:H→H^ H. If we write Dh5(h(1)^ h(2) , thenh(v ^ w)5(h(1)(v)
^ h(2)(w). The category contains an ‘‘identity object,’’ the representationC with all generators
having zero action. This means that category of representations forms a tensor or mo
category.~Technically we should also say that the associator is trivial.!

If the category isrigid, for an objectV there is a dual objectV8, and an ‘‘evaluation’’
morphism eval:V8^ V→C given by eval(a,v)5a(v).

If the category isbraided, for two objectsV and W there is a morphismCVW :V^ W→W
^ V. The braiding is functorial, which means that if there is a morphismu:V→X, then the maps
(I ^ u)CVW :V^ W→W^ X andCXW(u ^ I ):V^ W→W^ X are the same.

Figure 1 shows the standard diagramatic notation used for braided categories. Elem
representations are denoted by vertical lines. For Fig. 1~a!, note thatC is traditionally denoted by
an invisible line. The braidingCVW :V^ W→W^ V is shown in Fig. 1~b!, and the rule for the
functoriality of the braiding in Fig. 1~c!.

The finite dimensional representations of a quasitriangular Hopf algebra form a rigid br
tensor category. We shall assume that the representations of our Hopf algebraH also form a rigid
braided tensor category, and this will allow us to explicitly calculate the braiding.

IV. THE ‘‘STANDARD’’ REPRESENTATION OF H

TakeW to be a vector space of analytic functions:C* →C2 ~or at least analytic in a neighbor
hood of zero and a neighborhood of infinity!, which obeys the conditionUw(2z)5w(z) for all
wPW. The algebraH acts onW using matrix multiplication, (hw)(z)5h(z)w(z), for the five
generators listed in~2!.

We can consider a dual spaceW8 to W, which shall consist of analytic functions:C* →C2

which are defined foruzu sufficiently small and sufficiently large. Now define an evaluation m
eval:W8^ W→C by

evalS S f
gD ^ S u

v D D5
1

4p i Rg
~ f ~z! u~z!1g~z! v~z!!

dz

z
, ~4!

whereg consists of two anticlockwise circular contours about 0, one of large radius, and o
small radius. To find the action ofH on W8 we use the fact that the action commutes w
eval:W8^ W→C, and that the action of the generators is zero onC. This means that

FIG. 1. Diagrams for braided categories.
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05HS evalS S f
gD ^ S u

v D D D
5evalS HS S f

gD ^ S u
v D D D

5evalS HS f
gD ^ S u

v D1S f
gD ^ HS u

v D D ,

so we get

evalS HS f
gD ^ S u

v D D52evalS S f
gD ^ S u

2v D D
52

1

4p i R ~ f ~z! u~z!2g~z! v~z!!
dz

z
,

so we deduce that

HS f
gD ~z!5S 21 0

0 1D S f ~z!

g~z! D .

Now we continue with the generatorX11

05evalS X11S S f
gD ^ S u

v D D D
5evalS X11S f

gD ^ S u/r
vr D1S f /r

gr D ^ X11S u
v D D ,

from which we get

evalS X11S f
gD ^ S u/r

vr D D52evalS S f /r
gr D ^ S 0

zuD D52
r

4p i R z g~z! u~z!
dz

z
.

From this, and the corresponding calculations for the other generators, we see that the ac
W8 is given by the matrix multiplication

S hS f
gD D ~z!5h̃~z!S f ~z!

g~z! D , ~5!

where the matricesh̃(z) are given by

X̃11~z!52qS 0 z

0 0D , X̃21~z!52q21S 0 0

1/z 0D , H̃~z!52S 1 0

0 21D ,

X̃12~z!52qS 0 0

z 0D , X̃22~z!52q21S 0 1/z

0 0 D . ~6!

There is a morphismu:W→W8 given by

u~k!~z!5S 0 1

1 0D k~2zq!. ~7!

To verify this we check that it commutes with the actions of the generators, for example;
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S X11uS S u
v D D D ~z!52S 0 qz

0 0 D uS S u
v D D ~z!52S 0 qz

0 0 D S v~2zq!

u~2zq! D ,

uS X11S u
v D D ~z!5S 0 1

1 0D S X11S u
v D D ~2zq!5S 0 1

1 0D S 0 0

2qz 0D S u~2zq!

v~2zq! D ,

which are equal as required.

V. THE BRAIDINGS

We use the convention for tensor products thatC2
^ C2>C4 andM2^ M2>M4 , where

S u
v D ^ S u8

v8 D>S uu8
uv8
vu8
vv8

D , S a b

c dD ^ S a8 b8

c8 d8
D >S aa8 ab8 ba8 bb8

ac8 ad8 bc8 bd8

ca8 cb8 da8 db8

cc8 cd8 dc8 dd8

D . ~8!

Then we can considerW^ W or W8^ W as a space of analytic maps from a subset ofC* 3C* to
C4. Now if kPW8^ W we have

eval~k!5
1

4p i R ~1 0 0 1! k~x,x!
dx

x
.

By the coproduct ruleH and ~for example! X11 act onW^ W by matrix multiplication

~Hk!~x,y!5~H~x! ^ I 21I 2^ H~y!!k~x,y!,

~X11k!~x,y!5~X11~x! ^ q2H(y)/21qH(x)/2
^ X11~y!! k~x,y!,

and they act onW8^ W by

~Hk!~x,y!5~H̃~x! ^ I 21I 2^ H~y!!k~x,y!,

~X11k!~x,y!5~X̃11~x! ^ q2H(y)/21qH̃(x)/2
^ X11~y!! k~x,y!.

The braiding CWW:W^ W→W^ W will be assumed to have the form (CWWk)(x,y)
5M (x,y)k(y,x), whereM (x,y) is a 434 matrix. Since the braiding is a morphism we must ha
CWW(hk)5h(CWWk) for the five generatorsh and allkPW^ W. The cases forh5H andX11

are given below:

M ~x,y!~H~y! ^ I 21I 2^ H~x!!5~H~x! ^ I 21I 2^ H~y!! M ~x,y!,

M ~x,y! ~X11~y! ^ q2H(x)/21qH(y)/2
^ X11~x!!5~X11~x! ^ q2H(y)/21qH(x)/2

^ X11~y!! M ~x,y!.

A simple calculation will show that these five conditions determine the matrixM (x,y) up to a
complex multiple, and we find
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~CWWk!~x,y!5a~x,y! S 1 0 0 0

0
xy~q221!

q2x22y2

q~x22y2!

q2x22y2 0

0
q~x22y2!

q2x22y2

xy~q221!

q2x22y2 0

0 0 0 1

D k~y,x!,

where a(x,y) is complex valued. Note that (CWW
2 k)(x,y)5a(x,y)a(y,x)k(x,y). In the same

manner we can determine the braidingCW8W :W8^ W→W^ W8 to be (CW8Wk)(x,y)
5N(x,y)k(y,x), where the matrixN(x,y) is given by

~CW8Wk!~x,y!5
c~x,y!

q2y22x2 S q2y22x2 0 0 ~q221!xy

0 0 q~y22x2! 0

0 q~y22x2! 0 0

~q221!xy 0 0 q2y22x2

D k~y,x!,

wherec(x,y) is another complex valued function.
Now we use the fact that as the braiding is functorial, it must commute with the evalu

morphism. We see that the maps (I ^ eval)(CW8W^ I )(I ^ CWW) and eval̂ I :W8^ W^ W→W
are the same. In terms of the standard pictures, this is Fig. 2.

Now, identifyingW8^ W^ W with maps from subsets of (C* )3 to C2
^ C2

^ C2, we get

~~CW8W^ I !~ I ^ CWW!k!~x,y,z!5~N~x,y! ^ I 2!~~ I ^ CWW!k!~y,x,z!

5~N~x,y! ^ I 2! ~ I 2^ M ~x,z!! k~y,z,x!, ~9!

and applyingI ^ eval to this gives

1

4p i R ~ I 2^ ~1 0 0 1!! ~N~x,z! ^ I 2! ~ I 2^ M ~x,z!! k~z,z,x!
dz

z
,

and some matrix multiplication shows that this is

1

4p i R a~x,z! c~x,z! ~~1 0 0 1! ^ I 2! k~z,z,x!
dz

z
.

Just applying eval̂ I to k gives

1

4p i R ~~1 0 0 1! ^ I 2! k~z,z,x!
dz

z
,

and since these must be the same for all choices ofk we deduce thatc(x,z)51/a(x,z).

FIG. 2. Moving the evaluation map.
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Now use the fact that the braiding commutes with the morphismu:W→W8 in ~7!, so (I
^ u)CWW andCW8W(u ^ I ):W^ W→W^ W8 are the same. Then

~~ I ^ u!CWWk!~x,y!5S I 2^ S 0 1

1 0D D ~CWWk!~x,2qy!

5S I 2^ S 0 1

1 0D D M ~x,2qy! k~2qy,x!,

~CW8W~u ^ I !k!~x,y!5N~x,y! ~~u ^ I !k!~y,x!,

5N~x,y! S S 0 1

1 0D ^ I 2D k~2qy,x!. ~10!

From some more matrix multiplication, this is true if

1

a~x,y!
5a~x,2qy!

x22q2y2

q~x22y2!
. ~11!

VI. THE NORMALIZATION OF THE BRAIDING, zq zÄ1

In this section we find the normalizationa(x,y). For the moment we shall suppose that t
value ofx is fixed. Suppose that a solutiona(x,y) of ~11! is an analytic function ofy ~except for
isolated singularities! in some annulus centered on zero contained in the regionuyu.uxu. We can
narrow the annulus down until it no longer contains any isolated singularities or zeros
convenience we setz5x/y ~so uzu,1), and f (z)5a(x,x/z). Then f (z) satisfies the equation

f ~z! f ~2z/q!5q
z221

z22q2 . ~12!

Now f (z) will have a winding numbervPZ around zero asz winds once around zero. Th
function c(z)5z2v f (z) will have zero winding number, so its log,b(z)5 log(c(z)), will be ana-
lytic ~and single valued! in the annulus. Nowc(z) obeys the equationc(z)c(2z/q)5q
(2z2/q)2v(z221)/(z22q2), so we must have

b~z!1b~2z/q!5 log~12z2!2 log~12z2/q2!2 log~q!2v log~2z2/q!,

as2z/q is in the annulus ifz is, becauseuqu51. Since all the other functions are single valued
the annulus, we must havev50. Now we can take the Laurent expansion of both sides in
annulus, and compare coefficients, to get theuniquesolution ~up to the addition of a multiple of
p i )

b~z!52 1
2 log~q!1 (

n.0

1

n

12q2n

11q2n z2n, uzu,1, zPannulus. ~13!

By the uniqueness of analytic continuation, the exponential of this formula must coincide
f (z) in a disk from zero up to the radius of convergence of the series. We also conclude thaf (z)
did in fact not have any zeros or isolated singularities in this disk.

In the same manner, iff (z) were analytic~except for isolated singularities! in some annulus
centered on zero outside the unit disk, we could conclude that on that annulus~again up to the
addition of a multiple ofp i )

b~z!5 1
2 log~q!2 (

n.0

1

n

12q2n

11q2n z22n, uzu.1. ~14!
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We can now see explicitly from the series~on the assumption that the series converge anywh!
that b(z)52b(1/z) plus a multiple ofp i , i.e., that 1/f (z)56 f (1/z).

Now we can look at different values ofx. As a consequence of the analyticity condition w
assumed fora(x,y), it can be seen thata(x,y) in fact only depends onz5x/y. We shall abuse our
previous notation by referring toa(z).

VII. THE CONVERGENCE OF THE SERIES BY NUMBER THEORY, zq zÄ1

The radius of convergenceR of the series~13! is given by

R215 lim sup
n→1`

U1n •

12q2n

11q2nU1/(2n)

5 lim sup
n→1`

U12q2n

11q2nU1/(2n)

. ~15!

We see that the series is not even defined ifq is an even root of21. For any other root of unity
the series has radius of convergence 1, except forq561, when the series terminates. No
consider the caseq5e2p i t, wheret is irrational.

Call nPN type 1 if u12q2nu,1, which implies thatu11q2nu>1. Then

lim sup
n→1`, type 1

U12q2n

11q2nU1/(2n)

< lim sup
n→1`, type 1

151.

Call nPN type 2 if u12q2nu>1, in which case

lim sup
n→1`, type 2

U12q2n

11q2nU1/(2n)

> lim sup
n→1`, type 2

U 1

11q2nU1/(2n)

>1,

and we deduce that

R215 lim sup
n→1`, type 2

U12q2n

11q2nU1/(2n)

.

Then we find

lim sup
n→1`, type 2

U 1

11q2nU1/(2n)

<R21< lim sup
n→1`, type 2

U 2

11q2nU1/(2n)

,

which implies

R215 lim sup
n→1`, type 2

U 1

11q2nU1/(2n)

5 lim sup
n→1`

U 1

11q2nU1/(2n)

. ~16!

If we let d(t,n) be the minimum distance from 4p int to an odd multiple ofp i , thend(t,n)
>u11q2nu> (2/p) d(t,n), so

R5 lim inf
n→1`

~ min
p odd

u4p int2pp i u!1/(2n)5 lim inf
n→1`

S min
p odd

Ut2
p

4nU D 1/(2n)

<1. ~17!

We see that the radius of convergence of the power series is dependent on how wellt can be
approximated by rational numbers. Fortunately many results are known in this area,8 and we shall
use one of these now.

Suppose that the irrational numbertPR is algebraicof degreek.1 ~this means that it is a
root of a polynomial of degreek with integer coefficients!. Then there is a constantK.0 so that
for all n and allpPZ
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Ut2
p

4nU> K

~4n!k .

From the formula forR above~17!

R> lim inf
n→1`

S K

2k~2n!kD 1/(2n)

51,

so we conclude that for any irrational algebraic numbert, the radius of convergence is 1.
To get a radius of convergence less than 1, we shall have to create an irrational numb

very good rational approximations. Let

t5(
s>1

1

4ms
, ~18!

where the strictly positive integersms have the property that 4ms dividesms11 for all s>1. If we
setn5mt , then

n

mt11
<u l 24ntu<

2n

mt11
,

for l 5( t>s>1mt /ms an odd integer, so

1

4mt11
<min

p odd
Ut2

p

4nU< 1

2mt11
.

Then by~17!

R< lim inf
t→1`

S 1

mt11
D 1/(2mt)

.

If we setm151 andms11522sms for all s>1, then the radius of convergence of the series~13! for
t given by ~18! is zero. Alsot is too closely approximated by nonequal rational numbers to
rational itself.

VIII. THE CONVERGENCE OF THE SERIES BY PROBABILITY, zq zÄ1

We consider the probability that the radius of convergenceR of the series~13! is 1, given that
q has a uniform distribution on the circle~equivalently,t has a uniform distribution on@0,1#!.
From ~17!, for 0,s,1

P@R.s#5PF lim inf
n→1`

min
p odd

Ut2
p

4nU
1/(2n)

.sG5 lim
m→`

PF inf
n>m

min
p odd

Ut2
p

4nU
1/(2n)

.sG . ~19!

For any random variableXn ands,t,1,

~;n>m Xn.t !⇒ infn>mXn.s,

or alternatively

P@Xn.t ;n>m#<P@ inf
n>m

Xn.s#.

Then from~19!,
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P@R.s#> lim
m→`

PF min
p odd

Ut2
p

4nU
1/(2n)

.t ;n>mG .

If we define

An~x!5H tP@0,1#:min
p odd

Ut2
p

4nU<xJ ,

then ~with superscriptc denoting complement!

P@R.s#> lim
m→`

P@ùn>mAn~ t2n!c#.

Then by taking complements

P@R<s#< lim
m→`

P@øn>mAn~ t2n!#< lim
m→`

(
n>m

P@An~ t2n!#,

so if the series

(
n>1

P@An~ t2n!#, ~20!

converges, thenR.s with probability one. If we write

An~x!5$tP@0,1#:min
p odd

u4nt2pu<4nx%,

then, if 4nx<1, in the interval@0,4n# there are 2n odd integersp, and each has a disjoint interva
of length 8nx about it satisfying the inequality above. From this we findP@An(x)#54nx, so the
sum ~20! becomes~with the exception of a finite number of terms at the beginning!,

(
n>1

4n t2n,

which converges sinceutu,1. We conclude thatP@R.s#51, and soR51 with probability one.
Since the algebraic numbers have measure zero, the series must haveR51 for many transcen-
dental~nonalgebraic! t.

IX. THE CASE zq zÅ1

In this case we would get the same unique seriesi f the annulus in whicha(z) was analytic
and free of zeros or singularities was sufficiently wide. We would need to have bothz and2z/q
in the same annulus, so the ratio of the outer and inner radii of the annulus would have
greater than the larger ofuqu and 1/uqu. If this condition was satisfied, we would have the solutio
~13! or ~14!. However there may be other solutions to the normalization which would always
zeros or singularities in such wide annuli.

Let us examine the series~13! for uquÞ1. Here limn→1`u(12q2n)/(11q2n)u51, so the series
has radius of convergence 1. However, now we can make an analytic continuation of the se
the caseuqu,1 we write, for any integerk>1

12q2n

11q2n 5112 (
m51

k

~21!m q2mn 2
2 ~21!k q2(k11)n

11q2n , ~21!
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and substituting this into~13! gives

b~z!52
1

2
log~q!2 log~12z2!22 (

m51

k

~21!m log~12z2q2m!2 (
n>1

2~21!k q2(k11)n z2n

n ~11q2n!
.

The last term in the formula tends to zero uniformly on any bounded set ask→`, allowing us to
take the limit ask→` of the other terms. We then get the infinite product expansion, v
everywhere inC* ,

a1~z!5
1

r
•

1

~12z2!
• )

oddm>1

~12z2q2m!2

~12z2q2(m11)!2 , uqu,1. ~22!

A similar rearrangement to~21! for uqu.1 would give

a1~z!5
~12z2!

r
• )

oddm>1

~12z2q22(m11)!2

~12z2q22m!2 , uqu.1. ~23!

These are theunique~up to a sign! solutions of~12! which are analytic forz in a neighborhood of
zero in C* . In the same way we can analytically extend the series~14! to obtain a2(z)5
61/a1(1/z), theuniquesolutions of~11! which are analytic forz in a neighborhood of infinity in
C* .
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Numerical evidence that the perturbation expansion
for a non-Hermitian PT-symmetric Hamiltonian is Stieltjes

Carl M. Bendera)

Department of Physics, Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri 63130

Ernst Joachim Wenigerb)

Institut für Physikalische und Theoretische Chemie, Universita¨t Regensburg,
D-93040 Regensburg, Germany

~Received 11 October 2000; accepted for publication 15 February 2001!

Recently, several studies of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians havingPT symmetry
have been conducted. Most striking about these complex Hamiltonians is how
closely their properties resemble those of conventional Hermitian Hamiltonians.
This paper presents further evidence of the similarity of these Hamiltonians to
Hermitian Hamiltonians by examining the summation of the divergent weak-
coupling perturbation series for the ground-state energy of thePT-symmetric
HamiltonianH5p21 1

4x
21 ilx3 recently studied by Bender and Dunne. For this

purpose the first 193~nonzero! coefficients of the Rayleigh–Schro¨dinger perturba-
tion series in powers ofl2 for the ground-state energy were calculated. Pade´-
summation and Pade´-prediction techniques recently described by Weniger are ap-
plied to this perturbation series. The qualitative features of the results obtained in
this way are indistinguishable from those obtained in the case of the perturbation
series for the quartic anharmonic oscillator, which is known to be a Stieltjes series.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1362287#

I. INTRODUCTION

Hamiltonians describing fundamental interactions traditionally possess two symmetrie
continuous symmetry of the proper Lorentz group and the discrete symmetry of Hermi
Lorentz invariance is a physical requirement. Hermiticity is a useful mathematical constrain
guarantees that the spectrum is real, although recent work shows that Hermiticity is only a
cient condition and is not necessary for the reality of eigenvalues. From the assumptio
Lorentz invariance and positivity of the spectrum of the Hamiltonian one can prove thePCT
theorem and thereby establish the physical symmetry ofPCT invariance.

What happens if we impose only the more physical symmetries of Lorentz invariance
PCT invariance when we construct a Hamiltonian? The constraint ofPCT invariance is weaker
than Hermiticity, so Hamiltonians having this property need not be Hermitian. While it has
been proved, there is compelling analytical and numerical evidence supporting the conjectu
except whenPCT symmetry is spontaneously broken, the energy levels of such Hamiltonian
all real and positive.1,2 The reality and positivity of the spectrum is apparently a consequenc
the PCT symmetry ofH.

Many examples ofPCT-symmetric Hamiltonians in quantum field theory have be
studied.3–8 In quantum mechanics, where theC operator is unity, many examples ofPT-symmetric
Hamiltonians have also been studied.9–19A simple example of such a quantum-mechanical Ham
tonian isH5p21 ix3. Hamiltonians such as this may be regarded ascomplex deformationsof
conventional Hermitian Hamiltonians. To understand this deformation we consider the H
tonian

a!Electronic mail: cmb@howdy.wustl.edu
b!Electronic mail: joachim.weniger@chemie.uni-regensburg.de
21670022-2488/2001/42(5)/2167/17/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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H5p22~ ix !21e,

wheree>0. Whene50, we have the conventional harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian, whose s
trum is real and positive. Ase increases from 0, the entire spectrum of the Hamiltonian smoo
deforms as a function ofe and remains real and positive for all positive values ofe. Thus, these
theories are in effect the analytic continuation of conventional quantum mechanics into the
plex plane.

These non-Hermitian theories exhibit some remarkable properties. Most interesting is th
expectation value of the operatorx in quantum mechanics~and of the fieldf in quantum field
theory! is nonzerowhen e.0. This is true even for thep22x4 Hamiltonian that one obtains a
e52 and it is also true for the2gf4 scalar quantum field theory. The2gf4 quantum field theory
is particularly surprising because it has a positive real spectrum and exhibits a nonzero va
^f&. In four-dimensional space–time it has a dimensionless coupling constant, is renormal
and is asymptotically free~and thus nontrivial!. It may thus provide a useful setting to describe t
Higgs particle.7

We are struck by the close similarity between the properties of non-HermitianPT-symmetric
quantum-mechanical Hamiltonians and conventional Hermitian Hamiltonians. Moreover, in
ematical terms, we are struck by the strong resemblance between self-adjoint Sturm–Li
problems and these new complex Sturm–Liouville problems. The purpose of this paper
present further evidence of this strong similarity by investigating various aspects of Pade´ summa-
tion and Pade´ prediction of the Rayleigh–Schro¨dinger perturbation series for the ground-sta
energy of the complexPT-symmetric Hamiltonian

H~l!5p21 1
4 x21 ilx3. ~1!

Note that this Hamiltonian isPT symmetric because under parity reflectionP:p→2p andP:x
→2x and under time reversal, which is an antiunitary operation,T:p→2p, T:x→x, and T: i
→2 i .

The Schro¨dinger equation for the Hamiltonian in~1! reads

2c9~x!1~ 1
4 x21 ilx3!c~x!5Ec~x!,

where the wave function obeys the boundary conditions limuxu→` c(x)50. Note that this Schro¨-
dinger equation is obeyed on thereal axis in the complex-x plane. The wave function vanishe
exponentially as exp(22Aluxu5/2/5) asx→6` on the real axis.

The large-order behavior of the divergent Rayleigh–Schro¨dinger perturbation series,

E0~l!;
1

2
1 (

n51

`

bnl2n ~l→01!, ~2!

for the ground-state energy eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian in~1! has already been examined
Ref. 20, where the first 46 terms of the perturbation expansion had been generated using re
formulas. It was observed there that the coefficientsbn are all integers, that they alternate in sig
and that their magnitude grows rapidly withn. The first 10 coefficients are listed in Table I.

To calculate the coefficientsbn we make theansatzthat the wave function is a formal serie
in powers of the coupling constantl and that the coefficient ofln has the form of a Gaussia
exp(2x2/4) times a polynomial of degree 3n in the variablex. The eigenvalueE0(l) automati-
cally appears as a series in powers ofl2. Thus, for each additional coefficient in the series forE0

it is necessary to calculatetwo orders in powers ofl for the wave function.
In Ref. 20 it was pointed out that the Hamiltonian~1! describes a 011 dimensionalf3 field

theory and thatf3 theories were the first quantum field theories in which the divergence
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perturbation theory were studied.21 Using the standard methods for determining the large-or
behavior of perturbation theory22,23 it can be shown that the leading large-n behavior of the
coefficientsbn is given by

bn5~21!n1160n11/2~2p!23/2G~n11/2!@11O~1/n!# ~n→`!. ~3!

This asymptotic behavior was verified numerically in Ref. 20. There, it was also shown tha
first correction term to this leading asymptotic behavior, which is proportional to 1/n, is negative.
Although divergent, the series in~2! is Borel summable.24–27 If the factor of i were absent from
the Hamiltonian~1!, then the perturbation coefficientsbn would not alternate in sign and th
perturbation series would not be Borel summable.

It is interesting that to derive the asymptotic formula in~3! one must use dispersion-relatio
techniques that rely on crucial assumptions about the analyticity of the functionE0(l). These
assumptions are justified for the Hermitian Hamiltonian of the anharmonic oscillator,28,29

H~b!5p21x21bx4. ~4!

However, the validity of these assumptions is unproved for the non-PT-symmetriclx3 oscillator.
The eigenvaluesE(b) of the quartic anharmonic oscillator possess several other prope

which closely resemble those of the eigenvaluesE(l) of thePT-symmetric Hamiltonian~1!. For
example, the ground-state energy eigenvalueE0(b) of the quartic anharmonic oscillator possess
a divergent weak-coupling perturbation expansion, which also diverges factorially:22,30

E0~b!;11 (
n51

`

B nbn ~b→01!, ~5!

Bn5~21!n11
4

p3/2S 3

2D n11/2

G~n11/2!@11O~1/n!# ~n→`!. ~6!

A comparison of the large-order asymptotics~3! and ~6! shows that the two perturbation expa
sions~2! and ~5! possess the same rate of divergence if we choose

b540l2. ~7!

In view of these striking similarities between the ground-state eigenvaluesE0(l) andE0(b) it
should be interesting to investigate what other similarities do exist. In particular, we are inte
in similarities that could provide evidence that the Pade´ summation of the divergent perturbatio
series~2! for the ground-state energy of thePT-symmetric Hamiltonian~1! converges.

TABLE I. The first ten coefficientsbn in the perturbation expansion~2! for
the ground state energy of the complexPT-symmetric Hamiltonian~1!.

n bn

1 11
2 2930
3 158 836
4 2385 016 10
5 117 779 675 16
6 2430 004 827 146 0
7 181 521 520 337 834 4
8 2868 277 986 898 581 530
9 464 025 598 165 231 889 260

10 2274 145 574 452 876 905 074 540
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In the case of the ground-state energy shiftDE0(b) of the quartic anharmonic oscillator
which is defined by

E0~b!511bDE0~b!, ~8!

it was shown rigorously by Simon~Theorem IV.2.1 of Ref. 28! that the corresponding perturba
tion series is a Stieltjes series. This has some far-reaching consequences. In the case of the
series, Pade´ approximants possess a highly developed convergence theory, as we discuss in
in Sec. II. In particular, the Stieltjes nature of the perturbation series~5! guarantees that certai
subsequences of the Pade´ table converge to a uniquely determined Stieltjes function.

Although we cannot prove it rigorously, we believe that for thePT-symmetric Hamiltonian
~1! the ground-state energy shiftDE0(l2) defined by

E0~l!5 1
2 1l2DE0~l2!, ~9!

in which E0 is considered as a function ofl2, is also a Stieltjes function. This implies that th
corresponding perturbation series is a Stieltjes series.

It is the intention of this paper to provide numerical evidence supporting this conjecture
do this by comparing Pade´ summations and Pade´ predictions~see Ref. 31, and references there!
of the perturbation expansions for the ground-state energy shiftDE0(l2) and for the analogous
ground-state energy shiftDE0(b) of the quartic anharmonic oscillator.

Here, one might argue that one should also investigate the summation of the pertur
expansion for the ground-state energy shiftDE0(l2) with the help of the sequence transform
tions that were described in Secs. 7 and 8 of Ref. 32 and which produced very good results
case of the anharmonic oscillators.30,33,34 However, the convergence theory of these seque
transformations, which in the case of power series also produce rational approximants, is st
much in its infancy and no theoretical results concerning the transformation of the Stieltjes
are known so far. Consequently, we would only produce numbers without gaining any fu
mathematical insight.

In Sec. II, we present the relevant details of Pade´ approximants, the computation of Pad´
approximants by means of Wynn’s recursive epsilon algorithm,35 and we discuss the Stieltje
series and their associated Stieltjes functions. In Sec. III, we show that the Pade´ summation of the
perturbation expansions forDE0(l2) and DE0(b), respectively, produces results of identic
quality if the two coupling constantsl andb satisfy~7!. In Sec. IV, we discuss the prediction o
unknown perturbation coefficients with the help of Wynn’s epsilon algorithm, and we show
the coefficients of the perturbation expansions for eitherDE0(l2) or DE0(b) can be predicted
equally well. Finally, in Sec. V we give a brief summary.

Here, we would like to emphasize that we are fully aware that our approach, which use
a finite number of perturbation series coefficients, has obvious limitations. While it is in this
possible to disprove the Stieltjes nature of a given series, it is not possible to prove rigorou
Stieltjes nature. Nevertheless, we believe that our numerical results are interesting and p
some insight into the nature of thePT-symmetric Hamiltonian~1! and of its associated divergen
Rayleigh–Schro¨dinger perturbation series~2!.

II. PADÉ APPROXIMANTS, WYNN’S EPSILON ALGORITHM, AND STIELTJES SERIES

In recent years, Pade´ approximants have become the standard tool in theoretical physi
overcome problems with slowly convergent or divergent power series. Accordingly, there is
literature on the mathematical properties of Pade´ approximants as well as on their applications
theoretical physics. Any attempt to provide a reasonably complete bibliography would be b
the scope of this paper~see, e.g., the extensive bibliography compiled by Brezinski36!. We just
mention that the popularity of Pade´ approximants in theoretical physics can be traced back
review by Baker,37 that the first specialized monograph on Pade´ approximants is due to Baker,38

and that currently the most complete source of information is the second edition of the mono
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by Baker and Graves-Morris.39 In addition to treatments in more mathematically oriented bo
on continued fractions and related topics,40–43 Padéapproximants are also discussed in books
mathematical and theoretical physics, e.g., in Sec. 8 of the book by Bender and Orszag,26 or in
Part III of a book by Baker on critical phenomena.44 Then, there is a book by Pozzi45 on the use
of Padéapproximants in fluid dynamics. Finally, there is even a monograph46 and two articles47,48

on the history of Pade´ approximants and related topics.
A PadéapproximantPm

l (z) to a functionf possessing a~formal! power series expansion

f ~z!5 (
n50

`

gnzn, ~10!

which may converge or diverge, is the ratio of two polynomialsAl(z) andBm(z) of degreesl and
m in z ~p. 383 of Ref. 26!:

Pm
l ~z!5

Al~z!

Bm~z!
5

a01a1z1a2z21¯alz
l

11b1z1b2z21¯bmzm . ~11!

An alternative notation for Pade´ approximants, which is used in the books by Baker a
Graves-Morris,38,39 is Pm

l (z)5@ l /m# f(z). This notation is usually simplified further toPm
l (z)

5@ l /m# if explicit references tof andz are not necessary.
The coefficientsal andbm of the polynomialsAl(z) andBm(z) in ~11! are chosen in such a

way that the Taylor expansion off (z) and of its Pade´ approximant agree as far as possible:

f ~z!2Pm
l ~z!5O~zl 1m11! ~z→0!. ~12!

This asymptotic error estimate leads to a system of linear equations by means of whi
coefficientsa0 , a1 ,..., al and b1 , b2 ,..., bm in ~11! can be computed.38,39 Moreover, several
algorithms are known which permit a recursive computation of Pade´ approximants. A discussion
of the merits and weaknesses of the various computational schemes can for instance be f
Sec. II.3 of the book by Cuyt and Wuytack.49

Probably, the best known recursive algorithm for Pade´ approximants is Wynn’s epsilon
algorithm:35

«21
(n) 50, «0

(n)5sn ~nPN0!, ~13a!

«k11
(n) 5«k21

(n11)11/@«k
(n11)2«k

(n)# ~k,nPN0!. ~13b!

A compact FORTRAN program for the epsilon algorithm as well as the underlying computat
algorithm is described in Sec. 4.3 of Ref. 32.

If the input data«0
(n)5sn of Wynn’s epsilon algorithm are the partial sums

f n~z!5 (
n50

n

gnzn ~14!

of the formal power series~10! according to«0
(n)5 f n(z), then the elements«2k

(n) with evensub-
scripts are Pade´ approximants tof (z) according to35

«2k
(n)5Pk

k1n~z!. ~15!

The elements«2k11
(n) with odd subscripts are only auxiliary quantities, which diverge if the wh

transformation process converges.
The epsilon algorithm is a useful numerical algorithm that is applied successfully in a

variety of different fields. Accordingly, there is an extensive literature dealing with it. A fa
complete coverage of the older literature can be found in a book by Brezinski.50 It may be
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interesting to note that the epsilon algorithm is not restricted to scalar sequences but
generalized to cover vector sequences. A recent review of these developments can be f
Ref. 51.

If one tries to sum a divergent power series by converting its partial sums~14! to Pade´
approximants, it is usually a good idea to usediagonalPadéapproximants, whose numerator an
denominator polynomials have equal degrees. If this is not possible one should use Pade´ approxi-
mants with numerator and denominator polynomials whose degrees differ as little as poss
we use the epsilon algorithm for the computation of the Pade´ approximants, then~15! implies that
we should use the elements of the following staircase sequence in the Pade´ table as approxima-
tions to f (z) @see Eq.~4.3-7! of Ref. 32#:

P0
0~z!,P0

1~z!,P1
1~z!,...,Pn

n~z!,Pn
n11~z!,Pn11

n11~z!,... . ~16!

This staircase sequence exploits the available information optimally if the partial sumsf n(z) with
n>0 are computed successively and if, after the computation of each new partial sum, the e
of the epsilon table with the highest possibleevensubscript is computed. With the help of th
notationvxb for the integral part ofx, this staircase sequence can be written compactly as follo

«2vn/2b
(n22vn/2b)5Pvn/2b

n2vn/2b~z! ~n50,1,2,...!. ~17!

As remarked previously, Pade´ approximants are now used almost routinely to overco
problems with slowly convergent or divergent power series. Hence, their practical usefuln
beyond question. However, from a theoretical point of view, the situation is not so good. S
a completely satisfactorygeneralconvergence theory of Pade´ approximants for essentially arb
trary power series does not exist.

Nevertheless, there is a special class of series, the so-calledStieltjesseries, which possess
highly developed and elegant convergence theory. In this section we will only discuss
properties of Stieltjes series and Stieltjes functions that are needed to provide numerical ev
that the perturbation expansion for the ground-state energy shiftDE0(l2) of the complexPT-
symmetric Hamiltonian~1!, considered as a function ofl2, is a Stieltjes series. Detailed discu
sions of the properties of Stieltjes series and their special role in the theory of Pade´ approximants
can be found in Sec. 8.6 of Ref. 26 or in Sec. 5 of Ref. 39.

A function F(z) with zPC is called aStieltjesfunction if it can be expressed as a Stieltj
integral according to

F~z!5E
0

` dF~ t !

11zt
~ uarg~z!u,p!. ~18!

Here, F(t) is a bounded, nondecreasing function taking infinitely many different values o
<t,`. Moreover, the moment integrals

mn5E
0

`

tn dF~ t ! ~nPN0! ~19!

must be real and finite for all finite values ofn. A Stieltjes function can be expressed by
correspondingStieltjesseries:

F~z!5 (
n50

`

~21!nmnzn. ~20!

Whether this series converges or diverges depends on the behavior of the Stieltjes momenmn as
n→`.
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In a typical Stieltjes summation problem, as it occurs in the context of divergent perturb
expansion, only the numerical values of a finite number of Stieltjes momentsmn are known. Thus,
one has to find a way of constructing an approximation to the unknown Stieltjes functionF(z)
from a finite string of moments.

Of course, one would also like to have some theoretical evidence thatF(z) exists and is
uniquely determined by the Stieltjes moments$mn%n50

` . Many necessary and sufficient condition
that guarantee this are known in literature.

Unfortunately, it is normally by no means easy to apply them. For example, a nece
condition that the series~20! is indeed a Stieltjes series is that the Hankel determinants

D~m,n!5U mm mm11 . . . mm1n

mm11 mm12 . . . mm1n11

A A � A

mm1n mm1n11 . . . mm12n

U ~21!

are positive for allm,n>0 ~see Theorem 5.1.2 on p. 197 of Ref. 39!. A straightforward evaluation
of such a Hankel determinant is in particular for larger values ofn computationally very unat-
tractive. However, these determinants can be evaluated recursively with the help of the Fro
formula @see Eq.~4.10! on p. 23 of Ref. 39#.

Then, there is a sufficient criterion, the so-called Carleman condition~see p. 410 of Ref. 26 o
pp. 239 and 240 of Ref. 39!, which requires that the series( j 51

` (m j )
21/(2j ) diverges and thus

limits the admissible growth of the momentsmn asn→`.52 If the conditionD(m,n).0 on the
determinants as well as the Carleman condition are both satisfied, then the Pade´ approximants
Pm

m1 j (z) constructed from the partial sums of the moment expansion~20! converge for everyj
>21 to the corresponding Stieltjes functionF(z) asm→` @see for example Theorem 5.5.1 on
240 of Ref. 39#.

If only a finite number of moments are known, it is impossible to prove thatD(m,n).0 holds
for all m,n>0, and it is also not possible to prove rigorously that the Carleman conditio
satisfied, although we would like to emphasize that the large-order formula~3!, which was verified
numerically in Ref. 20, is in agreement with the Carleman condition.

In this paper, we prefer to use an indirect approach in order to provide evidence th
perturbation series for the energy shiftDE0(l2) of thePT-symmetric Hamiltonian~1! is indeed a
Stieltjes series. For that purpose, let us assume that the moment expansion~20!, whose Stieltjes
nature we want to establish, is a Stieltjes series. Pade´ approximants to Stieltjes series posses
highly developed convergence theory, and many conditions and inequalities are known tha´
approximants to a Stieltjes series must satisfy. For example, Pade´ approximants constructed from
the partial sums

Fn~z!5 (
n50

n

~21!nmnzn ~22!

of the moment expansion~20! for a Stieltjes functionF(z) satisfy forz.0 the following inequali-
ties ~Theorem 15.2 on p. 215 of Ref. 38!:

~21! j 11$Pm11
m1 j 11~z!2Pm

m1 j~z!%>0, ~23!

~21! j 11$Pm
m1 j~z!2Pm21

m1 j 11~z!%>0, ~24!

Pm
m~z!>F~z!>Pm

m21~z!. ~25!
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It follows from inequality~23! that the Pade´ sequence$Pm
m1 j (z)%m50

` is increasingfor z.0 if
j is odd, and it isdecreasingif j is even. Moreover, if we setj 521 in ~24! and replacem by
m11, we obtain the inequality

Pm11
m ~z!>Pm

m11~z! ~mPN0!. ~26!

Thus, if we use Wynn’s epsilon algorithm~13! to convert the partial sums~22! to Pade´ approxi-
mants and choose the approximants toF(z) according to~17!, then it follows from inequalities
~25! and~26! that these Pade´ approximants satisfy the following inequality if the moment expa
sion ~20! for F(z) is a Stieltjes series:

Pm
m11~z!<F~z!<Pm11

m11~z! ~z.0, mPN0!. ~27!

Thus, the approximants~17! produced by Wynn’s epsilon algorithm yield forz.0 two nesting
sequencesPm

m11(z)5«2m
(1) andPm11

m11(z)5«2m12
(0) of lower and upper bounds toF(z) if the moment

expansion~20! is a Stieltjes series.
If only the numerical values of a finite number of Stieltjes moments are available, then it

course not possible to prove rigorously that the series under consideration is a Stieltjes
Nevertheless, we can provide considerable evidence that this hypothesis is true if inequali~27!
is valid in all cases that can be checked.

III. SUMMATION RESULTS

In this section we want to show that the Pade´ summation of the perturbation expansion

DE0~l2!5 (
n50

`

bn11l2n ~28!

for the ground-state energy shift of thePT-symmetric Hamiltonian~1! and of the perturbation
expansion

DE0~b!5 (
n50

`

Bn11bn ~29!

for the ground-state energy shift of the quartic anharmonic oscillator yield results of virt
identical quality if the two coupling constantsl andb satisfy~7!. Moreover, we want to demon
strate numerically that inequality~27!, which is satisfied in the case of the Pade´ summation of a
Stieltjes series, is apparently also satisfied. In our summation calculations, we used all coef
bn andBn with 0<n<193 which had been computed recursively.

In this paper, we compute all Pade´ approximants with the help of Wynn’s epsilon algorith
~13!. Thus, the partial sums

sn~l2!5 (
n50

n

bn11l2n ~30!

and

sn~b!5 (
n50

n

Bn11bn ~31!

are used as input data for Wynn’s epsilon algorithm according to«0
(n)5sn(l2) or «0

(n)5sn(b),
respectively, and the approximations to the energy shifts are chosen according to~17!.

In Table II we present illustrative results of the Pade´ summation of the perturbation expansio
~28! for the ground-state energy shiftDE0(l2) with l51/7 and of the perturbation expansion~29!
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for the ground-state energy shiftDE0(b) with b540/49. Thus, the two coupling constantsl and
b satisfy~7!. This implies that the two perturbation expansions, whose partial sums are disp
in columns 2 and 3, should show the same rate of divergence.

Here, we must remember that the larger-order estimates~3! and ~6!, respectively, imply that
the partial sums~30! for the ground-state energy shiftDE0(l2) of thePT-symmetric Hamiltonian
~1! are for all n>0 at least one order of magnitude greater than the partial sums~31! for the
ground-state energy shiftDE0(b) of the quartic anharmonic oscillator. Otherwise, the obser
rates of divergence in columns 2 and 3 are virtually identical.

Moreover, the Pade´ approximants in columns 4 and 5 apparently satisfy inequality~27!, which
holds if the series to be transformed is a Stieltjes series. If the indexn in column 1 is even (n
52m), then the diagonal Pade´ approximantsPm

m(l2) and Pm
m(b) provide upper bounds tha

strictly decrease with increasingm and, if n is odd (n52m11), then the Pade´ approximants
Pm

m11(l2) andPm
m11(b) provide lower bounds that strictly increase with increasingm.

We have done analogous summation calculations also for many other values of the co
constantsl andb. Of course, the performance of the Pade´ summations depend very much on th
size of the coupling constants. For smaller values ofl and the correspondingb, convergence is
better than in Table II, whereas forl51 andb540 only the first digit of the summation resul
stabilize. For larger values ofl andb, Pade´ summation produces only relatively crude upper a
lower bounds. However, we emphasize that the typical qualitative features of the summ
results in Table II—the same rate of divergence of two perturbation series and the occurre
strictly decreasing upper boundsPm

m and strictly increasing lower boundsPm
m11—were consis-

tently observed in all cases considered.
Thus, Wynn’s epsilon algorithm is apparently unable to detect any substantial diffe

TABLE II. Padésummation of the perturbation expansions~28! and~29! for the ground-state energy shiftsDE0(l2) and
DE0(b) with l51/7 andb540/49, respectively.

n sn(l2) sn(b) Pvn/2b
n2vn/2b(l2) Pvn/2b

n2vn/2b(b)

0 0.110310002 0.750310000 11.00 000 000 000 000 0.750 000 000 000 000
1 20.798310001 20.321310000 27.97 959 183 673 469 20.321 428 571 428 571
2 0.582310002 0.315310001 6.76 871 520 405 468 0.497 075 017 205 781
3 20.269310003 20.133310002 3.14 452 476 154 168 0.283 471 705 042 096
4 0.177310004 0.861310002 5.92 770 890 838 469 0.444 962 648 249 413
5 20.134310005 20.639310003 4.84 920 642 167 536 0.379 736 282 027 717

50 0.153310072 0.684310070 5.52 416 958 165 793 0.419 249 574 461 710
51 20.964310073 20.432310072 5.52 416 451 428 038 0.419 249 241 261 250
52 0.620310075 0.278310074 5.52 416 888 260 688 0.419 249 527 748 761
53 20.407310077 20.182310076 5.52 416 531 636 255 0.419 249 293 076 390
54 0.272310079 0.122310078 5.52 416 839 738 891 0.419 249 495 310 895

101 20.210310172 20.939310170 5.52 416 721 141 847 0.419 249 415 925 473
102 0.263310174 0.118310173 5.52 416 721 422 990 0.419 249 416 112 202
103 20.334310176 20.149310175 5.52 416 721 178 460 0.419 249 415 949 529
104 0.427310178 0.191310177 5.52 416 721 397 212 0.419 249 416 094 862
105 20.552310180 20.247310179 5.52 416 721 206 667 0.419 249 415 968 069

150 0.318310279 0.142310278 5.52 416 721 306 531 0.419 249 416 033 824
151 20.590310281 20.264310280 5.52 416 721 305 477 0.419 249 416 033 119
152 0.110310284 0.493310282 5.52 416 721 306 436 0.419 249 416 033 760
153 20.207310286 20.928310284 5.52 416 721 305 579 0.419 249 416 033 187
154 0.392310288 0.175310287 5.52 416 721 306 359 0.419 249 416 033 708

188 0.371310367 0.166310366 5.52 416 721 306 035 0.419 249 416 033 489
189 20.860310369 20.385310368 5.52 416 721 306 009 0.419 249 416 033 472
190 0.201310372 0.898310370 5.52 416 721 306 033 0.419 249 416 033 488
191 20.471310374 20.211310373 5.52 416 721 306 011 0.419 249 416 033 474
192 0.111310377 0.496310375 5.52 416 721 306 031 0.419 249 416 033 487
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between the perturbation series~29! for DE0(b), whose Stieltjes nature was established rigorou
by Simon ~Theorem IV.2.1 of Ref. 28!, and the perturbation series~28! for DE0(l2), whose
Stieltjes nature we conjecture.

IV. PADÉ PREDICTIONS

As shown by countless articles from all branches of physics, Pade´ approximants have becom
the standard tool to overcome problems with slowly convergent or divergent power series.
ever, Pade´ approximants have other useful features that are not as well known yet. For exa
Padéapproximants can be used to make predictions for higher-order series coefficients tha
not used for the construction of the approximant.

On a heuristic level the prediction capability of Pade´ approximants, which was apparently fir
noted and used by Gilewicz,53 can be explained quite easily. Let us assume that the partial s
~14! of the power series for some functionf (z) are to be converted to Pade´ approximants. Then
the accuracy-through-orderrelationship~12! implies that a Pade´ approximantPm

l (z) to f (z) can
be expressed as the partial sumf l 1m(z) from which it was constructed plus a termzl 1m11R m

l (z),
which was generated by the transformation of the partial sum to the rational approximant:

Pm
l ~z!5 (

n50

l 1m

gnzn1zl 1m11R m
l ~z!5 f l 1m~z!1zl 1m11R m

l ~z!. ~32!

Similarly, the power series~10! can be expressed as follows:

f ~z!5 (
n50

l 1m

gnzn1zl 1m11(
n50

`

g l 1m1n11zn5 f l 1m~z!1zl 1m11Fl 1m11~z!. ~33!

Let us now assume that the indicesl andm are so large that the Pade´ approximantPm
l (z) provides

a sufficiently accurate approximation tof (z). Then, the Pade´ transformation termR m
l (z) must

also provide a sufficiently accurate approximation to the truncation errorFl 1m11(z) of the power
series. In general, we have no reason to assume that

R m
l ~z!5Fl 1m11~z! ~34!

might holdexactlyfor finite values ofl andm. Consequently, Taylor expansions ofR m
l (z) and

Fl 1m11(z), respectively, will in general produce different results. Nevertheless, theleadingco-
efficients of the Taylor expansion forR m

l (z) should in such a case provide sufficiently accur
approximations to the corresponding coefficients of the Taylor series forFl 1m11(z).

It is important to note that this prediction capability of Pade´ approximants does not depend o
the convergence of the power series expansions forR m

l (z) andFl 1m11(z), respectively, which
was used implicitly in our heuristic reasoning given previously. Pade´ approximants are able to
make predictions about series coefficients even if the power series~10! for f as well as the power
series expansions forR l

m andFl 1m11(z) are only asymptotic asz→0. This fact explains why the
prediction capability of Pade´ approximants can be so very useful in the case of violently diverg
perturbation expansions~see Refs. 31, 54–72, and references therein!.

Theoretically, very little is known about the prediction of series coefficients that were not
for the construction of the Pade´ approximant. A notable exception are again Stieltjes series
which inequalities are known.

Let us assume that the partial sums~22! of the moment expansion for some Stieltjes functi
F(z) are to be converted to Pade´ approximants. Such a Pade´ approximantPm

l (z) possesses the
following power series expansion:

Pm
l ~z!5 (

n50

`

~21!nmn
[ l /m]zn. ~35!
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In Theorem 5.2.7 on p. 220 of Ref. 39 it was shown that for allnPN0 and for all l>m21 the
coefficientsmn

[ l /m] in ~35! are bounded in magnitude by the Stieltjes momentsmn in ~20! according
to

0<mn
[ l /m]<mn . ~36!

This inequality can be used to analyze the Stieltjes nature of a moment expansion of th
of ~20!. With the help of computer algebra systems likeMAPLE or MATHEMATICA it is possible to
construct Pade´ approximantsPm

l (z) in an unspecified symbolic variablez, and this can even be
done free of rounding errors if the coefficients of the series to be transformed are exact in
like the coefficientsbn in ~2! or exact rational numbers like the coefficientsBn in ~5!. In the next
step, a leading part of a power series expansion of the Pade´ approximant must be constructed. Th
resulting series coefficients can then be compared with the corresponding coefficients
moment expansion.

Again, this poses no principal problems for computer algebra systems likeMAPLE andMATH-

EMATICA. However, the accuracy-through-order relationship~12! implies that inequality~36!,
which is to be checked, is by default satisfied for all indicesn< l 1m, and only forn> l 1m
11 we obtain useful information about the Stieltjes nature of the moment expansion, from
the Pade´ approximant was constructed. Thus, ifl 1m becomes large, the brute-force approa
based on computer algebra systems becomes very demanding both with respect to compu
and memory because it requires both the symbolic construction of complicated Pade´ approximants
and also symbolic differentiations of very high orders.

These computational problems can be simplified considerably with the help of a rec
derived recursive scheme~Sec. 3 of Ref. 31! that permits a direct calculation of the transformati
termR m

l (z) in ~32! if the corresponding Pade´ approximantPm
l (z) can be computed with the hel

of Wynn’s epsilon algorithm according to~15!; that is, for Pade´ approximants of the typePk
k1n(z)

with k,nPN0 .
It follows from the accuracy-through-order relationship~12! in combination with~15! that«2k

(n)

can be expressed as follows if the partial sums~14! of the power series for some functionf (z) are
used as input data for Wynn’s epsilon algorithm~13!:

«2k
(n)5 f n12k~z!1zn12k11w2k

(n)~z!. ~37!

The quantitiesw2k
(n)(z) can be computed with the help of the recursive scheme in Eq.~3.15! of Ref.

31, which uses the coefficientsgn of the power series~10! for f (z) as input data, as follows:

w0
(n)~z!50, nPN0 , ~38a!

w2
(n)~z!5

@gn12#2

gn112gn12z
, nPN0 , ~38b!

w2k12
(n) ~z!5w2k

(n12)~z!1
a2k12

(n) ~z!

b2k12
(n) ~z!

, kPN, nPN0 , ~38c!

a2k12
(n) ~z!5

gn12k121dw2k
(n11)~z!

gn12k111dw2k
(n)~z!

2
gn12k121dw2k

(n11)~z!

gn12k111zw2k
(n11)~z!2w2k22

(n12)~z!
, ~38d!

b2k12
(n) ~z!5

1

gn12k121dw2k
(n11)~z!

2
z

gn12k111dw2k
(n)~z!

1
z

gn12k111zw2k
(n11)~z!2w2k22

(n12)~z!
,

~38e!

where
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dw2k
(n)~z!5zw2k

(n11)~z!2w2k
(n)~z!. ~39!

The rational functionw2k
(n)(z) can be expressed as a power series inz according to

w2k
(n)~z!5g0

(n,2k)1g1
(n,2k)z1g2

(n,2k)z21¯1gn
(n,2k)zn1¯ . ~40!

The coefficientsgn
(n,2k) of this series expansion can be used to predict the coefficientsgn12k1n11

with n>0 of the power series expansion~10! for f (z) that were not used for the construction
either«2k

(n) or w2k
(n)(z).

Thus, we can compute the rational functionw2k
(n) with the help of the recursive scheme~38! in

the case of the perturbation series~28! for DE0(l2) and ~29! for DE0(b). In the case of the
PT-symmetric perturbation series we obtain the expansion

w2k
(n)~l2!5b0

(n,2k)1b1
(n,2k)l21b2

(n,2k)l41¯1bn
(n,2k)l2n1¯ , ~41!

and in the case of the perturbation series for the quartic anharmonic oscillator we obtain

w2k
(n)~b!5B 0

(n,2k)1B 1
(n,2k)b1B 2

(n,2k)b21 . . . 1B n
(n,2k)bn1¯ . ~42!

The coefficientsbn
(n,2k) andB n

(n,2k) with n>0 can be used to obtain predictions for the coefficie
bn12k1n12 and Bn12k1n12 , respectively, that were not used for the construction of the P´
approximants«2k

(n)5Pk
k1n or the transformation termsw2k

(n) .
In Table III we compute the rational functionw66

(0)(l2) corresponding to the diagonal Pad´
approximant«66

(n)5P33
33(l2) with the help of the recursive scheme~38! from the coefficientsbn

with 1<n<67. The resulting expansion coefficientsbn
(0,66) defined in~41! with n>0 provide

predictions to the coefficientsbn168 of the perturbation series~28!. All calculations for Table III
were done free of rounding errors using the exact rational arithmetics ofMAPLE. Only in the final
step the coefficients were converted to floating point numbers for the sake of readability.

The results in Table III show that the expansion coefficientsbn
(0,66) with n>0 provide already

remarkably accurate predictions to the corresponding coefficientsbn168. Moreover, the Stieltjes
inequality ~36! is satisfied in all cases.

In Table IV we do the same calculations as in Table III, but this time for the ground-
energy shiftDE0(b) of the quartic anharmonic oscillator. Thus, the expansion of the rati
function w66

(0)(b), which is computed from the coefficientsBn with 1<n<67 of the perturbation
series~29!, provides predictionsB n

(0,66) to the coefficientsBn168.

TABLE III. Predictionsbn
(0,66) for the coefficientsbn168 of the perturbation series~28! for DE0(l2) with 0<n<15.

n bn
(0,66) bn168

0 20.118 625 502 281 564 111 353310217 20.118 625 502 281 564 111 358310217

1 0.487 707 952 691 623 584 397310220 0.487 707 952 691 623 585 158310220

2 20.203 437 822 070 101 216 978310224 20.203 437 822 070 101 222 504310224

3 0.860 803 267 021 875 481 138310227 0.860 803 267 021 875 756 369310227

4 20.369 393 498 548 727 222 559310231 20.369 393 498 548 728 279 960310231

5 0.160 732 212 082 002 560 522310235 0.160 732 212 082 005 901 209310235

6 20.709 026 471 212 486 114 145310238 20.709 026 471 212 576 489 701310238

7 0.317 020 667 799 578 470 271310242 0.317 020 667 799 793 728 631310242

8 20.143 648 198 373 426 854 924310246 20.143 648 198 373 887 496 043310246

9 0.659 514 281 085 804 565 498310249 0.659 514 281 094 798 452 336310249

10 20.306 750 687 264 795 900 309310253 20.306 750 687 281 012 588 650310253

11 0.144 514 693 689 642 646 364310257 0.144 514 693 716 909 093 737310257

12 20.689 498 329 409 437 387 151310260 20.689 498 329 840 371 816 155310260

13 0.333 104 548 293 054 144 923310264 0.333 104 548 937 521 023 558310264

14 20.162 924 769 352 053 020 131310268 20.162 924 770 269 205 895 837310268

15 0.806 654 532 549 091 198 441310271 0.806 654 545 029 445 531 410310271
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A comparison of Tables III and IV shows that their qualitative features are identical. In
context it is quite remarkable that although the coefficientsbn grow significantly more rapidly in
magnitude than the coefficientsBn , which follows from the large-order estimates~3! and~6!, Pade´
prediction nevertheless yields results of virtually identical quality.

The Pade´ prediction of unknown series coefficients based on the recursive scheme~38! is
certainly computationally simpler than the straightforward symbolic computation and expans
Padéapproximants. The rational functionw2k

(n)(z) has a simpler structure than«2k
(n)5Pk

k1n(z), and
the first n12k symbolic differentiations can be avoided. Nevertheless, the recursive sym
computation of the rational functionw2k

(n)(z) from the coefficientsg0 , g1 ,..., gn12k of the power
series~10! can become quite demanding, in particular ifk becomes large.

The problems connected with the computation ofw2k
(n)(z) can largely be avoided if one onl

tries to compute a prediction

g2k
(n)5g0

(n,2k) ~43!

for thefirst termgn12k11 not used for the construction of either«2k
(n) or w2k

(n)(z). For that purpose,
we have only to setz50 in ~38!. This yields the following recursive scheme@Eq. ~3.17! of Ref.
31#:

g0
(n)50, nPN0 , ~44a!

g2
(n)5

@gn12#2

gn11
, PN0 , ~44b!

g2k12
(n) 5g2k

(n12)1
@gn12k122g2k

(n11)#2

gn12k112g2k
(n) 2

@gn12k122g2k
(n11)#2

gn12k112g2k22
(n12) , kPN, nPN0 . ~44c!

The main advantage of this recursive scheme over the recursive scheme~38!, from which it was
derived, is that it only involves numbers but no symbolic expressions.

In Table V we present selected results for the Pade´ predictions of thefirst coefficients of the
perturbation expansion~28! for DE0(l2) and ~29! for DE0(b), which were not used in the Pad´
approximants«2vn/2b

(n22vn/2b)5Pvn/2b
n2vn/2b for 2<n<191. The first predictionsb0

(n22vn/2b ,2vn/2b) to bn12

andB 0
(n22vn/2b ,2vn/2b) to Bn12 were computed with the help of the recursive scheme~44!. For the

sake of readability, we present in Table V only the relative errors

TABLE IV. PredictionsB n
(0,66) for the coefficientsBn166 of the perturbation series~29! for DE0(b) with 0<n<15.

n B n
(0,66) Bn168

0 20.243 941 384 991 118 295 771310108 20.243 941 384 991 118 295 782310108

1 0.250 725 042 695 070 353 544310110 0.250 725 042 695 070 353 955310110

2 20.261 457 030 278 874 510 535310112 20.261 457 030 278 874 517 978310112

3 0.276 569 040 522 183 341 803310114 0.276 569 040 522 183 434 367310114

4 20.296 701 814 375 736 021 569310116 20.296 701 814 375 736 909 442310116

5 0.322 749 390 515 363 534 568310118 0.322 749 390 515 370 538 244310118

6 20.355 923 577 678 312 610 650310120 20.355 923 577 678 359 918 630310120

7 0.397 845 013 388 761 856 087310122 0.397 845 013 389 043 208 304310122

8 20.450 670 140 529 734 425 361310124 20.450 670 140 531 237 820 183310124

9 0.517 267 603 130 982 724 472310126 0.517 267 603 138 312 496 560310126

10 20.601 463 530 952 366 420 452310128 20.601 463 530 985 369 171 801310128

11 0.708 383 831 448 709 420 419310130 0.708 383 831 587 280 706 922310130

12 20.844 934 259 800 460 726 512310132 20.844 934 260 347 380 950 714310132

13 0.102 047 769 191 033 928 036310135 0.102 047 769 395 298 233 145310135

14 20.124 779 572 617 585 209 351310137 20.124 779 573 343 562 971 244310137

15 0.154 446 315 576 951 606 777310139 0.154 446 318 044 174 985 350310139
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Rn5
b0

(n22vn/2b ,2vn/2b)2bn12

bn12
~45!

and

Rn5
B 0

(n22vn/2b ,2vn/2b)2Bn12

Bn12
. ~46!

If the input data of the recursive scheme~44! are exact rational numbers as the coefficientsbn or
Bn , then the predictions can be computed free of rounding errors. However, it turned out th
predictions computed in this way werehugerational numbers which slowed down computati
considerably. Therefore, we used the floating-point arithmetics ofMAPLE with an accuracy of 600
decimal digits for the computation of results presented in Table V.

The results in Table V show that the first coefficients not used for the construction of the´
approximants«2vn/2b

(n22vn/2b)5Pvn/2b
n2vn/2b can be predicted with remarkable accuracy by the recur

scheme~44! if n is sufficiently large. Moreover, the agreement of the relative errorsRn andRn is
stunning. However, for our purposes most important is the observation that all relative err
Table V are negative which is in agreement with the Stieltjes inequality~36!.

Thus, the prediction results of this section show that there is no significant difference be
the prediction of coefficientsbn of the perturbation series~28!, whose Stieltjes nature we want t
establish, and the prediction of the coefficientsBn of the analogous quartic anharmonic oscillat
perturbation series~29!, whose Stieltjes nature was established rigorously by Simon~Theorem

TABLE V. Relative errorsRn andRn defined in~45! and~46! of the Pade´
predictions for the first coefficients of the perturbation series~28! and ~29!
not used for the construction of the rational approximants.

n Rn Rn

2 20.295 410 699 20.316 117 394
3 20.207 610 910 20.218 823 682
4 20.759 683 86031021 20.833 341 22931021

5 20.483 909 81631021 20.522 231 97031021

6 20.197 254 00031021 20.218 362 31031021

7 20.120 176 75431021 20.130 908 85831021

50 20.258 379 657310214 20.273 374 025310214

51 20.134 007 443310214 20.141 313 446310214

52 20.658 949 507310215 20.696 514 376310215

53 20.341 294 856310215 20.359 600 798310215

54 20.167 932 626310215 20.177 342 673310215

100 20.327 674 717310229 20.341 449 758310229

101 20.166 900 610310229 20.173 636 626310229

102 20.827 630 688310230 20.862 097 827310230

103 20.421 400 183310230 20.438 256 801310230

104 20.208 999 229310230 20.217 623 211310230

140 20.354 821 178310241 20.367 523 224310241

141 20.179 775 658310241 20.186 000 741310241

142 20.893 606 384310242 20.925 378 776310242

143 20.452 675 070310242 20.468 247 723310242

144 20.225 028 932310242 20.232 976 269310242

187 20.295 089 701310255 20.304 045 084310255

188 20.146 895 157310255 20.151 456 461310255

189 20.741 750 230310256 20.764 148 505310256

190 20.369 259 543310256 20.380 666 936310256

191 20.186 438 979310256 20.192 040 968310256
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IV.2.1 of Ref. 28!. Accordingly, these results provide further numerical evidence that the pe
bation series~28! for the ground-state energy shiftDE0(l2) is indeed a Stieltjes series.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

As shown by countless monographs or articles, the mathematical theory of the conven
Hermitian Hamiltonians of quantum mechanics is well established and has reached a high
of sophistication. Moreover, the divergence and the summation of the perturbation expa
resulting from these Hamiltonians is also comparatively well understood, in particular in the
of the Pade´ summation of Stieltjes series. In contrast, the rigorous mathematical theory of
Hermitian,PT-symmetric Hamiltonians is virtually nonexistent. It is not known whether diverg
perturbation expansions resulting from such Hamiltonians can be summed to yield a un
determined result. Consequently, the best we can do for the moment is to perform num
studies from which we can try to draw general qualitative conclusions.

The main intention of this paper is to provide numerical evidence that the perturbation
~28! for the ground-state energy shiftDE0(l2) is a Stieltjes series, because this would guaran
that certain subsequences of the Pade´ table constructed from the partial sums of this perturbat
series converge to a uniquely determined summation result, as discussed in Sec. II.

If the Pade´ approximants are computed with the help of Wynn’s recursive algorithm~13!
according to~15! and~17!—as it is done in this paper—and if the series to be transformed is
moment expansion of a Stieltjes function, then the Pade´ approximants must satisfy inequality~27!.
As shown in Table II, the Pade´ summation results for the perturbation series~28! for the ground-
state energy shiftDE0(l2) as well as for the analogous perturbation series~29! for the ground-
state energy shiftDE0(b) of the quartic anharmonic oscillator, which is known to be a Stiel
series, satisfy this inequality. Moreover, the divergence of the two perturbation expansion~28!
and~29! as well as as the convergence of their Pade´ summation results is virtually indistinguish
able if the two coupling constantsl andb satisfy ~7!.

If a PadéapproximantPm
l (z) constructed from the partial sums~22! of the moment expansion

for a Stieltjes functionF(z) is expanded in power series aroundz50 according to~35!, then this
series must be strictly alternating forz.0 just like the Stieltjes series forF(z). Moreover, the
coefficientsmn

[ l /m] of this expansion are bounded in magnitude by the Stieltjes momentmn

according to inequality~36!.
Thus, via inequality~36! it can be checked whether a moment expansion of the type of~20!

is a Stieltjes series. However, the accuracy-through-order relationship~12! implies that this in-
equality is by default satisfied for all indicesn< l 1m, and only forn> l 1m11 do we obtain
useful information. In particular for large values ofl andm, the symbolic construction of Pad´
approximants and their subsequent expansion may become quite demanding both with res
time and memory.

These computational problems can to some extent be overcome by expressing the P´ ap-
proximantsPk

k1n(z), that can be computed with the help of Wynn’s epsilon algorithm, accord
to ~37! by the partial sum from which it was constructed plus the transformation t
zn12k11w2k

(n)(z). The quantitiesw2k
(n)(z) can be computed recursively with the help of~38!, and

their computation is less demanding than the recursive computation of the corresponding´
approximantsPk

k1n(z). Moreover, the Taylor expansion ofw2k
(n)(z) according to~40! yields the

desired coefficientsmn12k1n11
[k1n/k] with n>0.

In Tables III and IV, we proceed as described previously and confirm the validity of
Stieltjes inequality~36! in the case of the first 15 coefficients of the quantitiesw66

(0)(l2) and
w66

(0)(b) corresponding to the Pade´ approximantsP33
33(l2) and P33

33(b), respectively. In this con-
text, it is remarkable that the quality of the predictions is virtually indistinguishable although
coefficientsbn of the PT-symmetric perturbation series grow much more rapidly than the co
cientsBn for the quartic anharmonic oscillator.

For larger values ofn and k the symbolic computation of the quantitiesw2k
(n)(z) via the

recursive scheme~38! becomes quite demanding. In such a case, it is much simpler to com
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only the prediction for the first series coefficient not used for the computation ofw2k
(n)(z). This can

be done with the help of the recursive scheme~44!. In Table V we show that all first predictions
which we can compute from the coefficientsbn and Bn with 1<n<192, satisfy the Stieltjes
inequality ~36!. Moreover, the quality of the prediction results is again virtually identical.

We are of course aware that numerical results cannot replace rigorous mathematical
Nevertheless, we believe that our numerical experiments are both interesting and useful, a
they provide considerable evidence that the perturbation series~28! for the ground-state energ
shift DE0(l2) of the PT-symmetric Hamiltonian~1! is indeed a Stieltjes series, which wou
imply that the Pade´ summation of this divergent perturbation series converges.
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Given the abstract wave equationf̈2Daf50, whereDa is the Laplace operator
with a point interaction of strengtha, we define and studyW̄a , the associated wave
generator in the phase space of finite energy states. We prove the existence of the
phase flow generated byW̄a , and describe its most relevant properties with a
particular emphasis on the associated symplectic structure and scattering theory.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1360194#

I. INTRODUCTION

To introduce the problem we begin with a well known example. Given the free scalar,zero
mass, wave equation,

f̈2Df50, ~1!

the usual attitude in the literature is to search the solutions in the real Sobolev–Hilbert
H2(R3); in order to fix the notations we recall thatHs(R3), sPR, is defined as the set o
tempered distributions with a Fourier transform which is square integrable w.r.t. the measur
density (11uku2)s. This is a standard mathematical choice but not the more natural one. In
Eq. ~1! can be written in the first order form

ċ5Wc, ~2!

where the linear operator,

W:H2~R3! % H1~R3!→H1~R3! % L2~R3!,

is defined as

WS f

ḟ D 5S 0 1

D 0D S f

ḟ D . ~3!

HereD is the usual Laplace operator viewed as a self-adjoint operator onL2(R3). It is well known
that Eq.~2! generates a strongly continuous one parameter group of evolution,

Ut:H1~R3! % L2~R3!→H1~R3! % L2~R3!.

This group is energy preserving, i.e., there exists an energy form

a!Electronic mail: posilicano@mat.unimi.it
21840022-2488/2001/42(5)/2184/19/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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E~f,ḟ !5 1
2~ iḟi2

21iA2Dfi2
2!,

coinciding with the Hamiltonian of the system, preserved by the flow. MoreoverUt constitutes a
group of canonical transformations w.r.t. the symplectic form

v„~f,ḟ !,~w,ẇ !…ª^f,ẇ&2^w,ḟ&

@^•,•& denoting the usual scalar product onL2(R3)# andW is nothing but the Hamiltonian vecto
field corresponding, viav, to E.

As the form of HamiltonianE suggests, a more natural domain for the study of the sys
described by~3! is the space of the finite energy states, which is larger than the original
because the first componentf of such a state is not necessarily square integrable, as inste
implicit in the standard Sobolev environment recalled above. This more suitable description
as follows.

Let us define~general and more complete definitions will be given in the following secti!

H̄1(R3) as the completion of the spaceC0
`(R3) in the normiA2D fi2 . Now it is possible to

define the new operatorW̄ on H̄1(R3) % L2(R3), the Hilbert space of finite energy states, by

W̄:H̄2~R3! % H1~R3!→H̄1~R3! % L2~R3!, W̄~f,ḟ !ª~ḟ,Df!, ~4!

where

H̄2~R3!ª$fPH̄1~R3!:DfPL2~R3!%.

It is an easy matter to verify thatW̄ is a skew-adjoint operator~see, e.g., Ref. 1, Thm. 2.1.2, Re
2, Sec. XI.10! so that due to the Stone theorem it defines a strongly continuous one para
group of evolution,

Ūt:H̄1~R3! % L2~R3!→H̄1~R3! % L2~R3!,

which is trivially energy preserving, just because the energy coincides with the norm of the H
space, and the flow is given by a group of isometric operators. This procedure generalizes
case in which one considers an abstract wave equation with a positive self-adjoint operator
place of2D ~see Ref. 3 and Ref. 4, Sec. 8!.

Here we consider and study in detail the case in which2D is replaced by2Da , the Laplace
operator with a point interaction of strengtha ~see Sec. II for its precise definition!, and construct
the corresponding wave generatorW̄a ; since2Da is not positive whena,0 one cannot directly
use the results appearing in Refs. 3 and 4.

The abstract wave equation corresponding toDa , i.e.,

f̈2Daf50, ~5!

was introduced for the first time in Ref. 5. There, whenf is vector-valued and whena
52 mc/e ~m the phenomenological mass,c the velocity of light,e the electric charge!, it is
shown that~5! describes the evolution of the electromagnetic field self-interacting with a p
particle in the dipole approximation~the so called linearized Pauli–Fierz model!. Another model
connected with the wave equation~5!, often studied in the 1950s and 1960s literature on ex
models in quantum field theory, is the so called ‘‘pair theory’’~see Refs. 6–8 and reference
therein!. The classical version of this model is the regularized version of the one we study
and many at the time unanswered questions about its behavior in the ultraviolet limit find
rigorous collocation in the present work.
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In Refs. 5, 9, and 10 it is also shown that the Cauchy problem is well posed on the phase
D1(R3) % L2(R3), D1(R3).H1(R3) % R, @refer to Sec. II for the definition ofD1(R3)# and that
the corresponding strongly continuous one parameter group of evolution,

Ua
t :D1~R3! % L2~R3!→D1~R3! % L2~R3!,

preserves the energy,

Ea~f,ḟ !ª 1
2 ~ iḟi2

21Fa~f,f!!,

whereFa denotes the bilinear form corresponding to the self-adjoint operator2Da . Therefore,
analogously to the case of the free wave equation, the problem of defining~5! on the larger space
of finite energy states naturally arises. The theory of delta point interactions was originally d
oped in the context of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics~see Ref. 11 and references therein!; this
made it natural to useL2(R3) as the underlying Hilbert space and so, in order to define
dynamics on the space of finite energy states, one has to modify the original definition of2Da ,
to allow the elements of its domain being not square integrable. This is done in Sec. III whe
also show~Thm. 3.1! that the operatorsW̄a here constructed generate an evolution groupŪa

t , a
fact that, in the casea<0, is not immediately evident. So, as an aside result, a conserved e
form exists; this form however is not positive whena,0, and therefore it is not suitable to defin
the norm of the appropriate phase space.

In Sec. IV we treat the Hamiltonian formulation of the wave equations with delta interact
Here we solve the problem by giving a complex structureJa commuting with the operatorW̄a .
This leads to an equivalent Schro¨dinger-like first order formulation which, also in view of a futu
quantization of the dynamical system under study, plays a key role. The complex structure
mentioned is obtained considering separately the casea<0 from the other case: in the strictl
negative case we obtain an invariant splitting of the phase space and the complex structure
a way that the Hamiltonian vector field appears separately as a Schro¨dinger equation both on the
stable and unstable part of the phase space; in particular, on the unstable subspace, which
dimensional, the Hamiltonian is that of a harmonic repulsor, and the Schro¨dinger equation is the
corresponding ordinary differential equation, as expected.

The last topic treated~see Sec. V! is the scattering theory for the pair of operators (W̄a ,W̄).
The Hilbert phase spaces forW̄a andW̄ being different, a resort has to be made to the two Hilb
space scattering theory introduced by Kato in Ref. 4. Using the Birman invariance principl
the trace condition of the Birman–Kuroda theorem, we are able to prove the existence
Möller wave operators and their completeness~Thms. 5.1 and 5.2!. As a consequence of th
machinery needed for the definition of wave operators, one obtains a relation@see ~12!–~14!#
between the evolution group~acting on the real Hilbert space of states with finite energy! gener-
ated byW̄a and the unitary group@acting on the complex Hilbert spaceLC

2 (R3), the complexifi-
cation ofL2(R3)# generated byA2Da ~in the casea,0 one considers only the positive part
the operator!. This can be seen as a variation of the procedure applied in Sec. III in case on
the standard complex structure onLC

2 (R3): indeed the two structures are related in a simple w
@see ~10! and ~11!#. The relations~12!–~14! could also be used to define the groupŪa

t , the
generator of which is easily seen to beW̄a , providing an alternative proof of the existence of t
dynamics.

II. PRELIMINARIES

We start by giving definitions and main properties of the Sobolev type spaces needed
sequel, and to which we made reference in the Introduction. We define the family of pre-H
spacesH̃s(R3), sPR, as the set of tempered distributions with a Fourier transform~denoted bŷ
or by F! which is square integrable w.r.t. the measure with densityuku2s. The scalar product is
defined as
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^f1 ,f2&sªE
R3

dk uku2sf̂1~k! f̂2~k!.

Note that, whens.0, Hs(R3),H̃s(R3) andH̃2s(R3),H2s(R3), the embeddings being continu
ous. Sinceuku22s is locally integrable for anys,3/2,

;s, 3
2 , L2~R3,uxu2s dx!,S8~R3!, H̃s~R3![F 21

„L2~R3,uku2s dk!…,

and thusH̃s(R3) is complete for anys,3/2 and coincides with the usual Riesz potential spa
~see, e.g., Ref. 12, Sec. 7.1.2!.

We can then define the isomorphism (r 2s,3/2),

~2D̄ !s/2:H̃r~R3!→H̃r 2s~R3!, F„~2D̄ !s/2f…~k!ªukusf̂~k!.

Our notation is justified by observing that, in the case 0,r 5s,3/2, (2D̄)s/2 coincides with the
closure of (2D)s/2:Hs(R3)→L2(R3).

Since, contrary to what happens for the usual Sobolev chainHs(R3), H̃r(R3) is not included
in H̃s(R3) when r .s, we also define the sequence of spaces,

H̄n~R3!ª ù
k51

n

H̃k~R3![F 21~ ù
k51

n

L2~R3,uxu2k dx!!.

Obvioulsy H̄n(R3) is a Hilbert space with norm

ifi H̄nªS (
k51

n

i~2D̄ !k/2fi2
2D 1/2

.

We come now to point interactions; for their general theory of we refer to Ref. 11; here we co
ourselves to the essential definitions and results. The operator2Da describing a standard poin
interaction at the origin with strengtha is defined as follows. Let us introduce the dense lin
subspace ofL2(R3),

Da
2~R3!ªH fPL2~R3! : f5fl1QfGl , flPH2~R3!,S a1

Al

4p DQf5fl~0!J ,

where 0,lÞ2sign(a) (4pa)2 and

Gl~x!5
e2Aluxu

4puxu
.

The Laplacian with a point interaction with strengtha is the operator,

2Da :Da
2~R3!→L2~R3!, 2Dafª2Dfl2lQfGl .

Its resolvent is given by

~2Da1l!215~2D1l!211S a1
Al

4p D 21

Gl ^ Gl ,

whereGl ^ Gl(f)ª^Gl ,f& Gl .
The bilinear form corresponding to2Da has domainD1(R3)3D1(R3),

D1~R3!ª$fPL2~R3! : f5fl1QfGl ,flPH1~R3!, QfPR%,
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and is defined by

Fa~f,w!ª^~2D1l!1/2fl ,~2D1l!1/2wl&2l^f,w&1S a1
Al

4p DQfQw

~see Ref. 13!. Both the expressions forFa and 2Da contain the arbitrary parameterl, but
contrary to the appearance, they do not depend on it. Indeed~following Ref. 14, Sec. 2! the
operator and form domain can be defined in the following alternative, and more useful, way
that, since for anyl.0,

GlPL2~R3! , G2GlPH̄2~R3!, ~G2Gl!~0!5
Al

4p
,

where

G~x!5
1

4puxu
,

defining

f regªfl1Qf~Gl2G!PH̄2~R3!,

we have equivalently,

Da
2~R3!5$fPL2~R3!:f5f reg1QfG,f regPH̄2~R3!, QfPR,a Qf5f reg~0!%.

Correspondingly, the form domain is

D1~R3!5$fPL2~R3!:f5f reg1QfG,f regPH̄1~R3!,QfPR%,

so that, with this definition, the singular part of the field is exactly Coulombian. However su
singular field Gis not in the configuration space D1(R3). The removal of this incongruence wi
lead, in the following section, to the introduction of the operatorW̄a .

With the domains so given we can redefine the operator and the form as

2Daf52D̄f reg

and

Fa~f,w!5^~2D̄ !1/2f reg,~2D̄ !1/2w reg&1a QfQw .

Now it is well known~see Ref. 11, Chap. I.1! that 2Da is a self-adjoint operator inL2(R3). An
important property is that2Da is positive only fora>0, whereas fora,0 it is only bounded
from below; more precisely ifa>0 ~repulsivedelta interactions! the spectrum of the operator i
absolutely continuous and coinciding with@0,1`); if a,0 ~attractive delta interactions! the
spectrum is given by$2l0%ø@0,1`), where2l052(4pa)2 is an isolated negative eigen
value, and the remaining part of the spectrum is absolutely continuous. In the Schro¨dinger case
this eigenvalue corresponds to a bound state, while in the wave case where one has a seco
equation in time, it leads to unstable solutions exponentially running away in the past or
future ~see Refs. 5, 9, 10 and reference therein for the meaning of these well known run
solutions in classical electrodynamics!.

We now come to the wave generator associated to the standard delta operator. Its dom
action are given by
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Wa :Da
2~R3! % D1~R3!→D1~R3! % L2~R3!,

WaS f

ḟ D 5S 0 1

Da 0D S f

ḟ D . ~6!

By considering the Hilbert space structure given byD1(R3) % L2(R3).H1(R3) % R% L2(R3) this
operator is the generator of a strongly continuous group of operators,

Ua
t :D1~R3! % L2~R3!→D1~R3! % L2~R3!.

In the casea>0 this is an immediate consequence of the skew-adjointness ofWa with respect to
the positive energy scalar product on the phase space given by

^^~f,ḟ !,~w,ẇ !&&aª^ḟ,ẇ&1Fa~f,w!. ~7!

More precisely one has the following result~the proof being a straighforward calculation!.
Theorem 2.1:For any aPR, with respect to the scalar product^^•,•&&b , b>0, one has

D~Wa* !5D~Wb!

and

Wa* ~f,ḟ !52S ḟ reg1
a

b
QḟG,D̄f regD , b.0,

Wa* ~f,ḟ !52~ḟ reg1QḟG,D̄f reg![Wb~f,ḟ ! , b505a.

In the casea,0 the operatorWa is readily proven to be a generator by considering the oper

Wa,l~f,ḟ !ª„ḟ,~Da2l!f reg…,

where l.l0 . This, being now2Da1l positive, is skew-adjoint with respect to the sca
product,

^^~f,ḟ !,~w,ẇ !&&a,lª^ḟ,ẇ&1Fa~f,w!1l^f,w&, ~8!

and so it generates a group of isometries@w.r.t. the Hilbert structure given by~8!#. The original
operatorWa , being a perturbation of the previous one by a bounded operator, also gener
strongly continuous group of operators on the phase space~which however are no longer isome
tries!.

We now describe an alternative way to prove thatWa , a,0, is a generator. Such a differen
method will play a key role in the next sections. As we already said before in the casea,0 the
self-adjoint operator2Da has a negative eigenvalue2l0 ~with corresponding normalized eigen
vector 4pA22a Gl0

) which gives rise to the runaway solutions of the wave equation assoc
to Wa . Proceeding as in Ref. 10, Sec. 4~note that there we worked with the different decomp
sition f5fl0

1QfGl0
! we consider the linear operator

Wa
nr :@Da

2~R3!#nr% @D1~R3!#nr→@D1~R3!#nr% @L2~R3!#nr ,

WaS f

ḟ D 5S 0 1

Da
nr 0D S f

ḟ D ,

where, given any vector subspaceV#L2(R3), we have defined the corresponding ‘‘nonrunawa
subspace@V#nr by
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@V#nrª$fPV:^f,Gl0
&50%,

and

Da
nr
ª~Da! u[D

a
2(R3)] nr

[Pnr•~Da! u[D
a
2(R3)] nr

,

Pnr being the orthogonal projector onto@L2(R3)#nr . By simple calculations one has~see Ref. 10,
Sec. 4#!

@D1~R3!#nr5$fPD1~R3!:Qf524pAl0 ^f reg,Gl0
&%,

@Da
2~R3!#nr5$fPDa

2~R3!:f reg~0!5l0 ^f reg,Gl0
&%,

and

Da
nrf5D̄f reg28pAl0 ^D̄f reg,Gl0

&Gl0

5D̄f reg18pAl0 ^~2D̄1l0!f reg,Gl0
&Gl0

28pAl0 l0 ^f reg,Gl0
&Gl0

5D̄f reg.

The non-negativebilinear form associated to2Da
nr is then

Fa
nr~f,w!5^~2D̄ !1/2f reg,~2D̄ !1/2w reg&24p l0

3/2^f reg,Gl0
&^w reg,Gl0

&

andWa
nr is skew-adjoint w.r.t. the scalar product

^^~f,ḟ !,~w,ẇ !&&a
nr
ª^ḟ,ẇ&1Fa

nr~f,w!.

The strongly continuous one parameter group of evolution generated byWa
nr preserves thenon-

negativeenergy,

E a
nr~f,ḟ !ª 1

2„^ḟ,ḟ&1Fa
nr~f,f!…,

which coincides with the Hamiltonian of the system w.r.t. the symplectic formv ~see Ref. 10,
Thm. 4.2# for an alternative Hamiltonian picture!.

SinceDaGl0
5l0Gl0

, and

Da
2~R3!.@Da

2~R3!#nr% R,

D1~R3!.@D1~R3!#nr% R,

L2~R3!.@L2~R3!#nr% R,

we can write

Wa5Wa
nr3L0 ,

where

L0 :R2→R2, L0~x,ẋ!ª~ ẋ,l0x!.

ThereforeWa , a,0, is a generator and
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Ua
t [etWa5etWa

nr
3etL0.

Here and below, given two linear operatorsA1 :D(A1)→H1 and A2 :D(A2)→H2 , A1

3A2 :D(A1)3D(A2)→H1% H2 denotes the linear operator defined by

A13A2 ~f1 ,f2!ª~A1f1 ,A2f2!.

In conclusion, for anyaPR, Ua
t is a group of canonical transformation w.r.t. the symplectic fo

v, andWa is the Hamiltonian vector field corresponding to the energy

Ea~f,ḟ !5
1

2
~ iḟi2

21Fa~f,f! ![E~f reg,ḟ !1
a

2
Qf

2 .

Let us remark that the flowUa
t can be explicitly calculated~see Ref. 5, Thm. 3.1!.

III. THE OPERATOR W̄a

Now we would like to mimic the construction of the energy space for the usual wave
erator and the extension of the operator itself, to the case of delta point interactions. To th
let us define the linear operator,

W̄a :D̄a
2~R3! % D1~R3!→D̄1~R3! % L2~R3! , W̄a~f,ḟ !ª~ḟ,D̄f reg!,

where

D̄a
2~R3!ª$f5f reg1QfG,f regPH̄2~R3!,QfPR,a Qf5f reg~0!%,

D̄1~R3!ª$f5f reg1QfG,f regPH̄1~R3!,QfPR%.

Analogously to the free case,D̄1(R3) % L2(R3) describes now the space of finite energy sta
Moreover the Coulombian singularityG is now in the configuration space D1̄(R3).

Introducing the Hilbert space structure given byD̄1(R3) % L2(R3).H̄1(R3) % R% L2(R3) we
want now to show that also in this caseW̄a generates a strongly continuous one parameter gr
of evolution. Whena.0, considering, similarly to the case ofWa , the scalar product,

^^~f,ḟ !,~w,ẇ !&&aª^ḟ,ẇ&1^~2D̄ !1/2f reg,~2D̄ !1/2w reg&1a QfQw ,

one can prove thatW̄a is skew-adjoint and so it is a generator. Note that whena50, contrary to
the situation discussed in the previous section,^^•,•&&a is no more a scalar product, being ann
hilated by the zero energy eigenvector (G,0) ~this fact has to be compared with the presence o
zero energy resonance for2D0!. In order to show that also in the casea<0 W̄a is a generator one
cannot use the same strategy as before consisting in a translation, since the scalar produ~8! is
now ill-defined,D̄1(R3) being not a subset ofL2(R3). So the perturbation argument fails and w
are forced to proceed in an alternative way. The decomposition ofWa , a,0, introduced at the
end of the previous section is our starting point: we simply extend it to the case ofW̄a . Therefore
we define, whena,0,

@D̄a
2~R3!#nr5$fPD̄a

2~R3!:f reg~0!5l0 ^f reg,Gl0
&%

@D̄1~R3!#nr5$fPD̄1~R3!:Qf524pAl0 ^f reg,Gl0
&%,

and
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W̄a
nr :@D̄a

2~R3!#nr% @D1~R3!#nr→@D̄1~R3!#nr% @L2~R3!#nr ,

W̄a
nr~f,ḟ !ª~ḟ,D̄a

nrf!,

where

D̄a
nr :@D̄a

2~R3!#nr→@L2~R3!#nr ,

D̄a
nrfªD̄f reg.

With such definitionsW̄a
nr results skew-adjoint with respect to the scalar product on@D̄1(R3)#nr

% @L2(R3)#nr given by

^^~f,ḟ !,~w,ẇ !&&a
nr
ª^ḟ,ẇ&1^~2D̄ !1/2f reg,~2D̄ !1/2w reg&24p l0

3/2^f reg,Gl0
&^w reg,Gl0

&.

Moreover, since

D̄a
2~R3!.@D̄a

2~R3!#nr% R, D̄1~R3!.@D1~R3!#nr% R,

similarly to the case ofWa , we have

W̄a5W̄a
nr3L0 .

For the casea50 a similar decomposition is possible by using the projection onto the subs
orthogonal to the eigenvector (G,0). Indeed, defining

W̄(0) :H̄0
2~R3! % D1~R3!→H̄1~R3! % L2~R3!, W̄(0)~f,ḟ !ª~ḟ reg,D̄f!,

where H̄0
2(R3)ª$fPH̄2(R3):f(0)50%, the operatorW̄(0) is skew-adjoint with respect to th

scalar product

^^~f,ḟ !,~w,ẇ !&& (0)ª^ẇ,ẇ&1^~2D̄ !1/2f,~2D̄ !1/2w&

and, sinceD̄1(R3).H̄1(R3) % R, the following decomposition holds:

W̄05W̄(0)30.

We can now state our result regarding the existence of dynamics.
Theorem 3.1: W̄a is a closed operator coinciding with the closure of Wa . It generates a

strongly continuous group of evolution,

Ūa
t :D̄1~R3! % L2~R3!→D̄1~R3! % L2~R3!,

which can be defined as

Ūa
t ~f,ḟ !5 lim

n↑`

Ua
t ~fn ,ḟ !,

where$fn%1
`,D1(R3) is any sequence such thatfn→f in D̄1(R3).

Proof: W̄a is a generator since it is skew-adjoint whena.0 andW̄05W̄(0)30, W̄a5W̄a
nr

3L0 , a,0, where bothW̄(0) andW̄a
nr are skew-adjoint. ThereforeW̄a is closed. By its definition

W̄a is equal toWa on Da
2(R3) % D1(R3) and so it coincides with the closure ofWa if Da

2(R3)
% D1(R3) is a core. This is proven as follows:
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analogously to the case ofWa , anyfPD̄a
2(R3) admits the representation

f5fl1QfGl ,

where

fl5f reg2Qf~Gl2G!PH̄2~R3!

and

S a1
Al

4p DQf5fl~0!.

Consider then a sequencefl
n in H2(R3) and define

fnªfl
n1QnGl PDa

2~R3!,

where

QnªS a1
Al

4p D 21

fl
n~0!.

Now if fl
n converges inH̄2(R3) to fl , we have thatQn converges toQf , thanks to the

continuous embedding ofH̄2(R3) in Cb
0(R3) ~see, e.g., Ref. 12, Sec. 5.6.2!.

W̄a being equal toWa on Da
2(R3) % D1(R3), the same is true for the corresponding groups

evolution. SinceDa
2(R3) % D1(R3) is dense inD1(R3) % L2(R3) which is continuously embedde

in D̄1(R3) % L2(R3), one has the equalityŪa
t (f,ḟ)5Ua

t (f,ḟ) for anyfPD1(R3). The proof is
then concluded by the denseness ofD1(R3) in D̄1(R3). h

Let us remark, that sinceW̄a is the closure ofWa , our construction coincides, in the cas
a>0, with the abstract one given in Ref. 3~see also Ref. 4, Sec. 8 for a similar constructio!.
Moreover, sinceWa5Wa

nr3L0 whena,0, one has thatW̄a
nr is the closure ofWa

nr .

IV. THE SYMPLECTIC STRUCTURE

The standard symplectic structure recalled in the Introduction,

v„~f,ḟ !,~w,ẇ !…ª^f,ẇ&2^w,ḟ&,

it is not well defined on the phase space of finite energy states, i.e.,D̄1(R3) % L2(R3). This
requires a different approach to the Hamiltonian description of the dynamical system descri
the previous paragraph. The problem shows up already in the case of the free wave equatio
the phase spaceH̄1(R3) % L2(R3); usually in the standard literature on infinite dimensional Ham
tonian systems~see, e.g., Ref. 15! only the easier case of the free field with strictly positive ma
is explicitly discussed.

We recall that~see Refs. 16, 15! when the Hilbert space carries a complex structureJ, it is
possible to complexify the space in such a way that the imaginary part of the complex
product turns out to be a symplectic form, while the real part is the old~real! scalar product,
coinciding with the energy. Any skew-adjoint operatorA commutingwith J remains skew-adjoint
within the complex Hilbert space, so thatiAªJ•A is self-adjoint. Therefore, sinceetA

[e2 i t ( iA), A generates a strongly continuous group of unitary~hence symplectic! transformations.
More precisely, collecting the known results on the subject~see, e.g., Ref. 15, Sec. 2.6, Sec. 2
Ref. 16, Chap. II!, we state the following.
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Theorem 4.1:Let A be an injective skew-adjoint operator on the real Hilbert space H w
inner product^•,•&. Then the closure of the densely defined linear operator,

A•~2A2!21/2:Range~A!→H,

defines a complex structureJ commuting with A. Defining, for anycPH, the multiplication by
the complex number i as

i cªJc,

H becomes a complex Hilbert space with a Hermitian inner product,

@c1 ,c2#ª^c1 ,c2&1 i ^c1 ,Jc2&.

The strongly continuous one parameter group Ut
ªetA is a group of symplectic transformation

relative to the symplectic form

V~c1 ,c2!ªIm @c1 ,c2#,

and the linear vector field,

A:D~A!→H

is Hamiltonian with an associated densely defined Hamiltonian function

H:D~Q!→R , H~c!ª 1
2 Q~c!,

whereQ denotes the quadratic form associated to the self-adjoint operatorJ•A.
A wide class of examples is obtained by the following construction, which is a simple

sequence of the above theorem. Let us consider an injective non-negative self-adjoint ope

B:D~B!→K

on the Hilbert spaceK and let us consider the closure of

S 0 1

2B2 0D
on the Hilbert spaceH5D̄(B) % K, whereD̄(B) is the completion ofD(B) with respect to the
norm iuiBªiBuiK . In the case in which this closure is injective, the complex structureJ given
by the previous theorem is

JB :D̄~B! % K→D̄~B! % K, JB~u,v !5~B̄21v,B̄u!,

whereB̄ andB̄21 are the closures, respectively, ofB and its inverseB21:Range (B)→D̄(B). This
allows us to endowH with the structure of a complex Hilbert space, which we continue to callH;
precisely, defined a generic element aswª(u,v)PD̄(B) % K, the Hermitian scalar product inH
is

@w1 ,w2#Bª^^w1 ,w2&&B1 i ^^w1 ,JBw2&&B ,

where

^^w1 ,w2&&Bª^B̄u1 ,B̄u2&1^v1 ,v2&.

On the productH3H we have the symplectic form
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VB :D̄~B! % K3D̄~B! % K→R, VB~w1 ,w2!5^^w1 ,JBw2&&.

With respect to the complex variablew, the wave equation,

ü52B̄2u, ~9!

assumes the Schro¨dinger-like form,

2 i ẇ5B̄w.

Moreover such an equation is Hamiltonian w.r.t. the symplectic formVB and the densely define
Hamiltonian function,

HB :D~B̄3/2!3D~B̄1/2!→R, HB~w!5 1
2 ~ iB̄1/2vi21iB̄3/2ui2!,

where the operatorB̄s is defined as the closure ofBs.
The strongly continuous symplectic group of operators obtained by solving Eq.~9! preserves

the energyEB(u,v)ª 1
2 @w,w#B .

An immediate example is given by the choiceB5A2D:H1(R3)→L2(R3), corresponding to
the standard wave equation and leading to the complex structure

J:H̄1~R3! % L2~R3!→H̄1~R3! % L2~R3!,

J~f,ḟ !ª„~2D̄ !21/2ḟ,2~2D̄ !1/2f….

Other concrete examples are obtained when the operatorB2 is a point interaction, more precisel
B5A2Da:D1(R3)→L2(R3) with a.0. In this case the corresponding complex structure
given by

Ja :D̄1~R3! % L2~R3!→D̄1~R3! % L2~R3!,

Ja~f,ḟ !ª„~2D̄a!21/2ḟ,2~2D̄a!1/2f….

The same procedure is not directly applicable to the casesa<0, due to the lack of skew-
adjointness and injectivity for the operatorW̄a . A natural way out is to project the operator on th
subspace of absolute continuity and to apply the abstract scheme to this projection. This
well for the casea,0, whereas the casea50 deserves a different treatment. Here are the de
of the two constructions.

In the casea,0 we have seen in Sec. III thatW̄a
nr is skew-adjoint, w.r.t. the scalar produ

^^•,•&&a
nr , and one-to-one. Therefore we can apply to it Thm. 4.1~or better the successive examp

with B5A2Da
nr! obtaining the complex structureJa commuting withWa , a,0, defined as

JaªJ a
nr3 j ,

where

J a
nr :@D̄1~R3!#nr% @L2~R3!#nr→@D̄1~R3!#nr% @L2~R3!#nr ,

J a
nr~f,ḟ !5„~2D̄a

nr!21/2ḟ,2~2D̄a
nr!1/2f…

and

j :R2→R2, j~x,ẋ!ª~ ẋ,2x!.
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Here, analogously to the casea.0, the linear operators,

~2D̄a
nr!1/2:@D̄1~R3!#nr→@L2~R3!#nr ,

and

~2D̄a
nr!21/2:@L2~R3!#nr→@D̄1~R3!#nr ,

are defined as the closures of

~2Da
nr!1/2:@D1~R3!#nr,@D̄1~R3!#nr→@L2~R3!#nr

and

~2Da
nr!21/2:Range„~2Da

nr!1/2
…,@L2~R3!#nr→@D̄1~R3!#nr ,

respectively.
We have then the complex Hilbert space of the couples,

„c,z)ª~~f,ḟ !,~x,ẋ!…P@D̄1~R3!#nr% @L2~R3!#nr% R2,

with the Hermitian scalar product

@~c1 ,z1!,~c2 ,z2!#aª@c1 ,c2#a
nr1@z1 ,z2#,

where

@c1 ,c2#a
nr
ª^^c1 ,c2&&a

nr1 i ^^c1 ,J a
nrc2&&a

nr ,

and

@z1 ,z2#ª~z1 ,z2!1 i ~z1 , jz2!, ~z1 ,z2!ª ẋ1ẋ21x1x2 .

The associated symplectic form is

Va :@D̄1~R3!#nr% @L2~R3!#nr% R2→R,

Va„~c1 ,z1!,~c2 ,z2!…5^^c1 ,J a
nrc2&&a

nr1~z1 , jz2!.

With respect to the complex variables (c,z) the wave equation corresponding toWa takes the
Schrödinger-like form

H 2 i ċ5~2D̄a
nr!1/2c,

2 i ż5L0z,
L0ªS 2l0 0

0 1D ,

and such an equation is Hamiltonian w.r.t. the symplectic formVa and the densely define
Hamiltonian function

Ha :D~Q a
nr! % R2→R, Ha~c,z!5 1

2 Q a
nr~c!1 1

2 ~L0z,z!,

where

Q a
nr~f,ḟ !5 1

2 ~ i~2D̄a
nr!1/4ḟi2

21i~2D̄a
nr!3/4fi2

2!

is the quadratic form associated to the self-adjoint operatorJ a
nr
•Wa

nr .
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If ( f,ḟ)PD̄1(R3) % L2(R3) has the orthogonal decomposition (f,ḟ)[c1zG̃, where G̃
denotes the normalized eigenvector corresponding tol0 , then

Ea~f,ḟ !5 1
2 @c,c#a

nr1 1
2 ~L0z,z!.

Therefore, being

Ūa
t 5etW̄a

nr
3etL0,

a strongly continuous group of unitary and symplectic transformations, the energy is conser
the flow.

We come now to the casea50. In this case, in order to apply Thm. 4.1, which requir
injectivity, it is necessary to project onto the subspace orthogonal to the eigenvector (G,0). Being
W̄(0) one-to-one and skew-adjoint w.r.t. the scalar product^^•,•&& (0) , one can then apply Thm
4.1 thus obtaining a one parameter groupŪ (0)

t of symplectic transformations such that

Ū0
t 5Ū (0)

t 31,

and soŪ0
t preserves the energyE0(f,ḟ)5E(f reg,,ḟ).

Since (2D0)1/2f5(2D̄)1/2f reg ~note that this equality holds true only in the casea50! one
has

f reg5~2D̄ !21/2
•~2D0!1/2f,

and so, when (f,ḟ)PH̄0
2(R3) % D1(R3),

J•W̄(0)~f,ḟ !5„~2D̄ !1/2f,~2D0!1/2ḟ…[„~2D̄0!1/2f,~2D0!1/2ḟ….

Moreover,J commutes withW̄(0) @see ~15! in the next section# and soJ coincides with the
complex structure associated toW̄(0) by Thm. 4.1. With respect to the complex variablec

5(f,ḟ) the wave equation corresponding toW̄(0) assumes the Schro¨dinger-like form

2 i ċ5~2D̄0!1/2c.

We summarize the results obtained in the following.
Theorem 4.2:For everyaPR\$0% there exists a symplectic form,

Va :D̄1~R3! % L2~R3!3D̄1~R3! % L2~R3!→R,

with respect to which the vector field

W̄a :D̄a
2~R3!3D1~R3!→D̄1~R3! % L2~R3!

is Hamiltonian. Moreover fora<0 the analogous result occurs for the reduced vector fields

W̄a
nr :@D̄a

2~R3!#nr3@D̄1~R3!#nr→@D̄1~R3!#nr% @L2~R3!#nr

and

W̄(0) :H̄0
2~R3! % D1~R3!→H̄1~R3! % L2~R3!.

For everyaPR the evolution group Ūa
t preserves the energy,
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Ea~f,ḟ !5 1
2„iḟi2

21Fa~f,f!….

V. SCATTERING THEORY

The Hilbert spaces where the operatorsW̄a andW̄ act on, respectively,D̄1(R3) % L2(R3) and
H̄1(R3) % L2(R3), are different~also as sets!, and so one is forced to use a two Hilbert spa
formulation to treat scattering theory for the pair (W̄a ,W̄). We refer to the seminal paper by Kato4

for the relevant constructions and results in scattering theory with two Hilbert spaces. O
proach will follow the lines of the construction given in Ref. 4, Secs. 8–9~also see Ref. 17, Sec
3.5!.

From now on, given the real vector spaceL2(R3), we will denote byLC
2 (R3) the complex

vector space,

LC
2 ~R3!ª$f11 if2 ,f1 ,f2PL2~R3!%.

We begin introducing the isometries

C:H̄1~R3! % L2~R3!→LC
2 ~R3!,

C~f,ḟ ![C0~f,ḟ !ª~2D̄ !1/2f2 i ḟ,

Ca :D̄1~R3! % L2~R3!→LC
2 ~R3!, a.0,

Ca~f,ḟ !ª~2D̄a!1/2f2 i ḟ,

Ca :@D̄1~R3!#nr% @L2~R3!#nr→@LC
2 ~R3!#nr , a,0,

Ca„~f,ḟ !…ª~2D̄a
nr!1/2f2 i ḟ.

These isometries lead to the following relations:

J5C21
• iC, ~10!

Ja5Ca
21

• i Ca , a.0, J a
nr5Ca

21
• i Ca , a,0, ~11!

Ūt5C21
•eitA2D

•C,

Ū0
t 5C21

•eitA2D0
•C31, ~12!

Ūa
t 5Ca

21
•eitA2Da

•Ca , a.0, ~13!

Ūa
t 5Ca

21
•eitA2Da

nr
•Ca3etL0, a,0. ~14!

Note that the two equalities,

J5C21
• i C, Ū (0)

t 5C21
•eitA2D0

•C, ~15!

imply, as we stated in the previous section, thatJ commutes withW̄(0) .
Moreover the relations~12!–~14! provide an alternative construction of the dynamics gen

ated byW̄a . In fact one could use such relations as definitions ofŪa
t and then check by differ-

entiating with respect to the time parameter that this evolution group is generated by the op
W̄a .
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We introduce now the identification operators,

Ja :D̄1~R3! % L2~R3!→H̄1~R3! % L2~R3!,

Ja~f,ḟ !ªH „~2D̄ !21/2
•~2D̄a!1/2f,ḟ…, for a.0,

~f reg,ḟ ![„~2D̄ !21/2
•~2D̄0!1/2f,ḟ…, for a50,

„~2D̄ !21/2
•~2D̄a

nr!1/2
•Pnrf,ḟ…, for a,0,

wherePnr denotes the projection

Pnr :D̄
1~R3!→@D̄1~R3!#nr ,

and

Ja8 :H̄1~R3! % L2~R3!→D̄1~R3! % L2~R3!,

Ja8 ~f,ḟ !ªH „~2D̄a!21/2
•~2D̄ !1/2f,ḟ…, for a.0

~f,ḟ !, for a50

„~2D̄a
nr!21/2

•Pnr•~2D̄ !1/2f,ḟ…, for a,0.

We can then define the Mo¨ller wave operators,

V6~W̄,W̄a ;Ja!ªs- lim
t→6`

Ū2t
•Ja•Ūa

t
•Pac~W̄a!,

V6~W̄a ,W̄;Ja8 !ªs- lim
t→6`

Ūa
2t
•Ja8•Ūt,

where

Pac~W̄a!:D̄1~R3! % L2~R3!→D̄1~R3! % L2~R3!,

Pac~W̄a!~f,ḟ !ªH ~f,ḟ !, for a.0,

~f reg,ḟ !, for a50,

~Pnrf,Pnrḟ !, for a,0.

Concerning the existence of such wave operators, we have the following
Theorem 5.1:The Möller wave operators,

V6~W̄,W̄a ;Ja!ªs- lim
t→6`

Ū2t
•Ja•Ūa

t
•Pac~W̄a!,

V6~W̄a ,W̄;Ja8 !ªs- lim
t→6`

Ūa
2t
•Ja8•Ūt,

exist, are complete and are mutually adjoint isometries, i.e.,

RangeV1~W̄,W̄a ;Ja!5RangeV2~W̄,W̄a ;Ja!5H̄1(R3) % L2(R3) ,

RangeV1~W̄a ,W̄;Ja8 !5RangeV2~W̄a ,W̄;Ja8 !5RangePac~W̄a!,
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V6~W̄,W̄a ;Ja!* •V6~W̄,W̄a ;Ja!5Pac~W̄a!,

V6~W̄a ,W̄;Ja8 !* •V6~W̄a ,W̄;Ja8 !51H̄1(R3) % L2(R3) ,

V6~W̄,W̄a ;Ja!* 5V6~W̄a ,W̄;Ja8 !.

Proof: With the above definitions one has

V6~W̄,W̄a ;Ja!5C21
•V6~A2D,AHa;I a!•Ca•Pac~W̄a!,

V6~W̄a ,W̄;Ja8 !5Ca
21

•V6~AHa,A2D;I a8 !•C,

where

V6~A2D,AHa;I a!ªs- lim
t→6`

e2 i tA2D
•I a•eitAHa,

V6~AHa,A2D;I a8 !ªs- lim
t→6`

e2 i tAHa
•I a8•eitA2D.

Here I a8ªPac(2Da), I a is its left inverse, and

HaªH 2Da , for a>0

2Da
nr , for a,0.

By Birman invariance principle one has

V6~A2D,AHa;I a!5V6~2D,Ha ;I a!

and

V6~AHa,A2D;I a8 !5V6~Ha ,2D;I a8 !.

Therefore one has the identities

V6~A2D,AHa;I a!5s- lim
t→6`

eitD
•I a•eitH a5s- lim

t→6`

eitD
•e2 i tDa

•Pac~2Da!5V6~2D,2Da!

and

V6~AHa,A2D;I a8 !5s- lim
t→6`

e2 i tH a
•I a8•e2 i tD

5s- lim
t→6`

Pac~2Da!•eitDa
•e2 i tD

5Pac~2Da!•V6~2Da ,2D!5V6~2Da ,2D!.

In conclusion one obtains the equalities

V6~W̄,W̄a ;Ja!5C21
•V6~2D,2Da!•Ca•Pac~W̄a!,

V6~W̄a ,W̄;Ja8 !5Ca
21

•V6~2Da ,2D; !•C,
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and the proof is concluded since the wave operatorsV6(2D,2Da), andV6(2Da ,2D) exist,
are complete and are mutually adjoint isometries. This is proven~see Ref. 11, Appendix E! by the
Birman–Kuroda theorem being the resolvent difference,

~2Da1z!212~2D1z!21,

a rank one~hence trace class! operator. h

The previous theorem holds true also with the different~a-independent and much simpler an
natural! couple of identification operators defined by

J:D̄1~R3! % L2~R3!→H̄1~R3! % L2~R3!, J~f,ḟ !ª~f reg,ḟ !,

J8:H̄1~R3! % L2~R3!→D̄1~R3! % L2~R3!, J8~f,ḟ !ª~f,ḟ !.

This is true by Ref. 4, Thms. 10.3 and 10.5 since the condition 10.1 in Ref. 4 is verified
m5M51. In our situation such a condition simply reads as

;fPH1~R3!ùRangePac~2Da!, iAHa fiL25iA2D fiL2.

In more detail one has the following.
Theorem 5.2:J is (Ūa

t ,6)-equivalent to Ja , i.e.,

s- lim
t→6`

~Ja2J!•Ūa
t
•Pac~W̄a!50.

Therefore

V6~W̄,W̄a ;J!ªs- lim
t→6`

Ū2t
•J•Ūa

t
•Pac~W̄a!

exist and are equal toV6(W̄,W̄a ;Ja).
J8 is a (Ūa

t ,6)-asymptotic left-inverse to J, i.e.,

s- lim
t→6`

~J8•J21!•Ūa
t
•Pac~W̄a!50,

thus

V6~W̄a ,W̄;J8!ªs- lim
t→6`

Ūa
2t
•J8•Ūt

exist and are equal toV6(W̄,W̄a ;J)* [V6(W̄a ,W̄;Ja8 ).
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Fractional differential forms
Kathleen Cottrill-Shepherda) and Mark Naberb)

Department of Mathematics, Monroe County Community College,
Monroe, Michigan 48161-9746
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A generalization of exterior calculus is considered by allowing the partial deriva-
tives in the exterior derivative to assume fractional orders. That is, a fractional
exterior derivative is defined. This is found to generate new vector spaces of finite
and infinite dimension, fractional differential form spaces. The definitions of closed
and exact forms are extended to the new fractional form spaces with closure and
integrability conditions worked out for a special case. Coordinate transformation
rules are also computed. The transformation rules are different from those of the
standard exterior calculus due to the properties of the fractional derivative. The
metric for the fractional form spaces is given, based on the coordinate transforma-
tion rules. All results are found to reduce to those of standard exterior calculus
when the order of the coordinate differentials is set to one. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1364688#

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years exterior calculus has been generalized by basing it on various graded al
see, e.g., Refs. 1 and 2. Other attempts at generalization are based on nonassociative ge
see, e.g., Refs. 3 and 4. In this paper another attempt at generalization is made using fra
derivatives in the definition of the exterior derivative. That is, a fractional exterior derivativ
defined. Having a fractional exterior derivative gives rise to the notion of coordinate differe
of fractional order. These in turn can be used to define vector spaces of fractional differ
forms. This formalism is found to produce an infinite number of finite and infinite dimensi
vector spaces associated with each pointPPEn ~n dimensional Euclidean space!.

In Secs. II and III a brief review of exterior calculus and fractional calculus will be give
fix notation and provide a convenient reference. They are by no means complete, but are su
for the purposes of this paper. Section IV defines fractional form spaces based on the fra
exterior derivative. Basis sets are given for the new vector spaces and notation is fixed. In
the definitions of closed and exact are expanded to include the fractional form case. Once d
the notions of closed and exact forms are examined for these new vector spaces. In both c
results reduce to those found in standard exterior calculus when the order of the coor
differentials is set equal to one. Coordinate transformations are worked out for the fractiona
spaces in Sec. VI. The transformation rules are somewhat more complicated than for st
exterior calculus. They do, however, reduce to the usual transformation rules when the orde
coordinate differentials is set to one. Having found the coordinate transformation rule, a met
the fractional form spaces is constructed. Metrical properties of these new vector spaces
investigated in a later paper.

The convention in the literature is that the coordinate index is a superscript. For the
presented in this paper it is more convenient for the coordinate index to be a subscript rath
the traditional superscript. To avoid confusion with this, the summation convention will no
used in this paper.

a!Electronic mail: KShepherd@mail.monroe.cc.mi.us
b!Electronic mail: MNaber@mail.monroe.cc.mi.us
22030022-2488/2001/42(5)/2203/10/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. BRIEF REVIEW OF DIFFERENTIAL FORMS

The calculus of differential forms is an elegant branch of pure mathematics and a pow
tool in applied mathematics. A clear introduction to the field, with emphasis on application
given in Flanders.5 Vector spaces at a pointPPEn ~n dimensional Euclidean space! can be
constructed out of expressions of the following type:

one forms, a5(
i 51

n

ai dxi , ~1!

two forms, b5 (
i , j 51

n

bi j dxi∧dxj , ~2!

]

‘ ‘ n’ ’ forms, v5w dx1∧dx2∧¯∧dxn , ~3!

where the$xi% are the Cartesian coordinates ofEn. The above sums are taken over all possi
values of the indices with the constraint that

dxi∧dxj52dxj∧dxi . ~4!

The functionsai ,bi j , etc., depend only onP and may be real or complex depending on t
application. If ak form, g, is multiplying anm form, m, the following would be true:

g∧m5~21!kmm∧g. ~5!

The result would be zero ifk1m.n. The exterior product,∧, is distributive, associative, an
antisymmetric. The dimension of the vector space ofk forms overPPEn is

S n
kD5

n!

k! ~n2k!!
,

which is zero ifk.n. For the purposes of this paper letF(k,k,n) denote the vector space ofk
forms overPPEn. The apparently redundant ‘‘k’’ in the above notation will be needed later fo
the fractional form case, as there is some additional freedom.

The exterior derivative is defined as

d5(
i 51

n

dxi

]

]xi
. ~6!

The exterior derivative mapsk forms intok11 forms and has the following algebraic propertie
Let g andl be k forms, andm be anm form, then

d~g1l!5dg1dl, ~7!

d~g∧m!5~dg!∧m1~21!kg∧dm, ~8!

d~dg!50. ~9!

The last identity is called the Poincare´ lemma. A form,g, is called closed if dg50. A form, g, is
called exact if there exists a form,m, such that dm5g. The order ofm is one less than the orde
of g. Exact forms are always closed. Closed forms are not always exact. The interested
should consult Flanders5 or Lovelock and Rund6 for further details.
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III. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF FRACTIONAL CALCULUS

There are many books that develop fractional calculus and the various definitions of frac
integration and differentiation. The reader should consult Refs. 7–9 for further details and
cations. For the purposes of this paper the Riemann–Liouville definition of fractional integr
and differentiation will be used.G(q) is the gamma function~generalized factorial! of the param-
eter ‘‘q’’ @i.e., G(n11)5n! for all whole numbers, ‘‘n’’ #,

]qf ~x!

~]~x2a!!q 5
1

G~2q!
E

a

x f ~j!dj

~x2j!q11 , Re~q!,0, ~10!

]qf ~x!

~]~x2a!!q 5
]n

]xn F 1

G~n2q!
E

a

x f ~j!dj

~x2j!q2n11G , Re~q!>0

n.q~n is whole!
. ~11!

The parameterq is the order of the integral or derivative and is allowed to be complex. Pos
real values ofq represent derivatives and negative real values represent integrals.

Equation~10! is a fractional integral and Eq.~11! is a fractional derivative. In this paper onl
real and positive values ofq will be considered. Notice that the derivative written in this for
becomes a nonlocal object. Fractional derivatives have many interesting properties. For e
the derivative of a constant need not be zero~the initial pointa in the above-given definition is se
to zero in the following!,

]q1

~]x!q 5
x2q

G~12q!
. ~12!

The derivative of powers ofx is

]qxp

~]x!q 5
G~p11!

G~p2q11!
xp2q,

p.21

q>0
. ~13!

Composition and product rules for fractional derivatives are given in the following. In
following, n is a whole number andq is a complex number whose real part is greater than z

]n

]xn

]q

~]~x2a!!q f ~x!5
]n1q

~]~x2a!!n1q f ~x!, ~14!

]q

~]~x2a!!q

]2q

~]~x2a!!2q f ~x!5 f ~x!, ~15!

]2q

~]~x2a!!2q

]q

~]~x2a!!q f ~x!Þ f ~x!. ~16!

Composing derivatives where both have fractional order is given by the following formula:

]p

~]~x2a!!p

]q

~]~x2a!!q f ~x!5
]p1q

~]~x2a!!p1q f ~x!2(
j 51

k
]q2 j

~]~x2a!!q2 j f ~x!U
x5a

~x2a!2p2 j

G~12p2 j !
,

~17!

where 0<k21<q<k, p>0, andk is a whole number. The product rule is

]q

~]x!q ~ f g!5(
j 50

` S q
j D S ]q2 j f

~]x!q2 j D S ] jg

]xj D . ~18!

The above-mentioned formula and definitions can be found in Refs. 7–9.
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IV. FRACTIONAL FORM SPACES

If the partial derivatives in the definition of the exterior derivative are allowed to ass
fractional orders, a fractional exterior derivative can be defined

dn5(
i 51

n

dxi
n

]n

~]~xi2ai !!n . ~19!

Note that the subscripti denotes the coordinate number, the superscriptn denotes the order of the
fractional coordinate differential, andai is the initial point of the derivative.

Sometimes the notation] i
n will be used to denote

]n

~]~xi2ai !!n .

In two dimensions (x,y), the fractional exterior derivative of ordern of xp, with the initial
point taken to be the origin, is given by

dnxp5dxn
G~p11!

G~p2n11!
xp2n1dyn

xp

ynG~12n!
. ~20!

For specific values of the derivative parameter the following results are obtained:

n50, d0xp52xp, ~21!

n51, d1xp5dx1pxp21, ~22!

n52, d2xp5dx2 p~p21!xp22. ~23!

By analogy with standard exterior calculus, vector spaces can be constructed using thxi
n .

Let F(n,m,n) be a vector space atPPEn. n denotes the sum of the fractional differential orde
of the basis elements,m denotes the number of coordinate differentials appearing in the b
elements,n the number of coordinates, and$xi% are the Cartesian coordinates forEn. For example,
a basis set for F(n,1,n) would be$dx1

n ,dx2
n ,...,dxn

n% and arbitrary element ofF(n,1,n) would be
expressed as

a5(
i 51

n

a i dxi
n . ~24!

For a fixedn this is ann dimensional vector space. Also note that there is a different ve
space for each value ofn. For n51 the one forms from exterior calculus are recovered. N
suppose that the basis elements are made up of two coordinate differentials,F(n,2,n). In this case
the basis set is more complicated,

$dx1
m11∧dx1

m21,dx1
m11∧dx2

m31,...,dxn
mn21m∧dxn

mnmum i j 1mk j5n%. ~25!

Note that dx1
m11∧dx1

m21 would be zero if and only ifm115m21, etc. An arbitrary element o
F(n,2,n) would be expressed as a sum of the form
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b5(
i 51

n

(
j 51

n E
0

n

~b i j ~n1 ,n2n1!dxi
n1∧dxj

n2n1!dn1 , ~26!

whereb i i (m,m)50. Unlike the previous vector space,F(n,1,n), this is clearly infinite dimen-
sional for any value ofn. Not only is it infinite but it is uncountably infinite. An arbitrary eleme
of F(n,3,n) would be expressed as an integral of the form

b5(
i 51

n

(
j 51

n

(
k51

n E
0

nE
0

n2n1
~b i jk~n1 ,n2n2 ,n2n12n2!dxi

n1∧dxj
n2∧dxk

n2n12n2!dn2 dn. ~27!

With each step up on the middle index ofF(n,m,n) another integral and summation is include
A basis set for this vector space would be

F~n,m,n!5H dx
n1

m i ki∧dx
m2

m
21∧...∧dx

i m

m
mi
,¯U(

k51

m

m i kj5nJ . ~28!

The basis elements range over all possible combinations of the fractional coordinate differ
and all possible choices for them’s. Note thatm need not be less than or equal ton.

Let PPEn, and letAPF(n,m,n) andBPF(m,k,n) at the pointP. Then the exterior produc
of A andB maintains the antisymmetry property of Eq.~5!,

A∧B5~21!kmB∧APF~m1n,k1m,n!. ~29!

If k1m.n, A∧B need not be zero. Equation~7! is also maintained due to the linearity of th
fractional derivative. Equation~8! is not maintained due to the product rule for the fraction
derivative@see Eq.~18!#. Note also that dn mapsF(m,k,n) into F(m1n,k11,n).

V. CLOSED AND EXACT FRACTIONAL FORMS

By analogy with exterior calculus the notions of closed and exact can be extended to
tional forms.

Let gPF(m,k,n) theng is n-exact if ' and f PF(m2n,k21,n) such that dn f 5g.
Let gPF(n,k,n) theng is m closed if dmg50.
To examine the notion of exactness~integrability conditions! in the fractional form case the

kernel is needed for the fractional derivative operator. This will be denoted by Ker(] i
n). In the

following the initial point of the derivative will be taken to be the origin. Solve

] i
n~h!50. ~30!

Equation~30! is solved using Eq.~11!. Let m be the first whole number greater than or equ
to n then

h5~xi !
n2m (

k50

m21

ck~xi !
k. ~31!

This is basically the result from Oldham~Ref. 7, p. 155!. The ck’s can be functions of the othe
coordinates. The kernel for the operator, dn ~when restricted to act only on scalar functions!, is
similarly constructed, Ker(dn).
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dn f 5(
i 51

m

dxi
n

]n f

~]xi !
n 50 ~32!

⇒ f 5S )
i 51

n

xi D n2mS (
k150

m21

¯ (
kn50

m21

Ck1¯kn
~x1!k1

¯~xn!knD . ~33!

The Ck1 ,...kn
are now constants andm is once again the first whole number greater than or eq

to n.
The fractional integrability conditions can now be constructed for the following restri

case. Letg be an form in F(n,1,n),

g5(
i 51

n

a i dxi
n . ~34!

When can a 0 form,f, be found such that dn f 5g? If such anf exists it will be contained in the
family of functions given by

f 5] i
2n~a i !1~xi !

n2m (
k50

m21

ck~xi !
k. ~35!

Recall that there is no sum over the repeated indices, except where a summation sym
encountered. This solution must satisfy,] j

n f 5a j ,

] j
nS ] i

2n~a i !1~xi !
n2m (

k50

m21

ck~xi !
kD 5a j . ~36!

Equation~36! is to be solved to determine the unknown functionsck , and must be true for al
values ofi. Equation~36! can be rearranged to give

(
k50

m21

~] j
nck!~xi !

k5
a j2] j

n~] i
2na i !

~xi !
n2m . ~37!

The left-hand side of~37! is a polynomial of orderm21 in the variablexi , hence it can only be
solved for theck if the following is true:

]m

]xi
m S a j2] j

n~] i
2na i !

~xi !
n2m D 50. ~38!

Equation~38! is the integrability condition for fractional forms of typeF(n,1,n). Note that if
n5m51 the usual integrability conditions from exterior calculus are recovered.

Consider the second definition and examine what it takes to be closed for fractional form

a5(
i 51

n

a i dxi
nPF~n,1,n!

and consider its fractional exterior derivative,

dma5(
i 51

n

dm~a i dxi
n!, ~39!
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dma5(
i 51

n

(
j 51

n

dxj
m∧ (

k50

` S m
k D S ]m2k

~]xj !
m2k a j D S ]k

]xj
k dxi

nD . ~40!

In the last sum of Eq.~40! k takes on only whole number values hence

]k

]xj
k ~dxi

n!50 ; k>1. ~41!

This reduces Eq.~40! to the following:

dma5(
i 51

n

(
j 51

n

dxj
m∧dxi

nS m
0 D S ]m

~]xj !
m a i D . ~42!

Since dxj
m and dxi

n are linearly independent, providedmÞn or iÞ j , dma50 if and only if

]m

~]xj !
m a i50. ~43!

In other wordsa iPKer(] j
m). For the special case ofm5n the symmetry from Eq.~29! can be

used to obtain

]n

~]xi !
n a j1~21!

]n

~]xj !
n a i50. ~44!

For n51 the usual result from exterior calculus is recovered,

]

]xi
a j2

]

]xj
a i50. ~45!

VI. TRANSITION TO CURVILINEAR COORDINATES

When coordinate transformation rules are worked out for exterior or tensor calculus~see Refs.
5 and 6! the following construction can be used. Let$xi% and$yi% be two coordinate systems wit
a one to one mapping between them in some neighborhood ofPPEn. Take $xi% to again be
Cartesian coordinates and$yi% to be curvilinear coordinates. Assume the$xi% can be written
smoothly in terms of the$yi%,

xi5xi~y!. ~46!

The exterior derivative is then applied to the Eq.~46! giving the following:

dxi5dxi~y!, ~47!

(
k51

n

dxk

]xi

]xk
5(

l 51

n

dyl

]xi

]yl
, ~48!

(
k51

n

dxk d i
k5(

l 51

n

dyl

]xi

]yl
, ~49!

dxi5(
l 51

n

dyl

]xi

]yl
. ~50!
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This is very straightforward and can be adapted to the fractional from case. In the
coordinate systems the fractional exterior derivative dn takes the following forms:

dn5(
i 51

n

dxi
n

]n

~]~xi2ai !!n , ~51!

and

dn5(
i 51

n

dyi
n

]n

~]~yi2ãi !!n , ~52!

whereai is the initial point of the derivative in the Cartesian system andãi is the same point bu
in the curvilinear coordinates. Recall thatxi is in the kernel for the operator]/]xk for kÞ i , and
whenk5 i the result is one. For the fractional case the same type of object is needed. Con
function ak that maps points inEn into the complex numbers

ak5
G~1!

G~n11! S )
i 51/iÞk

n

~xi2ai !D n2m

~xk2ak!
n, ~53!

whereai is the initial point for the fractional derivative. The functionak was chosen so that i
would be in the kernel of

]n

~]~xi2ai !!n

for iÞk, and for i 5k,

]nak

~]~xk2ak!!n 51. ~54!

If the fractional exterior derivative is applied toak in the two different coordinate systems th
following coordinate transformation rule can be obtained@where all quantities on the right-han
side of ~55! must be expressed in terms of the$yi% coordinates#:

dxk
n5(

i 51

n dyi
n

G~n11!

]n

~]~yi2ãi !!n S S )
j 51/j Þk

n

~xj2aj !D n2m

~xk2ak!
nD . ~55!

Note that forn5m51 the usual coordinate transformation rule is recovered. The coord
transformation matrix for the fractional forms will be denoted by

Ji
k~x,y,n!5

1

G~n11!

]n

~]~yi2ãi !!n S S )
j 51/j Þk

n

~xj2aj !D n2m

~xk2ak!
nD , ~56!

dxk
n5(

i 51

n

dyi
n Ji

k~x,y,n!. ~57!

A fractional form,

A5 (
k51

n

Ak~x!dxk
n , ~58!

written in the$xi% coordinates would be transformed into the$yi% coordinates according to
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A5 (
k51

n

(
i 51

n

Ak~x~y!!Ji
k~x,y,n!dyi

n . ~59!

Reversing the coordinate transformation yields

A5 (
k51

n

(
i 51

n

(
j 51

n

Ak~x!Ji
k~x,y,n!Jj

i ~y,x,n!dxj
n ~60!

⇒d j
k5(

i 51

n

Jj
i ~y,x,n!Ji

k~x,y,n!. ~61!

As an example consider the coordinate transformation for two-dimensional Cartesian c
nates to polar coordinates. The initial point for the fractional derivatives is taken to be the

x15r cos~u!, x25r sin~u!. ~62!

The coordinate transformations for the fractional differentials are then

dx1
n5

G~2n2m11!

G~n11!G~n2m11!

cosn~u!

sinm2n~u!
r n2m dr n1

r 2n2m

G~n11!

]n

~]u!n S cosn~u!

sinm2n~u! Ddun, ~63!

dx2
n5

G~2n2m11!

G~n11!G~n2m11!

sinn~u!

cosm2n~u!
r n2m dr n1

r 2n2m

G~n11!

]n

~]u!n S sinn~u!

cosm2n~u! Ddun. ~64!

For n5m51 the transformation equations from exterior calculus are recovered,

dx15cos~u!dr 2r sin~u!du, ~65!

dx25sin~u!dr 1r cos~u!du. ~66!

Having found the coordinate transformation rule a metric forF(n,1,n) can be constructed just a
is done in exterior calculus~see Ref. 6, p. 46!

gi j ~y,n!5 (
k51

n

Ji
k~x,y,n!Jj

k~x,y,n!, ~67!

which can be used to give a fractional line element

ds2n5 (
i , j 51

n

gi j ~y,n!dyi
n

^ dyj
n ~68!

or

dsn5A(
i , j 51

n

gi j ~y,n!dyi
n

^ dyj
n, ~69!

where^ is the symmetric product for coordinate differentials.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper a natural extension of the exterior derivative to a fractional exterior deriv
was considered. It was found to generate some new vector spaces, both finite and infi
dimension. Of particular interest is the observation that at each pointPPEn there is an infinite
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number ofn dimensional vector spaces. Due to their similarity with tangent spaces, perha
appropriate name for these new vector spaces should be fractional tangent spaces. No
closed and exact were also defined for these fractional form spaces. Integrability and c
conditions were investigated for the special case ofF(n,1,n). The results produced were found
reduce to the standard results from exterior calculus when the order of the fractional ex
derivative was set equal to one. Coordinate transformation rules were also worked o
F(n,1,n). The transformation rules are somewhat more complicated than for traditional ex
calculus. They do, however, reduce to the usual formula when the order of the coordinate
entials is set equal to one. Coordinate transformation rules give rise to a metric forF(n,1,n).
Properties of the metric, such as its associated covariant derivative, will be investigated in
paper.
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Structure and representation theory for the double group
of the four-dimensional cubic group

Jian Daia) and Xing-Chang Songb)
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Beijing, 100871, People’s Republic of China
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Hypercubic groups in any dimension are defined and their conjugate classifications
and representation theories are derived. Double group and spinor representation are
introduced. A detailed calculation is carried out on the structures of four-
dimensional cubic groupO4 and its double group, as well as all inequivalent
single-valued representations and spinor representations ofO4 . All representations
are derived adopting Clifford theory of decomposition of induced representations.
Based on these results, single-valued and spinor representations of the orientation-
preserved subgroup ofO4 are calculated. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1358880#

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that electrons stay in spinor representations of the symmetry group of a
lattice in condensed matter physics; it is reasonable to assume that quarks, leptons, as
baryons, should reside inspinor representationsof the symmetry group of a four-dimension
lattice in lattice field theory~the concept of ‘‘spinor representation’’ will be clarified in Sec. I!.
Accordingly, to explore the structure and representations~spinor representations especially! of
such groups has important significance in high energy physics.

In this paper, we concentrate on the case of hypercubic lattices, though they are n
maximum symmetric lattices in four dimension.1 In history, the first representation-theoretic
consideration of a symmetry group of such lattices was given by Young.2 Then mathematicians
worked in this field due to interest in the wreath product3,4 to which Kerber gave a thoroug
review in his book.5 Physicists became involved after Wilson introduced lattice gauge the6

Baakeet al. first gave an explicit description of characters of the four-dimensional cubic gro7

Mandulaet al. derived the same results using a different method.8 As for spinor representations
Mandulaet al. resolved this problem for what we call theorientation-preservedfour-dimensional
cubic-group in Ref. 9.

In this paper, the power of Clifford theory on decomposition of induced representations~Sec.
II A ! is fully applied. A systematic and schematic description of conjugate classification
representation theory of the generalized cubic groupOn , as well as the concept of the orientatio
preserved subgroup of themSOn , is given in Sec. II B. The double group is introduced in S
II C to clarify the terms ‘‘single-valued representation’’ and ‘‘two-valued representation~spinor
representation!.’’ Then specifying these general results to four dimension, we give a deta
description of structure and conjugate classification ofO4 ~Sec. III A!, its doubleO4 ~Sec. III B!,
and those ofSO4 , SO4 ~Sec. V!. We derive all inequivalent single-valued representations as
as spinor representations ofO4 , adopting Clifford theory~Sec. IV!. Based on these results, w
reproduce representation theory ofSO4 in Sec. VI.

It should be pointed out that the ‘‘spinor’’ part forO4 of our work is completely new and tha
although other results are well known, our method to derive them is much more tidy and sy

a!Electronic mail: daijianium@yeah.net
b!Electronic mail: songxc@ibm320h.phy.pku.edu.cn
22130022-2488/2001/42(5)/2213/23/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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atic than that used by other authors who gave the same results, thanks to the power of C
theory.

II. CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS

A. Clifford theory on decomposition of induced representations

Two results of Clifford theory, a powerful method for decomposing induced representa
of a given groupE with a normal subgroupN,10–13will be applied in this paper. We will useC@E#
for the group algebra ofE in complex field andG for E/N in the following. The first result is

Theorem 1: (Clifford—Refs. 14 and 10.) Let M be a simpleC@E#-module, and L a simple
C@N#-submodule of MN s.t. L is stable relative to E, i.e., L is isomorphic to all of its conjugates
Then

M>L ^ CI

for a left ideal I in EndC[E]L
E. The E-action on L̂ CI is given by

x°U~x! ^ V~x!,xPE,

where U:E→GL(L) is a projective representation of E on L, and V:E→GL(I ) is a projective
representation of G, that is, V(x) depends only on the coset xN of x in G, for each xPE. The
factor sets associated with U and V are inverse of each other.

The second result can be regarded as a special case of Theorem 1. LetE5N’G,uEu,` and
N be Abelian, then adjoint action ofG upon N makesN a G-module. ThisG-action can be
extended naturally to aG-action uponC@N# by linearity. DefineP(N)ª$pm%,C@N#,

pmª (
aPN

xm~a21!a, ~1!

wherexm are all irreducible representations ofN. TheG-action onP(N) is closed and thusP(N)
is separated into orbitsP(N)5qoPI Po whereI is an index set to label different orbits. For ea
Po , choose one of its elements and denote it aspo,e . The stabilizer of eachpo,e in G ~little
group! is denoted asSo . There is a bijection fromG/So5$hSo% to Po defined by

Adh~po,e!5hpo,eh
215:po,h , ~2!

where$h% is a system of representatives of left cosetsG/So . Define

Po,h;h,i[po,hh^ So
eh,i

o ~3!

in which $eh,i
o u i 51,2,. . . ,dh

o% with fixed o,h, andh is the hth irreducible representation ofSo

whose dimension isdh
o , then

Proposition 1 (Little group method—Refs. 11–13):

(1) For each fixed(o,h), $Po,h;h,i% induces an irreducible representation of E, denoted as Do,h .
(2) If (o,h)Þ(o8,h8), then Do,h and Do8,h8 are inequivalent.
(3) $Do,h% gives all inequivalent irreducible representations of E.

B. Cubic group in any dimension

The symmetry group of a cube including inversions in three-dimensional Euclidean s
which is denoted asOh in the theory of point groups,15 can be generalized into anyn-dimensional
Euclidean spaceEn, along two different approaches whose results are equivalent. The firs
proach of generalization, which is very natural and straightforward, is geometrical. Ann-cube~or
hypercube in En! Cn is defined to be a subset ofEn, Cn5$puxi(p)561%, wherexi :En→R,i
51,2,. . . ,n are coordinate functions ofEn, together with the distance inherited fromEn. n-cubic
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group ~hypercubic group of degree n! On consists of all isometries ofEn which stabilizeCn .
While the second approach of generalization is algebraic.Oh has a semidirect product structure
Z2

3
’S3 ;11 we generalize this toZ2

n
’Sn , which is just awreath product Z2oSn of Z2 with Sn . We

point out that these two generalizations are identical. Let$ei% be a standard orthogonal basis
En, namelyxj (ei)5d i

j . Definen11 points inCn to bep05(21,21, . . . ,21),pi5p012ei .
Lemma 1:;ePOn , e is entirely determined by imagese(pi),i 50,1,2,. . . ,n.
Proof: The fact thate is an isometry ofEn ensures the equality of Euclidean distanc

d(p,pi)5d(e(p),e(pi)), i 50,1,. . . ,n for any otherp in Cn . If all e(pi) are given,e(p) will be
fixed for any otherp accordingly due to the fundamental lemma of Euclidean geometry~lemma
A1 in the Appendix!. In fact, the existence of solution in lemma A1 is guaranteed by the fact
e stablizesCn and lemma A1 itself ensures the uniqueness. h

To fix e(p0), there are 2n ways; while for a fixede(p0), there aren! possibilities to fix
e(pi),i 51,2,. . . ,n. Therefore,uOnu52n

•n!.
Proposition 2~Structure of On):

On>Z2
n
’Sn . ~4!

Proof: Introduce a class of isometries inEn:

s~ei !5es( i ) , I i~ej !5~122d i j !ej , i 51,2,. . . ,n, ~5!

wheresPSn permutes the axes andI i inverts thei th axis. Subjected to the relations

I i
25e, I i I j5I j I i , i , j 51,2,. . . ,n, sI i5I s( i )s,sPSn ~6!

these isometries generate a subgroup ofCn isomorphic toZ2
n
’Sn whose order is 2nn! 5uOnu. So

Eq. ~4! follows. h

Kerber gave a detailed introduction on the conjugate classification and representation
of a general wreath productNoG in Ref. 5. We specify his general results to our caseZ2

n
’Sn

>Z2oSn .
Some fundamental facts about symmetrical groupsSn should be recalled.15 Each element

sPSn has a cycle decomposition

s5S 1 2 ... n

s~1! s~2! ... s~n!
D 5)

k51

n

)
a51

nk

tka , ~7!

where tka are independentk cycles, which can be expressed as (a1a2 . . . ak), and write
n(k,a)5$a1 ,a2 , . . . ,an%. The cycle structure ofs can be represented formally as

~n!5)
k51

n

~knk!, ~8!

where$nk% satisfies(k51
n k•nk5n. Two elements inSn are conjugate equivalent, iff they have th

same cycle structure. The number of elements in class~n! is equal toN(n)5n!/ )k51
n (knknk!).

Each cycle structure~n! can be visualized by one unique Young diagram which is denoted als
~n!. There is a one-to-one correspondence between all inequivalent irreducible representa
Sn and all Young diagrams, which enable us to represent each irreducible representation
corresponding Young diagram~n!. We write the basis of one of these representations~n! in d(n)

dimension ase(n) i ,i 51,2,. . . ,d(n) .
We point out that the conjugate classification ofOn has a deep relation to that ofSn . A

generic element inZ2oSn can be written as

s•)
i

I i
si5S 1 2 ... n

~2 !s1s~1! ~2 !s2s~2! ... ~2 !sns~n!
D ~9!
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in which siPZ/2Z. We call the right-hand side of Eq.~9! by permutation with signature. s) i I i
si

can be decomposed according to Eq.~7!, i.e.,

)
i

I i
si5)

k51

n

)
a51

n i

)
aPn(k,a)

I a
sa

and

s)
i

I i
si5)

k51

n

)
a51

n i S tka )
aPn(k,a)

I a
saD . ~10!

The cycle with signatureis defined to be

tka )
aPn(k,a)

I a
sa5S a1 a2 ... ak

~2 !sa1a2 ~2 !sa2a3 ... ~2 !saka1
D .

For two independent (k,a),(k8,a8), it is easy to verify that

tkatk8a85tk8a8tka , )
aPn(k,a)

I a
satk8a85tk8a8 )

aPn(k,a)
I a

sa , )
aPn(k8,a8)

I a
satka5tka )

aPn(k8,a8)

I a
sa.

Proposition 3 (Refs. 3–5): We use; to denote conjugate equivalent.
(1) Descent rule:

s)
i

I i
si;s8)

i
I

i

si8⇒s;s8. ~11!

(2) Permutation rule: Let

s̃5S 1 2 ... n

s̃~1! s̃~2! ... s̃~n!
D 5S s~1! s~2! ... s~n!

s8~1! s8~2! ... s8~n!
D

then

s̃S s)
i

I i
si D s̃215S s̃~1! s̃~2! ... s̃~n!

~2 !s1s8~1! ~2 !s2s8~2! ... ~2 !sns8~n!
D . ~12!

(3) Signature rule within one cycle: Lettka be a k-cycle and a0 be a given number in n(k,a),
then

tka )
aPn(k,a)

I a
sa;tka )

aPn(k,a)
I

a

sa1daa0
1da,tka(a0) . ~13!

Note thattka(a0) is calculated modulo k~the subscripts of Ia are always understood in this
way!.

(4) Signature rule between two cycles: Lettka ,tkb be two independent k-cycles and we define
a bijectionu:n(k,a)→n(k,b),ai°bi . Then

tka )
aPn(k,a)

I a
sa
•tkb )

bPn(k,b)
I b

sb;tka )
aPn(k,a)

I a
su(a)

•tkb )
bPn(k,b)

I b
su21(b) . ~14!
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This theorem ensures conjugate classification ofZ2oSn is totally determined by the structure o
cycles with signature. We verify this statement by generalizing Young diagram technology.
draw aYoung diagram with numbers and signaturesfor each element

s) i I i
siPZ2oSn

according to the decomposition Eq.~10! by the following rules:

~1! Plot Young diagram of the class inSn to whichs belongs and fill each column of this Youn
diagram with numbers in corresponding cycle by cyclic ordering from the upmost box t
downmost box.

~2! Draw aslashin the Young box if the number in this box is mapped to a minus-signed num

Secondly, partition elements inZ2oSn by their cycle structure inSn and Eq.~11! guarantees tha
elements belonging to different partitions cannot be conjugate equivalent. Equation~12! implies
that all the numbers that we filled by rule~1! are unnecessary, so smear them out and leave b
and slashes only. Within each column, Eq.~13! says that the positions ofslashes make no
difference. What’s more, only the fact that the total number ofslashes is even or odd distinguishe
different classes. Therefore we regulate each column to contain zero or oneslashat the bottom
box. Equation~14! shows that we cannot distinguish the case where one column without anyslash
~Mr. Zero! is put to the left of another column with oneslash~Mr. One! from that Mr. Zero is to
the right of Mr. One, if they have same cyclic length; thus we regulate that Mr. Zero shall al
stand left to Mr. One. Therefore, conjugate classes ofZ2oSn can be uniquely characterized b
generalizing Young diagrams containingslashes. Following Eq.~8!, we represent conjugat
classes by

~n1,n2!5)
k51

n

~knk
1

1nk
2

!, ~15!

wherenk
1 is the number of Mr. Zero-typek-cycles andnk

2 is that of Mr. One-typek-cycles, which
satisfynk

11nk
25nk . It is not difficult to check some numerical properties of conjugate classe

Z2oSn .
Corollary 1: (1) Given a class~n! in Sn , there are

)
k51

n

~11nk! ~16!

classes in Z2oSn which descend to~n!.
(2) The number of elements in a class(n1,n2) is

N(n1,n2)5N(n))
k51

n S C
nk

nk
1S (

i 50

[k/2]

Ck
2i D nk

1S (
j 51

[ ~k11!/2]

Ck
2 j 21D nk

2D , ~17!

where Cm
n is combinatorial number defined to be m!/(n!(m2n)!).

(3) The order of a class(n1,n2) is

lcm~$k•2d(nk
2)unkÞ0%!, ~18!

whered(nk
2)50, if nk

250; d(nk
2)51, if nk

2.0.
(4) Determinant (signature, parity) of a class

det~~n1,n2!!5~21!(k51
n nk

2

•det~~n!!, ~19!

wheredet((n)) is the determinant of~n! in Sn .
All inequivalent irreducible representations ofZ2

n can be expressed as
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x (s)ª ^
p51

n

x (2)sp ~20!

in which spPZ/2Z,p51,2,. . . ,n and x (2) ,x (1) are two irreducible representations ofZ2 with
x (1) being the unit representation. Thusp (s) can be defined by Eq.~1! andP(Z2

n)5$p (s)%. Note
that p (s) satisfy p (s)p (s8)5p (s•s8) where (s•s8)(p)5s(p)s8(p). P(Z2

n) is divided into n11
orbits under theSn-action, namelyP(Z2

n)5qp50
n Pp . For a givenp, Pp consists of thosep (s)

that havep components in (s) equal to 1, othern2p components equal to 0; henceuPpu5Cn
p .

Each pp,e is specified to ap (s) with sp50,p51,2,. . . ,n2p;sp51,p5n2p11, . . . ,n, whose
stationary subgroup is justS(n2p) ^ Sp , denoted asFp . Representatives of left-cosets inSn /Fp are
written ass r , then according to Eqs.~2! and ~3! and Theorem 1,

Proposition 4~Representation theory of Z2oSn!:

Pp,sr ;(m) i ,(n) j5pp,sr
s r ^ Fp

~e(m) i ^ e(n) j !

give all inequivalent irreducible representations of Z2oSn when(p,(m),(n)) runs over its domain.
wherepp,sr

5Adsr
(pp,e) whose (s) will be denoted as (s(psr )).

Corollary 2: (1) Burside formula. ( (p,(m),(n))(Cn
pd(m)d(n))

252nn!
(2) The number of conjugate classes is( (p,(m),(n))1.
(3) Representation matrix element. Givens)qI q

tqPZ2oSn ,

D (p,(m),(n))S s)
q

I q
tqD

sr i j

sr8 i 8 j 8
5ds̃r (ssr )

s8 D (m)~s (n2p)~ss r !! i
i 8D (n)~sp~ss r !! j

j 8)
q

~2 !s
q

(psr )tq.

(4) Character:

x (p,(m),(n))S s)
q

I q
tqD 5ds̃r (ssr )

s8 x (m)~s (n2p)~ss r !!x (n)~sp~ss r !!)
q

~2 !s
q

(psr )tq,

wheres̃ r ,s (n2p) ,sp map an element inSn to its decompositions according toSn /Fp , Sn2p , and
Sp , respectively.

At the end of this section, we introduce theorientation-preserved n-cubic groupSOn which is
a normal subgroup ofOn ,

SOnª~OnùSO~n!!vOn . ~21!

DefineZ2
nue as a subgroup ofZ2

n generated byI i I j ,iÞ j andZ2
nuoªZ2

n\Z2
nue . Then

SOn5~Z2
nue•An!t~Z2

nuo•~Sn\An!! ~22!

in which • is the product of two subsets in a group,An stands for the alternative subgroup inSn .
Thus,uSOnu5(2n

•(n)!)/2.

C. Double group and spinor representation

Some fundamental facts of Clifford algebra are necessary for giving the definition and
erties of double groups. Denote the Clifford algebra upon Euclidean spaceV as Cl(V); the
isometryx°2x on V extends to an automorphism of Cl(V) denoted byx° x̃ and referred to as
the canonical automorphism of Cl(V). We use Cl* (V) to denote the multiplicative group o
invertible elements in Cl(V) and the Pin group is the subgroup of Cl* (V) generated by unit
vectors inV, i.e.,

Pin~V!ª$aPCl* ~V!:a5u1¯ur ,ujPV,iuj i51%.
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Proofs of the following four statements can be found in Ref. 16.
Lemma 2: If uPV is non-null, then Ru , reflection along u, is given in terms of Clifford

multiplication by

Rux52uxu21, ;xPV.

Theorem 2: The sequence

0→Z2→Pin~V!→
Ad̃

O~V!→1

is exact, in which

Ad̃a~x!ªãxa21, ;xPCl~V!, aPPin~V!.

We will usually write Ad̃ just by p as a surjective homomorphism.
Proposition 5:Cl(E4), as an associative algebra with unit, is isomorphic to M2(H) whereH

denotes quaternions.
Lemma 3: Under the above-given algebra isomorphism, the image ofPin(E4) is a subset of

SU(4).
Now we give the main definition of this paper.
Definition 1: Lete be an injective homomorphism from a group G to O(n), then the double

group or the spin-extension of G with respect toe is defined to be Dn(G,e)ªp21(e(G)).
An introduction to double groups in three dimension can be found in Ref. 17. Follow

elementary facts in the theory of group extension,18 this diagram

0 → Z2 → Pin~En! →
p

O~n! → 1

i ↑ ↑e

0 → Z2 → p21~e~G!! → G → 1

is commutative. Ife1(G);e2(G), there is

0 → Z2 →
i

p21~e1~G!! →
p

e1~G! → 1

i ↓ ↓

0 → Z2 →
i 8

p21~e2~G!! →
p8

e2~G! → 1.

Note that the double group is not a universal object for a given abstract groupG but a special type
of Z2-central extension ofG subjected to the embeddinge. For example, the results of doublin
two Z2 subgroups inO(2), Iª$1,s%,Rª$1,R(p)%, wheres denotes reflection alongy axis and
R(p) is the rotation overp, arep21(I )>Z2^ Z2 while p21(R)>Z4 . Nevertheless, we will use
the symbolḠ to denote the double group at most cases wheren and e are fixed, and will not
distinguishG from e~G!. Meanwhile, the symbolē is adopted to refer21 in Clifford algebra and
is calledcentral element.

Let s:G→Ḡ,s.t.ps5IdG , namely s is a cross section ofp. There is a property of the
conjugate classes ofḠ which is easy to verify.

Lemma 4: Let C be a conjugate class in G, then eitherp21(C) will be one conjugate class

in Ḡ satisfying;gPC,s(g);2s(g); or it will split into two conjugate classes C1 , C2 in Ḡ s.t.
;gPC,s(g)PC1⇔2s(g)PC2 .

We will give a more in-depth result on the splitting of conjugate classes when doublingG to
Ḡ in another paper.

Let r be an irreducible representation ofḠ on L, thenr (21)561.
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Definition 2: An irreducible representation of G¯ with r(21)51 is called a single-valued
representation of G while an irreducible representation with r(21)521 is called a spinor
representation or two-valued representation of G.

Proposition 6: LetIRRC(G) be the class of all inequivalent irreducible representations of
and IRRC(G)s be the class of all inequivalent single-valued representations of G, define
f:IRRC(G)→IRRC(G)s,r °r +p. Thenf is a bijection.

Proof: One can check:r +p is a representation ofḠ; if r >r 8, then r +p>r 8+p; that r is
irreducible implies thatr +p is irreducible andr +p is single valued. Therefore,f is well defined.
If r and r 8 are inequivalent, thenr +p and r 8+p are two elements in IRRC(G)s, namelyf is
injective. To prove thatf is a surjection, consider anyr̃ PIRRC(G)s:Ḡ→L. Define r :G
→L,g° r̃ (s(g)) wheres(g) is any element inp21(g). One can check:r is a well-defined map
sincer̃ is single valued;r is an irreducible representation ofG on L, accordinglyr PIRRC(G) and
lastly, f(r )5 r̃ . So the result follows. h

This proposition says that all single-valued representations ofG which are part of inequivalen
irreducible representations ofḠ are completely determined by the representation theory ofG.

III. STRUCTURE OF O4

A. Structure of O4

It follows Proposition 2, thatO4>Z2
4
’S4 ; hence uO4u5384. In point group theory, the

rotation subgroup ofOh is denoted asO; on the other hand,S4>Z2
2
’S3>O.11 We write the

isomorphism explicitly. The structure ofZ2
2
’S3 is given by four generatorsa,b,h,t and the

relations

a25e, b25e, ab5ba, ~23!

t35e, h25e, ht5t2h, ~24!

ta5abt, tb5at, ha5bh, ~25!

and the isomorphisms are defined to be

~12!~34!↔a↔diag~21,21,1!,~13!~24!↔b↔diag~1,21,21!

~234!↔t↔S 0 1 0

0 0 1

1 0 0
D ,~23!↔h↔S 0 0 21

0 21 0

21 0 0
D .

The structure ofZ2
4
’S4 is given by Eqs.~23!–~25! together with@see Eq.~6!#

I i
25e, I i I j5I j I i , i , j 51..4, iÞ j , ~26!

aI 15I 2a, aI 35I 4a,

bI 15I 3b, bI 25I 4b,
~27!

tI 15I 1t, tI 25I 4t, tI 35I 2t, tI 45I 3t,

hI 15I 1h, hI 25I 3h, hI 45I 4h.

The matrix representations of above generators are given by@see Eq.~5!#

~ I i !k
j 5dk

j ~122d i
j !, i , j ,k51,2,3,4, ~28!
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a°S 0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

D , b°S 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

D , t°S 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

0 1 0 0

D , h°S 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1

D .

~29!

In fact, if we introduce

g°S 0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

D
then the generators ofO4 can be reduced to a smaller set$I i ,g,tu i 51,2,3,4% whose generating
relations are Eqs.~26! and ~27! together with

g25e, t35e, ~ tg!45e, ~30!

gI 15I 3g, gI 25I 2g, gI 45I 4g, ~31!

while a5(t2g)2,b5tgt2gt,h5gtgt2g.
Applying the general results on conjugate classification ofOn Eqs. ~15!–~19!, we give the

table of conjugate classes ofO4 ~see Table I!.

TABLE I. Conjugate classes ofZ2
4
’S4 . ‘‘SplitNo’’ reflects the relation between the classes ofZ2oS4 and those

of S4. ‘‘Ord’’ means order of each class. ‘‘Num’’ is the number of elements in each class. ‘‘Det’’ is the
signature of each class. See. Eqs.~16!–~19!.
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B. Construction of O4

We will denotes(g) still as g for all gPG. O4 is generated by the following equations.
Proposition 7:

I i
2521, I i I j52I j I i , i , j 51..4, iÞ j , ~32!

g2521, t3521, ~ tg!4521, ~33!

gI 152I 3g, gI 252I 2g,gI 452I 4g, ~34!

tI 15I 1t, tI 25I 4t, tI 35I 2t, tI 45I 3t. ~35!

Proof: First, Eqs.~32!–~35! are valid. In fact, the standard orthogonal bases inE4 satisfy
Clifford relationseiej1ejei522d i j , which is equivalent to Eq.~32!; therefore, one can takeI i

5ei . Following lemma 2, we set

g5
1

&
~e32e1!

and check that Eq.~34! is satisfied. Lett5 1/2 (12e2e31e2e42e3e4), which is the product of

1

&
~e22e3! and

1

&
~e42e2!,

and Eq.~35! can be verified. Finally, one can check that Eq.~33! is also satisfied.
Second, notice that the above-mentioned equations are just Eqs.~26!, ~27!, ~30!, and ~31!,

which generateO4 , twisted by aZ2 factor set. So due to the validity of the above-mention
equations,;gPO4, eitherg or 2g will be generated. But21 can be generated. Therefore, t
above-mentioned equation set generationsO4. h

We can give another proof of this result by proposition 5. In fact, we introduceg-matrices in
E4 as

g i5S 0232 is i

is i 0232
D , i 51,2,3; g45S 0232 21232

1232 0232
D

in which s i stand for three Pauli matrices

s15S 0 1

1 0D , s25S 0 i

2 i 0D , s35S 1 0

0 21D .

Note thats2 in our convention is different from the usual definition in physics.g i( i 51..4) satisfy
Clifford relationsg ig j1g jg i522d i j 1434 andg i

†52g i ,g ig i
†51434 ,det(gi)51.

We useS(g) as the image ofs(g) in M2(H). Let

S~ I i !5g i , S~g!5
i

&
•S 0 0 1 21

0 0 21 21

1 21 0 0

21 21 0 0

D , S~ t !5
ei ~7p/4!

&
•S 1 2 i 0 0

1 i 0 0

0 0 i 1

0 0 2 i 1

D ,

~36!

then one can check that these matrices give correct images under Ad˜ and satisfy the correspondin
relations in Eqs.~32!–~35!. It should be noticed that the Ad˜-map condition can fix these matrice
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up to a nonvanishing scalar and that by using lemma 3, the scalar can be fixed up toZ4

uncertainty, namely if one searches out anS(g) then iS(g),2S(g),2 iS(g) will also work. One
can figure out two of them by calculating the projections on the basis of Cl(E4) and ruling out
those whose projections are purely imaginary.

We point out that the generating relations in proposition 7 are not unique, due to the can
automorphism of Cl(E4). In fact from the second proof of this proposition, we have noticed
at last there is still aZ2 uncertainty. Consequently, we can change the cross sections to another
ones8 by a ‘‘local’’ Z2 transformation and the underlined equations in Eqs.~32!–~35! may gain
or lose some~21!-factors accordingly. Anyway, they are equivalent to the former ones.

To classify the elements inO4, Lemma 4 will enable us to use the same symbols for
conjugate classes ofO4 and to use a~8! for those splitting classes. Except for classes 1,8,14,15
which split into two classes for each, any other class inO4 is lifted to one class. Therefore, ther
are totally 25 classes inO4 ~see Table II!.

IV. REPRESENTATIONS OF O4

A. Single-valued representations of O4

Due to Theorem 6, there are totally 20 inequivalent single-valued representationsO4

corresponding to the 20 inequivalent irreducible representations ofO4 ; the representation theor
of O4 can be systematically solved by applying little group method~Proposition 1!.

All inequivalent irreducible characters ofZ2
4 are listed in Table III. Following Theorem 4

P(Z2
4) are partitioned into orbits with index set defined in a physical conventionI

ª$S,P,V,A,T%.

PS5$p0000%, FS>S4 ; PP5$p1111%, FP>S4 ,

TABLE II. Conjugate classes ofO4. The labels of classes are descended from those ofO4 with the ~ 8 ! for those classes
split when lifted intoO4.

No. 1 18 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 88 9 10 11 12 13 14 148 15 158 16 17 18 19 20 208

Num. 1 1 8 12 8 2 24 48 12 12 24 48 24 24 48 12 12 32 32 64 64 64 96 48
Ord. 1 2 4 4 2 2 4 4 8 8 2 8 8 4 8 4 4 6 3 12 6 6 4 8 8

TABLE III. Character table ofZ2
4. I i 1i 2 ...I a

ªI i 1
•I i 2

•...•I i a
. Irreducible characters are labeled asxs1s2s3s4

,siPZ/2Z @see
Eq. ~20!#.

Z2
4 @e# @ I 1# @ I 2# @ I 3# @ I 4# @ I 12# @ I 13# @ I 14# @ I 23# @ I 24# @ I 34# @ I 234# @ I 134# @ I 124# @ I 123# @ I 1234#

x0000 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
x0001 1 1 1 1 21 1 1 21 1 21 21 21 21 21 1 21
x0010 1 1 1 21 1 1 21 1 21 1 21 21 21 1 21 21
x0100 1 1 21 1 1 21 1 1 21 21 1 21 1 21 21 21
x1000 1 21 1 1 1 21 21 21 1 1 1 1 21 21 21 21
x0011 1 1 1 21 21 1 21 21 21 21 1 1 1 21 21 1
x0101 1 1 21 1 21 21 1 21 21 1 21 1 21 1 21 1
x1001 1 21 1 1 21 21 21 1 1 21 21 21 1 1 21 1
x0110 1 1 21 21 1 21 21 1 1 21 21 1 21 21 1 1
x1010 1 21 1 21 1 21 1 21 21 1 21 21 1 21 1 1
x1100 1 21 21 1 1 1 21 21 21 21 1 21 21 1 1 1
x1110 1 21 21 21 1 1 1 21 1 21 21 1 1 1 21 21
x1101 1 21 21 1 21 1 21 1 21 1 21 1 1 21 1 21
x1011 1 21 1 21 21 21 1 1 21 21 1 1 21 1 1 21
x0111 1 1 21 21 21 21 21 21 1 1 1 21 1 1 1 21
x1111 1 21 21 21 21 1 1 1 1 1 1 21 21 21 21 1
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PV5$p0001,p0010,p0100,p1000%, FV>S3 ,

PA5$p1110,p1101,p1011,p0111%, FA>S3 ,

PT5$p0011,p0101,p1001,p0110,p1010,p1100%, FT>Z2
2.

We will use @l# instead of ~n! to denote Young diagrams where@l#5@l1l2 . . . ln#,lk

5( i 5k
n n i .

1. Orbit S

All inequivalent irreducible representations ofS4 are labeled by@4#,@31#,@22#,@212#,@14#;
accordingly,

PS•~@4#,@31#,@22#,@212#,@14# !

provide two one-dimensional, one two-dimensional, and two three-dimensional represent
As for representation matrices, allI i ,i 51,..,4 are mapped to identity, whilea,b,t,h take the
same matrix form as they have inS4 , i.e., PS•@4#:I i ,a,b,t,h→1; PS•@14#:I i ,a,b,t→1,
h→21;

PS•@22#:I i ,a,b→1232 ,t→S ei
2p
3 0

0 ei
4p
3
D , h→S 0 1

1 0D ,

PS•@31#:I i→1333 ,a→S 21 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 21
D , b→S 21 0 0

0 21 0

0 0 1
D , t→S 0 0 1

1 0 0

0 1 0
D ,

h→S 1 0 0

0 0 1

0 1 0
D ;

PS•@212#: I i ,a,b,t take the same form ofPS•@31# andh gains a minus sign compared toPS

•@31#.

2. Orbit P

PP•~@4#,@31#,@22#,@212#,@14# !.

The only difference fromorbit S is that I i are mapped to21.

3. Orbit V

All inequivalent irreducible representations ofS3 can be written as@3#,@21#,@13# and it has
no difficulty, using our generating relations, to check

ap1000a
215p0100, hp0100h

215p0010, ap0010a
215p0001.

Hence, this orbit gives two four-dimensional representations and one eight-dimensional rep
tation,

PV•~@3#,@21#,@13# !5~e,a,bh,abh!•p1000•~@3#,@21#,@13# !.
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The representation matrices ofPV•@3# are coincident with those in Eqs.~28! and~29!. Represen-
tation matrices ofPV•@13# are the same as those inPV•@3#, except thath picking on a minus
sign.PV•@21#:

ei→S PV•@3#~ei ! 0434

0434 PV•@3#~ei !
D ,

a→S PV•@3#~a! 0434

0434 PV•@3#~a!
D , b→S 0434 PV•@3#~b!

PV•@3#~b! 0434
D ,

t→S ei
2p
3 •PV•@3#~ t ! 0434

0434 ei
4p
3 •PV•@3#~ t !

D , h→S 0434 PV•@3#~h!

PV•@3#~h! 0434
D .

4. Orbit A

Similar to orbit V, there are two four-dimensional representations and one eight-dimens
representation,

PA•~@3#,@21#,@13# !5~e,a,bh,abh!•p0111•~@3#,@21#,@13# !

while the representation matrices forI i pick on a minus sign, without changing the others.

5. Orbit T

The stationary subgroupFT leaving p0110 invariant is $e,h,ab,abh% with four one-
dimensional irreducible representations, denoted byp (a,b) ,a,b50,1. Therefore, there are fou
six-dimensional representations given by this orbit. Notice that

ap0110a
215p1001, tp1001t

215p1010, tp1010t
215p1100,

ap1010a
215p0101, bp1100b

215p0011,

the four representations can be labeled as

PT•~p00,p01,p10,p11!5~e,a,abt,bt2,bt,t2!•p0110•~p001p011p101p11!.

Then we enumerate the matrices for the four representations,

PT•p00:I 1→diag~1,21,21,21,1,1!, I 2→diag~21,1,1,21,21,1!,

I 3→diag~21,1,21,1,1,21!, I 4→diag~1,21,1,1,21,21!,

a→S 0 1 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

D , b→S 0 1 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

D ,
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t→S 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

D , h→S 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 1 0

D ,

PT•p01:I 1→P2•p00~ I 1!, I 2→PT•p00~ I 2!, I 3→PT•p00~ I 3!, I 4→PT•p00~ I 4!,

a→S 0 1 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 21 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 21

D , b→S 0 21 0 0 0 0

21 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 21 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 21 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

D ,

t→S 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

21 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 21 0

D , h→S 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 21 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 21 0 0

0 0 21 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 21

0 0 0 0 21 0

D ,

PT•p10:I 1→PT•p00~ I 1!, I 2→PT•p00~ I 2!, I 3→PT•p00~ I 3!, I 4→PT•p00~ I 4!,

a→PT•p00~a!, b→PT•p00~b!, t→PT•p00~ t !, h→~21!•PT•p00~h!,

PT•p11:I 1→PT•p01~ I 1!, I 2→PT•p01~ I 2!, I 3→PT•p01~ I 3!, I 4→PT•p01~ I 4!,

a→PT•p01~a!, b→PT•p01~b!, t→PT•p01~ t !, h→~21!•PT•p01~h!.

Here we find all 20 inequivalent irreducible representations corresponding to the 20 con
classes ofO4 , which satisfy Burside formula

23~12112122132132!123~42142182!143625384.

Following Proposition 6, we have found all of the single-valued representations ofO4 .

B. Spinor representations of O4

Notice the following facts thatZ2
4vO4, O4/Z2

4>S4 and Eq.~36! generates a spinor represe
tation of O4 which is still denoted asS; what’s more, its restriction toZ2

4 is also a two-valued
representation ofZ2

4. These facts ensure two conditions in Theorem 1. To apply Theorem
deduce spinor representations ofO4 , we develop a calculation method. The matrices of a spi
representation ofO4 for I i ,g,t, denoted asS̃(I i),S̃(g),S̃(t), can be decomposed as

S̃~ I i !5S~ I i ! ^ 1, i 51,3,4, S̃~ I 2!52S~ I 2! ^ 1;

S̃~g!5G ^ g̃; S̃~ t !5T^ t̃ ,
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whereG,T andS(I i) act on the same module,g̃, t̃ havethe same texture (zero matrix elements)
the representation matrices of five inequivalent irreducible representations of S4 @the minus added
before S(I 2) is for a physical convention#. There are five spinor representations of dimens
4,4,8,12, and 12, respectively, and the second half of Burside formula is satisfied

42142182112211225384.

Corresponding to the generating equations~32!–~35!, there are a system of matrix equatio

S̃~g!25S̃~ t !3521, ~S̃~g!S̃~ t !!4521, ~37!

S̃~g!S̃~ I 2!52S̃~ I 2!S̃~g!, S̃~g!S̃~ I 4!52S̃~ I 4!S̃~g!, S̃~g!S̃~ I 1!52S̃~ I 3!S̃~g!, ~38!

S̃~ t !S̃~ I 1!5S̃~ I 1!S̃~ t !, S̃~ t !S̃~ I 2!52S̃~ I 4!S̃~ t !, S̃~ t !S̃~ I 3!52S̃~ I 2!S̃~ t !,

S̃~ t !S̃~ I 4!5S̃~ I 3!S̃~ t !, ~39!

plus a unitary condition

S̃~g!†S̃~g!51, S̃~ t !†S̃~ t !51. ~40!

Note that we add a minus sign to the second and the third equations in Eq.~39! compared with Eq.
~35! according to the same physics convention, though they are completely equivalent.

Solving Eqs.~37!–~40! for the four-dimensional case gives two solutions:

4I1 :S̃~g!5G•g̃1 , G5
1

&
•S 0 0 1 21

0 0 21 21

1 21 0 0

21 21 0 0

D , g̃15 i ,

S̃~ t !5T• t̃ , T5
1

&
•S 1 2 i 0 0

1 i 0 0

0 0 i 1

0 0 2 i 1

D , t̃ 5ei ~7p/4!,

4I2 :S̃~g!5G•g̃2 , g̃252 i , S̃~ t !5T• t̃ .

Note that 4I1 is just the representationS with S̃(I 2)52S(I 2).
As for the eight-dimensional case we can suppose

g̃5S 0 c̃

d̃ 0D , t̃ 5S ã 0

0 d̃
D .

The solution 8I is given by

c̃5ei ~p/3!, d̃5ei ~2p/3!, ã5ei ~5p/12!, d̃5ei ~13p/12!.

Finally, we set for the twelve-dimensional case
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g̃5S 0 0 z̃

0 ỹ 0

x̃ 0 0
D , t̃ 5S 0 0 ñ

l̃ 0 0

0 m̃ 0
D ,

such that

12I1 : x̃51, ỹ5 i , z̃521, l̃ 51, m̃51, ñ5ei ~5p/4!,

12I2 : x̃51, ỹ52 i , z̃521, l̃ 51, m̃521, ñ5ei ~p/4!.

So far, we obtain all inequivalent irreducible representations ofO4 and we summarize ou
results in Table IV.

V. STRUCTURE OF SO4

Specifyn54 in Eq. ~21!. Then we know immediately thatuSO4u5192. Introduce

h5gtgt2g, ~41!

a5~ t2g!2, b5tgt2gt, ~42!

x5e1h, y5e4h, q5e2h. ~43!

Then the structure ofSO4 can be summarized as

x25y25q45e, yx5xy, qx5xq3, qy5yq3, ~44!

a25b25t35e, ba5ab, ta5abt, tb5at, ~45!

ax5qb, ay5q3b, aq5xb, ~46!

bx5q3a, by5qa, bq5ya, ~47!

tx5xt2, ty5q3t2, tq5yt2, ~48!

together with

xa5bq3, xt5t2x, yb5aq3, yt5t2q3, qt5t2y. ~49!

Accordingly, each group element can be expressed as a ‘‘normal ordering’’ product ofx,y→q
→a,b→t and their powers from left to right. Throwing away all classes which belong toO4 but
not to SO4 , there are 11 left which are 1,3,5,7,8,11,12,14,15,18,20 in Table I. The 14th an
20th will part into two classes with equal numbers of elements each under adjoint action oSO4

which are denoted as 14,148,20,208. Therefore, there are 13 conjugate classes inSO4 .
Due to the fact thatSO4vO4, the diagram

0 → Z2 → O4 →
p

O4 → 1

i ↑ ↑
0 → Z2 → SO4 → SO4 → 1

is commutative. We can lift generating relations~44!, ~45!–~49! to

x25y25q4521, yx52xy, qx52xq3, qy52yq3,
                                                                                                                



TABLE IV. ine shows a spinor representation and a subscript distinguishing different
representat

PT Spinor rep

@4# # p00 p01 p10 p11 4I 1 4I 2 8I 121 122

x1
(1) ) x3

(6) x2
(6) x4

(6) x1
(6) x1

(4I ) x2
(4I ) x (8I ) x1

(12) x2
(12)

1 1 8 6 6 6 6 4 4 8 12 12
18 1 8 6 6 6 6 24 24 28 212 212
2 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 1 0 22 22 22 22 0 0 0 0 0
4 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 1 8 6 6 6 6 0 0 0 0 0
6 1 0 2 0 22 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 1 0 0 2 0 22 0 0 0 0 0
8 1 0 0 22 0 2 22& 2& 0 22& 2&
88 1 0 0 22 0 2 2& 22& 0 2& 22&
9 1 0 2 0 22 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 1 0 22 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 1 0 0 22 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
12 1 0 2 22 2 22 0 0 0 0 0
13 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 1 0 22 2 22 2 2 2 4 22 22
148 1 0 22 2 22 2 22 22 24 2 2
15 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 22 0 0
158 1 1 0 0 0 0 22 22 2 0 0
16 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 1 0 0 0 0 0 & 2& 0 2& &
208 1 0 0 0 0 0 2& & 0 & 2&
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Character table ofO4. Character is labeled by a superscript showing its dimension where an underl
ions with same dimension.

PS PP PV PA

@14# @22# @31# @212# @4# @14# @22# @31# @212# @3# @13# @21# @3# @13# @21
x3

(1) x1
(2) x1

(3) x3
(3) x2

(1) x4
(1) x2

(2) x2
(3) x4

(3) x1
(4) x3

(4) x1
(8) x4

(4) x2
(4) x2

(8

1 2 3 3 1 1 2 3 3 4 4 8 4 4
1 2 3 3 1 1 2 3 3 4 4 8 4 4
1 2 3 3 21 21 22 23 23 2 2 4 22 22 2

1 2 3 3 1 1 2 3 3 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 3 21 21 22 23 23 22 22 24 2 2
1 2 3 3 1 1 2 3 3 24 24 28 24 24 2

21 0 1 21 1 21 0 1 21 2 22 0 2 22
21 0 1 21 21 1 0 21 1 0 0 0 0 0
21 0 1 21 21 1 0 21 1 2 22 0 22 2
21 0 1 21 21 1 0 21 1 2 22 0 22 2
21 0 1 21 1 21 0 1 21 22 2 0 22 2
21 0 1 21 1 21 0 1 21 0 0 0 0 0
21 0 1 21 21 1 0 21 1 22 2 0 2 22

1 2 21 21 1 1 2 21 21 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 21 21 21 21 22 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 21 21 1 1 2 21 21 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 21 21 1 1 2 21 21 0 0 0 0 0
1 21 0 0 1 1 21 0 0 1 1 21 1 1 2

1 21 0 0 1 1 21 0 0 1 1 21 1 1 2

1 21 0 0 21 21 1 0 0 21 21 1 1 1 2

1 21 0 0 21 21 1 0 0 1 1 21 21 21
1 21 0 0 1 1 21 0 0 21 21 1 21 21

21 0 21 1 1 21 0 21 1 0 0 0 0 0
21 0 21 1 21 1 0 1 21 0 0 0 0 0
21 0 21 1 21 1 0 1 21 0 0 0 0 0
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a25b25t3521, ba52ab, ta52abt, tb5at,

ax5qb, ay5q3b, aq5xb,

bx5q3a, by5qa, bq5ya,

tx52xt2, ty5q3t2, tq5yt2,

xa5bq3, xt52t2x, yb5aq3, yt5t2q3, qt5t2y

by definitions~41!–~43!. As to the conjugate classification, 1,5,8,11,14,15,18,20,148,208 violate
relation2g;g, so thatSO4 is partitioned into 23 classes, suggesting that there are altogeth
inequivalent irreducible representations in which 13 representations are single valued toSO4 . We
summarize the conjugate classes ofSO4 in Table V.

VI. REPRESENTATION THEORY OF SO4

All inequivalent irreducible representations ofSO4 can be reduced from those ofO4. Table
VI gives the characters of all inequivalent irreducible representations ofO4, with respect to the
classes ofSO4. A brief observation gives some important information. First, 11>14,12>13,21

>22,31>34 ,32>33 ,41>44,42>43,81>82,61>63 . Second, omitting equivalence, 11 , 12 , 21 ,
31 , 31 , 41 , 42 , 81 , 61 , remain irreducible withinSO4, while other seven become reducibl
Third, as for each of these reducible ones, the inner product of the character with itself eq
implying that it can be reduced to two inequivalent irreducible representations; thus there
single-valued and 10 spinor representations as we expected. Finally, it is one possible solu
the Burside theorem that each of these seven reducible representations splits into two inequ
irreducible representations with equal dimensions. We conjecture that it is the solution t
representation theory ofSO4 and try to verify it in the following.

Summarily speaking, there are nine single-valued inequivalent irreducible represent
inherited fromO4,

11,12,2[21,31,32,41,42,8[81,6[61

and we conjecture the splitting relations

62 ,64→3a ,3b ,3g ,3d ,

4I1 ,4I2→2a ,2b ,2g,2d,

8I→4a ,4b ,

12I1 ,12I2→6a ,6b ,6g ,6d .

TABLE V. Conjugate classes ofSO4.

No. 1 1 3 5 5 7 8 8 11 11 12 14 14 148 148 15 15 18 18 20 20 208 208

Num 1 1 12 1 1 48 12 12 12 12 24 6 6 6 6 32 32 32 32 24 24 24
Ord 1 2 4 2 2 4 8 8 8 8 4 4 4 4 4 6 3 6 6 8 8 8 8
                                                                                                                



TABLE VI. elf.

1 15 18 18 20 20 208 208 ~x,x!

x1
(1) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

x2
(1) 1 1 1 1 21 21 21 21 1

x1
(2) 2 1 21 21 0 0 0 0 1

x1
(3) 3 0 0 0 21 21 21 21 1

x2
(3) 3 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

x3
(1) 1 1 1 1 21 21 21 21 1

x4
(1) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

x2
(2) 2 1 21 21 0 0 0 0 1

x3
(3) 3 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

x4
(3) 3 0 0 0 21 21 21 21 1

x1
(4) 4 1 21 21 0 0 0 0 1

x2
(4) 4 1 21 21 0 0 0 0 1

x1
(8) 8 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1

x3
(4) 4 1 21 21 0 0 0 0 1

x4
(4) 4 1 21 21 0 0 0 0 1

x2
(8) 8 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1

x1
(6) 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

x2
(6) 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

x3
(6) 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

x4
(6) 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

x1
(4I ) 4 2 0 0 & 2& & 2& 2

x2
(4I ) 4 2 0 0 2& & 2& & 2

x (8I ) 8 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

x1
(12) 12 0 0 0 2& & 2& & 2

x2
(12) 12 0 0 0 & 2& & 2& 2
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Character table ofO4 ~with respect to the classes ofSO4!. ~x,x! evaluates the inner product of a character with its

1̄ 3 5 5̄ 7 8 8̄ 11 11 12 14 14 148 148 15

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 21 21 21 21 21 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 21 2

3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 21 21 21 21 21 0
3 3 3 3 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 0
1 1 1 1 21 21 21 21 21 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 21 2

3 3 3 3 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 0
3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 21 21 21 21 21 0
4 0 24 24 0 2 2 22 22 0 0 0 0 0 1
4 0 24 24 0 22 22 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
8 0 28 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 2

4 0 24 24 0 22 22 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
4 0 24 24 0 2 2 22 22 0 0 0 0 0 1
8 0 28 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 2

6 22 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 2 22 22 22 22 0
6 22 6 6 2 22 22 22 22 22 2 2 2 2 0
6 22 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 2 22 22 22 22 0
6 22 6 6 22 2 2 2 2 22 2 2 2 2 0

24 0 0 0 0 22& 2& 0 0 0 2 22 2 22 2 2

24 0 0 0 0 2& 22& 0 0 0 2 22 2 22 2 2

28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 24 4 24 22
212 0 0 0 0 22& 2& 0 0 0 22 2 22 2 0

212 0 0 0 0 2& 22& 0 0 0 22 2 22 2 0
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A. Hidden single-valued representations

The representation matrices ofx, y, q in 62 are written as

x°S 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 21

0 0 0 0 21 0

D , y°S 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 21 0 0

0 0 21 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 1 0

D ,

q°S 21 0 0 0 0 0

0 21 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 21 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 21 0

D .

The textures of these matrices inspire us to such hypotheses that in 3a,b,g,d , x,y,q take on a form
like

x,y°S 61

6H D , q°S 61

6QD ,

where

H[S 0 1

1 0D , Q[S 0 21

1 0 D .

After taking account of the conjugate equivalence, only four possibilities survive from the to
64, i.e.,

I:x→S 1

H D , y→S 1

2H D , q→S 21

QD , ~50!

II:x→S 21

H D , y→S 21

2H D , q→S 1

QD , ~51!

III: x→S 1

2H D , y→S 1

H D , q→S 21

QD , ~52!

IV:x→S 21

2H D , y→S 21

H D , q→S 1

QD , ~53!

which also satisfy Eq.~44!. Then we regarda,b,t as unknowns, Eqs.~45!–~49! as constraints,
and solve these matrix equations. Modulo similarity, each of Eqs.~50!–~53! gives two solutions,
labeled as I, I8, II, II 8, III, III 8, IV, IV 8; however, there is no difficulty to find out that I>III,
I8>III 8, II>IV, II 8>IV 8. Thus I, I8, II, II 8 are what we need:
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3a[I:a→diag~21,1,21!, b→diag~1,21,21!, t→S 0 0 1

1 0 0

0 1 0
D ,

3b[I8:a→diag~1,21,21!, b→diag~21,21,1!, t→S 0 0 1

1 0 0

0 1 0
D ,

3g[II:a→diag~21,1,21!, b→diag~1,21,21!, t→S 0 0 1

21 0 0

0 21 0
D ,

3d[II 8:a→diag~1,21,21!, b→diag~21,21,1!, t→S 0 0 1

21 0 0

0 21 0
D .

B. Spinor representations

It is more straightforward to reduce out the spinor representations. We recall that the
representation matrices ofO4 are of the form of tensor product

Si~g!5S~g! ^ si~g!, ;gPO4,i 54I1 ,4I2 ,8I,12I1 ,12I2 ,

whereS is given by the algebraic isomorphism from Cl(E4) to M2(H) andsi has the same textur
~zero matrix element positions! of irreducible representationi of S4 . Additionally, for g in SO4,
S(g) takes on a 2-by-2 block diagonal form

S~g!5S Sup~g! 0

0 Sdown~g!
D . ~54!

So it is just what we want

Sup~x!5
1

&
•S ei (3/4)p ei (23/4)p

ei (1/4)p ei (21/4)pD , Sup~y!5
1

&
•S ei (3/4)p ei (1/4)p

ei (23/4)p ei (21/4)pD , ~55!

Sup~q!5
1

&
•S ei (1/4)p ei (3/4)p

ei (3/4)p ei (1/4)pD , Sup~ t !5
1

&
•S 1 2 i

1 i D , ~56!

Sup~a!5S 0 2 i

2 i 0 D , Sup~b!5S 2 i 0

0 i D , ~57!

Sdown~x!5
1

&
•S ei (3/4)p ei (23/4)p

ei (1/4)p ei (21/4)pD , Sdown~y!→ 1

&
•S ei (21/4)p ei (23/4)p

ei (1/4)p ei (3/4)p D , ~58!

Sdown~q!5
1

&
•S ei (1/4)p ei (3/4)p

ei (3/4)p ei (1/4)pD , Sdown~ t !5
1

&
•S i 1

2 i 1D , ~59!

Sdown~a!5S 0 1

21 0D , Sdown~b!5S 0 2 i

2 i 0 D . ~60!

Keeping the second factor unchanged, each spinor representation inO4 splits into two spinor
representations inSO4, denoted as 2a , 2b , 2g , 2d , 4a , 4b , 6a , 6b , 6g , 6d .
                                                                                                                



TABLE VII.

1 15 18 18 20 20 208 208
Num. 1 32 32 32 32 24 24 24 24

x1
(1) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

x2
(1) 1 1 1 1 1 21 21 21 21

x (2) 2 21 21 21 0 0 0 0
x1

(3) 3 0 0 0 21 21 21 21
x2

(3) 3 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
x1

(4) 4 1 1 21 21 0 0 0 0
x2

(4) 4 1 1 21 21 0 0 0 0
x (8) 8 21 1 1 0 0 0 0
x (6) 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
xa

(3) 3 0 0 0 21 21 1 1
xb

(3) 3 0 0 0 1 1 21 21
xg

(3) 3 0 0 0 1 1 21 21
xd

(3) 3 0 0 0 21 21 1 1
xa

(2) 2 21 1 21 0 0 & 2&
xb

(2) 2 21 1 21 0 0 2& &
xg

(2) 2 21 21 1 & 2& 0 0
xd

(2) 2 21 21 1 2& & 0 0
xa

(4) 4 1 21 1 0 0 0 0
xb

(4) 4 1 1 21 0 0 0 0
xa

(6) 6 0 0 0 0 0 2& &
xb

(6) 6 0 0 0 0 0 & 2&
xg

(6) 6 0 0 0 2& & 0 0
xd

(6) 6 0 0 0 & 2& 0 0
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Character table ofSO4.

1̄ 3 5 5̄ 7 8 8̄ 11 11 12 14 14 148 148 15
1 12 1 1 48 12 12 12 12 24 6 6 6 6

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 21 21 21 21 21 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 21
3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 21 21 21 21 21 0
3 3 3 3 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 0
4 0 24 24 0 2 2 22 22 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 24 24 0 22 22 2 2 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 28 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21
6 22 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 2 22 22 22 22 0
3 21 3 3 1 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 3 3 0
3 21 3 3 1 21 21 21 21 21 3 3 21 21 0
3 21 3 3 21 1 1 1 1 21 21 21 3 3 0
3 21 3 3 21 1 1 1 1 21 3 3 21 21 0

22 0 2 22 0 2& & & 2& 0 2 22 0 0 1
22 0 2 22 0 & 2& 2& & 0 2 22 0 0 1
22 0 22 2 0 2& & 2& & 0 0 0 22 2 1
22 0 22 2 0 & 2& & 2& 0 0 0 22 2 1
24 0 4 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 24 0 0 21
24 0 24 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 24 4 21
26 0 6 26 0 2& & & 2& 0 22 2 0 0 0
26 0 6 26 0 & 2& 2& & 0 22 2 0 0 0
26 0 26 6 0 2& & 2& & 0 0 0 2 22 0
26 0 26 6 0 & 2& & 2& 0 0 0 2 22 0
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In fact, S(g) falls in the so-called ‘‘chiral’’-representation of Cl(E4) in physical language. Due to
Cl(V)5Cl(V)e% Cl(V)o , and the choice of chiral-representation, there are

Cl~E4!e>S H O

0 H D , Cl~E4!o>S 0 H

H 0 D .

Notice thatSO4,Spin(4),Cl(E4)e , so our reducing process for spinor representations roo
the structure of Clifford algebra.

Conclusively, our conjecture gives all inequivalent irreducible representations ofSO4 whose
characters are summarized in Table VII.
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APPENDIX: FUNDAMENTAL LEMMA OF n-DIMENSIONAL EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY

Lemma A1 (Weak form): Let pi ,i 50,1,2,. . . ,n be n11 points in n-dimensional Euclidean
space En which are noncollinear and give n11 non-negative real numbers di ,i 50,1,2,. . . ,n,
then there exists at most one point pPEn s.t. d(p,pi)5di .

Proof: Without losing generality, setp05(0,0,. . . ,0) and understandp,pi ,i 51,2,. . . ,n as
vectors inEn. Consider equation set

~p2pi ,p2pi !5di
2 , i 51,2,. . . ,n, ~A1!

~p,p!5d0
2, ~A2!

where~,! is the standard inner product ofEn.

Substitute Eq.~A2! into Eq. ~A1!

~pi ,p!5 1
2~d0

22di
21~pi ,pi !!, i 51,2,. . . ,n. ~A3!

The noncollinearity implies that Eq.~A3! has a solutionp. The weak form offundamental lemma
of Euclidean geometryfollows. h
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Quaternionic differential operators
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Motivated by a quaternionic formulation of quantum mechanics, we discuss quater-
nionic and complex linear differential equations. We touch only a few aspects of
the mathematical theory, namely the resolution of the second order differential
equations with constant coefficients. We overcome the problems coming out from
the loss of the fundamental theorem of the algebra for quaternions and propose a
practical method to solve quaternionic and complex linear second order differential
equations with constant coefficients. The resolution of the complex linear Schro¨-
dinger equation, in the presence of quaternionic potentials, represents an interesting
application of the mathematical material discussed in this paper. ©2001 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1360195#

I. INTRODUCTION

There is substantial literature analyzing the possibility to discuss quantum systems by
ing quaternionic wave functions.1–14 This research field has been attacked by a number of pe
leading to substantial progress. In the last years, many articles,15–31 review papers32–34 and
books35–37 provided a detailed investigation of group theory, eigenvalue problem, scatt
theory, relativistic wave equations, Lagrangian formalism and variational calculus within a qu
nionic formulation of quantum mechanics and field theory. In this context, by observing tha
formulation of physical problems in mathematical terms often requires the study of partial d
ential equations, we develop the necessary theory to solve quaternionic and complex line
ferential equations. The main difficulty in carrying out the solution of quaternionic differe
equations is obviously represented by the noncommutative nature of the quaternionic fiel
standard methods of resolution break down and, consequently, we need to modify the cl
approach. It is not our purpose to develop a complete quaternionic theory of differential equa
This exceeds the scope of this paper. The main objective is to include what seemed to b
important for an introduction to this subject. In particular, we restrict ourselves to second
differential equations and give a practical method to solve such equations when quater
constant coefficients appear.

Some of the results given in this paper can be obtained by translation into a com
formalism.15,16,31Nevertheless, many subtleties of quaternionic calculus are often lost by usin
translation trick. See, for example, the difference between quaternionic and complex geom
quantum mechanics,32,34generalization of variational calculus,9,10 the choice of a one-dimensiona
quaternionic Lorentz group for special relativity,21 the new definitions of transpose and determ
nant for quaternionic matrices.29 A wholly quaternionic derivation of the general solution
second order differential equations requires a detailed discussion of the fundamental theo
algebra for quaternions, a revision of the resolution methods and a quaternionic generaliza
the complex results.

a!Electronic mail: deleo@ime.unicamp.br
b!Electronic mail: ducati@mat.ufpr.br
22360022-2488/2001/42(5)/2236/30/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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The study of quaternionic linear second order differential equations with constant coeffi
is based on the explicit resolution of the characteristic quadratic equation.38–41We shall show that
the loss of fundamental theorem of the algebra for quaternions does not represent a prob
solving quaternionic linear second order differential equations with constant coefficients.
there, we introduce more advanced concepts, like diagonalization and Jordan form for q
nionic and complex linear matrix operators, which are developed in detail in the re
literature22–31and we apply them to solve quaternionic and complex linear second order diff
tial equations with constant coefficients.

As an application of the mathematical material presented in this paper, we discuss the
plex linear Schro¨dinger equation in the presence of quaternionic potentials and solve suc
equation for stationary states and constant potentials. We also calculate the relation betw
reflection and transmition coefficients for the step and square potential and give the quate
solution for bound states.

This work was intended as an attempt at motivating the study of quaternionic and com
linear differential equations in view of their future applications within a quaternionic formula
of quantum mechanics. In particular, our future objective is to understand the role that
equations could play in developing nonrelativistic quaternionic quantum dynamics4 and the mean-
ing that quaternionic potentials15,16 could play in discussing CP violation in the kaon system.36

In order to give a clear exposition and to facilitate access to the individual topics, the se
are rendered as self-contained as possible. In Sec. II, we review some of the standard c
used in quaternionic quantum mechanics, i.e., state vector, probability interpretation, scala
uct and left/right quaternionic operators.29,35,42–45Section III contains a brief discussion of th
momentum operator. In Sec. IV, we summarize without proofs the relevant material on q
nionic eigenvalue equations from Ref. 31. Section V is devoted to the study of the
dimensional Schro¨dinger equation in quaternionic quantum mechanics. Sections VI and VII
vide a detailed exposition of quaternionic and complex linear differential equations. In Sec.
we apply the results of previous sections to the one-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation with quater
nionic constant potentials. Our conclusions are drawn in the final section.

II. STATES AND OPERATORS IN QUATERNIONIC QUANTUM MECHANICS

In this section, we give a brief survey of the basic mathematical tools used in quatern
quantum mechanics.32–37 The quantum state of a particle is defined, at a given instant, b
quaternionic wave function interpreted as a probability amplitude given by

C~r !5@ f 01h•f#~r !, ~1!

whereh5( i , j ,k), f5( f 1 , f 2 , f 3) and f m :R3→R, m50,1,2,3. The probabilistic interpretation o
this wave function requires that it belong to the Hilbert vector space of square-integrable
tions. We shall denote byF the set of wave functions composed of sufficiently regular functi
of this vector space. The same functionC(r ) can be represented by several distinct sets
components, each one corresponding to the choice of a particular basis. With each pair of el
of F, C(r ), andF(r ), we associate the quaternionic scalar product,

~C,F!5E d3r C̄~r !F~r !, ~2!

where

C̄~r !5@ f 02h•f#~r ! ~3!

represents the quaternionic conjugate ofC(r ).
A quaternionic linear operator,OH , associates with every wave functionC(r )PF another

wave functionOHC(r )PF, the correspondence being linear from the right onH,
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OH@C1~r !q11C2~r !q2#5@OHC1~r !#q11@OHC2~r !#q2 ,

q1,2PH. Due to the noncommutative nature of the quaternionic field we need to introduce
plex and real linear quaternionic operators, respectively, denoted byOC andOR , the correspon-
dence being linear from the right onC andR

OC@C1~r !z11C2~r !z2#5@OCC1~r !#z11@OCC2~r !#z2 ,

OR@C1~r !l11C2~r !l2#5@OHC1~r !#l11@OHC2~r !#l2 ,

z1,2PC andl1,2PR.
As a concrete illustration of these operators let us consider the case of a finite

n-dimensional, quaternionic Hilbert space. The wave functionC(r ) will then be a column vector,

C5S C1

C2

A
Cn

D , C1,2, . . . ,nPF.

Quaternionic, complex and real linear operators will be represented byn3n quaternionic matrices
Mn@A^ O#, whereO represents the space of real operators acting on the components ofC and
A5(AH ,AC ,AR) denote the real algebras,

AH : $1, L , R, L* R%16,

AC : $1, L , Ri , LRi%8 ,

AR : $1, L%4 ,

generated by the left and right operators,

Lª~Li ,L j ,Lk!, Rª~Ri ,Rj ,Rk!, ~4!

and by the mixed operators,

L* Rª$LpRq%, p,q5 i , j ,k. ~5!

The action of these operators on the quaternionic wave functionC is given by

LC[hC, RC[Ch.

The operatorsL andR satisfy the left/right quaternionic algebra,

Li
25L j

25Lk
25LiL jLk5Ri

25Rj
25Rk

25RkRjRi521,

and the following commutation relations:

@Lp ,Rq#50.

III. SPACE TRANSLATIONS AND QUATERNIONIC MOMENTUM OPERATOR

Space translation operators in quaternionic quantum mechanics are defined in the coo
representation by the real linear anti-Hermitian operator,36

[~]x ,]y ,]z!. ~6!
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To construct an observable momentum operator we must look for a Hermitian operator that
the properties of the momentum expected by analogy with the momentum operator in co
quantum mechanics. The choice of the quaternionic linear operator,

PL52Li\, ~7!

as a Hermitian momentum operator, would appear completely satisfactory, until we consid
translation invariance for quaternionic Hamiltonians,Hq . In fact, due to the presence of the le
acting imaginary uniti , the momentum operator~7! does not commute with thej /k-part of Hq .
Thus, although this definition of the momentum operator gives a Hermitian operator, we
return to the anti-Hermitian operator to get a translation generator,@,Hq#50. A second pos-
sibility to be considered is represented by the complex linear momentum operator, introduc
Rotelli in Ref. 44,

PR52Ri\. ~8!

The commutator ofPR with a quaternionic linear operatorOH gives

@PR ,O#C5\@O,#C i .

Taking OH to be a translation invariant quaternionic HamiltonianHq , we have

@PR ,Hq#50.

However, this second definition of the momentum operator has the following problem: the
plex linear momentum operatorPR does not represent a quaternionic Hermitian operator. In f
by computing the difference

~C,PRF!2~F,PRC!,

which should vanish for a Hermitian operatorPR , we find

~C,PRF!2~PRC,F!5\@ i ,~C,F!#, ~9!

which is in general nonvanishing. There is one important case in which the right-hand side
~9! does vanish. The operatorPR gives a satisfactory definition of the Hermitian momentu
operator when restricted to acomplex geometry,45 that is acomplex projectionof the quaternionic
scalar product, (C,PRF)C . Note that the assumption of a complex projection of the quaterni
scalar product does not imply complex wave functions. The state of quaternionic quantum
chanics with complex geometry will be again described by vectors of a quaternionic Hilbert s
In quaternionic quantum mechanics with complex geometry observables can be represente
quaternionic Hermitian operator,H, obtained taking thespectral decomposition31 of the corre-
sponding anti-Hermitian operator,A, or simply by the complex linear operator,2ARi , obtained
by multiplying A by the operator representing the right action of the imaginary uniti . These two
possibilities represent equivalent choices in describing quaternionic observables within a q
nionic formulation of quantum mechanics based on complex geometry. In this scenario, the
plex linear operatorPR has all the expected properties of the momentum operator. It satisfie
standard commutation relations with the coordinates. It is a translation generator. Finally,
resents aquaternionic observable. A review of quaternionic and complexified quaternionic qua
tum mechanics by adopting a complex geometry is found in Ref. 34.

IV. OBSERVABLES IN QUATERNIONIC QUANTUM MECHANICS

In a recent paper,31 we find a detailed discussion of eigenvalue equations within a quatern
formulation of quantum mechanics with quaternionic and complex geometry. Quaternionic e
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value equations for quaternionic and complex linear operators require eigenvalues from the
In particular, without loss of generality, we can reduce the eigenvalue problem for quatern
and complex linear anti-Hermitian operatorsAPMn@AH^ O# to

ACm5Cmlmi , m51,2,. . . ,n, ~10!

wherelm are real eigenvalues.
There is an important difference between the structure of Hermitian operators in comple

quaternionic quantum mechanics. In complex quantum mechanics we can always trivially
an anti-Hermitian operator,A, to a Hermitian operator,H, by removing a factori , i.e.,A5 iH . In
general, due to the noncommutative nature of the quaternionic field, this does not apply to q
nionic quantum mechanics.

Let $Cm% be a set of normalized eigenvectors ofA with complex imaginary eigenvalue
$ ilm%. The anti-Hermitian operatorA is then represented by

A5(
r 51

n

C rl r iC r
† , ~11!

whereC†
ªC̄ t. It is easy to verify that

ACm5(
r 51

n

C r l r iC r
†Cm5(

r 51

n

C rl r id rm5Cmlmi .

In quaternionic quantum mechanics with quaternionic geometry,36 the observable correspondin
to the anti-Hermitian operatorA is represented by the following Hermitian quaternionic line
operator:

H5(
r 51

n

C rl rC r
† . ~12!

The action of these operators on the eigenvectorsCm gives

HCm5Cmlm .

The eigenvalues of the operatorH are real and eigenvectors corresponding to different eigenva
are orthogonal.

How to relate the Hermitian operatorH to the anti-Hermitian operatorA? A simple calcula-
tion shows that the operatorsLiH andHLi does not satisfy the same eigenvalue equation ofA. In
fact,

LiHCm5FLiS (
r 51

n

C rl rC r
†D GCm5 i (

r 51

n

C rl rC r
†Cm5 iCmlm

and

HLiCm5F S (
r 51

n

C rl rC r
†D Li GCm5(

r 51

n

C rl rC r
†iCm .

These problems can be avoided by using the right operatorRi instead of the left operatorLi . In
fact, the operatorHRi satisfies the same eigenvalue equation ofA,

HRiCm5F S (
r 51

n

C rl rC r
†DRi GCm5(

r 51

n

C rl rC r
†Cmi 5Cmlmi .
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The eigenvalues of the operator2ARi are real and eigenvectors corresponding to different eig
values are orthogonal. The right hermiticity of this operator is recovered within a quatern
formulation of quantum mechanics based on complex geometry.34

When the space state is finite-dimensional, it is always possible to form a basis wit
eigenvectors of the operatorsH and2ARi . When the space state is infinite-dimensional, this is
longer necessarily the case. So, it is useful to introduce a new concept, that of an observa
definition, the Hermitian operatorsH or 2ARi are observables if the orthonormal system
vectors forms a basis in the state space.

In quaternionic quantum mechanics with quaternionic geometry, the Hermitian operato
responding to the anti-Hermitian operatorA of Eq. ~11! is thus given by the operatorH of Eq.
~12!. By adopting a complex geometry, observables can also be represented by complex
Hermitian operators obtained by multiplying the corresponding anti-Hermitian operatorA by
2Ri . We remark that for complex eigenvectors, the operatorsLiH, HLi , HRi andA reduce to
the same complex operator,

iH 5 i (
r 51

n

l rC rC r
† .

We conclude this section by giving an explicit example of quaternionic Hermitian operato
a finite two-dimensional space state. Let

A5S 2 i 3 j

3 j i D ~13!

be an anti-Hermitian operator. An easy computation shows that the eigenvalues and the eig
tors of this operator are given by

$2i ,4i % and H 1

&
S i

j D ,
1

&
S k
1D J .

It is immediate to verify thatiA andAi are characterized by complex eigenvalues and so ca
represent quaternionic observables. In quaternionic quantum mechanics with quaternionic
etry, the quaternionic observable corresponding to the anti-Hermitian operator of Eq.~13! is given
by the Hermitian operator,

H5C12C1
†1C24C2

†5S 3 k

2k 3D . ~14!

Within a quaternionic quantum mechanics with complex geometry, a second equivalent defi
of the quaternionic observable corresponding to the anti-Hermitian operator of Eq.~13! is given by
the complex linear Hermitian operator,

H̃5S 2 i 3 j

3 j i DRi . ~15!

V. THE QUATERNIONIC SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION

For simplicity, we shall assume a one-dimensional description. In the standard formulat
quantum mechanics, the wave function of a particle whose potential energy isV(x,t) must satisfy
the Schro¨dinger equation,

i \ ] tF~x,t !5H F~x,t !5S 2
\2

2m
]xx1V~x,t ! DF~x,t !. ~16!
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Let us modify the previous equation by introducing the quaternionic potential,

@V1h•V#~x,t !.

The i -part of this quaternionic potential violates the norm conservation. In fact,

] t E
2`

1`

dx F̄ F5E
2`

1`

dx F \

2m
F̄ i ]xxF2

\

2m
~]xxF̄!i F2

1

\
F̄$ i ,h%•VFG

5
2

\ E
2`

1`

dx F̄ V1F.

The j /k-part of h•V is responsible for T-violation.4 To show that, we briefly discuss the tim
reversal invariance in quaternionic quantum mechanics. The quaternionic Schro¨dinger equation in
the presence of a quaternionic potential which preserves norm conservation, is given by4,15,16,36

i \ ] tF~x,t !5@H2 j W#F~x,t !, ~17!

whereWPC. Evidently, quaternionic conjugation,

2\ ] tF̄~x,t !i 5H F̄~x,t !1F̄~x,t ! j W,

does not yield a time-reversed version of the original Schro¨dinger equation

2 i \ ] tFT~x,2t !5@H2 j W#FT~x,2t !. ~18!

To understand why the T-violation is proportional to thej /k-part of the quaternionic potential, le
us consider a real potentialW. Then, the Schro¨dinger equation has a T-invariance. By multiplyin
Eq. ~17! by j from the left, we have

2 i \ ] t j F~x,t !5@H2 j W# j F~x,t !, WPR,

which has the same form of Eq.~18!. Thus,

FT~x,2t !5 j F~x,t !.

A similar discussion applies for imaginary complex potentialWP i R. In this case, we find

FT~x,2t !5k F~x,t !.

However, when bothV2 andV3 are nonzero, i.e.,WPC, this construction does not work, and th
quaternionic physics is T-violating. The system of neutral kaons is the natural candidate to
the presence ofeffectivequaternionic potentials,V1h•V. In studying such a system, we need
V1 andV2,3 in order to include the decay rates ofKS/KL and CP-violation effects.

A. Quaternionic stationary states

For stationary states,

V~x,t !5V~x! and W~x,t !5W~x!,

we look for solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation of the form

F~x,t !5C~x!z~ t !. ~19!

Substituting~19! in the quaternionic Schro¨dinger equation, we obtain

i \ C~x!ż~ t !5@H2 j W~x!#C~x!z~ t !. ~20!
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Multiplying by 2C̄(x) i from the left and byz̄(t) from the right, we find

\ ż~ t !z̄~ t !/uz~ t !u25C̄~x!@2 i H1k W~x!#C~x!/uC~x!u2. ~21!

In this equation we have a function oft on the left-hand side and a function ofx on the right-hand
side. The previous equality is only possible if

\ ż~ t !z̄~ t !/ uz~ t !u25C̄~x!@2 i H1k W~x!#C~x!/uC~x!u25q, ~22!

where q is a quaternionic constant. The energy operator2 i H1k W(x) represents an anti
Hermitian operator. Consequently, its eigenvalues are purely imaginary quaternions,q5h•E. By
applying the unitary transformationu,

ū h•E u52 i E, E5AE1
21E2

21E3
2,

Eq. ~22! becomes

\ ū ż~ t !z̄~ t !u/uz~ t !u25ū C̄~x!@2 i H 1k W~x!#C~x!u/uC~x!u252 i E. ~23!

The solutionF(x,t) of the Schro¨dinger equation is not modified by this similarity transformatio
In fact,

F~x,t !→C~x!u ū z~ t !5C~x!z~ t !.

By observing thatuF(x,t)u25uC(x)u2uz(t)u2, the norm conservation impliesuz(t)u2 constant.
Without loss of generality, we can chooseuz(t)u251. Consequently, by equating the first and t
third term in Eq.~23! and solving the corresponding equation, we find

z~ t !5exp@2 iEt/\#z~0!, ~24!

with z(0) unitary quaternion. Note that the position ofz(0) in Eq.~24! is very important. In fact,
it can be shown thatz(0)exp@2iEt/\# is not solution of Eq.~23!. Finally, to complete the solution
of the quaternionic Schro¨dinger equation, we must determineC(x) by solving the following
second order~right complex linear! differential equation,

F i
\2

2m
]xx2 i V~x!1k W~x!GC~x!52C~x!i E. ~25!

B. Real potential

For W(x)50, Eq. ~25! becomes

F \2

2m
]xx2V~x!G$@C~x!#C2 j @ j C~x!#C%5 i $@C~x!#C2 j @ j C~x!#C% i E. ~26!

Consequently,

F \2

2m
]xx2V~x!G@C~x!#C52@C~x!#C E,

and

F \2

2m
]xx2V~x!G@ j C~x!#C5@ j C~x!#C E.
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By solving these complex equations, we find

C~x!5expFA2m

\2 ~V2E! xG k11expF2A2m

\2 ~V2E! xG k21 j

3H expFA2m

\2 ~V1E! xG k31expF2A2m

\2 ~V1E! xG k4J ,

wherekn , n51, . . . ,4, arecomplex coefficients determined by the initial conditions.

C. Free particles

For free particles,V(x)5W(x)50, the previous solution reduces to

C~x!5expF i
p

\
x Gk11expF2 i

p

\
x G k21 j H expF p

\
x Gk31expF2

p

\
x Gk4J ,

wherep5A2mE. For scattering problems with a wave function incident from the left on qua
nionic potentials, we have

C~x!5expF i
p

\
xG1r expF2 i

p

\
x G1 j r̃ expF p

\
xG , ~27!

where ur u2 is the standard coefficient of reflection andu r̃ exp@(p/\) x#u2 represents an additiona
evanescent probability of reflection. In our study of quaternionic potentials, we shall deal wi
rectangular potential barrier of widtha. In this case, the particle is free forx,0, where the
solution is given by~27!, andx.a, where the solution is

C~x!5t expF i
p

\
x G1 j t̃ expF2

p

\
xG . ~28!

Note that, in Eqs.~27! and~28!, we have, respectively, omitted the complex exponential solu
exp@2(p/\)x# and exp@(p/\)x# which are in conflict with the boundary condition thatC(x) remain
finite asx→2` andx→`. In Eq. ~28!, we have also omitted the complex exponential solut
exp@2i(p/\)x# because we are considering a wave incident from the left.

VI. QUATERNIONIC LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION

Consider the second order quaternionic linear differential operator,

DH5]xx1~a01L•a!]x1b01L•bPAH^ O.

We are interested in finding the solution of the quaternionic linear differential equation,

DH w~x!50. ~29!

In analogy to the complex case, we look for solutions of exponential form

w~x!5exp@qx#,

whereqPH andxPR. To satisfy Eq.~29!, the constantq has to be a solution of the quaternion
quadratic equation,38–41

q21~a01h•a!q1b01h•b50. ~30!
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A. Quaternionic quadratic equation

To simplify our discussion, it is convenient to modify Eq.~30! by removing the real constan
a0 . To do this, we introduce a new quaternionic constantp defined byp5q1 a0/2. The quadratic
equation~30! then becomes

p21h•a p1c01h•c50, ~31!

wherec05b02 a0
2/4 andc5b2 (a0/2)a. We shall give the solution of Eq.~31! in terms of real

constantc0 and of the real vectorsa andc. Let us analyze the following cases:

„i… aÃc50,

• aÞ0, cÞ0: „ii … a•c50,

„iii … aÃcÞ0Þa•c;
• a50, cÞ0;
• aÞ0, c50;
• a5c50.

• „i… aÃc50. In this casea andc are parallel vectors, so Eq.~31! can be easily reduced to
complex equation. In fact, by introducing the imaginary unitI5h•a/uau and observing thath•c
5I a, with aPR, we find

p21Iuaup1c01I a50,

whosecomplexsolutions are immediately found.
• „ii … a•c50. By observing thata, c and aÃc are orthogonal vectors, we can rearrange

imaginary part ofp, h•p, in terms of the new basis (a,c,aÃc), i.e.,

p5p01h•~x a1y c1z aÃc!. ~32!

Substituting~32! in Eq. ~31!, we obtain the following system of equations for the real variab
p0 , x, y andz:

R: p0
22(x21x)uau22y2 ucu22z2uau2ucu21c050,

h•a: p0(112 x)50,
h•c: 112 p0y2zuau250,
h•aÃc: y12 p0 z50.

The second equation,p0(112 x)50, impliesp050 and/orx52 1
2. For p050, it can be shown

that the solution of Eq.~31!, in terms ofp0 , x, y andz, is given by

p050, x52
1

2
6AD, y50, z5

1

uau2 , ~33!

where

D5
1

4
1

1

uau2 S c02
ucu2

uau2D>0.

For x52 1
2, we find

y52
2 p0

4 p0
21uau2

, z5
1

4 p0
21uau2 , ~34!

and
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p0
25 1

4@6 2 Ac0
21ucu222 c02uau2#.

It is easily verified that

D<0⇒Ac0
21ucu22c0>

uau2

2
;

thus

p056 1
2
A2~Ac0

21ucu22c0!2uau2. ~35!

Summarizing, forDÞ0, we have two quaternionic solutions,p1Þp2 ,

D.0 : p050,

x52 1
2 6AD,

y50,

z5
1

uau2
; ~36!

D,0 : p056 1
2
A2~Ac0

21ucu22c0!2uau2,

x52 1
2 ,

y52
2 p0

4 p0
21uau2 ,

z5
1

4 p0
21uau2 . ~37!

For D50, these solutions tend to the same solutionp15p2 given by

D50 : p050, x52
1

2
, y50, z5

1

uau2
. ~38!

• „iii … aÃcÞ0Þa•c. In discussing this case, we introduce the vectord5c2d0 a, d05a
•c/uau2 and the imaginary part ofp in terms of the orthogonal vectorsa, d andaÃd,

p5p01h•~x a1y d1z aÃd!. ~39!

By using this decomposition, from Eq.~31! we obtain the following system of real equations:

R: p0
22(x21x)uau22y2 udu22z2 uau2udu21c050,

h•a: p0(112 x)1d050,
h•d; 112 p0 y2z uau250,
h•aÃd: y12 p0z50.

The second equation of this system,p0(112 x)1d050, impliesp0Þ0 sinced0Þ0. Therefore,
we have
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x52
p01d0

2p0
, y52

2p0

4p0
21uau2

, z5
1

4p0
21uau2

, ~40!

and

16w318@ uau212c0#w214F uau2~c02d0
2!1

uau4

4
2udu2Gw2d0

2uau450, ~41!

wherew5p0
2. By using the Descartes rule of signs it can be proved that Eq.~41! has only one real

positive solution,38 w5a2, aPR. This impliesp056 a. Thus, we also find two quaternioni
solutions.

• a50 andcÞ0. By introducing the imaginarycomplexunit I5h•c/ucu, we can reduce Eq
~31! to the followingcomplexequation:

p21c01Iucu50.

• aÞ0 andc50. This case is similar to the previous one. We introduce the imaginarycomplex
unit I5h•a/uau and reduce Eq.~31! to thecomplexequation,

p21I uaup1c050.

• a5c50. Equation~31! becomes

p21c050.

For c052a2, aPR, we find two real solutions. Forc05a2, we obtain aninfinite number of
quaternionic solutions, i.e.,p5h•p, whereupu5uau.

Let us resume our discussion on a quaternionic linear quadratic equation. Fora50 and/orc
50 and foraÃc50 we can reduce quaternionic linear quadratic equations tocomplexequations.
For non null vectors satisfyinga•c50 or aÃcÞ0Þa•c, we haveeffectivequaternionic equations
In these cases, we always find two quaternionic solutions~36!, ~37! and~40!–~41!. Fora•c50 and
D50, these solutions tend to the same solution~38!. Finally, the fundamental theorem of algeb
is lost for arestrictedclass of quaternionic quadratic linear equations, namely

q21a250, aPR.

B. Second order quaternionic differential equations with constant coefficients

Due to the quaternionic linearity from the right of Eq.~29!, we look for general solutions
which are of the form

w~x!5w1~x!c11w2~x!c2 ,

wherew1(x) andw2(x) represent two linear independent solutions of Eq.~29! andc1 andc2 are
quaternionic constants fixed by the initial conditions. In analogy to the complex case, w
distinguish between quaternionic linear dependent and independent solutions by constru
Wronskian functional. To do this, we need to define a quaternionic determinant. Due t
noncommutative nature of quaternions, the standard definition of the determinant must be r
The study of quaternionic, complex and real functionals, extending the complex determin
quaternionic matrices, has been extensively developed in quaternionic linear algebra.46–49 In a
recent paper,50 we find an interesting discussion on the impossibility to obtain a quaterni
functional with the main properties of the complex determinant. For quaternionic matrices,M , a
real positivefunctional,udetMu5Adet@MM†#, which reduces to the absolute value of the stand
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determinant for complex matrices, was introduced by Study51 and its properties axiomatized b
Dieudonne´.52 The details can be found in the excellent survey paper of Aslaksen.53 This functional
allows us to construct a real positive Wronskian,31

W~x!5UdetS w1~x! w2~x!

ẇ1~x! ẇ2~x!
D U

5uw1~x!iẇ2~x!2ẇ1~x!w1
21~x!w2~x!u

5uw2~x!iẇ1~x!2ẇ2~x!w2
21~x!w1~x!u

5uẇ1~x!iw2~x!2w1~x!ẇ1
21~x!ẇ2~x!u

5uẇ2~x!iw1~x!2w2~x!ẇ2
21~x!ẇ1~x!u.

Solutions of Eq.~29!,

w1,2~x!5exp@q1,2 x#5expF S p1,22
a0

2 D xG ,
are given in terms of the solutions of the quadratic equation~31!, p1,2, and of the real variablex.
In this case, the Wronskian becomes

W~x!5up12p2i exp@q1x#i exp@q2x#u.

This functional allows us to distinguish between quaternionic linear dependent (W50) and inde-
pendent (WÞ0) solutions. A generalization for quaternionic second order differential equa
with nonconstant coefficients should be investigated.

For p1Þp2 , the solution of Eq.~29! is then given by

w~x!5expF2
a0

2
xG$exp@p1 x#c11exp@p2 x#c2%. ~42!

As observed at the end of the previous subsection, the fundamental theorem of algebra is
a restricted class of quaternionic quadratic equation, i.e.,p21a250 whereaPR. For these
equations we find an infinite number of solutions,p5h•a with uau25a2. Nevertheless, the
general solution of the second order differential equation,

ẅ~x!1a2 w~x!50, ~43!

is also expressed in terms oftwo linearly independent exponential solutions,

w~x!5exp@ i a x#c11exp@2 i a x#c2 . ~44!

Note that any other exponential solution, exp@h•a x#, can be written as a linear combination
exp@i a x# and exp@2i a x#,

exp@h•a x#5
1

2a
$exp@ i a x#~a2 i h•a!1exp@2 i a x#~a1 i h•a!%.

As a consequence, the loss of the fundamental theorem of algebra for quaternions donot
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represent an obstacle in solving second order quaternionic linear differential equations wit
stant coefficients. To complete our discussion, we have to examine the casep15p2 . From Eq.
~38! we find

p15p252
hÃa

2
1

1

uau2
h•aÃS b2

a0

2
aD ,

Thus, a first solution of the differential equation~29! is

j~x!5expH Fh•S aÃb

uau2
2

a

2D2
a0

2 GxJ .

For aÃb50, we can immediately obtain a second linearly independent solution by multip
exp@2 (a/2)x# by x, h(x)5x j(x). For aÃbÞ0, the second linearly independent solution take
more complicated form, i.e.,

h~x!5S x1
h•a

uau2D j~x!. ~45!

It can easily be shown thath(x) is a solution of the differential equation~29!,

ḧ~x!1a ḣ~x!1b h~x!

5Fx~q21a q1b!12 q1a1
h•a

uau2 ~q21a q!1b
h•a

uau2G j~x!

5S 2 q1a1Fb,
h•a

uau2G D j~x!

5S 2 h•
aÃb

uau2 1Fh•b,
h•a

uau2G D j~x!50.

Thus, forp15p25p5h•((aÃb)/uau2 2a/2, the general solution of the differential equation~29!
is given by

w~x!5expF2
a0

2
xG H exp@p x#c11S x1

h•a

uau2D exp@p x#c2J . ~46!

C. Diagonalization and Jordan form

To find the general solution of linear differential equations, we can also use quatern
formulations of eigenvalue equations, matrix diagonalization and Jordan form. The quater
linear differential equation~29! can be written in matrix form as follows:

Ḟ~x!5M F~x!, ~47!

where

M5S 0 1

2b 2aD and F~x!5Fw~x!

ẇ~x!
G .

By observing thatx is real, the formal solution of the matrix equation~47! is given by

F~x!5exp@M x#F~0!, ~48!
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whereF(0) represents a constant quaternionic column vector determined by the initial cond
w(0), ẇ(0) and exp@M x#5(n50

` @(Mx)n/n!#. In the sequel, we shall use right eigenvalue equati
for quaternionic linear matrix operators equations,

M F5F q. ~49!

Without loss of generality, we can work withcomplexeigenvalue equations. By settingC
5Fu, from the previous equation, we have

M C5M Fu5F q u5Fu ūqu5C z, ~50!

wherezPC andu is a unitary quaternion. In a recent paper,31 we find a complete discussion of th
eigenvalue equation for quaternionic matrix operators. In such a paper was shown that th
plex counterpart of the matrixM has an eigenvalue spectrum characterized by eigenvalues w
appear in conjugate pairs$z1 ,z̄1 ,z2 ,z̄2%. Let C1 andC2 be the quaternionic eigenvectors corr
sponding to the complex eigenvaluesz1 andz2 ,

M C15C1 z1 and M C25C2 z2 .

It can be shown that foruz1uÞuz2u, the eigenvectorsC1 andC2 are linearly independent onH and
consequently there exists a 232 quaternionic matrixS5@C1 C2# which diagonalizesM ,

exp@M x#5SexpF S z1 0

0 z2
D xG S215S S exp@z1x# 0

0 exp@z2x#
D S21.

In this case, the general solution of the quaternionic differential equation can be written in
of the elements of the matricesS andS21 and of the complex eigenvaluesz1 andz2 ,

Fw~x!

ẇ~x!G5S S11exp@z1x# S12exp@z2x#

S21exp@z1x# S22exp@z2x#
D FS11

21 w~0!1S12
21 ẇ~0!

S21
21 w~0!1S22

21 ẇ~0!
G .

Hence,

w~x!5S11exp@z1 x#@S11
21 w~0!1S12

21 ẇ~0!#

1S12exp@z2 x#@S21
21 w~0!1S22

21 ẇ~0!#

5exp@S11z1~S11!
21 x#S11@S11

21 w~0!1S12
21 ẇ~0!#

1exp@S12z2~S12!
21 x#S12@S21

21 w~0!1S22
21 ẇ~0!#

5exp@S21~S11!
21 x#S11@S11

21 w~0!1S12
21 ẇ~0!#

1exp@S22~S12!
21 x#S12@S21

21 w~0!1S22
21 ẇ~0!#. ~51!

We remark that a different choice of the eigenvalue spectrum doesnot modify the solution~51!.
In fact, by taking the following quaternionic eigenvalue spectrum:

$q1 ,q2%5$ū1z1u1 ,ū2z2u2%, uq1uÞuq2u, ~52!

and observing that the corresponding linearly independent eigenvectors are given by

$ F15C1u1 ,F25C2u2%, ~53!

we obtain
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M5@F1 F2#diag$q1 ,q2%@F1 F2#21

5@C1u1 C2u2#diag$ū1z1u1 ,ū2z2u2%@C1u1 C2u2#21

5@C1 C2#diag$z1 ,z2%@C1 C2#21.

Let us now discuss the caseuz1u5uz2u. If the eigenvectors$Ca ,Cb%, corresponding to the eigen
value spectrum$z,z%, are linearly independent onH, we can obviously repeat the previous di
cussion and diagonalize the matrix operatorM by the 232 quaternionic matrixU5@C1 C2#.
Then, we find

w~x!5exp@U11z~U11!
21 x#U11@U11

21 w~0!1U12
21 ẇ~0!#

1exp@U12z~U12!
21 x#U12@U21

21 w~0!1U22
21 ẇ~0!#

5exp@U21~U11!
21 x#U11@11

21 w~0!1U12
21 ẇ~0!#

1exp@U22~U12!
21 x#U12@U21

21 w~0!1U22
21 ẇ~0!#. ~54!

For linearly dependent eigenvectors, we cannot construct a matrix which diagonalizes the
operatorM . Nevertheless, we can transform the matrix operatorM to Jordan form,

M5J S z 1

0 zD J21. ~55!

It follows that the solution of our quaternionic differential equation can be written as

F~x!5J expF S z 1

0 zD xG J21 F~0!5S J11 x J111J12

J21 x J211J22
D exp@zx#FJ11

21 w~0!1J12
21 ẇ~0!

J21
21 w~0!1J22

21 ẇ~0!
G .

Thus,

w~x!5J11exp@z x#@J11
21 w~0!1J12

21 ẇ~0!#

1~x J111J12!exp@z x#@J21
21 w~0!1J22

21 ẇ~0!#

5exp@J11z~J11!
21 x#J11@J11

21 w~0!1J12
21 ẇ~0!#

1@x1J12~J11!
21#exp@J11z~J11!

21 x#

3J11@J21
21 w~0!1J22

21 ẇ~0!#

5exp@J21~J11!
21 x#J11@J11

21 w~0!1J12
21 ẇ~0!#

1@x1J12~J11!
21#exp@J21~J11!

21 x#

3J11@J21
21 w~0!1J22

21 ẇ~0!#. ~56!

The last equality in the previous equation follows from the use of Eq.~55! and the definition ofM .
Finally, the general solution of the quaternionic differential equation~29! can be given by

solving the corresponding eigenvalue problem. We conclude this section by observing th
quaternionic exponential solution, exp@q x#, can also be written in terms of complex exponent
solutions,u exp@z x#u21, whereq5u z u21. The elements of the similarity transformationsS, U or
J and the complex eigenvalue spectrum ofM determine the quaternionu and the complex numbe
z. This form for exponential solutions will be very useful in solving complex linear differen
equations with constant coefficients. In fact, due to the presence of the right acting operatRi ,
we cannot use quaternionic exponential solutions for complex linear differential equations.
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VII. COMPLEX LINEAR QUATERNIONIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

Consider now the second order complex linear quaternionic differential operator,

DC5@a021L•a21~b021L•b2!Ri #]xx

1@a011L•a11~b011L•b1!Ri #]x

1a001L•a01~b001L•b0!Ri

PAC^ O,

and look for solutions of the complex linear quaternionic differential equation,

DC w~x!50. ~57!

Due to the presence ofRi in ~57!, the general solution of the complex linear quaternionic diff
ential equation cannot be given in terms of quaternionic exponentials. In matrix form, Eq~57!
reads as

Ḟ~x!5MC F~x!, ~58!

where

MC5S 0 1

2bC 2aC
D and F~x!5Fw~x!

ẇ~x!
G .

The complex counterpart of complex linear quaternionic matrix operatorMC has an eigenvalue
spectrum characterized by four complex eigenvalues$z1 ,z2 ,z3 ,z4%. It can be shown thatMC is
diagonalizable if and only if its complex counterpart is diagonalizable. For diagonalizable m
operatorMC , we can find a complex linear quaternionic linear similarity transformationSC which
reduces the matrix operatorMC to diagonal form,31

MC5SCS z11 z̄2

2
1

z12 z̄2

2i
Ri 0

0
z31 z̄4

2
1

z32 z̄4

2i
Ri

D SC
21 .

It is immediate to verify that

H S 1
0D , S j

0D , S 0
1D , S 0

j D J
are eigenvectors of the diagonal matrix operator,

S z11 z̄2

2
1

z12 z̄2

2i
Ri 0

0
z31 z̄4

2
1

z32 z̄4

2i
Ri

D ,

with right complex eigenvaluesz1 , z2 , z3 andz4 . The general solution of the differential equatio
~57! can be given in terms of these complex eigenvalues,
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w~x!5SC 11expF S z11 z̄2

2
1

z12 z̄2

2i
Ri D xG@SC 11

21 w~0!1SC 12
21 ẇ~0!#

1SC 12expF S z31 z̄4

2
1

z32 z̄4

2i
Ri D xG@SC 21

21 w~0!1SC 22
21 ẇ~0!#

5u1 exp@z1 x#k11u2 exp@z2 x#k2

1u3 exp@z3 x#k31u4 exp@z4 x#k4 , ~59!

wherekn are complex coefficients determined by the initial conditions. This solution holds
diagonalizable matrix operatorMC . For nondiagonalizable matrix operators we need to find
similarity transformationJC which reducesMC to the Jordan form. For instance, it can be sho
that for equal eigenvalues,z15z2 , the general solution of the differential equation~57! is

w~x!5u exp@z x#k11~u x1ũ!exp@z x#k21u3 exp@z3 x#k31u4 exp@z4 x#k4 . ~60!

A. Schrö dinger equation

Let us now examine the complex linear Schro¨dinger equation in the presence of a const
quaternionic potential,

F \2

2m
]xx2V1 j WGC~x!5 i C~x!i E. ~61!

In this case, the complex linear matrix operator,

MC5S 0 1

2bC 0D , bC5V2 j W1 i E Ri ,

represents a diagonalizable operator. Consequently, the general solution of the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion is given by

w~x!5u1 exp@z1 x#k11u2 exp@z2 x#k21u3 exp@z3 x#k31u4 exp@z4 x#k4 . ~62!

The quaternionsun and the complex eigenvalueszn are obtained by solving the eigenvalue equ
tion for the complex linear operatorMC . We can also obtain the general solution of Eq.~61! by
substitutingu exp@A2m/\2 z x# in the Schro¨dinger equation. We find the following quaternion
equation:

u z22~V2 j W!u2 i E u i50,

whereu5zu1 j z̃u . This equation can be written as two complex equations:

@z22~V2E!#zu2W̄z̃u5@z22~V1E!# z̃u1W zu50.

An easy calculation shows thatz satisfies the complex equation,

z422 V z21V21uWu22E250, ~63!

whose roots are

z1,256 AV2AE22uWu256 z2 and z3,456 AV1AE22uWu256 z1 . ~64!

By setting (u1,2)C5(2 ju3,4)C51, we find
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u25S 11 j
W

E1AE22uWu2D and u15S W̄

E1AE22uWu2
1 j D . ~65!

The solution of the complex linear quaternionic Schro¨dinger equation is then given by

C~x!5u2 H expFA2m

\2 z2 xG k11expF2 A2m

\2 z2 xG k2J
1u1 H expFA2m

\2 z1 xG k31expF2 A2m

\2 z1 xG k4J . ~66!

Equation~63! can also be obtained by multiplying the complex linear Schro¨dinger equation~61!
from the left by the operator,

\2

2m
]xx2V2 j W.

This gives

F S \2

2mD 2

]xxxx22
\2

2m
V ]xx1V21uWu2GC~x!5 i F \2

2m
]xx2V1 j WGC~x!i E

5E2 C~x!.

By substituting the exponential solutionu exp@A2m/\2 z x# in the previous equation, we imme
diately re-obtain Eq.~63!.

VIII. QUATERNIONIC CONSTANT POTENTIALS

Of all Schrödinger equations the one for a constant potential is mathematically the sim
The reason for resuming the study of the Schro¨dinger equation with such a potential is that t
qualitative features of a physical potential can often be approximated reasonably well by a
tial which is pieced together from a number of constant portions.

A. The potential step

Let us consider the quaternionic potential step,

V~x!2 j W~x!5H 0, x,0,

V2 j W, x.0,

where V and W represent constant potentials. For scattering problems with a wave fun
incident from the left on the quaternionic potential step, the complex linear quaternionic S¨-
dinger equation has the solution

C~x!55
x,0: expF i

p

\
x G1r expF2 i

p

\
x G1 j r̃ expF p

\
x G ;

x.0: u2 t expFA2m

\2 z2 xG1u1 t̃ expF2 A2m

\2 z1 xG @E.AV21uWu2#,

u2 t expF2A2m

\2 z2 xG1u1 t̃ expF2 A2m

\2 z1 xG @E,AV21uWu2#,

~67!

where r , r̃ , t and t̃ are complex coefficients to be determined by matching the wave func
C(x) and its slope at the discontinuity of the potentialx50.
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For E.AV21uWu2, the complex exponential solutions of the quaternionic Schro¨dinger equa-
tion are characterized by

z25 i AAE22uWu22VP i R and z15AAE22uWu21VPR.

The complex linearly independent solutions,

u2 expF2A2m

\2 z2 xG and u1 expFA2m

\2 z1 xG ,
have been omitted,k25k350 in ~66!, because we are considering a wave incident from the
and because the second complex exponential solution, exp@A2m/\2 z1 x#, is in conflict with the
boundary condition thatC(x) remain finite asx→`. The standard result of complex quantu
mechanics are immediately recovered by consideringW50 and taking the complex part of th
quaternionic solution.

For E,AV21uWu2, the complex exponential solutions of the quaternionic Schro¨dinger equa-
tion are characterized by

z25AV2AE22uWu2, z15AV1AE22uWu2 PR @E.uWu#,

z65~V21uWu22E2!1/4expF6 i
u

2G , tanu5
AuWu22E2

V
PC @E,uWu#.

The complex linearly independent solutions,

u2 expFA2m

\2 z2 xG and u1 expFA2m

\2 z1 xG ,
have been omitted,k15k350 in ~66!, because they are in conflict with the boundary condit
that C(x) remain finite asx→`.

A relation between the complex coefficients of reflection and transmission can immediat
obtained by the continuity equation,

] tr~x,t !1]xJ~x,t !50, ~68!

where

r~x,t !5F̄~x,t !F~x,t !,

and

J~x,t !5
\

2m
$@]xF̄~x,t !# i F~x,t !2F̄~x,t !i ]xF~x,t !%.

Note that, due to the noncommutative nature of the quaternionic wave functions, the posit
the imaginary uniti in the probability current densityJ(x,t) is important to recover a continuity
equation in quaternionic quantum mechanics. For stationary states,F(x,t)
5C(x)exp@2i (E/\)t#z(0), it can easily be shown that the probability current density,

J~x,t !5
\

2m
z̄~0!expF i

E

\
t G$@]xC̄~x!# i C~x!2C̄~x!i ]xC~x!% expF2 i

E

\
t Gz~0!,

must be independent ofx, J(x,t)5 f (t). Hence,
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\

2m
$@]xC̄~x!# i C~x!2C̄~x!i ]xC~x!%5expF2 i

E

\
t G z~0! f ~ t !z̄~0!expF i

E

\
t G5a,

wherea is a real constant. This implies that the quantity

J5
p

2m
$@]xC̄~x!# i C~x!2C̄~x!i ]xC~x!%,

has the same value at all pointsx. In the free potential region,x,0, we find

J25
p

m
~12ur u2!.

In the potential region,x.0, we obtain

J15HA2

m
~AE22uWu22V! F12S uWu

E1AE22uWu2
D 2G utu2 @E.AV21uWu2#,

0 @E,AV21uWu2#.

Finally, for stationary states, the continuity equation leads to

ur u21
AE22uWu22V

E F12S uWu

E1AE22uWu2
D 2G utu251 @E.AV21uWu2#,

~69!

ur u251 @E,AV21uWu2#.

Thus, by using the concept of a probability current, we can define the following coefficien
transmission and reflection:

R5ur u2, T5
AE22uWu22V

E F12S uWu

E1AE22uWu2
D 2G utu2 @E.AV21uWu2#,

R5ur u2, T50 @E,AV21uWu2#.

These coefficients give the probability for the particle, arriving fromx52`, to pass the potentia
step atx50 or to turn back. The coefficientsR andT depend only on the ratiosE/V anduWu/V.
The predictions of complex quantum mechanics are recovered by settingW50.

B. The rectangular potential barrier

In our study of quaternionic potentials, we now reach the rectangular potential barrier,

V~x!2 j W~x!5H 0, x,0,

V2 j W, 0,x,a,

0, x.a.

For scattering problems with a wave function incident from the left on the quaternionic pote
barrier, the complex linear quaternionic Schro¨dinger equation has the solution
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C~x!5

¦

x,0: expF i
p

\
x G1r expF2 i

p

\
x G1 j r̃ expF p

\
x G ;

0,x,a: u2 H expFA2m

\2 z2 xG k11expF2 A2m

\2 z2 xG k2J
1u1 H expFA2m

\2 z1 xG k31expF2 A2m

\2 z1 xG k4J ;

x.a: t expF i
p

\
x G1 j t̃ expF2

p

\
x G .

~70!

The complex coefficientsr , r̃ , t and t̃ are determined by matching the wave functionC(x) and
its slope at the discontinuity of the potentialx50 and will depend onuWu.

By using the continuity equation, we immediately find the following relation between
transmission,T5utu2, and reflection,R5ur u2, coefficients

R1T51. ~71!

C. The rectangular potential well

Finally, we briefly discuss the quaternionic rectangular potential well,

V~x!2 j W~x!5H 0, x,0,

2V1 j W, 0,x,a,

0, x.a.

In the potential region, the solution of the complex linear quaternionic Schro¨dinger equation is
then given by

C~x!5u2 H expFA2m

\2 z2 xG k11expF2 A2m

\2 z2 xG k2J
1u1 H expFA2m

\2 z1 xG k31expF2 A2m

\2 z1 xG k4J , ~72!

where

u25S 12 j
W

E1AE22uWu2
D , u15S j 2

W̄

E1AE22uWu2
D ,

and

z25 i AAE22uWu21V, z15AAE22uWu22V.

Depending on whether the energy is positive or negative, we distinguish two separate ca
E.0, the particle is unconfined and is scattered by the potential; ifE,0, it is confined and in a
bound state. We limit ourselves to discussing the caseE,0. For uWu,uEu,AV21uWu2, solution
~72! becomes
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u2 H expF i A2m

\2
AAE22uWu21V xG k11expF2 i A2m

\2
AAE22uWu21V xG k2J

1u1 H expF i A2m

\2
AV2AE22uWu2 xG k31expF2 i A2m

\2
AV2AE22uWu2 xG k4J .

~73!

For uEu,uWu, the solution is given by

u2H expFA2m

\2 r expF i
u1p

2
xG G k11expF2A2m

\2 r expF i
u2p

2
xG G k2J

1u1 H expFA2m

\2 r expF i
p2u

2 G xG k31expF2 A2m

\2 r expF2 i
u1p

2
xG G k4J , ~74!

wherer5AV21uWu22E2 and tanu5AuWu22E2/V. In the region of zero potential, by using th
boundary conditions at large distances, we find

C~x!55 x,0: expF A2m

\2 uEu x G c11 j expF2 i A2m

\2 uEu x G c4 ;

x.a: expF2 A2m

\2 uEu x G d21 j expF i A2m

\2 uEu x G d3 .

~75!

The matching conditions at the discontinuities of the potential yield the energy eigenvalues

IX. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have discussed the resolution of quaternionic,DH w(x)50, and complex,
DC w(x)50, linear differential equations with constant coefficients within a quaternionic for
lation of quantum mechanics. We emphasize that the onlyquaternionic quadraticequation in-
volved in the study of second order linear differential equations with constant coefficients is
by Eq. ~30! following from DH w(x)50. Due to the right action of the factori in complex linear
differential equations, we cannot factorize a quaternionic exponential and consequently we
able to obtain aquaternionic quadraticequation fromDC w(x)50. Complex linear differential
equations can be solved by searching for quaternionic solutions of the formq exp@z x#, whereq
PH andzPC. The complex exponential factorization gives acomplex quarticequation. A similar
discussion can be extended to real linear differential equations,DR w(x)50. In this case, the
presence of left/right operatorsL and R in DR requires quaternionic solutions of the for
q exp@l x#, where qPH and lPR. A detailed discussion of real linear differential equatio
deserves a further investigation.

The use of quaternionic mathematical structures in solving the complex linear Schro¨dinger
equation could represent an important direction for the search of new physics. The open q
of whether quaternions could play a significant role in quantum mechanics is strictly related
whole understanding of resolutions of quaternionic differential equations and eigenvalue
lems. The investigation presented in this work is only a first step towards a whole theo
quaternionic differential, integral and functional equations. Obviously, due to the great varie
problems in using a noncommutative field, it is very difficult to define the precise limit of
subject.
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APPENDIX A: QUATERNIONIC LINEAR QUADRATIC EQUATIONS

In this appendix, we give some examples of quaternionic linear quadratic equations; see
~i!–~iii ! and find their solutions.

• „i…: p21&( i 1 j )p2122&( i 1 j )50.
In solving such an equation we observe thata5(&,&,0) andc52(2&,2&,0) are parallel

vectors,c522 a. Consequently, by introducing thecompleximaginary unitI5( i 1 j )/&, we can
reduce the quadratic quaternionic equation to the followingcomplexequation:

p212 I p2124 I50,

whose solutions arep1,252I62 AI. It follows that the quaternionic solutions are

p1,256&2~17& !
i 1 j

&
.

• „ii …: p21 i p1 1
2 k50, D50.

We note thata5(1,0,0) andc5(0,0,12) are orthogonal vectors andD50. So, we find two
coincident quaternionic solutions given by

p52
1

2
h•a1h•aÃc52

i 1 j

2
.

• „ii …: p21 j p112k50, D.0.
In this case,a5(0,1,0) andc5(0,0,21) are orthogonal vectors,c051 andD51/4. So,

p050, x52 1
2 6 1

2 , y50, z51.

By observing that

h•a5 j , h•c52k, h•aÃc52 i ,

we find the following quaternionic solutions:

p152 i and p252~ i 1 j !.

• „ii …: p21k p1 j 50, D,0.
We havea5(0,0,1), c5(0,1,0) andc050. Thena•c50 andD523/4. So,

p056 1
2 , x52 1

2 , y57 1
2 , z5 1

2 .

In this case,

h•a5k, h•c5 j , h•aÃc52 i ;

thus, the solutions are given by

p1,25
1
2 ~612 i 7 j 2k!.
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• „iii …: p21 i p111 i 1k50.
We havea5(1,0,0), c5(1,0,1) andc051. In this casea•cÞ0, so we introduce the quater

nion d01h•d511k, whose vectorial partd5c2d0a5(0,0,1) is orthogonal toa. The imaginary
part of our solution will be given in terms of the imaginary quaternions,

h•a5 i , h•d5k, h•aÃd52 j .

The real part ofp is determined by solving the equation

16p0
6124p0

423 p0
22150.

The real positive solution is given byp0
25 1

4. Consequently,

p056 1
2 , x52 1

2 71, y57 1
2 , z5 1

2 .

The quaternionic solutions are

p15 1
2 ~123i 2 j 2k! and p252 1

2 ~12 i 1 j 2k!.

APPENDIX B: QUATERNIONIC LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

We solve quaternionic linear differential equations whose characteristic equations are
by examples„i…–„iii … in Appendix A.

• „i…:ẅ~x!1&~ i 1 j !ẇ~x!2@112&~ i 1 j !#w~x!50, w~0!5 i , ẇ~0!5
11k

&
.

The exponential exp@p x# is solution of the previous differential equation if and only if th
quaternionp satisfies the following quadratic equation:

p21&~ i 1 j !p2122&~ i 1 j !50,

whose solutions are given by

p1,256&2~17& !
i 1 j

&
.

Consequently,

w~x!5expH F&2~12& !
i 1 j

&
G x J c11expH F2&2~11& !

i 1 j

&
G x J c2 .

By using the initial conditions, we find

w~x!5expF2
i 1 j

&
x G coshF S&1

i 1 j

&
D x G i .

• „ii …: ẅ~x!1~11 i !ẇ~x!1
21 i 1k

4
w~x!50, w~0!50, ẇ~0!52

11 i 1 j

2
.

We look for exponential solutions of the formw(x)5exp@q x#5exp@(p21
2)x#. The quaternionp

must satisfy the quadratic equation,

p21 i p1 1
2 k50.
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This equation implies

p15p252
i 1 j

2
.

Thus,

w1~x!5expF2
11 i 1 j

2
x G .

The second linearly independent solution is given by

w2~x!5~x1 i !expF2
11 i 1 j

2
x G .

By using the initial conditions, we find

w~x!5$ exp@q x#1~x1 i !exp@ qx# i %@11q21~11 i q !i #21,

whereq52(11 i 1 j )/2.

• „ii …: ẅ(x)1(21 j )ẇ(x)1(21 j 2k)w(x)50, w(0)5
12 i

2
, ẇ(0)5 j .

The exponential solutionw(x)5exp@q x#5exp@(p21)x# leads to

p21 j p112k50,

whose solutions are

p152 i and p252~ i 1 j !.

Consequently,

w~x!5exp@2 x#$ exp@2 i x#c11exp@2~ i 1 j !x#c2%.

The initial conditions yield

w~x!5exp@2 x#H exp@2 i x#
32 i 22 j

2
1exp@2 ~ i 1 j !x#~ j 21!J .

• „ii …: ẅ(x)1k ẇ(x)1 j w(x)50, w(0)5 i 1k, ẇ(0)51.

The characteristic equation is

p21k p1 j 50,

whose solutions are

p1,25
1
2 ~612 i 7 j 2k!.

Thus, the general solution of our differential equation reads as

w~x!5expF12 i 2 j 2k

2
x G c11expF2

11 i 2 j 1k

2
x G c2 .

By using the initial conditions, we obtain
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w~x!5H expF12 i 2 j 2k

2
x G1expF2

11 i 2 j 1k

2
x G J i 1k

2
.

• „iii …: ẅ(x)1( i 22)ẇ(x)1(21k)w(x)50, w(0)50, ẇ(0)5 j .
By substitutingw(x)5exp@q x#5exp@(p11)x# in the previous differential equation, we find

p21 i p111 i 1k50.

The solutions of this quadratic quaternionic equation are

p15 1
2 ~123i 2 j 2k! and p252 1

2 ~12 i 1 j 2k!.

So, the general solution of the differential equation is

w~x!5expF 123i 2 j 2k

2
x Gc11expF2

12 i 1 j 2k

2
x Gc2 .

By using the initial conditions, we obtain

w~x!5H expF 123i 2 j 2k

2
x G2expF2

12 i 1 j 2k

2
x G J j 2 i 12k

6
.

APPENDIX C: DIAGONALIZATION AND JORDAN FORM

In this appendix, we find the solution of quaternionic and complex linear differential equa
by using diagonalization and Jordan form.

1. Quaternionic linear differential equation

By using the discussion about quaternionic quadratic equation, it can immediately be s
that the solution of the following second order equation:

ẅ~x!1~k2 i !ẇ~x!2 j w~x!50,

with initial conditions

w~0!5
k

2
, ẇ~0!511

j

2
,

is given by

w~x!5S x1
k

2 D exp@ i x#.

Let us solve this differential equation by using its matrix form~47!, with

M5S 0 1

j i 2kD .

This quaternionic matrix can be reduced to its Jordan form,

M5J S i 1

0 i D J21,

by the matrix transformation
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J5S 1
k

2

i 11
j

2

D , J215S 31 j

4
2

i 1k

4

2
i 1k

2

12 j

2

D .

The solution of the quaternionic linear quaternionic differential equation is then given by

w~x!5J11exp@ i x#@J11
21 w~0!1J12

21 ẇ~0!#

1~x J111J12!exp@ i x#@J21
21 w~0!1J22

21 ẇ~0!#

5~x J111J12!exp@ i x#

5S x1
k

2 D exp@ i x#.

2. Complex linear differential equations

Let us now consider the complex linear quaternionic differential equation,

ẅ~x!2 j w~x!i 50,

with initial conditions

w~0!5 j , ẇ~0!5k.

To find particular solutions, we setw(x)5q exp@z x#. Consequently,

q z22 j q i 50.

The solution of the complex linear second order differential equation is

w~x!5 1
2@~ i 1 j !exp@2 ix#1~ j 2 i !coshx1~k21!sinhx#.

This solution can also be obtained by using the matrix

MC5S 0 1

j Ri 0D ,

and its diagonal form

MC5SC S 2 i Ri 0

0 i D SC
21 ,

where

SC5S 12 i 2 j 2k

2
1

12 i 1 j 1k

2
Ri

11 i 2 j 1k

2
2

11 i 1 j 2k

2
Ri

11 i 1 j 2k

2
2

11 i 2 j 1k

2
Ri 2

12 i 2 j 2k

2
1

12 i 1 j 1k

2
Ri

D
and
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SC
215

1

4S 11 i 1 j 1k

2
2

11 i 2 j 2k

2
Ri

12 i 2 j 1k

2
1

12 i 1 j 2k

2
Ri

12 i 1 j 2k

2
1

12 i 2 j 1k

2
Ri 2

11 i 1 j 1k

2
2

11 i 2 j 2k

2
Ri

D .

The solution of the complex linear quaternionic differential equation is then given by

w~x!5SC 11exp@2 i Ri x#@SC 11
21 w~0!1SC 12

21 ẇ~0!#

1SC 12exp@ ix#@SC 21
21 w~0!1SC 22

21 ẇ~0!#

5
1

4
$~12 i 1 j 2k!exp@2x#2~11 i 2 j 2k!exp@x#%

1
i 1 j

2
exp@2 ix#.
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dimension four
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The Lie algebra isomorphism between su(1,1)3su(1,1) and o~2,2! is used to ob-
tain a list of subalgebras of the latter. The resulting list of 32 subalgebras is then
examined on a case by case basis to see if each can be the Lie algebra of the
holonomy group of a neutral metric in four dimensions. The conclusions, taken in
conjunction with previously known results, furnish a classification of such Lie
subalgebras of o~2,2!, with only one case remaining unresolved. ©2001 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1362284#

I. INTRODUCTION

In this article we shall study and indeed classify the subalgebras of o~2,2! that can occur as
holonomy Lie algebras of a neutral metric in dimension four. By aneutral metric we mean one
that has signature~2,2!. The notion of holonomy is due to E. Cartan. In two encyclopaedic arti
Berger1,2 in the 1950s succeeded in classifying the holonomy groups of irreducible Riema
spaces apart from a few exceptional cases which were resolved later. See Ref. 3 for a dis
of the most difficult casesG2 and Spin~7!. Actually Berger’s work even extends to the case
indefinite metrics and symmetric linear connections but all the time under the assumption th
holonomy representation is irreducible.

Let us turn our attention now to the case of indefinite metrics. In the book by Besse4 the reader
can see a discussion of the possible holonomy groups that can occur for Lorentz met
dimensions two through four and the corresponding geometric interpretation. We should m
here that Besse considers exclusively the local solution so that one may as well work at t
algebra rather than the Lie group level. Likewise in this article all considerations will be l
Another treatment of four-dimensional Lorentzian manifolds and the significance of holonom
general relativity may be found in a series of papers by Hall and co-workers.5–9 It is important to
appreciate that our classification pertains to subalgebras of o~2,2! under the adjoint representation
For a classification of low-dimensional abstract Lie algebras we refer to the work of Pateraet al.10

Finally we should mention the work of Berard-Bergery and Ikemakhen11 who considered the
possible holonomy groups of neutral metrics in dimension four. Their work may be see
complementary to ours: putting the results together gives almost a complete classification of
Lie algebras can occur as holonomy Lie algebras of a neutral metric in dimension four.

We begin in Sec. II by obtaining a classification of all possible Lie subalgebras of o~2,2!
exploiting the fact that o~2,2! is isomorphic to su(1,1)3su(1,1) and give the isomorphisim ex
plicitly. We obtain a list of 32 classes of Lie subalgebras and they are displayed in Ta
Remarkably all but 2 of these 32 subalgebras are reducible.

The principal concern of our article has been throughout to decide whether there exists a
one metric that gives rise to a particular subalgebra in our list of 32. For certain subalgebras
able to write down a metric directly in which case we move on to the next subalgebra. In the
difficult cases we actually construct metrics by integrating the conditions imposed upon the
the curvature and its covariant derivatives. We do not claim to have described the most g
22660022-2488/2001/42(5)/2266/19/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. The subalgebras of o~2,2!.

No. Basis for the Lie subalgebra Dimensio

1 F 0 a 0 0

2a 0 0 0

0 0 0 b

0 0 2b 0

G 1

2 F0 0 a 0

0 0 0 b

a 0 0 0

0 b 0 0

G 1

3 F0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

1 0 21 0

G 1

4 F0 2b a 0

b 0 0 2a

a 0 0 b

0 2a 2b 0

G 1

5 F 0 12a 0 1

a21 0 1 0

0 1 0 a11

1 0 2~a11! 0

G 1

6 F0 2a 0 0

a 0 0 0

0 0 0 a

0 0 2a 0

G 1

7 F0 0 a 0

0 0 0 a

a 0 0 0

0 a 0 0

G 1

8 F 0 1 2a 1

21 0 1 2a

2a 1 0 1

1 2a 21 0

G 1

9 F0 21 0 1

1 0 21 0

0 21 0 1

1 0 21 0

G 1

10 F0 I

I 0
G, F2J J

2J J
G 2

11 F 0 I1aK

I1aK 0
G, F2J J

2J J
G 2

12 F2J J

2J J
G, FaJ I

I aJ
G~aÞ0! 2

13 F J I1L

I1L J
G, F2J J

2J J
G 2

14 F0 I

I 0
G, F0 K

K 0
G 2
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metric corresponding to every subalgebra. We shall come back to this question in a future p
The are two main differential geometric tools that we shall use in our analysis, of whic

first is the Ambrose–Singer12 theorem, which says that the holonomy algebra can be comp
from successive derivatives of the curvature tensor.4,7,12,13The second tool is a coordinate norm
form due to A. G. Walker14 for a metric that leaves invariant a null distribution. As a result of t
normal form, in trying to construct metrics of this type, instead of dealing potenially with
unknown functions, we only have three unknowns. Walker’s normal form is all the more im

TABLE I. ~Continued.!

No. Basis for the Lie subalgebra Dimensio

15 F0 I

I 0
G, FJ 0

0 J
G 2

16 F2J 0

0 J
G, FJ 0

0 J
G 2

17 F2J J

2J J
G, FJ L

L J
G 2

18 F2J J

2J J
G, F0 K

K 0
G 2

19 F2J J

2J J
G, FJ 0

0 J
G 2

20 F 0 I1K

I1K 0
G, F ~b21!J J1bL

2J1bL ~b11!J
G~b561! 2

21 F0 I

I 0
G, F2J 0

0 J
G, F 0 J

2J 0
G 3

22 F 0 I1K

I1K 0
G, F0 0

0 2J
G, F 0 J1L

2J1L 0
G 3

23 F0 I

I 0
G, F2J J

2J J
G, F0 K

K 0
G 3

24 F0 I

I 0
G, F2J J

2J J
G, FJ 0

0 J
G 3

25 F 0 I1aL

I1aL 0
G, F2J J

2J J
G, FJ L

L J
G 3

26 F 0 I1aK

I1aK 0
G, F2J J

2J J
G, FJ L

L J
G 3

27 F0 I

I 0
G, F2J 0

0 J
G, F 0 J

2J 0
G, F0 K

K 0
G 4

28 F0 I

I 0
G, F2J 0

0 J
G, F 0 J

2J 0
G, FJ 0

0 J
G 4

29 F0 I

I 0
G, F2J 0

0 J
G, F 0 J

2J 0
G, FJ L

L J
G 4

30 F0 I

I 0
G, F2J J

2J J
G, F0 K

K 0
G, FJ L

L J
G 4

31 F0 I

I 0
G, F2J 0

0 J
G, F 0 J

2J 0
G, FJ L

L J
G, F0 K

K 0
G 5

32 F2J 0

0 J
G, FJ 0

0 J
G, F0 I

I 0
G, F0 K

K 0
G, F 0 J

2J 0
G, F0 L

L 0
G 6
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tant because of the following easily proved fact about the holonomy representation of n
geometries, again to be understood in a purely local sense: whenever a null line is left invar
is a null plane containing the line. Thus Walker’s theorem is applicable to 27 of the subalg
that appear in Table I.

In Sec. IV we turn our attention to one-dimensional algebras which forms a self-cont
story. In Sec. V we give a second table which displays the geometric properties that a
would have to have if its holonomy is to correspond to one of the algebras in our list o
Actually we exclude the first nine algebras in Table I, because they are accounted for alre
Sec. IV, as well the two irreducible cases.

In Sec. VI we eliminate several easy cases by elementary arguments. In the remaining s
we consider in turn various classes of subalgebras within which the geometric properties
putative metrics are similar. In every case but one the existence question is answered defin

We shall use a minimum of notation. The curvature tensor of a connection will be thoug
as type~1,3! tensor field with componentsRjkl

i in some coordinate system. The components of
covariant derivative ofRjkl

i will be similarly denoted byRjkl ;m
i . The summation convention o

repeated indices applies unless the contrary is specified.

II. CLASSIFICATION OF THE LIE SUBALGEBRAS OF o „2,2…

In this section we shall obtain a classification of the Lie subalgebras of o~2,2!. We exploit the
fact that o~2,2! is isomorphic to su(1,1)% su(1,1). Such an isomorphism is mentioned
Helgason15 but he does not give details. In fact at the group level we have an epimorphismf of
SU(1,1)3SU(1,1) onto SOs(2,2) whose kernel is isomorphic toZ2 . Since the formulas are rathe
complicated and will not be needed later we refrain from giving them and refer the reader t
16.

In order to describe the isomorphismf * at the Lie algebra level we shall introduce th
following notation for certain 232 real matrices:

J5F 0 1

21 0G , K5F1 0

0 21G , L5F0 1

1 0G . ~2.1!

The matricesiK , iJ andL then constitute a basis for su~1,1! and under the adjoint representatio
every element of su~1,1! is conjugate to one ofa iJ,b iK or iK 1L wherea,bPR and the latter
iK 1L is nilpotent.

An explicit form of f * mapping generators to generators is as follows:

f * F iK 0

0 0G5F2J 0

0 JG , f * F0 0

0 iK G5F J 0

0 JG ,
f * F iJ 0

0 0G5F0 I

I 0G , f * F0 0

0 iJG5F 0 K

K 0 G ,
f * FL 0

0 0G5F 0 J

2J 0G , f * F0 0

0 LG5F 0 L

L 0G .
At this stage we considerR4 to be equipped with the neutral inner product@0

I
2I
0 #. Subse-

quently we shall find it convenient to change this representation.
To obtain the classification of the subalgebras of o~2,2! we now have the apparently simp

task of finding subalgebras in su(1,1)% su(1,1) and pushing forward withf * . The following
elementary fact should be noted:

Lemma 2.1: There is a two-dimensional Lie subalgebra ofsu~1,1! with generators iJ and
iK 1L and this subalgebra is unique up to isomorphism.

We obtained the classification by considering elements of su(1,1)% su(1,1) as 232 block
diagonal matrices and letting the restriction of a subalgebra to each block have dimensionsm and
n, respectively. Of course the primary invariant of a subalgebra is its dimension which can
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from zero to six. We note also that the matrix@0
K

I
0# defines an automorphism of o~2,2! which

maps@ 0
2J

J
0# to @0

J
J
0#, @ I

0
0
I # to @K

0
0
K# and@2J

0
0
J# to @L 0

0 L#, respectively. It follows that the case
(m,n) and (n,m) give rise to isomorphic subalgebras in o~2,2!.

The classification for one-dimensional algebras is obtained immediately and, allowin
change of basis, agrees with results obtained previously in Ref. 17. For the remaining alg
one simply checks for a given dimensiond, with 2<d<5, all the possible subalgebras o
su(1,1)% su(1,1) that can arise for particular values ofm and n such thatm>n and 2<m1n
<5 and one realizes the corresponding subalgebra of o~2,2! by applying f * .

Let us outline the method for three-dimensional sualgebras. First of all~3,0! corresponds to
su(1,1)% $0% and the algebra in o~2,2! has generators@ I 0

0 I #, @ 0 J
2J 0 #, @ 0 J

2J 0#. For the case~3,1! we
may assume that our generators are of the form@ 0

iJ
aN
0 #, @ 0 bN

iK 0 # and@0
L

cN
0 # wherea,b,cPR and

the precise form ofN is unknown. The Lie bracket of the first two must be twice the third, wh
implies thatc50. Likewise from the brackets of the first and third and second and third, res
tively, we deduce thata5b50, and hence no such algebra of this kind is possible.

Similarly one may argue that the case~3,2! is impossible and that~3,3! corresponds precisely
to the diagonal subalgebra in su(1,1)% su(1,1). For the case~2,1! we may assume that the gen
erators have the form@ 0 aM

iJ 0 #, @ 0 bM
iK 1L 0 # and @0 M

0 0 # wherea,bPR. We can now putM into
canonical form and we obtain three classes of algebras in o~2,2! depending on a parametera.
Similarly for the case~2,2! we obtain a single class of Lie algebras in o~2,2! that depends on a
parametera. Table I gives our list of the subalgebras of o~2,2! in terms of a basis for each
subalgebra. We state the dimension of the subalgebra and have numbered the subalgebra
to 32 for future reference, though certain of these numbers pertain to classes of suba
depending on parametersa andb.

III. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRIC PRELIMINARIES

For the momentM will denote aC` manifold of dimensionn. Also ¹ will denote aC`

symmetric linear connection onM . A tensor fieldT on M is said to beparallel if ¹XT50 for all
vector fieldsX on M . On the other handT is said to berecurrent if ¹XT5u(X)T for some
one-formu on M or equivalently¹T5u ^ T. An r -dimensional distributionD on M will be said
to be parallel if for allY in D and all vector fieldsX on M , the vector field¹XY also belongs to
D. If ¹ is a symmetric connection, thenD is necessarily integrable. Even ifD is parallel it may
contain no parallel or recurrent vector fields itself.

We will assume that the reader is familiar with the basic idea of holonomy and refer to
4 and 13. A good reference also is Ref. 7 which is concerned with four-dimensional Loren
manifolds as opposed to the neutral metrics which is the subject of the present article. Th
a number of technical difficulties associated with holonomy which we shall ignore. Specifical
shall have occasion to solve linear systems of equations and we shall need to assume that
of these systems is constant. We also need to know that the Lie algebra of the holonomy gro
be computed pointwise from the curvatureR of ¹ and the covariant derivatives ofR. Therefore,
we shall make the assumption that the manifolds, metrics and connections concerned a
analytic. We shall be working infinitesimally at the Lie algebra rather that the group level thro
out.

From now on¹ will be the Levi-Civita connection of a metricg on M and the holonomy
group of g will be denoted by Hol(g) and its Lie algebra by hol(g). We say that Hol(g) is
nondegenerately reducibleif on each tangent spaceTxM to M the group Hol(g) leaves invariant
a propernondegeneratesubspace. The local de Rham theorem asserts that if Hol(g) @or even
hol(g)# acts nondegenerately reducibly, thenM and g split locally as a product manifold an
product metric.

We turn now to a theorem of A. G. Walker14 that will be fundamental to much of our analysi
Theorem 3.1:14 Let (M ,g) be a pseudo-Riemannian manifold of class C`. If g admits a

parallel, null r-distribution, then there is a system of coordinates(xi) relative to which g assume
the following form,
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gi j 5F 0 0 I

0 A H

I H t B
G ,

where I is the r3r identity matrix and A,B,H and Ht are matrix functions of the same class
M , satisfying the following conditions but otherwise arbitrary:

(i) A and B are symmetric, A is of order(n22r )3(n22r ) and nonsingular, B is of order
r 3r , H is of order (n22r )3r and Ht is the transpose of H.

(ii) A and H are independent of the coordinates x1,x2, . . . ,xr . h

As a footnote to Theorem 3.1 we note that if in additionB is independent of, say,xk, for a fixed
k with 1<k<r , then]/]xk is a parallel vector field forg.

The special case of Walker’s theorem that we shall need is whenn54 andr 52. In that case
A andH are zero and we denote the 232 matrixB by @c b

a c#. We shall also use (x,y,z,w) for the
coordinate system rather than (x1,x2,x3,x4). We record next the geodesic equations as an effic
means of the encoding the componentsG jk

i of the Levi-Civita connection ofg:

ẍ1axẋż1cxẋẇ1ayẏż1cyẏẇ1 1
2 ~aax1cay1az!~ ż!2

1~acx1ccy1aw!żẇ1 1
2 ~abx1cby12cw2bz!~ẇ!250,

ÿ1cxẋż1bxẋẇ1cyẏż1byẏẇ1 1
2 ~cax1bay12cz2aw!~ ż!2

1~ccx1bcy1bz!żẇ1 1
2 ~cbx1bby1bw!~ẇ!250,

z̈2 1
2 ax~ ż!22cxżẇ2 1

2 bx~ẇ!250,

ẅ2 1
2 ay~ ż!22cyżẇ2 1

2 by~ẇ!250.

One finds also that the nonzero components~allowing for symmetry! of the totally covariant
curvature tensor are given by

R131352 1
2 axx ,

R131452 1
2 cxx ,

R132352 1
2 axy ,

R132452 1
2 cxy ,

R13345
1
2 axw2 1

2 cxz2
1
4 bxay1 1

4 cxcy ,

R141452 1
2 bxx ,

R142352 1
2 cxy ,

R142452 1
2 bxy ,
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R14345
1
2 cxw2 1

2 bxz2
1
4 ~cx!

21 1
4 bxax2 1

4 bxcy1 1
4 cxby ,

R232352 1
2 ayy ,

R232452 1
2 cyy ,

R23345
1
2 ayw2 1

2 cyz1
1
4 cxay2 1

4 axcy2 1
4 cyay1 1

4 ~cy!2,

R242452 1
2 byy ,

R24345
1
2 cyw2 1

2 byz1
1
4 bxay2 1

4 cxcy ,

R34345czw2 1
2 aww2 1

2 bzz1
1
4 abxax2 1

4 a~cx!
22 1

2 ccxcy

1 1
4 caxby2 1

2 cxaw1 1
2 axcw2 1

4 axbz1
1
4 cbxay1 1

4 bbyay

2 1
4 b~cy!22 1

2 cybz1
1
4 aybw1 1

4 bxaz1
1
2 bycz2

1
4 byaw .

From the formulas for the geodesic equations we obtain the following facts.
Corollary 3.2: Suppose the neutral metric g onR4 admits a parallel null two-distribution.

Then g has the following extra properties:

(1) g possesses a parallel null vector field iff there exists a coordinate system(x,y,z,w) in
which a, b and c are independent of x.

(2) g possesses a null recurrent vector field iff there exists a coordinate system(x,y,z,w) in
which b and c are independent of x.

(3) g possesses two parallel orthogonal null vector fields iff there exists a coordinate s
(x,y,z,w) in which a, b and c are independent of x and y.

(4) g possesses orthogonal null recurrent and null parallel vector fields iff there exists a
dinate system(x,y,z,w) in which a, b and c are independent of y and b and c a
independent of x.

(5) g possesses two orthogonal null recurrent vector fields iff there exists a coordinate s
(x,y,z,w) in which b and c are independent of x and a and b are independent of y.

We record another useful result in this section.
Proposition 3.3: Suppose on the n-dimensional manifold M with symmetric connection¹

there exists a vector fieldD that is recurrent, nowhere vanishing, and satisfies

R~X,Y!D50

for all vector fields X and Y on M and R is the type~1,3! Riemann tensor. ThenD may be rescaled
locally so as to give a parallel vector field.

Proof: SinceD is recurrent we find by calculation that

R~X,Y!D5du~X,Y!D.

It follows that u is closed. Write locallyu5d f for some function onM and define

D̄5e2 fD.

Then D̄ is parallel. h
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We finish up this section with two results that will be used several times in the analysis o
more difficult cases. As beforeg denotes a neutral metric on the four-dimensional spaceM andg
has a parallel and of course integrable distributionD. The quotient spaceM /D assumed to be a
smooth manifold will be denoted byQ.

Lemma 3.4: If the Levi-Civita connection of g is projectable to the quotient space Q, then the
Ricci tensor of the projected connection is symmetric.

Proof: Assuming that the connection ofg projects toQ to show that induced connection ofQ
has symmetric Ricci tensor, it is sufficient to show that

R341
1 1R342

2 1R343
3 2R431

1 2R432
2 2R434

4 50. ~3.1!

We replace the third term in~3.1! by R134
1 , the sixth term byR234

2 and apply the Bianchi identity
to the fourth term. Thus the left hand side of~3.1! becomes

R341
1 1R342

2 1R134
1 2R143

1 1R314
1 2R432

2 1R234
2 5R342

2 1R234
2 1R423

2 50

by the Bianchi identity. h

Proposition 3.5: If the Levi-Civita connection of g is projectable to Q and the connectio
Q has one-dimensional holonomy group, then either it is a Levi-Civita connection or else g
parallel vector field.

Proof: By Lemma 3.4 the connection onQ is symmetric. Furthermore, since the holonom
group is one-dimensional, the Ricci tensor, which embodies the entire curvature tensor, is
rent. There are now two possibilities according as the Ricci tensor onQ is nondegenerate o
degenerate. In the former case Ricci may be scaled so as to produce a metric onQ for which the
induced connection onQ is its Levi-Civita connection.18 In the latter case the connection onQ
possesses a parallel one-form.19 It follows by pullback thatg on M possesses a parallel one-for
and hence, by duality, a parallel vector field. h

We remark that in Theorem 3.1, in the case where the projected connection is Levi-Civg
is not necessarily of the form of a complete lift of a metric onQ but differs from it by the pullback
of a quadratic form onQ. This point is fully discussed in Ref. 19 where it is explained howM
may be identified locally as the tangent bundle ofQ.

IV. ONE-DIMENSIONAL HOLONOMY ALGEBRAS

The case of the Lie algebras that are one-dimensional will be discussed in this sectio
argument in this case is self-contained and closely resembles the the Lorentzian situatio
following results are based on lemmas of Hall and McIntosh8 in the Lorentzian case.

Lemma 4.1: If G and F are a pair of two forms on a finite dimensional vector space V
that

F~X,Y!G~Z,W!5F~Z,W!G~X,Y!

for all X,Y,Z,W,PV and F is nonzero, then there existslPR such that G5lF.
Proof: If we assumeF12Þ0, then in some basis ofV we haveGi j F125G12Fi j and therefore

Gi j 5(G12/F12) Fi j . Takel5 (G12/F12) thenGi j 5lFi j for all i and j . h

Proposition 4.2: Suppose that the dimension of the ambient manifold M is at least four
curvature tensor cannot be spanned by a single nondegenerate form, in the sense that i5u
^ F whereu is an endomorphism field and F is a two-form, then F cannot be of maximal r.

Proof: Relative to a not necessarily coordinate frame field we have in components tha

Ri jkl 5ginu j
nFkl5Gi j Fkl ,

whereGi j 5ginu j
n . SinceRi jkl 5Rkli j then we find that

Gi j Fkl5GklFi j ,
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and by Lemma 4.1 we conclude that for some functionl

Gi j 5lFi j .

Thus

Ri jkl 5lFi j Fkl .

SinceR[ jkl ]
i 50 the above condition givesFi [ jFkl]50 which implies thatF is decomposable henc

singular. h

Corollary 4.3: None of A1(abÞ0),A2(abÞ0),A4 ,A5(aÞ0),A6 ,A7 ,A8(aÞ0) are ho-
lonomy Lie algebras.

Note also that the casesA1(a50) and A2(a50) are obviously holonomy algebras: tak
respectively the product of flat and nonflat two-dimensional Riemannian spaces~with signs ad-
justed to obtain neutral signature! and, after effecting the permutation switching the second
third basis vectors, the product of flat and nonflat two-dimensional Lorentzian spaces. h

Proposition 4.4: A3 is a holonomy algebra
Proof: We take the metric to be the product of a special three-dimensional Lorentzian m

2dxdz1dy21b(y,z)dz2 where bzz in nonzero and2dw2. The three-dimensional Lorentzia
metric has a one-dimensional algebra4 and ]x is a parallel null vector field. Thus the metri
2dw212dxdz1dy21b(y,z)dz2 has one-dimensional holonomy with the algebraic type
A3 . h

Finally, note that the casesA5(a50) andA8(a50) are identical. Furthermore, this case
equivalent toA9 by means of making the transformation onR4 that has matrix@0 K

I 0 #.
Proposition 4.5: A9 is a holonomy algebra.
Proof: In this case there must be two orthogonal null parallel vector fields. We apply C

lary 3.2 ~5! and deduce that the Riemann curvature@as a type~1,3! tensor# componentsRjkl
i for

fixed k and l are multiples of@0 0
0 J#. Note that because]/]x and]/]x are parallel we have that

¹WR~X,Y!
]

]x
50

and

¹WR~X,Y!
]

]y
50

for arbitraryW,X andY, which proves that the holonomy algebra is indeed one-dimensiona
obtain the generator in the form given inA9 it is necessary to apply the transformation with mat
1/& @ I 2I

I I # to R4. h

The entire situation for one-dimensional holonomy can be summarized very neatly by m
of the following theorem.

Theorem 4.6: The holonomy Lie algebra is one-dimensional if and only if the metric p
sesses two parallel vector fields.

V. GEOMETRIC STRUCTURE OF THE SUBALGEBRAS

Of the algebras listed in Table I onlyA28 and A32 act irreducibly. Berger1 classified the
irreducible holonomy groups of pseudo-Riemannian manifolds. Actually there are a numb
exceptions to Berger’s list, but the dimensions of these groups are too high to concern u
Furthermore, Berger assumes that the spaces concerned are not pseudo-Riemannian sy
spaces which he discussed separately in Ref. 2. In a recent paper Berard-Bergery and Ikem11

listed all symmetric spaces for neutral metrics in dimension four. Of these sp
SOs(2,3)/SOs(2,2) gives an example where the holonomy algebra isA32. Likewise SU~1,1!/
U~1,1! being irreducible must correspond toA28.
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Since all the algebras exceptA28 and A32 in Table I are reducible the existence of such
algebra as a holonomy algebra implies that the associated metric will preserve various geo
structures. Since we have already consideredA1–A9 we list below in Table II the geometric
properties that a metric with a reducible holonomy algebra must have in the remaining
provided it exists.

VI. ELIMINATION OF SOME EASY CASES

In this section we shall discuss some of the cases in Table I where we can decide
whether or not the algebra comes from a metric.

Proposition 6.1: A14,A16,A20(b561) and A22 are holonomy algebras.
Proof: For A16 an equivalent pair of generators is@0 0

J 0# and @0 J
0 0#. The existence of a metric

follows from the local de Rham theorem: use a pair of nonflat two-dimensional Rieman
metrics with the signs adjusted so as to produce a neutral four-dimensional metric.

For A14 apply the permutatione2↔e3 onR4. We then obtain the generators@0 0
L 0# and@0 L

0 0# for
A14 and the inner product is@0 K

K 0#. This time the de Rham theorem implies that we have a prod
of nonflat two-dimensional Lorentzian manifolds. SimilarlyA22 corresponds to the product of a
irreducible three-dimensional Lorentzian metric and a one-dimensional flat factor adjusted s
obtain a neutral signature.

In the case ofA20(b51) we have the product of a three-dimensional Lorentzian manif
which has a recurrent null vector field that cannot be scaled so as to give a parallel field,
one-dimensional factor with negative squared length. Similarly forA20(b521) we have the
product of such a Lorentzian manifold and a one-dimensional factor with positive squ
length. h

Proposition 6.2: A18,A19 are holonomy algebras.
Proof: Consider the following metric onR2,

g5adx212cdxdy1bdy2,

wherea, b andc are functions ofx andy. Now define

ḡ52adxdz12cdzdy12bdwdy1~zax1way!dx21~zbx1wby!dy212~zcx1wcy!dxdy

onR45TR2 where (x,y,z,w) is the induced coordinate system. Thenḡ is the complete lift ofg.20

It turns out that the curvatureR̄ of ḡ is the complete lift of the curvatureR of g. Furthermore,
becauseg is two-dimensional,R is recurrent and hence so isR̄. Assuming thatg is not flat its

TABLE II. The geometric structure of the subalgebras.

Geometric structure Lie subalgebras

A null two-dimensional distributionD A12 ,A19 ,A24 ,A29 ,A31

Two null two-dimensional complementary distributionsD1 ,D2 A15 ,A21 ,A27

Two nondegenerate two-dimensional orthogonal distributionsD1 ,D2 A14 ,A16

Two null two-dimensional distributionsD1 ,D2 A11(with a561)
D1 containing a parallel vector field andD2 a recurrent vector field
Two null two-dimensional distributionsD1 andD2 A10 ,A11(a561),A18 ,A23

each containing a recurrent vector field
A null two-dimensional distributionD containing a recurrent vector
field

A13 ,A25 ,A26 ,A30

A null two-dimensional distributionD containing one parallel vector
field

A17 ,A26(with a521)

One-dimensional and three-dimensional nondegenerate
distributionsD1 ,D2 , with D2 containing a null recurrent vector field.

A20(b561)
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holonomy group is one-dimensional and the holonomy group ofḡ is two-dimensional being in fac
the tangent group of the group ofg. For details see Ref. 20. It follows immediately that ifg is
Riemannian the holonomy algebra type ofḡ is A19.

If, however,g is Lorentzian and we assume thatg is represented in some frame by the mat
L, then ḡ is represented by@L 0

0 L# and the holonomy algebra has a basis consisting of@0 K
K 0# and

@0 0
0 K#. The latter algebra is equivalent toA18 by means of the transformation ofR4 whose matrix

is 1/& @ I
L

2I
L#. h

We now consider the algebrasA10,A11,A15,A21,A23 andA27. In each of these algebras the
are two ‘null, complementary invariant subspaces. This situation has been studied in Ref. 1
authors use a normal form for such a metric, which was actually obtained by one of the p
authors in Ref. 21. The normal form is valid in 2n dimensions for a metric with two null
complementary invariant distributions and comes down to the fact that the components
metric are the second order derivatives of a single function. Berard-Bergery and Ikhem
exhibit metrics for cases which correspond in our classification toA10,A11,A12,A15,A18,A23 and
A27. They also mention that the existence of a metric in caseA21 follows from general results o
Bryant.3

We conclude this section with examples forA30 andA31. These examples are actually easy
find because they are generic cases within the class of metrics possessing the corress
geometric structure. Furthermore, in both cases the curvature by itself generates the full hol
algebra, the dimension of which is maximal given that the metrics in question possess th
ticular geometric structure.

Proposition 6.3: A26(a521), A30 and A31 are holonomy algebras.
Proof: The algebraA31 can be obtained by a generic metric that satisfies the conditio

Theorem 3.1 withn54 andr 52. As a specific example take

g5dxdz1dydw1e2x~dz21dw2!.

It is easy to check that the five curvature matrices derived fromg are linearly independent
Similarly generic metrics that satisfy the conditions of Corollary 3.2~1! and~2! provide examples
of the algebrasA26(a521) andA30, respectively. h

Proposition 6.4: A17 is a holonomy algebra.
Proof: In this case we have an invariant null distribution containing a parallel null vector

and so we are in the situation of part 1 of Corollary 3.2. The corresponding nonzero curv
matrices are

Rj 24
i 5F 0 Cyy 2CCyy R342412CByy

0 Byy 2BCyy2R3424 2BByy

0 0 0 0

0 0 2Cyy 2Byy

G ,

Rj 23
i 5F 0 Ayy 2CAyy 2CCyy1R3423

0 Cyy 2BAyy2R3423 2BCyy

0 0 0 0

0 0 2Ayy 2Cyy

G ,

Rj 34
i 5F 0 2R2334 22CR2334 22CR24341R3434

0 2R2434 22BR23342R3434 22BR2434

0 0 0 0

0 0 R2334 R2434

G ,

whereA5 1
2a,B5 1

2b andC5 1
2c.
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All the matrices inA17 are nilpotent and so we must have thatByy5Cyy5Cyw2Byz50, as a
result of whichRj 24

i becomes zero. In order to realizeA17 as a holonomy algebra all that is need
now is that the covariant derivativesRjkl ;m

i should bring in no new holonomy generators; and
order for that situation to occur all that is needed is for the componentsR2kl;m

2 to vanish. One can
easily check that in view of all the preceding hypotheses these conditions are satisfied iden
To summarize:A17 will be produced by generic metrics of the form given by part~1! of Corollary
3.2 for which in addition

byy5cyy5cyw2byz50.
h

VII. THE ALGEBRAS A 12 AND A 24

Proposition 7.1: Neither A12 nor A24 is a holonomy algebra.
Proof: In both cases we change the inner product to@ I 0

0 I #. The generators forA12 become
@ 0

aJ1I
aJ2I

0 # and @0
0

0
J# and for A24 @0 J

J 0#, @0
I

2I
0# and @0

0
0
J#, respectively. In both cases@0

J
J
0#

commutes with each generator. It follows that we must in each case be looking at a pseudo-¨hler
metric that keeps a null two-dimensional distributionD invariant.

We apply Walker’s normal form to the five nonzero generators of the curvature. It is then
to see that we can obtainA12 only in the case where all the second order derivatives ofA, B and
C with respect tox andy vanish and that we can never obtainA24. Indeed each upper left han
232 block in the generators must be a linear combination ofI andJ. In the case ofA12 there are
at least two dependence relations among the generatorsRi13

i ,Rj 24
i ,Rj 23

i andRj 34
i which implies that

all the stated second order derivatives are zero. In the case ofA24 it is easy to see that if any of th
232 blocks is zero, so are all the above-mentioned second derivatives. Hence there are a
least two dependence relations among the 232 blocks which again implies the vanishing o
Axx ,Axy ,Ayy ,Bxx ,Bxy ,Byy ,Cxx , Cxy andCyy . Thus the curvature matrices span at most a tw
dimensional subspace.

Given that the stated second order derivatives ofA, B and C are zero we see that th
connection ofg is projectable via the submersion (x,y,z,w)°(z,w). We can now apply Propo
sition 3.5 to conclude that bothA12 andA24 are excluded as holonomy algebras. In the former c
the generatoraJ2I on Q does not correspond to the holonomy of a two-dimensional metric
the latter case we would have a two-dimensional holonomy algebra onQ isomorphic to gl(1,C).
Thus the connection would correspond to the real and imaginary parts of a scalar holom
connection. Such a connection has Ricci symmetric only when it reduces to a metric conn
and thus its holonomy algebra cannot be two-dimensional. h

VIII. THE ALGEBRAS A 13 ,A 25 ,A 26„aÅÀ1…

In this section we investigate the case where we have a single recurrent vector fiel
cannot be scaled so as to give a parallel field. We are thus looking atA13,A25 and A26(aÞ
21), the caseA30 already having been dealt with.

Proposition 8.1: A13 is not a holonomy algebra in the cases where( i ) axx5ayy50 or ( i i )
b5axw50. ~The generic case as explained below remains undecided.!

Proof: In this case following the notation of Corollary 3.2 we have thatbx5cx50. We now
record the form of the curvature matrices that are possibly nonzero and write1

2a, 1
2b and 1

2c asA,
B andC, respectively. Thus

Rj 13
i 5F Axx Axy 2~AAxx1CAxy! Axw

0 0 2CAxx12BAxy2Axw 0

0 0 2Axx 0

0 0 2Axy 0

G , ~8.1!
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Rj 24
i 5F 0 Cyy 2CCyy 2CByy1Cyw2Byz

0 Byy 2BCyy2Cyw1Byz 2BByy

0 0 0 0

0 0 2Cyy 2Byy

G , ~8.2!

Rj 23
i 5F Axy Ayy 2~AAxy1CAyy! 2CCyy1R3423

0 Cyy 2~CAxy1BAyy!2R3423 2BCyy

0 0 2Axy 0

0 0 2Ayy 2Cyy

G , ~8.3!

Rj 34
i 5F 2Axw 2R2334 22~AAxw1CR2334! 2C~Byz2Cyw!1R3434

0 Byz2Cyw 22~CAxw1BR2334!2R3434 2B~Byz2Cyw!

0 0 Axw 0

0 0 R2334 Cyw2Byz

G . ~8.4!

The algebraA13 has a generator, unique up to scaling, that is singular and in fact nilpote
follows that

Axx5Byy50. ~8.5!

Furthermore, any nonsingular generator inA13 has doubly degenerate eigenvalues which imp

Axy56Cyy , ~8.6!

Axw56~Cyw2Byz!. ~8.7!

It follows that Rj 13
i and Rj 24

i are proportional. Since the order of nilpotence of the singu
generator is 2 we can distinguish two subcases

Axy50 ~8.8!

or

BAxy2Axw50. ~8.9!

Note bothAxy andAxw can be zero or else]/]x would be parallel. If~8.9! holds, then to obtain
A13 we must also have that

B2Ayy22BR23342R343450, ~8.10!

whereas if~8.8! holds, then we must have that

Ayy50. ~8.11!

Let us assume now that~8.9! holds and we useRj 13
i andRj 34

i as generators ofA13. Now one may
check thatR113;m

1 vanishes in view of the given hypotheses. In order to obtainA13 we can therefore
posit the existence of one-formsl,m andn such that

Rj 13m
i 5nmRj 13

i ~8.12!

and

Rj 34m
i 5lmRj 13

i 1mmRj 34
i . ~8.13!
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In fact, by applying the second~differential! Bianchi identity to~8.12! and using~8.9! we can
deduce that

nm5mm ~8.14!

and also thatm1 is zero.
It turns out that~8.12! is satisfied identically and that~8.13! holds form51. The remaining

conditions in~8.13! give three third order partial differential equation~PDE! conditions which
have to be adjoined to~8.5!–~8.7!, ~8.9! and ~8.10! as well as the vanishing ofBx and Cx .
Analyzing this PDE system presents a considerable challenge and is probably best formul
an exterior differential system. We hope to return to this problem at a later stage.

We now take up the case given by~8.8!. We find now that the Levi-Civita connection projec
via the submersion (x,y,z,w)°(z,w). The curvature will also project to and so too will the Ric
tensor. The holonomy group of the projected connection must be one-dimensional since one
generators forA13 is annihilated in the projection and so the projected Ricci tensor is recurren
symmetric. Now according to Proposition 3.5 the two-dimensional connection is either a
Civita connection or has a parallel vector field. However, the generator of the holonomy al
on the quotient space is not semi-simple, and so the connection is not Levi-Civita and alsA13

corresponds to the situation whereg has no parallel vector field.
To finish Proposition 3.5 it remains to take care of the case whereB and Axw vanish. This

situation is similar to the preceding paragraph but this time the connection project
(x,y,z,w)°(y,z). Again the connection on the quotient space cannot be Levi-Civita becau
leaves a direction invariant. h

Proposition 8.2: A26 is a holonomy algebra.
Proof: Again A26 corresponds to the case where]/]x, say, is a recurrent vector field and w

select our generators forA26 as combinations ofRj 13
i ,Rj 23

i ,Rj 24
i and Rj 34

i given in ~8.1!–~8.4!.
Now A26 has a semi-simple generator and two nilpotent ones. Furthermore, we cannot have
Axx ,Axy , andAxw zero or else]/]x will be parallel. Likewise if all ofByy ,Cyy andCyw2Byz are
zero, every generator will be singular and we must be in the casea561. Now the casea
521 has been discussed in Proposition 6.3. The casea51 will be discussed later. To obtain th
algebraA26 we can assume then that

Axx5Byy5Axy~Cyz2Byy!1AxwCyy50. ~8.15!

Notice thatRj 24
i is proportional toRj 13

i so our assumptions imply that the curvature spansA26. We
have to ensure now that the covariant derivativesRjkl ;m

i produce no new generators and it
sufficient to show that no new generators withsemi-simpleparts occur. However, an easy calc
lation shows that any covariant derivative of the formRikl ;m

i ( i fixed and no sum! is simply the
ordinary derivativeRikl ,m

i . It follows that in considering the introduction of new generators fr
the derivativesRjkl ;m

i we need only take into accountRj 23;m
i and Rj 34;m

i . Thus the following
conditions, in addition to the ones previously imposed, are necessary and sufficient to obt
algebraA26:

R123
1 R223;m

2 2R223
2 R123;m

1 50, ~8.16!

R123
1 R234;m

2 2R223
2 R134;m

1 50. ~8.17!

However, we can be even more explicit in this case. In fact,~8.17! can be written compactly as

S Axy

Cyy
D ,m50, ~8.18!

wherem denotes derivative with respect to each if the four coordinatesx,y,z,w. Thus
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Ax5kCy1F~x,z,w!, ~8.19!

wherekPR andF is a smooth function of its three arguments.
Turning next to~8.16! the first two conditions corresponding tom51 andm52 are already

satisfied so that~8.16! gives in addition only

Axy~Cyw2Byz!z2CyyAxzw50, ~8.20!

Axy~Cyw2Byz!w2CyyAxww50. ~8.21!

However, note that in view of~8.15! and~8.19! both ~8.20! and~8.21! will be satisfied identically.
Note that ifAxy50, then sinceAxw cannot also vanish we must have thatCyy50. Clearly all the
conditions in~8.16! and ~8.17! are satisfied in this case. We shall summarize all of these po
bilities below.

We now come back to the other possibility at the beginning of the proof, namely, that
Byy ,Cyy andCyw2Byz are zero. If now the matrixM where

M5F Axx Axy 2Axw

Axy Ayy R2334

2Axw R2334 R3434

G ~8.22!

is nonsingular, then the curvature will determine the algebraA26. But the same argument abou
the covariant derivatives of diagonal elementsRikl ;m

i holds equally as above and so no addition
semi-simple generator can be produced by the covariant derivativesRjkl ;m

i . Thus without any
further conditions we can be sure that we will haveA26 as the holonomy algebra.

The possibilities for obtaining the algebraA26 can be summarized by the following formula
either

A5xHy~y,z,w!1K~y,z,w!, ~8.23!

kB5yNw~x,z,w!1L~x,z,w!, ~8.24!

kC5yNz~x,z,w!1G~x,z,w!1H~y,z,w!, ~8.25!

or

A5A~x,y,z,w! ~8.26!

with det(M)Þ0, whereM is given by~8.22!,

B5yNw~x,z,w!1L~x,z,w!, ~8.27!

kC5yNz~x,z,w!1G~x,z,w!, ~8.28!

wherekPR and the notion indicates the functions concerned are arbitrary smooth functions
arguments indicated. h

Proposition 8.3: A25 is a holonomy algebra.
Proof: This case is very similar toA26. Again starting from~8.1!–~8.4! to obtainA25 we shall

need the following conditions to be satisfied:

Axx50, ~8.29!

Byy50, ~8.30!

Axy2Cyy50, ~8.31!
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Axw2Cyw1Byz50. ~8.32!

Again when covariant derivatives ofRjkl
i are considered no new generators with a semi-sim

part independent of the one already obtained can be produced and so the stated condit
sufficient to obtainA25. The conditions we have found to obtainA25 have the following solution
in terms of arbitrary smooth functions:

A5xgy~y,z,w!1h~y,z,w!, ~8.33!

B5y f~w!2ykw~z,w!1 l ~x,z,w!, ~8.34!

C5g~y,z,w!2ykz~z,w!. ~8.35!
h

IX. THE ALGEBRAS A 21 AND A 29

In this section we consider the algebrasA29 andA21

Proposition 9.1: A29 is not a holonomy algebra.
Proof: A metric g that hasA29 as its holonomy algebra is characterized by the property th

keeps invariant a two-dimensional null distribution and that the upper left hand block 232 in the
algebra is trace-free. We shall argue first of all that these conditions force the Levi-Civita
nection to project via the submersion (x,y,z,w)°(z,w) referring to Theorem 3.1. RecallingA, B
andC stand for 1

2a, 1
2b and 1

2c, respectively, these conditions on the curvature matrices ma
written as

Axx1Cxy50, ~9.1!

Axy1Cyy50, ~9.2!

Cxy1Byy50, ~9.3!

Cxx1Bxy50, ~9.4!

R13341R243450. ~9.5!

Now the covariant derivatives of the curvatureRjkl ;m
i must have the same trace-free proper

We thus obtain precisely the following conditions:

CyCxx2BxAxy50, ~9.6!

CyBxy2CyyBx50, ~9.7!

CyCxy2AyyBx50, ~9.8!

CyBxx2CxyBx50, ~9.9!

CyR14342BxR233450, ~9.10!

AyCxx2AxyCx50, ~9.11!

AxBxy2CyyCx50, ~9.12!

AyCxy2AyyCx50, ~9.13!

AyBxx2CxyCx50, ~9.14!
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AyR14342CxR233450. ~9.15!

The argument now depends on whether the quantityCxCy2AyBx is zero or nonzero. In the latte
case it is easy to see from~9.1!–~9.4!, ~9.6!–~9.9! and~9.11!–~9.14! that all second order deriva
tives of A, B andC, respectively, vanish and hence the connection ofg is projectable.

Now suppose thatCxCy2AyBx is zero. Then using the condition itself and~9.7!, ~9.9!, ~9.11!
and ~9.13! we deduce that

Bx5u~z,w!Cy , ~9.16!

Ay5u~z,w!Cx ~9.17!

for some smooth functionu of z andw. Again becauseCxCy2AyBx is zero we find from~9.16!
and ~9.17! that

u561. ~9.18!

In what follows we shall take the positive value in~9.18!. We shall come back to the negativ
value later.

From ~9.16! and~9.17! with u having the value unity we can assert the existence of a func
r such that

A5rxx , ~9.19!

B5ryy , ~9.20!

C5rxy . ~9.21!

One can now see that~9.6!–~9.9! and ~9.11!–~9.14! are satisfied identically and that~9.1!–~9.4!
imply precisely thatr satisfies

Dr5u~z,w!x1w~z,w!y1c~z,w! ~9.22!

for some functionsu,w andc of z andw whereD denotes the Laplacian operator with respect
the x,y variables. It remains to satisfy~9.5!, ~9.10! and ~9.15!. Condition~9.5! implies that there
exists a functions such that

u5sz ,

w5sw .

Equation~9.22! may be integrated twice to give

8r5~u~z,w!x1w~z,w!y!~x21y2!1p~x,y!, ~9.23!

wherep(x,y) is a a quadratic polynomial inx and y. Finally we come to~9.10!, ~9.15! being
essentially the same as~9.10!. In terms ofr ~9.10! reads

~rxxy!
22rxxxrxyy1~rxyy!

22rxxyryyy50. ~9.24!

When ~9.23! is substituted into~9.24! we find finally that

u21w250, ~9.25!
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and hence bothu andw vanish. Thusr is quadratic inx andy andA, B andC are independent o
x and y. It follows that the Levi-Civita connection ofg projects via the submersio
(x,y,z,w)°(z,w) to a flat connection, there are two parallel one-forms associated tog and we
certainly do not obtain algebraA29.

We return now to~9.18! and takeu to be21. The analysis is very similar to the case whe
u is 1 so we shall proceed quickly using similar notation. Thus we now have

A5rxx , ~9.26!

B5ryy , ~9.27!

C52rxy . ~9.28!

The analog of~9.23! now is

r5 1
2 ~xsw1ysz!xy1q~x,y!, ~9.29!

whereq(x,y) is a quadratic polynomial inx andy. The analog of~9.24! reads

rxxxrxyy2ryyyrxxy1~rxyy!
22~rxxy!

250. ~9.30!

When ~9.29! is substituted in~9.30! we find in contradiction to~9.25! that

sz
25sw

2 , ~9.31!

so the solution forA, B andC is given by

A5yt, ~9.32!

B5xt, ~9.33!

C52~x1y!t, ~9.34!

wheret5s8 is a function ofz1w. Now the connection corresponding to~9.32!–~9.34! is clearly
projectable via the submersion (x,y,z,w)°(z,w) and the projected connection is given by

z̈5t~ẇ222żẇ!, ~9.35!

ẅ5t~ ż222żẇ!. ~9.36!

The Ricci tensor of the connection corresponding to~9.35! and ~9.36! is symmetric only in the
case wheret is a function ofz1w. However, in that case the connection is Levi-Civita w
metric given by

ḡ5et~dz22dzdw1dw2!. ~9.37!

It follows that the holonomy algebra ofg is two-dimensional and soA29 cannot occur as a
holonomy algebra. h

Corollary 9.2: A21 cannot occur as a holonomy algebra.
Proof: We note thatA21 is a three-dimensional subalgebra ofA29 and so has the sam

characteristic trace-free property. Thus the argument is the same as in Proposition 9.1.h
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Lie algebras of an area preserving diffeomorphism group of two-dimension
gions received a lot of attention.

Algebras of an area preserving diffeomorphisms play an important role in the theory
classical and quantumW-gravity,1 W-string theory.2

In Ref. 3 based on a special deformation method applied to an area preserving diffe
phism algebra of a two dimensional region it was obtained a centralles realization ofW` algebra.

In Ref. 4 Arnold studied a model of ideal liquid on a two dimensional regionD. The area
preserving diffeomorphism group of the regionD is a configuration space for the model. In Re
4 it was given a detailed analysis of an algebraic structure of the Lie algebra of an area pres
diffeomorphism group of a torus diff(T2).

In this paper we construct a Yangian algebra of a centrally extended Lie algebra of a
preserving diffeomorphism group of a two dimensional torusY(diff( T2)c).

Yangian algebra is example of noncommutative, noncocommutative Hopf algebra~quantum
group! and was introduced by Drinfeld in Ref. 5 as a deformation of a universal envelo
algebraU(g@l#) of a loop extended simple Lie algebrag.

Yangian algebras are related to a rational solution of a classical Yang–Baxter equation
solution of a classical Yang–Baxter equation on a given Lie algebrag determines a Lie bialgebra
structure ong. Lie bialgebras may be thought of as a classical limit for quantum groups. A ge
method of quantization of Lie bialgebras was given in Ref. 5.

In this paper we will follow Drinfeld’s method of quantization of Lie bialgebras and appl
to the construction of a Yangian algebra for the diff(T2)c algebra. Yangian algebraY(diff( T2)c)
is a deformation of loop extended diff(T2)c algebra, i.e., a set of all polynomial mappings

g:S1→diff ~T2!c ,

whereS1 is a unit circle.
A Lie bialgebra structure on diff(T2)c@l# is determined by a cocommutator mappingf

f:diff ~T2!c@l#→diff ~T2!c@l# ^ diff ~T2!c@l#,

satisfying a 1-cocycle condition

adxf~y!2adyf~x!5f~@x,y# !, ~1!

for x,y,zPdiff( T2)c@l#, adx(y^ z)5@x^ 111^ x,y^ z#.
In Sec. II we construct a cocommutator mappingf with the help of a new solution of classica

Yang–Baxter equation on diff(T2)c@l#.
22850022-2488/2001/42(5)/2285/8/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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In Sec. III we quantize constructed Lie bialgebra. As a result, we obtain a Yangian al
Y(diff( T2)c@l#) and its quantum doubleDY(diff( T2)c@l#). We give also an asymptotic form o
a quantumR-matrix for DY(diff( T2)c@l#).

II. LIE BIALGEBRA STRUCTURE ON diff „T 2
…c†l‡

Let us denote by diff(T2)c8@l# an algebra generated bygm̄lM, clM, m̄PZ3Z, MPZ satis-
fying the following commutation relations:

@qm̄lM,qn̄lN#5v~m̄,n̄!qm̄1n̄lM1N1um̄udm̄1n̄,0clM1N, ~2!

@clM,qm̄lN#50, ~3!

where v(m̄,n̄)ªm1n22n1m2 , um̄uªm11m2 , and dm̄1n̄,0ªdm11n1,0 dm21n2,0 . To the algebra

diff( T2)c8@l# we add a set of new generatorsdlM, MPZ satisfying

@dlM,qm̄lN#5um̄uqm̄lM1N @clM,dlN#50. ~4!

The algebra defined by~2!, ~3!, and~4! is a centrally extended Lie algebra of a diffeomorphis
group of a torus. We denote it by diff(T2)c@l#.

We define an operatorr (l,m)Pdiff( T2)c@l# ^ diff( T2)c@l#[diff( T2)c^ diff( T2)c@l,m# in
the following way:

r ~l,m!5
1

l2m S (
m̄PZ3Z

q2m̄^ qm̄1d^ c1c^ dD .

It is easy to check thatr (l,m) satisfies a classical Yang–Baxter equation

@r 12~l,m!,r 13~l,n!#1@r 12~l,m!,r 23~m,n!#1@r 13~l,n!,r 23~n,m!#50,

where r 12(l,m)5r (l,m) ^ 1, r 23(m,n)51^ r (m,n) r 13(l,n)5 1/l2n ((m̄PZ3Zq2m̄^ 1^ qm̄

1d^ 1^ c1c^ 1^ d).
The cocommutator mappingf determined byr (l,m) has the form

f~qm̄lM !5@r ~l,m!,qm̄lM
^ 111^ qm̄mM#,

f~dlM !5@r ~l,m!,dlM
^ 111^ dmM#,

f~clM !50.

It is straightforward to verify thatf satisfies a 1-cocycle condition~1!. This means that a pai
(diff( T2)c@l#,f) is a Lie bialgebra.

Quantization of the (diff(T2)c@l#,f) Lie bialgebra we perform in three steps.
First, we quantize the (diff(T2)c8@l#1 ,f) Lie bialgebra, generated bygm̄lM, clM, m̄PZ

3Z, M>0. As a result we obtain a Yangian algebraY(diff( T2)c8@l#).
In the second step we quantize the (diff(T2)c8@l#2 ,f) Lie bialgebra generated bygm̄lM,

clM, m̄PZ3Z, M,0. Quantization of this Lie bialgebra we denote byY* (diff( T2)c8@l#).
Separately we will discuss quantization of thedlM, PZ generators.

III. YANGIAN ALGEBRA Y„diff „T 2
…c8…

The algebraY(diff( T2)c8) is generated byQm̄, M , cM , m̄PZ3Z, M>0 which depend on a
quantum parameterh such that

lim
h→0

~Qm̄,M ,cM !5~qm̄lM,clM !.
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The algebraY(diff( T2)c8) is endowed with a counit«(Qm̄,M)50, «(cM)50, and a coassociative
comultiplicationD which in classical limit gives the cocommutatorf

lim
h→0

1

h
~D2D8!5f,

whereD8 denotes the transposed comultiplication, i.e., forD(a)5b^ c, D8(a)5c^ b. Unfortu-
nately an antipodal mappingS does not exist for theY(diff( T2)c8@l#) algebra. It means tha
quantization of the (diff(T2)c8@l#1 ,f) Lie bialgebra leads to a noncommutative, noncocomm
tative bialgebra.

The classical algebra diff(T2)c8@l#1 can be generated byqm̄ , c, qm̄l, cl, m̄PZ3Z. We
describe quantization of the (diff(T2)c8@l#1 ,f) Lie bialgebra in terms of quantum generato
Qm̄,05gm̄ , c05c, Qm̄,1 , c1 .

Lemma:An algebraY(diff( T2)c8) generated byqm̄ ,Qm̄,1 having the following properties:

@qm̄ ,qn̄#5v~m̄,n̄!qm̄1n̄1um̄udm̄1n̄,0c, ~5!

@qm̄ ,Qn̄,1#5v~m̄,n̄!Qm̄1n̄,11um̄udm̄1n̄,0c1 , ~6!

@Qm̄,1 ,@Qn̄,1 ,qk̄##2@qm̄ ,@Qn̄,1 ,Qk̄,1#

5
1

12
h2 (

l̄ , f̄ PZ3Z

a
m̄,n̄,k̄

f̄ , l̄
$qm̄1n̄1 k̄2 l̄ 2 f̄ ,qf̄ ,ql̄ %11

1

16
h2 (

l̄ PZ3Z

ã
m̄,n̄,k̄

l̄
$qm̄1n̄1 k̄2 l̄ ,ql̄ %1c

1
1

4
h2a5 m̄,n̄,k̄qm̄1n̄1 k̄c

21
1

12
h2um̄uun̄uuk̄u~v~m̄,n̄!1v~ n̄,k̄!1v~ k̄,m̄!!dm̄1n̄1 k̄,0c

3, ~7!

with a comultiplication

D~qm̄!5qm̄^ 111^ qm̄ ,

D~c!5c^ 111^ c, D~c1!5c1^ 111^ c1 ,

D~Qm̄,1!5Qm̄,1^ 111^ Qm̄,11
1

2
h (

k̄PZ3Z

v~m̄,k̄!qm̄2 k̄^ qk̄1
1

2
hum̄u~qm̄^ c2c^ qm̄!

and a counit

«~qm̄!50, «~Qm̄,1!50, «~c!50, «~c1!50

is a bialgebra.
In ~7!, $qm̄1

, . . . ,qm̄n
%15 1/n! (sPSn

qs(m̄1) , . . . ,qs(m̄n) , whereSn is a permutation group o

n elements (m̄1 , . . . ,m̄n). Exact form of the coefficientsa
m̄,n̄,k̄

f̄ , l̄
, ã

m̄,n̄,k̄

l̄
, a5 m̄,n̄,k̄ is given in the

appendix.
The formula~7! can be obtained from~5!, and~6!, Jacobi identity and the relation
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@Qm̄,1 ,Qn̄,1#5v~m̄,n̄!Qm̄1n̄,21um̄udm̄1n̄,0c21
1

12
h2 (

k̄, l̄ PZ3Z

bm̄,n̄
k̄, l̄ $qm̄1n̄2 k̄2 l̄ ,qk̄ ,ql̄ %1

2
1

8
h2~ um̄u2un̄u! (

k̄PZ3Z

v~m̄,k̄!v~ n̄,k̄!$qm̄1n̄2 k̄ ,qk̄%1c

2
1

8
h2v~m̄,n̄! (

k̄PZ3Z

~v~m̄,k̄!um̄u1v~ n̄,k̄!un̄u!$qm̄1n̄2 k̄ ,qk̄%1c

2
1

4
h2v~m̄,n̄!um̄uun̄uqm̄1n̄c22

1

12
h2um̄u3dm̄1n̄,0c

3. ~8!

Another way to obtain~7! is to use~5!, and~6! and

@qm̄ ,Qn̄,2#5v~m̄,n̄!Qm̄1n̄,21um̄udm̄1n̄,0c21
1

12
h2 (

k̄, l̄ PZ3Z

b̃m̄,n̄
k̄, l̄ $qm̄1n̄2 k̄2 l̄ ,qk̄ ,ql̄ %1

1
1

8
h2 (

k̄PZ3Z

b5 m̄,n̄,k̄$qm̄1n̄2 k̄ ,qk̄%1c

1
1

8
h2v~m̄,n̄!um̄uun̄uqm̄1n̄c22

1

12
h2um̄u3dm̄1n̄,0c

3. ~9!

Explicit form of the coefficientsbm̄,n̄
k̄, l̄ , b̃m̄,n̄

k̄, l̄ , b5 m̄,n̄,k̄ is given in the appendix.
The comultiplication for the elementsQm̄,2 has the following form:

D~Qm̄,2!5Qm̄,2^ 111^ Qm̄,21
1

2
h (

k̄PZ3Z

v~m̄,k̄!~Qm̄2 k̄,1^ qk̄2qk̄^ Qm̄2 k̄,1!

1
1

2
hum̄u~Qm̄,1^ c2c^ Qm̄,11qm̄^ c12c1^ qm̄!

2h2
1

8 (
k̄, l̄ PZ3Z

gm̄
k̄, l̄ ~$qk̄ ,ql̄ %1 ^ qm̄2 k̄2 l̄ 1qm̄2 k̄2 l̄ ^ $qk̄ ,ql̄ %1!

1
1

8
h2um̄u (

k̄PZ3Z

v~m̄,k̄!~qm̄2 k̄^ cqk̄1qk̄c^ qm̄2 k̄!

1
1

16
h2 (

k̄PZ3Z

v~m̄,k̄!~2uk̄u2um̄u!~$qm̄2 k̄ ,qk̄%1 ^ c1c^ $qm̄2 k̄ ,qk̄%1!

2
1

4
h2um̄u2~c^ cqm̄1qm̄c^ c!, ~10!

wheregm̄
k̄, l̄ is given in the appendix.

Relations~5!, ~6!, and~7! uniquely determine commutation relations and comultiplication
all Qm̄,M , m̄PZ3Z, M>0.

Quantization of the (diff(T2)c8@l#2 ,f) Lie bialgebra is much more complicated. We deno
the algebra generated byQm̄,2M , c2M , m̄PZ3Z, M.0 by Y* (diff( T2)c8). The comultiplication
D(Qm̄,2M), m̄PZ3Z,M.0, and commutation relations forQm̄,2M are an infinite power series in
quantum parameterh and defining relations forY* (diff( T2)c8), similar to~7! cannot be given. All
formulas, i.e., comultiplication and commutation relations can be given only asymptotically
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Up to second order terms inh the algebraY* (diff( T2)c8) is defined by the following commu
tation relations:

@Qm̄,2M ,Qn̄,2N#5v~m̄,n̄!Qm̄1n̄,2M2N1um̄udm̄1n̄,0c2M2N1O~h2!,

m̄, n̄PZ3Z, M , N.0. The bialgebra structure onY* (diff( T2)c8) is given by the counit

«~Qm̄,2M !50, «~c2M !50

and the comultiplicationD(Qm̄,2M), m̄PZ3Z, M.0,

D~Qm̄,2M !5Qm̄,2M ^ 111^ Qm̄,2M2
1

2
h (

i 50

M21

(
k̄PZ3Z

v~m̄,k̄!Qm̄2 k̄,2 i 21^ Qk̄,i 2M

2
1

2
hum̄u (

i 50

M21

~Qm̄,2 i 21^ ci 2M2c2 i 21^ Qm̄,i 2M !1O~h2!.

It is possible to determine commutation relations between elements ofY(diff( T2)c8) and
Y* (diff( T2)c8). The simplest formulas read

@qm̄ ,Qn̄,21#5v~m̄,n̄!Qm̄1n̄,211um̄udm̄1n̄,0c211O~h3!

or

Qm̄,1 ,Qn̄,21] 5v~m̄,n̄!qm̄1n̄1um̄udm̄1n̄,0c1O~h2!.

Quantum generatorsdM , MPZ, which in classical limit are equal todlM cannot be written
as a commutator of elements ofY(diff( T2)c) or Y* (diff( T2)c). This implies that there is no
general formula for comultiplication and commutation relations for quantum generatorsdM , M
PZ. Fromf(d)50 follows that the comultiplicationD(d) is undeformed,

D~d!5d^ 111^ d,

whered5d0 . The comultiplicationD(dM) M.0 up to linear terms in the quantum parameteh
has the form

D~dM !5dM ^ 111^ dM1
1

2
h (

i 50

M21

(
k̄PZ3Z

uk̄uQ2 k̄,M2 i 21^ Qk̄,i1O~h2!, ~11!

and is a finite power series inh. For example, forM51 formula ~11! is exact

D~d1!5d1^ 111^ d11
1

2
h (

k̄PZ3Z

uk̄uq2 k̄^ qk̄ .

The comultiplicationD(dM), M,0 is an infinite power series in the quantum parameterh.
Up to the linear terms it has the following form:

D~d2M !5d2M ^ 111^ d2M2
1

2
h (

i 50

M21

(
k̄PZ3Z

uk̄uQ2 k̄,2 i 21^ Qk̄,i 2M1O~h2!.

The commutation relations fordM , MPZ asymptoticaly can be written as

@dM ,dN#501O~h2!

and
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@dM ,Qm̄,N#5um̄uQm̄,M1N1O~h2!.

Quantization of the (diff(T2)c8@l#2 ,f) Lie bialgebra is equivalent to a construction of an alge
called a quantum double forY(diff( T2)c). If we introduce in the quantum space spanned
Qm̄,M ,cM ,dM , m̄PZ3Z,MPZ the following scalar product

,Qm̄,M ,Qn̄,N.5dm̄,n̄dM1N11,0,

,dM ,cN.5dM1N11,0,

then with respect to this scalar product the algebrasY(diff( T2)c) andY* (diff( T2)c) are dual. The
pair (Y(diff( T2)c),Y* (diff( T2)c)) is called a quantum doubleDY(diff( T2)c).

Having defined the Yangian algebraY(diff( T2)c) and its quantum doubleDY(diff( T2)c) we
would like to discuss existence of a quantumR-matrix for DY(diff( T2)c). A comultiplication
defined on the quantum algebraDY(diff( T2)c) can be replaced by a transposed comultiplicat
D8. In this way we obtain another bialgebra structure onDY(diff( T2)c). These two structures ar
connected by a transformation called quantumR-matrix,

RD5D8R.

It has an asymptotic form

R51^ 12h (
M50

` S (
k̄PZ3Z

Q2 k̄,2M21^ Qk̄,M1d2M21^ cM1c2M21^ dM D 1O~h2!.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we discussed a quantization of a loop extended Lie algebra of a diffeomor
group of a two dimensional torus with a central extension. We found a new solution of a cla
Yang–Baxter equationr (l,m) on the diff(T2)c@l# Lie algebra. Using this solution we con
structed a Lie bialgebra structure on diff(T2)c@l# and quantized it by applying Drinfeld’s metho
of quantization of Lie bialgebras. As a result, we obtained a Yangian algebraY(diff( T2)c) and its
dual Y* (diff( T2)c).

The main result of this paper is formulated in the lemma, Sec. III. According to this lem
Y(diff( T2)c8) is a bialgebra. It means that onY(diff( T2)c8) is defined a coassociative comultipl
cationD and a counit«. Unfortunately the antipodal mappingS, defined by the formula

m~S^ 1!D5« ~12!

does not exist, i.e., there is no Hopf algebra structure on theY(diff( T2)c8) algebra. In~12! m
denotes a multiplication in the algebraY(diff( T2)c8), i.e., for a,bPY(diff( T2)c8), m(a^ b)5ab.
By applying the formula~12! to the generatorQm̄,2 it is easy to see that the expressionS(Qm̄,2) is
divergent.

There are some interesting, unsolved problems connected with the quantum a
DY(diff( T2)c). The main unsolved problem is to construct a representation theory
DY(diff( T2)c). It is also important to find the full expression for a quantumR-matrix. We would
like to discuss these problems in future publications.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix we give explicit expressions of the coefficientsa
m̄,n̄,k̄

f̄ , l̄
, ã

m̄,n̄,k̄

l̄
, a5 m̄,n̄,k̄ , bm̄,n̄

k̄, l̄ ,

b̃m̄,n̄
k̄, l̄ , b5 m̄,n̄,k̄ , andgm̄

k̄, l̄ from Eqs.~7!, ~8!, ~9!, and~10!.
Coefficients from Eq.~7! have the following form:

a
m̄,n̄,k̄

f̄ , l̄
5 1

4 v~ n̄,k̄!~2v~m̄,n̄!12v~m̄,k̄!2v~m̄, f̄ !2v~m̄, l̄ !1v~ n̄, f̄ !1v~ n̄, l̄ !1v~ k̄, f̄ !

1v~ k̄, l̄ !!@~ um̄uu f̄ u2g~m̄, f̄ !!~ un̄uu l̄ u1uk̄uu l̄ u2g~ n̄, l̄ !2g~ k̄, l̄ !!

1v~m̄, f̄ !v~ n̄, l̄ !1v~m̄, f̄ !v~ k̄, l̄ !] 1 1
4 v~ k̄,m̄!~2v~ n̄,m̄!12v~ n̄,k̄!

2v~ n̄, f̄ !2v~ n̄, l̄ !1v~m̄, f̄ !1v~m̄, l̄ !1v~ k̄, f̄ !1v~ k̄, l̄ !!@~ un̄uu f̄ u

2g~ n̄, f̄ !!~ um̄uu l̄ u1uk̄uu l̄ u2g~m̄, l̄ !2g~ k̄, l̄ !!1v~ n̄, f̄ !v~m̄, l̄ !

1v~ n̄, f̄ !v~ k̄, l̄ !#1 1
4 v~m̄,n̄!~2v~ k̄,m̄!12v~ k̄,n̄!2v~ k̄, f̄ !2v~ k̄, l̄ !

1v~m̄, f̄ !1v~ n̄, f̄ !1v~m̄, l̄ !1v~ n̄, l̄ !!@~ uk̄uu f̄ u2g~ k̄, f̄ !!~ um̄uu l̄ u1un̄uu l̄ u

2g~m̄, l̄ !2g~ n̄, l̄ !!1v~ k̄, f̄ !v~m̄, l̄ !1v~ k̄, f̄ !v~ n̄, l̄ !#1 1
4 ~ u f̄ uu l̄ u

2g~ f̄ , l̄ !!@~ um̄u22g~m̄,m̄!!$v~ n̄,k̄!~v~ n̄1 k̄, f̄ !1v~ n̄1 k̄, l̄ !!

2v~ k̄,m̄!v~ n̄, f̄ 1 l̄ !2v~m̄,n̄!v~ k̄, f̄ 1 l̄ !%1~ un̄u22g~ n̄,n̄!!$v~ k̄,m̄!

3~v~m̄1 k̄, f̄ !1v~m̄1 k̄, l̄ !!2v~ n̄,k̄!v~m̄, f̄ 1 l̄ !2v~m̄,n̄!v~ k̄, f̄ 1 l̄ !%

1~ uk̄u22g~ k̄,k̄!!$v~m̄,n̄!~v~m̄1n̄, f̄ !1v~m̄1n̄, l̄ !!

2v~ k̄,m̄!v~ n̄, f̄ 1 l̄ !2v~ n̄,k̄!v~m̄, f̄ 1 l̄ !%#,

ã
m̄,n̄,k̄

l̄
5v~ n̄,k̄!~v~m̄,n̄!1v~m̄,k̄!!2~ uk̄u1un̄u2um̄u!1~ un̄2uk̄u!

3$v~ n̄,k̄!v~m̄,n̄!~v~m̄,k̄!1v~ n̄,k̄!!1v~m̄,n̄!v~m̄,k̄!~v~m̄,n̄!1v~m̄,k̄!!

1v~ n̄,k̄!v~m̄,k̄!~v~ n̄,k̄!1v~ n̄,m̄!!%12~ un̄u1uk̄u2um̄u!v~ n̄,k̄!v~m̄, l̄ !~v~ n̄, l̄ !

1v~ k̄, l̄ !!12~ un̄u2uk̄u!v~m̄,n̄!v~ k̄, l̄ !~v~m̄, l̄ !1v~ n̄, l̄ !!12~ un̄u2uk̄u!v~m̄,k̄!

3v~ n̄, l̄ !~v~ k̄, l̄ !1v~m̄, l̄ !!22um̄uv~ n̄,k̄!v~m̄, l̄ !~v~m̄, l̄ !1v~ n̄, l̄ !1v~ k̄, l̄ !!

1um̄u@~ un̄u22g~ n̄,n̄!!v~m̄,k̄!1~ uk̄u22g~ k̄,k̄!!v~m̄,n̄!#@ u l̄ uun̄u1u l uum̄u1u l̄ uuk̄u2u l̄ u2

2g~ l̄ ,n̄!2g~ l̄ ,m̄!2g~ l̄ ,k̄!1g~ l̄ , l̄ !#2um̄uv~ n̄,k̄!@~ um̄uu l̄ u

2g~m̄, l̄ !!~ un̄u21uk̄u21un̄uum̄u12un̄uuk̄u2un̄uu l̄ u1uk̄uum̄u2uk̄uu l̄ u22g~ n̄,k̄!2g~ n̄,n̄!

2g~m̄,n̄!1g~ n̄, l̄ !2g~m̄,k̄!1g~ k̄, l̄ !2g~ k̄,k̄!!1v~m̄, l̄ !~v~ n̄,m̄!2v~ n̄, l̄ !

1v~ k̄,m̄!2v~ k̄, l̄ !!#2um̄u~v~m̄,n̄!1v~ k̄,m̄!!@~ uk̄uu l̄ u

2g~ k̄, l̄ !!~ un̄u21un̄uum̄u1un̄uuk̄u2un̄uu l̄ u2g~ n̄,n̄!2g~m̄,n̄!2g~ n̄,k̄!1g~ n̄, l̄ !!

1v~ k̄, l̄ !~v~ n̄,k̄!1v~ n̄,m̄!2v~ n̄, l̄ !!#,
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a5 m̄,n̄,k̄5um̄uuk̄uv~m̄,n̄!~v~ k̄,m̄!1v~ k̄,n̄!!1um̄uun̄uv~m̄,k̄!~v~m̄,n̄!1v~ k̄,n̄!!1un̄uuk̄uv~ n̄,k̄!

3~v~m̄,n̄!1v~m̄,k̄!!2um̄u~ un̄u1uk̄u!v~ n̄,k̄!~v~m̄,n̄!1v~m̄,k̄!!,

where v(m̄,n̄)ªm1n22m2n1 , um̄uªm11m2 , and g(m̄,n̄)ªm1n11m2n2 . Coefficients from
Eqs.~8! and ~9! have the form

bm̄,n̄
k̄, l̄ 5 1

4 ~2v~m̄,n̄!2v~m̄,k̄!2v~m̄, l̄ !1v~ n̄,k̄!1v~ n̄, l̄ !!@~ um̄uuk̄u2g~m̄,k̄!!~ un̄uu l̄ u2g~ n̄, l̄ !!

1v~m̄,k̄!v~ n̄, l̄ !#1 1
4 ~ uk̄uu l̄ u2g~ k̄, l̄ !!@~ um̄u22g~m̄,m̄!!~v~m̄,n̄!1v~ n̄,k̄!1v~ n̄, l̄ !!

2~ un̄u22g~ n̄,n̄!!~v~ n̄,m̄!1v~m̄,k̄!1v~m̄, l̄ !!#,

b̃m̄,n̄
k̄, l̄ 5 1

4 ~v~m̄,n̄!2v~m̄,k̄!2v~m̄, l̄ !!@~ uk̄uu l̄ u2g~ k̄, l̄ !!~ um̄uun̄u1um̄u22g~m̄,n̄!2g~m̄,m̄!!

2~ um̄uuk̄u2g~m̄,k̄!!~ um̄uu l̄ u2g~m̄, l̄ !!2v~m̄,k̄!v~m̄, l̄ !#1 1
4 ~ un̄u21um̄uun̄u

2un̄uuk̄u2un̄uu l̄ u2g~ n̄,n̄!2g~m̄,n̄!1g~ n̄,k̄!1g~ n̄, l̄ !!@~ um̄uuk̄u2g~m̄,k̄!!v~m̄, l̄ !

1~ um̄uu l̄ u2g~m̄, l̄ !!v~m̄,k̄!#1 1
4 v~m̄,n̄!~ uk̄uu l̄ u2g~ k̄, l̄ !!~ um̄u21um̄uun̄u

2um̄uuk̄u2um̄uu l̄ u2g~m̄,m̄!2g~m̄,n̄!1g~m̄,k̄!1g~m̄, l̄ !!,

b5 m̄,n̄,k̄5um̄u~v~m̄,k̄!2v~m̄,n̄!!~v~m̄,k̄!1 1
2 v~ n̄,k̄!!1 1

2 um̄u~ um̄uuk̄u2g~m̄,k̄!!~ un̄u2

1um̄uun̄u2un̄uuk̄u1g~ n̄,k̄!2g~m̄,n̄!2g~ n̄,n̄!!.

Coefficientgm̄
k̄, l̄ from Eq. ~10! has the form

gm̄
k̄, l̄ 5 1

2 ~ uk̄uu l̄ u2g~ k̄, l̄ !!~ um̄u22um̄uuk̄u2um̄uu l̄ u1g~m̄,k̄!1g~m̄, l̄ !2g~m̄,m̄!!

1 1
2 v~ k̄, l̄ !~v~m̄, l̄ !2v~m̄,k̄!22v~ k̄, l̄ !!.

1E. Bergshoeff, C.N. Pope, L.J. Romans, E. Sezgin, X. Shen, and K.S. Stelle, Phys. Lett. B243, 350 ~1990!.
2C.N. Pope, L.J. Romans, E. Sezgin, and K.S. Stelle, TheW3 String Spectrum, preprint, TIFR//TH91-11.
3H. Aratyn, L.A. Ferreira, J.F. Gomes, and A.H. Zimerman, A New Deformation ofW-Infinity and Applications to the
Two-loop WZNW and Conformal Affine Toda Models, preprint, UICH HEP-TH//92-1.

4W.I. Arnold, Mathematical Methods of Classical Mechanics~Springer-Verlag, New York, 1989!.
5V.G. Drinfeld, Sov. Math. Dokl.283, 1060~1985!.
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Quantum toroidal algebra Uq„sl 2,tor … and R matrices
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We show the existence ofR matrices acting on the tensor product of a certain class
of representations of the quantum toroidal algebraUq(sl2,tor). In particular, the
explicit expressions ofR matrices acting on the tensor product of level 1 integrable
highest weight representations ofUq(sl2̂) are obtained. Our approach is based on
the work of Chari and Pressley. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1357198#

I. INTRODUCTION

In Ref. 1, based on the work of Chari and Pressley,2,3 we studied representations of th
quantum toroidal algebraUq(sln11,tor) and proved the existence ofR matrices acting on the tenso
product of a certain class of representations. In this analysis, we used an isomorphi
Uq8(sln11,tor) obtained in Ref. 4. Since this result had been proved only for the casen>2, the
analysis in Ref. 4 was restricted to this case.

In this paper, for the algebraUq(sl2,tor) we prove the existence of a similar isomorphism a
show thatR matrices exist if we consider tensor product representations via similar comultip
tions used in Ref. 1. This part is essentially the same as the results in Refs. 1 and 4. Moreo
show thatR matrices exist for other comultiplications ofUq(sl2,tor). ~This result is not restricted
to the casen51.! In particular, we obtain the explicit expressions of the latterR matrices acting
on the tensor product of level 1 integrable highest weight representations ofUq(sl2̂) as trigono-
metric R matrices were obtained as intertwiners of the tensor products of finite dimens
representations of the quantum affine algebras in Ref. 5.

II. MAIN RESULTS

A. Definition of algebras

Throughout this paper, we fix a complex numberq which is transcendental overQ. Let
(ai j )0< i , j <1 be the Cartan matrix of typeA1

(1) . Set h5Ch0% Ch1% Cd, and let a i and L i( i
50,1) be the elements ofh* determined by

^hi ,a j&5ai j , ^d,a j&51, ^hi ,L j&5d i j , ^d,L j&50. ~2.1!

We setQ15Z>0a0% Z>0a1 and define a partial order< on h* by m<l if and only if l2m
PQ1.

Following Refs. 7 and 8, we defineUq(sl2,tor) to be theC algebra with generatorsxi ,k
6 , hi ,r ,

ki
61, C61 and D̃61( i 50,1,kPZ,r PZ\$0%) and relations

D̃61D̃7151, D̃ki5kiD̃, ~2.2!

D̃xi ,k6d i0

6 D̃215q2k61xi ,k6d i0

6 , D̃hi ,r D̃
215q2rhi ,r , ~2.3!
22930022-2488/2001/42(5)/2293/16/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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C61 central, ki
61ki

715C61C7151, ~2.4!

@ki ,kj #5@ki ,hj ,r #50, ~2.5!

@hi ,r ,hj ,s#5d r 1s,0

@rai j #

r

Cr2C2r

q2q21 , ~2.6!

kixj ,k
6 ki

215q6ai j xj ,k
6 , ~2.7!

@hi ,r ,xj ,k
6 #56

@rai j #

r
C~r 7ur u!/2xj ,r 1k

6 , ~2.8!

@xi ,k
1 ,xj ,l

2 #5
d i j

q2q21 ~C2 lf i ,k1 l
~2 ! 2C2kf i ,k1 l

~1 ! !, ~2.9!

@xi ,k11
6 ,xi ,l

6 #q621@xi ,l 11
6 ,xi ,k

6 #q6250, ~2.10!

@xi ,0
6 ,@xi ,0

6 ,@xi ,0
6 ,xj ,0

6 #q2##q2250 ~ iÞ j !. ~2.11!

Here @m#5(qm2q2m)/(q2q21), @x,y#p5xy2pyx, andf i ,7r
(6) (r>0) is expressed in terms o

ki
61 andhi ,r ’s by

(
r>0

f i ,7r
~6 ! z6r5ki

71 expS 7~q2q21!(
r .0

hi ,7rz
6r D . ~2.12!

For later purpose, we introduce generating seriesxi
6(z) andf i

(6)(z) by

xi
6~z!5( xi ,k

6 z2k,

and the left hand side of~2.12!, respectively.
Let Uq(sl2̂)6 be theC algebra defined by generatorsxk

6 ,hr ,k61,C61,D̃61(kPZ,r PZ\$0%)
and relations~2.2!–~2.10! with i 5 j 51 andx1,k

6 ,h1,r ,k1 replaced byxk
6 ,hr ,k, respectively.

We shall denoteUq(sl2,tor) and Uq(sl2̂) by Ũ and U, respectively. Letṽ be the homomor-
phismU→Ũ such that

xk
6°x1,k

6 , hr°h1,r , k°k1 , C°C, D̃°D̃. ~2.13!

B. Ũ modules and their tensor products

In this paper, we shall consider only irreducibleŨ modules satisfying the following condition
~* ! and their tensor products.

~* ! The elementk0k1 acts as 1 on aŨ moduleV, and if regarded as aU module via the map

ṽ, the Ũ moduleV satisfies the following three conditions:

~i! V is a direct sum of integrable highest weight modules of type1;
~ii ! each weight space ofV is finite dimensional;
~iii ! the set of weights ofV has a maximal element.

Let V be an irreducibleŨ module satisfying the above condition~* ! andl a maximal element
of the set of weights ofV. Then by Theorem 2 in the next section and the remark after it, we
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see thatVl , the weight space ofV of weight l, is one dimensional. SinceV is irreducible,V is
generated as aŨ module by a nonzero vector in this space. We shall call such a vector a hi
weight vector ofV.

For aPC3, let ga be the automorphism ofŨ such that

xi ,k
6 °a6d i0xi ,k

6 , hi ,r°hi ,r , ki°ki , C°C, D̃°D̃. ~2.14!

For a representation (r,V) of Ũ, we denote the representation (r+ga ,V) by V(a).
Let D̃1 and D̃2 be the comultiplicationsŨ→Ũ^ Ũ such that

D̃1~C!5D̃2~C!5C^ C, D̃1~D !5D̃2~D !5D ^ D,

D̃1~f i
~1 !~z!!5D̃2~f i

~1 !~z!!5f i
~1 !~z/C2! ^ f i

~1 !~z!,

D̃1~f i
~2 !~z!!5D̃2~f i

~2 !~z!!5f i
~2 !~z! ^ f i

~2 !~z/C1!,

D̃1~xi
1~z!!5xi

1~z! ^ 11f i
~2 !~z! ^ xi

1~z/C1!, ~2.15!

D̃1~xi
2~z!!51^ xi

2~z!1xi
2~z/C2! ^ f i

~1 !~z!,

D̃2~xi
1~z!!5xi

1~z! ^ 11f i
~1 !~C1z! ^ xi

1~C1z!,

D̃2~xi
2~z!!51^ xi

2~z!1xi
2~C2z! ^ f i

~2 !~C2z!,

whereC15C^ 1 andC251^ C. @These comultiplications are similar to those by Drinfeld for t
quantum affine algebras. To check relations~2.11! ~or ~4.17! below!, we need Lemma 4 and it
corollary in Sec. IV.# For Ũ modulesV1 and V2 satisfying condition~* !, we regard the tenso
productV1^ V2 as aŨ module via the comultiplicationD̃ j and denote it byV1^̃ jV2 ( j 51,2).

C. Main results

Our main results in this paper are Theorem 1 and Proposition 2 below.
Theorem 1: Let Va(a51,2,3)be an irreducibleŨ module satisfying condition~* ! andva its

highest weight vector. Then for each i50,1, the following hold.
(1) There exists a uniqueHomC(Va ^ Vb ,Vb ^ Va) valued rational function R(ab)(x) such

that R(ab)(a/b):Va(a) ^̃ iVb(b)→Vb(b) ^̃ iVa(a) is a homomorphism sendingva ^ vb to vb

^ va .
~2! The R(ab)(x) satisfy the Yang–Baxter equation

~ I ~3!
^ R~12!~a!!~R~13!~ab! ^ I ~2!!~ I ~1!

^ R~23!~b!!

5~R~23!~b! ^ I ~1!!~ I ~2!
^ R~13!~ab!!~R~12!~a! ^ I ~3!!, ~2.16!

where I(a)5 idVa
.

Remark:A similar result holds also forUq(sln11,tor) with n>2.
Leaving the proof of this theorem to the next section, we give some result on the ex

expression of theR matrix.
For j 50,1, set Vj5Wj ^ H where W05C@e6a#, W15ea/2C@e6a# and H

5C@a21 ,a22 ,...#. Define]a ,ar(r PZ.0),D̄PEnd Vj by

]a~ema
^ x!52mema

^ x, ar~ema
^ x!5

@r #@2r #

r
ema

^
]x

]a2r
,

~2.17!
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D̄~ema
^ x!5q2~2m22m!22Smrrema

^ x S x5)
r .0

a
2r
mr D .

Proposition 1:~Ref. 9! For each j50,1, the assignment

xi
1~z!°zesiazsi]a expS si (

r .0

a2r

@r #
zr D expS 2si (

r .0

ar

@r #
~qz!2r D ,

xi
2~z!°ze2siaz2si]a expS 2si (

r .0

a2r

@r #
~qz!r D expS si (

r .0

ar

@r #
z2r D ,

f i
~6 !~z!°q7si]a expS 7si~q2q21!(

r .0
a7rz

6r D ,

C°q, D̃°D̄,

with s151 and s0521 defines aŨ action on Vj . This is the irreducible highest weight modu
with highest weightL j if regarded as a Uq(sl2̂) module via the mapṽ.

Remark:This proposition was proved in Ref. 9. But contrary to the claim there, thexi ,k
6 do not

satisfy the relation

@x1,k11
6 ,x0,l

6 #q721@x0,l 11
6 ,x1,k

6 #q7250.

We do not include the above among the relations of the algebra. This is consistent withq
51 case.10

Set

c~6 !~w!5w~e6a/2
^ e7a/2!w6]a ^ 17u ^ ]a expS 6(

r .0

b2r

@2r #
w2r D expS 7(

r .0

br

@2r #
w22r D ,

~2.18!

where

br5ar
~1!2q2rar

~2! , b2r5qra2r
~1!2a2r

~2! ,

~r .0, as
~1!5as^ 1, as

~2!51^ as!.

Define cr
6P % jHomC(Vj ^ Vj ,V12 j ^ V12 j )(r PZ1 1

2) and cr
6P % jHomC(Vj ^ V12 j ,V12 j ^ Vj )

(r PZ) by

(
r

cr
6/w2r5c~1 !~w!6c~2 !~q71w!. ~2.19!

The cr
6 satisfy

$cr
6 ,cs

6%56d r 1s,0~q2r1q22r !, $cr
1 ,cs

2%50,
~2.20!

~D̄ ^ D̄ !cr
6~D̄ ^ D̄ !215q2rcr

6 .

where$x,y%5xy1yx.
Proposition 2: For theŨ modules Vj in Proposition 1, the explicit expression of the inte

twiner R(a/b):Vj (a) ^̃ 1Vk(b)→Vk(b) ^̃ 1Vj (a) is given by
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R~x!5 )
r .0

r PZ11/2

S 11
x21

q2rx2q22r c2r
2 cr

2D if j 5k,

R~x!5~21!~]a ^ 121^ ]a21!/2c0
2)

r .0
r PZ

S 11
x21

q2rx2q22r c2r
2 cr

2D if j Þk.

Proof: First note that the vectorsv051^ 1 andv15ea/2
^ 1 are higheset weight vectors ofV0

andV1 , respectively, and that on the tensor productVj (a) ^̃ 1Vk(b), Ũ acts as follows:

f i
~6 !~z!5q7si]1 expS 7si~q2q21!(

r .0
h7rz

6r D ,

xi
1~w2!5wesia1wsi]1 expS si (

r .0

h2r

@2r #
w2r D expS 2si (

r .0

q22rhr

@2r #
w22r D

3~ad i0c~si !~w!1bd i0c~2si !~w/q!!,
~2.21!

xi
2~w2!5we2sia1w2si]1 expS 2si (

r .0

q2rh2r

@2r #
w2r D expS si (

r .0

hr

@2r #
w22r D

3~b2d i0c~si !~w!1a2d i0c~2si !~w/q!!,

D̃5D̄ ^ D̄, C5q2

where

hr5ar
~1!1qrar

~2! , h2r5q2ra2r
~1!1a2r

~2! ~r .0!,

e6a15e6a/2
^ e6a/2, ]15]a ^ 111^ ]a .

Since

cr
2v j ^ vk50 for r .0, r PZ1d j ,k/2,

~2.22!
c0

2v j ^ vk5~21! jvk^ v j for j Þk,

the expression forR(x) mapsv j ^ vk to vk^ v j . So it is sufficient to prove that the expression
an intertwiner. Noting@hr ,bs#50, it is easy to show that thecr

6 commute withhr , ]1 ande6a1,
so the expression commutes withhr , ]1 , e6a1 andD̄ ^ D̄. Therefore we only have to show tha

@R~x!,c~1 !~w!1c~2 !~w/q!#50,
~2.23!

R~x!~xc~2 !~w!1c~1 !~w/q!!5~c~2 !~w!1xc~1 !~w/q!!R~x!.

This is equivalent to

@R~x!,cr
1#50, R~x!~q2r2q22rx!cr

25~q2rx2q22r !cr
2R~x! ~2.24!

and easily checked, using~2.20!. h

Remark:The expression of the intertwinerR(a/b):Vj (a) ^̃ 2Vk(b)→Vk(b) ^̃ 2Vj (a) is also
similarly obtained.
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III. PROOF OF THEOREM 1

A. Notations

First we introduce more notations.

1. Algebra U

The algebraU is well known to be described by generatorsei , f i , t i
61, D61 ( i 50,1) and

relations

D61D7151, Dti5t iD, ~3.1!

DeiD
215qei , D f iD

215q21f i , ~3.2!

t i
61t i

7151, t i t j5t j t i , ~3.3!

t iej t i
215qai j ej , t i f j t i

215q2ai j f j , ~3.4!

@ei , f j #5
d i j

q2q21 ~ t i2t i
21!, ~3.5!

@ei ,@ei ,@ei ,ej #q2,#,#q2250 ~ iÞ j !, ~3.6!

@ f i ,@ f i ,@ f i , f j #q2,#,#q2250 ~ iÞ j !. ~3.7!

We take the following correspondence of the generators:11

e15x0
1 , f 15x0

2 , t15k, D5D̃,
~3.8!

e05Ck21x1
2 , f 05x21

1 kC21, t05Ck21.

We let U8 denote the subalgebra ofU generated byei , f i and t i
61 ( i 50,1). The defining

relations of this subalgebra are~3.3!–~3.7!. Let s be the anti-automorphism ofU determined by

ei°ei , f i° f i , t i°t i
21, D°D21. ~3.9!

Sinces preserves the subalgebraU8, it defines an anti-automorphism ofU8, which we denote by
the same letters.

2. Algebras U and Ũ
We need theC algebra defined by the same generators as those ofUq(sl2,tor) (D̃61 replaced

by D61! and relations~2.4!–~2.11! and

D61D7151, Dki5kiD, ~3.10!

Dxi ,k
6 D215q61xi ,k

6 , Dhi ,rD
215hi ,r . ~3.11!

We shall denote this algebra byU.
We let U8 ~resp.Ũ8! signify the subalgebra ofU ~resp.Ũ! generated byxi ,k

6 , hi ,r , ki
61 and

C61 ( i 50, 1,kPZ, r PZ\$0%!. As easily shown, these two subalgebras are isomorphic and
defining relations are~2.4!–~2.11!. We shall identify these two subalgebras.

Let Xj ( j 50,1), da (aPC3) andz be the automorphisms ofU determined by

Xj : xi ,k
6 °~21! j d i j xi ,k7d i j

6 , hi ,r°hi ,r , ki°C2d i j ki ,
~3.12!
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C°C, D°D,

da : xi ,k
6 °akxi ,k

6 , hi ,r°arhi ,r , ki°ki ,
~3.13!

C°C, D°D,

z : xi ,k
6 °q62d i0xi ,2k

7 , hi ,r°2hi ,2r , ki°ki
21,

~3.14!
C→C21, D→D21.

~The existence ofXj is guaranteed by Lemma 3 in Sec. IV.! We also need the anti-automorphis
h of U such that

xi ,k
6 °xi ,2k

6 , hi ,r°2Crhi ,2r , ki°ki
21,

~3.15!
C°C, D°D21.

Since these~anti-!automorphisms preserve the subalgebraU8, they define~anti!-automorphisms of
U8, which we denote by the same letters.

We define an automorphismz̃ and an anti-automorphismh̃ of Ũ so that they map the gen
erators other thanD̃61 asz andh do, and sendD̃ to D̃21 and D̃k1

21, respectively.

3. U modules

Let l be a dominant integral weight ofsl̂2 and P5(P0 ,P1) a pair of polynomials with
constant term 1 and degPi5^hi ,l&. By V(l,P), we denote an irreducibleU module genenated by
a simultaneous eigenvectorv1 annihilated by thexi ,k

1 of C, D, and thef i ,7r
(6) such that

Cv15v1 , Dv15q^d,l&v1 ,
~3.16!

(
r>0

f i ,7r
~6 ! u7rv15qdegPiPi~q22u!/Pi~u!v1 ,

where the right-hand side of the last equality should be understood as a Laurent expansion
u5` ~resp. 0! for thef i ,2r

(1) ~resp. thef i ,r
(2)!. The existence and uniqueness ofV(l,P) are proven

in the standard manner.~See Refs. 1–3!. We call v1 a highest weight vector ofV(l,P).
For a representation (r,V) of U, we letVa signify the representation (r+da ,V).

B. Results in Refs. 1 and 4 for Uq„sl 2,tor …

Most of the results in Refs. 1 and 4 hold also forUq(sl2,tor). We state them in this section. W
will give the proof of Proposition 3 and Lemma 1 in the next section. The remaining claim
proven as in Ref. 1, using Lemmas 3 and 4 in the next section.

1. Isomorphisms c and p

Let h:U→U, v:U8→U and h̃:U8→Ũ be the homomorphisms determined by

h : ei°xi ,0
1 , f i°xi ,0

2 , t i°ki , D°D, ~3.17!

v : xk
6°x1,k

6 , hr°h1,r , k°k1 , C°C, ~3.18!

h̃ : ei°xi ,0
1 , f i°xi ,0

2 , t i°ki . ~3.19!

Proposition 3: There exist isomorphismsc:U→Ũ and p:U→Ũ determined by
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cv5h̃, ch5h̃ ṽs and ph5 ṽ, phvs5h̃,

respectively.
Lemma 1: The isomorphismsc and p satisfy the following identities:

~1! p5h̃ch,
~2! z̃c5cz,
~3! ga21p5pda .

2. U modules and Ũ modules

We shall regard aŨ module as aU module via the mapp. Then thanks to Lemma 1~3! we can
see that

V~a21!.Va , ~3.20!

as aU module. Moreover condition~* ! for an irreducibleŨ module can be rewritten as a conditio
for an irreducibleU module as follows.

Theorem 2: An irreducibleŨ module satisfies condition (* ) if and only if it is isomorphic to
one of the V(l,P) as aU module.

Noting p(D)5 ṽ(D), p(ki)5 ṽ(t i) ( i 50,1), and the fact thatV(l,P) is spanned by the
vectorsxi 1 ,k1

2
¯xi m ,km

2 v1 , we find from this theorem that the notions of highest weight vectors

both modules coincide.

3. Tensor product of U modules and R matrices

Letting c85cX0
21, set

D i5~c8^ c8!21+D̃ i+c8, D i85~p ^ p!21+D̃ i+p ~ i 51,2!. ~3.21!

For U modulesVa5V(la ,Pa) (a51,2), we regard the tensor productV1^ V2 as aU module via
the comultiplicationD i ~resp.D i8! and denote it byV1^ iV2 ~resp.V1^ i8V2! ( i 51,2).

Theorem 3: Set Va5V(la ,Pa) (a51,2,3) and let va’ s be their highest weight vectors
Then for each i50,1, the following hold.

(1) There exists a uniqueHomC(Va ^ Vb ,Vb ^ Va) valued rational functionR(ab)(x) such
that R(ab)(a/b):Va,b^ iVb,a→Vb,a^ iVa,b is a homomorphism sendingva ^ vb to vb ^ va ;

(2) theR(ab)(x) satisfy the Yang–Baxter equation~2.16!.

C. Proof of Theorem 1

Now we turn to the proof of Theorem 1.
Lemma 2: Setf5X0zh. Then the following hold:

~D i
f!op5D j8 for ~ i , j !5~1,2!,~2,1!.

Proof: For a comultiplicationD and ~anti-!automorphismp, set Dp5(p^ p)21+D+p. Since

D̃ i
z̃5D̃ i

op and D̃ i
h̃5D̃ j , it is sufficient to show thatz̃c8f5h̃p. Thanks to Lemma 1~1! and h̃2

515z2, this is equivalent to Lemma 1~2!. h

Proposition 4: Set V5V(l,P) and letv1 be its highest weight vector. There exists a biline
form ~•,•! on V uniquely determined by

~v1 ,v1!51, ~xv,v8!5~v,f~x!v8! ~v,v8PV,xPU!. ~3.22!
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This bilinear form is nondegenerate and symmetric.
Proof: First we show the existence. ForV5 % mPQ1Vl2m , setVres* 5 % mPQ1Vl2m* and re-

gard this space as aU module by

^x f ,v&5^ f ,f~x!v& ~ f PVres* ,vPV,xPU!. ~3.23!

Then since

f~xi ,k
6 !5q62d i0xi ,k6d i0

7 , f~hi ,r !5C2rhi ,r ,

~3.24!
f~ki !5C2d i0ki , f~D !5D, f~C!5C21,

there exists an isomorphismg:V→̃Vres* . A scalar multiple of the bilinear form determined by

~v,v8!5^g~v !,v8& ~v,v8PV!, ~3.25!

satisfies conditions~3.22!.
The uniqueness follows from~3.22! and~3.24!. SinceV is irreducible andf251, the form is

nondegenerate and symmetric. h

Now we are in a position to give the following proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.
In this proof, we let iÞ j P$1,2%. Set Va5V(la ,Pa) (a51,2,3) andEab5)mHomC((Va

^ Vb)la1lb2m
,(Vb ^ Va)la1lb2m

). For f PEab , define f̄ PEab by

~ f ~ua ^ ub!,ub8 ^ ua8 !5~ub ^ ua , f̄ ~ua8 ^ ub8 !! ~ug ,ug8PVr !. ~3.26!

Let R(ab)(a/b) signify the intertwinerVa,b^ iVb,a→Vb,a^ iVa,b in Theorem 3. Proposition 4
gives

~D i~x!ua ^ ub ,ua8 ^ ub8 !5~ua ^ ub ,D i
f~f~x!!ua8 ^ ub8 ! ~xPU,ug ,ug8PVg!. ~3.27!

This fact and Lemma 2 show thatR̄(ab)(a/b) is an intertwinerVa,b^ j8Vb,a→Vb,a^ j8Va,b .
Thanks to Eq.~3.20! and the definition ofD j8 , this implies thatR̄(ab)(a/b) is an intertwiner
Va(a) ^̃ j8Vb(b)→Vb(b) ^̃ j8Va(a). Clearly theR̄(a,b)(x) sendva ^ vb to vb ^ va and satisfy the
Yang–Baxter equation. Therefore the theorem follows from Theorem 2. h

IV. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3 AND LEMMA 1

Proposition 3 follows from Proposition 7 below as in Ref. 1. Lemma 1 follows from Pro
sition 7 ~1! and its corollary sincecuU85 f and puU85 f 21. Therefore, in this section we sha
prove Proposition 7.

A. Presentations of U8

First we prove the following proposition.
Proposition 5: (1) The algebraU8 admits a presentation in terms of generato

xi ,0
6 ,xi ,1

6 ,xi ,21
6 ,ki

61 ( i 50,1), C61 and relations

ki
61ki

715C61C7151, ~4.1!

C central, kikj5kjki , ~4.2!

kixj ,k
6 ki

215q6ai j xj ,k
6 , ~4.3!
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@xi ,k
1 ,xi ,2k

2 #5
Ckki2C2kki

21

q2q21 , ~4.4!

@xi ,61
1 ,xi ,0

2 #5C@xi ,0
1 ,xi ,61

2 #, ~4.5!

@xi ,0
6 ,xi ,21

6 #q625@xi ,1
6 ,xi ,0

6 #q6250, ~4.6!

@xi ,21
1 ,Xi 22

1 #q25@Xi ,2
2 ,xi ,1

2 #q2250, ~4.7!

@xi ,k
1 ,xj ,l

2 #50 ~ iÞ j !, ~4.8!

@xi ,0
6 ,@xi ,0

6 ,@xi ,0
6 ,xj ,0

6 #q2##q2250 ~ iÞ j !. ~4.9!

For iÞj the following elements are central

@xi ,0
6 ,xj ,21

6 #q721@xj ,0
6 ,xi ,21

6 #q72, ~4.10!

@xi ,1
6 ,xj ,0

6 #q721@xj ,1
6 ,xi ,0

6 #q72, ~4.11!

@xi ,21
1 ,xj ,21

1 #q221@xj ,0
1 ,Xi ,22

1 #q22, ~4.12!

@xi ,1
2 ,xj ,1

2 #q21@Xj ,2
2 ,xi ,0

2 #q2, ~4.13!

where

Xi ,72
6 56

C61

@2#
@Hi ,71 ,xi 71

6 #,

with

Hi ,15Cki
21@xi ,0

1 ,xi ,1
2 #~5ki

21@xi ,1
1 ,xi ,0

2 # !,

Hi ,215C21ki@xi ,21
1 ,xi ,0

2 #~5ki@xi ,0
1 ,xi ,21

2 # !.

(2) Relations (4.7), (4.12), and (4.13) can be replaced by

@Xi ,2
1 ,xi ,1

1 #q25@xi ,21
2 ,Xi ,22

2 #q2250, ~4.14!

@xi ,1
1 ,xj ,1

1 #q221@Xj ,2
1 ,xi ,0

1 #q22, ~4.15!

@xi ,21
2 ,xj ,21

2 #q21@xj ,0
2 ,Xi ,22

2 #q2. ~4.16!

where

Xi,62
6 56

1

@2#
@Hi,61,xi,61

6 #.

Hereafter we shall denote the algebra defined by the generators and relations in the propos~1!
@resp.~2!# by A @resp.B#.

First we prove the following two lemmas.
Lemma 3: InU8, the following equalities hold:

Symm1 ,m2 ,m3
@xi ,m1

6 ,@xi ,m2

6 ,@xi ,m3

6 ,xj ,n
6 #q2##q2250 ~ iÞ j !. ~4.17!

Proof: Set
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I i j
6~n!5@xi ,0

6 ,@xi ,0
6 ,@xi ,0

6 ,xj ,n
6 #q2##q22 ~ iÞ j !. ~4.18!

Then, as easily checked, the following equalities hold:

@3#q2@xi ,0
1 ,@xi ,0

1 ,@xi ,1
1 ,xj ,m

1 #q22##q222I i j
1~m11!5

1

@2#
@hi ,1 ,I i j

1~m!#, ~4.19!

@xi ,0
1 ,@xi ,1

1 ,xj ,m
1 #q22#2q22@xi ,0

1 ,@xi ,0
1 ,xj ,m11

1 #q2#5
C

@3#@2#
@ I i j

1~m!,xi ,1
2 #. ~4.20!

Since I i j
1(0)50, we can see thatI i j

1(m)50 for m>0 by combining~4.19! and ~4.20! with m
>0. Applying h andz to this result, we getI i j

6(m)50 for anym.
From @hi ,m1

,I i j
6(n)#50, relations~4.17! with m25m350 follow. Considering the commuta

tor of these relations withhi ,m2
, we find that relations~4.17! with m350 hold. From the commu-

tator of these relations withhi ,m3
, the assertion follows. h

Lemma 4: We have

@x1,k11
6 ,x0,l

6 #q721@x0,l 11
6 ,x1,k

6 #q72PZ~U8!.

Proof: Set X5@x1,1
1 ,x0,0

1 #q221@x0,1
1 ,x1,0

1 #q22. It is straightforward to show thatX commutes
with xi ,m

2 , ki andC ( i 50,1, m50,61!. From ~4.20! with m50, it follows thatX also commutes
with xi ,0

1 ( i 50,1). From these we findXPZ(U8). Applying Xi
61 ( i 50,1) repeatedly toX, we get

the claim for thexi ,k
1 . The claim for thexi ,k

2 can be proven by the use of the automorphismz. h

By considering the commutator of the central elements in the lemma withh1,1, we obtain
Corollary 1: In U8, the following equalities hold:

~z2w!~~z2q72w!x1
6~z!x0

6~w!1~w2q72z!x0
6~w!x1

6~z!!50.

Next assuming Lemma 5 below for a while, we give the following proof.
Proof of Proposition 5
~1! By Lemma 4, we can see that there exists a homomorphismA→U8 determined by

xi ,k
6 °xi ,k

6 ~k50,61!, ki°ki , C°C. ~4.21!

We shall show the existence of the inverse mapping of this homomorphism.
First we note that for eachi 50, 1, there exists a homomorphismr i :U8→A determined by

e1°xi ,0
1 , f 1°xi ,0

2 , t1°ki ,
~4.22!

e0°Cki
21xi ,1

2 , f 0°xi ,21
1 kiC

21, t0°Cki
21.

For example, since@e0 ,e1#q22°ki
21@xi ,0

2 ,xi ,1
1 #, we get @@e0 ,e1#q22,e1#°2@2#xi ,1

1 . Therefore
relation ~3.6! with i 51 and j 50 is preserved. Set

Xi ,k
6 5r i~xk

6! and Hi ,r5r i~hr !. ~4.23!

Then by the definition ofr i we haveXi ,0
6 5xi ,0

6 and Xi ,71
6 5xi ,71

6 . This implies thatHi ,61 and
Xi ,72

6 defined above coincide with those in the proposition. Moreover we haveXi ,61
6 5xi ,61

6 since
the following equalities hold:

@Hi ,r ,xi ,0
6 #56@2#C~r 7ur u!/2xi ,r

6 for r 561. ~4.24!

Next we prove that the assignment
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xi ,k
6 °Xi ,k

6 , hi ,r°Hi ,r , ki°ki , C°C, ~4.25!

defines the desired homomorphismU8→A. Since ther i ’s are homomorphisms, the relations ofU8
among the generators with the same subscripti 5 j are clearly preserved. Relations~2.5! and~2.7!
with iÞ j are checked by using the factk0k1PZ(A). Relation~2.11! is clearly preserved. Rela
tions~2.6! and~2.8! @resp.~2.9!# with iÞ j are checked, using Lemma 5~1! @resp.~2!# below. This
completes the proof of the existence of the map. SinceXi ,k

6 5xi ,k
6 for k50,61, this map is the

inverse mapping of the one in the first paragraph.
~2! SinceA.U8, relations~4.14! hold and the elements~4.15! and~4.16! are central inA. So

we can see the existence of a homomorphismB→A.
Clearly there exists an anti-homomorphismA→B such that

xi ,k
6 °xi ,2k

6 , ki°ki
21, C°C. ~4.26!

The composition of this map and the anti-automorphismh of A(.U8) gives the inverse mapping
of the preceding homomorphism. h

Finally, to complete the proof of Proposition 5, we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 5: In A, the following hold:
(1) H0,r1H1,rPZ(A) for any r(Þ0).
(2) @Xi ,k

1 ,Xj ,l
2 #50 for iÞ j and any k,l.

Proof: Throughout this proof letiÞ j P$0,1%. We prove in three steps.

~i! Proof of ~1! with ur u51,2. First we consider the caseur u51. It is easy to check the
equalities@xi ,0

6 ,Xj ,62
7 #50(iÞ j ). Using these, we can show thatH0,r1H1,r commutes with

the elementsxi ,0
6 , xi ,71

6 , ki( i 50,1) andC. Recalling the definition ofHi ,61 and using
~4.24!, we find from the above thatH0,r1H1,r also commutes withHi ,61 andxi ,61

6 . This
completes the proof. ClearlyH0,r1H1,r commutes withki andC. The factH0,611H1,61

PZ(A) implies

@H0,r1H1,r ,Hi ,61#5@Hi ,r ,Hi ,61#2@H j ,r ,H j ,61#50.

Therefore, noting~4.24!, we can see that to prove~1! for ur u.1 it is sufficient to show that
H0,r1H1,r commutes withxi ,0

6 ( i 50,1). Noting this remark and using

Hi,625C61ki
71@xi,61

1 ,xi,61
2 #7

q2q21

2
Hi,61

2 ,

it is easy to prove the caseur u52.
~ii ! Proof of ~2!. Comparing

@Hi,61,@Hi,61,@Xi,k
1 ,Xj,l

2### and @Hi ,62 ,@Xi ,k
1 ,Xj ,l

2 ##,

we find that@Xi ,k61
1 ,Xj ,l 61

2 #50 follows from@Xi ,k
1 ,Xj ,l

2 #50 ~†!. So it is sufficient to prove
the assertion withl 50. We show that@Xi ,k

1 ,Xj ,0
2 #50 for 0<uku<m by induction onm. The

casem51 holds thanks to~4.8! and the factXi ,k
6 5xi ,k

6 (k50,61). Suppose that the cas
m(>1) holds. Then

05
C~171!/2

@2#
@Hi ,61 ,@Xi ,6m

1 ,Xj ,0
2 ##5@Xi ,6~m11!

1 ,Xj ,0
2 #1C@Xi ,6m

1 ,Xj ,61
2 #

and the second term on the right-most side vanishes thanks to the induction assumpt
~†!. So we get the casem11.

~iii ! Proof of ~1! with ur u>3. We prove the caser>3. The proof of the caser<23 is similar.
Set
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Pi,051, Pi ,k5~q2q21!Clki
21@Xi ,k2 l

1 ,Xi ,l
2 # for k.0,

~4.27!
Qij ,m5 (

s1t5m
s,t>0

Pi,sPj,t for m>0,

wherel is any integer. Using~4.6! and~4.11!, calculate the commutator ofPi ,k11 ~with l 5k! with
xm,0

1 and that ofPi ,k11 ~with l 51! with xm,0
2 (m50,1). Then we get

@Pi ,k11 ,xj ,0
6 #5C~171!/2~q72Pi ,kxj ,1

6 2q62xj ,1
6 Pi ,k!,

~4.28!
@Pi ,k11 ,xi ,0

6 #5C~171!/2~q62Pi ,kxi ,1
6 2q72xi ,1

6 Pi ,k!,

for k>0. From this we obtain

@Qi j ,m11 ,xi ,0
6 #5q72C~171!/2@Qi j ,m ,xi ,1

6 #, ~4.29!

for m>0.
Now we prove thatH0,r1H1,rPZ(A) for 0,r<m by induction onm. We have already

proved this form52. Suppose that the casem(>2) holds. Then

@Hi ,r ,H j ,s#52@Hi ,r ,Hi ,s#50 for 0,r ,s<m.

Noting this and

Pi~u!ª(
k>0

Pi ,ku
k5expS ~q2q21!(

l .0
Hi ,lu

l D , ~4.30!

we find that

(
k>0

Qi j ,ku
k~5Pi~u!Pj~u!! and expS ~q2q21!(

l .0
~H0,l1H1,l !u

l D
coincide modO(um12), so

Qi j ,kPZ~A! for 0<k<m,
~4.31!

Qi j ,m112~q2q21!~H0,m111H1,m11!PZ~A!.

Using this and~4.29!, we find thatH0,m111H1,m11 commutes withxi ,0
6 ( i 50,1). Thanks to the

remark in~i!, this proves the casem11. h

B. Braid group action on U8

Next we show the existence of a braid group action onU8.
Define an automorphismT1

12 of U8 by

T1 : e1°2 f 1t1 , f 1°2t1
21e1 , t1°t1

21, t0°t0t1
2,

~4.32!

e0°
1

@2#
@e1 ,@e1 ,e0#q22#, f 0°

1

@2#
@@ f 0 , f 1#q2, f 1#.

Let S denote the automorphism ofU8 determined by

xi ,k
6 °~21!kx12 i ,k

6 , hi ,r°~21!rh12 i ,r , ki°k12 i , C°C. ~4.33!

Let B be the group defined by generatorsT, Y, Q and relations
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T 21Y T 215Y21, QYQ215Y21, Q251. ~4.34!

Let 2 denote the automorphism ofB such that

T̄5T, Ȳ5QT, Q̄5Y21T. ~4.35!

Proposition 6: (1) There exist automorphismsT0 and T1 of U8 determined by

T1v5vT1 , T1h5hT1 , T05ST1S21.

The inverseT i
21 is given byhTih.

(2) The automorphismsTi , Xi ( i 50,1) and S satisfy

X0X15X1X0 ,

TiX12 i5X12 iTi ,

T i
21XiT i

215X 12 i
2 X i

21,

STiS
215T12 i , SXiS

215X12 i .

Corollary 2: The mappingT°T1 , Y°X1X 0
21, Q°S defines aB action onU8.

Proof: We show only the existence of the homomorphismT1 . The remaining claims are
proven as in Ref. 4.

Since

x1
152T1

21e0, x21
2 52T1

21f 0 ,

it is easy to show that the automorphismT1 maps as follows:

x0
1°2x0

2k, x0
2°2k21x0

1 , k°k21,

x1
1°2Ck21x1

2 , x21
2 °2x21

1 kC21, C°C, ~4.36!

x21
1 °

k2

@2#
@@x21

1 ,x0
2#q4,x0

2#q2, x1
2°@x0

1 ,@x0
1 ,x1

2#q24#q22
k22

@2#
.

Thanks to this,~4.32! and Proposition 5~2!, it is sufficient to show that the assignment

x1,0
1 °2x1,0

2 k1 , x1,0
2 °2k1

21x1,0
1 , k1°k1

21,

x1,1
1 °2Ck1

21x1,1
2 , x1,21

2 °2x1,21
1 k1C21, C°C,

x1,21
1 °

k1
2

@2#
@@x1,21

1 ,x1,0
2 #q4,x1,0

2 #q2, x1,1
2 °@x1,0

1 ,@x1,0
1 ,x1,1

2 #q24#q22

k1
22

@2#
, ~4.37!

x0,k
1 °

1

@2#
@x1,0

1 ,@x1,0
1 ,x0,k

1 #q22#, x0,k
2 °

1

@2#
@@x0,k

2 ,x1,0
2 #q2,x1,0

2 # ~k50,61!,

k0°k0k1
2

defines a homomorphismB→U8.
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Nearly half of the relations ofB are easily shown to be preserved by noting thatvT1 andhT1

are homomorphisms. For example,@x1,0
1 ,x1,21

1 #q2 is mapped tovT1(@x0
1 ,x21

1 #q2)50. The rest of
the relations are checked by tedious but straightforward calculations. Here we only no
following two facts:

~i! The above assignment sendsX0,62
6 as

X0,2
1 °

1

@2#
@x1,0

1 ,@x1,0
1 ,x0,2

1 #q22#, X0,22
2 °

1

@2#
@@x0,22

2 ,x1,0
2 #q2,x1,0

2 #,

and maps the elements~4.10!, ~4.11!, ~4.15!, and~4.16! to their counterparts inU8.
~ii ! To check~4.6! and~4.14! with i 50, and~4.8!, we need the following simple fact. IfX, Y,

andZ are elements of an algebra such that

@X,@X,@X,Y#q2##q2250, @X,@X,@X,Z#q2##q2250, @Y,Z#q250

then they satisfy

@@X,@X,Y#q22#,@X,@X,Z#q22##q250.
h

C. Isomorphism f

Now we can prove the following proposition:
Proposition 7: (1) There exists an automorphism f ofU8 determined by

f v5h̃, f h̃5hvs.

The inverse f21 is given byh fh.
(2) The automorphism f and theB action in Corollary 2 satisfy

f ~x•u!5 x̄• f ~u! ~xPB,uPU8!.

Proof: Define elementsxi ,k
6 andk i ( i 50,1, k50,61! of U8 by

x1,k
6 5~21!kȲ7kx1,0

6 , k15k1 ,
~4.38!

x0,k
6 5~21!kQ̄x1,k

6 , k05Q̄k1 .

The explicit expressions are

x1,0
6 5x1,0

6 , k15k1 ,

x1,21
1 5x0,0

2 k0 , x1,1
1 52

1

@2#
@@x0,0

1 ,x1,0
1 #q22,x1,0

1 #,

x0,0
1 5x1,21

2 k1C, k05C21k1
21, ~4.39!

x0,1
1 5x0,21

1 , x0,21
1 52

1

@2#
@x1,0

2 ,@x1,0
2 ,x0,21

2 #q2#k0k1
2C,

xi ,k
7 5q72d i0zxi ,2k

6 .

and it is easy to show that they satisfy

x1,k
6 5h~xk

6!, k15h~k!. ~4.40!
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Using the above, we can show that the mapping

xi ,k
6 °xi ,k

6 , ki°k i , C°k0k1~5h~C!!, ~4.41!

defines a homomorphismf : B→U8. We omit the details. The remaining claims of~1! and~2! are
proven as in Ref. 4. h

From Eqs.~4.39! and ~4.41!, we can easily obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 3: ~of the proof!
The automorphism f satisfies the following identities:

(1) fz5z f ;
(2) fga215daf .
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The Hausdorff entropic moment problem
E. Romera,a) J. C. Angulo, and J. S. Dehesa
Departamento de Fı´sica Moderna and Instituto ‘‘Carlos I’’ de Fı´sica Teo´rica y
Computacional, Universidad de Granada, E-18071, Granada, Spain

~Received 2 January 2001; accepted for publication 5 February 2001!

Our aim in this paper is twofold. First, to find the necessary and sufficient condi-
tions to be satisfied by a given sequence of real numbers$vn%n50

` to represent the
‘‘entropic moments’’* [0,a]@r(x)#ndx of an unknown non-negative, decreasing and
differentiable ~a.e.! density functionr(x) with a finite interval support. These
moments are called entropic moments because they are closely connected with
various information entropies~Renyi, Tsallis, . . .!. Second, we outline an efficient
method for the reconstruction of the density function from the knowledge of its first
N entropic moments. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1360711#

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of moments1,2 asks when a given sequence of complex numbers may be re
sented as the moments around the origin of a non-negative measure, defined on the line~Ham-
burger!, on a half-line~Stieltjes!, on a finite interval~Hausdorff! or on the unit circumference~the
trigonometric moment problem!.

This is a classical topic in analysis which has illuminated an extraordinary number of s
tific subjects from both standpoints, theoretical and applied. Indeed, it has facilitated
developments3 in function theory, in functional analysis, in spectral representations of opera
in Fourier analysis as well as in probability and statistics. Also, it has numerous application
only in approximation theory, in numerical mathematics and for the prediction of stoch
processes, but also in linear prediction, in inverse scattering, in digital filtering and for the
mination of rigorous relationships among physical quantities of many-particle systems with
framework of the density functional theory as well as in the design of algorithms for simul
physical systems. The latter should not surprise anybody since the own terminology ‘‘probl
moments’’ was taken by Stieltjes from Mechanics. Moreover, he used very often physica
cepts~mass, stability, electrostatic properties, . . .! in solving analytical problems.1,4

In this paper, we shall focus our attention on the problem of entropic moments, which d
from the ordinary moment problem above mentioned in that it does not consider the mom
around-the-origin of a density functionr(x) defined by

mn5E
K
xnr~x!dx, ~1!

but the quantities

vn5E
K
@r~x!#ndx, ~2!

which are called frequency moments ofr(x), xPK, in probability and statistics.5–9 The study of
these quantities was initiated by Yule following a suggestion of Pearson. Then Sichel6,7 usefully
employed them for the fitting of certain frequency curves. It happens that estimators bas

a!Electronic mail: eromera@ugr.es
23090022-2488/2001/42(5)/2309/6/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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frequency moments are, at times, much better than the ordinary moment estimates. Moreo
frequency moments are fairly efficient in the range where the ordinary moments are
inefficient.10 This is so in some cases where the rangeK is unlimited and the density is poorl
known.8

It is interesting to remark that the frequency momentsvn are location independent whenK
5R ~Hamburger case!; that is, two densities differing only in location have identical frequen
moments. In these cases, the location parameter can be provided by the mode, the media
other appropriate quantity.9

We shall call the quantitiesvn the ‘‘entropic’’ moments of the density functionr(x), because
they are closely connected to the so-called Renyi and Tsallis entropies ofr(x) defined11,12 by

Sq
R
ª

1

12q
ln E

K
@r~x!#q dx; q.0, qÞ1, E

K
r~x!dx51, ~3!

and

Sq
T
ª

1

q21 F12E
K
@r~x!#q dxG ; q.0, qÞ1, E

K
r~x!dx51, ~4!

respectively. The entropic adjective allows us to identify more appropriately the momentsvn from
the other type of moments8 ~moments around the origin, central moments, factorial mome
absolute moments, . . .! of a frequency distribution.

In addition, the entropic momentsva have various physical meanings depending on the na
of the associated density functionr ~charge density, momentum density, . . .!. Indeed, they char-
acterize some density functionals which describe certain physical quantities of fundamental
experimentally accessible character such as, up to a constant factor, the Thomas–Fermi
energy (v5/3), the Dirac exchange energy (v4/3) and the electron average density (v2) of the
many-electron systems; see, e.g., Ref. 24.

This paper has a twofold aim. First we solve the Hausdorff entropic moment problem in
II, which allows us to characterize a density function by means of its entropic moments. Th
Sec. III, we describe a practical procedure to reconstruct the density from its entropic mom

II. THE HAUSDORFF ENTROPIC MOMENT PROBLEM

Let K5@0,a# with a.0, andM(K) the set of real density functionsf (x) bounded onK and
such thatf (0)51 and f (a)50. We have obtained the following result for this set of function

Theorem 1: The necessary and sufficient conditions which the given sequence of po
numbersv0 ,v1 , . . . ,vn , . . ., must satisfy in order that a positive, decreasing and differentia
(a.e.) density function f(x),xPK, having these entropic moments (2) may exist, are given by

Sk
vm11

m11
>0 and Skvm>0, ~5!

for k,m50,1,2,. . . , and being

Skvm5vm2S k
1Dvm111 . . . 1~21!kvm1k .

Proof: Let us first prove the sufficiency condition. For convenience we adopt the notati

mm[
vm11

m11
, nm[vm ; m50,1,2,. . . ,
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so thatnm5mmm21 for m51,2,. . . , andm21[a. If conditions ~5! are fulfilled, the Hausdorff
theorem for the ordinary moment problem on the interval@0,1# allows us to state1 that

'!z~ t !>0 on @0,1#, such thatE
0

1

tmz~ t !dt5nm

and

'!g~ t !>0 on @0,1#, such thatE
0

1

tmg~ t !dt5mm .

On the other hand, let us define

h~ t !5E
t

1

z~s!ds, tP@0,1#.

So, h8(t)52z(t). Moreover,h(t) has the same ordinary moments asg(t); then, they are
equal. Thusg(t) is a decreasing function sinceg8(t)52z(t). We can definef (x) as its inverse
with xP@g(1)50,g(0)5a#, which will be positive, decreasing and differentiable~a.e.!. One
should realize that in case thatg(t) is a constantc.0 on some subintervals, this would provok
a jump discontinuity forf (x) in x5c andvice versa. Then, it is straightforward to obtain that

E
0

a

@ f ~x!#m dx5nm5vm ; m50,1,2, . . . .

To prove necessity, we define the inverse off (x) ash(t), tP@0,1#, which is decreasing and
differentiable~a.e.!. A simple change of variablet5 f (x) allows us to find the following relation-
ship between the entropic moments off (x) and the ordinary moments ofh(t):

mE
0

a

tmh~ t !dt5
vm11

m11
, m50,1,2, . . . .

Now we consider the functionz(t)52h8(t), tP@0,1#, and we realize that its ordinary mo
ments are given byvm . Then, the direct application of the classical Hausdorff moment ab
mentioned leads us to the relations~5!. h

III. DENSITY RECONSTRUCTION

Associated to any moment problem there exists an inverse problem, namely that
reconstruction of the corresponding density function. Moreover, in practical purposes we h
our disposal only a finite number of moments. The inverse Hausdorff~ordinary! moment problem
~1!, that is the determination of the densityr(x) from the moments around the origin$mn%n50

` ,
was first proposed by Pafnuty Chebyshev.13 It is a severely ill-conditioned problem because of t
lack of a priori information and the large involved numerical instabilities.14–19 To avoid these
instabilities, various regularization methods~Tikhonov, maximum-entropy methods, orthogona
polynomials based methods, . . .! have been proposed; see Ref. 16 for a brief survey.
maximum-entropy method has been widely and efficiently used for scientific applications.16,20–22

It consists in maximizing an entropic functional, and it allows us to find a density estimate w
converges to the solution of the problem when the number of the involved moments increa

Here we shall use a maximum entropy method to solve the inverse Hausdorff entropi
ment problem discussed in the previous section when the number of known entropic mom
finite. Based on the proof of Theorem 1, this method first computes the maximum-entropy
mate to the solutionz(t) of the inverse Hausdorff problem related to the sequence$mn%n50

` with
mn[ vn11 /n11. Then, the inverse of the estimatedz(t) is the desired approximated solution
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our problem. Let us notice that, although we know that the asymptotic (N→`) approach toz(t)
is inversible, the differentNth estimates toz(t) may not have this property. In the case that the
is not any inversible approach, our method is not applicable.

Although we may use any entropic functional to be maximized, we have chosen the F
information measure defined by

Ef[E
[0,a]

@ f 8~x!#2

f ~x!
dx,

if f (x).0, and Ef50 if f (x)[0. Contrary to other entropic functionals~e.g., Boltzmann–
Shannon information entropy, Burg entropy, positiveL2 entropy!, this choice has the advantage
taking into account information from the derivative of the function, what is expected to ha
strong smoothing effect on the estimate. In doing so we follow the operation lines of Bor
Limber, and Noll23 to which we refer for further details.

To illustrate the method and the rate of convergence of the Fisher-information estimate
function f (t) from its first N11 entropic momentsvn5*0

1@ f (t)#ndt, n50,1, . . .,N, we have
represented in Fig. 1 the exact values and the Fisher estimates for the casesN54 andN58 of a
specific function, namely,

f ~ t !5
1

2
1

1

10
lnS 1

At1B
21D , with A5

1

11e5 and B5
1

11e25 2
1

11e5 . ~6!

We visually notice in the figure the fast convergence of the method for this function as
as the good precision reached with nine entropic moments.

Finally we show in Fig. 2 the reconstruction of the functionf (t) given by ~6! from the first
N11 moments around the originmn5*0

1f (t)tn dt in the casesN54 and 8. The comparison of th
two figures for the two correspondingNth cases illustrates that there are functions that may
better estimated or reconstructed from the entropic moments~2! that from the ordinary moment
~1!. Needless to say that there exist other functions where the reciprocal situation occurs; co
for example, the inverse of the functionf (t) given by Eq.~6!.

FIG. 1. Graphical representation of the functionf (t)5
1
21

1
10 ln@1/(At1B) 21# and its estimates from the entropi

momentsvn , n50,1,. . . ,N with N54 andN58.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have posed the entropic moment problem, whose elements are infor
measures of an unknown density function. Physically, the entropic moments may also de
some fundamental and/or experimentally accessible quantities of quantum-mechanical sys
already pointed out. Then, we have solved the Hausdorff entropic moment problem by u
some specific properties of the inverse function of the density according to the lines of a
work of the authors.24 Moreover, our strategy has let us outline a maximum-entropy method b
on an algorithm of minimization of the Fisher information measure23 which allows one to solve
the inverse finite Hausdorff entropic moment problem; that is, to determine the density fun
from its first few entropic moments. We realize that other density reconstruction procedures
do not include the previous determination of the inverse density function~which would avoid the
requirement of decreasing behavior for the density! would be desirable.
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Asymptotic limits are given for the SU~2! WignerD mn
j functions asj→` for three

domains ofm and n. Similar asymptotic limits are given for the SU~3! Wigner
functions of an irrep with highest weight~l,0! asl→`. The results are shown to
be relevant to the analysis of experiments with quantum interferometers. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1358305#

I. INTRODUCTION

The asymptotic properties of Wigner functions provide a classical interpretation of
functions. This is of interest, for example, for the design and interpretation of quantum int
ometer experiments. It is known that a passive optical element which linearly transforms two
modes~beams! into two output modes, is represented by a U~2! transformation.1–4 Similarly, a
three-mode passive element is represented by a U~3! transformation.5,6 Typically, the input modes
in multimode interferometry are minimal uncertainty wave packets containing large ph
numbers;7 as a result, the relevant U~2! and U~3! transformations are close to correspondi
classical limits.

We show that different asymptotic limits correspond to different classical situations and
group~and Lie algebra! contractions. For example, in one limit, the group SU~2! contracts to the
Euclidean group E~2! and, in another, it contracts to the Heisenberg–Weyl group HW~2! of the
two-dimensional harmonic oscillator. Thus, the SU~2! Wigner functions, in the correspondin
limits, approach those of E~2! and HW~2!, respectively. Similar contractions apply to SU~3!.

Some asymptotic limits of the SU~2! Wigner functions are known.8–14 Others can be inferred
from known limits of the Jacobi polynomials$Pn

(a,b)% to which the reduced SU~2! Wigner d
functions are related.15 In particular, the following limits can be found in Szego¨’s book8 and
elsewhere:

Hn~x!5n! lim
l→`

l2n/2Pn
(l)~x/l!, ~1!

Ln
(a)~x!5 lim

b→`

Pn
(a,b)~122x/b!, ~2!

Ja~x!5 lim
n→`

S x

2nD a

Pn
(a,b)~cos~x/n!!, ~3!

where Pn
(l) is an ultraspherical polynomial,Hn is a Hermite polynomial,Ln

(a) is a Laguerre
polynomial, andJa is a Bessel function. These classical limits hold for any finite value of
variablex. Hence, they give the asymptotic limits of the SU~2! d functions for values of their

a!Current address: Faculte´ Saint-Jean, University of Alberta, 8406 rue Marie-Anne Gaboury, Edmonton, AB T6C 4
Canada.
23150022-2488/2001/42(5)/2315/28/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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arguments close to 0 orp/2. For the applications we have in mind, the asymptotic behavior od
functions is required over most of the range of its argument. This is not given by the cla
limits of Eqs.~1!–~3!. For example, it would be wrong to conclude from Eq.~1! that the value of
Pn

(l)(x) approaches the valueln/2Hn(lx)/n! as l→`.
An example of the kind of classical limit we seek has been derived by Arecchiet al.11 who

show that, for finitel 1m, the valuesd0m
l (b) of thed functions that are proportional to spheric

harmonics become proportional toul 1m(Al (b2p/2)) asl→`, whereun is a harmonic oscillator
wave function. It is shown in this paper, that asymptotic expressions of this kind can be ext
to arbitrarydm,6( j 2n)

j for finite m andn. We also give asymptotic expressions fordmn
j that apply

whenm andn are both finite and other expressions that apply whenj 6m and j 6n are both finite.
We also show by numerical examples that the limits are approached rapidly with increasingj and
that, between them, the three sets of expressions given cover the range of possiblem andn values
for a given set ofdmn

j functions.
The asymptotic expressions derived for SU~2! in Sec. II are applied, in Sec. III, to give

corresponding limits for the SU~3! Wigner functions for an irrep of highest weight~l,0!.
Applications to quantum interferometers are considered briefly in the concluding sectio

II. LIMITS OF SU„2… WIGNER FUNCTIONS

The complex extension of the SU~2! Lie algebra is spanned by 232 complex matrices
$J0 ,J1 ,J2% which satisfy the commutation relations

@J0 ,J6#56J6 , @J1 ,J2#52J0 . ~4!

We consider an irrep in which these elements are represented by operators$Ĵ0 ,Ĵ1 ,Ĵ2% which act,
in the usual way, on a (2j 11)-dimensional Hilbert space spanned by vectors$u jm&; m
52 j ,...,1 j %:

Ĵ0u jm&5mu jm&,
~5!

Ĵ6u jm&5A~ j 7m!~ j 6m11! u jm61&.

Wigner functions for SU~2! are defined by

D mn
j ~a,b,g!5e2 imadmn

j ~b!e2 ing, ~6!

where

dmn
j ~b!5^ jmue2 ib Ĵyu jn&, ~7!

with Ĵy52 1
2 i ( Ĵ12 Ĵ2), is the so-called reduced Wigner function. We consider asymptotic

pressions fordmn
j (b) as j→`, in three situations:~i! whenn' j andm2! j 2, ~ii ! whenm'n and

m2' j 2, and~iii ! whenm'n andm2! j 2.

A. Harmonic oscillator limits

For n5 j , the reduced Wigner function,dmn
j , is given by

dm j
j ~b!5A ~2 j !!

~ j 1m!! ~ j 2m!!
~cosb/2! j 1m~sinb/2! j 2m. ~8!

The derivative of this function vanishes whenb5bm , wherebm is the semiclassical angle fo
which cosbm5m/j. For this angle
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cos~bm /2!5Aj 1m

2 j
, sin~bm /2!5Aj 2m

2 j
, ~9!

and the substitutions

b2bm52f, j 1m5s, j 2m5d, ~10!

give

~cosb/2! j 1m5~s/2j !s/2@cosf2Ad/s sinf#s,
~11!

~sinb/2! j 1m5~d/2j !d/2@cosf1As/d sinf#d.

Defining the two functions

X~f!5cosf2Ad

s
sinf, Y~f!5cosf1As

d
sinf, ~12!

then gives

dm j
j ~b!5A~2 j !!

s!d!

ssdd

~2 j !2 j X~f!s Y~f!d. ~13!

The functionsX(f) andY(f) satisfy

dX~f!

df
52Ad

s
Y~f!,

dY~f!

df
5As

d
X~f!, ~14!

so that

f ~f!5X~f!sY~f!d ~15!

satisfies the equation

d f

df
5Asd

X22Y2

XY
f . ~16!

For small values off,

Asd~X22Y2!'24 j sinf cosf, XY'cos2 f. ~17!

Thus

d f

df
'24 j

sinf

cosf
f ~f!, ~18!

with solution

X~f!s Y~f!d5 f ~f!'~cosf!4 j . ~19!

Whens5 j 1m andd5 j 2m are both large, the asymptotic expression for the factorials16

z!→A2p

z
e2zzz11, ~20!
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gives

A~2 j !!

s!d!

ssdd

~2 j !2 j → S j

psdD
1/4

. ~21!

Combining this expression with Eq.~19! gives the asymptotic expression, for large values oj
1m and j 2m

dm j
j ~b!5~21! j 2mdjm

j ~b!→S 1

Aj psinbm
D 1/2

@cos~~b2bm!/2!#4 j

→S 1

Aj psinbm
D 1/2

exp@2 j ~b2bm!2/2#. ~22!

This asymptotic expression is compared with the exact result for a range of values ofm for
j 520 in Fig. 1. It is seen to be remarkably accurate even form close to j . It breaks down for
m56 j but then we have

dj j
j ~b!5@cos~b/2!#2 j→exp@2 j b2/4#,

~23!
d2 j j

j ~b!5@sin~b/2!#2 j→exp@2 j ~b2p!2/4#.

These results have a simple classical interpretation. A state with angular momentumj andz
componentm5 j is a minimal uncertainty state. It has a density functionuc j j (u,w)u2 that is
independent ofw and concentrated about theu50 direction~thez axis!. The rate of falloff of the
density with increasing angle is indicated by

^ j j ue2 ib Ĵyu j j &5dj j
j ~b!, ~24!

which, as seen from Eq.~23!, decreases rapidly with increasingb, for large values ofj . This is
what one would expect from classical mechanics where the angular momentum vector is d
along thez axis whenm5 j . By the same token, a classical angular-momentum vector
z-componentm makes an anglebm with the z axis with cosbm5m/j. Thus, the rotated stat

e2 ibmĴyu j j & is expected to have maximum overlap with the stateu jm& and conversely the overla

FIG. 1. The reduced Wigner functiondm j
j (xp) for j 520 and various values ofm. Exact values are shown as thi

continuous lines and asymptotic values, given by Eq.~22!, as broken heavy lines.
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^ jmue2 ib Ĵyu j j &5dm j
j ~b! ~25!

is expected to peak at a value ofb equal tobm , as indeed it does.
A significant property of the above asymptotic limits are that they are all simple harm

oscillator coherent states; i.e., harmonic oscillator ground-state wave functions centered abobm .
We now show that, in thej→` limit, the otherdmn

j functions, form small andn' j , approach
excited harmonic oscillator coherent states.

Consider first thed0n
l function, which for integer values ofl , is proportional to a spherica

harmonic

d0n
l ~u!5~21!nA 4p

2l 11
Yln~u,0!. ~26!

For l→`, we have, from Eq.~22!, the limit

d0l
l ~u!→S 1

Alp
D 1/2

exp@2 l ~u2p/2!2/2#; ~27!

which is a harmonic oscillator ground-state wave function centered aboutu5p/2. Letn5 l 2n, so
that n! l whenn' l . Thus, if c ln denotes the function

c ln~u!5~21!nd0,l 2n
l ~u1p/2!5~21! lA 4p

2l 11
Yl ,l 2n~u1p/2,0!, ~28!

then, in thel→` limit,

c l0~u!→S 1

Alp
D 1/2

e2 lu2/25 l 21/4u0~Al u!, ~29!

whereu0 is the harmonic oscillator ground-state wave function.
For l @n and l→`, the limits

Ĵ1Yl ,l 2n5An~2l 2n11! Yl ,l 2n11→A2ln Yl ,l 2n11 ,
~30!

Ĵ2Yl ,l 2n5A~2l 2n!~n11! Yl ,l 2n21→A2l ~n11! Yl ,l 2n21 ,

imply that the angular momentum raising and lowering operators contract to harmonic osc
lowering and raising operators, respectively. From the explicit expression for the actions of tĴ6

operators on spherical harmonic oscillators, we also have

@ Ĵ6Yl ,l 2n#~u1p/2,0!5F ~ l 2n!tanu6
d

duGYl ,l 2n~u1p/2,0! ~31!

so that, for smallu and l @n,

@ Ĵ6Yl ,l 2n#~u1p/2,0!→S lu6
d

du DYl ,l 2n~u1p/2,0!. ~32!

It follows that, in thel→` limit,

c l ,n11~u!5
1

A2l ~n11!
S lu2

d

du Dc ln~u!5
1

A~n11!

1

&
S Al u2

1

Al

d

du D c ln~u!, ~33!
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thereby providing a recursion relation for thec ln functions. Sincec l0 is a harmonic oscillator
ground-state wave function, the recursion relation is easily solved to give

c ln~u!→ l 21/4un~Al u!, ~34!

whereun is the harmonic oscillator wave function

un~x!5S 1

Ap2nn!
D 1/2

Hn~x! e2x2/2 ~35!

with Hn a Hermite polynomial. Thus, we obtain the asymptotic limit of the Wigner function
n! l and l→`,

d0,l 2n
l ~b!→~21!nl 21/4un~Al ~b2p/2!!, ~36!

and the corresponding asymptotic expression for a spherical harmonic

Yl ,m~u,0!5~21!mA2l 11

4p
d0,m

l ~u!→~21! lA2l 11

4p
l 21/4ul 2m~Al ~u2p/2!!, ~37!

whenm' l . The latter expression accords with the result obtained by Arecchiet al.11 after cor-
rection for what are presumed to be typographical errors.

The asymptotic expression forYlm is compared with exactly computed spherical harmon
for l 520 andm520, 18, and 16, in Fig. 2. Comparisons forl 520 andm519, 17, and 15 are

FIG. 2. Spherical harmonicsY20,m(u,w) for m520, 18, and 16 plotted as a function ofu for w50. Exact values are shown
as fine continuous lines and asymptotic values, given by Eq.~37!, as heavy dashed lines.

FIG. 3. Spherical harmonicsY20,m(u,w) for m519, 17, and 15 plotted as a function ofu for w50. Exact values are shown
as fine continuous lines and asymptotic values, given by Eq.~37!, as heavy dashed lines.
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shown in Fig. 3. Even for finite values ofl the agreement is excellent foru nearp/2. It deteriorates
asu approaches 0 orp. This can be attributed in part to the fact that the volume element for
spherical harmonics is sinu du whereas the corresponding harmonic oscillator wave functions
normalized without the factor sinu. Thus, one expects better agreement if the asymptotic exp
sions are renormalized by a factor 1/Asinu. This indeed turns out to be the case. Figure 4 sho
that, with this adjustment, quite good agreement can be obtained even form512.

A similar analysis can be applied to otherd functions. Forl @n and j→`, the equations

Ĵ1dm, j 2n
j 5An~2 j 2n11! dm, j 2n11

j →A2 j n dm, j 2n11
j ,

~38!
Ĵ2dm, j 2n

j 5A~2 j 2n!~n11! dm, j 2n21
j →A2 j ~n11! dm, j 2n21

j

imply that Ĵ6 can again be interpreted as harmonic oscillator raising and lowering oper
Starting with the shifted harmonic oscillator wave functions

dm j
j ~b!→S 1

Aj p sinbm
D 1/2

e2 j (b2bm)2/25S 1

Aj sinbm
D 1/2

u0~Aj ~b2bm!!, ~39!

we find, for small values ofn that

dm, j 2n
j ~b!→~21!nS 1

Aj sinbm
D 1/2

un~Aj ~b2bm!! ~40!

as j→`, and

dj 2n,m
j ~b!→~21! j 2mS 1

Aj sinbm
D 1/2

un~Aj ~b2bm!!. ~41!

Similarly, from the symmetry properties of thed-functions,

dm,n2 j
j ~b!→~21! j 1mS 1

Aj sinbm
D 1/2

un~Aj ~b2bm!! ~42!

and

dn2 j ,m
j ~b!→~21!nS 1

Aj sinbm
D 1/2

un~Aj ~b2bm!!. ~43!

FIG. 4. The spherical harmonicY20,12(u,w). Exact values are shown as a fine continuous line and asymptotic values,
by Eq. ~37! multiplied by a factor 1/Asinu, are shown as a heavy dashed line.
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Figure 5 shows the functiond17,3
20 compared to its asymptotic harmonic oscillator limit. Aga

further improvement in the limit can be obtained by dividing the asymptotic expression byAsinb.

B. The SU „2…\HW„2… contraction

The above harmonic oscillator limits fordmn
j apply whenm is small andn is close to6 j ~or

vice versa!. They are at their best, for finite values ofj , when b is close to the appropriate
semiclassical angle and deteriorate asb approaches 0 orp. When m'n, there are other
asymptotic limits which derive from contractions of the SU~2! Lie algebra.

We consider here a HW~2! contraction of SU~2! which follows from the
Holstein–Primakoff17 representation in which the angular momenta are realized as the oper

Ĵ05 j 2n̂, Ĵ15A2 j 2n̂ a, Ĵ25a†A2 j 2n̂; ~44!

a† anda are the raising and lowering operators of a simple harmonic oscillator with commut
relation

@a,a†#5I , ~45!

andn̂5a†a is the number operator. In this representation, a stateu jm& becomes a simple harmoni
oscillator stateum& havingm5 j 2m quanta, for whichn̂um&5mum&. It follows that, when acting
on states for whichm is close to some valuem̄@2 j , the angular momentum operators approa
the asymptotic forms

Ĵ0→ j I 2a†a, Ĵ1→Aj 1m̄ a, Ĵ2→Aj 1m̄ a†. ~46!

Likewise Ĵy→ 1
2 iAj 1m̄ (a†2a) and, form andn both close tom̄5 1

2 (m1n),

dmn
j ~b!→^ j 2mue~1/2! bAj 1m̄ (a†2a)u j 2n&. ~47!

FIG. 5. The Wigner functiond17,3
20 compared to its asymptotic harmonic oscillator limit. Exact values are shown as a

continuous line and asymptotic values, given by Eq.~41!, as a dashed line.
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The last expression, derived from a contraction limit of the SU~2! Lie algebra, is at its best fo
small values ofb and form andn far from 2 j . A similar expression holds form andn far from
1 j .

From the identity

ea(a†2a)5eaa†
e2a2/2e2aa, ~48!

it follows that

^muea(a†2a)un&5
1

Am!n!
^0uameaa†

e2aa~a†!nu0&e2a2/2

5
1

Am!n!
^0u~a1a!m~a†2a!nu0&e2a2/2

5An!

m! (p
S m

p D ~2a2!n2p

~n2p!!
am2ne2a2/2. ~49!

Now recall16 that, form2n.21,

(
p

S m
p D ~2a2!n2p

~n2p!!
5Ln

(m2n)~a2!, ~50!

whereLn
(m2n) is a generalized Laguerre polynomial. Thus, form2n.21, we obtain the identity

^muea(a†2a)un&5An!

m!
am2n Ln

(m2n)~a2! e2a2/2 ~51!

and, witha5 1
2 bAj 1(m1n)/2, we obtain the asymptotic expression

dmn
j ~b!→A ~ j 2n!!

~ j 2m!!
~ajmnb!n2mL j 2n

(n2m)~ajmn
2 b2! e2ajmn

2 b2/2, for m<n, ~52!

where ajmn5 1
2 A(2 j 1m1n)/2. This expression is valid for small values ofb and j 1m̄@n

2m. For m>n and j 1m̄@m2n, the identitydmn
j (b)5dnm

j (2b) gives

dmn
j ~b!→A~ j 2m!!

~ j 2n!!
~2ajmnb!m2nL j 2m

(m2n)~ajmn
2 b2! e2ajmn

2 b2/2, for m>n. ~53!

The asymptotic expression~53! for d18,15
20 is compared with the exactly computed function in F

6.
Other expressions are obtained from the symmetry properties of thedmn

j functions. For ex-
ample, an asymptotic expression form close to2 j andn close to1 j is obtained from the identity

dmn
j ~b!5~21! j 2md2mn

j ~b1p!. ~54!

These limits are approached for the largest range ofb whenm andn are similar and close to
6 j . This is because the SU~2!→HW~2! contraction is valid to within some specified accura
over the largest span of$u jm&% states whenumu is close toj .
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C. The SU„2…\E„2… contraction limit

For m close ton and both far from6 j , a more appropriate contraction is the one in wh
SU~2!→E~2!, where E~2! is the Euclidean group of transformations of the two-dimensional pla
This limit is obtained from the observation that, asj 22m2→`, the right-hand sides of Eq.~5!
approach values given by

Ĵ0u jm&5m u jm&,
~55!

Ĵ6u jm&→Aj 22m2 u jm61&5 j sinbm u jm61&.

With cosbm̄5m̄/j, Aj 22m̄25 j sinbm̄, and, for values ofm close tom̄, the SU~2! states are
represented, in thej 22m̄2→` limit, as functions on the circle, i.e.,u jm&→cm with

cm~u!5
eimu

A2p
, ~56!

and the angular momentum operators are represented

Ĵ0→2 i
d

du
, Ĵ6→ j sinbm̄e6 iu. ~57!

It follows that Ĵy→ j sinbm̄sinu and, form andn both close tom̄5 1
2 (m1n),

dmn
j ~b!→ 1

2p E
0

2p

e2 i (m2n)u e2 ib j sin bm̄ sin u du5~21!m2nJm2n~ j b sinbm̄!, ~58!

whereJm is a Bessel function and we have used a known16,10 integral expression forJm . This
expression is a generalization to finite values of thed-function’s argument of the known
asymptotic limit, for infinitesimalb/ j ,12,13

lim
j→`

dmn
j ~b/ j !5~21!m2nJm2n~b!. ~59!

FIG. 6. The reduced Wigner functiond18,15
20 (xp). Exact values are shown as a fine continuous line and asymptotic va

given by Eq.~53!, as a dashed line.
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The expressions given by Eq.~57! are the limits of a general coherent state representatio
the SU~2! algebra carried by functions on the circle. Note, however, that since it is derived
a contraction of the Lie algebra, it is only valid locally. Thus, the asymptotic limit of Eq.~58! is
only expected to be good for relatively small values ofb andm2n.

The asymptotic expression~58! for the reduced Wigner functiond6,2
20 is compared, for 0<b

<p/2, with the exact function in Fig. 7. It is seen to be an excellent approximation for s
values of its argument. It is appropriate to restrict the use of Eq.~58! to 0<b<p/2 because, for
b in the rangep/2<b<p, a better limit is obtained by use of the identity

dmn
j ~b!5~21! j 1mdm,2n

j ~p2b!, ~60!

which, for p/2<b<p, leads to the asymptotic expression

dmn
j ~b!→~21! j 1mJm1n~ j ~b2p!sinb (m2n)/2!. ~61!

Comparison of the exact expression with Eq.~58! for b in the range 0<b<p/2 and with~61! for
p/2<b<p is shown in Fig. 7.

For small values ofb it turns out that a remarkable improvement in accuracy is obtained
the ad hoc replacementj→ j 11/2 in the argument of the Bessel function of the asympto
expression. This replacement has also been found by other authors to increase numerical a
to first order, it can be regarded as a substitution ofj by Aj ( j 11), which is the appropriate
classical value of the magnitude of the angular momentum. The modified estimate is com
with the exact expression ford6,2

20(xp) in Fig. 8.
The above results have a natural interpretation in terms of an SU~2!→E~2! contraction. If we

define

x5
1

2 j sinbm̄
~J11J2!, y52

i

2 j sinbm̄
~J12J2!, Jz5J0 , ~62!

we obtain the commutation relations

@Jz ,x#5 iy, @Jz ,y#52 ix, @x,y#5
i

j 2 sin2 bm̄
Jz→0, ~63!

FIG. 7. The reduced Wigner functiond6,2
20(xp). Exact values are shown as a fine continuous line and asymptotic valu

a dashed heavy line. For 0,x,0.5 the asymptotic values are given by Eq.~58! and for 0.5,x,1 they are given by Eq.
~61!.
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as j sinbm̄→`. They are the commutation relations of the infinitesimal generators of the Eucli
group in two dimensions. Moreover, the SU~2! representation with highest weightj contracts to a
representation of the Euclidean group E~2! in which

x→cosu, y→sinu, Jz→2 i
d

du
. ~64!

This contraction limit makes sense geometrically if one considers the manifold of S~2!
coherent states in the Hilbert space generated by applying all SU~2! transformations to a fixed
stateu jm&. This manifold has the geometry of a sphere and one knows that small neighbor
on a sphere look locally like neighborhoods of a two-dimensional Euclidean plane.

D. Summary of SU „2… Wigner function limits in a U „2… basis

In summarizing the limits fordmn
j , it is useful to characterize the value ofm as being central

if m'0 and extremal ifm'6 j . The various asymptotic limits fordmn
j are then at their best in th

following situations:~i! Harmonic oscillator limits; whenm is central andn is extremal,~ii !
HW~2! contraction limits; whenm andn are both extremal, and~iii ! E~2! contraction limits; when
m andn are both central.

For application of the above results to SU~3!, the results are most usefully expressed in a U~2!
weight basis in which a stateu jm& is identified with the U~2! weight stateusd& with s5 j 1m and
d5 j 2m. A reduced SU~2! Wigner function is then expressed

dmn
j ~b!5^s1d1ubus2d2&, ~65!

with s15 j 1m, d15 j 2m, s25 j 1n, andd25 j 2n. The above asymptotic limits are summariz
as follows.

1. Harmonic oscillator limits

If m is central thens5 j 1m@0 andd5 j 2m@0 in the j→` limit. Equations~40! and~41!
are then expressed

^sdubu2 j 2n,n&5~21!n2d^2 j 2n,nubusd&→ds1d,2j ~21!n S j

sdD
1/4

un~Aj ~b2bsd!!, ~66!

where j 5(s1d)/2 and

FIG. 8. The reduced Wigner functiond6,2
20(xp). Exact values are shown as a fine continuous line and asymptotic valu

a dashed line. The asymptotic expression in~a! is given by Eq.~58! and in ~b! it is given by ~58! with j replaced byj
11/2.
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cosbsd5
s2d

s1d
⇒ sinbsd5Asd

j
, ~67!

andun is given by Eq.~35!. This limit is valid for small values ofn.

2. HW(2) contraction limits

If m andn are both close toj , thens1@d1 ands2@d2 . Substituting the expression

ajmn
2 5 1

8 ~2 j 1m1n!5 1
8 ~s11s2! ~68!

for ajmn
2 into Eqs.~52! and ~53! then gives, in this limit,

^s1d1ubus2d2&→ds11d1 ,s21d2
Ad2!

d1! S b

2
As11s2

2 D s22s1

Ld2

(s22s1)
~b2~s11s2!/8!e2b2(s11s2)/16

~69!

for s1<s2 and

^s1d1ubus2d2&→ds11d1 ,s21d2
Ad1!

d2! S 2
b

2
As11s2

2 D s12s2

Ld1

(s12s2)
~b2~s11s2!/8!e2b2(s11s2)/16

~70!

for s1>s2 .
If m is close to j and n is close to2 j , so thats1@d1 and s2!d2 , the identitydmn

j (b)
5(21) j 2ndm,2n

j (b1p) interchanges the coefficientss2 andd2 to give

^s1d1ubus2d2&5~21!d2^s1d1ub1pud2s2& ~71!

for which Eqs.~69! and ~70! continue to apply. Similarly, fors1!d1 ands2@d2 ,

^s1d1ubus2d2&5~21!d1^d1s1ub1pus2d2&, ~72!

and, fors1!d1 ands2!d2 , the identitydmn
j (b)5(21)m2nd2m,2n

j (b) gives

^s1d1ubus2d2&5~21!s12s2^d1s1ubud2s2&. ~73!

3. E(2) contraction limits

When m and n are both small andj is large,s1@0, d1@0, s2@0, andd2@0. Replacing
2 j sinbm̄ by A(s11s2)(d11d2) in Eq. ~58! then gives

^s1d1ubus2d2&→ds11d1 ,s21d2
~21!s12s2Js12s2

~A~s11s2!~d11d2!b/2!. ~74!

III. „l,0… SU„3… WIGNER FUNCTIONS

The complex extension of the U~3! Lie algebra is spanned by 333 matrices$Ci j % which
satisfy the commutation relations

@Ci j ,Ckl#5d jkCil 2d i l Ck j . ~75!

The SU(3),U(3) subalgebra is spanned by the subset$C112C22,C222C33,Ci j ; i 5” j %.
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A. Representations of the U „3… Lie algebra

We consider a U~3! irrep of highest weight (l,0,0) in which the$Ci j % matrices are repre
sented by operators$Ĉi j % on a Hilbert space spanned by a weight basis$un&%. The components of
a weightn[(n1 ,n2 ,n3) are the eigenvalues of theĈii operators, viz.

Ĉii un&5n i un&, i 51,2,3, ~76!

and sum to given11n21n35l. For a (l,0,0) irrep, the weight basis states are defined uniqu
to within phase factors. Such an irrep restricts to an SU~3! irrep of highest weight~l,0!.

The basis states$un&% are conveniently realized within the space of a three-dimensio
harmonic oscillator. Thus, if$ci

† ,ci ; i 51,2,3% denotes a triplet of harmonic oscillator raising a
lowering operators, the~orthonormal! weight states are

un&5
~c1

†!n1~c2
†!n2~c3

†!n3

An1!n2!n3!
u0&, n11n21n35l, ~77!

where u0& is the harmonic oscillator lowest-weight~vacuum! state, and the U~3! operators are
expressed

Ĉi j 5ai
†aj . ~78!

It follows that theiÞ j operators act on the weight states according to the equation

Ĉi j un1 ,n2 ,n3&5A~n i11!n j(
n8

dn
i8 ,n i11dn

j8 ,n j 21dn
k8 ,nk

un18 ,n28 ,n38&, ~79!

for iÞkÞ j .
The above~weight! basis reduces the SU~2!23,SU~3! subalgebra spanned by theI -spin op-

erators

Î 15Ĉ23, Î 25Ĉ32, Î 05 1
2 ~Ĉ222Ĉ33!. ~80!

The correspondingI -spin quantum numbers are identified by setting

n15l22I , n25I 1N, n35I 2N, ~81!

and writing

un&[uIN&5
~c1

†!l22I

A~l22I !!

~c2
†! I 1N~c3

†! I 2N

A~ I 1N!! ~ I 2N!!
u0&. ~82!

The action of the SU~2!23 operators is then expressed in the usual way by

Î 0uIN&5NuIN&, Î 6uIN&5A~ I 7N!~ I 6N11! uIN61&. ~83!

Similarly, the SU~2!12 and SU~2!13 subalgebras are spanned byU-spin andV-spin operators,
respectively,

Û15Ĉ12, Û25Ĉ21, Û05 1
2 ~Ĉ112Ĉ22!, ~84!

V̂15Ĉ13, V̂25Ĉ31, V̂05 1
2 ~Ĉ112Ĉ33!. ~85!

Thus, we have the identificationsun&[uIN&[uUM &[uVP& with
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n15l22I 5U1M5V1P,

n25I 1N5U2M5l22V, ~86!

n35I 2N5l22U5V2P.

It is important to note that, for a~l,0! irrep, the above weight basis becomes identical to
basis$u j IN &% constructed, for a general SU~3!.SU~2!23 irrep, by VCS methods18 and used in the
computation of SU~3! Clebsch–Gordan coefficients.19 @For a ~l,0! irrep the extra labelj in
$u j IN &} is redundant and can be dropped.# The bases are identified explicitly as follows. Fir
observe that the highest weight state of the SU~3! ~l,0! irrep is the state

uf&5
~c1

†!l

Al!
u0&. ~87!

Thus, with the observation that

~c1!l2n1~c1
†!lu0&5

l!

n1!
~c1

†!n1u0&, ~88!

we obtain the expression of the U~3!.SU~3! basis states

un&5A n1!

l!n2!n3!
~Ĉ21!

n2~Ĉ31!
n3uf&. ~89!

This basis is identical to that of VCS theory,

uIN&5A~l22I !!

l!

~Ĉ21!
I 1N~Ĉ31!

I 2N

A~ I 1N!! ~ I 2N!!
uf&, ~90!

with the relationship betweenn andIN given by Eq.~81!. It is also identical to the Gel’fand basi
$unI &% used for a~l,0! irrep in Ref. 20 withI 5 1

2 (n21n3) ~cf. appendix of Ref. 19!.

B. „l,0… Wigner functions for finite l

As shown recently,20 an SU~3! element can be expressed as a product of SU~2! subgroup
elements in the form

g~a1 ,b1 ,g1 ,a2 ,b2 ,a3 ,b3 ,g3!5R23~a1 ,b1 ,g1!R12~a2 ,b2 ,a2!R23~a3 ,b3 ,g3!. ~91!

This is a particularly convenient parametrization because, in the above basis, the matrices
SU~2!23 rotations are given by standard SU~2! Wigner functions; viz.

^I 8N8uR̂23~a,b,g!uIN&5d I 8ID N8N
I

~a,b,g! ~92!

or, in terms of weights,

^nuR̂23~a,b,g!um&5dn1 ,m1
D (n22n3)/2,(m22m3)/2

(l2n1)/2
~a,b,g!. ~93!

Similarly, for the SU~2!12 matrix elements

^muR̂12~a,b,g!um8&5dm3 ,m
38
D

(m12m2)/2,(m
182m

28)/2

(l2m3)/2
~a,b,g!. ~94!
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The expressions are simplified by writing the SU~2! Wigner functions in a U~2! basis@cf. Eq.~65!#
in which

D mn
j ~a,b,g!5^ j 1m, j 2mubu j 1n, j 2n&e2 i (ma1ng). ~95!

Then

^nuR̂23~a,b,g!um&5dn1 ,m1
^n2n3ubum2m3&e

2 i [(n22n3)a1(m22m3)g]/2,

~96!

^muR̂12~a,b,g!um8&5dm3 ,m
38
^m1m2ubum18m28&e

2 i [(m12m2)a1(m182m28)g]/2,

and

Dn,n8
(l,0)

~a1 ,b1 ,g1 ,a2 ,b2 ,a3 ,b3 ,g3!

5e2 i [(n22n3)a11(l2n1)g112(n11n182l)a21(l2n18)a31(n282n38)g3]/2

3 (
n50

nmax

ein(g12a21a3)^n2n3ub1ul2n12n,n&

3^n1 ,l2n12nub2un18 ,l2n182n&^l2n182n,nub3un28n38&, ~97!

wherenmax5Min(l2n1 ,l2n18).
Expressions for the SU~3! Wigner functions of other irreps are given in Ref. 20.

IV. „l,0… WIGNER FUNCTIONS FOR l\`

Wigner functions for an SU~3! ~l,0! irrep have a number of asymptotic expressions which
be obtained by substituting the corresponding limits for the SU~2! Wigner functions into Eq.~97!.
The appropriate limits depend on the location of the weightsn andn8 in the weight diagram. A
weight can be characterized as extremal if it is close to a vertex, or central, if it is far fro
vertex.

A. Limits of „l,0… Wigner functions for n central and n8 close to a highest weight

Whenn8 is of highest weight, i.e.,n85(l,0,0), the expression for the SU~3! Wigner function
of Eq. ~97! reduces to

Dn,(l)
(l) ~a1 ,b1 ,g1 ,a2 ,b2 ,a3 ,b3 ,g3!5e2 i [(n22n3)a11(l2n1)g112n1a2]/2

3^n2n3ub1ul2n1,0&^n1 ,l2n1ub2ul0&, ~98!

where, to simplify the notation, we have identified the weights (l)[(l,0)[(l,0,0). The reduced
SU~2! Wigner functions in this expression are of the type with asymptotic limits given by Eq.~22!.
Thus, we obtain

Dn,(l)
(l) ~a1 ,b1 ,g1 ,a2 ,b2 ,a3 ,b3 ,g3!→S l

4 p2 n1n2n3
D 1/4

e2 i [(n22n3)a11(n21n3)g112n1a2]/2

3e2[(n21n3)(b12bn2n3
)21l(b22bn1 ,n21n3

)2]/4 ~99!

with bn2n3
defined by Eq.~35!.

More generally, forn8 close to the highest weight, the use of the harmonic oscillator limit
Eq. ~66! give
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Dn,n8
(l)

~a1 ,b1 ,g1 ,a2 ,b2 ,a3 ,b3 ,g3!

→e2 i [(n22n3)a11(l2n1)g112(n11n182l)a21(l2n18)a31(n282n38)g3]/2

3 ~21!l2n18 S l2n1

4n1n2n3
D 1/4

(
n50

l2n18

ein(g12a21a3)S l2n

l2n12nD 1/4

3 un~A 1
2 ~l2n1! ~b12bn2 ,n3

!!

3u2I 2n~A 1
2 ~l2n!~b22bn1 ,l2n12n)! dI 2n,N

I ~b3!, ~100!

whereI 5 1
2 (n281n38) andN5 1

2 (n282n38). It can be seen that this expression reduces to that of
~99! when I 50 andn85(l,0,0).

This limiting expression for thel560 SU~3! Wigner function is compared with the exa
expression for a range of values of some of its arguments in Fig. 9.

B. Limits of „l,0… Wigner functions for n and n8 both close to vertices

If n andn8 are both close to the highest weight, then the first and last SU~2! Wigner functions
in Eq. ~97! are those of small-dimensional SU~2! irreps, while, for the middle function, the limi
given by Eqs.~69! and ~70! applies. Thus, forn18>n1 ,

Dn,n8
(l)

~a1 ,b1 ,g1 ,a2 ,b2 ,a3 ,b3 ,g3!

→ (
n50

l2n18

e2 i (n11n182l1n)a2A~l2n182n!!

~l2n12n!!
S b2

2
An11n18

2
D n182n1

3 D (n22n3)/2,(l2n122n)/2
(l2n1)/2

~a1 ,b1 ,g1! D
(l2n

1822n)/2,(n
282n

38)/2

(l2n18)/2
~a3 ,b3 ,g3!

3L
l2n

182n

(n182n1)
~b2

2~n11n18!/8!e2b2
2(n11n18)/16 ~101!

and, forn18<n1 ,

Dn,n8
(l)

~a1 ,b1 ,g1 ,a2 ,b2 ,a3 ,b3 ,g3!

→ (
n50

l2n1

e2 i (n11n182l1n)a2A~l2n12n!!

~l2n182n!!
S 2

b2

2
An11n18

2
D n12n18

3D (n22n3)/2,(l2n122n)/2
(l2n1)/2

~a1 ,b1 ,g1! D
(l2n

1822n)/2,(n
282n

38)/2

(l2n18)/2
~a3 ,b3 ,g3!

3L
l2n12n

(n12n18)
~b2

2~n11n18!/8!e2b2
2(n11n18)/16. ~102!

This limiting expression for thel560 SU~3! Wigner function is compared with the exa
expression for a range of values of some of its arguments in Fig. 10.

If n is near~l,0,0! andn8 near~0,l,0!, then the matrix element^n2n3ub1ul2n12n,n& in Eq.
~97! is a reduced Wigner function for a low-dimensional SU~2! irrep. The second matrix elemen
^n1 ,l2n12nub2un18 ,l2n182n& is one for whichn1@l2n12n and n18!l2n182n. Thus, by
Eq. ~71!, it is re-expressed in the form

^n1 ,l2n12nub2un18 ,l2n182n&5~21!l2n182n^n1 ,l2n12nub21pul2n182n,n18&
~103!
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FIG. 9. The SU~3! Wigner functionD n,n8
(l) (0,b15x1p,0,0,b25x2p,0,b35p/7,0) for (l)5(60,0,0),n5(24,21,15),n8

5(54,4,2). The top graphs show, respectively, the surfaces for the exact function and its estimate using Eq.~100!. The
sequence of slices provide a detailed comparison between the exact function~full line! and its estimate~dashed line! for the
sequence of values ofb250.3p,0.4p,...,0.8p.
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FIG. 10. The SU~3! Wigner functionD n,n8
(l) (0,b15x1p,0,0,b25x2p,0,b35p/7,0) for (l)5(60,0,0), n5(52,6,2), n8

5(50,7,3). The top graphs show, respectively, the surfaces for the exact function and its estimate using Eq.~102!. The
sequences of slices provide a detailed comparison between the exact function~full line! and its estimate~dashed line! for
the sequence of values ofb250.1p,0.2p,...,0.6p.
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for which Eqs.~69! and~70! apply. The third matrix element,^l2n182n,nub3un28n38&, is one for
which l2n182n@n andn28@n38 and for which Eqs.~69! and ~70! apply directly.

Asymptotic expressions are similarly found forn and n8 near other vertices. Thus, for in
stance, ifn andn8 are both close to~0,l,0!, then each of the three SU~2! Wigner functions in Eq.
~97! will be approximated by the limit given by Eqs.~69! or ~70!.

C. „l,0… Wigner functions for n and n8 both central

If n andn8 are both central weights of a~l,0! irrep andl→`, then the E~2! limit of Eq. ~74!
applies. If we replace the SU~2! matrix elements in Eq.~97! by their E~2! limits, we obtain

Dn,n8
(l)

~a1 ,b1 ,g1 ,a2 ,b2 ,a3 ,b3 ,g3!

→e2 i [(n22n3)a11(l2n1)g112(n11n182l)a21(l2n18)a31(n282n38)g3]/2

3 (
n50

nmax

ein(g12a21a3)Jn32n~A~2n21n32n!~n31n! b1/2!

3Jn
182n1

~A~n11n18!~2l2n12n1822n! b2/2!

3Jn2n
38
~A~2n281n382n!~n381n! b3/2!. ~104!

It is important to note that this expression presumes the E~2! limit to be applicable for all values
of n that occur in the summation. The following considerations show that this presumption is
for sufficiently small values ofb1 andb3 .

Consider the matrix element

^n2n3ub1ul2n12n,n&5d(n22n3)/3,(l2n122n)/2
(l2n1)/2

~b1!. ~105!

For n25n35l/3, for example, this matrix element becomes

d0,l/32n
l/3 ~b1!5A 12p

2l13
Yl/3,l/32n~b1,0!. ~106!

For smallb1 , it takes its largest values whenn'l/3. Moreover, Figs. 2 and 3 show that, forl
560, the value of this matrix element becomes negligible forb1,p/5 as n approaches 0. A
similar result holds for the matrix element^l2n182n,nub3un28n38& for n28'n38'l/3.

The limiting expression~104! for the l5150 SU~3! Wigner function is compared with the
exact expression for a range of values of some of its arguments in Fig. 11.

V. APPLICATIONS TO QUANTUM INTERFEROMETRY

Quantum interferometers are important in quantum information theory and for precision
surements of phases shifts, e.g., for the detection of gravitational waves.21 The accuracies obtain
able with such devices are naturally expressed in terms of Wigner functions—SU~2! Wigner
functions for two-channel interferometers and SU~3! Wigner functions for three-channel interfe
ometers.

A. Two-channel interferometry

A two-channel interferometer is an optical device, such as a beam splitter or a Mach–Ze
interferometer, that transforms a two-channel input state of the electromagnetic field into a
channel output state. If the device consists of passive optical elements that conserve
number~i.e., the sum of the photon numbers in the output channels equals the sum in the
channels!, then it is characterized by a U~2! transformation.1
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FIG. 11. The SU~3! Wigner function D n,n8
(l) (0,b15x1p,0,0,b25x2p,0,b352p/9,0) for (l)5(150,0,0), n

5(46,44,49),n85(47,52,51). The top graphs show, respectively, the surfaces for the exact function and its estimat
Eq. ~104!. The sequences of slices provide a detailed comparison between the exact function~full line! and its estimate
~dashed line! for the sequence of values ofb250.1p,0.2p,...,0.6p.
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In a classical description of two-channel interferometry, the electromagnetic field is r
sented by a two-component complex vectora5(a1 ,a2), wherea1 anda2 are the amplitudes o
the fields in the two channels. The interferometer effects a U~2! transformation

a in→aout5va in, ~107!

where

v5S u v

2v* u* D , with uuu21uvu251, ~108!

is a U~2! matrix. For example, a beam splitter effects a U~2! transformation withu5eif tr cosu and
v5eifref sinu where f tr is the phase shift due to transmission,f ref is the phase shift due to
reflection, and cosu is the amplitude transmissivity of the beam splitter.2 A lossless two-path
interferometer, such as a Mach–Zehnder interferometer, is also described by a U~2! transforma-
tion; in effect a lossless two-path interferometer is equivalent to a number-conserving
splitter.

In quantum mechanics, a closest-to-classical two-channel field is a two-component co
state of a two-dimensional harmonic oscillator

ua&[u~a1 ,a2!&5ea1a1
†
2a1* a1ea2a2

†
2a2* a2u0&, ~109!

where u0& is the harmonic oscillator ground state anda1
† and a2

† are harmonic oscillator raising
operators. The raising operators transform undervP U~2! according to the equation

a1
†→Û~v!a1

†Û†~v!5ua1
†2v* a2

† ,
~110!

a2
†→Û~v!a2

†Û†~v!5u* a2
†1va1

† ,

from which it follows thatÛ(v)ua&5uva& and that the transformation of a coherent input
given by

ua in&→uaout&5uva in&. ~111!

These relationships express the correspondence between classical and quantal cohere
More importantly, they show that an interferometer transforms any input state by a mauc&
→Û(v)uc&. An arbitrary input stateuc& is a superposition( jmcjmu jm& of basis states defined i
a Schwinger representation by

u jm&5
~a1

†! j 1m~a2
†! j 2m

A~ j 1m!! ~ j 2m!!
u0&, m52 j ,...,1 j . ~112!

Such states are identified with fields having a fixed number, 2j , of photons; an input stateu jm& is
one with j 1m photons in channel one andj 2m in channel two. Thus the transformation of a
arbitrary state is expressed in terms of SU~2! Wigner functions

Û~v!:uc&→uc8&5Û~v!uc&5(
jmn

cjm u jn& D nm
j ~v!, vPSU~2!. ~113!

It is interesting to note that a minimal uncertainty state entering channel one

u~a,0!&5eaa1
†
2a* a1u0&, ~114!

is a coherent state of the Heisenberg–Weyl group, whereas the state
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Û~v!u jm5 j & ~115!

is a coherent state of the group U~2!, according to the generalized definition of coherent states
Perelomov and others.22 Thus a state emerging from a quantum interferometer when the inp
the stateu(a,0)& is a combined Heisenberg–Weyl–U~2! coherent state

uv~a,0!&5Û~v!eaa1
†
2a* a1u0&. ~116!

Some of the interesting questions in quantum interferometry concern the measurem
phase shifts of specially prepared quantum input states. Consider, for example, the phase

a1→e2 iua1 , a2→a2 , ~117!

of a classical input. With the understanding that only relative phase shifts of the two compo
(a1 ,a2) are measured, such a phase shift is equivalent to

a1→e2 iu/2a1 , a2→eiu/2a2 . ~118!

Thus the equivalent transformations of quantum mechanical states are generated by

a1
†→e2 iu/2a1

† , a2
†→eiu/2a2

† . ~119!

It is then seen that the corresponding transformationu jm&→e2 imuu jm& of an SU~2! weight state is
an overall phase change and undetectable. However, the transformation becomes detecta
symmetric quantum interferometer in which the beams pass through beam splitters imme
before and immediately after they are phase shifted. If the first beam splitter effects an~2!

transformatione2 i Ĵxp/2 and the second reverses the transformation of the first, then the net
of the quantum interferometer is a detectable transformation in which

u jm&→eiĴxp/2e2 iu Ĵze2 i Ĵxp/2u jm&5e2 iu Ĵyu jm&5(
n

u jn& dnm
j ~u!. ~120!

In such an interferometer, a minimal uncertainty inputu(a,0)& is transformed to an outpu
u(a cos(u/2),a sin(u/2))&. Thus, the ratio tan(u/2) of the output amplitudes provides a measure
u; if only intensities are measured it provides a measure ofu modulop. Measurements of phas
shifts can also be made with other input states and it is of interest to consider choices w
greatest potential for accuracy.

The potential accuracy of a phase shift measurement is given by the width of the distrib
function

Nu~w!5u^c~u!ue2 iw Ĵyuc&u25u^cue2 i (w2u) Ĵyuc&u2. ~121!

It follows that Nu(w)5P(w2u) where

P~u!5u^cue2u Ĵyuc&u2. ~122!

For example, ifuc& is the highest weight stateu jm5 j & thenP(u) is given by Eq.~23!,

P1~u!5udj j
j ~u!u25exp@2 j u2/2#. ~123!

On the other hand, ifuc& is the stateu j m50&, thenP(u) has the asymptotic expression given
Eq. ~58!,

P2~u!5ud00
j ~u!u2;uJ0~ j u!u2. ~124!
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Thus, in spite of the fact that the highest weight stateu j j & is a minimal uncertainty state, th
variance inu when the input state isu j j & is proportional to 1/Aj , whereas for au j m50& input
state, it is proportional to 1/j . This can be understood as follows. The density distribution o
spherical harmonicuYj j (u,w)u2 is concentrated about theu50 pole whereas the densit
uYj 0(u,w)u2 is spread uniformly about theu5p/2 equatorial circumference. Thus, the variance
u can be much smaller for the latter distribution without violation of the uncertainty principle.
raises the question as to whether or not there might exist states with even less uncertainty
to the Ĵy orientation than the stateu j 0&. One candidate is the so-called SU~2! phase states3,6,23

u j w&5~2 j 11!21/2 (
m52 j

j

eimwuy; j m&, ~125!

whereuy; j m& is an eigenstate ofĴy with eigenvaluem. Puttinguc& equal tou j w& in Eq. ~122! gives

P3~u!5u^ j wue2 iu Ĵyu j w&u25~2 j 11!22U(
m

eimuU2

5~2 j 11!22ux j~u!u2, ~126!

wherex j is the well-known character of the SU~2! irrep of angular momentumj . Thus,

P3~u!5
sin2@~2 j 11!u/2#

~2 j 11!2 sin2@u/2#
. ~127!

The function P3 is also familiar in diffraction theory. The variance ofw for this function is
proportional to 1/(j 10.5).

The distribution functionP(u) is shown in Fig. 12 for each of the three input statesu j j &, u j 0&,
and u j u&. The figure shows that the phase state and them50 state gives much more accura
measurements than the highest weight state. The down side is that these states are mu
difficult to prepare and measure than a coherent mixture ofm5 j minimal uncertainty states
~Another candidate for improving the estimation of phase is the so-called intelligent state,24 which
is also difficult to prepare.!

FIG. 12. The distribution functions given by Eqs.~123!, ~124!, and~127! for j 520.
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The advantage of usingu jm50& or SU~2! phase states overu jm5 j & states for precision
measurements is an example of the greater potential for acquiring or transmitting informat
quantal states than is possible with classical states. A highest weight stateu j j & is a state with all
photons in channel one. A classical-like coherent state

u~a,0!&5eaa1
†
2a* a1u0&, ~128!

is a superposition of many highest weight states:

u~a,0!&5e2uau2/2(
j

a2 j

A~2 j !!
u j j &. ~129!

The distribution function for a coherent state is given by

u^~a,0!ue2 iu Ĵyu~a,0!&u25u^~a,0!u~a cos~u/2!,a sin~u/2!!&u25e2uau2(12cos(u/2)). ~130!

Thus, if uau2 is set equal to the average number of photons, 2j , then asj→` this distribution
function approaches the value exp@2ju2/2# that it has for the number stateu j j & as one would
expect.

In contrast, the stateu j m50& is unlike any classical state. In quantum mechanics it is a s

u j 0&5
~a1

†! j~a2
†! j

j !
u0&, ~131!

having an equal number of photons in each channel. Whereas the preparation of such a s
not been performed, a compromise state is the coherent linear superposition of such states25

by a two-mode squeezed coherent state

eb(a1
†a2

†
2a1a2)u0&5sechb(

j 50

`

~ tanhb! j u j m50&. ~132!

This state produces the desired 1/^ j & scaling of the phase uncertainty26 for the appropriately
weighted average value ofj . However, apart from the problems of producing such a squee
state, it is also noted that the distribution ofj values is heavily weighted in favor of low-j values.
Thus, it is doubtful that much could be gained by the use of such squeezed states.3

One might suppose that a classical-like input

u~a,a!&5eaa1
†
2a* a1eaa2

†
2a* a2u0&, ~133!

with equal amplitudes in each of the two ports might have some advantages. Such a state
sponds to an equal distribution of photon numbers in each port with a relatively narrow s
about some mean value. However, it follows from Eq.~111! that

u~a,a!&5e2 i Ĵyp/2 u~& a,0!&. ~134!

Hence

P~u!5u^~a,a!ue2 iu Ĵyu~a,a!&u25u^~& a,0!ue2 iu Ĵyu~& a,0!&u2, ~135!

and the variance is precisely the same as for the input stateu(& a,0)&. It should be noted that
whereas the stateu(a,a)& can be obtained by an SU~2! rotation of the stateu(& a,0)&, it is
impossible to rotate a highest weight stateu j j & into the stateu jm50&.

The optimization of the inputs to an interferometer in order to yield the most precise p
shift information possible with a limited number of photons is important; e.g., for the detectio
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gravitational waves.21 Caves has suggested injecting a standard coherent state into one c
and a squeezed vacuum state into the other. Another suggestion is to put a squeezed input
channel and an antisqueezed input into the other.27 Clearly an expansion of such inputs in a
SU~2! basis will make it possible to analyze the precisions obtainable with such inputs in the
photon number limit using the asymptotic SU~2! Wigner functions given in this paper.

B. Three-channel interferometry

Similar considerations apply to a three-channel interferometer which transforms input
by a U~3! transformation

T~g!:uc&→T~g!uc&, gPU~3!. ~136!

The transformation is analogous to the U~2! transformation discussed in the preceding section,
with T(g) a unitary representation of a matrixgPU(3). The U~3! transformation can be factor
ized into a sequence of SU~2! transformations and an overall phase factor; physically, this co
sponds to a realization of a three-channel interferometer as a combination of two-channel d
~phase shifters, mirrors and beam splitters!.

The infinitesimal generators of the unitary transformationT(g) are given in a generalized
Schwinger representation in Eq.~78!. In such a representation, basis states for an SU~3! irrep of
highest weight~l,0! are weight statesun&[un1n2n3&; they can be regarded as triplet Fock numb
states withn i photons in channeli of the interferometer and fixed total photon number.

Many of the results for two-channel interferometry, discussed in the preceding section,
forward to the three-channel case in an intuitively clear manner. For instance, the state in wh
photons enter through channel one is the minimal uncertainty~highest weight! state u(l)&
[ul,0,0&. For analysis of experiments with such an input state, the SU~3! Wigner functionDn,(l)

(l)

and its asymptotic limit is relevant. On the other hand, the Wigner functions for central we
are relevant for balanced input states.

Whereas the two-channel interferometer is suited to the measurement of phase diff
between two channels of propagation, it may be desirable to measure multiple phase shifts
taneously, e.g., because the phase shifts are transient or the mean particle flux of the so
limited. Moreover, the most efficient use of photons for precision measurement is to divide
up and measure relative phases between multiple paths.7,6 The SU~N! interferometer is ideally
suited for this purpose. The SU~3! interferometer allows the measurement of two phase sh
simultaneously.

D’Ariano and Paris7 have shown that much improved accuracy is already obtained wit
easily produced coherent state input by suitably dividing the input into the many channel
multichannel interferometer. They show that with a mean numberl of photons, the variance of th
phase shift estimation scales asDu2}1/N2l for an N-channel interferometer. In contrast, if th
fixed input of l photons were to be split betweenN21 two-channel interferometers, then th
variance of each would be proportional to (N21)/l and, with the estimate ofu given by the mean
of the u i obtained in the two-channel interferometers, the variance would be independentN
~assuming the spread of measured phase shifts is small compared to the range 0 to 2p!. Thus,
nothing is gained by splitting thel photons over many two-channel interferometers but a h
gain results from appropriate use of a multichannel interferometer.

Still further gains can, in principle, be achieved by use both of exotic inputs and multicha
interferometers. The balanced input state is a preferred input state for phase-shift determ
but it is hard to generate. Also, it is just one of many inputs which can, in principle, improve
precision of phase-shift estimation. The generalization to SU~3! of the SU~2! phase state consid
ered in the preceding section,6 could also yield superior scaling laws for the phase-shift estima
in terms ofl. The precision of two simultaneously measured phase shifts is rigorously expr
in terms of the covariance matrix for the two phases. This 232 matrix includes the variance fo
each phase and the covariance between the two phases. Detailed analyses of the results a
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with various techniques and three-channel inputs is in principle possible by expanding the
in an SU~3! basis and using the asymptotic Wigner functions to infer variances as don
two-channel interferometers in Sec. V A.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have derived several previously unknown asymptotic limits of SU~2! Wigner
dmn

j functions which converge rapidly asj→` and are shown to be accurate over a wide range
their arguments. We have also shown how SU~3! Wigner functions for multiplicity-free irreps of
highest weight~l,0! can be factored into products of SU~2! Wigner functions so that their limits
can be inferred from those of SU~2!. This kind of inference is not limited to SU~3! and can be
generalized to SU~N! irreps of highest weight~l,0,...! for N.3.

Explicit limiting expressions have been given for some representative classes of~3!
Wigner functions. In particular, we have considered Wigner functions for states whose weigh
either extremal or central in the terminology of Sec. IV. Other expressions can be deriv
variations of the methods given. For example, useful asymptotic SU~3! Wigner functions can be
determined for which one weight is extremal and the other is close to a side. Depending
domains of the initial and final states of a Wigner function, it will often happen that the ex
sions are much simpler in some other set of SU~3! Euler angles than those given. This is a simp
reflection of the fact that a given SU~3! transformation may be simple when expressed as
sequence of SU~2! transformations but seemingly complex when expressed in some other
Thus, by choosing the most appropriate sequence the number of summations over prod
SU~2! Wigner functions can be minimized.

Asymptotic limits of Wigner functions are of interest for many reasons. In situations w
they are valid, they can facilitate computations and provide quick estimates of the behavi
quantum systems. In this way they give physical insight into the ways quantal systems ap
classical limits. This has been illustrated in this paper by using the limits to estimate varian
phase shift measurements by quantum interferometry and to determine the ways they sca
the number of photons. Asymptotic limits may also be important in quantum information th
for identifying quantum states that behave in very nonclassical and potentially useful ways

Our initial hope was to derive asymptotic expressions for the Wigner functions of ge
SU~3! irreps. However, while we did succeed in deriving some expressions, they proved
numerical investigation to be accurate only over narrow ranges of their arguments. Thus, w
some mathematical interest, they are of limited practical value. Clearly further investigat
needed before any results are presented.
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Erratum: ‘‘ h-invariants and determinant lines’’
†J. Math. Phys. 35, 5155 „1994…‡

Xianzhe Dai and Daniel S. Freeda)

Department of Mathematics, University of California at Santa Barbara, Department of
Mathematics, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712

~Received 5 February 2001; accepted for publication 12 February 2001!

@DOI: 10.1063/1.1360710#

There are two errors in Ref. 1 which we would like to set straight. The first affects some o
equations, but none of the results. The second is more serious, and was noticed in the co
writing the paper.3

The first error, which is in some sense a matter of convention, comes in the computation
boundary operator associated to the Dirac operator, for example, in the second equation
pendix A. Namely, ifX is a manifold with boundary whose metric is a product near the bound
then near the boundary we write the Dirac operator onX as

DX5J~]m1B]X!,

where the boundary is cut out bym50, the coordinatem is negative on the interior ofX, the
1-form dm has unit length, andJ is Clifford multiplication by dm. We call B]X the boundary
operator associated toDX . In the familiar case whereX is even-dimensional, ifDX is the chiral
Dirac operator mapping plus spinor fields to minus spinor fields, then the boundary operatoB]X

may be identified with the ordinary Dirac operator on]X. ~Both the plus spinors and minu
spinors restricted to the boundary may be identified withS]X , andJ is an isomorphism betwee
the two restrictions.! However, if X is odd-dimensional, as in the paper, then near the boun
J5( 0

2A21
A21

0 ) relative to the decomposition of spinors on the boundaryS]X5S]X
1

% S]X
2 , and we

have

B]X5J21D]X .

In the paper we left off the factorJ21, and so factors ofA21 are missing in formulas sprinkle
throughout the paper, though they do not affect the main results. For example, the basic bo
condition in Eq.~1.2! should read as

W~a,T!5H ^f1,f2&PH]X :f22A21S T%
D]X~a!

AD]X~a!2D f150J . ~1.28!

Other affected formulas include~1.5!, ~2.16!, and many formulas in Sec. IV and Appendix A. F
example, Eq.~4.8! should be replaced by

tC~a,T!5~2A21!dim K11dim K2
detT. ~4.88!

Although explicit formulas fortX(a,T) are changed, the main conclusions about the invariantX

are unchanged by these factors.

a!Electronic mail: dafr@math.utexas.edu
23430022-2488/2001/42(5)/2343/2/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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These factors are also important in understanding what happens when we reverse orie
For any manifoldX we identify spinors on the manifoldX with spinors on the oppositely oriente
manifold 2X:

S2X>SX .

@See the text following~2.14! in the paper.# The Dirac operator changes sign under this ident
cation:

D2X52DX .

However, ifY is even-dimensional~for example, the boundary of an odd-dimensional manifo!,
thenS2Y

6 >SY
7 and the boundary operators are identified:

B2Y5BY .

A more substantial correction occurs in the formula after~2.18! for the t-invariant of the
orientation-reversed manifold:

t2X5~21!~2
k
!tX

21, ~* !

wherek is the number of components of]X on which the boundary Dirac operator has odd ind
~Of course,k50 if ]X is connected.! This was applied in Ref. 3 to the doubleXd of a manifold
X to conclude

tXd5~21!~2
k
!. ~** !

As a simple example, letX be the closed interval@0, 1#. Then the doubleXd is the circle with the
nonbounding spin structure. In this casek52 and formula~** ! is correct.

To understand~* ! one should be aware that the pairing in the statement of the gluing form
Theorem 2.20 depends on the gluing map. For example, one can glue together two disjoint
intervals into a single circle or into two disjoint circles, depending on the choice of gluing m
For circles with the nonbounding spin structure, thet-invariants differ by a sign in the two case
The equality in Eq.~* ! refers to the identification of the inverse determinant line of](2X) with
the dual of the determinant line of]X under which boundary components are not permuted;

formula states thattX and t2X pair to (21)(2
k). If we choose a boundary condition~a,T! for X,

then with the boundary condition (a,2T21) for 2X we see easily thatt2X(a,2T21)
5tX(a,T)21. But if L1 ,...,Ln are the inverse determinant lines of the components of]X, then to
pair L1^ ••• ^ Ln with L1

21
^ ••• ^ Ln

21 we must permute the latter tensor product toLn
21

^ •••
^ L1

21, and this accounts for the sign.
Finally, we remark that an improved argument deriving the holonomy theorem for det

nant line bundles~see Sec. V of the paper! appears in Ref. 2.
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Erratum: ‘‘Three flavor neutrino oscillations in matter’’
†J. Math. Phys. 41, 2768 „2000…‡

Tommy Ohlssona)
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On p. 2779, Eq.~73!, should be

u3
M[arctan

Ue2
M

Ue1
M

5arctanAS Ue2
M

Ue1
M D 2

5arctanAUe2
M Ue2

M

Ue1
M Ue1

M

5arctanAl2
21c11l2T̃ee1~ T̃2!ee

l1
21c11l1T̃ee1~ T̃2!ee

3l1
21c1

3l2
21c1

.

Note that Eq.~80! on p. 2781 is correct and that Figs. 2 and 4 have been generated with
equation.

a!Electronic mail: tohlsson@physik.tu-muenchen.de or tommy@theophys.kth.se
b!Electronic mail: snell@theophys.kth.se
23450022-2488/2001/42(5)/2345/1/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Temporally stable coherent states for infinite well
and Pö schl–Teller potentials
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J.-P. Gazeaub) and P. Monceauc)
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This article is a direct illustration of a construction of coherent states which has
been recently proposed by two of us~JPG and JK!. We have chosen the example of
a particle trapped in an infinite square-well and also in Po¨schl–Teller potentials of
the trigonometric type. In the construction of the corresponding coherent states, we
take advantage of the simplicity of the solutions, which ultimately stems from the
fact they share a common SU~1,1! symmetryà la Barut-Girardello. Many proper-
ties of these states are then studied, both from mathematical and from physical
points of view. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1367328#

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite its relevance for the understanding of the most elementary parts of quantum m
ics, the problem of a particle trapped in an infinite square-well~Fig. 1! usually deserves no mor
than a few pages in most physics textbooks.1–3 Solutions are straightforward to derive, energy
nicely quantized and trigonometric wave functions afford an immediate intuition of quan
behavior. The model is widely used to give a fair idea of many body systems in atom
molecular physics. However, very soon one may become puzzled by less trivial problems p
ing to the mathematics of quantum mechanics: domain of self-adjointness for the operat
volved, possible nonuniqueness of self-adjoint extensions~see in particular the very instructiv
examples in Chapters VIII.I, VIII.2, and X.1 of Ref. 4!, explicit kernel of the evolution operator
crucial role played by the boundary conditions, semiclassical behavior and the classical lim
other limiting situations such as a very large or a vanishingly small width of the well.

Actually all these questions can be considered through a nice analytic regularization
infinite well potential. Indeed, consider the continuously indexed family of potentials

V~x![Vl,k~x!5
1

2
V0S l~l21!

cos2 /2a
1

k~k21!

sin2 x/2aD , 0<x<pa, ~1.1!

a!Electronic mail: antoine@fyma.ucl.ac.be
b!Electronic mail: gazeau@ccr.jussieu.fr
c!Electronic mail: pmo@ccr.jussieu.fr
d!Electronic mail: klauder@phys.ufl.edu
e!Electronic mail: penson@1pt1.jussieu.fr
23490022-2488/2001/42(6)/2349/39/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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for l,k.1 ~V0.0 is a coupling constant!. Clearly this is a smooth approximation, forl,k
→11, of the infinite square-well over the interval@0,pa#. These potentials, called the Po¨schl–
Teller ~PT! potentials,3,5 are shown in Fig. 2 for the values (l,k)5(4,4),(4,8),(4,16), respec
tively. In order to make contact with standard quantum mechanics on the whole line, there a
possibilities. Either one requires thatV(x)5` outside the interval@0,pa#, or one periodizes the
potential, with periodpa, and one imposes periodic boundary conditions at the points$npa,
nPZ%. But, since the walls separating the successive cells are impenetrable, one may also
ignore these extensions and consider only the interval@0,pa#, which we shall do in the presen
article.

FIG. 1. The infinite square-well potential.

FIG. 2. The Po¨schl–Teller potentialV(x)51/2V0@l(l21)cos22 x/2a1k(k21)sin22 x/2a#, with a5p21 and for
(l,k)5(4,4),(4,8),(4,16)~from bottom to top!.
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The Pöschl–Teller potentials share with their infinite well limit the nice property of be
analytically integrable. The reason behind this can be understood within a group-theoretica
text: The family of potentials~1.1! possesses an underlying dynamical algebra, namelysu(1,1)
and the discrete series representations of the latter. We recall that the discrete series
irreducible representations~UIRs! of su(1,1) are labeled by a parameterh, which takes its values
in $1/2,1,3/2,2,...% for the discrete seriesstricto sensu, and in @1/2,1`) for the extension to the
universal covering of the group SU~1, 1!. The relation between the Po¨schl–Teller parameters an
h is given by

2h215l1k,

and the limit casel,k→11 corresponds toh53/2.
Other approaches in the past led to the group SU~2! as the dynamical group for the Po¨schl–

Teller potentials, whenl1k is an integer.6 We emphasize here the fact that the SU~1, 1! approach
seems more natural, for it extends easily and naturally to noninteger values ofl1k.

In fact, the Po¨schl–Teller potential~1.1!, sometimes called PT of the first type, is close
related to several other potentials, widely used in molecular and solid state physics.

• The symmetric Po¨schl–Teller potential well, given byl5k>1, is

Vl~x!52V0

l~l21!

sin2 x/a
. ~1.2!

This potential may be periodized with periodpa/2, instead ofpa.

• The same potential, for 1/2<l,1, is known as the Scarf potential.7 This is no longer a well,
but an inverted well, that is, a peak between two infinite negative wells. When perio
over the whole line, this is a good model for a 1-D crystal~as a smooth substitute to th
well-known Kronig–Penney model!, since the spectrum of the corresponding Hamilton
has a band structure. The nonsymmetric extension of the Scarf potential has s
properties.8 Interestingly, both cases admit SU~1, 1! as a dynamical group, although th
representations underlying the band part are those of the complementary series.

• There exists also the so-called scattering~or modified! Pöschl–Teller potentials, obtained b
replacing the trigonometric functions in~1.1! by their hyperbolic counterparts.5 A special
case is the Rosen-Morse potential,9 which is simply the symmetric version of the previou
one. These potentials are widely used in molecular physics, and they have the same d
cal group SU~1, 1! ~but again other representations are involved!. For a review of this case
and its applications, we refer to Refs. 10–12.

In this article we present and study families of coherent states~CSs! adapted to the infinite wel
and to the Po¨schl–Teller potentials. We call these statesadaptedandcoherentbecause they are
direct generalization of the standard ones corresponding to the harmonic oscillator13 ~for an ex-
tensive and up-to-date bibliography see, for instance, Ref. 14!. We recall that the Schro¨dinger-
Klauder-Glauber CS reads

uz&5e2uzu2/2(
n>0

zn

An!
un&. ~1.3!

We extend them in a sense already explained in Refs. 15–17 and briefly sketched in the foll
We first consider in~1.3! the ketsun& as the eigenstates of the infinite well~resp. Po¨schl–Teller!
Hamiltonian H corresponding to the eigenvalue\ven , n>0, e050. Next, analogous to the
pioneering work of Jackson,18 we replace in the square root the factorialn! by the generalized
factorial @en#! 5e1 ...en , to get the so-called action identity16

^zuHuz&5\vuzu2. ~1.4!
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Note that similar factorial ‘‘deformations’’ in the construction of coherent states already appe
Refs. 19 and 20. We finally require~temporal! stability for our new family of coherent states und
the action of the evolution operatore2 iHt /\ ~see Ref. 16 and Sec. VII of this work for details!. Our
interest in these infinite well and Po¨schl–Teller coherent states lies mostly in the simplicity of t
formulas involved. We have here at our disposal a nice tool for examining many quantum fea
such as probability densities, autocorrelation, mean values of observables, Heisenberg ineq
semiclassical limits, and others.

The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe the classical motion in an in
square-well potential and in a Po¨schl–Teller potential. In our opinion, it is essential to recall th
elementary~and pedagogical!! material for the subsequent discussions on a quantum level.
tions III and IV are devoted to the quantum infinite well and Po¨schl–Teller potentials, respec
tively. In particular, we give here an up-to-date survey of the nontrivial questions of
adjointness for some of the most familiar physical observables. We examine in Sec.
questions related to various limits: semiclassical\→0, n\5const, infinite narrownessa→0,
infinite width a→`, Pöschl–Teller→infinite well, and others. We describe in Sec. VI the d
namical symmetry algebrasu(1,1) common to both models and underlying their integrability.
Sec. VII we first review the general construction of ‘‘action-angle’’ or rather ‘‘energy-tim
coherent states before giving their explicit form and their most immediate mathematical prop
in the infinite well case, and in the Po¨schl–Teller case~Sec. VIII!. Section IX is devoted to the
most interesting physical properties of our states, and in particular to the revival feature
present, which are well illustrated by the large number of figures shown there. Finally. S
summarizes the discussion about the role of coherent states when expressed in terms of
angle variables.

A final lesson of the article is that a comprehensive study of quantum mechanics requir
only algebra, or numerical simulations, but also a precise use of functional analysis. Th
points of the latter are not mathematical pedantry; they express deep physical properties.

II. THE CLASSICAL PROBLEM

A. Classical infinite well

It is worthwhile to start out this article with a short pedagogical review of the class
behavior of a particle of massm trapped in an infinite well of widthpa.

For a nonzero energy

E5 1
2 mv2, ~2.1!

there corresponds a speed

v5A2E

m
~2.2!

for a position 0,x,pa. There are perfect reflections at the boundaries of the well. So the m
is periodic with period~the ‘‘round trip time’’! T equal to

T5
2pa

v
52paAm

2E
. ~2.3!

With the initial conditionx(0)50, the time behavior of the position is then given by~see Fig. 3!

0<t< 1
2 T: x5vt,

~2.4!1
2 T<t<T: x52pa2vt,

and of course
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x~ t1nT!5x~ t !. ~2.5!

Consequently the velocity is a periodized Haar function~Fig. 4!:

v5v (
n50

1`

@1@nT,~n11/2!T#21@~n11/2!T,~n11!T## ~2.6!

~here1B denotes the characteristic function of a setBPR!, whereas the acceleration is the sup
position of two Dirac combs on the half-line~Fig. 5!:

g5 (
n50

1`

@dnT2d~n11/2!T#. ~2.7!

The average position and average velocity of the particle are then

x̄5
1

T E
0

T

x~ t !dt5
pa

2
, v̄50, ~2.8!

whereas the mean square dispersions are

Ax22 x̄25
pa

2)
, Av22 v̄25A2E

m
. ~2.9!

Note the standard Fourier expansion for the position and the velocity, respectively,

FIG. 3. The positionx(t) of the particle trapped in the infinite square-well of widthpa, as a function of time.

FIG. 4. The velocityv(t) of the particle in the infinite square-well: periodized Haar function.
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x~ t !5
pa

2
2

4a

p (
n50

`
1

~2n11!2 cos
2p

T
~2n11!t, ~2.10!

v~ t !54
v
p (

n50

`
1

2n11
sin

2p

T
~2n11!t. ~2.11!

Figure 6 shows the phase trajectory of the system. This trajectory encircles a surface
equal to the action variable

A5
1

2p R pdq5mva, ~2.12!

whereq5x andp5mv are canonically conjugate. Note the other expressions forA:

FIG. 5. The accelerationg(t) of the particle of the particle in the infinite square-well.

FIG. 6. Phase trajectory of the particle in the infinite square-well.
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A5
2pa2m

T
5

mv2T

2p
5aA2mE. ~2.13!

The action-angle variables (A,w) are obtained through the canonical transformation~q de-
notes the step function!

w5sgn~p!
q

a
1q~2p!2p ~mod 2p!, ~2.14!

A5upua, ~2.15!

with generating function equal to the Maupertuis action, as should be expected:

S052pnA1S0
princ,

~2.16!
S0

princ5Aw5pq1upuq~2p!a, wP~0,2p!.

Finally, note the time evolution of the angle variable:

w5
v

a
t1w0[at1w0 . ~2.17!

B. Pöschl–Teller potentials

The solution to the equations of motion with the potentials~1.1! is straightforward, in spite of
the rather heavy expression of the latter. The turning pointsx6 of the periodic motion at a given
energyE are given by

x65a arccosFa2b

2
6ADG , ~2.18!

whereD5(121/2(Aa1Ab)2)(121/2(Aa2Ab)2), a5(V0 /E)l(l21), b5(V0 /E)k(k21).
So, the motion is possible only if

E.
V0

2
~Al~l21!1Ak~k21! !2. ~2.19!

The time evolution of the position is given by

x~ t !5a arccosFa2b

2
1AD cosSA2E

m

t

aD G ,
~2.20!x~0!5x2 .

Hence the period is

T52paAm

2E
. ~2.21!

It is remarkable that the periodT does not depend on the strengthV0 , nor onl andk.
The action variableA satisfies the relationdA/dE5T/2p, and thus

A5aA2mE1const. ~2.22!
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The constant is determined by the condition thatA50 for E5Vmin , that is, const
52aA2mVmin. The Pöschl–Teller potentialV(x) reaches its minimum at the locationx0 defined
by

tan2
x0

2a
5Ak~k21!

l~l21!
. ~2.23!

So we have, in agreement with~2.19!,

Vmin5V~x0!5
V0

2
@Al~l21!1Ak~k21!#2, ~2.24!

and, consequently,

A5aA2mE2aAmV0@Al~l21!1Ak~k21!#. ~2.25!

It is worthwhile to compare~2.21! and ~2.25! with their respective infinite well counterpart
~2.3! and~2.13!. We should also check that the time behavior~2.20! of x(t) goes into~2.4! at the
limits a,b→0. We give in Figures 7–9 the curves forx(t), v(t) and g(t), respectively, in the
particular symmetric casel5k52, for two different values of the energy, namely,E58V0 and
E516V0 . Figure 10 shows the corresponding phase trajectory in the plane~q5x, p5mv!. Note
that, in the general case, the equation for the latter reads~at energyE!

p56
A2mE

sinq/a F12~a1b!1~a2b!cos
q

a
2cos2

q

a G1/2

. ~2.26!

Finally, let us give the canonical transformation leading to the action-angle variables

w5arccos
1

AD
Fcos

q

a
2

a2b

2 G , ~2.27!

A5a@p212mV~q!#1/2. ~2.28!

FIG. 7. The positionx(t) of the particle in the symmetric Po¨schl–Teller potentiall5k52: ~a! E58V0 , T5p/2; and~b!
E516V0 , T5p/2& ~compare Fig. 3!.
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The Maupertuis action generating~2.25! is given by

S0~u!52pnA1S0
princ~u!,

S0
princ~u!52aA2mEE

u2

u

@12~a1b!1~a2b!s2s2#1/2
ds

12s2

with u5cosx/a. The last integral may be calculated explicitly, but the result is not illuminati

FIG. 8. The velocityv(t) of the particle in the symmetric~2,2! Pöschl–Teller potential, for the same values ofE andT as
in Fig. 7 ~compare Fig. 4!.

FIG. 9. The accelerationg(t) of the particle in the symmetric~2,2! Pöschl–Teller potential, for the same values ofE and
T as in Fig. 7~compare Fig. 5!.
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III. THE QUANTUM PROBLEM FOR THE INFINITE WELL

Any quantum system trapped inside the infinite well 0<x<pa must have its wave function
equal to zero outside the well. It is thus natural to impose on the wave functions the bou
conditions

c~x!50, x>pa and x<0. ~3.1!

Since the movement takes place only inside the interval@0,pa#, we may as well ignore the rest o
the line and replace the conditions~3.1! by the following ones:

cPL2~@0,pa#,dx!, c~0!5c~pa!50. ~3.2!

Alternatively, one may consider the periodized well and impose the same periodic bou
conditions, namely,c(npa)50, ;nPZ.

In either case, stationary states of the trapped particle of massm are easily found from the
eigenvalue problem for the Schro¨dinger operator. For reasons to be justified in the sequel,
choose the shifted Hamiltonian:

H[Hw52
\2

2m

d2

dx22
\2

2ma2 . ~3.3!

Then

C~x,t !5e2 iHt /\C~x,0!, ~3.4!

whereC(x,0)[c(x) obeys the eigenvalue equation

Hc~x!5Ec~x!, ~3.5!

together with the boundary conditions~3.1!. Normalized eigenstates and corresponding eigen
ues are then given by

FIG. 10. Upper part of the phase trajectory of the particle the symmetric~2,2! Pöschl–Teller system, for the same value
of E andT as in Fig. 7~compare Fig. 6!.
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cn~x!5A 2

pa
sin~n11!

x

a
[^xun&, 0<x<pa, ~3.6!

Hun&5Enun&, n50,1,..., ~3.7!

En5
\2

2ma2 n~n12![\ven , ~3.8!

with

v5
\

2ma2 [
2p

Tr
and en5n~n12!, n50,1,...,

whereTr is the ‘‘revival’’ time to be compared with the purely classical round trip time given
~2.3!. Now the Bohr–Sommerfeld quantization rule applied to the classical action gives

aA2mE5A5~n11!\, ~3.9!

so

E5~n11!2
\2

2ma2 5En1
\2

2ma2 , n50,1,... . ~3.10!

Thus here the Bohr–Sommerfeld quantization is exact,2 despite the presence of the extra te
\2/2ma2 which follows from our particular choice of zero in the energy scale@see~3.3!#.

After these elementary considerations, let us have a closer look at the functional anal
our problem, following mostly Refs. 4 and 21. We shall denote byH the state space of the infinit
well, that is, the closure of the linear span of the orthonormal set$un&,nPN%. In the
x-representation, of course,H5L2(@0,pa#,dx). We also denote byAC(0,pa) the set of abso-
lutely continuous functions on@0,pa# whose derivatives belong toL2(@0,pa#,dx) and by
AC2(0,pa) the set of functions inL2(@0,pa#,dx) whose weak derivatives are inAC(0,pa) @we
recall that, roughly speaking, a function is absolutely continuous iff it is the indefinite~Lebesgue!
integral of an integrable function#.

We begin with the Hamiltonian~3.3!. More precisely, we define the infinite well Hamiltonia
as the unbounded operatorH[Hw in L2(@0,pa#,dx), acting as~3.3!, on the dense domain

D~Hw!5$cPAC2~0,pa!uc~0!5c~pa!50%. ~3.11!

On this domain,Hw is self-adjoint, with purely discrete, nondegenerate spectrum$En5\ven ,n
50,1,...%, and the corresponding eigenfunctions$cn ,n50,1,...% form an orthonormal basis. Fur
thermore, the resolvent

Rw~2\v![~Hw1\v!215
1

\v (
n50

`
1

~n11!2 un&^nu

is a trace-class operator, with trace norm and Hilbert–Schmidt norm, respectively:

iRw~2\v!i15
1

\v (
n50

`
1

~n11!2 5
p2

6

1

\v
,

iRw~2\v!i25
1

\v F (
n50

`
1

~n11!4G1/2

5
p2

A90

1

\v
.
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At this stage, it is instructive to compare the Hamiltonian of the infinite well with that of a
particle constrained on a circle of radiusa/2. Here also, the Hilbert space isL2(@0,pa#,dx). The
HamiltonianHc has the same expression asHw[H, but on the domain

D~Hc!5$cPAC2~0,pa!uc~0!5c~pa!,c8~0!5c8~pa!%, ~3.12!

and it is also self-adjoint on its domain. The spectrum is again purely discrete, the eigen
coincide with half of those ofHw , namely,E2n215\ve2n21 , n51,2,..., but each of them is
doubly degenerate, and there is the additional, simple eigenvalue corresponding ton50, namely,
e21521. The eigenfunctions are

HA 2

pa
sin 2n

x

a
,n51,2,...;A 2

pa
cos 2n

x

a
,n50,1,2,...J , ~3.13!

and they constitute another orthonormal basis ofL2(@0,pa#,dx). Thus, there exists a unitar
correspondence between the two bases~3.6! and ~3.13!. However, the explicit form of this map
rests on the full Hilbert space structure and not only on simple trigonometric identities~see also
later in this work!.

This is another instance of the well-known fact that the physics is determined by the bou
conditions, not only by the differential expression of the operator.

Now we turn to the canonical position and momentum operators. The position opera
Q5x, acting onL2(@0,pa#,dx). It is bounded and self-adjoint. As for the momentum, the natu
choice is the operatorP052 id/dx, acting on the dense domain

D~P0!5$cPAC~0,pa!uc~0!5c~pa!50%. ~3.14!

This operator is closed and symmetric, butnot self-adjoint. Since its defect indices are~1,1!, P0

has self-adjoint extensions, in fact an infinite number of them, indexed by the points of a
circle, namelyPa52 i\d/dx, acting on the dense domain

D~Pa!5$cPAC~0,pa!uc~pa!5ac~0!, uau51%. ~3.15!

For simplicity, we choosea51, that is, periodic boundary conditions. Any other choicePa ,a
Þ1, is physically acceptable, and yields similar results.

The operatorP[P1 is a valid candidate for the momentum observable. Its spectrum is pu
discrete and nondegenerate,s(P)5$2n\/a,n50,61,62,...%, with corresponding eigenfunction
xn(x)51/Apa exp(i2nx/a). The trouble is that none of these belongs to the domain of the Ha
tonianHw! And indeed, one has

P2

2m
ÞHw1

\2

2ma2 , ~3.16!

since

D~P2!5$cPAC2~0,pa!uc~0!5c~pa!,c8~0!5c8~pa!%,

so that, up to the constant\2/2ma2,P2/2m coincides with the HamiltonianHc of a particle on a
circle, notHw!

To conclude, we evaluate the canonical commutation relations~CCRs!, which take the stan-
dard form

@Q,P#5 i\I , ~3.17!
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on the domainD(QP)ùD(PQ)5D(P0), as given in~3.14!. Correspondingly, we obtain th
uncertainty relations in the eigenstatescn of the HamiltonianHw @compare with the classical cas
~2.8! and ~2.9!#:

^Q&n5
pa

2
,

^Q2&n5a2S p2

3
2

1

2~n11!2D ,

~3.18!
^P&n50,

^P2&n5
1

a2 \2~n11!2,

where ^•&n[^cnu•ucn&. Note that, in the last relation,cnPD(P), but cn¹D(P2), so that we
really mean^P2&n[iPcni2. Also, according to Ref. 3, the relation̂P&n50 expresses the fac
that the current associated to the particle vanishes identically.

Taking all these relations together, we obtain the uncertainties

^DQ&n
25^Q2&n2^Q&n

25a2S p2

12
2

1

2~n11!2D>a2S p2

12
2

1

2D ,

^DP&n
25^P2&n2^P&n

25
1

a2 \2~n11!2>
\2

a2 ,

and the uncertainty relations

^DQ&n^DP&n5\S ~n11!2p2

12
2

1

2D 1/2

>\S p2

12
2

1

2D 1/2

.0.57\.
1

2
\, ~3.19!

as expected for a quantum state which isnot of minimal uncertainty. We will make similar
considerations in Sec. IX for the case of coherent states.

However, although the CCRs~3.17! look perfectly normal, they still lead to inconsistencie
because of the unbounded character of the operators. The problem arises, for instance, w
tries to prove the absence of condensation in a one-dimensional interacting Bose gas,22 by first
putting the system in a finite box of lengthL with periodic boundary conditions, and then takin
the thermodynamic limitL→`. The key ingredient is the Bogoliubov inequality, namely

1
2 b^AA* 1A* A&b^@@C,H#,C* #&b>u^@C,A#&bu2, ~3.20!

whereH is the Hamiltonian, and̂X&b5Tr(e2bHX)/Tr(e2bH) denotes the thermal average of th
observableX with respect to the temperatureT5(kb)21 and the HamiltonianH. In the relation
~3.20!, A andC are observables of the system which are to be chosen in a convenient way
specific application. The inequality~3.20! is perfectly valid for bounded operators, but some c
must be exercised with domains in the case of unbounded ones, lest absurdities follow!

In the present case, there are two possibilities. The first one22 consists in keeping the CCR
~3.17!, introducing a generalized notion of state as a quadratic form and generalizing the
liubov inequality~3.20! in a corresponding way. This indeed allows one to prove the absen
condensation in the Bose gas for a reasonable class of interactions, including of course a
free particles.

An alternative23 consists in keeping~3.20! unchanged, but generalizing the usual algebr
formalism to the quasi-*algebra generated by the operatorsQ, P. By this we mean the following.
Define the dense domain
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D5$cPC`~0.pa!uc~k!~0!5c~k!~pa!,k50,1,...%. ~3.21!

Then it is easy to see that

D5ù
k50

`

D~Pk!,

and this gives toD a natural structure of Fre´chet space. From this one gets a rigged Hilbert sp

D,L2~@0,pa#,dx!,D8,

whereD8 denotes the strong dual ofD. DefineA5L(D,D8) as the space of all continuous line
maps fromD into D8. This space then carries a natural structure of quasi-*algebra in the sense o
Ref. 24. Roughly speaking, this means thatA obeys the usual rules of algebra, except that
productAB of two elements ofA is well defined iff one of them leaves the domainD invariant.
But then the canonical commutator@Q,P#, when viewed as an element ofA, becomes

@Q,P#5 i\~ I 2pad̂~x!!, ~3.22!

whered̂(x) denotes the multiplication operatorD{w°d(x)wPD8, an element ofA. Then, with
the modified CCR~3.22!, the usual Bogoliubov inequality~3.20! holds onA and the standard
argument for proving the absence of condensation applies. The same reasoning can be ma
any other momentum observablePa aÞ1, only the r.h.s. of~3.22! becomes slightly more
complicated.23

This somewhat long digression should convince the reader that the infinite well probl
really singular, and therefore formal considerations, in particular with respect to boundary c
tions, may be misleading~see, for instance, Ref. 25 or 26!!

In the light of the preceding results, the time evolution~3.4! is trivial. On one hand, we can
expandC(x,0)[c(x) in terms of the basis of eigenvectorscn given in ~3.6!:

C~x,0!5 (
n50

`

cncn~x!,

and thus

C~x,t !5 (
n50

`

cne2 iHt /\cn~x!5 (
n50

`

cne2 iEnt/\cn~x!5 (
n50

`

cncn~x,t !.

Alternatively, one may obtain the same result27 with help of the propagator~Green function!
G(x2x0 ,t):

C~x,t !5E
0

pa

G~x2x0 ,t !C~x0,0!dx0 . ~3.23!

Since the Green function is the solution with initial conditiond(x2x0) at t50 @we must take, of
course,x0P(0,pa)#, we may write
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G~x2x0 ,t !5e2 iHt /\d~x2x0!

5e2 iHt /\ (
n50

`

cn~x0!cn~x!

5 (
n50

`

cn~x0!e2 iEnt/\cn~x!

5 (
n50

`

cn~x0!cn~x,t !.

Here we have used the relation

d~x2x0!5 (
n50

`

cn~x0!cn~x! ⇔ ^x0ux&5 (
n50

`

^x0un&^nux&,

which expresses the completeness of the basis$un&%.
Inserting the value ofG(x2x0 ,t) into ~3.23!, we get indeed

C~x,t !5E
0

pa

(
n50

`

cn~x0!cn~x,t !C~x0,0!dx0

5 (
n50

`

cn~x,t !E
0

pa

cn~x0!C~x0,0!dx0

5 (
n50

`

cncn~x,t !.

Next we turn to the momentum representation. Since the spectrum of the operatoP is
discrete, the Hilbert space in the momentum representation reduces to the spacel 2 of square
summable sequences. This is just a reformulation of the theory of Fourier series, as oppose
Fourier integral that makes the transition between the position and the momentum represe
for quantum mechanics on the full lineR. This fact has been overlooked, for instance, in Ref.
@nothing, of course, forbids one to take the Fourier integral transform of the infinite well w
functionC(x,t), but the result is just a mathematically equivalent version of the same objecnot
the momentum representation wave function#. Thus an arbitrary statecPH is expressed in terms
of the eigenstatesxn of P,

c5 (
n52`

`

anxn , an5^xnuc&, thus ĉ[$an%P l 2.

For instance, we obtain for the energy eigenstates

c2k11~x!52
i

&
@xk11~x!2x2k21~x!#, ~3.24!

c2k~x!52
4

p (
n52`

`
2k11

4n22~2k11!2 xn~x!. ~3.25!

These relations constitute in fact the unitary correspondence between two different orthon
bases, as discussed after~3.13!, and the map is indeed nontrivial.
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A last topic that would deserve to be discussed is the solution of the infinite well proble
the path integral formalism. However, this is treated in full detail in Ref. 28, so we will ref
from reproducing it here.

IV. THE SAME FOR PÖSCHL–TELLER

Pöschl–Teller potentials were originally introduced in a molecular physics context. The
ergy eigenvalues and corresponding eigenstates are solutions to the Schro¨dinger equation

F2
\2

2m

d2

dx2 1
V0

2 S l~l21!

cos2 x/2a
1

k~k21!

sin2 x/2aD2
\2

8ma2 ~l1k!2Gc~x!5Ec~x!, 0<x<pa,

~4.1!

where we have also shifted the Hamiltonian of the trapped particle of massm by an amount equa
to 2(\2/8ma2)(l1k)2. Here, too, as for the infinite well, we have the choice of putting
potential equal to infinity outside the interval@0,pa#, or periodizing the problem, with period
2pa.

Since the potential strength is overdetermined by specifyingV0 , l andk simultaneously, we
can freely put for convenience, as in Refs. 3 and 5,

V05
\2

4ma2 . ~4.2!

With this choice, and the boundary conditions~BC! c(0)5c(pa)50, the normalized eigenstate
and the corresponding eigenvalues, all of them simple, are given by

Cn~x!5@cn~k,l!#21/2S cos
x

2aD lS sin
x

2aD k

2F1S 2n,n1l1k;k1
1

2
;sin2

x

2aD , ~4.3!

wherecn(k,l) is a normalization factor that can be given analytically whenk andl are positive
integers,2F1 is a hypergeometric function, and

En5
\2

2ma2 n~n1l1k![\ven , n50,1,..., ~4.4!

with

v5
\

2ma2 , en5n~n1l1k!, l,k.1. ~4.5!

Note that the Bohr–Sommerfeld rule applied to the canonical action~2.25! yields @here we do
not impose the normalization~4.2!#:

aA2mE2aAmV0@Al~l21!1Ak~k21!#5\~n1 1
2!,

that is,

En5
\2

2ma2 S n1
1

2D 2

1
\

ma
AmV0S n1

1

2D @Al~l21!1Ak~k21!#

1
V0

2
@Al~l21!1Ak~k21!#2. ~4.6!

This formula is interesting on two counts at least.
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~a! The first term in~4.6! gives, apart from the term 1/2 in (n11/2), the exact spectrum of th
infinite well. More precisely, these values of the energy may be obtained simply by le
V0→0 in V(x) and keeping in mind thatV5` outside@0,pa#.

~b! In the limit V0→`, the first term in~4.6! can be neglected and one is left, up to a global,V0

dependent, shift, with the spectrum of a harmonic oscillator with elementary quantum

\v5\A V0

ma2 @Al~l21!1Ak~k21!#.

Hence, the Po¨schl–Teller potential interpolates between the square-well and the harm
oscillator.

As we did in the case of the infinite well, let us examine now the functional-analytic pro
ties of the Po¨schl–Teller Hamiltonian. The Schro¨dinger equation~4.1! is an eigenvalue equatio
for an ordinary differential Sturm–Liouville operator, which is singular at both ends of the inte
@0,pa# ~see, for instance, Ref. 29!. The situation now depends on the values ofl andk, as follows
from the thorough analysis of Gesztesyet al.30 In particular, there exist critical valuesl, k5 3

2,
although one would naively expect the value 1 to play that role.

Let Ṫ be the minimal differential operator, that is, the operator defined by the differe
expression~4.1! on the spaceC0

`(0,pa) of C` functions with~compact! support strictly contained
in the open interval (0,pa). Then, we have the following.

• If l, k> 3
2, the operatorṪ is in the limit point case at both endsx50, pa, thus it is

essentially self-adjoint and its closureHPT automatically satisfies Dirichlet BCs atx50 and
x5pa, i.e., c(0)5c(pa)50.

• If l> 3
2.k, the operatorṪ is in the limit point case atx5pa, but in the limit circle case at

x50; hence the defect indices of its closure are~1,1! and we need a BC atx50 for defining
a self-adjoint extension; quite naturally, we choose the Dirichlet BC, the one atx5pa being
automatic.

• If k> 3
2.l, the operatorṪ is in the limit point case atx50, but in the limit circle case a

x5pa; again we impose a Dirichlet BC atx5pa, the one atx50 being automatic.

• If 1
2,l, k, 3

2, the operatorṪ is in the limit circle case at both endsx50, pa, the defect
indices are~2,2!, and we have to impose two BCs, again chosen as Dirichlet. Notice tha
Dirichlet BC may be written asc(0)5c(pa)50 in the first, regular, case, but it takes
more complicated form in the singular cases.30 Clearly this choice of boundary conditions
dictated by physics, namely, it is the same as for the infinite well. One may also say th
chosen self-adjoint extension ofṪ is obtained by analytic extension from large positi
valuesl, k> 3

2, since, in this context, everything depends analytically onl, k.

In all four cases, we define the Po¨schl–Teller Hamiltonian as the self-adjoint operatorHPT in
L2(@0,pa#,dx), acting as the left-hand side of~4.1!, on the dense domain

D~HPT!5$cPAC2~0,pa!uVPTcPL2~@0,pa#,dx! and c satisfies a Dirichlet BC atx50,pa%,

~4.7!

whereVPT is the Pöschl–Teller potential. The Po¨schl–Teller Hamiltonian has pure point spectru
without multiplicity, and given byEn5(\2/2ma2)n(n1l1k)[\ven , n50,1,..., as given in
~4.4!, with corresponding eigenvectors~4.3!. Notice that these eigenfunctions belong to the d
main D(HPT), since they satisfy the boundary conditions~by assumption5!.

Several remarks are in order at this point.

~1! First, the case1
2,l, k,1 ~the mixed cases have no physical relevance! corresponds to the

inverted well, yet the spectrum ofHPT remains unchanged, that is, pure point and positi
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Although the potential is now attractive, it is too close to the walls to allow negative en
bound states. This counterintuitive situation follows, of course, from the Dirichlet BC
make the walls impenetrable and thus confine the particle inside of the interval. On the
hand, forl or k, 1

2, the problem is of a different nature and the analysis of Ref. 30 does
apply any more ~presumably, here one faces again the ‘‘fall towards the cen
phenomenon2!.

~2! Next, one may choose different BCs for defining a self-adjoint extension ofṪ. An interesting
choice is to take the full periodicity interval@2pa,pa#, that is, (2pa,0)ø(0,pa), and to
impose to bothc and c8 continuity conditions atx50 and periodic BCs atx56pa. The
resulting self-adjoint HamiltonianHPT

per also has a pure point spectrum, namely$n(n1l
1k),(n11)(n112l2k),n50,1,2,...%, with all eigenvalues simple. Forl5k51, one in-
deed recovers the doubly degenerate spectrum of the circle HamiltonianHc of Sec. III.

~3! Finally, the real difference with respect to the values ofl, k comes when one periodizes th
Pöschl–Teller Hamiltonian over the whole line, that is, onR\paZ, with continuity BCs at
xPpaZ. Then, if l> 3

2 or k> 3
2, the periodized HamiltonianHR

per is self-adjoint, and has a
pure point spectrum, with each eigenvalue of infinite multiplicity. On the contrary, if1

2,l,
k< 3

2, then HR
per really looks as the Hamiltonian of a 1-D crystal, and, indeed, it has

eigenvalue and its spectrum has a band structure, that is, it is purely continuous with infi
many gaps.7,8,30

Coming back to the interval@0,pa#, the resolvent of the Po¨schl–Teller HamiltonianHPT

reads

RPTS 2
1

4
\v~l1k!2D[S HPT1

1

4
\v~l1k!2D 21

5
1

\v (
n50

`
1

Fn1
1

2
~l1k!G2 un,l,k&^n,l,ku,

whereun,l,k& denotes the eigenfunctionCn of ~4.3!. As before, it is a trace-class operator, wi
trace norm:

IRPTS 2
1

4
\v~l1k!2D I

1

5
1

\v (
n50

`
1

Fn1
1

2
~l1k!G2 .

Note that the Hilbert space and the momentum observableP remain the same as in the case of t
infinite well. Thus, the previous discussion remains valid and the same difficulties are prese
instance, as for~3.16!, P2/2m doesnot coincide with the first term ofHPT. Also one can calculate
at least in principle, the analogs of~3.24! and ~3.25!, which are simply the Fourier series expa
sion of the Po¨schl–Teller energy eigenstatesCn .

V. THE LIMITS

In this section, we shall investigate various limiting cases. Let us begin with the infi
square-well. Since the natural dimensionless variable isy5x/a, we may rewrite the Hamiltonian
~3.3! in terms ofy, and we get the scaling equation

HW[HW@a#5
1

a2 HW@1#. ~5.1!

The operatorHW@1# is self-adjoint inL2(@0,p#,dy), its eigenvalues areEn@1#5(\2/2m)n(n
12), and one has the scaling lawEn@a#5(1/a2)En@1#. From these relations, the two limitsa
→0 ~infinitely narrow well! anda→` ~infinitely large well! are trivial. The spectrum keeps th
same shape, only the eigenvalues scale as 1/a2.
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The same considerations apply to the Po¨schl–Teller Schro¨dinger equation~4.1!. If we do not
impose the normalization relation~4.2!, we get the scaling relation

HPT[HPT@a,V0#5
1

a2 HPT@1,a2V0#. ~5.2!

With ~4.2!, this becomes, exactly as for the infinite well,

HPT@a#5
1

a2 HPT@1#, ~5.3!

and the same for the eigenvalues. Thus, when the well gets narrower asa→0, the eigenvalues
increase as 1/a2, but the spectrum keeps the same shape. Similarly,a→` impliesV0→0, and the
spacing between successive eigenvalues goes to zero: in the limit, we recover a free partic
continuous energy spectrum@0, `!.

Next we analyze the limitl, k→1, that is, the limit Po¨schl–Teller→infinite square-well. For
simplicity, we take the symmetric casel5k, with Pöschl–Teller potential~1.2!. As in the case of
the infinite square-well, the symmetric Po¨schl–Teller Hamiltonian is self-adjoint and its resolve

RPT~2\vl2![~HPT1\vl2!215
1

\v (
n50

`
1

~n1l!2 un,l&^n,lu

is a trace-class operator, with trace norm:

iRPT~2\vl2!i15
1

\v (
n50

`
1

~n1l!2 .

As for the limit Pöschl–Teller→infinite square-well, the exact statement is thatHPT→HW in
strong resolvent sense asl→1, that is,RPT(z)→RW(z) strongly, for all nonrealz. This follows
from Ref. 4, Theorem VIII.25~a!, as we now prove. The domainC0

`(0,pa) is dense in
L2(@0,pa#,dx) and it is a core both forHW and forHPT@l#, for any l> 3

2.
21 Then, we obtain a

core forHPT@l#, 1,l, 3
2, by taking the setDPT5$c5f1c1c11c2c2 ,fPC0

`(0,pa)%, where
c1 and c2 are two solutions ofHPTx5k2x, Im k>0, chosen in such a way thatc obeys the
boundary conditions that defineHPT. In our case of Dirichlet BC, this implies30 that c150 and
c25Cn , the eigenfunction~4.3!, taken forl5k.

Choose any decreasing sequence$l j , j 51,2,...;l j.1,l j→1 as j→`%. Then, HPT@l j #c
→HWc, for eachc5f1cc2PDPT. Indeed,

iHPT@l j #c2HWci5 IVl j
~x!c2

\2

2ma2 ~l j
221!c I

5
\2

ma2 Il j~l j21!Fsin
x

aG22

c2
1

2
~l j

221!c I
5~l j21!

\2

ma2 S l j I Fsin
x

aG22

c I1
1

2
~l j11!ici D→0 as j→`,

since bothfPC0
`(0,pa) and c25Cn belong to the domain of@sinx/a#22. By the theorem

quoted, this implies thatHPT→HW in a strong resolvent sense. As a consequence, by Re
Theorem VIII.24, for each eigenvalueEn5\vn(n12) of the limiting operatorHW , there is, for
eachj, an eigenvalueEn@l j #5\vn(n12l j ) of HPT@l j # such thatEn@l j #→En as j→`. Put in
a simpler way, the eigenvaluesEn@l# are continuous inl andEn@l#→En asl→1, for eachn
50,1,2,.... .
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Finally, there is the semiclassical limit\→0, n\5const, but this problem is fully treated i
the literature, for instance, in Ref. 2, so we omit it.

VI. THE DYNAMICAL ALGEBRA su„1,1…

Behind the spectral structure of the infinite well or Po¨schl–Teller Hamiltonians, there exists
dynamical algebra generated by lowering and raising operators.17,31 The latter are defined by

aun&5Aenun21&, ~6.1!

a†un&5Aen11un11&, ~6.2!

with

en5n~n12!, for the infinite well,

en5n~n1l1k!, for the Pöschl-Teller potential,n50,1,2,... .

Then we note that the operator

XN5a†a ~6.3!

is diagonal with eigenvaluesen :

XNun&5enun&. ~6.4!

Note that the number operatorN,

Nun&5nun&, ~6.5!

is given in terms ofXN by

N52 1
2 ~l1k!1~XN1 1

4 ~l1k!2!1/2. ~6.6!

For any diagonal operatorD with eigenvaluesdn ,

Dun&5dnun&, ~6.7!

we denote its finite difference byD8. The latter is defined as the diagonal operator with eig
valuesdn8[dn112dn ,

D8un&5dn8un&. ~6.8!

More generally, themth finite differenceD (m) will be recursively defined by

D~m!5~D~m21!!8. ~6.9!

Now, from the infinite matrix representation~in the basisun&! of the operatorsa anda†,

a5S 0 Ae1 0 0 ...

0 0 Ae2 0 ...

0 0 0 Ae3 ...

... ... ... ... ...

D , ~6.10!
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a†5S 0 0 0 0 ...

Ae1 0 0 0 ...

0 Ae2 0 0 ...

0 0 Ae3 0 ...

... ... ... ... ...

D , ~6.11!

it is easy to check that

@a,a†#5S e12e0 0 0 ...

0 e22e1 0 ...

0 0 e32e2 0

... ... ... ...

D 5XN8 , ~6.12!

XN8 un&5en8un&, en85en112en52n13, resp. 2n111l1k. ~6.13!

We also check that, for any diagonal operatorD, we have

@a,D#5D8a,
~6.14!

@a†,D#52a†D8.

Therefore,

@a,XN8 #5XN9 a,

with

XN9 un&5en9un&5~en118 2en8!un&52un&. ~6.15!

So

XN9 52I , XN-50, ~6.16!

and

@a,XN8 #52a. ~6.17!

Similarly,

@a†,XN8 #522a†. ~6.18!

In summary, there exists a ‘‘dynamical’’ Lie algebra, which is generated by$a,a†,XN8 %. Then the
commutation rules

@a,a†#5XN8 , @a,XN8 #52a, @a†,XN8 #522a† ~6.19!

clearly indicate that it is isomorphic to

su~1,1!;sl~2,R!;so~2,1!. ~6.20!

A more familiar basis for~6.20! is given @in so(2,1) notation# by

L25
1

&
a, L15

1

&
a†, L125

1

2
XN8 , ~6.21!
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whereL12 is the generator of the compact subgroup SO~2!, namely,

@L6,L12#57L6, @L2,L1#5L12. ~6.22!

Note that if we add the operatorXN ~i.e., the HamiltonianH! to the set$a,a†,XN8 %, we obtain an
infinite-dimensional Lie algebra contained in the enveloping algebra. Indeed

@a,XN#5XN8 a, @a†,XN#52a†XN8 ,
~6.23!

@a,XN8 a#52a2, @a†,XN8 a#52XN8
222XN ,

etc. Note also the relation betweenXN andXN8 :

XN5 1
4 ~XN8

222XN8 23!, resp. 1
4 ~XN8

222XN8 2~l1k11!~l1k!!. ~6.24!

In the same vein, we note that the conditionXN-50 is necessary for obtaining a genuine L
algebra~instead of a subset of the enveloping algebra!. Therefore,su(1,1) is theonly dynamical
Lie algebra that can arise in such a problem.

It follows from the considerations above that the spaceH of statesun& carries some represen
tation of su(1,1). The latter is found by examining the formulas for thesu(1,1) discrete series
representation.32–34

Given h51/2,1,3/2,... the discrete series UIRUh is realized on the Hilbert spaceHh with
basis$uh,n&, nPN% through the following actions of the Lie algebra elements:

L12uh,n&5~h1n!uh,n&, ~6.25!

L2uh,n&5
1

&
A~2h1n21!nuh,n21&, ~6.26!

L1uh,n&5
1

&
A~2h1n!~n11!uh,n11&. ~6.27!

The representationUh fixes the Casimir operator

Q52L12~L1221!12L1L2 ~6.28!

to the following value:

QHh5h~h21!Hh . ~6.29!

Using ~6.21! and~6.26!, and comparing with~6.1!, ~6.2!, and~6.13!, we obtain the specific value
of h for the infinite well problem, namely,h53/2, so that we can make the identificationsH3/2

[H,u3/2,n&[un&. On the other hand, we obtain a continuous range of values for the Po¨schl–
Teller potentials:

h5
l1k11

2
.

3

2
, ~6.30!

and we shall denote the corresponding Hilbert spaces and states~3.6! by Hh and uh,n&, respec-
tively. The relation~6.30! simply means that we are here in the presence of the~abusively called!
discrete series representations of the universal covering of SU~1, 1!, except for the intervalh
P(1/2,3/2).
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VII. COHERENT STATES FOR THE INFINITE WELL

In a general setting, consider a strictly increasing sequence of positive numbers

05e0,e1,e2 ...,en,..., ~7.1!

which are eigenvalues of a self-adjoint positive operatorXN in some Hilbert spaceH,

XNun&5enun&, ~7.2!

where the set$un&, nPN% is an orthonormal basis ofH.16,31

There corresponds to~7.1! a ~generically infinite! dynamical Lie algebra with basi
$a,a†,XN8 ,...%, with the notation of the previous section. There also corresponds a contin
family $uz&, zPC(0,R),C% @C(0,R) is the open disk of center 0 and radiusR# of normalized
coherent states, eigenvectors of the operatora:

auz&5zuz&. ~7.3!

The explicit form of those coherent states is

uz&5
1

N~ uzu2! (
n>0

zn

Arn

un&, ~7.4!

where

r051, rn5e1e2¯en , n.0. ~7.5!

N(uzu2) is a normalization factor:

^zuz&51 ⇔ ~N~ uzu2!!25 (
n50

1` uzu2n

rn
. ~7.6!

Of course, these coherent states exist only if the radius of convergence

R5 lim sup
n→1`

An rn ~7.7!

is nonzero. In fact, different specific choices ofrn give rise to many different families of coheren
states, as illustrated in a series of recent works.35–38

Now suppose thatXN is ~up to a factor! the Hamiltonian for a quantum system,

H5\vXN . ~7.8!

Then the coherent states~7.4! evolve in time as

e2 iHt /\uz&5
1

N~ uzu2! (
n>0

zn

Arn

e2 iventun&. ~7.9!

If en}n, i.e., in the case of the harmonic oscillator, the temporal evolution of the coherent stuz&
reduces to a rotation in the complex plane, namely,e2 iHt /\uz&5uze2 ivt&. In general, however, we
will lose the temporal stability of our family of coherent states~7.4!. Hence, in order to restore it
we must extend our original definitions to the entire orbits

$e2 iHt /\uz&, zPC~0,R!, tPI %. ~7.10!
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The intervalI is the whole real line whenen is generic, whereas it can be restricted to a peri
that is, a finite interval@a, b#,

b2a5
2p

va
~7.11!

if enPaN. A straightforward calculation now shows that

^zuHuz&5^zu\vXNuz&5\vuzu2. ~7.12!

Therefore the quantityuzu2 is the average energy evaluated in the elementary quantum unit\v.
Note that

\uzu2[J ~7.13!

is simply the action variable in the case whereH is the Hamiltonian of the harmonic oscillator an
the variablez is given the meaning of a classical state in the phase spaceC. Indeed, the given
choice ofrn in ~7.5! ensures that̂zuHuz&5vJ for a general Hamiltonian.

On the other hand, introducing the dimensionless number

g5vt, gPvI , ~7.14!

we are naturally led to study the continuous family of states

uz,g&5
1

N~J! (
n>0

zne2 igen

Arn

un&. ~7.15!

These states, parametrized by (z,g)PC(0,R)3I , may be called ‘‘coherent’’ for several reason
First they are, by construction, eigenvectors of the operator

a~g![e2 igH/\vaeigH/\v, ~7.16!

namely,

a~g!uz,g&5zuz,g&. ~7.17!

They obey the temporal stability condition

e2 iHt /\uz,g&5uz,g1vt&. ~7.18!

Again, if we consider the harmonic oscillator case, we do not make any distinction betwee
argument of the complex parameterz and the angle variableg, since thenen5n and zne2 ign

5(ze2 ig)n, so that the only parameters we need areJ5uzu1/2 andg. The latter are easily identified
with the classical action-angle variables. We shall stick to the minimal parametrization set
present generalization and shall denote from now on our coherent states by

uJ,g&5
1

N~J! (
n>0

Jn/2e2 igen

Arn

un&. ~7.19!

In a suitable way16 ~see also the discussion in Sec. X!, it is also acceptable to regard the para
etrization~J, g! as ‘‘action-angle’’ variables, and it is convenient to refer to them as such, e
when keeping in mind the possibility of extendingAJ to the complex plane, i.e., replacingAJ
by z.
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Let us now make those things explicit in our problem of the infinite well. In that case,

rn5e1e2 ...en5
n! ~n12!!

2
, ~7.20!

uJ,g&5
1

N~J! (
n>0

Jn/2e2 ign~n12!

An! ~n12!!/2
un&. ~7.21!

The normalization factor is easily calculated in terms of the modified Bessel functionI n :39

~N~J!!252(
n50

1`
Jn

n! ~n12!!
~7.22!

5
2

J
I 2~2AJ!. ~7.23!

The radius of convergenceR5 lim supn→1`An n!(n12)!/2 is of course infinite. Moreover, since
the en’s here are natural numbers, the interval of variation of the evolution parameterg can be
chosen asI 5@0,2p#.

The positive constantsrn arise as moments of a probability distributionr(u),

rn5E
0

`

unr~u!du. ~7.24!

Also, r(u) is explicitly given in terms of the other modified Bessel functionKn ,39

r~u!5uK2~2Au!. ~7.25!

It is then immediate to check that the family$uJ,g&, JPR1, gP@0,2p#% resolves the unit opera
tor, i.e.,

I 5E uJ,g&^J,gudm~J,g!, ~7.26!

with

E ~• !dm~J,g!5
1

2p E
2p

p

dgE
0

1`

k~J!~• !dJ, ~7.27!

where

k~J!5N~J!2r~J!52I 2~2AJ!K2~2AJ!. ~7.28!

As it is well known, the overlap of two coherent states does not vanish in general. Expl
we have

^J8,g8uJ,g&5
2

N~J!N~J8! (
n>0

~JJ8!n/2

n! ~n12!!
e2 in~n12!~g2g8!. ~7.29!

If g5g8, we obtain a Bessel function

^J8,guJ,g&5
2

~JJ8!1/2N~J!N~J8!
I 2~2~JJ8!1/4!. ~7.30!

If gÞg8, we can give an integral representation of~7.29! in terms of a theta function and
Bessel functions:39
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^J8,g8uJ,g&5
ei ~g2g8!/4

ipN~J!N~J8!
E

0

p

dwu1S w

p
,2

g2g8

p D
3F2e2 i ~w2g1g8!

~JJ8!1/2 I 2~2~JJ8!1/4ei ~w2~g2g8!/21p/2!!

1
ei ~w1g2g8!

~JJ8!1/2 I 2~2~JJ8!1/4e2 i ~w1~g2g8!/22p/2!!G . ~7.31!

VIII. COHERENT STATES FOR THE PÖSCHL–TELLER POTENTIALS

The relations~7.20! and ~7.21! of the previous section are easily generalized to the pre
case. We shall list them without unnecessary comments.

From the energiesEn5\ven given by ~4.4!, we get the moments

rn5e1e2 ...en5n!
G~n1n11!

G~n11!
~8.1!

with n5l1k.2.
Thus, the coherent states read

uJ,g&5
@G~n11!#1/2

N~J! (
n>0

Jn/2e2 ign~n1n!

@n!G~n1n11!#1/2 un&. ~8.2!

The normalization is then given by

N~J!25G~n11! (
n>0

Jn

n!G~n1n11!
5

G~n11!

Jn/2 I n~2AJ!. ~8.3!

The radius of convergenceR is infinite. The interval of variation of the evolution parameterg is
generically the whole real line, unless the parametern is an integer.

The numbersrn are moments of a probability distributionr(u) involving the modified Besse
function Kn :

rn5E
0

`

unr~u!du, ~8.4!

with @compare with~7.25!#

r~u!5
2

G~n11!
un/2Kn~2Au!. ~8.5!

It might be useful to recall here the well-known relation between modified Bessel functions39

Kn~z!5
p

2 sinpn
@ I 2n~z!2I n~z!#, n¹Z. ~8.6!

The resolution of the unity is then explicitly given by

I 5E uJ,g&^J,gudm~J,g!, ~8.7!

with
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E ~• !dm~J,g!5 lim
G→`

1

2G E
2G

G

dgF E
0

1`

k~J!~• !dJG , ~8.8!

where

k~J!5N~J!2r~J!52I n~2AJ!Kn~2AJ!.

Finally, the overlap between two coherent states is given by the series

^J8,g8uJ,g&5
G~n11!

N~J!N~J8! (
n>0

~JJ8!n/2

n!G~n1n11!
e2 in~n1n!~g2g8!, ~8.9!

which reduces to a Bessel function forg5g8:

^J8,guJ,g&5
G~n11!

N~J!N~J8!

I n~2~JJ8!1/4!

~JJ8!n/4 . ~8.10!

At this point, we should emphasize the fact that, wheng50 andJ is taken as a complex
parameter, our temporally stable families of coherent states~7.21! and ~8.2! are nothing else bu
the temporal evolution orbits of the well-known Barut-Girardello coherent states for SU~1, 1!.40 It
seems that this connection between infinite square-well/Po¨schl–Teller potentials and the latter C
has not been pointed out so far.

In addition, we should also quote Nieto and Simmons,41 who have considered the infinit
square-well and the Po¨schl–Teller potentials as examples of their construction of coherent st
The latter are required to minimize an uncertainty relation or, equivalently, to be eigenvect
some ‘‘lowering operator’’A2 ~à la Barut-Girardello40!. However, those states have a tota
different meaning and should be considered only in the semiclassical limit.

IX. PHYSICAL FEATURES OF THE COHERENT STATES

In this section, we shall study the spatial and temporal features of the coherent states, t
together the infinite well CS~7.19! and the Po¨schl–Teller CS~8.2!, the former being obtained
from the latter simply by puttingn5l1k52. As ~infinite! superposition of stationary state
which are spatially and temporally periodic for integer values ofn, they should display nonam
biguous revivals and fractional revivals. Quantum revivals have recently attracted the inte
many authors and some of them have considered the infinite square-well as a toy-mo
preparing more realistic studies. But let us first recall the main definitions concerning the not
revival, as given in Ref. 42. For other related works, see Refs. 43–48; for updated referenc
also Ref. 26.

A revival of a wave function occurs when a wave function evolves in time to a state clo
reproducing its initial form. Afractional revivaloccurs when the wave function evolves in time
a state that can be described as a collection of spatially distributed subwave functions, e
which closely reproduces the shape of the initial wave function. If a revival corresponds to
alignments of nearest-neighbor energy eigenstates that constitute the wave function, it
asserted that a fractional revival corresponds to phase alignments of nonadjacent energy
states that constitute this wave function.

For a general wave packet of the form

uc~ t !&5 (
n>0

cne2 iEnt/\un&, ~9.1!

with Sn>0ucnu251, the concept of revival arises from the weighting probabilitiesucnu2. Suppose
that the expansion~9.1! is strongly weighted around a mean value^n& for the number operatorN,
Nun&5nun&:
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^cuNuc&5 (
n>0

nucnu2[^n&. ~9.2!

Let n̄PN be the closest integer tôn&. Assuming that the spreads'Dn[@^n2&2^n&2#1/2 is small
compared witĥ n&'n̄, we expand the energyEn in a Taylor series inn around the centrally
excited valuen̄:

En.En̄1En̄8~n2n̄!1 1
2 En̄9~n2n̄!21 1

6 En̄-~n2n̄!31..., ~9.3!

where each prime onEn̄ denotes a derivative. These derivatives define distinct time scal43

namely theclassical period Tcl52p\/uEn̄8u; the revival time trev52p\/(1/2uEn̄9u); the superre-
vival time tsr52p\/(1/6uEn̄-u); and so on. Inserting this expansion into the evolution fac
e2 iEnt/\ of ~9.1! allows us to understand the possible occurrence of a quasiperiodic revival
ture of the wave packet~9.1! accordingto the weighting probabilityn°ucnu2. In the present case
we have

En5
\

2ma2 n~n1n!5
\

2ma2 @ n̄~ n̄1n!1~2n̄1n!~n2n̄!1~n2n̄!2#. ~9.4!

So the first characteristic time is the ‘‘classical’’ period

Tcl5
2p\

2n̄1n

2ma2

\2 5
2pma2

\~ n̄1n/2!
, ~9.5!

which should be compared with the actual classical~Bohr–Sommerfeld! counterpart deduced from
~2.21! and ~2.25!,

T5
2pma2

A1aAmV0@Al~l21!1Ak~k21!#
. ~9.6!

The second characteristic time is the revival time

t rev5
4pma2

\
5~2n̄1n!Tcl . ~9.7!

There is no superrevival time here, because the energy is a quadratic function ofn.
With these definitions, the wave packet~9.1! reads in the present situation~up to a global

phase factor!:

uc~ t !&5 (
n>0

cne22p i @~n2n̄!t/Tcl1~n2n̄!2t/trev#un&. ~9.8!

Hence, it will undergo motion with the classical period, modulated by the revival phase.49 Since
Tcl!t rev for largen̄, the classical period dominates for small values oft ~mod t rev!, and the motion
is then periodic with periodTcl . As t increases from 0 and becomes nonnegligible with respec
t rev, the revival term (n2n̄)2t/t rev in the phase of~9.8! causes the wave packet to spread a
collapse. The latter gathers into a series of subsidiary waves, the fractional revivals, which
periodically with a period equal to a rational fraction ofTcl . Then, a full revival obviously occurs
at each multiple oft rev.

In order to put into evidence these revival structures for a given wave packetc(x,t)
5^xuc(t)&, an efficient method is to calculate its autocorrelation function49

A~ t !5^c~x,0!uc~x,t !&5 (
n>0

ucnu2e2 iEnt/\. ~9.9!
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Numerically, uA(t)u2 varies between 0 and 1. The maximumuA(t)u251 is reached whenc(x,t)
exactly matches the initial wave packetc(x,0), and the minimum 0 corresponds to nonoverla
ping: c(x,t) is far from the initial state. On the other hand, fractional revivals and fractio
‘‘superrevivals’’ appear~in the general case! as periodic peaks inuA(t)u2 with periods that are
rational fractions of the classical round trip timeTcl and the revival timet rev.

Since the weighting distributionucnu2 is crucial for understanding the temporal behavior of t
wave packet~9.1!, it is worthwhile to give also some general precisions of a statist
nature20,50,51before examining the special case of our coherent states. It is clear that the r
features will be more or less apparent, depending on the value of the deviation (n2n̄) ~relatively
to n! that is effectively taken into account in the construction of the wave packet. In this res
it is interesting to compareucnu2 with the Poissonian casên&ne2^n&/n! and with the Gaussian
case, (2p(Dn)2)21/2exp@2(n2^n&)2/2(Dn)2#.

A quantitative estimate is given by the so-called Mandel parameterQ20,50 defined as follows:

Q5
~Dn!2

^n&
21. ~9.10!

In the Poissonian case, we haveQ50, i.e.,Dn5^n&1/2. We say that the weighting distribution i
sub-Poissonian~resp. super-Poissonian! if Q,0 ~resp.Q.0!. In the super-Poissonian case, i.e
Dn.^n&1/2, the set of statesun& which contribute significantly to the wave packet can be rat
widely spread aroundn.^n&, and this may have important consequences for the propertie
localization and temporal stability of the wave packet.

When the wave packets are precisely our coherent states

uJ,g&5
1

N~J! (
n>0

Jn/2e2 ieng

Arn

un&, ~9.11!

the weighting distribution depends onJ,

ucnu25
Jn

N~J!2rn
, ~9.12!

and we can see the interesting statistical interplay with the probability distributionr(J) of which
the rn are the moments@see~7.24!#.

To simplify, we put

E~J![N~J!25 (
n>0

Jn

rn
5

G~n11!

Jn/2 I n~2AJ!, n>2. ~9.13!

The following mean values are easily computed, together with their asymptotic values for
J:39

^n&5
J

E~J!

d

dJ
E~J!5J

d

dJ
ln E~J!5AJ

I n11~2AJ!

I n~2AJ!
5AJ2

n

2
2

1

4
1OS 1

AJ
D . ~9.14!
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^n2&5
J

E~J!

d

dJ
J

d

dJ
E~J!

5AJ
I n11~2AJ!

I n~2AJ!
1J

I n12~2AJ!

I n~2AJ!

5^n&1J
I n12~2AJ!

I n~2AJ!

'AJ~AJ11! ~J@1!. ~9.15!

So, the dispersion is

~Dn!25J
I n12~2AJ!

I n~2AJ!
1^n&2^n&2

5
J

@ I n~2AJ!#2
~ I n12~2AJ!I n~2AJ!2@ I n11~2AJ!#2!1AJ

I n11~2AJ!

I n~2AJ!

'
AJ

2
, for J large. ~9.16!

Finally, the Mandel parameter is given explicitly by

Q5J
d

dJ
ln

d

dJ
ln E~J!5AJF I n12~2AJ!

I n11~2AJ!
2

I n11~2AJ!

I n~2AJ!
G . ~9.17!

It is easily checked that (I n11(x))2>I n(x)I n12(x), for any x>0, and thus,Q<0 for anyJ>0.
Note thatQ.0 for largeJ, while Q.2J for small J. Therefore,ucnu2 is sub-Poissonian in the
case of our coherent states, whereas a quasi-Poissonian behavior is restored at highJ. This fact is
important for understanding the curves presented in Fig. 11~a!, which show the distributions

D~n,J,n![ucnu25
1

n!G~n1n11!

Jn1n/2

I n~2AJ!
~9.18!

for n52 and different values ofJ. For the sake of comparison, we show in Fig. 11~b! the
corresponding distributionucnu25(1/n!) uau2ne2uau2 for the harmonic oscillator. Exactly as in th
latter case, it can be shown easily that the distributionD(n,J,n) tends forJ→` to a Gaussian
distribution. This Gaussian is centered atAJ2n/221/4 and has a half-width equal to (1/&)J1/4:

D~n,J,n!'
1

ApAJ
e2@n2~AJ2n/221/4!#2/AJ ~n@1!. ~9.19!

We consider now the probability densityu^xuJ,g&u2 as a function of the evolution paramet
g5vt for increasing values ofJ. This evolution is shown in Fig. 12 in the case of the infin
square-well, forJ52, 10, and 50. We can see here atg5p51/2t rev a perfect revival of the initial
shape atg50. This revival takes place near the opposite wall, as expected from the sym
with respect to the center of the well. On the other hand, the ruling of the wave packet evo
by the classical periodTcl5t rev/(2n̄1n)5p/(n̄11) becomes more and more apparent aJ
increases. We also note that, at multiples of the half reversal time 1/2t rev5p, the probability of
localization near the walls increases with the energyJ.
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In Fig. 13, we show the squared modulus

u^J,0ue2 iHt /\uJ,0&u25u^J,0uJ,vt&u2 ~9.20!

5
G~n11!

N~J!2 U(
n>0

Jn

n!G~n1n11!
e2 ivn~n1n!tU2

~9.21!

of the autocorrelation versusg5vt for the infinite well, forJ52, 10, 50. Like in Fig. 12, we draw
the attention on the largeJ regime. Here fractional revivals occur as intermediate peaks at rat
multiples of the classical periodTcl5p/(n̄11)'p/AJ, J@1, and they tend to diminish asJ
increases, which is clearly the mark of a quasiclassical behavior. The same quantity is sh
Fig. 14 for the Po¨schl–Teller potential, forJ520 and 40. Note that, in actual calculations like th
one has to choose a finite number of orthonormal eigenstates of the Po¨schl–Teller potential,
denoted here bynmax. Correspondingly, the normalization of the coherent stateuJ,g& has then to
be modified as

FIG. 11. ~a! The weighting distributionucnu2[D(n,J,n) given in ~9.18! for the infinite square-welln52 and different
values ofJ. Note the almost Gaussian shape atJ5300, centered atn5^n&5AJ2n/221/4.16, with a width equal to

2Dn5&J1/4.5.9. ~b! The same for for the harmonic oscillator:ucnu25(1/n!) uau2ne2uau2. The values ofa are chosen so
as to get essentially the same mean energy values as in~a!: a5AJ.
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FIG. 12. The evolution~vs g! of the probability densityu^xuJ,g&u2, in the case of the infinite square-well for~a! J52; ~b!
J510; and~c! J550. We note the perfect revival atg5p51/2t rev ~in suitable units!, symmetric with respect to the cente
of the well.
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(
p50

nmax Jp

p!G~p1k1l!
5

I k1l21~2AJ!

J1/2~k1l21! 2
Jnmax11

1F2~1;nmax12,nmax111k1l;J!

~nmax11!!G~nmax111k1l!
, ~9.22!

where1F2 is a hypergeometric function.
Most interesting is the temporal behavior of the average position^Q& and of the average

momentum^P& in such coherent states:

^J,0uA~ t !uJ,0&5^J,0ueiHt /\Ae2 iHt /\uJ,0&5^J,vt5guAuJ,vt5g& ~9.23!

FIG. 13. Squared modulusu^J,0uJ,vt&u2 of the autocorrelation vsg5vt for the infinite square-well, forJ52, 10, 50. As
in Fig. 12, the largeJ regime is characterized by the occurrence of fractional revivals.

FIG. 14. Squared modulusu^J,0uJ,vt&u2 of the autocorrelation for the Po¨schl–Teller potential withnmax510 , for ~a!
J520; ~b! J540.
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for A5Q or A5P[P1 . This temporal behavior is shown in Fig. 15 for the average positio
the infinite square-well, forJ52, 10, 50. We note the tendency to stability around the class
mean value 1/2pa, except for strong oscillations of ultrashort duration between the walls
g5np. The latter increase withJ as expected when one approaches the classical regime. Fo
sake of comparison, we show in Fig. 16 the temporal behavior of the average position
asymmetric Po¨schl–Teller potential (k,l)5(4,8), for J520 and 50.

Figure 17 shows the temporal behavior of the average momentum^J,0uP(t)uJ,0& in the case
of the infinite square-well, forJ52, 10, 50. Like in Fig. 15, we note the presence of stro
ultrashort oscillations atg5np, whereas a tendency to perfect stability~around the classical mea
value 0! exists at intermediate values ofg ~this tendency is, however, less marked than for
average position!.

FIG. 15. Temporal behavior of the average position of the particle in the infinite square-well~in the Heisenberg picture!,
^J,0uQ(t)uJ,0&5^J,vt5guQuJ,vt5g&, as a function ofg5vt, for J52, 10, 50.

FIG. 16. Temporal behavior of the average position for the asymmetric Po¨schl–Teller potential (l,k)5(4,8) with
nmax510 , for ~a! J520 and~b! J550.
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Next, we examine the uncertainty in position and momentum, in order to evaluate how
these CS come to saturating the uncertainty relations. Figure 18 shows the temporal beha
the squared uncertainty in position, (DQ)2, for the infinite square-well, again forJ52, 10, 50.
Figure 19 does the same for momentum, (DP)2, and Fig. 20 shows the product of the tw
(DQ)2(DP)2. We note here that the product approaches the limit value 1/4~saturation of the
Heisenberg inequality! for a longer time at smallJ. This is consistent with~3.19!, since at smallJ
the wave packet is centered near the ground state, for which we reach the minimal value (2.
On the other hand, we also note the strong oscillations of (DQ)2(DP)2 at half the revival time, a
fact which is consistent with the previous figures, showing the average position and mome

FIG. 17. Temporal behavior of the average momentum^J,0uP(t)uJ,0& in the case of the infinite square-well, forJ52,
10, 50.

FIG. 18. Temporal behavior of the squared uncertainty in position (DQ)2, in the case of the infinite square-well, fo
J52, 10, 50.
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At 1/2t rev, the quantum interferences are dominant and they enforce the spreading of the
packet for a relatively long duration.

As a last bit of information~but not the least!!, we exhibit in Fig. 21 the temporal behavior o
the average position̂J,0uQ(t)uJ,0& for the infinite square-well, for a very high valueJ5106, near
g5vt50. Here the quasiclassical behavior is striking in the range of values consideredg.
These temporal oscillations are clearly governed byTcl.p/AJ5331023 and should be com-
pared with their purely classical counterpart of Fig. 3.

X. DISCUSSION

Coherent states have many roles to play in quantum theory. Among those roles is includ
Hilbert space representation that coherent states induce, which is largely kinematical in natu

FIG. 19. Temporal behavior of the squared uncertainty in momentum (DP)2, in the case of the infinite square-well, fo
J52, 10, 50.

FIG. 20. Temporal behavior of the product of the squared uncertainties (DQ)2(DP)2, in the case of the infinite square
well, for J52, 10, 50.
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the adaption of the coherent states themselves to some particular dynamics and the p
description that ensues. To accommodate these goals, the definition of what constitutes a
coherent states’’ has been increasingly broadened over the years. Widening the scope of c
states also widens the range of potential applications. This basic principle lies behind the
opments in this article.

The minimal definition of a set of coherent states involves continuity of labeling an
resolution of unity, and, therefore, holomorphic representations and/or definitions via grou
just a small subset of the possibilities. In the present article, we have exploited this divers
coherent state definition to study the motion of a particle in Po¨schl–Teller potentials as well as i
the closely related infinite square-well potential.

The specific choices we have made for the set of coherent states are based on two ad
guiding principles besides continuity and resolution of unity.15,16 The first of these is ‘‘tempora
stability,’’ which in words asserts that the temporal evolution of any coherent state always re
a coherent state. The second of these, referred to as the ‘‘action identity’’ in Ref. 16, ch
variables for the coherent state labels that have as close a connection as possible with c
‘‘action-angle’’ variables. In particular, for a single degree of freedom, the label pair (J,g) is used
to identify the coherent stateuJ,g&. Temporal stability means that, under the chosen dynam
temporal evolution proceeds according touJ,g1vt&, for some fixed parameterv. To ensure that
(J,g) describes action-angle variables, it is sufficient to require that the symplectic pot
induced by the coherent states themselves is of Darboux form, or specifically that

i\^J,guduJ,g&5Jdg,

whereduJ,g&[uJ1dJ,g1dg&2uJ,g&. Temporal stability is what fixes thephasebehavior of the
coherent states, i.e., the factore2 igen @cf. ~7.15!#, while ensuring that (J,g) are canonical action-
angle variables is what fixes theamplitudebehavior of the coherent states, i.e., 1/NA@en#! @cf.
~7.19! and~7.20!#. The given amplitude behavior may be arrived at by other means,20 but requir-
ing thatJ andg be canonical classical coordinates is equivalent and tends to stress the phy
the situation.

In order for coherent states to interpolate well between quantum and classical mechanic
necessary for values of the actionJ@\ that the quantum motion be well approximated by t

FIG. 21. Temporal behavior of the average position in the case of the infinite square-well, for a very high vJ
5106.
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classical motion. In particular, for a classical system with closed, localized trajectories, a su
wave packet should, if possible, remain ‘‘coherent’’ for a number of classical periods. Fo
systems under study in this article, we have demonstrated the tendency for improved
coherence with increasingJ values within the range studied. For significantly larger values oJ,
we notice that the packet coherence substantially improves. Interesting results have been o
independently in a related study by Fox and Choi,52 who found a similar packet coherence for te
or more classical periods for an infinite square-well, even though they used a different amp
prescription for their coherent states. In both works, however, the probability distribution sho
Gaussian behavior for large values ofJ, and this explains the similarity of the results.

It would appear that allowing for generalized phase and amplitude behavior in the defi
of coherent states has led us closer to the idealized goal of a set of coherent states adap
chosen system and having a large number of properties in common with the associated c
system, despite being fully quantum in their characteristics.

Note added. After completion of the present article, an article by Crawford53 has come to the
authors’ attention. This paper studies the dependence of various coherent states on the w
parameters$rn% and how they effect various correlation functions of interest regarding gen
systems, and particularly for the hydrogen atom. The studies reported in Ref. 53 offer a
complement to those of the present article.

Note added in proof.As this article was going to press, an article by Bonneauet al.54 ap-
peared, in which the authors discuss in a pedagogical way some of the functional analysis
infinite well problem, in the same spirit as in Sec. III and with similar results.
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Stereographic variables for multidimensional quantum
group covariant q -oscillators

M. Arik and A. S. Arikan
Department of Physics, Bog˘aziçi University, Bebek, Istanbul, Turkey
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In this paper, we study the unitary matrix representation of quantum group SUq(2)
in terms of stereographic coordinatesz andz* and a central unitary phaseu. The
fractional linear transformation ofz and z* gives the action of SUq(2) on the
quantum sphere SUq(2)/U(1) with coordinatesz and z* . We then extend this
action to SUq(2) and derive the transformation law ofu. Finally, we construct the
two-dimensional covariantq-oscillators in terms of stereographic variables and
then we generalize it tod-dimensional case. ©2001 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1370953#

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, a great deal of attention has been paid to quantum groups both
mathematical and the physical literature. An algebraic structure for a quantum group, call
q-deformation algebra, is the generalization of its corresponding Lie algebra. Deformations
algebras were first introduced in the context of group contractions,1 where a Lie algebra is de
formed into another Lie algebra. Theq-oscillator which is the simplest deformation of the osc
lator algebra was introduced by Coon and collaborators2 and by Kuryshkin.3 Quantum groups and
quantum algebras entailing a Hopf Algebra structure were formulated by Faddeev,4 Jimbo,5

Drinfeld,6 and Woronowicz.7 For the quantum algebra SUq(2), Macfarlane8 and Biedenharn9

achieved a new realization where they constructed the quantum enveloping algebra in term
two independent newq-deformed harmonic oscillators. They used the Schwinger approach10 of
quantum theory of angular momentum and they also generalized the Schwinger constructio
in the quantum theory of SU(2) angular momentum.

As is know from previous studies;11–13a 232 unitary matrix can be parametrized in terms
a phase and a stereographic complex coordinatez which can be used as the coordinates
SU(2)/U~1!5CP1. We also know that a 232 quantum unitary matrix can be parametrized
terms of a central unitary phaseu and the operatorz such that thisz is the stereographic quantum
coordinate of the quantum sphere SUq(2)/U(1). Here the operatorz which describes the comple
sphereSq

2 satisfies the following commutation relation:

zz* 2q22z* z5q2221, 0,q,1. ~1!

The action of SUq(2) on the quantum sphere is given by a fractional linear transformationz
andz* .

In this paper, we consider the action of G5SUq(2) on M5SUq(2) where we considerM to
be given in terms of coordinatesz, z* and a central phaseu and we derive the transformation la
of u. Moreover, we construct thed-dimensional covariantq-oscillators in terms of stereograph
variables. The plan of this paper is as follows: In Sec. II we consider a 232 unitary matrix. A
coset representation of this matrix in terms of stereographic variablesz and z* is given. This
yields an equation which determines the linear fractional transformation ofz. In Sec. III we
discuss the unitary quantum group SUq(2). Thequantum sphere is described in terms of ster
graphic variablesz andz* .14 The coset representation of SUq(2)/U~1!5CPq

1 is obtained. Then we
show that the commutation relation betweenz andz* is as in Eq.~1! and we find quantum linea
fractional transformation equations forz, z* z, andu. In Sec. IV by starting with the consideratio
23880022-2488/2001/42(6)/2388/8/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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of the commutation relation satisfied bya and a* which are quantum coordinates o
SUq(2)/U(1), we get thecovariantq-oscillators in two-dimensions. Then we change the variab
into stereographic variables and we generalize this two-dimensional covariantq-oscillators to
d-dimensional ones. Finally, in Sec. V we present our conclusion.

II. THE UNITARY GROUP SU„2… AND THE COSET SU„2…ÕU„1…ÄCP1

We start by writing elements of unitary group SU(2) in terms of 232 matrices. IfA is a 2
32 unitary matrix, then its elements can be represented as

A5S a 2 c̄

c ā D , a,cPC. ~2!

It is clear that elements of matrixA also satisfies the equality ofaā1cc̄51.
Since we want to show that this matrixA can be parametrized in terms of a phase a

stereographic complex coordinatez first we writeA as the product of two matrices,

A5ZU5S a8 2r

r ā8
D S u 0

0 ūD , a8,uPC;r>0;uū51. ~3!

This representation is well known in the nonlinear realization15 language. The matrixZ is
called an SU~2!/U~1! coset representative, which here is fixed by choosingr real. Z is also a
unitary matrix. Therefore, we can easily say that its elements also satisfy the following equ

ā8a81r 251 ~4!

which describes the upper half of the sphere. Starting from this point of view, we can write

a85z~11zz̄!2 1/2, ~5!

r 5~11zz̄!2 1/2. ~6!

If we rewrite the elements of the matrixZ by using equalities~5! and ~6!; our coset repre-
sentation ofZ becomes

Z5~11zz̄!2 1/2S z 21

1 z̄ D ~7!

such thatZ describes an element ofS2.
In order to write a linear fractional transformation forz; we first consider the unitary matrix

M which can be written as follows:

M5S a 2ḡ

g ā D , a,gPC;aā1gḡ51. ~8!

Then, by multiplying this matrixM with matrix Z and equating the product to matrixZ8, we
attain the fractional transformation

z85
az2ḡ

gz1ā
. ~9!
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III. THE QUANTUM UNITARY GROUP SUq„2… AND QUANTUM LINEAR FRACTIONAL
TRANSFORMATIONS FOR STEREOGRAPHIC COORDINATES z AND UNITARY
PHASE u

In this section we will discuss the unitary quantum group SUq(2) by using its matrix repre-
sentation. IfA5(c d

a b) is an element of SUq(2), then in addition to the GLq(2) commutation
relations, the equalitiesd5a* , b52qc* , and ad2qbc51 hold. Therefore, matrixA can be
rewritten as

A5S a 2qc*

c a* D . ~10!

Here elements of matrixA are noncommuting quantities such that they satisfy the follow
commutation relations:

ac5qca, ~11!

c* a* 5qa* c* , ~12!

ac* 5qc* a, ~13!

ca* 5qa* c, ~14!

aa* 1q2c* c51, ~15!

a* a1cc* 51, ~16!

cc* 5c* c. ~17!

By using Eqs.~15!, ~16!, and~17!; we can easily attain the commutation relation fora anda*

aa* 2q2a* a512q2, 0,q,1. ~18!

Whena is rescaled by (12q2)21/2, we get precisely theq2-oscillator commutation relation2,3

such that ifa/(12q2)1/2 is defined asb, then

bb* 2q2b* b51, 0,q,1. ~19!

As in Sec. II, if we want to express the SUq(2) matrices in terms of stereographic coordina
z andz* , which describe the complex sphereS2, we should use the following transformations

a5z~11z* z!21/2, ~20!

c5u~11z* z!21/2, ~21!

where u is a central unitary phase such thatu215u* . Inverse ‘‘coordinate transformation’
equations can also be written as follows:

z5a~c* c!21/2, ~22!

z* 5~c* c!21/2a* . ~23!

In the above equalities, we should be careful which variables commute with each other.
relations~11!–~17!, it follows11 that u commutes withz andz* , which means it commutes with
everything, but of coursez and z* do not commute with each other. To find the commutat
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relation betweenz andz* , we can use the commutation relation betweena anda* . If we write
(11z* z)21/2z* andz(11z* z)21/2 instead ofa* anda, respectively, in Eq.~18!, then we get

zz* 2q22z* z5q2221. ~24!

Since 0,q,1, q2221.0 and rescalingz by w5z/(q2221)1/2 gives

ww* 2q8w* w51, q85q22.1 ~25!

which is again aq-oscillator relation. Thus whereas~19! is a q,1 q-oscillator, ~25! is a q8.1
q-oscillator. Hence, we saw that from the point of view of SUq(2) theq-oscillator (q,1) and the
q21-oscillator (q21.1) are just different ‘‘coordinates’’ of the same algebraic structure.

Now let us rewrite the matrixA by usingz andz* ,

A5ZU5S u* z~11z* z!21/2 2q~11z* z!21/2

~11z* z!21/2 ~11z* z!21/2z* uD S u 0

0 u* D . ~26!

In the above equality, matrixU is an element of U~1! which is a subgroup of SUq(2) and the
matrix Z is the coset representative of CPq

15SUq(2)/U(1).
Let us redefinez andz* such thatz→u* z andz* →z* u. Notice that this redefinition ofz and

z* leaves Eq.~24! invariant. By using this equation we can rearrangeZ matrix as follows:

Z5S z~11z* z!21/2 2~11zz* !21/2

~11z* z!21/2 z* ~11zz* !21/2D . ~27!

Now we can derive the transformation laws forz, z* z, andu, respectively. By following the
steps in Sec. I, we can write the following equality:

S z̃~11 z̃* z̃!21/2ũ 2~11 z̃z̃* !21/2ũ*

~11 z̃* z̃!21/2ũ z̃* ~11 z̃z̃* !21/2ũ* D 5S a 2qc*

c a* D S z~11z* z!21/2u 2~11zz* !21/2u*

~11z* z!21/2u z* ~11zz* !21/2u* D
~28!

This equality is the key point. Because, only by looking at corresponding elements o
right-hand side and the left-hand side matrices, we can easily find the transformation laws

For z ——→
SUq(2)

z̃; we consider the~1,1! elements and~2,1! elements of the matrices in the RH
and LHS. Equating these elements gives the following equalities:

z̃~11 z̃* z̃!21/2ũ5~az2qc* !~11z* z!21/2u, ~29!

~11 z̃* z̃!21/2ũ5~cz1a* !~11z* z!21/2u. ~30!

If Eq. ~29! is divided by~30!, then we will get the fractional linear transformation equation
z,

z̃5~az2qc* !~cz1a* !215~qcz1a* !21~az2c* !. ~31!

In order to find the transformation law forz* z, first we should find the transformation law o
z* by considering~1,2! and ~2,2! matrix elements of Eq.~28!. Then by multiplying the transfor-
mation ofz* with Eq. ~31!, we get the following one:

z̃* z̃5~~2c1a* z* !~az2q2c* !!~~cz1a* !~a1q2c* z* !!21. ~32!

Considering~1,2! and ~2,1! elements of RHS and LHS matrices in~28! gives the following
equality:
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ũ25~cz1a* !~a1qc* z* !21u2 ~33!

which is the linear fractional transformation equation foru2. As a result, sinceu is central, it is
clear that we can write the transformation law ofu as

ũ5@~cz1a* !~a1qc* z* !21#1/2u, ~34!

ũ5vu, where v5@~cz1a* !~a1qc* z* !21#1/2. ~35!

It can be verified thatv is unitary by using the relation

~a1qc* z* !~cz1a* !215~a* 1qcz!21~c* z* 1a! ~36!

which follows from ~11!–~17! and ~24!. The transformation given by~31! and ~34! completely
define the action of SUq(2) on the ‘‘coordinates’’z andu of SUq(2). For q→1 these transfor-
mations reduce to their classical form.

IV. MULTIDIMENSIONAL QUANTUM GROUP COVARIANT q-OSCILLATORS WITH
STEREOGRAPHIC VARIABLES

In this section, first we will consider the two-dimensionalq-oscillators, then we generalize
to the d-dimensional case. For two-dimensionalq-oscillators we have two copies of the on
dimensionalq-oscillator such that

aiai* 2q2ai* ai512q2, ~37!

@ai ,aj #50, iÞ j

@ai ,aj* #50, iÞ j where i , j 51,2. ~38!

From previous studies, we also know that the basic number16,17 @n# for this system can be
written, respectively, as

@n1#5a1* a1512q2n1, ~39!

@n2#5a2* a2512q2n2, ~40!

and the spectrum degeneracy of the basic number operator for two copies of theq-oscillator can
be achieved as

@n11n2#512q2(n11n2)5@n1#1q2n1@n2# ~41!

which implies that we can redefine our annihilation operators

c15a1 , ~42!

c25qn1a2 . ~43!

Thus,~41! becomes

H5@n11n2#5a1* a11q2n1a2* a25c1* c11c2* c2 , ~44!

ci and ci* are quantum group covariant oscillator creation and annihilation operators.18 H is
invariant under the quantum group Uq(2). Its expression in terms ofci* andci is the same as the
expression of the multidimensional quantum harmonic oscillator in terms of the undefo
creation and annihilation operators. In this sense it can be called a Hamiltonian. By consi
the above redefinition, the commutation relations satisfied by these operatorsci ’s can be written as
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c1c25qc2c1 , ~45!

c1c2* 5qc2* c1 , ~46!

c1c1* 2q2c1* c1512q2, ~47!

c2c2* 2q2c2* c25c1c1* 2c1* c1 . ~48!

With the consideration of~20!, we can also write our new creation and annihilation opera
ci* andci in terms of stereographic variables as

c15a15z1~11z1* z1!21/2, ~49!

c25qn1a25qn1z2~11z2* z2!21/2. ~50!

Thus ourH can be rewritten as

H5
z1* z1

11z1* z1
1q2n1

z2* z2

11z2* z2
. ~51!

In order to find the covariant multidimensional generalization ofH5 @z* z/(11z* z)#, we try
an expression forH which corresponds to the replacementz* z→w1* w11w2* w21¯1wd* wd .
Hence for two dimensions

H5
w1* w11w2* w2

11w1* w11w2* w2
~52!

such that for the one-dimensional casew15z, w250.
Then we can write

H5
K

11K
, ~53!

whereK5w1* w11w2* w2 , thus operatorci ’s can be written as

ci5wiA12H. ~54!

By considering equations~44! to ~48!, we can obtain

c1f ~H !5 f ~12q21q2H !c1 , ~55!

c2f ~H !5 f ~12q21q2H !c2 . ~56!

Thus, with the help of Eqs.~45!–~48! and ~54!–~56!, we can easily find the commutatio
relations satisfied bywi ’s as

w1w25qw2w1 , ~57!

w1w2* 5q21w2* w1 , ~58!

w1w1* 2q22w1* w15w2w2* 2w2* w2 , ~59!

w2w2* 2q22w2* w25q2221. ~60!
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Up to now, although we consider the two-dimensionalq-oscillator, its generalization to the
d-dimensional case is straightforward. In order to see this, let us consider operatorai ’s ( i
51,2,...,d) which satisfy the following commutation relation:

aiai* 2q2ai* ai512q2,

@ai ,aj #50, iÞ j , ~61!

@ai ,aj* #50, iÞ j , where i , j 51,2,...,d

and the basic number operator

@n#5@n11n21¯1nd#

5@n1#1q2n1@n2#1q2(n11n2)@n3#1¯1q2(n11n21¯1nd21)@nd#. ~62!

Thus, annihilation operator can be redefined

ci5qn11n21¯1ni 21ai , i 52,3,...,d, ~63!

whereasc15a1 and the Hamiltonian becomes

H5c1* c11c2* c21¯1cd* cd . ~64!

Here, unlike operatorai ’s which commute operatorci ’s satisfy the following commutation
relation:

cicj5qcjci , i , j ~65!

cicj* 5qcj* ci , iÞ j , where i , j 51,2,...,d, ~66!

c1c1* 2q2c1* c1512q2, ~67!

cici* 2q2ci* ci5ci 21ci 21* 2ci 21* ci 21 , i 52,3,...,d. ~68!

As in the two-dimensional case, operatorci ’s can be written in terms ofwi ’s as in ~54!. By
considering this equation with~55!, ~56! and~65! to ~68!, commutation relations which are sati
fied by wi ’s can be written as

wiwj5qwjwi , i , j , ~69!

wiwj* 5q21wj* wi , iÞ j , where i , j 51,2,...,d, ~70!

wi 21wi 21* 2q22wi 21* wi 215wiwi* 2wi* wi , i 52,3,...,d, ~71!

wdwd* 2q22wd* wd5q2221, ~72!

whereas the HamiltonianH ~64! now becomes

H5K~11K !21, ~73!

whereK5w1* w11w2* w21¯1wd* wd .

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown that there are three most useful oscillator representations of thed-dimensional
q-oscillator. One of these is simply given byd commuting copies of the one dimension
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q-oscillator. This set of quantum coordinates for theq-oscillator is simple, though not very usefu
since the invariance of thed-dimensionalq-oscillator under the action of the quantum gro
SUq(d) is hidden. To see the action of SUq(d) one has to make a~nonlinear! transformation from
these oscillator creation and annihilation operators into Pusz–Woronowicz creation and an
tion operators on which the quantum group SUq(2) acts linearly. Similarly the set of stereograph
q-oscillators given by~69!–~72! we have constructed in this paper transform linearly under
quantum group SUq(d). Their commutation relations are remarkably similar to the commuta
relations of Pusz–Woronowicz oscillators. The one-dimensional restriction of all three realiz
of the d-dimensionalq-oscillator are the same.
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In the context of phase-space quantization, matrix elements and observables result
from integration ofc-number functions over phase space, with Wigner functions
serving as the quasiprobability measure. The complete sets of Wigner functions
necessary to expand all phase-space functions include off-diagonal Wigner func-
tions, which may appear technically involved. Nevertheless, it is shown here that
suitable generating functions of these complete sets can often be constructed, which
are relatively simple, and lead to compact evaluations of matrix elements. New
features of such generating functions are detailed and explored for integer-indexed
sets, such as for the harmonic oscillator, as well as continuously indexed ones, such
as for the linear potential and the Liouville potential. The utility of such generating
functions is illustrated in the computation of star functions, spectra, and perturba-
tion theory in phase space. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1366327#

I. INTRODUCTION

General phase-space functionsf (x,p) andg(x,p) compose noncommutatively through Gro
newold’s!-product,1 which is the unique associative pseudodifferential deformation2 of ordinary
products:

![ei\(]Qx]W p2]Q p]Wx)/2. ~1!

This product is the cornerstone of deformation~phase-space! quantization,2–5 as well as applica-
tions of matrix models and noncommutative geometry ideas in M-physics.6 Its mechanics, how-
ever, is not always straightforward.

The practical Fourier representation of this product as an integral kernel has been u
widely since Baker’s7 early work,

f !g5
1

\2p2 E dp8 dp9 dx8 dx9 f ~x8,p8!g~x9,p9!

3expS 22i

\
~p~x82x9!1p8~x92x!1p9~x2x8!! D . ~2!

The determinantal nature of the star product controls the properties of the phase-space tra8,9

a!Electronic mail: curtright@physics.miami.edu
b!Electronic mail: uematsu@phys.h.kyoto-u.ac.jp
c!Electronic mail: zachos@hep.anl.gov
23960022-2488/2001/42(6)/2396/20/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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E dp dx f!g5E dp dx f g5E dp dx g! f . ~3!

The above-mentioned!-product and phase-space integrals provide the multiplication law
respectively, the trace in phase-space quantization,3 the third autonomous and logically comple
formulation of quantum mechanics beyond the conventional formulations based on opera
Hilbert space or path integrals.~This formulation is reviewed in Refs. 2 and 5.! Properly ordered
operators~e.g., Weyl-ordered! correspond uniquely to phase-spacec-number functions~referred to
as ‘‘classical kernels’’ of the operators in question!; operator products correspond to!-products of
their classical kernels; and operator matrix elements, conventionally consisting of traces t
with the density matrix, correspond to phase-space integrals of the classical kernels w
Wigner function ~WF!, the Weyl correspondent of the density matrix.5,10 The celebrated
!-genvalue functional equations determining the Wigner functions8,11 and their spectral propertie
~e.g., projective orthogonality12! are reviewed and illustrated in Ref. 4.

The functions introduced by Wigner10 and Szilard correspond to diagonal elements of
density matrix, but quantum mechanical applications~such as perturbation theory!, as well as
applications in noncommutative soliton problems13 often require the evaluation of off-diagona
matrix elements; they therefore utilize the complete set of diagonal and off-diagonal gener
Wigner functions introduced by Moyal.3 For instance, in noncommutative soliton theory, t
diagonal WFs are only complete for radial phase-space functions~functions!-commuting with the
harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian—the radius squared!, whereas deviations from radial symmet
necessitate the complete off diagonal set.

As for any representation problem, the particular features of the!-equations under consider
ation frequently favor an optimal basis of WFs; but, even in the case of the oscillator, the
tions are technically demanding. It is pointed out here, however, that suitable generating fun
for them, acting as a transform of these basis sets, often result in substantially simpler an
compact objects, which are much easier to use, manipulate, and intuit. In the following, after
elementary overview of the Weyl correspondence formalism~Sec. II!, we illustrate such functions
for the harmonic oscillator~Sec. III!, which serves as the archetype of WF bases indexed
cretely; it turns out that these generating functions amount to the phase-space coherent st
WFs, and also the WFs of coherent state wave functions~Appendix A!. Direct applications to
first-order perturbation theory are illustrated in Appendix B.

For sets indexed continuously, the generating function may range from a mere Fourier
form, illustrated by the linear potential~Sec. IV!, to a less trivial continuous transform we provid
for the Liouville potential problem~Sec. V!, where the advantage of the transform method com
to cogent evidence.

Throughout our discussion, we provide the typical!-composition laws of such generatin
functions, as well as applications such as the evaluation of!-exponentials of phase-space fun
tions ~Appendix C!, or !-versions of modified Bessel functions~technical aspects of integra
transforms of which are detailed in Appendix D!. Appendix E provides the operator~Weyl-!
correspondent to the generating function for the Liouville diagonal WF introduced in Sec V

II. OVERVIEW OF GENERAL RELATIONS IN THE WEYL REPRESENTATION

Without loss of generality, we review basic concepts in two-dimensional phase space,x,p),
as the extension to higher dimensions is straightforward. In addition, we first address d
spectra,En , n50,1,2,3,. . . , andwill only later generalize to continuous spectra.

In the Weyl correspondence,14 c-number phase-space kernelsa(x,p) of suitably ordered
operatorsA(X,P) are defined by

a~x,p![
1

2p E dy e2 iypK x2
\

2
yUA~X,P!Ux1

\

2
yL . ~4!

Conversely, the ordering of these operators is specified through
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A~X,P!5
1

~2p!2 E dt ds dx dp a~x,p!exp~ i t~P2p!1 is~X2x!!. ~5!

An operator product then corresponds to a star-composition of these kernels,1

a~x,p!!b~x,p!5
1

2p E dy e2 iypK x2
\

2
yUA~X,P!B~X,P!Ux1

\

2
yL . ~6!

Moyal3 appreciated that the density matrix in this phase-space representation is a Her
generalization of the Wigner function:

f mn~x,p![
1

2p E dy e2 iypK x2
\

2
yUcnL K cmUx1

\

2
yL

5
1

2p E dy e2 iypcm* S x2
\

2
yDcnS x1

\

2
yD5 f nm* ~x,p!, ~7!

where thecm(x)’s are ~ortho-!normalized solutions of a Schro¨dinger problem.~Wigner10 mainly
considered the diagonal elements of the density matrix~pure states!, usually denoted asf m

[ f mm.! As a consequence, matrix elements of operators are produced by mere phase
integrals,3

^cmuAucn&5E dx dp a~x,p! f mn~x,p!. ~8!

The standard machinery of density matrices then is readily transcribed in this language
the trace relation,3

E dx dp fmn~x,p!5E dx cn* ~x!cm~x!5dmn ; ~9!

and8

f mn! f kl5
1

2p\
dmlf kn5

1

h
dmlf kn . ~10!

Given ~3!, it follows from Eqs.~9! and ~10! that3

E dx dp fmn~x,p! f lk* ~x,p!5
1

2p\
dmldnk . ~11!

For complete sets of input wave functions, it also follows that3

(
m,n

f mn~x,p! f mn* ~x8,p8!5
1

2p\
d~x2x8!d~p2p8!. ~12!

An arbitrary phase-space functionw(x,p) can thus be expanded as

w~x,p!5(
m,n

cmnf mn~x,p!, ~13!

the coefficients being specified through~11!,

cmn52p\E dx dp fmn* ~x,p!w~x,p!. ~14!
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Further note the resolution of the identity,3

(
n

f nn~x,p!5
1

2p\
5

1

h
. ~15!

For instance, for eigenfunctions of the HamiltonianH(X,P) with eigenvaluesEn , the corre-
sponding WFs satisfy the following star-genvalue equations8 ~also see Refs. 11 and 4!, with
H(x,p), the phase-space kernel ofH(X,P):

H! f mn5Enf mn , f mn!H5Emf mn . ~16!

The time dependence of a pure state WF is given by Moyal’s dynamical equation:3

i\
]

]t
f ~x,p;t !5H! f ~x,p;t !2 f ~x,p;t !!H. ~17!

By virtue of the!-unitary evolution operator~a ‘‘!-exponential’’2!,

U!~x,p;t !5e!
i tH /\[11~ i t /\!H~x,p!1

~ i t /\!2

2!
H!H1

~ i t /\!3

3!
H!H!H1 ¯ , ~18!

the time-evolved WF is obtained formally in terms of the WF att50,

f ~x,p;t !5U!
21~x,p;t !! f ~x,p;0!!U!~x,p;t !. ~19!

~These associative combinatoric operations completely parallel those of operators in the c
tional formulation of quantum mechanics in Hilbert space.15! Just like any star-function ofH, this
!-exponential can be computed,16

exp!~ i tH /\!5exp!~ i tH /\!!15exp!~ i tH /\!!2p\(
n

f nn52p\(
n

eitEn /\ f nn . ~20!

~Of course, fort50, the obvious identity resolution is recovered.!
For continuous spectra, the sums in the above-mentioned relations extend to integrals

continuous parameter~the energy!, and the Kroneckerdmn’s into d-functions ~these last ones
reflecting the infinite normalizations of unnormalizable states!. For example, Eqs.~9! and ~11!
extend to

E dx dp fE1E2
~x,p!5d~E12E2!, ~21!

E dx dp fE1E2
~x,p! f E

18E
28

* ~x,p!5
1

2p\
d~E12E18!d~E22E28!. ~22!

Completeness~12! extends to

E dE1 dE2 f E1E2
~x,p! f E1E2

* ~x8,p8!5
1

2p\
d~x2x8!d~p2p8!. ~23!

More generally,~10! extends to

f E1E2
! f E

18E
28
5

1

2p\
d~E12E28! f E

18E2
. ~24!

Finally, Eq. ~15! extends to
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1

2p\
5

1

2p E dy e2 ipyE dE K x2
\y

2 UEL K EUx1
\y

2 L 5E dE fEE~x,p!, ~25!

and hence~20! extends to

exp!~ i tH /\!52p\E dE eitE/\ f EE~x,p!. ~26!

III. GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR THE HARMONIC OSCILLATOR

Consider the harmonic oscillator,

H~x,p!5 1
2 ~p21x2!, ~27!

where, without loss of generality, parameters have been absorbed in the phase space va
m51, v51. Further recall that the normalized eigenfunctions of the corresponding ope
HamiltonianH arecn(x)5(Ap2nn!) 21/2e2(1/2)x2

Hn(x), for the eigenvaluesEn5\(n11/2). De-
fine a radial and an angular variable,

z[4H52~x21p2!, tanu5
p

x
, ~28!

so that

a&[~x1 ip !5ux1 ipueiu5S z

2D 1/2

eiu. ~29!

Groenewold,1 as well as Bartlett and Moyal,17 have worked out the complete sets of solutio
to Moyal’s time-evolution equation~17!, which are all linear combinations of terms exp(it(m
2n))fmn. They solved that equation indirectly, by evaluating the integrals~7! for time-dependent
Hermite wave functions, which yield generalized Laguerre polynomial-based functions.
directly, Fairlie8 dramatically simplified the derivation of the solution by relying on his fund
mental equation~16!. He thus confirmed Groenewold’s WFs,1,17

f mn~x,p!5
~21!m

p
Am!

n!
z~n2m!/2e2z/2ei (n2m)uLm

n2m~z!. ~30!

The special case of diagonal elements,

f n[ f nn5
~21!n

p
e2z/2Ln~z!, ~31!

constitutes the time-independent ‘‘!-genfunctions’’ of the oscillator hamiltonian kernel4 @i.e., the
complete set of solutions of the time-independent Moyal equationH! f 2 f !H50, whereH! f n

5Enf n . Incidentally, ~10! restricted to diagonal WFs closes them under!-multiplication,12

f m! f n5dmnf m /(2p\).# That is to say, ‘‘radially symmetric’’ phase-space functions, i.e., fu
tions that only depend onz but not u, can be expanded in terms of merely these diago
elements—unlike the most general functions in phase space which require the entire set
diagonal f mn above for a complete basis. Note, however, that all!-products of such radially
symmetric functions are commutative, since, manifestly,

(
n

cnf n!(
m

dmf m5(
m

dmf m!(
n

cnf n . ~32!
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Moreover, the!-exponential~20! for this set of!-genfunctions is directly seen to amount

exp!~ i tH /\!5S cosS t

2D D 21

expS 2i

\
H tanS t

2D D , ~33!

which is, to say, a Gaussian in phase space.2 As an application, note that the hyperbolic tange
!-composition law of Gaussians follows trivially, since these amount to!-exponentials with
additive time intervals, exp!(tf )!exp!(Tf )5exp!((t1T)f ),2

expS 2
a

\
~x21p2! D!expS 2

b

\
~x21p2! D5

1

11ab
expS 2

a1b

\~11ab!
~x21p2! D . ~34!

We now introduce the following generating function for the entire set of generalized Wi
functions:

G~a,b;x,p![(
m,n

am

Am!

bn

An!
f mn5

1

p (
n

bn
1

n!
zn/2e2z/2einu(

m
~2z21/2e2 iua!mLm

n2m~z!.

~35!

Utilizing the identity18 8.975.2,

(
m50

`

Lm
n2m~z!km5e2zk~11k!n, ~36!

we obtain

G~a,b;x,p!5
1

p
e2z/2(

n

1

n!
~bAzeiu!ne2z(2z21/2e2 iua)~12z21/2e2 iua!n

5
1

p
e2z/2(

n

1

n!
~bAzeiu2ab!neAze2 iua5

1

p
e2z/2ebAzeiu2abeAze2 iua. ~37!

Thus,

G~a,b;x,p!5
1

p
expSAz ~ae2 iu1beiu!2ab2

z

2D . ~38!

Since

Az ~ae2 iu1beiu!5&~a1b!x2& ip~a2b!, ~39!

one can re-express:

G~a,b;x,p!5G* ~b,a;x,p!5
1

p
expS ab2S x2

a1b

&
D 2

2S p1 i
a2b

&
D 2D . ~40!

As the name implies, fromG(a,b;x,p), the f mn’s are generated by

f mn~x,p!5
1

Am!n!

]m

]am

]n

]bn G~a,b;x,p!U
a5b50

. ~41!

These functions!-compose as
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G~a,b!!G~e,z!5
eaz

2p\
G~e,b!. ~42!

The phase-space trace is

E dx dp G~a,b!5eab. ~43!

By ~16!, the action of the Hamiltonian kernel on this function is

H!G5\S 1

2
1b

]

]b DG5\S 1

2
2ab1bAzeiuDG, ~44!

and

G!H5\S 1

2
1a

]

]a DG5\S 1

2
2ab1aAze2 iuDG. ~45!

Consequently,

E dx dp H!G~a,b!5\S 1

2
1b

]

]b Deab5\S 1

2
1ab Deab. ~46!

The spectrum then follows by operating on both sides of this equation,

En5
1

n!

]n

]an

]n

]bn E dx dp H!G~a,b!U
a5b50

5
\

n!

]n

]an

]n

]bn S 1

2
1ab DeabU

a5b50

5\S 1

2
1nD .

~47!

In general, matrix elements of operators may be summarized compactly through this gen
function in phase space.

This generating function could be interpreted as a phase-space coherent state, or t
diagonal WF of coherent states, as discussed in Appendix A,19

G~a,b;x,p!5exp!~ba†! f 0exp!~aa!, ~48!

a!G~a,b!5\bG~a,b!, a†!G~a,b!5
]

]b
G~a,b!,

~49!

G~a,b!!a5
]

]a
G~a,b!, G~a,b!!a†5\aG~a,b!,

and hence Eqs.~44! and ~45! amount to

H!G~a,b!5S a†!a1
\

2D!G~a,b!5\S b
]

]b
1

1

2DG~a,b!,

~50!

G~a,b!!H5G~a,b!!S a†!a1
\

2D5\S a
]

]a
1

1

2DG~a,b!.

This formalism finds application in, e.g., perturbation theory in phase space, cf. Appendix
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IV. GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR THE LINEAR POTENTIAL

The linear potential in phase space has been addressed11 ~also see Refs. 19 and 4!. We shall
adopt the simplified conventions of Ref. 4, i.e.,m51/2, \51. The Hamiltonian kernel is then

H~x,p!5p21x, ~51!

and the eigenfunctions ofH are Airy functions,

cE~x!5
1

2p E
2`

1`

dX eiX(E2x2X2/3)5Ai ~x2E!, ~52!

indexed by the continuous energyE. The spectrum being continuous, the Airy functions are
square integrable, but have continuum normalization,*dx cE1

* (x)cE2
(x)5d(E12E2), instead.

Thus,~21! et seq.are now operative. The generalized WFs are11

f E1E2
~x,p!5

1

4p2 E dzexpS izS E11E2

2
2x2p22z2/12D Dexp~ ip(E12E2) !

5exp~ ip(E12E2) !
22/3

2p
Ai S 22/3S x1p22

E11E2

2 D D . ~53!

The !-exponential~26! then is again a plain exponential of the shifted Hamiltonian kernel,

exp!~ i t ~x1p2!!52pE
2`

`

dE eiEt
22/3

2p
Ai S 22/3S x1p22

E11E2

2 D D5exp~ i t ~x1p21t2/12!!.

~54!

~This could also be derived directly, as the CBH expansion simplifies dramatically in this cas
Appendix C.! As before, the!-composition law for plain exponentials of the hamiltonian kern
function follows,

exp~a~x1p2!!!exp~b~x1p2!!5exp~~a1b!~x1p22 1
4 ab!!. ~55!

Since the complete basis Wigner functions are now indexed continuously, a generating
tion for them must rely on an integral instead of an infinite sum. The simplest transfor
possibly a double Fourier transform with respect to the energy indices@but note the transform
factors exp(iE1X), exp(2iE2Y) may also be regarded as plane waves#. Suitably normalized,

G~X,Y;x,p![2pE
2`

1`

dE1E
2`

1`

dE2S 1

A2p
eiE1XD f E1E2

~x,p! S 1

A2p
e2 iE2YD

5
1

2p E
2`

1`

dE1E
2`

1`

dE2 ei (E12E2) p1 iE1X2 iE2Y22/3Ai S 22/3S x1p22
E11E2

2 D D
5

1

2p E
2`

1`

dEE
2`

1`

dv eiv p1 i (E1v/2)X2 i (E2v/2)Y22/3Ai ~22/3~x1p22E!!

5dS p1
X1Y

2 D E
2`

1`

dE eiE(X2Y)22/3Ai ~22/3~x1p22E!!

5dS p1
X1Y

2 D E
2`

1`

dE eiE(X2Y)
1

2p E dz eiz(E2x2p22z2/12)
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5dS p1
X1Y

2 Dei (X2Y)(x1p21(X2Y)2/12). ~56!

The phase-space trace is

E dx dp G~X,Y;x,p!52pd~X2Y!, ~57!

and, given~24! for these functions,f E1E2
! f E

18E
28
5 (1/2p) d(E12E28) f E

18E2
, the !-composition

law for theseG’s is

G~X,Y;x,p!!G~W,Z;x,p!5d~X2Z!G~W,Y;x,p!. ~58!

V. GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR THE LIOUVILLE POTENTIAL

A less trivial system with a continuous spectrum is the Hamiltonian with the Liouv
potential.20,21 In the conventions of Ref. 4~\51, m51/2), the Hamiltonian kernel is

H5p21e2x, ~59!

and the eigenfunctions of the correspondingH are

cE~x!5cE* ~x!5
1

p
Asinh~pAE!KiAE~ex!, ~60!

with continuum normalizations*dx cE1
* (x)cE2

(x)5d(E12E2). The modified Bessel function

~Ref. 22, Chap. VI, Sec. 6.22! can be written in the Heine–Schla¨fli form,

Kip~ex!5
1

2 E2`

`

dX exp~2ex coshX1 iXp!5K2 ip~ex!. ~61!

The nondiagonal WF is then

f E1E2
~x,p!5

1

p3 E dy e22ipyAsinh~pAE1!KiAE1
* ~ex2y!Asinh~pAE2!KiAE2

~ex1y!. ~62!

This Wigner function amounts to Meijer’sG function,

f E1E2
~x,p!5

1

8p3 Asinh~pAE1!sinh~pAE2!

3G04
40S e4x

16 U ip1 iAE1

2
,
ip2 iAE1

2
,
2 ip1 iAE2

2
,
2 ip2 iAE2

2 D . ~63!

Alternatively, the WF may be written as a double integral representation,

f E(k) E(q)~x,p!5
1

2p3
Asinh~pAE~k!!sinh~pAE~q!!

3E dX dY eikX eiqYS coshY

coshX
D ip

K2ip~exA4 coshX coshY!, ~64!

whereE(k)[k2,E(q)[q2. This is an inverse integral transform, as in Sec. IV, of a genera
function
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G~X,Y;x,p![E
2`

` dk

Asinh~pAE~k!!
E

2`

` dq

Asinh~pAE~q!!
e2 ikX e2 iqY f E(k) E(q)~x,p!

5
2

p
S coshY

coshX
D ip

K2ip~exA4 coshX coshY!5G* ~Y,X;x,p!. ~65!

The form and construction of thisG are consequences of~61!, as detailed in Appendix D.
However, the!-composition law of this particular generating function is not so straight

ward. It is singular, as a consequence of the general relation~24! and the behavior of the integran
in ~65! ask,q→0.

The singularity may be controlled by regulating the!-product through imaginary shifts in the momenta,

GS X,Y;x,p2
i e

2 D!GS W,Z;x,p1
i e

2 D5
1

2p
G~W,Y;x,p!G~e!S exAcoshY coshW

coshX coshZ
~coshX1coshZ! D 2e

.

It follows that one derivative with respect to either ofX or Z suffices to eliminate the divergence ate50,

lim
e→0

]XGS X,Y;x,p2
i e

2 D!GS W,Z;x,p1
i e

2 D
5

1

2p
G~W,Y;x,p!~2]X!lnS exAcoshY coshW

coshX coshZ
~coshX1coshZ! D

5
1

2p
G~W,Y;x,p!S 1

2
tanhX2

sinhX

coshX1coshZD .

Unlike the situation in~58!, here the right-hand side vanishes atX5Z. More symmetrically,

lim
e→0

]XGS X,Y;x,p2
i e

2 D!]WGS W,Z;x,p1
i e

2 D5
1

2p
]WG~W,Y;x,p!H 1

2
tanhX2

sinhX

coshX1coshZJ .

By some contrast to the above, Eq.~65!, an alternate generating function for just the diago
WFs, f EE[ f E , could be defined through the spectral resolution of the!2K function,

G~z;x,p![K! iAH(x,p)~ez!52pE
0

`

dE KiAE~ez! f E~x,p!. ~66!

This can be evaluated by reliance on Macdonald’s trilinear identity,22,23

E
0

`

dE KiAE~ez!cE~x! cE* ~y!5
1

2
expS 2

1

2
~ex1y2z1ex2y1z1e2x1y1z! D . ~67!

G then is obtained by replacingx→x1Y and y→x2Y, and Fourier transforming by
(1/p) * dY e22ipY,
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E
0

`

dE KiAE~ez! f E~x,p!5
1

2p E dY e22ipY expS 2
1

2
~e2x2z1ez12Y1ez22Y! D . ~68!

Finally, simplifying the right-hand side gives

2pE
0

`

dE KiAE~ez! f E~x,p!5expS 2
1

2
e2x2zD E dY e22ipY expS 2

1

2
ez~e2Y1e22Y! D

5exp~2 1
2 e2x2z!Kip~ez!5G~z;x,p!. ~69!

As a side check of this expression,~69!, note that it must satisfy

H!G~z;x,p!5G~z;x,p!!H5~2]z
21e2z!G~z;x,p!, ~70!

which follows from the spectral resolution evident in~66!. Indeed, sincee2z]zKip(ez)
5 ipe2zKip(ez)2Kip11(ez), and (2]z

21e2z)Kip(ez)5p2Kip(ez), these relations are satisfied,

~p21e2x!!~exp~2 1
2 e2x2z!Kip~ez!!5~exp~2 1

2 e2x2z!Kip~ez!!!~p21e2x!

5exp~2 1
2 e2x2z!~2e2x2z ]zKip~ez!!

1~p21 1
2 e2x2z2 1

4 e4x22z!exp~2 1
2 e2x2z!Kip~ez!

5~2]z
21e2z!~exp~2 1

2 e2x2z!Kip~ez!!. ~71!

Parenthetically, as an alternative to the ordinary product form in~69!, the phase-space kerne
G may also be represented as an integral either of a!-exponential or of a single!-product~Note:
Do not shift the integration parametery by the phase-space variablex before the star products ar
evaluated.!,

G~z;x,p!5
1

2 E dy exp!S 2
y

2 sinhy
e2x2z1 iyp2ez coshyD

5
1

2 E dy expS 2
1

2
ey2ze2xD!exp~ iyp2ez coshy!. ~72!

This follows from the identities~cf. Appendix C!

exp!S 2
y

2 sinhy
e2x2z1 iypD5expS 2

1

2
ey2ze2xD!exp~ iyp!5expS 2

1

2
e2x2z1 iypD . ~73!

The ordinary product form in~69! and the!-exponential form in~72! reveal thatG(z;x,p)
5G(z;x,2p), so one may replace exp(iyp) by cos(yp) in the second line of~72!. Given these,
there are several ways to verify~70!. These relations and the star-product expressions for
kernel in~72! are isomorphic to those of the corresponding operators, as discussed in Appen

The !-composition law of these generating functions follows from~24! and Macdonald’s
identity,

G~u;x,p!!G~v;x,p!5
1

2 E dw expS 2
1

2
~eu1v2w1eu2v1w1e2u1v1w! DG~w;x,p!. ~74!

This also follows directly from the explicit form~69!. Again, this is isomorphic to the correspon
ing operator composition law given in Appendix E.

From the orthogonality of thecE’s, the diagonal WFs may be recovered by inverse trans
mation,
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f E~x,p!5E dz
sinh~pAE!

2p3 KiAE~ez!G~z;x,p!. ~75!

This representation and the specific factorizedx,p-dependence ofG can be of considerable use
e.g., in systematically computing diagonal matrix elements in phase space.

In illustration of the general pattern, consider the first-order energy shift effected by a p
bation Hamiltonian kernelH1 . It is, cf. Appendix B, Eq.~B11!,

DE5E dz dx dp H1

sinh~pAE!

2p3 KiAE~ez!G~z;x,p!. ~76!

Choosing

H15e2nxeisp/2, ~77!

yields

DE5
sinh~pAE!

2p3 E dz KiAE~ez! S E dx e2nx expS 2
1

2
e2x2zD D S E dp Kip~ez! eisp/2D . ~78!

Now,

E dx e2nx expS 2
1

2
e2x2zD52n21G~n! enz, ~79!

and hence~Ref. 18, 6.576.4,a5b!,

E dz KiAE~ez! Kip~ez! enz5
2n23

G~n!
GS n1 iAE1 ip

2 DGS n1 iAE2 ip

2 D
3GS n2 iAE1 ip

2 DGS n2 iAE2 ip

2 D . ~80!

Thus,

DE5
sinh~pAE!

2p3 4n22E dp eisp/2GS n1 iAE1 ip

2 D
3GS n1 iAE2 ip

2 DGS n2 iAE1 ip

2 DGS n2 iAE2 ip

2 D . ~81!

Finally ~Ref. 18, 6.422.19!,

E dp eisp/2 GS n1 iAE1 ip

2 DGS n1 iAE2 ip

2 DGS n2 iAE1 ip

2 DGS n2 iAE2 ip

2 D

54p G22
22S esU22n1 iAE

2
,
22n2 iAE

2

n1 iAE

2
,
n2 iAE

2

D . ~82!

To sum up, the perturbed energy shift is a Meijer function,
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DE5
4n sinh~pAE!

8p2 G22
22S esU22n 1 iAE

2
,
22n2 iAE

2

n1 iAE

2
,
n2 iAE

2

D . ~83!

In principle, any polynomial perturbation in eitherx or p can be obtained from this, by differen
tiation with respect ton ands. ~Retaining a bit of exponential inx would be helpful to suppres
the region of large negativex!.
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APPENDIX A: !-FOCK SPACE AND COHERENT STATES

Dirac’s Hamiltonian factorization method for algebraic solution of the harmonic oscill
carries through~cf. Ref. 2! intact in !-space. Indeed,

H5
1

2
~x2 ip !!~x1 ip !1

\

2
, ~A1!

motivating definition of

a[
1

&
~x1 ip !, a†[

1

&
~x2 ip !. ~A2!

Thus, noting

a!a†2a†!a5\, ~A3!

and also that, by above,

a! f 05
1

&
~x1 ip !!e2(x21p2)50, ~A4!

provides a!-Fock vacuum, it is evident that associativity of the!-product permits the entire
ladder spectrum generation to go through as usual. The!-genstates of the Hamiltonian, such th
H! f 5 f !H, are thus

f nn5 f n5
1

n!
~a†! !nf 0~!a!n. ~A5!

These states are real, like the Gaussian ground state, and are thus left-right symmetric!-genstates.
They are also transparently!-orthogonal for different eigenvalues; and they project to themsel
as they should, since the Gaussian ground state does,f 0! f 05 f 0/2p\.

The complete set of generalized WFs can thus be written as

f mn5
1

An!m!
~a†! !nf 0~!a!m, m,n50,1,2,3,̄ . ~A6!
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The standard combinatoric features of conventional Fock space apply separately to le
right ~its adjoint! !-multiplication:

a! f n[a! f nn5\An fn,n21 , a†!a! f n5\Ana†! f n,n215\n fn ,

a†! f n[a†! f nn5An11 f n,n11 , ~A7!

a!a†! f n5An11a! f n,n115\~n11! f n ,

f n!a5An11 f n11,n ,

f n!a!a†5\~n11! f n , ~A8!

f n!a†5\An fn21,n , f n!a†!a5\n fn .

Furthermore, a left/right~non-self-adjoint! coherent state is naturally defined19,24

F~a,b!5exp!~aa†! f 0exp!~ba!, a!F~a,b!5aF~a,b!, F~a,b!!a†5bF~a,b!.
~A9!

Up to a factor of exp((uau21ubu2)/2), this is also the WF of coherent statesua& and ^bu.24 As
indicated in the text, this coherent state is identifiable with the generating functionG for the
harmonic oscillator.

APPENDIX B: STATIONARY PERTURBATION THEORY

Perturbation theory could be carried out in Hilbert space and its resulting wave func
utilized to evaluate the corresponding WF integrals. However, in the spirit of logical autonom
Moyal’s formulation of quantum mechanics in phase space, the perturbed Wigner function
also be computedab initio in phase space,17,25without reference to the conventional Hilbert spa
formulation. The basics are summarized in the following.

As usual, the Hamiltonian kernel decomposes into free and perturbed parts,

H5H01lH1 . ~B1!

Fairlie’s stationary, real,!-genvalue equations8,4 for the full Hamiltonian,

H~x,p!! f n~x,p!5 f n~x,p!!H~x,p!5En~l! f n~x,p!, ~B2!

are solved upon expansion of their componentsE and f in powers ofl, the perturbation strength

En5En
01lEn

11l2En
21¯ , ~B3!

f n5 f n
01l f n

11l2f n
21¯ . ~B4!

Note the superscripts onE and f are order indices and not exponents. Resolution into individ
powers ofl yields the real equations:

H0! f n
05 f n

0!H05En
0f n

0, ~B5!

H0! f n
11H1! f n

05 f n
1!H01 f n

0!H15En
0f n

11En
1f n

0, ~B6!

H0! f n
21H1! f n

15 f n
2!H01 f n

1!H15En
0f n

21En
1f n

11En
2f n

0 . ~B7!

Left multiplication of ~B6! by f n
0! yields

f n
0!H0! f n

11 f n
0!H1! f n

05En
0f n

0! f n
11En

1f n
0! f n

0 , ~B8!
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and, by~B5!,

f n
0!H1! f n

05En
1 f n

0! f n
0; ~B9!

by ~11!, ~10!, and the cyclicity of the trace~3!,

E dx dp En
1f n

0! f n
05E dx dp~ f n

0!H1! f n
0!5E dx dp~H1! f n

0! f n
0!5

1

2p\ E dx dpH1! f n
0 .

~B10!

Hence,

En
15E dx dp H1f n

0 , ~B11!

the diagonal element of the perturbation. For the off-diagonal elements, similarly left-!-multiply
~B6! by f m

0 ,

f m
0 !H0! f n

11 f m
0 !H1! f n

05En
0f m

0 ! f n
11En

1f m
0 ! f n

0 . ~B12!

By completeness,f n
i , iÞ0, resolves to

f n
i 5(

k,l
an,kl

i f kl
0 , ~B13!

the reality condition dictating

an,kl
i 5an,lk* i . ~B14!

Consequently, by~10!,

Em
0 (

k,l
an,kl

1 f m
0 ! f kl

0 1 f m
0 !H1! f n

05En
0(

k,l
an,kl

1 f m
0 ! f kl

0 1En
1 1

2p\
f n

0dmn , ~B15!

and hence

Em
0 (

k
an,km

1 f km
0 12p\ f m

0 !H1! f n
05En

0(
k

an,km
1 f km

0 1En
1f n

0dmn . ~B16!

For mÞn,

~En
02Em

0 !(
l

an,lm
1 f lm

0 52p\~ f m
0 !H1! f n

0!, ~B17!

so that

(
l

an,lm
1 f lm

0 5
2p\~ f m

0 !H1! f n
0!

En
02Em

0 . ~B18!

Finally, use of~11!, yields
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an,lm
1 5~2p\!2E dx dp

f ml
0 ! f m

0 !H1! f n
0

En
02Em

0

5~2p\!2E dx dp
1

2p\

f ml
0 !H1! f n

0

En
02Em

0

5~2p\!E dx dp
H1! f n

0! f ml
0

En
02Em

0

5
dnl

En
02Em

0 E dx dp H1f mn
0 , ~mÞn!. ~B19!

We also have the similar equation forlÞn. Consequently,an,lm
1 is proportional to the matrix

element of the perturbation, and it vanishes unlessl or m is equal ton. @Note: This differs from
Ref. 25, Eq.~45!.# To sum up,

f n
15 (

mÞn

1

En
02Em

0 S f nm
0 S E dx8 dp8 H1~x8,p8! f mn

0 ~x8,p8! D
1 f mn

0 S E dx8 dp8 H1~x8,p8! f nm
0 ~x8,p8! D D . ~B20!

By ~8!, it can be seen that the same result may also follow from evaluation of the WF integr
perturbed wave functions obtained in standard perturbation theory in Hilbert space.

For example, considerH15& x5a1a†. It follows thatE0
150, and

an,lm
1 5

dn,l

~En
02Em

0 !
E E dx dp fmn

0 !~a1a†!

5
dn,

~En
02Em

0 !
E E dx dp~Am11 f m11,n

0 1An11 f m,n11
0 !

5dn,l~Am11 dm11,n2An11 dm,n11!, ~B21!

for mÞn, and the (m↔ l ) expression forlÞn. Hence,

f n
15An ~ f n21,n

0 1 f n,n21
0 !2An11 ~ f n,n11

0 1 f n11,n
0 !. ~B22!

APPENDIX C: COMBINATORIC DERIVATION OF IDENTITIES „54… AND „73…

The!-exponential~54! of the Hamiltonian kernel for the linear potential is also easy to w
out directly, since the combinatorics in!-space are identical to the combinatorics of any asso
tive algebra. In particular, the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff expansion also holds for!-exponentials,

exp!~A!!exp!~B!5exp!~A1B1 1
2 @A,B#!1 1

12 @A,@A,B#!#!1 1
12 @@A,B#! ,B#!1C!, ~C1!

where C represents a sum of triple or more nested!-commutators~Moyal Brackets,@A,B#!

[A!B2B!A). Now, choosing A5 i tx and B5 i tp21 i t 2p1 1
3i t

3, yields @A,B#!522i t 2p
2 i t 3, @A,@A,B#!#!52i t 3, @@A,B#! ,B#!50, and henceC50.

Consequently,

exp!~ i tx !!exp!~ i tp21 i t 2p1 1
3 i t 3!5exp!~ i tx1 i tp2!. ~C2!

But further note exp!(ax)5exp(ax), and also exp!(bp21cp1d)5exp(bp21cp1d). This reduces the
!-product to a mere translation,
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exp!~ax!!exp!~bp21cp1d!5exp~ax!!exp~bp21cp1d!

5exp~ax1 1
2 ia]p!exp~bp21cp1d!

5exp~ax1b~p1 1
2 ia !21c~p1 1

2 ia !1d!

5exp~ax1bp21~c1 iab!p1d2 1
4 a2b1 1

2 iac!. ~C3!

Consequently,

exp!~ i tx !!exp!~ i tp21 i t 2p1 1
3 i t 3!5exp~ i t ~x1p21t2/12!!, ~C4!

and the identity

exp!~ i t ~x1p2!!5exp~ i t ~x1p21t2/12!! ~548!

follows.
The proof of

exp!S 2
y

2 sinhy
e2x2z1 iypD5expS 2

1

2
ey2ze2xD!exp~ iyp!5expS 2

1

2
e2x2z1 iypD ~73!

is similar. Choosing nowA52 1
2 ey2ze2x and B5 iyp, it follows that @A,B#!522yA, so that

only those multiple Moyal commutators survive which are linear inA. This means, then, that in
the Hausdorff expansion26 for Z(A,B)[ ln!(exp!(A)!exp!(B)), only B and termslinear in A
survive. Hence,Z reduces to merely

Z5B1AS B] !

12e2B] !D . ~C5!

The Hadamard expansion inB] ! means successive right!-commutation with respect toB as
many times as the regular power expansion of the function in the parenthesis dictates.
quently,

expS 2
1

2
ey2ze2xD!exp~ iyp!5exp!S 2

1

2
ey2ze2xD!exp!~ iyp!5exp!S 2

y

2sinhy
e2x2z1 iypD .

~C6!

On the other hand,

exp~2 1
2 ey2ze2x!!exp~ iyp!5exp~2 1

2 ey2z12x!exp~ iy~p1 i ]Q x/2!!5exp~2 1
2 e2x2z1 iyp!,

~C7!

and the identity is proven.

APPENDIX D: CONSTRUCTION OF THE GENERATING FUNCTION FOR THE
LIOUVILLE WFS

From ~60! and ~61!, it is evident that the Liouville wave functions can be generated by

exp~2ex coshX!5E
2`

` dk

Asinh~pAE~k!!
e2 ikX cE(k)~x!, ~D1!

whereE(k)[k2. Therefore, the usual wave function bilinears appearing in the WFs are gene
by ~recalling that thec’s are real!
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exp~2ex2y coshX!exp~2ex1y coshY!5E
2`

` dk

Asinh~pAE~k!!
E

2`

` dq

Asinh~pAE~q!!

3e2 ikX2 iqY cE(k)~x2y!cE(q)~x1y!. ~D2!

Consequently, Fourier transforming this produces a generating function for WFs,

1

p
E

2`

`

dy e22ipyexp~2ex2y coshX!exp~2ex1y coshY!

5E
2`

` dk

Asinh~pAE~k!!
E

2`

` dq

Asinh~pAE~q!!
e2 ikX2 iqY f E(k) E(q)~x,p!. ~D3!

Evaluation of this expression yields just a factor multiplying a modified Bessel function,

E
2`

`

dy e22ipy exp~2ex2y coshX2ex1y coshY!

5E
2`

`

dy expS 22ipS y1
1

2
ln(coshX/coshY) D Dexp~2~exA4 coshX coshY!coshy!

52S coshY

coshXD ip

K2ip~exA4 coshX coshY!. ~D4!

Thus, a generating function for the complete set of Liouville Wigner functions is

2

p
S coshY

coshX
D ip

K2ip~exA4 coshX coshY!5E
2`

` dk

Asinh~pAE~k!!
E

2`

` dq

Asinh~pAE~q!!

3e2 ikX2 iqY f E(k) E(q)~x,p!, ~658!

as in the text.

APPENDIX E: OPERATOR ORDERING AND EQ. „69…

Given the factorized phase-space generating function

G~z;x,p!5exp~2 1
2 e2x2z!Kip~ez!, ~698!

what is the operator corresponding to it? According to Weyl’s prescription, Eq.~5!, the associated
operator is

G~z;X,P!5
1

~2p!2 E dt ds dx dp G~z;x,p!exp~ i t~P2p!1 is~X2x!!

5
1

~2p!2 E dt ds dx dp exp~ i tP1 isX! expS 2
1

2
e2x2z2 isxDKip~ez!exp~2 i tp!.

~E1!

The integrals overx and p may be evaluated separately, if thes contour is first shifted slightly
above the real axis,s→s1 i e, thereby suppressing contributions to thex-integral asx→2`.
Now s[ 1

2e
2x2z gives
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E
2`

1`

dx expS 2
1

2
e2x2z2 i ~s1 i e!xD5E

0

` ds

2s
~2sez!2 i (s1 i e)/2exp~2s!

5 1
2 e2 i (z1 ln 2)s/2 G~2 i ~s1 i e!/2!. ~E2!

By ~61!,

E dp Kip~ez!exp~2 i tp!5
1

2 E2`

`

dX e2ez coshX 2pd~X2t!5p e2ez cosht. ~E3!

So

G~z;X,P!5
1

8p E dt ds e2 i (z1 ln 2)s/2 G~2 i ~s1 i e!/2! e2ez cosht exp~ i tP1 isX!. ~E4!

The shifteds contour avoids the pole inG at the origin.
Ordering with all P’s to the right, thereby departing from Weyl ordering, yields exp(itP

1 isX)5exp(isX)exp(ist/2)exp(itP). Performing thes integration before thet integration, per-
mits taking the limite→0 to obtain

G~z;X,P!5
1

8p E dtS E dsG~2 i ~s1 i e!/2!exp~ isX1 ist/22 is~z1 ln 2!/2! D
3e2ez cosht exp~ i tP!

5
1

8p E dt~4p exp~2e2X1t2(z1 ln 2)!!e2ez cosht exp~ i tP!

5
1

2 E dt expS 2
1

2
e2X1t2z2

1

2
ez1t2

1

2
ez2tDexp~ i tP!. ~E5!

This is the operator correspondent to~72!; it reflects the Weyl correspondence through which
was originally defined~although, technically, it was taken out of Weyl ordering above, merely
a matter of convenience, not a bona-fide change of representation!.

This form leads to a more intuitive Hilbert space representation. Acting to the right
position eigen-bra,̂xuX5^xux, while the subsequent exponential of the momentum operator
translates,̂ xuexp(itP)5^x1tu. So the full right-operation ofG is

^xuG~z;X,P!5
1

2 E dt ^x1tuexpS 2
1

2
e2x1t2z2

1

2
ez1t2

1

2
ez2tD

5
1

2 E dy ^yuexpS 2
1

2
ex1y2z2

1

2
ez1y2x2

1

2
ez2y1xD . ~E6!

Inserting 15*dx ux&^xu gives G(z;X,P)5*dx ux&^xuG(z;X,P), and leads to a coordinat
space realization of the operator involving anx,y-symmetric kernel,

G~z;X,P!5
1

2 E dx dy ux&^yu expS 2
1

2
ex1y2z2

1

2
ex2y1z2

1

2
e2x1y1zD . ~E7!

This operator is diagonal on energy states: by Macdonald’s identity~67!, and the reality and
orthogonality of the wave functions,
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^E1uG~z;X,P!uE2&5
1

2 E dx dy cE1
* ~x! cE2

~y! expS 2
1

2
ex1y2z2

1

2
ez1y2x2

1

2
ez2y1xD

5d~E12E2! KiAE1
~ez!. ~E8!

This is in agreement with the corresponding phase-space expression,~66!.
The composition law of this operator also parallels its phase-space isomorph,~74!,

G~u!G~v !5
1

2 E dw expS 2
1

2
~eu1v2w1eu2v1w1e2u1v1w! D G~w!. ~E9!
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It is shown that two types of shape invariance with respect to quantum numbersn
and m lead us to solve Dirac equation for a spin-1

2 charged particle in two-
dimensional and three-dimensional Euclidean spaces in the presence of magnetic
fields. Also, we introduce supersymmetry algebra and shape invariance symmetry
represented by two bunches of spinors obtained from the above solutions. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1350635#

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of supersymmetry in quantum mechanics was first done by Nicolai,1 then, a few
years later, Witten introduced the concept of supersymmetry breaking in quantum field mo2

Over the last few years it has been shown that supersymmetry in quantum mechanics p
important role in deriving exact solutions of quantum mechanical problems.3–6 A certain class of
exactly solvable potentials is characterized by a property known as shape invariance.7–12 It has
been shown that the Schro¨dinger equation with shape invariant potentials4,5,9–12 can be exactly
solved by an algebraic procedure or elementary calculation. Also, there have been some a
to solve the Schro¨dinger equation for 2-dimensional potentials from the shape invaria
approach.13,14

In Ref. 15, with the help of the master function together with the corresponding we
function, and using from the solvable quantum models, obtained from shape invariance o
ondary quantum numberm, we derived solutions of the Dirac equation on the real forms
homogeneous manifoldSL(2,c)/GL(1,c) in the presence of a magnetic monopole field. Now,
the present paper our aim is to use the formalism of supersymmetric quantum mechani
shape invariance symmetry to study the motion of a spin-1

2 charged particle in the presence
different magnetic fields in two-dimensional~2D! and three-dimensional~3D! Euclidean spaces
Therefore, it seems appropriate to mention first some of the results obtained so far.

In our previous works11,16we introduced the master functionA(x) as a polynomial of at mos
degree two, and also, the non-negative weight functionW(x) depending on the master function
the interval (a,b). For a given master functionA(x), the weight functionW(x) is chosen so tha
„1/W(x)…(d/dx)„A(x)W(x)… is at most a first order polynomial, and also, the interval (a,b) is
fixed by lettingA(x)W(x) and its derivatives vanish at both ends. It is shown that polynom
Fn(x) of ordern with the Rodrigues representation,

a!Electronic mail: hfakhri@ark.tabrizu.ac.ir
24160022-2488/2001/42(6)/2416/22/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Fn~x!5
an

W~x! S d

dxD
n

„An~x!W~x!…, ~1!

are orthogonal with respect to the defined scalar product by weight functionW(x) in the interval
(a,b), where constantsan depend on the selection of normalization;n is a natural number. Thes
orthogonal polynomials which are the special functions used in mathematical physics, su
Jacobi functions, hypergeometric functions, satisfy the second order differential equation,

A~x!Fn9~x!1
„A~x!W~x!…8

W~x!
Fn8~x!

2FnS A~x!W8~x!

W~x! D 8
1

n~n11!

2
A9~x!GFn~x!50, n50,1,2, . . . , ~2!

where the prime means a derivative with respect tox. Also, a new second order differentia
equation has been associated to the differential equation corresponding to classical orth
functionsFn(x) just by differentiating the differential equation~2! m times then multiplying it by
(21)mAm/2(x):

A~x!Fn,m9 ~x!1
„A~x!W~x!…8

W~x!
Fn,m8 ~x!1F2

1

2
~n21n2m2!A9~x!1~m2n!S A~x!W8~x!

W~x! D 8

2
m2

4

A82~x!

A~x!
2

m

2

A8~x!W8~x!

W~x! GFn,m~x!50, m50,1,2, . . . ,n. ~3!

Equation~3! has the following solution as the Rodrigues formula, and the so-called assoc
special function related to the master functionA(x) and weight functionW(x):

Fn,m~x!5
an~21!m

Am/2~x!W~x! S d

dxD
n2m

„An~x!W~x!…. ~4!

In Ref. 12 using a differential equation~2! and the procedure of factorization introduced
Ref. 16 with respect to the parametern, we have obtained the following shape invariance eq
tions:

B~n!A~n!cn~x!5E~n!cn~x!,

A~n!B~n!cn21~x!5E~n!cn21~x!, ~5!

with

E~n!5
n

4F S A~x!W8~x!

W~x! D 8
1nA9~x!G2 H 4S A~x!W8~x!

W~x! D 82S nA82~0!2A~0!S A~x!W8~x!

W~x! D 8D

2S AW8

W D ~0!S A9~x!S AW8

W D ~0!22A8~0!S A~x!W8~x!

W~x! D 8D
3S 2S A~x!W8~x!

W~x! D 8
1nA9~x! D1n2A9~0!„A82~0!22A9~0!A~0!…

3S nA9~0!14S A~x!W8~x!

W~x! D 8D210nA~0!A9~x!S A~x!W8~x!

W~x! D 82J . ~6!

The 1-dimensional wavefunctionscn(x) are expressed in terms of a multiple of orthogonal po
nomialsFn(x) as
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cn~x!5W1/2~x!Fn~x!, ~7!

wheren is named the main quantum number. The raising and the lowering operators of the
quantum numbern, i.e.,B(n) andA(n) that are adjoint of each other, have the following expli
form:

B~n!5A~x!
d

dx
1

1

2F nA8~x!1
A~x!W8~x!

W~x!
1n

A8~0!S A~x!W8~x!

W~x! D 8
2A9~x!S AW8

W D ~0!

S A~x!W8~x!

W~x! D 8
1nA9~x!

G ,

~8!

A~n!52A~x!
d

dx
1

1

2F nA8~x!1
A~x!W8~x!

W~x!
1n

A8~0!S A~x!W8~x!

W~x! D 8
2A9~x!S AW8

W D ~0!

S A~x!W8~x!

W~x! D 8
1nA9~x!

G .

One can easily show that the shape invariance relations~5! are written as follows:

B~n!cn21~x!5Encn~x!,
~9!

A~n!cn~x!5Encn21~x!,

in which we have defined

EnªAE~n!. ~10!

Also, we are reminded that in Ref. 11 the differential equation~3! was factorized with respec
to parameterm, and that we obtained the shape invariant equations with respect to seco
quantum numberm as

B~m!A~m!cn,m~x!5E~n,m!cn,m~x!,
~11!

A~m!B~m!cn,m21~x!5E~n,m!cn,m21~x!,

with

E~n,m!52~n2m11!F S A~x!W8~x!

W~x! D 8
1

1

2
~n1m!A9~x!G . ~12!

Thus, the 1-dimensional wavefunctionscn,m(x) were expressed in terms of a multiple of asso
ated special functions as

cn,m~x!5A1/4~x!W1/2~x!Fn,m~x!. ~13!

The raising and the lowering operators of the secondary quantum numberm, i.e., B(m) and its
adjoint A(m) are
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B~m!5AA~x!
d

dx
2

A~x!W8~x!

2W~x!
1

2m21

4
A8~x!

AA~x!
,

~14!

A~m!52AA~x!
d

dx
2

A~x!W8~x!

2W~x!
1

2m21

4
A8~x!

AA~x!
.

The shape invariance relations~11! can be written as relations of raising and lowering of t
wavefunctionscn,m(x) with respect to the secondary quantum numberm,

B~m!cn,m21~x!5En,mcn,m~x!,
~15!

A~m!cn,m~x!5En,mcn,m21~x!,

with

En,mªAE~n,m!. ~16!

II. SOLUTION OF THE DIRAC EQUATION IN 1¿2 SPACE–TIME WITH THE EUCLIDEAN
SPATIAL PART

Now, we use the usual polar coordinates for the flat spatial part of the 112 space–time, i.e.
0<r ,1` and 0<u,2p. Thus the Minkowskian space–time metric can be written as

gmn5S 1 0 0

0 21 0

0 0 2r 2
D , ~17!

wherem andn denote rows and columns byt, r andu. Naturally, the 3-beinEa
m and its inverse,

i.e.,em
a, establish a connection between the Minkowskian diagonal metrichab

ª(1,21,21) with
the space–time metricgmn :

Ea
mhabEb

n5gmn,
~18a!

Ea
mgmnEb

n5hab ,

em
agmnen

b5hab,
~18b!

em
ahaben

b5gmn .

Indicesa andb take the values 0, 1 and 2 due to the generators of Clifford algebra, andgmn and
hab are inverse of metricsgmn and hab , respectively. Using Eqs.~18! we obtain the following
3-beins for the metric~17!:

Ea
m5~em

a!215S 1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0
1

r

D . ~19!

The nonvanishing components of Christoffel symbolsGmn
l for the space–time metric~17! are

calculated as
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Guu
r 52r , G ru

u 5
1

r
. ~20!

Of course, it is evident that just for the spatial part of the 112 space–time the nonvanishin
Christoffel symbols are calculated the same as~20!, thus describing a 2-dimensional space w
zero Ricci scalar curvature, i.e.,R50.

The Dirac equation for the space–time corresponding to the metric~17! is

DC~ t;r ,u!50, ~21!

in which the Dirac operatorD is defined as17

D52 igaEa
m~]m2 iAm1 1

8 vmab@ga,gb# !. ~22!

Here,At is a scalar potential corresponding to an electric field, andAr andAu are components o
a gauge potential corresponding to a magnetic field. The generators of Clifford algebra, i.
matricesga are

g05s3, g15 is2, g252 is1, ~23!

wheres1, s2 ands3 are the known Pauli matrices. The generators of Clifford algebra gen
the Minkowskian diagonal metrichab by the following equation:

gagb5habI 2322 i eabcgc . ~24!

The components of the spin connectionvm
a

b satisfy

]men
a2Gmn

l el
a1vm

a
ben

b50. ~25!

Then, with the help of Eqs.~19! and ~20! we calculate the nonvanishing components of the s
connection as

vu 1252vu 2151. ~26!

Using the relation~24!, for the space–time 112 with the flat spatial part with spin connection
given in Eqs.~26!, evidently we can calculate contribution of the last term in the Dirac operatoD
is zero. Substituting Eqs.~19! and ~23! in Eq. ~21!, we obtain the Dirac matrix equation~21! as
follows:

S ] t2 iAt ] r2
i

r
]u2 iAr1

1

2r
2

1

r
Au

2] r2
i

r
]u1 iAr2

1

2r
2

1

r
Au 2] t1 iAt

D C~ t;r ,u!50. ~27!

In this paper we assume that the electric field does not exist, i.e.,At50, and that the magnetic field
is static, i.e.,] tAm50, with radial symmetryAm5Am(r ) for m5r and u. There are two ap-
proaches to solve Eq.~27!.

A. The first approach for solving the Dirac equation in 2D Euclidean space

The first approach uses the shape invariance with respect to the main quantum numn,
where we assume time evolution spinors ase2 iEnt, in which the spectrumEn is defined as in Eq.
~10!. Then, for

C~ t;r ,u!5e2 iEntC~r ,u!5e2 iEntS c1~r ,u!

ic2~r ,u!
D , ~28!
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from the Dirac equation~27! we obtain the following two equations:

S ]

]r
2

i

r

]

]u
2 iAr1

1

2r
2

1

r
AuDc2~r ,u!5Enc1~r ,u!,

~29!

S 2
]

]r
2

i

r

]

]u
1 iAr2

1

2r
2

1

r
AuDc1~r ,u!5Enc2~r ,u!.

We assume angular functionality as phase factor for functionsc1(r ,u) andc2(r ,u), and it is easy
to conclude that existence of the difference of phase between functionsc1(r ,u) andc2(r ,u) has
no effect on the determination of the magnetic field. Thus, we choose the same phase fa
follows:

ca~r ,u!5eikuca~r !, a51,2. ~30!

We establish the relation between variablex and radial coordinater as

dx

A~x!
5dr. ~31!

Also we substitute Eqs.~30! into Eqs.~29! and then we reduce the equations with respect tou in
order to compare the obtained results with Eqs.~9!. Then, we find that

B~n!5
d

dr
1

k

r
2 iAr~n!1

1

2r
2

1

r
Au~n!,

~32!

A~n!52
d

dr
1

k

r
1 iAr~n!2

1

2r
2

1

r
Au~n!,

with

Ar~n!5
2 i

2r
,

~33!

Au~n!5k2
r

2F nA8~x!1
A~x!W8~x!

W~x!
1n

A8~0!S A~x!W8~x!

W~x! D 8
2A9~x!S AW8

W D ~0!

S A~x!W8~x!

W~x! D 8
1nA9~x!

G
x5x(r )

,

wherex5x(r ) is obtained from Eq.~31!. It is necessary to limit the variablex such that one can
restrict the interval ofr to 0<r ,1`. The 2-form of the magnetic field is calculated as

Bn~r !52
1

2F S nA9~x!1S A~x!W8~x!

W~x! D 8D rA~x!1nA8~x!1
A~x!W8~x!

W~x!

1n

A8~0!S A~x!W8~x!

W~x! D 8
2A9~x!S AW8

W D ~0!

S A~x!W8~x!

W~x! D 8
1nA9~x!

G
x5x(r )

dr`du. ~34!
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In general, magnetic fields described by Eq.~34! are quantized by the main quantum numbern,
except forA(x)51 ~see Appendix A!. Also, from the above comparison, it obviously becom
clear that the first bunch spinors describing a spin-1

2 charged particle in the presence of magne
field ~34! on the flat surface, labeled byn, are

Cn~ t;r ,u!5e2 iEntS cn~r ,u!

icn21~r ,u! D5e2 iEntCn~r ,u!, ~35!

where we have used the following notation:

cn~r ,u!5eikucn„x~r !…5..eikucn~r !. ~36!

In this approach, by accepting the results~33! and ~35!, the equations

b~n!cn21~r ,u!5Encn~r ,u!,
~37!

a~n!cn~r ,u!5Encn21~r ,u!,

with

b~n!5
]

]r
2

i

r

]

]u
2

1

r
Au~n!,

~38!

a~n!52
]

]r
2

i

r

]

]u
2

1

r
Au~n!,

describe the matrix components of the Dirac equation~27!. However, Eqs.~37! together with the
change of variable~31! represent a 2-dimensional shape invariance equations on the flat
(r ,u), where the shape invariance parameter is the main quantum numbern. In Appendix A for
different choices of the master functionA(x), we have introduced the solvable Dirac equations
the flat surface in the presence of the related magnetic fields~quantized byn! with the spinors
expressed in terms of the special orthogonal polynomials. An example is the case in
A(x)51 together withb50, where the magnetic field has a constant value along thez-axis
perpendicular to the flat surface. In Appendix A for the sake of brevity, we have not introduce
explicit form of the raising and the lowering operatorsb(n) anda(n), and also, have written the
components of the spinors in terms of the special functions without phase factoreiku.

Now, we show that the first bunch of the spinors, i.e., Eq.~35!, represents a supersymmet
algebra and also a shape invariance symmetry in terms of the quantum numbern. With attention
to Eqs.~36!, one can easily rewrite the Dirac equation for the spinorsCn(r ,u) as the following by
using Eqs.~37!:

D2~n!Cn~r ,u!5EnCn~r ,u!, ~39!

where time-independent Dirac operatorD2(n) is defined as

D2~n!ªS 0 2 ib~n!

ia~n! 0 D . ~40!

It is obvious that the square of the Dirac operatorD2(n) becomes

D2
2~n!5S b~n!a~n! 0

0 a~n!b~n!
D 5..H~n!, ~41!

which leads to the Schro¨dinger equations in the flat surface. Let us define the chiral fermio
creation and annihilation operators as18
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Q1~n!5Q1b~n!, ~42a!

Q2~n!5Q2a~n!, ~42b!

with Q657( i /2 (s16 is2), whereD2(n)5Q1(n)1Q2(n). It is clear that these operators a
nilpotent, i.e.,Q6

2 (n)50. Also, we have

H~n!5$Q1~n!,Q2~n!%, @Q6~n!,H~n!#50, ~43!

therefore, two fermionic operatorsQ1(n) and Q2(n) together with the square of the time
independent Dirac operator, i.e., the bosonic generatorH(n) satisfy the supersymmetry algebr
The representation of the supersymmetry algebra by the spinorsCn(r ,u) is

Q1~n!Cn~r ,u!5EnS cn~r ,u!

0 D ,

Q2~n!Cn~r ,u!5EnS 0
icn21~r ,u! D , ~44!

H~n!Cn~r ,u!5E~n!Cn~r ,u!.

The appropriate operators for representing the shape invariance symmetry by the s
Cn(r ,u) are

B~n!ªS b~n! 0

0
En

En21
b~n21!D , ~45a!

A~n!ªS a~n! 0

0
En

En21
a~n21!D . ~45b!

One can readily conclude the raising and the lowering relations of the spinorsCn(r ,u) as

B~n!Cn21~r ,u!5EnCn~r ,u!,
~46!

A~n!Cn~r ,u!5EnCn21~r ,u!.

Also, with the help of Eqs.~46! one can obtain the shape invariant equations on the flat surfac
the spinorsCn(r ,u) as

B~n!A~n!Cn~r ,u!5E~n!Cn~r ,u!,
~47!

A~n!B~n!Cn21~r ,u!5E~n!Cn21~r ,u!.

In this discussion of supersymmetry algebra and shape invariance symmetry, angular functi
of the spinorsCn(r ,u) does not play any essential role, and in fact, the solvable models relat
the first approach represent supersymmetry and shape invariance properties just by restric
the radial part.

B. The second approach for solving the Dirac equation in 2D Euclidean space

The second approach uses the shape invariance symmetry with respect to the sec
quantum numberm. Thus, in order to solve the Dirac equation~27!, we take time evolution
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spinors ase2 iEn,mt; then instead ofEn , Ar(n) andAu(n) we arrive at Eqs.~29! with En,m given
in Eq. ~16!, Ar(m) andAu(m), respectively. After reducingeiku, by comparing components of th
obtained Dirac equation with Eqs.~15!, we get

B~m!5
d

dr
1

k

r
2 iAr~m!1

1

2r
2

1

r
Au~m!,

~48!

A~m!52
d

dr
1

k

r
1 iAr~m!2

1

2r
2

1

r
Au~m!.

This time the radial coordinater is related to variablex by the following relation:

dx

AA~x!
5dr, ~49!

and also, the scalar potential and components of the gauge potential become

Ar~m!5
2 i

2r
,

~50!

Au~m!5k1
r

2
F A~x!W8~x!

W~x!
1

2m21

2
A8~x!

AA~x!
G

x5x(r )

.

The end points of the interval (a,b) for variablex must be chosen such that the interval of rad
coordinater can be restricted to 0<r ,1`. In order to define the radial coordinate as in Eq.~49!,
we must clearly choose the master functionA(x) positive in the interval (a,b). The 2-form
magnetic field, in this approach, is quantized by the secondary quantum numberm as

Bm~r !5
1

2 F 1

AA~x!

A~x!W8~x!

W~x!
1

2m21

2

A8~x!

AA~x!
1S S A~x!W8~x!

W~x! D 8
1

2m21

2
A9~x! D r

2
1

4 S 2
A8~x!W8~x!

W~x!
1~2m21!

A82~x!

A~x! D r G
x5x(r )

dr`du, ~51!

where, we have used relation~49! to express the relations~50! and~51!. The second bunch spinor
describing the states of a spin-1

2 charged particle in the presence of the magnetic field~51!, labeled
by two quantum numbersn andm, are

Cn,m~ t;r ,u!5e2 iEn,mtS cn,m~r ,u!

icn,m21~r ,u! D5e2 iEn,mtCn,m~r ,u!, ~52!

in which we have used the following notation using the change of variable~49!:

cn,m~r ,u!5eikucn,m„x~r !…5eikucn,m~r !. ~53!

In the second approach, while admitting the gauge potentials and the spinors as in Eqs.~50! and
~52!, respectively, the following equations:

b~m!cn,m21~r ,u!5En,mcn,m~r ,u!,
~54!

a~m!cn,m~r ,u!5En,mcn,m21~r ,u!,

with
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b~m!5
]

]r
2

i

r

]

]u
2

1

r
Au~m!,

~55!

a~m!52
]

]r
2

i

r

]

]u
2

1

r
Au~m!,

express the matrix components of the Dirac equation~27!. In this case, Eqs.~54! describe shape
invariance symmetry on the flat surface (r ,u), such that the shape invariance parameter is
secondary quantum numberm. Possible different choices for the master functionA(x), some of
the solvable Dirac equations on the flat surface in the presence of corresponding magneti
~quantized bym! with the spinors that are described in terms of associated special function
included in Appendix B, where we have not added the explicit form of the raising and
lowering operatorsb(m) anda(m) for the sake of brevity.

Now we show the second bunch of the spinors, i.e.~52!, representing a supersymmet
algebra and a shape invariance symmetry. Using Eqs.~54! and omitting time-dependence, we ca
rewrite the Dirac equation~27! as

D2~m!Cn,m~r ,u!5En,mCn,m~r ,u!, ~56!

with time-independent Dirac operatorD2(m) as

D2~m!ªS 0 2 ib~m!

ia~m! 0 D . ~57!

The square of the Dirac operatorD2(m) leads to the Schro¨dinger Hamiltonians on the flat surfac
with a shape invariant parameter of secondary quantum numberm,

D2
2~m!5S b~m!a~m! 0

0 a~m!b~m!
D 5..H~m!. ~58!

Choosing the chiral fermionic creation and annihilation operators as

Q1~m!5Q1b~m!, ~59a!

Q2~m!5Q2a~m!, ~59b!

one evidently gets for the nilpotent operatorsQ6(m) of order two and the bosonic operatorH(m)
the supersymmetry algebra~43! but with m instead ofn. The spinorsCn,m(r ,u) on the flat surface
represent supersymmetry algebra as

Q1~m!Cn,m~r ,u!5En,mS cn,m~r ,u!

0 D ,

Q2~m!Cn,m~r ,u!5En,mS 0
icn,m21~r ,u! D , ~60!

H~m!Cn,m~r ,u!5E~n,m!Cn,m~r ,u!.

The matrix and differential operators for describing the shape invariance symmetry b
second bunch of spinors, i.e.,Cn,m(r ,u) on the flat surface are

B~m!ªS b~m! 0

0
En,m

En,m21
b~m21!D , ~61a!
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A~m!ªS a~m! 0

0
En,m

En,m21
a~m21!D . ~61b!

The raising and the lowering relations and the shape invariant equations of the spinorsCn,m(r ,u)
are obtained as

B~m!Cn,m21~r ,u!5En,mCn,m~r ,u!,
~62!

A~m!Cn,m~r ,u!5En,mCn,m21~r ,u!,

B~m!A~m!Cn,m~r ,u!5E~n,m!Cn,m~r ,u!,
~63!

A~m!B~m!Cn,m21~r ,u!5E~n,m!Cn,m21~r ,u!.

Once again we see that in the properties of supersymmetry algebra and the shape inv
described by the spinorsCn,m(r ,u), the angular functionality of the spinors do not have a
important role.

III. SOLUTION OF THE DIRAC EQUATION IN 1¿3 SPACE–TIME WITH THE EUCLIDEAN
SPATIAL PART

The metric that describes 113 space–time with the flat spatial part is

gmn5S 1 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

0 0 2r 2 0

0 0 0 2r 2 sin2 u

D , ~64!

here,m andn take symbolst, r , u andf with intervals 0<r ,1`, 0<u<p and 0<f,2p. The
variablesr , u and f are the usual global spherical coordinates. We also emphasize that i
section the spherical radial coordinater is different from the polar coordinater in the previous
section. The nonvanishing components of the Christoffel symbolsGmn

l corresponding to the
space–time metric~64! are

Guu
r 52r , G ru

u 5G rf
f 5

1

r
, Gff

r 52r sin2 u, Guf
f 5cotu, Gff

u 52
1

2
sin 2u. ~65!

Also, the generatorsga of the Clifford algebra,

$ga,gb%52I 434hab, ~66!

are chosen as

g05S I 232 0

0 2I 232
D , g15 i S 0 s2

s2 0 D , g252 i S 0 s1

s1 0 D , g352 i S 0 s3

s3 0 D , ~67!

wherehab are components of the 113 diagonal Minkowskian space–time metric, i.e.,hab5(1,
21,21,21). The 4-beins for the Minkowskian space–time metric~64! are calculated as
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Ea
m5~em

a!215S 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0
1

r
0

0 0 0
1

r sinu

D . ~68!

Using Eqs.~25!, ~65! and ~68! we derive the nonvanishing components of the spin conne
vuab as

vu 1252vu 2151, vf 1352vf 315sinu, vf 2352vf 325cosu. ~69!

Now, we use the Dirac operator introduced in Eq.~22! in the following equation:

DC~ t;r ,u,f!50, ~70!

for the 113 space–time. Substituting the results obtained in Eqs.~67!–~69!, for the Dirac equation
~70! we obtain the following explicit form:

S I 232~] t2 iAt! is2S ] r2 iAr1
1

r D2
i

r
s1(]u2 iAu

1
1

2
cotu)2

i

r sinu
s3~]f2 iAf!

is2S ] r2 iAr1
1

r D2
i

r
s1(]u2 iAu

1
1

2
cotu)2

i

r sinu
s3~]f2 iAf! 2I 232~] t2 iAt!

D C~ t;r ,u,f!50.

~71!

There exist two approaches for solving the Dirac matrix equation~71! by using shape invarianc
symmetry with respect to the main and secondary quantum numbersn andm, respectively, as o
the previous section. For this purpose, we take the scalar potential equal to zero, i.e.At50, and
also, we assume that 2-form of the static magnetic field has the spherical radial symmetry

A. The first approach for solving the Dirac equation in 3D Euclidean space

In the first approach due to the shape invariance symmetry with respect to the main qu
numbern, we introduce the spinorsC(t;r ,u,f) as

C~ t;r ,u,f!5e2 iEntC~r ,u,f!5e2 iEntS c1~r ,u,f!

c2~r ,u,f!

ic1~r ,u,f!

ic2~r ,u,f!

D . ~72!

If we choose the functionality of the spinors from the angular variablesu andf as phase factor
in the following form:

ca~r ,u,f!5eikuu1 ikffca~r !, a51,2; ~73!

then, by choosingAf5kf in the Dirac equation~71!, one can obtain the following equations:
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S ]

]r
2

i

r

]

]u
2

i

r sinu

]

]f
2 iAr2

Au21

r
2

Af

r sinu
2

i

2r
cotu Dc2~r ,u,f!5Enc1~r ,u,f!,

~74!

S 2
]

]r
2

i

r

]

]u
2

i

r sinu

]

]f
1 iAr2

Au11

r
2

Af

r sinu
2

i

2r
cotu Dc1~r ,u,f!5Enc2~r ,u,f!.

Reducing the equations~74! with respect to the variablesu andf and by changing the variable a
given in ~31!, we can compare the derived results with Eqs.~9!, to get the spinors~72! as

Cn~ t;r ,u,f!5e2 iEntS cn~r ,u,f!

cn21~r ,u,f!

icn~r ,u,f!

icn21~r ,u,f!

D 5e2 iEntCn~r ,u,f!, ~75!

with the following convention:

cn~r ,u,f!5eikuu1 ikffcn„x~r !…

5..eikuu1 ikffcn~r !. ~76!

Also, from the latter comparison we lead to the following values for the components of the g
potential:

Ar~n!52
i

r
,

Au~n!5ku2
i

2
cotu2

r

2

3F nA8~x!1
A~x!W8~x!

W~x!
1n

A8~0!S A~x!W8~x!

W~x! D 8
2A9~x!S AW8

W D ~0!

S A~x!W8~x!

W~x! D 8
1nA9~x!

G
x5x(r )

,

~77!

Af~n!5kf ,

wherex5x(r ) is the solution of Eq.~31!. It is obvious that the 2-form of the magnetic field
calculated as Eq.~34!. Thus the operators that describe shape invariance symmetry on compo
of the spinors are

b~n!5
]

]r
2

i

r

]

]u
2

i

r sinu

]

]f
2 iAr~n!2

Au~n!21

r
2

Af~n!

r sinu
2

i

2r
cotu,

~78!

a~n!52
]

]r
2

i

r

]

]u
2

i

r sinu

]

]f
1 iAr~n!2

Au~n!11

r
2

Af~n!

r sinu
2

i

2r
cotu,

with the relations of raising and lowering of the spinors componentscn(r ,u,f) as

b~n!cn21~r ,u,f!5Encn~r ,u,f!,
~79!

a~n!cn~r ,u,f!5Encn21~r ,u,f!.
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The information given in Appendix A includes the solutions of this subsection, too. It mus
noted that the raising and the lowering operatorsb(n) anda(n) act in 3D Euclidean space with
coordinates (r ,u,f), and the functionality of the spinors to angles ofu and f have no role in
expressing shape invariance symmetry.

The spinors obtained in this subsection represent the supersymmetry algebra and the
invariance symmetry with respect to the main quantum numbern. From the results of the Dirac
equation as Eqs.~78! we can define time-independent Dirac operatorD3(n) in the following form:

D3~n!ªS 0 Q1b~n!2Q2a~n!

Q2a~n!2Q1b~n! 0 D , ~80!

where it has the following eigenvalue equation:

D3~n!Cn~r ,u,f!5EnCn~r ,u,f!. ~81!

Now, one can check that the chiral fermionic creation and annihilation operators defined a

Q1~n!ªS 0 Q1b~n!2Q2a~n!

0 0 D ,

~82!

Q2~n!ªS 0 0

Q2a~n!2Q1b~n! 0D ,

together with the square of the time-independent Dirac operator, i.e. bosonic operatorH(n)
5D3

2(n), satisfy the supersymmetry algebra~43!. The supersymmetry algebra~43! is represented
by the chiral fermionic creation and annihilation operators, together with the square of the
independent Dirac operator in 3D Euclidean space as

Q1~n!Cn~r ,u,f!5EnS cn~r ,u,f!

cn21~r ,u,f!

0
0

D ,

Q2~n!Cn~r ,u,f!5EnS 0
0

icn21~r ,u,f!

icn21~r ,u,f!

D , ~83!

H~n!Cn~r ,u,f!5E~n!Cn~r ,u,f!.

The spinors themselvesCn(r ,u,f) in 3D Euclidean space represent a shape invariance s
metry as

B~n!Cn21~r ,u,f!5EnCn~r ,u,f!,
~84!

A~n!Cn~r ,u,f!5EnCn21~r ,u,f!,

or

B~n!A~n!Cn~r ,u,f!5E~n!Cn~r ,u,f!,
~85!

A~n!B~n!Cn21~r ,u,f!5E~n!Cn21~r ,u,f!,

in which the operatorsB(n) andA(n) are the raising and the lowering operators, respective
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B~n!ª
1

2 S ~ I 2321s3!b~n!1
En

En21
~ I 2322s3!b~n21! D ^ I 232 ,

~86!

A~n!ª
1

2 S ~ I 2321s3!a~n!1
En

En21
~ I 2322s3!a~n21! D ^ I 232 .

B. The second approach for solving the Dirac equation in 3D Euclidean space

The second approach is obtained by using the shape invariance symmetry with respec
secondary quantum numberm, again. For this purpose one can take the spinorsC(t;r ,u,f) as in
Eqs.~72!, but with En,m instead ofEn . Choosing the time-independent components of spinor
Eqs. ~73!, the Dirac equation~71! is transformed to two equations given in~74!, but with En,m

instead ofEn . Thus, by comparing the derived results with those of Eqs.~15!, the solution of the
Dirac equation~70! is obtained as the following spinors:

Cn,m~ t;r ,u,f!5e2 iEn,mtS cn,m~r ,u,f!

cn,m21~r ,u,f!

icn,m~r ,u,f!

icn,m21~r ,u,f!

D 5e2 iEn,mtCn,m~r ,u,f!, ~87!

in which the componentscn,m(r ,u,f) are

cn,m~r ,u,f!5eikuu1 ikffcn,m„x~r !…5..eikuu1 ikffcn,m~r !. ~88!

Here,x5x(r ) is the solution of differential equation related to the change of variable~49!. Also,
in this approach, the components of the gauge potential are

Ar~m!52
i

r
,

Au~m!5ku2
i

2
cotu1

r

2
F A~x!W8~x!

W~x!
1

2m21

2
A8~x!

AA~x!
G

x5x(r )

, ~89!

Af~m!5kf .

One can conclude the 2-form of the magnetic field as Eq.~51!. Consequently, information ob
tained in Appendix B describes solvability of the Dirac equation in the 3D Euclidean space d
the shape invariance symmetry with respect to the secondary quantum numberm.

It is easy to show that with definitions of the time-independent Dirac operatorD3(m), the
fermionic creationQ1(m), and the annihilationQ2(m) operators as

D3~m!ªS 0 Q1b~m!2Q2a~m!

Q2a~m!2Q1b~m! 0 D , ~90!

Q1~m!ªS 0 Q1b~m!2Q2a~m!

0 0 D ,

~91!

Q2~m!ªS 0 0

Q2a~m!2Q1b~m! 0D ,
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the bosonic operatorH(m)ªD3
2(m) and the fermionic operatorsQ6(m) satisfy the supersymme

try algebra~43!. One can consider that the spinorsCn,m(r ,u,f) represent shape invariance sym
metry by the raising and the lowering operatorsB(m) andA(m) as

B~m!ª
1

2 S ~ I 2321s3!b~m!1
En,m

En,m21
~ I 2322s3!b~m21! D ^ I 232 ,

~92!

A~m!ª
1

2 S ~ I 2321s3!a~m!1
En,m

En,m21
~ I 2322s3!a~m21! D ^ I 232 .

IV. CONCLUSION

Using the master functionA(x) we have obtained two bunches of solutions for the Di
equation of a spin-12 charged particle in 2D and 3D Euclidean spaces in the presence o
magnetic fields~34! and ~51!, where they are quantized by the main quantum numbern and the
secondary quantum numberm, respectively. The first bunch spinors, i.e.Cn(r ,u) and
Cn(r ,u,f), are expressed in terms of orthogonal polynomialsFn„x(r )… via the change of variable
~31! and the second bunch spinors, i.e.Cn,m(r ,u) andCn,m(r ,u,f), are expressed in terms of th
associated special functionsFn,m„x(r )… via the change of variable~49!. Both of these spinors
represent supersymmetry algebra and shape invariance symmetry.
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APPENDIX A: SHAPE INVARIANCE APPROACH OF THE MAIN QUANTUM NUMBER n
TO THE SOLUTION OF DIRAC EQUATION IN 2D AND 3D EUCLIDEAN SPACES

A~x!51, W~x!5e~2 1/2! ax21bx,

2`,x,1`, a.0, 2`,b,1`,

Hn
(a,b)~x!5

an

e~2 1/2! ax21bx S d

dxD
n

~e~2 1/2! ax21bx!,

x5r ,

Bn~r !5
21

2
@b22ar #dr`du,

cn~r !5e~2 1/4! ar 2~1 1/2! brHn
(a,b)~r !,

En5Ana;

A~x!5x W~x!5xae2bx,

0,x,1`, a.21, b.0,

Ln
(a,b)~x!5

an

xae2bx S d

dxD
n

~xn1ae2bx!,

x5er ,
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Bn~r !5 1
2 @n2a1b~11r !er #dr`du,

cn~r !5e~1/2! ar ~2 1/2! ber
Ln

(a,b)~er !,

En5An~n1a!;

A~x!5x2, W~x!5xae2 b/x,

2`,x,0, a,22, b.0,

F̄n
(a,b)~x!5

an

xae2 b/x S d

dxD
n

~x2n1ae2 b/x!,

x52
1

r
,

Bn~r !5bF n

2n1a
2

1

2Gdr`du,

cn~r !5~21!a/2r 2a/2e~1/2! br F̄n
(a,b)S 2

1

r D ,

En5A2
n~n1a!b2

~2n1a!2 ;

A~x!512x2, W~x!5~12x!a~11x!b,

21,x,11, a.21, b.21,

Pn
(a,b)~x!5

an

~12x!a~11x!b S d

dxD
n

„~12x!n1a~11x!n1b
…,

x5tanhr ,

Bn~r !5
1

2 F b22a2

2n1a1b
1~2n1a1b!

r

cosh2 r
1~2n2a2b!tanhr Gdr`du,

cn~r !5~12tanhr !a/2~11tanhr !b/2Pn
(a,b)~ tanhr !,

En5A4n~n1a!~n1b!~n1a1b!

~2n1a1b!2 ;

A~x!5x221, W~x!5~x21!a~x11!b,

2`,x,21, b.21, a1b,22,

P n
(a,b)~x!5

an

~x21!a~x11!b S d

dxD
n

„~x21!n1a~x11!n1b
…,

x52cothr ,
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Bn~r !5
1

2 F a22b2

2n1a1b
2~2n1a1b!

r

sinh2 r
1~2n2a2b!cothr Gdr`du,

cn~r !5~21!a/2~11cothr !a/2~12cothr !b/2P n
(a,b)~2cothr !,

En5A4n~n1a!~n1b!~n1a1b!

~2n1a1b!2 ;

A~x!511x2, W~x!5~11x2!aeb tan21 x,

2`,x,1`, a,21, b,0,

Jn
(a,b)~x!5

an

~11x2!aeb tan21 x S d

dxD
n

„~11x2!n1aeb tan21 x
…,

x5tanr

Bn~r !52F ab

2~n1a!
1~n1a!

r

cos2 r
1~n1a!tanr Gdr`du,

cn~r !5cos2a re~1/2! brJn
(a,b)~ tanr !,

En5A2n~n12a!S 11
b2

4~n1a!2D ;

A~x!5212x2, W~x!5~11x2!aeb cot21 x,

2`,x,1`, a,21, b,0,

F̄n
(a,b)~x!5

an~21!n

~11x2!aeb cot21 x S d

dxD
n

„~11x2!n1aeb cot21 x
…,

x5cotr ,

Bn~r !52F ab

2~n1a!
1~n1a!

r

sin2 r
2~n1a!cotr Gdr`du,

cn~r !5sin2are~1/2! brF̄n
(a,b)~cotr !,

En5A2n~n12a!S 11
b2

4~n1a!2D ;

A~x!5x~12x!, W~x!5xa~12x!b,

0,x,11, a.21, b.21,

Fn
(a,b)~x!5

an

xa~12x!b S d

dxD
n

„xn1a~12x!n1b
…,

x5
er

11er ,
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Bn~r !5
1

2 F n~a2b!

2n1a1b
2

n1a2~n1b!er

11er 1~2n1a1b!
rer

~11er !2Gdr`du,

cn~r !5e~1/2! ar~11er !~2 1/2!(a1b)Fn
(a,b)S er

11er D ,

En5An~n1a!~n1b!~n1a1b!

~2n1a1b!2 ;

A~x!5x~11x!, W~x!5xa~11x!b,

21,x,1`, b.21, a1b,22,

F n
(a,b)~x!5

an

xa~11x!b S d

dxD
n

„xn1a~11x!n1b
…,

x5
er

12er ,

Bn~r !5
1

2 F n~a2b!

2n1a1b
2

n1a1~n1b!er

12er 2~2n1a1b!
rer

~12er !2Gdr`du,

cn~r !5e~1/2! ar~12er !~2 1/2!(a1b)F n
(a,b)S er

12er D ,

En5An~n1a!~n1b!~n1a1b!

~2n1a1b!2 .

APPENDIX B: SHAPE INVARIANCE APPROACH OF THE SECONDARY QUANTUM
NUMBER m TO THE SOLUTION OF DIRAC EQUATION IN 2D AND 3D EUCLIDEAN
SPACES

A~x!51, W~x!5e~2 1/2! ax21bx,

2`,x,1`, a.0, 2`,b,1`,

Hn,m
(a,b)~x!5

an~21!m

e~2 1/2! ax21bx S d

dxD
n2m

~e~2 1/2! ax21bx!,

x5r ,

Bm~r !5 1
2 @b22ar #dr`du,

cn,m~r !5e~2 1/4! ar 2~1 1/2! brHn,m
(a,b)~r !,

En,m5Aa~n2m11!;

A~x!5x, W~x!5xae2bx,

0,x,1`, a.21, b.0,
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Ln,m
(a,b)~x!5

an~21!m

xa1m/2e2bx S d

dxD
n2m

~xn1ae2bx!,

x5 1
4 r 2,

Bm~r !52 1
2 br dr `du,

cn,m~r !5S r 2

4 D ~1/2!(a11/2)

e~2 1/8! br 2
Ln,m

(a,b)S 1

4
r 2D ,

En,m5Ab~n2m11!;

A~x!5x2, W~x!5xae2 b/x,

0,x,1`, a,22, b.0,

F̄n,m
(a,b)~x!5

an~21!m

xa1me2 b/x S d

dxD
n2m

~x2n1ae2 b/x!,

x5er ,

Bm~r !5 1
2 @a12m211b~12r !e2r #dr`du,

cn,m~r !5e~1/2!(11a)re~2 1/2! be2r
F̄n,m

(a,b)~er !,

En,m5A2~n2m11!~n1m1a!;

A~x!512x2, W~x!5~12x!a~11x!b,

21,x,11, a.21, b.21,

Pn,m
(a,b)~x!5

an~21!m

~12x!a1m/2~11x!b1m/2 S d

dxD
n2m

„~12x!n1a~11x!n1b
…,

x52cosr ,

Bm~r !5
1

2 Fb2a

sinr
~12rcotr !2~a1b12m21!~r cot2 r 2cotr 1r !Gdr`du,

cn,m~r !5~11cosr !~1/2!(a11/2)~12cosr !~1/2!(b11/2)Pn,m
(a,b)~2cosr !,

En,m5A~n2m11!~n1m1a1b!;

A~x!5x221, W~x!5~x21!a~x11!b,

11,x,1`, a.21, a1b,22,

Pn,m
(a,b)~x!5

an~21!m

~x21!a1m/2~x11!b1m/2 S d

dxD
n2m

„~x21!n1a~x11!n1b
…,

x5coshr ,
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Bm~r !5
1

2 Fa2b

sinhr
~12r cothr !2~a1b12m21!~r coth2 r 2cothr 2r !Gdr`du,

cn,m~r !5~coshr 21!~1/2!(a11/2)~coshr 11!~1/2!(b11/2)Pn,m
(a,b)~coshr !,

En,m5A2~n2m11!~n1m1a1b!;

A~x!511x2, W~x!5~11x2!aeb tan21 x,

2`,x,1`, a,21, 2`,b,1`,

T n,m
(a,b)~x!5

an~21!m

~11x2!a1m/2eb tan21 x S d

dxD
n2m

„~11x2!n1aeb tan21 x
…,

x5sinhr ,

Bm~r !5
1

2 F b

coshr
~12r tanhr !2~2a12m21!~r tanh2 r 2tanhr 2r !Gdr`du,

cn,m~r !5cosha11/2 re~1/2! b tan21 sinhrT n,m
(a,b)~sinhr !,

En,m5A2~n2m11!~n1m12a!;

A~x!5x~12x!, W~x!5xa~12x!b,

0,x,11, a.21, b.21,

Fn,m
(a,b)~x!5

an~21!m

xa1m/2~12x!b1m/2 S d

dxD
n2m

„xn1a~12x!n1b
…,

x5
11sinr

2
,

Bm~r !5
1

2 Fa2b

cosr
~11r tanr !2~a1b12m21!~r tan2 r 1tanr 1r !Gdr`du,

cn,m~r !5S 11sinr

2 D ~1/2!(a11/2)S 12sinr

2 D ~1/2!(b11/2)

Fn,m
(a,b)S 11sinr

2 D ,

En,m5A~n2m11!~n1m1a1b!;

A~x!5x~11x!, W~x!5xa~11x!b,

0,x,1`, a.21, a1b,22,

Fn,m
(a,b)~x!5

an~21!m

xa1m/2~11x!b1m/2 S d

dxD
n2m

„xn1a~11x!n1b
…,

x5
coshr 21

2
,
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Bm~r !5
1

2 Fa2b

sinhr
~12r cothr !2~a1b12m21!~r coth2 r 2cothr 2r !Gdr`du,

cn,m~r !5S coshr 21

2 D ~1/2!(a11/2)S coshr 11

2 D ~1/2!(b11/2)

Fn,m
(a,b)S coshr 21

2 D ,

En,m5A2~n2m11!~n1m1a1b!.
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Noncommutative Bloch theory
Michael J. Grubera)

MSRI, 1000 Centennial Drive, Berkeley, California 94720-5070

~Received 27 October 2000; accepted for publication 5 March 2001!

For differential operators which are invariant under the action of an Abelian group
Bloch theory is the preferred tool to analyze spectral properties. By shedding some
new noncommutative light on this we motivate the introduction of a noncommuta-
tive Bloch theory for elliptic operators on Hilbert C* -modules. It relates properties
of C* -algebras to spectral properties of module operators such as band structure,
weak genericity of cantor spectra, and absence of discrete spectrum. It applies, e.g.,
to differential operators invariant under a projective group action, such as Schro¨-
dinger, Dirac, and Pauli operators with periodic magnetic field, as well as to dis-
crete models, such as the almost Matthieu equation and the quantum pendulum.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1369122#

I. INTRODUCTION

Bloch ~or Floquet! theory in its usual form has a long history already. Basically it starts fr
the fact that partial differential equations with constant coefficients are mapped into alge
equations by means of the Fourier or Laplace transform. Now, if the coefficients are not co
but just periodic under an Abelian~locally compact topological! group one still has the Fourie
transform on such groups, mapping functions on the groupG into functions on the dual groupĜ;
the original spectral problem on a noncompact manifold is mapped into a~continuous! sum of
spectral problems on a compact manifold~see Sec. II!.

This is what makes Bloch theory an indispensable tool especially for solid state ph
where one describes the motion of noninteracting electrons in a periodic solid crystal by a S¨-
dinger operator2D1V on L2(Rd). The potential functionV is the gross electric potential gen
erated by all the crystal ions and thus is periodic under the lattice given by the crystal symm
Bloch theory shows that the spectrum of the periodic Schro¨dinger operator has band structure
the following sense:

Definition 1 (band structure): A subset of the real line has band structure if it is a locally fi
union of closed intervals.

Band structure is an essential ingredient of electronic transport in metals and semi-cond
By exploiting Bloch theory and the structure of the Schro¨dinger operator further one can see th
the spectrum is purely absolutely continuous, which is sometimes included in the definiti
band structure.

Measurements of crystals often require magnetic fieldsb ~2-form!. In quantum mechanics
they are described by a vector potential~1-form! a such thatb5da (B5curlA for the corre-
sponding vector fields!. The magnetic Schro¨dinger operator then reads

H52~¹2 ia !21V.

But, althoughb is periodic or even constant,a need not be so, andH will not be periodic. It
is therefore necessary to use magnetic translations under whichH still is invariant.1 But now,
these translations do not commute with each other in general. Therefore ordinary~commutative!
Bloch theory does not apply.

a!Electronic mail: mjg@msri.org
24380022-2488/2001/42(6)/2438/28/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Basically, the reason for this failure is that a non-Abelian group has no ‘‘good’’ group d
the set of ~equivalence classes of! irreducible representations has no natural group struc
whereas the set of one-dimensional representations is too small to describe the group—ot
it would be Abelian.

But althoughĜ does not exist anymore, the algebraC(Ĝ) of continuous functions continue
to exist in some sense: It is given by the reduced groupC* -algebra ofG which is just the
C* -algebra generated byG in its regular representation on itself@on l 2(G)].

Section III shows how one can reformulate ordinary Bloch theory in a way which refr

from using the points ofĜ and relies just on the role ofC(Ĝ). From a technical point of view this
requires switching from measurable fields of Hilbert spaces to continuous fields which then c

described as HilbertC* -modules over the commutativeC* -algebraC(Ĝ).
Having done this one can retain the setup but omit the condition of commutativity fo

C* -algebraC(Ĝ). Thus one is lead to noncommutative Bloch theory~Sec. IV! dealing with
elliptic operators on HilbertC* -modules over noncommutativeC* -algebras. The basic task i
now to relate properties of theC* -algebra to spectral properties of ‘‘periodic’’ operators. Th
one generalizes spectral results for elliptic operators on compact manifolds as well as res
ordinary Bloch theory:

Theorem 1: Isolated eigenvalues ofA-elliptic operators haveA-finite eigenprojections, their
eigenspaces have finitet-dimension.

Under certain assumptions they have essential spectrum only (isolated eigenvalues h
finite multiplicity).

See Theorem 6 for exact assumptions~they are fulfilled by Schro¨dinger operators with peri-
odic magnetic field!.

Noncommutative Bloch theory allows to treat continuous and discrete models, i.e., differ
and difference operators, on equal footing. It opens the way to apply a result of Choi and E2

on weak genericity of Cantor spectra in discrete models to the continuous models also, i.e.
phenomenon opposite to the band structure:

Definition 2 (Cantor set): A Cantor set is a subset of a topological space which is now
dense (the closure has empty interior) and has no isolated points.

Now theC* -algebras of symmetries determines which of the two opposite spectral typ
present:

Definition 3 (Kadison property): The Kadison constant K of a C* -algebraA together with a
trace t is defined by

K5 inf$t~P!u0ÞPPA projection%. ~1!

We say the pair(A,t) has the Kadison property if K.0.
Theorem 2 „band structure…: If (A,t) has the Kadison property, then the spectrum of ev

symmetricA-elliptic operator has a band structure.
~See Theorem 7.! This applies, e.g., to magnetic Schro¨dinger operators in the case of ration

magnetic flux.
Opposite to the Kadison property is the propertyRRI0 ~see Definition 4!, and it is a criterion

for the opposite spectral type:
Theorem 3 „Cantor spectrum…: If (A,t) has the property RRI0 , then everyA-elliptic

operator can be approximated arbitrarily well (in norm resolvent sense) by one which has C
spectrum.

~See Theorem 8.! The important issue here is that the approximation takes place with
naturalC* -algebra generated by symmetries connected to the operator. Approximation wi
von Neumann algebra would be pointless, of course. This theorem applies, e.g., to ma
Schrödinger operators onR2 in the case of irrational flux.

In Sec. V we list examples where noncommutative Bloch theory applies: gauge-pe
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elliptic differential operators~Schrödinger, Pauli, Dirac with periodic magnetic field! and differ-
ence operators~almost Matthieu, quantum pendulum!.

For the convenience of the reader we add an appendix on continuous fields of Hilbert s
and on HilbertC* -modules and their GNS representation.

A short overview of this paper appeared in Ref. 3.

II. COMMUTATIVE BLOCH THEORY

In this section we recall the basic elements of Bloch theory for periodic operators in
geometric context of vector bundles, since even in the scalar case of a magnetic Schro¨dinger
operator one is lead to consider possibly nontrivial complex line bundles.4 The standard referenc
for the theory of direct integrals is Ref. 5, Chap. II; for the Bloch theory in Euclidean spac
Ref. 6, Chap. XIII.16.

Our general assumptions are:X is an oriented smooth Riemannian manifold without boun
ary, G a discrete abelian group acting onX freely, isometrically, and properly discontinuousl
Furthermore, we assume the action to be cocompact in the sense that the quotientMªX/G is
compact.

Next, letE be a smooth Hermitian vector bundle overX.
Example 1 (solid crystals): The main motivating example for our setting comes from

state physics. Here, X5Rn is the configuration space of a single electron(n52, 3). It is supposed
to move in a crystal whose translational symmetries are described by a latticeZn.G,Rn, which
acts on X by translations, of course. Note that this does not take into account the point sy
tries. G could be extended by them but the action would not be free any more. Considering ju
translations is enough to achieve the compactness of the quotient M.Tn.

Wave functions of electrons are just complex-valued functions onRn, so we can set E5Rn

3C. One may also include the spin of the electrons into the picture by choosing the appro
trivial spinor bundle E5Rn3Ck.

Definition 4 (periodic operator): Assume there is an isometric liftg* of the action ofg from
X to E in the following sense:

g* :Ex→Egx for xPX,gPG. ~2!

This defines an action Tg on the sections: For sPCc
`(E) we define

~Tgs!~x!ªg* s~g21x! for xPX,gPG. ~3!

(Tg)gPG induces a unitary representation ofG in L2(E) since g* acts isometrically and Tg*
5(Tg)21.

A differential operator D onD(D)ªCc
`(E) is called periodic if, onD(D), we have

;gPG:@Tg ,D#50. ~4!

Example 2 (periodic Schro¨dinger operator): Given a manifold as described above, we may
the action to any trivial vector bundle EªX3Ck canonically. If D is a periodic operator on X (fo
example any geometric operator, i.e., defined by the metric on X) and VPC`(X,M (k,C)) a
periodic field of endomorphisms, then D1V is a periodic operator on E.

In the case of a crystal, we choose the Laplacian (which describes the kinetic energy qu
mechanically) and a periodic potential VPC`(Rn,R) (which describes the electric field of th
ions at the lattice sites) to get the periodic Schro¨dinger operatorD1V.

Example 3 (Schro¨dinger operator with exact periodic magnetic field): Let bPV2(X) be a
magnetic field 2-form. In dimension 3 this corresponds (by the Hodge star) to a vector field, in
dimension 2 to a scalar function which may be thought of as the length and orientation
normal vector B. From physical reasons one hasdiv B50, i.e., db50. For simplicity we assume
that b is not only closed but exact, so there is aPV1(X) with b5da (B5curlA for the corre-
sponding vector fields). This defines a magnetic Hamiltonian operator
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Da
ª~d2ıa!* ~d2ıa! ~5!

(the minimally coupled Hamiltonian), where d is the ordinary differential (corresponding to
gradient) and* the adjoint of an operator between the Hilbert spaces of L2-functions L2(X) and
of L2-1-forms L2(X,LT* X).

For later convenience we set, forgPG andvPV(X), g*I vª(g21)* v, consideringg21 as
a map X→X and using the usual pullback of forms. This puts the action on forms in a nota
compatible with the action in sections (3) from the preceding definition.

Now, if b is periodic, a does not need to be so: If bPV2(Rn) is constant then a is affine
linear. So the translations are no symmetries for the magnetic Hamiltonian. Reference 1 w
first to define the so-called magnetic translations: Since d(a2g*I a)5da2g*I da5b2g*I b50,
one can [at least if H1(X)50] find a functionxg with dxg5a2g*I a. One may define such
function explicitly by

xg~x!ªE
x0

x

~a2g*I a!

which is well-defined if H1(X)50. If we now define a gauge function sgªeıxg then

~d2ıa!~sgg*I f !5sgg*I d f1ı~a2g*I a!sgg*I f 2ıasgg*I f

5sgg*I d f2ıg*I ag*I f

5sgg*I d f2ısgg*I ~a f !

5sgg*I ~~d2ıa! f !.

So we have found symmetries of the magnetic Hamiltonian operator, the gauged translatio

Tg :C`~X!→C`~X!, ~Tgs!~x!5sg~x!~g*I s!~x!

coming from the lifted action,

g* :X3C→X3C, g* ~x,c!5~gx,sg~x!c!.

The commutation relation for the magnetic translations is

~Tg1
Tg2

s!~x!5sg1
~x!sg2

~g1
21x!s~g2

21g1
21x!

5expS ıS E
x0

x

a2g1*
I a1E

x0

g1
21x

a2g2*
I aD D s~g2

21g1
21x!

5expS ıS E
x0

x

a2g1*
I a1E

g1x0

x

g1*
I a2~g1g2!*I aD D s~g2

21g1
21x!

5expS ıS E
x0

g1x0
~g1g2!*I a2g1*

I a1E
x0

x

a2~g1g2!*I aD D s~g2
21g1

21x!

5expS ıS E
x0

g1x0
~g1g2!*I a2g1*

I aD D sg1g2
~x!s~g2

21g1
21x!

5Q~g1 ,g2!sg1g2
~x!s~g2

21g1
21x!

5Q~g1 ,g2!~Tg1g2
s!~x! ~6!
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with Q(g1 ,g2)PS1. In general this is just a projective representation ofG. If a itself is periodic,
thenxg50 for gPG, i.e., there is no gauge, and we have just ordinary translations formin
proper representation.

But even if a is not periodic it can happen that the magnetic translations commute with
other. This is called the case of integral flux since the term occurring in the exponential in lin
is just the magnetic flux through one lattice face. A periodic a obviously gives rise to
magnetic flux.

Furthermore, if VPC`(X,R) is G-periodic it commutes with the magnetic translations
well, soDa1V is a (symmetric elliptic) periodic operator.

Finally, the very same magnetic translations can be used for the Pauli Hamiltonian an
magnetic Dirac operator.

Remark 1 (integral flux): In the case of the integral flux mentioned above quite the opp
spectral phenomena can occur: Periodic Schro¨dinger operators have an absolutely continuo
band spectrum, whereas the Landau Hamiltonian onR2 (constant magnetic field, no electri
potential) exhibits a pure point spectrum of infinite degeneracy. In Ref. 7 we show that the
indeed the only phenomena that can occur (although possibly combined) in the case of in
flux.

Remark 2 (nonintegral flux): If the magnetic flux is rational one can find a superlattice oG,
i.e., a subgroup of finite index, such that the flux is integral. The quotient will still be compa
course, so that the rational case can be completely reduced to the integral.

If the magnetic flux is irrational there is no such superlattice. Still, one may try to make
of the projective representation defined above. There are several approaches, similar
objects which are used, different in the objectives that are aimed at and accordingly in the re
Our approach will mimic Bloch theory noncommutatively, see Sec. III.

Remark 3 (nonexact magnetic field): If b is closed but not exact one first has to agree up
quantization procedure used. (5) may be identified as a Bochner Laplacian for a connectio
curvature b, and such a connection exists if and only if b defines an integral cohomology c
i.e., @b#PH2(X,Z). There may exist different quantizations for the same magnetic field. Th
connected to the Bloch decomposition again. For this and the construction of the magnetic
lations in this case, see Ref. 8.

Lemma 1 (associated bundle): E is the liftp* E8 of a Hermitian vector bundle E8 over M by
the projectionp:X→M . E and X areG-principal fiber bundles over E8 resp. M.

To everyG-principal fiber bundle and every characterxPĜ we associate a line bundle. Thi
gives the relations depicted in the following diagram~‘‘ ’’ denotes association of line bundles.!,

principal fiber bundles and associated line bundles.
In this situation we have Ex.E8^ Fx .
For proofs of this and the following, basically well-known material in this section: see

Ref. 8.
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Example 4 (magnetic bundles): Consider again the case of the magnetic translations
periodic magnetic 2-form bPV2(X), E being a complex line bundle with curvature b(b
PH2(X,Z)). Hence we have c1(E)5@b# for the Chern class (up to factors of2p, depending on
the convention). Since b is periodic we may restrict it to a form bMPV2(M ) on the quotient. The
existence of the lifted action, i.e., the fact that E can be written as a pull-back E5p* E8,
corresponds to the integrality of bM from c1(E8)5@bM#PH2(M ,Z). Tensoring E8 with the flat
line bundle Fx does not change the Chern class (up to torsion). In particular, in dimension 2
integrality of bM is equivalent to the integrality of the flux, and E8 is trivial only for zero flux.

Next we want to decompose the Hilbert spaceL2(E) of square-integrable sections ofE into

a direct integral over the character spaceĜ. On Ĝ we use the Haar measure. From the theory
representations of locally compact groups we need the following character relations for a

discreteG, i.e., for Abelian, compactĜ ~see Ref. 9, Sec. I E!:
Lemma 2 (character relations): ForgPG,

E
Ĝ
x~g! dx5H 1, g5e,

0, gÞe.
~7!

For x,x8PĜ,

(
gPG

x̄~g!x8~g!5d~x2x8! ~8!

in the distributional sense, i.e., for fPC(Ĝ),

(
gPG

E
Ĝ
x̄~g!x8~g! f ~x! dx5 f ~x8!.

We define for every characterxPĜ a mappingFx :Cc
`(E){s° s̃xPC`(E) by

s̃x~x!ª (
gPG

x~g!g* s~g21x!. ~9!

Since

s̃x~g8x!5 (
gPG

x~g!gs~g21g8x!

5 (
gPG

x~g8g821g!~g8g821g!* s~~g821g!21x!

5x~g8!g
*
8 s̃x~x!,

we have

s̃xPC`~E!G,x5$r PC`~E!u;gPGTgr 5x~g!r %

which defines a sectionsxPC`(Ex).
Let D be a fundamental domain for theG-action, i.e., an open subset ofX such that

øgPGgD5X up to a set of measure 0 andgDùD5B for gÞe. Then,
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E
Ĝ

isxiL2(Ex)
2 dx5E

Ĝ
E

D
us̃x~x!u2dx dx

5E
D
E

Ĝ
(

g1 ,g2PG
x~g1

21g2!^g1* s~g1
21x!ug2* s~g2

21x!&Edx dx

5E
D (

gPG
us~g21x!u2dx

5isiL2(E)
2 .

On the one hand, this shows that we can define a measurable structure on)xPĜL2(Ex) by
choosing a sequence inCc

`(E) which is the total inL2(E). On the other hand, we can see that t
direct integral*

Ĝ

%
L2(Ex) dx is isomorphic toL2(E) via the isometryF, whose inverse is given by

F* :~sx!xPĜ°E
Ĝ
s̃x~x! dx,

as is easily seen from the character relations~7! and ~8!.
This shows
Lemma 3 (direct integral): The mapping defined by (9) can be extended continuously

unitary,

F:L2~E!→E
Ĝ

%

L2~Ex! dx. ~10!

For the direct integral of Hilbert spacesH5*
Ĝ

%
Hxdx the set of decomposable bounde

operatorsL`(Ĝ,L(H)) is given by the commutant (L`(Ĝ,C))8 in L(H). Since commutants are

weakly closed andC(Ĝ,C) is weakly dense inL`(Ĝ,C) one has (L`(Ĝ,C))85(C(Ĝ,C))8. There-

fore, in order to determine the decomposable operators one has to determine the action ofC(Ĝ) on
L2(E). This is easily done using the explicit form ofF:

Proposition 1@C(Ĝ)-action#: f PC(Ĝ) acts on sPCc
`(E) by

M fsªF* f Fs, ~11!

and one has

~M fs!~x!5 (
gPG

f̂ ~g21!Tgs~x!, ~12!

where

f̂ ~g!ªE
Ĝ

f ~x!x̄~g! dx ~13!

is the Fourier transform of f. M f is a bounded operator with normi f i` .
Corollary 1 (decomposable operators): Conjugation byF defines an isomorphism betwee

decomposable bounded operators on*
Ĝ

%
L2(Ex) dx andG-periodic bounded operators on L2(E).

An unbounded operator is decomposable if and only if its~bounded! resolvent is decompos
able. For a periodic symmetric elliptic operatorD we have a domain of definitionD(D)
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5Cc
`(X) on whichD is essentially self-adjoint. This domain is invariant forD as well as for the

G-action, and one has@D,g#50 for all gPG. Thus all bounded functions ofD commute with the
G-action, and one has

Theorem 4 „decomposition of periodic operators…: The closure D̄of every periodic sym-
metric elliptic operator D is decomposable with respect to the direct integral of Hilbert sp

*
Ĝ

%
L2(Ex) dx. A core for the domain of D̄x is given by C`(Ex), and the action of Dx on

C`(Ex).C`(E)G,x is just the action of D as differential operator on C`(E)G,x. We have D̄x
5Dx, where

DxªDuC`(E)G,x ~14!

and the closures are to be taken as operators in L2(Ex).
Proof: Given the remark above we have shown the decomposability already.

Cc
`(X) is a core forD̄, its image underFx is contained inC`(E)G,x and is a core forD̄x ,

sinceF is an isometry. On this domain~9! gives the action ofD̄x as asserted in the theorem. Sin

Dx is a symmetric elliptic operator on the compact manifoldM it is essentially self-adjoint.D̄x is

a fiber ofD̄ ~which is self-adjoint by, e.g., Ref. 10! and therefore self-adjoint, thus both define t
same unique self-adjoint extensionDx of Dx . h

In passing we harvest a corollary which we will not use in the sequel, but which is well kn
in the Euclidean setting:

Corollary 2 (reverse Bloch property): Every symmetric elliptic Abelian periodic operator

the reverse Bloch property, i.e., to everylPspecD̄ there is a bounded generalized eigensect
sPC`(E) with Ds5ls.

Proof: If lPspecD̄ then, by the general theory for direct integrals,

$xPĜu~l2«,l1«!ùspecD̄xÞB%

has positive measure for every«.0. The fibersD̄x are elliptic operators on a compact manifo
and thus have discrete spectrum; the eigenvalues depend continuously onx ~even piecewise

real-analytically; see below!. We choose a sequence (xn)nPN with (l21/n,l11/n)ùspecD̄xn

ÞB, so that there is an accumulation pointx` (Ĝ is compact!, andlPspecD̄x`
due to continu-

ity.

Since specD̄x`
is discretel is an eigenvalue ofD̄x`

. The lift of an eigensection~which is
smooth due to ellipticity! lies in C`(E)G,x and therefore is bounded. Furthermore the lift satis
the same eigenvalue equation because of~14!. h

III. COMMUTATIVE BLOCH THEORY FROM A NONCOMMUTATIVE POINT OF VIEW

By Gelfand’s representation theorem every commutativeC* -algebraA is isomorphic to
C`(X), the continuous functions vanishing at infinity of a topological Hausdorff spaceX, where

X is the spectrumÂ of A, i.e., the set of equivalence classes of irreducible unit
representations;11C* -norm is given by the supremum norm, the involution by pointwise comp
conjugation. HilbertA-modules are given by the sectionsC`(H) of a continuous field of Hilbert
spaces overX, finitely generated projectiveA-modules are given by the sectionsC`(E) of a
vector bundleE over X.12 In this section we describe the corresponding structures in the ca
periodic elliptic differential operators, so that we can find a formulation of Bloch theory

avoids using the points of the spaceĜ and relies solely on the algebraic structures with respec

C(Ĝ).
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In Proposition 1 we already determined the action ofC(Ĝ) on L2(E). Now we use the scala

product that is given in each fiber by the direct integral to define aC(Ĝ)-values scalar product:

Definition and proposition 1 [pre-Hilbert C(Ĝ)-module]: For s1 ,s2PCc
`(E) we define by

^s1us2&~x!ª^~Fs1!xu~Fs2!x&L2(Ex) , ~15!

a C(Ĝ)-valued scalar product that makes Cc(E) into a pre-Hilbert C* -module over C(Ĝ); it is

a submodule of the C(Ĝ)-module L2(E).

Proof: Cc(E) is obviously aC(Ĝ)-submodule ofL2(E). Furthermore, by definition the scala
product is

^s1us2&~x!5^~Fs1!xu~Fs2!x!L2(Ex)

5 (
g,g8PG

x̄~g!x~g8!E
D
^g* s1~g21x!ug

*
8 s2~g821x!&Ex

dx

5 (
g,g9PG

x~g9!E
g21D

^s1~y!ug
*
9 s2~g921y!&Ey

dy

5 (
g9PG

x~g9!^s1Tg9s2&L2(E) , ~16!

and therefore continuous inx, since the last sum in~16! is finite. The* -property is immediately

clear, and theC(Ĝ)-linearity of the scalar product follows from

^s1uM fs2&~x!5^~Fs1!xu~ f Fs2!x&L2(Ex)

5^~Fs1!xu f ~x!~Fs2!x&L2(Ex)

5^~Fs1!xu~Fs2!x&L2(Ex) f ~x!.

h

~16! is the Fourier transform of the mapg°^s1Tgs2& and will lead us on the right track for th
construction of a suitable HilbertC* -module in the noncommutative example of gauge-perio
elliptic operators~see Lemma 8!.

In Appendix B we describe how—for arbitrary~i.e., noncommutative! C* -algebras—a
C* -valued scalar product on anA-module together with theC* -norm onA defines a Banach

norm on theA-module. TheC* -norm onC(Ĝ) is the supremum norm, so that in this case t
Banach normi•iE8 on E8ªCc(E){s is given by

isiE8ª sup
xPĜ

^sus&~x!.

We can take the closureE8 with respect to this norm, and hence makeE8 into a C* -module over

Ĝ:

Definition and proposition 2 [Hilbert C(Ĝ)-module and GNS representation]: We denote

closure of Cc(E) as Hilbert C(Ĝ)- module byE. E is a submodule of the C(Ĝ)-module L2(E). The

Haar measure onĜ defines a faithful tracet on C(Ĝ), and the corresponding GNS representati

pt (see appendix B) ofE is just the original C(Ĝ)-action on L2(E).
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Proof: Since

i^s1us2&EiL`(Ĝ)>i^s1us2&EiL1(Ĝ)>u^s1us2&L2(E)u,

the closure ofCc(E) in the E-norm is a subspace ofL2(E), and by definition aC(Ĝ)-module.

The integral with respect to a measure defines a trace. SinceĜ is compact~G is discrete! it has

finite volume with respect to Haar measure, so that the trace is finite, and allf PC(Ĝ),L1(Ĝ) are

trace class. SinceĜ has no open subsets of Haar measure zero the trace is faithful. We
compute the scalar product that is defined byt for s1 ,s2PE as follows:

^s1us2&t 5
defi

t^s1us2&E

5
~17!E

Ĝ
(
gPG

x~g!^s1Tgs2&L2(E) dx

5
~7!

^s1us2&L2(E) .

SinceE.Cc(E) is dense inL2(E) with respect to theL2-norm and therefore with respect to th
norm generated byt, the GNS representation space fort is L2(E). Hence, the module structure
coincide. h

Proposition 2 (continuous field of Hilbert spaces overĜ): The continuous field of Hilbert

spaces overĜ that corresponds toE (see Appendix A) has the fiber L2(Ex) overx, the continuity
structure is defined byE.

Proof: We get the fiber atx as GNS representation space of the statepx :C(Ĝ){ f ° f (x).
For the continuity structure, see Appendix A. h

To sum up: We have replaced the decomposition ofL2(E) into a direct integral of Hilbert

spaces over the spaceĜ by a Hilbert C* -module over theC* -algebraC(Ĝ), endowed with a
faithful trace whose GNS representation gives us back the original Hilbert spaceL2(E). In Propo-

sition 1 we determined theC(Ĝ)-action and noticed that decomposable bounded operators
respect to the direct integral are just the ones commuting with this action~the periodic operators!.

Thus, decomposable operators are just the module maps on theC(Ĝ)-moduleL2(E). This in-
cludes especially the images~under the GNS representation! of module maps onE. To conclude
this section we cite a special case of Theorem 11 from Sec. V that shows that periodic e
differential operators define indeed regular unbounded module maps~see, e.g., Ref. 13, Chap.
for these notions! on E, so that the resolvent of such operators belongs to the image of the
representation.

Theorem 5 „decomposition of periodic operators…: Let D be a periodic symmetric elliptic
differential operator. Then D defines a regular operator DE with domain of definitionD(DE)
5Cc

`(E) in E. For lPR we have

pt~~l1E1DE!21!5~l1L2(E)1D̄ !21. ~17!

IV. NONCOMMUTATIVE BLOCH THEORY

Motivated by the noncommutative insight gained in the previous section, we will now d
a general class of abstract elliptic operators that allows for a noncommutative version of
theory. This will let us read off spectral properties from properties of theC* -algebras that are
involved.

Definition 5~A-elliptic operator): LetA be a unital C* -algebra, E a Hilbert C* -module over
A. An unbounded operator D onE is calledA-elliptic if
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(1) D is densely defined;
(2) D is regular in the sense that D has a densely defined adjoint D* with range ran(1

1D* D) ,
dense

E; and
(3) D hasA-compact resolvent, i.e., (11D* D)21PKA(E).

We will explain the nameA-compact resolvent in the proof of Lemma 7. Hilbert modules
understood to be Hilbert right modules, as described in Appendix B. Hilbert spaces are H
C-modules, therefore our scalar products are complex linear in the second entry and co
antilinear in the first entry, corresponding to the convention in Mathematical Physics.

Remark 4 (module and Hilbert space operators): Given a normalized faithful tracet on A we
can define, as described in Appendix B, a Hilbert space scalar product onE by

^e1ue2&tªt~^e1ue2&E!

for e1 ,e2PE. Let Ht be the completion ofE with respect tô •u•&t , i.e., the corresponding GNS
representation space. We write^•u•&Ht

for ^•u•&t . LA(E) is represented faithfully on Ht . Thus

the spectrum of an element a of the C* -algebraLA(E) coincides (as a set) with the spectrum
the operatorpt(a) on the Hilbert space Ht :

Lemma 4 (spectrum of module and Hilbert space operators): If aPLA(E), then

speca5specpt~a!.

In the sequel we will identifyE resp.LA(E) with the images inHt resp.L(Ht).
Definition and proposition 3(tr t-trace): TheA-finite operatorsFA are defined by

FA~E!5span$px,y
E ux,yPE%

with

px,y
E ~z!5x^yuz&E for zPE,

so thatKA(E)5FA(E). On FA(E) we define a faithful trace by

trt~px,y
E !5t~^yux&E!, ~18!

the trace associated tot in the GNS representation. We denote the corresponding trace class
in LA(E) by L A

1 (E,trt).
Proof: For the generators ofFA(E) one can easily show the relations,

~px,y
E !* 5py,x

E ,pxa,y
E 5px,ya*

E ,

Tpx,y
E 5pTx,y

E ,px,y
E T5px,T* y

E

for x,yPE,aPA,TPLA(E). Thus, from the trace property oft we have

trt~~px,y
E !* !5t~^xuy&E!5~ trtpx,y

E !* ,

trt~Tpx,y
E !5t~^yuTx&E!5t~^T* yux&E!5trt~px,y

E T!.

For all z,tPE we have
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trt~px,y
E pz,t

E !5trt~px^yuz&E ,t
E !

5t~^tux^yuz&E&E!

5t~^tupx,y
E ~z!&E!

so that trE is faithful: Sett5px,y
E (z), and note thatt is a faithful trace onA. h

Remark 5(tr px,y
Ht vs trt px,y

E ): By Definition 3, we have

trt px,y
E 5t~^yux&E!5^yux&Ht

5tr px,y
Ht

with the usual canonical Hilbert space tracetr and the usual rank 1 operators,

px,y
Ht :Ht{z°x^yuz&Ht

PHt

on the Hilbert space Ht . However, px,y
E and px,y

Ht are different operators,

px,y
E ~z!5x^yuz&E ,

whereas

px,y
Ht ~z!5x^yuz&Ht

5xt~^yuz&E!.

Thus, in generaltrt and tr are indeed different traces.
Remark 6(tr px,y

E vs trt px,y
E ): Let (en)nPN be an orthonormal base of Ht . To simplify matters

we assume enPE for all nPN. SinceE is dense in Ht this can always be achieved. Then,

trt px,y
E 5tr px,y

Ht 5 (
nPN

^enupx,y
Ht ~en!&Ht

5 (
nPN

^enx^yuen&Ht
&Ht

&Ht

5 (
nPN

^enux&Ht
^yuen&Ht

5 (
nPN

t~^enux&E!t~^yuen&E!,

tr px,y
E 5 (

nPN
^en&upx,y

E ~en!&Ht
5 (

nPN
^enux^yuen&E&Ht

5 (
nPN

t~^enux^yuen&E&E!

5 (
nPN

t~^enux&E^yuen&E!.

So, tr px,y
Ht and tr px,y

E coincide if t is multiplicative. But in this caset, being a multiplicative
faithful trace, is a* - isomorphismA→C already, so that we just reproduce the Hilbert spa
trace.

In generaltr will be larger thantrt because
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tr pem ,em

E 5 (
nPN

t~^enuem&E^emuen&E!5 (
nPN

t~^emuen&E* ^emuen&E!

>t~^emuem&E* ^emuem&E!

>~t~^emuem&E!!2

5iemiHt

2

51

5tr pem ,em

Ht

5trt pem ,em

E .

Here we used the Cauchy–Schwarz inequalityt(a* b)<At(a* a)t(b* b) and the fact that the
trace is normalized.

To sum up: Thetrt-trace is defined only on the image of the adjointable module operato
the GNS representation, and on these it is in general smaller than the Hilbert space trace, s
the corresponding trace class ideal is larger,

pt~L A
1 ~E,trt!!.pt~LA~E!!ùL 1~Ht ,tr!.

Remark 7(trt for standard Hilbert modules): IfE is a standardA-module Ĥ A (tensor
product of Hilbert modules) with a Hilbert space H, then the GNS representation space Ht of E
is given by Ht5H*Xht (tensor product of Hilbert spaces), where ht is the GNS representation
space ofA. Therefore we have for the elementary tensors x^ a,y^ bPE,

^y^ bux^ a&E5^yux&H b* a,

px^ a,y^ b
Ht 5px,y

H
^ pa,b

ht ,

px^ a,y^ b
E 5px,y

H
^ pa,b

A 5px,y
H

^ ab* .

With the standard tracestrH ,trht
on the Hilbert spaces H,ht we get

tr px^ a,y^ b
Ht 5trt px^ a,y^ b

E 5^yux&H t~b* a!5trH~px,y
H ! trht

~pa,b
ht !.

Thus we arrive at

tr5trH ^ trht
, trt5trH ^ t.

Lemma 5(tr for trt-trace class): LetE5H ^ A be as above. IfA is infinite dimensional with
a unitary orthonormal basis for ht, then0 is the onlytrt-trace class operator with finite standar
trace. In particular, all HilbertA-submodules are infinite dimensional vector spaces.

Proof: Let (xn)nPN be an orthonormal basis ofht , consisting of unitary elements ofA. Then,

trht
pa,b

A 5 (
nPN

^xnab* xnuab* xn&ht
5 (

nPN
t~xn* ab* xn!5 (

nPN
t~ab* !.

h

Lemma 6 (nonexistence of finite dimensional modules): IfA is infinite dimensional with a
unitary orthonormal basis for ht , then every projectiveA-module is an infinite dimensiona
vector space.

Proof: If E is a projective HilbertA-module, thenE is a direct summand of a free modu
H ^ A for a suitable Hilbert spaceH, and we can apply Lemma 5. h
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Lemma 7 (spectral projections): Let D be a self-adjointA-elliptic operator and letl1 ,l2

PR\specD, l1<l2 . Then the corresponding spectral projection P[l1 ,l2] on the interval@l1 ,l2#

is A-compact. If e2tD2
PL A

1 (E,trt) for t.0 then the spectral projections aretrt-trace class.
Proof: Reduction to D>0: If specD5R there is nothing to prove. So, letl0PR\specD. We

show that we can assumeD>0 for the proof ofA-compactness, Let,

D8ª f ~D !

with

f ~x!ªx2l0 for xPR.

Then 0¹specD8. We setg(x)ª(11x2)21 so that

~11D82!215g+ f ~D !5g~D !b~D !

with

b~x!5
g+ f ~x!

g~x!
5

11~x2l0!2

11x2 .

Sinceb is continuous and boundedb(D)PLA(E). If D is A-elliptic, i.e.,g(D)PKA(E), then we
getg(D)b(D)PKA(E), i.e.,D8 is A-elliptic. Denote the spectral projections ofD8 with P8. Then
obviouslyP8(l)5P(l1l0), so that it suffices to testP8 for A-compactness.

Finally, we setD9ªuD8u. ThenD9 is A-elliptic by definition, positive by construction, an
strictly positive because 0¹specD8. If we denote the spectral projections ofD9 by P9, then

P9~l!51(2`,l]~D9!5~1(2`,l]+u•u!~D8!51[ 2l,l]~D8!5P[ 2l,l]8 .

Therefore we get for 0<l1<l2 ,

P(l1 ,l2]9 5P9~l2!2P9~l1!5P[ 2l2 ,l2]8 2P[ 2l1 ,l1]8 5P[ 2l2 ,2l1)ø(l1 ,l2]8 .

By assumption 0¹specD8 and thereforeP[0,`)8 ,P(2`,0]8 PLA(E), so that

P(l1 ,l2]8 5P(l1 ,l2]9 P[0,`)8 PKA~E! ~19!

and

P[ 2l2 ,2l1)8 5P(l1 ,l2]9 P(2`,0]8 PKA~E!, ~20!

if P(l1 ,l2]9 PKA(E). If l1<0<l2 we write

P[l1 ,l2]8 5P[l1,0)8 1P(0,l2]8

and apply Eqs.~19! and ~20!. Hence it suffices to testP9 for A-compactness.
A-compactness:We show that every spectral projectionP[l1 ,l2] for l1 ,l2PR\specD can be

produced by continuous functional calculus fromSª(11D2)21, so that it belongs toKA(E). For
this we note thatS215D211 is densely defined (D is regular!, self-adjoint and bounded below
by 1. ThusAS2121 exists, is positive and self-adjoint. By the spectral mapping theorem we

zPspecAS2121⇔~z211!21PspecS⇔zPspecD.

Therefore, the operator
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Rzª~z2AS2121!21

exists for allz in the resolvent set ofD. Since the function

l°~z2Al2121!21

is continuous and bounded on every closed set not containing (z211)21, Rz belongs to the
C* -algebra generated byS for every zPC\specD and therefore belongs toKA(E), i.e., it is
A-compact. Since

P[l1 ,l2]5
1

2pı R
c
Rz dz

for a suitable closed pathc in C\specD with winding number 1 fulfillingcùR5$l1 ,l2%, P[l1 ,l2]

belongs to theC* -algebra generated by allRz .
Trace class property:Let e2tD2

be trt-trace class.~We do not assume positivity ofD any
more.! Since

P[l1 ,l2]5E
l1

l2
dP~l!<et(l22l1)2E

l1

l2
e2t(l2l1)2

dP~l!

<et(l22l1)2E
R
e2t(l2l1)2

dP~l!

5et(l22l1)2
e2tD2

,

the spectral projections inherit the trace class property frome2tD2
. h

If l is an isolated eigenvalue then for sufficiently small«.0 PlªP[l2«,l1«] is the projec-
tion on the eigenspace ofl, independent of«. So Pl fulfills the hypotheses of Lemma 7, and w
can determine the dimension of the eigenspace.

Theorem 6 „isolated eigenvalue…: If l is an isolated eigenvalue of a self-adjointA-elliptic
operator D, then the corresponding eigenspace El is an (algebraically) finitely generated pro

jective HilbertA-module, and the projection Pl is A-finite. If e2tD2
is trt-trace class then so is

Pl , i.e., El has finitet-dimensiontrt Pl .
If E,A fulfill the hypotheses of Lemma 6, then El has infinite Hilbert dimensiontr Pl for every

isolated eigenvaluel of D. In particular, D has essential spectrum only.
Proof: Pl is the spectral projection of a self-adjoint operator and therefore self-adjoint,

A-compact by Lemma 7. Thus the eigenspaceEl is the image of a closed adjointable projectio
Pl and therefore a closed complementableA-module. Since the projectionPluEl

51 is A-compact
El is algebraically finitely generated and projective, because algebraically finitely gene
A-modulesE are just the ones with unitalKA(E) and automatically projective~see Ref. 14,
Theorem 15.4.2 and Corollary 15.4.8!.

If e2tD2
PLA 1(E,trt) then so isPl by Lemma 7, and under the same hypotheses we can a

Lemma 6. h

The main idea of the following proof goes back to Ref. 15:
Theorem 7 „band structure…: Assume thatKA(E) has the Kadison property with respect

trt (see Definition 3). Then the spectrum of every self-adjointA-elliptic operator D with e2tD2

PL A
1 (E,trt) has band structure.
Proof: Let a5l0,¯,ln5bPR\specD, so thatP[l i ,l i 11]Þ0 for 0< i<n21, i.e., specD

has at leastn components in@a,b#. Then,
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P[a,b]5 (
i 50

n21

P[l i ,l i 11]

and therefore

trt P[a,b]5 (
i 50

n21

trt P[l i ,l i 11]>ncK

⇔n<
1

cK
trt P[a,b] ,

since all projections occurring in this sum are trt-trace class by Lemma 7. h

If cK50 then we cannot apply Theorem 7. Instead, spectra with the structure of a Can
seem possible. Examples show that the opening of gaps which are allowed depends heavily
specific structure of the operator and cannot easily be controlled globally. To get generic
we therefore have to make sure that not onlycK50, but also that the trace can be arbitrarily sm
on ‘‘many’’ projections. This is accomplished by the following theorem by Choi and Elliott:2

Theorem 8 „Cantor spectrum…: Let A be a C* -algebra with a faithful stateF. Assume that
every self-adjoint element can be approximated arbitrarily well by an element with finite spe
on whose minimal spectral projectionsF is arbitrarily small. Then the self-adjoint elements wi
Cantor spectrum are dense in all self-adjoint elements.

In particular, the algebras in Theorem 8 have real rank zero, i.e., the invertible self-a
elements are dense in all self-adjoint ones:

Definition and proposition 4 (real rank): LetA be a unital C* -algebra. The real rank ofA is
defined by

RR~A!5min$mPN0u;n>m11:RRn~A!%, ~21!

where

RRn~A!5K ;xPA sa
n :;«.0:'yPA sa

n : (
k51

n

yk
2PA 3`I (

k51

n

~yk2xk!
2I,«L . ~22!

For all nPN0 we haveRRn(A)⇒RRn11(A). The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) RR(A)50;
(2) A sa

3 ,Asa dense;
(3) The self-adjoint elements with finite spectrum are dense inAsa .

We sayA has real rank 0 with infinitesimal state(RRI0) if A fulfills the assumptions of Theorem
8.

For the convenience of the reader we include a proof of these equivalences which ar
known in theC* -community.

Proof: This well-known result can be proven as an exercise in continuous functional c
lus. h

Remark 8 (Kadison property and RRI0):

(1) Kadison property and property RRI0 are mutually exclusive since the first forbids existence
projections with arbitrarily small trace whereas the latter requires this.

(2) C* -algebrasA with RRI0 can contain operators with band structure: IfA is the irrational
rotation algebra (see below) thenA has RRI0 by Theorem 9. ButA contains a subalgebra
isomorphic to C(S1), consisting of operators with band spectrum only.

(3) On the other hand, a C* -algebra A with the Kadison property cannot contain self-adjoi
elements with Cantor spectrum: If xPAsa has Cantor spectrum, then every point inspecx is
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an accumulation point ofspecx andR\specx, so that x has no band spectrum in contradictio
to Theorem 7.

(4) If A1 has the Kadison property andA2 has property RRI0, thenAªA1% A2 has neither of
these properties.

Remark 9 (real rank and dimension):

(1) If A is commutative so thatA5C(X) for a topological space X thenRR(A)5dimX with the
usual definition of dimension.

(2) Therefore, C* -algebras with real rank 0 are (noncommutative) zero-dimensional spaces.
includes finite discrete spaces. However, the additional trace condition in Theorem 8 exc
finite spaces: By the Riesz–Kakutani theorem every state on C(X) is given by an integral with
respect to a normalized measurem, i.e., F( f )5* f dm andm(X)51. Such states are faithfu
if and only if every open set has strictly positive measure. The trace condition requires t
has connected components with arbitrary small measure.

(3) Every W* -algebra has real rank 0, since the measurable functional calculus (as oppos
the continuous one) allows us to ‘‘cut out’’ points from the spectrum arbitrarily close.

(4) Property RR0 is preserved under inductive limits, in particularA^ K has real rank 0 if
RR(A)50.

Example 5 (rotation algebra): The rotation algebraAu is the C* -algebra generated by two
unitaries U,V and the relation

VU5e2pıuUV

for a givenuPR. It also arises as a reduced twisted group C* -algebra Cr* (Z2 ,Q) for the cocycle
Q given by e2pıu since H2(Z2,S1).S1. It carries a canonical trace defined by

t~1!51,t~U !5t~V!50.

The properties of this algebra depend strongly on the nature ofu:
Theorem 9 „properties of the rotation algebra…:

(1) If u5p/q with pPZ,qPN co-prime then the Kadison constant ofAu and ofAu ^ K is 1/q.
(2) If u is irrational thenAu andAu ^ K (together with the canonical trace) have real rank 0 wi

infinitesimal state.

Proof:

(1) As is well known, the spectrum ofAu is T2, and all irreducible representationspz have
dimension q. The canonical trace of aPAu is

t~a!5
1

q ET2
tr pz~a! dz

with the canonical tracetr on M(q,C). Minimal projections have rank 1 in the fiber, and s
the Kadison constant is1/q.

(2) Au has real rank zero.16 SinceAu is simple and nonelementary we also get RRI0 ~Ref. 2,
Corollary 8!.

h

Theorem 10 „Cantor spectrum…: Assume the C* -algebra KA(E) has real rank 0 with an
infinitesimal state. Then every self-adjointA-elliptic operator can be approximated arbitrarily
close in norm resolvent sense by a self-adjoint operator with Cantor spectrum.

Proof: Lemma 7 and Theorem 8. h
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V. APPLICATIONS

A. Discrete models

Example 6 (generalized Harper operators): Sunada17 defines magnetic Schro¨dinger Opera-
tors on graphs: Let X be a connected locally finite graph, x a C3-valued (i.e., nonvanishing
complex-valued) map (a weight) on the oriented edges E(X), o,t:E(X)→X the origin and ter-
mination point mappings. We define a symmetric operator on l2(X) by

~Hx f !~x!5 (
ePE(X)
o(e)5x

x~e! f ~ t~e!!

for f P l 2(X). Two weightsx1 ,x2 are called cohomologous if there is a function s:X→S1 with

x1~e!5x2~e!
s~o~e!!

s~ t~e!!

for ePE(X).
Furthermore, letG be a group with a properly discontinuous free action on X and such

the quotient graph is finite (say n points). A weightx is called gauge-invariant ifg* x is co-
homologous tox for all gPG. Thenx defines a cocycleQPZ2(G,S1) such that Hx commutes
with the corresponding twisted right translations@Rg

Q f (g8)5Q(g8,g) f (g8g)#. Referemce 17
constructs an injective* -homomorphismus,

Cr* ~G,Q! ^ M ~n,C!→End~ l 2~X!!,

whose image contains Hx . On the other hand,

A^ M ~n,C!5KA~A^ Cn!

for the Hilbert A-module A^ Cn which is the tensor product of the canonical moduleA
5Cr* (G,Q) and the HilbertC-moduleCn. As in Theorem 7, Ref. 17 proves band structure.

All spectral characterizations of this section apply as soon as the corresponding C* -algebra
Cr* (G,Q) ^ M (n,C) fulfills the corresponding assumptions.

We get the ordinary Harper operator for E(X)5G5Z2 and a suitable graph X with coordi
nation number 4 (square lattice), the hexagonal Harper operator and the quantum pendulu
graphs with coordination numbers 6 resp. 8. The corresponding C* -algebras are rotation alge-
bras, so that we have band structure for rational flux, and weak genericity of Cantor spectru
irrational flux.

For another approach to the Harper operator, properties of the density of states, an
necessary (though yet unverified) conditions for Cantor spectrum see the beautiful pap
Shubin on discrete magnetic Laplacians.18

B. Continuous models

Example 7 (gauge-periodic elliptic operators): In this caseA will be a twisted group
C* -algebra (left translations), and the Hilbert module will be a tensor productE5A^ H with a
Hilbert spaceH such thatKA(E).A^ K(H). The operator D will be a differential operato
which is invariant under a projective representation of a group, such as Schro¨dinger, Dirac, and
Pauli operators with periodic magnetic and electric fields.

The geometric situation we consider is similar to the case of Abelian periodic operator~see
Definition 4! from the Introduction. Now we allow the group to be noncommutative, and we a
the action to be represented projectively only on the bundle.

Definition and proposition 5 (gauge-periodic operator): Let X be a smooth oriented Riem
ian manifold without boundary, G a discrete group acting on X from the left freely, isometrical
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and properly discontinuously. Furthermore, we assume the action to be cocompact in the
that the quotient MªX/G is compact. This defines, as in the Abelian case, a left action og
PG on smooth functions fPC`(X) by

g*I f ~x!ª f ~g21x! ~23!

for xPX. As before, this extends to a unitary action on L2(X).
Next, let E be a smooth Hermitian vector bundle over X. Let U be a projective representatio

of G in the unitary operatorsU(L2(E)) in the following sense:

;g1 ,g2PG:'Q~g1 ,g2!PC~X,S1!:Ug1
Ug2

5Q~g1 ,g2!Ug1g2
. ~24!

Assume that U is a (projective) lift of theG-action on C`(X), i.e.,

;wPCc
`~X!:;sPL2~E!:;gPG:Ug~ws!5~g*I w!Ug~s!. ~25!

Assume that U is smooth, i.e., ;gPG:Ug(C`(E)ùL2(E)),C`(E). Then Ug is g-local, i.e.,

;sPC`~E!:supp~Ugs!,g supps, ~26!

and it leaves the domainD(D)5Cc
`(E) of any differential operator D on E invariant. We call D

gauge-periodicif, on D(D), one has

;gPG:@Ug ,D#50. ~27!

Proof: Let xPX\supps. Since supps is closed there is a neigborhoodO,X of x and w
PCc

`(X) with wuO51, wusupps50. Then (12w)s5s and therefore

Ugs5Ug~~12w!s!5~12g*I w!Ugs50 ongO.

SinceU is smooth also, it leavesCc
`(E) invariant. h

Proposition 3 (cocycle property):Q fulfills the cocycle property,

;g1 ,g2 ,g3PG:Q~g1 ,g2!Q~g1g2 ,g3!5Q~g1 ,g2g3!g1*
I @Q~g2 ,g3!#. ~28!

Proof: This follows from associativityUg1
(Ug2

Ug3
)5(Ug1

Ug2
)Ug3

and the projectivity con-
dition ~24!,

Ug1
~Ug2

Ug3
!5Ug1

Q~g2 ,g3!Ug2g3
5g1*

I @Q~g2 ,g3!#Ug1
Ug2g3

5Q~g1 ,g2g3!g1*
I @Q~g2 ,g3!#Ug1g2g3

,

~Ug1
Ug2

!Ug3
5Q~g1 ,g2!Ug1g2

Ug3

5Q~g1 ,g2!Q~g1g2 ,g3!Ug1g2g3
.

h

Remark 10 (exact cocycle and representation):Q therefore defines a class in the grou
cohomology H2(G,C(X,S1)).19 Exact 2-cocycles have the form,

Q~g,g8!5s~g!g*I @s~g8!#s~gg8!21 ~29!

with a 1-cocycles, so they define a proper representation ofG by

Ũgªs~g!21Ug , ~30!
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which also commutes with D if the cocycle is constant in xPX. Without loss of generality we
assume thatQ is normalized, i.e., Q(e,e)51.

Proposition 4 (bundle morphisms): U defines a family u of vector bundle morphisms o,
ug :Ex→Egx . u is a projective lift of theG-action from X to E, i.e.,

;g1g2PG:ug1
ug2

5Q~g1 ,g2!ug1g2
~31!

with the same cocycleQ as for U. u induces U via

~Ugs!~x!ªugs~g21x!. ~32!

If t is a (proper) lift of theG-action from X to E and T the induced action

~Tgs!~x!ªtgs~g21x! ~33!

on C`(X), then u and U can be expressed as u5mt and U5MT, where m is a family of (strict)
vector bundle isomorphisms.

Proof: Let vPEx . We choosesPC`(E) with s(x)5v and set—a priori depending ons
2ug

s(v)ª(Ug(s))(gx)PEgx . If wPC`(x), w(x)51, we get

ug
ws~v !5~g*I w!~gx!~Ug~s!!~gx!5ug

s~v !,

i.e., ug
s(v) depends on the value ofs at the pointx only; hence we omits in the notation. The

morphism property follows from the corresponding property ofUg , and from (ug)215ug21.
u inducesU by construction.
If there is a proper liftt thenmªut21 defines the strict morphism we look for

h

Remark 11 (lift of the action): IfQ is exact and u˜ the family of vector bundle isomorphism

belonging to Ũby remark 10 then u˜ is a proper lift of theG-action from X to E.
Proposition 5 (properties of the cocycle):~1! ;gPG:Q(g,e)5Q(e,g)51; ~2! ;g

PG:Q(g,g21)5Q(g21,g).
Proof: Easy consequences of the cocycle property. h

For the case of a bicharacterQ Brüning and Sunada20,21 describe how to construct a param
trix for elliptic gauge-periodic differential operator by lifting and translating a parametrix fo
fundamental domain. The same construction works for the slightly more general case
2-cocycle.

From this one concludes as in the cited work:
Theorem 11„self-adjointness…: Every symmetric elliptic gauge-periodic differential operat

is essentially self-adjoint on Cc
`(E).

Similarly, a trivial extension of Refs. 20 and 21 shows how to construct the heat kerne
Theorem 12„heat kernel…: Let D be a symmetric elliptic gauge-periodic differential oper

tor, bounded below, of order p.d5dimX. Then e2tD̄ has, for t.0, a smooth integral kerne
Kt(x,y)PEx^ Ey* such that

uKt~x,y!u<C1t2d/p exp~2C2 dist~x,y!p/(p21)t21/(p21)! ~34!
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with C1 ,C2.0, uniformly on(0,T#3X3X.
Again following 20 we construct a suitable decomposition ofL2(E). For that we choose a

fundamental domainD for the G-action, setH5L2(EuD) and define a unitary map by

F:L2~E!→ l 2~G,H!. l 2~G! ^ H, F~s!~g!5~Ug~s!!uD .

Then we have forf P l 2(G) ^ H,

~FUgF* f !~g8!5~Ug8UgF* f !uD5Q~g8,g!~Ug8gF* f !uD

5Q~g8,g!~FF* f !~g8g!5Q~g8,g! f ~g8g!

5:Q~g8,g!Rg f ~g8!5Rg
Q f ~g8!

with the right translationRg and twisted right translationRg
Q f (g8).

So it is natural to try and define aCr* (G,Q)-action onL2(E) by

Rg
Q~s!5Ug~s!

for sPL2(E). Here, the cocycleQ can in general depend onxPX so that we have to find the
gauge-translations inC(X,S1)3a,uG. This C* -algebra has interesting structural properties bu
not suitable for the applications on spectral theory developed in the previous section.

If Q is periodic in xPX then we get a field of twisted reduced groupC* -algebras
Cr* (G,Qx),xPM over M . In general this field is still too ‘‘large.’’

Therefore we require the cocycle to be constant inxPX, so that we have to deal with th
reduced twisted groupC* -algebraCr* (G,Q) only. This is still general enough for the application
we are interested in: magnetic Schro¨dinger operators~and their Pauli and Dirac analogs!.

Now note thatl 2(G) is the GNS representation space ofAªCr* (G,Q) with respect to the
canonical trace given by

t~Rg
Q!5H 1, g5e,

0, else,

and that l 1(G),Cr* (G,Q), l 2(G). The action is naturally a left action since it is given b
endomorphisms on a vector space. Therefore it’s natural to view the left Hilbert-A module asE
ªH^ A so thatL2(E) is the Hilbert-GNS representation space ofE. To define the scalar produc
we use the observations made in the commutative case~see Definition and Proposition 1!,

^s1us2&E5 (
gPG

^Ugs2us1&L2(E)Rg
Q . ~35!

Lemma 8 (left pre-HilbertA-module): for s1 ,s2PCc(E) defines the structure of a left pre
Hilbert A-module on Cc(E); under the isomorphismF it coincides with the left tensor Hilber
A-module structure ofH^ A.

Proof: For f 1 , f 2PH,a1 ,a2PA we have by definition

^a1^ f 1ua2^ f 2&A^ H5^ f 2u f 1&Ha1a2* ,

since a left Hilbert-C-module is a Hilbert space with conjugated scalar product~complex linear in
the first argument, antilinear in the second!. For s1 ,s2PCc(E) we get after identifyingdg21 with

Q̄(g,g21)Rg
Q ,
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^F~s1!uF~s2!&A^ H5 (
g,g8PG

^dg ^ F~s1!~g!udg8^ F~s2!~g8!&A^ H

5 (
g,g8PG

^F~s2!~g8!F~s1!~g!&HQ̄~g21,g!Q~g821,g8!Rg21
Q

~Rg821
Q

!*

5 (
g,g8PG

^F~s2!~g8!uFF~s1!~g!&HQ̄~g21,g!Rg21
Q Rg8

Q

5 (
g,g8PG

^~Ug8s2!uD~Ugs1!uD&HQ̄~g21,g!Q~g21,g8!Rg21g8
Q

5 (
g,g8PG

^~Ugg8s2!uDu~Ugs1!uD&HQ̄~g21,g!Q~g21,gg8!Rg8
Q

5 (
g,g8PG

^~UgUg8s2!uDu~Ugs1!uD&HQ~g,g8!Q̄~g21,g!Q~g21,gg8!Rg8
Q

5 (
g,g8PG

^~UgUg8s2!uDu~Ugs1!uD&HRg8
Q

5 (
g8PG

^Ug8s2us1&L2(E)Rg8
Q .

This shows that the structures coincide. h

Lemma 9 (left HilbertA-module): The completion of the left pre-HilbertA -module Cc(E) is
isomorphic toE5H^ A. The GNS representation ofE with respect to the canonical tracet on A
is isomorphic to L2(E).

Proof: By Eq. ~35! we have forsPCc(E),

isiE
25i^sus&EiA>^sus&L2(E) .

Therefore, the completion ofCc(E) with respect toi•iE is contained in the one with respect
i•iL2(E) , i.e. in L2(E). But Cc(E) is dense inE.

We get the scalar product of the GNS representation with respect tot for s1 ,s2PCc(E) from

^s1us2&t5t~^s2us1&E!5tS (
gPG

^Ugs1us2&L2(E)Rg
QD ,

5 (
gPG

^Ugs1us2&L2(E)t~ r̃~dg!!

5^s1us2&L2(E) .

SinceCc(E),E,L2(E) is dense the GNS representation space is exactlyL2(E). h

Lemma 10~A-compact operators): TheA-compact operators onE are given by

KA~E!.A op
^ K. ~36!

Here K denotes the compact operators onH5L2(EuD), and A op is the C* -algebra Cr* (G,u)L

generated by the left translations twisted withu.
Proof: For tensor products of left Hilbert modules we have in general,
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KA~A^ H!.KA~A! ^ KC~H! .A op
^ K.

The statement aboutA op is well known in the untwisted case since the opposite of left multi
cation is right multiplication. It is easy to check that this holds in the twisted case also.h

Following our rationale from Sec. IV we define a trace trt and identify bounded module
operators inLA(E) with their images inL(L2(E)) under the faithful representation with respect
t.

As in Refs. 22 and 21, one shows, using Theorem 12:
Theorem 13„gauge-periodic operators…: Let D be a symmetric gauge-periodic differenti

operator. Then the resolvent of D¯ is A-compact, and e2tD̄2
is trt-trace class.

Theorem 14 „gauge-periodic module operators…: Let D be a symmetric gauge-period

differential operator. Then D defines anA-elliptic operator T such that the resolvents of D¯ and T̄
coincide (under the GNS representation).

Proof: SetD(T)ªD(D)5Cc
`(E). ThenD(T),E dense, we setTªD as operators on vecto

spaces.
T is adjointable sinceD is symmetric and gauge-periodic: Fors1 ,s2PCc

`(E) we have

^s1uDs2&E5 (
gPG

^Ugs1uDs2&L2(E)Rg
u

5 (
gPG

^DUgs1us2&L2(E)Rg
u

5 (
gPG

^UgDs1us2&L2(E)Rg
u

5^Ds1us2&E .

Finally, ran(11D* D) is dense inL2(E) becauseD is essentially self-adjoint; therefore,T is
regular. h

This allows us to apply all of the spectral characterizations from the previous section.
Example 8 (periodic elliptic operator): A gauge-periodic operator is called periodic if

corresponding cocycle fulfillsQ[1. If the groupG is Abelian then we are back in the commut
tive case (see Definition 4) where ordinary Bloch theory applies. IfG is not Abelian then it does
not apply, although the cocycle is trivial. But it is still covered by noncommutative Bloch th
of course.

Example 9 (magnetic Schro¨dinger operator): In example 3 and Remark 3 we saw that
magnetic Schro¨dinger operator with a magnetic field bPV2(X),db50,@(1/2p) b#PH2(X,Z) is
given by a (symmetric elliptic) Bochner–Laplace operator on a Hermitian line bundle L over
with curvature b. It is gauge-periodic with possibly nonconstant cocycle if H1(X,S1)50 (see
Remark 3 and the work cited there in). If b is exact then the cocycle can be chosen to be co
If the magnetic flux is integral@bMPH2(M ,Z), see Example 3], then the operator is periodic.
there is a periodic magnetic potential a for b5da (i.e., if the magnetic flux is 0) then the operat
is strictly periodic in the usual sense of ordinary Bloch theory, i.e., it is a periodic operato
L2(X) (no magnetic translations, no bundles).

Example 10 (magnetic Schro¨dinger operator onR2): In the Euclidean case, ifG5Z2 we end
up with a rotation algebraAu , whereu is given by the magnetic flux. So, from Theorem 9 we
band structure in the case of rational flux and weak genericity of Cantor spectra in the ca
irrational flux. Since it is a criterion inside the algebra of symmetries it applies to the corresp
ing Pauli and Dirac operators as well.

Example 11 (magnetic Schro¨dinger operator onH2): To investigate the importance of th
geometry it is interesting to study the hyperbolic analog, since the corresponding coco
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groups (Fuchsian groups) are nonamenable and therefore ‘‘opposite’’ to the amenable grou
the Euclidean case. The analog of a constant magnetic field is a constant multiple of the v
form. References 23, 24 compute K-groups and Kadison constants for twisted Fuchsian grou
Again, one has Kadison property if and only if the magnetic flux is rational.

References 25 and 26 study similar questions for good orbifolds.
Example 12 (gauge-periodic point perturbations): In Euclidean space, point perturba

provide explicitly solvable models for periodic Schro¨dinger operators. References 27 and 28 sh
how to define these types of operators more generally in our given geometric context (ma
with cocompact group action). If the point perturbation is gauge-periodic, then the pertu
operator is gauge-periodic in our sense, so that noncommutative Bloch theory applies. In pa
lar, periodic point perturbations of the magnetic Schro¨dinger operator with rational flux have
band structure.

C. Elliptic operators on Hilbert module bundles

Example 13: Ref. 29 extended the usual notion of an index of an operator by replacing H
spaces by Hilbert modules: LetA be a C* -algebra, M a compact Riemannian manifold and E
bundle over M of HilbertA-modules (a Hilbert module bundle). On can define Sobolev norm
usual, now coming from anA-scalar product. Thus one gets a scale of Sobolev–Hilbert
A-modules for which the Sobolev lemma holds. Instead of the usual pseudo-differential ope
whose coefficients are vector space endomorphisms one hasA-pseudo-differential operators with
coefficients in the bundleLA(E)øxPMLA(Ex). They act in the usual way on the Sobolev–Hilbert
modules. Symbols ofA-pseudo-differential operators are represented by section ofLA(E). As in
the scalar case, an elliptic operator has anA-compact resolvent, hence it isA-elliptic in the sense
of Definition 5. Furthermore, elliptic operators areA-Fredholm and therefore have an index
K0(A).

A special case are the periodic elliptic operators: Let X be a Riemannian manifold
properly discontinuous, isometric, cocompact action of a groupG, and D a G-periodic operator
as in Example 8, MªG\X. Let r be the right regular representation ofG onAªCr* (G). @Usually
one studies the right regular representation on the vector spaceCG,Cr* (G) or on the Hilbert
space l2(G).Cr* (G); but Cr* (G) is a G-invariant subspace of l2(G).] Then X3rA is an
A-bundle over M on which D acts. Besides, A carries the structure of a standard Hilbert-A
module. If D is elliptic then D determines an elliptic operator on X3rA.
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APPENDIX A: CONTINUOUS FIELDS OF HILBERT SPACES

We follow the classic Ref. 30.
Definition 6 (continuous fields of Banach and Hilbert spaces): Let B be a topological sp,

(E(z))zPB a family of Banach spaces. The linear spacePª)zPBE(z) is called space of all
vector fields. A continuity structure onP is defined by a subspaceL,P such that:

(1) L is a C`(B)-submodule ofP;
(2);zPB:;jPE(z):'xPL:x(z)5j;
(3) ;xPL:(z°ix(z)i)PC`(B);
(4) ;xPP:^^;«.0:;zPB:'x8PL, neighborhood U{z: ;z8PU:ix(z8)2x8(z8)i,«&⇒x

PL&;
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Eª((E(z))zPB ,L) is called continuous field of Banach spaces. If the fibers E(z) are Hilbert
spaces we have a continuous field of Hilbert spaces. The scalar product is automatically co
ous.

Condition 4 is a completeness condition: If a vector fieldxPP can be locally approximated
arbitrarily well by continuous vector fields then it is continuous.

Proposition 6 (defining submodule): Let B,P be as above andL,P a subspace with

(1) ;zPB:$x(z)uxPL%5..L(z) dense in E(z); and
(2) ;xPL:(z°ixi)PC`(B).

Then there is a unique continuity structureL̃ on P with L̃.L. L̃ is given by

L̃5$xPPu;zPB:«.0' neighborhood U{z,x8PL̄:;z8PU:ix~z8!2x8~z8!i,«%.

Lemma 11 (continuous fields and Banach space bundles): A continuous field of Banach
E defines a Banach space bundle E over B so that the continuous sections C(E) are the continu-
ous vector fields ofE.

Proof: As a setEª)zPBE(z). We choose the topology so that the natural projectionp:E
→B is continuous and open: The topology is generated by the tubular neighborhoods

T~U,x,«!ª$jPEup~j!PU`ij2x~p~j!!i,«%

for open setsU,B, continuous fieldsxPE and«.0. It is easy to check that the tubular neig
borhoods generate a topology onE with the desired properties. On the fibersE(z) it induces the
strong topology since the intersectionsE(z)ùT(U,x,«) of the fibers with the tubular neighbor
hoods are just norm balls in the fiber. h

Remark 12 (local triviality): A bundle has a continuous open surjection onto the base, b
not necessarily locally trivial. However, for a locally compact base and finite dimensional fi
this follows from the existence of the projection.

Lemma 12 (continuous field as the Hilbert C* -module): A continuous field of Hilbert space
E5((E(z))zPB ,L) over B defines a Hilbert C̀(B)-module structure onL. Vice versa: A Hilbert
C`(B)-module defines a continuous field of Hilbert spaces, and this correspondence is o
one.

APPENDIX B: HILBERT C* -MODULES

Usually Hilbert C* -modules are defined to be right modules. We define these and the
modules and list basic properties and objects connected to them.

Definition 7 [(right) Hilbert module]: LetA be a C* -algebra. A rightA-moduleE is called
(right) pre-Hilbert A-module if it is endowed with a map̂•u•&:E3E→A with the following
properties:

~1! ^eu f 1g&5^eu f &1^eug& for e, f ,gPE;
~2! ^eu f l&5^eu f &l for e, f PE,lPC;
~3! ^eu f a&5^eu f &a for e, f PE,aPA;
~4! ^ f ue&5^eu f &* for e, f PE;
~5! ^eue&>0 in A for ePE, and ^eue&50⇔e50.

Then the mapE{e°Ai^eue&iA defines a norm onE. The closure ofE is defined as the completio
of E as Banach space with this norm.

E is called (right) HilbertA-module ifE is complete in this norm.
An operator TPL(E) is called adjointable if there is T* PL(E) such that for all e, f PE:

^euT f&5^T* eu f &. The set of adjointable operators is denoted byLA(E).
For e, f PE we define an operatorpe, f by
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pe, f :E{x°e^ f ux&PE.

We setFA(E)ªspan$pe, f ue, f PE% and call this the set ofA-finite operators. The setKA(E) of
A-compact operators is the closure ofFA(E) in LA(E).

The brackets indicate that by Hilbert module we mean a right Hilbert module.
Definition 8 (left Hilbert module): LetA be a C* -algebra. A leftA-moduleE is called left

pre-Hilbert A-module if it is endowed with a map̂•u•&:E3E→A with the following properties:

(1) ^e1 f ug&5^eug&1^ f ug& for e, f ,gPE;
(2) ^leu f &5l^eu f & for e, f PE,lPC;
(3) ^aeu f &5a^eu f & for e, f PE,aPA;
(4) ^ f ue&5^eu f &* for e, f PE;
(5) ^eue&>0 in A for ePE, and ^eue&50⇔e50.

Then the mapE{e°Ai^eue&iA defines a norm onE. The closure ofE is defined as the completio
of E as Banach space with this norm.

E is called left HilbertA-module ifE is complete in this norm.
An operator TPL(E) is called adjointable if there is T* PL(E) such that for all e, f PE:

^euT f&5^T* eu f &. The set of adjointable operators is denoted byLA(E).
For e, f PE we define an operatorpe, f

L by

pe, f
L :E{x°^xue& f PE.

We setFA(E)ªspan$pe, f
L ue, f PE% and call this the set ofA-finite operators. The setKA(E) of

A-compact operators is the closure ofFA(E) in LA(E).
Remark 13 (basic properties):

(1) If E is a pre-Hilbert A-module, ePE, then Definition 7.4 implieŝeue&PAsa so that the
condition ^eue&>0 in 7.5 makes sense indeed;

(2) If E is a pre-HilbertA-module, e, f PE,aPA then we have

^eauf&5^fuea&*5~^fue&a!*5a* ^fue&*5a* ^euf&,
i.e., we haveC- and A-sesqui-linearity;
(3) TheC-sesqui-linearity follows for unitalA from theA-sesqui-linearity.
(4) For e, f PE we havepe, f* 5p f ,e so that indeedFA(E),LA(E);
(5) LA(E) andKA(E) are C* -algebras, the former is the multiplier algebra of the latter (Ref. 1

Chap. 15);
(6) Everything analogous for left Hilbert modules;
(7) A3A{(a,b)°a* bPA together with multiplication ofA on A on the right gives the stan

dard Hilbert A-module structure onA;
(8) A3A{(a,b)°ab* PA together with multiplication ofA on A on the left gives the standar

left Hilbert A-module structure onA;

Definition 9 (free and projective Hilbert modules): A HilbertA-module is called free if it is a
free module overA. It is called projective if it is a direct summand of a free module.

Lemma 13 (left and right Hilbert modules): LetA be a C* -algebraand (E,^•u•&) a left
pre-Hilbert A-module overA. Then,

^•u•&E op
:E op3E op→A op, ~eop, f op!°~^ f ue&!op ~B1!

defines onE5E op (equality as vector spaces) the structure of a pre-HilbertA op-module.
Furthermore, for a left HilbertA-module(E,^•u•&) we haveFA(E).FA op(E op) and therefore

KA(E).KA op(E op) and LA(E).LA op(E op).
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Proof: It is well known that rightA-modulesE and leftA op-modulesE op are in one-to-one
correspondence. So we just have to verify the corresponding Hilbert module structures: Leop,
f opPE op, aopPA op. We denote byaop anda corresponding elements inA op resp.A. (A op andA
are identical as Banach spaces, and in this senseaop5a.) Then,

^eopu f opaop&E op
5~^eopu~a f !op&!op5^a f ue&5a^ f ue&5~^ f ue&!opaop5^eopu f op&E op

aop.

SinceE5E op as Banach space we haveL(E).L(E op). Furthermore, fore, f ,xPE,

pe, f~x!5e^ f ux&5~^ f ux&!opeop5^xopu f op&E op
eop5p f op,eop

L ,

so thatFA(E) andFA op(E op) are isomorphic, and so are the corresponding closures and mult
algebras. h

Remark 14 (standard module): For the standard HilbertA-module structure onA it is well
known thatFA(A)5A, KA(A)5A and LA(A)5M(A). If we denote byA L the standard left
Hilbert A-module then Lemma 13 shows:FA(A L).FA op(A op)5A op.

APPENDIX C: GNS REPRESENTATION FOR HILBERT C* -MODULES

Let A be aC* -algebra,t a state onA andE a Hilbert A-module. Analogously to the wel
know GNS representation of Banach*-algebras we define a scalar product onE by

^xuy&tªt~^xuy&E! for x,yPE. ~C1!

Ntª$xPEu^xux&t50% is the corresponding null space. Then the GNS representation spaceEt is
given by the completion ofE/Nt with respect tô •u•&t . LPLA(E) acts continuously onxPEt

because

iLxit
25^LxuLx&t5t~^LxuLx&E!

5t~^xuL* Lx&E!

<t~^xux&E!iL* Li

5ixit
2iLi2.

Thus we have a*-representation ofLA(E) in L(Et).
If t is faithful thenNt50 so that the representation is faithful.
If E5A with ^aub&E5a* b is the standard HilbertA-module then we get back the usual GN

representation of the multiplier algebraLA(A)5M(A) and, by restriction, the GNS represent
tion of KA(A)5A.

For left Hilbert modules the scalar product must be reversed so that one gets complex lin
on the correct entry.
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Coordinate Bethe ansatz for the one-dimensional SU „n …
Hubbard model with open boundary conditions
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The one-dimensional~1D! SU(n) Hubbard model with open boundary condition is
solved by using the coordinate Bethe ansatz method. The energy and integrable
boundary conditions are obtained. At the same time, the corresponding Bethe an-
satz equations are achieved by diagonalizing the inhomogeneous transfer matrix of
the open SU(2n22) XXX vertex model. Whenn52, our result comes back to that
of the 1D Hubbard model given by Deguchi and Yue~con-mat/9704138!. © 2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1368368#

I. INTRODUCTION

In the integrable models to describe the strongly correlated electron system, the
dimensional~1D! Hubbard model is one of the well studied models. It was proposed in Refs. 1
2 in order to describe electrons hopping on aD-dimension lattice while experiencing an on-si
interaction. Although much work has been done on the Hubbard model since Lieb-Wu’s w3

the integrability was not shown until 1986 by Shastry,4 Olmedilla and Wadati.5 Moreover, the
eigenvalue of the transfer matrix related to the Hubbard model was suggested in Ref. 4 and
through different methods.6,7 Based on the Lie algebra knowledge, Maassarani succeeded in
eralizing Shastry’s method to construct an SU(n) Hubbard model8 by considering two coupled
SU(n) XX models.9 Furthermore, he found the relatedR-matrix which ensures the integrability o
the one-dimensional SU(n) Hubbard model.10 ~It was also proved by Martins forn53,4,11 and by
Yue and Sasaki for generaln in terms of Lax-pair formalism.12! The exact solution for the SU~3!
and SU(n) Hubbard model with period boundary condition was also given in Refs. 13 and
respectively.

Recently, the integrable models with open boundary and impurities boundary have attra
lot of interest.15–30On the 1D Hubbard model with open boundary conditions, the integrability
the exact solution have been investigated by several authors.22–24 However, for the SU(n) Hub-
bard model, due to the noninvertibility of the partial transposition of theR matrix, the generalized
algebraic method15 does not work on the model with open boundary conditions. At the same t
the exact solution for the model with open boundary conditions has not been obtained yet.
paper, we will apply the coordinate Bethe ansatz method to solve the SU(n) Hubbard model with
open boundary conditions.

This paper is organized as following. In Sec. II, we will describe the open boundary Sn)
Hubbard model and present the integrable boundary conditions. In Sec. III, we will diagonali
transfer matrix of open boundary SU(2n22) XXX vertex model by using the nested Bethe ans
method to obtain the Bethe ansatz equations for the open boundary SU(n) Hubbard model. Some
discussions are included in Sec. IV.

a!Electronic mail: lgl@phy.nwu.edu.cn
b!Electronic mail: yue@phy.nwu.edu.cn
24660022-2488/2001/42(6)/2466/11/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. COORDINATE BETHE ANSATZ FOR SU „n … HUBBARD

The Hamiltonian of the open SU(n) Hubbard model is

H5 (
k51

L̃21

(
a51

n21

~Es,k
na Es,k11

an 1Es,k
an Es,k11

na 1Et,k
na Et,k11

an 1Et,k
anEt,k11

na !

1
n2U

4 (
k51

L̃

Cs,kCt,k1 (
a51

n

~psaE
s,L̃

aa
1ptaE

t,L̃

aa
1qsaEs,1

aa1qtaEt,1
aa!, ~1!

whereU is the Coulomb coupling constant andEr,k
ab(r5s,t) is a matrix with zeros everywher

except for a one at the intersection of rowa and columnb. The subscriptsr andk stand for two
differentE operators at sitek(k51,2,...,L̃). The (2n22)3(2n22) diagonal matrixC is defined
by C5(a51

n21 Eaa2Enn.
As in Ref. 13, we introduce the following particle stateu1& j , ¯ ,un21& j and vacuum state

u0& j of the j th site:

u1& j55
1
0
A
0
0
6

j

, u2& j55
0
1
A
0
0
6

j

, ¯ , un21& j55
0
0
A
1
0
6

j

, u0& j5un& j55
0
0
A
0
1
6

j

. ~2!

One can prove thatEj
an andEj

na act as a creating and destroying operators ofua& j , respectively.
In the coordinate Bethe ansatz method, theN particle eigenstates of the Hamiltonian can

assumed as

uc&5 (
x1<x2<¯<xN

f r1r2¯rN

a1a2¯aNEr1x1

a1n Er2x2

a2n
¯ErNxN

aNn u0&. ~3!

Here u0& is the vacuum state of the total chain defined byu0&5P j 51
L̃

^ u0& j and

f r1r2¯rN

a1a2¯aN5(
Q,P

ePeQA
rQ1

rQ2
¯rQN

aQ1
aQ2

¯aQN~kP1
,kP2

, ¯ ,kPN
!expH i (

j 51

N

kPj
xQjJ 3u~xQ1

<xQ2
<¯<xQN

!

~4!

with

u~x1<x2<¯<xN!5H 1, x1,x2,¯,xN

1
2 , xi5xj~ iÞ j ,i , j 51,2,¯ ,N!

0, others,

~5!

wherea iP@1,n21#( i P@1,N#) stands for different particle states,xi the position of the particle,
and r i5s,t the type of thei th particle. TheQ runs overSN , the permutation group ofN
coordinatesxj , and P over all the permutations and the ways of negations ofN momentakj .
There areN! 32N possibilities forP, while N! for Q. eQ , eP denotes the sign ofQ and P,
respectively. For the permutation ofP, if the permutation is even,P makeseP521 for odd
number ofk’s negative andeP51 for even number ofk’s negative. Substituting the wave functio
into the Schro¨dinger equation

HucN&5EucN&, ~6!
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we have the following results:

A
¯r i ,r j , ¯
¯a i ,a j , ¯

~¯ ,ki ,kj , ¯ !5S
a

i8r
i8 a

j8r
j8

a ir i a jr j ~sinki ,sinkj !A
¯r

j8 ,r
i8¯

¯a j8 ,a i8 , ¯
~¯ ,kj ,ki , ¯ !, ~7!

Ar1 , ¯
a1 , ¯

~kP1
, ¯ !5M r1

a1~kP1
!Ar1 , ¯

a1 , ¯
~2kP1

, ¯ !, ~8!

A
¯ ,rN

¯ ,aN~¯ ,kPN
!5VrN

aN~2kPN
!A

¯ ,rN

¯ ,aN~¯ ,2kPN
! ~9!

with Si j (sinki ,sinkj) being the two-particle scattering matrix

Si j ~sinki ,sinkj !5
~sinki2sinkj ! Ĩ 1 ig P̃i j

sinki2sinkj1 ig
, ~10!

where g5n2U, Ĩ i j 5I i j
r

^ I i j
a , P̃i j 5Pi j

r
^ Pi j

a is the direct product of two kinds of permutatio
operators and permutes the particle styles and particle states simultaneously,

M r i

a i~k!5
11qr i

a ie2 ik

11qr i

a ieik , ~11!

Vr i

a i~k!5
11pr i

a ie2 ik

11pr i

a ieik e2i ~ L̃11!k ~12!

with qr i

a i5qr i ,n2qr i ,a i
, pr i

a i5pr i ,n2pr i ,a i
. The energy of the Hamiltonian is

E52(
i 51

N

coski1
g

2
~ L̃22N!1psn1ptn1qsn1qtn . ~13!

From Eqs.~7!–~9!, we can find that the amplitudesA satisfy

Ar1 , ¯ ,rN

a1 , ¯ ,aN~kP1
, ¯kPN

!5 (
$r i8 ,a i8%

$M ~kP1
!X1̂2X1̂3¯X1̂NV~kP1

!

3XN1XN211¯X21%a
18r

18¯a
N8 r

N8

a1r1¯aNrNA
r

18 , ¯ ,r
N8

a18 , ¯ ,aN8 ~kP1
, ¯kPN

!, ~14!

whereXı̂ j5Si j (2sinki ,sinkj), Xi j 5Si j (sinki ,sinkj),

M ~k!5diag~Ms
1~k!,¯ ,Ms

n21~k!,M t
1~k!,¯ ,M t

n21~k!!, ~15!

V~k!5diag~Vs
1~k!,¯ ,Vs

n21~k!,Vt
1~k!,¯ ,Vt

n21~k!!. ~16!

From the point of the vertex model’s view, the scattering matrixSi j can be viewed as a SU~2n
22) vertex modelRi j , which are defined by

Ri j ~sinki ,2sinkj !5
~sinki2sinkj !I 1hPi j

sinki2sinkj1h
, ~17!

whereh5 ig, I and Pi j are (2n22)23(2n22)2 identy matrix and permutation matrix, respe
tively. The notationsRi j (u)5Ri j (u,0), Ri j (u1v)5Ri j (u,v) will be used later. TheR-matrix
defined by~17! satisfies the Yang–Baxter equation
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R12~u2v !R13~u!R23~v !5R23~v !R13~u!R12~u2v !, ~18!

it also fulfills the following properties

P-T invariance: P12R12~u!P125R12
t1t2~u!, ~19!

unitarity: R12~u!R21~2u!51• id, ~20!

crossing symmetry: R12
t1 ~u!R12

t2 ~2u22~n21!h!5
u~u12~n21!h!

~u1h!~u1~2n23!h!
• id. ~21!

In order to diagonalize Eq.~14!, we introduce the following operatort(u):

t~u!5tr0 K0
1~u!T~u,$2sinki%!K0

2~u!T~2u,$2sinki%!21, ~22!

where

T~u,$2sinki%!5L01~u,2sink1!L02~u,2sink2!¯L0N~u,2sinkN! ~23!

with L0 j (u,v)5R0 j (u,v). K0
1(u) andK0

2(u) are all 2(n21)32(n21) diagonal matrices. If we
choose

K0
2~2sink!5diag~Vs

1~k!,¯ ,Vs
n21~k!,Vt

1~k!,¯ ,Vt
n21~k!!, ~24!

K0
1~2sink!5diag~M1

1~k!,¯ ,M1
n21~k!,M2

1~k!,¯ ,M2
n21~k!!, ~25!

where

M1
i ~k!5@22 sink12~n21!ig#Ms

i ~k!2 ig (
j 51

n21

~Ms
j ~k!1M t

j ~k!!,

~26!

M2
i ~k!5@22 sink12~n21!ig#M t

i ~k!2 ig (
j 51

n21

~Ms
j ~k!1M t

j ~k!!,

in terms of the operatort(u) ~22!, Eq. ~14! is given by the form

t~2sinkP1
!AW ~kP1

,¯ ,kPN
!5

22 sinkP1
~22 sinkP1

12~n21!ig!

22 sinkP1
1 ig

AW ~kP1
,¯ ,kPN

!, ~27!

where the eigenvalue is given by22 sinkP1
(22 sinkP1

12(n21)ig)/(22 sinkP1
1ig). Now our

attention is paid to the diagonalizing operatort(u) ~22!, which is similar to the transfer matrix in
the vertex model with open boundary conditions. If we know the eigenvalueL(u) of t(u), we will
obtain the Bethe equations for the energy~13!, which is

L~2sinkP1
!5

22 sinkP1
~22 sinkP1

12~n21!ig!

22 sinkP1
1 ig

. ~28!

The diagonalization of thet(u) requires that@ t(u),t(v)#50 for arbitraryu, v, which means
that the model is integrable. One can prove that onlyR matrix satisfy the unitary, crossing unitar
properties, andK2(u),K1(u), respectively, satisfy the following reflection equations:17

R12~u2v !K1
2~u!R21~u1v !K2

2~v !5K2
2~v !R12~u1v !K1

2~u!R21~u2v !, ~29!
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R12~2u1v !K1
1~u! t1R21~2u2v22~n21!h!K2

1~v ! t2

5K2
1~v ! t2R12~2u2v22~n21!h!K1

1~u! t1R21~2u1v !, ~30!

where t(u) can be diagonalized. Solving the reflection equations~29! and ~30!, we have the
following diagonal solution:

K2~u,j!5diag~P1
A ,P2

A ,¯ ,P2n22
A !, ~31!

where

Pa
A~u,j!5H j1u, 1<a<A

j2u, A,a<2n22
~32!

and

K1~u,j̃ !5diag~P1
B ,P2

B ,¯ ,P2n22
B ! ~33!

with

Pa
B~u,j̃ !5H j̃2u2~n21!h, 1<a<B

j̃1u1~n21!h, B,a<2n22.
~34!

In Eqs.~32! and~34!, j andj̃ both are free parameters. The integer numbersA andB are also free
parameters which take values from 1 to 2n22. Comparing Eq.~24! with Eq. ~31!, and Eq.~25!

with Eq. ~32!, we can get the constraint relation betweenj, j̃ and pr,a , qr,a . The relations are
given as follows:

ps
15¯5ps

A5p,

ps
A115¯5ps

n215pt
15¯5pt

n2152p, AP@1,n21#,
~35!

ps
15¯5ps

n215pt
15¯5pt

A2n115p,

pt
A2n125¯5pt

n2152p, AP@n,2n22#,

qs
15¯5qs

B5q,

qs
B115¯5qs

n215qt
15¯5qt

n2152q, BP@1,n21#

~36!
qs

15¯5qs
n215qt

15¯5qt
B2n115q,

qt
B2n125¯5qt

n2152q, BP@n,2n22#

with

j5H ` for A52n22

12p2

2ip
for AP@1,2n23#,

j̃5H ` for B52n22

2
12q2

2iq
2 i ~n212B!g for BP@1,2n23#.

~37!

In Sec. III we will diagonalize Eq.~22! with K2 andK1 taking the form of Eqs.~31! and ~33!,
respectively.
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III. NESTED BETHE ANSATZ

Let

U~u!5T~u!K2~u!T21~u!, ~38!

one can prove that double-row monodromy matrixU(u) satisfies the reflection equation

R12~u2v !U1~u!R21~u1v !U2~v !5U2~v !R12~u1v !U1~u!R21~u2v !. ~39!

Rewriting Eq.~39! in the component form

R12~u2!c1c2

a1a2U~u!c1d1
R21~u1!b1d2

d1c2U~v !d2b2
5U~v !a2c2

R12~u1!c1d2

a1c2U~u!c1d1
R21~u2!b1b2

d1d2,

~40!

where the repeated indices sum over 1 to 2n22, u25u2v, u15u1v and introducing a set o
notations for convenience:

A~v !5U~v !11, Ba~v !5U~v !1a , Ca~v !5U~v !a1 ,
~41!

Dab~v !5U~v !ab,2<a,b<2n22

we have the commutation relations from Eq.~40!

Bb1
~u1!Bb2

~u2!5R12~u12u2!b2b1

d2d1Bd2
~u2!Bd1

~u1!, ~42!

A~v !Bb~u!5
a~u2v !b~u1v !

a~u1v !b~u2v !
Bb~u!A~v !2

b~2u!c~u2v !

a~2u!b~u2v !
Bb~v !A~u!

2
c~u1v !

a~u1v !
Bc~v !D̃cb~u!, ~43!

D̃a1b1
~u!Bb2

~v !5
a~u2v !a~u1v1h!

b~u2v !b~u1v1h!
R12~u1v1h!c1d2

a1c2R21~u2v !b1b2

d1d2Bc2
~v !D̃c1d1

~u!

2
a~2u1h!c~u2v !

b~2u1h!b~u2v !
R12~2u1h!d2b1

a1d1Bd1
~u!D̃d2b2

~v !

1
a~2u1h!

b~2u1h!

c~u1v !b~2v !

a~u1v !a~2v !
R12~2u1h!b2b1

a1d2Bd2
~u!A~v !, ~44!

where all indices take values from 2 to 2n22, and the repeated indices sum over 2 to 2n22. The
notationsa(u)5u1h, b(u)5u, c(u)5h are used. The new operatorsD̃ are defined by

D̃ab~v !5Dab~v !2dab

R12~2v !1a
a1

R12~2v !11
11 A~v !. ~45!

Introducing the vacuum state,

uvac&5)
^ N

~1,0,...,0! t, ~46!

where t denotes the transposition and~1,0, ¯ ,0! is a 132(n21) matrix. The action of the
double-row monodromy matrix on the vacuum state is
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A~u!uvac&5K1
2~u!uvac&5a~1!~u!uvac&,

D̃ab~u!uvac&5dabS Ka
2~u!2

c~2u!

a~2u!
K1

2~u! D a~2u!

b~2u!
b~1!~u!uvac&,

~47!
Ca~u!uvac&50, Ba~u!uvac&Þ0,

wherea (1)(u) andb (1)(u) are defined by Eqs.~58! and~59!, respectively. Note that the action o
Ba(u) on the vacuum state is not proportional to the vacuum state. Now we construct the
vectors of transfer matrixt(u). It takes the form

C~v1 ,¯ ,vL!5Bb1
~v1!¯BbL

~vL!uvac&Fb1¯bL. ~48!

Using Eq.~22!, we then obtain the action oft(u) on C,

t~u!C5a~1!~u!S1~u!)
j 51

L
a~v j2u!b~v j1u!

b~v j2u!a~v j1u!
3Fb1¯bLBb1

~v1!¯BbL
~vL!uvac&

1)
j 51

L
a~u2v j !a~u1v j1h!

b~u2v j !b~v j1u1h!
b~1!~u!t~2!~ ũ,$ṽ i%!b1¯bL

d1¯dL

3Fb1¯bLBd1
~v1!¯BdL

~vL!uvac&

1 (
k51

L S 2c~vk2u!

b~vk2u!
S1~u!1

c~vk1u!a~2u1h!

a~vk1u!b~2u1h!
T1~u! D b~2vk!

a~2vk!

• )
j 51,Þk

L
a~v j2vk!b~v j1vk!

b~v j2vk!a~v j1vk!
a~1!~vk!S~vk ,$v i%!b1¯bL

d1¯dLFb1¯bL

•Bd1
~u!bd2

~v1!¯Bdk
~vk21!Bdk11

~vk11!¯BdL
~vL!uvac&

2 (
k51

L S c~u1vk!

a~u1vk!
S1~u!1

c~u2vk!a~2u1h!

b~u2vk!b~2u1h!
T1~u! D

3
b~1!~vk!

T1~vk!
)

j 51,Þk

L
a~vk2v j !a~v j1vk1h!

b~vk2v j !b~v j1vk1h!
3S~vk ,$v i%!c1¯cL

d1¯dLt~2!

3~ ṽk ,$ṽ i%!b1¯bL

c1¯cL Fb1¯bL3Bd1
~u!bd2

~v1!¯Bdk
~vk21!Bdk11

~vk11!¯BdL
~vL!uvac&,

~49!

where

t~2!~ ũ,$ṽ i%!b1¯bL

c1¯cL 5 (
a52

m1n

Ka
1~u!$~L ~1!~ ũ,ṽ1!¯L ~1!~ ũ,ṽL!K2~ ũ,j~1!!

•L ~1!~2ũ,ṽL!21
¯L ~1!~2ũ,ṽ1!21!b1¯bL

c1¯cL %aa

5 (
a52

m1n

Ka
1~u!$~T~1!~ ũ,$ṽ i%!K2~ ũ,j~1!!T~1!~2ũ,$ṽ i%!21!b1¯bL

c1¯cL %aa ~50!

with ũ5u1h/2, j (1)5j2h/2, ṽ i5v i1h/2. S1(u) is defined by Eq.~56!, T1(u) is defined by Eq.
~57! and
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S~vk ,$v i%!b1¯bL

d1•dL 5 )
j 511k

L

dbjdj
R12~v12vk!c2b1

d1d2R12~v22vk!c3b2

c2d33¯R12~vk212vk!bkbk21

ck21dk.

~51!

From Eq.~49!, one can see that the functionC is not the eigenstate oft(u) unlessF’s are the
eigenstates oft (2) and the sum of the third and the fourth term in Eq.~49! is zero, which will give
a restriction on theL spectrum parameters$v i%. So, we arrive at the following results.

If F is the eigenstate oft (2) with the eigenvalueL (2) satisfying Eq.~53!, then C is the
eigenstate oft(u) with the eigenvalueL (1),

L~1!~u!5a~1!~u!S1~u!)
j 51

L
a~v j2u!b~v j1u!

b~v j2u!a~v j1u!

1b~1!~u!)
j 51

L
a~u2v j !a~u1v j1h!

b~u2v j !b~v j1u1h!
L~2!~u,$v i%!, ~52!

where

t~2!~u,$v i%!F5L~2!~u,$v i%!F,
~53!

L~2!~vk ,$v i%!5
a~1!~vk!b~2vk!T1~vk!

b~1!~vk!a~2vk!
)

j 51,Þk

L
b~v j1vk!a~v j2vk!

2a~vk2v j !a~vk1v j1h!
.

Therefore, the diagonalization oft(u) is reduced to finding the eigenvalue oft (2). The explicit
expression oft (2) @see Eq.~49!# implies thatt (2) can be considered as the transfer matrix of
L-sites quantum chain, in which every spin takes 2n23 values. The related Yang–Baxter equ
tion is the same as the one oft(u), exceptR being an (2n23)23(2n23)2 matrix. Hence, we can
use the same method to find the eigenvalue oft (2). Repeating the procedure 2n24 times again,
we have the following result:

L~k!~u,$v i
~k21!%,$v i

~k!% !5Sk~u!a~k!~u,$v i
~k21!% !•)

j 51

Lk a~v j
~k!2u!b~u1v j

~k!1~k21!h!

b~v j
~k!2u!a~u1v j

~k!1~k21!h!

1b~k!~u,$v i
~k21!% !)

j 51

Lk a~u2v j
~k!!a~u1v j

~k!1kh!

b~u2v j
~k!!b~u1v j

~k!1kh!

•L~k11!~u,$v i
~k!%,$v i

~k11!% ! ~1<k<2n23! ~54!

and

L~k11!~v l
~k! ,$v i

~k!%,$v i
~k11!% !5

a~k!~v l
~k! ,$v i

~k21!% !2v l
~k!1~k21!h

b~k!~v l
~k! ,$v i

~k21!% !

2v l
~k!1~k21!h

2v l
~k!1kh

Tk~v l
~k!!

• )
j 51,Þ l

Lk ~v l
~k!1v j

~k!1~k21!h!~v l
~k!2v j

~k!2h!

~v l
~k!1v j

~k!1~k11!h!~v l
~k!2v j

~k!1h!
,~1<k<2n23!

~55!

where
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Sk~u!5H ~ j̃1~n21!h2Bh2u!
2u12~n21!h

2u1kh
, 1<k<B

~ j̃1~n21!h1u!
2u12~n21!h

2u1kh
, B,k<2n22

~56!

and

Tk~u!5H ~ j̃1~n21!h2Bh2u!
2u12~n21!h

2u1~k11!h
, 1<k<B

~ j̃1~n21!h1u!
2u12~n21!h

2u1~k11!h
, B,k<2n23,

~57!

a~k!~u,$v i
~k21!% !5H j1u, 1<k<A

j2Ah2u, A,k<2n22
, ~58!

b~k!~u,$v i
~k21!% !5 )

j 51

Lk21 ~u1v j
~k21!1~k21!h!~u2v j

~k21!!

~u1v j
~k21!1kh!~u2v j

~k21!1h!

2u1~k21!)h

2u1kh
. ~59!

In the above-mentioned representation,v j
(1)5v j , v j

(0)52sinkPj
, L05N, L15L, L2n2250, and

L (2n21)50, P051 are assumed. Notice thatb (k)(u,$v i
k21%) vanishes at the special pointsv i

(k21)

due to the factoru2v i
(k21) appearing inb (k). Taking u5v i

(k21) in formula ~54!, we can get
another kind of constraints onL (k),

L~k!~v l
~k21! ,$v i

~k21!%,$v i
~k!% !5a~k!~v l

~k21! ,~v i
~k21!% !Sk~v l

k21!

•)
j 51

Lk ~v j
~k!2v l

~k21!1h!~v j
~k!1v l

~k21!1~k21!h!

~v j
~k!2v l

~k21!!~v j
~k!1v l

~k21!1kh!
,

1<k<2n23. ~60!

Now, changing the indexk into k11 in the above formula~60!, we can obtain constrains o
L (k11). Comparing these with Eq.~55!, one can derive out the following Bethe ansatz equati

)
j 51

Lk21 ~v l
~k!2v j

~k21!1h!~v l
~k!1v j

~k21!1kh!

~v l
~k!2v j

~k21!!~v l
~k!1v j

~k21!1~k21!h!
• )

j 51

Lk11 ~v l
~k!2v j

~k11!!~v l
~k!1v j

~k11!1~k11!h!

~v l
~k!2v j

~k11!2h!~v l
~k!1v j

~k11!1~kh!

• )
j 51,Þ l

Lk ~v l
~k!2v j

~k!2h!~v l
~k!1v j

~k!1~k21!h!

~v l
~k!2v j

~k!1h!~v l
~k!1v j

~k!1~k11!h!
5

Sk11~v l
~k!!a~k11!~v l

~k!!

Tk~v l
~k!!a~k!~v l

~k!!
, 1<k<2n23.

~61!

The functionL (1)(u,...) must not be singular atu5v j
(k) ~1< j <Lk , 1<k<2n23! since the

transfer matrixt(u) is an analytic function ofu. In fact, Eq.~53! comes from the condition unde
which the unwanted term vanishes. One can understand this constraint from another point o
From Eq.~52!, we know thatu5v j5v j

(1) is a pole ofL (1)(u). In order to keep the analyticity o
L (1)(u), one should need the residue ofL (1)(u) at v j vanishing, which also gives the constrai
~53!. So, L (1)(u) is analytic atv j . Similarly, Eq. ~64! ensures the anlayticity ofL (1)(u) at all
v j

(k) . Therefore, the eigenvalues of the transfer matrix are analytic functions if the previous
ansatz equations are satisfied. Substituting

L~2sink!5
22 sinkMs

1~k!Vs
1~k!

~ j̃1sink1~n212B!ig!~j2sink!
L~1!~2sink! ~62!
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into Eq. ~28!, we then obtain all the Bethe ansatz equations for the SU(n) Hubbard model with
open boundary conditions which take the following forms:

~11qeikP1!~p1e2 ikP1!

~11qe2 ikP1!~p1eikP1!
e22i L̃ kP15)

j 51

L1 ~wj
~1!1sinkP1

1h/2!~wj
~1!2sinkP1

2h/2!

~wj
~1!1sinkP1

2h/2!~wj
~1!2sinkP1

1h/2!
, ~63!

)
j 51

Lk21 ~wl
~k!2wj

~k21!2h/2!~wl
~k!1wj

~k21!2h/2!

~wl
~k!2wj

~k21!1h/2!~wl
~k!1wj

~k21!1h/2!
• )

j 51

Lk11 ~wl
~k!2wj

~k11!2h/2!~wl
~k!1wj

~k11!2h/2!

~wl
~k!2wj

~k11!1h/2!~wl
~k!1wj

~k11!1h/2!

3 )
j 51,Þ l

Lk ~wl
~k!2wj

~k!1h!~wl
~k!1wj

~k!1h!

~wl
~k!2wj

~k!2h!~wl
~k!1wj

~k!2h!
5

Tk~wl
~k!2kh/2!a~k!~wl

~k!2kh/2!

Sk11~wl
~k!2kh/2!a~k11!~wl

~k!2kh/2!
,

~1<k<2n23!. ~64!

In the above representations Eqs.~63! and ~64!, v j
(k)5wj

(k)2kh/2, v j
(0)52sinkPj

.

IV. SUMMARY

We obtain the energy and the integrable open boundary conditions for the open bou
SU(n) Hubbard model by using the coordinate Bethe ansatz method. The Bethe ansatz eq
are achieved by diagonalizing the inhomogeneous transfer matrix of the open SU~2n22) XXX
vertex model. Using these Bethe ansatz equations one can study the boundary contribution
thermodynamical quantities such as special heat and magnetic susceptibility. Whenn52, our
result coincides with that obtained by Deguchi and Yue.23

However, there is a shortage in our results. We only get the eigenvalue of the Hamilt
instead of all the conserved quantities. There may be other alternative ways to deal wi
problem.
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On the observables describing a quantum reference frame
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A reference frameF is described by the elementg of the Poincare´ groupP which
connectsF with a given fixed frameF0 . If F is a quantum frame, defined by a
physical object following the laws of quantum physics, the parameters ofg have to
be considered as quantum observables. However, these observables are not com-
patible and some of them, namely the coordinates of the origin ofF, cannot be
represented by self-adjoint operators. Both these difficulties can be overcome by
considering a positive-operator-valued measure onP, covariant with respect to the
left translations of the group, namely a covariance system. We develop a construc-
tion procedure for this kind of mathematical structure. The formalism is also used
to discuss the quantum observables measured with respect to a quantum reference
frame. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1370395#

I. INTRODUCTION

As Mach remarked at the end of the nineteenth century,1 from the physical point of view a
frame of reference is defined by a material object of the same nature as the objects that fo
system under investigation and the measuring instruments. Such an idea does not confl
classical mechanics: for example a rigid body can define a spatial origin and an orientatio
situation becomes more complicated in quantum mechanics: Heisenberg’s uncertanty re
forbid the exact determination of the position and the velocity of a frame. As noted by
authors,2 such an analysis not only contributes to remove a classical concept from qua
mechanics, but also reveals some surprising physical consequences, such as the ‘‘parado
quantum frames.’’ That is, if we have three frames of reference,F1 ,F2 andF3 , the observables
that describe the relation betweenF1 and F2 may not be compatible with the observables th
describe the relation betweenF2 andF3 , even if the systems do not interact.

We follow an operational approach: the mathematical structures involved should have a
physical meaning. From this point of view, a frame is determined by the procedures that tran
an initial frame into the chosen one. The set of the transformations allowed by a relativistic t
is represented by the proper orthochronous Poincare´ groupP. Each element ofP can be identified
by means of ten indipendent parameters, indicating the coordinates of the new origin
Minkowsky space–time, the three components of the velocity and three angles of orien
From a physical point of view these ten variables can be determined by their measur
performed on the physical object defining the frame: They have to be considered obser
Unfortunately spectral measures, the mathematical structures traditionally associated to the
cal concept of observables in quantum mechanics, cannot describe either simultaneous m
ments of position and velocity or measurements of time~Pauli’s theorem!. According to Gleason’s
theorem, the natural generalization of spectral measures, compatible with the ‘‘Copenhage
pretation,’’ is given by the so-calledpositive operator value measures~POVMs!.3–5

An observable is often characterized by its transformation properties under a particular
metry group. We can define asystem of covarianceas a POVM endowed with its covarianc
properties under some symmetry group.6–8 If a POVM reduces to a spectral measure, the struc
so defined is called a system of imprimitivity.9

a!Electronic mail: mazzucch@science.unitn.it
24770022-2488/2001/42(6)/2477/13/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Following some hints that can be found in Ref. 8, in Sec. II we illustrate a general cons
tion procedure for covariant observables, which allows one to assign the statistical distribut
the outcomes to the state vector of the system on which the measurement is performe
cornerstones of our procedure are three theorems. The first one~covariant dilatation! asserts that
any system of covariance can be derived from a suitable system of imprimitivity to which
linked by means of a suitable ‘‘intertwining operator.’’ The second theorem is Mackey’s imp
tivity theorem, which allows us to find the most general form of a system of imprimitivity.
third one is the ‘‘intertwining operator theorem,’’ which we derived in order to find the m
general intertwining operator connecting the systems of imprimitivity to the unknown syste
covariance. Its application is possible when the unitary representations of the symmetry
acting on the involved Hilbert spaces are decomposed into irreducible unitary representati

We stress that our results are very general and allow one to describe all the possible m
ments of a given observable, defined by its spectrum and its transformation properties u
relevant symmetry group, performed on a physical system which is identified by its covar
properties under the same group. We do not introduce any model, but use general sym
properties of the measurement, to get all the POVMs describing a chosen observable.

In Sec. III, the developed procedure is used for a new derivation of the most general P
on Minkowsky space–time which is covariant with respect to the Poincare´ group, found in Ref. 10
by means of a different method.

Coming back to quantum frames in Sec. IV, their description can be given by a syste
covariance on the proper orthochronous Poincare´ group, which is in this case both the parame
space and the symmetry group. Harmonic analysis on SL(2C) and on the group of translations o
R4 allows the decomposition of the most general unitary representation ofP into irreducible
unitary representations. In this way, the intertwining operator theorem can be applied and th
general probability distribution can be found.

A comparison with the Poincare´ covariant POVM on Minkowsky space–time indicates t
existence of some constraints. In particular the so-called baricentric measures cannot be o
In other words one cannot require that the coordinates of the origin coincide with the coord
of the center of mass of the physical system defining the frame. Moreover through an anal
our results, one realizes that, for a complete description of a quantum reference frame, kine
variables are not sufficient and internal degrees of freedom of the system have to be invo

Finally, the formalism we adopted also allows an alternative derivation of the paradox o
quantum frames. Indeed, in Sec. V, we derive the form of the POVMs describing the re
observables between a generical quantum object and a quantum reference frame. The obs
describing the relations between noninteracting quantum frames are just a particular case

We hope that an analysis of the variances of the probability distributions we have foun
give a new class of indeterminacy relations.

II. MATHEMATICAL TOOLS

In the traditional framework of quantum mechanics, the states of a system are describ
rays in a complex separable Hilbert space, or by normalized positive trace class operators
observables are described by self-adjoint operators or, equivalentely, by spectral measur
well known that the last ones cannot describe either joint measurements of incompatible o
ables, or measurements of time, indeed Pauli’s theorem11,12 forbids the description by means of
self-adjoint operator of an observable canonically conjugate to a Hamiltonian with a semibo
spectrum. Nevertheless, as noted by some authors,8,13,14the description of some measuring instr
ments requires a different mathematical structure, which can be recognized as a generaliz
spectral measures: the so-called POVMs. Gleason’s theorem assures us that they are t
general mathematical structures describing observables compatible with the probabilistic in
tation of quantum mechanics.

The analysis of the proof of Pauli’s theorem, shows that it is based on the covariance o
measurements with respect to time translations. This is not accidental, but shows the import
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symmetry in our discussion. Indeed, the requirement of precise covariance properties of the
tum measurement under some symmetry groupG leads to the following definition of covarianc
systems.6

Notation: From now on:

~1! S will indicate a topological space that is locally compact and has a countable base
topology.S is called the ‘‘space of the possible results of the measurement.’’

~2! H will indicate a complex separable Hilbert space.H is called ‘‘the space of states~of the
quantum system!.’’

~3! G will indicate a locally compact topological group which has a countable base of its topo
G is called the ‘‘symmetry group of the theory.’’

Definition 1: LetH be a space of states and S be a space of possible results. A POVM on S
is a classtª$t(I )% I PB(S) , whereB is thes-algebra of Borel sets of S and eacht(I ):H→H is
a positive bounded operator such that:
(1) t(I )>t(B)50 ;I PB,
(2) t(øI i)5(t(I i),
(3) t(S)51,

where$I i% is a countable collection of disjoint elements ofB and the convergence is in the wea
topology.

Given a space of statesH, a space of possible resultsS and a POVM$t(I )% I PB(S) , for any
pure state of the system determined by a normalized vectorfPH, the probability that the out-
come of the measurement of the observable described by$t(I )% I PB(S) belongs to the Borel setI is

P~f,I !5^f,t~ I !f&. ~1!

More generally, for any mixed state of the system determined by a normalized positive trace
operatorr on H, the probability above is given by

P~r,I !5Tr@rt~ I !#. ~2!

Note: If t(I 1ùI 2)5t(I 1)•t(I 2) for all I 1 ,I 2PB, thent is a spectral measure.
The physical requirement that two observers, related by a transformation of the sym

groupG and performing the same experiment, get the same statistical distribution of the out
of the measurement, leads to a natural covariance condition and, eventually, to the foll
definition:

Definition 2: Let H be a space of states, S be a space of possible results andG a symmetry
group of the theory. Suppose thatG acts on S by means of a representationL:g→L(g),gPG,
whereL(g):S→S are Borel mappings. SupposeG acts onH by means of a strongly continuou
unitary representation U:g→U(g). Let $t(I )% I PB(S) a POVM on S, with the property.

U~g!t~ I !U~g!†5t~L~g!I ! ~3!

for any IPB(S),gPG. In this case the structure(H,S,G,L,U,t) so defined is called the syste
of covariance. Furthermore, ift is a spectral measure, it is called the system of imprimitivity.6–9,15

While spectral measures represent a ‘‘property’’ of the system on which the measurem
performed, generic POVMs can’t describe ‘‘definite observables,’’ but we have to prefer
because they are able to describe simultaneous measurements of incompatible observa
measurements of time.

While there is a unified treatment of imprimitivity systems, mainly due to Mackey, we ca
say the same for covariance systems. Anyway we can overcome this difficulty by means
following theorem, which may be recognized as a covariant version of Naimark’s dilat
theorem.7,8
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Proposition 1: Let(H,S,G,L,U,t) be a system of covariance. Then there is an imprimitiv
system(H8,S,G,L,V,E), whereH8 is a Hilbert space, V a strongly continuous unitary repre
sentation of the symmetry groupG acting onH8, E is a spectral measure on the Borels algebra
B of S, and there is an ‘‘intertwining operator’’ A:H→H8, with the property AU(g)5V(g)A,
for any gPG, so that the following relation connects the spectral measure E to the POVMt:

t~ I !5A1E~ I !A. ~4!

Moreover, t is normalized~i.e., t(S)51! if and only if A1A51, namely if A is isometric.
Finally Mackey’s imprimitivity theorem allows one to find the most general form of a sys

of imprimitivity.
Proposition 2: Let(H8,S,G,L,V,E) be a transitive system of imprimitivity. Let qPS be a

generical element of S, for any xPS let gxPG be an element ofG with the property x
5L(gx)q. Let Hq be ‘‘the little group,’’ namely the closed subgroup ofG defined by

gPHq⇔L~g!q5q. ~5!

Then one can representH8 as direct integral of Hilbert spaces on S

H85E
S

%

H8~x!dm~x!, ~6!

where dm(x) is a measure onB(S) having the same null sets as the spectral measure E. The
vectorsfPH8 can be represented by ‘‘wave functions’’c(x) and the projectors E(I ) as diag-
onal operators:

~E~ I !c!~x!5 f I~x!c~x!, ~7!

where fI(x) is the characteristic function of the Borel set IPB. Moreover the unitary represen
tation V ofG takes the form of an ‘‘induced representation:’’

@V~g!c#~x!5Fdm~x8!

dm~x! G1/2

R~gx
21ggx8!c~x8!, x85L~g21!x, ~8!

where gx
21ggx8PHq and R is a unitary representation of Hq .

The introduction of a system of imprimitivity is very advantageous: in this way the probab
that the result of the measurement, performed on the statef, belongs to the Borel setI PS takes
the following simple form:

P~f,I !5^f,t~ I !f&

5^Af,E~ I !Af&

5E
S
f I~x!ic~x!i2dm~x!, c5Af. ~9!

In other words the usual concept ofprobability density, which can be found in the traditiona
formulation of quantum mechanics, can be reestablished even if spectral measures are rep
generic POVMs.

The last step of our construction procedure is the description of the most general intertw
operator joining the imprimitivity system found by means of Mackey’s theorem to the unkn
covariance system. The following theorem allows one to know when such an operator exis
what its general form is. It is based on a generalization of an argument given in Ref. 16 a
Schur’s lemma.
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Proposition 3: LetG be a locally compact topological group with a countable base of o

sets and of type I. LetĜ be its dual space, namely the space of equivalence classes of its irr
ible representations. Let U and V be two unitary representations of its, defined by their ce
decompositions:

U~g!5E
Ĝ

%

~Ul~g! ^ 1l!dm~l!, V~g!5E
Ĝ

%

~Ul~g! ^ 1l8 !dm8~l!, ~10!

acting, respectively, on Hilbert spaces

H5E
Ĝ

%

Hl ^ Kldm~l!, H85E
Ĝ

%

Hl ^ Kl8dm8~l!, ~11!

where Ul are irreducible representation and1l and 1l8 are the unity operators acting on th
Hilbert spacesKl or Kl8 .

An isometric intertwining operator A:H→H8

AU~g!5V~g!A, ;gPG, A1A51 ~12!

exists if and only ifm is absolutely continuous with respect tom8 and

dim~Kl8 !>dim~Kl! ~13!

almost everywhere with respect tom. In this case it will assume the following form:

@Af#l5S dm

dm8D
1/2

~1l ^ Al!fl , Al
1Al51, ~14!

where1l is the unity operator inHl and Al :Kl→Kl8 is an isometry defined almost everywhe
with respect tom.

The theorem reduces all our efforts, once we have the imprimitivity system, to the deco
sition of V into irreducible unitary representations of the symmetry groupG, that, from now on,
will be denoted by I.U.R.s. The conditions for the applicability of the theorem are not too re
tive, since most of the groups of physical interest have the required properties, namely th
locally compact with a countable base of open sets and of type I. However we shall see th
absolute continuity of the measurem on Ĝ with respect tom8 leads to interesting physical cons
quences, namely to a series of constraints on the realizability of some measurements on pa
physical systems.

III. LOCALIZATION OF EVENTS IN SPACE–TIME

The first step necessary for the description of a realistic quantum reference frame
definition of its origin. From an operational point of view this is the description of the wa
which a microscopical object can localize a point of the Minkowsky space–time manifold, na
an instant indicating the beginning of the time scale and a point in space with respect to
position measurements are referred. In other words, how a quantum system can point at a
lar event, in a relativistic covariant way. This kind of measurement can be described by a P
on the Minkowsky space–timeM covariant with respect to the universal covering of the pro
orthochronous Poincare´ group, which will be indicated byP. The problem has already bee
studied in Ref. 10 with a different method. We are going to rederive those results by means
above developed construction procedure.

The first step is the construction of the most general imprimitivity system onM covariant
with respect toP, whose actionL̃ on M is given by

L̃~y,a!~x!5y1L~a!x, ~y,a!PP, yPT4 , aPSL~2C!, ~15!
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whereL:a→L(a) is the representation of SL(2C) acting onM by means of the Lorentz matri
ces.

The system of imprimitivity is transitive. If we choose as a representative point of the
orbit in M under the action ofP the originO5(0,0,0,0), we can recognize the little group in th
Lorentz group, or more precisely in SL(2C), its universal covering. According to the imprim
tivity theorem the unitary representationV has the form of an induced representation

@V~y,a!c#~x!5D~a!c~x8!, x,x8PM, ~16!

wherec takes its values in a Hilbert spaceH̃, D(a) is a unitary representation~not necessarily
irreducible! of SL(2C) and

x85L~a21!~x2y!. ~17!

The projection-valued measureE on the homogeneous spaceM allows one to represent th
vectorsc belonging to the Hilbert spaceH8 as square-integrable vector-value function defined
M. The Lebesgue measured4x on M, canonically associated to Minkowsky coordinates,
invariant under the action ofP and the norm ofc assumes the simple form:

ici25E
M

ic~x!i2d4x, ~18!

while the spectral measureE on the Borels algebraB of M assumes the diagonal form:

@E~ I !c#~x!5 f I~x!c~x!, I PB. ~19!

The second step is the decomposition ofV into I.U.R.s of the Poincare´ groupP. We perform
a Fourier transform onM and pass from the coordinate representation to the momentum r
sentation:

c̃~k!5~2p!22E
M

exp~ ik•x!c~x!d4x, k•x5xaka , ~20!

ici25E ic̃~k!i2d4k. ~21!

V takes the following form:

@V~y,a!c̃#~k!5exp~ ik•y!D~a!c̃~k8!, k85L~a21!k. ~22!

The physical states ofH contain only non-negative energy representations, it follows that ifA is
an intertwining operator betweenU andV, thenAH#H9#H8, whereH9 is the invariant sub-
space ofH8 which contains the vectors with non-negative energy, namely the wave func
c̃(k) with support in the future coneV1 . We may disregard the values taken byc̃(k) on the
boundary of the cone, which has vanishing Lebesgue measure. In what follows we consid
subrepresentationV9 of V acting onH9.

Now we introduce for anyk in the open future cone an elementakPSL(2C) defined by

k5L~ak!~M ,0,0,0!, k022k25M2, ~23!

and the new wave functionc8, defined by

c̃~k!5D~ak!c8~k!. ~24!

The representationV9 takes the following form:
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@V9~y,a!c8#~k!5exp~ ik•y!D~ak
21aak8!c8~k8!, ~25!

where ak
21aak85uPSU(2). We can nowconsider the decomposition ofD into I.U.R.s of

SL(2C), whose matrix elements we indicate withD jm j8m8
rn (a). They are identified by two param

eters:x5(r,n). Two different I.U.R.s identified by (r,n) and 5(r8,n8) are equivalent if and
only if either (r,n)5(r8,n8), or (r,n)5(2r8,2n8). There are two series of I.U.R.s: the prin
cipal series withr real andn integer, and the supplementary series withr imaginary and
n50.17–20Moreover one should not forget the trivial one-dimensional representation. The re
tion of these representations to the subgroup SU~2! is given by

D jm j8m8
x

~u!5d j j 8Rmm8
j

~u!, ~26!

whereRmm8
j (u) stands for the matrix elements of the I.U.R. of SU~2!, labeled by the integer o

half-integer indexj , with

j 5Un2U,Un2U11, . . . m52 j ,2 j 11, . . . ,j 21,j . ~27!

Every unitary representation of SL~2C! can be decomposed uniquely into primary representati
which are direct sums of I.U.R.s, as SL~2C! is a type I group. We consider the direct integr
decomposition of the Hilbert spaceH̃ into irreducible spaces labeled by the variablex5(r,n),
and introduce an indexa, which distinguishes the spaces where equivalent I.U.R.s operate:

H̃5E
SL(2C)̂

%

%
a

H̃ a
xdv~x!, ~28!

ici25E
SL~2C!̂3V1

(
a

ica~k,x!i2dv~x!d4k, ~29!

wherev is a generic measure on SL(2C)̂ .
For fixed values ofa,M ,x the Poincare´ groupP acts in the way described by Wigner21

@V9~y,a!c8#a, jm~k,x!5exp~ ik•y!(
m8

Rmm8
j

~ak
21aak8!ca, jm8

8 ~k8,x!, ~30!

as

ak
21aak85uPSU~2!. ~31!

Every I.U.R. of P with positive mass, identified by the variables (M , j ), appears in the direc
integral decomposition ofV9 with a given multiplicity~defined almost everywhere on the positi
real axis, i.e., on theM axis!. The multiplicity of a particular representation (M , j ) is strictly
positive if the subset of SL(2C)̂ , whose elements are the I.U.R.sx5(r,n) of SL(2C) with n
<2 j , has nonvanishing measurev. Then one can always assume that the multiplicity is as la
as one needs, allowing the indexa to take a sufficient number of different values.

As we have seen in Sec. II the intertwining operator theorem can be applied onceU, the
unitary representation ofP acting on the Hilbert spaceH, is decomposed into direct integral o
spaces where I.U.R.s ofP operate:

@U~y,a!f#a jm~k!5exp~ ik•y!(
m8

Rmm8
j

~u!fa jm8~k8!, ~32!

with
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ifi25E (
a, j

ifa~k, j !i2dm~k!. ~33!

The discrete indexa distinguishes the spaces where equivalent I.U.R.s operate. Note that the
of the sum on the indicesa and j may depend onM . The measuredm(k) gives some information
about the mass spectrum of the system on which the measurement is performed. According
third theorem, an isometric intertwining operatorA betweenU andV9 exists only ifm(k) ~and
therefore the corresponding measure on the range ofM ! is absolutely continuous with respect
the Lebesgue measured4k. This is possible if and only if the physical system on which t
measurement is performed has a continuous mass spectrum, so we have to disregard the
state and the one-particle states, whose mass spectrum has a vanishing Lebesgue measu
over, if a valuej appears in the decomposition, the measurev of the setI PB(SL(2C)̂ ) with I

5($x5(r,n)PSL(2C)̂ , n<2 j %) has to be strictly positive. Eventually, if these conditions a
satisfied the most general intertwining operator takes the following form:

ca jm8 ~k,x!5(
a8

Aaa8
j

~M ,x!fa8 jm~k!, ~34!

assuming thatdm(k)/d4k 51 whenM belongs to the mass spectrum, with

E (
a

Aaa8
j

~M ,x!Aaa9
j

~M ,x!dv~x!5da8a9 . ~35!

Finally the most general density of probability on the Minkowsky space–time, describing
measurement of the coordinates of an event individuated by a quantum state described by a
fPH takes the following form:

r~x!5(
a

E
SL(2C)̂

ica~x,x!i2dv~x!, ~36!

where

capl~x,x!5~2p!22E exp~2 ik•x! (
a8, jm

Dpl jm
x ~ak!Aaa8

j
~M ,x!fa8 jm~k!d4k. ~37!

This is the main result of Ref. 10.

IV. QUANTUM FRAMES OF REFERENCE

From an operational point of view a reference frameF can be defined by the operations whic
allow one to connect it to an initially fixed frameF0 . In a relativistic theory the set of the allowe
transformation is represented by the Poincare´ group P. Every element ofP individuates the
translation in the Minkowsky space–time and the Lorentz transformation which cause the
and the axes of the two frames coincide. We can also recognize in the four-vector individ
the translation the coordinates of the new origin with respect to the old one, while in the co
of the Lorentz matrix one finds the components of the new four orthogonal axes, relative to t
orthogonal basis. The ten indipendent parameters individuating the Poincare´ transformation can
also be recognized as relative observables of the two frames, namely relative position
velocity and spatial orientation. Their description can be given by a POVM onP, covariant with
respect toP itself. In other words the Poincare´ group is in this case both the symmetry group a
the measured space, endowed with the invariant Haar measuren. The description is simplified by
the assumption of the classical nature of the frameF0 , in other words it will be considered a
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abstract mathematical tetrad with well-defined position, velocity and orientation. In this cas
Poincare´ group acts just on the systemF by means of left translation and the covariance condit
assumes the following form:

U~g!t~ I !U~g!215t~gI !, gPP, I #P. ~38!

As shown in the previous sections, the starting point is the application of Mackey’s imprimi
theorem. In this case it is particulary simple: there is only one orbit and, if we choose, for exa
as a representative point the identityePP, the little group is reduced to the identity and th
induced representation is simply the left regular representation or the direct sum of sever
resentations equivalent to the left regular one and distinguished by the indexa:

@V~g8!c#a~g!5ca~g821g!, ~39!

@V~y,a!c#a~x,b!5ca~L~a21!~x2y!,a21b!. ~40!

It can be decomposed into I.U.R.s ofP by means of the harmonic analysis onP, defined by

c̃~g!5E c~g!Dg~g!dn~g!, ~41!

whereg stands for (M , j ). The inversion formula is given by

c~g!5E
P̂
Tr@c̃~g!Dg~g21!#dn̂~g!, ~42!

wheredn̂(g) is the Plancherel measure onP̂. On the new ‘‘wave function,’’ defined onP̂, the
space of equivalence classes of I.U.R.s ofP, the group action assumes the following form:

@V~g!c̃#a~g!5Dg~g!c̃a~g!. ~43!

This procedure can be repeated whenever the action of the symmetry groupG on the measure
spaceS is free and transitive, namely if for allx,yPS exists one and only onegPG so thaty
5L(g)x. In this way, for example, we can construct time measurements covariant with resp
time translations and position measurements covariant with respect to space displacemen

In our case we just have to combine the usual Fourier transform onR4 and the harmonis
analysis on SL(2C), which give

c̃a, jm j8m8~k,r,n!5~2p!22E exp~ ikx!D jm j8m8
rn

~a!ca~x,a!dm~a!d4x, ~44!

and

ici25E
T̂3SL(2C)̂

(
a

Tr@ca
1~k,x!ca~k,x!#d4k dm̂~x!, ~45!

wheredm̂(x) is the Plancherel measure on SL(2C)̂ , which is concentrated on the principal seri
only.

As in Sec. III we consider onlyH9, the invariant subspace ofH8 which contains only the
vectors with non-negative energy, and the subrepresentationV9 acting onH9. For everyk be-
longing to the open future coneV1 we introduce an elementakPSL(2C) defined by Eq.~23! and
the new wave functionc8, given by

c̃a,pl j 8m8~k,x!5(
qs

Dplqs
x ~ak!ca,qs j8m8

8 ~k,x!. ~46!
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In this way the action ofP on H9 for fixed values ofa,M ,x, j 8,m8 assumes the form introduce
by Wigner21

@V9~y,a!c8#a, jm j8m8~k,x!5exp~ ik•y!(
m8

Rmn
j ~ak

21aak8!ca, jn j 8m8
8 ~k8,x!, ~47!

because of Eqs.~31! and~26! Once we have introduced the primary decomposition ofU shown in
Eq. ~32!, the most general intertwining operator can be found if and only if the measuredm(k),
defining the mass spectrum of the physical system on which the measurement is perform
absolutely continuous with respect tod4k. In this case, redefining if necessary the normalizat
of the wave functionfPH so thatdm(k)/d4k 51 whenM belongs to the mass spectrum, we c
write:

ca jmqs8 ~k,x!5(
a8

Aqs,aa8
j

~M ,x!fa8 jm~k!, ~48!

with

E (
a

(
q5un/2u

`

(
s52q

q

Aj~M ,x!aa8qsA
j~M ,x!aa9qsdm̂~x!5da8a9 . ~49!

Finally the density of probability assumes the following form:

r~x,b!5(
a

uca~x,b!u2, ~50!

where

ca~x,b!5~2p!22E exp~2 ik•x!Tr@Dx~b21ak!ca8 ~k,x!#d4kdm̂~x!

5~2p!26E d4k exp~2 ik•x!E
0

1`

dr (
n52`

1`

~n21r2!

3 (
j ,q5un/2u

`

(
m52 j

j

(
s52q

q

Dqs jm
(r,n)~b21ak!ca jmqs8 ~k,x!. ~51!

It is quite interesting to compare the density of probability on the Minkowsky space–time, w
is described by equations~36! and~37!, which was found indpendently in Sec. III, and the dens
of probability which can be found from Eqs.~50! and ~51! by integration on SL(2C):

r~x!5E
SL(2C)

r~x,a!dm~a!, ~52!

which after some calculations assumes the following form:

r~x!5(
a

E Tr@ca8 ~x,x!1ca8 ~x,x!#dm̂~x!, ~53!

with

ĉa~x,x!5~2p!22E exp~2 ik•x!c̃a~k,x!d4k, ~54!
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wheredm̂(x) is the Plancherel measure on the principal series of the I.U.R.s of SL(2C).
As Eqs. ~36! and ~37! show, the most general density of probability on the Minkows

space–time admits a generic measuredv(x) on the space of I.U.R.s of SL(2C). From these
considerations one can guess there are some constraints on the realizability of some meas
whose properties can be found through an analysis of the physical meaning of the paramx
5(r,n) in this context. For example, as shown in Ref. 10 one can recognize as ‘‘baricentr
measurement of events such that the measurev on B(SL(2C)̂ ) appearing in Eq.~36! is concen-
trated on the trivial representationD(a)51. Our results show that such a requirement canno
compatible with the measurement of the further parameters fully describing a reference fra
other words the origin of the quantum reference frame can never be localized on the world
the center of mass of the microscopical system defining it. Moreover, as the same author su
in a previous paper,22 for a complete description of a quantum reference frame kinematical
ables are not sufficient, but internal degree of freedom must be involved. We can see, for ex
that neither the invariant mass of the system nor its spatial distribution, namely the center o
position, can be arbitrarily fixed and disregarded, but have a fundamental role in the
description.

V. THE OBSERVABLES RELATIVE TO A QUANTUM REFERENCE FRAME

The quantum picture is complete if every classical element is disregarded and every kin
cal variable of a quantum systemF j is referred to a quantum reference frameFi , namely a
microscopical system with continuous mass spectrum. This can be simply obtained in two s
the quantum systemsFi andF j do not mutually interact.

First of all let us introduce as a preliminary tool a classical frameF0 , with respect to which
the parameters of the Poincare´ tranformation connecting it to the quantum frameFi and a cin-
ematical variable of the systemF j are referred. The first ones are described by a POVMt i on the
universal covering of the Poincare´ groupP, acting on the Hilbert spaceHi , while the second ones
are described by a POVMt j on a measure spaceS acting on the Hilbert spaceHj . If there is no
interaction the POVMst i andt j and the unitary representation ofP can be extended to the whol
Hilbert spaceH5Hj ^ Hi by the relations:

U~g!5U j~g! ^ Ui~g!, gPP, ~55!

t̂ i~ I !5I ^ t i~ I ! t̂ j~J!5t j~J! ^ I , ~56!

for all Borel subsetsI #P andJ#S. One can easily see thatt̂ i and t̂ j are endowed with the righ
covariance properties with respect to Poincare´ transformations

U~g!t̂ i~ I !U~g21!5 t̂ i~gI ! U~g!t̂ j~J!U~g21!5 t̂ j~L~g!J! ;gPP. ~57!

Moreover the operators in their ranges are mutually commuting

@ t̂ i~ I !,t̂ j~J!#50, I #P, J#S. ~58!

If these condition are satisfied theconvolution23,24t i j of the two POVMst̂ i andt̂ j can be defined
by the relation

t i j ~J!5E f J~L~g21!x!dt̂ i~g!dt̂ j~x!, gPP, xPS, J#S. ~59!

It is suitable for the description of the relative observables of the systemF j with respect to the
quantum frameFi . Indeedt i j is endowed with the properties of a POVM acting on the Hilb
spaceH, namely positivity,s additivity and normalization. Moreover, as we expected, it
invariant under the action of the Poincare´ groupP:
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U~ g̃!t i j ~J!U~ g̃21!5E f J~L~g21g̃!L~ g̃21!x!dt̂ i~g!dt̂ j~x!5t i j ~J!, ~60!

in fact a Poincare´ transformation will act on bothFi andF j , changing the ‘‘absolute’’ cinematica
variables of the two systems but leaving invariant the relative ones.

The mathematical description of the relations connecting two noninteracting quantum f
Fi andF j can be obtained as a special case of this formalism. If in the previous discussio
quantum systemF j has a continuous mass spectum, while the measure spaceS coincides with the
Poincare´ group again,t i j describes the measurement of the ten parameters of the transform
connecting the two frames. It assumes the following form:

t i j ~ I !5E f I~g21g8!dt̂ i~g!dt̂ j~g8!, J#P. ~61!

The intuition can be helped by a calculation of the density of probability describing the stat
of the measurement, defined by

^f i ^ f j ,t i j ~ I !f i ^ f j&5E
P

f I~g!r i j ~g!dm~g!, ~62!

which assumes the following form:

r i j ~g!5E
P
r i~f i ,g8!r j~f j ,g8g!dm~g8!, ~63!

wherer i(f i ,g8) andr j (f j ,g8g) are the densities of probability describing a measurement of
‘‘absolute’’ parametersg8 andg8g, namely relative to a classical reference frameF0 , which were
calculated in Sec. IV. In other words if the Poincare´ transformations identified by the elementsg8
and g8g connect the classical frame to the quantum framesFi and F j , respectively, then the
transformation fromFi to F j will be individuated by the elementgPP, whateverg8 may be.

The introduction of a third quantum frameFk in the description leads to some surprisin
consequences, which are commonly called ‘‘the paradox of quantum frames.’’ While the re
observables ofFi andF j , or of Fi andFk , can be described, respectively, byt i j 5 t̃ i* t j or by
t ik5t i* tk , the relative observables ofF j andFk cannot be obtained by the convolutiont i k̃* t i j as
it does not own the necessary properties. The operators in its range could be positive if an
if the POVMst ik andt i j commute, but it cannot be required and it is not generally true. One
easily see that the commutativity of the POVM$t i(I )% I PB(P) is a sufficient condition for the
commutativity oft ik andt i j :

@ t̂ i~ I !,t̂ i~ I 8!#50⇒@t ik~ I !,t i j ~ I 8!#50, I ,I 8#P, ~64!

however the first condition cannot be required. Note that the commutativity of the projectors
range of the spectral measure$Ei(I )% I PB(P) does not involve the commutativity of the POVM
t i(I )5A1Ei(I )A, unless the range of the intertwining operatorH95AH is an invariant subspac
under the action of the projectorsEi(I ). One can easily see that in this case the positive opera
in the range of the POVMt i would be projectors too, but this is forbidden by Pauli’s theorem
by the noncompatibility of the observables describing a reference frame. In other words seq
measurement of the relative parameters of two quantum framesF j andFk with respect to a third
quantum frameFi are not compatible, even if they do not mutually interact.2,22
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Perturbation of a lattice spectral band by a nearby
resonance
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A soluble model of weakly coupled ‘‘molecular’’ and ‘‘nuclear’’ Hamiltonians is
studied in order to exhibit explicitly the mechanism leading to the enhancement of
fusion probability in case of a narrow near-threshold nuclear resonance. We, fur-
ther, consider molecular cells of this type being arranged in lattice structures. It is
shown that if the real part of the narrow nuclear resonance lies within the molecular
band generated by the intercellular interaction, an enhancement, proportional to the
inverse width of the nuclear resonance, is to be expected. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1371264#

I. INTRODUCTION

Molecules are usually treated as purely Coulombic systems, while the strong inter
between their nuclear constituents is assumed to play a negligible role. However, at le
principle, any Coulombic molecular level lying above the lower threshold of the nuclear
system, is embedded in the continuous spectrum of the nuclear sub-Hamiltonian. The co
between the molecular and nuclear channels, hence, turns this level into a resonance~see, e. g.,
Refs. 1–5 and references cited therein!. Of course, due to the wide Coulombic barrier between
nuclei and the short-range character of the nuclear interaction, this coupling, and thus the w
the resonance, which determines the fusion probability of the nuclear constituents of the mo
is in general extremely small.

However, as pointed out in Refs. 6 and 7 the situation is rather different if the nu
subsystem of a molecule has a sufficiently narrow near-threshold resonance. Examples
nuclear systems may be read off from the data presented in Ref. 8. Among them are
customary systems likep p 16O andp 17O,9,10 i.e., the nuclear constituents of the water molec
H2O or the hydroxyl ion OH2 with O being the isotope17O. For LiD and H2O the influence of
near-threshold nuclear resonances on the molecular properties has been studied in Refs. 1
estimating the overlap integrals between the corresponding molecular and nuclear wave fun
The best known example of such phenomena is the muon catalyzed fusion of deuteron an
in the dt m molecule, where the near-threshold nuclear resonance5He~3/21! plays a decisive
role.14

Being motivated by the above special cases, we deal in this paper with a rather general
Hamiltonian related to the ones considered by Friedrichs in Ref. 15. This Hamiltonian cons
a ‘‘nuclear’’ part, a ‘‘molecular’’ part with eigenvalues embedded in the continuous spectru
the nuclear part, and a weak coupling term which turns these unperturbed eigenvalues into
lecular’’ resonances. Since the model is explicitly solvable, the mechanism of formation o
resonances becomes clearly visible.

The following property pointed out in Refs. 6 and 7 appears, in particular, as a general fe
if the ‘‘nuclear’’ channel itself has a narrow resonance with a position close to the ‘‘molecu

a!On leave of absence from the Bogoliubov Laboratory of Theoretical Physics, Joint Institute for Nuclear Res
141980 Dubna, Russia.
24900022-2488/2001/42(6)/2490/17/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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energy, then the width~the imaginary part! of the resulting ‘‘molecular’’ resonance is found to b
inversely proportional to the ‘‘nuclear’’ width. In other words, a large increase of the decay ra
the ‘‘molecular’’ state, i.e., of the fusion probability, is observed in this case. Such a coincid
of nuclear and molecular energies is, of course, a rather rare phenomenon in nature.

A further goal of the present work is to show that the decay rate may be conside
enhanced when arranging molecular clusters of this type within a crystalline structure. The
is that in such a configuration the original discrete molecular energy turns into a band, i.e.,
whole interval of the continuous spectrum.~Note that in the models under consideration, t
spectral band generated by the ‘‘molecular’’ level is shifted finally, after switching on the cou
between the ‘‘nuclear’’ and ‘‘molecular’’ channels, into the unphysical sheet.! That is, even if the
position of the ‘‘nuclear’’ resonance differs from the original ‘‘molecular’’ level, it can get in
this band. This allows for a fine tuning by exciting the crystalline structure to energies as clo
possible to the energy of the ‘‘nuclear’’ resonance. We show that the lattice states, which
spond to such an initial choice of their quasimomentum distribution, decay exponentially w
rate which is again inversely proportional to the width of the ‘‘nuclear’’ resonance.

Concluding this introduction, we would like to mention the papers Refs. 16 and 17 w
develop approaches of the direct spectral modelling resembling the one employed in the p
work. Reference 16 is devoted, in particular, to the study of a one-electron model of a solid h
a cubic crystalline lattice~see Sec. 3.2 in Ref. 16!. This model exibits a mechanism of th
formation of gaps in the absolutely continuous spectrum of the total Hamiltonian due t
resonance coupling between the electron and lattice sub-Hamiltonians, while the absolute
tinuous spectra of the sub-Hamiltonians do not have the corresponding gaps. Reference
cusses a similar effect of formation of gaps in the absolutely continuous spectrum of a self-a
operator defined in a Hilbert space associated with a periodically ‘‘decorated’’ periodic graph
gaps are produced by the resonance interaction between the basic graph and the attached~‘‘deco-
rating’’! graphs.

Notice that the phenomena we discuss in the present paper also arise partly due
resonance coupling between the sub-Hamiltonians. In particular, some resonances and re
bands are formed of an eigenvalue or spectral band of one of the sub-Hamiltonians embedd
the absolutely continuous spectrum of another sub-Hamiltonian. We refer, however, not to
of the structure of the resulting~real! spectrum of the total Hamiltonian like the spectral gaps
Refs. 16 and 17 but study an interplay between the arising resonances~or resonance bands! and
the resonances which occurred before coupling.

The paper is organized as follows.
In Sec. II we introduce the explicitly soluble model designed to demonstrate the interpl

the molecular and nuclear resonance widths. It is also shown that in a wide time interval the
of the ‘‘molecular’’ state is indeed of the standard exponential character.19 This transition will take
place primarily into the open nuclear channels and its rate is determined by the inverse w
the nuclear resonance. In Sec. III we consider the case where molecular Hamiltonians of th
considered in Sec. II are arranged in form of an infinite one-dimensional lattice. Section
devoted to the generalization to multi-dimensional lattices. In both these sections, the tim
lution of originally pure molecular states, extended to a spectral band within a lattice, is stu
It is shown that if the real part of the ‘‘nuclear’’ resonance lies within such a spectral band,
there exist molecular states which decay exponentially, with a rate inversely proportional
‘‘nuclear’’ width.

II. TWO-CHANNEL MOLECULAR RESONANCE MODEL

A. Description of the model Hamiltonian

Let us consider a two-channel Hilbert spaceH5H1% H2 consisting of a ‘‘nuclear’’ Hilbert
spaceH1 ~channel 1! and a one-dimensional ‘‘molecular’’ spaceH25C ~channel 2!. The elements
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of H are represented as vectorsu5(u2

u1) whereu1PH1 and u2PH2 , with u2 being a complex

number. The inner product^u,v&H5^u1 ,v1&1u2v̄2 in H is naturally defined via the inner prod
ucts ^u1 ,v1& in H1 andu2v̄2 in H2 .

As a Hamiltonian inH we consider the 232 operator matrix

A5S h1 b

^ • ,b& l2
D , ~2.1!

where h1 is the ~self-adjoint! ‘‘nuclear Hamiltonian’’ in H1 , and l2PR a trial ‘‘molecular’’
energy. A vectorbPH1 provides the coupling between the channels. It should be mentioned
the Hamiltonian~2.1! resembles one of the well-known Friedrichs models15 ~for a discussion of
the other Friedrichs-type models see, e.g., Ref. 18 and the references cited therein!.

If there is no coupling between the channels, i.e., forb50, the spectrum ofA consists of the
spectrum ofh1 and the additional discrete eigenvaluel2 . We assume that the continuous spe
trum sc(h1) of the Hamiltonianh1 is not empty and that the eigenvaluel2 is embedded in
sc(h1). It is also assumed thatl2 is not a threshold point ofsc(h1), and that this spectrum is
absolutely continuous in a sufficiently wide neighborhood ofl2 .

A nontrivial coupling (bÞ0) between the channels will, in general, shift the eigenvaluel2

into an unphysical sheet of the energy plane. The resulting perturbed energy appears as
nance, i.e., as a pole of the analytic~or, more precisely, meromorphic! continuation of the resol-
vent r (z)5(A2z)21 taken between suitable states~see, e.g., Ref. 5!. In the present paper we
assume that such a continuation through the absolutely continuous spectrum ofh1 in some neigh-
borhood ofl2 is possible at least for the matrix element^r 1(z)b,b& of the resolventr 1(z)5(h1

2z)21. Then one infers a meromorphic continuability at least for the compressed reso
P2(A2z)21uH2

where P2 denotes the orthogonal projection onto the spaceH2 . Indeed, the
explicit representation for the resolventr (z) is easily seen to be

r ~z!5S r 1~z!1
r 1~z!b^ • ,b&r 1~z!

M2~z!
2

r 1~z!b

M2~z!

2
^ • ,b&r 1~z!

M2~z!

1

M2~z!

D , ~2.2!

where the transfer functionM2(z) readsM2(z)5l22z2b(z) with b(z)5^r 1(z)b,b&. Thus, if
b(z) admits a meromorphic continuation through an interval of the absolutely continuous
trum of the ‘‘nuclear’’ Hamiltonianh1 , then the functionP2(A2z)21uH2

5M2
21(z) admits such a

continuation, too.
Evidently the poles ofr (z) on the physical sheet are either due to zeros of the functionM2(z)

or due to poles of the resolventr 1(z). The latter correspond to the discrete spectrum of
operatorh1 which may determine part of the point spectrum ofA. This is true, in particular, for
the multiple eigenvalues ofh1 . In any case it is obvious that the perturbation of the eigenvaluel2

only corresponds to solutions of the equationM2(z)50, i.e., of

z5l22b~z!. ~2.3!

This equation has no rootsz with Im zÞ0 on the physical sheet. For, being eigenvalues of
selfadjoint operatorA, they have, of course, to be real. Thus, Eq.~2.3! may have solutions only on
the real axis and in the unphysical sheet~s! of the Riemann surface of the resolventr 1(z).

We start with a brief discussion of the case where the ‘‘nuclear’’ channel Hamiltoniah1

generates no resonances close tol2 in a domainD of the unphysical sheet which adjoins th
physical sheet from below the cut. This assumption implies that for a wide set of unit vectb̂
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5b/ibi the quadratic formb(z)5ibi2^r 1(z)b̂,b̂& can be analytically continued inD. Moreover,
under certain smallness conditions foribi , Eq. ~2.3! is uniquely solvable22 in D providing in first
order perturbation theory~see, e.g., Refs. 20 and 21!

z25 ibi→0l22^r 1~l21 i0 !b,b&1o~ ibi2!. ~2.4!

The real and imaginary parts of the resonancez25ER
(2)2 i(GR

(2)/2), thus, are given by

ER
(2)5l22Rê r 1~l21 i0 !b,b&1o~ ibi2!,

~2.5!
GR

(2)52 Im^r 1~l21 i0 !b,b&1o~ ibi2!.

B. Perturbation of the ‘‘molecular’’ resonance by a nearby ‘‘nuclear’’ resonance

Our main interest concerns the opposite case of a ‘‘nuclear’’ resonancez15ER
(1)

2 i(GR
(1)/2) , GR

(1).0, with a real partER
(1) close tol2 . For the sake of simplicity we assume th

corresponding pole ofr 1(z) to be of first order. Let the elementbPH1 be such that the function
b(z) admits an analytic continuation into a domainD which contains both pointsl2 andz1 . This
domain, moreover, is assumed to belong to the unphysical sheet which adjoins the physica
along the upper rim of the cut. InD the functionb(z), thus, can be written as

b~z!5
a

z12z
1b reg~z! ~2.6!

with b reg(z) being a holomorphic function. For a fixed ‘‘structure function’’b̂5b/ibi we have
uau5Caibi2 with a constantCa determined by the residue ofr 1(z) at z5z1 . Note that this residue
is usually expressed in terms of resonance~Gamow! functions~see, for example, Ref. 23!. In fact,
we assume that the resonance corresponds to an ‘‘almost eigenstate’’ ofh1 . That is, in principle
a limiting procedureGR

(1)→0 is possible so that the resonance turns into a usual eigenvalue
an eigenvectorc1PH1 . More precisely, we assume

Ca5Ca
(0)1o~1! as GR

(1)→0 ~2.7!

with Ca
(0)[^b̂,c1&^c1 ,b̂&Þ0. This can be achieved, e.g., if the Hamiltonianh1 itself has a matrix

representation of the form~2.1! and the resonancez1 is generated by a separated one-dimensio
channel. In such a case, according to~2.2! and~2.4!, we would haveCa

(0)51 ~for details see Ref.
7, Sec. II!.

Let

Rea.0 and Ima!Rea ~2.8!

and, forzPD,

uIm b reg~z!u>cDibi2 and ub reg~z!u<CDibi2

with constantscD.0 andCD.0. Furthermore, the coupling between the channels in the Ha
tonian ~2.1! is assumed to be so weak that

ub reg~z!u<CDibi2!GR
(1) while uau5Caibi2!~GR

(1)!2. ~2.9!

It can be expected that these conditions are fulfilled in specific molecular systems even un
supposition that the ‘‘nuclear’’ widthGR

(1) itself is very small.
After inserting~2.6! for b(z), Eq. ~2.3! turns into the ‘‘quadratic’’ equation

~l22z!~z12z!2a1~z12z!b reg~z!50
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which can be ‘‘solved,’’ i.e., can be rewritten in form of two equations:

z5
l21z12b reg~z!

2
6AS l22z12b reg~z!

2 D 2

1a. ~2.10!

Under conditions~2.9! the existence of solutions of~2.10!, and thus of Eq.~2.3!, is guaranteed,
analogously to the proof in Ref. 22, by Banach’s fixed point theorem. Each of the equations~2.10!
has only one solution in the domainD. In case of the sign ‘‘2 ’’ we denote the root of~2.10! by
znucl, in case of the sign ‘‘1 ’’ by zmol .

The inequalities~2.9! imply

uau
ul22z12b reg~z!uzPDu2

'
uau

ul22ER
(1)u21S GR

(1)

2 D 2 <
4Caibi2

~GR
(1)!2 !1. ~2.11!

For zPD the value of

«~z!5
4a

@l22z12b reg~z!#2 ~2.12!

is very small,u«(z)u!1. Thus, to separate the main terms of the solutions of Eqs.~2.10!, one can
apply the asymptotic relationA11«511«/21O(«2). As a result we find

z5
l21z12b reg~z!

2
6

l22z12b reg~z!

2 S 11
2a

~l22z12b reg~z!!2 1O~«2! D . ~2.13!

In other words, the rootsznucl andzmol of ~2.10! are essentially given by

znucl>z12
a

l22z12b reg~z1!
>z12

a

l22z1
, ~2.14!

zmol>l22b reg~l21 i0 !1
a

l22z12b reg~l21 i0 !
>l21

a

l22z1
. ~2.15!

From the second condition~2.9! follows u a/(l22z1) u!GR
(1) . Consequently, this term provides i

znucl a very small perturbation of the initial ‘‘nuclear’’ resonancez1 . As compared toGR
(1) it

represents also inzmol a very weak perturbation of the ‘‘molecular’’ energyl2 . However, as
compared to the result~2.4!, valid in case of a missing nearby ‘‘nuclear’’ resonance, it can
rather large. In particular, if the ‘‘molecular’’ energyl2 coincides with the real partER

(1) of the
‘‘nuclear’’ resonancez1 , thenzmol5ER

(m)2 i (GR
(m)/2) with

ER
(m)>l222

Im a

GR
(1) and GR

(m)>4
Rea

GR
(1) . ~2.16!

The width of the ‘‘molecular’’ resonance zmol in the presence of a nearby ‘‘nuclear’’ resonanc
z1 , thus, turns out to be inversely proportional to the ‘‘nuclear’’ widthGR

(1) .
Let us contrast the results~2.4! and ~2.16! in some more detail. Since such a comparison

necessarily of a qualitative character, we simulate the situation of a missing nearby n
resonance simply by dropping the pole term in the representation~2.6! of b(z). After this removal
we getb(z)[b reg(z) and for Imz<0 the eigenvaluel2 generates the resonance~2.4! having the
width GR

(2)'2 Imbreg(l21 i0). The latter satisfies the inequalitiescDibi2<GR
(2)/2<CDibi2. Sub-

stituting uReau;Caibi2; (Ca /cD) GR
(2) in ~2.16! we find the following approximate estimate o

GR
(m) relative toGR

(2) :
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GR
(m);GR

(2)
•

Ca /cD
GR

(1) . ~2.17!

The second inequality~2.9!, chosen as a condition foribi reflects the fact that the ‘‘usual’
molecular widthGR

(2) is much smaller than the width of a usual ‘‘nuclear’’ resonanceGR
(1) ,

CaGR
(2)!cD~GR

(1)!2. ~2.18!

This can practically always be assumed for concrete molecules.
Under condition~2.7! the value ofCa5uau/ibi2 differs from zero,Ca>C.0, asGR

(1)→0.
Therefore the estimates~2.16! and ~2.17! imply that in the presence of a narrow (GR

(1)!Ca /cD)
‘‘nuclear’’ resonance close tol2 the ‘‘molecular’’ width GR

(m) is much larger than the ‘‘molecu
lar’’ width GR

(2) observed in absence of such a resonance. In fact, according to~2.17! this ratio is
determined by the large quotient (Ca /cD /GR

(1)).
Finally we note that if the conditions~2.9!, and hence the condition~2.18! are not fulfilled,

i.e., if the coupling between the channels in the Hamiltonian~2.1! is not small compared with the
‘‘nuclear’’ width, then it follows from~2.10! that the molecular widthGR

(m) achieves itself an orde
of GR

(1) . We do not discuss this case since such a situation can hardly be assumed to exis

C. Exponential decay of the ‘‘molecular’’ state

Let us suppose that an initial state of the system described by the HamiltonianA corresponds
exactly to the pure ‘‘molecular’’ wave functionw5(0

1). Then, the time evolution of the system
described by the solutionc(t) of the Cauchy problem

i
dc

dt
5Ac, cu t505w. ~2.19!

The probability of finding the system at the timet still in the molecular statew is given by

Pmol~ t !5u^c~ t !,w&u2.

The remainder 12Pmol(t), hence, determines the probability for the statew to decay into open
channels of the continuous spectrum of the ‘‘nuclear’’ sub-Hamiltonianh1 .

To estimate the probabilityPmol(t), we use the standard integral representation of a func
of an operator via its resolvent. In the case considered this means

exp$2 iAt%52
1

2p i Rg
dze2 izt~A2z!21. ~2.20!

The integration in~2.20! is performed in the physical sheet along a contourg going counterclock-
wise around the spectrum of the matrixA. Recall that, due to the self-adjointness of the opera
A, this spectrum is real. Taking into account the representations~2.2! and ~2.20! one finds

^c~ t !,w&52
1

2p i Rg
dz

exp~2 izt!

l22z2b~z!
. ~2.21!

This leads to the following important result. Under the conditions of Sec. II B the behavi
the integral~2.21! for t.0 is described by the formula
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^c~ t !,w&5exp$2 izmolt%F12
a

~l22z12b reg~l21 i0 !!2 1O~«4~l21 i0 !!G
1exp$2 iznuclt%F a

~l22z12b reg~z1!!2 1O~«4~z1!!G1 «̃~ t !, ~2.22!

where the value of«(z) is given by Eq.~2.12!. The background term«̃(t)5O(ibi2) is small,
u«̃(t)u!1, for all t.0. In particular, ifER

(1)5l2 we have

^c~ t !,w&'exp$2 izmolt%F11
4a

~GR
(1)!2 1¯G1exp$2 iznuclt%F2

4a

~GR
(1)!2 1¯G . ~2.23!

The proof of the asymptotic relation~2.22! is carried out by estimating the contribution of th
resonance poleszmol andznucl to the integral~2.21!. This is done by deforming parts of the conto
g situated in a neighborhood of the molecular energyl2 ~see Fig. 1!. A part g1 of g, situated
initially on the upper rim of the cut, is shifted into the neighboring unphysical sheet. Having
such a deformation one finds explicitly the residues of the integrand in~2.21! at z5zmol and z
5znucl. An analogous deformation of a partg2 of g, situated initially on the lower rim, is
performed in a domain Imz,0 of the physical sheet. It is assumed that, though the partsg1 and
g2 belong to different energy sheets, their positions on these sheets coincide. It is also as
that for anyzPg6 the estimateub6(z)u!ul22zu holds. Thus, the integration in~2.21! around the
continuous spectrum ofA, except the residues atz5zmol andz5znucl, gives

2
1

2p i Eg1
dzexp~2 izt!S 1

l22z2b1~z!
2

1

l22z2b2~z! D
52

1

2p i Eg1
dzexp~2 izt!

b1~z!2b2~z!

@l22z2b1~z!#@l22z2b2~z!#
. ~2.24!

Here we have used the specific notationb1(z) for the values of the functionb(z) at pointsz
belonging to the curveg1 ~i.e., lying in the unphysical sheet!, andb2(z) for the values ofb(z)
at the same points of the curveg2 ~i.e., lying in the physical sheet!. Both b2(z) andb1(z) are
of the order ofO(ibi2), and ub6(z)u!ul22zu, while the exponential exp(2izt) at Imz,0 is
decreasing fort.0. The value of the function~2.24!, thus, is always small, having an order
O(ibi2), and is even decreasing~in general nonexponentially! with increasingt. We include the
contribution of this function in the background term«̃(t). The summand«̃(t) also includes a

FIG. 1. A scheme showing the deformation of the integration pathg. The partg1 of the resulting contour belongs to th
unphysical sheet, partg2 to the physical sheet. The crosses ‘‘3 ’’ denote the discrete eigenvalues of the HamiltonianA
while the solid line corresponds to the continuous spectrum.
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contribution to ~2.21! from the residues at the discrete eigenvalues ofA. Apart from factors
oscillating whent changes, the value of this contribution remains practically the same fort
>0.

The formulas~2.22! and ~2.23! show explicitly that in a large time interval 0<t,T, T
; (2/GR

(m)) u ln maxu«̃(t)uu, the decay of a ‘‘molecular’’ statew in the presence of a narrow
‘‘nuclear’’ resonance is indeed of exponential character. The rate of this decay is deter
mainly by the widthGR

(m) of the ‘‘molecular’’ resonancezmol , i.e., by the ratiouReau/GR
(1) ,

Pmol~ t !>exp$2GR
(m)t%>expH 2

4uReau
GR

(1) tJ . ~2.25!

III. ‘‘MOLECULAR’’ RESONANCES IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL LATTICE

Let us assume that the ‘‘molecules’’ described by the Hamiltonian~2.1! are arranged in form
of an infinite one-dimensional~linear! crystalline structure. To describe such a crystal we int
duce the lattice Hilbert space

G5 %
i 52`

1`

H ( i )

representing an orthogonal sum of the Hilbert spaces associated with the individual cells

H ( i )5H 1
( i )

% H 2
( i ) . ~3.1!

Here the subspacesH 1
( i )[H1 andH 2

( i )[H2[C are exactly the same ones as in Sec. II and, th
H ( i )[H. The elements of the total Hilbert spaceG are represented by the sequencesu

5(...,u(22),u(21),u(0),u(1),u(2),...) with componentsu( i )5(
u

2
( i )

u1
( i )

) whereu1
( i )PH1 and u2

( i )PH2

5C. The inner product inH is defined by^u,v&H5( i 52`
1` ^u( i ),v ( i )&H ( i ). The subspacesG1

5 % i 52`
1` H 1

( i ) andG25 % i 52`
1` H 2

( i ) , with G5G1% G2 , are called pure nuclear and pure molecu
channels, respectively.

In the present section we deal with the HamiltonianH acting inH according to

~Hu!( i )5Wu( i 21)1Au( i )1Wu( i 11), ~3.2!

where only the interaction between neighboring cells is taken into account and the inter
operatorW is chosen in the simplest form

W5S 0 0

0 wD ~3.3!

with w being a positive number. Such a choice of the interaction corresponds to the n
assumption that the cells interact between each other via the molecular states, while the
interaction between nuclear constituents belonging to different cells is negligible. We assum
the closed interval@l222w,l212w# is totally embedded in the continuous spectrumsc(h0) of
h0 and, moreover, that no thresholds ofsc(h0) belong to this interval. For the sake of simplicit
we also assume that the interval belongs to the domainD introduced in Sec. II and that for an
mP@l222w,l212w#

Im^r 0~m6 i0 !b̂,b̂&Þ0. ~3.4!
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Obviously, the Hamiltonian~3.2! represents a special case of the infinite Jacobi oper
matrix ~regarding the properties of some infinite scalar Jacobi matrices see, e.g., Refs. 24
and references cited therein!. It is a self-adjoint operator on the domainD(H)5 % i 52`

1` D ( i ) with
D ( i )5D(h1) % C.

The resolventR(z)5(H2z)21 of H possesses a natural block structure,R(z)5$R( j ,k;z)%,
j ,k50,61,62, . . . ,6`. The blocksR( j ,k;z), providing the mappingH (k)→H ( j ), satisfy the
equations

WR~ j 21,k;z!1~A2z!R~ j ,k;z!1WR~ j 11,k;z!5d jkI , ~3.5!

whered jk stands for the Kronecker delta andI for the identity operator in the Hilbert spaceH of
cells. Hereafter we assume ImzÞ0 so that the value ofz automatically belongs to the resolvent s
of the operatorH. The blocksR( j ,k;z) themselves possess a 232 matrix structure,R( j ,k;z)
5$Rmn( j ,k;z)%, m,n51,2, corresponding to the decompositionH5H1% H2 .

The Fourier transform

~Fu!~p!5
1

A2p
(

j 52`

1`

u( j ) exp~ ip j ! ~3.6!

in G reduces Eq.~3.5! to

~A2z!R~p,p8;z!12 cosp WR~p,p8;z!5d~p2p8!I , ~3.7!

where the quasimomentump runs through the interval@2p,p# and the functionR(p,p8;z)
represents the kernel of the resolventR(z) in this representation. From~3.7! follows immediately

R~p,p8;z!5G~p;z!d~p2p8!, ~3.8!

where

G~p;z!5S r 1~z!1
r 1~z!b^•,b&r 1~z!

M̃2~p;z!
2

r 1~z!b

M̃2~p;z!

2
^•,b&r 1~z!

M̃2~p;z!

1

M̃2~p;z!

D . ~3.9!

This corresponds to the representation~2.2! of the resolvent of the cell HamiltonianA, the only
difference being that the transfer functionM2(z) is replaced by the expression

M̃2~p;z!5l22z12w cosp2b~z!. ~3.10!

The factorization~3.8! implies

R~ j ,k;z!5
1

2p E
2p

p

dp e2 ip( j 2k) G~p;z!

and with the representation~3.9! we, thus, obtain

R~ j ,k;z!5S d jkr 1~z!1r 1~z!b R22~ j ,k;z!^•,b&r 1~z! 2r 1~z!b R22~ j ,k;z!

2R22~ j ,k;z!^•,b&r 1~z! R22~ j ,k;z!
D , ~3.11!

where
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R22~ j ,k;z!5
1

2p E
2p

p

dp
e2 ip( j 2k)

l22z12w cosp2b~z!
. ~3.12!

Introducing the new variablez5e2 ip, this integral is reduced to

R22~ j ,k;z!5
1

2p i Rg
dz

z j 2k

wz21M2~z!z1w
.

Here,g stands for the unit circle centered at the origin, the integration overg being performed in
the counterclockwise sense. Further, applying the residue theorem and taking into account t
of the differencej 2k one finds

R22~ j ,k;z!5

H 1

2w
@A@M2~z!22w#@M2~z!12w#2M2~z!#J u j 2ku

A@M2~z!22w#@M2~z!12w#
. ~3.13!

It is assumed here that the branchA(j22w)(j12w) of the function ((j22w)(j12w))1/2 is
defined in the plane of the complex parameterj, cut along the interval@22w,2w#, and that
Im j.0 implies ImA(j22w)(j12w).0, while Imj,0 implies ImA(j22w)(j12w),0.

From Eqs.~3.11! and ~3.13! it follows that all the nontrivial singularities of the resolve
R(z), differing from those of the cell ‘‘nuclear’’ channel resolventr 1(z), are determined by the
properties of the function

D~z!5A@M2~z!22w#@M2~z!12w#.

First, we note that ifibi50, and thusM2(z)5l22z, then the ‘‘molecular’’ and ‘‘nuclear’’
channels in the HamiltonianH decouple. In this case the eigenvaluel2 generates forH an
additional branch of the absolutely continuous spectrum which occupies the interval@l222w,l
12w#. Second, even ifibiÞ0 then the functionD(z) cannot have rootsz with Im zÞ0 in the
physical sheet. Otherwise such roots would generate forH a complex spectrum. But this i
impossible because of the selfadjointness ofH. Also, under the condition~3.4! this function
cannot have real roots within the interval@l222w,l212w# since forl222w<m<l212w the
imaginary part

Im@M2~m6 i0 !22w#5Im@M2~m6 i0 !12w#52ibi2 Im^r 1~m6 i0 !b̂,b̂&

is nonzero by the assumption~3.4!. Thus, in a close neighborhood of the interval@l222w,l2

12w# the equationD(z)50 may only have roots in the unphysical sheet. In fact, assuming
conditions~2.9! and repeating literally the considerations which led to~2.13!, one can rewrite this
relation in form of the four equations,

z5
l222w1z12b reg~z!

2
6

l222w2z12b reg~z!

2 F11
2a

~l222w2z12b reg~z!!2 1O~«2
2 !G ,
~3.14!

z5
l212w1z12b reg~z!

2
6

l212w2z12b reg~z!

2 F11
2a

~l212w2z12b reg~z!!2 1O~«1
2 !G ,
~3.15!

where«654a/(l262w2z12b reg(z)). In that part of the domainD which belongs to the un-
physical sheet, equationD(z)50 has four solutions being given essentially by
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znucl
(6)>z12

a

l262w2z12b reg~z1!
>z12

a

l262w2z1
, ~3.16!

zmol
(6)>l262w2b reg~l262w1 i0 !1

a

l262w2z12b reg~l262w1 i0 !

>l262w1
a

l262w2z1
. ~3.17!

Obviously, each of the rootsznucl
(6) andzmol

(6) represents an additional square-root branching poin
the Riemann surface of the functionsR22( j ,k;z). Consequently, these roots are also the branch
points of the Riemann surface of the total resolventR(z). Thus, one has to introduce the ‘‘reso
nance’’ cuts in the unphysical sheet considered. The cuts can be made, say, betweenznucl

(2) to znucl
(1)

and betweenzmol
(2) andzmol

(1) . Evidently, these cuts are to be interpreted as the resonance sp
bands generated by the initial ‘‘molecular’’ levell2 and the ‘‘nuclear’’ resonancez1 ~see Fig. 2!.

Consider now the time evolution of the system described by the HamiltonianH starting from
a pure molecular statew5w1% w2 , iwniPGn , n51,2, withw150 andiwi5iw2i51. The prob-
ability to find the system at a timet>0 in the molecular channel is given by

Pmol~w,t !5iP2e2 iHtwi2, ~3.18!

whereP2 is the orthogonal projection inG on the pure molecular subspaceG2 .
As in ~2.20! we represent the time evolution operator exp(2iHt) in terms of the resolven

R(z)5(H2z)21,

exp$2 iHt%52
1

2p i Rg
dz e2 izt~H2z!21, ~3.19!

where the integration is performed along a counterclockwise contourg in the physical shee
encircling the spectrum of the HamiltonianH. Recall that this spectrum is real sinceH is a
self-adjoint operator.

According to Eqs.~3.8! and ~3.10! the operatorP2R(z)uG2
acts in quasimomentum represe

tation as the multiplication operator

G22~p,z!5@M̃2~p;z!#21 ~3.20!

and, thus,

FIG. 2. A scheme showing the position of the resonance bands generated in the unphysical sheet by the ‘‘mo
eigenvaluel2 and the ‘‘nuclear’’ resonancez1 . These bands are generated, respectively, by the pointszmol(p) andznucl(p)
with the quasimomentump running through the interval@2p,p#.
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~P2R~z!w!~p!5
1

M̃2~p;z!
w2~p!, pP@2p,p#.

Here w2(p) stands for the values of the Fourier transform~3.6! of the vector w2

5(...,w2
(22) ,w2

(21) ,w2
(0) ,w2

(1) ,w2
(2) ,...), which means

~P2e2 iHtw!~p!52
1

2p i
w2~p! J~p,t ! ~3.21!

with

J~p,t !5 R
g
dz

exp~2 izt!

l̃2~p!2z2b~z!
. ~3.22!

This expression has exactly the same form as the integral~2.21!. The only difference consists in
the replacement ofl2 by the sum

l̃2~p!5l212w cosp. ~3.23!

Thus, to estimate the functionJ(p,t) one can immediately use the relation~2.22! in order to find

J~p,t !5exp$2 izmol~p!t%F12
a

~ l̃2~p!2z12b reg~ l̃2~p!1 i0 !!2
1O~«4~p,l̃2~p!1 i0 !!G

1exp$2 iznucl~p!t%F a

~ l̃2~p!2z12b reg~z1!!2
1O~«4~p,z1!!G1 «̃~p,t !, ~3.24!

where

«~p,z!5
a

@ l̃2~p!2z12b reg~z!#2
. ~3.25!

The function«̃(p,t)5O(ibi2) is always small,u«̃(p,t)u!1. In accordance with Eqs.~2.14! and
~2.15! we, hence, obtain for the positions of the poles

znucl~p!>z12
a

l212w cosp2z1
, ~3.26!

zmol~p!>l212w cosp1
a

l212w cosp2z1
. ~3.27!

The resonance bands representing the ranges of the functionsznucl(p) andzmol(p), with p running
through the interval@2p,p#, are schematically depicted in Fig. 2.

The asymptotics~3.24! implies

Pmol~w,t !5E
2p

p

dp uJ~p,t !u2 uw2~p!u25E
2p

p

dp exp$2GR
(m)~p! t% uw2~p!u21 «̃~ t !, ~3.28!

where

GR
(m)~p!522 Imzmol~p!>22 Im

a

l212w cosp2z1
. ~3.29!
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The background term«̃(t) in ~3.28! is small for anyt>0, «̃(t)5O(ibi2) and u«̃(t)u!1.
Further, let us assume that the real partER

(1) of the ‘‘nuclear’’ resonancez1 belongs to the
interval @l222w,l212w#, that is uER

(1)2l2u<2w. Then, one can always prepare an init
‘‘molecular’’ statew which decays via the ‘‘nuclear’’ channel with a rate as close as possib
the desired maximal value. Under the assumption~2.8!, this maximum is given by

max2p<p<pGR
(m)~p!>4

Rea

GR
(1)

@cf. formula~2.16!#. The correspondingly prepared ‘‘molecular’’ statew has an almost monochro
matic componentw2(p) being localized in a close neighborhood of the quasimomenta

p56arccos
ER

(1)2l2

2w
.

For example, if the functionw2(p) is nonzero only for quasimomentap restricted byucosp
2 (ER

(1)2l2)/2w u<dGR
(1)/(4w) with some smalld.0, then the widthGR

(m) given by the relation
~3.29! varies in an interval lying approximately between@1/(11d2)#4 Rea/GR

(1) and 4 Rea/GR
(1) .

IV. ‘‘MOLECULAR’’ RESONANCES IN A MULTIDIMENSIONAL LATTICE

In this section we consider the case where the ‘‘molecules’’ described by the Hamilto
~2.1! form an infinite N-dimensional crystalline structure. To label the cells of the respec
lattice we use the multi-indexi PZN, i.e., i 5( i 1 ,i 2 , . . . ,i N) with i k5 . . . ,22,21,0,1,2,. . . , k
51,2,. . . ,N. The Hilbert space of the system considered is in this caseG5 % i PZNH ( i ), where the
individual cell spaces are given by~3.1!, with H 1

( i )[H1 and H 2
( i )[H2[C being the spaces

introduced in Sec. II. For the componentsu( i )PH ( i ) of the elementsu of the total Hilbert space

G we again use the column representationu( i )5(
u

2
( i )

u1
( i )

) with u1
( i )PH1 andu2

( i )PH25C. The inner

product inH is defined aŝ u,v&H5( i PZN^u( i ),v ( i )&H ( i ). The subspacesG15 % i PZNH 1
( i ) andG2

5 % i PZNH 2
( i ) , with G1% G25G, represent pure nuclear and pure molecular channels, respect

The Hamiltonian is defined inG by the expression

~Hu!( i )5Au( i )1 (
j PZn, j Þ i

W~ i , j !u( j ), ~4.1!

where the interaction matrices

W~ i , j !5S w11~ i , j ! w12~ i , j !

w21~ i , j ! w22~ i , j ! D
consist of the block componentswmn( i , j ) providing the mappingsHn→Hm , m,n51,2. These
components describe the direct interaction between themth andnth channels of the different cell
i and j , respectively. The matricesW( i , j ) are assumed to be bounded operators inH which
depend only on the differencei 2 j 5( i 12 j 1 ,i 22 j 2 ,...,i N2 j N), i.e.,W( i , j )5W( i 2 j ) and, thus,
the same holds for the block components,wmn( i , j )5wmn( i 2 j ). Moreover, the series ofW( j ) is
assumed to be convergent with respect to the operator norm topology, i.e.,

(
j PZN , j Þ0

iW~ j !i,1` ~4.2!

and the property

W~ j 2 i !5@W~ i 2 j !#* ~4.3!
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is assumed. With suchW( i , j ) the Hamiltonian~4.1! is a self-adjoint operator on the doma
D(H)5 % i PZND ( i ) with D ( i )5D(h1) % C. Note that, sinceH25C, the quantitiesw22( i 2 j ) are
complex numbers. Thew12( i 2 j ) are vectors inH1 , thew21( i 2 j ) are continuous linear forms o
H1 , and thew11( i 2 j ) are bounded operators inH1 .

V~p!5 (
j PZn , j Þ0

W~ j ! exp~ i^p, j &!, V~p!: H→H, pPTN, ~4.4!

where^p, j &5(k51
N pkj k is continuous and bounded onTN. Due to Eq.~4.3!, the values

V~p!5S v11~p! v12~p!

v21~p! v22~p!
D

of this function represent selfadjoint operators inH for any pPTN, with

vmn~p!: Hn→Hm ; @v11~p!#* 5v11~p!, v22~p!PR, and @v21~p!#* 5v12~p!.

The quantityb̃(p)5v12(p) can be considered as a vector ofH1 while v21(p)5^•,b̃(p)& @cf.
definition ~2.1! of the HamiltonianA#.

The blocksR( j ,k;z), R( j ,k;z): H (k)→H ( j ), j ,kPZN, of the resolventR(z)5(H2z)21 sat-
isfy the equation

~A2z!R~ j ,k;z!1 (
j 8PZN , j 8Þ j

W~ j 2 j 8!R~ j 8,k;z!5d jkI . ~4.5!

After Fourier transformation inG,

~Fu!~p!5
1

~2p!N/2 (
j PZN

u( j ) exp~ i^p, j &!, pPTN,

the system~4.5! takes the form

~A2z!R~p,p8;z!1V~p! R~p,p8;z!5d~p2p8!I , ~4.6!

where the quasimomentap,p8 run through the setTN andR(p,p8;z) stands for the transforme
resolventR(z). Thus, the factorization~3.8! holds with

G~p;z!5@A1V~p!2z#21. ~4.7!

First, let us consider the specific case where intercellular interactionsW( i 2 j ) in the Hamil-
tonian ~4.1! have the simple form

W~ i 2 j !5S 0 0

0 w22~ i 2 j !
D , ~4.8!

i.e., where the cells interact with each other only via the molecular channels. Obviously, i
case the factorG(p;z) is still given by~3.9!. As compared to this expression the only differen
is that nowpPTN and
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M̃2~p;z!5l22z1v22~p!2b~z!. ~4.9!

Let v22
min5minpPTNv22(p) andv22

max5maxpPTNv22(p). Similarly to the analogous assumptio
in Sec. III we assume that the closed interval@l21v22

min ,l21v22
max# is totally embedded in the

absolutely continuous spectrumsc(h1) of h1 , and no thresholds of this spectrum belong to@l2

1v22
min ,l21v22

max#. We also assume that this interval belongs to the holomorphy domainD of the
function b(z), and that formP@l21v22

min ,l21v22
max# the inequality~3.4! holds.

Let us consider the time evolution of the system described by the Hamiltonian~4.1! with the
simple intercellular interactions~4.8! subject to the above conditions. We start again from a p
molecular statew5w1% w2 , iwniPGn , n51,2, with w150 andiwi5iw2i51. The probability
Pmol(w,t) to find the system at a timet>0 in the molecular channel is given by the analog
~3.18!. As in Sec. III one finds the quasimomentum representation

~P2R~z!w!~p!5G22~p;z!w2~p!5
1

M̃2~p;z!
w2~p!, pPTN,

and relations~3.21!, ~3.22! and~3.24! are still valid with the only difference that instead of~3.23!
l̃2(p) is now of the form

l̃2~p!5l21v22~p!, pPTN.

According to Eqs.~2.14! and ~2.15! the main terms of the rootsznucl(p) andzmol(p) of the
function ~4.9! in the unphysical sheet read

znucl~p!>z12
a

l21v22~p!2z1
, ~4.10!

zmol~p!>l21v22~p!1
a

l21v22~p!2z1
. ~4.11!

The asymptotic equation~3.24! now implies

Pmol~w,t !5E
TN

dp uJ~p,t !u2 uw2~p!u25E
TN

dp exp$2GR
(m)~p!t%uw2~p!u21 «̃~ t ! ~4.12!

with

GR
(m)~p!522 Imzmol~p!>22 Im

a

l21v22~p!2z1
.

As in Sec. III the background term«̃(t) is small for anyt>0, «̃(t)5O(ibi2) and u«̃(t)u!1.
Thus, if the real partER

(1) of the ‘‘nuclear’’ resonancez1 belongs to the interval@l2

1v22
min ,l21v22

max# then there are ‘‘molecular’’ statesw which decay via the ‘‘nuclear’’ channe
with a rate as close as possible to the maximal value~2.16!. In this case the componentsw2(p) are
localized in a close neighborhood of the manifold

l21v22~p!5ER
(1) ~4.13!

in the quasimomentum spaceTN. In particular, if the initial statew is prepared such that th
componentw2(p) is nonzero only for the quasimomentap lying in the domainul21v22(p)
2ER

(1)u<dGR
(1)/2 with some smalld.0, then one should only integrate over this domain in
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integral~4.12!. In such a case, under the condition~2.8!, a lower estimate for the decay rateGR
(m)

is given, as in Sec. III, by@1/(11d2)#4 Rea/GR
(1) . Thus, by varyingd one can get a rate as clos

as possible to the maximum~2.16!.
Now, let us consider briefly the case of more general intercellular interactionsW( i 2 j ) where

all the componentsvmn(p), m,n51,2, of the matrixV(p), pPTN, can be nontrivial. In this case
the componentG22(p;z) of the factor~4.7! is given again by Eqs.~3.20! and~4.9!. However, the
function b(z) in ~4.9! is to be replaced by the modified function

b̃~p;z!5^@h11v11~p!2z#21@b1b̃~p!#,@b1b̃~p!#&,

whereb̃(p)5v12(p). We make the natural assumption that the direct intercellular interaction
nuclear channelsw11( i 2 j ) are so weak that the termv11(p) produces only a very small pertur
bation of the initial ‘‘nuclear’’ resonancez1 generated by the Hamiltonianh1 . More precisely, we
assume that the resonancez̃1(p) generated by the perturbed Hamiltonianh11v11(p) has the
property

uz̃1~p!2z1u!GR
(1) for any pPTN ~4.14!

and that no other resonances arise in the domainD. Another natural assumption is that the streng
of the interactionsw12( i 2 j ) andw21( i 2 j ), iÞ j , between ‘‘nuclear’’ and ‘‘molecular’’ channels
of different cells is much weaker than the one of a single cell. This is why we can as
i b̃(p)i /ibi&1and the following features. The elementsb̃(p)PH1 are such that for anypPTn the
function b̃(p;z) admits an analytic continuation into the domainD of the unphysical sheet and i
D a representation of the type~2.6! holds for b̃(p;z),

b̃~p;z!5
ã~p!

z̃1~p!2z
1b̃ reg~p;z!, ~4.15!

with an explicitly separated pole termã(p)/( z̃1(p)2z) and a holomorphic remainderb̃ reg(p;z).
As in Sec. II B we assume thatuã(p)u5Ca(p)ibi2, and that for anypPTN the limiting procedure
~2.7! is possible forCa(p) while Im ã(p)!Reã(p). For the remainderb̃ reg(p;z), pPTN, zPD,
the same statements are assumed to be valid as for the functionb reg(z). Under these assumption
one can repeat almost literally the study of the probabilityPmol(w,t) as performed above in cas
of the interactions~4.8!. We find again that the asymptotics ofPmol(w,t) is given by~4.12! with

GR
(m)~p!>22 Im

ã~p!

l21v22~p!2 z̃1~p!
.

Let us denote by (Reã)max the maximal value of the function Reã(p) on the manifold~4.13!. It is
obvious that if one prepares the initial pure‘‘molecular’’ statew such that its componentw2(p) is
localized in a close neighborhood of the subset of the manifold~4.13!, where Reã(p)
5(Reã)max, then for the probabilityPmol(w,t) the main qualitative result remains practically th
same as in case of the interactions~4.8!. Namely, varying the support of the componentw2(p) in
TN one can achieve a decay rate of the statew as close as possible to the maximal value of
width GR

(m)(p) in ~4.13!. The main term 4(Reã)max/GR
(1) of this value is again inversely propor

tional to the ‘‘nuclear’’ widthGR
(1) .
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A uniqueness theorem for entanglement measures
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Physics Division, Starlab nv/sa, Engelandstraat 555, B-1180 Brussels, Belgium
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We obtain a mathematically simple characterization of all functionals coinciding
with the von Neumann reduced entropy on pure states based on the Khinchin–
Faddeev axiomatization of Shannon entropy and give a physical interpretation of
the axioms in terms of entanglement. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1370954#

I. INTRODUCTION

The characterization and classification of entanglement in quantum mechanics is one
cornerstones of the emerging field of quantum information theory. This note is devoted
study of entanglement measures. Entanglement measures are positive real-valued functio
fined on the joint state space of two or more quantum systems~subject to further requirements!. A
number of entanglement measures have been discussed in the literature, such as the von N
reduced entropy, the relative entropy of entanglement,1 the so-called entanglement of distillatio
and the entanglement of formation.2 Several authors proposed physically motivated postulate
characterize entanglement measures~see, e.g., Refs. 1, 3, and 4!. These postulates~although they
vary from author to author in the details! have in common that they are based on the concept
the operational formulation of quantum mechanics.5 Mathematically, the list of postulates fo
entanglement measures serves as the definition of the notion of entanglement measure
authors agree that the only physically reasonable entanglement measure on pure states is
the von Neumann reduced entropy. Indeed, it is a known fact that there are important en
ment measures which do coincide with the von Neumann reduced entropy on pure stat
instance the relative entropy of entanglement.1 Accordingly, it is generally seen as a desirab
property of the axiomatic characterization of entanglement measures that it allows only fo
tanglement measures which coincide with the von Neumann reduced entropy on pure state
point of view is supported by an argument by Popescu and Rohrlich6 who claimed to have
identified a list of physically reasonable axioms which ensure the uniqueness of entang
measures on pure states. A mathematically exact statement and proof of thisoperationalunique-
ness theorem remained so far elusive but will be given in a forthcoming paper.7

In this paper we present an alternative list of physically reasonable and mathematically s
postulates for entanglement measures such that all entanglement measures satisfying thes
lates coincide with the von Neumann reduced entropy on pure states. Mathematically our
lates are just an adaptation of the Khinchin–Faddeev characterization of Shannon entropy8 and all
proofs in this paper are elementary. The main purpose of this paper is not to communica
mathematical methods but rather that physically the Khinchin-Faddeev postulates admit a
interpretation in terms of entanglement rather than information or lack of information. Wh
also interesting about the present result is first that our axiomatization can be formulated w
resorting to the mathematical apparatus and the physical concepts of the theory of local qu
operations and second that the technical asymptotic requirements which are so central
Popescu–Rohrlich argument~see Refs. 6 and 7! can be eliminated as well. It turns out that the
can be replaced basically by a single intuitive and comparably weak requirement which fix
value of entanglement measures on pure states.

a!Electronic mail: rudolph@starlab.net
25070022-2488/2001/42(6)/2507/6/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section we collect some basic definitions and results which are used in the cou
this paper.

In the present paper we restrict ourselves mainly to the situation of a composite qu
system consisting of two subsystems with Hilbert spaceH1^ H2 whereH1 and H2 denote the
Hilbert spaces of the subsystems. The states of the system are identified with the density op
on H1^ H2 . A density operator is a positive trace class operator with trace one.

Definition 1: LetH1 andH2 be two Hilbert spaces of arbitrary dimension. A density opera
r on the tensor productH1^ H2 is calledseparableor disentangledif there exist a family$v i% of
positive real numbers, a family$r i

(1)% of density operators onH1 and a family$r i
(2)% of density

operators onH2 such that

r5(
i

v ir i
(1)

^ r i
(2) , ~1!

where the sum converges in trace class norm.
The set of states is a convex set and its extreme points, which are also calledpure states, are

the projection operators. Every pure state obviously corresponds to a unit vectorc in H1^ H2 .
We denote the projection operator onto the subspace spanned by the unit vectorc by Pc .

The Schmidt decomposition~see also Ref. 9! is of central importance in the characterizatio
and quantification of entanglement associated with pure states.

Lemma 2: LetH1 andH2 be Hilbert spaces of arbitrary dimension and letcPH1^ H2 . Then
there exist a family of non-negative real numbers$pi% i and orthonormal bases$ai% i and $bi% i of
H1 and H2 , respectively, such that

c5(
i

Apiai ^ bi .

The family of positive numbers$pi% i is called the family ofSchmidt coefficientsof c. For pure
states the family of Schmidt coefficients of a state completely characterizes the amount
tanglement of that state. A pure statec is separable if and only ifc5a^ b for someaPH1 and
bPH2 . With every vectorc in H1^ H2 we associate a closed subspaceM (c) of H1^ H2 : let
c5( iApiai ^ bi be the Schmidt decomposition ofc as in Lemma 2, thenM (c) is defined as the
subspace ofH1^ H2 spanned by all simple product statesai ^ bi with nonzero Schmidt coefficien
in the Schmidt decomposition ofc. We call M (c) the Schmidt subspaceassociated withc. The
dimension ofM (c) is called theSchmidt rankof c. Moreover, we call two statesc andf Schmidt
orthogonalif M (c) andM (f) are orthogonal.

The von Neumann reduced entropyfor density operatorss on a tensor product Hilbert spac
H1^ H2 is defined as

SvN~s!ª2TrH1
~TrH2

s ln~TrH2
s!!, ~2!

where TrH1
and TrH2

denote the partial traces overH1 andH2 , respectively. In the case of pur
statess5Pc , it can be shown that2TrH1

(TrH2
Pc ln(TrH2

Pc))52TrH2
(TrH1

Pc ln(TrH1
Pc))

52( i pi ln pi where$pi% i denotes the family of Schmidt coefficients ofc. However, for a genera
mixed states we have TrH1

(TrH2
s ln(TrH2

s))ÞTrH2
(TrH1

s ln(TrH1
s)).

The Khinchin–Faddeev axiomatization of Shannon entropy can be formulated as fo
~taken from Ref. 10!

Lemma 3: LetP denote the set of all probability distributions(p1 ,...,pn) (pi>0,( i pi51).
Let S:P→R be a function satisfying

Continuity: p°S(p,12p) is continuous on@0,1#.
Normalization: S(1/2,1/2)5 log 2.
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Symmetry: S(pk(1) ,...,pk(n))5S(p1 ,...,pn) for all permutationsk of $1,...,n%.
Recursion: For every0<h<1 we have S(p1 ,...,pn21 ,hpn ,(12h)pn)5S(p1 ,...,pn)

1pnS(h,12h).
Then S is equal to the Shannon entropy, i.e., S(p1 ,...,pn)52( i 51

n pi log pi .

III. KHINCHIN–FADDEEV-TYPE POSTULATES FOR ENTANGLEMENT MEASURES

A. Entanglement measures on pure states

Let H1 and H2 be Hilbert spaces. For the moment we restrict ourselves to the proble
characterizing entanglement measures defined on pure states, i.e., functionalsE:H1^ H2→R1.
The discussion in this section starts from the question: what are the minimal conditions we
to impose on a mathematically satisfactory measure of entanglement? It is reasonable to
that E is defined and continuous on the tensor product of the Hilbert spaces of any give
systems. Moreover, we have argued above that the sequence of Schmidt coefficients full
acterizes the entanglement of a pure state. Therefore we expectE(c) to depend only on the
Schmidt coefficients ofc. Equivalently, we require that for any given systemH1^ H2 the en-
tanglement measureE:H1^ H2→R1 is invariant under unitary operations of the formU ^ V,
whereU andV are unitaries onH1 and onH2 , respectively. We also require thatE is invariant
under embeddings into larger Hilbert spaces.

~P1! An entanglement measure is a positive real-valued functionalE which for any given two
systems is well defined on the tensor product of the Hilbert spaces of the two systems. F
given two systems corresponding to Hilbert spacesH1 andH2 the functionH1^ H2{c°E(c) is
continuous in the norm topology.

~P2! For any given two systems with Hilbert spacesH1 and H2 the functionE:H1^ H2

→R1 satisfies

E~U ^ Vc!5E~c!

for all cPH1^ H2 and all unitariesU,V acting onH1 andH2 , respectively.
~P3! WhenevercPH1^ H2,H1^ H2 with embeddingsH1�H1 andH2�H2 of H1 andH2

into larger Hilbert spacesH1 andH2 , respectively, thenEuH1^ H2
(c)5EuH1^ H2

(c).

We exclude the identically vanishing functionalE[0. It is an immediate consequence of~P2! and
~P3!, that for every pure statec the valueE(c) does only depend on the nonzero Schm
coefficients ofc. We will therefore also writeE(l1 ,...,ln) for E(c) where$l1 ,...,ln% denotes
the family of ~nonvanishing! Schmidt coefficients ofc.

Hilbert spaces are linear spaces, and therefore, trivially, all normalized linear combinatio
pure states are pure states themselves. Consider for instancef5(mApmcm where $pm% is a
probability distribution and wherecmPH1^ H2 . Naively one might hope that the entangleme
E(f) of f is a weighted sum of the entanglement of thecm plus the entanglement associated w
the superpositionE(p1 ,...,pm). It is easy to see that this is not true in general, and that on
contrary superpositions of maximally entangled states can even be unentangled. Mathem
this can be traced back to the fact that the Schmidt spaces of the superimposed states
orthogonal. Generally, superposing a familyc1 ,...,cm of pure states whose Schmidt spaces
not mutually orthogonal may increase as well as decrease entanglement. However, in the
superpositions of mutually Schmidt orthogonal pure states no term in the Schmidt decomp
of one state can cancel terms in the Schmidt decomposition of another state. Therefore
special case of a superpositionf5(mApmcm of a family $c1 ,...,cm% of mutually Schmidt
orthogonal pure states~where$p1 ,...,pm% is a probability distribution!, what we expect physically
is that the entanglement of the superposed state equals the averaged entanglement of the$c i% plus
the entanglementE(p1 ,...,pn) associated with the superposition. More formally we require

~P4! Let $c1 ,...,cm% be a family of mutually Schmidt orthogonal pure states and$l1 ,...,lm%
be a distribution of probability amplitudes, i.e., a sequence of complex numbers with( i 51

m ul i u2

51, then
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E~l1c11¯1lmcm!5E~ ul1u2,...,ulmu2!1(
i 51

m

ul i u2E~c i !.

We note the following:
Lemma 4: Let E be an entanglement measure on pure states satisfying (P1), (P2), (P3

(P4). Then E(c)50 for all separable pure states.
Proof: Let c1 ,c2 be two separable orthogonal pure states. Then by~P4! E(1c110c2)

5E(1,0)51E(c1)10E(c2)1E(1,0). ThusE(c1)50. h

Lemma 5: The von Neumann reduced entropy SvN satisfies (P1), (P2), (P3), and (P4).
Proof: Straightforward. h

We show that the requirements~P1!–~P4! already fix the von Neumann reduced entropy up
a multiplicative constant.

Proposition 6: Let E be an entanglement measure on pure states satisfying the pos
(P1), (P2), (P3), and (P4). Then there exist a positive real constant c such that E5cSvN .

Proof: Let c1 ,...,cn11 be a collection of mutually orthogonal separable pure states
$l1 ,...,ln% be a distribution of complex probability amplitudes andhP@0,1#. Then

E~l1c11...1ln21cn211Ahlncn1A12hlncn11!

5ulnu2E~Ahcn1A12hcn11!1~12ulnu2!ES 1

12ulnu2 ~l1c11¯1ln21cn21! D
1E~ ulnu2,12ulnu2!.

Moreover,

E~l1c11¯1lncn!5ulnu2E~cn!1~12ulnu2!ES 1

12ulnu2 ~l1c11¯1ln21cn21! D
1E~ ulnu2,12ulnu2!.

Thus

E~ ul1u2,...,uln21u2,hulnu2,~12h!ulnu2!5E~ ul1u2,...,ulnu2!1ulnu2E~h,12h!.

ThereforeE considered as a function of the Schmidt coefficients satisfies all conditions o
Khinchin–Faddeev characterization of Shannon’s entropy. ThereforeE(p1 ,...,pn)
52c( i 51

n pi ln pi for some positive real constantc. h

B. Entanglement measures for mixed states

An entanglement measure on mixed states is a functional defined on the state space
given two quantum systems. If the Hilbert spaces of the two systems areH1 andH2 , then the state
space is the set of density operators onH1^ H2 , denoted byD(H1^ H2). An entanglement
measure is then a functional satisfying the obvious generalizations of~P1!–~P3!.

~M1! An entanglement measure is a positive real-valued functionalE which for any given two
systems is well defined on the set of density operators on the tensor product of the Hilbert
of the two systems. For any given two systems corresponding to Hilbert spacesH1 andH2 the
function D(H1^ H2){r°E(r) is continuous with respect to the trace class norm.

~M2! For any given two systems with Hilbert spacesH1 and H2 the function
E:D(H1^ H2)→R1 satisfies

E~U ^ VrU†
^ V†!5E~r!

for all rPD(H1^ H2) and all unitariesU,V acting onH1 andH2 , respectively.
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~M3! wheneverrPD(H1^ H2),D(H1^ H2) with embeddingsH1�H1 andH2�H2 of H1

andH2 into larger Hilbert spacesH1 andH2 respectively, thenEuH1^ H2
(r)5EuH1^ H2

(r).
Moreover we require that~P4! is satisfied without change and that mixing of states does
increase entanglement.

~M4! Let $c1 ,...,cm% be a family of mutually Schmidt orthogonal pure states and$l1 ,...,lm%
be a distribution of probability amplitudes, then

E~Pc!5E~ ul1u2,...,ulmu2!1(
i 51

m

ul i u2E~Pc i
!,

where c[l1c11¯1lmcm and wherePc and Pc i
denote the projection operators onto t

subspace spanned byc andc i , respectively.
~M5! Mixing of states does not increase entanglement, i.e.,E is convex

E~hs1~12h!t!<hE~s!1~12h!E~t!

for all 0<h<1 and alls,tPD(H1^ H2).
Lemma 7: Let E be an entanglement measure on mixed states satisfying (M1), (M2),

(M4), and (M5). Then E(r)50 for all separable statesr.
Proof: By Lemma 4E vanishes for all separable pure states. Every separable stater is a

statistical mixturer5( i 51
n pi Pc i

where $c i% i 51
n is a family of separable pure states and whe

(p1 ,...,pn) is a probability distribution withn possibly infinite. Thus, by~M5! and ~M1!

E~r!<(
i 51

n

piE~Pc i
!50.

HenceE(r)50 for all separable statesr. h

Example 8: LetH andK be finite dimensional Hilbert spaces. The greatest cross norm on
space of trace class operators T(H^ K) on H^ K is defined by

isigª infH (
i 51

n

ixi i1 iyi i1 U s5(
i 51

n

xi ^ yiJ , ~3!

wheresPT(H^ K), where the infimum runs over all finite decompositions ofs into elementary
tensors and wherei•i1 denotes the trace class norm. For projection operators Pc the value of
i•ig has been computed inRef. 11: iPcig5(( iApi)

2 where$pi% denotes the family of Schmid
coefficients of the unit vectorc. The entanglement measure introduced in Ref. 11,

E~s![isig lnisig ,

does not satisfy~P4!.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this work we gave a mathematical characterization of all functionals defined on the
space of composite quantum systems which coincide with von Neumann reduced entropy o
states: a functional on pure states coincides with the von Neumann reduced entropy if and
it satisfies the conditions~P1!–~P4!. Mathematically the axioms~P1!–~P4! are just a version of the
Khinchin–Faddeev characterization of Shannon entropy but physically we have seen tha
admit an interpretation in terms of entanglement.
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On the eigenproblems of PT-symmetric oscillators
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We consider the non-Hermitian HamiltonianH52 d2/dx2 1P(x2)2( ix)2n11 on
the real line, whereP(x) is a polynomial of degree at mostn>1 with all non-
negative real coefficients~possiblyP[0!. It is proved that the eigenvaluesl must
be in the sectoruarglu< p/(2n13). Also for the cubic caseH52 d2/dx2

2( ix)3, we establish a zero-free region of the eigenfunctionu and its derivativeu8
and we find some other interesting properties of eigenfunctions. ©2001 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1366328#

I. INTRODUCTION

We are considering the eigenproblem

2u9~x!1@P~x2!2~ ix !2n11#u~x!5lu~x!, for 2`,x,`, ~1!

with u(6`)50, whereP(x) is a polynomial of degree at mostn>1 with all non-negative rea
coefficients~possiblyP[0!.

This is an example of a class of problems, the so-calledPT-symmetric non-Hermitian Hamil-
tonian problems, which have arisen in recent years in a number of physical contexts.1–3 Bessis
conjectured the following in 1995.

Conjecture: Eigenvalues of H52 d2/dx2 2( ix)3 are all real and positive.
Many numerical and asymptotic results4–7 support this conjecture. And later forn.1 it was

conjectured that the equation~1! also has positive real eigenvalues, under different bound
conditions.8 However, there is no rigorous proof of this to date.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we prove that eigenvalues of the equation~1! lie
in the sector

uarglu<
p

2n13
.

This goes part way to proving that the eigenvalues are real and positive. We generalize this
to H52 d2/dx2 1@P(x2)1 ixQ(x2)# for some real polynomialsP andQ. In particular, for the
potentials2( ix)3 andx21 igx3 with any realg, we have thatuarglu< p/5. Then next in Sec. III,
for the caseH52 d2/dx2 2( ix)3, we fairly precisely locate the zeros of the eigenfunctions a
their first derivatives in the complex plane. Conversely we find a large zero-free region. In Se
still with H52 d2/dx2 2( ix)3, we find a large class of polynomials that are orthogonal touuu2 on
each horizontal line. And finally in the last section, we discuss related open problems.

For the rest of the Introduction, we provide some more background information on~1!. First,
a PT-symmetric Hamiltonian is a Hamiltonian which is invariant under the product of the p
operationP(:x°2x) and the time reversal operationT(: i °2 i ). Certainly~1! is PT-symmetric
while, for example,2 d2/dx2 1x2( ix)3 is not PT-symmetric. If H52 d2/dx2 1V(x) is PT-
symmetric, thenV(2x)5V(x) ~an overbar denotes the complex conjugate! and so ReV(x) is an
even function and ImV(x) is an odd function. Hence ifV(x) is a polynomial, thenV(x)
5P(x2)1 ixQ(x2) for some real polynomialsP andQ.

a!Electronic mail: kcshin@math.uiuc.edu
25130022-2488/2001/42(6)/2513/18/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Next by the work of Calicetiet al.,9,10 it is known that thePT-symmetric HamiltonianH
52 d2/dx2 1x22g( ix)3 has a discrete spectrum, forg real, and these eigenvalues are posit
real if g is small enough. However, there are somePT-symmetric Hamiltonians that have n
eigenvalues,11 or nonreal eigenvalues.12

Last, for anylPC there are two linearly independent solutions of~1!, if the boundary con-
ditions are not imposed. In generic cases, the solutions blow up at both1` and 2`, while in
exceptional cases, the solutions decay to zero asx approaches1` or 2`. Only in very excep-
tional cases~whenl is an eigenvalue!! one does find a solution that decays to zero at both1`
and2` ~see Lemma 1 for details!.

II. THE EIGENVALUES LIE IN A SECTOR

In this section, we prove that the eigenvaluesl of ~1! lie in the sectoruarglu< p/2n13 and
we extend this result for more general cases. To do this we will use results in Sec. 7.4 of H13

A. Definitions and set-up

For anylPC Eq. ~1! without the boundary conditions allows two linearly independent so
tions. Also if u(x) solves the ODE~1!, then sinceP(z2)2( iz)2n11 is an entire function~analytic
in the whole complex plane!, there exists an entire functionu(z) which agrees withu(x) on the
real line and satisfies2u9(z)1@P(z2)2( iz)2n11#u(z)5lu(z). Now we begin by describing the
asymptotic behavior ofu near infinity. Recall that degP<n.

Definition: Let

u j52p
j

2n13
2

arg~ i 2n11!

2n13
55

2p j 2
p

2

2n13
, if n is even;

2p j 1
p

2

2n13
, if n is odd.

We defineStokes regions,

Sj5$zPC:u j,argz,u j 11%,

for j 50,1,2,. . . ,2n12. And for notational convenience, we defineSj 12n135Sj for all j . Also we
denote

Sj ,e5$zPC:u j1e,argz,u j 112e%,

for 0,e,p/(2n13) .
Noticeu j is neither 0 norp. Thus the negative and the positive real axes lie within two of

Stokes regions~see Fig. 1!. We call these theleft- and theright-handStokes regions, respectively
Also we call the rays$argz5uj% ‘‘critical rays.’’

Lemma 1: Every solution of2u9(z)1@P(z2)2( iz)2n11#u(z)5lu(z) is asymptotic to

~const!z2 ~2n11!/4 expF6
2

2n13
~ iz!~2n13!/2

„11o~1!…G , ~2!

as z→` in Sj ,e , for each0,e,p/(2n13) . The error o(1) is uniform inargz in the sense tha
limr→`sup$uo(1)u:zPSj ,e ,uzu5r %50.

Also u has infinitely many zeros inC but only finitely many inø jSj ,e , for each 0,e
,p/(2n13).

The asymptotic expressions imply in particular that in each Stokes region,u(z) either decays
to 0 or blows up, asz approaches infinity inSj ,e .
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Proof: See Sec. 7.4 of Hille13 for a proof of a more general result. An outline of the proof
as follows: Hille first transforms the equation into another complexZ-plane by using the Liouville
transform. And then he comparesu with the solutions of the sine equationw9(Z)1w(Z)50 and
finally transforms back to the original complexz-plane. The above asymptotic expressions are
asymptotic expressions for solutions of the sine equation~in theZ-variable! expressed in terms o
the originalz-variable. The Stokes regions are determined by the Liouville transformation.

Also one can deduce the last assertion of this lemma from Sec. 7.4 of Hille.13 This is proved
in Theorem 5 of Gundersen14 for more general equations. h

Remark 1:Under the Liouville transformation, a neighborhood of infinity in each Sto
region in the complexz-plane maps to a neighborhood of infinity in either the upper or lower
Z-plane. Thus ifu decays in a Stokes regionSj for some j , thenu must blow up in the Stokes
regionsSj 11 andSj 21 . Otherwise, there would be a solution of the sine equation in theZ-plane
which decays to zero in all directions. This is a contradiction. However,u might blow up in many
consecutive Stokes regions~even in all Stokes regions! ~see Sec. 7.4 of Hille13!.

Definition: Let lPC and letu(z)Ó0 be an analytic function onC that satisfies~1!. We sayu
is aneigenfunctionandl is aneigenvalue, for ~1!, if u(z) decays to zero along rays to infinity i
the left- and right-hand Stokes regions@that is, if u has decaying asymptotics in~2!, in these two
regions#.

Remark 2:Given a Stokes regionSj , there always exists a solution of2u9(z)1@P(z2)
2( iz)2n11#u(z)5lu(z) that blows up inSj by Sec. 7.4 of Hille.13 If there were two linearly
independent eigenfunctions with the same eigenvalue, then all the solutions of2u9(z)1@P(z2)
2( iz)2n11#u(z)5lu(z) would satisfyu(6`10i )50 and there would be no solutions that blo
up in the left- and right-hand Stokes regions. Thus there are no repeated eigenvalues,
eigenvalues are simple.

Remark 3:Note that ifu(z) is an eigenfunction with eigenvaluel, then ū(2 z̄) is an eigen-
function with eigenvaluel̄. If an eigenvalue is real thenu(z)5cū(2 z̄) by Remark 2, and clearly
ucu51. Writing c5e22if and replacingu by eifu, we get that eigenfunctions with real eigenva
ues are symmetric with respect to the imaginary axis.

B. The main results

The main result of this paper is the following.
Theorem 2: If l is an eigenvalue of (1), then, lÞ0 and uarglu< p/(2n13).

FIG. 1. Forn51; the solid line is the real axis and the dotted rays are the critical rays, argz5uj5p/10 , p/2, 9p/10,
13p/10 and 17p/10.
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According to Mezincescu,11 that the eigenvalues have a positive real part was kno
already;15 our proof below includes a very simple argument for this fact. In the proof and e
where, we will use the following.

Since u(z) decays exponentially along rays to infinity in the left- and right-hand Sto
regions, so doesu8 by the Cauchy integral formula. Thereforep(r )uu(reiu)u2 andp(r )uu8(reiu)u2

are integrable along the line$reiu:2`,r ,`% for any polynomialp(r ), provideduuu,p/2(2n
13) ~if uuu is larger than this, then one end of the line will be outside the decaying St
regions!.

Proof of Theorem 2:Let u be an eigenfunction with eigenvaluel, so that

u9~z!1@2P~z2!1~ iz!2n11#u~z!52lu~z!,

whereP(z)5Sk50
n akz

k for someak>0, k50,1,2,. . . ,n.
Write

l5a1 ib, a,bPR.

Fix u with uuu,p/2(2n13) and let v(r )5u(reiu). Then v8(r )5u8(reiu)eiu and v9(r )
5u9(reiu)e2iu. Thus our ODE becomes

v9~r !1$@a1 ib2P~r 2e2iu!#e2iu1 i 2n11r 2n11ei (2n13)u%v~r !50.

Then we multiply this bye2 i (2n13)uv̄(r ), integrate and use integration by parts to obtain

e2 i (2n13)uE
2`

`

uv8u2 dr5~a1 ib!e2 i (2n11)uE
2`

`

uvu2 dr2E
2`

`

e2 i (2n11)uP~r 2e2iu!uvu2 dr

1 i 2n11E
2`

`

r 2n11uvu2 dr, ~3!

for all uuu,p/2(2n13). We note that for theseu the line reiu stays in the left- and right-hand
Stokes regions whereu ~and henceu8! decays exponentially to zero asr approaches6`.

Taking the real part of~3! yields @sinceuuu,p/2(2n13)]

0,cos~2n13!uE
2`

`

uv8u2 dr

5$a cos~2n11!u1b sin~2n11!u%E
2`

`

uvu2 dr2E
2`

`

Re@e2 i (2n11)uP~r 2e2iu!#uvu2 dr.

~4!

But Re@e2i(2n11)uP(r2e2iu)#5Sk50
n akr

2k cos(2n22k11)u>0 if ak>0 and uuu,p/2(2n11) @cer-
tainly true if uuu,p/2(2n13)#. Thus it follows from~4! that

a cos~2n11!u1b sin~2n11!u.0,

for all uuu,p/2(2n13). That is,

a.ubutan~2n11!u,

for all 0<u,p/2(2n13) .
Then withu50 we havea.0, in particularlÞ0 and by lettingu→ p/2(2n13) we get

a>ubutan
~2n11!p

2~2n13!
.
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Finally using tanf5cot(p/22f), we conclude that

tan
p

2n13
>

ubu
a

.

That is,uarglu< p/(2n13) . h

Remark 4:We can extend Theorem 2 by allowingP to have some negative coefficients
long asP satisfies Re@e2i(2n11)uP(r2e2iu)#>0 for uuu,p/2(2n13). For example, withn53 and
cPR, let P(z)5z31cz21z; then Re@e27iuP(r2e2iu)#5r2@r4 cosu1cr2 cos(3u)1cos(5u)#. Thus if

c2 cos2(3u)24 cosu cos(5u)<0 for uuu,p/18, i.e., ucu<A16
3 cos(p/18)cos(5p/18)'1.837, then

Re@e27iuP(r2e2iu)#>0. Therefore, the theorem holds for thisP provided c

>2A 16
3 cos(p/18)cos(5p/18).

Also by a simple change of variables, we get the same result forH52 d2/dz2 1@P(z2)
2g( iz)2n11# for any nonzero realg.

Moreover, by translations inC, we have the same result forH52 d2/dz2 1P„(z2j)2
…

2gi2n11(z2j)2n11 for any jPC. For instance, ifu solves u9(z)2 iz3u(z)52lu(z), then
v(z)5u(z1ai) solvesv9(z)1@(3az22a3)2 iz(z223a2)#v(z)52lv(z) for any real number
a. Observe thatv still satisfies the boundary conditionsv(6`10i )5u(6`1ai)50.

Remark 5:The readers should notice that our boundary conditions are different, forn>2,
from those Benderet al.8 take. Benderet al.8 impose the zero boundary conditions of the proble
2u92( iz)Nu5lu for N>4 not on Stokes regions containing the real axis but instead on St
regions which are near the negative imaginary axis for largeN.

The next theorem extends Theorem 2.
Theorem 3: Let lPC and n>1. Suppose that u solves the ODE,

u92@P~z2!1 izQ~z2!#u52lu, u~6`10i !50, ~5!

for some real polynomials P(z)5Sk50
n akz

k and Q(z)5Sk50
n bkz

k with all non-negative ak and
with bnPR2$0%. If for all k ,n the coefficients ak ,bk satisfy

sin2~2n22k!u

cos~2n22k11!u cos~2n22k21!u
bk

2<H 4akak11 , if n51 and k50;

2akak11 , if n.1 and k50, n21;

akak11 , if n.1 and 1<k<n22;

~6!

at u5 p/2(2n13), then uarglu< p/(2n13).
For n53, the coefficients ofbk

2 in ~6! are approximately 3.41,0.74 and 0.14 fork50,1,2,
respectively.

Theorem 3 contains Theorem 2, just by takingbk50 for k50,1,. . . ,n21 @in which case~6!
is trivially satisfied#.

Proof: The main idea of the proof is the same as that of the proof of Theorem 2. Even
equation~5! is little different from the equation for~2!, Stokes regions for~5! are the same as fo
~2! @if bn has the same sign as (21)n11# or else are rotated by 180°~if bn has the opposite sign!.
See Sec. 7.4 of Hille13 for details. Thus in either case, the linesr °reiu with uuu,p/2(2n13) lie
within the left- and right-hand Stokes regions, where we impose the zero boundary cond
And this gives the integrabilities in the proof.

Let v(r )5u(reiu). Then like we derived~4! in the proof of Theorem 2 we have
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$a cos~2n11!u1b sin~2n11!u%E
2`

`

uvu2 dr

5E
2`

`

$cos@~2n13!u#uv8u21Sk50
n ak cos@~2n22k11!u#r 2kuvu2

1Sk50
n21bk sin@~2n22k!u#r 2k11uvu2%dr, for uuu,

p

2~2n13!
. ~7!

Since ak>0 for all k, we geta.0 by letting u50 in ~7!. ~This is true for anyQ with real
coefficients and degQ5n.!

If we find conditions onak andbk such that

Sk50
n ak cos@~2n22k11!u#r 2k1Sk50

n21bk sin@~2n22k!u#r 2k11>0, ~8!

for every r PR and uuu,p/2(2n13), then it follows from~7! with u→6p/2(2n13), that

a cos
~2n11!p

2~2n13!
6b sin

~2n11!p

2~2n13!
>0.

Therefore,uarglu< p/(2n13) as desired, like in the proof of Theorem 2.
Whenn>3, we can rewrite the expression in~8! as

H a0 cos~2n11!u1rb0 sin 2nu1r 2
a1

2
cos~2n21!uJ

1Sk51
n22H ak

2
cos~2n22k11!u1rbk sin~2n22k!u1r 2

ak11

2
cos~2n22k21!uJ r 2k

1H an21

2
cos3u1rbn21 sin 2u1r 2an cosuJ r 2n22. ~9!

Now ~9! is non-negative if each quadratic inr has a nonpositive discriminant:

b0
2 sin2 2nu22a0a1 cos~2n11!u cos~2n21!u<0,

bk
2 sin2~2n22k!u2akak11 cos~2n22k11!u cos~2n22k21!u<0, for 1<k<n22,

bn21
2 sin2 2u22an21an cos 3u cosu<0,

which is ~6!. The coefficients ofbk
2 in ~6! are all increasing functions of 0<u,p/2(2n13), and

so it suffices that~6! hold atu5 p/2(2n13).
Now when n51,2, it is easy to see similarly that the theorem holds. This completes

proof. h

Remark 6:In ~7!, the sign of*2`
` r 2k11uvu2 dr is difficult to determine becauser can be

negative as well as positive. However, we were able to estimate the right-hand side of~7! by using
properties of quadratic functions. Certainly, as it is clear from the proof, the conditions in The
3 are sufficient but not necessary. For example, in the proof of Theorem 2 we usedak5ak/2
1 ak/2 to get~9! from ~7!. If we useak5dkak1(12dk)ak for some 0,dk,1, we will obtain
new sufficient conditions for the theorem.
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III. THE ZERO-FREE REGION FOR u AND u 8, FOR THE CUBIC POTENTIAL

The results in the previous section are based on the eigenfunctionu decaying to zero asz
approaches infinity on the left- and the right-hand Stokes regions. Hence consideration of thfinite
zeros ofu may be useful for further results on our eigenproblem.

For the next two sections, we will supposeH52 d2/dz2 2( iz)3. See Fig. 2 for the
asymptotic behavior of the eigenfunctionu. In this section, we provide a zero-free region for t
eigenfunctionu of

u92 iz3u52lu, with u~6`10i !50, ~10!

and for its derivativeu8. And we give some answers on how zeros of the eigenfunction shou
arranged inC.

It is obvious thatu andu8 do not share a common zero. Otherwise, by~10!, all the derivatives
of u andu itself would vanish at zero, and sou[0.

The following lemma is needed for our argument. Recalll5a1 ib.
Lemma 4: Let z:@c,d#→C be a smooth curve with z8(t)Þ0 for tP@c,d#. If u solves (10),

then writing z(t)5x(t)1 iy(t),

Re~u8ū!uz(c)
z(d)5E

c

d

x8uux„z~ t !…u2 dt1E
c

d

@x8 Re~ iz3~ t !2l!2y8 Im„iz3~ t !2l…#uu„z~ t !…u2 dt,

~11!

and

Im~u8ū!uz(c)
z(d)52E

c

d

y8uux„z~ t !…u2 dt1E
c

d

@y8 Re„iz3~ t !2l…1x8 Im„iz3~ t !2l…#uu~z~ t !!u2 dt.

~12!

Hille calls this lemma the Green’s transform,13 and he uses it to get information on zero-fr
regions of solutions of linear second order equations~mainly with coefficient functions that are
real on the real line!.

Proof: Let f (t)5u(z(t)) for tP@c,d#. Then f 8(t)5z8(t)u8„z(t)… and

S f 8~ t !

z8~ t ! D 8
5z8~ t !u9„z~ t !…5z8~ t !@ iz3~ t !2l# f ~ t !.

FIG. 2. In this figure, rays are argz5 p/10 , p/2, 9p/10, 13p/10 and 17p/10. A ‘‘ 1’’ indicates that the eigenfunction is
blowing up while a ‘‘2’’ indicates that the eigenfunction is decaying to zero asz approaches infinity.
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Hence by integration by parts,

S f 8~ t !

z8~ t ! D f̄ ~ t !uc
d5E

c

d u f 8u2

z8
dt1E

c

d

z8@ iz32l#u f u2 dt. ~13!

Now by the formulaf 8(t)5z8(t)u8„z(t)… and splitting real and imaginary parts of the above,
get the lemma. h

Now we examine the consequences of this lemma. First, if Re(u8ū) were not one-to-one on th
imaginary axis, that would imply that the eigenvalue would be real by~11! with z(t)5 i t .

Remark 7:Second, another immediate consequence of Lemma 4 is that on any vertica
segments on which Im(iz32l) does not change its sign, Re(uxū) as a function ofy is one-to-one.
On horizontal line segments on which Im(iz32l) does not change its sign, Im(uxū) as a function
of x is one-to-one~Mezincescu11 observed this last fact on the real axis, wherey[0!. These
observations are special cases of Theorem 11.3.3 of Hille.13

A. Case of nonreal eigenvalues

Next, let us define open regionsAj andBj , j 51,2,3,4 as in Figs. 3 and 4. The following tw
theorems provide a large zero-free region for an eigenfunctionu of ~10! and its derivativeu8,
assumingl is nonreal. Perhaps these theorems might help show thatl must actually be real. The
underlying ideas of the proofs are taken from Sec. 11.3 of Hille’s book.13

Theorem 5: If bªIm l.0 then Im(u8ū),0 on

B1ø$zPB4 :Rez<2A3 b/2%ø$z¹A1 :Im z>2A3 b/2%; see Fig. 5.

Mezincescu11 has previously observed that the eigenfunction has no zeros on the rea
which obviously lies in the shaded region of Fig. 5. Moreover, we see that all the zeros ofu and
u8 in Im z>0 must be inA1 .

FIG. 3. The level curves Re(iz32l)50. Here Re(iz32l) is negative inA4 sincea.0, while it is positive inA1 , A2 and
A3 .
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Note that the lowest point in the closurecl(B2) of B2 is 2A3 b/21 iA3 b/2.
Proof of Theorem 5:For any fixedy0PR, by ~12! with z(t)5t1 iy0 and byu(6`1 iy0)

505u8(6`1 iy0), it follows that

Im@u8~x1 iy0!ū~x1 iy0!#5E
2`

x

Im„iz~ t !32l…uuu2 dt,

FIG. 4. The level curves Im(iz32l)50 with b.0 fixed. Here Im(iz32l) is negative inB4 while it is positive inB1 , B2

andB3 .

FIG. 5. Im(u8ū),0 in the shaded area. The linesl 1 ,l 2 ,l 3 are l 1 :Im z5A3 b/2, l 2 :Im z52A3 b/2 andl 3 :Rez52A3 b/2.
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and this is negative forx1 iy0PB4 with uy0u<A3 b/2, because thenz(t)5t1 iy0PB4 for all
2`,t,x and so Im„iz(t)32l…,0.

This argument also implies that Im(u8ū),0 in $zPB4 :Rez<2A3 b/2%; see Fig. 5.
Similarly in B1 , for all y0 we have that Im(u8ū)52*x

`Im„iz(t)32l…uu(t1 iy0)u2 dt,0.
For z¹A1 with Im z>A3 b/2 ~so thatzPA4), we use~12! along vertical line segments startin

from points on the line Imz5A3 b/2 to conclude that Im(u8ū),0 in this region. h

Note that Im(u8ū)521
2 (]/]y) uu(x1iy)u2. Hence in the region in Theorem 5,uu(x1 iy)u is an

increasing function ofy.
Theorem 6: Assumeb.0. Then

~i! Re(u8ū).0 on the union of the regions A2 , the region below A2 and the regionR,B4

between A2 and B2 with the real part less than or equal to that of the zerov3 of iz32l in
the third quadrant. See Fig. 6.

~ii ! Re(u8ū),0 on the union of the regions A3 , the region below A3 and the region in B1 with
the real part greater than or equal to that of the zerov4 of iz32l in the fourth quadrant.
See Fig. 7.

Obviouslyiz32l has three zeros. Whenb.0, one of the zeros is in the second quadrant, o
v3 in the third and onev4 in the fourth quadrant. Certainly these are the three points at which
boundaries of theAi andBi intersect.

Theorem 2 withn51 shows thatubu/a <tan(p/5) '0.73. And it is easy to see that th
rightmost point ofcl(A2) is A3 a/2 (212 i ), at which Im(iz32l)5x323xy22b.0 by 0,b,a.
Thus the rightmost point ofcl(A2) lies insideB3 as shown in Fig. 6. Similarly, the leftmost poin
of cl(A3) is A3 a/2 (12 i ), at which Im(iz32l)5x323xy22b,0. Hence the leftmost point o
cl(A3) lies outsideB1 as shown in Fig. 7.

Proof of Theorem 6:In regionsA2 andA3 , we use~11! with horizontal lines to infinity to get
the statements in parts (i ) and (i i ) of this theorem. In the regionR betweenA2 andB2 with the
real part less than or equal to that of the zerov3 of iz32l in the third quadrant~see Fig. 6!, we
use ~11! with vertical linesz(t)5x01 i t to show that Re(u8ū).0. That is, we use Re(u8ū)ux01ic

x01id

52*c
dIm(iz(t)32l)uu(x01it)u2 dt. If x01 idPR, we can find x01 icPcl(A2ùB3

c), so that
Re@u8(x01ic)ū(x01ic)#.0, and2Im„iz(t)32l….0. Hence, the above integral is an increasi
function of d. Therefore we have the desired result in this regionR.

FIG. 6. Re(u8ū).0 in the shaded area.
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The region belowA2 is contained inB3 since the rightmost point ofcl(A2) lies in B3 ~see Fig.
6!. Thus a similar argument implies that Re(u8ū).0 in the region belowA2 . Also, the region
belowA3 is contained inB4 ~see Fig. 7! and so modified arguments show that the other statem
of this theorem in part (i i ) hold. h

Corollary 7: WhenIm l5b.0, the zero-free region of u and u8 contains the union of the
three shaded regions in Figs. 5, 6 and 7.

Note that in case Iml5b,0 we can get similar theorems corresponding to the above
sinceū(2 z̄) is an eigenfunction with eigenvaluel̄. The regions involved are simply the refle
tions of the above with respect to the imaginary axis.

B. Case of real eigenvalues

In caseb50, so thatl is real andl5a.0, the regionsB1 ,B2 ,B3 degenerate to the secto
$2 p/6,argz,p/6%,$ p/2,argz,5p/6%,$2 5p/6,argz,2 p/2%, respectively, and we obtain
the following theorem on zero-free regions.

Theorem 8: Supposel is real. ThenIm(u8ū),0 on $2 p/6<argz< 7p/6%2A1 ~which is a
degenerate case of Fig. 5), whileRe(u8ū) behaves as in Figs. 6 and 7 with B1 ,B2 ,B3 being
sectors as above.

Also Re(u8ū),0 in cl(A1)ù$Rez,0% and Re(u8ū).0 in cl(A1)ù$Rez.0%.
Corollary 9: Whenl is real, the zero-free region of u and u8 contains the union of all regions

in Theorem 8; see Fig. 8. That is, u and u8 can only have zeros in$ iy :y.A3 l%

øH zPA4 :2
5p

6
,argz,2

p

6
,Im z.2A3 l/2J ø$z:uRezu,A3 l/2,Imz<2A3 l/2%.

Remark 8:Benderet al.16 find numerically thatu has some zeros along an ‘‘arch’’ within th
unshaded region in Fig. 8, whenl is real.

In proving Theorem 8, we will use the following lemma.
Lemma 10: SupposezPA1 , Re(u8ū)50 at z. Then Re(u8ū),0 at all z2tPA1 ,t.0 and

Re(u8ū).0 at all z1tPA1 ,t.0.
Note that there is no restriction on the sign of Iml, in this lemma.
Proof: On horizontal line segmentsz(t)5t1 iy0 in A1 , ~11! becomes

FIG. 7. Re(u8ū),0 in the shaded area.
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Re~u8ū!uc1 iy0

d1 iy05E
c

d

uux„z~ t !…u2 dt1E
c

d

Re„iz3~ t !2l…uu„z~ t !…u2 dt.

Since Re„iz3(t)2l….0 in A1 , Re(u8ū) is a strictly increasing function ofx on each horizontal
line segment inA1 . h

Proof of Theorem 8:The proofs of Theorems 5 and 6 give everything except the last state
of the theorem. For that, recall that we can takeu(z)5ū(2 z̄) by Remark 3; this implies tha
Re(u8ū) is an odd function with respect to reflection in the imaginary axis, and so Re(u8ū)50 on
the whole imaginary axis. Now we use Lemma 10 to complete the proof. h

C. Arrangement of the zeros

In the previous two subsections, we find zero-free regions of eigenfunctions and the
derivatives. We now examine the locations of zeros of such functions. For this purpose, mai
will use Lemma 4 and make use of Fig. 2.

By the last statement of Lemma 1, in the sectorS21,p/20 that contains the negative imagina
axis, the eigenfunctionu has only finitely many zeros. Now with the zero-free region in Cor
laries 7 and 9, we see thatu has only finitely many zeros in Imz,0. Sinceu has infinitely many
zeros,u has infinitely many zeros in Imz>0. Whenb.0 ~hence whenb,0 as well!, by Theorem
5, u must have infinitely many zeros inA1 . Also whenb50, by Theorem 8,u has infinitely many
zeros on the positive imaginary axis.

The next theorem gives some information on how zeros ofu andu8 in A1 should be arranged
whenb.0. Note that all the zeros ofu andu8 in Im z>0 lie in A1 by Theorem 5.

Theorem 11: Suppose u(z) is an eigenfunction of (10) with eigenvaluelPC, with Im l5b
.0. Then

FIG. 8. Whenl is real, the shaded area is the zero-free region ofu andu8.
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~i! Re(u8ū)>0 for some point on the imaginary axis if and only if uu8 has infinitely many zeros
in A1ùB2 and at most finitely many zeros in A1ùB2

c ; and
~ii ! Re(u8ū),0 for every point on the imaginary axis if and only if uu8 has no zeros in$z

PA1 :Rez<0% and infinitely many in$zPA1 :Rez.0%.

We will use the following lemma along with Lemma 10.
Lemma 12: AssumeIm l5b.0. SupposeRez1<Rez2 and Re(u8ū)50 at z1 , z2 ~wherez1

Þz2!. Then

~i! z1 ,z2Pcl(A1ùB2)⇒ Rez1,Rez2 and Im z1,Im z2, and
~ii ! z1 ,z2Pcl(A1ùB2

c)⇒ Rez1,Rez2 and Im z1.Im z2.

Proof of part (i): We will first prove this forz1 ,z2PA1ùB2 . Suppose that Rez15Rez2.
Then we could find a vertical line segmentz(t) in A1ùB2 whose end points arez1 andz2 . We
now apply~11! to this line segment to get

052E
c

d

Im„iz3~ t !2l…uu„z~ t !…u2 dt.

This would implyu[0 on the curvez(t) since Im„iz3(t)2l….0 in B2 . Then sinceu is analytic,
u[0 in C. This is a contradiction. Hence Rez1,Rez2.

Similarly, suppose that Imz1>Im z2. Then we could find a smooth curvez(t)5x(t)1 iy(t) in
A1ùB2 such thatz(c)5z1 , z(d)5z2 , x8(t).0 andy8(t)<0. Note that Im„iz3(t)2l….0 and
Re„iz3(t)2l….0 in A1ùB2 . This contradicts~11! like for the case of Rez15Rez2. We now see
that the above argument still holds forz1 ,z2Pcl(A1ùB2).

Proof of part (ii): We use~11! again and a similar argument like in the proof of part (i ). h

Proof of Theorem 11:Supposeu(z) is an eigenfunction of~10! with eigenvaluelPC, with
Im l5b.0. Sinceu has infinitely many zeros inA1 ~by the paragraph shortly before Theore
11!, certainlyuu8 also has infinitely many zeros inA1 .

Proof of part (i): Suppose that Re(u8ū)>0 for some pointiy0 on the imaginary axis. From
~11! with z(t)5 i t , it follows that

Re~u8ū!u ic
id5bE

c

d

uu~ i t !u2 dt. ~14!

Since b.0, Re(u8ū).0 at every pointiy for y.y0 . Now by Lemma 10, we obtain tha
Re(u8ū).0 at everyx1 iyPA1 for y.y0 and x>0. Thusuu8 does not have any zeros in$z
PA1ùB2

c :Rez>0,Imz.y0%.
The entire functionuu8 does not have infinitely many zeros in any bounded region. Ifuu8 had

infinitely many zeros in A1ùB2
c , then uu8 would have infinitely many zeros in$z

PA1ùB2
c :Rez,0% ~see Fig. 9!. But if uu8 has a zeroz1 in $zPA1ùB2

c :Rez,0%, then by Lemma
12 (i i ), uu8 has no zeros in$zPA1ùB2

c :Rez1<Rez,0%. This requires thatuu8 would have
infinitely many zeros in a bounded region. This is a contradiction. Thusuu8 has infinitely many
zeros inA1ùB2 and at most finitely many zeros inA1ùB2

c .
Conversely, suppose thatuu8 has infinitely many zeros inA1ùB2 and at most finitely many

zeros inA1ùB2
c . Choose a zeroz0 in A1ùB2 . Then it follows from Lemma 10 that Re(u8ū)

.0 at i Im z0 since Rez0,0.
Proof of part (ii): Suppose that Re(u8ū),0 for every point on the imaginary axis. Then b

Lemma 10, Re(u8ū),0 for every point in$zPA1 :Rez<0%. This implies thatuu8 has no zeros in
$zPA1 :Rez<0%. Now since we know thatuu8 has infinitely many zeros inA1 , uu8 must have
infinitely many zeros in$zPA1 :Rez.0%.

Conversely, suppose that Re(u8ū)>0 for some point on the imaginary axis. Thenuu8 would
have at most finitely many zeros in$zPA1 :Rez.0% by the argument as in the proof of part (i ).
This completes the proof. h
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Remark 9:Since the negative imaginary axis is in the middle of a blowing-up Stokes re
~see Fig. 2!, u( iy) blows up asy tends to2`. On the other hand, the positive imaginary axis
a critical ray. We can show thatuu( iy)u2<(const)y23/2 for all y near positive infinity, by Theorem
7.4.4 of Hille.13

Since the right-hand side of~14! approaches1` asc tends to2` ~while d is fixed!, we see
that Re@u8(ic)ū(ic)#,0 for all c near negative infinity. However, the right-hand side of~14! is
convergent asd tends to1` ~while c is fixed!. Thus Re(u8ū) may or may not become positiv
near infinity along the positive imaginary axis.

The next lemma gives some information on the locations of zeros ofu andu8 in Im z,0, if
any exist. There can only be finitely many such zeros ofu, by the paragraph shortly befor
Theorem 11. One can show thatu8 also has at most finitely many zeros in Imz,0. Indeed, using
~12! along each vertical half-line in the Stokes region containing the negative imaginary axis
can show that Im(u8ū)50 at some pointz0 on each vertical half-line in Imz,0 by an argument
similar to that in Remark 9. This with the next lemma implies thatuu8 has at most finitely many
zeros in Imz,0.

Lemma 13: AssumeIm l5b>0. SupposeIm z1<Im z2 and Im(u8ū)50 at z1 , z2 (wherez1

Þz2). Then
(i) z1 ,z2Pcl(A4ùB3)⇒ Im z1,Im z2 and Rez1,Rez2, and
(ii) z1 ,z2Pcl(A4ùB4)⇒ Im z1,Im z2 and Rez1.Rez2.
Proof: We omit the proof because it is very similar to the proof of Lemma 12. We use~12!

instead of~11!, and also make use of Figs. 6 and 7. h

Roughly speaking, then, the zeros move up and to the right in the third quadrant, and
and to the right in the fourth quadrant. This observation supports that whenl is real, zeros ofu in
Im z,0 lie on an arch-shaped curve as in Figs. 5 and 6 of the paper by Benderet al.16

IV. OTHER PROPERTIES OF EIGENFUNCTIONS

In this section, we present a possible way of proving the conjecture that the eigenvaluel of
H52 d2/dz2 2( iz)3 are positive real. Given an eigenfunctionu with eigenvaluel, Theorem 14
below gives a classO of polynomialsp(x,y) which are orthogonal touuu2 in the sense tha
*2`

` p(x,y)uu(x1 iy)u2 dx50 for all y. One can perhaps prove the conjecture as follows. Supp
Im lÞ0; if O is large enough thenuuu2[0, giving a contradiction, so that Iml50.

Let u be an eigenfunction ofH52 d2/dz2 2( iz)3 with eigenvaluel5a1 ib.
Theorem 14: Let O5$polynomialsp(•,•):*2`

` p(x,y)uu(x1 iy)u2 dx50 for ally%. Then:

(i) x323xy22bPO,
(ii) for all m>0,

FIG. 9. The relative positions ofA1ùB2 , A1ùB2
c and the imaginary axis withb.0.
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p̃~x,y!ª
4

m11 S xm15

m15
23y2

xm13

m13
2b

xm12

m12D ~x323y2x2b!2m~m21!xm22

24xm~3x2y2y31a!2
12

m11
yxm12PO,

(iii) if p PO then py12(x323xy22b)*0
xp(t,y)dtPO, and

(iv) if pPO then pxx1pyy112x2yp14(x323xy22b)*0
xpy(t,y)dtPO.

For example the following polynomials are inO:

p3~x,y!5x323xy22b, by ~ i !,

p7~x,y!5x729x5y225x4b118x3y4118x2y2b14x~b223y!,

by applying ~iii ! to p3 and multiplying by 2,

p8~x,y!52x8216x6y227x5b130x4y4125x3y2b15x2~b2212y!110y3210a,

by applying ~ii ! with m50 and multiplying by5
2 ,

p9~x,y!52x9215x7y226x6b127x5y414x3~b2227y!124xy3121x4y2b224xa,

by applying ~ii ! with m51 and multiplying by 6, and

p10~x,y!520x10y2144x8y3255x7yb1252x6y51189x5y3b1x4~21680y2135yb2!

235x3b1x2~420y42420ya!1105xy2b135b22210y,

by applying ~iv! to p8 and multiplying by7
2 .

We do not know whether Theorem 14 generates all the polynomials inO.
Proof of Theorem 14:It is useful to have the following two formulas, which follow from

multiplying ~10! by ū and separating real and imaginary parts:

Im@ux~x1 iy !ū~x1 iy !#x5~x323xy22b!uu~x1 iy !u2 ~15!

and

Re@ux~x1 iy !ū~x1 iy !#x5uuxu21~23x2y1y32a!uuu2. ~16!

Also, it can be shown that the exponential decay ofu and its derivatives at6`1 iy allows us to
differentiate through the integrals that follow.

Proof of part (i): This is clear by integrating~15!, using the zero boundary conditions in th
left- and right-hand Stokes regions.

Proof of part (ii): Supposem is a non-negative integer. Then
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d2

dy2 E
2`

`

xmuuu2 dx5
d

dy E2`

`

xm
]

]y
uuu2 dx

522
d

dy E2`

`

xm Im~uxū!dx

5
2

m11

d

dy E2`

`

xm11 Im~uxū!xdx by integration by parts, ~17!

5
2

m11

d

dy E2`

`

xm11~x323xy22b!uuu2 dx, by ~15!

5
2

m11 E2`

`

@22~xm1423xm12y22bxm11!Im~uxū!26xm12yuuu2#dx

5
2

m11 E2`

`

2S xm15

m15
23y2

xm13

m13
2b

xm12

m12D ~x323xy22b!uuu2 dx

2
12

m11 E2`

`

xm12yuuu2 dx, ~18!

where the last step is by integration by parts and~15!.
Also we have

d2

dy2 E
2`

`

xmuuu2 dx522E
2`

`

xm@Re~uxū!x22uuxu2#dx, by differentiating through~17!;

~19!

522E
2`

`

xm@~23x2y1y32a!uuu22uuxu2#dx, by ~16!; ~20!

52m~m21!E
2`

`

xm22uuu2 dx14E
2`

`

xmuuxu2 dx, ~21!

where the last step is from~19! with integration by parts.
Now use~21! to eliminate*2`

` xmuuxu2 dx from ~20!, and then equate the resulting express
to ~18!. This yields*2`

` p̃(x,y)uuu2 dx50, which is (i i ).
Proof of part (iii): Suppose that*2`

` p(x,y)uuu2 dx50 for all y. Then

05
d

dy E2`

`

p~x,y!uuu2 dx

5E
2`

`

@py~x,y!uuu222p~x,y!Im~uxū!#dx

5E
2`

` Fpy~x,y!uuu212H E
0

x

p~ t,y!dtJ Im~uxū!xGdx, ~22!

by integration by parts. This with~15! gives (i i i ).
Proof of part (iv): Suppose*2`

` p(x,y)uuu2 dx50 for all y. Then we differentiate through
~22! with respect toy again to get
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05E
2`

`

@pyy~x,y!uuu224py~x,y!Im~uxū!22p~x,y!Im~ iuxxū2 i uuxu2!#dx

5E
2`

` Fpyy~x,y!uuu214H E
0

x

py~ t,y!dtJ Im~uxū!x22p~x,y!„Re~uxū!x22uuxu2…Gdx

5E
2`

` Fpyy~x,y!14H E
0

x

py~ t,y!dtJ ~x323xy22b!G uuu2 dx22E
2`

`

p~x,y!@2Re~uxū!x

12~23x2y1y32a!uuu2#dx, by ~15! and ~16!;

5E
2`

` Fpyy~x,y!14H E
0

x

py~ t,y!dtJ ~x323xy22b!24p~x,y!~23x2y1y32a!G uuu2 dx

2E
2`

`

px~x,y!2 Re~uxū!dx.

But (y32a)*2`
` puuu2 dx50, and so applying integration by parts again to the last term g

( iv). h

Corollary 15: Let u(z) be an eigenfunction of (2). Then*2`
` uu(x1 iy)u2 dx is a convex

function.
Proof: This is a consequence of~21! with m50, or it can be proved using the subharmonic

of uuu2. h

V. CONCLUSIONS

Using path integrations, we were able to prove that eigenvalues of~1! lie in the sector
uarglu< p/(2n13) and we extended the result for some more general Hamiltonians. Also
provided zero-free regions of eigenfunctions and their first derivatives, for the potential2( ix)3.
Then finally we had the setO of polynomialsp(x,y) which are orthogonal touuu2 in the sense tha
*2`

` p(x,y)uuu2 dx50 for all y.
In a recent communication with Mezincescu, he pointed out that for the potential2( ix)3, the

formula ~13! with z(t)5y01(t2y0 cosu)eiu together with the harmonic oscillator inequality im
plies a>max0,u,p/10$ubusin 3u15(cos 5u/12)3/5%/cos 3u. This is a slight improvement over ou
estimateuarglu< p/5, and gives an almost sharp lower bound of 1.1258 on the real part of the
eigenvalue for the potential2( ix)3 ~numericallyl1'1.1562 by Benderet al.8!.

In this paper we consider only polynomial potentials with odd degrees. However, a num
other authors have worked on even degree potentials, particularly quartic17,18 and sextic19,20 poly-
nomial potentials. Our techniques in proving Theorems 2 and 3 can be used to obtain inform
on eigenvalues for even degree potentials if both ends of a line passing through the origin
decaying Stokes regions.

Obvious open problems are to narrow the eigenvalue sectors closer to the positive rea
and finally to prove that the eigenvalues are real. Since somePT-symmetric non-Hermitian Hamil-
tonians do not have all real eigenvalues, one might further want to classifyPT-symmetric non-
Hermitian Hamiltonians which do have positive real eigenvalues.
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In this paper we consider symmetry transformations that preserve the first law and
the second law of thermodynamics, as well as the pseudo-Riemannian structure of
the Legendre manifold defined in terms of the second derivative matrix of the
entropy function in extended irreversible thermodynamics. ©2001 American In-
stitute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1368844#

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1973 Hermann1 suggested that equilibrium thermodynamics~ET! might be formulated in
terms of a contact manifoldM with coordinate cover (x,u,y), x5(x1,...,xn), y5(y1 ,...,yn).
This contact manifoldM is equipped with a contact one-formw5du2S i 51

n yi dxi5du2yi dxi

~summation over repeated indices!, where the fundamental equation of states in ET is a Legen
submanifoldL of M. Later, Weinhold2 suggested that the second derivative matrix elements o
total internal energy might be used to define a metric structure on the set of thermodynamic
In 1983 Salamonet al.3 constructed a group of coordinate transformations that preserve the s
ture ofw and the metric structure of Weinhold. In this paper we further generalize and clarif
work of Salamonet al. to extended irreversible thermodynamics~EIT!. First we consider symme
try transformations that preserve the first law and the second law inL. We then generalize thes
results to the contact manifoldM such that the contact structure ofM as well as the pseudometri
structure ofL are preserved. Finally as an illustration of our results, we consider the transfo
tions that carry the entropy surface to the energy surface, the coordinate transformations o
mon et al., and the partial Legendre involutions.

Consider a system of molecules inr components contained in a volumeV, where no chemical
reactions take place. LetE be the total internal energy of the system,Ni the number of particles o
speciesi, F i

a the generalized fluxes such as the mass flux, heat flux, etc.,4 P the hydrostatic
pressure,m i the chemical potential conjugate toNi , andXi

a the generalized potential conjugate
F i

a .4 Here i 51,2,...,r , and a51,2,...,k, represent the order of the tensor variablesF i
a . For

simplicity we denote the set of extensive thermodynamic variables$E,V,Ni ,F i
a : i 51,2,...,r ;a

51,2,...,k% by x5(x1,...,xN), where thexi ’s are the global thermodynamic variables. Thusxi ’s
are differentiable functions of timet. Depending on the nonequilibrium system under consid
ation we can takek as large as necessary so that a sufficient number of the generalized flux
included in the system. To this end we consider an irreversible pathg in the thermodynamic bas
spaceBN with coordinate coverx5(x1,...,xN). Assume thatP, m i , and Xi

a are C1 functions
defined on an open subset ofBN with compact support. Consider an infinitesimal portion of t
irreversible process alongg. Let DW52PDV1m iDNi2Xi

aDF i
a be the infinitesimal change o

work, DQ the net amount of heat exchanged between the system and its surroundings, anDQd

the change of dissipative energy~loss of available energy!. Define the work one form

j52P dV1m idNi2Xi
adF i

a , ~1!

a!Electronic mail: masaoca@yahoo.com
25310022-2488/2001/42(6)/2531/9/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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and the heat one-formV5dE2j. The first law and the second law of thermodynamics can
formulated as5

DE5DW1DQ1DQd , ~2a!

and

V∧dV50, DQd>0, ~2b!

where we have assumed thatDQd is semipositive definite and vanishes only at thermodyna
equilibrium. Notice that the second law formulated in~2b! is equivalent to the Clausius principle5

as well as the Kelvin’s principle.6

By solving the Pfaffian equationV50 under the Frobenius integrability conditionV∧dV
507 ~or Caratheodory’s inaccessibility condition8! we can obtain the generalized Gibbs relatio5

V5T dS5dE1P dV2m i dNi1Xi
a dF i

a , ~3!

whereT is the thermodynamic temperature andS is the entropy function of the system. Letu
5S5 f (x) be the integral surface of the Pfaffian equationV50 under the integrability condition
~2b!. Denotey5(T21,PT21,2m iT

21,Xi
aT21)5(y1 ,...,yN). As a consequence of the Gibbs r

lation we haveyi5] i f . Thus the entropy surfaceu5 f (x) can be used to define the one gra
space

L5H ~x,u,y!Uu5 f ~x!,yi5
] f

]xi 5] i f J . ~4!

In Sec. II we consider symmetry transformations that preserve the Pfaffian equation to
with the integrability condition~2b!.

II. SYMMETRY TRANSFORMATIONS PRESERVING THE FIRST LAW AND THE
SECOND LAW

The change of dissipative energyDQd depends on the irreversible process under consi
ation. Based on the expression ofQd in local theory of EIT,Qd cannot be expressed as a functi
of x alone inBN .5 From a physical point of view the semipositive definite property ofDQd must
be invariant under symmetry transformations that preserve the Pfaffian equationV50 together
with the integrability condition~2b!. Otherwise it leads to violation of the second law. On t
other hand, symmetry transformations preserving the structure of the Pfaffian equation to
with condition ~2b! are equivalent to the invariance of the integral surfaceu5S5 f (x) with the
contact condition du5yi dxi . Therefore the invariance of the first law and the second law
equivalent to the invariance of the integral surfaceu5 f (x) together with the contact conditio
du5yi dxi .

Let BN* be a replica ofBN with coordinate coverx* . Let U andU* be open subsets ofBN

3R and BN* 3R, respectively. Consider the transformationsw:(x,u)PU→(x* ,u* )PU* given
by

x* 5F~x,u!, F5~F1,...,FN!

~5!
u* 5G~x,u!,

wherew is a one-to-one~1–1! and onto mapping fromU onto U* , andF, G are C1 functions
defined onU. Further, we assume that the matrixA with matrix elementsD jF

i5] jF
i1yj]uFi is

nonsingular. Now

du* 2yi* d~x* ! i5~]uG2yi* ]uFi !@du2yi dxi #1@D jG2yi* D jF
i #dxj , ~6!
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it is evident that du* 5yi* d(x* ) i , if and only if,

D jG5yi* ~D jF
i !, or y* 5A21

•DG with DG5F D1G
]

DNG
G . ~7!

Sincew is 1–1 onto, thusu* 5g(x* ) and

yi* 5] i* g5
]

]~x* ! i g.

Let

L* 5$~x* ,u* ,y* !uu* 5g~x* !,yi* 5] i* g%.

ThenwL5L* . Hence the first law and the second law are invariant under the transformatio~5!
if and only if ~7! is satisfied. So farF andG are arbitrary differentiable functions defined onU.
The transformations~5! can be reformulated as

x* 5F~x,u!, u* 5G~x,y!, ~8!

y* 5H~x,u,y!5A21DG.

The second derivative matrixD2u of the entropy functionu5 f (x) is symmetric and nondegen
erate. However, it is not positive definite. ThusD2u can be considered as a nondegenerate te
field of type ~0, 2!. Following Ruppeiner9 we define a pseudometricd2s on L by d2s
5(] i] ju)dxi dxj5gi j dxi dxj5dxi dyi5^dx,dy&, where ^,& denotes scalar product of vectors
RN. The entropy surfaceu5 f (x) becomes a pseudo-Riemannian manifold when it is endo
with the pseudometricd2s. The physical significance ofd2s has been investigated by Salamo
and Berry.10 They showed thatd2s was related to the dissipative availability of energy. On
other hand, Casas-Vazquez and Jou11 have computed the Gaussian curvature of the thermo
namic metric for a nonequilibrium system. They found that the presence of heat flux increas
thermodynamic curvature. In this paper we only concentrate on the geometric aspect
pseudometricd2s.

By ~8! we can obtain

^dx* ,dy* &5$^] jF,]kH&1^] jF,]uH&yk1^]uF,] jH&yk1^]uF,]uH&yjyk%dxj dxk

1^DkF,] jH&dxk dyj . ~9!

Hence^dx* ,dy* &5B(x,u,y)^dx,dy& provided the following conditions are satisfied:

^] jF,]kH&50, ^] jF,]uH&50, j ,k51,2,...,N. ~9a!

^]uF,]kH&50, ^]uF,]uH&50, k51,2,...,N. ~9b!

B~x,u,y!5d jk^D jF,]kH&. ~9c!

As an example we consider the following transformations:

x* 5F~x,u!5~u,x2,...,xN!, u* 5G~x,u!5x1. ~10!

Then du* 5yi* d(x* ) i if and only if y* 5H(x,u,y)5A21DG5(y1
21,2y1

21y2 ,...,2y1
21,yN). We

can easily check that~9a! and ~9b! are satisfied, while~9c! yields B(x,u,y)52y1
2152T. Fur-

thermore we have]uG2yi* (]uFi)52y1
215l. Therefore du* 2yi* d(x* ) i5l~du2yi dxi) and

^dx* ,dy* &5l^dx,dy&.
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We notice that~8! is the transformation from the entropy surfaceu5S5 f (x) to the energy
surfaceu* 5E5g(x* ). Except for the negative sign, the pseudo-Riemannian structures ofL and
L* are ~conformal! equivalent.12 This example cannot be obtained from the work of Salam
et al.

III. CONTACT TRANSFORMATIONS

In this section we generalize the transformations defined onBN3R to the
(2N11)-dimensional contact manifoldM with coordinate cover (x,u,y), wherex, u, yare inde-
pendent variables. Define the one-formv5du2yi dxi in M. For everyxPBN , the vector space

Dx5$vPTxM u^v~x!,v~x!&5v in
i50;v~x!5v i~x!dxi ,v~x!5v i~x!] i%

is called the contact hyperplane toM at x, whereTxM is the tangent bundle toM at x. Since
v∧(dv)NÞ0 andv∧(dv)N1150, the one-formv defines a nondegenerate hyperplane distri
tion x→Dx with Dx as the kernel ofv. This distribution of hyperplanes is called the conta
structure ofM. If l is a function defined onM which does not vanish at any point ofM, thenlv
defines the same contact structure ofM. The differentiable manifoldM equipped with such a
one-form~contact one-form! v is called a contact manifold.13 Notice thatM can be identified with
T* (BN)3R, whereT* (BN) is the cotangent bundle ofBN . On the other hand,M can also be
identified with the one-jet spaceJ1(BN ,R) from BN into R, which is a vector bundle with bas
BN . The fiber atxPBN is R3T* (BN). The jet j x

1f is the pair (f (x),df (x)), and the canonica
projectionp:M→BN is the mappingj x

1f→x. A section ofM is a mappings:BN→M such that
p+s(x)5x for every xPBN . Hence the mappingj 1f :x→ j x

1f defines a section ofM such that
( j 1f )* v50, where (j 1f )* is the pull-back ofj 1f . The image ofBN under j 1f is the one-graph
space

L5$~x,u,y!uu5 f ~x!,yi5] i f %,

which is theN-dimensional Legendre submanifold ofM.
We now consider the 1–1 onto mappingw:M→M* given by

x* 5F~x,u!, u* 5G~x,u!,
~11!

y* 5H~x,u,y!,

whereF, G are arbitrary functions of classC1 defined at every (x,u)PU,U an open subset o
BN3R. Let v* 5du* 2yi* d(x* ) i . By ~10! we have

v* 5@]uG2~]uFi !yi* #v1@D jG2~D jF
i !yi* #dxj .

Setl5]uG2(]uFi)yi* . SinceF andG are arbitrary functions of (x,u), without loss of gener-
ality, we can assume thatl is nowhere vanishing inM. Hencev* 5lv if and only if

D jG5~D jF
i !yi* , or H~x,u,y!5A21

•DG. ~12!

As dv5dl∧v1l dv, the contact ideal14 generated by~v, dv! is invariant underw. By exam-
ining ~5!, ~8!, and ~11!, we notice that~11! is the lift of ~5! from L into M, while ~5! is the
projection of~11! onto L. Hence

L* 5$~x* ,u* ,y* !uu* 5g~x* !,yi* 5] i* g%

is the image ofL underw, wherevuL5v* uL* 50. The first law and the second law are therefo
invariant underw if and only if ~12! is satisfied. Next we calculatêdx* ,dy* &. By ~11! we obtain
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^dx* ,dy* &5$^] jF,]kH&dxj dxk1^] jF,]uH&dxj du1^]uF,]kH&du dxk%

1^]uF,]uH&du du1^]uF,]kH&du dyk%1^] jF,]kH&dxjdyk . ~13!

Since dxi , du, and dyk are independent,̂dx* ,dy* &5B(x,u,y)^dx,dy& if and only if the follow-
ing conditions are satisfied:

^] jF,]kH&50, ^] iF,]uH&50, ~14a!

^]uF,]kH&50, ^]uF,]uH&50, ^]uF,]kH&50, ~14b!

B~x,u,y!5d jk^] jF,]kH& ~14c!

for j ,k51,2,...,N.
Supposê dx* ,dy* &5B(x,u,y)^dx,dy&. Then ^dx* ,dy* &uL* and ^dx,dy&uL are conformal

equivalent pseudometrices onL andL* , respectively. However, the converse is not necessa
true. Comparing~9! and ~13! we observe that~9! is the projection of~13! on L* . Consequently
~14a!–~14c! become~9a!–~9c!, respectively, if we impose the condition

^dx* ,dy* &uL* 5B~x,u,y!uL^dx,dy&uL . ~15!

Therefore the transformations in~11! preserve the contact structure ofM and the pseudometric
structure onL if conditions ~12!, ~14a!, ~9b!, and~9c! are satisfied.

Suppose the transformations in~11! define a one-parameter Lie group of transformations

x* 5F~x,u,e!, u* 5G~x,u,e!, y* 5H~x,u,y,e!. ~16a!

Consider the infinitesimal transformations of~16a!:

~x* ! i5xi1j i~x,u!e10~e2!,

u* 5u1h~x,u!e10~e2!, ~16b!

yi* 5yi1h i~x,u,y!e10~e2!.

To the first order ofe we have the following results:

v* 5$11e]u~h2yij
i !%v1e@D j~h2yij

i !2h j #dxj , ~17a!

^dx* ,dy* &uL* 5^dx,dy&uL1e@D jh i dxi dxj1~D jj
i1] ih j !dxj dyi #uL . ~17b!

Let a5]u(h2yij
i). Thenv* 5(11ea)v if and only if

h j5D j~h2yij
i !. ~18!

On the other hand,̂dx* ,dy* &uL* and ^dx,dy&uL are conformal equivalent pseudometrices if

D jh i uL50 B~x,u,y!uL5d i j ~D jj
i1] ih j !uL . ~19!

Therefore the infinitesimal transformations in~16b! with generator

X5j i~x,u!] i1h~x,u!]u1h i~x,u,y!] i

preserve the contact structure as well as the pseudometric structure if conditions~18! and~19! are
satisfied.
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Next we consider the coordinate transformations that satisfy~12!, ~14a!, ~9b!, and ~9c!. For
simplicity we set] jG5bj (x,u), ]uG5b(x,u), ] jF

i5ai j (x,u), ]uFi5ai(x,u), where we have
abused the notation forai j . Then~12! can be rewritten as

bj~x,u!1b~x,u!yj5yi* @ai j ~x,u!1ai~x,u!yj #. ~20a!

Assume that matrixA with elements (A) i j 5ai j is nonsingular. SinceF and G are arbitraryC1

functions, we can choosebj , b, ai j andai in ~20a! such that~14a! and~9b! are satisfied. To this
end we setai j (x,u)5ai j 5const, ai(x,u)5ai5const. In order to satisfy~14a! we must have
bj (x,u)5bj5const, andb(x,u)5b5const. Thus~20a! becomes

~ai j 1aiyj !yi* 5bj1byj . ~20b!

This equation can be solved foryi* such thatyi* 5Hi(x,u,y)5Hi(y). Thus, by assumption we
have

~x* ! i5Fi~x,u!5aiu1ai j x
j1a i ,a iPR,

u* 5G~x,u!5bu1bjx
j1c,cPR, ~21!

yi* 5Hi~y!.

In the following discussions we consider two special solutions of~21!.
~i! Without loss of generality we setai5a for i 51 andai50 for i>2. Then~20b! becomes

ai j yi* 1ayjy1* 5bj1byj . ~22!

Sincea, b, bj , andai j are arbitrary, we can solve this equation in many different ways, where
simplest solution can be obtained by settingb50, a51, b151, bj50 for j >2, a1 j50 for all j
andai j 5d i j for i , j >2. Theny* 5(y1

21,2y1
21y2 ,...,2y1

21yN). This is exactly what we have in
example 1.

~ii ! We setai50 for all i. Then

Fi~x,u!5ai j x
j1a i , G~x,u!5bu1bjx

j1c.

Equation~20b! becomesai j yi* 5bj1byj , which has the solution

yi* 5@~AT!21# i j ~bj1byj !. ~23!

Notice that

F~x,u!5A~x1a!, a5~a1,...,aN!,

G~x,u!5bu1bjx
j1c,

H~x,u,y!5~AT!21~by1r !, r 5~b1 ,...bN!

are the coordinate transformations considered by Salamonet al.

IV. FURTHER GENERALIZATIONS

In order to consider partial Legendre involutions15 we generalize~11! as follows:

x* 5F~x,u,y!, u* 5G~x,u,y!, y* 5H~x,u,y!, ~24!

whereF, G, H are functions of classC1 defined inM. Thus
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v* 5@]uG2~]uFi !yi* #v1@D jG2~D jF
i !yi* #dxj1@] jG2~] jFi !yi* #dyj . ~25!

Let l5]uG2(]uFi)yi* . Thenv* 5lv if and only if

D jG5~D jF
i !yi* , ~26a!

] iG5~] jFi !yi* . ~26b!

Furthermore, as an extension of~14a!–~14c! we obtain^dx* ,dy* &5B(x,u,y)^dx,dy& if and only
if the following conditions are satisfied:

^] jF,]kH&50, ^] jF,]uH&50, ~27a!

^]uF,]kH&50, ^]uF,]uH&50, ^]uF,]kH&50, ~27b!

^] jF,]kH&50, ^] jF,]uH&50 ~27c!

and

B~x,u,y!5d jk@^] jF,]kH&1^] jF,]kH&#. ~27d!

It should be noted that~26a! and~26b! are complementary conditions. By examining~27a!–~27c!
we conclude that bothFi andHi are independent ofu. For simplicity we assume

Fi~x,u!5(
j 51

N

~ai j x
j1bi j y j !1a i . ~28a!

This implies thatG can be written as

G5au1c(
i 51

N

xiyi1d. ~28b!

By ~26a! and ~26b! we obtain

cxj5(
i 51

N

bi j yi* , ~29a!

~a1c!yj5(
i 51

N

ai j yi* . ~29b!

We now solve~29a! and ~29b! for yi* . Since^] jF,]kH&5^] jF,]kH&50, without loss of gener-
ality we choosebi j andai j such that

(
i 51

N

bi j yi* 5H cxj , j <m

0, i , j >m11,
~30a!

(
i 51

N

ai j yi* 5H 0, i , j <m

~a1c!yj , i , j >m11.
~30b!

In order to obtain a unique solution foryi* , both matricesA and B must be nonsingular with
matrix elements (A) i j 5ai j and (B) i j 5bi j . Thus A is (N2m) by (N2m) and B is m by m.
Furthermore,a52c so that the sum in~28b! is restricted toi<m. Consequently~30a! and~30b!
yield the following solution foryi* :
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yi* 5H 2a@~BT!21# i j x
j , i , j <m

a21@~AT!21# i j y j , i , j >m11.
~31!

By ~28a! and ~31! we finally obtain

^dx* ,dy* &52aH (
i 51

m

dxi dyi2a22 (
i 5m11

N

dxi dyiJ . ~32!

Hence ^dx* ,dy* &uL* is a pseudo-Riemannian metric with signature (m,N2m) if a521. To
summarize, the following transformations

~x* ! i5Fi~x,u!55 (
j 51

m

bi j y j1a i , i<m

(
j 5m11

N

ai j x
j1a i , i>m11,

~33a!

u* 5G~x,u,y!52u1(
i 51

m

xiyi1d, ~33b!

yi* 5Hi~x,y!55 (
j 51

m

@~BT!21# i j x
j , i<m

2 (
j 5m11

N

@~AT!21# i j y j , i>m11

~33c!

preserve the contact structure inM and the pseudometric structure inL. It is interesting to note
that the Legendre involution

x* 5~y1 ,...,ym ,xm11,...,xN!,

u* 52u1(
i 51

m

xiyi ,

y* 5~x1,...,xm,2ym11 ,...,2yN!

is a special example of~33a!–~33c!.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we consider symmetry transformations that preserve the first law and the s
law of thermodynamics. These symmetry transformations form a group of contact transform
on a contact manifoldM, where the entropy surface~or energy surface! is a Legendre submanifold
L of the contact manifoldM. These contact transformations depend onN11 arbitrary differen-
tiable functionsF5(F1,...,FN) andG @or j5(j1,...,jN) andh#. Under some specific condition
on F andG ~j andh! we show that these contact transformations preserve the contact struct
M as well as the pseudometric structure ofL defined by the second derivative matrix of th
entropy function~or the energy function!. Finally, as an illustration of our results, we consid
three examples, the transformations between the entropy surface and the energy surface, th
of coordinate transformations by Salamonet al., and the partial Legendre involutions.
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Free energies based on generalized entropies
and H-theorems for nonlinear Fokker–Planck equations
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The relationship between H-theorems and free energies is studied on the basis of
generalized entropies. Two kinds of nonlinear Fokker–Planck equations with dif-
ferent nonlinear diffusion terms that exhibit the power-law-type equilibrium distri-
butions of Tsallis thermostatistics are investigated from the viewpoint of nonequi-
librium free energies and stability analysis of their solutions. Using the generalized
entropies Liapunov functions are constructed to show H-theorems, which ensure
uniqueness of and convergence to the equilibrium distributions of the nonlinear
Fokker–Planck equations. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1367327#

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently Tsallis proposed use of a nonextensive entropy that is obtained by generalizi
Boltzmann entropy and developed generalized thermostatistics.1–3 Tsallis’ thermostatistics, which
is characterized by power-law-type equilibrium probability distributions1–3 unlike Boltzmann sta-
tistics with exponential type distributions and also is closely related with fractal-inspired stat
based on Renyi entropy,4 has aroused great interest in various research areas because
potential applicability in a variety of physical systems. Among them are systems exhibiting L
type anomalous diffusion5 and self-gravitating systems.6 Tsallis’ equilibrium probability distribu-
tions are obtained by maximizing, with respect to probabilities$pi%, the generalized entropiesSq

with a real parameterq representing nonextensivity:1–3,7

Sq5
k~12S i pi

q!

q21
~1!

~k stands for a constant corresponding to the Boltzmann constantkB in the limit q→1! under the
constraints of normalization of a probability distribution( i 51pi51 and conservation of interna
energy.1–3

According to averaging procedures for the energy constraint, Tsallis’ thermostatistics ha
so far classified into three versions or choices.3

In the so-called first choice,1 the energy constraint takes the standard form

(
i 51

pie i5^e&~1! ~2!

with e i representing the energy ofi th state of a system and̂e& (1) a given constant. Solving the
variational problem for the well known MaxEnt principled(Sq2l1( i 51pi2l2( i 51pie i)50 ~l1

andl2 represent Lagrange multipliers! yields the equilibrium distribution of the form

pi
~1!5

1

Zq
~1! @12b~1!~q21!e i #

1/~q21!, ~3!
25400022-2488/2001/42(6)/2540/14/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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whereZq
(1) stands for the normalization constant~i.e., partition function! and b (1) the Lagrange

multiplier related constant.
In the second choice,1,2 the energy constraint is given by

(
i 51

pi
qe i5^e&~2! ~4!

and the corresponding MaxEnt principle yields the equilibrium distribution

pi
~2!5

1

Zq
~2! @12b~2!~12q!e i #

1/~12q!, ~5!

whereb (2) represents a constant that is proportional to the Lagrange multiplier associated
energy constraint~4! andZq

(2) normalization constant.
In the third choice,3 one adopts

S i 51pi
qe i

( i 51pi
q 5^e&q ~6!

as an energy constraint to have the equilibrium distribution

pi5
1

Zq
F12

b~12q!

C~q!
~e i2^e&q!G1/~12q!

~7!

with

C~q!5(
i 51

pi
q , ~8!

Zq5(
i 51

F12
b~12q!

C~q!
~e i2^e&q!G1/~12q!

, ~9!

^e&q5(
i 51

pi
q

C~q!
e i , ~10!

whereb represents a constant that is proportional to the Lagrange multiplier associated
energy constraint~6! andZq normalization constant.

Most of the papers published so far have concerned formal arguments on equilibrium
erties of the novel statistics. The nature and physical implications of the nonextensive gene
entropies of Tsallis~hereafter referred to as Tsallis entropy! are still far less understood. The stud
of dynamical aspects of the Tsallis entropies is considered to be useful to get deeper insigh
its physical meaning.

The Tsallis entropies themselves are known to play a Liapunov function of a certain ty
nonlinear diffusion equations8 that exhibit super or subdiffusion phenomena.9–12 Recently a non-
linear Fokker–Planck equation~NFPE! that is obtained by adding a linear streaming term ba
on the introduction of a quadratic potential to the above mentioned nonlinear diffusion equ
has been proposed by Plastino and Plastino13 to investigate dynamical behaviors of the tempo
solutions. They showed that the equilibrium probability distributions of Tsallis can be given
fixed-point-type solution of the nonlinear Fokker–Planck equation and that a special vers
H-theorem holds with the entropy chosen as an H-functional: the Tsallis entropy itself beco
Liapunov functional of the NFPE. A microscopic derivation of the NFPE was studied
Borland14 and also by Kaniadakis and Lapenta,15 who investigated the relationships between t
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linear Fokker–Planck equation, the NFPE with a quadratic potential, and the nonlinear p
media equation exhibiting the same equilibrium probability distribution of Tsallis’ thermostati
to show their equivalence.

An H-theorem is well known to be quite useful to ensure convergence to equilibrium p
ability distribution~s! of any temporal solution of a master equation.16–23 The H-function~func-
tional! associated with an H-theorem usually takes the form of difference of nonequilibrium
energies between two states of a system23 as in the case of the Kullback Leibler divergence24 or
relative entropy for standard linear Markovian master equations.

Previously I proposed, within the framework of Markovian stochastic processes, gener
relative entropies,23 which are a natural extension of the relative entropy of Boltzmann statis
together with generalized nonequilibrium free energies based on the Tsallis entropies. The
alized relative entropiesHq($pi%,$gi%) defined as a function of two arbitrary probabilities$pi% and
$gi% (pi.0,gi.0), which were also proposed independently by Tsallis,25 are given by

Hq~$pi%,$gi%!5
1

~q21! F(
i 51

pi S pi

gi
D q21

21G . ~11!

I showed that an H-theorem holds for an arbitrary linear master equation, when the ge
ized relative entropies are chosen as its H-function~see also Ref. 26!:

d

dt
Hq~$pi~ t !%,$gi~ t !%!#0 for q.0, qÞ1

~12!
d

dt
Hq~$pi~ t !%,$gi~ t !%!>0 for q,0,

where the two probabilities$pi(t)% and$gi(t)% are assumed to obey a given linear master equa
of a Markovian dynamics.

The generalized nonequilibrium free energies that were studied in Ref. 23 in connection
the above mentioned generalized relative entropies, however, have a drawback that they
physically make sense, since the construction of them is based on the second choice of
statistics, where the average of unity differs from unity.2,3 I also note here that in the generalize
relative entropy~11! as an H-function of the H-theorem of Ref. 23, the equilibrium probabi
distribution~when dealing with the case of$gi%5$gi

eq%! exhibited by a given linear master equ
tion need not be the Tsallis distribution. Although such an H-theorem with an H-function
makes sense for an arbitrarily given linear master equation will be useful in some engin
problems where the generalized relative entropies, if chosen as a target function of a
computational task, may improve efficiencies of computations involved, it will not be helpfu
understanding underlying concepts or physical meaning of the Tsallis entropies as well as
statistics.

I would like to be concerned with finding free energies appropriately defined based o
Tsallis entropies that play the role of a Liapunov function exclusively for such a master equ
as exhibiting equilibrium probability distributions of Tsallis’ thermostatistics~3!, ~5!, or ~7!. I
consider the NFPE of Plastino and Plastino13 to be a nice candidate for dealing with dynamic
behaviors of its solution in terms of an H-theorem. An example of free energy as a Liap
functional of a nonlinear master equation was studied previously by the author27 for a different
type of NFPE, which exhibits mean field-type phase transitions.27,28

The aims of this article are twofold. First, I want to show that NFPE studied in Ref. 13, w
exhibits the Tsallis distribution of the first choice as a fixed point solution, has a Liap
functional taking the form of free energy involving the Tsallis entropies and an H-theorem h
Second, I want to extend the above-mentioned H-theorem so as to adapt to the case with t
choice of Tsallis statistics,3 where the escort probability3,29 manifests itself and the generalize
entropies expressed in terms of the escort probability take a modified form.
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In the following section I define a free energy based on the Tsallis entropy for the sy
described by the NFPE of Ref. 13 to show that the free energy functional is bounded from
and it decreases monotonically with time~H-theorem!, provided that 0,q,1 with the natural
boundary condition imposed. In Sec. III, I propose another kind of NFPE that has a fixed-
type solution associated with the Tsallis equilibrium distribution of the third choice and cons
a free energy using a modified Tsallis entropy that is expressed in terms of the escort prob
With this free energy functional being chosen as a Liapunov functional I show an H-theore
hold, provided that 0,1/q,1 with the natural boundary condition imposed. A brief summary a
discussion is given in Sec. IV. A preliminary result of the present work was reported in
workshop proceedings of the 5th International Workshop on Similarity and Diversity.

II. H-THEOREM FOR A NONLINEAR FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION AND THE
GENERALIZED ENTROPY

The nonlinear Fokker-Planck equation~NFPE! we deal with in this section reads

]p

]t
52

]

]x
~A~x!p!1D

]2

]x2 pq, ~13!

whereq is a real number,D a positive constant, andA(x) an arbitrary function. This equation wa
studied previously for the temporal behavior of its time dependent solutionp(t,x) ~Refs. 13, 30,
and 31! and for a microscopic derivation of the NFPE itself.14,15 Introducing the probability
currentj,

j 5A~x!p2D
]

]x
pq, ~14!

one can transform the NFPE into the equation describing the conservation law of probabil

]p

]t
1

] j

]x
50. ~15!

Indeed, with the natural boundary condition of the present system,

p~ t,6`!50,
]pq

]x
~ t,6`!50, ~16!

it follows

d

dt E2`

`

pdx5 j ~ t,2`!2 j ~ t,`!50. ~17!

Since]p/]t50 implies j 50, the equilibrium distributionPeq(x) satisfies

A~x!5qDpq22
]p

]x
. ~18!

Integrating this equation yields

pq215
2~q21!f~x!

Dq
1~Dqb!21 ~19!

with

f~x!52Ex

A~x!dx, ~20!
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where the integration constant is set to be (Dqb)21.
Whenf(x)→` asuxu→`, Eq. ~19! implies 0,q,1, becausePeq

q21.0. Then it follows that
Peq→0(uxu→`). Assuming that 0,q,1 and f(x)'uxum with m.0(uxu→`), one also has
]Peq

q /]x'uxumq/(q21)21→0(uxu→`). In what follows we deal with the relevant case with 0,q
,1, where the natural boundary condition~16! makes sense.

We now see that the equilibrium distribution takes the form that appears in Tsallis statist
a result of optimizing the generalized entropy under the constraints called the first choice:1,13

Peq~x!5@~Dqb!21~12b~q21!f~x!!#1/~q21!, ~21!

whereb is determined by normalization ofPeq(x). We note thatb uniquely exists withb.0
when the potential is bounded from below:f(x).'d. Defining the partition functionZ(1) as

Z~1!5E
2`

`

~12b~q21!f~x!!1/~q21!dx, ~22!

one has

b5
Z~1!q21

Dq
~23!

with the above equilibrium distribution being rewritten as

Peq~x!5
1

Z~1! F12
Z~1!q21~q21!f~x!

Dq G1/~q21!

. ~24!

We proceed to define a Liapunov functional taking the form of a free energy based on T
entropy as

F[U2
D

k
S ~25!

with

U[E fpdx, S[
k

q21 F12E pqdxG , ~26!

where integrability for each quantity is assumed. WhenP5Peq andf(x)'uxum ~for largeuxu!, the
condition of integrability becomes 1/(m11),q,1.

A. Boundedness from below

The Liapunov functionalF satisfies the following inequality:

F~p~• !!>F~Peq~• !!, 0,q,1. ~27!

Proof: First we note thatf(x) can be expressed in terms ofPeq(x) as

f~x!5
DqbPeq

q2121

~12q!b
, ~28!

which follows from Eq.~21!. ThenF is rewritten as

F~p~• !!5E fpdx2
D

q21 F12E pqdxG5 D

q21 E ~pq2qpPeq
q21!dx1

1

q21 S 1

b
2D D

~29!
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with

F~Peq~• !!52DE Peq
q dx1

1

q21 S 1

b
2D D . ~30!

Then one has

F~p~• !!2F~Peq~• !!5
D

q21 E ~pq2qpPeq
q211~q21!Peq

q !dx. ~31!

Since

Pq2qpPeq
q211~q21!Peq

q 5Peq
q ~yq2qy1q21!>0, q.1, q,0,

<0, 0,q,1, ~32!

with y[p/Peq, it follows that for 0,q,1 one hasF(p(•))>F(Peq(•)).

B. H-theorem

An H-theorem with the Liapunov functional~i.e., H-functional! defined earlier holds for 0
,q,1:

dF

dt
<0. ~33!

Proof: DifferentiatingF with respect tot one obtains

dF

dt
5E S f1

Dq

q21
pq21D F2

]

]x
~2fx~x!p!1D

]2

]x2 pqGdx

52E fx
2pdx12DE fxxp

qdx2D2q2E p2q23S ]p

]x D 2

dx, ~34!

where integration by parts was used. We assume the existence of each integral on the rhs
~34!:

E p2q23S ]p

]x D 2

dx,`, E pPeq
2q24S ]Peq

]x D 2

dx,`. ~35!

Using ~28!, dF/dt is further rewritten as

dF

dt
5E FB1S ]p

]x D 2

1B2

]p

]x

]Peq

]x
1B3S ]Peq

]x D 2Gdx, ~36!

where

B152D2q2p2q23, B252D2q2pq21Peq
q22,

~37!
B352D2q2pPeq

2q24.

Then it follows that

dF

dt
52D2q2E pS pq22

]p

]x
2Peq

q22 ]Peq

]x D 2

dx52
D2q2

~q21!2 E pF ]

]x
~pq212Peq

q21!G2

dx<0.

~38!
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We see that equality is implied bypq212Peq
q215c(const). It can easily be shown tha

dF/dt50 is attained, if and only ifp5Peq(c50): noting that, withc̃ representing some constan

pq215Peq
q211c5~Dqb!21~ c̃2b~q21!f~x!! ~39!

andb.0, q,1, andf(x).'d(const), we see thatp(x; c̃) is a monotonically decreasing functio
of c̃. With the normalization condition*p(x; c̃)dx51, it follows p5Peq. When 0,q,1, in-
equality ~33! together with~27! implies that the equilibrium distribution~21! is the unique equi-
librium solution of the NFPE~13! and that the free energy~25! continues to decrease until
approachesF(Peq(•)).

III. ANOTHER H-THEOREM BASED ON THE MODIFIED GENERALIZED ENTROPIES

In this section I propose another kind of NFPE to study an H-theorem based on the mo
generalized entropies that arise within the framework of Tsallis statistics of the third choice

A. Escort probability and modified generalized entropy in Tsallis statistics of third
choice

Since it follows from the equilibrium probability distribution in Tsallis statistics of the th
choice~7! that

(
i 51

pi
q

C~q!
pi

12qZq
12q5(

i 51

pi
q

C~q! F12
b~12q!

C~q!
~e i2^e&q!G51, ~40!

one has

C~q!5Zq
12q . ~41!

We note that theb used in this section should be independent of theb used in Sec. II. Then
the equilibrium distribution~7! can be rewritten as

pi5C~q!1/~q21!F12
b~12q!

C~q!
~e i2^e&q!G1/~12q!

, ~42!

where the parametersC(q) and ^e&q are determined by~8! and ~10!.
In general, the escort probability3,29 is defined as

p̃i5
pi

q

C~q!
. ~43!

Then the equilibrium distribution~42! can be rewritten as

p̃i5C~q!1/~q21!F12
b~12q!

C~q!
~e i2^e&q!Gq/~12q!

. ~44!

Introducing

Q5
1

q
~45!

and noting

C~q!5(
i 51

pi
q5(

i 51
S p̃i

1/q

S i 51p̃i
1/qD q

5
1

~S i 51p̃i
1/q!q (

i 51
p̃i5S (

i 51
p̃i

1/qD 2q

, ~46!
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we define

C̃~Q!5S (
i 51

p̃i
QD 21/Q

, ~47!

to have

C̃~Q!5C~q!. ~48!

Then the escort probability~43! can be rewritten as

p̃i5C̃~Q!Q/~12Q!F12
b~Q21!

C̃~Q!Q
~e i2^e&!G1/~Q21!

~49!

with ^e&5S i 51p̃ie i . The introduction ofQ ~45! together with considering the escort probabili
~49! make the theoretical treatment presented below quite smart.

Note that Tsallis entropySq can be rewritten in terms of$ p̃i% as

Sq5
12S i pi

q

q21
5

12C~q!

q21
5

12C̃~Q!

q21
5

12~S i 51p̃i
Q!21/Q

~1/Q!21
5S̃Q , ~50!

where we have defined the transformed entropyS̃Q that takes a modified form of generalize
entropy as a function of$ p̃i%.

B. Nonlinear Fokker–Planck equation with nonlocal diffusion coefficient

We propose a nonlinear Fokker–Planck equation that will turn out to be closely relat
Tsallis statistics of the third choice:3

]p

]t
52

]

]x
~A~x!p!1

1

b S E pQ dxD 2~Q11!/Q ]2

]x2 pQ, ~51!

whereb is a positive constant and the coefficient of the diffusion term is a time varying non
quantity instead of a constantD of the NFPE of Sec. II. Introducing the probability currentj,

j 5A~x!p2Dp~Q!
]

]x
pQ ~52!

with

Dp~Q!5
1

b
C̃~Q!Q11, ~53!

C̃~Q!5S E pQdxD 21/Q

, ~54!

one can transform the NFPE~51! into the equation describing the conservation law of probabil

]p

]t
1

] j

]x
50,

which implies, as in the previous section, (d/dt)*2`
` pdx5 j (t,2`)2 j (t,`)50 when the natural

boundary conditionp(t,6`)50, (]pQ/]x)(t,6`)50 is imposed.
Since]p/]t50 implies j 50, one has
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A~x!5QDpeq
~Q!Peq

Q22 ]Peq

]x
. ~55!

Integrating this equation yields

Peq
Q215

2~Q21!~f~x!2^f~x!&!

Dpeq
~Q!Q

1u ~56!

with f(x)52*xA(x)dx,

^f~x!&5E f~x!peqdx, ~57!

where the integration constant is set to be (Q21)^f(x)&/Dpeq
(Q)Q1u.

The u is a constant which will be identified later. Since it follows from Eq.~56! that

E Peq
Qdx5u, ~58!

one has

u5C̃0~Q!2Q ~59!

with

C̃0~Q!5S E Peq
QdxD 21/Q

. ~60!

We now see that the equilibrium distribution takes the form of the escort probability
appears in Tsallis statistics of the third choice Eq.~49!:

Peq~x!5C̃0~Q!2Q/~Q21!F12
b~Q21!

C̃0~Q!Q
~f~x!2^f&!G 1/~Q21!

, ~61!

where^f(x)& andC̃0(Q) are determined by Eq.~57! and normalization ofPeq(x). The existence
of the equilibrium probability distributionPeq(x) with the self-consistently determined^f& andC̃0

can be confirmed in the course of our analysis. Defining the partition functionZ̃Q as

Z̃Q5E
2`

` F12
b~Q21!

C̃0~Q!Q
~f~x!2^f&!G 1/~Q21!

dx, ~62!

one can rewrite the above equilibrium distribution as

Peq~x!5
1

Z̃Q

F 12
Z̃Q

Q21~Q21!

C̃0~Q!Q11Q1/b
~f~x!2^f&!G 1~Q21!

. ~63!

Note that as far as equilibrium distributions are concerned, (1/b)C̃0(Q)Q11 corresponds toD
of the NFPE~13!. We then find that the above expression of the equilibrium distribution~63! takes
a form similar to the Tsallis equilibrium distribution of the first choice~24! exhibited by the NFPE
of Sec. II except for the appearance of^f&.
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C. Free energy and H-theorem

We define a Liapunov functional taking the form of a free energy based on the mod
Tsalliis entropy~50! as

F[U2
1

b
S̃ ~64!

with

U[E fpdx, S̃[
1

1/Q21 F12S E pQdxD 21/QG . ~65!

Assuming the existence of the equilibrium distributionPeq(x) for the sake of simplicity, we show
that the Liapunov functionalF satisfies the following inequality:

F~p~• !!>F~Peq~• !! ~0,Q,1!. ~66!

Proof: First we note thatf can be expressed in terms ofPeq as

f5^f&1
C̃0~Q!Q~12C̃0~Q!QPeq

Q21!

~Q21!b
, ~67!

which follows from Eq.~56!. ThenF(p(•)) is rewritten as

F~p~• !!5E fpdx2
1

b~1/Q21!
F12S E pQdxD 21/QG

5^f&2
C̃0~Q!Q11Q

b~Q21!
E pPeq

Q21dx2
Q

b~Q21!
S E pQdxD 21/Q

1
Q~C̃0~Q!11!

b~Q21!

~68!

with

F~Peq~• !!5^f&1
Q~12C̃0~Q!!

b~Q21!
. ~69!

Then one has

F~p~• !!2F~Peq~• !!5
Q

b~Q21!
F2C̃0~Q!2C̃~Q!2C̃0~Q!Q11E pPeq

Q21dxG . ~70!

Using a Hölder inequality one has

F E ~Peq
~Q21!/bp1/b!bdxG1/bF E ~Peq

Q/b8!b8dxG1/b8
>E p1/bdx ~71!

with b51/Q, b851/(12Q) (1/b11/b851).
Accordingly it follows that

E Peq
Q21pdxF E Peq

QdxG ~12Q!/Q

>S E pQdxD 1/Q

. ~72!

Substituting this into Eq.~70! one obtains inequality~66! implying thatF(p(•)) is bounded
from below:
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F~p~• !!2F~Peq~• !!>
Q

b~12Q!
@22C̃0~Q!1C̃~Q!1C̃0~Q!2C̃~Q!21#

5
Q

b~12Q!
~C̃0~Q!2C̃~Q!!2C̃~Q!21>0. ~73!

It is worth noting that the result thatF(p(•)) is bounded from below can be obtained witho
assuming the existence of the equilibrium probability distributionPeq(x), which requires the
self-consistent determining of^f& andC̃0 in Eq. ~61!. In the above proof we have essentially us
Eq. ~67! to representf(x) in terms of a function that suffices to satisfy]p/]t50 in Eq. ~51!
alone. Then also note that time independent terms inF(p(•)) has no contribution to the bound
edness of theF(p(•)).

Assuming again the existence of the equilibrium distributionPeq(x) for the sake of simplicity,
we can show that an H-theorem with the H-functional given by the Liapunov functional~64! holds
for 0,Q,1:

H-Theorem:

dF

dt
<0. ~74!

Proof: DifferentiatingF with respect tot one obtains

dF

dt
5E S f2

C̃~Q!Q11

b~1/Q21!
pQ21D ]p

]t
dx

5E S f2
C̃~Q!Q11

b~1/Q21!
pQ21D F2

]

]x
~2fx~x!p!1

1

b
C̃~Q!Q11

]2

]x2 pQGdx

52E fx
2pdx2

2

b
QC̃~Q!Q11E fxp

Q21
]p

]x
dx2

Q2

b2 C̃~Q!2Q12E p2Q23S ]p

]x D 2

dx,

~75!

where integration by parts was used. Noting

fx52
Q

b
C̃0~Q!Q11Peq

Q22 ]peq

]x
, ~76!

dF/dt is further rewritten as

dF

dt
52

Q2

b2 E pF C̃0~Q!2~Q11!Peq
2~Q22!S ]Peq

]x D 2

22C̃0~Q!Q11C̃~Q!Q11Peq
Q22pQ22

]p

]x

]Peq

]x Gdx

2
Q2

b2 E pC̃~Q!2~Q11!p2~Q22!S ]p

]x D 2

dx

52
Q2

b2 E pF C̃0~Q!Q11Peq
Q22 ]Peq

]x
2C̃~Q!Q11pQ22

]p

]x G2

dx. ~77!

Then it follows that

dF

dt
52

Q2

b2~Q21!2 E pF ]

]x
~C̃~Q!Q11pQ212C̃0~Q!Q11Peq

Q21!G2

dx<0. ~78!

We see that equality is implied by
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C̃~Q!Q11pQ212C̃0~Q!Q11Peq
Q215c~const!. ~79!

We can prove thatdF/dt50 is attained, if and only ifp5Peq (c50) as follows. Multiplying
both hands of Eq.~79! by p and performing integration, one obtains

C̃~Q!2C̃0~Q!Q11E pPeq
Q21dx5c. ~80!

Using inequality~72! one has

E Peq
Q21pdx>S E pQdxD 1/QF E Peq

QdxG2~12Q!/Q

5C̃~Q!21C̃0~Q!12Q. ~81!

Hence it follows from~80! and ~81! that

cC̃~Q!<C̃~Q!22C̃0~Q!2. ~82!

On the other hand, one also obtains, by multiplying both hands of Eq.~79! by Peq and by
performing integration,

C̃~Q!Q11E Peqp
Q21dx2C̃0~Q!5c. ~83!

Noting inequality similar to~72!,

E Peqp
Q21dx>C̃0~Q!21C̃~Q!12Q. ~84!

It follows from ~83! that

cC̃0~Q!>C̃~Q!22C̃0~Q!2. ~85!

Accordingly one has from~82! and ~85!

cC̃0~Q!>C̃~Q!22C̃0~Q!2>cC̃~Q!. ~86!

Now we can see that assumingcÞ0 leads to contradiction. Letc.0. One immediately
obtains from the above inequality

C̃0~Q!>C̃~Q!.0 ~87!

as well as

C̃~Q!22C̃0~Q!2.0 ~88!

which are in contradiction.
Assumingc,0 also leads to contradiction.
Accordingly one has

c50, ~89!

which implies

p5F C̃0~Q!

C̃~Q!
G ~Q11!/~Q21!

Peq. ~90!
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Since bothp and Peq satisfy the normalization condition, it followsp5Peq. This concludes
the proof of the H-theorem.

When 0,Q,1, inequality~74! together with~66! implies that the equilibrium distribution
~61! is the unique equilibrium solution of the NFPE~51!, which is approached for long times from
any initial condition, and that the free energy~64! continues to decrease until it approach
F(Peq(•)).

We here note that inequality~78! together with the equality condition given by Eq.~79! would
hold without the assumption for the existence of the equilibrium distributionPeq(x) that satisfies
the normalization condition: With regard toPeq appearing in Eqs.~78! and~79! it suffices to use
Eq. ~56! or Eq.~76!, which is obtained from the equilibrium condition]p/]t50 of Eq.~51! alone.
Given a functionPeq(x) satisfying Eq.~56!, the equality condition~79! of the H-theorem~74!
implies

pQ215
2~Q21!f~x!

~Q/b!C̃~Q!Q11
1v8, ~91!

where v8 is some constant. Then, noting Eq.~56! the p given by ~91! is seen to satisfy the
equilibrium condition]p/]t50 of Eq. ~51!. Since*p(t,x)dx51 holds for anyt.0 for some
initial condition *p(0,x)dx51, there must existv8 such that thep given by Eq.~91! satisfy
*pdx51. This implies the existence of the legitimate equilibrium distributionPeq(x) given by
Eq. ~61! for the NFPE~51!.

Finally, it is noted that whereas the correspondence betweenD and (1/b)C̃0(Q)Q11 in the
diffusion terms of the two NFPEs~13! and~51! under the equilibrium conditions turns out to ho
with respect to the equilibrium distributions~24! and~63!, it should not be the case dynamicall
Comparing between the expressions of the nonequilibrium free energies~25! and~64!, we see that
1/b in the NFPE~51! simply corresponds toD in the NFPE~13! putting aside the difference of th
definitions of the entropiesS and S̃.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have studied two different types of nonlinear master equations~13! and ~51! taking the
form of nonlinear Fokker–Planck equations exhibiting equilibrium distributions of Tsallis st
tics respectively with the first and third choices. We have proven H-theorems by constru
Liapunov functions that take the form of free energy based on Tsallis entropies. The H-the
in this case ensure uniqueness of as well as convergence to the equilibrium distribution
important to note that although the equilibrium distributions of Tsallis statistics of the third ch
take a form with a self-reference style that must be determined in a self-consistent manne
Eqs.~7!–~10!, no multiple distributions are possible with a single equilibrium distribution be
uniquely determined for a given set of parametersq andb.

When defining the free energy, we incorporated the ordinarily used average of the in
energy exhibiting extensivity instead ofq-averaged internal energy exhibiting nonextensivi
which was used in Tsallis statistics of the second choice2,3 and was also incorporated to constru
a free energy associated with the H-function~11! of the H-theorem~12! for a linear master
equation.23 It is worth noting that when theq-averaged internal energy is used, we can no lon
prove H-theorems for our NFPEs.

In proving the H-theorems of the present systems I have assumed that the support
equilibrium distribution extends to infinity for the sake of simplicity. It is straightforward to pr
that our H-theorems also hold true in the case where the equilibrium distribution has a co
support and a boundary condition analogous to the natural boundary condition~16! is imposed.
For instance, in the case of the NFPE~13! of Sec. II the restriction 0,q,1 can be lifted and the
H-theorem~33! together with inequality~27! can be extended to the case withq.1 where the
equilibrium distribution~21! must be subjected to a high-energy cutoff@the Tsallis cutoff, i.e.,
Peq(x)50 for x satisfying 12b(q21)f(x),0#.
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The present study reveals that understanding physical meaning of Tsallis entropies m
reduced to that of the nonlinear Fokker–Planck equations investigated. Our results have c
the relationship between Tsallis’ thermostatistics of the first and third choices from the view
of dynamical processes. The two choices of Tsallis’ thermostatistics yield similar equilib
distributions similar to each other, when the escort probabilities are considered instead
original probabilities. The dynamics underlying the equilibrium distributions, however, are
erned by different nonlinear evolution equations associated with different entropies. In this r
it might well be understood that Tsallis statistics of the third choice follows from the mod
form of the generalized entropy~50! rather than from using such an unfamiliar averaging pro
dure for the energy constraint as~6! for optimizing the original form of Tsallis entropy~1!.
ParametersD and 1/b, characterizing, respectively, the equilibrium distributions of the first~24!
and third ~63! choices, are given a meaning within the dynamics level, that is, the con
coefficients of the nonlinear diffusion terms of the NFPEs. Furthermore, those parameters p
role of ‘‘temperature’’ in each expression of the free energies.

For more detailed knowledge about the physical meaning of Tsallis entropies, resea
microscopic mechanisms underlying the appearance of the nonlinear diffusion terms of the N
will be required, without introducing phenomenology.
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A simple treatment of the sine-Gordon equation
Shi-Rong Chena) and Nian-Ning Huang
Department of Physics, Wuhan University, Wuhan 430072, People’s Republic of China
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To avoid difficulties due to the complexity of the Lax pair of the sine-Gordon
equation, the orthogonality relations of the squared Jost solutions is derived simply
using the 111 dimensional Green’s theorem. The direct perturbation theory for
sine-Gordon in the laboratory reference is re-developed, correcting some numerical
coefficients in published orthogonality relationships. ©2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1329342#

I. INTRODUCTION

The pioneering work on direct theory for the perturbed sine-Gordon equation by McLau
and Scott1 has deep meaning not only in physical applications but also in mathematical subs
It is the first example of the perturbed nonlinear equation of second derivative in time th
essentially different from that for the perturbed equations involving only first derivative in t
They transformed the linearized equation of second derivative in time to an equivalent eq
just containing the first derivative in time. Then they treated the equation with the idea of the
Green’s function theory for the linear partial differential equations. Since the linearized equ
is very complicated and its potential is often defined by some of its functional properties r
than given explicitly, development of the theory is very laborious.

At that time the perturbation theory based on the inverse scattering transform~IST! was gen-
erally accepted. In order to emphasize the special meaning of the direct perturbation theo
authors1 inclined to avoid using the results of the inverse scattering transform and develope
direct theory based on a particular method of variation with respect to the potential. How
avoiding results of IST is obviously unnecessary. A recent work2,3 on direct perturbation theory
for dark solitons do use the results of IST to construct a rigorous complete set of square
solutions, overcoming the long frustrating difficulty caused by the nonvanishing boundary c
tions.

In Ref. 1, although the authors inclined to avoid using results of IST, a set of squared
solutions was still given in the appendix in which we find one biorthogonality relationship
tains an incorrect numerical coefficient because they can not be verified via explicit express
Jost solutions of the one-kink case. Since a complete set of solutions for the linearized equ
fundamental to the direct perturbation theory, it is reasonable to develop a direct theo
perturbed sine-Gordon equation along a similar procedure for the perturbed NLS equation,2–4 that
is, first, to construct a rigorous complete set of solutions for the linearized equation via resu
the IST.

In this paper work all of these difficulties are overcome by using 111 dimensional Green’s
theorem and the direct theory for the perturbed sine-Gordon equation is exactly develope
simplicity and to emphasize essential points, we are restricted mainly to a single soliton~kink!
case, however, almost all of the formulas can be extended to the multisoliton case.

II. THE PERTURBED EQUATION

For physical applications it is necessary to develop a direct approach to the perturbed
Gordon equation in the laboratory reference in which it takes the form

a!Electronic mail: shrchen@mail.ccnu.edu.cn
25540022-2488/2001/42(6)/2554/13/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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axx2a tt2sina5er @a#, ~1!

wherex, t are the space–time,e is a small parameter, andr @a# is a functional ofa. When e
vanishes,~1! tends to the unperturbed sine-Gordon equation. Since~1! has a second-order deriva
tive in t, the initial condition also is includeda t(x,0), in addition toa(x,0). For example, we
assume

a~x,0!5u~x,0!, a t~x,0!5u t~x,0!, ~2!

whereu(x,t) is usually a soliton solution of the unperturbed sine-Gordon equation.
Soliton solutions of the unperturbed sine-Gordon equation are easily found in the light

coordinates where its Lax pair takes a standard Zakharov–Shabat form. Soliton solutions
laboratory reference can then be obtained by a simple coordinate transformation.5 However, the
initial condition ~2! can not be expressed in the light-cone coordinates, hence the direct app
to the perturbed sine-Gordon was developed in the laboratory reference in the pioneering w
McLaughlin and Scott.1

Suppose

a5ua1eq, ~3!

whereua is the adiabatic solution in the usual sense1,4,6–8andeq is the remaining term of the orde
of e. Substitution of it into~1! yields

$]xx2] tt2cosu%q5R, ~4!

where the operator on the left hand side is called the linearized operator and

R5r @u#2s@u#, s@u#5
1

e
$uxx2u tt2sinu%. ~5!

~4! is of the order ofe, the u in the left hand side and in the termr @u# is the exact soliton
solution whileu in the terms@u# is the adiabatic solution. The initial condition~2! turns to

q~x,0!50, qt~x,0!50. ~6!

To solve~4! with the initial condition~6! by the Green’s function method, we must first fin
solutions of the homogeneous version of~4!, i.e., ~4! with a vanishing right hand side.

III. A SINGLE SOLITON CASE

To explain the essential points of the direct perturbation theory, we take the simplest cas
a single soliton~kink! case as an example. The kink solution of the unperturbed sine-Go
equation is known as1,5

u54 arctaneX, ~7!

where

X52 i @k1~x2x1!1l1t#, ~8!

x1 is a real constant

k5 1
2 ~z2z21!, l5 1

2 ~z1z21!, l22k251, ~9!

z is a spectral parameter2 and z1 lies on the upper imaginary axis of the complexz-plane,z1

5 i uz1u. Substituting the expression of cosu5122 sech2 X obtained from~8! into ~4! we have
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$]xx2] tt2~122 sech2 X!%q5R. ~10!

To construct the Green’s function theory for~10!, we must find all eigenfunctions of th
linearized operator with zero eigenvalue in advance. SupposeC(x,t,z) is one of such solutions
then

$]xx2] tt2~122 sech2 X!%C~x,t,z!50. ~11!

Setting

C~x,t,z!5u~x,t,z!ei (kx1lt), ~12!

where the form of the exponential is chosen to ensure the 111 dimensional Lorentz invariance
~11! becomes

$ i2l] t2 i2k]x1] tt2]xx22 sech2 X%u~x,t,z!50, ~13!

here we have used~9!. We may assumeu(x,t,z) depends ont andx via X, then

] tt2]xx52]XX , i2l] t2 i2k]x5~zz0
211z21z0!]X . ~14!

Hence~13! becomes

$j2]X1jL1]X%u50, ~15!

where

j5
z

z0
, L5]XX12~12tanh2 X!. ~16!

Expandingu(X,z) into a power series ofj whose coefficientsun(X) are functions ofX only, u
5u01ju11j2u21¯ , then equating the coefficients of each power ofj, from ~15! we obtain
recursion equations:

u0X50, u1X5Lu0 , u2X5Lu1 , u3X5Lu22u1X ,... . ~17!

It is easy to solve~17! successively, we finally obtain an eigenfunction of~11!

C~x,t,z!5
ei (kx1lt)

~z2 z̄1!2
~z222zz̄1 tanhX1 z̄1

2!, ~18!

where the constant factor (z2 z̄1)22 is introduced for later convenience. Similarly, another eig
function of ~11! is

F~x,t,z!5
e2 i (kx1lt)

~z2 z̄1!2
~z212zz̄1 tanhX1 z̄1

2!. ~19!

C(x,t,z) andF(x,t,z) are analytic in the upper half plane, but have different asymptotic be
iors

C~x,t,z!→ei (kx1lt),

F~x,t,z!→a~z!2e2 i (kx1lt),
as x→` ~20!

and
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C~x,t,z!→ei (kx1lt),

F~x,t,z!→a~z!2e2 i (kx1lt),
as x→2`, ~21!

where

a~z!5
z2z1

z2 z̄1

. ~22!

Different asymptotic behaviors ofC(x,t,z) andF(x,t,z) show the linear independence betwe
them.

IV. GREEN’S THEOREM

The next step of development is to choose an adequate adjoint function for the eigenfu
of ~11! and to define the corresponding inner product. We now derive a general integral relat
using the 111 dimensional Green’s theorem. Because bothC(x,t,z) and F(x,t,z) are eigen-
functions of~11!, we have

i ] t$F~x,t,z8!C~x,t,z! t2F~x,t,z8! tC~x,t,z!%

5 i ]x$F~x,t,z8!C~x,t,z!x2F~x,t,z8!xC~x,t,z!%. ~23!

Integration upon each side with respect tot andx in a domain ofV wherex runs from2` to `
and t from 0 to t, by Green’s theorem,9 we obtain

i E
2`

`

dx$F~x,t,z8!C~x,t,z! t2F~x,t,z8! tC~x,t,z!%u t50
t5t

5 i E
0

t

dt$F~x,t,z8!C~x,t,z!x2F~x,t,z8!xC~x,t,z!%ux52`
x5` . ~24!

The integrand of the right hand side,A(x,t,z8,z), tends to

A~L,t,z8,z!52a~z8!2~k81k!e2 i (k82k)Le2 i (l82l)t,
~25!

A~2L,t,z8,z!5a~z!2~k81k!ei (k82k)Le2 i (l82l)t,

in the limit of L→`. In ~25!, only the factorse2 i (l82l)t is dependent oft. The integration on the
right hand side of~25! is equal to the integrand divided byi (l2l8), hence we obtain

i E
2`

`

dx$F~x,t,z8!C~x,t,z! t2F~x,t,z8! tC~x,t,z!%5 lim
L→`

1

2 i ~l82l!
B~L.t,z8,z!, ~26!

where

B~L,t,z8,z!5A~L,t,z8,z!2A~2L,t,z8,z!. ~27!

Noticing

l2l85 1
2 ~z2z8!~12z21z821!,

k2k85 1
2 ~z2z8!~11z21z821!, ~28!

andz andz8 should be considered asz1 i0 andz81 i0, we have
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lim
L→`

P
1

2 i ~l82l!
e2 i (k82k)L5

2

~12z22!
pd~z2z8!5

z

k
pd~z2z8!. ~29!

Finally, ~26! becomes

i E
2`

`

dx$F~x,t,z8!C~x,t,z! t2F~x,t,z8! tC~x,t,z!%524pza~z!2d~z2z8!. ~30!

V. THE LINEARIZED OPERATOR WITH THE FIRST DERIVATIVE IN t

Since~4! has a second-order derivative int, in the direct approach it is necessary to transfo
it into an equivalent equation having first-order derivatives int only.1 ~4! is obviously equivalent
to

S i ] t 21

]xx2cosu i ] t
D S q

iqt
D5S 0

RD . ~31!

We can simply write it as

$ i ] t2L%q5R, ~32!

where

L52S 0 21

]xx2~122 sech2 X! 0 D , ~33!

q5S q
iqt

D , R5S 0
RD . ~34!

Now we write ~11! as

$ i ] t2L%C~x,t,z!50, ~35!

where05(0,0)T and

C~x,t,z!5S C~x,t,z!

iC~x,t,z! t
D . ~36!

Taking ~30! into account, we define the adjoint function forC(x,t,z) by

C~x,t,z!A5F~x,t,z!T~2 is2!5~2 iF~x,t,z! t F~x,t,z!!, ~37!

and the inner product by

^C~ t,z8!uC~ t,z!&5E
2`

`

dxC~x,t,z8!AC~x,t,z!. ~38!

~26! and ~30! turn to

^C~ t,z8!uC~ t,z!&5 lim
L→`

1

2 i ~l82l!
B~L,t,z8,z!524pza~z!2d~z2z8!. ~39!

Noticing time-independence of the right hand side of~39!, it is convenient to introduce

C~x,z!5e2 iltC~x,t,z!, C8~x,z!5e2 iltiC~x,t,z! t , ~40!
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namely

C~x,z!5
eikx

~z2 z̄1!2
~z222zz1 tanhX1z1

2!, ~41!

and

C8~x,z!52lC~x,z!1l1

eikx

~z2 z̄1!2
2zz1~12tanh2 X!. ~42!

From ~35! we obtain

$ i ] t2L%C~x,z!5lC~x,z!, ~43!

where

C~x,z!5S C~x,z!

C8~x,z! D . ~44!

Since the right hand side of~39! is independent oft, and involvesd(z2z8), we define the inner
product ofC(x,z) with its adjoint such that

^C~z8!uC~z!&5E
2`

`

dxC~x,z8!AC~x,z!, ~45!

where the adjoint is

C~x,z!A5F~x,z!T~2 is2!5~2F8~x,z!, F~x,z!!. ~46!

We then obtain

^C~z8!uC~z!&5 lim
L→`

1

2 i ~l82l!
B~L,0,z8,z!524pza~z!2d~z2z8!. ~47!

For z5z1 , from ~43! we have

$ i ] t2L%C~x,z1!5l1C~x,z1! ~48!

and

$ i ] t2L%Ċ~x,z1!5l1Ċ~x,z1!1z1
21k1C~x,l1!, ~49!

where

Ċ~x,z1!5
d

dz
C~x,z!uz5z1

. ~50!

But for z5z1 , which is a double zero ofa(z)2, we have

^C~z1!uC~z1!&50. ~51!

From ~47! we have

2 i ~l82l!^C~z8!uC~z!&5B~`,0,z8,z!. ~52!
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Applying an operatord/dz2 to ~52!, then settingz5z85z1 , we obtain

^C~z1!uĊ~z1!&52 i2z1ȧ~z1!2. ~53!

Applying an operator$ d3/dz3 13(d/dz8d2/dz2 % to ~52!, settingz5z85z1 , we obtain

^Ċ~z1!uĊ~z1!&52 i2z1ȧ~z1!ä~z1!2 i2ȧ~z1!2. ~54!

~47!, ~53!, and ~54! are desired orthogonality relations. These agree with the orthogonality
tions published in Ref. 1~after proper normalization of the eigenfunctions!, except for Eq.~54! for
which an incorrect numerical coefficient appears in Ref. 1.

VI. THE EXPANSION OF THE UNITY

Assumeq(x) in ~32! be expanded as

q~x!5
1

2p E
2`

`

dz f ~z!C~x,z!1 f 1C~x,z1!1g1Ċ~x,z1!. ~55!

By using the orthogonality relations, we obtain

f ~z!52
1

2za~z!2 ^C~z!uf&, g15 i
1

2z1ȧ~z1!2 ^C~z1!uf&, ~56!

and

f 15 i
1

2z1ȧ~z1!2 ^Ċ~z1!uf&2 i
1

2z1ȧ~z1!2 H 1

z1
1

ä~z1!

ȧ~z1!J ^C~z1!uf&. ~57!

Substituting them back to~55! yields

d~x2y!52
1

2p E
G
dz

1

2za~z!2 C~x,z!C~y,z!A

1 i
1

2z1ȧ~z1!2 $Ċ~x,z1!C~y,z1!A1C~x,z1!Ċ~y,z1!A%

2 i
1

2z1ȧ~z1!2 H 1

z1
1

ä~z1!

ȧ~z1!J C~x,z1!C~y,z1!A. ~58!

Here, as noted, realz should be considered asz1 i0, the factorz21 in the integrand is replaced b
(z1 i0)21, its polez502 i0 is in the lower half plane. Hence, the integral pathG is along the real
axis from2` to ` and runs above the origin when approaches it. This integral path is denot
G. ~59! is the expansion of the unity.

VII. PROOF OF COMPLETENESS RELATION

To prove~58!, it is necessary to show that the right hand side is equal tod(x2y) by using an
independent approach.C(x,z) andF(x,z) are analytical on the upper half-plane of complexz, as
seen from their explicit expressions~18! and ~19!. It can be shown5 that

2
1

2p E
G
dz

1

2z
B~x,y,z!5d~x2y!, ~59!

where
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B~x,y,z!5S 1
2l D ~2l1!eik(x2y). ~60!

In the case ofx.y, the first term in the right hand side of~58! minus the left hand side of~59!
is

2
1

2p E
G
dz

1

2z H 1

a~z!2 C~x,z!C~y,z!A2B~x,y,z!J . ~61!

In the limit of uzu→`, the integrand of~61! approachesO(uzu21)eik(x2y).
As x.y, a vanishing integral on an upper semicircle with an extremely large radius ca

added to the integral in~61!. Thus the integral in~61! becomes a clockwise contour integral. Th
pole z52 i0, locating on the lower half-plane, lies out of the contour.

Nearz1 , we have

1

a~z!2 5
1

ȧ~z1!2~z2z1!2 2
ä~z1!

ȧ~z1!3~z2z1!
1¯ . ~62!

Evaluating the contour integral, the contribution due toz1 just cancels the second in the right ha
side of ~58!. Hence the right hand side of~58! is indeed equal tod(x2y) whenx>y.

As x<y, we can show

d~x2y!52
1

2p
E

G
dz

1

2zã~z!2
F̃~x,z!F̃~y,z!A

2 i
1

2z̄1a8 ~ z̄1!2
$FP ~x,z̄1!F̃~y,z̄1!A1F̃~x,z̄1!FP ~y,z̄1!A%

1 i
1

2z̄1a8 ~ z̄1!2 H 1

z̄1

1
ä̃~ z̄1!

a8 ~ z̄1!
J C~x,z̄1!C~y,z̄1!A. ~63!

Here

ã~z!5a~z!215
z2 z̄1

z2z1
, ~64!

and

F̃~x,z!5ã~z!2C~x,z!, C̃~x,z!5ã~z!2F~x,z! ~65!

are analytical on the lower half-plane of complexz.
Noting ~64! and ~65!, we can transform~61! into

2
1

2p E
G
dz

1

2z H 1

ã~z!2 F̃~x,z!F̃~y,z!A2B~x,y,z!J . ~66!

Whenx,y, in the limit of uzu→`, the integrand of~66! approachesO(uzu21)eik(x2y). A van-
ishing integral on a lower semicircle with an extremely large radius can be added to the inte
~66!. Thus the integral in~66! becomes an anti-clockwise contour integral. The polez52 i0,
locating on the lower half plane, lies inside of the contour.

As z→2 i0, we haveik→` andeik(x2y)→0, that is, the contribution of this pole vanishe
Near z̄1 , we have
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1

ã~z!2
5

1

a8 ~ z̄1!2~z2 z̄1!2
2

ä̃~ z̄1!

a8 ~ z̄1!3~z2 z̄1!
1¯ . ~67!

Evaluating the contour integral, the contribution due toz̄1 just cancels the second in the right ha
side of ~63!. Hence the right hand side of~63! is indeed equal tod(x2y) whenx>y.

VIII. VERIFICATION IN A SINGLE SOLITON CASE

We have shown~58! for x>y and~63! for x<y. If we can show that the right hand sides
these two equations are equal to each other for arbitraryx andy, then the right hand side of~58!
and that of~63! are equal tod(x2y) in general. From~22!, we have

z1ä~z1!1ȧ~z1!50, z̄1ä̃~ z̄1!1a8 ~ z̄1!50 ~68!

and

i z1ȧ~z1!252 i z̄1a8 ~ z̄1!5
1

4uz1u
. ~69!

Hence, comparing~58! with ~63!, it is necessary to show the following equation for arbitraryx and
y:

Ċ~x,z1!C~y,z1!A1C~x,z1!Ċ~y,z1!A5FP ~x,z̄1!F̃~y,z̄1!A1F̃~x,z̄1!FP ~y,z̄1!A. ~70!

From ~41!, we have

C~x,z1!5F̃~x,z̄1!5h1

1

2
sechXS 1

l1 tanhXD , ~71!

whereh15eik1x12l1t. Similarly, we have

F~x,z1!5C̃~x,z̄1!5h1
21 1

2
sechXS 1

2l1 tanhXD . ~72!

From ~42!, we have

Ċ~x,z1!5FP ~x,z̄1!52h1z1k1

1

2
sechXS 0

1D1h1i z1l1x
1

2
sechXS 1

l1 tanhXD . ~73!

Similarly, we have

Ḟ~x,z1!5CP ~x,z̄1!5h1
21z1k1

1

2
sechXS 0

1D2h1
21i z1l1x

1

2
sechXS 1

2l1 tanhXD . ~74!

Substituting these formula into~70!, we can see the validity of~70!. Therefore,~68! is correct, and
the completeness relation is proved.

IX. SECULARITY CONDITIONS

Substituting the expansion~55! into ~32!, and evaluating the inner products ofC(x,z)A,

C(x,z1)A andĊ(x,z1)A with the resulted equation, respectively, we obtain

24pza~z!2$ igt~z!1l f ~z!%5^C~z!uR&, ~75!
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2 i2z1ȧ~z1!2$ ig1t1l1g1%5^C~z1!uR&, ~76!

and

2 i2z1ȧ~z1!2$ i f 1t1l1f 11z1k1g1%2 i2ȧ~z1!$z1ä~z1!1ȧ~z1!%$ ig1t1l1g1%5^Ċ~z1!uR&.
~77!

Although the initial value ofg1(0) andf 1(0) vanishes, the values ofg1(t) and f 1(t) will grow in
time unless we impose the seculariry condition4,6,7,10–12

^C~z1!uR&50, ^Ċ~z1!uR&50. ~78!

By means of these secularity conditions the adiabatic solution can be determined. That is, th
dependence of the parameters characterizing soliton solution of order ofe can be determined
Then from~75! one can determine the time dependence off (z), because the right hand side h
been found.

X. ADIABATIC TERMS

In the case of a single soliton~kink!, the solution is characterized by two parametersz1

5 i uz1u and the center positionx1 , it is necessary to determine their time dependence of orde
e. We write

X52 ik1z, z5x2 x̂, x̂5x12
l1

k1
t,

d

dt
x̂52

l1

k1
. ~79!

We then have

s@u#52 i2l1t sechX14l1$k1tz2k1x̂t%sechX tanhX, ~80!

wheret5et.
Because of the vanishing of the first component ofR, and the integrands depend onx via z,

the secularity conditions reduce to

E
2`

`

dzF~z,z1!s@u#5E
2`

`

dzF~z,z1!r @u# ~81!

and

E
2`

`

dzḞ~z,z1!s@u#5E
2`

`

dzḞ~z,z1!r @u#. ~82!

Substituting~80!, we obtain

E
2`

`

dzF~z,z1!s@u#52
1

k1
l1t22

l1

k1
2 k1t52S l1

k1
D

t

~83!

and

E
2`

`

dzḞ~z,z1!s@u#52 i z1
21l1

l1

k1
x̂t . ~84!
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XI. VISCOSITY, AN EXAMPLE

Considering a kink under viscosity, the perturbation term is expressed as2ha t , whereh is
the coefficient of viscosity. In this case,h is our small parametere and

r @u#5u t52 i2l1 sechX. ~85!

We then obtain

E
2`

`

dzF~z,z1!r @u#522
l1

k1
~86!

and

E
2`

`

dzḞ~z,z1!r @u#50. ~87!

The secularity conditions up to the order ofe are

2S l1

k1
D

t

522h
l1

k1
, x̂t52

l1

k1
. ~88!

From ~88! we have

lnS l1

k1
D U

0

t

52ht,
l1~ t !

k1~ t !
5

l1~0!

k1~0!
e2ht, ~89!

and

d

dt
x̂52

l1~0!

k1~0!
e2ht, x̂~ t !52

l1~0!

k1~0!

1

h
~12e2ht!1x0 . ~90!

Whenh→0, ~90! tends to the last formula of~79!.

XII. EXTENSION TO MULTISOLITON CASE

Now we discuss the problem of how to extend the above theory to the multisoliton case.
multisoliton case, we must use the inverse scattering transform. The corresponding Lax eq
of the unperturbed sine-Gordon equation are

]xw~x,t,z!5L~x,t,z!w~x,t,z!, ] tw~x,t,z!5M ~x,t,z!w~x,t,z!, ~91!

with

L~x,t,z!5
1

4S 2 i z1 i
1

z
cosu 2$ux2u t%1 i

1

z
sinu

$ux2u t%1 i
1

z
sinu i z2 i

1

z
cosu

D ~92!

and
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M ~x,t,z!5
1

4S i z1 i
1

z
cosu $ux2u t%1 i

1

z
sinu

2$ux2u t%1 i
1

z
sinu 2 i z2 i

1

z
cosu

D . ~93!

The function satisfying two Lax equations is called the full Jost solution.
Under boundary condition

cosu→1, asuxu→`. ~94!

As uxu→`,

L~x,t,z!→2 i 1
2 ks3 , M ~x,t,z!→ i 1

2 ls3 . ~95!

In the inverse scattering transform, the Jost solutionsc(x,z) andw(x,z) are defined only by the
first Lax equation and by the asymptotic behaviors

c~x,z!→S 0
1Dei1/2kx, as x→`,

w~x,z!→S 1
0De2 i 1/2kx, as x→2`. ~96!

By introducing at-dependent factorh(t,z)5e2 i (1/2)lt which is determined by the second La
equation, we obtain the full Jost solutions

c~x,t,z!5h~ t,z!21c~x,t !, w~x,t,z!5h~ t,z!w~x,t !, ~97!

for example.
From Lax equations it can be shown that

$]xx2] tt2cosu%W~x,t,z!50, ~98!

which corresponds to~11! for a single soliton case, whereW5w1
21w2

2, andw5(w1 w2)T is a full
Jost solution. We write

C~x,t,z!5c1~x,t,z!21c2~x,t,z!2, C~x,z!5c1~x,z!21c2~x,z!2, ~99!

and similar expressions forF(x,t,z) andF(x,z). It is obvious that

C~x,t,z!5h~ t,z!22C~x,t !, F~x,t,z!5h~ t,z!2F~x,t !. ~100!

With these squared Jost solutions as solutions of the linearized equation, our previous deri
can be easily extended to multisoliton case, except those in Sec. VIII. It is obvious tha
verification of the completeness in multisoliton case can not be based on the explicit expre
of the squared Jost solutions. It may be shown by using Marchenko equation for the sine-G
equation in the laboratory Ref. 5 which will be discussed elsewhere.

XIII. DISCUSSION

As we have seen, owing to the complexity of the Lax pair of the sine-Gordon equation
orthogonality relations of the squared Jost solutions is not easy to derive. Moreover, deriva
the orthogonality relation by using the 111 dimensional Green’s theorem is suitable for perturb
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nonlinear equations whose unperturbed counterparts are not completely integrable, such
perturbedw4 equation, the perturbed driven sine-Gordon equation,13 and other perturbed relativ
istic nonlinear Klein–Gordon equations.
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On bidirectional fifth-order nonlinear evolution equations,
Lax pairs, and directionally dependent solitary waves
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In this paper, Lax pairs are constructed for two fifth-order nonlinear evolution
equations of ‘‘Boussinesq’’-type which govern wave propagation in two opposite
directions. One of the equations is related to the well-known Sawada–Kotera~SK!
equation and, through its bilinear form, is identified with the Ramani equation. The
second equation—about which very little seems to be known—may be considered
a bidirectional version of the Kaup–Kupershmidt~KK ! equation and is the main
focus of this study. The ‘‘anomalous’’ solitary wave of this latter equation is
derived and is found to possess the remarkable property thatits profile depends on
the direction of propagation. This type of directional dependence would appear to
be quite unusual and, to our knowledge, has not been reported in the literature
before now. By taking an appropriate undirectional~long wave! limit, it is shown
that neither the Ramani, nor the bidirectional Kaup–Kupershmidt~bKK! equation
can be classified as truly ‘‘Boussinesq’’ in character~a distinction that is made
precise in the study!. Recursion formulas are given for generating an infinity of
conserved densities for both equations. These are used to obtain the first few con-
servation laws of the bKK and Ramani equations explicitly; not surprisingly, they
exhibit the same lacunary behavior as their unidirectional counterparts. In conclu-
sion, a canonical interpretation of theN-soliton solution of the bKK equation is
proposed which provides a basis for constructing these anomalous solitons in a
future work. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1354642#

I. INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear partial differential equations~PDEs! that describe wave propagation~in both one
and two spatial dimensions! have been studied extensively since Korteweg and de Vries1 first
proposed their celebrated equation,

ut26uux1u3x50 ~1!

~the subscripts denote partial derivatives!, as a model for small-amplitude gravity waves on sh
low water. The continued interest in the Kortewg–de Vries~KdV! equation~1! stems, in large
measure, from its exact solvability~for suitably restricted initial data! by the inverse scattering
transform~IST!.2,3 The equation is now considered generic among completely integrable equa
that govern the propagation ofunidirectional weakly nonlinear, weakly dispersive waves~both
because of its simple structure and the important roˆle it plays in many different areas of math
ematical physics!.4–9 By virtue of their derivation~from the ‘‘full’’ governing physical equations!,
the plethora of nonlinear PDEs that have been reported over the last thirty years or so desc
the main, wave propagation in asinglespatial direction. Additionally—and quite astonishingly—
significant number of these equations have turned out to becompletely integrable10 and, conse-
quently, possess all the remarkable properties that characterize this very special class of ev
equations.11,12 Chief among these distinguishing properties is the existence of multisoliton

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: allen.parker@newcastle.ac.uk
25670022-2488/2001/42(6)/2567/23/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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tions which describe the ‘‘elastic’’ collisions of mutually interacting solitary waves. Yet—by t
very construction—the KdV and other unidirectional nonlinear evolution equations~NEEs! are
relevant to waves that progress in only one direction, andde factopermit onlyovertakingsolitons.

However, in many physical situations, it is often preferable~and more satisfactory! to have an
equation which allows us to model waves that propagate inoppositedirections. In the context of
soliton theory, the NEE would then admit solutions which represent thehead-oncollisions be-
tween solitary waves, as well as overtaking ones. For modeling small-amplitude shallow
waves, the relevant equation~in 111 dimensions! is the well-known Boussinesq equation13

which, in its familiar normalized form, may be written

utt2uxx13~u2!xx2u4x50. ~2!

We note thatuxx term in Eq.~2! can be removed by a simple translation ofu, though we shall not
do so here. Boussinesq’s equation~singular! should not be confused with the classical Boussin
equations~plural!, a pair of coupled shallow water equations that were first reported by Bo
inesq in Ref. 13, though they too describe both left- and right-traveling waves. Although B
inesq was able to obtain Eq.~2! by simplifying the coupled equations, his derivation is in fa
contradictory and strictly incorrect. A discussion of this paradox and an appreciation o
historical importance of Boussinesq’s somewhat neglected contribution to shallow water
theory can be found in Refs. 14–17. Equation~2! can be derived directly from the underlyin
Euler equations using precisely the same asymptotic assumptions that lead to the KdV E~1!,
except that one allows for propagation in both the positive and negativex directions~see, e.g., Ref.
18!. Remarkably, it turns out that the Boussinesq Eq.~2! is also completely integrable19,20 just like
its unidirectional cousin the KdV Eq.~1!. @Lest this outcome be thought less than remarkable,
as well to recall that the exactly comparable asymptotic derivation of the Boussinesq vers
the two-dimensional KdV or Kadomtsev–Petviashvili~KP! equation yields a bidirectional nonlin
ear wave equation that isnot completely integrable!21# Thus, the Boussinesq equation~2! has all
the special properties that we normally attribute to integrable equations. In particular, its lef
right-running soliton solutions have profiles that are identical to their unidirectional K
counterparts22 and so—and this is the important point—these profiles are thesameregardless of
the direction of propagation@a property that is implicit in Eq.~2!#. In other words, the Boussines
equationis the bidirectional equivalent of the KdV equation: Put more precisely, Eq.~2! subsumes
the KdV equation in the sense that we can recover Eq.~1! and its solutions by restricting to wave
traveling in only one direction~either to the left or right; see Sec. V!.

Bearing in mind the preceding remarks, we now wish to be more precise in our u
terminology. Though we intend the descriptive term Boussinesq to imply that an equat
bidirectional~i.e., supports wave propagation in two opposite directions!, the converse may not b
the case. A NEE may be bidirectional and yet not be strictly Boussinesq in character becau
equation cannot be reduced to a correspondingunidirectional integrable equation~in some suitably
chosen approximation!. In this study, a bidirectional NEE will be deemed to be ofBoussinesq
form if it possesses the following properties:~1! The equation reduces to a completely integra
unidirectional equation when propagation is restricted to one direction;~2! The two reduced
equations—and hence their solutions—that are obtained in the left- and rightward running
are essentially the same. Where~1! and~2! are not satisfied, then we will use the looser desig
tion ‘‘bidirectional’’ to describe the equation. Until now, this subtle but important distinct
seems to have attracted little or no attention; yet, as we shall see, it is of some relevance
fifth-order equations that concern us here.

Before proceeding, a further comment on our use of terminology and notation is necess
the context of this study, we will use the order of theunidirectional equation to fix the ‘‘order’’ of
its bidirectional counterpart. Thus, the Boussinesq equation is taken to bethird-order—the order
of the KdV equation—rather than the fourth-order implied by Eq.~2!. The reason for doing so
becomes clearer when we rewrite Eq.~2! in its nonlocal form
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]x
21utt2ux16uux2u3x50,

which reduces the order by one and makes transparent its connection with the KdV E~1!.
Similarly, the ‘‘fifth-order’’ of the title is intended to preserve the genealogy of the bidirectio
equations with the more familiar fifth-order unidirectional NEEs that form the starting poin
this study.@Here, and in general,]x

21f 5*xf (x8,t)dx8 denotes the indefinite integral off (x,t) with
respect tox ~and contains an arbitrary function oft!. However, if f→0 sufficiently rapidly asx
→2` or 1` ~as, for example, when ‘‘soliton’’ boundary conditions are imposed!, then we intend
]x

21f 5*2`
x f (x8,t)dx8 or 2*x

` f (x8,t)dx8, respectively.#
The foregoing considerations lead us to suspect that we should be able to find a bidire

counterpart of a given unidirectional nonlinear evolution equation, which may or may not
Boussinesq form.~Under our strict definition, Johnson’s 2D bidirectional equation21 would not be
classified as Boussinesq since it is not completely integrable!. One obvious place to look for suc
equations is the classification of integrable equations based on Sato theory and thet-function that
was developed by the Kyoto school.23 Yet it is often far from apparent—particularly from th
standpoint of wave propagation—which, if any, of the equations in an integrable hierarchy w
be the appropriate choice of bidirectional equation~much less identifythe Boussinesq generali
zation!. This lack of transparency stems from the fact that the equations in Ref. 23 are, fo
most part, expressed in Hirota’s bilinear formalism.24 Other than the more easily recognizab
equations of lower-order, the bilinear equations in Ref. 23 are far removed from any ob
physical interpretation~which, at the very least, would require knowledge of the ‘‘correct’’ tran
formation from thet-function to the dependent physical variable!. A further complication may
arise where the equation being sought happens to be a reduction of one of the bilinear forms
Nevertheless, the Jimbo–Miwa23 scheme is thought to provide a broad classification of integra
systems and, as we shall see, can be helpful in identifying a NEE that has been obtained b
means.

Now, two important unidirectional NEEs that have been studied extensively over the las
decades are the Sawada–Kotera~SK! ~or Caudrey–Dodd–Gibbon! equation25,26

ut145u2ux215uxuxx215uu3x1u5x50, ~3!

and the Kaup–Kupershmidt~KK ! equation27,28

ut145u2ux2 75
2 uxuxx215uu3x1u5x50. ~4!

The close connection between these two completely integrable fifth-order equatio
well-documented;27,29–33nevertheless, despite their evident duality, Eqs.~3! and ~4! are funda-
mentally different.29 One might anticipate that both equations will have bidirectional~possibly
Boussinesq! counterparts; yet, as far as we can tell, these have not been ‘‘identified’’ specifi

In this paper, we present a procedure for constructing bidirectional generalizations of k
unidirectional NEEs. The method proceeds by generating a Lax pair for the putative bidirec
equation from the Lax pair of its unidirectional cousin, and does so by exploiting the conne
between the prototype KdV and Boussinesq equations. Aside from its intuitive appeal, the
advantages of this approach are that it is equation specific and, by construction, provides u
a Lax pair which ensures the complete integrability of the resulting bidirectional equation
shall describe the procedure in the next section, and then use it to construct bidirectional v
of the SK Eq.~3! and the KK Eq.~4!, together with their Lax pairs. As both these NEEs a
associated with fifth-order scattering problems, solving them by the IST method2,3 will, we sus-
pect, prove extremely difficult. Rather, we shall make use of Hirota’s bilinear trans
method24,34 which is an effective tool for obtaining exact solutions of NEEs using only ‘‘elem
tary’’ means. In Sec. III, we construct two quite distinct bilinear forms for the bidirectional
equation; one of them comprises asinglebilinear equation which identifies it with the well-know
Ramani35 equation. The second bilinear form is a coupled system that is given in Ref. 23, w
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it appears as a special reduction of the KP hierarchy of theB-type ~BKP! ~though no mention is
made there of its connection with Ramani’s equation!. On the other hand, the bidirectional cou
terpart of the KK equation constructed here has two bilinear representations which appea
equally complicated coupled systems. It is this completely integrable equation—which we
nate the bidirectional Kaup–Kupershmidt~bKK! equation—that is the main focus of this stud
Not surprisingly, the bKK equation is also listed in Ref. 23~as a special reduction in the K
hierarchy of C-type ~CKP!!, though there is no intimation of its specific relation to the K
equation. Nevertheless, as far as we can tell, very little is known about this equation and th
pair constructed here would, therefore, appear to be a new result.

In Sec. IV, we derive the solitary wave of the bKK equation by exploiting the duality betw
the bilinear forms of the Ramani and bKK equations@in much the same way that one of us~A.P.!
has done for the SK and KK equations~3! and~4!32#. Remarkably, the profile of this solitary wav
depends on its direction of propagation, a property that we have not encountered before n
According to the definition formulated earlier, this would imply that the bKK equation is not
Boussinesq form of the KK equation. This is indeed the case; in Sec. V we show that the
equation cannot be reduced to the KK equation by restricting wave propagation to onl
direction.@Incidentally, this result justifies the designation bKK~smallb! for the equation.# In the
same way, we demonstrate that the Ramani equation is not truly Boussinesq since it can
reduced to the Sawada–Kotera equation in a unidirectional approximation.

It is well-known that the sequence of conservation laws for both the SK and KK equa
exhibit the unusual behavior whereby every third conserved density is absent.26,27,36In Sec. VI, we
show that, not unexpectedly, this same lacunary pattern is shared by both the Ramani an
equations. We formulate their first few conservation laws explicitly, and give recursion form
for generating an infinity of conserved densities for each equation.~Although Hu37 has previously
investigated the conservation laws of Ramani’s equation, there would appear to be a sm
significant error in this work.! Finally, just like its unidirectional cousin the KK Eq.~4!,32,33 we
show how the anomalous character of the multisoliton solutions of the bKK equation arises
naturally within the bilinear formalism. This leads us to a canonical interpretation of itsN-soliton
that paves the way for constructing these somewhat complicated solutions explicitly in a
study. Some bilinear identities that facilitate the analysis are given in Appendix A.

II. LAX PAIRS AND BIDIRECTIONAL EVOLUTION EQUATIONS

We recall that the Lax operators38 for the KdV Eq.~1! may be written

LKdV5]x
22u,

~5!
MKdV524]x

316u]x13ux

~where ]x
n denotes thenth partial derivative with respect tox!. Then the Lax equationLt

KdV

1@LKdV,MKdV#50 leads to Eq.~1!, while LKdVc5lc, c t5MKdVc constitute the classical IST
scheme for the KdV equation. On the other hand, Eq.~2! has the Lax pair19

LB524]x
32]x16u]x13ux1 i)]x

21ut ,
~6!

MB5]x
22u,

so that the IST for the Boussinesq equation comprises the third-order scattering problemLBc
5lc. ~This inverse spectral problem was solved by Deiftet al.20! Now, if we compare Eqs.~5!
and~6!, we observe that the Lax pair of the Boussinesq equation can be recast in terms of th
operators as

LB5MKdV2]x1 i)]x
21ut , MB5LKdV. ~7!
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Written in this way, the Lax pair~7! mirrors the intimate connection between the KdV a
Boussinesq equations that is apparent at the physical level where the equations describe eq
models for shallow water waves that propagate in one and two opposite directions, respectiv
effect, Eq.~7! uses the Lax pair of theunidirectional KdV Eq.~1! to generate the Lax pair of its
bidirectional cousin, Eq.~2!, by exchanging the roˆles of the KdV scattering and time evolutio
operatorsLKdV andMKdV. The first of the two extra terms inLB is simply required to give theuxx

term of the Boussinesq Eq.~2! ~but note our earlier comment regarding the elimination of t
term!, whereas the second term ensures that its Lax equation (i /))Lt

B1@LB,MB#50 is purely
multiplicative. This exchange mechanism suggests a general procedure for constructing b
tional versions of unidirectional NEEs which we will now exploit to obtain bidirectional coun
parts of the SK and KK equations.

A. A bidirectional Sawada–Kotera equation

We start with the Lax pair of the SK Eq.~3!36

LSK5]x
323u]x ,

~8!
MSK59]x

5245u]x
3245ux]x

21~45u2230uxx!]x .

Following the exchange procedure outlined above, we define new operators

LbSK5MSK1K, MbSK5LSK, ~9!

which give the putative Lax pair for ourbidirectional Sawada–Kotera~bSK! equation. The un-
known differential operatorK must be chosen so as to eliminate any unwanted terms from
compatibility condition onLbSK andMbSK: One easily shows thatK must have the form

K5a~x,t !]x1b~x,t !, ~10!

wherea(x,t), b(x,t) are functions to be found. Direct substitution of Eqs.~9! and ~10! into the
Lax equationLt

bSK1@LbSK,MbSK#50 yields the defining equations

15ut1ax50, 15uxt1axx1bx50, bt50,

from which we obtaina5215]x
21ut andb5constant~which may be set to zero without loss o

generality!. The Lax operators~9! now read

LbSK59]x
5245u]x

3245ux]x
21~45u2230uxx215]x

21ut!]x

~11!
MbSK5]x

323u]x ,

and their compatibility leads to the completely integrable equation

5]x
21utt15uxxt215uut215ux]x

21ut245u2ux115uxuxx115uu3x2u5x50. ~12!

Though we have been able to construct a bidirectional version of the SK Eq.~3!, the NEE~12!, in
its present form at least, is not readily identifiable. Moreover, if we were to use the IST meth
obtain its soliton solutions, we must solve thefifth-order inverse spectral problem,LbSKc5lc,
which, we suspect, will be considerably more difficult than the corresponding third-order sc
ing problem for the SK equation.27 Rather, we shall make use of Hirota’s direct method24 which,
additionally, will allow us to recognize Eq.~12! by its bilinear form. Now that we have shown th
the exchange method works for the SK equation, we turn to our main purpose: To find a b
tional counterpart of the Kaup–Kupershmidt equation~4!.
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B. A bidirectional Kaup–Kupershmidt equation

Repeating the procedure of Sec. II A for the KK Eq.~4!, its Lax representation27

LKK5]x
323u]x2 3

2 ux ,
~13!

MKK59]x
5245u]x

32 135
2 ux]x

21~45u22 105
2 uxx!]x145uux215u3x ,

is replaced by

LbKK5MKK1A~x,t !]x1B~x,t !, MbKK5LKK, ~14!

which gives a putative Lax pair for thebidirectional Kaup–Kupershmidt~bKK! equation. The
unknown functionsA(x,t), B(x,t) are determined by requiring that the operators~14! constitute
a legitimate Lax pair: Proceeding on this basis, we get

15ut1Ax50, 45
2 uxt1Axx1Bx50.

Integrating these equations once, we find thatA5215]x
21ut andB52 15

2 ut ~where the arbitrary
function of integration in the last expression has been set to zero, with no loss in gener!.
Combining these results with Eqs.~13! and ~14!, we finally obtain the Lax pair

LbKK59]x
5245u]x

32 135
2 ux]x

21~45u22 105
2 uxx215]x

21ut!]x145uux215u3x2 15
2 ut ,

~15!
MbKK5]x

323u]x2 3
2 ux ,

whose compatibility yields the integrable bKK equation

5]x
21utt15uxxt215uut215u]x

21ut245u2ux1 75
2 uxuxx115uu3x2u5x50. ~16!

Although we have succeeded in constructing a bidirectional version of the KK Eq.~4! by using the
exchange procedure, the resulting fifth-order NEE~16! is not new. As we anticipated, the bKK
equation can be found in the Jimbo–Miwa classification as a special reduction of the CKP
archy of integrable equations~see Ref. 23, p. 969!. Yet no mention is made there of its connectio
with the KK equation or of its bidirectional character; furthermore, the Lax pair~15! is not given
in Ref. 23 and would appear to be new. Even so, to the best of our knowledge, Eq.~16! has not
been studied in any detail and is the main interest of the remainder of this paper. In the
section, we shall obtain the bilinear form of the bKK equation with a view to finding its sol
solutions.~This avoids solving the associatedfifth-order inverse spectral problem which lies ou
side the scope of the present study!.

One further comment is warranted before we proceed. The bidirectional NEEs~12! and ~16!
differ only in the coefficients of the nonlinear termuxuxx @cf. Eqs.~3! and~4!#. Yet, just like their
unidirectional cousins, the bSK and bKK equations are fundamentally different: There
scaling that transforms one equation into the other. We shall say more about this distinction

III. BILINEAR FORMS

As an alternative to the IST2,3—which, in this instance, would mean solving a fifth-ord
inverse spectral problem—Hirota’s bilinear transform method24,34 is arguably the most straight
forward technique for finding exact solutions of NEEs. In this section, we construct bilinear f
of both the bSK and bKK equations, Eqs.~12! and ~16!, primarily with a view to obtaining
multisoliton solutions. Yet, here, the bilinear formalism confers further advantages. Thus, th
Eq. ~12! has a bilinear form that allows us to identify it with a well-known integrable equation
which, by virtue of its simple structure, is easily solved for soliton solutions. Additionally, we
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exploit the duality between the bSK and bKK equations to develop a strategy for solving the
complicated bilinear form of the latter equation~in much the same way as has been done for
SK and KK equations32,33!.

A. Bilinearization of the bidirectional Sawada–Kotera equation

Following Hirota’s method,24,34 we make a change of dependent variable

u~x,t !5a]x
2 ln f ~x,t !, ~17!

wherea is a constant. Integrating the bSK Eq.~12! with respect tox, we obtain

5a~ ln f ! tt15uxt215au~ ln f !xt2G~u!50, ~18!

where we have used~17! and put

G~u!515u3215uuxx1u4x . ~19!

The arbitrary function of integration in~18! has been set to zero by imposing soliton~i.e., rapidly
decaying! boundary conditions asx→6`.

The first term of~18! can be cast into bilinear form by using the identity

~ ln f ! tt5~Dt
2f • f !/2 f 2, ~20!

where the Hirota derivatives Dx , Dt are defined by34

DxDta~x,t !•b~x,t !5~]x2]x8!~] t2] t8!a~x,t !b~x8,t8!ux85x, t85t .

We can bilinearize the next pair of terms in~18! by first noting the identity~A3! ~with u→u/a!

uxt16u~ ln f !xt5a~Dx
3Dt f • f !/2 f 2. ~21!

Combining the identities~A1! and ~A6!, we also deduce the relation

@]xt
2 12~ ln f !xt#~g/ f !5~DxDt f •g!/ f 2,

whereg(x,t) is an arbitrary function. But if we defineg by

g/ f 5u, ~22!

then the last result yields the identity

uxt12u~ ln f !xt5~DxDt f •g!/ f 2. ~23!

Using Eqs.~21! and~23!, we can now bilinearize the next two terms of Eq.~18! through the linear
combination

5uxt215au~ ln f !xt5l
DxDt f •g

f 2
1am

Dx
3Dt f • f

2 f 2
, ~24!

provided thatl andm satisfyl1m55, 2l16m5215a, in which case

l5 15
4 ~a12!, m52 5

4 ~3a12!. ~25!

It only remains to bilinearize the expressionG(u). We first make use of~A5! ~with u
→u/a!, which gives
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120u3160auuxx12a2u4x5a3~Dx
6f • f !/ f 2. ~26!

By combining the identities~A7! and ~A8!, and substituting~A2!, ~A4!, and ~22!, we get the
further relation between the three terms ofG

12u3114auuxx1a2u4x5a2~Dx
4f •g!/ f 2. ~27!

The bilinearization ofG(u) follows from ~26! and~27! if we can find constantsg andn such that

G~u!5g~12u3114auuxx1a2u4x!1n~120u3160auuxx12a2u4x!. ~28!

Comparing~19! with ~28!, we require

12g1120n515, a~14g160n!5215, a2~g12n!51,

which are compatible ifa213a1250, i.e.,a521 or a522.
Solving forg andn, and substituting from Eqs.~20!, ~24!–~28! into Eq.~18!, we finally obtain

the bilinear form of the bSK Eq.~12!

@80aDt
2220a~3a12!Dx

3Dt2a2~7a16!Dx
6# f • f 1~a12!@120DxDt130aDx

4# f •g50,
~29a!

aDx
2f • f 22 f •g50, ~29b!

where the last equation is just a restatement of Eq.~22! @using the bilinear identity~A2!#. There
are two cases to consider:~i! a521. The bilinear form~29! reads

~80Dt
2120Dx

3Dt2Dx
6! f • f 2~120DxDt230Dx

4! f •g50, ~30a!

Dx
2f • f 12 f •g50. ~30b!

~ii ! a522. In this case Eqs.~29a! and ~29b! decouple, thus making the auxiliary functiong
redundant and reducing the bilinear form to the single equation

~5Dt
215Dx

3Dt2Dx
6! f • f 50. ~31!

Using the transformation~17!, we have shown that it is possible to constructtwo bilinear
forms of the bidirectional Sawada–Kotera equation~12!. The first of these, Eq.~30!, hasu and f
related byu52]x

2 ln f, and is a coupled bilinear system that is given in Ref. 23. This shows
the bSK Eq.~12! is, in fact, a reduction of the BKP hierarchy of integrable equations.
alternative bilinear representation, Eq.~31!, with u522]x

2 ln f, identifies the bSK Eq.~12! with
the well-known Ramani equation.35 The latter equation has attracted considerable attention in
literature and is widely held to be completely integrable.23,35,37,39,40In particular, the Lax repre-
sentation~11! that has been obtained here through the exchange procedure, agrees with t
pair of the Ramani equation that was found previously by other means.39 Hitherto, the designation
‘‘Ramani equation’’ appears to have been used only in connection with the bilinear form~31!.
However, we shall also use it to refer to the bidirectional Sawada–Kotera Eq.~12! and invoke the
alternative description ‘‘bSK equation’’ whenever we wish to emphasize its bidirectional char
and genealogy with the Sawada–Kotera equation, Eq.~3!.

B. Bilinearization of the bidirectional Kaup–Kupershmidt equation

Proceeding as above, we obtain the integrated form of the bKK Eq.~16!

5a~ ln f ! tt15uxt215au~ ln f !xt2H~u!50, ~32!
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whereu and f are related by Eq.~17! and

H~u!515u32 45
4 ux

2215uuxx1u4x . ~33!

Since the first three terms in Eq.~32! are identical to those of Eq.~18!, they can be bilinearized
exactly as in Sec. III A@using an auxiliary functiong, Eq. ~22!#. Moreover, the expressionH(u)
differs from G(u), Eq. ~19!, by just a single term. Thus, to complete the bilinearization of
bKK equation, we need only find a further bilinear relation between the terms ofH(u) in addition
to ~26! and ~27! ~and containing the extraux

2 term!.
To this end, we first make use of~A4! ~with u→u/a! to deduce the two identities

a2uS Dx
4f • f

f 2 D 512u312auuxx , a2
]2

]x2 S Dx
4f • f

f 2 D 524~uuxx1ux
2!12au4x , ~34!

which taken together involve all four terms ofH(u). We also have

2uS h

f D1a
]2

]x2 S h

f D5a
Dx

2f •h

f 2
, ~35!

which follows directly from~A2!, ~A7!, and ~17!, for any ancillary functionh(x,t). But if we
defineh by @cf. ~29b!#

h

f
5a

Dx
4f • f

2 f 2
, ~36!

and use~34!, then Eq.~35! yields the additional bilinear relation

12u3114auuxx112aux
21a2u4x5a2~Dx

2 f •h!/ f 2. ~37!

The bilinearization ofH now follows from Eqs.~26!, ~27!, and ~37! provided we can find con-
stantss, g, andn such that

H~u!5s~12u3114auuxx112aux
21a2u4x!1g~12u3114auuxx1a2u4x!

1n~120u3160auuxx12a2u4x!. ~38!

As before, this is possible only ifa521 or a522, and then

s52
15

16a
, g52

15~a11!

16a
, n5

7a16

32a
. ~39!

Every term in Eq.~32! has now been bilinearized: The resulting bilinear form of the bKK E
~16! is

a~5Dt
21mDx

3Dt22a2nDx
6! f • f 12~lDxDt2a2gDx

4! f •g22a2sDx
2f •h50,

aDx
2f • f 22 f •g50, ~40!

aDx
4f • f 22 f •h50,

where l, m, s, g, and n are given by Eqs.~25! and ~39! @and the last equation is simply
restatement of Eq.~36!#. Once again, there are two possibilities:~i! a521. The bilinear form~40!
becomes
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~80Dt
2120Dx

3Dt2Dx
6! f • f 2120DxDt f •g130Dx

2f •h50, ~41a!

Dx
2f • f 12 f •g50, ~41b!

Dx
4f • f 12 f •h50, ~41c!

with u52]x
2 ln f. ~ii ! a522. In this case, we haveu522]x

2 ln f and the bilinear form~40! reads

16~5Dt
215Dx

3Dt2Dx
6! f • f 230Dx

4f •g130Dx
2f •h50,

Dx
2f • f 1 f •g50, ~42!

Dx
4f • f 1 f •h50.

Although the bKK equation appears in Ref. 23 in its normal form~16!, the bilinear forms~41! and
~42! are not listed there and, as far as we can tell, are new results.

For our part, the crucial observation is the following one: Although we have been ab
construct two bilinear forms for the bKK equation@under the transformation~17!#, neither of these
systems can be reduced to asingle bilinear equation@comparable to Eq.~31! for the Ramani
equation#. As we shall see, this distinguishing feature of the bKK Eq.~16! has consequences fo
obtaining its soliton solutions. Indeed, both the bilinear forms~41! and ~42! involve three field
variables@cf. Eq. ~30!#; thus, in spite of their duality, the bKK equation would seem to be a m
complicated system than Ramani’s equation.

Not surprisingly, the results that we have obtained here for the Ramani and bKK equ
mirror those given in Ref. 32 for their unidirectional cousins, the SK Eq.~3! and KK Eq.~4!, with
one notable exception. The assertion in Ref. 32 that the KK equation possesses asinglebilinear
form @under~17!# is incorrect. There, the author did not take account of the relation~27! when
constructing its bilinear form, and so missed a second bilinear representation@akin to ~42! for the
bKK equation#. However, as there is no simple way of solving this alternative bilinear form of
KK equation for soliton solutions@the same comment applies to Eq.~42! incidentally; see Sec
IV #, the results and conclusions of Ref. 32 remain valid.

IV. SOLITARY WAVES

Now that we have found bilinear forms of the bidirectional NEEs~12! and~16!, we would like
to be able to solve them for exact solutions. For the Ramani equation this is compara
straightforward since we can employ the simpler bilinear form~31! as opposed to the couple
equations~30a! and~30b!. More particularly, we can make use of Hirota’s celebrated formula24 to
obtain the explicitN-soliton solution of Eq.~31!. Hereafter, we shall dub this generic form th
‘‘ regular’’ N-soliton solution. Understandably, the alternate and more complicated bilinear
of Ramani’s equation, Eq.~30!, has largely been ignored for analytic purposes. Yet its multisol
solutions are easily inferred from the corresponding solutions of Eq.~31! and this provides the key
to solving the bilinear form of the bKK equation, Eq.~41!, for which there is no obvious ansat
In this section, we shall pursue this line of reasoning with a view to deriving the solitary wa
the bKK equation.

The ‘‘regular’’ solitary wave has the form24

f ~x,t !511eu, u5px1vt1h, ~43!

which solves the Ramani bilinear form~31! if v(p) satisfies the dispersion relation

5v215vp32p650. ~44!

Transforming to the ‘‘physical’’ variableu, we get
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u~x,t !522]x
2 ln f 52 1

2 p2 sech2 1
2 ~px1vt1h!, ~45!

wherep, h are arbitrary~real! parameters andv is given by Eq.~44!. This is the familiar sech2

solitary wave of the Ramani Eq.~12! which propagates to the left or right depending on the s
of v. However, it is important to emphasize that the left- and right-going solitary waves
identical bell-shaped profiles~for a given wave numberp! but travel with different speeds.

Evidently, the bilinear forms~30! and~31! are equivalent under the transformationf↔ f 2 ~we
omit the formal demonstration here which makes use of various bilinear identities; but see R
for a similar argument!. It follows that the corresponding solitary-wave solution of the alterna
bilinear form ~30! is given by squaring Eq.~43!; i.e.,

f ~x,t !5112eu1e2u, ~46!

which is a solution of Eqs.~30a! and~30b! provided thatv satisfies the dispersion law~44! ~and
g522p2eu!.

The situation for the bKK equation is not quite so simple: At first glance, there seems lit
choose between the bilinear forms~41! and~42!. However, on closer scrutiny, we see that~modulo
the ancillary equations! the bilinear forms of the Ramani Eq.~30! and bKK Eq. ~41!—
corresponding toa521—bear a marked resemblance to one another: Ditto the bilinear fo
~31! and~42! for which a522. This is hardly surprising: These bilinear forms echo the intim
connection between the Ramani and bKK equations that is evident from their normalized
Eqs. ~12! and ~16!. We can expect this duality to be manifested in their analytic properties
importantly, in the structure of their soliton solutions. In particular, we anticipate that the so
wave of the bilinearized bKK Eq.~41! will mimic the corresponding solution of the Ramani E
~30!. This suggests that we seek a solitary-wave solution of Eqs.~41a!–~41c! in the form@cf. Eq.
~46!#

f ~x,t !511eu1be2u, u5px1vt1h, ~47!

whereb is a constant~and the coefficient ofeu has been set to unity without loss of generality!.
We will take this as a working hypothesis, choosing to work with the bilinear form~41! rather than
~42!.

For a general bilinear operatorF(Dx ,Dt), we have the fundamental result34

F~Dx ,Dt!e
u1
•eu25F~p12p2!eu11u2, u i5pix1v i t1h i , i 51,2, ~48!

where for brevity we writeF(p)5F(p,v). Then, withf given by Eq.~47!, we obtain

F~Dx ,Dt! f • f 52eu@F~p!1bF~2p!eu1bF~p!e2u#, ~49!

wheneverF is even andF(0)50.
We first solve the ancillary equations~41b! and ~41c! for g and h, respectively. SettingF

5Dx
2 in Eq. ~49!, and substituting into Eq.~41b!, we deduce

g52p2euF11~4b21!
eu

f G . ~50!

Similarly, we solve Eq.~41c! to obtain

h52p4euF11~16b21!
eu

f G . ~51!

There is good reason to write the auxiliary functions in this way. First and foremost, they
simplify the computations needed to solve the third bilinear equation~41a!. But they also identify
two special values ofb. When b51/4, Eq. ~50! simplifies to g52p2eu and ~47! becomesf
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5(111
2 eu)2; in the absence ofh, this would recover the solitary-wave solution of the Rama

bilinear form~30! noted above@a similar result holds for the SK Eq.~3!32#. On the other hand, if
b51/16, then Eq.~51! reduces toh52p4eu and f 5(11eu1 1

16 eu) which is just the anomalous
solitary wave of the KK Eq.~4! ~with g now absent!.32

For the bKK equation, however, we cannot simplifyboth Eqs.~50! and~51! simultaneously,
and this complicates matters. It is clear that direct substitution ofg and h into Eq. ~41a! may
present difficulties since the last two bilinear terms would then involve quotients. Howeve
can avoid these by making use of the identities~A9! and~A10! which, together with Eqs.~48! and
~49!, give

DxDt f •g52vp3euF ~11be2u!1
4~4b21!

f 2
eu~12be2u!2G

and

Dx
2f •h52p6euF ~11be2u!1

4~16b21!

f 2
eu~12be2u!2G .

Then, using Eq.~49! once more withF580Dt
2120Dx

3Dt2Dx
6, Eq. ~41a! becomes

$@F~p!115~4vp32p6!#~11be2u!1bF~2p!eu% f 2

160p3@4~4b21!v2~16b21!p3#eu~12be2u!250.

But, bearing in mind the form off, Eq. ~47!, we must have

F~p!115~4vp32p6!50, F~2p!50, 4~4b21!v2~16b21!p350.

Substituting the expression forF, the first and second equations both yield the dispersion rela
~44!. The last equation determines the constantb as

b5
1

16S 4v2p3

v2p3 D , ~52!

and completes the derivation of the solitary-wave solution of the bKK Eq.~16!. And now we have
a surprise: The parameterb depends on the dispersion relationv and, therefore, on the direction o
travel! This is quite different from the result for the bidirectional SK Eq.~12!, which hasb
51/4 independent of the direction of propagation. Before we go on to consider the conseq
for the solitary wave itself, it will pay us to take a closer look at the expression~52!.

Now, using the dispersion relation~44!, one easily shows thatb.0 for all real pÞ0. To
emphasize this, we writeb5 1

16 a2 where

a25
4v2p3

v2p3
, a.0. ~53!

The solitary wave of the bKK Eq.~16! that is generated byf, Eq. ~47!, is therefore,

u~x,t !52]x
2 ln f ~x,t !52]x

2 ln~11eu1 1
16 a2e2u!,

which may be written

u~x,t !52]x
2 ln~a coshu12!52ap2

a12 coshu

~a coshu12!2
. ~54!
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As far as we are aware, this solution was not previously known~although it bears comparison wit
the anomalous solitary wave of its unidirectional cousin, the KK Eq.~4!27,32!. To pin down the
directional dependence of the solitary wave~54!, we first solve the dispersion equation~44!; this
has the two real roots

v52V6p3, V65
1

2S 16
3

A5
D . ~55!

Substituting forv in ~53! and simplifying, we get

a~V1!5 1
2 ~A511!, a~V2!5 1

2 ~A521!. ~56!

The parametera plays a crucial roˆle in distinguishing the left- and right-running solitary wave
before we examine this in greater detail, we wish to make one or two more general observ
Evidently, the bKK solitary wave~54! has a symmetrical profile that decays rapidly to zero,
not as fast as the sech2 solitary wave~45! of the companion Ramani Eq.~12!. Further, it is clear
that u(x,t) is invariant under the parity transformationp→2p and we may, therefore, takep
.0 in what follows, without loss of generality.

Yet the most striking feature of the bKK solitary wave is thatits shape depends on th
direction of propagation, a property that we have not come across before. The rightward trave
wave is parameterized byV1 in Eqs.~55! and~56!. In this case, the solitary wave~54! is a single
bell-shaped hump which propagates in the positivex direction with speedc5V1p2 and amplitude
A151/A5 p2. Figure 1 shows three typical solitary waves with wave numbersp50.75, 1, 1.25
@where in all figures we plot the physical wave2u(x,t) in its rest frame#. They exhibit the
characteristic soliton properties whereby taller waves are narrower and travel faster than sh
waves.

The left-going solitary wave is given by taking the negative parameterV2 in Eq. ~55!. And
now we have another surprise: Its wave profile is strikingly different to that of the right-g
solitary wave, it being comprised of two symmetrically positioned peaks! Figure 2 shows thr
these double-humped solitary waves which, typically, increase in amplitude as the wave
shortens and speedc5uV2up2 increases. The shape of this twin-peaked solitary wave me
further scrutiny. Its amplitude

A25S 52A5

10 D p25a~V2!A1 ,

is significantly smaller than the amplitude of its right-moving counterpart. This is clearly i
trated in Figs. 1 and 2 where, for the purpose of comparison, we have chosen the sam
numbers for left- and right-going waves. More precisely, for any prescribed wave numberp, the
amplitudeA2 is afixedfractiona(V2)'0.618 of the amplitudeA1 . This should not surprise us
both solitary waves transport the same ‘‘mass’’ (52p), but for the left-traveling wave it is
distributed equally over the two humps. Also, the trough that is formed by the two pea
relatively shallow and, significantly,never vanisheseven in the long wavelength limit (p→0). In
fact, one can easily show that the depth of the trough is a constant proportion~'0.146! of the
wave amplitudeA2 for all wave numbersp.

We mention that a solitary wave with a similar double-hump profile has been reported by
and Satsuma41 for a higher-order nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation. However, this NEE describ
unidirectional propagation, and its solitary wave possesses quite different properties; most n
this twin-peaked wave can be reduced to a single-hump~sech! profile in a suitable limit. Contras
this with the bKK solitary wave~54! whose profile changes from a double to a single hump sim
by switching direction from left to right~and vice versa!. This type ofdirectionally dependent
solitary waveis quite unusual and, as far as we know, has not been reported before now.
over, this remarkable property has an important consequence: According to our
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definition, the bidirectional Kaup–Kupershmidt Eq.~16! cannot bethe Boussinesq version of the
Kaup–Kupershmidt Eq.~4!. Similarly, Ramani’s equation~12! is not the Boussinesq counterpa
of the SK Eq.~3!, even though the solitary wave in this case has the same profile irrespect
its direction of propagation. Before we proceed to verify these assertions in the next sec
last remark is in order. The reason for solving the bilinear form~41! instead of~42! is, with
hindsight, now clear. To generate the solitary wave of Eq.~42! would require the ansatz

FIG. 1. The right-traveling single-humped solitary wave of the bKK equation:~a! p50.75, ~b! p51, and~c! p51.25.
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f 5(11eu1be2u)1/2; but this form of f cannot be easily handled within the bilinear formalis
whether expressed in this way or otherwise formulated as aninfinite series in eu.

V. UNIDIRECTIONAL APPROXIMATIONS

We stated earlier that the Boussinesq Eq.~2! may considered the bidirectional equivalent
the KdV Eq.~1!: We shall now make this equivalence more precise. Let us introduce new far
variables

FIG. 2. The left-traveling double-humped solitary wave of the bKK equation:~a! p50.75, ~b! p51, and~c! p51.25.
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j5e~x6t !, t5 1
2 e3t, u5e2U~j,t!,

where e.0 is a constant parameter. The choice of the characteristic variablej restricts wave
propagation to one direction only: To the left~1! or right ~2!. Then, to leading order ase→0
with U5O(1), theBoussinesq Eq.~2! transforms to the KdV equation

6Ut13~U2!j2U3j50,

in both the left- and right-running limits. Thus, the Boussinesq equation subsumes the
equation in the unidirectional~long wave! approximation. Similarly, one easily shows that t
solitary wave and multisoliton solutions of the Boussinesq equation transform to their KdV c
terparts travelling to the left~1! or right ~2!. Hence, and not unexpectedly, Eq.~2! does satisfy
the two requirements that characterize this equation as theBoussinesqform of the KdV Eq.~1!.

We repeat this procedure with a view to deriving unidirectional approximations for
Ramani and bKK equations. By writing Eqs.~12! and ~16! in the form

5]x
21utt15uxxt215uut215ux]x

21ut245u2ux115ruxuxx115uu3x2u5x50, ~57!

we can deal with both equations simultaneously. Withr51 we obtain Ramani’s Eq.~12!, while
r55/2 yields the bKK Eq.~16!. Incidentally, written in this way, Eq.~57! also serves to empha
size the close connection between these two bidirectional equations. As before, we intro
unidirectional transformation

j5ex1kt, t5dt, u5bU~j,t!, ~d,e.0!, ~58!

that allows us to track left- or right-running waves according to the sign ofk. After transforming
the variables in Eq.~57!, and simplifying, we get

5k2Uj110kdUt15d2]j
21Utt1ek~5e2U3j230bUUj!1ed~5e2Ujjt215bUUt

215bUj]j
21Ut!2e2~45b2U2Uj215be2rUjUjj215be2UU3j1e4U5j!50.

But if we are to obtain the SK Eq.~3! and KK Eq.~4! as the unidirectional approximations for th
Ramani and bKK equations, respectively, then we must takeb5e2 and kd5O(e6). We now
have

e6~zUt245U2Uj115rUjUjj115UU4j2U5j!15k2Uj15d2]j
21Utt

1e3k~5U3j230UUj!1e3d~5Ujjt215UUt215Uj]j
21Ut!50,

where the constantz has the sign ofk. Evidently, we will obtain the SK and KK equations t
leading order ase→0 only if the remaining terms have order greater thane6. But this would
require the order of bothk and d to exceede3 which contradicts the requirement thatkd
5O(e6).

In other words, we have shown that neither the SK nor KK equation can be recovered
their bidirectional cousins in a suitable unidirectional approximation. This justifies our conte
that, contrary to appearances, the Ramani Eq.~12! and bKK Eq.~16! are nottheBoussinesq forms
of the SK Eq.~3! and KK Eq.~4!, respectively. This conclusion is borne out when we attemp
retrieve the solitary waves of the SK and KK equations from their bidirectional counterparts
~45! and ~54!, respectively. For, under the transformation~58!, there is no way of deriving the
correct dispersion relation (v52p5) from the bidirectional counterpart~44! in the unidirectional
limit ( e→0).
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VI. CONSERVATION LAWS

One of the many remarkable properties that are deemed to characterize soliton equation
existence of an infinite sequence of conservation laws. These are of the form

]Tn

]t
1

]Xn

]x
50, n51,2,..., ~59!

whereTn denotes thenth conserved density andXn is the corresponding flux. Then, with suitab
boundary conditions, Eq.~59! yields a corresponding sequence of integrals of motion*Tndx.
Conservation laws play an important roˆle in soliton theory. It is often the case that the first fe
conservation laws of a NEE have a physical interpretation. They can also be used to inve
both quantative and qualitative aspects of solutions, particularly soliton solutions.5,18,22,38,42–44Not
least, the possession of infinitely many conserved densities may predict, or at least confir
integrability of an equation.

The conservation laws of the SK Eq.~3! have been obtained in one way or another by
number of authors,26,27,36,37,45while those of the KK Eq.~4! were reported in Refs. 27 and 45
Both sequences have the unusual property whereby every third conserved density is m
specificallyT2 , T5 , T8 ,... areabsent. In this section, we show that, not surprisingly, this sa
lacunary pattern is shared by their bidirectional cousins the Ramani Eq.~12! and bKK Eq.~16!.
We present recursion formulas for generating an infinite sequence of conservation laws fo
equation, and formulate the first few conserved densities and associated flux explicitly. We
add that Hu37 has investigated the conservation laws of Ramani’s equation, but his results c
a slight error. The author gives only the first two nontrivial conserved densities@Eqs.~61! and~62!
below# and no recursion formula, and so missed the lacunary behavior. On the other han
results given here for the bKK equation are, we believe, entirely new.

We begin by adopting an elementary approach; i.e., we search for conservation laws
Ramani equation by just manipulating Eq.~12!. This has the advantage of identifying the app
priate variables in which to express the conserved densities, and highlights the more comp
scenario that obtains for bidirectional NEEs over unidirectional equations. To this end, we re
Eq. ~12! as the system@cf. the Boussinesq Eq.~2!19,22#

ut1vx50, ~60a!

v t1~3u323uv23uuxx1vxx1
1
5 u4x!x50, ~60b!

where the auxiliary field variablev(x,t) is effectively defined by Eq.~60a! asv52]x
21ut . Both

these equations are in the conservation form~59! and so, by inspection, we deduce the first tw
conserved densities and associated flux of Ramani’s equation

T15u, X15v, ~61!

T25v, X253u323uv23uuxx1vxx1
1
5 u4x . ~62!

They have ranksR(T1)51 andR(T2)52, and may be identified with the conservation of ma
and momentum, respectively.@Note that the corresponding flux has rankR(Xn)5n11#. Clearly,
little further progress is possible using this direct approach: Indeed, we anticipate thatT3 will be
missing and there is no obvious way to formulateT4 .

Various techniques are available for obtaining an infinity of conservation laws for compl
integrable equations. We shall employ the systematic method that was developed by Satsu46,47

to derive the conserved densities of a NEE from its Ba¨cklund transformation~BT!. This procedure
was used by Hu37 and we shall broadly follow his development for the Ramani equation.

Following the standard procedure,36 we introduce the potentialw(x,t) defined by

u522wx , ~63!
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and consider the BT equation for the Ramani Eq.~12!

~w82w! t2@~w82w!xx13~w82w!~w81w!x1~w82w!3#x50, ~64!

wherew8 is a second solution. This is the corrected version of the BT that was reported by37

The lengthy derivation of Eq.~64!, along with the more complex second half of the BT~which we
will not need!, can be found in Ref. 37. It is a complicating feature of bidirectional NEEs that
BT does not separate neatly into spatial and temporal equations~unlike their unidirectional coun-
terparts!: Both parts of the BT contain time derivatives. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that
~64! has the form of a conservation law in which the flux is precisely thespatialpart of the BT of
its unidirectional cousin, the SK Eq.~3!. In this sense, we may regard Eq.~64! as the ‘‘spatial’’
half of the BT of Ramani’s equation. We shall find that the BT for the bKK Eq.~16! has exactly
the same type of structure.

To proceed, we introduce the expansion36

w82w5k1 (
n51

`
J~n!

kn , ~k.0!, ~65!

whereJ(n)(n51,2,...) is the sequence of ‘‘generalized’’ conserved densities~that also includes
any trivial ones!. We now substitute Eq.~65! into Eq. ~64! and equate coefficients of powersk2n

to zero. Then, using Eqs.~60a! and ~63!, we get for the first fourJ(n)’s

J~1!5u,

J~2!52Jx
~1!52ux ,

~66!
J~3!5 1

3 ]x
21Jt

~1!1 2
3 uxx52 1

3 ~v22uxx!,

J~4!5 1
3 ]x

21Jt
~2!1 1

3 vx2 1
3 u3x5 1

3 ~2v2uxx!x ,

and the general recursion relation

J~n12!5 1
3 ]x

21Jt
~n!2 1

3 Jxx
~n!2Jx

~n11!1uJ~n!2 (
m51

n21

J~n2m!Jx
~m!

2 (
m51

n

J~n2m11!J~m!2 1
3 (

m51

n22

(
p51

n2m21

j ~n2m2p!J~m!J~p!, ~67!

for n>3.
Now, J(n) has rankR(J(n))5 1

2 (n11). When n is even, the generalized densityJ(n) has
fractional rank and is trivial~i.e., it can be expressed as anx-derivative!. The conserved densitie
Tn(n51,2,...) are generated by the oddJ(2n21) and have integer rankR(Tn)5n. Thus, from Eq.
~66! we see thatJ(1), J(3) reproduce the first two conserved densitiesT1 , T2 , Eqs. ~61!–~62!,
whereasJ(2), J(4) give trivial results. To obtainT3 we setn53 in the recursion formula~67!: This
yields

J~5!52 2
3 ~v2 1

5 uxx!xx ,

which shows thatT3 is trivial. Proceeding in the same way, we deduce the conserved densit
ranks 4–6

T45v223u2v23uux
222uxvx2 4

5 uxx
2 , ~68!

T559u5110uv2190u2ux
225vux

2110uuxvx125uuxx
2 15vx

212uxxvxx12u3x
2 , ~69!
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T650. ~70!

As expected, the sequence of conservation laws of Ramani’s equation exhibits the same la
behavior as the SK equation, with every third one missing. However, we note that the SK E~3!
has its densities of ranks 2, 5, 8,... absent, whereas the bSK Eq.~12! has those of ranks 3, 6, 9,.
missing! Hu37 only reportedJ(1), J(2), J(3), so was unable to spot this lacunary pattern.

The recursion relation~67! for Ramani’s equation was not previously known and me
further scrutiny. In order to compute the next generalized densityJ(n12) one certainly needs to
know all n11 densities of lower rank. But there is a further consideration: Unfortunately, the
term on the right-hand side of~67! involves ]x

21Jt
(n) which can only be integrateddirectly for

thoseJ(n) which are trivial. For anyJ(n) which corresponds to a nontrivial conserved density,Tm

say, one is faced with evaluating]x
21(Tm) t and this evidently requires knowledge of the associa

flux Xm . This underlines the extra complexity that is involved in deriving the conservation law
a bidirectional equation as compared with its unidirectional counterpart~where knowledge of the
flux is not required; cf. the SK equation36!. The expressions for the flux become increasin
intricate and unwieldy, and we have, therefore, chosen to omitX4 andX5 here; they are listed in
Appendix B, Eqs.~B1! and ~B2!.

We can repeat the entire procedure to obtain the sequence of conservation laws of th
rectional KK equation. The ‘‘spatial’’ part of the BT for the bKK Eq.~16! is

~w82w! t2@~w82w!xx13~w82w!~w81w!x1~w82w!313wxx#x50. ~71!

Notice that this is again in conservation form with the flux now given by the spatial half of the
for the KK Eq.~4!.48 Substituting the series~65! into ~71!, and collecting powers ofk, we deduce

J~1!5u, J~2!52 1
2 ux ,

J~3!52 1
3 ~v2 1

2 uxx!, J~4!5 1
2 ~v2 1

2 u2!x ,

wherev52]x
21ut , as before. The BT~71! differs from Eq.~64! by the single extra term 3wxx

52 3
2 ux which contributes to the term ofO(k0). It follows that the recursion relation for the bKK

Eq. ~16! is identical to the recursion formula~67! obtained above for Ramani’s Eq.~12!. The
additional term kicks in atJ(2) and we get the first six conservation laws for the bKK equatio

T15u, X15v,

T25v, X253u323uv2 9
4 ux

223uuxx1vxx1
1
5 u4x ,

T350, X350,
~72!

T45v223u2v2 3
4 uux

22 1
2 uxvx2 1

20 uxx
2 ,

T5536u5140uv21180u2ux
2110vux

2220uuxvx125uuxx
2 110vx

222uxxvxx1u3x
2 ,

T650, X650.

The flux X4 andX5 are given in Appendix C, Eqs.~C1! and ~C2!. The lacunary pattern is agai
evident with every third conserved density absent: Those of ranks 3, 6, 9,... are missing w
its undirectional cousin the KK Eq.~4! has ranks 2, 5, 8,... missing.

VII. SUMMARY AND PROSPECTUS

A method has been described for finding bidirectional versions of unidirectional nonl
evolution equations. Specifically, we are able to construct a Lax pair for the bidirectional
from the Lax pair of its unidirectional cousin by using a novel exchange procedure~Sec. II!. This
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has the advantage of assuring that the ‘‘new’’ equation is completely integrable. In this stud
method was used to obtain bidirectional versions of the well-known Sawada–Kotera equat~3!
and Kaup–Kupershmidt equation~4!. We make no claim to originality of these fifth-orde
Bousinesq-type NEEs. Indeed, we identified the bidirectional counterpart of the SK equatio
~12!, with the familiar Ramani equation through its bilinear form~31!. Similarly, the bidirectional
KK equation~16! that is constructed here appears in the Jimbo–Miwa classification23 as a reduc-
tion of the CKP hierarchy.49 Yet very little is known about the bKK equation; to the best of o
knowledge, its Lax pair~15! and bilinear forms~41! and~42! are reported here for the first time

The close resemblance between the bSK-Ramani Eq.~12! and the bKK Eq.~16! belies the fact
that they are fundamentally different integrable equations. Nevertheless, we were able t
advantage of their duality to derive the anomalous solitary wave of the bKK equation.
solitary wave, Eq.~54!, has the remarkable property that its shape depends on the directi
propagation. This type ofdirectionally dependent solitary waveis quite unusual in soliton theory
and, as far as we know, has not been observed till now. Moreover, this special feature of th
equation distinguishes it from the bSK–Ramani equation whose solitary wave, Eq.~45!, has the
sameclassical bell-shaped profile whether traveling to the left or right.

Though they admit solutions that can propagate in two opposite directions, the bSK–R
and bKK equations arenot the bidirectional equivalents of the SK and KK equations, respectiv
We found that neither the bSK–Ramani nor bKK equation could be reduced to its unidirec
counterpart in a suitable unidirectional~far-field! approximation. In other words, we can assert th
the bidirectional NEEs~12! and~16! constructed here are not of truly Boussinesq form~a distin-
guishing feature that was made precise in Sec. I!. This justified our usage of thesmall ‘‘b’’ in the
designations bSK and bKK for these bidirectional NEEs.

Finally, we presented Ba¨cklund transformations for the bSK–Ramani and bKK equations@the
first of these, Eq.~64!, being a corrected version of the BT given by Hu37#. Using these BTs we
were able to obtain recursion formulas for generating an infinite sequence of conservation la
both equations. The first six conserved densities of each equation—and their associated
were formulated explicitly and found to possess the same lacunary pattern as their unidire
cousins; namely, that every third conservation law in the sequence is missing.

Naturally, our study raises further questions which deserve investigation. We shall co
these briefly, and offer some thoughts on future work. The most obvious unanswered qu
concerns the derivation of the multisoliton solutions of the bKK Eq.~16!. Of course, for the
related bSK–Ramani Eq.~12! we are free to solve the simpler bilinear form~31!—rather than the
coupled system~30a! and~30b!—for which theN-soliton solution is given by Hirota’s celebrate
generic formula.24 For the bKK equation, however, no reduction to a single bilinear equatio
possible and we must, therefore, solve one or other of the two coupled bilinear forms~41! or ~42!.
This is an altogether more difficult problem: Both bilinear forms involve three field variables
more to the point, there is no prescribed ansatz akin to Hirota’s regularN-soliton for solving Eqs.
~41! or ~42!.

Nevertheless, let us consider this problem in the light of our successful derivation of the
solitary wave~in Sec. IV!. To generate the regular two-soliton of the bSK–Ramani equation
take24

f ~x,t !511eu11eu21A12e
u11u2, u i5pix1v i t1h i , i 51,2, ~73!

and solve the Ramani bilinear form~31! for the dispersion relationsv i(pi) @cf. Eq. ~44!# and the
interaction coefficientA12. @The calculations, which make use of Eq.~48!, are quite routine and
we omit the details here.# Now, the analysis in Sec. IV shows that the equivalent two-soli
solution of the alternative coupled bilinear form~30a! and~30b! is given by squaring~73!; i.e., we
set

f ~x,t !5112eu112eu21e2u11e2u212~A1211!eu11u2

12A12~e2u11u21eu112u2!1A12
2 e2~u11u2!. ~74!
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But, if we exploit the duality between the bSK–Ramani and bKK equations through their bil
forms~30! and~41! ~just as we did for the solitary wave!, then we can conjecture that the structu
of the two-soliton solution of the bKK equation~41! will mimic ~74!. Clearly, we can apply this
same reasoning to theN-soliton solution: This suggests a possible strategy for deriving
N-soliton by the bilinear transform method. As a first step, and to confirm the efficacy of
strategy, we were able to deduce the directionally dependent solitary wave of the bKK equ
Furthermore, we would expect the multisoliton solutions to have this same directional d
dence: This holds out the prospect of studying multiple head-on collisions between single
double-humped solitary waves.

A last remark on the soliton solutions is germane. We notice that, on settingu15u2 in Eq.
~73!, we get the correct form of the anomalous solitary wave~47! of the bKK equation~modulo a
phase shifth→h2 ln 2!. Similarly, if we were to putu15u3 and u25u4 in the regular four-
soliton solution,24 the resulting expression would give the form of the putative two-soliton solu
of the bKK equation@cf. Eq. ~74!#. Put another way, we may consider thetwo-soliton solution of
the bKK equation to be a degenerate regularfour-soliton solution. By the same token, th
N-soliton would be a degenerate regular 2N-soliton ~obtained by setting the phase variables eq
in pairs!. This interpretation accords with that given by Dateet al.49 who described theN-soliton
of those equations in the CKP hierarchy in a similar manner~albeit implicitly and from an entirely
different perspective!. For our own part, the anomalous character of the bKK solitons~like those
of its close relative the KK equation32,33! arises quite naturally within the bilinear formalism as
squaredregularN-soliton. This canonical interpretation of theN-soliton provides a basis on whic
one might construct these somewhat complicated solutions explicitly and work on this is cur
in progress.

In Ref. 29, Fordy and Gibbons~and, independently, Hirota and Ramani50! established the dee
relation between the SK Eq.~3! and KK Eq.~4! by obtaining Miura-type transformations linkin
them to an ‘‘intermediate’’ fifth-order NEE~the Fordy–Gibbons equation!. The question then
arises as to whether there exist similar transformations connecting their bidirectional cous
bSK–Ramani Eq.~12! and bKK Eq.~16!. We have attempted but failed to find Miura transfo
mations relating these equations; but this should not be taken to imply that no comparab
exists. Indeed, we have already exploited their close relation in deriving the bKK solitary w
This strongly suggests that it should be possible to construct a Ba¨cklund transformation betwee
Eqs. ~12! and ~16!, either linking the equations directly or via some intermediary NEE~which,
presumably, would be a bidirectional counterpart to the unidirectional Fordy–Gibbons equa!.
These are open questions worthy of attention.

Lastly, but certainly not least, we have concluded that the bSK–Ramani Eq.~12! and bKK Eq.
~16!, are not trulyBoussinesqin character. This begs the obvious question: What, then, are
Boussinesq versions of the SK Eq.~3! and KK Eq.~4!? We can be quite confident that they w
belong to the generic BKP and CKP hierarchies of NEEs,23,49 respectively. But is it possible to
construct these Boussinesq equations specifically, along with their Lax pairs, by means
exchange procedure described here? These, and other questions concerning their properti
investigation.
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APPENDIX A: BILINEAR FORMULAS

If u5]x
2 ln f andunx5]nu/]x

n , then

DxDt f • f / f 252~ ln f !xt , ~A1!

Dx
2 f • f / f 252u, ~A2!
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Dx
3Dt f • f / f 252uxt112u~ ln f !xt , ~A3!

Dx
4f • f / f 2512u212uxx , ~A4!

Dx
6f • f / f 25120u3160uuxx12u4x . ~A5!

For arbitrary functionsf andg

DxDt f •g

f 2
5

g

f S DxDt f • f

f 2 D 1
]2

]x]t S g

f D , ~A6!

Dx
2f •g

f 2
5

g

f S Dx
2f • f

f 2 D 1
]2

]x2 S g

f D , ~A7!

Dx
4f •g

f 2
5

g

f S Dx
4f • f

f 2 D 16S Dx
2f • f

f 2 D S Dx
2f •g

f 2 D 26
g

f S Dx
2f • f

f 2 D 2

1
]4

]x4 S g

f D , ~A8!

DxDtS f •
g

f D5
1

f 2
~DxDt f

2
•g2gDxDt f • f !, ~A9!

Dx
2S f •

g

f D5
1

f 2
~Dx

2f 2
•g2gDx

2f • f !. ~A10!

APPENDIX B: THE RAMANI EQUATION: THE FLUX X4 AND X5

X452 27
5 u519u3v26uv2218u2ux

213vux
216uuxvx22vx

219u3uxx26uvuxx1
24
5 ux

2uxx

2 18
5 uuxx

2 23u2vxx12vvxx1
2
5 uxxvxx1

36
5 uuxu3x2 2

5 vxu3x2 1
5 u3x

2 22uxv3x

2 3
5 u2u4x1 2

5 vu4x1 2
5 uxxu4x2 2

5 uxu5x , ~B1!

X5545u4v230u2v21 10
3 v3145u3ux

2115uvux
219ux

41150u2uxvx230vuxvx220uvx
2

260u2vuxx115uux
2uxx222uxvxuxx124u2uxx

2 2vuxx
2 2 20

3 uxx
3 120uvvxx215ux

2vxx

134uuxxvxx24vxx
2 230u2uxu3x24vuxu3x234uvxu3x24uxuxxu3x14uu3x

2 110uuxv3x

110vxv3x12u3xv3x14uvu4x23ux
2u4x28uuxxu4x22vxxu4x1 1

5 u4x
2 12uxxv4x

12uuxu5x12vxu5x2 2
5 u3xu5x1 2

5 uxxu6x . ~B2!

APPENDIX C: THE bKK EQUATION: THE FLUX X4 AND X5

X452 27
5 u519u3v26uv22 9

2 u2ux
22 15

4 vux
216uuxvx2 5

4 vx
219u3uxx26uvuxx1

51
20 ux

2uxx

2 27
20 uuxx

2 23u2vxx12vvxx1
2
5 uxxvxx1

27
10 uuxu3x2 2

5 vxu3x2 1
20 u3x

2 2 1
2 uxv3x

2 3
5 u2u4x1 2

5 vu4x1 1
10 uxxu4x2 1

10 uxu5x , ~C1!

X55180u4v2120u2v21 40
3 v3290u3ux

2230uvux
22 171

4 ux
41420u2uxvx260vuxvx280uvx

2

2240u2vuxx160uux
2uxx2118uxvxuxx239u2uxx

2 111vuxx
2 1 46

3 uxx
3 180uvvxx130ux

2vxx

176uuxxvxx211vxx
2 160u2uxu3x216vuxu3x276uvxu3x15uxuxxu3x25uu3x

2 220uuxv3x
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120vxv3x14u3xv3x116uvu4x16ux
2u4x110uuxxu4x24vxxu4x2 1

5 u4x
2 22uxxv4x

24uuxu5x14vxu5x1 2
5 u3xu5x2 2

5 uxxu6x . ~C2!
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On the variational principle for dust shells
in General Relativity
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The variational principle for a thin dust shell in General Relativity is constructed.
The principle is compatible with the boundary-value problem of the corresponding
Euler–Lagrange equations, and leads to ‘‘natural boundary conditions’’ on the
shell. These conditions and the gravitational field equations which follow from an
initial variational principle, are used for elimination of the gravitational degrees of
freedom. The transformation of the variational formula for spherically-symmetric
systems leads to two natural variants of the effective action. One of these variants
describes the shell from a stationary interior observer’s point of view, another from
the exterior one. The conditions of isometry of the exterior and interior faces of the
shell lead to the momentum and Hamiltonian constraints. The canonical equiva-
lence of the mentioned systems is shown in the extended phase space. Some par-
ticular cases are considered. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1369123#

I. INTRODUCTION

A thin spherically-symmetric dust shell is among the simplest popular models of collap
gravitating configurations. The equations of motion of these objects are obtained in Refs. 1
The construction of a variational principle for such systems was discussed from different po
view in Refs. 3–7. There are a number of problems here, most basic of which is the depen
on the choice of the evolution parameter~internal, external, proper!. The choice of time coordi-
nate, in turn, affects the choice of a particular quantization scheme, leading, in general, to qu
theories which are not unitarily equivalent.

In most of these papers the variational principle for shells is usually constructed in a co
ing frame of reference, or in one of variants of freely falling frames of reference. However, u
such frames of reference frequently leads to effects unrelated to the object under conside
The essential physics involves a picture of a gravitational collapse from the point of view
infinitely remote stationary observer. In quantum theory this point of view enables us to
bound states in terms of asymptotic quantities and to build the relevant scattering theory co
On the other hand, to treat primordial black holes in the theory of self-gravitating shells
convenient to take the viewpoint of a central stationary observer. In the approach related to
time of the shell reduction of the system leads to complicated Lagrangians and Hamilto
which creates difficulties on quantization. In particular it leads to theories with higher deriva
or to finite difference equations.

In our opinion, the choice of the exterior or interior stationary observers is most natura
corresponds to the real physics. To provide the necessary properties of invariance, specific
the canonical transformations in an extended phase space which translate the correspond
namical systems into one another enough. In addition the action for a shell should satisfy
natural requirements. In the absence of self-forces it should pass into the action for a ge
motion. Further, according to the correspondence principle, at small velocities and masses

a!Electronic mail: gladush@ff.dsu.dp.ua
25900022-2488/2001/42(6)/2590/21/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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shell, and also in the absence of other sources of the gravitational field, we should obta
action for a self-gravitating Newtonian shell~see Appendix C!.

The natural Hamiltonian formulation of a self-gravitating shell was considered in work8,9

However, this formulation was not obtained by a variational procedure from some initial a
containing the standard Einstein–Hilbert term. The action for such a self-gravitating sph
shell of massm can be introduced with the help of a naive ‘‘relativization’’ of the Newtoni
action. It is carried out by simple replacement of the kinetic energymv2/2 by the relativistic
expression2mcA(12v2/c2) @see below Lagrangians~C17! and ~4.3!#. If there is an exterior
gravitational field then the kinetic and potential energy of the shell have as their general relat
analog the geodesic Lagrangian2mc (2)ds6 /dt6 . The subsigns ‘‘6’’ correspond to exterior and
interior observers. The gravitational self-action of the shell is the same for all cases, and it
depends on whether stationary observer can exist inside and outside the shell.

The above Hamiltonian formulation for the shell, as well as the procedure of ‘‘relativizat
follows from the Lagrange formalism of dust shells constructed in the present paper. We vie
system as a compound configuration consisting of two vacuum regions with a spatially-c
boundary surface formed by the shell. The initial action we take as the sum of actions of Yor
for either region and the action for dust matter. For the complete action introduced in this w
variational principle is compatible with the boundary-value problem of the corresponding E
Lagrange equations for either region of the configuration, and leads to ‘‘natural boundary c
tions’’ on the shell. The missing boundary conditions are obtained by consideration of the
tions with respect to normal displacements of the shell. The obtained conditions coincide w
known Israel matching conditions at singular hypersurfaces and are considered as cons
Together with the equations of the gravitational field they are used to eliminate of the gravita
degrees of freedom. The tangential variations of thus-obtained action with constraints lead
known equations of motion of the Israel.1

The problem of the complete reduction of the action is solved for spherically-symm
systems. By transforming the variational formula and using the constraints the obtained ac
reduced to two variants of the effective action. One of these variants describes the shell fr
interior stationary observer’s point of view, and the other from the exterior one. Then we go
from the Lagrangian to the Hamiltonian description. The conditions of isometry of the exterio
interior sides of the shell lead to the momentum and Hamiltonian constraints. The can
equivalence of these two variants of the description of the shells in the extended phase
indicates the existence of a ‘‘discrete gauge’’ transformation associated with the transition
the interior observer to the exterior one.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II the full action is constructed for a compo
piecewise smooth Lorentz manifold with a four-dimensional spatially-closed boundary su
between two vacuum regions, corresponding to the world sheet of the shell. From here th
stein equations for regions outside the shell and surface equations follow. Further, the act
the shell and the equations of motion are constructed.

In Sec. III spherically-symmetric relativistic dust shells are considered. The Lagrangian
Hamiltonians describing the shell from the point of view of the interior or exterior observe
obtained. Then momentum and Hamiltonian constraints are found. They emerge from indep
consideration of the interior and exterior faces of the shell using the conditions of isometry
two faces. In Sec. IV special cases of dust shells and configurations of several shells are
considered.

In Appendix A it is shown that the surface equations, obtained in Sec. II, reduce to the k
equations for jumps of the extrinsic curvature tensor of the shell. In Appendix B we show
canonical equivalence of the actions for the dust spherically-symmetric shell written relative
interior and exterior observers. This equivalence is thought of as operating in the extended
space of the corresponding dynamical system. In Appendix C the action for an arbitrary n
ativistic gravitating dust shell is constructed. The Lagrangian for the spherical gravitating n
ativistic dust shell is found. It was deemed worthwhile to consider the nonrelativistic case be
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it clarifies the interpretation of the results and allows comparisons with the general relat
approach.

In this work we consider both relativistic and nonrelativistic systems. In this connection
shall keep all the dimensional constants. Herec is the velocity of light,g is the gravitational
constant,x58pg/c2, \ is Planck’s constant. The metric tensorgmn ~m,n50, 1, 2, 3! has the
signature (1 2 2 2).

II. THE VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE AND EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR RELATIVISTIC
DUST SHELLS

Consider a timelike spatially-closed hypersurfaceS t
(3) into some regionD (4) of the space–

time V(4). Let it be the world sheet of the infinitely thin dust shell with the surface density of
s. This shell divides the regionD (4) into the interior and exterior ones,D2

(4) andD1
(4) . Introduce

the general coordinate mapxm on our compound manifoldD (4)5D2
(4)øS t

(3)øD1
(4) and the met-

rics gmn
6 on D6

(4) , so thatgmn
2 uS

t
(3)5gmn

1 uS
t
(3).

One defines the elements of the four-volumed4V on D6
(4) and three-volumed3V on S t

(3)

according to the formulas,

d4V5A2gd4x5A2gdx0`dx1`dx2`dx3, ~2.1!

d3V52A2gnmdSm5A2gdS, ~2.2!

where nm is the unit normal toS t
(3) , directed fromD2

(4) to D1
(4) (nmnm521,umnm50), g

5detugmnu. Three-formsdSm anddS are determined by the relations,

dxm`dSn5dn
md4x, h`dS5d4x ~dSm5nmdS!, ~2.3!

where ‘‘̀ ’’ denotes the exterior product, andh5nmdxm is a normal covector.
Now let us fix coordinate systemxm so that the coordinatesxa(a52, 3) be Lagrange coordi

nates of particles on the shellS t
(3) . Then umx, m

a 5nmx, m
a 50, where ‘‘,m’’ is derivative with

respect to the coordinatexm. Hence it followsua5na50. The equationsxa5const determine the
world lineg of some particle of dust onS t

(3) . The set$g%5$xa, xa1dxa% of the world lines forms
the elementary stream tube of dust. On the shellS t

(3) we shall introduce the basis of one-form

$e0[v5umdxm, ea5dxa% ~a,b52,3! ~2.4!

and the dual vector basis,

$e0[u5um]m , ea%, ei~ek!5dk
i ~ i ,k50,2,3!. ~2.5!

In the basis$ei%5$v, dxa% the metric tensor and three-form of volume onS t
(3) are

(3)g5v ^ v2qabdxa
^ dxb, ~2.6!

d3V52v`d2V, d2V5Aqdx2`dx3. ~2.7!

Here ‘‘^ ’’ is the sign of a tensor product,d2V is the surface element of the area for the sect
which is orthogonal to the elementary stream tube of dust,qab is the metric on these section
q5detuqabu. In the neighborhood of the hypersurfaceS t

(3) the metric tensor(4)g and four-form of
volumed4V can be expressed in the form

(4)g5 (3)g2h ^ h, ~2.8!

d4V5h`d3V5v`h`d2V. ~2.9!
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We introduce the two-form of mass onS t
(3) by the formula d2m5sd2V, then sd3V5v

`d2m.
Now we take the full action of the compound configuration in the form,

I tot
(g)5I EH2cE

S t
(3)S snm1

1

2x
@vm# DA2gdSm1I ]D(4)1I 0 . ~2.10!

It is the functional of the metricgmn , density of the dusts and hypersurfaceS t
(3) : I tot

(g)

[Itot
(g)(gmn , s, St

(3)). The first term in the right-hand side of~2.10!,

I EH52
c

2x E
D2

(4)
øD1

(4)
(4)Rd4V ~2.11!

is the Einstein–Hilbert action for the regionsD6
(4) , where(4)R is the curvature scalar.

The second term in the right-hand side~2.10! contains the matter termcsd3V and matching
term. The symbol@vm#5vmu12vmu2 denotes the jump of the quantity,

vm5gsrGsr
m 2gmrGsr

s , ~2.12!

Gsr
m 5 1

2 gmn~gnr,s1gns,r2grs,n!, ~2.13!

on S t . The sign ‘‘u1’’ or ‘‘ u2’’ indicates the marked values to be calculated as a limit
magnitude when approaching the boundaryS t from outside or inside, respectively. In Appendix
it will be shown, that the relation

@vm#nm52@K# ~2.14!

takes place. HereK5gmnKmn is the trace of the extrinsic curvature tensor

Kmn52nm;rhn
r ~hn

r5dn
r1nrnn!, ~2.15!

where;r is covariant derivative with respect to the coordinatexm. The third term

I ]D(4)5
c

2x E
]D(4)

vmA2gdSm ~2.16!

contains the surface terms which are introduced to fix the metric on the boundary]D (4) of the
regionD (4). Note, that the boundary]D (4) consists of the pieces of timelike as well as spacel
hypersurfaces. The last termI 0 in ~2.10! contains the boundary terms on the timelike infinite
remote hypersurfaces, necessary for normalization of the action.

The relation

A2g (4)R5A2gG1~A2gvm! ,m ~2.17!

takes place, where

G5gmn~Gms
r Gnr

s 2Gmn
s Grs

r ! ~2.18!

contains only the first derivatives of the metric. Therefore the action~2.10! can be rewritten in a
more compact form

I tot
(g)5I g1I m1I 0 , ~2.19!

where
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I g52
c

2x E
D2

(4)
øD1

(4)
A2gGd4x5E

D2
(4)

øD1
(4)

Lgd4x ~2.20!

is the gravitational action of the first order, and

I m5cE
S t

(3)
sd3V52cE

St
(2)

d2mE
g
v ~2.21!

is the action for the dust.
The first and the penultimate terms in~2.10! form the action which can be ascribed to that

the York’s typeI Y5I EH1I ]D(4).10 It is used in variational problems with the fixed metric on t
boundary]D (4) of the regionD (4). It can also be used in variational problems with the gene
relativistic version of ‘‘natural boundary conditions’’ for ‘‘free edge.’’11 In this case the metric on
the boundary is arbitrary and the corresponding momenta vanishes. Together withI 0 it forms the
York–Gibbons–Hawking actionI YGH5I Y1I 0 for a free gravitational field.

In our case of the compound configuration we also fix the metric on boundary]D (4), as it was
done in variational problem for actionI Y . In addition, inside the system there is the bound
surfaceS t

(3) , with singular distribution of matter on it. One can interpret this configuration as
two vacuum regionsD6

(4) with a common ‘‘loaded edge’’~or with a ‘‘massive edge’’!. The sum
of the actions of typeI Y for these regions and of the action for matterI m and normalizing termI 0

do leads to the actionI tot
(g) .

If there is no dust,s50, the common boundary is not ‘‘loaded.’’ Then, the requirem
dI tot

(g)50, at arbitrary, everywhere continuous variations of the metric, gives generalization o
above ‘‘natural boundary conditions’’ for free hypersurfaceS t

(3) . They coincide with the condi-
tion of continuity for the extrinsic curvature onS t

(3) , i.e., with ordinary matching conditions. I
the edge, being matched, is ‘‘loaded’’ by some surface distribution of matter, then we obta
corresponding surface equation or the boundary conditions forD6

(4) . They are the analog of the
generalized ‘‘natural boundary conditions’’ for ‘‘loaded edges.’’ The initial action is chosen
that the surface equations onS t

(3) following from the requirementdI tot
(g)50, coincide with the

matching conditions on singular hypersurfaces.1 In this case, the variational principle for th
action I tot

(g) will be compatible with the boundary-value problem of the corresponding Eu
Lagrange equations.12,13

Note, that, as a rule, the boundary terms are formulated in terms of the extrinsic curvat
the corresponding hypersurfaces. For the configuration which contains the boundary hyper
dividing the domainD (4) into parts and the whole boundary consisting of several pieces of e
initial, and eventual hypersurfaces, it is more convenient to use the covariant approach. In o
calculatedI tot

(g) we use the complete action in the form~2.10!. According to Ref. 14 we have

d~A2g (4)R!52A2g (4)Gmndgmn1~A2gVm! , m , ~2.22!

where

Vm5gsrdGsr
m 2gmrdGsr

s , ~2.23!

and (4)Gmn5 (4)Rmn2 1
2

(4)Rgmn is the Einstein tensor. In addition, we shall use the followi
conditions: the boundary of the configuration]D (4), the metric on it, and the normal vector a
fixed. ThenddSmu]D(4)50, dgmnu]D(4)50, dnmu]D(4)50. The hypersurfaceS t

(3) is fixed, and the
metric and its variations are continuous onS t

(3) : @gmn#S
t
(3)50, @dgmn#S

t
(3)50, @nm#S

t
(3)50,

@dnm#S
t
(3)50.

For the variationdI m according to the formula~2.21! we have dI m52c*d2m*dv5
2c*d2m*dvg . Here, the quantityd2m is considered as a stationary value at variations of
metric.15 The sign ‘‘ug’’ designates restriction of the one-forms on the world lineg so, that
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dv ug5dds5 1
2 umundsdgmn52 1

2 umunv ugdgmn. ~2.24!

If all these conditions are satisfied, then from the requirementdI tot
(g)50 one obtains the vacuum

Einstein equations

(4)Gmn50, ;D6
(4) ~2.25!

and the surface equations onS t
(3) ,

Qmn2 1
2 Qgmn52xsumun , ~2.26!

whereQ5gmnQmn , and

Qsr5nm@Gsr
m #2 1

2 ~ns@Gmr
m #1nr@Gms

m #!. ~2.27!

It is shown in Appendix A that the surface equations~2.26! reduce to the known equations for th
jump discontinuity of the extrinsic curvature tensor of the hypersurfaceS t

(3) ,1

@Kmn#2@K#hmn52xsumun , ~2.28!

wherehmn5gmn1nmnn is the metric onS t
(3) . From the relations~2.28! it follows

@Kmn#umun52
x

2
s, ~2.29!

The missing equation for the average tensor of the extrinsic curvature

K̄n
m5 1

2 ~Knu1
m 1Knu2

m ! ~2.30!

can be obtained by considering the variations ofI tot
(g) with respect to normal displacements of th

hypersurfaceS t
(3) . For this purpose we define some one-parameter family of timelike hype

faces in a neighborhood ofS t
(3) so thatS t

(3) is included in this family. The family induces (3
11)-decomposition of the objects in the neighborhood ofS t

(3) . Thus for the four-curvature scala
one has

(4)R5 (3)R1Kn
mKm

n 2K21
2

A2g
$A2g~Knm2am!% ,m , ~2.31!

where am5n;n
m nn and (3)R is the curvature scalar of hypersurfaces of the family. Substitu

~2.31! into ~2.11! and taking into account the relationsamnm50 and~2.14!, one obtains the action
~2.10! in the form

I tot
(g)5 Î g1I m1 Î ]D(4)1I 0 , ~2.32!

where

Î g5E
D2

(4)
øD1

(4)
L̂gd4x52

c

2x E
D2

(4)
øD1

(4)
~ (3)R1Kn

mKm
n 2K2!A2gd4x ~2.33!

is the gravitational action, containing normal derivatives up to the first order, andÎ ]D(4) and I 0

contain the boundary terms, which are unessential here.
Now let every pointpPS t

(3) be translated at a coordinate distancedxm(p)5nmdl(p) in the
normal direction. As a result of the displacement one gets a new hypersurfaceS̃ t

(3) . The initial
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and eventual positions of a shell are fixed, thereforedl(p)50, ;pPS t
(3)ù]D (4)

5S̃ t
(3)ù]D (4). In addition, we fix the metricgmn and all the quantities onS t

(3) , so thatdI m

50.
As a result of the displacement of the hypersurfaceS t

(3) , the initial regionsD1
(4) andD2

(4) are

transformed into new onesD̃1
(4) and D̃2

(4) , so that,D̃2
(4)øS̃ t

(3)øD̃1
(4)5D2

(4)øS t
(3)øD1

(4)5D (4).
Then, for example, the variation of the regionD2

(4) can be expressed in the formdD2
(4)

5D̃2
(4)\D2

(4)5D1
(4)\D̃1

(4) . The variation of the action~2.33!, under the above conditions, prove
to be equal,

dI tot
(g)5d Î g5E

D̃2
(4)

øD̃1
(4)

L̂gd4x2E
D2

(4)
øD1

(4)
L̂g d4x>2E

dD2
(4)

~ L̂g
12L̂g

2!d4x. ~2.34!

Here L̂g
1 and L̂g

2 are Lagrangians defined by the relation~2.33! and calculated as a limiting
magnitude when approaching the hypersurfaceS t

(3) from outside or inside, respectively. Under th
infinitesimal normal displacement of the hypersurfaceS t

(3) , the full action is variated by the
formula,

dI tot
(g)52E

S t
(3)

~ L̂g
12L̂g

2!dxmdSm5E
S t

(3)
@ L̂g#dldS. ~2.35!

Hence, from arbitrariness ofdl(p) and the requirementdI tot
(g)50, one finds

@ L̂g#5L̂g
12L̂g

25@Kn
mKm

n 2K2#52K̄n
m~@Km

n #2@K#dm
n !50. ~2.36!

Here we considered that@ (3)R#50 on S t
(3) . Then, using~2.28!, from ~2.36! we obtain

K̄mnumun50. ~2.37!

The relations~2.28! and ~2.37! form the necessary complete set of algebraic conditions
constraints for the extrinsic curvature tensorKnu6

m of the hypersurfaceS t
(3) .

Now we can eliminate gravitational degrees of freedom in the actionI tot
(g) and construct the

action for the shell. For this purpose it is necessary to calculateI tot
(g) on the solutions of the vacuum

Einstein equations~2.25! taking into account the constraints~2.28! and~2.37!. Note, first, that on
this stage we use explicitly only the following results of these equations:

(4)R50, @vm#nm52@K#5xs. ~2.38!

Substituting these relations for the corresponding terms in~2.10! one finds

I tot
(g)

u$Eqs. (2.38)%5I sh1I ]D(4)1I 0 , ~2.39!

where

I sh5
1

2 ES t
(3)

csd3V52
c

2 ESt
(2)

d2m E
g
v ~2.40!

is the reduced action for the dust shell. This action must be considered together with cons
~2.28! and~2.37!. The actionI sh

(g) is quite certain if the gravitational fields in the neighborhood
S t

(3) are determined as the solutions of the vacuum Einstein equations~2.25! which satisfy the
boundary conditions~2.28! and ~2.37!. That is the finding of these fields that completes
construction of the action for the shell. At this stage all the equations~2.25! and constraints~2.28!,
~2.37! are already used.
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Note, that one usually comes to the action for the shell in the other form. In our approac
action can be obtained at the partial reduction of initial actionI tot

(g) , when the constraint in~2.38! is
not taken into account. As a result we come to the action of the type,

Ĩ sh52cE
S t

(3)S s2
1

x
@K# Dv`d2V, ~2.41!

or to some its modification. In the spherically-symmetric case from here follows the Lagrang
the shell in a frame of reference of the comoving observer. However, quantity@K# contains second
derivatives with respect to proper time of the shell. When eliminating them, through the int
tion by parts, one comes to rather complicated Lagrangians and Hamiltonians.

To find the equations of motion for particles of the shell from actionI sh ~2.40! one should
introduce the independent coordinatesx6

m in each of the regionsD6
(4) , and the interior coordinate

yi ( i ,k50,2,3) onS t
(3) . Let the equations of embedding ofS t

(3) into D6
(4) have the formx6

m

5x6
m (yi). Then we can write the relations,

(4)ds6
2 5gmn

6 dx6
m dx6

n , (3)ds25gmn
6 x6,i

m x6,k
m dyidyk5hikdyidyk, ~2.42!

v5v65um
6dx6

m , v ug
65ds6 , u6

m 5dx6
m /ds6 , ~2.43!

(3)v5um
6x6,i

m dyi5uidyi , (3)v ug5 (3)ds, ui5dyi / (3)ds. ~2.44!

Nongravitational interaction between particles of the dust is absent. Therefore we consider
tity d2m to be unchanged when a flow line is varied.

First, consider variationsI sh with respect to the internal coordinatesyi . In this case*gv
5*g

(3)v ug5*g
(3)ds. Then the metrichik(yi) is given onS t

(3) and the variation ofI sh leads to the
equations of three-dimensional geodesic on the hypersurfaceS t

(3) ,

u;k
i uk50. ~2.45!

Here ‘‘;k’’ denotes the covariant derivative with respect to the coordinateyk calculated with the
help of the metrichik .

The consideration of the variational principledI sh
(g)50 with respect to the exterior coordinate

x6
m is more interesting treatment. In this case*gv5*gv ug

65*g
(4)ds6 . Then the metricsgmn

6 (xr)
are given in a neighborhood of the shell. Since the normal variations of the shell are already
it is possible to consider the variations of dynamical quantities, generated only by the tangen
S t

(3) variations of the coordinatesxm. These variations of the values will be denoted by the signd̃.
Thus, omitting for simplicity signs ‘‘6, ’’ we have

d̃xm5dxm1nmnndxn[hn
mdxn ~nmd̃xm50, hn

m5dn
m1nmnn!, ~2.46!

wheredxm are arbitrary values. Then we find

d̃v ug5 d̃ (4)ds5 d̃Agmndxmdxn52um;nunhr
mdxr (4)ds1d~umdxm!. ~2.47!

Supposing thatdxm50 on S t
(3)ù]D (4), from the requirementd̃I sh

(g)50 we obtain the three-
dimensional geodesic equations onS t

(3) , but, here, in the four-dimensional form,

um;nunhr
m50. ~2.48!

This equation can be rewritten as

ur;nun52um;nunnmnr . ~2.49!
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Hence, using the definition ofKmn ~2.15! one obtains

ur;nun5nrnm;numun52nrKmnumun. ~2.50!

Here we again introduce signs ‘‘6 ’’ and use the relationsKmnu6
5K̄mn6 1

2@Kmn#. Then, taking
into account constraints~2.29! and ~2.37!, we come to the equations of motion for the shel
particles with respect to the exterior coordinates,

~um;nun! u656
x

4
snm . ~2.51!

For completeness one should add the unused constraints,

@Kmn#umei
n50, @Kmn#ea

meb
n5

xs

2
hab , ~2.52!

whereea
m5]xm/]ya.

From ~2.51! it follows the well-known Israel equations,1

nm
Dum

ds U
1

1nm
Dum

ds U
2

50, ei
m Dum

ds U
6

50, ~2.53!

nm
Dum

ds U
1

2nm
Dum

ds U
2

52
xs

2
, ~2.54!

whereDum5um;ndxn is the covariant differential.
The equations of motion of the dust shell~2.51! can immediately be found from the actionI sh.

Indeed, acting in the same manner as when deducing the equations of motion~2.51!, the varia-
tional formula~2.47! can be transformed to the form,

d̃ (4)dsu6
52um;nundxu6

m (4)dsu6
7 1

2 @Kmn#umunnrdxrdsu6
1d~umdxm! u6

~2.55!

or

d̃v ug
65 d̃ (4)dsu6

5H S 2um;nun6
xs

4
nmD dxm (4)ds1d~umdxm!J

u6
. ~2.56!

From here, under the above conditions, the equations of motion follow.
The proposed variational deducing of the equations of motion makes the problem of con

tion of the effective action for the dust shell free from constrains~2.28! and~2.37!. It turns out that
it is possible for some special class of the configurations. To show it, we shall choose such i
coordinatesyi , which ati 5a52, 3 are the Lagrange coordinates of particles on the shellS t

(3) . In
addition, we introduce the coordinatesxu6

m in the regionsD6
(4) so that, whenm5a52, 3 the

equalitiesx1
a uS

t
(3)5x2

a uS
t
(3)5ya are satisfied. These coordinates are arbitrary in any other res

Then the formulas of embedding ofS t
(3) into D6

(4) have the formx6
n 5x6

n (y0) (n50,1) or
f 6(x0, x1)50. Therefore we haveu6

m 5$u6
0 , u6

1 , 0, 0% andnm
65$n0

6 , n1
6 , 0, 0%. Using the con-

ditions (umum) u652(nmnm) u651 and (umnm) u650 one findsn0
65u6

1 , n1
652u6

0 . Hence it
follows

nmdxmds
u6

5~u1dx02u0dx1!ds
u6

5~dx1dx02dx0dx1!
u6

. ~2.57!

Therefore the variational formula~2.56! has the form
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d̃v ug
65 d̃ (4)dsu6

5$d (4)ds6 1
4 xs~dx1dx02dx0dx1!1d~umdxm!% u6 . ~2.58!

Now we introduce the vector potentialUn5Un(x0,x1) by the relation

d`~Undxn![G01dx0`dx152 1
4 xsdx0`dx1, ~2.59!

whereGnm[Um,n2Un,m(n,m50,1). Hence it follows that the configurations, being consider
admit such motions of matter for whichs5s(x0,x1).

Using the definition~2.59! and the relation

d~Undxn!2d~Undxn!5G10~dx0dx12dx1dx0!, ~2.60!

the variational formula~2.58! can be rewritten in the following form:

d̃v ug
65 d̃ (4)dsu6

5$d~ds7Undxn!1d@~un6Un!dxn1uadya#% u6 . ~2.61!

Returning to action for the shell~2.40!, we conclude, that in the case under consideration we h

dI sh5dI sh
62

c

2 ESt
(2)

d2m$~un6Un!x, 0
n dy01uadya%6uA

B , ~2.62!

where

I sh
652

c

2 ESt
(2)

d2mE
g
~ds7Undxn! u6 , ~n50,1! ~2.63!

is the effective action for the shell written in terms of the exterior coordinates. IndicesA andB
indicate that the corresponding quantities are taken in initial and final positions of the shell.
at fixed initial and final positions of particlesdyi uA,B50, then it followsdI sh5dI sh

6 .
In such away, under the above conditions, the action of the shell~2.40! with the constraints

~2.28!, ~2.37! and the action~2.62! without these constraints are equivalent. The actionsI sh
1 andI sh

2

are equivalent in the same sense. Let us note, that in the considered above independent tr
of the interior and exterior faces of the shell there are new constraints following from isom
conditions of these faces.

III. EFFECTIVE ACTION FOR THE SPHERICAL DUST SHELL

Let us consider spherically-symmetric compound regionD (4)5D2
(4)øS t

(3)øD1
(4),V(4) into

the spherically-symmetric space–timeV(4), whereD7
(4) are exterior and interior regions separat

from each other by spherically-symmetric timelike hypersurfaceS t
(3) . By using the curvature

coordinates we can choose common inD6
(4) , spatial, spherical coordinates$r , u, a%, and indi-

vidual time coordinatest6 for D6
(4) , respectively. Then the world sheet for the shellS t

(3) , respec-
tively, the interior and exterior coordinates is determined by the equationsr 5R2(t2) and r
5R1(t1). Under appropriate choice oft6 we haveR2(t2)5R1(t1). Thus, the interior and
exterior regions are determined by the relations

D2
(4)5$t2 , r , u, a: r 0,r ,R2~ t2!%, D1

(4)5$t1 , r ,u, a: R1~ t1!,r ,`%

for all $u,a%P$0<u<p, 0<a,2p,% and for all admissiblet6 . The particles of the shell are
described by one collective dynamical coordinateR5R6(t6) and by the two fixed individual
~Lagrange! angular coordinatesu and a. The minimal value ofr 0 is limited by the domain of
definition of the curvature coordinates.

The gravitational fields into the regionsD6
(4) are given by the metrics
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(4)ds6
2 5 f 6c2dt6

2 2 f 6
21dr22r 2~du21sin2 uda2!, ~3.1!

where

f 6512
2gM 6

c2r
, ~3.2!

andM 6 are the Schwarzschild masses (M 1.M 2).
Owing to the spherical symmetrys5s(t6 ,R). Therefore the conditions of applicability o

the modified action~2.62! are satisfied. In this case we have

d2m5sd2V5sR2 sinududa, ~3.3!

Undxn5cw~ t6 ,R!dt61UR~ t6 ,R!dR. ~3.4!

Using the gauge conditionUR(t6 ,r )50, the action~2.62! can be written in the form

I sh
652

c

2 ESt
(2)

sR2 sinududaE
g6

~ (2)ds7cwdt! u6 . ~3.5!

Since the particles move only radially~u5const,w5const! we shall use the truncate interval

(2)ds6
2 5 f 6c2dt6

2 2 f 6
21dR2. ~3.6!

Further, from the formula~2.59! it follows

1

4
xs5

gm

2c2R2 5
]w

]R
, ~3.7!

wherem54psR2 is the rest mass of the shell. Hence, up to an additive constant, one find

w52
gm

2c2R
. ~3.8!

Finally, integrating in~3.5! over the anglesu anda and making use of~3.6! and~3.8!, the effective
action of the shell can be expressed in the form,

I sh
65

1

2 Eg6

Lsh
6dtu652

1

2 Eg6

S mc(2)ds6
gm2

2R
dtD

u6
, ~3.9!

where

Lsh
652mc2Af 62 f 6

21Rt6
2 /c26U ~3.10!

are the Lagrangians of the dust shell with respect stationary observes into the re
D6

(4) ,(Rt65dR/dt6), and

U (G)52
gm2

2R
~3.11!

is the effective potential energy of the gravitational self-action of the shell. It is important tha
self-action~3.11! has the same form as that in the Newtonian theory@formula ~C12! in Appendix
C#. The Lagrangians~3.10! themselves can be obtained from the corresponding Newtonian
logs @see Appendix C, formulas~C13! and ~C14!# by the formal replacement of the first an
second terms describing the kinetic and potential energies of the shell into the external fi
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their general relativistic analog, the geodesic Lagrangian2mc(2)ds6 /dt6 . It is natural that the
Lagrangians~C13!, ~C14!, up to an additive constant, are the Newtonian limits of the relativi
Lagrangians~3.10!.

It is easy to see that the actions~3.9! transform each into other under the discrete gau
transformation,

M 6→M 7 ~ f 6→ f 7!, U (G)→2U (G), t6→t7 .

This transformation generalizes the corresponding transformation of the Newtonian the
shells~see Appendix C! and reduce to the transformation from the interior observer to the ext
one and otherwise.

Note, that despite the equivalence of the actionsI sh
6 , similar to Newtonian case~C13!, ~C14!,

they can be considered quite independently. We also can consider the regionsD6
(4) together with

the corresponding gravitational fields~3.1! separately and independently, as manifolds with
edgeS t6

(3) . The edgesS t6
(3) acquire the physical meaning of different faces of the shell with

world sheetS t
(3) , provided the regionsD6

(4) are joined along these edgesS t6
(3) . This can be

performed only if the conditions of isometry of the edgesS t6
(3) are satisfied

f 1c2dt1
2 2 f 1

21dR25 f 2c2dt2
2 2 f 2

21dR25c2dt2, ~3.12!

where t is the proper time of the shell. In addition we haveS t1
(3)5S t2

(3)5S t
(3) , g1(t1)

5g2(t2)5g.
Now we study some results following from the isometry conditions of the edges. Firs

obtain the relations between the velocities,

c2
f 1

Rt1
2 2

1

f 1
5c2

f 2

Rt2
2 2

1

f 2
, ~3.13!

Rt
2[S dR

dt D 2

5
c2Rt6

2

c2f 62 f 6
21Rt6

2 , Rt6
2 [S dR

dt6
D 2

5
c2f 6

2 Rt
2

c2f 61Rt
2 . ~3.14!

Then from the LagrangiansLsh
6 ~3.10! one finds the momenta and Hamiltonians of the shell,

P65
]Lsh

6

]Rt6
5

mRt6

f 6Af 62 f 6
21Rt6

2 /c2
5

m

f 6
Rt , ~3.15!

Hsh
65

mc2f 6

Af 62 f 6
21Rt6

2 /c2
7U5mc2f 6

dt6

dt
7U ~3.16!

or

Hsh
65cAf 6~m2c21 f 6P6

2 !7U5mc2Af 61Rt
2/c27U5E6 , ~3.17!

whereE6 are the energies of the shell which are conjugated to the timet6 , respectively, and
conserve with respect to the corresponding interior or exterior stationary observers’ point of
After elimination of velocityRt from ~3.15! and~3.17!, the isometry conditions of the edges ca
be expressed in the form

f 1P15 f 2P2 , ~3.18!

~E22U !22m2c4f 25~E11U !22m2c4f 1 . ~3.19!
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SubstitutingU and f 6 from ~3.2! and ~3.11! for those in the last relation and equating t
coefficients at the same power ofR we obtain the relations between the HamiltonianHsh

6 and the
Schwarzschild massesM 6 ,

Hsh
15Hsh

25~M 12M 2!c25E. ~3.20!

HereE5E6 is the full energy of the shell. This energy is conjugated to the coordinate timet1 and
t2 as well, and does not depend on the position of the stationary observer~inside or outside the
shell!. We shall interpret the relations~3.18! and ~3.20! following from the above independen
consideration of the shell faces, as momentum and Hamiltonian constraints.

The LagrangiansLsh
6 ~3.10!, as well as the relations~3.13!–~3.20!, are valid only in a limited

domain, since the used curvature coordinates are valid outside the event horizon only. The
Lsh

2 can be used whenR.2gM 2 /c2, andLsh
1 whenR.2gM 1 /c2(M 1.M 2).

As is known, the complete description of the shells can be performed in the Kruskal–Sze
coordinates. With respect to these coordinates the full Schwarzschild geometry consists of t
regionsR1, T2,R2,T1, detached by the event horizons. Our above consideration concerned
the R1 region only.

Supposingr to be a time coordinate, we can formally use the action in the form~3.9! under
the horizon. However, here we encounter the ambiguity when choosing the sign before(2)ds. It is
usually ascribed to ambiguity of the radial component direction of the unit normal toS t

(3) . The
point is that in the curvature coordinates the regionsT2 andT1 coincide. Hence the time singu
larity r 50 contains the two singularities: past singularity and future singularity. Therefore
instance, the movement of a test particle with the energyE50 consists of the two stages. At th
first stage the particle begins to move into the expanding regionT1 from the past singularityr
50 and reaches the horizon at a moment whenr reaches 2gM /c2. Then it goes over into the
contractingT2 region and moves from the horizon to the future singularityr 50. In the coordi-
nates$r ,t%, where r is the time coordinate, the latter stage looks like the movement dire
backwards in time.

Similarly, in the curvature coordinates the regionsR2 and R1 of the Kruskal–Szekeres
diagram coincide and ordinary movement of particles into the future of theR2-region looks as the
movement directed backwards in time which corresponds to the changeds→2ds. It means that
ordinary particles moving into theR2-region are mapped into theR1-region as antiparticles
~remember the Feynman’s interpretation of antiparticles as ordinary particles moving back
in time!. Such trajectories can be taken into account by the change of the sign beforemc (2)ds6 in
the expression for the action~3.9! of the shell.

In order to use simplicity and convenience of the curvature coordinates and, at the sam
to keep information about shells into theR2-region we introduce an auxiliary discrete variab
«561 and make a change(2)ds6→«6

(2)ds6 in I sh
6 ~3.9!. Herewith«651 correspond to the

shell into theR1-region, and«6521 to the shell into theR2-region. Then, we introduce th
quantitiesm65«6m. As a result the extended action has the form

I sh
6~m6!5

1

2 Eg6

Lsh
6~m6!dtu652

1

2 Eg6

~mc (2)ds7UGdt! u6 , ~3.21!

where

Lsh
6~m6!52m6c2Af 62 f 6

21Rt6
2 /c26U ~3.22!

are the generalized Lagrangians describing the shell inside any of theR6-regions with respect to
the curvature coordinates of the interior$t2 ,R% or exterior$t1 ,R% regions. The event horizon
Rg52gM 6 /c2 are, still, singular points of the dynamical systems~3.21! and must be excluded
from consideration.

For the extended system~3.21! the Hamiltonian has the form
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Hsh
6~m6!5c«6Af 6~m2c21 f 6P6

2 !7U5m6c2Af 61Rt
2/c27U. ~3.23!

Hence, taking into account the Hamiltonian constraints~3.20! one finds the standard relations
the theory of dust spherical shells.1 We shall rewrite them in terms of new designations,

m2Af 21Rt
2/c22m1Af 11Rt

2/c25
gm2

Rc2 , ~3.24!

m2Af 21Rt
2/c21m1Af 11Rt

2/c252~M 12M 2!. ~3.25!

In the end of the section we write out the Hamilton–Jacobi equations corresponding t
Hamiltonians~3.23! and to the constraints~3.18!, ~3.20! for truncated actionsS0

65S0
6(R),

1

f 6
S M 12M 27

U

c2D 2

2
f 6

c2 S dS0
6

dR D 2

5m2, ~3.26!

f 1 d S0
15 f 2 d S0

2 . ~3.27!

Then, the complete actions are determined by the formulaS652c2(M 12M 2)t61S0
6 .

IV. PARTICULAR CASES OF SPHERICAL DUST CONFIGURATIONS

A. Self-gravitating dust shell

In this caseM 250. DenoteM 15M and consider the shell moving into theR1-region. Then
with respect to the exterior coordinates, the Lagrangian and the Hamiltonian of the shell ha
form,

Lsh
152mc2A12

2gM

c2R
2S 12

2gM

c2R D 21 Rt1
2

c2 2
gm2

2R
, ~4.1!

Hsh
15cA12

2gM

c2R
Am2c21S 12

2gM

c2R D P1
2 1

gm2

2R
. ~4.2!

The same shell with respect to the interior coordinates is described by the Lagrangian a
Hamiltonian,

Lsh
252mc2A12Rt2

2 /c21
gm2

2R
, ~4.3!

Hsh
25cAm2c21P2

2 2
gm2

2R
. ~4.4!

This Hamiltonian was considered in the works.8,9 The dynamical systems withLsh
6 obey momen-

tum and Hamiltonian constraintsP25 f 1P1 , Hsh
15Hsh

25Mc2 and they are canonically equiva
lent ~see Appendix B!.

B. The dust shell with vanishing full energy

Now we consider the shell for which the binding energyEb5(m1M 22M 1)c2 coincides
with the rest energymc2. DenoteM 15M 2[M , f 15 f 2[ f 5122gM /c2R, t15t2[t. Then
for the full energy we haveE50. This is possible, as it follows from~3.24!, ~3.25!, only when
m152m2,0, i.e., for the wormhole. Such a shell can be considered as a classical mod
‘‘zeroth oscillations’’ of dust matter with bare massm under the gravitational field withf 51
22gM /c2R.
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In terms$t, R% the trajectories of ‘‘zeroth oscillations’’ are determined by the equation

dR

dt
5

2c3

gm S 12
2gM

c2R DAg2m2

4c4 1
2gM

c2 R2R2. ~4.5!

Hence for the turning radius we have

Rm5
g

c2 S M1AM1
m2

4 D . ~4.6!

In the case of the flat space whenM50, from ~4.5!and ~4.6! we find

dR

dt
5cA12

R2

Rm0
2 , Rm05

gm

2c2 . ~4.7!

The equations of motion of such ‘‘zeroth’’ shells coincide with those for the oscillator,

d2R

dt2
1v2R50. ~4.8!

Its oscillationsR(t)5Rm0 cosv(t2t0) occur with the amplitudeRm0 and frequencyv5c/Rm0

52c3/gm. Hence we find the time of life of these shells into the flat space–time as a half-p
of the oscillation,

T5
p

v
5

pgm

2c3 5
p

c
Rm0 . ~4.9!

For the shell with mass equal to the mass of the Earth we haveRg52gM /c2.4cm, Rm0

5Rg/4.1cm, T.10210c. For the shells with Planck’s massm5mpl5A\c/g the time of life
equalsT5pTpl/2, whereTpl5A\g/c5 is Planck’s time. We underline, that the ‘‘zero’’ shells a
characterized by that their gravitational binding energy completely compensate proper e
leaving their total energy to be equal to zero. These shells can be thought of as a cl
prototype of the Wheeler’s space–time foam.16

C. The set of concentric dust shells

Now, consider briefly configurations consisting from the set ofN concentric dust shells. Le
Ra , ma , ta be the radius, bare mass, and proper time of anath shell, respectively (a
51,2,. . . ,N). For simplicity we suppose thatRa.Rb if a.b. Then letMa be the Schwarzschild
mass determining the gravitational fieldf a5122gMa /c2r on the right-hand side of anath shell,
into the regionRa,r ,Ra11 . Supposef a

25122gMa21 /c2Ra and f a
15122gMa /c2Ra . Let

Pa
65madRa / f a

6dta be the momenta of theath shell, andUa
(G)52gma

2/2Ra be its potential
energy of the self-action. Then,

Ha
65c«a

6Af a
6~ma

2c21 f a
6~Pa

6!2!7Ua ~4.10!

is the Hamiltonians of anath shell. They, similarly to momentaPa
6 , are considered from the

stationary observers’ points of view, into the interiorRa21,r ,Ra and exteriorRa,r ,Ra11 ,
regions respectively. They satisfy the momentum and Hamiltonian constraints,

f a
1Pa

15 f a
2Pa

2 , Ha
15Ha

25~Ma2Ma21!c2. ~4.11!

Now we are ready to determine the full Hamiltonian of this configuration,
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HN5 (
a51

N

Ha
6 . ~4.12!

For the self-gravitating configurationM050. ThenH1
65M1c2 and the full Hamiltonian of the

configuration satisfies the constrain

HN5Mc2. ~4.13!

Here M5MN is the Schwarzschild mass of the configuration. The system admits the dis
gauge transformations,

Ma↔Ma21 , Ua↔2Ua , ta↔ta21 ~a51,2,. . . ,N!,

whereta is coordinate time determined on the right from anath shell. The choice of sides~left or
right! of the shells is not fixed beforehand and can be made by the reason of convenience
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APPENDIX A: TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE SURFACE EQUATIONS

We show that the surface equations~2.26! reduce to the known equations for the jumps of t
extrinsic curvature tensor on the shell.1 First, we shall calculatenm@vm#.

We suppose that the following conditions are satisfied on the hypersurfaceS t
(3) :

@nm#50, @nm,n#hs
n 50, @n,n

m #hs
n 50, @gmn,r#hs

r 50. ~A1!

Hence it follows

@Grs
m #hm

n hb
r ha

s50 . ~A2!

Then from the definition~2.15! one finds

@Gan
s #nshb

n 5@Kab#, @Gan
s #nshan5@K#, ~A3!

@Gan
s #nahb

n 52@Kb
s# ,@Gan

s #nahs
n 52@K#, ~A4!

@Gan
s #nsnahb

n 50. ~A5!

According to~2.12! we find

nmvm5nmgsrGsr
m 2nrGrs

s 5nmhsrGrs
m 2nmhr

sGms
r .

Therefore, making use of Eqs.~A4! and ~A5! we obtain the sought result~2.14!.
Then, projecting the equation~2.26! into the hypersurfaceS t

(3) and into the normalnr one
finds

Qsrnr2 1
2 Qns50, ~A6!

Qsrha
shb

r 2 1
2 Qhab52xsuaub . ~A7!

Using the definitions~2.27! and Eqs.~A2!–~A5! we obtain

Q5gmnQmn5nm@vm#52@K#, ~A8!
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Qsrnr5nmnr@Grs
m #2 1

2 nsnr@Grm
m #1

1

2
@Gsm

m #

52ns~nm@Gab
m #nanb1@Gma

m #na!

52nsnr@Grn
m #hm

n

5@K#ns , ~A9!

Qsrha
shb

r 5nm@Gsr
m #ha

shb
r 5@Kab#. ~A10!

Thus Eqs.~A6! is satisfied identically, and Eq.~A7! yields the sought relations~2.28!.

APPENDIX B: ON THE CANONICAL EQUIVALENCE OF THE ACTIONS Ish
Á FOR THE

DUST SPHERICAL SHELL

In order to show the canonical equivalence of the actionsI sh
6 in the extended phase space w

write the variational principle~3.9! in the form

dI sh
65dE ~P6dR2H6dt6!50, ~B1!

where

P65
1

c f6

A~H66U !22m2c4f 6 . ~B2!

The dynamical systems with the actionsI sh
6 are restricted by momentum and Hamiltonian co

straints~3.18! and ~3.20!, which follow from the independent consideration of the faces of
shell.

The systemsI sh
6 will be canonically equivalent in the extended phase space of varia

$P6 , H6 , R, t6%, if

dIsh
15dIsh

21dF, ~B3!

or

P1dR2H1dt15P2dR2H2dt21dF, ~B4!

where F5F(R,t1 ,t2) is the generating function of the canonical transformation$P1

5P1(P2 ,t2 ,R), t15t1(P2 ,t2 ,R)%. From ~B4! we find

H152
]F

]t1
, H25

]F

]t2
, P15P22

]F

]R
. ~B5!

Using these relations the constraints~3.18! and ~3.20! can be rewritten in the following way:

2
]F

]t1
5

]F

]t2
5E ,

]F

]R
5P2S 12

f 2

f 1
D . ~B6!

From here we find

F5E~ t22t1!1s~R,E!, ~B7!

where
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s~R,E!5
1

c E S 1

f 2
2

1

f 1
DA~E6U !22m2c4f 6 dR . ~B8!

The expression under the radical is invariant with respect to the replacementf 6→ f 7 , U→
2U.

Then differentiating the expression~B7! over E one finds the relation betweent1 and t2 ,

]F

]E
5t22t11

]s

]E
5a, ~B9!

where the constanta cab be omitted. Thus, the transformations

H t15t21
]s~R,E!

]E
,

P15P21
]s~R,E!

]R
,

~B10!

are the sought canonical transformations of the extended phase space$P6 ,H6 ,R,t6% of the
system. Herewith, the corresponding presymplectic form

dP1`dR2dE`dt15dP2`dR2dE`dt2 ~B11!

is invariant under these transformations.
The difference of the shell actions, which are considered from the point of view of the ex

and interior observers, up to an additive constant isI sh
1(R,t1)2I sh

2(R,t2)5F(R,t1 ,t2), where
F5F(R,t1 ,t2) is the generating function, is calculated by the elimination of the energyE from
the relations~B7! and ~B9!.

APPENDIX C: NONRELATIVISTIC DUST SHELL

Let us consider an infinitely thin dust layer in the Euclidean spaceR(3) in the form of the
closed surfaceS t moving in its own Newtonian gravitational fieldw5w(r ). The full action for
this configuration has the form,

I tot
(N)5E

t1

t2
dt H E

S t

S 1

2
sv22sw Dd2f 2

1

8pg E
D2øD1

~¹w!2 dVJ . ~C1!

HereS t (t1<t<t2) is a one-parameter family of the closed surfaces,D2 andD1 are interior and
exterior regions of the shellS t at a momentt, d2f is the surface element onS t , dV is the volume
element inR3, v is the velocity of particles of the shell,¹ is the nabla operator,s is surface mass
density of dust onS t . By virtue of the mass conservation law the valuedm[sd2f conserves
along the stream tube and in case of dust can be considered as a stationary value under
variations. Note also, that, we require that the potentialw be continuous, and, together with all i
derivatives, vanish at infinity.

The requirement of extremity of the actiondI tot
(N)50 with respect to everywhere continuou

variationsdw, vanishing on infinity, leads to the Laplace equation,

Dw~r !50, rPD2øD1 , ~C2!

with the boundary conditions for normal derivatives ofw on S t . The latter, for completeness, wi
be written out together with the continuity conditions forw on S t ,

@w#[w u1
2w u2

50, F]w

]hG[ ]w

]h U
1

2
]w

]hU
2

54pgs, rPS t ~ t5const!. ~C3!
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Here ]/]h5(n"“) is the derivative with respect to the exterior normaln to S t , vector n (n2

51) is directed fromD2 to D1 . The solution of Eqs.~C2! and~C3! is the potential of a ‘‘simple
layer,’’

ws~r !52gE
S t

s~r 8!d2f 8

ur2r 8u
. ~C4!

Now we can calculateI tot
(N) on the solutions of Eqs.~C2! and~C3!. Thereby, the potentialw is

excluded from the full action~C1!. Note that owing to~C2! we have (¹w)25¹(w¹w). This
allows to transform the volume integral of~C1! into the surface one on the boundaries of t
regionsD6 . Taking into account the boundary conditions~C3! and an asymptotic behavior ofw,
we find the reduced actionI tot

(N) , as the value of the initial action on the solution~C4! of Eqs.~C2!
and ~C3!,

I tot
(N)

u$solutions Eqs.~C2!, ~C3!%5I sh
(N)1I 0

(N) . ~C5!

Here I 0
(N) contains the surface term, which is unessential for further consideration, and

I sh
(N)5E

t1

t2
Lsh

(N) dt ~C6!

is the effective action for the shell with the Lagrangian,

Lsh
(N)5

1

2 ES t

sv2d f2U, ~C7!

where

U5
1

2 ES t

sws d f52
g

2 E
S t

E
S t

s~r !s~r 8!

ur2r 8u
d f d f8 ~C8!

is the functional of the potential energy of the gravitational self-action of the shell.
The Lagrangian of the shell in an external gravitational fieldw05w0(r ) has the form,

Lsh
(N)5E

S t

S 1

2
sv22sw0Dd f2U. ~C9!

Now consider the spherical nonrelativistic dust shell. LetR5R(t) be the radius of the spheri
cal shell at a momentt. With respect to the spherical coordinates$r ,u,a%, we have s

5s(r ), d2f 5R(t)sinududa, v25Ṙ25(dR/dt)2. The mass of the shell ism54psR25const.
The potential of the external fieldw0 on the shell has the value

w0[w252
gm2

R~ t !
, ~C10!

wherem2 is the total mass of the interior source. The potentialws and the self-action energy fo
the shellU prove to be equal

ws~r !5H 2gm/r , r>R~ t !

2gm/R~ t !, r ,R~ t !
, ~C11!

U5
1

2
mws52

gm2

2R~ t !
. ~C12!
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Replacing the corresponding terms in~C9! by those of~C10!–~C12!, we obtain the Lagrangian o
the spherically-symmetric dust shell in Newtonian theory of gravity,

Lsh2
(N) 5

1

2
mṘ21

gmm2

R
2U. ~C13!

A distinctive feature of spherical shell is that the two-valued description of the shell dyn
becomes possible with respect to the observer’s position. From an interior observer’s po
view, except for the force of self-action2]U/]R, the shell is effected by the external forceF2

52mdw2 /dr, which determines an interior gravitational field. This situation corresponds to
LagrangianLsh2

(N) , therefore the latter can be interpreted as the Lagrangian describing the n
ativistic shell from an interior observer’s point of view.

An exterior observer @r .R(t)# determines the field, judging by the forceF15
2mdw1 /dr acting on the shell in the fieldw15w21ws52gm1 /R(t). This field is generated
by the total mass of the systemm15m21m. If, by making use of this relation, we eliminatem2

from Lsh2
(N) we obtain the following Lagrangian:

Lsh1
(N) 5

1

2
mṘ21

gmm1

R
1U. ~C14!

It can be interpreted as the Lagrangian describing the Newtonian shell from an exterior obs
point of view.

In such a way, transformation from an exterior observer to an interior one stipulate
discrete transformationm6→m75m67m. Its can be interpreted as both the gravitational pot
tial transformationw6→w75w66gm/R and the change of sign of the self-action potent
U (N)→2U (N). The above two-valued description of spherical shell in the Newtonian theory
a formal character. This ambiguity, arising when describing spherically-symmetric shell,
matter of principle in General Relativity.

Note other feature of the shell, which has nontrivial meaning in General Relativity.
LagrangiansLsh6

(N) completely and closely determine the motion of boundaries of regionsD6 .
That is why they can be thought of as independent systems with their momenta and Hamilto

P65mṘ6 , H65
P6

2

2m
2

gmm6

R6
7U65E6 . ~C15!

HereE6 are the total energies of these boundaries,U6
(N)52gm2/2R6 are their potential energie

of self-action, andR65R6(t) are the radiuses of the regions’ boundaryD6 . The systems~C15!
describe the same shell provided the regionsD6 have a common boundaryR1(t)5R2(t)
[R(t) for all momentst. In this case, eliminating the momentumP[P15P2 from the equa-
tions H65E6 one has

E12E25
gm

R
~m12m2m2!. ~C16!

Hence it follows an ordinary equality of energies and the additivity of massesE15E2 , m1

5m2m2 . In General Relativity, a similar but not trivial procedure follows from the isome
conditions for the boundaries of the corresponding four-dimensional regions.

Finally we shall write the corresponding relations for a self-gravitating shell, whenm250,

Lsh2
(N) 5

1

2
mṘ21

gm2

2R
, ~C17!
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P5mṘ, H5
P2

2m
2

gm2

2R
5E. ~C18!
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We will obtain a formula for the trace of the Sturm–Liouville operator with opera-
tor coefficient. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1367866#

I. INTRODUCTION

Let H be a separable Hilbert space. Let us consider the operatorsL0 andL in the spaceH1

5L2(H;@0,p#) which are formed by the following differential expression:

l 0~y!52y9~x!, l ~y!52y9~x!1Q~x!y~x!,

with the same boundary conditiony(0)5y(p)50, respectively. Suppose that the operator fu
tion Q(x) in the expressionl (y) satisfies the following conditions:

~1! For ;xP@0,p#, Q(x): H→H is a self-adjoint kernel operator. Moreover,Q(x) has
continuous derivative of second order with respect to the norm in spaces1(H) in the interval@0,
p# and forxP@0,p#, Q( i )(x): H→H are self-adjoint operators (i 51,2).

~2! Sup@0,p# iQ(x)iH, 3
2.

~3! There is an orthonormal basis$wn%n51
` of the spaceH such that

(
n51

`

iQ~x!wni,`.

Here s1(H) is the space of kernel operators fromH to H as in Ref. 1. Moreoveri .iH and i.i
denote the norms inH andH1 , respectively, and trA5traceA denotes the sum of eigenvalues
a kernel operatorA.

In Ref. 2, it is proved that the spectrum of the operatorL is a subset of the union of th
intervals@m22 3

2,m
21 3

2# (m51,2,...) and that spectrum is a disjoint eigenvalue whose points
belonging to the set$m2%m51

` , have finite multiplicity. Again in Ref. 2, it is proved thatm2 (m
51,2,...) is a eigenvalue ofL which has finite or infinite multiplicity and that

lim
n→`

lmn5m2

such that$lmn%n51
` are eigenvalues which belong to the interval@m22 3

2,m
21 3

2#. Moreover, the
trace formula in the form

(
m51

` F (
n51

`

~lmn2m2!2
1

p E
0

p

tr Q~x! dxG52
tr Q~0!1tr Q~p!

4
1

1

2p E
0

p

tr Q~x! dx

has been found for the self-adjoint operatorL in Ref. 2.
In this work, we will find a formula for the sum of series

a!Electronic mail: avci@yildiz.edu.tr
26110022-2488/2001/42(6)/2611/14/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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(
m51

` H (
n51

`

~lmn
2 2m4!2

2m2

p E
0

p

tr Q~x! dx2
1

2p
@ tr Q8~0!2tr Q8~p!#

2
1

2p E
0

p

tr Q2~x! dx2
1

2p2 tr S E
0

p

Q~x! dxD 2J .

The trace formulas for the scalar differential operators have been found by Gelfand and Le3

Dikiy,4 Halberg and Kramer5 and many other works. The list of the works on this subject is giv
in Levitan and Sargsyan6 and Fulton and Pruess.7 Note that we have only a few works on the tra
of differential operators with operator coefficient. In Ref. 8, the trace of the Sturm–Liou
operator with unbounded operator coefficient has been investigated.

Let Rl
0 andRl be the resolvents of the operatorsL0 andL, respectively. The spectrum of th

operatorL0 is the set$m2%m51
` and every point of this set is the eigenvalue ofL0 which has infinite

multiplicity. The eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvaluem2 are given by the form

cmn5A2

p
Sinmx•wn , n51,2... . ~1.1!

II. SOME FORMULAS ABOUT EIGENVALUES AND THE OPERATOR QRl
0

Since the operatorQ satisfies the condition~3! and the system~1,1! of eigenvectors of opera
tor L0 is a orthonormal basis of the spaceH1 , it can be seen thatQRl

0: H1→H1 is a kernel
operator for everyl¹$m2%m51

` . Then, from the relation

Rl2Rl
052RlQRl

0 ~2.1!

we see thatRl2Rl
0Ps1(H) for eachl which belongs to the resolvent set ofL. In this case, from

Ref. 2, since

tr ~Rl2Rl
0!5 (

m51

`

(
n51

` S 1

lmn2l
2

1

m22l D
we obtain

1

2p i Eulu5bp

l2 tr ~Rl2Rl
0! dl5 (

m51

p

(
n51

`

~m42lmn
2 !,

wherebp5p21p. From ~2.1! and this last relation, we write

(
m51

p

(
n51

`

~lmn
2 2m4!5(

j 51

N

M p j1M p
~N! . ~2.2!

HereN is a integer,

M p j5
~21! j 11

2p i E
ulu5bp

l2 tr @Rl
0~QRl

0! j # dl

and

M p
~N!5

~21!N

2p i E
ulu5bp

l2 tr @Rl~QRl
0!N11#dl. ~2.3!
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Since the operator functionQRl
0 in the domainú\$m2%m51

` is analytic with respect to the norm i
s1(H1), we can show that

M p j5
~21! j

p i j E
ulu5bp

l tr ~QRl
0! j dl. ~2.4!

From relations~1.1! and ~2.4!, we write

M p152
1

p i Eulu5bp

l (
m51

`

(
n51

`

~QRl
0cmn ,cmn! dl

52 (
m51

`

(
n51

`

~Qcmn ,cmn!
1

2p i Eulu5bp

l

l2m2 dl

52 (
m51

p

(
n51

`

m2~Qcmn ,cmn!

5
2

p (
m51

p

m2E
0

p

tr Q~x! dx2
2

p (
m51

p

m2E
0

p

tr Q~x! Cos 2mx dx.

On the other hand, since

E
0

p

tr Q~x! Cos 2mx dx5
tr Q8~p!2tr Q8~0!

4m2 2
1

4m2 E
0

p

tr Q9~x! Cos 2mx dx,

we have

M p15
2

p (
m51

p

m2E
0

p

tr Q~x! dx1
p

2p
@ tr Q8~0!2tr Q8~p!#1

1

2p (
m51

p E
0

p

tr Q9~x! Cos 2mx dx.

~2.5!

Now, let us computeM p2 : From ~2.4! we write

M p25
1

2p i Eulu5bp

l tr ~QRl
0!2 dl5

1

2p i Eulu5bp

l (
m51

`

(
n51

`

~~QRl
0!2cmn ,cmn! dl. ~2.6!

Moreover, we know that

QRl
0cmn5

Qcmn

m22l

and

~QRl
0!2cmn5~m22l!21QRl

0~Qcmn!

5~m22l!21QRl
0H (

r 51

`

(
q51

`

~Qcmn ,c rq!c rqJ
5~m22l!21(

r 51

`

(
q51

`

~r 22l!21~Qcmn ,c rq!Qc rq .

If we write this last expression, in~2.6!, we find
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M p25
1

2p i Eulu5bp

lF (
m51

`

(
n51

`

(
r 51

`

(
q51

`
~Qcmn ,c rq!~Qc rq ,cmn!

~l2m2!~l2r 2! G dl

5 (
m51

`

(
n51

`

(
r 51

`

(
q51

`

u~Qcmn ,c rq!u2
1

2p i Eulu5bp

l

~l2m2!~l2r 2!
dl

5 (
m51

p

(
n51

`

(
r 51

p

(
q51

`

u~Qcmn ,c rq!u2
1

2p i Eulu5bp

l

~l2m2!~l2r 2!
dl

1 (
m51

p

(
n51

`

(
r 5p11

`

(
q51

`

u~Qcmn ,c rq!u2
1

2p i Eulu5bp

l

~l2m2!~l2r 2!
dl

1 (
m5p11

`

(
n51

`

(
r 51

p

(
q51

`

u~Qcmn ,c rq!u2
1

2p i Eulu5bp

l

~l2m2!~l2r 2!
dl

1 (
m5p11

`

(
n51

`

(
r 5p11

`

(
q51

`

u~Qcmn ,c rq!u2
1

2p i Eulu5bp

l

~l2m2!~l2r 2!
dl

5 (
m51

p

(
n51

`

(
r 51

p

(
q51

`

u~Qcmn ,c rq!u212 (
m51

p

(
n51

`

(
r 5p11

`

(
q51

`

u~Qcmn ,c rq!u2
m2

m22r 2

5 (
m51

p

(
n51

`

(
r 51

`

(
q51

`

u~Qcmn ,c rq!u22 (
m51

p

(
n51

`

(
r 5p11

`

(
q51

` S 11
2m2

r 22m2D u~Qcmn ,c rq!u2

5 (
m51

p

(
n51

`

iQcmni22 (
m51

p

(
n51

`

(
r 5p11

`

(
q51

`
r 21m2

r 22m2 u~Qcmn ,c rq!u2.

Here if we take

ap5ap~n,q!5 (
m51

p

(
r 5p11

`
r 21m2

r 22m2 u~Qcmn ,c rq!u2,

then we write

M p25 (
m51

p

(
n51

`

iQcmni22 (
n51

`

(
q51

`

ap . ~2.7!

From Eq.~1.1! we have

ap5ap12ap21ap3 , ~2.8!

where

ap15p22 (
m51

p

(
r 5p11

`
r 21m2

r 22m2 U E
0

p

~Q~x!wn ,wq!H Cos~m2r !x dxU2

,

ap252p22 (
m51

p

(
r 5p11

`
r 21m2

r 22m2 ReF E
0

p

~Q~x!wn ,wq!H•Cos~m2r !x dx

3E
0

p

~Q~x!wn ,wq!H Cos~m1r !x dxG , ~2.9!
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ap35p22 (
m51

p

(
r 5p11

`
r 21m2

r 22m2 U E
0

p

~Q~x!wn ,wq!H Cos~m1r !x dxU2

. ~2.10!

For any integersp and i, we let

E5$~r ,m!:r ,mPN;r 2m5 i ;m<p;r .p%.

Then, for the expressionap1 , we can write

ap15p22(
i 51

` S (
m,r PE

r 21m2

r 22m2 D U E
0

p

~Q~x!wn ,wq!H Cos~ ix ! dxU2

. ~2.11!

The equalities

(
m,r PE

r 21m2

r 22m2 5p1
1

2
1 i 2O~p21! for i<p ~2.12!

and

(
m,r PE

r 21m2

r 22m2 5O~p! for i>p ~2.13!

can be proved easily. HereO(p21) andO(p) depend onp and i and they satisfy the inequalitie

uO~p21!u,constp21, uO~p!u,constp.

From ~2.11!–~2.13!, we obtain

ap15p22S p1
1

2D(
i 51

` U E
0

p

~Q~x!wn ,wq!H Cosix dxU2

1(
i 51

`

i 2O~p21!U E
0

p

~Q~x!wn ,wq!H Cosix dxU2

1 (
i 5p11

`

O~p!U E
0

p

~Q~x!wn ,wq!H Cosix dxU2

5ap1
~1!1ap1

~2!1ap1
~3! .

Here,

ap1
~1!5p22S p1

1

2D(
i 51

` U E
0

p

~Q~x!wn ,wq!H Cosix dxU2

5
2p11

4p E
0

p

u~Q~x!wn ,wq!Hu2dx2
2p11

4p2 E
0

p

u~Q~x!wn ,wq!H dxu2,

uap1
~2!u5U(

i 51

p

i 2O~p21!U E
0

p

~Q~x!wn ,wq!H Cosix dxU2U<constp21E
0

p

u~Q8~x!wn ,wq!Hu2 dx,

and
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uap1
~3!u5U (

i 5p11

`

O~p!U E
0

p

~Q~x!wn ,wq!H Cosix dxU2U<constp21E
0

p

u~Q8~x!wn ,wq!Hu2 dx.

From ~2.8! and these last relations, we find

(
n51

`

(
q51

`

ap15
2p11

4p E
0

p

tr Q2~x! dx2
2p11

4p2 trS E
0

p

Q~x! dxD 2

1O~p21!. ~2.14!

SinceQ(x) satisfies the condition~1!, it can be shown that

U(
n51

`

(
q51

`

ap jU,constp21 ~ j 52,3!. ~2.15!

By using ~2.7!, ~2.8!, ~2.14! and ~2.15!, we find

M p25 (
m51

p

(
n51

`

iQcmni22
2p11

4p E
0

p

tr Q2~x! dx1
2p11

4p2 trS E
0

p

Q2~x! dxD 2

1O~p21!,

~2.16!

whereO(p21) depends onp and satisfies the inequality

uO~p21!u,constp21.

Now, let us compute the sum(m51
p (n51

` iQcmni2:

(
m51

p

(
n51

`

iQcmni25
2

p (
m51

p

(
n51

` E
0

p

Sin2 mx~Q2~x!wn ,wn!H dx

5
p

p E
0

p

(
n51

`

~Q2~x!wn ,wn! dx2
1

p (
m51

p E
0

p

(
n51

`

~Q2~x!wn ,wn!H Cos 2mx dx

5
p

p E
0

p

tr Q2~x! dx2
1

p (
m51

p E
0

p

tr Q2~x! Cos 2mx dx.

If we put this expression into~2.16!, we have

M p25
2p21

4p E
0

p

tr Q2~x!1
2p11

4p2 tr S E
0

p

Q~x! dxD 2

2
1

p (
m51

p E
0

p

tr Q2~x! Cos 2mx dx1O~p21!. ~2.17!

III. A FORMULA FOR THE TRACE OF THE OPERATOR L

In this section, we will find a formula for the sum

(
m51

` F (
n51

`

~lmn
2 2m4!2

2m2

p E
0

p

tr Q~x! dx2CG ,

where

C5
1

2p
@ tr Q8~0!2tr Q8~p!#1

1

2p E
0

p

tr Q2~x! dx1
1

2p2 tr S E
0

p

Q~x! dxD 2

.
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For this, we will first show that the formulas

lim
p→`

M p j50, j >3, ~3.1!

lim
p→`

M p
N50, N>6, ~3.2!

are satisfied. It is not difficult to see that the inequalities

iQRl
0is1~H1!,C1 ~ ulu5bp!, ~3.3!

iRl
0i,C1p21 iRli,C1p21 ~ ulu5bp!, ~3.4!

are true. HereC1.0 is a constant. From~2.4!, ~3.3!, and ~3.4! and sinceQ(x) satisfies the
condition ~2!, we have

uM p ju5
1

p j U Eulu5br

l tr ~QRl
0! j dlU

<
bp

p j Eulu5bp

i~QRl
0! j is1~H1!u dlu

<
bp

p j Eulu5bp

i~QRl
0!is1~H1!i~QRl

0! j 21iudlu

<
C1bp

p j E
ulu5bp

iQi j 21iRl
0i j 21udlu

<
C1

j bp

p j E
ulu5bp

S 3

2D j 21

p12 j udlu

,C2p52 j ~C2.0!.

And so, we find

lim
p→`

5M p j50 ~ j >6!,

but we claim that this is true also forj 53,4,5. Let us try this forj 53. It can be seen that

M p j5
~21! j

p i j (
m151

`

(
n151

`

¯ (
mj 51

`

(
nj 51

`

* F E
ulu5bp

l)
l 51

j

~ml
22l!21 dlG•)

l 51

j

~Qcmlnl
,cmg~ l !ng~ l !

!.

~3.5!

Here the symbol ‘‘* ’’ denotes that there are numbers, betweenm1
4,m2

4,....,mj
4, less than or greate

thanbp and

g~ l !5H l 11, l , j ,

1, l 5 j .

For j 53, we write
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M p352
1

3p i (
m51

`

(
n51

`

(
r 51

`

(
q51

`

(
R51

`

(
N51

`

* E
ulu5bp

l dl

~m22l!~r 22l!~R22l!

•~Qcmn ,c rq!~Qc rq ,cRN!~QcRN ,cmn!. ~3.6!

Let us take

F~m,r ,R!5 (
n51

`

(
q51

`

(
N51

`

~Qcmn ,c rq!~Qc rq ,c rN!~Qc rN ,cmn!.

SinceF(m,r ,R)5F(r ,m,R)5F(R,m,r )5F(R,r ,m)5F(m,R,r )5F(r ,R,m) and from~3.6!, we
obtain

M p35
1

p i (
m51

p

(
r 5p11

`

(
R5p11

` E
ulu5bp

l dl

~l2m2!~l2r 2!~l2R2!
F~m,r ,R!

1
1

p i (
m51

p

(
r 51
mÞr

p

(
R5p11

` E
ulu5bp

l dl

~l2m2!~l2r 2!~l2R2!
F~m,r ,R!

1
1

p i (
m51

p

(
R5p11

` E
ulu5bp

l dl

~l2m2!2~l2R2!
F~m,m,R!

52 (
m51

p

(
r 5p11

`

(
R5p11

`
m2

~r 22m2!~R22m2!
F~m,r ,R!

14 (
m51

p

(
r 51
mÞr

p

(
R5p11

`
m2

~m22r 2!~m22R2!
F~m,r ,R!

22 (
m51

p

(
R5p11

`
R2

~R22m2!2 ~F~m,m,R!!. ~3.7!

Let

F1~m,r ,R!5p23(
n51

`

(
q51

`

(
N51

` E
0

p

~Q~x!wn ,wq!H Cos~m2r !x dx•E
0

p

~Q~x!wq ,wN!H

3Cos~r 2R!x dxE
0

p

~Q~x!wN ,wn!H Cos~R2m!x dx, ~3.8!

F2~m,r ,R!5F~m,r ,R!2F1~m,r ,R!,

Api5 (
m51

p

(
r 5p11

`

(
R5p11

`
m2

~r 22m2!~R22m2!
Fi~m,r ,R!,

Bpi5 (
m51

p

(
r 51
mÞr

p

(
R5p11

`
m2

~m22r 2!~m22R2!
Fi~m,r ,R!,

Cpi5 (
m51

p

(
R5p11

`
R2

~R22m2!2 Fi~m,m,R!.
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It can be shown that

Ap152 (
m51

p

(
r 5p11

`

(
R5p11

`

r .R

m2

~r 22m2!~R22m2!
F1~m,r ,R!1 (

m51

p

(
R5p11

`
m2

~R22m2!2 F1~m,m,R!,

~3.9!

Bp152 (
m51

p

(
r 51

p

(
R5p11

`

m,r

R2

~R22m2!~R22r 2!
F1~m,r ,R!.

Hence, we writeM p3 as in the form

M p354Ap
124Bp

122Cp
112Ap214Bp222Cp2 ~3.10!

such that

Ap
15 (

m51

p

(
r 5p11

`

r .R

(
R5p11

`
m2

~r 22m2!~R22m2!
F1~m,r ,R!,

Bp
152Bp1 , ~3.11!

Cp
15 (

m51

p

(
R5p11

`
1

R22m2 F1~m,m,R!.

Let E15$(m,r ,R):m,r ,RPN;r 2m5 i ;R2m5 j ;m<p;r ,R.p%, wherep, i and j are integers
such thatp> j , i> j Then

Ap
15 (

m51

p

(
r 5p11

`

(
R5p11

2p

r .R,R2m<p

m2

~r 22m2!~R22m2!
F1~m,r ,R!

1 (
m51

p

(
r 5p11

`

(
R5p11

`

r .R,R2m.p

m2

~r 22m2!~R22m2!
F1~m,r ,R!

5p23(
i 52

`

(
j 51

p

i . j

F S (
m,r ,RPE1

m2

~r 22m2!~R22m2! D (n51

`

(
q51

`

(
N51

` E
0

p

~Q~x!wn ,wq!G
H

3Cosix•E
0

p

~Q~x!wq ,wN!H Cos~ i 2 j !x dxE
0

p

~Q~x!wN ,wn!H Cosix dx

1 (
m51

p

(
r 5p11

`

(
R5p11

`

r .R,R2m.p

m2

~r 22m2!~R22m2!
F1~m,r ,R!. ~3.12!

If we let
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b i j 5p23(
n51

`

(
q51

`

(
N51

` E
0

p

~Q~x!wn ,wq!H Cosix dxE
0

p

~Q~x!wq ,wN!H

3Cos~ i 2 j !x dx•E
0

p

~Q~x!wN ,wn!H Cosix dx, ~3.13!

Ap
115(

i 52

`

(
j 51

p

i . j

F S (
m,r ,RPE1

m2

~r 22m2!~R22m2! Db i j G ,

Ap
125 (

m51

p

(
r 5p11

`

(
R5p11

`

r .R,R2m.p

m2

~r 22m2!~R22m2!
F1~m,r ,R!,

then we write

Ap
15Ap

111Ap
12. ~3.14!

On the other hand, it can be shown that

(
m,r ,RPE1

m2

~r 22m2!~R22m2!
5

1

4i
1

j

p
O~1!,

whereO(1) satisfies the condition

uO~1!u,const

and it depends onp, i and j. Moreover, if Q(x) has a continuous derivative of second order
@0, p# with respect to the norm ins1(H), then we can show that

ub i j u,
const

i 2 j 2 . ~3.15!

Hence, we have

Ap
115(

i 52

`

(
j 51

p

i . j

Fb i j

4i
1

O~1!

pi2 j G . ~3.16!

Since

U(
i 52

`

(
j 51

p
O~1!

pi2 j U<constS (
i 51

`

i 22D (
j 51

p

j 21,constp21 ln p,

we find

Ap
115(

i 52

`

(
j 51

p

i . j

b i j

4i
1o~1!. ~3.17!

Hereo(1) is an expression which satisfies the condition
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lim
p→`

o~1!50,

and it depends onp. From ~3.14! and ~3.17! we obtain

Ap
15(

i 52

`

(
j 51

p

i . j

b i j

4i
1Ap

121o~1!. ~3.18!

Now, let us find a formula for theBp
1:

Let

Bp
115 (

m51

p

(
r 51

p

(
R5p11

2p

m,r ,R2m<p

R2

~R22m2!~R22r 2!
F1~m,r ,R!

and

Bp
125 (

m51

p

(
r 51

p

(
R5p11

`

m,r ,R2m.p

R2

~R22m2!~R22r 2!
F1~m,r ,R!.

Then, from~3.9! and ~3.11!, we have

Bp
15Bp

111Bp
12. ~3.19!

By using ~3.8! and ~3.13!, we writeBp
11 as in the form

Bp
115(

j 52

p

(
i 51

p21

j . i

S (
m,r ,RPE2

R2

~R22m2!~R22r 2! Db i j , ~3.20!

whereE2 is a set defined by

E25$~m,r ,R!:m,r ,RPN;r 2m5 i ;R2m5 j ;m,r<p;R.p%

such thati , j <p. Moreover, we can show that

(
m,r ,RPE2

R2

~R22m2!~R22r 2!
5

1

4 j
1

i

p
O~1!. ~3.21!

From ~3.15!, ~3.20! and ~3.21! we obtain

Bp
115(

j 52

p

(
i 51

p21

j . i

Fb i j

4 j
1

O~1!

p j2i G
and, sinceb i j 5b j i , we write

Bp
115(

j 52

p

(
i 51

p21

i , j

b j i

4 j
1o~1!.
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By using ~3.19! and this last equation, we find

Bp
15(

i 52

p

(
j 51

p21

i . j

b i j

4i
1Bp

121o~1!.

On the other hand, by using~3.15!, it can be shown that

(
i 52

p

(
j 51

p21
b i j

i
5(

i 52

`

(
j 51

p

i . j

b i j

4i
1o~1!.

Thus, we have

Bp
15(

i 52

`

(
j 51

p

i . j

b i j

4i
1Bp

121o~1!. ~3.22!

From ~3.10!, ~3.18! and ~3.22! we obtain

M p354Ap
1224Bp

1222Cp
112Ap214Bp222Cp21o~1!.

Here, it can be seen that

lim
p→`

Ap
125 lim

p→`

Bp
125 lim

p→`

Cp
15 lim

p→`

Ap25 lim
p→`

Bp25 lim
p→`

Cp250.

For this reason, it follows that

lim
p→`

M p350.

In a similar form, it is proved that

lim
p→`

M p45 lim
p→`

M p550.

Now let us prove the formula~3.2!: By employing~2.3!, ~3.3! and ~3.4!, we obtain

uM p
~N!u5

1

2p U E
ulu5bp

l2 tr @Rl~QRl
0!N11# dlU

<
bp

2

2p E
ulu5bp

iRl~QRl
0!N11is1~H1!udlu

<bp
2E

ulu5bp

iRlii~QRl
0!N11is1~H1!udlu

<C1bp
2p21E

ulu5bp

iQRl
0iNiQRl

0is1H1
udlu

<constp52N.

This shows that
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lim
p→`

M p
~N!50; N>6.

The main result of this article is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1: If the operator functionQ(x) satisfies the conditions~1!–~3!, then

(
m51

` F (
n51

`

~lmn
2 2m4!2

2m2

p E
0

p

tr Q~x! dx2CG
5

C

2
1

1

8
@ trQ9~0!1trQ9~p!#2

1

4
@ trQ2~0!1trQ2~p!#,

where

C5
1

2p
@ tr Q8~0!2tr Q8~p!#1

1

2p E
0

p

tr Q2~x! dx1
1

2p2 trS E
0

p

Q~x! dxD 2

.

Proof: By using the relations~2.2!, ~2.5!, ~2.17!, ~3.1! and ~3.2!, we find

(
m51

p

(
n51

`

~lmn
2 2m4!5

2

p E
0

p

tr Q~x! dx(
m51

p

m21
p

2p
@ tr Q8~0!2tr Q8~p!#

1
1

2p (
m51

p E
0

p

tr Q9~x! Cos 2mx dx1
2p21

4p E
0

p

tr Q2~x! dx

1
2p11

4p2 tr S E
0

p

Q~x! dxD 2

2
1

p (
m51

p E
0

p

tr Q2~x! Cos 2mx dx1o~1!.

Or, by taking

g~x!5tr Q9~x!22 trQ2~x!,

we get

(
m51

` F (
n51

`

~lmn
2 2m4!2

2m2

p E
0

p

tr Q~x! dx2CG
5

1

4p2 tr S E
0

p

Q~x! dxD 2

2
1

4p E
0

p

tr Q2~x! dx1
1

2p (
m51

` E
0

p

g~x! Cos 2mx dx. ~3.23!

Here, we note that

1

2p (
m51

` E
0

p

g~x! Cosmx dx5
1

4p (
m51

` F E
0

p

g~x! Cosmx dx1~21!mE
0

p

g~x! Cosmx dxG
5

1

8 H (
m51

` F 2

p E
0

p

g~x! Cosmx dxGCosm01
1

p E
0

p

g~x!dx Cos 0J
1

1

8 H (
m51

` F 2

p E
0

p

g~x! Cosmx dxGCosmp

1
1

p E
0

p

g~x! dx Cos 0pJ 2
1

4p E
0

p

g~x! dx

5
1

8
@g~0!1g~p!#2

1

4p E
0

p

g~x! dx.
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By considering this in~3.23!, we obtain

(
m51

` F (
n51

`

~lmn
2 2m4!2

2m2

p E
0

p

tr Q~x! dx2CG
5

1

4p2 tr S E
0

p

Q~x!dxD 2

2
1

4p E
0

p

tr Q2~x! dx1
1

8
@ tr Q9~0!22 trQ2~0!1tr Q9~p!

22 trQ2~p!#2
1

4p E
0

p

tr Q9~x! dx1
1

2p E
0

p

tr Q2~x! dx

5
1

4p2 tr S E
0

p

Q~x! dxD 2

1
1

4p E
0

p

tr Q2~x! dx1
1

4p
@ tr Q8~0!2tr Q8~p!#

1 1
8@ tr Q9~0!1tr Q9~p!#2 1

4@ tr Q2~0!1tr Q2~p!#

or

(
m51

` F (
n51

`

~lmn
2 2m4!2

2m2

p E
0

p

tr Q~x! dx2CG
5

C

2
1

1

8
@ tr Q9~0!1tr Q9~p!#2

1

4
@ tr Q2~0!1tr Q2~p!#.

This proves the theorem.
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An extension of the super Korteweg–de Vries~KdV! integrable system in terms of
operator valued functions is obtained. Following the ideas of Gardner, a general
algebraic approach for finding the infinitely many conserved quantities of inte-
grable systems is presented. The approach is applied to the above described system
and infinitely many conserved quantities are constructed. In a particular case they
reduce to the corresponding conserved quantities of super KdV. ©2001 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1368139#

I. INTRODUCTION

It was shown in Ref. 1 that among the one parameter supersymmetric extensions
Korteweg–de Vries~KdV! equation there is a special system that has an infinite numbe
conservation laws. This system is equivalent to the super KdV equations obtained in Ref
reduction from the super-Kadomtsev–Petviashvili hierarchy.N52 supersymmetric extension o
the KdV equations have also been obtained in Refs. 3–5.

The supersymmetric extension of the KdV equation is a system of coupled equations
commuting and an anticommuting field. The commuting fieldu(x,t) takes values in the even pa
of a Grassmann algebraG while the anticommuting fieldj(x,t) takes values on the odd part ofG.
The explicit form of the supersymmetric extension with an infinite number of conservation
is1

ut52u-16uu823jj9, ~1!

j t52j-13~ju!8. ~2!

If we use, as a particular case, the four dimensional Grassman algebra with generatorse1 and
e2 , and express

u~x,t !5u0~x,t !1u12~x,t !e1e2 , ~3!

j~x,t !5j1~x,t !e11j2~x,t !e2 , ~4!

the system~1! and~2! may be reformulated as a coupled system in terms of real or complex fi
u0 ,u12,j1j2 in the following way:

a!Electronic mail: sandrea@usb.ve
b!Electronic mail: arestu@usb.ve
c!Electronic mail: sotomayo@.fis.usb.ve
26250022-2488/2001/42(6)/2625/10/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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u0t52u0-16u0u08 , ~5!

j1t52j1-13~j1u0!8, ~6!

j2t52j2-13~j2u0!8, ~7!

u12t52u12- 16~u0u12!823~j1j292j2j19!. ~8!

Equation~5! is exactly the KdV equation. Equations~6! and~7! are linear homogeneous inj1 and
j2 , respectively. Equation~8! is also linear inu12 but contains a source in terms ofj1 andj2 . The
super KdV system~1! is not the only integrable extension of the KdV equation constructed u
a single anticommuting field. Another such system is the one proposed in Ref. 6:

ut52u-16uu823jj9, ~9!

j t524j-16j8u13ju8. ~10!

This system also has an infinite number of conservation laws. Its expansion in the par
Grassmann algebra generated bye1 ande2 gives again for theu0 the KdV equation. In the case o
N52 supersymmetric systems, the equation foru0 is modified by nonlinear terms coming from
the other even field of theN52 superfield. But again, there is no contribution to this equat
from the odd fields. In this work we present an extension of the super KdV system in term
coupled system of partial differential equations which yields a nonlinear modification for the
equation with an interacting term constructed from complex spinors. Our formulation will b
terms of operator valued functions which for a particular case reduce to the supersym
algebra. The final form of the nonlinear system will be in terms of commuting real or com
functions in contrast with~1! and ~2!. There is also a physical motivation for our program. T
classical formulation of supersymmetric field theory is always in terms of commuting and
commuting fields which, after quantization, yield a field theory in terms of bosonic and ferm
operators. However, once we have the quantum field theory we may consider the mean va
the bosonic and fermionic operators. We then obtain real scalar or vector fields from the b
sector, while complex spinors come from the fermionic sector. That is, for many application
quantum theory may be analyzed in terms of real fields and complex spinors, without introd
the commuting and anticommuting fields of the classical formulation. For example, all the an
of the spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry is formulated in those terms. It is then nat
ask if there is an extension of the KdV equation in terms of a real fieldu(x,t) and a complex
spinorj(x,t). One particular case of the general approach we will discuss is the following sy

ut52u-16uu823~w1w292w19w2!,

w1t52w1-13~w1u!8, ~11!

w2t52w2-13~w2u!8,

where we consider only one complex fieldC(x,t)5w1(x,t)1 iw2(x,t). System~11! should be
compared with~5!–~8! where the anticommuting fields in~1! and ~2! have been explicitly ex-
panded in terms of a basis of a Grassmann algebra with real or complex coefficients.

There is also another general, but maybe indirect, motivation to our program. It has
recently recognized in the formulation of M-theory as a matrix model~IKKT !7 that the construc-
tion of the theory in terms of elements of a complex Lie algebra equipped with an inva
bilinear inner product is not only directly related to superstring theory but also contains Y
Mills theory, for a suitable election of the Lie algebra. The relation between self-dual Yang–
equations and integrable systems is well known, in particular to the KdV hierarchy. It is
natural to ask for an integrable generalization of the self-dual Yang–Mills equations in term
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operator valued geometrical objects related to the IKKT formulation of M-theory and its rel
to KdV hierarchy. Our contribution in this article may be a first step in this construction.

In Sec. II we present, following the ideas of Gardner,8 a general algebraic approach fo
obtaining the infinitely many conserved quantities of certain integrable systems. We consid
particular case of our analysis the conserved quantities associated with the system~11!. In Sec. IV
we present a generalization of the super KdV system in terms of operator valued function
apply the general approach developed in Sec. III to prove the existence of the infinitely
operator valued, conserved quantities of the integrable system.

In Sec. V we discuss our conclusions.

II. AN ALGEBRAIC APPROACH TO NONLINEAR SYSTEMS AND THEIR CONSERVATION
LAWS

In order to study nonlinear equations and their conservation laws, one can start by choo
ring V of infinitely differentiable functionsR→R which satisfies (d/dx)V,V. A system of
equations gives a flow in the manifoldM5V3V3¯3V, whose general element is writte
u(x)5(u1(x),u2(x),...,un(x)). The general model for formulas involving sums of products
derivatives of theup(x) is a polynomial

f ~a10,a11,a20,...!

in a finite number of the commuting symbolsapm with 1<p<n, <0<m,`. Then, replacing
apm by (d/dx)m(up(x), an elementu of the manifoldM is taken to

f ~u!5 f ~u1~x!,x18~x!,u2~x!,...!,

an element ofV whose derivative is given by

d

dx
f ~u!5~D f !~u!,

D5 (
p51

n

(
m50

`

ap,m11

]

]apm
.

The commutative ringA consisting of all such polynomialsf, together with the derivationD:A
→A, may be called the free derivation ring onn generators.

The algebraOpA, on the other hand, consists of the linear operatorsL:A→A which have the
form L5Sm50

N l mDm with l mPA. The standard operator transpose anti-involutionOpA→OpA
sendsL to L* , whereL* f 5Sm50

N (2 l )mDm( l mf ). ThenfLg andgL* f differ by an element ofD
A for all f ,gPA.

Given uPM andLPOpA, the function substitution operation replaces

L~a,D !5( l m~a10,a11,a20,...!Dm

by

LS u,
d

dxD5( l m~u1~x!,u18~x!,u2~x!...!S d

dxD
m

,

a variable coefficient differential operator

LS u,
d

dxD :V→V.
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In order to see how ordinary differential equation~ODE! systems are related by internal subs
tutions, the following constructions are performed inA and inOpA.

~1! A ring homomorphismS:A→A which commutes withD:A→A is completely deter-
mined by its values on the generatorsap0 , 1<p<n. Conversely, ifb5(b1 ,...,bn) is anyn-tuple
of elements ofA, there is a unique ring homomorphismSb :A→A which commutes withD and
satisfiesSb(ap0)5bp , 1<p<n. The effect ofSb on f (a10,a11,a20,...) is to replaceapm by
(Dmbp)(a10,a11,a20,...).

The transformationSb also sendsOpA→OpA. If L5S l mDm, then SbL5S(Sbl m)Dm.
Again, as inA, Sb preserves sums and products.

~2! In the special casebp5ap1tep(a10,a11,a20,...) with tPR and arbitraryepPA, one can
take the derivative att50 of Sbf . The result is

(
p51

n

(
m50

`
] f

]apm
Dmep5 (

p51

n

]pf ~a,D !ep ,

where, for 1<p<n, the Fréchet derivative operator]pf POpA is defined to be

]pf ~a,D !5 (
m50

`
] f

]apm
Dm.

Taking the derivative of the equationSbD f 5DSbf , one sees that the Fre´chet derivative
operators ofDf are given by

]p~D f !5D~]pf !.

When]pf is applied toap15Dap0PA, one gets

(
p51

n

~]pf !ap15D f .

~3! Returning to the case of generalb one can verify the chain rule

]pSbf 5 (
q51

n

~Sb]qf !~]pbq!.

The first step is to apply the usual chain rule, obtaining

]

]apm
Sbf 5 (

q51

n

(
r 50

` S ] f

]aqr
Uaqr5DrbqD ]

]apm
~Drbq!.

Multiplying on the right byDm and summing over 0<m,` one gets

]pSbf 5 (
q51

n

(
r 50

` S ] f

]apr
Uaqr5DrbqD ~]pDrbq!5 (

q51

n

~Sb]qf !~]pbp!.

This completes the proof.
~4! Nonlinear ODE systems are given byn-tuples g5(g1 ,...,gn) of elements ofA. The

unknown functionsvp(x,t) are required to satisfy

]

]t
vp~x,t !5gpS v1~x,t !,

]

]x
v1~x,t !,v2~x,t !,...D .

It then follows that
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]

]t S ]

]xD m

vp~x,t !5~Dmgp!~v1~x,t !,...!.

~5! Given hPA, the formula

H~v !5E h~v !dx

defines a~nonlinear! functionalH:M→R when, for example,v is the space of infinitely differ-
entiable 2p-periodic functions and the integral is taken from 0 to 2p.

If v(x,t) satisfies (]/]t)v5g(v), then the derivative ofH along the solution is given by

d

dt
H5E (

p51

`

(
m50

`
]h

]apm
~v !S d

dt S ]

]xD m

vp~x,t ! Ddx5E (
p51

m

]phS v,
d

dxDgp~v !dx.

For H to be a conservation law forv̇5g(v) it suffices that

(
p51

m

~]ph!gpPDA.

~6! Given b5(b1 ,...,bn), there arises the transformationv5b(u) of M into itself, where

vp~x!5bp~u1~x!,u18~x!,u2~x!,...!.

If u5u(x,t) satisfies the ODE systemu̇5 f (u), thenv5b(u) satisfies

]

]t
vp~x,t !5 (

q51

n

(
m50

`
]bp

]aqm
~u!S ]

]t S ]

]xD m

uq~x,t ! D5 (
q51

n

]qbpS u,
]

]xD f q~u!.

On the other hand,

gp~v !5gp~b~u!!5~Sbgp!~u!.

Therefore, in order forv5b(u) to be a ‘‘Miura transformation’’ taking solutions ofu̇
5 f (u) to solutions ofv̇5g(v), the equations

(
q51

n

~]qbp! f q5Sbgp

should hold inA.
~7! We should expect the pullback of a conserved quantity to be a conserved quantity

pose thathPA gives a conserved quantity forv̇5g(v), and thatv5b(u) is a Miura transforma-
tion to v̇5g(v) from u̇5 f (u).

Then theb-pullback ofh, that is to saySbh, has Fre´chet derivative operators given by

]pSph5 (
q51

n

~Sb]qh!~]pbq!.

After applying this equation tof pPA we get

(
p

~]pSbh! f p5(
p,q

~Sb]qh!~]pbq! f p5(
q

~Sb]qh!~Sbgq!

becausev5g(u) is a Miura transformation. Then,Sb being a ring homomorphism,
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(
p

~]pSbh! f p5SbS (
q

~]qh!gqD 5SbDe

for someePA, becauseh gives a conserved quantity forv̇5g(v). SinceSb commutes withD,
we may conclude thatSbh gives a conserved quantity foru̇5 f (u).

III. CONSERVATION LAWS FOR A KdV SYSTEM

This theory will now be applied to a generalization of the KdV equation. The usual ve
corresponds to the element2a1-16a1a18 in the free derivation ring on one generator, where
double suffix notation is shortened toap5ap0 , ap85ap1 , ap95ap2 , etc., for small values ofm in
apm .

For the extended KdV we go fromn51 to n53 and set

g15~2a1913a1
213@a2 ,a3# !8, g25~2a2913a1a2!8, g35~2a3913a1a3!8,

in which @ap ,aq#5ap8aq2apaq8 in general.
This system, to be calledv̇5g(v), is subjected to the transformationSb :A→A where

S b1

b2

b3

D 5S a1

a2

a3

D 1«S a18

a28

a38
D 1«2S a1

21@a2 ,a3#

a1a2

a1a3

D
and« is any real number. When«50, Sb reduces to the identity map. Since thegp are quadratic
one gets

Sbg5(
i 50

4

« iCi

in which g is the column vector (g1 ,g2 ,g3)T. Evidently C05g and C15Dg , the latter because
d/d«u«50Sbf 5Sp(]pf )ap85Df for any f PA.

The last two columns are

C35S ~2a1
313a1@a2 ,a3# !8

3a1~a1a2!813a28@a2 ,a3#

3a1~a1a3!813a38
I@a2 ,a3#

D 8

and

C45S 3a1
419a1

2@a2 ,a3#13@a2 ,a3#2

3a1
3a213a1a2@a2 ,a3#

3a1
3a313a1a3@a2 ,a3#

D 8

.

Turning now to the Fre´chet derivative operators of the three components ofb, we find the
333 matrix of elements ofOpA which is given by

]qbp5I 1«D1«2B2

in which

B25S 2a1 @* ,a3# @a2 ,* #

a2 a1 0

a3 0 a1

D .
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In order for a systemu̇5 f (u) to be sent tov̇5g(v) by v5b(u), the coefficientsf p must
satisfy

Sbgp5 (
q51

3

~]qbp! f q .

The corresponding equation of column vectors, expanded in powers of«, is

(
i 50

4

« iCi5~ I 1«D1«2B2!(
j 50

`

« jF j .

All the column vectorsF j are determined recursively; in particularF05C05g, F150, and

F25S ~2a1
313a1@a2 ,a3# !8

3a1~a1a2!813a28@a2 ,a3#

3a1~a1a3!813a38@a2 ,a3#
D .

It now turns out thatF j50 for j >3, permitting the fourth degree polynomialSbgp to be
written as the product of (]qbp) by f q with f 5( f 1 , f 2 , f 3)T, f 5g1«2F2 , that is, as a product o
two quadratic polynomials in«. This completes the construction ofu̇5 f (u), a system sent tov̇
5g(v) by v5b(u).

Conservation laws foru̇5 f (u) are given byhPA satisfying Sp51(]ph) f pPDA. Since
]paq5d(p,q) in general, the choiceh5a1 gives justf 1 , which by the construction off is always
in DA. Thereforeh5a1 is indeed a conserved quantity foru̇5 f (u).

If the ring homomorphismSb :A→A could be inverted, the pullback ofa1 would give a
conservation law forv̇5g(v), for all «. But it can indeed be inverted if we embedA within
A@@«##5B, whose elements are the formal power series in« with coefficients inA. The given
elementsbpPB, 1<p<3, define a unique ring homomorphismSb :A→B which sendsap0 to bp

and commutes withD. Obviously it extends toSb :B→B.
But when «50 the elementbpPB reduces to the elementapPA. Therefore, for any

h(a10,a11,a20,...)PA,Sbh will have the form

Sbh5h1«h11«2h21¯

for someh1 ,h2 ,...,«A.
Within B one has the idealsBk5«kB and the filtrationB.B1.B2.¯ . The preceding

observation shows thatSb sends eachBk into itself, and reduces to the identity map in ea
quotient spaceBk /Bk11 . This shows that, given anyf 0 , f 1 ,... in A, the equation

SbS (
k50

`

«kgkD 5 (
k50

`

«kf k

can be solved recursively forg0 ,g1 ,...,«A. ThereforeSb :B→B is an isomorphism.
In order to see the recursion algorithm more clearly we work in the spaceA% A% A of

column vectorse5(e1 ,e2 ,e3)T. Then

b5a1«a81«2^a,a&,

where in general

^ f ,g&5~ f 1g11@ f 2 ,g3#, f 1g2 , f 1g3!T,

a bilinear map ofA% A% A into itself. We ask that column vectorsC0 ,C1 ,C2 ,... bedetermined in
such a way that

C5C01«C11«2C21¯
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satisfies

a5C1«C81«2^C,C&.

That is, the ring homomorphismSC :B→B should sendbp to ap for 1<p<3.
After equating the coefficients of corresponding powers of« one finds the recursion relatio

05Cm121Cm118 1^Cm ,C0&1^Cm21 ,C1&1¯1^C0 ,Cm&.

The values for 0<m<4 are

C05a,

C152a8,

C25a92^a,a&,

C352a-12^a,a&8,

C45a-822^a,a&91^a8,a8&1^^a,a&,a&1^a^a,a&&.

By construction, the transformationSC takesv̇5g( v̇) to u̇5 f (u). The latter equation hasa1

as a conserved quantity. Its pullback is the top entry in the columnC5C(«).
As this is true for all«, we conclude that the top entries of all the columnsCm give conserved

quantities for the extended KdV equationv̇5g(v).
Simplifying where possible by subtracting elements ofDA or by changing signs, the firs

three nontrivial functionalsM→R are

Hm~v !5E hm~v1~x!,v18~x!,v2~x!,...!dx

with

h05a1 ,

h25~a1!21a28a32a2a38 ,

h452~a1!31~a18!21a29a382a28a3914a1~a28a32a2a38!.

Evidently, the extended KdV equation has infinitely many conservation laws.

IV. EXTENSION OF THE KdV EQUATION TO OPERATOR-VALUED FUNCTIONS

This extension, which also has infinitely many conservation laws, includes the supersym
ric KdV as a special case, as well as the extension seen in the preceding section.

That extension is a system of equations in the three real-valued functionsvp(x,t), 1<p<3. It
is recast in operator form by writing

P5v1~x,t !I ,

Q5v2~x,t !E21v3~x,t !E3 ,

whereE2 andE3 are linear operators in some space which satisfy@E2 ,E3#5E2E32E3E25I . The
quantityv28v32v2v38 , which was denoted before by@v2 ,v3#, will now appear as the coefficient o
I in the usual commutator@Q8, Q#. Thus we have the equivalent system of operator differen
equations
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Pt52P-16PP813@Q9,Q#,
~12!

Qt52Q-13~PQ!8.

Further, settingp5u1(x,t)I andq5u2(x,t)E21u3(x,t)E3 , the Gardner transformation take
the form

P5p1ep81e2~p21@q8,q# !,
~13!

Q5q1eq81e2pq,

and the modified KdV equationu̇5 f (u) takes the form

pt5~2p913p213@q8,q# !81e2~2p313p@q8,q# !8,
~14!

qt5~2q913pq!81e23~p2q81pp8q1q8@q8,q# !.

It was shown in the preceding section that the Gardner transformation takes a solutionp,q of
the latter system to a solutionP, Q of the former.

But more generally one can suppose thatP andp have values inP, a commutative algebra
with unit, of operators acting in some vector space. Then, ifQ is a linear space of operator
satisfying

@Q,P#50,

QP,Q, ~15!

@Q,Q#,P,

thenQ andq can take their values inQ.
For the specific choiceP5$aI %, Q5$b2E21b3E3% just considered, we have observed th

the Gardner transformation~13! takes solutions of~14! to solutions of~12!, this being no more
than a restatement of the results of the preceding section.

However, upon reexamining the calculations in that section, one sees that they remain
not just for theP, Q just considered but for anyP andQ satisfying~15!.

Therefore the conservation laws of~12! and of ~14! are interrelated by the Gardner transfo
mation~13! and its inverse, just as before; in particular~12! has infinitely many conservation laws

After simplifying by crossing out derivatives inx, the first four nontrivial conserved quantitie
for the operator-extended KdV system are

H05E P dx,

H25E ~P21@Q8,Q# ! dx,

~16!

H45E ~2P31~P8!214P@Q8,Q#1@Q9,Q8# ! dx,

H65E ~5P4110P~P8!21~P9!2115P2@Q8,Q#22P@Q9,Q8#

28P@Q-,Q#13@Q8,Q#21@Q-,Q9# ! dx.

In each case, the conserved quantity has its values in the operator algebraP.
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The foregoing theory applies to any operator spacesP, Q having the stipulated properties. Fo
example, theQ seen before can be enlarged toQ5$(k51

m (mkEk1nkFk)% wheremk ,nkeR while
E1 ,...,Em , F1 ,...,Fm are linearly independent operators in some vector space, satis
@Ek ,Fk#5I but with all other commutator brackets zero. Then, withP5$aI % as before, the
operator-extended KdV system becomes a system of nonlinear differential equations for 2m11
functionsa(x,t),mk(x,t),nk(x,t), specifically

]

]t
a52a-16aa813(

k51

m

~mk9nk2mknk9!,

d

dt
mk52mk-13~amk!8, ~17!

d

dt
nk52nk-13~ank!8.

Another choice ofP and Q leads to the supersymmetric extension of KdV. An exter
algebraL on a finite set of generators is the direct sumL5L0% L1 , whereL0 andL1 consist of
the linear combinations of even products, respectively odd products, of the generators. ThenP and
Q are, respectively, the operators of left multiplication inL by elements ofL0 and ofL1 . In this
example some of the equations in the general theory are to be simplified, for example@Q9,Q#
52Q9Q. The change of variablesP5u, Q5221/2j converts the operator-extended KdV into

ut52u-16uu823jj9,

j t52j-13~ju!8,

which is the supersymmetric extension of KdV given by Mathieu in Ref. 1. Moreover, the m
fied system~12! and the conserved quantityH6 are simplified a bit byq8@q8,q#50 and
@Q8,Q#250 in the supersymmetric case.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article an operator valued extension of the KdV equation was constructed. In a
ticular case the super KdV equations were recovered. A general algebraic method was dev
and applied to show that there are infinitely many conserved quantities for certain integ
systems. When the method was applied to the operator extension of the KdV equation, th
few conserved quantities were computed explicitly. The conserved quantitiesH0 , H2 , andH4 of
the super KdV equation can be seen to correspond term by term with the corresponding qu
of the operator extension. However, the quantitiesH6 ,H8 ,... contain extra terms in the operato
case which reduce to zero for the super KdV equation.

1P. Mathieu, J. Math. Phys.29, 2499~1988!; ‘‘Open Problems for the super KdV equations,’’ math-ph/0005007.
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5F. Delduc, L. Gallot, and E. Ivanov, Phys. Lett. B396, 122 ~1997!.
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7N. Ishibashi, H. Kawai, Y. Kitazawa, and A. Tsuliya, Nucl. Phys. B498, 467 ~1997!.
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Nonlinear Schro¨ dinger-type equations from multiscale
reduction of PDEs. II. Necessary conditions of integrability
for real PDEs a…

F. Calogerob) and A. Degasperisc)

Dipartimento di Fisica, Universita´ di Roma ‘‘La Sapienza,’’ P.le A. Moro 2, 00185 Roma,
Italy and Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, Sezione di Roma, Italy

Ji Xiaodad)

Department of Mathematics, University of Science and Technology of China, Hefei,
People’s Republic of China

~Received 19 January 2001; accepted for publication 10 February 2001!

The multiscale method has been applied in J. Math. Phys.41, 6399 ~2000! to
evolution PDEs to obtain various nonlinear Schro¨dinger-type equations. Here these
results are exploited to derive necessary conditions of integrability for nonlinear,
real, evolution PDEs in 111 dimensions. These conditions are given by explicit
formulas, and several examples are detailed. ©2001 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1366296#

I. INTRODUCTION

In the first paper of this series1 we began a systematic exploration of results obtainable
applying ‘‘multiscale expansions’’ techniques to nonlinear evolution PDEs. In particular we
hibited a set ofuniversal nonlinear evolution equations of nonlinear Schro¨dinger typeobtained via
such technique.1 The qualifying adjective ‘‘universal’’ refers to the fact that, to each of the
model equations, an entirelarge class of nonlinear evolution PDEs can be associated, via
appropriatereductiontechnique~involving a small parametere! which is asymptoticallyexact~in
the e→0 limit!.

An important by-product of this technique emerges from the observation2 that the ‘‘universal’’
model equation obtainable from an entire class of nonlinear evolution PDEs via such anasymp-
totically exacttechnique cannot be ‘‘less solvable’’ than any one of the~many! equations con-
tained in that class, since the solution of the model equation can indeed be obtained by ma
appropriate asymptotic expansion of an appropriately chosen solution of any evolution equa
that class. The way is thereby opened to establishnecessary conditions of integrabilityfor non-
linear evolution PDEs: if a given nonlinear evolution PDE yields by reduction anonintegrable
model equation, then it cannot be itselfintegrable. This technique to obtain necessary conditio
for the integrability of nonlinear PDEs was introduced by Wiktor Eckhaus and by one of us~F.C.!
a dozen years ago2,3 ~for analogous approaches see Refs. 4 and 5!; the present paper is devoted
a systematic presentation of such results, based on the findings reported in paper I. For sim
we restrict attention in this paper toreal nonlinear evolution PDEs of the kind treated in pape
namely to real evolution PDEs featuring alinear part which is dispersiveand anonlinear part
which is analytic but otherwiselargely arbitrary. Hence the nonlinear evolution PDEs on whi
we hereafter focus read as follows:

Du5~]/]x!h F, ~1.1!

where we have separated the linear part of the equation on the left-hand side from the no
part on the right-hand side, according to the following specifications.

a!Dedicated to P.C. Sabatier on the occasion of his 65th birthday.
b!Electronic mail: francesco.calogero@uniroma1.it, francesco.calogero@roma1.infn.it
c!Electronic mail: antonio.degasperis@roma1.infn.it
d!Electronic mail: jxd@ustc.edu.cn
26350022-2488/2001/42(6)/2635/18/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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The dependent variableu[u(x,t) is a real function of the two~real! independent variablesx
~‘‘space’’! and t ~‘‘time’’ !. The ~real! linear differential operatorD,

D5]/]t1 (
m50

M

~21!m a2m11 ~]/]x!2m11, ~1.2!

is characterized by thereal coefficientsa2m11 ~with M an arbitrary positive integer,M>1, and of
coursea2M11Þ0!. Thenonlinear function F[F (u,ux ,uxx ,...) is defined as follows:

F~u,ux ,uxx ,...!5 (
m52

`

F (m) ~u,ux ,uxx ,...!, ~1.3a!

whereF (m)(u,ux ,uxx ,...) is ahomogeneouspolynomial of degreem in u and itsx-derivatives
ux ,uxx ,...:

F (m)~u,ux ,uxx ,...!5 (
j 150

`

(
j 25 j 1

`

¯ (
j m5 j m21

`

cj 1 j 2 ...j m

(m) u( j 1) u( j 2)
¯u( j m). ~1.3b!

Here and throughoutu(1)[ux[]u/]x, u(2)[uxx[]2u/]x2, and so on; and the~constant! coeffi-
cientscj 1 j 2 ...j m

(m) are of coursereal. For instance, if the coefficientscj 1 j 2

(2) vanish for j 2.2,

F (2)5c00
(2) u21c01

(2) uux1c02
(2) uuxx1c11

(2) ux
21c12

(2) uxuxx1c22
(2) uxx

2 , ~1.4!

and likewise, if the coefficientscj 1 j 2 j 3

(3) vanish for j 3.2,

F (3)5 c000
(3) u31c001

(3) u2ux1c002
(3) u2uxx1c011

(3) uux
21c012

(3) uuxuxx1c022
(3) uuxx

2 1c111
(3) ux

3

1c112
(3) ux

2 uxx1c122
(3) ux uxx

2 1c222
(3) uxx

3 . ~1.5!

Finally, the derivative operator (]/]x)h, with h a non-negative integer, is introduced in th
right-hand side of~1.1! to take account of the possibility that the nonlinear part of the evolu
equation under consideration be a perfect differential of orderh, see~1.1!. Such recognition is
generally helpful to obtain more effective integrability conditions~see below!, but it is of course
not required for the validity of the results obtained below.

According to the notation we just detailed every nonlinear evolution PDE of the class u
consideration in this paper is identified by assigning all the~nonvanishing! real coefficientsa2m11

andcj 1 j 2 ...j m

(m) , as well as the non-negative integerh; as for the latter, let us re-emphasize that a

equation of type~1.1! with h.0 can be equivalently rewritten with a smaller value ofh, say by
replacingh with h̃ where 0<h̃,h, and by correspondingly replacing, in an appropriate man
the coefficientscj 1 j 2 ...j m

(m) with c̃ j 1 j 2 ...j m

(m) ; this ambiguity does not affect the validity of the followin

findings; but it is generally advisable, to get more cogent results, to choose forh the largest
non-negative integer value consistent with the nonlinear evolution equation under conside
The user-friendly character of the results reported in this paper is evidenced by the possibili
provide to get information on the integrability of any equation of type~1.1!–~1.3!, in the guise of
conditions formulated directly in terms of these constants (a2m11 ,cj 1 j 2 ...j m

(m) and h!: conditions

which, whenever they arenot satisfied, guarantee that the nonlinear evolution PDE under con
eration isnot integrable.

In Sec. II we review some results of paper I, to the extent necessary and sufficient to
the present paper self-contained. In the subsequent Sec. III the notion ofintegrability is reviewed,
with particular reference to certain model equations that provide the basic tools to derive
necessary conditions of integrabilitythat constitute the core of this paper. These results, which
of course applicable to nonlinear evolution PDEs of type~1.1!–~1.3!, are detailed in Sec. IV;
readers more interested in using these findings than in understanding their origin are adv
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proceed immediately to that section, and as well to Sec. V, where some examples are ex
which demonstrate the ease of applicability, and the efficacy, of these tools to test the po
integrability of nonlinear evolution PDE of type~1.1!–~1.3!. Finally, let us emphasize that, whil
in this paper we have for simplicity restricted attention toreal scalarnonlinear PDEs inonespace
variable only and only offirst-order in time, clearly the approach used herein is applicable m
generally.

II. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESULTS

In this section we review previous findings,1 to the extent needed to derive, in Sec. 4, the m
results of the present paper. Our presentation is notationally self-consistent, but of course
justification of the assertions made herein the interested reader is referred to paper I.

Let k be areal andnonvanishingparameter, and define the following five~real! quantities in
terms of this parameter and of the coefficientsa2m11 that characterize the linear differentia
operator~1.2!:

A0
(1)~k!52 (

m51

M

~2m11! a2m11 k2m, ~2.1a!

A1
(2)~k!5 (

m51

M

m~2m11! a2m11 k2m21, ~2.1b!

A2
(0)~k!52 (

m51

M

~22m21! a2m11 k2m11, ~2.1c!

A2
(1)~k!5 (

m51

M

~2m11! ~22m21! a2m11 k2m, ~2.1d!

A2
(2)~k!5

1

2 (
m51

M

m~2m11! 22m a2m11 k2m21. ~2.1e!

Next define the following eight quantities in terms of the~real! parameterk and of the
coefficientscj 1 j 2 ...j m

(m) that characterize the nonlinear part of the evolution PDE~1.1! @see~1.3b!#:

g01~k!52c00
(2)1(

j 51

`

~21! j k2 j c0,2j
(2) 1 i (

j 50

`

~21! j k2 j 11 c0,2j 11
(2) , ~2.2a!

g11~k!5(
j 50

`

~21! j k2 j (
j 850

j

cj 8,2j 2 j 8
(2)

1 i (
j 50

`

~21! j k2 j 11 (
j 850

j

cj 8,2j 112 j 8
(2) , ~2.2b!

g21,1~k!52(
j 50

`

~21! j k2 j (
j 850

j

~21! j 8 cj 8,2j 2 j 8
(2) , ~2.2c!

g21,2~k!5(
j 50

`

~21! j k2 j (
j 850

j

~21! j 8 ~22 j 2 j 812 j 8! cj 8,2j 2 j 8
(2)

1 i (
j 50

`

~21! j k2 j 11 (
j 850

j

~21! j 8 ~22 j 112 j 822 j 8! cj 8,2j 112 j 8
(2) , ~2.2d!
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g2n,n,n~k!5(
l 50

`

~21! l ~nk!2l (
j 50

[4 l /3]

(
j 85Max[0,2j 22l ]

[ j /2]

@~21! j 81~21! j1~21! j 1 j 8#

3cj 8, j 2 j 8,2l 2 j
(3)

1 i (
l 50

`

~21! l ~nk!2l 11

3 (
j 50

[4 l 12/3]

(
j 85Max[0,2j 22l 21]

[ j /2]

@~21! j 82~21! j1~21! j 1 j 8#

3cj 8, j 2 j 8, 2l 112 j
(3) , n51,2, ~2.2e!

g2n,1,2~k!5 (
0< j 1< j 2< j 3,`

~ ik ! j 11 j 21 j 3@~2n! j 1~2 j 212 j 3!

1~2n! j 2~2 j 112 j 3!1~2n! j 3~2 j 112 j 2!#cj 1 j 2 j 3

(3) , n51,2. ~2.2 f!

The first four of these quantities,g01(k),g11(k),g21,1(k),g21,2(k), are defined in terms of the
coefficientscj 1 j 2

(2) of thequadratictermF (2) @see~1.3!#, on the right-hand side of~1.1!; the last four

of these quantities,g21,1,1, g22,2,2, g21,1,2, g22,1,2, are instead defined in terms of the coef
cientscj 1 j 2 j 3

(3) of thecubic term,F (3) @see~1.3!#, on the right-hand side of~1.1!. Note that, of these

eight quantities, only one,g21,1(k) @see~2.2c!#, is always real. The notation used here is clos
analogous, if not identical, to the notation of Ref. 1~note that the commas introduced occasiona
to separate subscripts have no significance other than for typographical neatness!.

Lemma 2.1. If h>1 and

A0
(1)~k!Þ0, A1

(2)~k!Þ0, A2
(0)~k!Þ0, ~2.3!

an asymptotically exact reduction of~1.1!–~1.3! reads

ict1acjj5lucu2c, ~2.4a!

with c[c(j,t) and

a[a~k!5A1
(2)~k!, ~2.4b!

l[l~k!52dh1@A0
(1)~k!#21kg01~k!g211~k!1@A2

(0)~k!#21~22k2!hg21,2~k!g1,1~k!

1 i h11khg21,1,1~k!. ~2.4c!

h

Remark 2.1. The model equation~2.4! is of course the standard NLS~nonlinear Schro¨dinger!
equation. The validity of thisLemma 2.1is entailed by Eq.~C10! of paper I.

h

Lemma 2.2. If h50 and

A0
(1)~k!Þ0, A1

(2)~k!Þ0, ~2.5!

an asymptotically exact reduction of~1.1!–~1.3! reads

ict1acjj5l1wc, ~2.6a!

wj5l2ucu2, ~2.6b!

with c[c(j,t), w[w(j,t), a given by ~2.4b! and
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l1[l1~k!5g01~k!, ~2.6c!

l2[l2~k!5@A0
(1)~k!#21g21,1~k!. ~2.6d!

h

Remark 2.2. Note that the model evolution equation takes now the form of a system of
coupled equations, see~2.6a! ~2.6b!. The validity of thisLemma 2.2is entailed by Eq.~C.11! of
paper I.

h

Lemma 2.3. If, for somereal nonvanishingvaluek5 k̃, A2
(0) vanishes,

A2
(0)~ k̃!50, ~2.7!

and in addition there hold the relations

h>1, ~2.8a!

A1
(2)~ k̃!Þ0, A2

(1)~ k̃!Þ0, ~2.8b!

then an asymptotically exact reduction of~1.1!–~1.3! reads

ict1acjj5m1xc* , ~2.9a!

xj5m2c2 ~2.9b!

with c[c(j,t), x[x(j,t), and

a5A1
(2)~ k̃!, ~2.9c!

m15 i h11k̃hg21,2~ k̃!, ~2.9d!

m25~2i k̃ !h@A2
(1)~ k̃!#21g11~ k̃!; ~2.9e!

while if ~2.8a! does not hold, namely if

h50, ~2.10a!

but ~2.7! continues to hold~for some real nonvanishingk̃! and ~2.8b! is augmented to read

A0
(1)~ k̃!Þ0, A1

(2)~ k̃!Þ0, A2
(1)~ k̃!Þ0, ~2.10b!

then an asymptotically exact reduction of~1.1!–~1.3! reads

ict1acjj5 ig0,1~ k̃!wc1 ig21,2~ k̃!xc* , ~2.11a!

wj5n1ucu2, ~2.11b!

xj5n2c2, ~2.11c!

with c[c(j,t), w[w(j,t), x[x(j,t), a given by ~2.9c!, and

n15@A0
(1)~ k̃!#21g21,1~ k̃!, ~2.11d!

n25@A2
(1)~ k̃!#21g11~ k̃!. ~2.11e!
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h

Remark 2.3. This Lemma 2.3, in contrast to the previous twoLemmata 2.1and2.2, requires
thatk have a special value, see~2.7!: note that this polynomial equation ink, ~2.7! with ~2.1c!, has
at most 2M real nonvanishingsolutions~it might of course have none!. Depending on the value
of h, h>1, respectively,h50, the model equation is now a system of two, respectively, th
coupled equations, see~2.9a! and~2.9b!, respectively~2.11a!, ~2.11b!, and~2.11c!. The validity of
Lemma 2.3is entailed by Eqs.~C.12! respectively~C.13! of paper I.

h

Lemma 2.4. If h51 and for somereal nonvanishingvaluek5 k̃, A0
(1) vanishes andA1

(2) does
not,

A0
(1)~ k̃!50, ~2.12a!

A1
(2)~ k̃!Þ0, ~2.12b!

then an asymptotically exact reduction of~1.1!–~1.3! reads

ict1acjj5 i k̃g01~ k̃!wc, ~2.13a!

wt5g21,1~ k̃!~ ucu2!j , ~2.13b!

with a given by ~2.9c!.

h

Remark 2.4. In analogy toLemma 2.3, and in contrast toLemmata 2.1and2.2, thisLemma 2.4
requires thatk have a special value, see~2.12a!: note that this polynomial equation ink, ~2.12a!
with ~2.1a!, has again at most 2M real nonvanishingsolutions~it might of course have none!. The
model equation is now a system of two coupled equations, see~2.13a! and~2.13b!. The validity of
Lemma 2.4is entailed by Eq.~C15! of paper I.

h

The last result we report here is only applicable to evolution equations of type~1.1!–~1.3!
which feature nonlinearities ofcubic, or higher, degree. Hence we now assume

F (2)~u,ux ,uxx ,...!50 ~2.14!

@see~1.3!#. For the subclass of evolution PDEs of type~1.1!–~1.3! satisfying this restriction there
then holds

Lemma 2.5. If, for somereal nonvanishingvaluek5 k̃, bothA2
(0) andA2

(1) vanish,

A2
(0)~ k̃!5A2

(1)~ k̃!50, ~2.15a!

and moreover

A1
(2)~ k̃!Þ0, A2

(2)~ k̃!Þ0, ~2.15b!

then an asymptotically exact reduction of~1.1!–~1.3! reads

ic1,t1a1c1,jj5~l11uc1u21l12uc2u2!c1 , ~2.16a!

ic2,t1a2c2,jj5~l21uc1u21l22uc2u2!c2 , ~2.16b!

with
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a15A1
(2)~ k̃!, a25A2

(2)~ k̃!, ~2.16c!

l115 i h11k̃hg21,1,1~ k̃!, l125 i h11k̃hg22,1,2~ k̃!,
~2.16d!

l215 i h11~2k̃!hg21,1,2~ k̃!, l225 i h11~2k̃!hg22,2,2~ k̃!.

h

Remark 2.5. The applicability of thisLemma 2.5is restricted by the condition~2.14!, and in
addition by the requirement thatboth equalities~2.15a! hold @as well as theinequalities~2.15b!#:
this generally entails that the coefficientsa2m11 satisfy one equation, see~2.15a! with ~2.1c! and
~2.1d!. The model equation takes now the form of a coupled system of two NLS equation
~2.16a! and ~2.16b!. The validity of thisLemma 2.5is entailed by Eq.~E3! of paper I.

h

This concludes our presentation of the results of paper I that are instrumental to derive
necessary conditions for integrability. A crucial issue in this respect is theintegrable~or rather the
nonintegrable! character of the five model equations yielded by the five Lemmata we jus
ported. This is discussed in Sec. III.

III. INTEGRABILITY

In this section we discuss the all-important issue ofintegrability. As it is well known, al-
though this notion is now well understood by practitioners, there does not yet exist a pr
universally accepted definition of integrability for~nonlinear evolution! PDEs. Hence we canno
formulatenecessary conditions for integrabilityasTheoremsbacked by rigorousProofs. Never-
theless we believe the results of this kind presented below are both cogent and useful.

The point of departure of our treatment is the following:
Axiom. Every nonlinear evolution PDE that yields via anasymptotically exactreduction

process a nonlinear evolution PDE knownnot to be integrable, should itself be pronounced
nonintegrable.

h

We use the term ‘‘Axiom’’ to denote this statement, because the lack of a precise, unive
accepted definition ofintegrability precludes any hope to ‘‘prove’’ it. On the other hand,
validity is plain, being predicated, as we already noted, on the fact that the task of solving a
equation derived via anasymptotically exact reductionfrom a given equation, cannot be ‘‘mor
difficult’’ than that of solving the original equation; since the solution of the model equation
indeed be obtained by applying the asymptotic expansion process to an appropriately
solution of the original equation. Hence no model equation derived via an asymptotically
reduction from a given equation can be ‘‘less integrable’’ than the original equation. Hen
nonlinear evolution PDE that yields via an asymptotically exact reduction process a model
tion knownnot to be integrable, is necessarily itselfnonintegrable.

This line of argumentation can be made more specific by introducing the heuristic~i.e., not
quite precise but very useful! distinction3 amongS-integrablenonlinear evolution PDEs~i.e.,
those solvable via the spectral transform technique, or some variant of it; see, for instance, R!,
and C-integrablenonlinear evolution PDEs~i.e., those solvable via some appropriate change
variables; see, for instance, Refs. 3 and 7!. This Axiom is indeed equally applicable if the term
‘‘integrable’’ respectively ‘‘nonintegrable’’ are systematically replaced by ‘‘C-integrable’’ re-
spectively ‘‘not C-integrable’’ or, as the case may be, ‘‘S-integrable’’ respectively ‘‘not
S-integrable.’’ In the following we use the terms ‘‘integrable’’ and ‘‘integrability’’~as well as
their negatives! whenever we do not wish to introduce the~fine!?! distinction among
S-integrability andC-integrability; when we do instead specify the kind of integrability we re
to, it is useful that the reader be aware of the hierarchical character of this distinction, acc
to which C-integrableequations are ‘‘more integrable’’ thanS-integrableones: namely, every
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C-integrableequation is automatically considered to also belong to theS-integrableclass, while
there are~many! examples ofS-integrableequations which arenot C-integrable.3

In the light of the results reported in the preceding section it is now clear that the next s
our treatment is to assess the integrable character of the five model equations detailed
Before delving into this discussion we like to reiterate the word of caution already voiced a
related to thelack of a precise and universally accepteddefinition of integrabilityfor nonlinear
evolution PDEs. Thus our assertions in the remainder of this section must rely on wh
considercommon knowledge—or, equivalently,universal lore.

Statement 3.1. The NLS equation~2.4a!, with a real and nonvanishing, is not S-integrable
unlessl is real,

Im~l!50, ~3.1a!

and it isnot C-integrableunlessl vanishes,

l50. ~3.1b!

h

Statement 3.2. The model equation~2.6! with a real andnonvanishingis not integrableunless
it effectively linearizes, namely unless at least one of the two constantsl1 ,l2 vanishes, entailing

l1l250. ~3.2!

h

Statement 3.3. The model equation~2.9a! and ~2.9b! with a real and nonvanishingis not
integrableunless it effectively linearizes, namely unless at least one of the two constantsm1 ,m2

vanishes, entailing

m1m250. ~3.3!

h

Statement 3.4. The model equation~2.11a!, ~2.11b!, and~2.11c! with a real andnonvanishing
is not integrableunless it effectively linearizes, namely unless at least one of the following
conditions holds:

g01~ k̃!5n250, ~3.4a!

or

g21,2~ k̃!5n150, ~3.4b!

or

g01~ k̃!5g21,2~ k̃!50, ~3.4c!

or

n15n250. ~3.4d!

h

Statement 3.5. The LW–SW~‘‘long wave–short wave’’! model equation~2.13a! and~2.13b!
with a real and nonvanishing, isnot S-integrableunlessg01( k̃) is imaginaryandg21,1( k̃) is real,

Re@g0,1~ k̃!#50, Im@g21,1~ k̃!#50, ~3.5a!

and it isnot C-integrableunless it effectively linearizes,
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g0,1~ k̃! g21,1~ k̃!50. ~3.5b!

Statement 3.6. The system of two coupled NLS equations~2.16a! and ~2.16b!, is not
S-integrableunless: either~i! it is C-integrable, see below; or~ii ! the two real nonvanishing
quantitiesa1 ,a2 are equal,

a15a2 , ~3.6a!

and moreover the four quantitiesl11, l12, l21, l22 are allreal and are~appropriately! pairwise
equal, namely

Im~l jk!50, j ,k51,2, ~3.6b!

l115l21, l125l22; ~3.6c!

and this system,~2.16a! and ~2.16b!, is not C-integrableunless it linearizes, namely unless th
‘‘diagonal coupling constants’’l11,l22 both vanish,

l115l2250, ~3.6d!

and moreover at least one of the two ‘‘off-diagonal coupling constants’’l12, l21 also vanishes,
namely

l1250, ~3.6e!

or

l2150. ~3.6f!

h

Before ending this section, let us add a few more words to provide an appropriate conte
the six statements proffered above.

Statement 3.1is, we submit, so firmly embedded in universally accepted lore not to req
any elaboration.

Statement 3.2points out that the nonlinear evolution equation~2.6a! and ~2.6b! is generally
not integrable. It only becomes integrable if it effectively linearizes, due to the vanishing ofl1 or
l2: in the former case, the NLS-type equation~2.6a! becomes indeed linear, and once this h
been solved,~2.6b! can be integrated by a quadrature; in the latter case,~2.6b! entails thatw is j
independent,w(j,t)5w(t), and under this condition~2.6a! becomes essentially thelinear Schrö-
dinger equation, indeed the term in the right-hand side can then be gotten rid of by introduci
new dependent variablec̃(j,t)5 exp@il1*

tdt8 w(t8)#c(j,t). Arguments to support thisStatement
3.2 are given in paper I.

Analogous considerations apply toStatement 3.3, except for the impossibility, in the cas
m250 entailing@see~2.9b!# x(j,t)5x(t), to eliminate altogether the term on the right-hand s
of ~2.9a! via an appropriate change of dependent variable@but the essentially linear character,
this case, of~2.9a! remains#. Arguments to support thisStatement 3.3are also given in paper I.

As for Statement 3.4, it can be seen as a combination of the twoStatements, 3.2and3.3, that
precede it; hence the elaborations given above with respect to those twoStatements, 3.2and3.3,
apply as well, to a large extent, to thisStatement 3.4.

On the other hand,Statement 3.5is rather analogous toStatement 3.1: the S-integrability
~provided the relevant coupling constants satisfy appropriate reality conditions! of the LW–SW
~long wave–short wave! evolution equation~2.13! is a well-known fact@we believe, but we canno
prove, this was first noted in Ref. 8; see also Ref. 3, where it is shown how this non
evolution equation,~2.13!, can be obtained from theS-integrable, second-order, Boussinesq equa
tion via a multiscale reduction process altogether analogous to that of paper I#. The fact that
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S-integrability evaporatesif the coupling constantsfail to satisfy the relevant reality conditions is
as in the case of the NLS equation, universally accepted lore. Likewise for theC-integrability
properties, as detailed inStatement 3.5.

Finally, some comments onStatement 3.6. For theS-integrabilitypart we refer, as we did in
paper I, to Ref. 9; and for theC-integrability part, to the universally accepted notion that, f
coupled NLS equations, as indeed for a single NLS equation,C-integrability only holds if the
equations become essentiallylinear @of course in this case—namely, when~3.6d! holds, as well as
either ~3.6e! or ~3.6f!—the condition~3.6a! is no more necessary#.

IV. NECESSARY CONDITIONS OF INTEGRABILITY

In this section we finally attain the core of our paper, namely the presentation ofnecessary
conditions of integrabilityfor nonlinear evolution PDEs of type~1.1!–~1.3!. The strategy to obtain
such results, and their import, have been adequately elaborated in the preceding sections
here we proceed directly to their formulation. The user-friendly character of our presentat
augmented below by a step-by-step guide to the utilization of these findings in order t
whether any given nonlinear evolution PDE, belonging to the class~1.1!–~1.3!, might be inte-
grable: equations that donot pass the test are then guaranteednot to be integrable ~and, more
specifically,not S-integrableor not C-integrable, as the case may be!.

But first let us formulate, and justify, thesenecessary conditions for integrability.
Proposition 4.1. A necessary conditionfor the S-integrability, respectively, for the

C-integrability, of a nonlinear evolution PDE of type~1.1!–~1.3! with h>1 is that, forall real
values ofk such that~2.3! hold, the quantityl(k), see~2.4c!, bereal, see~3.1a!, respectively, that
it vanish, see~3.1b!.

h

This Proposition 4.1~which is not new2,3! follows from Lemma 2.1andStatement 3.1. The
requirement~3.1b! that l(k) vanish forall valuesk entails a very stringentnecessary condition
for C-integrability ~see examples and corollaries in the following section!. The necessary condi
tion ~3.1a! for S-integrabilityinvolves both quantities related to thelinear andnonlinearparts of
the original equation~1.1!–~1.3!, but in many cases@as can be easily checked; see~2.4c!# it
amounts to the requirements that~i! the quantityg01(k) be real @note thatg21,1(k) is alwaysreal,
see~2.2c!#, if h51; ~ii ! the quantitiesg21,2(k) andg11(k) beboth realor both imaginary; ~iii ! the
quantityg21,11(k) be real if h is odd, imaginaryif h is even. Given the arbitrariness ofk, the first
of these three conditions clearly entails@see~2.2a!# the vanishing of all the coefficientsc0n

(2) with
n odd; the second, either it entails the vanishing ofc01

(2) and c03
(2) ~already implied by the first

condition!, of c12
(2) , of c14

(2) and c23
(2) ~if one assumes thatc05

(2) vanishes, as entailed by the fir
condition! and many other relations for the coefficientscnm

(2) with n1m odd, or it entails the
vanishing ofc00

(2) , c02
(2) , c11

(2) and many other relations for the coefficientscnm
(2) with n1m even~see

the Appendix!; the third condition, either it entails the vanishing ofc001
(3) and many other relations

for the coefficientscnml
(3) with n1m1 l odd, or it entails the vanishing ofc000

(3) and many other
relations for the coefficientscnml

(3) with n1m1 l even. These are very stringent, and quite expli
conditions on the nonlinear part of~1.1!–~1.3!.

Proposition 4.2. A necessary condition of integrabilityfor nonlinear evolution PDEs of type
~1.1!–~1.3! with h50 is the requirement that, forall real values ofk such that~2.5! hold, at least
one of the two quantitiesg01(k), g21,1(k) @see~2.2a! and~2.2c!# vanish@see~3.2! with ~2.6c! and
~2.6d!#.

h

This Proposition 4.2follows from Lemma 2.2andStatement 3.2. It complements the preced
ing Proposition 4.1, since that applies ifh>1, while this Proposition 4.2applies if h50. The
requirement thatg01(k) or g21,1(k) vanish forall ~real! values ofk entails, via~2.2a! and~2.2c!,
quite explicit restrictions~only! on the nonlinear part of~1.1!–~1.3!. This is made explicit by the
following:
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Corollary 4.2.1. A necessarycondition for theintegrability of a nonlinear evolution PDE o
type ~1.1!–~1.3! with h50 is that either

c0,n
(2)50, n50,1,2,..., ~4.1!

or

(
j 50

n

~21! j cj ,2n2 j
(2) 50, n50,1,2,..., ~4.2a!

namely

c0,0
(2)50, ~4.2b!

c0,2
(2)2c1,1

(2)50, ~4.2c!

c0,4
(2)2c1,3

(2)1c2,2
(2)50, ~4.2d!

and so on.
h

Clearly the condition~4.1! comes from the requirement thatg01(k) vanish, see~2.2a!, while
~4.2a! comes from the requirement thatg21,1(k) vanish, see~2.2c!. Since they concur in the
requirement thatc0,0

(2) vanish, see~4.1! and~4.2b!, we obtain the following remarkably neat resu
Corollary 4.2.2. Every nonlinear evolution PDE of type~1.1!–~1.3! ~with h50! featuring in

its nonlinear part~right-hand side! a termc00
(2) u2 is not integrable.

h

Let us emphasize the remarkable nature of this finding, that holds irrespective of the s
form of the linear part of the nonlinear~real! PDE ~1.1! @provided it is dispersive, see~1.2!# and,
even more strikingly, quite independently of the specifics of the nonlinear part@provided it has the
form ~1.3!, with the single requirement thatc00

(2) not vanish,c00
(2)Þ0#.

Proposition 4.3. A necessary conditionfor the integrability of a nonlinear evolution PDE o
type ~1.1!–~1.3! with h>1 is that, for all the real valuesk̃ ~if any! of the parameterk such that
~2.7! and~2.8b! hold, at least one of the two quantititiesg21,2( k̃), g11( k̃) @namely, the values tha
the functionsg21,2(k), g11(k), see~2.2d! and ~2.2b!, take atk5 k̃# vanish:

g21,2~ k̃! g11~ k̃!50. ~4.3!

h

This Proposition 4.3follows from the first part ofLemma 2.3andStatement 3.3. Its applica-
bility and potency is of course somewhat reduced relative toProposition 4.1~also applicable for
h>1!, due to the requirement to restrict consideration to only those~real! valuesk̃ of k ~if any!
which satisfy theequality~2.7! @as well as theinequalities~2.8b!#. Yet there clearly is a large clas
of nonlinear evolution PDEs to which thisProposition 4.3is applicable~see examples in Sec. V!.

Proposition 4.4. A necessary conditionfor the integrability of a nonlinear evolution PDE o
type ~1.1!–~1.3! with h50 is that, for all the real valuesk̃ ~if any! of the parameterk such that
~2.7! and~2.10b! hold, at least one of the following four equalities holds@see~2.2a!, ~2.2b!, ~2.2d!,
~2.2c!#:

g01~ k̃!5g11~ k̃!50, ~4.4a!

or

g21,2~ k̃!5g21,1~ k̃!50, ~4.4b!
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or

g01~ k̃!5g21,2~ k̃!50, ~4.4c!

or

g21,1~ k̃!5g11~ k̃!50. ~4.4d!

h

This Proposition 4.4follows from the second part ofLemma 2.3andStatement 3.4. It comple-
ments the precedingProposition 4.3, since that applies ifh>1, while thisProposition 4.4applies
if h50. In this case, as well as in the preceding one, the applicability and potency o
Proposition 4.4is somewhat reduced relative toProposition 4.2~also applicable forh50!, due to
the requirement to restrict consideration to only those~real! valuesk̃ of k ~if any! which satisfy the
equality~2.7! @as well as theinequalities~2.10b!#. Yet in this case as well there is a large class
nonlinear evolution PDEs to which thisProposition 4.4is applicable~see examples in the nex
section!.

Proposition 4.5. A necessary condition for theS-integrability, respectively, the
C-integrability, of a nonlinear evolution PDE of type~1.1!–~1.3! with h51 is that, for all the real
valuesk̃ ~if any! of the parameterk such that~2.12a! and ~2.12b! hold, the quantityg01( k̃) be
imaginary ~or vanish!,

Re@g01~ k̃!#50, ~4.5a!

respectively, at least one of the two quantitiesg01( k̃),g21,1( k̃) vanish,

g0,1~ k̃!g21,1~ k̃!50. ~4.5b!

Here of courseg01( k̃), g21,1( k̃) are the values thatg01(k), g21,1(k) @see~2.2a! and~2.2c!# take at
k5 k̃.

h

This Proposition 4.5follows from Lemma 2.4andStatement 3.5@note thatg21,1( k̃), as given
by ~2.2c!, is alwaysreal#. Of course if the nonlinear evolution PDE under consideration passe
test to beC-integrable @namely if ~4.5b! holds#, it automatically also passes the test to
S-integrable@even if ~4.5a! were not to hold#. This Proposition 4.5is analogous toPropositions
4.3 and 4.4, and different fromPropositions 4.1and 4.2, inasmuch as it requires focussing o
special valuesk̃ of k, identified by theequality~2.12a!; hence analogous remarks to those made
this respect afterPropositions 4.3and4.4 are relevant here~but they will not be repeated!.

Proposition 4.6. A necessary condition for theS-integrability, respectively, the
C-integrability, of a nonlinear evolution PDE of type~1.1!–~1.3! with only cubic, or higher,
nonlinearities@see~2.14!# is that, for all thereal valuesk̃ ~if any! of the parameterk such thatboth
equalities~2.15a!, as well as theinequalities~2.15b!, hold, the conditions~3.6a!, ~3.6b!, and~3.6c!
with ~2.16c! and ~2.16d! be satisfied, respectively the conditions~3.6d! with ~2.16d!, and at least
one of the conditions~3.6e!, ~3.6f! with ~2.16d!, be satisfied. Of course the value~s! k̃ of k in the
definitions~2.16d! @with ~2.2!# must be the same one~s! ~if any! that satisfy~2.15a! and ~2.15b!.

h

This Proposition 4.6follows from Lemma 2.5andStatement 3.6; it holds forall ~non-negative
integer! values ofh @see ~1.1!#. The applicability of thisProposition 4.6is however severely
restricted by the requirement that the parameterk satisfy both equalities~2.15a!; hence this
necessary condition of integrability is only applicable to a subclass of nonlinear evolution PD
type ~1.1!–~1.3!, whose linear part, see~1.2!, must satisfy a restriction that negates its generic
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Let us now outline how these findings can be used, providing thereby a friendly guid
customers who are confronted with some given nonlinear evolution PDE of type~1.1!–~1.3!
~possibly of applicative origin! and who are interested to find out whetherit might be integrable.
The first step is to write the nonlinear evolution PDE in question in the form~1.1!, fixing thereby
the value of the non-negative integerh. As noted in the Introduction, it is generally advisable
settle for the largest value ofh compatible with the nonlinear evolution PDE under considerati
a clear advantage of this approach is to simplify the set of~nonvanishing! coefficientscj 1 j 2 ...j m

(m)

that characterize the nonlinear part of the equation, see~1.3!. However, the possibility to ge
additional information by also considering other~smaller! valuesh̃ of h ~with correspondingly
redefined coefficientsc̃ j 1 j 2 ...j m

(m) ) cannot be altogether excluded.

If h50, the firstnecessary condition of integrabilityto be tested is provided byPropositions
4.2 ~but see also its twoCorollaries 4.2.1and4.2.2!, which can be synthesized by the formula

g01~k! g21,1~k!50, ~4.6!

with g01(k), g21,1(k) defined by~2.2a! and ~2.2c! and wherek is an arbitrary (real) parameter
@only restricted by theinequalities~2.5! with ~2.1a! ~2.1b!#. If this test is passed, the nextneces-
sary condition of integrabilitycomes fromProposition 4.4, and it consists of the requirement th
~4.4a! or ~4.4b! be satisfied, for those real valuesk̃ of k ~if any! for which theequality~2.7! @with
~2.1c!#, as well as theinequalities~2.10b! @with ~2.1a!, ~2.1b!, ~2.1d!# hold. Note that, in spite of
the fact that the previous test,~4.6!, is required to hold forall ~real! values ofk, this second test
associated withProposition 4.4, apparently much less potent because it is required to hold for
a finite set of valuesk̃ of k, is nevertheless not altogether redundant: there indeed are non
evolution equations which pass the first test but fail the second~see examples in Sec. V!.

Finally, if the nonlinear evolution PDE~with h50! under scrutinity has passed both the
tests, the last resort is to applyProposition 4.6, which is however only applicable if~2.14! holds.
An example in the following section shows that this third test is not redundant, althoug
applicability and potency are clearly quite limited.

Let us now outline the analogous procedure to test a nonlinear evolution PDE of type~1.1!–
~1.3! with h>1 ~rather thanh50!. In this case the firstnecessary condition of integrabilityto be
tested is provided byProposition 4.1; the second is provided byProposition 4.3; the third~appli-
cable however only ifh51! is provided byProposition 4.5; and the fourth byProposition 4.6
@applicable only if~2.14! holds#. Note that in this case,h>1, the possibility is provided from the
very beginning to test separately forS-integrabilityand forC-integrability ~seePropositions 4.1,
4.5 and4.6!.

Two final obvious remarks conclude this section.
Remark 4.1. Let us reemphasize that, as soon as any given nonlinear evolution PDEfails to

comply with anecessary condition for integrability, it can be pronouncednonintegrable~or, more
specifically,not S-integrable, respectively,not C-integrable, as the case may be!.

h

This information is often quite useful, for instance to terminate the search for integra
techniques applicable to the nonlinear evolution PDE under scrutinity. Of course, if a
nonlinear evolution PDE does comply with anecessary condition of integrability, no information
is, strictly speaking, gained; although the hunch that it indeed beintegrablebecomes sometime
justified ~see examples in Sec. V!.

Remark 4.2. All the necessary conditions of integrabilityobtained in this paper only entail th
quadraticandcubic nonlinear terms; in factPropositions 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and4.5 refer only to the
quadraticterms; but their applicability extends to nonlinear evolution PDEs featuring much m
general nonlinearities, see~1.1! with ~1.3!.

h
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V. EXAMPLES

In this section we display various examples; some of the results written below in fact qu
as Corollaries of the Propositionsof the preceding section, although we do not denote them
such.

Example 5.1. Consider the class of nonlinear evolution PDEs~1.1!–~1.3! with h50 and with
F (2) given by ~1.4! ~no limitation onF (m) with m.2!. ThenProposition 4.2~or, more directly,
Corollaries 4.2.2and4.2.1! yield the followingnecessary conditions of S-integrability:

c00
(2)50, ~5.1a!

and in addition at least one of the following two couples of equalities:

c01
(2)50, c02

(2)50, ~5.1b!

or

c22
(2)50, c02

(2)5c11
(2) . ~5.1c!

If moreoverM52 @see~1.2!# and the two coefficientsa3 anda5 do not vanish and have differen
signs,

a3 a5,0, ~5.2!

Proposition 4.4, together withProposition 4.2, yield the following ~of course more stringent!
necessary conditions of integrability:

c00
(2)50, c01

(2)50, c02
(2)50, c12

(2)50, ~5.3a!

and in addition at least one of the following three equalities:

c11
(2)50, c22

(2)50, ~5.3b!

or

5a5c11
(2)1a3c22

(2)50, ~5.3c!

or

5a5c11
(2)22a3c22

(2)50; ~5.3d!

or, in alternative to~5.3a!,

c00
(2)50, c02

(2)50, c11
(2)50, c22

(2)50, ~5.4a!

and in addition at least one of the following three equalities:

c01
(2)50, c12

(2)50, ~5.4b!

or

5a5c01
(2)22a3c12

(2)50, ~5.4c!

or

5a5c01
(2)1a3c12

(2)50. ~5.4d!

h
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The derivation of these results@via ~A11!# is straightforward if tedious; they illustrate th
explicit potency of~some of! the necessary conditions of integrabilitygiven in Sec. IV.

Example 5.2. Consider the class of nonlinear evolution PDEs~1.1!–~1.3! with M51 @and of
coursea3Þ0, see~1.2!#, h51, F (2) given by ~1.4!, andF (3)50 ~no limitation onF (m) with m
.3). ThenProposition 4.1entails the followingnecessary conditions of S-integrability:

c01
(2)50, c12

(2)50, ~5.5a!

or

c01
(2)50, c22

(2)50, c02
(2)52c11

(2) , ~5.5b!

or

c00
(2)50, c12

(2)50, c22
(2)50, c11

(2)54c02
(2) , ~5.5c!

or

c00
(2)50, c02

(2)50, c11
(2)50, c22

(2)50, ~5.5d!

as well as the following~of course more stringent! necessary conditions of C-integrability:

c00
(2)50, c01

(2)50, c12
(2)50, ~5.6a!

and in addition

c02
(2)50, c11

(2)50, ~5.6b!

or

c22
(2)50, 3@c02

(2)#213c02
(2)c11

(2)24@c11
(2)#250. ~5.6c!

h

The derivation of these results via~A11! is again both straightforward and tedious: note th
they only involve, in a quite simple and explicit manner, the coefficientscj 1 j 2

(2) of the quadratic

term ~1.4!. This is a consequence of the, quite simple, assumed nature (M51!) of the linear
operatorD, see~1.2!. For this same reason the results of noPropositionof Sec. IV ~other than
Proposition 4.1! are applicable to this class of nonlinear evolution PDE.

Example 5.3. Consider the class of nonlinear evolution PDEs~1.1!–~1.3! with h>1, F (2)

50,F (3) given by ~1.5! ~no limitation on F (m) with m.3!. Then Proposition 4.1yields the
following necessary conditions of S-integrability: if h is even,

c000
(3)50, c011

(3)53c002
(3) , c112

(3)53c022
(3); ~5.7a!

if h is odd,

c001
(3)50, c012

(3)53c111
(3) , c122

(3)50. ~5.7b!

Likewise, thenecessary conditions of C-integrabilityyielded byProposition 4.1require the si-
multaneous validity of~5.7a! and ~5.7b! ~irrespective of the parity ofh!.

h

These results follow straightforwardly from~2.4c! via ~A12!. Let us again emphasize th
simple and explicit nature of these conditions,~5.7a! and ~5.7b!, as well as their independenc
from the linear part of ~1.1!–~1.3!, see~1.2! ~the assumptionM>1, with a2M11Þ0, is of course
essential!. Note that the well-knownS-integrablemodified KdV equation~characterized byM
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51,h51,c000
(3)Þ0 and all other coefficientscj 1 j 2 ...j m

m vanishing! passes the test ofS-integrability

@see~5.7b!#, but not that ofC-integrability @see~5.7a!#; while theC-integrablenonlinear PDE10

ut2uxxx53u2uxx19uux
213u4ux , ~5.7c!

with c002
(3)53,c011

(3)59 and all other coefficientscj 1 j 2 j 3

(3) vanishing, does indeed pass th

C-integrability test, namely it complies withboth ~5.7a! and ~5.7b!.
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APPENDIX

In this Appendix we discuss some points whose detailed treatment in the body of the
would have been too distracting.

Let us first detail the implication of the condition that, forall real values ofk, g21,2(k) and
g11(k) be ~i! both real or~ii ! both immaginary. In case~i! we get from~2.2d! and ~2.2b! the
conditions

(
j 50

n

~21! j ~22n112 j22 j ! cj , 2n112 j
(2) 50, ~A1a!

(
j 50

n

cj , 2n112 j
(2) 50, ~A1b!

which are required to hold for all non-negative integer values ofn. Hence by settingn
50,1,2,..., we get

c0,1
(2)50, ~A2a!

7c0,3
(2)22c1,2

(2)5c0,3
(2)1c1,2

(2)50, ~A2b!

31c0,5
(2)214c1,4

(2)14c2,3
(2)5c0,5

(2)1c1,4
(2)1c2,3

(2)50, ~A2c!

and so on. Clearly~A2b! entails

c0,3
(2)5c1,2

(2)50, ~A3!

and ~A2c! entails

c1,4
(2)5 3

2 c0,5
(2) , c2,3

(2)52 5
2c0,5

(2) . ~A4!

In case~ii ! ~2.2d! and ~2.2b! yield the conditions

(
j 50

n

~21! j~22n2 j12 j !cj ,2n2 j
(2) 50, ~A5a!
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(
j 50

n

cj ,2n2 j
(2) 50, ~A5b!

which are again required to hold for all non-negative integer values ofn. Hence by settingn
50,1,2,..., we get

c00
(2)50, ~A6a!

5c02
(2)24c11

(2)5c02
(2)1c11

(2)50, ~A6b!

17c04
(2)210c13

(2)18c22
(2)5c04

(2)1c13
(2)1c22

(2)50, ~A6c!

and so on. Clearly~A6b! entail c02
(2)5c11

(2)50.
Next let us detail the implication of the condition thatg21,1,1(k) be, for all~real! values ofk,

either real or imaginary. The first condition entails@see~2.2e!# the relations

(
j 50

[ ~4n12!/3]

(
j 85Max[0,2j 22n21]

[ j /2]

@~21! j 82~21! j1~21! j 1 j 8# cj 8, j 2 j 8,2n112 j
(3)

50, ~A7!

which are again required to hold for all non-negative integer values ofn. Hence

c001
(3)50, ~A8a!

c003
(3)1c012

(3)23c111
(3)50, ~A8b!

and so on. Likewise the second condition entails@see~2.2e!#

(
j 50

[4n/3]

(
j 850

[ j /2]

@~21! j 81~21! j1~21! j 1 j 8# cj 8, j 2 j 8,2n2 j
(3)

50, ~A9!

again for all non-negative integer values ofn. Hence

c000
(3)50, ~A10a!

3c002
(3)2c011

(3)50, ~A10b!

and so on.
We end this Appendix by displaying the explicit form taken by the four quanti

g01(k), g11(k), g21,1(k), g21,2(k) if cj 1 j 2

(2) vanishes forj 2.2, namely ifF (2) has the form~1.4!:

g01~k!52c00
(2)2k2c02

(2)1 ikc01
(2) , ~A11a!

g11~k!5c00
(2)2k2~c02

(2)1c11
(2)!1k4c22

(2)1 ik~c01
(2)2k2c12

(2)!, ~A11b!

g21,1~k!52@c00
(2)2k2~c02

(2)2c11
(2)!1k4c22

(2)#, ~A11c!

g21,2~k!52c00
(2)2k2~5c02

(2)24c11
(2)!18k4c22

(2)1 ik~c01
(2)12k2c12

(2)!; ~A11d!

and the explicit form taken by the quantityg2n,n,n(k) if cj 1 j 2 j 3

(3) vanishes forj 3.2, namely ifF (3)

has the form~1.5!:

g2n,n,n~k!53c000
(3)2~nk!2~3c002

(3)2c011
(3) !1~nk!4~3c022

(3)2c112
(3) !

1 ink@c001
(3)2~nk!2~c012

(3)23c111
(3) !1~nk!4c122

(3)#. ~A12!
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RTT relations, a modified braid equation
and noncommutative planes
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With the known group relations for the elements (a,b,c,d) of a quantum matrixT
as input a general solution of theRTT relations is sought without imposing the
Yang–Baxter~YB! constraint forR or the braid equation forR̂5PR. For three
biparametric deformatios, GL(p,q)(2), GL(g,h)(2), and GL(q,h)(1/1), the standard,
the nonstandard, and the hybrid one, respectively,R or R̂ is found to depend, apart
from the two parameters defining the deformation in question, on an extra free
parameterK, such that R̂(12)R̂(23)R̂(12)2R̂(23)R̂(12)R̂(23)5@(K/K1) 21#@(K/K2)
21#(R̂(23)2R̂(12)) with (K1 ,K2)5(1,p/q),(1,1), and (1,1/q), respectively. Only
for K5K1 or K5K2 one has the braid equation. ArbitrayK corresponds to a class
~conserving the group relations independent ofK! of the MQYBE or modified
quantum YB equations studied by Gerstenhaber, Giaquinto, and Schack. Various
properties of the triparametricR̂(K;p,q), R̂(K;g,h), andR̂(K;q,h) are studied. In
the larger space of the modified braid equation~MBE! evenR̂(K;p,q) can satisfy
R̂251 outside the braid equation~BE! subspace. A generalized,K-dependent,
Hecke condition is satisfied by each three-parameterR̂. The role ofK in noncom-
mutative geometries of the (K;p,q), (K;g,h), and (K;q,h) deformed planes is
studied.K is found to introduce a ‘‘soft symmetry breaking,’’ preserving most
interesting properties and leading to new interesting ones. Further aspects to be
explored are indicated. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1365952#

I. INTRODUCTION

Our starting point will be the group relations of the elements of the quantum matrix

T5S a b

c dD . ~1.1!

Three known cases will be considered.

~1! The biparametric (p,q) or standard deformation of GL~2!.
~2! The biparametric (g,h) or nonstandard deformation of Gl~2!.
~3! The (q,h) or ‘‘hybrid’’ deformation of GL~1/1!.

Each set will be presented explicitly below. These three have been studied in Ref. 1
many original sources can be found. We start directly with the biparametric cases sinc
one-parameter deformations can then be systematically obtained through suitable constrap
5q21,g5h and so on!.

a!Electronic mail: chakra@cpht.polytechnique.fr
b!Laboratoire Propre du CNRS UPR A.0014.
26530022-2488/2001/42(6)/2653/14/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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For the given group relations we construct for each case the matrixR satisfying

RT1T25T2T1R, ~1.2!

where

T15T^ I 2 , T25I 2^ T.

To start with, we do not requireR to satisfy the Yang–Baxter~YB! equation. It will be found
that, apart from the parameters concerned@(p,q), (g,h) or (q,h)# the solution forR satisfying~2!
contains a supplementary arbitrary parameterK. Two particular values ofK ~sayK1 andK2! will
give the two solutions of YB related through

~~21!R~K1!!215R~K2! ~1.3!

both satisfying

R12R13R232R23R13R1250.

The existence of such a pair of solutions is assured by the fact that~1.2! can be written as

T1T2R215R21T2T1 .

The germ of our paper is in the question: what structure is obtained whenK is not restricted
to the valuesK1 andK2 .

For arbitraryK the situation is best expressed in terms of

R̂5PR,

whereP is the permutation matrix and for our 434 case it permutes the second and third row
One obtains, for the normalizations we will choose,

R̂(12)R̂(23)R̂(12)2R̂(23)R̂(12)R̂(23)5S K

K1
21D S K

K2
21D ~R̂(23)2R̂(12)!. ~1.4!

This is our modified braid equation~MBE!. ~See Discussion for further comments.!
In terms ofR one obtains

R12R13R232R23R13R125S K

K1
21D S K

K2
21D ~~123!R(12)2~213!R(23)!, ~1.5!

where~123! and~213! denote corresponding permutations of the tensor factors ofV^3 ~R acting
on V^ V!. @Having pointed out the structure~1.5! we will use throughout~1.4! as our fundamenta
relation.#

Thus~1.2! by itself is seen to lead to a particular class of solutions of the ‘‘modified quan
Yang–Baxter equations’’~MQYBE! introduced by Gerstenhaberet al.2 Our ~1.4! has the same
structure as Eq.~2.4! of Ref. 3 for ‘‘quantum transpositions’’ (s12,s23) defined by the authors
though we do not impose in general their ‘‘unitarity’’ leading to

R̂25I .

An example of a solution of~1.2! with an arbitraryK can be found in Ref. 1.
We present below some particularly interesting explicit examples. Their properties will r

that the existence of such a class of more general solutions of MBE is more than an accide
can play a significant role in various domains, such as noncommutative geometry.
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II. EXPLICIT SOLUTIONS

A. Standard „p ,q … deformation of GL „2…

The elements (a,b,c,d) of T satisfy

ab5qba, pac5ca,

ad5da1~q2p!bc, pqbc5cb, ~2.1!

pbd5db, cd5qdc.

Apart from a possible normalizing factor, the solution of~1.2! turns out to be~writing directly
R̂5PR and assumingp to be nonzero!

R̂~K;p,q!5S 1 0 0 0

0 ~12K !
K

p
0

0 Kq S 12
Kq

p D 0

0 0 0 1

D . ~2.2!

This is found to satisfy

R̂(12)R̂(23)R̂(12)2R̂(23)R̂(12)R̂(23)5~K21!S Kq

p
21D ~R̂(23)2R̂(12)! ~2.3!

with

K151, K25
p

q
.

B. Nonstandard „g ,h … deformation of GL „2…

The group relations are

ca5ac2gc2, cb5bc2gdc2hac1ghc2,

cd5dc2hc2, da5ad2gdc1hac,
~2.4!

db5bd1g~ad2bc1hac2d2!,

ba5ab2h~ad2bc1hac2a2!.

From ~1.2! one obtains

R̂~K;g,h!5S 1 2hK hK ghK

0 ~12K ! K gK

0 K ~12K ! 2gK

0 0 0 1

D . ~2.5!

This is found to satisfy

R̂(12)R̂(23)R̂(12)2R̂(23)R̂(12)R̂(23)5~K21!2~R̂(23)2R̂(12)! ~2.6!
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with, independently of (g,h),

K15K251.

C. Hybrid „q ,h … deformation of G „1Õ1…

The group relations are

ba5ab1hcd, ac5qca, bc5qcb,

dc1qcd50, ad2da1~12q!cb50,
~2.7!

bd1db5hca, ha25hd21~q11!b2, c250.

One obtains from~1.2!

R̂~K;q,h!5S 1 0 O Kh

0 ~12K ! Kq 0

0 K ~12Kq! 0

0 0 0 ~12K~q11!!

D . ~2.8!

This satisfies

R̂(12)R̂(23)R̂(12)2R̂(23)R̂(12)R̂(23)5~K21!~Kq21!~R̂(23)2R̂(12)!. ~2.9!

HereK151,K25q21, both being independent ofh.

III. PROPERTIES

A. K and triangularity

The matrixR is called ‘‘triangular’’ if

~21!R5R21

when

R̂25~PR!25I .

In Ref. 2 the term ‘‘unitary’’ is used in this context. For anR matrix satisfying the Yang–
Baxter constraint, the following features are well known.

~1! For standard@q or (p,q)# deformations theR satisfying YB is ‘‘quasitriangular’’ and

R̂2ÞI .

~2! For nonstandard@h or (g,h)# deformations forR satisfying YB one has ‘‘triangularity’’ or

R̂25I .

~It is in this sense that we use the term triangular, withoutR being necessarily strictly uppe
or lower triangular.!

In the presence of an arbitraryK the modified braid equation~MBE! breaks this dichotomy.
Specifically in the preceding three cases one has the following situation:

~21!R~K;p,q!5~R~K8;p,q!!21, ~3.1!

where
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K85K~K~11qp21!21!21,
~3.2!

~21!R~K;g,h!5~R~K8;g,h!!21,

where

K85K~2K21!21,
~3.3!

~21!R~K;q,h!5~R~K8;q,h!!21,

where

K85K~K~11q!21!21.

Thus in each case one obtains

K85KS K

K1
1

K

K2
21D 21

. ~3.4!

In general none is triangular~or unitary!. On the other hand, in each case one can h
triangularity by choosing

K85K

or

K52K1K2~K11K2!21. ~3.5!

For the three previous cases this gives, respectively,

K52p~p1q!21, 1, 2~11q!21. ~3.6!

Thus for the nonstandard case triangularity coincides with the YB property. In contrast, f
other two cases triangularity implies a nonzero right-hand side in~1.4!. In particular for the (p,q)
case one obtains~permuting the second and the third rows ofR̂! for

K52p~p1q!21,

R5S 1 0 0 0

0
2pq

p1q

p2q

p1q
0

0
q2p

p1q

2

p1q
0

0 0 0 1

D . ~3.7!

Now one has

R~K;p,q!5~~21!M !21M ,

where one can set, choosing an upper triangular form,
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M5S 1 0 0 0

0 ~2pq/p1q!1/2 p2q

~2pq~p1q!!1/2 0

0 0 ~p1q/2pq!1/2 0

0 0 0 1

D . ~3.8!

R is invariant under

M→VM,

where

~21!V5V.

B. Projectors

For each case ((K;p,q),(K;g,h),(K;q,h)) one obtains,I being the 434 unit matrix,

R̂25XR̂1~12X!I , X522S K

K1
1

K

K2
D . ~3.9!

Thus for the three cases ((p,q),(g,h),(q,h)) one has, respectively,

X522K~11qp21!, X52~12K !, X522K~11q!. ~3.10!

Two special cases are

X50, ~R̂!25I

and

X52, ~R̂2I !250.

For XÞ2 one obtains for each deformation considered two projectors (P25P) as follows:

P15
~R̂2I !

~X22!
, ~3.11!

P25
~R̂2~X21!I !

~22X!
. ~3.12!

Finally one has

R̂5~X21!P11P2 ~3.13!

with

P11P25I , P1P250.

Note that one obtains a canonical formalism valid for all the deformations considered.
It follows from the preceding results that ifC is a column vector~with 4 rows! a constraint

~n being a constant!

C5nR̂C
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is only consistent for

n51 ~P1C50, C5P2C!

or

n5~X21!21 ~P2C50, C5P1C!.

This fact should be kept in mind for what follows.

IV. K AND NONCOMMUTATIVE PLANES

Detailed study of noncommutativity implemented viaR̂ in the plane and higher dimension
spaces can be found in Refs. 4, 5, and 6 where numerous sources are cited. Here we li
considerations to the two dimensional plane. But we let ourR̂ be more general by letting it depen
on an extra arbitrary parameterK permitted by our MBE. OurR̂ will depend on three parameter
The biparametric nonstandard deformation with differential calculus was first presented~for K
51,g5h,h5h8! in Ref. 7. The original formalism is due to Wess and Zumino.8

We use the following notations:

xi5~x1,x2!5~x,y!,

dxi5j i5~j1,j2!5~j,h!,

~a,b!5~p,q!,~g,h!,~q,h!.

We postulate

xixj5~R̂~K;a,b!! i 8 j 8
i j xi 8xj 8, ~4.1!

i.e.,

~P1! i 8 j 8
( i j ) xi 8xj 850,

j ij j52
1

~12X!
~R̂~K;a,b!! i 8, j 8

( i j ) j i 8j j 8, ~4.2!

i.e.,

~P2! i 8, j 8
( i j ) j i 8j j 850,

xij j5
1

~12X!
~R̂~K;a,b!! i 8, j 8

( i j ) j i 8xj 8, ~4.3!

where

~12X!5S K

K1
1

K

K2
21D .

The bilinear constraints~4.1!, ~4.2!, ~4.3!, related through derivations, are required to sati
suitable consistency relations.~See, for example, Sec. 4 of Ref. 4 and Ref. 7.! Following the usual
procedure the required consistency for our case can be shown to be assured precisely
generalized Hecke condition, namely,
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~R̂~K;a,b!2I !S R̂~K;a,b!

~12X!
1I D 50 ~4.4!

or

P1P250.

This generalizes some well-known results. Thus, for example, setting

p5q21, K151, K5K25q22

and changing the normalization ofR by a factorq one obtains the result~4.4.15! of Ref. 4. One
obtains analogous generalizations for the other cases. Note that the consistency is obtained
case by by implementingK nontrivially through the factor (12X) for the ~j,h! constraints. But
once this is done the final consequences of~4.1! and ~4.2! turn out to be systematically indepen
dent of K. @Those of~4.3! do involve K but, as will be shown below, in a particularly simp
fashion.# We recapitulate for completeness the first two sets of results which are the same
would obtain withK5(K1 ,K2).

One obtains for (a,b)5(p,q)

pxy5yx, ~4.5!

j250, h250, hj1qjh50. ~4.6!

For (a,b)5(g,h)

xy2yx5gy2, ~4.7!

j25hjh, h250, hj1jh50. ~4.8!

The results above are for GL~2!. For GL~1/1!, namely for

~a,b!5~q,h!

one obtains

xy5qyx, y250, ~4.9!

~11q!j21hh250, hj1jh50. ~4.10!

For the deformed GL~1/1! y becomes fermionic.@After exhibiting as above how the thre
cases can be treated uniformly in our formalism, in what follows we will consider only
deformations (K;p,q) and (K;g,h) of GL~2!. Those for GL~1/1! can easily be added.#

In contrast to the foregoing results, the consequences of~4.3! involve K nontrivially. For
R̂(K;p,q) one obtains

xj5
1

~12X!
jx, xh5

1

~12X! S jy1
K

p
F1D ,

yj5
1

~12X! S hx2
Kq

p
F1D , yh5

1

~12X!
hy ~4.11!

with

F15~hx2pjy!. ~4.12!
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For p5q21, K5q22 and again suitably choosing the normalization ofR̂ these results reduce t
~4.1.8! of Ref. 4. In order to compare withk of ~4.1.10! of Ref. 4 one can show by reorderin
terms

F1
25

1

~12X!
~2qp1Kqp1p22Kqp1pq2p2!~jhxy!50. ~4.13!

Note that K reappears on reordering but the coefficient ofK in the numerator vanishe
separately. Thus, apart from the overall factor,K appears as a factor of the nilpotentF1 . More-
over one can show that

pxF15
1

~12X!
KF1x, yF15

1

~12X!
KqF1y,

~4.14!
1

~12X!
~p1q2Kq!jF152F1j,

1

~12X!
~p1q2Kq!hF152pqF1h.

For the prescriptions indicated before~K5q22 and so on! one finds back the correspondin
results of Sec. 4.1.13 and Sec. 4.1.17 of Ref. 4.

For R̂(K;g,h) one obtains@compare~3.1.6! of Ref. 5 whereK51 andg5h#

xj5
1

~12X!
~jx1KhF2!, xh5

1

~12X!
~jy1KF2!,

~4.15!

yj5
1

~12X!
~hx2KF2!, yh5

1

~12X!
hy

with

F25~hx2jy1ghy! ~4.16!

and

F2
250. ~4.17!

Moreover,

xF25
1

~12X!
~KF2x1K~g2h!F2y!, yF25

1

~12X!
KqF2y,

~4.18!
1

~12X!
~22K !jF252~F2j1~h2g!F2h!,

1

~12X!
~22K !hF252F2h.

The results for the (g,h) case can of course be obtained independently. But they are obt
more efficiently and with a deeper understanding by starting from the corresponding on
(p,q) and using the ‘‘contraction’’ studied in the following section. It is instructive to see
particular, how the (g2h) factors in the results above arise~end of the next section!. These terms
are present even for the YB subspace (K51) unlessg5h. Finally, for K51 and g5h one
obtains the simple results of Sec. 4.1.17 of Ref. 4.

V. „„K;p ,q …\„K;g ,h ……: SINGULAR LIMIT OF A TRANSFORMATION

In Sec. 4 of Ref. 1 such a passage was presented for the case whereR(p,q) andR(g,h) both
satisfied YBE. Here we generalize it to include an arbitraryK. In fact the same transformation wi
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work again, leading to a well definedR(K;g,h). We want to emphasize this fact. It underlin
again the ‘‘soft symmetry breaking’’ role ofK. Moreover we will display here how the corre
sponding features of the two noncommutative plains are related systematically through this
traction’’procedure. The (K;g,h)-deformed plane emerges in full detail from the (K;p,q) de-
formed one. Some previous sources are cited in Ref. 1, which in turn lead to some origina

Setting

G5S 1 v

0 1D ~5.1!

and withR5PR̂ one obtains

~G21
^ G21!R~K;p,q!~G^ G!5S 1 2K~q21!v

K

p
~q21!v 2

K

p
~p21!~q21!v2

0 Kq S 12K
q

pD K
q

p
~p21!v

0 ~12K !
K

p

K

p
~p21!v

0 0 0 1

D .

~5.2!

Now, as in Ref. 1, letp→1,q→1 in such a way that (p21)(q21)21 remains constant. And
v0 being a constant, define

v5v0~~p21!~q21!!21/2.

Now one can define finite constants (g,h) such that asp→1 andq→1

~~12p!v!→g, ~~q21!v!→h. ~5.3!

Now from ~2.5! and ~5.2! ~with R5PR̂!, one obtains

~G21
^ G21!R~K;p,q!~G^ G!→R~K;g,h!. ~5.4!

The same procedure works for (a,b,c,d), (x,y), and~j,h!. In this section, to distinguish the
cases (p,q) and (g,h), we will use for the latter the notations

~ ã,b̃,c̃,d̃!;~ x̃,ỹ!;~ j̃,h̃ !.

Consistently with transformation ofR one defines~with the previous definitions ofG andT!

G21TG5S ã b̃

c̃ d̃
D , G21S x

yD5S x̃
ỹD , G21S j

h D5S j̃
h̃ D .

Let us now consider some examples to appreciate how the technique works. From th
ceding definitions one obtains

ã5a2vc, b̃5~b2vd!1v~a2vc!, c̃5c, d̃5d1vc. ~5.5!

The inverse relations are easily obtained. Using them and the group relations for (a,b,c,d)
one obtains
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c̃ã5c~a2vc!5pac2vc25p~ ã1v c̃!c̃2v c̃25pãc̃2~12p!v c̃2.

Using the definition ofg now one obtains, in the limit,

c̃ã5ãc̃2gc̃2. ~5.6!

Again,

c̃b̃5c~va1b2v2c2vd!

5pqbc2vqdc1pvac2v2c2

5pqb̃c̃1q~p21!vd̃c̃2p~q21!vãc̃1~12p!~q21!v2c̃2

giving in the limit

c̃b̃5b̃c̃2gd̃c̃2hãc̃1ghc̃2. ~5.7!

We have thus obtained the first two group relations~with tildes added to avoid confusion! for
the nonstandard case~2.4!. The others can be obtained analogously. Let us now look at
(K;g,h)-deformed plane. One obtains from the definitions introduced

x̃5x2vy, ỹ5y. ~5.8!

Hence, using the constraints for (x,y),

x̃ỹ2 ỹx̃5~x2vy!y2y~x2vy!5xy2yx5~12p!xy5~12p!~ x̃ỹ1v ỹ2!.

Now taking limit and using the definition ofg,

x̃ỹ2 ỹx̃5gỹ2. ~5.9!

This is the nonstandard version~with tildes added!.
Similarly starting with

j̃5j2vh, h̃5h ~5.10!

and using

j250, h250, ~jh1qhj!50

one obtains in the limit the expected results

j̃25hj̃ h̃, h̃250, ~ j̃h̃1h̃ j̃ !50.

These simple cases have been presented to give a feeling for the limiting process at wo
they have further usefulness. For the important nilpotent operators of the preceding secti
easily obtains, taking our limits,

F15~hx2pjy!→~ h̃ x̃2 j̃ ỹ1gh̃ ỹ!5F2 .

Hence avoiding a lengthy reordering process one obtains directly from

F1
250,

~F1
2!→F2

250.
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The commutators ofF2 can again be derived simply from those ofF1 . The terms involving
(g2h) in the latter set can be seen to emerge as follows:

~p212q!v5~p21~12p!v2~q21!v!→~g2h!,

~pq21!v5~p~q21!v2~12p!v!→~h2g!.

VI. DISCUSSION

The following points are worth noting.
~1! If R̂(K;a,b) depend linearly onK and satisfy the braid equation forK5(K1 ,K2), then

the right-hand side of~1.4! becomes almost evident as follows. One can set

R̂(12)R̂(23)R̂(12)2R̂(23)R̂(12)R̂(23)5S K

K1
21D S K

K2
21DZ. ~6.1!

The first two factors on the right-hand side assure the braid property forK5(K1 ,K2). Next
one notes the following points.

The left-hand side is trilinear inK. HenceZ, coming after the first two factors, should b
linear in K.

The left-hand side is antisymmetric under the exchange

R̂(12)↔R̂(23) .

HenceZ should have the same property. Thus the evident ansatz is

Z5~R̂(23)2R̂(12)!. ~6.2!

This is indeed found to be correct. A possibleK-independent constant factor can be norm
ized to unity, as we have done.

~The following two properties have been pointed out to the author by Daniel Arnaudon!
~2! For the (p,q) and the (q,h) cases one can write

R̂~K;a,b!5c1R̂~K1 ;a,b!1c2R̂~K2 ;a,b!, ~6.3!

where

c11c251, c1K11c2K25K.

However, for the (g,h) case~sinceK15K251! such a relation does not hold forKÞ1.
~3! For

R̂(12)R̂(23)R̂(12)2R̂(23)R̂(12)R̂(23)5l~R̂(23)2R̂(12)! ~6.4!

and

R̂25XR̂1~12X!I ~6.5!

~l andX not being necessarily restricted to the values considered previously! defining

Ŝ5~R̂2mI ! ~6.6!

one can verify that

Ŝ(12)Ŝ(23)Ŝ(12)2Ŝ(23)Ŝ(12)Ŝ(23)5~l1Xm2m2!~Ŝ(23)2Ŝ(12)!. ~6.7!
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This generalizes an analogous result of Ref. 2 since we do not restrictR to be ‘‘unitary.’’ One can
choosem so thatŜ satisfies the braid equation. Directly connected with the last two equatio
the following canonical relation valid for all the cases considered before,

R̂~K;a,b!5S K

Ki
D R̂~Ki ;a,b!2S K

Ki
21D I . ~6.8!

HereKi denotes either one of the ‘‘braid’’~or YB! values ofK. This is of basic importance. Th
parameterK/(Ki2K) can be shown to provide the prescription for Baxterization. In fact,~6.8! can
be recognized to correspond to the usual ansatz for Baxterization.9

~4! The works of Gerstenhaber, Giaquinto, and Schak2,3 assure that our MBE encodes defo
mations satisfying basic criteria but removing certain restrictive features of the standard~BE! ~or
~YB!!. For our class the factorl on the right-hand side in~6.4! is neither zero nor entirely
arbitrary. It has the specific form given by~1.4! arising out of our basic condition:K-independence
of the group relations. Our parametrization of of this factor carries information. The YB o
braid solutions are obtained effortlessly as byproducts. This leads also to agreeable pro
designated here as ‘‘soft symmetry breaking’’ role ofK in the noncommutative geometries stu
ied. For allK ~and all the cases studied! one obtains the crucial, canonical Hecke condition
have emphasized. It permits us to introduce consistently and uniformly the noncommut
constraints. Let us recapitulate the remarkable consequences.

~a! The bilinear constraints for the coordinates and those for the differentials remain ind
dent ofK.

~b! In the constraints involving both coordinates and differentialsK does appear, but in a
‘‘minimal’’ fashion. Apart from a simple overall factor, in the linear combinations on the rig
hand side,K appears as a factor of a nilpotent combination~F1 or F2!. Along with the commu-
tation relations satisfied by these nilpotents, this has the consequence that reordering any
order product one obtains, apart from an overall factor, finally linearity inK. The operatorF,
crucial for constructing covariant derivatives,4 remains nilpotent for arbitraryK @see~4.13!#. The
main point is that conserving the (x,y) and the (j,h) commutators and without violating th
constraints imposed by the postulated actions of exterior derivations one can implement t
rameterK in the mixed commutators@(x,j), etc.#, even there conserving good properties.

~c! The ‘‘contraction’’ procedure leading from standard (p,q) to nonstandard (g,h) deforma-
tions is not perturbed byK. Even the titles of previous papers10,11give an idea of the scope of thi
approach. It is reassuring to note that one can continue to implement it in presence ofK.

Having noted some interesting features of the results obtained let us now look at f
developments they suggest. One naturally thinks of the following aspects.

~1! Extension of our results to higher dimensional MBE. First by going beyond the 434 cases
for deformations of GL~2!. Second by starting from group relations for deformed SL(N) and
SO(N). Higher dimensional cases have already been studied in Refs. 2 and 3. Our aim wo
to obtain explicit structures correponding to conserved group relations for such cases. Th
can see if our soft symmetry breaking still gets implemented and in what fashion.

~2! For K5(K1 ,K2) the R matrix flips the tensor components of co-products. Having
tained more general modifiedR matrices it would be important to examine the consequences
co-products asK moves away from the YB values.

~3! A more complete study of the role ofK in noncommutative geometries induced b
three-parameter deformations (K;a,b). Even for the two-plane we have stopped at a certain p
leaving much to be done. After constructing higher dimensional matricesR̂(K;a,b) one can
implement them in higher dimensional spaces.

~4! Study of twists in the context of ‘‘modified’’R matrices. In particular, the fact that one ca
implement triangularity for all types of deformations by suitably choosingK suggests intriguing
possibilities. Various aspects studied in Refs. 12, 13, and 14 can be re-examined in this b
context.
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~5! Our MBE ~or MYBQE of Gerstenhaberet al.! and Baxterization can be seen to be@see
~6.8!# two facets of the same underlying construction, namely the general solution of theRTT
relations. In the first case the parameterK is kept fixed in each term and the right-hand side of
braid equation is allowed to be nonzero. In the second one, the right-hand side is held fixed
and to permit this the parameter is suitably varied from term to term. The two procedure
complementary.

~6! What are the consequences for knot invariants associated to anR̂ asK moves away from
the ‘‘braid values’’? Can a conceptually consistent generalization~parametrized third Reidemeis
ter move! be implemented fruitfully?

Presumably this list is not exhaustive. Some of these objectives should be directly acce
Elsewhere one may encounter obstructions. We hope to explore different directions in
studies.

This work owes much to sustained and reassuring help from Daniel Arnaudon. It goes b
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We give some results about the essential self-adjointness of the Dirac operatorH
5( j 51

n a j pj1m(x) an111V(x) I N (N52 [(n11)/2]), on @C0
`(Rn\$0%)#N, where

the a j ( j 51,2,...,n) are Dirac matrices andm(x) andV(x) are real-valued func-
tions. We are mainly interested in a singularity ofV(x) andm(x) near the origin
which preserves the essential self-adjointness ofH. As a result, ifm5m(r ) is
spherically symmetric orm(x)[V(x), then we can permit a singularity ofm andV
which is stronger than that of the Coulomb potential. ©2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1367331#

I. INTRODUCTION

In this article we consider the essential self-adjointness of the Dirac operator

Hª(
j 51

n

a j pj1m~x! an111V~x! I N

S xPRn, n>2, pj52 i
]

] xj
, N5N~n!ª2 [ ~n11!/2]D

in the Hilbert spaceHªL2(Rn)N. Here I N is theN3N unit matrix, and thea j areN3N Dirac
matrices, i.e., Hermitian matrices satisfying

a j ak1ak a j52 d jk I N ~ j ,k51,2,...,n11!; ~1!

m(x) andV(x) are real-valued functions.
In contrast to the Schro¨dinger case, the essential self-adjointness ofH cannot be destroyed b

the behavior ofm andV at infinity ~Ref. 1!, but only by local singularities of these functions. F
example, ifm is constant andV(r )5e/r , H is essentially self-adjoint if and only ifueu<)/2.
Extending a seminal paper by Schmincke,2 very general self-adjointness criteria were given b
e.g., Levitan and Otelbaev,3 Arai,4 Yamada,5 Vogelsang6 and Kalf7 for the situation thatm is a
constant andV is a strongly singular potential that is not necessarily spherically symmetric.

The principal interest of Dirac operators with a variable mass term lies in the fact that the
have a purely discrete spectrum. That was why they were proposed in the 1960s as simpl
models. Brief historical remarks can be found in Vasconcelos8 and Eich, Rein, and Rodenberg9

Vasconcelos8 explicitly solves the bound-state problemV(r )5e/r , m(r )5e8/r ; other specific
cases were treated by Critchfield and Rein~see the references in Ref. 9!.

In the article in hand we present three self-adjointness criteria for Dirac operators w
variable mass term, concentrating on the case thatm andV have a singularity at the origin. We
generalize the results given in Ref. 10 and show the complete proofs, which are not giv

a!Dedicated to Professor Joachim Weidmann on the occasion of his sixtieth birthday.
26670022-2488/2001/42(6)/2667/10/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Ref. 10. Theorem 1 assumes thatm is spherically symmetric and involves a pointwise bound
V(x) andm(r ), m8(r ) which admits, in the presence ofm, a singularity ofV that is stronger than
the Coulomb singularity. Theorem 1 reduces to Schmincke’s result whenm50. In Theorem 2 an
integral condition is imposed onV and m, neither of which necessarily rotationally symmetr
When m50, this theorem reduces to the criterion of Levitan and Otelbaev.3 Our last theorem
concerns the special situation thatm[V. In this case it turns out that the condition which
necessary to define the canonical minimal operator is already sufficient to establish its es
self-adjointness. Since (I N6an11)/2 is a projection operator, it is possible to bring in the Lapla
operator and use Kato’s inequality.

In this article we employ the following abbreviations:

aª~a1 ,a2 ,...,an!, pª~p1 ,p2 ,...,pn!, a•pª(
j 51

n

a j pj ,

VªRn\$0%, R1ª~0,1`!, DªC0
`~V!N.

Theorem 1: Let m5m(r ) be spherically symmetric and absolutely continuous inR1 with the
derivative m8(r )PL loc

2 (R1). Assume thata•p1m an11 on D is essentially self-adjoint, and
V(x)PL loc

2 (V) satisfies

~11«!2FV2~x!1
1

4 r 2G1Um8~r !1
m~r !

r U<m2~r !1S n21

2r D 2

~xPV! ~2!

for some«.0. Then H is essentially self-adjoint. If n>3 and r m(r ) is bounded, then the domai

D(H̄) of the closure H̄coincides with the Sobolev space W1,2(Rn)N.
The next result does not requirem to be spherically symmetric and extends a theorem

Levitan and Otelbaev.3

Theorem 2: Let n>3 and m,VPL loc
2 (V) be real-valued,

q~r !ª sup
uxu5r

FV2~x!1m2~x!12 um~x!uAV2~x!1
1

4 r 2G1/2

and

aªsupr .0S 1

r n22 E
0

r

tn21q2~ t ! dtD 1/2

, An

2
. ~3!

Then H is essentially self-adjoint with D(H̄)5W1,2(Rn)N.
The Dirac operator is in general not essentially self-adjoint onC0

`(Rn)N if m, V are merely in
L loc

2 (Rn). By dint of a theorem of Kato11 we do, however, have the following result.
Theorem 3: Assume that m(x) and V(x) are Lloc

2 (Rn) functions satisfying m(x)[V(x) or
m(x)[2V(x). Then H5(a•p)1m an111V on C0

`(Rn)N is essentially self-adjoint.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROOF OF THEOREM 1

The existence of Dirac matrices satisfying~1! is well known. In the Appendix we sketch a
inductive method of constructing Dirac matrices such that

a jªS 0 aj

aj* 0 D ~ j 51,2,...,n!, an11ªS I N/2 0

0 2I N/2
D , ~4!

where theaj areN/23N/2 matrices~which are Hermitian ifn is odd! with the property
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ajak* 1akaj* 52d jkI N/2, aj* ak1ak* aj52d jkI N/2 ~ j ,k51,2,...,n!. ~5!

If $a1 ,a2 ,...,an11% and$a18 ,a28 ,...,an118 % are two sets of Dirac matrices, then there is a unit
matrix U such thata j85Ua jU

21 ( j 51,2,...,n11) or a j85U@2a j #U
21 ( j 51,2,...,n11), and,

if n is odd, we always have the former case~see, e.g., Ref. 12, p. 267!. If n is even anda j8
5U@2a j #U

21 ( j 51,2,...,n11), we have

H8ª(
j 51

n

a j8pj1m~x!an118 1V~x!I N

5~Ua1a2¯an!F (
j 51

n

a j pj2m~x!an111V~x!I NG ~Ua1a2¯an!21.

Therefore,H8 is unitarily equivalent toH or to

(
j 51

n

a j pj2m~x!an111V~x!I N .

It should be remarked that the condition~2! remains invariant under replacingm(x) by 2m(x).
In order to explain the separation of variables of Dirac operators the spin-orbit cou

operator,

Sª
n21

2
2 (

1< j ,k<n
ia jak~xj pk2xkpj !,

is needed, with the help of which we have

a•p5a r S pr1
i

r
SD ,

where thea j are given in~4! with ~5! and

a rª(
j 51

n
xj

r
a j , prª2 ir (12n)/2

]

]r
r (n21)/252 i S ]

]r
1

n21

2r D .

It is well known that the self-adjoint extension ofS in L2(Sn21)N has only discrete eigenvaluesk
with finite multiplicity such that

kP2S N01
n21

2 DøS N01
n21

2 D , ~6!

whereN0ª$0,1,2,̄ % ~see, e.g., Ref. 13, p. 161!. Let

UªS I N/2 0

0 2 iar*
D , arª(

j 51

n
xj

r
aj ,

where

a jªS 0 aj

aj* 0 D ~ j 51,2, . . . ,n!, an11ªS I N/2 0

0 2I N/2
D .

ThenU is a unitary matrix which commutes withan11 and satisfies
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U21a rU5S 0 2 i I N/2

i I N/2 0 D .

Thus, ifV5V(r ) andm5m(r ) are spherically symmetric, the Dirac operator on the eigenspac
S with respect to the eigenvaluek is unitarily equivalent to

S 0 2I N/2

I N/2 0 D d

dr
1S @m~r !1V~r !#I N/2 ~2k/r !I N/2

~2k/r !I N/2 @2m~r !1V~r !#I N/2
D

in L2(R1)N. Therefore, the question if such Dirac operators are essentially self-adjoint redu
the problem whether every one-dimensional Dirac operator inL2(R1)2,

LkªS m~r !1V~r ! 2~d/dr !1~k/r !

~d/dr !1~k/r ! 2m~r !1V~r !
D ,

is of limit point type at the origin for everyk satisfying~6! ~see, e.g., Ref. 14, Theorem 5.4!.
We remark that, ifV(r )[0, then anyLk is of limit point type at 0 for a relatively large clas

of m(r ). For example, the following proposition can be shown by Arnold, Kalf, and Schneid
Ref. 15, where more general theorems are given.

Proposition 2.1: Let m5m(r ) be a real-valued function and belong to Lloc
1 (R1). Then the

one-dimensional Dirac operator Lk with V50 is of limit point type at0, if m(r ) satisfies one of
the following conditions:

~i! limr→0r m(r ) exists and is finite, or
~ii ! limr→0r um(r )u5`, and sgnm is constant near the origin.

The proof of Theorems 1 and 2 will rest upon the following well-known abstract result a
the closure and bounded invertibility of the sum of two operators~for a proof see, e.g., Ref. 16, pp
190 and 196!.

Proposition 2.2: Let A, B be closable linear operators in a Hilbert spaceH with

D(A),D(B). Suppose that the closure A¯has a bounded inverse defined onH and that for some
«.0

~11«!iBui<iAui @uPD~A!#.

Then A1B is closable andA1B5Ā1B̄ with domain D(Ā). Moreover,A1B has a bounded
inverse onH.

Let Wloc
1,2(V) be the Sobolev space of all functionsuPL loc

2 (V) with generalized first-order
derivatives inL loc

2 (V), andD1 be the space ofuPWloc
1,2(V)N with compact support inV. Note that

C0
`(V)N,D1 . If gPL loc

2 (V) has first-order derivatives inL loc
2 (V), then we consider a multipli-

cation operator

u°g u

for uPD1 . It should be noted thatg vPD1 for vPD1 . The subsequent operator calculations w
be valid on the domainD1 .

Lemma 2.3: Let s be a real number, m(r ) a real-valued function which is absolutely contin
ous inR1 with m8P L loc

2 (R1) and

A1ªa•p1m~r !an111
i

2r
a r1 is.

Then we have
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A1* A1>m2~r !1S n21

2r D 2

2Um8~r !1
m~r !

r U.
Proof: SinceS anticommutes witha r , a direct calculation gives us

A1* A15pr
21

~n21!~n23!

4r 2 1
1

r 2 FS22S n21

2 D 2G1
2n23

4r 2 1s21
s

r
a r1m22 ia ran11S m81

m

r D
>pr

21
~n21!~n23!

4r 2 1
1

r 2 FS22S n21

2 D 2G1
2n23

4r 2 1s22
usu
r

1m22Um81
m

r U,
where the inequality stems from the observation thata r andia ran11 are Hermitian matrices with
squareI N . The assertion now follows from the Hardy-type inequality

pr
2>

1

4r 2 1
d

r
2d2 ~d>0!

@see, e.g., Ref. 4,~3.15!# and

S2>S n21

2 D 2

@see~6!#.
Proof of Theorem 1:Let

Atªa•p1m~r !an111
i t

2r
a r1 is ~0<t<1!,

wheres51 or 21 and

BªV~x!2
i

2r
a r .

Lemma 2.3 and assumption~2! imply

A1* A1>~11«!2S V21
1

4r 2D5~11«!2B* B, ~7!

so that the range ofH6 i 5A11B is dense inH, once we know thatA1 has a bounded invers
which is defined on the whole Hilbert spaceH. For 0<t<1 we conclude from~7!

iAtui5 I S A12~12t !
i

2r
a r DuI>~«1t !I i

2r
a ruI ~uPD!. ~8!

SinceA0
21 is bounded onH owing to our hypothesis, the same applies to the inverse of

closure ofA01( i t /2r )a r5At for t,«5:t1 by ~8! and Propositon 2.2, and we are finished ift1

.1. Otherwise, this information, jointly with~8!, shows thatAt
21 is bounded onH for t,t1

1«1t15:t2 . For somel PN we eventually arrive at some numbert l5 (2l21)« .1.
Finally we proveD(H̄)5W1,2(R)N if rm(r ) is bounded andn>3. The inequality~7! implies

that D(H̄)5D(A1̄) is contained inD(1/r ). Let uPD(H̄). SinceV(x)5O(1/r ) by means of~2!,
we conclude (a•p)uPH, which givesuPW1,2(R)N. On the other hand, if we writeH05a•p on
D, the inclusion

D~H0!5W1,2~Rn!N,D~1/r !
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is clear from Hardy’s inequality

p2>S n22

2 D 2 1

r 2 . ~9!

h

Remark:In Theorem 1 we can adopt a stronger singularity ofm andV at the origin than the
one of Coulomb potentials. For example,H is essentially self-adjoint if we assume

m~r !5
C1

r m , uV~x!u<
C2

r m , C1.C2.0 ~10!

andm.1, Indeed, if we set

m̃5
C1

r m 1C

for C.0, thenV andm̃ satisfy condition~2! if «.0 is sufficiently small andC.0 is sufficiently
large. Thus the essential self-adjointness is valid fora•P1m b1VI41C b, and, therefore, for
a•D1m b1VI4 .

In the special casem(r )5C1 /r m and V(r )5C2 /r m (C1.C2.0,m.1) it follows from
Theorem 3 in Ref. 15 that the equationLkv50 has, for anykPZ\$0%, a fundamental system o
solutionsv6 with

uv6~r !u5exp$@6AC1
22C2

2/~m21!1o~1!# r 12m% as r→0.

This singularity ofm therefore has the same effect on the solutions as an anomalous ma
moment~Ref. 17!.

If m51 in ~9!, then the condition~2! is satisfied providedC2
2,C1

21 3
4. This result corresponds

to the caseb150 ands5 1
2 in Theorem 3.1 by Arai.4 In this case the essential self-adjointness s

holds whenC2
25C1

21( 3
4), if we ignore the domain property of the closure~Ref. 5!.

In the plane,H5s1 P11s2 P21m s31VI2 with m(r )5C1 /r andV(r )5C2 /r is essentially
self-adjoint if and only ifuC2u<uC1u. Indeed,Lk @kPZ1 1

2 if n52# is of limit point type at 0 if
and only if C2

22C1
2<k22 1

4.

III. PROOF OF THEOREM 2

The proof is given along the line of Ref. 7.
Lemma 3.1: Let q(r ):(0,̀ )→R satisfy

1

r n22 E
0

r

tn21q2~ t ! dt<a2

for some a.0. Then

pr
21

~n21!~n23!

4r 2 >
n22

4a2 q21
d

r
2d2

for any d>0.
Proof: The Lemma is ann-dimensional version of~Ref. 7, Lemma 2!. Let b>0, 0<c

<(n21)/2 and
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g~r !ª
b

r n21 E
0

r

tn21q2~ t !dt2
c

r
1d.

Then we have

pr
21

~n21!~n23!

4r 2 >g8~r !2g21
~n21!~n23!

4r 2 >f~c!
1

r 2 2d21~c2a2b!
2d

r
1bq2,

where

f~c!:5c~12c12a2b!1 1
4 ~n21!~n23!2~n21!a2b2a4b2.

This function has its maximum atc5a2b1 1
2, so that

>F S n22

2 D 2

2~n22!a2bG 1

r 2 2d21
d

r
1bq2.

Choose

b5
n22

4a2 , c5
n

4
<

n21

2

and we have the assertion. h

Proof of Theorem 2:Let «.0, sPR\$0% and

f ~r !ª
12«

2 a2r n21 E
0

r

tn21 q2~ t ! dt1
«

4 r
, Aªa•p1 i f ~r ! a r1 is,

Bªm an111V2 i f ~r ! a r , A1ªa•p1 is, B1ª2 i f ~r !a r ,

that is,H5A1B andA15A1B1 . The definition ofa in ~3! gives

0< f ~r !<
12«

2r
1

«

4r
5

12~«/2!

2r
<

1

2r
. ~11!

It is well known thatA1 has a bounded inverse defined onH. In view of ~11! and Hardy’s
inequality ~9! we have

A1* A15p21s2>S n22

2 D 2 1

r 2 >S n22

12~«/2! D
2

f 25S n22

12~«/2! D
2

B1* B1 ,

so thatĀ 21 is bounded onH as well withD(Ā) 5D(A12B1) 5D(A1̄) 5W1,2(Rn)N.
SinceV an111 f ( ia ran11) is Hermitian with squareV21 f 2 we have

B* B5 f 21m21V212 m @V an111 f ~ ia ran11!#

< f 21m21V212 umuAV2~x!1
1

4 r 25 f 21q2. ~12!

On the other hand,
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A* A5pr
21

~n21!~n23!

4r 2 1
1

r 2 FS22S2
~n21!~n23!

4 G1
2 f

r S S2
n21

2 D
1 f 81

n21

r
f 1 f 21s212s fa r

5pr
21

~n21!~n23!

4r 2 1FS22S2
~n21!~n23!

4 G~122r f !
1

r 2

1FS22S n21

2 D 2G 2 f

r
1 f 81

n21

r
f 1 f 21s212s fa r

>pr
21

~n21!~n23!

4r 2 1 f 81
n21

r
f 1 f 21s212s fa r

on account of~6!, ~10! and

S22S2
~n21!~n23!

4
5S S2

n21

2 D S S1
n23

2 D>0.

Therefore, we have

A* A>pr
21

~n21!~n23!

4r 2 1 f 81
n21

r
f 1 f 21s222usu f .

Owing to Lemma 3.1 and

f 8~r !1
n21

r
f 5

12«

2a2 q2~r !1
«~n22!

4r 2

we find

A* A>
n22«

4a2 q21
d

r
2d21

«~n22!

4r 2 1 f 21s222usu f . ~13!

Equations~12! and ~13! imply

A* A2~11«!B* B>
n22«

4a2 q21
d

r
2d21

«~n22!

4r 2 1s222usu f 2~11«!q22« f 2

>Fn22«

4a2 2~11«!G q21s22d21Fd2S 12
«

2D usuG 1

r

1Fn222S 12
«

2D 2G «

4r 2 .

Sincen/4a2.1 in view of ~3!, an appropriate choice of«.0 yields

A* A2~11«!B* B>0.

Since Ā has a bounded inverse onH with D(Ā)5W1,2(R)N, H is essentially self-adjoint with
D(H̄)5D(A1B)5D(Ā)5W1,2(R)N. h
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IV. PROOF OF THEOREM 3

We have only to see that the ranges of (H6 i ) are dense inH. We note thatuPH belongs to
D(H* ) if and only if (a•p) u exists in the weak sense onC0

`(Rn)N, and

~a•p! u1m an11 u1V uPH,

sinceVPL loc
2 (Rn). Let uPR(H1 i )'5ker(H* 2 i ). Then we have

~a•p! u1m an11 u1V u5 iu.

As remarked at the beginning of Sec. II, every Dirac operator is unitarily equivalent to the
operator defined by Dirac matrices in~4! with ~5!, replacingm(x) by 2m(x) if necessary.
Therefore, with suitable vectors

vª t~v1 ,v2 ,...,vN/2!, wª

t~w1 ,w2 ,...,wN/2!PL2~Rn!N/2

we have

u5S v
wD

and

(
j 51

n

aj pj w1~m1V!v5 iv, ~14a!

(
j 51

n

aj* pj v1~2m1V!w5 iw, ~14b!

or

(
j 51

n

aj pj w1~2m1V!v52 iv, (
j 51

n

aj* pj v1~m1V!w52 iw. ~15!

Let us consider the earlier case~14! and assumem(x)[V(x). By virtue of ~14a! we can apply
( j 51

n aj pj to ~14b!, and using~5! together withVvPL loc
1 (Rn)N we see thatDvPL loc

1 (Rn)N, and so

2D v12 i V v52v ~16!

in the weak sense. From~16! and Kato’s inequality we have forj 51,2, . . . ,N/2,

~2D11!uv j u<Re@~sgnv̄ j !~2D11!v j #50,

and sov j50 ~see Ref. 11 or Ref. 18, p. 184!. By ~14b! we then havew50, i.e.,u50. The proofs
for ~15!, m[2V, anduPR(H2 i )' are similarly obtained. h

APPENDIX

Finally we show that Dirac matrices of the special form~4! and ~5! exist. n11 N(n)
3N(n) Dirac matrices with a simple block structure can be constructed inductively by sta
with the Pauli matrices (n52)

a1
(2)
ªs15S 0 1

1 0D , a2
(2)
ªs25S 0 2 i

i 0 D , a3
(2)
ªs35S 1 0

0 21D .
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If n is odd and we know theN(n21)3N(n21) matricesa1
(n21) ,a2

(n21) ,...,an
(n21) , we define

N(n)3N(n) matrices@N(n)52N(n21)#

a j
(n)
ªS 0 a j

(n21)

a j
(n21) 0 D ~ j 51,2,...,n!, an11

(n)
ªS I N(n21) 0

0 2I N(n21)
D .

If n is even, we defineN(n)3N(n) matrices (N(n)5N(n21)52N(n22))

a1
(n)
ªS 0 I N(n22)

I N(n22) 0 D , a j 11
(n)

ªS 0 2 ia j
(n22)

ia j
(n22) 0 D ~ j 51,2,...,n21!,

an11
(n)

ªS I N(n22) 0

0 2I N(n22)
D ,

which are Hermitian matrices satisfying~1!. Therefore, in any dimensionn we can findN3N
Dirac matricesa1 , . . . ,an11 of the form

a jªS 0 aj

aj* 0 D ~ j 51,2,...,n!, an11ªS I N/2 0

0 2I N/2
D ,

where theaj areN/23N/2 matrices~which are Hermitian ifn is odd! such that

ajak* 1akaj* 52d jkI N/2, aj* ak1ak* aj52d jkI N/2 .
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Matrix theory compactification on noncommutative T4ÕZ2
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In this article, we construct gauge bundles on a noncommutative toroidal orbifold
Tu

4/Z2 . First, we explicitly construct a bundle with constant curvature connections
on a noncommutativeTu

4 following Rieffel’s method. Then, applying the appropri-
ate quotient conditions for itsZ2 orbifold, we find a Connes–Douglas–Schwarz
type solution of matrix theory compactified onTu

4/Z2 . When we consider two
copies of a bundle onTu

4 invariant under theZ2 action, the resulting Higgs branch
moduli space of equivariant constant curvature connections becomes an ordinary
toroidal orbifoldT4/Z2 . © 2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1371265#

I. INTRODUCTION

The pioneering work of Connes, Douglas, and Schwarz~CDS!1 revealing the equivalence
between noncommutative Yang–Mills theory living on the noncommutative torus and toroi
compactified IKKT~and also BFSS! M~atrix! theory2,3 with the constant three-form backgroun
field has spurred various works4 on noncommutative geometry and M/string theory since then
has soon been known that the T-duality of M~atrix! theory can be understood in terms of Mori
equivalence of the vector bundles over noncommutative tori.5,6

Many of these works have been related to the torus compactification and not much ha
addressed to the noncommutative orbifold case. Recently, Konechny and Schwarz7 worked out the
compactification of M~atrix! theory on theZ2 orbifold of the noncommutative two-torus. How
ever, physically more relevant compactification on theZ2 orbifold of noncommutative four-torus
a singularK3 surface, has not been worked out so far. In the commutative case, syste
D0-branes on the commutative orbifoldT4/Z2 were studied in Refs. 8 and 9, and it is our ma
objective to extend the result of Ref. 8 to the noncommutative case.

We consider the compactification in the context of IKKT M~atrix! model2 on the orbifold
T4/Z2 whereZ2 acts as a central symmetryx°2x. Thus, we need to find a Hilbert spaceH and
unitary representations ofT4 andZ2 on H and Hermitian operatorsX such that

UiXjUi
215Xj12pd i

jRi , i , j 51, . . . ,4, ~1!

UiXnUi
215Xn , ~2!

a!Present address: School of Mathematical Sciences, Seoul National University, Seoul 151-747, Korea. Electron
eskim@wavelet.hanyang.ac.kr

b!Electronic mail: hikim@gauss.kyungpook.ac.kr
c!Electronic mail: leecy@zippy.ph.utexas.edu
26770022-2488/2001/42(6)/2677/12/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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VXiV52Xi , ~3!

VXnV5Xn , n50,5,...,9. ~4!

Following the description of Refs. 10 and 7 we can find operator relations compatible wit
quotient conditions~1!–~4!:

UiU j5e2p iu i j U jUi , ~5!

VUiV5Ui
21 , V251. ~6!

Whenu50, the relations~5! and ~6! describe aZ2 equivariant vector bundle on theZ2 spaceT4

and Xi specify an equivariant connection on the bundle. Now the equivariant version o
Serre–Swan theorem indicates that there is a one-to-one correspondence betweenZ2 equivariant
vector bundles on theZ2 spaceT4 and finitely generated projective modules over the cros
productC* -algebraC(T4)’aZ2 . As a noncommutative analog we see that the relations~5! and
~6! imply that the Hilbert spaceH is simply a module over the crossed product alge
C(Tu

4)’aZ2 or Au’aZ2 , wherea denotes the action ofZ2 on Au by involution. The crossed
productAu’aZ2 is theC* -completion of the linear space ofAu-valued functions onZ2 . Thus a
general element ofAu’aZ2 is a formal linear combination of elements of the form) iUi

niVe i,
wheree iP$0,1%. As noted in Ref. 7, anAu-module is a finitely generated projective module if a
only if its corresponding module overAu’aZ2 is finitely generated projective. Thus, bundles
a noncommutative~NC! torusTu

4 are closely related with bundles on the noncommutative toro
orbifold Tu

4/Z2 .
In this article we find a projective module solution to the quotient conditions~1!–~4!. First we

calculate a CDS type solution of M~atrix! theory compactified on the noncommutative four-toru
There, we also show explicitly that the dual tori are actually related to each other thr
SO(4,4uZ) transformations. From this solution we discuss that the moduli space of constan
vature connections can be identified with ordinary four-torus. Based on such an explicit CDS
solution on noncommutativeT4, we find itsZ2 orbifold solutions extending the result of Ref. 8
the noncommutative torodial orbifoldTu

4/Z2 .
In Sec. II, we review the projective modules over noncommutative torus. In Sec. III

construct a projective module on noncommutative four-torusa la Rieffel11 explicitly, and find a
CDS type solution of M~atrix! theory compactified on the noncommutative four-torus. It is a
shown that the dual torus is actually related via SO(4,4uZ) transformation. In Sec. IV, we find a
solution for the noncommutative toroidal orbifold. From this solution we study the moduli s
of equivariant constant curvature connections. We conclude in Sec. V.

II. NONCOMMUTATIVE VECTOR BUNDLES OVER NONCOMMUTATIVE TORUS

In this section we review noncommutative vector bundles over NCd-torusTu
d , following the

lines of Refs. 12, 11, 5, and 6. Recall thatTu
d is the deformed algebra of the algebra of smoo

functions on the torusTd with the deformation parameteru, which is a reald3d anti-symmetric
matrix. This algebra is generated by operatorsU1 ,...,Ud obeying the following relations:

UiU j5e2p iu i j U jUi and Ui* Ui5UiUi* 51, i , j 51,...,d.

The above relations define the presentation of the involutive algebra

Au
d5 H( ai 1¯ i d

U1
i 1
¯Ud

i dUa5~ai 1¯ i d
!PS~Zd!J ,

whereS(Zd) is the Schwartz space of sequences with rapid decay. According to the diction
Ref. 13, the construction of a noncommutative vector bundle overTu

d corresponds to the construc
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tion of finitely generated projective modules overAu
d . It was proved in Ref. 11 that whenu is not

rational, every projective module over a smooth AlgebraAu
d can be represented by a direct sum

modules of the formS(Rp3Zq3F), the linear space of Schwartz functions onRp3Zq3F, where
2p1q5d andF is a finite Abelian group. The module action is specified by operators onS(Rp

3Zq3F) and the commutation relation of these operators should be matched with that o
ments inAu

d .
On such bundles or modules there are notions of connections and the Chern characte1,5,6,14

Recall that there is the dual action of the torus groupTd on Au
d which gives a Lie group homo

morphism of Td into the group of automorphisms ofAu
d . Its infinitesimal form generates

homomorphism of Lie algebraL of Td into Lie algebra of derivations ofAu
d . Note that the Lie

algebraL is Abelian and is isomorphic toRd. Let d:L→Der(Au
d) be the homomorphism. For eac

XPL, d(X)ªdX is a derivation, i.e., foru,vPAu
d ,

dX~uv !5dX~u!v1udX~v !.

Derivations corresponding to the generators$e1 ,...,ed% of L will be denoted byd1 ,...,dd . For the
generatorsUi ’s of Tu

d , it has the following property:

d i~U j !52p id i j •U j .

If E is a projectiveAu
d-module, a connection¹ on E is a linear map fromE to E^ L* such that

for all XPL,

¹X~ju!5~¹Xj!u1jdX~u!, jPE,uPAu
d .

It is easy to see that

@¹ i ,U j #52p id i j •U j .

Furthermore, for anAu
d-valued inner product̂•,•& on E, if ¹ has the property that

^¹Xj,h&1^j,¹Xh&5dX~^j,h&!,

then it is called a Hermitian connection. The curvatureF¹ of a connection¹ is a two-form onL
with values in the algebra of endomorphisms ofE. That is, forX,YPL,

F¹~X,Y!ª@¹X ,¹Y#2¹ [X,Y] .

SinceL is Abelian, we simply haveF¹(X,Y)5@¹X ,¹Y#. Denote byE5EndAu
(E) the algebra of

endomorphisms ofE. Note that if¹ and ¹8 are two connections, then¹X2¹X8 belongs to the
algebraE. Thus once we have fixed a connection¹, then every other connection is of the for
¹1A ~hereA is a linear mapL into E!. Moreover, the space of Hermitian connections is an affi
space with vector space consisting of the linear maps fromL into the skew-adjoint part ofE and
also the algebra is related with a moduli space of a certain connections.

We now consider the endomorphisms algebra of a module overAu
d . Let L be a lattice in

H5M3M̂ , whereM5Rp3Zq3F andM̂ is its dual. LetT be the corresponding embedding m
in the sense of Ref. 11. ThusL is the image ofZd under the mapT and this determines a
projective module which will be denoted byEL . Consider the lattice

L'
ª$~m,ŝ!PM3M̂ uu~~m,ŝ!,~n, t̂ !!5 t̂~m!2 ŝ~n!PZ, for all ~n, t̂ !PL%.

From the definition, it is easy to see that every operator of the form

U(m,ŝ) f ~n!5e2p i ŝ(n) f ~n1m!
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for (m,ŝ)PL' commutes with all operatorsU(n, t̂ ) , (n, t̂ )PL. In fact, one can show that th
algebra of endomorphisms onEL , denoted by EndAu

(EL), is aC* -algebra which is obtained by
C* -completion of the space spanned by operatorsU(m,ŝ) , (m,ŝ)PL'. As shown in Ref. 11, the

algebra EndAu
(EL) can be identified with a noncommutative torusAû ~hereû is a bilinear form on

L'!, i.e.,Aû is Morita equivalent toAu . Recall that aC* -algebraA is said to be~strongly! Morita
equivalent toA8 if A8>EndA(E) for some finite projective moduleE. In general, as was prove
in Ref. 6, a NC torusAũ is Morita equivalent toAu if u and ũ are related byũ5(Au1B)(Cu
1D)21, where (C D

A B)PSO(d,duZ).
We shall now turn to the description of the Chern character. In generalK0(Au

d) classifies
projective modules overAu

d . In fact, the positive coneK0
1(Au

d) corresponds to genuine projectiv
modules and, ifu is not rational,K0

1(Au
d) consists exactly of its elements of strictly positive trac

The Chern character of a gauge bundle, which corresponds to a projective module, on a no
mutative torus is an element in the Grassmann algebra∧•(L* ), whereL denotes the Lie algebra
of Td andL* is the dual vector space ofL. Since there is a latticeD in L, we see that there ar
elements of∧•D* which are integral. Now the Chern character is the map Ch:K0(Au

d)
→∧ev(L* ) defined by

Ch~E!ª t̂~eF/2p i !5 (
k50

1

~2p i !k

t̂~Fk!

k!
,

whereE is any gauge bundle andF is a curvature of an arbitrary connection onE andt̂ is a trace
on the algebra of endomorphisms. In general the Chern character is integral in the comm
case. This is no longer true for the noncommutative case. However, in the case of noncomm
torus, there is an integral element related to the Chern character by the formula

Ch~E!5ei (u)m~E!. ~7!

Here i (u) denotes the contraction with the deform parameteru regarded as an element of∧2L.
The formula ~7! can be realized as a noncommutative generalization of Mukai vector.15,16 In
particular,m(E)5e2 i (u)Ch(E) is an integral element of∧•(L* ) which is related with the Chern
character on the classical torus. Also once we fix the deformation parameter, then the
character Ch(E) is completely determined by its integral partm(E). Note that if, for u not
rational, the zeroth component of the Chern character or the trace is strictly positive, the
gauge bundleE belongs to the positive cone ofK0(Au

d) and hence it can be written as a direct su
of the formS(Rp3Zq3F).11

III. COMPACTIFICATION ON NONCOMMUTATIVE T4

In this section we study the compactification solutions on a noncommutative four-torusTu
4 for

the casee2p iu i j Þ1, following the guide line in Ref. 1. After we fixU1 , U2 , U3 and U4 , or a
projective module, the general solution has the form ofXi5X̄i1Ai , where X̄i are particular
solutions andAi are operators commuting withUi . Here we consider a projective module of th
form S(Rp3Zq) ^ S(F), where 2p1q54. Thus there are three types of modules overAu accord-
ing to p50,1,2. Whenp50, it is a free module. The other two types are of the formS(R3Z2)
^ S(F) and S(R2) ^ S(F). As is discussed in Sec. II, a gauge bundle onTu

4 corresponds to an
element of positive trace which is the zeroth component of the Chern character and the
character is determined by its integral partm. Thus it is natural to start with the construction o
S(F) to describe projective modules. Here we will only consider the case whenp52, which is
related with ~4220!-systems with a constant curvature considered in Ref. 17 and 18. LF
5ZM1

3ZM2
, where ZMi

5Z/MiZ, (i 51,2) and consider the spaceCM1^ CM2 as the space o
functions onC(ZM1

3ZM2
). For all MiPZ and NiPZ/MiZ such thatMi and Ni are relatively

prime, define operatorsWi on C(ZM1
3ZM2

) by
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~W1f !~k1 ,k2!5 f ~k12N1 ,k2!, ~W2f !~k1 ,k2!5expS 2
2p ik1

M1
D f ~k1 ,k2!,

~W3f !~k1 ,k2!5 f ~k1 ,k22N2!, ~W4f !~k1 ,k2!5expS 2
2p ik2

M2
D f ~k1 ,k2!.

The operators satisfy the commutation relation

W1W25expS 2p i
N1

M1
DW2W1 , W3W45expS 2p i

N2

M2
DW4W3 ,

otherwise commuting. If we writeWiWj5exp(2picij)WjWi , then the antisymmetric 434 matrix
c5(c i j ) is of the form

c5S 0
N1

M1
0 0

2
N1

M1
0 0 0

0 0 0
N2

M2

0 0 2
N2

M2
0

D . ~8!

Let T:Z4→R23R2* be an embedding map. Thus its matrix representationT5(xi j ), i , j
51,...,4, has nonzero determinant and satisfies (∧2T* )(v)52g where v5e3∧e11e4∧e2

P∧2(Z4) andei are standard basis forZ4. Equivalently, if we consider the Heisenberg repres
tation ofZ4 in a Hilbert space, the desired operators acting on the space of smooth functionsR2

are defined by the following form:

~Vi f !~s1 ,s2!5~Vei
f !~s1 ,s2!ª exp~2p i ~s1x3i1s2x4i !! f ~s11x1i ,s21x2i !.

These operators obey the commutation relation

ViVj5e22p ig i j VjVi ,

where

g i j 5Ux1i x1 j

x3i x3 j
U1Ux2i x2 j

x4i x4 j
U.

Sinceg is a real matrix, the operatorsVi act on the Schwartz spaceS(R2). Now we define
operatorsUi5Vi ^ Wi acting on the spaceETªS(R2) ^ CM1^ CM2 as follows:

~U1f !~s1 ,s2 ,k1 ,k2!5e2p i (s1x311s2x41) f ~s11x11,s21x21,k12N1 ,k2!,

~U2f !~s1 ,s2 ,k1 ,k2!5e2p i (s1x321s2x42)
•e2 2p ik1 /M1f ~s11x12,s21x22,k1 ,k2!,

~U3f !~s1 ,s2 ,k1 ,k2!5e2p i (s1x331s2x43) f ~s11x13,s21x23,k1 ,k22N2!,

~U4f !~s1 ,s2 ,k1 ,k2!5e2p i (s1x341s2x44)
•e2 2p ik2 /M2f ~s11x14,s21x24,k1 ,k2!.

Then it is easy to see that they satisfy
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UiU j5exp~22p ig i j 12p ic i j !U jUi .

Thus we have solution of~5! if g5c2u.
Consider operatorsX̄i acting onET5S(R2) ^ CM1^ CM2 given by

~X̄i f !~s1 ,s2 ,k1 ,k2!52p iAi
1s1f ~s1 ,s2 ,k1 ,k2!12p iAi

2s2f ~s1 ,s2 ,k1 ,k2!

2Ai
3 ] f ~s1 ,s2 ,k1 ,k2!

]s1
2Ai

4 ] f ~s1 ,s2 ,k1 ,k2!

]s2
, ~9!

whereAi
k are any real numbers yet to be determined. From the definition ofUi andX̄i , it is easy

to see that the operatorsWi commute withX̄i . Suppose that the operatorsX̄i satisfy the equation
~1!, i.e.,

UiX̄jUi
215X̄j12pd i

jRi .

By a straightforward calculation, the constant matrix (Ai
j ) in ~9! can be obtained as in the follow

ing form:

~RiAi
j !T52 i Id.

Since the inverse matrix ofT can be written as

T215
1

detT
~~21! i 1 jBji !,

whereBi j is the (i j )-minor of the matrixT, we see that

Ai
k5~21! i 1k

•

Ri

i
•

1

detT
•Bki , ~10!

and this gives a particular solution to the equations~2! and ~3!. It is easy to check that the
commutator is of the form

@X̄i ,X̄j #52p i S UAi
1 Ai

3

Aj
1 Aj

3U1UAi
2 Ai

4

Aj
2 Aj

4U D .

By ~10!, we have

@X̄i ,X̄j #522p i •
RiRj

~detT!2 H ~21! i 11~21! j 11UB1i B3i

B1 j B3 j
U1~21! i~21! jUB2i B4i

B2 j B4 j
UJ

52p i ~21! i 1 j 11
•

RiRj

~detT!2 H UB1i B3i

B1 j B3 j
U1UB2i B4i

B2 j B4 j
UJ

52p i ~21! i 1 j 11
•

RiRj

detT
•* g i j .

Now we should find generators of the set of operators which commute withUi ’s. To find such
operators we need to describe an embedding map which corresponds to the dual lattice
lattice defined by the embedding mapT as discussed in Sec. II. For such a map, let
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S5S 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

21 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

D •~Tt!215
1

detT S B31 2B32 B33 2B34

2B41 B42 2B43 B44

2B11 B12 2B13 B14

B21 2B22 B23 2B24

D . ~11!

Using the matrix~11!, we define operators acting onET by

~Z1f !~s1 ,s2 ,k1 ,k2!5e2p i (2s1B111s2B21)/M1uTu
•e2p ib1k1 /M1f S s11

B31

M1uTu
,s22

B41

M1uTu
,k1 ,k2D ,

~Z2f !~s1 ,s2 ,k1 ,k2!5e2p i (s1B122s2B22)/M1uTu f S s12
B32

M1uTu
,s21

B42

M1uTu
,k121,k2D ,

~Z3f !~s1 ,s2 ,k1 ,k2!5e2p i (2s1B131s2B23)/M2uTu
•e2p ib2k1 /M2f S s11

B33

M2uTu
,s22

B43

M2uTu
,k1 ,k2D ,

~Z4f !~s1 ,s2 ,k1 ,k2!5e2p i (s1B142s2B24)/M2uTu f S s12
B34

M2uTu
,s21

B44

M2uTu
,k1 ,k221D ,

where uTu5Pf(c2u) denotes the determinant ofT and b1 , b2 are integers such thataiM i

1biNi51, andai are also integers. To check the operatorsZi commute with allU j ’s, let ZiU j

5e2p il i j U jZi . Then it is easy to see that

l i j 5
1

MkuTu H U x1i x3i

~21!31 jB3 j ~21!11 jB1 j
U1U x2i x4i

~21!41 jB4 j ~21!21 jB2 j
UJ 2d i j

bkNk

Mk
,

~12!

wherek51,2 depending oni j . From the relation~12!,

l i j 50 when iÞ j ,

l i i 5
1

Mk
2

bkNk

Mk
5

2akMk

Mk
52akPZ.

ThusZi commute with allU j ’s.
Furthermore the operators satisfy

ZiZj5e2p i ûZjZi . ~13!

Now û can be calculated directly and it is given by

û125
a1N21b1N2u121a1M2u342b1M2Pf~u!

M1M2Pf~c2u!
, û135

u13

M1M2Pf~c2u!
,

û145
u14

M1M2Pf~c2u!
, û235

u23

M1M2Pf~c2u!
,

û245
u24

M1M2Pf~c2u!
, û345

a2N11b2N1u341a2M1u122b2M1Pf~u!

M1M2Pf~c2u!
.

Also we have
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û5~Au1B!~N2Mu!21, ~14!

where

A5S 0 2a1 0 0

a1 0 0 0

0 0 0 2a2

0 0 a2 0

D , B5S b1 0 0 0

0 b1 0 0

0 0 b2 0

0 0 0 b2

D
and

N5S N1 0 0 0

0 N1 0 0

0 0 N2 0

0 0 0 N2

D , M5S 0 M1 0 0

2M1 0 0 0

0 0 0 M2

0 0 2M2 0

D .

From the equation~14!, we see that2u and û are related by SO(4,4uZ) transformation.
Note that U(n) theory onA2u is equivalent to U(1) theory onAû . For U(1) theory the

generatorsZi can be identified with functions on the dual torus:

Zj→eis j ,

wheres j are coordinates of the dual torus such that

@s i ,s j #522p i û i j .

Now the general solution of the compactification is given by

Xi5X̄i1 (
i 1 ,...,i 4PZ

C i 1i 2i 3i 4
Z1

i 1Z2
i 2Z3

i 3Z4
i 4 ,

where the coefficientsC i 1i 2i 3i 4
arec-numbers.

Recall that a connection in a moduleET is determined by a set of operators¹1 ,...,¹4 in ET

such that

@¹ i ,U j #52p id i j U j .

From the definition ofX̄i given in ~9! we have

@X̄i ,U j #522pd i j RjU j .

Thus we see that the special solutionX̄i is related with connections byX̄i5(Ri / i ) ¹ i and for such
connection¹, the constant curvatureF5(Fi j ) is given by

F5g21
•IdN , where N5N1N2 . ~15!

Now the general solution should be identified as

Xi5
Ri

i
¹ i1Ai~s1 ,s2 ,s3 ,s4!, ~16!

whereAi are gauge fields defined on a noncommutative torus.
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Note that from the curvature form~15!, it corresponds to theU(N) gauge theory with van-
ishing su(N) curvature. This type of solution has been studied in Ref. 19 for noncommutativT2

and in Ref. 20 for the higher torus case. This was generalized to a nonvanishing su(N) curvature
case in Ref. 17 and it has been noted that the analysis for noncommutative tori is the same
of Ref. 18 for commutative tori. In fact the above solution has been described by~4220! system
with trivial SU(N) gauge fields in Ref. 18 and its moduli space can be identified withT4. So we
may expect that the moduli space of constant curvature connections in noncommutative tor
the same form as in the ordinary torus.

The operators

¹̃ j5
i

Rj
X̄j1a j , j 51,...,4, ~17!

wherea j is any real number, determine a Hermitian connection with constant curvature inET .
Furthermore, connections of the form~16! define a representation onL2(R2,CM1^ CM2) of the
Heisenberg commutation relations and from this one can follow the same steps in Ref. 12 to
that connections of the form~17! can be found in each gauge orbit and two such connect
( i /Rj )X̄j1a j and (i /Rj )X̄j1m j are gauge equivalent if and only ifa j2m jPZ. Thus the moduli
space of constant curvature connections can be identified with (R/Z)4>(S1)4>T4. In general, if
we consider a projective module consisting ofn copies of such modules, such asET1

%¯

% ETn
, whereTi is an embedding, then there is a constant curvature connection on each sum

such that the overall curvature is given byF5 % Fk , whereFk is given as in~15! with the same
g. Thus for a constant curvature connection onE which breaks a projective moduleE into % kETi

,
block diagonal construction gives the moduli space of the form (T4)n/Sn , whereSn is the sym-
metric group.

IV. COMPACTIFICATION ON NONCOMMUTATIVE TOROIDAL ORBIFOLD Tu ÕZ2

In this section we find solutions for the quotient conditions~1!–~4! along with the projective
module actions~5! and ~6! via the compactification solutions on a noncommutative torusTu

4

obtained in Sec. III. From this we find the moduli space of equivariant constant curvature
nections on noncommutative toroidal orbifoldTu

4/Z2 .
Consider the moduleETªS(R2) ^ C(ZM1

) ^ C(ZM2
) together withUi ’s as operators acting

on it. The general solution for the quotient conditions has been identified as

Xj5
Rj

i
¹ j1Aj~s1 ,s2 ,s3 ,s4!, 1< j <4. ~18!

To find solutions for the quotient conditions on the compactified part we need to solve fV
which satisfiesVUiV5Ui

21 andV251. Consider an operatorV0 on ET defined by

~V0f !~s1 ,s2 ,k1 ,k2!5 f ~2s1 ,2s2 ,2k1 ,2k2!.

It is easy to see thatV0UiV0Ui5e2p i (x1i x3i1x2i x4i ). By redefiningUi°e2p i (x1i x3i1x2i x4i )Ui , we
getV0UiV05Ui

21 andV0
251. Thus we have a solution for~6!, i.e.,V0 together withUi ’s define

a projective module overAu’Z2 . As was indicated in Ref. 7, there might be otherZ2 actions on
the module. To get other actions on the module, consider the operatorsZi defined in Sec. III. As
for the Ui ’s, rescaleZi by e2p i (B1iB3i1B2iB4i )Zi and we get the relation

V0ZiV05Zi
21 . ~19!

SinceZi commute with allU j ’s, the operatorsVn1¯n4
5eifV0Z1

n1Z2
n2Z3

n3Z4
n4 (niPZ) satisfy the

equation~6!, wheref is a phase which is chosen to get the relationV251 and it can be calculated
explicitly by using the commutation relations given in~13!. Now consider the general solutio
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~18! satisfying~1! and ~2!. Recall¹ i5( i /Ri)X̄i . For X̄i , which was defined in~9!, it is easy to
verify thatV0X̄iV052X̄i . But sinceX̄i do not commute withZi ’s, we see thatV0 is the unique
solution for the equationVX̄iV52X̄i . By definition of the functionsAi on the dual torus and by
the relation~19!, we haveV0Ai(s1 ,s2 ,s3 ,s4)V05Ai(2s1 ,2s2 ,2s3 ,2s4). Applying V0 to
the both sides of the equation~18! we see that

Ai~2s1 ,2s2 ,2s3 ,2s4!52Ai~s1 ,s2 ,s3 ,s4!, ~20!

which implies that the functionsAi are odd functions. If we consider a constant curvature c
nection¹ on ET , the functionsAi in ~20! can be represented by a real constant and henc
vanishes. In other words the moduli space has no Higgs branch. Note that this type of soluti
been studied in Ref. 8 for the ordinary torodial orbifoldT4/Z2 under the name of Rep. II.

In the above representation, the moduli space of constant curvature connections onET overTu
4

is not preserved by theZ2 action onET . So it may be more natural to consider two copies ofET

which respect theZ2 action and this corresponds to Rep. I of Ref. 8. Consider the bundle o
form ET

25ET% ET and define operators acting onET
2 by

V5S V0 0

0 2V0
D and Ui5S Ui 0

0 Ui
D ,

whereV0 andUi ’s are operators onET given as above and in Sec. III. Then it is easy to check t

UiUj5e2p iu i j UjUi ,
~21!

VUiV5Ui
21 and V251.

Thus the relations~21! defines a projective module overAu’Z2 . SinceX̄i defines a particular
solution, we may write the general solution on the torus as follows:

Xi5X̄i1S Ai
11 Ai

12

Ai
21 Ai

22D .

Since the matrix (
A

i
21 A

i
22

Ai
11 Ai

12

) should commute with all theUi ’s, each entryAi
jk commutes withUi ’s.

In other words, the operatorsAi
jk are generated byZi ’s. Thus they can be identified with function

on the dual torus. Now the general solutions should be identified as

Xi5
Ri

i
¹ i1S Ai

11~s j ! Ai
12~s j !

Ai
21~s j ! Ai

22~s j !
D . ~22!

By applyingV we find

S Ai
11~2s j ! Ai

12~2s j !

Ai
21~2s j ! Ai

22~2s j !
D 5S 2Ai

11~s j ! Ai
12~s j !

Ai
21~s j ! 2Ai

22~s j !
D .

Note that the diagonal entries of the matrix in~22! are odd functions on the dual torus, and th
fact will be used in finding the moduli space below. Meanwhile, the off-diagonal entries are
fuctions ofs. Here, the gauge transformation should be invariant underV implementing theZ2

quotient condition. This implies that the gauge parameter in general should be givenL

5(
l

od
21 l

ev
22

lev
11 lod

12

), where the subscriptev or od indicates an even or odd function ofs. This indicates to

us that not all theU(2) group acts. We now consider the constant curvature connection¹ on ET

considered in Sec. III. In this case, as discussed in Rep. II, we have constant gauge field i~22!.
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Thus the diagonal entries vanish and the bundle becomes singular at the fixed points. F
ordinary case this has been related to the existence of two-brane charge at the collapsing tw
of the blown-up space.21–23

Now the solutions of the constant curvature connection in this case are given by

Xi5X̄i1S 0 Ai
12~s j !

Ai
12†~s j ! 0

D .

One of theAi components can be gauged away by constant gauge transformation of the typ
0 l̂

l 0
)

which can be decomposed into two parts, one proportional to the identity and the other p
tional to s35(0 21

1 0). Since we are only considering constant gauge transformations in de
with the moduli space, the noncommutativity does not affect the result as in Sec. III. The re
ing component ofAi has translational symmetry of the commutative four-torus. This fact toge
with a residual guage symmetrys3 now yields a Higgs branch moduli space of constant curva
connections to be an ordinary torodial orbifoldT4/Z2 .

For the uncompactifiedXn sector, the solution is the same as in the commutative case;8 the
moduli becomesR53R5 when Ai50, and whenAiÞ0 the transverse moduli becomesR5 for
generic points inT4/Z2 , andR53R5 at the fixed points inT4/Z2 . Thus this can be viewed as
fibration over the Higgs branch ofT4/Z2 , with the fiberR5 at a generic point and with the fibe
R53R5 at the orbifold fixed points as suggested in the commutative case.8

For the ordinaryT4, the discussion above corresponds to the construction of the theory of
branes onT4/Z2 . We first considered a T-duality on the covering torusT4 to a dual torusT̂4 and
then project toT̂4/Z2 . So, forN identical D0-branes onT4/Z2 we need 2N zero branes onT4. This
is described byU(2N) gauge theory and the gauge group is broken down toU(N)3U(N). In
Ref. 8, it has been shown that the moduli space of the flat connections is identified withT4/Z2 . In
fact our earlier analysis on the moduli space of constant curvature connections is exactly th
as the one in Ref. 8.

V. CONCLUSION AND PROSPECT

In this article, we construct a bundle on noncommutative toroidal orbifoldTu
4/Z2 . We start

with the construction of a bundle on noncommutativeT4 a la Rieffel11 and find a CDS type
solution of M~atrix! theory compactified on the noncommutative four-torus. There, we also s
explicitly that the dual tori are actually related to each other through SO(4,4uZ) transformations.
Based on our explicit CDS type solution on noncommutativeT4, we find itsZ2 orbifold solutions,
Rep. I and Rep. II, by looking into the systems of D0-branes on the covering space projecte
their invariant parts under the discrete symmetry group. From the solutions obtained, we stu
moduli space of equivariant constant curvature connections. The Higgs branch moduli spa
been identified with the ordinary toroidal orbifold in the Rep. I case where we consider two c
of a bundle overTu which are invariant under theZ2 action onTu . In the Rep. II case, the modu
space has no Higgs branch. In conclusion, in the noncommutativeT4/Z2 case the moduli space ha
the same form as its commutative counterpart.

In Ref. 18, the moduli space of D0-branes on commutativeT4 with torons ofU(N) Yang–
Mills theory was given as (T4)p1/Sp1

3(T4)p2/Sp2
where theU(N) gauge group is broken dow

into U(k1)3U(k2) satisfyingk11k25N, andpi5gcd(ki ,mi), i 51,2 with fluxesmi of U(ki).
Its extension to the noncommutative case has been recently studied in Ref. 17 using ’t H
SU(N) solution of nontrivial twists,24 and the resulting moduli space of connections turned ou
be of the same form, (T4)p1/Sp1

3(T4)p2/Sp2
. We expect that the same holds for the noncomm

tative toroidalZ2 orbifold case.
Note added:After completion of our article, a related paper25 has appeared which has som

overlap with our paper. Their methodology to get the relevant moduli spaces is to use the
of representation of Heisenberg algebra defined by the commutation relations of a fixed c
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tion. On the other hand, our approach is the usual one in that we construct a module onTu
4 with

explicit computation, and then consider theZ2 orbifold condition on this module finding the
moduli space in the specific cases.
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A class of integrable Davey–Stewartson type systems
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A new integrable Davey–Stewartson type class of systems of partial differential
equations in 211 dimensions is derived from a previously known integrable equa-
tion by means of an asymptotically exact nonlinear reduction method based on
Fourier expansion and spatio–temporal rescaling. The integrability by the inverse
scattering method is explicitly demonstrated, because the reduction technique is
applied to the Lax pair of the starting equation and the corresponding Lax pair of
the class of systems of equations is found. The particular characteristics of the
reduction method imply that the new systems are likely to be of applicative rel-
evance. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1370396#

I. INTRODUCTION

Many nonlinear evolution partial differential equations~PDEs!, for instance the nonlinea
Schrodinger and the Davey–Stewartson equations, are both of wide applicative relevan
integrable, i.e., characterized by a very simple mathematical structure and solvable or v
inverse scattering method~S-integrable! or via an appropriate change of variables~C-integrable!.

A simple explanation of this fact is based on the observation that very large class
nonlinear evolution PDEs in 111 and 211 dimensions with a dispersive linear part can
reduced, by a limiting procedure involving the wave modulation induced by weak nonl
effects, to a very limited number of ‘‘universal’’ nonlinear evolution PDEs. Moreover, the s
model equations obtained in this way appear in many applicative situations~for instance in plasma
physics, nonlinear optics, hydrodynamics, etc.!, where weakly nonlinear effects are important.1–4

The reduction method preserves integrability and then the model equations are likely
integrable; it is sufficient that the very large class of equations from which they are obtai
contains just one integrable equation, provided the limiting procedure preserves integrabili
then the property of integrability is inherited through this limiting technique. Obviously, the
statement about the integrability is based on heuristic considerations and could not be cha
ized as a rigorous theorem, because no precise definition of integrability is available for non
evolution PDEs.

Thus this approach, besides explaining why certain model equations are integrable and
cable, provides a powerful tool to investigate the relation among different integrable equatio
test the integrability of nonlinear evolution PDEs, and, most importantly, to identify integr
evolution equations that are likely to be of applicative relevance.

In preceding papers, this method has been applied to certain integrable equations in11
dimensions. The most interesting results are that the Davey–Stewarston equation5,6 is the typical
model equation in 211 dimensions, while new integrable nonlinear PDEs can be obtained
gether with their Lax pair.7–10 Moreover, the reduction method has been used to derive
equations of applicative relevance in plasma physics.11,12

The basic idea of the reduction method is to consider a nonlinear evolution PDE whose
part is dispersive; as it is well known that the linear evolution is most appropriately describ
terms of Fourier modes and each Fourier mode evolves with constant amplitude and an ass
group velocity, which represents the speed with which a wave packet peaked at that Fourie

a!Electronic mail: solitone@yahoo.it
26890022-2488/2001/42(6)/2689/12/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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would move in configuration space. To evaluate the weak nonlinear effects it is conveni
consider a specific Fourier mode and follow it by going over to a frame of reference that m
with its group velocity. The weak nonlinear effects may involve a non-negligible contribu
because they give rise to a modulation of the amplitude of that Fourier mode~that would remain
constant in the absence of nonlinear effects!. The modulation is best described in terms of resca
‘‘coarse grained’’ and ‘‘slow’’ variables, which permit us to consider the weak nonlinear eff
on larger space and time scales. Indeed, the first step of the reduction method is to use a
frame of reference with the introduction of the slow variables

j5«p~x2V1t !,h5«p~y2V2t !,t5«qt,
~1.1!

p.0,q.0,

where V15V1(K1 ,K2),V25V2(K1 ,K2) are the components of the group velocityV(K )
[(V1(K1 ,K2),V2(K1 ,K2)) of the linearized equation, i.e., of the equation obtained after neg
ing all the nonlinear terms, and« is the expansion parameter, supposed to be sufficiently sm
Therefore it is demonstrated that the function which represents the amplitude modulation sa
in terms of the rescaled, slow variables, evolution equations having a universal character; si
coarse-grained nature of the new variables implies that only certain general features of th
linear interaction are important.

In this paper we expose an interesting extension of this approach. If the original non
evolution PDE, which is the starting point for the reduction method, has a linear part charact
by the fact that two~or more! Fourier modes have the same group velocity, then we consid
solution that in the linear limit is a superposition~of course with constant coefficients! of these
modes. As a consequence the nonlinear effects induce a modulation of the amplitudes o
modes, which also accounts for their interaction. In particular we consider the equation13,14 inte-
grable by means of the spectral transform.15,16

Ut2Uxxxxx25Uxxy15Wy25UxUxx25UUxxx25U2Ux25UUy25UxW50

Wx5Uy , ~1.2!

whereU5U(x,y,t), W5W(x,y,t) and the subscripts denote partial differentiation. Applying
reduction method, a new class of integrable systems of nonlinear evolution PDEs depend
two real parameters (a,b) can be derived

iCt1L1C1d1aC1d2bC1d3uCu2C1d4uFu2C50, ~1.3a!

iFt1L2F1d5aF1d6bF2d3uFu2F1d7uCu2F50, ~1.3b!

aj1ah1bh1~ uCu2!j2~ uFu2!j50, bj5d8ah , ~1.3c!

where the linear differential operatorsL1 andL2 are given by

L15
~a12b!2~b222a21ab!

~a2b!4

]2

]j2 1
2~a12b!

b2a

]2

]j]h
1

]2

]h2 , ~1.4a!

L25
9bc~a12b!2

~a2b!3~4b2a!

]2

]j2 1
2a~a12b!

c~b2a!

]2

]j]h
1

a

c

]2

]h2 , ~1.4b!

and

d15210a, d25
10a~a12b!

~b2a!
,d35

10

3
~b2a!, ~1.4c!
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d4510a1
50~ab12a219bc!~4ab2a21ac12bc!

~a~61a213a22305b!1b~161a2248b22504ab!1c~61a2305b2127ab2216b2261a2!!

1
50a~ab12a229bc!~4ab2a22ac22bc!

~a~61a213a22305b!1b~161a2248b22504ab!2c~61a2305b2127ab2216b2261a2!!
,

~1.4d!

d5510c, d65
10c~a12b!

~b2a!
, d852

~a12b!

a~a2b!2 , ~1.4e!

d7510c1
50~2c219ba1cb!~4ab2a21ac12ba!

~a~61a2305b2127ab2216b2261a2!1b~161a2248b22504ab!1c~61a213a22305b!!

1
50~2c219ba2cb!~4ab2a22ac12ba!

~a~61a2305b2127ab2216b2261a2!1b~161a2248b22504ab!2c~61a213a22305b!!
,

~1.4f!

where

c5Aa~4b2a!

3
. ~1.4g!

In the system of equations~1.3!, C5C(j,h,t) and F5F(j,h,t) are complex, whilea
5a(j,h,t) andb5b(j,h,t) are real.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we apply the reduction method to the st
equation~1.2! and obtain the new system of equations~1.3!. Reductions to known integrabl
equations are discussed. In Sec. III we discuss in some detail how the reduction method
applied to the Lax pair of Eq.~1.2! and derive the Lax pair of the system of equations~1.3!.
Finally in Sec. IV we recapitulate the most important results and indicate some possible
sions.

II. A NEW INTEGRABLE SYSTEM IN 2 ¿1 DIMENSIONS

In this section we derive aS-integrable system of nonlinear equations, by means of
extension of the reduction method, which is possible if the group velocity, relative to the li
ized starting equation, is equal for two Fourier modes with different wave vectorK5(K1 ,K2).

We can consider that particular solution which in the linear approximation is a superpo
of these modes. The nonlinear term induces a modulation of their amplitudes, which is due t
interaction. The validity of the method is easily understood, because the variable transform
~1.1! operates in the same way upon the two Fourier modes which move with the same ve
and then can interfere.

The final system of nonlinear PDEs is relative to the modulation of the amplitudes of the
Fourier modes and inherits the integrability property of the starting equation, as it will be
onstrated in Sec. III, applying the reduction method to the Lax pair. The linear dispersive p
the starting equation~1.2! admits as a solution a Fourier mode, with a group velocityV(K )
5(V1(K1 ,K2),V2(K1 ,K2)),

V1~K1 ,K2!525S K1
22

K2

K1
D 2

, V2~K1 ,K2!55S K1
212

K2

K1
D , ~2.1!

where

V~K !5
]v

]K
~2.2!

andv5v(K1 ,K2) is the dispersion relation.
Two Fourier modesKA5(K1 ,K2), KB5(K3 ,K4) possess equal group velocity, when
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K35A4K22K1
3

3K1
, K45A~4K22K1

3!

3K1

K212K1
3

3K1
. ~2.3!

We can use the transformation~1.1! which is identical for the two Fourier modes and introduce
following formal asymptotic Fourier expansion:

U~x,y,t !5 (
n1 ,n252`

1`

«gn1n2cn1n2
~j,h,t;«!exp$ i ~n1z11n2z2!%, ~2.4!

wherez15K1x1K2y2vt, z25K3x1K4y2vt, gn1n2
5un1u1un2u for n1 ,n2Þ0, g005r , a non-

negative rational number which will be fixed afterward andcn1n2
(j,h,t;«)

5c2n12n2
* (j,h,t;«) ~recall thatU(x,y,t) is real!. The unknown functionscn1n2

s depend on«

and it is supposed that their limit for«→0 exists and is finite. In the following this limit will be
denoted bycn1n2

(j,h,t). Moreover we suppose that they can be expanded in power series«,
i.e.,

cn1n2
~j,h,t;«!5(

i 50

`

« icn1n2

( i ) ~j,h,t!, cn1n2
~j,h,t!5cn1n2

(0) ~j,h,t!. ~2.5!

We now introduce an analog Fourier expansion

w~x,y,t !5 (
n1 ,n252`

1`

«g̃n1n2wn1n2
~j,h,t;«!exp$ i ~n1z11n2z2!% ~2.6!

and obtain

wn1n2
5~n1K21n2K4!~n1K11n2K3!21cn1n2

1O~«p1,«p2!. ~2.7!

In the following for simplicity we use the abbreviationsc01
(0)5C, c01

(0)5F, c00
(0)5a ~andfn1n2

(0)

5fn1n2
, f00

(0)5b!.
The final goal is to obtain the evolution equation for the modulation amplitudesC

5C(j,h,t) and F(j,h,t) and to understand how it is modified by choosing different wa
numbers. We insert the expansions~2.4! and~2.6! into Eq. ~1.3! and consider the different equa
tions obtained considering the coefficients of the Fourier modes. From Eq.~1.3b! we get

f105
K2

K1
C, f10

(p)5
i

K1
S K2

K1
Cj2ChD , f10

(2p)5
1

K1
2 S Cjh2

K2

K1
CjjD , ~2.8a!

f015
K4

K3
F, f01

(p)5
i

K3
S K4

K3
Fj2FhD , f01

(2p)5
1

K3
2 S Fjh2

K4

K3
FjjD , ~2.8b!

bj5ah . ~2.8c!

It is more convenient to separate the contributions of the linear and nonlinear parts

«gn1n2Dn1n2
cn1n2

5«2Fn1n2
, ~2.9!

whereDn1n2
is a linear differential operator acting oncn1n2

(j,h,t) andFn1n2
is the contribution

of the nonlinear part. The operatorDn1n2
is
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Dn1n2
5~2 in1v2 in2v1«q]t2V1«p]j2V2«p]h!2~ in1K11 in2K31«p]j!

5

25~ in1K21 in2K41«p]h!~ in1K11 in2K31«p]j!
2

15S K2

K1
2

i

K1
«p]h1

iK 2

K1
2 «p]j1

1

K1
2 «2p]jh2

K2

K1
3 «2p]jjD 1O~«3p!. ~2.10!

Fn1n2
can be derived, evaluating the importance of the different terms, which originate from

interference of the Fourier amplitudescn1n2
(j,h,t) andwn1n2

(j,h,t):

F00510S K2

K1
2K1

2D ~ uCu2!j«
p210S K2

K1
2K1

2D ~ uFu2!j«
p1O~«p12,«p12r !, ~2.11a!

F105~10iK 2225iK 1
3!c2c* 1~5iK 225iK 1

3!ca15iK 1bc15iK 1ucu2c

15S K21K42K1K3
21

K1K4

K3
2K1~K11K3!22K3

K21K4

K11K3
Dc11c*

15S K22K42K1K3
21

K1K4

K3
2K1~K12K3!21K3

K22K4

K12K3
Dc121c* 1O~«p1r 21,«2p!

~2.11b!

F20510~K22K1
3!C21O~«p!, ~2.11c!

and so on.
After takingq52,p15p251, andr 52 for the proper balance of terms, the equations for

Fourier modes can be obtained at the lowest order forn150, n250, n151, n2561 andn152,
n250, n150, n252 ~with c005a, w005b, c105C, c015F!,

V1aj1V2ah25bh110S K2

K1
2K1

2D ~ uCu2!j210S K2

K1
2K1

2D ~ uFu2!j50, ~2.12a!

c1615

5F ~K26K4!2~K16K3!~K1
21K3

2!2
K1K4

K3
7

K3K2

K1
G

~2v16v2!2~K16K3!515~K16K3!2~K26K4!15
~K26K4!2

K16K3

CF6 , ~2.12b!

c205
1

3K1
2 C2, c025

1

3K3
2 F2, ~2.12c!

whereF15F, F25F* , and forn151, n250, using~2.12c!, we arrive at the nonlinear evolu
tion equation

iCt15S K222K1
31

K2
2

K1
3DCjj110S K12

K2

K1
2DCjh1

5

K1
Chh15~K22K1

3!aC15K1bC

1
10

3 S K2

K1
2 2K1D uCu2C25S K21K42K1K3

21
K1K4

K3
2K1~K11K3!22K3

K21K4

K11K3
Dc11F*

25S K22K42K1K3
21

K1K4

K3
2K1~K12K3!21K3

K22K4

K12K3
Dc121F50. ~2.13!

In a similar way forn150, n251, we obtain
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iCt15S K222K1
31

K2
2

K1
3DCjj110S K12

K2

K1
2DCjh1

5

K1
Chh15~K22K1

3!aC15K1bC

1
10

3 S K2

K1
2 2K5D uCu2C110KuFu2C25S K21K42K1K3

21
K1K4

K3
2K1~K11K3!2

2K3

K21K4

K11K3
Dc11C* 25S K42K21K1K3

22
K1K4

K3
1K1~K12K3!22K3

K22K4

K12K3
Dc211C50.

~2.14!

This system must be integrable by the spectral transform, because it has been derived f
S-integrable equation, and that will be explicitly demonstrated in Sec. III.

If K2ÞK1
3, using~2.12b! and after the cosmetic rescaling

j85
V2

V1
AK1

5
j, h85AK1

5
h, ~2.15a!

x85
V1

10S K2

K1
2K1

2D x, F85
V1

2V2S K1
22

K2

K1
D F, ~2.15b!

and with the introduction of two real parameters

a5K1 , b5
K2

K1
2 , ~2.16a!

we arrive at the model equation of Davey–Stewartson type~1.3!, where@see~2.3!#

c5K35Aa~4b2a!

3
. ~2.16b!

Integrable Davey–Stewartson type equations and system of equations have been extens
vestigated by many authors.17–21A very detailed list of Davey–Stewartson systems and equat
integrable by the inverse scattering method has been recently given.22 The system of equation
~1.3! does not appear in these papers. We expect that this new system be integrable by the
scattering method, because it has been obtained from an integrable equation and the pro
integrability is supposed to keep through the application of the reduction method. The integr
of the system of equations~1.3! will be explicitly demonstrated in Sec. III.

Let us now consider the implications of these results in the context of the nonlinear evo
PDEs in 211 dimensions. If we takeF50, we obtain the equation

iCt1L1C1d1aC1d2bC1d3uCu2C50, ~2.17a!

aj1ah1bh1~ uCu2!j50, bj5d8ah , ~2.17b!

whereL1 , d1 , d2 , d3 , d8 are given by~1.4a! and ~1.4c!. The nonlinear PDE~2.17!, with trivial
rescalings, coincides with the integrable equation found in a previous paper.10
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III. THE LAX PAIR FOR THE INTEGRABLE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS

We can also apply the reduction method to the Lax pair of the starting equation, to de
strate explicitly the integrability by the spectral transform of the system~1.3!, because in this way
we identify the Lax pair that permits us to obtain a compatibility condition which reproduce
system of Eqs.~1.3!.

We apply the reduction method to the Lax pair of Eq.~1.2!. The Lax operators are

L5
]

]y
1

]3

]x3 1U~x,y,t !
]

]x
, Lf~x,y,t !50, ~3.1!

A59
]5

]x5 115U~x,y,t !
]3

]x3 115Ux~x,y,t !
]2

]x2

15~2Uxx~x,y,t !1U2~x,y,t !2W~x,y,t !!
]

]x
, ~3.2!

with

f t~x,y,t !1Af~x,y,t !50. ~3.3!

It can be verified by direct substitution that the operator relation

LT5 i @L,A#5 i ~LA2AL! ~3.4!

reproduces Eq.~1.2!.
The functionf(x,y,t) can be expanded in Fourier modes in the form

f~x,y,t !5 (
n1 ,n252`[n1odd,n2even]

1`

«gn1n2fn1n2
~j,h,t;«!expF i S n1

un1u ~l1x1l2y1l3t !1
n1

2
z1

1
n2

2
z2D G1 (

n1 ,n252`[n1even,n2odd]

1`

«gn1n2fn1n2
~j,h,t;«!expF i S n2

un2u ~l4x1l5y1l6t !

1
n1

2
z11

n2

2
z2D G , ~3.5!

with z15K1x1K2y2v1t, z25K3x1K4y2v2t, fn1n2
(j,h,t;«)’s which parametrically depend

on « and remain finite when«→0, and finallygn1n2
non-negative rational numbers andl j , j

51,...6, real constants to be determined later on.
Inserting now the expression forf(x,y,t) in ~3.1!, we derive a series of relations which a

generated by the coefficients of the Fourier modes. Each relation must be valid for a given
of approximation in«.

In particular, for the fundamental harmonicsn1561,n2561, and n151,n2522, or n1

522,n251, considering termsO(«0) in ~3.1! and ~3.3!, we obtain

S 6
iK 1

2
6 il1D 3

1S 6
iK 2

2
6 il2D50, ~3.6a!

S 7
iv

2
6 il3D19S 6

iK 1

2
6 il1D 5

50, ~3.6b!

and then
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l15
K3

2
, l25

K4

2
, l352

K3

2 S K1
41

K2
2

K1
2 17K1K2D . ~3.7!

As a consequence, we understand that the harmonics

f10,f210,f01,f021 ,f221,f122 ~3.8!

are fundamental, i.e., for themgn1n2
assumes the smallest value, i.e.,gn1n2

50. In particular the
harmonics f10,f210,f122 ,f212 are decoupled with respect to the other harmon
f01,f021 ,f221,f221 and we get two separate but identical spectral problems.

The successive order« for Eq. ~3.1! allow us to obtain the new spectral problem, because
the fn1n2

s may be expressed by means of the fundamental harmonics~3.8!, which are connected
through the relations

3

4
~K11K3!2f610,j2f610,h6

i

2
~K11K3!C6f7107

i

2
~K12K3!F6f617250, ~3.9!

3

4
~K12K3!2f6172,j2f6172,h7

i

2
~K11K3!F7f61050. ~3.10!

By means of the variable rescaling~2.15!, and introducing the 434 matrix operatorL, we arrive
at the final form

Lŵ50, ~3.11!

where

L5S L11 L12

L21 L22
D , ~3.12a!

L115S ]h1
3~a1c!2~a12b!

4a~a2b!2 ]j 2 iA5

a

~a1c!

2
C

iA5

a

~a1c!

2
C* ]h1

3~a1c!2~a12b!

4a~a2b!2 ]j
D , ~3.12b!

L125S iA5

a

~a2c!

2
F 0

0 2 iA5

a

~a2c!

2
F*

D , ~3.12c!

L215S iA5

a

~a1c!

2
F* 0

0 2 iA5

a

~a2c!

2
F
D , ~3.12d!

L225S ]h1
3~a2c!2~a12b!

4a~a2b!2 ]j 0

0 ]h1
3~a2c!2~a12b!

4a~a2b!2 ]j

D , ~3.12e!
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ŵ5S w10

w210

w122

w2112

D . ~3.12 f!

To calculate the temporal evolution, we must insert the expression~3.5! in ~3.3! and consider the
relation obtained for the different harmonicsn1 ,n2 and for a given order of approximation in«. If
we consider the first order in«, we newly obtain the spectral problem~3.11!–~3.12!. Only if we
take into account the next orders of approximation of Eq.~3.3!, i.e., the order«2, can the temporal
evolution be determined. However, new quantities, the correctionsf̃610(j,h,t), f̃6172(j,h,t)
of order«, to the fundamental harmonicsf610(j,h,t), f6172(j,h,t) appear. These unknow
quantities can be eliminated in Eq.~3.3! taking advantage of the relation obtained from Eq.~3.1!,
considering terms of order«2. This elimination is possible only because Eqs.~3.1! and ~3.3! are
identical at the order«. In particular, if we consider~3.1! calculated for the order«2 for n15
61,n250, n1561,n2572, we get

f̃610,j2
4

3~K11K3!2 f̃610,h6
2i

3~K11K3!
C6f̃7107

2i ~K12K3!

3~K11K3!2 F6f̃6172

2
4

3~K11K3!2 FC6f710,j1F6f6172,j6
3i

2
~K11K3!f610,jj6

i

2
~3K12K3!C7f630

6
i

2
~K11K3!af6106

i

2
~K113K3!F7f61627

i

2
~3K11K3!C620f7307

i

2
~K1

2K3!c6171f7162G50, ~3.13a!

f̃6172,j2
4

3~K12K3!2 f̃6172,h7
2i ~K11K3!

3~K12K3!2 F7f̃6102
4

3~K12K3!2 FF7f610,j6
3i

2
~K1

2K3!f6172,jj6
i

2
~K123K3!F6f61747

i

2
~K11K3!C6f71726

i

2
~3K1

2K3!C7f63726
i

2
~K12K3!af61727

i

2
~K11K3!c6171f7107

i

2
~3K1

2K3!C620f7362G50. ~3.13b!

To evaluate this expression we consider thatf630,f6162 are connected with the fundament
harmonics@we must calculate~3.3! for n1563,n250, n1561,n2562 at the lower order in«#

f6305S 4~K11K3!

~3K11K3!324~3K21K4! DC6f610, ~3.14a!

f61625S 4~K11K3!

~K113K3!224~K213K4! DF6f610. ~3.14b!

We now consider~3.3! at the order«2 for n1561,n250, n1561,n2572, which furnishes the
temporal evolution of the harmonicsf10,f210,f122 . Via the transformation~2.15! and after a
lengthy calculation we arrive at the final form for the 434 matrix operatorA which satisfies the
equation
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f̂ t~x,y,t !1Af̂~x,y,t !50 ~3.15!

and is given by

A5S A11 A12

A21 A22
D , ~3.16a!

where

A115S a11]j
21a14uCu21a15uFu21a16b1a17a a12Cj1a13Ch1a18C]j

a22Cj* 1a23Ch* 1a28C* ]j a21]j
21a24uCu21a25uFu21a26b1a27a

D ,
~3.16b!

A125S a19Fj1a110F]j1a111Fh a112CF*

a212C* F a29Fj* 1a210F* ]j1a211Fh*
D , ~3.16c!

A215S b12F* ]j1b13Fj* 1b14Fh* b19CF*

b29C* F b22F]j1b23Fj1b24Fh
D , ~3.16d!

A225S b11]j
21b15uCu21b16uFu21b17b1b18a 0

0 b21]j
21b25uCu21b26uFu21b27b1b28a

D ,
~3.16e!

and

a6156
3i ~a12b!2~a1c!~a12b19c!

4~a2b!4 , ~3.17a!

a6252
A5~a12b!~a1c!~3a13c2812b!

4Aa~a2b!2
, a6352

A5a

4
~a1c!, ~3.17b!

a6457
5

8
~a1c!2, a655

5~a2c!

2c
, a66575i ~a12b!~a1c!, ~3.17c!

a685
~a12b!

A5a~a2b!2 F20a2~a2b!2

3~a1c!2 2
45

4
~a1c!2115a~a1c!210a225abG , ~3.17d!

a6756 i
15~a1c!c

~a2b!
, a695

A5~a12b!~c2a!

2Aa~a2b!2 F3~a2c!

2
14c2

a~2a1b!

3c G , ~3.17e!

a6105
~a12b!

A5a~a2b!2 F20a2~a2b!2

3~a1c!2 2
45

4
~a2c!2215c~a2c!1

5a

3
~7b24a!G , ~3.17f!

a6115
A5a~a2c!

2c
, a61257

5

4
~a1c!2, ~3.17g!

and

b6157 i
3~a12b!2~a2c!~a12b13c!

2~a2b!2 , b625
5Aa~a12b!~4b2a19c!

2A5~a2b!2
, ~3.18a!
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b635
A5~a12b!~a1c!~5c23a!

3Aa~a2b!2
, b6456 i

A5a

c
, ~3.18b!

b655
A5~a22b!~a2c!~5c23a!

3Aa~a2b!2
, b665

A5~a12b!~a1c!~5c13a!

3Aa~a2b!2
, ~3.18c!

b6756 i
5~a12b!~a2c!

~b2a!
, b6856 i

15@~a2c!324~a1c!3#

4a~a2b!
, ~3.18d!

b6956 i
5~a12b!~a1c!

~b2a!
. ~3.18e!

The determination of the Lax pair~3.12! and~3.16!–~3.18!, which satisfies Eqs.~3.11! and~3.15!,
resolves the problem ofS-integrability of the system~1.3!.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have derived a new integrable and presumably of applicative interest nonlinear evo
Davey–Stewartson type system of equations from the integrable equation~1.2!, by means of an
extension of a reduction method based on Fourier expansion and space–time rescalings. It
to a known integrable equation in the single mode case. The application of this method
stricted to the case of same group velocities for different wave numbers. Moreover, we
applied the reduction method to the Lax pair~3.1!–~3.3! of the original equation and have dem
onstrated the integrability property of the new system of equations, by exhibiting the corres
ing Lax pair ~3.11!–~3.12! and ~3.15!–~3.18!.

We have outlined the approach that permits us to obtain such a system of equations a
next steps will be the explicit resolution of the spectral problem and the possible identificat
localized or asymptotically finite solutions.

It is also convenient to push the approach beyond its ‘‘leading order’’ application b
considering different rescalings in the two spatial variables (p1Þp2) or looking at special case
when some key parameters vanish, on the analogy of the case of the model equations.7,8
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We give a new derivation of the Manakov and the product case integrability con-
ditions of the Euler equations on Lie algebra so~4!. Fourth first integral functionally
independent of the three already known integrals is obtained explicitly forall
valuesof the parameters by an algorithmic approach. ©2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1370550#

I. INTRODUCTION

Given a system of ordinary differential equations depending on parameters, the follo
question arises: How does one recognize the values of the parameters for which the equatio
first integrals? Except for some simple cases, this problem is very hard and no satisfying m
to solve it are known. Up to now, the most successful approach has been offered by the so
Painlevéanalysis ~see Refs. 1–4!, the roots of which can be found in the seminal work
Kovalevskaya on the rigid body problem.5,6 Unfortunately, this method of high practical value,
not based on a firmly established mathematical ground. The Painleve´ analysis method puts em
phasis on properties of solutions as functions of complex time.

Even for Hamiltonian systems with two degrees of freedom the problem of recognizin
values of parameters for which the equations are completely integrable is largely unsolve~see
Ref. 7!.

The same question is also relevant for the so-calledEuler equations on Lie algebras.8–26 For
these equations also the problem is largely open.

In this paper we study one of the simplest examples of this kind—the Euler equations o
algebra so~4! corresponding to a ‘‘diagonal quadratic Hamiltonian.’’ Because these equation
used here exclusively as an interesting and nontrivial example of a multiparameter fam
ordinary differential equations, we write them down without any explanations of their Lie a
braic origin, which can be found for example in Refs. 8, 11, 12, 18–25. We do not discuss
physical origin—relevant information can be found in the cited papers.

Let us takelª(l1 ,...,l6)PR6, and let us consider the following system:

a!Electronic mail: maciejka@astri.uni.torun.pl
b!Electronic mail: s.popov@ims.bas.bg
c!Electronic mail: Jean-Marie.Strelcyn@univ-rouen.fr, strelcyn@math.univ-paris13.fr
27010022-2488/2001/42(6)/2701/17/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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dx1

dt
5~l32l2!x2x31~l62l5!x5x6 ,

dx2

dt
5~l12l3!x1x31~l42l6!x4x6 ,

dx3

dt
5~l22l1!x1x21~l52l4!x4x5 , ~I.1!

dx4

dt
5~l32l5!x3x51~l62l2!x2x6 ,

dx5

dt
5~l42l3!x3x41~l12l6!x1x6 ,

dx6

dt
5~l22l4!x2x41~l52l1!x1x5 .

The above-mentioned equations form the system of Euler equations on Lie algebra so~4! corre-
sponding to the diagonal quadratic ‘‘Hamiltonian’’1

2( i 51
6 l ixi

2 . It always has three first integrals

H15x1x41x2x51x3x6 , H25(
i 51

6

xi
2 , H35(

i 51

6

l ixi
2 . ~I.2!

Unless all the (l i)1< i<6 are equal, in which case system~I.1! is trivial, these three integrals ar
functionally independent. Thus from now on we assume that at least two (l i)1< i<6 are distinct.

The first integralsH1 andH2 are intimately related to the Lie algebra so~4!. They represent its
‘‘Casimir functions’’ ~see, e.g., Refs. 11 and 18!.

To be integrable~Ref. 9, Sec. 28!, system~I.1! needs a supplementary fourth first integralH4 ,
functionally independent ofH1 , H2 , H3 , referred to here as afourth integral. The only known
cases when such fourth integral exists are the so-calledManakov case, defined by theManakov
condition

M5
def

l1l4~l21l52l32l6!1l2l5~l31l62l12l4!1l3l6~l11l42l22l5!50, ~I.3!

and theproduct case, defined by the conditions

l45l1 , l55l2 , l65l3 . ~I.4!

We denote sets ofl satisfying the Manakov and the product case byM andP, respectively.
One can prove that except for the above-mentioned two cases, system~I.1! is never algebra-

ically completely integrable; see Refs. 8, 13, and 14, where also the precise definition
algebraically completely integrable system can be found. Although we do not repeat this defi
here, let us remark that it is based on the properties of the system when complex time is c
ered and goes back to Kovalevskaya’s ideas.5,6

In the present paper we derive the Manakov and the product case conditions applyi
following method. We search for the cases when the fourth integral does not depend
variables. In fact, in the Manakov case, the existence of such fourth integral follows from the
of the fourth integral reported, e.g., in Refs. 8, 13, 14, and 22; in Ref. 10 one can find a
integral depending only on three variables~see also Ref. 22!. In the product case, one can take
a fourth integralH45l1x1x41l2x2x51l3x3x6 , which, when (l1 ,l2 ,l3)Þ(c,c,c) for somec
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PR, is always functionally independent ofH1 , H2 , and H3 . Thus the fourth integralH̃4

5l1H12H45(l12l2)x2x51(l12l3)x3x6 does not depend on all variables.
Let us stress that we require onlyC1 differentiability of the fourth integral. Moreover, all th

considerations arelocal. We never use the fact that such fourth integral is globally defined.
The main tools used are the simplest facts from linear algebra and the following well-k

fact. If F is a first integral common for two vector fieldsX andY, thenF is also a first integral of
their Lie bracket @X,Y#. Indeed, if X(F)5Y(F)50, then evidently @X,Y#(F)5X@Y(F)#
2Y@X(F)#50. In Secs. V and VII we use the Frobenius integrability theorem. To study
functional independence of the first integrals we use the method from Ref. 27.

For the Euler equations~I.1! this program can be completely fulfilled and we arrive either
the Manakov~I.3! or the product case conditions~I.4!. In this way we also obtain a nice expressio
for the fourth integral in the generic Manakov case, much more direct and simple than
reported in Refs. 8, 10–14, 22. In the Manakov case this leads also to a coherent, stru
algorithmic approach and to an explicit description of the fourth integral for all values ol
PM and not only for a generic one as in the above-cited papers.

In fact this method is not new. It was already applied in Ref. 28 to the successful stu
integrable cases of the Euler–Poisson equations describing the motion of a heavy rigid bod
a fixed point. The second author~S.I.P.! applied it in Refs. 29–31 to complete the results fro
Ref. 28.

Although to the best of our knowledge this method has not been applied to a system oth
the one mentioned, its scope is undoubtedly substantially larger.

It is really astonishing that this method provides all known integrable cases of the E
Poisson system~for an overview of integrable cases see Ref. 16! as well as of the Euler equation
on so~4!.8,13 We are convinced that this reflects a general fact, not yet understood.

To successfully complete this work, we usedMAPLE. To avoid errors, all statements we
verified using it.

The paper is sharply divided into two almost independent parts. The first one contains S
and III. In Sec. II we study some symmetries of system~I.1! and their relation to the existence o
first integrals. In Sec. III we arrive at the Manakov and the product case conditions assumin
the existence of a fourth integral which does not depend on all variables (xi)1< i<6 . In the second
part we present an algorithm for finding a fourth integral for alllPM. In Sec. IV we explain the
choice of subsets of three variables among the variables (xi)1< i<6 , which are used later to find th
fourth integral in the Manakov case. Sections V–VII are devoted to the explicit description o
fourth integral for alllPM. After some preliminary considerations in Sec. V, the case of gen
values oflPM is considered in Sec. VI. In Sec. VII the case of the remaining values ofl is
considered. Our results are summarized in Table I at the end of Sec. VII.

A very preliminary account concerning this work was published in Ref. 32.

II. PERMUTATIONAL SYMMETRIES

The Euler equations~I.1! possess invariant property which we calledpermutational symmetry.
The permutational symmetries can be described in a general framework as follows.x
5(x1 ,...,xn)PRn, l5(l1 ,...,ln)PRn, and let V(x,l)5(V1(x,l),...,Vn(x,l)) depend
smoothly on (x,l)PR2n. Let us consider the following system:

dx

dt
5V~x,l!. ~II.1!

Let s be an element of the symmetric groupSn , i.e., the group of all permutations of$1,...,n%.
For a5(a1 ,...,an)PRn we will note s(a)5(as(1) ,...,as(n)).

The permutationsPSn will be called apermutational symmetryof system~II.1! if for all
(x,l)PR2n, one has

Vk~s~x!,s~l!!5«Vs(k)~x,l!, 1<k<n, ~II.2!
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where«561 is a constant independent ofk. It is obvious that all permutational symmetries
given equation form a group.

Before studying permutational symmetries of the Euler equations~I.1! let us prove the fol-
lowing.

Theorem II.1: Let F5F(x) be a first integral of system (II.1) ands its permutational
symmetry. Then function G5F+s21, i.e., G(x)5F(s21(x)) is a first integral of the system

dx

dt
5V~x,s~l!!. ~II.3!

Proof: As F is a first integral of system~II.1!, then

(
k51

n

Vk~x,l!S ]F

]xk
D ~x!50.

As s is a permutation of$1,...,n%, the last equality is equivalent to

(
k51

n

Vs(k)~x,l!S ]F

]xs(k)
D ~x!50.

Taking into account~II.2!, we can write this as

(
k51

n

Vk~s~x!,s~l!!S ]F

]xs(k)
D ~x!50.

The last equality is satisfied for everyxPRn. Then putting instead ofx, s21(x) we obtain that
for everyxPRn,

(
k51

n

Vk~x,s~l!!S ]F

]xs(k)
D ~s21~x!!50.

On the other hand a functionG5G(x) is a first integral of system~II.3! if

(
k51

n

Vk~x,s~l!!S ]G

]xk
D ~x!50.

Thus to finish the proof it remains to prove that forG5F+s21 and 1<k<n one has

S ]F

]xs(k)
D ~s21~x!!5S ]G

]xk
D ~x!,

but this is obvious. h

We denote byP the group of permutational symmetries of the Euler equations~I.1!. The
simplest permutational symmetry of~I.1! can be described as follows. Lets0 be a permutation of
$1,2,3%. Let us extends0 to the permutations of $1,2,3,4,5,6% by the formulas( i )5s0( i 23)
13, 4< i<6, thensPP. The just described six permutations are the following:

se : ~1,2,3,4,5,6!→~1,2,3,4,5,6!,

s1 : ~1,2,3,4,5,6!→~2,1,3,5,4,6!,

s2 : ~1,2,3,4,5,6!→~1,3,2,4,6,5!,

~II.4!
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s3 : ~1,2,3,4,5,6!→~3,2,1,6,5,4!,

s4 : ~1,2,3,4,5,6!→~2,3,1,5,6,4!,

s5 : ~1,2,3,4,5,6!→~3,1,2,6,4,5!.

They form a subgroup ofP. We also consider the following three additional permutational sy
metries of system~I.1!:

s6 : ~1,2,3,4,5,6!→~1,5,6,4,2,3!,

s7 : ~1,2,3,4,5,6!→~4,2,6,1,5,3!, ~II.5!

s8 : ~1,2,3,4,5,6!→~4,5,3,1,2,6!.

Let us also consider the following products of permutations:

s i j 5s i+s j ,

where

i P$6,7,8%, j P$1,2,3,4,5%. ~II.6!

Then usingMAPLE it is easy to check that among all 6!5720 elements of groupS6 , 24 permu-
tations~II.4!–~II.6! exhaust groupP.

It is interesting to observe that iflPM then for every permutationsPP, s(l)PM. The
same is true for the product case~I.4! too, i.e., if lPP then s(l)PP. In what concerns the
Manakov case, this can be easily verified directly. In fact it suffices to verify that this is so on
permutationss i , 1< i<8. Another way to see it is to notice that the Manakov condition~I.3! can
be also written in four equivalent different ways:

M5l43l51l621l16l24l3550,

M5l46l21l351l13l54l6250,
~II.7!

M5l16l54l321l43l21l6550,

M5l13l24l651l46l51l3250,

where to simplify notation we will denote from now onl i j 5l i2l j , 1< i , j <6. Now it is very
easy to see that permutationss i , 1< i<8 always transform one of these four equivalent con
tions to another. For the product case this verification is completely evident.

III. MANAKOV AND PRODUCT CASE CONDITIONS

In this section we come to the Manakov condition~I.3! and to the product case~I.4! by an
approach which differs from already know derivations of these cases.8,11–14,17

In what follows we will always suppose that the considered first integrals are not consta
any open subset of their domain of definition.

Theorem III.1: If system (I.1) admits, even only locally, a fourth integral which does
depend on all the variables, thenlPMøP.

Proof: The plan of the proof is as follows. First we show that our theorem is true if we ass
that the fourth integral does not depend onx6 . Then, using permutational symmetries, we eas
show that our theorem is valid in all remaining cases.

Thus let us suppose first that the function
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F5F~x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x4 ,x5!

is such first integral of~I.1!. This obviously means that

dF

dt
5Yl~F !5~l32x2x31l65x5x6!]1F1~l13x1x31l46x4x6!]2F1~l21x1x21l54x4x5!]3F

1~l35x3x51l62x2x6!]4F1~l43x3x41l16x1x6!]5F50,

or equivalently

dF

dt
5Yl~F !5x6Y1~F !1Y2~F !50, ~III.1!

whereYl is the vector field defined by the Euler system~I.1! and Y1 and Y2 are the following
vector fields defined inR55R5(x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x4 ,x5):

Y15l65x5]11l46x4]21l62x2]41l16x1]5 ,

Y25l32x2x3]11l13x1x3]21~l21x1x21l54x4x5!]31l35x3x5]41l43x3x4]5 .

Hereafter by] i we denote the partial derivative with respect toxi , for 1< i<6. Since~III.1! is an
identity with respect to all the variables we have

Y1~F !5Y2~F !50. ~III.2!

Let us compute the Lie bracketsY35@Y1 ,Y2# andY45@Y1 ,Y3#. We obtain

Y35x3x4~l32l462l43l65!]11x3x5~l13l652l35l46!]21@x1x4~l16l541l21l46!1x2x5~l21l65

1l54l62!#]31x1x3~l16l352l13l62!]41x2x3~l43l622l16l32!]5 ,

Y45x2x3~l16l32l651l32l46l6222l43l62l65!]11x1x3~l13l16l651l13l46l6222l16l35l46!]2

1@x1x2~l16l21l651l21l46l6212l16l54l62!1x4x5~l16l54l651l46l54l62

12l21l46l65!#]31x3x5~l16l35l651l35l46l6222l13l62l65!]41x3x4~l16l43l65

1l43l46l6222l16l32l46!]5 .

Equations~III.2! imply that

Y3~F !5Y4~F !50. ~III.3!

Equations~III.2! and ~III.3! can be considered as a system of four homogeneous linear alge
equations with unknowns

F5~]1F,]2F,]3F,]4F,]5F !,

which do not vanish identically.
This system has a solutionH with H5H32l6H2 . However,H is obviously dependent on

the known first integrals. Thus, if a fourth integralF exists, system~III.2!–~III.3! has at least two
linearly independent solutions. We will now try tofind the conditions under which system (III.2)–
(III.3) has at least two linearly independent solutions.

Let us consider the 435 matrix A of the coefficients of this system. It is clear that o
problem has a solution if and only if

rankA<3. ~III.4!
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Now we are going to study when~III.4! is fulfilled. For this purpose we calculate all possib
determinants of order four which can be obtained from the matrixA. For 1< i<5, by Di , we
denote the determinant obtained from matrixA by scratching itsi th column. We have

D1522l16x1x3
2MD,

D2522l62x2x3
2MD,

D3522l36x3
3MD, ~III.5!

D452l46x3
2x4MD,

D552l65x3
2x5MD,

whereM is defined by~I.3!, and

D5x1
3x2l16~l13l622l16l35!1x1

2x4x5l16~l35l462l13l65!1x1x2
3l62~l43l622l16l32!

1x1x2x4
2l46~l16l322l43l62!1x1x2x5

2l65~l16l352l13l62!1x2
2x4x5l62~l32l462l43l65!

1x4
3x5l46~l43l652l32l46!1x4x5

3l65~l13l652l35l46!.

Condition ~III.4! is equivalent to five equationsDi50 for 1< i<5. Now, let us assume tha
l¹MøP. Then, we have two cases when all the above-mentioned determinants vanish:
DÞ0 or D50.

In the first case whenDÞ0 andMÞ0 ~III.5! imply immediately that all components ofl are
equal but it is in contradiction with our assumption thatMÞ0.

Now we prove thatD50 implies thatlPMøP, i.e., it also implies a contradiction with ou
assumption. Indeed, let us write down the coefficients ofD,

l13l622l16l3550, ~III.6!

l32l462l43l6550, ~III.7!

l43l622l16l3250, ~III.8!

l35l462l13l6550. ~III.9!

We can always suppose that alll i j which appear in the above-mentioned equations are diffe
from zero. Let us prove this, e.g., forl13. If l1350 then from~III.9! we have that eitherl35

50 or l4650. But each of these possibilities leads to the Manakov case.
Consider now Eqs.~III.6! and~III.7!. They represent a linear system in unknownsl2 andl5 ,

2l13l21l16l55l1l36, 2l46l21l43l552l4l36. ~III.10!

We denote byD0 the determinant of~III.10! and consider two possible cases.
~1! D0Þ0. Solving~III.10! we obtain

l25
l1l431l4l16

l161l43
, l55

l1l461l4l13

l161l43
,

but, for these values ofl2 andl5 , we haveM50.
~2! D050. In this case,~III.10! have to be dependent because if not they have no solu

This is equivalent to requiring that all order two minors of the corresponding 233 matrix vanish,
which means
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D05l36~l131l46!50, ~III.11!

D15l36~l1l431l4l16!50, ~III.12!

D25l36~l1l461l4l13!50. ~III.13!

From ~III.12! and ~III.13! we have

D22D15l36
2 l1450.

The last equation shows that ifl36Þ0 thenl1450, and~III.11! leads to

l352l12l6 .

Now ~III.8! and ~III.9! write

2l21l1650, 22l51l1650.

Sincel16Þ0 we havel515l2150, which together withl1450 leads toM50.
It remains only to study the possibilityl3650, i.e.,l35l6 . From~III.6! and~III.8! we obtain

2l13l2550, l32l1450.

But l13Þ0 andl32Þ0 and therefore

l55l2 , l45l1 ,

i.e., we come to the product case.
All the above considerations lead to the conclusion that the Euler equations~I.1! can admit a

fourth integral which does not depend on the variablex6 only whenlPMøP.
Let us suppose now that the fourth integral does not depend onx1 . Let us consider the

permutational symmetrys63 @see~II.6!#. From Theorem II.1 we know that if for somelPR6,
system~I.1!, i.e., vector fieldYl , admits a first integralF not depending onx1 , then function
F+s63

21 will be a first integral ofYs(l) . But functionF+s63
21 does not depend ofx6 . Thus, from

what we proved previously it follows thats63(l)PMøP. However, as we have already notice
both setsM and P are invariant with respect to the permutational symmetries. Thul
PMøP.

Exactly in the same way, using permutational symmetriess62, s6 , s3 , ands2 , we prove
the nonexistence of a fourth integral that does not depend onx2 , x3 , x4 , or x5 , respectively.h

Further we study only the Manakov case because in the product case we have already
the fourth integral. Thus, to the end of this paper we always assume thatlPM although we do
not write it explicitly all the time.

The main problem related to the present work that remains open is the following. L
suppose that system~I.1! possesses a rational fourth integralG depending on all the variable
(xi)1< i<6 . Deduce in this case the existence of a localC1 smooth fourth integral that does no
depend on all the variables. Taking into account Theorem III.1, this will imply that the rati
fourth integral can exist only in the Manakov or product case. To the best of our knowledg
last assertion has not yet been proved in its full generality.

IV. CHOICE OF GOOD VARIABLES

Our first aim is to find an explicit formula for the fourth integral which does not depend o
variables (xi)1< i<6 for the generic, i.e., an open and dense subset ofM.

The purpose of this section is to select all triples of variablesxk , xl , xm , 1<k, l ,m
<6, such that the fourth integral depends only on these variables.
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We say that a differentiable functionF5F(x1 ,...,xn) dependsessentiallyon variables
x1 ,...,xn if partial derivatives] iF, 1< i<n, do not vanish identically on any open subset of t
domain of definition ofF.

First let us note that the subset of parameterslPM for which there exists a first integral o
the system~I.1! depending essentially only on one variable, is never generic. The same is tru
for first integrals depending essentially only on two variablesxk andxl , 1<k, l<6. Indeed, let
us suppose for example that a functionF5F(x1 ,x2) which depends essentially on variablesx1

andx2 is a first integral of system~I.1!. Then

dF

dt
5~l32x2x31l65x5x6!]1F1~l13x1x31l46x4x6!]2F50.

Thusl65x5x6]1F andl46x4x6]2F vanish identically. As]1F and]2F do not vanish identically on
any open set, thenl655l4650. But the subset ofM defined byl655l4650 is not dense, and
thus is not generic inM. The same arguments cover also the case of first integraF
5F(x1 ,x4). Now using the permutational symmetries, like at the end of Sec. III we cove
remaining 13 cases of variablesxk andxl , 1<k, l<6.

Thus, to find fourth integrals corresponding to a generic subset ofM we are obliged to
consider the functions of at least three variablesxk , xl , xm , 1<k, l ,m<6. As we will prove,
we can always find such fourth integrals depending on three properly chosen variables.

Let us consider now all possible 20 sets of three variablesxk , xl , xm , 1<k, l ,m<6. We
will say that the set (xk ,xl ,xm) is a good setof variables if there exists a generic setGk,l ,m,M
such that for anylPGk,l ,m , the Euler equations~I.1! admit a fourth integral depending essentia
only on variablesxk , xl , andxm .

Let us consider the four sets

~x4 ,x5 ,x6!, ~IV.1!

~x2 ,x3 ,x4!, ~IV.2!

~x1 ,x3 ,x5!, ~IV.3!

~x1 ,x2 ,x6!. ~IV.4!

Now we prove the following fact.
Theorem IV.1: All 16 remaining cases of sets of variables(xk ,xl ,xm), 1<k, l ,m<6 are

never good.
Proof: Let function F be a first integral of~I.1! functionally independent of integrals~I.2!.

First we prove that (x1 ,x2 ,x3)¹G ~case 1! and (x1 ,x2 ,x4)¹G ~case 2!.
Case 1.To prove that (x1 ,x2 ,x3)¹G let us suppose that (x1 ,x2 ,x3)PG and letF(x1 ,x2 ,x3)

be the corresponding first integral depending essentially on (x1 ,x2 ,x3). Then

dF

dt
5~l32x2x31l65x5x6!]1F1~l13x1x31l46x4x6!]2F1~l21x1x21l54x4x5!]3F50.

~IV.5!

Equation~IV.5! is an identity with respect to all the variablesx1 ,...,x6 . SinceF depends essen
tially on (x1 ,x2 ,x3), then from~IV.5! it follows that

l655l465l5450.

So we are out of the generic case and consequently (x1 ,x2 ,x3)¹G.
From this case and the permutational symmetry arguments like at the end of the pr

Theorem III.1 we also cover the three other cases:
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~156! ~246! ~345!
s6 s7 s8

where we denote for brevity (klm) instead of (xk ,xl ,xm).
Case 2.To prove that (x1 ,x2 ,x4)¹G, let us suppose that (x1 ,x2 ,x4)PG andF(x1 ,x2 ,x4) is

the corresponding first integral depending essentially on (x1 ,x2 ,x4). Then

dF

dt
5~l32x2x31l65x5x6!]1F1~l13x1x31l46x4x6!]2F1~l35x3x51l62x2x6!]4F50.

~IV.6!

Like in Case 1, one deduces from~IV.6! that l655l3550 but this is not the generic case. Thu
(x1 ,x2 ,x4)¹G. By the permutational symmetry argument the same applies also to the rema
11 cases:

~125! ~134! ~136! ~145! ~146! ~235! ~236! ~245! ~256! ~346! ~356!
s1 s2 s5 s6 s62 s4 s3 s61 s64 s65 s63

Thus in all 16 cases it turns out that (xk ,xl ,xm)¹G. h

What concerns four cases~IV.1!–~IV.4!, we have not proved yet that they belong toG. Let us
note one characteristic feature of the four cases of~IV.1!–~IV.4!. Looking at~I.1! one notices that
the right-hand sides of equations corresponding toxk , xl , andxm are linear homogeneous func
tions of the remaining variables. This is never the case for the 16 cases which do not belonG.

In fact cases~IV.2!–~IV.4! are obtained from case~IV.1! by the permutational symmetr
argument that can be seen from the table:

~234! ~135! ~126!
s6 s7 s8

In Secs. V and VI we investigate set~IV.1! and prove that it@and therefore~IV.2!–~IV.4! too#
indeed belong toG.

V. TOWARD THE FIRST INTEGRALS

Let us consider case~IV.1! when the fourth integral of system~I.1! we look for has the form

F5F~x4 ,x5 ,x6!, ~V.1!

and depends essentially onx4 , x5 , andx6 . Thus we have

dF

dt
5x1~l16x6]5F1l51x5]6F !1x2~l62x6]4F1l24x4]6F !1x3~l35x5]4F1l43x4]5F !

5x1Ỹ1~F !1x2Ỹ2~F !1x3Ỹ3~F !50, ~V.2!

where the definition of vector fieldsỸi for 1< i<3, is obvious. SinceỸ1(F), Ỹ2(F), andỸ3(F)
do not depend onx1 , x2 , andx3 , and since~V.2! is an identity with respect to all the variable
then

Ỹ1~F !5Ỹ2~F !5Ỹ3~F !50. ~V.3!
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Equations~V.3! give a system of three first-order linear homogeneous partial differential equa
for determining the functionF. This function depends essentially onx4 , x5 , andx6 . Therefore
the determinant of linear system~V.3! with respect to the unknowns] iF, 4< i<6, has to vanish
identically. We prove that it really vanishes. Indeed, we have

detS 0 l16x6 l51x5

l62x6 0 l24x4

l35x5 l43x4 0
D 5~l43l51l621l16l24l35!x4x5x6 .

However

l43l51l621l16l24l3550,

because this coincides with the first form of the Manakov condition~II.7!. Thus, in a way com-
pletely independent of Sec. III, we proved that the Manakov condition is necessary for the
tence of a nontrivial first integralF5F(x4 ,x5 ,x6). Let us stress the great simplicity of th
derivation.

In Sec. VI in an elementary way we prove that generically the Manakov condition is
sufficient for the existence of such fourth integral.

When the vector fieldsỸ1 and Ỹ2 are independent, equationỸ3(F)50 follows from Ỹ1(F)
5Ỹ2(F)50 and it suffices to consider only these two equations, i.e.,

Ỹ1~F !5l16x6]5F1l51x5]6F50,
~V.4!

Ỹ2~F !5l62x6]4F1l24x4]6F50.

As it is easy to see these two linear equations with unknowns]4F, ]5F and]6F are dependent if
and only if the matrix of this system is of rank 0 or 1, or equivalently if at least one of
following conditions is satisfied:

case I: l165l6250,

case II: l165l5150, ~V.5!

case III: l245l6250.

These singular cases will be investigated in Sec. VII.
We note here that the local solvability of system~V.4! around any point (x4 ,x5 ,x6)

Þ(0,0,0) follows from the Frobenius integrability Theorem~see Ref. 33!. Indeed, the Lie bracke

@Ỹ1 ,Ỹ2# of vector fields

Ỹ15l16x6]51l51x5]650, Ỹ25l62x6]41l24x4]650,

is equal to

@Ỹ1 ,Ỹ2#5l51l62x5]42l16l24x4]5 .

The determinant formed by the coefficients of vector fieldsỸ1 , Ỹ2 and @Ỹ1 ,Ỹ2# is

detS 0 l16x6 l51x5

l62x6 0 l24x4

l51l62x5 2l16l24x4 0
D 50.
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Hence Eqs.~V.4! have, at least locally, a nontrivial solution. In fact one can find a global solu
as shown in Sec. VI.

VI. FIRST INTEGRALS IN GENERIC CASE

We start this section with formulation of a useful criterion for the functional independe
which we will use later in this section and Sec. VII.

Let U,Rn be an open set. Let us suppose thatF1 ,...,FqPC1(U), 1<q,n, are functionally
independent functions at pointxPU, i.e.,

rank
]~F1 ,...,Fq!

]~x1 ,...,xn!
~x!5q. ~VI.1!

Let us define the following matrix:

S~x!5S ]1F1 ... ]1Fq 0 ... 0

A

]qF1 ... ]qFq 0 ... 0

]q11F1 ... ]q11Fq 1 ... 0

A �

]nF1 ... ]nFq 0 ... 1

D ,

and let

D5det
]~F1 ,...,Fq!

]~x1 ,...,xq!
~x!.

Matrix S(x) is invertible if and only ifDÞ0. Let FPC1(U) be a function. When there exist
S(x)21 we define vectorZ(x)5(Z1(x),...,Zn(x))5S21(x)(gradF).

Condition ~VI.1! allows us to assume without any loss of generality thatDÞ0 and we can
now formulate a simple but very useful fact that goes back to Ref. 27.

Theorem VI.1: Functions F1 ,...,Fq and F are functionally independent at point x if and on
if functions Zj (x), q11< j <n, do not vanish simultaneously.

The proof of this theorem is immediate if we note thatS21(x)(gradFk(x)) is thekth vector
of the standard basis ofRn.

Now, we obtain first integral~V.1! in an explicit form. In order to find it we suppose that it
a homogeneous function of some degreepÞ0. By the Euler theorem on homogeneous functio
this is equivalent to

(
i 54

6

xi] iF5pF. ~VI.2!

Let us note, that at least locally, as system~I.1! is homogeneous, then the existence of homo
neous of degreepÞ0 first integrals follows from Ref. 34. We can suppose thatp52. This
assumption is not restrictive because the power of a homogeneous function is homogeneo

The searched first integral satisfies equations~V.4! and~VI.2!. We solve this system of thre
equations with respect to the partial derivatives ofF and obtain

]4F5
2l16l24x4F

l16l24x4
21l51l62x5

22l16l62x6
2 ,
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]5F5
2l62l51x5F

l16l24x4
21l51l62x5

22l16l62x6
2 ,

]6F5
22l16l62x6F

l16l24x4
21l51l62x5

22l16l62x6
2 .

By inspection one immediately sees that

F5l16l24x4
21l51l62x5

22l16l62x6
2 ~VI.3!

is a solution.
Let us notice that first integralF depends on first integrals~I.2! whenl135l3250. Indeed in

this case we can writeF in the form

F5l16~l1H22H3!.

This is why we have to add to the three singular cases~V.5! another one

case IV: l135l3250. ~VI.4!

Now we prove the following
Theorem VI.2: For lPM first integrals H1 , H2 , H3, and F are functionally independen

except in cases~V.5! and ~VI.4!.
Proof: We showed already thatF depends onH1 , H2 , H3 in case IV. Let us suppose now

that we are out of case IV then, as it is easy to see, determinant

D5det
]~H1 ,H2 ,H3!

]~x1 ,x2 ,x3!
54~l13x1x3x51l21x1x2x61l32x2x3x4!, ~VI.5!

does not vanish. Thus matrixS(x) is invertible and we can compute vectorZ(x). By virtue of
Theorem VI.1 the first integralF of the Euler equations~I.1! is functionally independent of firs
integrals~I.2! if and only if the last three components of vectorZ do not vanish simultaneously
Direct computations for the first integralF given by ~VI.3! show that

Z452l16l24x4 , Z552l62l51x5 , Z6522l62l16x6 .

One can easily see thatZ45Z55Z650 only in the following cases@see~V.5#:

• l165l6250 which coincides with case I,

• l165l5150 which coincides with case II,

• l245l6250 which coincides with case III. h

For our further considerations it is important to notice that determinant~VI.5! vanishes identically
only when case IV is fulfilled.

VII. INVESTIGATION OF SINGULAR CASES

In this section we examine all values of parameters (l i)1< i<6 which satisfy one of conditions
~V.5! or ~VI.4!. All these cases satisfy the Manakov condition.

First let us note that it suffices to examine only cases I and II. Indeed, by the permuta
symmetry arguments we recover the fourth integral for case III@see~V.5! and case IV~see~VI.4!#
from the fourth integral of case II by the permutationss1 ands6 , respectively.

Let us consider case I whenl165l6250. From~V.3! we have

Ỹ1~F !5l56x5]6F50, Ỹ2~F !5l64x4]6F50,
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Ỹ3~F !5l35x5]4F1l43x4]5F50.

We can immediately find a function satisfying these equations, i.e., a first integral of~I.1! depend-
ing only on variablesx4 , x5 , andx6 . This is functionF5l43x4

22l35x5
2. However, instead ofF,

we prefer to use the first integralG5x3
21x4

21x5
2 because, as we will see, in contrast toF, it

remains functionally independent of first integrals~I.2! in some particular cases whenF is func-
tionally dependent. To verify the independence of integrals~I.2! andG we apply Theorem VI.1.
Let us suppose that conditionsl135l3250 are not fulfilled, i.e., we are in case I and out of ca
IV. Noticing that under this assumptionl63Þ0, let us compute the expressionsZj , 4< j <6, for
function G,

Z45
2l43x4

l63
, Z55

2l53x5

l63
, Z650.

We haveZ45Z55Z650 only whenl435l5350. However in this last casex3 , x4 , andx5 are
first integrals of~I.1!. We compute

det
]~H1 ,x3 ,x4 ,x5!

]~x1 ,x3 ,x4 ,x5!
5x4 ,

so thatH1 , x3 , x4 , andx5 are functionally independent.
Now, let us assume that cases I and IV are fulfilled simultaneously. FunctionG5x3

21x4
2

1x5
2 is still a first integral but instead of using Theorem VI.1 we can compute directly that

det
]~H1 ,H2 ,H3 ,G!

]~x2 ,x3 ,x4 ,x5!
58x2~l65x1x3x51l54x4x5x61l46x2x3x4!.

This expression vanishes identically only whenl545l6450, and this, together with conditions o
cases I and IV leads to the trivial case when all components ofl are equal. Hence the first integr
G is functionally independent of~I.2! even when conditions of cases I and IV are fulfille
simultaneously and this does not happen when instead ofG we takeF.

In case II listed in~V.5! we havel165l5150. In this case from~V.3! we obtain thatỸ1

[0. Now

Ỹ25l62x6]41l24x4]6 , Ỹ35l36x5]41l43x4]5 .

We compute the Lie bracketỸ45@Ỹ2 ,Ỹ3# and obtain

Ỹ45l62l43x6]51l24l63x5]6 .

One can easily see thatx4Ỹ45l63x5Ỹ21l62x6Ỹ3 . Thus, according to the Frobenius integrabili
theorem, the systemỸ2(G)50, Ỹ3(G)50 admits at least locally a solution. To find it we app
the already used approach supposing thatG is a homogeneous function of degree 2. Solving
system

Ỹ2~G!50, Ỹ3~G!50, x4]4G1x5]5G1x6]6G52G,

with respect to the partial derivatives ofG we obtain

]4G5
2l24l43x4G

l24l43x4
21l24l63x5

22l43l62x6
2 ,
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]5G5
2l63l24x5G

l24l43x4
21l24l63x5

22l43l62x6
2 ,

]6G5
22l43l62x6F

l24l43x4
21l24l63x5

22l43l62x6
2 .

One can see that

G5l24l43x4
21l24l63x5

22l43l62x6
2 ,

is a solution. Let us notice that in case IV this function is functionally dependent on first inte
~I.2!.

Now, let us assume that we are out of case IV. Then determinant~VI.5! does not vanish
identically and let us apply Theorem VI.1. We obtain

Z452l24l43x4 , Z552l24l63x5 , Z6522l43l62x6 .

ThusZ45Z55Z650 only in the following three subcases:

~1! l435l6350,
~2! l435l2450,
~3! l245l6250.

In subcase~1! x5 is a first integral of~I.1!. As we are still out of case IV determinant~VI.5! does
not vanish and we can calculateZj for 4< j <6 for integrals~I.2! andx5 . We obtainZ551 and
therefore the first integrals~I.2! andx5 are functionally independent. In subcase~2! againx5 is a
first integral and we again haveZ551. In subcase~3! x6 is a first integral and we haveZ651.

Now let us assume that the conditions of cases II and IV are fulfilled simultaneously. The
it is easy to check,x1 is a first integral and we have

det
]~H1 ,H2 ,H3 ,x1!

]~x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x4!
54l46x4~x2x62x3x5!,

i.e., if l46Þ0 thenx1 is a functionally independent of~I.2! first integral. Ifl4650 then we come
to the trivial case when all components ofl are equal.

The results obtained in this and previous sections are summarized in Table I, which cov
the space of parameters (l i)1< i<6 satisfying the Manakov condition. In Table I all cases a
explicitly written down, unless they can be deduced one from another by the permuta
symmetry argument. The last column contains necessary and sufficient conditions for fun
independence of the integrals. The generic case in Table I is defined explicitly by the cond
of functional independence of the first integralsH1 , H2 , H3 , andF given in the last column.
For the last four rows the listed first integrals are functionally independent forlPM except for
the trivial case when all components ofl are equal. The results given in Table I remain valid a
whenlPC6. Indeed, we can directly check that functions listed in the second column remain
integrals of~I.1! when lPC6. They are also functionally independent. This is so because
proof of independence also works in the complex case.

Let us note that if, for example,l1Þl6 andl15l35l4 the fourth integral written in Refs
8, 11, 13, 14, and 22 is not defined while our fourth integral~VI.3! remains valid.

Finally let us note that the starting point to produce Table I was the particular place th
attributed to integralF. If instead of it we chose the integrals coming from~IV.2!, ~IV.3!, or
~IV.4! the corresponding table would be different.
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H1 , H2 , H3 , ul43u1ul63u.0 and
G5l24l43x4

2 ul43u1ul24u.0 and
1l24l63x5

22l43l62x6
2 ul24u1ul62u.0 and

ul13u1ul32u.0
l435l6350 H1 , H2 , H3 , x5 No conditions
l435l2450 H1 , H2 , H3 , x5 No conditions
l245l6250 H1 , H2 , H3 , x6 No conditions
l135l3250 H1 , H2 , H3 , x1 No conditions
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The inhomogeneous multiboson and multivariable differential realizations of the
polynomial angular momentum algebra of quadratic type,L2 , which may be seen
as the nonlinear extension of an ordinary angular momentum algebra su~2! or its
noncompact form su~1,1!, are obtained from Fock representations ofL2 , which are
related to master representation ofL2 on the space of its universal enveloping
algebraU(L2) or to induced representations on their respective quotient spaces
U(L2)/I i with different left idealsI i . © 2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1369656#

I. INTRODUCTION

Lie groups and Lie algebras, associated tightly with symmetries, have played an imp
role in quantum physics. In recent years, many works1–15 have been devoted to investigatin
various nonlinear Lie algebras, which correspondingly describe nonlinear symmetries, an
applications in some quantum problems. The nonlinear Lie algebra to be discussed in this
in fact is a so-called polynomial angular momentum algebra, denoted byLn ~the suffix n is
referred to as the highest degree of polynomial!.12–15 Similar to an ordinary angular momentum
algebra su~2! @or its noncompact form su~1,1!#,16,17 Ln is generated by three elemen
$J3 ,J1 ,J2%, and however, they satisfy the following commutation relations:

@J3 ,J6#56Jm , @J1 ,J2#5P~J3!, ~1!

whereP(J3) is a polynomial function ofJ3 with a finite degreen, i.e., P(J3)5( i 50
n CiJ3

i ~Ci are
arbitrary real numbers!. WhenC050,C151 (or21),Cj50 ( j .1), the polynomial angular mo
mentum algebraLn defined by Eq.~1! goes back to the ordinary angular momentum algebra s~2!
@or su~1,1!#. Therefore,Ln may be seen as nonlinear extension of su~2! @or su~1,1!#. More recently,
Beckerset al.14 studied thesingle-variabledifferential realizations of the polynomial angula
momentum algebras of quadratic (n52) and cubic (n53) types, respectively, by suggesting th
generators$J3 ,J1 ,J2% be functions of the real variablex and the corresponding differentia
operatord/dx, whose concrete forms are determined by Eq.~1!.

In this paper, we shall discuss the various inhomogeneous boson realizations~IHBRs! and the
corresponding inhomogeneous differential realizations~IHDRs! of Ln by a purely algebraic ap
proach similar to one proposed by Gruber and his co-workers.18,19This approach is based upon th
master representation21,22 of Ln on its universal enveloping algebraU(Ln) or the induced repre-

a!Electronic mail: dongruan@tsinghua.edu.cn
27180022-2488/2001/42(6)/2718/7/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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sentations on the quotient spacesU(Ln)/I i , whereI i are left ideals with respect toU(Ln). From
these representations, we may define the corresponding Fock representations ofLn on the Fock
spaces, and then obtain the IHBRs ofLn . Moreover, by means of the corresponding relatio
between the boson creation and annihilation operators and the differential operators, w
obtain directly the IHDRs ofLn . In the present paper, we restrict ourselves to the polynom
angular momentum algebra of quadratic type,L2 .

This paper is arranged as follows: In Sec. II, the general approach of obtaining the IHB
IHDR from the master representation or from the induced representation is reviewed, wh
adapted to any Lie algebra or nonlinear Lie algebra. Then, in Sec. III, we will apply this app
to the polynomial angular momentum algebraL2 , and discuss its various IHBRs and IHDRs
detail. A simple discussion is given in the final section.

The symbolN denotes the set of non-negative integers and the symbolC denotes the complex
number field.

II. GENERAL APPROACH

Let the generators of~nonlinear! Lie algebraG beTa (a51,2,...,M ). In terms of the Poincare´–
Birkhoff–Witt theorem,17,21,22a basis for its universal enveloping algebraU(G) can be chosen a
the following set of ordered elements:

$X~ i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i M !5T1
i 1T2

i 2
¯TM

i Mu i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i MPN%. ~2!

Then, by acting with the generators ofG from the left upon the basis~2!, i.e.,

r~Ta!X~ i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i M !5TaT1
i 1T2

i 2
¯TM

i M5 (
i 18 ,...,i M8

r~Ta! i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i M

i 18 ,i 28 ,...,i M8 X~ i 18 ,i 28 ,...,i M8 !, ~3!

we can obtain a so-called master representationr of G on U(G).20,21 On the quotient space
U(G)/I , whereI is a left ideal ofU(G), r may induce a representation. The different choice oI
enables us to obtain various representations ofG.

Now let us construct the IHBR ofG from the master representationr on U(G) or from the
induced representation onU(G)/I . It is obvious from Eq. ~3! that the matrix elements

r(Ta)
i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i M

i 18 ,i 28 ,...,i M8 , determined by the commutation relations ofG, are related toM independent

parametersi 1 ,i 2 ,...,i M ~non-negative integers!, so we needM sets of independent boson pai
$ai

1 ,ai% ( i 51, 2, ...,M ) to define a Fock spaceF in the following way:

$u i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i M&5~a1
1! i 1~a2

1! i 2
¯~aM

1 ! i Mu0&u i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i MPN%, ~4!

where u0& stands for a ‘‘vacuum state,’’ andai u0&50. Then consider a mappingF: U(G)→F
defined by

F~X~ i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i M !!5u i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i M&, ~5!

which is automorphic toU(G), and let

F~Ta!5Fr~Ta!F21, ~6!

it follows from Eqs.~3!, ~5!, and~6! that Eq.~6! defines a Fock representation ofG on F,

F~Ta!u i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i M&5 (
i i8 ,...,i M8

r~Ta! i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i M

i 18 ,i 28 ,...,i M8 u i 18 ,i 28 ,...,i M8 &, ~7!

sinceF(Ta) satisfies the same commutation relations as the generatorsTa of G, i.e.,
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@F~Ta!,F~Tb!#5F~@Ta ,Tb# !. ~8!

Thus, by solving Eq.~7!, we can obtain the IHBR ofG provided that we know the explicit form

of r(Ta)
i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i M

i 18 ,i 28 ,...,i M8 . In order to obtain the IHBRs for the various representations, the follow

formulas will be needed:

ak
1u i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i M&5u i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i k11,...,i M&,

aku i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i M&5 i ku i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i k21,...,i M&,
~9!

ak
1aku i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i M&5 i ku i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i k ,...,i M&,

eaku i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i M&5(
j 50

i k i k!

j ! ~ i k2 j !!
u i 1 ,i 2 ,...,j ,...,i M&.

In this paper, the following corresponding relations between the boson creation and an
tion operators and the differential operators will be adopted for simplicity,

ai
1⇔j i , ai⇔

]

]j i
, i 51,2,...,M , ~10!

they satisfy, respectively,

@ai ,aj
1#5d i j , @ai ,aj #5@ai

1 ,aj
1#50;

~11!

F ]

]j i
,j j G5d i j , F ]

]j i
,

]

]j j
G5@j i ,j j #50.

Thus, by making use of Eq.~10!, we can immediately obtain the IHDR ofG from the IHBR ofG.

III. IHBRs AND IHDRs OF L2

According to the definition~1!, the polynomial angular momentum algebraL2 is spanned by
three elements$J3 ,J6%, which satisfy the commutation relations,

@J3 ,J6#56J6 , @J1 ,J2#5C01C1J31C2J3
2, ~12!

whereCi ~i 50, 1, 2! are real numbers. The basis for its universal enveloping algebraU(L2) can
be written as

$X~n,m,r !5J1
n J2

mJ3
r un,m,r PN%, ~13!

andX(0,0,0)51 denotes the identity operator. It follows that we have

r~J3!X~n,m,r !5X~n,m,r 11!1~n2m!X~n,m,r !,

r~J1!X~n,m,r !5X~n11,m,r !, ~14!

r~J2!X~n,m,r !5X~n,m11,r !2C2nX~n21,m,r 12!2@C1n1C2n~n2122m!#

3X~n21,m,r 11!2$C0n1 1
2C1n~n2122m!1 1

6C2n@~n21!~2n21!

26m~n212m!#%X~n21,m,r !.

Here we have used the following equations with respect to Eq.~12!:
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@J3 ,J6
n #56nJ6

n ,
~15!

@J2 ,J1
n #52nJ1

n21$C2J3
21@C11C2~n21!#J3

1@C01 1
2C1~n21!1 1

6C2~n21!~2n21!#%.

It is easy to prove that the mapr forms a master representation ofL2 on U(L2), i.e., that

@r~J3!,r~J6!#56r~J6!, @r~J1!,r~J2!#5C01C1r~J3!1C2r~J3
2!. ~16!

The corresponding Fock representation may be obtained by the approach discussed
preceding Sec. II as

F~J3!un,m,r &5un,m,r 11&1~n2m!un,m,r &,

F~J1!un,m,r &5un11,m,r &, ~17!

F~J2!un,m,r &5un,m11,r &2C2nun21,m,r 12&2@C1n1C2n~n2122m!#un21,m,r 11&

2$C0n1 1
2C1n~n2122m!1 1

6C2n@~n21!~2n21!

26m~n212m!#%un21,m,r &.

By making use of Eq.~9!, we can immediately obtain from Eq.~17! the IHBR of L2 ,

B~J3!5a3
11a1

1a12a2
1a2 , B~J1!5a1

1 ,
~18!

B~J2!5a2
12~C01C1a3

11C2~a3
1!2!a11~C12C212C2a3

1!a2
1a2a1

2 1
2~C11C212C2a3

1!a1
1a1

22C2~a2
1!2a2

2a11C2a2
1a1

1a2a1
22 1

3C2~a1
1!2a1

3.

The corresponding IHDR may be obtained directly in terms of the relation~10! as

D~J3!5j31j1

]

]j1
2j2

]

]j2
, D~J1!5j1 ,

~19!

D~J2!5j22~C01C1j31C2j3
2!

]

]j1
1~C12C212C2j3!j2

]2

]j1]j2

2
1

2
~C11C212C2j3!j1

]2

]j1
22C2j2

2 ]3

]j1]j2
2 1C2j1j2

]3

]j1
2]j2

2
1

3
C2j1

2 ]3

]j1
3 .

Equations~18! and~19! are thethree-bosonrealization and thethree-variabledifferential realiza-
tion of L2 , respectively. WhenC050, C151, andC250, Eqs.~18! and~19! become the results
of the ordinary angular momentum algebra su~2!.19,20

In the following, we shall further consider several quotient spacesU(L2)/I i , whereI i are the
left ideals with respect toU(L2), and discuss, by the same approach, the IHBRs and IHDRs oL2

from its induced representations onU(L2)/I i .
~1! On the quotient spaceU(L2)/I 1 , where the left idealI 1 is generated by one elementJ3

2L1(LPC), with the basis,

$X~n,m![X~n,m,0!modI 1un,mPN% ~20!

the master representationr, given by Eq.~14!, induces a representation
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r1~J3!X~n,m!5~L1n2m!X~n,m!,

r1~J1!X~n,m!5X~n11,m!, ~21!

r1~J2!X~n,m!5X~n,m11!2$C2nL21@C1n1C2n~n2122m!#L1C0n

1 1
2C1n~n2122m!1 1

6C2n@~n21!~2n21!26m~n212m!#%X~n21,m!.

In the process of calculating Eq.~21!, the propertyr1(J3)15L1 has been utilized. It is obviou
that the operatorr1(J3) on U(L2)/I 1 has the eigenvectorX(n,m) corresponding to the eigenvalu
L1n2m. Thus, by making use of Eq.~9!, we may obtain from the Fock representation th
corresponds to Eq.~21! the IHBR of L2 ,

B1~J3!5L1a1
1a12a2

1a2 , B1~J1!5a1
1 ,

~22!
B1~J2!5a2

12~C01C1L1C2L2!a11~C12C212C2L!a2
1a2a1

2 1
2~C11C212C2L!a1

1a1
22C2~a2

1!2a2
2a11C2a2

1a1
1a2a1

22 1
3C2~a1

1!2a1
3.

The corresponding IHDR reads

D1~J3!5L1j1

]

]j1
2j2

]

]j2
, D1~J1!5j1 ,

~23!

D1~J2!5j22~C01C1L1C2L2!
]

]j1
1~C12C212C2L!j2

]

]j1]j2

2
1

2
~C11C212C2L!j1

]2

]j1
22C2j2

2 ]3

]j1]j2
2 1C2j1j2

]3

]j1
2]j2

2
1

3
C2j1

2 ]3

]j1
3 .

Equations~22! and ~23! are thetwo-bosonrealizations and thetwo-variabledifferential realiza-
tions of L2 , respectively.

~2! Consider a left idealI 2 generated by the one elementJ22l1(lPC). Then, on the
quotient spaceU(L2)/I 2 with the basis

$X~nr ![X~n0r !modI 2un,r ,PN% ~24!

the master representationr, Eq. ~14!, induces a representation,

r2~J3!X~n,r !5X~n,r 11!1nX~n,r !,

r2~J1!X~n,r !5X~n11,r !, ~25!

r2~J2!X~n,r !5l(
k50

r

Cr
kX~n,k!2C2nX~n21,r 12!2@C1n1C2n~n21!#X~n21,r 11!

2@C0n1 1
2C1n~n21!1 1

6C2n~n21!~2n21!#X~n21,r !,

where the symbolCr
k is the usual binomial coefficientCr

k5r !/k!( r 2k!,) and the property
r2(J2)15l1 has been used. From the Fock representation that corresponds to Eq.~25!, we may
obtain with the help of Eq.~9! the IHBR of L2 ,

B2~J3!5a2
11a1

1a1 , B2~J1!5a1
1 ,

~26!
B2~J2!5lea22~C01C1a2

11C2~a2
1!2!a12 1

2~C11C212C2a2
1!a1

1a1
22 1

3C2~a1
1!2a1

3.
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The corresponding IHDR is obtained directly as

D2~J3!5j21j1

]

]j1
, D2~J1!5j1 ,

~27!

D2~J2!5le]/]j22~C01C1j21C2j2
2!

]

]j1
2

1

2
~C11C212C2j2!j1

]2

]j1
22

1

3
C2j1

2 ]2

]j1
3 .

Compared to Eqs.~22! and ~23!, clearly, Eqs.~26! and ~27! are another kind oftwo-boson
realization and thetwo-variabledifferential realization ofL2 , respectively.

~3! On the quotient spaceU(L2)/I 3 , where the left idealI 3 is generated by two element
$J2 ,J32k1%(kPC), with the basis

$X~n![X~n00!modI 3unPN%, ~28!

the master representationr, Eq. ~14!, induces a representation,

r3~J3!X~n!5~k1n!X~n!,

r3~J1!X~n!5X~n11!, ~29!

r3~J2!X~n!52$~C01C1k1C2k2!n1~C2k1 1
2C1!n~n21!1 1

6C2n~n21!~2n21!%X~n21!,

by virtue of the propertyr3(J3)15k1. The operatorr(J3) on U(L2)/I 3 has the eigenvectorX(n)
with k1n as the eigenvalue. From the Fock representation that corresponds to~29!, we may
obtain by making use of Eq.~9! the IHBR of L2 ,

B3~J3!5k1a1
1a1 , B3~J1!5a1

1 , ~30!

B3~J2!52~C01C1k1C2k2!a12 1
2~C11C212C2k!a1

1a1
22 1

3C2~a1
1!2a1

3.

The corresponding IHDR reads

D3~J3!5k1j1

d

dj1
, D3~J1!5j1 , ~31!

D3~J2!52~C01C1k1C2k2!
d

dj1
2

1

2
~C11C212C2k!j1

d2

dj1
22

1

3
C2j1

2 d3

dj1
3 .

Equations~30! and ~31! are thesingle-bosonrealization and thesingle-variabledifferential real-
ization of L2 , respectively. WhenC050, C151, andC250, combined withk52 j , Eq. ~30!
becomes the so-called Gel’fand–Dyson representation of the ordinary angular momentum a
su~2!.23 The single-variable differential realization~31! is not any of the three kinds of single
variable differential realizations obtained by Beckerset al.14

IV. DISCUSSIONS

In this paper the single-, two-, and three-boson realizations and the corresponding s
two-, and three-variable differential realizations of the polynomial angular momentum algeb
quadratic type,L2 , are obtained, respectively, from the master representation ofL2 on the space
of its universal enveloping algebra and the induced representations on the quotient space
easy to check that all these realizations satisfy the commutation relations~12! of L2 . It is worthy
of noting that~a! these boson realizations, given by Eqs.~22!, ~26!, and~30!, are merely the basic
forms since from them we may construct the more complex forms of boson realizations
example, replacing the arbitrary constant numbers,L in Eq. ~22!, l in Eq. ~26!, andk in Eq. ~30!,
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by La3
1a3 , la3

1a3 , andka2
1a2 , respectively, will lead to the extended boson realizations ofL2 ,

which satisfy the commutation relations~12! of L2 as well. The similar property is held for th
corresponding differential realizations.~b! For the universal enveloping algebraU(L2), we can
further choose the other bases by ordering three generatorsJ1 ,J2 ,J3 in different sequences suc
asJ2

n J1
mJ3

r , (n,m,r PN), J3
nJ1

mJ2
r and so on, then the corresponding inhomogeneous boson

differential realizations ofL2 may be obtained easily by the approach used above. In fact
realizations based upon the base$J2

n J1
mJ3

r % and upon the base$J1
n J2

mJ3
r % adopted in this paper ma

be related by simple symmetry considerations. We see that the approach we employed is s
forward and simpler than the other methods, and may be applied to the polynomial a
momentum algebra of an higher degree,Ln(n.2), and the other nonlinear Lie~super!algebras
associated with ordinary Lie~super!algebras.24 This work is now underway.
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We classified theR-operators which satisfy the quantum Yang–Baxter equation on
a function space. In this study, we gave all the meromorphic solutions of the system
of the functional equations which is a necessary and sufficient condition for the
R-operator to satisfy the Yang–Baxter equation. Most of the solutions were ex-
pressed in terms of the elliptic, trigonometric and rational functions. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1367326#

I. INTRODUCTION

During the last 8 years, significant advances have been made in our understanding
solutions of the~quantum! Yang–Baxter equation on a function space, which we call
R-operators.1–3

Definition 1 (R-operator1): For x1 ,x2 ,...,xnPC and r .0, define the setsC(x1 ,r ) and
C((x1 ,x2 ,...,xn),r ) by C(x1 ,r )5$xPC;ux2x1u,r % and C((x1 ,x2 ,...,xn),r )5C(x1 ,r )
3C(x2 ,r )3...3C(xn ,r ). Let functions A(x) and B(u,x) be meromorphic onC(0,r ) and
C((0,0),r ), respectively. For a functionf meromorphic onC((0,0),r /2), we define the function
(R(u) f )(z1 ,z2) meromorphic onC(0,r )3C((0,0),r /2)({(u,z1 ,z2)) as

~R~u! f !~z1 ,z2!5A~z12z2! f ~z1 ,z2!2B~u,z12z2! f ~z2 ,z1!.

We call this operatorR(u) the R-operator.
There are three kinds of theR-operators expressed in terms of the elliptic, trigonometric,

rational functions, respectively. The ellipticR-operator has been investigated in particular. W
found it by taking the limitn→` of Belavin’s R-matrix.1 Belavin’s R-matrix is conversely
obtained through restricting the domain of a modified version of the ellipticR-operator to a
suitable finite-dimensional subspace.4 This suggests that the properties of Belavin’sR-matrix are
generalized to those of the ellipticR-operator. Actually the author constructed the incoming a
outgoing intertwining vectors for the ellipticR-operator, and proved the vertex-IR
correspondence.5 The boundaryK-operators,6,7 which satisfy the boundary Yang–Baxter equati
for the ellipticR-operator, are also obtained. We essentially use the ellipticR-operator and bound
ary K-operators to construct the~generalized! Ruijsenaars operators,8–10 the commuting difference
operators. Therefore, it is very important to find out new solutions of the Yang–Baxter equat
order to investigate the integrable models. What remains a question is the classification
R-operators.

The aim of this article is to classify theR-operators.
Proposition I.1: For any function f meromorphic on C((0,0,0),r /2), a necessary and suffi

cient condition for the functions R12(u)R13(u1v)R23(v) f and R23(v)R13(u1v)R12(u) f mero-
morphic on C((0,0,0,0,0),r /2) to satisfy the Yang–Baxter equation

R12~u!R13~u1v !R23~v ! f 5R23~v !R13~u1v !R12~u! f

is that the meromorphic functions A and B satisfy the following equations on C((0,0,0,0),r /2):

aDedicated to Professor Yoshiyuki Shimizu on the occasion of his sixtieth birthday.
27250022-2488/2001/42(6)/2725/21/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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B~u1v,x1y!~A~x!A~2x!2A~y!A~2y!!

5B~v,y!B~u1v,x!B~u,y!2B~u,x!B~u1v,y!B~v,x!, ~1!

A~y!B~u,x!B~v,x1y!5A~y!~B~u1v,x1y!B~u,2y!1B~v,y!B~u1v,x!!. ~2!

Therefore, in order to classify theR-operators, we gave the complete classification of the m
morphic solutionsA andB of the functional equations~1! and ~2!.

Theorem I.2: The meromorphic solutions A(x) and B(u,x) of Eqs. (1) and (2) defined on th
polydiscs C(0,r ) and C((0,0),r ), respectively, are one of the following:
0. Trivial case:

A~x! is arbitrary, B~u,x![0.

A~x![0,

B~u,x!5exp~F~x!u!G~u! on C~0,r !3C~0,r 1!

~0,r 1<r !.

1. Generic case:
1-1. Elliptic:

A~x!5c•h~x!
s~x1s;t1 ,t2!

s~x;t1 ,t2!s~s;t1 ,t2!
,

B~u,x!5c exp~rux!
s~x1au;t1 ,t2!

s~x;t1 ,t2!s~au;t1 ,t2!

~a,c,t1 ,t2PC\$0%,Im t2 /t1.0,sPC\~Zt11Zt2!,rPC!.

1-2. Trigonometric:

A~x!5H c•h~x!
sinh~x1s!/l

sinh~x/l!sinh~s/l!
,

c•h~x!
1

sinh~x/l!
,

B~u,x!5H c exp~rux!
sinh~x1au!/l

sinh~x/l!sinh~au/l!
,

c exp~rux!
exp~6x/l!

sinhx/l

~a,c,lPC\$0%,sPC\ZpA21l,rPC!.

1-3. Rational:

A~x!5H c•h~x!
x1s

xs
,

c•h~x!
1

x
,

B~u,x!5H c exp~rux!
x1au

axu
,

c exp~rux!
1

x

~a,c,sPC\$0%,rPC!.
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2. Singular case:

A~x!5c1h~x!, B~u,x!5c2 exp~rux!
1

u

~c1 ,rPC,c2PC\$0%!.

Here the function F is holomorphic on C(0,r 1), the function G(Ó0) is meromorphic on
C(0,r ), the function h is meromorphic on C(0,r ) satisfying the relation h(x)h(2x)51 and the
functions(x)5s(x;t1 ,t2) is the Weierstrass sigma function,

s~x;t1 ,t2!5x )
v5m1t11m2t2

H S 12
x

v DexpS x

v
1

1

2 S x

v D 2D J ,

where(m1 ,m2) in the product above runs over all the elements inZ2 except~0, 0!.
We can show the following theorem easily.
Theorem I.3: The functions A and B in Theorem I.2 satisfy Eqs. (1) and (2).
Our strategy to solve the functional equations~1! and~2! is as follows. We reduced Eqs.~1!

and ~2! to the functional equation introduced by Braden and Buchstaber:11

f1~x1y!~f4~x!f5~y!2f4~y!f5~x!!5f2~x!f3~y!2f2~y!f3~x!. ~3!

They have proved that the solutions of this functional equation above were characterized by
of the functional equation discussed by Bruschi and Calogero:12,13

a~x1y!2a~x!a~y!5w~x!w~y!c~x1y!. ~4!

Since Kawazumi and the author14 have given the complete classification of the meromorp
solutions near the origin of Eq.~4!, we obtained all the meromorphic solutions of Eqs.~1! and~2!
near the origin.

Let us now explain how this article is organized. Section II gives a brief summary o
functional equations above. In Sec. III, we solve the functional equations~1! and ~2! on the
assumptions thatBÓ0 and thatA(x)A(2x) is not identically constant. There are three kinds
meromorphic solutions of Eqs.~1! and ~2! expressed in terms of the elliptic, trigonometric a
rational functions. We discuss the elliptic case in Sec. IV, the trigonometric case in Sec. V a
rational case in Sec. VI, respectively. Section VII presents the classification of the merom
solutions of the functional equations~1! and ~2! on the assumptions thatBÓ0 and thatA(x)A
(2x)(Ó0) is identically constant. In the final section, Sec. VIII, we classify the meromor
solutions of the functional equations~1! and ~2! with A[0 or B[0.

After finishing this article, the author found the thesis15 in which Komori investigated the
R-operators associated with root algebras. We note that the definition of theR-operators in his
thesis was slightly different from that in this article.

II. REVIEWS OF CERTAIN FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS OF ADDITION TYPE

In this section, we review the solutions of the functional equations~3! and~4! of addition type.

A. Solutions of Eq. „4…

Bruschi and Calogero have investigated the general analytic solution of Eq.~4!.12,13They have
obtained the elliptic solution in the most general case and some trigonometric and rationa
tions by degenerating the periods of the elliptic functions.

Kawazumi and the author classified the meromorphic solutions near the origin of Eq.~4!.
Theorem II.1 „Kawazumi-Shibukawa14

…: Let a, w and c be holomorphic functions define
on a punctured disk$xPC;0,uxu,r 8% for some r8.0. If they satisfy the functional equation (4
then they are equal to one of the following functions.
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~0-i! a~x!50 or exp~rx! ~rPC!,

w[0 and c: arbitrary, or w: arbitrary and c[0.

~0-ii! a~x!5C exp~rx!, w~x!5C1 exp~C2x!,

c~x!5C~12C!C1
22 exp~~r2C2!x!

~C,r,C1 ,C2PC,CÞ0,1,C1Þ0!.

~ I! a~x!5exp~rx!
s~n;t1 ,t2!s~x1m;t1 ,t2!

s~m;t1 ,t2!s~x1n;t1 ,t2!
,

w~x!5exp~C1x1C2!
s~x!

s~x1n!
,

c~x!5exp~~r2C1!x22C2!
s~n!s~m2n!s~x1m1n!

s2~m!s~x1n!
,

~r,m,n,C1 ,C2PC, t1 ,t2PC\$0%, Im t2 /t1.0 m,n¹Zt11Zt2 , m2n¹Zt11Zt2!.

~ II ! a~x!5exp~rx!
a~exp~2x/l!21!1b

c~exp~2x/l!21!1b
,

w~x!5exp~C1x1C2!
exp~2x/l!21

c~exp~2x/l!21!1b
,

c~x!5exp~2C1x22C2!
~a2c!$2ac~exp~2x/l!21!1b22b~a1c!%

c~exp~2x/l!21!1b

~l,r,a,b,c,C1 ,C2PC, lÞ0, b~a2c!Þ0!.

~ III ! a~x!5exp~rx!
ax1b

cx1b
, w~x!5exp~C1x1C2!

x

cx1b
,

c~x!5exp~~r2C1!x22C2!
~c2a!$acx1b~a1c!%

cx1b

~r,a,b,c,C1 ,C2PC, b~a2c!Þ0!.

All the solutions except for the case~0-i! extend themselves to meromorphic functions defined
the whole planeC.

Remark:In Theorem II.1~I!, we uset1 , t2 , m andn instead oft1 /l, t2 /l, m/l andn/l in
Ref. 14. Moreover, we note that the conditionm2n¹Zt11Zt2 in Theorem II.1~I! was dropped
in Ref. 14.

B. Solutions of Eq. „3…

Braden and Buchstaber11 have investigated Eq.~3!. They have shown that the solutions of E
~3! were characterized by the solutions of Eq.~4!. We review their results briefly.

Let f1 be a holomorphic function onC(2x0,2r 0) andf2 , f3 , f4 andf5 be holomorphic
functions onC(x0 ,r 0) for somex0PC and r 0.0. We assume that they satisfy the followin
conditions:
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~a! Eq. ~3! for all x,yPC(x0 ,r 0),
~b! f2(x0)f38(x0)2f28(x0)f3(x0)Þ0,
~c! f4(x0)f58(x0)2f48(x0)f5(x0)Þ0.

Lemma II.2: We define the functionf̃1 holomorphic on C(0,2r 0) and the functionsf̃2 ,...,f̃5

holomorphic on C(0,r 0) as follows:

f̃1~x!5cf1~x12x0!,

S f̃2k~x!

f̃2k11~x!
D 5S f2k8 ~x0! f2k~x0!

f2k118 ~x0! f2k11~x0!
D 21S f2k~x1x0!

f2k11~x1x0! D ~k51,2!,

where

c5detS f48~x0! f4~x0!

f58~x0! f5~x0!
D Y detS f28~x0! f2~x0!

f38~x0! f3~x0!
D .

Then they satisfy

f̃1~x1y!~f̃4~x!f̃5~y!2f̃4~y!f̃5~x!!5f̃2~x!f̃3~y!2f̃2~y!f̃3~x!

for all x, yPC(0,r 0).
By straightforward computation, we deducef̃2k(0)5f̃2k118 (0)50 and f̃2k8 (0)5f̃2k11(0)

51 for k51,2.
Lemma II.3: There exist(0,)r 2<r 1 , the functionsgk and jk (k51,2) holomorphic on

C(0,r 2) such thatgk(x)Þ0 for all xPC(0,r 2),

S f̃2k~x!

f̃2k11~x!
D 5

1

gk~x!
S jk~x!

jk8~x! D
for all xPC(0,r 2), jk(0)50, and jk8(0)5gk(0)51.

For k51,2, definej̃k(x)5exp(2lkx)jk(x), wherelk52f̃2k9 (0)/2. Then the functionsj̃k(x)
are holomorphic onC(0,r 2) and satisfyj̃k(0)5 j̃k9(0)50 andj̃k8(0)51. We define the functions
j̃0 on xPC(0,2r 2) and g on xPC(0,r 2) by j̃0(x)5exp((l12l2)x)f̃1(x) and g(x)5exp(2(l1

2l2)x)g2(x)/g1(x).
Lemma II.4:~1! The functionj̃1(x)/ j̃2(x) is holomorphic on C(0,r 2).

~2! For all x,yPC(0,r 2)

j̃0~x1y!~ j̃2~x!j̃28~y!2 j̃2~y!j̃28~x!!5g~x!g~y!~ j̃1~x!j̃18~y!2 j̃1~y!j̃18~x!!.

Since there exists (0,)r 3<r 2 such thatj̃1(x)Þ0 andj̃2(x)Þ0 for all xPC(0,r 3)\$0%, we
are led to the following.

Theorem II.5 „Braden–Buchstaber11
…:

~1! g(x)5( j̃2(x)/ j̃1(x))2 and j̃0(x)5 j̃2(x)/ j̃1(x) for all xPC(0,r 3).
~2! Define the functionsa and w holomorphic on C(0,r 3) by a(x)5 j̃2(x)/ j̃1(x) and w(x)

5 j̃2(x). Then they satisfy Eq. (4) for all x, yPC(0,r 3/2)\$0%.

It is to be mentioned that the functionc is determined by the functionsa and w. We can
reconstruct the solutionsf1 ,...,f5 of Eq. ~3! from the functionsa andw in the theorem above.
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III. GENERIC CASE

In this section, we solve Eqs.~1! and ~2! on the assumption below.
Assumption 1:~1! The meromorphic functionA(x)A(2x) is not identically constant on

C(0,r ).
~2! The meromorphic functionB is not identically zero onC((0,0),r ).
The purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem III.1: ~1! The function A(x)A(2x) meromorphic on the disk C(0,r ) is one of the

following:

elliptic: A~x!A~2x!5
a1`~x;t1 ,t2!1a2

a3`~x;t1 ,t2!1a4
, ~5!

trigonometric: A~x!A~2x!5
a1 sinh22~x/l!1a2

a3 sinh22~x/l!1a4
,

rational: A~x!A~2x!5
a1x221a2

a3x221a4
,

where`(x)5`(x;t1 ,t2) is the Weierstrass pe function

`~x;t1 ,t2!52
d

dx S s8~x;t1 ,t2!

s~x;t1 ,t2! D ,

and the constantst1 , t2 , lPC\$0% and a1 , a2 , a3 , a4PC satisfy the relationsIm t2 /t1.0 and
a1a42a2a3Þ0.

~2! There exists C(u1 ,r 1),C(0,r /4) such that the function B(u,x) is one of the following:

elliptic: B~u,x!5exp~r~u!x!b~u!
s~x1a~u!;t1 ,t2!

s~x;t1 ,t2!
, ~6!

;~u,x!PD1ùDeù~C~u1 ,r 1!3C~0,r !!,

trigonometric: B~u,x!5exp~ r̃~u!x!b̃~u!

3
c~u!~exp~~x12ã~u!!/l!2exp~2x/l!!1exp~2x/l!

sinh~x/l!
, ~7!

;~u,x!PD1ùDtù~C~u1 ,r 1!3C~0,r !!,

rational: B~u,x!5exp~r~u!x!
b~u!1a~u!x

x
,

;~u,x!PD1ùDrù~C~u1 ,r 1!3C~0,r !!,

wherer(u), a(u), b(u)PC for all uPC(u1 ,r 1). Here D1(,C((0,0),r )) is the domain of the
meromorphic function B(u,x) and

De5C~0,r !3~C~0,r !\~Zt11Zt2!!,

Dt5C~0,r !3~C~0,r !\ZpA21l!,

Dr5C~0,r !3~C~0,r !\$0%!.
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Assumption 1 implies the following lemma.~For part~2!, see Lemma 5 in Ref. 11.!
Lemma III.2: ~1! Equations (1) and (2) on C((0,0,0,0),r /2) are equivalent to the following

equations:

A~x!A~2x!2A~y!A~2y!5B~u,x!B~u,2x!2B~u,y!B~u,2y!, ~8!

B~u,x!B~v,x1y!5B~u1v,x1y!B~u,2y!1B~v,y!B~u1v,x! ~9!

on C((0,0,0),r ) and C((0,0,0,0),r /2), respectively.

~2! The meromorphic solutions A(x) and B(u,x) of the previous equations satisfy the equ
tion

B~v,x1y!~A~x!A~2x!2A~y!A~2y!!

5B~u,2x!B~u1v,x!B~v,y!2B~u,2y!B~u1v,y!B~v,x! ~10!

as meromorphic functions on C((0,0,0,0),r /2).
Now we intend to apply Sec. II B to Eq.~10!.
Lemma III.3: For any C((u08 ,x08),r 08),C((0,0),r /2), there exist(u1 ,x1)PC((u08 ,x08),r 08)

and r1(.0) such that
~0! C((u1 ,x1),r 1),C((u08 ,x08),r 08),
~1! B(u,x) is holomorphic on C((u1 ,x1),r 1), C(u1 ,r 1)3C(2x1,2r 1) and C(2u1,2r 1)

3C(x1 ,r 1),
~2! B(u,2x) is holomorphic on C((u1 ,x1),r 1) and C(u1 ,r 1)3C(2x1,2r 1),
~3! A(x) is holomorphic on C(x1 ,r 1) and C(2x1,2r 1),
~4! A(2x) is holomorphic on C(x1 ,r 1) and C(2x1,2r 1),
~5! B(u,x)Þ0 for all (u,x)PC((u1 ,x1),r 1).

By C((u08 ,x08),r 08)ªC((0,0),r /4) in Lemma III.3, there exist (u1 ,x1)PC((0,0),r /4) and r 1

(.0) satisfying the conditions in Lemma III.3.
Lemma III.4:~1! (d/dx)(A(x)A(2x))Ó0 on C(x1 ,r 1).

~2! For all u, vPC(u1 ,r 1),

UB~u,2x!B~u1v,x!
]

]x
~B~u,2x!B~u1v,x!!

B~v,x!
]B

]x
~v,x!

UÓ0

on C(x1 ,r 1).
Proof: We prove part~2! only. The proof is by contradiction. Assume the assertion were fa

Then there would existu0 , v0PC(u1 ,r 1) such that

UB~u0 ,2x!B~u01v0 ,x!
d

dx
~B~u0 ,2x!B~u01v0 ,x!!

B~v0 ,x!
]B

]x
~v0 ,x!

U[0

on C(x1 ,r 1). Thus there existscPC such that

B~u0 ,2x!B~u01v0 ,x!

B~v0 ,x!
[c on C~x1 ,r 1!.
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By Eq. ~10! and Assumption 1~1!, we haveB(v0 ,x)[0 on C(2x1,2r 1). From Lemma III.5, we
get B(v0 ,x)[0 on C(0,r ), which implies a contradiction of Assumption 1~1! because of Eq.
~8!. h

Lemma III.5: Let r1 ,r 2.0 and F(u,x) be a function meromorphic on the polydisc C(0,r 1)
3C(0,r 2). For any vPC(0,r 1) such that the function F is holomorphic at(v,y)(yPC(0,r 2)),
the function F(v,x) is meromorphic on C(0,r 2).

Proof: Because the polydiscC(0,r 1)3C(0,r 2) is Stein andH2(C(0,r 1)3C(0,r 2),Z)50, the
sharp form of the Poincare´ theorem is valid onC(0,r 1)3C(0,r 2). ~See, for example, Chap. V
Sec. 2 in Ref. 16 and Secs. I and K in Ref. 17.! Then there exist two functionsg andh holomor-
phic on C(0,r 1)3C(0,r 2) such thath is not identically zero,F(u,x)5g(u,x)/h(u,x), and the
functionsg and h are coprime locally. Since the functionF is holomorphic at (v,y), we have
h(v,y)Þ0, which impliesh(v,x)Ó0 on C(0,r 2). Thus the functiong(v,x)/h(v,x) is meromor-
phic onC(0,r 2). For anyxPC(0,r 2) such thath(v,x)Þ0, F(v,x)5g(v,x)/h(v,x). This com-
pletes the proof of the lemma. h

Let u0 , v0PC(u1 ,r 1). Because of Lemmas III.3~2! and III.4, we can apply the metho
introduced in Sec. II B to Eq.~10! for uªu0 and vªv0 . That is to say, there exist
C(x0 ,r 0),C(x1 ,r 1) such that f1(x)ªB(v0 ,x) defined on C(2x0,2r 0), f2(x)ªB(u0 ,
2x)B(u01v0 ,x), f3(x)ªB(v0 ,x), f4(x)ªA(x)A(2x), and f5(x)[1 defined onC(x0 ,r 0)
satisfy the conditions~a!–~c! in Sec. II B.

From Theorems II.1 and II.5, the functiona(x)5 j̃2(x)/ j̃1(x) defined near the origin is one o
the following.

~0! a~x!5C exp~rx!,

~ I! a~x!5exp~rx!
s~m;t1 ,t2!s~x1n;t1 ,t2!

s~n;t1 ,t2!s~x1m;t1 ,t2!
,

~ II ! a~x!5exp~rx!
a~e2x/l21!1b

c~e2x/l21!1b
,

~ III ! a~x!5exp~rx!
ax1b

cx1b
.

Lemma III.6:a(x)ÞC exp(rx).
Proof: The proof is by contradiction. Assume the assertion were false. With the aid of T

rem II.5, we geta(0)51, and, consequently,B(v0 ,x)5c21 exp((r2l11l2)(x22x0)) near 2x0 .
Here the constantc was defined in Lemma II.2. From Lemma III.5 and the identity theorem for
meromorphic functions, the above equation is also valid onC(0,r ), which implies a contradiction
of Assumption 1~1! by virtue of Eq.~8!. h

From this lemma, the functionw is uniquely determined by the functiona and so are the
functionsj̃1 and j̃2 .

Proof of Theorem III.1 (1):We first note that Assumption 1 implies the conditiona1a4

2a2a3Þ0.
By means off5(x)[1, we havef̃5(x)[1 andg2(x)5j28(x), andf̃4(x)5j2(x)/j28(x) as a

result. By the definition in Lemma II.2,
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A~x!A~2x!

5

¦

f4~x0!1
f48~x0!

z~x2x0!2z~x2x01n!1l21z~n!
, ~I!

f4~x0!

1

f48~x0!S expS2~x2x0!

l D21DHcSexpS2~x2x0!

l D21D11J
Sl21

2c21

l DSexpS2~x2x0!

l D21DHcSexpS2~x2x0!

l D21D11J1 2

l
expS2~x2x0!

l D , ~II !

f4~x0!1
f48~x0!~x2x0!$c~x2x0!11%

~l21c!~x2x0!$c~x2x0!11%11
, ~ III !

near x0 , where z(x)5z(x;t1 ,t2) is the Weierstrass zeta functionz(x;t1 ,t2)
5s8(x;t1 ,t2)/s(x;t1 ,t2). With the aid of the identity theorem for the meromorphic functio
the equation above is valid onC(0,r ). BecauseA(x)A(2x) is an even function onC(0,r ), we
obtain the desired result. h

Now we prove Theorem III.1~2!.
Proposition III.7: Let u0PC(u1 ,r 1). For any v0PC(u1 ,r 1), there exist x0(v0)PC(x1 ,r 1)

and r2(v0)(.0) such that the function B(v0 ,x) is one of the following: For all x
PC(2x0(v0),r 2(v0)),

elliptic: B~v0 ,x!5exp~r~v0!x!b~v0!
s~x1a~v0!;t1 ,t2!

s~x;t1 ,t2!
,

trigonometric: B~u,x!5exp~r~u!x!b̃~u!

3
c~u!~exp~~x12ã~u!!/l!2exp~2x/l!!1exp~2x/l!

sinh~x/l!
,

rational: B~v0 ,x!5exp~r~v0!x!
b~v0!1a~v0!x

x
,

wherer(v0), a(v0), b(v0)PC.
Proof: For the sake of brevity, we only show the elliptic case. For anyv0PC(u1 ,r 1), there

exists C(x0(v0),r 0(v0)),C(x1 ,r 1)\(Zt11Zt2) such that f1(x)ªB(v0 ,x) defined on
C(2x0(v0), 2r 0(v0)), f2(x)ªB(u0 ,2x)B(u01v0 ,x), f3(x)ªB(v0 ,x), f4(x)ªA(x)A
(2x), andf5(x)[1 defined onC(x0(v0),r 0(v0)) satisfy the conditions~a!–~c! in Sec. II B by
means of Lemma III.4. Thus we deduce

j̃2~x!5exp~z~2x0~v0!;t1 ,t2!x!
s~2x0~v0!;t1 ,t2!s~x;t1 ,t2!

s~x12x0~v0!;t1 ,t2!
, ~11!

wheret1 andt2 are in Theorem III.1~1!.
Lemma III.8:a(x)Þ0, exp(rx).
The proof is quite similar to that of Lemma III.6, so we omit it. Equation~11! tells us that the

zeroes of the functionj̃2 areZt11Zt2 . Hence the functiona is an elliptic solution of Eq.~4! by
means of Lemma III.8, and the periods of the Weierstrass sigma functions in the functiona are
t1 andt2 as a consequence.~See Secs. 3 and 4 in Ref. 14.! Thus there exists (0,)r 2,2r 1 such
that
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j̃1~x!5exp~z~m;t1 ,t2!x!
s~m;t1 ,t2!s~x;t1 ,t2!

s~x1m;t1 ,t2!

on C(0,r 2). From Lemma II.2, Theorem II.5, Eq.~11! andf1(x)5B(v0 ,x), we have proved the
proposition. h

Proof of Theorem III.1 (2):For the sake of brevity, we only prove the elliptic case. For a
v0PC(u1 ,r 1), the functionB(v0 ,x) is meromorphic onC(0,r ) by Lemma III.5. On the other
hand, by Proposition III.7,

B~v0 ,x!5exp~r~v0!x!b~v0!
s~x1a~v0!!

s~x!

on some small disk inC(0,r ). Because the right hand side of the equation above is meromo
on C(0,r ), we have proved the theorem. h

IV. ELLIPTIC CASE

This section presents the solutionsA andB of Eqs.~8! and~9! in the elliptic case of Theorem
III.1.

Lemma IV.1: For all uPC(u1 ,r 1), s(a(u))Þ0 and b(u)Þ0.
Proof: We only show thats(a(u))Þ0 for all uPC(u1 ,r 1). The proof is by contradiction

Assume the assertion were false. Then there would existuPC(u1 ,r 1) such thats(a(u))50. By
means of Eq.~6!, there exist functionsr̃ and b̃ such thatB(u,x)5exp(r̃(u)x)b̃(u) for all x
PC(x1 ,r 1)\(Zt11Zt2), and this equation is also valid onC(0,r ) from Lemma III.5. By Eq.~8!,
this contradicts Assumption 1~1!. h

By virtue of Eqs.~5!, ~6!, ~8! and the lemma above, we conclude Lemma IV.2.
Lemma IV.2: We have a350, that is to say, A(x)A(2x)5ã1`(x)1ã2 on C(0,r ), where

ã15a1 /a4 and ã25a2 /a4 .
We note that the relationa1a42a2a3Þ0 impliesã1Þ0. It follows from the Lemma IV.2 and

Eq. ~8! that b(u)2s2(a(u))52ã1 for all uPC(u1 ,r 1).
Lemma IV.3: There exist cPC\$0% and C(u2 ,r 2),C(u1 ,r 1) such that b(u)s(a(u))5c for

all uPC(u2 ,r 2), and

B~u,x!5c exp~r~u!x!
s~x1a~u!!

s~a~u!!s~x!

for all (u,x)PD1ùDeù(C(u2 ,r 2)3C(0,r )) as a consequence.
For the proof, it suffices to show the following lemma.
Lemma IV.4: There exists C((u2,0),r 2),C(u1 ,r 1)3C(0,r ) such that the function

B(u,x)s(x) is holomorphic on C((u2,0),r 2).
Proof: Since the sharp form of the Poincare´ theorem is valid onC((0,0),r ), there exist two

functions g and h holomorphic onC((0,0),r ) such thath is not identically zero,B(u,x)s(x)
5g(u,x)/h(u,x), and the functionsg and h are coprime locally. By Eq.~6!, g(u,x)
5exp(r(u)x)b(u)s(x1a(u))h(u,x) for all (u,x)PD1ùDeù(C(u1 ,r 1)3C(0,r )).

We fix anyuPC(u1 ,r 1). Because the function exp(r(u)x)b(u)s(x1a(u)) is holomorphic on
C(0,r ) and g(u,x)5exp(r(u)x)b(u)s(x1a(u))h(u,x) for all xPC(x1 ,r 1)\(Zt11Zt2), we have
g(u,x)5exp(r(u)x)b(u)s(x1a(u))h(u,x) for all xPC(0,r ). Thus g(u,0)5b(u)s(a(u))h(u,0),
which tells us that (u,0) is not a pole of the functionB(u,x)s(x) for all uPC(u18 ,r 18). Since the
set of points of indeterminacy of the meromorphic function of two variables is isolated,
exists a regular point (u2,0)PC(u18 ,r 18)3C(0,r ) of the functionB(u,x)s(x). We have thus
proved the lemma. h

Using Eq.~8!, we are led to the following theorem.
Theorem IV.5: The elliptic solution A(x) defined on C(0,r ) is
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A~x!5c•h~x!
s~x1s!

s~x!s~s!
,

where h(x) is a meromorphic function defined on C(0,r ) satisfying the relation h(x)h(2x)51
and s is a complex constant such that`(s)52ã2 /ã1 .

In the sequel, we determine the functionB.
Proposition IV.6: There exists C(u38 ,d8),C(u2 ,r 2) such that

B~u,x!5exp~ r̃~u!x!
s~x1a1~u!!

s~a1~u!!s~x!

for all (u,x)PD1ùDeù(C(u38 ,d8)3C(0,r )), where the function a1 is holomorphic on
C(u38 ,d8).

We only give the proof in the case that there existsv1PC(u2 ,r 2) such that̀ 8(a(v1))Þ0
because the proof is rather simple in the case that`8(a(u))[0 on C(u2 ,r 2). The function`(x)
is holomorphic atx5a(v1) by using Lemma IV.1, and the functioǹhas a holomorphic inverse
g near a(v1) as a result. ~See, for example, p. 215 of Ref. 18.! Then there exists
C(v1 ,d),C(u2 ,r 2) such that̀ (a(u)) is in the domain of the functiong for all uPC(v1 ,d).
Define a functionã holomorphic onC(v1 ,d) as ã(u)5g(`(a(u))). There exists a function
e(u)P$0,1% such thata(u)[(21)e(u)ã(u) (modZt11Zt2) for all uPC(v1 ,d), and conse-
quently

B~u,x!5exp~ r̃~u!x!~21!e~u!
s~x1~21!e~u!ã~u!!

s~ ã~u!!s~x!

for all (u,x)PD1ùDeù(C(v1 ,d)3C(0,r )), wherer̃(u)PC.
Proposition IV.6 now follows from the following lemma.
Lemma IV.7: There exist C(v18 ,d8),C(v1 ,d) such that a(u)[ã(u)(modZt11Zt2) for all

uPC(v18 ,d8) or a(u)[2ã(u)(modZt11Zt2) for all uPC(v18 ,d8).
To prove this lemma, it suffices to give the proof in the case that, for allC(u,d1),C(v1 ,d),

there existv,wPC(u,d1) such thate(v)Þe(w). By the sharp form of the Poincare´ theorem,
there exist two functionsg andh holomorphic onC((0,0),r ) such thath is not identically zero,
B(u,x)s(x)5g(u,x)/h(u,x), and the functionsg andh are coprime locally. We omit the proof o
the lemma below because it is similar to that of Lemma IV.4.

Lemma IV.8: There exists C(u38 ,d8),C(v1 ,d) satisfying the following conditions.

~1! The function B(u,x)s(x) is holomorphic on C((u38,0),d8).
~2! For all (u,x)PC((u38,0),d8),

cexp~r̃~u!x!~21!e~u!
s~x1~21!e~u!ã~u!!

s~ã~u!!
h~u,x!5g~u,x!.

By means of Lemma IV.8,

exp~ r̃~u!x!~21!e~u!s~x1~21!e~u!ã~u!!5c21B~u,x!s~x!s~ ã~u!!

for all (u,x)PC((u38,0),d8). Since the functionã(u) is holomorphic onC(u38 ,d8), the function
f (u,x)ªc21B(u,x)s(x)s(ã(u)) is holomorphic onC((u38,0),d8). The function (] f /]x)(u,0) is
consequently holomorphic onC(u38 ,d8), and

] f

]x
~u,0!5 r̃~u!s~ ã~u!!1~21!e~u!s8~ ã~u!! ~12!

for all uPC(u38 ,d8).
By BÓ0 and Lemma IV.1, we conclude the following.
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Lemma IV.9: There exists C((u39 ,x39),d9),C((u38,0),d8) satisfying the following conditions.

~1! C(x39 ,d9)Ô0.
~2! f (u,x)Þ0 for all (u,x)PC((u39 ,x39),d9).
~3! s(x2ã(u))Þ0 for all (u,x)PC((u39 ,x39),d9).
~4! s(x1ã(u))Þ0 for all (u,x)PC((u39 ,x39),d9).

Lemma IV.7 follows from Lemma IV.10 immediately.
Lemma IV.10: For all uPC(u39 ,d9), 2ã(u)PZt11Zt2 .
Proof: To prove this lemma, we show

2
s~x31ã~u3!!

s~x32ã~u3!!
5exp~2x3z~ ã~u3!!!

for all (u3 ,x3)PC((u39 ,x39),d9). From Lemma IV.9, the functions2 f (u,x)/s(x2ã(u)) and
f (u,x)/s(x1ã(u)) are holomorphic onC((u39 ,x39),d9) and satisfy2 f (u,x)/s(x2ã(u))Þ0 and
f (u,x)/s(x1ã(u))Þ0 for all (u,x)PC((u39 ,x39),d9). For any (u3 ,x3)PC((u39 ,x39),d9), let
Log(1)(x) and Log(2)(x) be branches of the logarithm defined on open connected setsV1 ,V2,C
such that exp(r̃(u3)x3)PV1 and (21)e(u3)11f (u3 ,x3)/s(x31(21)e(u3)11ã(u3))PV2 , respec-
tively. Because the function (21)e(u3)11f (u,x)/s(x1(21)e(u3)11ã(u)) is continuous at (u,x)
5(u3 ,x3), there existẽ.0 andd̃.0 satisfying the following conditions.

~1! C((21)e(u3)11f (u3 ,x3)/s(x31(21)e(u3)11ã(u3)),ẽ),V2 .
~2! C((u3 ,x3),d̃),C((u39 ,x39),d9).
~3! For all (u,x)PC((u3 ,x3),d̃)

~21!e~u3!11f~u,x!

s~x1~21!e~u3!11ã~u!!
PCS ~21!e~u3!11f~u3,x3!

s~x31~21!e~u3!11ã~u3!!
,ẽD.

Let NPN such that 1/N, d̃. For all n>N, there existsũnPC(u3,1/n) such thate(ũn)Þe(u3).
~This is the case which we now consider.! Then we havee(ũn)[e(u3)11 (mod 2), limn→`ũn

5u3 , and (21)e(u3)11f (ũn ,x3)/s(x31(21)e(u3)11ã(ũn))PV2 for all n>N. By the conditions
~1! and ~2! above, exp(r̃(ũn)x3)PV2 for all n>N, and, consequently,

r̃~ ũn!x35Log~2!S ~21!e~u3!11f ~ ũn ,x3!

s~x31~21!e~u3!11ã~ ũn!!
D

for all n>N. On account of Eq.~12!,

] f

]x
~u3,0!5 lim

n→`

] f

]x
~ ũn,0!

5
1

x3
Log~2!S ~21!e~u3!11f ~u3 ,x3!

s~x31~21!e~u3!11ã~u3!!
Ds~ ã~u3!!1~21!e~u3!11s8~ ã~u3!!.

Because of exp(r̃(u3)x3)PV1,

] f

]x
~u3,0!5

1

x3
Log~1!S ~21!e~u3! f ~u3 ,x3!

s~x31~21!e~u3!ã~u3!!
Ds~ ã~u3!!1~21!e~u3!s8~ ã~u3!!.

By the straightforward calculation, we obtain the desired result, thereby completing the pro
Proposition IV.6. h

Proposition IV.11: There exists C(u3 ,r 3),C(u1 ,r 1) such that
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B~u,x!5exp~r1~u!x!
s~x1a1~u!!

s~a1~u!!s~x!
~13!

as meromorphic functions on C(u3 ,r 3)3C(0,r ), where the functionsr1 anda1 are holomorphic
on C(u3 ,r 3).

Proof: It is enough to show that the functionr̃ in Proposition IV.6 is holomorphic locally
Define f 1(u,x)ªer̃(u)s(x1a1(u)). Since the function f 1 is expressed as f 1(u,x)
5c21B(u,x)s(x)s(a1(u)), there existsC((u39,0),d9),C((u38,0),d8) such that the functionf 1 is
holomorphic on C((u39,0),d9) ~see Lemma IV.4!, and (] f /]x)(u,0)5 r̃(u)s(a1(u))
1s8(a1(u)) on C(u39 ,d9) as a result. By Lemma IV.1, we are led tos(a1(u))Þ0 onC(u39 ,d9),
thereby completing the proof. h

Proposition IV.12: We haver1(u)5ru1r3 and a1(u)5au1a3 , wherer, r3 , a, a3PC.
For the proof, we need the following.

Lemma IV.13: There exist C(u4 ,r 4),C(u3 ,r 3) and a function a4 holomorphic on C(u4 ,r 4)
such thats(a4(u)1a1(v))Þ0 for all u,vPC(u4 ,r 4) and s(a4(u))Þ0 for all uPC(u4 ,r 4).

Proof: If s(2a1(u))Ó0 on C(u3 ,r 3), put a4ªa1 . The proof in the case thats(2a1(u))
[0 on C(u3 ,r 3) is simple, so we omit it. h

We takeC( x̃1 , r̃ 1),(C(x1 ,r 1)\(Zt11Zt2)) such thatC(2x̃1,2r̃ 1)ù(Zt11Zt2)50” . From
Theorem IV.5 and the three term identity ofs ~see, for example, p. 377 of Ref. 19 and p. 461
Ref. 20!,

B~v,x1y!~A~x!A~2x!2A~y!A~2y!!

B~v,x!B~v,y!

5
cs~a1~v !!

s~a4~u!!s~a4~u!1a1~v !!

3S s~x1a4~u!1a1~v !!s~x2a4~u!!

s~x!s~x1a1~v !!
2

s~y1a4~u!1a1~v !!s~y2a4~u!!

s~y!s~y1a1~v !! D
for all u,vPC(u4 ,r 4) and x,yPC( x̃1 , r̃ 1). By virtue of Eq.~10!, for all u,vPC(u4 ,r 4), there
exists a constantg(u,v)PC such that

B~u,2x!B~u1v,x!

B~v,x!
5

cs~a1~v !!s~x1a4~u!1a1~v !!s~x2a4~u!!

s~x!s~x1a1~v !!s~a4~u!!s~a4~u!1a1~v !!
1g~u,v ! ~14!

for all x,yPC( x̃1 , r̃ 1).
From Lemma III.3 and C((2u4,2x1),2r 4),C((0,0),r /2), there exist (u18 ,x18)

PC((2u4,2x1),2r 4) and r 18(.0) such that the conditions in Lemma III.3 hold. The proof
Lemma IV.14 is similar to that of Proposition IV.11, so we omit it.

Lemma IV.14: There exists C(u38 ,r 38),C(u18 ,r 18) such that

B~u,x!56c exp~r2~u!x!
s~x1a2~u!!

s~x!s~a2~u!!
~15!

as meromorphic functions on C(u38 ,r 38)3C(0,r ) with the functionsr2 and a2 holomorphic on
C(u38 ,r 38).

Proof of Proposition IV.12:By Eqs.~13!–~15!,
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6exp~~r2~u1v !2r1~u!2r1~v !!x!s~x2a1~u!!s~x1a2~u1v !!

3s~a1~v !!s~a4~u!!s~a4~u!1a1~v !!

5s~a1~v !!s~x1a4~u!1a1~v !!s~x2a4~u!!s~a1~u!!s~a2~u1v !!

1g~u,v !s~a4~u!!s~x!s~a2~u1v !!s~x1a1~v !!s~a4~u!1a1~v !!

for any xPC( x̃1 , r̃ 1) and u,vPC(u38/2,r 38/2). We note that the equation above is valid onC
({x) also by means of the identity theorem for the holomorphic functions. Since the both sid
the equation above are quasi-periodic with the periodst1 and t2 ,a2(u1v)2a1(u)2a1(v)
PZt11Zt2 . Because the functionsa1 anda2 are holomorphic and the setZt11Zt2 is discrete,
the functiona2(u1v)2a1(u)2a1(v) is constant onC((u38/2,u38/2),r 38/2) and so is the function
r2(u1v)2r1(u)2r1(v). Hence we get the desired result. h

It is to be noted thatr2(u)5ru1r4 and thata2(u)5au1a4 , where r4 ,a4PC. By the
straightforward computation, we deduce the following.

Theorem IV.15: The elliptic solution B(u,x) of Eqs. (8) and (9) defined on the polydis
C((0,0),r ) is

B~u,x!5c exp~rux!
s~x1au!

s~x!s~au!
,

where aPC\$0% and rPC.

V. TRIGONOMETRIC CASE

In this section, we solve Eqs.~8! and ~9! in the trigonometric case of Theorem III.1.
The proof of Lemma V.1 is the same as that of Lemmas IV.1 and IV.2, so we omit the p
Lemma V.1:~1! For all uPC(u1 ,r 1), c(u)(exp(2ã(u)/l)21)11Þ0 and b̃(u)Þ0.
~2! We have a350, that is to say, A(x)A(2x)5ã1 sinh22(x/l)1ã2 on C(0,r ), where ã1

5a1 /a4 and ã25a2 /a4 .
From Eqs.~7!, ~8! and Lemma V.1~2!,

A~x!A~2x!2B~u,x!B~u,2x!5ã214b̃~u!2 expS 2ã~u!

l D c~u!~12c~u!! ~16!

for all uPC(u1 ,r 1),xPC(x1 ,r 1)\ZpA21l.
Lemma V.2: There exists C(u18 ,r 18),C(u1 ,r 1) such that

B~u,x!5exp~r~u!x!b~u!
sinh~x1a~u!!/l

sinh~x/l!
, or B~u,x!5exp~r~u!x!b~u!

1

sinh~x/l!

for any (u,x)PD1ùDtù(C(u18 ,r 18)3C(0,r )).
If there existsC(u18 ,r 18),C(u1 ,r 1) such thatc(u)2c(u)2Þ0 for all uPC(u18 ,r 18), then

there existsa(u)PC such thatc(u)5exp(a(u)/l)/(2 sinh(a(u)/l)) for all uPC(u18 ,r 18). For the
proof of Lemma V.2, it suffices to show the following lemma.

Lemma V.3: If, for all C(u, r̃ ),C(u1 ,r 1), there exists u0PC(u, r̃ ) such that c(u0)
2c(u0)250, then c(u)50 or 1 for all uPC(u1 ,r 1).

Proof: The proof is by contradiction. Assume the assertion were false. Then there would
u08PC(u1 ,r 1) such thatc(u08)Þ0, 1. We takeNPN such thatC(u08,1/N),C(u1 ,r 1). For all n
>N, there existsunPC(u08,1/n) such thatc(un)2c(un)250 and, for alln>N,

ã214b̃~un!2 expS 2ã~un!

l D c~un!~12c~un!!5ã2
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as a result. The left hand side of Eq.~16! is holomorphic onC(u1 ,r 1) for a fixed x
PC(x1 ,r 1)\ZpA21l, so it is continuous. Since limn→` un5u08 ,

ã214b̃~u08!2expS 2ã~u08!

l D c~u08!~12c~u08!!5ã2 ,

which is a contradiction of the choice ofu08 and Lemma V.1~1!. h

The proof of the theorem below is the same as that in Sec. IV, so we omit it.
Theorem V.4: ~1! The trigonometric solution A(x) of Eqs. (8) and (9) defined on the polydis

C(0,r ) is

A~x!5c•h~x!
sinh~x1s!/l

sinh~x/l!sinh~s/l!
or c•h~x!

1

sinh~x/l!
,

where cPC\$0%, sPC\ZpA21l and h(x) is a meromorphic function defined on C(0,r ) satisfy-
ing the relation h(x)h(2x)51.

~2! There exists C(u3 ,r 3),C(u1 ,r 1) such that the trigonometric solution B(u,x) of Eqs. (8)
and (9) is expressed as

B~u,x!5c exp~r1~u!x!
sinh~x1a1~u!!/l

sinh~a1~u!/l!sinh~s/l!
, or c exp~r1~u!x!

1

sinh~x/l!

on C(u3 ,r 3)3C(0,r ). Here the functionsr1 and a1 are holomorphic on C(u3 ,r 3).
~3! There exist C(u4 ,r 4),C(u3 ,r 3) and a function a4 holomorphic on C(u4 ,r 4) such that

sinh((a4(u)1a1(v))/l)Þ0 and sinh(a4(u)/l)Þ0 for all uPC(u4 ,r 4).
~4! There exists C(u38 ,r 38),C(2u4,2r 4) such that the trigonometric solution B(u,x) of Eqs.

(8) and (9) is expressed as follows:

B~u,x!56c exp~r2~u!x!
sinh~x1a2~u!!/l

sinh~a2~u!/l!sinh~x/l!
or 6c exp~r2~u!x!

1

sinh~x/l!

on C(u38 ,r 38)3C(0,r ). Here the functionsr2 and a2 are holomorphic on C(u38 ,r 38).
We takeC( x̃1 , r̃ 1),(C(x1 ,r 1)\ZpA21l) as C(2x̃1,2r̃ 1)ùZpA21l50” , and fix anyu,v

PC(u38/2,r 38/2). From Eq.~10! there existsg(u,v)PC such that

B~u,2x!B~u1v,x!

B~v,x!

5H c sinh~a1~v !/l!sinh~~x1a4~u!1a1~v !!/l!sinh~x2a4~u!!/l

sinh~~a4~u!1a1~v !!/l!sinh~~a4~u!/l!sinh~x/l!sinh~~x1a1~v !!/l!
1g~u,v !,

2c exp~2x/l!

sinh~x/l!
1g~u,v !,

~17!

for all xPC( x̃1 , r̃ 1), and, as a result, we are led to the four cases below:
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7exp~~r2~u1v !2r1~u!2r1~v !!x!

3
sinh~~x1a2~u1v !!/l!sinh~~2x1a1~u!!/l!sinh~a1~v !/l!

sinh~a2~u1v !/l! sinh~a1~u!/l!

5
c sinh~a1~v !/l!sinh~~x1a4~u!1a1~v !!/l!sinh~~x2a4~u!!/l!

sinh~~a4~u!1a1~v !!/l!sinh~a4~u!/l!

1g~u,v !sinh
x

l
sinh

x1a1~v !

l
, ~18!

7exp~~r2~u1v !2r1~u!2r1~v !!x!
sinh~~2x1a1~u!!/l!sinh~a1~v !/l!

sinh~a1~u!/l!

5
c sinh~a1~v !/l!sinh~~x1a4~u!1a1~v !!/l!sinh~~x2a4~u!!/l!

sinh~~a4~u!1a1~v !!/l!sinh~a4~u!/l!

1g~u,v !sinh
x

l
sinh

x1a1~v !

l
, ~19!

7c exp~~r2~u1v !2r1~u!2r1~v !!x!
sinh~~x1a2~u1v !!/l!

sinh~a2~u1v !/l!
52c expS 2

x

l D1g~u,v !sinh
x

l
,

~20!

7c exp~~r2~u1v !2r1~u!2r1~v !!x!52c expS 2
x

l D1g~u,v !sinh
x

l
, ~21!

for anyxPC( x̃1 , r̃ 1). We note that the equations above are valid onC. Substitution of 0 inx yields
that all the signatures of Eqs.~18!–~21! are21. From the periodicity of Eqs.~18!–~21!,

7exp~~r2~u1v !2r1~u!2r1~v !!pA21l!51, ~22!

and consequently, we have the following.
Lemma V.5: There existr,r3 ,r4PC such thatr1(u)5ru1r3 for all uPC(u3 ,r 3) and

r2(u)5ru1r4 for all uPC(u38 ,r 38).
In the case of~20!, we can express the functionB in two ways

B~u,x!5c exp~~ru1r3!x!
1

sinh~x/l!
,c exp~~ru1r4!x!

sinh~~x1a2~u!!/l!

sinh~a2~u!/l!sinh~x/l!
.

This is a contradiction. In the case of~19!, we deduce a contradiction in a similar fashion.
From Eq.~22! there existsnPZ such thatr422r35n/l, and one can regard Eqs.~18! and

~21! as the polynomials of the variable exp(x/l). Thus we deduce the following.
Proposition V.6: On C((0,0),r )

B~u,x!5H c exp((ru1r3)x)
sinh((x1au1a3)/l)

sinh(x/l)sinh((au1a3)/l)
for ~18!,

c exp~~ru1r4!x!
1

sinh~x/l!
for ~21!,

where a,a3PC.
From Eq.~17! we getr350, r4561/l anda3PZpA21l, that is to say,
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Theorem V.7: The trigonometric solution B(u,x) of Eqs. (8) and (9) defined on the polydis
C((0,0),r ) is

B~u,x!5c exp~rux!
sinh~x1au!/l

sinh~x/l!sinh~au/l!
, or c exp~rux!

exp~6x/l!

sinh~x/l!
,

where c is in TheoremV.4, aPC\$0% and rPC.

VI. RATIONAL CASE

In this section, we continue solving Eqs.~8! and ~9! in the rational case of Theorem III.1.
The proof of Theorem VI.1 is the same as that in Sec. IV, so we omit it.
Theorem VI.1: ~1! The rational solution A(x) of Eqs. (8) and (9) defined on the polydis

C(0,r ) is

A~x!5c•h~x!
x1s

xs
, or c•h~x!

1

x
,

where c,sPC\$0% and h(x) is a meromorphic function defined on C(0,r ) satisfying the relation
h(x)h(2x)51.

~2! There exist C(u3 ,r 3),C(u1 ,r 1) and C(u38 ,r 38),C(2u3,2r 3) such that the rational solu-
tion B(u,x) of Eqs. (8) and (9) is expressed as follows:

B~u,x!5H exp~r1~u!x!
a1~u!x1c

x
, on C~u3 ,r 3!3C~0,r !,

exp~r2~u!x!
a2~u!x6c

x
, on C~u38 ,r 38!3C~0,r !.

Here the functionsr1 and a1 are holomorphic on C(u3 ,r 3) and the functionsr2 and a2 are
holomorphic on C(u38 ,r 38).

We fix anyu,vPC(u38/2,r 38/2). From Eq.~10!, there existsg(u,v)PC such that

B~u,2x!B~u1v,x!

B~v,x!
52

c2

x~a1~v !x1c!
1g~u,v !

for all xPC(x1 ,r 1)\$0%, and consequently

exp~~r2~u1v !2r1~u!2r1~v !!x!5
c2

~2a1~u!x1c!~a2~u1v !x6c!

2
g~u,v !x~a1~v !x1c!

~2a1~u!x1c!~a2~u1v !x6c!
~23!

for all xPC(x1 ,r 1)\$0%. Since the equation above is valid onC, we obtain the following.
Lemma VI.2: There existr,r3PC such thatr1(u)5ru1r3 for all uPC(u3 ,r 3) and r2(u)

5ru12r3 for all uPC(u38 ,r 38).
From Eq.~23!, a1(u)a2(u1v)5(a1(u)2a2(u1v))a1(v) for all u,vPC(u38/2,r 38/2), which

implies the following.
Lemma VI.3: The function a1(u) is identically zero on C(u3 ,r 3), or there exists a,a3PC such

that
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1

a1~u!
5

au

c
1

a3

c
, ;uPC~u3 ,r 3!,

1

a2~u!
5

au

c
1

2a3

c
, ;uPC~u38 ,r 38!.

By the straightforward computation, we deduce the following.
Theorem VI.4: The rational solution B(u,x) of Eqs. (8) and (9) defined on the polydis

C((0,0),r ) is

B~u,x!5c exp~rux!
x1au

aux
, or c exp~rux!

1

x
.

Here c is in TheoremVI.1, aPC\$0% and rPC.

VII. SINGULAR CASE

This section describes the solutionsA andB of Eqs.~1! and~2! on the assumption thatBÓ0
and thatA(x)A(2x)(Ó0) is identically constant. It is to be mentioned that the assumption ab
and Eqs.~1! and ~2! imply Eqs.~9! and

B~u,x!B~u,2x!5B~u,y!B~u,2y! ~24!

on C((0,0),r ). Let D1 ,D2,C((0,0),r ) be the domains of the meromorphic functionB(u,x) and
B(u,2x), respectively. From Eq.~24!, for all uPC(0,r ) such that (u,x)PD1ùD2 , there exists
a(u)PC such that

B~u,x!B~u,2x!5a~u! ;xPC~0,r !s.t.~u,x!PD1ùD2 . ~25!

It follows immediately thata(u) is holomorphic atu5u0 if ( u0 ,y0)PD1ùD2 .
Lemma VII.1: If(u0 ,y0)PD1ùD2 , then (u0,0) is not a pole of the function B(u,x).
Proof: The proof is by contradiction. Assume the assertion were false. For allnPN, there

would exist (un8 ,xn8)PC((0,0),r ) such that (un8 ,xn8)PC((u0,0),1/n)ùD1 . Then there existsr n8
.0 such thatC((un8 ,xn8),r n8),C((u0,0),1/n)ùD1 . Hence there exists (un ,xn)PD2 such that
(un ,xn)PC((un8 ,xn8),r n8). Because (un ,xn)PC((u0,0),1/n)ùD1ùD2 , limn→` un5u0 and
limn→` xn50. Since (u0,0) is a pole ofB(u,x), limn→`uB(un ,xn)u5 limn→`uB(un ,2xn)u5`,
and limn→`uB(un ,xn)B(un ,2xn)u5` as a consequence. As we mentioned earlier, we are le
limn→` a(un)5a(u0), which is a contradiction of Eq.~25!. h

Thus the point (u0,0) in Lemma VII.1 is a regular point or a point of indeterminacy
B(u,x).

Lemma VII.2. For any(0,)r 8<r , there exists u0PC(0,r 8) such that(u0,0) is a regular
point of B(u,x).

Proof: It suffices to consider the case that (u0,0)PC((0,0),r 8) in Lemma VII.1 is a point of
indeterminacy of the functionB(u,x).

Because the set of the points of the indeterminacy of the meromorphic function with
variables is isolated, there existsr 0.0 such thatB(u,x) has no points of indeterminacy i
C((u0,0),r 0)\$(u0,0)% and C((u0,0),r 0),C((0,0),r 8). That is to say, for any u1

PC(u0 ,r 0)\$u0%, (u1,0) is not a point of indeterminacy ofB(u,x), and there existss.0 such
that C((u1,0),s),C((u0,0),r 0)\$(u0,0)% as a result.

For (u3 ,y3)PD1ùD2ù(C(u1 ,s)3C(0,r 8)), (u3,0) is not a pole ofB(u,x) by means of
Lemma VII.1. From (u3,0)PC((u1,0),s), (u3,0) is not a point of indeterminacy ofB(u,x). This
point u3 is the desired one. h

Proposition VII.3: There exist r0(.0) and u0PC(0,r ) satisfying the following conditions.
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~1! C((4u0,0),4r 0),C((0,0),r ).
~2! B(u,x) is holomorphic on C((u0,0),r 0)øC((2u0,0),2r 0)øC((4u0,0),4r 0).
~3! B(u,x)Þ0 for all (u,x)PC((u0,0),r 0)øC((2u0,0),2r 0)øC((4u0,0),4r 0).

Proposition VII.3 follows from Lemma VII.4 immediately.
Lemma VII.4:~1! If there exists C((u0,0),r 0),C((0,0),r ) such that B(u,x) is holomorphic

on C((u0,0),r 0) and C((2u0,0),2r 0),C((0,0),r ), then there exists C((u1,0),r 1),C((u0,0),r 0)
such that B(u,x) is holomorphic on C((2u1,0),2r 1).

~2! If there exists C((u0,0),r 0),C((0,0),r ) such that B(u,x) is holomorphic on
C((u0,0),r 0), then there exists C((u1,0),r 1),C((u0,0),r 0) such that B(u,x)Þ0 for all (u,x)
PC((u1,0),r 1).

Proof: We prove~1! only. We takeC((u2 ,y2),r 2),(C(2u0,2r 0)3C(0,r ))ùD1ùD2 , and,
for all uPC(u2 ,r 2), there existsyPC(y2 ,r 2) such that (u,y)PD1ùD2 as a result. By Lemma
VII.1, ~u, 0! is not a pole ofB(u,x) for all uPC(u2 ,r 2). Because the set of the points o
indeterminacy of the meromorphic function of two variables is isolated andu/2PC(u0 ,r 0) for all
uPC(u2 ,r 2), there existsu1PC(u0 ,r 0) such that (2u1,0)PD1 . Thus there existsr 1.0 such
that C((u1,0),r 1),C((u0,0),r 0) andC((2u1,0),2r 1),D1 . This completes the proof. h

By Eq. ~9!, there existsg(u,v)PC such that

B~u1v,x!

B~u,x!B~v,x!
5g~u,v ! ~26!

for all xPC(0,r 0/2),u,vPC(u0 ,r 0/2), and, consequently, we have the following.
Proposition VII.5: We fix any u,vPC(u0 ,r 0/2) and put

a~x!5
B~u1v,x!

B~u,x!
, w~x!5

1

B~u,x!
, c~x!5a~u!g~u,v !B~u1v,x!.

Then they satisfy Eq. (4) for all x,yPC(0,r 0/4).
With the aid of Proposition VII.3, the functionsa, w andc are all holomorphic onC(0,r 0/2).

Moreover,w(x)Þ0 andc(x)Þ0 for all xPC(0,r 0/2). This tells us that the functionsa, w andc
are the solutions of Eq.~4! with the conditionsw(0)Þ0 and a(x1y)2a(x)a(y)Þ0 for all
x,yPC(0,r 0/4). By virtue of Theorem II.1, we conclude the following.
Proposition VII.6: For uPC(u0 ,r 0/2) and xPC(0,r 0/4),

B~u,x!5c1~u!exp~r1~u!x!,

where c1 and r1 are holomorphic on C(u0 ,r 0/2). The function c1 satisfies c1(u)Þ0 for all u
PC(u0 ,r 0/2).

We obtain Proposition VII.7 in a similar fashion.
Proposition VII.7: For uPC(2u0 ,r 0) and xPC(0,r 0/2),

B~u,x!5c2~u!exp~r2~u!x!,

where c2 and p2 are holomorphic on C(2u0 ,r 0). The function c2 satisfies c2(u)Þ0 for all u
PC(2u0 ,r 0).

By virtue of Eqs.~9! and ~26!, we deduce Theorem VII.8.
Theorem VII.8: The singular solutions A(x) and B(u,x) of Eqs. (1) and (2) defined on th

polydiscs C(0,r ) and C((0,0),r ), respectively, are as follows:

A~x!5c1h~x!, B~u,x!5c2 exp~rux!
1

u
.
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Here c1 , c2PC\$0%, rPC and h(x) is a meromorphic function defined on C(0,r ) satisfying the
relation h(x)h(2x)51.

VIII. TRIVIAL CASE

In this section, we solve Eqs.~1! and ~2! with A[0 or B[0.
Lemma VIII.1: If the function B is identically zero on C((0,0),r ), then, for any function A

meromorphic on C(0,r ), the functions A and B([0) satisfy Eqs. (1) and (2).
In the sequel, we assume thatA[0 andBÓ0. From the previous assumption, Eqs.~1! and~2!

are equivalent to

B~u1v,x!

B~u,x!B~v,x!
5

B~u1v,y!

B~u,y!B~v,y!

on C((0,0,0,0),r /2). By differentiating the equation above in the variablex, we get

~]B/]x!~u1v,x!

B~u1v,x!
2

~]B/]x!~u,x!

B~u,x!
2

~]B/]x!~v,x!

B~v,x!
50

on C((0,0,0),r /2) and, as a result, (]2B̃/]u2)(u,x)50 on C((0,0),r ), whereB̃(u,x)5(]B/]x)
(u,x)/B(u,x).

Lemma VIII.2: There exists a function f meromorphic on C(0,r ) such that B̃(u,x)5 f (x)u as
meromorphic functions on C((0,0),r ) and the function f is holomorphic at x50.

Proof: We only show that the functionf is holomorphic atx50. Let D1 be the domain of the
meromorphic functionB. By means ofBÓ0, there existsC((u1 ,x1),r 1),D1\($0%3C(0,r )) such
that B(u,x)Þ0 for all (u,x)PC((u1 ,x1),r 1). Hence, for all uPC(u1 ,r 1), f (x)5(]B/]x)
(u,x)/(uB(u,x)) is meromorphic onC(0,r ). ~See Lemma III.5! Laurent’s expansions nearx
50 of the functionsf and (]B/]x)(u,x)/(uB(u,x)) are

f ~x!5 (
k15 l

`

ak1
xk1,

~]B/]x!~u,x!

uB~u,x!
5

1

u (
k2521

`

bk2
~u!xk2 ~ l,b21~u!PZ!,

and we getl 521 anda215b21(u)/u for all uPC(u1 ,r 1) as a result. Ifb21(u1)Þ0, then, for
all uPC(u1 ,r 1), u5(b21(u)/b21(u1))u1PQu1 , which is a contradiction. Thusb21(u1)50,
and consequentlya2150. We have completed the proof. h

Therefore we deduce the following theorem.
Theorem VIII.3: There exist(0,)r 1(<r ), a function F holomorphic on C(0,r 1) and a

function G meromorphic on C(0,r ) such that the function G is not identically zero and B(u,x)
5exp(F(x)u)G(u) as meromorphic functions on C(0,r )3C(0,r 1).
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Erratum: ‘‘Dynamics of axial channeling in quasicrystals:
An averaging-theory approach’’ †J. Math. Phys. 41,
5342 „2000…‡
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~Received 7 March 2001; accepted for publication 8 March 2001!

© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1370394#

~1! In line 5 after Eq.~3.4!, ‘‘ «* 51/AV(j)’’ should read ‘‘«* 51/A2V(j). ’’
~2! In lines 3 and 12 of paragraph 5, p. 5357, ‘‘W'’’ should read ‘‘H'(z). ’’
~3! In Eq. ~3.51!, ‘‘ W̄’’ should read ‘‘H̄(j,h). ’’

~4! In lines 2 and 3 after Eq.~3.52c!, read ‘‘... , where«** 51/AV̄(j1 ,j2). Since...’’ as ‘‘... ,

where«** 51/A2V̄(j1 ,j2). Since ... .’’
~5! In lines 1 and 2 of the last paragraph of p. 5363, read ‘‘...withiZ(t,«)2Z̄(t,«)i replaced

by...’’ as ‘‘...with iZ(t,«)2Z̄(t,«̄)i replaced by... .’’
27460022-2488/2001/42(6)/2746/1/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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The Hagedorn transition in noncommutative open string theory~NCOS! is rela-
tively simple because gravity decouples. For NCOS theories in no more than five
space–time dimensions, the Hagedorn transition is second order, and the high
temperature phase involves long, nearly straight fundamental strings separating
from the D-brane on which the NCOS theory is defined. Above five spacetime
dimensions interaction effects become important below the Hagedorn temperature.
Although this complicates studies of the transition, we believe that the high tem-
perature phase again involves long strings liberated from the bound state. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1372176#

I. INTRODUCTION

Just as noncommutative field theories~i.e., quantum field theories on noncommutative spac!
can be obtained as certain limits of D-branes with a background magnetic field,1 noncommutative
open string~NCOS! theories are defined as a special limit of Type II D-branes with a unifo
electric field.2,3 The bosonic part of the world volume action has the standard form

S5E
S
d2sF 1

4pa8
„~]aX0!22~]aX1!2

…2
1

4pa t8
(
i 52

9

~]aXi !2G1E R
]S

X0
]

]s
X1. ~1!

In the NCOS limit the electric field approaches its critical value,E→Ec51/2pa8, anda8→0 in
such a way that the effective tension of an open string stretched along the direction of the e
field remains finite:

aeff8 5a8
Ec

2

Ec
22E2 . ~2!

a!Electronic mail: ssgubser@ebenezer.Princeton.edu
27490022-2488/2001/42(7)/2749/16/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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There is a similar rescaling of the interaction strength:4

Go
25gstrAEc

22E2

Ec
2 , ~3!

and the open string couplingGo is held fixed in the NCOS limit. The inverse-tension parame
for the transverse directions,a t8 , is finite from the start and independent ofE ~it is convenient to
seta t85aeff8 !. A remarkable property of this limit is that, even thoughgstr→`, the closed strings
decouple from the open strings.2,3 Therefore, the NCOS is a nongravitational string theory.

This definition of NCOS theories leads naturally to a space–time where the space an
directions do not commute, i.e.,@X0,Xi #5 iu0i . Unlike the situation in noncommutative Yang
Mills theories, here the noncommutativity scale,uuu, is intrinsically tied to the string scale. Thi
implies that in order to make sense of the notion of a noncommuting space/time manifol
would have to first give precise meaning to the notion of Einsteinian spacetimes down at the
scale.

The relation~3! implies thatgstr→` in the NCOS limit. Therefore,S-duality may be used to
map NCOS to D-brane systems at weak string coupling.5,6 A particularly simple example of such
duality is 111-dimensional NCOS, which is found to be dual to maximally supersymme
U(N) gauge theory with one unit of electric flux. The open string coupling isGo

251/N; it
becomes weak in the largeN limit. Therefore, the 111-dimensional NCOS provides a ne
example of duality between largeN gauge theory and strings. The fact that we find open stri
rather than closed is related to the presence of the electric flux tube which binds theN D-strings.
Massive open strings are dual to the excitations of this theory where locallySU(N) is broken to
SU(N21)3U(1). The massless open strings are dual to theU(1) part of the spectrum~the
overall vibrations of the bound state!, and the duality with the gauge theory predicts that
massless states decouple. In Ref. 6 this prediction was confirmed by explicit NCOS calcul
A further check on the duality performed in Ref. 6 involves the high-energy behavior o
massive amplitudes: it is found to exhibit the same power-law fall-off as expected from the g
theory.

Another classic way of subjecting strings to extreme conditions is to heat them up to a
temperature. For conventional superstring theory this was extensively studied in the late 87–9

and afterwards~see for instance Refs. 10, 11, 12!. A complicating factor in these papers is that
is difficult to study the thermodynamics of gravitating systems. Nevertheless, a coherent p
has emerged suggesting a first-order phase transition happening well below the Ha
temperature.9

In this paper we study the thermodynamics of NCOS in various dimensions. Just like
other superstring theory, NCOS theory exhibits a Hagedorn density of states:

r~m!;m29/2em/TH, ~4!

with the scale for the Hagedorn temperature set byaeff8 :

TH5
1

A8p2aeff8
. ~5!

In particular, the partition function of NCOS theory appears to diverge above the temperaT
5TH , where the Hagedorn transition is expected to take place. Our goal is to understa
physics of this transition and describe the thermodynamics of NCOS theory atT.TH . Since the
NCOS theories are decoupled from gravity, we will not face the usual difficulties associated
gravitational thermodynamics. Furthermore, at least in 111 dimensions the dual gauge theo
provides an important guide to what happens at the transition. Here we find that the trans
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to a phase where some finite fraction of the strings are freed from the bound state, i.e., wh
theory enters the Higgs branchSU(N)→SU(N2K)3U(1)K. A calculation of the free energy
below and above the transition shows that it is second order.

Guided by the intuition from the 111-dimensional case we proceed top11 dimensions. For
p.1, S-duality works differently, but on the NCOS side we may still think of some density
F-strings bound to a Dp-brane. We will show that for allp,5 the Hagedorn transition is agai
second order and is associated with the liberation of strings from the bound state. Forp>5 the
entropy of noninteracting open strings~and also the string length! diverges asT approachesTH

from below.13 This suggests that string interaction effects become important already belowTH .
Nevertheless, we will argue that the high-temperature phase again contains a finite fraction
strings liberated from the bound state. In all these cases the theory slightly above the tra
appears to be effectively 111-dimensional, with a preferred direction chosen by the electric fi

In previous work3 it was suggested that there is a change in the behavior of zero-tempe
NCOS at p57, where non-planar amplitudes begin to diverge atk250 ~k is the momentum
flowing in the closed string channel!. We calculate a cross-section for graviton production a
confirm that NCOS theories do not decouple from gravity forp>7. Our work further shows that
at finite temperature, there is new physics appearing in the NCOS theory at a lower dime
p55: interaction effects become important already belowTH . A special role ofp55 in open
string thermodynamics was noted earlier in Ref. 13.

Other authors have recently studied phases of NCOS theories and Hagedorn behavior o
theories decoupled from gravity.14–17 These works focused primarily on results derivable fro
supergravity. The current work takes the rather different approach of examining the free ene
bound states in a field theory approximation. The relevant temperatures for our analysis are
that the near-extremal supergravity solutions are highly curved on the string scale and
unreliable.

There is also an extensive literature on Hagedorn behavior in asymptotically free g
theories. For important early contributions to the subject, see Refs. 18, 19, 20. In the curren
we focus on perturbative string techniques rather than field theory. However, some inform
about strongly coupled gauge theories may be extracted from our results, particularly in
11-dimensional case.

II. NCOS THERMODYNAMICS FOR TËTH

In order to obtain a reliable picture of the thermodynamics of NCOS theory forT,TH directly
from the free string spectrum, two conditions must pertain. First, the open strings should in
weakly with one another. Second, the cubic coupling^ffs& between an incipient thermal tachyo
f and the radiuss of the Euclidean time direction, which played a crucial role in the analysi
Ref. 9, is absent. This is becauses represents a closed string~gravitational mode!, which de-
couples according to the arguments of Refs. 2, 3. This is the essential difference betwe
Hagedorn transition for NCOS theory and for critical string theory.9 Whereas essentially gravita
tional effects drive the Hagedorn transition first order in critical string theory, we will see th
NCOS theory the transition remains second order.

The free string analysis proceeds in a similar way regardless of the spatial dimensiop in
which the open strings live. The calculation of free energy of noninteracting open strings
Dp-brane, which is not affected by the noncommutativity, was carried out in Ref. 13. We
largely rederive their results and adapt them for our purposes. The principal result is that th
energy is analytic inT for T,TH , and that the leading nonanalytic behavior in the expansio
F aroundT5TH is

F;H ~analytic in t !1t ~72p!/21..., for p even,

~analytic in t !1t ~72p!/2 log t1..., for p odd,
~6!

where t5(TH2T)/TH . There are two equivalent means of obtaining this result. First, one
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directly evaluate the annulus diagram in the Matsubara formalism where the Euclidean
direction is compact with circumferenceb5T21. The one loop free energy for a Dp-brane with
an electric field of strengthE turned on is21

Zsingle string52c1E
0

` dt

~p13!/2
q2S 0U ib2

2p2aeff8 t D Fq2~0u i t !

q18~0u i t !G
4

52
c1

~2p!4 E
0

` dt

t92p/2 q2S 0U ib2t

2p2aeff8 D Fq2~0u i t!

q18~0u i t G4

. ~7!

In the first line we have usedt as the modular parameter of the cylinder. In the second line
substitutet51/t, which is the usual closed string modular parameter. The expressions in~7! are
exact even away from the NCOS limit, provided we use the definition~2! and neglect coupling to
closed strings. They are identical to the partition function of ordinary open superstrings
Dp-brane, only witha8 replaced byaeff8 . The constantc1 is given asVbp4/2(2p)5(2paeff8 )5. The
reduced Hagedorn temperature for the partition function was noted in Ref. 22.

The nonanalytic behavior arises from a divergence in the modular integral at larget ~the long
cylinder limit!. NearTH , we can use the larget asymptotics of theq functions to obtain

FNCOS~T'TH!;2E` dt

t~g2p!/2 e~1/TH
2

21/T2!t, ~8!

from which the claimed analyticity forT,TH and the leading nonanalyticity quoted in~6! are
evident.

An equivalent, ‘‘elementary’’ approach to obtain the same result is to plug~4! into the
standard formula for a partition function:

Zsingle string5 (
states

e2E/T

5 (
i PHo

'
E dpk

~2p!p
e2Ak21mi

2/T

;E
0

`

dmr~m!~mT!p/2e2m/T;E`

dm m~p29!/2 expFmS 1

TH
2

1

TD G , ~9!

where in the third step we have made an approximation to the momentum integration
becomes exact in the limit of large massesmi .13 Evaluating the last integral leads again to~6!.

Note that the free energy is finite atT5TH for p,7 and diverges logarithmically forp57.
The entropy,S52]F/]T, remains finite only forp,5, and diverges logarithmically forp55.
For a single long string, the entropy is proportional to the length of the string. Hence wht
5(TH2T)/TH is small, the total entropy is proportional to the rms length of the excited o
strings,l NCOS, times the average number of these strings per unit volume,rNCOS.23 As T→TH

from below, we have the scalings

rNCOSl NCOS;H ~finite!, for p,5,

2 log t, for p55,

1/At, for p56,

~10!

and so on.
The quantityrNCOSl NCOS is the average density of string at any given point. As long as

quantity remains finite, the effects of interactions may be suppressed by takingGo sufficiently
small. Thus forp,5 one can ensure that string interactions are never significant, but forp>5
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they eventually will be. A figure of merit to measure the strength of string interactionsh
5GorNCOSl NCOS. We work in units whereaeff8 51 to makeh dimensionless. The free energy fo
T,TH , neglecting interactions, is orderGo

0. Interactions make a contribution of orderh2 to the
free energy. Thus interactions become important whenh*1, which is to sayrNCOSl NCOS

*1/Go . One can now use~10! to make a rough estimate of the temperature at which st
interactions matter. Forp55 this temperature ist;e2const/Go, while for p56 it is t;Go

2.
In the next sections, we will propose that the physics aboveTH involves the gradual emissio

of long strings. We will assume that the free string picture is valid up toT5TH : thus the
discussion seems to be limited top,5. Note however that forp55,6 the entropy of the open
string gas at the temperature where interactions become important is of order 1/Go . For weak
string coupling, this is still much smaller than the entropy in the liberated string phase whic
we show in Sec. IV A, is of order 1/Go

2. So we speculate that long string liberation starts tak
place nearTH for p55,6 as well.

The calculations that we present forp,5 are clean because we can work in a limit where f
string theory applies. The string liberation transition may still occur away from zero coup
although it is possible that the transition becomes first order. The additional complicationp
55, 6 is that there is no limit in which free string theory applies uniformly.

III. TWO-DIMENSIONAL NCOS THEORY AT TÌTH

In this section we focus on the specific example of the two-dimensional NCOS theop
51. In this case one can use Type IIBS-duality to describe a D1-brane with a near-critical elect
field as a (1,N) bound state24,25 where the number,N, of D1-branes is related to the open strin
coupling constant,Go

251/N. At low energies this system behaves asSU(N) two-dimensional
super-Yang–Mills theory with one unit of electric flux and coupling constant,

gYM
2 5

N2

aeff8
. ~11!

In this dual picture noncommutative open strings can be identified with excitations correspo
to the HiggsingSU(N)→SU(N21)3U(1). Indeed, to create an island~of sizeL! of the Higgs
phase costs an energy5,6 of

E5LS gYM
2

4p~N21!
2

gYM
2

4pND'
LgYM

2

4pN2 5
L

4paeff8
. ~12!

In the last equality we used the relation~11! between the Yang–Mills coupling constant and t
tension of open strings. In terms of the (1,N) bound state,~12! represents the energy to have
D-string split off from the bound state and run parallel to it for a distanceL before rejoining.

At finite temperature, there is a gain in entropy when a string splits off from the bound
due to small fluctuations of the string. Since a long string in light-cone gauge is described by
supermultiplet, this entropy isS54pLT @in the dual gauge theory it comes from theU(1) part of
the Higgsed gauge groupSU(N21)3U(1)#. The corresponding free energy of these light mod
is F522pLT2. Therefore, the total free energy of a string liberated from the bound state,

F liberated string5LS 1

4paeff8
22pT2D , ~13!

vanishes precisely at the Hagedorn temperature:

TH5
1

A8p2aeff8
5

1

A8p

gYM

N
. ~14!
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We would like to interpret the Hagedorn transition as the liberation of fundamental st
parallel to the electric field from the (N,1) bound state. This interpretation is satisfying in that
Hagedorn transition is generally associated with the temperature at which it is favorable to
long closed strings~see for instance Refs. 10, 11!. If we compactify in the direction of the electri
field, then the liberated strings are precisely those long closed strings. What is special ab
NCOS limit is that in the near-critical electric field, the closed strings are allowed to wind on
one direction. Furthermore, since their tension away from the bound state isa8, they are nearly
straight: the masslessU(1) degrees of freedom represent only slight fluctuations.

A crucial aspect of the analysis is that, once one string has been liberated, the Hag
temperature of the NCOS theory on the (N21,1) bound state is slightly higher: after freeing o
string, we have

aeff8new5
~N21!2

gYM
2 , TH

new5
gYM

A8p

1

N21
. ~15!

In order to free another fundamental string, we must increaseT to TH
new. The analysis in~12! and

~13! carries over without change to this case, and the Hagedorn temperature of the boun
increases again. Thus we have good control over the physics above the originalTH : the liberated
fundamental strings are only slightly fluctuating, and the NCOS strings attached to the boun
remain at or below their Hagedorn transition.

It is possible to summarize the analysis in a way that will generalize easily to other c
Supposek out of theN fundamental strings have been liberated,k@1. The free energy per uni
length of the total system, consisting of the (N2k,1) bound state plus thek liberated strings, is

Fk

L
5

1

2pa8
A~N2k!21

1

gstr
2 1

k

2pa8
22pkT21O~1!

'
N2k

2pa8 S 11
1

2gstr
2 ~N2k!2D 1

k

2pa8
22pkT2

5
N

2pa8
22pNT21

1

4pa8gstr
2 ~N2k!

12p~N2k!T2

>
N

2pa8
22pNT21TA 2

a8gstr
2 . ~16!

In the first line of~16!, we have summed up the total tension of the (N2k,1) bound state, the tota
tension of thek liberated strings, the free energy of the fluctuations of thosek strings, and the
O(1) free energy coming from fluctuating open strings attached to the bound state.26 The symbol
O(1) means, more precisely, that this contribution to the free energy is a finite quantity of
1 timesLT2. In the second line of~16! we have expanded the square root forgstr(N2k)@1, and
in the last line we have used the arithmetic–geometric mean inequality. Equality holds in th
line iff

N2k5
1

A8p2a8gstrT
. ~17!

Transforming to rescaled NCOS variables, we find that the fraction of liberated strings is

n5
k

N
5

T2TH

T
, ~18!
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whereTH is the original Hagedorn temperature defined in~14!.
From ~16! we immediately read off the total free energy forT.TH :

F

L
5 inf

k

Fk

L
522pN~TH!21O~1!. ~19!

Another way to arrive at this formula is to note that the entropy of thek liberated strings is

S52
dF

dT
54pkLT54pNL~T2TH!. ~20!

Integrating this equation with the boundary condition thatF/L is of order 1 atT5TH reproduces
the result~19!.

Actually, sincek is a discrete variable,F/L522pN(T2TH)2 andn5(T2TH)/T only rep-
resent an approximation to a series of discrete transitions, fromF0 to F1 to F2 and so on.
However, since we are operating at largeN, the discrete transitions are very closely spaced,
can effectively be regarded as a single continuous transition. At some level, the approach w
taken is only meaningful in the largeN limit: we have examined various competing minima of t
free energy, corresponding to different numbers of liberated fundamental strings, at a com
classical level, ignoring the fact that in one spatial dimension strong infrared fluctuations sm
out any nonanalyticity in the free energy. What saves the day is largeN: when a finite fraction of
fundamental strings have been liberated, their fluctuations ‘‘average out’’ to an extent suchn
is a good order parameter for the transition. One should not take too seriously the literal pic
a single string peeling off the bound state atT5TH , followed shortly thereafter by another, an
then another; rather, the free energy starts as anO(1) quantity for T,TH and rises toO(N)
through a transition in which fundamental strings are collectively liberated. There isnot, after all,
a series of closely spaced first-order transitions—this would be in violation of the general a
ticity properties of the free energy in one spatial dimension—instead, the maximally smo
free energy has the form~19!, which indicates a discontinuityDC52pN at T5TH . This is
essentially the classic picture of a second-order phase transition, only with integer critical
nents that just barely avoid the typical singularity in the specific heat.

Note that, since the equilibrium condition reads as

gYM
2

4p~N2k!222pT250, ~21!

the open strings on the (N2k,1) bound state are always at their effective Hagedorn tempera
~which depends onk provided thatgYM is held fixed!. Therefore, their contribution toF/L is aT2,
wherea is a constant of order 1 which may be found by evaluating~7! directly at the Hagedorn
temperature. It is quite possible that additionalO(1) contributions toF arise when one consider
interactions of the liberated long strings. Also, the interactions could change the critical expo
by terms of orderGo

251/N. In principle, the effects of interactions can be studied starting from
maximally supersymmetric Yang–Mills description of the bound state. The liberated strings
a matrix string description,27–29while the bound state represents a confining non-Abelian secto
the theory. As far as we can tell, the total problem is quite formidable, but some progress mi
made via a lattice or DLCQ approach.

It is clear that as we increase the temperature, one unit of electric flux in the dual super-Y
Mills theory becomes unimportant. Already when the temperature is a finite multiple oTH

;gYM /N ~sayT52TH!, the free energy is dominated by the matrix string phase~recall that we
are mainly interested in the largeN limit !. When T;gYM /AN, the proper description of the
system is no longer matrix string theory plus a D1-f1 bound state, but rather a single near-ex
black string solution in type IIB supergravity.30,31The considerations of Refs. 30, 31 were appli
only to multiple, identical,~nearly! coincident branes, but their conclusions should carry ove
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the current circumstance, because atT5gYM /AN, nearly all the D1-branes are in the matrix strin
phase:n512O(N21/2). The supergravity regime, then, is described by30,31

F;LN3/2
T3

gYM
, for

gYM

AN
,T,gYMAN. ~22!

Finally, as we reach the ’t Hooft scaleT'gYMAN, we end up with a gas of free photons,N2 in
number. This crossover is in the general class of correspondence points studied by Horow
Polchinski.32 At very high temperature the free energy looks like this:

F;LN2T2, for gYMAN,T. ~23!

Historically, the Hagedorn transition was originally expected to be essentially a deconfine
transition. In the NCOS context, we see that there are actually two other phases, or regim
between the Hagedorn transition and the free gluon phase. In a superficial matching analy
transitions between the matrix string regime, the supergravity regime, and the free gluon r
appear to be first order. It could easily be, however, that there is only a second-order transit
no sharp transition at all, between these phases. As yet, we know of no method of an
powerful enough to distinguish among the possibilities. For the transition into the superg
regime from below, one may hope that the perturbation of the matrix string CFT by the DVV
operator27 provides some hint of the formation of a horizon.

In summary, we find four different phases of 111-dimensional NCOS theory. They ar
illustrated in Fig. 1. In more detail, we have the following.

~i! In the NCOS phase,F/LT2 is an analytic function of order 1~that is, no factors ofN!.
String interactions are suppressed byGo

251/N. Without an understanding of the gaug
theory and the possibility of going to a Higgsed phaseSU(N2k)3U(1)k, this is the only
part of the phase diagram we would be able to understand.

~ii ! Above T5TH , we gradually liberate more and more fundamental strings from the bo
state, so that very soon the system becomes dominated by the matrix string phase. Th
strings on the bound state stay at their effective Hagedorn temperature: this tempe
adjusts as more strings are liberated. The continuous transition so described is the e
new physics of this paper.

~iii ! At T'gYM /AN significant departures from conformal invariance and nontrivial inter
tions drive us into the black string regime, where the thermodynamics is read off fr
regular horizon.

~iv! Above T'gYMAN, theN2 non-Abelian gluons~light D1-branes stretched between fund
mental strings! are deconfined.

It is straightforward to extend our discussion to~N, M! bound states corresponding toSU(N)
theory with arbitrary number,M, of flux units. In that case, open string coupling constant is gi
by

Go
25

M

N
,

and effective open string tension reads as

1

aeff8
5gYM

2 M2

N2 .
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The phase diagram of this system is similar to that of the (N,1) bound state: in particular, the sam
four phases appear. The only difference is that the phase transitions between phases~i!–~ii !–~iii !
occur at different temperatures, greater by a factor ofM. For instance, the Hagedorn temperatu
of such a theory is given by

TH5
gYMM

A8p2N
.

IV. HIGHER DIMENSIONAL EXAMPLES

Let us now elaborate on extensions of the ideas of the previous section to systems in
the strings are allowed to move in more than one spatial dimension~Sec. IV A!, or where not
strings but Dp-branes become light~Sec. IV B!.

FIG. 1. The four phases of 111-dimensional NCOS theory.
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A. Thermodynamics of NCOS theories in higher dimensions

The Hagedorn transition in higher-dimensional NCOS theories~up to 411 dimensions! may
be understood in a manner similar to the situation in 111 dimensions. The claim is that finitel
aboveTH , a finite fraction of long strings are liberated from the bound state. This proce
gradual as in the previous case, and the fraction of long strings that decouple may be comp
a similar fashion. To see this we need the formula for the number of fundamental strings pe
transverse volume bound to a Dp-brane with electric fieldE:

N

Vt
;~a t8!~12p!/2

E

gstrAEc
22E2

. ~24!

One way to get this formula is to consider the Dp-brane to be compactified on a circle of radi
L in the direction of the electric field. Then the momentum conjugate to the gauge fie
quantized:P15NL. Equating this to the momentum calculated from the Born–Infeld action, a
Ref. 4, gives~24!.

Note that~24! implies

Go
2;

Vt~a t8!~12p!/2

N
.

To fix the precise factor in this expression, consider the BPS formula for the mass of the
state ofN fundamental strings and a Dp-brane wrapped over a transverse torus of volumeVt :

L

2pa8
AN21

Vt
2

gstr
2 ~2p!2p22~a t8!p215

L

2pa8
NS 11

Vt
2

2N2gstr
2 ~2p!2p22~a t8!p21 1...D . ~25!

Calculating the energy required to free one fundamental string, we get

LVt
2

4pa8gstr
2 ~2p!2p22~a t8!p21 S 1

N21
2

1

ND→ LVt
2

4paeff8 Go
4N2~2p!2p22~a t8!p21 , ~26!

where we have used

a8gstr
2 5aeff8 Go

4. ~27!

~26! should be equated to the energy of a closed string wound around the direction of the e
field, which isL/(4paeff8 ).6 Thus, we find

Go
25

Vt~a t8!~12p!/2

~2p!p21N
. ~28!

This formula shows that forp.1, Go
22 is not quantized, while forp51 it is.

Suppose we start with a Dp-brane with a near-critical electric fieldE, which loses a fraction
of its long strings aboveTH , such that the resulting system is a Dp-brane with a near-critica
electric fieldE8 and a bunch of free long strings. Assuming that the resulting brane configur
is right at its effective Hagedorn temperature as before, we find the ratio

T

TH
5

AEc
22E82

AEc
22E2

.

Using ~24! and the fact that bothE and E8 are near-critical, we find the relation between te
perature and the fraction of strings remaining in the bound state:
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N8

N
5

TH

T
. ~29!

This universal result is in accord with what we found in two-dimensional NCOS theory from
gauge theory dual; cf.~18!.

Note that the transverse inverse-tension parameter,a t8 , remains fixed forT.TH because it
does not depend onE. Thus, we may simply seta t85aeff8 . However, the effective paramete
governing the 0 and 1 directions starts decreasing as in the 111-dimensional case. From~27! and
~28! we find that

aeff8new5aeff8 S N8

N D 2

.

As in 111 dimensions, the condition for equilibrium of long strings at temperatureT is

1

4paeff8new22pT250,

from which the relation~29! follows.
One may be concerned that forT.TH there are two different effective inverse-tension p

rameters:aeff8new for the 01 directions andaeff8 for the transverse directions. Which one sets
effective Hagedorn temperature? The answer is that it isaeff8new, so thatT is the effective Hagedorn
temperature forT.TH . The dispersion relation for open strings is indeed asymmetric:

~k0
22k1

2!2
aeff8

aeff8new(
i 52

p

ki
25

N
aeff8new,

whereN is the excitation level. We see thataeff8new determines the mass spectrum. Then followin
for instance, the approach in~9! we find that the effective Hagedorn temperature
(8p2aeff8new)21/25T. Therefore, the free energy of the gas of open strings on the bound stat
finite ~for p,7! quantity of order 1, as far as the dependence onGo is concerned.

For T.TH the free energy is dominated by that of theN2N8 free long strings:

F522pNL~T2TH!2.

Using ~28! we observe that this expression is extensive:

F52LVt~2p!22p~aeff8 !~12p!Go
22~T2TH!2. ~30!

Just as forp51, the free energy is of orderGo
22 for T.TH .

Now we are in a position to complete the phase diagram of the higher-dimensional N
theories. At very low temperatures, one has the open string phase of the NCOS. This desc
breaks down at the Hagedorn temperature~5!, where one has a phase transition beyond which
tempertively two-dimensional although the free energy remains extensive. The details of the
transition are dimension dependent. For allp,5 the Hagedorn transition is second order. Inp
>3 the specific heat diverges asT→TH on the open string side.13

The free energy of noninteracting open strings becomes more singular with increasingp, and
for p>5 the entropy diverges at the transition. This implies that interaction effects be
important already forT,TH . Nevertheless, it is likely that the high-temperature phase a
involves liberated long strings. We may argue for this as follows. The free energy of nonint
ing open strings is of orderGo

0, and interactions are unlikely to change this scaling. On the o
hand, the free energy of liberated strings,~30!, is of orderGo

22. Therefore, for weak coupling an
for T sufficiently aboveTH , the system can lower its free energy by liberating long strings fr
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the bound state. It is not clear, however, whether the transition forp.4 is second order; it may be
a first-order transition for all values ofGo . Additional ideas on the Hagedorn transition f
5-branes have appeared in Refs. 33, 14, 15.

In fact, one may suspect that for large enoughp the Dp-brane does not decouple from gravi
in the NCOS limit. In Ref. 3 the nonplanar one-loop amplitude was calculated for 4 open st
and it was shown that forp,7 the amplitude is finite fork250 ~k is the momentum in the close
string channel!. For p>7 the amplitude blows up fork250 which suggests that there is n
decoupling from massless bulk modes. In order to check this, we have calculated the cross-
for two massless open strings of energyk0 colliding along the electric field direction to produce a
outgoing graviton. The term in the Born–Infeld action describing this process is

1

2 E dp11x~]0F i]0F j2]1F i]1F j !~d i j 1&khi j !,

where we have rescaled the scalar fields so that they are canonically normalized. The cross
we find,

s;Go
4~ae8!4k0

92p~Ec
22E2!~72p!/2,

vanishes forp,7, is finite for p57, and diverges forp.7. This result is consistent with th
annulus calculation in Ref. 3 and it indicates that nongravitational NCOS theories can exis
for p,7. It is interesting to note thatp57 is also special from the point of view of the therm
dynamics: indeed here the free energy for the low energy phase, computed in Sec. II, di
logarithmically atT5TH .

To summarize this section, we can draw the general conclusion that the physics of the
dorn transition is similar for all NCOS theories withp,7, in that aboveTH the temperature
dependence ofF is effectively two-dimensional even thoughF is extensive inp dimensions. This
is similar to the answer proposed in Ref. 9, although the justification there was different. I
NCOS case the two-dimensional behavior of the free energy above the Hagedorn temperat
to do with the presence of the electric field.

B. Extension to OD3 theory

In NCOS theory, a critical NS–NS 2-form field in presence of a Dp-brane leads to a decou
pling limit in which fundamental strings are light. In certain variants of OM theory, a critical
(p11)-form field applied to an NS5-brane is associated with a decoupling limit in w
Dp-branes become light.5,16 No computational framework comparable to perturbative quantiza
of strings has emerged to study light Dp-branes forp.1. Indeed, one may wonder if it is logicall
consistent for higher-dimensional branes ever to be the ‘‘fundamental’’ degrees of freedom
theory.34 However, it appears from the decoupling arguments of Refs. 5, 16 that there are d
pling limits of string theory where the lightest excitations are indeed open Dp-branes withp
.1.

It is tempting to adapt the reasoning used for NCOS theories to describe a possible
transition for various OM-theories. In this section we will make an attempt in this direction
our arguments will be much more heuristic than in previous sections. We will examine
relatively clean example of OD3-theory, which is the theory of open D3-branes on an NS5-
in a decoupling limit with a critical 4-form potential turned on. Besides the obvious pitfall tha
quantum states of fluctuating open D3-branes are hard to count, there is another interesting
fundamental strings living on the NS5-D3 bound state have a substantially reduced tension r
to their tension in flat space, and their Hagedorn behavior competes with the tendency to l
D3-branes.

An NS5-brane with a near-critical RR 4-form potential can be described as a bound st
many D3-branes and a single NS5, such that the D3-branes make the dominant contributio
tension. Letr be the number density of D3-branes in the two directions orthogonal to the
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branes but parallel to the NS5-brane. Then we requirertD3@tNS5. We will see below that this
condition turns out to be trivially satisfied in the OD3 limit as defined in Ref. 5.

The tension of the NS5-D3 bound state isAtNS5
2 1r2tD3

2 . The tension of an open D3-bran
stuck to the NS5-brane is

tOD35
d

d~dr!
~drtD31AtNS5

2 1~r2dr!2tD3
2 !udr50

5tD3F12S 11S tNS5

rtD3
D 2D 21/2G' 1

2 S tNS5

rtD3
D 2

tD3 , ~31!

where in the last line we have usedrtD3@tNS5. The near-critical scaling limit is described by tw
parameters:5 a scaleãeff8 and a couplingGo(3)

2 , which happens to be precisely the closed str
coupling gstr ~this last fact is special to OD3-theory!. The precise scaling of the parameters
given as ã85Aeãeff8 , the metric in directions transverse to the D3-branes scales asgMN

5edMN , andgs5Go(3)
2 . The scaling of the metric implies thatr5r0 /e, wherer0 is of order

unity. This impliesrtD3;O(e22), while tNS5;O(e23/2), thereby satisfying the aforementione
condition thatrtD3@tNS5.

Just as we found in NCOS theory that it is thermodynamically favorable to liberate st
from the bound state at a temperatureTH;Ateff, so we will find here that it is favorable to liberat
D3-branes at a temperatureTc,D3;tOD3

1/4 . The argument proceeds along similar lines. First we n
that a freeU(1) gauge multiplet in a flat-space theory inp11 dimensions and sixteen supe
charges has

F

LpTp11 52cDp
[2

8 Vol Sp21

~2p!p S 22
1

2pDG~p!z~p11!. ~32!

Here F is the free energy,Lp is the spatial world-volume, andT is the temperature. The low
energy dynamics of the bound state is noncommutative super-Yang–Mills theory in 511 dimen-
sions. Clearly, then, the free energy at low temperatures is order 1 in the sense that it do
grow with a power of the number densityr. Let us assume that this remains the case up thro
the temperature where liberating D3-branes becomes thermodynamically favorable. Then th
manipulations that we went through in~16! are justified at larger: the free energy after a numbe
densitydr of D3-branes have been liberated is

Fdr

L5 5AtNS5
2 1~r2dr!2tD3

2 1drtD32cD3drT4

'rtD32cD3rT41
tNS5

2

2~r2dr!tD3
1cD3~r2dr!T4

>rtD31tNS5A2cD3T
4/tD32cD3rT4, ~33!

where we neglect terms which are subleading inr. Equality pertains in the last line of~33! if and
only if the last two terms in the second line are equal. One reads off the fraction of libe
D3-branes, the free energy, and the critical temperatureTc,D3 as

n[
dr

r
5

T22Tc,D3
2

T2 ,

F

L5 'rtD32cD3r~T22Tc,D3
2 !2, ~34!
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Tc,D3
2 5

tNS5

A2cD3tD3r
5AtOD3/cD35

1

~2p!7/2

1

A2cD3

1

gstr
3/2ã82r0

.

@Formally, a similar analysis seems to be possible for many D5-branes bound to an NS5-
However, in this case, the absence of strong IR dynamics onN coincident D5-branes makes
likely that there areO(N2) massless degrees of freedom even at low energies. This would
whelm theO(N) effect due to liberated D5-branes, rendering the whole approach suspect.#

In the case of NCOS theory, it was essentially guaranteed that fundamental strings wou
being liberated at the Hagedorn temperature of the noncommutative open strings, beca
calculation of the free energy of liberated strings was equivalent to a computation in the ligh
formalism of highly excited open strings. In OD3 theory, no analog of the latter comput
exists as yet, so to be conservative we should regardTc,D3 as an upper bound on the temperatu
where some transition must take place. In fact, as we will now show, whenGo(3)!1, there is a
Hagedorn transition for closed fundamental strings living on the NS5-D3 system at a substa
lower temperature thanTc,D3. These closed strings are excitations of the NS5-D3 bound sta

There is no netf 1 charge in the NS5-D3 bound state that we wish to analyze; howeve
order to extract the tension of the closed strings which live on the NS5-D3 system, it is conv
to first consider a BPS arrangement where an NS5-brane is oriented in the 012345 directr
D3-branes per unit 45-volume are oriented in the 0123 directions, andr4 fundamental strings pe
unit 2345-volume are oriented in the 01 directions. The total tension is

t5A~tNS51r4t f 1!21~rtD3!
2. ~35!

The effective tension of a fundamental string bound to the NS5-D3 system is

t f 1,eff5
]t

]r4
U

r450

5t f 1

tNS5

t U
r450

't f 1

tNS5

rtD3
!t f 1 , ~36!

where in the last two steps we have used the fact that most of the mass of the bound state is
by the D3-branes. Fundamental strings which are orthogonal to the D3-branes but containe
NS5-branes are much heavier.

Another way to derive the effective tensiont f 1,eff is to look at the supergravity solution for th
NS5-D3 system. The string metric and dilaton are

dsstr
2 5

1

Ah3

~2dt21dx1
31dx2

21dx3
2!1Ah3„dx4

21dx5
21h5~dx6

21dx7
21dx8

21dx9
2!…,

e2~f2f`!5h5 , h3511
q3

r 2 , h5511
q5

r 2 , ~37!

r 25x6
21x7

21x8
21x9

2.

In the limit wherertD3@tNS5, we haveq5 /q35tNS5/(rtD3). The three-form field strengths nee
not concern us, except to note thatBmn

(NS) may be chosen so that onlyB45 is nonzero. We are
considering many D3-branes, but only a single NS5-brane, so the supergravity solution is
worthy, in the sense that curvatures are sub-stringy, down to a radiusr match5Aq5. Following the
philosophy of Ref. 32, we assert that the tension and coupling of fundamental strings bound
NS5-D3 system can be read off, up to factors of order unity, from the properties of a test
located at the matching radiusr match. The tension so derived agrees with~36!. The advantage of
this more heuristic approach is that we can extract the string coupling for the strings bound
NS5-D3 system: up to a factor of 2 it is justgstr5Go(3)

2 .
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When Go(3)!1, we are entitled to use the free string spectrum to predict a Hagedorn
perature for the light fundamental strings whose orientation is within the D3-branes. It is

Tc, f 1;At f 1,eff5
1

~2p!3/2

1

Agstrã82r0

. ~38!

From

Tc, f 1

Tc,D3
;

At f 1,eff

tOD3
1/4 ;gstr

1/45AGo~3! , ~39!

we learn that the fundamental string Hagedorn transition happens at a lower temperature
Go(3)!1. This supports the view that the most relevant degrees of freedom in OD3-theory
Go(3)!1 may be little strings. Before one can ask whether the D3-brane liberation trans
occurs, one must understand what contribution the fundamental strings make to the free
aboveTc, f 1 .

WhenGo(3)@1, one can obtain a more natural description of the theory byS-dualizing. The
scaling limit leading to OD3-theoryS-dualizes into the zero slope limit used in Ref. 1 to obta
noncommutative Yang–Mills theory.5 For Go(3)@1, this theory is weakly coupled in the sen
thatgYM!Au. However, the interacting theory is nonrenormalizable, so it might be inapprop
to regard the quanta of the gauge field as the fundamental degrees of freedom. It was sugg
Ref. 5 that OD3-theory provides an ultraviolet completion of 511-dimensional noncommutativ
Yang–Mills theory. This is not a very effective description in the absence of a knowledge of
to quantize open D3-branes. It must be admitted that, forGo(3)*1, there is neither a natural little
string theory description of OD3-theory, nor a renormalizable interacting quantum field th
description. Despite all this uncertainty, the analysis following~33! may still be valid: it only
depends on the free energy of the bound state beingO(r0) in a r→` limit with Go(3) fixed.
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We show that the relation between D-branes and noncommutative tachyons leads
very naturally to the relation between D-branes and K-theory. We also discuss
some relations between D-branes and K-homology, provide a noncommutative gen-
eralization of the ABS construction, and give a simple physical interpretation of
Bott periodicity. In addition, a framework for constructing Neveu–Schwarz five-
branes as noncommutative solitons is proposed. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1377270#

I. INTRODUCTION

D-branes can be incorporated into open string field theory as solitons of tac
configurations1–6 and carry charges which take values in K-theory.7,2,3 It was recently pointed
out8,9 that the description of D-branes as solitons in the open string tachyon field theory sim
dramatically when aB field is turned on, thus making the tachyon field theory into a noncom
tative field theory with the D-branes appearing as noncommutative solitons.10

One point of the following paper is that this description provides another point of view on
relation between D-branes and K-theory. Indeed this point of view makes the relation be
D-branes and K-theory manifest.

A second, more speculative point we would like to make is the following. In the discus
below we will encounter some simpleC* -algebras. It is natural to wonder if replacing string fie
algebras byC* -algebras leads to some new and interesting string backgrounds, or wheth
theory ofC* -algebras should play a more fundamental role in brane physics.

Some observations closely related to this paper have been independently made in Refs.
Some of the points below were made in lectures at Strings 2000.13 Other recent papers suggestin
a role of K-homology in D-brane physics include Refs. 14–17.

II. NONCOMMUTATIVE TACHYONS ARE MAPS TO CLASSIFYING SPACES

We first consider noncommutative tachyons in the bosonic string. The basic setup in Re
that we consider spacetime to be a productX3R2n, whereX is a 2622n manifold. ~In Ref. 9,X
was taken to beR2522n,1, but the generalization to arbitraryX is easy, and quite important for ou
point below.!

We now consider open bosonic string field theory with targetX3R2n. The action depends on
the on-shell background values of the closed string fieldsgmn ,gs ,Bmn , wheregs is the closed
string coupling. We takegs to be small, and assume that the natural generalization of the flat s
formulas to curvedgmn applies.

If the tachyon effective action atB50 is

S5
C

gs
E

X3R2
d26xAdetgS 1

2
f ~T!gmn ]mT ]nT2V~T!1¯ D , ~2.1!

a!Electronic mail: gmoore@physics.rutgers.edu
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whereC is a constant andT is the tachyon field, then the generalization toBÞ0 is given in terms
of a noncommutative field theory:18–20

S5
C

Gs
E

X3R2
d26xAdetGS 1

2
f ~T!Gmn DmT DnT2V~T!1¯ D , ~2.2!

whereGs andGmn are the open string coupling and metric, given by standard formulas.21,22,20The
effect of B is to transformgs→Gs , gmn→Gmn and commutative products of fields to noncom
mutative products taken with the Moyal product. In addition,B induces a nonzero coupling of th
tachyon to the noncommutativeU(1) gauge field.23

The tachyon potential is

V~T!5V02m2T* T1lT* T* T1¯ . ~2.3!

There are also higher derivative terms in~2.2! that we have ignored.
The construction in Refs. 8, 9 is heavily based on the noncommutative solitons of Re

According to Ref. 10 the most effective way to think about the tachyon dependence o
noncommutative directions is in terms of operators on Hilbert space. The coordinatesx2i 21,x2i on
the transverseR2n satisfy

@x2i 21,x2i #ªx2i 21* x2i2x2i* x2i 2152 iu i , ~2.4!

where theu i are the skew eigenvalues of the parameteru i j appearing in the Moyal product.
Letting xa denote commutative coordinates alongX, xi , i 51,...,2n denoting the noncommu

tative coordinates, the tachyon fieldT(xa,xi) is now regarded as an operator valued function of
xa. What kind of operator canT be? SinceT is a real field.T should be a self-adjoint operato
Since we would like to speak of continuous tachyon fields,T should be a map ofX into a C*
algebra, and since all such algebras are subalgebras of the algebra of bounded operators o
space we regardT as a continuous map:

T:X→B, ~2.5!

where B is the C* -algebra of bounded operators on a Hilbert spaceH and we use the norm
topology.

In fact, since we wish to have an action,T should have a derivative.~More precisely,T should
have a Freche´t derivative.! Moreover, the gauge fields should be introduced using unboun
operatorsDi5u i j

21 adXj1adAi on H.
After integrating out the massive string fields the effective action for the tachyon and g

fields takes the form

S5
C

Gs
E

X
d2622nxAdetGS TrF1

2
f ~T!Gab DaT DbT1

1

2
f ~T!Gi j @Di ,T#@T,D j

†#

2V~T!2
1

4
h~T!GikGjl Fi j Fkl2

1

4
h~T!GacGbdFabFcdG1¯ D . ~2.6!

Here Tr is the trace of the operator on Hilbert space;xa run over the commuting coordinat
directions onX. Evidently, in addition to our other criteria, certain combinations of the mapT in
~2.5! must be trace class in order to have a finite action.

Let us now consider the limit of Ref. 9,a8Bi j →`, or equivalently,u i j /a8→0, and consider
constant tachyon field configurations]aT50. Then by rescaling the coordinates to removeu i from
the star product one sees that the action reduces to the potential term asa8Bi j →` and henceT
must satisfyV8(T)50.

As noted by Ref. 10 this can be solved by
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T5(
i

l i Pi , ~2.7!

wherePi are orthogonal projection operators andl i are stationary points forV(T).
In the bosonic string formulated in Witten’s open string field theory with a* product, the

potential is purely cubic. If we assume that the basic shape of the potential remains unch
after integrating out massive string fields~recent computations24,25,6,26have provided nontrivial
evidence that this is correct!, then there are two stationary pointsl50, l5t* . If we chooset* to
correspond to the perturbative open bosonic string vacuum, withV(t* ) given by the tension of the
D25-brane, then Sen’s conjecture states thatV(0)50 represents the closed string vacuum. The
fore, the only nontrivial constant solution to~2.7! is T5t* Pn where Pn is a rankn projection
operator.

Now, in the limit of Ref. 9 the action is proportional to TrV(T)5nV(t* ) even if the projec-
tion operatorPn varies as we move inX. We immediately see the close connection to K-theo
Slowly varying tachyonic field configurations are given by maps fromX into the space of rankn
projection operators in Hilbert space. This space of projection operators is sometimes d
BU(n), so we have

T:X→BU~n!. ~2.8!

If we consider a rankn,k projection operator in the finite dimensional Hilbert spaceCk then the
space of such projection operators is clearlyU(k)/„U(n)3U(k2n)…. The spaceBU(n) is de-
fined as the inductive limit of this quotient space ask→`.

The spaceBU(n) is topologically intricate, and ifX is topologically nontrivial then the set o
homotopy classes of maps@X,BU(n)# can be nontrivial. Indeed,BU(n) is a model for a ‘‘clas-
sifying space’’ of vector bundles. This means there is an isomorphism,

Vectn~X!>@X,BU~n!#, ~2.9!

where Vectn(X) are the isomorphism classes of complex vector bundles onX of rank n. This is
explained in detail in Refs. 27, 28. In this way we relate homotopy classes of tachyon
configurations directly to isomorphism classes of vector bundles, and therefore to K-t
classes.

In the bosonic string the physical interpretation of these K-theory classes is less clear t
type II theory since the branes carry no conserved charges and presumably are unstable,
the K-theory class is nontrivial. Our hypothesis is that these K-theory classes label inequi
unstable D-brane configurations or boundary states of the bosonic string.

It would be very interesting to extend this discussion to the case of finiteu and to include the
effects of second derivatives. Such considerations lead to many new questions beyond the s
this paper. Some of these considerations indicate the relevance of a nonlinear sigma mod
target spaceBU(n). ~Such sigma models have been considered in a superficially different co
by Losev, Nekrasov, and Shatashvili.29!

III. WITTEN’S FACTORIZATION OF THE OPEN STRING * PRODUCT ALGEBRA

We now consider spacetime of the formX3R2 with X a 24-manifold. We also assume that th
metric factorizes and denote the closed string metric onX by gab and the closed string metric o
R2 by gi j . Witten has observed in Ref. 30 that in the limit of Ref. 9, where the closed string m
gi j is fixed anda8Bi j →` ~so the open metricGi j →0! the * algebra of open string field theor
factorizes asA→A0^ A1 . HereA0 is the algebra of the vertex operators in the 26 dimensio
open bosonic string with zero momentum in the noncommutative directions andA1 is the algebra
of noncommutative functions onR2.

We can trivially extend the analysis of Ref. 30 by considering the following two sca
limits. In the first we takeBi j 5tBi j

0 andgab5t2gab
0 and taket→`, keepingB0, gab

0 andgi j fixed.
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In this limit the string algebra factorizes as above but withA0 the algebra of zero momentum
vertex operators andA15C(X) ^ CB(R2) where the first term is the commutative algebra
functions onX and the second is the noncommutative algebra of functions onR2 defined by the
Moyal product.~There is an important question of whether the functions should be comp
supported, or not. We believe that rapid falloff, or compact support is appropriate.! The second
scaling limit takesBi j 50 and scales bothgab and gi j as t2. In this limit the string algebra
factorizes withA15C(X3R2)5C(X) ^ C(R2) being the algebra of commutative functions o
X3R2.

It is natural to expect that the set of D-branes, or boundary states is somehow connecte
a K-theory of the algebraA0^ A1 . However, sinceA0 is a vertex operator algebra, the meani
of its K-theory definitely requires some explanation. Without answering this question we c
least ask what we can say without knowing too much aboutK(A0).

Our working hypothesis is thatA0 ,A1 behave similar toC* algebras. InC* -algebra theory
there is a Kunneth-type theorem which implies that, modulo torsion, we may identifyK(A0)
^ K(A1) with K(A0^ A1). ~See Ref. 31, Theorem 23.1.3.! Therefore, we will focus on the
K-theory of the algebraA1 in the next section.

IV. BOTT PERIODICITY AND NONCOMMUTATIVE SOLITONS

The algebra of functionsA1 is very different forB50 and forBÞ0. Nevertheless we expec
the K-theory classification of branes to be unmodified when we turn onB and scale the metric. We
will interpret this statement as a manifestation of Bott periodicity.~See Ref. 32 for a related
remark.!

Bott periodicity is usually formulated as

K~X!>K~X3S2!5Kcpt~X3R2!. ~4.1!

In Ref. 9,X is R2311 with R2 as the transverse 2 dimensions to the D23-brane constructed
noncommutative soliton of the tachyon field theory. Equation~4.1! can be translated into th
algebraic setting:

K„C~X!…>K„C~X! ^ C0~R2!…, ~4.2!

whereC(X) is the algebra of continuous functions onX, andC0(R2) is the algebra of continuou
functions going to zero at infinity.

K-theory is unchanged under ‘‘Morita equivalence.’’ Therefore

K„C~X!…5K„C~X! ^ MatN~C!…. ~4.3!

Moreover, the norm-closure of theN→` limit of MatN(C) is the algebra of compact operatorsK.
Since K-theory behaves well under inductive limits,

K„C~X!…5K„C~X! ^ K…. ~4.4!

If the transverse coordinates satisfy@x1,x2#52 iu ~u is real! then the Stone–von Neuma
theorem says there is a unique irreducible unitary representationH, i.e. the Hilbert space of
quantum mechanics. Moreover, to anyf PS(R2), the Schwarz space of functions of rapid d
crease, the Weyl ordered operators,

T~ f !5E dp1 dp2 f̂ ~p1 ,p2!exp@ i ~p1x̂11p2x̂2!#, ~4.5!
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where f̂ (p1 ,p2) is the Fourier transform, generate the algebraK of compact operators.33 If we
suppose that the classification of D-branes is unchanged in the limitB→0 then it follows that
K„C(X) ^ CB(R2)…[K„C(X) ^ K…5K„C(X) ^ C0(R2)…. Combining this with Morita equivalence
we obtain the statement of Bott periodicity.

V. K-THEORETIC CLASSIFICATION OF D-BRANES FROM TACHYONS IN TYPE IIB
STRINGS

Let us now turn to the tachyon field in the construction of type II D-branes via noncom
tative solitons. We will focus on the case of BPS IIB branes. As shown in Ref. 30, the tac
field must satisfy

TT̄T5T, ~5.1!

where T̄ is the Hermitian conjugate ofT. Equation~5.1! is the defining equation of a ‘‘partia
isometry.’’ Moreover, the net brane charge is given by the index ofT. In an effective field theory
approach the tachyon potential has the form

V~T,T̄!5U~ T̄T21!1U~TT̄21!. ~5.2!

~This result could presumably also be derived in string field theory.! To have a finite energy
configuration the kernels of bothT and T̄ must be finite dimensional, thusT should be both a
Fredholm operator and a partial isometry.

Once again, we split spacetime asX3RB
2n , whereX has dimension 1022n and might be

topologically nontrivial. If we considerX-dependent configurations with a finite net number
branes then the tachyon field will give us a map

T:X→F, ~5.3!

whereF are the Fredholm operators. But this is exactly one model for K-theory!28,34 Moreover,
the map@X,F#→K0(X)→0 is given by taking the index bundle whose fiber atxPX is just
Ind(T)xªKer„T(x)…2Cok„T(x)… and we identify this as the K-theory class of the Chan–Pa
space of the D-brane. The argument that the map is onto, given in Appendix A of Ref. 28, s
that there is no loss of generality in supposing that the Fredholm operator is in fact a p
isometry. Thus, one recovers in a very straightforward way the classification of type II D-b
charge in terms of K-theory.

A closely related remark has been made~independently! by Witten in Ref. 11 in the type IIA
context. Here Witten uses the Fredholm model identifyingK1(X) with @X,Fsa# whereFsa are the
self-adjoint Fredholm operators. This model is due to Atiyah and Singer.35

VI. TOEPLITZ OPERATORS AND THE ABS CONSTRUCTION

In the explicit solution for the D7-brane as a vortex in the noncommutative plane, expl
in Refs. 9, 30, 36 the tachyon operatorT is a special kind of partial isometry, namely, a sh
operatorT5S whereS is the shift operator,

S:un&→un11&, n>0, ~6.1!

in a ‘‘harmonic oscillator’’ basisun&, n>0, for a separable Hilbert space. Note thatS* S51, but
SS* is not 1, indeed,SS* 512u0&^0u. The C* algebra generated by an operator such thatS* S
51, butSS* Þ1 is unique, and known as the ‘‘Toeplitz algebra.’’ This algebra can be realize
several ways, and the following is particularly apt for discussing generalizations of noncom
tive tachyons.

We consider our Hilbert space to be the Hilbert space of square integrable functions
circle, L2(S1). The functions 1/A2peinu define a complete orthonormal basisun& for nPZ. Given
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a continuous functionf (u) we may associate an operatorM f :H→H simply by multiplying a
wavefunctionc~u! by f (u). This gives a representation of the commutativeC* algebraC(S1) on
H. Now consider the Dirac operatorD52 id/du and split the Hilbert space into the negative a
non-negative modes ofD. Let P be the orthogonal projection onto the positive subspaceH1 of
L2(S1) spanned byun& with n>0. Equivalently, we could viewP as the projection onto the
subspace ofL2(S1) consisting of the boundary values of holomorphic functions. Then give
function f (u) on S1 we can define a Toeplitz operator which mapsH1 to H1 by Tf5PMf . Note
that if f has negative Fourier modes thenM f does not preserveH1 , and hence the projectorP acts
nontrivially. For example, iff l5eil u, thenTf l

is just the shift operatorSl for l .0, but has a kerne
for l ,0. Quite generally, (Tf)

†5Tf* , so f→Tf preserves the adjoint* action. However, the map
f to Tf is not a homomorphism. Indeed, an easy computation shows that

T12Tf l
Tf

l*
5Pl ~6.2!

is the projection operator onto the firstl levels inH1 . This is a compact operator, and in gene
it can be shown that, whileTfTgÞTf g , the differenceTfTg2Tf g is a compact operator.

In what follows, this construction of Toeplitz operators will be generalized toL2 functions on
odd spheres in order to relate the index of Toeplitz operators to the winding number of
configurations.

A. Noncommutative ABS construction

Let us now generalize the construction ofT in Refs. 9, 30 allowing for a 2p-dimensional
transverse noncommutative space.~The construction in Ref. 30 includes the possibility of a 2p
dimensional transverse space for a single D9–anti D9 pair. Here we generalize this to 2p pairs in
order to explain the relation between the index ofT and the winding number of the ABS configu
ration.!

First, we construct the noncommutative tachyon field. Let us skew-diagonalizeu i j and take:

@x2i 21,x2i #52 iu i u i.0, i 51,...p . ~6.3!

Moreover, we consider the irreducible Clifford representationg i for Cl 2p . These are 2p32p

dimensional complex Hermitian matrices of the form:

g i5S 0 G i

Ḡ i 0 D . ~6.4!

Now we take the noncommutative tachyon to be of the same form as the commutative
configuration:37,2

T5 f ~r !G ix
i , ~6.5!

except that we now regard the tachyon as an operator,

T:H^ S2→H^ S1, ~6.6!

where the Hilbert spaceH is realized as a representation ofp oscillators andS2, S1 are negative
and positive spin representations. To be specific, we will representH as the Bargmann quantiza
tion,

HB5HolS Cp,expF22( u i uzi u2Gdv D . ~6.7!
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The wavefunctions are holomorphic functions ofzi5x2i 211 ix2i , normalizable with respect to th
above measure anddv is the standard Euclidean volume element. An orthogonal basis forHB is
provided by the monomialszk

ªP i(zi)
ki. We will let k stand for a multiindexkP(Z1)p.

We now show thatT is a Fredholm operator, and also show how to determinef (r ) from the
equationsTT̄T5T, T̄TT̄5T̄. The key calculation is

G ix
i Ḡ j x

j5(
i 51

p

2u i S Ni1
1

2D2 iS i j u
i j ,

~6.8!

Ḡ ix
iG j x

j5(
i 51

p

2u i S Ni1
1

2D2 i S̄ i j u
i j .

HereS i j 51/4(G iGW j2G j Ḡ i), S̄ i j 51/4(Ḡ iG j2Ḡ jG i) andNi5ai
†ai is the i th occupation number

The second terms in~6.8! are diagonalized by the spinor weights to beS i 51
p 6u i . Our convention

is that in the second equation of~6.8! we have a spinor weight giving2Su i . Therefore, the first
operator has no kernel and the second operator has a one dimensional kernel, given
oscillator ground state times the lowest weight spinor. Thus,

T̄5Ḡ ix
i

1

AG ix
i Ḡ ix

i
~6.9!

satisfies the equationTT̄T5T, has no kernel and is of index21. We will refer to this as the
‘‘noncommutative ABS construction.’’ In order to explain the relation to the ABS construction
would like to make sense of restricting the tachyon field to a sphere in the noncommutative
Classically, we restrict the fieldT to the solutions of the equation

(
i

uzi u25R2, ~6.10!

defining the sphereS of dimension 2p21 and radiusR. At the nonzeroB field the zi become
noncommuting, so the question arises as to what it means to restrict the operator to a no
mutative sphere. We will now propose one interpretation of what this might mean.

In quantum mechanics, restricting the wavefunctions in the Bargman spaceHB to the sphere
produces the Hardy spaceHS . This is the Hilbert subspace ofL2(S;dV) defined by the boundary
values of holomorphic functions. HeredV is the standard round measure on the sphere such
dv5R2p21 dR dV. The projection operator fromL2 to HS is given by

~P f !~z!5E
S
KS~z,w! f ~w!dV,

~6.11!
KS~z,w!5~12z•w̄!2p.

An orthogonal basis for the Hardy space is again given bywk5zk. Note that the norm of these
states in the Hardy space is

~zk,zk8!5dk,k8

2ppP i~ki !!

G~ uku1p!
,

whereuku5Ski for a multi-indexk.
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Now let us consider the action of classical coordinateszi ,z̄i on the Hardy spaceHS . To make
sense of this we need to define Toeplitz operators. In general, iff :S→C is any function we define
TfªPMf where M f :HS→L2 is the operator of multiplication byf. The operatorsTzi

,Tz̄i
are

easily computed:

Tzi
wk5wk1ei

,

Tz̄i
wk50, if ki50,

52p
ki

uku1p21
wk2ei

, if ki.0, ~6.12!

whereei is the i th unit vector in (Z1)p.
By considering the Hilbert spaceHS ^ CN, Toeplitz operators for functions are easily gen

alized to Toeplitz operators for matrix valued functionsf :S→MatN(C), and hence we can con
sider our tachyon operator~6.6! above as a Toeplitz operator:

T:HS ^ S→HS ^ S, ~6.13!

whereS1>S2>S is the irreducible spin representation in odd dimensions. The Toeplitz ope
is the projectionP1 composed with matrix multiplication byb:S→GL(N,C) given, essentially
by the ABS construction:

b~x!5G ix
i

1

Axixi1const
.

The operatorT in ~6.13! is bounded and Fredholm. Now, although the restriction mapHB

→HS is not unitary it is 1–1 and onto. Therefore, theindexof T on HB will be the same as the
index of T on HS .

Now, we can invoke the index theorem of Boutet de Monvel,38 according to which the index
is

Index~TuHS
!5E

S
ch~b!Td~TS!. ~6.14!

Here

ch~b!5b* S (
j >0

~21! j 21
v2 j 21

~ j 21!! D ,

and v i are standard generators ofHi
„GL(N,C),Q…. SinceTd(TS)51 in this case we have a

direct connection between the index of the tachyon operator onHB , and the winding number o
the classical ABS tachyon.

VII. REMARKS ON THE RELATION TO K-HOMOLOGY

The noncommutative ABS construction in the previous section leads rather naturally
relation between D-branes and the work of Brown, Douglas, and Filmore~BDF! on the classifi-
cation of algebras of essentially normal operators.39 In this section we will give a brief review o
that work, and then explain the relation to D-branes.

A. Brief review of BDF

An expository discussion of Ref. 39 can be found in Refs. 40, 31, 41, 42, 43. For the re
convenience we give a brief summary here.
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In Matrix theory,44 spacetime emerges from an algebra of commuting operators. Here w
discuss algebras of ‘‘almost commuting’’ operators in the belief that these are related to D-b
Recall that by Gelfand’s theorem,C* -algebras of commuting operators are naturally associate
Hausdorff topological spacesX by considering the algebra of continuous functionsC(X). @If X is
noncompact, we add the condition thatf→0 at infinity, and correspondinglyC(X) does not have
a unit. For simplicity of discussion, we henceforth assumeX is compact in this subsection.#
Isomorphism classes of algebras are in 1–1 correspondence with homeomorphism cla
spaces. We will now consider noncommutativeC* -algebrasA which fit into the short exact
sequence:

0→K→A→
b

C~X!→0, ~7.1!

for some fixed spaceX. Note that ifTf denotes some operator inA mapping to the functionf under
b, then Tf 1

Tf 2
2Tf 1f 2

is in the kernel ofb, and hence is a compact operator. It follows th

@Tf 1
,Tf 2

# is compact and thus the algebraA is thus ‘‘almost commuting’’ in the sense tha
compact operators are considered to be ‘‘small.’’ An example of such an extension is given
Toeplitz algebra generated by the shift operators, described at the beginning of Sec. VI:S5Tz

→z defines aC* morphism onto the continuous functions onX5S1.
In Ref. 39, BDF investigated extensions of the form~7.1! for fixed X. To any such extension

we can associate aC* -algebra morphism~called the ‘‘Busby invariant’’! t:C(X)→Q(H) where
Q is the ‘‘Calkin algebra’’ defined byQ(H)ªB(H)/K whereB(H) is the algebra of bounded
operators on a separable Hilbert space. Indeed, for anyf PC(X) we choose an operatorTfPA
projecting to it, and definet by t( f )5p(Tf) wherep:B(H)→Q(H) is the projection. Since
Tf 1

Tf 2
2Tf 1f 2

is a compact operator,t is an algebra homomorphism. Conversely, given
C* -algebra morphismt:C(X)→Q(H) one can form an extension~7.1!, and, up to a natura
notion of isomorphism,t uniquely characterizes the extension. Full details can be found in C
3 of Ref. 42. Suffice it to say here that, givent:C(X)→Q(H) we can form

0→K→A8→C~X!→0 ~7.2!

by defining

A8ª$~O, f !:p~O!5t~ f !%,B~H! % C~X!, ~7.3!

and that~7.2! is equivalent to~7.1! in the sense that there is an isomorphismc:A→A8 compatible
with the two sequences.

One of the reasons the Busby invariant is useful is that it allows one to define a noti
direct sum of extensions. In order to do this we must first introduce ‘‘unitary equivalence,’’
known as ‘‘strong equivalence.’’ Two extensions~7.1! are ‘‘strongly equivalent’’ if there is a
unitary operator U on H such that the Busby invariants are related byt2( f )
5p(U)t1( f )p(U)* . Let Ext„C(X),K… denote the set of strong equivalence classes of extens
of C(X) by K. A direct sum operation onExt„C(X),K… can then be defined by taking th
extension corresponding to the Busby invariant,

t1% t2 :C~X!→Q~H! % Q~H!→Q~H% H!>Q~H!. ~7.4!

It turns out that~7.4! defines a semigroup operation onExt„C(X),K…. Thus far, the theory
could have been developed for general extensionsExt(A1 ,A2) of arbitraryC* -algebrasA1 by A2 .
However, specializing toA15C(X) andA25K, a number of nice things begin to happen. It tur
out that there is a natural zero in the semigroup, corresponding to the ‘‘trivial extensions.’’ T
are extensions for which the Busby invariant lifts toB(H); equivalently, they are extensions suc
that the sequence~7.1! splits, and hence we can unambiguously write every operator inA in the
form Tf5Nf1k with kPK and Nf 1

Nf 2
5Nf 1f 2

. Let Ext„C(X),K… be the quotient of
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Ext„C(X),K… by the trivial extensions. In the above references it is shown that every exte
has an inverse~up to the addition of a trivial extension! so that Ext„C(X),K… in fact is an Abelian
group. Moreover, Ext„C(X),K… can even be used to define a homology theory onX! Indeed, if we
define

K1
a~X!5Ext„C~X!,K…

~7.5!
K0

a~X!5Ext„C~X! ^ C0~R!,K…

~the superscript ‘‘a’’ is for ‘‘analytic,’’ K-homology, as opposed to ‘‘topological’’ K-homology!,
then it turns out thatK

*
a (X) is a mod 2 periodic homology theory, dual to K-theory.

One way to make the relation to a homology theory more evident is to introduce the non
mutative spheresS0,S1 with function spaces:

C~S1!5H S a11 a12

a21 a22
D :ai j PB~H!,a12,a21PKJ ,

~7.6!

C~S0!5H S a11 0

0 a22
D :a112a22PKJ ,

and then defineKi(X) to be homotopy classes of maps ofX into Si , Ki(X)ª@Si ,X#. In the
noncommutative setting this amounts to the homotopy classes of* -homomorphismsC(X)
→C(Si). ~The equivalence of this definition to what we described above is hardly obvious
necessary technical details can be found in Ref. 31, Secs. 15.7 and 15.8.!

B. Algebra extensions associated to IIA-branes

We will now review a contruction from Ref. 41 which may be interpreted as saying that e
IIA D-brane naturally provides a nontrivial extension of the algebra of functions on spacetim
compact operators.

Let W be an odd-dimensional Spinc submanifold of a spacetimeX. W is equipped with a
complex vector bundleE with connection and inherits a metric fromX. We think of W as the
IIA-brane worldvolume andE as its Chan–Paton bundle. Using the above data we can form
Hilbert spaceH of L2 spinors with values inS^ E, whereS→W is the spin bundle. Denote th
Dirac operator onS^ E by D” E . Assuming the connection and metric are generic,D” E will have no
zero modes and we can decompose the Hilbert space into the positive and negative eigens
D” E : H5H1 % H2 . The commutative algebraC(W) is represented onH by multiplication op-
eratorsM f for f PC(W). In general,M f does not preserve the subspaceH1 , but if we take the
‘‘compression’’ ofM f by composing with the projection operatorP1 :H→H1 then we can define
a Toeplitz operatorTf5P1M f :H1→H1 . As in the caseW5S1 described previously, it turns
out thatTf 1

Tf 2
2Tf 1f 2

is a compact operator and we obtain an extension,

0→K→A→C~W!→0, ~7.7!

whereA is theC* algebra generated by theTf . By using pullbackf* :C(X)→C(W) we obtain
an extension of the algebra of functions on all of spacetime. That is, iff:W→X is a continuous
map then we can define a Busby invarianttf* :C(X)→Q(H) from which we get an extension

0→K→Ã→C~X!→0 ~7.8!

It is shown in Ref. 41 that all classes inK1
a(X)5Ext„C(X),K… can be obtained from the abov

construction using a suitable triplet (W,E,f). Moreover, if a suitable equivalence relation is p
on (W,E,f) then classes inK1

a(X) are in 1–1 correspondence with classes@(W,E,f)#. The
equivalence relations on (W,E,f) make good physical sense: they include cobordism~i.e., con-
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tinuous deformation of the worldvolume and Chan–Paton bundle! and a natural identification o
direct sums of Chan–Paton bundles. In addition they include ‘‘vector bundle modification
mathematical construction reminiscent of the Myers dielectric effect.45

It is interesting to compareK1
a(X) with the group of D-brane charges, thought to be given

K1(X). If X is compact, even dimensional, and spin then, modulo torsion,K1(X) is isomorphic to
K1(X) by Poincare´ duality. However, when we include torsion a puzzling difference emer
There is a universal coefficient theorem~Ref. 31, Theorem 16.3.3!:

0→Ext„K0~X!,Z…→Ext„C~X!,K…→Hom„K1~X!,Z…→O. ~7.9!

Moreover, the sequence splits, so that the torsion can in principle differ from that ofK1(X). This
possible discrepancy in torsion charges deserves to be more thoroughly investigated.

C. The index theorem

We can now put the noncommutative ABS tachyon field of the previous section into its p
mathematical context: The equivalence of IIB D-brane charges in the commutative and no
mutative theory is simply the equality of the analytic and topological index, expressed i
framework of K-homology~as explained in Ref. 41!.

In the language of Brown–Douglas–Filmore, the Toeplitz operators on the Hardy s
defines an analytic K-homology class,

@~HS ,t!#PK1,a~S2p21!, ~7.10!

wheret is the Busby invariant. That is, the inverse image underp:B(H)→Q(H) of t„C(S2p21)…
in B(HS) defines an algebra of operatorsT providing a nontrivial extension by compact operato

0→K→T→C~S2p21!→0. ~7.11!

It is explained in Ref. 41 that the K-homology class~7.10! is the same as that determined by t
Dirac operator@D” # on S using the construction of Sec. VI.2. In particular, the index theorem
Boutet de Monvel follows from the ordinary index theorem.

One usually associates IIB D-brane charge toK0(X), or for an infinitely extended D-bran
with transverse spaceXt , to Kcpt

0 (Xt). The relation to~7.10! is explained as follows. We conside
the exact sequence in K-homology for the pair (D2p,S2p21), whereD2p is the disk of dimension
2p with boundaryS2p21. The connecting homomorphism gives an isomorphism,

d:K0~D2p,S2p21!>K1~S2p21!. ~7.12!

In this way, the above construction associates an element of analytic K-homologyK0,a to the
noncommutative tachyon. By Poincare dualityK0>K0, ~again, up to torsion! and we produce the
same K-theory class we expected to associate to a IIB-brane.

D. Speculations on noncommutative D-branes

The above considerations lead to the idea that it might be fruitful to relax the equiva
relations we have put on the extensions~7.8!. As we have discussed, any ‘‘commutative D-bran
defines a triple (W,E,f) and hence a particular extension. Conversely, given an abstract exte
~7.8! could one extract the data of a D-brane? We can easily answer one simple question
such generalized D-branes, namely: ‘‘Where is the brane?’’ as follows. The kernel of the B
invariant t:C(X)→Q defines an ideal, and from the Gelfand corespondence therefore defi
subspaceW,X. Concretely, the ideal is the subalgebra of functions vanishing onW. It would be
natural to identifyW with the worldvolume of a D-brane. Whether or not one can usefully reco
other aspects of the structure of a D-brane, and in particular whether extensions~7.8! which do not
come from triples (W,E,f) can be usefully identified with ‘‘noncommutative D-branes’’ remai
an interesting open question.
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In any case, inspired by the result of BDF we would like to define an action whose solu
could be considered to be the set of possible IIA D-branes, generalized in the above sen
action has some interesting similarities to the IKKT action. On the other hand, we cautio
reader at the outset that it remains to be seen if the following action will play any useful role
computation of any physical quantities.

The action is a function of pairs~A, f!, whereA is a C* -algebra andf is a C* -algebra
morphismf:A→C(X)→0, and is given by

S~A,f!ªsupf 1 , f 2PC~X! inff~ai !5 f i
TrD~@a1 ,a2#@a1 ,a2#†!. ~7.13!

Here we first take the infimum over all liftsTf of a pair of functionsf. Moreover, TrD is the
Dixmier trace. Roughly speaking, TrD is defined as follows. Letmn(T) be the eigenvalues o
AT†T arranged in decreasing order. Define

TrD~T!ª lim
N→`

1

logN (
n51

N

mn~T!. ~7.14!

For the real story, consult the book by Connes.46

The action~7.13! is positive semidefinite. So, in any reasonable ‘‘space of~A, f!’’ the zeros
of the action are automatically stationary points of minimal action. The action is identically
only when, for all f 1 , f 2PC(X) there are liftsTf 1

,Tf 2
such that the commutator@Tf 1

,Tf 2
# has

singular values falling off faster than 1/An. We may expect the relations~6.12! to give a good
approximation to the general behavior of@Tf 1

,Tf 2
# on spinors of large energy, and from this w

expect that the extensions associated to (W,E,f) described above will be zeros of the actio
Conversely, any zero of the action can be used to define an extension ofC(X) by compact
operators.

It is interesting to compare the action~7.13! with the IKKT model:

S5gIKgJLTr~@XI ,XJ#@XK,XL# !, ~7.15!

whereXI areN3N Hermitian matrices andgIJ is a nondegenerate constant metric onR10. If we
consider theXI as generators of the algebra of functions onR9 then there is a certain similarity
between~7.13! and ~7.15!. However we note the following.

~1! The IKKT action does not generalize easily to curved spaces. Even onR9 if we attempt to
include curved metricsgIJ we run into ordering problems.~See Ref. 47 for the state of the a
on this problem.!

~2! When producing D-branes from Matrix theory the solutions have infinite action. Of co
this is physically appropriate for infinitely extended planar branes. Nevertheless, it wou
nice to work with finite action quantities when considering compact branes.

VIII. NONZERO H-FIELDS AND 5-BRANES

In this section we will focus on a description of Neveu–Schwarz fivebranes in the frame
of Ref. 9. We should first discuss what we mean by an NS fivebrane in open string theory.
original description48 NS fivebranes are solutions to the closed string equations of motion
topology M3S33R with M the fivebrane worldvolume such that*SaH5Q5 , H being the NS
three-form field andQ5 the quantized fivebrane charge. Since the tension scales like 1/gs

2 with gs

the closed string coupling, these are properly thought of as solitons in the closed string
rather than the open string sector of the theory where soliton energies scale as 1/gs ~as for
D-branes!. In open string theory we cannot expect to see the detailed form of the closed
solution since closed string states only arise at the loop level in open string theory. We thus
a fivebrane to be a configuration in a ten dimensional spacetimeX with HPH3(X,Z) a nontrivial
integer class.
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Given the scaling of the fivebrane tension withgs , the close connection between the fram
work of Ref. 9 and Matrix theory,49 and the well-known difficulties in describing fivebranes
Matrix theory,50,51 we can anticipate some problems here as well.

To explain the basic idea and the difficulty one expects, consider takingX5W3RB
2 to be the

worldvolume of an unstable D9-brane in IIA with a large B-field on theR2 component and take
W5R53S3. W represents the commutative part of the D9-brane worldvolume. The effe
action ~2.6! contains gauge fields with gauge groupU(H) coupled to the tachyon field in th
adjoint representation. Since theU(1) component ofU(H) ~with Am proportional to the identity
operator! does not couple toT and has infinite action if its field strength is nonzero, it is mo
correct to say that the gauge group isPU(H)[U(H)/U(1). Defining more precisely what is
meant by theU(1) component when there is nontrivial topology is quite subtle as will be
cussed below.

SinceU(H) is contractible,52 p2„PU(H)…5p1(U(1)…5Z. Thus we can construct an ‘‘in
stanton’’ configuration of thePU(H) gauge fields onS3 by patching together gauge fields on th
northern and southern hemispheres using a nontrivial element ofp2„PU(H)… on theS2 equator.
Our proposal is that such a twistedPU(H) bundle with the tachyon fieldT5t* represents a
D9-brane in the presence of a NS fivebrane while condensing the tachyon field toT50 removes
the D9-brane and leaves an NS fivebrane. More generally, we can use nontrivial projecti
erators for the tachyon to study lower D-branes in the presence of NS fivebranes.

We can now see one difficulty we expect to encounter. Since the NS fivebrane world vo
is six dimensional, it must spanR5PW and as well have one component in the noncommuta
planeRB

2. As a result, the trace in~2.6! is expected to diverge, i.e. the gauge field fieldstreng
squared for the twistedPU(H) connection is not expected to be trace class. More precisely
expect that if we cut off the trace by summing over a finite number of modes then the trac
diverge in the mode number cutoff. In fact, an evaluation of the gauge action*WTr F`* F for
some examples of smooth nontrivialPU(H) connections shows that the action is in inde
infinite. A proper interpretation of this infinity must be addressed in future work. Here we sim
note that since the mode-number cutoff can be interpreted as an infrared cutoff in the no
mutative directions, there is room for an interpretation of the infinite gauge kinetic action a
volume divergence due to the extension of the 5-brane worldvolume in the noncommu
directions.

To see the connection to the fivebrane definition in terms ofH, we note that a standar
theorem states that principalPU(H) bundles are classified by the Dixmier–Douady classh
PH3(W,Z). @A quick homotopy-theoretic proof is thatBPU(H);K(Z,3) sinceVBPU(H)
;PU(H);K(Z,2);VK(Z,3).# This class has been interpreted in Refs. 53, 54, 11 as the c
mology class of the H-field of string theory. In addition to the arguments presented in these
we would like to point out that the reasoning described by Kapustin in Ref. 55 for the case
h is torsion and in fact can be extended to the case ofh nontorsion. This follows because
nontrivial PU(H) bundle defines a nontrivial ‘‘bundle gerbe with connection’’~where we are
using the terminology explained in Refs. 56, 57!. Then, using the equivalence to the formulati
of Brylinski58 one can argue that the ‘‘holonomy of thePU(H) connection in the fundamenta
representation’’ can be given a concrete definition in terms of a covariantly constant sectio
line bundle with connection over loop spaceLW. The line bundle with connection overLW is
constructed using the bundle gerbe associated to thePU(H) bundle with connectionA in a way
explained in Refs. 58, 56, 57.

In more physical terms, we wish to make sense of the expression

expF i E
D

BGTrHP expE
g
A, ~8.1!

in the open string path integral, whereD is the disk worldsheet with boundaryg,W, B is the
background B-field, andA is a PU(H) connection. In order to define this we must liftA to a
compatibleU(H) connectionÃ. In so doing the field strength acquires a ‘‘U(1) component’’
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which we denote by TrF, although since we are working with operators not necessarily of t
class this notation should be handled with great care. The essential physical point is that in
dimensions the commutator of two Hermitian operators can be proportional to the identity m
the standard example being a pair of operators representing the Heisenberg relations.
quently the commutator term inF̃5dÃ1Ã2 can in fact contribute to theU(1) component ofF̃
and in topologically interesting situations it must do so. This in turn means that the Bia
identity for the U(1) part of F̃ is not dTr F50 but ratherd Tr F5K where K is a globally
well-defined 3-form onW. Moreover, by the general results of Ref. 58 it follows that the co
mology class ofK/(2p i ) coincides with the Dixmier–Douady classh. Defining the holonomy of
A as a covariantly constant section of a bundle over loopspace one can follow the strategy
55 and conclude that the Dixmier–Douady classh must be identified with that of the physica
H-field. It is not necessary to assume thath is a torsion class, although in infinite dimensions t
trace Tr isolating theU(1) part of the field strength requires anad-hocdefinition.58

One simple example of a nontrivialPU(H) connection illustrating some of the above gene
remarks is the following.~This example is a paraphrase of Sec. 4.3 of Ref. 58.! We will take the
base space to be the three-manifoldS23S1, more appropriate to anH-monopole. A similar~but
more elaborate! example applies directly toS3 and can be extracted from Ref. 57.

We will construct aPU(H) bundle overS23S1 by starting with aU(1)3Z bundle over
S23S1 and then embedding theU(1)3Z transition functions intoPU(H). TheU(1)3Z bundle
over S23S1 will simply be S33R with a rightaction byU(1)3Z given by

~u,x!;~ueixs3/2,x!,
~8.2!

~u,x!;~u,x11!.

Here uPS3 is identified with anSU(2) matrix, the first line is the rightU(1) action and the
second line is theZ action onxPR. Note that theS3 is not to be thought of as embedded
spacetime. Rather,W5R53S23S1.

We now consider the Heisenberg algebra generated by operatorsû, andN̂ acting on functions
in L2(S1). This S1 should be thought of as the fiber in the Hopf fibrationS3→S2. Let û be the
position operator andN̂ the integrally-quantized angular momentum, so that@ û,N̂#5 i . Using
these operators we can form a representation ofU(1)3Z in PU(H) via

~eix,n!→ein ûeixN̂. ~8.3!

Note thatein û andei x̂N̂ commute up to the phaseeinx and hence~8.3! is indeed a representation o
the commutative groupU(1)3Z in PU(H). Using~8.3! we convert the transition functions of th
U(1)3Z bundleS33R→S23S1 into PU(H) transition functions. Of course, we can~by con-
struction! lift the transition functions toU(H) over contractible open sets in a good cover ofS2

3S1, but then they will fail to satisfy the cocycle condition.
We now discuss how to isolate theu(1) part. Technically, this is defined in Ref. 58 by th

splitting of an exact sequence of bundles of the adjoint representation. Here the releva
algebra of operators is generated by the invariant elements (N̂2x1) and 1. Note thatZ, being
discrete, has no Lie algebra. Therefore, we do not need to includeû. Note too that we are forced

to choose the combination (N̂2x1) so thatx;x11 is equivalent to conjugation byei û. We define
‘‘the u(1) part’’ to be the coefficient of1 in this basis.

As an example of a nontrivialPU(H) connection we choose standard Euler angle coordin
~f, u, c! for uPS3 andx on R. Then we may define the connection using the globally defined
algebra valued form onS33R given by
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A1~u,x!5 i ~dc11 1
2 ~12cosu!df!~N̂2x1!,

~8.4!
A2~u,x!5 i ~dc22 1

2 ~11cosu!df!~N̂2x1!,

where we have dividedS3 into two hemispheres labeled by6. One may easily check tha

A(u,x11)5ei ûA(u,x)e2 i û so this defines a connection on a bundle overS23S1. According to
our definition of theU(1) part of F we have Tr(F)52 i Ad x. This is globally defined onS3

3S1 but is not basic. It is also not closed, as promised, butK5d Tr(F)∧dx
5( i /2)sinu du df dx is a basic form, giving the globally defined ‘‘gerbe curvature 3-form’’
S23S1 with *S23S1K/(2p i )51.

In view of the above, we believe that by allowing for twistedPU(H) bundles in the formal-
ism of Ref. 9 we are able to include the effects of NS 5-branes in the picture of Ref. 9. Inde
A→W is a twisted bundle with fiber given byK and Dixmier–Douady classh thenG(A) is an
algebra whose~Grothendieck group of! finitely generated projective modules defineKH(W). In
the limit of large noncommutativity the tachyon field still defines a projection operator, hen
projective module for this algebra. In the context of type II strings it is important to note that
PU(H) also acts on Fredholm operators, there is also a Fredholm model forKH(W).

Obviously, many details need to be worked out in the above proposal. We hope to rep
this elsewhere.
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We discuss the non-Abelian world-volume action which governs the dynamics ofN
coincident Dp-branes. In this theory, the branes’ transverse displacements are de-
scribed by matrix-valued scalar fields, and so this is a natural physical framework
for the appearance of noncommutative geometry. One example is the dielectric
effect by which Dp-branes may be polarized into a noncommutative geometry by
external fields. Another example is the appearance of noncommutative geometries
in the description of intersecting D-branes of differing dimensions, such as
D-strings ending on a D3- or D5-brane. We also describe the related physics of
giant gravitons. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1377275#

I. INTRODUCTION

The idea that noncommutative geometry should play a role in physical theories is a
one.1,2 Suggestions have been made that such noncommutative structure may resolve the u
let divergences of quantum field theories, or appear in the description of space–time geom
the Planck scale. In the past few years, it has also become a topic of increasing interest to
theorists. From one point of view, the essential step in realizing a noncommutative geom
replacing the space–time coordinates by noncommuting operators,xm→ x̂m. In this replacement,
however, there remains a great deal of freedom in defining the nontrivial commutation rel
which the operatorsx̂m must satisfy. Some explicit choices that have appeared in physical p
lems are as follows:
(i) Canonical commutation relations:

@ x̂m,x̂n#5 iumn umnPC.

Such algebras have appeared in the Matrix theory description of planar D-branes3—for a review,
see Ref. 4. This work also stimulated an ongoing investigation by string theorists of nonco
tative field theories which arise in the low energy limit of a planar D-brane with a constant B
flux, see, e.g., Refs. 5 6, 7.
(ii) Quantum space relations:

x̂m x̂n5q21 Rmn
rt x̂r x̂t Rmn

rtPC.

These algebras received some attention from physicists in the early 1990’s, see, e.g., Refs
9— and have appeared more recently in the geometry of the moduli space ofN54 super-Yang–
Mills theory.10

(iii) Lie algebra relations:

@ x̂m,x̂n#5 i f mn
r x̂r f mn

rPC.

Such algebras naturally arise in the description of fuzzy spheres as was discovered in
attempts to quantize the supermembrane.11,12 These noncommutative geometries have also b
27810022-2488/2001/42(7)/2781/17/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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applied in Matrix theory to describe spherical D-branes.13,14 In string theory, these noncommuta
tive descriptions of spheres also arise in various contexts in the physics of D-branes, as
discussed below.

For a system ofN ~nearly! coincident D-branes, the transverse displacements are describ
a set of scalar fields, which are matrix-valued in the adjoint representation of U(N). Hence,
noncommutative geometries with a Lie-algebra structure appear very naturally in the phys
D-branes. The appearance of a non-Abelian U(N) gauge symmetry in the world-volume theory
N coincident D-branes15 is, of course, one of the most remarkable aspects of the D-brane story16,17

It lies at the heart of such recent developments as the entropy counting of near-BPS black18

and the AdS/CFT correspondence.19 Progress has recently been made on constructing the w
volume action that controls the dynamics of this non-Abelian theory.20,21 In particular, one finds
that this action includes a wide variety of new nonderivative terms for the world-volume sc
Amongst these interactions are couplings by which the non-Abelian D-branes can interact w
of the Ramond–Ramond potentials of any form degree. Further, there is an interesting ‘‘die
effect’’ 20 in which the D-branes are polarized into a higher dimensional noncommutative g
etry by nontrivial background fields.

An outline of this paper is as follows: We begin in Sec. II with a discussion of the n
Abelian D-brane action. Section III presents an outline of the dielectric effect for D-bra
Section IV describes the related physical effect by which branes carrying momentum exp
AdSm3Sn backgrounds, producing giant gravitons. Finally, Sec. V gives a discussion of
noncommutative geometries can arise in the description of intersecting branes. Sections II
are essentially a summary of the material appearing in Ref. 20. Section IV describes that
22 and Sec. V describes that for Refs. 23 and 24. We direct the interested reader to these
for a more detailed presentation of the associated works.

II. NON-ABELIAN D-BRANE ACTION

Within the framework of perturbative string theory, a Dp-brane is a (p11)-dimensional
extended surface in space–time which supports the end points of open strings.16,17 The massless
modes of this open string theory form a supersymmetric U~1! gauge theory with a vectorAa ,
9—p real scalarsF i and their superpartner fermions—for the most part, the latter are ign
throughout the following discussion. At leading order, the low-energy action corresponds
dimensional reduction of that for ten-dimensional U~1! super-Yang–Mills theory. However, a
usual in string theory, there are higher ordera85 l s

2 corrections—l s is the string length scale. Fo
constant field strengths, these stringy corrections can be resummed to all orders, and the r
action takes the Born–Infeld form,25

SBI52TpE dp11s~e2fA2det~P@G1B#ab1l Fab!!, ~1!

whereTp is the Dp-brane tension andl denotes the inverse of the~fundamental! string tension,
i.e., l52p l s

2 . This Born–Infeld action describes the couplings of the Dp-brane to the massles
Neveu-Schwarz fields of the bulk closed string theory, i.e., the metric, dilaton and Kalb–Ra
two-form. The interactions with the massless Ramond–Ramond~RR! fields are incorporated in a
second part of the action, the Wess–Zumino term,26–28

SWZ5mpE PF( C(n) eBGel F, ~2!

whereC(n) denotes then-form RR potentials. Equation~2! shows that a Dp-brane is naturally
charged under the (p11!-form RR potential with chargemp , and supersymmetry dictates th
mp56Tp . If the Dp-brane carries a flux ofB1F, it will also act as a charge source for R
potentials with a lower form degree.26 Such configurations represent bound states of D-brane
different dimensions.15
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In both of the expressions above, the symbolP@¯# denotes the pullback of the bulk space
time tensors to the D-brane world-volume. Thus the Born–Infeld action~1! has a geometric
interpretation, i.e., it is essentially the proper volume swept out by the Dp-brane, which is indica-
tive of the fact that D-branes are actually dynamical objects. This dynamics becomes more e
with an explanation of the static gauge choice implicit in constructing the above action. To b
we employ space–time diffeomorphisms to position the world-volume on a fiducial surfac
fined asxi50 with i 5p11,...,9. With world-volume diffeomorphisms, we then match the wor
volume coordinates with the remaining spacetime coordinates on this surface,sa5xa with a
50,1,...,p. Now the world-volume scalarsF i play the role of describing the transverse displa
ments of the D-brane, through the identification

xi~s!52p l s
2F i~s! with i 5p11,...,9. ~3!

With this identification the general formula for the pullback reduces to

P@E#ab5Emn

]xm

]sa

]xn

]sb 5Eab1l Eai ]bF i1l Eib ]aF i1l2 Ei j ]aF i]bF j . ~4!

In this way, the expected kinetic terms for the scalars emerge to leading order in an expan
the Born–Infeld action~1!. Note that our conventions are such that both the gauge fields
world-volume scalars have the dimensions of length21—hence the appearance of the string sc
in Eq. ~3!.

As N parallel D-branes approach each other, the ground state modes of strings stre
between the different D-branes become massless. These extra massless states carry the ap
charges to fill out representations under a U(N) symmetry. Hence theU(1)N of the individual
D-branes is enhanced to the non-Abelian group U(N) for the coincident D-branes.15 The vectorAa

becomes a non-Abelian gauge field,

Aa5Aa
(n)Tn , Fab5]aAb2]bAa1 i @Aa ,Ab#, ~5!

whereTn areN2 Hermitian generators with Tr(Tn Tm)5N dnm . The scalarsF i also transform in
the adjoint of U(N) with covariant derivatives,

DaF i5]aF i1 i @Aa ,F i #. ~6!

Understanding how to accommodate this U(N) gauge symmetry in the world-volume action
an interesting puzzle. For example, the geometric meaning or even the validity of Eq.~3! seems
uncertain when the scalars on the right-hand side are matrix-valued. In fact, this identificatio
remain roughly correct. Some intuition comes from the case where the scalars are com
matrices and the gauge symmetry can be used to simultaneously diagonalize all of them.
case, one interpretes theN eigenvalues of the diagonalF i as representing the displacements of t
N constituent D-branes, see, e.g., Ref. 4. Of course, to describe noncommutative geometr
will be more interested in the case where the scalars do not commute and so cannot be s
neously diagonalized.

References 20 and 21 recently made progress in constructing the world-volume acti
scribing the dynamics of non-Abelian D-branes. The essential strategy in both of these pape
to construct an action which was consistent with the familiar string theory symmetr
T-duality.29 Acting on D-branes, T-duality acts to change the dimension of the world-volume16,17

The two possibilities are:~i! if a coordinate transverse to the Dp-brane, e.g.,y5xp11, is
T-dualized, it becomes a D(p11)-brane, wherey is now the extra world-volume direction; an
~ii ! if a world-volume coordinate on the Dp-brane, e.g.,y5xp, is T-dualized, it becomes a D(p
21)-brane wherey is now an extra transverse direction. Under these transformations, the ro
the corresponding world-volume fields change as
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~ i! Fp11→Ap11 , ~ ii ! Ap→Fp, ~7!

while the remaining components ofA and scalarsF are left unchanged. Hence in constructing t
non-Abelian action, one can begin with the D9-brane theory, which contains no scalars sin
world-volume fills the entire space–time. In this case, the non-Abelian extension of Eqs.~1! and
~2! is given by simply introducing an overall trace over gauge indices of the non-Abelian
strengths appearing in the action.30 Then applying T-duality transformations on 92p directions
yields the non-Abelian action for a Dp-brane. Of course, in this construction, one also T-duali
the background supergravity fields according to the known transformation rules.29,31–33As in the
Abelian theory, the result for non-Abelian action has two distinct pieces:20,21 the Born–Infeld
term,

SBI52TpE dp11s STr~e2f Adet~Qi
j !A2det~P@Eab1Eai~Q212d! i j Ejb#1l Fab!! , ~8!

with Emn5Gmn1Bmn Qi
j[d i

j1 il@F i ,Fk# Ek j ; and the Wess–Zumino term,

SWZ5mpE STrS PFeil iF iFS ( C(n) eBD Gel F D . ~9!

Let us enumerate the non-Abelian features of this action.
~1! Non-Abelian field strength:TheFab appearing explicitly in both terms is now non-Abelian,
course.
~2! Non-Abelian Taylor expansion:The bulk supergravity fields are in general functions of all
the space–time coordinates, and so in the action~8!, ~9!, they are implicitly functionals of the
non-Abelian scalars. For example, the metric functional appearing in the D-brane action wo
given by a non-Abelian Taylor expansion,

Gmn5exp@lF i ]xi#Gmn
0 ~sa,xi !uxi50

5 (
n50

`
ln

n!
F i 1

¯F i n ~]xi 1¯]xi n!Gmn
0 ~sa,xi !uxi50 . ~10!

~3! Non-Abelian pullback:As was noted in Refs. 34 and 35, the pullback of various space–
tensors to the world-volume must now involve covariant derivatives of the non-Abelian scal
order to be consistent with the U(N) gauge symmetry. Hence Eq.~4! is replaced by

P@E#ab5Eab1l Eai DbF i1l Eib DaF i1l2 Ei j DaF iDbF j . ~11!

~4! Non-Abelian interior product:In the Wess–Zumino term~9!, i F denotes the interior produc
with F i regarded as a vector in the transverse space, e.g., acting on ann-form C(n)

51/n! Cm1¯mn

(n) dxm1
¯dxmn, we have

i Fi FC(n)5
1

2~n22!!
@F i ,F j # Cji m3¯mn

(n) dxm3
¯dxmn. ~12!

Note that acting on forms, the interior product is an anticommuting operator and hence
ordinary vector~i.e., a vectorv i with values inR92p!: i vi vC(n)50. It is only because the scalar
F are matrix-valued that Eq.~12! yields a nontrivial result.
~5! Non-Abelian gauge trace:As is evident above, both parts of the action are highly nonlin
functionals of the non-Abelian fields, and so Eqs.~8! and ~9! would be incomplete without a
precise definition for the ordering of these fields under the gauge trace. Above,STr denotes a
maximally symmetric trace. To be precise, the trace includes a symmetric average over all
ings of Fab , DaF i , @F i ,F j #, and the individualFk appearing in the non-Abelian Taylor expa
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sions of the background fields. This choice matches that inferred from Matrix theory.36 Finally, we
should note that with this definition an expansion of the Born–Infeld term~1! does agree with the
string theory to fourth order inF,37,38however, it does not seem to capture the full physics of
non-Abelian fields in the infrared limit.39 Rather at sixth order, additional terms involving com
mutators of field strengths must be added to the action.40

Some other general comments on the non-Abelian action are as follows: In the Born–
term ~8!, there are now two determinant factors as compared to one in the Abelian action~1!. The
second determinant in Eq.~8! is a slightly modified version of that in Eq.~1!. One might think of
this as the kinetic factor, since to leading order in the low energy expansion, it yields the fa
kinetic terms for the gauge field and scalars. In the same way, one can think of the new first
as the potential factor, since to leading order in the low energy expansion, it reproduc
non-Abelian scalar potential expected for the super-Yang–Mills theory~see below!. Further note
that the first factor reduces to simply one when the scalar fields are commuting, even for g
background fields.

As mentioned below Eq.~2!, an individual Dp-brane couples not only to the RR potential wi
form degreen5p11, but also to the RR potentials withn5p21,p23,... through the exponen
tials of B andF appearing in the Wess–Zumino action~2!. Above in Eq.~9!, i Fi F is an operator
of form degree22, and so world-volume interactions appear in the non-Abelian action~9! in-
volving the higher RR forms. Hence in the non-Abelian theory, a Dp-brane can also couple to th
RR potentials withn5p13,p15,... through the additional commutator interactions. To ma
these couplings more explicit, consider the D0-brane action~for which F vanishes!,

SCS5m0E STrS PFC(1)1 il i Fi F~C(3)1C(1)B!2
l2

2
~ i Fi F!2

3S C(5)1C(3)B1
1

2
C(1)B2D2 i

l3

6
~ i Fi F!3S C(7)1C(5)B1

1

2
C(3)B21

1

6
C(1)B3D

1
l4

24
~ i Fi F!4S C(9)1C(7)B1

1

2
C(5)B21

1

6
C(3)B31

1

24
C(1)B4D G D . ~13!

Of course, these interactions are reminiscent of those appearing in Matrix theory.3,41 For example,
Eq. ~13! includes a linear coupling toC(3), which is the potential corresponding to D2-bra
charge,

il m0E Tr P@ i Fi FC(3)#5 i
l

2
m0E dt Tr~Ct jk

(3)~F,t ! @Fk,F j #1lCi jk
(3)~F,t ! DtF

k @Fk,F j # !,

~14!

where we assume thats05t in static gauge. Note that the first term on the right-hand side has
form of a source for D2-brane charge. This is essentially the interaction central to the constr
of D2-branes in matrix theory with the largeN limit.3,41 Here, however, with finiteN, this term
would vanish upon taking the trace ifCt jk

(3) was simply a function of the world-volume coordina
t ~since@Fk,F j #PSU(N)!. However, in general these three-form components are functiona
F i . Hence, while there would be no ‘‘monopole’’ coupling to D2-brane charge, nontrivial ex
tation values of the scalars can give rise to couplings to an infinite series of higher ‘‘multip
moments.

Finally we add that by the direct examination of string scattering amplitudes using the m
ods of Refs. 42 and 43, one can verify at low orders the form of the non-Abelian interactio
Eqs.~8! and~9!, including the appearance of the new commutator interactions in the non-Al
Wess–Zumino action.44
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III. DIELECTRIC BRANES

In this section, we wish to consider certain physical effects arising from the new non-Ab
interactions in the world-volume action, given by Eqs.~8! and ~9!. To begin, consider the scala
potential for Dp-branes in flat space, i.e.,Gmn5hmn with all other fields vanishing. In this case
the entire scalar potential originates in the Born–Infeld term~8! as

V5Tp TrAdet~Qi
j !5NTp2

Tpl2

4
Tr~@F i ,F j # @F i ,F j # !1¯ . ~15!

The commutator-squared term corresponds to the potential for ten-dimensional U(N) super-
Yang–Mills theory reduced top11 dimensions. A nontrivial set of extrema of this potential
given by taking the 92p scalars as constant commuting matrices, i.e.,

@F i ,F j #50 ~16!

for all i and j . Since they are commuting, theF i may be simultaneously diagonalized and
discussed above, the eigenvalues are interpreted as the separated positions ofN fundamental
Dp-branes in the transverse space. This solution reflects the fact that a system ofN parallel
Dp-branes is supersymmetric, and so they can sit in static equilibrium with arbitrary separati
the transverse space.16,17

From the results described in the previous section, it is clear that in going from flat spa
general background fields, the scalar potential is modified by new interactions and so one
reconsider the analysis of the extrema. It turns out that this yields an interesting physical
that is a precise analog for D-branes of the dielectric effect in ordinary electromagnetism. T
when Dp-branes are placed in a nontrivial background field for which the Dp-branes would
normally be regarded as neutral, e.g., nontrivialF (n) with n.p12, new terms will be induced in
the scalar potential, and generically one should expect that there will be new extrema beyon
found in flat space, i.e., Eq.~16!. In particular, there can be nontrivial extrema with noncommut
expectation values of theF i , e.g., with TrF i50 but Tr(F i)2Þ0. This would correspond to the
external fields ‘‘polarizing’’ the Dp-branes to expand into a~higher dimensional! noncommutative
world-volume geometry. This is the analog of the familiar electromagnetic process whe
external field may induce a separation of charges in neutral materials. In this case, the po
material will then carry an electric dipole~and possibly higher multipoles!. The latter is also seen
in the D-brane analog. When the world-volume theory is at a noncommutative extremum
gauge traces of products of scalars will be nonvanishing in various interactions involvin
supergravity fields. Hence at such an extremum, the Dp-branes act as sources for the latter bu
fields.

To make these ideas explicit, we will now illustrate the process with a simple example
considerN D0-branes in a constant background RR fieldF (4), i.e., the field strength associate
with D2-brane charge. We find that the D0-branes expand into a noncommutative two-s
which represents a spherical bound state of a D2-brane andN D0-branes.

Consider a background where only RR four-form field strength is nonvanishing with

Fti jk
(4) 522 f « i jk for i , j ,kP$1,2,3% ~17!

with f a constant~of dimensions length21!. SinceF (4)5dC(3), we must consider the coupling o
the D0-branes to the RR three-form potential, which is given above in Eq.~14!. If one explicitly
introduces the non-Abelian Taylor expansion~10!, one finds the leading order interaction may
written as

i

3
l2m0E dt Tr~F iF jFk!Fti jk

(4) ~ t !. ~18!
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This final form might have been anticipated since one should expect that the world-vo
potential can only depend on gauge invariant expressions of the background field. Given t
are considering a constant backgroundF (4), the higher order terms implicit in Eq.~14! will vanish
as they can only involve space–time derivatives of the four-form field strength. Combinin
~18! with the leading order Born–Infeld potential~15! yields the scalar potential of interest for th
present problem,

V~F!5NT02
l2T0

4
Tr~@F i ,F j #2!2

i

3
l2m0 Tr~F iF jFk!Fti jk

(4) ~ t !. ~19!

Substituting in the background field~17! andm05T0 , dV(F)/dF i50 yields

05@@F i ,F j #,F j #1 i f « i jk@F j ,Fk#. ~20!

Note that commuting matrices~16! describing separated D0-branes still solve this equation.
value of the potential for these solutions is simplyV05NT0 , the mass ofN D0-branes. Another
interesting solution of Eq.~20! is

F i5
f

2
a i , ~21!

wherea i are anyN3N matrix representation of the SU~2! algebra,

@a i ,a j #52i « i jk ak. ~22!

For the moment, let us focus on the irreducible representation for which one finds

Tr@~aN
i !2#5

N

3
~N221! for i 51,2,3. ~23!

Now evaluating the value of the potential~19! for this new solution yields

VN5NT02
T0l2f 2

6 (
i 51

3

Tr@~F i !2#5NT02
p2l s

3f 4

6g
N3S 12

1

N2D ~24!

usingT051/(gls). Hence the noncommutative solution~21! has lower energy than a solution o
commuting matrices, and so the latter configuration of separated D0-branes is unstable t
condensing out into this noncommutative solution. One can also consider reducible represen
of the SU~2! algebra~22!, however, one finds that the corresponding energy is always larger
that in Eq.~24!. Hence it seems that the irreducible representation describes the ground state
system.

Geometrically, one can recognize the SU~2! algebra as that corresponding to the noncomm
tative or fuzzy two-sphere.12,45 The physical size of the fuzzy two-sphere is given by

R5lS (
i 51

3

Tr@~F i !2#/ND 1/2

5p l s
2f NS 12

1

N2D 1/2

~25!

in the ground state solution. From the matrix theory construction of Kabat and Taylor,14 one can
infer this ground state is not simply a spherical arrangement of D0-branes rather the nonco
tative solution actually represents a spherical D2-brane withN D0-branes bound to it. In the
present context, the latter can be verified by seeing that this configuration has a ‘‘dipole’’ cou
to the RR four-form. The precise form of this coupling is calculated by substituting the non
mutative scalar solution~21! into the world-volume interaction~18!, which yields
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2
R3

3pgls
3 S 12

1

N2D 21/2E dt Ft123
(4) ~26!

for the ground state solution. Physically thisF (4)-dipole moment arises because antipodal surf
elements on the sphere have the opposite orientation and so form small pairs of separate
branes and antimembranes. Of course, the spherical configuration carries no net D2-brane

Given that the noncommutative ground state solution corresponds to a bound stat
spherical D2-brane andN D0-branes, one might attempt to match the above results using the
formulation. That is, this system can be analyzed from the point of view of the~Abelian! world-
volume theory of a D2-brane. In this case, one would consider a spherical D2-brane carrying
of the U~1! gauge field strength representing theN bound D0-branes, and at the same time, sitt
in the background of the constant RR four-form field strength~17!. In fact, one does find stabl
static solutions, but what is more surprising is how well the results match those calculated
framework of the D0-branes. The results for the energy, radius and dipole coupling are the
as in Eqs.~24!, ~25!, and ~26!, respectively, except that the factors of (121/N2) are absent.20

Hence for largeN, the two calculations agree up to 1/N2 corrections.
One expects that the D2-brane calculations would be valid whenR@ l s while naively the

D0-brane calculations would be valid whenR! l s . Hence it appears there is no common dom
where the two pictures can both produce reliable results. However, a more careful considera
range of validity of the D0-brane calculations only requires thatR!ANls . This estimate is found
by requiring that the scalar field commutators appearing in the full non-Abelian potential~15! are
small so that the Taylor expansion of the square root converges rapidly. Hence for largeN, there
is a large domain of overlap where both of the dual pictures are reliable. Note the dens
D0-branes on the two-sphere isN/(4pR2). However, even ifR is macroscopic it is still bounded
by R!ANls and so this density must be large compared to the string scale, i.e., the den
much larger than 1/l s

2 . With such large densities, one can imagine the discreteness of the
sphere is essentially lost and so there is good agreement with the continuum sphere of t
brane picture.

Finally note that the Born–Infeld action contains couplings to the Neveu–Schwarz two-
which are similar to that in Eq.~18!. From the expansion ofAdet(Q), one finds a cubic interaction

i

3
l2T0E dt Tr~F iF jFk!Hi jk~ t !. ~27!

Hence the noncommutative ground state, which has Tr(F iF jFk)Þ0, also acts as a source of th
B field with

2
R0

3

3pgls
3 S 12

1

N2D E dt H123. ~28!

This coupling is perhaps not so surprising given that the noncommutative ground state rep
the bound state of a spherical D2-brane andN D0-branes. Explicit supergravity solutions descri
ing D2–D0 bound states with a planar geometry have been found,46,47 and are known to carry a
long-rangeH field with the same profile as the RR field strengthF (4). One can also derive this
coupling from the dual D2-brane formulation. Furthermore, we observe that the presence
coupling ~27! means that we would find an analogous dielectric effect if theN D0-branes were
placed in a constant backgroundH field.

The example considered above must be considered simply a toy calculation demonstrat
essential features of the dielectric effect for D-branes. A more complete calculation would re
analyzing the D0-branes in a consistent supergravity background. For example, the prese
could be extended to consider the asymptotic supergravity fields of a D2-brane, where t
four-form would be slowly varying but the metric and dilaton fields would also be nontriv
Alternatively, one can find solutions with a constant backgroundF (4) in M-theory, namely the
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AdS43S7 and AdS73S4 backgrounds, see, e.g., Ref. 48. In lifting the D0-branes to M-theory,
become gravitons carrying momentum in the internal space. Hence the expanded D2–D0
considered here correspond to the ‘‘giant gravitons’’ of Ref. 49. The analog of the D2–D0 b
state in a constant backgroundF (4) corresponds to M2-branes with internal momentum expand
into AdS4,

22,50 while that in a constantH field corresponds to the M2-branes expanding on S4.49

Alternatively, the dielectric effect has been found to play a role in other string theory context
example, in the resolution of certain singularities in the AdS/CFT correspondence,51 or in describ-
ing D-branes in the space–time background corresponding to a WZW model.52,53Further, one can
consider more sophisticated background field configurations which through the dielectric
generate more complicated noncommutative geometries.54

IV. GIANT GRAVITONS

From the above discussion, it seems that in the M-theory backgrounds of AdS43S7 or
AdS73S4, one will find that an M2-brane carrying internal momentum will expand into a st
spherical configuration. While a matrix theory description of such states in terms of nonco
tative geometry is not yet possible, one can instead analyze these configurations in terms
Abelian world-volume theory of the M2-brane. In fact, the spherical M2-branes expanding
AdS4 were actually discovered some time ago.55 It turns out that M5-branes will expand in
similar way for these backgrounds, and further that expanded D3-branes arise in the ty
supergravity background AdS53S5. A detailed analysis22,49,50shows that these expanded bran
are BPS states with the quantum numbers of a graviton. In the following, we will discus
details of the effect for the D3-branes. Most of the discussion applies equally well for the a
gous M2- and M5-brane configurations.

The line element for AdS53S5 may be written as

ds252S 11
r 2

L2Ddt21
dr2

11
r 2

L2

1r 2dV3
21L2~du21cos2 udf21sin2 udṼ3

2!. ~29!

This background also involves a self-dual RR five-form field strength with terms proportion
the volume forms on the two five-dimensional subspaces,F (5)5(4/L) @«(AdS5)1«(S5)#. With
the coordinates chosen above, the four-form potential on the the AdS part of the space is

Celectric
(4) 52

r 4

L
dt «~S3!, ~30!

where«(S3) is the volume form for the three-sphere described bydV3
2. Similarly, the potential on

the S5 is

Cmagnetic
(4) 5L4 sin4 u df «~S̃3!, ~31!

where«(S̃3) is the volume form ondṼ3
2. For the D3-brane configurations of interest, the wor

volume action in Eqs.~1! and ~2! reduces to

S352T3E d4sA2det~P@G# !1T3E P@C(4)#. ~32!

Here, the world-volume gauge field has been set to zero, which will be consistent with th
equations of motion.

Following Ref. 49, one can find solutions where a D3-brane has expanded on the S5 to a
sphere of fixedu while it orbits the S5 in the f direction. Our static gauge choice matches t
spatial world-volume coordinates with the angular coordinates ondṼ3

2, and identifiess05t. Now
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we consider a trial solution of the form:u5constant,r 50 andf5f(t). Substituting this ansatz
into the world-volume action~32! and integrating over the angular coordinates, yields the follo
ing Lagrangian:

L35
N

L
@2sin3 uA12L2 cos2 u ḟ21L sin4 u ḟ#. ~33!

Here we have introduced the~large positive! integerN which counts the five-form flux on S5. This
is also, of course, the rank of the U~N! gauge group in the dual super-Yang–Mills theory. Intr
ducing the conjugate angular momentumPf5dL3 /dḟ, we construct the Hamiltonian,

H35Pfḟ2L35
N

L
Ap21tan2 u ~p2sin2 u!2, ~34!

wherep5Pf /N. Given that the Hamiltonian is independent off, the equations of motion will be
solved with constant angular momentum~and hence constantḟ!. For fixed p, Eq. ~34! can be
regarded as the potential that determines the angleu for equilibrium. ExaminingH3 in detail
reveals degenerate minima at sinu50 and sin2 u5p, and at any of these minima, the energy
H35Pf /L. The expanded configurations are then the giant gravitons of Ref. 49. An impo
observation is that the minima at sin2 u5p only exist for p<1. As p grows beyondp51, the
minima atuÞ0 are lifted above that at sinu50 and then disappear completely ifp.9/8.

The discussion above indicates that one can also consider the possibility of a brane exp
into the AdS part of the space–time.22,50 That is we wish to find solutions where a D3-brane h
expanded to a sphere of constantr while it still orbits in thef direction on the S5. Choosing static
gauge, we again identifys05t but match the remaining world-volume coordinates with t
angular coordinates ondV3

2. The trial solution is nowu50, r 5constant, andf5f(t). Begin-
ning with the same world-volume action~32!,56 one calculates as before and arrives at the
lowing Hamiltonian:

H35
N

L FAS 11
r 2

L2D S p21
r 6

L6D2
r 4

L4G , ~35!

where as beforep5Pf /N. Examining ]H3 /]r 50, one finds minima located atr 50 and
(r /L)25p. The energy at each of the minima isH35Pf /L. In Ref. 22, these expanded config
rations were denoted as dual giant gravitons. An essential difference from the previous
however, is that the minima corresponding to expanded branes persist for arbitrarily largep.

It is interesting to consider the motion of these expanded brane configurations. Evaluaḟ

for any of the above solutions, remarkably one finds the same result:ḟ51/L, independent ofPf .
Further the center of mass motion for any of the equilibrium configurations in the full
dimensional background is along a null trajectory. For example, for the D3-branes expand
S5,

ds252~12L2 cos2 u ḟ2!dt250 ~36!

when evaluated forḟ51/L and u50(5the center of mass position). This is, of course, the
pected result for a massless ‘‘pointlike’’ graviton, but it applies equally well for both of
expanded brane configurations. However, note that in the expanded configurations, the mo
each element of the sphere is along a timelike trajectory.

From the point of view of five-dimensional supergravity in the AdS space, the stable b
configurations correspond to massive states withM5Pf /L. Their angular momentum means th
these states are also charged under a U~1! subgroup of the SO~6! gauge symmetry in the reduce
supergravity theory. With the appropriate normalizations, the charge isQ5Pf /L, and hence one
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finds that these configurations satisfy the appropriate BPS bound.49 One can therefore anticipat
that all of these configurations should be supersymmetric. The latter result has been verified
explicit analysis of the residual supersymmetries.22,50

The AdS53S5 background is a maximally supersymmetric solution of the type IIB superg
ity equations with 32 residual supersymmetries. That is the background fields are invariant
supersymmetries parametrized by 32 independent Killing spinors. These Killing spinors a
termined by setting

dCM5DMe2
i

480
GM

PQRSTFPQRST
(5) e50 ~37!

as the variations of all of the other type IIB supergravity fields vanish automatically. The solu
take the forme5M (xm)e0 , wheree0 is an arbitrary constant complex Weyl spinor.

A supersymmetric extension of the Abelian world-volume action has been constructe
D3-branes~and all other Dp-branes! in a General supergravity background.57,58This action can be
viewed as a four-dimensional nonlinear sigma model with a curved superspace as the targe
Hence the theory is naturally invariant under the target-space supersymmetry. Further ho
formulating the action with manifest ten-dimensional Lorentz invariance, requires an addi
fermionic invariance on the world-volume calledk-symmetry. For a test brane configuratio
where both the target space and world-volume fermions vanish, residual supersymmetrie
arise provided there are Killing spinors which satisfy a combined target-space supersymme
k-symmetry transformation. The latter amounts to imposing a constraintGe5e, where

G52
i

4!
« i 1¯ i 4] i 1

XM1
¯] i 4

XM4GM1¯M4
. ~38!

Of course, this constraint is only evaluated on the D3-brane world-volume. For all of the m
of the potentials in both Eqs.~34! or ~35!, this constraint reduces to imposing the same projec

~G tf11!e050. ~39!

Hence not only are the expanded branes and the pointlike states all BPS configurations, all o
configurations preserve precisely the same supersymmetries. Note that this projection is w
might have expected for a massless particle moving along thef direction, e.g., one can compar
to the supersymmetries gravitational waves propagating in flat space.59

Much of the interest in giant gravitons comes from an intriguing suggestion49 that they may be
related to the ‘‘stringy exclusion principle.’’60–63 The latter arises in the AdS/CFT
correspondence,19 where it is easily understood in the conformal field theory. A family of ch
primary operators in theN54 super-Yang–Mills theory terminates at some maximum wei
because the U(N) gauge group has a finite rank. In terms of the dual AdS description, t
operators are associated with single particle states carrying angular momentum on the i
five-sphere. So the appearance of an upper bound on the angular momentum seems my
from the point of view of the supergravity theory. The suggestion of McGreevy, Susskind
Toumbas49 is that if the dual single particle states are identified with the giant gravitons
D3-branes expanded on the S5, then the upper bound is produced by the fact that these BPS s
only exist for p<1. In fact, this exactly reproduces the desired upper bound on the an
momentum:Pf<N.

Unfortunately this interpretation is not entirely clear because rather than a unique can
for the graviton state, there arethreedifferent ones, including the giant gravitons which expand
S5, the dual giant gravitons which expand on AdS5, and the pointlike states. All of these config
rations have the same angular momentum and energy, and preserve precisely the same su
metries. Unfortunately the latter two of the candidates display no upper bound on the a
momentum, and so there is some uncertainty about the proposed mechanism for the
exclusion principle.
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One tentative suggestion22 is that the exclusion principle may be realized through the quan
mechanical mixing of these different states. One can find instanton configurations desc
tunneling between the pointlike states and either of the expanded branes,22,50 but not between the
two expanded D3-brane solutions.64 The suggestion is then that this mixing may spontaneou
break supersymmetry in the regimePf.N where there are only two potential graviton states

Reference 50 has done some interesting calculations in the context of the dual CFT
seem to be able to identify certain classical field configurations with same properties as th
giant gravitons. Further these calculations seem to indicate that the minimum corresponding
pointlike graviton is lifted due to strong coupling effects. This then suggests a picture whe
D3-branes expanded on AdS5 are dual to coherent states in theN54 super-Yang–Mills theory,
and so do not directly correspond to the chiral primary operators considered in the stringy
sion principle.

V. INTERSECTING BRANES

One interesting aspect of the~Abelian! Born–Infeld action~1! is that it supports solitonic
configurations describing lower-dimensional branes protruding from the original D-brane.65–67For
example, in the case of a D3-brane, one finds spike solutions, known as ‘‘bions,’’ correspo
to fundamental strings and/or D-strings extending out of the D3-brane. In these configura
both the world-volume gauge fields and transverse scalar fields are excited. The gaug
corresponds to that of a point charge arising from the end point of the attached string, i
electric charge for a fundamental string and a magnetic monopole charge for a D-string. The
field describes the deformation of the D3-brane geometry caused by attaching the strings
solutions seem to have a surprisingly wide range of validity, even near the core of the spike
the fields are no longer slowly varying. In fact, one can show that the electric spike correspo
to a fundamental string is a solution of the full string theory equations of motion.68 Further the
dynamics of these solutions, as probed through small fluctuations, agrees with the expecte
behavior.69–72 In part, these remarkable agreements are probably related to the fact that the
supersymmetric configurations.

For the system ofN D-strings ending on a D3-brane, there is also a dual description in te
of the non-Abelian world-volume theory of theN D-strings. There one finds solutions which ha
an interpretation, in terms of noncommutative geometry, as describing the D-strings expand
in a funnel to become an orthogonal D3-brane. In fact, there is an extensive discussion
system in the literature—see, e.g., Refs. 73–80—where the emphasis was on the
connection73 of the D-string equations to the Nahm equations for BPS monopoles.81 In Ref. 23,
our emphasis was on the interpretation of these solutions in terms of noncommutative ge
and the remarkable agreement that one finds with the D3-brane spikes in the largeN limit.

For N D-strings in flat space, the dynamics is determined completely by the Born–I
action ~8! which reduces to20,38

S52T1E d2s STrA2det~hab1l2]aF iQi j
21]bF j ! det~Qi j !, ~40!

where

Qi j 5d i j 1 il@F i ,F j #. ~41!

Implicitly here, the world-volume gauge field has been set to zero, which will be a cons
truncation for the configurations considered below. With the usual choice of static gauge, w
the world-volume coordinates,t5t5x0 and s5x9. For simplicity, one might consider th
leading-order~in l! equations of motion coming from this action,

]a]aF i5@F j ,@F j ,F i ##. ~42!
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Of course, a simple solution of these equations are constant commuting matrices, as in E~16!.
As discussed in the previous section, such a solution describesN separated parallel D-string
sitting in static equilibrium.

To find a dual description of the bion solutions of the D3-brane theory,65,66one needs a static
solution which represents the D-strings expanding into a D3-brane. The corresponding ge
would be a long funnel where the cross section at fixeds has the topology of a two-sphere. In th
context, the latter cross section naturally arises as a fuzzy two-sphere12,45if the scalars have value
in an N3N matrix representation of the SU~2! algebra~22!. Hence one is lead to consider th
ansatz,

F i5
R~s!

lAN221
a i , i 51,2,3, ~43!

where we will focus on case where thea i are the irreducibleN3N SU~2! matrices. Then with the
normalization in Eq.~43!, the functionuR(s)u corresponds precisely to the radius of the fuz
two-sphere,

R~s!25
l2

N (
i 51

3

Tr@F i~s!2#. ~44!

Substituting the ansatz~43! into the matrix equations of motion~42! yields a single scalar equa
tion,

R9~s!5
8

l2~N221!
R~s!3, ~45!

for which one simple class of solutions is

R~s!56
Np l s

2

s2s`
S 12

1

N2D 1/2

. ~46!

Given the above analysis, Eqs.~43! and ~46! only represent a solution of the leading ord
equations of motion~42!, and so naively one expects that it should only be valid for small rad
However, one can show by direct evaluation23 that in fact these configurations solve the fu
equations of motion extremizing the non-Abelian action~40!. The latter can also be inferred from
an analysis of the world-volume supersymmetry of these configurations. Killing spinor solu
of the linearized supersymmetry conditions will exist provided that the scalars satisfy

DsF i56
i

2
« i jk@F j ,Fk#. ~47!

The latter can be recognized as the Nahm equations.73 Hence the duality between the D3-bran
and D-string descriptions gives a physical realization of Nahm’s transform of the moduli spa
BPS magnetic monopoles. Now inserting the ansatz~43! into Eq. ~47! yields

R857
2

lAN221
R2, ~48!

which one easily verifies is satisfied by the configuration given in Eq.~46!. Hence, one conclude
that the solutions given by Eqs.~43! and ~46! are in fact BPS solutions preserving 1/2 of th
supersymmetry of the leading order D-string theory. Now in Ref. 82, it was shown that
solutions of the leading order theory are also BPS solutions of the full non-Abelian Born–I
action ~40!.
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The geometry of the solution, Eqs.~43! and~46!, certainly has the desired funnel shape. T
fuzzy two-sphere shrinks to zero size ass→` and opens up to fill thex1,2,3 hypersurface ats
5s` . By examining the non-Abelian Wess–Zumino action~9!, one can show that the noncom
mutative solution induces a coupling to the RR four-form potentialCt123

(4) . This calculation con-
firms then that, with the minus~plus! sign in Eq.~46!, the D-strings expand into a~n anti-!D3-
brane which fills thex1,2,3 directions.23 Given that the funnel solution of the D-string theory a
the bion spike of the D3-brane theory are both BPS, one might expect that there will be a
agreement between these two dual descriptions. The formula for the height of D3-brane
above thex1,2,3 hyperplane is65

s2s`5
Np l s

2

R
. ~49!

Compared to Eq.~46!, one finds that for largeN the two descriptions are describing the sam
geometry up to 1/N2 corrections. One finds similar quantitative agreement for largeN in calcu-
lating the energy, the RR couplings and the low energy dynamics in the two dual descripti23

As in the discussion of the dielectric effect, one can argue that the D3-brane description is
for R@ l s while the D-string description is reliable forR!ANls .23 Hence one can understand th
good agreement between these dual approaches for largeN since there is a large domain o
overlap where both are reliable.

Note that in the configurations considered in this section, there are no nontrivial superg
fields in the ambient space–time. Hence the appearance of the noncommutative geometry
solutions is quite distinct from that in the dielectric effect, where the external fields drive
D-branes into a certain geometry in the ground state. In the funnel solutions, the noncomm
geometry was put into the ansatz~43! by hand. An interesting extension of these solutions is t
to replace the SU~2! generators by those corresponding to some other noncommutative geom
i.e., to replace Eq.~43! by

F i5
R~s!

lAC
Gi , ~50!

where theGi are newN3N constant matrices satisfying Tr((Gi)25N C. An interesting feature
of such a construction is that near the core of the funnel, the leading order equations of motio
still be those given in Eq.~42!. Thus for Eq.~50! to provide a solution, the new generators mu
satisfy @Gj ,@Gj ,Gi ##52a2 Gi for some constanta, and then the radius is determined by

R95
2a2

l2C
R3, ~51!

which still has essentially the same form as Eq.~45! above. Further the funnel solution of th
equation also has essentially the same form as Eq.~46! above, i.e.,

R56
lAC

a~s2s`!
. ~52!

Hence the profile withR.l/s is universal for all funnels on the D-string, independent of
details of the noncommutative geometry that describes the cross-section of the funnel.

This universal behavior is curious. For example, one could consider using this framew
describe a D-string ending on an orthogonal Dp-brane with p.3. However, from the dua
Dp-brane formulation, one expects that for largeR, solutions will essentially be harmonic func
tions behaving likes}R2(p22) or R}s21/(p22). The resolution of this puzzle seems to be that
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two profiles apply in distinct regimes, the first for smallR and the second for largeR. Hence it
must be that the nonlinearity of the full Born–Infeld action will generate solutions which dis
a transition from one kind of behavior to another.

One particular example that we have examined in detail24 is the case whereGi in Eq. ~50! are
chosen to be generators describing a fuzzy four-sphere—these may be found in, e.g., Ref
this case, the funnel describes the D-strings expanding into a D5-brane. One does find
pected transition in the behavior of the geometry. That is,s'N2/3l s /R for smallR in accord with
Eq. ~52!, while at largeR, higher order terms in the Born–Infeld action~40! become important
yielding s'N2/3l s

4/R3. The same kind of behavior is also found for the corresponding solution
the dual D5-brane world-volume theory, although of course in that case the nonlinearities
Born–Infeld action become important for smallR. An interesting feature of the D5-brane spike
that it is also non-Abelian in character. Charge conservation arguments indicate that the D
acts as a source of the second Chern class in the world-volume of the D5-brane.83 More precisely,
if N D-strings end on a D5-brane, then

1

8p2 E
S4

Tr~F∧F !5N, ~53!

for any four-sphere surrounding the D-string end point. Hence both of the dual descriptions
a noncommutative character. Again, we find that the dual constructions seem to agree at laN,
however, the details of the solutions are more complex. In part, the latter must be due to th
that the D5'D1 system is not supersymmetric.
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Superstrings and topological strings at large N
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We embed the largeN Chern–Simons/topological string duality in ordinary super-
strings. This corresponds to a largeN duality between generalized gauge systems
with N51 supersymmetry in four dimensions and superstrings propagating on
noncompact Calabi–Yau manifolds with certain fluxes turned on. We also show
that in a particular limit of theN51 gauge theory system, certain superpotential
terms in theN51 system~including deformations if spacetime is noncommutative!
are captured to all orders in 1/N by the amplitudes of noncritical bosonic strings
propagating on a circle with self-dual radius. We also consider D-brane/anti-D-
brane system wrapped over vanishing cycles of compact Calabi–Yau manifolds
and argue that at largeN they induce a shift in the background to a topologically
distinct Calabi–Yau, which we identify as the ground state system of the brane/
anti-brane system. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1376161#

I. INTRODUCTION

The idea that largeN gauge theories should have a phase described by perturbative string
forth by ’t Hooft,1 has been beautifully realized by various examples. The first example of
kind was found by Kontsevich,2 which relates the bosonic string theory coupled to certain ma
@~1, 2! minimal model, which is equivalent to pure topological gravity formulated by Witten3#, to
a matrix integral with cubic interaction~which can be viewed as a particular gauge theory in z
dimensions!. ~This is not the same as the old matrix model which discretizes the worldshe
rather it is the target space description exactly in line with ’t Hooft’s conjecture.! Many more
examples were also found in the context of noncritical bosonic strings. For example, it was f4

that bosonic strings propagating on a circle with self-dual radius is equivalent to Penner m
model.5

More recently it was recognized that ’t Hooft’s conjecture is also realized even for much
complicated and physically more interesting gauge theories.6–8 In particular certain gauge theorie
at largeN are equivalent to superstrings propagating on AdS backgrounds. Another examp
string/largeN duality was discovered in Ref. 9, where it was shown that largeN limit of Chern–
Simons gauge theory onS3 is equivalent to topological strings on a noncompact Calabi–Y
threefold which is a blow up of the conifold@given by O(21)1O(21) bundle overP1#. This
duality was tested to all orders in the 1/N expansion including checks at the level of Wilson lo
observables of the Chern–Simons theory.10,11 It is also known12 that in some limit~largeN, fixed
Chern–Simons couplingk! this theory has the same partition function as bosonic strings a
self-dual radius.

This paper was motivated by trying to connect the duality discovered in Ref. 9 with
dualities discovered in the context of AdS/CFT correspondences. The basic idea is to co
type IIA superstring propagating in the conifold background~which is symplectically the same a
T* S3! in the presence ofN D6 branes wrapped aroundS3 and filling the spacetime. It has bee
known13 that the topological string amplitudes for the internal theory on the noncompact Ca
Yau compute superpotential terms on the left-overR4 world volume of the D6 brane. On the othe
hand, it is also known that the internal topological string theory withN D-branes wrapped onS3

is equivalent to Chern–Simons gauge theory onS3.14 Thus the duality found in Ref. 9 sugges
that type IIA string on the conifold withN D6 branes is equivalent to the blown up version of t
27980022-2488/2001/42(7)/2798/20/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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conifold with no branes left over. At first sight this seems strange, because having no D-bran
would naively suggest a theory withN52 supersymmetry rather thanN51. Moreover Ramond
fluxes should also be turned on in the blown up geometry corresponding to the flux genera
the D6 brane. The main question was why in the dual topological string theory discovered i
9 there is no mention of RR fluxes? Indeed it is an ordinary topological string~the A model! on the
blown up conifold.

The resolution turns out to be that turning on the RR flux does not affect the topological
amplitudes, and the dual string theorydoesinvolve RR fluxes. Turning on RR flux, however, doe
generate anN51 superpotential term,15,16 which can be computed in terms of the topologic
string amplitudes. Thus the duality found in Ref. 9 can be viewed as an all order check in thN
expansion for theN51 superpotential computations in the context of this type IIA superstr
gauge theory duality. One can also consider the mirror symmetry acting on all these state
which as noted in Ref. 9 give rise to similar dualities. In the superstring realization, the mirror
~in a certain limit! would correspond to considering type IIB string on the blow up of the conif
with N D5 branes wrapped onP1 and we end up with type IIB on deformed conifold geome
T* S3 but with RR flux turned on.

One can also consider wrapped D-brane in the context of compact Calabi–Yau man
However, in this case we also need to put anti-D-branes, in order to have no net D-branes.
case we conjecture that the largeN limit will correspond to having a new Calabi–Yau with fluxe
which can decay as discussed in Ref. 17 to a theory with no fluxes left over and with supe
metry increased toN52. The effect of the non-BPS states has been to shift the background
new background. This is a novel way of deforming backgrounds, and as we will suggest la
the paper may have many interesting extensions.

The organization of this paper is as follows: In Sec. II we review aspects of topological s
amplitudes and what they compute in the corresponding superstring theory. In Sec. III we
the duality of Ref. 9 and embed it in the context of type IIA superstrings. In Sec. IV we a
mirror symmetry to the statements in Sec. III and discuss the equivalent type IIB super
theory. In Sec. V we discuss possible applications ofc51 noncritical bosonic strings to th
question of generation of superpotential in the largeN limit of N51 supersymmetric gaug
theory. In Sec. VI we discuss wrapped brane/anti-brane systems in the context of compact C
Yau manifolds and use the above duality to make new predictions about the shift in the
ground. In Sec. VII we discuss some generalizations of this work.

While preparing this paper, three papers appeared which have overlaps with different a
of our work. In particular, Refs. 18 and 19 have some overlap with our work in the context of
N duals ofN51 gauge theories in the context of type IIB strings, which we will briefly comm
on in Sec. IV. Also the same configuration of wrapped D-branes/anti-D-branes considered
VI was also studied in Ref. 20 in a different context.

II. TOPOLOGICAL STRINGS AND SUPERSTRINGS

In this section we discuss aspects of topological strings and their relevance for superpo
computations in the corresponding superstring compactifications. We will divide our discuss
two parts: Closed string case~i.e., without D-branes! and open string case~i.e., including
D-branes!. We also point out the relevance of topological string amplitudes forN51 superpoten-
tial computations when RR-fluxes are turned on.

A. Closed topological string and superstring amplitudes in 4D

Consider A model topological strings on a Calabi–Yau manifoldK ~similar remarks apply to
the mirror B model!. For simplicity of notation let us assume that the CY manifold has only
Kahler class, parametrized by the complexified Kahler parametert. Then closed topological string
amplitude onK is given by

F~ t,ls!5(
g

ls
2g22Fg , ~2.1!
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Fg5(
d

Fd,ge2dt,

where, roughly speakingFd,g denote the ‘‘numbers’’~Gromov–Witten invariants! of genusg
curves in classd. The topological strings compute certain amplitudes in the corresponding
IIA superstring compactifications on the Calabi–Yau.13,21,22In particular they compute terms i
the action of the form

E d4u W2gFg~ t !5gR2F2g22Fg~ t !1¯ ,

whereWab denotes the graviphoton field strength multiplet,R2 and F2g22 denote certain con-
tractions of the self-dual part of the Riemann tensor and of the gravi-photon field strength,t
denotes the vector superfield with the vev of the lowest component being the Kahler paramt.
One way to derive this formula is to note that with 2g22 insertions of the spin operator, need
to compute the amplitude involving theF2g22, the ordinary sigma model is topologically twiste
At genus 0 what one gets is

E d4u F0~ t !5]2F0~ t !Ft∧Ft1¯ ,

whereFt denotes the~self-dual part of the! U~1! field strength in the same multiplet ast. In the
type IIA this arises from the 4-form field strengthG by setting it to

G5Ft∧v t ,

wherev t denotes the Kahler form associated tot.
It is natural to ask what changes in the closed topological string computations when w

on some RR flux in the target space. The choices are the 2-form field strength in the interna
F, 4-form field strengthGint along the internal CY directions and theG along the spacetime
directions G4 , which we equivalently study in terms of the dual 6-form field strengthG6

5* G4 . ~We can also include the 0-form field strength dual to 10-form field strength in type
but since we will not deal with it in this paper we will not discuss it. It will give rise to anN
51 superpotential of the form*G0∧k3.! It turns out that the topological string amplitudes in t
presence of RR fields is not modified at all. This is particularly simple to show in the Berk
formalism.22–24 Instead of demonstrating it in this way we follow a related idea, which we
need later in this paper, by studying the generation ofN51 superpotential terms in the presen
of RR fluxes, which we will discuss next.

B. Generation of superpotential due to internal field strength

RR fluxes have been studied in the context of CY compactifications.25,26,15,16In particular it
has been shown in Refs. 15 and 16 that turning on internal field strength in the CY lea
generation of superpotential terms in 4DN51 theory~see also similar situations considered
Refs. 27 and 28!. In the context of type IIA theory with RR fluxes corresponding toF andGint and
G6 discussed above, the superpotential is given by

lsW5E F∧k∧k1 i E G∧k1E G6 , ~2.2!

wherek is the complexified Kahler class. To see this one considers the BPS charge in the pr
of BPS domain walls which may be partially wrapped over the CY. For example, consider
D6-brane wrapped over 4-cycles of CY gives a domain wall with BPS tension (1/ls)*k∧k
integrated over the internal part of the 6-brane. This in turn shifts the dualF by one unit. This BPS
formula should be captured by aDW and we can see from the above form of~2.2! that the first
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term above precisely captures this term. More precisely what we mean by the formula~2.2! is the
worldsheet quantum correctedformula for the kahler forms~as is well known in the context o
mirror symmetry the mass of the D-branes receives corrections by the worldsheet instanto!. In
particular if t denotes the complexified area of the basic 2-cycle, then the volumes of the 0-,
and 6-cycles are given by

1,t,
]F0

]t
,2F02t

]F0

]t
,

whereF0 is the genus zero topological string amplitude. So in particular suppose we haveN units
of theF flux through the basic 2-cycle, wheret denotes the complexified area of this 2-cycle. Th
the first term in~2.2! is equivalent to

E F`k`k5N
]F0

]t
.

Similarly if we considered D4-branes wrapped over 2-cycles and D2-branes with no wrap
we deduce the existence of the second and third term in~2.2!. In particular if we denote the fluxe
of F,Gint ,G6 by integersN,L,P relative to integral 2-, 4-, and 6-cycles, we have

lsW5N
]F0

]t
1 i tL 1P. ~2.3!

Note that Eq.~2.2! can also be written in the form

lsW5E ~F1 i * G!`k1E G6 , ~2.4!

where again here by* we mean the worldsheet quantum corrected* operation.
Now we come to the discussion of why turning on RR fluxes should not modify the topo

cal amplitudes. We will concentrate on genus 0 amplitudes~similar arguments can be advance
for the higher genus amplitudes as well!. The vector superfield with bottom componentt has an
auxiliary field in the superspace of the form

t1u2~F1* iG !1¯ ,

whereF andG are the usual RR fluxes of the internal Calabi–Yau.~I have greatly benefited from
discussions with Nathan Berkovits in connection with the auxiliary field structure of the su
fields.! In the usual supersymmetric background they are set to zero. Now suppose we wish
them on. Suppose, for example, we wish to turn onN units of F. Consider the topological string
amplitudeF0(t). We claim that this already yields the correct structure for the generationN
51 superpotential precisely ifF0 is unmodified in the presence ofRR flux. To see this note tha
using the expansion oft in terms of the RR field strength auxiliary fields we have

E d4u F0~ t !5E d2u N
]F0

]t

which is exactly the expected answer ifF0 is unmodified. Similarly turning on theGint flux and
using~2.4! we see that the term in~2.2! involving Gint will also have the correct structure ifF0 is
unmodified.

There is another auxiliary field in the vector multiplet which come from theNS–NS sector
which is relevant for us. This corresponds to the field strength associated with the lack o
grability of complex structure. In particular if we writeD̄5 ]̄1A], whereA is an antiholomorphic
one form taking values in the tangent bundle, then
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D̄25~ ]̄A1@A,A# !]5F],

whereF is an antiholomorphic 2-form with values in the tangent bundle which is equivalen
lowering the vector index by the three form, to a~2,2! form. If this is nonvanishing it also
corresponds to making the~3,0! form in the CY not to be annihilated by]̄. These turn out
effectively to add toF andGint complex pieces of the formiF NS/ls and iG int

NS/ls . A similar NS
auxiliary field gives rise effectively to the complex part of* G6 . ~Turning these fields on is mirro
to turning onHNS on the mirror CY.! In other words, even with these fields turned on, the form
~2.3! remains correct but nowN,L,P also include imaginary pieces of the formiNI /ls , iL /ls ,
iP/ls . We will continue to denote the superpotential as~2.3! and keep in mind thatN, L, andP
can have complex pieces given by an integer overls .

Turning these vevs on breaks theN52 supersymmetry toN51. The fieldt is now the bottom
component of anN51 chiral multiplet whose auxiliary field descends from another auxiliary fi
~which also comes from theNSsector! in the originalN52 multiplet which is not turned on.

Note also that the higher genus topological amplitudes also give rise to certainN51 super-
potential terms when the auxiliary field of theN52 multiplet t takes a vev. In particular withN
units of RR flux forF we get

E d4 u W2gFg~ t !→NE d2u W2g
]Fg

]t
, ~2.5!

where we continue to denote byWab the reduction of theN52 multiplet to anN51 multiplet
with the self-dual part of the gravi-photon field strength as its bottom component.

So in conclusion we have learned that the topological string amplitudes are not sensi
turning on RR field strengths, but they are useful in determining the superpotential terms th
be generated once certain RR and NS fields take a vev. This is captured by Eq.~2.3!.

C. Open topological strings and NÄ1 amplitudes in 4D

In the A-model, the open topological string corresponds to studying holomorphic maps
worldsheet with boundaries to the target space where the boundary lies on a three-dime
Lagrangian subspace of the CY, i.e., the three-dimensional topological version of D-br14

Moreover, it was shown that topological string field theory in this case is just the Chern–Si
gauge theory on the corresponding Lagrangian submanifold~possibly corrected with nontrivia
worldsheet instantons!. The implications of these theories for superstring amplitudes has
studied as well. In particular if we consider type IIA superstring in the presence of a CY wiN
D6-branes wrapping a Lagrangian 3-cycle of CY and filling the rest of the spacetime we g
N51 gauge theory with SU(N) gauge group in 4D. Then it was shown in Ref. 13 that,
example, the genus 0 open topological string amplitudes compute corrections of the form

lsW5(
h
E d2u F0,h@NhSh21#1aS1b, ~2.6!

where F0,h is the partition function of the topological string at genus 0 withh holes, andS
5ls Tr W2 whereWa is the chiral superfield with gaugino as its bottom component.@The coef-
ficient of Nh in front arises because, as discussed in Ref. 13, we have to chooseh21 holes to put
the trW2 fields and this can be done inh ways and also the trace over the hole without a field gi
a factor of N. Note also that TrW2 which is a fermion bilinear is nilpotent, in the sense th
(Tr W2)k50 for k.N2. It is relevant for us precisely because we are considering a largeN limit.
Thus in the largeN limit the gaugino bilinear can even have a classical vev.# Here we have shown
explicitly the contribution coming fromh52 in the form ofaS. This term, coming from annulus
is typically divergent, signifying the RG flow of the coupling constant of the gauge theory
needs regularization. Also we have added a constantb to remind us that we cannot fix that from
open topological string considerations. Hereh is the number of holes on the sphere andF0,h
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denotes the topological amplitude on the sphere withh holes. If the target space has some Kah
moduli t they will correspond to chiral fields in theN51 theory in four dimensions andF0,h will
depend ont. The case ofh51 in the above formula was recently discussed in Refs. 29, 30, an
Some superstring implications of higher genus open topological strings, i.e.,Fg,h with arbitraryg,
has also been noted in Ref. 10. In particular they compute terms of the
*d2u Fg,hW2g@NhSh21#.

Let us define the open topological string amplitude summed over all holes at a fixed gen

Fg
open~r !5(

h
Fg,hr h.

Then, for example, the genus 0 open topological string amplitude computes the following c
tion to the superpotential:

lsW5NE d2u
]F0

open~S!

]S
1aS1b.

This is strikingly similar to the form obtained in~2.3! in the context of closed topological strin
amplitudes. Similarly the higher genus correction computes terms of the form

NE d2u W2g
]Fg

open~S!

]S

which is also similar to the higher genus correction obtained in the closed string context
presence of flux~2.5!. The main difference being thatS is an operator for the open string amp
tudes butt is a parameter in the closed string setup. Nevertheless we will see in the next s
why this is not an accidental similarity and provides the superstring interpretation of the d
found in Ref. 9, whenS takes an expectation value equal tot.

III. EMBEDDING LARGE N TOPOLOGICAL STRING DUALITY IN SUPERSTRINGS

Consider type IIA strings in a noncompact CY three-fold geometry of the form of the con
times the Minkowski spaceM4: The internal geometry is given by

f 5x1
21¯1x4

25r,

where eachxi parametrizesC. The real subspace of the above geometry isS3 ~for realr! and the
imaginary directions sweep the cotangent direction ofS3. The volume ofS3 in string units is given
by r ~here we are taking the canonical 3-formV5Pdxi /d f , which scales asr to give the
volume!. Thus symplectically the conifold isT* S3. ConsiderN D6-branes wrapped over theS3 of
the conifold and filling the rest of the spacetime. On the uncompactified world volume o
D-brane we have anN51 supersymmetric SU(N) gauge theory. Note that to leading order t
action on the uncompactified world volume of the D-branes is given by the superpotential

1

ls
E d2u SY, ~3.1!

whereS5ls Tr W2 and whereY denotes theN51 chiral superfield with its bottom componen
given by iC1(r/ls), whereC is the vev of the 3-form gauge field on IIA~normalized with
periodicity 2p! and plays the role of theu angle for the gauge theory andr denotes the volume o
the S3.

The choice of this type IIA geometry is based on the desire to utilize the topological o
closed string duality. In particular, as discussed in the preceding section the open topo
string in this case computes corrections to the superpotential of the form
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N

ls
E d2u ]SF0

open~S!.

The topological A-model is insensitive to complex structure. In particularFopen is independent of
r except for a linear terms inS ~coming from the annulus! written in ~3.1!, which is related to the
ambiguity of open topological string at the level of annulus. There is also a divergence o
annulus amplitude corresponding to the running of the gauge coupling constant, which,
regularized form, can be viewed as addition of a linear term inS. The corrections above to th
simpleYS5Y Tr W2 involve higher dimension operators~more powers ofS! and are captured by
the open string amplitude which coincide with the largeN expansion of the Chern–Simon amp
tudes onS3. Note also that the fact that they are independent ofY implies that they survive no
matter what the size of theS3 is.

Now we wish to consider the limit where we consider theN→` limit keepingNls fixed. In
this limit, the analog of ’t Hooft coupling for the gauge system is given by

1

NgYM
2 → Y

Nls
,

which remains fixed in this limit. We would like to consider the gravity dual of this gauge sys
In the spirit of AdS/CFT correspondence we will have to consider the near horizon geom
What the precise notion of ‘‘near’’ horizon geometry in this case should be is more subtle be
the expectation value ofY undergoes an RG flow, as noted above, and it will depend at w
scale we are probing it. In other words we have to readjust the size ofY depending on how close
we are approaching the branes. The limit should be such that theS3 has zero size when we prob
it in the UV of the gravitational side but finite size in the IR. To avoid such subtleties we tr
look for a consistent gravitational background which the branes create. In particular we s
find anS2 of finite size emerging, surrounding theS3, with the D-branes completely disappear
and replaced by the corresponding fluxes. In the case at hand, since we haveN D6-branes wrap-
ping theS3 in the geometry after transition we should getN units of the 2-form RR fluxF through
the dualS2. We will now turn to studying this geometry.

A. Type IIA superstring on the blown up geometry

We thus seek the dual largeN stringy description of the above gauge system, in the form
the type IIA background with the blown up conifold geometry, i.e., the geometry correspond
O(21)1O(21) bundle overP1, with N units of 2-formF flux throughP1. However, we must
also have internal 4-form and 6-form fluxes~in the form ofNSand RR fields discussed before!.

That there should be anNS 4-form flux corresponds to the fact that the size of theS3 is
changing~i.e., thatV is no longer closed andr5*S3V changes!, inducing a running of the gaug
coupling constant. Moreover to preserveN51 supersymmetry for a finite valuet of the complexi-
fied area of the blown upP1 we need both 4-form as well as 6-form fluxes. In fact, as discus
in the preceding section and summarized in Eq.~2.3! we have a superpotential of the form

W5N] tF0~ t !1 i tL 1P, ~3.2!

where for the geometry at handF0(t) is, up to a cubic polynomial, the tri-logarithm function
given by

F0~ t !5
1

6
t32 (

n.0

e2nt

n3 1P2~ t ! ~3.3!

@whereP2(t) is a polynomial of order 2 int and is somewhat ambiguous#. Similarly for higher
genusFg we have
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Fg~ t !5
B2g

2g~2g22!! (
n.0

n2g23e2nt1
B2gB2g22

2g~2g22!~2g22!!
, g.1,

F1~ t !5
t

24
1

1

12
log~12e2t!,

whereB2g denotes the Bernoulli numbers. The terms involvinge2nt in the above formula reflects
the corrections due to worldsheet instantons wrappingn times over theP1.

The content of the duality obtained in Ref. 9 is that

Fg
open~S!5Fg~ t !

for all g if we setS5t. We now try to interpret this statement in the superstring context. For
we need to study solutions to the gravitational equations.

Typically in physics and mathematics when we try to solve some system of equations,
are topological obstructions that have to be shown to be absent. Once they are shown to be
then a solution exists. For example, when we are trying to find Ricci-flat metrics on K
manifolds we need the first Chern class of the manifold to be zero. In fact this is also sufficie
being able to find a Calabi–Yau metric. Of course explicit solution for the metric has not
possible in almost all cases and in fact the Ricci-flat metric is only an approximate metric w
gives rise to a conformal worldsheet theory. In a sense the topological condition, guarantee
existence of the solution is more fundamental than the solution itself.

Now we come to the case at hand. To preserveN51 supersymmetry we needW5dW50.
Once these are satisfied, we expect physically that there must be a solution to the gravit
system. In fact a very similar example with the same number of supercharges~namely 4! was
already studied from this point of view. Namely if we considerM-theory on Calabi–Yau fourfold
with G-flux turned on, the gravitational equations have been studied in Ref. 31. The topolo
conditions they find for the existence of the gravitational solution has been shown to be ide
to the condition thatW5dW50.27

Of course the low energy gravitational equation in the present case can also be studied
to what was done in Ref. 31 and will involve warped geometries mixing the spacetime wit
Calabi–Yau. Even though solving the gravity equations would be interesting, we have to re
ber that due to worldsheet instantons wrapping theP1 there are important corrections to the grav
equations, and so at best we can trust the low energy gravity description in the limit of lat.
Nevertheless, as already noted above, the superpotential termsincluding the corrected string
geometry, can be incorporated to all orders in theW which is computable by topological strin
amplitudes.

Before even solving the conditionsW5dW50 we can already interpret the duality of Ref.
in the superstring context. If we compare Eq.~3.2! with the superpotential given in the gaug
theory side namelyW5N]SF0

open(S)1aS1b we see that they are identical in form with a
appropriate identification ofa and b with L and P. Therefore, since the vacuum in the gau
theory side, as well as the moduli in the gravity side correspond toW5dW50, andW has the
same form for the gauge as well as the gravitational system, this will identify

^S&5^ls Tr W2&5t, Fg
open~S!5Fg~ t !. ~3.4!

Thus the condition of vacuum configuration which sets^S&5t also translates the duality found i
Ref. 9 to the match between amplitudes in the gravity side and the gauge theory side to all
in 1/N at least as far as superpotential terms are concerned.

Note that the idea that^S&Þ0, i.e., that we have gaugino condensation, is very natural for
open string theory under discussion as it does have anN51 Yang–Mills theory associated with it
Part of the above check involves, on the gauge theory side, the statement that gaugino co
tion generates superpotential terms captured through topological open string amplitudes and
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this was already pointed out in Ref. 13. Of course here we have a more refined gauge theo
just theN51 Yang–Mills theory and in particular we have in the open string system, also
higher dimension operators present, which are captured by the topological string amplitu
any rate, the result of Ref. 9 strongly suggests not only the existence of a largeN duality involving
this N51 brane system with this closed string background, but also that the gaugino conden
takes place.

We now come to finding solutions to the equationsW5dW50 on the gravity side, which
should guarantee the existence of a solution. There are four parameters under control: the m
t and the fluxesN,L,P. The two equationsW5dW50,

] tW50→NF091 iL 50→L5 iNF09 ,

W50→P52NF081NtF09

imply that two of these four quantities are fixed in terms of the other two. TheN is of course fixed
for us by the number of D6-branes. As is clear from our description of the dual gauge syste
choice of a shift inL is related to a shift in the bare coupling constant of the gauge system
particular in order to agree with the bare coupling constant of the gauge theoryiL 5r/ls , where
r is the volume of theS3 where the D6-branes are wrapped around. Thus the value oft ~and also
of P! is fixed and from~3.3! and] tW50 the solution fort is given by

@c~et21!#N5exp~2r/ls!. ~3.5!

The constantc depends on the ambiguities hidden in theP2(t). As we will argue from the dual
gauge theory description, it should be fixed in our case~by a suitable regularization of the one loo
divergence of the gauge theory! to bec;Nls .

Next we turn to the question of how the dynamics of the gauge system is reflected inW
and the other superpotential terms. What do we expect for the dynamics of theN51 supersym-
metric theory living on the D6-brane? If we ignore the higher powers ofS in the superspace
integral, i.e., if we ignore the higher order operators, as already discussed, the leading ter
the lowest number of derivatives, is given by the superpotential term

1

ls
E d2u SY,

whereS5ls Tr W2 andY5 iC1(r/ls) wherer denotes the size of theS3 in the string frame. In
the usual geometric engineering of standardN51 gauge theories, and in particular the on
discussed in Ref. 32 one considers the limit wherer is large, in which case the fieldY gets
demoted to a parameter in the Lagrangian~the corresponding D-term involvingYȲ becomes very
large!. However, here we are not necessarily interested only in a regime whereY is very large. In
other words we consider the fieldY to be a dynamical field. Thus we have a nonstandardN51
supersymmetric gauge theory with its coupling constant as a dynamical field. Even thoug
somewhat unconventional, as we will now argue some of the basic features of this theo
similar to that ofN51 QCD, in the limit where we ignore the higher derivative terms of the fo
*d2u@ tr W2#k. In other words, if we consider the field space whereS5tr W2!1 ~in string units!
we have a theory which is more or less similar toN51 supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory. Eve
though we do not have to restrict our attention only to this limit, and the duality with gravity h
regardless of which field configuration inSwe consider, it is first instructive to consider the sm
S region to gain intuition for what this theory is.

In the dynamics ofN51 supersymmetric gauge theory, a prominent role is played by ins
tons. Here a similar effect exists: In particular if we consider Euclidean D2-brane insta
wrapping theS3 the superpotential gets corrected. Moreover this can also be viewed as poin
instantons for the SU(N) gauge theory. To have the right number of fermionic zero modes to
to a chiral superspace potential we need 1/N-th of this instanton. Since the action for this instant
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is e2Y, the term that can appear in the action ise2Y/N. The coefficient in front of it should be o
orderN2 ~as argued in Ref. 33!. So we must have the effective superpotential given by

W5E d2uS 1

ls
SY1 iN2ae2Y/ND , ~3.6!

where the constanta, by a shift inY→Y1Y0 , can be identified with a shift in the bare couplin
constant ofS, i.e.,

a5e2Y0 /N. ~3.7!

~The choice ofa is also related to how we regularize the one-loop divergence which correct
action with a terma*d2u S.!

This effective superpotential has the same structure as that encountered in the proof of
symmetry in two dimensions.34 This same superpotential structure was encountered in Ref. 1
the context ofN51 domain walls in 4D, which we will also need in this paper, and we w
discuss further below. Notice that here sinceY is a dynamical field, we can integrate it out b
setting

]YW50→ 1

ls
S5 iNae2Y/N

which leads to

Y5 logS S

iNals
D 2N

plugging it back to the superpotential gives the effective superpotential forS:

Weff~S!5
1

ls
FS logS S

iNalS
D 2N

1NSG .
This is the familiar effective superpotential expected for the gaugino bilinearS in the standard
N51 supersymmetric gauge theory. Indeed setting]SW50 leads to

F S

iNals
GN

51→S5 iNalse
2p i l /N5 iNlse

~2Y012p i l !/N. ~3.8!

Note that we see theN vacua of SU(N) Yang–Mills, in the standard way.
Let us compare the vev we found forS5ls Tr W2 with the gaugino condensate for standa

N51 Yang–Mills, which is of the form

Tr W25 iNL3e@21/NgYM
2

#1~2p i l /N!.

In comparison with what we have above, note that this is in perfect agreement with~3.8!, where
L corresponds to the string scale and 1/gYM

2 →Y0 .
Note that the effective superpotential we have found forS, for small S, also follows from

either the open topological string amplitudes in the limitS→0, or the dual closed topologica
string amplitude in the limitS5t→0 which is given by

F0~ t !→2 1
2 t2 log t1at21bt1c

and so
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W~S!5
1

ls
@N]SF0~S!1aS1b#5

1

ls
~S logS2N1N constS1N const!

in perfect agreement with expectations based on the gauge theory analysis as well as w
contribution of the Euclidean D2-brane instantons in the string context. This comparison
gauge theory and recalling thatt↔ls Tr W2, also fixes the valuec in ~3.5! to bec;Nls . Note
that the choice ofa, the linear terms inS, on the gravity side is controlled by the 4-form fluxe
dual to theP1, as discussed before.

Having discussed the geometry of the vacua ofN51 theory, we now turn to another impor
tant feature ofN51 theories, namely the domain walls interpolating between various vacua

B. Domain walls

N51 Yang–Mills theory admits BPS domain walls interpolating between various vacua
noted in Ref. 33 at largeN they behave as D-branes for QCD string. In particular their tensio
of the order ofN. Since in the present context the QCD string is realized by the fundam
string, ordinary D-branes of string theory should play the role of domain walls. This is indee
case: On the gravity side we have a blown upP1. If we consider D4-branes wrapped overP1 they
correspond to domain walls. Their tension goes as

T;
1

ls
utu5N

utu
Nls

.

As discussed beforeuNlsu;utu so we obtain the expected behavior. For the QCD domain wall
phase of theS field should change as we go from one vacuum to another. In particular it sh
shift by exp(2pi/N) for domain walls interpolating adjacent vacua. Let us see how this is rea
in the gravity setup. Since we have identified the domain wall with D4-brane wrapped overS2 we
should note that the value of theG flux shifts as we cross the domain wall. Consider in particu
the imaginary part of theY field introduced earlier, which was identified with

Im Y5CS3,

i.e., the vev of theC field along theS3. We now discuss how this changes from the left-hand s
of the domain wall to the right-hand side. Since theG flux should be equal to one for th
D4-brane, it implies that ImY should shift by 2p, i.e.,

Y→Y12p i

as we go across the domain wall. In fact we can find the geometry of the BPS domain walls
usual technique of theLG theory in 2D withN52 susy.35 In fact for the case at hand similar BP
domain walls were considered in Ref. 36. These domain walls also featured in the discuss
N51 generation of superpotential in Ref. 10. Note that since we have

S5lsN exp~2~Y1Y0!/N!

this implies that the phase ofSchanges by exp(22pi/N) as expected. Of course this is suppress
at largeN, in agreement with the fact that classically the wrapped D-brane does not chang
value of t.

It is also easy to see from the form of the action~3.6! that the BPS tension, which is given b
DW, is given by

DW5
1

ls
SDY.

SinceS is identified witht, this corresponds to
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DW5
2p i

ls
t

as expected for the tension of the BPS wrapped D4-brane.

C. Subleading corrections in the 1 ÕN expansion

So far we have concentrated on the interpretation of the leading corrections in largeN. In the
context of topological strings also the subleading terms to all orders in 1/N were found to agree
between the Chern–Simons gauge theory and the closed topological string expansion. Wha
interpretation of these higher terms for the gauge theory system?

In the limit of small t the topological string amplitudes is given by

F~ t !5(
g

Fgls
2g22t222g,

whereFg5@B2g/2g(2g22)# andB2g are the Bernoulli numbers~Fg turns out to be equal to the
Euler characteristic of the moduli space of genusg Riemann surfaces!. In this limit the topological
string partition function coincides with that of noncritical bosonic strings on a circle with self-
radius~this connection is well understood and will be reviewed in Sec. V!. TheN52 amplitude
that this computes is given by

E d4u W2gFgt222g5gR2F2g22Fgt222g1¯ . ~3.9!

This correction has been physically understood by considering turning on constant gravi-p
field strength in the Minkowski space and computing the effect of wrapped D2-branes onP1 to the
R2 term.37 In the present context the wrapped D2-branes correspond to the baryon vertex, as
usual AdS/CFT correspondence.38 The baryon fields are charged under the gravi-photon field w
charge proportional to their BPS masst. Thus turning on gravi-photonF effectively turns on a
background field strength forFv , i.e., the U(1),U(N) living on the D6-branes, which can b
identified with a global U~1! symmetry~the baryon number symmetry!. Let us try to see how this
can come about from the gauge theory side.

On the world volume of the D6-branes we have terms of the form

E
R4

@G41F∧Fv#S E
S3

@CS~v!2CS~A!# D
wherev denotes the spin connection onS3 andA is the internal gauge field onS3. This term arises
~by integrating by parts! from the usual inducement of brane charge by gravitational and ga
curvature on the brane~see Ref. 39 and references therein!. Thus shiftingF effectively shiftsFv .
~Note that if we change theG4 flux this is equivalent to turning on an internal Chern–Simo
action for the supersymmetric system on the brane. It should be possible to derive direc
relation between generation of superpotentials on the brane and the Chern–Simons theorS3

from this fact.!
There is another term that is also generated from~3.9! when we recall thatt has some

auxiliary field turned on. In particular this gives rise to the term

NE d2u W2g] tFg~ t !5NE d2u F2g] tFg~ t !1¯ .

Recalling that in the gauge theory setupt is replaced byS, the gaugino bilinear superfield, th
above term corresponds to the superpotential term
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lsW5NE d2u F2g]SFg~S!52NE d2u
B2g

2g
F2gS122g.

So turning on the~self-dual! gravi-photon field strength in four dimensions deforms the supe
tential. What is the gauge theory interpretation of this? As noted above turning onF has the effect
of turning on the field strengthFv in the U(1)PU(N), which is also equivalent to turning onB
field in spacetime. Thus this seems to be related to considering the noncommutative version
above gauge system.40 In particular considering a self-dual noncommutativity in spacetime p
sumably generates a superpotential, as is predicted from the above formula. Note that
consistent with the fact that in the UV whereS is smaller this modification of the superpotential
a more pronounced effect, and it disappears in the IR whereS is larger. It would be interesting to
derive this result directly in the context of the noncommutativeN51 Yang–Mills theory. More-
over the dependence of the genusg partition function on the noncommutativity parameter
identical~we thank R. Gopakumar for pointing this out to us! to that obtained in Ref. 41. Namely
in the largeN expansion, there is no modification at the level of planar diagrams, i.e., atg50.
Moreover at genusg the amplitudes are expected~when we have a self-dual noncommutativity! to
scale~in the leading order! as (1/u4g);B4g which in our case translates to anF4g dependence.
This is in agreement with the fact thatu]SWu2 indeed scales asF4g.

D. More general values of S

So far, in the context of gauge theory discussion we mainly considered the limit where^S& is
small compared to the string scale. However, the duality we are proposing holds for arbitra^S&.
If ^S& is not small, on the gauge theory side we get modification to the form we have w
above, which is computed by the Chern–Simons theory onS3. What kind of gauge theory doe
this correspond to? The gravity side provides a hint: If we consider wrapped D4-brane d
walls, we have infinitely many species of domain walls. The reason for this is that we can co
the bound state ofn D2-branes with the D4-brane manifested through turning onn units of U~1!
flux through theS2 part of the world volume of the D4-brane. This can also be viewed as the e
of changing theB-field on theP1 by 2p in. The effect of such domain walls is thus shiftingt
5S→Sexp(2pi/N)12pin. In other words we have the vev’s ofS, not only taking values around
a circle about the origin, but also circles about 2p in for any integern. Moreover the BPS tension
for such domain walls is given by

DW5
1

ls
~S12p in !.

The geometry of these domain walls can be recovered from an enlarged field content:10 We can
introduce one variableYn for eachn, capturing the corresponding domain wall by its shift in t
argument, and consider the superpotential

W5E d2u(
n

@~S12p in !Yn1 iN2ae2Yn /N# ~3.10!

the domain wall with 1 D4-brane wrapped overP1 bound ton D2-branes will now correspond to
shifting Yn→Yn12p i . Integrating theYn’s out will give

W5
1

ls
(

n
~S12p in !log~S12p in !2N1a~S12p in !1b

which is indeed equal to

W5E d2u
1

ls
N

]F0~S!

]S
.
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The variablesYn were introduced to incorporate the kinks, but their appearance on the ori
gauge theory side, except forY0 seems mysterious. It would be interesting to see if one can
a direct interpretation of all theYn’s. We expect that to be related to the possibility of doing la
SU(N) gauge transformations on theS3 part of the world volume of D6-brane.

The higher genus corrections in the case of largeS are also similar to the modification at th
genus 0 case. In particular we get an infinite sum withS replaced byS12p in. This in particular
is related to the fact that we can have a new baryon vertex for each wrapped D2-bran
D0-brane turned on.42

E. Adding matter

In the context of geometric engineering ofN51 supersymmetric gauge theories realized
D6-branes wrapped aroundS3 cycles of CY manifolds32 matter can be realized as extra D6-bran
wrapped around otherS3’s intersecting the gauge theoryS3 along a circle~where the vev of the
Wilson line around the circle on the probe brane plays the role of mass for the matter!. How does
our duality extend to this case? In fact in the topological string the duality does extend t
case.10 In particular in computation of Wilson loop observable for the Chern–Simons theory
adds extra topological branes intersecting the originalS3 along a knot, and it was shown that th
closed topological string amplitudes agrees with the expected result for knot invariants for C
Simons theory. More checks have been made in Ref. 11 for a large number of distinct knots.
context of embedding the topological string dualities in the superstring what this means is th
dual gravitational system will not only have a blown upS2 but will also have additional D6-brane
~which for algebraic knots will intersect theS2 along a circle!. The fact that the topologica
computations agree on both sides translates to the statement that the superpotential comp
on both sides agree and is further evidence for this duality in the superstring context. Note t
each knot we obtain a different ‘‘matter’’ system for this generalized gauge theory, which i
limit of large Y give rise to the same low energy physics, but are distinct theories in the conte
generalized gauge theories we have been considering. The gauge theoretic interpretation
results is currently under investigation.43

IV. THE MIRROR TYPE IIB DESCRIPTION

As is well known, type IIA on a CY is equivalent to type IIB on a mirror CY. This impli
that everything we have said above in the context of type IIA has a type IIB counterpart.

For example, instead of D6-branes of type IIA wrapped aroundS3 we consider D5-branes o
type IIB wrapped aroundS2. Also turning on even-form fluxes in type IIA is mirror to turning o
3-form HRR andHNS flux in the type IIB side and the superpotential that gets generated in
context is given by

W5
1

ls
E V∧ @HRR1tHNS#,

wheret is the complex coupling constant of type IIB, andV is the holomorphic 3-form of the CY
The above integral can be done and yields the formula in terms of the prepotential of the
spondingN52 theory, as discussed in the type IIA case. Note however, that the type IIB sy
is simpler in that by mirror symmetry the worldsheet instantons that were relevant in the co
of type IIA theory in computing the prepotential, are absent for the type IIB case, and cla
geometry already captures these corrections. In particular the B-topological theory~known as the
Kodaira–Spencer theory of gravity! simply involves aspects of complex geometry of Calabi–Y

So as far as writing a classical gravitational background, the type IIB description wou
more useful because the worldsheet instanton effects are absent. However, as far as the co
theory on the string worldsheet, i.e., the largeN expansion description of the gauge system,
type IIA and type IIB theories are of course identical.
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In the above context we would need to know the mirror of local CY:O(21)1O(21)
→P1. The mirror of this is known and it is essentially the conifold with one subtlety:36 The
conifold has only one compact 3-cycle, whereasO(21)1O(21)→P1 has two compact even
cycles, namely 0- and 2-cycle. As was noted in Ref. 36 in the limit where the Kahler classP1

approaches zero, i.e.,t→0, the mirror becomes effectively the conifold~the actual mirror differs
from the conifold by having some variables beingC* variables rather thanC variables!. ~The
actual mirror is given byx11x21x1x2e2t112uv50 wherex1 ,x2 areC* variables andu,v are
C variables.! Similar observations were made in Ref. 44. Even though in principle we can con
the full mirror geometry, since the complex geometry of the conifold is more familiar and b
studied we restrict our attention to this case.@In this limit the internal topological theory corre
sponds to aG/G model onS2 ~coming from the holomorpohic Chern–Simons theory onS2 ~Refs.
14 and 45! which should also be equivalent, by mirror symmetry, to the largeN fixed k limit of the
Chern–Simons theory. This topological theory should also be equivalent to the Penner
model. It would be interesting to verify these equivalences among these topological gauge th
more directly.# This will correspond to a particular limit of our type IIA theory, where we consi
only the small^S& region. Recall that this was the regime where the theory retained only
leading dimension operators in the action and led to a theory which was similar to the sta
N51 supersymmetric gauge theory.

We will be brief for this case, as most of the discussion can be literally borrowed from
discussion in the preceding section. We start withN D5-branes wrapped over theP1 in the
O(21)1O(21)→P1 geometry. The largeN limit of this, in the limit of shrinkingP1 corre-
sponds to blowing up anS3 with N units of HRR flux through theS3. Let us write the conifold
geometry as

z1z22z3z45m.

Then the genus 0 prepotential is given as

F0~m!5
21

2
m2 logm1P2~m!,

whereP2(m) is an undetermined polynomial of degree 2 inm. Now we consider turning on fluxes
The mirror of turning onNS4-form flux corresponds here to turning onHNS and in the cycle dual
to S3. Thus as far as the superpotential is concerned we have

W5
1

ls
@N]mF0~m!1Mm#5

1

ls
@2Nm logm1am1b#,

whereM5M11tM2 , and the discussion reduces to the smallS limit of the discussion in the
preceding section.

While this paper was being prepared, two papers18,19 appeared which are related to this typ
IIB construction. In particular~among other things! they consider the gravitational backgroun
corresponding toD5-branes wrapped on 2-cycles of CY and their results are consistent wit
superpotential analysis here.

V. cÄ1 NONCRITICAL BOSONIC STRING AND NÄ1 SUPERPOTENTIALS AT LARGE N

As discussed above the type IIA or type IIB near a conifold background with some fl
turned on can be interpreted as largeN limit of certain N51 supersymmetric gauge theories.
particular the string expansion is equivalent to the largeN expansion of a gauge theory. Moreov
certain superpotential corrections of the gauge theory can be viewed as computations
corresponding topological strings in the CY background. These are readily computed an
carry a large amount of information to all orders in 1/N, for the gauge theories in question.
particular here we will explain how the type IIA superstring near the small blow up of conifold
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equivalently the type IIB superstrings in the conifold geometry relate the noncritical bosonic
amplitudes with that of the superpotential computations at the largeN limit of the corresponding
N51 gauge systems.

It was shown in Ref. 46 that the conformal theory near the conifold is given by the s
system found in Ref. 47 in connection with noncritical bosonic strings on a circle of self-
radius. This conformal theory is that of a supersymmetric Kazama–Suzuki coset construct

SL~2!/U~1!

at levelk53, and the relation with noncritical bosonic strings is that the topological twistin
this system is equivalent to considering bosonic string propagating on a circle of self-dual
with the fermions of the coset model playing the role of the ghosts in the bosonic string.
relation between bosonic string on a self-dual circle and the superconformal theory of a co
is in agreement with the fact48 that the ground ring of the bosonic string for this background
isomorphic to the holomorphic function on the conifold~which is generated byz1 ,z2 ,z3 ,z4

subject to the relationz1z22z3z45m! where the cosmological constant of the bosonic string
mapped to the deformation parameter of the conifold. Moreover, the observables of thec51
theory are mapped to deformations of the conifold geometry:

(
n

en~z1 ,z2 ,z3 ,z4!1z1z22z3z45m,

whereen is a polynomial of degreen is zi . These deformation parameters get mapped to state
the bosonic string which are indexed by a representation of SU~2!L3SU~2!R of this system,
viewing zi as entries of a 232 matrix M with the conifold being defined as detM5m and where
the SU~2!L and SU~2!R are realized by left and right multiplication ofM with SU~2!. In particular
the degreen polynomial en decomposes into representation of spin (j L , j R)5(n/2,n/2) with
umL ,mRu<n/2. Let us denote the totality of these parameters bym i ~except form!. The bosonic
string amplitudes compute topologicalB-twisting of the deformed conifold.~Aspects of this rela-
tion has recently been verified and certain results of bosonic strings have been recovered
using the Calabi–Yau picture and the Kodaira–Spencer theory.49! For various aspects ofc51
noncritical bosonic string see Ref. 50. As already discussed the genusg partition function will be
a functionFg(m,m i) of these parameters deforming the conifold background. Recall that in
gauge theory contextm is identified withS and we will thus denoteFg(S,m i). The topological
string computes, at genusg, the term in the effective action given by

N

ls
E d2u@W2#g]SFg~S,m i !5E d2u F2g]SFg~S,m i !1¯ .

What is the interpretation of this for the gauge theory? As in the usual AdS/CFT correspond
we would expect that them i will be related to operators on the gauge theory side, deforming
gauge theory action by termsm iOi . In fact, in the context of 3-brane probes of the conifold51

aspects of such deformations for the gravity side have been studied in Ref. 52 and a
analysis should be extendable to the case at hand. Thus the topological strings comp
response of the system upon such deformations. In particular at genus 0, turning onm i

modifies the superpotential for the gaugino superfield. Also turning onF will give rise to 1/N
correction to the superpotential. It would be extremely interesting to understand the sou
these corrections on the gauge theory side.

It would also be interesting to find the conformal theory associated with the RR and NS fl
turned on in the conifold geometry. This is very interesting in view of the fact that before tur
fluxes on we have an exactly solvable conformal theory given by SL~2!/U~1! KS model. It would
be very interesting to find the deformation of this theory. It is likely to involve ingredients sim
to the ones encountered in Refs. 53 and 54.
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VI. WRAPPED D-BRANES AND COMPACT CY

Consider type IIA superstrings compactified on a Calabi–Yau threefold. In the above
considered a situation where we take a large number of D6–branes wrapped over anS3 in the CY,
and taking the analog of the near horizon geometry, to decouple the gravity, and then propo
dual gravity description for the gauge system.

If we wish to repeat what we did in the preceding sections, by considering D6-branes wr
on someS3, which is part of a compact Calabi–Yau, and filling the rest of the spacetime
immediately run into a problem. We cannot wrap a D6-brane over a 3-cycle as there wou
nowhere for the flux to go for compact internal CY. However suppose we consider a CY ma
with some number ofS3’s and we wrap D6-branes and anti-D6-branes over them, in such a
that the net D6-brane charge is zero. This is of course a non-supersymmetric situation.~We can
also consider the type IIB mirror of this where we consider D5/anti-D5 branes wrapped a
vanishingS2’s of the CY.! We expect that the branes will eventually annihilate each other lea
us with anN52 background. If theS3’s are rigid then this annihilation process takes some tim
because there is a potential barrier for the wrapped D6-branes to move in the CY~i.e., there is a
potential for the scalar corresponding to moving them in the normal direction in the CY!.

We now wish to apply the considerations of this paper and propose a largeN dual in this
context. For the considerations of the gauge theory to be applicable we have to consider th
whereS3 has shrunk to zero size. This is the analog ofY050 in the formula in Sec. III. What we
will find is that taking the largeN limit induces a transition to a topologically distinct CY, wit
some fluxes turned on. Moreover the fluxes can disappear as in Ref. 17 leaving us withN
52 supersymmetric vacuum. Thus the effect of the brane annihilation at largeN has been to shift
the background.

Consider a Calabi–Yau withR vanishingS3 cycles @Ci # which span aK,R dimensional
subspace ofH3 . In other words assume

( Qji @Ci #50 for j 51,...,R2K

for some integral matrixQ. Let us considerNi D6-branes partially wrapped aroundCi , where we
allow someNi to be negative, in which case we mean the number of the corresponding
branes. The condition that the net D6-brane flux is zero implies that

Ni5 l jQji

for R2K integersl j . Now, let us consider the limit where theS3’s are vanishingly small. In this
limit, applying the discussion of the near horizon geometry, we are naturally led to considerS2

blown up geometry where the blowup parameter for thei th sphere is given by

t i5 ilsNi5 ilsl jQji .

Notice that not all thet i are independent. In particular there are onlyR2K independent param
etersl j which determine them. This is exactly as it should be for the local geometry to ha
blowup. @In fact this shift in the hodge numbers can be understood from the viewpoint of inv
process of Higgsing of U~1!R2K by R charged fields55 where the charged fields can be viewed
wrappedD2-branes in the blown up geometry.# In other words the blowup geometry is a CY wit
K less dimension ofh2,1 butR2K more dimensions ofh1,1. Moreover the condition on the variou
Kahler classes of theP1’s is exactly the same as that found above for thet i . This gives further
support for the conjecture that the largeN limit of the wrapped brane–anti-brane geometry, wh
we have no net branes is equivalent to a blown up CY with the Kahler parameters for the
up spheres given as above. However, here we will also have RR fluxes through theS2’s. In this
case the supersymmetry is completely broken25,26 by the RR fluxes. The fluxes can disappear
recently studied in Ref. 17.
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It would be interesting to check this generalized conjecture in the topological string s
Namely this suggests that the topological open string amplitudes in the context of compa
manifolds when there is no net topological D-brane, and when the D-branes are wrappe
spheres is easily computable by a related closed string theory computation on the blown
with different Hodge numbers.

VII. GENERALIZATIONS

There are many natural generalizations of this work. In particular it is natural to con
transitions among topologically distinct manifolds, going through vanishing cycles, and fi
large N-brane system/gravity duals, where the largeN gauge system will lie on one side of th
transition and the dual gravitational system will lie on the other side~this was in fact the philoso-
phy advocated in Ref. 9!. ~If we consider a Morse functionf on a manifold the critical points of it
encode certain topological aspects of the manifold. Near a critical point withp positive andq
negative eigenvalues for] i] j f , for f Þ f critical the manifold near the critical point has the geome
of a filled Sp213Sq21. For f . f critical the Sq21 is filled and for f , f critical the Sp21 is filled. This
is the general kind of transition expected for large number of branes replaced by fluxes.
consider two manifolds in the same cobordism class, and consider a Morse function o
interpolating manifold the above picture suggests that branes can induce the transition. So
cobordism classes are trivial and we have suitable branes we can interpolate between a
manifolds in this way.! In other words the largeN brane systems can be viewed as induc
transitions in the background geometry. For examples there are transitions in the CY
involve the vanishing of certain 3-cycles and blowing up 4 manifolds, such as Del-Pezzo
folds. In this context it is natural to conjecture the existence of a duality involving a largeN limit
of wrapped D6-branes about the 3-cycles in the context of type IIA with the four man
resolution of the singularity on the gravity side, with certain fluxes turned on.~In fact there is
already evidence for some such cases based on quotienting the Chern–Simons duality oS3 by
finite groups on both sides.56 For example Chern–Simons onS3/Z2 should be equivalent toP1

3P1 blow up inside a Calabi–Yau. Some aspects of this predictions have already been che!
Or in the context ofM-theory on fourfolds it is natural to look for transitions involving shrinkin
S3’s and growing 4-cycles, where we consider a large number ofM5-branes wrapped over th
S3’s and filling the three-dimensional spacetime, which should be dual to the geometry invo
the blowup of the 4-cycle with someG flux turned on~in fact in this context the gravity solution
are already worked out in Ref. 31!.

It is also natural to extend our results for the case of SU(N) systems to SO and Sp groups b
including orientifolds. In fact it has been shown in Ref. 57 that the largeN duality of Chern–
Simons theory for SU(N) groups extend to the SO and Sp case as well.

Finally, the idea that studying BPS/anti-BPS systems are important for a more fundam
understanding of basic degrees of freedom for string theory as advocated by Sen is in line w
example we have found: We can describe one string background in terms of the ground sta
different one in the presence of D-brane/anti-D-brane systems. In a sense, this idea, combin
the idea that various transitions among manifolds can be induced by largeN limit of brane
systems, suggests that if we start with any background in string theory, and consider comp
enough configurations of branes and anti-branes, we can effectively be discussing arbitrary
grounds of string theory.
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D-branes, categories and NÄ1 supersymmetry
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We show that boundary conditions in topological open string theory on Calabi–
Yau ~CY! manifolds are objects in the derived category of coherent sheaves, as
foreseen in the homological mirror symmetry proposal of Kontsevich. Together
with conformal field theory considerations, this leads to a precise criterion deter-
mining the supersymmetry preserving branes at any point in CY moduli space,
completing the proposal of II-stability. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1374448#

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last year, the basic elements of a picture of BPS D-branes in weakly coupled
string theory on general Calabi–Yau~CY! backgrounds have been developed, following the lin
described in Ref. 1. Such branes have world-volume theories withN51, d54 supersymmetry or
its equivalent and by analogy with the study of supersymmetric field theory, one might exp
be able to get a good understanding of the observables determined by holomorphic or ‘‘prote
quantities such as the superpotential and D-flatness conditions; these are the spectrum
branes and their moduli spaces of supersymmetric vacua. By analogy with the study ofN52
compactifications using mirror symmetry, one might even hope to get this understandin
determine the BPS spectrum everywhere in moduli space~i.e., for string scale CYs! from a
suitable reinterpretation of large volume results.

In this work, we give a proposal for how to do this, building on the II-stability proposa
Ref. 2 and 3, by combining physical input, notably the theory of boundary conditions in~2,2!
superconformal field theory~SCFT! and its topological twistings, with the wealth of releva
mathematics, especially Kontsevich’s homological mirror symmetry proposal4 and the formalism
of the derived category.

A longer work with more introductory discussion is in preparation; here we try to giv
relatively concise discussion of the ideas and results. In particular, we will not give very pr
explanations of the fairly lengthy mathematical background~mostly homological algebra!, instead
focusing on its physical interpretation. This background can be found in the standard refere
we also recommend Ref. 6 for a nice introduction to the derived category.

A good way to identify observables which can be computed in the large volume limit
consider the topologically twisted world-sheet theory. We will consider sigma models with
target. These models have two twisted versions, the A twisted model whose observables
only on ~the stringy generalization of! the CY Kähler moduli, and the B twisted model whos
observables depend only on the CY complex moduli. Stringy corrections are absent in the B
and thus these observables are computable at large volume; mirror symmetry can then be
compute A model observables.

For the closed string, the basic ‘‘topological’’ observable is the prepotential of theN52
supergravity obtained by type II compactification on the CY. Equivalent information is the m
on moduli space, or the central charges of BPS states at a general point in moduli space. I
model these central charges are the periods of the holomorphic three-form and are compu

a!Louis Michel Professor. Electronic mail: mrd@physics.rutgers.edu
28180022-2488/2001/42(7)/2818/26/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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For the open string, the basic topological observables are the set of allowed topol
boundary conditions~which we could call ‘‘topological D-branes’’!, and the spectrum of ope
strings between any pair of topological D-branes. Physically, these correspond to D-bran
figurations which solve the F-flatness conditions, and the massless fermionic open strings b
any pair of D-branes. Mathematically, this data can be thought of as defining a category of
configurations, in which the objects are topological D-branes, and the morphisms are open

In principle, this allows computing these observables in the B model at large volume
extrapolating them to general points in Ka¨hler moduli space. However, this is subtle—the na
extrapolation according to which B branes are holomorphic bundles or coherent sheaves a
point in Kähler moduli space is incorrect.3

The source of this contradiction is the following: if one makes a large variation of the Ka¨hler
moduli, in general a pair of branes, which has aligned BPS central charges~i.e., with the same
phase, so preserving the sameN51 supersymmetry!, can vary into a pair with arbitrarily related
and even antialigned central charges, as would be the case for a brane and an antibrane. T
candidate definition of ‘‘topological D-brane’’ which could make sense throughout Ka¨hler moduli
space must be able to describe branes and antibranes on the same footing, and thus inclu
objects than coherent sheaves.

Now there are already natural mathematical candidates for the category of topol
D-branes—in the B model, the derived category of coherent sheaves, and in the A mod
Fukaya category, as proposed some time ago by Kontsevich.4 A lot of evidence has accumulate
that this is correct, most notably in results of Seidel and Thomas7 and Horja8 which we discuss
later. Physicists have also suggested various roles for this category.9–13

In the present work, we give physical arguments that this is correct. These follow the sp
Witten’s argument that the topological class of a D-brane on the spaceX is a K theory class on
X:14 we define objects to be bound states of D-branes modulo a relation which equate
configurations which differ by adding cancelling brane-antibrane pairs. However, we will
track of far more information along the way—essentially, all of the morphisms between obje
and thus the result, the derived category, makes much finer distinctions than K theory.
example, whereas the K theory class of a D0-brane does not depend on what point it sits at
derived category every point is a distinct object.

Technically, this begins with the discussion of topological open string theory as in Ref. 15
we then generalize the BRST operator to carry additional ‘‘homological’’ information assoc
with the Chan–Paton factors. This will allow treating complexes of boundary states as objec
will then physically motivate imposing equivalence relations under adding brane-antibrane
underQ-exact variations of the additional data~homotopy equivalence!, and under complex gaug
transformations, and argue that the result is the derived category formed from the original ca
of boundary conditions.

Having some understanding of the topological D-branes, we will then discuss their relat
physical D-branes. The primary result in this direction is a flow of the gradings of objects
morphisms under variation of Ka¨hler moduli, for which we give a simple CFT argument as w
as explicit examples.

This result allows predicting the masses of bosons in chiral multiplets at arbitrary poin
Kähler moduli space, and is thus the key to determining bound state formation and stabil
particular, there is an inconsistency in the CFT interpretation of morphisms of negative deg
they would correspond to operators of negative dimension—which forces certain topolo
D-branes to drop out of the physical spectrum. This gives a direct CFT argument fo
P-stability condition proposed in Ref. 2.

This agreement suggests that we look for a reformulation ofP-stability which does not
require an Abelian category. The direct generalization of subobjects and exact sequence
derived category is the ‘‘distinguished triangle,’’ and we discuss this notion and show h
unifies different versions of the bound state and decay processes involving branes and ant

Combining this with the previous results leads to a proposal for a reformulated sta
condition, which, although similar toP-stability, does not require a preexisting notion of Abeli
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category. This appears to be a good candidate for a mathematically precise definition of
brane on a Calabi–Yau manifold, and is quite concrete in simple examples, predicting ma
stability lines and new BPS branes.

II. BPS D-BRANES, GRADING, AND IMAGES

Our starting point will be a~2,2! SCFT such as a sigma model on a Calabi–Yau threefold
a Gepner model, with integrally quantizedU(1) charges, so that it can be used to define a typ
string compactification withd54, N52 supersymmetry.

The most basic attributes of a BPS D-braneB ~we take it to be a particle in four dimension
for this discussion! are its RR chargeQ(B) and its BPS central chargeZ(Q(B)) or Z(B). These
are discussed in many references such as Ref. 16. We will consider B-type branes, for
Q(B) is essentially the K theory class.Z(B) depends onQ(B) and on a point in the stringy Ka¨hler
moduli spaceMk ~best defined as the complex structure moduli space of the mirror CY!.

A quantity which will be particularly important for us is the phase of the BPS central cha
As in Ref. 2, we define thegradew or w(B) of a brane to be this phase normalized so that bra
and antibranes havew(B)2w(B̄)51mod2:

w~B!5
1

p
Im logZ~B!. ~2.1!

We will need to extend this from the circle@0, 2! to a real number; thus there is a 2Z ambiguity
to be fixed for each brane. If we do this at some point in moduli space, the grades can be d
elsewhere by analytic continuation ofZ; we will justify this shortly.

At large volume, BPS branes are either A branes~special Lagrangian manifolds carrying fla
connections! or B branes~coherent sheaves carrying Hermitian Yang–Mills connections!. The
most basic observables in the classical theory are the massless fermion spectrum between
branes. For B branes which fill the CY, these can be obtained by the standard argume
Kaluza–Klein reduction: the oriented massless fermionic strings from branes carrying the b
E to branes carrying the bundleF are elements of the complex cohomology groupH0,q(M ,E*
^ F). As we will review, these are the states of the B twisted topological open string theor
this result does not obtain stringy corrections. The mirror A statement must involve stringy e
as is discussed in Refs. 15, 17 and 18; because of this we prefer the B picture.

A. BPS branes as boundary conditions

In world-sheet terms, a BPS brane corresponds to a boundary condition which preser
N52 world-sheet supersymmetry, as discussed in Ref. 19.

For A boundary conditions we have~in the open string channel! TL5TR , GL
65GR

7 , JL

52JR , and

ei ~Q0/2!fL5eipwe2 i ~Q0/2!fR, ~2.2!

where JL5 iQ0]fL and JR5 iQ0]̄fR define the bosonization of theU(1) current in the~2,2!
algebra,Q05Aĉ and ĉ53 for a CY sigma model is the complex dimension of the CY.
boundary conditions are similar toJR→2JR andfR52fR .

The operators in~2.2! are theN52 spectral flow operators which directly enter the spac
time supercharge and thuseipw directly specifies an unbrokenN51 algebra. In sigma mode
compactification we have

eiQ0fL5V i jkc ic jck

in terms of the world-sheet fermions and so for A boundary conditionsw is precisely as defined in
~2.1!. This is also true for B boundary conditions, of course. If the two boundary conditions
w12w2P2Z, there is an overall unbrokenN51 space–time supersymmetry; otherwise not.
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From ~2.2! we also see that A and B boundary conditions are Dirichlet and Neumann bo
ary conditions respectively on the bosonf, so w is analogous to a ‘‘position’’ for A boundary
conditions and a ‘‘position on the T-dual circle’’ for B boundary conditions. We will always
the Dirichlet language in whichw is a position andU(1) charge is a ‘‘winding number,’’ even
though we discuss B branes, just for pictorial convenience.

The massless Ramond sector can be obtained by spectral flow fromN52 primary chiral
states, whoseU(1) chargeq is equal to the gradingH0,q of cohomology in the large volume B
brane discussion. In this limit the gradew of all CY-filling branes is the same, and there is
N51 supersymmetry. Spectral flow can be used even when space–time supersymmetry is
but let us postpone discussion of this point.

B. Grading as a real number

We can now explain the extension ofw from a number defined modulo 2 to a real-valu
number. The point is that this extension makes no difference for a single brane, but as soon
consider pairs of branes a relative integer shift ofw in the boundary condition for one of them wi
modify the spectrum of strings stretched between them.

There is a familiar construction of D-brane world-volume theories onS1 ~or a torus! which is
quite analogous.20,21Let us take the circumference to be 2~like our variablew!; the idea is simply
to define D-branes onS1>R/2Z as the theory of an infinite set of image D-branes inR, located at
lattice points 2n1w for nPZ, and quotient by a simultaneous shift in space–time and ga
transformation. As is well known, if we start with Dp-branes with world-volumeU(N)
p11-dimensional super Yang–Mills~SYM! theory, the resulting theory is equivalent
p12-dimensional SYM theory on a circle with the T-dual radius.

In this context, it is clear that the integer part ofw is not a physical quantum number but rath
is a gauge degree of freedom. However, open strings, and other quantities relating to a
branes, are labeled by an integer, the differencem2n between the positions of the two images. O
this point, the analogy with the grade is quite precise.

A difference between the two problems is that the periodicity in the string spectrum is d
ent: for a single D-brane onS1, the spectrum has the same periodicity as the images, whi
N52 SCFT there is a more complicated correlation between theU(1) sector and the rest of th
theory, as discussed in Refs. 22 and 23. The open string partition function factorizes as a
products of partition functions in the two factors, say for strings between branesE andF,

Z~E,F !5(
p

xp
U~1!xp

~E,F !rest,

where the structure of the second factor determines the allowed winding numbers.
The spectrum is periodic under the action of the spectral flow operator. A periodicity bet

space–time bosons is obtained by acting with its squareeiQ0f, which shifts the grade byĉ. In the
case at hand ofĉ53, the true periodicity is 2ĉ, as the GSO projection reverses sign under o
shifts.

All this does not invalidate the picture of a brane as having integer spaced image
requires us to distinguish the images. This gives us a convenient way to picture the winding
corresponding to higher morphisms, which will be reproduced later in the mathematics.

The antibrane of a brane is defined by reversing the open string GSO projection. This c
accomplished by shifting the fermion number by an odd integer, so these images sho
interpreted as the antibrane and its images. We will make this precise by requiring the form
to be invariant under a simultaneous shift of all gradings by 1 and reversal of all K theory cla
and interpreting this as a gauge symmetry.
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C. Topologically twisted open string theory

A ‘‘category’’ of branes will be considered to be the set of branes themselves~the ‘‘objects’’
of the category! and the spectrum of massless fermionic strings between pairs of brane
‘‘morphisms’’ of the category. This data for BPS branes obeys the mathematical axioms
category—in particular, the morphisms have an associative multiplication law which in CFT
is essentially the multiplication law in the open string chiral ring.

By extension, one can consider all of the holomorphic data involving the branes—the s
time vector and chiral multiplets which contain these fermions, and the superpotential—to b
of the ‘‘category’’ as well. All of this data has been claimed to be independent of the Ka¨hler class
of the CY~for B branes!, implicitly in work on topological open string theory and in Kontsevich
homological mirror symmetry proposal, and explicitly in Ref. 24. One can also give a si
space–time argument for this,25 based on the fact that in type IIb string compactification~in which
the branes can be taken to fill 311 Minkowski dimensions! the Kähler moduli are paired unde
N51 supersymmetry with RR potentials, which do not have nonderivative couplings in pe
bative string theory.~This answers the question of what determines the coordinates on m
space for which decoupling holds.!

All this should allow determining the category from large volume considerations. To b
understand this, we now consider the B twisted topological sigma model with CY target, follo

Ref. 15. We start with bosonic coordinatesZi andZ̄ ī and their fermionic partners. After twisting

the fermions split into left and right moving scalarsh ī andu i , and one-formsr i . The simplest
boundary conditions are Neumann;26 they set]nZi5]nZ̄i andu5(* r)50. One can also couple to

holomorphic bundles, adding a term TrP*Z* (A)2 ir iFi ̄h
̄ on the boundary.

States in a Hamiltonian quantization of this theory are determined by their dependence

zero modes ofZ andh ī , and can thus be regarded as holomorphicp-forms. The BRST operatorQ

then satisfies@Q,Z#50, @Q,Z̄ ī #52h ī and$Q,h%50, which means that it can be interpreted a
]̄ operator coupled toE* ^ F. Thus, the topological open string Hilbert space with bound
conditions ~E,F! is the Q-cohomology, which isH* (X,E* ^ F). The multiplication law is of
course wedge product of forms.

In early studies of D-branes it was found that certain pointlike singularities are allowed
are nonsingular in string theory.27 This motivates allowing more general coherent sheaves
boundary conditions.28 The entire discussion can be generalized to this case at least forma
replacingHp(X,E* ^ F) with Extp(E,F), which for a pair of holomorphic bundles is equivalen
We will explain and justify this point later; for this reason we switch to use the Ext nota
instead of cohomology. We also remind the reader that Hom(E,F)[Ext0(E,F).

The basic topological correlation function is a disk amplitude, nonzero for a combinatio
states whose charge adds up toĉ53. This is determined by the algebra structure and the inte
on Ext3(E,E); this integral can also be regarded as a trace and this structure defines a ‘‘Fro
category.’’ We can also use the integral to define Serre duality, which here iden
Ext32 i(E,F)>Exti(F,E)* .

It is known4,29 that in general topological open string theory can correspond to anA`

category,30 as appeared in Kontsevich’s original proposal. An explicit construction of anA`

structure on the category of coherent sheaves appears in Refs. 31 and 32; the higher prod
essentially correlation functions in holomorphic Chern–Simons theory~the third order product
was already discussed in Ref. 15!. They are related to the Massey products, which encode
obstruction theory or equivalently the physical superpotential. This structure is very use
studying deformations, as we will discuss in subsequent work, but we will not need it fo
present considerations. In particular, theA` structure defined in Ref. 32 is a ‘‘minimal model,
i.e., anA` category withQ5m150, which satisfies conventional associativity.

III. TOPOLOGICAL D-BRANES AND THE DERIVED CATEGORY

As we discussed in the Introduction, a complete category of ‘‘topological D-branes’’ m
contain both branes and antibranes. This might be naturally accomplished by introducingZ2
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grading on the boundary conditions. However, the discussion of the previous section show
this is contained in aZ grading of the boundary conditions, and that forĉ.1 it is better to keep
this, because it is related to the degree of morphisms.~One might instead keep aZ2ĉ grading, but
there is no real advantage to doing this.!

Let us therefore introduce the notationEn for a boundary condition located atw5n, and the
notationE@n# for the shift of a boundary condition (E@n#)m5En1m ~the ‘‘translation functor’’!.
At the end of the discussion we will regard the simultaneous translation of all objectsE
→E@1# combined with reversing all the K theory classes as a gauge symmetry, but until w
there, we will regard these as distinct objects.

As usual we can consider the direct sum of a set of boundary conditions to be a new bou
condition, distinguished by ‘‘Chan–Paton factors.’’ Let us generalize the preceding notationE
is such a direct sum, letEn be the component located atw5n.

A map between two such direct sumsE andF is a direct sum of components of definiteU(1)
charge,

Extp~E,F !5 % n,kExtp2k~En ,Fn1k!. ~3.1!

This formula includes a boundary contribution toU(1) charge, by adding the ‘‘distance’’ betwee
the images to the fermion number.

Since we now haveU(1) charge living on the boundary, we can make a further generaliza
to put a boundary component in the BRST operator, consistent with it having charge 1. Th
write

Q~E,F !5Q~E,F !
~0! 1dE2dF

with

dEP % n,kExt12k~En ,En1k!

and similarly fordF . The operatorQ(E,F)
(0) is the ‘‘original’’ BRST operator~not acting on the

Chan–Paton factors! and, if we take all of our states to live in its cohomology, can be taken
zero~this could conceivably be generalized!. In this case, the conditionQ250 will be satisfied if

$dE ,dF%50,

dE
250,

dF
250.

The first equation is conventional, while the other two tell us that (E,dE) and (F,dF) are ‘‘com-
plexes’’ as defined in homological algebra. TheQ-cohomology then consists of mapsf in ~3.1!
such thatdFf5fdE ~chain maps! modulo the image ofdFe2edE ~homotopic equivalence!.33

A. Adding brane-antibrane pairs

The main thing we gain from all of this formalism is the ability to describe branes
antibranes on an equal footing. This requires us to be able to identify an objectE with an object
F related by adding cancelling brane-antibrane pairs.

Now we want a finer equivalence relation than K theory: a pairAB̄ will only be considered to
cancel ifA andB are isomorphic as holomorphic objects, in other words if there is an identity
1 in Hom(A,B).34 We furthermore require that adding the pair does not change theQ cohomol-
ogy: for every objectG, we have Hom(E,G)>Hom(F,G).

This can be accomplished by adding a pairBn% Bn11 with grades differing by 1, and taking
the new BRST operatorQF,G to be the direct sum of the old BRST operatorQE,G with the identity
map1 on morphisms in Hom(B,G) involving the brane-antibrane pair:
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QF,G5QE,G% 1.

This identity map1 is the composition Hom(B,B)3Hom(B,G)→Hom(B,G). If we had consid-
ered the~G,F! open string sector, it would act as Hom(G,B)3Hom(B,B)→Hom(G,B). This
term in Q of course pairs each Hom(Bn ,G) with a Hom(Bn11 ,G) and removes them from th
topological Hilbert space.

By adding brane-antibrane pairs in various degrees to our original objects, we can get a
class of chain complexes. One can understand the main properties of this construction by th
of theEn as vector spaces of Chan–Paton factors and the summands ofd as matrices. Although a
first it looks like we will only get very speciald ~made up from identity matrices!, of course
change of basis~complex gauge transformation! and other operations will produce more gene
complexes.

We now define our category of topological D-branes as the result of identifying any pa
complexes which are related by the following types of morphisms: the morphism which
brane-antibrane pairs discussed above, complex gauge transformations, morphisms homo
the identity~i.e., those of the form 11Qe which are equivalent to the identity inQ-cohomology!,
and of course compositions of any of these. Furthermore, we identify two objectsE andF if for
each there is a morphism in this class mapping it to a third complexR, their ‘‘common refine-
ment.’’ The additional identifications we postulated are unavoidable if we do not wish to d
guish objects related by an isomorphism. There is one subtlety in correctly making these
fications which we now explain. In identifying two configurations which differ by adding bra
antibrane pairs, it does not suffice to only identify configurations related by the direct sum w
discussed; a more general identification is required.

Physically, the point is that we want to identifyE with E1X1X̄ obtained by adding a
cancelling brane-antibrane pair, even ifE and X ~or E and X̄! themselves were combined in
bound state, sayF. To explain the mathematical point, we quote the incorrect argument from
original version, to see where it was wrong. The mathematical description of formingF as a
bound state of the branesE andX is a non-split exact sequence:

f r
O→E →F →X→0.

By definition, the maps satisfyr • f 50. A split exact sequence is one for whichF>E% X, in
which caseF is not physically a bound state. A bound state can be obtained by this by turnin
an off-diagonal bosonic mode, breaking the gauge symmetry back toU(1). Such a mode will
again be associated to a partner fermionic open string betweenE andX, and ~by general math-
ematical formalism we will come back to! to an element of Ext1(X,E).

Now the point is that physics~crossing symmetry! requires that one can also make a part
annihilationF1X̄→E, and the same exact sequence must also describe this. This will be t

our identifications equateE with the complexF→
r
X. The physical identity of these configuration

can also be checked in examples, say in large volume.
One can try to do this using a homotopy equivalence 11Q«, and this is possible if a partia

inverse« to r can be found, satisfyingr«51uX. However this is precisely the case in whichF
5E% X is not really a bound state; the open string mode is not turned on.

These considerations lead us to identify all complexes which are related by general
isomorphisms. A quasi-isomorphism is an element of Hom(E•, F•) the Q-cohomology in our
previous language! which is an isomorphism when restricted to cohomology. This includes al
morphisms we discussed, but only transformations which add pairs or sequences of objects
cancel out of the cohomology, both of individual objects and of morphisms between objec

A quasi-isomorphic pair is a pair of complexes each related by quasi-isomorphism
common refinement; all such pairs are identified. The result of identifying all quasi-isompo
pairs is the derived categoryD(A) of the categoryA we started with—in our present discussio
Coh X, the coherent sheaves on the CYX. As discussed in Ref. 5, this is usually done
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localization, i.e., one allows as morphisms formal inverses of all the quasi-isomorphisms, an
shows that one can write any product of morphisms in terms of a single morphism by comm
these inverses through other morphisms~or ‘‘combining denominators’’!. The result is an asso
ciative category, though not abelian~kernels and cokernels need not make sense!.

B. Resolutions and Ext

Resolutions are a key tool in homological algebra, and will turn out to give us a mathem
counterpart of the ‘‘images’’ we introduced in the previous section.

A free resolution of a complexE is a quasi-isomorphic complexR in which the terms are free
In the context of vector bundles on projective spacePn this means they are direct sums of lin
bundles. The point of this is that it means that there are no relations hidden in the definition
terms; all the relations, and thus the homology, are explicit in the mapsdR .

Free objects or modules are too restrictive for most purposes and one usually discus
more general concepts of injective and projective resolution. A projective object is a direct
mand of a free object, while an injective object can be defined in terms of this by dualizing
reversing arrows. Considerations we mention shortly lead to a more useful criterion: a proj
object P has Exti(P,X)50 ;X and i .0, while an injective objectI Exti(X,I )50 ;X and i
.0. An injective resolution ofF is an exact sequence

0→F→
f

I 0→
r 0

I 1→
r 1

I 2→... ~3.2!

where theI n are injective, and one can similarly define projective resolutions

¯→P1→P0→F→0

where thePn are projective. It can be shown that every coherent sheaf on a spaceM has a
resolution whose terms are locally free sheaves onM , i.e., sheaves which in any local region a
equivalent to bundles, and thus the use of resolutions allows reducing general computat
those involving bundles. In particular, they can be used to define sheaf cohomology or be
generalization, the Ext groups. We can define Extk(E,F) as the cohomologyHk of the complex

0→Hom~E,I 0!→Hom~E,I 1!→Hom~E,I 2!→... ~3.3!

or equivalently as homotopy classes of chain maps fromE into the resolution. Using the equiva
lence ofF with its resolution in the derived category, this also tells us that

Extp~E,F !>Hom~E,F@p# !.

In other words, an Extp is a degree zero map into thepth term of the resolution. This allows us t
think of the successive terms in the resolution as providing a concrete picture for the ‘‘image
introduced in the previous section.

We define thelengthof a complex to be the number of nonzero termsEn minus one. For each
object, there is a minimal length of the complex required for its free resolution. The maximal
length for a given category is the homological dimensionhd of the category; for coherent sheav
on a complex manifold this will generally be the dimension of the manifold~it can be less!. This
is easy to see for bundles if we assume the relation Extk(E,F)>Hk(M ,E* ^ F) and consider~3.3!.

The relation between the length of the complex and the highest Ext group which can a
has another consequence, namely that one cannot get all sheaves on ad-fold by using resolutions
of length less thand. In particular, the monad construction~which is closely related to this! with
a complex of length two and with line bundles as constituents cannot describe all bundle
generic Calabi–Yau three-fold. It would be interesting and probably quite useful if linear s
models could be generalized to use longer complexes.
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C. Properties of the derived category of coherent sheaves

As we mentioned in the Introduction, the derived category of coherent sheaves conta
more information than the K theory. An illustration of this is the reconstruction theorem of Bo
and Orlov:35 in certain cases~with ample or anti-ample canonical bundle; this excludes Cala
Yau!, the varietyX is determined byD(CohX). The strategy is to first identify the set of objec
corresponding to points; the morphism information can then be used to put a topology on t
and show that it is indeed the expected variety.

Although this result is not literally true for a Calabi–Yau, the reason that it fails is q
interesting and relevant for us. It is that there is not a unique definition of which objects a
points. Indeed, there are ‘‘autoequivalences’’ of the derived category—transformations
permute the objects but preserve the structure of the morphisms—which turn the points into
sheaves~or complexes!.

These autoequivalences have been much studied in recent mathematical work and all o
can be obtained as Fourier–Mukai transformations~FMTs!. A FMT from sheaves on a spaceX to
sheaves on a spaceY ~possibly the same asX! is defined by specifying a sheafF on Y3X
satisfying certain properties; most notably, the restrictions to two points onX Fx1

andFx2
must

satisfy

Hom~Fx1
,Fx2

!>C if x15x2 ;

50 if x1Þx2 .

The transform of a sheafE on X is then

Ê5RpY* ~F^
LpX* E!. ~3.4!

The idea expressed by this formula is simple and well explained in Ref. 36: one pulls backE to the
product space, tensors withF, and then ‘‘pushes forward’’ in the sense that the resulting sheaf
have as local sections any of the local sections of the product sheaf~this construction is referred
to as the ‘‘direct image’’!, but with the dependence onX suppressed—this is the reason for t
name ‘‘Fourier,’’ as taking all such sections is like integrating overX.

The detailed implementation of this idea requires resolving the sheaves which app
intermediate steps~this is the meaning of the ‘‘L’’ and ‘‘ R’’ symbols!, and is greatly simplified by
working with the derived category.

A particularly simple set of FMTs are the ‘‘twist functors’’ discussed in detail in Ref. 7.
every sheafE on X there is a twist functorTE , which has all the right properties to correspo
physically to a monodromy associated to a loop in Ka¨hler moduli space around a point at whic
Z(E)50, such as a conifold point. Assuming this is so, all of these monodromies preserv
derived category of topological branes and this is fairly strong evidence that any physica
struction of a model associated to a CY with a specific complex structure will produce the
derived category of objects.

We will discuss this in more detail elsewhere; here we will motivate the theorem of Beili
used in Ref. 3 using these ideas. This states that the derived category of sheaves oPn is
equivalent to the derived category of representations of the quiver-complexQC(n11,n11) ~to
be defined in Sec. V!, with Y50.

This comes from a one-to-one correspondence between sheaves, implemented by a
which F is a sheaf onPn3Pn which is just the ‘‘delta function’’~or structure sheaf! supported on
the diagonal. Such anF will clearly produce the identity transformation onE.

The nontrivial content of this construction comes when we look at the resolution of this
function sheaf. This is the ‘‘Koszul resolution’’ which is a complex with successive terms

LnVY~n!3OX~2n!→...→VY~1!3OX~21!→OY3OX→F.
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The tensor product appearing in~3.4! is

F^ E5LnV~n! ^ E~2n!→...→V~1! ^ E~21!→O^ E

and, continuing in this vein, one finds that the FMT~which is equivalent to the original object i
the derived category! is a complex of the sheavesLpVY(p) tensored with the cohomologies of th
original sheafHm(E(2p)). If these cohomologies are nonzero in a single degreem, they can be
thought of as defining an object inQC(n11,n11), providing the correspondence used in Ref.
while if they are nonzero in more than one degree, one gets an object inD(QC(n11,n11)).

IV. KÄHLER MODULI AND FLOW OF GRADING

Having understood the category of boundary conditions in the topological string theory~or-
‘‘topological D-branes’’!, we now can assert with confidence that every physical D-brane c
sponds to a unique topological D-brane. We now want to understand why not every topol
D-brane corresponds to a physical D-brane.

In particular, let us explore what happens if we start with a BPS configuration of two br
and then vary the Ka¨hler moduli. In general, the grades of the two branes,w1 and w2 , will no
longer be equal.

Although open string sectors withw1Þw2 bear some resemblance to twistedN52 sectors,
they are not the same. Because a specificN51 world-sheet supersymmetry is gauged in the op
superstring definition, this supersymmetry must still have conventional NS and R boundar
ditions on theN51 supercurrents. Furthermore, it will still admit a GSO projection; two sec
related by a continuous deformation will share the same GSO projection. This is possible b
both bosons and fermions in these sectors will have their moding changed; the fermions in
determined by~2.2! and the bosons in a corresponding way to make NS and R supercu
possible. A solvable example in which this can be seen is the theory of two three-branes o
at angles.37

As discussed earlier, if we restrict ourselves to Ka¨hler variations, the massless fermion sec
will remain unchanged. Now even though these combinations of boundary conditions have b
supersymmetry, we can still identify bosonic partners of the massless fermions as the NS
accessible by varying theU(1) charge~spectral flow!. Another way to say this is that since th
individual boundary CFT’s correspond to BPS branes, they each have spectral flow operato
we can use either of these to define the action of space–time supersymmetry. Depending o
one we use, we will get different results, but these will only differ by a phase. Thus we can
identify a unique NS state as the superpartner.

Let us discuss the various physical states in the CFT we obtain by this construction, an
space–time interpretation. We start with NS states in a sector withDu50 and the usualN51
supersymmetry. LetQ be theU(1) charge in theN52 algebra; thenQ5q50 states are gaug
bosons~the standard GSO projection will keep only statesc21/2

m u& in the space–time CFT! while
Q5q561 states are bosons in chiral multiplets (q521 will be the complex conjugates of th
q511 states!.

Varying the relative grading will shift theU(1) charge of all of the states in this list, an
preserve the GSO projection. Our conventions are such that the charge shift is equal to the
grading,Dq5D(w12w2).

Let us write the Ramond vertex operator as a product of internal, bosonizedU(1) and space-
time factors

Ouei ~q23/2!fV311 .

As previously discussed, varyingw by only varying the Ka¨hler class keeps the Ramond sta
massless, and this means that the dimension ofOu is determined byh(Ou)1(q23/2)2/65 3

8. We
can then derive the dimension of the operators related to it by the usualN52 spectral flow and
thus the mass squared of the partner NS states withU(1) chargeq. These will be
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m25
3

8
1

q2

6
2

~q23/2!2

6
2

1

2

5
1

2
~q21! ~4.1!

for chiral multiplets. A vector multiplet hasV3115cm, som25q/2.
The bosons in chiral multiplets come fromq51 states, and we see from this thatDw enters

into their mass squared precisely as a Fayet–Ilipoulos term would. This is the CFT argume
the earlier description of BPS decay by D-term supersymmetry breaking38,39,2 and indeed these
masses can often be modelled by assigning the FI terms associated to theU(N) space–time gauge
groups of the two groups of branes the valuesz15w1 and z25w2 . Starting from an Ext1 ~a
massless chiral multiplet!, this assignment reproduces~4.1!. This explicitN51 field theory pic-
ture has its limitations, however, as seen in Ref. 40 and it is for this reason that, althoug
formalism and results are very similar to those inN51 supersymmetric field theory, we have n
based our discussion on this similarity but instead on CFT.

We should also mention at this point that in our setup, the precise definition of a theory
tachyonic strings between a pair of branes is to take branes which do not fill Minkowski s
~e.g., D0-branes! and separate them in these dimensions. This gives the tachyons large mass
makes the configuration with zero tachyon expectation value stable, while still allowing
argue that such a configuration of coincident branes would be unstable.

Starting fromq51 and making such a flow,m2 can decrease until we reachq50. At this
point, the operatorOu has dimension zero. Because the world-sheet theory is a~correlated!
product of a unitary theory with the bosonizedU(1), zero is the minimal possible dimension fo
Ou . Thus, if we decreaseq further, our assumptions must break down. One also knows fromN
52 representation theory that chiral operators must have 0<q< ĉ ~for the same reason!.

Now the boundary states we are discussing were unstable as soon as we hadq,1 and a
tachyonic open string; we interpret these arguments as showing that, nevertheless, we c
them as sensible boundary states and use them to define a category of boundary states as d
earlier, but only as long asq>0. If q,0, the massless Ramond state no longer makes sen
unitary CFT, and must disappear from the theory. Note that it is not becoming massive~in general
there is no state for it to pair with! but literally disappearing, which can only happen if one or b
of the boundary states also disappear from the theory.

This is the essential subtlety in the relation between topologically twisted open string t
and the physical open string theory. From the point of view of topological theory, there is no
wrong with these boundary states~since we varied only Ka¨hler moduli, nothing changed!. One can
even keep track of theU(1) charges in this situation: the same additive conservation laws
hold even though someU(1) charges may be negative. However, any given physical CFT
only realize a subset of these boundary states, chosen so that morphisms of negative degre
appear.

From our arguments, the choice of which boundary states are realized would be expe
depend on Ka¨hler moduli. Starting from an Ext1 between a pair of simultaneously BPS branes, o
can reachq50 if the relative phase difference reachesp, i.e., if the BPS central charges antialig
In this sense, the phenomenon under discussion has to do with branes turning into antibra

A. Special Lagrangian picture

Many of the statements we just made can also be seen from the geometry of the A
picture.41 The analog of a coherent sheaf in this picture is an isotopy class of Lagrangian
folds, while a physical brane is a particular Lagrangian in this class satisfying the ‘‘spe
condition for the chosen complex structure and holomorphic three-form. The morphisms are
by Floer cohomology.

The standard convention for the grading on Floer cohomology agrees with our notations
and Ext1 for vector and chiral multiplets, respectively. To determine this grading, one looks a
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three relative anglesDu i . There are basically two cases: where these all have the same
~producing a Hom!, or where one sign differs from the other two~producing an Ext!. This rule
agrees with the physical GSO projection in the branes at angles model of Ref. 37.

In these terms, our grading is Hom(A,B@n#) or Ext1(A,B@n#) with n5( iDu i . As one varies
the complex structure, theDu i will vary, leading to the flow we just described. In this picture, t
reason the gradings cannot flow below zero~or aboveĉ) is that given a pair of Lagrangians whic
intersect transversely they will continue to intersect transversely under any change of co
structure.

The conclusion is the same, that gradings will flow, but cannot flow below zero for phy
objects.

B. Some convenient notation

As we motivated earlier~in terms of resolutions and the derived category!, we will denote a
morphism withU(1) chargen, i.e., a fermionic string between the braneA and thenth image of
the braneB, as an element of Hom(A,B@n#). This group depends only on the difference betwe
the grades: Hom(A,B@n#)>Hom(A@m#,B@n1m#).

In addition to its other mathematical advantages, this notation makes it simple to expre
variation of theU(1) charge of the morphism as we vary the Ka¨hler moduli. It simply comes from
varying the grades of the two branes: Hom(A,B@n#) will flow to Hom(A@Dw(A)#,B@n
1Dw(B)#).

We now introduce a notation which allows us to keep track of both our new grading an
‘‘original’’ grading ~that present in Floer cohomology!, since both are needed in string theory. W
distinguish the massless fermions leading to chiral and vector multiplets by writing a degn
morphism as Hom(A,B@n#) for a gaugino and Ext1(A,B@n21#) ~or just Ext! for the fermion in
a chiral multiplet.~One motivation for this notation is the observation that the partner boson
m2 proportional to the quantity in brackets in both cases.!

The two groups Hom and Ext as we defined them are related by double spectral flow,
reverse the GSO projection. This tells us that Hom(A,B@n#)>Ext(A,B@n1 ĉ21#) and thus Ext is
not really independent.

We define the antibraneĀ to a braneA by reversing the GSO projection, soĀ>A@ ĉ#. Any
simple braneA @with gauge groupU(1)# will have Hom(A,A)>C, and we can infer the existenc
of the brane-antibrane tachyon Ext(A,Ā@21#) from this. More generally one ha
Hom(A,B@n#)>Ext(A,B̄@n21#).

In the large volume limit, we can use Serre duality to infer the existence of additional
phisms. In the CY theories of prime interest for us, this takes the form Hom(A,B@n#)
>Hom(B,A@ ĉ2n#)* . This is a dual relation, not an identification, but can of course be use
relate the dimensions of these spaces. Its most fundamental role in this discussion is that
inner product of the topologically twisted open string theory@the shift ĉ is the anomalousU(1)
charge of the disk#.

In our application, this duality also reverses the GSO projection. This is becauseĉ is odd, so
the Serre dual morphism will have opposite parityU(1) charge, and we infer the GSO projectio
directly from this. This leaves us with the rule

dim Hom~A,B@n# !5dim Ext1~B,A@ ĉ2n21# !. ~4.2!

These rules determine the gradings of morphisms at arbitrary points in Ka¨hler moduli space
given the gradings at one point. It is natural to start with the large volume limit as this point.
should note that gradings of morphisms between branes of different dimension~i.e., sheaves with
support of different dimension! in our conventions do not agree with the usual grading of co
mology. We can get them either by carefully computingU(1) charges, or masses of partn
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bosons in CFT. The latter generally can be obtained from standard D-brane consideration42 in
particular the lightest NS string between a Dp-brane and a Dq-brane hasm25up2qu/82 1

2 from
the shift of the ground state energy due to ‘‘DN bosons.’’

This gives a morphism from a Dp-brane to a Dq-brane degreen1(p2q)/4 ~one must be
careful about orientations in identifying both objects as ‘‘branes’’!. Taking this rule into accoun
along with the large volume asymptotics for the periods, one finds that morphisms be
simultaneously BPS branes~those whose grades differ by integers! will always have integer
grading.

Another large volume subtlety we should mention is that one needs to be careful to defi
grade in a way which depends smoothly on the Chern classes~the branch of the logarithm canno
jump!. This in particular corrects an observation made in Ref. 3—by doing this, one can g
large volume limit ofP-stability to reproduce Gieseker stability in all cases~this comes from the
dependence of subleading terms on the higher Chern classes!. This is important as otherwise on
finds many incorrect predictions—for example, ideal sheaves of points will destabilize the
line bundle unless one has Gieseker stability.

V. EXAMPLES OF FLOW OF GRADING

Two classes of examples have been studied in some detail: orbifoldsC3/ZK , and Gepner
models or Landau–Ginzburg orbifolds, which in a certain sense are hypersurfaces inC5/ZK orbi-
folds. We will not review here the discussion of Refs. 24, 43, 3, and 40, which leads t
following identifications of boundary states and quiver theories, but only cite the results.

For the most recent work on Gepner models, see Refs. 44–46.

A. Quiver-complex theories

Besides defining the quiver theories which will appear in our examples, this subsection d
the quiver Ext groups, which will be compared with their large volume analogs, and illust
how methods of homological algebra can be helpful in analyzing their moduli spaces of s
symmetric vacua.

Let us consider a theory withp gauge groups,U(n1)3U(n2)3¯3U(np), and a global
U(q) symmetry. The matter spectrum is bifundamentalsXi

a in the (n̄i ,ni 11) for each 1< i<p
21 and in the fundamental ofU(q), and bifundamentalsYi

@ab# in the (n̄i 12 ,ni) for 1< i<p
22 in the antisymmetric@q22# representation ofU(q). For p.2 there is a superpotential,

W5 (
i 51

p22

trXi 11
a Xi

bYi
@ab# . ~5.1!

We will consider the categoryQC(p,q) whose objects are~classical! solutions of the F-flatness
constraints for all of these theories.

The simplest operation we can define for these objects is direct sum, and this allows
define K theory in the usual way in terms of pairs of objects. Any ‘‘topological’’ definition o
theory class will not see the configuration~theX’s andY’s can be continuously deformed to zero!;
thus the K theory class of an object is just the set of integersni .

It is also clear that the K theory class is only the most basic invariant of an object; in ge
the objects come in moduli spaces of finite dimension. Forp52, there is an obvious formula fo
the dimension of this moduli space, valid if the object is simple, i.e., breaks the comple
gauge group toGL(1). It is

d511qn1n22n1
22n2

2, ~5.2!

obtained by counting matter fields modulo gauge symmetries. This formula generalizes
obvious way to any quiver theory with no superpotential.

It turns out that there is no such universal formula which gives the dimension of moduli s
just in terms of the K theory class forp.2. ~There is a formula which works in almost all cas
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for p53 andq<3, but not for higherp or q.! Well-known arguments that such a formula is n
to be expected in generalN51 theories are the possibility of lifting arbitrary pairs of chir
multiplets by changing the configuration, and the existence of cases in which the moduli spa
several branches of different dimension.

One can, however, go further than these general statements by better understanding th
lem. Given a superpotential, one might try to predict the dimension of the moduli spac
subtracting the number of relations following fromW850 from the prediction~5.2!. Since there is
one relation for each matter field, this always leads to a negative dimension and would pred
no solutions exist. In fact solutions can exist, but only when the relations are redundant;
redundancies will depend on the specific configuration.

The redundancies between relations in the quiver complex theory can be understood
mological terms. We start by considering only the configurations withY50; the relations are then

Xi 11
a Xi

b5Xi 11
b Xi

a ,

which can be expressed~for q>p) asd250 on a complex of vector spaces. This complex can
defined in terms of an exterior algebraLV whereV>Cq has a basisea which we think of as
anticommuting objects:eaeb1ebea50. The operatord then acts on an element ofEi[Cni

^ L i 21V to produce an element ofEi 11 as multiplication byXaea .
One then defines the ‘‘morphism complex’’ as follows. A ‘‘chain map’’f (n) of degreen from

E to F is a set of linear mapsf i
(n) from Ei to Fi 1n which can be written in terms of theea ; i.e.,

f i
~n!5f i ,a1 ...an

~n! ea1
¯ean

.

One can then regarddF2dE as an operator acting on these chain maps; it squares to zero, s
can define a morphism of degreen as an element of its cohomology. The space of such morph
will be denoted Extn(E,F) @or Hom(E,F) for n50#.

All of this is very parallel to the discussion we made in Sec. III and the reader ma
wondering why we repeated it. The main reason is that while formally it is very parallel, p
cally its interpretation is rather different: in particular, we do not make the identifications we m
in Sec. III, but instead interpret configurations just as we would in supersymmetric gauge t
~identifying only configurations related by complex gauge transformation!. The result is~at least
mathematically! an Abelian category to which one can then apply the construction of Sec
considering complexes of these complexes and forming the corresponding derived categor
is the type of derived category which, according to Beilinson’s theorem, will be equivale
derived categories of coherent sheaves.

Returning to concrete considerations, these definitions lead immediately to a formula f
relative Euler character:

x~M ,N![(
k50

p

~21!kdim Extk~M ,N!5 (
1< i< j <p

~2 ! i 2 j S q
i 2 j Dminj . ~5.3!

This is proven by showing thatx(M ,N) is ‘‘topological’’ ~invariant under deformations of th
X’s!, so that one can compute it forX50.

Before going on to the generalization withYÞ0, let us discuss the physical meaning of th
construction. It is not hard to see that elements of Hom(E,F) correspond to~complex! gauge
symmetries which appear when we combine the theoriesE andF ~the cohomology condition say
that the matter configuration is preserved by this gauge transformation!. Similarly, elements of
Ext1(E,F) correspond to massless matter multiplets~or linearized moduli!: elements of cohomol-
ogy correspond to deformations which are not lifted by the superpotential and are not pure
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The higher Extn’s do not admit such an obvious interpretation but clearly have to do w
relations between the superpotential relations; when these exist, one cannot derive the dim
of moduli space, which is dim Ext1(E,E), just from the formula~5.3!: one needs more informa
tion ~such as the dimensions of the higher Ext groups!.

In the case at hand, there is a second physical interpretation of Ext2(E,F): it counts massless
deformations of theY multiplets. This can be seen by considering the ‘‘physical’’ inner produc
Extn(E,F)3Extn(F,E)* defined as

~f,c!5 (
i 51

p2n

trf i 1n
1 c i

and the adjoint tod defined by

~f~n!,d* c~n11!!5~df~n!,c~n11!!.

Now the F-flatness conditions onY are linear,XaY@ab#5Y@ab#X
b50, and in fact are justd* Y

50. The relation to Ext2 then comes from the usual Hodge-style arguments that we can fi
unique representative of each cohomology class satisfyingd* Y50 and that all solutions of thes
equations arise in this way.

This result is very suggestive of the relation Ext2(E,F)>Ext1(F,E)* valid on a Calabi–Yau
threefold, and indeed one expects such a relation to hold for any quiver theory which arises
context. Morally speaking, the superpotential~5.1! is a finite dimensional analog of the holomo
phic Chern–Simons functional.

Indeed, as explained in Refs. 3 and 40, the casep5q53 is theC3/Z3 quiver theory, while
p5q55 describes sheaves on the quintic CY, and the other CY theories which arose in R
can be treated similarly. Unlike the analogous formula for sheaves on a CY3, x(E,E) can be
nonzero; this is because one has separately described deformations which made sense
ambient projective space~the X’s! and those which appear on restriction~the Y’s!.47 However,
since dim Ext2 enters into~5.3! with the wrong sign, one still needs more information thanx(E,E)
to compute the dimension of the moduli space.@In special cases, the situation can be simpler;
example, in theC3/Z3 quiver one can show that Ext2(E,E)50 except for the D0-brane.#

This is made particularly clear by considering examples in which the moduli space
branches of different dimension; these branches will differ in dim Ext2. A simple example of this
type is the quiver withn151, n252 andn351 in QC(3,5) which appears as a rational bounda
stateu11000& in the quintic Gepner model;24 this moduli space has branches of dimension 5, 7
11, distinguished by dim Ext250, 1 and 3. The last of these must describe the rational boun
state.

These considerations define the morphisms in the quiver categories we are about to d
their gradings are always CFTU(1) charges, which agree with the gradings we just defined
theC3 orbifold example~and in general if the fractional branes are simultaneously BPS!, but must
instead be taken from CFT in the Gepner model example~since the fractional branes are n
simultaneously BPS!.

We went into more detail than was required for this, to make the point that these are co
examples which capture the complexities of categories of sheaves on Calabi–Yaus~and indeed are
equivalent to them once one goes to the derived category! but for which computing the dimension
of homology groups~and thus of the local moduli space! is just a problem of linear algebra. Thu
such problems, while not as easy as the cases with more supersymmetry, are by no mea
cessible.
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B. The C 3ÕZ3 orbifold

This leads to a quiver-complex theory of typeQC(3,3). At large volume the orbifold is
resolved toOP2(23) and the three elementary or fractional branes can be identified43 with the

bundles~always onP2) B1[O(21), B2[V̄(1) ~the antibrane to the twisted cotangent bund!
andB3[O.

We first discuss the morphisms at the orbifold point. The quiver theory implicitly tells us w
these are; since all nine chiral multiplets are massless we see that dim Ext1(Bi ,Bj )
53d j [ i 11(3) .

We next discuss the morphisms at large volume. We can use standard methods to c
morphisms from sheaves to sheaves, and then use the rules in Sec. IV B to infer the morph
‘‘antisheaves’’ such asB2 . The elementary morphisms correspond to multiplication by the
mogeneous coordinates: we have dim Hom(B1 ,B3)53 and ~using the Euler sequence!

dim Hom(B1 ,B̄2)5dim Hom(B̄2 ,B3)53. Using the rule that Hom(A,B)>Ext1(A,B̄@21#) we
can also say that dim Ext1(B1 ,B2@21#)5dim Ext1(B2 ,B3@21#)53. These ‘‘brane-antibrane’
pairs naturally come with tachyonic open strings. Finally, the morphisms Hom(B1 ,B3) have Serre
duals, which according to our previous discussion are Ext1(B3 ,B1@2#)’s.

We can now check that the two limits are related under the flow from large volume to orb
point. Referring to Fig. 1, we see thatB1→B1@21#, B2→B2 , andB3→B3@1#, and all of the
morphisms we discussed work. We also see that the superpotential satisfies topological
conservation, as the sum of the gradings ‘‘around the triangle’’ is always 3.

One wants to check that all the morphisms agree, not just these defining ones. This
follow from the equivalence of derived categories established in Ref. 47, which is betwee
resentations of theC3/Z3 quiver and sheaves with compact support on the resolutionOP

2(23).
The relation discussed in Ref. 3, between the quiver with some links set to zero and shea
P2, is a subset of this.

From a physical point of view, the difference between sheaves with compact supportP2

and onOP
2(23) is that a D-brane wrapped onP2 in the second theory has an extra world-volum

field corresponding to the coordinate transverse toP2, i.e., a chiral multiplet taking values in th
line bundleOP

2(23), and the corresponding additional morphisms. Thinking about the D-b
world-volume as a topologically twisted theory48 shows that the fermion in this multiplet lives i
Ext1(E,F ^ OP2(23)). Another way of deducing these morphisms is by using Serre duality tw
first on the total space and then onP2, which on a Hom amounts to tensoring with this one-for
Because of this, Serre duality onP2 also leads to relations on the morphisms.

As an example~coming from Ref. 3!, we cite Hom(O,O(23)) which is nonzero at the
orbifold point. Flowing this back produces Hom(O@21#,O(23)@1#) in large volume which
indeed agrees with dimH2(O(23),P2)51. The Serre dual to this is the Ext1OP

2,OP
2(23)) we just

discussed.

C. Gepner models

A product of fiveN52 minimal modelsAki
with 35S i122/(ki12), soS i1/(ki12)51. Let

K5 lcm(ki12) andwi5K/(ki12); this corresponds to a Fermat hypersurface inWP(wi) at a
special point in Ka¨hler moduli space withZK quantum symmetry.

FIG. 1. The evolution of the central chargesZ(Bi) for fractional branes inC3/Z3 from large volume, where they asymptot
to Q4(B1 iV)2, to the orbifold point where they are all equal.
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A useful subset of boundary states are the rationalL50 states with variousM values. Their
intersection form~counting massless Ramond strings! is

I 5)
i

~12gwj !. ~5.4!

The field corresponding togwj in this expression~call it Xi) has an NS partner which is nontrivia
only in the j th minimal model, where it is the chiral primaryf (ki ,ki ,0) . Thus it hasU(1) charge
122/(ki12)5122wi /K and corresponds to a morphism of this degree. The fieldY@ i j # corre-
sponding togwi1wj is nontrivial in the other three minimal model factors, and hasU(1) charge
322S lÞ i , jwl /K.

As argued in Ref. 40 the leading term in the superpotential is the cubic term~5.1!. The
constraints on theki guarantee that the degrees ofXiXjY@ i j # add up to 3 and thus this cubic term
should correspond directly to the flow of a similar term computed at large volume. Perhaps
interestingly, a product of five fields including one of eachXi also has degree 3. These facts a
the direct relation between the gradings of the morphisms and theDw between pairs of branes g
a long way towards guaranteeing that the flow will produce sensible large volume grad
however, there is still something nontrivial to check, namely that the winding numbers o
gradings along the flow are as predicted.

We now consider the quintic withwi51. The five fractional branes are exterior products o

twisted cotangent bundle onP4, restricted to the quintic:B15O(21), B25V̄3(3), B3

5V2(2), B45V̄(1), andB55O. Their gradesw are plotted as a function of moduli along the
axis ~in the conventions of Ref. 1! in Fig. 2.

The computation of the morphisms at large volume is straightforward as the restriction
P4 is trivial ~it is given by tensoring with the exact sequence

0→OP4~25!→
f

OP4→OX→0,

and for the maps we are considering, the first term gives zero!. By considerations similar to the
previous example, we find dim Ext(Bi ,Bi 11@21#)55 for 1< i<4, and dim Ext(B5 ,B1@2#)55.

FIG. 2. The evolution of the grades for fractional branes on the quintic from the Gepner point@where w(Bk)52k/5

2
7

10# to large volume, where they asymptote to6
1
2.
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We also have the composition of two successive Hom’s which give dim Hom(Bi ,Bi 12)510 and
its Serre dual dim Ext(Bi 12 ,Bi@2#)510 for 1< i<3, and three Hom’s giving dim Ext(Bi ,Bi 13

@21#)510 for 1< i<2.
Going to the orbifold point, one hasD(w i 112w i)5 3

5 for the pairs 1< i<4, leading to the first
four degree3

5 morphismsX, while D(w12w5)5 3
523 ~since the sum is zero! leading to the fifthX.

The Y morphisms work similarly~since the sum of degrees around eachXXY triangle is 3!.

VI. PHYSICAL BRANES AS A SUBCATEGORY OF TOPOLOGICAL BRANES

We now address the question of how to identify the physical branes at a specific po
Kähler moduli spaceMk .

One approach to this uses the close analogy between general lines of marginal stabili
the ‘‘wall crossing’’ associated with variation ofm-stability, which determines whether a holo
morphic bundle admits a Hermitian Yang–Mills connection. This idea was developed in R
into the proposal that BPS branes are theP-stable objects. An objectE is P-stable if every
subobjectE8 @i.e., one for which there is an injective Hom(E8,E)# satisfiesw(E8),w(E). Further
discussion of this idea appears in Ref. 49.

Although well motivated, the difficulty in combining this proposal with the present consi
ations is that the derived category is not an Abelian category and does not have a no
‘‘kernel’’ or ‘‘subobject.’’ The basic reason for this is extremely simple: since we identifyA with
any combinationABB̄ whereBB̄ is the trivial brane-antibrane bound state~a complex with the
identity map!, any braneB appears to be a subobject ofA.

This point is not just academic, as one can check in examples~as we will do shortly! that the
subobject relation is different at different points inMk .

To better understand this point, we will need to understand what universal structure und
exact sequences and subobjects in the derived category, and how different Abelian catego
sit in the same derived category.

A. Triangulated categories and bound state formation

In the references, it is shown that derived categories are not Abelian; in particular there
idea of exact sequence. Since every subobject relation 0→E8→E can be completed to an exa
sequence, this is the key point in making sense ofP-stability in this general context.

The closest analog to exact sequences are the ‘‘distinguished triangles.’’ Let us explain
these are in the context of the derived categoryD(A) formed from the Abelian categoryA. ~One
can axiomatize this structure and talk about triangulated categories which are not nece
derived in this way, but we will not use that.!

First, for every morphismA→
f

B one has a distinguished triangle

¯→Cf@21#→
c

A→
f

B→
f

Cf→¯ . ~6.1!

HereCf is the ‘‘cone’’ of f, the quasi-isomorphism class of complexes with termsA@1# % B and
differential (f

dA
dB

0 ). This is the basic construction we will try to use to represent the ‘‘bra

antibrane bound state’’ĀB produced by condensing the tachyonf.50 The sequence~6.1! repeats
~with a shift of grading! indefinitely to the left and right and this is why it is better thought of
a triangle.

The expression~6.1! appears to single out one arrow as special, the morphismc with degree
one. Actually this is only a choice of notation: for example we could defineD[A@1# and find that
the morphismf appeared to have degree one. If one consistently identifies shifted branesB@2n

11# with antibranesB̄, then the relation between the K theory classes of the objects is inde
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dent of this choice. For example, in~6.1!, we have@A#1@C#5@B#, while in terms ofBCD we
would have had@B#1@D#5@C# which ~since @A#1@D#50) is the same. Similarly@C@21##
1@B#5@A#.

The point now is that if we want to base our discussion on the derived category, we c
talk about exact sequencesa priori but must instead derive them from the distinguished triang
If we know that our branes all live in some Abelian category within the derived category, the
a general result which allows us to do this:51 if and only if three successive objects in the triang
all live in an Abelian subcategoryA, that subsequence is a short exact sequence inA. The
opposite of this is perhaps easier to see: the cases which do not correspond to exact seque
those in whichCf has homology in both degrees, and thus is not a member of the Abelian cat
A. This is interesting for our purposes as there will turn out to be more than one Ab
subcategory ofD(CohX).

Let us discuss this more physically. Suppose in bringing together two objectsĀ andB we can
form a bound stateC, so that@Ā#1@B#5@C#. ~The choice of notationĀ rather thanA is just to
get the same K theory relation@B#5@A#1@C# we discussed earlier. We are not assuming a
specific relation between central charges yet.! This must start by condensing a tachyonic
massless open string betweenĀ andB. Let us denote the corresponding morphism~the ‘‘Ext’’ !
with a double arrow⇒, while single arrows denote Hom’s~enhanced gauge symmetries!.

From the point of view of BPS central charge,ZĀ52ZA andZB might be aligned, antialigned
or not aligned, and the process will look slightly different depending on this. IfZĀ and ZB are
antialigned, there are two further possibilitiesuZĀu.uZBu or uZĀu,uZBu, which determine whethe
the bound stateZC aligns with ZĀ or ZB . We now explain how all of these possibilities a
contained in the same distinguished triangle~6.1!.

If uZBu.uZĀu, the appropriate description is an exact sequence

0→A⇒
f

B→
f

C→0 ~6.2!

with mapsf andf of degree 0. This is the special case in whichCf has homology only in degree
0, and every such exact sequence corresponds to a distinguished triangle~6.1!.

If uZĀu.uZBu, we should use the exact sequence

0→C̄→
c

A⇒
f

B→0, ~6.3!

appropriate ifCf has homology only in degree21. Here we have identifiedC@21# with the
antibraneC̄.

Finally, if ZĀ andZB are aligned, we have

0→B→
f

C→
c

Ā→0 ~6.4!

in which Ā⇒
f

B@1# does not even appear in the exact sequence~it is the ‘‘connecting map’’ of the
long exact sequence!.

The point of all this is to show that the derived category can remain invariant under va
Kähler moduli, while describing somewhat different looking physical processes. The distin
between the processes comes when we identify a specific exact sequence in the triangle
three limiting cases~in which central charges align!, the exact sequence is the subsequence
~6.1! containing the maps of degree 0, which is the subset of objects which can live in the
Abelian category.

There is some correspondence between our string-inspired notation and the usual mat
cal notation and one might try to identify our double arrows⇒ with the special~degree one!
morphisms of~6.1!. Again, one must recognize that this is only a choice of notation: a si
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distinguished triangle admits all three interpretations in which any of the links is a matter
~this could presumably be proven from crossing symmetry of the related BPS algebra!.28 More
importantly, the ‘‘special’’ morphism in our notation need not have degree 1; this will cha
under flow.

B. Examples

Let us now look at some examples where we know the interpretations on both sides of a
The simplest situation is illustrated by the brane-antibrane pairs which come out of the

linson and generalized McKay constructions. For example, inC3/Z3 , we have a tachyonf

PExt1(B1 ,B2@21#) at large volume@where B15O(21) and B25V̄(1)#, which flows to a
massless fieldf PExt1(B1 ,B2) at the orbifold point.

At large volume, the BPS central charge is dominated by the D4-brane charge~the rank of the
bundle!. Since V~1! is a rank 2 bundle whileO~21! has rank 1, at large volume there is
brane-antibrane bound stateX, which is an antibrane~D4 charge21! with these conventions. Its
central charge aligns with that ofB2 , so the bound state formation is described by the ex
sequence

0→B̄1⇒
f

B2→
f

X→0 ~6.5!

with f a degree zero Hom.
In moving to the orbifold limit, the grade ofB1 decreases by 1, which results inf of degree 1,

c of degree 0 andf of degree 0. The bound state is stillX, but we now want to interpret it as
brane-brane bound state or extension

0→B2→
f

X→
c

B1→0 ~6.6!

with f the connecting mapB1⇒B2@1#.
Both come from the distinguished triangle

¯→B1@21#⇒
f

B2→
f

X→
c

B1→¯

by specializing to the triple involving maps of degree zero or equivalently whose terms all
the same grade. Note that in the~6.5! interpretation, the objectB̄1 has the same K theory class a
B1@21# ~this does not change under flow! but grade zero instead of one.

In the language of Abelian categories, the difference is that at large volumeB̄1 and B2 are
both in the Abelian category@justifying the use of~6.5!# while at the orbifold pointB1 andB2 are
in the Abelian category@justifying ~6.6!#.

We will now try to regard this as a valid description along the flow, where in general the m
will not have integral degree. Of course this is what we expect from the CFT discussion,
means that we cannota priori rely on the exact sequence interpretation of either~6.5! or ~6.6!.
Nevertheless, physics tells us that we should regard this triangle as describing the formatio
bound state which exists all along the flow. Since the flow is continuous, the grade ofX is
everywhere determined—this is not something we could take for granted without the triang
there is no obvious canonical way to assign gradings to general complexes~they would have to
depend on individual homologies, not the total K theory class!. Since we have the triangle, we ca
assignX a grade, and one finds that the gradings of all three morphisms stay within the interv@0,
1# all along the flow. This is consistent with all three objects remaining stable along the flo~in
principle they could still be destabilized by other objects!.

We next discuss the two-brane, the structure sheafOS of a two-cycleS. There is a simple
exact sequence which produces it from theBi , namely
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0→O~21!→
f

O→
g

OS→0,

and the corresponding distinguished triangle is

O~21!→
f

O→
g

O(→
h

O~21!@1#→••• .

At large volume this is a perfectly good representation of the 2B; the definition~2.1! leads us~as
discussed in Sec. IV! to assign it grade12 @in conventions wherew(O)50# and thus the mapsg and
h have degree12. Thus at and near large volume, the 2B can be produced as a bound state o
by condensing a tachyonic open string, as discussed in Ref. 10.

As we flow down, the grade ofO~21! decreases and the grade ofO increases. Eventually
these reach2 1

2 and 1
2, respectively, while the 2B remains at1

2. At this point,f has degree 1, andg
andh have degree 0. If we pass this point, the degree ofg goes negative and the 2B goes unstab
while the open string between 4B’s becomes massive.

This conclusion basically agrees with that of Ref. 3, where it was justified in term
P-stability. However, there was an interesting subtlety noted there; the mapg does not look
injective when one follows the usual large volume definitions~a map from a sheaf to a sheaf wit
lower dimensional support could hardly be injective!. In the present discussion, since bothg and
h have degree 0 at the transition, one wants to interpret them as forming an exact sequence
point, in which caseg would ‘‘become’’ an injective map. This type of argument can be tes
against other known subobject relations at the orbifold point, and seems to work. It sugg
reformulation ofP-stability which we will make below.

By the time we reach the orbifold point, the mapf has degree 2 and there is no obvious s
that the 2B ever existed. However, since we can determine thatf existed from orbifold consider-
ations~it was an Ext2 in the quiver-complex formalism!, we can run this backwards. From th
point of view, we would defineOS as a coneCf in ~6.1!. Coming back up, the degree off
eventually drops to 1, and it becomes consistent to postulate that thisOS becomes stable, with
mapsg andh of degree 0. Thus we could infer the existence of the 2B elsewhere in moduli s
just from information obtained at the orbifold point.

A very similar discussion can be made for the ‘‘mysterious’’ bound stateu10000& discussed in
Refs. 1 and 52, which exists at the Gepner point in the quintic but not at large volume. Th
bound state ofO~21! and O and comes about because an Ext3(O,O(21)) at large volume
eventually becomes tachyonic near the orbifold point. In this example, one can infer the exi
of a bound state which is not a sheaf, just having information about sheaves and about th
central charges.

These results demonstrate how we can infer the existence of new BPS branes at distan
in Mk . Given a set of BPS branes, we construct their derived category, including new o
which are candidate BPS branes elsewhere in moduli space. The K theory class of eac
object is determined, and this determines the grade of the connecting maps up to an oveZ
ambiguity. If this ambiguity can be fixed in a way that gives all the morphisms non-neg
grade, then the object becomes stable.

C. t-structures

There is a mathematical formalism which makes it possible to identify Abelian categ
within the derived category, the formalism of t-structures.51,5 We will not actually use this in the
proposal we are about to make, but it illustrates in a clear way how objects which look
complexes from one point of view can be individual objects~not complexes! in a different Abelian
category.

A t-structure is defined by prescribing two subcategoriesD>0 and D<0 of the derived cat-
egoryD. If D is derived from an Abelian categoryA, these would be the categories of complex
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with cohomology only in degreesn>0 and complexes with cohomology only in degreesn<0,
respectively. The original Abelian category would then beA5D>0ùD<0.

The nontrivial fact is now that there are a short list of axioms whichD>0 and D<0 must
satisfy in order to guarantee that their intersection is an Abelian category. This provides a g
way to define new Abelian subcategories. In general, the intersection will contain objects
are complexes from the point of view of the original category; thus these complexes w
regarded as objects in the new category. In this sense, the distinction between ‘‘object
‘‘complex’’ is not invariant, and from this point of view it is quite natural to get complexes
coherent sheaves as stable BPS branes at other points inMk .

A simple way to get new t-structures onD(CohX) for X Calabi–Yau is to use the Fourier
Mukai transforms discussed earlier. Taking the images ofD>0 andD<0 under the FMT provides
a new t-structure whose Abelian category, although isomorphic to the original~for an FMT
implementing a monodromy!, consists of different objects inD(CohX). Since these monodrom
groups are braid groups this presumably leads to infinitely many t-structures onD(CohX).

This formalism might be directly usable to produce the Abelian categories which are ne
by the original formulation ofP-stability. The basic way this could work would be to mo
objects betweenD>0 andD<0 when their gradings flow across zero.

Indeed, a very concrete example illustrating this idea can be found in work of Bridgeland53 In
Ref. 53 it is proven thatD(CohX) is invariant under a flop transition, a previously known resul54

but the interesting point is the way in which this is proven. This uses the theory of so-c
perverse sheaves, which can be formulated using t-structures. The basic idea is to consid
submanifold~more generally a stratification of the manifold! and shift the grading of all object
supported on that submanifold in defining the t-structure. The corresponding Abelian categ
referred to as a category of ‘‘perverse sheaves.’’

In Ref. 53, one considers perverse sheaves defined by shifting the grading of sheave
ported on an appropriate curveC in the CY by 21. Certain of these perverse sheaves can
identified as analogous to points, and it turns out that the moduli space of these ‘‘perverse p
is isomorphic to the CYX8 which is the result of a flop transition on the curveC.

The point of contact with our present considerations is that in terms of periods and
central charges, a flop transition simply acts by taking the central chargeZ5B1 iV of the 2B on
the curveC from V.0 to V,0. This indeed shifts the grading of 2B’s by61 ~the sign depends
on the first Chern class! and, by arguments similar to Bridgeland’s, might lead to the t-struc
appropriate for the flopped CY.

It seems very likely to us that these ideas will be important in future work and more sp
cally that subcategories ofD(CohX) generated by the stable branes of a given grade on a
with given moduli will provide a significant generalization of categories of ‘‘perverse sheav
However, we will leave the problem of making this more explicit to future work.

D. A proposal for a stability condition

The stability condition we will propose here builds more simply on the results we alr
presented and adds some plausible physical input. UnlikeP-stability, it does not provide a way to
decide whether a brane is stable at a point inMk by just considering that point, but only describ
the variation in the set of stable branes as one moves inMk .

Many of the previous considerations can be summarized by defining a ‘‘stable triangle
distinguished triangle~6.1! involves three morphisms with gradesa1b1g51. Let a stable
triangle~at a given point inMk) be a distinguished triangle for which each of the three grade
in @0, 1#.

Since if two brane central charges are colinear, the third will be as well, the definitions le
the constraint that the only stable triangles on the boundary of this region~or ‘‘semistable’’
triangles! are those with one grade 1 and the other two 0.

We cannot directly use this to say that a stable object only participates in stable triang
there will always be lots of extra triangles involving negative morphisms. We only know
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every morphism between stable objects must have non-negative degree. Indeed, there is n
cal argument that there should be a canonical definition of grade for unstable objects, and w
not assume that there is.

Let us now suppose that we know the stable objects at some point inMk , and we move a
small distance in this space. The gradings of morphisms will flow: some triangles will be
unstable and we must lose objects; others will become stable and we can gain objects.

When a triangle goes unstable, the brane which decays will always be the one sitting be
the two morphisms of zero degree. This is because@in all three cases~6.2!–~6.4!# this will always
be the heaviest of the three branes. This also means that one only need check lighter br
possible destabilizing subobjects.

Conversely, when a triangle becomes stable, we will see it by a mapf between stable object
having degree coming down through 1. Whenever this happens, we can try to addCf with grade
which gives the other maps degree 0. This uniquely determines the 2Z ambiguity in the grading of
Cf . We should, however, only addCf as a stable object if it is not also destabilized by
morphism of negative degree from some preexisting stable object. Once we do this, we migh
further candidate bound states involvingCf , so the process must be iterated.

This more or less restates the phenomena we observed in our simple examples but n
must face the question of whether this procedure leads to an unambiguous modified list of
objects or whether the result depends on the order in which we make these modifications.

One point where such dependence might enter is that we might find thatA destabilizesB, but
A also decays on the same line. The general result which prevents this type of ambiguity is t
subobject ofA responsible for the decay will also be a subobject ofB ~by composing the Hom’s!,
and typically would be a stable object which will destabilizeB. In general it might decay, but thi
chain must terminate with some stable final product~assuming the spectrum of masses has a g!
which will also be a subobject.

Similarly, we cannot find that adding a new objectCf destabilizes preexisting objects, becau
there will be a subobject ofCf which already destabilized them before we addedCf .

These considerations suggest that the procedure as we stated it is unambiguous. Th
physical assumption we needed was that the spectrum of BPS masses has a finite mass ga
we cannot have infinite chains of subobjects and decays.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we gave a fundamental picture of BPS D-branes on Calabi–Yau manif
based on considerations in conformal field theory and the related topological string theory

To summarize, we distinguished boundary conditions in topological open string theo
‘‘topological D-branes’’ from BPS boundary conditions in CFT or ‘‘physical D-branes,’’ a
argued that every physical D-brane had a topological analog but not vice versa. Topol
D-branes~in the B model! are more general than holomorphic bundles or coherent sheaves
can be arbitrary objects of the derived category. The grading of morphisms between topo
D-branes depends on the Ka¨hler moduli in a simple way and this is responsible for variation of
spectrum of physical D-branes and lines of marginal stability; branes involved in morphism
negative degree cannot exist. This provides a CFT derivation of theP-stability condition of Ref.
2. We went on to discuss the triangulated structure of the derived category, which allows
dispense with the requirement of a preexisting Abelian category and subobject relation made
original P-stability proposal, instead deriving the subobject relations from the gradings and
tinguished triangles. All of these points were illustrated in a number of examples; in simple
these ideas lead directly to explicit predictions for marginal stability lines.

Many new phenomena are clearly possible and can now be studied systematically, such
formation of branes away from the large volume limit which are not coherent sheaves but
general objects in the derived category.

All of these developments appear rather solid to us and provide a firm basis for fu
understanding of BPS branes on Calabi–Yau as well as a precise contact with the homo
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mirror symmetry proposal of Kontsevich. The ‘‘flow of gradings’’ is a new structure in
problem which we believe will be quite important in future developments.

In the final subsection, we went further and stated a definite proposal for how to determi
spectrum of BPS branes at arbitrary points in Ka¨hler moduli space. This proposal is somewh
harder to use thanP-stability in that it requires starting with the spectrum at a single point, say
large volume limit, and following its evolution to the point of interest.~It is not necessary to
follow the entire spectrum in order to determine the existence of particular branes, howeve! We
did not prove that this procedure always leads to unambiguous results, though we did giv
gestive arguments for this.

Clearly this proposal requires a great deal of testing and exploration at this point. The
numerous self-consistency checks that it must pass; for example it is not obvious that
whose periods vanish at nonsingular points of Ka¨hler moduli space will decay before reachin
these points~as is required for physical consistency!. We did not even prove that monodromies a
symmetries of the physical spectrum.

Not having yet performed these basic checks, our main reason for believing in the prop
present is that it seems to us to be the conceptually simplest proposal which could accomod
known complexity of these problems as revealed in Ref. 3 and our further studies. Since it
first such proposal, this point will have to be confirmed by further work as well. Hopefully t
is a lot of scope for simplifying its application; ideally one would be able to derive a cond
which can be applied at a single point in Ka¨hler moduli space. One might well benefit from usin
more A model information as well.

We will not get into lengthy discussion of the likely applications of this work here, inst
referring to the conclusions of Ref. 3. Perhaps the most direct application would be to pro
simpler invariant ofd54, N52 string compactifications than the explicit spectrum of BPS bra
namely the derived category obtained from this spectrum. The precise sense in which
simpler is that it does not depend on the BPS central charges or the point in vector mu
moduli space. Making interesting use of this idea in studyingN52 duality probably requires
generalizing the ideas to defining ‘‘derived categories of quantum BPS branes,’’ which w
have some similarity to BPS algebras28 but presumably would be independent of vector modu

As discussed in the conclusions to Ref. 3, we regard the more important goal of this l
work to be its eventual application to understandingN51 compactifications of string theory
Building on Ref. 2, inN51 language we have provided a rather complete discussion o
problem of solving the D-flatness conditions in a certain large class of theories. As w
discussed elsewhere, we believe it will turn out to be possible to get exact superpotent
Gepner models and perhaps more general CYs as well.

A natural next question in this vein is whether a similar geometric understanding cou
developed of non-BPS branes. One should distinguish two cases. The examples we know
connected to BPS branes or combinations of BPS branes by varying CY moduli, and it seem
likely that these can be understood in the same way, with the non-BPS property arising
spontaneous breaking of space–timeN51 supersymmetry, now involving a competition betwe
D and F flatness conditions. There might be other non-BPS branes not connected to BPS br
varying moduli; for these it is unclear whether such a picture would apply.

In any case, we believe our present results give further evidence thatN51 string compacti-
fication can lead to problems which admit general solutions~not just case by case analysis! and a
rich mathematical structure.
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Fundamental strings in open string theory
at the tachyonic vacuum
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We show that the world-volume theory on a D-p-brane at the tachyonic vacuum has
solitonic string solutions whose dynamics is governed by the Nambu–Goto action
of a string moving in (2511) dimensional space–time. This provides strong evi-
dence for the conjecture that at this vacuum the full (2511) dimensional Poincare´
invariance is restored. We also use this result to argue that the open string field
theory at the tachyonic vacuum must contain closed string excitations. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1377037#

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

It has been conjectured that the tachyonic vacuum in open bosonic string theory on a D
describes the closed string vacuum without D-branes, and that various soliton solutions
theory describe D-branes of lower dimension.1 Similar conjectures have also been put forward
superstring theories.2–4 Evidence for these conjectures come from both first5,6 and second7–10

quantized string theories.
Given that all D-branes can be regarded as solitons in the open string field theory,11 one might

wonder if the open string field theory could be used for a nonperturbative formulation of s
theory.12 For this one needs to show that not only the D-branes, but other known objects in
theory, namely the fundamental closed strings and the NS five-branes are also present in th
string field theory. Progress in identifying the fundamental string has been made in Refs. 1
8, 15, and 16. In particular, in Refs. 14, 8, 15, and 16 it was shown that the effective ac17

describing the dynamics of the D-brane around the tachyonic vacuum admits stringlike cla
solution whose tension matches that of a fundamental string. It was also established tha
D-25-brane world-volume, the dynamics of these strings is described by that of a Nambu
string moving in (2511) dimensions.

On the world-volume of a D-p-brane embedded in the (2511) dimensional space–time, th
full (2511) dimensional Poincare´ invariance is spontaneously broken to the product of (p11)
dimensional Poincare´ group, and the (252p) dimensional rotation group. However, if the tach
onic ground state really represents the vacuum without a D-brane, then we expect that
vacuum the full (2511) dimensional Poincare´ invariance should be restored. Thus the dynam
of the stringlike solutions should be described by a Nambu–Goto action with (2511) dimensional
target space rather than a (p11) dimensional target space. This is what we shall demonstra
this paper.~This question was partially addressed in Ref. 15 where it was shown that in
approximation where the contribution to the Hamiltonian is dominated by the electric flux o
D-brane world-volume, there is a symmetry that exchanges the velocity tangential to the D
with the velocity transverse to the D-brane.! Since the Nambu–Goto action in (2511) dimen-
sional target space has full (2511) dimensional Poincare´ invariance, this result provides stron
support to the conjecture that at the tachyonic vacuum of the D-p brane the full (2511) dimen-
sional Poincare´ invariance is restored. Earlier string field theory analysis has provided evidenc

a!Electronic mail: ashoke.sen@cern.ch, sen@mri.ernet.in
b!Formerly Mehta Research Institute of Mathematics & Mathematical Physics.
28440022-2488/2001/42(7)/2844/10/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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the restoration of the translational invariance along directions transverse to the D-
world-volume.18,19

Since the D-p-brane world-volume is (p11) dimensional, and the string solution lives on t
D-p-brane, it may sound strange at first that this string actually moves in (2511) dimensions. The
reason it can happen is that at the tachyonic vacuum the D-brane has vanishing tension, an
it does not cost the D-brane any additional energy to adjust its world-volume to contain any
fundamental string world-sheet embedded in (2511) dimensional space–time. Thus the stri
world-sheet always lies inside the D-p-brane world-volume, as should be the case. The no
fact here is that the dynamics of the string tangential to the D-brane world-volume, whi
described by the gauge fields, and the dynamics transverse to the D-brane world-volume, w
described by the massless scalar fields associated with the transverse motion of the D-br
together described by the Nambu–Goto action in the full (2511) dimensional target space–tim

Although the dynamics of the string soliton constructed this way agrees with that o
fundamental string, there are some caveats. First of all the tension of the string is governed
total amount of electric flux it carries, and only after properly taking into account the quantiz
rule for the electric flux one can show that the tension matches that of the fundamental
Within the classical field theory which we shall be studying, there is no rationale for this qu
zation law. A related problem is as follows. Although the string solution constructed here ha
correct degrees of freedom describing the dynamics of a fundamental string, it also has add
degrees of freedom corresponding to the energy density spreading out in the direction tran
to the original string solution instead of being confined in a thin tube along the string. We
that these problems can be avoided by making the solitonic string driven by an externa
string. For this we consider the case where one of the directions transverse to the D-p-b
compact, and we begin with a configuration of open strings starting on the D-brane, and end
its image under translation along the compact direction. We then ask what happens wh
tachyon on the D-brane rolls down to its ground state. We argue that at the tachyonic vacuu
two ends of the original open string are connected by a flux line on the D-brane, with the
amount of flux fixed by the source~and the sink! of flux, namely the end points of the origina
open string on the brane. Furthermore, the condition for minimum energy prevents the flux
spreading, since the source and the sink of flux are pointlike objects on the D-p-brane
volume. The net result is a single fundamental string winding along the compact direction.
a T-duality transformation along the compact direction we can then argue that theT-dual D-~p
11)-brane at the tachyonic vacuum must contain closed string excitations carrying mom
along the compact direction.

Related earlier work in Ref. 20 analyzed the dynamics of tensionless D-branes in a dif
formalism and found that the D-brane world-volume is foliated by string world-sheet. It wil
interesting to explore the precise relation between these results and the static gauge results
14, 8, 15, 16 and the present paper.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we review the result for the effective actio
the D-brane world-volume at the tachyonic vacuum17 and its Hamiltonian formulation.15 In Sec.
III we show that given any solution of the equations of motion of a Nambu–Goto string mo
in (2511) dimensional space–time, we can construct a solution of the equations of motion
D-p-brane world-volume theory with energy density localized along the world-sheet of the c
sponding Nambu–Goto string solution. This establishes that the D-p-brane world-volume
admits stringlike soliton solutions whose dynamics is governed by the Nambu–Goto act
(2511) dimensions. In Sec. IV we use this result to argue that the open string field th
describing the D-brane world-volume theory at the tachyonic vacuum, must contain closed
excitations.

II. LOW ENERGY EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORY ON THE D-BRANE AT THE TACHYONIC
VACUUM

We shall analyze the dynamics of massless fields living on a D-p brane at the tach
vacuum in the static gauge. Let us denote byxm(0<m<p) the world-volume coordinates on th
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D-brane, byAm the U~1! gauge field living on the D-brane, and byYI (p11<I<25) the massless
scalars representing the transverse coordinates of the brane. The action is given by17

S52V~T!E dp11xA2det~hmn1Fmn1]mYI]nYI !, ~2.1!

whereV(T) is the tachyon potential which vanishes at the tachyonic vacuumT5T0 . We shall
work in the gaugeA050, and denote byp i(x) and pI(x) the momenta conjugate toAi andYI ,
respectively, for 1< i<p. As was shown in Ref. 15, the dynamics of the brane at the tachy
vacuum is best described in the Hamiltonian formalism, with the Hamiltonian

H5E dpxH, ~2.2!

with

H5Ap ip i1pIpI1~p i] iY
I !21bibi , ~2.3!

where

bi[Fi j p
j1] iY

IpI . ~2.4!

Fi j 5] iAj2] jAi is the magnetic field strength. Thep i ’s satisfy a constraint:

] ip
i50. ~2.5!

In writing down the Hamiltonian~2.2!, ~2.3! we have taken the tachyon fieldT to be frozen at its
minimumT5T0 . Proposals for the effective action including tachyon kinetic term have been
forward in Ref. 21.

Let us denote byEi5]0Ai the electric field strength. Then the Bianchi identities and
equations of motion derived from the Hamiltonian given in~2.2!, ~2.3! are given by

] [ iF jk]50, ]0Fi j 5] iEj2] jEi , ~2.6!

Ei5
1

H ~p i1] iY
Ip j] jY

I2Fi j bj !, ~2.7!

]0p i1] j S 1

H ~p jbi2p ibj ! D50, ~2.8!

]0YI5
1

H ~pI1] iY
Ibi !, ~2.9!

]0pI5] i S 1

H ~p ip j] jY
I1bip

I ! D . ~2.10!

For this system, there are conserved Noether currentsTmn andTmI (0<m,n<p, (p11)<I
<25) associated with the translation along the spatial coordinatesxm labeling the D-p-brane
world-volume, as well as translation along the coordinatesYI transverse to the world-volume
These are given by

T005H, Tk052bk , T0i52bi , Tki5
1

H ~pkp i2bkbi !,
~2.11!
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T0I5pI , TkI5
1

H ~pkp j] jY
I1bkp

I !,

and satisfy

hmn]mTnr50, hmn]mTnI50. ~2.12!

III. FUNDAMENTAL STRING SOLUTION

In this section we shall demonstrate that the equations of motion discussed in Sec. II
fundamental string solutions whose dynamics is identical to that of a Nambu–Goto string m
in (2511) dimensional space–time. Using the results of Ref. 22, Ref. 15 showed that if we s
YI ’s to 0, then the dynamics of the solitonic string is described by the Nambu–Goto acti
(p11) dimensional space–time. The new result is the incorporation of theYI ’s. Since the dy-
namics of a Nambu–Goto string in (2511) dimensional space–time has full (2511) dimensional
Poincare´ invariance, our result gives strong support to the conjecture that the tachyonic vacu
the D-p-brane represents a configuration where the full (2511) dimensional Poincare´ invariance
is restored.

Our strategy will be as follows. We shall show that for every configuration of a Nambu–
string satisfying the string equations of motion we can construct a solution of the equatio
motion ~2.5!–~2.10!, with energy density localized along the string. For this we start by writ
down the action of the Nambu–Goto string in (2511) dimensional space–time:

SNG52E dt dsA2det~hMN]aZM]bZN!, ~3.1!

whereja for a50,1 denote the world-volume coordinates of the string: (j0,j1)[(t,s), ZM (0
<M<25) denote the space–time coordinates of the string, andhMN is the Minkowski metric
diag(21,1,1,...,1). We shall choose the static gauge: (Z05t,Z15s) and go to the Hamiltonian
formalism. If we denote byPs the momenta conjugate toZs for 2<s<25, the Hamiltonian is
given by

HNG[E ds HNG5E ds A11PsPs1]sZs]sZs1~Ps]sZs!2. ~3.2!

The equations of motion following from this Hamiltonian are given by

]tZ
s5

1

HNG
~Ps1]sZsPt]sZt!, ~3.3!

]tPs5]sS 1

HNG
~]sZs1PsPt]sZt! D . ~3.4!

In these equationss and t indices take values 2,3,...,25. Forfuture use, we shall define

P152(
s52

25

Ps]sZs, Z1~t,s!5s. ~3.5!

With these definitions, it is straightforward to verify that Eqs.~3.3! and~3.4! are satisfied also for
s51. ~The sum overt in these equations still runs from 2 to 25!.

Let (Zs(t,s),Ps(t,s)) for 2<s<25 be a solution of Eqs.~3.3! and~3.4!. Now consider the
following field configuration on the D-p-brane:

p i~x0,...,xp!5]sZi~t,s! f ~x0,...,xp!u(t,s)5(x0,x1) ,

~3.6!
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pI~x0,...,xp!5PI~t,s! f ~x0,...,xp!u(t,s)5(x0,x1),

where we have used the convention that the indicesi , j ,k run from 1 top, the indicesI ,J,K run
from (p11) to 25, and the indicess,t run from 2 to 25.f (x0,...,xp) is an arbitrary function of the
variables (xm2Zm(x0,x1)) for 2<m<p, and hence satisfies

]sZi] i f u(t,s)5(x0,x1)50, ~]tZ
i] i f 1]0f !u(t,s)5(x0,x1)50. ~3.7!

The fieldsYI(x0,...,xp) andFi j (x
0,...,xp) are subject to the following set of conditions:

~]sZj] jY
I2]sZI !u(t,s)5(x0,x1)50, ~3.8!

and

~Fi j ]sZj1] iY
I PI1Pi !u(t,s)5(x0,x1)50, ~3.9!

but are otherwise unspecified. Using Eqs.~3.6!, ~3.8!, and~3.9! we can easily verify that for this
background,

H~x0,...,xp!5HNG~t5x0,s5x1! f ~x0,...,xp!,

bi~x0,...,xp!52Pi~t5x0,s5x1! f ~x0,...,xp!, ~3.10!

p j] jY
I~x0,...,xp!5]sZI~t5x0,s5x1! f ~x0,...,xp!.

Using Eqs.~3.3!–~3.7! and~3.10! we can now verify that Eqs.~2.5!, ~2.8!, and~2.10! are satisfied
by this background. Thus in order to construct a solution of the full set of equations of m
~2.5!–~2.10! we need to show that it is possible to findFmn andYI satisfying the constraints~2.6!,
~2.7!, ~2.9!, ~3.8!, and~3.9!.

First we shall establish the existence ofYI ’s satisfying Eqs.~2.9! and~3.8!. @Note that the Eq.
~3.9! imposes a constraint onYI of the form ]sZi(] iY

I PI1Pi)u(t,s)5(x0,x1)50, but due to Eq.
~3.5!, this is automatically satisfied once Eq.~3.8! is satisfied.# Using Eqs.~3.6! and ~3.10!, we
shall now write Eqs.~2.9! and ~3.8! as follows:

]0YI5
1

HNG
~PI2] iY

I Pi !,

~3.11!
]1YI5~2]sZm]mYI1]sZI !,

where the indicesm,n,q run from 2 top, and it will be understood from now on thatt ands are
to be identified withx0 and x1, respectively. We can now treat Eqs.~3.11! as the equations
determining thex0 andx1 evolution of the functionsYI . ~We replace the]1YI appearing on the
right-hand side of the first equation by the right-hand side of the second equation.! Existence of a
solution to these equations requires the integrability condition:

]1S 1

HNG
~PI2]mYI Pm1P1~]sZm]mYI2]sZI !! D2]0~~2]sZm]mYI1]sZI !!50. ~3.12!

It is a straightforward although tedious exercise to show that once Eqs.~3.3! and~3.4! are satisfied,
Eq. ~3.12! is satisfied.

Thus it remains to show the existence of a set ofFmn satisfying Eqs.~2.6!, ~2.7!, and~3.9!. We
begin with theFmn’s (2<m,n,q<p). We take them to satisfy the following identities:

] [mFnq]50, ~3.13!

and
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]1Fmn1]1Zq@x0,x1#]qFmn50,
~3.14!

]0Fmn1]0Zq@x0,x1#]qFmn50.

To see that it is possible to chooseFmn’s satisfying these conditions, we regard Eq.~3.14! as the
evolution equation forFmn in x0 and x1 from an initial configuration satisfying the Bianch
identities ~3.13!. It is easy to verify that the evolution equations~3.14! preserve the Bianch
identities at all values ofx0 andx1. It is also easy to verify the integrability of Eq.~3.14!:

]0~]1Zq@x0,x1#]qFmn!2]1~]0Zq@x0,x1#]qFmn!50. ~3.15!
Given Fmn satisfying ~3.13! and ~3.14!, we can use~3.10! to write Eqs.~2.7! and ~3.9! as

follows:

F0i5
1

HNG
~]sZi1] iY

I]sZI1Fi j Pj !, ~3.16!

and

Fi152Fin]sZn2] iY
I PI2Pi . ~3.17!

If Eq. ~3.17! is satisfied fori 5m, then it is also automatically satisfied fori 51 with the help of
Eqs.~3.5! and ~3.11!. Thus the independent equations in~3.17! are

Fm152Fmn]sZn2]mYI PI2Pm . ~3.18!

This givesFm1 in terms ofFmn and other known quantities. Replacing theFm1’s appearing on the
right-hand side of Eq.~3.16! by the right-hand side of Eq.~3.18!, we can now regard Eq.~3.16! as
expressions forF01 andF0m in terms ofFmn and other known quantities.

We now need to check thatF0i andFm1 defined through Eqs.~3.16! and ~3.18!, satisfy the
remaining Bianchi identities:

]0Fmn1]mFn01]nF0m50,

]1Fmn1]mFn11]nF1m50, ~3.19!

]0Fm11]mF101]1F0m50.

It is straightforward to verify that all of these identities are consequences of Eqs.~3.3!, ~3.4!,
~3.11!, ~3.13!, and ~3.14!. This completes the construction of a solution of the complete se
equations of motion~2.5!–~2.10! of the D-p-brane world-volume field theory.

We shall now make a special choice of the functionf :

f ~x0,...,xp!5 )
m52

p

d~xm2Zm~x0,x1!!, ~3.20!

which satisfies Eq.~3.7!. Furthermore we take

YI~x0,x1,xm5Zm~x0,x1!!5ZI~x0,x1!, ~3.21!

which can be seen to be compatible with Eq.~3.11!. Indeed, Eqs.~3.11! and ~3.14! can be
interpreted as the requirement of vanishing of the derivatives of (YI2ZI) and Fmn along direc-
tions tangential to the string world-sheet. Thus we can solve these equations by takingYI2ZI and
Fmn to be arbitrary functionsgI andgmn , respectively, ofx22Z2(x0,x1),...xp2Zp(x0,x1). Equa-
tion ~3.21! can then be satisfied by requiring thatgI(0,...,0)50. The Bianchi identities~3.13! are
satisfied by requiring that the functionsgmn satisfy] [qgmn]50.
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As can be seen from Eq.~3.10!, for the choice off given in Eq.~3.20!, the energy density is
localized along the surfacexm5Zm(x0,x1) for 2<m<p. Using Eq.~3.21! we see that in the full
(2511) dimensional space–time, this describes the surfacexs5Zs(x0,x1) for 2<s<25. This is
precisely the world-sheet of the string described by the Nambu–Goto action~3.1!. Thus our
analysis shows that whenever the Nambu–Goto equation has a solution described byZs(s,t),
there is a corresponding solution in the D-p-brane world-volume field theory with energy de
localized along the world-sheet of the string. In other words, the D-p-brane world-volume th
contains a solution whose dynamics is exactly that of a Nambu–Goto string
(2511)-dimensions.

Note, however, that the freedom of replacing thed function by an arbitrary function ofxm

2Zm(x0,x1) means that besides the usual degrees of freedom of the fundamental strin
solution has additional degrees of freedom which corresponds to the freedom of spreading
electric flux in directions transverse to the string. Also the overall normalization on the right-
side of Eq.~3.20!, which fixes the tension/charge of the string, is arbitrary. We shall return to t
questions in Sec. IV. There are also additional degrees of freedom stemming from the fa
Eqs.~3.11!, ~3.13!, and~3.14! do not determineYI andFmn completely for a given configuration
of the Nambu–Goto string. This is analogous to the spurious degeneracy found in Ref. 23.
been argued in Ref. 24 that this apparent degeneracy is due to the wrong choice of varia
describing the theory, and will disappear once we use the correct set of variables.

We shall end this section by writing down the expressions for the conserved Noether cu
for the background described previously. This is a straightforward exercise, and the results
follows:

T00~x0,...,xp!5HNG~t,s! )
m52

p

d~xm2Zm~t,s!!u(t,s)5(x0,x1) ,

T0k~x0,...,xp!5Tk0~x0,...,xp!5Pk~t,s! )
m52

p

d~xm2Zm~t,s!!u(t,s)5(x0,x1) ,

Tki~x0,...,xp!5
1

HNG
~]sZk]sZi2PkPi ! )

m52

p

d~xm2Zm~t,s!!u(t,s)5(x0,x1) , ~3.22!

T0I~x0,...,xp!5PI~t,s! )
m52

p

d~xm2Zm~t,s!!u(t,s)5(x0,x1) ,

TkI~x0,...,xp!5
1

HNG
~]sZk]sZI2PkPI ! )

m52

p

d~xm2Zm~t,s!!u(t,s)5(x0,x1) .

Verification of the conservation laws~2.12! for Tmn and TmI is a straightforward application o
Eqs.~3.3! and~3.4!. It is also a simple exercise to verify that the corresponding conserved ch
*dpx T00, *dpxT0i and *dpx T0I agree with the Noether charges of the Nambu–Goto st
associated with translation invariance alongx0, xi , andxI directions, respectively.

IV. CLOSED STRINGS IN THE D-BRANE WORLD-VOLUME THEORY

In this section we shall use the results of Sec. III to argue that at the tachyonic vacuu
D-brane world-volume theory must contain closed string excitations. Identification of cl
strings as closed flux lines has been discussed earlier in Refs. 13, 14, 8, 15, and 16. The
construction is closely related, but differs in that here part of the closed string is formed
external open string.

We begin with a thought experiment. Consider three well-separated D-branesA, B, andC,
and a state on the world volume of this system consisting of a fundamental string stretche
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A to B, and another fundamental string stretched fromB to C. Let us now ask: What happens t
this state when the tachyon field on the braneB rolls down to its~local! minimum, but the branes
A andC remain unchanged. The D-brane world-volume field theory analysis tells us that the
of the AB and BC strings are source and sink of one unit of electric flux~measured in natura
units! on the world-volume of the braneB. Thus the fate of the system is clear: The fin
configuration will consist of theAB string, theBC string, and an electric flux line~described by
the solution given in Sec. III! on the B-brane world-volume connecting the end point of theAB
string to the starting point of theBC string. Note that the condition for minimum energy w
prevent the flux from spreading out as its source and sink are point objects.~Of course, one would
still need to understand why local fluctuations on the string involving the spreading of the fl
absent. Some discussion on this can be found in Refs. 14 and 8.! Furthermore there is precisel
one unit of electric flux and hence its tension is equal to that of a fundamental string.14 Thus it is
natural to interpret the flux line as a fundamental string stretched from the end point of thAB
string to the starting point of theBC string. ~This string, as well as the externalAB and BC
strings, can adjust their positions and orientations so as to minimize the energy of the con
tion.! Thus the net result of this process is a single open string stretched betweenA andC. It is as
if the tachyon condensation on the world-volume of the braneB joins the ends of theAB andBC
strings by a fundamental string. Even before tachyon condensation on the braneB, the ends ofAB
and BC strings could join to produce anAC string. But there it was a perturbative quantu
process, whereas the process described here is a nonperturbative classical process.

Now we consider a different system: Take a single D-brane and an open string with both
on this D-brane. One can use the same argument to conclude that when the tachyon cond
its ground state, the two ends of the open string will be connected by a flux line, and on
identify the flux line as the fundamental string, we get a closed string state! This argument c
made more concrete as follows. Take a D-brane with one of its transverse directions compa
consider an open string stretched from the D-brane to its image under translation alon
compact direction. Now let us ask what happens to this open string state when the tachyon
D-brane condenses to its ground state. Since the original state carries fundamental string w
charge this state cannot disappear. To see what happens it is simplest to go to the infinite
in this case we have initially an infinite number of parallel D-branes at regular spacing
between any two neighboring D-branes we have an open string suspended between the tw
on any of the D-branes we have an open string ending and another open string starting g
source and a sink of electric flux. When the tachyon condenses to its ground state, each D
develops a flux line joining the source to the sink. If we identify this flux line as a fundame
string as before, the result is a single infinitely long string. After modding out by the dis
translation symmetry to compactify the direction, this is nothing but a closed string wra
around the compact direction!

Thus we conclude that if we start with a D-brane with a transverse direction compact
after tachyon condensation the open string field theory on the D-brane world-volume must c
excitations corresponding to closed string winding states along the compact direction. Let u
make aT-duality transformation along the compact direction. This converts the D-p brane
D-~p11) brane, but is otherwise a symmetry of the open string field theory order by order in
string perturbation theory. On the other hand this transforms the closed string winding mo
closed string momentum modes. Thus if we start with a D-brane with one of its tang
directions compact, then after tachyon condensation the corresponding open string field
will contain excitations corresponding to closed string states carrying momentum along the
pact direction.

It will be interesting to see if we can study this phenomenon directly in open string
theory.
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Sigma model approach to string theory effective actions
with tachyons
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Motivated by recent discussions of actions for tachyon and vector fields related to
tachyon condensation in open string theory we review and clarify some aspects of
their derivation within the sigma model approach. In particular, we demonstrate
that the renormalized partition functionZ(T,A) of the boundary sigma model gives
the effective action for massless vectors which is consistent with the stringS-matrix
and beta function, resolving an old problem with this suggestion in the bosonic
string case at the level of the leadingF2(dF)2 derivative corrections to Born–
Infeld action. We give a manifestly gauge invariant definition ofZ(T,A) in non-
Abelian NSR open string theory and check that its derivative reproduces the
tachyon beta function in a particular scheme. We also discuss the derivation of
similar actions for tachyon and massless modes in closed bosonic and NSR~type 0!
string theories. In the bosonic case the tachyon potential has the structure2T2e2T,
but it vanishes in the NSR string case. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1376129#

I. INTRODUCTION

To try to address the question of the vacuum structure of string theory it is natural to loo
a kind of field theory action which would interpolate between possible ground states, e.g., un
perturbative some stable nonperturbative one. The originalS-matrix based method1 of reconstruct-
ing the string effective action order by order in powers of fields from on-shell scattering a
tudes does not in principle allow one to find such an action.

It was suggested in Ref. 2 that a natural framework for an off-shell approach should
generalized two-dimensional~2-D! sigma model partition function representing a generat
functional3 for correlators of string vertex operators given by the Polyakov path integral.4 The
condensates of string fields are then sigma model couplings, and one may hope to determ
exact structure of the action without expanding in powers of them~e.g., expanding instead in
derivatives of the fields!. One advantage of this sigma model approach is that off-shell ga
symmetries of low-energy expansions become manifest.

The precise definition of the effective action~see Ref. 5 for a review! should be consisten
with the stringS-matrix near the perturbative vacuum and should also reproduce the conditio
Weyl invariance of the sigma model as its equations of motion.6–10 ~In critical string theory,
where, by definition, one does not integrate over the conformal factor of the 2-D metric, the
of the off-shell action depends on a Weyl symmetry gauge, but that dependence should dis
at the stationary points described by 2-D conformal theories.!

While this sigma model partition function approach was successful for the massless
modes leading to covariant expressions to all orders in powers of gravitons and dilatons
closed string case and the vector field strength in the open string case,11 it produced unfamiliar
expressions when applied to the tachyon fieldT. As was observed already in Ref. 2, the express
for the partition functionZ@T# computed by expanding in derivatives ofT has the following

a!Also at Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College, London and Lebedev Physics Institute, Moscow. Electronic
tseytlin@mps.ohio-state.edu
28540022-2488/2001/42(7)/2854/18/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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structure in the critical bosonic string theory~both in the closed string case on the 2-sphere and
open string case on the disk!: Z5a0*dDxe2T@11a1a8 ]2T1O(a82)#. @For the closed string
case this expression is given in Eqs.~39!, ~40! in Ref. 2. In the critical open string theory case o
is to omit an additional integral over the length of the boundary in the expression following
~54! in Ref. 2.# The constanta1 was renormalization scheme dependent~logarithmically divergent
before subtraction!. IntroducingF5e2T/2 and properly tuninga1 one was able to reproduce th
standard tachyon kinetic term. The meaning of that procedure was, however, unclear.

Indeed, to be able to make a connection with the standard tachyonic amplitudes it was o
that one should expand in powers ofT and not derivatives ofT as the tachyon momentum shou
be close to its mass shell value. The corresponding tachyon beta-function then receives co
tions which are nonperturbative ina86,12,13and which are in agreement with the tachyonic ter
in the effective action reconstructed directly from string amplitudes. The form of the ‘‘tach
potential,’’ i.e., the zero-momentum part of such action is inherently ambiguous,14,13 as one can
always ‘‘dress’’ any factor ofT by ]2 without changing on-shell amplitudes. Thus one needs s
extra principle, not apparent at the level of the stringS-matrix, to fix this ambiguity.

One could still hope that such extra input was, in fact, contained in the world-sheet s
model approach. This was effectively vindicated by the recent derivations of the tachyon po
in the open string theory~which were motivated by the study of tachyon condensation on non-
D-branes!:15–18 ~For some early studies of tachyon condensation see Ref. 19.! e2T(11T) in the
bosonic string case20,21 ande2T2

in the NSR string case.22

While the discussions in Refs. 20–22 were presented in the framework of Wit
background-independent open string field theory,23,24 their results can be obtained directly in th
context of the sigma model approach as we shall review below.

The idea is to return back to the original boundary sigma model2 containing only the tachyon
and massless vector couplings. This model is renormalizable within the standard derivativ~a8!
expansion, i.e., its set of couplings is closed under perturbative RG flow. While one will cer
need to resum thea8 expansion to be able to reproduce correct interaction terms at the sta
tachyon vacuum pointT50, the low-energy expansion~approximate in]T but exact inT! may be
useful in order to reveal the existence of a new stationary point invisible in perturbation th
nearT50.

As was argued in Refs. 10, 25 the tree level effective actionS@A# for the massless vector fiel
should be given simply by therenormalizedpartition function of the boundary sigma model,
originally conjectured in Ref. 2. The renormalization of logarithmic infinities correspond
subtraction of massless poles10,6,26, while elimination of power divergences by a shift of the ba
tachyon coupling accounts for a contribution of the tachyon poles in the massless ampl
When consistently implemented, this renormalization procedure resolves~as we shall explain in
Sec. II B! an apparent contradiction betweenS@A#5Z@A# ansatz and stringS-matrix found at the
level of theF2(]F)2 terms in Ref. 27.

In the presence of a nonzero~renormalized! tachyon background theS5Z prescription re-
quires a modification in the case ofbosonicstring theory. Indeed,Z85]Z/]T does not vanish a
the standard vacuum pointT50, so one needs to make a subtraction of the derivative t
S@T#5Z@T#2T•Z8@0#1... . A consistent modification ofS5Z satisfying S@0#50 was sug-
gested in the context of the Witten’s approach.23,24 Ŝ@T#5Z@T#1bT

•Z8@T#, wherebT is the
tachyonb-function. This form of subtraction term is a natural one since it preserves the pro
of RG invariance of the action. This definition then leads to the expressione2T(11T) for the
open bosonic string tachyon potential.20 We derive the corresponding low-energy effective act
in Sec. II A and also generalize it to the presence of a constantFmn background.

The complication of power divergences and associated shift of the tachyon coupling is a
in the case of world-sheet supersymmetric NSR string, where theS@A#5Z@A# prescription is
manifestly consistent27 and, moreover, should apply also in the case of a nonvanishing tac
background.22 @In particular, while in the bosonic string the tachyon couples linearly to the fi
of the massless sector, it decouples from them in the NSR case~interaction terms are quadratic i
T!.# We discuss the NSR case in detail in Sec. III, reproducing some of the results of Ref. 2
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also give a manifestly gauge invariant definition of the partition function in the general
abelian case and demonstrate that the second-derivative part of the actionS@T#5Z@T# taken in a
special scheme has its variation overT proportional to the linear perturbative terms in the tachy
b-function. As in the bosonic case, we generalize this action to the presence of a constaFmn

background, when the potential term becomese2T2Adet(I1F).
One of the lessons of the application of the sigma model approach to open string theory

the ‘‘global’’ covariant objects defined by the sigma model path integral—partition functio
effective action—may contain more information than a set ofb-functions ~or, more precisely,
Weyl anomaly coefficients! computed in a local coordinate patch in field~sigma model coupling!
space. Indeed, the information on a metric8 on the coupling space is effectively encoded inZ. The
effective action then may have additional stationary points not seen from theb-functions com-
puted in a ‘‘standard’’ coordinate patch. This may happen if the field space metrick becomes
degenerate at these points when described in terms of ‘‘standard’’ coordinates. For examp
field space may have a nontrivial topology, and thus may need to be represented by
coordinate patches.

It is natural to expect that the same should be true also in theclosedstring case. In Sec. IV we
apply the sigma model approach to discuss the tachyon dependence of the effective ac
closedbosonic and NSR string theories. In the closed string theory the effective action fo
massless modes is determined by the sigma model partition function on a 2-sphere in the
ing way:28,29,5 S@l#52(]Z/] ln e)e515bi(]Z/]l), so thatS5*dDxAGe22f(bf21/4Gmnbmn

G )
5*dDxAGe22f(D2261¯). @The extra derivative over the logarithm of 2-D cutoff~compared
to the originalS5Z conjecture of Ref. 2! accounts for the subtraction of the volume of the Mo¨bius
group which is lorathmically divergent in the 2-sphere case28 ~in both bosonic and fermionic string
theories!.# We shall suggest that like in the open string case, in the presence of a tachyon
ground this relation should again be modified by subtracting a term proportional to]S/]T to
satisfy the conditionŜ@0#50. The resulting tachyon potential is then2T2e2T.

No such modification is necessary in the closed fermionic NSR~or type 0! string case, where
we argue that~the NS–NS part of! the effective action depends on the tachyon field only throu
(]T)2 and]2T, i.e., there appears to beno tachyon potential.

II. OPEN BOSONIC STRING

Let us first take a formal approach, forgetting about the possible connection to an on
stringS-matrix and consider the partition function for the~Euclidean! boundary sigma model with
two couplings,I 5*dw@(1/e)T(x)1 iAm(x) ẋm#. This theory is power counting renormalizable
one expands in powers of derivatives ofT and Am , i.e., is closed under RG with all higher
derivative nonrenormalizable interactions~massive string modes! consistently decoupled. One ca
then ask which is the functionalS@T,A# ~the boundary analog30 of thec-function8! that reproduces
the corresponding perturbativeb-functions in the sense of]S/]l i5k i j (l)b j , l i5(T,Am). If we
decouple the tachyon~solve for it in terms ofAm! the result should then be the effective acti
consistent with theS-matrix for the massless vector mode. More generally, such an ‘‘effec
action’’ functionalS@T,A# may represent a natural off-shell extension, capturing non-trivial
havior of string theory far away from the standard tachyonic mass shell. Remarkably, t
indeed what happens to be true, as indicated by the discussions in Refs. 20 and 21.

It is useful to start by recalling the expression for the partition function~or the generating
functional for tachyon and vector amplitudes in open string theory on the disk! in the general
non-Abelian case2,11

Z@T,A,e#5 K tr P expS 2E dw@e21T~x!1 iAm~x!ẋm# D L , ~2.1!

where the averaging is done with the free string action in the bulk of the disk andwP(0,2p)
parametrizes its boundary. HereT andAm are Hermitian matrices in the Chan–Paton algebra
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U(N). ~We consider the oriented string case relevant in the D-brane context and define the
so that continued to the Minkowski signature it becomes real.! e5a/r→0 is a dimensionless UV
cutoff, i.e., the ratio of the short-distance cutoff and the radius of the disk.^¯& depends one
through the propagator@see Eq.~2.5!#. One can make~2.1! more explicit by using the well-known
representation31 of path ordered exponent in terms of the path integral over 1-D anticommu
fields ha,h̄b in the fundamental and antifundamental representations ofU(N),

Z@T,A,e#5 K E @dh#@dh̄#expS 2E dw@h̄aḣa1h̄a„e
21Tb

a~x!1 iAbm
a ~x!ẋm

…hb# D L . ~2.2!

The measure of integration is assumed to contain the factorh̄c(0)hc(2p). In the Abelian case
~2.1! is simply

Z@T,A,e#5^e2*dw@e21T~x!1 iAm~x!ẋm#&. ~2.3!

The standard procedure2,11,25to computeZ is to first isolate the constant~‘‘zero mode’’! part ofxm

and integrate over the internal points of the disk getting an effective 1-D path integral fo
boundary theory

Z5a0E dDxe2W, e2W5^e2I&5E @dj#e2~1/4pa8!*jG21j2I , ~2.4!

G~w1 ,w2!5
1

p (
n51

`
e2ne

n
cosnw12, w125w12w2 , ~2.5!

I 5E dwFe21S T1
1

2
jmjk]m ]kT1

1

6
jmjkj l]m]k ] lT1¯ D1 i S 1

2
jkFkm1

1

3
jkj l] lFkm1¯ D j̇mG .

~2.6!

We have shiftedx(w)→x1j(w), *0
2pdwj(w)50 ~so thatW contains contributions of 1PI graph

only!. In what follows we shall often set the inverse string tension 2pa8 to one, but the depen
dence on a8 is easy to restore on dimensional grounds,]kT→(A2pa8])kT, ]kFmn

→(A2pa8])k(2pa8Fmn).
If one ignores all higher than second powers inj, i.e., assumes that]m ]nT and Fmn are

constant, the resulting path integral becomes Gaussian and can be computed explicitly,
done forT50 in Ref. 11~see also Ref. 32! and including]m ]nT in Ref. 33–36.

One may ‘‘resum’’ the perturbative expansion by including theFjj term into the
propagator;37 regularizing the final expression one gets25,27

Gmn~w1 ,w2uF !5
1

p (
n51

`
e2en

n
@Gmn~F !cosnw122 iHmn~F !sinnw12#, ~2.7!

Gmn~F ![@~ I 1F !21#~mn!5@~ I 2F2!21#mn5dmn1FmkFkn1¯ , ~2.8!

Hmn[2@~ I 1F !21#@mn#5@F~ I 2F2!21#mn5FmkGkn.

It is then straightforward to compute the leading terms in the expansion ofZ in derivatives ofT
andF but to all orders inFmn .

The model~2.2!, ~2.3! is renormalizable in the derivative~a8! expansion, so thatT andAm in
~2.2! or ~2.3! should be interpreted ase-dependent bare couplings which cancel all the diverg
terms, i.e.,25

Z@T~e!,A~e!,e#5ZR@TR ,AR#, ~2.9!
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where

T~e!5
1

2p
e@11h1~AR!ln e1h2~AR!ln2 e1¯#TR1@k1~AR!1k2~AR!ln e1¯#, ~2.10!

A~e!5AR1 f 1~AR!ln e1 f 2~AR!ln2 e1¯ . ~2.11!

Here the renormalized fields are defined at point 2pr andhi contain differential operators actin
on TR . For example, it is easy to show that in the Abelian case and for the constantFmn

background,

h1~A!T5
1

2p
Gmn~F !]m]nT, @ f 1~A!#k5

1

2p
Gmn~F !]mFnk . ~2.12!

f 1 represents the ‘‘Born–Infeld’’b-function.37,38 The inhomogeneous term in~2.10!,25

k152
1

4p
ln det~dmn1Fmn!52

1

8p
Fmn

2 1O~F4!, ~2.13!

corresponds to a shift of the bare tachyon needed to be done to absorb theFmn-dependent linear
divergence appearing in the computation ofZ for Fmn5const leading to the BI action,11,25

W5b0 ln det~dmn1Fmn!, b05 (
n51

`

e22en5
1

2e
2

1

2
1O~e!. ~2.14!

If one subtracts the term~2.13! from the beginning, it will not appear in the correspondi
bT-function. This is a scheme-dependent39 property, as one can of course induce a similar te
back by a field redefinition,T→T1 f (F). ~A similar inhomogeneous term does not appear in
tachyonb-function in the closed string case if one uses the natural scheme in which the g
covariance of the theory is manifest.13! This scheme is fixed by the requirement that the cor
sponding effective action withT50 andFmn5const is given simply by the BI action~which itself
is related, via the D-brane action connection, to basic reparametrization symmetry of the
lying string theory!. The subtraction of~2.13! to be done in the bare partition function will play a
important role in Sec. II B.

The renormalized value of the partition function takes the form~here and in what follows we
omit subscripts ‘‘R’’ on the renormalized value ofZ and the fields!

Z5a0E dDxe2TAdet~dmn1Fmn!@11a1a8Gmn~F !]m ]nT

1Fkmnacd~F !]kFmn ]aFcd1O~]4T,]4Fk!#, ~2.15!

whereF kmnacd(F);F21F41¯

27 anda851/2p ~i.e., 2pa851!.
The coefficient a1 is logarithmically divergent before renormalization@pG(w,w)

5(n51
` (1/n)e2en52 ln e1O(e)# and thus is scheme dependent, i.e., its value can be change

a field redefinition.39,25

A. Tachyon action

Let us first setFmn50 and consider the dependence ofZ ~2.15! on T,

Z5a0E dDxe2T~11a1a8 ]2T1¯ !5a0E dDxe2T@11a1a8~]T!21¯#, ~2.16!

i.e.,
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Z5a0E dDx@F214a1a8~]F!21¯#, F[e2T/2. ~2.17!

This expression which looks like an action for a massive field withm25(4a1a8)21 was first
found in Ref. 2. However, its derivative does not vanish forT50, i.e., does not reproduce th
perturbative tachyon couplingb-function which is given, to all orders in thea8 expansion, simply
by

bT52T2a8 ]2T. ~2.18!

This suggests that in thebosonicopen string theory, the definition of the effective action as
renormalized sigma model partition functionZ2,25 needs a modification when the tachyon bac
ground is nonzero. The required refinement of theS5Z relation was suggested in Refs. 23, 24:
define an action functional which will be stationary at conformal points one is to add an
derivative term,

Ŝ5S1bT
•

d

dT
S5Z1bT

•

d

dT
Z. ~2.19!

The second subtraction term is a natural one as it preserves the property of RG invariance
action. Note thatŜ andZ are equal at the stationary points ofŜ. Also,

Ŝ@T#5S@T1bT#1O„~bT!2
…5ebT

•d/dTZ@T#1O„~bT!2
…, ~2.20!

i.e., changing fromS5Z to Ŝ may look like a field redefinition ofT. This redefinition is, however
singular in the case of the tachyon coupling.

In general, if for a set of fields~sigma model couplings! l i which is closed under the RG on
has23,24

Ŝ5Z1b i ] iZ, ] i Ŝ5k i j b
j ; ~2.21!

then

] i Ŝ5] iZ1] ib
j ] jZ1b j] i ] jZ, ~2.22!

~k i j 2] i ] jZ!b j5~d i
j1] ib

j !] jZ, ~2.23!

so that] jZ50 may not implyb j50 if the ‘‘shifted’’ matrix of anomalous dimensionsd i
j1] ib

j is
degenerate in some limit~e.g., at low momenta!. This is precisely what happens in the tachy
field case@cf. ~2.18!#, so that the modification~2.19! is important here.

Using ~2.16!, ~2.18! we find that~2.19! is given, to the leading order in derivatives ofT, by
~cf. Refs. 20, 21!

Ŝ5a0E dDxe2T@11T1~12a1!a8~]T!21a1a8T~]T!21O~]4T!#. ~2.24!

Choosing aspecialscheme where

a15 1
2 , ~2.25!

one finally gets

Ŝ5a0E dDxe2TF ~11T!S 11
1

2
a8]mT ]mTD1O~]4T!G . ~2.26!
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Then

dŜ

dT
5a0e2TF2T2a8 ]2T2a8T ]2T1

1

2
a8T~]T!21O~a82 ]4T!G , ~2.27!

which is indeed proportional to thebT-function ~2.18! to the leading order inT.20,21 Here e2T

should be interpreted as the field space metrickTT(T) in ~2.21! and the nonlinear terms inT
should be redefinable away@within a8 or derivative expansion~2.18! should be the exact expres
sion for thebT-function#. Equation~2.27! has two obvious zeros:T50 andT5` with the second
one related to the tachyon condensation.16,21@Another solutionT(x)5a1ux2 with finite constants
a, u21 is an artifact ofa8 expansion~it does not correspond to a conformal 2-D theory!.#

Including aFmn5const background we get the following generalization of~2.15!, ~2.24!:

Ŝ5a0E dDxe2TAdet~dmn1Fmn!F11T1
1

2
a8Gmn~F !]m]nT1¯ G , ~2.28!

or

Ŝ5a0E dDxe2TAdet~dmn12pa8Fmn!F ~11T!F11
1

2
a8Gmn~2pa8F !]mT ]nTG

1O~a82 ]4T,a82 ]2F !G , ~2.29!

where we restored the full dependence ona8. The variation of this action is proportional th
bT-function ~2.18! with ]2T replaced byGmn(F)]m ]nT @in agreement with~2.12!#, and which
does not contain the inhomogeneous term~2.13!.

One may raise the question of why the action~2.29! is consistent with the string S-matri
which contains a nonvanishing tachyon–vector–vector amplitude. The latter can be reprodu
the TFmn

2 term in the effective action but such a term is not present in~2.29!. However, the term
2a8Fmn

2 ]2T ~or 22a8T ]kFmn ]kFmn! leads to the same on-shell 3-point amplitude since for
on-shell tachyona8 ]2T52T. Such a higher derivative term is indeed present in~2.28! or ~2.29!.
The corresponding]kFmn ]kFmn term in~2.27! or in the tachyonb-function is not visible in thea8
expansion but can be reproduced if one expands in powers of the fields instead of pow
derivatives and sums all orders ina8 ~see Ref. 12!. @This case is completely analogous to theRT
vs Rmnkl

2 T contribution ~giving the same on-shell graviton–graviton–tachyon amplitude! in the
closed string effective action discussed in Ref. 13#.

B. Vector field action

Let us now setT to zero and consider the dependence ofZ on the vector fieldAm . In view of
the arguments given in Refs. 10, 25, 27 the effective actionS@A# which reproduces the string
S-matrix and is also consistent with the expression for the vector fieldbA-function in the boundary
sigma model should be given simply by therenormalizedvalue of the sigma model partition
function,

S@AR#5ZR@AR ,TR50#. ~2.30!

We shall again omit subscripts ‘‘R’’ below.
This relation passes a number of nontrivial tests. In the Abelian case, forFmn5const one finds

that Z is equal to the BI action11 whose derivative overAm is indeed to be proportional to th
leading one-loop term2a8Gmn(F)]mFnk in the bA-function.37 The F4 term in the expansion o
the BI action is also in agreement with the string 4-point amplitude.10,40 In the non-Abelian case
the direct computation ofZ(A) defined by~2.3! gives, after a renormalization,25
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Z5a0E dDxtrF12~2pa8!2F1

4
Fmn

2 1
2

3
a8FmnFnkFkm1d1a8~DmFmn!

2G1O~a84!G ,
~2.31!

whered1 is scheme-dependent. This coincides with the non-AbelianF21F3 terms in the action
reconstructed from the bosonic string S-matrix.1,10

There was, however, a problem withS5Z ansatz~2.30! in thebosonicstring case pointed ou
in Ref. 27. The direct computation of the leading derivative]F-dependent terms in the Abelia
partition function~2.3! gave the following expression (2pa851):27

Z5a0E dDxF11
1

4
Fmn

2 2
1

8 F ~FmkFkn!
22

1

4
~Fmn

2 !2G1b1FklFkl ]aFmn ]aFmn

1b2FklFlm ]aFmn ]aFnk1b3FlaFlb ]aFmn ]bFmn1O~]2F6!G , ~2.32!

where

b15
1

24p
, b252

1

6p
, b35

1

12p
, ~2.33!

and we have ignored all terms which have scheme-dependent coefficients~i.e., vanish on
]mFmn50!. At the same time, both the string 4-point amplitude27 and the 2-loop sigma mode
bA-function calculation41 led to the action~2.32! with the coefficients

b152
1

48p
, b252

1

6p
, b35

1

12p
, ~2.34!

i.e., with thesame b2 andb3 but with b1 differing by factor21/2. This apparent disagreement
theS5Z ansatz with the S-matrix and thebA-function was attributed in Ref. 27 to the presence
the tachyon in the bosonic string. The tachyon poles are formally expanded in momenta
derivation of the massless field effective action from the string S-matrix, and it was suggeste
the corresponding subtraction of power divergences inZ may be hard to implement unambigu
ously.

This problem has, in fact, a very simple resolution implied by the definition~2.30!: a particu-
lar ‘‘tachyon-related’’F2 ]F ]F term was missed in Ref. 27 since the tachyon field there was
equal to zerobefore properly subtracting the linearly divergentF-dependent term~2.13!. This
subtraction effectively accounts for the contribution coming from the expansion of the tach
pole in the 4-vector amplitude which is included in the effective action if it is reconstructed
the S-matrix. Once this extra term is added, the agreement betweenS@A# and Z@A# is indeed
restored!

As was stressed above, the effective action should be given by therenormalizedvalue of
Z@A#. The bare partition function has the same structure as~2.15! @with T[TR→(2p/e)T# but in
addition it contains the linearly divergent term in the exponente(2p/e)k1 @see ~2.14!, ~2.13!#.
Shifting the bare tachyon~2.10! to absorb this linear divergence~and then settingTR50! intro-
duces extra]F-dependent terms effectively originating from the]2T term in ~2.15!. Explicitly,
applying thesamecomputational scheme@e-regularization in~2.5! plus minimal subtraction# that
was used in the original computation of~2.32!, ~2.33! in Ref. 27 one finds the following expres
sion for Z(T,A) in ~2.4!, ~2.5! (2pa851), ~In the form described below this computation w
done by Andreev. It corrects the original version of this argument.!

Z5E dDxe2~2p/e!T@11k1~e!]2T1k2~e!Fmn
2 1k3~e!Fmn

2 ]2T1k4~e!FkmFkn]m ]nT1O~]4!#,

~2.35!
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where

k152e21I 1~e!, k252 1
2 I 0~2e!, k35 1

2 e21I 0~2e!I 1~e!, k45e21I 1~3e!, ~2.36!

and

I 0~e![ (
n51

`

e2en5~ee21!215
1

e
2

1

2
1

e

12
1O~e2!, ~2.37!

I 1~e![ (
n51

`
1

n
e2en52 ln~12e2e!52 ln e1

1

2
e1O~e2!. ~2.38!

To cancel the leading power divergences in theFmn
2 and Fmn

2 ]2T terms one is to shiftT→T
2(1/8p)Fmn

2 in the exponent. Using theminimal subtraction to absorb the singular logarithm
parts of the coefficientski into the bare couplingsT andAm one is left with the following values
for their finite (e→0) parts: (k2)fin51/4, (k3)fin521/8, (k4)fin53/2. The additionalF2] ]F2

terms coming from~2.35! that should be added to~2.32! are then

DZ5a0E dDxS 1

16p D F1

4
Fkl

2 ]2~Fmn
2 !23Fpq

2 ]m]n~FmkFnk!G . ~2.39!

Using ] [kFmn]50 and dropping terms proportional to the equations of motion so
]nFmk ]mFnk51/2]kFmn ]kFmn1O(]mFmn), we find

DZ5a0E dDxS 2
1

16p DFpqFpq ]kFmn ]kFmn . ~2.40!

Thus this ‘‘tachyonic’’ correction contributes only to the coefficient of the firstF2 ]F ]F term in
~2.32!,

b1→b12
1

16p
, ~2.41!

changing it precisely into theb1 in ~2.34!. This implies theequivalenceof the leading]F deriva-
tive terms in the effective actions obtained~i! from the partition function,~ii ! from the string
S-matrix, and~iii ! from thebA-function.

III. OPEN NSR STRING

Ignoring first the tachyon, the analog of the partition function~2.3!, ~2.4! which is the gener-
ating functional for massless vector scattering amplitudes is given by10,42,27

Z~A!5 K trP expS 2 i E dwF ẋmAm~x!2
1

2
cmcnFmn~x!G D L

5E dDxK trP expS 2 i E dwF j̇mAm~x1j!2
1

2
cmcnFmn~x1j!G D L , ~3.1!

where the averaging is done with the free string propagator restricted to the boundary of th
i.e., with the effective 1-D boundary actionI 05(1/4pa8)*(jG21j1cK21c) with periodic
jm(w) and antiperiodiccm(w). The bosonic Green’s function in~2.5! is now supplemented by th
fermionic one,
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G~w1 ,w2!5
1

p (
n51

`
e2ne

n
cosnw12, K~w1 ,w2!5

1

p (
r 51/2

`

e2r e sinrw12. ~3.2!

As discussed in Ref. 27, thee→10 regularization preserves underlying 1-D supersymme
~which is spontaneously broken by the antiperiodic boundary condition oncm, i.e., is an
‘‘asymptotic’’ symmetry!.

P in ~3.1! stands for the standard path ordering. The contact@Am ,An# term in Fmn implying
manifest non-Abelian gauge invariance of the resulting amplitudes can be derived42,27 from the
contact terms in the supersymmetric theta-functions in the manifestly 1-D supersymmetric
nition of the path ordering~see also below!.

To include the tachyon field, one may start with the standard NS43 vertex operator
*dwcm ]mT(x). This coupling cannot, however, be added directly into the exponent in~3.1! asc
is Grassmann whileT is not ~integratingcm out would leave no dependence onT!. To get a
nonzero answer for the correlators one is to properly order the interaction vertices. A simpl
to do that, as suggested in Ref. 44 and elaborated on in Refs. 16, 22, is to introduce a nond
cal 1-D anticommuting, real, antiperiodic fieldz~w!, and to add to the action the following term
*dw@zż1 i zcm ]mT(x)#.

A. General non-Abelian case

More precisely, to automatically include the contact terms which will make the non-Ab
gauge invariance explicit, one is to insist on manifest world-sheet supersymmetry of the
model interaction terms.45,42,27As in Refs. 46, 27 here this is accomplished by replacingxm by the
1-D scalar superfieldsx̂m5xm1ucm, and theU(N) ‘‘quarks’’ ha, h̄a in ~2.2! and the new
variablez by the ‘‘spinor’’ superfieldsĥa5ha1uxa, hC a5h̄a1ux̄a and ẑ5z1u f . This ensures
the 1-D supersymmetry of the path ordering.42,27 The resulting partition function is given by th
path integral overx̂m, ĥ, hC , ẑ similar to ~2.2!, with the interaction part of the action now bein

I 52E dw du~hC Dĥ1 ẑ Dẑ1 ihC @ ẑT ~ x̂!1Am~ x̂!Dx̂m#ĥ !, ~3.3!

whereD[u]w2]u and we suppressed theU(N) indices onĥa, hC a and the fieldsTb
a , Abm

a . Here
T is the bare tachyon, i.e.,T;(1/Ae)T.

The component form of~3.3! is

I 5E dw@h̄ḣ1zż1 f 21x̄x1 i h̄~Tz1Amcm!x2 i x̄~Tz2Amcm!h

1 i h̄@ fT2zcm ]mT1~Amẋm2cmcn ]mAn!#h#. ~3.4!

This action is manifestly 1-D supersymmetric, but its non-Abelian gauge invariance bec
apparent only after integrating over the auxiliary fieldsx, x̄,

I 5E dwF h̄ḣ1zż1 f 21 i h̄F fT2zcm DmT1S Amẋm2
1

2
cmcnFmnD Gh G , ~3.5!

where

DmT5]mT1 i @Am ,T#, Fmn5]mAn2]nAm1 i @Am ,An#.

Integration over the auxiliary fieldf gives

I 5E dwF h̄ḣ1zż1
1

4
~ h̄Th!21 i h̄F2zcm DmT1S Amẋm2

1

2
cmcnFmnD GhG . ~3.6!
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Finally, integrating overz we find

I 5E dwF h̄ḣ1
1

4
~ h̄Th!22

1

4
~cmh̄DmTh!]w

21~cnh̄ DnTh!1 i h̄S Amẋm2
1

2
cmcnFmnDhG .

~3.7!

Here @cf. ~3.2!#

]w
21~w1 ,w2!5

1

p (
r 51/2

`
1

r
sinrw12. ~3.8!

@Note that the d-function defined on antiperiodic functions isd (2)(w1 ,w2)
5(1/p)( r 51/2

` cosrw12 so that~ignoring regularization; cf. Ref. 27! K•K52d (2) and ]w•]w
21

5d (2), ]w1
(w1 ,w2)[]w1

d (2)(w1 ,w2)52(1/p)( r 51/2
` r sinrw12. One could think of using the

regularized expression]w
21(w1 ,w2)5(1/p)( r 51/2

` (e2re/r )sinrw12, but that leads to complicate
expressions as it should be accompanied by a similar regularization in thef 2 term to preserve 1-D
supersymmetry.# The resulting derivative expansion ofZ is thus expressed in terms ofT, Fmn and
their covariant derivatives.

In the AbelianU(1) case the integral overh, h̄ in ~3.5! is trivial and the tachyonic part o
~3.7! becomes equivalent to the terms originally derived in Refs. 16, 22@cf. ~2.3!#

I 5E dwS 1

4
T 2~x!2

1

4
@cm ]mT~x!#]w

21@cn ]nT~x!#1 i FAm~x!ẋm2
1

2
cmcnFmn~x!G D .

~3.9!

It is easy to check directly that this action is invariant under 1-D supersymmetrydxm5cme,
dcm5]wxm e. Note that ifT is a constant non-Abelian matrix then the path ordering@the integral
overh in ~3.5!# is not relevant, and integrating overf one gets the potential factor tre2(p/2)T.22 In
general, however, the non-Abelian generalization of~3.9! consistent with 1-D supersymmetry
obtained by using~3.7! @and not by adding trace with ordinary path ordering to~3.9!#.

This 1-D supersymmetric theory defined by~3.2!, ~3.9!,

Z@T,A#5E dDxe2W, e2W5^e2I @x1j,c#&,

~3.10!

^¯&5E @dj#@dc#e2~1/4pa8!*~jG21j1cK21c!,

has only logarithmic UV divergences, i.e., all power divergences cancel out.47,27This is true in the
general non-Abelian case, and also in the presence of supersymmetric higher-derivative i
tions, and is implied, e.g., by the nonlocal form of the 1-D supersymmetric lowest-dime
interaction in~3.7!, ~3.9!.

In particular, there is no inhomogeneousF-dependent term~2.13! in the analog of~2.10!.
Indeed, the coefficient in the analog of~2.14! ~i.e., in Z computed forFmn5const! now has both
bosonic and fermionic contributions and is finite as a result:47

b05 (
n51

`

e22en2 (
r 51/2

`

e22er52
1

2
1O~e!. ~3.11!

This cancellation of power divergences makes the NSR string partition functionZ@A,T,...# much
better defined than in the bosonic string case.

One consequence is that the tachyon field manifestly decouples from the massless
sector. This follows of course from the conservation of G-parity (cm→2cm,u→2u) under
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which the tachyonic vertex is odd, while the vector vertex is even. In the S-matrix language,
are no tachyonic poles in the massless NS vector amplitudes~so that the theory has of cours
consistent superstring truncation!. Equivalently, this is obvious from~3.9! whereT appears only
quadratically.

As a result, the subtleties like the one discussed in Sec. II B do not appear in the NSR
and the renormalized partition functionZ@AR ,TR50# gives directly the vector field effective
action consistent with the string S-matrix andbA-function.27 ~Renormalization of logarithmic
divergences corresponding to the subtraction of massless poles in the string amplitudes
needed in order to define the effective action.! For example, it was demonstrated in Ref. 27 th
the leading derivative correction to the BI term in the partition functionZ ~3.10!, ~3.9! which has
the structureF2(] ]F)2 is exactly the same as in the action reconstructed from the 4-point
string vector amplitude.

B. Tachyon action and correspondence with b-function

Let us compute the leadingT-dependent terms in the Abelian partition function~3.10! using a
derivative expansion. Expanding in powers of the quantum fieldsj, c one finds

I 5
1

4 E dw@T 2~x1j!2@cm ]mT~x1j!#]w
21@cn ]nT~x1j!##

5
1

4 E dw@T 21~T]m ]nT1]mT ]nT!jmjn2cm]mT ]w
21cn ]nT1O~j3,c2j!#. ~3.12!

The leading one-loop contribution to~3.9! is thus (2pa851)

W5
p

2
~T 21s1T ]2T1s2]mT ]mT!1O~]4!, ~3.13!

where

s15G~w,w!5
1

p (
n51

`
e2en

n
52

1

p
ln e1O~e!, ~3.14!

s25~G1K•]w
21!~w,w!5

1

p S (
n51

`
e2en

n
2 (

r 51/2

`
e2er

r D 52
1

p
ln 41O~e!. ~3.15!

The exact expressions for the sums are27 (n51
` (e2en/n)52 ln(12e2e), ( r 51/2

` (e2er /r )52 ln@(1
2e2e/2)/(11e2e/2)#. Thus while the coefficient of]T ]T term is finite22 ~it may probably depend
on a regularization only if the latter break 1-D supersymmetry, cf. Ref. 36!, the coefficient of
T ]2T term is logarithmically divergent. This divergence is to be renormalized by absorbing i
T. Just as in the bosonic case, this logarithmic divergence determines the derivative term
tachyonb-function. The coefficient of the logarithmic pole~i.e., the anomalous dimension of th
tachyon vertex operator! is of course the same as in the bosonic case, but the dimension of th
tachyon vertex is half the bosonic one (T;1/Ae). Thus@cf. ~2.18!#

bT52
1

2
T2

1

2p
]2T. ~3.16!

Introducing a constantFmn background means replacingG by G(F) in ~2.7! and K in ~3.2! by
K(F),48,27

Kmn~w1 ,w2uF !5
1

p (
r 51/2

`

e2er@Gmn~F !sinrw121 iHmn~F !cosrw12#. ~3.17!
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Then one finds again~3.13! but with the flat target space metric replaced byGmn(F) in ~2.8!. In
particular, then~3.16! takes the form~see also Ref. 36!

bT52
1

2
T2

1

2p
Gmn~F !]m ]nT. ~3.18!

Ignoring first theFmn background and expandinge2W in derivatives of the tachyon field we obtai
the renormalized value of the partition function in~3.10!. To simplify the expression let us defin
the renormalized value of the tachyonT by rescalingT by Ap/2. Then

Z@T#5c0E dDxe2T2
@12 s̄1T ]2T2s2~]T!21O~]4T!#, ~3.19!

wheres̄1 stands for a renormalized value ofs1 in ~3.14!. The same expression, but without thes̄1

term was found in Ref. 22 whereT was taken to be linear inxm ~i.e., ]2T was equal to zero!.
It is natural to expect that in contrast to the bosonic string case where one needs to shiZ by

a derivative term23,24 to get the action~2.19! reproducing the tachyon beta function, in the NS
string case the~renormalized! partition function is itself the correct action, not only in the massl
vector sector27 but also in the tachyonic one.22 To demonstrate thatS@T#5Z@T# ~3.19! does
indeed reproduce both terms in the perturbativeb-function ~3.16! it is crucial to include thes̄1

term in ~3.19!. The two derivative-dependent terms in~3.19! are closely related through integra
tion by parts@cf. ~2.24!#

S@T#5Z@T#5c0E dDxe2T2
@11c1a8~]T!21c2a8T2~]T!21O~]4T!#, ~3.20!

c152p~ s̄12s2!, c2524p s̄1 . ~3.21!

Sinces1 was logarithmically divergent before renormalization, its renormalized values̄1 is, in
principle, ambiguous and, as in the bosonic case@see~2.24!–~2.27!# can be tuned to match th
variation ofS@T# with the bT-function in ~3.16!. Indeed, we find

dS

dT
52c0e2T2

@2T2c1a8 ]2T2c2a8T2 ]2T1~c12c2!a8T~]T!2

1c2a8T3~]T!21O~a82 ]4T!#. ~3.22!

Thus the linear terms here are proportional to~3.16! if s̄15(1/p)(12 ln 4), i.e., if

c152. ~3.23!

Thenc254(ln 421).0 so that the kinetic term in~3.20! is positive for allT.
While it may seem nonsensical to try to reproduce the correct tachyonic mass plus k

terms in the action using the perturbative derivative expansion, the point is that the freed
field redefinitions allows one to do that, both in the bosonic20,49 and in the NSR cases. Th
resulting field space ‘‘metric’’k is then simplest in such a scheme.

The generalization of the action~3.20! to the presence of aFmn5const background is straight
forward @cf. ~2.29!#,

S5c0E dDxe2T2Adet~dmn12pa8Fmn!@11c1a8Gmn~2pa8F !]mT ]nT

1c2a8Gmn~2pa8F !T2 ]mT ]nT1O~a82 ]4T,a82 ]2F !#. ~3.24!
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where we restored the dependence ona8. @The partition function for]mT5const,Fmn5const
background was computed in Ref. 36; its expansion in]T reproduces part of thec1 term in the
expression below which it corresponds to thes2 term in ~3.19!.# This action is consistent with
~3.18! for c152.

The non-Abelian generalization of~3.24! may be obtained, in principle, from the gaug
invariant path integral defined by~3.7!.

IV. CLOSED STRING THEORIES

In the bosonic closed string case we start with the sigma model,2

I 5E d2zAgFe22T0~x!1
1

4pa8
]mxm ]mxn Gmn~x!1

1

4p
R~2!f~x!G . ~4.1!

~For simplicity, we shall ignore the Kalb–Ramond antisymmetric tensor coupling which is
essential for the present discussion and can be easily included.! This model is renormalizable
within an a8 expansion. The corresponding bare partition function on a 2-sphere has the fo2

Z@T0~e!,G~e!,f~e!,e#5d0E dDxAGe22f2e22AT0e2W, ~4.2!

where we shiftedx(z)→x1j(z) so that@as in ~2.4!# W is given by the path integral over th
nonconstant fluctuationsj ~see Refs. 2, 10, 29 for details!. The coefficientA is the area of fiducial
2-D metric ~it can be absorbed into the renormalized value ofT0!. The leading logarithmically
divergent terms inW are found to be4,2

W5 1
2 g ln e1O~ ln2 e!1finite,

~4.3!
g5c02a8D2~e22AT0!22a8 D2f2a8R1O~a82!, c05 1

2 ~D226!.

For example, taking the derivative ofZ over e reproduces the standard perturbative closed st
tachyonb-function,

bT522T2 1
2 a8 D2T, ~4.4!

with the corresponding Weyl anomaly coefficient beingb̄T5bT1a8 ]mf ]mT.
To obtain the effective action for the massless fieldsS@G,f# from the partition functionZ one

should, as in the open string case, renormalize the logarithmic infinities which correspon
subtracting massless poles in the string amplitudes.10 An additional subtlety of the closed strin
case is that the Mo¨bius group volume has logarithmic divergence, and it should be subtracte
the RG invariant way, by applying]/] ln e to the bare value ofZ.28 @To compare the forma
generating functionalZ to massless effective action reconstructed from string amplitudes
needs to subtract both Mo¨bius infinities and massless poles~UV logarithms!. While the former are
power-like in the open string case, they are also logarithmic in the closed string case. That
that ‘‘extra’’ log should be subtracted fromZ in the closed string case.# Expressed in terms o
renormalized couplings, the effective action is then28 @l i5(T,G,f)#

S52S ]Z

] ln e D
e51

5b i
•

dZ

dl i , ~4.5!

or, explicitly,
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S5E dDxAGe22f2TS 22T1
1

2
g D

5E dDxAGe22f2TF1

2
c022T2

1

2
a8 D2T2a8 D2f2

1

2
a8R1O~a82!G , ~4.6!

whereT is a renormalized value of the tachyon rescaled byA. @Because of the diffeomorphism
invariance; the expression forS can be written also asS5b̄ i

•dZ/dl i , where b̄ i5b i

1(dl i)a8]f ~i.e., b̄f5bf1a8]mf ]mf, b̄mn
G 5bmn

G 12a8Dm Dnf, etc.! are the Weyl anomaly
coefficients, the vanishing of which should be equivalent to the conditions of stationarity o
action.# Equivalently,

S5E dDxAGe22f2TS bT12bf2
1

2
Gmnbmn

G D
5E dDxAGe22f2TS b̄T12b̄f2

1

2
Gmnb̄mn

G D , ~4.7!

i.e.,

S52S d

d ln e
ZD

e51

, Z5E dDxAGe22f2T. ~4.8!

Note that@in contrast to the open string case~2.15!,~2.16!# the coefficients of derivative terms her
are scheme-independent. Setting the tachyon to zero~and integrating by parts! we get the standard
closed string effective action consistent with theS-matrix1 and masslessb-functions,50,7

S52
1

2 E dDxAGe22f@2c014a8~]f!21a8R1O~a82!#. ~4.9!

As discussed in Ref. 28, the definition~4.5! in general leads toSgiven by the space–time integra
of the ‘‘central charge’’ coefficient.

The functional~4.6! is not, however, the right action forTÞ0: it does not have the standar
perturbative vacuum~D526,T50, f5const,Gmn5dmn! as its stationary point@equivalently, the
tachyon tadpole on a 2-sphere does not vanish even after taking the derivative in~4.5!#. Another
indication of a problem in~4.6! is that one can almost completely absorbT into the dilaton:
introducingf̃5f11/2T one is left with only a linear term inT. Furthermore, the kinetic term o
T in ~4.6! ~21/2a8 ]mT ]mT after integration by parts! has apparently the ‘‘wrong’’ sign.@We use
the Euclidean signature so the correct sign for a scalar kinetic term is plus. This is the sign
dilaton kinetic term in~4.6! after redefining the metric to decouple the graviton from dilaton~i.e.,
after going to the Einstein frame!. In general,T andf and the graviton are mixed, so that the
kinetic matrix is to be diagonalized before discussing the signs~see below!.#

As in the open string case, to try to find a consistent action that reproducesb̄ i50 conditions
for all the three fields one is thus to subtract the tachyon tadpole in an RG invariant wa
analogy with~2.19!, let us define

Ŝ5S1
1

2
b i
•

dS

dl i 5b i
•

d

dl i Z1
1

2
b j
•

d

dl j S b i
•

d

dl i ZD . ~4.10!

~The coefficient 1/2 accounts for the factor of two difference in dimensions of the open and c
strings tachyons; cf.~2.18!, ~4.4!. Note that sinceS in ~4.5! is RG invariant@(d/d ln e)Z50
→(d/d ln e) (]/] ln e)Z50#, the same applies to each of the two terms inŜ.!

Expanding near the standard flat string vacuum~D526,Gmn5const,f5const! one is to keep
the dilaton and graviton perturbations inŜ and consistently decouple them fromT by field redefi-
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nitions. ~We are grateful to Frolov for an important discussion of this point.! Observing that for
small perturbations near the flat vacuumbf521/2a8 ]2f, bmn

G 5a8Rmn , one finds

Ŝ5S1
1

2 S bT
•

d

dT
1bf

•

d

df
1bmn

G
•

d

dGmn
DS

5E dDxAGe22f2TF22T21
1

2
a8 D2T2a8T D2T2

1

2
a8~112T!~R12 D2f!1O~a82!G .

~4.11!

This action no longer has a tadpoleT-term@cf. ~4.6!#, but to decouple the graviton from scalars w
still need, as usual, to redefine the metric. Ignoring ‘‘mixed’’~tachyon-massless! terms which are
of higher than quadratic order in the fields we can approximately replace thee22f2T(112T)
factor in front of R by e22w, w[f21/2T and set Gmn5e4w/(D22)gmn . Then
*dDxAGe22f2T(112T)(R12 D2f)→*dDxAg†R(g)2@4/(D22)#(]w)212 ]mT ]mw‡. As a
result, the action~4.11! takes the form

Ŝ5E dDxAgS e22T@22T2e4w/~D22!12a8~12T!~]T!2#

2
1

2
a8FR~g!2

4

D22
~]w!2G1O~a82! D . ~4.12!

~If one does the exact redefinition (112T)e22f2T5e22c, i.e., c5f1(1/2)T2(1/2) ln(112T),
and thusGmn5e4c/(D22)gmn , then one finds the following action:

Ŝ5E dDxAgS 2
2T2

112T
e4c/~D22!1

2a8

~112T!2 ~]T!22
1

2
a8FR~g!2

4

D22
~]c!2G1O~a82! D ,

which is equivalent to the one above in the quadratic order inT. IntroducingT̃5(1/2) ln(112T)
~assumingT.21/2! its tachyonic part becomes simplyŜ5*dDx@22 sinh2 T̃12a8(]T̃)2#.!

Ignoring the graviton and dilaton terms~decoupled to quadratic order in fluctuations! the
tachyon part of the action is thus

Ŝ5E dDxe22T@22T212a8~12T!~]T!21O~a82!#. ~4.13!

This action has a structure similar to~2.24!, but the value of the coefficient of the second kine
term, though now positive, is not the one needed to reproduce thebT-function~4.4!. It may be that
the definition~4.10! still needs some further refinement.

The potential term in~4.13! V522e22TT2 has a tachyonic maximum atT50 and the stable
minimum atT51. However, that minimum is not reached as the kinetic term ofT changes sign a
T51. In general, in discussing the vacuum structure one should take into account a non
mixing of the tachyon with the dilaton and the metric. For example, for a linear dilaton anD

52 the tachyon should be massless~as follows fromb̄T50!, and in this case one should expe
to find no potential term.@The exponential potential in~4.13! may be suggesting~by analogy with
the open string case! a possibility ofT rolling to infinity along some directions, and such behav
should be accompanied by a nonconstant dilaton to preserve the central charge condition~see also
Ref. 16 for related remarks!.#

In the closed NSR string case the tachyon vertex has the following form~in the 0-ghost
picture! *d2zcmc̄n]m ]nT. Its 2-D supersymmetric generalization is*d2z d2u T( x̂), where x̂m

5xm1ucm1 ūc̄m1 ūu f m. Combined with the kinetic term*d2z d2u Dx̂m D̄x̂m it leads, after the
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elimination of the auxiliary fieldf m, to the following tachyon terms in the sigma model acti
@which are the familiar superpotential terms inN51 supersymmetric scalar 2-D field theory; c
also ~3.9!#,

E d2z@]mT~x!]mT~x!1cmc̄n]m ]nT~x!#. ~4.14!

As in the open NSR string case, the resulting partition function and thus the effective action~4.5!
it generates are even inT. As a result, there is no need for an additional subtraction like~4.10!.
Since the sigma model depends onT only through its derivatives, there is no tachyon poten
term in S.

The leadingT-dependent logarithmic divergence inZ comes from the expansion of]mT ]mT
term in ~4.14! and corresponds to theb-function (212(1/2)a8D2)T. The leadingGmn and
f-dependent terms inZ and S in the NSR case are the same as in the bosonic case51 @with the
obvious replacement ofc0 in ~4.3! by D210#. While the NS–NS part of the effective actio
generated by the sigma model appears to depend onT only through its derivatives, functions ofT
may still be present in the R-R sector~where one is to use the ghost21 tachyon vertex52!.
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We define an iterative procedure to obtain a non-Abelian generalization of the
Born–Infeld action. This construction is made possible by the use of the severe
restrictions imposed by kappa-symmetry. In this paper we will present all bosonic
terms in the action up to terms quartic in the Yang–Mills field strength and all
fermion bilinear terms up to terms cubic in the field strength. Already at this order
the fermionic terms do not satisfy the symmetric trace-prescription. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1374449#

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most intriguing features of D-branes is their close connection with gauge the
Indeed, the effective theory describing the worldvolume dynamics of a Dp-brane is a
p11-dimensional field theory with, in the static gauge, as bosonic degrees of freedom the
versal coordinates of the brane, appearing as 92p scalar fields, and the massless states of the o
strings ending on the brane which appear as a U~1! gauge field. When these fields vary slowly, th
effective action governing their dynamics is known to all orders ina8. It is the ten-dimensiona
Born–Infeld action,1 dimensionally reduced top11 dimensions.

Once several D-branes are present, the situation changes. The mass of the strings st
between two branes is proportional to the shortest distance between the branes. Starting
n well separated D-branes we end up with a U~1!n theory, however, once then branes coincide
additional massless states appear which complete the gauge multiplet to a non-A
U(n)-theory.2 Contrary to the Abelian case, the effective action is not known to all orders ina8.
The first term, quadratic in the field strength, is nothing but a dimensionally reduced U(n) Yang–
Mills theory. The next order, which is quartic in the field strength, was obtained from the
gluon scattering amplitude in open superstring theory3 and from a three-loopb-function
calculation.4 Based upon these results and other considerations, an all order proposal was
lated for the effective action;5 the non-Abelian Born–Infeld action assumes essentially the s
form as the Abelian one, however, all Lie algebra valued objects have to be symmetrize
before taking the trace. Other trace prescriptions, involving commutators, have been giv
well.6 More recently, it was found that the symmetric trace prescription could not be correc
did not reproduce the mass spectrum of certain D-brane configurations.7,8 It was shown in Ref. 9
that by adding commutator terms to the action the problem might be cured. Indeed, as was p
out in Ref. 1, the notion of an effective action for slowly varying fields is subtle in the non-Abe
case. In the effective action higher derivative terms are dropped. However because of

DiD jFkl5
1

2
$Di ,D j%Fkl2

i

2
@Fi j ,Fkl#, ~1.1!

this is ambiguous. The analysis of the mass spectrum seems to indicate that the symm
product of derivatives acting on a field strength should be viewed as an acceleration term
can safely be neglected, while the anti-symmetrized products should be kept. A systematic
of theF6 terms10 showed that using the mass spectrum as a guideline, almost all terms at this
28720022-2488/2001/42(7)/2872/17/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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could be determined. However due to the specific choices of backgrounds made in Ref. 10,
terms do not contribute to the mass spectrum and as a result can not be fixed in this way. A
calculation from a six-point open superstring amplitude or a five-loopb-function seems unfea
sible, so another approach is called for.

Until now, we ignored the fermionic degrees of freedom in our discussion. The fully cova
worldvolume theory of a single D-brane in a type II theory can be formulated in terms o
following world volume fields: the embedding coordinatesXm(s) ~of which only the transverse
coordinates represent physical degrees of freedom!, the Born–Infeld vector fieldVi(s), and N
52 space–time fermionic fieldsu~s!. In a curved background the D-brane can be coupled to
corresponding type II supergravity superfields, andN52 supersymmetry is realized locally. In
flat background there isN52 global supersymmetry. This world volume theory has a lo
k-symmetry, which acts on the fermions as

dū~s!5k̄~s!~11G!, ~1.2!

whereG, which depends on world volume as well as background fields, satisfies

G251. ~1.3!

The projection~1.2! makes it possible to gauge away half the fermionic degrees of freedom
field content then corresponds in a static gauge to that of a supersymmetric Yang–Mills the
p11 dimensions. There is stillN52 supersymmetry, but half of this is realized nonlinear
These covariant D-brane actions have been constructed in flat,11 as well as in curved
backgrounds.12,13 This paper examines the suggestion in Ref. 8 thatk-symmetry might teach us
something about the orderings appearing in the non-Abelian Born–Infeld action.

D-brane actions consist of the sum of a Born–Infeld term, coupling the world volume fiel
the NS–NS sector of the background, and a Wess–Zumino term in which the couplings
R–R fields occur. Each part is separately supersymmetric, but the two are related, in the A
case, by thek-transformations. The Wess–Zumino term is of a topological nature, and can t
fore be formulated in a metric-independent way. Its structure is severely restricted, also
non-Abelian case. The Born–Infeld term is much more complicated, and consequently its
alization from the Abelian to the non-Abelian case is much more difficult. It is natural to ass
that also in the non-Abelian case the Born–Infeld and Wess–Zumino term are related
k-symmetry. Our aim is to use the knowledge of the Wess–Zumino term and the propert
k-symmetry to obtain information about the non-Abelian Born–Infeld term.

To construct this non-Abelian generalization we will use an iteration in the number of Ya
Mills field strengthsF(V). In this paper we will obtain all terms in the action up to and includi
the orderF2. As we discussed above, in the purely bosonic terms the conflict between
theoretic results and the symmetric trace prescription arises only at orderF6, so it is clear that in
this paper we will not contribute to the discussion of these bosonic terms. However, we fin
in the fermionic sector already at quadratic order some of the fermionic terms do not corre
to a symmetric trace.

This paper is organized as follows: We will discuss our choice of variables in Sec. II. In
III we will define the iterative procedure and illustrate it for the Abelian case. In Secs. IV an
we derive and present our results for the non-Abelian case, and bring them to gauge fixed f
Sec. VI. In Sec. VII we give our conclusions, and point out a number of extensions and ap
tions of this work.

We will end the Introduction by recalling briefly some related work on supersymm
D-brane actions. In four dimensions the supersymmetrization of the Abelian Born–Infeld act
N51 supersymmetry has been known for a long time.14 More recently, this work has bee
extended to the non-Abelian Born–Infeld theory, and toN52 supersymmetry.15,16In particular, in
Ref. 15 it is remarked thatN52 supersymmetry in four dimensions is not sufficient to resolve
ordering ambiguities, several ordering prescriptions give rise to supersymmetric actions.
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seems that it is indeed necessary~and hopefully sufficient! to considerN54 in D54, or, as in this
paper, the ten-dimensional supersymmetric Born–Infeld action action. Several aspects
ten-dimensional problem have been studied in Refs. 17 and 18. In particular, these authors
tigate the dependence of the action on transverse scalars, where these scalars are gene
T-duality starting from the D9-brane action. However, this is in the context of the symmetric
prescription.

II. WORLD VOLUME FIELDS AND TRANSFORMATIONS

The aim of this work is to obtain the effective action forn overlapping Dp-branes, with U(n)
covariance on the world volume. Before embarking on the construction, one has to car
choose the starting point of the calculation. For general Dp-branes the situation is complicated b
the presence of the transverse scalar degrees of freedom, which are in the adjoint represen
the Yang–Mills group. Not only does one have to take commutators of these scalars into ac
but also the background fields will depend on these scalars.19 We avoid these complications b
limiting ourselves to the case ofn overlapping D9-branes, and by choosing a flat backgrou
Through T-duality D-branes for other values ofp can be obtained, the extension to curved ba
grounds will be discussed in Sec. VII.

For n overlapping D9-branes the completely gauge fixed result should be the supersym
version of the non-Abelian Born–Infeld theory. Since the vector fieldsVi

A(s), A51,...,n2, are in
the adjoint representation of U(n), we have to make the same choice for the fermion fieldsu.
Therefore we start out with fieldsuA(s), which form a doublet (N52) of Majorana–Weyl
spinors for eachA, satisfyingG11u

A5uA. After k-gauge fixing only half of each doublet wil
remain, and we have the correct number of degrees of freedom for the supersymmetric
Mills theory.

This requires, that there are as manyk-symmetries asu’s, so that the parameter of thek
transformations will have to be in the adjoint of U(n) as well. Thus theuA transform as follows
under ordinary supersymmetry~e!, k-symmetry~k!, Yang–Mills transformations (LA), and world
volume reparametrizations (j i),

dūA~s!52 ēA1k̄B~s!~1dBA1GBA~s!!1 f A
BCLB~s!ūC~s!1j i~s!] i ū

A~s!. ~2.1!

HereeA are constant,GAB depends on the world volume fields, and therefore ons. It must satisfy

GABGBC5dAC1. ~2.2!

We will usually write these transformations in terms of

dūA[h̄A[k̄B~s!~1dBA1GBA~s!!. ~2.3!

Useful information is obtained by considering commutators of these transformations. Be
eA is constant we find from the commutator of Yang–Mills and supersymmetry transforma
that

f A
BCLBeC50→ f ABCeC50. ~2.4!

Thereforee5eATA , whereTA are the U(n) generators, must be proportional to the unit matr
i.e., we can choose a basis in which there is only one nonvanishinge parameter. So only a subse
of the uA transform under supersymmetry, and there is only one independent supersym
parameter. Theu’s which are presently inert under supersymmetry will obtain their supersym
try transformations throughk-gauge fixing, as we shall see in Sec. VI. From the commutato
k-symmetry and supersymmetry we finddeh

A50. This implies that

deG
AB50. ~2.5!
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The only scalars we have are the embedding coordinatesXm(s) for world volume directions.
There are several options that one could consider for theXm:

~1! We could assume that we are in the static gauge, i.e.,

Xm~s!5di
msi, ~2.6!

from the beginning, so that theXm are absent. In this case there are no world volume r
arametrizations, i.e.,j i50 in ~2.1!;

~2! We could decide that theXm are in the singlet representation of the Yang–Mills group. T
idea is that then branes overlap, there is only one set of world volume coordinates, an
corresponding reparametrization group would be sufficient to gauge fix a singlet set o
bedding coordinates;

~3! We could choose theXm in the adjoint representation of Yang–Mills in analogy with tran
verse coordinates forp,9. Here one thinks of starting withn separate branes where each h
its own world volume and embedding coordinates. When the branes overlap the emb
coordinates ‘‘fill up’’ to form elements of the adjoint representation. Clearly this requir
different approach toward the worldvolume reparametrisation invariance, which must
correspond to a sufficiently large symmetry group to gauge fix all these embedding func

We have investigated the first two possibilities in the non-Abelian case, and we have foun
only the first approach is consistent with the iterative procedure that we employ. In Sec. I
will point out where the first two choices start to diverge, in Sec. VII we will briefly come bac
the third possibility.

The transformation rules of the bosonic fieldsVi
A , and, in case of the second choice above

the Xm, are determined iteratively by requiring invariance of the action.
A special case of a U(n) invariant non-Abelian D-brane action is of course the truncation

U~1!n. In this case we know the answer: ak-invariant action is given by the sum ofn Abelian
D-brane actions. This special case will be discussed again, since it plays a role in making a
between the different possibilities for the variablesXm discussed above.

Throughout this paper we will limit ourselves to terms in the action and transformation
which are at most quadratic in the fermion fields.

III. THE ITERATIVE PROCEDURE AND THE ABELIAN EXAMPLE

In this section we will set up our iterative procedure and illustrate it for the Abelian case
do this, we must first give some details of the effective D9-brane action in a flat background11 In
this case we can use a covariant formulation with embedding coordinatesXm, space–time fermi-
ons u, and the Born–Infeld vectorVi . They transform under supersymmetry~e!, k-symmetry,
world volume reparametrizations (j i), and Maxwell gauge transformations~L! as

dXm5 1
2ēGmu1 1

2h̄Gmu1j i]Xm,

dū52 ē1h̄1j i] i ū,

dVi52 1
2~ ē1h̄ !g iu1j jF ji 1] i~L1j jVj !, ~3.1!

with

h̄5k̄~11G!, ~G!251, ~3.2!

and

g i[Gm] iX
m. ~3.3!

The Born–Infeld contribution reads
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LBI52A2det~g1F!

52A2detg~11 1
4Fi j Fi j 1¯ !, ~3.4!

where in the second line we expand to second order inF, which is given by

Fi j 5Fi j ~V!2Bi j . ~3.5!

In a flat background and in the quadratic fermion approximation,Bi j is

Bi j 52 ūs3g@ i] j ]u. ~3.6!

The world volume metric reads

gi j 5h i j 1 ūg~ i] j )u, h i j [] iX
m] jXm . ~3.7!

The metric g and F are invariant under supersymmetry and transform covariantly un
k-transformations. The most useful form for comparison with the non-Abelian case is the e
sion of ~3.4! to second order in fermions,

LBI52A2deth~11 1
2ūg i] iu1 1

2ūs3g@ i] j ]uFi j 1 1
4F

i j Fi j 1
1
2ūg i] juTi j 1¯ !, ~3.8!

whereTi j is the energymomentum tensor of the vector field,

Ti j 5FikFk
j 1 1

4h
i j FklF

kl. ~3.9!

The Wess–Zumino term takes on the following form:

LWZ5ei 1¯ i 103 (
k50

4
~21!k

2k11k! ~922k!!
ūP~k!g i 1¯ i 922k

] i 1022k
u~Fk! i 1122k¯ i 10

, ~3.10!

where

P~k!5s1 ~ for k50,2,4!, P~k!5 is2~ for k51,3!. ~3.11!

Note that the sum in~3.10! runs only tok54, since the RR-scalar field vanishes in the fl
background.

It will be useful, also for the non-Abelian case, to discuss why we make this particular c
for the P(k) . The P(k) are chosen such that the contributions to the Wess–Zumino term ar
total derivatives. For oddk this fixesP(k) to be is2 . For evenk we could also have chosen1 or
s3 . When we start looking at the iterative procedure later in this Section, we will find tha
need

$P~0! ,P~1!%50, ~3.12!

which excludes1 for k50. We have in principle the possibility to have eithers1 or s3 ~or both!
for k50, and takings1 is a choice of basis for theN52 fermions. Note thats3 in ~3.6! is
correlated with the choice fors1 in the Wess–Zumino term: had we chosenP(0)5s3 we would
have founds1 in ~3.6!.

The structure of~3.10! guarantees that the WZ-action transforms into a total derivative u
the global supersymmetry transformationdū52 ē. Since we do not go beyond bilinear fermion
we can useF instead ofF in the Wess–Zumino term. The numerical coefficients in~3.10! are
determined byk-symmetry once the normalization ofF andu are fixed in the Born–Infeld term

Let us now consider the iterative construction ofk-symmetry. The variation of the D-bran
action takes on the form,
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dL52h̄~12G!T. ~3.13!

It indeed vanishes ifh is given by~3.2!. These variations have the following source:

dLBI52h̄T, dLWZ5h̄GT. ~3.14!

The variation of the Wess–Zumino term, together with the information thatG251, is sufficient to
determine bothG andT iteratively. SinceT determines the variation of the Born–Infeld term th
information is sufficient to obtain iteratively the Born–Infeld part of the action.

The iteration is obtained by expandingG andT in F,

dL52h̄~12~G01G11¯ !!~T01T11¯ !

52h̄~T02G0T01T12G1T02G0T11¯ !, ~3.15!

where the indices indicate the order inF and theG i satisfy various identities which follow from
G251. Since it will be useful to have the Abelian results at hand for comparison with
non-Abelian calculation in Sec. IV, we will work out the beginning of this iteration in some de

Let us start with the orderF0. The contribution from~3.10! is

LWZ05
1

2•9!
e i 1¯ i 10ūs1g i 1¯ i 9

] i 10
u. ~3.16!

For thek-variation we only have to varyu to obtain

dLWZ05
1

9!
e i 1¯ i 10h̄s1g i 1¯ i 9

d i 10
u5A2dethh̄s1G~0!g i] iu. ~3.17!

HereG (0) is given by

G~0!5
1

10!A2detg
e i 1¯ i 10g i 1¯ i 10

, ~3.18!

which satisfies

~G~0!!251. ~3.19!

In ~3.17! we have used the property

G~0!g l 1¯ l k5
~2 !k~k21!/2

~102k!!A2detg
e i 1¯ i 102kl 1¯ l kg i 1¯ i 102k

~3.20!

for k51. From~3.17! we read off that

G05G~0!s1 , T05g i] iu. ~3.21!

ObviouslyG251 to this order.
So the Born–Infeld term should vary intoT, which is indeed achieved by setting

LBI052A2deth~11 1
2ūg i] iu!. ~3.22!

This gives

dLBI052A2dethh̄g i] iu, ~3.23!
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where we have used the variation ofXm as given in~3.1!.
A similar analysis can be done for the terms of higher order inF. At the linear level the

variation of the Wess–Zumino term is

dLWZ15 1
2A2dethh̄~ is2!G~0!~g jkF jkg i] iu22g i] juFi j !. ~3.24!

The variation of the complete action should be

dL152A2dethh̄$T12~G0T11G1T0!%. ~3.25!

So we read off that

G15G~0!~ is2! 1
2g

klFkl , T15s3g i] juFi j . ~3.26!

Note thatG251 at this order inF because

$s1 ,G1%50. ~3.27!

This is a general feature: the condition thatG251 only contains useful information at even orde
in the expansion inF. At odd orders it is just a consequence of the properties ofP(k) .

The variation under supersymmetry andk-symmetry of the term linear inF in the Born–
Infeld action~3.8! reads

dLBI152A2dethh̄s3g i] juFi j 2 1
2~ ē1h̄ !g iu] j$A2dethFi j %. ~3.28!

The first term is the required contribution ofT1 . The second term must be cancelled by t
variation ofV in the F2 term. TheF2 term gives

2dVi] j$A2dethFi j %, ~3.29!

which implies the following variation ofVi :

dVi52 1
2~ ē1h̄ !s3g iu. ~3.30!

Therefore the combination

Fi j 5Fi j 1 ūs3g@ i] j ]u ~3.31!

is supersymmetric and transforms covariantly underk-symmetry.
At the quadratic level we get

dLWZ25 1
8A2dethh̄s1G~0!~g i jkl g

m]mu24g i jk] lu!F @ i j Fkl] . ~3.32!

The order 2 terms in the variation of the total action are

dL252A2dethh̄~2~G2g i] iu1G1T11s1T2!11T2!, ~3.33!

whereG1 andT1 were determined at the linear level. On the other hand, fromG251 we have

s1G21G2s11G1G150, ~3.34!

from which we obtain~usingG2;s1!

G252 1
2s1G1G15G~0!s1$

1
8g i jkl F

i j Fkl2 1
4F

klFkl%. ~3.35!

Substituting all this in~3.33!, we find that
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T25g i] ju~FikFk
j 1 1

4h
i j FklFkl!. ~3.36!

This indeed agrees with the variation of the Born–Infeld action.
There is a feature about the Abelian case which just starts being visible in the quadratic

It is obviously possible to writeG at this order in the form

G5~12 1
4F

klFkl!G
~0!~~s11 1

2~ is2!gklFkl1
1
8s1g i jkl F

i j Fkl! ~3.37!

up to terms of higher order inF. In fact, this factorization is a general feature of the Abelian act
which is also valid for the complete answer,

G5
A2detg

A2det~g1F!
G~0!(

k50

5
1

2kk!
P~k!g

i 1¯ i 2kFi 1¯ i 2k

k . ~3.38!

The iterative procedure will obviously confirm this factorization, as is shown by continuin
higher orders inF. However, in this construction it is not clear why the factorization should oc
This is an issue in the non-Abelian situation where the complete answer is not known. No
the factor

A2detg

A2det~g1F!
~3.39!

in ~3.38! contains the inverse of the Born–Infeld action. The idea thatG provides the explicit form
of the Born–Infeld action was part of our motivation to usek-symmetry as a means of construc
ing the non-Abelian Born–Infeld action.

From ~3.36! it is clear thatT, at least at the quadratic level, shows a similar factorizat
property asG. The full answer forT is of the form,

T5A2det~g1F!(
k50

`

~s3!kg i] ju~F k! i j , ~3.40!

where

~F k! i j 5F i l 1F l 1l 2
¯F l k21 j k.0,

~F k! i j 5gi j k50. ~3.41!

We will see a similar feature in the non-Abelian case.
The Abelian case discussed above can easily be generalized to U(1)n. Then thek-symmetric

action is just the sum ofn actions of the type discussed in this section. Forn overlapping branes
one would need only one set of embedding coordinatesXm to describe this truncation of th
non-Abelian situation. This would be similar to treatingXm as a singlet of U(n) in the non-
Abelian case. Note however that this sum of actions is very different from a single Born–I
action with world volume metric,

gi j 5h i j 1 ūAg~ i] j )u
A, ~3.42!

summed over thenU(n) branes. A metric~3.42! would be like taking the traceinside the root of
the Born–Infeld term, while it is known from open string amplitude calculations that there sh
be a single trace~with some ordening prescription! which produces in the U~1!n case a sum of
separate Born–Infeld terms.
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IV. THE NON-ABELIAN BORN–INFELD ACTION

For the non-Abelian case we start with the following Wess–Zumino term:

LWZ5e i 1¯ i 10(
k50

4
~21!k

2k11k! ~922k!!
ūAP

~k!

ABC1¯Ckg i 1¯ i 922k
Di 1022k

uBFi 1122ki 1222k

C1
¯Fi 9i 10

Ck .

~4.1!

The tensorsP are symmetric in the indicesCi contracted withF. P also contains the Paul
matrices to specify theN52 structure for the fermions. We have the following possibilites:

k even: 12 ,s1 , s3 symmetry in AB,

is2 antisymmetry inAB,

k odd: 12 , s1 , s3 antisymmetry inAB,

is2 symmetry in AB.

~4.2!

This requirement follows from the fact that the bilinear fermions in the action~4.1! should not be
a total derivative. The Yang–Mills structure ofP arises from the trace ofk12 generators in the
fundamental representation of U(n), and will be built from the structure constantf ABC ~com-
pletely antisymmetric! and from the completely symmetric tensorsdABC . In the Appendix we
gather useful properties of these tensors.

The general form of~4.1! follows from the requirement that the Wess–Zumino term is
topological nature, i.e., independent of the metric. The coefficients have been chosen e
those in the Abelian case, which amounts to a particular normalization of theP(k) . Note that we
do not assume a particular ordening in the trace, i.e., there is no a priori symmetry im
between the indicesCi on the one hand, andA, B on the other hand.

So at order 0 we start with

P~0!
AB5s1 tr TATB5s1dAB, ~4.3!

and the variation of the lowest order contribution in~4.1! is

dLWZ05A2dethh̄As1G~0!g iDiu
A. ~4.4!

We write the variation of the complete action at this order as

dL052A2dethh̄A~dAB2G0
AB!T 0

B , ~4.5!

so that

G0
AB5G~0!dABs1 , T 0

A5g iDiu
A. ~4.6!

ClearyGACGCB5dAB. In the above we consideredXm to be a singlet under U(n) transformations.
To go to the static gauge we would have to set deth→21.

The Born–Infeld term must reproduce the first term in~4.5!. The only choice is to have

LBI52A2deth~11 1
2ū

Ag iDiu
A!. ~4.7!

We indeed find the correct variation if we set

dXm5 1
2ē

AGmuA1 1
2h̄

AGmuA. ~4.8!

With this choice of dX the metric ~3.42! becomes supersymmetric and covariant un
k-transformations. As we explained at the end of Sec. III this is not the natural metric fo
non-Abelian@or for the U(1)n# situation. So the different choices forXm start to diverge at this
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point. At the linear level there is still no crucial difference between the choice of a singletXm and
the static gauge. At the quadratic level, however, the singlet choice will fail.

The variation of the linear contribution to the Wess–Zumino term gives

dLWZ15 1
2A2dethh̄AP~1!

ABCG~0!~g i j g
kDku

B22g iDju
B!FCi j . ~4.9!

The first term must correspond toG1T0 , from which we read off that

G1
AB5G~0!P~1!

ABC 1
2 g i j F

i jC . ~4.10!

From G251 at linear order we find

$s1 ,G1
AB%50, ~4.11!

so thatP(1) must have the following form:

P~1!
ABC5~ is2!dABC1c1s3f ABC. ~4.12!

The coefficient of thed-term is chosen to agree with the Abelian case. The coefficient of thef-term
is arbitrary, and with a field redefinition

uA→uA2 1
4c1~ is2! f ABCgkluBFkl

C , ~4.13!

and a corresponding redefinition of the vector field, thef-term can be eliminated. This is the choic
we will make, because then we stay as close as possible to the Abelian situation.

In fact, the whole term linear inF in the Wess–Zumino action can be transformed away b
field redefinition, also in the Abelian case. It is not surprising that these linear terms ca
eliminated, since they are part of the supersymmetrization of the bosonicF3 term, which we know
to be absent. The reason we will keep the usual linear term is that in this form the answer
Abelian case takes on a relatively simple form.11

We also find

T1
A52s1P~1!

ABCg iDju
BFi jC , ~4.14!

so that in analogy with the Abelian case the Born–Infeld term must contain

LBI152A2deth~2 1
2ū

As1P~1!
ABCg@ iDj ]u

BFi jC1 1
4F

i jAFi j
A !. ~4.15!

The variation of this term reproduces correctly theT1 contribution, and the remainder is cancelle
by introducing a variation ofVi ,

dVi
C51 1

2~ ēA1h̄A!s~1!P~1!
ABCg iu

B. ~4.16!

We can then define a supersymmetric andk-covariantFC as

Fi j
C5Fi j

C2 ūAs1P~1!
ABCg@ iDj ]u

B. ~4.17!

This defines the non-Abelian generalization of the NS–NS two-form field, to this order.
At the quadratic level things become more complicated. The variation of the Wess–Zu

term gives

dLWZ25A2dethh̄AP~2!
ABCDG~0!$ 1

8g i jkl g
mDmuB2 1

2g i jkDlu
B%FCi jFDkl. ~4.18!

The variations quadratic inF will have to generate the following contributions:
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dL252A2dethh̄A~2~G2
ABg iDiu

B1G1
ABT 1

B1G0
ABT 2

B!11T 2
A!. ~4.19!

We can determineG2 from the requirement thatG251 at order 2,

s1G2
AB1G2

ABs11G1
ACG1

CB50. ~4.20!

This calculation assumes that@G2 ,s1#50, and requires the product of theP(1)-tensors. The resul
is

G2
AB52G~0!s1~SABCD~ 1

8g i jkl F
i jCFklD2 1

4Fkl
CFklD!1AABCD1

2g i j F
ikCFk

jD !. ~4.21!

Here we have defined

SABCD[P~1!
AE~CP~1!

BD)E52dAE~CdBD)E, ~4.22!

AABCD[P~1!
AE@CP~1!

BD]E52dAE@CdBD]E, ~4.23!

where the~anti-!symmetrization is over the indicesC and D only. Note that tensorsSABCD and
AABCD are then symmetric and antisymmetric, resp., in the index pairsAB andCD.

To solve the remainder of~4.19! we have to make the choice

P~2!
ABCD52s1SABCD. ~4.24!

We then find the following result forT2 :

T 2
A52SABCDg~ iDj )u

B~FikCFk
jD1 1

4 h i j Fkl
CFklD!1 1

2AABCDg i jk$DkuBFilCFl
jD2Dlu

BFi jCFklD%.
~4.25!

The result~4.25! agrees with the Abelian result~3.36! if we truncate from U(n) to U~1!.
The Born–Infeld term now has to reproduceT2 , while remaining contributions may be can

celled by introducing an additional variation ofVi
A . It is at this stage that the choice ofXm as a

Yang–Mills singlet runs into trouble. Contributions to this variation of the Born–Infeld term c
from theF2 term in the action, when the metrich i j , depending onXm, is varied. Such variations
contain a double sum over U(n) indices, i.e., they would be of the form@using ~4.8!#

] iX
m] j~hAGmuA!FCikFCkj . ~4.26!

Such terms would have the wrong U~1!n limit, and cannot be canceled by other contribution
Partial integration does not help, since it produces symmetric second derivatives onXm, which do
not occur elsewhere. It is at this stage that we should say farewell to the embedding coor
Xm, and proceed in the static gauge.

Terms in the Born–Infeld action that might play a role in this analysis are

LBI252~ 1
4F

i jCFi j
C1aFikAFk

jBF ji
C f ABC2 1

2ū
ASABCDg~ iDj )u

B$FikCFk
jD1 1

4h
i j Fkl

CFklD%

1 1
4ū

AAABCDg i jk$DkuBFilCFl
jD2Dlu

BFi jCFklD%!. ~4.27!

Note that anF3 term is in principle not excluded in the non-Abelian case.
In the static gauge we know how to deal with these terms. Then we need not vary theF2 term.

In the F3 term we have to varyF, which gives anF2 variation with a singleg-matrix. Therefore
it does not relate to theA-terms, which have threeg-matrices, and we must choosea equal to
zero. In theS-andA-terms we can perform partial integrations to get rid of thee and]h terms in
the variation. These give equations of motion ofV, and can be cancelled by new variations ofV.
The required identities are
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Dj~Fik(CFk
jD )1 1

4h
i j Fkl

(CFklD)!5Fik(CDjFk
jD ) , ~4.28!

D[k~Fi
l [CFi j ]

D] !2Dl~F [ i j
[CFk]

lD ] !52F [ i j
[CDlFk]

lD ] . ~4.29!

The remainingh terms in the variation give us preciselyT2 . This leads to the following new
variations ofVi

A ,

dVi
A51 1

2~ ēB1h̄B!SBCDAgku
CFkiD1 1

4~ ēB1h̄B!ABCDAg iklu
CFklD. ~4.30!

Note that the variation ofVi
A no longer agrees with the result given in~3.30!. However, now we

should compare with the Abelian result in static gauge. This gauge choice requires a compe
world volume coordinate transformation, which, when acting onVi , produces the Abelian limit of
the S-contribution in~4.30!. TheA-term in ~4.30! vanishes in the Abelian limit.

V. SUMMARY

In this section we will summarize the results obtained in the non-Abelian case. The act
the sum of the Born–Infeld and Wess–Zumino terms. The Wess–Zumino term looks as fo

LWZ5e i 1¯ i 10H 1

2•9!
ūAs1g i 1¯ i 9

Di 10
uA2

1

4•7!
ūAP~1!

ABCg i 1¯ i 7
Di 8

uBFi 9i 10

C

1
1

16•5!
ūA~2s1SABCD!g i 1¯ i 5

Di 6
uB~FCFD! i 7¯ i 10J . ~5.1!

The Born–Infeld action is

LBI52$11 1
2ū

Ag iDiu
A2 1

2ū
As1P~1!

ABCg@ iDj ]u
BFi jC1 1

4F
i jAFi j

A2 1
2ū

ASABCDg~ iDj )u
B$FikCFk

jD

1 1
4h

i j Fkl
CFklD%1 1

4ū
AAABCDg i jk$DkuBFilCFl

jD2Dlu
BFi jCFklD%%. ~5.2!

In the action we use the following Yang–Mills structures:

P~1!
ABC5~ is2!dABC, ~5.3!

SABCD5P~1!
AE~CP~1!

BD)E52dAE~CdBD)E, ~5.4!

AABCD5P~1!
AE@CP~1!

BD]E52dAE@CdBD]E. ~5.5!

The action is invariant under global supersymmetry transformations and localk-transformations,

dūA52 ēA1h̄A, ~5.6!

dVi
A5 1

2~ ēB1h̄B!s1P~1!
BCAg iu

C1 1
2~ ēB1h̄B!SBCDAgku

CFkiD1 1
4~ ēB1h̄B!ABCDAg iklu

CFklD,
~5.7!

where the parameterseA satisfy the condition,

f ABCeC50. ~5.8!

As explained in the previous sections, the variation of the action underk-symmetry can be
expressed in terms of

GAB5G~0!$s1dAB1P~1!
ABC 1

2 gklFkl
C 2s1SABCD~ 1

8g i jkl F
i jCFklD2 1

4Fkl
CFklD!

2s1AABCD1
2g i j F

ikCFk
jD%, ~5.9!
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T A5g iDiu
A2s1P ~1!

ABCg iDju
BFi jC2S ABCDg~ iDj )u

B~FikCFk
jD1 1

4h
i j Fkl

CFklD!

1 1
2AABCDg i jk$DkuBFilCFl

jD2Dlu
BFi jCFklD%. ~5.10!

VI. GAUGE FIXING

In the k-symmetric system which we obtained in this paper, the ordinary supersymme
hidden in the localk-symmetry, and to make it explicit,k-symmetry should be gauge fixed. Th
analysis is very similar to the one done in the Abelian case in Ref. 11.

To do this analysis it is convenient to write out theN52 doublets explicitly. We write

G5S 0 g

g̃ 0D , ~6.1!

with

G25S gg̃ 0

0 g̃g D 51. ~6.2!

Hereg, g̃ are 32332 matrices, with in addition indicesAB, whereA, B run from 1 ton2. Then,
splitting also the fermions into separateN51 fermions, we write variations as follows:

dū1
A52 ē1

A1h̄1
A , dū2

A52 ē2
A1h̄2

A . ~6.3!

The parametersh can be expressed in terms of parametersk,

h̄5~ h̄1 h̄2!5~ k̄11k̄2g̃ k̄21k̄1g!. ~6.4!

Now we choose ak-gauge by settingū250, which implies that the transformation paramete
must satisfy

k̄25 ē22k̄1g. ~6.5!

So afterk-gauge fixing the remainingh is

h̄15 ē2g̃, ~6.6!

and the remaining fermionsxA[u1
A transform as

dx̄A52 ē1
A1 ē2

Bg̃BA. ~6.7!

Let us now look at the gauge fixed action. The Wess–Zumino term vanishes after gauge
since it was off-diagonal in the fermionsu1 andu2 . The Born–Infeld term gives

LBI52$11 1
2x̄

Ag iDix
A1 1

2dABCx̄Ag@ iDj ]x
BFi jC1 1

4F
i jAFi j

A1 1
2d

AECdBDEx̄Ag~ iDj )x
B$FikCFk

jD

1 1
4h

i j Fkl
CFklD%2 1

4d
AE@CdBD]Ex̄Ag i jk$DkxBFilCFl

jD2Dlx
BFi jCFklD%%. ~6.8!

Note that the terms of the formx̄]xF2 are not symmetric traces of U(n) generators. The sym
metric trace is of the form,

tr T~ATBTCTD)5
1
3~dABEdCDE1dCAEdBDE1dBCEdADE!. ~6.9!

The second line in~6.8! contains only two of the three contributions needed for the symme
trace, the last line contains explicit antisymmetrizations and can be rewritten in terms of str
constants,
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dAECdBDE2dAEDdBCE5 f ABEf CDE . ~6.10!

Finally, the linear and nonlinear supersymmetry transformations which leave~6.8! invariant are of
the form,

dxA52 ē1
A2 ē2

A1 ē2
B$dBAC1

2g
klFkl

C 1SBACD~ 1
8g i jkl F

i jCFklD2 1
4Fkl

CFklD!%,

dVi
A52 1

2~ ē1
B2 ē2

B!dBCAg ix
C2 1

4ē2
BdBEDdECAgklg ix

CFklD1 1
2~ ē1

B2 ē2
B!SBCDAgkx

CFkiD.
~6.11!

Note that contributions withA, the antisymmetrized product of twod-tensors, do not appea
because of~6.10! and the fact thate must be in the U~1! direction.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have obtained the non-Abelian generalization of the Born–Infeld action
terms quartic in the Yang–Mills field strength, and including all fermion bilinear terms up to te
cubic in the field strength. The terms of the formx̄]xF2 violate the symmetric trace conjectur

The k-symmetric construction of the Born–Infeld action involves the matrixG, satisfying
G251, which is used to project away one of the components of the fermion doublet. In
Abelian caseG factorizes in a part that is polynomial inF, and the inverse of the Born–Infel
action, which expands to an infinite series inF. In the non-Abelian case we are not yet at a sta
that such a factorization could be recognized. We see however, that the result~5.9! is consistent
with a factorization of the form,

GAB5G~0!$s1dAC1P~1!
ACF1

2g
klFkl

F 2s1SACFG~ 1
8g i jkl F

i jF FklG!2s1AACFG1
2g i j F

ikFFk
jG%

3~dCB1SCBDE1
4Fmn

D FmnE!. ~7.1!

Note that, as in the Abelian case,T ~5.10! contains the inverse of the factor that we find inG.
Clearly the second factor in the above expression is not a U(n) singlet, and therefore does no
correspond to the inverse of the action. Further analysis, which we plan to do at the cub
quartic level inF, should elucidate in which sense these factors are related to the Born–
action.

It is intriguing thatk-symmetry and worldvolume reparametrization invariance appear t
incompatible. Although for applications such as the construction of non-Abelian BPS states
not a drawback, issues of superspace and curved background remain unclear in the static
One way to try to resolve the issue of embedding coordinates would be to look in more de
the transformation rules ofVi

A . If a formulation with world volume reparametrization invarian
exists, then our formulation should be its gauge fixed version, and we should recogniz
corresponding compensating transformation in the transformation rule ofVi

A . To give an example,
let us consider the possibility that the embedding coordinates are in the adjoint of U(n), and
transform as

dXmA5dABCj iB] iX
mC1deX

mA1dhXmA. ~7.2!

Let us now gauge fix this extended worldvolume symmetry, by settingXA50 for all A
PSU(n), and Xm15d i

ms i for A51PU(1). Then the compensating transformation which p
serves this gauge is of the form,

jmA52deX
mA2dhXmA. ~7.3!

Here we have used thatdAB1;dAB, in a basis where the U~1! component of U(n) is labeled by
A51. Then, if the variation ofVi

A under world volume coordinate transformations is of the for
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dVi
A5dABCjkBFki

C , ~7.4!

we see that the term proportional toS in ~5.7! has almost the right form to be interpreted as
compensating transformation. However, the Yang–Mills structure in this expression is not
correct, as the indices ofV andF are not on the samed-tensor. We have found that if one choos
in ~4.12! c151, that then the structure comes out all right, and gives

dXmA;dABCdBDE~ ēD1h̄D!gkuE]kX
mC. ~7.5!

It would be interesting to see whether or not the construction of the generalized Born–
action including the worldvolume structure indicated above is possible.

As mentioned above, the generalization to a curved background would be greatly faci
by a better understanding of the superspace structure of the D-brane action. However, there
another open issue to consider. Consider the expression~4.17!, where we give the non-Abelian
generalization of the relationF5F1B in a flat background. In going to a curved background
have to decide how and where to introduce the NS–NS fields. Should there be a non-A
generalization of the NS–NS fieldB, or do only the U~1! fields on the worldvolume couple
effectively to the background fields? Similar questions can be raised about the RR-field@see
~4.1!#, whose form in a flat background also suggests that a non-Abelian generalization sho
required.

In a future publication,20 we hope to extend this work to higher order inF, and to apply the
results to the construction of non-Abelian BPS states. The simplest situation to think of
relation between D-branes at angles21 and overlapping branes through T-duality.7 As was shown in
Ref. 8 the BPS conditions between angles translate to conditions between magnetic fieldsF which
include contributions cubic inF. Therefore we will have to go at least to orderF3 in the super-
symmetry transformation rules to be able to compare our results with the predictions impli
Ref. 21. In the Abelian case the relation betweenk-symmetric formulations and BPS states w
formulated in Ref. 22. In particular, there it was shown that the knowledge ofG is in fact sufficient
to obtain BPS states. It would be interesting to generalize these results to the non-Abelian
tion.

Finally, it would be instructive to apply other approaches than the one employed in this
to find the complete answer. For instance, one could use the superembedding technique
oped in Refs. 23 and 24. Yet another approach could be to extend to the non-Abelian ca
analysis of Ref. 25, where it was shown how the super world volume dynamics of superbran
be obtained from nonlinear realizations.
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APPENDIX: PROPERTIES OF U „n … GENERATORS, ETC.

In these notes indicesA,B,... runfrom 1,...,n2. We freely raise and lower these indices.
We use the following conventions for Yang–Mills transformations of the non-Abelian Ya

Mills multiplet:

duA5 f A
BCLBuC, ~A1!
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dVi
A52DiL

A, ~A2!

Diu
A5] iu

A1 f A
BCVi

BuC, ~A3!

Fi j
A5] iVj

A2] jVi
A1 f A

BCVi
BVj

C , ~A4!

D[ iDj ]u
A5 1

2 f A
BCFi j

BuC. ~A5!

The U(n) generators are Hermitiann3n matrices. Our normalization for the trace of tw
U(n)-generators is

tr TATB5dAB . ~A6!

In general, we write for the product of two U(n) generators,

TATB51~dABC1 i f ABC!TC , ~A7!

whered and f are symmetric and antisymmetric inAB, respectively. We recognize that

@TA ,TB#52i f ABCTC ,

$TA ,TB%52dABCTC . ~A8!

From this we conclude that

tr@TA ,TB#TC52i f ABC ,

tr$TA ,TB%TC52dABC . ~A9!

This tells us that in factf is completely antisymmetric, andd completely symmetric inABC.
Then we have the Jacobi identity and its generalizations. These follow from

@@TA ,TB#,TC#1@@TB ,TC#,TA#1@@TC ,TA#,TB#50,

@$TA ,TB%,TC#1@$TB ,TC%,TA#1@$TC ,TA%,TB#50,

@TC ,@TA ,TB##5$TB ,$TC ,TA%%2$TA ,$TB ,TC%%. ~A10!

From these we derive the following identities for thef andd tensors:

f ABEf ECD1 f BCEf EAD1 f CAEf EBD50, ~A11!

dABEf ECD1dBCEf EAD1dCAEf EBD50, ~A12!

f ABEf ECD5dCAEdBED2dCBEdAED . ~A13!
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The future of string theory
John H. Schwarza)

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91125

~Received 2 January 2001; accepted for publication 13 February 2001!

Prophesy is just for fun. The more useful purpose of the exercise is to identify
important issues and to stimulate thought about where they stand and how they
might be resolved. The subject areas that are fair game include all of particle
physics and cosmology. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1377276#

I. THIRTY YEARS OF PROGRESS

Since my topic is the future of string theory, I will discuss issues and problems tha
currently unresolved and where there is still confusion, doubt, and uncertainty. However, if I
to do only that, it would give a distorted view of a subject that has undergone tremendous pr
over the past thirty years. Therefore, to give a more balanced picture, I have decided to be
presenting a brief chronology of some of the major developments that have taken place. I th
are entitled to look back on this with considerable pride and satisfaction.

• 1968–70: String theory developed to describe the strong interactions~hadron physics!

• 1971–73: Supersymmetry introduced in string theory and field theory

• 1974: String theory reinterpreted as a unified theory of gravity and other forces

• 1976–78: Supergravity; Montonen–Olive duality

• 1977–83: Superstring theory; path-integral formulation

• 1984: Anomaly cancellation; heterotic strings; Calabi–Yau compactification

• 1985–89: Conformal field theory; superstring perturbation theory; T duality; mirror sym
try; string field theory; matrix models

• 1990–94: S duality; p-branes; Seiberg–Witten theory

• 1995: Topology change; M theory; dualities relating all superstring theories and M th
D-branes

• 1996: Black-hole entropy; F theory; matrix theory

• 1997–99: Brane configurations; AdS/CFT duality; noncommutative geometry; brane w

II. THE ISSUES

Let me now discuss where I think future progress will occur. There are two major fields
string theory ought to illuminate some day: particle physics and cosmology.~A third one is
mathematics, but I will not discuss that.! Even though we think of particle physics as address
the microscopic extreme and cosmology the macroscopic extreme, it is quite natural to co
them together when dealing with a theory that incorporates gravity, as string theory does.
tivists and particle theorists have both identified the important problem of reconciling qua
theory with general relativity. The prospect of achieving this attracts both of them to string th
It is clear to many of us that string theory really does achieve this reconciliation, but it is also
that there are important aspects of how this works that are not yet fully understood.

a!Electronic mail: jhs@theory.caltech.edu
28890022-2488/2001/42(7)/2889/7/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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One such issue concerns the status of quantum mechanics and information loss. In
Hawking argued that the existence of black holes implies that a pure quantum state can evo
a mixed state, in other words there is a loss of quantum coherence. Were this to happen, it
mean a breakdown of quantum mechanics. I think it is quite clear that string theory res
quantum mechanics, and it might even explain it. It gives unitary evolution without los
coherence, and it can also describe black holes. Thus, it should be possible to study black h
string theory and to explain precisely how Hawking’s argument breaks down. Despite a grea
of effort, I don’t think that this has yet been done in a clear and convincing way. Howev
certainly believe that it should be possible.

Let me now turn to the most vexing and far-reaching of the unresolved issues: the c
logical constant.

A. The cosmological constant

The low energy effective theory of gravity contains the standard Einstein–Hilbert term:

SE5
1

16pG E A2gR d4x.

Theoretically, it is natural to also include a vacuum energy, or cosmological, term,

SL5E LA2g d4x.

Here, the parameterL—called the cosmological constant—can be interpreted as the energy
sity of the vacuum. Such a term is generically induced by radiative corrections even if it is z
the classical theory. In particular, it receives contributions from the zero-point energies of all
in the theory. You need a well-defined quantum theory of gravity, before the vacuum e
becomes something computable. String theory is the only such theory on the market. So it
with the advent of string theory that proposals for understanding this parameter from a fund
tal theoretical viewpoint can be analyzed.

Observationally, the bounds onL are exceedingly severe. As a first approximation, one
simply require that the energy in the form of vacuum energy is less than the amount that
give closure of the universe. Using this bound, one finds thatL, expressed in Planck units, is les
than 102122. This is the best measured approximation to zero of any physical parameter in n
We do not yet have a convincing way to derive whyL should be this small in the context of
realistic model. Even so, it seems much more likely that someday we will be able to deriv
answer zero than an answer of order 102122.

In recent years, astrophysicists and cosmologists have settled on a fairly precise inven
how mass and energy are distributed in the universe. Important constraints come from stu
the cosmic microwave background, large scale structure, and Type Ia supernovas, togeth
the rest of standard cosmology. Based on this, they have concluded the following: The tota
and energy in the universe give, to within about 10%, the critical closure density. This is the
required by inflation, which gives a flat open universe. It has been clear for some time th
appreciable fraction of the mass of the universe is in the form ofdark matter, but now it appears
that there is a second mysterious component, which could be calleddark energy. The inventory of
mass and energy is roughly as follows: 5% is baryonic matter, 25% is dark matter~mostly cold
dark matter, but a small portion could be massive neutrinos!, and 70% is dark energy. Cold dar
matter is concentrated in the halos of galaxies, whereas dark energy is distributed uni
throughout the universe.

Each component has an equation of state of the formp5wr, wherep is pressure andr is
density. Nonrelativistic matter hasw50 and radiation hasw51/3. To fit the data, the dark energ
should have an equation of state with21.0<w,20.5. Future observations should determine t
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parameter with greater accuracy. The most popular guess, which fits the data well, is that th
energy is vacuum energy~i.e., a cosmological constant!. This givesw521.

Components of the universe with different values ofw evolve differently:

r;R23(11w),

whereR is the scale factor of the universe. Thus the universe was primarily comprised of m
~and radiation! in the distant past and will be more and more comprised of dark energy in
future. This means that the present epoch of the universe is rather special: it is the epoch in
the contributions of matter and dark energy are comparable. This is a surprising coinciden
it seems to be a fact.

As we have already indicated, if the dark energy is vacuum energy, this corresponds to a
of the cosmological constant that is so small that it seems implausible that we will be a
derive it. Therefore it behooves us to ask whether there are any other candidates for th
energy.

One alternative to a cosmological constant, which has been discussed quite a bit lately
by the name ofquintessence—a word that originally referred to the human soul. In current us
it is the energy carried by a scalar field, which is not at the minimum of the potential, but is
rolling towards its minimum value. If it rolls sufficiently slowly, the phenomenology becom
very similar to that of a cosmological constant.~This kind of slow-roll mechanism is reminiscen
of ‘‘new inflation,’’ though at a vastly lower energy scale than in the case of the big bang.! In such
a scenario the fundamental value ofL could be zero, if that is the minimum of the potential th
is being approached asymptotically. In this way one avoids the need to explain an excee
small cosmological constant, but other equally challenging puzzles arise. For one thing, gett
field to roll slowly enough involves a fine-tuning of parameters that is just about as formidab
that for a tiny cosmological constant.

Such a slowly rolling scalar would correspond to a spin zero particle that is essen
massless, since the curvature of the potential would correspond to a Compton wavelengt
parable to the size of the universe. Therefore this scalar could mediate long-range scalar
There are many ways in which massless scalar fields can arise in string theory, such as
associated with compactification and a dilaton. All of them typically have couplings to ord
matter that is roughly of gravitational strength. The fact that gravity is observed to be a p
tensor force, to better that one percent accuracy, severely restricts the possibilities for m
scalars. So this seems to me to be a problem for accommodating the quintessence propos
context of string theory.

Another issue to be considered is that the values of scalar fields in string theory c
observable parameters such as Newton’s constant and the fine structure constant. A rolling
would therefore be expected to imply that these are changing with time. Observational bou
such time variation are quite severe, so this is also a problem for the quintessence propos

If neither a cosmological constant nor quintessence is the right answer, what other possi
are there? There has been some discussion of schemes in which the dark energy would be
by topological defects. For example, domain walls that are solid~i.e., they resist shear! and have
certain other special properties could givew522/3. As it stands, this does not look very co
vincing. However, neither do any of the alternatives.

So, to conclude this part of the discussion, even if we knew how to prove that the cosm
cal constant vanishes in string theory, there would still be a serious problem accounting f
cosmological observations. It will be interesting to see whether future high-precision deter
tions of the cosmological parameters confirm the present picture.

B. What is the role of supersymmetry?

Supersymmetry appears to be an essential feature in string theory and M-theory tha
quired to ensure mathematical consistency. Therefore it seems pretty clear that supersy
should be physically relevant at the fundamental scale, which is either the string scale
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eleven-dimensional Planck scale. But a crucial question, whose answer is much less cer
whether supersymmetry is also relevant to the description of physics at the electroweak
There are several unrelated arguments that suggest that a supersymmetry is broken n
electroweak scale. Even though none of them is conclusive, it is very impressive that the
lead to roughly the same scale for the typical mass of superpartners.

~1! Supersymmetry provides a solution to the gauge hierarchy problem. The ratio of the
troweak scale to the unification scale or the string scale is around 10214. In the context of the
standard model this is puzzling, since quadratic divergences in the Higgs mass would
malize the Higgs mass~and hence the electroweak scale! up to the cutoff. Supersymmetr
builds in cancellations that softens these divergences to being only logarithmic, thereb
tecting the hierarchy from being destroyed by radiative corrections.~This does not explain
where the hierarchy comes from in the first place.! This reasoning requires that the ener
scale that characterizes supersymmetry breaking should be comparable to the elect
scale—i.e., around 100 GeV to 1 TeV. This argument is not a proof of supersymm
because there could be other solutions to the hierarchy problem. One is known, and
could be others.

~2! The unification of the three gauge couplings at a high energy scale works much bette
supersymmetry than without it. In fact, studying the fits with a variable supersymmetry b
ing scale one finds that unification of the couplings is achieved for a supersymmetry ma
less than a few TeV. This is very impressive, but one could certainly imagine that othe
physics at intermediate scales could also lead to successful unification.

~3! A neutralino LSP with a mass of about 50–500 GeV is an excellent candidate for cold
matter. It is not possible to be much more precise than this, because we do not know y
mixture of gauginos and Higgsinos that makes up the LSP, and that affects the relatio
between the LSP mass and the cosmological mass fraction that it provides. If the LSP
dominant component of cold dark matter, the universe could have five times as much m
neutralinos as in baryons.

~4! In the context of supersymmetric grand unified models the renormalization group runni
Higgs masses can give rise to electroweak symmetry breaking at roughly the right sc
this way supersymmetry helps in establishing the hierarchy as well as in protecting it
radiative corrections.

Supersymmetry may be relevant to solving the cosmological constant problem. The
many known string theory solutions that give a flat Minkowski spacetime with unbroken s
symmetry. They are unrealistic, of course, since supersymmetry has to be broken. Howev
these solutions, supersymmetry ensures that radiative corrections do not generate a cosm
constant. So, at least in the context of unrealistic solutions, there is a symmetry explanation
vanishing of the cosmological constant. Unfortunately, it seems that this cancellation mech
only works for solutions with unbroken supersymmetry. When supersymmetry is broken
expects to get a cosmological constant with a size controlled by the supersymmetry mas
Assuming that scale is around 1 TeV, the resulting cosmological constant is still some 56
of magnitude too big. That’s an improvement on 124 orders of magnitude, but it leaves a
room for further progress.

Therefore, I like to pose the problem of the cosmological constant as the following que
Is there a supersymmetry breaking mechanism that does not generate a cosmological co
Such a mechanism is not known, but it seems to me that this is what we need. If one
discovered, that would be very exciting. Generic breaking of supersymmetry in the MSSM
duces over 100 new parameters, which is one of the reasons that it is so difficult to use it to
quantitative predictions. I would expect the ‘‘right’’ supersymmetry breaking mechanism t
highly constrained and therefore much more predictive.

Lest I leave you with the wrong impression, I should point out that this problem has rec
a lot of attention over the years. Ingenious proposals have been put forward by Moore, W
Kachru and Silverstein, and others. However, I suspect that the correct solution still remains
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discovered. It might be that insights gained from AdS/CFT duality will provide a better frame
for thinking about the cosmological constant. In any case, the importance of this problem c
be overstated.

C. What is the theory?

What is the theory? What is the principle on which it is based? What is the best w
formulate it? It is rather striking that after 30 years of enormous progress and effort by
hundreds of the most talented physicists, string theory is not yet fully formulated.

Matrix theory and AdS/CFT duality can be viewed as providing exact nonperturbative
nitions of string theory or M-theory for certain classes of solutions. This is a remarkable ach
ment, but we want more than a new recipe for each solution. We want a single formulatio
applies to all possible solutions. When such a formulation is found, it is entirely possible th
namestring theorywill no longer be considered appropriate. I suspect thatM -theorywill not fill
the bill either. But this is a secondary issue. Understanding the theory is much more importa
naming it.

I do not know what form the theory will take when it is completed. It might, for example
based on some abstract algebraic structure. The concepts of space and time are likely to em
properties of particular solutions rather than as smooth background geometries on whi
theory is formulated in the first place. It is hard to begin to formulate a theory without refer
to spacetime, since it is so radically different from anything we have dealt with before.
standard recipe would have us introduce quantum fields for particles or strings or whateve
then formulate an action that describes their propagation in a given spacetime manifold. W
seem to need is a theory for which the particles or the strings, as well as the spacetime ma
are properties of particular solutions rather than features of the underlying theory itself.

I expect that the optimal formulation of the theory will eventually be found, but I would
wish to attach a time frame to this prediction. One lesson I have learned during my career
it is very hard to anticipate future developments. String theory has undergone several revo
that have profoundly changed the way we think about the subject. Each one has caused u
new questions that we would not have even posed before. It is not at all clear to me how
more such revolutions are still required before we are in a position to formulate the th
properly. I would guess that the process is finite, and that we will eventually get there, bu
hard to assess how close we are at the present time. Once found, this theory will surely be
of great beauty, based on profound physical and mathematical principles. As I mentioned e
it will probably be sufficiently different from the present formulations to justify giving the sub
a new name. However, I do not think there is yet a good reason to drop the name ‘‘string the

D. What is the right solution?

Formulating the theory is not the whole problem. What is likely to prove to be even hard
the determination of a realistic solution. While I am convinced that the theory should be
pletely unique, with no adjustable parameters, I suspect that the story for solutions is very
ent. Every indication is that the theory admits a large number of different solutions, most of w
are completely unrealistic. Indeed, the ones that are known are supersymmetric, and th
certainly unrealistic.

There are a number of obvious questions that need to be answered: Can one com
classify all solutions of the theory? Is there a realistic solution with a Lorentz invariant vac
that gives an accurate description of particle physics? Is there a cosmological solution th
scribes the evolving universe that we observe? Can these two questions be addressed sepa
do we need to understand cosmology to give a proper description of particle physics?

For the reasons I discussed earlier, it would probably be better if there were no mass
rolling scalars. An added bonus of this is that it would mean that the quantum effective pot
that describes the dynamics of all light scalar fields has an isolated minimum. If such a min
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could be determined theoretically, the corresponding solution would have no continuously a
able parameters, and all physical quantities would become computable in principle. This wo
a very satisfying outcome.

E. Extra dimensions of space

Besides fermionic dimensions, string theory also requires extra spatial dimensions of a
what more conventional type. These have generally been assumed to form a compact spac
or seven dimensions with a size that is roughly comparable to the string scale, which mig
some 10232cm. The details of the geometry of the compact space profoundly influence
physics that is observed in four large dimensions. Thus we can hope to infer the geo
indirectly, even though such small extra dimensions would not be directly accessible by fo
able experiments.

Some physicists have recently suggested that the extra dimensions could be much larg
previously envisioned, maybe even so large as to be experimentally observable. There is
rather large community actively exploring possible scenarios of this type. To be honest, I fin
idea of large extra dimensions to be rather implausible, since it undermines some of the suc
predictions of grand unification, such as unification of the couplings and suppression of p
decay. Nevertheless, I do feel that it is worthwhile to explore these ideas, and to improv
experimental bounds. Who knows what might turn up?

F. The role of experiment

I do not expect the right solution to be found by pure thought alone. Experimental guid
and the more traditional back and forth between theory and experiment, will be important i
quest. One central issue that experimentalists will settle in the next ten or twenty years is w
new physics is that is responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking and mass generatio

The experiments will surely discover one or more Higgs particles. The bigger question,
opinion, is whether they will find evidence for supersymmetry that is broken at the electro
scale. If this is the case, then supersymmetry particles should be discovered experimen
Fermilab or CERN in the early part of the century. This discovery would have profound the
ical and experimental consequences. It would provide evidence for a nontrivial extension
known symmetries of space and time, an extension which could be described as the disco
fermionic dimensions. Also, it would set the agenda for experimental particle physics for se
decades. When I want to be sure to be quoted, I tell reporters that the discovery of supersym
would be more profound than life on Mars.

In addition to experiments at particle accelerators, there are also important nonacce
experiments being carried out. For example, dark matter searches are underway. Over the n
years they are expected to achieve the sensitivity required to cover most of the paramete
that is favored for axions or neutralinos. My guess is that a neutralino LSP will eventually tu
in these searches.

Such discoveries would make it clear that the abstract mathematical musings of the pas
years can be connected to experimental science. Experimental facts about supersymmetr
electroweak scale would provide crucial guidance in the quest to understand how to conn
underlying theory to the real world. Maybe it would even guide us to the discovery of a s
symmetry breaking mechanism that does not generate a cosmological constant.

G. The role of communication

The final decade of the old millennium saw the birth—from within particle physics—o
powerful new technology called the World Wide Web, which has been quietly revolution
education and bringing young people closer to physics than they could ever get when I was
in school. For example, on the Superstringtheory.com web site over Christmas break, the f
ing message appeared posted by a teenager from Canada:
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‘This was a great site that agreed with many of my own theories of ‘‘strings.’’ For the
time in my life it seems that someone seems to know what the heck I ‘‘know.’’~I am in grade 9
so when I bring up the topic of quantum mechanics I usually get a fuzzy stare.! Keep up the
excellent work.’

So not only is the next generation of string theorists out there, we have a way to reach
and they have a way to reach us, that has never existed before in history.

Therefore I would like to predict that the future could look very bright in that direction, if
take full advantage of this new technology.

III. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, string theory has developed into one of the most active areas of theo
physics in recent years. The last third of the 20th century witnessed the construction of an am
mathematical edifice, which we are struggling to understand. I expect to see equally s
progress achieved in the first third of the 21st century.

The theory is still not fully understood, but I am optimistic that a deeper formulation, w
makes clear that it is a unique theory, will be found. I also think that there is a good chanc
we will understand how to find solutions that are able to account for the observations of pa
physics and cosmology.

The construction of the standard model arose as a collaborative effort in which theoris
experimentalists both made major contributions. In the case of string theory, the natural e
scale is much higher, and so it is more difficult to make contact with experiment. To date
interactions with mathematicians have played a bigger role than the ones with experimental
the future, I expect that both will be very important. The subject involves a lot of new and bi
concepts, much as quantum mechanics did in the first half of the 20th century. Before w
through, it is likely that more of them will be identified. To get it right, we will need the help
our mathematical and experimental friends. It is only fitting that a theory that unifies particle
forces should also unify disciplines.
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We propose that the expectation value of a circular BPS-Wilson loop inN54
supersymmetric Yang–Mills can be calculated exactly, to all orders in a 1/N ex-
pansion and to all orders ing2N. Using the AdS/CFT duality, this result yields a
prediction of the value of the string amplitude with a circular boundary to all orders
in a8 and to all orders ings . We then compare this result with string theory. We
find that the gauge theory calculation, for largeg2N and toall orders in the 1/N2

expansion, does agree with the leading string theory calculation, to all orders ings

and to lowest order ina8. We also find a relation between the expectation value of
any closed smooth Wilson loop and the loop related to it by an inversion that takes
a point along the loop to infinity, and compare this result, again successfully, with
string theory. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1372177#

I. INTRODUCTION

There have been many tests of the conjectured duality ofN54 supersymmetric Yang–Mills
theory ~SUSYM! with type IIB string theory in anAdS53S5 background. However, since th
duality relates gauge theory with couplingg2 and gauge group of rankN to type IIB string theory
in an AdS background with radiusR25Ag2Na8 and string coupling 4pgs5g2, the only precise
tests have been of quantities so protected by supersymmetry that they receive no perturb
nonperturbative corrections. It is easy to calculate quantities in the gauge theory for
coupling—but these yield predictions for string theory in a very curved background, where
do not yet exist methods of computation. Conversely, it is easy to calculate quantities in the
theory for weak coupling~largeN! and large curvature~or smalla8!—but these yield predictions
for the gauge theory for largeN and largeg2N, for which there are no reliable methods
computation. In neither case, so far, is there a prediction on either side that holds for allN andg2.

We will suggest, in this paper, that the expectation value of a circular BPS-Wilson loo
N54 ~SUSYM! can be calculated exactly, to all orders in a 1/N expansion and to all orders i
g2N. This then yields a prediction of the value of the string amplitude with a circular bounda
all orders ina8 and to all orders ings . We then compare this result with string theory. We fi
that the gauge theory calculation, for largeg2N and toall orders in the 1/N2 expansion, does agre
with the leading string theory calculation, to all orders ings and to lowest order ina8.

Our result is an extension of a beautiful paper,1 in which Erickson, Semenoff and Zaremb
calculated the contributions of rainbow graphs to the expectation value of a circular Wilson
in N54 supersymmetric gauge theory. The result they found was that

^W& rainbow5
2

Al
I 1~Al!, ~1.1!

a!Electronic mail: drukker@usc.edu
b!Electronic mail: gross@itp.ucsb.edu
28960022-2488/2001/42(7)/2896/19/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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wherel5g2N is the ’t Hooft coupling andI 1 is a Bessel function. For largel ~1.1! behaves as

^W& rainbow;A2

p

eAl

l3/4. ~1.2!

The expectation value of Wilson loops can also be calculated using the Maldacena conject2–4

and for the circular Wilson loop one finds, to leading order in largel, that5,6

^W&circle5eAl, ~1.3!

in agreement with~1.2!.
The authors of Ref. 1 conjectured that the rainbow graphs gave the exact largeN behavior of

the circular Wilson loop and gave some evidence~a 2 loop calculation! to this effect. We will
outline a proof that the result~1.1! is indeed exact to all orders ing2N for N5`. We will also
generalize this result to all orders in the 1/N2 expansion.

How are we able to perform an exact calculation in strongly coupled gauge theory?
reason turns out to be that the circular Wilson loop is totally determined by an anoma
conformal anomaly. As in other cases one is able to calculate the anomaly exactly to all ord
the coupling.

To see this recall that the Wilson loop under discussion is the appropriate super-sym
Wilson loop,

W5
1

N
TrP expi R ~Amẋm1 iF i uẋuu i !dt, ~1.4!

whereAm andF i are the gauge fields and the scalars that couple toxm(t), parametrizing the circle
and tou i which is chosen to be some constant unit vector inR6. This special Wilson loop is
locally supersymmetric. If the contour„xm(t)… is a straight line then the Wilson line is globally
BPS object whose expectation value is precisely one. A straight line and a circle are relate
conformal transformation. This fact was used by Ref. 5 to find the minimal surface ending
a circle. If the expectation value of a Wilson loop was truly invariant under all conformal tr
formations then the expectation value of a circular loop would also be one. However, this
the case. We will show that there are quantum anomalies when one performs the type of
conformal transformations necessary to turn a straight line into a circle. These anomali
responsible for the very nontrivialg2N and 1/N behavior of the circular loop, and as often is th
case with anomalies, can be calculated exactly.

Accepting for the moment the result of~1.1! ~for N5`!, we see that acting on a straight lin
with a special conformal transformation that changes it to a circle changes its expectation va
a factor of 2I 1(Al)/Al. Since this factor arises from an anomaly, we will be able to argue
this phenomenon is much more general—the same happens for a general Wilson loop. Th

^W&N5`5
2

Al
I 1~Al!^W̃&, ~1.5!

whereW is any closed smooth Wilson loop andW̃ is the loop related to it by a special conform
transformation that takes a point alongW to infinity. Even more, we will generalize this result t
all orders in the 1/N2 expansion.

The fact that the expectation value of circular Wilson loops and straight line Wilson loop~or
more generally closed and open loops related by conformal transformations! are different should
not be a surprise. Large conformal transformations, such as an inversion,

xm→ xm

x2 , ~1.6!

are not symmetries ofR4, since they exchange the point at infinity with a point at a finite distan
They are a symmetry of the theory onS4, which includes the point at infinity. On the sphere the
is no distinction between a circle and a line, and the expectation value of either is the same
a circle onR4.
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There clearly could be a problem with the invariance under global conformal transforma
For example, a conformal transformation of a correlator ofn local operators could take one of th
points to infinity, and turn it into the correlator ofn21 operators. Here we are seeing an ana
gous statement for Wilson loops, by transforming the circle to the line, one point along the lo
taken to infinity. As such, one might guess that the difference between the line and the circle
contribution of the fields at a single point. In fact the authors of Ref. 1 pointed out that~1.1! is
equal to the Wilson loop of the largeN Hermitian matrix model,

2

Al
I 1~Al!5 K 1

N
Tr exp~N!L 5

1

Z E DM
1

N
Tr exp~M !expS 2

2

g2 Tr M2D , ~1.7!

and one could associate the fieldM with the fluctuations of the fields at the point at infinity.
We will demonstrate how Eq.~1.5!, and its finiteN generalization, can be proven in Sec.

The idea for the proof is the following. Under a conformal transformation the gluon propaga
modified by a total derivative. This is analogous to a gauge transformation, and naively do
affect the gauge invariant loop. However the gauge transformation is singular at the point
taken to infinity. While the perturbative expansion is naively invariant under gauge transfo
tions, we find that this invariance breaks down at the singular point. By calculating the con
tion from the singularities we are able to show that it is given by a matrix model. We did
complete the proof that the matrix model is quadratic, but there are many indications that it i
is. Under that assumption we are able to evaluate the expectation value to all orders in pertu
theory. For largeN we will recover~1.5!, but our result yields an exact relation for anyl and any
N. In the case of a circular loop we derive an exact expression for^W&.

In Sec. III we compare our results with the dual string theory. We find that at the clas
level the minimal area calculation shows the same universal behavior under a conformal tra
mation. In the case of the circular loop, where we are able to calculate in the gauge theory e
we argue that order by order in string perturbation theory, the leading contribution for sma8
agrees with the gauge theory predictions. We also show that the agreement extends t
coupling where, after anS-duality transformation, it is given by a D1-brane.

In Sec. IV we generalize the calculation to more general observables in the matrix m
Those correspond to Wilson loops wound multiple times around the circle.

The Appendices contain the details of the explicit evaluation of the matrix model that y
the precise form of our results.

II. THE GAUGE THEORY CALCULATION

We shall explore the invariance of the Wilson loop under large conformal transforma
order by order in perturbation theory.

We expand the expectation value of the Wilson loop around some contourC, as defined in
~1.4!,

^WC&5 (
n50

`

Anln,

A051,
~2.1!

A15
1

2 R ds1 R ds2

1

N
Tr„2 ẋ1

mẋ2
n^Am~x1!An~x2!&1uẋ1uu1

i uẋ2uu2
j ^F i~x1!F j~x2!&…,

A25¯ .

We will work in R4, where the propagators are translationally invariant and investigate
behavior of^WC& under conformal transformations that take the closed contourC to C̃. We will
comparê WC& to
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^W̃C̃&5 (
n50

`

Ãnln. ~2.2!

We could instead compare the gauge theory onR4 to the theory onS4. In the latter we would use
propagators that transform covariantly under inversions. Those were studied in Ref. 7, a
related to the Feynman gauge propagator by a singular gauge transformation. The two co
tions turn out to be equivalent.

A. Quadratic term

Let us look at the first nontrivial term in the expansion of the Wilson loop and compareÃ1 to
A1 . First consider the behavior of the propagators under a large conformal transformati
particular we shall examine the behavior under an inversion about the origin,

xm→ xm

x2 5 x̃m. ~2.3!

All other large conformal transformations can be obtained by a combination of an inversio
small conformal transformations. Under inversion the scalar propagator,

Gi j
ab~x1 ,x2!5^F i

a~x1!F j
b~x2!&5

g2

4p2

d i j d
ab

~x12x2!2 , ~2.4!

transforms to

G̃i j
ab~ x̃1 ,x̃2!5

g2

4p2 x1
2x2

2 d i j d
ab

~x12x2!2 . ~2.5!

Taking into account the fact that under inversionuẋu→uẋu/x2, the one scalar exchange contrib
tion,

uẋ1uu1
i uẋ2uu2

j ^F i~x1!F j~x2!&, ~2.6!

to the Wilson loop, is invariant under inversion. However, if this was the only term we would
to introduce an ultraviolet cutoff to render the integral finite, and this could spoil the confo
invariance. Indeed, the Wilson loop in a nonsupersymmetric theory exhibits a perimeter l
perturbation theory,

W;g2
L

e
, ~2.7!

which is definitely not invariant under conformal transformations. But the inclusion of both
scalars and the gluons in the Wilson loop exactly cancels this divergence.6

The story with the gauge fields is more complicated, since under inversion a vector fie~of
dimension one! transforms as

Ṽm~ x̃!5x2I mn~x!Vn~x!, I mn~x!5gmn22
xmxn

x2 . ~2.8!

This can easily be derived by noting that

]

] x̃m 5x2I mn~x!
]

]xn , ~2.9!
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so that ifF is a dimensionless scalar field that transforms asF( x̃)5F(x), then the dimension one
vector field,]mF(x), will transform as above.

Thus the gluon propagator transforms as

^Ãm
a ~ x̃1!Ãn

b~ x̃2!&5x1
2x2

2I mr~x1!I ns~x2!^Ar
a~x1!As

b~x2!&. ~2.10!

We shall work, for convenience in the Feynman gauge,^Am
a (x1)An

b(x2)&5(g2/4p2)@gmndab/(x1

2x2)2#. Then the transformed propagator is

G̃mn
ab~ x̃1 ,x̃2!5

g2dab

4p2

x1
2x2

2

~x12x2!2 S gmn22
x1

mx1
n

x1
2 22

x2
mx2

n

x2
2 14

x1•x2x1
mx2

n

x1
2x2

2 D
5

g2dab

4p2 x1
2x2

2S gmn

~x12x2!2 1
1

2
]m

1
„ln~x12x2!2]n

2 ln x2
2
…

1
1

2
]n

2
„ln~x12x2!2]m

1 ln x1
2
…2

1

2
]m

1 ]n
2~ ln x1

2 ln x2
2! D . ~2.11!

Consequently, while we saw that the contribution of the scalars to the Wilson loop
invariant under inversion, the gluon contribution,ẋ1

mẋ2
n^Am

a (x1)An
b(x2)&, is changed by a tota

derivative:

g2dab

8p2 ẋ1
mẋ2

n@]m
1
„ln~x12x2!2]n

1 ln x2
2
…1]n

2
„ln~x12x2!2]m

1 ln x1
2
…2]m

1 ]n
2~ ln x1

2 ln x2
2!#

5
g2dab

4p2 ẋ1
mẋ2

n]m
1 S ln

~x12x2!2

ux1u
]n

2 ln x2
2D . ~2.12!

Since the modification of the gluon contribution is a total derivative, which is equivalent
gauge transformation, one might conclude that the inversion is a symmetry of the Wilson
This would be the case, except that the gauge transformation in~2.12! has potential singularities
We must therefore reexamine the proof of gauge invariance of the perturbative expansion a
whether it fails.

We are evaluating the integral

Ã12A152
1

16p2 R
C
dx1

m R
C
dx2

n ]m
1 S ln

~x12x2!2

ux1u
]n

2 ln x2
2D . ~2.13!

@Here we have included the contribution from the color indices that gives a facto
(1/N)Tr TaTa5N/2.# There are two potential singularities that we encounter when doing thx1

integral, atx15x2 , and atx150. The second singularity only occurs if the pointxm50 lies on the
contourC. To examine the behavior at the singularities we introduce a cutoffe.

First, consider the case wherexm50 lies on the contourC. The contribution fromx150 is

2
1

16p2 R
C
dx2

n ln
~x21e!2

~x22e!2 ]n
2 ln x2

2. ~2.14!

Heree is an infinitesimal vector tangent to the loop at the origin. To perform thex2 integral, we
notice that for largex2 the integrand is of ordere, the integrand can therefore be regarded a
delta function concentrated atx256e. A similar term arises from regularizing the singularity
x15x2 , which is also zero forx2 far from the origin. So the only contribution comes from th
point x15x250.
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To find the contribution from the singular point one can use the expression

E
e

`

dx
1

x
ln

x2e

x1e
52

p2

4
, ~2.15!

to find that

Ã12A152 1
8 . ~2.16!

On the other hand ifxm50 does not lie on the contourC the integral is not singular enoug
and it vanishes. Thus in this caseÃ12A150. Therefore we conclude that under inversion throu
the origin the quadratic contribution to the Wilson loop is invariant if the original loop does
pass through the origin. Such an inversion transforms a closed contour into another closed c
On the other hand ifC passes through the origin the transformed Wilson loop (C̃) is now extended
to infinity, it is an open Wilson line that only meets at the point at infinity. In this case
quadratic order,

^W̃C̃&2^WC&52l/8. ~2.17!

A safer route to the same result is to evaluate the modification to the propagator~2.11!
directly, and not use integration by parts. That way one does not encounter any singularitie
us do this for the two simplest examples. First we look at a circle passing through the orig

x1~s!5~11coss, sins! x2~ t !5~11cost,sint !. ~2.18!

Under inversion this is mapped to the straight line:x(s)5 1
2 „1, tan(s/2)…. For this contour the

modification of the gluon propagator contributes toW̃ the amount

l

16p2 F ẋ1
mẋ2

n]m
1 S ln

~x12x2!2

ux1u
]n

2 ln x2
2D1~x1→x2!G

5
l

16p2 F2S 2 sint

4 sin2
t

2
D S 2 sins

4 sin2
s

2
D 1

2 sin~s2t !

4 sin2S s2t

2 D S 2 sins

4 sin2
s

2
D S sint

4 sin2
t

2
D G52

l

32p2 ,

~2.19!

which, when integrated over the circle, gives the result of~2.16!.
It is even simpler to take a straight line that does not pass through the originx(s)5(1,s).

Under the inversion it is mapped to a circle of radius 1/2 whose origin is at~1/2,0!, and the point
at infinity is mapped to the origin. Therefore we expect a contribution from the point at infi
that is exactly opposite to the previous calculation. Indeed

A12Ã152
1

16p2 E
2`

`

dsE
2`

`

dt
1

~s2t !2 S 22
s2

s211
22

t2

t211
14

st~st11!

~s211!~ t211! D
5

1

8p2 E
2`

`

dsE
2`

`

dt
1

~s211!~ t211!
5

1

8
. ~2.20!

Finally, we note that the calculation of the quadratic piece of the Wilson loop in the ca
the circle and the straight line, which are related by an inversion through the origin, is easy
directly. For the straight line we automatically get zero, since for a straight line,
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ẋ1• ẋ22uẋ1uuẋ2u50. ~2.21!

Thus for a straight line the sum of the gluon and scalar propagators vanishes. The reason
triviality is the BPS nature of our Wilson loop, which for a straight line ensures that there a
contributions to any order inl. In the case of the circle the propagators do not cancel, but t
sum is a constant, since~for uxu5uẋu51!

~x12x2!2522~ ẋ1• ẋ22uẋ1uuẋ2u!. ~2.22!

Explicitly, for the circle in~2.18!,

^W&5E
0

2p

ds dt
l

16p2

2 ẋ~ t !• ẋ~s!1uẋ~ t !uuẋ~s!u
„x~ t !2x~s!…2

5E
0

2p

ds dt
l

16p2

1

2
5

l

8
. ~2.23!

So we have learned that to quadratic order the difference between the Wilson loop alo
open lineC̃ and along the closed contourC obtained by an inversion through the origin is

^W̃C̃&2^WC&52l/8. ~2.24!

In the case of the straight linêW̃C̃&50 and^WC&5l/8. In the following we shall generalize th
evaluation of the circle and the relationship~2.24! to all orders inl.

B. The circle to all orders

It is simple to generalize the calculation of the circle to arbitrary order in perturbation th
This is because the circle is related by an inversion to the straight line, and the straigh
receives no corrections to any order~since it is BPS!. So we start with a straight line contourC
@say x(s)51/2„1, tan(s/2)…#. The Wilson loop along this contour is identically equal to one
cause of supersymmetry. We saw this explicitly to leading order, but the triviality holds t
orders. When we perform the inversion we will get the Wilson loop along the circle, expre
diagram by diagram, in terms of the diagrams for the straight line loop with the gluon propag
modified according to~2.11!. Of course, in addition to propagators and vertices involving
scalars and gluons we will also have to include ghosts—however these, like the scalars, tra
covariantly under the inversion.

The modifications of the gluon propagators is of the form of a gauge transformation. W
not for the fact that this gauge transformation is singular it would have no effect on any o
diagrams of a given order—the boundary terms that one would encounter upon integrating
total derivatives by parts would cancel order by order. This is the regular statement of
invariance of the perturbative expansion. Indeed in our case we do not even have to wo
making these arguments, about the usual short distance singularities that in most theories
regularization and renormalization since theN54 SUSYM theory is finite when all the diagram
of a given order are included.

However, because of the singularities that occur in the modified propagator at the orig
point about which the inversion is done, there is another boundary contribution, namely whe
only when both ends of a single propagator hits the origin~or the point at infinity!. As we saw
above, by introducing a cutoffe, when one end of the propagator hits the origin~or the point at
infinity!, the resulting modification to the propagator is of ordere unless the other end of th
propagator also hit the origin. Thus it behaves like a one-dimensional delta-function that co
utes a finite amount when the other end of the propagator is integrated over the loop. The
when both ends of a single propagator approach the origin~or the point at infinity! we get a
constant factor of21/8 ~1/8!.

One should worry about contributions when the other end of the propagator is on an in
vertex that approaches the origin. We think that at least for theN54 theory those graphs will no
contribute, but we were unable to prove that. By using the same regularization as above, it
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to see that the contribution, if any, would come only when all the connected part of the dia
collapses to that point. This means that it can be described by an interaction term in the
model. An explicit calculation1 shows that there is no term of orderg4. It would require a better
regulator and a more careful calculation to show that the interaction terms vanish to all order
remarkable agreement between our results and the AdS calculation suggests that there
interactions. In the remainder of the paper we will assume that indeed all the interaction
vanish, and will provide evidence for that from the comparison to string theory in AdS.

So, ignoring interactions, if we integrate by parts all of the modified gluon propagator
will get nonvanishing contributions from single propagators that are not attached to other p
the diagram when both ends of a single propagator approach the origin~or the point at infinity!.
These will yield constant factors times the rest of the diagram, as is illustrated~for a circle! in Fig.
1. But the sum of the rest of the diagrams~to any given order! vanishes in the case of the straig
line. Therefore the calculation of the straight line Wilson loop, with modified gluon propaga
reduces to summing all graphs with just noninteracting modified gluon propagators. Each
modified propagator will give a factor as in~2.20!. We simply have to add all these terms.

Alternatively we can argue that since the sum of the ordinary gluon and scalar propa
vanishes, we can add these as well. This then is inverted to the Wilson loop for a circle, whe
should sum the Feynman diagrams of a noninteracting theory of scalars and vectors. Th
simple calculation to perform, since as we have seen—in the case of the circle—the sum
gluon~in Feynman gauge! and scalar propagator contributions is a constant@see~2.23!#. Since each
propagator just yields a constant, we can perform the sum and account for the factors oN by
doing the calculation in a 0-dimension field theory, namely a matrix model. This leads t
expression

^Wcircle&5 K 1

N
Tr exp~M !L 5

1

Z E DM
1

N
Tr exp~M !expS 2

2N

l
Tr M2D . ~2.25!

In the Appendix we shall show that this integral can be calculated exactly, in an expans
powers of 1/N2. The result is @where Ln

m is the Laguerre polynomialLn
m(x)51/n!

3exp@x#x2m(d/dx)n(exp@2x#xn1m)#:

^Wcircle&[F~l,N!

5
1

N
LN21

1 ~2l/4N!exp@l/8N#

5
2

Al
I 1~Al!1

l

48N2 I 2~Al!1
l2

1280N4 I 4~Al!1
l5/2

9216N4 I 5~Al!1¯ . ~2.26!

FIG. 1. ~a! To go from a straight line to a circle one should include diagrams with some gluon propagators replaced
total derivatives~dotted lines!. Those give a boundary contribution only when all of them hit the point of inversion~marked
by an x!. ~b! Regardless of the rest of the diagram, the anomaly is dependent only on the vicinity of the inversion po
since it lives at one point, is given by the matrix model expression.
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To leading order in 1/N we recover the result

^Wcircle&N5`5
2

Al
I 1~Al!5 (

n50

`
~l/4!4

n! ~n11!!
, ~2.27!

in agreement with Ref. 1, where the leading, noninteracting, rainbow graphs~the leading largeN
graphs! were summed.

Our result is based on a perturbative expansion, but we do not expect corrections
instantons. We found that the only contributions are from diagrams collapsed to the po
inversion, and since instantons are smooth objects, the singular graphs have measure zero,
not contribute.

C. Arbitrary loops

As was explained in the preceding section, the contribution to the circular Wilson loop c
localized near a single point. Going from the straight line to the circle, the contribution is from
point at infinity. Since the calculation can be pushed to one point, one would expect that i
not depend on the shape of the curve. Indeed we will see that for any smooth closed curveC and
the open curveC̃ related to it by a conformal transformation the appropriate Wilson loops sa

^WC&5 K 1

N
Tr exp~M !L ^W̃C̃&5F~l,N!^W̃C̃&. ~2.28!

We will prove this equation below by comparing Feynman diagrams of the two Wilson loo
First, we will explain one feature of~2.28!, the fact that the left hand side has a single tra

while the right hand side has two traces—over exp(M) and over the open Wilson loop. The reas
for this factorization is that the SUSYM fields and the matrixM are independent variables. I
general, for two independent Hermitian matricesA andB with independentU(N) invariant mea-
suresm(A),m̃(B),

K 1

N
Tr~ f ~A!g~B!!L 5E DADBm~A!m̃~B!

1

N
Tr„f ~A!g~B!…

5E DADBm~A!m̃~B!
1

N
Tr„U†f ~A!UV†g~B!V…, ~2.29!

with arbitrary unitaryU, V. Since they are independent,W5UV† can take any value inU(N),
and we can integrate over it,

E DADB
DW

Vol@U~N!#
m~A!m̃~B!

1

N
Tr~AWBW†!5E DADBm~A!m̃~B!

1

N2 TrATrB.

~2.30!

Using this result,

K 1

N
TrFexp~M !P expi E

C̃
~Amẋm1 iF i uẋuu i !dtG L 5 K 1

N
Tr exp~M !L ^W̃C̃&. ~2.31!

The proof for a general loop is again diagrammatic, order by order in perturbation theory
write the loops again as

^WC&5 (
n50

`

Anln, ^W̃C̃&5 (
n50

`

Ãnln. ~2.32!

Let us look at a certain diagramG of WC at orderg2n which contributes toAn , and assume it has
k vertices on the Wilson loop.
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There is a similar diagramG̃ contributing to the coefficientÃn of W̃C̃ . Those two diagrams

are not equal to each other, ratherG is equal toG̃ if we replace the gluon propagator by th

modified propagator~2.11!. ThusG is equal toG̃ plus total derivatives. See Fig. 2.
Exactly as in the case of the circle, the total derivatives terms will cancel unless they h

origin. When one end hits this point the resulting expression is proportional to a one-dimen
delta-function, forcing the other end to the origin.

So consideringG̃ with l boundary to boundary propagators replaced by the total deriva

will give a contribution from the singular point times the rest of the diagramG̃8, as in Fig. 3~c!.

We find the same sub diagramG̃8 by replacing propagators by total derivatives in other graphs
illustrated in Fig. 3~d!.

Summing all of them we see that the total derivative contribution is exactly the matrix m
expression as before. From the example of the circle we know thatl total derivatives give the sam
as the insertion of@1/(2l )!l l #M2l . Since there is only one trace, this should be taken as a m
multiplying the rest of the diagram. But by the argument above~2.30!, the trace breaks in two
Therefore we see thatAn is equal toÃn plus matrix model corrections,

An5(
l 50

n K 1

N~2l !!l l Tr M2l L Ãn2 l . ~2.33!

FIG. 2. Two graphs contributing~a! to the open Wilson loop̂W̃C̃& and~b! to the closed loop̂WC&. The curves are related
by a conformal transformation, and the two diagrams differ by total derivatives.

FIG. 3. We show here some diagrams one gets by replacing gluon propagators by total derivatives~dotted lines!. Diagrams
~a! and ~b! will not contribute, since not all the total derivatives hit the inversion point.~c! Does contribute, since all the
total derivatives can hit the origin. One gets diagram~d! by doing the same procedure to a sightly different grap
Summing~c!, ~d! and a few other such graphs gives the matrix model expression at orderl2 times the rest of the diagram
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Therefore

^WC&5 (
n50

`

Anln5 (
n50

`

(
l 50

n K 1

N~2l !!
Tr M2l L Ãn2 ll

n215 K 1

N
Tr exp~M !L ^W̃C̃&. ~2.34!

The crucial point in the proof is that the total derivative part of the graphs~the matrix model!
totally decouple from the rest of the graph. The total derivatives live within an infinites
distance from the origin. It is a set of measure zero for any other part of the graph to be i
vicinity, and since the loop is smooth, and the theory is finite, this set of measure zero do
contribute.

The above argument is true for allN, not just planar graphs. Again, one has to note that if
matrix model part has genusp and the rest of the graph is at genusq, the total genus isp1q, since
those two graphs are totally separated. Also, we assumed here that the matrix model is qu
but the statement would be correct regardless of that. Even if the interactions do not vanish
a contribution, the entire part of the diagram with interaction has to collapse to the singular
It would still give a matrix model contribution times the rest of the graph.

III. THE COMPARISON WITH STRING THEORY

The AdS/CFT2 correspondence allows one to calculate the expectation value of Wilson
in N54 SUSYM for largel from minimal surfaces in AdS space.3,4 We will now compare our
calculation of the ratio of Wilson loops that are related by inversion, as well as the exact e
sion for a circular Wilson loop, to string theory calculations.

We have shown that a Wilson loop,WC , along a closed contourC passing through the origin
is related to a Wilson loop,W̃C̃ , along the open line,C̃, obtained by inverting the contour throug
the origin, by

^WC&5F~l,N!^W̃C̃&. ~3.1!

We would like to prove the same statement from string theory. A complete proof is beyon
capabilities, since the calculational tools for string perturbation theory inAdS5 are still undevel-
oped. However, we are able to give strong evidence from string theory for this relationsh
leading order in 1/l5( l s /R)4, and to all orders in the string coupling,gs5l/(4pN), for arbitrary
smooth loops!

A. Circular loops

For circular loops we can perform a precise test of the AdS/CFT correspondence, sin
have derived an exact expression for the circular Wilson loop for alll andN. In string theory, to
a given order in 1/N2, we expect that the Wilson loop should be given by

^Wcircle&p5
1

N2p e2Spf p~l!, ~3.2!

whereSp is the action for a minimal surface ending on the circle withp handles andf (l) would
be calculated by evaluating the fluctuations about the minimal surface in powers ofa8 ~or l s /R, or
equivalently 1/l1/4!.

The minimal area surface to leading order in 1/N2 can be constructed analytically and yield
S052Al, it is a smooth, geodesic surface. To higher order in 1/N2 we need to find the minima
area surface with handles. It is intuitively obvious that the best we can do is to attach dege
handles that have no area to the above surface. This is not a smooth surface, but it is the
smooth surfaces and has the minimal possible area. If this is the case thenSp5S052Al.

To do better than this one would need to evaluate the stringy fluctuations about the m
surface, in an expansion ina8. This is beyond our capabilities. However, we can determine
overall power of the inverse coupling, 1/(l s /R), that multipliese2S. We claim that
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^Wcircle&p
string}

1

N2p

l~6p23!/4

p!
eAlF11OS 1

Al
D G . ~3.3!

The factor of 1/p! arises since the handles are indistinguishable. We give two arguments fo
power of l in this expression. The string coupling isgs

2;l2/N2, but in addition one has to be
careful of the contribution of zero modes. The dimension of the moduli space of surfaces of
p with one boundary is 6p23. Since the relevant surfaces are degenerate we have to impos
real constraints for each handle, in addition to the overall 3. Each constraint gives a pow
l21/4, from the correct normalization of the zero modes. This gives

S l

ND 2p

→ l~6p23!/4

N2p . ~3.4!

An equivalent calculation comes from the low energy effective supergravity, the degen
handles are the same as the exchange of supergravity modes. In Ref. 5 the exchange
between two widely separated surfaces was calculated. One can redo their calculation for t
at hand, the self interaction of the surface ending on a circle. In their case the coupling
Kaluza–Klein modes is proportional to 1/N2 and the integration over each of the surfaces give
measure factor ofl.

Therefore the result for well separated surfaces was proportional tol/N2. For calculating the
self interaction of a single surface we have to use the propagator at short distances, whic
dimensions, has a cubic divergence. Integrating over the surface leaves a linear divergence
should be cut off at the string scale, giving an extra factor ofR/ l s;l1/4. In addition we should
sum over all the KK modes, again imposing a cutoff—the angular momentum cannot e
R/ l s . This gives the final resultl3/2/N2 for each handle.

This power ofl is also confirmed by theS-duality argument in the following section.
We can now compare this with the gauge theory result,^Wcircle&5F(l,N). In Appendix B we

examine the largel behavior of the 1/N2 expansion ofF(l,N). We show that, order by order in
the 1/N2 expansion, this function behaves, for largel, as

^Wcircle&
gauge5F@l,N#5(

p

1

N2p

eAl

p!
A2

p

l~6p23!/4

96p F12
3~12p218p15!

40Al
1OS 1

l D G .

~3.5!

Thus we find precise agreement with the string theory calculation, order by order in 1/N2, to
leading order in 1/l!

B. S-duality

Another very strong test of this expression comes from checking its region of validity. Cl
both the AdS expression~3.3! and the matrix model result~3.5! are valid forl@1. If we ignore
the 1/l correction the matrix model gives

^Wcircle&
gauge;A2

p
l23/4expSAl1

l3/2

96N2D . ~3.6!

Thus the approximation̂Wcircle&;expAl is valid as long as 1!l!N2. The AdS expression is
valid only for l!N, or else string theory is strongly coupled. Forl@N we should perform an
S-duality transformation. UnderS-duality the Wilson loop turns into a ’t Hooft loop of the dua
theory described by a D1-brane. The action for this configuration is given in terms of the
couplingsg̃s51/gs and l̃5l/gs

2,
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^Wcircle&
dual string;exp

Al̃

g̃s
5expAl. ~3.7!

So the dual D1-brane has the same action as the original fundamental string. This dual des
is valid as long asl̃@1, or l!N2. We see, therefore, that the range of validity of the t
calculations is identical!

This can be regarded as another test of the matrix model expression, and in particu
power ofl accompanying the 1/N2 corrections. But it should also be considered a test ofS-duality
in N54 SUSYM. The matrix model is valid for all values ofg, and with the replacementg
→4p/g it gives the value of the ’t Hooft loop, which is confirmed by the AdS calculation.

C. Arbitrary loops

This story can be generalized, to some extent, to arbitrary loops. Indeed, a version
statement for largel and to lowest order ings was made in a footnote in Ref. 8. As shown in R
6, the expectation value of the Wilson loop to leading order in thea8 expansion, is

^W&}e2S, ~3.8!

where the action,S, is a Legendre transform of the area of the surface inAdS5 whose boundary is
the loop contour. The Legendre transform removes~for a smooth loop! the divergence in the area
For smooth loops the Legendre transform is equal~asymptotically! to the extrinsic curvature of the
boundaryk. Then we can use the Gauss–Bonnet theorem to write the action for the minima
as

S5
Al

2p
F E d2sAg2E dtAgk G5 Al

2p E d2sAgS 11
1

2
R~2!D2Alx, ~3.9!

whereR(2) is the induced metric andx the Euler number of the surface~given by this integral
expression!. It is easy to see thatR(2) approaches22 near the boundary of AdS, so the integral
the right hand side is manifestly convergent.

The action integral is invariant under isometries of AdS including conformal transformat
Since it is manifestly convergent, it is invariant also if the conformal transformation takes a
from finite distance to infinity, or vice versa. What does change in the latter case is the top
of the surface. The Euler number is one for the disk, the appropriate world sheet for a c
Wilson loopWC . But for the open Wilson loopW̃C̃ the world sheet is the half plane with Eule
number zero. Therefore

^WC&5exp~Al!^W̃C̃&. ~3.10!

In fact this statement can be generalized to any order in the string coupling, or theN2,
expansion. This is clearly the case if the minimal surface at higher genus is obtained by a
degenerate handles to the surface of lower genus—the handles do not change the action.
proof does not require this assumption. To order 1/N2p the relevant surface bounding the clos
contour is topologically a disk withp handles, for whichx5122p, whereas the surface boundin
the open contour is a half plane withp handles, for whichx522p. Consequently, to any orde
in 1/N2 and for largel, we expect from string theory that

^WC&5exp~Al~2p1122p!!^W̃C̃&5exp~Al!^W̃C̃&. ~3.11!

This is precisely what we find in the gauge theory from~3.1!, using the result proved in Appendi
B that, to any order in 1/N2,
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F~l,N!;eAl, ~3.12!

for largel. Thus~3.1! is true to leading order in 1/l.
Understanding the 1/l corrections are more difficult, since we cannot even calculate

expectation value of an arbitrary open loop. Still, the string theory argument leading to~3.3! is
general and should apply to any closed curve~as long as there are no new smooth class
solutions at high genus!. Therefore we might expect that

^WC&p
string}

1

N2p

l3p/223/4

p!
e2sF11OS 1

Al
D G . ~3.13!

This might look surprising, given that the corresponding open loop^W̃C̃& is not one. The
reason that it works is that the open loop asymptotes to a straight line, so it differs signific
from the BPS straight line only over a compact region. We can expect that the leading beha
the asymptotically straight line and the true straight line would be the same. If a genusp surface
is obtained by addingp degenerate handles, then there is a large probability that they wi
attached within the asymptotically straight part of the world sheet, where they will not contr
because of supersymmetry. Therefore, for most of the volume of the moduli space, we will
enhancement and we might conjecture that to order 1/N2p,

^W̃C̃&p
string}

1

N2p e2S2AlF11OS 1

Al
D G . ~3.14!

Under these assumptions, the relation derived from the gauge theory~3.1! will agree with the
string theory to all orders in 1/N2 for largel, since

^WC&string}(
p

1

N2p

l~6p23!/4

p!
e2S;F(

p

el

N2p

l~6p23!/4

p! GF(
q

1

N2q e2S2AlG . ~3.15!

IV. MULTIPLY WOUND LOOPS

The above considerations can be extended to multiply wound Wilson lines or loops. Con
for example, a Wilson loop consisting of two coincident circles. These can be tied together s
the loop winds twice around a circle, or traced independently. Under an inversion through a
on the circle they go into two coincident parallel straight lines, which are BPS and thus trivia
the same arguments that we have presented above the evaluation of the multiply wound loo
be expressed in terms of the matrix model.

Consider first two circles on top of each other. If the untraced Wilson loop around the
is denoted byW, so that the ordinary Wilson loop traced around one circle isW151/N^TrW&,
then the two options for connecting the circles correspond toW251/N^TrW2& and to W1,1

51/N2^(Tr W)2&, respectively. In terms of the matrix model it is clear that

W25
1

N
^Tr exp~2M !&, W1,15

1

N2 ^@Tr exp~M !#2&. ~4.1!

The first case, that of a doubly wound loop, is very simple. ScalingM→M /2, we see that the
result is the same as the single circle withl→4l, thus

W2~l,N!5W1~4l,N!5
1

N
LN21

1 ~2l/N!exp@l/2N#. ~4.2!

In the case of the squared singly wound loop we follow the same steps as in Appendix A:
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W1,15
1

Z E DM F 1

N
Tr eM G2

e2~2N/l!Tr M2

5
1

Z E dmi D2~mi !F 1

N (
i

emiG2

e2~2N/l!(mi
2

5
1

Z8
E dmi D2~mi !e

2(mi
2F 1

N
e2m1Al/2N1

N21

N
e~m11m2!Al/2NG . ~4.3!

The first integral is, up to a factor of 1/N, the same asW2 . The second can be evaluated b
expressing, as in Appendix A, the Vandermonde determinant,D2(mi), in terms of Hermite poly-
nomials, as

1

N2 E dm dm8 (
i , j 50

N21

@Pi
2~m!Pj

2~m8!2Pi~m!Pj~m!Pi~m8!Pj~m8!#e2~m21m82!1Al/2N~m1m8!.

~4.4!

The above integrals can then be done, with the final result being

W1,15
1

N
W21S 12

1

ND ~W1!22
2

N2 el/4N (
i 51

N21

(
j 50

i 21 FL j
i 2 j S 2

l

4ND G2

. ~4.5!

One of the sums in~4.5! can easily be done and the result compared with string theory
largel. It is trivial to reproduce the correct semiclassical action and it would be interesting t
to account for the factors ofl as well. A similar analysis can be carried out, with increas
complication, for loops wound any number of times around the circle. In fact, it does not ha
be the exact same circle, one gets the same result from arbitrary loops that are tangent
other at one point. Under an inversion around the common point they are mapped to a col
of parallel lines which is also a BPS configuration.

These Wilson loops correspond to the most general observables of the matrix model,

Wi 1 ,i 2 ,....i n
[^Tr exp~ i 1M !Tr exp~ i 2M !¯Tr exp~ i nM !&, ~4.6!

and can be used, following the discussion in Refs. 11 and 12, to evaluate the expectation va
Wilson loops in definite representations ofU(N). We postpone this analysis for elsewhere.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have extended, generalized and outlined a proof for the result of Eric
Semenoff and Zarembo1 on the value of the circular Wilson loop inN54 SUSYM. We showed
that the expectation value of a circular BPS-Wilson loop inN54 SUSYM is determined by an
anomaly in the conformal transformation that relates the circular and straight-line loops. As
it can be calculated exactly, to all orders in a 1/N2 expansion and to all orders ing2N. A similar
relation was derived between the expectation value of any closed smooth Wilson loop and th
related to it by an inversion that takes a point along the loop to infinity. Using the AdS/
duality, this result yielded a prediction of the value of the string amplitude with a circular bo
ary to all orders ina8 and to all orders ings . We then compared this result with string theory, a
found that the gauge theory calculation, for largeg2N and toall orders in the 1/N2 expansion does
agree with the leading string theory calculation, to all orders ings and to lowest order ina8.

We proved that the anomaly is given by a matrix model, but we leave for future wor
complete the proof that all interactions vanish and the matrix model is indeed quadratic
agreement with the AdS calculation is a very strong indication that the quadratic matrix mo
correct, at least for theN54 theory. In principle the anomaly in other conformal field theor
could be described by a more complicated matrix model.
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This agreement is remarkable. It is a test of the AdS/CFT correspondence in the reg
strong gauge coupling~small a8! and to all orders in 1/N2, the string coupling. The result eve
extends to the S-dual region where the fundamental string is replaced by a D1-brane. Thi
strong evidence for the validity of the conjectured AdS/CFT correspondence.

All the calculations in this paper were done for gauge groupU(N), but the generalization to
SU(N) is trivial. We write the Hermitian matrixM as the sum of a traceless part and the tra
times the unit matrixM5M 81mIN . Then

K 1

N
Tr expM L

U~N!

5expS l

8N2D K 1

N
Tr expM 8L

SU~N!

. ~5.1!

In string theory the difference betweenSU(N) and U(N) corresponds to the inclusion of som
fields that do not have local dynamics, but can be gauged to infinity. In any case the differe
subleading in bothN andl, so it has no consequence on our discussion of the leading behavi
largel, order by order in 1/N2.

It would be very interesting to try to understand thea8 corrections to the minimal surfac
calculation in AdS, in order to compare our exact result with string theory. Consider the le
N5` prediction for the circular Wilson loop. Using the asymptotic expansion of the Be
function, we can write the expectation value of the circular loop as

^Wcircle&
gauge5A2

p

eAl

l3/4 (
k50

` S 21

2Al
D k

G~ 3
2 1k!

k!G~ 3
22k!

2 i A2

p

e2Al

l3/4 (
k50

` S 1

2Al
D k

G~ 3
2 1k!

k!G~ 3
22k!

.

~5.2!

The challenge is to reproduce, in ana8 expansion, the asymptotic expansion given in~5.2!. Note
that this asymptotic expansion is not Borel summable. The terms behave as (k/2Al)k, to orderk.
It would be interesting to understand this from the point of view of the world sheet theory.
non-Borel summability, as well as the second term in~5.2!, might indicate that there is an instan
ton contribution to the world sheet amplitude.

Finally, it is interesting that the string theory with a circular boundary is described by
Hermitian matrix model. This model is related to noncritical string theory withc522.9 Here it
yields a particularly simple observable of the critical superstring theory in the AdS backgrou
is conceivable that one could derive the matrix model representation of the string amp
directly, without having to use the duality to gauge theory.
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APPENDIX A: MATRIX MODEL CALCULATION

We wish to evaluate

K 1

N
Tr exp~M !L 5

1

Z E DM
1

N
Tr exp~M !expS 2

2N

l
TrM2D . ~A1!

First, we do the angular integrations, to rewrite the integral in terms of the eigenvalues ofM:
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K 1

N
Tr exp~M !L 5

1

Z E ) dmi D2~mi !
1

N ( emi expF2
2N

l ( mi
2G

5
1

Z E ) dmi D2~mi !expFA l

2N
m1GexpF2( mi

2G , ~A2!

whereD(mi)5P i , j (mi2mj )5det@$mi
j21%# is the Vandermonde determinant, and we have r

caled themi absorbing the normalization intoZ.
Now we use the standard trick, Ref. 10, of rewriting this determinant in terms of orthog

polynomials. It is clear that, in evaluating the determinant of the matrix$mi
j 21%, we can replace

the rowmi
j 21, for a giveni, by any polynomial inmi of rank j 21, that starts withmi

j 21. We can
choose these polynomials to be orthonormal with respect to the measure*dmexp@2m2#, thus
rendering the resulting integrals easy. The appropriate polynomials are proportional to the H
polynomials,

Hn~x!5ex2S 2
d

dxD
n

e2x2
, E

2`

`

dx e2x2
Hn~x!Hm~x!5dnm2nn!Ap. ~A3!

So we choose the polynomials to be the orthonormalized Hermite polynomials@with respect to the
measuredx exp(2x2)#,

Pn~x![
Hn~x!

A2nn!Ap
, ~A4!

and writeD(mi)}det@$Pj21(mi)%#, again absorbing the normalization intoZ. The integrals over
mi , i 52¯N, can easily be done leaving us with

K 1

N
Tr exp~m!L 5

1

N E
2`

`

dm(
j 50

N21

Pj~m!2 expF2m21A l

2N
mG . ~A5!

Using the integral,

E
2`

`

dm Pj~m!2 expF2S m2A l

8ND 2G5L j~2l/4N!, ~A6!

whereLn
m is the Laguerre polynomialLn

m(x)51/n! exp@x#x2m(d/dx)n(exp@2x#xn1m), (Ln
05Ln), we

obtain

K 1

N
Tr exp~M !L 5

1

N (
j 50

N21

L j~2l/4N!exp@l/8N#

5
1

N
LN21

1 ~2l/4N!exp@l/8N#

5
2e2l/8N

N!Al/N
E

0

`

dt e2ttN21/2I 1~Atl/N!. ~A7!

In order to exhibit the 1/N expansion we write~A7! as a power series inl,
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K 1

N
Tr exp~M !L 5exp@l/8N# (

k50

N21 S N
k11D lk

4kNk11k!

5 (
n50

`
ln

4nn! ~n11!!
B~n,N!, ~A8!

where

B~n,N![(
k50

n
n! ~n11!!2k2n~N21!!

k! ~k11!! ~n2k!! ~N212k!!Nn 5
~n11!!

~2N!n F~2n,12N;2;2!, ~A9!

and F is the hypergeometric function@F(a,b;g;z)511(ab/g•1)z1$@a(a11)b(b
11)/@g(g11)•2!#%z21¯#. B(n,N) can easily be expanded in a power series in 1/N2 to yield

B~n,N!511
n~n221!

12N2 1
~n11!!

~n24!!

~5n22!

1440N4 1
~n11!!

~n26!!

~35n2277n112!

27345•7N6

1
~n11!!

~n28!!

~175n32945n211094n272!

21135527N8 1¯ . ~A10!

Using the definition of the Bessel function:I n(2x)5(k50
` @xn12k/k!(n1k)! #, we can then use

this expansion to derive the asymptotic expansion in powers of 1/N,

K 1

N
Tr exp~M !L 5

2

Al
I 1~Al!1

l

48N2 I 2~Al!1
l2

1280N4 I 4~Al!1
l5/2

9216N4 I 5~Al!1¯ .

~A11!

APPENDIX B: EXPLICIT 1 ÕN EXPANSION

We now present a systematic 1/N2 expansion ofF(l,N). To this end we use the transforma
tion formula,F(a,b;g;z)5(12z)2aF„a,g2b;g;z/(z21)…, to rewrite

B~n,N!5~2 !n
~n11!!

~2N!n F~2n,N11;2;2!, ~B1!

and then we use the Gauss recursion relation,

~2a2g2az1bz!F~a,b;g;z!1~g2a!F~a21,b;g;z!1a~z21!F~a11,b;g;z!50,

to derive the recursion relation:

B~n11,N!5B~n,N!1@n~n11!/4N2#B~n21,N!. ~B2!

This recursion relation allows us to derive a systematic expansion ofB(n,N) in powers of
1/N2, starting withB(0,N)51. It is easy to verify from~B2! that

B~n,N!5 (
k50

bn/2c bk~n!

N2k ,

where bk(n) is a polynomial inn of rank 3k. It is also easy to see thatbk(n)50 for n
50,1,2,...,2k21. We can therefore expand these polynomials in terms of thek polynomials, (n
11)!/(n23k111 i )!, that vanish forn<2k21:
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bk~n!5 (
i 50

k21
~n11!!

~n23k111 i !!
Xk

i . ~B3!

To determine theXk
i we use~B2! to derive

4Xk
i 5

3k2 i 22

3k2 i
Xk21

i 21 1
1

3k2 i
Xk21

i , ~B4!

which, together withX1
051/12, andXk

k50, can be used to evaluate theXk
i ’s. In particular,

Xk
05

1

12kk!
; Xk

15
3

20

1

12k21~k22!!
. ~B5!

The advantage of this expansion is that when we plug~B3! into the expression,~A.8!, for
F(l,N) the sum overn, order by order in 1/N2, can easily be performed to derive

F~l,N!5
2

Al
I 1~Al!1 (

k51

`
1

N2k (
i 50

k21

Xk
i S l

4D ~3k2 i 21!/2

I 3k2 i 21~Al!. ~B6!

This expression can then be used to determine the largel behavior ofF, order by order in
1/N2,

F~l,N!5(
p

1

N2p eAlA2

p

l~6p23!/4

96pp! F12
3~12p218p15!

40Al
1OS 1

l D G . ~B7!
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Finite N AdS ÕCFT correspondence for Abelian
and non-Abelian orbifolds, and gauge coupling unification

Paul H. Framptona)

Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599

~Received 2 January 2001; accepted for publication 13 February 2001!

Although the AdS/CFT correspondence is rigorous only for an infiniteN→` stack
of D3-branes, it can be fruitfully studied for finiteN as a source of gauge structures
and choices for chiral fermions and complex scalars which solve the hierarchy
problem by a conformal fixed point. We emphasize orbifolds AdS53S5/G where
the resulting GFT hasN50 supersymmetry. The fact that the complex scalars are
prescribed by the construction limits the possible spontaneous symmetry breaking.
Both Abelian and non-AbelianG are illustrated by simple examples. An accurate
sin2 u in electroweak unification can be obtained, suggesting that this approach
merits further study. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1374450#

I. INTRODUCTION

It has been a challenge over the last fifteen years to make a connection between sup
theory and the real world. The original attempts1 to identify massless string modes with th
familiar degrees of freedom~quarks, gluons, etc.! did not bear fruit so other ideas to make su
identification merit exploration.

A very old idea which is basic to string theory is conformal invariance on the world she
two dimensions.2–6 A more recent idea is that conformal invariance in four spacetime dimens
may guide the sought-for connection of superstring, and hence M theory, to observable ph

Let us briefly outline the basis for AdS/CFT correspondence to set the scene~for a more
complete review; see Ref. 7!. Consider the type IIB superstring in flat ten-dimensional Minkow
space, and a numberN of parallel D3 branes close to each other, filling a~311! subspace of the
~911! spacetime. The system has two types of perturbative excitations: closed and open s
Closed strings are the excitations in the bulk and open strings end on the D3-branes. A
ciently low energies~! l string

21 , the string scale!, only massless states play a role. The mass
closed string states form a type IIB supergravity multiplet: the massless open string states f
N54 vector supermultiplet in~311! dimensions with interactions described by anN54 SU(N)
supersymmetric gauge theory.

Next consider the same system but in the background of a D3-brane solution of superg

ds25 f 21/2~2dt21dx1
21dx2

21dx3
2!1 f 1/2~dr21dV5!, ~1!

with

f 511~R/r !4 and R54pgstring~astring8 !2N. ~2!

In this case, the energy of an object depends onr : if it is Er at r then atr 5` it appears
redshifted toE`5 f 21/4Er because of thegtt metric component in Eq.~1!. Thus to an observer a
infinity, the r→0 excitations in the ‘‘throat’’ appear of lowest energy. There are two types

a!Electronic mail: frampton@physics.unc.edu
29150022-2488/2001/42(7)/2915/14/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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massless excitations. In the bulk is the IIB supergravity multiplet interacting via supergravi
the near-horizon region of the throat wherer !R and f ;(R/r )4 the geometry is that of AdS5
3S5:

ds25S r 2

R2D ~2dt21dx1
21dx2

21dx3
2!1

R2dr2

r 2 1R2 dV5 . ~3!

In both backgrounds there are two decoupled theories in the low-energy limit. One the
both cases is supergravity in flat space. It is natural to identify the other two theories:N54 SU(N)
gauge theory in~311! spacetime corresponds to type IIB superstring theory on AdS53S5.

Let us now step back from M theory and address the needs of a theory of the ‘‘real wo
In particle phenomenology, the impressive success of the standard theory based on~3!

3SU~2!3U~1! has naturally led to the question of how to extend the theory to higher ener
One is necessarily led by weaknesses and incompleteness in the standard theory. If one
lates the standard theory as it stands one finds~approximate! unification of the gauge couplings a
;1016GeV. But then there is thehierarchyproblem of how to explain the occurrence of the tin
dimensionless ratio;10214 of the weak scale to the unification scale. Inclusion of gravity lead
a super-hierarchyproblem of the ratio of the weak scale to the Planck scale,;1018GeV, an even
tinier ;10216. Although this is obviously a very important problem about which conformality
itself is not informative, we shall discuss first the hierarchy rather than the super-hierarchy

There are four well-defined approaches to the hierarchy problem:

• 1. Supersymmetry

• 2. Technicolor

• 3. Extra dimensions

• 4. Conformality

Supersymmetryhas the advantage of rendering the hierarchy technically natural, that onc
hierarchy is put into the Lagrangian it need not be retuned in perturbation theory. Supersym
predicts superpartners of all the known particles and these are predicted to be at or below
scale if supersymmetry is related to the electroweak breaking. Inclusion of such hypothetica
improves the gauge coupling unification. On the negative side, supersymmetry does not e
the origin of the hierarchy.

Technicolorpostulates that the Higgs boson is a fermion–antifermion composite bound
new~technicolor! strong dynamics at or below the TeV scale. This obviates the hierarchy prob
On the minus side, no simple convincing model of technicolor has been found.

Extra dimensionscan have a range as large as 1(TeV)21 and the gauge coupling unificatio
can happen quite differently than in only four spacetime dimensions. This replaces the hie
problem with a different fine-tuning question of why the extra dimension is restricted to a dis
corresponding to the weak interaction scale. There is also a potentially serious problem w
proton lifetime.

Conformalityis inspired by the AdS/CFT correspondence discussed above superstring d
and assumes that the particle spectrum of the standard model is enriched such that th
conformal fixed point of the renormalization group at the TeV scale. Above this scale the cou
do not run so the hierarchy is nullified. Instead, the couplingsa1

21 ,a2
21 ,a3

21 run from low energy
up to the TeV scale then combine to one energy-independentaconformal

21 ~in most cases equal to
a3

21!. It is important to realize that the observed difference betweena1
21, a2

21 and a3
21

5aconformal
21 arise in this approach from the group theory associated with embedding SU~3!3SU~2!

3U~1! in a semi-simple unifying gauge group.
Conformality is the approach followed in this paper. We shall systematically analyze

compactification of the IIB superstring on AdS53S5/G whereG is a discrete non-Abelian grou
designed to break all supersymmetries.
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Until very recently, the possibility of testing string theory seemed remote, at best. The a
of the AdS/CFT correspondence suggests this point of view may be too pessimistic, since i
lead to;TeV evidence for strings. With this thought in mind, we are encouraged to build A
CFT models with realistic fermionic structure, and reduce to the standard model below;1 TeV.

Using AdS/CFT duality, one arrives at a class of gauge field theories of special recent in
The simplest compactification of a ten-dimensional superstring on a product of an AdS spac
a five-dimensional spherical manifold leads to anN54 SU(N) supersymmetric gauge theory, we
known to be conformally invariant.8 By replacing the manifoldS5 by an orbifoldS5/G one arrives
at less supersymmetries corresponding toN52, 1 or 0 depending9 on whetherG,SU(2), SU~3!,
or úSU~3!, respectively, whereG is in all cases a subgroup of SU~4!;SO~6! the isometry of the
S5 manifold.

It was conjectured in Ref. 10 that such SU(N) gauge theories are conformal in theN→`
limit. In Ref. 11 it was conjectured that at least a subset of the resultant nonsupersymmetricN50
theories are conformal even for finiteN and that one of this subset provides the right extension
the standard model. Some first steps to check this idea were made in Ref. 12. Model-b
based on AbelianG was studied further in Refs. 13, 14, arriving in Ref. 15 at an SU(3)7 model
based onG5Z7 which has three families of chiral fermions, a correct value for sin2 u and a
conformal scale;10 TeV.

II. ABELIAN ORBIFOLDS

Since, in the context of field-string duality, there has been a shift regarding the relations
gravity to the standard model of strong and electroweak interactions we shall begin by cha
izing how gravity fits in, then to suggest more specifically how the standard model fits in t
string framework.

The descriptions of gravity and of the standard model are contained in the string theory.
string picture in ten spacetime dimensions, or upon compactification to four dimensions, the
massless spin-two graviton but the standard model is not manifest in the way we shall cons
In the conformal field theory extension of the standard model, gravity is strikingly absent
field-string duality does not imply that the standard model already contains gravity and, in f
does not.

In the field theory description11–14 used in this article, one will simply ignore the massle
spin-two graviton. Indeed, since we are using the field theory description only below the co
mal scale of;1 TeV ~or, as suggested later in this paper, 10 TeV! and forgoing any requiremen
of grand unification, the hierarchy between the weak scale and theory-generated scales likeMGUT

or MPLANCK is resolved. Moreover, seeking the graviton in the field theory description is pos
resolvable by going to a higher dimension and restricting the range of the higher dimension
we are looking only at the strong and weak interactions at accessible energies below, say, 1

Of course, if we ask questions in a different regime, for example about the scatteri
particles with center-of-mass energy of the orderMPLANCK , then the graviton will become
crucial16,17 and a string, rather than a field, description will be the viable one.

It is important to distinguish between the holographic description of the five-dimens
gravity in (AdS)5 made by the four-dimensional CFT and the origin of the four-dimensio
graviton. The latter could be described holographically only by a lower three-dimensional
theory which is not relevant to the real world. Therefore the graviton of our world can only
by compactificationof a higher-dimensional graviton. The introduction of gravity must bre
conformal invariance and it is an interesting question whether this breaking is related to the
and symmetry-breaking scales in the low-energy theory. That is all I will say about gravity i
present paper; the remainder is on the standard model and its embedding in a CFT.

An alternative to conformality, grand unification with supersymmetry, leads to an imp
sively accurate gauge coupling unification.18,19 In particular it predicts an electroweak mixin
angle at the Z-pole, sin2 u50.231. This result may, however, be fortuitous, but rather than aban
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gauge coupling unification, we can rederive sin2 u50.231 in a different way by embedding th
electroweak SU(2)3U(1) in SU(N)3SU(N)3SU(N) to find sin2 u53/13.0.231.14 This will
be a common feature of the models in this paper.

Actually, it may be premature to dismiss as accidental the success of grand unification
sin2 u since the principal topic here~AdS/CFT! teaches us that quite different theoretical descr
tions can be ‘‘dual’’ and the same may eventually be understood for conformality and g
unification. For example, conformality is compatible with supersymmetry at low-energy.

The conformal theories will be finite without quadratic or logarithmic divergences.
requires appropriate equal numbers of fermions and bosons which can cancel in loops and
occur without the necessity of space–time supersymmetry. As we shall see in one examp
possible to combine spacetime supersymmetry with conformality but the latter is the d
principle and the former is merely an option: additional fermions and scalars are predict
conformality in the TeV range,13,14 but in general these particles are different and distinguisha
from supersymmetric partners. The boson–fermion cancellation is essential for the cancella
infinities, and will play a central role in the calculation of the cosmological constant~not discussed
here!. In the field picture, the cosmological constant measures the vacuum energy density.

Here we shall focus on Abelian orbifolds characterized by the discrete groupZp . Non-
Abelian orbifolds will be discussed in the next section.

The steps in building a model for the abelian case~parallel steps hold for non-Abelian orb
folds! are the following:

• ~1! Choose the discrete groupG. Here we are considering onlyG5Zp . We definea
5exp(2pi/p).

• ~2! Choose the embedding ofG,SU~4! by assigning45(aA1,aA2,aA3,aA4) such that
(q51

q54Aq50(modp). To breakN54 supersymmetry toN50 ~or N51! requires that none
~or one! of the Aq is equal to zero~mod p!.

• ~3! For chiral fermions one requires that4Ó4* for the embedding ofG in SU~4!.
The chiral fermions are in the bifundamental representations of SU(N)p,

(
i51

i5p

(
q51

q54

~Ni ,N̄i1Aq
!. ~4!

If Aq50 we interpret (Ni ,N̄i) as a singlet plus an adjoint of SU(N) i .

• ~4! The 6 of SU~4! is real 65(a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,2a1 ,2a2 ,2a3) with a15A11A2 , a25A2

1A3 , a35A31A1 ~recall that all components are defined modulo p!. The complex scalars
are in the bifundamentals,

(
i51

i5p

(
j51

j53

~Ni ,N̄i6aj
!. ~5!

The condition in terms ofaj for N50 is ( j 51
j 53(6aj )Þ0(modp).11

• ~5! Choose theN of ^ iSU(Ndi) ~where thedi are the dimensions of the representations
G!. For the Abelian case wheredi[1, it is natural to chooseN53 the largest SU(N) of the
standard model~SM! gauge group. For a non-AbelianG with diÓ1 the choiceN52 would
be indicated.

• ~6! The p quiver nodes are identified as color~C!, weak isospin~W!, or a third SU~3! ~H!.
This specifies the embedding of the gauge group SU(3)C3SU(3)W3SU(3)H, ^ SU(N)p.
This quiver node identification is guided by~7!, ~8! and ~9! below.

• ~7! The quiver node identification is required to give three chiral families under Eq.~4!. It is
sufficient to make three of the (C1Aq) to be W and the fourth H, given that there is only o

C quiver node, so that there are three (3,3,̄1). Provided that (3̄,3,1) is avoided by the (C
2Aq) being H, the remainder of the three family trinification will be automatic by ch
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anomaly cancellation. Actually, a sufficient condition for three families has been given
necessary only that the difference between the number of (31Aq) nodes and the number o
(32Aq) nodes which are W be equal to three.

• ~8! The complex scalars of Eq.~5! must be sufficient for their vacuum expectation valu
~VEVs! to spontaneously break SU(3)p→SU(3)C3SU(3)W3SU(3)H→SU(3)C3SU(2)W
3U(1)Y→SU(3)C3U(1)Q .
Note that, unlike grand unified theories~GUTs! with or without supersymmetry, the Higg
scalars are here prescribed by the conformality condition. This is more satisfactory bec
implies that the Higgs sector cannot be chosen arbitrarily.

• ~9! Gauge coupling unification should apply at least to the electroweak mixing angle2 u
5gY

2/(g2
21gY

2).0.231. For trinificationY5321/2(2l8W12l8H) so that (3/5)1/2Y is correctly
normalized. If we makegY

25(3/5)g1
2 and g2

252g1
2 then sin2 u53/13.0.231 with sufficient

accuracy.
In the remainder of this section we answer all these steps for the choiceG5Zp for successive
p52,3 ,. . . , up top57, then add some concluding remarks.

• pÄ2
In this casea521 and therefore one cannot construct any complex4 of SU~4! with 4Ó4* .
Chiral fermions are therefore impossible.

• pÄ3
The only possibilities areAq5(1,1,1,0) orAq5(1,1,21,21). The latter is real and leads t
no chiral fermions. The former leavesN51 supersymmetry and is a simple three-fam
model9 by the quiver node identification C-W-H. The scalarsaj5(1,1,1) are sufficient to
spontaneously break to the SM. Gauge coupling unification is, however, missing
sin2 u53/8, in bad disagreement with experiment.

• pÄ4
The only complexN50 choice isAq5(1,1,1,1). But thenaj5(2,2,2) and any quiver node
identification such as C-W-H-H has 4 families and the scalars are insufficient to b
spontaneously the symmetry to the SM gauge group.

• pÄ5
The two inequivalent complex choices areAq5(1,1,1,2) andAq5(1,3,3,3). By drawing the
quiver, however, and using the rules for three chiral families given in~7! above, one finds
that the node identification and the prescription of the scalars asaj5(2,2,2) andaj

5(1,1,1), respectively, does not permit spontaneous breaking to the standard model.

• pÄ6
Here we can discuss three inequivalent complex possibilities as follows:
~6A! Aq5(1,1,1,3) which impliesaj5(2,2,2).
Requiring three families means a node identification C-W-X-H-X-H where X is either W
H. But whatever we choose for the X the scalar representations are insufficient to
SU(3)6 in the desired fashion down to the standard theory. This illustrates the difficul
model building when the scalars are not in arbitrary representations.
~6B! Aq5(1,1,2,2) which impliesaj5(2,3,3).
Here the family number can be only zero, two or four as can be seen by inspection of tAq

and the related quiver diagram. So~6B! is of no phenomenological interest.
~6C! Aq5(1,3,4,4) which impliesaj5(1,1,4).
Requiring three families needs a quiver node identification which is of the formeither
C-W-H-H-W-H or C-H-H-W-W-H. The scalar representations implied byaj5(1,1,4) are,
however, easily seen to be insufficient to do the required spontaneous symmetry br
~S.S.B.! for both of these identifications.

• pÄ7
Having been stymied mainly by the rigidity of the scalar representation for allp<6, for
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p57 there are the first cases which work. Six inequivalent complex embedding
Z7,SU(4) require consideration.
~7A! Aq5(1,1,1,4)⇒aj5(2,2,2)
For the required nodes C-W-X-H-H-X-H the scalars areinsufficientfor S.S.B.
~7B! Aq5(1,1,2,3)⇒aj5(2,3,3)
The node identification C-W-H-W-H-H-H leads to asuccessfulmodel.
~7C! Aq5(1,2,2,2)⇒aj5(3,3,3)
Choosing C-H-W-X-X-H-H to derive three families, the scalarsfail in S.S.B.
~7D! Aq5(1,3,5,5)⇒aj5(1,1,3)
The node choice C-W-H-H-H-W-H leads to asuccessfulmodel. This is Model A of Ref. 14.
~7E! Aq5(1,4,4,5)⇒aj5(1,2,2)
The nodes C-H-H-H-W-W-H aresuccessful.
~7F! Aq5(2,4,4,4)⇒aj5(1,1,1)
Scalarsinsufficientfor S.S.B.

The three successful models~7B!, ~7D! and ~7E! lead to an a3(M ).0.07. Since
a3(1 TeV)>0.10 this suggests a conformal scaleM.10 TeV.14 The above models have les
generators than anE(6) GUT and thus SU(3)7 merits further study. It is possible, and und
investigation, that non-Abelian orbifolds will lead to a simpler model.

For such field theories it is important to establish the existence of a fixed manifold
respect to the renormalization group. It could be a fixed line but more likely, in theN50 case, a
fixed point. It is known that in theN→` limit the theories become conformal, but although th
’t Hooft limit 20 is where the field-string duality is derived we know that finiteness survives to fi
N in theN54 case8 and this makes it plausible that at least a conformal point occurs also fo
N50 theories withN53 derived above.

The conformal structure cannot by itself predict all the dimensionless ratios of the sta
model such as mass ratios and mixing angles because these receive contributions, in gene
soft breaking of conformality. With a specific assumption about the pattern of conformal sym
try breaking, however, more work should lead to definite predictions for such quantities.

III. NON-ABELIAN ORBIFOLDS

Abelian orbifolds lead us to consider the finiteN valueN53 guided by trinification SU(3)3

and the fact that all representations of Abelian groupsZp are one dimensional.
A non-Abelian orbifold can allow the consideration of finiteN52 since for aG with doublet

and singlet representations can lead to a generalization of a left–right structure of the
SU~4!3SU~2!3SU~2!.

First we remind the reader of available non-AbelianG of low orderg<31.
Of the non-Abelian finite groups, the best known are perhaps the permutation groupsSN ~with

N>3! of order N! The smallest non-Abelian finite group isS3 ([D3), the symmetry of an
equilateral triangle with respect to all rotations in a three-dimensional sense. This group in
two infinite series, theSN and theDN . Both have elementary geometrical significance since
symmetric permutation groupSN is the symmetry of the N-plex in N dimensions while th
dihedral groupDN is the symmetry of the planar N-agon in 3 dimensions. As a family symme
the SN series becomes uninteresting rapidly as the order and the dimensions of the repres
increase. OnlyS3 andS4 are of any interest as symmetries associated with the particle spectr21

also, the order~number of elements! of the SN groups grow factorially with N. The order of th
dihedral groups increases only linearly with N and their irreducible representations are all on
two-dimensional. This is reminiscent of the representations of the electroweak SU(2)L used in
nature.

EachDN is a subgroup ofO(3) and has a counterpart double dihedral groupQ2N , of order
4N, which is a subgroup of the double covering SU(2) ofO(3).
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With only the use ofDN , Q2N , SN and the tetrahedral group T~of order 12, the even
permutations subgroup ofS4! we find 32 of the 45 non-Abelian groups up to order 31, either
simple groups or as products of simple non-Abelian groups with Abelian groups~Note thatD6

.Z23D3 ,D10.Z23D5 andD14.Z23D7!:
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There remain thirteen others formed by twisted products of Abelian factors. Only certain
twistings are permissable, namely the following~completing allg<31!.

It can be shown that these thirteen exhaust the classification ofall inequivalent finite groups
up to order thirty-one.22,23

Of the 45 non-Abelian groups, the dihedrals (DN) and double dihedrals (Q2N), of order 2N
and 4N, respectively, form the simplest sequences. In particular, they fall into subgroups ofO(3)
and SU~2!, respectively, the two simplest non-Abelian continuous groups.

For theDN andQ2N , the multiplication tables, as derivable from the character tables, ar
general, simple to express.DN , for odd N, has two singlet representations 1,18 and m5(N
21)/2 doublets 2( j ) (1< j <m). The multiplication rules are

1831851; 1832( j )52( j ) , ~6!

2( i )32( j )5d i j ~1118!12(min[ i 1 j ,N2 i 2 j ])1~12d i j !2(u i 2 j u) . ~7!

For even N,DN has four singlets 1,18,19,1- and (m21) doublets 2( j ) (1< j <m21) where
m5N/2 with multiplication rules:

1831851931951-31-51, ~8!

1831951-;1931-518;1-318519, ~9!

1832( j )52( j ) , ~10!

1932( j )51-32( j )52(m2 j ) , ~11!

2( j )32(k)52u j 2ku12(min[ j 1k,N2 j 2k]) ~12!

@if kÞ j ,(m2 j )#,

2( j )32( j )52(min[2 j ,N22 j ])11118 ~13!

~if j Þm/2!,

2( j )32(m2 j )52um22 j u11911- ~14!

~if j Þm/2!,
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2m/232m/25111811911-. ~15!

This last case is possible only if m is even and hence if N is divisible byfour.
For Q2N , there are four singlets 1,18,19,1- and (N21) doublets 2( j ) „1< j <(N21)….
The singlets have the multiplication rules:

13151831851, ~16!

1931951-31-518, ~17!

1831951-;1-318519, ~18!

for N5(2k11) but are identical to those forDN when N52k.
The products involving the 2( j ) are identical to those given forDN ~N even! above.
This completes the multiplication rules for 19 of the 45 groups. The complete multiplica

tables for all the non-Abelian groups with orderg<31 are provided in Appendix A of Ref. 24.
Mathematical theorem:A pseudoreal 4 of SU~4! cannot yield chiral fermions
In Ref. 13 it was proved that if the embedding in SU~4! is such that the4 is real, the resultant

fermions are always nonchiral. It was implied there that the converse holds, that if4 is complex,
454* , then the resulting fermions are necessarily chiral. Actually forG,SU~2! one encounters the
intermediate possibility that the4 is pseudoreal. In the present section we shall show that if4 is
pseudoreal then the resultant fermions are necessarily nonchiral. The converse now holds:4
is neither real nor pseudoreal then the resultant fermions are chiral.

For G,SU~2! it is important that the embedding be consistent with the ch
G,SU~2!,SU~4!, otherwise the embedding is not a consistent one. One way to see the inc
tency is to check the reality of the65(4‹4)antisymmetric. If 6Þ6* then the embedding is clearl
improper. To avoid this inconsistency it is sufficient to include in the4 of SU~4! only complete
irreducible representations of SU~2!.

An explicit example will best illustrate this propriety constraint on embeddings. Let us
sider G5Q6 , the dicyclic group of orderg512. This group has six inequivalent irreducib
representations: 1,18,19,1-,21,22 . The 1, 18, 21 are real. The 19 and 1- are a complex conjugate
pair, The 22 is pseudoreal. To embedG5Q6,SU(4) we must choose from the special combin
tions which are complete irreducible representations of SU~2! namely 1, 2522 , 3518121 and
451911-122 . In this way the embedding either makes the4 of SU~4! real, e.g., 451118
121 and the theorem of Ref. 13 applies, and nonchirality results, or the4 is pseudoreal, e.g., 4
522122 . In this case one can check that the embedding is consistent because (4‹4)antisymmetricis
real. But it is equally easy to check that the product of this pseudoreal4 with the complete set of
irreducible representations ofQ6 is again real and that the resultant fermions are nonchiral.

The lesson is the following.
To obtain chiral fermions from compactification on AdS53S5 /G, the embedding ofG in

SU(4) must be such that the4 of SU(4) is neither real nor pseudoreal.
Now we are ready for a successful example.23,24

Group 24/7; also designatedD43Z3

This has twelve singlets 11a i ,12a i ,13a i ,14a i ( i 50 – 2) and three doublets 2a i ( i 50 – 2);
herea5exp(ip/3). The embedding45(11a,12 ,2a) was studied in detail in a previous article23

where it was shown how it can lead to precisely three chiral families in the standard mode
completeness we include the table24 for the chiral fermions~it was presented in a different equiva
lent way in Ref. 23!:
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By identifying SU~4! with the diagonal subgroup of SU(4)2,3, breaking SU(4)1 to SU(2)L8
3SU(2)R8 , then identifying SU(2)L with the diagonal subgroup of SU(2)6,7,8 and SU(2)L8 and
SU(2)R with the diagonal subgroup of SU(2)10,11,12 and SU(2)R8 then leads to a three-family
model.

This model is especially interesting because, uniquely among the large number of m
examined in this study, the prescribed scalars are sufficient to break the gauge symmetry to
the standard model with three chiral families.

IV. GAUGE COUPLING UNIFICATION

Most of the research beyond the standard model25 is motivated by the hierarchy problem an
uses the two assumptions of grand unification and low-energy~;TeV! supersymmetry. This is, in
turn, driven largely by the successful prediction of one number, sin2 u of the electroweak mixing
angleu. It is proposed to replace the two assumptions of grand unification and low-energy s
symmetry by one assumption, conformality. It therefore is important to show that sin2 u can be
derived from conformality alone; that is our principal objective in this section.

Before entering into conformality, let us briefly review the alternative. The experimental
give couplings at the Z pole of26 a350.11860.003,a250.0338,a15 5

3aY850.0169 ~where the
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errors ona1,2 are less than 1%! and sin2 u5aY8/(a21aY8)50.231 with an error of less than 0.001
Note thata2 /a1 is very nearly two; this will be used later. The RGEs for the supersymme
grand unification27,28 are

1

a i~MG!
5

1

a i~MZ!
2

bi

2p
lnS MG

MZ
D . ~19!

Using the MSSM valuesbi5(6 3
5,1,23) and substitutinga2,3 at MZ591.187 GeV givesMG

52.431016GeV and a2,3(MG)21524.305. Using Eq.~19! with i 51 now predictsa1(MZ)
559.172 and hence sin2 u50.231; this is impressive agreement with experiment and is somet
presented as the accurate meeting of three straight lines on aa i

21(m) vs the lnm plot.18,19

As we have seen above, the relationship of the Type IIB superstring to conformal g
theory in d54 gives rise to an interesting class of gauge theories. Choosing the sim
compactification10 on AdS53S5 gives rise to anN54 SU~N! gauge theory which is known to b
conformal due to the extended global supersymmetry and nonrenormalization theorems. All
RGEb-functions for thisN54 case are vanishing in perturbation theory. It is possible to break
N54 to N52,1,0 by replacingS5 by an orbifold S5 /G where G is a discrete group with
G,SU~2!,,SU~3!,úSU~3!, respectively.

In building a conformal gauge theory model,11–13 the steps are the following:~1! Choose the
discrete groupG; ~2! embedG,SU~4!; ~3! choose theN of SU(N); and ~4! embed the standard
model SU(3)3SU(2)3U(1) in the resultant gauge group̂SU(N)p ~quiver node identification!.
Here we shall look only at AbelianG5Zp and definea5exp(2pi/p). It is expected from the
string-field duality that the resultant field theory is conformal in theN→` limit, and will have a
fixed manifold, or at least a fixed point, forN finite.

Before focusing onN50 nonsupersymmetric cases, let us first examine anN51 model first
put forward in Ref. 9. The choice isG5Z3 and the4 of SU~4! is 45(1,a,a,a2). ChoosingN
53, this leads to the three chiral families under SU(3)3 trinification,29

~3,3̄,1!1~1,3,3̄!1~ 3̄,1,3!. ~20!

In this model it is interesting that the number of families arises as 4-153, the difference between
the 4 of SU~4! andN51, the number of unbroken supersymmetries. However this model ha
gauge coupling unification; also, keepingN51 supersymmetry is against the spirit of the confo
mality approach. We now present three examples, Models A, B and C, which accommodat
chiral families, break all supersymmetries~N50!, and possess gauge coupling unification, inclu
ing the correct value of the electroweak mixing angle.

Model A. ChooseG5Z7 , embed the 4 of SU~4! as (a2,a2,a23,a21) and chooseN53 to
aim at a trinification SU(3)C3SU(3)W3SU(3)H .

The seven nodes of the quiver diagram will be identified as C-H-W-H-H-H-W.
The behavior of the 4 of SU~4! implies that the bifundamentals of chiral fermions are in t

representations

(
j 51

7

@2~Nj ,N̄j 12!1~Nj ,N̄j 23!1~Nj ,N̄j 21!#. ~21!

Embedding the C, W and H SU~3! gauge groups as indicated by the quiver mode identificati
then gives the seven quartets of irreducible representations:

@3~3,3̄,1!1~3,1,3̄!#11@3~1,1,118!1~ 3̄,1,3!#21@3~1,3,3̄!1~1,118,1!#3

1@~2~1,1,118!1~1,3̄,3!1~ 3̄,1,3!#41@2~1,1,118!12~1,3̄,3!#5

1@2~ 3̄,1,3!1~1,1,118!1~1,3̄,3!#61@4~1,3,3̄!#7 . ~22!
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Combining terms gives, aside from~real! adjoints and overall singlets,

3~3,3̄,1!14~ 3̄,1,3!1~3,1,3̄!17~1,3,3̄!14~1,3̄,3!. ~23!

Cancelling the real parts~which acquire Dirac masses at the conformal symmetry breaking s!
leaves under trinification SU(3)C3SU(3)W3SU(3)H ,

3@~3,3̄,1!1~1,3,3̄!1~ 3̄,1,3!#, ~24!

which are the desired three chiral families.
Given the embedding ofG in SU~4! it follows that the 6 of SU~4! transforms as

(a4,a,a,a21,a21,a24). The complex scalars therefore transform as

(
j 51

7

@~Nj ,N̄j 64!12~Nj ,N̄j 61!#. ~25!

These bifundamentals can by their VEVS break the symmetry SU(3)75SU(3)C3SU(3)W
2

3SU(3)H
4 down to the appropriate diagonal subgroup SU(3)C3SU(3)W3SU(3)H .

Now to the final aspect of Model A which is its motivation, the gauge coupling unification
embedding inSU(3)7 of SU(3)C3SU(3)W

2 3SU(3)H
4 means that the couplingsa1 ,a2 ,a3 are in

the ratioa1 /a2 /a351/2/4.Using the phenomenological data given at the beginning, this imp
that sin2 u50.231.

On the other hand, the QCD coupling isa350.0676 which is too low unless the conform
scale is at least 10 TeV. We prefer a scale;1 TeV for conformal breaking wherea3 is nearer to
0.10. This motivates our Models B and C below which have largera3 but are otherwise more
complicated.

Model B. ChooseG5Z10 and embedZ10,SU(4) such that 45(a4,a4,a23,a25). The chiral
fermions are therefore

(
j 51

10

@2~Nj ,N̄j 14!1~Nj ,N̄j 23!1~Nj ,N̄j 25!#. ~26!

To attain trinification we identify the quiver nodes as C-H-H-H-W-W-H-W-H-H and then
chiral fermions are in the ten quartets of irreducible representations.

@4~3,3̄,1!#11@2~1,3̄,3!1~1,1,118!#21@2~1,1,118!1~1,3̄,3!#31@2~1,3̄,3!1~ 3̄,1,3!

1~1,1,118!#41@4~1,3,3̄!#51@3~1,3,3̄!1~ 3̄,3,1!#61@2~ 3̄,1,3!1~1,1,118!#7

1@3~1,3,3̄!1~1,118,1!#81@3~1,1,118!1~1,3̄,3!#91@3~1,1,118!1~1,3̄,3!#10. ~27!

Removing the~real! octets and singlets leaves

4~3,3̄,1!1~ 3̄,3,1!13~ 3̄,1,3!110~1,3,3̄!17~1,3̄,3!, ~28!

so that the chiral~complex! part is again

3@~3,3̄,1!1~1,3,3̄!1~ 3̄,1,3!#, ~29!

which are three chiral families.
The 6 of SU~4! transforms underG5Z10 as 65(a8,a,a,a21,a21,a28) and so the complex

scalars are
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(
j 51

10

@~nj ,N̄j 68!12~Nj ,N̄j 61!#. ~30!

With the given quiver node identification VEVs for these scalars can break SU(3)105SU(3)C
3SU(3)W

3 3SU(3)H
6 to the diagonal subgroup SU(3)C3SU(3)W3SU(3)H .

The couplingsa1 ,a2 ,a3 are in the ratioa1 /a2 /a351/2/6 corresponding to sin2 u50.231
and a350.101. This is within the range of a TeV conformal breaking scale. Nevertheless
numerically irresistible to notice that the Z-pole values satisfya1 /a2 /a351/2/7 which leads
naturally to Model C.

Model C. ChooseG5Z23 and embed in SU~4! by 45(a6,a6,a25,a27). Given this embed-
ding the quiver nodes can be chosen as C-C-X-X-X-H-H-W-H-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-W-H-H-W-X
X-X where the thirteen X’s denote any distribution of four W’s and nine H’s that allows brea
by the complex scalars cited below. The quiver is arranged such that according to the r
(3C23̄W) minus (3W23̄C) there are three chiral families.@The model in Ref. 13 did not follow
this rule and has two families.# Note that because of anomaly cancellation and the occurrenc
only bifundamentals the remainder of trinification is automatic and need not be checked in
case.

The chiral families are as in Models A and B.
The 6 of SU~4! transforms as (a12,a,a,a21,a21,a212). This implies complex scalars whos

VEVs can break SU(3)235SU(3)C
2 3SU(3)W

7 3SU(3)W
14 to SU(3)C3SU(3)W3SU(3)H with a

suitable distribution of W and H nodes on the quiver.
With this choice of diagonal subgroups the couplings are in the ratioa1 /a2 /a351/2/7

corresponding to sin2 u50.231 anda350.118 which coincide with the Z-pole values.
In this section, we have given three examples of building conformal models from AbeliG

with acceptable values of the couplings at the conformal scale, assuming that the SU~3! gauge
couplings are all equal at the conformal scale. Model A is the simplest but itsa3 is too small
unless the conformal scale is taken up to at least 10 TeV. Models B and C can accommo
lower conformal scale but are more complicated.

There are two features of conformal models which bear repetition.
~1! Bifundamentals prohibit representations like~8,2! or ~3,3! in the standard model consiste

with nature.
~2! Charge quantization is incorporated since the AbelianU(1)Y group has a positive-definite

b-function and cannot be conformal until it is embedded in a non-Abelian group.
There are three questions which merit further investigation.
~1! The first question bears on whether there is a fixed manifold~line, plane, . . .! with respect

to the renormalization group or only a fixed point which is, in any case, sufficient to apply
conformality constraints. In perturbation theory, do theb-functions vanish?

~2! Are the additional particles necessary to render the standard model conformal con
with the stringent constraints imposed by the precision electroweak data?

~3! Coefficients of dimension-4 operators are prescribed by group theory and all dimen
less properties such as quark and lepton mass ratios and mixing angles are calculable. D
work and, if not, can one refine the model-building to obtain a best fit?

V. DISCUSSION

String theory has existed for over thirty years and its connection with the real world~at least
for ten-/eleven-dimensional versions! is unknown despite a multitude of attempts. The AdS/C
correspondence offers, in our opinion, the most promising approach presently available to
string theory to observable physics.

The use of the AdS/CFT correspondence involves the step of, in the first order, droppin
gravitational interaction. In any foreseeable high-energy experiment gravity will be negligib
the approximation is reasonable. On the other hand, if the particles predicted by the confor
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approach discussed in this article were to be discovered in the next~TeV! energy regime, it would
provide support for the string approach, including as a theory of quantum gravity.

Whether or not string theory is the correct unifying theory with gravity, it does prov
through the AdS/CFT correspondence very promising ideas of how to write conformal theor
four space-time dimensions with particular semi-simple gauge groups, chiral fermions and
plex scalars and one of these theories could be the correct direction to proceed.
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In this paper we study the spectrum of bosonic string theory onAdS3 . We study
classical solutions of the SL(2,R) WZW model, including solutions for long strings
with nonzero winding number. We show that the model has a symmetry relating
string configurations with different winding numbers. We then study the Hilbert
space of the WZW model, including all states related by the above symmetry. This
leads to a precise description of long strings. We prove a no-ghost theorem for all
the representations that are involved and discuss the scattering of the long string.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1377273#

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we study the spectrum of critical bosonic string theory onAdS33M with
NS–NS backgrounds, whereM is a compact space. Understanding string theory onAdS3 is
interesting from the point of view of theAdS/CFT correspondence since it enables us to study
correspondence beyond the gravity approximation. Another motivation is to understand
theory on a curved space–time, where the timelike componentg00 of the metric is nontrivial.

This involves understanding the SL(2,R) WZW model. In this paper, we always consider t
case when the target space is the universal cover of the SL(2,R) group manifold so that the
timelike direction is noncompact. The states of the WZW model form representations o

current algebras SL̂(2,R)L3SL̂(2,R)R . Once we know which representations of these algeb
appear, we can find the physical states of a string inAdS3 by imposing the Virasoro constraints o
the representation spaces. The problem is to find the set of representations that one shou
sider. In WZW models for compact groups, the unitarity restricts the possible representa1

Representations of SL̂(2,R), on the other hand, are not unitary except for the trivial representa
Of course this is not a surprise; the physical requirement is that states should have non-n
norms only after we impose the Virasoro constraints. Previous work on the subject2–10 typically
considered representations withL0 bounded below and concluded that the physical spectrum d
not contain negative norm states if there is the restriction 0, j ,k/2 on the SL(2,R) spin j of the
representation; the spin of the SL(2,R) is roughly the mass of the string state inAdS3 .

This restriction raises two puzzles. One is that it seems to imply an upper bound on the
of the string states inAdS3 so that the internal energy of the string could not be too high.
example, if the compact spaceM has a nontrivial 1-cycle, we find that there is an upper bound
the winding number on the cycle. This restriction, which is independent of the string coup
looks very arbitrary and raises doubts about the consistency of the theory. The second pu
that, on physical grounds, we expect that the theory contains states corresponding to th
strings of Refs. 11 and 12. These are finite energy states where we have a long string st

a!Electronic mail: malda@pauli.harvard.edu
b!On leave of absence from the University of California, Berkeley; electronic mail: ooguri@theory.caltech.edu
29290022-2488/2001/42(7)/2929/32/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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close to the boundary ofAdS3 . These states are not found in any representation withL0 bounded
below. In this paper, we propose that the Hilbert space of the WZW model includes a new ty
representations, and we show that this proposal resolves both the puzzles. In these new re
tations,L0 is not bounded below. They are obtained by acting on the standard representati
elements of the loop group that are not continuously connected to the identity, through an
tion called spectral flow. These representations in the SL(2,R) WZW model have also been
considered, with some minor variations, in Refs. 13 and 14. The authors of these paper
motivated by finding a modular invariant partition function. They were, however, considerin
case when the target space is SL(2,R) group manifold and not its universal cover.

Throughout this paper, we considerAdS3 in global coordinates, which do not have a coord
nate horizon. In these coordinates, the unitarity issue becomes clearer since strings can
behind any horizon. The interested reader could refer to Refs. 15–17 for studies involvingAdS3

in Poincare´ coordinates. From the point of view of theAdS/CFT correspondence, it is the spe
trum of strings onAdS3 in the global coordinates that determines the spectrum of confo
dimensions of operators in the boundary CFT, though in principle the same information cou
extracted from the theory in Poincare coordinates.

In order to completely settle the question of consistency of the SL(2,R) WZW model, one
needs to show that the OPE of two elements of the set of representations that we consider c
only elements of this set. We plan to discuss this issue in our future publication.

The organization of this paper is as follows: In Sec. II, we study classical solutions o
SL(2,R) WZW model and we show that the model has a spectral flow symmetry which re
various solutions. In Sec. III, we do a semiclassical analysis and have the first glimpse o
happens when we raise the internal excitation of the string beyond the upper bound implied
restriction j ,k/2. In Sec. IV, we study the full quantum problem and we propose a se
representations that gives a spectrum for the model with the correct semiclassical limits. In S
we briefly discuss scattering amplitudes involving the long strings. We conclude the paper
summary of our results in Sec. VI. In Appendix A, we extend the proof of the no-ghost the
for the representations we introduced in Sec. IV. In Appendix B, we study the one-loop pa
function in AdS3 with the Lorentzian signature metric and show how the sum over spectral
reproduces the result18 after taking an Euclidean signature metric, up to contact terms in
modular parameters of the worldsheet.

II. CLASSICAL SOLUTIONS

We start by choosing a parameterization of the SL(2,R) group element as

g5eius2ers3eivs2

5S cost coshr1cosf sinhr sint coshr2sinf sinhr

2sint coshr2sinf sinhr cost coshr2cosf sinhr
D . ~1!

Heres i( i 51,2,3) are the Pauli matrices@s15(1 0
0 1), s25( i 0

0 2 i), ands35(0 21
1 0 )#, and we set

u5 1
2 ~ t1f!, v5 1

2 ~ t2f!. ~2!

Another useful parameterization ofg is

g5S X211X1 X02X2

2X02X2 X212X1
D , ~3!

with

X21
2 1X0

22X1
22X2

251. ~4!
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This parameterization shows that the SL(2,R) group manifold is a three-dimensional hyperbolo
The metric onAdS3 ,

ds252dX21
2 2dX0

21dX1
21dX2

2,

is expressed in the global coordinates (t,f,r) as

ds252cosh2 rdt21dr21sinh2 rdf2. ~5!

We will always work on the universal cover of the hyperboloid~4!, andt is noncompact.
Our theory has the WZW action,

S5
k

8pa8
E d2s Tr~g21]gg21]g!1kGWZ . ~6!

The levelk is not quantized sinceH3 vanishes for SL(2,R). The semiclassical limit correspond
to largek. We define the right and left moving coordinates on the worldsheet as,

x65t6s, ~7!

wheres is periodic with the period 2p. This action has a set of conserved right and left mov
currents

JR
a~x1!5k Tr~Ta]1gg21!, JL

a~x2!5k Tr~Ta* g21]2g!, ~8!

whereTa are a basis for the SL(2,R) Lie algebra. It is convenient to take them as

T352
i

2
s2, T65

1

2
~s36 is1!.

In terms of our parameterization, the currents are expressed as

JR
35k~]1u1cosh 2r]1v !,

~9!
JR

65k~]1r6 i sinh 2r]1v !e7 i2u,

and

JL
35k~]2v1cosh 2r]2u!

~10!
JL

65k~]2r6 i sinh 2r]2u!e7 i2v.

The zero modes ofJR,L
3 are related to the energyE and angular momentuml in AdS3 as

J0
35E

0

2p dx1

2p
JR

35
1

2
~E1 l !,

J̄0
35E

0

2p dx2

2p
JL

35
1

2
~E2 l !. ~11!

The second Casimir of SL(2,R) is

c25JaJa5 1
2 ~J1J21J2J1!2~J3!2. ~12!
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The equations of motion derived from~6! is ]2(]1gg21)50, namely, that the currents,JR

andJL , are purely right or left moving as indicated. A general solution of the equations of mo
for SL(2,R) is the product of two group elements each of which depends only onx1 or x2 as

g5g1~x1!g2~x2!. ~13!

Comparing~13! with ~1! we can find the embedding of the worldsheet inAdS3 . The requirement
that the string is closed unders→s12p imposes the constraint,

g1~x112p!5g1~x1!M , g2~x222p!5M 21g2~x2!, ~14!

with the sameMPSL(2,R) for bothg1 andg2 . The monodromy matrixM is only defined up to
a conjugation by SL(2,R), and classical solutions of the WZW model are classified accordin
the conjugacy class ofM.

For strings onAdS33M, we should impose the Virasoro constraints,

T11
total5T11

AdS1T11
other50, ~15!

and similarlyT22
total50, where

T11
Ads5

1

k
JR

aJR
a

is the energy-momentum tensor for theAdS3 part ~In the quantum theory, we will have the sam
expression but withk→k22.! andT11

other represents the energy-momentum tensor for the sig
model onM.

Let us analyze some simple classical solutions.

A. Geodesics in AdS 3

Consider a solution

g15Ueiv1~x1!s2, g25eiu2~x2!s2V, ~16!

whereU andV are constant elements of SL(2,R). The energy momentum tensor of this solutio
is

T11
AdS52k~]1v1!2, T22

AdS52k~]2u2!2. ~17!

Suppose we have some string excitation in the compact partM of AdS33M, and setT66
other5h

for some constanth.0. We may regardh as a conformal weight of the sigma-model onM. The
Virasoro constraintsT66

total50 implies

~]1v1!25~]2u2!25
h

k
.

Thus we can setv15ax1/2 andu25ax2/2 wherea56A4h/k. Substituting this in~13!, we
obtain

g5US cos~at! sin~at!

2sin~at! cos~at!
DV. ~18!

Since the solution depends only ont and not ons, we interpret that the string is collapsed to
point which flows along the trajectory inAdS3 parameterized byt ~see Fig. 1!. If U5V51, the
solution ~18! represents a particle sitting at the center ofAdS3 ,
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t5at, r50. ~19!

A more general solution~18! is given by acting the SL(2,R)3SL(2,R) isometry on~19!, and
therefore it is a timelike geodesic@In fact, any timelike geodesic can be expressed in the fo
~18!# in AdS3 . For this solution, the currents are given by

JR
aTa5

k

2
aUT3U21, ~20!

and similarly forJL . The monodromy matrixM defined by~14! is

M5S cos~ap! sin~ap!

2sin~ap! cos~ap!
D

and belongs to the elliptic conjugacy class SL(2,R).
A solution corresponding to a spacelike geodesic is

g5US eat 0

0 e2atDV, ~21!

with U, VPSL(2,R). The energy-momentum tensor has a sign opposite of~17!

T66
AdS5 1

4 ka2. ~22!

If we chooseU5V51, the solution is simply a straight line cutting the spacelike sectiont50 of
AdS3 diagonally,

t50, reif5at ~23!

@see Fig. 2~A!#. A general solution~21! is given from this by the action of the isometry, an
therefore is a spacelike geodesic. The currents for this solution are

JR
aTa5

k

2
aUT1U21, ~24!

and the monodromy matrix is

M5S eap 0

0 e2apD ,

FIG. 1. Timelike geodesic;~A! a solution~18! with U5V51, ~B! a general geodesic is obtained by acting the SL(2,R)
3SL(2,R) isometry in~A!.
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which belongs to the hyperbolic conjugacy class of SL(2,R).
There is one more class of solutions whose monodromy matrices are in the parabolic

gacy class of SL(2,R). They correspond to null geodesics inAdS3 .

B. Spectral flow and strings with winding numbers

Given one classical solutiong5g̃1g̃2 , we can generate new solutions by the followi
operation:

g15ei ~1/2!wRx1s2g̃1 g25g̃2ei ~1/2!wLx2s2. ~25!

Comparing this with the parameterization~1! of g5g1g2 , we see that this operation amounts

t→t1 1
2 ~wR1wL!t1 1

2 ~wR2wL!s,
~26!

f→f1 1
2 ~wR1wL!s1 1

2 ~wR2wL!t.

The periodicity of the string worldsheet, unders→s12p, on the universal cover of SL(2,R)
requires@If the target space is the single cover of SL(2,R), wR andwL can be different. In this
case (wR2wL) gives the winding number along the closed timelike curve on SL(2,R).# wR

5wL5w for some integerw.

One may regard~25! as an action by an element of the loop group SL̂(2,R)3SL̂(2,R) which

is not continuously connected to the identity.@The loop group SL̂(2,R) has such an element sinc
p1(SL(2,R))5Z. Therefore, in the model whose the target space is the single cover of SL(R),
the full symmetry group of the model is the loop group of SL(2,R)3SL(2,R) and its connected
components are parametrized byZ3Z. In this paper, we are studying the model for the univer
cover of SL(2,R). In this case, some of these elements do not act properly on the field s
generating worldsheets which close only modulo time translation. However the ones param
by the diagonalZ are still symmetry of the model. The diagonalZ parameterizes the spectral flo
operation performed simultaneously for both the left and right movers.# This particular symmetry
of the theory will also be useful in our analysis of the Hilbert space. Here we see that it gen
a new solution from an old solution. Furthermore, the currents~9! change in the following way:

JR
35 J̃R

31
k

2
w, JR

65 J̃R
6e7 iwx1

~27!

and a similar expression forJL
a . Or, in terms of the Fourier modes,

FIG. 2. Spacelike geodesic;~A! a solution ~21! with U5V51, ~B! a general geodesic is obtained by acting t
SL(2,R)3SL(2,R) isometry in~A!.
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Jn
35 J̃n

31
k

2
wdn,0 , Jn

65 J̃n7w
6 . ~28!

This means that the stress tensor will change to

T11
AdS5T̃11

AdS2wJ̃32
k

4
w2. ~29!

In the CFT literature, this operation is known as the spectral flow.
Let us study what happens if we act with this symmetry on the solutions correspondi

geodesics,~18! and~21!. These solutions depend only on the worldsheet time coordinatet, and the
spectral flow~26! with w5wR5wL introducess dependence as

t5t0~t!1wt,

r5r0~t!, ~30!

f5f0~t!1ws.

Here (t0 ,r0 ,f0) represents the original geodesic solution. So what the spectral flow does
stretch the geodesic solution in thet-direction~by addingwt! and rotates it aroundw-times around
the centerr50 of AdS3 ~by addingws!. It is clear that the resulting solution describes a circu
string, windingw-times around the center ofAdS3 . Since the spectral flow changes the energ
momentum tensor, we need to impose the physical state conditionT66

AdS1T66
other50 with respect to

the new energy-momentum tensor~29!.

C. Short strings as the spectral flow of timelike geodesics

A timelike geodesic inAdS3 makes a periodic trajectory as shown in Fig. 1, approaching
boundary ofAdS3 , then coming back to the center and so on. In particular, whenV5U21 in ~18!,
the geodesic periodically passes through the centerr50 of AdS3 , with the period 2p in the
t-coordinate. The spectral flow,

t→t1wt, f→f1ws,

stretches the geodesic in the time direction and rotate it around the centerr50; it is pictorially
clear that the resulting solution describes a circular string which repeats expansion and c
tion. This is shown in Fig. 3 in the case ofw51. AssumingT66

other5h as in the case of geodesic
the Virasoro constraint for the solution is

T11
total5T̃11

AdS2wJ̃32
k

4
w21T11

other50. ~31!

Since

T̃11
AdS52

k

4
a2

for the timelike geodesic, we find

J0
35 J̃0

31
k

2
w5

k

4
w1

1

w S 2
k

4
a21hD . ~32!

The space–time energyE of the string is given byE52J0
3, and is bounded above as
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E5
k

2
w1

1

w
~2ka212h!,

k

2
w1

2h

w
. ~33!

It is not difficult to find an explicit form of the solution. WhenV5U21 in ~18!, without loss
of generality, we can set~A different choice ofU5V21 simply results in the shift off in the
solution.! U5V215e(1/2)r0s3. The solution~We have been informed that a similar classical s
lution has also been studied in Refs. 19 and 20.! obtained by the spectral flow of~18! is then

eif sinhr5 ieiws sinhr0 sinat,
~34!

tant5
tanwt1tanat/coshr0

12tanwt tanat/coshr0
.

The currents of this solution are

JR
35

k

2
~a coshr01w!,

~35!

JR
656 i

k

2
a sinhr0e7 iwx1

,

and similarly forJL . Comparing this with~32!, we find

a5a652w coshr06Aw2 sinh2 r01
4h

k
. ~36!

If we choose the brancha5a1 , the space–time energyE of the solution is positive and is give
by

E52J0
352J̄0

35kS coshr0A4h

k
1w2 sin2 r02w sinh2 r0D . ~37!

There are several interesting features of this formula for the energyE. Except for the case o
h5kw2/4, the energy is a monotonically increasing function ofr0 , which approachesE→kw/2
12h/v asr0→`. One may view that the solution describe a bound state trapped inside ofAdS3 .

FIG. 3. A classical solution obtained by the spectral flow of a timelike geodesic. The solution repeats expans
contraction. The maximum size of the string isr5r0 .
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At the exceptional value ofh5kw2/4, we havea150 and the energy of the solution becom
E5kw, completely independent of the sizer0 of the string. The solution in this case is

r5r0 , t5wt, f5ws, ~38!

and represents a string staying at the fixed radiusr5r0 , neither contracting nor expanding. Th
fact that we have such a solution at any radiusr0 means that the string becomes margina
unstable inAdS3 .

Now let us turn to the case whenUÞV21, or to be more precise, whenUV does not commute
with T352( i /2)s2. ~When UV commutes withT3, one can shift the value oft to set U
5V21.! In this case, the geodesic does not necessarily pass through the center ofAdS3 . Therefore
the circular string obtained by its spectral flow does not collapse to a point. Since

J̃a
LT* a5

k

2
aUT3U21, J̃a

RTa5
k

2
aV21T3V, ~39!

J̃ L
3 Þ J̃ R

3 unless UV commutes withT352( i /2)s2, and the space–time angular momentu
l 5J R

32JL
35 J̃ R

3 2 J̃ L
3 is nonzero. Thus one may view that the circular string is kept from co

pletely collapsing by the centrifugal force. SinceT11
AdS2T22

AdS52w( J̃ R
3 2 J̃ L

3 ), the Virasoro con-
straint T66

total50 requires that the left and right conformal weights (hL ,hR) of the internal part
should be different and thathR2hL5wl.

D. Long strings as the spectral flow of spacelike geodesics

We have seen in~33! that the space–time energyE of the solution given by the spectral flow
of the timelike geodesic is bounded above asE,kw/212h/w. What will happen if we raise the
energy above this value? To understand this, let us look at the spectral flow of the spa
geodesic. SinceT̃11

AdS51ka2/2 for the spacelike geodesic, the Virasoro constraint~31! gives

J0
35 J̃0

31
k

2
w5

k

4
w1

1

w S k

2
s21hD , ~40!

and the space–time energy is now bounded below,

E52J0
3.

k

2
w1

2h

w
. ~41!

As an example, let us consider the straight line cutting the spacelike sectiont50 diagonally
~23!. The spectral flow withw of this solution is

t5wt, reif5ateiws, ~42!

namely

r5
a

w
utu. ~43!

The solution starts in the infinite pastt52` as a circular string of an infinite radius located at t
boundary ofAdS3 . The string then collapse, shrinks to a point att50, and expand away towar
the boundary ofAdS3 ast→1`. More generally, if we chooseU5V215e(21/2)r0s1, the spectral
flow of the geodesic~21! gives

eif sinhr5eiws coshr0 sinhat,

~44!
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tant5
tanwt1tanhat sinhr0

12tanwt tanhat sinhr0
.

This solution, which we call a long string, is depicted in Fig. 4.
The Virasoro constraintT11

total50 for the long string~44! is

T11
AdS1T11

other5
k

4
~a222aw sinhr02w2!1h50, ~45!

with the solutions

a5a65w sinhr07Aw2 cosh2 r02
4h

k
. ~46!

The space–time energyE of these solutions are

E52J0
252J̄0

35kS w cosh2 r07sinhr0Aw2 cosh2 r02
4h

k D . ~47!

At the critical valueh5kw2/4, we havea150 and the energy for this solution becomesE
5kw. At this point, the long string solution~44! coincides with~38!. Thus we see that, as w
increase the value ofh to h5kw2/4, the short string solution~34! can turn into the long string
solution ~44! and escape to infinity.

As explained in Refs. 11 and 12, a string that winds inAdS3 close to the boundary has finit
energy because there is a balance between two large forces. One is the string tension that
make the string contract and the other is the NS–NSB field which wants to make the strin
expand. These forces cancel almost precisely near the boundary and only a finite energy
left. The threshold energy for the long string computed in Refs. 11 and 12 iskw/4, in agreement
with ~41! whenh50. These strings can have some momentum in the radial direction and t
a degree of freedoma that we saw explicitly above. One may view the long string as a scatte
state, while the previous solution~34! is like a bound state trapped inside ofAdS3 .

In general, ifUV commutes withT352( i /2)s2, the long string collapses to a point once
its lifetime. If UV does not commute withT3, the angular momentuml 5JR

32JL
3 of the solution

does not vanish and the centrifugal force keeps the string from collapsing completely. In this
the Virasoro constraintT66

total50 requireshR2hL5wl for the conformal weights of the interna
sector.

FIG. 4. A long string solution obtained by the spectral flow of a spacelike geodesic. The long string comes fro
boundary ofAdS3, collapses to a point, and then expands away to the boundary ofAdS3 again.
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For the long strings, one can define a notion of the S-matrix. In the infinite past, the size
long string is infinite but its energy is finite. Therefore the interactions between them are exp
to be negligible, and one can define asymptotic states consisting of long strings. The string
approach the center ofAdS3 and are scattered back to the boundary. In this process, the win
number could in principle change.

III. SEMICLASSICAL ANALYSIS

In studying the classical solutions, we were naively identifying the winding numberw as
associated to the cyclef→f12p. But since this cycle is contractible inAdS3 , we should be
careful about what we mean by the integerw. The winding number is well-defined when the strin
is close to the boundary, so we expect that long strings close to the boundary have definite w
numbers. On the other hand, when the string collapses to a point, as shown in Figs. 3 and
winding number is not well-defined. Therefore, if we quantize the string, it is possible to ha
process in which the winding number changes. There is however a sense in which string sta
characterized by some integerw.

In order to clarify the meaning ofw when the string can collapse, let us look at the Nam
action,

S5E dt
ds

2p
@Adetgind2Btf]sf#, ~48!

where gind is the induced metric on the worldsheet, andBtf is the NS–NSB-field. We have
chosen the static gauge in the time directiont5t. We assume that initially we have a state wi
r50, and we want to analyze small perturbations. Since the coordinatef is not well-defined, it is
more convenient to use

X11 iX25reif. ~49!

Let us compute the components of the induced metricgind . To be specific, we consider the ca
when the target spaceAdS33S33T4, and consider a string winding around a cycle onT4. By
expanding in the quadratic order inr, we find

gind,005k@2~11r2!1]0Xa]0Xa#1]0Yi]0Yi ,

gind,015k]0Xa]1Xa1]0Yi]1Yi , ~50!

gind,115k]11X
a]1Xa1]1Yi]1Yi , ~a51,2!,

whereYi ’s are coordinates onT4. For simplicity, we consider purely winding modes onT4, so
that only]1Yi is nonzero. For these states, the conformal weighth is given by~One factor of 2
comes from the fact that this includes left and right movers and the other from the fact th
expression for the energy involves 1/2Y82.!

4h R ds

2p
Gi j ]1Yi]1Yj . ~51!

Substituting~50! and ~51! into the action and expanding to the quadratic order inr, we find

S5A4khE ds2F12
1

2
~]0Xa!21

1

2

k

4h S ]1Xa1eabA4h

k
XbD 2

1¯G
~52!

5A4khE ds2F12
1

2
u]0Fu21

1

2

k

4h
US ]12 iA4h

k DFU2

1¯G ,
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whereF5X11 iX2.
The action~52! is the one for a massless charged scalar field onR3S1 coupled to a constan

gauge fieldA5A4h/k aroundS1. As we varyA, we observe the well-know phenomenon of t
spectral asymmetry. Let us first assume thatA is not an integer. A general solution to the equati
of motion derived from~52!, requiring the periodicity ins, is

F; (
n52`

`

~an
†ei ~n2A!~ t̃1s!1bne2 i ~n2A!~ t̃2s!!

eiAs

n2A
, ~53!

whereA5A4h/k andt̃5t/A. Upon quantization, the commutation relations are given~modulo a
positive constant factor! by

@an ,am
† #5~n2A!dn,m , @bn ,bm

† #5~n2A!dn,m . ~54!

Notice that the sign in the right-hand side of~54! determines whetheran or an
† should be regarded

as the annihilation operator. Thus, assuming that the Hilbert space is positive definite, the v
state is defined by

anu0&5bnu0&50, ~n.A!,
~55!

an
†u0&5bn

†u0&50, ~n,A!.

For F5reif given by ~53! and t5At̃, we find

JR
15k~e2 i t]1F* 2F* ]1e2 i t !;2 ik(

n
ane2 in~ t̃1s!,

~56!

JR
25k~eit]1F2F]1eit !; ik(

n
an

†ein~ t̃1s!,

and similarly forJL
6 . ThereforeJn

152 ikan and Jn
25 ika2n

† . The vacuum stateu0& defined by
~55! then obeys

Jn
1u0&50 ~n.A!, Jn

2u0&50 ~n.2A!. ~57!

Thus the vacuum stateu0& is not in a regular highest weight representation of the current alg

SL̂(2,R). If we set

Jn
65 J̃n7w

6 ~58!

with the integerw defined by

w,A,w11, ~59!

then u0& obeys the regular highest weight condition with respect toJ̃n
6 ,

J̃n
1u0&50 ~n>1!, J̃n

2u0&50 ~n>0!. ~60!

The change of the basis~58! is nothing but the spectral flow~28! discussed earlier, so we ca
identify w as the amount of spectral flow needed to transform the string state into a string
which obeys the regular conditions~60!. We have found that, for a given value ofh, there is a
unique integer ofw associated to the string state. As we vary the conformal weighth, A
5A4h/k will become an integer. At that point, one of the modes of the fieldF will have a
vanishing potential. In fact we can check that classically this potential is completely flat. Givin
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expectation value to that mode, we find configurations as in~38!. Corresponding to various value
of its momentum in the radial direction, we have a continuum of states. So, at this value ofh, we
do not have a normalizable ground state; instead we have a continuum of states whi
d-function normalizable. If we continue to increaseh, we find again normalizable states, but th
are labeled by a new integer (w11). Notice thatw is not directly related to the physical windin
of the string. In fact by exciting a coherent state of the oscillatorsan or bn we can find string states
that look like expanding and collapsing strings with winding numbern around the origin.

One of the puzzles we raised in the Introduction was what happens when we increa
internal conformal weighth of the string beyond the upper bound implied by the restrictioj
,k/2 on the SL(2,R) spin j due to the no-ghost theorem. In this section, we saw a semiclas
version of the puzzle and its resolution. Whenh reaches the bound, we find that the state c
become a long string with no cost in energy. Above the bound, we should consider a Fock
with a different bose sea level. In the fully quantum description of the model given below, we
find a similar situation but with minor corrections.

IV. QUANTUM STRING IN AdS 3

The Hilbert space of the WZW model is a sum of products of representations of the le
the right-moving current algebras generated by

JL
a5 (

n52`

`

Jn
ae2 inx2

, JR
a5 (

n52`

`

J̄n
ae2 inx1

, ~61!

with a53, 6, obeying the commutation relations

@Jn
3,Jm

3 #52
k

2
ndn1m,0 ,

@Jn
3,Jm

6#56Jn1m
6 , ~62!

@Jn
1 ,Jm

2#522Jn1m
3 1kndn1m,0 ,

and the same forJ̄n
a . We denote the current algebra by SL̂

k(2,R). The Virasoro generatorLn are
defined by

L05
1

k22 F1

2
~J0

1J0
21J0

2J0
1!2~J0

3!21 (
m51

`

~J2m
1 Jm

21J2m
2 Jm

122J2m
3 Jm

3 !G ,

~63!

LnÞ05
1

k22 (
m51

`

~Jn2m
1 Jm

21Jn2m
2 Jm

122Jn2m
3 Jm

3 !,

and obey the commutation relation,

@Ln ,Lm#5~n2m!Ln1m1
c

12
~n32n!dn1m,0 , ~64!

where the central chargec is given by

c5
3k

k22
. ~65!

We will find that the Hilbert space of the WZW model consists of subsectors paramete
by integerw, labeling the amount of spectral flow in a sense to be made precise below. We
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formulate our proposal on how the complete Hilbert space of the WZW model is decompose
representations of the current algebras and provide evidences for the proposal.

States in a representation of the current algebra are labeled by eigenvalues ofL0 andJ0
3. Since

the kinetic term of the WZW model based on SL(2,R) has an indefinite signature, it is possib
that the Hilbert space of the model contains states with negative eigenvalues ofL0 as well as states
with negative norms, and indeed both types of states appear as we will see below. For the m
we will consider a representation in which eigenvalues ofL0 is bounded below. We call them
positive energy representations, or unflowedrepresentations. Since the action ofJn

3,6 with n>1 on
a state lowers the eigenvalue ofL0 by n, there has to be a set of states which are annihilated
them. We will call such states the primary states of the positive energy representation. All
states in the representation are obtained by actingJ2n

3,6(n>1) on the primary states. The groun
states make a representation of SL(2,R) generated byJ0

3,6 . So let us review irreducible represen
tations of SL(2,R).

A. Representations of the zero modes

We expect that physical states of a string inAdS3 have positive norms. SinceJ0
3,6 commute

with the Virasoro constraints, physical spectrum of the string must be in unitary representati
SL(2,R). Most of the mathematical references on representation theory of SL(2,R) deal with the
case with compact time;@For a review of representations of SL(2,R), see, for example, Ref. 21.#
we are however interested in the case with noncompact time. A clear analysis from the alg
point of view is presented in Ref. 22, which we now summarize with some minor chang
notation.

There are the following five types of unitary representations. All the representation
parameterized byj, which is related to the second Casimirc25 1

2 (J0
1J0

21J0
2J0

1)2(J0
3)2 asc25

2 j ( j 21).
~1! Principal discrete representations~lowest weight!:

A representation of this type is realized in the Hilbert space

Dj
15$u j ;m&:m5 j , j 11, j 12, ...%,

whereu j ; j & is annihilated byJ0
2 andu j ;m& is an eigenstate ofJ0

3 with J0
35m. The representation

is unitarity if j is real andj .0. For representations of the group SL(2,R), j is restricted to be a
half-integer. Since we are considering the universal cover of SL(2,R), j can be any positive rea
number.
~2! Principal discrete representations~highest weight!:

A charge conjugation of~1!. A representation of this type is realized in the Hilbert space

Dj
25$u j ;m&:m52 j , 2 j 21, 2 j 22, ...%,

whereu j ; j & is annihilated byJ0
1 andu j ;m& is an eigenstate ofJ0

3 with J0
35m. The representation

is unitary if j is real andj .0.
~3! Principal continuous representations:

A representation of this type is realized in the Hilbert space of

Cj
a5$u j ,a;m&:m5a, a61, a62, ...%,

where u j ,a;m& is an eigenstate ofJ0
3 with J0

35m. Without loss of generality, we can restrict
<a,1. The representation is unitary ifj 51/21 is ands is real.~Strictly speaking the represen
tation with j 51/2, a51/2 is reducible as the sum of a highest weight and a lowest we
representation withj 51/2.!
~4! Complementary representations:

A representation of this type is realized in the Hilbert space of
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Ej
a5$u j ,a;m&:m5a, a61, a62, ...%,

where u j ,a;m& is an eigenstate ofJ0
3 with J0

35m. Without loss of generality, we can restrict
<a,1. The representation is unitary ifj is real, with 1/2, j ,1 and j 21/2,ua21/2u.
~5! Identity representation:

This is the trivial representation withj 50.
The analysis that led to the above representation was completely algebraic and in a pa

physical system we can have only a subset of all possible representations. Which of these
sentations appear in the Hilbert space of the WZW model? As the first approximation,
consider thek→` limit. If we expand around a short string solutions, i.e., oscillations n
geodesics inAdS3 , the WZW model in this limit reduces to the quantum mechanics onAdS3 .
The Hilbert space of the quantum mechanical model is the space of square-integrable~SinceAdS3

is noncompact, we consider square-integrability in the delta-function sense.! functionsL2(AdS3)
on AdS3 . The isometry ofAdS3 is SL~2,R)3SL(2,R), and one can decomposeL2(AdS3) into
its unitary representations. It is convenient to choose the basis of the Hilbert space in the f
ing way. For each representationR, one can define a function onAdS3 by Fm,m̄(g)5^mugum̄&,
wheregPAdS3 , i.e., universal cover of SL(2,R), and um& is an eigenstate ofJ0

3 with J0
35m.

Thus, for a given representationH of SL(2,R), the functionFm,m̄(g) on AdS3 is in the tensor
product of the representationsR3R for the isometry group SL(2,R)3SL(2,R).

For a discrete representationDj
6 , the wave-functionf (r) behaves asf (r);e22 j r for larger.

ThusfPL2(AdS3) if j .1/2. Notice that in the range 0, j ,1 we have two representations wit
the same value of the Casimir but only one is inL2(AdS3), the one with 1/2, j ,1. As explained
in Ref. 23, one could modify the norm so that the second solution with 0, j ,1/2 becomes
normalizable. This modification of the norm isj-dependent. Similarly, supplementary series re
resentations need aj-dependent modification to the norm to render them normalizable.21 Therefore
these representations would appear in nonstandard quantizations of geodesics, quantization
do not use theL2 norm onAdS3 . In this paper, we will only consider the standard quantizat
using theL2 norm for the zero modes.@Notice however, that even if the primary states havj
.1/2, we could have states with smaller values ofj 0 for the zero mode SL(2,R) among the
descendents, for example,J21

2 u j & with 1, j ,3/2, has j 05 j 21,1/2.# Wave-functions in
Cj 51/21 is

a are also delta-function normalizable with respect to theL2 norm. It is known that
Cj 51/21 is

a 3Cj 51/21 is
a andDj

63Dj
6 with j .1/2 form the complete basis ofL2(AdS3).

For discrete lowest weight representations, the second Casimir is bounded above ac25
2 j ( j 21)<1/4. This corresponds to the well-known Breitenlohner–Freedman bound (mas2>
21/4 for the Klein–Gordon equation. For the principal continuous representationCj

a with j
51/21 is, the second Casimir isc251/41s2. Therefore an existence of such a particle wou
violate the Breitenlohner–Freedman bound. In the bosonic string theory, the only physical s
this type is the tachyon. In a perturbatively stable string theory, such particle states sho
excluded from its physical spectrum. On the other hand, the continuous representations ap
L2(AdS3) and they are expected to be part of the Hilbert space of the WZW model befor
Virasoro constraint is imposed.

B. Representations of the current algebra and no-ghost theorem

Given a unitary representationH of SL(2,R), one can construct a representation of SL(2,R)
by regardingH as its primary states annihilated byJn>1

3,6 . The full representation space is gene
ated by actingJn<21

3,6 on H. Following the discussion in the previous subsection, we conside
cases whenH5Cj 51/21 is

a andDj
6 with j .1/2. We denote byD̂j

6 andĈj
a the representations of th

full current algebra built on the corresponding representations of the zero modes. In Fig.
have shown the weight diagram of the positive energy representationD̂j

1 .

A representation of SL̂
k(2,R) in general contains states with negative norms. In order fo

string theory onAdS3 to be consistent, one should be able to remove these negative norm
by imposing the Virasoro constraint,
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~Ln1Ln2dn,0!uphysical&50, n>0, ~66!

on the Hilbert space for a single string state, whereLn is the Virasoro generator of th
SL(2,R)WZW model andLn for the sigma-model onM. It has been shown that this no-gho
theorem holds for states inĈj 51/21 is

a or D̂j
6 with 0, j ,k/2.2,3,6–9,22

The no-ghost theorem is proven by first showing that all the solutions to the Virasoro
straint ~66! can be expressed, modulo null states, as states in the coset SL(2,R)/U~1! obeying

Jn
3uc&50, n>1. ~67!

This statement is true forĈ1/21 is
a andD̂j

6 with 0, j ,k/2, if the total central charge of the Virasor
generatorLn1Ln is 26.2–4,6–9~We also assumek.2.! We review the proof of this statement i
Appendix A.1. The second step is to show that the condition~67! removes all negative norm
states. This was shown in Ref. 22 for the same class of representations.

The no-ghost theorem suggests that the spectrum of discrete representations has to
cated forj ,k/2. As we will see, this truncation is closely related to the existence of the long s
states.

C. Spectral flow and the long string

The classical and semiclassical results discussed above indicate that, beyond positive
representations that we have discussed so far, we have to include others related by spect
To define a quantum version of the spectral flow, we note that, for any integerw, the transforma-
tion Jn

3,6→ J̃n
3,6 given by

J̃n
35Jn

32
k

2
wdn,0 , J̃n

15Jn1w
1 , J̃n

25Jn2w
2 , ~68!

preserves the commutation relations~62!. The Virasoro generatorsL̃n , which have the standard
Sugawara form in terms ofJ̃n

a , are different fromLn . They are given by

L̃n5Ln1wJn
32

k

4
w2dn,0 ~69!

Of course, they obey the Virasoro algebra with the same central chargec. This is the same formula
as saw in the classical counterpart~29! of the spectral flow.

The change of the basis~68! maps one representation into another, and this is called
spectral flow. In the case of a compact group such as SU~2!, the spectral flow maps a positiv

FIG. 5. Weight diagram the representationD̂j
1 , whose the primary states form a discrete lowest weight representa

D̂j
1 .
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energy representation of the current algebra into another positive energy representation. An
gous transformation in the case of theN52 superconformal algebra in two dimensions has b
used to construct the spacetime supercharges for superstring.

In the case of SL(2,R), the spectral flow generates a new class of representations. As s
in Fig. 6, the spectral flow withw51 maps the lowest weight representationD̂

̃

1
to a represen-

tation in whichL0 is not bounded below. The appearance of negative energy states is n
surprising since the kinetic term of the SL(2,R) model is not positive definite. In general,
spectral flow ofD̂

j̃

1
with w>1 or w<22 gives a new representation in whichL0 is not bounded

below. Similarly, the spectral flow ofĈj 51/21 is
a with wÞ0 gives a representation in whichL0 is

not bounded below. We denote the resulting representations byD̂
j̃

6,w
andĈ

j̃

a,w
, where j̃ labels the

SL(2,R) spin before the spectral flow~Fig. 7!.

FIG. 6. Weight diagram of the representationD̂
j̃

1,w51
, which is the spectral flow of the diagram 5 withw51. The

worldsheet energyL0 of this representation is not bounded below, but the space–time energy,J0
3, is bounded below for

states obeying the Virasoro constraintL051.

FIG. 7. The spectral flow of the diagram 5 withw521. D̂
j̃

1
is mapped toD̂

j̃

1,w521
5D̂j

2 with j 5k/22 j̃ . Since j̃

.1/2, the resultingD̂j
2 obeysj ,(k21)/2. In particular, the unitarity boundj ,k/2 required by the no-ghost theorem

satisfied.
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These representations obtained by the spectral flow also contain negative norm sta
Appendix A.2, we generalize the proof of the no-ghost theorem and show that the Vir
constraints indeed remove all negative norm states in the representationsĈj 51/21 is

a,w andD̂
j̃

6,w
with

j̃ ,k/2, for any integerw.
The only case where we get a representation withL0 bounded below by the spectral flow

D̂j
6 with w571. In this case, the representation is mapped to another positive energy rep

tation D̂
j̃

6,w571
5D̂

k/22 ̃

7
. Note that, if we start with the representation withj̃ .1/2, the represen-

tation one gets after the spectral flow satisfiesj 5k/22 j̃ ,(k21)/2. Conversely, if there were
representationD̂j

6 with j .(k21)/2 in the Hilbert space, the spectral flow would generat
representationD̂j

6 with j ,1/2 in contradiction with the standard harmonic analysis of the z
modes in Sec. IV A. Therefore, if we assume that the spectral flow is a symmetry of the W
model, the discrete representationsD̂j

6 appearing in the Hilbert space are automatically restric
to be in 1/2, j ,(k21)/2. In particular, the spectrum ofj is truncated below the unitarity boun
j ,k/2 required by the no-ghost theorem. This further restriction onj was discussed in a relate
context by Ref. 24.

D. Physical spectrum

Let us consider first the spectrum for strings withw50. This is fairly standard. We start from
an arbitrary descendent at levelN in the current algebra and some operator of the internal C
with conformal weighth. TheL0 constraint reads

~L021!u j ,m,N,h&50⇒2
j ~ j 21!

k22
1N1h2150. ~70!

If we demand that 1/2< j <(k21)/2, this equation will have a solution as long asN1h is within
the range

0<N1h211
1

4~k22!
<

~k22!

4
. ~71!

If we allow j to go all the way tok/2 we getk/4 on the right-hand side of~71!.
To analyze physical states of strings withwÞ0, we start with a positive energy representati

D̂
j̃

1
. After the spectral flow~68!, a primary stateu j̃ ,m̃& of D̂

j̃

1
, as a state ofD̂

j̃

1,w
, obeys

Jn1w
1 u j̃ ,m̃&50, Jn2w

2 u j̃ ,m̃&50, Jn
3u j̃ ,m̃&50, n>1,

~72!

J0
3u j̃ ,m̃&5S k

2
w1m̃D u j̃ ,m̃&.

Let us look for physical states with respect to the Virasoro generatorLn . From ~72!, we find the
Virasoro constraints are

~L021!u j̃ ,m̃&5S 2
j̃ ~ j̃ 21!

k22
2wm̃2

k

4
w21Ñ1h21D u j̃ ,m̃,Ñ,h&50,

~73!
Lnu j̃ ,m̃&5~ L̃n2wJ̃n

3!u j̃ ,m̃&50, n>1,

whereh is the contribution to the conformal weight from the internal CFT andÑ is the level inside
the current algebra before we take the spectral flow. The state obeys the physical state co
provided
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m̃52
k

4
w1

1

w
S 2

j̃ ~ j̃ 21!

~k22!
1Ñ1h21D . ~74!

The space–time energy of this state measured byJ0
3 is then

J0
35m̃1

k

2
w5

k

4
w1

1

w
S 2

j̃ ~ j̃ 21!

~k22!
1Ñ1h21D . ~75!

This is the quantum version of the classical formula~32!, with the replacement

k

4
a2→ j̃ ~ j̃ 21!

k22
11.

Notice thatm̃5 j̃ 1q whereq is some integer, which could be negative.~m̃ is the totalJ̃3 eigen-
value of the state so it can be lowered by applyingJ2n

2 to the highest weight state. So we have t
constraintq>2Ñ.! Therefore the physical state condition becomes

j̃ 5
1

2
2

k22

2
w1A1

4
1~k22!S h211Nw2

1

2
w~w11! D . ~76!

Here

Nw5Ñ2wq ~77!

is the level of the current algebra after the spectral flow by the amountw. Notice that the equation
for j̃ is invariant underÑ→Ñ6w, q→q61. This is reflecting the fact thatJ0

65 J̃7w
6 commute

with the Virasoro constraints and generate the space–time SL(2,R) multiplets. In particular, we
see that the space–time SL(2,R) representations that we get are lowest energy representa
since repeated action ofJ0

25 J̃w
2 will eventually annihilate the state. In fact, it is shown

Appendix A.2 that the only physical state with zero spacetime energy,J0
350, is the stateJ21

2 u j
51&, and its complex conjugate. This physical state corresponds to the dilaton field inAdS3 ,
which played an important role in the analysis of the spacetime Virasoro algebra in Ref. 2
other states~except the tachyon withw50! have nonzero energy, and form highest/lowest wei
representations of SL(2,R) space–time algebra. The negative energy ones are the complex
jugates of the positive energy ones.

By solving the on-shell condition~76! for j̃ .0 and substituting it into~75!, one finds that the
space–time energy of the string is given by

E1 l

2
5J0

35q1w1
1

2
1A1

4
1~k22!S h211Nw2

1

2
w~w11! D . ~78!

Since bothNw andq are integers, the energy spectrum is discrete. This is reasonable since w
considering the string trapped inside ofAdS3 . The constraint 1/2, j̃ ,(k21)/2 translates into the
inequality

k

4
w21

w

2
,Nw1h211

1

4~k22!
,

k

4
~w11!22

w11

2
. ~79!

This is the quantum version of the semiclassical formula~59!. In fact, if we takek,h@Ñ,q,w,
~79! reduces to~59!. As in the semiclassical discussion,w is not necessarily related to the physic
winding number of the string. It is just an integer labeling the type of representation that the
state is in.
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The analysis for the representations coming from the continuous representations for th
modes is similar. If we do not spectral flow, the only state in the continuous representation
tachyon. If we do spectral flow, we get Eq.~74!, which can be conveniently rewritten as

J0
35m̃1

wk

2
5

kw

4
1

1

w
S 1

4 1s2

k22
1Ñ1h21D . ~80!

For continuous representationsw is labeling the physical winding of the string when it approach
the boundary ofAdS. In this case we do not get an equation like~76! since, for continuous
representations,m̃ is not related toj. Comparing with the classical formula~40!, we identifys as
the momentuma/k of the long string along the radial direction ofAdS3 . We clearly see that the
energy of this state is above the threshold to produce an excitation that will approach the bo
as aw-times wound string.

We can see that, whenever the value ofh is such that it saturates the range~79!, we have a
continuous representation with the same energy. This is clear for the lower bound in the c
w50 since, for each state in the discrete representation withj 51/2, there is one in the continuou
representation with the same values ofL0 andJ0

3. By the spectral flow, we see that the same is t
for the lower bound in~79! for any w. Indeed we can check explicitly that a state in the discr
representation with parameters (h,w,q,Ñ) saturating the lower bound in~79! has the same space
time energy as a state in the continuous representation with parameters (h,w,s50,Ñ). @The
parametera in the continuous representation is fixed by the value ofJ0

3 in ~80!.# Similarly, if we
have a state in a discrete representation saturating the upper bound in~79!, it has the same
spacetime energy as a state in the continuous representation with parameters~h,w11, s50, Ñ8

5Ñ1q!. Note that, sinceq>2Ñ ~see the footnote in the previous page!, we haveÑ8>0. In this
case, to show that the two states have the same energy, it is useful to identify the state inD̂

j̃ 5 j̃

1,w
as

a state inD̂
j̃ 5k/22 j̃

2,w11
. Since j̃ →(k21)/2 corresponds toj̃ →1/2 under this identification, we ca

apply the above argument for the lower bound to show that we will find a state in the contin
representation. The shiftÑ85Ñ1q comes from the fact that the identificationD̂

j̃ 5 j̃

1,w
5D̂

j̃ 5k/22 j̃

2,w11

involves spectral flow one more time.
The above paragraph explains what happens as we changej̃ in a discrete representation an

we make it equal to the upper or lower bound: a continuous representation appears. A
question that one could ask is the following. Given a value ofh, what is the state with the lowes
value ofJ0

3 that satisfies the physical state conditions? Let us first look for the lowest energy
in the discrete representations obeying the bound~79!. Within this bound, one can show tha
]J0

3(h,w,q,Ñ)/]q>0 and]J0
3(h,w,q52Ñ,Ñ)/]Ñ>0. Therefore, if we can setq5Ñ50, it will

give the lowest energy state in the discrete representations. This is possible ifh is within the range,

k

4
w21

w

2
,h211

1

4~k22!
,

k

4
~w11!22

w11

2
. ~81!

With some more work, one can show that, forh in this range, there is not any state in a continuo
representation whose energy is lower than that of the discrete representation state withÑ5q
50. As we saw in the above paragraph, at the upper or lower bound of~81!, the energy of the
discrete state~q50, Ñ50! coincides with that of the continuous state with~s50, Ñ50!. Outside
this range~81!, it is not possible to setÑ5q50, and the lowest energy state will be in
continuous representation. In our semi-classical discussion in the last section, we found t
discrete representation can decay into the continuous representation ath5kw2/4. Now we see
that, in the fully quantum description, the range over which a continuous representation has
energy has expanded from the pointh5kw2/4 to a strip of widthw,
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k

4
w22

w

2
,h211

1

4~k22!
,

k

4
w21

w

2
. ~82!

So far we have restricted our attention to right-moving sectors of the Hilbert space. L
now discuss how the left and right movers are combined together. For the classical solution
long string, the worldsheet periodicity requires that the spectral flow has to be done sim
neously on both the left and right movers with the same amount. IfAdS3 were not the universa
cover of SL(2,R) but its single cover, different amounts of the left and the right spectral fl
would have been allowed since the resulting solution is periodic modulo the closed timelike
of SL(2,R). It is straightforward to identify the corresponding constraint in the quantum the
Suppose we perform the spectral flows by the amountwL andwR on the left and the right-movers
A state with conformal weights (hL ,hR) and theJ0

3 charge (m̃L ,m̃R) is mapped by this transfor
mation to a state with conformal weights~hL2wLm̃L2(k/4)wL

2, hR2wRm̃W2(k/4)wR
2!, accord-

ing to ~69!. The worldsheet locality, which is the quantum counterpart of the periodicity of
classical solution, requires that the conformal weightshL andhR differ only by an integer. If this
is the case before spectral flow, the same requirement after the flow implies

wLm̃L1
k

4
wL

25wRm̃R1
k

4
wR

2 ~mod integer!. ~83!

For generic values of (m̃L ,m̃R), the only solution to this constraint iswL5wR . In this paper, we
are considering only the universal cover of SL(2,R) as the target space of the model. In this ca
the spectrum of (m̃L ,m̃R) is continuous, and only the left-right symmetric spectral flowwL

5wR is allowed.
Summary:We propose that the spectrum of the SL(2,R) WZW model@for the universal cover

of SL(2,R)# contains the following two types of representations. First, the spectral flow o
continous representations, with the same amount of spectral flow on the left and right,Ĉ1/21 is,L

a,w

3 Ĉ1/21 is,R
a,w . Then the discrete representationsD̂

j̃ ,L

1,w
3D̂

j̃ ,R

1,w
with the same amount of spectral flo

on the left and right and the same value ofj̃ , with 1/2, j̃ ,(k21)/2. In the string theory, thes
representations should be tensored with the states of the internal CFT, and the Virasoro con
should be imposed.

V. SCATTERING OF THE LONG STRING

When a long string comes in from the boundary ofAdS3 to the center, it will scatter back to
the boundary. In this process the winding number could in principle change. In order to stu
S-matrix between incoming and outgoing long strings, it is convenient to perform the rotatio
Euclidean signature spaces, both on the worldsheet and in space time. Following the st
procedure, we define the hermiticity as is natural in the Lorentzian theory. For this reason w
have the SL(2,R)L3SL(2,R)R currents in the Euclidean theory. The relevant conformal fi
theory, whose target space is the three-dimensional hyperbolic spaceH35SL(2,C)/SU~2! has
been studied in Refs. 18, 25–30.

A. Vertex operators

To compute the scattering amplitudes, we would like to find vertex operators for all r
sentations considered above. Spectral flow is realized in the vertex operator for malism
following standard fashion.31 We bosonize theJ3 currents, introducing left and right moving chira
bosons@Reflecting the hermiticity of the SL(2,R) model, the scalar fieldf is Hermitian, but with
a wrong sign for the two-point function̂f(z)f(z8)&5 log(z2z8).# through

JR
352 i Ak

2
]f~z!, JL

352 i Ak

2
]̄f~ z̄!. ~84!
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A state with chargem underJR
3 contains an exponential inf(z) of the form eimA(2/k)f(z). The

other two currents therefore can be expressed as

JR
15ceiA~2/k!f~z!, JR

25c†e2 iA~2/k!f~z!, ~85!

and similarly forJL
6 . A primary fieldF jmm̄(z,z̄) of the current algebra can be expressed as

F jmm̄5eimA~2/k!f~z!1 im̄A~2/k!f~ z̄!C jmm̄ , ~86!

whereC jmm̄ carries no charges with respect toJR,L
3 . In the case of the SU~2! model, the field

corresponding toC is known as a parafermion. The parafermion for the SL(2,R) model was
studied in Ref. 32. The conformal weights of the parafermion fieldC jmm̄ is

hC; jmm̄52
j ~ j 21!

k22
1

m2

k
,

~87!

h̄C; jmm̄52
j ~ j 21!

k22
1

m̄2

k
.

In the discrete lowest weight representation,m,m̄5 j , j 11,j 12, ... . In particular, whenj 5k/2,
the fieldC j 5k/2,m5m̄5k/2 has conformal weightsh5h̄50. Since the parafermion field lives in th
unitary conformal field theory it is natural to assume that it is the identity operator.~Recently we
have learned that a similar argument has appeared in unpublished notes by Zamolodchik
thank him for having his note available to us.33! Here we simply note that the operator,

eiA~k/2!~f~z!1f~ z̄!!

has the correct OPE for the primary field of spinj 5k/2 with the SL(2,R) currents.
Using the parafermion notation, the operator obtained by the spectral flow byw units is

expressed as

Fw5ei ~m̃1wk/2!A~2/k!f~z!1 i ~m! 1wk/2!A~2/k!f~ z̄!C jm̃m! . ~88!

It is easy to see that the conformal weight is given by

L05
2 j ~ j 21!

k22
2mw1kw2/2. ~89!

B. Reflection coefficient

We will compute the amplitude, using the formulas obtained in Refs. 34, 35, 26, 33, i
case that the winding number does not change.

The long string states are in the spectral flow of the continuum representation. The
sponding vertex operators are

Fmm̄
j 5emf~z!1m̄f~ z̄!Cm̃m!

j Vhh̄~z,z̄!,

~90!
m̃5m2wk/2, m! 5m̄2wk/2, j 5 1

21 is,

whereVhh̄ is an operator in the internal part with conformal weights (h,h̄). The physical energy
E and angular momentuml of a state inAdS3 are given by

m5 1
2 ~E1 l !, m̄5 1

2 ~E2 l !. ~91!
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The physical state constraint is~80! with Ñ50. This implies that

m̃52wk/41
1

w F1/41s2

k22
1h21G . ~92!

Now we can now consider the two point function26,27,33

^Fmm̄
j ~z,z̄!Fm8m̄8

j 8 ~z8,z̄8!&5

G~1/21 is2m̃!G~1/21 is1m! !G~22is!GS 2is

k22D
G~1/22 is2m̃!G~1/22 is1m! !G~2is!GS 22is

k22 D
3d~s2s8!dN1N8d~E1E8!. ~93!

Thez dependence is just 1/uz2z8u4 coming from the fact that the two operators have weight~1,1!.
This is the reflection amplitude and the values ofm̃,m! are determined by~92! ~notice thatm is the
physical energy, notm̃!.

As explained in Ref. 28 in this context, in string theory we have to integrate overz and divide
by the volume of SL(2,C). We can use SL(2,C) invariance to putz50, z85` in the correlator.
The volume of the rest of SL(2,C) then gives*(d2z/uzu2), which cancels one of the delta
functions in~93!. Notice thatd(s2s8)d(E1E8)5d(s2s8)d(0), thevolume of SL(2,C) cancels
the d~0! piece.

Now if we study the poles of~93!, we find that they are located at 1/21 is2m̃52q with q
50,1,2, ... . They come from the first Gamma-function. Taking this condition together with~92!
we find that

1/21 is1q5m̃52wk/41
1

w F1/41s2

k22
1h21G ~94!

and this equation is precisely the same as the usual mass shell equation for discrete stat
take j̃ 51/21 is. There are similar poles from the second Gamma-function. There are no
coming from the third factor since they cancel extra poles appearing in the other factors. N
that the poles appearing in~94! satisfy precisely Eq.~76! for bound states in the representatio
D̂

j̃

1,w
~with Ñ50!. There is however, an important difference. In~76! the value ofj̃ obeyed the

condition

1

2
, j̃ ,

k21

2
, ~95!

while we do not have such a condition in~94!. It is interesting to note that ifj̃ satisfies~95!, then
the residue at the pole has the proper sign to be interpreted as coming from a bound state
j̃ 5(k21)/2, i.e., at the upper bound of~95!, we find that there is no pole. Moreover, immediate
above that value, we have the wrong sign for the pole residue. This might make us worry th
amplitude is not having the right analytic structure. However, in order to have a one-to
correspondence between poles of the scattering amplitude and bound states, the potentia
decrease sufficiently rapidly at the infinity,36 a condition that is not met in our case. In such
situation, it is possible to have extra poles that do not correspond to physical states. We
analyze the poles and their implications for physical states in a future publication.

C. Relation to the scattering of the two-dimensional black hole

The coset of the SL(2,R) WZW by the U~1! generated byJ3 gives a sigma-model whos
target space is the two-dimensional black hole with the Euclidean signature metric.37 The geom-
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etry of the black hole is like a semi-infinite cigar with an asymptotic region in the form of
cylinder R3S1. The dilaton field grows as one approaches the center of the black hole,
remains finite since the geometry is terminated at the tip of the cigar. The string theo
SL(2,R)/U~1!3~time!3M is closely related to the string theory onAdS33M since the physical
state conditions for the latter impliesJn

3uphysical&50 for n>1, as we show in Appendix A
Similarly the superstring theory onAdS33M is related to the Kazama–Suzuki cos
SL(2,R)/U~1!.

There is however difference between the zero mode sectors of the theories onAdS3 and on
the two-dimensional black hole. In order to construct representations for SL~2!/U~1!, we can start

from the representations of SL̂(2,R) that we described above and impose the condition thatJn.0
3

annihilate the state and that the totalAdS3 energy vanishes,J0,R
3 1J0,L

3 5m1m̄50. In terms of the
parafermionC jm̃m! given in ~86! and ~88!, the condition ism̃1m! 5wk. The locality condition
m2m̄5n, wheren is an integer implies thatm̃2m! 5n. These two quantization conditions are th
ones in Ref. 38@see Eq.~3.6! of that paper#. The SL~2!/U~1! theory has been studied recently
connection with ‘‘little’’ string theories in Refs. 24 and 39.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied the physical spectrum of bosonic string theory inAdS3 . We pro-
posed that the complete Hilbert space of the SL(2,R) WZW model consists of the continuou
representations and their spectral flowĈj 51/21 is

a,w 3 Ĉj 51/21 is
a,w , and the discrete representations a

their spectral flowD̂j
6,w3D̂j

6,w with the constraint 1/2, j ,(k21)/2. The sum over the spectra
flow is required if we assume that the Hilbert space realizes the full loop group of SL(2R),
including its topologically nontrivial elements. We found that this proposal leads to the phy
spectrum of the string theory with the correct semiclassical limits.

In particular, we have solved the two puzzles which we mentioned in the Introduction
no-ghost theorem forD̂j

6 requires the constraint 0, j ,k/2. If we only had the unflowed secto
~with w50!, it would imply the upper bound on allowed mass of string states, which app
artificial. This was one of the puzzles. We have resolved this puzzle by showing that the
bound on the mass is removed if we include all the spectral flowed sectors in the Hilbert
Moreover we showed that the consistency with the spectral flow and the standard har
analysis of the zero modes requires the constraint 1/2, j ,(k21)/2, more stringent than the on
required by the no-ghost theorem. The constraint 1/2, j ,(k21)/2 is found to be consistent with
the locations of the poles in the reflection coefficient~with the correct sign for the pole residue
see also Ref. 24 and the modular invariance of the partition function.

Another puzzle was to identify states in the Hilbert space corresponding to the long st
We found that these states are in the spectral flow of the continuous representations,Ĉj 51/21 is

a,w

3 Ĉj 51/21 is
a,w . The integerw, which parametrized the amount of the spectral flow, is identified w

the winding number of the long string stretched closed the boundary ofAdS3 . The physical
spectrum of the long strings obtained from these representations agrees with the expectatio
the semiclassical analysis in Refs. 11 and 12.

The resolutions of these puzzles removes the longstanding doubts about the consistenc
model. Moreover it appears that the SL(2,R) WZW model is exactly solvable, just as WZW
models for compact groups, although its Hilbert space structure is significantly different
those of the compact cases. We hope that further study of the model will provide us more
insights into theAdS/CFT correspondence and strings in curved spaces in general.
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APPENDIX A: NO-GHOST THEOREMS

In this Appendix we would like to extend the proof of the no-ghost theorem to all
representations considered above. We assumek.2. The proof of the no-ghost theorem for th
standard lowest energy representations.2–9,22 involves two parts. Part I consists of showing tha
physical state can be chosen, up to a null state to be such thatJn

3uc.50, for n>1. This first part
uses 0, j ,k/2 for theDj

6 representations as well asc526 and the mass shell condition. This w
shown in Refs. 2–9. Part II consists in showing that any state that is annihilated byJn.0

3 has a
non-negative norm. This step also uses 0, j ,k/2 for theDj

6 representations. This was done
Ref. 22. Here we will use the same strategy and prove Part I for the all our representation
no-ghost theorem then follows from Part II.

We first review the proof of Part I for the representations withw50 and then we do Part I fo
the wÞ0 representations.

1. Proof of part I for unflowed representations

Here we follow the proof in Refs. 2, 3, 6, 7, 9. It has essentially three steps.
Step 1:The first step of the proof is to show that states of the form

L2n1
L2n2

¯L2nN
J2m1

3 J2m2

3
¯J2mM

3 u f &,

n1>n2>¯>nN , m1>m2>¯>mM , ~A1!

with Lnu f &5Jn
3u f &50 for n>1,

are linearly independent and that they form a complete basis of the Hilbert space.
The statesuf & are constructed from states in the current algebra times some states in an in

conformal field theory. This internal piece is assumed to be unitary. This step involved sepa
the piece ofLn involving L (3)

ªJ3J3:, definingL̂n5Ln2Ln
(3) . One can show that the states~A1!

are in one to one correspondence with states of the form,

L2n1
L2n2

¯L2nN
J2m1

3 J2m2

3
¯J2mM

3 u f &,

~A2!
n1>n2>¯>nN , m1>m2>¯>mM .

Notice that conditions~A1! on u f & are the same asL̂n.0u f &5Jn.0
3 u f &50. It is easier to show tha

~A2! is a basis since now we can think of the CFT as a product of a U~1! factor with the rest. The
rest is a CFT withc525 and therefore the fact that~A2! is a basis reduces to showing that the
are no null states in the Virasoro descendents on a primary field. This will be true if the conf
weight of the rest is positive. This reduces to showing thatc2 /(k22)1m2/k1M.0, whereM is
the grade in the SL(2,R) piece. For the continuous representations, this is obvious sincec2.0. For
lowest weight representations, this inequality can be shown by rewriting it as

2 j ~k/22 j !

k~k22!
1

2M

k S k

2
2 j D1

2 j

k
~2 j 1m1M !1

1

k
~ j 2m!2.0. ~A3!
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We to use 0, j ,k/2 and also the fact thatm> j 2M , which is true in general. Notice that them
that appears here is the totalJ0

3 value, after we appliedJ2n
6 any number of times. Notice that in

this step we did not use that the states were obeying the mass shell condition, but we use, j
,k/2 and thatc526.

Step 2:Here we show that a physical state can be chosen so that it involves noL2n when
written as~A1!.

A physical state can be written as a state with noL2n plus a spurious state. A spurious sta
is a state with at least oneL2n . Then we use the fact that, whenc526, Ln(n>1) acting on a
spurious state which satisfies theL051 condition leaves it as a spurious state.40,41 If Ln.0 acts on
a state of the form~A1! with no L2n then it will not produce anyL2n . Together with the fact tha
~B1! is a basis this implies that the part of the state with noL2n satisfies the physical stat
condition on its own, and therefore the rest is a null state~a spurious physical state!.

Step 3:We show that if the physical stateuc& involves noL2n when written as in~A1! then
Jn

3uc&50.
Since there are noL2n’s in the physical statec this implies thatLn

(3)c50 for n>1. Then we
try to show that the only states satisfying this will be states withJn

3c50 for n>1. This would be
true if there are no null states in theL (3) Virasoro descendents of the statesuf & we considered
above. IfmÞ0 then one can show that there is no null state in the Virasoro descendents in thL (3)

Virasoro descendents. There are two states withm50 one is in the continuous representation, b
the mass shell condition automatically implies thatN50 ~there are noJ2n

a in this state! and
therefore the state has positive norm. The other is the state in the lowest weight represen

J21
2 u j 51& ~A4!

~and of course its complex conjugate in the highest weight representation!. This state has positive
norm. Note thatm is the physical energy inAdS3 of the state in question. Zero energy stat
therefore imply that we have a normalizable zero mode. This is the state corresponding
identity operator in the spacetime boundary conformal field theory, the stateJ̄JF1 of Ref. 25
which played an important role in the computation of the spacetime Virasoro algebra.

One can show, using the mass shell condition, that all other states havemÞ0. The mass shel
condition is

2
j ~ j 21!

k22
1N1h82150, ~A5!

whereN is the grade in the SL(2,R) part andh8 is the conformal weight of the rest,h8>0. If
0, j ,1 thenm is nonzero because it can only change by an integer by the action of thJn

6

currents. If j 51 with N51 andh850 we find ~A4! and states with positivem.
Consider nowj .1. If we hadm50 then we also needN> j , j >2 ~sincem50 only if j is

integer! and furthermore

2
j ~ j 21!

k22
1N21>

~ j 21!~k222 j !

k22
.0 ~A6!

provided j <k/2. Sincej has to be at least 2, thenk.4 and thereforek222k/2.0. Thus we
conclude that~A5! would not be obeyed ifm50.

2. Proof of Part I for flowed representations

Now we would like to generalize the above discussion to the spectral flowed represent
that we calledĈ1/21 is

a,w andD̂
j̃

1,w
. In the case of discrete representations we want to show tha

no ghost theorem holds for 0, j̃ ,k/2, where j̃ labels the representation before we perform
spectral flow operation, i.e., it labels a representation of the current algebra withL̃0 bounded
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below. So we consider the same representations we had above but we modify the physic
conditions. This is equivalent to imposing the usual conditions on the flowed representation
would like to prove that, given any state built on a lowest weight or continuous representation
respect toJ̃n , the physical state condition (Ln2dn,0)uc&50 n>0 with respect toLn removes
non-negative norm states. We only consider spectral flow withw.1 on continuous or lowes
weight representationsD̂

j̃

1
. These and their complex conjugates cover all the representation

needed to consider. We reproduce now the steps in Appendix A.1.
Step 1:In ~A1! we need to show that they form a basis withL2n5L̃2n2wJ̃2n

3 . We know that
they would form a basis if we had an expression like~A1! with L2n→L̃2n . Fortunately there is
an invertible one to one map between these two sets of states, so that they form a basis.

Step 2:It is the same since onlyc526 is used.
Step 3:If we write a physical state,uc&, as a state with noL2n thenLn

(3) with n>1 annihilates
it. Again we will try to show thatm5m̃1kw/2 is nonzero and that will imply thatJn.0

3 uc&50.
For this we need to use the new mass shell condition

c̃2

k22
1Ñ1h82wm1

kw2

4
51, ~A7!

whereÑ is the level inside the current algebra before the spectral flow,c̃2 is the second casimir in
terms of j̃ andh8 is the conformal weight of state in the internal conformal theory~the internal
piece needs not be a primary state, and we only require that the whole combined state nee
primary!. We can assume with no loss of generality thatw>1. Let us start with the spectral flow
of a continuous representation,~A7! implies that if m50 thenÑ50 and there are no negativ
norm states.~The only solution withm50 is in the case ofk53 and j̃ 51/2.!

Let us turn to lowest weight representations. Thanks to the restriction 0, j̃ ,k/2, we have
c̃2 /(k22).2k/4. Therefore, ifm50, the left-hand side of~A7! is larger thank/4(w221). If
w>2, ~A7! cannot be obeyed. Ifw51, m50 impliesm̃52k/2 andÑ in ~A7! has to be at leas
Ñ> j̃ 1k/2. However, in this case we findc̃2 /(k22)1Ñ1k/4>k/21 j̃ .1 ~here we usedk.2!
and again~A7! is not satisfied.

So we conclude that all states can be mapped into states obeyingJn.0
3 uc&50.

APPENDIX B: PARTITION FUNCTION

In this Appendix, we discuss the partition function of the SL(2,R) WZW model and its
modular invariance.

1. Partition function of the SU „2… model

Before we begin discussing the modular invariance of the SL(2,R) theory, let us review the
case of SU~2!.

The charactersx l
k(t,u) ( l 50,1

2,1,...,k/2) of the irreducible representations of the SU~2!k affine
algebra transform under the modular transformation as

x l
k~21/t,2u/t!5expS 2p i

k

4

u2

t D(
l 8

Sll 8x l 8
k

~t,u!, ~B1!

whereSll 8 is some orthonormal (k11)3(k11) matrix. The diagonal~so-calledAk-type! modular
invariant combination is therefore

e22p~k/2!@~ Im u!2/Im t#(
l

ux l~t,u!u2. ~B2!

The exponential factore22p(k/2)@(Im u)2/Imt# is there to cancel the exponential factor in~B1! as
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@ Im~2u/t!#2

Im~21/t!
5

~ Im u!2

Im t
1 i

u2

2t
2 i

ū2

2t̃
. ~B3!

It is known that the exponential factor in~B2! is a consequence of the chiral anomaly a
therefore of the OPE singularity,

J3~z!J3~w!;
k/2

~z2w!2 . ~B4!

2. Partition function of the SL „2,C…ÕSU„2… model

In string theory, one-loop computations are done after performing the Euclidean rotati
both the target space and the worldsheet~or stay in the Lorentzian signature space and use thi e
prescription!. The modular invariance of the partition function is imposed on the Euclidean w
sheet. In our case, the Euclidean rotation of the target space means SL(2,R)→H3

5SL(2,C)/SU~2!. The partition function of the SL(2,C)/SU~2! model has been evaluated in Re
18 as

ZSL~2,C!/SU~2!;
1

AIm te@22p~ Im u!2/Im t#uq1~t,u!u2
. ~B5!

Note that our definition of the partition function differs from that in Ref. 18 by the fac
e2p(k/2)@(Im u)2/Imt#. It appears that, without this factor, the partition function is not modular inv
ant. ~The puzzle about the apparent lack of the modular invariance was recently resolved i
42.! One may expect that this partition function is related to the one for the SL(2,R) model by the
Euclidean rotation. In the discussion below, we first evaluate the SL(2,R) partition function on the
Lorentzian torus, and therefore taket,t̄,u,ū to be independent real variables. We then analytica
continue them to complex values so that~t, u! are complex conjugate of (t̄,ū). We will find that,
by doing this analytic continuation, and ignoring contact terms, the SL(2,R) partition function
turns into the SL(2,C)/SU~2! partition function~B5!, provided we impose the constraint 1/2, j
,(k21)/2 on the discrete representations.

3. Discrete representations of SL „2,R…

The character of the discrete representationD j
1 is

x j
1~t,u!5Tr~e2p i t~L02@k/8~k22!# !e2p iuJ0

3
!

5

expF2p i tS 2
j ~ j 21!

k22
2

k

8~k22! D12p iu j G
~12e2p iu!)n51

` ~12e2p int!~12e2p inte2p iu!~12e2p inte22p iu!

5

expF2
2p i t

k22 S j 2
1

2D 2

12p iuS j 2
1

2D G
iq1~t,u!

, ~B6!

whereq1(t,u) is the elliptic theta-function,

q1~t,u!52 i (
n52`

`

~21!n expFp i tS n2
1

2D 2

12p iuS n2
1

2D G . ~B7!

The spectral flow,
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L̃05L01wJ0
32

k

4
w2, J̃0

35J0
32

k

2
w, ~w50,61,62,...!, ~B8!

transforms the characterx j
1 as

Tr~e2p i t~ L̃02@k/8~k22!# !e2p iu J̃0
3
!

5Tr~e2p i t~L01wJ0
3
2~k/4!w22@k/B~k22!# !e2p iu~J0

3
2~k/2!w!!

5

expF22p i tS S j 2
1

2D 2

k22
2wS j 2

1

2D1
k

4
w2D 12p iuS j 2

1

2
2

k

2
wD G

iq1~t,u1wt!

5~21!w

expF2
2p i t

k22 S j 2
1

2
2

k22

2
wD 2

12p iuS j 2
1

2
2

k22

2
wD G

iq1~t,u!
, ~B9!

where we used

q1~t,u1wt!5~21!w exp~2p i tw222p iuw!q1~t,u!. ~B10!

We have also performed an analytic continuation such as

(
n50

`

qn52 (
n51

`

q2n,

ignoring terms likeSn52`
` qn;d(t). From here on, we allow~t, u! to take complex values an

( t̄,ū) to be their complex conjugates.
Let us sum over allowed representation. According to our proposal about the Hilbert sp

the WZW model, all the representations in the allowed range 1/2, j ,(k21)/2 should appear. We
also require that the spectrum to be invariant under the spectral flow~B8!, so we need to sum ove
w. The part of the partition function made by discrete representations is then

e12p~k/2!@~ Im u!2/Im t# (
w52`

` E
1/2

~k21!/2
d j

3

expF4p Im t

k22 S j 2
1

2
2

k22

2
wD 2

24p Im uS j 2
1

2
2

k22

2
wD G

uq1~t,u!u2

5e12p~k/2!@~ Im u!2/Im t#E
2`

`

dt

expF4p Im t

k22
t224p Im ut G

uq1~t,u!u2

;
1

AIm te22p@~ Im u!2/Im t#uq1~t,u!u2
. ~B11!

It is interesting to note that thej-integral over the range 1/2, j ,(k21)/2 and the sum overw fit
together to give thet-integral over2`,t,`. Since the spectral flow withw51 mapsD j

1 to
Dk/22 j ,

2 we do not have to consider the orbit ofD j
2 separately. The exponential facto
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e12p(k/2)@(Im u)2/(Im t)# is due to the chiral anomaly, as in the SU~2! case. The sign in the exponen
is opposite here since the sign of the OPE ofJ3 is opposite in the SL(2,R) case.

The partition function computed in~B11! is manifestly modular invariant. In fact, it is iden
tical to ~B12! computed for the SL(2,C)/SU~2! model. This gives an additional support for o
claim that the Hilbert space of the SL(2,R) model contains the discrete representations of
, j ,(k21)/2 and their spectral flow.

The construction of the partition function here is closely related to the one given in Re
There, instead of the integral overj in ~B11!, the partition function was given by a sum ov
integral values ofj. This is because they considered the string theory on the single cover o
SL(2,R) group manifold with the closed timelike curve. The resulting partition function, a
analytic continuation, is also modular invariant and appears to be a correct one for such a
It is, however, different from the partition function~B15! of the SL(2,C)/SU~2! model, as it
should since the Euclidean rotation of the SL(2,C)/SU~2! model is naturally related to the mode
on the universal cover of SL(2,R) rather than on its single cover.

4. Continuous representations

It is curious that the sum over the discrete representations and their spectral flow
reproduces the partition function of the SL(2,C)/SU~2! model. In fact, the sum over the continu
ous representations and their spectral flow, although formally modular invariant by itself, do
contribute to the partition function if we assume the analytic continuation int,t̄,u,ū and ignore
contact terms.

The character of the continuous representation is parametrized by a pair of real numberss,a)
with 0<a,1 ands arbitrary. The character is given by

x j 51/21 is,a5h23e2p i @s2/~k22!#teiau(
n

e2p inu. ~B12!

As before, we regard the worldsheet metric to be of the Minkowski signature, andu is real. So the
sum(n in the definition ofx j ,a gives the periodic delta-function,

(
n

e2p inu52p(
m

d~u1m!. ~B13!

After the spectral flow~B8!, the character becomes

x j 51/21 is,a;w5h23e2p i ~@s2/~k22!#1~k/4!w2!t2p(
m

e2p im~a2~k/2!w!d~u1wt1m!. ~B14!

Now let us takeux1/21 is,a;wu2 and integrate overs and a. The integral overa forces mL

5mR in the summation in~B14!. The integral overs gives the factor 1/AIm t. So we have

E
2`

`

dsE
0

1

daux1/21 is,a;wu25e24p Im t~k/4!w2 1

AIm tuhu6
(
m

d~2!~u1wt1m!. ~B15!

Let us sum this overw. We get a nonzero result only when there is some integerw such that

w52
Im u

Im t
. ~B16!

Therefore
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e12p~k/2!@~ Im u!2/Im t#(
w

E
2`

`

dsE
0

1

daux1/21 is,a;wu25
1

AIm tuhu6
(
w,m

d~2!~u1wt1m!.

~B17!

This expression is formally modular invariant since(w,m sums over the modular orbit of th
delta-function and 1/uhu4 cancels its modular weight. If we assume the analytic continuation, te
of this form are all set equal to zero. So, in this sense, the continuous representation do
contribute to the partition function of the SL(2,C)/SU(2) theory after the Euclidean rotation.
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We consider the one-loop partition function for Euclidean BTZ black hole back-
grounds or equivalently thermalAdS3 backgrounds which are quotients ofH3

~EuclideanAdS3!. The one-loop partition function is modular invariant and we can
read off the spectrum which is consistent to that found in hep-th/0001053. We see
long strings and discrete states in agreement with the expectations. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1377039#

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we continue the investigation started in Ref. 1 of the SL(2,R) WZW model
describing string theory onAdS33M. For other work on this model, see Ref. 2. Our motivati
is to understand string theories in curved spacetimes where the metric componentg00 is nontrivial,
of which AdS3 is the simplest example. Moreover, it is possible to construct black hole solu
as quotients ofAdS3 ,3 so understanding string theory onAdS3 would lead to an understanding o
strings moving near black hole horizons.

In Ref. 1 the spectrum of the SL(2,R) WZW model was studied, using spectral flow
generate new representations from the standard ones. These new representations includ
corresponding to long strings,5,6 with a continuous energy spectrum, as well as discrete states
existence of spectral flow as a symmetry of the theory was argued on the basis of classic
semi-classical analysis. Further support was given by the fact that the seemingly arbitrary
bound on the mass of string states inAdS3 was removed, thus recovering the infinite tower
masses one expects from string theory. We would like to verify these results by an e
calculation of the one-loop partition function. As shown in Ref. 4, the Euclidean black
background is equivalent to the thermalAdS3 background. So we will consider string theory o
AdS3 at a finite temperature, which is described by strings moving on a EuclideanAdS3 back-
ground with the Euclidean time identified. The calculation of the partition function for this ge
etry is a minor variation on the calculation of Gawedzki in Ref. 7. From this we can read o
spectrum of the theory in Lorentzian signature by interpreting the result as the free energy o
of strings.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we review the spectrum found in Ref. 1. In
III we compute the one-loop partition function on thermalAdS3 . In Sec. IV we read off the
spectrum from the one-loop calculation. First we present a qualitative analysis, which is
followed by a precise calculation. We explain how the different parts of the spectrum arise

a!Electronic mail: malda, json@pauli.harvard.edu
b!Electronic mail: ooguri@theory.caltech.edu
c!On leave of absence from the University of California, Berkeley.
29610022-2488/2001/42(7)/2961/17/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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this calculation. We further show how the one-loop result contains information about the SLR)
and Liouville reflection amplitudes.

II. THE SPECTRUM

We begin by briefly summarizing the results of Ref. 1, where a concrete proposal fo
spectrum ofAdS3 string theory was made. We consider a critical bosonic string theory
AdS33M. The Hilbert space of the SL(2,R) WZW model is generated by the action of th
left-moving and right-moving current algebra SL(2,R)̂L3SL(2,R)̂R , and all the states form rep
resentations of this algebra. The simplest representations are built by first choosing represe
for the zero modes, then regarding them as the primary states annihilated byJn.0

3,6 . The raising
operatorsJn,0

3,6 are then used to generate the representations of the current algebra. From ha
analysis, i.e. quantum mechanical limit, it is known that the left–right symmetric combina
Cj 51/21 is

a 3Cj 51/21 is
a andDj .1/2

6 3Dj .1/2
6 form a complete basis inL2(AdS3), whereCj 51/21 is

a is
the principal continuous representation andDj .1/2

6 the principal discrete representation
SL(2,R). These representations are unitary, but the resulting current algebra represen
Ĉj 51/21 is

a 3 Ĉj 51/21 is
a and D̂j .1/2

6 3D̂j .1/2
6 , constructed as explained above, are not. This is n

surprise, for even in flat Minkowski space it is not until one imposes the Virasoro constrain

~Ln1Ln2dn,0!uphysical&50, n>0, ~1!

that a unitary spectrum is obtained. HereLn is the Virasoro generator for the internal conform
field theory corresponding toM. The proposal of Ref. 1 is that one should consider not just th
representations but also those obtained by the spectral flow

Jn
3→ J̃n

35Jn
32

k

2
wdn,0 ,

Jn
1→ J̃n

15Jn1w
1 , ~2!

Jn
2→ J̃n

25Jn2w
2 .

The Virasoro generators, given by the Sugawara form, then becomeL̃n5Ln1wJn
32k/4w2dn,0 .

Imposing onD̂j .1/2
6 3D̂j .1/2

6 the condition~1! with L̃n one finds that these states have a discr
energy spectrum,

E5J0
31 J̄0

35q1q̄1kw12 j̃

511q1q̄12w1A114~k22!~Nw1h212 1
2 w~w11!!; ~3!

hereNw is defined to be the level of the current algebra after spectral flow by the amouw,
Nw5Ñ2wq, andÑ is the level before spectral flow. The state with energy~3! is obtained from
a lowest weight state by acting with the SL(2,R) currentsP J̃n<0

6 u j̃ , j̃ &, with q the net number of
6 signs in this expression. In other words,q is the number of spacetime energy raising operat
Ja

1 minus the number of spacetime energy lowering operatorsJa
2 that we have to apply to the

lowest weight, lowest energy stateu j̃ ,m5 j̃ & to get to the state whose spacetime energy is~3!. q̄ is
the corresponding quantity for the generatorsJ̄a

6 . We also have a level matching condition of th
form

Nw1h5N̄w1h̄, ~4!
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which implies that the angular momentum inAdS3 , l 5J0
32 J̄0

35q2q̄, is an integer. We argued in
Ref. 1 that j̃ is further restricted to the range

1

2
, j̃ ,

k21

2
, ~5!

which implies

k

4
w21

1

2
w,Nw1h211

1

4~k22!
,

k

4
~w11!22

1

2
~w11!. ~6!

A similar analysis onĈj 51/21 is
a 3 Ĉj 51/21 is

a yields a continuous spectrum,

E5
k

2
w1

1

w
S 2s21 1

2

k22
1Ñ1h1N! 1h̄22D , ~7!

where s takes values over the real numbers and is interpreted as the momentum in the
direction for the long strings. These states satisfy the level matching condition

Ñ1h5N! 1h̄1w3~ integer!. ~8!

In the rest of the paper we will do an independent calculation which will reproduce this s
string spectrum.

III. ONE-LOOP PARTITION FUNCTION

In this section we compute the worldsheet one-loop partition function. First we explai
relation between various useful coordinate systems. Then we consider thermalAdS35H3 /Z and
show how the identification of Euclidean time in the global coordinates translates into part
boundary conditions for the target space fields. The partition function is then calculated
explicit evaluation of the functional integral following Ref. 7.

A. Coordinates on H3 and thermal AdS 3

The natural metric onH3 is given by

ds25
k

y2 ~dy21dw dw̄!, ~9!

which is the Euclidean continuation of the Poincare´ metric onAdS3 . By the coordinate transfor
mation,

w5tanhret1 iu, w̄5tanhret2 iu, y5
et

coshr
, ~10!

we obtain the cylindrical coordinates on EuclideanAdS3 ,

ds2

k
5cosh2 r dt21dr21sinh2 r du2. ~11!

For the purpose of calculating the partition function, however, it is convenient to use coord
in which the metric reads7 as

ds2

k
5df21~dv1v df!~dv̄1 v̄ df!, ~12!
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which corresponds to the parametrization ofH3 as

g5Fef~11uvu2! v

v̄ e2fG . ~13!

The coordinate transformation from~11! to ~12! is

v5sinhreiu

v̄5sinhre2 iu ~14!

f5t2 log coshr.

ThermalAdS3 is given by the identification

t1 iu;t1 iu1b̂, ~15!

where b̂ represents the temperatureT and the imaginary chemical potentialim for the angular
momentum,

b̂5b1 imb5
1

T
1 i

m

T
. ~16!

The corresponding identifications in the coordinates~12! are

v;veimb

v̄; v̄e2 imb ~17!

f;f1b,

which is a consistent symmetry of the WZW action,

S5
k

p E d2z„]f ]̄f1~] v̄1]f v̄ !~ ]̄v1 ]̄fv !…. ~18!

B. Computation of the partition function on thermal AdS 3

In this subsection we compute the partition function for string theory on thermalAdS3 . We
consider a conformal field theory on a worldsheet torus with modular parametert (z;z12p
;z12pt). The two-dimensional conformal field theory on the worldsheet is the sum of t
parts: the conformal field theory onH3 , the internal conformal field theory onM, and the~b, c!
ghosts. First we start with the computation of the partition function for the conformal field th
describing the three dimensions of thermalAdS3 and then we will multiply the result by the
partition function of the ghosts and the internal conformal field theory.

Due to the identification~17!, the string coordinates now satisfy the following bounda
conditions:

f~z12p!5f~z!1bn, f~z12pt!5f~z!1bm,
~19!

v~z12p!5v~z!einmb, v~z12pt!5v~z!eimmb.

The thermal circle is noncontractible and therefore we get two integers~n,m! characterizing
topologically nontrivial embeddings of the worldsheet in spacetime. In order to implement
boundary conditions it is convenient to define new fieldsf̂,v̂ such that they are periodic:
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f5f̂1b f n,m~z,z̄!,
~20!

v5 v̂ exp„imb f n,m~z,z̄!…,

with

f n,m~z,z̄!5
i

4pt2
@z~nt̄2m!2 z̄~nt2m!#. ~21!

When we substitute this into the action~18!, we get

S5
kb2

4pt2
unt2mu21

k

p E d2zS u]f̂u21US ]1
1

2t2
Un,m1]f̂ D vC U2D , ~22!

where

Un,m~t!5
i

2p
~b2 imb!~nt̄2m!. ~23!

We are interested in the functional integral

Z~b,m;t!5E Df Dv̄ e2S. ~24!

This integral is evaluated as explained in Ref. 7. We can first do the integral overv̂, v̂̄ which is
quadratic, giving the determinant

detU]1
1

2t2
Un,m1]f̂U22

. ~25!

We calculate thef̂ dependence on the determinants by realizing that we can view~25! as an
inverse of two fermion determinants. We can then removef̂ from the determinants by a chira
gauge transformation and using the formulas for chiral anomalies. The result is

detU]1
1

2t2 Un,m1]f̂U22

5e2/pE d2z ]f̂]̃f̂ detU]1
1

2t2 Un,mU22

. ~26!

The remaining integral overf̂ gives the usual result for a free boson, except thatk→k22 due to
~26!. The functional integral for the thermalAdS3 partition function then gives

Z~b,m;t!5
b~k22!1/2

8pAt2

3(
n,m

e2kb2um2ntu2/4pt212p~ Im Un,m!2/t2

usin~pUn,m!u2u) r 51
` ~12e2p ir t!~12e2p ir t12p iU n,m!~12e2p ir t22p iU n,m!u2

5
b~k22!1/2

2pAt2

~qq̄!23/24(
n,m

e2kb2um2ntu2/4pt212p/~ Im Un,m!2/r 2

uq1~t,Un,m!u2
, ~27!

whereq1 is the elliptic theta function andq5e2p i t. The factorb(k22)1/2 comes from the length
of the circle in thef direction. This partition function is explicitly modular invariant after sum
ming over~n, m!. @In our previous paper, there was a puzzle about the apparent lack of mo
invariance of the SL(2,R) partition functions withJ3 insertions~see Appendix B of Ref. 1!. Here
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we have found that, if we introduce the twist by considering the physical set-up of thermalAdS3 ,
the result~27! turns out to be manifestly modular invariant. This resolves the puzzle raised in
1.#

We also need to include the contribution of the~b, c! ghosts and the internal CFT. A partitio
function of the latter will be of the form

ZM5~qq̄!2cint/24(
h,h̄

D~h,h̄!qhq̄h̄, ~28!

whereD(h,h̄) is the degeneracy at left-moving weighth and right-moving weighth̄, andcint is
the central charge of the internal CFT. Modular invariance requires thath2h̄PZ, a fact which
will be useful in the next section. Vanishing of the total conformal anomaly gives

cSL~2,R!1cint526. ~29!

We can calculate now the total contribution to the ground state energy. We found a groun
energy of23/24 in ~27!, the ghosts contribute with 2/24 and the internal CFT with2cint/24
5(cSL(2,R)226)/24. UsingcSL(2,R)5316/(k22), we find the overall factor,

~qq̄!2~11cint!/245e4pt2~121/4~k22!!. ~30!

@Note thatcint>0, k.2, and~29! imply that there will always be a tachyon in the theory.#
After multiplying ~27! by the~b, c! ghosts and the internal CFT partition functions, we sho

integrate the resulting expression over the fundamental domainF0 of the modular parametert.
The computation is much facilitated by the trick invented in Ref. 8 to trade the sum overn in ~27!
for the sum over copies of the fundamental domain. See Fig. 1. This is possible since~n, m!
transforms as a doublet under the modular group SL(2,Z). If ( n,m)Þ(0,0), it can be mapped by
an SL(2,Z) transformation to (0,m),m.0. The SL(2,Z) transformation also maps the fundame
tal domain into the strip Imt>0, u Retu<1/2. On the other hand, (n,m)5(0,0) is invariant under
the SL(2,Z) transformation, and the corresponding term still has to be integrated over the f
mental domainF0 . This term represents the zero temperature contribution to the cosmolo
constant, or the zero temperature vacuum energy. In addition to the usual tachyon diverge
bosonic string theory at larget2 , it is also divergent due to the sin21 factor in~27!; this divergence
can be interpreted as coming from the infinite volume ofAdS3 . Since the temperature dependen
of this term is trivial we will ignore it from now on. The final result then is that we fixn50 in ~27!
and we integrate over the entire strip shown in Fig. 1. The one-loop partition function of bo
string theory onH3 /Z3M is then

FIG. 1. The sum overn is traded for the sum over copies of the fundamental domain.
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Z~b,m!5
b~k22!1/2

8p
E

0

` dt2

t2
3/2 E

21/2

1/2

dt1 e4pt2~121/4~k22!!(
h,h̄

D(h,h̄)qhq̄h̄

3 (
m51

`
e2~k22!m2b2/4pt2

usinh~mb̂/2!u2
U)

n51

`
12e2p int

~12emb̂12p int~12e2mb̂12p int!
U2

. ~31!

IV. READING OFF THE SPECTRUM

We will now extract the spectrum of Lorentzian string theory onAdS3 by interpreting the
one-loop partition function in the spacetime theory. The one-loop partition function is the s
particle contribution to the spacetime thermal free energy,Z(b,m)52bF. To this each string
state makes a contributionb21 log(12e2b(E1iml)), whereE and l are the energy and the angul
momentum of the state. The total free energy is the sum over all such factors:

F~b,m!5
1

b (
stringPH

log~12e2b~Estring1 im l string!!5 (
m51

`

f ~mb,mm!, ~32!

where

f ~b,m!5
1

b (
stringPH

e2b~Estring1 im l string!. ~33!

HereH is the physical Hilbert space of single string states. In both~31! and ~32!, we have the
sums over functions of (mb,mm). It is therefore sufficient to compare them51 terms in these
expressions. In other words, we want to verify thatEstring and l string extracted from the identifica
tion,

f ~b,m!5 (
stringPH

1

b
e2b~Estring1 im l string!

5
~k22!1/2

8p
E

0

` dr2

t2
3/2 E

21/2

1/2

dt1 e4pt2~121/4~k22!!(
h,h̄

D(h,h̄)qhq̄h̄

3
e2~k22!b2/4pt2

usinh~ b̂/2!u2
U)

n51

`
12e2p int

~12eb̂12p int!~12e2b̂12p int!
U2

, ~34!

agree with the string spectrum found in our previous paper.1 We will see that the sum over th
Hilbert space breaks up into a sum over the discrete states and an integral over the con
states, with the expressions for the energies that were reviewed in Sec. II. Since the on
calculation presented here is independent of the assumptions made in Ref. 1 about str
LorentzianAdS3 , we can regard this as a derivation of the spectrum starting from the well-de
Euclidean path integral.

A. Qualitative analysis

In this subsection we will analyze~34! in a qualitative way and explain where the differe
contributions to the spectrum come from. To keep the notation simple, we setm50 in this
subsection, leaving the exact computation for the next subsection.

As expected, in~34! there is an exponential divergence ast2→`, coming from the tachyon
This is just as in the flat space case, where (mass)2,0 of the tachyon causes its contribution to
weighted with a positive exponential. We will disregard this divergence.@A skeptical reader could
think that we are really doing the superstring partition function~the fermions included in the
internal CFT, etc.!. Then the tachyon divergence will disappear but one would still find
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divergences that we discuss below. Of course, the one-loop partition function is nonvan
even in the supersymmetric case since the thermal boundary conditions break supersym#
However, rather unexpectedly, the expression above has additional divergences at finite va
t. In string theory one might naively expect that divergences come only from the corners
fundamental domain in thet-plane, but in this case the divergence is coming from points in
interior of the fundamental domain. Overcoming the initial panic, one realizes that these
gences are related to the presence of long strings. In fact, as with any other string diverge
can be interpreted as an IR effect. This divergence is due to the fact that long strings fee
potential as they go to infinity and therefore we get an infinite volume factor. To see this, not
near the pole~see Fig. 2!,

t5tpole1e, ~35!

where

tpole5
r

w
1 i

b

2pw
, ~36!

we can expand the partition function and replacet in all terms by its value at the pole, except
the one term that has the pole. If we integrate~34! near the pole, i.e. in the regione,ut2tpoleu
!1, we find that it diverges as loge with the coefficient

1

Awb3
expF2bS k

2
w1

1

w S Ñ1h1N! 1h̄221
1

2~k22! D D1
2p ir

w
~Ñ1h2N! 2h̄!G . ~37!

We now sum overr, with ur /wu<1/2, since these are the ones corresponding to the poles in
strip. ~If some poles are on the boundaries of the strip,t1561/2, then we only count them once!

This sum constrainsÑ1h2N! 2h̃ to be an integer multiple ofw, as in ~8!, and it introduces an
additional factor ofw in ~37!. The log divergence in thet-integral can therefore be expressed

f ~b,m!;
1

b
logeE

0

`

ds e2bE~s!1¯ , ~38!

whereE(s) is the energy spectrum given by~7!. Note that thes-integral and the sum overr we
mentioned above give the factorAw/b needed to match the prefactor in~37! to that in~38!. This

FIG. 2. Poles in thet-plane, shown forw51 to 4.
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reproduces the expected contribution from the long strings on the left hand side of~34!. The
logarithmic divergence should be interpreted as a volume factor due to the fact that the long
can be at any radial position. In the next subsections, we will see more precisely that it is i
associated to the infinite volume in spacetime by relatinge to a long distance cutoff.

Now we would like to calculate the short string spectrum. Since the long string spectrum
a divergent result, while the short string spectrum gives a finite one, it might appear at firs
extracting the contributions due to the short strings from a divergent expression such as~34! will
be problematic. Fortunately we can get around this difficulty since the temperature depende
the long string free energy is different from that of the short string free energy. In the
subsection we will explain how to do this precisely and reproduce the short string spectrum
agrees with Ref. 1. One of the more puzzling aspects of the short string spectrum found t
that there is a cutoff 1/2, j̃ ,(k21)/2 in the value of the SL(2,R) spin j̃ . In the remainder of this
section we will explain in a qualitative way how this cutoff arises by doing the calculation
largek.

If we were to evaluate the right hand side of~34! naively ~and incorrectly!, we would expand
the integrand in powers ofq5e2p i t and then perform thet-integral. If we did this, we would
obtain the short string spectrum withw50 and no upper bound on the value ofj̃ . However this
expansion is not correct. How we can expand the integrand in~34! depends on the value oft2 .
When we cross the poles att25b/2pw, a different expansion should be used for the denom
tor:

1

12eb12p iwt 5 (
q50

`

eq~b12p iwt!S t2.
b

2pwD ,

52 (
q50

`

e2~q11!~b12p iwr!S t2,
b

2pwD . ~39!

Whent2 is in the range

b

2p~w11!
,t2,

b

2pw
, ~40!

the product overn in the first term in the denominator in~34! is broken up into two factors, a
product in 1<n<w and a product inw11<n. The first factor is expanded in powers o
e(2b12p int) and the second factor is expanded in powers ofeb12p int. Combining them togethe
with the terms coming from the expansion of the remaining products in~34!, we get an exponen
of the form6

2~ 1
2 1q1w!b12p i t~Nw2 1

2 w~w11!!, ~41!

for some integersq and Nw . @The first term2b/2 comes from expanding 1/sinh(b/2) in ~34!.#
There is a similar term fort→ t̄. We are then to do thet-integral of the form

E d2t

t2
3/2

3e4pt2~121/4~k22!!2~k22!~b2/4pt2!2b~11q1q̄12w!12p i t„Nw1h2~1/2!w~w11!…22p i t̄„N̄w1h̄2~1/2!w~w11!…,

~42!

over the region~40!. The integral overt1 produces the level matching condition~4!. Now we
evaluate the integral overt2 using the saddle point approximation. We find that the saddle p
is at
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tsaddle5
~k22!b

2pA114~k22!„Nw1h212 1
2 w~w11!…

, ~43!

and the integral gives

1

b
expF2bS 11q1q̄12w1A114~k22!S Nw1h212

1

2
w~w11! D D G . ~44!

This is the correct form of the contributions due to the short strings on the left hand side of~34!.
Moreover we obtain the bound onj̃ precisely, becausetsaddlehas to be in the range~40! in order
for the saddle point approximation to give a nonzero result. By~43!, this condition is the same a
the bound on the spectrum~6!, which is equivalent to 1/2, j̃ ,(k21)/2. ~It is a bit surprising that
we get all factors precisely right from the saddle point approximation.! Notice then that the cutoff
in j̃ is associated to the fact that we expand the integrand in~34! in different ways depending on
the value oft. The value oft making the biggest contribution to the integral depends on the va
of N andh of the string state.

B. A precise evaluation of the t-integral

Now let us study the partition function~34! more systematically. In this subsection, we
back to the general case withmÞ0. From what we saw in the previous subsection, we expec
find the discrete states from the integral over the range~40!, and the continuous states from th
poles after a suitable regularization.

In order to evaluate thet-integral exactly, it is useful to introduce a new variablec by

e2~k22!~b2/4pt2!52
8p i

b S t2

k22D 3/2E
2`

`

dc ce2@4pt2 /~k22!#c212ibc. ~45!

Now supposet2 is in the range

b

2p~w11!
,t2,

b

2pw
, ~46!

and expand the integrand in~34! as explained in the previous subsection. The right hand sid
~34! becomes a sum of terms like

4

b~k22!i E2`

`

dc cE
b/2p~w11!

b/2pw

dt2E
21/2

1/2

dt1expF2b̂S q1w1
1

2D2 b̂̄S q̄1w1
1

2D
12p i t1~Nw1h2N̄w2h̄!12icb22pt2S h1h̄1Nw1N̄w1

2c21 1
2

k22
2w~w11!22D G .

~47!

The integral overt1 gives a delta function enforcingNw1h5N̄w1h̄, which is the level-matching
condition ~4!. Integrating overt2 in the range~46! gives
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1

bp i E2`

`

dc c
exp@2icb2b̂~q1w1 1

2!2b̄
ˆ
~ q̄1w1 1

2!#

c21 1
4 1~k22!~Nw1h212 1

2 w~w11!!

3H 2expF2
b

w
S 2Nw12h221

2c21 1
2

k22
2w~w11!D G

1expF2
b

w11
S 2Nw12h221

2c21 1
2

k22
2w~w11!D G J , ~48!

where we used~4!.
Let us first look at the first term~the second line! in ~48!. We note that the exponent can b

expressed in the form of a complete square if we setc5s1( i /2)(k22)w. As it will become clear
shortly, it is natural to shift the contour of thec-integral from Imc50 to Imc51/2(k22)w so that
s becomes real. During this process the contour crosses some poles in the integrand, picking
residues of the poles in the range 0,Im c,1/2(k22)w. See Fig. 3. The poles are located at

2
c2

~k22!
5Nw1h2

1

2
w~w11!211

1

4~k22!
,

k22

4
w2. ~49!

Similarly, for the second exponential term~the third line! in ~48! we shift the contour toc5s
1( i /2)(k22)(w11) with s real. This picks up the poles at

2
c2

~k22!
5Nw1h2

1

2
w~w11!211

1

4~k22!
,

k22

4
~w11!2. ~50!

It is important to note that the residues of these poles have a sign opposite to that of the re
of the poles obeying~49!. So the result is that we are left with only those poles in the range

k22

2
w,Im c,

k22

2
~w11!, ~51!

with residues

1

b
exp@2b̂q2 b̂̄q̄2b~112w1A114~k22!~Nw1h212 1

2 w~w11!!!#. ~52!

This is the expected contribution of the short strings to the right hand side of~34!, and we see also
that ~51! translates into the correct bound onj̃ ~5!.

It remains to examine the resulting integral overs. Notice that the term coming from jus
above the pole att5b̂/2pw has a very similarw dependence in the exponent as that coming fr

FIG. 3. Shifting the contour of integration picks up the pole residues corresponding to the short string spectru
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just below the pole. In other words, we combine the first term of~48! with the second term of an
expression similar to~48! but with w→w21 and we find, after shifting the contours as above

1

2p ib E
2`

`

dsS 2s

w~k22!
1 i D S expF2b̂q2 b̂̄q̄2bS k

2
w1

2

w S s211/4

k22
1Nw211h21D D G

1

2
1 is2

k

4
w1

1

w S Nw211h211
s211/4

k22 D

2

expF2b̂q2 b̂̄q̄2bS k

2
w1

2

w S s211/4

k22
1Nw1h21D D G

2
1

2
1 is2

k

4
w1

1

w S Nw1h211
s211/4

k22 D D . ~53!

Let us concentrate for now on the third line of~53!. We first note that the sum of such terms ov
all states gives rise to the log divergence. To see this, it is useful to notice that the combin

Ñ5qw1Nw , N! 5q̄w1N̄w , ~54!

that appear in the exponent of the third line of Eq.~53! are the levels before spectral flow. Thu

for a given stateuc&, states of the form (J̃0
1J! 0

1)nuc& all have the same value ofÑ and Ñ̄. Acting
with J̃0

1J! 0
1 on uc& does not change the exponent in~53!, but it does change the denominator b

one. This implies that when we sum over all the states of this type, we will find a divergent
of the form

(
n50

`
1

A2n
.

This divergence has the same origin as the divergence of the right hand side of~34! at the pole
tpole5b̂/2pw. In fact, if we regularize thet-integral by removing a small region near the pole
ut2tpoleu.e, we find an additional factore2ne in the sum. In the next subsection, we will give th
spacetime interpretation of this procedure. With this regularization, the sum behaves ase.
More precisely we have

2 (
n50

`
1

A2n
e2ne5 loge1

d

dA
logG~2A!1O~e!, ~55!

where

A52
1

2
1 is2

k

4
w1

1

w
S s21 1

4

k22
1Ñ1h21D . ~56!

Here we have assumed that

N! 1h̄<Ñ1h, ~57!

but it can be seen that the other case gives the same result.
Now we turn our attention to the second line of~53!. In those terms we have one less unit

spectral flow, as compared to the third line in~53! that we analyzed above. In other words, now w
will have that (w21)q1Nw215Ñ8. These states are in the spectral flow image ofDj

1 . Since we
want to combine these states with the states coming from the third line in~53! it is convenient to
do spectral flow one more time and think of these states as in the spectral flow image ofDj

2 under
w units of spectral flow. In this case we find thatq1Ñ85Ñ where nowÑ is the level of theDj

2
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representation before spectral flow. From now on the discussion is very similar to what w
above. The states with (J̃0

2J! 0
2)nuc& all have the same energies but they will contribute to

denominator of the second line in~53! with

(
n50

`
1

B1n
e2ne5 loge2

d

dB
logG~B!1O~e!, ~58!

where

B5
1

2
1 is2

k

4
w1

1

w
S s21 1

4

k22
1N! 1h̄21D . ~59!

again assuming~57!.
After we perform these two sums, we find that~53! can be written in the form

2

b E
0

`

dsr~s!expF2bS E~s!1 i
m

w
~Ñ1h2N! 2h̄! D G , ~60!

with E(s) the energy of long strings~7! andr(s) the density of states. We will later see that t
physical momentump of a long string in ther direction is equal top52s. The angular momen-
tum l 5(Ñ1h2N! 2h̄)/w is an integer since the states in~53! were obeying~4! and the definition
~54! ensures that~8! is satisfied. The density of statesr(s) derived from this analysis is

r~s!5
1

2p
2 loge1

1

2p i

d

2ds
logS G~ 1

22 is1m! !G~ 1
22 is2m̃!

G~ 1
2 1 is1m! !G~ 1

2 1 is2m̃!
D , ~61!

where

m̃52
k

4
w1

1

w
S s21 1

4

k22
1Ñ1h21D , m! 52

k

4
w1

1

w
S s21 1

4

k22
1N! 1h̄21D . ~62!

Note that, despite appearances to the contrary,~61! is actually symmetric underm̃↔m! sincem̃

2m! 5 l is an integer. In the next subsection we will show that this density of states~61! is what
is expected from the spacetime meaning of the cutoffe. In going from~53! to ~60! we have states
which could be interpreted as coming from the spectral flow of the discrete representationDj

1

andDj
2 , with the zero modes essentially stripped off since they were explicitly summed ov

~55! and ~58!. This implies that the states we have in the end belong to the continuous rep
tation. Note also that the integral overs in ~60! has only half the range in~53!. We rewrote it in
this way using the fact that the exponent is invariant unders→2s, and that is the reason why w
have four gamma functions in~61!. In going from ~53! to ~60! we have also used thatd/dA
5(1/d/dA(s)/ds)(d/ds) in ~56! and similarly in~59!.

Combining Eqs.~52! and ~60!, we have, finally,

f ~b,m!5
1

b ( D~h,h̄,Ñ,N! ,w!F(
q,q̄

e2b~E1 im l !1E
0

`

dsr~s!e2b~E~s!1 im l !G ~63!

which is the free energy due to the short strings and the long strings, respectively.

C. The density of long string states

What remains to be shown is the interpretation ofr(s) given by ~61! as the density of long
string states. Whenever we have a continuous spectrum the density of states may be calcu
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first introducing a long distance cutoff which will make the spectrum discrete, and then rem
the cutoff. If the cutoff is related to the volume of the system then the density of states will
a divergent part, proportional to the volume and dependent only on the bulk physics, and a
part which encodes information about the scattering phase shift and also has some depend
the precise cutoff procedure. To see this, let us consider a one-dimensional quantum mec
model on the half line,r.0, with a potentialV(r). We assume thatV(r) vanishes sufficiently
fast for larger, and that there is continuous spectrum above a certain energy level. To defi
density of states, it is convenient to introduce a long distance cutoff at larger so that the spectrum
becomes discrete. Let us first consider a cutoff by an infinite wall atr5L. If L is sufficiently
large, an energy eigenfunctionc~r! near the wall can be approximated by the plane wave,

c~r!;e2 ipr1eipr1 id~p!, ~64!

whered(p) is the phase shift due to the original potentialV(r). Imposing Dirichlet boundary
conditionc(L)50 at the wall, we have

2pL1d~p!52p~n1 1
2!, ~65!

for some integern. If L is sufficiently large, there is a unique solutionp5p(n) to this equation for
a givenn. As we remove the cutoff by sendingL→`, the spectrum ofp becomes continuous. W
then define the density of statesr(p) by

dn5r~p!dp. ~66!

From ~65!, we obtain

r~p!5
1

2p S 2L1
dd

dpD . ~67!

Thus the finite part of the density of states is given by the derivative of the phase shift.
Instead of the infinite wall atr5L, we may consider a more general potentialVwall(r2L)

which vanishes forr,L but rises steeply forL,r to confine the particle. Let us denote b
dwall(p) the phase shift due to scattering fromVwall(r). We then obtain the condition on th
allowed values of momenta by matching these two wavefunctions and their derivatives atr5L as

c~r!;e2 ipr1eipr1 id~p!;A@e2 ip~r2L !1eip~r2L !1 idwall~p!# ~r;L !. ~68!

It follows that

pL1d~p!52pL1dwall~p!12pn. ~69!

In the limit L→`, the density of states given bydn5r(p)dp is then

r~p!5
1

2p S 2L1
dd

dp
2

ddwall

dp D . ~70!

When we have the infinite wall, the phase shift due to the wall is independent ofp(dwall5p), and
~70! reduces to~67!.

In order to apply this observation to our problem, it is useful to first identify the origin of
logarithmic divergence in the one-loop amplitudeZ(b,m) by examining the functional integra
~24! near the boundary ofAdS3 . In the cylindrical coordinates~11!, the string worldsheet action
~18! for larger takes the form

S;
k

p E d2zS ]r ]̄r1
1

4
e2ru ]̄~u2 i t !u21¯ D . ~71!
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Because of the factore2r, the functional integral for larger restricts (t,u) to be a harmonic map
from the worldsheet to the target space. Since (t,u) are coordinates on the torus,

u2 i t;u2 i t 12pn1 i b̂m ~n,m integers!, ~72!

the harmonic map from the torus to the torus is

u2 i t 5~2pw1 i b̂m!s t1~2pr 1 i b̂n!s2

5@~2pw1 i b̂m!t2~2pr 1 i b̂n!#
z̄

2i t2

2@~2pw1 i b̂m!t̄2~2pr 1 i b̂n!#
z

2i t2
, ~73!

wherez5s11rs2 is the worldsheet coordinate and~r, w, n, m! are integers. In particular, th
map (u2 i t ) with (n,m)5(1,0) becomesw–to–1 andholomorphicwhent takes the special value

tpole5
r

w
1 i

b̂

2pw
. ~74!

On the other hand, ift is not at one of these points,]̄(u2 i t ) cannot be set to zero.@For anyt, we
also have a trivial holomorphic map (t,u)5const. The functional integral around such a m
gives a result independent ofb and we can neglect it in the following discussion.# This gives rise
to an effective potentiale2r for r, which keeps the worldsheet from growing towards the bou
ary. If t is neartpole,

t5tpole1e, ~75!

the harmonic map~73! with (n,m)5(1,0) gives

u ]̄~u2 i t !u2;S 2p2w2

b D 2

e2. ~76!

Thus the action~71! generates the Liouville potentiale2e2r. When we computed the one-loo
amplitude in Secs. IV A and IV B, we regularized thet-integral by removing a small diskut
2tpoleu,e around each of these special points. Neart5tpole, this is equivalent to adding the
infinitesimal Liouville potentiale2e2r to the worldsheet action. Forut2tpoleu@e, the worldsheet
can never grow large enough and the effect of the Liouville term is negligible. To be precis
Gaussian functional integral of (t,u) shiftsk→(k22) as in~26! and the effective action forr near
t5tpole is

SLiouville5
k22

p E d2z~]r ]̃r1e2e2r!. ~77!

Therefore, we find that our choice of regularization in~55! and ~58! amounts to introducing the
Liouville wall which prevents the longs strings from going to very large values ofr. By looking
at the potential in~77!, we see that the effective length of the interval isL; loge. The central
charge of this Liouville theory is such that thee2r term has conformal weight one,

cLiouville5116S b1
1

bD 2

, b[
1

Ak22
. ~78!
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The finite part of the density of states will be given through~70! by d(s), the phase shift in the
SL(2,R) model, anddwall(s), the corresponding quantity in Liouville theory. The first one w
calculated in Refs. 9 and 10,

id~s!5 logS GS 1

2
1 is2m̃DGS 1

2
1 is1m! DG~22is!GS 2is

k22D
GS 1

2
2 is2m̃DGS 1

2
2 is1m! D ~2is!GS 22is

k22 D D , ~79!

while the second one was obtained in Refs. 11 and 12,

idwall~s!5 logS G~22is!GS 2is

k22D
G~2is!GS 22is

k22 D D . ~80!

@In order to compare with the expressions in Refs. 11, 12, we use the value ofb given in ~78! and
note that the relevant values ofa area5Q/21 isb.# Using these two formulas we can check th
indeed the density of states~61! is given by~70!. We can view this as an independent calculat
of ~79! or as an overall consistency check. Notice that the physical momentump of a long string
along ther direction isp52s. This can be seen by comparing the energy of a long string~7! with
the energy expected from~77! with spacetime momentump along the radial direction,p5(k
22)wṙ. We have chosen the variables since it is conventional to denote byj 51/21 is the
SL(2,R) spin of a continuous representation.
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Vertex operators for AdS3 with Ramond background
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This review gives results on vertex operators for the Type IIB superstring in an
AdS33S3 background with Ramond–Ramond flux, which were presented at
Strings 2000. Constraint equations for these vertex operators are derived, and their
components are shown to satisfy the supergravity linearized equations of motion
for the six-dimensional~2, 0! theory of a supergravity and tensor multiplet ex-
panded around AdS33S3 space-time. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1373423#

I. INTRODUCTION

The conjectured duality between M-theory or Type IIB string theory on anti-de Sitter~AdS!
space and the conformal field theory on the boundary of AdS space may be useful in gi
controlled systematic approximation for strongly coupled gauge theories. Examples with ma
supersymmetry correspond to a set ofp-branes whose near horizon geometry looks like AdSp12

3SD2p22, whereD510 or 11 for branes in string or M-theory, andp52,3,5. The formulation of
vertex operators and string theory tree amplitudes for the IIB superstring on AdS53S5 will allow
access to the dual conformal SU(N) gauge field theoryCFT4 at largeN, but smallfixed ’t Hooft
couplingx5gY M

2 N in the dual picture, as (gY M
2 N)1/2(4p)1/25Rsph

2 /a8. Presently only the largeN,
andlargefixed ’t Hooft couplingx limit, is accessible in theCFT, since only the supergravity limi
(a8→0) of the correlation functions of the AdS theory is known.

In this article we discuss a case with nonmaximal supersymmetry that is related to a s
with a D1-brane and aD5-brane. Its quantizable worldsheet action1 describes the IIB string on
AdS33S33M with background Ramond–Ramond flux, whereM is T4 or K3. The vertex opera-
tors for this model can be computed explicitly in the bulk.2 Correlation functions constructed from
these vertex operators, restricted to the boundary of AdS3, would be those for a two-dimensiona
space–time conformal field theory. We work to leading order ina8, but because of the high degre
of symmetry of the model, we expect our result for the vertex operators to be exact. Tree
n-point correlation functions forn>4 presumably havea8 corrections, since the worldshee
theory is not a free conformal field theory. But there may be sufficiently many symmetry cur
to determine the tree level correlation functions exactly ina8 as well.3

In terms of Berkovits–Vafa–Witten worldsheet variables, constraint equations for the v
operators in the flat spaceR6 follow from the physical state conditions coming from anN54
superconformal algebra. We generalize2 these constraint equations to AdS33S3 for the vertex
operators of the massless states that are independent of the compactificationM. We then solve the
constraints and identify the components of the vertex operators as supergravity fields that
the D56, N5(2,0) theory4 linearized around the AdS33S3 background.

Recent work5,6 discusses covariant ten-dimensional worldsheet variables and extend
analysis to vertex operators on AdS5 in a spinor formulation.

II. FORMULATING STRINGS ON AdS

In the Ramond–Neveu–Schwarz~RNS! formalism, the worldsheet action for strings on Ad
space with background Ramond–Ramond flux involves 2-D spin fields. These violate sup
29780022-2488/2001/42(7)/2978/9/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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formal worldsheet symmetry, since the worldsheet supercurrents are not local with respect
spin fields, and their presence makes the worldsheet theory difficult to understand.

For the Type IIB superstring on AdS33S3 case, a sigma model1 with conventional local
interactions~no spin fields in the action! was found using the supergroup PSU~2u2! as target,
coupled to ghost fieldsr ands. The space-time symmetry group is PSU~2u2)3PSU~2u2), acting
by left and right multiplication on the group manifold, i.e., byg→agb21 whereg is a PSU~2u2!-
valued field, anda,bPPSU(2u2) are the symmetry group’s Lie algebra elements. The superg
is generated by the super Lie algebra with 12 bosonic generators forming a suba
SO~4!3SO~4! together with 16 odd generators. Hence our model has nonmaximal supersym
with 16 supercharges.

The worldsheet field content generalizes the Berkovits–Vafa formalism which provid
manifest Lorentz covariant and supersymmetric quantization onR6. Its six bosonic fieldsxp(z,z̄)
contain both left- and right-moving modes. In addition there are left-moving fermi fi
uL

a(z),pL
a(z) of spins 0 and 1, together with ghostssL(z),rL(z), and right-moving counterparts o

all these left-moving fields. These variables allow Ramond–Ramond background fields
incorporated without adding spin fields to the worldsheet action as follows: in the AdS33S3 case,
i.e., after adding RR background fields to the worldsheet action, one can integrate out thep’s, so
that the model has ordinary conformal fieldsxp,ua,ūa ~all now with both left- and right-moving
components! as well as the ghosts. The PSU~2u2!-valued fieldg is given in terms ofx, u, and ū,
which are identified as coordinates on the supergroup manifold. In addition, type IIB on3
3S33M has worldsheet variables describing the compactification on the four-dimensional
M. Their Virasoro currents have central chargec56, and will be labeled with a subscriptC.

III. NÄ4 SUPER VIRASORO GENERATORS

The holomorphicN54 superconformal generators withc56 are given for flat space by1

T52 1
2 ]xm]xm2pa]ua2 1

2 ]r]r2 1
2 ]s]s1]2~r1 is!1TC ,

G152e22r2 is~p!41
i

2
e2rpapb]xab

1eis
„2 1

2 ]xm]xm2pa]ua2 1
2 ]~r1 is!]~r1 is!1 1

2 ]2~r1 is!…1GC
1 ,

G25e2 is1GC
2 , J5]~r1 is!1JC , ~1!

G̃15eiH CF2e23r22is~p!41
i

2
e22r2 ispapb]xab

1e2rS 2
1

2
]xm]xm2pa]ua2

1

2
]~r1 is!]~r1 is! D1

1

2
]2~r1 is!G1e2r2 isG̃C

2 ,

J15er1 isJC
1 , J25e2r2 isJC

2 .

These currents are given in terms of the left-moving bosons]xm, r, s, and the left-moving
fermionic worldsheet fieldspa,ua, where 1<m<6, 1<a<4. There are corresponding ant
holomorphic expressions. Both sets of generators are used to implement the physical state
tions on the vertex operators, a procedure which results in a set of string constraint equat
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IV. STRING CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS FOR THE VERTEX OPERATORS

The expansion of the massless vertex operator in terms of the worldsheet fields is

V5 (
m,n52`

`

em~ is1r!1n~ i s̄1 r̄ !Vm,n~x,u,ū !. ~2!

In flat space, the constraints from the left- and right-moving worldsheet super Virasoro algeb

~¹!4V1,n5¹a¹b]abV1,n50,

1
6 eabcd¹b¹c¹dV1,n52 i¹b]abV0,n , ~3!

¹a¹bV0,n2
i

2
eabcd]

cdV21,n50, ¹aV21,n50;

¹̄4Vn,15¹̄ ā¹̄ b̄]̄ āb̄Vn,150,

1
6 e āb̄c̄d̄¹̄ b̄¹̄ c̄¹̄ d̄Vn,152 i ¹̄ b̄]̄ āb̄Vn,0 , ~4!

¹̄ ā¹̄ b̄Vn,02
i

2
ē āb̄c̄d̄]̄ c̄d̄Vn,2150, ¹̄ āVn,2150;

]p]pVm,n50; ~5!

for 21<m, n<1, with the notation¹a5d/dua, ¹̄ ā5d/dū ā, and]ab52spab]p . These equa-
tions were derived in flat space by requiring the vertex operators to satisfy the physica
conditions

G0
2V5G̃0

2V5G̃0
2V5GD 0

2V5T0V5T̃0V50,
~6!

J0V5 J̄0V50, G0
1G̃0

1V5G̃0
1GD 0

1V50,

whereTn , Gn
6 , G̃n

6 , Jn , Jn
6 and corresponding barred generators are the left and rightN54

worldsheet superconformal generators. These conditions further implyVm,n50 for m.1 or n
.1 or m,1 or n,1, leaving nine nonzero components.

In AdS33S3 space, we generalize these equations as follows:2

F4V1,n5FaFbKabV1,n50,

1
6 eabcdFbFcFdV1,n52 iF bKabV0,n12iF aV0,n2EaV21,n , ~7!

FaFbV0,n2
i

2
eabcdK

cdV21,n50, FaV21,n50;

F̄4Vn,15F̄ āF̄ b̄K̄ āb̄Vn,150

1
6 e āb̄c̄d̄F̄ b̄F̄ c̄F̄ d̄Vn,152 i F̄ b̄K̄ āb̄Vn,012i F̄ āVn,02ĒāVn,21 ~8!

F̄ āF̄ b̄Vn,02
i

2
ē āb̄c̄d̄K̄ c̄d̄Vn,2150, F̄ āVn,2150.

There is also a spin zero condition constructed from the Laplacian
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~FaEa1 1
8 eabcdK

abKcd!Vn,m5~ F̄ āĒā1 1
8 ē āb̄c̄d̄K̄ āb̄Kc̄d̄!Vn,m50. ~9!

We derived2 the curved space equations~7!–~9! by deforming the equations for the flat ca
~3!–~5!, by requiring invariance under the PSU~2u2! transformations~10! that replace theD56
super Poincare transformations of flat space. The Lie algebra of the supergroup PSU~2u2! contains
six even elementsKabPSO~4! and eight odd onesEa ,Fa . They generate the infinitesimal sym
metry transformations of the constraint equations:

Da
2Vm,n5FaVm,n , DabVm,n5KabVm,n ,

~10!
Da

1V1,n5EaV1,n , Da
1V0,n5EaV0,n1 iF aV1,n , Da

1V21,n5EaV21,n2 iF aV0,n .

We writeEa , Fa , andKab for the operators that represent the left action ofea , f a , andtab on g.
In the above coordinates,

Fa5
d

dua , Kab52ua

d

dub 1ub

d

dua 1tLab ,

~11!

Ea5
1

2
eabcdu

bS tL
cd2uc

d

dud
D 1hab̄

d

dū b̄

,

where we have introduced an operatortL that generates the left action of SU~2!3SU~2! onh alone,
without acting on theu’s. Here

g5g~x,u,ū !5euaf ae~1/2!spcdxptcdeū āeā5euaf ah~x!eū ā
eā , ~12!

tLabg5euaf a~2tab!h~x!eū āeā, ~13!

and we found~11! by requiringFag5 f ag, Eag5eag, andKabg52tabg. Similar expressions2

hold for the right-acting generatorsK̄ āb̄ , Ēā , andF̄ ā .

V. SUPERSYMMETRY ALGEBRAS

In flat space, theD56 supersymmetry algebra for the left-movers is given by

$qa
1 ,qc

2%5 1
2 eabcdP

cd,

~14!
@Pab ,Pcd#505@Pab ,qc

6#5$qa
1 ,qb

1%5$qa
2 ,qb

2%,

wherePab[dacdbdP
cd and

qa
25 R Fa~z!,

qa
15 R „e2r2 isFa~z!1 iEa~z!…, ~15!

Pab5 R ]xm~z!smab. ~16!

In flat space we haveFa(z)5pa(z) and Ea(z)51/2eabcdu
b(z)]xm(z)smcd. We distinguish be-

tween the currents and their zero momentsEa ,Fa which together withPab also generate the fla
space supersymmetry algebra
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@Pab ,Pcd#505@Pab ,Fc#5@Pab ,Ec#,
~17!

$Ea ,Fb%5 1
2 eabcdP

cd, $Ea ,Eb%5$Fa ,Fb%50.

On AdS33S3, the Poincare supersymmetry algebra~17! is replaced by the PSU~2u2! superalgebra

@Kab ,Kcd#5dacKbd2dadKbc2dbcKad1dbdKac ,

@Kab ,Ec#5dacEb2dbcEa , @Kab ,Fc#5aacFb2dbcFa , ~18!

$Ea ,Fb%5 1
2 eabcdK

cd, $Ea ,Eb%505$Fa ,Fb%.

The generatorsqa
6 , which generate the AdS transformations~10!, still have a form similar to~15!

but Ea(z,z̄), Fa(z,z̄), and Kab(z,z̄) are no longer holomorphic and their zero moments w
respect toz satisfy ~18!.

VI. STRING EQUATIONS FOR THE AdS VERTEX OPERATOR COMPONENTS

The AdS supersymmetric constraints~7!–~9! imply2

FaFbKabV1,150, F̄ āF̄ b̄K̄ āb̄V1,1i ~19!

~FaEa1 1
8 eabcdK

abKcd!V1,15~ F̄ āĒā1 1
8 ē āb̄c̄d̄K̄ āb̄Kc̄d̄!V1,150. ~20!

The vertex operatorsV21,1,V1,21 ,V0,21 ,V21,0,V21,21 can be gauge fixed to zero, and therefo
do not correspond to propagating degrees of freedom. Furthermore, this gauge symmetry
used both to set to zero the components ofV1,1 with no u’s or no ū ’s, and to gauge fix all
components ofV0,1,V1,0,V0,0 that are independent of those ofV1,1. The physical degrees o
freedom of the massless compactification independent vertex operators are thus describ
superfield

V1,15uaū āVaā
221uaubū āsab

m j̄mā
2 1uaū āū b̄s

āb̄

m
jma

2 1uaubū āū b̄sab
m s

āb̄

n
~gmn1bmn1ḡmnf!

1ua~ ū3! āAa
21ā1~u3!aū āAā

12a1uaub~ ū3! āsab
m x̄m

1ā

1~u3!aū āū b̄s
āb̄

m
xm

1a1~u3!a~ ū3! āF11aā. ~21!

This has the field content ofD56, N5(2,0) supergravity with one supergravity and one ten
multiplet. Further massless multiplets correspond to the compactification degrees of freed
flat space, the surviving constraint equations imply that the component fieldsF are all on shell
massless fields, that is(m51

6 ]m]mF50 as in~5!, and in addition

]mgmn52]nf, ]mbmn50, ]mxm
6b5]mx̄m

6b̄50,
~22!

]abxm
6b5] āb̄xm

6b̄50, ]cbF
66bā5] c̄b̄F66b̄a50,

where

F12aā5] āb̄A
b̄

12a
, F21aā5]abAb

21ā , F22aā5]ab] āb̄V
bb̄

22
,

~23!
xm

2a5]abjmb
2 , x̄m

2ā5] āb̄j̄
mb̄

2
.
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The equations of motion for the flat space vertex operator component fields describeD56, N
5(2,0) supergravity4 expanded around the six-dimensional Minkowski metric.

In AdS33S3 space corresponding gauge transformations reduce the number of degr
freedom in a similar fashion, but the Laplacian must be replaced by the AdS Laplacian, a
constraints are likewise deformed. We focus on the vertex operatorV11 that carries the physica
degrees of freedom. We show the string constraint equations are equivalent to theD56, N
5(2,0) linearized supergravity equations expanded around the AdS33S3 metric.

For the bosonic field components of the vertex operator the AdS constraint equations re

hhā
gVag

22524sab
m sgh

n dbhhā
gGmn , ~24!

hhā
gh

b̄

h
sab

m sgh
n Gmn5

1
4 eabcee f ghkd

chhā
f h

b̄

g
F11ek, ~25!

hhg
āF11ag50, hhg

āAa
21g50, hhā

gAg
12a50, ~26!

eeacdtL
cdhā

bAb
12a50, e āb̄c̄d̄tR

c̄d̄ha
āAā

21b̄50, ~27!

eeacdtL
cdhb

āF11ab50, e ēb̄c̄d̄tR
c̄d̄hā

aF11āb̄50, ~28!

tL
abhā

gh
b̄

h
sab

m sgh
n Gmn50, tR

āb̄ha
ḡhb

h̄s
ḡh̄

m
s

āb̄

n
Gmn50. ~29!

We have expandedGmn5gmn1bmn1ḡmnf. The SO~4! Laplacian is h[1/8eabcdtL
abtL

cd

51/8e āb̄c̄d̄tR
āb̄tR

c̄d̄ . In order to compare this with supergravity, we need to reexpress the a

formulas containing the right- and left-invariant vielbeinstL
ab ,tR

āb̄ in terms of covariant derivatives
Dp on the group manifold. So we write

T L
cd[2spcdDp , T R

c̄d̄[spc̄d̄Dp . ~30!

Acting on a scalar,TL5tL andTR5tR , since both just act geometrically. But they differ in actin
on fields that carry spinor or vector indices. For example, on spinor indices,

tL
abVe5T L

abVe1 1
2 de

adbcVc2 1
2 de

bdacVc . ~31!

For AdS33S3 we can write the Riemann tensor and the metric tensor as

R̄mnpt5 1
4 ~ ḡmtR̄np1ḡnpR̄mt2ḡntR̄mp2ḡmp2R̄nt!, ḡmn5

1
2 sm

absnab . ~32!

The sigma matricessmab satisfy the algebrasmabsac
n 1snabsac

m 5hmndc
b in flat space, wherehmn

is the six-dimensional Minkowski metric. Sigma matrices with lowered indices are define
sab

m 51/2eabcds
mcd, although for other quantities indices are raised and lowered withdab, so we

distinguishsab
m from dacdbds

mcd. In curved space,hmn is replaced by the AdS33S3 metric ḡmn .
We then find from the string constraints that the six-dimensional metric fieldgrs , the dilaton

f, and the two-formbrs satisfy

1
2 DpDpbrs52 1

2 ~s rs
psq!abd

abDp@gqs1ḡqsf#1 1
2 ~sss

psq!abd
abDp@gqr1ḡqrf#

2Rtrslbtl2 1
2 R̄r

tbts2
1
2 R̄s

tbr t1 1
4 Fasy

11ghs r
abss

e fdahdbedg f , ~33!
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1
2 DpDp~grs1ḡrsf!52 1

2 ~s rs
psq!abd

abDpbqs1
1
2 ~sss

psq!abd
abDpbrq2R̄trsl~gtl1ḡtlf!

2 1
2 R̄r

t~gts1ḡtsf!2 1
2 R̄s

t~gr t1ḡr tf!1 1
4 Fsym

11ghs rgasshbd
ab. ~34!

This is the curved space version of the flat space zero Laplacian condition]p]pbrs5]p]pgrs

5]p]pf50.
Four self-dual tensor and scalar pairs come from the string bispinor fieldsF11ab, Vab

22 ,
Ab

12a , Aa
21b . From the string constraint equations they satisfy

sda
p DpFasy

11ab50, ~35!

1
4 @dBasga

r DrFsym
11gH2dHasga

r DrFsym
11gB#52 1

4 eBH
cdFasy

11cd . ~36!

We also find

1
2 DpDpVcd

222 1
2 dghsch

p DpVgd
221 1

2 dghsdh
p DpVcg

221 1
4 ecd

ghVgh
22524sce

m sd f
n de fGmn . ~37!

The last constraints can be written as

eeacdtL
cdhb

āF12ab50, e ēb̄c̄d̄tR
c̄d̄hā

aF12āb̄50,

~38!

eeacdtL
cdhb

āF21ab50, e ēb̄c̄d̄tR
c̄d̄hā

aF21āb̄50,

where

F12aā[d āb̄A
b̄

12a
1tR

āb̄A
b̄

12a
, F21aā[dabAb

21ā1tL
abAb

21ā , ~39!

so F12ab andF21ab satisfy equations similar to those forF11ab.
Independent conditions on the fermion fields are

hha
ḡs

āb̄

m
jmḡ

2 52s
ḡh̄

m
e ēd̄āb̄ha

h̄d ḡd̄x̄m
1ē , hhā

gsab
m j̄mg

2 52sgh
m eedabhā

hdgdxm
1e ,

tL
abhā

gsab
m j̄mg

2 50, tR
āb̄ha

ḡs
āb̄

m
jmḡ

2 50,

~40!

tL
absab

m hg
āx̄m

1g50, tR
āb̄s

āb̄

m
hḡ

axm
1ḡ50,

edeabtL
abhā

gh
b̄

h
sgh

m xm
1e50, e d̄ēāb̄tR

āb̄ha
ḡhb

h̄s
ḡh̄

m
x̄m

1ē50.

VII. COMPARISON WITH LINEARIZED AdS SUPERGRAVITY EQUATIONS

We now show that the AdS33S3 supersymmetric vertex operator constraint equations
equivalent to the linearized supergravity equations for the supergravity multiplet and one
multiplet of D56, N5(2,0) supergravity4 expanded around the AdS33S3 metric and a self-dua
three-form. We give the identification of the string vertex operator components in terms o
supergravity fields.

We will see that the two-formbmn is a linear combination ofall the oscillations correspondin
to the five self-dual tensor fields and the anti-self-dual tensor field,including the oscillation with
nonvanishing background. In flat space,bmn corresponds to a state in the Neveu–Schwarz sec
In our curved space case, the string model describes vertex operators for AdS3 background with
Ramond–Ramond flux. When matching the vertex operator component fields with the supe
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ity oscillations, we find that not only the bispinorVab
22 ~which is a Ramond–Ramond field in th

flat space case!, but also the tensorbmn include supergravity oscillations with nonvanishing se
dual background.

The linearized supergravity equations are given by

DpDpf i5 2
3 H̄prs

i g6prs, ~41!

1
2 DpDphrs2R̄trslhtl1 1

2 R̄r
thts1

1
2 R̄s

thtr2
1
2 DsD

phpr2
1
2 DsD

phpr1
1
2 DrDshp

p

52H̄r
i pqgspq

i 2H̄s
i pqgrpq

i 12hptH̄rp
i qH̄stq

i , ~42!

DpHprs522H̄prs
i Dpf i1Bi@2H̄r

i pqDphqs1H̄s
i pqDphqr1H̄rs

i qDphpq2 1
2 H̄rs

i qDqhp
p#,

~43!

where we have definedHprs[gprs
6 1Bigprs

i as a combination of the supergravity exact formsg6

[db6, gi[dbi , since we will equate this with the string field strengthH5db. We will choose
B152. In zeroth order, the equations areR̄rs52H̄rpq

i H̄s
i pq .

We define the vertex operator components in terms of the supergravity fieldsgprs
i , gprs

6 , hrs ,
f i , 1< i<5 ~and 2<I<5! as

Hprs[gprs
6 12gprs

1 1BIgprs
I ,

grs[hrs2 1
6 ḡrshl

l , f52 1
3 hl

l , ~44!

Fsym
11ab5 2

3 ~sps rss!
abBIgprs

I 1dabf11,

Fasy
11ab5spabDpf11, f1154CIf I ,

which follows from choosing the graviton tracehl
l to satisfyf12hl

l[22CIf I , and we have
usedHprs[]pbrs1] rbsp1]sbpr .

The combinationsCIf I andBIgprs
I reflect the SO~4!R symmetry of theD56, N5(2,0) theory

on AdS33S3. We relabelCI5C11
I andBI5B11

I . To define the remaining string components
terms of supergravity fields, we consider linearly independent quantitiesCl

If I , Bl
Igprs

I , l511,
12,21,22.

Fsym
12ab5 2

3 ~sps rss!
abB12

I gprs
I 1dabf12,

Fasy
12ab5spabDpf12, f1254C12

I f I ,

Fsym
21ab5 2

3 ~sps rss!
abB21

I gprs
I 1dabf21, ~45!

Fasy
21ab5spabDpf21, f2154C21

I f I .

HereVab
22 is given in terms of the fourth tensor/scalar pairC22

I f I ,B22
I gmnp

I through

DpDpVcd
222dghsch

p DpVgd
221dghsdh

p DpVcg
221 1

2 ecd
ghVgh

22528sce
m sd f

n de fGmn . ~46!

These field definitions allow us to identify the string constraint equations for the AdS3 vertex
operators as precisely those which require the vertex operator field components to sati
linearized supergravity equations reviewed in this section.
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Likewise, the fermion constraints imply the linearized AdS supergravity equations fo
gravitinos and spinors, due to the above correspondence for the bosons and the supersym
the two theories.
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Superparticle and superstring in AdS 3ÃS3
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We discuss superparticle and superstring dynamics inAdS33S3 supported by R–R
3-form background using light-cone gauge approach. Starting with the superalgebra
psu(1,1u2)% psũ(1,1u2) representing the basic symmetry of this background we
find the light-cone superparticle Hamiltonian. We determine the harmonic decom-
position of light-cone superfield describing fluctuations of type IIB supergravity
fields expanded nearAdS33S3 background and thus the corresponding Kaluza–
Klein spectrum. We fix the fermionic and bosonic light-cone gauges in the cova-
riant Green–SchwarzAdS33S3 superstring action and find the corresponding
light-cone string Hamiltonian. We also obtain a realization of the generators of
psu(1,1u2)% psũ(1,1u2) in terms of the superstring 2-d fields in the light-cone
gauge. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1377274#

I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding how to quantize superstrings in Ramond–Ramond backgrounds is of
interest, in particular, in connection with string theory—gauge theory duality.1,2 The basic ex-
ample of type IIB Green–Schwarz string inAdS53S5 with R–R 5-form background2 was studied,
e.g., in. Refs. 3–10. One may hope that a progress towards understanding the spectrum
theory may be achieved by using a light-cone gauge approach recently developed in Refs.
~for an alternative covariant approach, see Ref. 13!. To get a better understanding of this ligh
cone approach it may be useful to consider first a similar but somewhat simpler string mo

An obvious candidate for such simpler model is type IIB string inAdS33S33T4 with R–R
3-form background. In what follows we shall ignore the trivialT4 factor. TheAdS33S33T4 with
NS–NS 3-form background represents the near-horizon limit of NS 5-brane—fundamental
configuration14 and a fundamental superstring probe in it may be described by the sta
SL(2,R)3SU(2) WZW model in the NSR formulation. However, the superstring propagatio
S-dual R–R background which is the near-horizon limit of D5–D1 system15 cannot be studied
directly in the usual NSR formalism. The explicit form of the covariant GS string action in
R–R background was found in Refs. 16–18 by applying the same supercoset method whi
used in theAdS53S5 string case in Ref. 3. An alternative ‘‘hybrid’’ approach to quantization
superstring inAdS33S3 R–R background was developed in Ref. 19~see also Ref. 20!.

In this paper we shall discuss several aspects of superstring dynamics in theAdS33S3 R–R
background in the light-cone approach developed for theAdS53S5 case in Refs. 11, 12. Since th
simplest limiting case of superstring is superparticle, we also consider in some detail the
cone superparticle theory inAdS33S3, following closely the treatment of theAdS53S5 case in
Ref. 21. First quantization of superparticle determines the spectrum of fluctuations of typ
supergravity inAdS33S33T4 ~found directly in component form in Ref. 22! and thus also the
‘‘ground state’’ spectrum of the corresponding string theory. In the treatment of the super
theory our starting point will be the covariant GS action~see Refs. 16–18! where we shall fix the
29870022-2488/2001/42(7)/2987/28/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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light-cone-type fermionic~k-symmetry! and bosonic~2-d diffeomorphism! gauges and derive th
light-cone Hamiltonian along the lines of the phase space approach of Ref. 12.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we review the structure of the under
symmetry superalgebra of the type IIB superstring theory inAdS33S3 R–R background—
psu(1,1u2)% psũ(1,1u2) ~Ref. 23! and present its~anti!commutation relations in a light-cone bas

In Sec. III we consider superparticle dynamics inAdS33S3. We find the light-cone super
particle Hamiltonian and a realization of the generators of psu(1,1u2)% psũ(1,1u2) on phase space
of ~first-quantized! superparticle.

In Sec. IV we develop a manifestly supersymmetric light-cone gauge formulation of typ
supergravity onAdS33S3 background. The quadratic term in the action for fluctuation field
written in terms of a single unconstrained scalar light-cone superfield, allowing us to treat a
component fields on an equal footing. We also present a superfield version ofS3 harmonic
decomposition and find the corresponding K–K spectra of the supergravity modes propaga
AdS3 .

In Sec. V we find thek-symmetry light-cone gauge fixed form of the superstring action
AdS33S3. We give the superstring Lagrangian both in the ‘‘Wess–Zumino’’ and ‘‘Killing
parametrizations of the basic coset superspace@PSU(1,1u2)3PSŨ(1,1u2)#/@SO(2,1)3SO(3)# on
which the superstring is propagating. We also discuss a reformulation of the resulting supe
action in terms of 2-d Dirac world-sheet fermions.

Section VI is devoted to the light-cone phase space approach to superstring theory. We
analog of the GGRT bosonic light-cone gauge and derive the phase space analog of the sup
Lagrangian of Sec. V and the corresponding light-cone gauge Hamiltonian.

In Sec. VII we obtain a realization of the generators of the symmetry superalg
psu(1,1u2)% psũ(1,1u2) as Noether charges expressed in terms of the 2-d fields which ar
coordinates of theAdS33S3 superstring in the light cone gauge.

Some technical details are collected in five Appendices. In Appendix A we summariz
notation and definitions used in this paper and give some relations relevant for a coset desc
of S3. In Appendix B we describe correspondence between the ‘‘covariant’’ and ‘‘light-co
forms of the psu(1,1u2)% psũ(1,1u2) superalgebra. In Appendix C we explain the construction
Poincare´ supercharges in the case of superparticle. In Appendix D we give some deta
computation of the spectrum of type IIB supergravity fluctuations inAdS33S3. In Appendix E we
present the expressions for the supercoset Cartan 1-forms which are the basic element
construction of the GS superstring action, and describe our procedure of fixing the ferm
light-cone gauge in the string action.

II. psu „1,1z2…Špsũ „1,1z2… SUPERALGEBRA

The symmetry algebra of theAdS33S3 with R–R 3-form background may be represented
a direct sum of two copies of psu(1,1u2) superalgebra, i.e., as psu(1,1u2)% psũ(1,1u2)
superalgebra.23 The even part of this superalgebra consists of the bosonic subalgebras su
su(2) and su˜(1,1), sũ(2) respectively. su(1,1) and su˜(1,1) combine into so(2,2) algebra whil
su(2) and su˜(2) form the so(4) algebra. These so(2,2) and so(4) algebras are the iso
algebras of theAdS3 andS3 factors, respectively. The odd part of the superalgebra consists o
supercharges which correspond to the 16 Killing spinors ofAdS33S3 geometry.

The superalgebra psu(1,1u2)% psũ(1,1u2) will play the central role in our constructions. Le
us review its commutation relations in the two forms~‘‘covariant’’ and ‘‘light-cone’’! we are
going to use. In su(1,1)% su(2) covariant basis the psu(1,1u2) superalgebra has the followin
generators:ma

b and mi
j which are generators of su(1,1) and su(2) and 8 superchargesqi

a , qa
i

~a,b51,2; i , j 51,2!. Their ~anti!commutation relations have the following well known form,

@ma
b ,mg

d#5db
gma

d2dd
amg

b , @mi
j ,mk

n#5d j
kmi

n2dn
i mk

j , ~2.1!

@ma
b ,qg

k #52dg
aqb

k 1 1
2 db

aqg
k , @mi

j ,qa
k #5d j

kqa
i 2 1

2 d j
i qa

k , ~2.2!
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@mi
j ,qk

a#52dk
i qj

a1 1
2 d j

i qk
a , @ma

b ,qk
g#5db

gqk
a2 1

2 db
aqk

g , ~2.3!

$qa
i ,qj

b%5a~d j
i mb

a1da
bmi

j !, a2521. ~2.4!

We assume the following Hermitian conjugation rules:

~ma
b!†52ma

b , ~mi
j !

†5mj
i , ~qi

a!†5eabqb
i , ~qa

i !†5qi
beba , ~2.5!

where eab is the Levi-Civita tensor,e125e1251. The psu˜(1,1u2) superalgebra has the sam
commutation relations but with the constanta in ~2.4! replaced byã(ã2521) such that its sign
is opposite to that ofa, i.e., aã51.

It will be useful to decompose the generators according to their light-cone SO(1,1) g
transformation properties~we shall call this ‘‘light-cone basis’’!. In the light-cone basis the gen
erators of psu(1,1u2)% psũ(1,1u2) include translationsP6, conformal boostsK6, Lorentz rotation
J12, dilatation D, R-symmetry generators of su(2) and su˜(2) Ji

j and J̃i
j , Poincare´ algebra

superchargesQ6 i , and conformal algebra superchargesS6 i . To simplify the notation here we us
the same type of indices for su(2) and su˜(2). TheHermitian conjugation rules are

~P6!†5P6, ~K6!†5K6, ~Q6 i !†5Qi
6 , ~S6 i !†5Si

6 , ~2.6!

~J12!†52J12, D†52D, Ji
j
†5Jj

i , J̃i
j
†5 J̃ j

i . ~2.7!

The anti~commutation! relations then include~their derivation from the above relations is e
plained in Appendix B!

@P6,K7#5D7J12, ~2.8!

@D,P6#52P6, @D,K6#5K6, @J12,P6#56P6, @J12,K6#56K6, ~2.9!

@D,Qi
6#52 1

2 Qi
6 , @D,Si

6#5 1
2 Si

6 , @J12,Qi
6#56 1

2 Qi
6 , @J12,Si

6#56 1
2 Si

6 ,
~2.10!

@Si
7 ,P6#5Qi

6 , @Q7 i ,K6#5S6 i , $Q6 i ,Qj
6%56P6d j

i , $S6 i ,Sj
6%56K6d j

i ,
~2.11!

$Q1 i ,Sj
2%5 1

2 ~J122D !d j
i 2 J̃i

j , $Q2 i ,Sj
1%5 1

2 ~J121D !d j
i 1Ji

j , ~2.12!

plus Hermitian conjugations of the above ones. The remaining relations can be summari
follows. The superchargesQi

2 , Q2 i , S1 i , Si
1 transform in the~anti!fundamental representation

of su(2)—they are rotated only byJi
j , i.e.,

@Ji
j ,Q2k#5d j

kQ2 i2 1
2 d j

i Q2k, @Ji
j ,Qk

2#52dk
i Qj

21 1
2 d j

i Qk
2 , ~2.13!

and the same forSi
1 , S1 i . The remaining superchargesQ1 i , Qi

1 , S2 i , Si
2 transform in the

~anti!fundamental representations of su˜(2)—they are rotated only byJ̃i
j , i.e.,

@ J̃i
j ,Q1k#5d j

kQ1 i2 1
2 d j

i Q1k, @ J̃i
j ,Qk

1#52dk
i Qj

11 1
2 d j

i Qk
1 , ~2.14!

and the same forS2 i , Si
2 . The generatorsJi

j , J̃i
j satisfy the standard relations

@Ji
j ,Jk

n#5d j
kJi

n2dn
i Jk

j , @ J̃i
j ,J̃k

n#5d j
kJ̃i

n2dn
i J̃k

j . ~2.15!
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III. SUPERPARTICLE DYNAMICS IN AdS 3ÃS3 BACKRGOUND

Before discussing the superstring it is instructive to consider first a superparticle propa
in AdS33S3 space. The covariant Brink–Schwarzk-symmetric action for a superparticle i
AdS33S3 can be obtained, e.g., from the superstring action of Refs. 16–18 by taking the
slope limita8→0. By applying the light-cone gauge fixing procedure~see Ref. 12 and below! one
could then obtain the superparticle light-cone gauge fixed action. On the other hand, the
method24 which reduces the problem of constructing a new~light-cone gauge! dynamical system
to the problem of finding a new solution of the commutation relations of the defining symm
algebra@in our case psu(1,1u2)% psũ(1,1u2)#. This method of Dirac was applied to the case
superparticle inAdS53S5 in Ref. 21 ~see also Ref. 25! and here we would like to demonstra
how it works for the superparticle inAdS33S3. Quantization of superparticle determines t
quadratic part of the action of type IIB supergravity expanded nearAdS33S3 background.

In the light-cone formalism the generators of the psu(1,1u2)% psũ(1,1u2) superalgebra can b
split into the two groups:

P1,K1, Q1 i , Qi
1 , S1 i , Si

1 , D, J12, Ji
j , J̃i

j , ~3.1!

which we shall refer to as kinematical generators, and

P2, K2 ,Q2 i , Qi
2 , S2 i , Si

2 , ~3.2!

which we shall refer to as dynamical generators. The kinematical generators have positive
J12 ~Lorentz! charges, while the dynamical generators have negativeJ12 charges. It turns out
that in the superfield realization the kinematical generators taken atx150 are quadratic in the
physical fields, while the dynamical generators receive higher-order interaction-dependent
tions. In general, the kinematical generators have the structureG5G11x1G21(x1)2G3 , where
G1 is quadratic butG2 , G3 contain higher order terms in second-quantized fields. The first ste
to find a free~quadratic! superfield representation for the generators of psu(1,1u2)% psũ(1,1u2).
The generators we obtain below will be used for the description of Sec. II B supergrav
AdS33S3 background.

Let us explain step by step how the method of Ref. 24 works in the present case: Fir
introduce a light-cone superspace on which we are going to realize the generators of our
algebra. The superspace coordinates include the position coordinatesx6, z of AdS3 , a unit vector
uM representingS3, and the Grassmann coordinatesu i , h i . In this parametrization the metric o
AdS33S3 is (M51,2,3,4),

ds25
1

z2 ~2dx1dx21dz2!1duMduM, uMuM51. ~3.3!

In formulating our results we shall trade the bosonic coordinatex2 and the Grassmann coordinat
u i , h i for the bosonic momentump1 and the Grassmann momental i , q i .

Let us start with the kinematical generators and consider them on the surface of the initia
x150. The kinematical generators which have positiveJ12-charge are fixed to be

P15p1, K15 1
2 z2p1, ~3.4!

Qi
15l i , Q1 i5p1u i Si

15
1

&
zq i , S1 i5

1

&
zp1h i , ~3.5!

where the coordinatesu i , h i and their momental i , q i satisfy the canonical anticommutatio
relations

$l i ,u j%5d i
j , $q i ,h j%5d i

j . ~3.6!
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Let us note that in the language of an action based on a supercoset construction the
parametrization of the kinematical generators corresponds to special choices of~i! coset represen
tative and~ii ! light-cone gauges for 1-d diffeomorphism symmetry andk-symmetry. In fact, these
choices may be motivated by a simple form of the resulting generators.

Once the above generators are chosen, the remaining kinematical generators which ha
J12-charge are fixed by the commutation relations of the superalgebra,

J125]p1p12 1
2 ul2 1

2 hq11, D52]p1p11z]z1
1
2 ul1 1

2 hq2 1
2, ~3.7!

Ji
j5 l i

j1h iq j2
1
2 d j

i hq, J̃i
j5 l̃ i

j1u il j2
1
2 d j

i ul, ~3.8!

where]p1[]/]p1, ]z[]/]z. The orbital partsl i
j and l̃ i

j of the angular momentaJi
j andJ̃i

j are
given by

l i
j5

1
4 ~sMN! i

j l
MN, l̃ i

j5
1
4 ~ s̄MN! i

j l
MN, ~3.9!

where the so(4) orbital momentuml MN can be chosen as

l MN5uM ]̂N2uN]̂M. ~3.10!

Here]̂M is covariant tangent derivative onS3 which is fixed by the constraintuM ]̂M50 and by the
commutation relations,

@ ]̂M,uN#5vMN, @ ]̂M,]̂N#5uM ]̂N2uN]̂N, vMN[dMN2uMuN. ~3.11!

Note that the concrete parametrization of theS3 part is not very important to us as in the case
the superparticle all the generators are expressed in terms of the orbital part of the a
momentum. The operatorl i

j satisfies the following basic relation:

l i
kl

k
j5

1
2 l 2d j

i 1 l i
j , ~3.12!

wherel 2[ l i
j l

j
i . The same relation is true forl̃ i

j . The Hermitian conjugation rules are

l i
†5p1u i , u i†5

l i

p1 , q i
†5p1h i , h i†5

q i

p1 , ~]p1p1!†52]p1p11ul1hq22.

~3.13!

Once the all the kinematical generators are fixed, the dynamical generators are found fro
commutation relations of the basic superalgebra~for details see Appendix C!

P25
1

2p1 S ]z
22

1

z2 AD , ~3.14!

Qi
25

1

&p1 S 2q i]z2
1

z
~hq!q i1

1

2z
q i1

2

z
~q l ! i D , ~3.15!

Q2 i5
1

&
S h i]z2

1

z
h i~hq!1

1

2z
h i1

2

z
~ lh! i D , ~3.16!

K252S̄
1

p1 S2
1

2p1 ~ l̃ 212l l̃ u!, ~3.17!
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S2 i5u iS2~ l̃ u! i , Si
25l i S̄

1

p1 2
1

p1 ~l l̃ ! i , ~3.18!

where the operatorsA, S, andS̄ are defined by

A[X2 1
4, X[2l 214q lh1~hq21!2, ~3.19!

S[2]p1p11 1
2 z]z1ul1 1

2 hq2 3
4 , S̄[]p1p12 1

2 z]z2
1
2 hq1 3

4, ~3.20!

and we used the notation

~q l ! i[q j l
j
i , ~ lh! i[ l i

jh
j , ~l l̃ ! i[l j l̃

j
i , ~ l̃ u! i[ l̃ i

jh
j , ~q lh![q i l

i
jh

j , ~3.21!

l 2[ l i
j l

j
i , l̃ 2[ l̃ i

j l̃
j
i , hq[h iq i , ul[u il i . ~3.22!

In the light-cone approach the operatorP2 plays the role of the~minus! Hamiltonian of the
superparticle. The expressions for the supercharges can be rewritten as follows:

Qi
252

1

&p1 S q i]z1
1

2z
@q i ,A# D , Q2 i5

1

&
S h i]z1

1

2z
@h i ,A# D . ~3.23!

As in Ref. 26 and 27 we shall callA in ~3.19! the AdSmass operator. This operator satisfies t
following basic relation

$@h i ,A#,@q j ,A#%12@h i ,A#q j12@q j ,A#h i524Ad j
i , ~3.24!

which is useful in checking that$Qi
2 ,Q2 j%52d i

j P2. Let us note thatA is equal to zero only for
massless representations which can be realized as irreducible representations of the co
algebra,28,27 i.e., of so(3,2) in the case ofAdS3 . The values of this operator for various fields a
discussed in Ref. 29. Below in Sec. IV B we shall demonstrate thatA is not equal to zero for the
whole spectrum of theS3 compactification of type IIB supergravity toAdS3 .

The generators given above were defined on the initial data surfacex150. In general, they
have the structureG5G(x1,X(x1)), whereX stands for all of the dynamical variables. Let u
use the notation,

Gux150[G~0,X~x1!!. ~3.25!

The generatorsGux150 can be obtained from the above expressions by expressing the dyna
variablesX in terms of light-cone time variablex1 using the Hamiltonian equations of motio
which are postulated in our approach. The form of the generators for arbitraryx1, i.e.,
G(x1,X(x1)), is then found from the conservation laws for the charges,

J125J1ux1501x1P2, D5D1ux1501x1P2, ~3.26!

K15K1ux1501x1~Dux1501J12ux150!1x12P2, ~3.27!

Si
15Si

1ux1502 ix1Qi
2 , S1 i5S1 i ux1501 ix1Q2 i . ~3.28!

The remaining generators do not have explicit dependence onx1, i.e., they have the structur
G(x1,X(x1))5G(0,X(x1)).
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IV. LIGHT-CONE GAUGE SUPERFIELD FORMULATION OF TYPE IIB SUPERGRAVITY
ON AdS 3ÃS3

In this section we shall present the light-cone gauge superfield description of type IIB s
gravity onAdS33S3 background, implied by the quantization of the superparticle described in
previous section. Linearized equations of motion for fluctuations of supergravity fields inAdS3

3S33K3 background and the corresponding spectrum were found in component form.22 We shall
use instead the light-cone superfield approach.

This analysis can be viewed as a step towards understanding the spectrum of string th
AdS33S3. As is well known in the case of~super!strings in flat space, reproducing the corre
spectrum of the massless modes plays an important role in determining a consistent quan
scheme. TheAdS33S3 spectrum we shall find below should be a useful guiding principle
quantising superstrings in this space. In particular, the operator ordering and renormal
scheme should be chosen so that the ground state of the superstring theory inAdS33S3 ~with
R–R 3-form background! will have the spectrum described below. Note that the selection of R
as opposed to NS–NS background is predetermined by our choice of the basic superalg
Sec. II.

Finding even the quadratic part of the action for fluctuations of the supergravity fields
curved background is a complicated problem. There are two ways of determining spec
compactifications of the type II supergravity. The first one uses oscillator construction.30 The
second one is based on the analysis of equations of motion.22,31In our construction of the spectrum
we shall follow the second approach. A new element which substantially simplifies the anal
the use of the light-cone superfield formulation.

A. Quadratic light-cone superfield action

We could in principle use the covariant superfield description of type IIB supergav32

starting with linearized expansion of superfileds, imposing light-cone gauge on fluctuation
then solving the constraints to eliminate non-physical degrees of freedom in terms of ph
ones. That would be quite tedious. The light-cone gauge method provides a self-contain
proach which does not rely upon existence of a covariant description and which gives a
shorter way to arrive to final results. The key idea is that, as in flat space,33 the superparticle
supercharges found in the previous section provide realization of the generators of the
psu(1,1u2)% psũ(1,1u2) superalgebra in terms of the differential operators acting on the s
supergravity superfieldF(x6,z,u,u,h). It is convenient to Fourier transform to the momentu
space for all of the coordinates except the radialAdS3 coordinatez andS3 directionsuM. This
means usingp1, l i , q i instead ofx2, u i , h i @l i andq i are in the fundamental representations
sũ(2) and su(2)#. Thus our basic superfield will beF(x1,p1,z,u,l,q) with the following ex-
pansion in powers of the Grassmann momental i andq i :

F~x1,p1,z,u,l,q!5p1f1l ic1
i 1q ic2

i 1~el2!f11l iq jf2
i j 1~eq2!f1*

1
1

p1 ~~el! i~eq2!c1
i* 1~eq! i~el2!c2

i* !2
1

p1 ~el2!~eq2!f* ,

~4.1!

where the coefficientsf,f1 ,f2 ,c1 ,c2 are functions ofx1, the momentump1, and the bosonic
coordinatesz,uM. We used the notation,

~el2![ 1
2 e i j l il j , ~el! i[e i j l j , ~4.2!

and the same forq. The only constraint which this superfield is to satisfy is the reality constr

F~2p1,z,u,l,q!5~p1!2E d2l†d2q†e(l il i
†
1q iq i

†)/p1
~F~p1,z,u,l,q!!†, ~4.3!
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where we assume the convention (l1l2)†5l2
†l1

† . This reality constraint implies that the compo
nent fieldsf,fn are related tof* ,fn* by the Hermitian conjugation rule for the Fourier comp
nents, i.e. (f* (2p1))* 5f(p1),(fn* (2p1))* 5fn(p1). Equation~4.3! leads also to the fol-
lowing self-duality condition:

f2
i j ~p1!52e ike j l f2

kl* ~2p1!. ~4.4!

The light-cone action has the following ‘‘noncovariant form:’’

S5E dx1dzdp1d3ud2ld2q F~2p1,z,u,2l,2q!@p1~ i]x11P2!#F~p1,z,u,l,q!,

~4.5!

where the Hamiltonian density (2P2) is given by ~3.14! and d3u stands for theS3 volume
element, i.e.,d4ud(uMuM21).

Transforming back to the position coordinatex2 this action can be cast into the ‘‘relativistic
invariant’’ form,

S5
1

2 E d3xd3ud2ld2q F~x,u,2l,2q!S h2
1

z2 ADF~x,u,l,q!, ~4.6!

whereh is the flat D’Alembertianh52]x2]x11]z
2 , andd3x[dx1dx2dz.

As was already mentioned above, the superparticle charges found in Sec. III give the
sentation of psu(1,1u2)% psũ(1,1u2) in terms of differential operators acting on the supergrav
superfieldF. We can thus write down the ‘‘superfield-theory’’~or ‘‘second-quantized’’! realiza-
tion of psu(1,1u2)% psũ(1,1u2) generators,

Ĝ5E dp1dzd3ud2ld2q p1F~2p1,z,u,2l,2q!GF~p1,z,u,l,q!, ~4.7!

whereG indicates representation of psu(1,1u2)% psũ(1,1u2) superalgebra in terms of differentia
operators given in previous section.

B. Harmonic decomposition of the light-cone superfield and the spectrum

The light-cone description given above provides a convenient way to analyze the har
decomposition of basic component fields and thus the corresponding spectra of fluctuation
A nice feature of this approach is that this can be done at the level of superfields, i.e.
manifestly supersymmetric way. The action~4.6! gives the following equation of motion for th
basic superfieldF:

S h2
1

z2 ADF50. ~4.8!

To find the spectrum we are thus to decomposeF into the eigenvectors of theAdSmass operator
A defined in ~3.19!. Let us first make the standard harmonic decomposition~we absorb the
coefficients of the expansion in the ‘‘basic’’ vectors!,

F5 (
k50

`

Fk , ~4.9!

whereFk are the so(4) harmonic superfields, satisfying, by definition,

2l 2Fk5k~k12!Fk . ~4.10!
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In this subsection the indexk is used to indicate the Kaluza–Klein modes. We can further exp
eachFk in power series with respect to the Grassmann momentumq writing

Fk5 (
s50

2

Fk,s , ~4.11!

whereFk,s satisfies

2l 2Fk,s5k~k12!Fk,s , hqFk,s5~22s!Fk,s . ~4.12!

These equations tell us that the harmonic superfieldFk,s is a polynomial of degrees in the
Grassmann momentumq. From the expression for the operatorX ~3.19! it is then clear the
superfieldsFk,0 are its eigenvectors,

XFk,05~k11!2Fk,0 . ~4.13!

It is easy to demonstrate thatFk,2 are also the eigenvectors ofX with the same eigenvalues, i.e
XFk,25(k11)2Fk,2 . This gives the following equations of motion determining the part of
mass spectrum corresponding toFk,0 ,Fk,2 :

S h2
~2k11!~2k13!

4z2 DFk,050, S h2
~2k11!~2k13!

4z2 DFk,250. ~4.14!

It turns out that the remaining superfieldsFk,1 are not eigenvectors ofX. They can be decom
posed, however, into the eigenvectors of this operator as follows~for details see Appendix B!

Fk,15Fk,1
(1)1Fk,1

(2) , ~4.15!

where

Fk,1
(1)5S q i2

2

k12
~q l ! i DFk,1

i , k>0; ~4.16!

Fk,1
(2)5S q i2

2

k
~q l ! i DFk,1

i , k.0. ~4.17!

Here Fk,1
i does not depend on the Grassmann momentumq but still depend on Grassman

momentuml. Then,

XFk,1
(1)5k2Fk,1

(1) , XFk,1
(2)5~k12!2Fk,1

(2) , ~4.18!

and this gives the following equations of motion:

S h2
~2k21!~2k11!

4z2 DFk,1
(1)50, S h2

~2k13!~2k15!

4z2 DFk,1
(2)50, ~4.19!

determining the spectra of these superfields.

Note that the operatorA is equal to zero~i.e., X5 1
4! only for massless representations whi

can be realized as irreducible representations of the conformal algebra27,28 @so(3,2) in the case o
AdS3#. From the above spectra one can see that the mass terms, i.e., the eigenvalues
operatorA, are never equal to zero. That means, in particular, that the fluctuation modes f
compactification of Sec. II B supergravity onS3 do not satisfy the conformally invariant equation
of motion in AdSspace.
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V. LIGHT CONE SUPERSTRING ACTION IN AdS 3ÃS3 R–R BACKGROUND

In this section we shall find the form of the type IIB superstring action inAdS33S3 back-
ground with R–R 3-form flux in the light-cone gauge. The Green–Schwarz action for a s
string background was constructed in Refs. 16–18 following a similar construction fo
AdS53S5 case in Ref. 3. Our discussion of light-cone gauge fixing will also repeat closely
same steps as in Refs. 11 and 12, where theAdS53S5 case was treated.

In flat space superstring light-cone gauge fixing procedure in flat space consists of th
stages:

~I! fermionic light-cone gauge choice, i.e., fixing thek-symmetry byG1u I50;
~II ! bosonic light-cone gauge choice, i.e., using the conformal gaugeAggmn5hmn and fixing

the residual conformal diffeomorphism symmetry byx1(t,s)5p1t. Note that we use
Minkowski signature 2-d world sheet metricgmn with g[2detgmn .

Our fermionick-symmetry light-cone gauge will be different from the naiveG1u I50 but will
be related to it in the flat space limit. It will reduce the 16 fermionic coordinatesua

I to 8 physical
Grassmann variables: ‘‘linear’’u i and ‘‘nonlinear’’ h i and their Hermitian conjugatesu i andh i .
As in the case of the superparticle the 2-d fieldsu i , u i , andh i , h i transform according to the
fundamental representations of SU˜(2) and SU~2!, respectively. The superconformal algeb
psu(1,1u2)% psũ(1,1u2) dictates that these variables should be related to the Poincare´ and confor-
mal supersymmetry in the light-cone gauge description of the boundary theory. As in the c
superparticle the superstring action and symmetry generators will have simple~quadratic! depen-
dence onu i , but complicated~quartic! dependence onh i . Note that it is these fermionic coordi
nates that are most suitable for light-cone gauge fixing of kappa symmetry inAdSspace, both in
the superparticle and superstring cases. These coordinates were introduced in Ref. 21 in th
of light-cone gauge dynamics of superparticle inAdS53S5. Light-cone gauge superstring actio
in AdS53S5 written in terms of these coordinates was found in Ref. 11. The light-cone g
action can be found in two related forms. One of them corresponds to the choice of the W
Zumino-type gauge in superspace while another is based on the Killing gauge. These ‘‘gaug
‘‘parametrizations’’ do not reduce the number of fermionic degrees of freedom but only spec
a choice of fermionic coordinates.

A. Fermionic light-cone gauge action in WZ parametrization

Let us consider first fixing fermionic light-cone gauge in the action written in the WZ par
etrization. This action turns out to be more convenient for reformulation of superstring acti
terms of 2-d Dirac spinors~see next section!. Using the parametrization of the basic superco

@PSU(1,1u2)3PSŨ(1,1u2)#/@SO(2,1)3SO(3)# described in Appendix E and fixing a light-con
gauge theAdS33S3 superstring Lagrangian can be written as the sum of the bosonic term,
quadratic in fermions and quartic fermionic term,

L5LB1L F
(2)1L F

(4) . ~5.1!

Here,

LB52Aggmn@e2f]mx1]nx21 1
2 ]mf]nf1 1

2 em
A8en

A8#, ~5.2!

whereem
A8 is the projection of the vielbein ofS3 which in the special parametrization we will b

using is given by

em
A852

i

2
Tr~sA8]mUU21!1

i

2
Tr~sA8]mŨŨ21!, ~5.3!

Ui
j[~ey! i

j , Ũ i
j[~e2y! i

j , U†U5I , Ũ†Ũ5I , ~5.4!
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where the trace is overi , j 51,2. The matricesUPSU(2), ŨPSŨ(2) depends on 3 independe
coordinatesyA8,

yi
j[

i

2
yA8~sA8! i

j , ~yi
j !* 52yj

i , yi
i50, ~5.5!

wheresA8 are 3 Pauli matrices. The quadratic part of the fermionic action is

L F
(2)5e2f]mx1F i

2
Aggmn~2u iD̃nu i2h iD nh i1 ih ien

i
jh

j !1emnh iCi j8 D̃nu j G1h.c. ~5.6!

The emn dependent~P-odd! term in ~5.6! came from the WZ term in the covariant GS action
the supercoset. We used the following notation:

Dh i5dh i2V i
jh

j , Dh i5dh i1h jV
j
i , D̃u i5du i2Ṽ i

ju
j , D̃u i5du i1u jṼ

j
i , ~5.7!

ei
j[~sA8! i

je
A8, ~5.8!

andD5dsmDm , ei
j5dsmem

i
j , wheresm5(t,s) are 2-d coordinates.D, D̃ are the generalized

spinor derivatives onS3. They have the structureD5d1V i
j J

j
i , D̃5d1Ṽ i

j J̃
j
i and satisfy the

relationD 250, D̃250. The connectionsV i
j , Ṽ i

j are given by

V5dUU21, Ṽ5dŨŨ21, dV2V∧V50, dṼ2Ṽ∧Ṽ50, ~5.9!

and can be written in terms of theS3 spin connectionvA8B8 and the 3-beineA8 as follows:

V i
j52

1

4
~sA8B8! i

jv
A8B81

i

2
~sA8! i

je
A8, Ṽ i

j52
1

4
~sA8B8! i

jv
A8B82

i

2
~sA! i

je
A8.

~5.10!

Ci j8 is the constant charge conjugation matrix of the SO(3) Dirac matrix algebra~see Appendix
A!. The Hermitian conjugation rules areu i

†5u i , h i
†5h i .

The quartic fermionic term in~5.1! depends only on half of the Grassmann variables—oh
but not onu,

L F
(4)52Aggmne4f]mx1]nx1~h ih i !

2. ~5.11!

B. ‘‘2-d spinor’’ form of the action

Like in the flat space case34 and in the ‘‘long string’’ cases inAdS53S5 ~Ref. 9! the resulting
action can then be put into the ‘‘2-d spinor’’ form, where the 414 fermionic degrees of freedom
are organized into 2 Dirac 2-d spinors, defined incurved2-d geometry~we shall follow similar
discussion inAdS53S5 case in Ref. 11!. Such action may be useful to establishing a relation
NSR formulation.

In order to do that one needs to impose, addition to fermionic light-cone gauge, the bo
light-cone gauge. Using the following light-cone gauge:35

x15t, Aggmn5diag~2e22f,e2f!, ~5.12!

we can write the kinetic term~5.6! as

L F
(2)5

i

2
~u iD̃0u i1h iD̃0h i22ih ie0

i
jh

j !1e2fh iCi j8 D̃1u j1h.c., ~5.13!
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where we used the relationDh i5D̃h i2 iei
jh

j @see ~5.10!#. Introducing a 2-d zweibein corre
sponding to the metric in~5.12!,

em
m5diag~e2f,1!, gmn52em

0 en
01em

1 en
1 , ~5.14!

we can put~5.13! in the 2-d form as follows:

e21L F
(2)52

i

2
c̄%mem

mD̃mc1
i

2
c̄c]1f2&c̄ ie0 j

i %2c j1h.c., ~5.15!

where%m are 2-d Dirac matrices,

%05 is2 , %15s1 , %35%0%15s3 , %6[
1

&
~%36%0!, ~5.16!

c̄ i5(c i)†%0, c̄c stands forc̄ ic
i , cT denotes the transposition of 2-d spinor andc’s are related

to the original~2-d scalar! fermionic variablesu’s andh’s by

c i5S c1
i

c2
i D , c1

i 5
1

&
@u i2 i~C821! i j h j #, c2

i 5
1

&
@u i1 i~C821! i j h j #. ~5.17!

In our notation ic̄%m¹mc52 ic1
†(¹02¹1)c12 ic2

†(¹01¹1)c2 , ¹m5em
m]m . The quartic inter-

action term~5.11! then takes the following form:

e21LF
(4)52~ c̄ i%

2c i !2. ~5.18!

The total action is thus a kind ofG/H bosonic sigma model coupled to a Thirring-type 2
fermionic model in curved 2-d geometry~5.14! ~determined by the profile of the radial function o
theAdSspace!, and coupled to some 2-d vector fields. The interactions are such that they e
the quantum 2-d conformal invariance of the total model.3

The mass termc̄c]1f in ~5.15! is similar to the one in Ref. 9~where the background strin
configuration was non-constant only in the radialf direction! and has its origin in the
emne2f]mx1]nfh iCi j8 u j term appearing afterh↔u symmetrization of theemn term in ~5.6! ~its
‘‘noncovariance’’ is thus a consequence of the choicex15t!. The action is symmetric unde
shifting c i→c i1%2e i , wheree i is the 2-d Killing spinor. This symmetry reflects the fact that o
original action is symmetric under shiftingu i by a Killing spinor onS3.

Note also that the 2-d Lorentz invariance is preserved by the fermionic light-cone g
~original GS fermionsu are 2-d scalars! but is broken by our special choice of the bosonic gau
~5.12! The special form ofgmn in ~5.12! implies ‘‘noncovariant’’ dependence onf in the bosonic
part of the action: the action~5.2! for the fieldf and the 3-sphere coordinatesyA8 has the form,

LB5 1
2 e22fḟ22 1

2 e2ff́21 1
2 GAB~e22fẏAẏB2e2fýAýB!, ~5.19!

whereGAB is the metric of 5-sphere~yA are coordinates ofS3!. A consequence of the unusualgmn

gauge choice in~5.12! compared to the standard conformal gauge is that now theS3 part of the
action is no longer decoupled from the radialAdS3 directionf.

C. Fermionic light-cone gauge action in the Killing parametrization

Now let us consider the string action in the Killing parametrization. The action is a
formulated in terms of 6 bosonic coordinates (x6,f,yA) ~A label 3 independent coordinates
S3! in terms of which the metric ofAdS33S3 is
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ds252e2fdx1dx21df21GAB~y!dyAdyB, ~5.20!

and 8 fermionic coordinates (u i ,u i), (h i ,h i) in the fundamental representations of SU˜(2) and
SU(2), respectively. In contrast to the WZ parametrization, the fermions in the Killing par
etrization transform in the linear representations of SU(2) and SU˜(2), andthus the covariant
derivatives in WZ case~5.7! here will become ordinary derivatives. The Lagrangian is given
the sum of the ‘‘kinetic’’ and ‘‘Wess–Zumino’’ terms~see Appendices A and B for notation!,

L5Lkin1LWZ ,

Lkin52Aggmn@e2f]mx1]nx21 1
2 ]mf]nf1 1

2 GAB~y!DmyADnyB#2
i

2
Aggmne2f]mx1@u i]nu i

1u i]nu i1h i]nh i1h i]nh i1 ie2f]nx1~h2!2#, ~5.21!

LWZ5emne2f]mx1h iCi j
U]nu j1h.c., ~5.22!

where

DmyA5]myA22ih i~VA! i
jh

je2f]mx1, Ci j
U[Uk

iCkl8 Ũ l
j . ~5.23!

Here GAB and (VA) i
j are the metric tensor and the Killing vectors ofS3, respectively~see

Appendix A!. This form of the superstring action~which we shall call ‘‘intermediate’’! is most
convenient for deriving other forms which differ in the way one chooses the bosonic coord
that parametrizeAdS33S3. For example, a useful form of the action is found by introducing
unit 4-vectoruM defined

uA85nA8 sinuyu, u452cosuyu, ~5.24!

in terms of which theAdS33S3 metric is

ds25e2fdxadxa1df21duMduM, uMuM51. ~5.25!

Then the string action takes the form,

Lkin52AggmnFe2f]mx1]nx21
1

2
]mf]nf1

1

2
DmuMDnuM G2

i

2
Aggmne2f]mx1@u i]nu i1u i]nu i

1h i]nh i1h i]nh i1 ie2f]nx1~h2!2#, ~5.26!

LWZ5emne2f]mx1~h i yi j ]nu j1h i y
i j ]nu j !, ~5.27!

where we used the relationCi j
U52 iCik8 uk

j , made the rescalingsh i→ ih i , h i→2 ih i and intro-
duced the following notation:

ui
j[~sM ! i

ju
M, yi j [Cik8 uk

j , yi j [2ui
k~C821!k j, ~5.28!

DmuM5]muM22ih i~RM ! i
jh

je2f]mx1, ~RM ! i
j52 1

2 ~sMN! i
ju

N, ~5.29!

with sMN defined in~A4!. Note thatui
j , yi j , yi j transform in the fundamental representation

SU(2) with respect to the indexi and in fundamental representation of SU˜(2) with respect to the
index j . They satisfy

yi j* 52yi j , ui
j* 5ū j

i , ūi
j[~s̄M ! i

ju
M, ūi

k~C821!k j5uj
k~C821!ki. ~5.30!
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The parametrization based onuM is the most convenient one for the discussion of the superpar
in AdS33S3 and of the harmonic decomposition of the light-cone superfield of type IIB su
gravity into the Kaluza–Klein modes~see Secs. III and IV!. We shall use this parametrization i
the study of the light-cone superstring Hamiltonian in Sec. VI.

The superstring Lagrangian~5.21!, ~5.22! taken in any of its forms mentioned above can
represented in the following way:

L5L11L2 , ~5.31!

L152hmn]mx1]nx21]mx1Am1 1
2 hmn]mx1]nx1B2 1

2 hmngABDmyADnyB, ~5.32!

L252 1
2 hmne22f]mf]nf1T, ~5.33!

where

gAB[e22fGAB , DmyA[]myA1FA]mx1, ~5.34!

andhmn is defined by

hmn[Aggmne2f, h00h112~h01!252e4f. ~5.35!

The decomposition~5.31! is made so that the functionsAm, B, FA depend~i! on the anticommut-
ing coordinates and their derivatives with respect to botht ands, and ~ii ! on the bosonic coor-
dinates and their derivatives with respect to the world sheet spatial coordinates only. The reason
for this decomposition is that below we shall use the phase space description with respec
bosonic coordinates only, i.e., we shall not make the Legendre transformation with respect
fermionic coordinates.

In the case of the ‘‘intermediate’’ form of the action~5.21!,~5.22! these functions are

Am52
i

2
hmn~u i]nu i1h i]nh i !1em1e2fh iCi j

Uú j1h.c., ~5.36!

B5e2f~h2!2, FA522ie2fh i~VA! i
jh

j , T52e2fx́1h iCi j
Uu̇ j1h.c. ~5.37!

VI. LIGHT CONE HAMILTONIAN APPROACH TO THE SUPERSTRING IN AdS 3ÃS3

Our next task is to fix the bosonic part of the light-cone gauge. We shall use the generali
of the phase space GGRT approach36 to a curvedAdS-type space described in Ref. 12, fixing th
diffeomorphisms inAdS33S3 cases by thesamegauge condition as in flat space. Most of th
discussion below will follow closely to Ref. 12.

A. Phase space lagrangian

Computing the canonical momenta for the bosonic coordinates,

Pa5
]L
] ẋa

, P5
]L
]ḟ

, PA5
]L
] ẏA , ~6.1!

we get from~5.31!,

P52h00e22fḟ12h01e22ff́1, ~6.2!

P 152h00ẋ12h01x́1, ~6.3!

P A52h00ẏA2h01ýA1FAP 1, ~6.4!
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P 252h00ẋ22h01x́21A02BP 11PAFA, ~6.5!

whereP 6[P7 , P A[gABPB . By applying the same procedure as in the bosonic case we
then the following phase space LagrangianL5L11L2 ~see. Ref. 12!:

L15P 1ẋ21P 2ẋ11PAẏA1
1

2h00@2P 1P 212e4fx́1x́21gABPAPB1e4fgABD1yAD1yB

1~P 122e4fx́12!B22FAPAP 1#1
h01

h00~P 1x́21P 2x́11PAýA!

2
1

h00~P 11h01x́1!A01 x́1A1, ~6.6!

L25Pḟ1
1

2h00e2f~P21f́2!1
h01

h00Pf́1T. ~6.7!

Next, we impose the light-cone gauge,

x15t, P 15p1. ~6.8!

Using these gauge conditions in the action and integrating overP 2 we get the expression forh00,

h0052p1. ~6.9!

Inserting this into~6.6!, ~6.7! we get the following general form of the phase space light-c
Lagrangian:

L15PAẏA2
1

2p1 ~gABPAPB1e4fgABýAýB1p12B22p1FAPA!2
h01

p1 ~p1x́21PAýA!1A0,

~6.10!

L25Pḟ2
1

2p1 e2f~P21f́2!2
h01

p1 Pf́. ~6.11!

Note that the functionT in ~5.37! is equal to zero in the light-cone gauge~6.8! This general form
of the phase space Lagrangian can be specialized to different choices of bosonic coordin
using the corresponding functionsA0, B, andFA. For the ‘‘intermediate’’ case~5.21!,~5.22! these
functions are given by~5.36!,~5.37! so that we get

L5L11L2

5Pḟ1PAẏA1
i

2
p1~u i u̇ i1h i ḣ i1u i u̇

i1h i ḣ
i !2

e2f

2p1 @P21f́212l 21GABýAýB

1p12~h2!214p1h i l
i
jh

j #1e2f~h iCi j
Uú j1h iCU

i j ú j !2
h01

p1 Fp1x́21Pf́1PAýA

1
i

2
p1~u i ú i1h i h́ i1u i ú

i1h i h́
i !G . ~6.12!

HereCU
i j 52(Ci j

U)* , and we used the relation

GABPAPB52l 2, l i
j[ i~VA! i

jPA , l 2[ l i
j l

j
i . ~6.13!
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By applying a coordinate transformation one gets the phase space Lagrangian correspondin
case~5.26!,~5.27! in which theS3 part is parametrized by the unit 4-vectoruM,

L5Pḟ1P Mu̇M1
i

2
p1~u i u̇ i1h i ḣ i1u i u̇

i1h i ḣ
i !

2
e2f

2p1 @P21f́212l 21úMúM1p12~h2!214p1h i l
i
jh

j #1e2f~h i yi j ú
j1h i y

i j ú j !

2
h01

p1 Fp1x́21Pf́1PMúM1
i

2
p1~u i ú i1h i h́ i1u i ú

i1h i h́
i !G , ~6.14!

wherePM is the canonical momentum foruM and l i
j in ~6.13! has the following explicit form:

l i
j5

i

2
~sMN! i

ju
MP N. ~6.15!

Here and belowl i
j is for the classical orbital momentum@note that going to the superparticle limi

after the quantization we getP M52 i]̂M and then the classical orbital momentuml i
j ~6.15!

becomes the quantum momentuml i
j in ~3.9!#. Taking into account the constraintuMP M50 @see

~6.32!# we get

l i
kl

k
j5

1
4 P MP Md i

j , l 25 1
2 P MP M. ~6.16!

The above Lagrangian leads to the following~minus! Hamiltonian:

P25E
0

1

dsP 2, ~6.17!

where the Hamiltonian density2P 2 is given by

P 252
e2f

2p1 @P21f́212l 21úMúM1p12~h2!214p1h i l
i
jh

j #1e2f~h i yi j ú
j1h i y

i j ú j !.

~6.18!

It should be supplemented by the constraint,

p1x́21Pf́1PMúM1
i

2
p1~u i ú i1h i h́ i1u i ú

i1h i h́
i !50. ~6.19!

As usual, this constraint allows one to express the nonzero modes of the bosonic coordinatx2 in
terms of the transverse physical ones.

It is easy to see that in the particle theory limit the superstring Hamiltonian~6.18! reduces to
the superparticle one which was found in Sec. III by applying the direct method of constru
relativistic dynamics24 based on the symmetry algebra. Indeed, the~quantum, operator-ordered!
superparticle light-cone Hamiltonian in~3.14!,~3.19! can be rewritten as follows:

P 252
1

2p1 @efPefP1e2f~2l 21~p1h221!214p1h i l
i
jh

j !#. ~6.20!

The string Hamiltonian~6.18! reduces to~6.20! modulo terms ‘‘quantum’’ terms proportional t
h2 and a constant~in string Hamiltonian we ignore operator ordering!. The derivation of the
light-cone string action from the covariant one given above thus provides, in the particle limit
a self-contained Lagrangian derivation of the light-cone gauge superparticle Hamiltonian~3.14!
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~obtained indirectly from the symmetry algebra in Sec. III! from a covariant action. This repre
sents a consistency check on the two different methods used in Sec. III and in the present s

B. Equations of motion

The equations of motion corresponding to the phase space superstring Lagrangian~6.14! are

ḟ5
e2f

p1 P, Ṗ5
1

p1 ]s~e2ff́!12P 2, ~6.21!

u̇M5
e2f

p1 P M2 ie2fh i~sMN! i
jh

juN, ~6.22!

ṖM52
e2f

p1 uMP NP N1
1

p1 vMN]s~e2fúN!2 ie2fh i~sMN! i
jh

jP N ~6.23!

1e2fvMNh ir i j
Nú j1e2fvMNh i~rN! i j ú j , ~6.24!

u̇ i5
i

p1 ]s~e2fh j y
j i !, u̇ i5

i

p1 ]s~e2fh j y j i !, ~6.25!

ḣ i5e2fF ih2h i2
2i

p1 ~ lh! i1
i

p1 yi j ú j G , ḣ i5e2fF2 ih2h i1
2i

p1 ~h l ! i1
i

p1 yi j ú
j G , ~6.26!

wherevMN is given by~3.11! and, as previously, do not distinguish between the upper and lo
‘‘ S3’’ indices M ,N, i.e., use the conventionPM5P M. These equations can be written in th
Hamiltonian form. Introducing the notationX for the phase space variable
(P,f,P M,uM,u i ,u i ,h i ,h i), the Hamiltonian equations are

Ẋ5@X,P 2#, ~6.27!

where the phase space variables satisfy the~classical! Poisson–Dirac brackets,

@P~s!,f~s8!#5d~s,s8!, ~6.28!

@P M~s!,uN~s8!#5vMNd~s,s8!, @P M~s!,P N~s8!#5~uMP N2uNP M !d~s,s8!,
~6.29!

$u i~s!,u j~s8!%5
i

p1 d i
jd~s,s8!, $h i~s!,h j~s8!%5

i

p1 d i
jd~s,s8!, ~6.30!

@x0
2 ,u i #5

1

2p1 u i , @x0
2 ,u i #5

1

2p1 u i , @x0
2 ,h i #5

1

2p1 h i , @x0
2 ,h i #5

1

2p1 h i .

~6.31!

x0
2 is the zero mode ofx2 so that@p1,x0

2#51. All the remaining brackets are equal to zero. T
structure of~6.29! reflects the fact that in the Hamiltonian formulation the conditionuMuM51
should be supplemented by the constraint,

uMP M50. ~6.32!

These are second class constraints, and the Dirac procedure leads then to the classical P
Dirac brackets~6.29!. To derive~6.30! and~6.31! one is to take into account that the Lagrangi
~6.14! has the following second class constraints:
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pu i1
i

2
p1u i50, pu i

1
i

2
p1u i50, ~6.33!

where pu i, pu i
are the canonical momenta of fermionic coordinates. The same constrain

found for the fermionic coordinatesh i , h i . Starting with the Poisson brackets

$pu i,u j%
P.B.

5d i
j , $pu i

,u j%P.B.
5d j

i , @p1,x0
2#

P.B.
51, ~6.34!

one gets then the Poisson–Dirac brackets given in~6.30! and ~6.31!.

VII. NOETHER CHARGES AS GENERATORS OF THE SUPERALGEBRA psu „1,1z2…
Špsũ „1,1z2…

The Noether charges play an important role in the analysis of the symmetries of dyna
systems. The choice of the light-cone gauge spoils manifest global symmetries, and in o
demonstrate that these global invariances are still present one needs to find the Noether
which generate them. In what follows ‘‘currents’’ and ‘‘charges’’ will mean both bosonic
fermionic ones, i.e., will include supercurrents and supercharges. These charges determ
structure of superstring field theory in the light-cone gauge.37 The first step in the construction o
superstring field theory is to find a free~quadratic! superfield representation of the generators
the psu(1,1u2)% psũ(1,1u2) superalgebra. The charges we obtain below can be used to o
~after quantization! these free superstring field charges.

The Noether charges for a superparticle inAdS33S3 were found in Sec. III. These charge
are helpful in establishing a correspondence between the bulk fields of type IIB supergravi
the chiral primary operators of the boundary theory in a manifestly supersymmetric way. S
string Noether charges should thus be important for the study of theAdS/CFT correspondence a
the full string-theory level. Our discussion below will be an adaptation to theAdS33S3 case of
the results for the currents in theAdS53S5 case given in Ref. 12.

A. Currents for k-symmetry light-cone gauge fixed superstring action

As usual, symmetry generating charges can be obtained from conserved currents. Sin
rents themselves may be helpful in some applications, we shall first derive them starting w
k-symmetry gauge fixed Lagrangian in the form given in~5.26!,~5.27! and using the standar
Noether method based on the localization of the parameters of the associated global tran
tions. Let e be a parameter of some global transformation which leaves the action inva
Replacing it by a function of worldsheet coordinatest,s, the variation of the action takes the form

dS5E d2sG m]me, ~7.1!

whereG m is the corresponding current. Making use of this formula, we shall find below th
currents which are related to symmetries that do not involve compensatingk-symmetry transfor-
mation. The remaining currents will be found in the next subsection starting from the action~6.14!
where both thek-symmetry and the bosonic light-cone gauges are fixed.

Let us start with the translation invariancedxa5ea. Applying ~7.1! to the Lagrangian
~5.26!,~5.27! gives the translation currents,

P 1m52Aggmne2f]nx1, ~7.2!

P 2m52Aggmn~e2f]nx21FMDnuM !2
i

2
Aggmne2f~u i]nu i1u i]nu i1h i]nh i1h i]nh i

12ie2f]nx1~h2!2!1emne2f~h i yi j ]nu j1h i y
i j ]nu j !, FM[ ih i~sMN! i

jh
je2fuN.

~7.3!
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Some of the remaining bosonic currents can be expressed in terms of supercurrents. The
ance with respect to the supertransformations,

du i5e i , du i5e i , dx252
i

2
e iu i2

i

2
e iu

i , ~7.4!

gives the supercurrents

Q 1 im52Aggmne2fu i]nx11 iemne2fh j y
j i ]nx1, ~7.5!

Q i
1m52Aggmne2fu i]nx11 iemne2fh j y j i ]nx1. ~7.6!

The invariance of the action~5.26!,~5.27! with respect to the rotation of~super! coordinates in the
(x1,x2) plane,

dx65e6ex6, d~u i ,u i ,h i ,h i !5e2e/2~u i ,u i ,h i ,h i !, ~7.7!

leads to

J 12m5x1P 2m2x2P 1m1
i

2
u iQ i

1m1
i

2
u iQ 1 im, ~7.8!

while the invariance with respect to the dilatations,

dxa5eexa, df52e, d~u i ,u i ,h i ,h i !5ee/2~u i ,u i ,h i ,h i !, ~7.9!

implies conservation of the dilatation current,

D m5xaP am1Aggmn]nf2
i

2
u iQ i

1m2
i

2
u iQ 1 im. ~7.10!

The invariances with respect to the SU(2) (e i
i50) and SŨ(2) rotations (ẽ i

i50),

dyi j 5e i
l y

l j , i.e., duM52 1
2 e i

j~sMN! j
iu

N, dh i5e i
jh

j , dh i52h je
j
i , ~7.11!

dyi j 5 ẽ j
l y

il , i.e., duM52 1
2ẽ

i
j~ s̄MN! j

iu
N, du i5 ẽ i

ju
j , du i52u j ẽ

j
i , ~7.12!

give the following SU(2) and SU˜(2) currents, respectively:

J i
j
m52 iAggmn 1

2 ~sMN! i
ju

MDnuN1~h ih j2
1
2 d j

i h2!P 1m. ~7.13!

J̃ i
j
m52 iAggmn 1

2 ~ s̄MN! i
ju

MDnuN1~u iu j2
1
2 d j

i u2!P 1m2 iemne2f]nx1

3~h l yl j u
i2 1

2 d j
i hkyklu

l !1 iemne2f]nx1~h l y
li u j2

1
2 d j

i hky
klu l !. ~7.14!

B. Charges for bosonic and k-symmetry light-cone gauge fixed superstring action

In the previous section we have listed the~super!currents starting with thek-symmetry light-
cone gauge fixed action given in~5.26!,~5.27!. They can be used to find currents for the acti
where both the fermionick-symmetry and the bosonic reparametrization symmetry are fixe
the light-cone type gauges~6.14!. To find the components of currents (G 0) in the world-sheet time
direction one needs to use the relations~6.2!–~6.5! for the canonical momenta and to insert t
light-cone gauge conditions~6.8! and ~6.9! into the expressions for the currents. The charges
thenG5*dsG 0.
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Let us start with the kinematical generators~charges! ~3.1!. The results for the currents impl
the following representations:

P15p1, Q1 i5E p1u i , Qi
15E p1u i . ~7.15!

Note that these charges depend only on the zero modes of string coordinates~the integrands areG 0

parts of the corresponding currents in world-sheet time direction:Q 1 i0, Q i
10 andP 105p1!. The

remaining kinematical charges depend on nonzero string modes,

J125E x1P 22x2p1, D5E x1P 21x2p12P, ~7.16!

Ji
j5E l i

j1p1h ih j2
1

2
d j

i p1h2, J̃i
j5E l̃ i

j1p1u iu j2
1

2
d j

i p1u2, ~7.17!

wherel i
j is given by~6.15! and l̃ i

j5 (i/2) (s̄MN) i
ju

MP N. The derivation of the remaining charge
follows the procedure described in Appendix D of Ref. 12. The conformal~super!charges are
given by ~3.27!, ~3.28!, where

Si
1ux1505E 1

&
e2fp1h i , S1 i ux1505E 1

&
e2fp1h i , ~7.18!

K1ux1505E 2
1

2
e22fp1. ~7.19!

The dynamical Poincare´ chargesQ2 i , Qi
2 and the conformal chargesS2 i , Si

2 are

Qi
25E ef

&
~ ih iP2p1h2h i12h j l

j
i1yi j ú

j !, ~7.20!

Q2 i5E ef

&
~2 ih iP2p1h2h i12l i

jh
j2yi j ú j !, ~7.21!

S2 i5E u iS2 l̃ i
ju

j1
1

2
e2f]s~efh j !y

ji , ~7.22!

Si
25E u i S̄2u j l̃

j
i2

1

2
e2f]s~efh j !yji , ~7.23!

S5 ix2p12
i

2
P1

1

2
p1u2, S̄52 ix2p11

i

2
P1

1

2
p1u2. ~7.24!

Note that theGux150 parts of the kinematical charges~3.1! can be obtained from the superpartic
ones simply by replacing the particle coordinates by the string ones. The remaining dyna
generatorK2 can be found by using the expressions found above and applying the commu
relations of psu(1,1u2)% psũ(1,1u2) superalgebra.

Our classical charges are normalized so that after the quantization, i.e., the replacemen
classical Poisson–Dirac brackets~6.28!–~6.31! by quantum~anti!commutators

@ ,#
P.B.

→ i@ ,#, $,%
P.B.

→ i$,%, ~7.25!
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redefinitions J12→2 iJ12, D→2 iD, K6→2K6, and appropriate operator ordering th
charges satisfy the commutation relations of psu(1,1u2) % psũ(1,1u2) superalgebra given in
~2.8!–~2.15!.
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APPENDIX A: NOTATION AND BASIC DEFINITIONS

In the main part of the paper we use the following conventions for the indices:

a,b50,1 boundary Minkowski space indices,

A,B,C51,2,3 S3 coordinate space indices,

A8,B8,C851,2,3 so~3! vector indices~S3 tangent space indices!,

M ,N,K,L51,...,4 so~4! vector indices,

i , j ,k,n51,2 su~2! and sũ~2! vector indices,

m,n50,1 world-sheet coordinate indices.

We decomposexa into the light-cone coordinatesxa5(x1,x2), wherex6[ (1/&) (x16x0). We
suppress the flat space metric tensorhab5(2,1) in scalar products, i.e.,AaBa[habA

aBb. The
SO(1,1) vectorAa is decomposed asAa5(A1,A2) so that the scalar product isAaBa5A1B2

1A2B1. The derivatives with respect to the world-sheet coordinates~t,s! are

ẋ[]tx, x́[]sx. ~A1!

The world-sheet Levi-Civitaemn is defined withe0151.
The four matrices (sM) i

j , (s̄M) i
j are off-diagonal blocks of the SO(4) Dirac matricesgM in

the chiral~Weyl! representation, i.e.,

gM5S 0 sM

s̄M 0 D , ~sM ! i
k~ s̄N!k

j1~sN! i
k~ s̄M !k

j52dMNd j
i , ~A2!

Cik8 ~sM !k
j5Cjk8 ~ s̄M !k

i , ~sM ! i
j* [~s̄M ! j

i , ~A3!

whereC8 is a charge conjugation matrix.sMN, s̄MN are defined by

~sMN! i
j[

1
2 ~sM ! i

k~ s̄N!k
j2~M↔N!, ~ s̄MN! i

j[
1
2 ~ s̄M ! i

k~sN!k
j2~M↔N!. ~A4!

We use the following explicit form ofsM, s̄M, andCi j8 :

sM5~sA8,2 iI !, s̄M5~sA8, iI !, Ci j8 5ce i j , ucu51. ~A5!

We also use the matricesrM defined by

r i j
M[Cik8 ~sM !k

j , ~rM ! i j [2~sM ! i
k~C821!k j, ~r i j

M !* 52~rM ! i j . ~A6!
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We assume the following Hermitian conjugation rule for the fermionic coordinates and the
tion for their squares,

u i
†5u i , h i

†5h i , u2[u iu i , h2[h ih i . ~A7!

The generators of the su(2) and su˜(2) subalgebras of so(4),

@JMN,JKL#5dNKJML13 terms ~A8!

are defined by

Ji
j5

1
4 ~sMN! i

j J
MN, J̃i

j5
1
4 ~ s̄MN! i

j J
MN. ~A9!

The translation operatorJ4A8 on S3 is

J4A85
i

2
~sA8! j

i~Ji
j2 J̃i

j !. ~A10!

The coset representative ofS3 defined bygy[exp(yA8J4A8) takes then the form given in~E6!
below. In terms of these coordinates, the 3-sphere interval, metric tensor and vielbein are gi

dsS3
2

5duyu21sin2uyudsS2
2 , dsS2

2
5dnAdnA, nAnA51, ~A11!

GAB5eA
A

8eB
A8 , eA

A85
sinuyu

uyu ~dA
A82nAnA8!1nAnA8, ~A12!

GAB5
sin2uyu

uyu2 ~dAB2nAnB!1nAnB , nA[
yA

uyu
, uyu5AyA8yA8. ~A13!

We use the conventionyA5dA8
A ,yA8 and the same fornA8. TheS3 Killing vectorsVA8 andVA8B8

corresponding to the 3 translations and 3 SO(3) rotations are

VA85@ uyucotuyu~dA8A2nA8nA!1nA8nA#]yA, VA8B85yA8]yB82yB8]yA8. ~A14!

They can be collected into the SU(2) combination,

~VA! i
j]yA5

1

4
~sA8B8! i

jV
A8B81

i

2
~sA8! i

jV
A8. ~A15!

These relations and~5.24! imply the following relations:

GAB~hVAh!~hVBh!5~hRMh!2, GAB~hVAh!dyB5~hRMh!duM, ~A16!

whereRM is defined by~5.29!, which have been used to transform~5.21!–~5.26!.

APPENDIX B: LIGHT-CONE BASIS OF psu „1,1z2…Špsũ „1,1z2…

Here we explain the relation between the su(1,1)% su(2) covariant and light-cone bases of t
psu(1,1u2) algebra and define the light-cone basis of psu(1,1u2)% psũ(1,1u2). We find it conve-
nient to introduce intermediate basis defined by

m12[2m1
1 , m11[

1

&
m2

1 , m21[2
1

&
m1

2 , ~B1!
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q1 i[2q1
i , q2 i[q2

i , qi
1[qi

2, qi
2[qi

1. ~B2!

In this basis the Hermitian rules for supercharges take conventional form (q1 i)†5qi
1 , (q2 i)†

5qi
2 , and for the~anti!commutators one has

@m12,m61#56m61, @m11,m21#52m12, @m12,qi
6#56 1

2 qi
6 , ~B3!

$q6 i ,qj
6%52a&d j

i m61, $q6 i ,qj
7%5a~d j

i m127mi
j !, ~B4!

@q2 i ,m11#52
1

&
q1 i , @q1 i ,m21#5

1

&
q2 i . ~B5!

The light-cone basis of psu(1,1u2)% psũ(1,1u2) superalgebra is defined by

P15&m̃11, P25&m21, K15&m11, K25&m̃21, ~B6!

J125m121m̃12, D5m122m̃12, Ji
j5mi

j , J̃i
j5m̃i

j , ~B7!

Q1 i5q̃1 i , Qi
15q̃i

1 , Q2 i5q2 i , Qi
25qi

2 , ~B8!

S2 i5ãq̃2 i , Si
25ã* q̃i

2 , S1 i5aq1 i , Si
15a* qi

1 . ~B9!

The constantsa,ã are chosen to bea52 i, ã5 i. Then the commutation relations are

@P6,K7#5D7J12,

@D,P6#52P6, @D,K6#5K6, @J12,P6#56P6, @J12,K6#56K6,

@D,Qi
6#52 1

2 Qi
6 , @D,Si

6#5 1
2 Si

6 , @J12,Qi
6#56 1

2 Qi
6 , @J12,Si

6#56 1
2 Si

6 ,

@Si
6 ,P7#5 iQi

7 , @Q6 i ,K7#52 iS7 i , $Q6 i ,Qj
6%57 iP6d j

i ,

$S6 i ,Sj
6%56 iK6d j

i $Q1 i ,Sj
2%5 1

2 ~J122D !d j
i 2 J̃i

j ,

$Q2 i ,Sj
1%5 1

2 ~J121D !d j
i 1Ji

j . ~B10!

The superchargesQi
2 , Q2 i , S1 i , Si

1 transform in the fundamental representation of su(2) i
they are rotated only byJi

j and satisfy~2.13!. The remaining superchargesQ1 i , Qi
1 , S2 i , Si

2

transform in fundamental representation of su˜(2), i.e., they are rotated only byJ̃i
j and satisfy

~2.14!. All the generators exceptKa andPa satisfy the Hermitian conjugation rules in~2.6!, while
Ka andPa are taken to be anti-Hermitian: (P6)†52P6, (K6)†52K6. The light-cone basis for
generators described above is used in the calculation of the Cartan forms in Appendix E. M
the substitutionsP6→ iP6, K6→2 iK6 we obtain the basis used in Secs. II–IV.

APPENDIX C: DERIVATION OF SUPERCHARGES

Here we would like to demonstrate how the knowledge of kinematical charges and co
tation relations of superalgebra allows one to get dynamical charges systematically. Consid
example, the dynamical superchargesQ2 i whose most general form is

Q2 i5Q2 i~p1,]p1,z,]z ,u,l,h,q!, ~C1!

where a dependence onS3 is not shown explicitly. From@P1,Q2 i #50 we get

Q2 i5 (1)Q2 i~p1,z,]z ,u,l,h,q!, ~C2!
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i.e., we learn thatQ2 i does not depend on]p1. From $Q2 i ,Q1 j%50 we get

(1)Q2 i~p1,z,]z ,u,l,h,q!5 (2)Q2 i~p1,z,]z ,u,h,q!, ~C3!

i.e., Q2 i does not depend onl. The anticommutator$Q2 i ,Qj
1%50 tell us thatQ2 i does not

depend onu, i.e.,

(2)Q2 i~p1,z,]z ,u,h,q!5 (3)Q2 i~p1,z,]z ,h,q!. ~C4!

From @Q2 i ,K1#5S1 i we get

(3)Q2 i5
1

&
h i]z1

(4)Q2 i~p1,z,h,q!, ~C5!

i.e.,

Q2 i5
1

&
h i]z1

(4)Q2 i~p1,z,h,q!, ~C6!

and from$Q2 i ,S1 j%50 we get

(4)Q2 i52
1

&z
h i~hq!1 (5)Q2 i~p1,z,h!, ~C7!

i.e.,

Q2 i5
1

&
h i]z2

1

&z
h i~hq!1 (5)Q2 i~p1,z,h!. ~C8!

The second anticommutator in~2.12! gives

(5)Q2 i~p1,z,h!5
1

2&z
h i1

2

&z
~ lh! i1 (6)Q2 i~p1,z!, ~C9!

and the su(2) covariance implies(6)Q2 i(p1,z)50. Taking this into account and plugging~C9!
into ~C8! we getQi

2 given by ~3.16!. Using the Hermitian conjugation rule (Q2 i)†5Qi
2 we get

the expression forQi
2 in ~3.15!. The anticommutator$Qi

2 ,Q2 j%52P2d i
j determinesP2, i.e.,

the Hamiltonian. The remaining dynamical generatorsK2, S2 i , Si
2 can be obtained in a simila

way.

APPENDIX D: EIGENVECTORS OF THE AdS MASS OPERATOR

Here we would like to explain the procedure of finding the eigenvectors of theAdS mass
operatorA or the operatorX in ~3.19! in Sec. IV A. Since the superfieldFk,s in ~4.11! diagonal-
izes the operatorsl 2 andhq we have to diagonalize the operatorq lh[q i l

i
jh

j , i.e., to find the
solution to equation

q lhFk,15mFk,1 , ~D1!

wherem is an eigenvalue. We look for the following most general solution:

Fk,15~q i1c~q l ! i !Fk,1
i , ~D2!

whereF i does not depend onq andc should be determined. Making use of
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$~q l ! j ,~ lh! i%5 1
2 ~ l 212q lh!d j

i 1~hq21!l i
j ~D3!

andh jFk,1
i 50 we get

~q lh!Fk,15S ~11c!~q l ! i1
k~k12!

4
cq i DFk,1

i . ~D4!

From ~D1! we then find the equations

k~k12!

4
c5m, ~11c!5mc, ~D5!

which are solved by

m(1)52
k

2
, c(1)52

2

k12
; m(2)5

k12

2
, c(2)52

2

k
. ~D6!

Thus we have the two solution and the two eigenvectors,

Fk,1
(1)5S q i2

2

k12
~q l ! i DFk,1

i , Fk,1
(2)5S q i2

2

k
~q l ! i DFk,1

i . ~D7!

Taking into account the relation

2l 2Fk,1
(1,2)5k~k12!Fk,1

(1,2) , ~hq21!Fk,1
(1,2)50, ~D8!

and the eigenvaluesm(1) andm(2) of q lh given in ~D6! we get the following eigenvalues of th
operatorX:

XFk,1
(1)5k2Fk,1

(1) , XFk,1
(2)5~k12!2Fk,1

(2) . ~D9!

APPENDIX E: SUPERSTRING ACTION

The standard kinetic term of superstring action inAdS33S3,16–18

Lkin52 1
2 Aggmn~ L̂m

AL̂n
A1Lm

A8Ln
A8!, ~E1!

can be rewritten in conformal algebra notation as11

Lkin52 1
2Aggmn~ L̂m

a L̂n
a1LDmLDn1Lm

A8Ln
A8!, ~E2!

where the Cartan 1-forms,

L̂a[LP
a 2

1

2
LK

a , LA8[2
i

2
~sA8! i

jL
j
i1

i

2
~sA8! i

j L̃
j
i , ~E3!

in the light-cone basis are defined by

G21dG5LP
a Pa1LK

a Ka1LDD1L21J121Li
jJ

j
i1L̃ i

j J̃
j
i1LQ

2 iQi
11LQ i

2 Q1 i1LQ
1 iQi

2

1LQ i
1 Q2 i1LS

2 iSi
11LS i

2 S1 i1LS
1 iSi

21LS i
1 S2 i , ~E4!

where the generators are taken in the basis described in Appendix B. To represent the
1-forms in terms of the even and odd coordinate fields we shall start with the following supe
representative,
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G5exp~xaPa1u2 iQi
11u i

2Q1 i1u1 iQi
21u i

1Q2 i !exp

3~h2 iSi
11h i

2S1 i1h1 iSi
21h i

1S2 i ! gygf , ~E5!

wheregf andgy depend on the radialAdS3 coordinatef andS3 coordinatesyA8, respectively,

gf[exp~fD !, gy[exp~yi
j~Jj

i2 J̃ j
i !!, yi

j[
i

2
~sA! i

j y
A8. ~E6!

Choosing the parametrization of the coset representative in the form~E5! corresponds to what is
usually referred to as ‘‘Killing gauge’’ in superspace. Equation~E4! provides the definition of the
Cartan forms in the light-cone basis. Let us further specify them by setting to zero some
fermionic coordinates which corresponds to fixing a particulark-symmetry gauge. Namely, w
shall fix thek-symmetry by putting to zero all the Grassmann coordinates which carry pos
J12 charge:u1 i5u i

15h1 i5h i
150. To simplify the notation in what follows we shall setu i

[u2 i , u i[u i
2 , h i[h2 i , h i[h i

2 . Note that sinceS1 i and Q1 i transform in the fundamenta
representations of su(2) and su˜(2) the corresponding fermionic coordinatesh’s and u’s also
transform in the fundamental representation of su(2) and su˜(2). As aresult, thek-symmetry fixed
form of the coset representative~E5! is

Gg.f.5exp~xaPa1u iQi
11u iQ

1 i !exp~h iSi
11h iS

1 i !gygf . ~E7!

PluggingGg.f. into ~E4! we get thek-symmetry gauge fixed expressions for the Cartan 1-form

LP
15efdx1, LP

25efS dx22
i

2
ũ i d̃u i2

i

2
ũ i d̃u i D , ~E8!

LK
25e2fF1

4
~ h̃2!2dx11

i

2
h̃ i d̃h i1

i

2
h̃ i d̃h i G , LD5df, ~E9!

Li
j5~dUU21! i

j1 i~ h̃ i h̃ j2
1
2h̃

2d j
i !dx1, L̃ i

j5~dŨŨ21! i
j , ~E10!

LQ
2 i5ef/2d̃u i , ,LQi

2 5ef/2d̃u i , LQ
1 i52 ief/2h̃ idx1, LQi

1 5 ief/2h̃ idx1, ~E11!

LS
2 i5e2f/2S d̃h i1

i

2
h̃2h̃ idx1D , LSi

25e2f/2S d̃h i2
i

2
h̃2h̃ idx1D , ~E12!

with all the remaining forms equal to zero. We have introduced the notation

h̃ i[Ui
jh

j , h̃ i[h j~U21! j
i , ũ i[Ũ i

ju
j , ũ i[u j~Ũ21! j

i , ~E13!

dh̃ i[Ui
jdh j , dh̃ i[dh j~U21! j

i , du ĩ[Ũ i
jdu j , dũ i[du j~Ũ21! j

i . ~E14!

The fact thatu i andh i are rotated by SU˜(2) and SU(2) is related to the presence of the matri
ŨPSŨ(2) andUPSU(2) in the definition ofũ i and h̃ i . These matrices defined by~5.4! can be
written explicitly as

U5cos
uyu
2

1 isA8nA8 sin
uyu
2

, Ũ5cos
uyu
2

2 isA8nA8 sin
uyu
2

, ~E15!

whereuyu andnA8 are given by~A13!.
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The S3 componentsLA8 of the Cartan forms defined by~E3! can be written in the following
equivalent ways:

LA85eA82 1
2h̃ i~sA8! i

j h̃
jdx1, LA85eA

A8~dyA1 ih i~VA! i
jh

jdx1!, ~E16!

whereeA
A8 and (VA) i

j are defined by~A12! and ~A15! and we used the relation,

eA
A8~U†sA8U ! i

j522i~VA! i
j , eA8

A
A
B85dA8

B8 . ~E17!

Plugging the Cartan 1-forms into the kinetic part of the string Lagrangian~E2! we get

Lkin52Aggmn@e2f]mx1]nx21 1
2 ]mf]nf1 1

2 Lm
A8Ln

A8#1Aggmn]mx1

3F S e2fS i

2
u i]nu i1

i

2
u i]nu i D1

i

4
h i]nh i1

i

4
h i]nh i1

1

8
~h2!2]nx1G . ~E18!

In order to get the action in the Killing parametrization one needs to useLA8 given by the second
expression in~E16! and then make the rescalings,

h i→&efh i , h i→&efh i , xa→2xa. ~E19!

The action in the WZ parametrization is found by usingLA8 given by the first expression in~E16!
and after the transformation

u i→~Ũ21! i
ju

i , u i→u j Ũ
j
i , h i→&ef~U21! i

jh
j , h i→&efh jU

j
i , xa→2xa,

~E20!

and use of the Fierz rearrangement rule (h i(s
A8) i

jh
j )2523(h2)2.

TheP-odd WZ part of the covariant string LagrangianLWZ ~see, e.g.,~Refs. 16–18! takes the
following form in the light-cone gauge:

LWZ52
i

&
emnLQm

1 i Ci j8 LQn
2 j 1h.c. ~E21!

Plugging in the expressions for the Cartan 1-forms and making the rescalings given above
LWZ in the Killing parametrization~5.22! @see also~5.27!# and in the WZ parametrization@see the
emn term in ~5.6!#.
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We perform a general analysis of representations of the superconformal algebras
OSp~8/4, R! and OSp(8* /2N) in harmonic superspace. We present a construction
of their highest-weight UIR’s by multiplication of the different types of massless
conformal superfields~‘‘supersingletons’’!. In particular, all ‘‘short multiplets’’ are
classified. Representations undergoing shortening have ‘‘protected dimension’’ and
may correspond to BPS states in the dual supergravity theory in anti-de Sitter
space. These results are relevant for the classification of multitrace operators in
boundary conformally invariant theories as well as for the classification of AdS
black holes preserving different fractions of supersymmetry. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1374451#

I. INTRODUCTION

Superconformal algebras and their representations play a crucial roˆle in the AdS/CFT corre-
spondence because of their dual role of describing the gauge symmetries of the AdS bulk
gravity theory and the global symmetries of the boundary conformal field theory.1–3

A special class of configurations which are particularly relevant are the so-called BPS
i.e., dynamical objects corresponding to representations which undergo ‘‘shortening.’’

These representations can only occur when the conformal dimension of a~super!primary
operator is ‘‘quantized’’ in terms of the R symmetry quantum numbers and they are at the ba
the so-called ‘‘nonrenormalization’’ theorems of supersymmetric quantum theories.4

There exist different methods of classifying the UIR’s of superconformal algebras. One
so-called oscillator construction of the Hilbert space in which a given UIR acts.5 Another one,
more appropriate to describe field theories, is the realization of such representations on sup
defined in superspaces.6,7 The latter are ‘‘supermanifolds’’ which can be regarded as the quot
of the conformal supergroup by some of its subgroups.

In the case of ordinary superspace the subgroup in question is the supergroup obtai
exponentiating a nonsemisimple superalgebra which is the semidirect product of a super-P´
graded Lie algebra with dilatation@SO~1,1!# and the R symmetry algebra. This is the supersp
appropriate for non-BPS states. Such states correspond to bulk massive states which can
‘‘continuous spectrum’’ of the AdS mass~or, equivalently, of the conformal dimension of th
primary fields!.

BPS states are naturally associated to superspaces with a lower number of ‘‘odd’’ coord
and, in most cases, with some internal coordinates of a coset spaceG/H. Here G is the R
symmetry group of the superconformal algebra, i.e., the subalgebra of the even part which

a!Electronic mail: sergio.ferrara@cern.ch
b!UMR 5108 associe´e à l’Université de Savoie.
30150022-2488/2001/42(7)/3015/12/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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mutes with the conformal algebra of space–time andH is some subgroup ofG having the same
rank asG.

Such superspaces are called ‘‘harmonic’’8 and they are characterized by having a subse
the initial odd coordinatesu. The complementary number of odd variables determines the frac
of supersymmetry preserved by the BPS state. If a BPS state preservesK supersymmetries then th
u’s of the associated harmonic superspace will transform under some UIR ofHK .

For 1/2 BPS states, i.e., states with maximal supersymmetry, the superspace involv
minimal number of odd coordinates~half of the original one! andHK is then a maximal subgroup
of G. On the other hand, for states with the minimal fraction of supersymmetryHK reduces to the
‘‘maximal torus’’ whose Lie algebra is the Cartan subalgebra ofG.

It is our aim in the present paper to give a comprehensive treatment of BPS states rel
‘‘short representations’’ of superconformal algebras for the cases which are most relevant
context of the AdS/CFT correspondence, i.e., thed53 (N58) andd56 @N5(2,0)#. The under-
lying conformal field theories correspond to world-volume theories ofNc copies ofM2 , M5 and
D3 branes in the largeNc limit 9–13which are ‘‘dual’’ to AdS supergravities describing the horizo
geometry of the branes.14

The present contribution summarizes the results which have already appeared elsewhe15–17

We first carry out an abstract analysis of the conditions for Grassmann~G-!analyticity18 ~the
generalization of the familiar concept of chirality7! in a superconformal context. We find th
constraints on the conformal dimension and R symmetry quantum numbers of a superfie
lowing from the requirement that it does not depend on one or more Grassmann variables
ducing G-analyticity in a traditional superspace cannot be done without breaking the R sym
The latter can be restored by extending the superspace by harmonic variables19,8,20–24parametriz-
ing the cosetG/HK . We also consider the massless UIR’s~‘‘supersingleton’’ multiplets!,25,26first
as constrained superfields in ordinary superspace27–29 and then, for a part of them, as G-analyt
harmonic superfields.8,24,29 Next we use supersingleton multiplication to construct UIR’s
OSp(8* /2N) and OSp~8/4, R!. We show that in this way one can reproduce the complete cla
fication of UIR’s of Ref. 30. We also discuss different kinds of shortening which certain su
fields ~not of the BPS type! may undergo. We conclude the paper by listing the various BPS s
in the physically relevant cases ofM2 andM5 branes horizon geometry where only one type
supersingleton appears.

Massive towers corresponding to 1/2 BPS states are the K–K modes coming from co
tification of M-theory onAdS7/43S4/7.31,9 Short representations of superconformal algebras
play a special roˆle in determiningN-point functions from OPE.32,33

Another area of interest is the classification of AdS black holes,34–37according to the fraction
of supersymmetry preserved by the black hole background.

In a parallel analysis with black holes in an asymptotically flat background,38 the AdS/CFT
correspondence predicts that such BPS states should be dual to superconformal states un
‘‘shortening’’ of the type discussed here.

II. THE SIX-DIMENSIONAL CASE

In this section we describe highest-weight UIR’s of the superconformal algebras OSp(8* /2N)
in six dimensions. Although the physical applications refer toN51 andN52, it is worthwhile to
carry out the analysis for generalN, along the same lines as in the four-dimensional case.39,40 We
first examine the consequences of G-analyticity and conformal supersymmetry and find o
relation to BPS states. Then we will construct UIR’s of OSp(8* /2N) by multiplying supersingle-
tons. The results exactly match the general classification of UIR’s of OSp(8* /2N) of Ref. 30.

A. The conformal superalgebra OSp „8* Õ2N… and Grassmann analyticity

The standard realization of the conformal superalgebra OSp(8* /2N) makes use of the super
space,
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R6/8N5
OSp~8* /2N!

$K,S,M ,D,T%
5~xm,ua i !, ~2.1!

whereua i is a left-handed spinor carrying an indexi 51,2,...,2N of the fundamental representa
tion of the R symmetry group USp(2N). Unlike the four-dimensional case, here chirality is not
option but is already built in. The only way to obtain smaller superspaces is through Grass
analyticity. We begin by imposing a single condition of G-analyticity on the superfield define
~2.1!:

qa
1F~x,u!50, ~2.2!

which amounts to considering the coset

A6/4~2N21!5
OSp~8* /2N!

$K,S,M ,D,T,Q1%
5~xm,ua 1,2,...,2N21!. ~2.3!

From the algebra of OSp(8* /2N) we obtain

mmn50, ~2.4!

t115t125¯5t1 2N2150, ~2.5!

4t1 2N1 l 50. ~2.6!

Equation~2.4! implies that the superfieldF must be a Lorentz scalar. In order to interpret E
~2.5! and~2.6!, we need to split the generators of OSp(2N) into raising operators~corresponding
to the positive roots!, Tk 2N21, k51,...,N, l 5k,...,2N2k ~simple if l 5k!, @U~1!#N chargesHk

522Tk 2N2k11, k51,...,N and lowering operators. The Dynkin labelsak of a OSp(2N) irrep are
defined as follows:

ak5Hk2Hk11 , k51,...,N21, aN5HN , ~2.7!

so that, for instance, the generatorQ1 is the HWS of the fundamental irrep~1, 0, ..., 0!.
Now it becomes clear that~2.5! is part of the USp(2N) irreducibility conditions whereas~2.6!

relates the conformal dimension to the sum of the Dynkin labels:

l 52(
k51

N

ak . ~2.8!

Let us denote the highest-weight UIR’s of the OSp(8* /2N) algebra by

D~ l ;J1 ,J2 ,J3 ;a1 ,...,aN!,

where l is the conformal dimension,J1 , J2 , J3 are the SU* ~4! Dynkin labels andak are the
OSp(2N) Dynkin labels of the first component. Then the G-analytic superfields defined abov
of the type

F~u1,2,...,2N21!⇔DS 2(
k51

N

ak ;0,0,0;a1 ,...,aND . ~2.9!

From the superconformal algebra it is clear that we can go on in the same manner un
remove half of theu’s, namelyuN11,...,u2N. Each time we have to set a new Dynkin label
zero. We can summarize by saying that the superconformal algebra OSp(8* /2N) admits the
following short UIR’s corresponding to BPS states:
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p

2N
BPS: DS 2(

k5p

N

ak ;0,0,0;0,...,0,ap ,...,aND , p51,...,N. ~2.10!

B. Supersingletons

There exist three types of massless multiplets in six dimensions corresponding to ultr
UIR’s ~supersingletons! of OSp(8* /2N) ~see, e.g., Ref. 41 for the caseN52!. All of them can be
formulated in terms of constrained superfields as follows.

~i! The first type is described by a superfieldW$ i 1¯ i n%(x,u), 1<n<N, which is antisymmetric
and traceless in the external USp(2N) indices~for evenn one can impose a reality condition!. It
satisfies the constraint~see Refs. 27 and 42!

Da
~kW$ i 1!i 2 ...i n%

50⇒D~2;0,0,0;0,...,0,an51,0,...,0!. ~2.11!

The components of this superfield are massless fields. In the caseN5n51 this is the on-shell~1,
0! hypermultiplet and forN5n52 it is the on-shell~2, 0! tensor multiplet.27,28

~ii ! The second type is described by a~real! superfield without external indices,w(x,u)
obeying the constraint

D [a
( i Db]

j ) w50⇒D~2;0,0,0;0,...,0!. ~2.12!

~iii ! Finally, there exists an infinite series of multiplets described by superfields withn totally
symmetrized external Lorentz spinor indices,w(a1¯an)(x,u) ~they can be made real in the case
evenn! obeying the constraint

D [b
i w~a1]...an!50⇒D~21n/2;n,0,0;0,...,0!. ~2.13!

As shown in Ref. 16, the six-dimensional massless conformal fields only carry reps (J1,0) of
the little group SU~2!3SU~2! of a light-like particle momentum. This result is related to t
analysis of conformal fields ind dimensions.43,44 This fact implies that massless superconform
multiplets are classified by a single SU~2! and USp(2N) R symmetry and are therefore identic
to massless super-Poincare´ multiplets in five dimensions. Some physical implication of the abo
circumstance have recently been discussed in Ref. 45 where it was suggested that certain
coupledd55 theories effectively become six-dimensional.

C. Harmonic superspace

The massless multiplets~i!, ~ii ! admit an alternative formulation in harmonic superspace~see
Refs. 46, 47, 29 forN51,2!. The advantage of this formulation is that the constraints~2.11!
become conditions for G-analyticity. We introduce harmonic variables describing the
USp(2N)/@U~1!#N:

uPUSp~2N!: ui
IuJ

i 5dJ
I , ui

IV i j uj
J5V IJ, ui

I5~uI
i !* . ~2.14!

Here the indicesi, j belong to the fundamental representation of USp(2N) and I, J are labels
corresponding to the@U~1!#N projections. The harmonic derivatives,

DIJ5VK(Iui
J) ]

]ui
K , ~2.15!

form the algebra of USp(2N)R realized on the indicesI, J of the harmonics.
Let us now project the defining constraint~2.11! with the harmonicsuk

Kui 1
1
¯ui n

n , K

51,...,n:
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Da
1W12̄ n5Da

2W12̄ n5...5Da
nW12̄ n50, ~2.16!

where Da
K5Da

i ui
K and W12̄ n5W$ i 1¯ i n%ui 1

1 ...ui n
n . Indeed, the constraint~2.11! now takes the

form of a G-analyticity condition. In the appropriate basis in superspace the solution to~2.16! is a
short superfield depending on part of the odd coordinates:

W12̄ n~xA ,u1,u2,...,u2N2n,u!. ~2.17!

In addition to ~2.16!, the projected superfieldW12̄ n automatically satisfies the USp(2N) har-
monic irreducibility conditions,

DK 2N2KW1250, K51,...,N ~2.18!

@only the simple roots of USp(2N) are shown#. The equivalence between the two forms of t
constraint follows from the obvious properties of the harmonic productsu[k

K ui ]
K50 andV i j ui

Kuj
L

50 for 1<K,L<n. The harmonic constraints~2.18! make the superfield ultrashort.
Finally, in case~ii !, projecting the constraint~2.12! with ui

Iuj
I where I 51,...,N ~no summa-

tion!, we obtain the condition

Da
I Db

I w50. ~2.19!

It implies that the superfieldw is linear in each projectionuaI .

D. Series of UIR’s of OSp „8* Õ2N… and shortening

It is now clear that we can realize the BPS series of UIR’s~2.10! as products of the differen
G-analytic superfields~supersingletons! ~2.16!.48 BPS shortening is obtained by setting the fi
p21 USp(2N) Dynkin labels to zero:

p

2N
BPS: W@0,...,0,ap ,...,aN#~u1,u2,...,u2N2p!5~W1¯p!ap

¯~W1¯N!aN ~2.20!

~note that even ifa1Þ0 we still have 1/2N shortening!.
We remark that our harmonic coset USp(2N)/@U~1!#N is effectively reduced to

USp~2N!

U~p!3@U~1!#N2p , ~2.21!

in the case ofp/2N BPS shortening~just as it happened in four dimensions!. Such a smaller
harmonic space was used in Ref. 29 to formulate the~2, 0! tensor multiplet.

A study of the most general UIR’s of OSp(8* /2N) @similar to the one of Ref. 50 for the cas
of SU(2,2/N)# is presented in Ref. 30. We can construct these UIR’s by multiplying the t
types of supersingletons above:

wa1 ...am1
wb1 ...bm2

wg1 ...gm3
wkW@a1 ,...,aN#, ~2.22!

wherem1>m2>m3 and the spinor indices are arranged so that they form an SU* (4) UIR with
Young tableau (m1 ,m2 ,m3) or Dynkin labelsJ15m12m2 , J25m22m3 , J35m3 . Thus we
obtain four distinct series:

~A! l>61
1

2
~J112J213J3!12(

k51

N

ak ;
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~B! J350, l>41
1

2
~J112J2!12(

k51

N

ak ;

~C! J25J350, l>21
1

2
J112(

k51

N

ak ; ~2.23!

~D! J15J25J350, l 52(
k51

N

ak .

The superconformal bound is saturated whenk50 in ~2.22!. Note that the values of the conforma
dimension we can obtain are ‘‘quantized’’ since the factorwk has l 52k and k must be a non-
negative integer to ensure unitarity. With this restriction Eq.~2.23! reproduces the results of Re
30. However, we cannot comment on the existence of a ‘‘window’’ of dimensions 211/2J1

12(k51
N ak< l<411/2J112(k51

N ak conjectured in Ref. 30~see also Ref. 49!.
In the generic case the multiplet~2.22! is ‘‘long,’’ but for certain special values of the

dimension some shortening can take place.30

III. THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL CASE

In this section we carry out the analysis of thed53 N58 superconformal algebra OSp~8/4,
R! in a way similar to the above. Some of the results have already been presented in Ref.
in the previous cases, our results could easily be extended to OSp(N/4,R) superalgebras with
arbitraryN. TheN52 andN53 cases were considered in Ref. 52.

A. The conformal superalgebra OSp „8Õ4, R… and Grassmann analyticity

The standard realization of the conformal superalgebra OSp~8/4, R! makes use of the super
space

R3/165
OSp~8/4,R!

$K,S,M ,D,T%
5~xm,ua i !. ~3.1!

In order to study G-analyticity we need to decompose the generatorsQa
i under@U~1!#4,SO~8!.

Besides the vector representation 8v of SO~8! we are also going to use the spinor ones, 8s and 8c .
In this context we find it convenient to introduce the four subgroups U~1! by successive reduc
tions: SO~8!→SO~2!3SO~6!;U~1!3SU~4!→@SO~2!#23SO~4!;@U~1!#23SU~2!3SU~2!
→@SO~2!#4;@U~1!#4. Denoting the four U~1! charges by6, ~6!, @6# and$6%, we decompose the
three 8-dimensional representations as follows:

8n : Qi→Q66,Q~66 !,Q@6#$6%, ~3.2!

8s : fa→f1~1 !$6%,f2~2 !@6#,f1~2 !$6%,f2~1 !$6%, ~3.3!

8c : s ȧ→s1~1 !$6%,s2~2 !$6%,s1~2 !$6%,s2~1 !$6%. ~3.4!

Let us denote a quasi primary superconformal field of the OSp~8/4,R! algebra by the quantum
numbers of its HWS:

D~ l ;J;a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a4!, ~3.5!

wherel is the conformal dimension,J is the Lorentz spin andai are the Dynkin labels~see, e.g.,
Ref. 53! of the SO~8! R symmetry.

In order to build G-analytic superspaces we have to add one or more projections ofQa
i to the

coset denominator. In choosing the subset of projections we have to make sure that~i! they
anticommute among themselves;~ii ! the subset is closed under the action of the raising opera
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of SO~8!. Then we have to examine the consistency of the vanishing of the chosen proje
with the conformal superalgebra. Thus we find the following sequence of G-analytic supers
corresponding to BPS states:

1

8
BPS: H qa

11F50→
F~u11,u~66 !,u@6#$6%!

D~a11a21 1
2 ~a31a4!;0;a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a4!

~3.6!

1

4
BPS: H qa

11F5qa
~11 !F50→

F~u11,u~11 !,u@6#$6%!

D~a21 1
2 ~a31a4!;0;0,a2 ,a3 ,a4!

~3.7!

3

8
BPS: H qa

11F5qa
~11 !F5qa

@1#$1%F50→
F~u11,u~11 !,u@6#$6%,u@2#$1%!

D~ 1
2~a31a4!;0;0,0,a3 ,a4!

~3.8!

1

2
BPS~ type I!: H qa

11F5qa
~11 !F5qa

@1#$6%F50→
F~u11,u~11 !,u@1#$6%!

D~ 1
2~a3 ;0;0,0,a3,0!

~3.9!

1

4
BPS~ type II!: H qa

11F5qa
~11 !F5qa

@6#$1%F50→
F~u11,u~11 !,u@6#$1%!

D~ 1
2~a4 ;0;0,0,0,a4!

. ~3.10!

Note the existence of two types of 1/2 BPS states due to the two possible subsets of projec
qi closed under the raising operators of SO~8!.

B. Supersingletons and harmonic superspace

The supersingletons are the simplest OSp~8/4, R! representations of the type~3.9! or ~3.10!
and correspond toD~1/2; 0; 0, 0, 1, 0! or D~1/2; 0; 0, 0, 0, 1!. The existence of two distinct type
of d53 N58 supersingletons has first been noted in Ref. 54. Each of them is just a collect
eight Dirac supermultiplets26 made out of ‘‘Di’’ and ‘‘Rac’’ singletons.25

In order to realize the supersingletons in superspace we note that the HWS in the two
multiplets above has spin 0 and the Dynkin labels of the 8s or 8c of SO~8!, correspondingly.
Therefore we take a scalar superfieldFa(xm,u i

a) @or S ȧ(xm,u i
a)# carrying an external 8s index a

~or an 8c index ȧ!. These superfields are subject to the following on-shell constraints:55

type I: Da
i Fa5 1

8 g
aḃ

i
ḡ

ḃc

j
Da

j Fc ; ~3.11!

type II: Da
i (

ȧ
5

1

8
g̃ ȧb

i gbċ
j Da

j (
ċ

. ~3.12!

The two multiplets consist of a massless scalar in the 8s(8c) and spinor in the 8c(8s).
The harmonic superspace description of these supersingletons can be realized by tak

harmonic coset,56
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SO~8!

@SO~2!#4 ;
Spin~8!

@U~1!#4 . ~3.13!

Since SO~8!;Spin~8! has three inequivalent fundamental representations, 8s,8c,8v , following Ref.
57 we introduce three sets of harmonic variables:

ua
A ,wȧ

Ȧ ,v i
I , ~3.14!

whereA, Ȧ andI denote the decompositions of an 8s , 8c and 8v index, correspondingly, into set
of four U~1! charges@see ~3.2!–~3.4!#. Each of the 838 real matrices~3.14! belongs to the
corresponding representation of SO~8!;Spin~8!. This implies that they are orthogonal matric
@this is a peculiarity of SO~8! due to triality#:

ua
Aua

B5dAB, wȧ
Ȧwȧ

Ḃ
5d ȦḂ, v i

Iv i
J5d IJ. ~3.15!

Further, we introduce harmonic derivatives@the covariant derivatives on the coset~3.13!#:

DIJ5ua
A~g IJ!AB

]

]ua
B 1wȧ

Ȧ~g IJ!ȦḂ
]

]wȧ
Ḃ

1v i
@ I ]

]v i
J] . ~3.16!

They respect the algebraic relations~3.15! among the harmonic variables and form the algebra
SO~8! realized on the indicesA,Ȧ,I of the harmonics.

We now use the harmonic variables for projecting the supersingleton defining const
~3.11!, ~3.12!. It is easy to show that the projectionsF1(1)@1# andS1(1)$1% satisfy the following
G-analyticity constraints:

D11F1~1 !@1#5D ~11 !F1~1 !@1#5D @1#$6%F1~1 ! @6#50, ~3.17!

D11S1~1 !$1%5D ~11 !S1~1 !$1%5D @1#S1~1 !$1%50, ~3.18!

whereDa
I 5v i

IDa
i , FA5ua

AFa andS Ȧ5wȧ
ȦS ȧ . This is the superspace realization of the 1/2 B

shortening conditions~3.9!, ~3.10!. In the appropriate basis in superspaceF1(1)@1# andS1(1)$1%

depend on different halves of the odd variables as well as on the harmonic variables:

type I: F1~1 !@1#~xA ,u11,u~11 !,u@1#$1%,u,w!, ~3.19!

type II: S1~1 !$1%~xA ,u11,u~11 !,u @6#$1%,u,w!. ~3.20!

In addition to the G-analyticity constraints~3.17!, ~3.18!, the on-shell superfields
F1(1)@1#,S1(1)$1% are subject to the SO~8! irreducibility harmonic conditions obtained by re
placing the SO~8! raising operators by the corresponding harmonic derivatives. The combin
of the latter with Eq.~3.17! is equivalent to the original constraint~3.11!.

C. OSp„8Õ4, R… supersingleton composites

One way to obtain short multiplets of OSp~8/4,R! is to multiply different analytic superfields
describing the type I supersingleton. The point is that above we chose a particular project
e.g., the defining constraint~3.11! which lead to the analytic superfieldF1(1)@1#. In fact, we
could have done this in a variety of ways, each time obtaining superfields depending on di
halves of the total number of odd variables. Leaving out the 8v lowest weightu22, we can have
four distinct but equivalent analytic descriptions of the type I supersingleton:
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F1~1 !@1#~u11,u~11 !,u@1#$1%,u@1#$2%!,

F1~1 !@2#~u11,u~11 !,u@2#$1%,u@2#$2%!,
~3.21!

F1~2 !$1%~u11,u~22 !,u@1#$1%,u@2#$1%!,

F1~2 !$2%~u11,u~22 !,u@1#$2%,u@2#$2%!.

Then we can multiply them in the following way:

~F1~1 !@1#!p1q1r 1s~F1~1 !@2#!q1r 1s~F1~2 !$1%!r 1s~F1~2 !$2%!s, ~3.22!

thus obtaining three series of OSp~8/4, R! UIR’s exhibiting 1/8, 1/4 or 1/2 BPS shortening:

1
8 BPS: D~a1a21 1

2 ~a31a4!,0;a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a4!, a12a452s>0;

1
4 BPS: D~a21 1

2 a3,0;0,a2 ,a3,0!; ~3.23!

1
2 BPS: D~ 1

2 a3,0;0,0,a3,0!,

where

a15r 12s , a25q, a35p, a45r . ~3.24!

We see that multiplying only one type of supersingletons cannot reproduce the genera
of Sec. III B for all possible short multiplets. Most notably, in~3.23! there is no 3/8 series. Th
latter can be obtained by mixing the two types of supersingletons:

@F1~1 !@1#~u11,u~11 !,u@1#$6%!#a3@S1~1 !$1%~u11,u~11 !,u@6#$1%!#a4 ~3.25!

~or the same withF andS exchanged!. Counting the charges and the dimension, we find ex
matching with the series~3.8!:

3
8 BPS: D~ 1

2 ~a31a4!;0;0,0,a3 ,a4!. ~3.26!

Further, mixing two realizations of type I and one of type II supersingletons, we can constru
1/4 series,

@F1~1 ! @1##a21a3@F1~1 !@2##a2@S1~1 !$1%#a4, ~3.27!

which corresponds to~3.7!:

1
4 BPS: D~a21 1

2 ~a31a4!;0;0,a2 ,a3 ,a4!. ~3.28!

Finally, the full 1/8 series~3.6! @i.e., without the restrictiona12a452s>0 in ~3.23!# can be
obtained in a variety of ways.

D. BPS states of OSp „8Õ4, R…

Here we give a summary of all possible OSp~8/4, R! BPS multiplets. Denoting the UIR’s by

D~ l ;J;a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a4!, ~3.29!

wherel is the conformal dimension,J is the spin anda1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a4 are the SO~8! Dynkin labels,
we find four BPS conditions:
3.4.1.
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1
8 BPS: qa

1150. ~3.30!

The corresponding UIR’s are

D~a11a21 1
2 ~a31a4!;0;a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a4! ~3.31!

and the harmonic coset is

Spin~8!

@U~1!#4 . ~3.32!

If a25a35a450 this coset becomes Spin~8!/U~4!.
3.4.2.

1
4 BPS: qa

115qa
~11 !50. ~3.33!

The corresponding UIR’s are

D~a21 1
2 ~a31a4!;0;0,a2 ,a3 ,a4!, ~3.34!

and the harmonic coset is

Spin~8!

@U~1!#23U~2!
. ~3.35!

If a35a450 this coset becomes Spin~8!/U~1!3@SU~2!#3.
3.4.3.

3
8 BPS: qa

115qa
~11 !5qa

@1#$1%50. ~3.36!

The corresponding UIR’s are

D~ 1
2 ~a31a4!;0;0,0,a3a4!, ~3.37!

and the harmonic coset is

Spin~8!

U~1!3U~3!
. ~3.38!

3.4.4.

1
2 BPS~ type I!: qa

115qa
~11 !5qa

@1#$1%qa
@1#$6%50; ~3.39!

1
2 BPS~ type II!: qa

115qa
~11 !5qa

@1#$1%5qa
@6#$1%50. ~3.40!

The corresponding UIR’s are

1
2 BPS~ type I!: D~ 1

2 a3 ;0;0,0,a3,0!; ~3.41!

1
2 BPS~ type II!: D~ 1

2 a4 ;0;0,0,0,a4!, ~3.42!

and the harmonic coset is

Spin~8!

U~4!
. ~3.43!
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A supersymmetric type IIB Randall–Sundrum realization
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We show that an earlier domain wall solution of type IIB supergravity provides a
supersymmetric realization of the Randall–Sundrum brane-world, and give its ten-
dimensional interpretation in terms of IIB 3-branes. We also explain how previous
no-go theorems are circumvented. In particular, whereasD55 supergravity scalars
have AdS5 energyE0<4 and are unable to support aD55 positive tension brane,
our scalar hasE058, and is the breathing mode of theS5 compactification. Another
essential element of the construction is the implementation of aZ2 symmetry by
patching together compactifications with opposite signs for their 5-form field
strengths. This is thus a IIB analog of a previousD55 3-brane realization of the
Hořava–Witten orbifold. A mode-locking phenomenon avoids the appearance of
negative energy zero-modes in spite of the necessity of aD510 negative tension
brane-source. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1372698#

I. INTRODUCTION

Our purpose in this paper is first to show that the type IIB domain wall solution of Bre
et al.1 provides a supersymmetric realization of the Randall–Sundrum brane-world2,3 and second
to give its ten-dimensional interpretation in terms of IIB 3-branes.

The idea that our universe may be a 3-brane in a higher-dimensional spacetime has a
going back nearly two decades.4–9 More recently, another viewpoint on this basic idea has gro
out of the Horˇava–Witten10,11 model for M-theory/heterotic string duality, based upon anS1/Z2

orbifold in D511 spacetime. This orbifold construction was later realized in aD55 compactifi-
cation by a concrete solution to semiclassical M-theory, i.e.,D511 supergravity.12,13A key point
in this construction was the introduction of flux for the M-theory 4-form field strengthG[4] wound
around the compact dimensions, which were taken to be a Calabi–Yau 3-fold. The res
reduced theory is a specific version of matter-coupledD55, N52 supergravity. This
dimensionally-reduced theory has a scalar potential arising from theG[4] flux, which rules out flat
space or indeed any maximally symmetric space as a solution to the equations of motion. B
D55 reduced theory readily admits domain wall, i.e., 3-brane, solutions. A natural configur
is a pair of two 3-branes in aZ2 symmetric configuration; projecting the fields of this theory in
the subspace ofZ2 invariant configurations then reproduces the Horˇava–Witten orbifold. As in the
original D511/D510 discussion, the massless brane-wave excitations of this scenario a
easily deduced by direct analysis of the solution, but one may obtain information abou
zero-modes by anomaly inflow arguments. These may either be carried out inD510, leading to
the original Horˇava–Witten prediction of aD510, N51 super Yang–MillsE8 gauge multiplet
residing on each of the two fixed planes of the orbifold, with the resulting structure subseq
reduced toD55, or one may carry out the anomaly analysis directly inD55, yielding more
general possibilities for gauge structure.14

a!Electronic mail: jimliu@umich.edu
30270022-2488/2001/42(7)/3027/21/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Another theory in which similar constructions can be made isD510 type IIB supergravity.
This has a self-dual 5-form field strength that supports the D3-brane, which is the basis for
recent discussion of the Maldacena conjecture, linking string theory in the near-horizon reg
the D3-brane to a Yang–Mills theory quantized on the boundary of the associated asympto
de Sitter space, which is the near-horizon limiting spacetime. In the pure supergravity co
relations betweenp-branes in higher dimensions and domain walls arising after dimensi
reduction on spheres was developed in Ref. 1, including the case of the D3-brane of ty
theory.

Meanwhile, another development was brewing. Randall and Sundrum2 proposed a simple
model of physics on 3-branes embedded inD55 anti de Sitter space, first in a model with tw
3-branes, one of positive and one of negative tension. This model was criticized for the ap
danger of nonphysical modes from the negative tension brane, and also because the m
related to the distance between the two branes gave another parameter needing fixing
phenomenological analysis. Subsequently, a revision of this scenario was put forward,3 in which
there was only one 3-brane, of positive tension, essentially obtained from the first scena
sending the negative tension brane to the Cauchy horizon of anti de Sitter space. The s
result found in this second scenario is that, although the fifth dimension of spacetime is
infinite, the effective gravity theory on the single remaining 3-brane nonetheless hasD54 and not
D55 leading behavior. The gravitational potential for static sources starts out with a Newt
1/r , corrected by terms of orderL21/r 3, where L is the D55 cosmological constant. Thi
‘‘binding of gravity’’ to the 3-brane happens when aD55 spacetime has a warped produ
structure, with the warp factor, i.e., the factor multiplying theD54 submetric, decreasing as on
recedes on either side from the single Randall–Sundrum 3-brane. This corresponds in
terms to the 3-brane acting as a positive-tension source on the right-hand side of the E
equations. It was not clear, however, whether this scenario could arise from an explicit solu
a supergravity theory.

Links between the Randall–Sundrum model and supergravity were made in Refs. 15–
Refs. 17, 18, theD55 3-brane solutions to the type II theory presented in Ref. 1 were use
make an analogy to the Randall–Sundrum model. The explicit relation between this constr
and the specific Randall–Sundrum model was not fully pinned down, however. This persp
was further elaborated in Refs. 19, 20. Despite the existence of these works, there still seem
some confusion in the literature as to whether the Randall–Sundrum model can in fact be ob
from an explicit supergravity solution.~Note, however, that the equivalence of the graviton pro
gator calculated from closed loops of theN54 SCFT in the Maldacena picture and that calcula
from tree graphs in the Randall–Sundrum picture was already strongly indicative of a supe
metric Randall–Sundrum brane-world.21!

Moreover, there are powerful general arguments22–24 as to why smooth supersymmetric s
lutions obtained fromD55 gauged supergravity coupled to various combinations ofD55 matter
cannot reproduce a Randall–Sundrum scenario with binding of gravity to the 3-brane. A key
here is ‘‘smooth.’’ Although one might well like to replace the Randall–Sundrum scenario,
its delta-function source, by a smooth solution, experience with domain walls in supergravity~i.e.,
codimension-one brane solutions! shows them always to be based upon a linear harmonic func
in the d51 codimension. In order for such a solution to have a localized energy concentr
i.e., a ‘‘brane,’’ some kind of ‘‘kink’’ must be introduced into the linear harmonic function so
to give a location to the domain wall. Thus, the search for a smooth codimension-one so
looks rather unlikely to be successful.~Some rigorous results along these lines have recently b
spelled out in Ref. 25. See also Ref. 26.! Moreover, the remainder of the argument of Refs. 22,
concerns the general behavior of renormalization group flows between critical points of co
supergravity-matter potentials. This gives the impression that even if one were to relax t
quirement of smoothness, there would be no solution leading to the binding of gravity t
3-brane.

In this paper, we shall first explicitly obtain the original~kinked! Randall–Sundrum geometr
from type IIB supergravity. This follows from the work of Refs. 1, 17, 20. This construc
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makes essential use17 of the ‘‘breathing mode’’ of theS5 dimensional reduction of type IIB
supergravity of Ref. 1. We shall show why this massive mode escapes the constraints on
symmetric flows by reason of its transforming in a representation with AdS lowest energE0

58.4, thus falling outside the scope of the analysis of Refs. 22, 23. The breathing-mode
tions, although Kaluza–Klein consistent in a purely bosonic context containing just the brea
mode and gravity, do not really correspond to a pureD55 supergravity theory. The constructio
retains an essential memory of itsD510 type IIB origin. This is particularly so when on
considers the superpartners of the breathing mode, which include massive spin two mod
cannot be retained in a consistent truncation to a finite number ofD55 fields.

Another memory ofD510 supergravity in the supersymmetric realization of the Rand
Sundrum geometry resides in theZ2 symmetry of this geometry. This geometry is very similar
the Z2 symmetric configuration of two M-theory 3-branes inD55 that explicitly realizes the
Hořava–Witten construction as an M-theory brane solution.12,13 In the M-theory solution, theZ2

symmetry is central to the appearance of the orbifold, and it also plays a critical role i
preservation of unbrokenD54 supersymmetry on the brane world-volumes.13 The same is true in
the double 3-brane type IIB solution that we present as the supergravity realization o
Randall–Sundrum geometry: continuity of the unbroken supersymmetry Killing spinor dep
on the way theZ2 symmetry is implemented. In particular, in the M-theory case13 as well as in the
type IIB construction,27 the constant parameter determining the flux of the relevant underl
form field is Z2 odd, and so flips sign upon crossing either of the 3-branes; this flip is crucia
the continuity of the unbroken supersymmetry parameter. Accordingly, in the type IIB case
the M-theory case, theD55 theory is really obtained from a dimensional reduction on apair of
Kaluza–Klein ansa¨tze, one on each side of theZ2 symmetric spacetime. Although this constru
tion requires the presence of brane sources for the form-field flux, it is natural in the context
higher-dimensional M- or type IIB theory. This split ansatz, however, means that it is much
natural to view the geometry as arising in a singleD55 theory.

Having shown how to obtain the Randall–Sundrum model from type IIB supergravity
next set out to study the brane-wave oscillations of the solution. This analysis is quite natu
the type IIB analog of the M-theoryZ2 symmetric double 3-brane construction.12,13 Although, as
in Ref. 2, this configuration involves both a positive and a negative tension brane, thus lead
concerns about negative energies, we show that there is a ‘‘mode-locking’’ phenomeno
reduces the zero-modes to just one~positive energy! D54, N54 Maxwell multiplet in the case of
one singly charged brane. This happens because theZ2-odd modes turn out to be nonzero mod
constrained to be related to Kaluza–Klein massive modes by the Bianchi identities for the ty
5-form field strengthH [5] and for the gravitational curvature. Thus, one does not have to mak
explicit projection by hand into aZ2-invariant subspace of fields: this projection happens spo
neously, by normal Kaluza–Klein dynamical mechanisms freezing out massive Kaluza–
modes. The type IIB models considered here have the great advantage that one can carry o
of the Kaluza–Klein analysis explicitly than in the analogous discussion of M-theory reduce
Calabi–Yau spaces.12,13 But it is to be expected that an analogous mode-locking mechanism
operate there as well. And in that case, the mode-locking can be expected to lead to a spon
appearance ofD54 chirality, thus generalizing the appearance of chirality by explicitZ2 projec-
tion.

II. SUPERSYMMETRIC DOMAIN WALLS AND RENORMALIZATION GROUP FLOWS

While there are many ways of representing a metric on anti de Sitter space, perhaps th
natural form of the metric from a domain wall point of view is given in terms of Poinc´
coordinates,

ds25e22gyhmn dxm dxn1dy2. ~2.1!

Written in this manner, the Minkowski signature boundary of AdS is reached wheny→2`,
while the pointy→` is instead a null surface, the AdS Killing horizon. In the AdS/CFT cor
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spondence, this metric is viewed as the near-horizon geometry ofN coincident D3-branes, which
is described byN54 super Yang–Mills living on the boundary. Furthermore, the distance to
boundary is regarded as an energy; from the bulk point of viewy→2` is a flow to the UV, while
y→` is a flow to the IR.

The Randall–Sundrum brane-world is obtained by taking two Poincare´ patches of AdS, both
given by ~2.1!, and joining them at the brane locationy50. The resulting Randall–Sundrum
metric has the form

ds25e22guyuhmn dxm dxn1dy2, ~2.2!

and its geometry gives rise to a localized graviton on the ‘‘Planck’’ brane. Presented a
alternative to compactification,’’ much has been made of the fact that this scenario binds g
even though they direction has an infinite extent. Nevertheless, it is apparent from the form
~2.2! that the Planck brane only lives in a tiny portion of AdS, and that movement away from
brane flows towards the Killing horizon and not towards the Minkowski boundary of AdS.
one instead chosen to join together they,0 regions of~2.1!, the resulting geometry would
preserve the vast majority of the original space, including the entire portion of AdS nea
boundary. This then would yield a divergent ‘‘localization’’ volume and give rise to a bran
opposite character to the Randall–Sundrum brane, namely one that does not bind gravity.

In fact, the above observation motivated the authors of Ref. 28 to view the Randall–Sun
geometry as a warped compactification of F-theory on a Calabi–Yau four-fold. In this pictur
warped geometry arises from the presence of D3-branes situated on the elliptically fibered C
Yau manifold. The five-dimensional Randall–Sundrum universe then corresponds to the no
pact four-dimensional spacetime with the addition of a singley coordinate which provides a
preferred slicing of the internal space along flows between separated stacks of D3-brane
thus sees that the Randall–Sundrum brane itself is not identified with any one of the D3-b
but is instead viewed as an effective geometry that arises in interpolating between the near-h
locations of the D3-branes. In terms of the parametrization in~2.2!, the D3-branes are located a
the horizons,y56`, and the apparent infinite extent of they coordinate is simply a result of th
warping of the compact space by the D3-branes themselves. The localization of gravity i
explained by the compactness of the underlying F-theory construction. Heterotic and M-t
realizations based on warped Calabi–Yau compactifications have been examined in Ref.

Returning to a five-dimensional picture, there have been many attempts to expla
Randall–Sundrum scenario from a supersymmetric domain-wall point of view. The advanta
this approach is that one can generally ignore the added complications of the compactifica
the underlying IIB theory, and instead focus only on brane constructions in the resultingD55
gauged supergravity theory. However, as we emphasize below, it is important to realize tha
is no reason~other than simplicity! to expect that the relevant degrees of freedom lie only in
massless supergravity sector. In fact, as emphasized in Refs. 22, 23, massless gauged sup
precludes the localization of gravity on a brane. Thus massive fields are a necessity.

For the Randall–Sundrum picture to be realistic, where the Planck brane is a dyna
object, it would have to be supported by bulk scalar fields. Thus, in the language of bulk r
malization group flow, we seek a brane solution with stable flows to AdS critical points in th
on both sides of it. This approach has been studied extensively in both the AdS/CFT30,31 and
brane-world22,23,32,33pictures, with considerable overlap. Nevertheless, the distinction betw
flows of massless and massive scalars has not always been made clear, so we wish to do s

Since we demand that the flow away from the brane is towards an AdS backgroun
scalars must reach some fixed values corresponding to a critical point in the potential.
independent of any specific model, at that point, we may expand the scalars about thei
values. However before doing so, it is worth realizing that representations in AdS differ
those in a flat background.

Recall that, for AdS5, general representations ofSU(2,2) may be labeled byD(E0 , j 1 , j 2)
whereE0 is the lowest energy~which may be given in terms of the natural mass scale of the A
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background!. For scalars,D(E0,0,0), unitarity requiresE0>1 with E051 corresponding to the
singleton representation. General unitarity bounds forSU(2,2) as well as for theSU(2,2uN/2)
superalgebras have been obtained in Refs. 34–39~see also Ref. 40!. For a scalar field in AdS5, the
mass is given in terms ofE0 by m25E0(E024), so that ‘‘massless’’ scalars in fact correspond
E054. Of course, negative mass squared is not to be feared in an AdS background, provid
Breitenlohner–Freedman bound41 is satisfied. For this case it corresponds tom2>24, which is
saturated forE052.

To be specific, we now consider the case of a brane supported by a single scalar cou
gravity, where the Lagrangian takes the form

e21L5R2 1
2 ]f22V~f!. ~2.3!

While one may generalize by including more scalars, this single scalar example is suffici
bring out our conclusion. The resulting equations of motion have the form

RMN5 1
2 ]Mf ]Nf1 1

3 gMNV~f!, ¹2f5]fV~f!. ~2.4!

Note that we do not insist that~2.3! necessarily originates from a supersymmetric theory. Ho
ever, in many cases we are of course interested in supersymmetry. This suggests the ident
of a putative ‘‘superpotential’’W(f) with

V5~]fW!22 2
3 W2, ~2.5!

and the putative ‘‘transformations,’’

dcm5F“m2
1

6&
WgmGe, dl5

1

2
@g•]f1&]fW#e. ~2.6!

Identification of the above transformations with those of an actual supergravity theory req
some care.42 In particular, from anN52 ~i.e., minimal supersymmetry inD55! point of view, the
field f may reside in either a vector, tensor or hypermatter multiplet, with possibly different fo
of coupling to the fermions. In all cases, the fields (gmn ,cm) and (f,l) would be part of a~not
necessarily consistent! truncation of the actual supergravity theory.

As emphasized previously in discussions of holographic renormalization group flows
equations of motion following from a domain-wall ansatz take on a simple form. Starting wit
metric

ds25e2A(y)hmn dxm dxn1e2B(y) dy2, ~2.7!

one obtains the following equations:

A825 1
24 f822 1

12 e2BV, A92A8B852 1
6 f82, ~2.8!

f91~4A82B8!f85e2B ]fV,

where primes denotey derivatives. The first two equations were obtained by combining com
nents of the Einstein equation. Note that the three equations are not all independent, and
it convenient to focus only on the first two.

In codimension-one, the second metric factore2B is redundant, and may be removed b
defining a new coordinateỹ5*eB dy ~keeping in mind that explicit domain wall solutions ofte
have a simpler form when presented in terms of a metric with thee2B factor!. We proceed by
settingB50, so the equations resulting from~2.8! take the form
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A952 1
6 f82, A825 1

24 f822 1
12 V, f914A8f85]fV. ~2.9!

As emphasized in Refs. 31, 30, the first of these equations indicates thatA9<0, with saturation of
the inequality corresponding to sitting in the pure AdS vacuum. For the present case, this h
consequence that the functionA(y) must be concave-down, which is in fact exactly what
needed to support a ‘‘kink-down’’~i.e., positive tension! Randall–Sundrum brane of the form
~2.2! with a continuous metric function.

To study the behavior of the flow to the IR fixed point, we may expand about the fixed v
f* , of the scalar. To quadratic order, the potential then has the form

V5212g21 1
2 m2~f2f* !21¯ , ~2.10!

where the constant factor is chosen to give the conventional normalization of the AdS curv

RMNPQ52g2~gM PgNQ2gMQgNP!. ~2.11!

While in some casesg may coincide with the coupling constant of gauged supergravity, we
take it to parametrize the AdS background at the specific fixed point in which we are inter

We now insert~2.10! into the second equation of~2.9! to find thatA(y)'6gy, at least up to
linear order inf. Thus we recover the expected linear behavior giving rise to an AdS backgro
Continuing with thef equation of motion, and again working to linear order inf ~which amounts
to making the substitutionA8'6g!, we find

f964gf82m2f'0, ~2.12!

which has in general two solutions:

f'f* 1ce2E0A(y), and f'f* 1ce2(42E0)A(y), ~2.13!

whereE0521A(m/g)214>2 is given exactly by the mass/E0 relation for a scalar field in AdS
space. Additionally, for either flow, the metric function behaves like

A'6gy2 1
24 ~f2f* !2. ~2.14!

Finally, this allows us to examine the IR flow, corresponding to the behavior in the directiA
→2`. We see that IR stability is ensured forE0.4 by taking the second solution of~2.13!,
while the flow is always unstable for 2<E0,4, and the massless case,E054, is marginal.

As a result, the above analysis indicates thatE0.4 is a necessary condition for IR stability
and hence for the construction of a Randall–Sundrum brane. Note, furthermore, that this
was derived without having to appeal to supersymmetry. Thus it holds in general for both BP
non-BPS flows. However, as we see below, BPS flows impose a further condition on the re
signs of the terms in the superpotential. This powerful and completely general result was
present, although hidden in the discussion of Refs. 22, 23. However, in Refs. 22, 23, only s
residing in massless vector multiplets ofN52 gauged supergravity~i.e., theD(2,0,0,0) represen-
tation, where the last value denotes theU(1)r charge! were considered. In particular, the autho
of Ref. 22 relied on the relation (] i] jW)cr51/3gi j Wcr ~in our normalization! arising from very
special geometry. Such scalars always haveE052, yielding the negative reported result. Cu
ously, while it may not have been appreciated that scalars in the decomposition of anN58 gauged
supergravity multiplet reside inN52 tensor and hypermatter multiplets as well as vector mul
lets, suchN58 scalars all haveE052, 3 or 4 so that they also do not lead to IR stable bran

Turning now to the case of a supersymmetric flow, it is straightforward to see from~2.6! that
the Killing spinor conditions yield the first order equations,
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A856
1

3&
eBW, f857&eB ]fW, ~2.15!

for a domain wall preserving exactly half of the supersymmetries. This result may in fact al
derived without using the transformations~2.6!, but instead by a traditional BPS argument f
finding static minimum energy configurations.30,33 Combining both equations gives rise to a h
lographic renormalization group flow,

df

dA
526

]fW

W
, ~2.16!

consistent with the second order equations~2.8!. In this case, we expand the superpotential as

W563&g~11 1
12 l~f2f* !21¯ !, ~2.17!

corresponding to the potential~2.10!, providedl is identified with eitherE0 or 42E0 . Note that
this introduces a two-fold ambiguity. However this is in fact somewhat artificial, since knowl
of the actual supersymmetric theory would fully determine the superpotential~but see, e.g., Ref
43 for a discussion on the relation betweenV and W without supersymmetry!. In contrast to
~2.13!, the supersymmetric flow condition,~2.16!, gives only a single approach to the fixed poin

f'f* 1ce2lA(y). ~2.18!

As a result, for a BPS flow, not only do we requireE0.4, but also we learn from the abov
analysis thatl542E0 must be negative in the superpotential~2.17!. The requirement ofl,0
was previously noted in Ref. 22.

This connection betweenE0 and the behavior of a scalar field in AdS was initially made
investigations of the Maldacena conjecture,44,45whereE0 was related to the conformal dimensio
of appropriate operators on the CFT side of the AdS/CFT conjecture. In this case,~2.12! taken
with exact equality is simply the massive scalar equation in the reference AdS background~2.1!.
This in itself highlights the similarity between the brane-world scenario and the AdS/CFT
jecture. In some sense, the Randall–Sundrum brane, being inserted at some fixed location
cuts off the flow to the UV and hence may be described by a Maldacena CFT cut off at
energy scale related to the location of the brane.

III. BREATHING MODE DOMAIN WALLS AND THE BRANE-WORLD

Based on the preceding analysis, it is clear that consideration of the massless sectoN
52, 4 or 8! gauged supergravities alone does not lead to realistic brane-world configura
However, for a five-dimensional model originating from IIB theory, many other degrees of
dom may come into play. While roundS5 compactifications of IIB supergravity yieldN58
gauged supergravity at the massless level, this is also accompanied by a Kaluza–Klein to
massive states. In general, consistent truncations of sphere reductions are a delicate ma46,47

However it is consistent to include the breathing modew in the truncation: although it lives in a
massive supermultiplet, it is nevertheless a gauge singlet. Domain walls supported by the
ing mode have been investigated in Refs. 1, 17, 20, and have recently been suggested as
realizations of the brane-world scenario. Note that we usew to denote the breathing mode rath
thanf, in order to emphasize that it is distinct from theD510 dilaton of the type IIB theory.

To make a connection with the Randall–Sundrum model, we examine type IIB string th
compactified onS5. This sphere reduction, with the inclusion of a single squashing mode a
with the breathing mode, was investigated in Ref. 1. Focusing only on the scalar mode
resulting five-dimensional Lagrangian is

e21L55R2 1
2 ]w̃22 1

2 ] f̃ 22V~ w̃, f̃ !. ~3.1!
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The scalar potential has the form

V~ w̃, f̃ !58m2e~10/A15!w̃1e~4/A15!w̃~m2e~6/A10! f̃2R4e~1/A10! f̃ !, ~3.2!

where the constants (m,m,R4) are parameters of the compactification.1

While this potential may now be expanded in the form of Eq.~2.10!, it is perhaps more
enlightening to first express it in the form of a ‘‘superpotential’’ according to~2.5!. We find

W52&me~5/A15!w̃2e~2/A15!w̃S&me~3/A10! f̃1
R4

2&m
e2 ~2/A10! f̃ D . ~3.3!

Note that there is a slight sign ambiguity in inverting~2.5!; here we have chosen the signs so th
W has a critical point at

e~3/A15!w̃
* 5

m

2m S R4

6m2D 3/5

, e~5/A10! f̃ * 5
R4

6m2 , ~3.4!

corresponding to that ofV as well. Expansion ofW then gives

W523&mS m

2mD 5/3S R4

6m2D F12
1

3
~ w̃2w̃* !21

1

2
~ f̃ 2 f̃ * !21¯G . ~3.5!

A comparison with~2.17! then demonstrates explicitly that the breathing modew̃ hasE058 while
the squashing modef̃ hasE056. Curiously, the two modes enter with opposite signs inW. While
this N58 symmetric critical point is indeed a minimum of the potential, it is only a saddle p
of W.

The consequences for the resulting supersymmetric flow were investigated in the pr
section. For supersymmetric flows, this critical point is IR stable for the breathing mode, wh
is unstable for the squashing mode. This indicates explicitly that simply having a domain
supported by a scalar withE0.4 may be insufficient to ensure the stability of a supersymme
Randall–Sundrum configuration. Nevertheless, we have now seen why use of the massive
ing mode of sphere reductions has been successful in constructing brane-world domain wa17,20

avoiding the limitations on supersymmetric flows presented in Refs. 22, 23.
To proceed, we now truncate out the squashing mode by settingf̃ 50 and R456m2

5(6/5)R5 . After dropping tildes, the resulting potential for the breathing mode is simply

V~w!58m2e~10/A15! w2R5e~4/A15! w, ~3.6!

and has an AdS minimum at

e~6/A15! w
* 5

R5

20m2 . ~3.7!

HereR5 is the curvature scalar of the roundS5, arising from the type IIB Kaluza–Klein ansatz1

ds10
2 5e2aw ds5

21e2bw ds2~S5!, H [5]54me8awe [5]14me [5]~S5!, ~3.8!

where

a5 1
4A 5

2, b52 3
5a. ~3.9!

This also indicates thatm is essentially the 5-form flux of the Freund–Rubin compactificati
Thus the two parametersm andR5 of the five-dimensional potential,~3.6!, have their origin in the
Kaluza–Klein compactification from ten dimensions. Note that the Kaluza–Klein ansatz~3.8! for
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the H [5] field strength implies that the Freund–Rubin parameterm must be odd under transfor
mations y→2y. In order for this to be realized as a symmetry of the type IIB theory,
‘‘lower’’ D55 transformation must be accompanied by an orientation-reversing transformat
S5, so that the self-dual structure ofH [5] is preserved, but withm→2m. By the ‘‘skew-whiffing
theorem,’’46 both orientations have the same~maximal! supersymmetry in the case ofS5. For any
other compactifying 5-manifold the supersymmetries would not match.

For a complete truncation of the sphere compactification down toD55, in which all Kaluza–
Klein modes except for the breathing mode are discarded, the two parametersm andR5 satisfy
trivial Bianchi identities, and hence must be constant. In this case only a single combination
two is actually physical. The constant parameterR5 may then be viewed as a necessary dim
sionful parameter for measuring coordinate distances on the five sphere~much as one would have
to introduce a length scaleL for toroidal compactification, where periodic coordinates are ide
fied asy5y12pL!. The actual invariant~physical! size of the five sphere is then set by th
expectation of the breathing modew. To see formally howR5 may be scaled away, consider a sh
of w along with a scaling ofm,

w→w1A 15
4 logl, m→ml2 5/4. ~3.10!

This transformation has the effect of multiplyingR5 by l in the potential~3.6!, so that an
appropriate choice ofl may be used to scaleR5 to any desired value. A particularly natural choic
would be to setR5520m2, so that the AdS critical point is reached atw* 50. From a ten-
dimensional point of view, the transformation~3.10! results in

ds10
2 5l5/8@e2aw ds5

21e2bwl21 ds2~S5!#,
~3.11!

H [5]5l5/2@4me8awe [5]14ml2 5/2e [5]~S5!#,

which is thus a rescaling ofS5 combined with aD55 ‘‘trombone’’ symmetry.
However, as we will discuss in the following section, if one no longer truncates ou

additional Kaluza–Klein modes, then bothm andR5 no longer need to be taken as constant.
this case, attempts to scale awayR5(x) would result in a dynamical scaling byl(x). In this sense
one simply trades one parameter for another, and cannot fully eliminateR5 . With this in mind, we
maintain both parametersm andR5 in the solution below.

Breathing-mode domain wall solutions follow by making the standard ansatz~2.7! and by
solving the resulting equations~2.8!. As mentioned above, keeping two independent factors in
ansatz,A(y) andB(y), is redundant. ForB50, the solution was presented in Ref. 17, while it w
originally presented in Ref. 1 with a different choice of coordinates. The advantage of the or
choice is its highlighting of a linear harmonic function as a natural feature of codimension
p-brane solutions. This solution has the basic form1

e2 ~7/A15! w5H, e4A5e2B5b̃1H2/71b̃2H5/7, H5e2 ~7/A15! w01ky, ~3.12!

where

b̃15h1

28m

3uku
, b̃25h2

14A5R5

15uku
. ~3.13!

Hereh1,2561 are in general independent choices of signs for the solution. For our purpose
are fixed by requiring an appropriate AdS limit forw→w* . This givesh252h1 andh1 chosen
so thate4A.0 in order for the metric to be real at a given initial value ofy.

The linear harmonic functionH is restricted to be nonnegative. Examination of the solut
indicates that the AdS horizon is located atH5H* [e27w

*
/A15, wheree4A vanishes. For initial

H.H* the five-dimensional space asymptotically flattens out asH→`, with a corresponding
limit for the scalar fieldw→2`, yielding an asymptotically vanishing scalar potential. This c
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is the second branch of Ref. 17, where it was referred to as a hybrid type II and dilatonic d
wall. On the other hand, for initialH,H* , the solution soon runs into a singularity atH50.
Note, however, that if one starts with a solution withH.H* initially and signsh1,2 chosen so as
to makee4A.0 initially, but then follows the evolution ofH within the spacetime through th
H5H* horizon, the metric in the region withH,H* becomes complex, so one should really tre
the region below the horizon using different, appropriately chosen coordinates. Both theH.H*
andH,H* cases have a natural interpretation in the lifting of~3.12! to ten dimensions. In the IIB
theory, ~3.12! lifts directly to the geometry ofN coincident D3-branes with total chargek̃
5m(20/R5)5/2.1 The two regionsH:H* then correspond to the regions either ‘‘outside’’
‘‘inside’’ the D3-brane horizon. This furthermore demonstrates that the first,H.H* , case is
nothing but the conventional near-horizon limit occurring prominently in the Maldacena co
ture. The second,H,H* , case is unphysical as it stands, however, as it sees a different reg
the D3-brane geometry containing a singularity.

Neither case by itself provides a suitable framework for a Randall–Sundrum configur
While in one direction one may reach an AdS horizon, in the other direction one will eithe
into a singularity or on out into unbounded flat space. One obvious possibility for obtainin
asymptotically AdS space on both sides of a domain wall is to reflect the solution aty50,
imposing thus ay→2y Z2 symmetry. The resulting two-sided domain wall, supported by
absolute value kink in the linear harmonic function,

H5e2 ~7/A15! w01kuyu, ~3.14!

was in fact how the solution was originally presented in Ref. 1. The presence of such a k
rather natural for a codimension-one object. Supergravityp-brane solutions are generally su
ported byd-function sources at the locations of the branes themselves, and this remains tr
domain walls. Passing through a domain wall, one jumps through a sheet of charge, and th
in charge manifests itself in a change in the slope of the linear harmonic function.A priori, the
slope could take any values on the two sides of the domain wall, but clearly theZ2 symmetric
jump fromk to 2k is a natural configuration. We shall see that this configuration is distingui
also by preserving unbroken supersymmetry.

For either the plain unkinked~3.12! or the kinked~3.14! solution, the slopek may be scaled
away by takingy→y/uku andxm→xmuku1/4. This explains why the apparent domain wall chargek

is not directly related to lifted quantities such as the D3-brane chargek̃. However, note that this
scaling does not eliminate the sign ofk, thus leaving a distinction between the slope-up a
slope-down possibilities. For discussions of multiple domain wall configurations or brane flu
tions, it is more convenient to retaink.

If one chooses to restrict the coordinatey in ~3.14! to range only over the interval2y0<y
<y0 , identifying the pointsy0 and2y0 , then one obtains aZ2 symmetric solution that can serv
as the background for aZ2 orbifold construction. This orbifold construction is analogous to
treatment of M-theory 3-branes given in Refs. 12, 13 as a brane realization of the Horˇava–Witten
S1/Z2 orbifold, and has also been proposed in the Randall–Sundrum context in Ref. 20
identification ofy0 and 2y0 essentially reproduces the original Randall–Sundrum model2 with
both an attractive and a repulsive brane~if one choosesk,0, then the attractive brane is the on
located aty50). From the five-dimensional point of view, they→2y Z2 map is a parity flip. As
we have mentioned above, however, this alone is not a good symmetry of the underlying ty
theory. In order for this transformation to be compatible with the round-sphere compactificat
the IIB theory, thisZ2 transformation must combine the flip iny with an orientation-reversing
transformation27 of the S5. For example, an allowable transformation flips all six of the coor
nates transverse to the underlyingD510 D3-brane. The net effect is to sendm→2m as well as
y→2y.

This orientation reversal has important consequences for the supersymmetry transform
~2.6!, since the superpotentialW also flips,W→2W, under these transformations. Actually, th
is what one wants, because if the superpotential were to not to flip in this way, then all supe
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metries would be broken by the domain wall, and it would then no longer be BPS. To see
consider for example thedl transformation for the solution~3.12! with the linear harmonic
function ~3.14!. By truncating out the squashing mode from~3.3!, one arrives at the breathing
mode superpotential:

W5&mF2e~5/A15! w25A R5

20m2 e~2/A15! wG . ~3.15!

Written as above, this clearly changes sign asm→2m. On the other hand, If one were to assum
instead thatW remains invariant, one would find

]wW5
2

3
A30mFe~5/A15! w2A R5

20m2 e~2/A15! wG
5

A30

14
ukuH21~ ub̃1uH2/72ub̃2uH5/7!

52
1

&
uw8ue2B, ~3.16!

where the signsh1,2 have been chosen to obtain the outside~i.e., H.H* ! AdS solution. Inserting
this into ~2.6! we would find

dl5 1
2e

2B~g ȳw82uw8u!e, ~3.17!

where ȳ denotes a local Lorentz index. Because of the absolute value in the linear har
function ~3.14!, w8 changes sign on opposite sides ofy50. Therefore the assumption of a
invariantW would leave no possibility of obtaining a Killing spinor that is consistently defined
both sides ofy50. If one were to attempt to patch together separate Killing spinors on both
of y50, in the case of an invariantW, the y:0 projections on the supersymmetry parame
would be into mutually orthogonal components, (11g ȳ)e150 vs (12g ȳ)e250. However, since
the superpotentialdoeschange sign under theZ2 , the absolute value in~3.17! is in fact not
present, and we accordingly find global Killing spinors of the forme5eA/2(11g ȳ)e0 . Similar
considerations apply at the location of the second kink in theZ2 invariant background. If one
expands the theory in modes about thisZ2 invariant background, keeping only theZ2 invariant
modes, the resulting theory is equivalent to one defined on anS1/Z2 orbifold.

As we have just demonstrated, the domain wall solution is always one half supersymm
with or without the absolute value kink. In particular, theZ2 orbifolding has not destroyed an
further supersymmetry beyond the original half-BPS solution. On the other hand, there
restoration of supersymmetry either in the presence of a kink. Consider taking a simultaneou
k→0 andw0→w* . Without the kink, this limit would yield pure AdS, i.e., the D3-brane ne
horizon limit in which full supersymmetry is restored. But with the kink, one obtains insteadZ2

symmetric patching of AdS, with a Randall–Sundrum brane located, say, aty50. The presence o
the orbifold fixed point prevents the full supersymmetry from being restored. However, th
fully expected when a domain wall is present. Although theZ2 symmetrization introduces a
absolute value into functions, the Killing spinor equations are of first order, and so do not se
d-function singularities. As long as the conditions~2.15! are satisfied, the solution remains supe
symmetric.

Of course the second order equations of motion will see thed-function brane source. For th
solution ~3.14!, we find that the extra source terms aty50 are
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TMN
brane5

3k

14
~2b̃1

2e~3/A15! w015b̃2
2e2 ~3/A15! w027ub̃1b̃2u!d~y!dM

m dN
n gmn ,

~3.18!

Qbrane524A5

3

3k

14
~ b̃1

2e~3/A15! w01b̃2
2e2 ~3/A15! w022ub̃1b̃2u!d~y!,

assumingb̃1b̃2,0 as indicated above. These ‘‘brane sources’’ enter in the equations of moti

RMN2 1
2 gMNR5TMN

w 1TMN
brane, ¹2w5]wV~w!1Qbrane, ~3.19!

where

TMN5 1
2 ~]Mw]Nw2 1

2 gMN]w2!2 1
2 gMNV~w!. ~3.20!

Depending on the sign ofk, the branes have either positive or negative energy density. How
in both cases the relation between charge and tension is the same, so the branes may be st
in BPS configurations.

We have thus seen that the kinks at the brane locations have different consequen
supersymmetry and for the equations of motion. Since the supersymmetry variations and
spinor conditions are of first order, the kinks give rise to possibly discontinuous quantities, b
d-function singularities. On the other hand, the equations of motion will be sensitive to
additionald-function sources. Although one may view the equations of motion as a compositi
two supersymmetries, there is no contradiction in the presence and absence of thed-function terms
since the Killing spinor equations only give rise to a subset of the full equations of motion. T
this consider again for simplicity thedl transformation~2.6!,

dl5 1
2 @g•]f1&]wW#e5 1

2 e2B@w8g ȳ1&eB ]wW#e. ~3.21!

Partial breaking of supersymmetry then demands the BPS conditionw852&eB ]wW, relating
the scalar to its potential. One may of course choose the other sign if so desired. However
a global choice, and must be consistent in all patches of space. Similarly, vanishing
gravitino relates the metric to the scalar potential,A85eBW/3&, as given in~2.15!. Now consider
deriving the second orderA9 equation of motion by taking a derivative ofe2BA8,

e2B~A92A8B8!5
1

3&
W8. ~3.22!

For a continuousW, one simply uses the chain rule,W85]wW f8, and substitutes in thew8
equation to arrive at theA9 equation of motion given in~2.8!. However, the assumption of
continuousW is actually too strong. For theZ2 invariant case, whereW changes sign at the bran
~say aty50), one would also pick up a source term upon differentiating, resulting in

A92A8B852
1

6
w821

&

3
eBWd~y!. ~3.23!

Thus, while supersymmetry implies most of the equations of motion, it does not in fact dete
all of them. In fact, for higher codimension branes, there is even more slack between th
conditions and the equations of motion. The harmonic function condition, of primary import
in brane constructions, is generally a consequence of the equations of motion, annot
supersymmetry.48,49
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IV. D3-BRANES AND THE WORLD IN TEN DIMENSIONS

Until now we have focused almost exclusively on the five-dimensional viewpoint of
Randall–Sundrum scenario. Since the breathing-mode domain wall has its origins in theS5 com-
pactification of IIB theory, it has a natural interpretation in terms of IIB D3-branes.1 Following
this connection from the brane-world geometry to breathing-mode branes and then to D3-b
one is led to a realization of the Randall–Sundrum scenario in terms of IIB theory in an a
priate D3-brane background.

While the lifting of the breathing mode brane to patches of the D3 geometry is straigh
ward, the resulting configuration has unusual features. Following Ref. 1, lifting of the sol
given in ~3.12! proceeds by identifying a ten-dimensional Schwarzschild coordinate,

r5A20

R5
H3/28. ~4.1!

Using the charge relationk̃5m(20/R5)5/21 and the Kaluza–Klein ansatz~3.8!, one finds the
resulting ten-dimensional metric,

ds10
2 5b̃2

1/2S 12
k̃

r4D 1/2

dxm
2 1S 12

k̃

r4D 22

dr21r2 dV5
2 , ~4.2!

which is that ofN D3-branes of total chargek̃.8,9 A further change of coordinates,r 45r42 k̃, may
be performed to transform this into standard isotropic form,

ds10
2 5Ab̃2HD3

21/2dxm
2 1HD3

1/2~dr21r 2 dV5
2!, ~4.3!

with a harmonic functionHD3511 k̃/r 4. Note that the constantb̃2 may easily be scaled out of th
longitudinal coordinates.

For theZ2 symmetric configuration, obtained by kinking the linear harmonic function,~3.14!,
we see thatH is a double valued function ofy. This has the consequence that the lifting relat
~4.1! is similarly double valued; opposite sides of the breathing-mode brane lift to identicr
values. While the orbifold picture corresponds to a single slice of the D3-brane geomer
P@r2 ,r1#, the full circle compactification instead corresponds to two copies of the D3-b
geometry patched together atr2 andr1 . Note that the AdS horizon, located atH* , lifts to the
D3-brane horizon, located atr* 5 k̃1/4. Thus taking the Randall–Sundrum configuration~kink-
down with H.H* ! and pushing the second brane off to the Cauchy horizon corresponds
dimensions to taking two copies of the near-horizon geometry ofN D3-branes, and gluing them
together at a valuer0 of the Schwarzschild coordinate corresponding to the initial valueH0 of the
linear harmonic function.

For this Randall–Sundrum configuration, it is instructive to ‘‘unfold’’ the doubled metric~4.3!
by defining a new radial coordinatejP@2r 0 ,r 0# such thatr 5r 02uju. After scaling outb̃2 from
~4.3!, the lifted Randall–Sundrum metric has the form

ds10
2 5S 11

k̃

~r 02uju!4D 2 1/2

dxm
2 1S 11

k̃

~r 02uju!4D 1/2

„dj21~r 02uju!2 dV5
2
…. ~4.4!

The positive tension brane is located atj50, while the negative tension brane is pushed off to
AdS horizon atj56r 0 ~the two values are identified under theZ2 orbifolding!. As seen explicitly
here, this act of patching together two stacks of D3-branes essentially compactifies th
dimensional space transverse to the branes, and also introduces a curvature discontinuj
50, the location of the patching. Furthermore, this compactification introduces a charge c
vation condition, implying that the net D3 charge must vanish. Thus the resulting kink atj50
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must include a stack of 2N negative tension D3-branes, with22N units of charge soaking up th
N1N units of charge from the two stacks of positive tension D3-branes.

The question arises, however, whether placing this stack of 2N negative tension D3-branes a
j50 is sufficient for generating the kinked Randall–Sundrum geometry. Furthermore, the r
tion of D3-brane tension fromD510 toD55 yields the simple resultTD555TD510. In addition
to giving rise to the tension discrepancy pointed out in Ref. 27, it also leaves unexplained
positiveD55 tension arises from negativeD510 tension. As it turns out, the resolution to bo
issues is the realization that theZ2 orbifolding, or the doubling of spacetime, itself gives rise to
positive tension contribution atj50, the location of the kink. Of course, it is easy to see that
net tension has to be positive, as that is what is required to ‘‘fold up’’ or compactify the s
transverse to the branes. The resulting picture is one of negative tension D3-branes trapp
positive tensionZ2 orbifold plane giving rise to a composite description of the Randall–Sund
configuration.50

By starting with a brane-world scenario on a circle, one obviously obtains a compact Ka
Klein geometry, corresponding to expanding IIB theory about aM 1,33S13S5. TheS1 coordinate
y lifts to the radial coordinater, living in a restricted annular range between the two D3 sou
shells in a double D3-brane background. Of course there is no surprise in starting with a co
geometry and lifting it to another compact scenario. However, by taking the limit of placing
second brane at the Cauchy horizon of AdS, one effectively decompactifies the original Ra
Sundrum geometry of Ref. 2 into the picture of Ref. 3. Nevertheless, from a ten-dimensiona
of view, this corresponds to simply extending the range ofr a finite distance so as to reach th
doubled D3-brane horizon: the internal space remains compact~at least if the inside-horizon bran
cores are disregarded!. By smoothing out the patching of the double D3-brane configuration,
presumably obtains a warped compactification with an internal six-manifold in the spirit of
28.

To complete this D3-brane picture of the brane-world, we present the limit in which thZ2

symmetric supergravity solution literally reproduces the Randall–Sundrum configuration
single positive-tension ‘‘kink-down’’ brane between two patches of anti de Sitter space.3 Starting
from the D55 3-brane metric~3.12! with b̃2.0, b̃1,0, k,0, we want to take a limit ask
→02 . However, the inverse power ofk in b̃1 andb̃2 ~3.13! makes this appear singular. The cu
for this is to take a coordinated limit ask→02 and w→w* . We implement this explicitly by
taking

e2 ~7/A15! w05S 20m2

R5
D 7/6

1buku, b.0. ~4.5!

Note that forb.0, one hase2 (7/A15) w0.e2 (7/A15) w
* , i.e., H0.H* . Accordingly, for finitek

,0, the harmonic functionH decreases from its valueH0 , reaching the Cauchy horizon valueH*
at y5yh . This is the natural point at which to make an identificationyh↔2yh , putting the
second~negative tension! 3-brane at the horizon. For finitek, one thus has a ‘‘semi-interpolatin
soliton’’ in the sense that one of the asymptotic limits of the solution, but not both, correspon
a vacuum solution of the theory, in this case the AdS space with asymptotic scalarw* . At the
Randall–Sundrum brane, however, there is no horizon.

Taking the joint limit defined by~4.5! ask→02 , the difference between the two harmon
functions ine2A partially cancels, giving an expression proportional tok, which cancels thek in
the denominators ofb̃1 and b̃2 . The resulting metric function is then given by

e4A54mS R5

20m2D 5/6

~b2uyu!5
4

L
~b2uyu!, ~4.6!

where L5m21(20m2/R5)5/6 and they coordinate remains restricted to a compact range,uyu
,b. This corresponds to the line element
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ds25
2

AL
~b2uyu!1/2hmn dxm dxn1

L2

16

dy2

~b2uyu!2 . ~4.7!

The apparent infinite range of the fifth dimension51 is obtained by making a change of variable

b2uyu5be24u ỹu/L, xm5S L

4b D 1/4

x̃m, ~4.8!

resulting in the five-dimensional metric,

ds25e22u ỹu/Lhmn dx̃m dx̃n1dỹ2, ~4.9!

which is literally the Randall–Sundrum solution.2,3 This sign of the kink (k,0) thus corresponds
to a binding of gravity to the 3-brane aty50, with a metric corresponding to segments of pure a
de Sitter space everywhere off this brane surface.

In taking the above Randall–Sundrum limitk→02 , w0→w* , the ten-dimensional coordinat
r is restricted to a progressively limited range neark̃, or, equivalently,r is progressively restricted
to a range nearr 50. Thus, from aD510 perspective, the ‘‘infinite’’ Randall–Sundrum scenari3

corresponds to shrinking the outer~RS! brane source tightly around the inner horizon bra
Clearly, what is infinite and what is infinitesimal in this subject is frame-dependent.

It is instructive to see in addition the scaling of the ‘‘brane sources’’~3.18! in the Randall–
Sundrum limit. Takingk→02 , we find

TMN
brane52

24

L2 d~y/b!dM
m dN

n gmn52V* d~y/b!dM
m dN

n gmn , ~4.10!

while Qbrane50. This vanishing of the scalar charge is in fact forced on us sincew decouples from
the solution in this limit. This brings up a key observation that it is not so much the brea
modew that supports the brane, but ratherH [5] flux corresponding to D3 charge. In addition, it
also the behavior ofH [5] flux that saves the BPS condition withQbrane50; the variationdl
becomes trivial~as it must for a decoupling scalar!, while the gravitino transformation become
that of pure AdS but with a sign flipW* →2W* at y50 ~corresponding to a Freund–Rub
compactification with oppositeS5 orientations!. This preservation of supersymmetry further su
ports the D3-brane origin of the Randall–Sundrum brane-world,via the double 3-brane configu
ration that we have presented.

The above successful reproduction of the Randall–Sundrum scenario with a ‘‘kink-do
~i.e., positive tension! domain wall embedded intoD55 anti de Sitter space depends crucia
upon use of the breathing modew, which we have shown to transform in a necessaryE0.4 anti
de Sitter representation. Noted as a possibility for a Randall–Sundrum scenario in Refs. 1
this mode escapes the analysis of Refs. 22, 23 because it belongs to a massive spin-two m
and thus does not belong to an intrinsicallyD55 supergravity theory. This is because the f
multiplet of the breathing mode’s superpartners cannot be retained in a ‘‘consistent’’ Ka
Klein reduction, since it involves a massive spin two mode, which never can be kept in a c
tent reduction on spheres.52 With respect to theD55, N58 supersymmetry, the breathing mod
belongs to a multiplet containing 20 copies of the following sets of fields: 1 spin 2, 4 spin 3/
spin 1, 20 spin 1/2, 15 spin 0. With respect to aD55, N52 decomposition, it belongs to a lon
massive vector supermultiplet53 which is another way of explaining why it escaped the analysis
Refs. 22, 23. Since the breathing mode is anSO(6) singlet, only the inclusion of the breathin
mode’s nonsinglet superpartners leads to difficulties with Kaluza–Klein consistency; truncat
the purely bosonic theory involving justD55 gravity and the breathing mode is fully consiste
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V. MODE LOCKING AND SPONTANEOUS REDUCTION TO AN ORBIFOLD

TheZ2 symmetric scenario presented above, with two branes of opposite tension and op
magnetic charge, corresponding to~3.14!, is clearly similar to the brane constructions of Horˇava–
Witten orbifolds in M-theory given in Refs. 12, 13. The analogous type IIB situation has the
advantage that one can work out explicitly many features of the dynamics, whereas the ana
discussions in M-theory reduced on Calabi–Yau 3-folds must necessarily remain rather im
Here, we wish to explore further the properties of thisZ2 symmetric solution, and see to whic
extent it naturally corresponds to an orbifold compactification.

The orbifold compactification may be viewed as a compactification on a circle with an
tional projection of all the fluctuations intoZ2 even states only. In a Kaluza–Klein spirit, howeve
one can investigate the possibility of removing the enforcedZ2 projection, in order to see what th
theory does purely of its own accord when compactified about the double 3-brane backg
Thus, we start without making anyZ2 projections, but still shall take they direction to be a circle.
As explained above, from a ten-dimensional point of view, the D3-branes now have no non
pact transverse directions. Thus there is an added cohomology constraint, which deman
there cannot be any nonzero net magnetic charge in the compact transverse space. Unlike
warped compactifications, which allow for additional fields and nontrivial topology, we s
maintain our focus on the roundS5 and the breathing mode of the compactification. Then,
simplest allowed configuration on the circle is to have a simple pair of 3-branes with opp
magnetic charges. Placing the branes at opposite points on the circle gives rise to aZ2 symmetric
configuration. However, without imposing theZ2 orbifold symmetry, it would appear that th
branes are free to move independently. But we shall now demonstrate that this is not the
instead, there is a mode-locking phenomenon that links the fluctuations of the two 3-branes
Z2 invariant combination.

Consider they coordinate to be periodic with length 2l , making the identification aty
5r1↔2r2 . For bosonic fields on this circle, one must impose continuity conditions at both
locations of the 3-branes. Demanding continuity of the scalar fieldw and the metric componen
e2A at y50 and also aty5r1↔y52r2 , one has four continuity conditions to satisfy. In th
discussion we shall take the overall periodicity length 2l to be fixed, sor11r252l . From
continuity of the scalar fieldw, one simply obtains aty50 that the valuew0 must be a common
limit of w as one approaches they50 RS brane either from the left or from the right. Continu
at y5r1↔2r2 implies continuity of the harmonic functionH, so one obtainsuk1ur25uk2ur2 , or,
using r11r252l , that uk1 /k2u5 2l /r1 21. Imposing as well the periodicity conditions on th
metric functione2A at y50 andy5r1↔2r2 , one obtains the continuity conditions

Uk2

k1
U5 um2u2AR5(2)

20
e~23/A15! w0

um1u2AR5(1)

20
e~23/A15! w0

5

um2u2AR5(2)

20
~e~23/A15! w01uk2ur2!

um1u2AR5(1)

20
~e~23/A15! w01uk1ur1!

. ~5.1!

These conditions are solved by matching relations form andR5 between the two regions:

m25S 2l

r1
21D 21

m1 , AR5(2)5S 2l

r1
21D 21

AR5(1). ~5.2!

Accordingly, if one now makes a standard soliton-physics ansatz by letting theZ2-odd modu-
lus r1 become dependent upon theD54 coordinatesxm, then upon substitution back into the fie
equations, one obtains the effective equation forr1(xm). Because the oscillations of this coord
nate are linked by~5.2! to the Kaluza–Klein ansatz parametersm andR5 , however, this specific
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modulus has special restrictions on its oscillations. Bothm andR5 are curvature components, an
are thus subject to Bianchi identities. To see this form, consider the Kaluza–Klein ansatz~3.8!,
together with the Bianchi identity

dH[5]1
1
2 e i j F [3]

i F [3]
j [0. ~5.3!

Letting m→m(x) and substituting the original ansatz~3.8!, one obtains directly a suppression
m fluctuations,]mm(x)50. For this reason, parameters entering into generalized Kaluza–K
ansätze like ~3.8! have been sometimes been called ‘‘nonzero modes.’’13 In order to see the
dynamics of such modes in more detail, one should restore the massive Kaluza–Klein mod
are normally set to zero in a compactification. In the case ofm, this means replacing the ansa
~3.8! by

H [5]54m~x!e8awe [5]14m~x!e [5]~S5!1h[5] , ~5.4!

whereh[5] represents the fluctuating massive Kaluza–Klein modes. Re-performing the analy
the Bianchi identity~5.3! for this generalized ansatz, one now shows that a nonvanishing]mm
must be proportional toez1z2z3z4z5 ] [z1

humuz2z3z4z5] , wherehmz2z3z4z5
is a Kaluza–Klein massive

mode, with mass determined as usual by the inverse radius of theS5 internal sphere, i.e., corre
sponding to the length scale of theD55 anti de Sitter space. Thus,m(x), and hencer1(x) are in
fact Kaluza–Klein massive modes, and become ‘‘frozen out’’ at energies lower than the
scale. Similar considerations apply to the nonzero modeR5 , which is the Ricci scalar of the
internal S5 sphere, upon use of the gravitational curvature Bianchi identity. Specifically, in
simple case with Kaluza–Klein massive modes set to zero, if one sets to zero theD55 Bianchi
identity “

M(RMN2 1/2gMNR)50 and uses the dimensionally reduced field equations, one fi
for R5→R5(xm), the constraint]nR5 exp(1/2A5/3w)2m ]nm50, thus locking out the low energy
R5(xm) fluctuations as well.

Given that theZ2 odd modes are linkedvia Bianchi identities to massive Kaluza–Klei
modes, one expects the theory to settle down into a low energy effective theory thatZ2

symmetric. Strictly speaking, all that has been demonstrated above so far is that theD54 deriva-
tives]mm, ]mR5 are locked out at low energies. In order to show that the theory settles down
a Z2 symmetric lowest energy configuration, one would need either to analyze in detail the e
functional for the compactified theory, or to study in more detail the equations of motion o
massive modes. It is likely that the analysis ofZ2 odd modes can only be done fully consisten
if one keeps the entire Kaluza–Klein towers of massive states.

However, one can get an idea of the situation that is obtained with non-Z2-symmetric con-
figurations if one considers in a little more detail the question of supersymmetry preservatio
patched background with the matching conditions~5.1!, ~5.2!. Locally, in a patch, there is no
difficulty in finding a Killing spinor. However, once one declares that the overall compact pa
the spacetime isS53S1, one is required to impose continuity and periodicity conditions both
bosons and for fermions.

In the Z2 symmetric configuration of the two 3-branes, we have already demonstrated
discussing the unbroken supersymmetry transformation of Sec. III,

dl5 1
2 e2B~g ȳw82w8!e, ~5.5!

that there is a consistently defined and continuous unbroken supersymmetry transformation
Z2 even global Killing spinore5eA/2(11g ȳ)e0 . Now consider the form of thebrokensupersym-
metry transformations in the double 3-brane background. As one can see from the supersy
algebra the anticommutator$Qbroken,Qpreserved% involves a translation in the fifth coordinatey,
which is clearlyZ2 odd. Indeed, the broken supersymmetry parameters will haveZ2 odd projec-
tion conditions. ThisZ2 odd character is canceled, however, in expressions for Goldstone s
zero modes like~5.5!, by theZ2 odd character ofw8. Combining the Goldstino expression fo
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y.0 with theZ2 map fory,0 amounts to inserting an absolute value sign aroundw8 in ~5.5!,
taking a broken supersymmetry parameter fore. Thus, overall, the Goldstino zero mode isZ2

even, as it must be in a consistent truncation. Note that the ‘‘kink’’ in the Goldstino expre
resulting from~5.5! with the replacementw8→uw8u corresponds to the sign flip of the superp
tential W. That W flips without necessarily passing through zero is what allows the Golds
mode to be normalizable in the present case, thus circumventing the normalizability proble
Goldstinos described in Ref. 54. Overall, the zero modes of the double 3-brane geometry
singleD54, N54 super Maxwell multiplet.

Now consider what happens if one tries to expand around a non-Z2-symmetric configuration
of 3-branes. For the Killing spinor itself, one may observe thate5eA/2(11g ȳ)e0 is in fact still
continuous and well-behaved in the nonsymmetric case, since the metric functione2A is by
construction matched at the branes. However the situation is different for the candidate G
nos. For a non-Z2-symmetric configuration the derivativew8 differs by more than a sign as on
crosses a 3-brane: in this case one hasuk2uÞuk1u, so there is a nonunimodular factor present
well. This prevents one from having continuity both of the unbroken supersymmetry para
and of the Goldstinos. Thus, although things look locally like one has a BPS configuration
unbroken supersymmetry for a non-Z2-symmetric configuration, analysis of the putative ze
mode supermultiplets finds them to be inconsistent with the available matching conditions. S
is led to conclude that only theZ2 symmetric configuration has a proper unbroken supersymm
and zero-mode multiplets transforming correctly with respect to it.

The configuration with globally unbroken supersymmetry should be the proper ‘‘vacuum
this double 3-brane sector of type IIB theory compactified onS5. A fuller analysis of this spon-
taneous reduction to aZ2 invariant effective theory on the basis of energy functionals and
equations of motion for the Kaluza–Klein massive modes would be desirable. But it is al
clear that this double 3-brane model displays a remarkable spontaneous appearance of an
structure. This happens not by insistent projection into aZ2 invariant sector of the theory, bu
naturally by virtue of the Kaluza–Klein dynamics of the theory.

Our discussion has indicated that the original Randall–Sundrum model2 arises naturally when
the fifth dimensiony direction is taken to be compact, and one may view the model as a sy
of two D3-branes transverse to the internalS13S5. From theD55 point of view, there are two
branes: one with positive and one with negative tension, constrained by Kaluza–Klein dyn
to live at diametrically opposed points on the circle. While the presence of a negative te
brane might appear troublesome, we have shown that it does not contribute to the naı¨vely antici-
pated negative energy modes; these are nonzero modes and mix with higher Kaluza–Klei
sive modes. The negative tension 3-brane has the effect of protecting the spacetime from cu
singularities in the geometry that might reside behind the Cauchy horizon. Of thea priori two
independent types of motion of the 3-branes along theS1 direction, only theZ2 even modes,
corresponding to an overall ‘‘rotation’’ of both branes along the circle, localized in theD54
coordinatesxm, correspond to genuine zero modes.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have found that an appropriately constructed D3-brane configuration provides a
symmetric and dynamically stable Randall–Sundrum scenario. This is achieved in a solu
the D510 type IIB supergravity equations which can be given aD55 interpretation, but is not
fully a D55 solution, for it employs an intrinsically massive Kaluza–Klein mode, theS5 breath-
ing mode. This mode has AdS energyE058, satisfying the boundE0.4 that is required for an
asymptotic approach to AdS space from a downwards-facing warp-factor kink in a Ran
Sundrum scenario. There is also aZ2 flip in the sign of the Freund–Rubin parameterm. This is
natural enough in aD510 context wherem is a field-strength value, but it is less natural from
D55 viewpoint, wherem normally would appear as a parameter. We have found, moreover
although one can decide to exclude theZ2 odd modes when expanding the theory around
presentedZ2 invariant background, and thus reproduce anS1/Z2 orbifold reduction, it is not
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actually necessary to make this projection by hand. Bianchi identities for the curvature v
entering in the solution relate theZ2 odd modes to Kaluza–Klein massive states of the theory,
so they decouple naturally at low energy. Although charge conservation on the circle re
branes to come in oppositely charged pairs, we have seen that one can recover a singl
Randall–Sundrum model by pushing the second brane off to the Cauchy horizon~i.e., by taking
w15w* for the second brane!. From theD510 point of view, however, this corresponds
shrinking an outer RS shell of D3 brane tightly around an inner ‘‘horizon’’ D3 brane of oppo
charge and tension. Clearly, an important problem is whether this geometry can be realize
string theory context.

Note added in proof.As this paper was in the final stages of preparation, a very interes
paper appeared55 that sheds light on the relationship between constructions such as those of
12, 13 or the present paper and the supersymmetry scheme of Ref. 56, which was oth
puzzling. In Ref. 55 supersymmetry in orbifolds, and in particular theD55 case of interest here
is discussed. In order to obtain a continuous Killing spinor at orbifold singularities~necessary for
the Killing equation to be realized everywhere, including at the singular points!, Ref. 55 intro-
duces a 5-form ‘‘theory of nothing’’ field strength, which has just a constant as a solution
allows for this variable to be only piecewise constant. This allows for aZ2 sign flip in the
prepotential that is critical for having a preserved supersymmetry allowing coupling to supe
ter. This sign flip was not made in the discussion of Ref. 56, leading to problems with m
coupling. This difficulty of Ref. 56, and the resolution of Ref. 55 was also investigated in Refs
58 and independently worked out by Ref. 59. We anticipate that a fuller Kaluza–Klein trea
of the type IIB theory, including all fermions and making a careful reduction of the type
supersymmetry transformations, will show that theD55 supersymmetry realization adopted
Ref. 55 can also be viewed as the natural dimensional reduction of the type IIB theory usinZ2

symmetrized ansatz of the type employed in Refs. 12, 13 and the present paper. In particu
expect that the 5-form ‘‘theory of nothing’’ field introduced in Refs. 58, 55 can be identified
the D55 residue of the type IIB self-dual 5-form field strength.
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We present a systematic study of a new type of consistent ‘‘brane-world Kaluza–
Klein reduction,’’ which describes fully nonlinear deformations of codimension
one objects that arise as solutions of a large class of gauged supergravity theories in
diverse dimensions, and whose world-volume theories are described by ungauged
supergravities with-one half of the original supersymmetry. In addition, we provide
oxidations of these ansa¨tz which are in general related to sphere compactified
higher dimensional string theory or M-theory. Within each class we also provide
explicit solutions of brane configurations localized on the world-brane. We show
that at the Cauchy horizon~in the transverse dimension of the consistently Kaluza–
Klein reduced world-brane! there is a curvature singularity for any configuration
with a non-null Riemann curvature or a nonvanishing Ricci scalar that lives in the
world-brane. Since the massive Kaluza–Klein modes can be consistently decou-
pled, they cannot participate in regulating these singularities. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1377272#

I. INTRODUCTION

The conventional way of extracting an effective lower-dimensional theory from a hig
dimensional one is by performing a Kaluza–Klein reduction in which the extra dimension
wrapped up into a compact space such as a torus or a sphere. Provided that the scale size
internal dimensions is sufficiently small in relation to the energy scale of excitations in the l
dimension, then the mass gap separating the massless modes from the massive ones
sufficient to ensure that the internal dimensions are essentially unobservable, and the wo
appear to be effectively lower dimensional.

If an extra dimension were noncompact then seen from the lower-dimensional viewpoint
would usually be a continuum of modes, with masses extending down to zero. One woul
mally expect that this would mean that the observable world would be the higher-dimensiona
and that one could not usefully describe it in terms of a lower-dimensional viewpoint.~We cannot
usefully view our four-dimensional space–time as being effectively three-dimensional simp
shutting our eyes to the existence of thez axis!! However, it has been shown that under suita
circumstances it may be that the continuous mass eigenvalues for the massive lower-dime
metric perturbations are distributed in such a way that the effects of the nearly-massless m
suppressed, implying that the world does in fact appear to be lower-dimensional, with only
modifications to the gravitational forced law appropriate to the lower dimension.1 In its original
form this Randall–Sundrum II scenario is realised by starting from pure gravity with a neg
30480022-2488/2001/42(7)/3048/23/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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cosmological constant in five dimensions, and patching together two segments ofAdS5 . In horo-
spherical coordinates one has

dŝ5
25e22k uzu hmn dxm dxn1dz2, ~1!

where the 3-brane is located atz50. ~For a review on the global and local space–time structure
the codimension one objects, see Ref. 2.! It was found that gravity is effectively localized on th
3-brane corresponding to the join between the two segments ofAdS5 .1 Specifically, it was shown
that the metric fluctuations around the flat Minkowski space–time of the 3-brane are localize
the brane.

More generally, if the flat Minkowski metric on the 3-brane is replaced by any Ricci
4-metric the five-dimensional metric will still, in the bulk, satisfy the Einstein equations wi
negative cosmological constant. In other words, one can view

dŝ5
25e22k uzu ds4

21dz2 ~2!

as a Kaluza–Klein reduction ansatz that gives a consistent embedding of four-dimensiona
Einstein gravity in five-dimensional Einstein gravity with a negative cosmological constant. In
the construction could be extended to give an embedding of four-dimensionalN51 ungauged
supergravity in five dimensions, by starting fromN52 ~i.e., minimal! gauged supergravity inD
55. Note, however, that the bosonic sector inD54 would still only comprise the metric, an
there would be no Maxwell field that could support charged Reissner–Nordstro¨m black holes. In
particular, it should be noted that one cannot get a Maxwell field as a standard type of Ka
Klein vector by writingdŝ5

25e22k uzu ds4
21(dz1A(1))

2, since]/]z is not a Killing vector.
In a recent paper, it was shown that if one instead starts withN54 gauged supergravity in five

dimensions, then it is possible to construct a consistent Kaluza–Klein reduction ansatz tha
an embedding of four-dimensional ungaugedN52 supergravity on the 3-brane.3 This is a new
kind of dimensional reduction, which we shall refer to as ‘‘brane-world Kaluza–Klein reductio
It should be emphasized that it is nontrivial that aconsistentKaluza–Klein reduction of this sor
is possible,~A consistent reduction is one where all the higher-dimensional equations of m
are satisfied provided that the lower-dimensional fields satisfy their equations of motion.! and
there is no obvious group-theoretic explanation for why it should work. Two further exampl
consistent brane-world Kaluza–Klein reductions were obtained in Ref. 3, describing the e
ding of six-dimensional ungauged chiralN5(1,0) supergravity in seven-dimensional SU~2!-
gaugedN52 supergravity, and the other describing the embedding of five-dimensional unga
N52 supergravity in six-dimensional SU~2!-gaugedN52 supergravity. More generally, it wa
conjectured that it should be possible to find a consistent brane-world Kaluza–Klein redu
from any gauged supergravity inD dimensions to an ungauged supergravity with half the sup
symmetry in (D21) dimensions.3

The purpose of this paper is to provide a systematic construction of consistent brane
Kaluza–Klein reductions for gauged supergravity theories~with maximal supersymmetry! in di-
verse dimensions, thus in general leading to the ungauged supergravities with one-half
original ~maximal! gauged supersymmetry. In addition, the studied examples provide compa
cations on both AdS and dilatonic codimension one objects. In the first of these examples,
II, we show that five-dimensional maximal (N58) SO~6!-gauged supergravity admits a consiste
brane-world reduction to four-dimensional ungaugedN54 supergravity. Next, in Sec. III, we
show that massive type IIA supergravity admits a consistent brane-world reduction to
dimensional ungaugedN51 supergravity. Next, in Sec. IV we show that eight-dimensional ma
mal SU~2!-gauged supergravity admits a consistent brane-world reduction to seven-dimen
ungaugedN52 supergravity. Then, in Sec. V, we show that seven-dimensional maximal SO~5!-
gauged supergravity admits a consistent brane-world reduction to seven-dimensional un
N5(2,0) chiral supergravity.

All the brane-world reductions that were constructed in Ref. 3, and the brane-world redu
of five-dimensional maximal SO~6!-gauged supergravity and seven-dimensional maximal SO~5!-
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gauged supergravity in this paper, are examples where the higher-dimensional theory ad
anti-de Sitter vacuum solution. By contrast, massive type IIA supergravity and the e
dimensional SU~2!-gauged supergravity that we also consider in this paper do not admit an
Sitter solutions, but instead they have dilatonic domain walls as their most symmetric ‘‘vacu
solutions. In all the cases, the brane-world Kaluza–Klein reductions can be thought of as
nonlinear descriptions of deformations around the anti-de Sitter or domain-wall backgrou
which the (D21)-dimensional Minkowski metric on the (D22)-brane in theD-dimensional AdS
or domain-wall vacuum is allowed to become arbitrary, along with the other necessary field
complete the (D21)-dimensional ungauged supergravity multiplet.~We should emphasize that a
with any fully nonlinear Kaluza–Klein ansatz, the reduction is not pinned to any specific solu
Although it may sometimes be convenient to think of the AdS or domain-wall solution as pla
a preferred role, it is really just one out of an infinity of solutions of the reduced theory.!

A brane-world type of Kaluza–Klein reduction can also be performed in those cases whe
p-brane cannot trap gravity. A classification of domain walls that can and cannot trap gravit
given in Refs. 4 and 5. In these cases, gravity can arise by placing thep-brane on orbifold points6

à la Hořava–Witten.7

At the level of the supergravity theory, the requirement of the consistency of the brane-
Kaluza–Klein reduction does not discriminate between whether or not the brane is capa
trapping gravity. This is analogous to the situation for a standard Kaluza–Klein reduction oS1;
at the level of the massless modes, which are the only ones retained in the consistent trun
one cannot distinguish between an extra dimension that is a circle or an infinite real lin
particular, we shall usually write the brane-world reduction ansatz, as in~2!, with an absolute-
value sign for the coordinatez, i.e., insisting on aZ2 symmetric codimension one ansatz for t
transverse dimension. Thus, there is an actual delta function source needed atz50, whose origin
lies outside the supergravity Lagrangian description. However, from the mathematical po
view we could perfectly well write the ansatz without the absolute-value sign, thus describin
bulk solution only, which would still correspond to a consistent reduction. In fact now the a
will satisfy the equations everywhere, without the need for any external delta-function so
@However, one would now lose the brane-world interpretation~at z50! of the reduced theory.#

We conclude this Introduction with Table I that summarizes the principal results tha
obtain in this paper, and those of Ref. 3.

In addition, we shall considerS1 reductions of theD58 andD57 gauged supergravities. Th
former provides a brane-world reduction fromD57 that gives the nonchiralN5(1,1) ungauged
supergravity inD56, while the latter provides a brane-world reduction fromD56 that gives the
N54 ungauged theory inD55. The brane-world reduction of theD56 SU~2!-gauged supergrav
ity was obtained in Ref. 3, as were the brane-world reductions of the SU~2!-gaugedN52 seven-
dimensional supergravity, and the SU(2)3U(1) gaugedN54 five-dimensional supergravity
These two cases are contained within reductions with larger supersymmetries that we co
here. It should be noted that an intrinsic feature of brane-world Kaluza–Klein reductions i
the reduced theory never has more than half the maximal supersymmetry that is allowed
dimension. This is associated with the fact that there is always a halving of supersymmetry
brane solution of the higher-dimensional gauged or massive supergravity.

TABLE I. The ungauged supergravities in (D21) dimensions obtained by
brane-world Kaluza–Klein reductions.

D D-dimensional theory
(D21)-dimensional theory from

brane-world reduction

10 Massive IIA D59, N51
8 SU~2!-gaugedN52 D57, N52
7 SO~5!-gaugedN54 D56, N5(2,0)
6 SU~2!-gaugedN52 D55, N52
5 SO~6! gaugedN58 D54, N54
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II. FOUR-DIMENSIONAL NÄ4 SUPERGRAVITY FROM MAXIMAL FIVE-DIMENSIONAL
GAUGED SUPERGRAVITY

A. Direct reduction from type IIB supergravity

In Sec. II B, we shall obtain the brane-world embedding of four-dimensional ungaugN
54 supergravity in five-dimensional maximal gauged supergravity, thus providing the b
world Kaluza–Klein compactification inD54 with the maximal allowed ungauged supersymm
try. However, since this five-dimensional theory is rather complicated, we shall begin in
current section by constructing the brane-world embedding of the four-dimensionalN54 theory
directly in ten-dimensional type IIB supergravity. This exploits the fact that the five-dimens
gauged theory can itself be obtained via anS5 reduction fromD510. Having done this, we sha
then be in a position to re-express our results in terms of a brane-world reduction fromD55 to
D54. From the five-dimensional viewpoint the fields that we use are the metric, the dilato
axion @which are singlets under the SO~6! gauge group#, and the two sets of six 2-form potential
Thus inD55 the 15 Yang–Mills gauge fields and the 101101208 of scalars are set to zero.

The bosonic equations of motion of type IIB supergravity can be derived from the Lagran

L 10
IIB5R̂*̂ l2 1

2*̂ df̂`df̂2 1
2e

2f̂ *̂ dx̂`dx̂2 1
4*̂ F̂ (5)`F̂ (5)2

1
2 e2f̂ *̂ F̂ (3)

2 `F̂ (3)
2 2 1

2 ef̂ *̂ F̂ (3)
1 `F̂ (3)

1

2 1
2Â(4)`dÂ(2)

1 `dÂ(2)
2 , ~3!

where F̂ (3)
2 5dÂ(2)

2 , F̂ (3)
1 5dÂ(2)

1 2x̂ dÂ(2)
2 , F̂ (5)5dÂ(4)2

1
2Â(2)

1 `dÂ(2)
2 1 1

2Â(2)
2 `dÂ(2)

1 , and we
use carets to denote ten-dimensional fields and the ten-dimensional Hodge dual*̂ . The equations
of motion following from the Lagrangian, together with the self-duality condition, are

R̂MN5 1
2 ]Mf̂ ]Nf̂1 1

2 e2f̂ ]Mx̂ ]Nx̂1 1
96F̂MN

2 1 1
4 ef̂

„~ F̂ (3)
1 !MN

2

2 1
12 ~ F̂ (3)

1 !2ĝMN…1
1
4 e2f̂

„~ F̂ (3)
2 !MN

2 2 1
12~ F̂ (3)

2 !2ĝMN…,

d*̂ df̂52e2f̂ *̂ dx̂`dx̂2 1
2 ef̂ *̂ F̂ (3)

1 `F̂ (3)
1 1 1

2 e2f̂ *̂ F̂ (3)
2 `F̂ (3)

2 ,

d~e2f̂ *̂ dx̂ !5ef̂ *̂ F̂ (3)
1 `F̂ (3)

2 ,

d~ef̂ *̂ F̂ (3)
1 !5F̂ (5)`F̂ (3)

2 , d~e2f̂ *̂ F̂ (3)
2 2x̂ ef̂ *̂ F̂ (3)

1 !52F̂ (5)`~ F̂ (3)
1 1x̂ F̂ (3)

2 !,

d~ *̂ F̂ (5)!52F̂ (3)
1 `F̂ (3)

2 , F̂ (5)5 *̂ F̂ (5) . ~4!

The ungauged four-dimensionalN54 supergravity that we are seeking to embed in type
supergravity is described by the following Lagrangian~Actually this Lagrangian corresponds to
special truncation of toroidally compactified heterotic string theory where the gauge fields
original heterotic string are turned off and the momentum and winding modes of the NS
sector are identified, thus freezing the internal metric and antisymmetric two-form fields o
six-torus!:

L45R* l2 1
2* df`df2 1

2 e2f* dx`dx2 1
2 e2f* F (2)

i `F (2)
i 2 1

2 x F (2)
i `F (2)

i , ~5!

where 1< i<6, andF (2)
i 5dA(1)

i .
We find that the following is a consistent reduction ansatz that gives the embedding

four-dimensionalN54 theory in type IIB supergravity,
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dŝ10
2 5e22k uzu ds4

21dz21g22 dV5
2,

F̂ (5)54g24 V (5)14g e24k uzu e (4)`dz,

Â(2)
1 5

1

&
g21 e2k uzu m i ~e2f * F (2)

i 1x F (2)
i !, ~6!

Â(2)
2 5

1

&
g21 e2k uzu m i F (2)

i ,

f̂5f, x̂5x,

wheredV5
2 is the metric on the unit 5-sphere, which we can write in terms of six coordinatem i

that are subject to the constraintm i m i51, asdV5
25dm i dm i . The 5-formV (5) is the volume form

of the metricdV5
2, ande (4) is the volume form of the metricds4

2. Note thatV (5) can be written
as

V (5)5
1

5!
e i j 1¯ j 5

m i dm j 1
`¯`dm j 5

. ~7!

The constantk ~which we take to be positive! is related to the gauge-coupling constantg of the
five-dimensional theory byk25g2. In fact, to be precise, we must have

g5H k, z.0,

2k, z,0.
~8!

Substituting the ansatz~6! into the equations of motion of type IIB supergravity~4!, we find
that they are all exactly satisfied if and only if the four-dimensional fieldsds4

2, f, x, andF (2)
i

satisfy the equations of motion of ungaugedN54 supergravity, which can be derived from~5!.
Note in particular that the six abelian gauge fieldsF (2)

i satisfy the equations of motion,

d~e2f * F (2)
i 1x F (2)

i !50. ~9!

The following results are useful for verifying the consistency of the reduction ansatz. Firs
have from~6! that

F̂ (3)
1 5

1

&
g21 e2k uzu e2f * F (2)

i `~dm i2g m i dz!,

~10!

F̂ (3)
2 5

1

&
g21 e2k uzu F (2)

i `~dm i2g m i dz!.

@Here, we have for convenience of presentation already made use of the fact that theF (2)
i satisfy

the Bianchi identitiesdF(2)
i 50 and the field equations~9!; they can, of course, bederivedby

substituting the ansatz into the ten-dimensional equations of motion.# Next, we can write the
ten-dimensional Hodge duals of these field strengths as follows:
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*̂ F̂ (3)
1 5

1

&
g25 e2k uzu e2f F (2)

i `~m i V (5)2g Zi`dz!,

~11!

*̂ F̂ (3)
2 52

1

&
g25 e2k uzu * F (2)

i `~m i V (5)2g Zi`dz!,

where the 4-formZi is defined by

Zi[
1

4!
e i jk 1¯k4

m j dmk1
`¯`dmk4

. ~12!

This 4-form is the Hodge dual ofdm i in the unit 5-sphere metric,* 5dm i52Zi . Note thatZi has
the following properties:

dm i`Zj52~d i j 2m i m j ! V (5) , dZi55m i V (5) . ~13!

It is now straightforward to verify that all the type IIB ten-dimensional equations of mo
consistently yield the equations of motion of four-dimensional ungaugedN54 supergravity; in
particular, all the dependence on the coordinatesz and m i consistently matches in all the equ
tions.

It is worth noting that theN54 gauged supergravity in the four-dimensional world-volume
the D3-brane has an SL(2,Z) electric/magnetic S-duality, with the two scalars~f,x! parameteriz-
ing the SL(2,R)/O(2) coset. It is easy to see from the reduction ansatz~6! that this SL(2,Z)
symmetry of the theory in the world-volume of the D3-brane originates from the SL(2,Z) of the
original type IIB theory inD510, which is not an electric/magnetic duality.

It is of interest to see how the brane-world embedding of the four-dimensionalN54 super-
gravity that we have derived here reduces to theN52 supergravity embedding that was co
structed in Ref. 3. In theN52 theory there is just one 2-form field strengthF (2) , and the dilaton
f and axionx are absent. It is easy to see that the equations of motion forf andx in ~5! imply
that in order to setf5x50, we must have

* F (2)
i `F (2)

i 50, F (2)
i `F (2)

i 50. ~14!

The minimal nontrivial way to satisfy these conditions is by taking all but two of the six fi
strengths to vanish, and for the remaining ones, sayF (2)

1 and F (2)
2 , to be related byF (2)

2

5* F (2)
1 . If we defineF (2)

2 5* F (2)
1 52F (2) /&, and at the same time we parameterize the

coordinatesm i that define the 5-sphere as

m15sinj cost, m252sinj sint, ma5na cosj, ~a53,4,5,6!, ~15!

wherena na51, defining a unit 3-sphere, the ansatz fordŝ10
2 , Â(2)

1 , andÂ(2)
2 in ~6! become

dŝ10
2 5e22k uzu ds4

21dz21dj21sin2 j dt21cos2 j dV3
2,

~16!
Â(2)

1 1 i Â(2)
2 52 1

2 g21 e2k uzu sinj e2 i t ~F (2)2 i * F (2)!.

This is precisely the form of the ansatz found in Ref. 3 for the consistent brane-world embe
of four-dimensionalN52 supergravity.

B. Ungauged DÄ4, NÄ4 from gauged DÄ5, NÄ8

In the previous subsection, we considered the reduction from type IIB to the ungaugN
54 theory inD54 directly, omitting the intermediate description as a brane-world KK reduc
of five-dimensionalN58 gauged supergravity on account of the complexity of the fi
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dimensional theory. We can now in fact reinterpret our results as a reduction of the ma
five-dimensional gauged theory. However, in order to avoid the full complexity of this theory
shall work with a truncation of the full set of five-dimensional fields in which just the metric,
dilaton f and axionx, and the 616 of 2-form potentials are retained. In other words, we set
15 Yang–Mills SO~6! gauge fields and the 101101208 of scalars to zero. It should be emph
sized that this is in general aninconsistenttruncation of the five-dimensional theory. However, w
can still work with it provided that we impose the necessary algebraic constraints on the 616 of
2-form potentials. Of course these constraints are precisely the ones thatare satisfied by the
brane-world KK reduction ansatz, now expressed simply as a reduction fromD55 to D54.

We find that the above truncated five-dimensional theory is obtained fromD510 by making
the following ansatz for the type IIB fields:

dŝ10
2 5ds5

21g22 dV5
2,

F̂ (5)54g24 V (5)14g e (5) ,

Â(2)
a 5m i A2

ia ,

f̂5f, x̂5x, ~17!

wherea51,2. We immediately find from the Bianchi identity forF̂ (5) that the following equa-
tions must be satisfied:

A(2)
ia `A(2)

j b eab50, dA(2)
ia `A(2)

j b eab50. ~18!

These are the algebraic constraints alluded to above. We must impose them because we
other fields of the maximal five-dimensional theory to zero, which is in general in conflict with
equations of motion of those fields.

Substituting the ansatz~17! into the remaining equations of motion of type IIB supergravi
and making use of the constraints~18!, we find that they consistently imply the following five
dimensional equations:

dA(2)
i1 2x dA(2)

i2 52g e2f * A(2)
i2 ,

dA(2)
i2 5g ef * ~A(2)

i1 2x A(2)
i2 !,

d~e2f * dx!52g2 ef * ~A(2)
i1 2x A(2)

i2 !`A(2)
i2 ,

d* df5e2f * dx`dx1 1
2 g2 ef * ~A(2)

i1 2x A(2)
i2 !`~A(2)

i1 2x A(2)
i2 !2 1

2 g2 e2f * A(2)
i2 `A(2)

i2 ,

Rmn5 1
2 ]mf ]nf1 1

2 e2f ]mx ]nx1 1
2 g2 @ef ~Amr

i1 2x Amr
i2 ! ~An

i1 r2x An
i2 r!1e2f Amr

i2 An
i2 r#.

~19!

@A(2)
i1 andA(2)

i2 denoteA(2)
ia with a51 anda52, respectively.# These equations, together with th

constraints~18!, are precisely equivalent to those of maximal five-dimensional gauged super
ity, after setting the Yang–Mills fields and the 101101208 of scalars to zero. The 616 of 2-form
fields A(2)

ia satisfy first-order equations of motion, known as ‘‘odd-dimensional self-duality e
tions.’’ These, together with the constraint equations~18!, imply that the trace of the 2-form
contributions in the energy-momentum tensor vanishes;ef (Amn

i1 2x Amn
i2 )(Ai1 mn2x Ai2 mn)

1e2f Amn
i2 Ai2 mn50. Note that the imposition of the constraints~18! is sufficient to ensure thatall

the type IIB equations of motion are consistently satisfied by the ansatz~17!, including the internal
and mixed components of the Einstein equations.

It is useful to observe that the equations of motion~19! can be derived from the Lagrangian
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L55R* 12 1
2* df`df2 1

2e
2f * dx`dx2 1

2 g2 ef * ~A(2)
i1 2x A(2)

i2 !`~A(2)
i1 2x A(2)

i2 !

2 1
2 g2 e2f * A(2)

i2 `A(2)
i2 2g dA(2)

i1 `A(2)
i2 112g2 * 1. ~20!

Finally, we note that the brane-world Kaluza–Klein reduction of the previous subsection
expressed as a reduction fromD55 to D54, is given by

ds5
25e22k uzu ds4

21dz2,

A(2)
i1 5

1

&
g21 e2k uzu ~e2f * F (2)

i 1x F (2)
i ! , ~21!

A(2)
i2 5

1

&
g21 e2k uzu F (2)

i ,

with f and x just reducing directly. One can easily verify that this reduction ansatz is ind
compatible with the constraints~18!.

C. Branes on the D3-brane

One can construct electric and magnetic black holes, strings and instantons inD54, N54
supergravity. They become branes on the D3-brane~in the near-horizon region! when they are
lifted back toD510. We analyze these solutions in this section.

Case 1:SL(2,Z) dyonic black holes on the D3-brane:We can use one of the six 2-form fiel
strengths to construct an electric or magnetic black hole. As a concrete example, let us cons
electric black hole supported by the field strengthF (2)

1 . Once the solution is lifted back toD
510, it becomes

dŝ10
2 5e22kuzu@2H21 dt21H~dr21r 2dV2

2!#1dz21g22dV5
2,

F̂ (5)54g24V514g e24kuzu r 2H dt`dr`V2 ,

Â(2)
1 5

Q

&
g21 e2kuzu m1 V2 , ~22!

Â(2)
2 5

1

&
g21 e2kuzu m1 dt`dH21,

ef5H, H511
Q

r
,

wherem1 is one of the coordinatesm i for S5 appearing in the ansatz~17!, corresponding to our
choice to consider a black hole supported byF (2)

1 . Starting with the electric black hole, we ca
then apply the SL(2,R) symmetry to get a multiplet of dyonic black holes, where the electric
magnetic charges are carried by the same 2-form field strength. The metric of this dyonic so
remains unchanged, but the charge configuration alters.

Case 2: Threshold dyonic black holes on the D3-brane:In D54, N54 supergravity, one can
also construct a multicharge black hole solution, where the electric charge is carried by one
field strength, sayF (2)

1 , and the magnetic charge is carried by another, sayF (2)
2 .8 @Note that the

generating technique, as employed, for example, for the four-charge solution9 of toroidally com-
pactified heterotic string, may allow for a construction of more general dyonic black holes wi
the U(1) charges turned on.# Lifting this solution back toD510, it becomes
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dŝ10
2 5e22kuzu@2~H1H2!21 dt21H1H2 ~dr21r 2dV2

2!#1dz21g22 dV5
2,

F̂ (5)54g24 V514g e24kuzu r 2~H1H2! dt`dr`dV2 ,

Â(2)
1 5

1

&
g21 e2kuzu ~Qe m1 V21m2 dt`dH2

21!,

Â(2)
2 5

1

&
g21 e2kuzu ~m1 dt`dH1

211m2 Qm V2!,

ef5
H1

H2
, H1511

Qe

r
, H2511

Qm

r
. ~23!

Case 3: String on the D3-brane:A magnetic string~four-dimensional domain wall!, supported
by the axion, exists in the four-dimensional supergravity theory. Lifting this solution backD
510, we have a string living on the D3-brane,

dŝ10
2 5e22kuzu@2dt21dx21H~dr21r 2du2!#1dz21g22dV5

2,

F̂ (5)54g24 V (5)14g e24kuzu rH dt`dx`dr`du,

ef̂5H21, x5Q u ,

H511Q log r . ~24!

This solution is a non-standard intersection of a D3-brane and D7-brane, where there is no
transverse space. It should be distinguished from the solution describing a D3-brane in th
brane, which has a two-dimensional overall transverse space.

Case 4: Instanton on the D3-brane:The axion in theD54 theory also supports a BP
instanton solution when the theory is Euclideanized. The axionx becomes imaginary under thi
procedure, the metricds4

2 becomes purely flat Euclidean space, andF̂ (5) becomes complex, sinc
in ten Euclidean dimensions a real 5-form cannot be self-dual.

III. NÄ1 SUPERGRAVITY IN DÄ9 FROM MASSIVE TYPE IIA

A. D8-brane in massive type IIA theory

The highest dimensional D-brane that can be found in any supergravity theory is the D8
in massive type IIA supergravity. This theory was constructed in Ref. 10, but in a formul
where there is not a straightforward massless limit to ordinary type IIA supergravity. Howev
is simply a matter of performing a field redefinition to resolve this problem.11 The Lagrangian for
the bosonic sector of the massive type IIA supergravity can then be written as the follo
differential form:12

L105R̂ *̂ 12 1
2*̂ df̂`df̂2 1

2 e3/2f̂ *̂ F̂ (2)`F̂ (2)2
1
2 e2f̂ *̂ F̂ (3)`F̂ (3)2

1
2 e1/2f̂ *̂ F̂ (4)`F̂ (4)

2 1
2 dÂ(3)`dÂ(3)`Â(2)2

1
6 m dÂ(3)`~Â(2)!

32 1
40 m2 ~Â(2)!

52 1
2 m2 e5/2f̂ *̂ 1, ~25!

where the field strengths are given in terms of potentials by

F̂ (2)5dÂ(1)1m Â(2), F̂ (3)5dÂ(2) ,

F̂ (4)5dÂ(3)1Â(1)`dÂ(2)1
1
2 m Â(2)`Â(2) . ~26!
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The Bianchi identities for the field strengths are therefore

dF̂(2)5m F̂(3) , dF̂(3)50, dF̂(4)5F̂ (2)`F̂ (3) , ~27!

and the field equations are

dF̂(6)52F̂ (3)`F̂ (4) , dF̂(8)52F̂ (3)`F̂ (6) ,

dF̂(7)52 1
2F̂ (4)`F̂ (4)2m F̂(8)2F̂ (2)`F̂ (6) , ~28!

d*̂ df̂52 1
4F̂ (4)`F̂ (6)2

3
4F̂ (2)`F̂ (8)2

1
2F̂ (3)`F̂ (7)1

5
4 m2 e5/2f̂ *̂ l,

where we have defined the dual field strengths

F̂ (6)[e1/2f̂ *̂ F̂ (4) , F̂ (8)[e3/2f̂ *̂ F̂ (2) , F̂ (7)[e2f̂ *̂ F̂ (3) . ~29!

This massive type IIA theory supports a ‘‘vacuum’’ solution, namely, the D8-brane,

dŝ10
2 5W2/25dxmdxm1dz2, ef̂5W2 ~4/5!, ~30!

where the one-dimensional harmonic function is given by

W511kuzu, k25
625

256
m2. ~31!

In fact the sign ofm must be opposite on opposite sides of the domain wall,

g5H 16
25 k, z.0,

2 16
25 k, z,0,

~32!

wherek is assumed to be positive. This means that one cannot strictly speaking view the d
wall as a solution within the massive type IIA theory as formulated in Ref. 10, since therem is a
fixed parameter in the Lagrangian. However, the theory can be re-expressed in a form
wherem is replaced by a 10-form field, with the mass parameter now arising as a consta
integration. It now makes sense for the parameter to be only piecewise constant. In what fo
we shall implicitly assume that we are working with this reformulation of the theory, which all
~32! to hold.

Note that the nine-dimensional flat Minkowskian spacetimedxmdxm of the solution~30! can
be replaced by any Ricci-flat Minkowski-signatured space–time.13 On the other hand, it was
observed that domain walls associated with Dp-branes withp>6 cannot trap gravity. Neverthe
less, one can still obtain gravity on the world-volume in such a case by locating the bra
orbifold points, so that the space–time is compact.6 In this case, we would expect that the resulti
theory on the world-volume of the D8-brane would be the ungaugedN51, D59 supergravity.
We shall prove in the next subsection that this can indeed be obtained from the massive ty
theory via a consistent brane-world Kaluza–Klein reduction.

B. NÄ1 supergravity in DÄ9 from massive type IIA

We find that the following Kaluza–Klein ansatz for the ten-dimensional massive type
fields yields a consistent reduction to nine dimensions,
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dŝ10
2 5e2 ~5/16!A~2/7!f W~2/25! ds9

21e~35/16!A~2/7!f dz2,

Â(1)50, Â(2)5
1

2m
W16/25F (2) , Â(3)5

1

4m
W32/25F (3) , ~33!

ef̂5W2 ~4/5! e2 ~7/8!A~2/7!f,

whereW is given by~31! andg is related tok by ~32!. Substituting this ansatz into the massi
type IIA equations of motion, we find that they are all satisfied provided that the nine-dimens

fieldsds9
2, w, F (2)5dA(1) andF (3)5dA(2)2

1
2 A(1)`F (2) satisfy the equations of motion of nine

dimensional ungauged simple supergravity. These equations can be derived from the Lagr

L95R * 12 1
2* df`df2 1

2 e2A~8/7!f * F (3)`F (3)2
1
2e

2A~2/7!f * F (2)`F (2) . ~34!

C. Branes on the D8-brane

Having consistently embedded the ungaugedN51, D59 supergravity in massive type IIA
supergravity, we can lift all the solutions of this nine-dimensional theory back toD510. The
nine-dimensional theory supports BPSp-branes such as the string, 4-brane, black hole
5-brane. These solutions are straightforward and well known. When they are lifted back to
sive type IIA supergravity using the ansatz~33!, they can be viewed as branes living on t
D8-brane.

Case 1: String on the D8-brane:The solution of theD59 string lifted back toD510
becomes

dŝ10
2 5W~2/25!@H2 ~5/8!~2dt21dx2!1H3/8~dr21r 2dV6

2!#1H2 ~5/8!dz2,

Â(3)5
1

4m
W32/25dt`dx`dH21, ~35!

ef̂5W2 ~4/5! H1/4, H511
Q

r 5 .

This solution can be viewed as a D2-brane ending on the D8-brane, with the end points fo
a string. To see this, it is helpful to introduce a new coordinatey in place ofz, defined bydy
5 24

25W
2 (1/25)dz, and hence

W5~11k uyu!25/24. ~36!

Using this variable, they-dependence of the metric is extracted as an overall conformal factor
we have

dŝ10
2 5~11kuyu!1/12@H2 ~5/8!~2dt21dx21dy2!1H3/8~dr21r 2dV6

2!#. ~37!

Case 2: 4-brane on the D8-brane:TheD59 4-brane solution~the magnetic dual of the string
solution!, lifted back toD510, becomes

dŝ10
2 5W2/25@H2 ~3/8! dxmdxm1H5/8~dr21r 2dV3

2!#1H5/8dz2,

Â(3)5
Q

4m
W32/25V3 , ~38!

ef̂5W2 ~4/5! H2 ~1/4!, H511
Q

r 2 .

Using the same coordinate transformation~36!, the metric can be re-expressed as
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dŝ10
2 5~11kuyu!1/12@H2 ~3/8! dxmdxm1H5/8~dy21dr21r 2dV3

2!#. ~39!

Thus the solution can be viewed as a D4-brane intersecting with a D8-brane, with the D4
uniformly delocalized on the one-dimensional transverse space of the D8-brane.

In Case 1 above, the intersection of the D2-brane and the D8-brane is such that the
world-volume is a string, and the solution describes a D2-brane ending on the D8-brane. In
2, the intersection of the D4-brane and D8-brane is such that the overall world-volume is the
4-brane, and so the solution describes a D4-brane living in the D8-brane.

Case 3: Black hole on the D8-brane:The black hole solution of theD59 theory can be lifted
to D510, where it becomes

dŝ10
2 5W~2/25!@2H2 ~13/8! dt21H3/8~dr21r 2dV7

2!#1H2 ~5/8! dz2,

Â(2)5
1

2m
W~16/25! dt`dH21,

ef̂5W2 ~4/5!H1/4, H511
Q

r 6 . ~40!

Using ~36!, the metric can be cast into the form,

dŝ10
2 5~11kuyu!1/12@2H2 ~13/8! dt21H2 ~5/8! dy21H3/8~dr21r 2dV7

2!#. ~41!

The solution can be viewed as the intersection of an NS–NS string and a D0-brane wi
D8-brane. In particular, the string NS–NS string ends on the D8-brane whilst the D0-brane
in the D8-brane. To see this, we note that a standard solution for the intersection of a string
D0-brane would be

ds10
2 52H0

2 ~7/8! H1
2 ~3/4! dt21H0

1/8H1
2 ~3/4! du21H0

1/8H1
1/4dy2, ~42!

whereH0 and H1 are independent harmonic functions on the eight-dimensional common t
verse space of they coordinates. If these two harmonic functions are set equal,H05H15H, then
we obtain the structure found in~41!.

Case 4: 5-brane on the D8-brane:The 5-brane solution~the magnetic dual of the black hole!
can be lifted toD510, where it becomes

dŝ10
2 5W2/25@H2 ~3/8! dxmdxm1H13/8~dr21r 2dV2!#1H5/8dz2,

Â(2)5
Q

2m
W16/25V2 , ~43!

ef̂5W2 ~4/5! H2 ~1/4!, H511
Q

r
.

Using the redefinition~36!, the metric can be cast into the form

dŝ10
2 5~11kuyu!1/12

„2H2 ~3/8! dxmdxm1H5/8dy21H13/8~dr21r 2dV2
2!…. ~44!

The solution can be viewed as an intersection of a NS–NS 5-brane and a D6-brane w
D8-brane. In particular, the NS–NS 5-brane lives in the D8-brane, whilst the D6-brane ends
D8-brane.~The standard solution for the intersection of a 5-brane and a 6-brane would be
form,

ds10
2 5H5

2 ~1/4! H6
2 ~1/8! dxm dxm1H5

3/4H6
2 ~1/8! du21H5

3/4H6
7/8dy3, ~45!
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whereH5 andH6 are independent harmonic functions on the common transverse 3-space oy
coordinates. In our case, the two harmonic functions are equal,H55H65H.!

Note that it is straightforward also to construct pp-wave and Taub-NUT solutions on
world-volume of the D8-brane.

IV. REDUCTIONS OF SU„2…-GAUGED DÄ8 SUPERGRAVITY

A. Brane-world reduction to DÄ7

Although there is no gauged supergravity in eight dimensions that admits a maxim
symmetric AdS8 solution, thereis a gauged theory that arises from the dimensional reductio
eleven-dimensional supergravity onS3.14 Since only the gauge bosons of the left-acting SU~2! of
the SO(4);SU(2)3SU(2) are retained in the truncation, the consistency of this reductio
D58 is guaranteed by the standard group-theoretic arguments of Ref. 15. The theory can
obtained from theS2 reduction of type IIA theory, and the SU~2! is the isometry group of the
2-sphere. The eleventh coordinate is the fibre coordinate of theS3, which can be viewed as a U~1!
bundle overS2.16 The eight-dimensional theory admits a dilatonic 6-brane domain-wall solu
and this provides a starting-point for the construction of a brane-world Kaluza–Klein reducti
D57.

The bosonic sector of the eight-dimensional theory contains the metric, a dilatonic scaw,
five further scalars that can be parameterized by a unimodular 333 symmetric matrixTi j , the
SU~2! Yang–Mills potentialsA(1)

i , three 2-form potentialsB(2)
i , and a 3-form potentialA(3) . The

description of the theory is a little involved, but the majority of the complications come from
scalarsTi j and the Yang–Mills potentialsA(1)

i that will in fact be set to zero in our brane-worl
Kaluza–Klein reduction toD57. It is not in general consistent inD58 to setTi j 5d i j and
A(1)

i 50 while keeping all the other fields nonvanishing, since the retained fields will act as so
for those that are set to zero. However, since in our brane-world reduction toD57 the ansatz for
the remaining nonvanishing eight-dimensional fields will be such that these source terms v
it is sufficient for our purposes to present the truncated eight-dimensional theory, togethe
constraints that will be identically satisfied by the brane-world reduction ansatz. These cons
are precisely the conditions that the sources that would have excited the truncated fields sh
zero.

It is in fact easy to obtain this truncation of the eight-dimensional gauged theory as aS3

reduction fromD511. The ansatz is given by

dŝ11
2 5e2 ~1/3! w ds8

21e2/3w g22 dV3
2,

~46!
Â(3)5A31 1

2 g21 B(2)
i `s i .

The quantitiess i are the three left-invariant 1-forms on the group manifold SU~2!, satisfying

ds i52 1
2 e i jk s j`sk . In terms of these, the unit metric onS3 can be written asdV3

25 1
4 s i s i .

Substituting the ansatz into the bosonic equations of motion of eleven-dimensional superg

dF̂(4)5
1
2F̂ (4)`F̂ (4) , R̂MN5 1

12 ~ F̂MN
2 2 1

12F̂ (4)
2 ĝMN!, ~47!

we find that the field equation forF̂ (4) implies

d~ew * F (4)!522g B(2)
i `G(3)

i ,

d* G(3)
i 524g2 e2w* B(2)

i 22g F(4)`B(2)
i 2g e i jk G(3)

j `G(3)
g , ~48!

F (4)`F (4)50,
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whereF (4)[dA(3) andG(3)
i [dB(2)

i . Note that the last equation in~48! is one of the constraints
that results from our having truncated out theTi j andA(1)

i fields. From the Einstein equation i
~47!, we obtain the following eight-dimensional equations of motion:

Rmn5 1
2 ]mw ]nw2 1

6hw gmn1 1
12 ew @Fmrsl Fn

rsl2 1
12 F (4)

2 gmn#

1 1
4 @Gmrs

i Gn
i rs2 1

9~G(3)
i !2 gmn#12g2 e2w @Bmr

i Bn
i r2 1

6~B(2)
i !2 gmn#,

hw56g2 e2w1 1
48 ew F (4)

2 2g2e2w ~B(2)
i !2, ~49!

together with the further constraints

ew Fmnrs Gi nrs16g e i jk Gmrs
j Bk rs50,

ew Gmnr
i Gj mnr212g2 Bmn

i Bj mn50. ~50!

These come from the mixed and the purely internal components of the eleven-dimension
stein equation, respectively.

The eight-dimensional equations of motion admit a domain-wall ‘‘ground-state’’ solu
where all fields exceptds8

2 andw are set to zero, and

ds8
25W2/3dx•dx1dz2 , ew5W2, ~51!

where

W511k uzu , k25 9
4 g2. ~52!

Specifically,

g5H 2
3 k, z.0,

2 2
3 k, z,0 .

~53!

~As usual,g is allowed to have the necessary sign-change across the domain-wall provide
one thinks of obtaining the eight-dimensional gauged theory as anS3 reduction fromD511, since
theng arises as a constant of integration, rather than as a fixed parameter in the eight-dime
Lagrangian.!

This motivates the construction of the following brane-world reduction ansatz, to give
gauged seven-dimensionalN52 supergravity from the gauged eight-dimensional theory,

dŝ8
25e2 ~1/2A5! f W2/3ds7

21e~A5/2!f dz2,

B̂(2)
i 5

1

2&
g21 W4/3F (2)

i , ~54!

Â(3)5A(3) , eŵ5W2 e~A5/2!f ,

where we have now placed hats on all the eight-dimensional fields.
Substituting this ansatz into the equations of motion for the eight-dimensional gauged t

given above, we find that they are satisfied provided that the seven-dimensional fields sati
equations of motion of ungauged seven-dimensionalN52 supergravity. Specifically, these can b
derived from the Lagrangian,
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L75R* 12 1
2* df`df2 1

2e
A~8/5!f* F (4)`F (4)2

1
2 e2A~2/5!f* F (2)

i `F (2)
i 2

1

2
F (2)

i `F (2)
i `A(3) .

~55!

It should be noted also that the ansatz~54! identically satisfies the constraint equations in~48! and
~50!, and so indeed our assumption that these would eventually be satisfied in the brane
reduction is justified. Note that the theory naturally arises with a 4-form field strength rather
the 3-form field strength that would naturally come from theT3 reduction of the heterotic theory
This suggests that the former and the latter can be related by a strong/weak duality.

Having obtained the brane-world reduction from eight-dimensional gauged supergravit
may now lift it back toD511, by using theS3 reduction ansatz~46!. Thus we find that the
eleven-dimensional fields are given in terms of seven-dimensional fields by

dŝ11
2 5e2A~8/45!f ds7

21eA~5/18!f @W2 ~2/3! dz21g22 W4/3dV3
2#, ~56!

Â(3)5A(3)1
1

4&
g22 W4/3F (2)

i `s i .

It is interesting to note that if we perform a coordinate transformation fromz to r , defined by
W2 (1/3) dz5dr, and hence

W5~g r !3/2, ~57!

then this ansatz for the reduction fromD511 to D57 becomes

dŝ11
2 5e2A8/45f ds7

21eA5/18f ~dr21r 2 dV3
2!,

~58!

Â(3)5A(3)1
1

4&
r 2 F (2)

i `s i .

This is recognizable as a standard type of Kaluza–Klein reduction onT4, in which a truncation to
the fields ofN52 supergravity inD57 has been performed.

B. Brane-world reduction to DÄ7, from type IIA supergravity

Taking the results of the previous subsection, we can perform an additionalS1 Kaluza–Klein
reduction on the Hopf fibers of the compactifying 3-sphere that was used in the reduction
D511 toD58, thereby allowing us to obtain a brane-world reduction toD57 that can be viewed
as coming from type IIA supergravity compactified first onS2.

To implement this procedure, we first specialize some results for the Hopf reduction ofS3 that
were obtained in Ref. 17. In terms of Euler angles~u,w,c!, the three left-invariant 1-forms o
SU~2! can be written as

s15cosc du1sinc sinu dw,

s252sinc du1cosc sinu dw, ~59!

s35dc1cosu dw.

Clearly]/]w is a Killing vector for the 3-sphere metricdV3
25 1

4 s i s i , and it also leaves the 3-form
ansatz in~56! invariant. Letm i be three coordinates onR3 subject to the constraintm i m i51, given
in terms ofu andc by

m15sinu sinc, m25sinu cosc, m35cosu. ~60!
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It is easily seen that in terms of these we can write the left-invariant 1-forms as

s i52e i jk m j dmk1m i ~dw1cosu dc!. ~61!

We can now perform a Kaluza–KleinS1 reduction of the eleven-dimensional expressions~56!
on the Hopf fiber coordinatew, using the standard ansatz,

dŝ11
2 5e2 ~1/6! F ds̄10

2 1e~4/3! F ~dw1Ā(1)!
2,

Â(3)5Ā(3)1Ā(2)`~dw1Ā(1)!, ~62!

whereF is the type IIA dilaton. Using~61!, we therefore obtain the following reduction ansatz
the fields of type IIA supergravity:

ds̄10
2 5W~1/6! @e2 ~9/8A10! f ds7

21W2 ~2/3! e~15/8A10! f dz21 1
4 g22 W4/3e~15/8A10! f dV2

2#,

Ā(3)5A(3)1
1

4&
g22 W4/3e i jk m i F (2)

j `dmk ,

Ā(2)5
1

2&
g21 W4/3m i F (2)

i , ~63!

Ā(1)5
1
2 g21 cosu dc,

eF5W e~5/4A10! f,

where the unit 2-sphere metricdV2
2 is given by

dV2
25dm i dm i5du21sin2 u dc2. ~64!

The ‘‘vacuum’’ solution, corresponding to the metric~63! with f50, can be viewed as the
near-horizon limit of a D6-brane.

C. Branes on the D6-brane

The D57, N52 supergravity admits membrane and string solutions supported by elect
magnetic charges forF (4) . When lifted back toD511, the membrane becomes an M2-bra
delocalised on a 4-hyperplane, whilst the string can be viewed as an M5-brane wrapped
4-hyperplane. The seven-dimensional theory also admits black hole and 3-brane solutions
can be viewed as intersections of two M2-branes, and intersections of two M5-branes, r
tively. From the type IIA point of view, they can be viewed as membranes, strings, black ho
3-branes living in a D6-brane.

V. REDUCTIONS OF GAUGED MAXIMAL DÄ7 SUPERGRAVITY

A. Gauged maximal seven-dimensional supergravity

The bosonic Lagrangian for maximal SO~5!-gauged supergravity inD57 can be written as

L75R̂ *̂ 12 1
4 Ti j

21
* DTjk`Tkl

21 DTli 2
1
4 Tik

21 Tjl
21

*̂ F̂ (2)
i j `F̂ (2)

kl 2 1
2 Ti j *̂ Ŝ(3)

i `Ŝ(3)
j

1
1

2g
Ŝ(3)

i `Ĥ (4)
i 2

1

8g
e i j 1¯ j 4

Ŝ(3)
i `F̂ (2)

j 1 j 2`F̂ (2)
j 3 j 41

1

g
V (7)2V *̂ 1, ~65!
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where

Ĥ (4)
i [DŜ(3)

i 5dŜ(3)
i 1g Â(1)

i j `Ŝ(3)
j . ~66!

The potentialV is given by

V5 1
2 g2~2Ti j Ti j 2~Tii !

2!, ~67!

andV (7) is a Chern–Simons-type of term built from the Yang–Mills fields, which has the p
erty that its variation with respect toÂ(1)

i j gives

dV (7)5
3
4 d i 1i 2kl

j 1 j 2 j 3 j 4 F̂ (2)
i 1i 2`F̂ (2)

j 1 j 2`F̂ (2)
j 3 j 4`dÂ(1)

kl . ~68!

An explicit expression forV (7) can be found in Ref. 18 Note that theS(3)
i are viewed as funda

mental fields in the Lagrangian. The symmetric unimodular SO~5!-valued tensorTi j describes the
14 scalar fields.

Let us now set the SO~5! Yang–Mills potentialsA(1)
i j to zero, and take the scalars to be trivi

also,Ti j 5d i j . This is not in general a consistent truncation, since the remaining fieldsŜ(3)
i would

act as sources for the Yang–Mills and scalar fields that have been set to zero. If we impo
these source terms vanish, i.e.,

Ŝ(3)
i `Ŝ(3)

j 50, *̂ Ŝ(3)
i `Ŝ(3)

j 50, ~69!

then the truncation will be consistent.~As we shall see below, these sources terms will ind
vanish in the brane-world reduction that we shall be considering.! The remaining equations o
motion following from ~65! are then

d*̂ Ŝ(3)
i 50, dŜ(3)

i 5g *̂ Ŝ(3)
i ,

~70!
R̂AB5 1

4 ~ŜACD
i ŜB

i CD2 2
15~S(3)

i !2 ĝAB!2 3
2 g2 ĝAB .

B. Chiral NÄ„2,0… supergravity from DÄ7

We find that the following Kaluza–Klein ansatz for the seven-dimensional fields yiel
consistent reduction to six dimensions,

dŝ7
25e22k uzu ds6

21dz2,

Ŝ(3)
i 5e22k uzu F (3)

i , ~71!

Â(1)
i j 50, Ti j 5d i j ,

where the constantk is related to the gauge coupling constantg by

g5H 22k, z.0 ,

12k, z,0.
~72!

Substituting this ansatz into the field equations of seven-dimensional SO~5!-gauged supergravity
we find that all the equations are consistently satisfied provided that the six-dimensional fields6

2

andF (3)
i satisfy the equations of motion of six-dimensional ungaugedN5(2,0) chiral supergrav-

ity, namely,

F (3)
i 5* F3

i , dF(3)
i 50, Rmn5 1

4Fmrs
i Fn

i rs . ~73!
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Note that the self-duality of the 3-forms ensures that the constraints~69! are indeed satisfied, sinc
F (3)

i `F (3)
j 50 for any pair of self-dual 3-forms. Of course the self-duality of theF (3)

i fields also
implies one cannot write a covariant Lagrangian for this theory.

Since we know the exact embedding of seven-dimensional maximal SO~5!-gauged supergrav
ity in D511, via theS4 reduction, we can lift the above ansatz to an embedding in ele
dimensional supergravity. Using theS4 reduction ansatz, we therefore obtain

dŝ11
2 5e22k uzu ds6

21dz21g22 dm i dm i ,
~74!

F̂ (4)5
1

8g3 e i 1¯ i 5
m i 1

dm i 2
`¯`dm i 5

2g21 d~m i e22k uzu F (3)
i !,

wherem i are coordinates onR5, subject to the constraint

m i m i51, ~75!

which defines the unit 4-sphere.

C. Five-dimensional NÄ4 ungauged supergravity from SO „5…-gauged DÄ6
supergravity

By dimensionally reducing the embedding~74! of six-dimensional chiralN5(2,0) supergrav-
ity on a circle in the six-dimensional space–time, we can obtain an embedding of five-dimen
N54 supergravity in type IIA supergravity. Thus we begin by performing a standardS1 Kaluza–
Klein reduction of the six-dimensional fields,

ds6
25e22a f ds̃5

21e6a f ~dx51A(1)!
2,

F (3)
i 5e24a f *̃ F̃ (2)

i 1F̃ (2)
i `~dx51A(1)!, ~76!

where a51/(2A6) and F̃ (2)
i 5dÃ(1)

i . ~Note that the form of the reduction ansatz for the s
dimensional fieldsF (3)

i is dictated by the fact that they are self-dual.! The theory that results from
this dimensional reduction is ungaugedN54 supergravity inD55. It is straightforward to show
that the equations of motion inD55 that follow from substituting~76! into ~73! are derivable
from the Lagrangian,

L55R̃ *̃ 12 1
2*̃ df`df2 1

2 e24a f *̃ F̃ (2)
i `F̃ (2)

i 2 1
2 e8a f *̃ F(2)`F(2)2

1
2F̃ (2)

i `F̃ (2)
i `A(1) ,

~77!

whereF(2)5dA(1) .
We now substitute~76! into ~74!, and compare it with a standard Kaluza–KleinS1 reduction

from D511 to D510,

dŝ11
2 5e2 ~1/6! F ds10

2 1e~4/3! F ~dx51A(1)!
2,

~78!

F̂ (4)5F (4)1F (3)`~dx51A(1)!.

By doing this, we arrive at the ansatz for the embedding of the five-dimensional ungaugN
54 supergravity in type IIA supergravity,
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ds10
2 5e2 ~9/4! k uzu2 ~5/4! a f ds̃5

21e2 ~1/4! k uzu1 ~3/4! a f dz21g22 e2 ~1/4!k uzu1 ~3/4! a f dm i dm i ,

F (4)5
1

8g3 e i 1¯ i 5
m i 1

dm i 2
`¯`dm i 5

2g21 e24a f d~m i e22k uzu*̃ F̃ (2)
i !,

~79!

F (3)52g21 d~m i e22k uzu F̃ (2)
i !,

F25F(2) , eF5e2 ~3/4! k uzu e~9/2! a f.

D. Chiral NÄ„2,0… supergravity from type IIA NS5-brane

We showed in Sec. V B that the chiral~2,0! six-dimensional supergravity can be obtained
a brane-world Kaluza–Klein reduction from maximal gauged supergravity inD57, and in turn,
this can be obtained as anS4 reduction fromD511. It was shown recently that one can take
singular limit of the S4 reduction of eleven-dimensional supergravity, in which the 4-sph
degenerates toS33R.19 The reduction can then be reinterpreted as anS3 reduction of type IIA
supergravity, yielding a maximal SO~4!-gauged supergravity inD57 that admits a domain-wall
but notAdS7 , as a solution. One may refer to this theory as a ‘‘domain-wall’’ supergravity.

By applying this limiting procedure in the context of the brane-world reduction to the~2,0!
supergravity inD56 that we constructed in Secs. V A and V B, we can now obtain a brane-w
reduction of theD57 domain-wall supergravity to the~2,0! theory inD56. Furthermore, we can
lift this back, via itsS3 embedding, to an ansatz for type IIA supergravity. Rather than repea
the details of how the singular limit is taken here, we shall simply quote and make use
general results already obtained in Ref. 19.

We begin by considering the brane-world reduction of the maximal seven-dimensional S~4!-
gauged domain-wall supergravity. As in our previous examples, many of the fields are set t
in the brane-world reduction, and so rather than presenting the full seven-dimensional
obtained in Ref. 19, we shall instead give it in an already-truncated form, where all bu
participating fields have already been set to zero. As usual, we should add the cautionary
that one cannot in general consistently set these fields to zero while allowing the remaining
to take generic configurations. But in anticipation of the fact that the brane-world reductionwill be
consistent, we can make the truncation provided that we take note also of the consequent r
constraints, which will be satisfied by the brane-world reduction ansatz.

In this spirit, we therefore set to zero all the fields of the seven-dimensional SO~4!-gauged
domain-wall supergravity constructed in Ref. 19 except for the metric, the dilatonic scalar fief,
and the 3-formsS(3)

0 andS(3)
a . Note thatS(3)

0 is viewed as a 3-form field strength that is deriv
from a 2-form potential, whilst the four 3-formsS(3)

a are viewed as independent fields in their ow
right, which satisfy first-order equations of motion. Definingg5A2/5, we read off from Ref. 19
that the equations of motion for these remaining fields will be

d*̂ df52g e22g f *̂ S(3)
0 `S(3)

0 1 1
4 g e~1/2! g f *̂ S(3)

a `S(3)
a 24g g2 eg f *̂ 1,

d~e22g f *̂ S(3)!50, dS(3)
0 50,

~80!
dS(3)

a 5g e1/2g f *̂ S(3)
a ,

R̂MN5 1
2 ]Mf ]Nf1 1

4 e22g f @SM PQ
0 SN

0 PQ2 2
15 ~S(3)

0 !2 ĝMN#

1 1
4 e~1/2! g f @SM PQ

a SN
a PQ2 2

15 ~S(3)
a !2 ĝMN#2 4

5 g2 eg f ĝMN .

~Note that we have placed hats on all quantities associated with the seven-dimensional me
anticipation of the upcoming brane-world reduction toD56.!
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We may first note that these equations of motion admit a domain-wall solution give
dŝ7

25W2 dx•dx1dz2, e2g f5W2, whereW511k uzu andk254g2/25. This provides the basi
for the brane-world reduction ansatz toD56. Specifically, we find that all the equations given
~80! are satisfied if we make the following ansatz:

dŝ7
25W2 ds6

21dz2 , e2g f5W2,
~81!

S(3)
0 5F (3)

0 , S(3)
a 5W5/2F (3)

a ,

where the fieldsds7
2 andF (3)

i satisfy the equations of motion of ungauged six-dimensional~2,0!
supergravity, as given in~73!. Note that here, the indexi on F (3)

i runs over the five valuesi
5(0,a).

We can also use the results in Ref. 19 to lift the seven-dimensional fields to those o
dimensional type IIA supergravity. For the truncated system that we are considering here, w
that the embedding is simply given by

ds̄10
2 5e~3/8! g f ds7

21g22 e2 ~5/8! g f dV3
2,

eF5e~5/4! g f, Ā(1)50,
~82!

F̄ (4)52e~1/2! g f ma S(3)
a 1g21 S(3)

a `dma ,

F̄ (3)52g23 V (3)1g21 S(3)
0 ,

wherema denote Cartesian coordinates onR4 subject to the constraintma ma51 that defines the
unit 3-sphere with metricdV3

2 and volume formV (3) . The barred fields are those of type II
supergravity, withF being the type IIA dilaton.

Substituting our brane-world reduction ansatz~81! into this, we obtain the following brane
world embedding of six-dimensional~2,0! supergravity in type IIA supergravity:

ds̄10
2 5W~5/4! ~ds6

21W22 dz21g22 dV (3)
2 !,

eF5W2 ~5/2!, Ā(1)50,
~83!

F̄ (4)52W3/2ma F (3)
a 1g21 W5/2F (3)

a `dma ,

F̄ (3)52g23 V (3)1g21 F (3)
0 .

E. Chiral NÄ„1,0… supergravity from heterotic 5-brane

It was shown in Refs. 20, 21, 19 that one can obtain the chiralN5(1,0) theory from theN
52 SU~2!-gauged supergravity inD57 that admits anAdS7 vacuum solution, via a brane-worl
Kaluza–Klein reduction. There is also an SU~2!-gauged supergravity inD57 that admits a
domain wall instead ofAdS7 as a vacuum solution. This theory can be obtained from theS3

reduction ofN51 supergravity inD510, and its domain-wall solution is therefore theS3 reduc-
tion of the heterotic 5-brane. Clearly it can also obtained from the truncation of theN54 SO~4!-
gauged maximal supergravity discussed in the previous subsection. It is straightforward to
the seven-dimensional theory or the heterotic theory inD510 on the world-volume of the 5-bran
and obtain the chiralN5(1,0) supergravity. The reduction ansatz is identical to that of Sec. V
but with all the fields that carry the indexa set to zero.

Both the~2,0! and ~1,0! theories admit a self-dual string solution inD56. This solution can
be lifted toD511, where it becomes a self-dual string living in the world-volume of M5-bra
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which can also be viewed as an open membrane ending on the M5-brane.3 When lifted back to
D510 instead, it can be viewed as a self-dual string living in the NS5-brane or the het
5-brane.

F. NÄ„1,1… supergravity from DÄ7 gauged supergravity

So far, we obtained the chiral ungauged supergravity inD56 from gauged supergravity in
D57, which itself can be obtained fromS4 reduction of M-theory, or theS3 reduction of the type
IIA or heterotic theories. There also exist gauged supergravities inD57 that give rise instead to
the N5(1,1) nonchiral theory in six dimensions, through a brane-world Kaluza–Klein reduc
One example is the SU~2!-gauged supergravity that is theS1 reduction of eight-dimensiona
SU~2!-gauged supergravity, which itself can be obtained from theS3 reduction of eleven-
dimensional supergravity,14 as we discussed in Sec. IV. This is because the brane-world redu
of the eight-dimensional gauged supergravity gives rise toN52 supergravity inD57. If we
perform a furtherS1 reduction on a brane-world direction, the bulk gauged-supergravity iD
58 becomes a gaugedN54 supergravity inD57, whilst the world-volume seven-dimension
ungauged theory becomes theN5(1,1) ungauged theory inD56.

There should also be an SO~4!-gauged supergravity inD57 that gives rise to theN5(1,1)
theory in D56. This can be obtained from theS3 reduction of the type IIB theory. The bulk
T-duality of the type IIA and type IIB theories then translates into a T-duality between thN
5(1,1) andN5(2,0) theories in the 5-brane world-volume.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have constructed several new examples of brane-world Kaluza–Kle
ductions. Our focus was to construct the reductions with larger supersymmetry and in d
dimensions that in general involve consistent Kaluza–Klein reductions with dilatonic codime
one objects, thus extending the results obtained in Ref. 3 in several ways. Specifically, w
shown that it is possible to construct consistent brane-world reductions of five-dimensioN
58 SO~6!-gauged supergravity to ungaugedN54 supergravity inD54; of massive type IIA
supergravity to ungaugedN51 supergravity inD59; of eight-dimensionalN52 SU~2!-gauged
supergravity to ungaugedN52 supergravity inD57; and of seven-dimensionalN54 SO~5!-
gauged supergravity to ungaugedN52 supergravity inD56. In all these cases, just as in th
original examples constructed in Ref. 3, the degree of ungauged supersymmetry in the
dimension is one-half of the gauged one in the higher dimension, and in this paper we
focused mainly on the supergravity multiplets.

A simple calculation shows that for any brane-world~codimension one! reduction ansatz of
the form

dŝ25e22k uzu ds21dz2, ~84!

the Riemann tensorR̂ABCD of the D-dimensional metricdŝ2 satisfies

R̂ABCD R̂ABCD5e4k uzu RabcdRabcd24k2 e2k uzu R12D~D21! k4 ~85!

in the bulk, whereRabcd andR are the Riemann tensor and Ricci scalar of the reduced metricds2.
This implies that any curvature of the lower-dimensional metric for whichRabcdRabcd or R is
nonzero, no matter how small, will lead to curvature singularities in the higher-dimensional m
on the Cauchy horizons atz56`. These singularities were discussed in detail for a Schwa
child black hole on the brane in Ref. 22. In Ref. 23, it was argued that such curvature singul
on the horizons arise as an artifact of considering only the zero-mode of the metric tensor, a
if the massive Kaluza–Klein modes are taken into account they could actually become dom
near the horizons, and may lead to a finite curvature there. The results of Ref. 3 and this
suggest that the phenomenon of diverging curvature on the Cauchy horizons for the AdS d
wall reductions~or null horizons for the dilatonic domain wall reductions! may be more severe
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Specifically these results show that the brane-world reductions correspond to exact fully non
consistent embeddings in which the massive Kaluza–Klein modes can be consistently dec
This implies that there certainly exist exact solutions on the brane-world where Kaluza–
modes do not enter the picture, even at the nonlinear level. For these solutions, the curvatu
inevitably diverge at the horizons. It becomes necessary, therefore, either to live with these~null!
singularities or else to find a principle, perhaps based on the imposition of appropriate bou
conditions, for rejecting the solutions of this type.~Let us also remark that a deviation of th
dilatonic domain wall solutions from the flat~BPS!-limit generically introduces naked
singularities,24 again pointing towards difficulties with the interpretation of such solutions wit
a more realistic set-up.! It should be emphasized, however, that regardless of the physical q
tions that are prompted by these results, the brane-world Kaluza–Klein reductions remain
mathematical constructs in their own right. In fact as relatively simple examples of cons
reductions that have no obvious group-theoretic explanation, they can be viewed as precur
the remarkable examples of consistent reductions on spheres.

Finally, we again emphasize that the absolute-value sign in Eq.~84! for the brane-world
metrics in the AdS codimension one brane~as well as dilatonic examples as discussed in the t!
actually requires an explicit delta function source to support such aZ2-symmetric codimension
one object that in turn allows for the trapping of gravity on the world-volume of the brane~at z
50!. The understanding of such delta-function sources in the lower dimension may req
subtle interpretation in terms of fundamental sources, such as D-brane sources of the
dimensional theory.25 Nevertheless, the consistency of the Kaluza–Klein reduction in the bulk~for
zÞ0! is valid quite independently of the origin of the domain wall sources.
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We study supersymmetric domain walls onS1 /Z2 orbifolds. The supergravity so-
lutions in the bulk are given by the attractor equation associated with Calabi–Yau
~CY! spaces and have a naked space–time singularity at someuysu. We are looking
for possibilities to cut off this singularity with the second wall by a stringy mecha-
nism. We use the collapse of the CY cycle atuycu which happens before and at a
finite distance from the space–time singularity. In our example with three Ka¨hler
moduli the second wall is at the end of the moduli space atuycu where also the
enhancement of SU~2! gauge symmetry takes place so thatuyeu5uycu,uysu. The
physics of the excision of a naked singularity via the enhanc¸on in the context of
domain wall has an interpretation on the heterotic side related toR→1/R duality.
The position of the enhanc¸on is given by the equationR(uyeu)51. © 2001 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1373424#

The supersymmetric domain wall solutions ofD55, N52, U~1! gauged supergravity1 with
brane sources onS1/Z2 orbifolds have been described recently in Ref. 2. It has been obse
there that in the context of Calabi–Yau~CY! compactifications the collapse of CY cycles may p
some restrictions on the distance between the walls.3,4 In this article we will study this type of
domain wall both forD55, N52, U~1! gauged supergravity1 ~GST model! and for Calabi–Yau
compactifications of 11-D supergravity with fluxes turned on. The latter is the five-dimens
heterotic M-theory5,6 obtained by a reduction on a CY threefold of Horava–Witten M-theory7 on
S1/Z2 ~HW model!. The explicit form of the solution with general dependence on the ve
multiplets is obtained for both models by solving the generalized attractor equation.8–11 Since the
domain wall solutions2,6 of the two models behave very similarly, we will discuss them in para

The purpose of this article is to find a possibility to remove the space–time singularity o
domain wall solution via some particular property of the CY space. Specifically we would lik
find a situation when the collapse of the CY cycle atuycu happens closer to the first wall which
at y50 and at a finite distance from the space–time singularityuysu, so that

uycu,uysu. ~1!

In the case of excision of repulson singularities by the enhanc¸on mechanism,12 the distance
between the repulson and enhanc¸on is finite. The hope, therefore, is that also for some dom
walls the analogous situation may be possible, particularly if enhancement of gauge symm
somehow involved. The finite distance between the naked singularity of the supergravity so
and the position of the collapse of the CY cycle may allow us to use the physics of string t
already at the end of the moduli space which in this case excludes the singularity of the g
relativity as unphysical. The generic interest in such a mechanism is supported by some inte
30710022-2488/2001/42(7)/3071/11/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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recent investigations of the brane world scenarios13 where the naked singularities may be pres
in solutions of the Einstein equations and need to be removed by a natural stringy-type m
nism.

Our walls are supersymmetric everywhere, including the position of the branes,2 therefore
they do not directly address the problems of the models in Ref. 13. But due to supersymm
our model the matching conditions for the solutions are satisfied automatically on both wall
have more control over the situation and may clearly indicate conditions when a natural m
nism of stringy excision of singularities is available.

We have found that in most cases the singularities of the CY space tend to coincide w
space–time singularity of the domain wall solutions, i.e.,

uycu5uysu. ~2!

Only in some special cases we will find the singularities in space–time and CY space at
finite distance in they direction from each other as in Eq.~1!. Within the classification of the
possible behavior of the CY manifold at the boundary of the Ka¨hler cone9,14 we consider the
special case when a complex divisorD is collapsing to a curveE of A1 singularities, so that there
is an SU~2! enhancement of gauge symmetry at the boundary. The positionuycu where the cycle
collapses therefore corresponds to the positionuyeu of the enhanc¸on. We will find examples where

uycu5uyeu,uysu. ~3!

Domain wall solutions of the two models have a metric of the form15

ds25a2~y!dxmdxnhmn1a2g~y!dy2, ~4!

whereg522 is the GST model andg54 is the HW model.16 In both cases the functiona(y) and
the scalar fields are determined in terms of harmonic functions through generalized at
equations9,10 which require that the rescaled variablesh̃I[a(y)hI have to satisfy

CIJKh̃Jh̃k5HI~y!, ~5!

whereHI(y) are harmonic functions. Then the physical scalars are given by either solvin
hypersurface constraint or by using the the ratiosh̃x/h̃0 and the metric is determined by

a3~y!5CIJKh̃I h̃Jh̃K5h̃IHI . ~6!

In the HW model one additional scalar enters nontrivially into the solution. This scalar is
overall volumeV, or ‘‘breathing mode’’ of the Calabi–Yau space. Since there is no solution w
constantV, there are no anti-de Sitter~AdS! vacua in the HW case in contrast to domain walls
5-D supergravity.2 For our purpose it is important thatV is uniquely determined by the vecto
multiplet scalars. In fact,V is just some power ofa, and therefore a rational function of th
harmonic functions:

V5a65~CIJKh̃I h̃Jh̃K!2. ~7!

As a consequence the flow through moduli space is the same as in the GST model. T
models differ in the precise form of the space–time metric and by the fact thata6 in the HW case
is the volume of the internal space.

Following Ref. 2 we consider a setup where the fifth direction is aS1/Z2 orbifold with
three-branes at the fixed pointsy50 andy5 ỹ, which act as sources for the harmonic function

]y
2HI522gqI@d~y!2d~y2 ỹ!#, HI5cI22gqI uyu. ~8!
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Concerning space–time singularities both models behave very similarly. Components of cur
tensors become singular if eithera50 or if its derivatives diverge. The corresponding Ricci sca
is

R524a2222g
„~322g!~a8!212aa9…. ~9!

To find explicit domain wall solutions we consider some CY spaces with three Ka¨hler moduli17,18

for which the relevant prepotential was identified in 5-D supergravity and the attractor equ
have been solved. Many of such solutions are displayed and analyzed in Refs. 9 and 11
extended Ka¨hler cone of a CY which is an elliptic fibration over the Hirzebruch surfaceF1 . The
extended Ka¨hler cone consists of two Ka¨hler cones related by a flop transition.19 We will refer to
the two CY compactifications as model III and model II, respectively. Model I forms a partic
boundary of the moduli space of the model II. The moduli space of model III has a boun
where SU~2! enhancement occurs in the way described above. Moreover, the metric on the m
space is finite at this boundary. As explained in Refs. 17 and 18, the region III CY is related t
other CY spaces by deformation of the base of the elliptic fibration into the Hirzebruch sur
F0 andF2 , respectively. These models likewise have a boundary with SU~2! enhancement, and
the physics close to the boundary is completely isomorphic to the one of the region IIIF1 model.
Though we will discuss the region III model for definiteness, our results will be automati
valid for these models as well. The M-theory compactifications on the elliptically fibered
spaces with basesF0 , F1 , F2 have a dual description by compactifications of theE83E8 het-
erotic string onK33S1 with instanton numbers~12, 12!, ~13, 11!, ~14, 10!, respectively. To be
precise this duality is known to be valid in the absence ofG-flux inside the M-theory CY. We will
later use the heterotic picture to describe the SU~2! enhancement in a simple way, assuming th
the duality is still valid in presence ofG-flux. Since switching onG-flux does not interfere with the
mechanism underlying gauge symmetry enhancement this is a reasonable assumption.

Let us return to the M-theory compactification on the CY with baseF1 . The boundaries of the
extended Ka¨hler cone are defined by the collapse of some cycles to zero volume. The w
picture is shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. 9. Some of the boundaries have a vanishing metric of the m
space, some have an infinite metric. Equations of motion relate the space–time curvatureR with
expressions which depend on moduli space metric,gxy(f

x)8(fy)8a22g, as well as with expres-
sions depending on the inverse moduli space metric,W,xg

xyW,y . This indicates that it is likely
that the space–time curvature is infinite if the moduli space metricgxy or its inversegxy are
infinite.20 We have studied several cases explicitly and found that they indeed have coin
singularities of the space–time and the moduli space.

We proceed therefore directly with the domain walls of the model III, which has a boun
with finite metric. The classical prepotential for this model was derived in Ref. 18. In terms o
variables adapted to the Ka¨hler cone, the prepotential is

V5 4
3 ~h1!31 3

2 ~h1!2h21 1
2 h1~h2!21~h1!2h31h1h2h351, ~10!

and the Ka¨hler cone is simplyhI.0. In the new variables

h15U, h25T2 1
2 U2W, h35W2U, ~11!

the prepotential becomes

V5 5
24 U31 1

2 UT22 1
2 UW21 1

2 U2W51. ~12!

The Kähler cone isW.U.0 andT.W11/2U. There are three boundaries when either ofhI

vanishes:~i! U50⇔h150: here the metric of moduli space becomes singular,~ii ! T5W
1U/2⇔h250: the metric of moduli space is regular and one has non-Abelian gauge sym
enhancement; and~iii ! W5U⇔h350: there is a flop transition, and again the metric is regu
We can solve~12! for T:T5A(2/U)(125U3/242U2W/21UW2/2) and keep as independe
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scalarsfx5(U,W). By looking at the resulting moduli space metricgxy with determinant
detgxy.12(324U3)/(24U25U4212U3W112U2W2) we recover the picture given in Fig. 2 i
Ref. 9:U varies within a finite interval, whereasW varies from 0 tò at U50 and is cutoff by the
curvesU5W andT2W21/2U for positiveW:

0,U,S 3

4D 1/3

, U,W,
32U3

3U2 . ~13!

The stabilization equations~5! are a system of quadratic equations for the rescaled scalah̃I

5a(y)hI
ªŨ,T̃,W̃. For our model they are solved following Ref. 9 by21

Ũ5Aa2Aa22b, T̃5
HT

Ũ
, W̃5

1

2
Ũ2

HW

2Ũ
, ~14!

where

a5 1
4 ~HU1 1

2 HW!, b5 1
8 ~HT

22HW
2 !. ~15!

One needs to impose that the scalars are real and inside the Ka¨hler cone. Therefore the harmon
functions are subject to the inequalities

2
3 HU>HT>2HW> 2

9 ~HU2AHU
2 2 9

4 HT
2!, ~16!

which are mutually consistent. The boundaryT5W1U/2 corresponds to 2HU53HT , whereas
the boundaryW5U corresponds to2HW52/9(HU2AHU

2 29/4HT
2) and the boundaryU50

corresponds toHT52HW . We would like to mention that the second branch of the attra
equations found in Ref. 11 does not describe a solution inside the Ka¨hler cone, as can be verifie
by a full analysis of the constraints.

Let us show that for generic values of the parameters of the harmonic functions the co
of the modulush2 is taking place at the pointuycu which is at a finite distance from the space–tim
singularity.

First of all we have to find out under which conditions space–time curvature can div
Looking at the formula~9! for the Ricci scalar we find that this happens if eithera50 or one of
its derivatives diverges.22 The same is true for the components of the Ricci tensor and of
Riemann tensor, which we did not display explicitly. The only point within the extended Ka¨hler
cone wherea vanishes isU5W50, T5`. At this point the moduli space metric is infinite
Divergences in the derivatives ofa occur when eithera5Aa22b or a25b. The first case
corresponds toU50, which is a boundary of the Ka¨hler cone on which the moduli space metr
diverges. This includes the point wherea50 as a subcase. Thus on the boundaryU50 one finds
the expected coincidence of space–time singularities with moduli space singularities. Th
kind of space–time singularities which need to concern us here are the ones related toa25b.

The equationa25b has no solutions if 9HT
2,4HU

2 which corresponds toT.W11/2U.
Therefore no space–time singularity can occur as long as the moduli are inside the Ka¨hler cone.
If 9HT

2.4HU
2 , thena25b has two solutions,HW522/9(HU6A8A9/4HT

22HU
2 ). Thus the ge-

neric situation is that onefirst crosses the enhancement boundaryT5W11/2U andthenruns into
a space–time singularity at a finite distance. If 9HT

254HU
2 , which is precisely true on the en

hancement boundary, thena25b has one solution given by 2HU19HW50. Thus the only pos-
sibility for the space–time singularity to coincide with the boundary of moduli space is whe
parameters are fine tuned such that 2HU(yc)53HT(yc)529HW(yc). The corresponding point in
moduli space is the intersection point of the enhancement boundaryT5W11/2U with the flop
boundaryU5W. At this point the metric on moduli space is degenerate, which nicely fits with
observation that a singularity in moduli space generically induces a singularity in space–ti
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The coordinatesW, T, Ucover both regions of model III and II and allow us to analyze
flop transition in the framework of special geometry, as shown in Ref. 9. It is also interesti
use the description of the region III inSTUparametrization. In this parametrization we can a
show that the singularities of the space–time and CY space are at finite distance and we w
a numerical example. Moreover, the interpretation of the enhanc¸on-type physics in terms o
T-duality is manifest.

After the substitutionW5S821/2(T82U8), T5S811/2T8, andU5U8, the region III pre-
potential takes the form

V5S8T8U81 1
3 U83. ~17!

The original CY Kähler moduli are now related to the heterotic string variables as follows:

h15U8, h25T82U8, h35S82 1
2~T81U8!. ~18!

The solution in these variables is23

Ũ85
1

2
AHU8 2A~HU8 !224HS8HT8 , T̃85

HS8

2Ũ8
, S̃85

HT8

2U8
. ~19!

Note that the harmonic functions are now associated with the primed variables. The bounda
region III are

U.0⇔U8.0,

W.U⇔S8. 1
2 ~T81U8!, ~20!

T.W1
U

2
⇔T8.U8.

For convenience we drop the primes on moduli and harmonic functions in the rest of the a
denoting moduli simply byS, T, U. One should keep in mind that theT-variables in both param
etrizations are different!

Let us look at the moduli space metric. We solve the hypersurface equationV5STU
11/3U351 for S:S5(32U3)/3TU. The determinant of the vector kinetic matrix is detGIJ.1
24/3U3. Thus 0<U<(3/4)1/3 as expected, because theU variable is the same in theTUW and
STUparametrization. The determinant of the scalar kinetic term is

detgxy.
324U3

T2U2 , ~21!

implying 0,U,(3/4)1/3 andTÞ0. SinceT is positive for our CY moduli space, the moduli spa
metric is regular for

0,U,~ 3
4!

1/3 and 0,T. ~22!

In particular, it becomes singular onU50, which is a boundary from the CY point of view
~tensionless strings!. On the boundaryU5T ~symmetry enhancement! it is regular, as long asU
takes allowed values. The third boundary~flop! is given by

S~T,U !5 1
2 ~T1U !, ~23!
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which can be solved forT asT(U)521/2U1()/6U)A24U25U4. Note thatT(U) is positive
for all 0,U,(3/4)1/3. Therefore the moduli space metric is regular along the flop line. The re
of the ‘‘inner’’ and ‘‘outer’’ roots in ~19! imposes

HU
2 .4HSHT.0. ~24!

A further look at~19! and~20! tells us that the harmonic functionsHS ,HT ,HU have to be positive.
When combining this with~24! then all expressions are real andU.0. The other boundaries ar
T>U andS>1/2(T1U). The conditionT>U takes a very simple form,

HU>HS1HT , ~25!

which is compatible with~24!. We are interested in the limitHU→HS1HT . We still have to
implement the constraint thath3 is positive, which in these variables isS.1/2(T1U). We will
impose the stronger constraintS.T which yields a simpler constraint on the harmonic functio
and has the additional advantage to guarantee that our solution is also inside the Ka¨hler cones of
the relatedF0 andF2 models. For these models the prepotential likewise can be brought t
form ~17!. However, the boundaries of the Ka¨hler cones are different. For theF2 model the Ka¨hler
cone is defined byS.T.U.0, whereas for theF0 model one hasS,T.U.0. Note that all
models share theU5T boundary, though the other boundaries are different. Moreover, w
imposing the strongest constraintS.T.U.0 we can discuss the limitT2U→0 for all three
models simultaneously. NowS.T simply implies

HT.HS . ~26!

The constraints we found are compatible: evaluating~24!, when ~26! is saturated, gives (HT

2HS)2>0. Thus the boundaryU5T requires thatHU5HS1HT . This defines its position as

uycu5
cU2cT2cS

dU2dT2dS
. ~27!

A closer inspection of the analytic form of the Ricci scalarR and of the functiona and its
space–time derivatives shows that curvature singularity precisely occurs whenHU

2 54HSHT .
Given the inequalities~24!–~26! we see that this can never happen inside the Ka¨hler cone. More-
over, the generic situation is that the space–time singularity is encountered after crossingT
5U boundary. The only possibility to have the space–time singularity coincide with the boun
of moduli space is to fine tune the parameters such thatHT(yc)5HS(yc) coincides with
HU

2 (ys)54HT(ys)HU(ys) at y5ys5yc . At such a point one hasS5T5U or HU
2 (yc)

54HS
2(yc)54HT

2(yc). In terms of the parameters in the harmonic function this means that
must arrange (cU2cT2cS)/(dU2dT2dS)5(cT2cS)/(dT2dS)⇔uycu5uysu. Generically this
condition is not satisfied and thereforeuycu,uysu.

Now we can set up an example of a solution running into the enhancement boundary. W
care of the constraintHT.HS by settingHT52HS . It will turn out that this will lead to relatively
simple analytic expressions. Note that this choice implies that at the enhancement boundU
5T one hasS52U or in terms ofhI : at h250 one hash15h3, ~see Fig. 2!.

The harmonic functions take the formHI5cI2dI uyu dictated by the presence of two space
time boundaries. The constantscI define the initial condition on the first space–time bound
whereas the slopesdI determine how the solution flows through moduli space. ThecI are unde-
termined integration constants, which are only restricted by the fact that all scalars sho
inside the Ka¨hler cone aty50 and by the conventional normalizationa51 that we impose on the
metric aty50. On the other hand, thedI are, in the context of a Calabi–Yau compactification w
flux, determined by the sources of flux put on the boundaries.4,15 We will choose some values fo
dI to simplify the calculations and not try to connect these values to particular sources of fl
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since we have shown that the picture is generic. It will not change when taking different slop
long as the solution runs into the enhancement boundary without reaching any other boun
moduli space first.

Now we choose initial data. We havecT52cS and have to imposecU.cT1cS53cS . For
definiteness we takecU54cS . ThencS is fixed by the normalization conditiona(0)51. This can
be solved exactly with the result

cS5S 45

49
1

9

49&
D 1/3

. ~28!

Now we have to set the slope. We already decided to takedT52dS . Then the boundaryT5U is
reached once the inequality

uyu<uyeu5
CU2cT2cS

dU2dT2dS
5

cS

dU23dS
~29!

is saturated. We are free to choosedU.3dS . For definiteness we takedU510 anddS51. The
analytical value ofuyeu is

uyeu5
1

7 S 45

49
1

9

49&
D 1/3

.0.145 118. ~30!

Thena(uyu) is well behaved for 0<uyu<uyeu. However,a3 becomes complex and the scal
curvatureR becomes infinite for someuysu.uyeu. Looking at the explicit analytic expressions fo
a andR one sees that this happens, independently of our concrete choice of parameters, b
AHU

2 24HSHT vanishes and then becomes complex.
In our concrete numerical example the equationHU

2 24HSHT50 has two roots, the relevan
being

uysu5
1

23
X8S 45

49
1

9

49&
D C1/3

23&S 45

49
1

9

49&
D 1/3

.0.165 949, ~31!

such that indeeduysu.uyeu. As we explained earlier, this holds generically for solutions runn
into the direction of the enhancement boundary.Whenever the solution runs into the speci
boundary of moduli space, where gauge symmetry is enhanced, then it reaches this bo
before the space–time curvature becomes infinite. This is an example where a moduli s
boundary shields a space–time singularity.

FIG. 1. The functiona(y) for 0<y<0.17.
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The analytical values ofa, R at uyeu in the example are

a~ u ỹu!5X3
7 S 45

49
1

9

49&
D C1/6

and R~ u ỹu!5
7

3 S 7

3D 1/3

. ~32!

The analytical expressions ofa, R at uysu for our example are complicated and therefore we
not display them. It is, however, instructive to plot various quantities for our specific se
parameters.

We display the metrica in Fig. 1, the modulih1, h2, h3 which solve the generalized attracto
equation in Fig. 2, and the space–time curvatureR in Fig. 3 for 0<y<0.17. Clearly, the cycleh2

collapses atuycu5uyeu.0.145 118... . At this point the space–time is perfectly regular! Fur
down atuysu.0.165 949..., where the cycleh2.20.2527... is already negative, i.e., unphysic
the space–time has a naked singularity.All this follows from the solution of the Einstein equatio
in the bulk under the condition that we have not yet put the second wall at someu ỹu.

Note that the GST and HW models show the same qualitative behavior. This is as ex
because the singular behavior is due to singularities in the functiona and its derivatives.

From the point of view of supergravity nothing special happens along the lineT5U in the
scalar manifold. A negative value of the scalar fieldh25T2U is as good as a positive one sinc
the metric on the moduli space ath250 is regular and there is no reason to considerT5U as a
boundary. According to supergravity one can continue the solution to negativeT2U and finally

FIG. 2. The Kähler moduli h1(y) ~dashed line!, h2(y) ~thick line!, and h3(y) ~thin line! for 0<y<0.17. At y5yc

>0.145 118 the four-cycle associated toh2 has collapsed. Note that this happens before the space–time singularity o
at y5ys>0.165 949.

FIG. 3. The Ricci scalarR(y) for 0<y<0.17. The thick line refers to the GST model, the thin line to the HW model
both cases the Ricci scalar diverges aty5ys>0.165 949.
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one encounters a space–time singularity atuyu5uysu. In order to avoid the singularity one has
put the second brane at some placeu ỹu,uysu, but there is no distinguished choice of suchu ỹu, nor
a physical mechanism which excises the singularity. Since our solution is supersymmetric,
zero energy, as shown in Ref. 2, independently of the position of the second brane.

This is different in M/string theory. In M-theory compactified on CY three-foldsh2 must be
positive as a volume of the cycle.T5U is a line of SU~2! gauge symmetry enhancement andT
2U is the associated Higgs field. Therefore the moduli space ends atT5U, and negative values
of T2U are related to positive values by the action of the generator of the Weyl group of S~2!,
which is isomorphic toZ2 . This takes a particularly familiar form when using the dual hetero
description, whereRªAT/U is the radius of the sixth dimension. Therefore the Weyl twist act
T-duality R→1/R and SU~2! gauge symmetry enhancement occurs at the self-dual radiuR
51.24,25 Since the gauge symmetry enhancement happens atye,ys it does not make sense t
naively continue toy.ye and in this way the singularity is excised. Moreover, it may be natu
to put the second brane precisely at the enhanc¸on pointy5ye , defined by the equation

R~ye!51, R2~y![
T~y!

U~y!
5

h11h2

h1 . ~33!

In this case theZ2 orbifold symmetry is acting ony and the Weyl twist/T-duality transformatio
is acting on the moduli coincide. By putting the second wall at the enhanc¸on point y5ye we
enforce the physics to depend onuT2Uu. When putting the second wall at a different place w
would break T-duality spontaneously.

So far we have worked with the prepotentialSTU11/3U3 valid inside the Ka¨hler cone. We
found that both the resulting theory and the domain wall solutions were regular atT5U. How-
ever, we had to stop there because we reached a boundary and new physics occurred. On
capture this new physics is to use theT↔U symmetric form of the prepotential that was found
Ref. 26 in the context of heterotic string theory onK33S1:

V5STU1 1
3 U3u~T2U !1 1

3 T3u~U2T!. ~34!

This is now valid for both positive and negativeT2U. The build-inT↔U symmetry reflects tha
negativeT2U is related to positiveT2U by a large gauge transformation. The resulting disc
tinuities are consequences of the SU~2! gauge symmetry enhancement and reflect the presen
extra massless states atT5U. They are analogs of the logarithmic branch cuts one encounte
four dimensions.26,27

Earlier we mentioned that it may be natural to put the second wall at the enhanc¸on locus so
that u ỹu5uyeu. We can use the heterotic prepotential~34! to give an additional argument for this
Namely, the presence of the discontinuities in the prepotential automatically causes ad-function
singularity in the space–time geometry of a domain wall which tries to cross the boundT
5U. Therefore the enhanc¸on itself acts like a source. Note that this kink singularity is differe
from the naked singularities of the supergravity solution that we want to excise.

To see this explicitly we first recall that singularities of the Ricci scalar come from singu
ties of a9, where8 is the derivative with respect toy anda(y)5(V„h̃(y)…)1/3. Singularities ina9
can therefore descend from theu-functions which are present in~34! through application of the
chain rule. To work this out we need to be more precise about howV behaves as a function o
T̃2Ũ. Despite the presence of theu-functions,V itself is actually continuous, but its derivativ
with respect toT̃2Ũ has a finite jump atT̃5Ũ. Consequently the second derivative gives
d-function: ]2V/](T̃2Ũ)](T̃2Ũ)52„(T̃1Ũ)/2…2d(T̃2Ũ)1finite. This contributes toa9:a9

51/3V(h̃)22/3V91finite.@]2V/](T̃2Ũ)](T̃2Ũ)#@(T̃2Ũ)8#21finite, where we dropped terms
both additive and multiplicative, that stay finite forT̃5Ũ. SinceT̃2Ũ hasy5ye as its only zero
we find
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a9;2S T̃1Ũ

2
D 2

~ T̃2Ũ !8d~y2ye!. ~35!

This would justify our assertion that it is natural to put the second wall at the enhancement
so thatu ỹu5uyeu. Any other position will break the T-duality symmetry.

By five-dimensional heterotic–M-theory duality we expect that the physics of SU~2! enhance-
ment can be equivalently described in the M-theory language. In the context of Calabi
compactifications SU~2! gauge symmetry enhancement~with g>0 additional hypermultiplets!
occurs when a divisor collapses into a~genusg! curve ofA1 singularities. In our case we know
from the heterotic analysis that this curve must have genus 0. The Weyl groupZ2 is encoded in the
geometry through the local form of theA1 singularity,C2/Z2 . It seems that the Weyl reflection
relating positive to negativeT2U in the heterotic language correspond to the ‘‘elementary tra
formations’’ discussed in Ref. 28. The extension of the range of moduli as done in~34! presum-
ably corresponds to the procedure of gluing in a reflected Ka¨hler cone at the enhancement boun
ary, which is described in Ref. 28.

In this article we have shown that there is a stringy mechanism which in certain cases e
space–time singularities which plague supergravity solutions. The mechanism is based on
that the stringy moduli space has a boundary on which the moduli space metric is finite. W
this boundary does not have a particular meaning in supergravity, so that solutions can b
tinued beyond until a space-time singularity occurs, one encounters new physics at the bo
in string theory, which makes the space–time singularity unphysical.

This observation leads to a variety of new issues which have to be addressed in the
Most importantly one would like to understand in detail how the new M/string theory phy
modifies space–time geometry and excises the singularity. Since SU~2! gauge symmetry enhance
ment occurs at the boundary, the situation resembles the enhanc¸on geometry12 and it would be
interesting to explore how far this parallel goes. There are some further facts which mig
relevant. In particular at the boundary the tensionless magnetic strings are present in add
charged massless gauge bosons: it was shown in Ref. 9 that the magnetic string states with
6(1,22,1) have a vanishing tension. Also one should take into account that the five-dimen
prepotential is purely cubic for five noncompact dimensions. However, in our domain wall
the fifth dimension is compact and subject to an orbifold projection which reduces the num
unbroken supersymmetries. Thus the new stringy physics at the boundary might be more c
and more interesting than naively expected.

We are very grateful to I. Antoniadis, S. Dimopoulos, S. Kachru, A. Linde, E. Silverstein
Susskind, and N. Toumbas for useful discussions. T.M. would like to thank Y. Zunger for he
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Effective theories and black hole production in warped
compactifications
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We investigate aspects of the four-dimensional~4D! effective description of brane
world scenarios based on warped compactification on anti-de Sitter space. The
low-energy dynamics is described by visible matter gravitationally coupled to a
‘‘dark’’ conformal field theory. We give the linearized description of the 4D stress
tensor corresponding to an arbitrary 5D matter distribution. In particular a 5D
falling particle corresponds to a 4D expanding shell, giving a 4D interpretation of
a trajectory that misses a black hole only by moving in the fifth dimension. Break-
down of the effective description occurs when either five-dimensional physics or
strong gravity becomes important. In scenarios with a TeV brane, the latter can
happen through the production of black holes near the TeV scale. This could
provide an interesting experimental window on quantum black hole dynamics.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1377036#

I. INTRODUCTION

It is an old idea that, as an alternative to compactification, the observed Universe instea
on a brane in a higher-dimensional space. Such ‘‘branification’’ scenarios had however
recently been hard to realize, largely because of the difficulty of recovering four-dimens
gravitational dynamics. Two new approaches have changed this and at the same time su
new views of the origin of the hierarchy of scales in physics. The first, pursued by Ref. 1
hybrid of branification and compactification, in which matter is confined to a brane and
large-radius compactification of the extra dimensions yields four-dimensional gravity at
distances.

A more recent approach utilizes warped compactifications to achieve effectively
dimensional gravitational dynamics. An outline of such a picture has been provided by the
model.2 This utilizes a ‘‘Planck brane’’ that serves as the boundary of five-dimensional an
Sitter space, and the curvature of anti-de Sitter space effectively ‘‘localizes’’ low-energy grav
the brane. Related models are the RSI model3 in which AdS is terminated above the horizon by
‘‘negative tension brane,’’ and the model of Lykken and Randall4 in which visible sector matter
lives on a probe brane. None of these are fundamental pictures as they do not provide a
scopic dynamics for the Planck, ‘‘negative-tension,’’ and probe branes, but recent work in
theory has begun to provide descriptions of such objects. In particular Ref. 5 has given
metrical realization of an object akin to a Planck brane, and Refs. 6, 7 have provided geom
realizations of objects similar to ‘‘negative-tension’’ branes. At the same time, these models
been connected to renormalization group flows in four-dimensional gauge theories throu
AdS/CFT correspondence.

In providing a new view of the hierarchy problem, either through large radius or other

a!Electronic mail: giddings@physics.ucsb.edu
b!Electronic mail: amikatz@mit.edu
30820022-2488/2001/42(7)/3082/21/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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metrical mechanisms, these scenarios suggest the exciting possibility that quantum gravity
could be observed at scales far below the usual Planck scale, and perhaps even near the Te
They also suggest the possibility of interesting new gravitational phenomena, particularly i
narios with infinite extra dimensions~e.g., RSII! and with nontrivial curvature and horizon stru
ture of the resulting spacetime.

Some aspects of this gravitational dynamics has been studied in Refs. 8–11. In particu
Ref. 11 linearized gravity in the RSII scenario was studied, and both prescriptions for comp
propagators and a general picture of the structure of black holes bound to the Planck bran
given. The latter were found to be pancake-like objects, whose transverse sizes are logarith
smaller than their four-dimensional Schwarzschild radii. Cosmology of these scenarios ha
been extensively studied~see, e.g., Refs. 12–15! with suggestions that they offer new approach
to the cosmological constant problem.16–25

Many open questions remain, however, in the RSII scenario and its variants. One
questions centers on the four-dimensional representation of the five-dimensional dynam
particular, localization of gravity is not complete and in the RSII scenario there is a ga
spectrum of analogs to Kaluza–Klein modes that are weakly coupled to excitations on the
Therefore a four-dimensional low-energy effective field theory does not follow from the u
Kaluza–Klein reasoning, and so one challenge has been to deduce what this effective theo
has previously been argued5,26,27,11,28that the bulk dynamics can be replaced via the AdS/C
correspondence by a conformal field theory on the brane, and this suggests an answer, nam
the effective field theory is provided by conformal field theory coupled to the visible sector s
through gravity. In this paper we amplify on this statement, clarify the role of the cutoff, whic
RSII is expected to be at the AdS radius scale, and provide one entry in the map betwe
five-and four-dimensional descriptions by computing a linearized approximation to the
dimensional stress tensor corresponding to an arbitrary five-dimensional matter distribution
stress tensor is both conserved and traceless. Corresponding statements should hold f
warped compactification scenarios, using realizations of the AdS/CFT correspondence in
general warped compactifications.

Given the novelties of the gravitational dynamics, for example the above picture of
holes, one is also prodded to investigate whether this field theory has unusual propertie
example, consider the following question:11 suppose that a particle is launched towards a bl
hole on the brane with zero four-dimensional impact parameter, but such that it follows a t
tory that misses the black hole through the fifth-dimension. Does this correspond in the
dimensional perspective to matter that enters a black hole and exists the opposite side~This
question was asked by L. Susskind.! This would surely be a radical departure from usual fo
dimensional effective theory!

However, standard AdS/CFT reasoning suggests a more mundane answer. In the
correspondence outlined in Ref. 29, a state deep in AdS corresponds to a state in the far i
of the corresponding field theory. This suggests that a falling particle corresponds to a sta
spreads. Indeed, using our results for the stress tensor we find that in the four-dimensio
scription, the falling particle corresponds to an expanding shell of CFT matter. The conditio
the five-dimensional trajectory misses the black hole becomes the four-dimensional stateme
the shell misses by expanding to a size larger than the black hole.

It is important to emphasize that the CFT description is an effective description, and an
interesting set of questions therefore regards breakdown of the effective field theory an
question of whether strong gravitational dynamics—for example black hole formation—is ob
able at scales far below the four-dimensional Planck scale. We investigate the scales at
scattering experiments would be expected to encounter dynamics beyond the four-dime
description in the three scenarios outlined, RSII, the probe brane scenario, and terminated A
particular, in the latter scenario with a certain set of assumptions it appears possible to creat
holes that decay into observable matter in scattering experiments in the vicinity of the TeV
This exciting possibility deserves more theoretical investigation; in particular through constru
of concrete models with the required properties.
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In an outline, in Sec. II of this paper we discuss conformal field theory as the 4D low-en
effective theory of RSII. In Sec. III we computes the linearized effective stress tensor of
matter, as well as solving a corresponding simpler problem of the 4D scalar profile of a
dimensional scalar source. We also elaborate on the black hole flyby scenario mentioned ab
Sec. IV we then discuss questions of the scale of breakdown for the 4D effective theories,
the possibility of low-energy black hole production. In Sec. V we close with conclusions.

We have been informed that in related work in progress30 issues of black hole production an
corrections to the effective theory in TeV brane scenarios are also addressed.

II. THE EFFECTIVE THEORY OF RSII

We begin with a quick review of the RSII scenario, and of its transcription into confor
field theory via the AdS/CFT correspondence26,27,11in which we will offer some refinements. Th
upshot of this discussion is that the low-energy effective field theory for the RSII scenario co
of visible 4D matter gravitationally coupled to dark matter described by a cutoff CFT. In su
quent sections we will explore consequences and extensions of this picture.

The RSII scenario is of course just an example of a much broader class of warped co
tifications, which have recently been widely studied both in the context of model building, a
the context of string theory and the correspondence between renormalization group flow
supergravity geometries. While many of our comments will be made within the framework o
greatly simplified example~for which the only known microscopic construction is Ref. 5!, corre-
sponding arguments should apply to other models including those with stringy realizatio
particular in later sections we will also comment on other variants of the RSII scenario~those with
a terminated AdS space or with a probe or ‘‘TeV’’ brane! and their possible stringy realization

We therefore begin by considering the geometry with a single ‘‘Planck’’ brane. Although
central interest is dimensiond54, most of the relevant formulas easily generalize and will
given in an arbitrary dimension. We assume that matter fields, denoted byc, live only on this
Planck brane. The action is

S5E dd11XA2G~Md21R2L!1E ddxA2g@L~g,c!2t# ~2.1!

where G, M, R, and L are thed11-dimensional metric, Planck mass, curvature scalar,
cosmological constant, respectively,g is the induced metric on the Planck brane,L is the action of
matter on the brane, andt is the brane tension. The bulk AdS metric is

ds25
R2

z2 ~dz21dxd
2!, ~2.2!

in d11-dimensional coordinatesX5(x,z); heredxd
2 is thed-dimensional Minkowski metric and

the AdS radiusR is given by

R5A2d~d21!Md21

L
. ~2.3!

The brane tension is fine tuned to the value

t5
4~d21!Md21

R
, ~2.4!

in order to maintain a Poincare´ invariant Planck brane. We may take the Planck brane to resid
an arbitrary elevationz5r.

As argued in Refs. 3, 2, 11, at a long distances compared toR, the gravitational dynamics
appearsd-dimensional. However, there is also a gapless spectrum of weakly-coupled bulk m
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An obvious question is what serves as ad-dimensional low-energy effective field theory descri
ing the dynamics. Within string theory, an answer to this is provided by the conjectured AdS
correspondence.26,27,11

To see this, recall that the AdS/CFT correspondence equates thed11-dimensional bulk
gravity ~or more precisely, string theory! functional integral to a generating function in the CF
A regulator is provided by excluding the AdS volume outsidez5r. Suppose that we put th
fluctuating metric in a gauge such that near this boundary,

ds25
R2

z2 @dz21gmn~z,x!dxm dxn#. ~2.5!

The induced metricg on the boundaryz5r is thus

dsd
25

R2

r2 gmn~r,x!dxm dxn[gmn dxm dxn. ~2.6!

Define the functional integral over bulk metricsG for fixed boundary metricg as

Z@g,r#5E
g
DGei *dd11XA2G~Md21R2L!12iM d21*ddxA2gK, ~2.7!

whereK is the extrinsic curvature of the boundary. The AdS/CFT correspondence then state
for small fluctuations about the flat boundary geometry,gmn5hmn1hmn ,

lim
r→0

e2 iSgrav@g#Z@g,r#5^ei *hmnTmn
&CFT. ~2.8!

Here Sgrav is a counterterm action formed purely from the induced metricg;31,32 in the cased
54

Sgrav5E d4xA2gF6M3

R
1

RM3

2
R~g!22M3R3 log~r!R2~g!G , ~2.9!

where

R252 1
8 RmnRmn1 1

24 R2. ~2.10!

While the AdS/CFT correspondence was originally stated in terms of small fluctuatio
natural assumption is that it extends to more general boundary geometries. We therefore
that the CFT generating functional can be written as a functional integral over the CFT degr
freedom, which we collectively denotex, in the background metricgmn , and that the correspon
dence thus becomes

lim
r→0

e2 iSgrav@g#Z@g,r#5E Dx ei *ddxA2gLCFT~gmn ,x!. ~2.11!

Following the ideas of the UV/IR correspondence,29 we connect this with the RS scenario b
extending the conjecture to a statement with a finite cutoff, and assume that

e2 iSgrav@g#Z@g,r#5E @Dx#rei *ddxA2gLCFT~gmn ,x!, ~2.12!
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where on the RHSr provides the cutoff scale for the CFT. While a precise description of
cutoff in the language of the CFT is not known, for the sake of intuition one may imagine th
is for example given by only considering fluctuations on scalesDx such that

gmn Dxm Dxn.r2. ~2.13!

In particular, notice that since the only dependence of the CFT on the scale of the me
through the cutoff, this implies

E @Dx#rei *ddxA2gLCFT~gmn ,x!5E @Dx#Rei *ddxA2gLCFT~gmn,x!, ~2.14!

where on the RHS the cutoff is thought of as restricting to fluctuations with

gmn Dxm Dxn.R2. ~2.15!

From ~2.12! and~2.14! we therefore see that the integral over the bulk modes can be rep
by a correlator in the CFT, as originally proposed in Refs. 26, 27, 11, with a cutoff given bR.
Specifically,d-dimensional dynamics is summarized by a functional integral of the form

E @Dg Dc Dx#Rei *ddxA2g@~1/2!L~g,c!1LCFT~g,x!1Lgrav~g!2t#~¯ !. ~2.16!

For consistency with the cutoff~2.15! the other modes also presumably should have a corresp
ing cutoff, as indicated. One consistency check on this approach is cancellation of the
tensiont by the corresponding term inSgrav, using ~2.4!. This indicates that the low-energ
effective field theory for the system, up to the scale determined byR, is the theory of brane-matte
gravitationally coupled to ‘‘dark’’ matter described by the CFT. Thed-dimensional Planck mas
follows from thed-dimensional version of~2.9!, and is given by

Md
d225

RMd21

d22
. ~2.17!

III. EFFECTIVE STRESS TENSOR OF BULK MATTER

We now investigate some of the consequences of the above identification of the CFT
low-energy effective field theory for the RSII scenario. In particular, we start by giving an ent
the bulk to boundary dictionary, by computing a linearized approximation to the CFT stress
corresponding to a perturbation in the bulk. We then investigate the particular case of a p
freely falling into the bulk.

Using this calculation, we discuss a test of the AdS/CFT correspondence and of our eff
description of RSII: suppose that we shoot a particle towards a black hole with a zero 4D i
parameter, but such that it will miss the black hole through thez direction. How does a 4D
observer understand the failure of the black hole to absorb the particle?

A. General results

In this subsection we turn to the problem of deriving thed-dimensional brane stress tensor th
corresponds to a generald11-dimensional bulk matter distribution. In general this is a diffic
problem, requiring a solution of the bulk Einstein equations, so we will only give a linear t
ment.

The basic strategy is as follows. Reference 11 computes the linearized bulk gravitationa
of a general matter perturbation. This in particular gives the linearized metric and the
Einstein tensor induced on the brane. We can then read off the matter stress tensor from th
hand side of thed-dimensional Einstein equations along the brane.
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Although the resulting stress tensor has a number of special properties, we have not ye
a particularly illuminating expression for it. However, in the next subsection we specialize t
case of a particle falling into the bulk; in the long distance approximation the corresponding
tensor simplifies substantially.

In studying gravitational perturbations it proves convenient to introduce the proper ‘‘hei
coordinatey, given by

z5Rey/R, ~3.1!

in terms of which the linearized metric takes the form

ds25dy21e22y/R~hmn1hmn!dxm dxn. ~3.2!

Equations~3.20!, ~3.24!, and~3.26! of Ref. 11 then give the linearized bulk Einstein equations
terms of the metric perturbationh̄mn5hmn2 1

2hhmn as

]y~e22y/R ]yh!5
1

~d21!Md21 @Tm
m2~d22!e22y/RTy

y#, ~3.3!

]y ]nhmn5]y ]mh1
Tm

y

Md21 , ~3.4!

and

hh̄mn5
hmn

2
eyd/R]y~e2yd/R ]yh!1e2y/R~2hmn]l ]sh̄ls1]l ]mh̄nl1]l ]nh̄ml!2

e2y/R

Md21 Tmn .

~3.5!

The right hand side of~3.5! is determined by the stress tensor and the solutions of Eqs.~3.3!,
~3.4!. This equation can then be solved forhmn using the scalar Neumann Green functionDd11 ,
satisfying

hDd11~X,X8!5
dd11~X2X8!

A2G
,

]yDd11~X,X8!uy5050, ~3.6!

and which was derived in Ref. 11. In the present situation we need the retarded propagato
than the Feynman propagator; the relation between these and approximate expressions f
are given in the Appendix. The resulting expression for the metric has three terms arising fro
three lines of~3.5!. However, the second term is inessential as a short calculation shows it
pure gauge on the brane. Therefore its contribution drops when we compute the Einstein te
the brane.

One must also specify boundary conditions at the brane; in the case of a surface stress

Tmn
brane5Smn~x!d~y!, Tyy

brane5Tym
brane50, ~3.7!

these become

]y~hmn2hmnh! uy5052
Smn~x!

2Md21 . ~3.8!
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In order to simplify the resulting expression for the metric, it is useful to rewrite the sc
Green’s function in terms of a new functionF as

Dd11~y,x;y8,x8!5e~d22!y8/R]y8@e2~d22!y8/RFy8~y:x2x8!#. ~3.9!

One nice property of the redefinition is immediate: one readily checks that

E
0

`

dy8 e~22d!y8/RDd11~X,X8!52F0~y;x2x8! ~3.10!

satisfies the equation for thed-dimensional Green’s function, and so

F0~y;x2x8!52Dd~x,x8!. ~3.11!

Using this and integrating by parts gives the contribution toh̄mn from the first line in~3.5! as

h̄mn
~1!~x,y!5

hmn

2~d21!Md21 E dV8 ]y8Fy8~y;x2x8!@e2y/RTm
m~X8!2~d22!Ty

y~X8!#.

~3.12!

Equation~3.12! combines with the terms induced by the stress tensor and the surface
~3.7! to give a complete expression of the form

h̄mn52
1

Md21 E dV8 edy8/R]y8@e2~d22!y8/RFy8~y;x2x8!#Tmn~X8!

1
hmn

2~d21!Md21 E dV8 ]y8Fy8~y;x2x8!@e2y/RTm
m~X8!2~d22!Ty

y~X8!#1h̄mn
S 1h̄mn

gauge.

~3.13!

Here h̄mn
gaugeis the piece that is pure gauge on the brane, mentioned above, andh̄mn

S is the contri-
bution due to the surface stress~we will see an example of this shortly!.

For simplicity consider a purely bulk distribution (Smn50). The four-dimensional effective
stress tensor is readily computed from~3.13! via Einstein’s equations,

Tmn
eff 52Md

d22~d!Gn
m52

RMd21

d22
~]2h̄mn1hmn]a ]bh̄ab2]m ]ah̄an2]n ]ah̄am!uy50 , ~3.14!

with h̄mn given by ~3.13!. The contribution ofh̄mn
gaugedrops out.

One may expand out the expression~3.14! to write it explicitly in terms of the bulk stress
tensorTmn :

Tmn
eff 5

R

d22 E dV8H edy8/R]y8@e2~d22!y8/RFy8~0;x2x8!#~]2Tmn1hmn]a ]bTab2]a ]mTan

2]a ]nTam!1
1

d21
]y8Fy8~0;x2x8!~]m]n2hmn]2!@e28/RTm

m2~d22!Ty
y#J . ~3.15!

Note thatTmn
eff satisfies two important properties. First, from its construction and the Bia

identities, it is conserved:

]mTmn
eff 50. ~3.16!

Second, one may readily verify that it is traceless,
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hmnTmn
eff 50, ~3.17!

which accords nicely with its interpretation as arising from a conformal field theory on the b
Indeed, this easily follows from the~yy! Einstein equation, which states~cf. Ref. 11, Eq.~3.14!#

~d!R1
~d21!

R
]yhe~y!52

Ty
y

Md21 , ~3.18!

wheree(y) is a step function. On the brane]yh and Ty
y vanish@the former by~3.8!#, implying

(d)R(y50)50, and thusTeff50.
Note that in the above discussion we have said nothing about bending of the brane, whi

described in Refs. 10, 11. The reason for this is that we are interested in the metric on the
and for this it is best to work in a gauge where the brane is straight. In Ref. 11 the resulting m
was computed by first working in the bent gauge, and then transforming back, but an equ
result is found by working directly in the straight gauge.~For purposes of measurements on t
brane, the apparent breakdown of the linearized approximation aty→` may be ignored; for
another treatment of these matters see Ref. 33.!

B. Matter on the brane

In order to illustrate this equivalence—and because the result will be used in the
subsection—we will compute the linearized metric and effective stress tensor due to matter
brane in this approach. Specifically, suppose that there is a surface stress of the form~3.7!, but that
otherwiseTIJ50. The field equations~3.3!–~3.5! should then be solved subject to the bounda
conditions~3.8!. By tracing the latter can be rewritten in terms ofh̄, and take the form

]yh̄mnuy5052
1

2Md21 FSmn2
hmn

2~d21!
SG . ~3.19!

By Green’s theorem these give a contribution

h̄mn
S ~X!52

1

2Md21 E ddx8 Dd11~X;0,x8!FSmn~x8!2
hmn

2~d21!
S~x8!G ~3.20!

to the metric. As above, the second term on the RHS of~3.5! is pure gauge, and the third term
vanishes, so the remaining contribution comes from the first term. The trace equation~3.3! and the
boundary condition~3.8! imply

]yh5
e2y/R

2~d21!Md21 S, ~3.21!

which gives a contribution

h̄mn
~1!5

hmn~22d!

4~d21!RMd21 E ddx8 S~x8!E dy8 e~22d!y/RDd11~X,X8!. ~3.22!

The integral overy8 is eliminated by using the identities~3.10! and ~3.11!, and the combined
expressions~3.20! and ~3.22! yield

h̄mn~x!52
1

2Md21 E ddx8H Dd11~x,0;x8,0!Smn~x8!2hmnFDd11~x,0;x8,0!

2
~d22!

R
Dd~x,x8!G Sl

l~x8!

2~d21!J , ~3.23!
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in agreement with Ref. 11. In particular, this expression may be evaluated for a stress
corresponding to a point mass at rest on the brane atx50,

Ttt52mdd21~x!d~y!. ~3.24!

@The extra factor of two is present because of the orbifold boundary conditions, and compe
the 1/2 in~2.16!.# Using the long-distance expansion of the propagator,11

Dd11~x,0;x8,0!5
d22

R
Dd~x,x8!F11S Rd22

r d22 D G , ~3.25!

this gives thed54 expression

h̄tt5
m

2pRM3r F11OS R2

r 2 D G , h̄i j 5OS mR

M3r 3D . ~3.26!

C. The falling particle

The above expression~3.15! for the stress tensor appears rather complicated, but simp
significantly in the long-distance limit. To illustrate this, we compute the effective stress tens
a particle falling into the bulk.~The corresponding approximate metric has also been compute
Gregory, Rubakov, and Sibiryakov in Ref. 34.! This case will also apply to our later discussion
black hole flybys; by performing a boost along the brane we get a trajectory that can sail b
a black hole through the extra dimension.

Concretely, consider a particle of massm that is stuck to the brane atx50 until time t50 and
then released and allowed to freely fall into the bulk. The trajectory fort.0 is easily seen to be
given by the equation

z22t25R2. ~3.27!

For t,0 the only nonzero component of the stress tensor is given by~3.24!. For t.0 the stress
tensor is given by the general formula

TIJ5m
dXI

dt

dXJ

dt

dd21
„x2x~ t !…d„y2y~ t !…

A2G
, ~3.28!

which in the present case gives nonvanishing components,

Ttt5me~d22!y/Rdd21~x!d„y2y~ t !…, ~3.29!

Tyy5m
t2

R2 e~d22!y/Rdd21~x!d„y2y~ t !…, ~3.30!

and

Tty52m
t

R
e~d22!y/Rdd21~x!d„y2y~ t !…. ~3.31!

Therefore the contribution to the metric from the trajectory fort,0 is a special case of th
general surface-stress result of the preceding subsection,~3.23!, with

Stt52mdd21~x!u~2t !, Sm i50. ~3.32!

The contribution to the metric from the second half of the trajectory is given by our form
~3.13!. Specifically, rewriting thet.0 stress tensor as
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TIJ5SIJ~ t,y!d„y2y~ t !…, ~3.33!

we find

h̄mn
. ~x!52

1

Md21 E
t8.0

ddx8H ]y@e2~d22!y/RFy~0;x2x8!#Smn~x8,y!

2
hmn

2~d21!
e2~d22!y/R]yF@Sm

m2~d22!e22y/RSy
y#J U

y5y~ t !

1h̄mn
gauge. ~3.34!

The expression for the effective stress tensor follows directly from computing the Ein
tensor~3.14! from these expressions for the linearized metric. In order to gain some intuitio
this expression, consider the approximation of distances and times much greater than th
scaleR, which we’ve seen is the cutoff for the effective theory:

x22t2@R2, ~3.35!

In this limit the Green’s function simplifies dramatically~see the Appendix!,

Fy~0;x2x8!.
1

2p
d~z21~x2x8!2!u~ t2t8!, ~3.36!

and the trajectory~3.27! becomes

z5Rey/R.t. ~3.37!

Defining r 5uxu, in d54 the approximate metric is then

h̄mn.
m

2pM3Rr
dm

t dn
t , ~3.38!

for r .t, and

h̄mn.
m

2pM3R F S 3

2t
2

x2

2t3D dm
t dn

t 1
t22x2

4t3 hmnG , ~3.39!

for r ,t, as in Ref. 34. A straightforward computation shows that the Einstein tensor of bo
these metrics vanishes! Thus the effective stress tensor is concentrated on the surface wh
match,r 5t. This stress tensor is

Tmn
eff .

m

4pt2 d~ t2r !umun, ~3.40!

whereum5xm/t.
The effective stress tensor of the conformal field theory configuration describing a fa

particle is thus concentrated on a thin shell of radiusr which expands outward with time,r 5t. We
can estimate the thickness of the shell by investigating the size of the leading corrections
limit ~3.35!. One readily sees that the metric is corrected at orderR2/t2,R2/r 2, both due to
corrections to the trajectory and to the Green’s function. This suggests that the thickness
shell of CFT matter is the expectedO(R), the cutoff length scale.

This spreading behavior appears to be quite generic, as one might expect from the
duality of the AdS/CFT correspondence. Another example of this behavior is provided by a f
charged particle coupled to a bulk gauge field, as investigated in Ref. 35. Indeed, an even s
example is provided by a falling particle coupled to a bulk scalar field. Specifically, consid
Lagrangian,
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S52E dV
1

2
~¹f!22qE dt f„X~t!…, ~3.41!

with a coupling of a bulk scalar fieldf to a particle of scalar chargeq falling along a trajectory
X(t). This determines the scalar field,

f~X!5qE dt Dd11„X,X~t!…. ~3.42!

If we assume that the particle again follows the trajectory~3.27! and works at large distances a
compared toR and withd54, then the field aty50 takes the approximate form

f~x,t !.2
q

2pR F1

r
u~r 2t !1

4R2t

~r 22t2!2 u~ t2r !GF11OS R

r D 2G . ~3.43!

If we compute the effective source,J5h4f, we find it vanishes except atr 5t. Again, subleading
O(R) corrections appear to smooth this into a shell of thicknessR.

Note that similar behavior was found by Horowitz and Itzhaki,36 who investigated the CFT
stress tensor corresponding to a particle moving geodesically in the full, infinite AdS. This
also found a shell expanding outward at the speed of light. Indeed, the two calculations are d
related in the infrared limit, as discussed in Appendix B.

This behavior can also be understood directly in terms of the CFT using an argume
Coleman and Smarr,37 which shows that a stress tensor that is conserved, traceless, an
positive energy density will be localized on the light cone. The basic idea for the proof is to
that the average squared energy radius.

r̄ ~ t !25
*d3x r2T00

*d3x T00
, ~3.44!

satisfies

d2r̄ 2

dt2
52, ~3.45!

from which it immediately follows that a configuration initially localized at a point will expand
the light cone. Reference 36 argues that the argument extends even to the quantum case, w
energy density may be negative, as long as the total energy is positive.

These results neglect the backreaction of gravity on the outgoing shell. It would be inter
to understand what dynamics results when strong self gravitation of the shell is included.

Vanishing of the Einstein tensor for the metric~3.39! at first sight leads to another puzzl
Specifically, suppose we consider a ‘‘bounce’’ trajectory, where the particle follows the traje
~3.27! for all time. The calculation of the metric above is modified by extending to the trajec
for t,0, but still yields a stress tensor that vanishes everywhere. This contradicts our expe
of a shell that collapses and then reexpands. However, note that this computation is not co
The z coordinates only cover the region outside the AdS horizon, and thus this calculation w
miss the contribution of the piece of the trajectory behind the past horizon. If this is not inclu
energy-momentum conservation is violated at the horizon, and consequently gravity can
consistently coupled. A correct calculation includes this piece, but also requires more inform
about the structure of the Green’s function. Specifically, one needs to know what bou
conditions it obeys in the far past. In order to make predictions in the RSII scenario, one ne
understand the physics determining the boundary conditions at the past horizon. Correspon
in CFT language on needs to know in what state the CFT sector began.
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D. Black hole flybys

We now have the necessary tools to discuss particles flying past black holes through th
for simplicity we discuss the four-dimensional case. Specifically, suppose that there is a blac
of massm located atx50 and that a particle is shot at it with zero four-dimensional imp
parameter, but is allowed to fall inz long enough that it misses the black hole by passing it in
z direction~see Fig. 1!. How does a four-dimensional observer describe such an experiment
in particular does one see radical departures from usual gravitational dynamics, such as
entering and then escaping a 4D event horizon?

The answer to the latter question is, of course, no. Indeed, a black hole with mass a
Schwarzschild radiusm has a horizon extending tozh;m in the bulk picture. In order for the
particle to miss the black hole, the particle must havez@m whenx50. As we have seen above
in the CFT description the particle corresponds to a shell of CFT matter. If it has reachedz@m by
the time it reaches the black hole atx50, then the shell has expanded to sizer @m by the time it
has reached the black hole, and is continuing to expand outward. No novel physics ne
invoked to explain why the shell is not absorbed by the black hole.~Note, however, that a sma
piece of the shell may be absorbed by the black hole; a quantum treatment of the bulk shoul
a corresponding result.! The process has a perfectly adequate four-dimensional effective des
tion in terms of the matter conformal field theory coupled to four-dimensional gravity.

IV. BREAKDOWN OF EFT; CUTOFFS, STRONG GRAVITY, AND BLACK HOLE
PRODUCTION

In Sec. II we argued that at low energies the RS scenario is equivalent to coupling ord
matter to a hidden CFT. In Sec. III we provided illustrations of this statement. An obv
question regards the limitations of this description. At what scale does it fail? Is there any pra
advantage or consequence of the five-dimensional description? And what conclusions c
draw about strong gravitational phenomena, such as the production of black holes in high-
scattering?

In this section we will first consider the scenario with a single Planck brane, and then
ment on extensions of the discussion to scenarios with an added probe or ‘‘TeV’’ brane o
AdS terminated by a brane-like object are largez ~like the ‘‘negative tension’’ brane proposal o
Ref. 3!.

A. Scattering on the Planck brane

The four-dimensional effective action for the scenario with a single Planck brane is giv
~2.16!. Recall that the fundamental parameters determine the 4D Planck mass by the r
~2.17!. We would like to understand what this scenario predicts for high-energy scattering.

FIG. 1. A particle trajectory that misses a black hole on the brane because of its motion in the extra dimensi
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The simplest assumption~if one is not trying to solve the hierarchy problem! is that the
five-dimensional Planck scale and inverse AdS radius, and hence the four-dimensional
scale, are all comparable:

M;1/R'M4 . ~4.1!

In that case all new physics is clearly at the Planck scale. How much can this statem
relaxed? One would expect observable deviations in microgravity experiments—as in the sc
of Ref. 1—forR;1 nm. This puts a lower bound ofM*108 GeV on the five-dimensional Planc
scale.

Consider now high-energy scattering of particles confined to the brane. From the bul
spective, we see that at distances! R the dynamics is effectively five-dimensional. This
mirrored in the four-dimensional description of~2.16!; energies above 1/R are past the cutoff and
the cutoff CFT description is incomplete.

Does this mean that we can see what a 4D observer would interpret as strong gravit
phenomena at energies just above 1/R? Clearly not, except when the parameters satisfyR
;M , in which case we are at Planckian 4D energies anyway. Consider for example blac
production. There are two types of black holes that one might produce. The first type
AdS/Schwarzschild black hole, which moves freely in the bulk, and in general will fall tow
the AdS horizon once produced. The threshold for producing such black holes is the 5D P
energyM*108 GeV. The second type of black hole is bound to the brane, as described in
38, 11. The horizon radius of such a black hole isr h;m/M4

2; this should be larger than the 5D
Planck length which impliesm.RM2. SinceRM*1, the threshold is again atM or above.

From this discussion we see that scattering pushes beyond the cutoff scale at the threshR
and in the bulk perspective begins to explore the extra dimension. While this may have v
consequences through the production of the Kaluza–Klein modes, strong gravitational dyn
such as black hole production has a much higher threshold ofM, which in the most ‘‘optimistic’’
scenario ofM;108 GeV is still a long ways off.

B. Scattering on a probe brane

The preceding Planck-brane scenario is not favored from the viewpoint of low-energy
nomenology in any case, given the expected relation~4.1! between scales. Scenarios which try
generate the hierarchy via the exponential warp factor show more promise. Consider fi
probe brane scenario of Ref. 4. Here 4D matter is taken to reside on a ‘‘TeV’’ brane
elevationz5rT ; the Planck brane is again atz5r. This brane must be stabilized by a mechani
such as in Refs. 39, 40. The 4D Planck mass is again given by~2.17!, but matter on the TeV brane
has its energy redshifted byr/rT relative to the Planck brane. Ifr/rT;TeV/M4 , this gives a
mechanism to generate TeV scale effective masses from particles with fundamentally Pla
masses.

To elaborate on these comments, note that in giving a four-dimensional description
physics it is necessary to specify a reference frame at a definite value ofz in terms of which
four-dimensional energies are measured. The natural frame to use is that of the Planck br
this is where the 4D graviton bound state is supported. Then if we consider an energyEprop as
measured by an observer at another value ofz, it will be redshifted so that the energy in the fram
of the Planck brane isE5rEprop/z. In particular, a particle of massm at rest in the frame atz will
have an energymr/z relative to the Planck brane, and that will be interpreted as its fo
dimensional mass.

The Lagrangian in this scenario is expected to take the form

S5E dd11XA2G~Md21R2L1Lstab!1E ddx@A2g~x,rT!L~g~x,rT!,c!2A2g~x,r!t#.

~4.2!
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Here we denote byLstabthe Lagrangian of the stabilizing fields; we assume that beyond stabili
the brane they do not qualitatively affect our conclusions.

What is the CFT description of this scenario? Here we encounter subtleties beyond th
vation of ~2.16!. Specifically, the action depends on the metric atz5rT . In attempting to relate
the bulk functional integral to the boundary CFT we have to confront the nontrivialz-dependence
of g, and in particular give a CFT prescription for computing the metric in the bulk. We have
yet found a convincing prescription to derive such off-shell information from the AdS/CFT
respondence.

In the absence of such a prescription we will consider two approaches to this problem
first is to work with long-wavelength excitations of the theory such that the simple scaling
proximation,

g~x,r!.
rT

2

r2 g~x,rT!, ~4.3!

holds. We use this equation to replaceg(x,rT) by g(x,r) in the Lagrangian for matter on the Te
brane. This effectively rescales parameters of dimensiond in that Lagrangian by a factor (r/rT)d

~cf. Ref. 4!. Rewriting the functional integral as in Sec. II produces a 4D effective action an
gous to~2.16! in the Planck brane scenario,

STeV5E d4xA2g@L~g,c,mr/rT!1LCFT~g,x!1Lgrav~g!2t#. ~4.4!

Here we have explicitly indicated the rescaling of a typical mass parameter in the matter La
ian. AgainLCFT(x) represents the Lagrangian of ‘‘dark’’ CFT matter, andLgrav, given by~2.9!,
is the gravitational action.

The simple approximation~4.3! fails at short wavelengths, where thez-dependence become
nontrivial. This effect can be estimated from the long-distance expansion of the propagato11

D~x,z;x8,z8!;
1

Rrd22 F11
Rd22

r d22 1
zd

r d 1
z2d

r 2d

r d22

Rd22GF11OS z2

r 2 ,
R2

r 2 D G . ~4.5!

In d54, the correction due to the last term becomes large at distances,

r;S rT

r D 4/3

R, ~4.6!

or at about 10 Fermi forr/rT;TeV/M .
In order to understand the origin of corrections at this scale, first let us recall a si

phenomenon in the large scale compactification scenario of Ref. 1. If one for example con
such a compactification with two extra dimensions of sizeO(mm), gravitational experiments
performed at shorter scales reveal the six-dimensional nature of spacetime: the part of th
dimensional effective Lagrangian describing the gravitational sector breaks down. One w
understanding this is to note that sources with shorter wavelengths than a millimeter will g
cally have coupling to the Kaluza–Klein modes that is comparable to the coupling to the g
tational zero mode; summing over these modes produces the six-dimensional gravitationa
While the gravitational part of the 4D effective action breaks down, nonetheless the gauge
the effective action remains four-dimensional up to scales of order a TeV where gravity
becomes strongly coupled.

A similar phenomena occurs here. At scales given by~4.6!, the couplings of the TeV brane
matter to the continuum analogs of the Kaluza–Klein states become comparable to the coup
the four-dimensional graviton. This means that in the gravitational sector the 4D effective t
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fails, but of course the gauge part of the theory remains four-dimensional up to the TeV scal
stress tensor of the TeV brane matter acts as the source for these couplings to the Kaluza
modes.

Corresponding statements can be made in the CFT, and will tell us the form of the corre
to the action~4.4! that are responsible for its failure as a 4D effective description. In particular
expect that corresponding to the couplings to the KK modes, a term is induced in~4.4! in which
there is a direct coupling of the stress tensor of the TeV brane matter to the stress tenso
CFT, and by scaling the coefficient of this should include a factor of (rT /r)4. Such terms are
responsible for the breakdown of the gravitational part of the 4D effective theory.

A second approach would be to use the holographic renormalization group41 to evolve the
Lagrangian from the Planck brane to the TeV brane. We would expect this to produce s
results, namely a gravitationally coupled CFT with a cutoff scale;10 MeV. We expect theTxTc

terms described above to be present in the Lagrangian at the Planck scale, and then to be
by the renormalization group flow. A better understanding along these lines of the relatio
between operators at differentz would also clearly be illuminating for our fundamental unde
standing of holography in the AdS/CFT correspondence.

As in the scenario of Ref. 1, there is a distinction between the scale at which the 5D nat
gravity becomes important and the scale at which gravity becomes strongly coupled. A p
larly interesting question is when do we expect to be able to manufacture configurations
would manifest signatures for black holes that we as four-dimensional observers could see

Within the context of the TeV brane scenario, there are again two kinds of black hole
tions known. The first is the AdS-Schwarzschild black hole. The minimum energy to create
should beO(M ). A collision of TeV brane matter with a proper energy of this magnitude
collision at the TeV energy scale as measured with respect to the four-dimensional ob
However, it appears that such black holes are not bound to the brane. In the probe-bran
where the gravitational backreaction is neglected, this is manifest, but even taking into acco
small energy density of the probe brane it seems likely that the binding of the black hole
brane will be overcome by the gravitational pull of the black hole towards the AdS horizon.~There
may be interesting transitory effects—such as stretching and then recoil of the probe brane
we leave for future investigation.! While a complete analysis of this requires a detailed invest
tion of stabilized probe brane scenarios, it appears that such a black hole will therefore gene
fall towards the AdS horizon, and that the 4D observer will therefore not perceive it as a
hole. In the CFT picture, such black holes will be perceived as complex excitations of the
which spread out over time, and it is very unlikely that their signature can be experime
disentangled from other excitations of the CFT.

The second type of solution is the black hole on the Planck brane. These are truly per
as 4D black holes. However, given the relation~4.1! between scales, the minimum energy
create such a black hole is again of the order of the Planck energy. The TeV brane scenar
not seem to allow access to what a 4D observer would perceive as strongly coupled gravit
dynamics at lower scales.

In fact, notice the following novelty. A small black hole bound to the Planck brane will
intersect the TeV brane, until its horizon reaches the TeV21 size. Therefore matter moving on th
TeV brane may bypass such a black hole, in a close analogy to the black hole flybys discu
Sec. III B. ~See Fig. 2.! In other words, 4D observers made of TeV brane matter have diffic
resolving sub-TeV size black holes. How is this interpreted in four-dimensional language?

To really study this question requires a detailed model of the stabilization and the TeV
matter. However, a plausible answer to this also comes directly from our earlier discussion.
passing a black hole by moving on the TeV brane should be interpreted in the 4D perspec
matter smeared out on the TeV scale. Such matter has a small probability of probing a blac
with a radius much less than 1/TeV.
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C. Terminated AdS scenario

Another interesting possibility is that AdS is terminated at both ends inz. The outlines of such
a picture was suggested in Ref. 3 with a idealized lower brane taken to have a finely
negative tension.

Recent developments in string theory have suggested a concrete means to construc
etries with similar properties. Specifically Refs. 6, 7 describe geometries that terminate
definite value ofz. These geometries do not arise from negative tension objects, or even sin
branes, but rather are rounded off at the maximalz in a smooth geometry that uses the ex
dimensions of string theory in a nontrivial way.

References 6, 7 do not have a simultaneous microscopic construction of the analog of a
brane. However, one can envision building such a model by using Verlinde’s geom
realization5 of the Planck brane as a piece of a compactification manifold on the ultraviolet
and then realize the IR brane as in Refs. 6, 7 or in a variant of these scenarios producin
low-energy dynamics. There may of course be other inequivalent stringy constructions o
doubly-terminated AdS spaces. Constructing detailed models of this kind is an interesting pr
for the future.

The models of Refs. 6, 7 have explicit gauge theory duals. If one constructs a model w
geometric ‘‘Planck brane,’’ one would expect these to be modified at the UV end and depe
the internal structure of the compactification manifold. Nonetheless, these gauge theories
serve as good effective theories at lower scales, in parallel with our earlier discussion.

Such a scenario—or others with a microscopic realization of an IR brane—may have
interesting consequences for the observability of strong gravitational phenomena. Assume
such a construction there is a gauge theory sector that we may think of as being truly local
the vicinity of the maximalz which we take to bez.rT . This would then realize what wa
referred to as matter living on the ‘‘negative tension brane’’ of Ref. 3. As explained ab
energies atz.rT are redshifted relative to those at the Planck brane, and so if a suitable w
found of stabilizing the separation between the branes, TeV scale scattering correspon
proper energy comparable toM, the five-dimensional Planck scale, if the scattering takes plac
z.rT . Thus scattering at this scale should begin to make black holes. These should be sim
AdS-Schwarzschild solutions, or to the analogous solutions in the new geometry of Refs
~For an explicit formula for the smooth metric in question, see Sec. 5.1 of Ref. 6.!

In the probe-brane picture, these black holes were expected to fall off the brane and in
horizon atz5`. Now this is not possible since the geometry terminates atz.rT . One expects
such a black hole to undergo approximately geodesic motion in this vicinity, and ultimate
evaporate.

Note that one may achieve a clean separation of scales in situations where the AdS raR
is larger than the 5D Planck lengthM 21. In this situation@which can be achieved by taking larg
’t Hooft parameterg2M—here onlyM is the dimension ofSU(M )—in Ref. 6#, there exist black

FIG. 2. A particle moving on a probe brane can bypass a small black hole localized on the Planck brane.
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holes larger than the Planck size but smaller than the AdS radius. These would have an a
mately ~five-dimensional! Schwarzschild description.

In the probe brane picture, the evaporation of 5D black holes was expected to be
exclusively into bulk modes, since the black hole becomes well separated from the TeV bra
so will not couple to its excitations. However, in the present picture, the black hole remains
vicinity of the analog of the IR brane and this suggests that there is no reason for it to dec
from the matter modes in this vicinity. Indeed, in the idealized ‘‘negative tension brane’’ pic
gauge modes on the brane will directly see the black hole metric. Therefore, with this assum
on general grounds one expects the black hole to Hawking radiate into all available m
including the visible matter sector modes. As explained in Ref. 42, the radiation in the v
sector is generically expected to be important.

This suggests an interesting scenario in which a black hole could be created at an acce
operating in the vicinity of the TeV scale. Assuming the black hole is sufficiently coupled to
visible modes, these would provide a channel for the Hawking decay and provide an observ
window on this process. One would observe such an object by looking for the charact
approximately thermal spectrum—with increasing temperature—of the Hawking process.

The basic assumptions that could lead to this possibility being realized are~1! that one has a
geometry effectively terminated at a maximalz corresponding to the TeV scale,~2! that one has a
description of visible-sector matter localized to the vicinity of this maximalz, and~3! that black
holes near the maximalz couple to the visible sector. Whether these assumptions will hol
models based on the ideas of Refs. 6, 7 remains to be seen, but they plausibly do, and the
also be other models with these properties, for which the creation and visible-sector de
TeV-scale black holes seems a generic prediction.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have investigated the interplay between the four- and five-dimension
scriptions of the physics of warped compactifications. In the simplified example of the
scenario, at distances long as compared to the AdS radiusR there is a four-dimensional effectiv
description of the dynamics given by observable brane matter coupled gravitationally to a
described by a conformal field theory. At shorter distances the derivation of this description
One expects similar 4D effective descriptions for other warped compactification scenarios.

One element of the correspondence between the 4D and 5D descriptions is supplied
computation of the 4D stress tensor corresponding to a 5D matter distribution. At the linear
we have given a formula for this stress tensor. We have also investigated an amusing scena
illustrates the interplay between the 4D and 5D descriptions, that of a particle passing a blac
through the fifth dimension, with a corresponding 4D description in terms of a matter distrib
expanding into a shell larger than the black hole.

Finally, we have explored situations in which strong gravitational dynamics may give im
tant modifications to the 4D description. In particular, in scenarios where the hierarchy i
dressed by visible matter being effectively localized to a largez in AdS space, one potentially ha
access to strong gravitational dynamics such as black hole formation at TeV energy sca
probe brane scenarios this may not lead to observable effects since the resulting black hole
to rapidly decouple from the visible sector by falling off the brane, but scenarios with
terminated at this maximalz show much more promise as such a black hole should stay loca
in the vicinity of the maximalz. This leads to the possibility of the creation and observa
Hawking decay of a black hole in the vicinity of the TeV scale. It would be particularly interes
to find extensions of the work of Ref. 5 and Refs. 6, 7 which give explicit string theory realiza
of such terminated AdS scenarios.

Note added in proof.String solutions have now been constructed that realize terminated
scenarios.43
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APPENDIX A: THE RETARDED GREEN’S FUNCTION

In this appendix we describe some properties of the scalar Green’s function for the
geometry. This was given in Ref. 11 and takes the form

Dd11~x,z;x8,z8!5
ip

2Rd21 ~zz8!d/2E ddp

~2p!d eip~x2x8!

3F Jd/221~qR!

Hd/221
~1! ~qR!

Hd/2
~1!~qz!Hd/2

~1!~qz8!2Jd/2~qz,!Hd/2
~1!~qz.!G . ~A1!

For the following discussion it is most convenient to use thez coordinate, related toy by ~3.1!.
The scalar propagator withd54 and one point on the boundary is given by11

D411~x,z;x8,R!5S z

RD 2E d4p

~2p!4 eip~x2x8!
1

q

H2
~1!~qz!

H1
~1!~qR!

, ~A2!

whereq252p2. As in Eq. ~3.9!, let us define a functionF,

D411~R,x;z8,x8!5
z83

R
]z8FFz8~R;x2x8!

z82 G . ~A3!

Hence,F is given as Fourier transform of Hankel functions,

Fz8~R;x2x8!52
z8

R E d4p

~2p!4 eip~x2x8!
1

q2

H1
~1!~qz8!

H1
~1!~qR!

. ~A4!

In our conventions@given by ~3.6!# the Feynman propagator is

DF~X,X8!52 i @u~ t2t8!D1~X,X8!1u~ t82t !D2~X,X8!#, ~A5!

where D1 is the Wightman function̂ f(X)f(X8)& and D2 is its Hermitian conjugate. The
retarded Green’s function is defined as

DR~X,X8!52 iu~ t2t8!@D1~X,X8!2D2~X,X8!#; ~A6!

this manifestly vanishes fort,t8 and can easily be shown to obey~3.6!. We therefore find that

DR~X,X8!52 ReDF~X,X8!u~ t2t8!. ~A7!

In order to compute the asymptotic retarded Green’s function, note that in the long-dis
approximation (qR!1),F reduces to the following form:

Fz8~R;x2x8!'2
p iz8

2 E d4p

~2p!4 eip~x2x8!
1

q
H1

~1!~qz8!. ~A8!

We then perform a Euclidean rotation on the above integral, giving
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Fz8~R;x2x8!'
p iz8

2 E d4p

~2p!4 eip~x2x8!
1

p
H1

~1!~ ipz8!

'
i

4p2

1

~x2x8!21z2 . ~A9!

The Feynman prescription is then to replace (x2x8)2 with (x2x8)21 i e. Making this replace-
ment and taking the real part gives

Fz8
Ret

~R;x2x8!'
1

2p
d„~x2x8!21z82

…u~ t2t8!, ~A10!

which finally yields the retarded scalar propagator,

D411~R,x;z8,x8!'
1

pR
@z82d8„~x2x8!21z82

…2d„~x2x8!21z82
…#u~ t2t8!. ~A11!

APPENDIX B: THE INFRARED LIMIT

As we saw in the text, our calculation of the effective source on the boundary produc
expanding shell in the infrared limit. This is true for scalar vector, and graviton fields. This is
the result that Horowitz and Itzhaki found in Ref. 36, using the boundary conditions appro
for infinite AdS rather than the brane boundary conditions~3.8!. In this appendix we sketch th
relation between the calculations. For simplicity we only treat the scalar case although the
vation extends to the other cases.

In our calculation with brane boundary conditions, we solve the bulk equation

hd11f5T, ~B1!

with the Neumann condition

]nfuz5r50. ~B2!

Here T is the scalar source, in the text given by the falling particle, and]n denotes the norma
derivative. The effective boundary source is found by restricting this solution to the boundar
computing its Laplacian:

J5hdfu] . ~B3!

Another way to get the same solution is to solve~B1! subject to the Dirichlet boundary
condition,

fu]5w. ~B4!

The solution is given in terms of the Dirichlet Green’s function as

f~X!5E dV8 Dd11
D ~X,x8!T~X8!1 R

]
dn8 ]n8Dd11

D ~X,X8!w~x8!. ~B5!

The effective boundary action forw is computed by evaluating thed11-dimensional action of this
solution, which using the bulk equation of motion becomes

S@w#52
1

2 R
]
dn8 w ]n8f. ~B6!
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The boundary equation of motion forw then states

]nfu]50. ~B7!

Thus a solution of the Dirichlet boundary problem such that the boundary field satisfie
boundary equations of motion corresponds to a solution of the Neumann boundary proble

In the latter approach the effective boundary source can be read off from the bou
equation of motion. Inserting the second term of~B5! into ~B7! gives the kinetic operator actin
on w, which becomeshd in the long-distance limit. Thus in this limit~B7! states that

J5hdw;]zfDu] , ~B8!

where fD , the first term in~B5!, is the solution to~B1! with Dirichlet boundary conditions,
fDu]50. In the limit as the cutoff is removed,r→0, this corresponds to the desired solution
infinite AdS. And aside from a rescaling,]zfD corresponds to the source on the boundary, wh
if we had been discussing the metric would be the boundary stress tensor of Ref. 36.

It is also possible to check the relationship to Ref. 36 directly, by acting withhd on ~3.42!,
using Eq.~3.6! to eliminate thed-dimensional Laplacian in favor ofy derivatives, and then using
the fact that in the infrared limit~A1! is the standard bulk propagator plus ay-independent piece
which therefore does not contribute.
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Intersecting Dp-branes often give rise to chiral fermions living on their intersec-
tions. We study the construction of four-dimensional chiral gauge theories by con-
sidering configurations of type II D(31n)-branes wrapped on nontrivialn-cycles
on T2nÃ(R2„3Àn…/ZN), for n51, 2, 3. The gauge theories on the four noncompact
dimensions of the brane world-volume are generically chiral and nonsupersymmet-
ric. We analyze consistency conditions~RR tadpole cancellation! for these models,
and their relation to four-dimensional anomaly cancellation. Cancellation ofU(1)
gauge anomalies involves a Green–Schwarz mechanism mediated by RR partners
of untwisted and/or twisted moduli. This class of models is of potential phenom-
enological interest, and we construct explicit examples ofSU(3)3SU(2)3U(1)
three-generation models. The models are nonsupersymmetric, but the string scale
may be lowered close to the weak scale so that the standard hierarchy problem is
avoided. We also comment on the presence of scalar tachyons and possible ways to
avoid the associated instabilities. We discuss the existence of~meta!stable configu-
rations of D-branes on 3-cycles in (T2)3, free of tachyons for certain ranges of the
six-torus moduli. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1376157#

I. INTRODUCTION

D-branes have turned out to be a key ingredient in our present understanding of the st
of string theory. Interestingly, the fact that D-branes contain gauge fields localized on their w
volume has also suggested new scenarios for string phenomenology and phenomenology
the standard model in general~see, e.g., Refs. 1–5!. From this point of view, it is important to
explore different configurations of branes which can lead to interesting features for pheno
logical model building.

An important observation6 is that intersecting D-branes in flat space may give rise to ch
fermions propagating on the intersection of their world-volumes, arising from open strings st
ing between the D-branes. Hence, it is natural to consider the construction of four-dimen
chiral models by compactifications including intersecting D-branes. In this framework, the
pactification space can be essentially flat, like a six-torus, since chirality arises from fermio
the intersection of D-brane world-volumes, and does not depend so much on the holonomy

a!Electronic mail: angel.uranga@cem.ch
31030022-2488/2001/42(7)/3103/24/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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of the ambient space. This is in contrast with more familiar compactifications with D-branes
type IIB orientifolds7–9 or heterotic string compactifications,10,11 where chirality arises due to th
ambient space being Calabi–Yau threefold.

In this paper we perform a systematic exploration of configurations of D(31n)-branes
wrapped onn-cycles in an 2n-dimensional torusT2n, and sitting at a point in a transverse
22n-dimensional spaceB. We are interested in configurations leading to chiral four-dimensio
gauge theories after reduction on the torus. Chirality is automatically achieved for D6-bran
3-cycles onT6. However, for models with D4- or D5-branes, if the point inB at which the
D-branes sit is smooth, the resulting intersection lead to vector-like matter. Chiral matter
intersections can be obtained by considering branes sitting at singular points inB. We will center
on Abelian orbifold singularities, whose local geometry can be modeled asR622n/ZN .

Hence we consider configurations of stacks ofD(31n)-branes wrapped onn-cycles in
T2nÃR622n/ZN . Each stack of D-branes gives rise to gauge factors, while open strings stre
between them give rise to chiral fermions propagating on the intersections. The resulting
dimensional gauge theories are of potential phenomenological interest. When the singula
embedded in a globally compact (622n)-dimensional variety, one obtains a full-fledged comp
tification, where gravity is also four-dimensional.

Notice that the case ofn50 corresponds to configurations of D3-branes atR6/ZN singulari-
ties, which were employed in Ref. 5 to build realistic gauge theories~see Ref. 12 for more forma
applications of these systems!. Full-fledged compactifications were subsequently obtained by
bedding the singularities in global compact geometries. Our approach here is similar in spirit
bottom-up approach introduced in Ref. 5, although we mainly center on local features
present paper. The models also present a number of interesting new properties.

The opposite extreme case,n53, corresponds to D6-branes wrapped on 3-cycles inT6.
Configurations of this type have appeared in Ref. 13, but in the presence of an additional
tifold projection.~Other models with branes at angles and orientifold and orbifold projections
appeared in Ref. 14.! This projection is not a necessary ingredient, and it does not improve
phenomenological or theoretical features of the model, hence we choose not to include
particular, this allows us to get around the orientifold symmetry constraints in Ref. 13, w
prevented the appearance of three-generation models. Without orientifold action, three-
models are easy to build, and we present a specific example.

In this paper we perform a detailed analysis of the configurations forn51, 2, 3, their con-
struction with explicit examples, and the main features of the resulting four-dimensional the
We determine the tadpole cancellation conditions, their geometrical interpretation, and their
play with the cancellation of chiral four-dimensional anomalies. Interestingly, we find tha
theories contain several anomalousU(1)’s, andthat their anomalies are cancelled by a gene
ized Green–Schwarz mechanism. The fields that mediate this mechanism correspond, f
branes wrapped on 3-cycles onT6, to untwistedclosed string modes, in contrast with the situati
in other string constructions. Forn51, 2 the exchanged fields correspond to the reduction onT2n

of fields in twisted sectors ofR622n/ZN .
The models are generically nonsupersymmetric, even if the orbifold twist is chosen to

serve some bulk supersymmetry. This leads to two important issues. First, although the disc
of more phenomenological aspects in these constructions will appear elsewhere,15 we would like
to mention here the question of scales. Even though models are nonsupersymmetric, it is p
to avoid a hierarchy problem in any realistic application, by lowering the string scale down
TeV. This is possible, i.e., consistent with a large four-dimensional Planck mass, for model
D4- or D5-branes, in the usual way, by simply taking the transverse (622n)-dimensional spaceB
large enough. Notice that the 2n-torus should remain small~with compactification scale' TeV!
to avoid too light KK resonances of gauge bosons. Hence, as observed in Ref. 13, for mode
D6-branes solving the hierarchy problem by large volume compactification is not possible
interesting to consider them, however, in case another mechanism is eventually devised.
other hand, let us emphasize again that a low string scale is consistent with low-energy phy
models with D4- or D5-branes, with a large transverse volume.
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The second comment concerns the generic presence of tachyons at brane intersection
signal an instability against recombining intersecting branes into a single smooth one. In
ingly, for the case of D6-branes on 3-cycles, there exist brane orientations such that the
recombination process is not energetically favored, since it implies an increase of the wr
volume. The corresponding intersection hence does not lead to tachyonic states. Hence
principle possible to construct compact models of D6-branes onT6 where all intersections hav
this property, and the resulting model is~meta!stable, as we discuss in some detail. In models w
D4- or D5-branes, it is possible to construct models where most of the tachyons at interse
are projected out by theZN orbifold twist in the quotient singularity.

In any event, we think it is also interesting to consider models with a small set of tach
Recent developments~see Ref. 16 for a review! have suggested that much can be learned
considering unstable configurations in string theory and their decay. On the speculative
possible phenomenological application of these ideas would be to interpret the tachyon c
sation process as a Higgs mechanism, in which the two gauge factors associated to the inte
branes break to a smaller subgroup carried by the recombined brane. In fact, it is poss
construct explicit semirealistic models of D4-branes, where the only tachyons have the qu
numbers of Standard Model Higgs multiplets. It is tempting to speculate that the effect o
instability is Higgs breaking of electroweak symmetry~see Ref. 15 for further details!.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we discuss generalities about the configura
intersecting branes, and the spectrum arising on their world-volume and on their intersectio
Sec. III we discuss the construction of models of D6-branes wrapped on 3-cycles inT6. We
analyze their spectrum, the tadpole cancellation conditions and their interpretation, and ca
tion of non-Abelian and mixedU(1) anomalies. We also present several explicit examples,
leading to three-generation Standard Model gauge sectors. We also comment on the possi
understanding tachyon condensation as symmetry breaking by a Higgs mechanism. A
analysis is carried out for configurations of D4-branes in Sec. IV, and of D5-branes in Se
Section VI contains our final remarks.

II. INTERSECTING Dp-BRANES

Let us start by considering some generic properties of the spectrum for branes at angl
start considering D-branes wrapped ond-cyclesT2d. We choose a factorizableT2d, product ofd
two-dimensional rectangular toriTI

2 parametrized by compact coordinatesX1
I ,X2

I , with radii
R1

I ,R2
I , with I 51, . . . ,d. We introduceK different sets ofNa coincident Dpa-branes, labeled by

an indexa, a51 ,. . . ,K. Each set wraps around a 1-cyclePa
I , of type (na

I ,ma
I ), on each of thed

two-tori. Namely, it wrapsna
I times around theX1

I direction andma
I times around theX2

I direction.
The angle of these branes with theX1

I axis is hence given by

tanqa
I 5

ma
I R2

I

na
I R1

I , ~2.1!

with an obvious modification for skewed two-tori.
The compactification preserves all 32 supersymmetries of type II theory in the closed

sector. The sector of open strings stretching between Dpa-branes within the same set, preserves
supersymmetries, hence giving rise to the corresponding gauge supermultiplet with gauge
U(Na). @If the wrapping numbers (n,m) are not coprime,r 5gcd(n,m)Þ1, the D-brane is mul-
tiwrapped r times over the cycle (n/r ,m/r ). This state can be equivalently described asr
D-branes on (n/r ,m/r ) with an orderr permutation Wilson line turned on. ForN such multi-
wrapped branes, the world-volume gauge group isU(N) r . We thank R. Blumenhagen, B. Ko¨rs,
and D. Lüst for a discussion on multiwrapped branes.# This piece of the spectrum is non-chiral, s
the only source of chiral fields is the sector of open strings stretched between different s
branes.
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The spectrum of such sectors has been studied in Ref. 6. World-sheet bosonic fields fo
strings stretching between Dpa- and Dpb-branes, at a relative angleqba

I 5(qb
I 2qa

I )/p ~given in
‘‘units of p’’ for convenience!, in the I th two-torus, satisfy the boundary conditions

sinqa
I ]sX1

I 2cosqa
I ]sX2

I 50,
~2.2!

sinqa
I ] tX2

I 2cosqa
I ] tX1

I 50,

at s50, and a similar equation fors5p with a→b. Corresponding equations are satisfied
fermionic coordinates. Such boundary conditions lead totwisted mode expansions, with twis
given by the relative angleqba

I between branes. For instance, one obtains world-sheet ferm
modesc r 2

I , c r 1

I , with modesr 65n6qba
I 1n, wheren is an integer andn50, 1/2 for R and NS

boundary conditions, respectively. No windings or KK momenta are allowed for nontrivial an
Antiparticles of states in theab sector appear in theba sector.

We are mainly interested in four-dimensional intersections, hence we consider the ca
D(31n)-branes wrapped onn-cycles onT2n, for n51, 2, 3. As mentioned in the Introduction
configurationsn,3 would lead to nonchiral intersections, hence we will eventually turn to c
figurations with singular transverse spaces, namely D(31n)-branes on n-cycles in
T2nÃR622n/ZN . Before that, it is convenient to discuss the simpler case ofT2nÃR622n in this
section, namely D6-branes onT6, D5-branes onT4ÃC, D4-branes onT2ÃC2.

The mass operator for strings stretching between branes in theath andbth set, which make an
angleq I[qab

I on theI th two-torus is17,6

a8Mab
2 5

Y2

4p2a8 (I 51

d

@N~q I !1qab
I #2n, ~2.3!

whereY2 measures the length of the stretched string~minimal distance between branes for min
mum winding states!, andNn is the number operator given by

N~q I !5 (
n.0

a2n•an1 (
n.0

a2n1

I
•an1

I 1 (
n.0

a2n2

I
•an2

I 1a2q I
I aq I

I

51 (
n.0

rc2rc r1 (
n.0

r 1c2r 1

I
•c r 1

I 1 (
n.0

r 2c2r 2

I
•c r 2

I

1
1

2
@~q I1n!c

2~q I1n!

I
•cq I1n

I
1~2q I1n!c

~q I2n!

I
•c2q I1n

I
#. ~2.4!

Some comments are in order for the correct use of this expression. We have assumed
derivation that 0<qab

I < 1
2, so oscillators modes as above are correctly normal ordered. For n

tive angles one should replaceq I→uq I u. Theqab
I in the mass equation~2.3! arises from normal

ordering of twisted modes.
The spectrum can be described in bosonic language as follows. We introduce a

dimensional twist vectorvq , whoseI th entry is given byqab
I . The GSO projected states a

labeled by a four-dimensional vectorr 1vq , wherer IPZ,Z1 1
2 for NS, R sectors, respectively

and( I r I5odd. The last entry provides four-dimensional Lorentz quantum numbers. The ma
the states is then given by

a8M25
Y2

4p2a8
1Nbos~q!1

~r 1v !2

2
2

1

2
1Eab , ~2.5!

with
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Eab5(
I

1

2
uq I u~12uq I u!, ~2.6!

andNbos(q) is a contribution from bosonic oscillators.
Let us discuss the computation of lowest lying states in the different models. As ment

above, models forn,3 have a nonchiral spectrum, as is easily seen from the fact that all mas
states can be made massive in a continuous way by increasing the separationY2 in transverse
space.

We first consider the case of D4-branes onT2ÃC2. In the NS sector, the lowest mass sta
allowed by GSO projection6 corresponds toc (q121/2)

I u0.NS , or r 1v5(211q1,0,0,0) in
bosonic language. Its mass is given by

a8M1
25

Y

4p2a8
2

1

2
uq1u. ~2.7!

Thus, a tachyon is generated when D4-branes come closer than the critical distanY2

52p2a8uq1u. The tachyon signals an instability against joining the intersecting branes in
single one, which then wraps a one-cycle in the homology class@Pa#1@Pb#, namely a (na

1nb ,ma1mb) cycle onT2. In Sec. IV we discuss how to use aZN orbifold twist to project out
some of these tachyons.

The R groundstate contains four fermions that become massless at zero transverse d
They are given by

~2 1
21q1,2 1

2,2
1
2,1

1
2!; ~2 1

21q1,2 1
2,1

1
2,2

1
2!,

~2.8!

~2 1
21q1,1 1

2,2
1
2,2

1
2!; ~2 1

21q1,1 1
2,1

1
2,1

1
2!.

There are two pairs of opposite chirality spinors, so the spectrum is nonchiral. A possibil
obtain a chiral spectrum is to project out some of the above fermions, for instance by locati
D4-branes atC2/ZN singularities in transverse space; see Sec. IV.

In the case of configurations of D5-branes onT2ÃT2ÃC, open strings at intersections have
twist vector (q1 ,q2,0,0). In the NS sector, assuming 0,q I,1 the lowest mass NS states co
respond to c21/21q1

u0., c21/21q2
u0., or in bosonic language (211q1,0,0,0), (0,21

1q2,0,0). Their masses areM1
25 1

2 (q22q1) and M2
252 1

2 (q22q1)52M1
2, respectively.

Thus, unlessuq2u5uq1u, in which case the intersection preserves some supersymmetry, th
always a tachyonic state. The R spectrum contains a set of nonchiral massless fermions

sponding to the states (2 1
21q1,2 1

21q2,2 1
2,

1
2) and (2 1

21q1,2 1
21q2, 1

2,2
1
2). Again, tachyon

elimination and chirality may be obtained by imposing an orbifold projection, namely by co
ering D5-branes wrapped onT4 and located at the origin of aC/ZN singularity, as we do in Sec
V.

As mentioned, a chiral spectrum is obtained for D6-brane intersections onT6. The twist
vector is now given by (q1 ,q2 ,q3,0). In the NS sector, the lowest lying states, for 0<q I<1, are
given by (211q1,q2,q3,0), (q1,211q2,q3,0), (q1,q2,211q3,0), and (211q1,21
1q2,211q3,0). As discussed in more detail in Sec. III, some of them may be tachyonic, bu
necessarily. In the R sector, we obtain a single chiral fermion, given by (2 1

21q1,2 1
21q2 ,2 1

2

1q3 ,1 1
2).

We conclude by emphasizing an important point. Branes wrapped on cycles generica
tersect at multiple points, hence the above states in mixedab sectors appear in several copies, th
multiplicity being given by the intersection number of the corresponding wrapped cycles.@If, e.g.,
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one of the branes, say thebth, has noncoprime (n,m), the multiplets in theab sector transform as
( l 51

r Ĩ ab(Na ,Nb,r) under the gauge groupU(Na)3U(Nb) r , and Ĩ ab5I ab /r .#

III. D6-BRANES WRAPPING AT ANGLES ON „T2
…

3

A. Construction

In this section we consider type IIA theory compactified on a factorizableT6. We consider a
configuration containingK stacks ofNa D6-branes,a51,...,K, wrapped on three-cyclesPa

obtained as the product of one-cycles (na
I ,ma

I ) on each of the three two-toriI 51, 2, 3.@This type
of configuration is a particular case of configurations of D6-branes wrapped on special Lagra
cycles in a Calabi–Yau threefold~see Ref. 18 for recent discussions!.# In Ref. 13 these kinds of
D6-brane configurations were considered in the presence of an orientifold projection. Sin
projection is not required for consistency, we prefer not to impose this restriction and kee
analysis general.

The models admit a T-dual description6,13 in terms of type IIB compactified on a T-dual toru
T̃6 ~with the Kahler and complex structure on each two-tori exchanged with respect to the or
one!, with a set of D9-branes~and anti-D9-branes!, with wrapping numbersna

I and world-volume
magnetic flux with chargema

I along theI th two-torus.~Models with such fluxes and orbifold an
orientifold projections have appeared in Ref. 19.! Even though we phrase our discussion in D
brane language, we will find it useful to occasionally turn to this T-dual picture.

The configuration can be described by a free world-sheet CFT, and the consistency con
~tadpole cancellation conditions! can be analyzed by the usual factorization of one-loop am
tudes. They read as

(
a

Nana
1na

2na
350, (

a
Nana

1ma
2ma

350,

(
a

Nama
1na

2na
350, (

a
Nama

1na
2ma

350,

~3.1!

(
a

Nana
1ma

2na
350, (

a
Nama

1ma
2na

350,

(
a

Nana
1na

2ma
350, (

a
Nama

1ma
2ma

350.

In the D6-brane picture, they are equivalent to the condition that the homology classes@Pa# of the
cyclesPa wrapped by the D6-branes, counted with multiplicityNa , add up to zero. Denoting by
@aI #, @bI # the homology classes of the~1,0! and ~0,1! basis cycles in theI th two-torus, we have

@Pa#5~na
1 @a1#1ma

1 @b1# ! ^ ~na
2 @a2#1ma

2 @b2# ! ^ ~na
3 @a3#1ma

3 @b3# !, ~3.2!

and ~3.1! can be recast as

(
a

Na@Pa#50. ~3.3!

The vanishing of the total homology class is required by consistency with the equations of m
for the RR 7-form, under which the D6-branes are electrically charged,

d* H85(
a

Nad~Pa!, ~3.4!
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whereH8 is the field strength of the 7-form, andd(Pa) is a three-form supported at the locatio
of the D6a-branes, the Poincare dual of@Pa#. Sinced* H8 is exact, the above equation in homo
ogy becomes~3.3!.

In the language of D9-branes with fluxes, conditions~3.1! receive the following interpretation
In the presence of background magnetic fluxes, D9-branes carry charges under RR form
even degrees, due to the WZ world-volume couplings.20 The above tadpole conditions amount
the cancellation of overall D9-, D7I-, D5I- and D3-brane charges,~where D5I- and D7I-branes, are
wrapped on, or transverse to, theI th two-torus, respectively!. This is required for consistency o
the equations of motion of the corresponding RR forms, i.e., the T-dual statement to our arg
in the D6-brane picture.

From our discussion in Sec. II, the four-dimensional field theory arising after compactific
of the D6-branes on the torus contains chiral fermions arising from brane intersections, hea
priori have phenomenological interest. They are also nonsupersymmetric, but in princip
existence of a tachyon-free stable configuration is not excluded; see Sec. III D.

Let us obtain the massless~and tachyonic! four-dimensional spectrum. The 6a6a sector has
unbrokenN54 supersymmetry, and leads, in component fields, toU(Na) gauge bosons, six rea
scalars in the adjoint representation and four Majorana fermions in the adjoint as well. I
mixed 6a6b and 6b6a sectors, the field content appears in general in several replicas, due
multiple intersection numberI ab of the cyclesPa andPb , given by

I ab5@Pa#•@Pb#5)
i

~na
i mb

i 2ma
i nb

i !. ~3.5!

~In the T-dual picture in terms of D9-branes with magnetic fluxes, the multiplicities arise from
Landau level multiplicities.! In the R sector, we obtainI ab chiral left-handed fermions in the
bifundamental representation (Na ,N̄b), with the understanding that a negative multiplicity corr
sponds to a positive multiplicity of right-handed fermions. In the NS sector, we obtain a setI ab

bifundamental scalars, whose masses are controlled by the anglesq I between theD6a- and the
D6b-branes, which depend on the six-torus moduli. Their masses are given by~assuming 0<q i

<1!

State Mass

~211q1 ,q2 ,q3,0! a8M25 1
2 ~2q11q21q3!,

~q1 ,211q2 ,q3,0! a8M25 1
2 ~q12q21q3!,

~q1 ,q2 ,211q3,0! a8M25 1
2 ~q11q22q3!,

~211q1 ,211q2 ,211q3,0! a8M2512 1
2 ~q11q21q3!.

~3.6!

Hence certain intersections may lead to the appearance of tachyons. If present, they si
instability against joining the intersecting branes into a single smooth one. As observed in R
tachyon modes arise precisely in the range ofq I ’s for which the joining process is energetical
favored, namely decreases the 3-cycle volume. In Sec. III D we discuss the construction of m
which, for a range of six-torus moduli, do not contain tachyons at brane intersections. Hen
corresponding configurations are protected against recombination by a energy barrier.

In the next section we center robust aspects of the theory, such us the chiral fermion c
and potential gauge anomalies. Hence recall that the gauge group and chiral fermions
models are
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)
a51

K

U~Na!, (
a,b

I ab ~Na ,N̄b!. ~3.7!

@In fact, the chiral piece of the spectrum of a set of D6-branes wrapped on 3-cycles in a thr
~not necessarily Calabi–Yau! has this form, and our arguments about the cancellation of fo
dimensional anomalies are valid~with some obvious modifications! in this general case.# The
spectrum is generically chiral, leading to an interesting set of four-dimensional field theorie

B. Anomaly cancellation

1. Non-Abelian anomalies

Following, Refs. 6, 22, the gauge anomaly induced by the chiral fermions living on
intersection is cancelled by an anomaly inflow mechanism associated to the intersecting
~see Ref. 23 for string computations of the relevant couplings!. Namely, the violation of charge
induced by the anomaly is compensated by a charge inflow from the bulk of the interse
branes. This explanation is sufficient in situations where the branes are infinitely extended.
compact context, however, within a single brane the charge ‘‘inflowing’’ into an intersection
be compensated by charge ‘‘outflowing’’ from other intersections.~This anomaly flow picture is
analogous to that in Ref. 24.! Consistency of anomaly inflow in a compact manifold impos
global constraints on the configuration.

From the point of view of the compactified four-dimensional effective field theory, wh
does not resolve the localization of the different chiral fermions, these global constraints
spond to cancellation of triangle gauge anomalies in the usual sense. In fact, the cancella
cubic non-Abelian anomalies for the gauge factorSU(Na) in ~3.7! reads as

(
b51

K

I ab Nb50. ~3.8!

From the ten-dimensional viewpoint,~3.8! expresses the cancellation of inflows from differe
intersections in theD6a-branes.

By replacing~3.5! in ~3.8!, one can see that tadpole cancellation conditions imply the can
lation of cubic non-Abelian anomalies. Thus, as usual, string theory consistency conditions
consistency of the low-energy effective theory. However, tadpole cancellation conditions
general much stronger than anomaly cancellation conditions~see also Ref. 25!, a feature also
found in the context of standard type IIB orientifolds26 ~see also Refs. 27, 25!.

2. Mixed U „1… anomaly cancellation

Let us turn to mixedU(1) anomalies. Again, anomalies at each intersection are cancelle
the inflow mechanism.6,22 However, the global consistency of the inflow, or equivalently, can
lation of anomalies from the perspective of the compactified four-dimensional theory, is in
case more intricate, and involves a Green–Schwarz mechanism.~The interplay between the inflow
and Green–Schwarz anomaly cancellation mechanisms has been studied in Ref. 28 in a d
context.! Using the fermion spectrum in~3.7!, the mixedU(1)a2SU(Nb) triangle anomaly reads
as

Aab5 1
2dab(

c
Nc I bc1

1
2 Nb I ab . ~3.9!

The first piece is proportional to the non-Abelian anomaly, and vanishes, while the last pi
generically nonvanishing even after imposing tadpole conditions.

We now show that the residual anomaly is cancelled by a generalized Green–Schwarz m
nism mediated by RR partners of closed stringuntwistedgeometric moduli. This situation con
trasts with that in type IIB orientifolds, whereU(1) anomalies are cancelled through exchange
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closed stringtwistedmoduli29 ~see Ref. 30 for the six-dimensional case, and, e.g., Refs. 31, 3
subsequent work!. It also differs from that in heterotic compactifications, in not involving t
dilaton multiplet, and in allowing the existence of several anomalousU(1)’s.

Let us consider aD6a-brane wrapped on a 3-cycle@Pa#. It has several relevant world-volum
couplings20 to the RR 3-formC3 and its ten-dimensional Hodge dual, the 5-formC5 ,

E
D6a

C3`Fa`Fa ; E
D6a

C5`Fa . ~3.10!

In order to obtain the couplings after a Kaluza–Klein reduction to four dimensions, it is co
nient to introduce two basis of homology 3-cycles,$@S i #%, $@L i #%, dual to each other, namel
@L i #•@S j #5d i j . On these two basis, theD6a-brane 3-cycle@Pa# has the expansions

@Pa#5(
i

r ai@S i #; M @Pa#5(
i

pai@L i #. ~3.11!

Defining the untwisted RR fieldsF i5* [L i ]
C3 ; B2

i 5* [S i ]
C5 , which are Hodge duals in the four

dimensional sense, the couplings~3.10! read as

(
i

paiE
M4

F i Fa`Fa ; MNa(
i

r aiE
M4

B2
i `Fa , ~3.12!

where the prefactorNa arises from normalization of theU(1) generator, as in Ref. 29. Thes
couplings can be combined in a GS diagram whereU(1)a couples to thei th untwisted field, which
then couples toFb

2 . The coefficient of this amplitude is~modulo ana, b independent numerica
factor!

Na(
i

r ai pbi5Na (
i , j

r ai pb j @S i #•@L j #5Na @Pa#•@Pb#5NaI ab , ~3.13!

precisely of the form required to cancel the residualU(1)a2SU(Nb)2 anomaly in~3.9!.
The same mechanism may be described in the T-dual picture of D9-branes with ma

fluxes. The couplings on the world-volume of D9-branes to bulk RR fields~the role of these
couplings in anomaly cancellation in a different class of models has been suggested in Ref.! are
of the form ~wedge products implied!

E
D9a

C0 Fa
5; E

D9a

C2 Fa
4; E

D9a

C4 Fa
3,

~3.14!

E
D9a

C6 Fa
2; E

D9a

C8 Fa ; E
D9a

C10.

In order to obtain the four-dimensional version of these couplings, we define

C2
I 5E

(T2) I

C4 ; C0
I 5E

(T2) I

C2 ,

B2
I 5E

(T2)JÃ(T2)K

C6 ; B0
I 5E

(T2)JÃ(T2)K

C4 ,

B25E
(T2)1Ã(T2)2Ã(T2)2

C8 ; B05E
(T2)1Ã(T2)2Ã(T2)3

C6 ,
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whereIÞJÞKÞI in the second row. The fieldsC2 andC6 , and alsoC0 andC8 are Hodge duals,
while C4 is self-dual. In four dimensions, the duality relations are

dC05* dB2 ; dB0
I 5* dC2

I ,

dC0
I 52* dB2

I ; dB052* dC2 .

In the dimensional reduction, one should take into account that the integration ofFa along the
I th two-torus yields a factorma

I . Also, integrating the pullback of the RR forms on the~multiply
wrapped! D9a-brane over theI th two-torus yields a factorna

I . We obtain the couplings

Na ma
1 ma

2 ma
3E

M4

C2`Fa ; nb
1 nb

2 nb
3E

M4

B0`Fb`Fb ,

Na na
I ma

J ma
KE

M4

C2
I `Fa ; nb

J nb
K mb

I E
M4

B0
I `Fb`Fb ,

Na na
J na

K ma
I E

M4

B2
I `Fa ; nb

I mb
J mb

KE
M4

C0
I `Fb`Fb ,

Na na
1 na

2 na
3E

M4

B2`Fa ; mb
1 mb

2 mb
3E

M4

C0`Fb`Fb .

As usual, theNa prefactors arise fromU(1)a normalization.
The GS amplitude whereU(1)a couples to one untwisted field which propagates and cou

to two SU(Nb) gauge bosons is proportional to

2Na ma
1ma

2ma
3nb

1nb
2nb

31Na (
I

na
I ma

Jma
Knb

Jnb
Kmb

I 2Na (
I

na
I na

Jma
Knb

Kmb
I mb

J1Na na
1na

2ma
3mb

1mb
2mb

3

5Na)
I

~na
I mb

I 2ma
I nb

I !5NaI ab , ~3.15!

as required to cancel the residual mixedU(1) anomaly in~3.9!.
Finally, it is straightforward to check that these theories do not produce mixedU(1) gravi-

tational anomalies.
Due to the linear couplings between theU(1)’s and theclosed string moduli, anomalou

U(1)’s become massive with a mass of the order of the string scale. Therefore it is importa
any ~phenomenological or not! application of these models, to determine the precise linear c
binations becoming massive and those staying massless.

One can advance that since there are eight fields mediating the anomaly cancellation,
eight U(1) linear combinations can gain mass. DenotingQa the generator of theath U(1), and
writing a general linear combination as

Q5 (
a51

K
ca

Na
Qa , ~3.16!

nonanomalousU(1)’s correspond to zero modes of the intersection matrix(acaI ab50.
We conclude with a brief discussion of Fayet–Iliopoulos terms for the anomalousU(1)’s. An

important observation is that the standard low-energy field theory arguments relating a GS m
nism with FI terms in Ref. 33 are based on supersymmetry, hence do not directly apply
models. Notice however that the string theory diagram giving rise to linear couplings bet
anomalousU(1) and closed string modes is a disk, with boundary on the relevant D6-bran
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a closed string mode insertion. This diagram does not notice the breaking of supersymmet
other branes, hence yields superpartner interactions, and in particular a FI term, proportiona
NS–NS part of untwisted moduli. As opposed to supersymmetric cases, where the FI terms
renormalized, in the present nonsupersymmetric situations higher loop contributions are ex

C. Explicit models

Here we construct an example with a Standard Model gauge group and three quark-
families, in order to illustrate how our more general starting point overcomes the difficulty f
in Ref. 13 to obtain three generations. Notice that the model, just like the examples in Re
contains tachyons, but we prefer not to list them since they are moduli dependent~and might even
disappear for certain regions in parameter space!.

We consider six stacks of D6-branes,K56, with multiplicities and wrapping numbers give
by

Na ~na
1 ,ma

1! ~na
2 ,ma

2! ~na
3 ,ma

3!

N153 ~1,2! ~1,21! ~1,22!

N252 ~1,1! ~1,22! ~21,5!

N351 ~1,1! ~1,0! ~21,5!

N451 ~1,2! ~21,1! ~1,1!

N551 ~1,2! ~21,1! ~2,27!

N651 ~1,1! ~3,24! ~1,25!

~3.17!

This choice satisfies the tadpole conditions. The intersection numbers are

I 1253, I 13523, I 1450, I 1550, I 16523,

I 2350, I 2456, I 2553, I 2650, I 34526, ~3.18!

I 35523, I 3650, I 4550, I 4656, I 5653.

The spectrum underU(3)3U(2)3U(1)4 is

3~3,2! [1,21,0,0,0,0]13~ 3̄,1! [ 21,0,1,0,0,0]13~ 3̄,1! [ 21,0,0,0,0,1]16~1,2! [0,1,0,21,0,0]13~1,2! [0,1,0,0,21,0]

16~1,1! [0,0,21,1,0,0]13~1,1! [0,0,21,0,1,0]16~1,1! [0,0,0,1,0,21]13~1,1! [0,0,0,0,1,21] , ~3.19!

where subindices giveU(1) charges. Out the sixU(1)’s the diagonal linear combination de
couples, and two of the remaining are anomalous. A basis of nonanomalous linear combin
~3.16! is provided by the coefficient vectors,

cW5~1,0,0,0,1,0!; cW5~0,1,1,0,0,0!; cW5~0,1,0,0,0,1!. ~3.20!

One can check that the nonanomalous linear combination,

QY52 1
3 Q12 1

2 Q22Q32Q5 , ~3.21!

can play the role of hypercharge. Indeed, the spectrum, showing only charges under thisU(1), is

SU~3!3SU~2!3U~1!Y33~3,2!1/613~ 3̄,1!22/313~ 3̄,1!1/316~1,2!21/2

13~1,2!1/216~1,1!113~1,1!016~1,1!013~1,1!21 , ~3.22!
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giving the chiral fermion content of a three-generation standard model@up to charges unde
additionalU(1) symmetries#.

This example illustrates that it is relatively easy to do model building in this framew
Unfortunately, as explained in the Introduction, these models suffer a hierarchy problem,
they are not supersymmetric, and it is not possible to lower the string scale by making the six
volume large, since this would give rise to too light KK resonances for gauge bosons. How
we cannot exclude that further modifications of the setup improve this aspect. It is conceiva
consider spaces with a small volume region similar toT6, where D6-branes wrap leading to hea
KK excitation, while the volume of the complete space is much larger. A simple example c
obtained by surgery, taking a smallT6, removing a ball in a region away from the branes, a
gluing a throat connecting it to a large volume manifold. Of course, a concrete realization o
would require a much more careful analysis, and our comment is just intended for illustrati
any event, the problem in lowering the string scale is not present in the models of D4
D5-branes, to be studied in the next sections.

D. Stability and tachyons

The lowest lying states in the NS sector of an open string stretched between inters
D6-branes are given in~3.6!, along with their masses. These can be tachyonic or not, dependin
the angles between the D-branes. For instance, forq1<q21q3 , q2<q31q1 , q3<q11q2 ,
q11q21q3<2, all states at the intersections have a non-negative mass square. In fact, th
the conditions for the two intersecting 3-cycles to be stable against recombination into a
smooth 3-cycle.21

In principle there seems to be no obstruction to the existence of compactifications onT6 with
D6-branes wrapped on 3-cycles, such that every intersection fulfills the above conditions, yi
a four-dimensional nonsupersymmetric chiral theory free of tachyons. Such configurations
be stable against small perturbations, but, carrying no net charges may decay to the vac
tunneling through a potential barrier. Such metastable~rather than absolutely stable! non-BPS
configurations could however lead to perfectly sensible phenomenological models if their life
exponentially suppressed by the barrier height, is long enough for cosmological standards

E. Explicit examples of tachyon elimination

In this section we construct specific models where all intersections are tachyon-free for c
regions in the six-torus parameter space, namely the complex structure of the two-tori.

It turns out that it is easier to build such models if the construction includes an orien
projectionVR ~whereR:zi→ z̄i! as in Ref. 13. The only differences with respect to our confi
rations above is that the angle between the tori axis is projected out, theD6a-branes wrapped on
cycles (na

I ,ma
I ) must haveVR orientifold images~denotedD6a8-branes! wrapped on cycles

(na
I ,ma

I ), and the first tadpole condition in~3.1! becomes(aNa na
1 na

2 na
3516 ~not counting im-

ages!. The potential tachyon masses are however obtained as above.
The model under consideration is one of the four-dimensional constructions presented

13. The sets of D6-branes are given by

Na ~na
1 ,ma

1! ~na
2 ,ma

2! ~na
3 ,ma

3!

N153 ~1,0! ~1,0! ~1,1!

N253 ~1,2! ~1,1! ~1,0!

N351 ~1,2! ~1,22! ~1,0!

N451 ~1,0! ~1,0! ~10,1!

~3.23!

plus theirVR images. The main advantage in searching tachyon-free models by using con
tions with anVR orientifold projection, is that, as can be appreciated in~3.23!, it allows all
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integersna
I to be positive. This simplifies the search for tachyon-free regions, since it ensure

taking large ratiosR1 /R2 all angles between branes become small, and states become less
onic. For instance, choosing

R2
1/R1

151; R2
2/R1

253/2; R2
3/R1

352, ~3.24!

the masses for the scalars~3.6! at the different intersections are

Intersection a8m1
2 a8m2

2 a8m3
2 a8m4

2

12, 128, 218, 1828 0.16 0.20 0.16 0.49

13, 138, 318, 1838 0.20 0.15 0.20 0.45

24, 248, 428, 2848 0.01 0.05 0.30 0.64

34, 348, 438, 3848 0.05 0.01 0.34 0.59

~3.25!

We can see that they are all positive, hence the intersections are free of tachyons, and the
is stable against recombination of the corresponding cycles.

Pairs of branes with zero intersection number are parallel in some two-torus. In this mod
the nongeneric case that the branes overlap in this two-torus, open strings stretched betwe
would lead to additional tachyons,

Intersection a8m1
2 a8m2

2 a8m3
2 a8m4

2

118 0.35 0.35 20.35 0.65

228 20.04 0.04 0.67 0.33

338 0.05 20.05 0.75 0.25

448 0.06 0.06 20.06 0.94

14, 1848 0.14 0.14 20.14 0.86

148, 418 0.21 0.21 20.21 0.79

23, 2838 0.36 20.36 0.36 0.64

238, 328 20.31 0.31 0.39 0.61

~3.26!

However, these states are not tachyonic if the branes are separated beyond a critical distan
corresponding two-torus. It is possible that higher effects, due to brane interactions~one loop in
the open string channel!, induce a nonzero attractive force between such nonintersecting br
pushing them to the tachyonic region. In any event, this would be a higher order effect w
might be avoided in more complicated models. Our point here is that tachyons and interse
which appear at tree level and are therefore more dangerous, can be eliminated in some mo
a suitable choice of background geometry.

In principle it is possible that this kind of tachyon-free configurations exist in models wit
the orientifold projection, even though a systematic exploration of parameter space is more
cult. We would like to conclude by pointing out that, since the main difficulty arising fr
satisfying the tadpole conditions, the above ideas may have a much simpler implementa
other contexts, where such conditions are not relevant. For instance, one may construct
class of~meta!stable non-BPS states in type IIB theory onT6, by considering D3-branes wrappe
on 3-cycles with tachyon-free intersections.

F. Tachyons and Higgs mechanism

Even if tachyons are present, we would like to point out a quite different perspective on
which is actually applicable to more general examples~among others, those of D4- and D5-bran
in the coming sections!. As in the more familiar example of brane–antibrane systems~see, e.g.,
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Refs. 16, 34!, the condensation of open string tachyons may in certain situations be interpre
a Higgs mechanism. In our present context, the tachyon is charged under the gauge group
intersecting branes, and its condensation reduces the gauge symmetry to that of the reco
brane. From the spacetime viewpoint, it is physically clear that the tachyon has a potential
minimum, at which the energy of the condensate compensates the difference of tensions b
the final and initial states, and at which the tachyon vev breaks the initial gauge symm
Adapting Sen’s ideas,16 the intersecting branes with the tachyon condensed to its minimu
exactlythe final configuration of the recombined brane~stretched along a minimum volume cyc
in its homology class!. ~This is particularly clear in the T-dual picture of D9-branes with magne
fluxes, where the above process often amounts to annihilation of topological defects on th
brane world-volume. Some remarks on tachyon condensation as a Higgs mechanism in this
have appeared in Ref. 35.!

This idea has an important and interesting caveat, in the interpretation of the inverse p
as un-Higgsing. Basically, the final state does not keep track of what initial state it came
Hence if the system is given energy, it will nucleate not only the W bosons corresponding
original initial state, but also W bosons of enhanced symmetries associated to all other p
initial states in the same energy range. However, there may be situations where one possibl
state is substantially lighter than the rest. In this situation, a low-energy observer, with a li
range of available energies, would systematically find a single pattern of gauge symmet
hancement. This situation is close enough to a standard Higgs mechanism, so that tachyo
be interpreted as standard Higgs fields~at least for processes in the appropriate range of energ!,
even for electroweak symmetry breaking. A more detailed understanding of the tachyon po
and dynamics34 would help in determining if such a scenario is indeed viable for electrowea
other phenomenological Higgs mechanisms. For the moment, we just point out the tanta
existence of tachyon fields with the quantum numbers of standard model Higgs fields in so
the models we have explored~see Sec. IV C and Ref. 15 for further details!.

IV. D4-BRANES WRAPPING AT ANGLES ON T 2ÃC2ÕZN

A. Construction

As discussed in Sec. II, configurations of D4-branes wrapped on 1-cycles inT2ÃC2 lead
necessarily to nonchiral spectra. In this section we study a simple modification of this
framework, which leads to generically chiral four-dimensional gauge field theories on the D-
world-volume.

We consider configurations of D4-branes onT2Ã(C2/ZN), where the D4-branes are distrib
uted in stacks of multiplicityNa , wrapped along one-cyclesPa defined by wrapping number
(na ,ma), onT2 and sitting at the origin inC2/ZN. The models admit a T-dual description in term
of type IIB D5-branes onT2Ã(C2/ZN), with nontrivial wrapping numbers and fluxes onT2. We
usually phrase our results in the D4-brane picture, but translation to the D5-brane pict
straightforward, as in the models in Sec. III.

The twist ZN is generated by a geometric actionu with a twist vector given byv
5 (1/N) (b1 ,b2,0,0), whereb15b2 mod 2 for the variety to be spin. The supersymmetric cas
recovered whenb252b1 modN, hence with twistv5 (1/N) (b1 ,2b1,0,0). In this case, sinceb1

andN must be coprime for aZN action, the orbifold group can be equivalently generated by
twist uk, with kb151 modN, which has the more familiar twist vectorv5 (1/N) (1,21,0,0).

We would like to emphasize that we imagine this framework as a local description o
configuration near the location of the branes. Globally, the local configuration above m
embedded in a spacetime of the formT2ÃB, whereB is a four-dimensional space~not necessarily
Calabi–Yau! with a C2/ZN singularity at which the D-branes sit. More generally, the comp
space may not be globally a product, but rather a torus bundle overB, or even a torus fibration, a
long as singular fibers are away from the D-brane location. Our configuration is a good
description in these cases, and completely controls the structure of the D-brane world-v
gauge theory.
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Let us briefly mention another interesting aspect. These configurations admit a seem
simple lift to M-theory, as a set of M-theory fivebranes sitting at aC2/ZN singularity, and wrapped
on a two-cycle inT2ÃS1. Obviously, a detailed description of the model in M-theory will invol
a number of interesting subtleties, on which our analysis may shed some light. Note th
existence of this six-dimensional parent theory, which reduces to the four-dimensional field
after compactification, is not in contradiction with chirality in the latter. The higher-dimensi
theory is not a conventional field theory, and in fact four-dimensional chiral states arise
membranes stretched between M5-branes and wrapped onS1, i.e., they do not descend by KK
reduction from any six-dimensional field.

Let us describe the computation of the spectrum in our configuration. The closed string
is computed using standard orbifold techniques. In the supersymmetric case, it gives rise
D54 N54 U(1)N21 gauge multiplet. In the nonsupersymmetric case, the main feature is t
leads to tachyons in the NS–NS sector. Their interpretation is, as usual with closed string
ons, not understood, and we will have nothing new to say about them. Nevertheless, we ch
study these models and in particular their open string spectrum even for nonsupersym
singularities.

The ZN action may be embedded in theU(Na) gauge degrees of freedom of theath stack of
D4-branes, through a unitary matrix of the form

gu,a5diag~1N
a
0,e2p i ~1/N!1N

a
1,...,e2p i @~N21!/N#1N

a
N21!, ~4.1!

with ( iNa
i 5Na .

Let us compute the spectrum in the open string sector. In the 4a4a sector, the massless stat
surviving the GSO projection, along with their behavior under theZN twist, are

NS State ZN phase R State ZN phase

~61,0,0,0! e62p i ~b1 /N! 6 1
2 ~2,1,1,1 ! e7p i @~b12b2!/N#

~0,61,0,0! e72p i ~b2 /N! 6 1
2 ~1,2,1,1 ! e6p i @~b12b2!/N#

~0,0,61,0! 1 6 1
2 ~1,1,2,1 ! e6p i @~b11b2!/N#

~0,0,0,61! 1 6 1
2 ~1,1,1,2 ! e6p i @~b11b2!/N#

~4.2!

The open string spectrum is obtained by keeping states invariant under the combined geo
plus Chan–PatonZN action.36 After theZN projections, the resulting gauge group and matter fie
are

Gauge bosons )
a51

K

)
i 51

N

U~Na
i !,

Cmplx. scalars (
a51

K

(
i 51

N

@ ~Na
i ,N̄a

i 1b1!1~Na
i ,N̄a

i 1b2!#,

~4.3!

Left fermion (
a51

K

(
i 51

N

@~Na
i ,N̄a

i 1(b12b2)/2
!1~Na

i ,N̄a
i 2(b12b2)/2

!,

Right fermion (
a51

K

(
i 51

N

@~Na
i ,N̄a

i 1(b11b2)/2
!1~Na

i ,N̄a
i 2(b11b2)/2

!.

Notice that this piece of the spectrum is generically nonsupersymmetric, and always nonch
the supersymmetric case,v5(1,21,0,0)/N, this sector preservesN52 supersymmetry in the
four-dimensional field theory. The above fields form the multiplets,
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N52 vector )
a51

K

)
i 51

N

U~Na
i !,

~4.4!

N52 hyper (
a51

K

(
i 51

N

~Na
i ,N̄a

i 11!.

In the 4a4b sector, open strings are twisted by the angle formed by the branes, denotedq, resulting
in a sector twisted by the shift (q,0,0,0). Assuming 0<q<1, tachyonic and massless state
along with theirZN phases, are

Sector State ZN phase

NS ~211q, 0, 0, 0! 1

R ~2 1
2 1q,2 1

2 ,2 1
2 ,1 1

2! e22p i @(b11b2)/2N#

~2 1
2 1q,2 1

2 ,1 1
2 ,2 1

2! e22p i @(b12b2)/2N#

~2 1
2 1q,1 1

2 ,2 1
2 ,2 1

2! e2p i [ ~b12b2)/2N#

~2 1
2 1q,1 1

2 ,1 1
2 ,1 1

2! e2p i @(b11b2)/2N#

~4.5!

This piece of the spectrum is nonsupersymmetric, even for supersymmetricZN twists. The NS
states are tachyonic, witha8M2 equal to2 1

2 uqu, and signal an instability against recombinin
intersecting D4-branes with the same Chan–Paton eigenvalue. Hence, they may be avo
suitable choices of theZN actionsgu,4a

. A different possibility is to interpret these tachyons
triggering breaking of gauge symmetries by a Higgs mechanism, as mentioned in Sec. III D
R states are massless, and provide a set of chiral fermions in the model. Notice that the a
ticles of these states appear in the 4b4a sector, which is twisted by (2q,0,0,0).

In these sectors the spectrum generically appears in several replicas, whose number
by the intersection numberI ab of the one-cyclesPa andPb in T2,

I ab5namb2manb . ~4.6!

The spectrum after the Chan–Paton projections is given by

Cmplx. tachyons (
a,b

(
i 51

N

I ab3~Na
i ,N̄b

i !,

Left fermion (
a,b

(
i 51

N

I ab3@~Na
i ,N̄b

i 1(b11b2)/2
1~Na

i ,N̄b
i 2(b11b2)/2

#, ~4.7!

Right fermion (
a,b

(
i 51

N

I ab3@~Na
i ,N̄b

i 1(b12b2)/2
1~Na

i ,N̄b
i 2(b12b2)/2

#,

which is nonsupersymmetric and generically chiral. Therefore the resulting field theories ma
to phenomenologically interesting models. In fact, in Sec. IV C we construct an explicit exa
with a Standard Model group and three quark lepton generations.

B. Tadpoles and anomalies

1. Tadpole cancellation conditions

The consistency conditions~RR tadpole cancellation conditions! for these configurations ar
easily computed, and read as
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)
r 51,2

sin~pkbr /N! (
a51

K

naTrguk,4a
50,

for k51,...,N21.

)
r 51,2

sin~pkbr /N! (
a51

K

maTrguk,4a
50,

There is no constraint associated tok50, since the untwisted tadpole is associated to a flux
can escape along the noncompact dimensions ofC2/ZN.

These conditions can be interpreted geometrically, at least for supersymmetric singula
by regarding the fractional37 D4a

s-branes~i.e., the set ofD4a branes associated to the pha
e2p i (s/N) in gu,4a

! as D6-branes wrapped on the 1-cycle@Pa#5na@a#1ma@b# in T2 times thesth
collapsed two-cycle@Ss# in the singularity. The conditions above amount to the vanishing of
total homology class,

(
a51

K

(
s50

N21

Na
s @Pa# ^ @Ss#50. ~4.8!

Since (s50
N21@Ss#50, one can increase theNa

s by an s-independent~but possiblya-dependent!
amount and still satisfy the homological condition. Hence, the Chan–Paton matrices fork50 are
unconstrained. Note that regarding branes at singularities as branes wrapped on collapsed
our models of D4-branes become a degenerate version of D6-branes wrapped on 3-cyc
curved ambient space, and our results here are reminiscent of those in Sec. III B.

2. Anomaly cancellation

The spectrum of the model is generically chiral, and has potential gauge anomalies. In a
with the case of D6-branes onT6, cancellation of the anomalies due to chiral fermions at e
intersection would be achieved by an inflow mechanism. Since the intersections sit at the
larity in transverse space, this inflow mechanism would be more involved and interesting, b
tractable. Leaving aside its study, we prefer to center on the compactified effective
dimensional description of anomaly cancellation.

The cancellation of cubic non-Abelian anomalies forSU(Na
i ) gives the conditions

(
b51

K

I ab~2Nb
i 1(b11b2)/2

2Nb
i 2(b11b2)/2

1Nb
i 1(b12b2)/2

1Nb
i 2(b12b2)/2

!50. ~4.9!

These conditions should follow from the tadpole cancellation conditions. In fact, using~4.1! we
can rewrite

Nb
i 5

1

N (
k50

N21

e22p i ~ki/N!Trguk,4b
, ~4.10!

as in Ref. 38, and the anomaly cancellation conditions read as

)
r 51,2

sin~pkbr /N! (
b51

K

I abTrguk,4b
50. ~4.11!

These conditions are indeed guaranteed by the tadpole conditions~4.8!, but, as usual, are muc
milder than the latter.

Let us consider cancellation of mixedU(1) anomalies, which involves a generalized Gree
Schwarz mechanism, mediated by 2(N21) fields, corresponding to the integration ofN21
twisted RR-fields along the two independent 1-cycles in theT2.
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In fact, one can compute the mixed anomaly between theU(1)ai andSU(Nb
j ) using the chiral

piece of the spectrum~4.7!. After removing a vanishing piece proportional to the non-Abel
anomaly, there remains

Aai,b j5
1
2 Na

i I ab ~d j ,i 1(b11b2)/21d j ,i 2(b11b2)/22d j ,i 1(b12b2)/22d j ,i 2(b12b2)/2!. ~4.12!

Substituting the discrete Fourier transform representation of the Kronecker deltas, as in R
the anomaly acquires the nice factorized form

Aai,b j5 iNa
i I ab

1

N (
k51

N21

4 )
r 51,2

sin~pkbr /N!e2p i ~ki/N!e22p i ~k j /N!. ~4.13!

The anomaly may therefore be cancelled by exchange of the four-dimensional fields obtai
integrating over the two one-cycles inT2 the RR twisted forms, which give the four-dimension
couplings:

ck Na
i naE

M4

Tr~guk,4a
l i ! C2

(k)`trFa,i ; ck mbE
M4

Tr~guk,4b
l j

2! C0
(k)`Tr Fb, j

2 ,

2ck Na
i maE

M4

Tr~guk,4a
l i ! B2

(k)`trFa,i ; ck nbE
M4

Tr~guk,4b
l j

2! B0
(k)`Tr Fb, j

2 ,

where l denotes the CP wavefunction of the gauge boson state. The prefactock

5@) r sin(pkbr /N)#1/2 can be thought of as arising fromÂ1/2 in D-brane couplings,20 and have been
explicitly computed in string theory in, e.g., Refs. 31, 32. SinceB2 andB0 , andC2 andC0 are
Hodge dual in four dimensions, the sum over GS diagrams has the structure~4.13!. The GS
mechanism is analogous to that for D6-branes onT6, as is manifest from the appearance of t
intersection number, the main difference being that the exchanged fields belong to twisted
of the C2/ZN factor.

The above results can be interpreted geometrically by regarding the fractionalD4a-branes as
D6-branes wrapped on collapsed cyclesSs of the singularity and the one-cyclePa in T2. This is
simplest in the more familiar supersymmetric case where the anomaly is given by

Aai,b j5
1
2 Nb

j I ab~2d j ,i2d j ,i 112d j ,i 21!. ~4.14!

The collapsed two-cycles have intersections given by~minus! the Cartan matrix of the~affine!
ÂN21 algebra,Ci j 5@S i #•@S j #522d j i 1d j ,i 111d j ,i 21 . Hence, the intersection number of D6
branes wrapped on cycles@Pa# ^ @S i # and@Pb# ^ @S j # is I abCi j . Introducing a composite index
I grouping together indicesa and i , we can express the mixed anomaly~4.14! as

AIJ5 1
2 NIIIJ , ~4.15!

whereIIJ denotes the 3-cycle intersection form. The situation is hence analogous to that in
III B. As suggested, the GS cancellation mechanism in Sec. III B can be directly translated
the obvious modifications, reproducing the cancellation of anomalies in the present context
here the wrapped 3-cycles are exceptional divisors of the singularity, the forms mediating t
mechanism arise as twisted states in string theory. The above geometric interpretation follow
for nonsupersymmetricZN twist, by using the corresponding intersection matrix, obtained fr
~4.12!.

As in Sec. III B, anomalousU(1)’s get amass of the order of the string scale. To fin
nonanomalousU(1)’s, we consider linear combinations,
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Q5 (
a51

K

(
j 50

N21
ca, j

Na
j Qa, j ~4.16!

~we choosecb,i50 if the corresponding group is not present, namely ifNa
i 50!. Nonanomalous

U(1)’s canagain be found as zero modes of the~generalized! intersection matrix. In fact, we can
be slightly more explicit. Taking the supersymmetric singularity case for concreteness, and
the expression~4.13!, anomaly-free linear combinations satisfy

1

N (
k51

N21

e22p i ~k j /N! sin2~pk/N! (
a51

K

I ab(
i 50

N21

e2p i ~ki/N!ca,i50, ~4.17!

for eachb51, . . .,K and j 50, . . . ,N21. A useful trick is to perform the change of coordinate5

r a,k5( i 50
N21e2p i (ki/N)ca,i , and obtain the conditions

sin2~pk/N! (
a51

K

I ab r a,k50. ~4.18!

A set of solutions is given by choosing, for a fixeda, r a,k5dk,0 , and r b,k50 for bÞa. The
resulting generator is

Qa5 (
i 50

N21
Qa,i

Na
i . ~4.19!

Another combination is obtained by choosingca,i5Na
i , or equivalently byr a,k5Tr guk,4a

, namely

Q5 (
a51

K

(
i 50

N21

Qa,i . ~4.20!

Depending on the details of the orbifold group, there may be additional nonanomalousU(1)’s.
These are most easily determined by directly computing the zero modes of the anomaly ma
each case.

C. Explicit models

In the present context it is not possible to get rid of all the tachyons while maintaining a c
fermion spectrum. A general argument goes as follows. Since tachyons arise in 4a4b14b4a

sectors from strings stretching between D4-branes with the same Chan–Paton phase, t
tachyons we must consider models where any two intersecting branes have no common
Paton eigenvalues. Consider models withN stacks of D4a-branes, henceK5N, at a C2/ZN
singularity, with twist, e.g.,v5(1,21)/N, and wrapped on arbitrary 1-cyclesPa on T2, and
choose the Chan–Paton embeddings,

gu,4a
5e2p i ~a/N!1Na

, ~4.21!

henceNa
i 5Nada i ~more general choices can be treated analogously!. The spectrum one naively

obtains seems chiral, but the tadpole conditions,

(
a51

N

e2p i ~ka/N!Na@Pa#50, for k51,...,N21, ~4.22!

turn out to be very constraining. By discrete Fourier transforming, they imply that all@Pa# are
actually identical, so all D4-branes are parallel, leading to nonchiral spectra.
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Allowing a nonsupersymmetric singularity may relax the tadpole conditions, but introd
~closed string! tadpoles. Also, the caseK,N reduces to the above with someNa50, while
additional branes (K.N) necessarily repeat eigenvalues and must be nonintersecting, i.e.,
lel, to the existing ones to avoid tachyons.

Allowing for some tachyons in the model, however, one can obtain large classes of m
with a chiral spectrum, which moreover can be quite close to realistic models. Let us disc
simple explicit model, which illustrates a possible model building strategy.

SinceZ2 leads to vector-like models, let us consider sets of D4-branes atT2ÃC2/Z3, with
twist v5(1,21,0,0)/3. A typical tachyon-free and hence nonchiral model would have three s
of D4-branes, withgu,4a

5e2p i a/31, and parallel cycles. Consider, e.g., the stack withgu51 with
multiplicity 3 and cycle (1,0), and the remaining two with multiplicity 1 and cycle~3,0!, yielding
a gauge groupU(3)3U(1)3U(1) with vector-like matter. To get chirality, we must allow one
these sets to split into several intersecting stacks, a process which also implies the appea
tachyons~which would trigger the recombination to the original configuration!. Let us build this
enlarged model with a Standard Model gauge group, namely including a stack with groupU(2),
and with triplicated intersections. A possible choice is to split the brane withgu5e2p i /3 wrapped
on ~3,0!, into two branes wrapped on~1,3!, one brane on (0,23) and one brane on (1,23). Hence
we end up with

Multiplicity Cycle CP phase

N153 ~1,0! 1

N252 ~1,3! e2p i /3

N351 ~0,23! e2p i /3

N451 ~1,23! e2p i /3

N551 ~3,0! e2p i 2/3

~4.23!

The chiral spectrum contains left-handed fermions transforming underU(3)3U(2)3U(1)3
3

3U(1)43U(1)5
3 as

3~3,2! [1,21,(03),0,(03)]1~ 3̄,1! [ 21,0,1,0,0,0,(03)]13~ 3̄,1! [ 21,0,(03),1,(03)]

12~1,2! [0,1,21,0,0,0,(03)]112~1,2! [0,1,(03),21,(03)]13~1,2! [0,21,(03),0,1,0,0]

12~1,1! [0,0,21,0,0,1,(03)]1~1,1! [0,0,1,0,0,0,21,0,0]13~1,1! [0,0,(03),1,21,0,0] , ~4.24!

where underlining means permutation. Besides the diagonal combination, which decouples
are six nonanomalousU(1) linear combinations. One of them, given by

QY52 1
3 Q12 1

2 Q22Q42~Q5
(1)1Q5

(2)1Q5
(3)!, ~4.25!

provides the correct hypercharge assignments for the above theory, which therefore has th
content of a three-generation standard model. Indeed, highlighting the charges under thisU(1),
the fermion spectrum is

3~3,2!1/613~ 3̄,1!1/313~ 3̄,1!22/3115~1,2!21/2112~1,2!1/216~1,1!2119~1,1!119~1,1!0 .

~4.26!

Further properties of these models will be discussed in Ref. 15. Here let us simply poi
that, in models constructed using the above strategy, the tachyons trigger the recombina
branes involving theU(2) factor, and therefore have the gauge quantum numbers of stan
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model Higgs fields. These models therefore illustrate that tachyonic modes may be pheno
logically interesting~to trigger electroweak or other extended symmetry breakings!, and that in
this class of models they are linked to the existence of chiral fermions.

As mentioned in the Introduction, even though the models are nonsupersymmetric, the
archy problem is avoided by considering a low string scale and a compactification with
volume for the space transverse to the two-torus.

V. D5-BRANES WRAPPING AT ANGLES ON „T2
…

2ÃCÕZN

A. Construction

For completeness, in this section we center on a last type of configuration, similar to th
the preceding section, and also leading to four-dimensional chiral theories. We consider co
rations of D5-branes inT4Ã(C/ZN), where the D5-branes sit at the origin inC/ZN, and are
grouped in stacks of multiplicityNa wrapped on 2-cycles defined by (na

I ,ma
I ), with I 51,2, in a

factorizableT4.
The ZN action on the third dimension is encoded in the twist vector of the formv

5 (1/N) (0,0,2,0) for the variety to be spin. The closed string sector necessarily contains tac
in its twisted sector, whose interpretation is unclear. Nevertheless, we proceed studying
models. The Chan–Paton twist matrices have the general form

gu,a5diag~1N
a
0,e2p i ~1/N!1N

a
1,...,e2p i @~N21!/N#1N

a
N21!, ~5.1!

with ( iNa
i 5Na . The lowest lying states in the 5a5a open string NS and R sectors, along wi

their ZN phases, are

NS state ZN phase; R State ZN phase

~61,0,0,0! 1 6 1
2 ~2,1,1,1 ! e62p i ~1/N!

~0,61,0,0! 1 1
2 ~1,2,1,1 ! e62p i ~1/N!

~0,0,61,0! e64p i ~1/N! 6 1
2 ~1,1,2,1 ! e72p i ~1/N!

~0,0,0,61! 1 6 1
2 ~1,1,1,2 ! e62p i ~1/N!

~5.2!

The spectrum is nonsupersymmetric. The fourth NS state leads to)a51
K ) i 51

N U(Na
i ) gauge bosons

while the remaining give a set of scalars in bifundamental or adjoint representations. In
sector, no state is invariant underZN, and the model contains no gauginos. On the other han
contain a nonchiral set of fermions in diverse bifundamental representations. Summarizin
spectrum contains the following fields:

Gauge bosons )
a51

K

)
i 51

N

U~Na
i !,

Real scalars(
a51

K

(
i 51

N

@~Na
i ,N̄a

i 12!123Adja,i #,

~5.3!

Right fermion (
a51

K

(
i 51

N

~Na
i ,N̄a

i 11!,

Left fermion (
a51

K

(
i 51

N

~N̄a
i 11 ,Na

i !.
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In the 5a5b sector, open strings are twisted by the angle formed by the branes in the two
encoded in a twist vector (q1 ,q2,0,0). The lowest lying states, along with their behavior un
ZN, are~assuming 0<q I<1!

Sector State ZN phase

NS ~211q1,0,0,0! 1

~0,211q2,0,0! 1

R ~2 1
2 1q1 ,2 1

2 1q2 ,1 1
2 ,2 1

2! e2p i 1/N

~2 1
2 1q1 ,2 1

2 1q2 ,2 1
2 ,1 1

2! e22p i ~1/N!

Recall that at most one of the two NS states is tachyonic~both are massless foruq1u5uq2u), while
fermions are massless.

The spectrum of tachyonic and massless states, after the Chan–Paton projections, an
into account the multiplicity due to the intersection numbers,

I ab5I ab
1 I ab

2 5~na
1mb

12ma
1nb

2!~na
2mb

22ma
2nb

2!, ~5.4!

is given by

Cmplx. Tachyons (
a,b

(
i 51

N

I ab3~Na
i ,N̄b

i !,

Left fermion (
a,b

(
i 51

N

I ab3~Na
i ,N̄b

i 11!, ~5.5!

Right fermion (
a,b

(
i 51

N

I ab3~Na
i ,N̄b

i 21!.

In the caseuq2u5uq1u we would have two bosonic massless states instead of the above tac

B. Tadpoles and anomalies

The analysis of tadpole and anomaly cancellation is similar to that for configurations in
IV B, hence our discussion is more sketchy.

Tadpole cancellation conditions read as

sin~4pk/N! na
1 na

2 Tr guk,4b
50; sin~4pk/N! ma

1 na
2 Tr guk,4b

50,

~5.6!
sin~4pk/N! na

1 ma
2 Tr guk,4b

50; sin~4pk/N! ma
1 ma2 Tr guk,4b

50,

and clearly have the interpretation of the cancellation of charges analogous to that for Eqs~4.8!.
These conditions must ensure the consistency of the low-energy four-dimensional field

on the D-brane world-volume. In particular, the cancellation of cubic non-Abelian chiral an
lies for SU(Na

i ) reads as

(
b51

K

I ab~Nb
i 112Nb

i 21!50, ~5.7!

or, equivalently, by performing the discrete Fourier transform~4.10!,

sin~4pk/N!I abTr guk,5b
50. ~5.8!
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By substituting~5.4! in this equation, we see that it is implied by the tadpole constraints.
Using the spectrum~5.3! it is easy to compute the mixed anomalies betweenU(1)ai and

SU(Nb j). We obtain

Aai,b j5
1

2
Na

j I ab~d j ,i 112d j ,i 21!5 i Na
i I ab

1

N (
k51

N21

sin~2pk/N! e2p i ~ki/N! e22p i ~k j /N!, ~5.9!

where, again, the second equality shows the residual anomaly has a factorized structure, wh
be cancelled by a GS mechanism mediated by four-dimensional fields obtained by integ
twisted RR fields on diverse two-cycles inT4.

The existence and form of nonanomalous~and therefore massless! U(1) linear combinations
can be carried out in complete analogy with that in Sec. IV B 2.

VI. FINAL COMMENTS AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we have studied the construction of four-dimensional chiral string compa
cations with a gauge sector localized on D-branes wrapped on nontrivial cycles in the in
space. Specifically, we have studied configurations of D(31n)-branes wrapped onn-cycles in
T2nÃC3Àn/ZN , where the last factor should be understood as a local model of a singularity w
a compact (622n)-dimensional variety, so that correct four-dimensional gravity is recove
Several properties~like the anomaly cancellation mechanisms! however hold in more genera
setups.

The configurations allow a bottom-up approach to embedding realistic gauge sectors in
theory models, in the sense explained in Ref. 5. In fact, the configurations are a natural ext
of the work on D3-branes at threefold singularities~e.g., C3/ZN! in Ref. 5. However, we have
found a number of interesting differences, and original features in the configurations conside
this paper.

Our results in this paper extend the early results in Ref. 6 on intersecting branes to the c
of compact models, leading to a large class of nonsupersymmetric chiral four-dimensional m
We have provided a simple set of rules to construct explicit models, and there studied g
features. One amusing feature is that, as observed in Ref. 13, compact models of inter
branes lead naturally to replication of the chiral fermion content, due to the multiple interse
between different wrapped branes. In fact, we have used this property to construct explicit
generation models with realistic gauge groups.

In analogy with other string compactifications, we have found a rich structure of mixedU(1)
anomalies. We have shown that they are cancelled by a generalized GS mechanism med
untwisted or twisted RR fields. While the GS mediation by the latter is familiar from type
orientifolds,30,29 the former ~valid for D6-brane models! is rather unusual and interesting. W
expect it to have relevant phenomenological applications.

Finally, we have discussed that although the models are nonsupersymmetric, they can b
for phenomenological purposes without a hierarchy problem, by simply lowering the string
and enlarging the volume transverse to the D-branes. A lack of supersymmetry also induc
appearance of tachyons, for which we have suggested an elimination mechanism, and a tan
phenomenological application in certain regimes.

Leaving further phenomenological properties of these configurations for a discussion in
15, we conclude hoping these results are helpful in the construction of new open string vacu
in their phenomenological application in the brane-world scenario.
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Nonrelativistic closed string theory
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We construct a Galilean invariant nongravitational closed string theory whose ex-
citations satisfy a nonrelativistic dispersion relation. This theory can be obtained by
taking a consistent low energy limit of any of the conventional string theories,
including the heterotic string. We give a finite first order worldsheet Hamiltonian
for this theory and show that this string theory has a sensible perturbative expan-
sion, interesting high energy behavior of scattering amplitudes and a Hagedorn
transition of the thermal ensemble. The strong coupling duals of the Galilean su-
perstring theories are considered and are shown to be described by an eleven-
dimensional Galilean invariant theory of light membrane fluctuations. A new class
of Galilean invariant nongravitational theories of light-brane excitations are ob-
tained. We exhibit dual formulations of the strong coupling limits of these Galilean
invariant theories and show that they exhibit many of the conventional dualities of
M theory in a nonrelativistic setting. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1372697#

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the legacies of the second superstring revolution is the realization that the dif
superstring theories describe very special corners of the space of vacua of a single hypo
structure dubbed M Theory. Another important lesson that has emerged is that there are reg
the space of vacua describable by a theory without gravity. Two beautiful examples of
theories are Matrix Theory1 and Maldacena’s conjecture.2 The realization that there are consiste
limits of M Theory without gravity has led to a geometrical understanding of some field th
dualities and to new, hitherto unknown, field theories in higher dimensions.

The nongravitational limits studied thus far involve considering certain low energy limit
M Theory in the presence of branes. Typically, these limits lead to a theory where the appro
effective description is given in terms of the massless degrees of freedom propagating
branes. Such low energy limits lead, for example, to gauge theories in various dimensions. I
examples, the massive open string states on the branes and the entire closed string s
decouple from the low energy physics and the truncation to the theory of the massless fluctu
is consistent. These low energy theories are described by field theories.

Recently, very interesting generalizations have been found in which closed strings de
but the massive open string excitations on the branes need to be taken into account for p
processes.3,4 These theories appear in low energy limits of branes in near critical electric
backgrounds and are not conventional field theories due to the presence of a tower of m
excitations. Since massive states cannot be neglected, the field theory truncation is not uni5–7

These nongravitational theories describe all the fluctuations on the branes. For example, o
obtain a consistent open string theory without any closed string states. Such theories aris
studying D-branes in a background electric field~NCOS!,3,4 M5-branes in a three-form back
ground ~OM!8 and Neveu–Schwarz five-branes in various constant Ramond–Ramondp-form
backgrounds~OD!.8–10

a!Electronic mail: gomis@theory.caltech.edu
b!Electronic mail: ooguri@theory.caltech.edu
31270022-2488/2001/42(7)/3127/25/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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In this paper we find that there are corners of the moduli space of vacua of M Theory w
branes that are described by nongravitational theories whose excitations live in space–time
massive excitations satisfy a nonrelativistic dispersion relation and the theory that describe
dynamics is unitary and has a sensible perturbative description~whenever one is available!. Since
background branes are not required to define these nonrelativistic theories, they can be obta
taking certain low energy limits of all five superstring theories, including the heterotic string
will call these theories nonrelativistic closed string theories~NRCS!.

The simplest limit leading to NRCS is obtained by considering string theory in the presen
a near critical NS–NS two-form field without any D-brane~when the NS–NS two-form exceed
the critical value, the space–time energy of a closed string becomes unbounded below a
become indefinitely negative as we increase the winding number!. In the context of
(111)-dimensional NCOS, Klebanov and Maldacena11 observed that when the spatial direction
compactified on a circle, that there are finite energy winding closed string states that d
decouple from the open strings. An example of NRCS can be obtained by considering pre
the NCOS limit without any D-brane. Naively, one might think that, in the absence of D-bra
that a constant NS–NS two-form can be gauged away and that one ends up getting a conve
relativistic closed string theory. This is obviously true in noncompact space. However, i
presence of a circle, the background NS–NS field modifies the spectrum, which remains r
istic. Once the NCOS limit is taken, there is a truncation of the low energy spectrum an
obtains a new theory with a Galilean invariant Hamiltonian. Perhaps surprisingly, the closed
theory in the NCOS limit without any D-brane has a well-behaved perturbative expansion
scribed by the Lagrangian in Sec. III. It is also interesting to study the worldsheet theor
propose when the worldsheet has a boundary. Then, our formalism reproduces the relativist
string spectrum of NCOS and its interactions.

In Sec. III, we give a worldsheet Lagrangian for NRCS, which has Galilean invariance
from which we derive the nonrelativistic spectrum of closed strings and their interactions
Lagrangian we propose can be derived from the conventional Polyakov path integral quant
of the relativistic string by rewriting it in variables that are conducive to taking the low en
limit that defines NRCS~see Sec. III for details of the limit!. We explicitly solve the Virasoro
constraints, thus yielding the spectrum, show that the theory is unitary and that it has a se
perturbative expansion. The string spectrum, being nonrelativistic, does not contain a m
graviton and it is thus nongravitational in nature. However, there is an instantaneous New
potential between the massive strings. This string theory exhibits interesting properties suc
unusual high energy behavior of scattering amplitudes and a Hagedorn transition of the th
ensemble.

NRCS depends on two parameters, the effective string scaleaeff8 and the effective string
coupling constantg. One may ask what is the strong coupling dual of these theories. Fo
superstrings, this can be reliably answered. We find that the strong coupling limits of supe
metric NRCS are given by a Galilean invariant eleven-dimensional theory of light memb
which we call GM ~Galilean membrane theory!. This eleven-dimensional theory has a uniq
dimensionful parameterl eff which is the effective Planck length. The relation between the NR
superstrings and GM is reminiscent to the relation between the conventional superstrings
theory. For example, Type IIA NRCS with couplingg and string scaleaeff8 is equivalent to GM on
a circle of radiusR such thatR5gAaeff8 and l eff5g1/3Aaeff8 . The conventional dualities and rela
tions with M theory still hold, such that, for example. Type IIB NRCS has anSL(2,Z) symmetry.
We discuss these relations in Sec. VII. It is interesting that duality symmetries in string theor
not rely on relativistic invariance nor the presence of gravity.

There are many interesting generalizations that can be made that lead to nonrelat
nongravitational theories. The construction of such theories is quite general. The basic ide
study the low energy limit of M Theory vacua in the presence of any of the many possible g
fields available. Then, one can take a low energy, near critical limit such that all states
Theory become infinitely massive, and thus decouple, except for those states that couple
constant near critical background gauge field. Tuning to the critical value, defined such th
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energy coming from the background field precisely cancels the rest energy of the states in
tion, ensures that even though we are taking a low energy limit, that there are states that
and satisfy a nonrelativistic dispersion relation. For example, if we tune the background N
B field to its critical value, then one obtains finite energy nonrelativistic fluctuations of str
winding around the circle. Clearly, such NRCS can be defined in Type II, Type I and hete
theories. Moreover, if one considers, for example, a near critical R–R gauge fieldCp11 and takes
a low energy limit, then there are light Dp-branes~in order for the constant backgroundCp11 field
to affect the energy of a Dp-brane, the brane has to be wrapped on ap-cycle, otherwise the gaug
field can be gauged away without changing the energetics! which are nonrelativistic that decoupl
from all the rest of the modes and lead to decoupled Galilean invariant theories which we w
GDp ~Galilean Dp-brane theories!. The myriad of gauge fields that exist in M Theory vacua c
be used to define new nongravitational Galilean invariant theories. We study such theories
VII. The dualities of the underlying relativistic M Theory, lead to interesting webs of dualities
these nonrelativistic theories. These nonrelativistic theories may be a promising ground in
to address some of the important questions of M Theory without the complication of gravit

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
In Sec. II a very general low energy limit is presented which yields a finite nonrelativ

dispersion relation from the spectrum of a charged relativistic brane. The limit, when appl
the fundamental closed string, yields the spectrum of NRCS. Generalizations to other rela
objects in M Theory are briefly described.

In Sec. III we find the worldsheet theory of NRCS. We quantize the Galilean invariant,
order Hamiltonian and find under what conditions there is a physical closed string spectrum
then reproduce the NRCS spectrum in Sec. II within our Hamiltonian formalism. We compu
BRST cohomology of the string and show that there are no ghosts in the spectrum. The pos
of adding a boundary to the worldsheet is considered. The formalism of Sec. III results
spectrum and worldsheet correlation functions of NCOS. Using this formalism, it is straigh
ward to prove the decoupling of the massless open string states on worldsheets with any n
of handles and holes when the longitudinal direction is noncompact. This extends the result
11 to all orders in the perturbative expansion.

Section IV is devoted to performing tree level computations in NRCS. We show that sc
ing amplitudes have the correct pole structure required by unitarity and have a peculiar be
of high energy fixed angle scattering amplitudes in NRCS. Despite the absence of gravity
theory, we exhibit a Newtonian potential among the nonrelativistic strings.

In Sec. V we compute loop amplitudes and show that NRCS is a sensible theory in per
tion theory. We evaluate the Helmholtz free energy at one loop and reproduce from it the spe
of NRCS found in Sec. II. We find that NRCS behaves similarly to the long string nea
boundary ofAdS3 .12 We exhibit the existence of a Hagedorn temperature in NRCS and sk
higher loop computations. We also study in some detailN-point loop amplitudes and show that th
amplitudes are finite.

In Sec. VI we elucidate the relation between NRCS and the discrete light-cone quanti
~DLCQ! of closed string theory. NRCS is related by T-duality to the discrete light-cone qu
zation~DLCQ! of closed string theory. Therefore, the formalism developed in this paper prov
a useful description of DLCQ string theories as well.

In Sec. VII we study Galilean invariant theories of light branes and some of their dualitie
eleven dimensions we study the Galilean invariant theory of membrane fluctuations~GM! and
five-brane fluctuations~GF!. In ten dimensions we discuss the theory of nonrelativistic li
Dp-branes~GDp! and light Neveu–Schwarz five-branes~GNS!. These theories lie in the sam
moduli space and exhibit the same dualities that the underlying relativistic M theory posses
particular we show that the strong coupling limits of some NRCS have an eleven-dimen
description in terms of light-brane excitations.
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II. NONRELATIVISTIC LIMIT

In this section we show that by taking a low energy limit of the theory of a relativisticp-brane
and by tuning thep11 gauge field that couples to it, that one can obtain an exact nonrelativ
dispersion relation. The idea is to study the low energy spectrum in a scaling limit in whic
background gauge field cancels the rest energy of the brane and such that the nonrela
approximation becomes exact. In this limit, all the states of the theory decouple, except th
p-brane excitations. We present the truncation to a nonrelativistic theory in a very simpl
model which captures the essence of the limit which defines NRCS and the other generali
we describe in this paper.

For simplicity, consider a relativistic charged point particle of massm and chargee coupled to
a gauge fieldAm propagating in a geometry with metric componentsg00521 andgi j arbitrary
with i, j Þ0. The Lagrangian which describes its motion is given by

L52mA2 ẋ21eAmẋm. ~2.1!

Worldline reparametrization invariance implies Einstein’s dispersion relation,

p05Am21gi j ~pi2eAi !~pj2eAj !1eA0 . ~2.2!

Consider the following low energy limit:

gi j 5
meff

m
d i j , eA052m1eÂ0 , ~2.3!

asm→`. In this limit, Einstein’s relation~2.2! reduces to the following nonrelativistic dispersio
law:

p05
1

2meff
~pi2eAi !

21eÂ0 . ~2.4!

Although a constant gauge field can be locally gauged away and does not affect the equa
motion, it changes the energy spectrum in the sector of the theory carrying electric charge.
the shift in the energy due to the gauge field precisely cancels the rest mass of the partic
ensures that the energy remains finite in the limit~2.3!. Turning on a background field and tunin
it to the critical value is an efficient way of rearranging the spectrum of the theory such tha
states charged under the gauge field have finite energy, the neutral states acquire infinite
energy.

The charged point particle model can also be used to show that the there are finite e
nonrelativistic winding closed string states in the NCOS limit whenever the near cr
NS–NSB01-field is along a compact spatial direction. The mass of a closed string win
w-times around a circle of radiusR is

m25S wR

a8 D 2

1
2~N1Ñ!

a8
, ~2.5!

whereN andN̄ are the amounts of stringy excitations in the left and the right mover oscillato
the string. Moreover, the winding string states are charged under theU(1) gauge field obtained by
reducing the NS–NSB-field along the circle. The charge is given by

eA0522pRwB01. ~2.6!

We now take the NCOS limit3,4 in the point particle analogy~2.4!,
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gi j 5
a8

aeff8
d i j , eA052

wR

a8 S 12
a8

2aeff8 D . ~2.7!

Taking a8→0 results in the following nonrelativistic spectrum:

p05
wR

2aeff8
1

aeff8 k2

2wR
1

N1Ñ

wR
. ~2.8!

Thus the NCOS limit can be thought of an example of the nonrelativistic limit~2.3!. Note that
demanding positive energy states selects strings winding only in a particular direction. Indee
closed string spectrum~2.8! coincides with the one found by Maldacena and Klebanov in Ref.
In the next section we give a Galilean invariant, finite first order Hamiltonian that describes
closed strings and verify that there is a consistent perturbative expansion.

The nonrelativistic limit we found in~2.3! can also be generalized to any state of M Theo
which is charged under a gauge field. If one considers winding fundamental closed strings
near critical NS–NSB0i background of any of the known string theories, one obtains NR
theories. But we could have considered any of the branes of M Theory. One could, for exa
consider a wrapped membrane of M Theory on any two-cycle~say on a two-torus or a two-cycl
of a Calabi–Yau! in a critical three-form background. Then, the membrane is charged und
gauge fieldA0 obtained by reducing the three-form on the two-cycle. In the limit~2.3! one obtains
a nonrelativistic theory without gravity. Likewise, for any other brane. Just like in NCOS, p
tivity of the energy selects only those states which are wrapped in a particular direction, sta
opposite orientation are unphysical. In Sec. VII we will find low energy limits leading to Gali
theories of branes and study their strong coupling duals.

III. LAGRANGIAN AND QUANTIZATION

In this section we construct the worldsheet theory of NRCS and analyze its spectrum
interactions. We consider a certain low energy limit of string theory in a near critical NS
B-field. The bosonic worldsheet action which describes this background is given by~here the
worldsheet and target space metric are taken to be of Lorentzian signature!

S052
1

4pa8
E d2s~gMN ]aXM ]aXN22pa8BMNeab ]aXM ]bXN!, ~3.1!

whereM, N50,...,9 anda, b50,1. NRCS is obtained by choosing theB-field with a time-like and
a space-like component. Without loss of generality we consider aB01[B background. NRCS is
obtained by taking the following zero slope, near critical field limit~this is precisely the NCOS
limit of Refs. 3, 4 but without any D-brane!,

2pa8B01512
a8

2aeff8
, gmn5hmn , gi j

a8

aeff8
d i j , gs5gAaeff8

a8
, ~3.2!

asa8→0 wherem, n50,1 andi , j 52,...9, andaeff8 is the finite effective string scale of NRCS an
g its effective coupling constant.

Using

g5X01X1, ḡ52X01X1, ~3.3!

for the target space coordinates,

z5ei ~s01s1!, z̄5ei ~s02s1!, ~3.4!
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for the worldsheet coordinates, and the background given in~3.2!, the action~3.1! can be written
for finite a8 as

S052
1

4pa8
E d2z~]g ]̄ḡ1]ḡ ]̄g22pa8B~]g ]̄ḡ2]ḡ ]̄g!12gi j ]Xi ]̄Xj !. ~3.5!

We now perform a Euclidean rotation in both the worldsheet and target space such th
Euclidean action is

S05
1

4pa8
E d2z~]l ]̄ḡ1]ḡ ]̄g22pa8B~]g ]̄ḡ2]ḡ ]̄g!12gi j ]Xi ]̄Xj !. ~3.6!

Note that, unlike the case of aB-field with only space-like components, there is no factor ofi in
the term in the Euclidean action depending onB.

In order to obtain a finite worldsheet description in the NRCS limit, it is convenien
introduce Lagrange multipliersb andb̄. In these variables the worldsheet theory~3.6! is given by

S15E d2z

2p S b ]̄g1b̄ ]ḡ2
2a8

112pa8B
bb̄1

112pa8B

2a8
]g ]̄ḡ1

1

a8
gi j ]Xi ]̄Xj D , ~3.7!

where ~3.6! is reproduced by integrating outb and b̄. Therefore, in the strict decoupling limi
~3.2!, one has the following Lagrangian description of NRCS:

S15E d2z

2p S b]̄g1b̄ ]ḡ1
1

4aeff8
]g ]̄ḡ1

1

aeff8
]Xi ]̄Xi D . ~3.8!

We note that the worldsheet theory of NRCS is defined in terms of more variables than a
ventional critical string theory since we have extrab andb̄ variables. However, the CFT define
by ~3.8! has the correct Virasoro central charge to define a consistent string action~see the next
subsection for more details!. It is interesting to note that the Lagrangian~3.8! is invariant under the
Galilean group in the transverse coordinates. This is consistent with the nonrelativistic spe
that we will find for NRCS. It is crucial, for this symmetry to be realized, that the description
the extra variablesb and b̄.

We will concentrate on the conformal field theory ofb, b̄ and g, ḡ since the transverse
coordinates lead to familiar contributions. The equations of motion forceb andg to be holomor-
phic andb̄ andḡ to be antiholomorphic. The Lagrange multiplierb forcesg to be a holomorphic
map from the worldsheet to the (111)-dimensional part of the target space parameterized
coordinatesX0 and X1. Therefore, it describes a worldsheet instanton and the third term in
Lagrangian~3.8! (1/8paeff8 )]g ]ḡ is the instanton action. We will show in the rest of this secti
that this Lagrangian reproduces the spectrum in~2.8!. Moreover, we will see that if the string
worldsheet has a boundary that~3.8! reproduces the open string spectrum of NCOS and st
interactions. In our formalism, one can show that the decoupling of the massless open
modes exhibited by Ref. 11 at the disk level can be extended to all orders in perturbation t
Thus,~3.8! can be used to perform manifestly finite worldsheet computations for NCOS the
In the later sections, we will use this Lagrangian to describe amplitudes involving closed s
and higher loops.

A. Closed string spectrum

Here we consider a worldsheet without boundaries. The equations of motion of~3.8! imply
thatb(z) andg(z) are holomorphic and thatb̄( z̄) andḡ( z̄) are antiholomorphic. Their OPE’s ar
given by
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b~z!g~w!;
21

z2w
, b̄~ z̄!ḡ~w̄!;

21

z̄2w̄
,

g~z!b~w!;
1

z2w
, ḡ~ z̄!b̄~w̄!;

1

z̄2w̄
, ~3.9!

g~z!ḡ~w̄!;regular, b~z!b̄~w!;
2p

2aeff8
d~2!~z2w!.

The variablesb andg behave analogously to the bosonic ghost system, except for the contac
in b(z)b̄(w̄). The conformal dimension ofg is ~0, 0! while the conformal dimension ofb is ~1,
0!. Moreover, their contribution to the Virasoro central charge takes the required valuec52. Note
that although it seems that we have added more degrees of freedom to the descripti
worldsheet degrees of freedom are identical to those of two worldsheet scalars. A similar
holds for theb̄ and ḡ system.

We will first consider the case when thex1 coordinate is noncompact. Then we can expand
operators as

g~z!5 (
n52`

`

gnz2n, b~z!5 (
n52`

`

bnz2n21. ~3.10!

Sinceg is holomorphic andx1 is noncompact the standard space–time momentum term ing is not
allowed. Otherwise,g would be multi-valued function ofs, which is only possible if the string is
winding. The oscillator modes satisfy the following commutation relation:

@gn ,bm#5dn1m,0 . ~3.11!

We now study the Virasoro constraints for NRCS. The energy momentum tensor is giv

T~z!52b ]g, ~3.12!

and the Virasoro generators are

Ln5(
m

mbn2mgm . ~3.13!

In particular,L0 is the excitation level of the~b, g! system, whose spectrum is positive defini
Therefore the Virasoro constraintL01L̃051 has no solutions~except for the tachyon, which is
projected out in supersymmetric theories!, whereL̃0 is the Virasoro generator for the rest of th
system, which we assume to be positive definite. Thus, the closed string has no physical
This can be easily understood. If all coordinates are noncompact the background NS–NSB-field
can be gauged away without changing the Hamiltonian of the theory and the closed string
trum is the usual one. Therefore, in the NRCS limit~3.2!, all the closed strings acquire infinit
proper energy and thus are unphysical.

When thex1 direction is compactified on a circle of radiusR, there is a nonzero winding
sector ing(z). The mode expansion now reads as

g~z!5 iwR logz1 (
n52`

`

gnz2n, ~3.14!

and the Virasoro generator is then given by
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Ln52 ibnwR1(
m

mbn2mgm . ~3.15!

Now the Virasoro constraintL01L̃051 has a solution. As we will show later, all physical stat
are in the vacuum of the~b, g!-system. Thus the solution to the Virasoro constraint is of the fo

ib05
N

wR
1

aeff8 k2

4wR
, ~3.16!

whereN is the conformal weight of the rest of the system~N includes21 for the bosonic string
and 21/2 for the NS sector of superstring! and k is the transverse momentum of the strin
According to the Lagrangian~3.8!, the canonical momentumP conjugate tog is not equal tob,
but in the winding sector it is shifted by an amount proportional to]̄ ḡ as in

1

2
~P01P1!5

b

2p
2

1

8paeff8
]̄ ḡ,

1

2
~P02P1!5

b̄

2p
2

1

8paeff8
]g. ~3.17!

Taking the zero mode parts of these equations, one finds that the total energyp0 and momentum
p1 of the closed string are given by

1

2
~p01p1!5 ib01

1

4aeff8
wR,

1

2
~p02p1!5 i b̄01

1

4aeff8
wR. ~3.18!

Sincex1 is periodic, its conjugate momentum is quantized as

p15
n

R
. ~3.19!

Thus we find

p05
wR

2aeff8
1

aeff8 k2

2wR
1

N1N̄

wR
, ~3.20!

with the level matching conditionN2N̄5wn. In this way, we have recovered the nonrelativis
spectrum in~2.8!.

It is straightforward to prove the no-ghost theorem in this case. We introduce the~b, c! ghost
and write the BRST operatorQBRST as

QBRST5Q211Q0 , ~3.21!

where

Q215wR(
n

b2ncn , ~3.22!

andQ0 is defined as the remainder. They obey

Q21
2 5Q0

25$Q21 ,Q0%50. ~3.23!

Following the use of the BRST operator in Ref. 13~see also Sec. 4.4 of Ref. 14!, one can show
that the cohomology ofQBRST is isomorphic to that ofQ21 . The cohomology of the quadrati
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operatorQ21 is easy to evaluate15 and it is spanned by the vacuum stateu0&bg ^ u0&bc of ~b, g!
and ~b, c!, times any states in the rest of the system. Assuming that the rest of the syst
unitary, this proves the no-ghost theorem of NRCS.

B. Open string spectrum

It is possible to consider D-branes in NRCS, and what one gets is of course NCOS. He
show that the open string spectrum of NCOS is reproduced in this way. Suppose the worlds
the upper half plane with the boundary located ats150. In the bulk,g andb are still holomor-
phic. The equation of motion at the boundary gives

dgS b1
1

4aeff8
]̄ ḡ D 50, dḡS b̄1

1

4aeff8
]g D 50. ~3.24!

For a Dp-brane withp>1, the boundary values of (g,ḡ) are not fixed. Therefore

b52
1

4aeff8
]̄ ḡ, b̄52

1

4aeff8
]g, ~3.25!

at the boundary. This suggests that we analytically continue~g,b! to s1,0 and use~3.25! to
identify ~g, b! on s1>0 to (ḡ,b̄) in s1<0. Since

b~z!g~w!;2
1

z2w
, b̄~ z̄!ḡ~w̄!;2

1

z̄2w̄
, ~3.26!

we find

g~z!ḡ~w̄!;4aeff8 log~z2w̄!. ~3.27!

For points on the real axis this reproduces the correct propagator for open strings in NCO
To compute the open string spectrum, we consider a worldsheet that is a strip2p<s1

<p, we identify~g, b! on 0<s1<p to (ḡ,b̄) on 2p<s1<0 according to~3.25!. Thus we have
the expansion of these fields as

b5
1

2Aaeff8
(

n
ānz̄2n21, g5x14ipaeff8 logz12Aaeff8 (

nÞ0

an

n
z2n,

~3.28!

b̄5
1

2Aaeff8
(

n
anz2n21, ḡ5 x̄14i p̄aeff8 log z̄12Aaeff8 (

nÞ0

ān

n
z̄2n,

and nonzero commutators are

@an ,ām#5ndn1m,0 , @x,p̄#5@ x̄,p#5 i . ~3.29!

Note that, unlike the case of closed string, the space–time momentum term 4ip aeff8 logz is
allowed ing even whenx1 is noncompact. This is because we can choose the branch cut ofz
to be away from the worldsheet. The Virasoro generators are then

Ln5(
m

ān2mam . ~3.30!

Thus we reproduce the standard open string spectrum.
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C. Free the U„1… to all order

In Ref. 11, it was shown that any tree level amplitude containing a massless open strin
in NCOS2 vanishes when the longitudinal direction is noncompact. This is what is expected
the point of view of the S-dual theory, where the massless open strings correspond to th
U(1) gauge fields and their superpartners in the (111)-dimensionalU(N) gauge theory. Using
the formalism developed here, it is straightforward to generalize this result to all orders in p
bation theory. The open string amplitude on a worldsheet withh holes andg handles is computed
by considering a closed Riemann surface of genus 2g with a complex conjugate involution suc
that the fixed point set of the involution gives the boundaries of the open string worldsheet.
there is no vertex operator inserted away from the boundary~when the longitudinal direction is
noncompact there is no closed string physical state!, g(z) is holomorphic everywhere except at th
boundaries. Moreover, the vertex operator for a massless open string state is also holom
~vertex operators for massive states are not holomorphic; they also depend onḡ!. Since the sum of
the boundaries of theh holes obtained as the fixed point set of the involution is homologic
trivial on the genus 2g surface, the contour integral of the vertex operator can be deformed
through the middle of the Riemann surface. This proves the decoupling of the massless ope
states to all order in the perturbation theory.

IV. TREE AMPLITUDES

In this section we will compute the scattering amplitude of four physical closed string s
and show that it factorizes properly into nonrelativistic closed string poles. Moreover, we wi
that the truncated closed string scattering amplitudes have a different high energy behavior
conventional string theory.

For simplicity, we will compute the 4-tachyon amplitude. Since all the physical states a
the vacuum of the~b, g!-system as we saw in the last section, the essential novelty of NRC
captured by the tachyon amplitude. The vertex operator for a closed string tachyon is given~we
will not include the cocycles which only change relative signs between amplitudes; the factoAw
is included for later convenience!

V~v,v̄,k;z,z̄!5gAw:ei v̄g~z!1 iwR*zb1 ivḡ~ z̄!1 iwR* z̄b1 ik•X~z,z̄!:. ~4.1!

Since

g~z!V~z8!; iwR log~z2z8!V~z8!,
~4.2!

b~z!V~z8!;
2 i v̄
z2z8

V~z8!,

the vertex operator carries (b0 ,b̄0) eigenvalues of (2 i v̄,2 iv) and winding numberw. Thus,
according to~3.18!, the energye and the longitudinal momentumn/R of the tachyon state are
given by

e5v1 v̄1
1

2aeff8
wR,

n

R
5 v̄2v. ~4.3!

Let us evaluate the 4-point amplitude on the sphere,^V1(z1)V2(z2)V3(z3)V4(z4)&, by performing
the functional integral with the Lagrangian~3.8!. The extremum of the functional integral is give
by

g~z!5 i (
a51

4

waR log~z2za!, b~z!52 i (
a51

4
v̄a

z2za
. ~4.4!
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For closed string amplitudes, the winding number has to be conserved~the winding number is not
conserved when one considers worldsheet with boundaries!, such that(awa50. Since the action
is free, we can evaluate the amplitude by substituting~4.4! back into the integrand@as is always
the case with the Gaussian integral; the same result is obtained by substituting the extrema
~4.4! into the product of the vertex operatorsV1V2V3V4 alone and by taking its square root#. The
amplitude is given by

^V1~z1!V2~z2!V3~z3!V4~z4!&

5Aw1¯w4 )
aÞb

~za2zb!2 v̄awbR~ z̄a2 z̄b!2vawbRuza2zbu~aeff8 /2!kakb

5Aw1¯w4)
a,b

uza2zbu2~ea1eb!~wa1wb!R1~R2/2aeff8 !~wa1wb!21~aeff8 /2!~ka1kb!224. ~4.5!

Here we used the on-shell condition for the tachyon,

ea5
waR

2aeff8
1

aeff8 ka
2

2waR
2

2

waR
,

~4.6!
va5 v̄a ~a51,...,4!.

It is a good test of our formalism to compute the same correlation function using the sta
closed string theory and then take the NCOS limit~3.2!. One can verify that~4.5! is reproduced in
the limit. The tachyon scattering amplitude is then given by

A5 ig4CsphereE d2z^V1~0!V2~z!V3~1!V4~`!&. ~4.7!

Here g is the closed string coupling constant andCsphereis the normalization constant that no
malizes the path integral of the string when the topology of the worldsheet is the sphere
normalization constant can be found by unitarity. Namely, the amplitude in~4.7! has poles asso
ciated with intermediate closed string states and a straightforward application of the optica
rem determines it. Therefore, by repeating the analysis in, for example, Sec. 6.6 of Ref. 1
find

Csphere5
2p

g2R
. ~4.8!

This means that even though the theory is defined in thegs→` limit, that the closed string theory
has a sensible perturbation expansion in powers ofg. This is consistent with the observation ma
in Ref. 4 regarding closed string loop diagrams in NCOS.

The amplitude given by~4.5! and ~4.7! is very similar to the familiar Virasoro–Shapir
amplitude. It has poles in the energies in the intermediate channels, and they are located

ea1eb5
~wa1wb!R

2aeff8
1

aeff8 ~ka1kb!2

2~wa1wb!R
1

2n22

~wa1wb!R
~n50,1,2,...!. ~4.9!

This is precisely the closed string spectrum of NRCS, as required by unitarity. From~4.7! we can
also see that NRCS exhibits a different behavior of high energy, fixed-angle scattering ampl
Since the mass-shell condition of the strings is nonrelativistic, the dependence of the amplit
energyE is A;e2E, as opposed to the conventional dependenceA;e2E2

.
Although there are no physical states in the sector with 0-winding number and in particu

graviton in the spectrum, there is an instantaneous Newtonian potential between winding s
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To see this, let us consider the process in which the winding number is not exchanged
strings, i.e.,w11w350 andw21w450. In this case, the correlation function~4.5! becomes

^V1~z1!V2~z2!V3~z3!V4~z4!&

5w1w2~ uz12z3uuz22z4u!aeff8 ~k11k3!224

3~ uz12z2uuz32z4u!2~e11e2!~w11w2!R1~R2/2aeff8 !~w11w2!21~aeff8 /2!~k11k2!224

3~ uz12z4uuz22z3u!2~e11e4!~w12w2!R1~R2/2aeff8 !~w12w2!21~aeff8 /2!~k11k4!224. ~4.10!

Since the winding number along the (k11k3)-channel is 0, no physical states are propagating
this channel. Nevertheless, after doing thez-integral in~4.7!, one finds that there are contribution
from the exchange of off-shell states in the 0-winding number sector. In particular, the le
long-range contribution to the 4-point amplitude contains;(k11k3)22, corresponding to the
Newtonian potential. Thus, even though the theory contains no gravitons, there is an instant
gravitational force between winding strings.

V. LOOP AMPLITUDES

In this section, we will compute the one-loop free energy at finite temperature and one
corrections toN-point functions of winding states. We will also examine the general structur
higher loop amplitudes and demonstrate that there is a sensible perturbative expansion of

On a genus-g surface, theb-field @the ~1, 0!-form we introduced in Sec. III as a Lagrangia
multiplier# hasg zero modes. If we were quantizing the bosonic ghost system, we would intro
delta-functions in the path integral to absorb these zero modes. However, one can show t
rules of the NRCS perturbation theory deduced from the factorization conditions do not ca
these delta-functions. Thus one may naively think that zero mode integrals are divergent in N
This would be similar to the problem in DLCQ of field theory,16,17 where integrals over state
carrying zero longitudinal momentum pose difficulties in evaluating loop amplitudes.18

It turns out that, whenever we evaluate physical observables such as the temperature
dent part of the free energy and scattering amplitudes of closed strings with nonzero w
numbers, the amplitudes contain terms ofstringy naturewhich depend on all theg zero modes of
b, so that the zero-mode integrals are convergent. It is easy to understand where these term
from; they appear becauseb is a Lagrange multiplier which constrainsg to be a holomorphic map
from the worldsheet to the (111)-dimensional part of the target space. If vertex operators
winding states are inserted on the worldsheet, a holomorphic mapg, if it exists, has to be a
nontrivial one since the image of the worldsheet has to wind around each of the vertex ope
As we will show below, a nontrivial holomorphic map from the worldsheet to
(111)-dimensional part of the target space, which is a cylinder, exists only in a subspa
codimensiong of the moduli space of a genus-g Rieman surface. The integral over theg zero
modes ofb gives a delta-function which exactly picks up the subspace where the holomo
maps exist.

On the other hand, if we consider amplitudes which do not contain winding strings, su
the vacuum amplitude at zero temperature, then the zero-mode integral gives a divergence
case,g can be atrivial map which maps the worldsheet to a point in the target space. Such a
exists everywhere on the moduli space of the worldsheet, and therefore the worldsheet am
is independent of theg zero modes ofb. The integral over these zero modes is then fla
divergent. If one traces through the NCOS limit in Sec. III, one finds that it is exactly the typ
divergence that was pointed out in Ref. 18. Fortunately all the physical states in NRCS h
nonzero winding number, and these divergent amplitudes have no physical meaning and
safely ignored.

We will demonstrate these points by computing one-loop amplitudes and show how th
generalized to higher loops.
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A. Free energy

The one-loop free energy at temperatureT is evaluated by performing a Euclidean rotation
the target space–time coordinate and periodically identifyingX0;X01T21. The path integral
then involves a sum over maps (g,ḡ) from the worldsheet torus of modulust to the target space
torus of periods (T21,2pR).

The zero-mode dependence of the free energy can be computed by performing th
integral over the maps from the worldsheet to space–time. Thus we write

g5S 2pnR1 i
m

T D s0

2p
1S 2pwR1 i

s

TD s1

2p
1~periodic!, ~5.1!

where 0<s0, s1,2p and~n, m, w, s! are integers labeling the different winding sectors. For t
g,

]̄g5
i

4p Im t F2pnR1 i
m

T
2tS 2pwR1 i

s

TD G1 ]̄~periodic!. ~5.2!

On the other hand,b can be written asb5b01](periodic), whereb0 is the zero mode. The
worldsheet action depends onb0 as

S5 ib0F2pnR1 i
m

T
2tS 2pwR1 i

s

TD G1¯ . ~5.3!

Thus the integral overb0 gives a delta-function which fixes the worldsheet modulust at

t5

2pnR1 im
1

T

2pwR1 is
1

T

. ~5.4!

Thus thet-integral becomes a sum over these special points on the worldsheet moduli
These are the points at which there are holomorphic maps from the worldsheet to the targe

The one-loop free energy is obtained by a sum over the integers~n, m, w, s! such thatt is in
the fundamental domain of the moduli space. To do the summation, it is convenient to u
trick invented in Ref. 19 to trade the sum overs for the sum over copies of the fundament
domain. If (m,s)Þ(0,0), there is anSL(2,Z) transformation which sends~m, s! to ~m, 0! with
m.0, and it also maps the fundamental domain oft into the strip, uRetu<1/2, in the upper
half-plane Imt>0. The sum overs covers the strip exactly once by copies of the fundame
domain. On the other hand, the (m,s)5(0,0) term is independent of the temperatureT and
corresponds to the zero temperature vacuum energy. We will ignore this contribution since
no physical meanings in NRCS and it vanishes in supersymmetric theories anyway. Thus w

t5

2pnR1 im
1

T

2pwR
, ~5.5!

and we sum over integers~n, m, w!. Sincem.0 andt must be in the strip in the upper half-plan
we requirew.0 andunu<w/2 ~n at the boundaryn56w/2 is counted with a factor 1/2!.

We can now evaluate the path integral overg and ḡ. The zero mode piece is obtained b
evaluating the instanton action. Therefore, substituting~5.1! ~with s50! into the action~3.8! and
evaluating it at the points~5.5! of the moduli space, we find that the zero mode part of the ac
is
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S5E d2zS 1

8paeff8
]g ]̄ḡ1¯ D 5

mwR

2aeff8 T
1¯ . ~5.6!

As usual, the contribution from the nonzero modes of~b, g! is canceled by the determinant of th
~b, c! ghost system. Therefore, the one-loop contribution to the free energy takes the form

F~T!52 (
n,m,w

T

wm(
h,h̄

D~h,h̄!expF2
m

T S wR

2aeff8
1

h1h̄

wR D 12p i
n

w
~h2h̄!G . ~5.7!

This is obtained by evaluating the partition function of the worldsheet theory at the special p
~5.5! on the moduli space. Here (h,h̄) are the conformal weights coming from the transve
excitations of the string andD(h,h̄) is their multiplicity. To simplify the expression in~5.7!, we
have included inh the contribution from the transverse momentak. Thus, in comparison with the
notion in Sec. III,h and h̄ are defined as

h5
aeff8

4
k21N, h̄5

aeff8

4
k21N̄. ~5.8!

The factor2T/wm in ~5.7! is determined as follows. Theb0 integral with the action~5.3!
gives a factor (2pwR)22 times the delta-function fort @we sets50 in ~5.3!#. The measure for the
t-integral contains the factor

1

Im t
5

2pwRT

m
. ~5.9!

The zero-mode integral ofg gives the volume 2pR/T of the target space. Finally, the definition o
the one-loop free energy isF52TZ(T), where Z(T) is the one-loop vacuum amplitude a
temperatureT. Combining these factors together, we obtain

1

~2pwR!2

2pwRT

m

2pR

T
~2T!52

T

wm
, ~5.10!

as in ~5.7!.
The sum overn in unu<w/2 gives the constrainth2h̄[0 ~modw!, which we recognize as the

level matching condition. After summing overm, the free energy given by~5.7! becomes

F~T!5T (
w51

`

(
h,h̄

D~h,h̄!log~12eE~w,h,h̄!/T!. ~5.11!

This is the conventional expression for the one-loop free energy of quantum field theory. H

E~w,h,h̄!5
wR

2aeff8
1

h1h̄

wR
5

wR

2aeff8
1

aeff8 k2

2wR
1

N1N̄

wR
. ~5.12!

With the level matching condition for (h,h̄), the expression forE(w,h,h̄) precisely agrees the
energy spectrum of closed strings in NRCS computed in Sec. III, with the correct multip
factor.

The computation of the free energy described here is similar to the one for string inAdS3

discussed in Ref. 12. In that case, the one-loop amplitude has poles exactly at the special p
~5.4!, and they are due to the presence of long strings winding near the boundary ofAdS3 . Here
we have delta-functions at these points and they correspond to the closed strings winding inx1

direction.
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We now study the high temperature behavior of the free energy. It is clear that, for a
winding numberw, that the free energy is convergent for any temperatureT. However, there might
be a divergence when one performs the sum over winding modes. To see whether the sumw
gives a divergence, we use the Cardy’s formula,

(
h,h̄

D~h,h̄!exp~2p i th22p i t̄h̄!;expF2p ic

24 S 1

t

1

t̄ D G , ~5.13!

for Im t→0. Herec is the central charge of the rest of the system, andc512 for a Type II
superstring. Therefore, the high temperature behavior of NRCS is given by

(
unu<w/2

(
hh̄

D~h,h̄!expF2
m

T S wR

2aeff8
1

h1h̄

wR D 12p i
n

w
~h2h̄!G;expF2pwRS pcT

6m
2

m

4paeff8 TD G ,
~5.14!

for largew. Therefore, the sum over winding states will be divergent wheneverT>TH , where

TH5
1

2p
A 6

aeff8 c
. ~5.15!

This gives the Hagedorn temperature of NRCS. For Type II NRCS we find thatTH

51/2pA2aeff8 . It coincides with the location of the Hagedorn transition of NCOS studied in R
11, 20. Just like in conventional string theory, the Hagedorn temperatureTH is the temperature a
which the tachyonic mode which appears in the spectrum~5.12! due to the finite temperature GS
projection becomes massless. It would be interesting to study the behavior of the closed str
NRCS above the Hagedorn temperature. In NRCS, the breakdown of the thermal ensemb
not occur unlike for relativistic closed string theories since there is no graviton and the H
tonian is positive definite. However, there can be a Jeans instability.

We have demonstrated explicitly that theb zero-mode integral is convergent when one co
putes the one-loop free energy. As a result of theb zero-mode integral, the integral overt is
localized to a sum over the special points in the moduli space of the worldsheet torus wher
is a holomorphic map from the worldsheet to the target space torus. It is straightforwa
generalize this observation to higher loops. A simple computation shows that a map from a
g worldsheet to the target space torus exists only on a (2g23)-dimensional subspace. Such
holomorphic map exists whenever the following condition on the worldsheet period m
V i j ( i , j 51,... ,g) is satisfied:

Gi~V!5(
j 51

g

V i j S 2pwjR1 i
sj

T D12pniR1 i
mi

T
50, ~5.16!

for some integers (ni ,mi ,wi ,si). This generalizes~5.4! for g51. On a genus-g surface,b hasg
linearly independent zero modes, and their integrals give delta-functions imposing the cons
Gi50 (i 51,... ,g).

B. N-point amplitudes

Here we analyze the effects of theb zero-mode integrals on the scattering amplitudes. We
discuss theN-point tachyon amplitudes for simplicity, but a generalization to amplitudes involv
arbitrary external states is straightforward. As in the case of the tree amplitudes discussed
last section, the computation of^p i 51

n ei v̄ag(ua)1vaḡ( x̄a)& requires finding~b, g! which are holomor-
phic away fromua’s and behave nearz5ua as
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g~z!; iwaR log~z2ua!,
~5.17!

b~z!;
2 i v̄a

z2ua
~z→ua!,

wherewa is the winding number for thei -th external state. The functional integral is nonzero o
when suchb andg exist. As forb(z), there is always a meromophic one-form given by

b~z!52 i (
a51

N

v̄a]z logq1~z2ua!1const, ~5.18!

whereq1(z) is the elliptic theta function. Thisb is single-valued on the worldsheet torus as far
momentum is conserved,(ava50. On the other hand,g(z) obeying~5.17! does not always exist
To see this, let us try

g~z!5 i (
a51

N

waR logq1~z2ua!1cz, ~5.19!

for some constantc. Due to the quasi-periodicity of the elliptic function, we find

g~z12p!5g~z!12pc,
~5.20!

g~z12pr !5g~z!12pS 2R(
a51

N

waua1ct D ,

where we assumed that the winding number is conserved,(awa50. By requiring thatg(z) is
periodic modulo the target space periodicityg;g12pR, we find thatc must be of the formc
5mR for some integerm and

(
a51

N

waua5n1mt, ~5.21!

for some integern. This gives a condition on the locations of theN points. Thus we find that
rather than being divergent, the integral over the zero mode ofb imposes the condition~5.21! on
the locations of the vertex operators on the worldsheet.
High loops

It is straightforward to generalize this result to higher loops. On a genus-g worldsheet, the
holomorphic mapg(z) winding wa-times atz5ua should be of the form

g~z!5 i (
a51

N

waR logE~z,ua!1(
i 51

g

ciEz

v i , ~5.22!

for some constantsci , wherev i are holomorphic one-forms, andE(z,w) is the prime form, a
~21/2!-differential with respect toz andw that vanishes linearly on the diagonalz5w only ~see,
for example, Sec. IIIb.1 of Ref. 21!. The periodicity ofg in thea-cycles of the worldsheet require
that ci must be of the formci52pmiR for some integersmi , and the periodicity around the
b-cycles requires

Gi5 (
a51

N

waEua
v i2S ni1(

j 51

g

V i j m
j D 50, ~5.23!

for some integersni . This imposesg conditions on the (3g231N)-dimensional moduli space o
the genus-g worldsheet withN points. To verify that theg conditionsGi50 are independent o
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each other and pick up a codimensiong subspace, we need to compute their partial derivati
with respect to the worldsheet moduliyI ~I 51,... ,3g23) and the vertex operator locationsua .
They are given by

]Gi

]ua
5v i~ua!wa ,

~5.24!
]Gi

]yI
5E d2z v i~z!h I~z,z̄!S (

a51

N

wa]z logE~z,ua!22p i (
j 51

g

mjv j~z!D ,

whereh I are the Beltrami differentials associated to the moduliyI . Note that the partial deriva
tives of Gi are all of the form,*d2zv i(z)n(z,z̄) for some differentialn. Since

deti , j 51,̄ g„v i~zj !…Þ0, ~5.25!

for genericg points zi , it is clear that the rank of the (3g231N)3g matrix (]ua
Gi ,]yI

Gi) is
genericallyg. Thus the integral over theg zero modes ofb exactly pick up the subspace of th
moduli space where the holomorphic mapg(z) exists.

VI. RELATION TO DLCQ

In this section we show that the NRCS limit we have studied is related by T-duality to
DLCQ limit of string theory. This follows by performing T-duality along the circle of radiusR
where theB-field lies. After T-duality, we get string theory without any backgroundB-field, with
a metric

gmn5S 211~2pa8B!2 2pa8B

2pa8B 1 D , ~6.1!

and where the radius of the circle isa8/R. In the NRCS limit the metric is given by

ds252
a8

aeff8
~dx0!212 dx0 dx11~dx1!2. ~6.2!

We now rescale coordinates such thatx1→(a8/aeff8 )x1. In the NRCS (a8→0) limit the metric in
these coordinates is

1

a8
ds25

1

aeff8
@2~dx0!212 dx0 dx1#, ~6.3!

and the periodicity of the compact direction is given by

x1;x112p
aeff8

R
. ~6.4!

Since in this limit thex1 coordinate is light-like, we see that DLCQ of closed string theory w
string scaleaeff8 and null radiusaeff8 /R is T-dual to NRCS.

Because of the relation between NRCS and DLCQ, the formalism developed in this
gives a useful description of DLCQ closed string theory also. In Refs. 22, 23, loop amplitud
DLCQ closed string theory were studied to address the issue of divergence due to the longi
zero modes.16–18 In particular, it was found in Ref. 22 that one-loop scattering amplitudes, w
external strings carry nonzero longitudinal momenta, have finite DLCQ limits and that the
tions of the vertex operators are constrained in the limit. These constraints can be viewed
T-dual of ~5.21! in NRCS. The description of NRCS developed here does not involve the pro
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of taking the NCOS limit, and thus loop amplitudes are manifestly finite. In fact, the one-
observation in Ref. 22 has a straightforward generalization to higher loops, as we saw in~5.23!.
Evidently, unlike in ordinary field theories, the longitudinal zero modes do not cause a probl
DLCQ closed string theory. In the case of Type IIA string theory, this is related, via the h
thetical 11-dimensional Lorentz invariance of M theory, to the existence of the smooth D
limit of M Theory described by the finiteN Matrix Theory.24–26

For closed strings, the relation between NRCS and DLCQ provides another way to unde
the origin of the nonrelativistic dispersion relation. The nonrelativistic limit described in Se
however, is much broader and includes cases that are not related to DLCQ, as we will see
next section.

VII. GALILEAN THEORIES

In this section we find new theories whose excitations satisfy a nonrelativistic dispe
relation. The light degrees of freedom that survive the low energy limit are light-branes~these
theories do not have background branes, unlike the theories discussed in Ref. 8!. Depending on
which background gauge field one tunes to its critical value, different brane states are light
the rest of the states in M Theory decouple.

We will first consider M Theory limits where the light degrees of freedom are membrane
five-branes. We will call these theories GM~Galilean membrane! and GF~Galilean five-brane!,
respectively. The first one is obtained by tuning to the critical value the background three
and the second one by turning on the background six-form of M Theory. The low energy lim
taken such that the terms in the world volume action depending on the transverse coordin
the background remain finite in the limit. Just as for NRCS, the spectrum is modified if the
directions are compactified, otherwise there are no finite energy physical excitations survivi
limit.

Therefore, the low energy limit leading to GM is given by~throughout the rest of the paper w
will have in mind compactification on tori; it is straightforward to generalize the decoupling li
when branes wrap curved geometries!

gmn5hmn m,n50,1,2,

gi j 5
l p
3

l eff
3 d i j i , j 53,... ,10, ~7.1!

C0125TM22Teff ,

with the eleven-dimensional Planck scalel p→0 while the effective length scalel eff is kept finite.
HereTM251/4p2l p

3 is the membrane tension andTeff51/4p2l eff
3 is the finite effective tension o

the light membranes that survive the limit. Note that GM has no coupling constant and it co
a unique dimensionful parameterl eff . This is reminiscent of some of the properties of eleve
dimensional M Theory.

The decoupling limit giving rise to GF is given by

gmn5hmn , m,n50,1,... ,5,

gi j 5
l p
6

l eff
6 d i j , i , j 56,... ,10, ~7.2!

C0123455TM52Teff ,

with l p→0 while the effective length scalel eff is kept finite. HereTeff denotes the effective tensio
of the light five-brane excitations. Just as GM, GF has no coupling constant andl eff is the unique
dimensionless parameter of the theory.
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Similar theories can be obtained from light Dp-branes, which we will call GDp~Galilean
D-p-branes!. As we will now see, these theories are connected by dualities which are remin
of the dualities of the fully relativistic theories from which we obtain these Galilean theories
first discuss the relation between supersymmetric Type IIA NRCS and the eleven-dimen
theory GM.

Here we will show that in fact the strong coupling dual to Type IIA NRCS is described
eleven-dimensional GM such that the parameters of the two theories are related to each ot
similar fashion to the usual relation in the relativistic setting.

Consider GM theory~7.1! compactified on a circle of proper radiusR. The background critical
three-form potential reduces to a NS–NS two-form potential,

B0152pRC012. ~7.3!

Using the usual relation of parameters between M theory and Type IIA superstring theory,

R5gsAa8, l p5gs
1/3Aa8, ~7.4!

we can writeR and l p in the limit ~3.2! which defines NRCS, so that

R5gAaeff8 , l p5g1/3aeff81/6a81/3, ~7.5!

asa8→0.
Substituting the eleven-dimensional limit~7.1! in ~7.3! we see that the background NS–N

two-form potential is given by

2pa8B01512
l p
3

l eff
3 . ~7.6!

Using~7.5! and comparing with the limit defining NRCS in~3.2!, we see that NRCS with coupling
constantg and effective string scaleaeff8 is equivalent to GM theory on a circle of radiusR and
effective Planck scalel eff . The parameters are related by

R5gAaeff8 , l eff5g1/3Aaeff8 . ~7.7!

A. GDp and GNSF theories

In this subsection we present some generalizations to the construction we made for pe
tive closed strings in a near critical NS–NSB-field to Dp-branes in a near critical Ramond
Ramondp11-form background. In order for the background to affect the Hamiltonian, the sp
directions of the brane have to be compactified on an orientablep-cycle of space–time. In this
case, the winding number plays the role of electric charge in the discussion in~2.4! and again
positivity of the energy allows only wrapping in one orientation.

The nonrelativistic limit that needs to be taken requires keeping finite the terms in the
volume action depending on the transverse coordinates to the brane and tuning the back
field to the tension of the D-brane~this is the analog of the NRCS limit. There, we scaleda8 and
the metric in the transverse directions to theB-field such that terms of the string worldsheet acti
depending on the transverse coordinates are kept finite!. The limit is given by

gmn5hmn , m,n50,1,... ,p,

gi j 5S a8

aeff8 D 2

d i j , i , j 5p11,... ,9,

~7.8!

gs5S a8

aeff8 D ~32p!/2

gp ,
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C01̄ p5Tp2Tp
eff ,

asa8→0. HereTp is the tension of the D-brane~which is infinite in the limit!,

Tp5
1

~2p!pgsa8~p11!/2 . ~7.9!

Tp
eff is the finite scale of the nonrelativistic theory andgp the coupling of the theory. The effectiv

tension is given by

Tp
eff5

1

~2p!pgpaeff
~8p11!/2 . ~7.10!

In the limit ~7.8! all states of string theory decouple except the light Dp-branes that have
proper energy excitations. In particular, open and closed strings decouple from the low e
spectrum.

There is a very simple explanation for the limit we take in~7.8!. Except for the presence of th
background gauge fieldC01̄ p , ~7.8! is the conventional low energy limit that results in a gau
theory on a Dp-brane.27 This can be easily recognized by noting that the Yang–Mills coup
constant is given bygYM

2 ;gpaeff8(p23)/2 and that the limit~7.8! keeps the coupling finite. Moreove
the metric for the transverse coordinatesXi to the brane is given as in~7.8! whenever we expres
them in terms of the Higgs fieldF i of the gauge theory asXi5a8F i and require that the metric
for F i remains finite. The low energy limit is supplemented by turning a near critical backgr
gauge field which results in light Dp-brane fluctuations.

There is one more theory we can define by tuning a massless gauge field of string t
namely the one where the light excitations are NS five-branes. We will call these theories
~Galilean Neveu–Schwarz five-brane!. Just like NRCS, these theories can be obtained as a
energy limit of the different superstring theories. This low energy limit can also be motivate
considering the low energy limit on NS five-branes which yields the little string theories.28 The
nonrelativistic limit is given by

gmn5hmn , m,n50,1,...,5,

gi j 5S gs

G D 2

d i j , i , j 56,...,9, ~7.11!

B0123455T52T5
eff ,

asgs→0 while keeping the string scalea8 finite in the limit. Now the effective tension of the ligh
NS five-branes is given by

T5
eff5

1

~2p!5G2aeff83 . ~7.12!

Thus,~7.11! defines a nonrelativistic theory GNSF of light fluctuations of NS five-branes.
We will now briefly describe the theory one obtains for different values ofp.

1. Zero-branes

For GD0, one may lift the description to M Theory~for a lift to eleven dimensions of a simila
limit see Ref. 8!. After a suitable rescaling of energy scales in M Theory, the M Theory circle g
from a space-like circle to a light-like circle of finite radiusR5g0Aaeff8 . Then, if we consider the
limit ~7.8! for N D0-branes one obtains a DLCQ description of M Theory with eleven-dimensi
Planck lengthl p5g0

1/3Aaeff8 in a sector withN units of longitudinal momentum.
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2. One-branes

For p51, the light states are D1-branes. The strong coupling dual of the theory of
D1-branes can be found by using Type IIB S-duality. S-duality maps the critical R–R backg
C01 to a critical NS–NS backgroundB01. The parametersg̃s andã8 of the S-dual theory are given
by

g̃s5
1

gs
, ã85a8gs . ~7.13!

Writing the limit ~7.8! for p51 in terms of the S-dual variables and comparing with~3.2! shows
that the S-dual of GD1 is given precisely by NRCS if the parameters of the two theories are r
by

g5
1

g̃
, aeff8 5g̃ãeff8 . ~7.14!

Thus Type IIB NRCS is related to GD1 by a strong–weak coupling duality which takes the
form as the conventional Type IIB S-duality. At the end of this section we will realize S-du
of Type IIB NRCS by studying GM theory compactified on a two-torus.29,30

3. Two-branes

GD2 can also be lifted to an eleven-dimensional picture. The D2-branes lift to M2-brane
the parameters~the eleventh-dimensional proper radiusR and the Planck lengthl p! of M Theory
are related to those of GD2 by

R5
a8

Aaeff8
g2 , l p5g2

1/3a82/3

aeff81/6 . ~7.15!

Moreover, the near critical R–R background lifts to a near critical background for the three
of eleven-dimensional supergravity. Therefore, GD2 can be identified with GM on a trans
circle. Using the parameters in~7.1! we see that GM with an effective Planck scalel eff on a
transverse circle of coordinate size L is GD2 with couplingg2 and effective string scaleaeff8 . The
parameters are related by

L5g2Aaeff8 , l eff5g2
1/3Aaeff8 . ~7.16!

Thus, the relation between GD2 and GM is reminiscent of the conventional duality between
IIA and M Theory.

4. Three-branes

In order to get light D3-branes one must turn on a critical RR four-form. We can analyz
strong coupling dual of GD3. In fact, GD3 is self-dual, since S-duality of the underlying s
theory maps the limit~7.8! to an analogous limit but with a different coupling constant a
effective string scale. Therefore, GD3 with parametersg3 andaeff8 is dual to GD3 with parameter
g̃3 and ãeff8 . The parameters are related by

g̃35
1

g3
, ãeff8 5g3aeff8 . ~7.17!

At the end of this section we realize the S-duality of CD3 from an eleven-dimensional perspe
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5. Four-branes

The GD4 limit can also be lifted to M Theory. The main difference here is thatgs→` in the
limit. Therefore, it is required to analyze the configuration in eleven dimensions. The D4-b
lift to M5-branes wrapped on the M Theory circle. The proper size of the circle and the c
sponding eleven-dimensional Planck length are given by

R5g4Aaeff8 , l p5g4
1/3a81/3aeff81/6. ~7.18!

Since the background RR five-form lifts to a near critical six-form of eleven-dimensional su
gravity, one sees that the strong coupling dual to GD4 is given by GF. Comparing the para
in ~7.18! with those that define GF~7.2! one finds that the parameters of the two theories
related by

R5g4Aaeff8 , l eff5g4
1/3Aaeff8 . ~7.19!

6. Five-branes

We now consider the OD5 theory. Forp55, one also has to perform S-duality since in t
decoupling limitgs→`. S-duality maps the D5-branes to NS five-branes. Moreover, the cri
RR field gets mapped to a critical NS–NS electric field for the NS five-branes. Thus we are
studying NS five-branes in a critical field. Type IIB S-duality maps the limit~7.8! for p55 to a
theory with string scale and string coupling given by

ã85gsa85g5aeff8 , g̃s5
1

gs
5

a8

aeff8

1

g5
. ~7.20!

Note that the string scale of the S-dual theory is finite while the string coupling vanishes. T
precisely the limit that defines Type IIB GNSF~7.11!. The parameters of GD5 (g5 ,aeff8 ) are
related to those of GNSF (G,ã8) by

aeff8 5Gã8, G5
1

g5
. ~7.21!

In the limit that defines GD5, apart from having low energy D5-brane excitations, there are
finite energy D1-string excitations. These are identified in the Type IIB GNSF theory with st
of tensionã821 fluctuating inside the five-branes.

7. Type IIA Neveu –Schwarz five-branes

Type IIA GNSF has an interesting strong coupling dual. The limit in~7.11! can be realized by
considering the decoupled theory of light fluctuating five-branes of M Theory on a trans
circle of proper sizeR. The near critical six-form background of eleven-dimensional supergra
becomes a near critical RR six-form of Type IIA string theory and the M5-brane becomes
five-brane on a transverse circle of proper radiusR. The parameters of the two theories are rela
by

R5gsAa8, l p5gs
1/3Aa8. ~7.22!

By comparing the scaling limit~7.2! with ~7.11! and using~7.22! one finds the following relation
between the effective length scales of the two theories,

l eff5G1/3Aaeff8 . ~7.23!

Moreover, the NS five-branes now sit at a point in the transverse circle, whose coordinate
is given by
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L5GAa8. ~7.24!

We see that the Galilean theories we have found sit on the same moduli space and
many of the properties of the parent theories from which we define them by taking a low e
limit. The reduced number of degrees of freedom that these theories have can be an inte
avenue in which to study in a simplified setting M Theory dualities.

8. S-duality of Type IIB NRCS from GM

We first notice that Type IIB NRCS can be obtained by considering eleven-dimensiona
theory compactified on a two-torus, where one circle is along the membrane and the o
transverse to it, and then shrinking the torus.

Let us consider GM theory compactified on a rectangular torus of coordinate size radiiR1 and
R2 . We will take the circle of radiusR1 to be along the background three-form of supergrav
and the circle of radiusR2 to be transverse to it. If we reduce GM onR1 one gets Type IIA NRCS.
The string coupling is given by

gs5
R1

Aa8
. ~7.25!

We now perform T-duality along the circle of radiusR2 . This maps the limit to a Type IIB set-up
T-duality inverts the proper size of the circle one T-duals along and changes the dilaton
conventional fashion. The new string coupling is given by

gs85
R1

R2
Aaeff8

a8
. ~7.26!

Therefore, comparing with~3.2! we see that this compactification of GM leads to Type IIB NRC
with coupling constant

g5
R1

R2
, ~7.27!

compactified on a transverse circle of coordinate sizeaeff8 /R2. Therefore, one gets Type IIB NRC
from GM in the limit that the coordinate area of the torus vanishes at fixed ratioR1 /R2 .

However, one could have chosen to reduce GM on the circle of coordinate radiusR2 . As we
showed, this leads to CD2 theory on a parallel circle of coordinate sizeR1 . The Type IIA coupling
is given by

g̃s5
Aã8

ãeff8
R2 . ~7.28!

One can perform a T-duality transformation along the circle of radiusR1 such that we get a low
energy limit in the Type IIB superstring where the string coupling is given by

g̃s85
ã8

ãeff8

R2

R1
~7.29!

and the circle is of coordinate sizeãeff8 /R1. Thus, by looking at~7.8! for p51 we see that one get
CD1 theory with coupling,

g̃15
R2

R1
. ~7.30!
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Therefore, S-duality of Type IIB NRCS can be understood from an eleven-dimensiona
spective as the symmetry that exchanges the two circles when one considers GM theory c
tified on a two-torus.29,30

9. S-duality of GDS from GF

Consider a single M5 brane compactified on a rectangular two-torus of radiiR1 andR2 along
the background directions in the decoupling limit~7.2!. If we treat the circle of radiusR1 to be the
one that results in GD4, then the parameters of GD4 are given by

R15g4Aaeff8 , l eff5g4
1/3Aaeff8 . ~7.31!

One may perform T-duality along the circle of radiusR2 . Then, we obtain the Galilean theor
of light D3-branes. The string coupling after T-duality is given by

gs85gs

Aa8

R2
5g4Aaeff8

R2
. ~7.32!

Comparing~7.32! with ~7.8! for p53 and using~7.31! one finds that the effective coupling of th
theory of light D3-branes is

g35
R1

R2
, ~7.33!

which is reminiscent of the relation between M Theory on a two-torus and Type IIB string th
If one reduces first on the circle of radius ofR2 and then performs T-duality along the circ

of radiusR1 one again obtains GD3 but with the inverse coupling. Therefore, S-duality of G
follows from the interchange of the two circles of the two-torus in the GF realization of GD
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Bosonic M theory
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We conjecture that there exists a strong coupling limit of bosonic string theory
which is related to the 26 dimensional theory in the same way that 11 dimensional
M theory is related to superstring theory. More precisely, we believe that bosonic
string theory is the compactification on a line interval of a 27 dimensional theory
whose low-energy limit contains gravity and a three-form potential. The line inter-
val becomes infinite in the strong coupling limit, and this may provide a stable
ground state of the theory. We discuss some of the consequences of this conjecture.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1376160#

I. INTRODUCTION

There is growing evidence that all the known perturbative ten-dimensional superstring
ries are limits of an eleven dimensional theory called M theory.1–3 In particular, the ubiquitous
dilaton which controls the string coupling is simply related to the size of the extra dimension
26 dimensional bosonic string has not been included in these developments mostly due
widespread belief that the existence of the tachyon indicates that the theory is ill defined~The
strong coupling limits of the ten-dimensional bosonic Type 0 theories have been discussed
4, and other nonsupersymmetric theories have been considered in Ref. 5.! However, during the
past year the significance of the open string tachyon has been understood. Rather than in
that the theory is sick, it just shows that the usual vacuum is unstable. As Sen first propose6 this
vacuum can be viewed as a closed string vacuum together with an unstable D 25-brane. T
increasing evidence that there is a stable minimum of the open string tachyon potential at a
equal to minus the tension of a D 25-brane, and about this minimum there are no open st
excitations. This raises the possibility that the closed string tachyon can similarly be remov
appropriately shifting to a new ground state. However, there are good arguments that the
string tachyon cannot be removed by direct analogy to the open string case. There is proba
stable minimum of the closed string tachyon potential.7 Something more dramatic is needed.

In this paper we study the strong coupling limit of bosonic string theory and argue tha
tachyon instability may be removed in this limit. Unfortunately we have very little firm groun
stand on when trying to determine the strong coupling limit of a theory without supersymmet
this paper we make a guess based on the assumption that bosonic string theory is not
dissimilar to IIA and heterotic string theory.

The main clue motivating our guess comes from the existence of the dilaton and its co
tion to the coupling constant. The action for the massless sector of bosonic string theory i

S5E d26xA2ge22fFR14¹mf¹mf2
1

12
HmnrHmnrG . ~1.1!

Evidently, as in IIA string theory, the dilaton enters the action just as it would if it represente
compactification scale of a Kaluza–Klein theory. We propose to take this seriously and
interpret bosonic string theory as a compactification of a 27 dimensional theory. We will re
31520022-2488/2001/42(7)/3152/9/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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this theory as bosonic M theory.~The possibility that the bosonic string has a 27 dimensio
origin was also briefly discussed in Ref. 8, in the context of a proposed matrix string formula!

In the case of IIA string theory there was a second clue that led to its interpretation
Kaluza–Klein compactification of an 11 dimensional theory; the existence of a vector boson
string spectrum. Closed bosonic string theory does not have a massless vector. This m
cannot be a compactification on anS1. In this respect the situation is more analogous to tha
heterotic string theory. The solution to the strong coupling problem in that case is a comp
cation of M theory on a line interval, or more exactly on the orbifoldS1/Z2 .9 The absence of a
U(1) symmetry means that there is no massless gauge boson. Accordingly, we propose tha
bosonic string theory is a compactification of 27 dimensional bosonic M theory onS1/Z2 . In the
supersymmetric case, to cancel anomalies one had to addE8 gauge fields at each end of the lin
interval. In the bosonic case, since there are no fermions or chiral bosons, there are no an
to cancel. So there are no extra degrees of freedom living at the fixed points.

As in the case of the M theory–heterotic connection, the weakly coupled string theory
limit in which the compactification length scale becomes much smaller than the 27 dimen
Planck length and the strong coupling limit is the decompactification limit. The 27 dimens
theory should contain membranes but no strings, and would not have a dilaton or variable co
strength. The usual bosonic string corresponds to a membrane stretched across the comp
tion interval.

Some support for bosonic M theory comes from the following simple observation. The
moving modes of the heterotic string are precisely those of the 26 dimensional bosonic str
has been argued10 that at least perturbatively, the right moving modes of the bosonic string ca
embedded in the right moving modes of the heterotic string. So the entire bosonic str
contained in the heterotic string. Since we now know that nonperturbatively the heterotic
grows an extra dimension, it is plausible that the bosonic string will similarly gain an e
dimension at strong coupling.

II. THE LOW-ENERGY THEORY

In this section we study the low-energy limit of bosonic M theory which is a gravity theor
27 dimensions. Without the powerful tool of supersymmetry it is difficult to give rigorous a
ments. Nevertheless there are some plausible guesses that we can make about the form
low-energy action, using the fact that it must reduce to the usual bosonic string theory in the
coupling limit. After deriving the low-energy action, we show how the tachyon instability ma
removed in the strong coupling limit, and then study branes in this theory.

A. Motivation from weak coupling limit

In order to reproduce the known spectrum of weakly coupled bosonic string theory, bo
M theory will have to contain an additional field besides the 27 dimensional gravitational
namely a three-form potentialCmnr . Let us consider the various massless fields that wo
survive in the weak coupling limit. First of all, there would be the 26 dimensional graviton
usual, general covariance in 26 dimensions would insure that it remains massless. The com
of the 27 dimensional gravitational fieldg27,27 is a scalar in the 26 dimensional theory. It is
course the dilaton. No symmetry protects the mass of the dilaton. In fact we know that at th
loop level a dilaton potential is generated that lifts the dilatonic flat direction. Why the m
vanishes in the weak coupling limit is not clear.

Massless vectors have no reason to exist since there is no translation symmetry of th
pactification space. This is obvious if we think of this space as a line interval. If we think of
S1/Z2 then the two fixed points of the orbifold break the symmetry.

The three-form gauge fieldCmns gives some massless fields. If one of the indices of
three-form is in the compact 27th direction, the resulting 26 dimensional field is the two-formBmn

which is well known in bosonic string theory. It remains massless due to its gauge invarianc
components ofCmns in which all three components are in the 26 dimensional subspace g
three-form which is absent in the usual bosonic string spectrum. Once again we take a hin
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heterotic string theory. In that case the the three-form that would be inherited from the 11 d
sional origin of heterotic string theory is projected away by theZ2 identification. This is because
M theory includes a Chern–Simons term which implies that the action is invariant underZ2 only
if C is odd under this identification. In the present case we will also assume thatC is odd under
the Z2. @If y is the coordinate along theS1, the fact that the basis vector]/]y points away from
the fixed pointy50, means that it also must change sign under theZ2 . This means that the
componentsCyi j are even undery→2y, while Ci jk are odd~where i , j ,k denote all directions
other thany!#. Given our limited knowledge of the theory, we do not know if this is required
a symmetry of the action or not.

We are thus led to the following low-energy action for bosonic M theory:

S5E d27xA2ĝFR~ ĝ!2
1

48
FmnrsFmnrsG , ~2.1!

whereF5dC. To see the relation to~1.1!, we set

dŝ25e2sdy21e2sgmndxmdxn, ~2.2!

wheres andgmn are functions ofxm but independent ofy, and set

Hmnr5Fymnr . ~2.3!

The coordinatey takes values21<y<1 and we identifyy with 2y. This prevents a term like
Amdydxm from appearing in~2.2!. Substituting into the action and integrating by parts yields

S5E d26xA2ge211s@R~g!1125¹ms¹ms2 1
12 HmnrHmnr#. ~2.4!

There is no four-form in 26 dimensions since, as we have just explained, it is projected out
identification ony. If we now define 2f[11s, this becomes the standard action for boso
string theory~1.1! except that the coefficient of the (¹f)2 is off by a factor of 125/121. So we
recover the right fields and interactions, but one numerical coefficient is slightly off. This is
contradiction since the action~2.1! is only valid on scales larger than the 27 dimensional Pla
length, and to recover~1.1! we need to take a limit where one direction becomes much sm
than this. Without supersymmetry to protect coefficients, they can change as the coupli
creases. In this respect, the factor of 125/121 may be analogous to the factor of 3/4 which
in comparing the entropy of weakly coupled 311 Yang–Mills with the near extrema
three-brane.11

The relation between the 27 dimensional Planck lengthl p and the 26 dimensional string lengt
l s and coupling g5ef, follows from the relation betweens and f. Since g2l s

245G26

5G27/esl p we get

g1/11l s5 l p . ~2.5!

Sinceg5e11s/2, weak coupling corresponds to a small distance in the extra dimension, a
pected.

There is a possibility of adding a cosmological constant to the action~2.1!. Indeed, in the
absence of supersymmetry, it would appear inevitable that one is generated. We will discu
in Sec. IV, but for now, we will assume the cosmological constant is zero.

B. Tachyon

We now consider the fate of the closed string tachyon at strong coupling. The trivial so
to ~2.1! consisting ofF50 and flat spacetime compactified onS1/Z2 has a nonperturbative
instability. This is analogous to the instability of the Kaluza–Klein vacuum found by Witten,12 and
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very similar to its application to heterotic–M theory in Ref. 13. The process that destabilize
space is mediated by an instanton in which the two ends of the world~ends of the compactification
interval! come together and produce a ‘‘hole’’ in space. In Minkowski space the hole rap
grows and eats the entire space.

The appropriate instanton is~a projection of! the 27 dimensional euclidean Schwarzsch
metric.

ds25F12S r 0

r D 24Gdy21F12S r 0

r D 24G21

dr21r 2~du21sin2 udV24!. ~2.6!

The coordinatey is periodic with periodP5pr 0/6. To apply it to our case, we identifyy and2y.
So the size of the extra dimension at infinity ispr 0/12. To obtain the Lorentzian evolution, on
analytically continuesu→(p/2)1 i t . To picture this evolution, consider the surfaces at the end
the interval,y50,pr 0/12. The separation between these surfaces goes to zero smoothlyr
5r 0 , so the two surfaces are really one surface with the shape of a wormhole. At the initial
t50, the proper size of the wormhole isr 0 , but as time evolves, it grows exponentially.

This instanton description is only valid forr 0@ l p . However similar instabilities occur in
various nonsupersymmetric D–brane systems. A typical example is a D–brane anti D–
system. If the distance between the branes is larger than the string scale, an instanton
bridging the two branes can again lead to a runaway hole eating the branes.14 When the branes are
closer than the string scale the same process can take place by a perturbative mechanis
critical point the lightest string connecting the branes becomes massless and then tachyo15,16

This pattern is seen in several examples and leads to the following conjecture:
When the two ends of the world are closer than the 27 dimensional Planck length a ta

appears in the spectrum. This is just the closed string tachyon found in string perturbation t
The action for the instanton~2.6! is proportional to (r 0 / l p)25. So in the limit of strong string

coupling, r 0→`, this nonperturbative instability is suppressed. Uncompactified 27 dimens
flat space may be a stable ground state of bosonic M theory.

C. Branes

In the absence of supersymmetry, there are no BPS states. Nevertheless, there are stab
configurations. In terms of the low energy action~2.1! they arise as the extremal limit of blac
brane solutions. Since the charge must be carried by a four-form, there are 2-branes wh
electrically charged and 21-branes which are magnetically charged. It is natural to assum
there are fundamental 2-branes and 21-branes with Planck tension, and these black brane s
describe the gravitational field of a stack of parallel branes. A nontrivial check of this idea
compute the tension of a fundamental 2-brane stretched across the extra dimension. It is g
T5es/ l p

2 . Using~2.5!, and the relation betweens andf we getT51/l s
2 which is the right answer

for a fundamental string. Similarly, the tension of a 21-brane which is not oriented along the
dimension isT2151/l p

2251/(g2l s
22) which again is the right answer for a solitonic 21-brane

string theory.
The black brane solutions can be read off from the general discussion of nondilatonic

branes in Ref. 17. The black 2-brane is given by

ds252F12S r 1

r D 22GF12S r 2

r D 22G21/3

dt21F12S r 2

r D 22G2/3

dxidxi

1F12S r 1

r D 22G21F12S r 2

r D 22G21

dr21r 2dV23, ~2.7!

with four-form

* F5Nlp
22e23, ~2.8!
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wheree23 is the volume form on a unitS23. The chargeN is the number of fundamental tw
branes, and is related to the two free parametersr 6 via

N25
1100

3 S r 1r 2

l p
2 D 22

. ~2.9!

There is an event horizon atr 5r 1 and a curvature singularity atr 5r 2 . The Hawking tempera-
ture of this black 2-brane is

T5
11

2pr 1
F12S r 2

r 1
D 22G1/3

. ~2.10!

If we compactify the two directions along the brane on a torus with sideL, then the horizon area
is

A5r 1
23V23L

2F12S r 2

r 1
D 22G2/3

, ~2.11!

whereV23 is the area of a unitS23. In the extremal limit,r 15r 2 , ~2.7! takes a simpler form by
settingr225r 222r 2

22

ds25 f ~r!22/3@2dt21dxidxi #1 f ~r!1/11@dr21r2dV23#, ~2.12!

where

f ~r!511S r 2

r D 22

. ~2.13!

This extremal brane has zero Hawking temperature and is quantum mechanically stabl
surfacer50 is a smooth horizon. There is no force between two parallel extremal branes. S
multibrane solutions can be obtained by replacingf with a more general solution of Laplace
equation.

We now turn to the black 21-brane. The metric is

ds252F12S r 1

r D 3GF12S r 2

r D 3G210/11

dt21F12S r 2

r D 3G1/11

dxidxi

1F12S r 1

r D 3G21F12S r 2

r D 3G21

dr21r 2dV4 , ~2.14!

and the four-form isF5Nlp
3e4 , where

N25
75

11S r 1r 2

l p
2 D 3

. ~2.15!

The Hawking temperature is

T5
3

4pr 1
F12S r 2

r 1
D 3G1/22

, ~2.16!

and the horizon area is

A5r 1
4 V4L21F12S r 2

r 1
D 3G21/22

, ~2.17!
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where we have again compactified the directions along the brane to have sizeL. Settingr35r 3

2r 2
3 , the extremal limit is

ds25 f ~r!21/11@2dt21dxidxi #1 f ~r!2/3@dr21r2dV4#, ~2.18!

where now

f ~r!511S r 2

r D 3

. ~2.19!

Like the 5-brane of M theory, this 21-brane is completely nonsingular. The space–time behi
horizonr50 is identical to the space–time in front.

We now suppose that one direction of spacetime is compactified onS1/Z2 , and the four-form
F is odd under theZ2 identification. The situation is similar to the usual heterotic str
construction.18 Recall that, ify is the coordinate in the compact direction, the componentsFyi jk

must be even undery→2y, while Fi jkl are odd~wherei , j ,k,l denote all directions other thany!.
Thus, if y is one of the two directions along the 2-brane, the identification can be done triv
since the solution is invariant. As we have already noted, this corresponds toN bosonic strings in
26 dimensions. If the 2-brane is perpendicular toy, a static solution can still be constructed b
putting the 2-brane half way between the two fixed points and adding an anti-2-brane at its
point under theZ2 . ~This solution is not known explicitly and will be unstable.! It results in an
unstable D2-brane in 26 dimensions. If the 21-brane is perpendicular toy, an invariant solution is
obtained by adding another 21-brane~not anti-brane! at its image point under theZ2 . This
corresponds to a 21-brane in string theory which is magnetically charged with respect
three-formH. If y is one of the directions along the 21-brane, then no invariant solution ca
constructed, sinceFi jkl Þ0 at y50.

As an aside, we note that there is also a brane solution of 26 dimensional bosonic string
which has both electric and magnetic charge associated with the three-formH. It is a 21-brane
with fundamental strings lying in it and smeared over the remaining 20 directions. Dimensio
reducing to six dimensions by compactifying on a smallT20, one recovers the usual self dual bla
string in six dimensions.

III. HOLOGRAPHIC DUALS

In this section we go beyond the low-energy limit, and try to say something about
bosonic M theory. Since it contains gravity it should be holographic. There are two typ
holographic duals that we have become familiar with. The first is Matrix theory which is base
the existence of stable D0-branes in type IIA theory and the existence of a DLCQ quantizat
M theory. However, in the present case in which the compactification is on a line interval r
than a circle this type of construction is questionable~but see Ref. 8!.

The other type of holographic dual is through AdS/CFT duality.19 Following the arguments
used for the superstring, we consider the near horizon limit of the extreme black brane sol
As usual, the near horizon limit corresponds to dropping the one inf in the solutions~2.12! and
~2.18!. Starting with the 2-brane, the resulting space isAdS43S23. From ~2.9!, the radius of each
is proportional toN1/11. The CFT dual would be a 211 dimensional conformal field theory with
a global SO(24) symmetry. The natural candidate would be the dimensional reduction
dimensional Yang–Mills theory which has 23 scalars in the adjoint representation. This theo
manifest SO(23) symmetry. The mechanism for enhancing the symmetry would have to be
to the enhancement of SO(7) to SO(8) in the supersymmetric case. However, in the p
situation we have no superconformal symmetry to ensure the enhanced symmetry. A strong
the existence of bosonic M theory is the existence of a conformal fixed point with SO
symmetry at least in theN→` limit. In other words, if there does not exist a 211 CFT with
SO(24) global symmetry, bosonic M theory would be disproven.
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As in the usual AdS/CFT correspondence, thermodynamics of the CFT should be rela
the near extremal 2-brane. From~2.9! to ~2.11!, the entropy of near extremal 2-branes can
expressed

S}N25/22~LT!2. ~3.1!

This looks like the entropy of a 211 field theory. TheN dependence is analogous to theN3/2

which appears in the usual M 2-brane, and can similarly be viewed as a prediction for the d
of states of the theory at strong coupling.

Since there are also solutions of the formAdS43K whereK is any 23 dimensional Einstein
space, there may also exist holographic duals of the theory with these boundary conditions
would be 211 conformal field theories with less symmetry.

Starting with the extreme 21-brane~2.18!, the near horizon limit isAdS233S4, where the
radii of each is proportional toN2/3. If the theory exists, its holographic dual will be a 2
dimensional conformal field theory with a global SO(5) symmetry. It follows from~2.15! to
~2.17! that in the near extremal limit, the entropy of the black 21-brane can be expressed

S}N25/3~LT!21. ~3.2!

Once again, this is consistent with a 22 dimensional field theory with a large number of degr
freedom.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have proposed that a bosonic version of M theory exists, which is a 27 dimensional
with 2-branes and 21-branes. One recovers the usual bosonic string by compactifying onS1/Z2

and shrinking its size to zero. In particular, a Planck tension 2-brane stretched along the co
direction has the right tension to be a fundamental string. This picture offers a plausible ex
tion of the tachyon instability and suggests that uncompactified 27 dimensional flat space m
stable. A definite prediction of this theory is the existence of a 211 CFT with SO(24) global
symmetry, which should be its holographic dual forAdS43S23 boundary conditions.

The conjecture that bosonic M theory exists raises a number of questions which we
address:

~1! What kind of theory do we get if we compactify bosonic M theory on a circle instead of a
interval? Do we get a weakly coupled string theory in the limit that the circle shrinks to z
This seems problematic since, whatever the resulting theory is, it should have a ma
vector and three-form potential. Of course the open string has a massless vector, but a
we know, there is no 26 dimensional bosonic string theory with a three-form potential. In
we believe the limit of bosonic M theory compactified on a circle as the radiusR→0 is the
same as the limitR→`, i.e., the uncompactified 27 dimensional theory. If we compac
bosonic M theory onS13(S1/Z2), and take the second factor very small, this is a con
quence of the usual T-duality of the bosonic string. More generally, it appears to be the
possibility with the right massless spectrum;

~2! must bosonic M theory have a vanishing cosmological constant? If not, what is the sign
cosmological constant? If it is negative then there should be a 27 dimensional AdS so
The holographic representation of this theory should be an isolated 26 dimensional con
field theory. Since it is likely that the cosmological constant would be of order one in Pl
units we would not expect classical Einstein gravity to be an accurate description. Th
description would be the CFT. If the cosmological constant is positive, how do we make
out of the theory in de Sitter space? This would be the first example of a de Sitter so
emerging out of string theory.
Even with a cosmological constantL, there are solutions of the formAdS43S23. The only
difference is that the curvature on the two spaces need not be comparable, and are re
different combinations of the four-form chargeN and L. If L.0, there is a particularly
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interesting special case in which the solution is a sphere cross four dimensional Mink
spacetime. This may have phenomenological applications. It is worth emphasizing tha
solution exists for any~positive! cosmological constant, as long asF can be chosen appro
priately. It would certainly be interesting to find a dynamical mechanism which would req
F to cancelL in this way.~For a recent discussion of a possible mechanism, see Ref. 20! In
any event, we find it intriguing that four-dimensional space–times arise naturally in
theory;

~3! bosonic string theory contains unstable Dp-branes for allp. What are the analog of these
bosonic M theory? It appears that most of these do not survive the strong coupling lim
do not exist as new degrees of freedom in 27 dimensions. This is not surprising since T
superstring also has unstable Dp-branes which do not appear to have an analog in M
However, some Dp-branes may remain. We already saw a construction of an unstab
brane in Sec. II. D0-branes can be identified with modes in the 27th direction. In the t
compactified onS1/Z2 , these modes are unstable since they bounce off the fixed po
interact with themselves and decay into radiation in the other directions. In the uncompa
limit, they should become stable;

~4! even if 27 dimensional flat space,M27, is a stable vacuum, one might ask what is the ‘‘grou
state’’ of the theory at finite string coupling, or finite compactification size? Tachyon con
sation is not likely to lead back toM27, and there is probably no stable minimum of th
tachyon potential in 26 dimensions.7 Instead, we believe tachyon condensation may lead to
exotic state with zero metricgmn50. It is an old idea that quantum gravity may have
essentially topological phase with no metric. We have argued that the tachyon instab
related to nucleation of ‘‘bubbles of nothing’’ which is certainly reminiscent of zero me
Further support for this idea comes from some old results on the closed string tachyon.
modular invariance of the one loop vacuum amplitude, one can relate the existence
tachyon to the asymptotic density of states. It was shown that the tachyon is absent onl
high energies, the theory has at most a finite number of fields propagating in two spac
dimensions.21 Similar results were found by studying the theory near the Hagad
transition.22 If the theory starts in 26~or 27! dimensions, the only way to get down to tw
dimensions is to have a highly degenerate metric. The most symmetric state would th
gmn50, and two dimensional subspaces might arise as excitations.

This raises an interesting question in string field theory. Witten’s open bosonic string field the23

takes the form

S5E A* QA1
2g

3
A* A* A, ~4.1!

where Q is the BRST operator and* is a noncommutative product. Formally,* and * are
independent of the metric and other closed string backgrounds butQ is not. Since an interacting
theory of open strings must include closed strings, it is awkward having this explicit backgr
dependence in the action. It was shown in Ref. 24 that~4.1! could be derived from the purely
cubic action

S5E F* F* F. ~4.2!

There is a solutionF0 to the equation of motionF* F50 such that expanding about this solutio
F5F01g1/3A, one recovers Witten’s action. The natural ground state of the purely cubic a
is F50. Since this corresponds to zero BRST operator, it has been interpreted as a state
metric. But the purely cubic action can be viewed as the strong coupling limitg→` of ~4.1! ~we
thank S. Shenker for pointing this out!. If this is similar to the strong coupling limit of purely
closed bosonic string theory, the natural ground state should beM27. Could it be thatF50 really
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corresponds toM27 and the fact thatQ50 is just the statement that there are no open str
excitations? If so, how can one recover the metric and three-form excitations?
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Extended objects from warped compactifications
of M theory

Eva Silverstein
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We study the massive spectrum of fully wrapped branes in warped M-theory com-
pactifications, including regimes where these states are parametrically lighter than
the Planck scale or string scale. We show that many such states behave classically
as extended objects in the noncompact directions in the sense that their mass grows
with their size as measured along the Poincare slices making up the noncompact
dimensions. On the other hand, these states can be quantized in a nontrivial regime:
in particular, their spectrum of excitations in a limited regime can be obtained by a
warped Kaluza–Klein reduction from ten dimensions. We briefly discuss scattering
processes and loop effects involving these states, and also note the possibility of an
exponential growth in the number of bound states of these objects as a function of
energy. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1373422#

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the features of the web of M-theory duals is the presence of various limits in wh
distinctive spectrum of states emerges as the lightest excitation above the~super-! gravity modes.
For example, in some limits strings dominate, in others particles including those coming
wrapped branes.

Compactifications of M theory down tod Poincare-invariant dimensions are generica
warped products, withd-dimensional Minkowski space varying over a compact 112d-manifold
K. That is, the metric is of the form

ds25a~y!dxi
21Hi j ~y!dyidyj , ~1.1!

wherexi
m , m50,...,d21 are coordinates along the Poincare slices andyi , i 5d,...,10 arecoor-

dinates along the internal manifold. In this article we will study basic aspects of the ma
spectrum in such compactifications~focusing on two concrete examples: Horava–Witten the
compactified onK3,1 and type I8 theory as studied by Polchinski and Witten2 compactified on a
five-torus!.

We will find objects which behave in the noncompactxi directions in a way that is in som
sense intermediate between particles and higher branes. These come from ordinary part
fully wrapped branes in the 10 or 11-dimensional description of the physics, but ones for
the mass and effective size as measured along the Poincare slices vary over the compact
in such a way that the energy grows as some positive power of the thicknessdxi . We will refer
to such objects as elastic states. By size of the object we will mean its thickness or the size
short-distance cutoff scale, measured with respect to thexi coordinates, as probed in appropria
scattering experiments. As we will discuss, in some regimes this is greater than or equal
Compton wavelength of our excitations so that in these cases this is a classically intuitive ac
ing of the size scale.

In a general warped geometry of the form~1.1!, the sizeR of an object as measured in thexi

coordinates (R[dxi) depends on its characteristic proper sizer 0(y) and on the warp factora(y),
via the relation
31610022-2488/2001/42(7)/3161/10/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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R5
1

Aa~y!
r 0~y!. ~1.2!

The energy of an object depends ona(y) and the metricHi j (y) of the internal space~as well as
the profiles of any additional fields with nontrivial VEVs in a given background!. As we move the
object aroundK to different values ofyi , its effective size changes and its energy changes.
ordinary point-particle quantum field theory the energy is inversely related to the size at
energies.@In anti-de Sitter~AdS! realizations of quantum field theory one sees membrane-sh
objects when a particle falls toward the horizon in AdS,3–5 with their energy decreasing as the
size increases as opposed to the cases we will focus on here.# We will see in our examples that th
size instead grows as some positive power of the energy for certain massive states in
compactifications. This variation in the size of the object results from a combination of its intr
thickness in 11d M theory and the warping of the metric involved in measuring its size in thxi

coordinates.
The phenomenon of growth of the size of states with energy is generic at high energies

the presence of black holes, and is seen in other contexts in many corners of M theory~see Ref.
6 for a recent example and references to earlier ones!. One result of our analysis is that warpe
compactifications provide another place where this intriguing effect emerges. Our analysi
the basic relations arising from the gravitational redshift in geometries of the form~1.1! that also
comes into the UV/IR correspondence developed for AdS space in studying the AdS
correspondence;7 our work involves in some ways a generalization of those studies to o
warped geometries where there is no~evident! field theory dual, but where the energy/size relati
can be studied directly in the gravity theory. The wrapped branes we study are in some
generalizations of the baryon states studied in backgrounds with quantum field theory dua8

Although the elastic states have a growth in size with energy reminiscent of branes
spectrum and interactions at long distances can be calculated via ordinary Kaluza–Klein red
in the warped geometry~1.1!. This spectrum of states, while growing in number faster with ene
than for ordinary unwarped Kaluza–Klein states on a circle, exhibits fewer degrees of fre
than a real brane. In this sense our elastic states are intermediate between particles and bra~and
perhaps analogous to elastic solids, hence our nomenclature!. However, if we consider the set o
potential bound states of any numberN of elastic states, we obtain a spectrum with enou
degrees of freedom to describe modes of a continuous medium, and we discuss at the
speculation for using these ideas to construct and quantize real branes using warped com
cations.

Direct couplings of objects of different size in this type of system are suppressed due to
separation in the internal dimensions, much like in similar systems studied in the context
AdS/CFT correspondence. The size of these objects, however, does manifest itself in th
sections for scattering processes mediated by electromagnetism and gravity.

One limitation of this approach is that these objects in the regime we study here are h
than certain Kaluza–Klein~KK ! modes of massless 11-D supergravity fields. So in
d-dimensional description, we see one or more extra dimensions before we see the elastic
As we will see, the elastic states can be made very nearly stable in this same limit, and the
at least do not decay into the lighter KK modes.~In some circumstances it may transpire that th
is an AdS/CFT-like duality between ad-dimensional QFT and the supergravity modes, coupled
the rest of the system including the elastic states. Then the elastic states could be studied
tently in a completelyd-dimensional description of the system.!

Another limitation is in our ability to calculate detailed physical quantities at the length s
corresponding to the size of the objects here. In the Horava–Witten~HW! example, the size is
determined by the intrinsic thickness of the M2-brane, whose proper size is of orderl 11. We can
ameliorate this problem by considering the classical physics of a large-N collection of such
objects, as we discuss in Secs. II and III. To discuss the quantum behavior of systems of th
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it might be useful to find an example in which the basic object is a~possibly wrapped! fundamen-
tal string, in a perturbative regime.

The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II we will introduce the Horava–Witten exam
and compute the energy/size relations that arise there~explaining in particular how the size i
defined and determined!. We will work out the scale of masses and sizes arising from Kalu
Klein reduction. In Sec. III we work out~in less detail! the same procedure for type I8 theory. In
Sec. IV we will provide a preliminary discussion of several interesting aspects and applicatio
these results. In Sec. IV A we will comment on the similarities and differences with branes
discuss a possibility for an exponentially growing spectrum of bound states. In Sec. IV
discuss scattering amplitudes and loop effects in these models. In Sec. IV C we conclude
discussion of other issues and future directions.

II. HORAVA–WITTEN EXAMPLE

A. Mass-size relation in HW theory

M theory compactified onS1/Z23K3 has a warped metric1

ds25y21/3dxi
21y2/3S dK21

V0
2

l 11
6 dy2D , ~2.1!

wherel 11 is the 11-dimensional Planck length, andy5c12&w with

w5
pr02x11

V0
6p& l 11

3 ~k212!, ~2.2!

wherex11 is a coordinate along theS1/Z2 direction andk is the number of five-branes at thex11

50 end of the interval. In these formulas,pr0 is the size of theS1/Z2 as measured with the
coordinatex11 andV0 is the volume of the K3 as measured in the K3 metricdK2. These along
with c are three of the moduli of the solution~the others being the other moduli of the K3 metr
dK2!. The result~2.2! is valid in the regimeV0@ l 11

4 andr0@V0
1/4.

Consider an M2-brane held at a pointy in the interval, and wrapped on a cycle of the K3 wi
areaA(y)5A0y2/3. Because the interval is very large (r0@ l 11), the 11-dimensional three-form
gauge potentialCMNP has a Kaluza–Klein excitation with a tunably small mass. This means
our wrapped M2-brane can be made stable to a good approximation by taking the interva
enough.

Its energy, taking into account the warping, is

E5Ag00 m05y21/6S y2/3
A0

l 11
3 D 5y1/2

A0

l 11
3 , ~2.3!

wherem05y2/3A0 / l 11
3 is the proper energy of the wrapped M2-brane.

The extent of this wrapped brane along thexi directions is, on the other hand, given by~1.2!,

R5
1

Aa~y!
r 0~y!, ~2.4!

in terms of a characteristic proper sizer 0 . We will presently argue that this characteristic size
in fact l 11. Taking this value, we obtain from~2.4!

R5 l 11y
1/6. ~2.5!

Combining~2.3! and ~2.5!, we obtain an energy-size relation

E5TR3, ~2.6!
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where the effective tensionT is

T5
A0

l 11
6 . ~2.7!

It is tempting to infer a mass scale for excitations from this relation of the orderm̃;T1/4.
However, the scale of the tension isa priori not the only one in this problem; the kinetic energ
of the elastic state will in general depend on further parameters. Therefore we will have to w
the KK analysis of Sec. II B to obtain a determination of the scale of excitations of this sys

Now let us fix r 0 for this example. We can do so in two different regimes that will be
interest. First, consider the case whereA(y)@ l 11

2 for all y relevant to a given process. In th
regime the supergravity solution for a wrapped membrane has a profile of characteristic sizl 11,9

plus small corrections down by powers ofl 11
2 /A. At the scalel 11, the supergravity/general rela

tivity approximation breaks down and we expect new structure at this scale. We therefore
this scale to be seen by appropriate 11d supergravity modes in scattering processes, and we
it as a natural choice of the intrinsic proper thicknessr 0 of the object.

Let us also consider the case of a regime of the K3 moduli space wheredk2 describes a K3
near an ALE singularity, so that there are two-cycles in the K3 with areaA0! l 11

2 , and moreover
consider a range ofy for which A(y)! l 11

2 . @We still takeV0@ l 11
4 to be able to continue to use th

results~2.1! and ~2.2!.# Strictly speaking the supergravity analysis1 does not apply if there are
sub-Planckian defects in the manifold, but the warping is caused by excess five-branes on o
of the interval scaling up the volume of the K3, which will presumably still happen in a reg
where the K3 has localized ALE singularities. The analogous question has been studied
Calabi–Yau threefold case in Ref. 10.! The UV cutoff of the gauge theory obtained near an AL
singularity ~where the wrapped M2-branes emerge as Higgsed gauge bosons of an ADE
theory! is 1/l 11. Thereforel 11 is the short-distance cutoff of the theory, plus possibly sm
corrections going like powers ofA/ l 11

2 . This is also the scale of the gauge coupling of t
nonrenormalizable gauge theory obtained at the ALE singularity. The Coulomb forces betwe
Higgsed gauge bosons will go like 1/r 4 for separationsr much greater than the cutoffl 11. The
form factor for scattering of these states will then have a characteristic size of orderl 11. So in this
case also, we will takel 11 as the proper sizer 0 of our M2-brane states.

Finally, for a collection ofN M2-branes, we will taker 0 to be l 11N
1/6, which is the charac-

teristic scale appearing in the supergravity solution. In Sec. II C we will study these regim
more detail given the behavior of the KK wavefunctions we determine in the next subsecti

B. HW Kaluza–Klein analysis

We will now compute the spectrum of Kaluza–Klein modes of the wrapped M2-branes i
geometry~2.1!. Let us consider for simplicity here the case of an M2-brane wrapped on a g
zero cycle of K3. For these the normal bundle is the line bundleO~22! ~which has no sections!,
so the M2-brane cannot move on the K3 without cost in energy. Here we will focus on the m
of the wrapped branes in they direction, which dominates over the motion in the K3 in appropri
regimes of moduli. Let us for simplicity also consider the scalar components of the wra
M2-branes.

In order to calculate the spectrum of excitations of these wrapped M2-branes, we can
Kaluza–Klein reduction of the action

SHW5E d6xidyAG@2GMN]Mf]Nf2m0
2~y!f2#. ~2.8!

Here the indicesM, N run over the seven dimensions of the warped interval, andGMN is given by
the corresponding components of~2.1!, so thatGmn5hmny21/3 and Gyy5y2/3V0

2/ l 11
6 . There no

explicit dependence in the action on they-dependent K3 volumeV(y)5V0y4/3 since the curve is
isolated; there is dependence on the cycle areaA(y)5A0y2/3 through the mass term in~2.8!.
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The modes are given by solutions of the equation of motion

]M~AGGMN]Nf!5AGm0
2~y!f. ~2.9!

This becomes, upon plugging in our background,

y21/3]xi

2 f1
l 11
6

V0
2 ]y~y24/3]yf!5y2/3

A0
2

l 11
6 f. ~2.10!

Letting f5eik ixif̃ we have that]xi

2 f52ki
2f5m2f, wherem is the mass of the excitation in si

dimensions.
Defining h5y22/3f, this becomes

h92F 10

9y2 1ay22byGh50, ~2.11!

where

a5
A0

2V0
2

l 11
12 , b5

m2V0
2

l 11
6 . ~2.12!

This is related to a nonrelativistic quantum mechanics problem with effective potential

V~z!5ay22by1
10

9y2 . ~2.13!

We are interested in the discrete set of values ofm2 @which comes into the parameterb ~2.12!# for
which this quantum mechanics problem has a state with zero energy eigenvalue.

For simplicity let us work in a regime where the last term in~2.13! can be dropped. The
problem then reduces to a harmonic oscillator potential. We will be interested in determinin
mass scalem and the locationsyc where the solutionsh are peaked. We will then check fo
self-consistency of this approximation.

In this regime,~2.11! can be rewritten

2h91aS y2
b

2aD 2

h5
b2

4a
h. ~2.14!

The energy eigenvalues in the corresponding harmonic oscillator problem are given by

En5
bn

2

4a
5AaS n1

1

2D . ~2.15!

Using this and~2.12! we find a tower of masses

mn
25

2A0
3/2

V0
1/2l 11

3 AS n1
1

2D5
1

lC
2 , ~2.16!

where we have indicated the Compton wavelength determined by this mass scale in the la
The nontrivial locations of the peaks of the wavefunction are at the length scale

yn5
b

a
5

2l 11
3 An1 1

2

A0
1/2V0

1/2 . ~2.17!
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The values~2.17! are consistent with our assumption that the 1/y2 term in ~2.13! could be ignored
relative to the linear and quadratic terms for large enoughm2.

From ~2.17! and ~2.5!, we can determine the effective size of these excitations:

Rn'yn
1/6l 115mn

1/3
l 11
2

A0
1/3. ~2.18!

They satisfy a mass-size relation

mn;TRn
3 ~2.19!

with a tensionT agreeing with that found in our analysis in Sec. II A.
Since these excitations have a nontrivial sizeRn , the point-particle Kaluza–Klein analysis w

have done breaks down at this scale, which is to say that the mode solutions of~2.9! apply only for
momentumki along the Poincare slices which is smaller than the scale 1/Rn .

Note that these states grow~in number! faster than, for example, Kaluza–Klein modes on
circle. Of course the states of a single elastic state grow much more slowly than those of,
perturbative string. In Sec. IV A we will discuss briefly possible bound states of these ob
whose density of states does appear to grow exponentially with some power of the energy

C. Size scales and regimes of moduli

In order for~2.2! to be reliable, we needV0@ l 11
4 . We can then consider different regimes

areaA(y) and M2-brane numberN. Our arguments at the beginning of this section fixingr 0

5 l 11 involved assumingA(y) to be either very large or very small relative tol 11
2 for the range of

y’s of interest. Let us check here that that can be arranged for our KK excitations~2.16! and~2.17!.
At the typicaly-valuesyn , we have

A~yn!5
2A0

2/3l 11
2 ~ n1 1

2!1/3

V0
1/3 . ~2.20!

Suppose we wish to arrange forA(y)@ l 11
2 . From ~2.20! this requires

A0
2/3~n1 1

2!
1/3@V0

1/3. ~2.21!

In this regime, the membrane is wrapped on a very large two-cycle, and is therefore hea
behaves classically. Indeed, the condition~2.21! is the same as the condition that the Compt
wavelength be much smaller than the object:lC!Rn . When~2.21! is satisfied for alln, the K3 is
rather skew in shape, since in particular (A0 / l 11

2 )@(V0 / l 11
4 )1/2. In this regime the elastic state

behave classically.
On the other hand, suppose we wish to consider the case whereA(y)! l 11

2 . Then we need

A0
2/3~n1 1

2!
1/3!V0

1/3. ~2.22!

For this regime, the Compton wavelength is large compared to the size scaleRn , and the objects
behave very quantum mechanically. When the K3 is near an ALE singularity, we argued
beginning of this section that the cutoff scale and gauge coupling scalel 11 determines the size o
the object in this regime as well.

In both regimes we have studied here, for a small numberN of branes the sizeR we have been
discussing is determined by the warping from a fundamental proper sizer 05 l 11. Although we
expect structure at this scale as discussed above, this being the scale of the profile of the
gravity solutions forM-branes for example, we do not have direct control over the detail
processes at this scale.@Perhaps a more tractable generalization would be a case involvi
~possibly wrapped! perturbative string. In such a case one could calculate reliably scatt
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processes at the relevant size scale (l s).# To study the elastic states’ physics in a classical reg
where we do have control, we can introduce a large numberN of wrapped M2-branes. Then a
discussed above,r 0;N1/6l 11. As in studies of black hole systems~Ref. 11, etc.! the branes then
become amenable to a classical analysis in certain regions of the solution.12

Of course in adding branes to increaseN, we increase both the mass and the size of the ob
as a function ofN. Our point here is that in addition to that well-known effect, at fixedN there is
the effect we have identified here: the stretching of the object alongxi due to the warping as on
increases its energy. Considering a fixed largeN allows us to study the classical physics of t
elastic state effect in a regime where the physics at the scale of the object is under contro

We have thus obtained a consistent description of the wrapped M2-branes in the HW
etry which shows that they grow in size as a function of their energy. In this sense they beha
extended objects. We will begin a study in Sec. IV of the question of the extent to which
objects and their bound states might behave as familiar extended objects such as branes.

III. THE TYPE I8 CASE

In this section we will do a similar analysis of NS5-branes in the type I8 geometry derived in
Ref. 2. We will work this case out a little more schematically than the last one, since the proc
is hopefully clear, but it is worth exhibiting a second example of the basic effect under con
ation.

By some rescalings of the moduli and coordinates defined in Ref. 2 we can write the s
frame metric and dilaton schematically in the form

dsstring
2 5

g5/3

~b1w!1/3~dxi
21 l s

2dw2!, ~3.1!

ef5
1

@g~b1w!#5/6, ~3.2!

whereb andg are some combinations of the dilaton and radial modulus of the type I8 theory. Here
xi denotes the coordinates along the 9d Poincare slices in this geometry.

Let us compactify five of the spatialxi dimensions on aT5. For simplicity let us take the
simple square shape

xi
5,...,9>xi

5,...,91R0 . ~3.3!

The thickness ofN NS5-branes in the remainingxi directions can be determined in a largeN
limit from the supergravity solution. This gives13

r 0; l sN
1/2. ~3.4!

We can determine the energy-size relation from the warped metric and dilaton as follow
us work in terms of a coordinatey[w1b. Taking into account the variation of the volume of th
T5 and the variation of the dilaton as a function ofy, the energy is

E5Ag00m05
R0

5

l s
6 g20/3y2/3. ~3.5!

The size is

R5
y1/6

g5/6 l sN
1/2. ~3.6!

Putting these together leads to a growth in size with energy:
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E5TR4, ~3.7!

with effective tension

T5
R0

5g10

l s
10N2 . ~3.8!

The Kaluza–Klein analysis in this case can be done similarly to that for the Horava–W
case.

IV. DISCUSSION: BOUND STATES, SCATTERING, AND OTHER ISSUES

A. Remarks on bound states and branes

Though our elastic states have a growth in size with energy somewhat reminiscent of b
they each individually only have a Kaluza–Klein theory’s worth of states. However, bound s
of elastic states might exist~establishing or ruling out this possibility would require a care
analysis such as was done for D0-branes14!. If so, these could have a much faster~exponential!
growth in number with energy.

In the HW case, the wrapped M2-branes experience gravitational attraction and
(CMNP) repulsion. Because theS1/Z2 direction is compact, the relevant modes ofCMNP are
slightly massive, as discussed in Sec. II. Therefore at very long distances the different elastic
attract each other. This suggests bound states might be possible, though an analysis of th
distance structure is required to establish~or rule out! this possibility.

Consider a bound collection of bound states ofNn elastic states at leveln in the spectrum
~2.16! derived in Sec. II. An upper bound on the energy of such a state~in that it does not take into
account the binding energy! is

m tot;(
n

Nnmn5(
n

NnS n1
1

2D 1/4&A0
3/4

V0
1/4l 11

3/2. ~4.1!

This spectrum grows exponentially.
If bound states do exist here, it is tempting to speculate that a large number of elastic

could mock up an effective brane~perhaps in a somewhat analogous way to the way D0-bra
mock up higher branes in matrix theory15!. It is further tempting to speculate that this approa
can then provide a new way to quantize effective branes and study their interactions in
nontrivial regime.

B. Remarks on scattering amplitudes

Given the growth in size with energy of the objects we have been studying, it is interest
consider where this effect would arise in scattering amplitudes. Contact interactions betwee
and small elastic states~which are particles at different pointsy1 ,y2 in the interval! are suppressed
by the separation betweeny1 andy2 . As in the case of objects going by each other in the A
bulk,16 in thed-dimensional description our objects appear to pass right through each other.~One
possibility is that the large objects form a ring instead of a filled-in ball in thexi dimensions as in
some states in AdS.3,5!

However if we consider the electromagnetic and gravitational interactions of our objects
size is evident at tree level. In particular, the thickness of the object leads to a form facto
characteristic scaleR in gauge and gravity-mediated scattering processes.

It will be interesting to study the effects of elastic states and bound states of elastic sta
loops. For example, it will be interesting to calculate the contribution these objects and their
states make to the vacuum energy. For this we need to know the spectrum of bound states
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as a controlled prescription for describing their interactions. It may be very useful to consid
analogous case where the elastic states originate as strings~with a warping which amplifies their
l s-scale size!.

C. Discussion

There are many issues to explore further with these states~and their many cousins in othe
warped compactifications!. Generalizations which could be important for a potential brane pic
include cases where the wrapped branes oscillate in more than one direction of a warpe
pactification. As discussed above, a case which would give more tractable calculations wo
one in which the basic object is a perturbative string whose mass and size get warped
compactification so as to give an energy-size relation of the kind we have studied here.

One question involves the relevance of AdS/CFT ideas and results to more generic w
compactifications. In some ways the elastic states we have discussed here are a generaliz
the baryon states identified in AdS/CFT duals and their generalizations.8 The growth in size of
states with energy is characteristic of gravity in various high-energy regimes, but can also
for some collective excitations in ordinary quantum field theory~and exponential growth of the
density of states can also occur there in certain regimes17!. It would be interesting to classify the
behavior of states at high energy in QFT versus gravity in this regard, and in particu
understand if the class of states studied here is characteristic of gravity or could occur in a
with a completely quantum field-theoretic dual.

Another interesting application of warped geometries is potentially to cosmology~obtained in
appropriate cases by viewing the direction along which the warping appears as timet!. In such a
situation, the wrapped branes can become zero-action instantons at a singularity occurit
50 in the cosmology. It would be interesting to understand whether the corresponding ins
sum accounts for~and is related to a resolution of! the initial singularity in this sort of setup.

Particularly in the context of gravity, the effects of nonlocality are potentially important
many problems~see, e.g., Ref. 18 for a recent application!. It would be interesting to understan
what role, if any, these extended states play in the nonlocality of gravity in warped comp
cations.
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We study the topology change in M theory compactifications on Calabi–Yau three-
folds in the presence ofG flux ~the four form field strength!. In particular, we
discuss vacuum solutions in strongly coupled heterotic string theory in which the
topology change isinevitablewithin a single space–time background. For rather
generic choices of initial conditions, the field equations drive the Ka¨hler moduli
outside the classical moduli space of a Calabi–Yau manifold. Consistency of the
solution suggests that degenerate flop curves—just as wrapped M theory
fivebranes—carry magnetic charges under the four form field strength. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1377038#

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the years, several works1,2 have established definitively that there are physically smo
processes in string theory which result in a change in the topology of space–time. In these s
as well as studies of topology change in M theory,3 one considers a one parameter family
vacuum solutions—a one parameter family of space–times—that passes from one Calab
manifold to another which is topologically distinct. The referenced works succeeded in sho
that there is no obstruction to such a topology change, but no dynamics was ascribed to
through the family. In the present work, we study a variation on this theme of topology chan
which dynamics does drive the evolution from one topology to another. Specifically,~a! the
topology change occurs within a single~not a family of! space–time background and~b! for
generic choices of initial conditions, the dynamics~i.e., the field equations! drive us through a
topology change.

To be concrete, we focus our studies on Calabi–Yau compactifications of M theory to
dimensions in the presence ofG flux ~the four form field strength!. As discussed in Refs. 4–7, th
effective five-dimensional theory does not admit a flat space vacuum solution. Rather, the s
time metric is warped and the solution is of the domain wall type with one of the five dimen
singled out as the transverse direction. In addition to the effective five-dimensional space
metric, the moduli of the Calabi–Yau will generically vary along the transverse direction. In
paper, we show that there exist Calabi–Yau compactifications in which the field equations
the Kähler moduli to pass from one Ka¨hler cone into an adjacent cone, while the overall volu
of the Calabi–Yau manifold remains large. This implies that the Calabi–Yau manifold unde

a!Electronic mail: greene@phys.columbia.edu
b!Electronic mail: kschalm@nikhef.nl
c!Electronic mail: shiu@insti.physics.sunysb.edu
d!Address after September 1, 2000.
31710022-2488/2001/42(7)/3171/17/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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a flop transition and continues on to a topologically distinct Calabi–Yau manifold as we m
along the transverse dimension.

One may think of our work as being complementary to that of Refs. 8–10 in which it
shown that in the presence of certain dyonic black holes, a Calabi–Yau with particular mod
spatial infinity can be driven by the attractor equations through a flop transition on the way
black hole’s horizon. Here we find vacuum solutions whose structure requires topology ch

One feature of these topology changing solutions is that flop curves appear to be ma
sources for theG flux. This becomes apparent from the Bianchi identity for the four-formG in the
context of strongly coupled heterotic string theory~which we shall henceforth refer to as Horava
Witten theory!, i.e., M theory onS1 /Z2 . In this set-up, the orbifold planes provide magne
sources for the four formG and this requires a modification of the Bianchi identity by a top
logical source term.11 As we will see, consistency of the topology changing solutions suggests
the zero-size flop curve provides an additional magnetic source forG.

While we will not pursue it in this paper, the results of the present work may have imp
tions for the ‘‘brane world’’ scenario.11,5,12–15,13Strongly coupled heterotic string theory is a ric
context for the brane-world scenario in which fairly realistic low energy models can
constructed.5 The class of models of interest, however, is substantially enlarged, as we allo
topology, and not just the metric, of the Calabi–Yau to change from one end of the wo
another.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we summarize the essential results of M t
and Horava–Witten theory compactified on Calabi–Yau three-folds in the presence ofG flux. In
Sec. III, we give an explicit example in which the solution to the field equations inevitably d
us through a flop transition. In Sec. IV, we discuss general features of topology changing so
in Horava–Witten theory, and examine properties ofG flux and the Bianchi identity in such
geometric backgrounds. We end with some discussion in Sec. V.

After the presentation of these results by one of us,16 M. Wijnholt and S. Zhukov notified us
that they had also observed that the Bianchi identity requires modification in the presence o
transition.

II. KALUZA–KLEIN REDUCTION OF M THEORY ON A CALABI–YAU THREE-FOLD

Let us briefly summarize the results of the Kaluza–Klein reduction of eleven dimens
supergravity on a manifold with boundaries, that is, strongly coupled heterotic theory on a Ca
Yau three-foldM. ~Many details can be found in the papers,5,6,17,18we differ in approach by using
a first order formalism for the field strengths; see also Ref. 19. The appropriate Bianchi ide
are imposed as an additional field equation.! We concentrate here only on the fields which a
relevant to our subsequent discussion. Since we seek solutions with a nontrivial variation
Kähler moduli, we keep the hypermultiplet scalarV ~the Calabi–Yau breathing mode! which
couples to the bulk potential terms, the vector multiplet scalarsbi ~the Kähler moduli! as well as
the axionic field strengthsai and their dual potentialsl̃ i . The 5-dimensional action can be co
sistently truncated to this reduced field content leading to5

S552
L6

2l 9 F E
M5

A2gS R1Gi j ~b!]Mbi ]Mbj1
1

2
V22 ]MV ]MV1l~K21! D

1
1

4
V22Gi j ~b!ai`!aj1dl̃ i`ai G2 (

n50

N11

a i
(n)E

M4
(n)S l̃ i1

bi

V
Af * gD . ~1!

Herel is a Lagrange multiplier, theai arise from the Kaluza–Klein reduction ofG with respect
to a basis ofH4(M), Gi j is the metric on the Ka¨hler moduli space~not the 5-dimensional metric
which is denoted bygMN ; f * g is its pullback to the three-brane world-volume! andK its prepo-
tential;
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Gi j 52
1

2

]2

]bi ]bj
ln K, K[

1

3!
di jkbibjbk, ~2!

wheredi jk are the intersection numbers of the~1,1! forms onM. The gravitational couplingl is
that of the original eleven-dimensional theory, andL the length scale of the Calabi–Yau.

The boundary terms include the relevant contributions fromN five-branes ata priori arbitrary
locations, with chargesa i

(1) ,...,a i
(N) . In units of the five-brane tension/charge these correspon

the multiplicity or equivalently the winding number of five-branes around the various two-cy
The first order action includes the Bianchi identity, modified in the presence of five-branes,
field equation for the dual potentiall̃ i ,

dai[Ji
(5)⇒H ]11ai5

2l 9

L6 (
k50

N11

a i
(k)d~x112xk

11!,

]mai50,

~3!

with the solution5,6

ai5
2l 9

L6 S (
k

a i
(k)e~x112xk

11!1ci D . ~4!

The constantsa i
(0) , a i

(N11) are the effective M5-brane charges carried by the end-of-
universe 9-plane domain-walls. On each end-of-the-universe plane, the effective five-brane
has two constituents, similar to the effectiveDp8,(p8,p) charge carried byDp-branes in non-
trivial backgrounds. One constituent is theE8 instanton number, which may be interpreted
M5-branes immersed in the 9-brane;4,20 the second is the induced five-brane charge due to
nonvanishing curvature of the Calabi–Yau and proportional toc2(M),4,5

a i
(k)5

T5L2

8p2 E
Di

S tr F (k)`F (k)2
1

2
tr R`RD , k50,N11. ~5!

HereDi is a 4-cycle of the Calabi–Yau, and the elementary five-brane chargeT5 equals

T55
2p

~4p!2/3l 6 . ~6!

In the remainder we set all scales to unity.
The total five-brane charge must vanish on the orbifold intervalS1 /Z2 ;

(
k51

N

a i
(k)1 (

j 50,N11
E

Di

tr F ( j )`F ( j )5E
Di

c2 . ~7!

This is the Kaluza–Klein reduction of the invariant eleven-dimensional statement that the
fied Bianchi identity,11

dG5S F tr F (1)`F (1)2
1

2
tr R`RGd~y!

1F tr F (2)`F (2)2
1

2
tr R`RGd~y2pR11!1(

i
n5

i dCid~y2yi ! D `dy, ~8!

due to the presence of boundaries and five-branes is integrable, i.e.,
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E
S1 /Z23Di

dG50 ; Di e H4~M!. ~9!

In ~8! $Ci% is a basis ofH2(M) dual to the basis$Di% of H4(M) and dCi is the four-form
Poincare´ dual to the 2-cycleCi with delta-function support onCi . Preservation of supersymmetr
allows only configurations of instantons and five-branes~or anti-instantons and anti-branes!.

If one chooses the standard embedding of the spin connection in the firstE8 gauge group such
that

tr F (1)`F (1)5tr R`R, ~10!

thena i
(1)52a i

(2) , no additional five-branes are needed and the effective five-brane charge
Horava–Witten-plane with an unbroken gauge group aty5pR11 is just the topologically induced
chargea i

(2)52 1
2*Di

c2 .
In this formulation the fieldsai appear algebraically and may be integrated out, yielding

4-dimensional domain-wall action with electric 5-form field-strengthsF i5dl̃ i ;

S552E
M5

A2gS R1Gi j ]Mbi ]Mbj1
1

2
V22]MV ]MV1l~K21! D

2V2Gi j ~b!F i`* F j ] 2 (
n50

N11

a i
(n)E

M4
(n)S l̃ i1

bi

V
Af * gD . ~11!

The supersymmetric domain-wall or three-brane solution to the field equations is given5

ds5
25e2A dx4

21e8A dy2

V5e6A,

e3A5S 1

3!
di jk f i f j f kD ,

bi5e2Af i ,

F 11,mnrs
i 5emnrse210A~2]11b

i12bi ]11A!, ~12!

where thef i ’s are defined in terms of one-dimensional harmonic functions,

di jk f j f k5Hi , Hi5(
n

a i
(n)uy2ynu1ci ~13!

5 (
n50

k

2a i
(n)y1ki ,yk,y,yk11 , ~14!

and theki are arbitrary constants of integration.
The solution can be obtained from the supersymmetry variations by searching for a

Killing spinor,5,18,19

dcm
A5gmS ~]A!g11e

A2
e4Abiai

6V
~t3!B

AeBD ,

dc11
A 5]eA2

e4Abiai

12
~t3!B

Ag11e
B,
~15!
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dzA5~] ln V!g11e
A2

e4Abiai

V
~t3!B

AeB,

dl iA5~]bi !g11e
A1

e4A

2V S ai2
2

3
bjajb

i D ~t3!B
AeB. ~15!

The Killing spinor,

eA5eA
„dB

A1g11~t3!B
A
…e0

B , ~16!

is preserved, provided the following conditions are satisfied:

]A2
e22A

6
biai50,

~17!

]bi1
e22A

2 S ai2
2

3
~b•a!bi D50.

These are direct analogs of the attractor equations describing spherically symmetric BPS
holes in four- and five-dimensional supergravities with eight supercharges.21–23By contracting the
second equation in~17! with ]bj Gji (b), the third term vanishes whereas the first term yields
length ~in the moduli space! of the vector tangent to the path the solution follows. Defining
central chargeZ5biai , and using the fact that theai5a i

(n)e(y2yn) are~piecewise! constant, the
resulting equation exhibits the monotonic flow ofZ,

]Z522e2A ]bi Gi j ]bj<0. ~18!

Alternatively one can define the dimensionful central chargeZ̃5uia i where ui5e22Abi . The
attractor equation can be written in the form

]Z̃52 1
2 ] i Z̃ Gi j ~u!] j Z̃<0, ~19!

which relates the flow in the target space with the flow in the moduli space. Here,

] i Z̃5
]Z̃

]ui . ~20!

Notice that as in Ref. 5, we are holding the hypermultiplets~which control the complex
structure! fixed, and we shall continue to do so throughout this paper. It would be interesti
relax this assumption as one would need to do to study, for example, conifold transitions.

III. AN EXAMPLE

An essential aspect of~12! is that the moduli of the Calabi–Yau manifold will generical
vary along the transverse directiony. This raises the question of whether one can find solution
which the Kähler moduli vary through a Ka¨hler wall in the moduli space; i.e., the Calabi–Ya
manifold undergoes a flop transition as we move alongy.

Suppose we are able to find such a solution; this will have consequences for the analysis
action and the field equations in the previous section. Specifically, notice that the equation~12!
and ~13! depend upon the second Chern numbers througha i

(0) anda i
(N11) , and the intersection

numbersdi jk of the Calabi–Yau. These numbers jump when a Calabi–Yau manifold underg
flop. Hence, to exhibit an example where topology change occurs, we must search for so
that~a! pass through a wall of the Ka¨hler moduli space and~b! are a solution to the field equation
of the form~12! for values of the topological numbersdi jk andc2 appropriate to the Calabi–Ya
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on eachside of the wall. Furthermore, in order to trust the supergravity approximation in w
we work, we must also ensure that the overall Calabi–Yau volumeV stays large.

In this section, through an explicit example involving some fairly tedious algebra, we
show that such topology changing solutions can indeed be found. In this example we will c
the standard embedding for the gauge bundles as this will facilitate our discussion of the B
identity and flop-curves as sources ofG-flux, in the next section.

A simple example of a pair of Calabi–Yau manifolds connected by a flop transition ar
well studied (h1,1,h2,1)5(3,243) Calabi–Yau manifolds considered in Refs. 24–26, 8, 9, 21
investigate whether a flop can occur dynamically, we will attempt to match the solutions t
field equations for each of the Calabi–Yau manifolds across the singular point. We will find
though the values of the fields can be matched continuously, their first derivatives are disco
ous at the flop. The jumps in the first derivatives of the Ka¨hler moduli imply that there is an
additional source of magnetic under theG-flux charge where the solutions are matched toget
~the flop point!, and the Ka¨hler moduli are sensitive to this magnetic source. In the next sec
we will discuss the generality of this class of solutions.

Before we proceed, let us collect the essential data of the Calabi–Yau and its flopped co25

Details can be found in the aforementioned papers. In these works the manifold we deno
M is known as model III andM̃ as model II. Both are elliptic fibrations over Hirzebruch surfac

~i! Calabi–Yau manifoldM. The intersection numbers are summarized in the classical
potentialKM5(1/3!) di jk t i t j tk. For M the prepotential equals

KM5
1

3!
„8~ t1!319~ t1!2t213t1~ t2!216~ t1!2t316t1t2t3

…. ~21!

The t i are the components of the Ka¨hler form expanded in a natural basis~a basis in which the
Kähler cone is defined byt i.0! of 2-formsv i for H2(M,Z),

J5t iv i . ~22!

IntegratingJ over an arbitrary 2-cycleCi shows that the correspondingt i measures its size.
The moduli t i are related to the dimensionless fieldsbi defined in the previous section b

bi5V21/3t i . Therefore, the dependence oft i on the transverse directiony is governed by the
one-dimensional harmonic functionsHi(y). The slopes of these harmonic functions are in tu
determined by the effective five-brane charges. For the end of the world branes with sta
embedding, the slopes are proportional to the periods of the second Chern class; in terms
divisorsDieH4(M) dual tov i , they are

c2~D1!592, c2~D2!536, c2~D3!524. ~23!

~ii ! Flopped Calabi–Yau manifoldM̃. The intersection numbers of this Calabi–Yau may
determined from its cousinM with the help of the relation~see, e.g., Ref. 1!

~Di 1
ùDi 2

ùDi 3
!M̃5~Di 1

ùDi 2
ùDi 3

!M2(
b

)
k

~Di k
ùCb!. ~24!

TheCb represent the curves that are flopped and theDi on M̃ are the proper transforms of theDi

on M. In the present case there is only one such curve, and its intersection with theDi is
DiùC5d i3 . Hence, the only intersection number which changes isd333. It is shifted by21.
Thus, if we choose theDi and their proper transforms as bases onM andM̃ we find that the
prepotential ofM̃ is equal to

KM̃5KM2
~ t3!3

6
. ~25!
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The Chern coefficientsc̃2(Di) of the flopped Calabi–YauM̃ can be calculated from the
Tian–Yau theorem in Eq.~60! or using the relation

E
Di

c212~DiùDiùDi !512x~Di !, ~26!

and noting that the holomorphic Euler characteristicx(Di) is invariant under flops. Hence,

c̃2~D1!592, c̃2~D2!536, c̃2~D3!526. ~27!

~iii ! Solutions to the field equations. To find the explicit dependence of the modulif i5V21/6t i on
the transverse direction we need to invert the nonlinear relations forM andM̃ betweenf i and
Hi . As mentioned, we consider the case of standard embedding, i.e., trF`F5tr R`R at y50
and trF`F50 at y5pR11. In that case the slopesa i of the harmonic functionsHi are solely
proportional to periods of the second Chern class:

a i5
1

16p2 E
Di

tr R`R5
1

2 ECY
v i`c2~CY!. ~28!

First we choose a more convenient basis,25,8

t15U,

t25T2 1
2 U2W, ~29!

t35W2U.

In this basis the respective Ka¨hler cones ofM andM̃ are defined by the regions

M:W.U.0,T. 1
2 U1W,

~30!
M̃:U.W.0,T. 3

2 U

and the area of the flop curve equalsW2U.
The relation between the moduli and the harmonic functions can now be straightforw

inverted.9 For M one finds

T5
1

2

HT

U
,

U5
1

2
AS HU1

1

2
HWD 6AS HU1

1

2
HWD 2

12HW
2 22HT

2, ~31!

W52
1

2

HW

U
1

1

2
U,

with

HT518uyu1kT ,

HU525uyu1kU , ~32!

HW526uyu1kW ,
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and forM̃,

T5A1

2
H̃u6

1

2
AH̃u

22
9

4
H̃T

2,

U5
2

3
A1

2
H̃u7

1

2
AH̃u

22
9

4
H̃T

2, ~33!

W5A2H̃W,

with

H̃T518uyu1 k̃T ,

H̃U524uyu1 k̃U , ~34!

H̃W525uyu1 k̃W .

Requiring that we are in the correct Ka¨hler cone forM̃ selects the positive and negative sign
the expressions forTM̃ andUM̃ , respectively.

A. Matching the solutions

1. Location of the flop

If the field equations~whose behavior within the framework on each of the Calabi–Yau’s
have already deduced! allow for a topology changing transition, it must be possible to match
solutions across the point where the flop-curvet35W2U degenerates. As the relation betwe
one of the moduli,W, of the Calabi–YauM̃ and the harmonic functions is rather simple, we w
first consider the flop solution from its point of view~see Fig. 1!.

From the data in~33! and ~34! we see that at the flop point the following quantity mu
vanish:9

FIG. 1. Calabi–Yau configuration in heterotic M theory which undergoes a flop.
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9H̃W
2 14H̃UH̃W1H̃T

250. ~35!

Substituting the harmonic functions we find a quadratic equation fory. This equation has a
solution if the discriminant is positive. The latter is a quadratic expression in the three integ
constantsk̃i and vanishes at the two roots:

25k̃U5S 456
5A69

2 D k̃T1~4269A69!k̃W . ~36!

A brief inspection shows that largeuk̃Uu corresponds to a positive discriminant and for a flop
occur we must therefore tune our integration constants such that

25k̃U.S 456
5A69

2 D k̃T1~4269A69!k̃W , ~37!

or

25k̃U,S 456
5A69

2 D k̃T1~4269A69!k̃W . ~38!

Regardless of the flop a necessary condition is that at the location of the brane aty50, we are
using the correct Calabi–Yau data. One condition, 2T.3U, is guaranteed by the choice o
solution in ~33!. The second one,W.0, is obeyed by requiringk̃W,0. The last constraint,W
,U, yields a lower bound onk̃U in terms ofk̃T and k̃W

k̃U,2
9k̃W

2 1 k̃T
2

4k̃W

. ~39!

Third, by requiring that~33! has solutions, we see thatH̃U
2 .9H̃T

2/4 or 2uk̃Uu.3uk̃Tu. Fourth,
in order that the solution to~35! truly corresponds to a point whereU5W, the lower bound,

k̃U.
k̃W

2
, ~40!

must be satisfied. Finally, in order that all divisors also have positive area aty50 one finds an
additional constraintk̃T.0.

The parameter space that obeys all these conditions consists of two regions, and it i
generic that a flop occurs for some choice of intitial conditions. The two regions correspond t
possible flop scenarios:~a! both roots,y1 andy2 , of ~35! are larger than zero or~b! both roots are
less than zero.A priori, there is the third possibility thaty1.0.y2 . However, this is not allowed
because the quadratic~35! is convex and were we to findy1.0.y2 , W would be larger thanU
at the location of the brane aty50. Hence we would be in the wrong Ka¨hler cone.

Given the explicit values of the roots,

y65 1
69 ~10k̃U218k̃T23k̃W6AD!,

D52612k̃W
2 2336k̃Uk̃W1108k̃Tk̃W1100k̃U

2 2360k̃Uk̃T1255k̃T
2 , ~41!

the location of the minimum of~35! is

ymin5
1

69 ~10k̃U218k̃T23k̃W!. ~42!
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We will consider the region of parameter space such thatymin is positive.@As it turns out, the field
equations do not allow topology changing solutions with standard embedding in scenario~b!.# It is
easy to see thatymin.0 for large k̃U provided that the otherk̃i obey the above constraints~for
example,kU5100,kT530 andkW51!. This region thus corresponds to scenario~a!; the Calabi–
Yau manifold aty50 is model II with anSU(3) gauge bundle and that aty5pR is model III
with no gauge bundle.

2. Continuity

We demand that the solution for the 2-cyclesbi5V21/6f i can be matched across the flop at t
flop location y* [y2 . This implicitly requires that the harmonic functions match as w
Hi(y* )5H̃ i(y* ). As c2(DT)5 c̃2(DT) this implies thatH̃T(y)5HT(y) for all y. Similarly
HU(y)1HW(y)5H̃U(y)1H̃W(y). Combining this with the final requirement thatHU(y* )
2HW(y* )5H̃U(y* )2H̃W(y* ) yields

kT5 k̃T ,

kU1kW5 k̃U1 k̃W , ~43!

kU2kW5 k̃U2 k̃W2 1
2 y* ~„c2~U !2 c̃2~U !…2„c2~W!2 c̃2~W!…!.

In order thatUM(y* )2WM(y* ) indeed vanishes at the flop point on Calabi–YauM with the
above values ofki , we need to choose the negative sign in front of the square root in~31!.

It is now straightforward to plot the solutions on both sides of the flop for a particular ch
of constantski in region ~a! and establish the occurrence of a flop transition; see Fig. 2.

FIG. 2. Profile of the areas of the two cycles and the Calabi–Yau volume alongy in a basis appropriate for Calabi–Ya

M̃. Solid lines belong to the validity regiony,y* of the Calabi–YauM̃. Dashed lines belong to the Calabi–YauM and
hold for y.y* .
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3. Discontinuity in the first derivatives

We have seen that the function values of the moduli in the Calabi–Yau manifoldM can be
continuously connected to that in the flopped Calabi–YauM̃ at the location of the flop. We now
check whether the first derivatives are continuous.

In a universal, basis independent, notation the derivatives of the 2-cyclesf i are related to
those of the harmonic functions as

Mi j ] f j5]Hi . ~44!

HereM is the symmetric matrixMi j 52di jk f j . This equation is nothing but the condition for th
existence of a global Killing spinor~17! and therefore a component version of the attrac
equation~19!. IndeedMi j ] f j;Gi j ]bj .

In a natural orthogonal basis such as thet i where exactly one of thet i shrinks to zero, one see
immediately that at the flop pointM is continuous. The potential source of discontinuity, the ju
in the intersection numbers, always multiplies the very cycle which goes to zero. Recalling th
derivative of the harmonic function is just the slope,

] f j5~M 21! j i a i , ~45!

continuity of the first derivative of the cycles rests solely on the continuity of the slopes. H
knowing its relation to the moduli space metric, we assume that the matrixM is invertible. The
slopes, of course, are the five-brane charges at each end of the universe. And these jump d
flop transition:

] f j~y* !2] f̃ j~y* !5„M 21~y* !…j i a i2„M̃ ~y* !21
…

j i ã i

5„M 21~y* !…j i ~a i2ã i !. ~46!

SinceM is generically not~block-!diagonal, the first derivatives ofall cycles are discontinuous, a
is evident in Fig. 2. The reason for the jump is the mismatch in*Di

c2(R) on different sides of the
flop.

Let us also briefly check the behavior of the volumeV of the Calabi–Yau,

V5S 1

3!
di jk f i f j f kD 2

5
1

36
~ f iHi !

2. ~47!

It is obviously continuous for the same reason thatM is continuous. As for its derivative, it equa

]V5
AV

3
~] f i Hi1 f i ]Hi !. ~48!

Using the above result for] f i and the implicit relationf i5 1
2M

21
„f (H)…H, this yields

6]AV5~]H•M 21
•H1 1

2 H•M 21
•]H ! ~49!

and one recognizes the first Killing spinor equation in~17!. Again the expression is simplified a
the flop; and one would guess that the volume is discontinuous as well, asHi(y) andM 21(y) are
continuous, but the slopes]Hi(y) are not,

]AV2]AṼ5 1
4 „~a2ã !•M 21

•H…. ~50!

However, using the implicit relation,f i5 1
2M

21H, once more, this is seen to be equal to

]AV2]AṼ5 1
2 „~a2ã !• f …. ~51!
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The only elements of the charge vector which jump are exactly those parallel to the flopping
f flop

i , which shrinks to zero. The potential source of discontinuity is therefore absent and]V is in
fact continuous. This also means that the second derivative ofV has no delta-function singularity

B. Physical properties of the flop point

1. Charge of the flop

In comparing the solutions of the two topologically distinct Calabi–Yau manifolds at the
we find that the first derivatives of the Ka¨hler moduli,]11b

i;] f i , are discontinuous.
By virtue of our gluing together solutions whose~piecewise! constantG-fluxes differ in

magnitude, there is a jump inG-flux on crossing the flop point, and such a jump will cause
discontinuity in the fields. As we will discuss in more detail in the next section, this is part of
we will associate a magneticG-charge with the flop point. More generally, though, for theG-flux
to be globally defined, we require that

E dG50, ~52!

which implies that the sum of magnetic charges under the four-formG must vanish. If the
topology of the Calabi–Yau does not change, this condition is manifest for the standard e
ding configuration; the geometrical five-brane charge induced from trR`R is cancelled by that of
the instanton configuration. However, as the topology of the Calabi–Yau on one ‘‘end o
world’’ changes, the global charge conservation constraint is no longer satisfied.

Denoting the induced magnetic charges,*Di
G, associated with the divisorsDi of the Calabi–

Yau manifolds by (q1 ,q2 ,q3), the brane aty50 reduced over the flopped Calabi–YauM̃ has
induced geometric chargeageom

y50 52 1
2c̃2(D1 ,D2 ,D3)5(246,218,213) compensated by the in

stantons with chargea inst
y50[ c̃2(Di)5(92,36,26). The brane aty5pR11 only has induced geo

metric charges which equalageom
y5p52 1

2c2(Di)5(246,218,212). Adding all contributions we
see that we have an excess ofqtotal5(0,0,1) units of charge.

The question is: what accounts for the missing~0,0,-1! units of magnetic charge? As ind
cated, a natural candidate is the flop curve which degenerates to zero volume at the flop poi
situation is not completely unfamiliar. There are examples where geometric singularitie
magnetic sources~e.g., orbifold singularities in Ref. 27!. The singular object in the present settin
is the degenerate flop curve. It is therefore natural to conjecture that the flop must in some w
accompanied by (0,0,21) units of charge to ensure global charge conservation. If this is so
discontinuities in the solution to the field equations is just a consequence of the fact that th
carries magnetic charges, thereby inducing a jump in theG-flux.

We will examine in more detail the nature of the charge at the flop point in the next se

2. Tension of the flop

If the flop point is a charge source, it is natural to inquire as to its possibly being a st
energy source as well. The tension may be deduced from the curvature singularity. For a m
the form ~12!, the nonvanishing components of the Einstein tensor are

Gmn523e26A
„A922~A8!2

…hmn ,
~53!

G11,11526A82 .

The delta function singularities of the Einstein tensor, indicating a source of tension, can
come from the termA9, whereeA5V1/6. In the previous subsection we showed that the sec
derivative ofV is at most discontinuous. Hence, the tension of the flop point is zero. We note
this is in accord with the tension one would have from a five-brane wrapped around the flo
curve at the flop point.
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3. Supersymmetry

Finally, we should check whether the charge of the flop is consistent with supersymme
order that the supersymmetries which are preserved all have the same chirality, the inner p
f ia i

(n) for all charged objects with chargesa i
(n) must have the same sign@from the Killing spinor

equations, Eqs.~15!#

f ia i
(n)>0. ~54!

This inner product is equivalent to*CYJ`c2(V) for vector bundles and*C(n)J for five-branes
wrapping a curveC(n). This gives the well known condition that in order to preserve supers
metry the bundles must be holomorphic and stable, and that five-branes must wrap aroun
morphic curves. See also Ref. 19 for an in depth analysis of the supersymmetry structure.

What about the proposed charge located at the flop curve? As the volume of a flopped
*CJ vanishes at a flop point it preserves the global Killing spinor.

Note that sincef i changes sign for the curve which flops, we see from Eq.~54! that a
supersymmetric five-brane wrapping around the flopping holomorphic curve on either side
flop will have oppositechargea i . ~Naively, one might think that it is possible to introduce
many 5-branes wrapping around the flopping curveC as possible, provided that we introduce
equal number of 5-branes wrapping around the curveC̃ on the other side of the flop. However, on
has to check that the resulting configuration still has a consistent topology changing solution
field equations.! This can be understood by noting that for a fixed set of divisorsD j , if the
flopping holomorphic curveC meets, say,Di transversely withCùDi511 in Calabi–Yau mani-
fold M, then the corresponding holomorphic curveC̃ on the flopped Calabi–Yau manifoldM̃
lies insideDi , with C̃ùDi521.

IV. TOPOLOGY CHANGING SOLUTIONS

In the above example, we have seen that consistency of the solution suggests that the z
flop curve is a source of magnetic charge. The effect of a magnetic charge at the flop is to m
the Horava–Witten Bianchi identity so thatG is globally defined. In this section, we discuss th
idea in more detail.

Let us begin by considering the global charge constraint anew. For simplicity, let us te
rarily ignore the possibility of additional five-branes wrapped on other, nondegenerating,
cycles in the bulk. In the eleven-dimensional theory onS1 /Z2 , the Bianchi identity forG is
modified by boundary sources.11 We have

dG5~@ tr F (1)`F (1)2
1
2 tr R(1)`R(1)#d~y!1@ tr F (2)`F (2)2

1
2 tr R(2)`R(2)#d~y2pR11!!`dy,

~55!

where we are now taking care to distinguish the curvatures of the different Calabi–Yau spa
each end of the interval. In the usual case, where trR(1)`R(1)5tr R(2)`R(2) , we have the famil-
iar standard embedding solution,

tr F (1)`F (1)5tr R`R, tr F (2)`F (2)50, ~56!

to the global consistency constraint that

E
S1 /Z23D

dG5E
S1 /Z23D

dyS 1

2
tr R`Rd~y!2

1

2
tr R`Rd~y2pR11! D50. ~57!

But if tr R(1)`R(1)Þtr R(2)`R(2) ~cohomologically! then the mismatch implies that solely em
bedding either spin connection into the gauge group is no longer a solution.

A natural suggestion, then, is to seek out different holomorphic stable bundles to placy
50 andy5pR11 with different second Chern classes, so as to find new consistent solutions
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Bianchi identity. Indeed, one may be able to find appropriate bundles to restore anomaly fre
However, for a number of reasons, we propose a more general and universal solution. N
when trR(1)`R(1)ÞtrR(2)`R(2) because the Calabi–Yau has flopped somewhere alongy, there is
a new contribution to the Bianchi identity associated with the collapsed flop curves.

To motivate our proposal, notice that given a potential flop solution to~12!, specificallywith
standard embedding, we can vary the location iny at which the flop occurs, by varying th
integration constantski—as we have seen explicitly in the previous section. Imagine now tha
have such a solution where a cycle shrinks to zero size but we choose theki such that the flop does
not occur in the physical range 0<y<pR11; rather, it happens formally aty5pR111e. This is
just the usual situation in which the topologies of the Calabi–Yau manifolds aty50 and y
5pR11 are identical. Therefore, as expected, the choice of a standard embedding of th
connection into the gauge group is consistent.

Let’s now adjust theki so that the flop occurs atpR112e, in the physical range so that th
pure standard embedding, with no other charge sources, no longer provides a consistent s
Where can the necessary other charge sources be? Four natural possibilities are the follow~1!
Additional gauge structure aty50; ~2! new gauge structure aty5pR11; ~3! new wrapped
5-branes; or~4! magnetic charge associated with the geometrical singularity aty* . By locality we
do not expect to fix the Bianchi identity by adjusting the gauge bundle aty50, as that lies at ‘‘the
other end of the universe’’ from where the flop occurs, making possibility~1! seem unlikely. Nor
do we expect to excite the new nontrivial gauge structure by changing the geometry/topolo
the Calabi–Yau aty5pR11 ~where the initial gauge bundle was chosen to be trivial!. In fact, as
we will see in a moment, possibility~2! seems to be ruled out because the sign of the n
magnetic source required to fix the Bianchi identity conflicts with the requirement that the
gauge bundle aty5pR11 is stable. Possibility~3! immediately raises the following question
where alongy11 should the purported new 5-brane wrappingC be located? From the discussion
the preceeding section, to contribute the correct charge, it must be located at a pointy with y
<y* . Locality, and consistency with the solutions we have constructed in Sec. III in which
flux jumps at the flop point, pick outy5y* . We will come back to this in a moment.

To understand possibility~4! we note that since a flop causes the geometricalG-source
contribution trR`R to change, it is natural to suggest that a compensating magnetic sou
provided by the geometrical singularity at the location of the flop itself. Strictly speaking, w
considering M theory compactified on a 7-manifold with boundaries, as the Calabi–Yau m
are varying over theS1/Z2 . At the location of the flop, the 7-manifold is also singular—with t
singularity of the form of a cone overCP3 ~see, e.g., Ref. 28!. ~We thank Edward Witten and
Chien-Hao Liu for discussions on this point.! Geometrical singularities are known to carry ma
netic charges~e.g., orbifold singularities in Ref. 27, and orientifolds!. The singular objects in the
present setting are the flop curves when they attain zero quantum volume.

To complete the proposal, we need to specify the strength of the charge carried by the
theorem of Tian and Yau, which we will discuss directly below, suggests that, if a flop occu
y5y* , the gravitational contribution to the Bianchi identity is modified to

dGgrav5S 2
1

2
tr R(1)`R(1)d~y!2

1

2
tr R(2)`R(2)d~y2pR11!1(

b
dCbd~y2y* ! D `dy,

~58!

whereb sums over all the holomorphic curves$Cb% that flop aty5y* .
This additional gravitional contribution has a close analogy with bulk five-brane sou

wrapped on nonsingular curves.27 The gauge bundle contribution todG can be augmented b
having five-branes wrapped on two-cyclesCi,M at locationsy5yi . This causes the matter pa
of the Bianchi identity to take the form5 @see Eq.~8!#

dGmatter5S tr F (1)`F (1)d~y!1tr F (2)`F (2)d~y2pR11!1(
i

dCid~y2yi ! D `dy, ~59!
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in the case of singly wrapped five-branes on holomorphic curves.
There is, however, an important subtlety in the above expression~58!. In the presence of a

flop, one has to define precisely what one means by the curvesCb. With respect to a chosen bas
of divisors Di , which ~via invoking the proper transform map! can be made universal on bot
sides of the flop, flopping curves differ in orientation from one side to the other. To be con
suppose that the flopping curveCb and the set of divisorsDi meet transversely on a Calabi–Ya
manifoldM with CbùDi51. In the flopped Calabi–Yau manifoldM̃, as we mentioned earlier
the flopping curveC̃b is no longer transverse toDi , but instead lies insideDi , with C̃bùDi

521. Therefore, one has to specify in Eq.~58! on which Calabi–Yau manifold the holomorph
curve Cb is collapsing in order that the geometrical data is complete. In fact, this subtle
assigning magnetic charges when a curve collapses is not intrinsic to the flop point, and is a
present when one considers a five-brane wrapped around a collapsing curve. We have di
this subtlety in the analysis of supersymmetry in the previous section. In the same manner, o
to specify on which Calabi–Yau manifold the curveCi ~that the five-brane wraps! is collapsing.
The reason is that with respect to a fixed divisorDi ~and its proper transform!, the charge of the
five-brane differs by a sign depending on whether one approaches the flop point from one C
Yau or from its flopped cousin.

Let us examine more closely which holomorphic curveCb one should use in Eq.~58!. Recall
that our topology changing solution can be obtained, starting from a standard solution in whi
topology of the Calabi–Yau does not change in the physical regime 0<y<pR11 ~which we call
the ‘‘parent’’ solution!. Subsequently by varying the initial conditions of the two-cycles~the
integration constantski!, while keeping the gauge bundle fixed, we can bring the flop point ty
5pR112e. This causes a jump in trR`R, which must be compensated by the flop charge. T
question, then, is the following: What is the jump in trR`R under a flop? A theorem of Tian an
Yau29 states that starting from a Calabi–Yau manifoldM̃ and a collection of holomorphic curve

$Cb% on M̃, the second Chern numbers ofM̃ and its flopped cousinM are related by

c2~M!5c2~M̃!12(
b

E
D

@Cb#, ~60!

with D an arbitrary divisor and@Cb# e H4(M̃), the Poincare dual ofCb. We therefore see that

2
1

2
trM R(2)`R(2)1(

b
dC

(1)
b 52

1

2
trM̃ R(1)`R(1) . ~61!

Hence, theCb in ~58! are holomorphic curves on the Calabi–Yau manifoldM̃ of the ‘‘parent’’
solution. The totalG-charge, including that carried by the flop, still equals trR(1)`R(1) , which is
exactly cancelled by the standard embedding on the brane wrappingM̃; the charge conservatio
constraint is satisfied.

Notice that the flop contribution to the Bianchi identity is the same as that of a five-b
wrapping the flopping curve on the Calabi–Yau of the ‘‘parent’’ solution~which lies aty50 in
our setup!. However due to the fact that supersymmetric five-branes wrapping the ‘‘flopp
curve on the other ‘‘flopped’’ Calabi–Yau, must carry the opposite charge, the missing c
required to satisfy the Bianchi identitycannotbe carried by a five-brane on the other side of t
flop. Nevertheless, this means that the magnetic source contributed by a wrapped 5-brane o
appropriate degeneration of the flop curve is identical to the magnetic source of the singula
y* to which we are led by the result of Tian and Yau. Hence, at our level of analysis poss
~3!—realized aty* — and possibility~4! are indistinguishable.@An argument for possibility~3! is,
perhaps, that the above calculation indicates that the form of the local singularity doe
uniquely determine the sign of the charge it is required to carry. Namely, as we have phras
calculation, the additional data of which Calabi–Yau is used in the ‘‘parent’’ theory is nee
Equivalently, the sign of the charge depends upon the details of the backgroundG-flux.#
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We can now also complete the promised argument that seems to rule out possibility~2!. The
missing magnetic source fordG in the presence of a single flopped curve isdC52dC8 whereC
lies on the Calabi–Yau to the left ofy* andC8 lies on the Calabi–Yau to the right ofy* . The
question then is whether there is a stable holomorphic vector bundleV on the Calabi–Yau aty
5pR11 such that

c2~V!5 1
2 „c2~T2!2c2~T1!…52dC8 . ~62!

But if there were such a bundle, then

E c2~V!`J52E
C8

J,0, ~63!

violating the stability condition onV. Hence, a gauge instanton aty5pR11 alone cannot accoun
either for the missing charge required to satisfy the Bianchi identity.

We note that the inability ofG-charge considerations to distinguish between a five-bran
the ‘‘parent’’ solution wrapping the zero-size flop curve and a purely geometrical singul
raises the interesting question whether flop transitions aside from new sources of five-brane
are also accompanied by the introduction of new low-energy degrees of freedom.~We note that
preliminary analysis indicates that we can deform the solutions of Sec. III so that the jump
G-flux occurs to the left of the flop point, with all quantitites then being smooth across the
point itself. This would naturally be interpreted as the requiredG-charge being carried by a
5-brane wrapped on the ‘‘would-be’’ flop curve, to the left of the flop point. A further analysi
these solutions would likely help clarify this issue.!

We propose therefore, that in strongly coupled heterotic string theory, the general B
identity for arbitrary gauge bundles aty50 andy5pR11, in a space–time background in whic
the Calabi–Yau undergoes a flop transition aty5y* , together with an arbitrary assortment
5-branes wrapping two-cycles other than those involved in the flop transition itself, is

dG5S F tr F (1)`F (1)2
1

2
tr R(1)`R(1)Gd~y!1F tr F (2)`F (2)2

1

2
tr R(2)`R(2)G

3d~y2pR11!1(
i

n5
i dCid~y2yi !1d~y2y* !(

b
dCbD `dy, ~64!

with Ci being holomorphic curves in the Calabi–Yau that the corresponding five-brane wrap
Cb being the flop curve on the appropriate Calabi–Yau as described above. Of course, the l
contributions can be grouped together, as long as the contribution associated with any deg
ing curves is calculated according to the limiting procedure from the correct side of the flop

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have studied topology changing solutions in M theory compactificatio
Calabi–Yau three-folds with nonzeroG-flux. In the presence ofG-flux, the field equations do no
admit five-dimensional Minkowski space as a vacuum solution. The space–time metric is w
with the solution of the domain-wall type so that one of the five dimensions is singled out a
transverse direction. In addition to the space–time metric, other moduli of the Calabi–Yau
fold also vary along the transverse directions. We have studied an example in strongly c
heterotic string theory—the supersymmetric domain wall solution—in which the field equa
force us to go through a flop transition as we move from one end of the world to the o
Consistency of the solution suggests that a flop curve—like an ordinary~wrapped! M theory
five-brane—carries a single unit of magnetic charge under theG-flux.

We have focused our attention on flop transitions. As in Ref. 5 we have assumed th
hypermultiplets can be consistently decoupled in the five-dimensional effective theory. Espe
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in nontrivial geometric situations as presented here, it would be interesting to revisit this iss
decoupling. Moreover, this would allow the study of a more drastic change of topology, su
conifold transitions, in which the hypermultiplets necessarily play a role. As the number of m
of the Calabi–Yau changes across a conifold transition, it is perhaps more appropriate to tr
compact manifold as aG2 7-manifold with boundaries which are Calabi–Yau’s. The low ene
degrees of freedom in the effective four-dimensional theory then correspond to Ricci flat d
mations of metric of the 7-manifold. We will leave this investigation for future work. From
phenomenological point of view, it might be interesting to look for more general solution
which the topology changes also with time. This may have implications for cosmology as w
other physics of the brane world scenario.
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The metric and strong coupling limit of the M5-brane
G. W. Gibbonsa)
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We find the analog of the Boillat metric of Born–Infeld theory for the M5-brane.
We show that it provides the propagation cone ofall 5-brane degrees. In an arbi-
trary background field, this cone never lies outside the Einstein cone. An energy
momentum tensor for the three-form is defined and shown to satisfy the Dominant
Energy Condition. The theory is shown to be well defined for all values of the
magnetic field but there is a limiting electric field strength. We consider the strong
coupling limit of the M5-brane and show that the corresponding theory is confor-
mally invariant and admits infinitely many conservation laws. On reduction to the
Born–Infeld case this agrees with the work of Białynicki-Birula. ©2001 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1376158#

I. INTRODUCTION

The behavior of the low energy states of the super-string theories in ten dimension
described by supergravity theories which are uniquely specified by their type of supersym
These theories satisfy a form of the the Equivalence Principle: the characteristics and hen
limiting propagation speeds of all the fields, be they the graviton, the gravitini, p-form fi
scalars and spinors are given universally by the light-cone of the Einstein metricgmn . The
characteristics cones determine the paths of null geodesics which are associated with m
particles. Violations of the Weak Equivalence Principal, that is that all freely falling partic
massive or massless, follow geodesics of the Einstein metric, are known to occur for m
particles in string theory, because the former can couple to a background dilaton fieldF. This may
be seen by noting that the unique effective actions, that is the maximal supergravity theories
dimensions,1,2 contain different powers ofeF in front of the field strengths associated with th
Neveu–SchwarẑNeveu–Schwarz and Ramond^Ramond sectors. It is also known that strin
theory induces higher derivative corrections which may affect the characteristics3 in a nontrivial
background.

The behavior of the states of open string theories are described by Dirac–Born–Infeld
actions provided one discards derivatives acting on field strengths. In a recent paper4 it was argued
that in a nontrivial background these open string states obey a modified form of the Equiva
Principle: the characteristics are universally given by a metric first introduced in nonlinear
trodynamics by Boillat and which is conformal to what is usually referred to as the open s
metric.5

It was found that the Boillat cone never lies outside the Einstein cone and in general to
it along the two principal null directions of the two-formFmn5Fmn1Bmn , whereFmn is the
Born–Infeld gauge field strength andBmn is the Kalb–Ramond 2-form gauge field. In the limit o
large field strength or equivalently largea8, propagation perpendicular to the principal null d
rections is suppressed.

a!Electronic mail: G.W.Gibbons@damtp.cam.ac.uk
31880022-2488/2001/42(7)/3188/21/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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In this paper we shall consider the analog of the Boillat metric for the M-5-brane equatio
motion.6 We shall call this metricCmn Note that the characteristics may be read off from
co-metricCmn. The speed of the rays are read off from its inverse (C21)mn which is traditionally
called a metric. If more than one metric is involved one must distinguish carefully between m
and their inverses, i.e., between metrics and co-metrics. In the context of lattices and else
the prefix ‘‘co-’’ is frequently replaced by the adjective ‘‘reciprocal.’’ We prefer ‘‘co-’’ becau
it is shorter. Note that there is no analog of the Boillat co-metric for the M-2-brane becaus
world volume theory has no gauge fields. We shall find that indeed a modified form o
Equivalence Principal holds for the M-5-brane: the characteristics of fluctuations are give
versally by an analog of the Boillat cone which never lies outside the Einstein cone. We will
that if one dimensionally reduces the theory to Born–Infeld theory then the fivebrane m
becomes the Boillat metric of the D4-brane. We shall define an energy momentum tensor
fivebrane. It satisfies the striking identity,

Tmn5gmn2Cmn, ~1!

and we show that it obeys the dominant energy condition.
One may show that the fivebrane has a limiting electric field strength beyond which the t

breaks down. By contrast, there is no limiting magnetic field strength. Finally we consider a
energy, or zero tension, limit of the fivebrane which is Weyl invariant and admits infinitely m
conservation laws.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we introduce the 5-brane metric and 5-
Clifford algebra. We show that the 5-brane metric gives the characteristics of the propa
fields whose speeds can never exceed that of light. In Sec. III we show that the two light
touch along a circle of null directions. In Sec. IV we introduce the covariantly conserved en
momentum tensor for the three-form and show that it satisfies an identity analogous to Ho
law in classical elasticity theory. We show that in general its trace is nonvanishing and hen
three-form equations of motion are not invariant under a Weyl rescaling of the Einstein met
Sec. V we develop the idea that there is a 5-brane Equivalence Principal. In Sec. VI we sho
our metric agrees with the Boillat metric of Born–Infeld theory. In Sec. VIII we show that p
wave solutions of the linear theory are exact solutions of the full nonlinear theory. In Sec. I
discuss the limiting electric field strength and the behavior the theory near it. In Sec.
consider this strong coupling limit in detail. We show that the theory is Weyl-invariant in this l
and that it admits infinitely many conserved quantities.

II. THE 5-BRANE METRIC

The equations of motion of the scalarsXN, closed three-form,Hlmn and spinorsQ,6

Gmn¹m¹nXN50, ~2!

Gmn¹mHnrs50, ~3!

¹mQ~12G!Gnmmn50, ~4!

where¹m is the Levi-Civita covariant derivative with respect to the Einstein metricgmn . To begin
with, we consider their characteristics which require only the leading derivative terms. A
calculation shows that the characteristics of theXN andHlmn fields given by the co-metricGmn

which is defined by

Gmn5mmrgrsm
sn5~11 2

3 k2!gmn24kmn, ~5!

whereGmn which will be defined to be (G21)mn , with Gmn5(G)mn. All indices are raised and
lowered using the Einstein metricgab , which is taken to have signature21,11,11,11,11,
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11, with the exception of Gmn which will be defined to be (G21)mn , with Gmn5(G)mn. In fact
it seems to be possible to avoid explicit use of the covariant form of the metric in all o
equations of motion. Only the contra-variant form is required:

mmn5gmn22kmn, ~6!

kmn5hn
abh

mab, ~7!

wherehabc is a self-dual three-form,

habc5
1
6 eabcde fh

de f, ~8!

and

k25kabk
ab. ~9!

In what follows shall repeatedly use the identities7,6

gabk
ab50, ~10!

and

kabgbck
cd5 1

6 gadk25 1
6 gadke fk

e f. ~11!

Thus, for example,

Cmn5ma
mman52Q21mmn2gmn. ~12!

The self-dual fieldhabc obeys the relations7

habeh
cde5d [a

[ckb]
d] , ~13!

and

ka
ckc

b5 1
6 da

bk2. ~14!

For later use we define

Q512 2
3 k2. ~15!

The closed three-formHabc is related to the self-dual fieldhabc by habc5ma
eHebc, or equiva-

lently by Habc5(m21)a
ehebc wherem215Q21(112k). It will be proven useful in what follows

to translate the self-duality condition onhabc to one expressed entirely in terms ofHabc . This was
carried out in Ref. 7 and refined in Ref. 8. Sinceka

ehebc is anti-self-dual we can express

Habc
1 [

1

2 S Habc1
1

3!
eabcde fH

de fD5Q21habc ~16!

and

Habc
2 [

1

2 S Habc2
1

3!
eabcde fH

de fD52Q21ka
ehebc. ~17!

Taking the sum and difference we find that

Habc5Q21~112k!a
ehebc, * Habc5Q21~122k!a

ehebc. ~18!
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Multipying the second equation by the matrix (112k)2 and using the first equation we conclud
that

* Ha
bc5Q21GaeHebc. ~19!

Substituting the relationhabc5ma
eHebc into Eq. ~13! we find that

HabeH
cde5 1

2d [a
c db]

d Q21~Q2121!12Q22k[a
c kb]

d 1Q22~22Q!d [a
[ckb]

d] . ~20!

Taking the trace of this equation we find that

ka
c5

Q2

~22Q! S ~H2!a
c2

1

6
da

cH2D , ~21!

and tracing again

H256Q21~Q2121!, ~22!

where (H2)a
c5Hae fH

ce f.
We may express the last equation as

Q52
3

H2 S 12A11
2

3
H2D . ~23!

It is now straightforward to express the matrixm2 as

~m2!ac5Gac5
Q2

~22Q! S hacS 11
4

3
H2D24~H2!acD ~24!

and

~m22!ac5Gac5
1

~22Q!
„hac14~H2!ac…. ~25!

Finally, we may express the self-duality ofhabc in terms ofHmnp by using Eqs.~19! and~20!
and find that

* Habc5
1

A11 2
3 H2 S S 11

4

3
H2D da

e24~H2!a
eDHebc. ~26!

We now turn briefly to the fermion sector. The projector in the spinor equation of motio
defined by

G52 1
6 h lmnpqr

g G lmnpqr1 1
3 hlmnG

lmn, ~27!

whereh lmnpqr
g is the alternating tensor~not density! constructed from the Einstein metric.

In the case that the scalar and spinors vanish, the covariant equations of motion, wh
pressed in terms of 5-dimensional language, agree with a particular case of the equations
9. The particular case is the one that upon reduction gives Born–Infeld theory. One advan
the covariant formulation used here is that, not only does it cover the more general ca
nonvanishing scalars and spinors, but also the derivation of the characteristics is especially
parent.
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The characteristics determine a metric only up to a conformal factor. It turns out that it is
convenient to Weyl rescale the co-metricGmn and we therefore adopt as our definition of t
M5-brane metricCmn,

Cmn5Q21Gmn5Q21mmpgpqm
qn. ~28!

We recall that in the Born Infeld theory the characteristics are given by the Boillat metric4 up
to a conformal factor. The Boillat metric which is proportional to the open string metric ha
advantage that it is invariant under electric magnetic duality rotations rather than merely
invariant up to a conformal factor as is the open string metric. In a two recent papers10 an analog
for the fivebrane of the open string metric was proposed. Specifically, it was suggested th
analogous metric should be given by

f~HlpqHlpq!~gmn14HmpqHn
pq!, ~29!

where the functionf should behave like (HlpqHlpq)2 2/3 for large HlpqHlpq in order that, upon
reduction, it agrees with the open string metric of string theory in the relevant limit.

The two proposals are both conformally related to the metric in the fivebrane equation
will see that with our choice of conformal factor we obtain the Boillat metric of the D4-brane u
reduction. Our choice has the additional advantage that in terms of it the equations of motio
be rewritten in a natural way.

We now turn to the characteristics associated with the Dirac equation~4!. While the gamma
matricesGm give a Dirac square root of the restriction of the bulk Einstein co-metric to the br

GmGn1GnGm52gmn, ~30!

the spinor equation of motion contains the 5-brane Gamma matricesG̃m5nm
nGn, where nm

n

5Q2 1/2mm
n which give a Dirac square root of the 5-brane co-metricCmn,

G̃mG̃n1G̃nG̃m52Cmn. ~31!

One may view thenm
n as a sort of sechbein for the 5-brane metricCmn since

Cmn5nm
pnn

qgpq. ~32!

Note thatnnm5gmln
l
m is symmetric.

Writing out the Dirac equation in terms of the gamma matricesG̃m reveals that the spino
characteristics are also given byCmn.

In the absence of a backgroundHlmn field, Cmn andgmn coincide. Note that there is asingle
Gmn and thus a single characteristic cone. That is just as in Born–Infeld theory; there
bi-refringence: all polarization states travel with the same speed. Since any nonlinear elec
namic theory, including ones exhibiting bi-refringence can be madeN51 supersymmetric, its
absence cannot be attributed to just one supersymmetry. However one might imagine th
property is a consequence of maximal superymmetry. In the case of Born–Infeld theor
absence of bi-refringence, and the exceptional property that the system exhibits no shocks
acterizes the theory uniquely~see Ref. 4 for references!. It is an attractive conjecture that the sam
uniqueness property holds for the M-5-brane equations of motion.

We now establish that the 5-brane co-coneCG
! PT!M lies outside or on the Einstein co-con

T!M.CG
! $Cg

! . The notation here is as follows.Cg
! consists of timelike co-vectorspmPT!M

such that gmnpmpn<0 and its boundary consists of the lightlike co-vectorsl m for which
gmnl ml n50. Since passing to the dual spaceTM reverses inclusions we have that the 5-brane c
lies inside or on the Einstein cone,TM.Cg$CG . In plain language this means that 5-bra
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excitations travel with speeds no greater than that of light. Note that the coneCG
! depends only on

the conformal equivalence class of co-metrics of whichGmn is one representative andCmn an-
other.

To establish our basic causality result we consider a co-vectorl a lying on the boundary ofCg
! ,

i.e., for which

gmnl ml n50. ~33!

Using ~12! we find that

Cmnl ml n524Qsmns
mn, ~34!

wheresmn52snmb5hmnll
l . Thus

smnl
m50. ~35!

By choice of framel m5(1,0,0,0,0,1) and thuss0550 ands0i1s5i50, wherei 51,2,3,4 are spatia
indices. One thus has

sabs
ab5si j s

i j >0. ~36!

Thus

Cmnl ml n<0. ~37!

It follows that the boundary ofCg
! lies inside or onCG

! and we are done.

III. PRINCIPAL NULL DIRECTIONS

In the case of Born–Infeld theory in four spacetime dimensions, generically the Boilla
Einstein cones touch along two principal null directions of the electromagnetic two-formFmn .4 In
fact this result holds in all dimensions. The common null directionl m5(1,ni) with nini51 must
satisfy

l nFnaFmbg
abl m50. ~38!

For a generic two-form one may find a frame in which the only nonvanishing componen
F0152F10,F2352F32,F4552F54¯ . The touching condition becomes

F01
2 ~12n1

2!1F23
2 ~n2

21n3
2!1F45

2 ~n4
21n5

2!¯50. ~39!

There are only two solutions;l m5(1,61,0,. . . ,0).
One may ask what is the analog of this result for the fivebrane with its self-dual three

hlmn in six spacetime dimensions? In order to answer this question we need to putkab rather than
Fab in standard form by diagonalizing with respect to togab . Using~10! and~11! one easily sees
that genericallykab takes the form, up to permutations of the spatial axes,

kab5Ak2

6
diag~1,1,1,1,21,21!. ~40!

The common null directions must be common solutions of

211n1
21n2

21n3
21n4

21n5
250, ~41!

and

11n1
21n2

21n3
22n4

22n5
250. ~42!
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There is in general a circle of such directions,

l m5~1,0,0,0,cosa,sina!, ~43!

along which the Einstein and Boillat cones coincide. In all other directions the Boillat cone
inside the Einstein cone.

IV. THE ENERGY MOMENTUM TENSOR AND HOOKE’S LAW

Following the discussion of the energy momentum tensor in Ref. 11, we shall in this p
define the energy momentum tensor as

Tmn5gmn2
Gmn

Q
. ~44!

The main difference from the energy momentum tensor defined in Ref. 11, also used in Re
that we have added the metric tensorgmn to the tensor defined there so as to make the ene
momentum tensor vanish for zero three-form fieldhabc50. In fact it is ~44! which enters directly
into the superysymmetry algebra and hence the Bogomol’nyi bound of the theory.12 The energy
momentum tensor so defined has some important positivity properties which we will ex
shortly.

In terms ofCmn we have the strikingly simple formula

Tmn5gmn2Cmn. ~45!

This formula has an interesting interpretation which appears to be closely related to Hooke
in the classical theory of nonlinear elasticity theory. This is formulated in terms of diffeom
phismsf from the manifoldS of the elastic body into flat three-dimensional Euclidean spaceE3

with metric d. The relaxed or unstretched state of least energy corresponds to a diffeomor
f0 . One defines the strain tensor tensors i j of a general stretched state corresponding to
diffeomorphismf by

s i j 5d! i j 2d0i j , ~46!

whered! is the pull-back of the flat Euclidean metricd under the diffeomorphismf andd0i j is the
pull-back of the flat metric underf0 . For an isotropic medium Hooke’s law states that the str
s i j is proportional to the applied stressTi j . Our formula~1! is similar but not identical becaus
the tensors are contra-variant not co-variant. Thus our case for the analog ofd! i j is the pull-back
of the bulk closed string co-metric to the M-5-brane world volume. The analog of the unstre
metric d0i j is the 5-brane co-metricCmn. We believe that it would be worthwhile exploring th
analogy further.

Another formula which is similar to one occurring in the Born–Infeld case4 is the remarkable
identity

detCmn5detgmn. ~47!

To check conformal invariance we compute the trace of the energy momentum tenso
given by

Tm
m52

8k2

~12 2
3 k2!

. ~48!

Thus, the theory is Weyl-invariant in the weak field limit in which the equations of mo
become linear. However it is not Weyl-invariant for finite values of the fields. We see sha
later that Weyl invariance is restored in the strong coupling limit.
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Later we shall make use of some other identities involving the energy momentum t
which we derive here. Because the energy momentum tensor is conserved with respec
Levi-Civita connection,

¹mTmn50, ~49!

we have, from Hooke’s Law, the following identities:

¹nCmn50. ~50!

These will be used in the next section to establish the M-5-brane Equivalence Principal.
additional useful identities may be obtained as follows. One defines

nmn5Q2 1/2mmn5Q2 1/2~gmn22kmn!. ~51!

Thus

nmn
215Q2 1/2~gmn12kmn!. ~52!

We thus have

Cmn5nmagabn
bn, ~53!

and of course,

G̃n5nnagabG
b. ~54!

Now one easily finds

gmnC
mn5

11 2
3 k2

12 2
3 k2

5gmnCmn . ~55!

In Ref. 11 an energy momentum tensor was introduced that treated the scalars and thre
in a more symmetric fashion. This tensor is given by

Smn5Tmn2gmn ~56!

and is covariantly conserved. Reference 11 also found a tensor density,

Gmn5A2g~Tmn2gmn!, ~57!

that was conserved in the sense

]mGmn50. ~58!

In the case that the three-form vanishes, we haveTmn50, but SmnÞ0, and so the quantity
A2ggmn is a measure of the energy–momentum of the scalars. In fact it is the canonical
tensor with respect to the flat metricdmn . It may be obtained from the Lagrangian for the scal
written down in ‘‘static,’’ or more accurately ‘‘Monge,’’ gauge.

V. THE M5-BRANE EQUIVALENCE PRINCIPLE

It is striking fact that the co-metricCmn rather than the Einstein co-metricgmn enters in the
equations of motion of all the 5-brane fields in such a way that it is impossible to determin
Einstein metric by means of observations using 5-brane fields alone. In this respect the si
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resembles attempts to reinterpret General Relativity as a flat space theory by introducing
metric hmn into spacetime. The problem is that by the Equivalence Principal no physical
surement can detect the flat metric.

Our aim in this section is to explore further this enhanced version of the Equivalence Prin
for the fivebrane. Our claim is that there exists a preferred set of variables to describe the
that are related in a direct way to the physical observables. In particular, in Sec. II we showe
the characteristics of the fivebrane were given by the metricCmn . This means that the metric ca
be determined up to a conformal factor by observing the motion of small fluctuations. An
physically relevant variable is the gauge invariant field strengthHlmn . This satisfies the Bianch
identity and hence can be written in terms of a two-form potential that couples directly
twobrane probe. Hence using a twobrane probes allows one to measure theHlmn field.

To illustrate this point we now show how to write the fivebrane equations of motion ent
in terms of the variablesCmn andHlmn andXN. In particular, we will find that the equations o
motion for the scalar and the three-form can be written using the Levi-Civita covariant deriv
with respect to the metricCmn . The situation is analogous to how the usual Equivalence Princ
works in General Relativity. Because all physical equations are writen in terms of the metricCmn

the metricgmn is not directly observable.
We begin with the scalar equation of motion. BecauseGmn is proportional toCmn, this

equation can be written as

Cmn¹m¹nXN50. ~59!

Following Ref. 11 and using~50! we may re-write this as

¹m~Cmn ]nXN!5
1

A2g
]m~A2gCmn ]nXN!50. ~60!

Now using~47! we have

1

A2C
]m~A2CCmn ]nXN!5Dm~Cmn DnXN!50, ~61!

whereDm is the Levi-Civita covariant derivative with respect to the 5-brane metricCmn which is
defined by

DmCab50. ~62!

We see that~61! is just the covariant wave equation with respect to the 5-brane metricCmn .
The closure condition for the three-formHlmn ,

] [ pHqrst]50, ~63!

clearly requires no metric. The equation of motion of the three-form may be written as

Cmn¹m~Hnab!50. ~64!

Using ~50! and the fact that¹mgab50, we re-write~64! as

¹m~Pmab!50, ~65!

where

Pmab5CmngacgbdHncd . ~66!

Now the contravariant tensorPmab is totally antisymmetric and satisfies@Ref. 11, Eq.~17!#
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Plmn5!gHlmn, ~67!

and therefore we may rewrite~64! as

1

A2g
]m~A2gPmab!50. ~68!

Now using~47! we get

1

A2C
]m~A2CPmab!50. ~69!

This may now be put in the fivebrane metric covariant form,

Dm~!CHmnp!50. ~70!

The Hodge operations!g and!C are taken with respect to the Einstein and 5-brane me
respectively. However they are related because ifhC

mabncd is the contravariant alternating tens
which is covariantly constant with respect to the Levi-Civita connection of the 5-brane m
Cmn , we have

A2ChC
mabncd5A2ghg

mabncd, ~71!

wherehg
mabncdis the contravariant alternating tensor which is covariantly constant with respe

the Levi-Civita connection of the Einstein metricgmn .
Finally we consider the Dirac equation. Following Ref. 11, Eq.~13!, this may be written as

¹m„C8~12G!G̃m
…50, ~72!

where

C85Q2 1/2Q. ~73!

Now we must rewrite the projectorG in terms of the 5-brane gamma-matricesG̃m. We have
the formula

G52 1
6hClmnrst

G̃ l G̃mG̃nG̃ r G̃sG̃ t1 1
2HlmnG̃

l G̃mG̃n. ~74!

The covariant derivative¹m is the spinor derivative with respect to the Einstein metric. We exp
that one may be able to rewrite this in terms of the spinor covariant derivativeDm . This is likely
to require a more elaborate redefinition of the spinor than in~73!, along the lines of that discusse
in Ref. 12.

VI. DIMENSIONAL REDUCTION AND THE RELATION TO THE OPEN STRING METRIC

It is known7,6 that under double dimensional reduction to five-dimensions the equation
motion of the fivebrane reduce to those of Dirac–Born–Infeld theory. We shall now inves
the relation between the fivebrane metric and the Boillat metric of the D4-brane in this cas
assume that the fieldshlmn are independent of the fifth spatial dimension and that

Hmn55Fmn . ~75!

Using the results of Ref. 6, Eq.~136!6 we have~after rescalingF to be consistent with the
standard normalization! we find the reduction of fivebrane metric to be given by
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Cmn5Z~12F2!21, ~76!

where

Z5A112x2y25A2det~gmn2Fmn!. ~77!

The Boillat co-metric is given by

CBoillat
mn 5Z„~12F2!21

…

mn. ~78!

In other words the two metric coincide.
We now extend the work of Ref. 4 to give an enhanced Equivalence Principle similar to

discussed for the fivebrane earlier. The Born–Infeld equations may be written as

] [ lFmn]50, ~79!

and

¹mPmn5
1

A2g
]m~A2gPmn!50. ~80!

Clearly ~79! requires no metric and~80! may be re-written@using ~47!# in terms of the Boillat
metric as

DmPmn5
1

A2C
]m~A2CPmn!50. ~81!

One may check, just as for the 5-brane, that the scalar equations of motion may be wri

Dm DmXN50. ~82!

VII. DOMINANT ENERGY CONDITION

Almost all physically well behaved classical energy momentum tensors satisfy the Dom
Energy Condition. This states that for every pair of future directed casual vectorspm,qmPCg

1 one
has

Tmnp
mqn>0. ~83!

Note that, if the Dominant Energy Condition holds with respect to the Einstein metric, it ne
sarily holds with respect to the fivebrane metric, since the lightcone of the former includes t
the latter.

The importance of the Dominant Energy Condition is that it guarantees the classical
whose energy momentum tensors satisfy the condition propagate causally. It is also an e
ingredient in the Positive Energy Theorems of General Relativity. A theorem of Hawking im
that if the Dominant Energy Condition holds then matter cannot escape from, or enter, a bo
spatial region at a speed faster than light.13 In particular it guarantees some sort of stability sin
matter obeying the condition cannot just simply disappear.13

Let us evaluate the left hand side of~83! for the fivebrane. Using Eqs.~12!, ~1! we find that

Q21S 2kmnp
mqn1

2

3
k2p•qD , ~84!

where
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p•q52gmnp
mqn>0. ~85!

We will now show that the left hand side of the above equation is indeed positive sinc
quantitiesk2 andkmnp

mqn and are non-negative.
To see thatk2 is positive we introduce an electric two-form in five dimensions by

ei j 5hoi j . ~86!

Self-duality ofhlmn implies that

ei j 5bi j 52 1
6 e i jkrshkrs. ~87!

A calculation reveals that

ki j 5d i j e
pqepq24eir ej

r . ~88!

From ~10! we deduce that

k005erse
rs, ~89!

and using~11! we obtain

2
3 k2516ei j e

jkekse
si24~ei j e

i j !2. ~90!

Now usingSO(5) transformations we can skew-diagonalize the two-formei j , that is choose
a basis in which the only nonvanishing components aree1252e215e1 and e3452e435e2 . In
this basis, one finds that

k2524~e1
22e2

2!2. ~91!

The quantitykmnp
mqn may be dealt with in a similar way. Ifpn is timelike we can choose a

six-dimensional Lorentz frame in whichpm5(p0,0,0,0,0,0). This choice allows us to use t
SO(5) freedom to skew diagonalizeei j as above. A short calculation then gives

kmnp
pqn52p0q0S e1

21e2
222

q5

q0 e1e2D . ~92!

Sinceqn is causal,u q5/q0 u<1 ande1
21e2

2>2e1e2 , we find the desired result, namelykmnp
mqn

>0.
Interestingly,k2 vanishes if and only ifei j determines a self- or anti self-dual two-form in th

four space orthogonal to its kernel. We also see thatTmnp
mpn is strictly positive for timelikepn

and hence taking the choicepn5(p0,0,0,0,0,0) we conclude thatT00 is strictly positive.

VIII. EXACT PLANE WAVE SOLUTIONS

In this section we shall establish that plane wave solutions of the linearized theory are
exactsolutions of the full nonlinear equations of motion, a property which also holds in Bo
Infeld theory~compare Ref. 4! and classical general relativity. We shall suppose that the m
gmn is flat, gmn5hmn , although one might consider more general cases. We make the ans

Hlmn5H0
lmnf ~ l nxn!, ~93!

whereHlmn
0 is a constant three-form,f (u) is an arbitrary function of its argument and the const

vector l n is null,

hmnl
ml n50. ~94!
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The closure condition becomes

l [ lHmno]
0 50. ~95!

Thus

epqrstul rHstu
0 50. ~96!

If we assume thatl m5(1,1,0,0,0,0) and let Greek indices run from 2 to 5, we find that

Habg
0 50, H0gd

0 5H1gd
0 . ~97!

This may be written covariantly as

Hmnp
0 5 l [mAnp]

0 , ~98!

whereAnp
0 is a constant polarization two-form. It is determined only up to

Anp
0 →Anp

0 1 l [nAp]
0 , ~99!

whereAp
0 is a constant one-form.

We now make the further assumption that

l mHmnp50. ~100!

The reason we have to assume~100! is that quantitiesH01a
0 are not constrained by Eq.~96!. In

order to eliminate this freedom we are in effect assuming that

H01a
0 50. ~101!

Having made this ansatz, i.e., assuming~98!, ~100!, it follows that

HlmnH
lmn50. ~102!

ThusQ51 and henceCmn5Gmn.
It remains to solve the self-duality condition. Now using~24! we see that the fivebrane metr

is of the so-called Kerr–Schild form:

Gmn5hmn2constantf 2l ml n. ~103!

The constant is positive. To evaluate it we could introduce a~nonunique! null vectornm, normal-
ized so that

hmnn
ml n521. ~104!

One then has

constant5~H02
!mnn

mnn. ~105!

Becausel m is null @i.e., from ~94!# it follows that

Gm
qHnpq5Hnpm. ~106!

Thus the self-duality condition~26! becomes

!Hlmn5Hlmn , ~107!

which is the same as the condition for the linear theory.
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Using Hooke’s Law~1! we deduce that the energy momentum tensor is given by

Tmn5constantf 2l ml n. ~108!

Equation~108! is the energy momentum tensor of a fluid of energy density constant moving a
speed of light in the directionl m. This is often referred to as a null fluid. We shall encounter n
fluids again later when we examine the energy momentum tensor in the strong coupling li

IX. THE SO„5… COVARIANT FORMALISM AND THE LIMITING FIELD STRENGTH

Born–Infeld theory has a built in upper-bound for the electric field strength. The s
theoretic interpretation is that when electric fields approach the limiting field strength, copiou
production of open string states occurs.14,15 One may ask whether a similar phenomenon ta
place in M-Theory.10

In Born–Infeld theory one must take care to express the upper-bound in terms of the c
variables. The Lagrangian density is

L512A12E21B22~E•B!2, ~109!

which shows that the electric fieldE cannot be too big for fixedB since then the Lagrangia
density becomes complex. However the Hamiltonian density16 is

H5A11B21D21~BÃD!221. ~110!

This shows that there is no limit on either the magnetic inductionB or electric inductionsD.
However the dual Lagrangian16 is

L̂5A12H21D22~D•H!221, ~111!

which indicates that there is an upper-bound on the magnetic intensityH, as there has to be, b
electric–magnetic duality invariance. This point is re-enforced by considering the
Hamiltonian,16

Ĥ512A12H22E21~HÃE!2. ~112!

In the case of the M5-brane we have a similar range of possible choices of field variable
fivebrane has a self-duality condition which means that if we define

Bi j 52
1

6
e i jklmHklm, Ei j 5H0i j , ~113!

wherei , j ,k,..51,2,...,5, then we can expressEi j in terms ofBi j andvice versa. Thus the energy
densityT005H can be expressed in terms of either variable. To achieve this we will have in e
to solve the self-duality constraint. The self-duality condition onHmnp can be expressed as

Hmnp
1 5Q21hmnp, Hmnp

2 52Q21km
rhrnp , ~114!

whereHmnp
6 5 1

2 „Hmnp6(1/3!) emnprstH
rst
…. In the special frame used above one then finds th

B15
e1

124~e1
22e2

2!
, B25

e2

114~e1
22e2

2!
, ~115!

E15
e1

114~e1
22e2

2!
, E25

e2

124~e1
22e2

2!
. ~116!
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Inverting these equations leads to

8e15
B1

B2
22B1

2 A1116B2
2@A1116B2

22A1116B1
2#, ~117!

and

8e25
B2

B1
22B2

2 A1116B1
2@A1116B1

22A1116B2
2#. ~118!

Note that

E1E25B1B2 . ~119!

The required solutions of the self-duality constraint are therefore

E15B1A1116B2
2

1116B1
2, E25B2A1116B1

2

1116B2
2, ~120!

or inversely,

B15E1A1216E2
2

1216E1
2, B25E2A1216E1

2

1216E2
2. ~121!

Expressing the energy momentum tensor in terms ofhmnp and using the relations of sectio
four we find that

T005
1116~e1

22e2
2!18~e1

21e2
2!

1216~e2
22e1

2!2 21. ~122!

Using the above equations we conclude that

T005A~1116B1
2!~1116B2

2!21. ~123!

The expression for the energy density~123! may be cast in theSO(5) covariant form,

H5Adet~d i j 14Bi j !215~det~d i j 116BikBjk!!1/421. ~124!

A Hamiltonian density was derived from the action formulation of the five-brane in Ref
Our H coincides with that Hamiltonian density.

From ~116! and ~123! we have

E15
1

16

]H
]B1

, E25
1

16

]H
]B2

, ~125!

which may be cast in the manifestlySO(5)-covariant form:

Ei j 5
1

16

]H
]Bi j

5
~128 TrB2!Bi j 116Bi j

3

A128 TrB21~16!2Wi
2

, ~126!

where

Wi5
1
8 e i j rstB

jr Bst. ~127!
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Now the Legendre transform of the Hamiltonian density is

Ĥ512A~1216E1
2!~1216E1

2!512Adet~d i j 14A21Ei j !, ~128!

so that

Ĥ1H5 1
2Ei j B

i j ~129!

and

Bi j 5
1

16

]Ĥ
]Ei j

5
~118 TrE2!Ei j 116Ei j

3

A118 TrE21~16!2Ui
2

, ~130!

where

Ui5
1
8e i j rstE

jr Est. ~131!

In our special frame this equation reduces to~121!. For a helpful review of the various formula
tions of the 5-brane equations of motion which covers some of this material the reader is re
to Ref. 18.

The Hamiltonian densityH is a well defined convex function for all finite values of th
magnetic inductionBi j . The Legendre transform maps all ofBi j space in a one–one fashion on
the open region ofEi j space for which the dual Hamiltonian densityĤ is a well defined convex
function. That is for which the matrixd jk216Eji Eki , which occurs in the dual Hamiltonian, i
positive definite. In our special frame, the allowed region is just 4uE1u,1 and 4E2,1.

The Bianchi identities read as

] iBi j 50,
]Bi j

]t
1

1

2
e i jkrs]kErs50. ~132!

Taking the solution~126! for the self-duality condition implies the equations of motion.

X. STRONG COUPLING LIMIT

We are now going to discuss the strong coupling limit of the theory. This is equivale
taking the tension of the fivebrane to zero and may be thought of as a high energy limit. We
find that the situation is similar to that of the strong coupling limit of Born–Infeld theory in f
spacetime dimensions which has been thoroughly investigated by Białynicki-Birula and call
him UBI theory.16,19In that case, the Lagrangian vanishes, but there is a well defined Hamilto
Moreover the theory is Lorentz invariant and has the energy momentum tensor of a null flu
a consequence there are infinitely many conserved currents in flat spacetime. Because the
antsFmnFmn andFmn!Fmn both vanish on shell one might speculate that the theory is quan
mechanically finite. As we shall see, there is just as much evidence to warrant a similar sp
tion about the M-Theory version.

The limit we are considering differs from that discussed in Refs. 10, 20
To proceed we introduce into the Hamiltonian a parameterT with the dimensions of mas

cubed. We then take the limitT↓0. The Hamiltonian density is

H5T2AdetS 11
4Bi j

T D2T2. ~133!

Letting T↓0, we get the well defined limit
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H516uB1B2u. ~134!

We now evaluate the energy momentum tensor in the strong coupling limit in terms o
variableBi j . In this process we will find quantities that are nonvanishing only when one tak
next to leading contribution inT. One finds that in the limit of smallT,

e1→
2

T

B1B2

B11B2
2

T

16

1

B1

B12B2

B11B2
, ~135!

e2→
2

T

B1B2

B11B2
1

T

16

1

B1

B12B2

B11B2
. ~136!

It follows that

e1
22e2

2→ 1

4

B12B2

B11B2
. ~137!

Reinstating the coupling constantT, the energy momentum tensor is given by

Tmn52T2
mmn

2

Q
1T2gmn . ~138!

In the smallT limit the only nonvanishing components are

T00516uB1B2u, ~139!

T55516uB1B2u, ~140!

T055216B1B2 . ~141!

Thus

Tmm5Hl ml n , ~142!

with

l m5~1,0,0,0,0,1!, ~143!

and

l ml ngmn50. ~144!

We have been working in a local frame. However, Eqs.~142! and~144! are manifestly covarian
and hence hold in a general frame. In particular we have in general, that the null vectorl m is given
by

l m5~1,ni !, ~145!

whereni is a unit vector in the direction of the Poynting vectorT0i and therefore

Tom5Hl m. ~146!

From ~142! we see that the trace of the energy momentum tensor vanishes,

Tm
m50. ~147!
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Thus we have shown that the theory is Weyl-invariant in the strong coupling limit. The en
momentum tensor~142! is the same form as the energy momentum tensor of the strong cou
limit of Born–Infeld theory, UBI theory.

Because the energy momentum tensor has the form of a null fluid~see Refs. 16, 19! one may
easily check that one has infinitely many conservation laws. The conservation of energy eq
] tT

001] iT
0i50 may be written covariantly as

¹m~Hl m!50. ~148!

The remaining conservation law implies that

l n¹nl l50. ~149!

From ~149! it follows that the integral curves tangent tol m, that is the solutions of

dxm

dl
5 l m, ~150!

are null geodesics with affine parameterl. In fluid dynamic language~148! corresponds to the
conservation of entropy, sometimes thought of as the ‘‘photon’’ number. The integral curve
thought of as the world lines of the fluid. In the case of UBI theory16,19 it turns out21 ~cf. Ref. 22!
that the fluid may be thought of as a gas of massless Schild strings.23 In fluid dynamic language
the world-sheets of the strings are the histories of magnetic field lines which are swept ou
velocity l m. We shall turn later to the possible fluid interpretation in the M5-brane case.

It follows from ~148! and ~149! that the tensors,

Tm1m2 . . . mk5Hl m1l m2
¯ l mk, ~151!

satisfy

¹mTmm2 . . . mk50, ~152!

for any positive integerk.
In flat spacetime the divergence identities~152! may be integrated over space to give rise

infinitely many conservation laws.
In order to cast the limiting equations of motion in a manifestlySO(5) covariant form, we

recall from ~126! and ~132! that

]Bi j

]t
1

1

2
e i j rst] rH ~B28~Tr B2!B116B3!st

A128 TrB21162Wi
2 J 50. ~153!

One may now re-instateT and then take the limitT↓0 in ~153! to obtain

]Bi j

]t
1

1

2
e i j rst] rH ~2 1

2 ~Tr B2!B1B3!st

AWi
2 J 50. ~154!

Using the identity

~2Tr B2B12B3! i j 5e i jklmWkBlm , ~155!

we may show that in the limit, the electric field becomes

Ei j 5
1

2
e i j rst

Wr

AWk
2

Bst , ~156!
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and the field equation becomes

]Bi j

]t
1

1

4
e i j

klm]ke lmrst

WrBst

AWp
2

. ~157!

This is very similar in form to the Born–Infeld case.16,19 One may also give anSO(5,1)
covariant formulation of the 5-brane in theT↓0 limit. It is sufficient to derive the self-duality
conditions in this limit as they, together with the Bianchi Identity, imply the field equations.

By multiplying through bym21, the self-duality condition* Habc5Q21(m2)a
eHebc can be

reexpressed as

~m21!a
e* Hebc5Q21~m!a

eHebc ~158!

or

~112k!a
e* Hebc5Q21~122k!a

eHebc. ~159!

Taking the limit and using the equation fork in terms ofH2 we find that the self-duality condition
can be expressed covariantly as

~H2!a
e* Hebc5~ 1

3 H2da
e2~H2!a

e!Hebc. ~160!

In view of the interpretation of the strong coupling limits of Born–Infeld theory as str
fluids,22 it is of interest to consider the detailed structure of the three-form H. Point-wise
locally, it may be expressed in the general case as

H5E1 dt`dx1`dx21E2 dt`dx3`dx42B2 dx5`dx1`dx22B1 dx5`dx3`dx4, ~161!

!H5E1 dx3`dx4`dx51E2x1`dx2`dx51B2 dt`dx3`dx41B1 dt`dx1`dx2. ~162!

In the strong coupling limit we get the well defined limits,

H5~dt2dx5!`~B2 dx1`dx21B1 dx4`dx5!, ~163!

* H5~dt2dx5!`~B2 dx2`dx31B1 dx1`dx2!. ~164!

By contrast since

h5e1~dt`dx1`dx22dx5`dx3`dx4!1e2~dt`dx3`dx42dx5`dx1`dx2!, ~165!

the three-formhlmn diverges in the limit of smallT,

h→ 2

T

B1B2

B11B2
~dt2dx5!~dx1`dx21dx3`dx5!. ~166!

We see that in the limitH and !H contain a one-dimensional null factordt2dx5

52 l m dxm, with

Hlmnl
n50, !Hlmnl

n50. ~167!

It is tempting to give the stress tensor an interpretation in terms of a fluid ofp-branes. The null
vector l m clearly provides us with the velocity of the putative fluid and since it is null, we sho
expect a null fluid analogous to the gas of null or Schild strings23 considered in Ref. 24 and
elaborated in Refs. 25, 26 in four dimensions. In the case of UBI theory16,19one has the condition

Adet~Fmn!5 1
4 Fmn!Fmn5E•B50. ~168!
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This is equivalent to the simplicity condition

F`F50, ~169!

which implies the existence of one-formsam andbm such that

Fmn5ambn2anbm . ~170!

The co-vectorsam andbm are not unique; one may choose them such thatambm50. Thus, in the
tangent space at each point of spacetime, the two-formFmn is tangent to the two-plane spanned
am andbm . The equations of motion imply the integrability condition that these two-planes m
together to provide a foliation of spacetime by two-surfaces. If

FmnFmn50, ~171!

then the two-plane is null, and one of the co-vectors, call itam , is null and the other spacelike
Therefore

Fmn5 l mbn2 l nbm . ~172!

The null vectorl m satisfies

Fmnl n50. ~173!

If ~171! then the principal null directions of the two-formFmn coincide and may be identified with
l m. One may regardbm as the~un-normalized! tangent vector to the magnetic field lines and obt
in this way a picture of the solutions of classical Born–Infeld field theory, subject to the simp
constraint~168! or ~169!, as a fluid of strings. This viewpoint is similar to that originally envisag
by Nielsen and Olesen.27

In the case of the M5-brane, we have a three-form and one might have thought that som
of null membrane is involved. However although the three-formsH and and!H both have a null
factor neither quotient two-form, that is neither

B2 dx1`dx21B1 dx4`dx5 nor B2 dx2`dx31B1 dx1`dx2 ~174!

is simple. Therefore no obvious membrane world volume is picked out.
We observe that this limiting theory admits an infinite number of conserved charges that

Lorentz indices. Presumably~cf. Ref. 28! the scattering of particlelike excitations is trivial in th
limit. It is not obvious whether this is true for 2-branes and 5-branes since they have in
degrees of freedom associated to their world volumes.
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We show how a recently proposed largeN duality in the context of type IIA strings
with N51 supersymmetry in 4 dimensions can be derived from purely geometric
considerations by embedding type IIA strings in M-theory. The phase structure of
M-theory onG2 holonomy manifolds and anS3 flop are the key ingredients in this
derivation. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1376159#

I. INTRODUCTION

String propagation in the presence of branes has been studied from many different angl
has been the intersection point of many fruitful ideas in the context of dualities. A bea
example of it is in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence.1 This idea is a refinement of th
statement that if we consider strings in the presence of branes, in certain regime of parame
system is better described by strings propagating on the gravitational back reaction of light
modes to the presence of branes. This is an example of duality in the sense that two d
theories are continuously connected by a change in parameters. On the one end one has
etry involving branes and on the other extreme the geometry has been deformed and the
have disappeared.

A recent example of a largeN duality in type IIA superstring, was proposed in Ref. 2 bas
on embedding the largeN Chern–Simons/topological gravity duality of Ref. 3 in type IIA supe
strings. The duality states that if we considerN D6-branes wrapped on anS3 in the deformed
conifold geometryT* S3, then the same system is equivalent to a type IIA geometry where
D-branes have disappeared but where anS2 has blown up so that the CY geometry is th
O(21)1O(21) bundle overP1. @Mathematicians use the terminology ‘‘quadric’’ for the d
formed conifold and ‘‘quadric cone’’ for a singular quadric. The small resolution of conifol
called the small resolution~blow up! of the quadric cone.# In other words, the topology is that o
the so called ‘‘small resolution’’ of the conifold, where theS2 has finite size. Moreover there ar
N units of 2-form field strength flux throughP1, and the complexified Kahler parametert of P1 is
related to the volumeV of the S3 and the string coupling constantgs by

~et21!N5a exp~2V/gs!. ~1.1!

Note that for largeV and whenNgYM
2 5Ngs /V!1, the wrapped D-brane description is good a

the blown up description is bad ast→0, and whent@0 where the blown upP1 description is good
theV→2` and the original wrapped D-brane description is bad. In this sense we only really
at most one good description in each regime of parameters and the parameters being re
~1.1!. This situation is similar to other cases one encounters in the context of largeN string

a!Electronic mail: vafa@string.harvard.edu
32090022-2488/2001/42(7)/3209/12/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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dualities. For example withN D3 branes inR10 if NgYM
2 5Ngs!1 the D-brane description ignor

ing the gravitational backreaction is fine; whenNgs@1 the gravitationally deformed backgroun
description without the D-brane is the right description.

Our main aim in this paper is to embed this type IIA duality in M-theory. We find that
statement of this duality in the context of M-theory translates to a simple geometric du
Turning it around, we can derive the type IIA string duality of Ref. 2 from its relation w
M-theory.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we review a perturbative string th
duality which is a good exercise for the M-theory duality of interest. In Sec. III we disc
M-theory in a 7 dimensional background withG2 holonomy and a simple geometric duality. I
Sec. IV we reinterpret the M-theory duality in the context of type IIA strings and obtain the du
of Ref. 2. In the Appendix we discuss some aspects of theG2 holonomy metric.

The derivation of the largeN duality in this case reinforces the philosophy advocated in R
3 and 2 that largeN dualities in general correspond to transitions in geometry. It would
interesting to try to understand other largeN dualities in the same spirit.

While we were completing this paper we received Ref. 4 which has some overlap with
paper.

II. A STRING THEORY DUALITY

Consider type IIA superstrings propagating on a noncompact CY background given
O(21)1O(21) bundle overP1. A powerful worldsheet description of this sigma model is
terms of linear sigma model5 where one considers a~2,2! supersymmetricU(1) gauge theory with
four fields (F1 ,F2 ,F3 ,F4) with charges~11,11,21,21!, with an FI term given byr and a
U(1)u angle. The low energy vacuum of this theory is characterized by

V:uF1u21uF2u22uF3u22uF4u25r . ~2.1!

The actual vacuum of this theory is given by the gauge inequivalent solutions to~2.1!, i.e., one
considersV/U(1). This can be naturally identified with aO(21)1O(21) bundle overP1. If we
take r .0 the P1 is identified as the locusF35F450, and the normal directions are identifie
with F3 andF4 . This space is also called the ‘‘small resolution’’ of the conifold, where theS2

has a finite size.
An important aspect of this theory is its phase structure and in particular what happenr

→0. In fact the natural phase structure for this theory is parameterized by thecomplexparameter,

t5r 1 iu.

It turns out that both positive and negativer make sense and in fact are smoothly connected if
vary theu because the only singularity in the moduli space of this theory is at the origint50.
From the equation~2.1! one may naively have thought that there should be some singulari
r 50 for all u, but this is lifted by worldsheet instanton corrections. Of course there is a si
reason why this had to happen. The structure of~2,2! supersymmetry leads to a naturally compl
moduli space and it does not allow any real locus singularity in moduli space.

A. A perturbative string duality

From the above description we notice a symmetry: If we replacet→2t we obtain the same
geometry with the role of the (F1 ,F2)↔(F3 ,F4) exchanged. Geometrically this is called a flo
Even though in the geometric setup there is a discontinuity atr 50, and one just considers eithe
r .0 or r ,0, the situation in string theory is different because of theu angle. Both regions are
smoothly connected. In particular if we start withr @0 and do some computations as a function
t, then an analytic continuation of these quantities byt→2t should yield the answers for the othe
side. This in fact was directly checked at the level of instanton computations on both sides5,6 In
particular the worldsheet instantons at genus 0~with three points fixed onS2! have a partition
function,
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] t
3F05C1

q

12q
,

whereq5e2t ~the constant termC is somewhat ambiguous and is related to the classical tr
intersection of the 4-cycle dual toP1!. This makes sense as an instanton expansion whenr @0.
However if we analytically continue this quantity tot→2t we obtain in terms ofq̃51/q,

2] t
3F0512C1

q̃

12q̃
,

which is the statement of the symmetry undert→2t. The shift in the constant term is reflectin
the geometric fact that under flop the classical triple intersection shifts by one.

Suppose however we consider a modified theory where we mod out theF i ’s by some discrete
groupG which does not necessarily act symmetrically under the exchange (F1 ,F2)↔(F3 ,F4).
Let us call the resulting theoryQG@ t#, exhibiting explicitly the dependence of the theoryQ on the
choice of the groupG as well as the~complexified! size of P1 given by t. Now we ask what
happens when we considert→2t. In this case in general we do not come back to the same th
because of the asymmetric action ofG. We obtain

QG@2t#5QG8@ t#, ~2.2!

whereG8 is related toG by conjugation with the element exchanging the pairs,

U:~F1 ,F2!↔~F3 ,F4!,

G85UGU21.

To better appreciate the content of this duality statement let us consider a simple example
sider the case whereG is generated by the element

~F1 ,F2 ,F3 ,F4!→~vF1 ,v21F2 ,F3 ,F4!,

wherev is ann-th root of unity ~this can also be viewed as introducing an additionalZn gauge
group!. Geometrically this corresponds to considering the following action onO(21)1O(21)
over P1:

~z1 ,z2 ,z!→~vz1 ,vz2 ,v22z!,

wherez denotes the coordinate ofP1 ~say near the north pole! andz i denote the coordinates of th
bundle O(21)1O(21) over it. Note in particular that modding by this group leads to t
orbifold singularities, namely the north and south poles at the origin of thez i . The groupG8 on
the other hand is obtained by conjugatingG with U and is generated by

~z1 ,z2 ,z!→~vz1 ,v21z2 ,z!.

This is a very different group action fromG and in particular it leads to anAn21 singularity over
P1. Thus changingt→2t has led to a totally new but nevertheless ‘‘dual’’ theory. Note that t
duality is a perturbative string duality~i.e., can be understood genus by genus in worldsh
expansion!.

III. AN M-THEORY DUALITY

We will be interested in compactifications of M-theory onG2 holonomy manifolds~see Ref.
7 for the construction of some compact 7-manifolds withG2 holonomy!. This leads toN51
supersymmetry ind54. In the compact case, the number of moduli of the Ricci-flat metri
given by the dimension of the third homology of the manifold, i.e.b3 . The point on the moduli
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space of Ricci-flat metrics can be characterized by the volume of some basis for 3-cycles.~In the
noncompact case there could be additional deformations which change the asymptotic beha
the metric at infinity.! Physically we know that these should correspond to lowest componen
chiral fields inN51 supersymmetry multiplets. Thus one again expects a complexification o
volumes. In fact this happens because there is a 3-form gauge fieldC in M-theory and its vev
about each 3-cycle leads to the complexification of the volume elements. Moreover the m
space of M-theory compactifications are given by analytic expressions and thus singularities
in complexcodimension 1 and higher. Thus there are in particular no boundary walls in m
space of M-theory.

Let us now come to the concrete example that we will be interested in. Consider the no
pact 7-manifold given by the spin bundle overS3. This has the topology ofR43S3 and admits a
G2 holonomy metric. We will present the metric later in this section. The topology of the man
can be viewed as

~u1
21u2

21u3
21u4

2!2~v1
21v2

21v3
21v4

2!5V,

where ui , v i are real parameters. ForV.0 the S3 is identified as the locusv i50, and v i

correspond to theR4 normal directions overS3. Note that if we considerV,0 then the role of the
u’s andv ’s have been interchanged and anotherS3 blows up, corresponding toui50. We can also
write this in complex notation by

~ uz1u21uz2u2!2~ uz3u21uz4u2!5V,

wherezi are complex variables. It should be emphasized that theG2 holonomy manifold does no
admit a complex structure~it is odd dimensional! and so there is no intrinsic meaning to writin
the equation in terms of complex coordinates, other than for simpler book keeping. We ca
use a quaternionic notation and write it as

uq1u22uq2u25V.

We can view the quaternion asq15( iuis i andq25( iv is i , wheres i denotes the realization o
quaternionic generators as 232 matrices. This way of writing it suggests that one can h
SU(2)L,R

1,2 symmetries, which act on each quaternion, as left and right multiplication bySU(2)L,R .
This is the same, as theSpin~4! action on theu’s or on thev ’s.

A G2 holonomy metric can be defined on this manifold.8,9 It is given as

ds25a2 dr21g2~w̃a!21b2~wa2 1
2w̃

a!2, ~3.1!

with

a22512
a3

r 3 , b25
r 2

9 S 12
a3

r 3 D , g25r 2/12, ~3.2!

wherew̃a andwa are the left invariant one-forms onS3 andS3, respectively. The twoS3’s are
associated to each of the two quaternions at a fixed norm, and ther variable fills one of theS3’s
depending on the sign ofV. In the form shown abover>a and it fills theS3 associated with the
left invariant one-formswa, while w̃a are associated withS̃3 which is topologically nontrivial.
Note that the volume of theS̃3 is proportional toa3. This G2 holonomy metric has an@SU(2)#3

isometry group,

SU~2!L
13SU~2!L

23@SU~2!R
13SU~2!R

2 #D ,

whereSU(2)L,R
i denotes theL, R multiplication of qi by the SU(2) group andD denotes the

diagonal subgroup. This is almost obvious from the above presentation of the metric,
SU(2)L

i do not act on the left invariant forms and so do not modify the metric. The left inva
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1-forms transform in the adjoint representation of the correspondingSU(2)R . The diagonal com-
bination of SU(2)R

i leaves the metric invariant@the last term in the metric is what require
choosing the diagonalSU(2)R as the symmetry group#. To fix notation let us associateSU(2)1

with the S̃3 sphere andSU(2)2 with the contractibleS3. The space~3.1! is asymptotic to a cone
whose base hasS̃33S3 topology,

ds2;dr21
r 2

9
@~w̃a!21~wa!22w̃awa#.

As we will note later, when we discuss the connection to type IIA string theory we expect a
parameter family ofG2 holonomy metric deformations which breaks theSU(2)L

i to U(1), for
either i 51 or i 52.

As noted above, in the context of M-theory propagating in this background the moduli s
of the theory is parametrized in addition to the volumeV of the S3 by the flux of theC-field
through it. Let us denote this complex combination byVM5V1 iC. Just as in the case of strin
propagation on theO(21)1O(21) bundle overP1, the phase structure of M-theory as a fun
tion of VM is expected to have a singularity at most only at the origin and that turning on
C-field should smooth out the singularity whereV50 in moduli space. This follows from the
number of supersymmetries we are preserving in 4 dimensions and the fact thatVM is the lowest
component of a chiral field. A similar situation~with twice as many supersymmetries! in the
context of M-theory and type IIA strings on Calabi–Yau threefolds containing anS3 was analyzed
in Ref. 10 where it was shown that Euclidean M2-brane instantons modify the moduli spac
in fact remove the singularity atV50. Here also we expect the same to be true, though we do
know how to rigorously argue this. At any rate we can argue, based on supersymmetry alon
a singularity at most will happen at isolated points in moduli space, and for the theory at han
means potentially only atVM50 ~in particular V50 and CÞ0 is not a singular point!. This
observation implies that we can continuously go from regions where the real part ofVM is large
and positive to regions where it is large and negative without encountering any singularity.~For a
discussion of topology change in the context ofG2 holonomy manifolds see the recent work.11!
Moreover it is clear thatVM→2VM is a flop, and otherwise gives rise to an equivalent ‘‘dua
M-theory background. Let us denote M-theory in the presence of this background byQ@VM#.
Then we have

Q@VM#5Q@2VM#.

Notice that for positiveVM , S3 is contractible in the full geometry andS̃3 is topologically
nontrivial while the opposite is true of negativeVM .

Parallel to our discussion of the string duality in the previous section, we can consider
ding out by some group actions which are isometries of theG2 holonomy manifold. As discusse
in the Appendix this leads to manifolds~possibly with singularities! which continue to haveG2

holonomy. In this way we obtain a statement of duality where

QG@2VM#5QG8@VM#,

whereG5UG8U21 andU is theZ2 outer automorphism exchanging theu’s and thev ’s, and acts
on theSU(2)’s as

U@SU~2!L,R
1,2 #U215SU~2!L,R

2,1 .

The special case we will be interested in is whenG is generated by aZN subgroup ofSU(2)L
2. In

complex coordinates we can view this transformation as

g: ~z1 ,z2 ,z3 ,z4!→~z1 ,z2 ,vz3 ,vz4!.
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ThenG8 is generated by

g8: ~z1 ,z2 ,z3 ,z4!→~vz1 ,vz2 ,z3 ,z4!,

and we have an M-theory duality,

QG@2VM#5QG8@VM#. ~3.3!

Let us considerQG@VM# whenV@0. In this case the elementg acts with a fixed point: TheS̃3

defined byz35z450. Moreover the singularity is of the type ofAN21 singularity as the norma
direction isR4/ZN in the usual action ofZN on R4. As is well known, this singularity in M-theory
gives rise to anSU(N) gauge symmetry on the singular locus. In the present case, takin
number of supersymmetries into account, we have anN 51 supersymmetricSU(N) Yang–Mills
gauge theory living onS̃3 times the Minkowski space. On the other hand when we cons
QG8@VM# for V@0, theg8 corresponds to theZN action with no fixed points~the would be fixed
point locusz15z250 is not on the manifold forV@0!.

A. Gauge theoretic interpretation of the duality

From ~3.3! we see that M-theory in one background is continuously connected with an
one. In particularQG@VM# whenV@0 contains as light excitations anN51 Yang–Mills sector in
4 dimensions with the Yang–Mills coupling given by

1

gYM
2 1 iu5VM ,

wheregYM
2 should be viewed as the gauge coupling at the Planck scale. As we know the co

will start to run. More precisely, the effective coupling constant depends on the scale we
Through the above relation we see thatVM itself should run and its value will depend on whic
scale we measure it at. In particularVM(m) should decrease logarithmically at infrared as

VM~m!5VM1const log
m

M pl
.

This running should be induced by quantum effects in the presence of theZN singularity in
measuring the volume ofS3, which is at the singular locus. For smallm, we expectVM to become
small. In fact if we trust the above formula we seem to get anegativevolumeVM . Even though
this is not allowed in the usual gauge theory~negative 1/gYM

2 naively does not make sense!, here
we can make sense of negativeVM as a flop. In fact we are thus led to view the infrared behav
of the same theory at negative and large values ofV!0. However this theory for negativeV is
best viewed as the dual theoryQG@2VM#5QG8@VM#, in terms of which there is no singularity in
geometry and we obtain anN51 theory in four dimensions with no sign ofSU(N) gauge
symmetry. This is exactly what one expects for a confining gauge theory. Moreover we shou
N vacua. This is also present here; theG8 group corresponds to modding out theS3 by aZN . So
the volume of the finalS3 is smaller by a factor ofV→V/N. However we also have to decid
about the choice of the theta angle. If we change the theta angle by 2pk on S3, which in the
original QG@VM# corresponds to not changing the theory at all, as we go to negativeVM , it does
give rise to a change. Namely quotienting theS3 by a ZN gives rise to a fractional change in th
C-flux of the quotient theory by 2pk/N. Thus we obtainN choices for the phase of the theory
the infrared. These are theN vacua ofN51 supersymmetricSU(N) Yang–Mills, and we have
thus found a purely geometric interpretation of them. One can also identify the domain wall
N51 system with theM5-brane wrapped overS3/ZN .
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IV. RE-INTERPRETATION OF THE M-THEORY DUALITY IN TYPE IIA STRING

We now view the same geometry from the type IIA perspective. In order to do this we
to choose the ‘‘11-th’’ circle. There are many ways to do this. In order to connect this to
duality of Ref. 2 we identify the 11-th direction with the fibers of theU(1) sitting in SU(2)L

2,
where theZN that we modded out in the previous section, is a subgroup of it. In other w
ZN,U(1),SU(2)(2)L

2. We start withQG@VM# with V@0. Kaluza Klein reducing along this
circle produces anR3 fibration overS̃3 with a singularity at the origin. The singularity at the orig
has the interpretation of aD6-brane, before modding out byZN , or N units of D6-branes after
modding out. Thus we expect this to correspond to type IIA string theory on the conifold b
groundT* S3 with N D6-branes wrapped aroundS3. A more precise statement is the followin
Suppose we start with the deformed conifold before we put any branes on it. In M-theory w
an extra circle of constant radius so that we have a seven dimensional geometry which
deformed conifold times a circle. Now we addN D6-branes onS̃3. At large distances from the
D6-branes, the presence of the branes is signaled in IIA theory by the presence of a two-for
strength on the surroundingS2. When we lift this up to M-theory this means that the eleven
circle S1 is nontrivially fibered over theS2. In fact the total topology of thisS1 fibration overS2

ends up being that ofS3/ZN . ~Notice that forN51 we just haveS3.! For very larger we expect
that the dilation will be constant, so that the size of theS1 fiber is constant, while the size o
S23S̃3 should grow. For smallr, on the other hand, we enter the near horizon region of the
branes. The dilation decreases as we approach the ‘‘core’’ of a six-brane. In fact, the near h
region ofN six-branes in flat space lifts up in M-theory to anAN21 singularity and the M-theory
circle is just one of the angles on the three-sphere. So when we wrap this onS̃3 we expect a
geometry which is that of the regionr;a of ~3.1!. The asymptotics of~3.1! is not what we expect
in the IIA situation since the radius of the M-theory circle continues to grow asr→`. In fact the
geometry~3.1! looks more like the infinite coupling limit of the IIA geometry, where we take t
limit in such a way as to keepVM finite. In principle we expect to find a gravity solution i
M-theory that describes more precisely the situation we expect in IIA theory for a finite s
coupling constant. That should be a deformation of the aboveG2 holonomy metric where the
SU(2)L

2 symmetry of~3.1! is broken toU(1)L so that the circle can have a constant asympto
size asr→`. This deformation should exist for both signs ofVM which means, in terms of~3.1!,
that we should also find a second deformation whereSU(2)L

1 is broken toU(1). This would
describe the situation after the transition where, in IIA theory, we have the small resolution
conifold with N units ofF2 flux. Again, we expect a solution where the string coupling asympto
to a constant. Assuming this deformation of the metric exists, it is natural to expect that und
flop VM→2VM we get from one kind of deformation to the other. In other words the consi
ations of Sec. III should also apply to this deformed metric. With this assumption we now red
the largeN type IIA duality, including the identification of parameters on both sides in
geometric regime.

Let us denote the volume of theS̃3 in the type IIA setup byVA , and considerN D6-branes
wrapped over it. Then from the map between M-theory parameters and type IIA paramete
deduces that

VM5VA /gs , ~4.1!

wheregs is the type IIA coupling constant. Now let us consider the limit whereVM!0. In this
case the theory is better described by another M-theory background with group modding
G8, and where the volume of theS3 is 2VM . Again we use the same 11-th direction for the circ
fibration, which means that we chooseG8 to be a subgroup of the correspondingU(1). Now the
fibration we get gives a geometry which has anS2 and the M-theoryS3 over it is a quotient of
Hopf fibration byZN . This means, in the type IIA terminology that we haveN units of RR 2-form
field strength throughS2. Moreover the volume of the~minimal! S2 is given, changing the
parameters from M-theory to type IIA, as
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t52VM /N. ~4.2!

This relation is trustable for larget where the supergravity description of M-theory would
adequate. Thus we see that we have a duality which in the type IIA description correspondN
units of D6-branes wrapping theS3 of volumeVA and on the other side anS2 with N units of RR
flux through it, with Kahler classt and with the relation@combining~4.1! and ~4.2!#

t5
2VA

Ngs
. ~4.3!

This agrees, in the limit of larget, with the result obtained in Ref. 2:

~et21!N5a exp~2VA /gs!. ~4.4!

The modified relation~4.4! includes the contribution of worldsheet instantons, which is negle
in the identification at the large volume limit given in~4.3!. Note that in Ref. 2 the parametert was
identified as the lowest component of the gaugino chiral fieldt5gs Tr W25S. Note that in the
limit of large V, which corresponds to smallt if we include the instanton correction, we deduce
gaugino condensation exactly as one would expect for theN51 Yang–Mills theory, namely in
the form SN5exp(21/gYM

2 ) ~where thegYM is the Yang–Mills coupling constant at the strin
scale!.

From the relation to M-theory it is natural that the worldsheet instantons know about ga
condensation. This is similar to the worldsheet instantons for the flopped geometry i
O(21)1O(21) overP1. Thus the worldsheet instantons of theO(21)1O(21) theory overP1

with N units of flux, which in M-theory correspond to superpotential corrections due to Eucli
M2-brane instantons, know, by analytic continuation, about the EuclideanM2-brane instantons o
the flopped geometry, which correspond to the usual gauge theory instantons.

Note that regardless of whether we find the new deformedG2 holonomy solutions or not, we
do not expect to find a geometry that truly decouples from the bulk and which can be interp
as a decoupled field theory. There is a limit where we expect a decoupled field theory, the
VM limit, and the region very close to the singularity, but it is not a limit where we expe
weakly coupled geometrical description. This corresponds as we saw above tot;0. Though a
weakly coupledstring description is expected for largeN. The field theory we have been consi
ering, therefore, has more degrees of freedom than pureN51 Yang–Mills. In particular, it has the
parameterVM which is not a parameter inN51 SYM.

It is important to remark that when we talk about the resolved conifold of IIA theory w
some units of flux, we are characterizing the space in terms of its topology, but we do not h
complex manifold. So in what sense is the consideration of topological strings as used in
relevant? The answer turns out to be that if we consider the BPS charge measured by thM2-
brane, when we integrate over the 11-th circle, it leads to a BPS charge seen by the funda
string, which corresponds to a symplectic form on the quotient geometry, which topologica
R43S2. The symplectic structure induced from this reduction agrees with the symplectic stru
of O(21)1O(21) bundle overP1, as is shown in the Appendix~the corresponding symplecti
two form k is obtained by integrating the G2 invariant three formV3 over the 11-th circle,k
5*S1V3!. This implies that we expect to obtain the same results in consideration of topolo
strings for this reduction of the 7-manifold.
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APPENDIX: ASPECTS OF G2 HOLONOMY METRIC

A G2 holonomy manifold is a seven dimensional manifold whose holonomy group is
simple groupG2 . It can be proven that in such manifolds there is a special harmonic three
V, dV5d* V50, which is such that it locally determines the reduction of the holonomy gr
from Spin~7! to G2 . More precisely, at each point the subgroup of GL~7! that leavesV invariant
is G2 .

It was shown in9,8 that the following metric~on R43S3! hasG2 holonomy:

ds25a2 dr21g2~w̃a!21b2~wa2 1
2w̃

a!2, ~A1!

with

a22512
a3

r 3 , b25
r 2

9 S 12
a2

r 3 D , g25r 2/12, ~A2!

wherew̃a andwa are left invariant one-forms on two three-spheres, which we denote asS̃3 andS3.
We think of S3 as theSU(2) group manifold. We can use the following formulas:

g5eic/2s3
eiu/2s1

eif/2s3
,

i

2
wR

asa5dg g21,
i

2
wL

asa5g21 dg,

~wR
11 iwR

2 !5e2 ic~du1 i sinu df!, wR
35dc1cosu df,

~A3!
~wL

11 iwL
2!5e1 if~du2 i sinu dc!, wL

35df1cosu dc,

dwR
a5 1

2e
abcwR

bwR
c ,

dwL
a5 1

2e
abcwL

bwL
c .

We can see from these definitions that the formswL
a are invariant under left multiplications ofg,

g→hLg while they transform in the adjoint representation ofSU(2) under right multiplication
g→ghR . We can write the metric of the unit three-sphere as

ds25
1

4 (
a

~wL
a!25

1

4 (
a

~wR
a !2. ~A4!

We can easily check that the metric~A1! hasSU(2)3 isometry. TwoSU(2)’s arise from left
multiplication in each of theS3s while the thirdSU(2) arises from right multiplication on both
three-spheres by the same group element. This last fact we can check by noticing that the ia,
which transforms in the adjoint ofSU(2) is contracted in anSU(2) invariant fashion.

Finally we can write the explicit form of the three-form,

V5
a3

12

1

6
eabcw̃

aw̃bw̃c2
1

18
~r 32a3!eabc~w̃awbwc2w̃aw̃bwc!1

r 2

3
dr w̃awa

5
a3

12

1

6
eabcw̃

aw̃bw̃c1dS r 32a3

9
w̃awaD . ~A5!

From this expression we see that theSU(2)3 isometry group of the metric also leaves th
three form invariant. In other words, these symmetries leave theG2 structure invariant.

The metric~A.1! is asymptotic at larger to
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ds2;dr21r 2 1
9@~w̃a!21~wa!22waw̃a#. ~A6!

The manifold on the right hand side of~A6! is a cone whose base is topologicallyS̃33S3. This
cone has a singularity atr 50. This singularity is eliminated in~A1! by giving a finite volume to
one of the three-spheres,S̃3. We could similarly consider a situation where we give a fin
volume to the other sphereS3. In that case the manifold we obtain is just given by~A1! with
wa↔w̃a. These two manifolds are related by a flop. We see from the explicit expression ofV that
we can continuously go from one to the other, passing through a singular manifold at the
where both spheres have zero volume.

If we quotient this manifold by any subgroup of the isometry group described above we
obtain again aG2 manifold, since the isometry group leaves the three form invariant. We
consider two different quotients.

1. Singular quotient

In this quotient we mod out byZN,U(1),SU(2)L
2 which acts on the coordinates ofS3.

After modding out the metric~A1! by ZN as above we get a singular space. We get anAN21

singularity wrapped overS̃3. If we KK reduce over the circle associated to thisU(1) and we go
to type IIA theory, the singularity looks like the singularity we have in the near horizon regio
N sixbranes wrapped onS̃3. The normal bundle of thisS3 in IIA theory is the same as what w
have when we wrap branes on theS3 of a deformed conifold. In more mathematical notation, it
T* S̃3. Notice that in this IIA description, there is a singularity at the position of the branes
for N51. @Mathematically the point is that when we quotientR45C2 by the circle~acting as
complex scalars! the resulting space can be naturally identified withR3 topologically but not
differentiably—the identification being singular at the origin. This singularity in type IIA is in
preted as a D6-brane.# As usual, in the near horizon region of six-branes in IIA theory, the dilat
is varying and it is approaching zero at the core of the six-branes.12 The string metric in the
directions along the six-brane is also shrinking as we approach the core, but it does so in
way thatVM5VA /gs is constant and equal to the volume ofS̃3 in M-theory. The above remark
about the near horizon region of a six-brane apply close to the singularity atr 5a, for the region
r 2a!a. For largeN there is a large region where the IIA description is valid.12 As we go farther
away from the singularity the geometry becomes more and more strongly coupled and
dimensional description becomes better. For larger the dilation goes to infinity. In principle there
should be another solution where the dilation goes to a constant.

2. Nonsingular quotient

If we chooseZN,U(1),SU(2)1. This group acts as left multiplication onS̃3. Since the
volume of this three-sphere is nowhere vanishing we conclude that the quotient is nonsingul
can further Kaluza Klein reduce the metric along this circle. This produces a nonsingula
metric on a space which has the topology of the small resolution of the conifold and withN units
of two-form flux onS2. If N is very large, then this IIA geometry is weakly coupled at the orig
When we start moving out in the radial direction the string coupling starts increasing a
becomes infinite asymptotically. In principle there should be another solution where the
coupling does not diverge. If we integrate the three-form~A5! on thisS1 we find the symplectic
form on the small resolution of the conifold. It should be noted that, though we get the sam
form as the Kahler form of the local CY, the IIA geometry with the flux is not Kahler.

Let us see this more explicitly. The circle in question is parametrized byc̃. In order to do the
KK reduction it is convenient to define the new one-formsŵa and the vectorna as follows:

w̃L
a5w̃a1na dc̃. ~A7!
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Notice thatnana51. We have extracted the dependence onc̃ in order to KK reduce. This splitting
preservesSU(2)R

1 but breaksSU(2)L
1 to U(1)L .

The IIA dilation, metric and one-form RR potential are

e4f/35
1

N2 Fg21
b2

4 G ,
dsstr

2 5e2f/3@dx4
21a2 dr22e4f/3A1

21g2~ŵa!21b2~wa2 1
2ŵ

a!2# , ~A8!

A15NF ŵana2
b2

2~g21b2/4!
wanaG ,

whereA1 is the RR one-form potential.
Similarly we can integrate the three-form overS1 and we obtain

J5
a3

12

1

2
eabcn

aŵbŵc2S r 3

18
2

a3

18D eabc~nawbwc22nawbŵc!2
r 2

3
dr nawa, ~A9!

which is closed sinceV was closed.
We can further simplify these expressions by doing a coordinate transformation that am

to switching from the left invariant one-forms to the right invariant one-forms inS̃3. This trans-
lates into the following replacements:

ŵa→w̌R
a , na→ňR

a , wa→wa1w̌R
a , ~A10!

where noww̌R
a ,ňR

a are defined through,

w̃R
a u c̃505w̌R

a1ňR
a dc̃.

In these variables,

ňR
a5d3

a , ,w̌15 ũ, w̌25sinũ df̃, w̌35cosũ df̃.

In these variables the two-form~A9! becomes

J5
a3

12
sinũ dũ df̃2dS r 32a3

9
~w31cosũ df̃ ! D . ~A11!

This agrees with the two-form of the small resolution of the conifold which is

k5t sinũ dũ df̃2d„h~r!~w31cosũdf̃ !…, ~A12!

where h(r) is some function of the radial coordinate. These two expressions coincide i
identify h(r)5(r 32a3)/9 which just amounts to a reparametrization of the radial coordinate

We can also write the IIA metric~A8! and the RR 1-form potential in a more explicit form

dsstr
2 5e2f/3Fdx4

21a2 dr21g2~dũ21sin2 ũ df̃2!1b2F S w11
1

2
dũ D 2

1S w21
1

2
sinũ df̃ D 2

1~w31cosũ df̃ !2G2
b4

4~g21b2/4!
~w21cosũ df̃ !2G

A15NFcosũ df̃2
b2

2~g21b2/4!
~w31cosũ df̃ !G ~A13!
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Continuous-time histories: Observables, probabilities,
phase space structure and the classical limit

Charis Anastopoulosa)

Department of Physics, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742

~Received 29 August 2000; accepted for publication 30 April 2001!

The continuous-time histories program stems from the consistent histories approach
to quantum theory and aims to provide a fully covariant formalism for quantum
mechanics. In this paper we examine some structural points of the formalism. We
demonstrate a general construction of history Hilbert spaces and identify a large
class of time-averaged observables. We pay particular attention to the construction
of the decoherence functional~the object that encodes probability information! in
the continuous-time limit and its relation to the temporal structure of the theory.
Phase space observables are introduced, through the study of general representa
tions of the history group, which is the analog of the canonical group in the for-
malism. We can also define a closed-time-path~CTP! generating functional for
each observable, which encodes the information of its correlation functions. The
phase space version of the CTP generating functional leads to the implementation
of Wigner–Weyl transforms, that gives a description of quantum theory solely in
terms of phase space histories. These results allow the identification of an algorithm
for going to the classical~stochastic! limit for a generic quantum system. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1383975#

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Canonical vs covariant

Physical systems can be described in two different ways, depending on one’s attitude to
time evolution. The first description can be called ‘‘canonical:’’ it focuses on properties
system at a single moment of time and studies how these properties change. It, therefore, p
an evolutionary picture of physical phenomena. The other type is best described as ‘‘cova
its main objects are histories of the physical system. Its main aim is to find criteria that dete
which of them are realizable. As such, this description provides a timeless and~in a sense!
teleological picture of physical processes.

In classical mechanics the ‘‘canonical’’ description is Hamilton’s formalism. States of
system correspond to points of the phase space, which is a symplectic manifold. Time evolu
implemented by the action of a one-parameter group of symplectic transformations. Alterna
one can start from the action principle, which provides the covariant description of cla
mechanics. Histories are paths, and the physically realized are the ones that minimize the
subject to fixed boundary conditions.

These two approaches also appear in classical probability theory. A physical system
moment of time is described by a probability distribution on a spaceV of elementary alternatives
We then study how this distribution evolves in time: the evolution law is a linear partial diffe
tial equation, like the Fokker–Planck equation. The ‘‘covariant’’ description of probability the
is provided by the theory of stochastic processes. Here, histories are paths onV and the physical
information is encoded in a probability measuredm in the space of all histories; it incorporate
information about both initial conditions and dynamics.

a!Electronic mail: charis@physics.umd.edu
32250022-2488/2001/42(8)/3225/35/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Quantum theory was developed in the ‘‘canonical’’ framework. The probabilistic informa
about a system is encoded in a Hilbert space vector, or more generally a density matrix. It
evolution is given by a one-parameter group of unitary transformations: this is equivale
Schrödinger’s equation. The general structure is very similar to classical probability theory, e
for the fact that the observables do not form a commutative algebra.

B. Quantum mechanical histories

When one tries to construct a ‘‘covariant’’ description of quantum theory, a problem im
diately arises:the natural probability measure for histories is not additive. This is due to the fact,
that quantum theory is based on amplitudes. When one constructs probabilities out of
amplitudes, interference between histories appears.

In general, a history corresponds to properties of the physical system at successive ins
time. Since in quantum theory a property~or a proposition about it! is represented by a projectio
operator, a discrete-time historya will correspond to a stringâ t1

,â t2
,...,â tn

of projectors, each
labeled by an instant of time. From them, one can construct the class operator

Ĉa5Û†~ t1!â t1
Û~ t1!¯Û†~ tn!â tn

Û~ tn!, ~1.1!

where Û(s)5e2 iĤ s is the time-evolution operator. The probability for the realization of t
history is

p~a!5Tr~Ĉa
† r̂0Ĉa!, ~1.2!

wherer̂0 is the density matrix describing the system at timet50.
This expression does not define a probability measure in the space of all histories, beca

Kolmogorov additivity condition cannot be satisfied: ifa andb are exclusive histories anda∨b
denotes their conjunction as propositions, then it is not true that

p~a~b!5p~a!1p~b!. ~1.3!

The histories formulation of quantum theory does not, therefore, enjoy the status of a ge
probability theory.

1. The consistent histories interpretation

The formalism sketched above was developed as a part of the consistent histories appr
quantum theory, by Griffiths, Omne´s, Gell-Mann, and Hartle.1–4 In this approach, the problem o
the nonadditivity of the probability measure is addressed by the remark that an additive prob
measureis definable, when we restrict to particular sets of histories. These are calledconsistent
sets. They are more conveniently defined through the introduction of a new object: the dec
ence functional. This is a complex-valued function of a pair of histories given by

d~a,b!5Tr~Ĉa
† r̂0Ĉb!. ~1.4!

A set of exclusive and exhaustive alternatives is called consistent, if for all pairs of diff
historiesa andb in the set, we have

d~a,b!50. ~1.5!

In that case one can use Eq.~1.2! to assign a probability measure to this set. The consis
histories interpretation then proceeds by postulating that any prediction or retrodiction, w
make based on probabilitiesmust always make reference to a given consistent set. This leads to
counterintuitive and arguably unphysical situations of getting mutually incompatible predic
when reasoning within different consistent sets.5,6 The predictions of this theory are therefo
contextual: but in any case, this is a general feature of all realist interpretations of quantum t
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Even if the formalism of quantum mechanical histories was originally introduced as pa
the consistent histories approach, it is conceptually distinct. The same formalism can be vie
the light of any other interpretational scheme. The Copenhagen interpretation, for instance,
view the nonadditivity of the probability measure in a neutral light. The expression~1.2! describes
the statistics of an ensemble of time-ordered sequences of measurements. There woulda
priori theoretical reason for the statistics to correspond to a genuine probability measure.

In this paper, we shall focus on the formal aspect of quantum mechanical histories. We
find it necessary to commit to any particular interpretation: we only assume that all phy
information about probabilities and interference of histories is encoded in the decoherence
tional, something very explicitly shown by Gell-Mann and Hartle. It is not our aim to insis
how this information can be extracted: both the logic of consistent sets and the Copenhagen
provide ways of doing this. Perhaps these ways do not exhaust the physical content
theory—we have argued this in Ref. 7, but each of them is separately adequate to accoun
minimal predictions of standard quantum theory.

We view the histories formalism simply as the covariant version of quantum theory. As
it incorporates features of the covariant formulation of both classical mechanics and prob
theory. But interference of probabilities highlights its quantum nature, and for this reason we
pay particular attention to the structure of the decoherence functional.

2. Temporal logic histories

We shall work in the context of temporal logic histories. This is a scheme initiated
Isham:8,9 its main point is that the quantum logic is preserved in the histories theory if
represent a history proposition (a t1

,...,a tn
) by a projection operator on a tensor product of t

Hilbert spaces of the canonical theoryV5 ^ iHti
. This history proposition will then be written a

a5a t1
^¯^ a tn

. This construction is completely analogous to the construction of the spa
classical histories as aCartesian productof single-time sample spaces.

In this formulation a self-adjoint operator onV represents a history observable for the physi
system. As in any covariant theory, more general observables can be defined. They corres
time averages and include, for instance, anaction operator.

One of the great strengths of this formalism is found in its temporal structure. It was show
Savvidou,10,11 that one can mathematically distinguish between two qualities of time: its pa
ordering properties~the notion of before and after! and its status as a dynamical parameter in
equations of motion.

To see this, examine Eq.~1.1! for the class operatorĈa entering the expression for th
decoherence functional. There, time appears in two places: as an index of the projectorsâ t and as
the argument of the unitary operatorsÛ(t). In its former status, it is purely a kinematical param
eter labelling the moment upon which a proposition is asserted. Its function is to determin
order upon which propositions are asserted, in the sense that ift1<t2 the projection operatorâ t1

will appear on the left of the operatorâ t2
in Eq. ~1.1! for Ĉa . In its latter status as the argume

of the unitary operators, time is the parameter of the Heisenberg-type evolution. It, the
implements the dynamics of the system.

These two roles of the time parameter are completely disentangled, when we view histo
the tensor product Hilbert spaceV5 ^ tHt . This is an intriguing property, since it allows us
mathematically distinguishbetween the two conceptually distinct roles by which time appear
physical theories: in the form of a causal structure, that determines the order of events and
form of the parameter by which change is effected in a physical system.

Indeed in the histories formalism there appear two mathematically distinct laws of
transformation. The partial ordering aspect of time is manifested in translations of the forHt

→Ht1a , by which a property asserted at timet is translated to the same property at timet1a. At
the continuum limit these transformations are generated by the kinematical part of an
operator. Dynamical time transformations are equivalent to a separate unitary transformat
each single-time Hilbert spaceHt . They correspond to the Hamiltonian part of the action.
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This distinguishing presence of two laws of time transformation is an important phy
principle, that will provide a guideline for the construction of history theories, in the case w
the canonical formalism does not provide sufficient insight. In retrospect, one can see th
distinction is present inall physical theories that are formulated in a covariant~histories! fashion.11

C. This paper

Since our aim is to show how histories provide a covariant formulation of quantum theor
need to go beyond the discrete-time description that is usually effected: time, in physics
continuum. Continuous-time histories have been introduced in Ref. 12 and further studied in
10 and 13–15. This work relied on the use of a Fock space for the history Hilbert space, wh
only justified if the Hamiltonian is quadratic.

The first aim of this paper is to explore the nature of continuous time in this framewor
particular, we highlight the structures that arise in the probability assignment. The analogy
stochastic processes is quite helpful in this regard, both at a conceptual and at a technica

In Sec. II we explain how a continuous-time Hilbert space with physically interesting ob
ables can be constructed. We then analyze the decoherence functional: we show that it
decomposed in a way that respects the two laws of time transformation. In fact, its compo
reflect the distinction between the geometric and the dynamical phase of canonical qu
theory.16 Finally, we discuss the time-reversal transformations, which are substantially diff
from the ones of standard quantum theory.

In Sec. III we study the phase space structure of histories. This is incorporated in the qu
theory through the use of the history group, the history analog of the canonical group. The h
Hilbert space carries one of its representations. This allows the identification of self-adjoin
erators in this Hilbert space with objects that have a classical phase space analog. We expla
one can construct such representations from the knowledge of the canonical theory.

The analogy with classical probability suggests that one should treat the decoherence
tional as the quantum analog of a classical probability measure. In this sense its ‘‘Fourier
form’’ yields the analog of the generating function of classical probability: this is the closed-t
path~CTP! generating functional, first introduced by Schwinger.17 We show how to construct this
object for phase space histories. This construction suggests that the Wigner transform is
evance: it enables us to write the decoherence functional as a complex-valued measure
space of phase space paths and provides a picture of quantum theory that makes referenc
classical objects. One of the merits of this construction is that it provides an algorithmic proc
for passing into the classical limit of generic quantum theories.

In the final section we review our results. We argue that the formalism is flexible enou
accommodate a large number of applications in different fields. In particular, we stress the
tance of our results as part of the developing continuous-time histories program.

Overall, our attitude is to highlight similarities of structures between the histories forma
and more familiar physical formalisms, such as stochastic processes or canonical quantum

1. Notation

In the following, our expressions will make reference to two different types of Hilbert sp
canonical ones and history ones. We adopt the following conventions: we will use the b
notation to denote vectors of both types of Hilbert space. But we will insert a subscript in th
denoting acanonicalHilbert space. Hence, for instance,uc t&Ht

will denote a vector on the ca
nonical Hilbert spaceHt , while uc& will denote a vector on a history Hilbert spaceV.

Also, operators on canonical Hilbert spaces will carry a hat, while the history ones w
unhatted.

As already seen in the introduction, we use the same symbol~small greek letters! to denote
both a proposition and the projector that represents it. We let the meaning be determined
context.

The notation in Sec. III is more complicated, because of the many spaces involved. Po

the ~linear! phase spaceG will be denoted as (q,p). But there is also the spaceG̃, which is the
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vector space dual ofG and~if G is a Hilbert space! isomorphic to it. Points on this space will b
denoted as (x,j): they correspond to elements of the canonical group or labels of coherent
vectors. The latter will often be denoted asuz&. The inner product in these spaces, will be deno
by a dot: we will write invariablyq•p or q•j, without reference to whether the arguments

elements ofG or G̃. In fact, we shall mostly ignore their distinction.

Paths onG will be denoted as (q,p)(•), or t→(qt ,pt), or simplyg. Paths onG̃, correspond-
ing to coherent state histories by (x,j)(•), or t→(x t ,j t), or simply z(•). We will write (q,j)
5*dm(t)qtj(t). When we want to emphasize thatj also acts as a smearing function onqt we will
denote the same object asqj .

II. CONTINUOUS-TIME HISTORIES

A. The basic structure

The temporal logic histories scheme is based on ideas from quantum logic. It seeks to
sent the set of all history propositions about a physical system with elements of a lattice
contains the information about the temporal structure.8

Let us denote byT the set of all instants of time~this can be either discrete, or the real lineR
or a subset ofR!. Standard quantum theory is recovered, when we consider that history pro
tions correspond to projection operators on a Hilbert spaceV, given by the tensor produc
^ tPTHt . HereHt is a copyof the Hilbert space of the canonical theory indexed byt.

Self-adjoint operators on this Hilbert space correspond to history observables.
As an example, let us consider the case whereT is a finite set. LetÂ be a bounded operato

on the Hilbert spaceH of the canonical theory, and let us denote byÂt its copy on a Hilbert space
Ht . Then we can define theproduct operator̂ tPTÂt on V.

If Ât is unit everywhere, but a single pointtPT, then we shall denote the product operator
V asAt . If f : T→R then we can define thetime-averagedoperatorAf as

Af5(
tPT

f ~ t !At . ~2.1!

It corresponds to the average in time of the familyt→Ât , with a weight given by the functionf .
We can easily verify the following identity. IfÂ is a self-adjoint operator onH, then its time-
averaged counterpart onV satisfies

eiA fs5 ^ tPTeiÂ f (t)s. ~2.2!

We shall use this identity todefinetime-averaged operators in the continuous-time case.
Note also that for the case of projection operators, a mapâ→a t provides a continuous

embedding of the lattice of propositions at a single moment of time to the lattice of hi
propositions.

The probabilistic content of the theory is contained in the decoherence functional. T
assumed to satisfy the following conditions:

d~1,1!51,

d~a,b!5d* ~b,a!,

d~0,a!50, ~2.3!

d~a1b,a8!5d~a,a8!1d~b,a8!,

d~a,a!>0.
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In general, there exists a class of operatorsX on V^ V, such that a decoherence functional can
written as18,19

d~a,b!5TrV^ V~Xa ^ b!. ~2.4!

When the spaceT is finite, the construction of the tensor product Hilbert space is straigh
ward and Eq.~1.4! can be used to construct the decoherence functional. The question arise
how one deals with continuous time. This is the case whenT is a closed subset of the real line. F
particular systems the construction of such Hilbert spaces has been carried in Ref. 12. Fo
general cases, we believe it is instructive to look at the analogous situation in the classical s

B. Classical stochastic processes

Let us assume we have a classical system that at a moment of time is described by a
spaceV. Let us also consider the spaceT of time instants to be a closed subset of the real line,
@0,a#. The space of historiesP is then some suitable subset of the setVT of all measurable maps
g : T→V. If V is a vector space one can define a norm onVT, and take asP the subspace ofVT,
that contains paths with a finite norm.

A function f on V defines a family of functionsFt on P by

Ft~g!5 f ~g~ t !!. ~2.5!

As a stochastic process, we usually define a triplet consisting of the spaceP, a familyFt , and
a measuredm on P. The issue is how to construct physically interesting measures onP, which is
an infinite dimensional function space.

This is effected as follows: Letdx be for brevity a natural integration measure onV ~say a
Lebesque measure!. Let T5@ t0 ,t f # be an interval and let us also consider a discretizatioI
5$t0 ,t1 ,...,tn5t f% of T. Then define the space of discrete time historiesV I53 t j PIV t j

, which is
a finite dimensional manifold. This admits the measure) t j PI dxt j

. Any probability distribution
pI(xt1

,...,xtn
) on V I defines a measuredm(x)5pI(xt1

,...,xtn
)) t j PI dxt j

.
As we consider all possible discretizationsI of T, we can encode a choice of probabili

measure for each discretization in a hierarchy of positive functions

p1~x,t !,

p2~x1 ,t1 ;x2 ,t2!,

¯ ,

pn~x1 ,t1 ;...;xn ,tn!,

¯ . ~2.6!

These have to be symmetric with respect to interchange of their (x,t) arguments.
Now, the fundamental theorem of Kolmogorov asserts the following: If a hierarchy of f

tions as above, satisfies theadditivity condition:

E dxn pn~x1 ,t1 ;...;xn21 ,tn21 ;xn ,tn!5pn21~x1 ,t1 ;...;xn21 ,tn21! ~2.7!

then there exists an essentially unique probability measuredm(•) on VT such that it gives the
correct discrete time probability measures, i.e., for each partitionI , j I* dm5dm I , wherej I is the
natural injection mapj I : I→T.
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Kolmogorov’s proof is standard textbook material and is one instance of a general categ
construction of taking the inductive limit. The essential point in the proof is the fact thatj I is a
measurable map~with respect to the Borel sets ofT! and as such it respects the measura
structure in the definition ofdm.

Hence a probability measure is defined for continuous time, while making reference o
discrete time expressions. This is the theorem that we will try to employ, in order to construct
decoherence functional for continuous-time histories.

C. The continuum limit

1. The Hilbert space

The first objective would be to define a suitable version of the Hilbert spaceV5 ^ tPTHt . This
expression cannot be taken literally, for a continuous tensor product of Hilbert spaces lead
nonseparable Hilbert space. What we will do is a generalization of an idea that has been a
to ‘‘continuous tensor products’’ of Fock spaces.12

Consider the spaceB(T,H) of continuous mapsuc(•)& from T to H. In fact, we can start our
construction considering only measurable maps. But since we will later want to define S
integrals, we should impose the restriction that the maps are ofbounded variation, i.e., they satisfy
the following property.

For any finite discretization ofT. $t0<t1 ,<¯<t i<¯<tn%, the sum( i 51
n ic t i

2c t i 21
iH is

finite.
Assume thatT has a measuredm(t), which in the standard case should be taken asdt/t. Here

t is a time parameter that makes the measure dimensionless. IfT is compact it can be used t
normalize the measurem(T)51.

Then define the inner product

^c~• !uf~• !&5 )
dm(t)

^c tuf t&ªexpS E dm~ t !log@^c tuf t&Ht
# D , ~2.8!

where it is understood that the inner product vanishes if^c tuf t&Ht
50 in a subset ofT that is not

of measure zero, and that the logarithm takes values on the principal branch.
This space then has a normic(•)i5(^c(•)uc(•)&)1/2. We identify two elementsc1

(•),c2(•) of B(T,H), if ic1(•)2c2(•)i50. This identification makes the resulting Hilbert spa
separable.

Let us, suggestively, denote the vector space we obtained after identification, as3 tPTHt . To
construct^ tPTHt we consider the space of all formal linear combinations( ici uc i(•)&. Here i
runs over a finite set,ciPC, and$uc i(•)&% is a finite set of vectors of3 tPTHt . On the space of
these formal linear combinations we define the inner product as

(
i

c̄8 ici^c i8~• !uc i~• !& ~2.9!

and close this space with respect to the norm. We have thus defined a Hilbert space^ tPTHt . Note
that the time parametert enters explicitly into the definition.

The vectorsuc(•)& form a total set of^ tPTHt . As such, we can define operators on t
history Hilbert space by their action on these vectors.

Some properties of this construction are easy to see. For instance,

^ te
l tuc t&Ht

5e*dm(t)l(t)uc~• !&. ~2.10!

Also, if T1 andT2 are two disjoint subsets ofR with nonzero measure, then

^ tPT1øT2
Ht5~ ^ tPT1

Ht! ^ ~ ^ tPT2
Ht!. ~2.11!
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2. Time-averaged observables

Let Ât be a continuous family of bounded operators onH indexed byt. Then one can define
the product operator̂ tPTÂt by its action onuc(•)&,

~ ^ tPTÂt!uc~• !&5 ^ tPT~Âtuc t&Ht
). ~2.12!

This definition is extended by linearity to the whole Hilbert space. However, one has to restr
families t→Ât . We have

i~ ^ tPTÂt!uc~• !&i25expS E dm~ t !log(^c tuÂt
2uc t&Ht

D
<expS E dm~ t !log~ iAti2^c tuc t&Ht

! D
5e*dm(t)log(iÂti

2)^c~• !uc~• !&, ~2.13!

hence one has to demand that*dm(t)log(iÂti2)<`. If T is a compact subset ofR, this holds
automatically provided the mapt→iÂti is measurable. IfT is noncompact, e.g., the whole ofR,
the right-hand side is not finite and one has to additionally demand thatÂt51 outside some
compact subset ofR, or thatiÂt21̂iH falls to zero sufficiently rapidly.

It is easy to see that

TrV~ ^ tPTÂt!5)
tPT

~TrHt
Ât!5expS E dm~ t !log TrHt

Ât D . ~2.14!

Having defined the product operators we can define time-averaged observables, by exp
Eq. ~2.2!. Let Â be a bounded self-adjoint operator onH. We can write the familyt→Ût(s)

5eiÂ f (t)s of unitary operators and construct the product operatorU f(s)5 ^ tPTÛt(s). This is
well-defined if f (t)Þ0 only within a compact subset ofR and corresponds to a one-parame
group of unitary operators onV. By Stone’s theorem, if the matrix elements of this operator
continuous functions ofs at s50, there exists a self-adjoint operatorAf such thatU f(s)5eiA fs.

It is easy to check that

^f~• !uU f~s!uc~• !&5expS E dm~ t !log~^f tueiÂ f (t)suc t&! D ~2.15!

is a continuous function ofs at s50, when the operatorÂ is bounded. Thus, given suitabl
functions f , a self-adjoint operator representing the time average ofÂ is well defined onV.

3. Unbounded operators

The construction of time-averaged counterparts to unbounded operators onH is more com-

plicated. From Eq.~2.15! we see that even if the matrix elements^c tueiÂ f (t)suf t&Ht
are continuous

functions ofs, there is no guarantee that so will be the integral.
Also if Â is unbounded, there exist vectorsuc t&, for which the action ofÂt is not defined,

hence one cannot writeu^f tueiÂ f (t)s21uc t&<cusu, which would be sufficient to prove continuity
There isno guaranteethat the time average of an unbounded operator is definable.

This is unfortunate, because in physical situations we are interested in operators like po
or momentum, or the Hamiltonian, that are typically unbounded. This failure is due to the fac
the Hilbert spacê tPTHt is still very large. In concrete physical situations one should identify
histories Hilbert spaceV with a closed linear subspace of̂tPTHt .
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One has to choose this closed linear subspace, in such a way that the tensor product s
is preserved. The simplest way is to restrict the set of vectors that can be used to constr
‘‘paths’’ uc(•)& to a subsetL of H. This setL has to be sufficiently large to be able to capture
physical information fromH ~it cannot be a subspace ofH!, but small enough to allow interestin
operators to be definable on the history Hilbert space. A good choice forL is an overcomplete and
continuous family of vectors, like the coherent states.

Having chosenL, the construction proceeds as before, only we substituteB(T,H) with
B(T,L): the space of all continuous maps fromT to L. It is easy to check that the resulting Hilbe
space is a closed linear subspace of^ tPTHt .

If we demand that a particular unbounded operatorA exists ~time averaged! in our Hilbert
space, it would be necessary to takeL consisting of vectors in the domain ofA. In that case the
matrix elements~2.15! would be a continuous function ofs and ~by Stone’s theorem! Af would
exist. We shall see how this construction works in more detail, in Sec. III. In this section, we
work with the larger Hilbert spacê tPTHt . All results we obtain will be valid for any of its
physically relevant subspaces.

4. The decoherence functional

If T is compact, one can chooseAt5A for all t and therefore interpretAf as the time average
of the quantity associated toA. But, if we try to define an operator onV, that corresponds to an
observable at asharpmoment of time, we run into problems. Since a point in the real axis i
measure zero, an observable defined at a sharp moment of time can exist only if we can taf to
be a delta function. This is unacceptable in our construction. We conclude that onecannot embed
continuously the lattice of single-time propositions into the lattice of history propositions, in the
case of continuous time.

Let us now examine the possibility of defining a decoherence functional for continuous
histories as a continuous limit of the discrete-time expression~1.4!. Let us assume a partitionI
5$t1 ,...,tn% of an intervalT of the real line and a propositiona5a t1

^ ...^ a tn
that is a projector

operator onHI5 ^ t iPIHti
. Then one can construct the class operatorĈa defined on one copy o

H as in Eq.~1.1!. The value of decoherence functionaldI ,I 8 between a history onHI and another
on some other discrete-time Hilbert spaceHI 8 is given by Eq.~1.4!.

The aim is to generalize Kolmogorov’s theorem in this histories setting. We want to con
a bilinear, Hermitian, additive map on the spaceP(V)3P(V) @by P(H) we mean the lattice of
projectors on the Hilbert spaceH#. If we consider then a pair of discretizationsI andI 8 of T, we
can costruct the Hilbert spacesHI and HI 8. The point is whether there exist an injection m
j I ,I 8 : HI3HI 8→V3V; if this exists and preserves the lattice structures then Kolmogorov’s p
goes through and the decoherence functionald on HT exists as an inductive limit of the decohe
ence functional defined onHI3HI 8 for all choices of I and I 8. We would also havedI ,I 8
5 j I ,I 8

* dT .
For the map to be lattice preserving it would have to be continuous. But, we showed e

that this cannot be true for a single moment of time. The mapj I ,I 8 might be continuous in the
weak topology, but this is insufficient to define an order preserving map. Recall that the cont
of the Hilbert space enters in a decisive point in the definition of the lattice of propositio
projection operator corresponds to aclosedlinear subspace. Hence Kolmogorov’s theorem d
not go through in this case.

But if we restrict to an Abelian sublattice~for instance, to propositions about position! the map
j I ,I 8 does not need to be a continuous, linear map, but simply a measurable map from the
of the corresponding operatorsRI3RI 8 to RT3RT. This clearly exists; it is the same as in the ca
of classical probability theory.

We therefore conclude thatone cannot write the decoherence functional for continuous ti
as a limit of discrete-time ones, unless one restricts to Abelian subalgebras. We might hav
continuous-time decoherence functional for each subalgebra, but not one defined on the w
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P(V). We shall return to this issue again and propose two different ways, by which the dec
ence functional can be defined.

D. The structure of the decoherence functional

The presence of two laws of time transformation is an important structural feature of h
theories. In this section, we shall show how they are manifested in the probability assignme
shall see that the decoherence functional for discrete time can be written in such a way, tha
two notions of time are distinctly represented. This is a feature, that in the canonical the
reflected in the distinction between the geometric and dynamical phase.16 We shall attempt to
generalize this feature in the continuous-time case.

For simplicity we shall consider a special class of decoherence functionals. They are
type ~1.4!, but with r̂0 corresponding to a pure state. This means that we can absorb the pro
into the initial state as part of the definition of each history and as such write the decohe
functional in the form

d~a,b!5TrH~Ĉa
†Ĉb!. ~2.16!

Clearly one of the single-time projectors has to be trace-class if the above expression is
finite. Equation~2.16! can be written as18

d~a,b!5TrH ^ H~ZĈa
†

^ Ĉb!, ~2.17!

whereZ is an operator onH ^ H given by

Z~ u i & ^ u j &)5u j & ^ u i &. ~2.18!

One can writeZ5( rsÂ
rs

^ Â†rs in terms of a basis onH, whereÂrs is an operator onH with
matrix elements

^kuÂrsu i &5dksd ri . ~2.19!

Let us now assume that both histories are defined in the same instants of timet0 ,t1 ,...,tn . Let
us for simplicity taket050. The corresponding history Hilbert space is thenV5 ^ iHti

.
Let us also write theboundary Hilbert space]V5Ht0

^ Htn
. The indicesrs of the operators

Ârs are then indices corresponding to]V. It is easy to verify that the expression~2.17! can be
written as a trace over the boundary Hilbert space14

d~a,b!5Tr]V~c~a!c†~b!!, ~2.20!

wherec(a) is an operator on]V defined by

c~a!5TrHÂĈa
† . ~2.21!

Â denotes here a map fromH to V. It is easy now to writec(a) as a trace over the history Hilbe
space, through the introduction of theunitary operatorS on V,

Suv t0
&uv t2

&¯uv tn
&5uv tn

&uv t0
&¯uv tn21

&. ~2.22!

Indeed, sincea5â t0
^ â t1

^¯^ â tn
, we can write

c~a!5TrV~ASU †aU!, ~2.23!

where
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U5Û~ t0! ^ Û~ t1!¯^ Û~ tn!, ~2.24!

A5Â^ 1^¯^ 1. ~2.25!

This accomplishes the task of writing the decoherence functional in such a way as th
different notions of time are made manifest. The operatorU clearly contains the dynamics. Th
operatorS induces a transformation that takes from a single-time Hilbert space to the nex
Finally, the operatorsA incorporate the information about the beginning and the end of
interval. Had we kept the initial density matrix,Â would explicitly depend upon it. In that case th
analog of Eq.~2.19! would be

^kuÂrsu i &5dks~r0
1/2!ri . ~2.26!

E. The continuum limit

Let us now examine whether one can construct these operators in the continuous-time
space^ tPTHt , which we defined earlier.

The operatorU is relatively easy to define. It would act on a vectoruc(•)& as

Uuc~• !&5 ^ tPT~e2 iĤ tuc t&Ht
). ~2.27!

This would have as matrix elements

^f~• !uUuc~• !&5expS E dm~ t !log^f tue2 iĤ tuc t& D . ~2.28!

According to our previous analysis this is a genuine unitary operator onV.

1. The geometric phase

The operatorS has an important geometric significance. It incorporates information abou
geometric phase20,21 that is associated to a history. To see this, one has first to recall that a H
spaceH is a line bundle over the projective Hilbert spacePH, i.e., the equivalence class of a
vectors that differ by a multiplication with a complex number. We shall denote an element oPH
as @c#. The inner product onH inherits two important geometric structures onPH: a metric

ds25iduc&i22u^cuduc&u2, ~2.29!

and aU(1) connection

A52 i ^cuduc&. ~2.30!

When a point ofPH evolves along a loopg, its total phase change consists of a piece that depe
upon the dynamics and a piece that is essentially the holonomy of the connectionA.22,23 This is
known as the Berry phase and equals

eiug[g]5ei *gA5expS E ^cuduc& D . ~2.31!

The geometric phase can also be defined for open paths. The trick is that any path
projective Hilbert space can be closed by joining its endpoints with a geodesic, with respect
natural metric. The geometric phase of the loop thus constructed is thendefinedto equal the
geometric phase associated to the open path. Hence ifg5@c(•)# is a path onPH its associated
geometric phase can be found24
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eiug[g]5expS E
t i

t f
dt^c~ t !uċ~ t !& D ^c i uc f&. ~2.32!

This expression is defined only if the endpoints are not orthogonal.
Now let us consider a discretized approximation to an elementuc(•)& of V. Let us write

therefore,

a5 ^ t j
uc t j

&^csj
u, ~2.33!

whereuc t j
& are normalized vectors onHt j

.
We then calculate

Tr~Sa!5^c t0
uc tn

&^c t1
uc t0

&^c t2
uc t1

&¯^c tn
uc tn21

&. ~2.34!

Let us then assume that maxutj2tj21u5dt, and we choose the number of time stepsn very large, so
that dt;O(n21). Thenuc t j

& approximates a path@c(t)# on PH. Writing formally ac(•) for the
projector we get

log Tr~Sac(•)!5 log^c t0
uc tn

&1(
i 51

n

log^c t i
uc t i 21

&

5 log^c t0
uc tn

&1(
i 51

n

log~12^c t i
uc t i

2c t i 21
&!, ~2.35!

which in the limit of largen yields

log Tr~Sac(•)!5 log^c t0
uc tn

&2(
i 51

n

^c t i
uc t i

2c t i 21
&1O~~dt !2!. ~2.36!

As dt→0 the sum in the right-hand side converges to a Stieljes integral2* t i

t fdt^c(t)uċ(t)& and

hence

Tr~Sac(•)!5eiug[c(•)] . ~2.37!

This is the Berry phase associated to the pathc(•). This implies thatS exists as an operator onV.
Its matrix elements can be defined as

^f~• !uSuc~• !&5^f~ t0!uc~ t f !&expS E ^c~ t !uduc~ t !& D , ~2.38!

where the integral in the exponential is of the Stieljes type~rather than of the Lebesque, that w
used in the definition of̂ tPTHt!. The Stieljes integral is defined for all measurable functions
bounded variation. Hence the matrix elements ofS are finite. This implies, it is a well-defined
bounded operator and it is easy to check that it remains unitary even in the continuous lim

2. Another attempt to construct the decoherence functional

We have shown that the main operators that form the decoherence functional exist
continuous limit. Could we then proceed and define a continuous-time decoherence fun
from Eq. ~2.20!? The answer is no, at least not straightforwardly. The problem is that the an
of the mapsA does not exist in the continuous limit. The reason is the same as befor
embedding of single-time Hilbert spaces to the history Hilbert space fails to be continuous

Therefore, one has two options. First, it should be noted that an initial and final mome
time is necessary in the decoherence functional, because they incorporate information ab
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preparation of the system. From an operational viewpoint, one could then say that the specifi
of an initial state cannot be sharp in time and as such they should be incorporated in the
herence functional by an object that is extended in time. This would imply a generalizati
expression~2.23!, where the mapA is defined fromV not to]V, but to some other Hilbert space
which is associated with a finite time subinterval ofT. The introduction of such an operator cou
provide a construction of a continuous decoherence functional in this case. This would be
ematically well defined and operationally meaningful, but would diverge from the standar
nonical quantum theory. For this reason, we shall not pursue this further in this paper.

An alternative would be to abandon the effort to define a continuous decoherence func
and assume at most weak continuity.

If we assume two one-dimensional projectorsac(•) and ac(•) we get an expression for th
decoherence functional with zero Hamiltonian

d~ac(•) ,ac(•)!5^c~ t i !ur̂0uc~ t i !&^c~ t f !uc~ t f !&

3expS E
t i

t f
dt^c~ t !uċ~ t !&2E

t i

t f
dt^c ~̇ t !uc~ t !& D . ~2.39!

In the special case wherer̂05uc(t i)&^c(t i)u5uc(t i)&^c(t i)u and uc(t f)&^c(t f)u5uc(t f)&^c(t f)u
its value is equal to

d~ac(•) ,ac(•)!5eiug[c(•),c(•)] , ~2.40!

the Berry phase for theloop formed fromc(•) and c(•), since now they have the same en
points.

More interestingly, when the Hamiltonian is included the decoherence functional becom

d~ac(•) ,ac(•)!5^c~ t i !ur̂0uc~ t i !&^c~ t f !ur̂ f uc~ t f !&e
iS[c(•)] 2 iS* [c(•)] , ~2.41!

where the action is given by the familiar expression~its variation gives the Schro¨dinger equation!

S@c~• !#5E
t i

t f
dt^c~ t !u i

d

dt
2Huc~ t !&. ~2.42!

One might then give Eq.~2.41! as a definition of a decoherence functional for pairs o
one-dimensional projectors and then extend this definition by finite addition to projectors
finite trace. But there is noa priori guarantee that one would thus construct an object taking fi
values to a general projector on̂tPTHt . Nonetheless, Eq.~2.41! highlights the importance of the
action as the object relating kinematics, dynamics and the probabilistic structure of qua
theory.

We shall return to the issue of the definition of a continuous-time decoherence functio
Sec. III E 3.

F. Time reversal

A symmetry on a history Hilbert space is represented either by a unitary or an antiu
operator. This has been established by Schreckenberg.25

Of particular interest are the time-reversal transformations. In discrete time they are d
by12

T uv t1
&uv t2

&¯uv tn
&5uv tn

&uv tn21
&¯uv t1

&. ~2.43!

Clearly

T_T †51, ~2.44!
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TS T †5S †. ~2.45!

Also for the operatorU defined by~2.24! we have

T_U_T †5e2 iĤ tn^¯^ e2 iĤ t1 ~2.46!

and when time runs in the full real line

T_U T †5U †. ~2.47!

Finally for the time-inverted projection operatorsaT5TaT † ~corresponding to homogeneou
histories! we have

d~aT,bT!5Tr~Ĉa
T†r0Ĉb

Tr f !, ~2.48!

whereĈa
T5â t1

(tn)¯â tn
(t1). In the discrete case this form is not transparent, but when time t

values in allR the Heisenberg picture operators transform asa t(t)→a t(2t) and therefore

d~aT,bT!5d~b,a!5@d~a,b!#* . ~2.49!

Of course this later equation does not hold if the Hamiltonian is time dependent and the sys
not time homogeneous.

The operatorT is naturally defined also on̂ tPRHt,

T uc~• !&5T uc~2• !&. ~2.50!

It is important to note that the time-reversal operator is linear rather than antilinear
canonical quantum mechanics. This has again to do with the presence of two laws o
transformations in history theories; here time reversal implemented byT corresponds to the causa
kinematical properties of time. The time inversion operator of canonical quantum mechan
obtained by the study of the Schro¨dinger equation and as such is clearly associated to the dyn
cal aspect of time.

Of course we can always define an antilinear time-reversal operator in complete analog
the canonical case; a complex conjugation onH naturally defines a complex conjugation onV. It
would act on the Heisenberg picture operators asa t(t)→a t(2t).

G. Summary

Let us summarize here the results of this section. We showed how a Hilbert space^ tPTHt for
continuous time histories can be constructed and how time-averaged observables can be de
operators acting on it. Then we argued that in general we will have to restrict to a particular
of ^ tPTHt . We then showed that the decoherence functional cannot be defined as a limitin
of its discrete-time form.

We then analyzed the structure of the decoherence functional. We identified the pieces
which it is constructed, in light of the two laws of time transformation of history theories,
showed their relation to the dynamical and geometric phase of canonical quantum theo
discussed a possible way to construct the continuous-time decoherence functional and fina
how unitary time-reversal transformations are implemented in this scheme.

III. PHASE SPACE HISTORIES

In the preceding section we examined the general structure of continuous-time his
without making any reference to a particular physical system, or class of systems. In order
so, we necessarily have to make reference to a corresponding classical system and s
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identify operators on the Hilbert space with observables that have a classical analog. This
effect, thequantizationprocedure. In this section, we will study how the classical phase s
structure is manifested in the histories formalism.

We refer the reader to Sec. I C 1 for explanation of the notations we will use in this sec

A. The canonical group

1. The Weyl group

In quantum theory the information about the corresponding classical theory can be enco
the canonical group. This is classically identified as a group that acts transitively by canon
transformations on the classical phase spaceG.26 When G5R2n the canonical group is the (2n
11)-dimensional Weyl group. This is defined whenever the phase space has a vector
structure. It can therefore be infinite dimensional, as in a field theory. For its definition an
product onG has to be assumed, so we usually considerG to be a real Hilbert space.

The Weyl group is generated byqi ,pi ,1 and has basic Lie algebra relations

$qi ,qj%50, ~3.1!

$pi ,pj%50, ~3.2!

$qi ,pj%5d i j . ~3.3!

A generator of the Weyl group readsx•p1j•q1c, in terms of the inner product inG, and is
labeled by (x i ,j i ,c). The corresponding group element will be denoted as (x,j,c). The group
multiplication law is

~x1 ,j1 ,c1!•~x2 ,j2 ,c2!5~x11x2 ,j11j2 ,c11c21 1
2 ~j1•x22j2•x1!!. ~3.4!

When the canonical group has been identified, the Hilbert space of the theory is const
through the selection of one of its unitaryirreducible representations. The criterion for this sele
tion is the existence of self-adjoint operators that correspond to the generators of classica
metries~e.g., the Hamiltonian, the Lorentz group, etc.!.

2. Coherent states

Suppose we have a representation of the canonical group by unitary operatorsÛ(g) on a
Hilbert space. Furthermore, letĥ denote the Hamiltonian of this system and byu0&H the vacuum,
i.e., the Hamiltonian’s lowest eigenstate. Then we define the coherent states as the vector

ug&5Û~g!u0&. ~3.5!

Now consider the equivalence relation on the canonical group defined asg;g8 if ug& and ug8&
correspond to the same ray. The phase spaceG is identified as the quotient spaceG/; and we can
label a coherent state by pointszPG.

Hence the canonical group defines a mapi : G→PH asz→uz&. As we explainedPH has a
natural metric and aU(1) bundle structure with a connection. These structures can be pullba
to G with i * . We have then onG a U(1) bundle with a connectionA given by

A52 i ^zuduz& ~3.6!

and a metric

ds25iduz&i22u^zuduz&u2, ~3.7!

whered is the exterior derivative onG. The fundamental property of coherent states is that t
are an overcomplete basis; i.e., any vectoruC& can be written as
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uC&5E dm~z! f ~z!uz&, ~3.8!

in terms of some complex-valued functionf on G. Heredm denotes some natural measure onG.
In n dimensions it equalsdnz̄ dz/(2p)n. There is also a decomposition of the unity

E dm~z!uz&^zu51̂. ~3.9!

If the phase spaceG has a vector space structure the canonical group is the Weyl group. Its
usual representation is oneGC5 % n51

` ( ^ nH)S , the symmetric Fock space generated by the co
plex vector spaceGC , a complexification ofG.27,28On the Fock space there exist the unnormaliz
coherent statesuexpz& that to eachzPGC they assign the vectoruexpz&5%n50

`
^nz. The inner

product of such states is given by

^expz8uexpz&5e(z8,z)C, ~3.10!

where ( , )C denotes an inner product onGC ~its choice depends upon the wayG is complexified!.
The corresponding normalized states are denoted simply asuz&, or ux,j&.

3. The overlap kernel

For the finite-dimensional Weyl group, the Stone–von Neumann theorem asserts th
irreducible representations are unitarily equivalent to the Fock one. This is not true in in
dimensions. In this case, the information about the representation is encoded in the coheren
overlap^x8j8uxj&.

This is determined by the expectation functionalK(x,j)5^0ux,j& as a consequence of th
group combination law

^x8j8uxj&5ei /2(x•j82j•x8)K~x2x8,j2j8!. ~3.11!

The expectation functional suffices to describe the connection and metric structure on phase
If we write K5eW, we find

A5j idx i , ~3.12!

ds252ReS ]2W

]x i]x j dx i dx j1
]2W

]j i]j j dj i dj j1S ]2W

]x i]j j 1
]2W

]x j]j i Ddx i dj j D . ~3.13!

In the case of an harmonic oscillator with frequencyv, the functionalW reads

W~x,j!52 1
2 @vx21v21j2#. ~3.14!

The knowledge of the overlap suffices to construct the Hilbert space and the representa29

A vector of the Hilbert space can be constructed as a function on phase space of th
C(x,j)5( lcl^xjux lj l& for a finite number of complex numberscl andx l ,j l . The inner product
between two vectors characterized bycl ,x l ,j l andcl8 ,x l8 ,j l8 is

(
l

cl8* cl^x l8j l8ux lj l&. ~3.15!

The Weyl group is then represented by the operatorsÛ(x,j), which are defined as

~Û~x8,j8!C!~x,j!5e~ i /2!(x8•j2j8•x)C~x2x8,j2j8!. ~3.16!
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The above equation is written for the finite-dimensional Weyl group, but with little modifi
tion is also valid for the infinite-dimensional case. The only difference is that in finite dimens
the Stone–von Neumann theorem holds:all irreducible, strongly continuous, unitary represent
tions of the Weyl group, are unitarily equivalent.

In the infinite-dimensional case the vector space out of which the Weyl group is construc
a functional space. For field theories in Minkowski spacetime this is a subspace of the sp
square integrable functions onR3. In this case, the group of spatial translations is also represe
unitarily on the Hilbert space. If the vacuum is theunique translationary invariant statein the
representing Hilbert space, then it can be proven thatall unitarily equivalent representations shar
the same expectation functional, and conversely, if two representations differ in their expectat
functionals, they are unitarily inequivalent.30 We shall refer to this as theuniqueness theoremfor
the expectation functional.

B. Classical histories

In order to study the phase space structure of quantum mechanical histories, we n
describe histories in classical mechanics in a way that is amenable to a direct compariso
shall, therefore, reproduce here the main points of this description, referring the reader to R
and 15 for details.

Consider the space of classical historiesP viewed as the set of continuous paths on t
classical phase spaceG. An element ofP is a pathg : T→G.

For any functionf on G one can define a family of functionsFt on P as

Ft~g!5 f ~g~ t !!. ~3.17!

Taking for simplicityG5R3R5$(q,p)%, we can defineqt andpt as elements ofC`(P) through

qt~g!5q~g~ t !!, ~3.18!

pt~g!5p~g~ t !!. ~3.19!

Two other functions onP can be identified

V~g!5E
T
dt ptq̇t~g!, ~3.20!

H~g!5E
T
dt h~pt ,qt!, ~3.21!

with h denoting the standard canonical Hamiltonian. If we furthermore equipP with a symplectic
form

v5E dt dpt∧dqt , ~3.22!

corresponding to the Poisson bracket

$qt ,pt8%5d~ t,t8!, ~3.23!

we can examine the canonical transformations generated by the functionsV andH. These are the
generators of the two distinct laws of time transformation that characterize history theories

The transformations generated byV perform translations of thet argument in a path, that is
g→g8 with g8(t)5g(t1s) ~s is the affine parameter of the corresponding one-parameter gr!
or in its induced action on the functions
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Ft→Ft1s . ~3.24!

H respects the time labelling of the points of the path. It acts on each point of the pa
transforming it~while keepingt fixed! according to Hamilton’s equations. This means its action
C`(P) is

~qt ,pt!→~qt~s!,pt~s!!, ~3.25!

whereqt(s) is the function that to each pathg assigns theq coordinate of the point obtained b
integrating the Hamilton equations from initial point with coordinates (qt ,pt) to times; similarly
for pt(s).

In the classical setting this distinction of two laws of time transformation, is nicely relate
the least action principle. A pathg is a solution to the classical equations of motions iff it is a fix
point of the canonical transformation generated by the actionS5V2H. This implies the condition

$qt ,S%~g!5$pt ,S%~g!50. ~3.26!

Hence for the solutions to the equations of motion the laws of time evolution generated byV and
H coincide.

C. The history group

The construction of the history Hilbert space through the tensor product of single-time H
spaces suggests a natural generalization; the history Hilbert space has to carry the represen
the history group, the history analog of the canonical group.12 This is a group that acts by
symplectic transformations on the space of phase space histories. For linear phase space

@qt
i ,pt8

j
#5 id i j d~ t,t8!. ~3.27!

It is clearly an infinite-dimensional Weyl group. Its proper definition involves a choice of smea
functions: we defineqj5*dm(t)j i(t)qt

i andpx similarly, and write the commutator as

@qj ,px#5 i E dm~ t !x~ t !•j~ t !. ~3.28!

The precise choice of a test-function space depends on the physics of the system, but it de
has to consist of square-integrable functions, if the right-hand side of~3.28! is to be defined. Here
dm stands for any measure on the real line, but what is mainly used is the measure emplo
the construction of̂ tHt , i.e., dm(t)5dt/t.

This history group is an infinite-dimensional Weyl group and admits many unitarily inequ
lent representations.

The analysis of the classical histories suggests the criterion for selecting a represen
There should exist self-adjoint operators in the Hilbert space, that correspond to the functio
and H of the classical theory. For quadratic Hamiltonians, a Fock representation~that has the
structure of a continuous tensor product! can be constructed,13 in which both the HamiltonianHk

and an operator corresponding toV ~the Liouville operator! exist. An important feature of this
construction is the existence of a Hilbert space vectoru0&, which is the lowest eigenstate of th
Hamiltonian and is left invariant under the action ofeisV.13,10 The projectoru0&^0u corresponds to
the proposition that at all times the systems is to be found in the ground state.

Another important feature of this construction is the fact thatthe continuous tensor product o
coherent states of the harmonic oscillator exists as a coherent state in the Fock–Hilbert space.
This is a feature that can be generalized for systems with nonquadratic Hamiltonian. Indeed
form the basis of our construction.
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1. General representations

Representations cannot be explicitly constructed for nonquadratic Hamiltonians~it is the same
situation with the one in canonical quantum field theory!. Nonetheless, if we have some inform
tion about the canonical theory, we can exploit this to construct representations for the h
group.

As we explained in Sec. II C, unbounded operators can be defined on a history Hilbert
if we start our construction from a subsetL of the Hilbert space. Since we want a Hilbert spa
that carries a representation of the history group, the natural choice forL would be the coheren
states of the corresponding canonical group. IfH carries a representation of the canonical gro
Û(x,j) and ĥ is the Hamiltonian with a unique ground stateu0&H , we define the canonica
coherent statesuz&5uxj&5Û(x,j)u0&H . Then the history Hilbert spaceV is generated by all
vectors

uz~• !&5ux~• !j~• !&ª^ tPTux tj t&Ht
. ~3.29!

Furthermore, we demand that the vectorsuz(•)& on V are the coherent states associated with
corresponding history group. In this case we shall have a history overlap kernel

^x8~• !j8~• !ux~• !j~• !&5expS E dm~ t !log~^x t8j t8ux tj t&Ht
! D . ~3.30!

The corresponding expectation functionalKh@x(•),j(•)#5eWh[x(•),j(•)] will read in terms of the
canonical expectation functionalK(x,j)5eW[x,j] ,

Wh@x~• !,j~• !#5E dm~ t !W@x t ,j t#. ~3.31!

Clearly certain conditions have to be imposed on the admissible paths (x,j)(•) if the integral is
to be finite.~We shall takeT5R without any loss of generality in this section.!

Now, there exists a normu•uG on the phase space@it can be constructed from the metric~3.7!
or from the inner product#. This induces a norm in the space of pathst→zt , which is given by

uz~• !uP5E dm~ t !uztuG . ~3.32!

Our first restriction, will be to consider only continuous paths with a finite value for the norm
simplicity we shall assume that the mapsz(•) take values~0,0! except within compact subsets o
R. But we expect that our results would still be valid, if the pathsx(•) converge to~0,0! suffi-
ciently fast~exponentially! outside compact sets.

We shall also assume that the canonical coherent states, viewed as maps from the pha
to H are smooth functions of their arguments. This implies thatW@x,j# is a smooth function of its
variables. Since by definitionW@0,0#50, the above conditions are sufficient for the integral~3.31!
to be finite.

We shall also impose the restriction that the mapsz(•) are everywhereLifschitz: in any
compact subsetU of R, there existsC.0, such that for allt1 ,t2PU, uzt1

2zt2
uG,Cut12t2u. This

is a stronger assumption than continuity, but weaker than differentiability and it is necessa
proving existence of the Liouville operator.

If ux(•)j(•)& are to correspond to coherent states,they have to be continuous functions
their arguments. This is proven as follows.

Let us assume thatuz1(•)2z2(•)uP5d.0. Then

iuz1~• !&2uz2~• !&iV
252S 12coshE dm~ t !log^z1tuz2t& D . ~3.33!
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Let us writeu f t&5uz2t&2uz1t&. Then we have

iuz1~• !&2uz2~• !&iV
25222 coshE dm~ t !log~11^ztu f t&!. ~3.34!

The finiteness ofuz1(•)2z2(•)uP , implies that except for a set of measure zero, there ex
c>0, such thatu^ztu f t&u<A^ f tu f t&,cd. Now, there exist complex numbersct , such that log(1
1^ztuft&)5ct^ztuft&. By our previous result~except perhaps in a set of measure zero! thesect satisfy
uctu,C, for C.0. Using this result, we get

iuz1~• !&2uz2~• !&iV
25222 coshS E dm~ t !ct^ztu f t& D . ~3.35!

The integral is boundedu*dm(t)ct^ztu f t&u<Cd, so for sufficiently smalld, there exists a constan
C8.0 such that

iuz1~• !&2uz2~• !&iV
2<C8d2, ~3.36!

showing thatuz(•)& is a continuous function ofz(•).
This implies thatW is also a continuous function ofx(•),j(•); so as explained in Sec. III A 3

we define a representation of the history group using Eq.~3.16!.
But the representation can also be defined straightforwardly. Indeed, we can write a u

operatorU(x(•),j(•)) as ^ tPRU(x t ,j t), i.e., by its action on the coherent state vectors

U~x~• !,j~• !!ux8~• !j8~• !&5e~ i /2! *dm(t)(x t8•j t2x t•j t8)ux~• !1x8~• !,j~• !1j8~• !&. ~3.37!

Therefore time averaged operators for positionqj5*dm(t)qt•j(t) and momentum px

5*dm(t)ptx(t) do existon V.

2. Operators

Let us first see how we can define the analog of the HamiltonianHk5*dm(t)h(qt ,pt) in this
Hilbert space.

Let ĥ be the Hamiltonian on the canonical Hilbert space. We assume that the representa
the Weyl group can be chosen, so that all coherent state vectors lie in the domain ofĥ. This
suffices to show that there exist complex numbersA(s), such that

^x8j8ue2 i ĥsuxj&5^x8j8uxj&~12 iA~s!h~x,j;x8,j8!s!, ~3.38!

whereh(x,j;x8,j8)5^x8j8uĥuxj&/^x8j8uxj&, and for each neighborhood ofs50 there exists
C.0 such thatuA(s)u<C. Let us try to define a version of the operatorUk(s)5e2 iH ks as

^ te
2 i ĥk(t)s. It is easy to show, as in Sec. II C 3, that it is well defined; the issue is to show

continuous ats50, for then by Stone’s theoremHk exists. We have

u^x8~• !j8~• !uU~s!21ux~• !j~• !&u5UexpS E dm~ t !log~^x t8j t8ue
2 i ĥk(t)sux tj t&Ht

! D21U
5UexpS E dm~ t !log~12 iA~s!sk~ t !h~x t ,j t ;x t8 ,j t8!! D21U
<CU E dm~ t !k~ t !h~x t ,j t :x t8 ,j t8!Uusu. ~3.39!

HereC is a real positive number. ThereforeU(s) has matrix elements continuous with respe
to s if *dm(t)k(t)h(x t ,j t ;x t8 ,j t8) exists. We can takek(t) to be a measurable function tha
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grows at most polynomially. We have adjustedĥ so that ĥu0&H50, then it suffices that
h(x t ,j t ;x t8 ,j t8) is continuous. We have demanded that (x t ,j t)→0 exponentially fast outside
some compact set, henceh(x t ,j t ;x t8 ,j t8)→0 outside this compact set.

The operatorHk can be therefore defined.
A Liouville operator corresponding to the classical function*dt ptq̇t is also defined by its

action on coherent states

eisVux~• !j~• !&→5ux8~• !j8~• !&, ~3.40!

where (x8(t),j8(t))5(x(t1s),j(t1s)). We need to check that it is continuous ats50. We have

^x~• !j~• !ueisVux~• !j~• !&5expS E dm~ t !log^x tj tux t1sj t1s&Ht
D . ~3.41!

Since the coherent states are continuous functions of their arguments and the paths (x,j)(•) have
been assumed Lifschitz, there exists a vectoru f t ,s&Ht

on H such that

ux t1sj t1s&Ht
5ux tj t&Ht

1su f t ,s&Ht
, ~3.42!

and ^ f t ,su f t ,s&,Ct for some constantsCt.0. Therefore

u^x~• !j~• !ueisV21ux~• !j~• !&u5UexpS E dm~ t !log~11s^x tj tu f t ,s&!Ht
D21U<Ausu E dm~ t !Ct ,

~3.43!

for some constantA.0. Now, since we assume (x t ,j t)→(0,0) outside compact intervals,Ct can
always be chosen to be constant in this compact interval and vanish outside this, thus rende
integral finite. We therefore establish continuity of the matrix elements ofeisV arounds50.

The operatorV, therefore, exists.
The existence ofV andHk also implies the existence of an action operatorSk5V2Hk .
To summarize, assuming that

~1! the canonical coherent states are smooth functions of their arguments,
~2! they lie in the domain ofĥ,
~3! ĥ has a unique ground stateu0&H , in which ĥu0&H50,
~4! we consider pathst→zt , that satisfy the Lifschitz condition,

we can define a representation of the history group in a Hilbert spaceV in the fashion described
such that the two generators of time transformation are self-adjoint operators onV.

An issue that can be raised at this point is that the choice of paths is restricted to one
(x t ,j t)→0 as time goes to infinity. These are not sufficient to describe all conceivable p
space motions, as for instance oscillators that oscillate eternally. However, one can consid
properties in an arbitrarily large, but finite, time interval. This restriction is a consequence o
way we have chosen to define the smearing functions for the generators of the history gr
possibility that might lift this difficulty in a natural manner is briefly presented in Sec. IV A.

3. Uniqueness of the representation

As (x t ,j t)→(0,0) for larget, the only vector that is left invariant under the time translatio
generated by the Liouville operator is the ‘‘vacuum’’ vectoru0&5 ^ tPRu0&Ht

. ~It corresponds to
the proposition that the system is on the ground state at all times.! Since the history Weyl group is
isomorphic to the Weyl group of a field theory, we can use the uniqueness theorem fo
expectation functional, to establish that any two of the representations, we have construc
unitarily inequivalent, if they havedifferent expectation functionals.
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This has different implications according to whether thecanonicalWeyl group is finite or
infinite dimensional. If it is infinite dimensional and corresponds to a well-behaved quantum
theory~i.e., with a unique translationally invariant vacuum!, then the expectation functional of th
canonical theory is independent of the representation and unique. Hence, the expectatio
tional for the history theory, constructed by Eq.~3.30! is also unique. This means for a give
representation of the canonical group, we can obtain a representation of the history group,
a way, that unitarily equivalent representations of the canonical group yield unitarily equiv
representations of the history group. This is, indeed, very satisfactory.

However, for finite-dimensional canonical Weyl group, all representations are unit
equivalent. Hence different expectation functionals correspond to unitarily equivalent theorie
different expectation functionals canonically, lead to different expectation functionals for the
tory group. And these give rise to unitarily inequivalent representations. We are then i
unpleasant situation of having many inequivalent history theories corresponding to one can
theory. There is no remedy for this. But, we should remark that the conditions developed thr
out this section, constrain severely the choice of the representation of the canonical group
allowed to use. The canonical coherent states have to lie in the domain of all operators t
want to also define in the histories theory. Even if this does not guarantee uniqueness, at
gives a guideline for which type of representations are interesting to use.

4. The decoherence functional

We saw that we have to restrict to paths (x t ,j t) that fall to zero rapidly at larget. This means
that the single-time Hilbert space att56` is essentially one dimensional, consisting only of t
vector u0&.

We saw that in the construction of the decoherence functional, the main problem came
the operators defined at the boundary Hilbert space. In this construction, when time is taken
whole of the real line, the boundary Hilbert space is one dimensional and the boundary operA
is just multiplicative. Hence the decoherence functional splits in the product of two phases

d~a,b!5TrV~SU †aU!TrV~S †U †bU!. ~3.44!

The operatorU is easily identified ase2 iH k for k(t)5t.
The construction of the operatorS is more intricate. Complex analyticity of the coherent sta

makes consideration of the diagonal matrix elements sufficient.
From the basic operation of the Weyl group we get that

^x8j8uxj&5exp~ i /2~j•x82x•j8!1W@x2x8,j2j8# !. ~3.45!

Assuming a discetizationt0 ,t1 ,...,tn5t f of the interval@ t i ,t f # the definition~2.22! yields

^x t0
,j t0

;...;x tn
,j tn

uSux t0
,j t0

;...;x tn
,j tn

&

5^x t0
j t0

ux tn
j tn

&)
i

^x t i
j t i

ux t i 21
j t i 21

&

5e~ i /2!(j tn
•x t0

2x tn
•j t0

)1W[x tn
2x t0

,j tn
2j t0

]

3expS (
i

i

2
~j t i 21

•x t i
2j t i

•x t i 21
!1W@x t i 21

2x t i
,j t i 21

2j t i
# D

5e~ i /2!(j tn
•x t0

2x tn
•j t0

)1W[x tn
2x t0

,j tn
2j t0

]

3expS (
i

i

2
@j t i

•~x t i
2x t i 21

!2x t i
•~j t i

2j t i 21
!#

2
]W

]j
@x t i

,j t i
#~j t i

2j t i 21
!2

]W

]x
@x t i

,j t i
#~x t i

2x t i 21
! D . ~3.46!
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Hence at the continuous limit we get

^x~• !j~• !uSux~• !j~• !&5e~ i /2!(j(t f )•x(t0)2x(t f )•j(t0))1W[x(t f )2x(t0),j(t f )2j(t0)]

3expS E
t0

t f
dt

i

2
~j• ẋ2x• j̇ !2E

Wt0

Wt f
dWD

5expS i

2
~j~ t f !•x~ t0!2x~ t f !•j~ t0!!1W@x~ t f !2x~ t0!,j~ t f !2j~ t0!#

2W@x~ t f !,j~ t f !#1W@x~ t0!,j~ t0!# D
3expS i

2 Et0

t f
dt~j• ẋ2x• j̇ ! D . ~3.47!

Clearly as@ t0 ,t f #→(2`,`) we get

^x~• !j~• !uSux~• !j~• !&5expS i E
2`

`

j• ẋ D . ~3.48!

In particular, for a pair of coherent-state histories the decoherence functional reads

d~~j,x!~• !,~j8,x8!~• !!5eiS[ j(•),x(•)] 2 iS* [ j8(•),x8(•)] , ~3.49!

where

iS@j,x#5^j,xuS d

dt
2 iH D uj,x& ~3.50!

is the classical phase space action.

D. The generating functional

1. N-point functions

A probability theory does not only give probabilities to possible scenaria, it also prov
expectation values for observables. In fact, a probability measure can be fully reconstructe
the knowledge of a sufficiently large number of expectation values: these are known a
moments of the distribution or in physics as theN-point functions. We shall write the relevan
formulas in the context of stochastic processes, rather than single-time probability theory, fo
the analog of these expressions that we shall attempt to generalize in the quantum contex

Let us denote byx a vector that corresponds to a point of a sample spaceV andVT the space
of histories with elements the pathsx(•). Let alsodm(x(•)) denote the probability measure in th
space of paths. One then defines theN-point functions

G(n)~a1 ,t1 ;...;an ,tn!5E dm~x~• !!Xt1

a1
¯Xtn

an, ~3.51!

whereXt
a(x(•))5xa(t) is a function onVT.

The information of theN-point functions is encoded in the generating functional

Z@J#5 (
n50

`
~ i !n

n! E dt1¯dtn (
a1¯an

G(n)~a1 ,t1 ;¯ ;an ,tn!Ja1
~ t1!¯Jan

~ tn!. ~3.52!

The generating functional is just the Fourier transform of the stochastic measure
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Z@J~• !#5E dm~x~• !!expS i E dt Xt
aJa~ t ! D . ~3.53!

The N-point functions~3.51! fully exhaust the physical content of the theory; hence
generating functional~3.53! provides a complete specification of the probability measure
general, one can define generating functionals containing less complete information, e.g., on
refer to one single observable. For instance given a functionf on V we can define

Zf@J~• !#5E dm~x~• !!ei *dt FtJ(t) ~3.54!

which generates the correlation functions off . Or more generally, one can define generat
functionals of time-averaged quantitiesF ~functions onVT! as

ZF~ j !5E dm~x~• !!eiF (x(•)) j , ~3.55!

for some real numberj .

2. The CTP generating functional

Since the decoherence functional is defined through bounded operators onV, its definition can
be extended to a bilinear functional over all bounded operators onV: d : B(V)3B(V)→C.

We shall first examine the discrete-time case. Let us consider an operatorÂ on H. Then if At

denotes the corresponding single-time operator onV ~see Sec. II A!, we can see that

d~At1
^ At2

,1!5Q~ t12t2!Tr~ r̂0Â~ t1!Â~ t2!!1Q~ t22t1!Tr~ r̂0Â~ t2!Â~ t1!!, ~3.56!

d~1,At1
^ At2

!5Q~ t22t1!Tr~ r̂Â~ t1!Â~ t2!!1Q~ t12t2!Tr~ r̂Â~ t2!Â~ t1!!, ~3.57!

whereÂ(t) is the Heisenberg picture operator onH: eiĤ tÂe2 iĤ t. The right-hand side of~3.56! and
~3.57! are the time-ordered and anti-time-ordered two-point function for this observable. Sim
we can construct higher time-ordered and anti-time-ordered functions, respectively, as w
mixed ones, e.g.,d(At1

,At2
^ At3

). They are usually denoted by (r ,s) correlation functionsr
denoting the number of time-ordered ands of anti-time-ordered appearances ofA in the expec-
tation value. SuchN-point functions have been first used in the classic study of quantum Brow
motion by Schwinger.17 They are obtained by an object known as the closed-time-path~CTP!
generating functional.17,31

If we want to construct an object that encodes the information about theN-point functions at
all times, we need to go to the continuum limit.

Let us byAf denote the time averaged version of an operatorÂ on H, defined in the way we
explained in Sec. II C. Then we define the closed-time-path generating functional associated
operatorÂ as a function of a pair of smearing functionsJ1 andJ2 through

ZÂ@J1~• !,J2~• !#5d~eiAJ1,e2 iAJ2!. ~3.58!

The signs1 and2 correspond, respectively, to the part that generates time-ordered, vs anti
ordered correlation functions. In general the (r ,s) mixed correlation function forA will be given
by

GA
(r ,s)~ t1 ,...,t r ;t18 ,...,ts8!5~2 i !r i s

d r

dJ1~ t1!¯dJ1~ t r !

ds

dJ2~ t1!¯dJ2~ ts!
Z@J1 ,J2#uJ15J250 .

~3.59!
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When the Hilbert space carries a representationU(x,j)5e2 iqj2 ipx of the history Weyl group,
there exist time-averaged versions of the position and momentum operators. We can then co
the configuration space CTP generating functional as

Zq@j1 ,j2#5d~ei (q,j1),e2 i (q,j2)!. ~3.60!

This generating functional has been widely used, mainly because it has a convenient path-
expression. One can construct a corresponding effective action through a Legendre trans
W52 i logZ ~known as the CTP effective action!.32

But we can also write a generating functional that contains allphase spacecorrelation func-
tions. This is simply defined14 as

Z@j1 ,x1 ;j2 ,x2#5d~U~x1 ,j1!,U†~x2 ,j2!!. ~3.61!

Since our representation of the history group is irreducible, all physical information abou
physical system is contained in the CTP generating functional~3.61!. Indeed, it is the quantum
analog of the generating functional~3.53! of a general stochastic process.

E. The Wigner–Weyl transform

1. The canonical case

In quantum mechanics a representationÛ(x,j) of the canonical group enables one to co
struct alinear map that takes a large class of Hilbert space operators to phase space function
is known as the Wigner–Weyl transform. It is implemented as follows: IfÂ is a trace-class
operator onH then, we define the functionFÂ(q,p) on phase space as

FÂ~q,p!5E dx dj e2 i j•q2 ix•p Tr~Û~j,x!Â!ªTr~D̂~q,p!Â!, ~3.62!

whereD̂(q,p)5*dx dj e2 i j•q2 ix•pÛ(x,j). This operator satisfies

E dq dpD̂~q,p!51̂, ~3.63!

and its matrix elements in a coherent state basis are given by

^x8j8uD~q,p!uxj&5ei j•(x2x8)1 iq•(p2p8)1 i (x•j2x8•j8)3K̃Fp1
j1j8

2
,q2

x1x8

2 G , ~3.64!

in terms of the Fourier transform of the expectation functional

K̃@p,q#5E dm~x,j!e2 ix•p2 i j•qK@x,j#. ~3.65!

Note that bydq dp we denote the standard Lebesque measure onG5R2n, normalized by a
factor of (2p)2n.

This definition can be extended to bounded operators~at least when the Weyl group is finit
dimensional! and to a large class of unbounded ones. The Wigner–Weyl transform of a de
matrix is known as theWigner function. There are two important properties of the Wigner tra
form

E dq dp FÂ~q,p!5TrHÂ, ~3.66!
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E dq dp FÂ~q,p!FB̂~q,p!5TrH~ÂB̂!. ~3.67!

The operator commutator induces on the phase the Moyal bracket$ , %M . For a pair of operators
Â and B̂ their commutatorĈ5@Â,B̂# is associated with the symbol

1

i
FĈ5$FÂ ,FB̂%Mª2FÂ sinS 1

2
$ , % DFB̂ ~3.68!

here$ , % is the Poisson bracket on phase space, written as a bilinear operator:f $ , %g5$ f ,g%. The
sinus in this expression refers to its Taylor series viewed as a function of this bilinear oper

2. The histories analog

We can proceed similarly in the histories case and to each trace-class operatorA on V
associate a functionFA on P, the space of classical histories as

FA@g#5FA@q~• !,j~• !#5E Dj~• !Dx~• !e2 i (q,j)(g)2 i (p,x)(g) Tr~U~j,x!A!. ~3.69!

This expression is only formal, since the measuresDx(•), etc., do not exist. What is implied i
FA(g)5TrV(AD(q(•),p(•))). By D(q(•),p(•)) we denote a linear map that is given by

D~q~• !,p~• !!5 ^ tD̂~qt ,pt!. ~3.70!

If the operatorA is a product operator̂ tÂt , then using Eq.~2.14! we see that

FAf
@q~• !,p~• !#5expS E dm~ t !logFÂt

~qt ,pt! D . ~3.71!

It is also easy to calculate the symbol for a time averaged operatorAf by constructing the Weyl
transform foreiA fs and expanding arounds50. The result is

FAf
@q~• !,p~• !#5E dm~ t ! f ~ t !FÂ~qt ,pt!. ~3.72!

Such is for instance the case of position, momentum operators, and the Hamiltonian, so th

qf→Fqf
5E dm~ t !qt f ~ t !, ~3.73!

pf→Fpf
5E dm~ t !pt f ~ t !, ~3.74!

Hk→FHk
5E dm~ t !k~ t !h~qt ,pt!, ~3.75!

whereh(q,p)5Fĥ(q,p) is the Wigner transform of the canonical Hamiltonian.
For more general operators onV, the Weyl transform is effected by constructing first a suita

discrete-time expression in̂ iHti
and then going to the continuum limit. It is more convenient

employ the decomposition of the unity for the canonical coherent states in order to compu
trace:

TrV A5E )
i

dm~x t i
,j t i

!^x t1
j t1

;x t2
j t2

¯x tn
j tn

uAux t1
j t1

;x t2
j t2

¯x tn
j tn

&. ~3.76!
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For operators that map coherent states into coherent states, the calculations are easier to
Such is, for instance, the operatoreisV. We can compute

eisV→FeisV5E )
t

dm~x t ,pt!^x tj tuD̂~qt ,pt!ux t1sj t1s&Ht
. ~3.77!

If we expand this arounds50 we find that

V→FV5E dt ptq̇t , ~3.78!

where the integral is of a Stieljes type.
Note that Eqs.~3.69! and~3.76! are, as yet, defined for a discretization of the time interval

order to compute any traces we will always need to check the finiteness of the expressions
continuum limit. We will return to this later in Sec. III E 3.

3. The decoherence functional

In an analogous manner, one can assign to the decoherence functional a ‘‘function’’P
3P as

W@q~• !,p~• !uq8~• !,p8~• !#

5W@gug8#

5E Dj1~• !Dx1~• !Dj2~• !Dx2~• !e2 i (q,j1)2 i (p,x1)1 i (q8,j2)1 i (p8,x2)

3Z@j1 ,x1 ;j2 ,x2#. ~3.79!

Given then some operators~these might be projectors that correspond to a history propositio! A
andB on V we have

d~A,B!5E Dm~g!Dm~g8!W@gug8#FA~g!FB~g8!, ~3.80!

whereDm(g) is a shorthand forDx(•)Dj(•).
In spite of the general nondefinability of the integration measure, there is a very good se

which the W@gug8# exists: as the inductive limit of its discrete-time expressions, in comp
analogy with the Kolmogorov’s construction of the stochastic probability measure. This pro
as follows.

In standard quantum mechanics one can define objects that correspond to classical m
probabilities using the Wigner transform.33 They are of the form

W~q1 ,p1 ,t1 ;...;qn ,pn ,tn!5Tr~ r̂0eiĤ t1D̂~q1 ,p1!e2 iĤ t1
¯eiĤ tnD̂~qn ,pn!e2 iĤ tn!. ~3.81!

These distributions do not define a probability measure: they are complex and do not
the Kolmogorov additivity condition. Rather they are the building blocks of the decoher
functional. In analogy with the stochastic case if we consider two discretizationsI 5$t1 ,...,tn% and
I 85$t18 ,...,tm8 % of an intervalT, we can define the objects as

Wn,m@q1 ,p1 ,t1 ;...;qn ,pn ,tnuq18 ,p18 ,t18 ;...;qm8 ,pm8 ,tm8 #5Tr~Ĉn
†r̂0Ĉ8m!, ~3.82!

where

Ĉm5eiĤ t1D̂~q1 ,p1!e2 iĤ t1
¯eiĤ tmD̂~qm ,pm!e2 iĤ tm ~3.83!
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and similarly forĈ8m .
Let us writeV I and V I 8 as the spaces of discrete-time phase space histories. They c

equipped with the standard Lebesque measure) tdqt dpt , so thatWn,m can be used to define
genuine decoherence functionalsdI ,I 8 that satisfy properties~2.3!. If we denote byVT the space of
phase space histories we can consider the injection mapi I ,I 8 : Vn3Vm→VT3VT. These maps
are measurable. It is easy to check that the hierarchy of functionsWn,m satisfies an additivity
condition

E dqt1
dqt2

Wn,m@q1 ,p1 ,t1 ;...;qn ,pn ,tnuq18 ,p18 ,t18 ;...;qm8 ,pm8 ,tm8 #

5Wn21,m@q2 ,p2 ,t2 ;...;qn ,pn ,tnuq18 ,p18 ,t18 ;...;qm8 ,pm8 ,tm8 #. ~3.84!

In complete analogy to Kolmogorov’s theorem, the above properties are sufficient to prov
existence of an additive, complex-valued, Hermitian measure onP3P, i.e., a decoherence func
tional dP , such that

dI ,I 85 i I ,I 8
* dP . ~3.85!

It is important to remark that the definition of the decoherence functional on phase spac
place with respect to themeasurable subsetsof P, which define a Boolean algebra. This is clea
distinct from the logic of projectors on the Hilbert spaceV. This is what enabled us to sidestep t
nondefinability of a decoherence functional from the discrete-time expressions.

This construction does not highlight the general structure of the decoherence function
see this, it is necessary to compute the Wigner transformations of the operatorsS andU.

When the Hamiltonian is quadratic, the coherent states are Gaussians and the calcula
traces reduces to Gaussian integrals. In this case the functional relations of operators is pr
by the Weyl–Wigner transform. For the harmonic oscillator, we get

U→FU5e2 iH k, k~ t !5t, ~3.86!

S→FS5exp~2 1
2 @v~qt f

2qt0
!21v21~pt f

2pt0
!21 i ~pt f

•qt0
2qt f

•pt0
!# !3ei /2*

t i

t fdt(pt• q̇t2qt• ṗt).
~3.87!

In the case of more general Hamiltonians the calculations are more difficult to perform. But
assume that the interval upon which histories are defined is the whole real line, the bou
condition forces that

FS5ei *dt ptq̇t. ~3.88!

The operatorU is unitary, hence a transformationA→UAU † preserves the trace. The trace is al
preserved by the Weyl–Wigner transform, hence phase spaceU corresponds to a trace-preservin
automorphismT of the algebra of functions on the spaceP of phase space paths. Explicitly th
would be the continuum limit of

T5Tt1
^¯^ Ttn

, ~3.89!

where Tt corresponds to the automorphism of the algebra of single-time functionsA→Tt@A#
given by the Moyal bracket version of the Heisenberg equations of motion

]

] t
Tt@A#5$H,Tt@A#%M ~3.90!

with T0@A#5A.
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In general the decoherence functional for phase space paths in a time interval@ t i ,t f # will read

d~A,B!5E
G t i

3G t f

dx lx* ~FA!lx~FB!, ~3.91!

where by x we denote points on the boundariesG t i
3G t f

. It is then a collective index for
(qti

,pti
,qt f

,pt f
). It is obtained by the Weyl–Wigner transform of the boundary operator w

respect to thers indices in Eq.~2.19!. dx5dqt0
dpt0

dqt f
dpt f

is the standard measure onG t0
3G t f

. lx(•) is a family of complex valued measures on the space of paths that have a func
dependence on boundary pointsx which incorporates the actual initial state of the system. If byT
we denote the automorphism generated byU then

lx~A!5E dm~g!FA xS~g!T~A!~g!. ~3.92!

In this equationFA xS is the Weyl symbol associated with the operatorA xS of Eq. ~2.23!. The
collective variablex again corresponds to the Weyl–Wigner transform of the indices (r ,s) of Eq.
~2.19!.

In this expression it is very clear that phases appear in the probability assignment
because of the geometric phase encoded in the operatorS. This has been argued in Ref. 16, but
the present context it is clearer, since the automorphismT makes no reference to complex num
bers in its definition. The presence of complex numbers in the decoherence functional is
due to the presence of aU(1) connection on phase space, as encoded in the functionFS .

F. The stochastic limit

Rather than considering the decoherence condition~1.5! as a law of nature, that has to b
exactly satisfied~as the consistent histories interpretation does!, we can view it as a condition fo
the approximation of the physical system by a classical probabilistic theory. We remarked ho
unequal time pseudoprobability distributionsWn,m do not satisfy the Kolmogorov additivity con
ditions. Perhaps a smeared version would~approximately! satisfy them so that one would ge
decoherence. So one can try to define smeared pseudoprobability distributions like

W̄n,0~ q̄1 ,p̄1 ,t1 ;...;q̄n ,p̄n ,tn!

5E dq1 dp1¯dqn dpn x q̄1p̄1
~q1 ,p1!¯x q̄np̄n

~qn ,pn!Wn,0~q1 ,p1 ,t1 ;...;qn ,pn ,tn!,

~3.93!

Herexx̄j̄ denotes a smeared characteristic function of a cell centered aroundx̄ j̄. This will depend
on some parametersV which will determine the volume of the cell, within which smearing
effected.

The objectsW̄n,0 are expectation values. They can be properly normalized if we divide t
with the smearing volume. In that case they can be taken as the discrete-time probability de
that might correspond to a measure. If these smeared densities satisfy the Kolmogorov c
~which is to be expected in many systems given sufficient smearing! they would define a classica
probability measure, that would give an effective stochastic description for the quantum sy

1. General operators

The above description is valid for general observables and not only the generators
canonical group. Indeed ifÂ is a self-adjoint operator with continuous spectrumS, one defines its
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corresponding generating functionalZÂ@ f 1 , f 2# as in Eq.~3.58!. Now if xPR denote points of
the spectrum ofA, we can construct a decoherence functional in the space of historiesx(•) : T
→S by an analogous expression to~3.78!,

W@x~• !ux8~• !#5E D f 1~• !D f 2~• !e2 i (x, f 1)1 i (x8, f 2)ZÂ@ f 1 , f 2#. ~3.94!

For any two functionsF andG on the space of paths, we will have

d~F,G!5E Dx~• !Dx8~• !F@x~• !#G@x8~• !#W@x~• !ux8~• !#. ~3.95!

The distributionW can again be defined as the inductive limit of the discrete-time distribut
Wn,m(x1 ,t1 ;...;xn ,tnux18 ,t18 ;...;xn8 ,tn8) as in Eq.~3.81!, but with the operators

D̂~x!5E dJ e2 ixJeiÂJ ~3.96!

substitutingD̂(p,q).
Again one can look for the classical limit by constructing smeared characteristic func

x x̄(x) for subsets ofS. It is convenient to use a Gaussian function forx x̄ . For instance,

x x̄~x!5expS 2
1

2AV
~x2 x̄!2D . ~3.97!

2. Smearing

Let us give a description of how the above prescription for finding the classical limit. We
start with discrete time histories withn time steps, which we shall simply callt and consider the
smearing functionsx x̄ :

x x̄(•)5)
t

x x̄t
5expS 2

1

2AV
(

t
~xt2 x̄t!

2D . ~3.98!

Then we evaluate the decoherence functional at a pair ofx’s ~actually their corresponding
positive operators! to be

d~x x̄(•) ,x x̄8(•)!

5E DJ1 DJ2 ZÂ@J1 ,J2#S E Dx Dx8 x x̄(•)@x~• !#x x̄8(•)@x8~• !#e2 i (J1 ,x)1 i (J2 ,x8) D
5VnE DJ1 DJ2 ZÂ@J1 /AV,J2 /AV#

3exp~2 1
4 ~J1 ,J1!2 1

4 ~J2 ,J2!2 i ~ x̄,J1!1 i ~ x̄8,J2!!. ~3.99!

By (J,J8) we imply here a discrete sum( tJtJt8 . When, we go to the continuous limit it will imply
*dm(t)JtJt8 .

3. The probability measure

Assume now that with sufficient coarse graining we can get approximate satisfaction
decoherence condition for disjointx x̄(•) andx x̄8(•) . The next step is to assume that the probab
ties p(x x̄)5d(x x̄ ,x x̄) can be used to define a probability measure
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p@ x̄~• !#5
1

Vn d~x x̄ ,x x̄!. ~3.100!

This is standard practice. It corresponds to the mathematical operation of extending a cl
probability measure that is defined in only a part of the lattice of propositions~in this case a
semilattice!, to the whole of the lattice. This gives then a generating functional~note thatp@ x̄
(•)# has no multiplicative dependence onVn hence it is safe to go to the continuous limit!

ZA@J#5E Dx̄ p@ x̄~• !#ei ( x̄,J)

5E DJ1 exp~2 1
2 ~J1 ,J1!2 1

2 uJ2J1u2!3Z@~J1!/AV,~J2J1!/AV#. ~3.101!

This is the generating functional of a stochastic process for a classical observableA, that is
obtained as the classical limit of a general quantum mechanical operatorÂ.

The above construction can be repeated for phase space observables with no modificat
this case, the representation of the canonical group, provides anatural metric on phase space,
which can be used in order to construct smearing functions. In this case, a parameter analo
V plays the role of the volume of the phase space cell~with respect to this metric!, within which
one smears.

Details on how to obtain the classical stochastic limit of quantum systems with this me
together with a number of examples, are found in Ref. 34.

G. Summary

After giving a brief review of the canonical group construction and the histories versio
classical mechanics, we showed how to construct a large class of representations of the
group, using coherent state techniques. A particular nice result was, that for well-behaved qu
field theories the representation of the canonical group uniquely determines one for the h
group.

We then showed how to encode the correlation functions for generic observables of the
into a CTP generating functional. The Wigner–Weyl transform offered a way of represe
quantum mechanical objects on the phase space and define a continuous-time decoheren
tional as the continuous limit of discrete-time ones.

Finally, we developed a general procedure for taking the classical probability limit of qua
mechanical histories.

IV. DISCUSSION

We shall now discuss a number of topics that explain or put into context the results o
previous two sections.

A. Time averaging

First, we need to address a rather important issue, that we left uncommented. What is t
of the parametert that enters the definition of the time integral? It appeared there originall
order to render the measure dimensionless, so that operatorsAf would be dimensionally the sam
with their canonical counterpartsÂ.

In the case whereT is compact, we remarked thatt can be chosen as to normalize the meas
to unity. But in the more general case, thatT5R, this cannot be done and one would have
acceptt as an additional parameter entering the histories quantum theory. On one hand, it
not appear into the physical predictions of the theory: the values of the decoherence functio
independent oft. Nonetheless, it would be present in the definition of the time averaged oper
and perhaps in the physical correspondence with classical observables.
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One possible idea is to substitute all integrals overdm(t) with the limit as t→` of
(1/t) *2t/2

t/2 dt. Classical quantities of the form

qf5 lim
t→`

1

t E
2t/2

t/2

dt qt f ~ t ! ~4.1!

are more naturally interpreted as time-averaged values of the observableq. This implies that we
can enlarge the space of possible test functions. It would suffice to demand, that the sm
functions f are constantoutside a compact set~rather than zero!, in order for the integral to be
defined.

This could have as immediate consequence, that the boundary Hilbert spaces at in
would not be one dimensional, as is the case of whenf is of compact support.

But this would severely weaken our uniqueness theorem. We need to have a unique t
tionary invariant ‘‘vacuum’’ vector, in order for the uniqueness theorem to hold. This is not
more true, iff is not a function of compact support: any vectoruz(•)& with constant values ofz(t)
would be translationary invariant.

The representation theory for this history group would therefore be very different; in fac
history group itself is different. Intuitively, one expects that the representation we would o
from such a construction would be a reducible one: a direct integral of representations lik
ones we constructed, each labeled by different boundary conditions for the coherent statt
→6`.

These considerations will be taken further in another paper.

B. The decoherence functional

We tried various different ways to define a continuous-time decoherence functional
straightforward analogy with Kolmogorov’s construction failed, because we cannot continu
embed the lattice of single-time propositions to the lattice of history ones. We were then lef
two choices: one is to incorporate the information about the initial condition in an object th
extended in time, rather than a density matrix as is the case in the canonical approach. Thi
be operationally meaningful~after all the initial state corresponds to a preparation that takes p
in a time interval!, but it contradicts our intuition that information about the system can
encoded at a single moment of time, without any need of knowing anything about its past h
~In a sense, such a construction might be considered as the violation of the analog of the M
condition for stochastic processes.!

The other alternative, is to define the decoherence functional with respect to the struc
propositions about phase space histories. This involves abandoning continuity, but in phas
the natural condition is measurability and using this we can construct a mathematically se
continuous-time decoherence functional. Operationally it is a very satisfactory construction:
space measurements exhaust the physical content of quantum theories. But one might r
objection that we sacrificed the quantum logic structure of history propositions in order to ac
this.

This objection is valid, assuming one considers quantum logic to be a fundamental p
quantum theory. This is however an interpretational attitude towards quantum theory, which
not feel obliged to adopt. But even should we concede this point, we could still argue, that th
quantum logic is the one corresponding to time-averaged history propositions, and the st
single-time one just an approximation.

It is nonetheless true, that our construction would be conceptually more complete, an
thetically more satisfying, if we were able to provide a reconstruction theorem: that the know
of the decoherence functional on phase space, allows us to uniquely construct the Hilbert s
the theory, the decoherence functional defined as a bilinear functional on the histories H
space and perhaps get some correspondence between phase space symmetries and qua
chanical unitary operators. This would be an analog of Wightman’s reconstruction theor
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quantum field theory:35 constructing the Hilbert space, the vacuum and the representations o
history group from the correlation functions. The analogy is very accurate, because the de
ence functional on phase space is equivalent to the CTP generating functional and thus in
rates information about all correlation functions.

So far, we have not been able to find a direct way to prove such a theorem. Of cours
could always proceed indirectly: define the Wightman functions from the CTP generating
tional, from them the canonical Hilbert space, the vacuum and the Hamiltonian, and then
the construction of Sec. III to construct the history Hilbert space and the representation
history group. Even though this lends plausibility in the existence of a reconstruction theor
does not provide any physical or mathematical insight on the structure of history theories.

C. The classical limit

The identification of the history Hilbert space was based on the representations of the h
group. When we have a representation of a group, we inherit all structures associated
coherent states, their symbols and the Weyl–Wigner transform. The phase space, then, ap
the most fundamental ingredient of the quantum theory.

Indeed, through the Weyl–Wigner transform we can cast quantum mechanical historie
language that makes only indirect references to a Hilbert space and is completely bas
classical phase space objects. This is important, because on phase space we know how t
ment coarse grainings, that are of interest for a wide class of physical systems.

For instance, in many particle systems, one could study coarse grainings of the Boltz
type ~focusing on a description in terms of densities on a single-particle phase space! and derive
their stochastic behavior, by the method described in~3.6!. This might provide a way to procee
towards a declared aim of the consistent histories scheme: to find how hydrodynamic variab
their quasideterministic evolution laws arise from quantum theory.3,36–39In fact, all types of coarse
graining of classical statistical mechanics can be implemented for phase space histories.

Another area, where our results are relevant is in the study of back-reaction of quantum
on geometry. The semiclassical treatment assumes that we can couple the Einstein tenso
expectation value of a quantum stress-energy tensor.

For quantum fields in curved spacetime, the stress-energy tensor is not defined as an o
or even an operator-valued distribution on the Hilbert space of the theory. This is why it has
renormalized,28 but, even so, one cannot remove the divergences from its correlation func
Our construction suggests that one could first take the stochastic limit for the field in a his
version of the theory, and then construct aclassicalstress-energy tensor from the classicaliz
field. This would give a fully consistent scheme for dealing with the back-reaction of the mat
geometry, without the dangerous assumptions involved in computing expectation values of
energy tensors. This idea has been tentatively developed in Ref. 34.

D. Perturbation theory

In practice, we cannot explicitly construct the Hilbert space of the theory and the basic o
for most interesting physical systems. That is, why we rely on approximation methods
perturbation theory. In analogy to quantum field theory, we could perhaps develop a pertur
expansion for the decoherence functional, together with a renormalization scheme, in or
adequately treat nonlinear systems

The first problem we would face, is the generic inadequacy of perturbation theory to dea

real-time evolution. In this case we have to expand the operatore2 iĤ t in powers of the coupling
constant, something that becomes increasingly inaccurate with large values oft. In standard
quantum theory, this problem is addressed by performing the perturbation expansion, not
evolution operator, but to its resolvent (E2Ĥ)21, which is essentially its Fourier transform.

The CTP generating functional plays the same role, since it is a ‘‘Fourier transform’’ o
decoherence functional. In the CTP formalism, the perturbation theory is well defined, fo
stance, in the path integral representation, and its accuracy does not depend on the timet. This
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leads to a perturbative evaluation of the decoherence functional, that does not suffer fro
problems of real-time perturbation theory. As such, it provides a valuable tool for the constru
of powerful approximation schemes in the histories program.

E. The histories quantization program

The main motivation of this paper is to be found in the histories quantization program.
aims to exploit the covariant nature and the richer content of the histories approach, in or
study quantum theories of systems with nontrivial temporal structure. The eventual aim is a
of quantum gravity.

So far the program has dealt with quantum fields in curved spacetime14,40 ~where, unlike the
canonical case, we can construct a theory accepting an instantaneous Hamiltonian! and with
constrained systems. The two laws of time transformation have enabled a treatment of
etrized systems15 ~prototypes of general relativity!, in which the problem of time does not appea
More recent results involve the more elaborate presence of Poincare´ groups in quantum field
theory41 and the appearance of a representation of the spacetime diffeomorphism group
histories version of general relativity.42

The main obstacle to further generalization has been the restriction to Fock representati
the history group, and hence only to quadratic systems. In this paper, we have constructed
class of representations and therefore enlarged the domain of applicability of the progra
have also indicated, how a perturbative construction of history theories could be implemen

This will provide tools for continuation of the program: it will be possible to rigorou
construct covariant quantum theories for a large class of systems, at least with the same
rigor as the canonical approach.
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Effective action for QED 4 through z function regularization
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We obtain, throughz function methods, the one-loop effective action for massive
Dirac fields in the presence of a uniform, but otherwise general, electromagnetic
background. After discussing renormalization, we compare ourz function result
with Schwinger’s proper-time approach. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1383976#

I. INTRODUCTION

In QED, the effective one-loop Lagrangian describes the effective nonlinear interaction
electromagnetic fields due to a single fermion loop. In two dimensions, its general form has
obtained both through proper time andz function regularizations.1,2 In four dimensions, on the
other hand, only particular field configurations have been studied.

The 311 dimensional problem of constant electromagnetic fields was first studied by
and Heisenberg3 and independently by Weisskopf.4 These authors obtained an integral express
for the one-loop effective Lagrangian in the framework of the electron-hole theory. Late
Schwinger rederived this integral representation in a field-theoretical scenario, by making
proper time techniques.5 In all these references, explicit results were derived in some limits,
most famous being the weak-field one. This and other particular field configurations were
quently studied through the proper-time regularization by a number of authors~see, for example,
Refs. 6–10!.

More recently, the interest in the subject was renewed, and the Euclidean effective act
constant electromagnetic background configurations was studied throughz function
techniques:11,12 In Ref. 13 analytic expressions were found for the case of purely magnetic fi
in any number of dimensions. In this same reference, the case of equal electric and magnet
in four Euclidean dimensions was also studied. A step towards more general field configur
was given in Ref. 14, where the authors obtained the effective Lagrangian as a power se
B/E.

It is the aim of this article to obtain, throughz function methods, an explicit nonperturbativ
expression for the full one-loop effective action of quantum electrodynamics in four dimensio
the case of constant, but otherwise arbitrary, electromagnetic fields. To this end, we will w
Euclidean space–time, and define the determinant of the relevant Dirac operatorD” through the
derivative of thez function of D” †D” .

The organization of the article is as follows:
After summarizing some well-known generalities in Sec. II, we devote Sec. III to analyti

extending the relevantz function to the regionRs.22. ~The main point here is the analyti
extension of a Barnesz function.! Its value ats50 is also given in this section.

In Sec. IV, a complete analytical expression for the effective action in terms of special
tions is given, and the renormalization issue is discussed.

Section V contains a comparison betweenz and proper-time regularizations.
The Appendices A and B contain the derivation of some particular limits for the relevant

a!Fellow FOMEC-UNLP and Fundacio´n Antorchas~Argentina!.
b!Member of CONICET~Argentina!. Electronic mail: mariel@obelix.fisica.unlp.edu.ar
32600022-2488/2001/42(8)/3260/10/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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and for the effective action, thus allowing for the comparison with previous work on less ge
field configurations.

II. GENERALITIES

We study the effective action for massive Dirac particles in the presence of uniform
otherwise arbitrary, electromagnetic background fields. We work in four-dimensional Eucl
space. Then, the effective action in the one-loop approximation is given by

S@Am#5Scl@Am#2 logDet~D” @Am#!, ~1!

whereScl@Am# is the classical Euclidean action andD” @Am#5gm(]m2 ieAm)1 im is the Euclidean
Dirac operator,m being the fermion mass.

Note that, even thoughD” is not self-adjoint, it is normal; so, the functional determina
appearing in the one-loop correction to the action can be defined throughz function
regularization,11,12 which leads to

Seff@Am#5Scl@Am#1S(1)@Am#5Scl@Am#1
1

2

]

]s
z~s;D” †D” !cs50 . ~2!

In order to evaluate the one-loop correctionS(1) in the previous expression, it is necessary
obtain the spectrum of the operatorD” †D” , which is well known in the case of uniform fields.15 In
this particular situation, one can always choose a reference frame such thatF0352F305E and
F1252F215B, while the remaining components of the field tensor vanish. When doing so
required zeta function turns out to be

z~s;D” †D” !5m4V
ab

4p2 F2 (
na51

`

~2naa1c!2s12 (
nb51

`

~2nbb1c!2s

14 (
na51

`

(
nb51

`

~2naa12nbb1c!2s1c2sG . ~3!

Here, V is the volume of the four-dimensional Euclidean space,a5euEu/m2, b5euBu/m2, c
5m2/m2, andm is a parameter with mass dimension, introduced to render thez function dimen-
sionless. Note that the series in Eq.~3! are all convergent forRs.2, where they define an analyti
function of s.

III. ANALYTIC EXTENSION OF THE z FUNCTION

In this section, we will perform the analytic extension of the relevantz function to a region
containings50. In particular, we will show it to be finite ats50 and give its value at this point

The first two terms in Eq.~3! can be rewritten in terms of Hurwitz’ zeta functions, which a
well known to be meromorphic functions with a unique simple pole ats51. On the other hand
the third term is a zeta function of the Barnes’ type16,17 ~see also Refs. 18 and 19 and referen
therein!. In order to analytically extend this term, we write it in integral form. After doing so,
get

z~s;D” †D” !5m4V
ab

4p2 H 2

~2a!s
zS s,

c

2a
11D1

2

~2b!s
zS s,

c

2b
11D

1
1

G~s!
E

0

`

dt ts21
4e22ate22bte2ct

~12e22at!~12e22bt!
1c2sJ

5 A~s!1B~s!1C~s!1D~s!, ~4!
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wherez(s,v) is Hurwitz’ zeta function. This expression~invariant undera↔b) is, in principle,
well defined forRs.2. Since the analytic structure of A(s) and B(s) is well known, we will
concentrate on the Barnes term C(s), which will be extended toRs.22.

To this end, we will use the expansion20

1

eat2e2at
5

1

2at
1at(

k51

`

~21!k
1

~at!21~kp!2
, ~5!

thus obtaining

C~s!52m4V
ab

4p2

1

G~s! H 1

2aE0

`

dt ts22
e2(a1b1c)t

ebt2e2bt

1aE
0

`

dt ts
e2(a1b1c)t

ebt2e2bt (
k51

`

~21!k
1

~at!21~kp!2 J 1 a↔b

5C1~s!1C2~s!. ~6!

The first term, C1(s), can be easily seen to be

C1~s!52m4V
ab

4p2

1

2a

1

~s21!~2b!s21
zS s21,

a12b1c

2b D 1 a↔b. ~7!

As all the terms we have analytically extended up to this point, C2(s) in Eq. ~6! involves an
integral which diverges ats50. In order to isolate this singularity, we will rewrite this term as

C2~s!52m4V
ab

4p2

1

G~s!
aE

0

`

dt ts
e2(a1b1c)t

~ebt2e2bt!
H (

k51

`

~21!kF 1

~at!21~kp!2
2

1

~kp!2G
1 (

k51

`

~21!k
1

~kp!2 J 1 a↔b

5CF2~s!1CD2~s!. ~8!

The integral appearing in CD2(s) is divergent ats50 but, after performing the sum, this term
easily seen to be

CD2~s!52m4V
ab

4p2

a

6

s

~2b!s11
zS s11,11

a1c

2b D 1 a↔b. ~9!

Now, once the difference between brackets is performed, CF2(s) can be rewritten as

CF2~s!522m4V
ab

4p2

1

G~s!
a3(

k51

`
~21!k

~kp!2E0

`

dt ts12
e2(a12b1c)t

~12e22bt!

1

~at!21~kp!2
1 a↔b.

~10!

As is easily seen, this integral converges forRs.22. We have thus obtained an analytic exte
sion for thez of the operator as a meromorphic function with only simple poles. Such exten
is valid for Rs.22.

Now, the factor 1/@(at)21(kp)2# can be written as an integral. In fact,
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1

~at!21~kp!2
5

21

2ikp F 1

at1 ikp
2

1

at2 ikpG5
1

kpE0

`

du e2atusin~kpu!.

When replaced in Eq.~10!, this gives

CF2~s!522m4V
ab

4p2

1

G~s!
a3(

k51

`
~21!k

~kp!3E0

`

dt ts12
e2(a12b1c)t

~12e22bt!
E

0

`

du e2atusin~kpu!1 a↔b

or, after interchanging the integrals

CF2~s!522m4V
ab

4p2

a3

G~s! (
k51

`
~21!k

~kp!3E0

`

du sin~kpu!
G~s13!

~2b!s13
zS s13,

a12b1c1au

2b D
1 a↔b.

When thez function is written in terms of its series development~which is valid forRs.
22) one has~after interchanging this series and the integral!

CF2~s!522m4V
ab

4p2

a3

G~s!

G~s13!

~2b!s13 (
k51

`
~21!k

~kp!3 (
l 51

` E
0

`

du sin~kpu!S l 1
a1c1au

2b D 2(s13)

1 a↔b.

Finally, after performing the remaining integral and making use of the functional rela
between incomplete gamma functions,21 one gets

CF2~s!5 im4V
ab

4p2

G~s13!

G~s!
a2s

1

s12 (
k51

`
~21!k

~kp!12s (
l 51

` F i s12ei ~kp/a!(2bl1a1c)GS 2s

21,i
kp

a
~2bl1a1c! D2~2 i !s12e2 i ~kp/a!(2bl1a1c)GS 2s21,2 i

kp

a
~2bl1a1c! D G

1 a↔b. ~11!

The replacement of Eqs.~7!, ~9! and ~11! into Eq. ~4! completes the analytic extension of th
relevantz function. Its value ats50 can be easily computed, which gives

z~0;D” †D” !5
m4V

4p2 H 1

2
c21

a21b2

3 J . ~12!

The agreement with the known results for null and equal fields is shown in Appendix A.

IV. THE EFFECTIVE ACTION AND ITS RENORMALIZATION

This section contains the main result in this article, i.e., the one-loop correction to the E
ean effective action. According to Eq.~2!, to obtain such result, one must perform the derivativ
at s50 of the various terms in Eq.~4!.

We start from A(s), which contributes with

1

2

]

]s
A~s!c

s50

5m4V
ab

4p2 H log~2a!S 1

2
1

c

2aD1 logGS c

2a
11D2

1

2
log~2p!J . ~13!

In a completely analogous way, one has
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1

2

]

]s
B(s) c

s50

5m4V
ab

4p2 H log~2b!S 1

2
1

c

2bD1 logGS c

2b
11D2

1

2
log~2p!J . ~14!

It is also through a direct calculation that one gets

1

2

]

]s
C1~s!c

s50

5m4V
ab

4p2

1

2a H 2b~211 log~2b!!zS 21,11
a1c

2b D
22b

]

]sc
s50

zS s21,11
a1c

2b D J 1 a↔b. ~15!

1

2

]

]s
CD2~s!c

s50

5m4V
ab

4p2

a

24b H log~2b!1CS 11
a1c

2b D J 1 a↔b. ~16!

As regards CF2(s), due to the presence ofG(s) in the denominator, the required derivativ
reduces to the productG(s) CF2(s) at s50, i.e.,

1

2

]

]s
CF2~s!c

s50

52
i

2
m4V

ab

4p2 (
k51

`
~21!k

kp (
l 51

` Fei ~kp/a!(2bl1a1c)GS 21,
ikp

a
~2bl1a1c! D

2e2 i ~kp/a!(2bl1a1c)GS 21,2
ikp

a
~2bl1a1c! D G1 a↔b. ~17!

Summarizing, the Euclidean effective action is given by the sum of the partial contributio
Eqs.~13!–~17!, plus

1

2

]

]s
D~s!c

s50

52m4V
ab

8p2
log~c!. ~18!

Notice that even though the result is finite, it depends on the arbitrary parameterm. However, this
effective action still admits a finite renormalization. We will perform it by adopting the criter
~used, for instance, in Ref. 22!, that a very massive field does not fluctuate. Thus, we will subt
the one loop correction to the effective action in the limitm→`. From Eq.~B6! in Appendix B,
the effective action in this limit can be seen to be

m4V
1

4p2 H F3

8
2

1

4
log~c!Gc22

1

6
~b21a2!log~c!J . ~19!

After doing this subtraction, all dependence on the parameterm disappears, and the Euclidea
effective action is given by

Seff
Ren@Am#5

Vm4

2e2
~a21b2! 1m4V

ab

4p2 H 1

8
logS 4ab

c2 D 2
1

24

~a21b2!

ab
logS 4ab

c2 D 1
c

4a
logS a

bD
2

c2

16ab
logS 4ab

c2 D 1 logS G~c/2a11!

A2p
D 2

b

a
zS 21,11

a1c

2b D2
b

a

]

]s c
s50

zS s21,1

1
a1c

2b D2
i

2 (
k51

`
~21!k

kp (
l 51

` Fei ~kp/a!(2bl1a1c)GS 21,
ikp

a
~2bl1a1c! D
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2e2 i ~kp/a!(2bl1a1c)GS 21,
2 ikp

a
~2bl1a1c! D G

1
a

24b
CS 11

a1c

2b D2
3

16

c2

ab
1 a↔bJ . ~20!

The renormalization performed amounts to subtracting the zero field effective action~thus
redefining the cosmological constant!, and renormalizing the classical action. As a result, one g
the following running charge relationship:

1

e2
5

1

e0
2

1
1

12p2
log

m2

m2
. ~21!

Equivalently, for the fine structure constant one has

a5
a0

11~a0/3p!logm2/m2
. ~22!

Note that this expression reduces, in the perturbative limit, to the well known result~see, for
example, Ref. 23!

a5a0S 12
a0

3p
log

m2

m2D . ~23!

V. COMPARISON WITH THE PROPER TIME RESULT

In Appendix B we show that, in the weak field limit, our result for thez regularized effective
action coincides, once renormalized, with the Euclidean version of the well known Schwin
proper time one.

In this section, we will show that this is also the case for arbitrary field strengths. In
Schwinger’s integral expression for the one loop correction to the effective action is given,
subtracting the divergent terms, by

SPT
(1)5m4VH ab

8p2E0

`

dt ts21e2ctcoth~bt!coth~at!2
1

8p2E0

`

dt ts23e2ct

2
a21b2

24p2 E
0

`

dt ts21e2ctJ c
s50

. ~24!

Now, performing the integrals in the last two terms and comparing with Eq.~4! ~with the
Hurwitz’s zetas written in integral form!, the previous expression can be rewritten as

SPT
(1)5

1

2 H G~s!z~s;D” †D” !2
m4V

4p2 S c22sG~s22!1
a21b2

3
c2sG~s! D J c

s50

. ~25!

After developing arounds50, it is easy to see that

SPT
(1)5Sz

(1)2
m4V

4p2 F3

8
c22S c2

4
1

a21b2

6 D log cG , ~26!
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whereSz
(1) is thez-regularized one loop correction to the effective action, as defined in Eq.~2!,

and the remaining terms are precisely the ones we have subtracted through renormalizat
the exact agreement between both renormalized effective actions is apparent.
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APPENDIX A: THE LIMITS OF NULL AND EQUAL FIELDS

In this section, we will show the agreement of our generalz function with the results obtained
by other authors for some particular cases, i.e., the case of a null electric or magnetic field13,14and
that of equal electric and magnetic fields.13

We will start with the B→0 limit. It is easy to see that limb→0A(s)50. As regards
limb→0B(s), it can be studied by making use of the asymptotic expansion for Hurwitz’z function
~see, for example, Ref. 24!,

z~s,v !5
1

G~s! H v12sG~s21!1
1

2
v2sG~s!1 (

n51

N

B2n

G~s12n21!

~2n!!
v12s22nJ 1O~v22N2s21!,

~A1!

lim
b→0

B~s!5 lim
b→0

H m4V
ab

4p2

2

~2b!s

G~s21!

G~s! S c

2b
11D 12sJ 5

m4V

4p2

a

s21
c12s. ~A2!

The only contribution to C(s) in this limit comes from C1(s), which gives

lim
b→0

C~s!5
m4V

4p2

~2a!22s

s21 H zS s21,
c

2aD2S c

2aD 12sJ . ~A3!

Finally, D(s) vanishes forb50. Then, replacing all these partial results into Eq.~4!, one
obtains

z~s,D” †D” !cb505
m4V

4p2

~2!12s

s21
a22sH 2zS s21,

c

2aD2S c

2aD 12sJ , ~A4!

which is in complete agreement with previous results.13,14

Of course, theE→0 limit gives an analogous expression, which can be obtained by chan
a→b in Eq. ~A4!.

We will now study the equal fields limit. In this situation, takinga5b in the different terms
appearing in thez function ~4!, we have

z~s;D” †D” !ca5b5m4V
a2

4p2 H 4

~2a!s
zS s,

c

2a
11D 1c2s 1

222sa2s

s21
zS s21,

3

2
1

c

2aD
2

1

6
~2a!2s zS s11,

3

2
1

c

2aD 2 i 2 a2s~s11!s

3 (
k51

`
~21!k11

~kp!12s (
l 51

` F i s12eikp(2l 111c/a)GS 2s21,ikpS 2l 111
c

aD D
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2~2 i !s12e2 ikp(2l 111c/a)GS 2s21,2 ikpS 2l 111
c

aD D G J . ~A5!

In order to compare this expression with the result in Ref. 13, we use the functional rela
between incomplete gamma functions once more, thus getting

z~s;D” †D” !ca5b5m4V
a2

4p2 H 4

~2a!s
zS s,

c

2a
11D 1c2s 1

222sa2s

s21
zS s21,

3

2
1

c

2aD
2 i 2 a2ss(

k51

`
~21!k

~kp!12s (
l 51

` F i s12eikp(2l 111c/a)GS 2s,ikpS 2l 111
c

aD D
2~2 i !s12e2 ikp(2l 111

c
a)G~2s,2 ikp~2l 111c/a!!G J . ~A6!

We now use the integral representation for the incomplete gamma function

G~a,x!5E
x

`

dt e2tta21.

When doing so, and after interchanging the integral and the sum overl, the last term in Eq.~A6!
can be written as

~2a!2ss(
k51

`
~21!k

~kp!2E0

`

du e2uFzS s11,
3

2
1

c

2a
2

iu

2kp D1zS s11,
3

2
1

c

2a
1

iu

2kp D G
52~2a!2s

1

G~s! (
k51

`

~21!kE
0

`

dt ts
e2(3/21c/2a)t

12e2t

1

~kp!21~ t/2!2

where we have used the integral form for the Hurwitz’s zeta functions, interchanged the int
and performed the interior one.

Interchanging now the integral with the sum, and using Eq.~5!, we obtain

222sa2s
1

G~s!
E

0

`

dt ts21
e2(3/21c/2a)t

12e2t F e2t/2

12e2t
2

1

t G
5222sa2sFzS s21,

c

2a
11D2S c

2a
11D zS s,

c

2a
11D2

1

s21
zS s21,

3

2
1

c

2aD G .
When replaced in~A6!, the final result is

z~s;D” †D” !ca5b5m4V
a2

4p2 H c2s 1222sa2sFzS s21,
c

2a
11D2

c

2a
zS s,

c

2a
11D G J

5m4V
a2

4p2 H c2s 14~2a!2sS zS s21,
c

2aD2
c

2a
zS s,

c

2aD D J . ~A7!

This expression coincides with the result obtained in Ref. 13@see Eqs.~5.2.6! and ~5.2.4! in that
reference#.
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APPENDIX B: THE WEAK-FIELD LIMIT

An unavoidable test our effective action must resist is its coincidence with the well kn
result for weak fields.3,5 In order to check this is the case, we will develop the different contri
tions to the effective action@Eqs.~13!–~18!# in powers of the fields over the squared mass. In
cases of Eqs.~13!–~16!, such development can be obtained by making use of the well kn
asymptotic expansions24 for log G(x), c(x), andz(s,x) @see also our Eq.~A1!#. When doing so,
and retaining terms up to the order of squared fields over mass to the fourth, one gets,
straightforward though tedious calculation,

1

2

]

]s
A~s!c

s50

.m4V
ab

4p2 H 1

6
ac211

1

2
log~c!1

1

2a
~ log~c!21!cJ , ~B1!

1

2

]

]s
B~s!c

s50

.m4V
ab

4p2 H 1

6
bc211

1

2
log~c!1

1

2b
~ log~c!21!cJ , ~B2!

1

2

]

]s
C1~s!c

s50

.m4V
ab

4p2

1

ab H S 1

4
2

1

4
logc1

1

8D c21S 1

2
~a1b!2

1

2
~a1b!logcD c2

5

24
~a2

1b2!

2
1

2
ablogc2

1

24
~5ba215ab21a31b3!c21

1S 1

24
b3a1

1

24
a3b1

1

12
b2a21

7

1440
a41

7

1440
b4D c22J , ~B3!

1

2

]

]s
CD2~s!c

s50

.m4V
ab

4p2

1

24H S a

b
1

b

aD logc1S a1b1
a2

b
1

b2

a D c21

2
1

2 S 2a212b21
a3

b
1

b3

a
1

4

3
baD c22J . ~B4!

As regards1
2(]/]s)CF2(s) cs50 , one has to use the asymptotic expansions for the incomp

G function and for the Hurwitz’ zeta functions@Eq. ~A1!#. After doing so, one obtains

1

2

]

]s
CF2~s!c

s50

.m4V
ab

4p2

7

1440S a3

b
1

b3

a D c22. ~B5!

By summing up the contributions in Eqs.~B1!–~B5!, plus the one coming from1
2(]/]s)D(s) cs50 ,

the one-loop correction to the effective action is seen to reduce, in this weak-field limit, to

S(1)5m4V
1

4p2 H F3

8
2

1

4
log~c!Gc22

1

6
~b21a2!log~c!1F 7

90
~ab!22

1

90
~a21b2!2Gc22J .

~B6!

Now, renormalizing according to the criterium discussed in Sec. IV, one is left with

Seff5
V

2
~B21E2!1

Ve4

8p2m4 F 7

45
~EB!22

1

45
~E21B2!2G , ~B7!

where the definitions ofa, b andc given in the paragraph following Eq.~3! were used.
The expression in~B7! is precisely the Euclidean version of the Euler–Heisenberg effec

action for weak fields.3,5
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Three-dimensional SO~3! gauged Skyrme models characterized by specific poten-
tials imposing special asymptotic values on the chiral field are considered. These
models are shown to support finite energy solutions with nonvanishing magnetic
and electrix flux, whose energies are bounded from below by two distinct
charges—the magnetic~monopole! charge and a noninteger version of the Baryon
charge. Unit magnetic charge solutions are constructed numerically and their prop-
erties characterized by the chosen asymptotics and the Skyrme coupling are stud-
ied. For a particular value of the chosen asymptotics, charge-2 axially symmetric
solutions are also constructed and the attractive nature of the like-monopoles of this
system are exhibited. As an indication toward the possible existence of large
clumps of monopoles, some consideration is given to axially symmetric monopoles
of charges 2,3,4. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1380253#

I. INTRODUCTION

In the O~4!, or usual, Skyrme1 model in three dimensions, the finite energy conditio
uniquely specify the asymptotic value at large distances of the chiral field. Depending o
parametrization, either the SU~2! valued fieldU or theS3 valued fieldfa, subject toufau2, with
a51,2,3,4, this asymptotic value is

lim
r→`

U51 or lim
r→`

f451. ~1!

The fieldsU andfa are related through

U5fasa, U†5fas̃a, ~2!

where in terms of the Pauli matricestW , sa5( i t i ,1) and s̃a5(2 i t i ,1).
Often, the static Hamiltonian of the Skyrme system is augmented with a ‘‘pion-m

potential

Vp~fa!5mp~12f4!, ~3!

consistent with the asymptotics~1!. The only practical effect that the inclusion of this potential~3!
has is that it renders the asymptotic behavior of the chiral function exponential, where
absence this would have been a power decay.

a!Electronic mail: hartmann@darkstar.physik.uni-oldenburg.de
32700022-2488/2001/42(8)/3270/12/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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The situation is very different when the Skyrme model is gauged in one2 or other3 gauging
prescription, as a result of which the asymptotic value of the chiral field is not fixed unique
finite energy conditions. This feature of three-dimensional gauged Skyrme models was cons
and highlighted in Ref. 4.

In the present work, we augment the three-dimensional SO~3! gauged Skyrme model studie
in Refs. 5 and 3 with the following potential:

V5l~cosv2f4!2, p>v>0, ~4!

whose effect is to specify the asymptotic values of the chiral field uniquely, consistent
finiteness of the energy. Like~3!, this potential is also chosen such that it results in the expone
behavior off4 asymptotically. The new asymptotics are

lim
r→0

f4521, lim
r→`

f45cosv. ~5!

It is clear from ~5! that the volume integral of the density that maps the field space to
configuration space is not going to be an integer except in the case wherev50. Thus the lower
bounds labeled by this charge cannot be identified with the degree of the map, or the topo
baryon charge, except whenv50. Such a noninteger charge, however, does supply a legitim
lower bound on the energy integral. For want of a better name, we shall persist in calling
chargesQB(v), with the understanding that onlyQB(0) is really the baryon charge.

In the generic casep>v>0, there will be an independent lower bound in addition toQB(v),
namely the magnetic monopole fluxm~v!, which also depends onv. These lower bounds will be
stated explicitly in the following. The main feature of the dynamics characterized by the pot
~4!, with vÞ0, is that the SO~3! is broken down to U~1!, with the residual Maxwell field describe
by the corresponding ’t Hooft-tensor supporting a magnetic flux. Like the chargeQB(v), this
magnetic fluxm~v! is integer also only modulo a continuous factor depending onv, and takes an
integer value only whenv5 p/2. The solutions we have found turn out, as expected, to res
both lower boundsm~v! andQB(v).

We have confirmed the existence of finite energy solutions bounded by the chargesm~v! and
QB(v) by numerical construction. An interesting result is that whenvÞ0, the solution persists
even when the Skyrme coupling constant vanishes, i.e.,k250 in ~7! and~8!. This is not surprising
since the presence of the Yang–Mills term satisfies the~Derrick! scaling requirement independe
of the Skyrme term, and in this case, the soliton is bounded from below only by the magnet
m. This will be explained in more detail in Sec. II, where the model is defined and the two
lower bounds will be stated. Then in Sec. III, we study the spherically symmetric solution
variousv andk, and find the ranges of these two parameters for which solutions exist by nu
cal construction. In Sec. IV, we study the axially symmetric magnetic charge-2 solution fo
particular value of the parameterv5 p/2, with a view to learning whether two like monopoles
that system can be in an attractive or a repulsive phase. We encounter the rather surprisin
that even fork250 this isattractive, and then as expected it becomes even more attractive
increasingk2.0. Section V is devoted to summarizing and discussing our results.

II. THE MODEL AND LOWER BOUNDS

The model is specified by the gauging prescription and is the three-dimensional model u
Refs. 5 and 3, augmented by the potential~4!. Usually, we will treat this potential as agedanken
entity and will not exploit it save as an agency justifying the asymptotics~5!. In terms of theS3

valued fieldfa5(fa,f4), a51,2,3, and the SO~3! gauge connectionAm
a with curvatureFmn

a , the
covariant derivative is defined by the prescription

Dmfa5]mfa1«abgAm
bfg, Dmf45]mf4. ~6!
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Since much of the analysis will be almost identical to that in~the relevant! Sec. III of Ref. 3,
we will use the same notation here. This will enable us to present some of the new results w
the necessity of repeating the detailed analyses leading to them. The model is described
Lagrangian

L52k0
4uFmn

a u21 1
2 k1

2uDmfau22 1
2 k2

4uD [mfaDn]f
bu22V~f4!, ~7!

which in the temporal gaugeA0
a50 yields the static Hamiltonian

H5k0
4uFi j

a u21 1
2 k1

2uDif
au21 1

2 k2
4uD [ if

aD j ]f
bu21V~f4!. ~8!

The potentialV(f4) in both ~7! and~8! is that given by~4!. In our study of the ‘‘monopole,’’ we
will be mainly concerned with the energy density functional~8!, but we give the correspondin
Lagrangian~7! too in anticipation of our discussion of the corresponding ‘‘dyon’’ solution.

We proceed to state the two distinct lower bounds on the energy, namely the volume in
of ~8!. Both bounds, the ‘‘magnetic monopole’’ charge and the noninteger ‘‘baryon cha
pertain to the generic asymptotics~5! with vÞ0, dictated by~4!.

The first of these follows from the classic Bogomol’nyi inequality

k0
4uFi j

a u21 1
2 k1

2uDif
au2>k0

2k1« i jk]k~faFi j
a !. ~9!

It is obvious that the left-hand side of~9! can be replaced byH of ~8!, by adding suitable positive
definite terms to it, resulting in

H>k0
2k1« i jk]k~faFi j

a !, ~10!

on the right-hand side of which we recognize the U~1! ’t Hooft-tensor,faFi j
a , of the residual

gauge field responsible for the magnetic flux provided thatvÞ0, so thatufau→sinvÞ0 asymp-
totically.

To state the corresponding inequality for the other lower bound, we define the ‘‘ba
charge’’ density and its covariantized version, respectively,

%05
1

12p2 « i jk«abcd] if
a] jf

b]kf
cfd, ~11!

%G5
1

12p2 « i jk«abcdDif
aD jf

bDkf
cfd. ~12!

The volume integral of~11! is the noninteger ‘‘baryon charge’’

E d3x%05~p2v!N, ~13!

except whenv50, when it is simply the integerN, the degree of the map or the usual bary
charge. The actual gauge invariant charge density which enters the relevant inequality is de
terms of%G in ~12! by5,3

%5%G13« i jkfaFi j
a Dkf

4, ~14!

whose volume integral turns out to be equal to the ‘‘baryon charge’’~13!.
As shown in Ref. 3, it follows that
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H>
k1k2

2

A119S k2

k0
D 4

%. ~15!

We can now conclude from~9! and ~15! the two distinct lower bounds on the energyE
5*d3xH, namely the ‘‘magnetic’’ and ‘‘baryonic’’ lower bounds, following from the asymptoti
~5!

E>4pk0
2k1 sinv, ~16!

E>
12pk1k2

2

A119S k2

k0
D 4

~p2v!. ~17!

The two inequalities~16! and ~17! signal the possibility of finding finite energy solution
bounded from below, provided that the~Derrick! scaling requirement is satisfied, which for~8! in
three dimensions, it is. For the limiting case ofv50 considered in Ref. 3, inequality~16! trivi-
alizes and~17! then coincides with the lower bound used in Ref. 3. In the other limit whev
5p, both ~16! and~17! trivialize so we would expect to find no nontrivial solutions in this ca
This will be confirmed by our numerical results to be given in the following. For generic value
v between these two limiting values, both lower bounds are valid independently, and any
trivial finite energy solution must respect these. This will also be confirmed by our nume
results.

It should perhaps be pointed out that neither of the bounds~10! or ~15! can be saturated. As
we shall see in Sec. III, forvÞ0 finite energy solutions persist also fork250. But even in that
case, the inequality~10! cannot be saturated. Thus in thek250 model, we have a system whic
does not saturate a Bogomol’nyi bound and whose stress-energy tensor therefore never v
It follows that the charge-2 monopole of this model iseither attractiveor repulsive, a property
which it shares with the usual~ungauged! Skyrme model,1 in the latter case as is well known
being attractive.6 We shall find in Sec. IV that the model withk250 supports solutions describin
mutually attracting like monopoles. Then as expected, when the Skyrme coupling constank2 is
switched on this binding energy will grow further, as is usual with other theories7 involving
Skyrme-like kinetic terms.

III. SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC SOLUTIONS

In Sec. III A we present the reduced one-dimensional subsystems of~7! and~8!, while in Sec.
III B we present our numerical results.

A. One-dimensional subsystems

As in Ref. 3, we impose the spherical symmetry thus

A0
a5k1

21g~r ! x̂a, Ai
a5

a~r !21

r
« iabx̂b, ~18!

fa5sin f ~r !x̂a, f45cosf ~r !. ~19!

The ensuing reduced one-dimensional Lagrange and~static! Hamiltonian, subject to a suit
able rescalingr→x such that all constants but the Skyrme couplingk2

4[k are suppressed, are
respectively,
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L522S 2a821
~a221!2

x2 D2
1

2
~x2f 8212a2 sin2 f !

22ka2 sin2 f S 2 f 821
a2 sin2 f

x2 D1x2g8212a2g2, ~20!

H52S 2a821
~a221!2

x2 D1
1

2
~x2f 8212a2 sin2 f !12ka2 sin2 f S 2 f 821

a2 sin2 f

x2 D . ~21!

Note that we have suppressed the potential terms arising from~4! in ~20! and~21!, since as will be
explained in the following, nearly all of numerical constructions will be carried out in thel50
limit.

While ~21! is positive definite,~20! is not. The latter will be relevant only in some remar
that follow concerning the dyon solution of this system.

Let us first consider the case of primary interest, namely the monopole solutions o
equations following from the static energy density functional~21!. The finite energy conditions
require the following asymptotic values:

lim
x→0

f ~x!5p, lim
x→`

f ~x!5v, ~22!

lim
x→0

a~x!51, lim
x→`

a~x!50, ~23!

as long asvÞ0. This is the case of interest in the present work.~The v50, which is only a
limiting case here, was studied in detail in Ref. 3.!

The behaviors of the functionsf (x) anda(x) in thex!1 region are independent of the valu
of l in ~4!, and they are

f ~x!5p1F1x1o~x3! ~x!1!, ~24!

a~x!511A1x21o~x4! ~x!1!. ~25!

In the x@1 region, the asymptotic behavior of the functiona(x) is again independent of th
value ofl and is

a~x!5A e~2 1/2! x sin v, A5const, ~26!

while that of the functionf (x) does depend onl. In the limit of vanishingl and finitel, these are,
respectively, the power and exponential decays,

f ~x!5v2
F

x
1oS 1

x2D , ~27!

f ~x!5v2F̃
e2A2lx

x
, ~28!

whereF and F̃ are constants which can be evaluated by the numerical process.
Thus, like with the usual~ungauged! Skyrme model, the addition of this potential results

the exponential localization of the chiral functionf (r ). In the numerical work presented in th
following we have usedl50 throughout, since the qualitative properties of the solutions
unchanged whenl.0. This was verified in many typical cases and thereafter the potentia~4!
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played agedankenrole, rather like for the Prasad–Sommerfield limit of the Georgi–Glash
model, except that here thel50 limit is not particularly interesting since it does not lead to t
saturation of any Bogomol’nyi bound.

Dyon solution. Before proceeding to describe our numerical results concerning the mon
solutions of this model, we briefly allude to the corresponding dyon solutions. Following Julia
Zee8 we vary the energy density~20! with respect to the functionsa(r ), g(r ), and f (r ). Since
~20! is not positive definite, the radial ansatz~18! and~19! is not guaranteed to be consistent wi
the full Euler–Lagrange equations of this system. It has, however, been verified in Ref. 9 tha~18!
and ~19! are indeed consistent.

The crucial equation that signals the existence of a dyon solution is ther @1 asymptotic
equation arising from the variation of the functiona(x),

a95aS a221

x2 2g21sin2 f 1 . . . D , ~29!

which in thex→` limit reduces to

a95~sin2 v2g2!a,

which yields acceptable exponentially decaying solutions only when the asymptotic valueq
5 limx→` g(x) satisfies the condition

0<q<sinv, ~30!

and otherwise leading to unacceptable oscillatory behavior for the functiona(r ) asymptotically.
With the asymptotic condition~30!, one has the behavior

g~x!5q2
c

x
1o~x22!, ~31!

in which the constantc is evaluated by the numerical integrations and parametrizes the ele
flux of the dyon. We do not repeat here the detailed results of the numerical process as
identical to that for the dyon8 of the Georgi–Glashow model, as presented in Ref. 9. The rele
analysis in Sec. V of Ref. 9 can be adapted to the present model, by substituting the co
0<q<1 there, by~30!.

The only qualitative difference between the dyon of the Georgi–Glashow model and the
of the present model is, that unlike in the former case there is no Prasad–Sommerfield limi

B. Numerical results

Solving the spherically symmetric equations for numerous values of the parametk
P]0,`@ andvP]0,p@ , strongly indicates that they admit at least one regular, finite-energy s
tion for each choice of these parameters.

The behavior of the solution in the limitv→0 is different according to the value ofk and is
strongly influenced by the pattern of solutions occurring in the casev50. We briefly recall~see
Refs. 3 and 9 for further details! that for v50, solutions witha(`)50 exist only fork.kcr ,
kcr'0.697. ForkP]0.0,0.697@ the relevant solution hasa(`)51.

Let us now describe how the solutions look like for fixedk, with v varying. We have found
it convenient to characterize the solutions by the value of the asymptotic coefficientF defined in
Eq. ~27!. The evolution of this parameter is reported in Fig. 1 for several values ofk. For k
.kcr the solutions are such that the functionf (x) @respectivelya(x)# decreases monotonicall
from p ~respectively, 1! for x50 to v ~respectively, 0! for x→`. The parameterF is positive as
seen in Fig. 1 fork51.0. The classical energy decreases monotonically whenv increases. In the
limit v→0 the classical solutions of Ref. 3 are smoothly approached.
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The behavior of the solutions is more elaborate whenk,kcr ; this is illustrated in Figs. 1 and
2 for k50.1. One new feature is that the parameterF undergoes a change of sign whenv varies
from 0 to p. For large enough values ofv ~say, v.vmax, vmax'0.5 in the casek50.1), the
profiles of f (x) and of a(x) monotonically decrease as functions ofx and the classical energ
decreases forv increasing. Forv,vmax the function f (x) develops a local minimum at a
intermediate value ofx and the parameterF defined in Eq.~27! becomes negative. Moreover, th
functiona(x) develops a local minimum and a local maximum at finite values~sayxm , xM! of the
radial variable. In this region ofv the classical energy increases withv. When the limitv→0 is
considered our numerical analysis indicates thatxm stays finite,xM increases, and the valuea(xM)
approachesa51 in such a way that the corresponding profile of thev50 solution is approached
on @0,xM#. The corresponding value of the classical energy is also reproduced. These di
features are illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2.

Considered as a function ofv, we also observed~see Fig. 2! that the classical energy i
maximal at an intermediate value ofv. Our numerical analysis indicates that the maximum
attained precisely forv5vmax, i.e., at the value where the change of sign of the parameteF
occurs. Thek dependence ofvmax is reported in Fig. 3.

As further suggested by Fig. 1, in the regionk'0.5, v'0.05 the pattern of the solution
becomes very complicated. We obtained strong numerical evidence that several branches
tions exist in this region. That is to say, e.g., that we find more than one solution fork50.5, v
50.05. However these new branches seem to exist on a very small domain of the parametev, the
numerical analysis is therefore rather difficult in this region. Since the study of such details
the aim of the present paper, we refrained from further pursuing our numerical analysis i
region.

FIG. 1. The quantityF that determines the asymptotic behavior of the Skyrme field functionf with f (x@1)5v2F/x
1o(1/x2) is shown as a function ofv for n51 and different values ofk.

FIG. 2. The energyE of the n51 solution is shown as a function ofv for k50.1 andl50. The two inlets show the
Skyrme field functionf (x) as function of the radial coordinatex for ~a! v50.3,vmax and ~b! v50.9.vmax.
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To finish this section, we mention that, choosingk50, we were able to construct numeric
solutions forv.1.1729. The analysis of the solutions in the limitk→0 ~with fixed v,1.1729!,
seems to lead to a discontinuity of the functionf (x).

IV. AXIALLY SYMMETRIC SOLUTIONS

In Sec. IV A the axially symmetric ansatz and the boundary conditions of the axially s
metric solutions are stated. In Sec. IV B, the numerical results are given.

Our objective in this section is to construct higher magnetic charge solutions, and in th
instance charge-2 axially symmetric solutions, with the aim of discovering whether like m
poles of this model are in an attractive or a repulsive phase. In this framework, we will restric
analysis to monopole rather than dyon solutions, in the temporal gaugeA050.

The analysis carried out in this section is less general than that given in Sec. III fo
spherically symmetric solutions. There, we studied the detailed dependence of the solutions
parameterv specifying the dynamics. Having exposed these properties satisfactorily, we pr
to study the most natural subset of models here, namely those specified byv5 p/2, supporting
monopoles ofintegermagnetic charges.

Within this v5 p/2 subset of models, we consider the models specified by the Sk
couplingk2 , or the effective parameterk for the rangek>0 which includes interestingly the poin
k50.

A. Ansatz and boundary conditions

With magnetic charge, or azimuthal winding,n51,2,3,..., the axially symmetric ansatz10 for
the gauge field is

Am dxm5
1

2r
@tf

n ~H1 dr 1~12H2!r du!2n~t r
nH31tu

n~12H4!!r sinu df#, ~32!

and for the Skyrme field it is

U5 1
2 ~cosf 11sin f @~sing sinu1cosg cosu!t r

n1~sing cosu2cosg sinu!tu
n# !, ~33!

whereH1 ,H2 ,H3 ,H4 , f , andg are functions of the coordinatesr andu. The symbolst r
n , tu

n , and
tf

n denote the dot products of the Cartesian vector of Pauli matrices,tW5(tx ,ty ,tz), with the
spatial unit vectors

eW r
n5~sinu cosnf,sinu sinnf,cosu!,

eW u
n5~cosu cosnf,cosu sinnf,2sinu!, ~34!

FIG. 3. vmax, the value ofv at which the energy has its maximum, is shown as a function ofk. The inlet shows the
quantityF ~see Fig. 1! over v for k50 and 0.1. The asterisks markvmax(k).
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eWf
n 5~2sinnf,cosnf,0!,

respectively.
For n51, H15H350, H25H45a(r ), f 5 f (r ), andg5u the spherically symmetric ansat

of ~18! and ~19! is recovered.
The residual U~1! gauge degree of freedom10 is fixed by the conditionr ] rH12]uH250,

which is just the Coulomb gauge in the two-dimensional residual U~1! subsystem resulting from
the imposition of radial symmetry in thex–y plane, i.e., with radiusr5Ax21y2.

At the origin the boundary conditions for the gauge field functions read

H2ur 505H4ur 5051, H1ur 505H3ur 5050, ~35!

and for the Skyrme functions

f ur 505p, ] rgur 5050. ~36!

For the gauge field to approach the asymptotic configuration of a monopole we choos

H2ur 5`5H4ur 5`50, H1ur 5`5H3ur 5`50, ~37!

and for the Skyrme field functions

f ur 5`5v, gur 5`5u. ~38!

The boundary conditions along ther andz axes are determined by the symmetries. For
gauge field functions symmetry considerations lead to the boundary conditions

H1uu505H3uu5050, ]uH2uu505]uH4uu5050,
~39!

H1uu5p/25H3uu5p/250, ]uH2uu5p/25]uH4uu5p/250

along the axes, as well as the condition

H2uu505H4uu50 . ~40!

Along these axes the Skyrme field functions satisfy the following boundary conditions:

]u f uu5050, ]uguu5051,
~41!

]u f uu5p/250, ]uguu5p/251.

B. Numerical results

Solving the set of partial differential equations numerically for the model characterize
v5p/2, and for different values ofk, we find that even fork50 there is only an attractive phas
As shown in Fig. 4, the differencedE of the energy per winding numbern between then51 and
n52 increases with increasingk. This is an indication that in this model two monopole bou
states can exist. However, a definitive demonstration of this is well beyond the scope
present work.~That would involve finding the dependence of the interaction energy on the s
ration of the two monopoles.!

Moreover, we calculated the energyEn(k) for different values ofk and n. The values are
given in the tables below. Unfortunately the numerical process becomes less reliable with in
ing monopole chargen. As a result we restrict our numerical constructions ton<4 only. Fork
50, k53, andk55 we find
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n 1 2 3 4

En(0) 2.95 4.82 6.63 7.56

n 1 2 3 4

En(3) 3.40 5.40 7.30 8.80

n 1 2 3 4

En(5) 3.48 5.60 7.50 9.31

From this data we can deduce some quantitative information on the interaction energies
monopoles leading to the possible formation of lumps of chargesn<4. To this end we define the
following ‘‘binding energy’’ corresponding to the energy needed to dissociate a charge-n lump into
a charge-n21 and a charge-1 lump, divided by the energy of the charge-n lump.

DEn
$n21,1%~k!5

@En21~k!1E1~k!#2En~k!

En~k!
. ~42!

The values for differentk andn are given as follows:

n DEn
$n21,1%(0) DEn

$n21,1%(3) DEn
$n21,1%(5)

2 0.22 0.26 0.24
3 0.17 0.21 0.21
4 0.27 0.22 0.18

This table shows that for all three values ofk, DEn
$n21,1%(k) remains positive, which is an

indication of the existence of monopole lumps of charges up ton54.
It is hard to extract any reliable conclusion from such meagre data, but the fact tha

binding energies do not seem to decrease with increasingn is encouraging from the point of view

FIG. 4. The energy per winding numberE/n is shown as a function ofk for n51 andn52, v5p/2, andl50. The inlet
shows the difference of the energy per winding numberdE5E(n51)2E(n52)/2 between then51 and then52
solution.
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of the possibility of finding very large monopole clumps. This question will be investig
elsewhere, using different numerical techniques.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have studied a particular variant of the Skyrme model gauged according to the pre
tion ~6!, equivalent to the commutator gauging with respect to the SU~2! gauge connectionAi

52 ( i /2)AW i "tW ,

DiU5] iU1@Ai ,U#, ~43!

which is augmented by the potential~4!. The function of this potential is to fix the boundary valu
of the Skyrme field at large distances which, unlike in the usual~ungauged! Skyrme model, is not
fixed by the requirement of finite energy.11 Thus we have considered a set of the gauged Sky
models characterized by the parameterv appearing in the potential~4!. In the usual Skyrme mode
v50.

The qualitative properties of the solitons, depending on the parametersv andk characterizing
the models, are studied in the spherically symmetric case.

The main effect of the boundary conditionvÞ0 is the breaking of the SO~3! gauge symmetry
of the solution down to SO~2!, asymptotically. This is related to the nonvanishing VEV of t
Skyrme fieldfa. This can be seen clearly from the second member of~5!. In addition to this
magnetic charge, a noninteger version of the baryon number given by~13! is also associated with
this solution. We have verified the existence of finite energy solutions bounded from belo
both these charges for the allowed ranges ofv. The latter~ranges! depend also on the~effective!
Skyrme couplingk of the model. These ranges have been illustrated in Fig. 1.

A surprising if not unexpected property of these models is that the model characteriz
k50 does support a soliton. This could have been expected since in the presence of the
Mills term it is not necessary to have a Skyrme term to satisfy the~Derrick! scaling requirement.
We found that the solitons of thek50 models are generally quite similar to those of the mod
with kÞ0, with one noticeable qualitative difference. This concerns the restricted range
lowedv for thek50 model as seen in Fig. 1~and in Fig. 3!, which in addition to this qualitative
feature also illustrates the fact that for small enoughk the profile of the chiral functionf (r ) sinks
below its asymptotev and approaches it from below.

By contrast whenv50, the model withk50 cannot support a soliton because in that case
lower bound~10! disappears, leaving only the lower bound~13! in place, and the latter trivializes
in the k50 limit. This is also borne out by the graphs in Fig. 1.

After exposing the qualitative features of the solitons in the spherically symmetric cas
studied axially symmetric solutions of the model. Our aim here was to discover if like mono
of thevÞ0 models are in attractive or repulsive phases. For this purpose we restricted our
to the v5 p/2 model, which has the nice feature of having integer magnetic charge. We
however consider varying values of the~effective! Skyrme parameterk, including the distin-
guished case ofk50.

The main interest in the model specified byk50 in this respect is that, like the usua
~ungauged! Skyrme model, it exhibits no free coupling constants that can parametrize the c
over from an attractive to a repulsive phase. Like the latter it also lacks a neutral, or Bogom
saturated phase, where the~static Euclidean! stress-energy tensor would have vanished leadin
noninteracting solitons. Thus the unique phase in which the solitons are supported is of s
interest, especially if it were attractive because then the switching on ofk would most likely not
result in a crossover to a repulsive phase. We have verified that this is precisely what happ
illustrated in Fig. 4 for the magnetic charge-2 soliton. An outstanding problem in this context
calculation of the~attractive! interaction energy of two one-monopoles as a function of th
separation. This would demonstrate the existence of bound states definitively.

In addition to verifying that these models support mutually attracting like monopoles
sought some indications as to whether there is the possibility of forming bound states of mon
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charge greater than 2.~Apart from its intrinsic interest, the formation of very large monopo
clumps may be relevant in cosmology.! To this end, axially symmetric solutions with monopo
chargesn52,3,4, for thek50, k53, and thek55 models were constructed. It was seen that
these solitons remained in attractive phases. While it is expected that these axially sym
solitons with n.2 are not the lowest energy solutions, the latter probably exhibiting~solid!
Platonic symmetries12,13 as in the usual Skyrme model, it is nonetheless true that they gi
reliable indication toward the existence of such bound states. To this end we list the b
energies against the dissociation of an axially symmetric charge-n monopole into a charge-n21
and a charge-1 monopole in the last table of Sec. IV. We see that this binding energy stays p
and does not change too much asn increases, at least forn<4. Unfortunately the numerica
process was not reliable much beyondn54.

While in the present work our primary aim has been the qualitative study of the solitons o
gauged Skyrme model characterized byvÞ0, and the resulting property of the interaction of lik
monopoles in these theories, it may be in order to emphasize some physically attractive feat
these models. These models combine some attractive features of~a! Higgs models, in this case th
Georgi–Glashow model in that they support monopoles, and features of~b! Skyrme models, in
this case the usual Skyrme model1 in that the like-charged solitons are in an attractive pha
Indeed it appears that the attraction properties of these models are considerably more pron
than those of the Skyrme model.1

Apart from the practical consideration of the possibility of supporting large monopole clu
there are two theoretical properties of the models that deserve mention. One is the phy
desirable property of the symmetry breaking from SU~2! to U~1!, and the other one is the fact tha
thek50 model supports solitons with much the same qualitative properties as the generic m
The considerable advantage of this is that we avail of the Skyrme THEORTIC feature of mu
attracting solitons without having to pay the price of featuring a~quartic kinetic! Skyrme term in
the Lagrangian, thus avoiding the attendant severe problems of quantization.
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Generalized Goldstone theorem: Automatic imposition
of the Higgs mechanism and application to scale
and conformal symmetry breaking
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Standard discussions of Goldstone’s theorem based on a symmetry of the action
assume constant fields and global transformations, i.e., transformations which are
independent of spacetime coordinates. By allowing for arbitrary field distributions
in a general representation of the symmetry we derive a generalization of the
standard Goldstone’s theorem. When applied to gauge bosons coupled to scalars
with a spontaneously broken symmetry the generalized theorem automatically im-
poses the Higgs mechanism, i.e., if the expectation value of the scalar field is
nonzero then the gauge bosons must be massive. The other aspect of the Higgs
mechanism, the disappearance of the ‘‘would be’’ Goldstone boson, follows directly
from the generalized symmetry condition itself. We also use our generalized Gold-
stone’s theorem to analyze the case of a system in which scale and conformal
symmetries are both spontaneously broken. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1378303#

I. INTRODUCTION

Symmetry, symmetry breaking, Goldstone bosons and the Higgs mechanism play a
important role in modern physics.~See, for example, Refs. 1–5.! Here we present a more gener
approach to these ideas which explores the consequences of Goldstone’s theorem for sp
and gauge symmetries and shows that the Higgs mechanism is not as ‘‘mysterious’’ or ‘‘m
lous’’ as it is sometimes presented to be. We also resolve some old questions regardi
breaking of scale and conformal symmetry.

We consider the physical consequences of actions which have a symmetry or a set o
metries. Precisely what we mean by this is discussed in detail below. For concreteness w
out the details for the classical action of a set of fieldsFa , which we denote byS@F#. To treat the
quantum theory one computes the functional integral over all field configurations~in a given
function space! of exp(iS@F#1iJ•F) to obtain the generating functionalZ@J#. Here the dot indi-
cates the appropriate inner product over spacetime position, spacetime indices and internal
The effective actionG@F#,1–4 defined via a Legendre transformation of ln(Z@J#), is the analog of
S@F# but includes all quantum effects. That is, whereasdS/dF(x)50 is the equation of motion
for the classical field configurationFC(x), dG/dF(x)50 is the equation of motion for the
vacuum expectation value of the field^F(x)&. Indeed thenth functional derivative ofG@F# is the
n-point quantum Green’s function. Generally, but certainly not always,G@F# will have the same
symmetry properties asS@F#. To lowest or ‘‘tree’’ order the two actions coincide and in a sen
G@F# can be thought of as just a more complicated functional ofF than S@F#. Hence our
approach applies to bothS@F# and toG@F# for any given symmetry that holds for either fun
tional. We will generally assume thatF is classically a commuting field or quantum mechanica

a!Present address: APS Headquarters, College Park, Maryland 20740-3844. Electronic mail: chodos@aps.org
b!Present address: IBM, T. J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, New York 10598. Electronic

gallatin@us.ibm.com
32820022-2488/2001/42(8)/3282/10/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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a bosonic field, but the same approach can be applied to classical Grassmann fields or to q
Fermionic fields yielding similar results with, of course, the requisite care in factor ordering

II. GENERAL SYMMETRY CONDITION

Consider a Lagrangian densityL„F(x),]F(x)… which depends on a set of fieldsFa and their
first derivatives,]mFa . Herea can be an internal index, a spacetime index or a combination o
two. The action is defined by

S@F#5E dDx L„F~x!,]F~x!…, ~1!

and is taken to be invariant, i.e.,S@F#5S@F8#, under a continuous set of transformations of t
fields given by

Fa~x!→Fa8~x!5F„F~x!,]F~x!, . . . ,x…5Fa~x!1Da„F~x!,]F~x!, . . . ,x…1¯ , ~2!

where the last expression is the infinitesimal form of the transformation. In terms of the Lag
ian this symmetry has the form

E dDx L„F~x!,]F~x!…5E dDx L„F8~x!,]F8~x!…

5E dDx L„F~F~x!,]F~x!, . . . ,x…,]F„F~x!,]F~x!, . . . ,x!…. ~3!

We have assumed the change inFa may depend locally onFa and possibly explicitly onx as
well. For ease of notation we will abbreviate theF dependence ofL, F andD as

L„F~x!,]F~x!…[L@F~x!#,

Fa„F~x!,]F~x!, . . . ,x…[Fa@F~x!,x#, ~4!

Da„F~x!,]F~x!, . . . ,x…[Da@F~x!,x#.

Infinitesimally a symmetry is simply the statement that the gradient of the action at any po
function space is perpendicular to the direction defined byDa , i.e.,

E dDx
dS@F#

dFa~x!
Da@F~x!,x#50. ~5!

The symmetry condition expressed in~5! is not an equation forF and in fact must hold for all
values ofF. Thus all the functional derivatives of~5! with repect toF must vanish. This condition
effectively assumes the equivalent of analyticity ofS@F# in function space. If the same idea
applied toG@F#, the effective action computed by evaluating a functional integral, then
vanishing of the various functional derivatives yields the generalized Ward–Takahashi iden

Taking one functional derivative of the symmetry condition~5! and evaluating it at the equa
tion of motion yields, as shown below, what can be seen as a generalized Goldstone theo

E dDx8S d2S

dFa~x!dFb~x8!
Da@F~x8!,x8# D

FC

50. ~6!

Substituting~1! and assuming locality ofDa as expressed in~4! yields the following after some
simple manipulations:
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F2]aS ]2L
]~]aFa!]~]mFb!

]mDbD2]aS ]2L
]~]aFa!]Fb

DbD1
]2L

]Fa ]~]mFb!
]mDb1

]2L
]Fa ]Fb

DbG
FC

50. ~7!

In the remainder of the paper we explore some of the consequences of this equation.

III. GOLDSTONE’S THEOREM

There are nominally two consequences of Goldstone’s theorem. The primary one is t
quirement for the existence of some number of massless bosons, called Goldstone boson
theory if the symmetry is spontaneously broken. The secondary condition is that the Gold
bosons decouple from the other degrees of freedom in the limit of zero momentum.

Symmetry breaking is based on the additive nature of~2! which indicates that a given field
configuration is not invariant under the symmetry transformation. In particular it is often the
that Da[0 if and only if Fa50 and so for any nonzero field configuration the transformation
~2! is inhomogeneous and the symmetry is spontaneously broken, i.e., a nonzero field con
tion is not invariant under the symmetry transformation whereas the zero field configurat
invariant. This is discussed very clearly in Ref. 5.

We begin by reviewing the standard approach to Goldstone’s theorem as given for exam
the book by Peskin and Schroeder.1 This form of the derivation proceeds by considering const
fields and field transformations for Lagrangians of the form

L5T~]F!2V~F!. ~8!

Specializing to constant fields the equations of motion reduce to

]V

]Fa
U

FC

50, ~9!

which shows that the constant fieldFC is an extremum, commonly a minimum, ofV. Expanding
V about this miminum yields

V~F!5V~FC!1
1

2
~F2FC!a~F2FC!bS ]2V

]Fa ]Fb
D

FC

1... . ~10!

The coefficient of the quadratic term is a symmetric matrix, known as the mass matrix, w
eigenvalues are the square of the masses of the various fields obtained from (F2FC)a after
applying the linear transformation which diagonalizes the matrix. Since the symmetry condit
taken to hold for arbitrary field configurations it holds as well for constant fields in which cas
potentialV itself is invariant, i.e.,

V~F!5V~F1D!, ~11!

which implies

]V

]Fa
Da~F!50. ~12!

Now differentiate with respect toFb and evaluate the result atFC to obtain

S ]2V

]Fb ]Fa
D

FC

Da~FC!50. ~13!
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This shows that the mass matrix has a zero eigenvalue for each linearly independent sym
vectorD(FC) satisfying the above equation. The number of linearly independent nonzero ve
D(FC) is referred to as the number of broken generators,NB , and hence there is one Goldston
boson for each broken generator. Our more general result~6! or equivalently~7! yields this same
condition as well if we assume Lagrangians of the form given in~8! and setFC to a constant field
in Eq. ~6! or ~7! which can now clearly be seen as a generalization of the above equation.

The decoupling follows from considering a change of variables which diagonalizes the
matrix. This can be done by writing

Fa5Fa~j i ,r j !, ~14!

wherei 51, . . . ,NB and j 51, . . . ,N2NB with j i andr j defined implicitly by choosingFa(j i ,r j )
so that

S ]2V„F~j,r!…

]j i ]j i 8

]2V„F~j,r!…

]j i]r j 8

]2V„F~j,r!…

]r j ]j i 8

]2V„F~j,r!…

]r j ]r j 8

D
FC

5S ]Fa

]j i

]2V

]Fa ]Fb

]Fb

]j i 8

]Fa

]j i

]2V

]Fa ]Fb

]Fb

]r j 8

]Fa

]r j

]2V

]Fa ]Fb

]Fb

]j i 8

]Fa

]r j

]2V

]Fa ]Fb

]Fb

]r j 8

D
FC

5S 0 0

0 2„mj~FC!…2d j j 8
D , ~15!

where there is no sum onj in the last matrix. Thej i are the Goldstone bosons~thejj sector of the
mass matrix vanishes by definition! and ther i are the remaining bosons, i.e., at any given value
FC thej i are tangent to the symmetry directions at that point in function space whereas ther j are
perpendicular to these directions. The symmetry transformation~5! becomesj i→j i1dj i , r j

→r j for Fa→Fa1Da(F) or equivalently,

Da~F!5
]Fa

]j i
dj i . ~16!

Note thatdj i must be constant forD(F) constant. The symmetry condition~5! in terms of the
new variables yields

05
dL@F~j,r!#

dj i
dj i

5
]L@F~j,r!#

]j i
dj i ~17!

5
]L 8~j,r!

]j i
dj i ,

where the]mdj i term vanishes sincedj i must be constant for the symmetry to hold. Hen
]L 8/]j i50 andL 8 can depend only on]mj i . Since]mj i vanishes in the limit of zero momentum
the Goldstone bosons vanish or decouple in this limit.

IV. AUTOMATIC HIGGS

Consider aU(1) gauge model in which a complex scalar fieldf5f11 if2 with f i real, i
51,2, is coupled in a locally gauge invariant way to aU(1) gauge field,Am. In this case,

Fa→~Am ,f i !,

~18!
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Da→~]mu,« i j f ju!,

with u an arbitrary infinitesimal scalar function of position. Note we are working in units with
electric chargee51. Take the Lagrangian to have the form

L5LA~]mAn!1Lf~]mf i ,f i !1LAf~Am ,]mf i ,f i !

52 1
4 FmnFmn1]mf i ]mf i2V~f if i !1LAf~Am ,]mf i ,f i !, ~19!

whereFmn5]mAn2]nAm so thatLA is invariant under gauge transformations andLf is invariant
underf→eiuf for u constant. The extra termLAf is explicitly included to ‘‘boost’’ the symmetry
from a global one to a local one. It allows for terms of the formAf ]f andAAff which are the
lowest order terms with saturated indices. That is for arbitrary, i.e., not necessarilly infinitesiu
the full Lagrangian is required to be symmetric under

Am→Am1]mu,

f→eiuf. ~20!

We explicitly assume the only]f ]f term in L is the standard kinetic energy term fromLf .
For arbitrary infinitesimal functionsu local gauge invariance yields the following symmet

condition for the action:

05E dDx
dS

dAb
]bu1E dDx

dS

df j
« jkfku. ~21!

Note thatL is locally gauge invariant and not justS thus the remaining*dDx integration in the
above equation can be dropped. The generalized symmetry equation yields two distinct eq
since we can take derivatives with respect toA andf:

05S E dDx
d2S

dAa dAb
]bu1E dDx

d2S

dAa df j
« jkfku D

FC

52]nS ]2L
]~]nAa!]~]mAb!

]m]bu D1
]2L

]Aa]~]mAb!
]m]bu2]nS ]2L

]~]nAa!]Ab
]bu D

1
]2L

]Aa ]Ab
]bu2]nS ]2L

]~]nAa!]~]mf j !
]m« jk fku D1

]2L
]Aa]~]mf j !

]m« jk fku

2]nS ]2L
]~]nAa!]f j

« jkfku D1
]2L

]Aa ]f j
« jkfku ~22!

and

05S E dDx
d2S

df i dAb
]bu1E dDx

d2S

df i df j
« jkfku D

FC

52]nS ]2L
]~]nf i !]~]mAb!

]m]bu D1
]2L

]f i]~]mAb!
]m]bu2]nS ]2L

]~]nf i !]Ab
]bu D

1
]2L

]f i ]Ab
]bu2]nS ]2L

]~]nf i !]~]mf j !
« jk]m~fku! D1

]2L
]f i]~]bf j !

« jk]b~fku!

2]nS ]2L
]~]nf i !]f j

« jkfku D1
]2L

]f i ]f j
« jkfku. ~23!
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To simplify notation in both equations we have implicitly assumed that the results have
evaluated at a solution to the equations of motion.

In ~22! the first term vanishes identically, the second and third terms vanish because we
not allowed for any derivative coupling of the gauge fields. The fifth term and seventh t
vanish since there are nof ]A or ]A ]f terms. In~23! the first and second terms vanish. Usin
the fact that]mf i ]mf i5gmnd i j ]mf i ]nf j is the only term quadratic in the derivatives off and
expanding out all the derivatives of product terms we obtain

05S ]2L
]Aa ]Ab

1
]2L

]Aa]~]bf j !
« jkfkD ]bu1S ]2L

]Aa ]f j
« jkfk1

]2L
]Aa]~]bf j !

« jk ]bfkD u ~24!

and

052S ]2L
]~]nf i !]Ab

12gnb« ikfkD ]n]bu1S ]2L
]f i ]Ab

2]nS ]2L
]~]nf i !]Ab

D24« ik ]bfk

1S ]2L
]f i]~]bf j !

2
]2L

]~]bf i !]f j
D « jkfk

D ]bu

1S 22« ik ]2fk1S ]2L
]f i]~]bf j !

2
]2L

]~]bf i !]f j
D « jk ]bfk

1S ]2L
]f i ]f j

2]nS ]2L
]~]nf i !]f j

D D « jkfk

D u. ~25!

Sinceu is an arbitrary function the coefficients ofu,]u and]]u must vanish independently whic
yields the following:

05
]2L

]Aa ]Ab
1

]2L
]Aa]~]bf j !

« jkfk , ~26!

05
]2L

]Aa ]f j
« jkfk1

]2L
]Aa]~]bf j !

« jk ]bfk , ~27!

05
]2L

]~]nf i !]Ab
12gnb« ikfk , ~28!

05
]2L

]f i ]Ab
2]nS ]2L

]~]nf i !]Ab
D24« ik ]bfk1S ]2L

]f i]~]bf j !
2

]2L
]~]bf i !]f j

D « jkfk 22« ik]2fk,

~29!

051S ]2L
]f i]~]bf j !

2
]2L

]~]bf i !]f j
D « jk ]bfk1S ]2L

]f i ]f j
2]nS ]2L

]~]nf i !]f j
D D « jkfk . ~30!

For a constant solution to thef equations of motion, i.e.,f5const butAm unspecified, these
equations reduce to

05
]2L

]Aa ]Ab
1

]2L
]Aa]~]bf j !

« jkfk , ~31!

05
]2L

]Aa ]f j
« jkfk , ~32!
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05
]2L

]~]nf i !]Ab
12gnb« ikfk , ~33!

05
]2L

]f i ]Ab
2]nS ]2L

]~]nf i !]Ab
D1S ]2L

]f i]~]bf j !
2

]2L
]~]bf i !]f j

D « jkfk , ~34!

05S ]2L
]f i ]f j

2]nS ]2L
]~]nf i !]f j

D D « jkfk . ~35!

Substituting~33! into ~31! yields

]2L
]Aa ]Ab

52gabf if i ,

and so for constant nonzerof i solutions to the equation, the gauge bosons must have a non
mass equal toA2f if i . The sign of the gauge boson mass is correct since the Lagrangia
massive vector bosons, the Proca Lagrangian, has the form2 1

4F
21 1

2M
2A2. Hence the first part of

the Higgs mechanism, the gauge bosons acquire a mass, is automatic and can be seen to b
a direct requirement of the generalized Goldstone’s theorem, Eq.~6! or equivalently~7!.

Applying « i l f l to Eq. ~34! and using~32! yields

]nS ]2L
]~]nf i !]Ab

D « i l f l50, ~36!

and applying« i l f l to ~35! yields

« i l f l

]2L
]f i ]f j

« jkfk5« i l f l]nS ]2L
]~]nf i !]f j

D « jkfk . ~37!

These two equations along with~32! are automatically satisfied by taking

LAf52Am« i j f i ]mf j1f if iAmAm, ~38!

which is the standard form.
The second part of the Higgs mechanism, the disappearance of the ‘‘would-be’’ Gold

boson, follows from the symmetry condition~21! itself which after changing variables toj andr
usingf5rei j reads as

05
]L

]~]mAn!
]m]nu1S ]L

]An
1

]L
]~]nj! D ]nu1S ]L

]j D u. ~39!

Again, sinceu is an arbitrary function, each term must vanish separately. The first term van
due to the gauge invarianceLA since ]L/](]mAn)5]LA /](]mAn). The last term demand
]L/]j50 and so L may depend only on derivatives ofj, i.e., L(A,r,]r,j,]j)
→L(A,r,]r,]j). If we make the change of variablesAm→Bm5Am2]mj, the first and third
terms still vanish. The first automatically since forLA alone this is just a gauge tranformation a
the last still yields the condition]L/]j50. But now the middle term can be written as
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05S ]L~B,r,]r,]j!

]Bn
D ]Bn

]Am
1S ]L~B,r,]r,]j!

]Bn
D ]Bn

]~]mj!
1S ]L~B,r,]r,]j!

]~]nj! D
5S ]L~B,r,]r,]j!

]Bn
D dn

m1S ]L~B,r,]r,]j!

]Bn
D ~2dn

m!1S ]L~B,r,]r,]j!

]~]nj! D
5

]L~B,r,]r,]j!

]~]nj!
, ~40!

and henceL does not depend on]j and so the ‘‘would-be’’ Goldstone bosonj has completely
vanished from the model. Effectively it has become the longitudinal component of a now ma
gauge boson.

V. SCALE AND CONFORMAL SYMMETRY BREAKING

It has been noted in the literature,4 see also Ref. 6, that in theories with a spontaneou
broken scale and conformal invariance, although five symmetries are broken, only one Gol
boson appears. A similar thing occurs for broken Lorentz invariance in a class of three dimen
gauge theories as discussed in Ref. 7. In this section we use our more general treatm
Goldstone’s theorem to study this question. In particular, we see that our equation predict
one Goldstone mode, but also imposes four other conditions, not having to do with pa
masses, that represent the extra information contained in the spontaneous breakdown of co
symmetry.

We have in mind a model of the kind considered by Coleman, which contains a scalar
fermion field, and another scalar, the dilaton, whose role is to implement the broken sym
Since we do not consider fermions in this paper, we shall omit them here. Also, we note th
extension of the following discussion to include more than one scalar~but still only one dilaton!
is straightforward, but to keep our notation simple we do not put them in explicitly.

Heref i will be a doublet:f i5@s
f#, wheref is the ordinary scalar field ands is the dilaton.

Under dilations, they transform as

df5f1xm ]mf ~41!

and

ds5
1

f
1xm ]ms, ~42!

wheref is a scale characterizing the symmetry breaking. Under special conformal transforma
we have

dlf5~2xlxr2glrx2!]rf12xlf,
~43!

dls5~2xlxr2glrx2!]rs1
2xl

f
.

In what follows, we shall assume that translation invariance is not broken. Hencef and s
must be constants. However, one sees that theD’s will not be constants. We have, in fact,

df5f, ds5
1

f
~dilations!, ~44!

but
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dlf52xlf, dls5
2xl

f
~conformal transfs.!. ~45!

Noting further that the spacetime derivatives of the Lagrangian densityL or of its derivatives
with respect to the fields will vanish, we obtain from~7!,

F ]2L
]f2

]2L
]f ]s

]2L
]s ]f

]2L
]s2

G F f
1/f G50 ~dilations! ~46!

and

S xlF ]2L
]f2

]2L
]f]s

]2L
]s ]f

]2L
]s2

G1F 0
]2L

]f]~]ls!
2

]2L
]s]~]lf!

]2L
]s]~]lf!

2
]2L

]f]~]ls!
0

G D F f
1/f G

50 ~conformal transfs.!. ~47!

In the second equation, the two terms must separately vanish, because the first is proport
the variablexl and the second is not. But the first term encodes exactly the same informat
does Eq.~46!. This is the origin of the fact that dilations and special conformal transformat
give rise to the same Goldstone boson. There is, however, the second term in~47!, which provides
an additional set of four constraints:

]2L
]s]~]lf!

5
]2L

]f]~]ls!
. ~48!

This is, in principle, the ‘‘extra’’ information about the Lagrangian~or the effective action, when
quantum corrections are considered! that follows from spontaneously broken conformal symme

Let us see how this works at tree level in the specific model considered by Coleman
Lagrange density is

L5
1

2
]mf ]mf1

1

2 f 2 ]m~ef s!]m~ef s!2
m2

2
f2e2 fs2

l

4!
f4. ~49!

The equations~46! and ~47! imply

F 11
l

2m2 f2e22 f s 2 f f

2 f f 2 f 2f2
G F f

1/f G50, ~50!

which requiresf50 and identifies@1/f
0 # ~i.e., thes particle! as the Goldstone mode. The ext

information furnished in Eq.~47! is trivial in this case, since the relevant terms were set to z
from the beginning.
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False vacuum decay: Effective one-loop action for pair
creation of domain walls

Óscar J. C. Diasa) and José P. S. Lemosb)

CENTRA, Departamento de Fı´sica, Instituto Superior Te´cnico,
Av. Rovisco Pais 1, 1096 Lisboa, Portugal

~Received 7 November 2000; accepted for publication 29 March 2001!

An effective one-loop action built from the soliton field itself for the two-
dimensional~2D! problem of soliton pair creation is proposed. The action consists
of the usual mass term and a kinetic term in which the simple derivative of the
soliton field is replaced by a covariant derivative. In this effective action the soliton
charge is treated no longer as a topological charge but as a Noether charge. Using
this effective one-loop action, the soliton–antisoliton pair production rateG/L
5A exp@2S0# is calculated and one recovers Stone’s exponential factorS0 and the
prefactorA of Kiselev, Selivanov, and Voloshin. The results are also valid straight-
forwardly to the problem of pair creation rate of domain walls in dimensionsD
>3. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1380442#

I. INTRODUCTION

Stone1 has studied the problem of a scalar field theory in~111!D with a metastable vacuum
i.e., with a scalar potential that has a false vacuum,f1 , and a true vacuum,f2 , separated by an
energy density difference,e. Stone has noticed that the decay process can be interpreted a
false vacuum decaying into the true vacuum plus a creation of a soliton–antisoliton paif1

→f21s1 s̄. The energy necessary for the materialization of the pair comes from the e
density difference between the two vacua. The soliton–antisoliton pair production rate pe
time and length,G/L, can then be identified with the decay rate of the false vacuum and is g
by (\5c51):1

G/L5A e2S05Ae2 pm2/e, ~1!

wherem is the soliton mass and prefactorA is a functional determinant whose value was fi
calculated by Kiselev and Selivanov2,3 and later by Voloshin.4 Extensions to this decay problem
such as induced false vacuum decay, have been studied by several authors~for a review and
references see, e.g., Refs. 5 and 6!.

The method used in Refs. 1–4 is based one the instanton method introduced by Lange
work about decay of metastable thermodynamical states.7 This powerful method has been applie
to several different studies, namely: Coleman and Callan8,9 have computed the bubble productio
rate that accompanies the cosmological phase transitions in a~311!D scalar theory~this was
indeed previously calculated by other methods by Voloshin, Kobzarev, and Okun10!; Affleck and
Manton11 have studied monopole pair production in a weak external magnetic field and Affl
Alvarez, and Manton,12 have studiede1e2 boson pair production in a weak external electric fie
Recent developments studying pair production of boson and spinorial particles in external
well fields have been performed by several authors using different methods13–15and similar results
in the Euler–Heisenberg theory, a modified Maxwell theory, have been also obtained.16 The decay
of false vacuum in a condensed matter system providing soliton tunneling has been stud
Refs. 17 and 18.

a!Electronic mail: oscar@fisica.ist.utl.pt
b!Electronic mail: lemos@kelvin.ist.utl.pt
32920022-2488/2001/42(8)/3292/7/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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In this paper we propose an effective one-loop action built from the soliton field itself to s
the problem of Stone,1 Kiselev and Selivanov,2,3 and Voloshin.4 The action consists of the usua
mass term and a kinetic term in which the simple derivative of the soliton field is replaced
kind of covariant derivative. In this effective action the soliton charge is treated no longer
topological charge but as a Noether charge. This procedure of working with an effective acti
the soliton field itself has been introduced by Coleman19 where the equivalence between th
Sine–Gordon model and the Thirring model was shown, and by Montonen and Olive20 who have
proposed an equivalent dual field theory for the Prasad–Sommerfield monopole soliton.
connected to our problem, Manton21 has proposed an effective action built from the soliton fie
itself which reproduces the soliton physical properties of~111!D nonlinear scalar field theorie
having symmetric potentials with degenerate minima. In this paper we deal instead with a
tial with nondegenerate minima in a~111!D scalar field theory. Thus, our effective action is ne
since Manton was not dealing with the soliton pair production process.

Using the effective one-loop action and the method presented in Ref. 12, we calcula
soliton–antisoliton pair production rate,~1!. One recovers Stone’s exponential factorS0 ~Ref. 1!
and the prefactorA of Kiselev and Selivanov2,3 and Voloshin.4

II. EFFECTIVE ONE-LOOP ACTION

In order to present some useful soliton properties let us consider a scalar field theor
~111!D spacetime, whose dynamics is governed by the action~see, e.g., Ref. 22!,

S@f~x,t !#5E d2xF 1

2
]mf]mf2U~f!G , ~2!

whereU is a generic potential. A particular important case is whenU is a symmetric potential,
U5Us(f), with two or more degenerate minima. In thef4 theory the potential isUs(f)
5 1

4l(f22m2/l)2, with m>0 andl>0 . Stationarizing the action one obtains the solutions of
theory which have finite and localized energy. The solutions are the soliton

c[fsol51
m

Al
tanhF m

A2

~x2x0!2vt

A12v2 G , ~3!

and the antisoliton2c. From the Hamiltonian density,H5 1
2(]xf)21Us(f), one can calculate

the mass of the soliton and antisoliton

m5E
2`

1`

dxH~x!5
2A2

3

m3

l
. ~4!

One can also define the topological charge,Q5 1
2@c(x51`)2c(x52`)#, ~conserved in time!

which has the positive valueQs51m/Al in the case of the soliton and the negative valueQs̄

52m/Al in the case of the antisoliton. To this charge one associates the topological c
km5 1

2«
mn]nc which is conserved,]mkm50, and such thatQ5*2`

1`dx k0.
Now, let us consider a nondegenerate potentialU in action ~2! by adding toUs a small term

that breaks its symmetry:1,9 U(f)5Us(f)1 (eAl/2m) (f2m/Al), wheree is the energy den-
sity ~per unit length! difference between the true (f252m/Al) and false (f151m/Al) vacua.
As noticed in Refs. 1–3,e is responsible for both the decay of false vacuum and solito
antisoliton pair creation.

We want to find an effective one-loop action built from the soliton field itself and
describes the above pair creation process. The soliton field should be a charged field si
system admits two charges,Qs and Qs̄ . Therefore, the action should contain the mass te
m2cc* , wherem is the soliton mass given in Eq.~4!, and the kinetic term (]mc)(]mc* ). Thus,
the free field effective action is*d2x@(]mc)(]mc* )2m2cc* #. However, if one demands loca
gauge invariance one has to introduce an ‘‘electromagnetic’’ 2-vector potentialAm which trans-
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forms the common derivative]mc into a covariant derivative (]m1 iQsAm)c. As is well known,
the fieldAm itself should contribute to the action. This contribution must be gauge invariant s
the covariant kinetic term plus the mass term are already gauge invariant. This is achiev
defining the invariant 2-form field,Fmn5]mAn2]nAm . In two dimensions, an antisymmetric fiel
can only be of the formFmn5s(t,x)«mn , where«mn is the Levi-Cevita tensor ands(t,x) is a
function. Therefore the effective one-loop action should beSeff5*d2x@(]nc1 iQsAnc)(]nc*
2 iQsA

nc* )2m2cc* 2 1
4FmnFmn#.

Note now that the charged soliton acts also as a source, thus modifying the surroundin
As a first approximation we shall neglect this effect and assumeAm fixed by external conditions
This allows us to drop the contribution of the termFmnFmn in the effective action. Moreover, th
external field responsible for the pair creation is essentially represented by the energy d
difference e so we postulate thatFmn

ext5(eAl/m) «mn . Therefore, Am
ext is given by Am

ext

5 1
2(eAl/m) «mnxn.

Finally, if the system is analytically continued to Euclidean spacetime (tmin→2 i t Euc; A0

→ iA2) one obtains the Euclidean effective one-loop action for the soliton pair creation pro

SEuc
eff 5E d2xFUS ]m2

1

2
e «mnxnDcU2

1m2ucu2G . ~5!

In the next section this Euclidean effective one-loop action is going to be used to calcula
soliton-antisoliton pair production rate~1!. Although the calculations are now similar to tho
found in Affleck, Alvarez, and Manton pair creation problem,12 we present some important step
and results since in two dimensions they are slightly different.

III. PAIR PRODUCTION RATE

The soliton–antisoliton pair production rate per unit time is equal to the false vacuum d
rate per unit time

G522 ImE0 , ~6!

where the vacuum energy,E0, is given by the Euclidean functional integral

e2E0T5 lim
T→`

E @Dc#@Dc* #e2SEuc
eff (c;c* ) . ~7!

As it will be verified, E0 will receive a small imaginary contribution from the negative-mo
associated to the quantum fluctuations about the instanton~which stationarizies the action! and this
fact is responsible for the decay. Combining~6! and ~7! one has

G5 lim
T→`

2

T
Im lnE @Dc#@Dc* #e2SEuc

eff (c;c* ), ~8!

whereSEuc
eff is given by~5!. Integrating outc andc* in ~8! one obtains

G52 lim
T→`

2

T
Im tr lnF S ]m2

1

2
e «mnxnD 2

1m2G . ~9!

The logarithm in ~9! can be written as a ‘‘Schwinger proper time integral,’’ lnu
52*0

` (dT/T) exp(21
2uT). Takingu5@(]m2 1

2e «mnxn)21m2#, yields

G5 lim
T→`

2

T
ImE

0

` dT
T e2m2T /2 tr expF2

1

2 S Pm2
1

2
e «mnxnD2

TG . ~10!
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Notice that now the trace is of the form tre2HT, with H5 1
2@Pm2 1

2e «mnxn#2 being the Hamil-
tonian for a particle subjected to the interaction with the external scalar field in a~211!D space-
time, and the proper time playing the role of a time coordinate. One has started with a scala
theory in a Euclidean 2D spacetime and now one has found an effective theory for particle
3D spacetime. It is in this new context that the pair production rate is going to be calculated
gain in having the trace in the given form is that it can be written as a path integral tre2HT

5*@dx#exp@2*dT L#, where L5 1
2ẋmẋm1 1

2e «mnxnẋm is the Lagrangian associated with o
Hamiltonian. Thus,

G5 lim
T→`

2

T
ImE

0

` dT
T e2m2T /2 E @dx#expF2E

0

T
dT S 1

2
ẋmẋm1

1

2
e «mnxnẋmD G . ~11!

Rescaling the proper time variable,dT→ dt/T, and noticing that the path integral is over all th
paths,xm(t), such thatxm(1)5xm(0), one has

G5 lim
T→`

2

T
ImE @dx#e2~e/2!r«mnxn dxmE

0

`dT
T expF2S 1

2
m2T1

1

2TE0

1

dt ẋmẋmD G . ~12!

The T integral can be calculated expanding the function about the stationary poinT 0
2

5*0
1dt ẋ2/m2:

E dT
T e2 f (T);e2 f (T0)

1

T0
A p

1
2 f 9~T0!

;e2mA*0
1dt ẋ2 1

m
A2p

T0
. ~13!

Then ~12! can be written as

G5 lim
T→`

1

T

2

m
A2p

T0
ImE @dx#e2SEuc[xm(t)] , ~14!

where SEuc5mA*0
1dt ẋmẋm1 1

2er«mnxn dxm . This integral can be solved using the instant
method. Stationarizing the action, one gets the equation of motion in the~211!D spacetime

mẍm~t8!

A*0
1dt ẋ2

52e«mnẋn~t8! with m51,2 and ẋm5
dxm

dt
. ~15!

The instanton,xm
cl(t), i.e., the solution of the Euclidean equation of motion that obeys the bo

ary conditionsxm(t51)5xm(t50) is

xm
cl~t!5R~cos 2pt,sin 2pt! with R5

m

e
. ~16!

The instanton represents a particle describing a loop of radiusR in the plane defined by the tim
x2 and by the directionx1. The loop is a thin wall that separates the true vacuum located insid
loop from the false vacuum outside.

The Euclidean action of the instanton is given byS05SEuc@xm
cl(t)#5m2pR2epR2. The first

term is the rest energy of the particle times the orbital length and the second term represe
interaction of the particle with the external scalar field. The loop radius,R5m/e, stationarizies the
instanton action. The action is thenS05pm2/e.

The second order variation operator is given by
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Mmn[
d2S

dxn~t8!dxm~t!
U

xcl

5F2S mdmn

A*0
1dt ẋ2

d2

dt2
1e «mn

d

dt D d~t2t8!2
mẍm~t!ẍn~t8!

@*0
1dt ẋ2#3/2 G

xcl

52F e

2p
dmn

d2

dt2
1e«mn

d

dtGd~t2t8!2
2pexm

cl~t!xn
cl~t8!

R2
. ~17!

The eigenvectorshm
n , and the eigenvaluesln , associated with the operatorMmn are such that

Mmn hn
n~t8!5ln hm

n ~t8! d~t2t8!. ~18!

From this one concludes:

~i! the positive eigenmodes are (cos 2npt,sin 2npt) and (sin 2npt,2cos 2npt) with ln

52pe(n22n), n52,3,4,...;(sin 2npt,cos 2npt) and (cos 2npt,2sin 2npt) with ln

52pe(n21n), n51,2,3,...;
~ii ! there are two zero-modes associated with the translation of the loop along thex1 and x2

directions: (1,0) and (0,1) withl50;
~iii ! there is a zero-mode associated with the translation along the proper time,t: (sin 2pt,

2cos 2pt)52 ẋm
cl/(2pR) with l50;

~iv! there is a single negative mode associated to the change of the loop radiR:
(cos 2pt,sin 2pt)5 xm

cl/R with l2522pe.

Now, we consider small fluctuations about the instanton, i.e., we doxm(t)5xm
cl(t)1hm(t).

The Euclidean action is expanded to second order so that the path integral~14! can be approxi-
mated by

G. lim
T→`

1

T

2

m
A2p

T0
e2S0 ImE @dh~t!#expF2

1

2E dt dt8 hm~t!Mmn hn~t8!G . ~19!

The path integral in Eq.~19! is the one-loop factor and is given byN(DetM )21/2

5N ) (ln)21/2, whereln are the eigenvalues ofMmn andN is a normalization factor that will
not be needed. To overcome the problem that arises from having an infinite product of eig
ues, one compares our system with the free particle system

E @dh#expF2
1

2E dt dt8 hm~t! Mmn hn~t8!G
5E @dh#expF2

1

2E dt dt8 hm~t! Mmn
0 hn~t8!G) ~ln!2 1/2

) ~ln8!2 1/2

, ~20!

whereMmn
0 52 (1/T0) dmn (d2/dt2) d(t2t8) is the second variation operator of the free syst

with eigenvaluesln852pen2, n50,1,2,3,...~each with multiplicity 4!. In Eq. ~20! the first
factor is the path integral of a free particle in a~211!D Euclidean spacetime

E @dh#expF2
1

2E dt dt8 hm Mmn
0 hnG5E @dh#expF2

1

2T0
E dt ḣmḣmG5

1

2pT0
. ~21!
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In the productory, one omits the zero eigenvalues, but one has to introduce the normal
factor (uudxm

cl/dtuu/uuhm
0 uu)A1/2p5A2pR which is associated with the proper time eigenvalue.

addition, associated with the negative eigenvalue one has to introduce a factor of 1/2
accounts for the loops that do expand. The other half contracts~representing the annihilation o
recently created pairs! and so does not contribute to the creation rate. So, the one-loop f
becomes

1

2pT0

) ~ln!2 1/2

) ~ln8!2 1/2

5
1

2pT0

1

2

i

A2pe
A2pR

)
l.0

~ln!2 1/2

)
l8.0

~ln8!2 1/2

5 i
1

2pT0

1

2
A2pe A2pR .

~22!

Written like this, the one-loop factor accounts only for the contribution of the instanton cen
in (x1 ,x2)5(0,0). The translational invariance in thex1 and x2 directions requires that on
multiplies ~22! by the spacetime volume factor*dx2*dx15TL, which represents the spacetim
region where the instanton might be localized. So, the correct one-loop factor is given by

E @dh~t!#expF2
1

2E dt dt8 hm~t! Mmn hn~t8!G5 i
LT

2pT0

1

2
A2pe A2pR . ~23!

Putting ~23! into ~19!, using T 0
25*dt ẋ2/m2 5 (2pR)2/m2, R5 m/e, and S05pm2/e, one fi-

nally has that the soliton–antisoliton pair production rate per unit time and length is given

G/L5
e

2p
e2 ~pm2/e!. ~24!

We have recovered Stone’s exponential factore2 pm2/e ~Ref. 1! as well as the prefactorA
5e/2p of Kiselev and Selivanov2,3 and Voloshin.4

Note the difference to the 4D problem of Afflecket al.12 and Schwinger,23 who have found for
the factorA the value (eE)2/(2p)3 which is quadratic ineE and not linear, as in our case. Th
difference has to do with the dimensionality of the problems.

It is well known that a one-particle system in 2D can be transformed straightforwardly
thin line in 3D and a thin wall in 4D, where now the massm of the soliton should be interprete
as a line density and surface density, respectively. In fact, a particle in~111!D, as well as an
infinite line in ~211!D, can be considered as walls as seen from within the intrinsic space di
sion, justifying the use of the name wall for any dimension. Our calculations apply directly t
domain wall pair creation problem in any dimension.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The equation for the loop of radiusR in 2D Euclidean spacetime is given byx21tE
25R2,

where we have putx5x1 and tE5x2. One can make an analytical continuation of the Euclide
time (tE) to the Minkowskian time (tE5 i t ) and obtain the solution in 2D Minkowski spacetim

x22t25R2. ~25!

At tE5t50 the system makes a quantum jump and a soliton–antisoliton pair materializex
56R56m/e. After the materialization, the soliton and antisoliton are accelerated, driving a
from each other, as~25! shows. To check these statements note first that the energy necessa
the materialization of the pair at rest isE52m, wherem is the soliton mass. This energy com
from the conversion of false vacuum into true vacuum. Sincee is the energy difference per un
length between the two vacua, we conclude that an energy of valueE52Re is released when this
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conversion occurs in the region (2R) within the pair. So, the pair materialization should occ
only whenR is such that the energy released is equal to the rest energy: 2Re52m⇒R5m/e. This
value agrees with the one that has been determined in Sec. III.

After the materialization the pair is accelerated so that its energy is nowE52m/A12v2.
Differentiating ~25!, we get the velocityv5A12R2/x2. The energy of the pair is then given b
E52(m/R) uxu5e 2uxu. Notice now thate 2uxu is the energy released in the conversion of fa
vacuum into true vacuum. So, after pair creation, all the energy released in the conversion b
the two vacua is used to accelerate the soliton–antisoliton pair.

This discussion agrees with the interpretation of the process as being the false vacuu
caying to the true vacuum plus a creation of a soliton–antisoliton pair. It also justifies the pre
of the interaction terme«mnxnc present in the covariant derivative of the proposed effec
one-loop action~5!, sincee x is the energy released in the decay and responsible for the cre
and acceleration of the pair.

With the proposed effective one-loop action~5! we have recovered Stone’s exponential fac
S0 ~Ref. 1! of the pair creation rate in~1!, and the prefactorA of Kiselev and Selivanov2,3 and
Voloshin.4 In the proposed effective one-loop action the soliton charge is treated no longe
topological charge but as a Noether charge. Such an interchange between the topological
Noether charges was already present in Refs. 19 and 20.

The problem of false vacuum decay coupled to gravity has been introduced in Ref. 2
recently there has been a renewed interest in it~see, e.g., Refs. 25 and 26!. With the proposed
effective one-loop action~5! we pretend to further analyze this problem.
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Cliffordons
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At higher energies the present complex quantum theory with its unitary group
might expand into a real quantum theory with an orthogonal group, broken by an
approximatei operator at lower energies. Implementing this possibility requires a
real quantum double-valued statistics. A Clifford statistics, representing a swap~12!
by a differenceg12g2 of Clifford units, is uniquely appropriate. Unlike the
Maxwell–Boltzmann, Fermi–Dirac, Bose–Einstein, and para-statistics, which are
tensorial and single-valued, and unlike anyons, which are confined to two dimen-
sions, Clifford statistics are multivalued and work for any dimensionality. Nayak
and Wilczek such Clifford statistics for the fractional quantum Hall effect. We
apply them to toy quanta here. A complex-Clifford example has the energy spec-
trum of a system of spin-1/2 particles in an external magnetic field. This supports
the proposal that the double-valued rotations—spin—seen at current energies might
arise from double-valued permutations—swap—to be seen at higher energies. An-
other toy with real Clifford statistics illustrates how an effective imaginary uniti
can arise naturally within a real quantum theory. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1379314#

I. INTRODUCTION: QUANTIFICATION PROCEDURES

Nayak and Wilczek1 have proposed a startling new statistics for fractional quantum Hall e
carriers. It has great potential for even more fundamental applications to sub-particle structu2 To
learn its properties we apply it here to some toy models.

The common statistics—Fermi–Dirac~FD!, Bose-Einstein~BE!, and Maxwell–Boltzmann
~MB!—may be regarded as differing prescriptions for constructing the algebra of an ensem
many individuals from the vector space of one individual. These procedures take qual
yes-or-no questions about an individual into quantitative how-many questions about an ens
of similar individuals. Such procedures were termedquantification. Now they are sometimes
called ‘‘second quantization,’’ somewhat misleadingly.

We use a well-known operational formulation of quantum theory. The main point of qua
theory is that mathematical objects may be completely describable, since we make them
physical quanta are not. An electron, a physical entity, is not a spinor wave function, a
operator, or any other mathematical object. But it seems that mathematical objects can u
represent what we do to an electron. Kets represent input modes~preparation!, bras represen
outtake modes~registration!, operators represent intermediate operations on quantum.3

Each of the usual statistics is defined by an associated linear mappingQ† that maps any
one-body initial modec into a many-body creation operator:

Q†:VI→AS , c°Q†c5..ĉ. ~1!

HereVI is the initial-mode vector space of the individualI andAS5End VS is the operator~or
endomorphism! algebra of the quantified systemS. The † inQ† reminds us thatQ† is contragre-
dient to the initial modesc. We write the mappingQ† to the left of its argumentc to respect the
conventional Dirac order of cogredient and contragredient vectors in a contraction.

a!Electronic mail: gt1570a@prism.gatech.edu
32990022-2488/2001/42(8)/3299/16/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Dually, the final modesc† of the dual spaceVI
† are mapped to annihilators inAS by the linear

operatorQ

Q:VI
†→AS , c†°c†Q5..ĉ†. ~2!

We call the transformationQ the quantifier for the statistics.Q andQ† are tensors of the type

Q5~QaB
C!, Q†5~Q†

a
C

B!, ~3!

wherea indexes a basis in the one-body spaceVI andB,C index a basis in the many-body spa
VS .

The basic creators and annihilators associated with an arbitrary basis$eaua51, . . . ,N%,VI

and its reciprocal basis$eau a51, . . . ,N%,VI
† are then

Q†eaªêa5..Q†
a ~4!

and

eaQªêa5..Qa. ~5!

The creator and annihilator for a general initial modec are

Q†~eaca!5Q†
aca,

~6!
~f†

aea!Q5f†
aQa,

respectively.
We require that quantification respects the adjpoint †. This relates the two tensorsQ andQ†

c†Q5~Q†c!†. ~7!

The rightmost † is the adjoint operation for the quantified system. Therefore,

êa
†5Mabê

b, ~8!

with Mab being the metric, the matrix of the adjoint operation, for the individual system.
We now generalize from the common statistics. Alinear statisticsshall be defined by a linea

correspondenceQ† called the quantifier

Q†:VI→AS , c°Q†c5..ĉ, ~9!

@compare~1!# from one-body modes to many-body operators, †-algebraically generating the
bra ASªEnd VS of the many-body theory. We further require that the quantifierQ† induce an
isomorphism from the one-body unitary groupUI into the many-body unitary groupUS , as
described in Sec. IV. This is therepresentation principlefor quantifiers.

The representation principle implies bilinear algebraic commutation relations discussed
In generalQ† does not produce a creator andQ does not produce an annihilator, as they do

the common statistics.
We construct the quantified algebraAS from the individual spaceVI in three easy steps:

~1! We form the quantum algebraA(VI), defined as the free † algebra generated by~the vectors
of! VI . Its elements are all possible iterated sums and products and †-adjoints of the v
of VI . We require that the operations~1,3,†! of A(VI) agree with those ofVI where both are
meaningful;

~2! we construct the idealR,A of all elements ofA(VI) that vanish in virtue of the statistics. I
is convenient and customary to defineR by a set of expressionsR, such that the commutation
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relations between elements ofA(VI)’ have the formr 50 with r PR. ThenR consists of all
elements ofA(VI) that vanish in virtue of the commutation relations and the postulates
†-algebra.

Let R be closed under †. LetR0 be the set of all evaluations of all the expressions inR
when the variable vectorsc in these expressions assume any valuescPVI . Then R
5A(VI)R0 A(VI);

~3! we form the quotient algebra~actually, a residue algebra!

AS5A~VI !/R, ~10!

by identifying elements ofA(VI) whose differences belong toR.
ThenQ† maps each vectorcPVI into its residue classc1R.
Historically, physicists carried out one special quantification first. Since classically one

tiplies phase spaces when quantifying, they assumed that quantally one multiplies Hilbert s
forming the tensor product

VS5 ^
p50

N

VI5VI
N ~11!

of N individual spacesVI . Then in order to improve agreement with experiment they remo
degrees of freedom in the tensor product connected with permutations, reducingVI

N to a subspace
PVI

N invariant under all permutations of individuals. HereP is a projection operator characterizin
the statistics. The many-body algebra was then taken to be the algebra of linear operators
reduced space:AS5End PVI

N .
We call a statistics built in that way on a subspace of the tensor algebra over the one

initial mode space, atensorial statistics. Tensorial statistics represents permutations in a sin
valued way. The common statistics are tensorial.

Linear statistics is more general than tensorial statistics, in that the quotient algebraAS5A
2R defining a linear statistics need not be the operator algebra of any subspace of the
space TenVI and need not be single-valued. Commutation relations permit more general sta
than projection operators do. For example, anyon statistics is linear but not tensorial.

For another example,AS may be the endomorphism algebra of a spinor space constru
from the quadratic spaceVI . Such a statistics we call aspinorial statistics. Clifford statistics, the
main topic of this paper, is a spinorial statistics. Linear statistics includes both spinoria
tensorial statistics.

The FD, BE, and MB statistics are readily presented as tensorial statistics. We give
quantifiers next.3 We then generalize to spinorial, nontensorial, statistics.

II. STANDARD STATISTICS

A. Maxwell–Boltzmann statistics

Classical an MB aggregate is a sequence~up to isomorphism! and Q5Seq, thesequence-
forming quantifier. The quantum individualI has a Hilbert spaceV5VI over the fieldC. The
vector space for theq sequence is the~contravariant! tensor algebraVS5TenVI , whose product
is the tensor product̂

VS5TenVI , ~12!

with the natural induced †. The kinematic algebraAS of the sequence is the †-algebra of end
morphisms of TenVI , and is generated bycPVI subject to the generating relations

ĉ†f̂5c†f. ~13!
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The left-hand side is an operator product, and the right-hand side is the contraction of th
vectorc† with the vectorf, with an implicit unit element 1PAS as a factor.

B. Fermi–Dirac statistics

Here Q5Set, theset-forming quantifier. The kinematic algebra for the quantum set
defining relations

ĉf̂1f̂ĉ50,
~14!

ĉ†f̂1f̂ĉ†5c†f.

for all c,fPVI .

C. Bose–Einstein statistics

HereQ5Sib, thesib-forming quantifier. The sib-generating relations are

ĉf̂2f̂ĉ50,
~15!

ĉ†f̂2f̂ĉ†5c†f,

for all c,fPVI .
The individuals in each of the discussed quantifications, by construction, have the

~isomorphic! initial spaces. We call such individualsisomorphic.

III. RELATION TO THE PERMUTATION GROUP

A statistics isabelian if it represents the permutation groupSN on its N individuals by an
abelian group of operators in theN-body mode space.

The FD or BE representations are not only abelian but scalar. They represent each perm
by a number, a projective representation of the identity operator. One calls entities with
statisticsindistinguishable. Bosons and fermions are indistinguishable.

Non-abelian statistics describe distinguishable entities.
Nayak and Wilczek1,4 give a spinorial statistics based on the work on nonabelions of Read

Moore.5,6 Read and Moore use a subspace corresponding to the degenerate ground mode
realistic Hamiltonian as the representation space for a nonabelian representation of the pe
tion groupS2n acting on the composite of 2n quasiholes in the fractional quantum Hall effect. Th
statistics, Wilczek showed, represents the permutation group on a spinor space, and perm
by noncommuting spin operators. The quasiholes of Read and Moore and of Wilczek and
are distinguishable, but their permutations leave the ground subspace invariant.

Our own interest in the statistics of distinguishable entitities arises from a study of qua
space–time structure.2 The dynamical process of any system is composite, it is generally belie
composed of isomorphic elementary actions going on all over, all the time. The first questio
has to be answered in setting up an algebraic quantum theory of this composite process is
statistics do the elementary actions have?

The elementary processes have ordinarily, though implicitly, been assumed to be distin
able, being addressed by space–time coordinates, and to obey Maxwell–Boltzmann statistic
repeats the history of particle statistics on the greater field of process statistics.

The Clifford statistics studied below is proposed primarily for the elementary process
nature. We apply it here to toy models of particles in ordinary space–time to familiarize ours
with its properties. In our construction, the representation space of the permutation group
whole~spinor! space of the composite. The permutation group is not assumed to be a symm
the Hamiltonian or of its ground subspace any longer. It is used as a dynamical group,
symmetry group.
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IV. NO QUANTIFICATION WITHOUT REPRESENTATION

If we have defined how, for example, one translates individuals, this should define a w
translate the ensemble. We shall require of a quantification that any unitary transformation
individual quantum entity induces a unitary transformation on the quantified system, defin
the quantifier.

This does not imply that, for example, the actual time-translation of an ensemble is carrie
by translating the individuals. This would imply that the Hamiltonians combine additively, with
interaction. There is still room for arbitrary interaction. The representation principle means
that there is a well-defined time-translation without interaction. This gives a physical mean
interaction: it is the difference between the induced time translation generator and the actu

Thus we posit that an arbitrary~†-!unitary transformationU:VI→VI ,c°Uc of the indi-
vidual ket-spaceVI , also act naturally on the quantified mode spaceVS through an operator
Û:VS→VS , defining a representation of the individual unitary group. This is therepresentation
principle.

ThenU also acts on the algebraAS according to

Û:AS→AS , ĉ°Uĉ5ÛĉÛ21. ~16!

Every unitary transformationU:VI→VI infinitesimally different from the identity is defined by
generator G

U511Gdu, ~17!

whereG52G†:VI→VI is anti-Hermitian anddu is an infinitesimal parameter. The infinitesim
anti-Hermitian generatorsG make up the Lie algebradUI of the unitary groupUI of the one-body
theory.

By the representation principle, each individual generatorG induces aquantified generator

ĜPAS of the quantified system, defined~up to an added constant! by its adjoint action onAS

Ĝ:ĉ°Gĉ5@Ĝ,ĉ#, ~18!

and ~18! and ~20! define a representation~Lie homomorphism! RQ :dUI→dUS of the individual
Lie algebradUI in the quantified Lie algebradUS .

Since

G5(
a,b

eaGa
beb, ~19!

holds by the completeness of the basisea and the reciprocal basisea, we can express the quan
tified generatorĜ by

ĜªQ†GQ5(
a,b

Q†
aGa

bQb[(
a,b

êaGa
bêb. ~20!

The representation principle holds for the usual statistics~MB, FD, BE! and for the Clifford
statistics discussed below.

Proposition: If Q is a quantifier for a linear statistics then

@Ĝ,Q†c#5GQ†c, ~21!

hold for all anti-Hermitian generatorsG.
Proof: We have
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@Ĝ,Q†c#5Ga
b ~ êa êb Q†c2Q†c êa êb!

5Ga
b ~ êa ~ebc1~21!k Q†c êb!2Q†c êa êb!

5Ga
b êa ebc5Ga

b êa cb5G Q†c. ~22!

Herek51 for Fermi statistics and 0 for Bose.
If A is any algebra, by thecommutator algebraDA of A we mean the Lie algebra on th

elements ofA whose product is the commutator@a,b#5ab2ba in A. By the commutator algebra
of a quantum systemI we mean that of its operator algebraAI .

In the usual cases of Bose and Fermi statistics, and not in the cases of complex an
Clifford statistics discussed below, the quantification rule~20! defines a Lie isomorphism,DAI

→DAS , from the commutator algebra of the individual to that of the quantified system. Nam
if H andP are two~arbitrary! operators acting on the one-body ket-space, then

@H, P̂#5@Ĥ, P̂#. ~23!

Explicitly

@Ĥ, P̂#5Ĥ P̂2 P̂Ĥ

5êrH
r
sê

sêtP
t
uêu2êtP

t
uêuêrH

r
sê

s

5Hr
sP

t
u~ êr ê

sêtê
u2êtê

uêr ê
s!

5Hr
sP

t
u~ êr~d t

s6êtê
s!êu2êtê

uêr ê
s!

5Hr
sP

t
u~ êrd t

sêu6êr êtê
sêu2êtê

uêr ê
s!

5Hr
sP

t
u~ êrd t

sêu6êtêr ê
uês2êtê

uêr ê
s!

5Hr
sP

t
u~ êrd t

sêu6êt~7d r
u6êuêr !ê

s2êtê
uêr ê

s!

5Hr
sP

t
u~ êrd t

sêu2êtd r
uês!

5êr~Hr
tP

t
u2Pr

tH
t
u!êu

5@H, P̂#. ~24!

This implies that for BE and FD statistics, the quantification rule~20! can be extended from
the unitary operators and their anti-Hermitian generators to the whole operator algebra
quantified system.

V. CLIFFORD QUANTIFICATION

Now let the one-body mode spaceVI5RN1 ,N25N1R% N2R be a real quadratic space o
dimensionN5N11N2 and signatureN12N2 . Denote the symmetric metric form ofVI by g
5(gab)ª(ea

†eb). We do not assume thatg is positive-definite.
We defineClifford quantification~9! by:

~1! the Clifford-like generating relations

ĉf̂1f̂ĉ5
z

2
c†f, ~25!

for all f,cPVI , wherez is a 6 sign that can have either value;
~2! the Hermiticity condition~7!

êa
†5gabê

b, ~26!

~3! a rule for raising and lowering indices
êaªz8 gabê

b, ~27!

wherez8 is another6 sign, and
~4! the definition~20! to quantify one-body generators.
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Herez561 covers the two different conventions used in the literature. In Sec. VI we will
that z5z8, and thatz5z8511 and z5z8521 are both allowed physically at the prese
theoretical stage of development. They lead to two different real quantifications, with e
Hermitian or anti-Hermitian Clifford units.

For the quantified basis elements ofVI ~25! leads to

êaêb1êbêa5
z

2
gab . ~28!

The c’s, which are assigned grade 1 and taken to be either Hermitian or anti-Herm
generate a graded †-algebra that we call thefree Clifford †-algebraassociated withRN1 ,N2 and
write as Cliff(N1 ,N2)[Cliff( N6). Cliff( N6) contains a double-valued~or projective! represen-
tation of the permutation groupSN .

We call quanta obeying Clifford statisticscliffordons. Clifford statistics assembles cliffordon
individually described by vectors into a composite described by spinors, which we call asquad-
ron. We intend the -on suffix to remind us that unlike the common statistics the Clifford stat
has no classical correspondent.

A cliffordon is a hypothetical quantum-physical entity, like an electron, not to be confu
with a mathematical object like a spinor or an operator. We cannot describe a cliffordon
pletely, but we represent our actions on a squadron of cliffordons adequately by operato
Clifford algebra of operators. One encounters cliffordons only in permuting them, never in c
ing or annihilating them as individuals.

In assuming a real vector space of quantum modes instead of a complex one, we g
i -invariance but retain quantum superpositionac1bf with real coefficients. Our theory is non
linear from the complex point of view. Others considered nonlinear quantum theories, but ga
real superposition as well asi -invariance.7,8 We are notthat nonlinear.

VI. QUANTIFYING OBSERVABLES

In the usual statistics, the quantifierQ can be usefully extended from the Lie algebra of t
individual to the commutator algebra of the individual; that is, from anti-Hermitian operators
operators. This is not the case for Clifford quantification. There the quantification of any sym
ric operator is a scalar, in virtue of Clifford’s law, and so the commutator of any two operato
just the commutator of their antisymmetric parts. A straightforward calculation shows that

@Ĥ, P̂#5Ĥ P̂2 P̂Ĥ5z z8~ 1
2@H, P̂#1 1

4 ~@P, Ĥ†#1@P†, Ĥ# !!. ~29!

The three simplest cases are:

~1! H5H†, H85H8†⇒@Ĥ,Ĥ8#50;
~2! H5H†, G152G1

†⇒@Ĥ, Ĝ1#50;

~3! G52G†, G852G8†⇒@Ĝ, Ĝ8#5z z8 @G, Ĝ8#.

Thus Clifford quantification respects the commutation relations for anti-Hermitian gener
if and only if z5z8511 or z5z8521; but not for Hermitian observables, contrary to the Bo
and Fermi quantifications, which respect both.

VII. NAYAK–WILCZEK STATISTICS

Thecomplexgraded algebra generated by thec’s with the relations~25! is called thecomplex
Clifford algebra Cliff C(N) over RN1 ,N2. It is isomorphic to the full complex matrix algebr
C(2n) ^ C(2n) for evenN52n, and to the direct sumC(2n) ^ C(2n) % C(2n) ^ C(2n) for odd N
52n11. We regard CliffC(N) as the kinematic algebra of the complex Clifford composite. A
vector space, it has dimension 2N.
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Schur9 used complex spinors and complex Clifford algebra to represent permutations
years before Cartan used them to represent rotations. There is a fairly widespread view that
may be more fundamental than vectors, since vectors may be expressed as bilinear comb
of spinors. One of us took this direction in much of his work. Clifford statistics support
opposite view. There a vector describes an individual, a spinor an aggregate. Wilczek and10

seem to have been the first to recognize that spinors represent composites in a physical
although this is implicit in the Chevalley construction of spinors within a Grassmann algeb

For dimensionN53 spinors have as many parameters as vectors, but for higherN the number
of components of the spinors associated with Cliff(N6) grows exponentially withN. The physical
relevance of this irreducible double-valued~or projective! representation of the permutation grou
SN was recognized by Nayak and Wilczek1,4 in a theory of the fractional quantum Hall effect. W
call the complex statistics based on CliffC(N) the Nayak–Wilczekor NW statistics.

Clifford statistics, unlike the more familiar particle statistics,11–13 provides no creators o
annihilators. With each individual modeea of the quantified system they associate a Clifford u
ga52Q†

a .
We may represent any swap~transposition of two cliffordons, say 1 and 2! by the difference

of the corresponding Clifford units

t12ª
1

&
~g12g2!, ~30!

and represent an arbitrary permutation, which is a product of elementary swaps, by the pro
their representations. That is, as direct computation shows, this defines a projective hom
phism fromSN into the Clifford algebra generated by thegk .

By definition, the numberN of cliffordons in a squadron is the dimensionality of the ind
vidual initial mode spaceVI . N is conserved rather trivially, commuting with every Cliffor
element. We can change this number only by varying the dimensionality of the one-body spa
one use of the theory, we can do this, for example, by changing the space–time four-volume
corresponding experimental region. Because our theory does not use creation and anni
operators, an initial action on the squadron represented by a spinorj should be viewed as som
kind of spontaneous transition condensation into a coherent mode, analogous to the transitio
the superconducting to the many-vertex mode in a type-II superconductor. The initial mod
set or sib of~FD or BE! quanta can be regarded as a result of possibly entangled cre
operations. That of a squadron of cliffordons cannot.

As with ~22!, let us verify that definition~20! is consistent in the Clifford case:

@Ĝ, Q†c#5Ga
b ~ êa êb Q†c2Q†c êa êb!5 1

2 Ga
b ~ êacb1caêb!5G Q†c. ~31!

This shows thatQ†c transforms correctly under the infinitesimal unitary transformation
RN1 ,N2 ~cf. Ref. 14!.

VIII. BREAKING i INVARIANCE

Thus we cannot construct useful Hermitian variables of a squadron by applying the qua
to the Hermitian variables of the individual cliffordon.

This is closely related to fact that the real initial mode spaceRN6 of a cliffordon has no specia
operator to replace the imaginary uniti of the standard complex quantum theory. The fundame
task of the imaginary elementi in the algebra of complex quantum physics is precisely to re
conserved Hermitian observablesH and anti-Hermitian generatorsG by

H52 i\G. ~32!

To perform this function exactly, the operatori must commute exactly with all observables.
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The central operatorsx andp of classical mechanics are contractions of noncentral opera
x̆ and p̆52 i\]/] x̆.2 In the limit of large numbers of individuals organized coherently in
suitable condensate modes, the expanded operators of the quantum theory contract into the
operators of the classical theory. Condensations produce nearly commutative variables.

Likewise we expect the central operatori to be a contraction of a noncentral operatorı̆
similarly resulting from a condensation in a limit of large numbers. In the simpler expa
theory, ı̆ , the correspondent ofi , is not central.

One clue to the nature ofı̆ and the locus of its condensation is how the operatori behaves
when we combine separate systems. Since infinitesimal generatorsG,G8, . . . combine by addi-
tion, the imaginariesi ,i 8, . . . of different individuals must combine by identification

i 5 i 85¯ , ~33!

for ~32! to hold exactly, and nearly so for~32! to hold nearly. The only other variables in prese
physics that combine by identification in this way are the timet of clasical mechanics and th
space–time coordinatesxm of field theories. All systems in an ensemble must have about the s
i , just as all particles have about the samet in the usual instant-based formulation, and all fie
have about the same space–time variablesxm in field theory. We identify the variablest andxm for
different systems because they are set by the experimenter, not the system. This suggests
experimenter, or more generally the environment of the system, mainly defines the operatori . The
central operatorsx,p characterize a small system that results from the condensation of m
particles. The central operatori must result from a condensation in the environment; we take
to be the same condensation that forms the vacuum and the spatiotemporal structure repr
by the variablesxm of the standard model.

The existence of this contractedi ensures that at least approximately, every Lie commuta
relation between dimensionless anti-Hermitian generatorsA,B,C of the standard complex quan
tum theory

@A, B#5C, ~34!

corresponds to a commutation relation between Hermitian variables2 i\A, 2 i\B, 2 i\C

@2 i\A,2 i\B#52 i\~2 i\C!. ~35!

It also tells us that this correspondence is not exact in nature.
Stückelberg15 reformulated complex quantum mechanics in the real Hilbert spaceR2N of

twice as many dimensions by assuming a special real antisymmetric operatorJ:R2N→R2N com-
muting with all of the variables of the system.

A real † or Hilbert space has no such operator. For example, inR2 the operator

EªF«1 0

0 «2
G , ~36!

is a symmetric operator with an obvious spectral decomposition representing, according
usual interpretation, two selection operations performed on the system, and cannot be wr
the formG52(J/\)E relating it to some antisymmetric generatorG for any real antisymmetric
J commuting withE.

On the other hand, if we restrict ourselves to observable operators of the form

E8ªF« 0

0 «
G , ~37!

we can use the operatorJ
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JªF 0 1

21 0G , ~38!

to restore the usual connection between symmetry transformations and corresponding obse
This restriction can be generalized to any even number of dimensions.15

IX. BREAKDOWN OF THE EXPECTATION VALUE FORMULA

For a system described in terms of a general real Hilbert space there is no simple rela
the formG5 ( i /\) H between the symmetry generators and the observables: the usual noti
Hamiltonian and momentum are meaningless in that case. This amplifies our earlier obse
that Clifford quantificationA→Â respects the Lie commutation relations among anti-Hermi
generators, not Hermitian observables.

Operationally, this means that selective acts of individual and quantified cliffordons us
sentially different sets of filters. This is not the case for complex quantum mechanics and the
statistics. There some important filters for the composite are simply assemblies of filters f
individuals.

Again, in the complex case the expectation value formula for an assembly

AvX5c†Xc/c†c, ~39!

is a consequence of the eigenvalue principle for individuals, rather than an indepe
assumption.3,16 The argument presented in Refs. 3 and 16 assumes that the individuals over
the average is taken combine with Maxwell–Boltzmann statistics. For highly excited system
is a good approximation even if the individuals have FD or BE or other tensorial statistics. It
necessarily a good approximation for cliffordons, which have spinorial, not tensorial, statis

X. SPIN-1Õ2 COMPLEX CLIFFORD MODEL

In this section we present a simplest possible model of a complex Clifford composite
resulting many-body energy spectrum is isomorphic to that of a sequence of spin-1/2 parti
an external magnetic field.

Recall that in the usual complex quantum theory the Hamiltonian is related to the infinite
time-translation generatorG52G† by G5 iH . QuantifyingH gives the many-body Hamiltonian
In the framework of spinorial statistics, as discussed above, this does not work, and quantifi
in principle applies to the anti-Hermitian time-translation generatorG, not to the Hermitian
operatorH. Our task now is to choose a particular generator and to study its quantified prop

We assume an even-dimensional real initial-mode spaceVI5R2n for the quantum individual,
and consider the dynamics with the simplest non-trivial time-translation generator

Gª«F 0n 1n

21n 0n
G , ~40!

where« is a constant energy coefficient.
The quantified time-translation generatorĜ then has the form

Ĝª(
l , j

N

êlG
l
j ê

j52« (
k51

n

~ êk1nêk2êkê
k1n!

51«(
k51

n

~ êk1nêk2êkêk1n!

52«(
k51

n

êk1nêk

[
1

2
«(

k51

n

gk1ngk . ~41!
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By Stone’s theorem, the generatorĜ of time translation in the spinor space of the compl
Clifford composite ofN52n individuals can be factored into a HermitianH (N) and an imaginary
unit i that commutes strongly withH (N)

Ĝ5 iH (N). ~42!

We suppose thatH (N) corresponds to the Hamiltonian and seek its spectrum.
We note that by~41!, Ĝ is a sum ofn commuting anti-Hermitian algebraically independe

operatorsgk1ngk ,k51,2,. . . ,n, (gk1ngk)
†52gk1ngk , (gk1ngk)

2521(N).
We use the well-known 2n32n complex matrix representation of theg-matrices of the com-

plex universal Clifford algebra associated with the real quadratic spaceR2n ~Brauer and Weyl17!:

g2 j 215s3^¯^ s3^ s1^ 1^¯^ 1,

g2 j5s3^¯^ s3^ s2^ 1^¯^ 1, ~43!

j 51, 2, 3, . . . ,n,

wheres1 , s2 occur in thej th position, the product involvesn factors, ands1 , s2 , s3 are the
Pauli matrices. The representation of the corresponding permutation groupS2n is reducible. We
can simultaneously diagonalize the 2n32n matrices representing the commuting operat
gk1ngk , and use their eigenvalues,6 i , to find the spectruml of Ĝ, and consequently ofH (N).

A simple calculation shows that the spectrum ofĜ consists of the eigenvalues

lk5 1
2 «~n22k!i , k50, 1, 2, . . . ,n, ~44!

with multiplicity

mk5Ck
n
ª

n!

k! ~n2k!!
. ~45!

The spectrum of eigenvalues of the HamiltonianH (N) then consists ofn11 energy levels

Ek5 1
2 ~n22k!«, ~46!

with degeneracymk . ThusEk ranges over the interval

2 1
4 N«,E, 1

4 N«, ~47!

in steps of«, with the given degeneracies.
Thus the spectrum of the structurelessN-body complex Clifford composite is the same as th

of a system ofN spin-1/2 Maxwell–Boltzmann particles of magnetic momentm in a magnetic
field H, with the identification

1
4 «5mH. ~48!

Even though we started with such a simple one-body time-translation generator as~40!, the
spectrum of the resulting many-body Hamiltonian possesses some complexity, reflecting t
that the units in the composite are distinguishable, and their swaps generate the dynamic
ables of the system.

This spin-1/2 model does not tell us how to swap two Clifford units experimentally. Like
phonon model of the harmonic oscillator, the statistics of the individual quanta enters the p
only through the commutation relations among the fundamental operators of the theory.
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XI. REAL CLIFFORD STATISTICS

Real Clifford quantification establishes a morphism~20! from the Lie algebra of the individua
into that of the composite. The proof for real Clifford statistics parallels that for the com
Clifford case closely.

According to the Periodic Table of the Spinors,18,19–21the free~or universal! Clifford algebra
Cliff R(N1 ,N2) is algebra-isomorphic to the endomorphism algebra of a moduleS(N1 ,N2) over
a ring R(N1 ,N2). We give the table to simplify reference to it~herez521!:

It shows that the ring of coefficientsR(N1 ,N2) varies periodically with period 8 in each of th
dimensionalitiesN1 and N2 of VI , and is a function of signatureN12N2 alone. In the first
cycle, N12N250,1,. . . ,7, andR5R,C,H,H% H,H,C,R,R% R, respectively. Then the cycle re
peats ad infinitum.

In our application the moduleS(N1 ,N2), the spinor space supporting CliffR(N1 ,N2),
serves as the initial mode space of a squadron ofN real cliffordons.R(N6) we call thespinor
coefficient ringfor Cliff R(N1 ,N2).

XII. PERMUTATIONS

In the standard statistics there is a natural way to represent permutations of individuals
N-body composite. EachN-body ket is constructed by successive action ofN creation operators
on the special vacuum mode. Any permutation of individuals can be achieved by permuting
creation operators in the product. The identity and alternative representations of the perm
groupSN in the BE and FD cases then follow from the defining relations of Sec. II.

In the case of Clifford statistics, some things are different. There is still an operator asso
with each cliffordon; now it is a Clifford unit. Permutations of cliffordons are still represented
operators on a many-body † space. But the mode space on which these operators act is
spinor space, and its basis vectors are not constructed by creation operators acting on a
‘‘vacuum’’ ket.

The Clifford representation of the permutation group that we have employed is reducibl
two irreducible Schur representations. It is a bit easier to write than Schur’s because our ind
operatorsg i anticommute exactly, corresponding to exactly orthogonal directions in the one-
mode space, like the generators of Dirac’s Clifford algebra. In Schur’s irreducible represen
~slightly simplified! these operators are replaced by their projections normal to the prin
diagonal directionnª(g i /AN, which is invariant under all permutations. The correspond
angles are those subtended by the edges of a regular simplex ofN vertices inN21 dimensions as
seen from the center. These angles are all determined by
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cos2 u5
1

N21
. ~50!

They differ fromp/2 by an angle that vanishes for largeN like 1/N.

XIII. EMERGENCE OF A QUANTUM i

The Periodic Table of the Spinors~Sec. XI! suggests another origin for the complexi of
quantum theory, and one that is not approximately central but exactly central. Some C
algebras CliffR(N1 ,N2) have the spinor coefficient ringC, containing an elementi . Multiplica-
tion by thisi then represents an operator in the center of the Clifford algebra, which we des
also byi . We may usei -multiplication to represent the top elementg↑ wheneverg↑ is central and
has square21. This i PCliff R(N6) corresponds to thei of complex quantum theory.

Cliff R(1,0) contains such ani but is commutative. According to the Periodic Table~with the
choice ofz521), the smallest noncommmutative Clifford algebras of Euclidean signature
complex spinor coefficients are CliffR(0,3) with negative Euclidean signature, and CliffR(5,0)
with positive Euclidean signature. Triads or pentads of such cliffordons could underlie the ph
‘‘elementary’’ particles, giving rise to complex quantum mechanics within the real. We con
these two cases in turn.

Cliff R(0,3)5C(2) has the familiar Pauli representationg1ª i s1 , g2ª i s2 , g3ª i s3 with
z521. We choose a particular one-cliffordon dynamics of the form

GªF 0 V 0

2V 0 «

0 2« 0
G . ~51!

Quantification~20! of G gives

Ĝ5 iH (23) ~52!

with the Hamiltonian

H (23)5
1

2 FV «

« 2VG . ~53!

This is also the Hamiltonian for a generic two-level quantum-mechanical system~with the energy
separation«! in an external potential fieldV, like the ammonia molecule in a static electric fie
discussed in Ref. 22.

Cliff R(5,0)5C(4) has the matrix representationg1ª i s1^ 1, g2ª i s2^ 1, g3ª i s3^ s1 ,
g4ª i s3^ s2 , g5ª i s3^ s3 , again with z521. Its top Clifford unit is g↑

ª )kgk5g↑†

5g↑21 with eigenvalues61. We choose a specimen dynamics~for the individual cliffordon! in
the form

GªF 0 V 0 0 0

2V 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

G . ~54!

Quantification~20! of G gives

Ĝ5 iH (5), ~55!
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with the Hamiltonian

H (5)5
1

2
VF 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 21 0

0 0 0 21

G . ~56!

The two examples considered above show how a squadron of several real cliffordons ca
a truly complex quantum theory.

XIV. FERMI AND CLIFFORD STATISTICS

The FD algebra of creators and annihilators is a special case of a Clifford algebra o
quadratic space with neutral quadratic form, called the quantum algebra by Saller23 and the mother
algebra by Doranet al.24 Is FD statistics ever a special case of Clifford statistics? Specifically,
their †-algebras ever isomorphic?

From theN annihilatorsak of the complex FD statistics we can form a sequence of antic
muting hermitian square roots of unity

i k5ak1ak
† , i k1N5

ak2ak
†

i
. ~57!

Moreover, the complex †-algebra that these generate is a Clifford †-algebra Cliff(2N,0). The
transformation from the FD generators to the Clifford is invertible. Therefore complex FD s
tics and complex Clifford statistics have isomorphic †-algebras.

The graded †-algebras are obviously not isomorphic. The two grade operators do no
commute.

The question is more complicated for the real Fermi and Clifford quantifications. We fo
Doranet al.,24 among others.

In the real FD formulation we begin with a real one-fermionn-dimensional spaceF>nR with
no metric or adjoint. The FD quantified algebraA has the bilinear associative product defined
the FD relations

f i f j1 f j f i50,
~58!

f i f
j1 f j f i5d i

j ,

and the adjoint defined by

f i
†
ª f i . ~59!

The f i are creation andf j are annihilation operators.
To presentA as a Clifford algebra we form the direct sum

W5F % F†. ~60!

In a basis$ f i , f i% i 51
n adapted to this direct sum, we define the following GL(V)-invariant metric

for W

g;F 0 1/2

1/2 0 G , ~61!

corresponding to
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f i• f j50, f i
• f j50, f i

• f j5
1
2 d j

i . ~62!

SinceF supports a quantum theory it too has a quadratic form* :F ^ F→R, which we assume to
be Euclidean. We did not use* in the construction ofA andg.

We quantify this fermion by a mappingQ†:W→A into the †-algebra of the composite. Fo
brevity we write f i for Q†f i as is also customary.

The quantificationQ has the representation property. In the FD case this means thQ
represents the orthogonal group SO(F,* ) in A; in fact it represents the larger group GL(F), for *
has not entered into the definition ofQ.

The basis$g i , g̃ i% i 51
n defined by

g iª f i1 f i , g̃ iª f i2 f i , ~63!

gives the metricg of W the diagonal form

g;F1 0

0 21G , ~64!

corresponding to

g i•g j51, g̃ i•g̃ j521, g̃ i•g j50. ~65!

That is, W5E% Ẽ is a neutral quadratic space, with Eucidean subspaceE and anti-Euclidean
subspaceẼ.

The g’s obey

g ig j1g jg i512d i j ,

g̃ i g̃ j1g̃ j g̃ i522d i j , ~66!

g̃ ig j1g j g̃ i50.

Therefore the FD algebra~58! is isomorphic to a real Clifford algebra Cliff(W,†)5Cliff( E

% Ẽ).
Are the Clifford and FD †-algebras also isomorphic?
With respect to the Fermi adjoint †, half of the Clifford generators~theg i! are Hermitian and

the other half~the g̃ i! are anti-Hermitian. In a Clifford † algebra, however, all the generators
anti-Hermitian or Hermitian together. Therefore the Clifford-algebra generators$g i , g̃ i% i 51

n are not
Clifford †-algebra generators.

In some cases we construct suitable generators using the top elementg̃↑ of Ẽ:
If the dimensionn of E ~andF) is a multiple of 4, thenḡ iªg̃↑g̃ i anticommutes with theg j ,

and is Hermitian like theg j . Then the elements$g i , ḡ i% i 51
n generate a Clifford †-algebra with@cf.

~66!#

g ig j1g jg i512d i j ,

ḡ i ḡ j1ḡ j ḡ i512d i j , ~67!

ḡ ig j1g j ḡ i50,

which is isomorphic to the FD algebra ofF. Then the Clifford-quantified †-algebra~the casez
5z8511! is isomorphic to a Fermi-quantified one whenn54m, and the adjoint of the one
cliffordon space is positive definite. The two quantified theories then predict the same tran
amplitudes and spectra.
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Analogously, whenz5z8521 and all the Clifford generators are anti-Hermitian, andn
54m, the FD and Clifford statistics again give isomrphic † algebras.

They still differ in their grades. The FD quantified system has a gradeGF with spectrum
2N, . . . ,0, . . . ,N, corresponding to the creation and annihilation fermions. The Clifford qua
fied system has a positive grade operatorGC with spectrum 0,1,. . . 2N. The operatorsGC andGF

do not even commute. The FD and Clifford graded-algebras are not isomorphic.
This is merely a difference in language. The operators that are said to create and ann

things in FD statistics are said to permute things in Clifford statistics. In Clifford statistics not
is created or destroyed.
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Becchi–Rouet–Stora–Tyutin formalism and zero
locus reduction
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In the Becchi–Rouet–Stora–Tyutin~BRST! quantization of gauge theories, the
zero locusZQ of the BRST differentialQ carries an~anti!bracket whose parity is
opposite to that of the fundamental bracket. Observables of the BRST theory are in
a 1:1 correspondence with Casimir functions of the bracket onZQ . For any con-
strained dynamical system with the phase spaceN0 and the constraint surfaceS,
we prove its equivalence to the constrained system on the BFV-extended phase
space with the constraint surface given byZQ . Reduction to the zero locus of the
differential gives rise to relations between bracket operations and differentials aris-
ing in different complexes~the Gerstenhaber, Schouten, Berezin–Kirillov, and
Sklyanin brackets!; the equation ensuring the existence of a nilpotent vector field
on the reduced manifold can be the classical Yang–Baxter equation. We also gen-
eralize our constructions to the bi-QP manifolds which from the BRST theory
viewpoint correspond to the BRST–anti-BRST-symmetric quantization. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1367867#

I. INTRODUCTION

The Becchi–Rouet–Stora–Tyutin~BRST! quantization of general gauge theories in t
Hamiltonian and Lagrangian formalisms includes the Batalin–Fradkin–Vilkovisky~BFV!1 and
Batalin–Vilkovisky ~BV!2 formalisms. From a geometric standpoint, these quantization form
isms deal with an even or oddQP manifold N,3,4 i.e., a symplectic or antisymplectic manifol
equipped with a compatible odd vector fieldQ such thatQ250. This condition is ensured by
imposing themaster equationon the Hamiltonian function of the vector fieldQ. In the standard
physicists’ notation, the respective equations are

$V,V%50 and ~S,S!50, ~1.1!

whereV ~by a widespread abuse of terminology! is the ‘‘BRST generator’’ in the Hamiltonian
quantization andS is the master action in the Lagrangian quantization.

Under appropriate regularity conditions, the zero locusZQ,N of Q5$V,•% @of Q5(S,•)# is
an odd Poisson manifold~respectively, a Poisson manifold!,4,5 whose geometry captures cruci
information about the theory onN. In this paper, we mainly concentrate oneven QPmanifolds
~which correspond to the BFV quantization and were implicit in Ref. 7! because they have no
been considered before; however, we formulate the general facts about the zero-locus re
such that they apply to both even and oddQP manifolds. On an evenQP manifold,ZQ carries an
antibracket; we then show that the equivalence classes of observables~the cohomology ofQ! are
in a 1:1 correspondence with characteristic~Casimir! functions of the antibracket onZQ and gauge
symmetries in the BFV theory onN are Hamiltonian vector fields onZQ .

Moreover, the zero locusZQ of the BFV differential on the extended phase space is a pro
counterpart of the constraint surface in the following sense. In geometric terms, a first
constrained system can be specified by its phase space~a symplectic manifoldN0! and the

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: asemikha@td.lpi.ac.ru
33150022-2488/2001/42(8)/3315/19/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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constraint surfaceS. On the extended phase spaceN constructed in the BFV quantization, we ca
consider the dynamical system whose constraint surface, by definition, isZQ ~in local coordinates
on N, the constraints can be chosen as the components ofQ!. Then the constrained system
(N0 ,S) and (N,ZQ) are equivalent: the respective algebras of the equivalence classes of ob
ables are naturally isomorphic as Poisson algebras.

Beyond the BRST context, algebras of functions onQP manifolds, which are differentia
Poisson algebras~associative supercommutative algebras endowed with a bracket operation
differential that is a derivation of the bracket! can arise from complexes endowed with a sup
commutative associative multiplication and a Gerstenhaber-like multiplication~‘‘ bracket’’ !; the
differential is then interpreted as theQ structure, and the bracket becomes theP structure@the
Poisson or the BV bracket on the dual~super!manifold#. The basic examples are the cohomolo
complexes of a Lie algebraa with coefficients in`a or Sa ~the exterior and symmetric tenso
algebras!; the general case involvesL` algebras.8

In this algebraic context, reduction to the zero locus can yield relations between diff
complexes. In certain cases, the zero-locus reduction can be appliedrepeatedly; the equation
ensuring the existence of a nilpotent vector field on the reduced manifold at the second step
reduction can be the classical Yang–Baxter equation~CYBE!, in which case the reduction leads
the well-known Sklyanin and Berezin–Kirillov brackets.

In addition to the usualQP manifolds, one can considerbi-QP manifolds, which are the
geometric counterparts of bicomplexes, and in physical terms, originate in the BRST–anti-
@Sp~2!-symmetric/triplectic# quantization.9–12 With two BRST operators represented by two co
muting ~odd and nilpotent! vector fields, bi-QP manifolds might be calledQQP manifolds; inter-
estingly enough, the corresponding zero-locus reduction~to the submanifold on which both vecto
fields vanish! results in a ‘‘PP’’ manifold, i.e., gives rise to abi-Hamiltonianstructure. A typical
example is obtained by starting with a Lie algebraa and deriving the second differential from
coalgebra structure. Compatibility between two differentials then implies that (a,a* ,a% a* ) is a
Manin triple.13 There also exists an alternative construction of a bi-QP manifold from asingleLie
algebra structure, which results in non-Abelian triplectic antibrackets14 on the space of common
zeroes of the differentials~and thus, the zero locus reduction leads to a nontrivial relation to
bicomplex used in the extended BRST symmetry!.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2.2, we recall the main points of the zero
reduction on~odd or even! QP manifolds. Symmetries ofQP manifolds are reviewed in Sec. 2.3
In Sec. 3, we turn to a more detailed analysis of evenQP manifolds corresponding to the BFV
quantization. In Secs. 3.1–3.2, we recall several facts about the BFV formalism in the form
suitable for what follows. The results given in 3.4 state the relation between objects in the b
the phase space and on the zero locus submanifold. We briefly discuss in Sec. 3.5 how
results can be restated for the BV formalism. In Sec. 4, we consider specific brackets re
from the zero-locus reduction. In Sec. 5, we studybi-QP manifolds.

II. GEOMETRY OF QP MANIFOLDS AND ZERO LOCUS REDUCTION

Geometric objects underlying the BRST quantization are theQP manifolds.
2.1. Definition (Refs. 3 and 4): A QP manifold is a supermanifoldN equipped with a bracke

ˆ•,•‰ such that

ˆF,G‰52~21!~p~F !1k!~p~G!1k!
ˆG,F‰,

ˆF,GH‰5ˆF,G‰H1~21!~p~F !1k!p~G!GˆF,H‰, ~2.1!

ˆF,ˆG,H‰‰5ˆˆF,G‰,H‰1ˆG,ˆF,H‰‰~21!~p~F !1k!~p~G!1k!,

for F, G, HPFN (smooth functions onN), and with an odd nilpotent vector fieldQ, Q250, such
that
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QˆF,G‰2ˆQF,G‰2~21!p~F !1k
ˆF,QG‰50, F,GPFN ~2.2!

[where p(()•) is the Grassmann parity]. QP manifolds with aPoisson bracket (k50) are called
even, and those with anantibracket (k51), odd.

OddQP manifolds arise in the BV quantization, and even ones in the BFV quantization.
QP manifolds were introduced in Ref. 3 and were studied in Refs. 4 and 5. In most o
definitions,QP manifolds can be either even or odd; in Sec. 3, however, we concentrate on
QP manifolds, which have not been given enough attention previously.

2.2. The zero locus ofQ. In what follows,ZQ denotes the zero locus of the odd vector fieldQ
on a QP manifold N. We assumeZQ to be a nonempty smooth submanifold and denote
JZQ

,FN the ideal of smooth functions vanishing onZQ .
The odd vector fieldQ is calledregular if each functionf PJZQ

can be represented as

f 5(
a

f aQGa, ~2.3!

with somef a , GaPFN ~i.e., if the components ofQ generateJZQ
!. We say that a submanifold

L,N is coisotropicif

ˆJL,JL‰,JL. ~2.4!

2.2.1. Lemma: IfQ is regular, ZQ is a coisotropic submanifold of the QP manifoldN.
Proof: Let f, gPFN vanish onZQ . Using representation~2.3!, the Leibnitz rule, Eq.~2.2!, and

nilpotency ofQ, we see that̂ f a(QGa),(QGb)gb‰uZQ
5( f aˆQGa,QGb

‰gb)uZQ
50. h

In what follows, we assumeZQ to be coisotropic even in those cases whereQ is not regular.
The algebraFZQ

of smooth functions onZQ is the quotientFN /JZQ
. We then have

2.2.2. Lemma: There is a well-defined binary operation given byˆ,‰Q :FZQ
3FZQ

→FZQ

ˆf ,g‰Q5ˆF,QG‰uZQ
, f ,gPFZQ

, F,GPFN, FuZQ
5 f , GuZQ

5g, ~2.5!

where F and GPFN are viewed as representatives of functions onZQ . It makesZQ into a Poisson
manifold.

The proof is a straightforward generalization of a proof given in Ref. 5. It is obvious tha
parity of the induced bracket onZQ is opposite to the parity of thê,‰ bracket onN. An important
characteristic of the differentialQ is the homology of the linear operatorsQp :TpN→TpN, p
PZQ , defined as follows. We consider the tangent spaceTpN as the quotient of the vector field
VectN modulo those that vanish atp. Then

Qp~x!5~@Q,X# !up , XPVectN , x5XpPTpN. ~2.6!

This operation is well-defined onceQ vanishes atp.
2.2.3. Definition: A QP manifoldN is called proper if the homology of the linear operato

Qp :TpN→TpN is trivial at each point pPZQ .
This definition is equivalent to the one given in Ref. 4~and Ref. 5!, but uses only invariant

notions @in local coordinatesGA, we would have (Qpx)A5(21)p(x)11xB(]QA/]GB)#. We now
have the following proposition.

2.2.4. Proposition (Refs. 4 and 5): LetN be a proper QP manifold with a nondegenera
bracket. ThenZQ is (anti)symplectic with respect to the induced bracket~2.5!.

One can replaceZQ with a submanifold that still is coisotropic. As a straightforward gen
alization of 2.2.2, we have

2.2.5. Theorem:Let N be a QP manifold andL,ZQ,N a coisotropic submanifold ofN.
ThenL is a Poisson manifold with the Poisson structure given by (by Poisson manifolds, we
those with either an even Poisson bracket or an antibracket):
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ˆf ,g‰Q5ˆF,QG‰uL , f ,gPFL, F,GPFN, FuL5 f , GuL5g. ~2.7!

Proof: It is easy to see that~2.7! does not depend on the choice of representativesF,G
PFN of f ,gPFL . The Jacobi identity and the Leibnitz rule follow in the same way as for
bracket in Eq.~2.5!, see Ref. 5. h

2.3. Symmetries of QP manifolds (Ref. 5). We now recall several basic facts about symmetr
of QP structures on a manifold.

2.3.1. Definition: A vector field X on a QP manifoldN is called a symmetry ofN if it
commutes withQ and is a Poisson vector field, i.e.,

XˆF,G‰2ˆXF,G‰2~21!~p~F !1k!p~X!
ˆF,XG‰50, F,GPFN. ~2.8!

Symmetries of the form X5ˆQF,•‰ (with FPFN) are calledtrivial.
The Lie algebras of symmetries and trivial symmetries behave in a very regular manner

the restriction toZQ .
2.3.2. Proposition: Let X be a symmetry ofN. Then X restricts toZQ and its restriction x is a

Poisson vector field onZQ with respect to the bracket (2.7) onZQ , namely

xˆF,G‰Q2ˆxF,G‰Q2~21!~p~F !1k11!p~X!
ˆF,xG‰Q50, F,GPFZQ

. ~2.9!

If in addition X5ˆQH,•‰ is a trivial symmetry, x is a Hamiltonian vector field with respect to
ˆ,‰Q bracket.

Proof: Any symmetry X restricts toZQ becauseXFuZQ
50 for any F vanishing onZQ .

Indeed, every such function can be represented asF5Fa•QGa with some functionsFa andGa,
provided Q is regular. Because @X,Q#50, we have XFuZQ

5((XFa)(QGa))uZQ

1(21)p(X)(p(Fa)11)Fa(QXGa)uZQ
50. Equation~2.9! immediately follows from the definition of

the zero locus bracket and the definition of symmetries. If in additionX5ˆQH,•‰ is a trivial
symmetry, for any functionf PFZQ

we have

x f5XuZQ
f 5ˆQH,F‰uZQ

5~21!p~H !1k11
ˆHuZQ

, f ‰Q , ~2.10!

whereF,FN is a lift of f ~i.e., f 5FuZQ
! andk is the parity of thê ,‰ bracket. Thus,x5XuZQ

is
a Hamiltonian vector field with respect to the bracketˆ,‰Q . h

III. OBSERVABLES, GAUGE SYMMETRIES, AND ZERO LOCUS REDUCTION IN BFV
AND BV QUANTIZATIONS

We now consider the embedding of a constrained system into the BFV extended theor
the BRST chargeV and study the ‘‘on-shell’’ gauge symmetries in the two descriptions of
same theory. In the Dirac~‘‘nonextended’’! formalism, the on-shell gauge symmetries are th
nonvanishing on the constraint surface, and in the BFV extended formalism, these are sym
nonvanishing on the zero locusZQ . We show that the former are mapped into the latter such
the equivalence classes of observables in the original theory are mapped into equivalence
of observables in the BFV theory~the latter can be considered as gauge invariant functions
ZQ!. In this sense,the zero locusZQ plays the role of a constraint surface in the BFV theory. We
concentrate on the BFV case, where we assume the phase space to be finite-dimensiona
mulation of our results for the BV quantization, although straightforward at the formal le
requires some care because the BV configuration space of any realistic model is in
dimensional~see 3.5!.

3.1. A reminder on constrained dynamics. We begin with recalling several basic facts abo
constrained dynamics in the form that will be suitable in what follows.

3.1.1. Basics of the Dirac constrained dynamics. We consider a first-class constrained Ham
tonian system, defined on a phase space~symplectic manifold! N0 with the constraints Ta ~func-
tions onN0! such that
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$Ta ,Tb%5Uab
g Tg , ~3.1!

where$,% is the Poisson bracket onN0 . For simplicity, we assume the first-class constraintsTa to
be irreducible. LetS denote theconstraint surface Ta50. A geometrically invariant way to
specify a first-class constrained system is to fix the pair (N0 ,S) ~a symplectic manifold and a
coisotropic submanifold!. Different choices forTa then give different generators of the ideal
functions vanishing onS.

By definition, anobservableis a function onN0 satisfyingˆA,Ta‰uS50. Under the standard
regularity conditions, each function vanishing onS is proportional to the constraints, and ther
fore,

$A,Ta%5Aa
bTb ~3.2!

for some functionsAb
a . Observables vanishing onS are calledtrivial . Two observables are calle

equivalentif they differ by a trivial observable. The space of equivalence classes of observab
a Poisson algebra, i.e., is closed under multiplication and under the Poisson bracket~these opera-
tions are well defined on the equivalence classes via representatives!. This algebra can be conve
niently thought of as a subalgebra in the algebra of functions onS.

Infinitesimal gauge transformations, or gauge symmetries, are the Hamiltonian vector field
X05$f0 ,•%, wheref05f0

aTa is a trivial observable. Gauge symmetries form a Lie algebra w
respect to the commutator. For any observableA and a gauge symmetryX05$f0 ,•%, we have

X0A5$f0 ,A%5$f0
aTa ,A%5f0

a$Ta ,A%1Ta$f0
a ,A%, ~3.3!

which vanishes onS becauseA is an observable. Therefore, gauge symmetries preserve eq
lence classes of observables.

By the on-shell gauge symmetries, we mean the equivalence classes of gauge symme
modulo those vanishing on the constraint surfaceS. On-shell gauge symmetries can also
viewed as a subalgebra in the algebra of vector fields onS. Equivalence classes of observabl
~viewed as functions onS! are then represented by functions annihilated by on-shell gauge
metries.

3.1.2. Basics of the BFV/BRST approach. In the BFV quantization, the extended phase sp
N is an evenQP manifold whoseQ-structure is given byQ5$V,•%, whereV is a function onN
~called the BRST charge! satisfying$V,V%50. In applications, the BFV extended phase spac
usually equipped with an additional structure, the ghost chargeGPFN . Functions with a definite
ghost number are eigenfunctions of the ghost number operator

g5$G,•%, ~3.4!

corresponding to integer eigenvalues. The BRST charge is required to have the ghost num

$G,V%5V. ~3.5!

We now consider aQP manifold N that is not necessarily constructed via the BFV presc
tion; however, we refer to the objects onN as BFV ones because the applications in what follo
will be to the case whereN does result from the BFV construction. This also helps to distingu
between observables and symmetries on theQP manifold and those in the initial theory~Sec.
3.1.1!, with ‘BFV’ used to refer to the former.

A BFV observable Ais a function on theQP manifold N satisfying

QA5$V,A%50, gh~A!50. ~3.6!
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The Q-exact BFV observables are calledtrivial . Two BFV observablesA andÃ are equivalent if
A2Ã5QB for some functionB; the equivalence classes of observables are then the cohom
of Q in the ghost number zero. The algebra of BFV observables is a Poisson algebra~multiplica-
tion and the Poisson bracket can be defined via representatives!.

A vector field X is called aBFV gauge symmetryif X5$QH,•% for some functionH with
gh(X)5gh(QH)50 @these are trivial symmetries~see 2.3.1! of the correspondingQP manifold#.
In other words, BFV gauge symmetries are the Hamiltonian vector fields generated by trivia
observables. IfA is an observable andX5$QH,•% a BFV gauge symmetry, we see thatXA
5$QH,A%5Q$H,A% is a trivial observable, i.e., BFV gauge symmetries preserve the equiva
classes of BFV observables.

3.2. From Dirac to the BFV formulation of a constrained system. Formal similarities between
the Dirac and BFV formalisms are summarized in Table I. We now make contact between
and 3.1.2 by taking the extended phase spaceN and the BRST chargeV to be those arising in the
BFV formalism from a given first-class constrained system (N0 ,S). As before, the constraint
TaPFN0

are taken to be irreducible; to construct the BFV formalism, one then introduces g
ca, with gh(ca)51, p(ca)5p(Ta)11 and their conjugate momentaPa ,

$ca,Pb%5db
a , ~3.7!

with gh(Pa)521, p(Pa)5p(Ta)11. The extended phase spaceN is the direct product ofN0

with the superspace spanned byca and Pa . The Poisson bracket onN is the product Poisson
bracket of that onN0 and ~3.7!. Note that when the constraints are definedlocally, the extended
phase space is a vector bundle over the original phase space, as, for example, in Ref. 16

One introduces the ghost charge~where we assume the constraints to be bosonic to avoid e
sign factors!

G5caPa , $G,ca%5ca, $G,Pa%52Pa . ~3.8!

The BRST chargeV is an odd function defined by the condition that it has the ghost number 1
satisfies

$V,V%50 ~3.9!

with the boundary condition

V5caTa1¯ , ~3.10!

where¯ means higher-order terms in the ghost momenta. It is well known1,15,9,17 that under
standard assumptions, the BRST chargeV exists for any constrained system. Up to the first or
in Pa , one has

V5caTa2 1
2 PgUab

g cacb1¯ , ~3.11!

where the structure functions are those from~3.1!.
As regards observables, the following statement is well known1,15 ~see also Ref. 17!.

TABLE I.

Dirac ~Sec. 3.1.1! BFV ~Sec. 3.1.2!

Observables A0 ,$A0 ,Ta%5Aa
bTb QA5$V,A%50, gh(A)50

Trivial observables (A0)uS50 A5QB
Equivalent observablesA0;A01aaTa A;A1QB
Gauge symmetries X05$f0

aTa ,•% X5$QH,•%, gh(X)50
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3.2.1. Proposition: The algebra of the equivalence classes of observables onN0 and the
algebra of the equivalence classes of BFV observables (the cohomology ofQ in the ghost number
zero) on the extended phase spaceN are isomorphic as Poisson algebras.

This means that ifA0PFN0
is an observable of the constrained system onN0 , there exists a

BFV observableAPFN with gh(A)50 such that

AuN0
5A0 . ~3.12!

Moreover, two BFV observables corresponding to the same observableA0 differ by a trivial BFV
observable. If in additionA0 is a trivial observable, it follows thatA5$V,B%. The Poisson bracke
on N induces a bracket on the cohomology ofQ, and one has

$A,B%uN0
5$A0 ,B0%. ~3.13!

The isomorphism between the BRST cohomology in the ghost number zero and the alge
equivalence classes of observables of the constrained system onN0 is given by the restriction of
representatives to the initial constrained surfaceS,N0,N ~recall that equivalence classes
observables are gauge invariant functions onS!.

It also follows from 3.2.1 that because gauge symmetries of the initial system (N0 ,S) are
generated by trivial observables, each gauge symmetry can be lifted to a BFV gauge sym

3.3. Zero locusZQ in the BFV theory, the general case. We now consider an evenQP-
manifoldN that is not necessarily constructed by the BFV procedure for a constrained syste
assumeN to be symplectic, and the odd nilpotent vector fieldQ to be regular in the sense of 2.3
The zero locusZQ is thus a coisotropic submanifold ofN. Because each trivial BFV observab
A5QB vanishes onZQ , each cohomology class uniquely determines a function onZQ . Thus,
there is a mapping

HQ
0 →FZQ

~3.14!

from the space of inequivalent observables to functions onZQ .
In what follows, we say that a statement holds locally if it is true in every sufficiently sm

neighborhood. Mapping~3.14! is locally an embedding in view of the following proposition.
3.3.1. Proposition: LetQ5$V,•% be regular in the sense of 2.2. Locally, each BFV observa

vanishing onZQ is a trivial BFV observable.
Proof: Let A be an observable vanishing onZQ i.e., QA50, AuZQ

50. We must show that
A5QX in a sufficiently small neighborhoodU of any pointpPZQ . It is well known that locally
there exists a coordinate systempi ,qj ,pa ,qb,ca,Pb on N such that

V5pic
i ,

$qi ,pj%5d j
i , $qa,pb%5db

a , $ca,Pb%5db
a . ~3.15!

Since the functionA vanishes onZQ , it can be represented as

A5Aapa1Aaca. ~3.16!

Now the odd vector fieldQ becomes

Q52ca
]

]qa 1pa

]

]Pa
, ~3.17!

and can be considered as the exterior differential under the identificationca52dqa, pa5dPa ,
while A becomes a 1-form. The assertion immediately follows from the super analog o
Poincare´ lemma inU. h
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3.3.2. Embedding HQ
0 into functions onZQ . As before,ZQ is the zero locus submanifold o

Q5$V,•% We recall from 2.3.2 that each BFV gauge symmetryX can be restricted toZQ and the
restrictionx5XuZQ

is a $,%Q-Hamiltonian vector field onZQ . The image of BFV gauge symme
tries under the restriction toZQ is called the algebra of theon-shell BFV symmetries. The func-
tions on ZQ that are annihilated by the on-shell BFV symmetries are then the characte
functions of the$,%Q antibracket onZQ . We recall that a functionf on the~odd! Poisson manifold
N is said to be a characteristic~Casimir! function of an~odd! Poisson bracket$,% if $ f ,h%50 for
any functionh.

Because BFV observables are annihilated by BFV gauge symmetries, the restrictionZQ
maps BFV observables into characteristic functions of$,%Q . For the equivalence classes of BF
observables~the cohomology ofQ!, this mapping is certainly an embedding locally. It is also
isomorphism in the important case of a BFVQP manifold considered in 3.4. Locally, we choos
flat coordinates in some neighborhoodU of a point pPZQ and use explicit form~3.15! of the
BRST chargeV and the Poisson bracket to arrive at

3.3.3. Theorem:Locally, the equivalence classes of BFV observables (the cohomologyQ)
are in a 1:1 correspondence with characteristic functions of the$,%Q antibracket onZQ .

We note that in one direction, this statement holds in general~i.e., not only locally! because
for any observableA, we have

$ f ,AuZQ
%Q5$F,QA%uZQ

50, ~3.18!

whereFPFN is the lift of a functionf PFZQ
andAuZQ

is the image ofA under~3.14!. Thus,AuZQ

is a characteristic function of the antibracket$,%Q on ZQ .
The ‘‘ZQ-based’’ view on the BFV formalism developed here can be expressed as fol

Any even QP manifoldN gives rise to the constrained system(N,ZQ), i.e., a constrained system
whose phase space isN and the constrained surface isZQ . We recall from 3.1.1 that gaug
transformations and the algebra of observables can be reconstructed if a first-class cons
system is specified in geometric terms, via its phase space~a symplectic manifold! and the
constraint surface~a coisotropic submanifold!. We now take this pair to be (N,ZQ) ~with ZQ
being coisotropic in view of 2.2.1!. In local coordinates, the constraints are the components oQ;
in a neighborhoodU,N, the following statement is obvious in the special coordinates in wh
V and$,%Q are given by~3.15!.

3.3.4. Theorem:On a QP manifoldN, the constrained system (N,ZQ) is locally equivalent to
the BFV theory on the extended phase spaceN with the BRST chargeV (i.e., the respective
algebras of equivalence classes of observables are isomorphic as Poisson algebras).

In a more physical language, the equivalence can be reformulated by saying that th
constrained dynamics are equivalent.

The above considerations show that BFV observables are related toZQ in the same way as
observables in the initial theory~Sec. 3.1.1! are related to the constraint surfaceS. This allows us
to interpretZQ as the extended constraint surface. In the general case, this correspondenc
place at the local level only.

3.4. Zero locusZQ in the BFV formulation of a constrained system. We now concentrate on
the important case where theQP manifold under consideration is a BFV extended phase sp
obtained by the BFV procedure from a given constrained system (N0 ,S).

3.4.1. Proposition: The initial constraint surfaceS,N0 is a submanifold of the zero locu
ZQ,N of the BRST differentialQ5$V,•%.

Proof: We restrict ourselves to an irreducible theory with constraintsTa ~although the state-
ment is also true for reducible constraints!; the structure of the BRST charge is then given
~3.10!. Considered as a submanifold inN, the initial phase spaceN0 is determined by the equa
tions ca50 andPa50. It follows from ~3.10! and from gh(V)51 that the zero locusZQ is
determined by the equations

Ta1¯50, ¯50, ~3.19!
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where¯ denotes terms vanishing onN0 . Then the intersectionZQùN0 ~considered as a sub
manifold in N0! is determined by the equationsTa50, and therefore, coincides with the initia
constraint surfaceS. Thus,S is a submanifold inZQ . h

The zero locus can be described somewhat more explicitly if we recall that in the
formalism, functions on the extended phase space are formal power series in the ghost va
ca andPa . This means thatZQ is actually determined by the equations

Ta50, ca50. ~3.20!

This, in its turn, gives an explicit construction of the antibracket$,%Q on ZQ . Let yi be local
coordinates onS. Thenyi andPa can be considered as local coordinates onZQ . Evaluating~2.5!,
we now obtain

$yi ,yj%Q50, $Pa ,yi%Q5Ra
i ~y!, $Pa ,Pb%Q5Uab

g ~y!Pg , ~3.21!

whereRa
i (y)5$Ta ,yi%uS andUab

g (y)5Uab
g uS with Uab

g from ~3.11!.
Using the explicit form~3.21! of the antibracket onZQ , it is easy to describe its characterist

functions in terms of the initial constraint surfaceS. The following statement is obvious fo
irreducible constraintsTa and can be easily generalized to reducible constraints.

3.4.2. Proposition: Characteristic functions of the antibracket$,%Q are in a 1:1 correspon-
dence with gauge invariant functions onS.

On aQP manifold constructed in accordance with the BFV prescription, the relation betw
the BRST cohomology and the geometry of the extended constrained surfaceZQ can be made
more precise than in the preceding section. In particular, the respective counterparts of stat
3.3.1, 3.3.3, and 3.3.4hold globally. We first see that~3.14! is an embedding.

3.4.3. Proposition: On a QP manifoldN constructed in the BFV formalism, each BFV o
servable that vanishes onZQ,N is a trivial BFV observable.

Proof: Let A be a BFV observable andAuZQ
50. According to 3.4.1,S,ZQ . Then AuZQ

50 impliesAuS50 ~a trivial observable!. By 3.2.1,A is a trivial BFV observable. h

We now consider theQP manifold constructed in the BFV formalism. Combining 3.4.3 w
the argument given after 3.3.3 proves the next theorem in one direction; the other direction f
because each characteristic function onZQ can be lifted to a BFV observable onN, see 3.2.1 and
3.4.2.

3.4.4. Theorem:Equivalence classes of BFV observables (the cohomology ofQ with the
ghost number zero) on the BFV QP manifold are in a 1:1 correspondence with characte
functions of the zero locus antibracket onZQ .

As in 3.3.3, we now consider the extended phase space of the BFV formulation as the
space of a ‘‘new’’ constrained system determined by the constraint surfaceZQ . With N in its turn
obtained from a constrained dynamical system (N0 ,S) in accordance with the BFV formalism, w
have aglobal version of 3.3.4.

3.4.5. Theorem:Let N be a QP manifold constructed in the BFV formalism. The constrai
system determined by the pair(N,ZQ) is equivalent to the BFV theory onN (i.e., the respective
algebras of equivalence classes of observables are isomorphic as Poisson algebras).

Combining this with 3.2.1, we obtain a remarkable relation between the constrained sy
specified by the respective pairs (N0 ,S) and (N,ZQ):

3.4.6. Corollary: The constrained systems~N0 ,S) and ~N, ZQ! are equivalent (the respectiv
algebras of inequivalent observables are isomorphic as Poisson algebras).

We also note a difference between the initial and the extended constraint surfacesS andZQ in
thatS carries an action of the gauge generators$Ti ,•%, while ZQ is equipped with the zero locu
antibracket. This is not unnatural, because the on-shell gauge symmetries are Hamiltonian
fields with respect to the zero-locus antibracket, while inequivalent observables are~identified
with! the characteristic functions of the zero-locus antibracket.
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The consideration above applies at the classical level. The notion of the initial and th
tended constraint surfaces is essentially classical and has no obvious counterparts at the q
level. At the quantum level, restrictions to the constraint surface should be understood as
tion to some quotient of the full Hilbert space of the quantum system. We do not discuss thi
interesting subject here, and refer instead to Ref. 18, where a related problem19 was considered.

Finally, we note that there is a slightly different point of view on the interpretation of B
observables in terms of the geometry ofZQ . Namely, to each~odd! Poisson structure, one ca
associate the coboundary operator~differential! acting on antisymmetric tensor fields, with th
action being the adjoint action of the Poisson bivector with respect to the Schouten–Nije
bracket. Inequivalent observables are then thezero-degree cohomologyof this differential onZQ
~tensors of zero degree are functions!.

3.5. Observables, gauge symmetries, and zero-locus reduction in the BV quantizatio. The
above can be reformulated for oddQP manifolds/BV quantization. In the BV formulation, the ze
locus ofQ5(S,•), whereS is the master action, is the stationary surface ofS @provided the BV
antibracket~,! is nondegenerate#. The BV observables are the cohomology ofQ in the ghost
number zero. The BV gauge symmetries are the vector fields of the form

X5~QB,• !, ~3.22!

and, thus, are Hamiltonian vector fields generated by trivial observables. Whenever the
action S is constructed via the BV prescription starting from a given initial actionS0 , the zero
locus ofQ5(S,•) is a certain extension of the stationary surface of the initial actionS0 .

At the formal level, all the statements considered in the BFV scheme have their counte
in the BV formalism. We do not restate here the contents of 3.1–3.4 for the odd case and
instead to Refs. 5 and 6. We only point out one important difference. Unlike the Hamilto
picture, the Lagrangian one can be considered in the scope of a finite dimensional analo
formally. The finite dimensional configuration space~the space of field histories! does not corre-
spond to any physically relevant system. Thus all the BV counterparts of the statements
preceding section should be considered with some care. In particular, the BV quantizatio
scription requires the master actionS to be a proper solution to the master equation. The condi
imposed on the master action to be proper has no counterpart in the Hamiltonian picture. It i
that the corresponding configuration space is a properQP manifold ~which in general is not the
case for the BFV phase space!. In the finite dimensional case, this in turn implies that all t
observables~the cohomology ofQ! are trivial ~except those of a topological nature!. The Q
cohomology becomes nontrivial only when evaluated on space-time local functionals.20,21

IV. TOWERS OF BRACKETS

In this section, we study the possibility of a ‘‘second’’ zero-locus reduction, i.e., the redu
on a QP manifold which itself is the result of a zero-locus reduction. This leads to sev
well-known structures, including the classical Yang–Baxter equation.

4.1. A‘‘second’’ zero-locus reduction. On aQP manifoldN ~which can be either even or odd!,
a coisotropic submanifoldL,ZQ ~for example, a Lagrangian submanifold inN! is aP manifold,
i.e., is equipped with an~even or odd! Poisson structure~see 2.2.5!. One can try to equipL with
a compatibleQ structure, thereby making it into aQP manifold. On a generalQP manifold N,
there is no canonical structure inducing aQ operator onL. Instead, we can look for aQ operator
on L in the formQL5ˆH,•‰Q whereˆ,‰Q is the bracket given by~2.7! andH is a solution of the
equation

ˆH,H‰Q50, HPFL , p~H !5p~ˆ,‰Q!11. ~4.1!

Whenever such anH is found,L becomes aQP manifold. With thisQ structure, we can repeat th
procedure, thereby producing a sequence ofQP manifolds.
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This construction can be restated in terms of differential Poisson algebras~the algebras of
functions onQP manifolds!. Even ‘‘more algebraically,’’ we consider the case where a differen
Poisson algebra arises from acomplexendowed with a super-commutative associative multipli
tion and a Gerstenhaber-like multiplication~see the Appendix!. To these differential Poisson
algebras, we can then apply one or more zero-locus reduction steps, resulting in relations b
different complexes.

4.2. Examples of the zero-locus reduction on an even QP manifold. Let M be a cotangent
bundle M5T* X. We then write (qa,pa) for local coordinates onM ~which we take to be
bosonic to avoid extra sign factors!; the Poisson bracket then is$qa,pb%5db

a . We assume a
Hamiltonian action of a Lie algebraa on M. For simplicity, we consider the Hamiltonian actio
that is the lift of an action onX via the vector fieldsXi5Xi

a(]/]qa), with @Xi ,Xj #5Ci j
k Xk . The

generators of the Hamiltonian action onM are then given byTi52paXi
a(q). Applying the BFV

scheme to the constraintsTi gives the BRST generator

V52paXi
a~q!u i2 1

2 Ci j
k jku

iu j . ~4.2!

We now take the submanifoldL,ZQ ~which is Lagrangian inM! determined byu i50 and
pa50 and viewqa andj i as local coordinates onL. The antibracket (,)[ˆ,‰Q from 2.2.5 is then
given by

~j i ,j j !5Ci j
k jk , ~qa,j i !52Xi

a . ~4.3!

Using this antibracket structure onL, we consider the equation

~H,H !50 ~4.4!

for an even functionHPFL . Given a solutionH, we can construct the odd nilpotent vector fie
Q5(H,•) that makesL into a QP manifold.

We consider solutions to~4.4! of the form

HYB52 1
2 r i j j ij j , ~4.5!

wherer is a skew-symmetric matrix with entries fromFX . Explicitly, Eq. ~4.4! is the following
generalization of the CYBE:

r l [ iClm
k r j ]m1Xl

ar l [ i
]

]qa r jk]50. ~4.6!

We now proceed with the next stage of the zero-locus reduction. The zero locus o
‘‘Yang–Baxter differential’’QYB5(HYB ,•) is determined byr i j j j50. We choose a smaller sub
manifold X,ZQYB

determined byj i50. Whenever~4.4! is satisfied,$•,•%5(•,QYB•) is a Pois-
son bracket onX. Explicitly, the Poisson brackets are given by

$qa,qb%5Xi
ar i j Xj

b . ~4.7!

4.2.1. The classical Yang–Baxter equation. Antibracket ~4.3! considered onq-independent
functions coincides with the Schouten bracket on`a viewed as the Grassmann algebra genera
by j i . In the case wherer i j is a constant matrix,~4.6! becomes the CYBE,

r j @ iCjl
k r m] l50. ~4.8!

For eachr i j satisfying~4.8!, the corresponding differentialQYB ~considered oǹ a! is nothing but
the cohomology differential of the Lie algebra complex with trivial coefficients~see Appendix A!,
for the Lie algebra defined ona* by the structure constantsFk

i j 5r il Clk
j 2r j l Clk

i .
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4.2.2. The Sklyanin bracket. With X taken to be the Lie group corresponding to the Lie alge
a, we have two natural ways to define the action ofa on X, by the left- and right-invariant vecto
fieldsLi andRi . Proceeding along the steps described in the previous paragraphs withXi

a taken to
be Li

a or Ri
a , we arrive at two Poisson brackets onX,

$qa,ab% right5Li
ar i j L j

b and $qa,qb% left5Ri
ar i j Rj

b , ~4.9!

which are compatiblein view of @Ri ,L j #50. The Poisson bracket

$qa,qb%Sklyanin5$qa,qb%right2$qa,qb% left ~4.10!

makes the Lie groupX into a Poisson–Lie group.
4.3. Zero-locus reduction on an odd QP manifold. To reformulate the above for an oddQP

manifold, we construct the BV scheme starting with a manifoldX with an a action. Thej i

variables are then even, and because of the symmetry properties, the ‘‘tower of reductio
shorter than for oddj i . We then introduce antifieldsqa* , ghostsu i , and their antifieldsj i , with
(u i ,j j )5d j

i ~where restored the traditional notation for the antibracket!. The differential

Q5~S,• !, S5qa* Xi
au i2 1

2 jkCi j
k u iu j ~4.11!

corresponds to the quantization of a theory with the vanishing classical action.
We choose a Lagrangian subspaceL,ZQ determined byu i50 andqa* 50. In accordance

with Sec. 2, the zero locus reduction induces a Poisson bracket$,%Q on L with the nonvanishing
components

$j i ,j j%Q5Ci j
k jk , $qa,j i%Q5Xi

a . ~4.12!

UnlessX is a supermanifold, L is a purely even manifold, and therefore, the new genera
equation with respect to the$,%Q-bracket has only the trivial solution. The tower of brackets is th
terminated.

We now recall that theevenvariablesj i generate the algebra of functions ona* . Restricting
ourselves to functions that are independent of the coordinates onX, we see that~4.12! becomes the
Berezin–Kirillov bracket ona* ,

$ f ,g%5 f
]Q

]j i
jkCi j

k ]

]j j
g. ~4.13!

4.3.1. Linear and nonlinear brackets. The bracket in~4.13! is ‘‘linear’’ in the sense of its
explicit dependence onj i . For a Lie algebraa, one can construct ‘‘nonlinear’’ bracket
(]Q /]j i)V i j (]/]j j ) on a* , where the expansion ofV i j in j i starts withjkCi j

k . For a given bracket
of this form, a natural problem is whether it can be transformed into the Berezin–Kirillov bra
by a change of coordinates. With the help of the zero-locus reduction, this is solved as fo
The Poisson bracket is represented as the zero-locus reduction of thecanonicalantibracket on a
QP manifold with Q determined by the HamiltonianH5V i j (j)u iu j . The Jacobi identity for the
Poisson bracket is rewritten as the master equation forH, and moreover, the terms containin
higher powers ofj i are closed with respect to the differentialQ05$H0 ,•%, where H0

5jkCi j
k u iu j is the ‘‘linear’’ part of the Hamiltonian. We thus have proved the fact known fr

other considerations~and in a more powerful analytic version!.22

4.3.2. Corollary. Let V i j (j)5jkCi j
k 1jkj lCi j

kl1¯ be the matrix of a Poisson bracket ona* ,
where Ci j

k are the structure constants of a Lie algebraa. ThenV i j (j) can be reduced to the form
jkCi j

k by a change of variablesj i° f i(j) if the second cohomology group H2(a,Sa) of a with
coefficients inSa is trivial.

Similar considerations in the BFV case lead to similar statements for the nonlinear
bracket.
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V. Bi- QP MANIFOLDS

Up to now, we have studiedQP manifolds whose differential corresponds to asinglesolution
of the corresponding ‘‘master’’ equation. We now consider bi-QP manifolds.

5.1. A BFV-like formulation of the bialgebra complex. In the preceding section, we associat
an evenQP manifold with a vector spacea and a smooth manifoldM5T* X. Namely, a Lie
algebra structure ona and the vector fieldsXi ~giving ana-module structure onFX! can be read
off from a solution of the generating equation

$V,V%50 ~5.1!

with the ansatz~4.2!. The algebra of functions on the thus constructedQP manifold is A
5Hom(`a,`a) ^ FT* X ; we interpretHom~`a, `a! as the algebra generated by the odd va
ablesu i andj j . The basic Poisson bracket relations are

$u i ,j j%5d j
i , $qa,pb%5db

a , ~5.2!

whereq, p are the standard local coordinates on the cotangent bundleM5T* X. We have the
solution

C52paXi
a~q!u i2 1

2 jkCi j
k u iu j . ~5.3!

At the same time, every solution of~5.1! of the form

F52paXiaj i2
1
2u

kFk
i j j ij j ~5.4!

determines a coalgebra structure on the vector spacea, or equivalently, a Lie algebra structure o
a* , and makesFX into ana* -module, with the vector fieldsXi5Ria(]/]qa)PVectX representing
the action of the basis elements ofa* . ThenA is equipped with Poisson bracket~5.2! and the
differentials

dC5$C,•%

52
1

2
Ci j

k u iu j
]

]uk2jkCi j
k u i

]

]j j
2paXi

a ]

]j i
1u iXi

a ]

]qa2u i paXi ,b
a ]

]pb
,

~5.5!
dF5$F,•%

52
1

2
Fk

i j j ij j

]

]jk
2ukFk

i j j i

]

]u j2paXia
]

]u i 1j iX
ia

]

]qa2j i paX,b
ia ]

]pb
.

We next impose the condition that the differentials be compatible, i.e.,

@dC ,dF#50⇔$C,F%50. ~5.6!

5.1.1. Proposition: Condition~5.6! implies that~a, a* , a % a* ! is a Manin triple,13 with the
Lie bracket ona% a* given by

@ei ,ej #5Ci j
k ek @ei ,ej #5Fk

i j ek, @ei ,ej #5Cik
j ek1Fi

jkek . ~5.7!

where ei and ei are dual bases ina and a* respectively. Equivalently, a is a Lie bialgebra.
Moreover, FX is a module over the Lie algebraa% a* .
The proof is straightforward.

ThatFX is a module overa% a* means that under the mappingei°Xi , ei°Xi , the following
commutation relations between vector fields are satisfied:
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@Xi ,Xj #5Ci j
k Xk , @Xi ,Xj #5Fk

i j Xk, @XiX
j #5Cik

j Xk1Fi
jkXk . ~5.8!

It also follows from~5.6! that

XiaXi
b1XibXi

a50. ~5.9!

5.1.2. Zero locus reduction on abi-QP manifold. We next consider the submanifolds of th
zero loci,LC,ZC andLF,ZF defined by~u i50, pa50! and~j i50, pa50!, respectively. Since
LC andLF are coisotropic, we can apply Theorem 2.2.5. We thus have the respective antibr

$j i ,j j%C5Ci j
k jk , $j i ,qq%C5Zi

a ,
~5.10!

$u i ,u j%F5Fk
i j uk, $u i ,qa%F5Xia,

on LC andLF .
5.1.3. Proposition: The differential dC induces a well-defined operator (vector field) dC̄

5dCuLF
:FLF

→FLF
and the differential dF induces an operator dF̄5dFuLC

:FLC
→FLC

. Thus,
FLF

(FLC
) is an odd differential Poisson algebra andLF (respectively, LC) is an odd QP manifold.

Thus, the manifoldsLC andLF are equipped withQ structures. We now proceed to the ne
step of the zero-locus reduction.

Recall that the submanifoldX5LCùLF is determined by the equationspa5j i5u j50. It is
easy to see thatX is a coisotropic submanifold ofLC and also a coisotropic submanifold ofLF .
On X, we then have the Poisson bracket

$•,•%X5$•,d̄F•%C5$•,d̄C•%F ~5.11!

or in the coordinate form

$qa,qb%X5Xi
aXib. ~5.12!

It follows from ~5.9! that bracket~5.12! is skew-symmetric; the Jacobi identity follows from th
compatibility of dC anddF .

5.1.4. Coboundary bialgebras. Up to this point, the situation was symmetric with respect
u i↔j i , but now we try to solve Eq.~5.6! for F. Namely, suppose thatF is a coboundary

F5dCr 5$C,r %, ~5.13!

wherer 5r i j j ij j and r i j is taken to be a constant matrix. Then the conditiondF
250 yields

$C,$r ,$C,r %%%5dC$r ,dCr %50. ~5.14!

This is the generalized CYBE. An even stronger condition

$r ,dCr %5$r ,r %C50 ~5.15!

leads to the CYBE@see~4.4!#.
5.2. Two differentials from a Lie algebra action. We now look at the bicomplex setting from

a somewhat different point of view. Rather than associating a second differential with a coa
structure, we construct a pair of differentials for a single Lie algebra. This subject attracts
attention because of its possibly deep relation to the extended BRST symmetry.9,10 We now show
that the bicomplex generalization of the zero locus reduction method induces the so-calle
Abelian triplectic antibrackets on the space of common zeroes of the differentials. The
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Abelian triplectic antibrackets were introduced in Ref. 14, see also Ref. 23, as the str
underlying a possible generalization of the well-known Lagrangian version of the extended
quantization.

5.2.1. Left and righta actions. We consider the left and the right actions ofa on X. To
illustrate the idea, we restrict ourselves to the case whereX5G is the Lie group corresponding t
the Lie algebraa. Let the basis elementsei of a act onG via the left invariant vector fieldsLi

~which correspond to the right action! and via the right invariant vector fieldsRi ~which corre-
spond to the left action!. Obviously,@Li ,Rj #50. Let qa and pa be the standard coordinates o
T* G. Unlike in the case considered above, we introduce the doubled set of variablesj i

1, j j
2, u1

k ,
andu2

l , i, j, k, l 51,...,dima, with the basic Poisson brackets

$qa,pb%5db
a , $u1

i ,j j
1%5d j

i , $u2
i ,j j

2%5d j
i . ~5.16!

The functions

V152paRi
au1

i 2 1
2 jk

1Ci j
k u1

i u1
j ,

~5.17!
V252paLi

au2
i 2 1

2 jk
2Ci j

k u2
i u2

j ,

satisfy$Va,Vb%50 for a, b51,2, as follows immediately from the commutativity of the left- a
right-invariant vector fields. These generating functions give rise to the anticommuting diff
tials Qa5$Va,•%, thereby providingFext with a bicomplex structure.

5.2.2. Zero-locus reduction inFext and non-Abelian triplectic antibrackets. We now apply the
zero locus reduction along the lines of Sec. 2. We identify the zero-locusZQ1 ~respectively,ZQ2!
of the differentialQ1 ~of Q2! determined by the equationsu1

i 50 and pa50 ~respectively,u2
i

50 andpa50!. The intersectionL5ZQ1ùZQ2 is then endowed with a pair of compatible an
brackets. IdentifyingFL ~functions on the intersection! with functions ofqa, j i

1, andj j
2, we have

$j i
1,qa%Q15Ri

a , $j i
1,j j

1%Q15Ci j
k jk

1,
~5.18!

$j i
2,qa%Q25Li

a , $j i
2,j j

2%Q25Ci j
k jk

2,

with all the other brackets vanishing. These are precisely the non-Abelian triplectic antibra
from Ref. 14.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Our results give a geometric interpretation to a number of structures involved in the BFV
formalism; the interpretation of the BRST cohomology in terms of the constraint su
geometry24 can thus be extended in terms of geometry of a ‘‘more invariant’’ object—the
locusZQ that plays the role of theextended constraint surface. Although this is presently limited
to the ghost number zero, it would be interesting to extend this interpretation to other
numbers. Another interesting application of the zero locus reduction consists in interpretinZQ
with the induced Poisson bracket in the BV formulation of a pure-gauge model as an ext
phase space and the extended Poisson bracket in the BFV formulation of the same mod25 As
noted above, the zero-locus reduction applies to finite-dimensional models; it would be inter
to extend it to local field theory, for example, in the jet language formulation of the BR
formalism.26
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APPENDIX: LIE ALGEBRA COHOMOLOGY AND THE „ANTI…BRACKET

Let a denote a Lie algebra of dimensionN andM denote ana-module. We denote by

`a5 %
n50

N

`na ~A1!

the exterior algebra of the vector spacea and bySa the symmetric tensor algebra.
The cohomology complex ofa with coefficients in the moduleM is

C* ~a,M!5$Hom~`a,M!,d%. ~A2!

Decomposition ~A1! induces the gradingC* (a,M)5 % n50
N Cn(a,M), where Cn(a,M)

5Hom(`na,M). The differentiald has the degree 1 and acts asd:Cn(a,M)→Cn11(a,M) via

~da!~g1 ,...,gn11!5 (
1< i , j <n11

~21! i 1 j 21a~@gi ,gj #,g1 ,...,ĝi ,...,ĝ j ,...,gn11!

1 (
1< iLZn11

~21! igia~1 ,...,ĝi ,...,gn11!, aPCn~a,M!. ~A3!

In what follows we use the simplified notationCn5Cn(a,M).
Assume thata is finite dimensional or graded,a5 % iai , with finite dimensional homogeneou

spacesai , anda* is by definitiona* 5 % iai* , whereai* are finite dimensional spaces dual toai .
We then can identify the cohomology complexC* (a,M) with `a* ^ M as follows. Letei be a
basis ina, with @ei ,ej #5Ci j

k ek . Let alsou i be the basis ofa* dual toei . The Grassmann algebr
generated byu i is then identified with̀ a* . To every cochainxPHom(`na,M), we associate
the element~with the summations implied!

x̄5
1

n!
x~ei 1

,...,ei n
!u i 1

¯u i nP`a* ^ M. ~A4!

The differentiald then acts oǹ a* ^ M as the differential operator

d5
1

2
Ci j

k u iu j
]

]uk2u iXi , ~A5!

whereXi :M→M is the action ofeiPa on M.
We next specialize to the coefficients ina ~viewed as the adjoint representationa-module!.

The complex is then endowed with the Gerstenhaber bracket27 ~see Ref. 28, and reference
therein!,

ˆ•,•‰:Cn
^ Cm→Cn1m21

given by

ˆx,y‰5x+y2~21!~m11!~n11!y+x, xPCn, yPCm, ~A6!

where
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~x+y!~a1 ,...,an1m21!

5
1

m! ~n21!! (
sPPn1m21

~21!sx~as~1! ,...,as~n21! ,y~as~n! ,...,as~n1m21!!!. ~A7!

This makesHom~`a, a! into a graded differential Lie algebra.
Let j i denote the basis ofa viewed as ana-module~equivalently,coordinatesona* !. For each

cochainxPCn, we then expandx̄ from ~A4! as

x̄5
1

n!
j j x

j~ei 1
,...,ei n

!u i 1
¯u i n ~A8!

and rewrite the Gerstenhaber bracket as

$x̄,ȳ%5 x̄+ ȳ2~21!~k11!~ l 11!ȳ+ x̄, x̄+ ȳ5 x̄
]Q

]u i

]

]j i
ȳ, xPCk, yPCl , ~A9!

where]Q /]u i is the~right! derivative in the Grassmann algebra and the]/]j i operation is defined
on the elements of form~A8! as the contraction with the elementj i* of the dual basis ina* . The
differential then becomes

d5H 2
1

2
Ci j

k jku
iu j ,•J 5

1

2
Ci j

k u iu j
]

]uk2jku
iCi j

k ]

]j j
. ~A10!

On the elementsaI as in~A8!, the second term represents the adjoint action~in accordance with the
above choiceM5a!. Equation~A9! suggests the interpretation of a Poisson/Batalin–Vilkovis
bracket. As it stands, however,~A9! can be neither of these, since no associative supercomm
tive multiplication has been defined on the cochains.

Superficially, the bracket in~A9! has the grade21 since it maps asCm3Cn→Cm1n21,
however the gradings of all the terms in the complex can be shifted by 1, after which the b
becomes a grade-0 operation. On the other hand, an associative graded commutative multip
defined on the complex would fix the grading, and~A9! would become either the Batalin
Vilkovisky or the Poisson bracket. Thus there are two remarkable possibilities to e
C* (a,M)5C* (a,a) into a complex endowed with a multiplication: the complex

C* ~a,Sa!5`a* ^ Sa ~A11!

corresponding to the BV quantization, or the complex

C* ~a,`a!5`a* ^ `a ~A12!

corresponding to the BFV quantization. Geometrically, these two possibilities correspond to
and oddQP manifolds~see Definition 2.1!.

ChoosingM5Sa, we have the complex% m,n Hom(`ma,Sna), which can be viewed as th
associative supercommutative algebra generated by the variablesu i and j j satisfyingj ij j2j jj i

50, u iu j1u ju i50, andu ij j2j ju
i50.29 It then follows that~A9! can be extended to an od

bracket on this complex. The differential extends toHom~`a, Sa! by the same formulad
5$C0 ,•%, C052 1

2 Ci j
k jku

iu j . The complex is endowed with the grading known as theghost
numberin the BV quantization or as the Weyl complex grading in homology theory: for a coc
xPHom(`ma,Sna), one has gh(x)5m22n.

On the other hand, taking the coefficients to be theexterior algebra`a, we can extend~A9!
to an even bracket. With̀ a identified with the algebra generated byj i viewed asanticommuting
variables~with obvious modifications in the case wherea is a Lie superalgebra, see Ref. 29, th
bracket becomes the Poisson bracket on the space`a* ^ `a ~which is identified with functions of
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u i and j j ; we also assume thatj iu
j1u jj i50 in addition toj ij j1j jj i50!. The ghost number

grading on this complex taken from the BFV quantization is gh(x)5m2n for an elementx
PHom(`ma,`na).

The coefficients can be further extended~cf. Ref. 28! by M5FM, the algebra of smooth
functions on a manifoldM such thata acts onFM by derivations~vector fields onM!. We write
Xi for the image of the basis elements ofa in VectM . In accordance with the BRST paradigm, o
wishes the vector fields representing the action ofa on M to be Hamiltonian with respect to
bracket structure. Forevenj i , this can be achieved by replacingM with the odd cotangent bundl
PT* M and, thus, the algebraFM with the algebraFPT* M of smooth functions on the odd
cotangent bundle. Then each vector fieldV5Va(]/]qa) on M is generated by the canonica
antibracket structure onPT* M; the action of the basis elementsXi5Xi

a(]/]qa) on functions is
given by the antibracket

XiF52ˆXi
aqa* ,F‰, FPFM , ~A13!

with qa* being the standard coordinates on the fibers ofPT* M ~and the standard antibracke
given by$qa,qb* %5db

a!.
For oddj i , similarly, we can consider the functionsFT* M on the cotangent bundle, whic

allows the action ofa to be implemented by the bracket onFT* M @the same formula~A13! for the
bracket, where nowqa* are the canonical coordinates on the fibers ofT* M#.

We note, however, that the differential

d5ˆ2 1
2 Ci j

k jku
iu j ,•‰1u i

ˆXi
aqa* ,•‰ ~A14!

in either of the complexes

Codd* ~a,M!5C* ~a,Sa! ^ FPT* M , ~A15!

Ceven* ~a,M!5C* ~a,`a! ^ FT* M , ~A16!

is not compatible with the bracket. Remarkably, the compatibility can be achieved by changin
differentials such that~A15! and~A16! become the well-known BV and BFV complexes used
the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian quantization of gauge theories. The term to be added
differential is the Koszul differential involving precisely the same ‘‘auxiliary’’ variablesj i that
were originally introduced to rewrite the Gerstenhaber bracket in the ‘‘geometric’’ form.

To conclude, we note that we have given a homological interpretation of the structure
pearing in the BRST quantization in the example of a Lie algebra structure~i.e., in the case where
the constraints or gauge generators form a Lie algebra!. In the most general setting, the BRS
charge and the master action in the BFV and BV cases, respectively, can be considered
generating functions for theL` algebras8 ~see also Ref. 4!. From this general standpoint, the L
algebra structure appears as a particular case.
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Ground state of a spin-1 Õ2 charged particle in a
two-dimensional magnetic field

Masao Hirokawaa)

Department of Mathematics, Okayama University, Okayama, 700-8530, Japan

Osamu Ogurisub)

Department of Computational Science, Kanazawa University, Kanazawa, 920-1192, Japan

~Received 8 September 2000; accepted for publication 30 March 2001!

It is investigated that the structure of the kernel of the Dirac–Weyl operatorD of a
charged particle in the magnetic-fieldB5B01B1 , given by the sum of a strongly
singular magnetic fieldB0(•)5Sngnd(•2an) with some singular pointsan and a
magnetic-fieldB1 with a bounded support. Here the magnetic fieldB1 may have
some singular points with the order of the singularity less than 2. At a glance, it
seems that, following ‘‘Aharonov–Casher Theorem’’@Phys. Rev. A19, 2461
~1979!#, the dimension of the kernel ofD, dim kerD, is a function of one variable
of the total magnetic flux (5Sngn1*R2B1dxdy) of B. However, since the influ-
ence of the strongly singular points works, dim kerD indeed is a function of several
variables of the total magnetic flux and each ofgn’s. © 2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1379312#

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1979, Y. Aharonov and A. Casher1 investigated the dimension of the kernel of the Dira
Weyl operatorD for a spin-1/2 charged particle in a two-dimensional magnetic field. And a
that, many authors2–10 ~and references therein! studied it with various situations.

Aharonov and Casher1 treated the case when the magnetic-fieldB is a smooth function onR2.
In this case,D is essentially selfadjoint operator onC0

`(R2), the space of smooth functions wit
compact supports, and dim kerD is equal to the largest natural number which is less th
uqFu/2p21, whereq is the charge of the particle and the quantityF is the total magnetic flux of
B defined byF5*R2Bdxdy. This result is well known as ‘‘Aharonov–Casher Theorem.’’

In 1993, A. Arai2 treated another case than theirs. His is the case whenB is strongly singular,
more precisely,B is equal to 0 except on some finite pointsanPR2(n51,...,n) and can be written
as the sum of delta functions with coefficientsgn(n51,...,n) and their derivatives@see, Eq.~1!#.
The total magnetic fluxF of B is equal toSn51

n gn . He have proved that, for this situation,D is
not essentially selfadjoint onC0

`(M ) with M5R2\$a1 ,...,an%, and that each dimension of th
kernels of two selfadjoint extensions ofD depends on not onlyF but also each ofgn’s. ~He also
has given an explicit formula.2! This means that, ifB is strongly singular, ‘‘Aharonov–Cashe
Theorem’’ is not valid for this case.

In our article, we argue the case when magnetic field is a mixture of the Aharonov–C
type and the Arai type, i.e., the case when the configuration space has both smooth and s
magnetic fields. No one has treated this situation yet. The following question arises: which
rem determines dim kerD, Aharonov–Casher’s theorem or Arai’s? Roughly speaking, we pr
that dim kerD can be expressed by a formula similar to Arai’s one@see Theorem 11#.

We imagine the following physical situations:~1! Consider observation of a quantized ma
netic field11 penetrating a type II superconducting film by an electron microscope, such as in
12–14. To get such a quantized magnetic field, one applies a magnetic fieldH to the type II

a!Electronic mail: hirokawa@math.okayama-u.ac.jp
b!Electronic mail: ogurisu@lagendra.s.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
33340022-2488/2001/42(8)/3334/10/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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superconducting film first, and strengthensH next within the mixed state, so-called Schubnik
phase, between the lower critical fieldHc1 and upper oneHc2 . Then, following Abrikosov’s
theory and some experiments, the magnetic fluxes start to enter cores~normal regions on the inside
of vortexes! on the type II superconducting film, and the entered magnetic field has the form o
bundle of fluxons~flux quanta!. Following Tonomura’s explanation about the experiments,14 when
one raise temperature up to the neighborhood of the critical temperatureTc with fixedH within the
Schubnikov phase, the roots of the lines of magnetic fluxes become thick and the fluxons su
start to move. And, at the temperature overTc the film fills with the normal cores, and th
superconducting state is broken, namely the state changes to normal state from supercon
state. To observe the quantized magnetic field, for instance, in the experiment12 the electron
incident from the emitter of the electron microscope skims low over the surface of the ty
superconductor. We are interested in the magnetic field on the normal cores in the critical
nearTc . Our simple setup tries to represent mathematically the fired electron for the obser
of the magnetic field on the normal cores in the critical phase though, of course, the represe
cannot describe perfectly the physical realistic situation.~2! When we observe the quantize
magnetic fluxes of a superconductor with the electron fired from an electron microscope, th
electron needs to keep straight on. The electron, however, sometimes meets another magn
caused by, for instance, another electron microscope. This magnetic field from another e
microscope may, indeed, give no influence on the object because of the Meissner effect,
magnetic field, as a noise, hinders the electron in its keeping straight on. In spite of s
situation, experimenters have to observe the object, the quantized magnetic fluxes. Thus, w
to investigate theoretically how the noise of another magnetic field influences the electron f
observation of the quantized magnetic fluxes. We try that as a first simplified case in our
~see Remark 3!.

The plan of this article is as follows: In Sec. II, we defineD and prove some lemmas. In Se
III, we prove ‘‘Vanishing Theorem.’’ In Sec. IV, we prove our main theorem, which states
dimension of the kernel ofD.

II. PRELIMINARY

Our aim is to investigate the structure of the kernel of the Dirac–Weyl operatorD of a charged
spin-1/2 particle in the magnetic fieldB5B01B1 , the sum of a strongly singular magnetic fie
B0 @see, Eq.~1! and Ref. 2# and a magnetic-fieldB1 with a bounded support. As mentioned abov
the magnetic-fieldB1 may have some singular points with the order of the singularity less tha

In this article, we denote the charge of the particle byqPR\$0%. We assume thatB0 andB1

may be singular at the finite isolated pointsan5(an1
,an2

)PR2, n51,...,n, and we put

M5R2\$a1 ,...,an%.

In the case whenB1 is equal to 0, our model is the same one as in Ref. 2.

A. Strongly singular part B 0 of B

We denote byB0 the strongly singular part of the given magnetic fieldB. Let

B0~z!5 (
n51

n

(
0<a1b<m

Cab
~n!Dx

aDy
bd~z2an!, z5~x,y!PR2, ~1!

with a nonnegative integerm and real constantsCa,b
(n) , whereDx and Dy are the distributional

partial differential operators inx andy, respectively, andd(z) is the Dirac delta distribution onR2.
A gauge potentialA0(z) of B0 is defined by anR2-valued functionA05(A01,A02) on M so that

B0~x,y!5DxA02~x,y!2DyA01~x,y!,

in the sense of distribution onR2.
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Let

f0~z!5 (
n51

n

(
0<a1b<m

Ca,b
~n!

2p
Dx

aDy
b loguz2anu,

which satisfies

Df0~z!5B0~z!,

in the sense of distribution onR2. Thus, we can choose

A05~A01,A02!5~2Dyf0 ,Dxf0!,

as a gauge potential ofB0 . We use later some of the same symbols as in Ref. 2. Put

Ck
~n!5~21!kk! (

a50

k

Ca,k2a
~n! i k2a, gn5C0,0

~n!5C0
~n! and F05 (

n51

n

gn . ~2!

B. Remainder B 1 of B

Through this article, we suppose that the remainderB1 of B satisfies that

B1PC0
`~M !5$ f PC`~M !; supp f is bounded% ~3!

and that for arbitraryn51,...,n, there exist constantsdn.0 anden,2 such that

uB1~z!u<
dn

uz2anuen
near z5an . ~4!

Let

f1~z!5
1

2p E
R2

B1~z8!loguz2z8udz8 for z5~x,y!PR2.

Then we have thatB1(z)5Df1(z) on M. SinceB1PLe(R2) with 1,e,2, using Young’s in-
equality, we can prove the following lemma.

Lemma 1: Let B1PC0
`(M ) and suppose Eq. (4). Thenf1PC(R2).

We shall need the local boundedness off1 on R2 as a conclusion of this lemma.
Let

F15E
R2

B1~z!dz.

SinceB1PC0
`(M ) and Eq.~4!, we haveB1PL1(R2). Thus,F1 has a finite value. Considering th

boundedness of the support ofB1 , we can prove the following lemma with calculating a little.
Lemma 2: Suppose B1PC0

`(M ). Then

ef1~z!;uzuF1 as z→`.

Remark:We write thatf (z);g(z) asz→` if and only if there exist positive constants,c and
d, such that for alluzu large enough,c f(z)<g(z)<d f(z) holds.

Define anR2-valued functionA15(A11,A12) on M by

A~z!5~A11~z!,A22~z!!5~2]yf1~z!,]xf1~z!!.

Here,]x5]/]x and]y5]/]y. ThenA1 is a gauge potential ofB1 , i.e.,
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B1~x,y!5DxA12~x,y!2DyA11~x,y!

in the sense of distribution onR2.
Remark 3: For the sake of simplicity, we assume Eq. (3). P. Exner and the authors10 have

proven that under the assumptions, B1(x)5O(uxu222d) for somed.0 and B1PL loc
11e(R2) for

somee.0, there exists a positive R such that

uf1~x!2F1 lnuxuu,eu ln xu,

for all uxu.R andf1 is continuous. ~See, Prop. 2.2 and Prop. 2.5 inRef. 10.! Since we do not
need the compactness of the support of B1 , we can remove this restriction.

C. The total magnetic-field B

From now on, using the notations in the previous subsections, we rewrite the given~total!
magnetic fieldB as

B~z!5B0~z!1B1~z!,

and take

A~z!5A0~z!1A1~z!,

as a gauge potential ofB. We denote byF the total magnetic flux:

F5F01F1 .

Let

f~z!5f0~z!1f1~z!.

Then we have

A~z!5~2Dyf~z!,Dxf~z!!.

D. Dirac–Weyl operators

In this subsection, we define the Dirac–Weyl operators withB0 and B acting in C2

^ L2(R2). Let s j , j 51,2,3, be the Pauli matrices:

s15S 0 1

1 0D , s25S 0 2 i

i 0 D , s35S 1 0

0 21D .

We denote the domain of an operatorT by Dom(T).
Let

p152 iD x , p252 iD y ,

be distributional differential operators acting inL2(R2). The velocity operatorP05(P01,P02)
with the gauge potentialA0 is given by

P0 j5pj2qA0 j with Dom~P0 j !5C0
`~M !.

Define the Dirac–Weyl operatorQmin with the strongly singular magnetic-fieldB0 by

Qmin5s1P011s2P02 with Dom~Qmin!5C2
^ C0

`~M !.
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As the above equation, we often omit the tensorial sign,^, between two operators. The veloci
operatorP5(P1 ,P2) with the gauge potentialA is given by

Pj5pj2q~A0 j1A1 j ! with Dom~Pj !5C0
`~M !.

Define the Dirac–Weyl operatorDmin with the total magnetic fieldB by

Dmin5s1P11s2P2 with Dom~Dmin!5C2
^ C0

`~M !.

Note thatQmin is written in the form of

Qmin5S 0 Q2

Q1 0 D ,

where

Q65P016 iP02 with Dom~Q6!5C0
`~M !,

andDmin is written in the form of

Dmin5S 0 D2

D1 0 D ,

where

D65P16 iP2 with Dom~D6!5C0
`~M !.

The operatorsQmin andDmin are symmetric, and thus,Qmin andDmin are closable. We denote b
Q̄min and D̄min the closures ofQmin andDmin , respectively.

Let

D15S 0 D1*

D̄1 0 D and D25S 0 D̄2

D2* 0
D ,

be Dirac–Weyl operators withB acting inC2
^ L2(R2). These are selfadjoint extensions ofDmin .

In Sec. IV, it is proven that these do not coincide under some conditions.
Remark:In Ref. 2, for the two self-adjoint extensionsQmin

(1) andQmin
(2) of the symmetric opera-

tor Qmin have been constructed in the same fashion as above. Under some conditions
selfadjoint extensions are not coincided with each other.

E. Generalized kernel

In this subsection, we preliminary examine the generalized kernel~the space of generalize
eigenvectors with eigenvalue 0! of Dmin to identify the kernels ofD1 andD2 . We use the follow-
ing natural identification ofR2 andC: Eachz5(x,y)PR2 corresponds toz5x1 iyPC with the
imaginary unit i. We set]5(]/]x2 i ]/]y)/2, ]̄5(]/]x1 i ]/]y)/2, and an5an1

1 ian2
for an

5(an1
,an2

).
The following proposition shall be needed later.
Proposition 4: The following identity as differential operators holds on C`(M ):

D65e7qf1Q6e6qf1.

Proof: By direct computations, we have

Q1522ie2qf0]̄e1qf0,
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Q2522ie1qf0]e2qf0,

D1522ie2qf]̄e1qf,

D2522ie1qf]e2qf

on C`(M ). Thus, we obtain the desired result.
Let D(M )5C0

`(M ) andD8(M ) be the space of distributions onM. We say thatf PD8(M ) is
a generalized eigenvector with eigenvalue 0 of an operatorT on C0

`(M ) if

^ f ,~Tg!* &50 for all gPC0
`~M !,

where ^•,•& denotes the canonical bilinear form onD8(M )3C0
`(M ). We denote byS(T) the

space of all the generalized eigenvectors with eigenvalue 0 ofT. Note that kerD̄6,S(D6).
For a functionc on M, let

Hc~M !5$e2qc f ; f is holomorphic onM %,

Hc
a~M !5$eqcg; g is antiholomorphic onM %

The following lemma is Lemma 4.4 in Ref. 2.
Lemma 5: We have

S~Q1!5Hf0~M ! and S~Q2!5Hf0
a ~M !.

The following lemma can be proven in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 4.4 in R
Lemma 6: We have

S~D1!5Hf~M ! and S~D2!5Hf
a ~M !.

Note thatS(Qmin)5S(Q1)%S(Q2) andS(Dmin)5S(D1)%S(D2).

III. VANISHING THEOREM

In this section, we examine the vanishing theorem for Dirac–Weyl operatorsD1 and D2 .
Suppose thatB1PC0

`(M ) and that Eq.~4! holds. We need the following lemma proved by Ara
Lemma 7 (Arai, Lemma 4.3 in Ref. 2): We haveker Q̄65$0%, i.e., ker Q̄min5$0%.
The following is the main theorem in this section.
Theorem 8 „Vanishing Theorem…: Suppose that the multiplication operatoreqf1 ~resp.

e2qf1! acting in L2(R2) is bounded. Then

ker D̄15$0%. ~resp. ker D̄25$0%.!

Remark:For e in Remark 3,~i! if qF1<2uque, theneqf1 is bounded;~ii ! if eqf1 is bounded,
thenqF1<uque.

Proof: Consider the case wheneqf1 is bounded. By Proposition 4, we have

eqf1S~D1!5S~Q1!. ~5!

Let CPker D̄1 . Then there exists a sequence$Cn ;nPN%,C0
`(M ) such thatCn→C and

D1Cn→0 in L2(R2) asn→`. SinceCPS(D1), by Eq. ~5! and the assumption

eqf1CPS~Q1!ùL2~R2!.

We haveeqf1CnPC0
`(M ) for all nPN and, sinceeqf1 is bounded, we have
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eqf1Cn→eqf1C in L2~R2!,

asn→`. Moreover

iQ1eqf1Cni<ieqf1iie2qf1Q1eqf1Cni5ieqf1iiD1Cni→0,

asn→`. Thus,eqf1CPDom(Q̄1) andQ̄1eqf1C50. Therefore, by Lemma 7,eqf1C50. Thus,
we haveC50, which means kerD̄15$0%. In the case whene2qf1 is bounded, we can obtain th
desired result in the same way as above.

IV. KERNEL OF DIRAC–WEYL OPERATOR

In the previous section, in the case wheneqf1 ~resp.e2qf1! is bounded, we proved that ke
D̄15$0% ~resp. kerD̄25$0%!. In this section, we examine kerD̄2 and kerD̄1 , and we identify
the kernels of the two selfadjoint extensionsD1 andD2 in restricted cases, respectively.

Let Z1 be the set of nonnegative integers. We introduce the set

W6~F!5H ~p,k1 ,...,kn!PZ13Zn;p1 (
n51

n

kn,6
qF

2p
21, 6

qgn

2p
21,kn ,n51,...,nJ ,

and put

N6~F;n;q!5#W6~F!,

the number of the elements ofW6(F). Note thatN2(F;n;q)5N1(F;n;2q). Let

F~z!52
1

2p (
n51

n

(
k51

m Ck
~n!

k~z2an!k .

Here, the constantsCk
(n) were defined by Eq.~2!. For (p6 ,k1 ,...,kn)PZ13Zn, define functions

on M by

Vp1 ,k1 ,...,kn

1 ~z!5S )
n51

n

uz2anu2qgn/2p~z2an!knD P1~z! iqJF~z!,

Vp2 ,k1 ,...,kn

2 ~z!5S )
n51

n

uz2anuqgn/2p~ z̄2ān!knD P2~ z̄!2 iqJF̄~z!,

whereP6 is a polynomial of orderp6 such thatP1(an)Þ0, P2(ān)Þ0, n51,...,n.
Remark:The setsW6(F0) and the numbersN6(F0 ;n;q) are equal toW6 and N6(n;q)

given in Ref. 2, respectively, and these functionsVp6 ,k1 ,...,kn

6 are the same ones given in Ref.

First of all, we solve the differential equationsD6V50 on M and examine when it is
solutionsV are inL2(M ).

Lemma 9: (i) The functions e7qf1Vp6 ,k1 ,...,kn

6 satisfy the partial differential equations

D6e7qf1Vp6 ,k1 ,...,kn

6 50 on M ,

respectively.
(ii) The functions e7qf1Vp6 ,k1 ,...,kn

6 are in L2(R2) if and only if (p6 ,k1 ,...,kn)PW6(F),

respectively.
Proof: By Lemma 4.6~i! in Ref. 2, we have

Q6Vp6 ,k1 ,...,kn

6 50 on M .
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Thus, with Proposition 4, we obtain part~i!. We prove part~ii !. We have

ue2qf1Vp1 ,k1 ,...,kn

1 ~z!u;constuzu2~qF/2p!1p11Sn51
n kn,

as uzu→`, and

ue2qf1Vp1 ,k1 ,...,kn

1 ~z!u;constuz2anu2~qgn/2p!1p1,

asz→an . Therefore, the desired assertion one2qf1Vp1 ,k1 ,...,kn

1 follows. Similarly we can prove

the assertion oneqf1Vp2 ,k1 ,...,kn

2 .

Using this lemma, we can identify the kernels ofD6* .
Theorem 10: We have

kerD2* 5$e2qf1Vp,k1 ,...,kn

1 ;~p,k1 ,...,kn!PW1~F!%, ~6!

wherekerD2* 5$0% if W1(F)5B, and

kerD1* 5$eqf1Vp,k1 ,...,kn

2 ;~p,k1 ,...,kn!PW2~F!%, ~7!

wherekerD1* 5$0% if W2(F)5B.
Proof: By Lemma 9, the sets on the right-hand side~rhs! of Eqs.~6! and ~7! are included in

kerD2* and kerD1* , respectively. To prove the converse inclusion relations, let

V5~V1 ,V2!P kerD2* % kerD1* .

Note that

kerD2* % kerD1* 5kerDmin* 5C2
^ L2~R2!ùS~Dmin!.

HenceVPS(D) andV6PL2(R2). Therefore, by Lemma 6, there exists a holomorphic funct
f and an anti-holomorphic functiong on M such that

V15e2q~f11f0! f , V25eq~f11f0!g.

We note that

f0~z!5RF~z!1 (
n51

n
gn

2p
loguz2anu,

andf1PC(R2). Thus, using the condition of thatV1PL2(R2), we see thatf must be of the form

f ~z!5eqF~z!h~z!,

with a meromorphic functionh on Cø$`% with possible poles atz5an , n51,...,n. Thus,V1 has
to take the form

V15e2qf1Vp,k1 ,...,kn

1 ,

with some (p,k1 ,...,kn)PZ13Zn. By Lemma 9~ii !, (p,k1 ,...,kn) must be inW1(F). Thus,V1

is in the set on the rhs of Eq.~6!. In the same way, we can prove thatV2 is in the set on the rhs
of Eq. ~7!.

Consequently, we obtain our main theorem.
Theorem 11: (i) If eqf1 is bounded, we have
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kerD15H S 0
eqf1Vp,k1 ,...,kn

2 D ; ~p,k1 ,...,kn!PW2~F!J , ~8!

wherekerD15$0% if W2(F)5B. In particular,

dim kerD15N2~F;n;q!. ~9!

(ii) If e 2qf1 is bounded, we have

kerD25H S e2qf1Vp,k1 ,...,kn

1

0
D ; ~p,k1 ,...,kn!PW1~F!J , ~10!

wherekerD25$0% if W1(F)5B. In particular,

dim kerD25N1~F;n;q!. ~11!

Proof: Consider the part~i!. By Theorem 8, we have

kerD15 H S 0
V D ;VPkerD1* J .

Hence it follows from Lemma 9 that the set on the rhs of Eq.~8! is included in kerD1 . By
Theorem 10, we obtain the converse inclusion relation. Therefore, we obtain Eq.~8!. In the same
way, we can obtain Eq.~10!. We write as (p,k1 ,...,kn)5(p,k). Thus, $e7qf1Vpj ,k j

6 % j 51
l are

linearly independent if and only if (pj ,k j )Þ(pi ,k i), iÞ j , i, j 51,...,l . Thus, Eq.~9! and Eq.~11!
follow.

Remark:In Theorem 4.7~ii ! in Ref. 2, bothW6(F) is empty forn51. On the other hand, in
our case,W6(F) is not always empty. For instance, we can rewriteW6(F) as

W6~F!5H ~p,k1!PZ13Z;p1k1,6
q

2p
~F01g1!21,6

q

2p
F02k1J ,

for n51, sinceF5F01g1 . Thus, ifk1.qg1/2p21 andqF0/2p>1, thenW1(F) is not empty
andW2(F)5B. This is the difference caused by the effect ofB1 . We remark thatB1 prevents
the magnetic flux from locally quantization defined by Arai in Ref. 2.

As a corollary of Theorem 11, we have the following.
Corollary 12: Let n>2 and suppose that N1(F;n;q)1N2(F;n;q)>1. Then Dmin is not

essentially selfadjoint.
Proof: In this case, the two self-adjoint extensionsD1 and D2 are not coincided with each

other. Thus,Dmin is not essentially selfadjoint.
Remark:In the same way as in the proof of Proposition 4.9 in Ref. 2, we can prove u

some conditions thatN6(F1 ;n;q)>1 and, thus,Dmin is not essentially self-adjoint.
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Intertwined isospectral potentials in an arbitrary
dimension
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The method of intertwining withn-dimensional (nD) linear intertwining operatorL
is used to constructnD isospectral, stationary potentials. It has been proven that the
differential part ofL is a series in Euclidean algebra generators. Integrability con-
ditions of the consistency equations are investigated and the general form of a class
of potentials respecting all these conditions have been specified for eachn
52, 3, 4, 5. The most general forms of 2D and 3D isospectral potentials are
considered in detail and construction of their hierarchies is exhibited. The followed
approach provides coordinate systems which make it possible to perform separation
of variables and to apply the known methods of supersymmetric quantum mechan-
ics for 1D systems. It has been shown that in choice of coordinates andL there are
a number of alternatives increasing withn that enlarge the set of available poten-
tials. Some salient features of higher dimensional extension as well as some appli-
cations of the results are presented. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1383787#

I. INTRODUCTION

The method of intertwining provides a unified approach to constructing exactly solvable
and nonlinear problems and their hierarchies in various fields of physics and mathematics.1–5 This
is closely connected with the supersymmetric~SUSY! methods such as Darboux’s transformatio
Schrödinger’s factorization, and shape invariant potential concept which deal with pairs of H
tonians having the same energy spectra but different eigenstates.6,7 In general, the object of the
intertwining is to construct the so-called intertwining operatorL which performs an intertwining
between two given operators of the same type~differential, integral, matrix, or, operator-value
matrix operator, etc.!. In the context of quantum mechanicsL is taken to be a linear differentia
operator which intertwines two Hamiltonian operatorsH0 andH1 such that

LH05H1L. ~1!

Two simple and important facts that are at the heart of the usefulness of this method c
stated as follows:~i! If c0 is an eigenfunction ofH0 with eigenvalue ofE0, thenc15Lc0 is an
~unnormalized! eigenfunction ofH1 with the same eigenvalueE0. HenceL transforms one solv-
able problem into another.~ii ! WhenH0 andH1 are Hermitian~on some common function space!
L † intertwines in the other directionH0L †5L †H1 and this in turn implies that@H0 ,L †L#50
5@LL †,H1#, where† and @ ,# stand for Hermitian conjugation and commutator. Therefore ,
hidden dynamical symmetry operators ofH0 andH1 are immediately constructed in terms ofL.5

These are dimension and form independent general properties of this method.2 Despite this fact,
like the above mentioned SUSY methods, the intertwining method is mostly studied in the c
of one-dimensional~1D! systems whereL is taken to be the first order differential operator a

a!Electronic mail: kuru@science.ankara.edu.tr
b!Electronic mail: tegmen@science.ankara.edu.tr
c!Electronic mail: vercin@science.ankara.edu.tr
33440022-2488/2001/42(8)/3344/17/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Hamiltonians are in the standard potential forms. Two additional properties that arise in tha
are that;8 ~i! Every eigenfunction ofH0 ~without regard to boundary conditions or normalizabilit!
can be used to generate a transformation to a new solvable problem@see Eq.~20! below#. ~ii ! A
direct connection to a SUSY algebra can be established by constructing a diagonal matrix
tonian H5diag(H0 ,H1) and two nilpotent superchargesQ15(Q2)† such that the only nonvan
ishing element ofQ1 matrix is Q21

1 5L. These obey the defining relations of the simplest SU
algebra,

$Q1,Q2%5H, ~Q1!25~Q2!250,

which imply @H,Q6#50 and emphasize in a compact algebraic form of the spectral equiva
of two 1D systems. In the nomenclature of the SUSY quantum mechanicsL is known as the
supercharge operator and its zeroth-order~in derivatives! term as the superpotential.

There are important studies in the literature which aim to generalize the SUSY me
beyond 1D problems. These can be classified as~i! curved-space approach1,2,9 ~for recent studies,
see Ref. 10!, and ~ii ! Matrix-Hamiltonian approach.5,11–13 Both are based on the intertwinin
method and they mostly concentrate on extension to two dimensions.

The application of the first approach to quantum mechanics was motivated by Ref. 1
deals with free particle propagation on a Lie group manifold~see also Ref. 14!. Later on, this has
been advanced to find the propagator of a free particle moving on annD sphere9 as well as to
solve both ordinary and partial differential equations with applications to symmetric spa2

These approaches are expected to produce solvable 1Dn-particle problems from annD free
motion via some projection methods like that used in Refs. 15 and 16. The second app
appeared for the first time in Ref. 11, performs the extension by preserving the connection
SUSY algebra.12,13This inevitably restricts the consideration to two matrix Hamiltonian such
one of them has off-diagonal entries. Accordingly, a matrix with elements having higher
derivative terms participates as the intertwining operator. This approach establishes the e
lence of two matrix systems but does not establish spectral equivalence between two
Hamiltonians. To improve it in this regard, an algorithm called the polynomial SUSY in w
$Q1,Q2% is a polynomial of the H-matrix was introduced.13

The classification given above is by no means exhaustive; for instance one may find
method based on integral intertwining operator in Ref. 3~Sec. II 8! to generate a hierarchy of 2D
problems. We should also note that recently the intertwining method has been used for th
stationary Schro¨dinger operator.5,17,18

The main purpose of this paper is to extend the intertwining method to an arbitrary dime
by applying it to a pair ofnD systems characterized by Hamiltonian operators of potential fo

Hi52¹21Vi , i 50,1, ~2!

where the potentialsVi and eigenvalues ofHi are expressed in terms of 2m/\2 and ¹2

5( j 51
n ] j

2 is the Laplace’s operator ofRn. We shall use the Cartesian coordinates$xk ;k
51, . . . ,n%, the convention]k[]/]xk , and the abbreviationVi[Vi(x1 , . . . ,xn) throughout the
paper. We purpose the ansatz thatL is the most general first-order linear operator,

L5L01Ld5L01 (
k51

n

Lk]k , ~3!

whereL0 ,Lk are some functions of$xk ;k51, . . . ,n% which together withVi are to be determined
from consistency equations of Eq.~1!. In terms of the vector fieldL5(L1 , . . . ,Ln) and nD
gradient operator¹ the operatorLd5(k51

n Lk]k will be usually written asLd5L "¹, where ‘‘• ’’
denotes the usual Euclidean inner product.

In the next section by solving the firstn(n11)/2 consistency equations we will show that t
operatorLd is a series in generators of the Euclidean algebra inn-dimension. There remainn
11 consistency equations which consist ofn linear and 1 nonlinear partial differential equation
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Some particular solutions of these equations for an arbitraryn are presented in Sec. III. In Sec. I
we take up the integrability conditions of the remainingn linear equations in the context of th
Frobenius integrability theory.19 General forms of the potentials respecting all integrability co
ditions for n52,3,4,5 are obtained in Sec. V. A detailed investigation of 2D and 3D isospe
potentials are given in Secs. VI, VII, VIII, where we also exhibit how to generate hierarchie
potentials.

II. INTERTWINING IN N DIMENSION: EUCLIDEAN ALGEBRA

In view of ~2! and ~3! the intertwining relation~1! can be written as

@¹2,Ld#52@¹2,L0#1@V0 ,Ld#1PL, ~4!

whereP5V12V0 . At a glimpse of the right-hand side of Eq.~4! and

@¹2,Ld#5(
j ,k

~] j
2Lk!]k12(

j
~] jL j !] j

212(
j ,k

~] jLk1]kL j !] j]k , ~5!

@¹2,L0#5~¹2L0!12(
j

~] jL0!] j , ~6!

@V0 ,Ld#52~LdV0!52(
j

L j~] jV0!, ~7!

we see that the second order derivatives in Eq.~4! come, together with some first order deriv
tives, only from@¹2,Ld#. Therefore by setting their coefficients to zero we obtain two sets
consistency equations,

] jL j50, j 51, . . . ,n; ] jLk1]kL j50, j ,k52, . . . ,n. ~8!

The first set givesL j5aj1 f j (x), whereaj ’s are constants andf j (x) depends on all ofxk’s except
xj . The second set determinesf j as f j5(kcjkxk , wherecjk’s are all constants and antisymmetr
in j andk:cjk1ck j50. Hence,

L j5aj1(
k

cjkxk . ~9!

These solutions make the first order derivative terms at the right-hand side of~5! vanish so
that @¹2,Ld#50. As a result of this the intertwining relation~4! simplifies to

@¹2,L0#5@V0 ,Ld#1P~L01Ld!. ~10!

From ~6!, ~7!, and ~10! we get, by equating the coefficients of the first and zeroth power
derivatives,

2] jL05PLj ; j 51,2,. . . ,n, ~11!

~2¹21P!L05~LdV0!. ~12!

Thesen11 equations constitute a reduced form of the consistency conditions for three unk
functionsL0 ,V0 , andV1 . While Eq.~12! is nonlinear, Eqs.~11! are linear since all components o
Ld have been found.

Equation~12! can be considered in the following way. By virtue of

] jLk5ck j , ~13!
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Eqs.~11! imply that

¹2L05 1
2 ~LdP!. ~14!

Combining this with~12! we arrive at

L0P5 1
2 Ld~V11V0!, ~15!

which can be used instead of Eq.~12!.
By defining

Tj5] j , L jk5xk] j2xj]k , ~16!

and using~9!, Ld can be written as

Ld5(
j

ajTj1(
j ,k

cjkL jk . ~17!

The generatorsTj ’s andL jk’s obey the following commutation relations:

@Tj ,Tk#50,

@Tj ,Lkm#5d jmTk2d jkTm , ~18!

@L jk ,Llm#5d jmLlk2d j l Lmk1dklLm j2dkmLl j .

These are the defining relations ofn(n11)/2 dimensional Euclidean algebrae(n), also known as
the algebra of rigid motion denoted by iso(n).14,20 n translational generatorsTj ’s form the invari-
ant Abelian subalgebrat(n) andn(n21)/2 rotational generatorsL jk’s form the semisimple sub
algebra so(n). As is well knowne(n) is semidirect sum oft(n) and so(n) and (Tj

25¹2 is a
Casimir operator ofe(n).

Now, we shall show that the above analysis includes and naturally generalizes the well k
1D case. It is evident that forn51 we haveL5L01]x and P52L08(x), where we takex
[x1 ,a151 and we use the prime~s! to denote differentiation~s! with respect to the argumen
~when there is no risk of confusion the argument will be suppressed!. In that case Eq.~15! yields
]x(V01L082L0

2)50 from which we recover the well-known forms of the 1D partner potentia

V05L0
22L081b, V15L0

21L081b. ~19!

It is a standard procedure of 1D SUSY quantum mechanics to take the constantb and L0 as b
5l1 and L0(x)52]x@ ln f1(x)#. When these are substituted into the first equation of~19! we
obtain 2f19(x)1V0f1(x)5l1f1(x), that is, f1(x) is the eigenfunction of the Schro¨dinger’s
equation 2f9(x)1V0f(x)5lf(x) corresponding to the eigenvaluel5l1 . Therefore the
Schrödinger’s equation remains covariant under the Darboux’s transformations,

~f,V0!→~Lf5f82@ ln f1#8f, V15V022@ ln f1#9!. ~20!

Obviously, instead off1 , any other fixed eigenfunction can be used to generate a transform
to another new potentialV1 . It is this fact which allows us to apply the Darboux’s transformatio
successively and to construct a hierarchy of potentials for a givenV0 .

We conclude this section by saying that forn>1 the differential part of the intertwining
operator is a series in generators ofe(n). In saying that we have identified the algebra genera
by ]x with e(1). A related result is that intertwined potentials have symmetry generators d
ential part of which are quadratic in the generator ofe(n), that is, they belong to universa
enveloping algebra ofe(n). From now on we assume thataj ’s andcjk’s are real constants.
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III. APPLICATIONS

Before proceeding further we consider some particular cases of Eqs.~11! and ~12!.
When P50, Eqs.~11! and ~15! give L05constant and (LdV0)50. In view of Eq.~1! these

imply, as an expected result, thatL is a symmetry generator ofH05H1 :@H0 ,L#50.
Next we takeP to be a constant such thatP5p0Þ0. In that case the integrability condition

] j]kL05]k] jL0 of Eqs.~11! require thatcjk50 for all j ,k which lead to 2L05p0a"r12b, where
r5(x1 , . . . ,xn) is the position vector anda represents the constant vectora5(a1 , . . . ,an). Tak-
ing the constantb asb5a"b we get from~15!,

a•~p0
2r12p0b22¹V0!50,

which is solved by

V05 1
4 p0

2r 21p0b"r1g~x!, ~21!

whereb is a constant vector,r 25( j xj
2, andg(x)[g(x1 , . . . ,xn) is any differentiable function

subjected to the constrainta"¹g(x)50. One may take

g~x!5g~b(1)•r , . . . ,b(n21)•r !, ~22!

such thatb( j )’s are linearly independent vectors perpendicular toa. Different choices ofg define
different systems which accept

L †L52~a"¹!21@a•~ 1
2 p0r1b!#22 1

2 p0a2, ~23!

as a common symmetry generator. Accordingly,

LL †52~a"¹!21@a•~ 1
2 p0r1b!#21 1

2 p0a2, ~24!

is a common symmetry generator forV15V01p0 . These also imply thatL/a andL †/a are a pair
of ladder operators forH0 ,

@H0 ,L#52p0L, @H0 ,L †#5p0L †, @L,L †#5p0a2.

As a result of these we recover the existence of harmonic oscillator like spectrum in the spe
of a class ofnD systems described byH0 which contains many parameters and an arbitr
function.

Now we set all ofcjk’s to zero. From~11! and~15! we getL05 f (z) andP5 f 8(z) wheref is
an arbitrary differentiable function ofz5a"r /2. Defining

V65
1

a2
f 2~z!6

1

2
f 8~z!, ~25!

we obtain, by virtue of~11! and ~15!,

V05 1
2 g~x!1V2 ; V15 1

2 g~x!1V1 , ~26!

whereg(x) may be taken as in~22!. Observing thatV6 are form equivalent to~19! we can say
that all the known techniques of 1D SUSY quantum mechanics can equally well be used
case. For this application the intertwining operator isL5 f (z)1a"¹ and the symmetry generator
are

LL †5a2V12~a"¹!2, L †L5a2V22~a"¹!2. ~27!
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IV. INTEGRABILITY CONDITIONS

In this section we concentrate on the integrability conditions ofn linear equations given by
~11!. It turns out that once these conditions are well understood all the consistency equatio
be tackled more easily.

By consideringL0 as the (n11)th coordinatexn11[L0 of Rn11 andP as a function defined
on it we introduce the 1-form,

V5dL02 1
2 PG, ~28!

on Rn11. Hered stands for the exterior derivative andG denotes the 1-form,

G5(
j 51

n

L jdxj , ~29!

on Rn. Now n linear equations given by~11! can be expressed as a single Pfaffian equationV
50. In the Frobenius theory, integrability of this Pfaffian equation amounts to being able to
a positive valued integrating factorf and a functiong such thatV5 f dg.19 If this is possible, then
V50 anddg50 are equivalent Pfaffian equations and the solution~integral surface! of V50 is
the hypersurfaceg5constant. According to the Frobenius theorem a necessary and suffi
condition for the existence of functionsg and f is the fulfillment of the so-called Frobeniu
condition,

V`dV50, ~30!

where` denotes the usual exterior product.
From ~28! and ~29! we have

dV52
1

2 F ~]n11P!dL0`d~PG!1(
j 51

n

~] j P!dxj`G1PdGG ,

and therefore

V`dV52 1
2 @dL0`d~PG!2 1

2 P2G`dG#, ~31!

whered in d(PG) anddG stands for the exterior derivative ofRn. The Frobenius conditions~30!
is therefore equivalent to the following two conditions:

d~PG!50, ~32!

G`dG50, ~33!

provided thatPÞ0. Since both of these conditions are valid inRn, P is defined onRn.
The condition~32! givesn(n21)/2 equations,

K jkP522cjkP, ~34!

where

K jk5L j]k2Lk] j . ~35!

Observe that Eq.~34! can also be obtained from] j]kL05]k] jL0 and in deriving it we have used
Eq. ~13!. The condition~33! could also be inferred from Eq.~32! upon exterior multiplication of
dP`G1PdG50 by G. It leads ton(n21)(n22)/6 equations,

L [ j ckl]50, ~36!
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where j ,k, l<n and the square bracket@ # enclosing the subindexes means antisymmetrizat
Equation~36! shows that any three ofL j ’s are linearly dependent, that is

L jckl1Lkcl j 1Llcjk50. ~37!

Making use of~9! this can be written as

a[ j ckl]5(
m

xmcm[ j ckl] . ~38!

This gives nothing in the case ofn52 becauseG`dG is a 3-form and therefore identicall
vanishes onR2.

By a simple reasoning making use of the antisymmetry ofcjk’s we see that forn53 the
right-hand side of Eq.~38! vanishes identically and a single condition

L "c5a"c50 ~39!

results. Here we have made use of the fact that in the case ofn53 we have

L5a1r3c, ~40!

wherec5(c1 ,c2 ,c3)5(c23,c31,c12) and ‘‘Ã’’ stands for the usual cross product ofR3. For n
>4 more care is needed. It is not hard to check thatcm[mckl]50 for anyn and hence forn54 the
termsc1[ j ckl] , . . . ,c4[ j ckl]are equal to each other up to a sign ‘‘2’’. These imply that in the case
of n54, Eq.~38! restricts all the coordinates to some constant values. But, as is evident from
~38!, at the expense of constraining the form ofL we can get rid of all these coordinate restrictio
by imposing the conditions,

a[ j ckl]50; j ,k, l , ~41!

cm[ j ckl]50; m51, . . . ,n. ~42!

As is mentioned above in the case ofn54, Eqs.~42! give only one condition

c12c341c13c421c14c2350,

and Eqs.~41! give conditions which reduce the total number of parameters. To see this
concretely we define the following four vectors:

c(1)5~0,c34,2c24,c23!, c(2)5~c34,0,c41,2c31!,

c(3)5~c24,c41,0,c12!, c(4)5~c23,c31,c12,0!.

Now Eqs.~41! can be rewritten asa"c( j )50,j 51,2,3,4. It is easy to check that, in view of Eq.~42!,
the determinant of the matrix formed by the components of the vectorsc( j )’s has rank two.
Therefore Eqs.~41! provide two ofaj ’s as free parameters, or, for a givena two constraints for
cjk’s. By taking into account also~42! we get seven free parameters: fivecjk’s and twoaj ’s, or,
threecjk’s and fouraj ’s. These can be chosen in many different ways. Moreover, one can
choose a lesser number of parameters without destroying the integrability conditions.

For the number of conditions implied by~41!–~42! exceeds the number of parameters t
investigation is getting harder and harder forn>5. But, in the case ofn55 one can keep again 5
of cjk’s as free parameters by setting allaj ’s to zero. In that case Eqs.~41! disappear and Eqs.~42!
give 5 constraints which reduce the number ofcjk’s from 10 to 5. Note also that, as has been do
in Sec. III, for n>2 one can always set allcjk’s to zero and keepn aj ’s as parameters. In such
case condition~36! completely disappears.
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These remarks imply an important property of the intertwining method in higher dimens
due to integrability conditions there are a number of choices in specifyingL. Evidently this fact
enriches the set of intertwined potentials~see Table I in the case ofn53). In the next section by
takingcjkÞ0 for at least a pair ofj ,k, we carry out an investigation which will enable us to fin
out the general forms of a class of potentials forn52,3,4,5 endowed with mentioned richness f
n>3.

V. GENERAL FORM OF POTENTIALS

By making use of Eqs.~13!, ~35!, and~37! one can easily verify the following relations:

]mS Li

L j
D5

ci j

L j
2

Lm , ~43!

KmnS Li

L j
D50, ~44!

KmnS 1

L j
kD 52k

cmn

L j
k

, ~45!

TABLE I. In 3-dimension the special choices of parameters and corresponding coordinates. Note that in each cas
choices are possible. For example, in the first three casescj which does not appear in the first column can be set to z
and instead ofh, one can also useh2 , or h3 . As a completely different case in which allcjk’s are zero has been presente
in Sec. III for anyn.1.

b 2g5a22L2 h p(h)

a150;a2c21a3c350 r "c 2r•(aÃc)1(r "c)22c2r 2 c3y2c2z

a22c3x1c1z
p(h)

a250;a1c11a3c350 r "c 2r•(aÃc)1(r "c)22c2r 2 a11c3y2c2z

2c3x1c1z
p(h)

a350;a1c11a2c250 r "c 2r•(aÃc)1(r "c)22c2r 2 a11c3y2c2z

a22c3x1c1z
p(h)

a1505a2 ;c350 c1x1c2y 2a3(c1y2c2x)1(c1x1c2y)22(c1
21c2

2)r 2 2c2z

a31c2x2c1y
p2(h2)

a1505a3 ;c250 c1x1c3z 2a2(c3x2c1z)1(c1x1c3z)22(c1
21c3

2)r 2 c3y

a22c3x1c1z
p(h)

a2505a3 ;c150 c2y1c3z 2a1(c2z2c3y)1(c2y1c3z)22(c2
21c3

2)r 2 a11c3y2c2z

2c3x
p(h)

a150;c2505c3 c1x 2c1(a2y2a3z)2c1
2(y21z2)

a21c1z

a32c1y
p3(h3)

a250;c1505c3 c2y 2c2(2a3x1a1z)2c2
2(x21z2)

a12c2z

a31c2x
p2(h2)

a350;c1505c2 c3z 2c3(a2x2a1y)2c3
2(x21y2)

a11c3y

a22c3x
p(h)

a15a25a350 r "c (r "c)22c2r 2 c3y2c2z

2c3x1c1z
p(h)
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L "¹S Li

L j
D5ci j

L2

L j
2

, ~46!

L "¹g~L2!5S 2(
i j

L iL jci j Dg8~L2!50. ~47!

In Eq. ~47!, g is an arbitrary function ofL25( jL j
2 . Comparing Eqs.~43! and~11! we see that the

general form ofL0 is

L05 f S Li

L j
D , ~48!

provided thatci j Þ0. Then from any of Eqs.~11!, P is found to be

P5
2ci j

L j
2

f 8~h!, ~49!

whereh5Li /L j . Fortunately, Eqs.~44! and~45! imply that solution~49! respects all the integra
bility conditions given by~34!.

The only equation that remained unsolved is Eq.~15! which is now as follows:

L "¹~V11V0!5
2ci j

L j
2

]h@ f 2~h!#. ~50!

From ~46! and ~47! it is evident that the general solution of this equation is of the form,

V11V05h12
f 2~h!

L2
, ~51!

where 2f 2(h)/L2 accounts for the right-hand side of~50! and h is the general solution of the
homogeneous equation,

L "¹h50. ~52!

Hence, the general forms ofV0 andV1 are, by combining~49! and ~51!,

V05
1

2
h1

V2

L2
, ~53!

V15
1

2
h1

V1

L2
, ~54!

where

V65 f 2~h!6ci j

L2

L j
2

f 8~h!. ~55!

As a result, the number of consistency equations has been reduced from (n11)(n12)/2 @the
sum of the number of Eqs.~8!, ~11!, and~12!# to 1, i.e., to Eq.~52!. Geometrically, Eq.~52! means
that at each point of the surfaceh5constant,L always lies on the local tangent space. Equiv
lently, L is always perpendicular to the~classical! force field determined by¹h. On the other
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hand, from group theoretical point of view Eq.~52! means that the common part of the intertwin
potentials is invariant under the action of the Euclidean groupE(n), i.e., eLdh5h. For all these
statements and the integrability conditions are dimension-dependenth must be determined in eac
case separately. The rest of the paper is devoted to a detailed investigation ofn52 andn53
cases.

As our investigation for an arbitrary dimension is completed two remarks are in order.~i! The
above analysis enables us to write down a class ofnD isospectral potentials provided that at lea
one of cjk’s is different from zero. For instance, if onlycjkÞ0, then Eq.~37! implies thatLm

50 for mÞ j ,k and Eqs.~11! require L0 to depend only onxj and xk . In such a case, afte
defining h5L j /Lk it remains to solve Eq.~52! to find suitablen21 coordinate functions.~ii !
When the number of nonzerocjk’s is greater than one there are a number of choices@at most
n(n21)/2# for h. But, from Eq.~37! we see that these are all functionally dependent to e
other. For example, in the case ofn53 we have three choicesh5L1 /L2 ,h25L1 /L3 ,h3

5L2 /L3 which obey the following relations:

h35h2 /h, h2c231h3c3152c12.

Instead ofh i one may choose one of the variablesa i5Li /r "L5Li /r "a, or for n53,s i5Li /(c
3L ) i . It is easy to verify that each of these satisfies relations similar to Eqs.~43!–~44! and~46!
and enables us to expressL0 ,P,V6 in terms of them. This freedom in the choice of coordina
once again manifests the largeness of the set of intertwined potentials. But, we should emp
that these are all functionally dependent since the differential of any variable obeying~43! is
proportional toG5L•dr and thereforedh i`da i50, etc. This also proves that as long as fi
order intertwining is concernedV6 depend only on one variable.

VI. 2D ISOSPECTRAL POTENTIALS

In two dimensions we haveL15(a11cy) and L25(a22cx), wherec5c12,x5x1 ,y5x2 .
From Eq.~47! we see that, in terms of

k5@L1
21L2

2#1/25@~a11cy!21~a22cx!2#1/2, ~56!

the general solution of Eq.~52! is h5h(k), whereh is an arbitrary differentiable function. Takin
h5L1 /L2 and noting thatL2/L2

2511h2, by Eqs.~53!–~55! the general forms of the 2D isos
pectral potentials are found to be

V05
1

2
h~k!1

V2

k2
, V15

1

2
h~k!1

V1

k2
, ~57!

where

V65 f 2~h!6c~11h2! f 8~h!. ~58!

In that case the intertwining operator is

L5 f ~h!1~a11cy!]x1~a22cx!]y5 f ~h!1c~11h2!]h . ~59!

As is well known, for a 2D stationary system the existence of a symmetry generator m
that the system is completely integrable in the Liouville sense. Recalling thatL †L andLL † are
symmetry generators ofH0 andH1 , the potentials given by~57! are the most general forms of 2D
integrable potentials which can be intertwined by a first order operator.

We shall now present some examples in which for some simple forms ofV2 we consider the
Riccati’s equation~58! for dependent variablef and by solving it we construct the correspondi
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potentials. As the simplest case we takeV050. This may happen in two different cases:~i! h
50,V250, and~ii ! h522b/k2,V25b, whereb is a constant. In these cases~58! is a separable
equation of the form,

f 22c~11h2! f 85b, ~60!

which has the general solution,

f 5~2b!1/2 tanF ~2b!1/2

c
~ tan21 h2b1!G ~61!

for b,0. This should be read asf 5b1/2 tanh@(b1/2/c)(b12tan21 h)# for b.0 and asf 5c(b1

2tan21 h)21 for b50, whereb1 is an integration constant. From~58! we have

V152c2@k~b12tan21 h!#22, ~62!

for the case~i! and

V1522bH k cosF ~2b!1/2

c
~ tan21 h2b1!G J 22

;

V1522bH k coshFb1/2

c
~ tan21 h2b1!G J 22

, ~63!

for the case~ii ! corresponding tob,0 andb.0, respectively. As a result we have found a tw
parameter family of 2D potentials that are intertwined to 2D free motion. Note that fob
52c2,b150 we havef 5ch and

V152c2
h211

k2
5

2c2

~a22cx!2
. ~64!

As another example, takingV25b52c2 and h5(2c2/k2)12g(k) in ~57! leads us to the
partner potentials,

V05g~k!, V15g~k!12c2
11h2

k2
~65!

for f 5ch. In particular, forg(k)5k2, H0 represents a 2D isotropic displaced harmonic oscilla
andH1 a 2D Calogero’s type system for which

V15
2c2

~a22cx!2
1~a22cx!21~a11cy!2. ~66!

In that case for any choice ofg(k) we haveL5c@h1(h211)]h#. This explicitly shows that two
different families of potentials, such as that given by~65! can be intertwined by the sameL. This
is an important property that we do not have in one dimension. It is evident that this arises
the separability of the problem that we shall analyze in the next section. It is also worth me
ing that after a simple affine transformation of the coordinates and a restriction onc2 one can
easily recognize~66! as one of the four superintegrable the Smorodinsky–Winternitz
potentials.21 The above particular example shows that this potential is intertwined to the harm
oscillator and one of its symmetry generators is immediately obtained asLL †.
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VII. SEPARATION OF VARIABLES AND HIERARCHY OF 2D POTENTIALS

The above analysis suggests the variables (k,h) as a new coordinate system. This is a kind
the orthogonal polar coordinate system with displaced center in which we have

¹25
c2

k2
$k]k~k]k!1~11h2!]h@~11h2!]h#%. ~67!

This implies that the eigenvalue equations ofHi accept the separation of variables in terms
(k,h). In fact, this can be carried out in an easier way by introducing the coordinates

r5
1

c
ln k, j5

1

c
tan21 h. ~68!

From ~59! and ~67! we get

L5 f ~j!1]j , ~69!

and¹25e22cr(]r
21]j

2). By defining

Hr52]r
21 1

2 e2crh~r!, H652]j
21V6~j!,

and

V65 f 2~j!6 f 8~j!, ~70!

the Hamiltonians can be written as

H05e22cr~Hr1H2!, H15e22cr~Hr1H1!. ~71!

If we takec0(r,j)5R(r)U0(j) the eigenvalue equationH0c0(r,j)5E0c0(r,j) separates
as follows:

H2U0~j!5MU0~j!, ~72!

~Hr2E0e2cr!R~r!52MR~r!, ~73!

whereM is the separation constant. For givenE0 r-equation forH1 is the same as Eq.~73!, but
j-equation isH2U1(j)5MU1(j). L given by ~69! intertwines only solutions ofH2 to that of
H1 by U1(j)5LU0(j).

We shall now briefly describe how to generate a hierarchy of 2D isospectral potentials
Taking f (j)52f8(j)/f(j) in Eq. ~70! yieldsV2(j)5f9(j)/f(j). This is the same as Eq

~72! for M50. Therefore, each solution of~72! with M50 can be used to generate a transform
tion to a new problem with potentialV1 . In fact, by keeping analogy with 1D SUSY methods w
can do more than that. For this purpose let us take

V2~j!5V~j!2En , f ~j!52
fn8~j!

fn~j!
, ~74!

in Eq. ~70! and suppose that the resulting stationary Schro¨dinger’s equation,

@2]j
21V~j!#fn~j!5Enfn~j! ~75!

is exactly solvable, wheren is a quantum number labeling the eigenvalues and eigenfunction
together with~74! we take
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h~r!52e22cr@H~r!1En#, ~76!

then from Eq.~57! Vi are found to be

V05e22cr@V~j!1H~r!#,

V15e22crF2S fn8~j!

fn~j!
D 2

12En2V~j!1H~r!G .
In that case the separated equations ofH0 are

@2]j
21V~j!#Un

0~j!5~En1M !Un
0~j!, ~77!

@2]r
21H~r!2e2crE0#Rn~r!52~En1M !Rn~r!. ~78!

Let us chooseM such that

En6
5En6M . ~79!

This amounts to the fact thatj-equation ofH0 is the same as Eq.~75!. Therefore,Un
0(j)

5fn1
(j) andE0,Rn(r) must be labeled byn1 . Accordingly Eq.~78! must be rewritten as

@2]r
21H~r!2e2crEn1

0 #Rn1
~r!52En1

Rn1
~r!. ~80!

The eigenvalue equation ofH1 corresponding to the sameEn1

0 can be separated such that t

r-equation is the same as Eq.~80! andj-equation reads

F2]j
212S fn8~j!

fn~j!
D 2

2V~j!GUn1

1 ~j!52En2
Un1

1 ~j!, ~81!

where

Un1

1 ~j!5LUn1

0 ~j!5F2
fn8~j!

fn~j!
1]jGfn1

~j!. ~82!

The functionfn(j) that generates the transformation is annihilated by the action ofL, i.e.,
Lfn(j)5$@fn8(j)/fn(j)#2]j%fn(j)50. Hence, in the case ofM50 the functionUn

1(j) corre-
sponding tofn(j) can not be found in this way. But, by referring to a well-known theorem of
theory of ordinary differential equationsUn

1 can be constructed. This theorem says that ify0(x) is
a particular nontrivial solution of the equationa0(x)y91a1(x)y81a2(x)y50, then the second
solutiony1 linearly independent fromy0 is given by

y15y0E exp@2*~a1~x!/a0~x!! dx#

y0
2

dx. ~83!

Adopting this theorem to Eq.~75!, wherea0521 anda150 the second solution linearly inde
pendent fromfn(j) is found to beY(j)5fn(j)*dj/fn

2(j). L generated byfn(j) applied to
Y(j) givesY0(j)5LY(j)521/fn(j). Inserting this~asy0) into ~83! yields the desired eigen
function corresponding tofn(j),

Un
1~j!52

1

fn~j!
E fn

2~j!dj.
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As a result, changing the eigenfunction of Eq.~75! used to generate the transformation w
lead us to a new eigenvalue problem given by Eq.~81!. In that way a hierarchy of 2D isospectra
potentials can be constructed.

VIII. 3D ISOSPECTRAL POTENTIALS

In order to find the general solution of Eq.~52! for n53 we first recall the integrability
condition ~39! and the relation~40!. Secondly we observe that the set$L ,c,L3c% forms a right-
handed~unnormalized! orthogonal moving frame which ‘‘moves’’ about fixed direction ofc
5(c1 ,c2 ,c3)5(c23,c31,c12). By usingx5x1 ,y5x2 ,z5x3 we now introduce the variables,

b5r "c,

g5 1
2r•@~a1L !3c#5r•~a3c!1 1

2 @~r "c!22c2r 2#, ~84!

h5
L1

L2
5

a11c3y2c2z

a22c3x1c1z
.

These obey the following relations:

~L "¹!b5L "c50, ~85!

~L "¹!g5L•~L3c!50, ~86!

~L "¹!h5p~h!, ~87!

wherep(h) is a quadratic polynomial inh,

p~h!5c3

L2

L2
2

5
1

c3
@~c22c2

2!h212c1c2h1~c22c1
2!#, ~88!

andc25c1
21c2

21c3
2. In deriving this we assumedc3Þ0 and made use of Eq.~37!.

It is now easy to see that, in view of~85! and ~86!, the general solution of~52! is h
5h(b,g) whereh:R2→R is an arbitrary differentiable function. On the other hand, from~53!–
~55! the general forms of the potentials are

V05
1

2
h~b,g!1

V2

L2
, V15

1

2
h~b,g!1

V1

L2
, ~89!

where

V65 f 2~h!6p~h! f 8~h!, ~90!

L25a222g. ~91!

Making use of Eqs.~84!–~87!, L is found to be

L5 f ~h!1~a1r3c!•¹5 f ~h!1p~h!]h .

If instead ofh5L1 /L2 had we taken one of the variables

h25
L1

L3
5

a11c3y2c2z

a31c2x2c1y
, h35

L2

L3
5

a22c3x1c1z

a31c2x2c1y
,

we would have obtained (L "¹)h j5pj (h j ), j 52,3 andV65 f j
2(h j )6pj (h j ) f j8(h j ), where
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p2~h2!52c2

L2

L3
2

52
1

c2
@~c22c3

2!h2
212c1c3h21~c22c1

2!#,

p3~h3!5c1

L2

L3
2

5
1

c1
@~c22c3

2!h3
212c2c3h31~c22c2

2!#.

Without any change in theb,g dependence merelyL would have been changed asL5 f j (h j )
1pj (h j )]h j

.
As an application we again consider the simplest caseV050. Following an analysis similar to

that made in Sec. VI one can easily verify that the following three different potentials:

V1
(1)5

2 f 1
2

L2
,

V1
(2)5

2

L2 Fc21
1

4
p82~h!G ,

V1
(3)5

2

L2 H c21F1

2
p8~h!1

p~h!

b12hG2J ,

are intertwined to 3D free motion, respectively, by

L (1)5 f 11p~h!]h, L (2)5 1
2 p8~h!1p~h!]h,

L (3)5F1

2
p8~h!1

p~h!

b12hG1p~h!]h,

wheref 15@b12(cc3
2)21 tan21(p8(h)/2c)#21 andb1 is an integration constant. More generally,

two parameter family of potentials can be constructed by means off 5(2b)1/2 tan@(2b)1/2(b1

1*dh/p(h))#.
We shall now show that in terms of (b,g,h) the eigenvalue equations ofHi ’s accept separa

tion of variables. Starting with

db5c•dr , dg5~L3c!•dr , dh5
c3

L2
2

L•dr , ~92!

one can easily write the differentialsdx,dy,dz in terms ofdb,dg,dh. These are as follows:

dr5
1

c2
cdb1

1

c2L2
~L3c!dg1

L2
2

c3L2
Ldh. ~93!

With the help of these relations the volume formdV5dx`dy`dz, the metricds25dr•dr , and
¹2 are found to be

dV5
1

c2p~h!
db`dg`dh, ~94!

ds25
1

c2
~db!21

1

c2L2
~dg!21

L2
4

c3
2L2

~dh!2, ~95!
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¹25c2@]b
21]g~L2]g!#1

p~h!

L2
]h@p~h!]h#. ~96!

From Eq.~94! we infer that the Jacobian determinant of the transformation (x,y,z)→(b,g,h) is
1/c2p(h). On the other hand, Eq.~95! manifestly shows that the coordinate system (b,g,h) is
orthogonal. In virtue of~96! the eigenvalue equationH0c0(b,g,h)5E0c0(b,g,h) separates, by
taking c0(b,g,h)5U0(b,g)R0(h), as

HbgU0~b,g!5MU0~b,g!, HhR0~h!52MR0~h!, ~97!

whereM is a separation constant and

Hbg52c2L2@]b
21]g~L2]g!#1L2@ 1

2 h~b,g!2E0#, ~98!

Hh52p~h!]h@p~h!]h#1 f 2~h!2p~h! f 8~h!. ~99!

At this point we will be content with saying that by following the similar steps as for Sec. VII,
can construct a hierarchy of 3D isospectral potentials.

Finally we would like to emphasize that the 3D potentials we have found depend o
parameters such that a large number of potentials can be generated by setting some of
zero, or, to some particular values. Possible choices of parameters are represented in Tab
corresponding potentials can be read off from the expressions in the main text.

IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The main results of this study can be summarized as follows. We have studied a pairnD
Hamiltonians of potential forms that intertwine by first order operatorL and proved that the
differential part ofL is an element of the Euclidean algebrae(n). These imply that so-intertwined
systems have symmetry operators whose differential parts belong to the enveloping alge
e(n). The integrability conditions of consistency equations are dimension dependent and the
have been considered for each case separately. The general form of potentials have been
for n52,3,4,5, where only one linear partial differential equation which determines the com
part of the potential remains unsolved. We have found the general solution of this equat
cases ofn52 andn53.

Three distinctive features of the higher dimensional extension of the intertwining metho
that: ~i! The method suggests coordinate systems which allows us to do the separation of va
and to utilize, in one of the variable, all the methods of the 1D SUSY quantum mechanics.~ii ! In
the choice of this variable andL itself one has a number of alternatives increasing withn. This fact
enlarges the set of available potentials for eachn>3. ~iii ! There exists families of potential
accepting the same intertwining operator.

2D and 3D isospectral potentials we have obtained involve two arbitrary functions.
former constitute the most general integrable potentials which admit first order intertwi
Particular forms of these potentials may be of special interest for various purposes. Hav
mind the projection techniques which produce exactly solvable lower dimensional problems
the higher dimensional one-particle problems15,16our analysis in Secs. VI–VIII must be continue
also forn54 andn55. As is implied by the last example of Sec. VI, it seems to be possibl
investigate connections among the superintegrable potentials21 as well as to construct relate
potentials by repeated Darboux’s transformations in the context of the intertwining method
locity dependent, stationary, and nonstationary problems22,23 can also be considered within ou
approach. Work on 2D and 3D isospectral potentials which are at the same time superinteg
in progress.
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Functional differentiation, line integration, and departures
from homogeneity of the single-particle kinetic
energy functional for one-dimensional systems
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The differential virial theorem of March and Young forN fermions moving in a
common one-dimensional potential energyV(x) is here combined with the Euler
equation of density functional theory expressing the constancy of the chemical
potential throughout the entire inhomogeneous particle density. The functional de-
rivative of the single-particle kinetic energy is thereby expressed directly in terms
of the kinetic energy density; a line integral being involved in establishing the
connection. This result is then used to establish a formula measuring departures
from simple homogeneity of the kinetic energy functional: a matter of current
interest in density functional theory. Finally, the general theory of the functional
derivative of the single-particle kinetic energy with respect to the particle density is
exemplified for the case of harmonic confinement of fermions in one dimension.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1379069#

I. BACKGROUND AND OUTLINE

Density functional theory is of considerable current interest in connection with atomic,
lecular, and condensed matter physics.1–3 The origins of the theory go back to Thomas4 and
Fermi,5 whose work was formally completed by the theorem of Hohenberg and Kohn,6 which
states that the ground-state energyE of a many-fermion assembly ofN interacting particles is a
unique functional of the corresponding particle densityn. Unfortunately, to date this functiona
remains unknown.

As background to the present study of the~single-particle! kinetic energy functionalTs@n# of
N fermions moving independently in a one-dimensional common potentialV(x), let us write
immediately the Thomas–Fermi~TF! approximation to the ground-state energyETF@n#, namely7

~atomic units are used throughout!

ETF@n#5
p2

6 E
2`

`

n3~x! dx1E
2`

`

n~x! V~x! dx. ~1!

The variational principle underlying the density functional theory may be expressed as

d~E2Nm!50, ~2!

where d represents variation with respect to the particle densityn(x) while m is a Lagrange
multiplier taking care of the normalization condition

a!Electronic mail: luismi@metodos.fam.cie.uva.es
33610022-2488/2001/42(8)/3361/11/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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E
2`

`

n~x! dx5N. ~3!

The physical significance ofm, as Hulthe´n8 pointed out, is that it represents the chemical potent
which is constant throughout the entire inhomogeneous fermion particle densityn(x). Applying
the general result~2! to the approximate Thomas–Fermi functional in Eq.~1! yields the well-
known result

m5
p2

2
n2~x!1V~x!, ~4!

which involves semiclassical approximations and therefore comes into its own when the m
scopic system under consideration has many states with large quantum numbers occupied
correspondence principle then assures us that in such a limit the predictions of a fully q
theory will be usefully represented by semiclassical theory.

Generalizing Eq.~4! to such a formally exact quantal theory, one writes9

m5
dTs@n#

dn~x!
1V~x!. ~5!

HereTs@n# is the so-called single-particle kinetic energy functional of density functional the
and though a much simpler~one-body! problem than that ofE@n# cited previously, it also remains
an unknown functional to date. Obviously, by comparing Eqs.~4! and ~5!, we see that the func
tional derivative of the Thomas–Fermi kinetic energy in Eq.~1! ~a ‘‘local’’ density approximation!
is (p2/2) n2(x).

It was von Weizsa¨cker10 (W) who first recognized the need to correct the Thomas–Fe
kinetic energy function~al! in Eq. ~1! by introducing a kinetic energy term dependent on
density gradient. His so-called inhomogeneity kinetic energy,TW say, will be written in the
following in terms of a kinetic energy densitytW(x), as

TW5E
2`

`

tW~x! dx, tW~x!5
1

8

~n8~x!!2

n~x!
. ~6!

In an early attempt to synthesize density matrix theory with what is now called density func
theory, March and Young11 derived an approximate form ofTs@n# which was the linear combi-
nation of TW@n# and TTF@n# given by TW@n#1g(N) TTF@n#, where g(1)50, since the von
Weizsäcker form ~6! is the exact single-particle kinetic energy functional for one level o
occupied. Baltin12,13 subsequently made generalizations of such results relating to the si
particle kinetic energy functionalTs@n#. Searches for improved approximations toTs@n# are
continuing,14–16 in order to use so-called ‘‘orbital-free’’ density functional theory, thereby bypa
ing the need to solve one-electron~Slater–Kohn–Sham! Schrödinger equations.17,18 But even for
formal properties ofTs@n#, such as its homogeneity or otherwise,19 current interest remains, thi
area having been one of some controversy.20 One of the purposes of this investigation is to set
the matter of~departures from simple! homogeneity ofTs@n# for N fermions in one dimension.21

The outline of the present study is then as follows. In Sec. II the Euler Eq.~5! of density
functional theory is combined with the differential virial theorem of March and Young22 to allow
by a single integration the functional derivativedTs@n#/dn(x) to be written in terms of the
corresponding kinetic energy plus properties of the particle densityn(x). Section III is then
concerned with using this result to discuss the homogeneity departures of the~formally exact!
Ts@n# in one dimension for an arbitrary number of fermions. Section IV is devoted to exem
fying the formally exact results of Secs. II and III particularly for the~exactly soluble! case of
harmonic confinement.23,24 Section V constitutes a summary, and includes some proposal
possible further studies in the general area of the nonlocal kinetic energy functionalTs@n#. In the
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Appendix, the ‘‘box’’ model of finite lengthL is considered forN fermions. The thermodynamic
limit of this model, the so-called semi-infinite gas, has been discussed earlier by one of us
Journal25 and has in fact been treated ind dimensions. Ford51, the Appendix contains a gene
alization of the differential equation for a spherical Bessel function, which incorporates all
mogeneities inn(x) due to the finite lengthL of the box.

II. FORMALLY EXACT FUNCTIONAL DERIVATIVE OF SINGLE-PARTICLE KINETIC
ENERGY IN TERMS OF KINETIC ENERGY AND PARTICLE DENSITIES

The March–Young22 differential virial theorem reads, for kinetic energy densitytG(x) defined
from the positive (gradc)2 wave function form:

tG8 ~x!52
1

2
n~x!

dV~x!

dx
1

n-~x!

8
. ~7!

This exact result was derived from the equation of motion for the first-order density matrix, w
was then solved by expansion around the diagonal element, which is just the particle densityn(x).
The near-diagonal behavior of the density matrix is precisely determined by the kinetic e
densitytG(x) plus n(x). An immediate check of Eq.~7! is to multiply both sides byx, and then
to integrate over allx from 2` to `. The left-hand side, after integration by parts, then gives
total kinetic energy, while the first term on the right-hand side is in magnitude half the virial o
force (2dV/dx). Since then-(x) term in Eq.~7! makes no contribution, Eq.~7! contains cor-
rectly the~integral! quantum-mechanical virial theorem.

Following the force-balance equation approach used by Holas and March26 in their derivation
of the force2¹Vxc associated with the exchange–correlation potentialVxc(r ) in terms of low-
order density matrices, we rewrite Eq.~7! for the force (2dV/dx) acting on theN fermions
occupying singly the levels generated by the common potentialV(x). Then

n~x!5 (
m51

N

cm* ~x! cm~x!, ~8!

where the normalized wave functionscm(x) are, of course, generated byV(x). One finds from
Eq. ~7! after multiplying by 2/n(x), the so-called force-balance equation

2
dV~x!

dx
5

2 tG8 ~x!

n~x!
2

n-~x!

4n~x!
. ~9!

Next we appeal to the Euler equation of density functional theory,9 which is a statement of the
constancy of the chemical potentialm throughout the entire fermion particle densityn(x), how-
ever inhomogeneous this may be. With

Ts@n#5E
2`

`

tG~x! dx ~10!

one has for the functional derivative of the single-particle kinetic energyTs@n# the result quoted
already in Eq.~5!. Differentiating Eq.~5! with respect tox to exploit the constancy ofm, one can
evidently rewrite Eq.~9! as

S dTs@n#

dn~x! D 8
5

2 tG8 ~x!

n~x!
2

n-~x!

4n~x!
. ~11!

We now proceed to integrate this Eq.~11! to obtain the desired expression for the function
derivativedTs /dn(x). The result, as is readily verified, can be expressed in the form
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dTs@n#

dn~x!
52

tG~x!

n~x!
2

n82~x!

8n2~x!
2

n9~x!

4n~x!
12Ex n8~s!

n~s! F tG~s!2tW~s!

n~s! Gds ~12!

by repeated integration by parts. In Eq.~12! we have introduced the von Weizsa¨cker inhomoge-
neity kinetic energy densitytW(x) defined in Eq.~6!. From there, the following functional deriva
tive is readily calculated as

dTW

dn~x!
5

1

8 Fn8~x!

n~x! G2

2
n9~x!

4n~x!
. ~13!

Using Eqs.~6! and~13! in Eq. ~12! one reaches the general one-dimensional form of the functi
derivative ofTs@n# as

d$Ts@n#2TW@n#%

dn~x!
52F tG~x!2tW~x!

n~x! G12Ex n8~s!

n~s! F tG~s!2tW~s!

n~s! Gds, ~14!

which, for arbitraryN, is defined to within anN-dependent constant.
One immediate check of Eq.~14! is the caseN51, whereTs5TW and tG(x)5tW(x). Evi-

dently Eq.~14! is trivially satisfied, with no arbitrary constant left for this special case@compare
Eq. ~13!#.

Of course, for a general potentialV(x), the kinetic energytG(x) is not known solely in terms
of the densityn(x). However, for the case of harmonic confinement, we shall return to Eq.~14! in
Sec. IV.

III. DEPARTURES FROM HOMOGENEITY OF THE SINGLE-PARTICLE KINETIC ENERGY
FUNCTIONAL Ts†n ‡ FOR N FERMIONS IN ONE DIMENSION

Having obtaineddTs /dn(x) in Eq. ~14!, let us now consider the departures from homogene
of the single-particle kinetic energy functionalTs@n#. Since the work of Liu and Parr,20 this has
been an area of considerable interest~see, e.g., Ref. 19! and also some degree of controversy.21

Let us start from the customary definition of homogeneity. A functionalF@n# is homogeneous
of ordera in n(x) if

F@l n#5la F@n#. ~15!

Let us immediately use the examples cited above of~a! Thomas–Fermi and~b! von Weizsa¨cker
kinetic energies to explore the validity~or otherwise! of Eq. ~15! when F becomes the single
particle kinetic energy functionalTs@n#.

A. Thomas–Fermi and von Weizsa ¨cker functionals, TTF†n ‡ and TW†n ‡

Using Eq.~1!,

TTF@n#5
p2

6 E
2`

`

n3~x! dx

and henceTTF@l n#5l3 TTF@n#. Therefore we see immediately that the functionalTTF@n# is
homogeneous of order three.

Next let us consider again the von Weizsa¨cker functional already given in Eq.~6!,

TW@n#5
1

8 E2`

` ~n8~x!!2

n~x!
dx.
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It follows immediately thatTW@l n#5l TW@n# and henceTW@n# is homogeneous of order one, a
already emphasized by Liu and Parr.20 This means, sinceTW is the exact functional forN51, that
for all confining potentialsV(x) the single-particle kinetic energyTs@n# has this exact homoge
neity property in this special case.

B. Example of harmonic confinement of an arbitrary number of fermions

March, Senet, and Van Doren24 have constructed the fully nonlocal single-particle kine
energyTs@n# for harmonic confinement ofN fermions. We quote their functional here:

Ts@n#5TW@n#1E
2`

`

dx j~x! tTF~x!, ~16!

where

tTF~x!5
p2

6
n3~x!. ~17!

In Eq. ~16!, the functionj(x) is explicitly given in Ref. 24 as

j~x!5j~0!1
3

p2 E
0

x

ds
~n8~s!!3

n5~x!
. ~18!

Thus, introducing the kinetic energy term on the right-hand side of Eq.~1!, it follows by inserting
Eq. ~18! into Eq. ~16! that

Ts@n#5TW@n#1j~0! TTF@n#1
3

p2 E
2`

`

dx tTF~x!E
0

x

ds
~n8~s!!3

n5~x!
. ~19!

But we have already discussed the order of homogeneity ofTTF andTW in Sec. III A above, the
orders being, respectively, three and one. The quantityj(0) is itself a weak function ofN, tending
rapidly to a constant asN becomes large. The order of the final term in Eq.~19! is unity, and hence
it is clear thatTs@n# is not homogeneous. Thus it follows that while

E
2`

`

n~x!
dTs

dn~x!
dx5Ts@n# ~20!

is true forN51 ~whenTs[TW), for N arbitrary there are departures from homogeneity untiN
→`, whenTs→TTF and the order of homogeneity tends to three~see Sec. III A!.

Thus, having demonstrated departures from homogeneity for a specific potential e
V(x)5x2/2 representing harmonic confinement, it follows naturally that the general result~14!
must reflect such departures, being true for arbitrary one-dimensional confining potentialsV(x).

IV. ILLUSTRATIONS OF GENERAL EQUATION „14…

In this section, we shall illustrate the functional derivative in Eq.~14! by reference to some
specific cases. As a first example, let us take the two-level system, i.e.,N52, for an arbitrary
confining potentialV(x).

A. Two-level system with arbitrary confining potential V„x …

Here we work out explicitly the example for a given potentialV(x) for two levels only
occupied. We invoke the so-called Dawson–March27 transformation in which the wave function
c1(x) andc2(x) associated with the two levels are written in terms of density ‘‘amplitude’’An(x)
and phaseu(x) as
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c1~x!5An~x! cosu~x!, c2~x!5An~x! sinu~x!, ~21!

leading, of course, ton(x)5c1
2(x)1c2

2(x). It is then readily shown that the kinetic energy dens
tG(x) is given by

tG~x!5tW~x!1
1

2
n~x!S du~x!

dx D 2

. ~22!

The phaseu(x) is related to the particle densityn(x) by the nonlinear pendulumlike equation
with eigenvaluee:

u9~x!1
n8~x!

n~x!
u8~x!1e sin 2u~x!50. ~23!

Introducing Eq.~22! into Eq. ~14! yields almost immediately

d~Ts2TW!

dn~x!
5~u8~x!!21Ex n8~s!

n~s!
~u8~s!!2 ds. ~24!

But multiplying Eq.~23! by u8(x) and using the result forn8(u8)2/n in Eq. ~24! one can readily
evaluate the integral to find, to within a constant of integration

d~Ts2TW!

dn~x!
5

1

2
~u8~x!!21

e

2
cos 2u~x!. ~25!

This result Eq.~25! is now to be compared with Eq.~B10! of Holaset al.,28 namely

d~Ts2TW!

dn~x!
5

1

2
~u8~x!!21

1

2 S u9~x!1
n8~x!

n~x!
u8~x! D tanu~x!. ~26!

Again using Eq.~23! in the last term of this equation, it is readily verified that it agrees with
result Eq.~25! to within an additive constant. This completes the demonstration that Eq.~14! holds
for all two-level systems with an arbitrary confining potential.

B. Large N limit with arbitrary confining potential V„x …

Here, from the studies, for example, of Lieb,29 we know that the Thomas–Fermi method
asymptotically correct in the limitN→`. Then, one can dropn9(x) in the difference betweentG

and t, this being expressed precisely in

tG~x!5t~x!1
n9~x!

4
, ~27!

and can neglect the von Weizsa¨cker contribution relative to the Thomas–Fermi kinetic ener
Equation~14! then simplifies to read

dTTF

dn~x!
52

tTF

n~x!
12Ex n8~s!

n~s!

tTF~s!

n~s!
ds1~constant!. ~28!

But from Eq.~1!, tTF5(p2/6)n3(x), and hence Eq.~28! becomes

dTTF

dn~x!
52

tTF

n~x!
1

p2

3 Ex

n8~s! n~s! ds53
tTF~x!

n~x!
1~constant!, ~29!
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which can be confirmed by direct appeal to Eqs.~1! and~4!. Thus, for arbitrary potentialV(x), Eq.
~14! is now confirmed asymptotically asN→`.

C. Harmonic confinement: Arbitrary number N of fermions

The above-mentioned Thomas–Fermi example, applicable asymptotically in the limit of
N, has encouraged us to consider the harmonic confinement case treated in earlier wo
further example. Let us use the form of March, Senet, and Van Doren24 for the kinetic energy
densityt(x), namely@their Eq.~27!#:

t~x!5tW~x!1j~x!tTF~x!. ~30!

Herej(x) is given by~18!. Thus, it follows that

j8~x!5
3

p2

~n8~x!!3

n5~x!
. ~31!

But differentiating Eq.~30! and substituting Eq.~31! for j8(x) and Eq.~17! yields

3j~x! tTF~x!5
n~x!

n8~x!
@ t8~x!2tW8 ~x!#2

1

2

~n8~x!!2

n~x!
. ~32!

Inserting this equation into Eq.~30! for t(x) and using Eq.~6!, one finds

3t~x!1tW~x!5
n~x!

n8~x!
@ t8~x!2tW8 ~x!#. ~33!

But from Eq.~16! of Ref. 24

t8~x!

n8~x!
5N2

x2

2
~34!

and therefore

3t~x!1tW~x!5n~x!FN2
x2

2 G2
n~x!

n8~x!
tW8 ~x!. ~35!

From here, and using Eq.~6!

t~x!1
n~x!

6
~x222N!52

n9~x!

12n~x!
, ~36!

or from Eq.~5!

3t~x!

n~x!
1

tW~x!

n~x!
1

tW8 ~x!

n8~x!
5

dTs

dn~x!
1K~N!, ~37!

whereK(N) is a constant depending on the number of fermions.
Now again using Eq.~6!

tW8 ~x!

n8~x!
5

1

4

n9~x!

n~x!
2

1

8 S n8~x!

n~x! D 2

52
dTW

dn~x!
. ~38!

Thus Eq.~37! becomes
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dTs

dn~x!
52K~N!1

3t~x!

n~x!
1

1

4

n9~x!

n~x!
, ~39!

which agrees with Eq.~35! of March, Senet, and Van Doren.24 Thus

F dTs

dn~x!G853
n~x!t8~x!2n8~x!t~x!

n2~x!
1

1

4

n~x!n-~x!2n8~x!n9~x!

n2~x!
~40!

and at this point we shall compare with the general Eq.~14! which yields by differentiation

F dTs

dn~x!G852
tG8 ~x!2tW8 ~x!

n~x!
1F dTW

dn~x!G8. ~41!

Using the two equalities in Eq.~38! the last term in Eq.~41! becomes

F dTW

dn~x!G85
2

n~x! F tW8 ~x!2
n-~x!

8 G . ~42!

Returning to the harmonic oscillator, using Eq.~27! in Eq. ~40! yields

F dTs

dn~x!G85
2

n
~ tG8 2tW8 !1

2

n
tW8 2

n-
4n

1F t8

n
2

3t n8

n2 2
n8 n9

4n2 G . ~43!

But the last term in brackets is readily seen to be zero using Eqs.~34! and~36!. Therefore, Eq.~43!
agrees completely with Eqs.~41! and ~42!, confirming once more the validity of the general E
~14!.

V. SUMMARY AND POSSIBLE FUTURE DIRECTIONS

What has been demonstrated here is that the combination of the differential virial theore~7!
of March and Young with the Euler equation~5! of density functional theory allows the explic
expression~14! to be obtained for the functional derivativedTs /dn(x) of the single-particle
kinetic energyTs@n#. This Eq. ~14! has, therefore, by measuringTs@n#, and its kinetic energy
densitytG(x), from the von Weizsa¨cker counterpartsTW@n# andtW(x), respectively, bypassed th
process of functional differentiation by recourse to a line integration. This allows, in princip
much more straightforward route to the functional derivative ofTs@n#. Of course, the genera
form of @ tG(x)2tW(x)#/n(x) is still lacking and therefore the illustrations of the validity of E
~14!, set out in Sec. IV, have been either for models~e.g., harmonic confinement! or asymptotic for
large particle numberN but for arbitrary confining potentialV(x).

As to future directions, it would naturally be important to find other soluble models to ad
the harmonic confinement example invoked extensively in Sec. IV. But in the case of a
general potentialV(x) and an arbitrary number of fermions, Eq.~14! may perhaps afford an
approximate route to the functional derivative, and hence to the desired differential equati
the ground-state densityn(x), given V(x). It is presently only for such models as harmon
confinement that such a differential equation exists@see also the Appendix, especially Eqs.~A10!
and~A11!#, as derived by Lawes and March23 in this case. The fact that one has a line integrat
in the final term of Eq.~14! makes it tempting to contemplate inserting an approximation
@ tG(x)2tW(x)#/n(x) in this term, possibly modeled on the harmonic confinement example
ready fully solved.

The final comments concern what has been until recently the vexed question of homog
of Ts@n#. The present argument, set out explicitly in Sec. III, and most precisely in Eq.~19! for
admittedly the special case of harmonic confinement, can leave no possible doubt thatTs@n# in
one-dimensionalN fermion problems is a linear combination of terms with different scal
properties as the densityn(x) goes tol n(x). Of course, in the caseN51, the von Weizsa¨cker
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functional is the exact form ofTs@n# and from well-known argumentsTW@n# has homogeneity of
order one. Again, in the asymptotic limitN→`, the Thomas–Fermi kinetic energy functional
Eq. ~1! is again homogeneous, but now of order three. For intermediateN, one must expect
therefore departures from homogeneity, as clearly evidenced in the harmonic example se
Eq. ~19! where each of the three terms on the right-hand side has its own specific scaling
erties with the parameterl.
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APPENDIX: KINETIC ENERGY AND PARTICLE DENSITY FOR FREE MOTION IN A BOX
OF LENGTH L

In this Appendix we will calculatetG(x) andn(x) for N fermions occupying singly the free
particle levels for confinement in a box of lengthL, with normalized eigenfunctionscm(x)
5A2/L sin(mpx/L). In this case the particle densityn(x) is given by30

n~x!5
2

L (
m51

N

sin2Fmpx

L G

5
1

L F N2

cosF ~N11!px

L G sinFNpx

L G
sinFpx

L G G
5

1

L H N1sin2FNpx

L G2cotFpx

L GsinFNpx

L GcosFNpx

L G J . ~A1!

As N andL both tend to infinity in such a way thatN/L tends to a finite value,n0[kf /p say, Eq.
~A1! becomes

n~x!5n0F12
sin~2kfx!

2kfx
G5n0@12 j 0~2kfx!#, ~A2!

kf being the wave number of the Fermi gas in this limit andj l (z) the spherical Bessel function o
order l . This result ~A2! is the special case corresponding to one dimension (d51) of the
d-dimensional semi-infinite electron gas treated earlier by one of us in this Journal.25

The kinetic energy density corresponding to Eq.~A2! was also given in this earlier work in th
‘‘thermodynamic’’ limit discussed previously as

t~x!5t01
kf

2

2
@n~x!2n0#1

kf
3

p

j 1~2kfx!

2kfx
. ~A3!

The generalization of Eq.~A3! before passing to the thermodynamic limit, in the (gradc)2 wave
function form of the kinetic energytG(x) is evidently

tG~x!5
1

2 (
m51

N

~cm8 ~x!!2. ~A4!

Hence we find
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tG~x!5
p2

L3 (
m51

N

m2 cos2S mpx

L D

5
p2

24L3 H 6

sinFpx

L G S N1N2 sin2Fpx

L G D cosF2Npx

L G

23

cosFpx

L G
sin3Fpx

L G S 122N2 sin2Fpx

L G D sinF2Npx

L G12N~N11!~2N11!J . ~A5!

Except at the box ‘‘edges’’x50 andL,

tG8 ~x!5
n-~x!

8
, ~A6!

from the March-Young virial result. Using Eq.~A5! explicitly one finds the integral of Eq.~A6! as

tG~x!5
p2

12L3 N~N11!~2N11!1
n9~x!

8
. ~A7!

Connection with the semi-infinite electron gas result25 is readily established using the secon
order differential equation for the spherical Bessel function.

This has stimulated us to construct a generalized differential equation for the exact d
n(x) without invoking the thermodynamic limit. The argument goes as follows. Using the
nition from Eq.~A1! that

S~x!5n~x!2
N

L
2

1

2L
, ~A8!

where the last term is introduced to have a homogeneous equation@see Eq.~A10!# for S(x), we
have

sinFpx

L G S~x!52
1

2L
sinF ~2N11!px

L G . ~A9!

From here it is very easy to prove that the functionS(x) satisfies the following second-order line
differential equation

S9~x!1F 2p/L

tanFpx

L G GS8~x!1F4N~N11!p2

L2 GS~x!50, ~A10!

which we will term a generalized spherical Bessel equation. If we consider now the therm
namic limit in Eq.~A10! and we callS0(x) the resulting function fromS(x), one can immediately
prove thatS0(x) satisfies the following spherical Bessel equation:

S09~x!1
2

x
S08~x!1~2kf !

2 S0~x!50, ~A11!
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the solution of which is essentially given by~A2!. It seems to us somewhat remarkable that
major ‘‘size effects’’ due to the finite lengthL of the box enter Eq.~A10! through the factor
(2p/L)/tan@px/L# multiplying the first derivative ofS(x), the change in the coefficientS(x) for
finite N being minor in comparison. AsL→` andN→`, such thatN/L tends to a finite limitn0 ,
the tangent factor with 0,x,L has a node atL/2 for finite box length which moves out to infinity
and the factor 2/x multiplying S08(x) in the spherical Bessel equation~A11! is recovered.
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Variational Sturmian approximation: A nonperturbative
method of solving time-independent Schro ¨ dinger equation
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A variationally improved Sturmian approximation for solving time-independent
Schrödinger equation is developed. This approximation is used to obtain the energy
levels of a quartic anharmonic oscillator, a quartic potential, and a Gaussian poten-
tial. The results are compared with those of the perturbation theory, the WKB
approximation, and the accurate numerical values. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1385374#

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the early days of quantum mechanics, the main technical tools for solving the
independent Schro¨dinger equation have been the time-independent perturbation theory, the
classical or WKB approximation, and the variational method.1,2 Starting form the late 1950s
physical chemists and nuclear physicists have explored the use of what is called theSturmian
basis functionsin solving this equation for a variety of potentials arising in molecular and ato
physics.3,4 Recently, Antonsen5 and Szmytkowski and Zywicka-Mozeiko6 have studied the har
monic oscillator Sturmian functions. The purpose of the present paper is to outline a g
variationally improved Sturmian approximation scheme that provides a nonperturbative met
solving time-independent Schro¨dinger equation.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we give the definition of the Stur
basis vectors, derive their general properties, and discuss the conventional Sturmian app
tion. In Sec. III we present an improved Sturmian approximation which makes use of the
tional method. In Sec. IV we study the harmonic oscillator Sturmians and use them for the so
of time-independent Schro¨dinger equation in one dimension. In Sec. V we apply our gen
results to some concrete problems, and compare our results with those obtained using pertu
theory, the WKB approximation, and the highly accurate numerical investigations. In parti
we obtain the energy levels of a quartic anharmonic oscillator, a quartic potential, and a Ga
potential. Finally, in Sec. VI we summarize our results and present our conclusions.

II. CONVENTIONAL STURMIAN APPROXIMATION

Consider the time-independent Schro¨dinger equation:

HuE,a&5EuE,a&, ~1!

whereH is a self-adjoint Hamiltonian operator anda is a degeneracy label.
The method of Sturmian approximation is based on an expansion of the eigenvectorsuE,a& in

terms of solutionsufn ,a& of the equation

~H01bnV0!ufn ,a&5Eufn ,a&, ~2!

a!Electronic mail: amostafazadeh@ku.edu.tr
33720022-2488/2001/42(8)/3372/18/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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where H0 and V0 are self-adjoint operators,bn and E are real scalar parameters, anda is a
degeneracy label. Note that in order to obtainufn ,a&, one must fixE and solve Eq.~2! for
ufn ,a&. Clearly, every solutionufn ,a& would correspond to a choice for the value of the co
pling constantbn .

Suppose thatH05pW 2/(2m) is the Hamiltonian for a free particle moving in the configurati
spaceRd, V05V0(xW ) is a real interaction potential, andH is a standard Hamiltonian of the form

H5
pW 2

2m
1V~xW !, ~3!

wherepW andxW are momentum and position operators, respectively. IfV0(xW ) tends to infinity as
uxW u→`, all the eigenstates ofV0 are bound states.7 In this case, only for a discrete set of positiv
values ofbn , can we find square-integrable solutionsufn ,a& of Eq. ~2!. In this case, the labeln
will take values in a discrete set which we shall choose to be$0,1,2,...%.

The only difference between Eq.~2! and the eigenvalue equation for the potentialbnV0(xW ) is
that in the formerE is a fixed parameter which can be arbitrarily chosen. Therefore, a solutio
Eq. ~2! corresponds to a pair (bn ,ufn ,a&).

The vectorsufn ,a& are called theSturmian basis vectorsor simply theSturmians.3 They
satisfy certain orthonormality conditions which we shall derive below. We should, however,
that the square-integrable Sturmians do not generally constitute a complete set of basis ve
the Hilbert space.6 There are certain potentialsV0 , such as the Coulomb potential, that lead to
complete set of square-integrable Sturmians.8

Let us first note that the defining equation~2! does not determineufn ,a& uniquely. This is
reflected in the presence of the degeneracy labela. What is uniquely determined by Eq.~2! is the
degeneracy subspaceHn spanned by$ufn,1&,ufn,2&,...,ufn ,l n&%, where l n is the degree of de-
generacy, i.e., the number of linearly independent solutions of Eq.~2! associated with a given
~admissible! value ofbn . Clearly, we can construct an orthonormal basis ofHn and choose the
Sturmian vectorsufn ,a& to be the basis vectors. In other words, without loss of generality, we
choose to work with the Sturmiansufn ,a& satisfying

^fn ,aufn ,g&5dag , ~4!

wheredag denotes the Kronecker delta function. Clearly, any unitary transformation ofHn would
lead to a new set of Sturmians satisfying~4!. Therefore, the condition~4! reduces the freedom in
the choice of the Sturmiansufn ,a&, but does not eliminate it.

Next, we evaluate the Hermitian adjoint of both sides of Eq.~2!, change~n,a! to ~m,g!, and
take the inner product of both sides of the resulting equation withufn ,a&. This yields

bm^fm ,guV0ufn ,a&5^fm ,gu~E2H0!ufn ,a&. ~5!

We can compute the right-hand side of this equation using Eq.~2!. Substituting the result in~5!,
we find

~bm2bn!^fm ,guV0ufn ,a&50. ~6!

If we define

Nn
ga
ª^fn ,guV0ufn ,a&, ~7!

then we can write Eq.~6! in the form

^fm ,guV0ufn ,a&5Nn
gadmn . ~8!
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Equation~8! is the desired orthogonality property of the Sturmians. We can further simplify
~8!, by noting that thel n3 l n matrix Nn formed byNn

ga is a Hermitian matrix. This means that w
can chooseufn ,a& in such a way thatNn is a diagonal matrix. Making this choice, we have

Nn
ag5Nn

adag , ~9!

^fm ,guV0~xW !ufn ,a&5Nn
admndag , ~10!

whereNa
n , with aP$1,2,...,l n%, are eigenvalues of the matrixNn . SinceNn is Hermitian,Nn

a are
real.

In summary, we can choose a set of Sturmian vectorsufn ,a& which are eigenvectors of th
matricesNn . Therefore, for each value ofn, $ufn,1&,...,ufn ,l n&% forms an orthonormal eigenbas
of Nn in the degeneracy subspaceHn . However, ufn ,a& with different values ofn are not
orthogonal. Instead, they satisfy a modified orthogonality condition, namely~10!.

Now, let us expand a solutionuE,a& of the Schro¨dinger equation~1!, in a Sturmian basis
corresponding to a solvable potentialV0 , i.e., seek solutions of the form

uE,a&5 (
n50

`

(
a51

l n

Cn
aufn ,a&, ~11!

whereCn
a are complex coefficients andn is supposed to take discrete values 0,1,2,... . Note th

the Sturmiansufn ,a& do not form a complete basis, then Eq.~11! yields the eigenvectors tha
belong to the span ofufn ,a&.

The Sturmian approximation of order Nis the approximation in which one neglects all th
coefficientsCn

a in Eq. ~11! but those withn belonging to a subsetSN11 of non-negative integers
of orderN11. Alternatively, in considering the Sturmian approximation of orderN, one confines
the range of the indices~of type! n to a fixed finite setSN11 . In this way, the infinite sum(n50

`
¯

in Eq. ~11! is replaced by the finite sum(nPSN11
¯ . We shall abbreviate the latter by(n . The set

SN11 may, in principle, be chosen arbitrarily. We will comment on this choice in Sec. III.
Substituting~11! in the Schro¨dinger equation~1! and making use of Eqs.~2! and~3!, we find

(
n

(
a51

l n

Cn
a~E2E2V1bnV0!ufn ,a&50. ~12!

Now, evaluating the inner product of both sides of this equation withufm ,g& and using the
orthogonality relation~10!, we obtain

(
n

(
a51

l n

@~E2E!Tmn
ga2~Wmn

ga2bnNn
admndga!#Cn

a50. ~13!

Here we have introduced

Tmn
ga
ª^fm ,gufn ,a&, ~14!

Wmn
ga
ª^fm ,guVufn ,a&. ~15!

We can express Eq.~13! in a more compact form, if we use a single label for the pair~n,a!.
IntroducingNª(n,a) andMª(m,g), we write Eq.~13! in the form

(N @~E2E!TMN2SMN#CN50, ~16!

where
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TMN5Tmn
ga , SMN5WMN2bnNNdMN , ~17!

WMN5Wmn
ga , NN5Nn

a . ~18!

Equations~16! form a linear system of homogeneous first order algebraic equations forCN .
This system has a nontrivial solution provided that the determinant of the matrix of coeffic
vanishes, i.e.,

det@~E2E!T2S#50. ~19!

HereT andS are matrices with entriesTMN andSMN , respectively.
Solving Eq.~19!, we can expressE in terms ofE, bn , and the Sturmiansufn ,a&. Now, we

recall that for a fixed choice ofV0 , the coupling constantsbn and the corresponding Sturmian
ufn ,a& depend on the parameterE. Therefore, Eq.~19! yields E as a function ofE. Furthermore,
substituting the value ofE5E(E) obtained by solving~19! in ~16! and solving for the coefficients
CN , we obtain an expression for the eigenvectoruE,a& that involvesE. As we discuss in the
following section, the fact that the Sturmian approximation yields the eigenvalues and the
vectors of the Hamiltonian as functions of a free parameter seems to have been overlooke
is mainly because there is a choice for the parameterE that simplifies the calculations.

It should also be emphasized that Eq.~19! is an algebraic equation of orderN11. Therefore,
in general, it hasN11 solutions. This can be understood by noting that in the Sturmian app
mation one actually approximates the Hilbert space by a finite-dimensional vector space. C
quently, the Hamiltonian is replaced with a matrix with a finite number of eigenvalues.

III. VARIATIONAL STURMIAN APPROXIMATION

In general, the accuracy of the Sturmian approximation depends on the following facto
~1! Choice of V0 : In practice,V0 must be one of the exactly solvable potentials. Therefore,
available choices forV0 are few in number. For the potentialsV with bound states, we can choos
V0 to be a harmonic oscillator potential. For example, for the quartic anharmonic oscillator

V~x!5
k

2
x21ex4, ~20!

we shall take

V0~x!5
k

2
x2. ~21!

Similarly, for the Gaussian potential

V~x!52le2ex2/2, ~22!

we shall take

V0~x!5 1
2 lex22l. ~23!

This will enable us to compare the results of the Sturmian approximation with those o
perturbation theory, for in the limite→0, V(r )→V0(r ). Note that multiplyingV0 by a positive
real number does not change the results of the Sturmian approximation. This is simply beca
can always absorb such a number in the definition ofbn .
~2! Choice of the Sturmians included in the sum (16):This is also directly related to the choice o
the potentialV0 . If V0 is obtained fromV by a limiting process as in the case of the potentials~20!
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and ~22!, then a natural choice for the computation of thenth energy eigenvalueEn and the
corresponding eigenvectorsuEn ,a& is to include theufn ,a& with n equal or close ton. In
particular, in the Sturmian approximation of order zero, we have

uEn ,a&5 (
a51

l n

Cn
aufn ,a&. ~24!

~3! Choice of the parameterE: The conventional choice4,5 for the parameterE is E5E. This
simplifies Eq.~19! considerably. The basic idea pursued in this paper is the fact that this si
fication does not necessarily justify the conventional choice forE.

It is well known2 that the eigenvalue equation~1! is equivalent to the variational equation

d

d^cu S ^cuHuc&

^cuc& D50. ~25!

In other words, the eigenvaluesE are the minima of the expectation value

^H&ª
^cuHuc&

^cuc&
,

and the eigenvectors are the vectorsuE&5uE,a& that minimize^H&. This observation suggests th
the most efficient choice for the parameterE appearing in the Sturmian approximation is the o
that minimizesE5E(E). Therefore, the most reliable Sturmian approximation is obtained
choosingE to be a solution of

dE

dE 50. ~26!

If this equation does not have a solution, then one must either make another choice for
SN11 or proceed with a higher order Sturmian approximation.

IV. VARIATIONAL STURMIAN APPROXIMATION USING HARMONIC OSCILLATOR
STURMIANS

Consider a quantum system with the configuration spaceR, a standard Hamiltonian~3!, and a
real-valued potentialV5V(x). Suppose that the system has an infinite number of bound s
with nondegenerate energy eigenvaluesEn . Here nP$0,1,2,...% and E0 stands for the ground
state.

Now, consider the Sturmian basis vectors associated with a harmonic oscillator5,6

V05V0~x!5
k

2
x2. ~27!

In order to solve Eq.~2! for this choice ofV0 , we introduce

vnªS bnk

m D 1/2

, ~28!

anª
mvn

\
, ~29!

anªS an

2 D 1/2S x1
ip

\an
D . ~30!
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u l &nª
1

Al !
an

†l u0&n , ~31!

whereu0&n is the normalized real ground state vector for a harmonic oscillator with massm and
frequencyvn . That is

^xu0&nªS an

p D 1/4

e2anx2/2. ~32!

In view of the similarity of Eq.~2! with the eigenvalue equation for the potentialbnV0 , we can
easily deduce that

E5\vn~n1 1
2!, ~33!

ufn&5un&n ~34!

wherenP$0,1,2,...%.
We can invert Eqs.~33! and ~28! to expressvn andbn in terms ofE. This yields

vn5
2E

\~2n11!
, ~35!

bn5
4mE 2

\2k~2n11!2 . ~36!

Substituting Eq.~35! in ~29!, we have

an5
2mE

\2~2n11!
5

a0

2n11
. ~37!

Next, we compute the termbnNn5bn^fnuV0ufn&. We can use the properties of the annih
lation operatoran , namely

anu l &n5Al u l 21&n , an
†u l &n5Al 11u l 11&n , x5~2an!21/2~an1an

†!, ~38!

and the orthonormality ofu l &n to compute

n^ l ux2un&n5~2an!21@~2n11!d l ,n1A~n11!~n12! d l ,n121An~n21! d l ,n22#. ~39!

In view of Eqs.~27! and ~39!, we obtain, after some remarkable simplifications,

bnNn5
E
2

. ~40!

A. Variational Sturmian approximation of order zero

For the variational Sturmian approximation of order zero,n5n, and Eq.~19! takes the form

~En2E!T2S50, ~41!

where

T5^fnufn&51, S5W2bnNn , W5^fnuVufn&. ~42!

According to Eqs.~41!, ~42!, and~40!, the energy eigenvaluesEn are given by
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En5W1
E
2

. ~43!

Next, we fix the parameterE using Eq.~26!. This requires the computation ofdW/dE. We first
evaluate the variation ofW,

dW5~d^fnu!Vufn&1^fnuV~dufn&!52^fnuV~dufn&!52(
l 50

`

n^nuVu l &n n^ l u~dun&n!. ~44!

Here we have made use of Eq.~34!, the fact that the Sturmians and the potentialV are real andu l &n

form a complete set of basis vectors.
We can computen^ l u(dun&n) using the eigenvalue equation

~H01bnV0!u j &n5Ej u j &n , ~45!

whereEj5\vn( j 11/2). Taking the variation of both sides of this equation and computing
inner product withu l &n , we find

n^ l udu j &n5
n^ l uV0u j &n~dbn!

Ej2El
for lÞ j . ~46!

Furthermore, using the fact that the eigenfunctions^xu l &n are real, we can easily show that

n^ l u~du l &n!50. ~47!

Equations~44!, ~46! and ~47! reduce the computation ofdW to that of

n^ l uV0un&n5
k

2 n^ l ux2un&n . ~48!

We have already computedn^ l ux2un&n in Eq. ~39!. Substituting this equation in Eq.~48! and using
Eqs.~46! and ~44!, we find, after some remarkable cancellations,

dW5S dE
2ED @An~n21!n^nuVun22&n2A~n11!~n12!n^nuVun12&n#. ~49!

Now, in view of Eqs.~43! and ~49!,

dEn

dE 5S 1

2ED @An~n21!n^nuVun22&n2A~n11!~n12!n^nuVun12&n#1
1

2
.

Substituting this equation in Eq.~26! yields

E5A~n11!~n12! n^nuVun12&n2An~n21!n^nuVun22&n . ~50!

Note that the right-hand side of this equation also involvesE. This is becauseu l &n depend onE.
Using Eqs.~50! and~43! we can express the energy eigenvalueEn in terms ofV. This yields

En5n^nuVun&n1 1
2@A~n11!~n12! n^nuVun12&n2An~n21! n^nuVun22&n#. ~51!

For the ground staten50 and Eq.~51! reduces to

E050^0uVu0&01
1

&
0^0uVu2&0 . ~52!
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Note that the vectorsu l &n appearing in Eqs.~51! and ~52! are those of Eq.~31! with E being a
solution of Eq.~50!.

Equations~51! and~52! are of limited importance. In practice, one obtains the energy eig
valueEn by substituting the solution of Eq.~50! in Eq. ~43!.

The variational Sturmian approximation of order zero, as outlined above, is a valid app
mation scheme, if Eq.~50! has a unique positive solutionE. If such a solution does not exist, on
may attempt to construct higher order variational Sturmian approximations. As we shall see
V, for all the potentials that we have considered, Eq.~50! has a unique positive solution. This
very remarkable, for this equation turns out to be an algebraic equation of order three f
quartic anharmonic oscillator and the quartic potential, and of order four for the Gaussian
tial.

B. Variational Sturmian approximation of order one

In the variational sturmian approximation of order one, the number of Sturmians contrib
to the eigenvectoruE& is two. We shall denote them byufn& and ufm&.

The matricesT andW are Hermitian 232 matrices. They can be written in the form

T5S 1 t*

t 1 D , W5S vn w*

w vm
D , ~53!

where we have used the fact that the Sturmians are normalized and introduced

tª^fmufn&, vnª^fnuVufn&, wª^fmuVufn&. ~54!

Next, we construct the matrixS. In view of Eqs.~17! and ~53!,

S5S vn2bnNn w*

w vm2bmNm
D . ~55!

Note that because the Sturmians for the harmonic oscillator are real-valued,t and w are
real-valued functions of the parameterE. In particular, the matricesT, W, and S are real and
symmetric.

Substituting Eqs.~53! and ~55! in the Eq.~19!, making use of Eq.~40!, and simplifying the
resulting expression, we find

AS E2
E
2D 2

1BS E2
E
2D1C50, ~56!

where

Aª12t2, Bªt~ tE12w!2~vn1vm!, Cªvnvm2S tE
2

1wD 2

. ~57!

Note that the coefficientsA, B, andC are functions ofE. Equation~56! can be easily solved to
expressE in terms ofE. The result is

E5E6ª
E
2

1
2B6AB224AC

2A
. ~58!

The next step is to determineE using the variational principle, i.e., settingdE/dE50. The
resulting formulas are complicated and we shall not include them here.

We conclude this section with the following remarks.
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~1! As seen from Eq.~58!, the first order Sturmian approximation leads to a pair of ene
eigenvalues. For the potentials which are related toV0 via a limiting process, one expects the
two eigenvalues to be those labeled bym andn. That is, forn,m,

En5E2 , Em5E1 . ~59!

~2! In the variational Sturmian approximation of order one, there are two variational equa
dE6 /dE50. It is not clear whether these equations lead to a unique minimum forE6(E) with a
positive value forE. As we shall show in the following sections, for all the specific examples
we have considered each of these equations lead to a unique minimum with a positive valueE.
Lack of such a solution may be interpreted as the failure of the variational Sturmian approxim
of order one.

C. Variational Sturmian approximation of order two

In the variational Sturmian approximation of order two, one uses three Sturmians to e
the energy eigenvectorsuE&. We shall denote these byufnl

& wherenlPS3ª$n1 ,n2 ,n3%.
The matricesT, W, andS are given by

T5S 1 t1* t2*

t1 1 t3*

t2 t3 1
D , W5S v3 w1* w2*

w1 v2 w3*

w2 w3 v1

D , ~60!

S5S v32bn3
Nn3 w1* w2*

w1 v22bn2
Nn2 w3*

w2 w3 v12bn1
Nn1

D , ~61!

where we have used the fact thatufnl
& are normalized and introduced

t1ª^fn2
ufn3

&, t2ª^fn1
ufn3

&, t3ª^fn1
ufn2

&, v lª^fnl
uVufnl

&, ~62!

w1ª^fn2
uVufn3

&, w2ª^fn1
uVufn3

&, w3ª^fn1
uVufn2

&. ~63!

Because the harmonic oscillator Sturmian functions are real-valued,t l , v l , andwl are real, andT,
W, andS are real symmetric matrices.

In view of Eq. ~40!, we can write the secular equation~19! in the form

AS E2
E
2D 3

1BS E2
E
2D 2

1CS E2
E
2D1D50, ~64!

where

Aª12(
l 51

3

t l
212t1t2t3 , ~65!

Bª(
l 51

3

@~ t l
221!v l12t lj l #22~ t1t2j31t3t1j21t2t3j1!, ~66!

Cªv1v21v2v31v3v112~ t1j2j31t3j1j21t2j3j1!2(
l 51

3

~j l
212t lv lj l !, ~67!
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Dª(
l 51

3

v lj l
222j1j2j32v1v2V3 , ~68!

j lª
1
2 t lE1wl . ~69!

Equation~64! has, in general, three solutions. The desired eigenvalues are the minima of
solutions corresponding to positive values ofE. Again for the cases whereV is related toV0 by a
limiting process the minima of the solutions of Eq.~64! correspond toEn1

,En2
, andEn3

.

V. APPLICATIONS

In this section, we apply our general results to compute the energy eigenvalues of a q
anharmonic oscillator, a quartic potential, and a Gaussian potential.

A. The quartic anharmonic oscillator

Consider the potential

V~x!5
k

2
x21ex4. ~70!

In order to obtain the energy levels of this potential using variational Sturmian approximati
order zero, we need to calculaten^nuVu l &n . We first use Eqs.~38! to compute

n^nux4u l &n5~2an!22@3~2n212n11!d l ,n14~n11!A~n11!~n12!d l ,n12

12~2n21!An~n21!d l ,n221A~n11!~n12!~n13!~n14!d l ,n14

1A~n23!~n22!~n21!nd l ,n24#. ~71!

In view of this equation and Eqs.~39! and ~70!,

W5n^nuVun&n5
~2n11!k

4an
1

3~2n212n11!e

4an
2 , ~72!

n^nuVun12&n5A~n11!~n12!S k

4an
1

~n11!e

an
2 D , ~73!

n^nuVun22&n5An~n21!S k

4an
1

~2n21!e

2an
2 D , ~74!

Next, we substitute Eqs.~73! and ~74! in Eq. ~50!. Using Eq.~37!, we then obtain

E 32pnE2qn50, ~75!

where

pnªS \2k

m D S n1
1

2D 2

, qnªS \4e

2m2D S n1
1

2D 2

~11n219n14!. ~76!

It is not difficult to show that Eq.~75! has a single positive solution@this is true for any positive
pn andqn # given by9

E5S qn

2 D 1/3

~11A12r n!1/31S pn

3 D S 2

qn
D 1/3

~11A12r n!21/3, ~77!
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where

r nª
4pn

3

27qn
2 5S 8n14

11n219n14D 2

r 0 , r 0ª
mk3

108\2e2 . ~78!

The right-hand side of Eq.~77! is manifestly real and positive forr n<1. It is not difficult to
check that it is also real and positive forr n.1. In fact, we can expressE in the form

E52Apn

3
cosS fn

3 D5A k

3m
~2n11!cosS fn

3 D , ~79!

where

fnªtan21~Ar n21!. ~80!

Note that forr n,1, fn is imaginary, but cos(fn/3) is still real and positive.
Having fixed the parameterE, we can determine the energy eigenvaluesEn using Eqs.~43!

and ~72!. We first use Eqs.~37! and ~79! to compute

an5S 2

\ DAmk

3
cosS fn

3 D . ~81!

Then substituting this equation in Eq.~72! and using Eq.~43!, we find

En5S \

24D A3k

m
~2n11!F713 tan2S fn

3 D GcosS fn

3 D1S 9\2e

16mkD ~2n212n11!F11tan2S fn

3 D G .
~82!

In particular, the ground state energy is given by

E05S \

24D A3k

m F713 tan2S f0

3 D GcosS f0

3 D1S 9\2e

16mkD F11tan2S f0

3 D G . ~83!

In Table I, we list the numerical values obtained using Eq.~82! for the first 10 energy levels
of a quartic anharmonic oscillator withm51/2, k52, e51/10 in units where\51. This table also

TABLE I. First 10 energy levels of the HamiltonianH5p21x21 (x4/10) in units where\51. En
# are the highly accurate

numerical values of Ref. 10.En are the values obtained using the zero order variational Sturmian approximation.En
CSA are

the values obtained by the zero order conventional Sturmian approximation in Ref. 5.En
(0) and En

(1) are the energy
eigenvalues obtained using the zero and first order perturbation theory, respectively.

n En
# En

uEn2En
#u

En
# En

CSA
uEn

CSA2En
#u

En
# En

(0)
uEn

(0)2En
#u

En
# En

(1)
uEn

(1)2En
#u

En
#

0 1.065 286 1.066 92 1.531023 1.07500 9.131023 1.000 0.061 1.075 9.131023

1 3.306 872 3.311 82 1.531023 3.37500 0.021 3.000 0.032 3.450 0.043
2 5.747 959 5.750 52 4.531024 5.97500 0.040 5.000 0.13 5.975 0.039
3 8.352 678 8.349 85 3.431024 8.87500 0.063 7.000 0.16 8.875 0.063
4 11.098 60 11.0881 9.531024 12.0750 0.088 9.000 0.19 12.08 0.088
5 13.969 93 13.9499 1.431023 11.00 0.21 15.58 0.11
6 16.954 79 16.9235 1.831023 13.00 0.23 19.38 0.14
7 20.043 86 19.9998 2.231023 15.00 0.25 23.48 0.17
8 23.229 55 23.1715 2.531023 17.00 0.27 27.88 0.20
9 26.505 55 26.4322 2.831023 19.00 0.28 32.58 0.23
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includes the accurate numerical values of Ref. 10, the values obtained using the conve
Sturmian approximation and the zero and first order perturbation theory.@The zero and first orde
perturbation theory yield

En
(0)5\~k/m!1/2~n11/2!, En

(1)5En
(0)13\2e2~2n212n11!/~4mk!, ~84!

respectively.# The relative difference between the results of the variational Sturmian approx
tion of order zero with the highly accurate numerical results (En

#) of Ref. 10, i.e., the quantity
uEn2En

#u/En
# , varies between 3.3831024 and 2.7731023. For the ground state, this number

1.5331023. Even for the lowest lying energy levels where perturbation theory yields reli
results, the zero order variational Sturmian approximation produces more accurate value
both the zero and first order perturbation theory. As seen from Table I, the variational Stu
approximation is better than the conventional Sturmian approximation.

In the remainder of this section we present the results obtained using the first and secon
variational Sturmian approximation. The numerical results are respectively presented in Ta
and III.

As we explained in Sec. IV, in the variational Sturmian approximation of order one
chooses an indexing setS2 consisting of two Sturmians to be included in the expansion of
eigenvectoruE&. One then solves the corresponding secular equation~19!, expresses the solution
E6 in terms of the parameterE, and finds the minima ofE6(E). In general,E6 are complicated
functions ofE. However, it turns out that for all the cases that we consideredE6 has a unique
minimum corresponding to a positive value ofE.

In order to choose the indexing setS2 , we first note that the Sturmian functions^xufn& with
even ~respectively, odd! n are even~respectively odd! functions of x. We expect the energy
eigenfunctions of the anharmonic oscillator~70! to have the same parity structure as the Sturm
functions. This, in particular, suggests that in the calculation ofE0 we should takeS25$0,2%.

For a quartic anharmonic oscillator withm51/2, k52, e51/10, the first order variationa
Sturmian approximation corresponding toS25$0,2% yields E05E251.066 14 andE25E1

55.761 17. The value obtained forE0 differs from the accurate numerical value by one part
104. It is one order of magnitude better than the value obtained using the zero order varia
Sturmian approximation. The value forE2 is however less accurate. One may argue that the ch
made forS2 is appropriate only for the ground state. In order to computeE2 using the first order

TABLE II. Energy levels of the HamiltonianH5p21x21x4/10 obtained using the first order variational Sturmia
approximation.dEn stands foruEn2En

#u/En
# .

S2 E0 dE0 E1 dE1 E2 dE2 E3 dE3 E4 dE4

$0,2% 1.066 14 8.031024 5.761 17 2.331023

$1,3% 3.309 22 7.131024 8.372 84 2.431023

$2,4% 5.745 58 4.131024 9.663 70 0.13
$0,4% 1.066 20 8.631024 9.645 02 0.13

TABLE III. Energy levels of the HamiltonianH5p21x21x4/10 obtained
using the second order variational Sturmian approximation with the choice
$0,2,4% for the indexing setS3 . En

# are the highly accurate numerical values
of Ref. 10.

n En
# En

uEn2En
#u

En
#

0 1.065 286 1.066 13 7.931024

2 5.750 52 5.752 75 8.331024

4 11.098 60 9.684 83 0.127
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variational Sturmian approximation, one may alternatively chooseS25$2,4%. This choice yields
E25E255.745 58 andE45E159.6637. Again this value forE2 is an order of magnitude bette
than the value obtained using the zero order variational Sturmian approximation, where
value forE4 is less accurate. One can also tryS25$0,4%. As expected, this choice yields a le
accurate value than the choicesS25$0,2% andS25$2,4% for both E0 andE4 .

For the calculation of the first excited state we chooseS25$1,3%. Then we findE15E2

53.309 22 andE35E158.372 84. Once again the first order variational Sturmian approxima
of order one with the choiceS25$1,3% yields a more accurate result forE1 and a less accurat
result forE3 .

In general, in the calculation of the energy levelsEn with n>2, there are two alternative
choices for the indexing setS2 . In view of the parity properties of the eigenvectors, these
$n,n12% and$n22,n%. The fact that there is no physical reason to distinguish between thes
choices suggests that for these levels one should consider the second order variational S
approximation with the choiceS35$n22,n,n12%.

Table III includes the results of the second order variational Sturmian approximation c
sponding to the indexing setS35$0,2,4%. This approximation yields more accurate values forE0

than the zero and first order variational Sturmian approximations. However, contrary to ou
pectation the value obtained forE2 is less accurate than the one given by the zero order app
mation and the first order approximation withS25$2,4%.

B. The quartic potential

Consider the quartic potential

V~x!5e x4. ~85!

We can easily obtain the energy levels of this potential using the zero order variational Stu
approximation by simply settingk50 in our formulas for the quartic anharmonic oscillato
Substitutingk50 in ~76!, we can write Eq.~75! in the form

E5qn
1/35\S \e

2m2D 1/3F S n1
1

2D 2

~11n219n14!G1/3

. ~86!

In view of Eqs.~37!, ~43!, ~72!, ~86!, andk50, we have

an5\21~m\e!1/3S 11n219n14

2n11 D 1/3

, ~87!

En5S 8n14

11n219n14D 2/3S 17

7
n21

15

7
n11DE0 , ~88!

E0ª
7\

8 S \e

2m2D 1/3

. ~89!

In Table IV, we present the values obtained using Eq.~88! for the energy levels of a quarti
potential withm51/2 ande51 in units where\51. This table also includes accurate numeric
resultsEn

# and the results of the zero and first order WKB approximation given in Refs. 11 an
The relative differenceuEn2En

#u/En
# is about 0.04 for the ground state and ranges between

31024 and 8.731023 for the energy levelsE2 ,E4 ,E6 ,E8 ,E10, andE16.
Table V includes the results of the first and second order variational Sturmian approxim

for E0 ,E2 , andE4 .
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C. The Gaussian potential

Consider the Gaussian potential

V~x!52le2ex2/2. ~90!

In order to apply the results of Sec. IV to this potential, we writeV(x)5Ṽ(x)2l where

Ṽ~x!5l~12e2ex2/2!. ~91!

Then ase tends to zero,Ṽ(x) approaches to the harmonic oscillator potential~27! with k5le.
Clearly, the energy eigenvalues associated withV and Ṽ are related by

En5Ẽn2l. ~92!

In the following we use the zero order variational Sturmian approximation to obtain the gr
state energy of the potentialṼ. The excited energy levels can be obtained similarly.

We first note that for the ground staten50, and Eq.~50! for the potentialṼ takes the form

E5& 0^0uṼu2&05&0^0uVu2&052&l 0^0ue2ex2/2u2&052&lE
2`

`

0^0ux&e2ex2/2^xu2&0 dx.

~93!

We can evaluate the right-hand side of~93! using the well-known expression for the eigenfun
tions of the harmonic oscillator, namely~32! and

^xu2&05S a0

4p D 1/4

~2a0x221!e2a0x2/2. ~94!

TABLE IV. Energy levels of the HamiltonianH5p21x4 in units where\51. En
# are the highly accurate numerical value

of Refs. 11 and 12.En are the values obtained using the zero order variational Sturmian approximation.En
WKB(0) and

En
WKB(1) are the values obtained using the zero and first order WKB approximation~Ref. 11!, respectively.

n En
# En

uEn2En
#u

En
# En

(0)
uEn

WKB(0)2En
#u

En
# En

(1)
uEn

WKB(1)2En
#u

En
#

0 1.060 362 1.102 43 0.040 0.87 0.17 0.98 0.076
1 3.869 29
2 7.455 697 7.460 48 6.431024 7.4140 5.631023 7.4558 1.431025

3 11.6007
4 16.261 826 16.1691 5.731023 16.233 615 1.731023 16.261 937 6.831026

6 26.528 471 26.3349 7.331023 26.506 336 8.331024 26.528 513 1.931025

8 37.923 001 37.6218 7.931023 37.904 472 4.931024 37.923 021 5.331027

10 50.256 255 49.8404 8.331023 50.240 152 3.131024 50.256 266 2.231027

16 91.798 06 91.0012 8.731023

TABLE V. Energy levels of the HamiltonianH5p21x4 obtained using the first and second order variational Sturm
approximation.N is the order of the approximation.En

# are the accurate numerical results reported in Ref. 11.

N SN E0

uE02E0
#u

E0
# E2

uE22E2
#u

E2
# E4

uE42E4
#u

E4
#

2 $0,2% 1.081 10 0.0196 7.608 84 0.0205
2 $2,4% 7.426 69 3.8931023 16.4461 0.0113
2 $0,4% 1.081 66 0.0200 16.4114 9.1231023

3 $0,2,4% 1.080 10 0.0195 7.565 28 0.0147 16.5670 0.0188
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Substituting Eqs.~32! and ~94! in Eq. ~93! and performing the necessary calculations, we find

E~E1p!35l2p2, ~95!

where

pª
\2e

4m
. ~96!

Introducing

hª11
E
p

, ~97!

we can write Eq.~95! in the form

f ~h!ªh42h32r 50, ~98!

where

rª
l2

p2 5
16l2m2

\4e2 . ~99!

It is not difficult to show that for allr .0, f (h) has a single minimum ath53/4. The minimum
is f (3/4)52(27/2561r ),0. Furthermore,f (0)5 f (1)52r ,0 and limh→` f (h)5`. There-
fore, f (h) has a single positive root that is greater than 1. This root is given by

h!5 1
4 ~112j1A324j21j21!, ~100!

where

jª 1
2A12a1b, aª 3

2z~11A11z3!1/3,

bª 3
2z~211A11z3!1/3, zª

4

3
~4r !1/3.

In view of Eq. ~97! and the fact thath0.1, Eq. ~95! has a single positive solution, namely

E5p~h!21!. ~101!

Having obtained the parameterE, we next compute

W50^0uṼu0&05l~12A12h!
21!. ~102!

Here we have made use of Eqs.~32!, ~37!, ~91!, ~96!, and~101!. Substituting this equation and Eq
~101! in Eq. ~43! and using Eqs.~92! and ~99!, we find the ground state energy of the Gauss
potential~90! to be

E05Ẽ02l52lFA12h!
211

12h!

2Ar
G . ~103!

In order to reveal the asymptotic behavior ofE0 , we investigate the power series expansion
the right-hand side of Eq.~103!.

For r @1, i.e., (e/l) →0,
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E052l@12r 21/41 3
8r

21/22 1
32r

23/42 1
128r

211O~r 25/4!#. ~104!

For r !1, i.e., (e/l) →`,

E052S lAr

2 D @12r 13r 2213r 3168r 41O~r 5!#. ~105!

Therefore, for fixedl,

lim
e→01

E052l, ~106!

lim
e→`

E05 lim
e→`

F2
4m2l2

\2e G502, ~107!

and for fixede,

lim
l→01

E05 lim
l→0

F2
4m2l2

\2e G502, ~108!

lim
l→`

E052`. ~109!

Clearly, the asymptotic behavior ofE0 , as given by Eqs.~106!–~109!, agrees with the qualitative
analysis of the eigenvalue problem for the Gaussian potential.

It is not difficult to see that in the limite→0 perturbation theory provides reliable resul
Writing the Gaussian potential~90! in the form

V5V01dV, ~110!

with V0 given by Eq.~23! and performing the standard calculations,1 we find that the zero and firs
order perturbation theory yield, respectively,

E0
(0)52l~12r 21/4!, ~111!

E0
(1)52l~11r 21/4!21/252l@12 1

2r
21/41 3

8r
21/22 5

16r
23/41O~r 21!#. ~112!

HereE0
( l ) is the ground state energy for the Gaussian potential~90! obtained using thel th order

perturbation theory.
Comparing Eq.~104! with Eqs.~111! and~112!, one finds that in the pertubative region whe

r @1, the variational Sturmian approximation of order zero agrees with the results of the p
bation theory. In fact, since by constructionE0 is the expectation value of the energy of th
Sturmianuf0&, the fact thatE0,E0

(0) shows that even in the pertubative region the variatio
Sturmian approximation of order zero is a better approximation than the zero order pertur
theory. By the same reasoning, becauseE0.E0

(1) , the first order perturbation theory yields a bett
result. Note however that the wave function obtained in the first order perturbation theory
infinite sum whereas the wave function in the zero order Sturmian approximation is given e
itly.

Another interesting limit is the delta function limit of the potentialV wherel5aAe/(2p),
e→`, andV(x)→2ad(x). Herea is a fixed coupling constant. In this limitr→0 and the ground
state energy is given by Eq.~105! according to

E052
ma2

p\2 . ~113!
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This result has the same order of magnitude as the exact result:

E052
ma2

2\2 . ~114!

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have outlined a variationally improved Sturmian approximation and applied our resu
the harmonic oscillator Sturmians. For these Sturmians we could solve the associated var
problem in the zero order Sturmian approximation exactly. We have used our variational Stu
approximation in the calculation of the energy levels of various potentials. We have show
using a few harmonic oscillator Sturmians, one obtains quite reliable results. In genera
variational Sturmian approximation is a better approximation than the conventional Stu
approximation.

Because the harmonic oscillator potential is a confining potential, we expect that the m
is more suitable for the confining potentials such as the quartic anharmonic oscillator an
quartic potential. We can base this argument on a more quantitative reasoning by address
problem of classifying the potentials for which the Sturmian approximation is exact. It is
difficult to show that these potentials satisfy

V~xW !5E2E1S (n50
N (aCn

abnfn,a~xW !

(n50
N Cn

afn,a~xW !
DV0~xW !, ~115!

whereE, E, andCn
a are constants andfn,a(xW )ª^xuWfn ,a&. Equation~115! follows from Eqs.~1!,

~2!, ~3!, and~11!.
For example, the potentials for which the first order harmonic oscillator Sturmian approx

tion with S25$0,2% yields an exact eigenfunction are of the form

V~x!5E2
\2a0

2m
1S \2a0

2

2m D F e22a0x2/51S z

5D ~2a0 x225!

e22a0x2/515z~2a0 x225!
G x2, ~116!

where a0 is a real parameter with the dimension of~length!22 and z is a dimensionless rea
parameter. As seen from Eq.~116!, these potentials tend to the harmonic oscillator potential
uxu→`. In particular, asuxu→`, V→`. This asymptotic behavior is also valid for higher ord
harmonic oscillator Sturmian approximations. This observation shows that the harmonic osc
Sturmian approximation is more reliable for confining potentials.

We conclude this paper with a couple of remarks.
~1! The variational principle used in the variational Sturmian approximation leads t

algebraic~nondifferential! equation for the parameterE. The acceptable solutions for this equatio
are those which are real and positive. The fact that for all the cases we consider there is a
real positive solution corresponding to each eigenvalueEn is quite remarkable. This observatio
may be viewed as a consistency check for the Sturmian approximation.

~2! In our selection of the Sturmians in the first and higher order Sturmian approximation
used the information about the parity properties of the Sturmians and the energy eigenfun
For example we ruled out the first order variational Sturmian approximation withS25$0,1%. If we
perform the necessary calculations, we find that for this choice the functionst and w vanish
identically and the matricesT andS are diagonal. Therefore, the secular equation~19! yields the
same results as the zero order Sturmian approximation. This can also be seen from the re
Ref. 5.
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Hartree approximation I: The fixed point approach
E. Prodana) and P. Nordlander
Rice University, Department of Physics—MS 61, 6100 Main Street,
Houston, Texas 77005-1892

~Received 7 February 2001; accepted for publication 10 April 2001!

We consider the Hartree approximation at finite temperature. We give a justification
of this approximation by using the methods of functional integration. For finite
temperatures, a fixed point approach to solving the Hartree problem is proposed.
For a class of two-body interactions and background potentials that includes the
Coulomb interaction, we prove that the Hartree equation has a unique solution
provided the coupling constant is small. We also prove a similar result for local
density theory. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1379747#

I. INTRODUCTION

For an interacting fermionic system, we consider the approximation that, diagrammat
can be written as in Fig. 1. In solid state physics, this approximation is also called the H
approximation. This approximation is different from the classical Hartree approximation,1–3 which
neglects the Fermi–Dirac statistics for particles. In the following, we will refer to diagra
~including the Fermi–Dirac statistics! as the Hartree approximation. The equations for this
proximation @see Eqs.~16! and ~18!# are formally the same as the equations for the restric
classical Hartree approximation. Consider for example zero temperature. Then, in both cas
equations are (H01n* v)h i5l ih i , where n5S i uh i u2 is the density of particles andv is the
two-body interaction. In the restricted classical Hartree approximation, the only constrain
posed on$h i% i is that they are normalized.4 These functions can be the same, for example. Th
this constraint does not prevent particles from collapsing into a single state. This problem ha
considered in Ref. 5 and classified as an open question. In a recent paper,6 it was proven that
indeed, for the restricted classical Hartree problem, particles do collapse into a single state
special conditions and the approximation reduces to a purely local density approximatio
what we here call the Hartree approximation, this collapse will not happen because of the
exclusion principle, which only allows one particle in each state. We also mention that the
sical Hartree approximation cannot be extended at finite temperatures. For this, one has to
a statistics on the particles.

One can see that the Hartree approximation follows from the Hartree–Fock approxima
one omits the exchange diagram~Fig. 2!. Let us mention a few reasons why the Hartree appro
mation is of interest. One reason for considering this approximation rather than the Hartree
approximation is that the later one may give up to 100% error when applied to homoge
electron gas.7 Another reason is that analyzing diagram 1 is the first step towards a rigo
analysis of the solutions of the local density approximation. Also, we found that the Ha
approximation is equivalent to the Gaussian approximation.8 Given the importance of the Gaus
ian approximation in the study of the bosonic quantum fields, this equivalence is another
reason for considering the Hartree approximation. Finally, this approximation may be inter
because the symmetry breaking phenomenon is present. We found that, at low temperature
the absence of any background potential, the stable solution of the Hartree equation corresp
a nonuniform, periodic density of particles.

We decided to divide our results in three parts, where three important aspects of this mo
analyzed. Our analysis covers only the small limit of the coupling constants. In the first pa

a!Electronic mail: emprodan@rice.edu
33900022-2488/2001/42(8)/3390/17/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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investigate the Hartree approximation for finite systems~i.e., finite volumes and finite number o
particles!. In the second part, we investigate the thermodynamic limit and in the third par
present the proof of a symmetry breaking within this model. This paper includes the first par
main result is that, at finite temperatures, the Hartree equation can be formulated as a fixe
problem. The fixed point approach is used then to prove that there is a unique solution
Hartree equations, provided the coupling constant is small enough. A similar result is prov
the local density theory. The fixed point approach has been advocated by some pedagogi
books9 as a standard method for solving the Hartree or Hartree–Fock equations. Various ite
schemes have been proposed for finding this fixed point. In practice, all these iterative sc
may have convergence problems,10–12 and there are only a few rigorous results about th
convergency.11–14The fact that these schemes converge does not necessarily mean that the
lute minimum of the energy has been achieved. All one can say, in general, is that the ab
minimum exists.4,5 The uniqueness is still an open problem.15 To our knowledge, our result is th
first step in this direction. Unfortunately, the result is valid only in the small limit of the coup
constants. Still, as we shall see, this limit is not trivial at all.

II. HARTREE APPROXIMATION FROM A FUNCTIONAL INTEGRAL POINT OF VIEW

We consider in this paper only spin independent interactions. Therefore, we will not tak
account the spin degree of freedom. Let us consider a two-body interaction:

LI5
1

2 E c†~xW !c†~yW !v~xW2yW !c~yW !c~xW !dxW dyW . ~1!

Suppose that the one particle system is described by a HamiltonianH0 :D(H0),H→H, whereH
is a Hilbert space. In the Euclidean region~i.e., imaginary time!, the system is described by th
interacting measure:16

FIG. 1. The Hartree equation: the thick lines represents the exact propagator.

FIG. 2. The Hartree–Fock equation: the thick line represents the exact propagator.
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dm5e2A~c†,c!dmCY E e2A~c†,c!dmC , ~2!

where the action is given by

A~c†,c!5
1

2 E c†~xW ,t!c†~yW ,t8!v~xW2yW !d~t2t8!c~yW ,t8!c~xW ,t!dxW dt dyW t8. ~3!

The Grassmann Gaussian measure,mC , corresponds to covariance:

C5~]t1H02m!21. ~4!

The variablet takes values inI 5@2b/2,b/2# and anti-periodic boundary conditions are impos
at 6b/2. By using the anti-commutation relations~in the Euclidean region,c and c† anti-
commutes!, the action can be written in the analogous form

A~c†,c!5
1

2 E @ n̂~xW ,t!2n~xW !#v~xW2yW !d~t2t8!@ n̂~yW ,t8!2n~yW !#dxW dt dyW t8

1E Vn~xW !n̂~xW ,t!dxW dt2En , ~5!

wheren̂(xW ,t)5c†(xW ,t)c(xW ,t) is the density of particles operator,Vn andEn are given by

Vn~xW !5E v~xW2yW !n~yW !dyW , ~6!

En5b/2E n~xW !v~xW2yW !n~yW !dxW dyW , ~7!

andn(xW ) is yet an unknown function. The way to the Hartree approximation is similar to the
to the Gaussian approximation for boson fields.8 Our goal is to cancel the quadratic term of th
action by a change of covariance and by normal ordering.

Proposition 1: Let C8 be defined by

C85~]t1H01Vn2m!21.

Then

dm5e2A8~c†,c!dmC8Y E e2A8~c†,c!dmC8 ,

where

A8~c†,c!5
1

2 E „n̂~x!2n~xW !…v~x2y!„n̂~y!2n~yW !…dx dy,

and v(x2y)[v(xW2yW )d(t2t8). We denoted x[(t,xW ).
Proof: Let us consider an orthonormal basis$ej% j PN . For f PH, we use the notation

c~ f ![E dx f~x!c~x!. ~8!

The quadratic term can be expressed as
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E Vn~xW !n̂~x!dx5S i , j^ei ,Vn~xW !ej&c
†~ei !c~ej !. ~9!

We notice that this operator commutes with the field operator. Then we have successively

e2*Vn~xW !n̂~x!dx dmC5e2S i , j ^ei ,Vnej &c
†~ei !c~ej !

1

detC21 e2S i , j ^ei ,C21ej &c
†~ei !c~ej !)

i , j
dc†~ei !dc~ej !

5
1

detC21 e2S i , j ^ei ~C211Vn!ej &c
†~ei !c~ej !)

i , j
dc†~ei !dc~ej !

5
det@11VnC#

detC821 e2S i , j ^ei ,C821ej &c
†~ei !c~ej !)

i , j
dc†~ei !dc~ej !

5det@11VnC#dmC8 . ~10!

This is in fact the Gaussian identity for fermions. With this expression, the proposition fol
immediately. j

The next step is to observe that if

^n̂~x!&mC8
[E n̂~x!dmC85n~xW !, ~11!

then

n̂~x!2n~xW !5..c†~x!c~x!:mC8
, ~12!

the normal ordering with respect to the measuremC8 . Condition~11! is a self-consistent equatio
for n and, as we shall see, it coincides with the Hartree equation. Let us summarize. We p
that, if ~11! has a solution, the original interacting measure is equal to

dm5e2A8~c†,c!dmCHY E e2A8~c†,c!dmCH
, ~13!

where

A8~c†,c!5
1

2 E :c†~x!c~x!:mCH
v~x2y!:c†~y!c~y!:mCH

dx dy. ~14!

The covarianceCH is constructed from the solution to the Hartree equations through Eq.~17!.
Indeed, a simple calculus shows

^n̂~x!&mC8
52C8~xW ,t;xW ,t10!. ~15!

If $h i ,« i% i is the set of eigenvectors and the corresponding eigenvalues ofH01Vn :

S H01E v~xW2yW !n~yW !dyW Dh i5« ih i ; ~16!

then

C8~xW ,t;xW8,t8!5S ih i~xW !h i~xW8!* e2j i ~t2t8!H 12 f b~j i !, for t>t8,

2 f b~j i !, for t,t8,
~17!
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wherej i5« i2m and f b(x)5(11ebx)21 is the Fermi–Dirac distribution. Then Eq.~11! reduces
to

n~xW !5S i f b~j i !uh i~xW !u2. ~18!

One can recognize in~16! and~18! the usual Hartree equations. Thus, from the functional inte
point of view, the Hartree approximation is just a convenient~probably the best! starting point for
future expansions. This is because, due to the normal ordering inA8(c†,c), the tadpole diagrams
are no longer present in any diagrammatic analysis beyond the Hartree approximation: the
been absorbed in the covarianceCH . We end this section by noticing that already condition~11!
suggests a fixed point approach for this problem. This is developed in the next section.

III. THE FIXED POINT APPROACH

From now on,H0 will be the sum of2 1
2DD and a background potentialU, defined over a

finite box vol5@2a,a#dPRd, d>1. We denoted byDD the Laplace operator with Dirichle
boundary conditions~other boundary conditions can be also considered!. Later calculations~Sec.
IV ! force us to defineH0 through the Kato–Relich theorem. More precisely, we need the s
type of estimates as in the Kato–Relich theorem. Thus it is natural to define the Hamilton
this way. In the variational approach, is natural to define the Hamiltonian through the
theorem,17 based on estimates on the symmetric quadratic forms which are needed anyway
approach. The class of potentials included in the later case is larger than the class of poten
can include in our approach. We start with the following result.

Proposition 2: Let VPLp(vol), p>max$2,(d11)/2%. Let L denote the lattice@(p/2a)Z1#d,
where Z1 is the set of strictly positive integers and letDdkW5(p/2a)d be the volume of its unit cell
Then, for fPD(2 1

2DD) and z¹R1 :

iV fiL2~vol!<kp,ziViLp~pol!i~2 1
2DD2z! f iL2~vol! .

The constant is given by

kp,z5@~p/2!dSkWPLu 1
2kW

22zu2pDdkW #1/p.

Proof: This will be an extension of the estimates presented in Ref. 17~p. 171! to the case
when the boundary conditions are present. The eigenvalues and eigenstates of2 1

2DD are labeled
by a point of the latticeL:

kW5S p

2a
n1 ,...,

p

2a
ndD . ~19!

They are given by

EkW5
1

2
kW 2, fkW~x!5a2d/2)

i 51

d

wni
~xi /a!, ~20!

where

wn~x!5H sin~npx/2!, for n51,3,5,...,

cos~npx/2!, for n52,4,6,... .
~21!

We denote byl p the Banach space ofp-summable infinite sequences. Forf PL2(vol), we denote
by SkWPL f kWfkW(x) its decomposition in the basis$fkW%kWPL . We need to prove first a Hausdorf
Young type inequality, namely,
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i f iLq~vol!<a2~d/2!~1/p21/q!i$ f kW%kWPLi l p ,
1

q
1

1

p
51,q>2. ~22!

This inequality follows from

i f iL`~vol!<a2d/2i$ f kW%kWPLi l 1 and i f iL2~vol!5i$ f kW%kWPLi l 2, ~23!

which can be interpolated using the Riesz–Thorin theorem to get~22!. Then, for an arbitraryf
PD(2 1

2DD) and 1/p11/r 51/2:

iV fiL2~vol!<iViLp~vol!i f iLr ~vol!

<a2~d/2!~1/q21/r !iViLp~vol!i$ f kW%kWPLi l q, ~24!

with 1/r 11/q51. Moreover,

i$ f kW%kPLi l q5i$~ 1
2kW

22z!21~ 1
2kW

22z! f kW%kWPLi l q

<i$~ 1
2kW

22z!21%kWPLi l si$~
1
2kW

22z! f kW%kWPLi l 2

5i$~ 1
2kW

22z!21ikWPLi l si~2 1
2DD2z! f iL2~vol! , ~25!

where 1/q51/s11/2. In fact this constraint imposess5p. We can conclude that

iV fiL2~vol!<a2d/pi$~ 1
2kW

22z!21%kWPLi lpi~2 1
2DD2z! f iL2~vol! . ~26!

In the above relation,p must be greater than (d11)/2 in order to have a finite right hand side. Th
starting constraint 1/p11/r 51/2 imposesp>2 and this finishes the proof. j

Proposition 3: Suppose the two-body interaction, v, belongs to Lp(Rd). Then so it does Vn as
long as nPL1(vol).

Proof: Because the two-body interaction is given, in general, overRd, we can extendVn

5v* n over the entireRd. Then, from the Young inequality,

iVniLp~vol!<iVniLp~Rd! ~27!

<iviLp~Rd!ixvolniL1~Rd!5iviLp~Rd!iniL1~vol!.
j

From the above estimates, it seems that a natural class of potentials and two-body interactio
be Lp with p>max$2,(d11)/2%. For a given potential, we have, in general, to take care of
singularities and the way it decreases to infinity. We can separate them by dividing the poten
two: one part includes the singularities and the other part includes the behavior at infinity. T
more natural class of potentials will beLp1Lq, wherep must be small to include the singularitie
and q large to include different decays at infinity. In fact, based on our previous estimate
optimal class will beLm1L`, wherem5max$2,(d11)/2%. We do not know if our estimates ar
optimal. However, ford53, it follows from Ref. 17@problem ~14!# that L21L` is indeed the
maximal class of potentials for which the Kato–Relich theorem applies. Thus we will con
from now on thatUPLm(vol)1L`(vol) and vPLm(Rd)1L`(Rd). This potential can be as
singular asuxu2(d21)/22« with «,1/2. Ford53, this includes the Coulomb interaction. Along th
paper,i•i will denote the operatorial norm onL2(vol).

Theorem 4: Suppose the background and the two-body interaction satisfies the above c
tions and let U5U (1)1U (2) andv5v (1)1v (2) be a decomposition in Lm1L`. Then we have the
following.

(i) H 052 1
2DD1U and Hn5H01Vn are self-adjoint on D(21/2DD).

(ii) H 0 and Hn have only pure punctual spectrum.
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(iii) exp(2H0) is of trace class.
(iv) For z¹sH0

øR1 :

iVn~H02z!21i<K1~z!iniL1~vol! ,

where the constant is given by:

K1~z!5km,z~11iU~H02z!21i !iv ~1!iLm~Rd!1d~z,sH0
!21iv ~2!iL`~Rd! ,

and

iU~H02z!21i<~12km,ziU ~1!iLm~vol!!
21$km,ziU ~1!iLm~vol!1d~z,sH0

!21iU ~2!iL`~vol!%.

Proof: ~i! The affirmation follows from the Kato–Relich theorem.
~ii ! Both operators have compact resolvents which can be easily seen from resolvent id
~iii ! Using a technique that will be extensively used later, the affirmation follows from the

that exp(12DD) is trace class operator.18

~iv! It easily follows from Propositions 1 and 2. j

We are ready now to define the fixed point approach. If the total number of particles,N, is
conserved, then we must impose the following constraint:iniL15N.

Proposition 5: In the above conditions, forb,`, we have the following.

(i) The map:
T:L1~vol!→L1~vol!,

L1~vol!∋n→T@n#~xW !5~11eb~H01Vn2mn!!21~xW ,xW !,

is well defined. Here, mn is the unique solution of

N5Tr~11eb~H01Vn2m!!21.

(ii) The fixed points of T are solutions for the Hartree equation.

Proof: ~i! The proof is based on the following classic result.19

Proposition 6: For A a trace class, self-adjoint operator andf a convex function ons(A),
the following is true:

Trf~A!>(
m

f„~hm ,Ahm!…,

where$hm%m is any complete orthonormal set.
We usei•i1 to denote the trace norm. Also, let us denotefm,b(t)[(11eb(t2m))21. For a

large, positivea, let

ga5iVn~H01a!21i , ~28!

which is a decreasing function ofa. Consider$hm ,«m%m , the eigenvectors and the correspondi
eigenvalues ofH01Vn . Then, if fm,b8 (t)[e2b(t2m) anda is large enough:
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Trfm,b8 ~H0!5Trfm1a,b8 ~H01a!

>(
m

fm1a,b8 „~hm ,~H01a!hm!…

5(
m

fm1a,b8 @~«m1a!^hm ,~H01a!~H01a1Vn!21hm&#

5(
m

fm1a,b8 @~«m1a!^hm ,~11Vn~H01a!21!21hm&#

>(
m

fm1a,b8 @~«m1a!/~12ga!#

>(
m

fm1a,b@~«m1a!/~12ga!#

5(
m

f~12ga!m2aga ,b/~12ga!@«m#

5Trf~12ga!m2aga ,b/~12ga!@H01Vn#. ~29!

Taking

m85~m1aga!/~12ga! and b85~12ga!b, ~30!

we conclude that

i~11eb~H01Vn2m!!21i1,eb8m8 Tr exp~2b8H0!,`. ~31!

Thus the equation~in m!

N5Tr~11eb~H01Vn2m!!21, ~32!

makes sense. One can check that the right hand side is a continuous, strict monotone inc
function ofm. Moreover, the right hand side goes to` and 0 asm goes to6` respectively. Thus,
Eq. ~32! has a unique solution. Because (11eb(H01Vn2mn))21 is a positive defined self-adjoin
operator:

E ~11eb~H01Vn2mn!!21~xW ,xW !dxW5i~11eb~H01Vn2mn!!21i1,`, ~33!

from ~31!. This proves that (11eb(H01Vn2mn))21(xW ,xW ) exists as aL1(vol) function.

~ii ! From spectral decomposition:

T@n#~xW !5(
m

f b~«m2mn!uhm~xW !u2. ~34!

Thus the Hartree equation can be written asn(xW )5T@n#(xW ). j

The conditionb,` is essential here. IfH01Vn has degenerate eigenvalues, then it is
possible all the time to match the number of eigenvalues below the Fermi energy withN, whatever
value the Fermi energy has. This is why, at zero temperature, one has to assume thatH01Vn has
only nondegenerate eigenvalues, which is not necessarily at finite temperatures. The fixe
approach for a classical Hartree approximation also encounters a similar problem.5
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IV. THE SOLUTION OF THE HARTREE EQUATION

We investigate in this section the solutions of the Hartree equations. In many cases, a
ground charge,n0 , is present to assure the neutrality of the system:*n0(xW )dxW5N. In this case,Vn

is replaced by

Vn~xW !→Vn2n0
~xW !5lE v~xW2yW !„n~yW !2n0~yW !…dyW , ~35!

where we inserted a scaling parameterl. As we mentioned in the Introduction, a common way
solving the Hartree problem consists of the following. The density of particles in the absen
the two-body interaction~denoted here byn1! is chosen as the starting point for Hartree iteratio
Then one tests if the sequence$T +kn1%k converges. In our approach, the convergence must b
L1(vol).

Theorem 7: If the two-body interaction satisfies the conditions enunciated at the beginnin
the previous section, then, forl small enough, the sequence$T +kn1%k converges to the unique
solution of the Hartree equation.

Remark:According to our estimates, the maximum value of the coupling constant depen
the number of particles and temperature. Only if one assumes special conditions like period
the background potential, then one can prove~second part of this work! that this value does no
depend on the number of particles. The dependency on temperature it is not due to our im
estimates. We will prove in third part that there is a symmetry breaking at zero temperature.
the maximum value of the coupling constant for which the Hartree problem has a unique so
does go to zero at low temperatures, unless some special conditions are imposed~like nondegen-
erate eigenvalues, band gaps, etc.!. The proof of the theorem is based on several proposition

Proposition 8: Let n1 , n2PL1(vol) and let us use the shortening: Hn1,2
5H01Vn1,22n0

. Then

iT@n1#2T@n2#iL1<2i~11eb~Hn1
2mM !!21/22~11eb~Hn2

2mM !!21/2i„i~11eb~Hn1
2mM !!21/2i1

1i~11eb~Hn2
2mM !!21/2i1…,

wheremM5max$mn1
,mn2

%.
Proof: Supposemn2

>mn1
. We have, successively,

iT@n1#2T@n2#iL1<i~11eb~Hn1
2mn1

!!212~11eb~Hn2
2mn2

!!21i1

<i~11eb~Hn1
2mn1

!!212~11eb~Hn1
2mn2

!!21i1

1i~11eb~Hn1
2mn2

!!212~11eb~Hn2
2mn2

!!21i1 . ~36!

From

N5Tr~11eb~Hn1
2mn1

!!215Tr~11eb~Hn2
2mn2

!!21, ~37!

it follows that

i~11eb~Hn1
2mn1

!!212~11eb~Hn1
2mn2

!!21i1

5Tr$~11eb~Hn1
2mn2

!!212~11eb~Hn1
2mn1

!!21%

5Tr$~11eb~Hn1
2mn2

!!212~11eb~Hn2
2mn2

!!21%

<i~11eb~Hn1
2mn2

!!212~11eb~Hn2
2mn2

!!21i1 . ~38!

At this step we can conclude that
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iT@n1#2T@n2#iL1<2i~11eb~Hn1
2mn2

!!212~11eb~Hn2
2mn2

!!21i1 . ~39!

Then the proposition follows from the identity

~11eb~Hn1
2mn2

!!212~11eb~Hn2
2mn2

!!21

5~11eb~Hn1
2mn2

!!21/2$~11eb~Hn1
2mn2

!!21/22~11eb~Hn2
2mn2

!!21/2%

1$~11eb~Hn1
2mn2

!!21/22~11eb~Hn2
2mn2

!!21/2%~11eb~Hn2
2mn2

!!21/2, ~40!

and the basic inequalityiABi1<iAi1iBiL2 or iAiL2iBi1 for A trace class andB bounded, orvice
versa. j

We continue with the evaluation of the two terms that appear in the above proposition. L
denotefm,b(t)5(11eb(t2m))21/2. Because this function is convex fort>m1b21 ln 2, one can
define a family of convex functions,f̄m,b , such thatf̄m,b(t)>fm,b(t) for any m, tPR and b

PR1 , with equality for t larger than sometc(m,b).m1b21 ln 2. Also, f̄m,b(t) can be chosen
continuous in the parametersm andb, increasing with respect tom and decreasing with respect t
b.

Proposition 9: With the above notations, fora negative anduau large enough,

i~11e~bH01lVn2n0
2m!!21/2i1<Trf̄m8,b8~H0!,

where

m85„m2aK1~a!j…/„12K1~a!j…

and

b85„12K1~a!j…b.

We used the notationj[lin2n0iL1(vol) .

Proof: Let $hm ,«m%m be the eigenvectors and the corresponding eigenvalues ofH0

1lVn2n0
. Then we have successively,

Trf̄m,b~H0!5Trf̄m2a,b~H02a!

>(
m

f̄m2a,b@^hm ,~H02a!hm&#

5(
m

f̄m2a,b@~«m2a!^hm ,~H02a!~H01lVn2n0
2a!21hm&#

5(
m

f̄m2a,b@~«m2a!^hm ,„11lVn2n0
~H02a!21

…

21hm&#

>(
m

f̄m2a,b@~«m2a!/„12liVn2n0
~H02a!21i…#

>(
m

f̄m2a,b@~«m2a!/„12lK1~a!in2n0iL1…#

>(
m

fm2a,1gb@~«m2a!/„12K1~a!j…#

5Trfm2a,b@~Hn2a!/„12K1~a!j…#. ~41!
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Replacingm andb by m8 andb8, the proposition follows. j

An important remark is that the bound found in the above proposition is a continuou
creasing function ofj andm.

Proposition 10: For n1 , n2PL1(vol) the following is true:

i~11eb~Hn1
2m!!21/22~11eb~Hn2

2m!!21/2iL2<K2~m,b,j!lin12n2iL1~vol! ,

wherej denotes nowmax$lin12n0iL1,lin22n0iL1%.
Proof: From

~11eb~Hn1
2m!!21/22~11eb~Hn2

2m!!21/2

5
l

2p i EC
~1eb~z2m!!21/2~z2Hn1

!21

3~Vn12n0
2Vn22n0

!~z2Hn2
!21dz, ~42!

whereC is a curve in the complex plane that surrounds the spectrum ofHn1,2
andfm,b is analytic

inside ofC. Then

i~11eb~Hn1
2m!!21/22~11eb~Hn2

2m!!21/2i

<
l

2p E
C
udzuu11eb~z2m!u21/2d~z,s!21iVn12n2

~z2Hn2
!21i , ~43!

wheres is the semi-axis starting from«0 , the bottom ofsHn1
øsHn2

. ChoosingC as in Fig. 3,

d(z,s)5p/(2b):

i~11eb~Hn1
2m!!21/22~11eb~Hn2

2m!!21/2i

<
lb

p2 EC
udzuu11eb~z2m!u21/2iVn12n2

~z2Hn2
!21i . ~44!

Because Theorem 4 gives an estimate ofiVn12n2
(z2H0)21i , one can try

iVn12n2
~z2Hn2

!21i

5iVn12n2
~z2H0!21

„12lVn22n0
~z2H0!21

…

21i

<iVn12n2
~z2H0!21i /„12liVn22n0

~z2H0!21i…. ~45!

FIG. 3. ContourC, used in Proposition 10. The poles of (11eb(z2m))21 at m6 ip/b are marked.
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However, this will not work for two reasons. The first reason is that, ford53, km,z ~defined in
Proposition 2! diverges as Rez goes to infinity and Imz is kept finite, so it will diverge at the end
of C. This can be seen for large volumes, whenkm,z can be approximated by

km,z5F ~2p!2dE
Rd

uk2/22zu22ddkG1/2

5A Sd21

221d/2pd21r22d/2 sinu/2
, ~46!

wherez5reiu andSd is the surface of thed dimensional sphere. The second reason is that, as
temperature decreases, we are forced to take the curveC closer and closer to the real axis to avo
the poles of (11eb(z2m))21 and to stay in the domain of analyticity of (11eb(z2m))21/2. In either
case,liVn22n0

(z2H0)21i becomes greater than one, for any finite value ofl. However, the
following procedure solves the problem. Consider the curveC8 as in Fig. 4. ForzPC we consider
the line that passes throughz and the closest point ofs to the z. Then, we associate to everyz
PC a point z̄PC8 defined by the intersection of this line withC8. With the notations from Fig. 4,
it is clear thatkz̄ ( z̄PC8) can be made smaller than any positive number by properly choosinx0

and u0 . This means thatK1( z̄) ~defined in Theorem 4! can be made as small as we wan
Moreover, the following is true:

iVn12n2
~z2Hn2

!21i

5iVn12n2
~ z̄2Hn2

!21~ z̄2Hn2
!~z2Hn2

!21i

<iVn12n2
~ z̄2Hn2

!21i sup
xP@«0 ,`!

~ z̄2x!/~z2x!

5iVn12n2
~ z̄2Hn2

!21id~ z̄,s!/d~z,s!. ~47!

With the above remark, one can continue:

iVn12n2
~z2Hn2

!21i<iVn12n2
~ z̄2H0!21i

d~ z̄,s!/d~z,s!

12iVn22n0
~ z̄2H0!21i

<
d~ z̄,s!

d~z,s!

K1~ z̄!

12K1~ z̄!j
lin12n2iL1~vol! . ~48!

Thus we can conclude that

i~11eb~Hn1
2m!!21/22~11eb~Hn2

2m!!21/2i

<K2~m,b,j!lin12n2iL1~vol! , ~49!

FIG. 4. ContourC8 used in Proposition 10. It is shown, graphically, howz̄ is chosen.
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where

K2~m,b,j!5
2b2

p3 E
C
udzuu11eb~z2m!u21/2

d~ z̄,s!K1~ z̄!

12K1~ z̄!j
. ~50!

The divergence ofd( z̄,s) as Rez→` is canceled by the exponential decay ofu11eb(z2m)u21/2.
One can easily check thatK2(m,b,j) is increasing with respect tom andj. j

The last estimate we need is a bound onmn . For this, we define a convex function,fI m,b that
goes below (11eb(t2m))21:

fI m,b~ t !<~11eb~ t2m!!21, for any t,mPR and bPR1 . ~51!

This function needs to be convex only fort>«0 , the bottom ofsH01Vn
. To be more explicit, let

g(t) be the linear function that, fortP@«0 ,`), goes below the Fermi–Dirac distribution
fm,b(t)5(11eb(t2m))21, and it is as close as it is possible to (11eb(t2m))21. In this case,g(t)
is tangent to (11eb(t2m))21 in some point,tc , and g(«0)5fm,b(«0). Then fI m,b(t) can be
chosen asg(t) for tP@«0 ,tc# and asfm,b(t) for t.tc .

Proposition 11: The constraint N5Trfmn
(H01Vn2n0

) improses an upper limit onmn . An

estimate of this limit can be found from the following implicit relation:

N>TrfI mn ,b~„11K1~a!j…H02aK1~a!j!,

wherea is a negative number andj5lin2n0iL1(vol) .
Proof: Let $hm

0 ,lm%m be the set of eigenvectors and the corresponding eigenvalues ofH0 .
Then, fora negative anduau large enough,

N5Trfmn ,b@H01lVn2n0
#

>TrfI mn
@H01lVn2n0

#

>(
m

fI mn ,b@^hm
0 ,~H01lVn2n0

!hm
0 &#

5(
m

fI mn ,b@^hm
0 ,~H01lVn2n0

2a!hm
0 &1a#

5(
m

fI mn ,b@^hm
0 ,„11lVn2n0

~H02a!21
…hm

0 &~lm2a!1a#

>(
m

fI mn ,b@„11lK1~a!in2n0iL1…~lm2a!1a#

5TrfI mn ,b@„11lK1~a!in2n0iL1…H02alK1~a!in2n0iL1#. ~52!

An important property offI m,b is that

fI m,b~ t !.fI m8,b~ t !, for m.m8. ~53!

Also, fI m(t)→1 asm→`. This means that

TrfI mn ,b~„11K1~a!j…H02aK1~a!j! ——→
m→`

`, ~54!

monotonically, so that
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N>TrfI mn ,b@„11K1~a!j…H02aK1~a!j#, ~55!

does impose an upper limit onmn . j

Proof of Theorem 7:Let us consider an«-ball aroundn1 :

nPB«~n1!⇔in2n1iL1<«. ~56!

Let d5in02n1iL1 and let us note thatB«(n1),B«1d(n0). We are interested first to find thos
conditions in whichT@B«(n1)#,B«(n1). We denotej[l(«1d). From Proposition 11, it follows
that, fornPB«1d(n0),

TrfI mn ,b„~11K1~a!j!H02aK1~a!j…<N, ~57!

wherea is a negative number. This shows thatmn is bounded by somemM which is a function
only of j. Moreover,mM(j) is an increasing function ofj. Becausef̄m,b in Proposition 9 is
increasing with respect tom and decreasing with respect tob andK2(m,b,j) in Proposition 10 is
increasing with respect tom andj, it follows that, for anyn,n8PB«1d(n0),

iT@n#2T@n8#iL1<4 Trf̄m
M8 ~j!,b8~j!~H0!K2„mM~j!,b,j…lin2n8iL1, ~58!

where

mM8 ~j!5„mM~j!2aK1~a!j…/„12K1~a!j…, ~59!

b8~j!5„12K1~a!j…b. ~60!

Then, fornPB«(n1),

iT@n#2n1iL15iT@n#2T@n0#iL1

<4 Trf̄m
M8 ~j!,b8~j!~H0!K2„mM~j!,b,j…j. ~61!

If

4 Trf̄m
M8 ~j!,b8~j!~H0!K2„mM~j!,b,j…j<«, ~62!

thenT@B«(n1)#,B«(n1). Moreover, if~62! is fulfilled, thenT is a contraction onB«(n1). Indeed,
for any n,n8PB«(n1),

iT@n#2T@n8#iL1<4 Trf̄m
M8 ~j!,b8~j!~H0!K2„mM~j!,b,j…lin2n8iL1

<
«

«1d
in2n8iL1. ~63!

Because the left hand side of~62! is a continuous function ofj which goes to zero asj goes to
zero, it follows that, for any«.0, the condition~62! is fulfilled providedl is small enough. In
consequence, we proved that, forl small enough,B«(n1) is invariant forT andT is a contraction
on B«(n1). In consequence,T has a single fixed point inB«(n1). In particular, $T +kn1%k is
convergent. Because any fixed point ofT satisfiesiniL15N, they belongs toB2N(n1). Taking
«52N, the uniqueness onL1(vol) follows. j

At the end, we consider the extension of the above result to the local density approxima20

Without going into detail, we want to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 12: Consider the conditions enunciated at the beginning of Sec. III. Then The

7 is true if Vn is replaced with
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Vn~xW !→Vn
tot~xW !5lF E v~xW2yW !n~yW !dyW1vxc„n~xW !…G ,

wherevxc is a continuous, differentiable on R1 less a finite number of points. Also, we ask th
dvxc /dn is uniformly bounded.

For n.0, the conditions we impose onvxc are satisfied by most of the expressions used
local density functional calculations. For example, the potential proposed in Ref. 21 is conti
and differentiable on intervals. The new expression provided in Ref. 22 is differentiable o
entire ~0, `!. Moreover,dvxc /dn is uniformly bounded for largen. At small concentrations,vxc

behaves asn1/3 which makesdvxc /dn to diverge asn→0. Thus, one has to modify only the ver
low density behavior ofvxc in order to be in our conditions.

Sketch of proof:We prove first thatvxc(n)(H02z)21 is a bounded operator fornPL1(vol)
andz¹sH0

øR1 . Indeed, forf PD(2 1
2DB):

ivxc~n! f iL2~vol!<kp,zivxc~n!iLp~vol!i~2 1
2D2z! f iL2~vol! , ~64!

and

ivxc~n!iLp~vol!5F E
vol

vxc~n~xW !!p

n~xW !
n~xW !dxW G1/p

<suptPR1H vxc~ t !p

t J iniL1~vol!
1/p . ~65!

Choosing different values forp, vxc(t)
p/t can be made uniformly bounded. In the case of hom

geneous electron gas,p must be chosen 3. We notice that in this case, the estimate~65! remains
true even if we do not modify the low density behavior of the exchange-correlation pote
Then, one can find a bound fori(11eb(Hn2m))21/2i1 andmn exactly as in Propositions 9 and 11
respectively. A result similar to that of Proposition 10 can be proven by starting from

^ f ,@vxc~n!2vxc~n8!#g&<ivxc~n!2vxc~n8!iL1i f iL`igiL`,

<km,z
2 ivxc~n!2vxc~n8!iL1i~H02z* ! f iL2i~H02z!giL2, ~66!

for any f ,gPD(H0). We ignored the background potential for simplicity and notation. Thus,

^~H02z* !21f ,@vxc~n!2vxc~n8!#~H02z!21g&

<km,z
2 ivxc~n!2vxc~n8!iL1i f iL2igiL2, ~67!

for any f ,gPL2(vol), which shows that

i~H02z!21@vxc~n!2vxc~n8!#~H02z!21i

<km,z
2 ivxc~n!2vxc~n8!iL1

5km,z
2 E

vol
U E

n8~xW !

n~xW ! dvxc~ t !

dt
dtUdxW

<km,z
2 suptPR1

Udvxc~ t !

dt Uin2n8iL1. ~68!

If vxc is not differentiable on a set of points, then the integral*n8(xW )
n(xW ) dt must be broken on the

intervals. The result is the same with the only difference that the supremum is taken overR1 less
the points where the derivative is not defined. Then
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~11eb~Hn1
2m!!21/22~11eb~Hn2

2m!!21/2

5
l

2p i EC
~11eb~z2m!!21/2~z2Hn1

!21Vn12n2
~z2Hn2

!21dz

1
l

2p i EC
~11eb~z2m!!21/2~z2Hn1

!21

3@vxc~n1!2vxc~n2!#~z2Hn2
!21dz. ~69!

The first term can be bounded as before while the second one,

I l

2p i EC
~11eb~z2m!!21/2~z2Hn1

!21@vxc~n1!2vxc~n2!#~z2Hn2
!21dzI

<
l

2p E
C
udzuu11eb~z2m!u21/2i~z2Hn1

!21@vxc~n1!2vxc~n2!#~z2Hn2
!21i

<
l

2p E
C
udzuu11eb~z2m!u21/2

d~ z̄,s!2/d~z,s!2

~12iVn1

tot~ z̄2H0!21i !~12iVn2

tot~ z̄2H0!21i !

3i~ z̄2H0!21@vxc~n1!2vxc~n2!#~ z̄2H0!21i

<km,z
2

suptPR1
dvxc~ t !/dt

2p E
C
udzuu11eb~z2m!u21/2

3
d~ z̄,s!2/d~z,s!2

~12iVn1

tot~ z̄2H0!21i !~12iVn2

tot~ z̄2H0!21i !
in12n2iL1, ~70!

where we use the same notation as in Proposition 10 andHn representsH01Vn
tot . Thus, Propo-

sitions 9 to 11 remain true when the exchange-correlation potential is considered and o
repeat the proof of Theorem 7. j

The problem at low density comes from the fact that we were not able to find a suitable
in which n1/32n81/3 is bounded byin2n8iL1(vol) as it is needed in the fixed point theorem. If o
tries anLp norm in ~68! instead of theL1 norm, then the best one can get is a bound proportio
to in2n8iL1(vol)

1/p which is not enough. However, our result can be relevant for the general ca
one can prove that, after each iteration,iniL`(vol) is greater than the value from where th
exchange-correlation potential has been artificially modified.
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Hartree approximation II: The thermodynamic limit
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We investigate the thermodynamic limit of the Hartree approximation for periodic
background potentials and short range two-body interactions. We prove that, for
any finite volume, the Hartree problem has a unique solution among the periodic
densities of particles provided the coupling constant is smaller than a certain value.
This value is independent of volume. We also prove that these solutions converge
as the thermodynamic limit is considered. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1379748#

I. INTRODUCTION

We continue our investigation1 of the Hartree approximation at finite temperatures. As in R
1, we neglect the spin degrees of freedom. In this paper, we analyze the thermodynamic l
this model. Only the three dimensional case will be considered. Let us consider a periodic
ground potential:u(xW1RW )5u(xW ), for anyRW belonging to the infinite lattice:

G5$yWPR3uyW5S i 51
3 nidW i , niPZ%, ~1!

wheredW i , i 51,3, are three independent vectors. Let us consider a finite crystal, confined i

V5$yWPR3uyW5S i 51
3 xidW i , xi<K, i 51,3%, ~2!

whereK is a positive integer number. We denote its unit cell by

cell5$yWPR3uyW5S i 51
3 xidW i , xi<1, i 51,3%. ~3!

The crystal is formed fromK3 cells. Let the independent particles be described by the Ha
tonian: H052 1

2Dp1u, whereDp denotes the periodic Laplace operator onV. Suppose a two-
body interaction,v, is given. The Hartree problem consists in finding the fixed points of the m1

T:L1~V!→L1~V!, T@n#~xW !5~11eb~Hn2mn!!21~xW ,xW !, ~4!

where

Hn5H01lE
V
v~xW2yW !n~yW !dyW . ~5!

In ~4!, mn represents the unique solution of the equation~in m!: N5Tr(11eb(Hn2m))21, N being
the number of particles. Because the background potential is periodic, it seems natural to
for the fixed points ofT among the periodic functions. However, the space of periodic function
not invariant forT. This is because the potential,

a!Electronic mail: emprodan@rice.edu
34070022-2488/2001/42(8)/3407/17/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Vn~xW !5E
V
v~xW2yW !n~yW !dyW , ~6!

is not periodic even if the densityn is. It will be periodic if the opposite faces of the crystal a
identified. This is why we will consider that the particles are trapped on the torus:T5S13S2

3S3 , whereSi are circles of length:Kd i . We denote the Laplace operator onT by the sameDp .
The two-body interaction has to be modified because, on the torus, particles on different fa
the crystal will be closer to each other. Supposing that the two-body interactions is invariant
the spatial reflections, we can write the interaction between two particles, situated in two poixW ,
yWPT, as

ṽ~xW ,yW !5v„d1~x12y1!,d2~x22y2!,d3~x32y3!…, ~7!

wheredi(•,•) represents the distance on the circleSi . We will replace this expression in~6!. Our
conditions are
• restricted to the unit cell,uPL2~cell!1L`~cell!.
• the two-body interaction belongs toL2(R3)1L`(R3).
• the two-body interaction is of short range:uv(xW )u,uxW u231e for large uxW u, wheree.0.

Thus, our class of background potential includes the Coulomb force, while the class
two-body interactions includes only the screened Coulomb force. Assume now thatN particles are
trapped on the torusT. We denote byN0 the number of particles per unit cell:N05N/K3. Our
goal in this paper is to study the Hartree model in the limitN→`, K→`, when N05N/K3

remains constant. Specifically, we prove that the conditions of the fixed point theorem ar
formly satisfied on the invariant set of periodic densities of particles as the thermodynamic li
considered. The case of nonperiodic densities cannot be treated by the method presented h
this periodic solution, we prove that the chemical potential, energy per unit volume and the d
of particles have a well defined thermodynamic limit. We mention that, very recently, a si
analysis has been carried out for the classical Hartree approximation by Catto, Le Bris and L2

II. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Let us introduce first a few notations:Lper
1 (T) will denote the set ofL1 integrable functions

overT with f (xW1RW )5 f (xW ) for RW PG. Also, letC5$S i 51
3 qidW i ,qPL%, whereL[$0,1,...,K21%.3

We also introduce a new scalar product. For two vectors:v1,25S i 51
3 v1,2

i dW i , vW 1vW 2 will be by
definition,S i 51

3 v1
i v2

i . Also, the norm of vectors will be calculated using this scalar product.
scalar product defined above will simplify the notation and will not play any other special rol
any pointxWPR3, one can associate a point on the torus by considering the point inV with the
coordinates:x̃i5xi modKd i , i 51,3. In the following, all points inR3 are considered moduloV.

As we already mentioned, ifnPLper
1 (T), thenVn(xW1RW )5Vn(xW ) for any RW PG. In this case,

there exists a unitary transformation:

U:L2~T!→ % qPLL2~cell!, ~8!

such that

U~2 1
2Dp1u1lVn!U215 % qPL@2 1

2Dq1u1lVn#. ~9!

Here,Dq denotes the Laplace operator over the unit cell, with the boundary conditions

f ~xW1dW j !5ei2pqj /K f ~xW ! and f 8~xW1dW j !5ei2pqj /K f 8~xW !, ~10!

for xW andxW1dW j on the faces of the unit cell. The unitary transformation is given by
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L2~T!{ f→~U f !q~xW !5K23(
RW PC

e2 iRW uW qf ~xW1RW !, ~11!

where uW q52pK21S i 51
3 qidW i for any qPL. We start now the analysis ofHn

(q)521/2Dq1u
1lVn . In this section, if not specified, all theLp norms are over the unit cell andi•i denotes the
operatorial norm overL2~cell!.

Proposition 1: For fPD(2 1
2Dq) and a.0:

i f iL`<kai~2 1
2Dq1a! f iL2,

where ka is given by

ka51/~2A2ap! (
RW PG

e2A2auRW u.

It is only this place whereu•u denotes the usual norm onR3. Because the explicit expression ofka

will not play a special role in the following, we hope that the notation is not confusing.
Proof: Let f PD(2 1

2Dq) and let us denoteg5(2 1
2Dq1a) f and byGq(xW ,yW ;a) the kernel of

(2 1
2Dq1a)21. Then

f ~xW !5XS 2
1

2
Dq1aD 21

gC~xW !5E
cell

Gq~xW ,yW ;a!g~yW !dyW , ~12!

which leads to

u f ~xW !u<supxPcellE
cell

uGq~xW ,yW ;a!u2 dyW igiL2. ~13!

The kernel of (2 1
2Dq1a)21 is given by

Gq~xW ,yW ;a!5 (
RW PG

e2 iRW uW qG~xW2yW1RW ;a!, ~14!

whereG is the kernel of (2 1
2D1a)21, D being the Laplace operator overR3. BecauseG is a real,

positive function,

U (
RW PG

e2 iRW uW qG~xW2yW1RW ;a!U< (
RW PG

G~xW2yW1RW ;a!5G0~xW ,yW ;a!, ~15!

thus

i f iL`<supxPcellE
cell

uG0~xW ,yW ;a!u2dyW I S 2
1

2
Dq1aD f I

L2

. ~16!

One can recognize

E
cell

uG0~xW ,yW ;a!u2dy5S 2
1

2
D01aD 22

~xW ,xW ![C0~xW ,xW ;a!. ~17!

If C(xW2yW ;a), is the kernel of (2 1
2D1a)22, then
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C0~xW ,yW ;a!5 (
RW PG

C~xW2yW1RW ;a!. ~18!

A simple calculus showsC(xW ;a)51/(2A2ap)e2A2auxW u, which leads to

i f iL`<1/~2A2ap! (
RW PG

e2A2auRW uI S 2
1

2
Dq1aD f I

L2

. ~19!

j

Proposition 2: If uPL`~cell!1L2~cell!, then, for a.0,

iu~2 1
2Dq1a!21i,K1~a!,

where K1(a) is a decreasing function.
Proof: From previous theorem, for anyf PD(2 1

2Dq),

iu fiL2<iu~1!iL`i f iL211/~2A2ap! (
RW PG

e2A2auRW iu~2!iL2I S 2
1

2
Dq1aD f I

L2

, ~20!

which leads to

IuS 2
1

2
Dq1aD 21

f I
L2

<iu~1!iL`I S 2
1

2
Dq1aD 21

f I
L2

11/~2A2ap! (
RW PG

e2A2auRW uiu~2!iL2i f iL2

<H a21iu~1!iL`11/~2A2ap! (
RW PG

e2A2auRW uiu~2!iL2J i f iL2. ~21!

j

In the following, we denote the trace norm byi•i1 .
Proposition 3: Let n,n8PLper

1 (T) and iniL1(T)5N. Then
(i) iVn(2 1

2Dq1a)21i<N0K2(a);
(ii) i(2 1

2Dq1a)21Vn8(2 1
2Dq1a)21i1<kaK23iviL1(R3)in8iL8(T).

where K2 is independent of N and it is a decreasing function of a.
Proof: ~i! Let us denote byN the number of cells around the unit cell that have at least

point infinitely close to the unit cell. We divide the torus in vol~1!1vol~2!, where vol~1! comprises
all theseN cells plus the unit cell. Then

Vn~xW !5E
vol~1!

ṽ~xW ,yW !n~yW !dyW1E
vol~2!

ṽ~xW ,yW !n~yW !dyW , ~22!

and let us analyze first the second term:

E
vol~2!

ṽ~xW ,yW !n~yW !dyW5(
kW
E

cell~kW !
ṽ~xW ,yW !n~yW !dyW , ~23!

where the sum goes over all crystal cells in vol~2!. Let us denote

akW5 sup
xPcell

yPcell~kW !

ṽ~xW ,yW !. ~24!

Then
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U E
vol~2!

ṽ~xW ,yW !n~yW !dyWU<(
kW

akWE
vol~kW !

un~yW !udyW5N0(
kW

akW , ~25!

where we use the periodicity ofn. For short range potentials considered in this paper,

(
kW

akW< lim
K→`

(
kW

akW,`, ~26!

which means that the second term in~22! is a bounded operator:

I E
vol~2!

ṽ~xW ,yW !n~yW !dyW I<N0A, ~27!

whereA is independent ofK. Let v5v (1)1v (2) be the decomposition ofv in L`(R3)1L2(R3)
and let

Vn
~ i !5E

vol~1!
ṽ ~ i !~xW ,yW !n~yW !dyW5E

vol~1!
v ~ i !~xW2yW !n~yW !dyW , i 51,2. ~28!

The second equality is true if we assumeK sufficiently large. Then

iVnf iL2<N0Ai f iL21iVn
~1!iL`i f iL21iVn

~2!iL2i f iL`. ~29!

Denoting byxV the characteristic function for someVPR3, it follows that

iVn
~1!iL`<iVn

~1!iL`~R3!5iv ~1!* ~nxvol~1!!iL`~R3!

<iv ~1!iL`~R3!inxvol~1!iL1~R3!

5~11N!N0iv ~1!iL`~R3! , ~30!

and

iVn
~2!iL2<iVn

~2!iL2~R3!5iv ~2!* ~nxvol~1!!iL2~R3!

<iv ~2!iL2~R3!inxvol~1!iL1~R3!

5~11N!N0iv ~2!iL2~R3! . ~31!

From ~29! and Proposition 1,

iVnf iL2<N0„A1~11N!iv ~1!iL`~R3!…i f iL21~11N!N0iv ~2!iL2~R3!kai~2 1
2Dq1a! f iL2,

~32!

which leads to

iVn~2 1
2Dq1a!21i<N0$~A1~11N!~ iv ~1!iL`~R3!!/a1kaiv ~2!iL2~R3!!%. ~33!

~ii ! Using the polar decomposition,Vn5SuVnu, it follows that

i~2 1
2Dq1a!21Vn~2 1

2Dq1a!21i1

5iVn~2 1
2Dq1a!22i15iSuVnu~2 1

2Dq1a!22i1

<iuVnu~2 1
2Dq1a!22i15iuVnu1/2~2 1

2Dq1a!22uVnu1/2i1 .

BecauseuVnu1/2(2 1
2Dq1a)22uVnu1/2 is a positive defined, self-adjoint operator:
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iuVnu1/2~2 1
2Dq1a!22uVnu1/2i1

5E
cell

uVn~xW !1/2Cq~xW ,xW ;a!uVn~xW !u1/2dxW

<E
cell

uVn~xW !uC0~xW ,xW ;a!dxW

5kaiVniL1

5kaK23iVniL1~T!

5kaK23E
T
dxWU ET

ṽ~xW ,yW !n~yW !dyU
<kaK23E

T
dyW un~yW !u E

T
dxW uṽ~xW ,yW !u

5kaK23E dxW uṽ~xW ,yW !iniL1~T! , ~34!

because*dxW uṽ(xW ,yW )u does not depend onyW . Finally, using: *TdxW uṽ(xW ,yW )u<iviL1(R3),`, the
affirmation follows. j

From the above propositions, one can give an estimate of the bottom ofsHn
, the spectrum of

Hn . For nPLper
1 (T), iniL1(T)5N, Hn

(q)1a is invertible as soon asK1(a)1lN0K2(a),1. Be-
cause we study the range of small coupling constants, we assumel,1. If e0 is the solution of
K1(2e0)1N0K2(2e0)51, then infs(Hn)5min infs(Hn

(q))>e0 . What is important here is tha
this lower limit depends only onN0 , thus it is valid, uniformly, as the thermodynamic limit
considered. In next section, we will also need the following bound:

i~u1lVn!~2 1
2Dq1a!21i,K1~a!1N0K2~a![K3~a!, ~35!

if one considersl,1.

III. UNIFORM ESTIMATES

We start now to investigate if the conditions of the fixed point theorem are uniformly sa
as the thermodynamic limit is considered. We start with upper and lower estimates onmn .

Proposition 4: For any nPLper
1 (T) with iniL1(T)5N, there is an upper and a lower limit fo

mn that depend only on N0 .
Proof: Let us denote byfm,b the Fermi–Dirac distribution:fm,b(t)5(11eb(t2m))21. We

consider a decreasing, convex function on@e0 ,`), fm,b , such thatfm,b(t)<(11eb(t2m))21 for
all b.0 andmPR. The best choice offI m,b was presented in Ref. 1. We add here thate0 depends
only on N0 , so the definition offI m,b depends only onN0 . If ( hm

q ,lm
q ) are the eigenvectors an

the corresponding eigenvalues of2 1
2Dq , then, for large, positivea,

N5Tr fmn ,b~Hn!5 (
qPL

Tr fmn ,b~Hn
~q!!

> (
qPL

Tr fI mn ,b~Hn
~q!!

> (
qPL

(
m

fI mn ,b~^hm
q ,Hn

~q!hm
q &!
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> (
qPL

(
m

fI mn ,b~^hm
q ,~Hn

~q!1a!hn
q&2a!

5 (
qPL

(
m

fI mn ,bS ~lm
q 1a!K hm

q ,F11~u1lVn!S 2
1

2
Dq1aD 21Ghm

q L 2aD
> (

qPL
(
m

fI mn ,b~~lm
q 1a!„11K3~a!…2a!

>K3 inf
qPL

TrfI mn ,bS S 2
1

2
Dq1aD „11K3~a!…2aD , ~36!

for l<1. In conclusion,

N0> infuW P@0,2p!3Tr fI mn ,b„~11K3~a!…~2 1
2DuW1a!2a…. ~37!

BecausefI m,b goes pointwise to 1 asm goes to infinity, the above inequality imposes an upp

limit on mn , that depends only onN0 . We consider now a decreasing convex function,f̄m,b(t),
such thatf̄m,b(t)>fm,b(t) for any mPR andbPR1 . If ( xm

q ,em
q ) are the eigenvectors and th

corresponding eigenvalues ofHn
(q) , then

Tr f̄m,bS 2
1

2
DpD5 (

qPL
Tr f̄m,bS 2

1

2
DqD

> (
qPL

(
m

f̄m,b~^xm
q ,H0

~q!xm
q !&

5 (
qPL

(
m

f̄m,b„^xm
q ,~Hn

~q!2u2lVn1a!xm
q &2a…

5 (
qPL

(
m

f̄m,b„~em
q 1a!^xm

q ,@12~u1lVn!~Hn
~q!1a!21#xm

q &2a…

> (
qPL

(
m

f̄m,b„~em
q 1a!~11K3~a!„12K3~a!…21!2a…

5 (
qPL

(
m

f̄m,b~~em
q 1a!„12K3~a!…212a!

5 (
qPL

(
m

f̄m,b~„em
q 1aK3~a!…/„12K3~a!…!

> (
qPL

(
m

fm,b~„em
q 1aK3~a!…/„12K3~a!…!

5Tr fm,b~„Hn1aK3~a!…/„12K3~a!…!5Tr fm9,b9~Hn!, ~38!

where

m95m2aK3~a! and b95b/„12K3~a!…. ~39!

Replacingm andb with

m85mn1aK3~a! and b85„12K3~a!…b, ~40!
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it follows that

Tr fm8,b8~2 1
2Dp!>Tr fmn ,b~Hn!5N, ~41!

or

supuW P@0,2p!3Tr f̄m8,b8~2 1
2DuW !>N0 , ~42!

which implies thatm85mn1aK3(a) is greater than a certain finite value, which depends only
N0 . j

We will denote the upper/lower limit ofmn by mM /mm , respectively.
Theorem 5: At finite temperature, there exists a constantlmax.0, independent of K, such tha

the map T is a contraction over the setS5$nPLper
1 (T),iniL1(cell)5N0%, for any K and l

,lmax.
Proof: Supposingmn2

5max$mn1
,mn2

%:

iT@n1#2T@n2#iL1~T!<iT̂@n1#2T̂@n2#i1

<2i~11eb~Hn1
2mn2

!!212(11eb~Hn2
2mn2

)i1

52 (
qPL

i~11eb~Hn
~q!

2mn2
!!212~11eb~Hn

~q!
2mn2

!)21i1 , ~43!

where the first inequality can be proven as in Ref. 1. IfC is a contour in the complex plane tha
surrounds@e0 ,`) and avoids the poles of (11eb(z2mn2

))21, then

~11eb~Hn1

~q!
2mn2

!!212~11eb~Hn2

~q!
2mn2

!!21

5
l

2p i EC
dz~11eb~z2mn2

!!21~z2Hn1

~q!!21Vn12n2
~z2Hn2

~q!!21

5
l

2p i EC
dz~11eb~z2mn2

!!21~Hn1

~q!2z!21~Hn1

~q!1a!

3~Hn1

~q!1a!21Vn12n2
~Hn2

~q!1a!21~Hn2

~q!1a!~z2Hn2

~q!!21. ~44!

The contourC can be chosen independent ofmn2
. Denoting

ga~z!5supxP@e0 ,`!u~x1a!/~x2z!u, ~45!

it follows that

i~11eb~Hn1

~q!
2mn2

!!212~11eb~Hn2

~q!
2mn2

!!21i1

<
l

2p E
C
udzuu~11eb~z2mn2

!!21u@ga~z!/~12K3~a!!#2

3 I S 2
1

2
Dq1aD 21

Vn12n2S 2
1

2
Dq1aD 21I

1

<
lkaiviL1~R3!

2pK3
„12K3~a!…2

E
C
udzuu~11eb~z2mM !!21uga~z!2in12n2iL1~T! . ~46!

This, together with~43!, leads to
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iT@n1#2T@n2#iL1~T!<lgin12n2iL1~T! , ~47!

where

g5
kaiviL1~R3!

p„12K3~a!…2
E

C
udzuu~11eb~z2mM !!21uga~z!2, ~48!

in independent ofK. j

BecauseS is a closed, invariant set forT, the above result proves that, forl,lmax, T has a
unique fixed point inS for any K. In other words, the Hartree equation has a unique perio
solution for any finite volume. The result is valid only at finite temperatures, becauseg diverges
as the poles of (11eb(z2mM))21 come closer and closer to the real axis~zero temperature limit!.
Of course, the zero temperature limit is well defined ifmm,M are in a gap. We prove in the
following that the chemical potential,$mT(om)@n#%m , also converge to a well defined limit.

Lemma 6: Form1,2P@mm ,mM# and nPLper
1 (T), iniL1(T)5K3N0 , the following are true:

(i) um12m2u<C21K23uTr(11eb(Hn2m1))212Tr(11eb(Hn2m2))21u,
(ii) K 23uTr(11eb(Hn2m1))212Tr(11eb(Hn2m2))21<C8um12m2u,
(iii) K 23uTr Hn(11eb(Hn2m1))212Tr Hn(11eb(Hn2m2))21u<C9um12m2u,
where C is a strictly positive constant and C8, C9,`. All three constants do not depend on K.

Proof: ~i! Let us denote

F~m!5K23 Tr~11eb~Hn2m!!21. ~49!

Then

]F/]m5K23be2bm Tr~11eb~Hn2m!!22

>K23be2bmM Tr~11eb~Hn2mm!!22

5K23be2bmM (
qPL

Tr~11eb~Hn
~q!

2mm!!22. ~50!

Considering a decreasing, convex function on@e0 ,`),fI fm,b8 (t), with the property

fI m,b8 ~ t !<~11eb~ t2m!!22 for bPR1 and mPR, ~51!

it follows that

]F/]m>K23be2bmM (
qPL

Tr fI mm ,b8 ~Hn
~q!!

>K23be2bmM (
qPL

(
m

Tr fI mm ,b8 XK hm
q ,S 2

1

2
Dq1u1lVnDhm

q L C
>K23be2bmM (

qPL
(
m

Tr fI mm ,b8 ~~lm
q 1a!„11K3~a!…2a!

>be2bmM infuW P@0,2p!3Tr fI mm ,b8 S S 2
1

2
DuW1aD „11K3~a!…2aD . ~52!

The functionfI m,b8 can be chosen equal to (11eb(t2m))22 for t much larger thanm, in which case,
~52! shows that]F/]m>C.0. Then

uF~n,m1!2F~n,m2!u5E
min$m1 ,m2%

max$m1 ,m2%
~]F/]m!dm.Cum12m2u, ~53!
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which proves the first affirmation.
~ii ! One has

]F/]m5K23be2bm (
qPL

Tr~11eb~Hn
~q!

2m!!22. ~54!

If one considers a convex function on@e0 ,`) with the properties

f̄m,b8 ~ t !>~11eb~ t2m!!22, for bPR1 and mPR,
~55!

f̄m,b8 ~ t !5~11eb~ t2m!!22, for t@m,

one can evaluate the right hand side of~54! by following the same steps as in Proposition 4.
~iii ! Consider

F8~m!5K23 Tr Hn~11eb~Hn2m!!21, ~56!

with

]F8/]m5K23be2bm Tr Hn~11eb~Hn2m!!225K23bme2bm Tr~11eb~Hn2m!!22

1K23be2bm Tr~Hn2m!~11eb~Hn2m!!22. ~57!

The first term has been estimated above. Becauseb(t2m)(11eb(t2m))22 is a convex function
for t@m, we can find, again, a decreasing, convex function on@e0 ,`) such that

f̄m,b9 ~ t !>b~ t2m!~11eb~ t2m!!22, for bPR1 and mPR, ~58!

f̄m,b9 ~ t !5b~ t2m!~11eb~ t2m!!22, for t@m.

Then u]F8/]mu can be bounded as in Proposition 4. j

Theorem 7: For any nPLper
1 (T), iniL1(T)5K3N0 , the sequence$mT(om)@n#%m converges to a

unique limit as m goes to infinity, providedl,lmax. In other words, the chemical potential is we
defined in the Hartree model, for any finite volume.

Proof: For n1,2PLper
1 (T), in1,2i5K3N0 :

umn1
2mn2

u<C21K23uTr~11eb~Hn1
2mn1

!!212Tr~11eb~Hn1
2mn2

!!21u

5C21K23uTr~11eb~Hn2
2mn2

!!212Tr~11eb~Hn1
2mn2

!!21u

<C21K23i~11eb~Hn2
2mn2

!!212~11eb~Hn1
2mn2

!!21i1

,
lg

2C
in12n2iL1~cell! . ~59!

This shows that

lim
m→`

umT+~m1p!@n#2mT+m@n#u→0, ~60!

for any positivep, so the sequence is convergent. Also,~59! shows that the limit does not depen
on n. j

A similar result can be proven for the energy. However, we will not present them
because we will return in the next section to this problem. The following result will be usefu
proving the thermodynamic limit.
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Proposition 8: For any KPN, let EK be the energy of the system in the Hartree approxim
tion. Then there exists EM , independent of K, such thatuEK /K3u,EM,`.

The affirmation can be proven by following the same steps as in Lemma 6.

IV. THE THERMODYNAMIC LIMIT

For a givenK, we denote bynK , mK , EK the density of particles, chemical potential and t
energy of the system in the Hartree approximation. We proved in the last section that these
exist for anyKPN provided the coupling constant smaller than somelmax, independent ofK. We
will use the notationLK , TK , TK , Hn

(K) to indicate that these objects correspond to someK
PN. The estimates we use in this section are based on the following technical proposition
will be proven at the end of this section.

Proposition 9: For nPLper
1 (T), iniL1~cell!5N0 and mP@mm ,mM#, let us consider

f 1,2:@0,2p!3→L1 ,H f 1~uW !5~11eb„21/2DuW 1u1lVn2m)
…

21

f 2~uW !5~2 1
2 DuW1u1lVn! f 1~uW !

,

whereL1 denotes the trace class operators defined over the unit cell. Then f1,2 are continuous:

i f i~uW !2 f i~uW 8!i1,ct.uuW 2uW 8ue, i 51,2,

wheree is a strictly positive constant which depends only on N0 .
The thermodynamic limit of the physical parameters will follow from the lemma below.
Lemma 10: With the above notations:

inK112nKiL1~cell!→0, as K→`.

Proof: There is a unique extension ofnK over TK11 such thatnK remains periodic. This
extension will be denoted by the samenK :

inK112nKiL1~cell!5i (
m51

`

~TK11
+m @nK#2TK11

+~m21!@nK# !iL1~cell!

< (
m51

`

i~TK11
+m @nK#2TK11

+~m21!@nK# !iL1~cell!

<~12lg!21iTK11@nK#2nKiL1~cell! . ~61!

Let mnK
be the chemical potential corresponding tonK , i.e.,

~K11!3N05Tr~11eb~HnK

~K11!
2mnK

!!21. ~62!

We prove first that

dK5umK2mnK
u→0, as K→`. ~63!

From Lemma 6:

umK2mnK
u<C21~K11!23uTr~11eb~HnK

~K11!
2mK!!212Tr~11Eb~HnK

~K11!
2mnK

!!21u

5C21u~K11!23 Tr~11eb~HnK

~K11!
2mK!!212N0u

5C21u~K11!23 Tr~11eb~HnK

~K11!
2mK!!212K23 Tr~11eb~HnK

~K !
2mK!!21u

<C21@~K11!3/K321#N01C21~K11!23
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3u (
qPLK11

Tr~11eb~HnK

~K11,q!
2mK!!212 (

qPLK

Tr~11eb~HnK

~K,q!
2mK!!21u

<C21@~K11!3/K321#N01C21~K11!23 (
qP]LK11

Tr~11eb~HnK

~K11,q!
2mK!!21

1C21~K11!23 (
qPLK

uTr~11eb~HnK

~K11,q!
2mK!!212Tr~11eb~HnK

~K,q!
2mK!!21u

<C21N0@~K11!3/K321#1ct.~K11!21

1C21~K11!23 (
qPLK

u f 1„2pq/~K11!…2 f 1~2pq/K !u

<C21N0@~K11!3/K321#1ct.~K11!21

1ct.C21~K11!23 (
qPLK

U 2pq

K11
2

2pq

K Ue

<C21N0@~K11!3/K321#1ct.~K11!211ct.C21~K11!2e, ~64!

which proves~63!. Now

iTK11@nK#2nKiL1~cell!5i~11eb~HnK

~K11!
2mnK

!!21~xW ,xW !2~11eb~HnK

~K !
2mK!!21~xW ,xW !iL1~cell!

<i~11eb~HnK

~K !
2mnK

!!21~xW ,xW !2~11eb~HnK

~K !
2mK!!21~xW ,xW !iL1~cell!

1i~11eb~HnK

~K11!
2mnK

!!21~xW ,xW !2~11eb~HnK

~K !
2mnK

!!21~xW ,xW !iL1~cell!

<K23i~11eb~HnK

~K !
2mnK

!!212~11eb~HnK

~K !
2mK!!21i1

1i~K11!23 (
qPLK11

~11eb~HnK

~K11,q!
2mnK

!!21~xW ,xW !

2K23 (
qPLK

~11eb~HnK

~K,q!
2mnK

!!21~xW ,xW !iL1,~cell! . ~65!

The first term, above, have been evaluated in Lemma 6, so we can continue:

iTK11@nK#2nKiL1~cell!<C8umnK
2mKu1u~K11!23

2K23u I (
qPLK11

~11eb~HnK

~K11,q!
2mnK

!!21~xW ,xW !I
L1~cell!

1K23I (
qPLK11

~11eb~HnK

~K11,q!
2mnK

!!21~xW ,xW !

2 (
qPLK

~11eb~HnK

~K,q!
2mnK

!!21~xW ,xW !I
L1~cell!

<C8dK1u12K23/~K11!3uN01K23 (
qP]LK11

i~11eb~HnK

~K11,q!
2mnK

!!21i1

1K23 (
qPLK

i~11eb~HnK

~K11,q!
2mnK

!!212~11eb~HnK

~K,q!
2mnK

!!21i1
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<C8dK1u12K23/~K11!3uN01ct.~K11!2/K3

1K23 (
qPLK

I f 1 S 2pq

K11D2 f 1S 2pq

K D I
1

<C8dK1u12K23/~K11!3uN01ct.~K11!2/K3

1ct.K23 (
qPLK

K2e~K11!2euque

<C8dK1u12K23/~K11!3uN01ct.~K11!2/K31ct.~K11!2e, ~66!

which finishes the proof. j

Theorem 11: If nK is viewed as a linear functional over L`(cell):

n̂K~g!5E
cell

nK~xW !g~xW !dxW , gPL`~cell!,

then we have the following.
(i) $n̂K%K converges weakly in L`(cell)* , i.e., $n̂K(g)%K converges for any gPL`(cell)
(ii) The chemical potential converges in the thermodynamic limit.
(iii) The energy per unit volume converges in the thermodynamic limit.

Unfortunately, exactly forp51 it occurs that (Lp)* ÞLq, whereq is the Holder conjugate o
p.3 This means that we need additional information in order to prove that the thermodynamic
of particle density is inL1.

Proof: ~i! One knows from the Banach–Alaoglu theorem3 that the closed balls inL`(cell)*
are compact in the weak topology. Becausei n̂Ki5inKiL1(cell)5N0 , it follows that $n̂K%K must
have at least one accumulation point. Due to the fact that

i n̂K11~g!2n̂K~g!i<inK112nKiL1~cell!igiL`~cell! , ~67!

for anygPL`(cell), it follows from Lemma 10 that there must be one and only one accumula
point.

~ii ! Because$mK%K is confined in a compact set~see Proposition 4!, this sequence has at lea
one point of accumulation. Using the results of Theorem 7 and Lemma 10, one has succe

umK112mKu<umK112mnK
u1umnK

2mKu<g/~2C!unK2nK11u1dK . ~68!

Then, from a previous theorem, we can conclude thatumK112mKu→0 asK→`, which shows
that there is one and only one accumulation point for$mK%K .

~iii ! The energy per unit volume is also confined in a compact set~Proposition 8!, uEK /K3u
,EM . Also,

u~K11!23EK112K23EKu

5u„~K11!232K23
…EK111K23 Tr HnK11

~K11!~11eb~HnK11

~K11!
2mK11!!21

2K23 Tr HnK

~K !~11eb~HnK

~K !
2mK!!21u

<„~K11!3/K321…EM1K23u

3 (
qPLK11

Tr HnK11

~K11,q!~11eb~HnK11

~K11,q!
2mK11!!21
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2 (
qPLK

Tr HnK

~K,q!~11eb~HnK

~K,q!
2mK!!21u

<„~K11!3/K321…EM1K23

3 (
qP]LK11

uTr HnK11

~K11,q!~11eb~HnK11

~K11,q!
2mK11!!21u

1K23 (
qPLK

iHnK11

~K11,q!~11eb~HnK11

~K11,q!
2mK11!!212HnK

~K,q!~11eb~HnK

~K,q!
2mK!!21i1

<„~K11!3/K321…EM16K23~K11!2EM

1K23 (
qPLK

iHnK11

~K11,q!~11eb~HnK11

~K11,q!
2mK11!!212HnK

~K11,q!~11eb~HnK

~K11,q!
2mK11!!21i1

1K23 (
qPLK

iHnK

~K11,q!~11eb~HnK

~K11,q!
2mK11!!21

2HnK

~K,q!~11eb~HnK

~K,q!
2mK11!!21i1

1K23 (
qPLK

iHnK

~K,q!~11eb~HnK

~K,q!
2mK11!!212HnK

~K,q!~11eb~HnK

~K,q!
2mK!!21i1

5„~K11!3/K321…EM16K23~K11!2EM1K23 (
qPLK

iHnK11

~K11,q!~11eb~HnK11

~K11,q!
2mK11!!21

2HnK

~K11,q!~11eb~HnK

~K11,q!
2mK11!!21i11K23 (

qPLK

I f 2 S 2pq

K11D 2 f 2 S 2pq

K D I
1

1K23 (
qPLK

iHnK

~K,q!~11eb~HnK

~K,q!
2mK11!!212HnK

~K,q!~11eb~HnK

~K,q!
2mK!!21i1 . ~69!

The third term, above, can be shown to be smaller thang8inK112nKiL1(cell) . To evaluate this
term, we have to replace in Eq.~46! (11eb(z2m))21 by z(11eb(z2m))21. This will not affect the
next equations, so the conclusion will be the same. The fourth term can be evaluated us
continuity of f 2 ~Lemma 9! and the fifth term has been evaluated in Lemma 6. It follows tha

u~K11!23EK112K23EKu→0, as K→`, ~70!

which implies that the sequence$EK /K3%K has one and only one accumulation point. j

Proof of Lemma 9:Let us denoteHuW521/2DuW1u1lVn . By simple manipulations,

f 1~uW !2 f 1~uW 8!5@e2b~HuW 2m!2e2b~HuW 82m!#ch21 b/2~HuW2m!

1e2b~HuW 82m!@ch21 b/2~HuW2m!2ch21 b/2~HuW 82m!#, ~71!

and

f 2~uW !2 f 2~uW 8!5@HuWe
2b~HuW 2m!2HuW 8e

2b~HuW 82m!#ch21 b/2~HuW2m!1HuW 8e
2b~HuW 82m!

3@ch21 b/2~HuW2m!2ch21 b/2~HuW 82m!#. ~72!

Becausee2b(HuW 2m), HuWe
2b(HuW 2m) and ch21 b/2(HuW2m) are bounded inL1 , with a bound inde-

pendent ofuW , n and m, the lemma follows if we prove theL2 norm continuity ofg(HuW) with
respect touW , for g(z) equal toe2b(z2m), ze2b(z2m) or ch21 b/2(z2m). In all cases,
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g~HuW !2g~HuW 8!5
1

2p i EG
dzg~z!@~z2HuW !212~z2HuW 8!

21#, ~73!

whereG is shown in Fig. 1.
Proposition 12: LetG be the contour shown in Fig. 1. In the conditions of Lemma,

(21
2DuW1u1lVn2z)21 is uniformly continuous with respect touW P@0,2p)3, more exactly:

i~2 1
2DuW1u1lVn2z!212~2 1

2DuW 81u1lVn2z!21i<ct.uuW 2uW 8ue,

for any zPG, wheree.0 and the ct. depends only on N0 .
We can conclude that

ig~HuW !2g~HuW 8!i<ct.uuW 2uW 8ue
1

2p E G
udzuug~z!u, ~74!

and the lemma follows. j

Proof of Proposition 12: Let us denoteu1lVn5U. We prove first that

i~2 1
2DuW1U2z!212~2 1

2DuW 81U2z!21i,ct.uuW 2uW 8u, ~75!

for any zPg1øG2øg3 ~see Fig. 1!. Because

~2 1
2DuW1U2z!212~2 1

2DuW 81U2z!215„11~2 1
2DuW2z!21U…

21@~2 1
2DuW2z!21

2~2 1
2DuW 82z!21#„11U~2 1

2DuW2z!21
…

21,

~76!

and the operators„11U(2 1
2DuW2z)21

…

21 and (11(2 1
2DuW2z)21U)21 are uniformly bounded

for zPg1øG2øg3 and the bound is independent ofn ~see Proposition 3!, it is sufficient to prove
that

i~2 1
2DuW2z!212~2 1

2DuW 82z!21i,ct.uuW 2uW 8u. ~77!

If G(xW2yW ;z) is the kernel of (2 1
2D2z)21, then

F S 2
1

2
DuW1U2zD 21

2S 2
1

2
DuW 81U2zD 21G~xW ,yW !5 (

RW PG

e2 iRW uW 8~e2 iRW ~uW 2uW 8!21!G~xW2yW1RW ;z!.

~78!

FIG. 1. The contour used in Lemma 9:G5G1øG2øG3 . The contourg5g1øG2øg3 is also used in Proposition 12. Th
poles of ch21b/2(z2m) at m6 ip/b limit the value ofe. The lowest limit ofe is obtained whenm5mM .
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Denoting by ÂRW (z) the bounded operator onL2(cell) corresponding to the kernelG(xW2yW
1RW ;z), then, forf andgPL2(cell), the following estimates are true:

^g,ÂRW ~z! f &5^xcellg,~2 1
2D2z!21f RW &<uzu21igiL2~cell!i f RW iL2~R3! , ~79!

where f RW (xW )5 f (xW1RW ) for xW1RW Pcell and zero otherwise. It is obvious thati f RW iL2(R3)

5i f iL2(cell) , which leads toiÂRW (z)i<uzu21 which is a useful estimate for smalluRW u. For large
uRW u,

„ÂRW ~z! f …~xW !5E G~xW2yW1RW ;z! f ~yW !dyW

<AE uG~xW2yW1RW ;z!u2 dyW i f iL2~cell!<bRW ~z!AVcelli f iL2~cell! , ~80!

where

bRW ~z!5 inf
xW ,yWPcell

uG~xW2yW1RW ;z!u. ~81!

This parameter exponentially decays asuRW u→`, and it decreases as Rez→2`. Thus

iÂRW ~z! f iL2cell<Vcell sup
zPg1øG2øg3

bRW ~z!i f iL2~cell! . ~82!

From ~77!,

I S 2
1

2
DuW1U2zD 21

2S 2
1

2
DuW 81U2zD 21I<uuW 2uW 8u (

RW PG

uRW uiÂRW ~z!i , ~83!

and the sum is convergent, because, forRW large, one can use~82! while for the rest one can us
~79!. The sum converges due to exponential decay ofbRW . We turn now to investigate the cas
whenzPG1øG3 . Because

i~2 1
2DuW 81U2z!212~2 1

2DuW 81U2z!21i

5 sup
i f i ,igi51

u^ f ,@~2 1
2DuW 81U2z!212~2 1

2DuW 81U2z!21#g&u,

it will be sufficient to prove that

F~uW ,uW 8;z![^ f ,@~2 1
2DuW1U2z!212~2 1

2DuW 81U2z!21#g&, ~84!

satisfies

uF~uW ,uW 8;z!u,ctuuW 2uW 8ue,

for any f, gPL2 ~cell!, two unitary vectors. NowF is analytic onC\@e0 ,`) with respect toz and
we just proved thatuF(z)u,ct.uuW 2uW 8u, for zPg1 andct. independent off andg. Then, from the
two-constants theorem,4 it follows that uF(z)u,ct.uuW 2uW 8ue for anyzPG1 , wherepe is the angle
shown in Fig. 1. As is shown in Fig. 1, this angle depends only on the values ofe0 andmM which,
in turn, depend only onN0 . The same arguments apply forzPG3 . j
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Hartree approximation III: Symmetry breaking
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Rice University, Department of Physics—MS 61, 6100 Main Street,
Houston, Texas 77005-1892
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We consider a one dimensional fermionic gas confined on a circle of finite length.
At finite temperatures, in the absence of any background potential, one can show
that a constant density of particles is a solution to the Hartree equation, regardless
of the type of interparticle interaction. Moreover, at finite temperatures and small
coupling constants, our previous analysis shows that this is the only solution of the
Hartree equations. We show in this paper that, at zero temperature, there is another
solution, which has an asymptotic expansion:n(x)5n0(11ct.cos 2kFx)1o(l),
wherel is the coupling constant. Moreover, this solution is stable while the trivial
solution become unstable at zero temperature. ©2001 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1379749#

I. INTRODUCTION

Let us consider a spinless, one dimensional fermionic gas confined on a circle,TL , of length
L. Let us initially neglect the interaction between particles. In the absence of any backg
potential, the ground state of the system is nondegenerate, while the excited states are all
degenerate. Suppose there are 2N particles trapped onTL , whereN is an integer number. At zero
temperature, these particles occupy the energetic levels in order, starting with the lowest e
Then there is only one particle that occupies the last energetic level~Fig. 1!. In other words, the
Fermi energy coincides with a degenerate energy level. In this case, the density of particles
defined, because the state of the particle on the last occupied energy level is not known.
analyze this in a little more detail. The energy levels of the noninteracting system are giv
Em51/2(2pm/L)2. Let EK (K5N) be the last occupied energy level. In this case, the Fe
energy is given by

«F5 1
2kF

25 1
2~2pK/L !2⇒L/~lF/2!52K, ~1!

or, in other words, the half of the Fermi wavelength divides the length of the crystal in an
number. Things become clearer if we look atH0 as a periodic Hamiltonian, with periodd
5lF/25p/kF . We consider the usual unitary transformation:

U:L2~TL!→ %
q50

2K21

L2@0,d#,

L2~TL!{ f→~U f !q~x!5
1

A2K
(

m50

2K21

e2 iuqmf ~x1md!, ~2!

whereuq52p(q/2K). In this case,

UH0U215 %
q50

2K21

2
1

2 S d2

dx2D
uq

[ %
q50

2K21

H0
~q! , ~3!

a!Electronic mail: emprodan@rice.edu
34240022-2488/2001/42(8)/3424/15/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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where (d2/dx2)uq
is the Laplace operator over@0, d# with the boundary conditions:

f ~d!5eiuqf ~0! and f 8~d!5eiuqf 8~0!. ~4!

Their eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors are given by

«m
~q,0!5 1

2~vm1uq /d!2; wm
~q,0!~x!5d21/2ei ~vn1uq /d!x, mPZ, ~5!

wherevm52pm/d. We mention a few important properties ofH0
q .

~1! H0
(q) and H0

(2K2q) are anti-unitarily equivalent forq51,2,...,2K21, relative to the complex
conjugation. This means thatH0

q andH0
2K2q have the same eigenvalues and the correspon

eigenvectors are complex conjugate.
~2! For q,K, the ground state is defined bym50. The ground state is given by

«0
~q,0!5 1

2~uq /d!2; w0
~q,0!~x!5d21/2ei ~uq /d!x. ~6!

The first excited state is«21
(q,0) .

~3! For q5K, the ground state is degenerate:

«0
~q5K,0!5«21

~q5K,0!5 1
2~p/d!2,

w0
~q5K,0!~x!5d21/2ei ~p/d!x, w21

~q5K,0!~x!5w0
~q5K,0!~x!* . ~7!

~4! For q.K, the ground state is again nondegenerate:

«21
~q,0!5 1

2~22p/d2uq /d!2; w21
~q,0!~x!5d21/2ei ~22p/d1uq /d!x. ~8!

The first excited state is«0
(q,0) .

Then there is an alternative way of looking on the problem. As in Fig. 2, one can think
2N21 particles occupy the nondegenerate ground states ofH0

(qÞK,0) , while the last particle sits
on the double degenerate ground state ofH0

(K,0) . Suppose, now, that a periodic potential is add

FIG. 1. The 2N particles occupy the lowest energetic levels. The last particle occupies a double degenerate leve

FIG. 2. The spectrum ofH0
(q) . The last particle occupies the double degenerate ground state ofH0

(K) .
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V(x1d)5V(x). If V15*0
de2 i (2p/d)xV(x)dxÞ0, perturbation theory shows that the degeneracy

the ground state ofH0
(K,0) is lifted, or, in other words, a gap will open exactly at the Fermi ene

In this case,H5H01V will be unitarily equivalent, through the same unitary transformation~1!,
to

UHU215 %
q50

2K21F2
1

2 S d2

dx2D
uq

1VG[ %
q50

2K21

H ~q!. ~9!

In the limit of small coupling constants, the spectrum of these Hamiltonians can be pictured
Fig. 3. Because the last occupied energy level is nondegenerate, the density of particles
well defined at zero temperature. IfP(q) is the projector onto the ground state ofH (q), then the
density of particles is given by

n~x!5 (
q50

2K21

~U21P~q!U !~x,x!⇔n~x1md!5
1

2K (
q50

2K21

P~q!~x,x!, ~10!

for xP@0,d# and any integerm. In the Hartree approximation, this periodic potential may co
from a modulation of the particles density. Indeed, denoting byux,yu the distance between tw
points of the circleT and if v denotes the two-body interaction, then

Hn5H01lE
T
v~ ux,yu!@n~y!2n0#dy ~11!

is a periodic Hamiltonian. This happens because, ifn(x1d)5n(x),

Vn~x1d!5E
T
v~ ux1d,yu!@n~y!2n0#dy

5E
T
v~ ux,y2du!@n~y!2n0#dy

5E
T
v~ ux,yu!@n~y1d!2n0#dy5Vn~x!. ~12!

Here we usedux1t,yu5ux,y2tu. We will consider in this paper that the real axis is wind
aroundT, thus, any point of the real axis may be considered also a point of the circle. In~11!, a

FIG. 3. The spectrum ofHn
(q) . The gap is opened due to the periodic potential.
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background charge has been considered. Its effect is a constant added to the Hamiltonian
ever, this will be useful because it cancels the zero-th Fourier coefficient ofVn . We use the
following notations:

UHnU5 %
q50

2K21F2
1

2 S d2

dx2D
uq

1lVnG[ %
q50

2K21

Hn
~q! . ~13!

The eigenvalues ofHn
(q) will be denoted by«m

(q,n) and the corresponding projectors byPm
(q,n) . Also

we will use in the next sectionP021
(q,n) to denote the projector for«0

(q,n) and«21
(q,n) . The notation

implies that«m
(q,n) are perturbations of«m

(q,n0) . This is unambiguous forqÞK. For q5K, there is
an ambiguity about«0,21

(K,n) because the unperturbed eigenvalues are equal. Our convention w
that «0

(K,n) denotes the lowest energy level ofHn
(K) . With the remarks above, it follows that th

Hartree problem is well defined on the set:

Se5H nPLper
1 ~TL!UiniL1~T!52N,U1d E0

d
e2 i ~2p/d!xn~x!dxU.eJ , ~14!

for somee.0, because, fornPSe , the first Fourier coefficient ofVn is nonzero, which means th
gap is opened in the spectrum~at least in the range of small coupling constants! exactly at the
Fermi energy, so the projector on the spectrum below Fermi energy is well defined. This mea
can define the map

T:Se→Lper
1 ~T!; T@n#~x!5P~2`,eF!~Hn!~x,x!5 (

q50

2K21

~U21P~q,n!U !~x,x!. ~15!

The value ofe is fixed, such thate!1/(4dK) for reasons that will be explained in the next sectio
The Hartree problem consists1 of solvingn5T@n#, which, as we shall see in the next sections, h
a solution forl small.

II. THE l\0¿ LIMIT

We start by computing the asymptotic expansion of the mapT. We will see that the pertur-
bation of the degenerate ground state ofH0

(K) has a nontrivial effect.
Proposition 1: The asymptotic expansion of T aroundl50 is given by

T@n#~x1md!5
1

d
1

lv1

2Kd~«0
~K,n!2«21

~K,n!!
~n1ei2px/d1n21e2 i2px/d!1o~l!,

for xP@0,d# and any integer m. The Fourier coefficients are given by

nm5
1

d E0

d
e2 ivmxn~x!dx and vm5E

T
e2 ivm~x2y!v~ ux,yu!dx.

Before proving this proposition, we need to compute the perturbed eigenvalues. In the cla
perturbation theory,2 one needs to calculate the projectors in order to find the correspon
perturbed eigenvalues. There is a direct way of finding the perturbed eigenvalues, without i
ing the projectors.

Proposition 2: If vPL (2)(R)1L`(R), then the eigenvalues of Hn
(K) are the solutions of the

following equation (in E):

E2«0
~K,n!5lM00~E!6ulM0,21~E!u,

where
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Mi j ~E!5^w i
~K,n0! ,@12lVnG0

~K,n0!
~E!#21Vnw j

~K,n0!
&

and G0
(K,n0)(E) is the bounded operator for E in a vicinity of«0

(K,n0)
5«

21
(K,n0), given by

G0,21
~K,n0!

~E!5~E2H0
~K !!212~E2«0

~K,n0!
!21P0,21

~K,n0! .

Proof: For EÞ«0
(K,n0) one has successively,

~E2H0
~K !2lVn!5@12lVn~E2H0

~K !!21#~E2H0
~K !!

5@12lVn~E2«0
~K,n0!

!21P0,21
~K,n0!

2lVnG0,21
~K,n0!

#~E2H0
~K !!

5~12lVnG0,21
~K,n0!

!

3@12l~E2«0
~K,n0!

!21~12lVnG0,21
~K,n0!

!21VnP0,21
~K,n0!

#~E2H0
~K !!. ~16!

We used thatVnG0,21
(K,n0) is a bounded operator forE in a vicinity of «0

(K,n0), which easily follows
from Ref. 3. Assuming that the perturbed eigenvalues are different from the unperturbed on
can conclude thatE2H0

(K)2lVn is not invertible if and only if

det@12l~E2«0
~K,n0!

!21~12lVnG0,21
~K,n0!

!21VnP0,21
~K,n0!

#50. ~17!

For two trace class operators, det(11AB)5det(11BA), which allows us to write

det@12l~E2«0
~K,n0!

!21P0,21
~K,n0!

~12lVnG0,21
~K,n0!

!21VnP0,21
~K,n0!

#50, ~18!

which is equivalent to

det@P0,21
~K,n0!

2l~E2«0
~K,n0!

!21P0,21
~K,n0!

~12lVnG0,21
~K,n0!

!21VnP0,21
~K,n0!

#50. ~19!

This is just an ordinary determinant:

detS 12l~E2«0
~K,n0!

!21M00~E! 2l~E2«0
~K,n0!

!21M01~E!

2l~E2«0
~K,n0!

!21M01~E!* 12l~E2«0
~K,n0!

!21M 2121~E!
D 50, ~20!

where we use the fact that (12lVnG0,21
(K,n0))21Vn is self-adjoint„⇒M 210(E)5M021(E)* …. This

can be seen by expanding this operator. Thus

E2«0
~K,n0!

5l
M00~E!1M 2121~E!

2
6

ulu
2

A„M00~E!2M 2121~E!…214uM021u2. ~21!

Because the kernel of the operator (E2H0
(K))21 has no imaginary part forEPR,4 (1

2lVnG0,21
(K,n0))21Vn commutes with the complex conjugation,C* . Then M00(E)5M 2121(E).

Indeed,

^w0
~K,n0! ,@12lVnG0

~K,n0!
~E!#21Vnw0

~K,n0!
&

5^C* w
21
~K,n0! ,@12lVnG0

~K,n0!
~E!#21VnC* w

21
~K,n0!

&

5^C* w
21
~K,n0! ,C* @12lVnG0

~K,n0!
~E!#21Vnw

21
~K,n0!

&

5^@12lVnG0
~K,n0!

~E!#21Vnw
21
~K,n0! ,w

21
~K,n0!

&
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5^w21
~K,n0! ,@12lVnG0

~K,n0!
~E!#21Vnw

21
~K,n0!

&. ~22!

In the same way, it follows thatM021(E) is a real number. In consequence, the equation for
perturbed eigenvalues is

E2«0
~K,n0!

5lM00~E!6ulM0,21~E!u. ~23!

It is useful to give the asymptotic expansion of the eigenvalues. A simple calculus shows

M00~E!5^w0
~K,n0! ,Vnw0

~K,n0!
&1l^w0

~K,n0! ,VnG0
~K,n0!

~E!Vnw0
~K,n0!

&5o~l!, ~24!

because the background charge cancels the zero-th Fourier coefficient ofVn :

M021~E!5^w0
~K,n0! ,Vnw

21
~K,n0!

&1o~l!

5
1

d E0

d
e2 iv1xVn~x!dx1o~l!

5
1

d

1

2K E
T
dxE

T
dye2 iv1xv~ ux,yu!~n~y!2n0!1o~l!

5E
T
dx e2 iv1~x2y!v~ ux,yu!

1

d E0

d
e2 iv1yn~y!5v1n11o~l!. ~25!

Finally,

«0
~K,n!5«0

~K,n0!
2ulv1n1u1o~l2!,

«21
~K,n!5«0

~K,n0!
1ulv1n1u1o~l2!, ~26!

Due to our notation, these eigenvalues are not analytic atl50, because here they switch plac
such that«0

(K,n) is always the lowest eigenvalue, as our notation requires. Equation~26! also shows
that the perturbed eigenvalues are different by«0

(K,n0) for smalll, which means the assumption w
made is true. j

Proof of Proposition 1:Using resolvent calculus, it follows that

P~q,n!5P0
~q,n0!

1lR~q,n! for q,K, ~27!

whereR(q,n) is a finite rank operator, uniformly bounded forl in a vicinity of 0 andnPSe . For
q5K we can write only

P0
~K,n!1P21

~q,n!5P0
~K,n0!

1P
21
~K,n0!

1lQ~K,n!, ~28!

where, again,Q(K,n) is a finite rank operator, uniformly bounded forl in a vicinity of 0 andn
PSe . If the eigenvalues ofHn

(K) are known, then

~«0
~K,n!2«21

~K,n!!P0
~K,n!5P0,21

~K,n!~Hn
~K !2«21

~K,n!!P0,21
~K,n! , ~29!

can be used to calculate the projector. Indeed, if one plugs in the right-hand side of~29! the
expression~28!,

~«0
~K,n!2«21

~K,n!!P0
~K,n!5P0,21

~K,n0!
~Hn

~K !2«21
~K,n!!P0,21

~K,n0!
1l~«0

~K,n!2«21
~K,n!!P0

~K,n!Q~q,n!

1lQ~q,n!~Hn
~K !2«21

~K,n!!P0,21
~K,n0! . ~30!
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We simplify the notation by

K̂0[~«0
~K,n!2«21

~K,n!!21P0,21
~K,n0!

~Hn
~K !2«21

~K,n!!P0,21
~K,n0! . ~31!

Then

P0
~K,n!~12lQ~K,n!!5K̂01l~«0

~K,n!2«21
~K,n!!21Q~q,n!~Hn

~K !2«21
~K,n!!P0,21

~K,n0! . ~32!

Using the identity

~12lQ~K,n!!21511lQ~K,n!~12lQ~K,n!!21, ~33!

we can finally give the asymptotic expansion ofP0
(K,n) :

P0
~K,n!5K̂01lR~K,n!, ~34!

where

R~K,n!5F K̂0Q~K,n!1Q~K,n!K̂01
l

«0
~K,n!2«21

~K,n!Q
~K,n!~P0,21

~K,n0!
!'VnP0,21

~K,n0!G
3~12lQ~K,n!!21, ~35!

is uniformly bounded for smalll andnPSe . We can write now the asymptotic expansion of t
mapT:

T@n#~x1md!5
1

2K F P0
~0,n0!

~x,x!12 (
q51

K21

P0
~q,n0!

~x,x!1K̂0~x,x!1lR8@n#~x,x!G . ~36!

Because the operatorsR(q,n), q50,K, are of finite rank and uniformly bounded, it follows th
lR8@n#(x,x) actually goes to zero inL1(T) as l goes to zero. Using the expressions for t
projectors,

T@n#~x1md!5
1

d
1

lv1

2K~«0
~K,n!2«21

~K,n!!d
~n1ei2px/d1n21e2 i2px/d!

1
2«0

(K,n0)
2«0

~K,n!2«21
~K,n!

2K~«0
~K,n!2«21

~K,n!!d
1lR8@n#~x,x!, ~37!

where we also usedv15v21 . The leading term is given by

1

d
1

lv1

2K~«0
~K,n!2«21

~K,n!!d
~n1ei2px/d1n21e2 i2px/d!, ~38!

because the third term is of orderl, as it follows from Proposition 2. j

We formulate now the principal result of this section.
Proposition 3: If the Hartree equation n5T@n# has a solution forl small, then this solution

has a well defined limit asl goes to zero, given by

liml→01n~x!5
1

d F11
1

2K
cos~2kFx1f!G ,

providedv1,0. The limit is in L1(T).
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Proof: BecauseR(q,n), q50,1,...,K, are of finite rank, uniformly bounded fornPSe and small
l, we have

liml→01nl~x!5 liml→01T@nl#~x!5
1

d
2

1

2Kd

v1

2uv1n1u ~n1ei2px/d1n21e2 i2px/d!, ~39!

where the limit is true inL1(TL). Writing n615un1ue6 if:

liml→01nl~x!5
1

d
2

1

2Kd

v1

uv1u
cos@2px/d1f#. ~40!

On the other hand,

n~x!5n012un1ucos@2px/d1f#1 (
umu.1

nmei2pmx/d, ~41!

which leads toun1u52v1 /(4Kduv1u). This is the reason we chosee,1/(4Kd). Then there is a
solution if and only ifv1,0. For example, an attractive, short range interaction will satisfy
condition. Assumingv1,0,

liml→01n~x!5
1

d F11
1

2K
cos~2kF x1f!G . ~42!

j

The parameterf is free, and it comes, basically, from the symmetry of the problem relative to
rotation of the circleT. Specifically, if n is a solution of the Hartree equation so it isnf(x)
5n(x1f).

III. THE lÌ0 CASE

There is another symmetry that we will exploit in this section. Because the interpa
interaction depends only on the distance between particles, it follows thatVn(2x)5Vn(x) when-
evern(2x)5n(x). Because the kinetic energy is symmetric relative tox→2x transformation, it
follows thatT@n#(2x)5T@n#(x) whenevern(2x)5n(x). In other words, the space of densitie
with this property is invariant underT. In this section, we restrictT to the intersection ofSe with
the space of densities with this property. The new set is denoted by the same symbolSe . We
mention that, fornPSe , the Fourier coefficients ofn are real numbers, which is a major advanta
as we will see in the following. Let us analyze first the leading term ofT.

Proposition 4: For smalll, the leading term of the map T,

T0@n#5
1

d
1

1

2Kd

lv1

«0
~K,n!2«21

~K,n! ~n1eiv1x1n21e2 iv1x!,

has a fixed point inS« .
Proof: Restricted toS« , T0 becomes

T0@n#5
1

d
1

1

2Kd

lv1

«0
~K,n!2«21

~K,n! 2n1 cosv1x. ~43!

Of course, the fixed point must be of the form 1/d12n1 cosv1 x, which leads to

1

2Kd
lv1 /~«0

~K,n!2«21
~K,n!!51. ~44!
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We use the implicit function theorem to prove that, for small, positivel, this equation has a
solution, i.e., there is an1(l) such that~44! is satisfied. First we remember that, with our notatio
«0,21

(K,n) are not analytic atl50. The eigenvalues were the solutions of the equations

E2«0
~K,n0!

5lM00~E!6ulM0,21~E!u. ~45!

We will replace«0,21
(K,n) by «6

(K,n) given by the solutions of the equations:

E2«0
~K,n0!

5l„M00~E!6M021~E!…. ~46!

The asymptotic expansion ofM0,21(E) was given in Proposition 2:

M021~E!5v1n11o~l!,0, ~47!

for small l and n1 in a vicinity of the solution found last section,nI 151/(4Kd). This means
«6

(K,n)5«0,21
(K,n) for l.0 and«7

(K,n)5«0,21
(K,n0) for l,0. We consider the function

F~l,n1!5
1

2Kd
lv1 /„«1

~K,n!~l!2«2
~K,n!~l!…. ~48!

For this particular expression ofn, Vn52v1n1 cosv1x. If we denote by«6(j) the eigenvalues of
H0

(K)12jv1 cosv1x, then«6
(K,n)(l)5«6(j5lv1). Thus, if we define

F̃~j!5
1

2Kd
jv1 /„«1~j!2«2~j!…, ~49!

we can writeF(l,n1)5F̃(ln1)/n1 . Now, F̃ is analytic forjÞ0, with a well defined limit asj
→0. This means thatF̃ is analytic in a vicinity of 0 which implies thatF(l,n1) is analytic in both
arguments, forl in a vicinity of 0 andn1 in a vicinity of nI 1 . Moreover,

]F~l,n1!

]n1
52

1

n1
2 F̃~ln1!1

l

n1

dF̃

dj
~ln1!, ~50!

which leads to]F(l,n1)/]n1ul50,n15nI 1
521/nI 1Þ0. Collecting all these results,

F~l,n1!,analytic around~0,nI 1!;
~51!

]F~l,n1!

]n1
U

~0,nI 1!

Þ0; F~0,nI 1!51,

so the conditions of the analytic implicit function theorem are satisfied. This means there
analytic solutionn1(l) such thatF„l,n1(l)…51, for small l. Of course, for smalll, n1(l)
.«. Then the proposition follows from the fact that, forl.0,

F~l,n1!5
1

2Kd
lv1 /~«0

~K,n!2«21
~K,n!!. ~52!

Let us denote bynl the fixed point ofT0 . Next we prove thatT0 is a contraction in a vicinity of
nl . We will make use of the following result.

Proposition 5: Let X, Y two Banach spaces. Let f: X→Y be a function such that

limt→0i f „x1t~x2x8!…2 f ~x!i /t,x,

for any x, x8 with ix2x8i51, and xPB2«(x0). Then, for x, x8PB«(x0),
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i f ~x8!2 f ~x!i,xix2x8i .

Proof: For x, x8PB«(x0),

i f ~x8!2 f ~x!i

5I (
m50

N21 F f S x1
~m11!ix2x8i

N

~x2x8!

ix2x8i D2 f S x1
mix2x8i

N

~x2x8!

ix2x8i D G I
<

ix2x8i
N (

m50

N21 I f S xm1tN

~x2x8!

ix2x8i D2 f ~xm!I /tN , ~53!

wheretN5ix2x8i /N andxm5x1m/N(x2x8) belongs toB2«(x0). Taking the limitN→` and
using the property given in the proposition, the affirmation follows easily. j

Proposition 6: Let«.0 such that Lper
1 (T)ùB2«(nl),S« . Then, for n, n8PS«ùB«(nl):

iT0@n#2T0@n8#iL1<xin2n8iL1, x5o~l!.

Proof: We takeX andY in the last proposition asLper
1 (T). We want to calculate

limt→0i~T0@n1t~n82n!#2T0@n# !/tiL1~T! , ~54!

for nPLper
1 (TL)ùB2«(nl) and n8PLper

1 (TL), with in2n8i51. The limit ~54! makes sense be
cause, for smallt, n1t(n82n),S« . Because

T0@n1t~n82n!#~x!5
1

d
1

v1

2Kd

ln11lt~n182n1!

«0
~K !

„n1t~n82n!…2«21
~K !

„n1t~n82n!…
2 cosv1x, ~55!

it is natural to consider the Hamiltonian:

H~l,j!5Hn
~K !1jE

T
v~ ux,yu!„n~y!2n8~y!…dy, ~56!

which is an analytic perturbation ofHn
(K) for j in a vicinity of 0. Let us denote its eigenvalues b

«6(l,j). Considering

f ~l,j![@ln11j~n182n1!#/@«1~l,j!2«2~l,j!#, ~57!

the limit ~54! can be expressed as

limt→0~T0@n1t~n82n!#2T0@n# !/t5l
v1

Kd

] f

]j
~l,0!cosv1x. ~58!

But

]j f ~l,0!5@~n182n1!D«~l,0!2ln1 ]jD«~l,0!#/D«~l,0!2, ~59!

where we denotedD«(l,j)5«1(l,j)2«2(l,j). From the asymptotic expansion of the eige
values given in Proposition 2,

D«~l,j!522v1@ln11j~n182n1!#1o~l2,lj,j2!, ~60!

which leads to
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]j f ~l,0!5
~n182n1!„22v1ln11o~l2!…2ln1„22v1~n182n1!1o~l!…

@22v1ln11o~l2!#2 ,

5
o~l2!

@22v1ln11o~l2!#2 . ~61!

For nPLper
1 (TL)ùB2«(nl), n1.«, in which case]j f (l,0) has a finite limit asl goes to zero. We

can conclude that]j f (l,0) is analytic forl in the vicinity of zero. The proposition follows from
~58!. j

The last result we need is the following proposition.
Proposition 7: For n, n8PS«ùB«(nl) and l small,

iR@n#2R@n8#iL1~T!<ct.in2n8iL1~T! , ct.,`.

Proof: From Proposition 1,

R@n#~x!5
2«0

~K,n0!
2«0

~K,n!2«21
~K,n!

2Kl~«0
~K,n!2«21

~K,n!!
1~U21R~0,n!U !~x,x!

12 (
q51

K21

~U21R~q,n!U !~x,x!1U21R~K,n!U~x,x!. ~62!

Let us analyze the first term denoted byF@n# in the following. With the notations of the las
proposition, we define

g~l,j!5
2«0

~K,n0!
2«1~l,j!2«2~l,j!

2Kl„«1~l,j!2«2~l,j!…
. ~63!

Then

limt→0i„F@n1t~n82n!#2F@n#…/tiL1~T!5l ]jg~l,0!L, ~64!

and

]jg~l,0!5
1

2Kl

D«~l,0!]jD8«~l,0!2D8«~l,0!]jD«~l,0!

D«~l,0!2 , ~65!

whereD8«(l,j)52«0
(K,n0)

2«1(l,j)2«2(l,j). From Proposition 2,

D8«~l,j!5o~l2,lj,j2!⇒]jD8«~l,0!5o~l!. ~66!

We can conclude that

l ]jg~l,0!5
1

2K

o~l2!

@22v1ln11o~l2!#2 , ~67!

which shows thatl ]jg(l,0) is analytic in a vicinity of 0. Then~64! together with Proposition 5
allows us to say

iF@n8#2F@n#iL1~T!,ct.in82niL1~T! . ~68!

BecauseR(q,n), q50,1,...,K, are self-adjoint operators:
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i~U21R~q,n!U !~x,x!2~U21R~q,n8!U !~x,x!iL1~T!

<i~U21@R~q,n!2R~q,n8!#Ui1

5iR~q,n!2R~q,n8!i1 . ~69!

For q,K,

R~q,n!2R~q,n8!5P0
~q,n8!~Vn2Vn8! (

mÞ0

Pm
~q,n!

«0
~q,n8!2«m

~q,n!

1 (
mÞ0

Pm
~q,n8!

«0
~q,n!2«m

~q,n8!
~Vn82Vn!P0

~q,n! , ~70!

and we can write

iR~q,n!2R~q,n8!i1<I P0
~q,n8!~Vn2Vn8! (

mÞ0

Pm
~q,n!

«0
~q,n8!2«m

~q,n!I
L2

1I (
mÞ0

Pm
~q,n8!

«0
~q,n!2«m

~q,n8!
~Vn82Vn!P0

~q,n!I
L2

5I P0
~q,n8!~Vn2Vn8!~Hn

~q!1a!21 (
mÞ0

«m
~q,n!1a

«0
~q,n8!2«m

~q,n!
Pm

~q,n!I
L2

1I (
mÞ0

Pm
~q,n8!

«0
~q,n!2«m

~q,n8!
~Vn82Vn!~Hn

~q!1a!21~«0
~q,n!1a!P0

~q,n!I
L2

.

~71!

From Ref. 3, we already know that

i~Vn82Vn!~Hn
~q!1a!21i<K~a!in2n8iL1~T! , ~72!

which leads to

iR~q,n!2R~q,n8!i1<K~a!F «21
~q,n!1a

«21
~q,n!2«0

~q,n8!
1

«0
~q,n!1a

«21
~q,n8!2«0

~q,n!G in2n8iL1~T! . ~73!

Because«m
(q,n) are analytic inl, it follows that

«21
~q,n!2«0

~q,n8!5«
21
~q,n0!

2«0
~q,n0!

1o~l!.0, ~74!

and

«21
~q,n8!2«0

~q,n!5«
21
~q,n0!

2«0
~q,n0!

1o~l!.0, ~75!

for l small andq,K. In this case, we can conclude from~73!,

iR~q,n!2R~q,n8!i1<ct.in2n8iL1~T! , ct,`. ~76!

The last operator in~62! has a relatively complicated expression:
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R~K,n!5F K̂0Q~K,n!1Q~K,n!K̂01
l

«0
~K,n!2«21

~K,n!Q
~K,n!D ~P0,21

~K,n0!
!'VnP0,21

~K,n0!]

3~12lQ~K,n!!21, ~77!

whereK̂05K̂0@n# is given by

K̂0@n#5
«0

~K,n0!
2«21

~K,n!

«0
~K,n!2«21

~K,n!
P0

~K,n0!
1

«
21
~K,n0!

2«21
~K,n!

«0
~K,n!2«21

~K,n!
P

21
~K,n0!

~78!

However, when the differenceR(K,n)2R(K,n8) is considered, we can form terms likeK0@n#

2K0@n8#, Q(K,n)2Q(K,n8), (Vn2Vn8)P0,21
(K,n0) and

l/~«0
~K,n!2«21

~K,n!!2l/~«0
~K,n8!2«21

~K,n8!!. ~79!

Moreover, becauseK0@n#5P0,21
(K,n0)K̂0@n#P0,21

(K,n0) we have to evaluate theL2 norm instead of the
trace class norm. The terms involved inK0 have been already evaluated in Proposition 6 a
above. Also,Q(K,n)2Q(K,n8) can be evaluated as we did above forq,K and the third term can be
evaluated using~72!. The last term was evaluated in Proposition~6!. j

We are ready now to formulate the main result of this paper.
Theorem 8: The Hartree equation has a solution inS«ùB«(nl).
Proof: We show first thatS«ùB«(nl) is invariant forT. For nPS«ùB«(nl),

iT@n#2nliL1~T!5iT0@n#2T0@nl#1lR@n#iL1~T!

<iT0@n#2T0@nl#iL1~T!1liR@n#iL1~T!

<o~l!«1liR@n#iL1~T!<«, ~80!

if l is small enough. We mention that, becausenl is analytic and

nl→
1

d F11
1

2K
cos 2kFxG , as l→0, ~81!

we can choose« independent ofl. We can prove also thatT is a contraction onS«ùB«(nl) for
small l. Indeed, forn, n8PB«(nl),

iT@n#2T@n8#iL1~T!<iT0@n#2T0@n8#iL1~T!1liR@n#2R@n8#iL1~T!

<o~l!in2n8iL1~T!1lct.in2n8iL1~T! . ~82!

The proposition follows from the fixed point theorem. j

We remember that« was defined such that for allnPB2«(nl), n1.«. The above result
implies that the solution of the Hartree equation we proved to exist, is not uniform, i.e.
symmetry is broken. Moreover, asl→0, we can take« smaller and smaller which shows that th
limit of this solution is well defined asl goes to zero which is another way of proving th
assertion of Theorem 3.

IV. THE THERMODYNAMIC LIMIT

We are not able yet to prove that the previous results are true in the thermodynamic lim
see the difficulties that appear, let us analyze thel→0 limit. As K→`, «0

(K2q,n0)
2«

21
(K2q,n0)

becomes smaller and smaller, for a fixedq. This means that these eigenvalues must be tre
together in the perturbation theory. One can repeat the steps of Proposition 1 to show
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P0
~K2q,n!5~«0

~K2q,n!2«21
~K-q,n!!21P0,21

~K2q,n0!
~Hn

~K2q!2«21
~K2q,n!!P0,21

~K2q,n0!
1o~l!, ~83!

where the rest is bounded in the limitK→`. We will use this expression for allK/2,q
,3K/2. Then

T@n#~x1md!51/d2
1

K (
q50

q,K/2
lv1

«21
~K2q,n!2«0

~K2q,n! 2n1 cosv1x1o~l!, ~84!

for xP@0,d# and anm integer. We can also apply Proposition 2 to compute«21
(K2q,n2«0

(K2q,n) .
Keeping the notation, but replacing

G0,21
~K,n0!

~E!→G0,21
~q,n0!

5~E2H0
~q!!212~E2«0

~q,n0!
!P0

~q,n0!
2~E2«

21
~q,n0!

!P21
~q,n0! , ~85!

it follows that

«21
~K2q,n!2«0

~K2q,n!52A~lM002lM 21212D«~K2q!!214uM021u2, ~86!

where

D«~K2q!5«
21
~K2q,n0!

2«0
~K2q,n0!

5
4p2

d2

q

K
. ~87!

Asymptotically,

«21
~K2q,n!2«0

~K2q,n!52AS 4p2

d2

q

K D 2

14l2un1v1u21o~l3!. ~88!

In the limit K→`, the leading therm ofT is given by

T0@n#~x1md!51/d2lv1E
0

1/2 dt

2A~4p2/d2t !214l2un1v1u2
2n1 cosv1x

51/d2
lv1d2

8p2 arcoshS p2

ld2un1v1u D2n1 cosv1x. ~89!

The self-consistent equation leads to

n15p2/$luv1ud2 sh@28p2/~lv1d2!#%. ~90!

This means the band gap will be proportional to

D}sh@28p2/~lv1d2!#21'2 exp@28p2/~lv1d2!#, ~91!

a BCS like expression. This slow opening of the gap request sharper estimates in order to
that T is a contraction.

V. CONCLUSIONS

It is easy to check that the mapT becomes infinitely unstable asn1 goes to zero. This mean
that the solutionn constant is unstable. The key element for a successful expansion beyon
Hartree approximation~which we proved that it is equivalent to the Gaussian approximation! will
be the stability of the solution. Also, the perturbed eigenvalues are smaller than the unper
ones. We have already proved this forHn

(K) . For q,K, one can use:

«0
~q,n!<^w0

~q,n0! ,Hn
~q!w0

~q,n0!
&5«0

~q,n0! , ~92!
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where we used that the zero-th Fourier coefficient ofVn is zero. Then it follows that the tota
energy is smaller for the broken phase than for the unbroken one. Conditionv1,0 seems to rule
out the phase transition for repulsive interactions. However, one expects that the phase tra
to be there for these cases too. One can convince oneself that, in any local theory, the e
potential must be low where the density of particles is high for modulations of the particles de
to occur. For repulsive interactions, the exchange-correlation potential is attractive. We pro
Ref. 3 that the fixed point approach works also for local density approximation provided the
low density behavior of the exchange-correlation potential,vxc , is modified. Supposing that on
can extend the analysis of this paper to the local density approximation, we can predi
following. Becausevxc(n) behaves asn1/3 at low densities, the attractive term will dominate t
repulsive Hartree term at low densities. This means that, for repulsive interactions and
densities, the symmetry breaking will also be present.
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Homotopy arguments for quantized Hall conductivity
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Using the strong localization bounds obtained by the Aizenman–Molcanov method
for a particle in a magnetic field and a disordered potential, we show that the
zero-temperature Hall conductivity of a gas of such particles is quantized and
constant as long as both Fermi energy and disorder coupling parameter vary in a
region of strong localization of the corresponding two-dimensional phase diagram.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1379070#

I. INTRODUCTION

In quantum Hall effect experiments,1 one measures the Hall resistance of an effectively tw
dimensional electron gas. For a wide range of the experimental parameters~such as the magneti
field and the particle density!, the Hall resistance is an integer multiple of the fundamental c
stante2/h ~heree is the charge of an electron andh is Planck’s constant!. The two most remark-
able facts of this so-called integer quantum Hall effect, namely,~1! the appearence of an intege
number and~2! its stability with respect to changes of the parameters, can both be expl
within a one-particle framework.1,2 The integers are known to be of topological origin, where
their stability is due to Anderson localization in the sample. Here we focus on this second
and study a one-particle HamiltonianHl5H01lV, lPR, given by the sum of a free magnet
operatorH0 of the Harper type and a disordered potentialV. We prove that in a region of the
(l,m)-plane of coupling constantl and Fermi levelm in which localization estimates hold, th
Hall conductivity is constant and equal to an integer multiple ofe2/h.

II. MODELS AND RESULTS

A. Covariant operators

Let (V,T,Z2,P) be a dynamical system given by a compact probability spaceV endowed
with a probability measureP which is invariant and ergodic with respect to the actionT of the
groupZ2. A family A5(Av)vPV of bounded operators onl 2(Z2) is called covariant with respec
to the action if it is weakly continuous~in v! and it satisfies the covariance relation

UnAvU* n5ATnv , nPZ2.

Here the magnetic translation operatorsUn, n5(nx ,ny), acting onl 2(Z2) are defined by

Unc~m!5expS ı

2
u n`mDc~m2n!, m5~mx ,my!PZ2, cP l 2~Z2!,

where a`n5axny2aynx and u is the magnetic flux per unit cell. Given a covariant opera
family A5(Av)vPV , Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem implies that its trace per unit volume

T~A!5 lim
L→Z2

1

uLu
TrL~Av!5 lim

L→Z2

1

uLu (
nPL

^0uATnvu0&,
34390022-2488/2001/42(8)/3439/6/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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is P-almost surely independent ofvPV and is equal to*dP(v) ^0uAvu0&. If X andY denote the
components of the position operator onl 2(Z2), new covariant operator families¹xA and¹yA are
defined by

~¹xA!v5ı@X,Av#, ~¹yA!v5ı@Y,Av#,

whenever the right-hand-sides are bounded operators. Let nowP5(Pv)vPV be a covariant family
of projection operators~i.e., Pv

2 5Pv* 5Pv!. Its Chern number is defined by

Ch~P!52pı T~P@¹xP,¹yP# !. ~1!

The Chern number is a topological invariant of the equivalence class of covariant proje
defined byP. For further details and a more algebraic formulation of these notions, pl
consult.2

B. Hamiltonian and physical quantities

We consider disordered two-dimensional magnetic operators in the tight-binding appo
tion on the rectangular lattice Hilbert spacel 2(Z2) which are of the form,

Hv
l 5H01lVv , Vv5 (

nPZ2
vnun& ^nu. ~2!

HereH05H0* is a polynomial in the magnetic translations. The most simple nontrivial examp
given by the Harper HamiltonianHHar5U (1,0)1U (21,0)1U (0,1)1U (0,21). Furthermore, v
5(vn)nPZ2 is a point in the space of disorder configurations given by the topological pro
V5@21,1# ^ Z2

. We suppose that thevn’s are independent and identically distributed rando
variables with a probability distributionr. The product measureP5r ^ Z2

then defines a probabil
ity on V which is invariant and ergodic with respect to the shift actionT of Z2 on V. Hence we
dispose of a dynamical system (V,T,Z2,P) as in Sec. II A.

The family H5(Hv
l )vPV and any functionf (H) of it ~f measurable! are covariant. Given a

Fermi level mPR, we consider the associated Fermi projectionPl,m5x (2`,m] (H
l), where

x (2`,m] is the characteristic function of the interval (2`,m#. Whenever well-defined, its Cher
number is linked to the bulk Hall conductivitys'(l,m) via the Kubo–Chern formula,2

s'~l,m!5
e2

h
Ch~Pl,m!.

Furthermore we consider the density of states ofHl, notably the probability measureN l defined
by

E dN l~E! f ~E!5T~ f ~Hl!!, f PC0~R!.

C. Localization regime

Here we shall study the quantitiess'(l,m) andN l in the
Aizenman–Molcanov Localization Regime „AMLR …: A spectral intervalD,R is in the

AMLR for the covariant HamiltonianH5(Hv)vPV if for any sP(0,1) there exist positive con
stantsL andcs,e such that

E dP~v!u^nu~E1ıe2Hv!21um&us<cs,ee
2Lun2mu ~3!

for all EPD andeÞ0.
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Under appropriate regularity conditions on the probability measurer ~absolute continuity is
sufficient!, the AMLR is known to hold in the strong disorder regime~largel! ~Refs. 3, 4! as well
as at the band edges in the weak disorder regime.5,6 Furthermore note that the AMLR holds for
~P-almost sure! gap of the spectrum ofHl by a standard Combes–Thomas argument. Howeve
is not known rigorously~as suggest, for example, the numerical calculations of Tan7 discussed
below! that the AMLR holds for all but a set of critical energies for the 2D magnetic mo
defined by Eq.~2!.

D. Main result and phase diagram

Theorem 1: Let R,$(m,l)PR2% be a connected set such that for everyl the setD(l)
5$mu(m,l)PR% is an interval for which theAMLR holds for Hl. Then:

(i) The map(m,l)PR°N l((2`,m#) is Hölder continuous for any exponent less than1/2;
(ii) (m,l)PR°s'(l,m) is constant and equal to an integer multiple of q2/h.
The fact thatm°s'(l,m) is constant as long asm varies in an interval for which the AMLR

holds was already proven in Ref. 2~see also Ref. 4!. Hence the new result concerns constancy
l. Concerning~i!, the continuity of the DOS for fixedl is well known~by Wegner estimate eve
absolute continuity8!, so that again the main issue is continuity inl. Even thoughl°Hl is norm
continuous, this is nontrivial becauseN l((2`,m#) is expressed in terms of a discontinuo
function of Hl.

Theorem 1~ii ! combined with a recent work by Avron and Sadun9 allows us to clarify the
(m,l)-phase diagram~Fig. 1! which was obtained numerically by Tan7 for the family of disor-
dered Harper HamiltoniansHHar1lVv , wherer is the uniform distribution on@21,1#. There are
regions where the Hall conductivity is constant. These regions correspond to a localization r
whereas the lines indicate critical lines where the Hall conductivity jumps. Generically,
jumps are by unity,9 which is actually satisfied except on the linel50 where the integrable
character of Harper’s equation leads to singularities in this respect.

Let us further note that at large disorder the whole spectrum belongs to the phase
vanishing Chern number and hence zero Hall conductance. This is compatible with the pr
AMLR for large disorder.3 There is a corresponding result of Nakamura and Bellissard11 for the
continuous case showing that for fixed Fermi energy, there is a value of the disorder co
constantlc such that forl.lc the Hall conductivity vanishes. In this situation, the curre
carrying lines do not annihilate as in Fig. 1, but bend towards higher energies.12

An interesting open problem is to show that the edge Hall conductivity as defined in Re
is well-defined and also remains constant in the regions of the above phase-diagram.

FIG. 1. Phase diagram for the Hall conductivity in a disordered Harper model with rational fluxu52p•3/5 ~following
Ref. 7! The fat lines are the Bloch bands of the free Harper operator, each with its Chern number given below.
numbers can easily be calculated using the diophantine equation in Ref. 10. The solid lines show the critical e
separating the regions of the phase diagram with constant Chern number; this number is written inside each reg
dashed lines show the boundaries of the spectrum.
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III. PROOFS

Let us denote the disorder average w.r.t.P by E. For technical reasons, we consider a cov
riant family H (n)5(Hv

(n))vPV given by

Hv
(n)5Hv

l 1n Wv ,

whereW5(Wv)vPV is a family of uniformly bounded covariant operators which is diagona
the basis (un&)nPZ2. If W5V, then H (n)5Hl1n, but we will also be interested in the caseW
51 to study continuity in the energy. The following result also holds for a~magnetic! Anderson
model in arbitrary dimension.

Lemma 1: Let f be a real, piecewise continuous and bounded function such that the d
tinuities of f are within AMLR of H(n) for all nP@n1 ,n2#. Then for any s,1/2,

E~ u^nu f ~Hv
(n1)

!um&!2^nu f ~Hv
(n2)

!um&u)<c un12n2us e2Lun2mu. ~4!

Proof: First let us recall the resolvent identity,

~z2Hv
(n1)

!212~z2Hv
(n2)

!215~n12n2! ~z2Hv
(n1)

!21Wv~z2Hv
(n2)

!21.

Now using the convexity inequalityu( j xj us<( j uxj us and the fact thatW is diagonal and
uWv(k)u<c, one obtains therefore

u^nu~z2Hv
(n1)

!21um&2^nu~z2Hv
(n2)

!21um&us

< cun12n2us (
kPZ2

u^nu~z2Hv
(n1)

!21uk&usu^ku~z2Hv
(n2)

!21um&us.

This gives

u^nu~z2Hv
(n1)

!21um&2^nu~z2Hv
(n2)

!21um&u

< cun12n2us (
kPZ2

u^nu~z2Hv
(n1)

!21uk&usu^ku~z2Hv
(n2)

!21um&us

•~ u^nu~z2Hv
(n1)

!21um&u12s1u^nu~z2Hv
(n2)

!21um&u12s!.

Now we use the boundu^nu(z2Hv
(n1,2))21um&u<uIm(z)u21, then take the disorder averag

and apply the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality in order to get

E~ u^nu~z2Hv
(n1)

!21um&2^nu~z2Hv
(n2)

!21um&u!

< cun12n2usuIm~z!us21
• (

kPZ2
~E~ u^nu~z2Hv

(n1)
!21uk&u2s!!1/2

3~E~ u^ku~z2Hv
(n2)

!21um&u2s!!1/2,

so that replacing the AMLR bound we finally obtain by using for example the Young inequ

E~ u^nu~z2Hv
(n1)

!21um&2^nu~z2Hv
(n2)

!21um&u!< cun12n2usuIm~z!us21e2Lum2nu ~5!

for s,1/2.
Now let f be an analytic function on an intervalD5@El ,Er # the end points of which fall into

the AMLR. Then we use holomorphic functional calculus in the following way:
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f ~Hv
(n)!5Qf~Hv

(n)2Er !2Rf~Hv
(n)!2Qf~Hv

(n)2El !1Rf~Hv
(n)!* , ~6!

where

Qf~z!5E
21

1 dt

2p

f ~ ıt !

ıt2z
, Rf~z!5E

El

Er dt

2p

f ~ t !

t2ı2z
.

Because we are in the AMLR, the spectrum is pure-point and it is then well-known thatEl andEr

are almost surely not in the spectrum ofHv
(n) . Hence the intergrals in~6! are almost surely

well-defined~a similar argument was already used in Ref. 4!. Now we can estimate the difference
for different coupling parametersn,

E~ u^nuQf~Hv
(n1)

2Er !um&2^nuQf~Hv
(n2)

2Er !um&u!

< S sup
t8P@21,1#

u f ~ ıt8!u D E21

1 dt

2p
E~ u^nu~z2Hv

(n1)
!21um&2^nu~z2Hv

(n2)
!21um&u!

< c un12n2usE
21

1 dt

utu12s e2Lum2nu< c8 un12n2us e2Lum2nu. ~7!

Of course, the terms withEl instead ofEr can be treated in the same way. Concerning
Rf-contributions in~6!, let us first remark that a bound like~3! but with s51 actually holds for all
complex energies off the real axis~by a Combes–Thomas argument, cf. Ref. 4!. Using this fact,
one can either proceed as above or more directly use the resovent identity. We skip the d

Combining these estimates, we see that~4! holds for an analytic functionf on D. Because the
above estimate is continuous w.r.t. the maximum norm on the space of continuous functio@cf.
the bound~7!, for example#, a standard Stone–Weierstrass approximation argument allows
obtain the same bound also for every continuous functionf . Finally, for a piecewise continuou
function we can treat each continuous part separately provided the points of discontinuity of are
within the AMLR. h

Proof of Theorem 1 (i):Because the indicator functionxm on the interval (2`,m# is piece-
wise continuous and the discontinuity varies within the AMLR according to hypothesis, we
apply the above lemma withW5V and W51, respectively. With the notationN l(m)5
N l((2`,m#), we therefore obtain

uN l1~m1!2N l2~m2!u<uN l1~m1!2N l2~m1!u1uN l2~m1!2N l2~m2!u

< E~ u^0uxm1
~Hl1!u0&2^0uxm1

~Hl2!u0&u!

1E~ u^0uxm1
~Hl2!u0&2^0uxm1

~Hl21m22m1!u0&u!

< c ul12l2us1c un12n2us ~s,1/2!.

This gives the desired Ho¨lder continuity. h

Proof of Theorem 1 (ii):As in Ref. 2, let us introduce a noncommutative Sobolov space as
set of all weakly continuous covariant operator familiesA5(Av)vPV for which the norm

iAiS
25T~ uAu2!1T~ u“Au2! ~8!

is finite ~hereu“Au25u¹xAu21u¹yAu2). Note that the Chern number~1! is continuous w.r.t. this
norm. An important result of Ref. 2 is the following: ift°P(t)PS is a one-parameter family o
covariant projection operators which is continuous w.r.t. to the Sobolev normi .iS , then
t°Ch(P(t)) is constant and equal to an integer. Hence it is sufficient to show that the
(m,l)PR°iPl,miS is Hölder continuous. According to part~i! proven above, this actually hold
for the T(u . u2)-part of the norm. For the second part, we begin with
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uT~ u“Pm1 ,l1u2!2T~ u“Pm2 ,l2u2!u< (
mPZ2

umu2 E~ uu^0uxm1
~Hl1!um&u22u^0uxm2

~Hl2!um&u2u!.

~9!

Now the boundu^0uxm(Hl)um&u<1 implies that

uu^0uxm1
~Hl1!um&u22u^0uxm2

~Hl2!um&u2u<2 u^0uxm1
~Hl1!um&2^0uxm2

~Hl2!um&u,

so that an argument similar to that in the proof of~i! shows that

E~ uu^0uxm1
~Hl1!um&u22u^0uxm2

~Hl2!um&u2u!< c~ ul12l2us1um12m2us! e2Lumu.

Inserting this into~9! allows us to conclude. h
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Quantum Chern–Simons vortices on a sphere
Nuno M. Romãoa)

Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics,
Centre for Mathematical Sciences, University of Cambridge,
Wilberforce Road, Cambridge CB3 0WA, United Kingdom

~Received 7 November 2000; accepted for publication 4 April 2001!

The quantization of the reduced first-order dynamics of the nonrelativistic model
for Chern–Simons vortices introduced by Manton is studied on a sphere of given
radius. We perform geometric quantization on the moduli space of static solutions,
using a Kähler polarization, to construct the quantum Hilbert space. Its dimension
is related to the volume of the moduli space in the usual classical limit. The angular
momenta associated with the rotational SO~3! symmetry of the model are deter-
mined for both the classical and the quantum systems. The results obtained are
consistent with the interpretation of the solitons in the model as interacting bosonic
particles. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1379315#

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, much attention has been given to (112)-dimensional field theories
including a Chern–Simons term. The pure Chern–Simons gauge theory, although still inter
both from the mathematical and the physical points of view, has no dynamics by itself. How
many interesting models for field dynamics can be obtained by adding to the Chern–S
action Maxwell or Yang–Mills terms and/or interactions with other fields.1 Some of these model
have been shown to admit classical solitonic solutions~vortices!, at least for critical or ‘‘self-dual’’
values of the parameters in the Lagrangian. These objects can be regarded as smeared-out
which retain a characteristic size and superpose nonlinearly; unlike some types of soliton
can also be assigned a pointlike core individually. In specific models, vortices often turn o
possess rather exotic properties, which may be relevant in applications. For example, mode
abelian vortices have been important in attempts to explain phenomena in condensed matte
such as superconductivity and the fractional quantum Hall effect.

In Ref. 2, Manton constructed a nonrelativistic Lagrangian for a U~1! gauge field minimally
coupled to a complex scalar on the plane which describes vortex dynamics. The action
gauge field includes a Chern–Simons term and the purely spatial part of the Maxwell actio
equations of motion for the field theory are first-order in time, and they admit the well-kn
Bogomol’ny� vortices3 of the Ginzburg–Landau theory as static solutions, for special values o
parameters. Mathematically, Bogomol’ny� vortices are rather well understood, even though
general surfaces they cannot be constructed analytically. Their space of gauge equivalence
splits into disjoint sectorsMN labeled by an integer vortex numberNPZ, eachMN ~the moduli
space ofN vortices! being a smooth 2uNu-dimensional manifold. In his paper, Manton explor
the dynamics of time-dependent fields by explicitly reducing the field theory Lagrangian
effective~finite-dimensional! mechanical system on the moduli spaceMN . The Lagrangian equa
tions of motion for the reduced system are again first-order in time, and so the moduli spac
be regarded as the phase space where a noncanonical Hamiltonian dynamics takes pla
symplectic form defining the dynamics, determined by the kinetic term, contains nontrivial i
mation about the system; of course, it may still be written in canonical form locally, but not
natural way. Time evolution is determined by the potential energy alone, which is supposed
small so that the field configurations are still approximately Bogomol’ny� vortices. In the case o

a!Electronic-mail: N.M.Romao@damtp.cam.ac.uk
34450022-2488/2001/42(8)/3445/25/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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two vortices, the reduced system describes namely a rigid uniform rotation of the two vortex
about their midpoint, with an angular velocity which is maximal when the distance betwee
two is roughly a vortex diameter.

If we place the vortices on a compact surfaceS, with a Riemannian metric and an orientatio
rather than on the plane, the moduli spacesMN also become compact. The metric onS fixes a
complex structure, which in turn induces a complex structure onMN . This complex structure can
be shown to be compatible with the symplectic form relevant for the dynamics, and so eacMN

becomes a Ka¨hler manifold. Compact Ka¨hler phase spaces are optimal stages for geome
quantization.4,5 The complex geometry supplies a natural~Kähler! polarization, for which the
corresponding quantum Hilbert space turns out to be finite-dimensional. This approach
quantization of the vortex system is to be included in a more general framework, pioneer
Gibbons and Manton in the context of BPS monopoles.6 The idea is to probe the quantum
behavior of solitons through geometric quantization of the reduced dynamics on the moduli
of static solutions, when such a space is available. In the more familiar situation of the Ab
Higgs model,7 where the reduced system is of second order, there is a canonical Hamilt
description of the classical dynamics and the quantization can be carried out using the v
polarization ofT* MN , which leads to a truncated Schro¨dinger representation of the quantu
system. The accuracy of the approximation involved is very difficult to assess, and the study
example where the Schro¨dinger representation is not available, as is the case here, is of co
erable interest. From the point of view of geometric quantization itself, it is fortunate that M
ton’s system seems to provide us with a nontrivial example where it may be put to work r
directly.

The main aim of the present work is to discuss the geometric quantization of Man
reduced system of periodic vortex dynamics, when space is taken to be a sphere of a given
R. In particular, we shall determine the dimension of the Hilbert space and construct the qu
operators corresponding to the conserved angular momenta determined by the natural a
SO~3!.

Let us summarize how this paper is organized. In Sec. II, we describe the generalizat
Manton’s model to the case where the spatial surface is compact. In Sec. III, we gather
results concerning the moduli space of Bogomol’ny� vortices on a sphere and its use in the stu
of the field theory dynamics. The effective Lagrangian on the moduli space is constructed i
IV. In Sec. V, we obtain conservation laws for both the field theory and the reduced dyna
system, and show that they are consistent. In Sec. VI, the setup for the geometric quantiza
the reduced dynamics on the moduli space of static solutions is presented. The dimension
Hilbert space of wavefunctions is computed in Sec. VII, and we show how to construc
quantum angular momentum operators in Sec. VIII. Finally, we discuss the results obtaine
address some outstanding issues.

II. FIRST-ORDER CHERN–SIMONS VORTICES

We start by discussing the generalization of the model introduced by Manton2 to the situation
where space is compact. We shall consider time-periodic boundary conditions in the formu
of the variational principle, and accordingly we fix space–time to be of the formS13S, whereS
is a compact and oriented two-dimensional riemannian manifold. In the remaining sections
paper we will assume thatS is a sphere, but for now this restriction is unnecessary. Since in
dimensions any metric is conformally flat, we can introduce a complex coordinatez locally on S
and write

ds25dt22V2~z,z̄!dzdz̄, ~1!

wheret parametrises time.
Naively, the Lagrangian we would like to consider is
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L@A,f#5gS i

2
~f̄Dtf2fDtf̄ !2AtDV21m~BAt12i ~EzAz̄2Ez̄Az!!

2S 1

2
B2V221~ uDzfu21uDz̄fu2!1

l

8
~12ufu2!2V2D . ~2!

This reduces to Manton’s Lagrangian2 without transport current if we takeS to be the plane and
setV251. Here,A5Atdt1Azdz1Az̄dz̄ is the real-valuedU(1) gauge field, with curvatureFA

5dA5(Ezdz1Ez̄dz̄)`dt1 ( i /2) Bdz̀ dz̄, andf the Higgs scalar field. The covariant deriv
tives areDnf5]nf2 iAnf, wheren5t, z or z̄. Of course, (i /2)L is to be thought of as the
coefficient of a three-form on some open subset ofS13S where local expressions for the field
can be given, and the factors ofV introduced in~2! are imposed by the natural interpretation giv
to the different terms.

To set up the classical field theory, we must give as global data a principal U~1! bundleP over
S13S. With respect to local trivializations, the gauge field is interpreted as a connection o
bundle, the Higgs field as a section of the complex line bundle associated toP by the defining
representation, andf̄ is a section of the bundle dual to this one. It is natural to restrict to
situation whereP is the pull-back toS13S of a U~1! bundle onS; in particular, the transition
functions will be time-independent. Topologically, U~1! bundles on a compact surface are clas
fied by their first Chern classNPZ, which can be interpreted as the net number of units
quantized magnetic flux through space at any time,

i

2 R
S
Bdz̀ dz̄52pN. ~3!

We may assume without loss of generality that the bundle we are considering overS can be
trivialized on an open discU1,S and on an open neighborhoodU2 of its complement, with
U1ùU2 being a very narrow annulus which for most purposes can be identified with its retra
]U1 . More precisely, we may have to consider sub-patches ofU2 to make sense of local data suc
as the relevant coordinatez, but this will not affect the discussion of the aspects related to
nontriviality of P which will be our main concern, becausePuU2

is trivial. Thus we shall conside
P to be defined by the homotopy class of a single transition functionf 12:]U1→U(1) whose
degree isN, and we refrain from introducing partitions of unity to keep the discussion as sim
as possible.

The term with coefficientm is the Chern–Simons densitymA`dA. On the overlap of the two
trivializing patchesU1 , U2 ,

A(1)`dA(1)5A(2)`dA(2)2 i f 12
21d f12̀ dA(2),

whereA( j ) denotes the connection one-form onU j , and so its values on the trivializing patches
not agree on the overlapU1ùU2 . So in general we cannot define an action by just using partit
of unity to patch together pieces of the Lagrangian given by~2!, as we can do for gauge-invarian
Lagrangians. Notice that the term proportional toAt , although gauge-dependent, is unambig
ously defined globally since we are assuming that the transition functions are time-indepe
The most elegant way to define the Chern–Simons action is as the integral of the gauge-in
second Chern formmdA`dA, on any four-dimensional manifoldM with boundary]M5S1

3S. Here,A is a connection on a principal U~1! bundle onM which restricts to our bundleP on
S13S. There is no obstruction to the existence of such an extension ofP→S13S, since in our
case it would lie in the groupH3(CP`;Z), which is trivial.8 The action should be independe
~mod 2p! of the choice of the manifoldM and the bundle over it, and this imposes the constr

mP
1

4p
Z ~4!
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on the Chern–Simons coefficient. We shall writekª4pm.
The group of gauge transformationsG consists of smooth maps fromS13S to U~1!. The

connected component of the identityG 0 is the subgroup of maps homotopic to the identity~the
small gauge transformations!, and the connected components ofG are labeled by two-homology
classes of space-time, dual to the one-cycles around which the gauge transformations ha
trivial winding:

G/G 0>H2~S13S;Z!>Z% Z% 2g. ~5!

Here,g is the genus ofS, and we can choose for the generators of the firstZ factor the class of
a positively oriented copy ofS at a particular instant. It can be shown9 that a gauge transformatio
in the connected component ofG labeled by a class whose first component in the above dec
position isks has the effect of adding the term 2pkkN to the Chern–Simons action, so that th
action is gauge-invariant~mod 2p) if and only if the condition~4! holds.

It is possible to express the Chern–Simons action entirely in terms of the three-dimen
data by treating carefully the boundary terms of the four-dimensional Chern action introd
above.9 The result is that we should add a correction to the sum of the integrals of the Ch
Simons bulk term appearing in~2! over U1 andU2 . The correction term is the double integra

m i R
S13]U1

f 12
21d f12̀ A(1). ~6!

We still have to ensure that the term proportional toAt in the action is gauge-invarian
(mod 2p). Under a gauge transformationg, At changes as

At°At2 ig21] tg.

If the class ofg in the first factor ofG/G 0 in ~5! is ks, then everywhere onS

i R
S1

g21] tgdt5k,

and the change in the action is

2
i

2
gk R

S
V2dz̀ dz̄52gk Vol~S!.

This will be in 2pZ for all kPZ if and only if we impose the constraint

g Vol~S!PZ. ~7!

The action for Manton’s model onS can then be written as

S@A,f#5(
j 51

2 E
S13U j

L@A( j ),f ( j )#d3x1m i R
S13]U1

f 12
21d f12̀ A(1), ~8!

where we impose the constraints~4! and ~7! to the classical parameters to ensure thateiS is well
defined and gauge invariant. To implement the variational principle, we consider variationdA,
df anddf̄ of the fields which are a one-form and sections of the bundles associated toP by the
fundamental representation and its dual, respectively. As usual, the variation of the first~bulk!
term in ~8! yields after integration by parts

dS5(
c

(
j 51

2 H E
S13U j

FdL
dc

2]nS dL
d]nc D Gdc d3x1E

S13U j

]nS dL
d]nc

dc Dd3xJ . ~9!
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Here,c is any ofAn , f, or f̄, and the (j ) subscripts have been suppressed. If we define on e
U j the one-form

CªV22S dL
d] tc

Ddt2S dL
d] z̄c

Ddz2S dL
d]zc

Ddz̄,

and denote the Hodge star of~1! by * , then the last integral in the expression~9! can be written as

E
S13U j

]nS dL
d]nc

dc Dd3x5 R
S13]U j

* C dc. ~10!

It is easy to verify by direct computation that, for the terms inL which are locally gauge-invariant
the contributions to the components of the two-form* Cdc are just functions on each trivializing
patch. Therefore, their correspondingj 51,2 contributions in~10! cancel as they should, since th
boundaries]U1 and]U2 are very close but carry opposite orientations. For the term proporti
to At , the values of the contributions on thej 51,2 patches also cancel because of our assump
of the time-independence off 12. However, the Chern–Simons term has a nonvanishing contr
tion. Indeed,

d~A`dA!52dA`dA2d~A`dA!,

and so the sum of thej 51,2 contributions to~10! is

m R
S13]U1

~A(1)`dA2A(2)`dA!52m i R
S13]U1

f 12
21d f12̀ dA,

which exactly cancels the variation of the correction~6! to the Chern–Simons bulk term. So w
conclude that the stationarity of the action~8! is exactly expressed by the Euler–Lagrange eq
tions for the naive Lagrangian~2! in each trivializing coordinate patch. They read

g iD 0f52~DzDz̄f1Dz̄Dzf!V222
l

4
~12ufu2!f, ~11!

]z~BV22!52 iJz12mEz , ~12!

2mB5g~12ufu2!V2, ~13!

where the gauge-invariant supercurrentJz is defined by

Jzª2
i

2
~f̄Dzf2fDz̄f̄ !. ~14!

We are making the assumption that these equations admit nonstatic time-periodic solutions
can be patched together onS. Notice that no higher than first-order time derivatives of the fie
appear in~11!–~13!. Equation~11! is a gauge-invariant nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation forf,
while ~12! is a version of Ampe`re’s law and~13! can be interpreted as a magnetic Gauss’ law

III. STATIC VORTICES ON A SPHERE

Static configurations are time-independent solutions of the field equations of motion
vanishingAt . For them, our Lagrangian reduces to the Ginzburg–Landau energy functionE,
given by the last bracket in~2!. Notice that this is also the functional relevant to the discussion
static solutions in the Abelian Higgs model. Ifl51, one can show that all the critical points ofE
satisfy the two-dimensional Bogomol’ny� equations10 on S. For configurations withN.0, these
read
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Dz̄f50, ~15!

2B5~12ufu2!V2, ~16!

and their solutions are known as vortices. IfN,0, they are called antivortices and satisfy simil
equations, withDz̄ replaced byDz in ~15!, whereas a minus sign is introduced in~16!. Solutions
(A,f) to the Bogomol’ny� equations for which~3! holds have energyE5uNup. Henceforth, we
shall be interested in theN.0 case only. Writef5eh/21 ix; the functionh is gauge-invariant
while x ~defined only modulo 2p! is not, and both are real. Equation~15! can be used to obtain
Az in terms ofh andx, and substitution in~16! yields

4]z] z̄h2~eh21!V254p(
r 51

N

d (2)~z2zr !. ~17!

The solution to this equation provides all the information needed to reconstruct the fields onS; x
has to give the required winding properties off in each patch, but the gauge freedom leave
otherwise undetermined.

The Bogomol’ny� equations were first studied on a compact Riemann surfaceS by Bradlow11

~cf. also Ref. 12 and references therein!. He showed existence and uniqueness of a solu
satisfying~3! with the Higgs field having exactlyN zeros~counted with well-defined multiplici-
ties! in any configuration, provided

Vol~S!.4pN. ~18!

Thus, given the topological constraint~3!, and if the bound~18! is satisfied, the moduli space o
solutions to the Bogomol’ny� equations can be described as the symmetric productMN5SNS
5SN/SN , a smooth 2N-manifold. These solutions can be interpreted as nonlinear superpos
of N indistinguishable vortices located at the zeros of the Higgs field~the vortex cores!, which
play the rôle of moduli.

For the rest of this paper, we shall restrict to the situation whereS is a two-sphere of radius
R, which for later convenience we assume to be centered at the origin ofR3. We choose the open
subsetsU1 and U2 introduced in Sec. II to be discs around the North and South poles, res
tively, where stereographic coordinates can be used. In the next Section, we will argu
actually we can shrinkU2 to a point, and focus entirely on aU1 which covers all ofS except the
South pole. So we can parametrize the position of the vortices in the open denseU1 by a
coordinatez with inverse

z°RS z1 z̄

11uzu2
,2 i

z2 z̄

11uzu2
,
12uzu2

11uzu2D . ~19!

As usual, we writez5` to refer to the South pole. In terms of this coordinate, the confor
factor in ~1! is just

V2~z,z̄!5
4R2

~11uzu2!2 . ~20!

The positionsz1 ,...,zN of N vortices define coordinates almost everywhere on the mo
space. They are regular only in the subset of configurations for which all the zeros off are simple
and none of them occur at the South pole. To parametrize the whole subsetV0,MN of static
configurations with no zeros of the Higgs field atz5`, we can introduce instead the elementa
symmetric polynomials in theN variableszr

skªsk
[N]~z1 ,...,zN!5 (

1< j 1,¯, j k<N
zj 1

¯zj k
, 1<k<N. ~21!
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More generally, letVj,MN denote the subset of configurations with exactlyj vortices atz
5`; it is parametrized by the symmetric polynomialssk

[N2 j ] of the coordinates of theN2 j
remaining vortices. Clearly,MN5q j 50

N Vj gives a decomposition ofMN into N11 disjoint
2(N2 j )-cells Vj>CN2 j , and it is easy to verify that they are glued together so as to giveMN

5CPN.
Later on, it will be useful to consider the standard decomposition of the moduli space as

of affine piecesMN5ø j 50
N Wj , where theWj are defined in terms of homogeneous coordinate

usual

Wjª$~Y0 :Y1 :¯:YN! u YjÞ0%>CN.

We may setW05V0 say, and identify thesk in ~21! with the inhomogeneous coordinates ofW0 ,

sk5yk
(0)
ª

Yk

Y0
, 1<k<N.

Letting s0ª1, we can relate the inhomogeneous coordinates in the otherWj to thesk by

yk
( j )
ª

Yk

Yj
5

sk

sj
, 0<k<N, kÞ j .

It is not hard to see thatVj is being identified with the (N2 j )-planey0
( j )5¯5yj 21

( j ) 50 in Wj .
We still need to introduce a further piece of notation. Near the positionz5zr of an isolated

vortex,h5 logufu2 can be expanded as7,13

h~z;z1 ,...,zN!5 loguz2zr u21ar1
br

2
~z2zr !1

b̄r

2
~ z̄2 z̄r !1O~ uz2zr u2!. ~22!

Here,ar andbr are functions of the positionsz1 ,...,zN of all the N vortices. If N51, spherical
symmetry can be used to show that14

b152
2z̄1

11uz1u2
.

This function describes how the level curves ofufu2, which consist of circles centered around t
core of the vortex on the sphere, are distorted by the stereographic projection onto thez-plane. An
analogous situation arises when we consider more generally the subvarietyM N

co,MN of con-
figurations ofN coincident vortices. It is parametrized by the positionz5Z of the only zero of the
Higgs field, whose modulus squared has a logarithm with an expansion identical to~22! aroundZ,
but with a coefficientN before the logarithmic term; the coefficient of1

2(z2Z) is then

b52
2NZ̄

11uZu2 . ~23!

When the positions of theN vortices do not coincide, there is an additional distortion to theufu2

contours caused by the mutual interactions, and this leads to nontrivialbr coefficients in~22!. It
turns out that the functionsbr contain all the information about the interactions relevant for
kinetic term of the reduced mechanical system. This was also the case in Samols’ analysis
Abelian Higgs model.7

It will be useful later to relate the functionsbr to their pullbacks

T* br~z1 ,...,zN!ªbr~T~z1!,...,T~zN!!,
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under an isometryT of the sphere. This relationship is easy to obtain directly from the expan
~22! by requiring thath be invariant:

T* br5
br

T8~zr !
2

T9~zr !

~T8~zr !!2 . ~24!

If we interpretT as a~passive! change of coordinates, this equation can be regarded as the for
for the transformation of Christoffel symbols for an affine connection, as pointed out in Re
In fact, we shall define a natural unitary connection on a line bundle over the moduli spa
static vortices. In the next Section, we show that this connection is the essential ingredient
reduced Lagrangian for Manton’s model. The functionsbr are part of the coefficients of th
connection one-form, and they incorporate the interactions among the vortices at zero po
energy into the reduced dynamics.

IV. THE EFFECTIVE MECHANICAL SYSTEM

Ultimately, we are interested in understanding the dynamics of the field configurations
this is a much harder problem than the study of static solutions. However, it is natural to e
that, for l close to 1, slow-varying solutions of the field theory should be well approximate
static solutions evolving along the directions defined by the linearized Bogomol’ny� equations.
This idea was introduced by Manton in the context of Yang–Mills–Higgs monopoles16 and has
proven very fruitful in many situations. For the Abelian Higgs model, a careful analysis
Stuart17 showed that this so-called adiabatic approximation is exponentially accurate in the lim
small velocities, and that it holds even when the coupling differs slightly from the self-dual v
l51. The field dynamics ofN vortices is reduced to an effective mechanical system on
moduli spaceMN . The relevant Lagrangian can be obtained by evaluating the Lagrangian fo
field theory at static solutions with time-dependent moduli and then integrating out the
dependence. Samols7 showed that the reduced dynamics at self-dual coupling correspon
geodesic motion on the moduli space, with respect to a Ka¨hler metric that encodes informatio
about the local behavior of the Higgs field at its zeros; we shall explain this more precisely
end of this Section. For general values ofl.1, the geodesic motion is distorted by conservat
forces, which are absent at self-dual coupling.

In what follows, we shall study Manton’s model within the adiabatic approximation, in
regimel.1 andg5m. The latter assumption enables one to obtain a neat expression fo
reduced kinetic-energy term, as will be shown below. Notice that, wheng5m, Eq.~13! reduces to
~16!, and this raises our hope that the adiabatic picture is a good approximation to the field
in this model, as Manton pointed out.2 Another check is provided by the existence of consist
conservation laws, which we shall explore in Sec. V.

We shall follow the analysis in Ref. 2 to obtain the Lagrangian for the reduced mecha
system on the moduli space. Wheng andm are set to be equal, consistency of the conditions~4!
and ~7! is expressed by

k

4p
Vol~S!5kR2PZ. ~25!

The kinetic energy consists of the terms in~8! which contain time derivatives andAt . After using
~16!, it can be written in the form

T5
ig

2 (
j 51

2 E
U j

Im~4Az̄Ȧz2f̄ḟV2!dz̀ dz̄,
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where the overdots denote time derivatives andz is the relevant stereographic coordinate on ea
of the discsU j . Notice that the correction to the naive Chern–Simons action has now
canceled by a boundary term coming from the bulk. In terms of the functionsh andx introduced
in Sec. III, we can write

T5
ig

2 (
j 51

2 E
U j

~2i ~] z̄zz2]zz z̄!1] t~]zh] z̄x1] z̄h]zx!2ẋV2!dz̀ dz̄, ~26!

wherezz , z z̄ are the components of the one-form

z5ẋ~dx1!dh!1 1
4ḣ dh

in each trivializing coordinate patch; here,! is the Hodge star of the metric onS. To evaluate~26!,
we cut discs of small radiuse around each vortex position~where the integrand is singular! and
apply Stokes’ theorem, lettinge→0 at the end.

The only contributions to the integrals around]U j come from the first term in~26!, yielding

ig R
]U1

ẋ f 12
21d f12,

wherex denotes the argument off (1). If we chooseU2 small enough so that it does not overla
with any of the trajectories of the vortices,x is globally defined onU2 . So this term is a total time
derivative and can be discarded from the kinetic energy. No other contribution coming from
nontriviality of the bundleP arises, and hence we may safely shrinkU2 to the South pole, while
U1>C becomes dense inS. Henceforth,z shall always denote the coordinate in~19!.

To describe the contributions coming from the neighborhood of the vortices, we write2 near
vortex r

x5u r1c r , ~27!

whereu r is the polar angle in thez-plane with respect tozr , andc r is a function of the position
of the vortices only. Of course, Eq.~27! assumes that the gauge freedom has been reduced i
neighborhood of the vortices. The analysis in Ref. 2 goes through unchanged to conclude t
contributions from the first two terms in~26! add up to

pg(
r 51

N

~2ċ r1 ibr żr2 i b̄ rzG r !. ~28!

It follows from the expansion~22! that the coefficientbr has a singularity when vortexr ap-
proaches another vortexsÞr ,

br~z1 ,...,zN!52(
sÞr

1

zr2zs
1b̃r~z1 ,...,zN!, ~29!

whereb̃r is a smooth function. However, a gauge can be chosen for which eachc r is given by

c r~z1 ,...,zN!5arg)
sÞr

N

~zr2zs! ~mod 2p!,

and then

(
r 51

N

ċ r52 i (
r 51

N

(
sÞr

S żr

zr2zs
2

zG r

z̄r2 z̄s
D
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exactly cancels the singularity from thebr coefficients.
The last term in~26! yields again a contribution from the metric onS. Its time integral gives

22pg times the signed area enclosed by the trajectories of the vorticeszr(t). In our local
coordinatez, the area form can be expressed as

vS52iR2
dz̀ dz̄

~11uzu2!2 5 iR2dS zdz̄2 z̄dz

11uzu2 D5..dq.

Therefore, we may write

22pg R
S1S ES

ẋvSD dt522pg R
S1(r 51

N

zr* q52ipgR2 R
S1(r 51

N
z̄r żr2zrzG r

11uzr u2
dt ~30!

and interpret the integrand in the last expression above as the relevant contribution toT.
Putting ~28! and ~30! together, we conclude that the kinetic-energy term in the effec

Lagrangian is given by

Tred5p ig(
r 51

N F S 2R2
z̄r

11uzr u2
1b̃r D żr2S 2R2

zr

11uzr u2 1 b̄̃r D zG r G . ~31!

Unfortunately, the potential energy is harder to deal with. It can be written as

Vred5Np1
i

16
~l21!E

S
~12eh!2V2dz̀ dz̄

5Npl2
p

2
~l21!R21

i

16
~l21!E

S
e2hV2dz̀ dz̄.

It does not seem possible to simplify the integral involvinge2h to a local expression in the modul
Stuart has shown18 that, forN52, Vred can be approximated by a rational function of the distan
between the two vortices, in the limit where Bradlow’s bound~18! comes close to the equality.

The reduced LagrangianL red5Tred2Vred is first-order in the time derivatives, just as the fie
theory Lagrangian. So, as mentioned in the Introduction, the equations of motion already a
Hamiltonian form and the moduli space is to be interpreted as a phase space. The potential
Vred is the only contribution to the Hamiltonian, while the kinetic term determines a symple
potential A in our coordinate patchW0 for a noncanonical symplectic form onMN . Indeed,
Tred5A(d/dt) with d/dt the vector field determining time evolution, andA the real one-form

A5p ig(
r 51

N F S 2R2
z̄r

11uzr u2 1b̃r Ddzr2S 2R2
zr

11uzr u2 1 b̄̃r Ddz̄r G . ~32!

This one-form is regular throughoutW0 . The equations of motion can be cast as

i d
dt

v52dVred,

where the~global! symplectic formv5dA is given onW0 by
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2
4i

k
v5d(

r 51

N F S 2R2
z̄r

11uzr u2 1b̃r Ddzr2S 2R2
zr

11uzr u2 1 b̄̃r Ddz̄r G
5(

r 51

N

(
sÞr

S ]b̃s

]zr
dzr`dzs2

] b̄̃s

] z̄r
dz̄r`dz̄sD

2 (
r ,s51

N S ]br

] z̄s
1

]b̄s

]zr
1

4R2d rs

~11uzr u2!2D dzr`dz̄s .

Notice that we are allowed to replacebr by b̃r in expressions like]br /] z̄s , since it is know from
~29! that br2b̃r is holomorphic. Either of the two arguments given in Ref. 7 shows that loca

b̃r5
]B
]zr

, ~33!

for a real functionB. Hence

v52
ik

2 (
r ,s51

N S 2R2d rs

~11uzr u2!2 1
]b̄s

]zr
D dzr`dz̄s . ~34!

It is easily verified that Eq.~33! is equivalent tov being a Kähler form onW0 with respect to
the complex structure on the moduli space induced by the one onS. Moreover, we conclude from
~34! that it is proportional to the Ka¨hler form vSam of Samols’ metric7

v52
k

2
vSam. ~35!

It is a global (1,1)-form onMN with respect to the complex structure defined by our coordina
It becomes apparent thatvSam ~or v! is a central object in the reduced dynamics of both
Abelian Higgs model and Manton’s model; but we should emphasize that it plays comp
different rôles in the two contexts. In the Abelian Higgs model,vSamis the (1,1)-form correspond
ing to a Kähler metric on the configuration spaceMN . In the Hamiltonian picture, the dynamic
takes place on the cotangent bundleT* MN with its canonical~tautological! symplectic form, and
time evolution is determined by the laplacian of Samols’ metric, possibly with an extra pote
term if we allow lÞ1. On the other hand, in Manton’s systemv is the symplectic form of a
Hamiltonian system onMN itself, which has no time evolution unless the potentialVred is
switched on. We can also interpretv as the curvature of the one-formA in ~32!, which represents
a unitary connection on a Hermitian line bundle overMN in a local orthonormal frame. This poin
of view leads directly to the geometric quantization of Manton’s system using the natural K¨hler
polarization, as we shall see in Sec. VI.

V. SYMMETRIES AND CONSERVED QUANTITIES

In this section, we analyze the symmetries of Manton’s model on the sphere, followin
similar analysis for the plane.19 More precisely, we will study the isometries of the metric~1!. We
shall make standard use of Noether’s theorem to obtain the corresponding conserved quan
the Lagrangian formulations of both the field theory and the reduced mechanical system
conserved quantities reduced to static solutions are interesting observables of the effective
cal system of vortices, and later we will be concerned with their quantization.

A. Symmetries in the field theory

Here, we shall be concerned with the Lagrangian~2!. When computing the Lie derivatives o
the different terms along a vector fieldj, one obtains gauge-dependent quantities in gene
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However, we can supplement the field variations under the flow ofj by a gauge transformation b
e2 iaA(j), wherea is the flow parameter, so as to obtain gauge-invariant variations.19 The whole
operation can be interpreted as a covariant Lie derivative, in the spirit of the discussion
Appendix of Ref. 18.

The simplest symmetry of the model is time translation, generated by] t . The O(a) variation
of the Lagrangian is

adL5a@] t~L1gAtV
22mBAt!12m i ~] z̄~AtEz!2]z~AtEz̄!!#,

where we included a gauge transformation bye2 iaAt in the fields. Noether’s theorem then give
the conserved density

j t5(
c

dL
d] tc

dc2] t~L1gAtV
22mBAt!

5
1

2
B2V221~ uDzfu21uDz̄fu2!1

l

8
~12ufu2!2V2.

This is the density of potential energy, so we learn thatV is a constant of motion. This result doe
not depend on the particular form~20! for the conformal factor of the metric, and so it is also va
for more generalS.

The SO~3! action on the sphereS by rotations about axes through the origin ofR3 provides
conservation laws for angular momentum. In our coordinatez, this action is described by elliptic
Möbius transformations with antipodal fixed points,

z°
~eia1uau2!z1a~12eia!

ā~12eia!z1~11uau2eia!
, ~36!

whereaPC and aPR. We shall consider the effect of rotationsRa
( j ) ( j 51,2,3) by an anglea

about the three Cartesian axes, which correspond to takinga51,i ,0.
The variation of the Lagrangian under the rotationRa

(1) , to be supplemented by the gaug

transformatione2
a
2((12z2)Az2(12 z̄2)Az̄), is given up to O~a! by

ad (1)L5
a

2
i @] t@~mB2gV2!~~12z2!Az2~12 z̄2!Az̄!#

2]z@~12z2!L12m i ~~12z2!AzEz̄2~12 z̄2!Az̄Ez̄!#

1] z̄@~12z2!L12m i ~~12 z̄2!Az̄Ez2~12z2!AzEz!##,

and the variationsd (2)L, d (3)L are given by similar expressions. The densities of the conse
quantities can then be shown to be

j (1)
t 5

g i

2
~~12z2!~Jz1Az!2~12 z̄2!~Jz̄1Az̄!!V2,

j (2)
t 52

g

2
~~11z2!~Jz1Az!1~11 z̄2!~Jz̄1Az̄!!V2,

j (3)
t 52g i ~z~Jz1Az!2 z̄~Jz̄1Az̄!!V2,

whereJz is the supercurrent defined in~14!. These densities are still not gauge invariant. As
Ref. 19, we can remedy this by adding to the vector fieldX(k) in d (k)L5..]nX(k)

n a divergenceless
vector field. So we substituteX(k)

n by X̃(k)
n given by
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X̃(k)
t 5X(k)

t 2]z~L (k)Az̄!1] z̄~L (k)Az!,

X̃(k)
z 5X(k)

z 1] t~L (k)Az̄!2] z̄~L (k)At!,

X̃(k)
z̄ 5X(k)

z̄ 2] t~L (k)Az!1]z~L (k)At!,

using

~L (1) ,L (2) ,L (3)!522igR2S z1 z̄

11uzu2
,2 i

z2 z̄

11uzu2
,
12uzu2

11uzu2D .

The new densitiesj̃ (k)
t are now gauge invariant, and their space integrals are the cons

quantities

M152
g

4EC
F ~~12z2!Jz2~12 z̄2!Jz̄!V

212iR2
z1 z̄

11uzu2
BGdz̀ dz̄,

M25
g i

4 E
C
F ~~11z2!Jz1~11 z̄2!Jz̄!V

222iR2
z2 z̄

11uzu2
BGdz̀ dz̄,

M35
g i

2 E
C
F i ~zJz2 z̄Jz̄!V

212R2
12uzu2

11uzu2 BGdz̀ dz̄,

which can be interpreted as angular momenta around the three independent axes. Althoug
her’s theorem determines the conserved quantities corresponding to a given symmetry ge
only up to an additive constant, the requirement thatMk be the components of a Hamiltonia
moment of SO~3! removes this ambiguity.

Just as on the plane,19 the quantitiesMk can be neatly written as moments of the vorticity
the system. This is defined to be the gauge-invariant real quantity

V52i ~] z̄Jz2]zJz̄!1B,

which is well-defined and smooth everywhere onS. Typically, it approaches zero away from th
vortex cores, where both the magnetic field and the supercurrent~and its derivatives! become
negligible. We obtain

M15
ig

2
R2E

C

z1 z̄

11uzu2 V dz̀ dz̄, ~37!

M25
ig

2
R2E

C

~2 i !~z2 z̄!

11uzu2 V dz̀ dz̄, ~38!

M35
ig

2
R2E

C

12uzu2

11uzu2 V dz̀ dz̄. ~39!

The expressions in the integrands should be compared with the Cartesian coordinates
sphere as given by Eq.~19!. We can anticipate thatM5(M1 ,M2 ,M3) is a vector inR3 which
contains information about a center of mass of the vortex configurations. In particular, whN
vortices become coincident, we expectM to point in the direction of the core, given the circul
symmetry of the fields.
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B. Symmetries in the effective mechanical system

There is an action of SO~3! on CPN by simultaneous rotation of the vortex positionszr as in
~36!. It is generated by the vector fields

j (1)52
i

2 (
r 51

N S ~12zr
2!

]

]zr
2~12 z̄r

2!
]

] z̄r
D , ~40!

j (2)5
1

2 (
r 51

N S ~11zr
2!

]

]zr
1~11 z̄r

2!
]

] z̄r
D , ~41!

j (3)5 i (
r 51

N S zr

]

]zr
2 z̄r

]

] z̄r
D , ~42!

which can be seen to extend smoothly toCPN after changing coordinates from thezr to the sk

defined in~21!. The rotational symmetry yields three independent relations among the func
br , which we shall now derive. Notice that the fluxes of the vector fieldsj ( j ) are given by acting
on eachzr by the rotationsRa

( j ) introduced in Sec. V.A. The Lie derivatives of thebr can be
computed by making use of~24!,

£j( j )
br5 lim

a→0

Ra
( j )* br2br

a
.

We then find the following relations:

2
i

2 (
s51

N S ~12zs
2!

]br

]zs
2~12 z̄s

2!
]br

] z̄r
D5£j(1)

br52 i ~11zrbr !, ~43!

1

2 (
s51

N S ~11zs
2!

]br

]zs
1~11 z̄s

2!
]br

] z̄s
D5£j(2)

br52~11zrbr !, ~44!

i (
s51

N S zs

]br

]zs
2 z̄s

]br

] z̄s
D5£j(3)

br52 ibr . ~45!

Using ~33!, Eqs.~43! and ~44! can be written as

(
s51

N S ~17zs
2!

]bs

]zr
7~17 z̄s

2!
]b̄s

]zr
D 72~11zrbr !50,

which together imply that the quantity(s51
N (2zs1zs

2bs1b̄s) is constant for all vortex configura
tions. To find what this constant is, we remark that all the singular parts in~29! cancel in pairs in
the sum overs, and that in the limit of coincidence of the vortices the functionsb̃r in ~29! tend to
b in ~23!. In particular, when all the vortices are atZ50

(
r 51

N

br~0,...,0!50. ~46!

So we conclude that

(
s51

N

~2zs1zs
2bs1b̄s!50. ~47!
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Similarly, Eq. ~45! and its conjugate imply that the quantity( r 51
N (zsbs2 z̄sb̄s) is independent of

the vortex positions. Using the explicit formula~23! for N coincident vortices, we then deduce th
this constant has to be zero, obtaining

(
s51

N

zsbsPR. ~48!

We remark that Eqs.~47! and~48! are analogues of the statement that the sum of thebr vanishes
for any vortex configuration on the plane, as found by Samols7 as a consequence of translation
symmetry. In fact, this statement follows from~47! in the limit where all vortices approach th
origin, and~46! may be regarded as a special case of it. Equation~48! is also valid for vortices on
the plane, and is a consequence of the SO~2! symmetry, but it has not been noted before in t
literature.

The SO~3! action onCPN leaves the symplectic form~34! invariant, i.e.,

£jv5dijv50, ~49!

for all j generating a rotation. To establish this, we make use of the relations~47! and ~48!. For
example,j (3) satisfies~49! if and only if

]

] z̄q
F (

s51

N S z̄s

]b̄s

]zr
2zs

]bs

]zr
D 2br G50,

for all q and r , and this follows from~48! or the weaker statement~45!. SinceH1(CPN;R) is
trivial, ~49! implies that there exist globally defined functionsM j

red satisfying

ij( j )
v52dMj

red. ~50!

The functionsM j
red are determined from~50! only up to a constant, and thej ( j ) are their corre-

sponding Hamiltonian vector fields. We can fix this constant by requiring that theM j
red are the

components of a moment map, i.e., that the SO~3! action is Hamiltonian20

$Mi
red,M j

red%ªv~j ( i ) ,j ( j )!52 (
k51

3

e i jkMk
red. ~51!

The M j
red turn out to be the conserved quantities corresponding to the rotational symme

the reduced mechanical system. Recall that the connection one-formA in ~32! is a symplectic
potential forv, and thus Eq.~50! is equivalent to

£j( j )
A5dWj , ~52!

with

Wj5A~j ( j )!2M j
red. ~53!

Equation~52! is the statement of rotational invariance of the U~1! connection represented byA
~see Ref. 21 for a discussion in the more general situation of connections on bundles with
belian structure group!. The reduced LagrangianL red has a kinetic term~31! of the form

T red5(
r 51

N

Ar żr1c.c. ,

and a rotationally invariant potential. Using~52!, we can establish that
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£j( j )
L red5] tWj , ~54!

and so Noether’s theorem implies thatM j
red as given by~53! is a conserved quantity. Notice tha

Wj depends on the choice of symplectic potential forv, whereasM j
red does not—cf. Eqs.~52! and

~50!. We can determineM j
red by integrating~50!, or alternatively from~54! and ~53!. We shall

follow the latter route, which provides a direct proof of the spherical symmetry of the red
system. Using Eqs.~43!–~45!, we find that

£j(1)
L red52pg~R22N!] t(

r 51

N

~zr2 z̄r !,

£j(2)
L red5p ig~R22N!] t(

r 51

N

~zr1 z̄r !,

£j(3)
L red50522pg] t~N~R22N!!.

The constant term after the time derivative in the last equation was chosen so that the con
quantitiesM j

red obey~51!. Making use of the relations~47! and~48! for the functionsbr , they can
be written as

M1
red5

k

4 (
r 51

N S 2R2
zr1 z̄r

11uzr u2
1br1b̄r D , ~55!

M2
red5

ik

4 (
r 51

N S 22R2
zr2 z̄r

11uzr u2
1br2b̄r D , ~56!

M3
red5

k

2 (
r 51

N S R2
12uzr u2

11uzr u2 2~zrbr11! D . ~57!

A consistency check of the reduction procedure can be made by comparing the con
angular momenta in the two pictures. To do this, we shall write the quantitiesMk in Sec. V A for
static solutions in terms of the moduli. This is most easily done from Eqs.~37!–~39!, expressing
the fields in terms of the functionh and making use of Eqs.~17! and~22! to reduce eachMk to the
moduli space, similarly to what we did for the Lagrangian in Sec. IV. For example, to obtai
expression forM1 we start by writing

z1 z̄

11uzu2 V5
2

R2

z1 z̄

11uzu2 ]zS ] z̄h ]z] z̄h

11uzu2 D
5

4

R2 ]zS ~z1 z̄!]zS ~] z̄h!2

11uzu2D2
~] z̄h!2

11uzu2D1c.c.

and use Stokes’ theorem to evaluate~37! as a sum of contour integrals along small discsCr of
radiuse around the vortex positions:

M15
g i

4 (
r 51

N R
Cr

~~z1 z̄!~ z̄~] z̄h!21~11uzu2!] z̄h]z] z̄h!2~11uzu2!~] z̄h!2!dz̄1c.c. .

Assuming that the vortices are isolated, we may write onCr
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]z] z̄h52
R2

~11uzr u2!2 1O~e2!,

] z̄h5
eiur

e
1

b̄r

2
1O~e!,

and then obtain in the limite→0

M15
pg

2 (
r 51

N S 4R2
zr1 z̄r

11uzr u2 1~12zr
2!br1~12 z̄r

2!b̄r22~zr1 z̄r ! D
5

k

4 (
r 51

N S 2R2
zr1 z̄r

11uzr u2
1br1b̄r D ,

where we made use of~47!. Similarly, we find

M25
pg i

2 (
r 51

N S 24R2
zr2 z̄r

11uzr u2 1~11zr
2!br2~11 z̄r

2!b̄r12~zr2 z̄r ! D
5

k i

4 (
r 51

N S 22R2
zr2 z̄r

11uzr u2
1br2b̄r D

and

M35pg(
r 51

N S 2R2
12uzr u2

11uzr u2 2~zrbr1 z̄r b̄r !22D
5

k

2 (
r 51

N S R2
12uzr u2

11uzr u2
2~zrbr11! D .

So eachM j agrees withM j
red.

It is instructive to compare the conserved quantities that we have found for the sphere w
ones obtained for the plane.19 On the plane, space isometries are described by the Euclidean g
E(2). Convenient generators are the translations along thex1 andx2 axes and the rotation abou
the origin, and their conserved quantities in the reduced picture were determined to be

P152pg i (
r 51

N

~Zr2Z̄r !, ~58!

P25pg(
r 51

N

~Zr1Z̄r !, ~59!

M52pg(
r 51

N S 1

2
uZr u21BrZr1B̄r Z̄r11D , ~60!

whereZr denote the positions of the vortex cores,Br the coefficients in an expansion equivale
to ~22!, and we removed the ‘‘red’’ superscripts. In the limit where the radiusR is large and the
vortices are close together, say in a small neighborhood of the North pole, one should expe
our Mk should be well approximated by quantities directly related to the ones in~58!–~60!.
Indeed, identifying 2Rzr5Zr we obtain from~55! to ~57!
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M152RP21pgR(
r 51

N

~Br1B̄r !1O~ uzsu!, ~61!

M25RP11pg iR(
r 51

N

~Br2B̄r !1O~ uzsu!, ~62!

M352pgNR22M1O~ uzsu!. ~63!

Since it is known7 that ( r 51
N Br50 @cf. Eq. ~46!#, we see thatM1 , M2 andP1 , P2 are related as

expected, but Eq.~63! for M3 is rather surprising. It means that, asR→`, M3 becomes infinite,
and we should subtract from it the quantity 2pgNR2, itself infinite in the limit, to be able to
compare it with the angular momentum in the plane,M . Notice that when~61!–~63! are inserted
in ~51!, we obtain

$P1 ,P2%52pgN2
1

R2 M1O~ uzsu!.

Thus whenR→` we recover the nonvanishing classical Poisson brackets for the linear mom
in the plane as calculated by Hassaı¨ne et al.22

For N coincident vortices, we can make use of~23! to obtain the angular momentum vector
closed form:

M [N]52pgN~R22N!S Z1Z̄

11uZu2 ,2 i
Z2Z̄

11uZu2
,
12uZu2

11uZu2D . ~64!

As before,Z denotes the position of the common core. If we takeN51, ~64! implies that a single
vortex onS should be assigned a nonzeroM vector. Its direction gives just the vortex positio
and its conservation implies that the single vortex does not move~even iflÞ1), as expected. The
length ofM [1] can be interpreted as a nonzero intrinsic angular momentum of the single vor
rest. This was also a feature of the model in the plane, where a single vortex was found to h
intrinsic momentum22pg. This agrees with our result, provided that we subtract the ‘‘ta
momentum 2pgNR2 as discussed above. It should be noted that on the sphere this int
momentum is quantized, from the considerations in Sec. II—it is a half integer in units\
51. On the plane, this feature is not apparent, sinceg could take any value. More generally,
configuration ofN coincident vortices has angular momentum22pgN2 after subtraction of
2pgNR2, and this is consistent with the results of Ref. 19.

VI. INGREDIENTS FOR GEOMETRIC QUANTIZATION

We would like to investigate the quantum version of the reduced mechanics in the frame
of geometric quantization. We shall follow the conventions in Ref. 5 and refer to Ref. 23
background on complex geometry. To construct the quantum system, we need to supplem
classical theory~specified by the phase spaceMN5CPN, endowed with the symplectic formv)
with a Hermitian line bundleL over MN . The wave functions in the quantum Hilbert space
particular sections ofL.

To start with, we should verify whether our phase space is quantizable at all. This is equi
to the integrality of the class represented by the closed formv/(2p) in de Rham cohomology,

1

2p
@v#PH2~MN ;Z!,H2~MN ;R!. ~65!
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In general, this requirement leads to nontrivial constraints on the parameters of the cla
theory—the Weil~pre!quantization conditions. If they are satisfied, we may regard@v#/(2p) as
the first Chern class of a smooth complex line bundle overMN , which is what we call the
prequantum line bundleL.

Recall thatH2(CPN;R) is cyclic and we can take as generator the first Chern clash
PH2(CPN;Z) of the hyperplane bundle ofCPN. Then@v#52pl h for suitablel PR. To deter-
mine l , we can refer to Eq.~35! and use the formula for the cohomology class ofvSamobtained
by Manton.14 ~This formula has been generalized15 for S of arbitrary genus.! For the benefit of the
reader, we reproduce Manton’s argument here. LetM N

co,MN be the subvariety of configuration
of N coincident vortices. This is a projective line parametrized by the positionZ of the zero of the
Higgs field. Equation~23! implies thatv restricts to it as

vuM
N
co52 ik

N~R22N!

~11uZu2!2 dZ`dZ̄. ~66!

It is readily seen thatM N
co is embedded as a projective curve of degreeN in MN , and is thus

homologous to6N@CP1#. Here, we denote by@CP1# the homology class of a projective lin
insideMN , which is dual toh and a generator ofH2(MN ;Z). The integral of~66! overM N

co is
just 22pkN(R22N), and so we conclude thatl 52k(R22N),

1

2p
@v#5l h52k~R22N!h. ~67!

Equation~65! is equivalent tol being an integer,

k~R22N!PZ,

and this is weaker than the conditionsk,kR2PZ that we already had to impose in~4! and ~25!
from considerations of gauge invariance~mod 2p! of the classical field theory action. We conclud
that no further constraints arise from prequantization.

In geometric quantization, the prequantum line bundleL is to be equipped with a Hermitian
metric and a unitary connection. The fact thatCPN is simply-connected implies that in our caseL
is uniquely determined as a smooth bundle by the symplectic structure, and so is the He
metric and the connectionD. The basic idea in the standard construction ofL is to interpret~real!
symplectic potentials ofv as local expressions for the connection, and then use parallel tran
to define local sections and construct the bundle.5 A given symplectic potential determines
unique local sections of L up to a phase of modulus one. The Hermitian metric is introduced
requiring that eachs is a local orthonormal frame

^s,s&51. ~68!

This is unambiguous since two symplectic potentials must differ by the exterior derivative
real functionu, and then the corresponding local sections are related by the factore2 iu.

The wave functions in geometric quantization are defined as theL2 polarized sections ofL.
By L2 we mean square-integrable with respect to the Hermitian product~68! on the fibres and the
symplectic measurevN/N! on the baseMN . Roughly speaking, polarized means that they o
depend on half of the real coordinates of the phase space, just as the wave functions
Schrödinger representation of quantum mechanics only depend on the position and not
momentum. More precisely, a polarizationP is defined as a Lagrangian~i.e., maximally isotropic!
integrable subbundle of the complexificationTCMN of the tangent bundle of the phase space, a
the condition

DX̄c50, ;XPG~MN ,P! ~69!
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defines what is meant for a sectionc to beP-polarized. When the classical dynamics takes pl
in a Kähler phase space, as is our case, there is a natural choice of polarizationP—namely, the one
determined by thei -eigenspaces of the compatible complex structure. It is generated b
holomorphic vector fields in the local complex coordinates. The introduction of a Ka¨hler polar-
ization can be interpreted naturally in terms of complex geometry as follows. A connection o
prequantum line bundle defines a holomorphic structure forL: By definition, the holomorphic
sections are the ones which are annihilated by the part ofD that takes values inV (0,1)(MN ,L),
which is defined from the complex structure in the base. But such sections are precisely th
satisfying the condition~69! for the Kähler polarization. Thus, polarized sections ofL are nothing
but holomorphic sections with respect to the holomorphic structure onL induced by the unitary
connectionD.

VII. THE QUANTUM HILBERT SPACE

The Picard variety ofCPN is trivial, and this implies thatL is uniquely determined as
holomorphic line bundle by its first Chern class, which can be read off from~67!. A classical
result24 on the sheaf cohomology ofCPN establishes thatL admits nontrivial global holomorphic
sections if and only ifl .0 ~i.e., k,0), and then they form the vector space

H0~CPN,O~L !!>C@Y0 ,...,YN# l , ~70!

where the right-hand side denotes the homogeneous polynomials of degreel in the N11 vari-
ablesYj . This gives a concrete way to realizeL and its sections~up to multiplication by a constan
in C3!. Recall that the local symplectic potentialA in ~32! for the connectionD determines a
nonvanishing local sections:W0→L. It is not holomorphic though, asA has a nonzero compo
nent inV (0,1)(W0). But we can obtain a holomorphic local section from it by using a nonuni
gauge transformation: Since

A52pg i (
r 51

N S 2R2
z̄r

11uzr u2
1b̃r Ddzr22pg idS 1

2
B1R2(

r 51

N

log~11uzr u2!D , ~71!

whereB is defined up to an additive real constant by~33!, we can define onW0

s (0)~z1 ...,zN!ªs~z1 ...,zN!e22pg(
1
2B1R2(

r 51

N

log(11uzr u
2)); ~72!

this is a holomorphic section ofL on W0 . It is uniquely determined froms up to a positive real
constant, and thus fromA up to a constant inC3. It extends to a global section ofL, vanishing in
the complement ofW0 ; we identify it with the homogeneous polynomialY0

l in ~70!. From it, we
can define the sections

s ( j )
ªS Yj

Y0
D l

s (0)5~yj
(0)! l s (0),

which trivialize L on eachWj , and determine the line bundle through the transition function

w i j :WiùWj→C3

~y1
( i ) , ...,yN

( i )!°~yj
( i )! l 5S sj

si
D 2k(R22N)

.

On eachWj , global holomorphic sections ofL are given by multiplyings ( j ) by polynomials in
the yk

( j ) of degree less than or equal tol .
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The quantum Hilbert spaceHP is the space of holomorphic sections ofL which are normal-
izable with respect to the inner product defined by the symplectic measure ofMN and the product
on the fibres given by~68!, as we said in Sec. VI. This inner product can be easily written do
as an integral over the open denseW0 , whereL is trivialized bys (0), by making use of~34!, ~68!
and ~72!. Since we are dealing with a compact phase space, all the holomorphic sections
finite norm, so the Hilbert spaceHP is H0(CPN,O(L)) itself, with dimension

dimHP5S N1l

l D . ~73!

All these quantum states belong to a single degenerate energy level whenl51. Recall that in this
situation the Hamiltonian vanishes and no motion occurs at the classical level.

We may interpret the expression~73! as giving the number of states in a quantum system
N interacting bosons. By interacting, we mean that the area available for the dynamics
sphere is affected by the space which the vortices themselves occupy. Recall that Bradlow’s
~18! establishes thatN vortices can only live on a sphere which has an area exceeding 4pN.
Heuristically, we can say that a single vortex occupies 4p units of area. So we can regard~73! as
the formula for the number of states for a system ofN bosons which can be assigned to any of t
(uku/4p) •4p(R22N) states corresponding to the room available on the sphere, after the
area of the vortices has been discounted.~For k521, there is a similiar interpretation for~73! as
the number of states of a system ofN noninteracting fermions, but it breaks down forkÞ21.!

From the formula~67!, it is immediate to compute the volume of the moduli space determ
by the Kähler form v:

Volv~MN!5
~2puku~R22N!!N

N!
5

~2pl !N

N!
.

It is of course proportional to the volume determined by Samols’ metric, as first compute
Manton.14,15This volume has been used to deduce the thermodynamics of an ideal gas of A
Higgs vortices atl51 in the framework of Gibbs’ classical statistical mechanics. In Manto
model atl51, there is only a ground state as we noted above, and its degeneracy, in G
approximation, is given by

dGibbs5
1

~2p\!NVol~MN!5
l N

N!
. ~74!

Notice that Planck’s constant is 2p\52p in our units. Gibbs’ partition function is simply
ZGibbs5dGibbse

2bNp. At lÞ1, the degeneracy is lifted but the formula above is still to be in
preted as the total number of states of the system. It is of interest to study the quotient

Qª

dimHP
dGibbs

,

which gives information about how appropriate Gibbs’ estimate for the number of states o
quantum system is. From~73! and ~74!, we find

Q5
~N1l !!

l Nl !
.

Using Stirling’s formula for the gamma function, we obtain

Q5S 11
N11

l
D NS 11

N

l 11D 2
1
2F S 11

N

l 11D l 11

e2NGeJ(N1l 11)2J(l 11), ~75!
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whereJ is the asymptotic series

J~z!5 (
n51

`
Bn

~2n21!2n

1

z2n21 .

In the context of Chern–Simons theories, the classical approximation is described as th
uku→`; this is equivalent to keeping the couplingm as constant and letting\→0. So we keepN
fixed and letl →` in the expression~75!, and this gives indeedQ→1. We might also try to
obtain a classical regime in a thermodynamical limit, where bothN and the area of the spher
become very large, but keeping a finite~possibly small! density, which we might want to define a

nª
ukuN

l
5

N

R2

S 12
N

R2D .

But it follows from ~75! that in this limit Q is infinite, however smalln is taken to be.

VIII. QUANTUM ANGULAR MOMENTA

From the prequantization data, it is possible to construct prequantum operatorsP( f ) for any
classical observablef PC`(MN) as

P~ f !ª2 iDj f
1 f . ~76!

Here,j f is the Hamiltonian vector field off with respect tov, defined by

dij f
v52d f . ~77!

Equation~50! is of course a special case of~77!, with jM
j
red5j ( j ) . In general, the linear operato

P( f ) does not map polarized sections ofL to polarized sections. It is easy to show that it does
and only if j f preserves the polarization:

@j f ,G~MN ,P!#,G~MN ,P!. ~78!

Then we may interpretP( f ) as the quantum operator corresponding to the observablef . In the
Kähler case,~78! can be seen to be equivalent toj f being the real part of a holomorphic vecto
field. This condition is true for the Hamiltonian vector fields~40!–~42! of the angular momenta in
~55!–~57!.

We can determine explicitly the action of the quantum operators on the wave functionsC in
the quantum Hilbert spaceHP5H0(MN ,O(L)). In the holomorphic frame onW0 provided by
s (0), one can writeC5C (0)s (0) with

C (0)~z1 ,...,zN!5 (
j 11¯1 j N50

l

a j 1¯ j N)k51

N

sk
[N]~z1 ,...,zN! j k, ~79!

with a j 1¯ j N
PC. The one-form representingD with respect to this frame can be read off from~71!

to be

A (0)52pg i (
r 51

N S 2R2
z̄r

11uzr u2 1b̃r Ddzr .

Substitution in~76! now gives the local representatives of the quantum operators in the local f
s (0). For example, forM3 we obtain
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P~M3!52 i ~ij(3)
d2 iA (0)~j (3)!!1M3

52 i ij(3)
d1

k

2
N~R221!2k(

r 51

N

(
sÞr

N
zr

zr2zs

52 i ij(3)
d2

Nl

2
.

Acting on C as in ~79!, this yields

P~M3!C (0)5 (
j 11¯1 j N50

l S j 112 j 21¯1N jN2
Nl

2 Da j 1¯ j N )
k51

N

sk
[N]~z1 ,...,zN! j k. ~80!

From this expression, it is easy to read off the eigenvalues ofP(M3) as

2
Nl

2
,2

Nl

2
11,...,

Nl

2
,

together with their multiplicities. The same spectrum is obtained forP(M1) andP(M2).
For N51 and a given negativekPZ, we see that the Hilbert spaceHP yields the irreducible

~projective! (l 11)-dimensional representation of SO~3! through the action of the generato
M j

red. The situation here is exactly equivalent to the geometric quantization of the spin degr
freedom of a particle of spinl /2, which are described classically by a two-sphere of half-inte
radiusl /2 and the standard Fubini–Study symplectic form. More generally, for anyN, it follows
from ~80! that the representation of SO~3! carried byHP is the Nth symmetric power SymN(l
11); notice thatl itself depends onN. This indicates once again that the vortices in our mo
can be regarded as interacting bosons, as we have put forward in Sec. VII. It is worthwh
emphasize how our approach differs from the usual treatment of a system of indistinguis
bosons in quantum mechanics. In the latter context, theN-particle sector of the Fock space
constructed as theNth symmetric power of the Hilbert space of a single particle. In our situat
the N-particle sector is constructed directly from the quantization of a classicalN-particle phase
space.

IX. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have investigated an effective quantization of Manton’s model of first-
Chern–Simons vortices on a sphereS of radiusR. We have seen that the nontrivial topology
the space manifold leads to the integer constraints~4! and ~7! on the parametersg andm in the
Lagrangian. The periodic motion in the classical field theory was reduced to a Hamiltonian s
on the moduli space ofN vortices imposing the conditiong5m. At the self-duality pointl51,
the effective dynamics is frozen, whereas forl.1 the vortices move slowly, preserving the
energy and angular momenta. The energy is purely potential and depends on the relative p
of the vortices only.

The angular momenta along the three Cartesian axes have been computed in Sec. V,
the field theory and the reduced dynamics, and the two results were shown to be consisten
latter context, the expressions for the angular momenta can be simplified using the relation~47!
and~48! for the functionsbr , which we derived from rotational symmetry. The angular mome
along the three independent directions fit together to form a moment mapM red which we can
regard as taking values in an so(3)* >R3 where the sphereS is embedded. The direction of th
vector M red gives a point on the sphere that can be interpreted as the center of mass
configuration ofN vortices. Notice that there is no natural notion of centroid for a configuratio
N points on a sphere~unless they lie on the same great circle and are not equidistant!. We might
be tempted to define it for generic configurations as the direction of the sum of the points, reg
as vectors in anR3 containing the sphere.~This definition is better behaved if we replace the tar
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sphere by the elliptic plane by identifying antipodal points.! For a configuration of vortices, this
centroid does not coincide with the direction of the angular momentum, as can be seen fro
formula for M red in ~55!–~57!. We believe that, for configurations where the vortices are
symmetrically distributed, the areas of the sphere where vortices are most close together
contribution to the angular momentum which is smaller than the one corresponding to takin
sum of the vortex positions; this is based on the fact that the total angular momentumN
coincident vortices is proportional toN(R22N) rather than toN, as was shown at the end of Se
V B. On the plane,19 the total linear momentum in Manton’s model is proportional to the ordin
centroid inR2 of the positions of the vortices.

A rather unexpected feature of the analysis in Sec. V is that the angular momentum of a
number of vortices grows with the square of the radiusR of the sphere. In the limit where th
vortices are kept close together andR→`, the modulus of the angular momentum blows up, a
it was found necessary to subtract the constant 2pgNR2, which becomes infinite in the limit, in
order to compare it with the angular momentum of the system of vortices on the plane
constant was seen to be related to the central charge for the linear momentum Poisson alg
Manton’s model on the plane.

The geometric quantization of the reduced model is rather straightforward to set up
prequantum line bundle is uniquely determined by the Ka¨hler structure on the moduli spac
defined by the kinetic energy term. To construct it, we made use of an argument of Manto14 to
obtain the cohomology class of Samols’ Ka¨hler two-form on the moduli space of Bogomol’ny�

vortices, which appears in the study of the Abelian Higgs model. It is presumed that the qu
system we have obtained approximates a finite truncation of the quantum field theory, in
most of the excitations are kept in the ground state. However, it is not clear how one should
the validity of this approximation. Forl51, the quantization of the reduced system yields a sin
degenerate energy level; this degeneracy is lifted when the potential becomes nontrivial,
principle its spectrum can be determined using degenerate perturbation theory. In Sec. V
have computed the dimension of the quantum Hilbert space and it was shown that it appr
Gibbs’ estimate for the number of quantum states, as determined by the volume of the m
space, in the classical limit of large Chern–Simons coefficient. Another result which comes
the analysis of the quantized effective system is that the solitons in the model should be inte
as interacting bosons with the characteristic size 4p, as explained in Sec. VII. The boson
character of the vortices is also apparent from the analysis of the representations of SO(3)
in the algebra of the quantum angular momentum operators. In Sec. VIII, we found thatN
vortices the Hilbert space is theN-fold symmetric product of an irreducible representation
SO(3). This irreducible representation is the same as the one obtained from quantizing a
vortex on a sphere whose area is the one of the original sphere minus the total area occu
N vortices.
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Semiclassical Coulomb differential excitation function:
Asymptotic expansions

Michael D. Thorsley and Marita C. Chidichimo
Department of Applied Mathematics, University of Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1, Canada

~Received 13 November 2000; accepted for publication 16 March 2001!

We have obtained asymptotic expansions of the electric dipole (E1) differential
excitation function for large values of the adiabaticity parameterj and for all values
of the eccentricity~«! of the projectile orbit. To accomplish this, we have developed
a new asymptotic power series of exponential integrals related to the Airy integrals,
introduced originally in a paper by Brussaardet al. @Ann. Phys. ~N.Y.! 7, 47
~1962!#, in which asymptotic expansions of thetotal excitation function were de-
rived. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1379067#

I. INTRODUCTION

In the semiclassical treatment of the Coulomb excitation of positive ions1,2 by nuclei, the
incoming particle is assumed to follow a classical positive energy~Rutherford! orbit, while the
excitation of the ion is handled using the techniques of first-order, time-dependent pertur
theory on the resulting time-varying Coulomb field. Expanding the interaction in multipoles
neglecting the penetration of the projectile into the target results, for each multipole orderl, in a
problem which factors into two parts—a factor solely dependent on the properties of the tar
question, which controls the strength of the interaction, and a differential excitation fun
df El(«,j)/dV, which determines the angular distribution of the scattered projectile.

In the electric dipole (E1) case, the semiclassical Coulombdifferential excitation function is
expressible in the closed form,3

df E1~«,j!

dV
5

p

18
«4$I 1,21

2 ~«,j!1I 1,1
2 ~«,j!%

5
4p

9
j2«2 exp~6puju!$~«221!K ij

2 ~ uju«!1«2K ij8
2~ uju«!%, ~1.1!

for j finite. The Coulomb integrals are given by4

I 1,61~«,j!522j exp~6 1
2 puju!@K ij8 ~ uju«!6~12«22!1/2K ij~ uju«!#, ~1.2!

where the~6! sign in the exponential correspond to attractive and repulsive potentials, re
tively, Kn(z) is the modified Bessel function andKn8(z) is its derivative with respect to its
argument. The eccentricity« of the hyperbolic orbit is related to the deflection angleu of the
projectile by«5sin(u/2)21. The nondimensional adiabaticity parameterj is defined by

j5Z1Z2A M

~Ei /Ry!
@~Ei /Ef !

1/221#, ~1.3!

where the indicesi andf refer to the initial and the final states, respectively,Ei is the initial kinetic
energy of relative motion, with Ry standing for rydberg~about 13.8 eV!, Z1 andZ2 are the charge
numbers of the projectile and the atomic system,M is the reduced mass of the system in electr
mass units.
34700022-2488/2001/42(8)/3470/27/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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For heavy ions andEf→0 ~threshold energy!, j→`. The complexity of the way in which
both the argument (uju«) and the order (i j) go to infinity simultaneously, without one bein
significantly larger than the other, results in a paucity of asymptotic expressions, valid ov
angles. Only for« very large (u'0), or «'1(u'p), can an asymptotic expression from Ref.
be adequately applied.

In Ref. 6, the authors make use of a modification of the saddle-point method to obt
large-j asymptotic expansion for the semiclassical Coulomb integrals, which is used to der
asymptotic expression for thetotal excitation functionsf El(j). Their method, however, can not b
directly applied to the case ofdifferentialexcitation functionsd fEl(«,j)/dV, since they make use
of the stretched variablej21/3A«221, which limits the possibilities for evaluation of the fina
result to angles very near the backwards-scattering direction. In this section, we modify
result, sacrificing uniform validity of the resulting expansion, to obtain an asymptotic form fo
semiclassical differential excitation function useful for largej in the E1 case, providedu is not
nearp. We then apply the method of Ref. 6 more directly to obtain expressions whenu5p and
u→p.

Note that, because of our extensive use of results from Ref. 6, we use the convention o
authors in our definition of the semiclassical Coulomb integrals.

We used the symbolic computation programMAPLE VI ~Ref. 7! to help us with the algebraic
manipulations in this work.

II. METHOD OF STEEPEST DESCENTS

For the sake of clarity, we go over the details and principles involved in the method of ste
descents,8 sketched briefly in Ref. 6. The semiclassical Coulomb integrals in the form applie
Ref. 6 are

I l,m~«,j!5E
2`

`

e2 ij~« sinhw1w!
@coshw1«2 iA«221 sinhw#m

@« coshw11#l1m dw, ~2.1!

wherel andm are the quantum numbers describing the multipole transition.
In the E1 case, this expression simplifies to

I 1,61~«,j!5E
2`

`

e2 ij~« sinhw1w!
1

coshw1«6 iA«221 sinhw
dw, ~2.2!

where we have used the identity,

~« coshw11!25~«1coshw1 iA«221 sinhw!~«1coshw2 iA«221 sinhw!, ~2.3!

to simplify the result.
In the method of steepest descents, we divide the integrand up into an exponential fu

exp@jf(w)# and a slowly varying parthl,m(w). Let f (w)52 i(« sinhw1w) and hl,m(w)
5(coshw1«6iA«221sinhw)21, which puts~2.1! in the standard form

I l,m~«,j!5E
2`

`

ej f ~w!hl,m~w!dw. ~2.4!

The principle to be applied here is that, for largej, the most important part of the integra
comes from a region of the integrand around the point where Ref(w) is at a maximum. For large
j, the exponential factor will cause this region of the integrand to become larger than any
part.

Working against this effect, however, are the effects of the imaginary part off (w). As j
becomes large, Imf(w) results in rapid oscillations, which integrate to zero. The result is
regions where Imf(w) changes most slowly are preferentially represented in the integral. Fa
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to resolve these two, possibly conflicting, influences can result in the difficulties shown in F
To maximize the effect ofRe f(w), and minimize the effect of the oscillations caused byIm f(w), we
analytically extendf (w) into the complex plane and make use of Cauchy’s theorem to distor
path of integration through a stationary point off (w). Since f (w) is analytic, the Cauchy–
Riemann equations guarantee that both the real and imaginary parts off (w) are harmonic, and
thus, must have a saddle point at this point.

We pick the path through the saddle point where Imf(w) is constant and Ref(w) decreases most rapidl
on moving away from the saddle point. This choice, if it is possible to make it, amplifies the maxim
effect associated with Ref(w), while minimizing the effect of the rapid oscillations resulting from Imf(w).

In the case at hand, the stationary points are wheref 8(w)50, or

coshw052
1

«
. ~2.5!

We use the Eqs.~4.6.9!, ~4.6.12!, and~4.5.8! of Ref. 9, and the triangle~see Fig. 2! to obtain

w056 i arcosS 1

« D1~2k71!p i56 i arctan~s!1~2k71!p i, ~2.6!

wheres5A«221. If we choose the plus sign andk50, we obtain the saddle point we will use i
this expansion. We will see that this choice allows us to avoid the complications associate
distorting the path of integration through a pole of the integrand. We want to verify that the s
point we have selected, viz.,

w052p i1 i arctan~s!, ~2.7!

FIG. 1. Principle to be applied in the method of steepest descent. If the exponentiated function is purely real, the
around a maximum of this function becomes the most important part of the integral asj→`. If it has an imaginary part,
however, rapid oscillations eat into the peak asj→` and it is no longer obvious where the most important part of
integral is.
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admits a path of steepest descent into which the real axis may be deformed. We notic
Im(f(w0))50, so our path of integration must satisfy, for allw5x1 iy,

05Im~ f ~w!!52« Re~sinhw!2Re~w!52« sinh~x!cos~y!2x, ~2.8!

whose solution isx[0, or

cos~y!5
2x

« sinh~x!
,

y56arccosS 2
x

« sinh~x! D12kp

56arccosS x

« sinh~x! D1~2k71!p. ~2.9!

Note that the imaginary part off (w), being zero along this path, means that we have not o
reduced, but have in fact eliminated, the effect of oscillations for largej.

Along this path,

lim
x→0

y56arccosS 1

« D1~2k71!p, ~2.10!

which gives ourw0 , if we select the positive sign andk50,

y5arccosS x

« sinh~x! D2p. ~2.11!

For this path, we have that limy52(p/2) for all «. Because of this, along the path

FIG. 2. Triangle used to deduce arcos(1/«)5arctan(s).
x→2`
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Re~ f ~w!!5« cosh~x!sin~y!1y→2« cosh~x!2
p

2
→2`, ~2.12!

asx→`. This confirms that the path we have chosen is a path of steepest descent~rather than one
of steepestascent!, and also that the tails of the integrand~for a well-enough behavedhl,m! will
decay exponentially, guaranteeing convergence of the integral in that regard.

This path is illustrated in Fig. 3.
We are now justified in expanding the integrand around this point. Lettingw5w01v,

f ~w!52 i« sinh~w01v!2 i~w01v!

52 i«@sinh~w0!cosh~v!1cosh~w0!sinh~v!#2 i~w01v!

52 iw02 iv2s cosh~v!1 i sinh~v!

52p2@s2arctan~s!#1F iS v3

3!
1

v5

5!
1¯ D2sS v2

2!
1

v4

4!
1¯ D G . ~2.13!

Similarly, we expand the parts of the slowly-varying part of the integrand,

FIG. 3. Paths of steepest descent/ascent. The path that we use is plotted as a solid line, as is the real axis, while
are plotted as dashed lines.«51.1 in this figure.
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coshw1«1 is sinhw5
1

« H 2s21~211s2!S v2

2!
1

v4

4!
1¯ D22isS v1

v3

3!
1¯ D J , ~2.14!

coshw1«2 is sinhw52«H v2

2!
1

v4

4!
1¯J , ~2.15!

« coshw1152H v2

2!
1

v4

4!
1¯J 2 isH v1

v3

3!
1¯J . ~2.16!

The normal procedure of evaluating integrals of the form,

E
c
e2j f ~x!g~z!dz, ~2.17!

by introducing a variable of integration along the new path of integration, fails here due t
presence of poles in the slowly-varying part of the integrand at the saddle point. The proc
used in Ref. 6 allows us to circumvent this problem.

After the distortion of the path of integration and the expansion aboutw0 the integral becomes

I l,m~s,j!5e2pj exp@2j~s2arctans!#E
2`

`

expFjS 2s
v2

2
1 i

v3

6
2¯ D Ghl,m~s,v!dv.

~2.18!

The exponential term inside the integral gives an exponentially decaying fa
(exp@2jsv2 /2#) and an oscillatory factor (exp@ijv3/6#). In order to have a Gaussian form for th
integrand, we need the decaying factor to decay almost to zero, before the first root of the re
of the oscillatory factor~we do not worry about the imaginary part, since it is odd inv and
disappears upon integration anyway!. Since the first such root is of orderj2(1/3), when,s, which
controls the rate of decay, becomes smaller than or comparable toj2(1/3), the integrand is no
longer nearly Gaussian and has significant side lobes, as seen in Fig. 4.

The most significant part of the integral comes from the central lobe of the integra
neighborhood ofv50 with width of orderj2(1/3). To stretch this region to a uniform width for a
j, and to help isolate the powers ofj to be used in the expansion, we perform the scale trans
mations→sj2(1/3),v→vj2(1/3). Retaining the first two terms in the exponential and expand
the remainder gives

I l,m~sj2~1/3!,j!5e2pj exp@2j~sj2~1/3!2arctan~sj~21/3!!!#E
2`

`

expF2s
v2

2

1 i
v3

6 GexpFj2~2/3!S 2s
v4

4!
1 i

v5

5! D1¯Ghl,m~sj2~1/3!,vj2~1/3!!j2~1/3!dv.

~2.19!

Note that, unlike Ref. 6, we do not expand the arctangent in the exponential outsid
integral, although we notice that the argument of this exponential stays finite, but nonzeroj
→`, due to the cancellation of the first term in the Maclaurin series for the arctangent.

As was pointed out in Ref. 6, this transformation shows, that the appropriate expa
parameter isu5j2(2/3).

With the scale transformation in place, the components of the slowly-varying part transfo

coshw1«1 is sinhw→2
u

« F1

2
~v214isv24s2!G
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2
u

« (
n52

`
v2n22

~2n!!
@v214nisv22n~2n21!s2#un21, ~2.20!

coshw1«2 is sinhw→2u« (
n51

`
v2n

~2n!!
un21. ~2.21!

We have not expressed« explicitly in terms ofs, since at the end we will reverse the sca
change anyway. However, it is important to realize that the scale change has affected«, via its
dependence ons through the relation«5As211→As2j2(2/3)11.

These transformed relations indicate thatu is definitely the correct expansion parameter a
that the integrands will consist of integral powers ofv andv12is modulated by the exponentia
factor exp@2sv2/22 iv3/6#. Brussaardet al.6 introduced the following integral expressions:

Qk,m~s!5 i2k2mE
2`

`

expS 2s
v2

2
1 i

v3

6 Dvk~v12is!mdv, ~2.22!

which appear in the coefficients of the asymptotic expressions. It is necessary to derive
properties of these functions to aid in their evaluation. An extensive analysis of the propertie

FIG. 4. Exponential factor in the integrand of Eq.~2.18!. In the plot on the left~j51, s53! the decaying factor decays
almost to zero before the oscillatory part has its first root resulting in a nearly Gaussian curve. In the plot on the righ~j51,
s50.5! the oscillatory part has several oscillations before the decaying part decays significantly resulting in
significant side lobes.
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power series expansions of theQk,m(s) are given in the Appendix. Notice that, in addition to th
ascending power series provided by Ref. 6, which gives a good approximation for small val
s, in order to obtain an expression for thedifferential excitation function, we need asymptot
expressions valid for larges as well. Using a slight modification of an extension to Watso
lemma provided in Ref. 10~p. 24ff! allows us to obtain an asymptotic power series for the f
basic integralsQ1,0(s), Q0,0(s), Q21,0(s), andQ0,21(s).

III. SEMICLASSICAL COULOMB INTEGRALS

While the Qk,m(s) expressions, obtained using the stretched variablesj2(1/3) in Ref. 6, are
useful for obtainingtotal excitation functions in the large-j limit ~the dependence on the stretch
variable is integrated out!, reversing the scale change to obtainI 1,61(s,j) from I 1,61(sj2(1/3),j),
in order to obtain an expression for the differential excitation functions, proves to be much
difficult.

For very largej, we find that we must substitute a large value ofs ~i.e., make the inverse
transformations→sj1/3! in order to obtain a result for a moderate scattering angle. For this rea
we must considers to be an asymptotically large variable, growing likej1/3. Unfortunately,
performing the expansion inascendingpowers ofs results in expansion coefficients that conta
positive powers ofs, in addition to the negative powers ofj. As a result, we no longer have
guarantee, as we did for moderates, that the terms decrease in size asj→`. That is, we do not
know, after truncating to two terms, that some higher term will not become more significa
j→`, due to a large power ofs in the coefficient.

Instead, we will perform the expansion in negative powers ofs, ensuring that the terms will be
decreasing in size, as bothj ands increase.

A. Orbital integrals I1,¿1„s ,j…

We begin with the more complicatedl51, m511 integral. Applying the inversion formula
~Ref. 11, Sec. 20!,

FIG. 5. Use of the recurrence relations to reduce theQk,2m for k,m.0. If k<m ~a! we apply~A13! to express it in terms
of Qk,2ms with smallerk and then use~A4! to increase2m. If k.m ~b! we use the division algorithm on the integran
to express it in terms of the previous case and severalQk,m with m50 which are handled easily using~A9!–~A11!.
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F (
n51

`

anun21G21

5
1

a1
2

a2

a1
2 u1S a2

22a1a3

a1
3 D u21¯ , ~3.1!

to Eq. ~2.20!, gives the coefficients,

1

a1
5

2

~v12is!2 S 2
«

uD , ~3.2!

2
a2

a1
2 52

2

~v12is!2 F 2

4!

v2~v12is!~v16is!

~v12is!2 G S 2
«

uD
52

1

2

v2

~v12is!2 F11
1

3
iv

1

s
2

1

6
v2

1

s22¯G S 2
«

uD , ~3.3!

a2
22a1a3

a1
3 5

2

~v12is!2 F 1
240 v81 1

15 iv7s2 23
60 v6s22 13

15 iv5s31 1
6 v4s4

~v12is!4 G S 2
«

uD
5

1

12

v4

~v12is!2 F11
7

10
iv

1

s
2

19

40
v2

1

s2 1¯G S 2
«

uD . ~3.4!

This gives the following expansion for the slowly varying part of the integrand in nega
powers ofj ~positive powers ofu! ands:

FIG. 6. Modulation factor of the integral~A34!, e2xt2. If we select2a as our lower bound, no matter how smalla is, for
large enoughx most of the integral is included. If we select 0 as our lower bound, only half of the integral is include
matter how largex is.
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h1,11~sj2~1/3!,vj2~1/3!!;2
«

u H 2

~v12is!22
1

2

v2

~v12is!2 F11
1

3
iv

1

s
2

1

6
v2

1

s2 1¯Gu
1

1

12

v4

~v12is!2 F11
7

10
iv

1

s
2

19

40
v2

1

s2 1¯Gu2J . ~3.5!

We must now expand the exponential factor in the integral. Unlike the slowly-varying
there is no convenient way to expand this factor as a descending power series ins, so we must
settle for an ascending series. As we shall see, this compromise is an added complication,
a fatal flaw in the technique,

expF (
n51

` S 2s
v2n12

~2n12!!
1 i

v2n13

~2n13!! DunG
5expF S 2s

v4

4!
1 i

v5

5! Du1S 2s
v6

6!
1 i

v7

7! Du21¯G
;11uv4S 2

1

24
s1

1

120
iv D1u2v6F S iv

5040
2

v4

28800D
1S 2

1

720
2

iv3

2880D s1
v2

1152
s2G . ~3.6!

An important thing to realize about this expansion is that each term contains only pow

FIG. 7. Magnitude of the slowly-varying part of the integrand of Eq.~A48!, uvk(v12is)mu. As k gets larger, the
slowly-varying part of the integrand is pushed out of the central part of the integral—all-important for larges—by the
factor of vk. In this figure,s55 andm52.
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s less than or equal to the corresponding power ofu. When the scattering angle is held fixed,s grows like
j1/3. Sinceu decays likej2(2/3), this fact ensures that every positive power ofs is cancelled asymptotically

Now, forming the product of these terms, we obtain

expF (
n51

` S 2s
v2n12

~2n12!!
1 i

v2n13

~2n13!! DunGh1,11~sj2~1/3!,vj2~1/3!!

;
2«

u H 2

~v12is!2 1uF2
1

2

v2

~v12is!2 S 11
1

3
iv

1

s
2

1

6
v2

1

s2 1¯ D
12

v4

~v12is!2 S 2
1

24
s1

1

120
iv D G1u2F 1

12

v4

~v12is!2 S 11
7

10
iv

1

s
2

19

40
v2

1

s2 1¯ D
1

2v6

~v12is!2 S S iv

5040
2

v4

28800D1S 2
1

720
2

iv3

2880D s1
v2

1152
s2D

2
1

2

v6

~v12is!2 S 11
1

3
iv

1

s
2

1

6
v2

1

s2 1¯ D S 2
1

24
s1

1

120
iv D G J . ~3.7!

After multiplying by the common exponential factor, and integrating with respect tov, we
find

E
2`

`

expF2s
v2

2
1 i

v3

6 GexpF (
n51

` S 2s
v2n12

~2n12!!
1 i

v2n13

~2n13!! DunG
3h1,11~sj2~1/3!,vj2~1/3!!j2~1/3!dv

;
«

u
j2~1/3!H 2Q0,22~s!1uF2

s

12
Q4,22~s!2

1

60
Q5,22~s!1

1

2
Q2,22~s!2

1

6s
Q3,22~s!

1
1

12s2 Q4,22~s!1¯ G1u2F s2

576
Q8,22~s!1¯G J , ~3.8!

where terms of low order ins are omitted.
It is not yet, however, a foregone conclusion that the first term in the expansion is asym

cally the largest, since in addition to the complication added by the positive powers ofs, each of
theQk,m(s) decays at a different rate. Analysis is still required to determine the correct meth
truncating this expansion.

Firstly, we realize that the relationship between the powers ofu ands, noted in the expansion
of the exponential factor, namely, that the highest power ofs in the coefficient ofun is equal ton,
carries over to this expansion as well, which means that we can place asymptotic bounds
contribution of later terms.

We note that, for larges and smallu, the asymptotic order of thenth term @ignoring the
asymptotic properties of theQk,m(s)# is snun. After performing the inverse scale change,s
→sj1/3, and noting thatu5j2(2/3), this order becomessnj2(n/3), for largej. So this factor, at
least, decreases in size asn becomes larger.

Since, for all of theQk,m(s) present in the expansion,k.0 andm522, by ~A51! and~A52!,
we know that they all decay to zero ass→` at rate at leasts2(5/2)→s2(5/2)j2(5/6), so they cannot
increase the asymptotic order of a term asj→`.

This indicates that the contribution of the terms does, in fact, decrease as the series prog
That is, for example, once theu3 term is included, we know that we have the complete contri
tion of orderj21 and that no later term can give an asymptotic contribution larger than this
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This knowledge is sufficient to allow us to use the series~3.8! directly, without any further
consideration, knowing that eventually, at least, the terms become asymptotically small. Ho
in the interests of efficiency, and since the coefficients are themselves infinite sums, we wou
to isolate specifically the contribution from each power ofj. We start by considering the consta
term in Eq.~3.8! @see also Eq.~A41!#,

2Q0,22~s!5Q1,0~s!;
A2p

2
s25/2 as s→`,

2Q0,22~sj1/3!;
A2p

2
s25/2j2~5/6! as j→`. ~3.9!

This leading-order term attains the minimum possible decay rate ass→`. Any contribution
from theu1 term must decay faster than this, since it also has to include the contribution frs
andu, which must decay at least likej21/3.

To obtain a first-order correction to this result, we examine the higher-order asymptotic
from theu0 coefficient,

2Q0,22~sj1/3!;A2pF1

2
s25/2j2~5/6!2

35

48
s211/2j2~11/6!G as j→`. ~3.10!

To be part of the next-highest-order term, terms from theu1 coefficient need to be of orde
j211/6 or higher. We examine each individually@see Eqs.~A51! and ~A52!#,

~sj1/3!uQ4,22~sj1/3!; 3
4 A2ps27/2j211/6 as j→`, ~3.11!

uQ5,22~sj1/3!; 15
4 A2ps211/2j25/2 as j→`, ~3.12!

uQ2,22~sj1/3!;2 1
4 A2ps27/2j211/6 as j→`, ~3.13!

u

sj1/3Q3,22~sj1/3!;2 3
4 A2ps211/2j25/2 as j→`. ~3.14!

The terms from~3.11! and ~3.13! contribute to the first-order correction.
The remaining terms from theu1 coefficient we know do not contribute to thej211/6 term,

since both the power ofs they are divided by and the value ofk increase from this point on in the
series.

In the coefficient of the second-order term, the highest power ofs is s2, while all of theQk,m

havek>4. Therefore, all of the terms must be asymptotically smaller than

u2s2Q4,22~sj1/3!; 3
4 A2ps25/2j213/6 as j→`, ~3.15!

meaning that none of these terms can contribute to thej211/6 term. Through similar reasoning, w
see that higher-order terms inu can not contribute either.

Combining these terms, leads to the asymptotic expression@see also Eqs.~2.19! and ~3.8!#,

I 1,11~sj21/3,j!;A2pj1/3e2pj~11s2j22/3!1/2exp@2j~sj21/32arctan~sj21/3!!#

3@ 1
2 s25/22 35

48 s211/22 3
16 s27/2j22/3# as s→`, ~3.16!
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I 1,11~s,j!;Ap

2
j21/2e2pjs25/2~11s2!1/2exp@2j~s2arctan~s!!#

3F12S 3

8
1

35

24
s22D s21j21G as j→`, ~3.17!

for the l51, m511 semiclassical Coulomb integral.

B. Orbital integrals I1,À1„s ,j…

Similar analysis of them521 case is significantly easier, since the coefficients in the exp
sion of the slowly-varying part do not contains.

Proceeding as before from

coshw1«2 is sinhw→2u« (
n51

`
v2n

~2n!!
un21, ~3.18!

and applying the inversion formula~3.1! gives the coefficients

1

a1
5

2

v2 S 2
1

«uD , ~3.19!

2
a2

a1
2 52

1

6 S 2
1

«uD , ~3.20!

a2
22a1a3

a1
3 5

1

120
v2S 2

1

«uD . ~3.21!

The absence ofs in the coefficients simplifies the task greatly, since we no longer nee
concern ourselves with expanding the coefficients in negative powers ofs. This gives the
asymptotic expression,

h1,21~sj2~1/3!,vj2~1/3!!;2
1

«u F 2

v22
1

6
u1

1

120
v2u2G . ~3.22!

Using again~3.6! gives

expF (
n51

` S 2s
v2n12

~2n12!!
1 i

v2n13

~2n13!! DunGh1,21~sj2~1/3!,vj2~1/3!!

;2
1

«u H 2

v2 1uF S 2
1

6
1

iv3

60 D2
v2

12
sG

1u2F S v2

120
2

iv5

1008
2

v8

14400D1S v4

240
2

iv7

1440D s1
v6

570
s2G J . ~3.23!

After multiplying the previous expression by exp(2sv2/21 iv3/6) and integrating with re-
spect tov the result is

E
2`

`

expF2s
v2

2
1 i

v3

6 GexpF (
n51

` S 2s
v2n12

~2n12!!
1 i

v2n13

~2n13!! DunG
3h1,21~sj2~1/3!,vj2~1/3!!j2~1/3!dv
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;
j21/3

«u H 2Q22,0~s!1F1

6
Q0,0~s!2

1

60
Q3,0~s!2

s

12
Q2,0~s!Gu1F 1

120
Q2,0~s!1¯Gu2J .

~3.24!

The ¯ in the last term includes only terms withQk,m(s) with k>4 and power ofs at most
s2.

Again, we have a bound on the maximum possible order inj that allows us to use this
expansion directly. For efficiency, we again want to isolate those terms of same order inj.

To obtain a leading order approximation, we make use of the recurrence relations~A11! and
Eqs.~A41! and ~A42!,

Q22,0~s!5sQ0,0~s!1 1
2 Q1,0~s!;A2ps1/2 as s→`,

Q22,0~sj1/3!;A2ps1/2j1/6 as j→`. ~3.25!

The higher-order terms all go to zero asj→`, so they can not make a contribution exceed
this term.

We can now look for a first-order correction term. Expanding the previous result a
further gives

Q22,0~sj1/3!;A2p@s1/2j1/61 1
24 s25/2j25/6# as j→`, ~3.26!

which leads us to believe that the next term in the series will have orderj25/6. We look for terms
of that order or lower in theu1 term,

uQ0,0~sj1/3!;A2ps21/2j25/6 as j→`, ~3.27!

uQ3,0~sj1/3!;2 5
2 A2ps27/2j211/6 as j→`, ~3.28!

~sj1/3!uQ2,0~sj1/3!;2A2ps21/2j25/6 as j→`. ~3.29!

The terms from~3.27! and ~3.29! contribute at this order.
We can see that no terms from theu2 term contribute at this order, by noting that the term

consist of:
~a! u2Q2,0(sj1/3) which decays likes23/2j211/6 asj→`;
~b! Terms containingQk,m , wherek>4 and power ofs at most 2. These all decay faster than

~sj1/3!2u2Q4,0~sj1/3!;23A2ps21/2j23/2, j→`. ~3.30!

None of these can contribute to thej25/6 term.
Moreover, theu3 or higher terms cannot contribute, since each contains au35j22 factor and

a power ofs no greater thans3→s3j. Since all of theQk,m(sj21/3) in this term decay asj
→`, this means that each term can contribute at no higher than thej21 order.

So, finally @see also Eqs.~2.19! and ~3.24!#, as an expansion in them521 case we have

I 1,21~sj21/3,j!;A2pj1/3e2pj~11s2j22/3!21/2exp@2j~sj21/32arctan~sj21/3!!#

3@2s1/21 1
12 s25/21 1

4 s21/2j22/3#, as s→`, ~3.31!

I 1,21~s,j!;2A2pj1/2e2pjs1/2~11s2!21/2exp@2j~s2arctan~s!!#

3@11~ 1
8 1 1

24 s22!s21j21#, as j→`. ~3.32!
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We notice that the leading order of the expansion form521 is a full power ofj larger than
that for them511 term, which means that we need to consider only them521 term in the
expansion for the differential excitation function, at least to leading order.

We also note that, while the leading-order term of them521 expansion is well-behaved, th
correction terms are singular ats50, corresponding to the backscatter direction, as areall of the
terms in the expansion form511. Even using only the nonsingular leading order term ofI 1,21

gives the result ofd fE1(u5p)/dV50, which we know to be wrong, so this case must be hand
separately.

IV. DIFFERENTIAL EXCITATION FUNCTION

A. Parameter s bounded away from zero „u bounded away from p…

Dismissing theI 1,11 term as asymptotically much smaller than theI 1,21 term, we obtain the
following expression for the semiclassical excitation function for largej ~repulsive potential!,

d fE1

dV
~s,j!;

4

9
p2je22pjs~11s2!exp@22j~s2arctan~s!!#

3$11~ 1
4 1 1

12 s22!s21j21%, as j→`. ~4.1!

The behavior of the leading order of this expression is qualitatively similar to the sem
sical result, with the exception that it goes to 0 in the backscattering directionu5p(s50), while
the semiclassical result remains a small positive number.

B. Parameter sÄ0 „uÄp…

While the previous expansions are useful fors large ~u bounded away fromp!, the leading-
order term ford fE1(u5p)/dV is 0 in this approximation, while all of the correction terms a
singular for that direction. This situation arises, due to our use of large-s asymptotic expression
for theQk,m(s), when, in the present case ofu5p, we should be considering small values for t
argument of these functions.

To obtain information aboutu5p, we need to follow the method of Ref. 6 and expand
ascending powers ofs. As in the large-s case, however, we will not expand exp@2j(s
2arctan(s))# or « in powers ofj.

Our situation is simplified by the fact that, for the backscatter direction, the integral fm
511 and the integral form521 are exactly the same. Since them521 case presents th
simpler expansion, we shall use it, rather than bothering with the more complicatedm511
expansion. In fact, we can derive it directly from the results of the previous section@Eq. ~3.24!#
and Eq.~2.19!,

I 1,21~sj21/3,j!;j1/3e2pj~11s2j22/3!21/2exp@2j~sj21/32arctan~sj21/3!!#

3H 2Q22,0~s!1uF1

6
Q0,0~s!2

1

60
Q3,0~s!2

s

12
Q2,0~s!G J , as s→0.

~4.2!

In taking the limit asj→`, we see that there is some degeneracy in the expansion we
since any constant value ofs will give a result for backscatter atj5`. However, since we are
seeking approximations for large, but finitej, it is best to picks50 to obtain the backscatte
direction for allj.

We do not encounter, as we did in thesÞ0 case, the problem with differing asymptot
behavior of theQk,m , since, in this case, we are merely evaluating each of them ats50.

We see that, in the leading order of Eq.~4.2! @see also Eqs.~A21!, ~A22!, ~A25!#,

2Q22,0~0!5Q1,0~0!522/331/6G~2/3!, ~4.3!
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and, in the first-order correction of Eq.~4.2!,

Q0,0~0!521/331/6G~1/3!, ~4.4!

Q3,0~0!522Q0,0~0!5224/3321/6G~1/3!, ~4.5!

which results in the expansion,

I 1,21~0,j!;j1/3e2pj22/331/6G~2/3!F11
1

5
621/3

G~1/3!

G~2/3!
j22/3G , for j2/3@1, ~4.6!

Using the equality ofI 1,11(0,j) and I 1,21(0,j), gives the following expression for theE1
differential excitation function:

d fE1

dV
~0,j!5

1

9
pI 1,21

2 ~0,j!

;
2

9
p61/3G2~2/3!j2/3e22pjF11

2

5
621/3

G~1/3!

G~2/3!
j22/3G , for j2/3@1, ~4.7!

and repulsive potentials.
The same result is obtained using Watson’s asymptotic expansion of the Bessel fun

Kn(z)5 1
2 p i exp(1

2 npi)Hn
(1)(ze1/2p i) in Eq. ~1.1!, whose order and argument are nearly equal~Sec.

8.42 of Ref. 5!.
An interesting result is that, upon conversion to the attractive case through multiplicatio

exp(2puju) of Eqs.~4.1! and ~4.7!, we see that Eq.~4.1! still decays to 0, albeit at a slower rat
while Eq. ~4.7! tends to infinity asj→`. This is explained by the fact that, asEf→0, those
classical orbits, which come closer to the target, are more strongly emphasized. Those sam
result in scattering angles near the backscatter direction. This effect is not seen in the re
case, since the classical orbits do not come arbitrarily close to the ion, making it increa
unlikely for a transition to occur whenEf→0.

C. Parameter s\0 „i.e., u\p…

The approach in the previous section can be extended to handle the casej2/3@1 andsj1/3

!1 by using the small-argument expansions~A28!–~A33! for the Qk,m in Eq. ~4.2! and in the
equation

I 1,1~sj21/3,j!;j1/3e2pj~11s2j22/3!1/2exp@2j~sj21/32arctan~sj21/3!!#

3H 2Q0,22~s!1uF1

6
Q2,22~s!2

2

3
sQ2,23~s!2

s

12
Q4,22~s!2

1

60
Q5,22~s!G J .

~4.8!

The results obtained are, for the relevant Coulomb integral,

I 1,21~s,j!;j1/3e2pj22/331/6G~2/3!H 11
1

5
621/3

G~1/3!

G~2/3!
j22/31621/3

G~1/3!

G~2/3!
~sj1/3!J ~4.9!

and

I 1,1~s,j!;j1/3e2pj22/331/6G~2/3!H 11
1

5
621/3

G~1/3!

G~2/3!
j22/32621/3

G~1/3!

G~2/3!
~sj1/3!J , ~4.10!

and hence, for the repulsive potential excitation function,
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d fE1

dV
~s,j!;

2

9
p61/3G2~2/3!j2/3e22pjH 11

2

5
621/3

G~1/3!

G~2/3!
j22/3J , ~4.11!

for j2/3@1 andsj1/3!1. The match between the exact semiclassicalE1 differential excitation
function @Eq. ~1.1!# and the asymptotic expansions derived in this paper is shown in Fig. 8.
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APPENDIX: PROPERTIES OF THE QK,M„S…

While, in general, the integral in~2.22! cannot be solved in closed form, there is one import
case where a closed-form integral exists,

Q1,1~s!5F2i expS 2s
v2

2
1 i

v3

6 D G
v52`

`

[0, ~A1!

for s.0. The principal-value prescription assigns a value of 0 ats50 as well. The explicit
knowledge of this case will help us to eliminate pathological cases in the recurrence relatio
will derive presently.

For brevity, we will in general not write the explicit dependence of theQk,m on its argument
from this point on, unless it is absolutely necessary.

1. Recurrence relations for Qk,m

Integration by parts provides several recurrence relations among these integrals that m
used to reduce the problem of evaluating any of theQk,m to that of evaluating four basic integral
Q1,0, Q0,0, Q21,0, andQ0,21 .

Using integration by parts on the definition~2.22!, assumingmÞ21,

Qk,m5 i2k2mE
2`

`

expF2s
v2

2
1 i

v3

6 Gvk~v12is!mdv

52
i2k2m

m11 H kE
2`

`

expF2s
v2

2
1 i

v3

6 Gvk21~v12is!m11dv

2
i

2 E2`

`

expF2s
v2

2
1 i

v3

6 Gvk11~v12is!m12dvJ
5

2k

m11
Qk21,m112

1

2~m11!
Qk11,m12 . ~A2!

Selecting other factors for the integration by parts, and now assumingkÞ21, gives
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FIG. 8. Semiclassical approximation for largej. The function (9/2p)G22(2/3)exp(2pj)df E1 /dV is plotted as a function
of u for different values of the parameterj. Under this normalization, the plots for the attractive and repulsive cases
equivalent. The semiclassical expression~1.1! for l51 is shown as a dashed line while the one- and two-term asymp
expression~4.1! is shown as solid lines. The two-terms asymptotic expression~4.7! for u5p is shown as a circle.
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Qk,m5 i2k2mE
2`

`

expF2s
v2

2
1 i

v3

6 Gvk~v12is!mdv

52
i

k11 H mE
2`

`

expF2s
v2

2
1 i

v3

6 Gvk11~v12is!m21dv

2
i

2 E2`

`

expF2s
v2

2
1 i

v3

6 Gvk12~v12is!m11dvJ
52

m

k11
Qk11,m212

1

2~k11!
Qk12,m11 . ~A3!

While ~A2! is valid only formÞ21 and~A3! is good only forkÞ21, upon multiplying the
former by (m11) and the latter by (k11), we find that we can transform one into the other
permuting indices, meaning both are valid for (k,m)Þ(21,21). Knowing thatQ1,150, allows us
to remove even this restriction, resulting in three recurrence relations for theQk,m of general
applicability ~the two above, plus a third from permuting indices!,

~m11!Qk,m52kQk21,m112 1
2 Qk11,m12 , ~A4!

~k11!Qk,m52mQk11,m212 1
2 Qk11,m11 , ~A5!

1
2 Qk,m52~k21!Qk22,m212~m21!Qk21,m22 . ~A6!

If m50, we can derive other recurrence relations. IfkÞ21,

Qk,05 i2kE
2`

`

expF2s
v2

2
1 i

v3

6 Gvkdv

52
i2k

k11 E2`

` S 2sv1 i
v2

2 DexpF2s
v2

2
1 i

v3

6 Gvk11dv

52
s

k11
Qk12,02

1

2~k11!
Qk13,0. ~A7!

Similarly, if we multiply by k11, we can extend to general applicability by noting that

2sQ1,02
1

2
Q2,05E

2`

`

expF2s
v2

2
1 i

v3

6 GvS is1
v

2 Ddv

52 1
2 Q1,150. ~A8!

Again, permuting indices gives three versions of this recurrence relation,

~k11!Qk,052sQk12,02
1
2 Qk13,0, ~A9!

Qk,0522sQk21,022~k22!Qk23,0, ~A10!

sQk,052~k21!Qk22,02
1
2 Qk11,0. ~A11!

While the three recurrence relations form50, ~A9!–~A11! are quite readily applicable, th
three more general relations,~A4!–~A6! are much more difficult to apply to obtain a combinatio
of only the basic fourQk,m . Another recurrence relation, derived from partial fractions aids
here, especially in the frequently-encountered case, whenk is positive andm is negative.

From the binomial theorem,
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~v12is!k5(
j 50

k S k
j Dvk2 j~2is! j

5vk1(
j 51

k S k
j Dvk2 j~2is! j , ~A12!

so

Qk,2m5 i2k1mE
2`

`

expF2s
v2

2
1 i

v3

6 G vk

~v12is!m dv,

Qk,2m5 i2k1mE
2`

`

expF2s
v2

2
1 i

v3

6 G 1

~v12is!m F ~v12is!k2(
j 51

k S k
j Dvk2 j~2is! j Gdv,

5Q0,k2m2(
j 51

k S k
j D ~2s! jQk2 j ,2m . ~A13!

This relation expresses aQk,2m in terms of an integral withk50 and several with the sam
value ofm, but lower values ofk. If k<m, this can be used repeatedly to obtain a result in te
of only theQk,2m with k50 andm>0. In this situation, Eq.~A4! takes a simple form~one term
drops out!, which can be used to increase2m. Repeated application of~A13! and ~A4! is guar-
anteed to be able to express anyQk,m with positivek and negativem in terms ofQ1,0, Q0,0, and
Q0,21 .

If k.m, we use the division algorithm on the integrand to express it in terms ofQk,2m with
k,m and those withm50, which are handled easily by~A9!–~A11!.

The use of these recurrence relations is shown in Fig. 5.

2. Ascending power series for Qk,m

Since we have reduced the problem of computing the generalQk,m to that of computing the
four basic integralsQ1,0, Q0,0, Q21,0, andQ0,21 , we now set ourselves to obtaining power ser
for these four integrals. We begin by expressing each of these in real form,

Q1,052E
0

`

expS 2s
v2

2 Dv sinS v3

6 Ddv, ~A14!

Q0,052E
0

`

expS 2s
v2

2 D cosS v3

6 Ddv, ~A15!

Q21,05p22E
0

`

expS 2s
v2

2 D 1

v
sinS v3

6 Ddv, ~A16!

Q0,2154E
0

`

expS 2s
v2

2 D s

v214s2 cosS v3

6 Ddv22E
0

`

expS 2s
v2

2 D v

v214s2 sinS v3

6 Ddv.

~A17!

The p-term in the expression forQ21,0 comes from distorting the path of integration arou
the pole in the integrand atv50, while the remainder is the principal value of the the integra

As a preliminary to deriving power series for the four principalQk,m , we evaluate every
integral of the formQk,0 at s50. We note that
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Q1,0~0!52E
0

`

v sinS v3

6 Ddv. ~A18!

Making the substitutionv5v1/3 gives

Q1,0~0!5
2

3 E0

`

v2~1/3! sinS v
3Ddv. ~A19!

This is an example of a representation of the Gamma function@Ref. 12, Eq. 6.312~8!#

G~z!5
bz

trigS p

2
zD E0

`

tz21 trig~bt!dt, ~A20!

where trig(x) stands for either sin(x) or cos(x), for b.0, 0,Re(z),1, which gives the integral in
terms of the Gamma function,

Q1,0~0!522/331/6GS 2

3D . ~A21!

Similarly,

Q0,0~0!52E
0

`

cosS v3

6 Ddv

52~1/3!32~1/6!GS 1

3D . ~A22!

In contrast,Q21,0 is expressible in closed form without invoking a special function~although
an intermediate step makes use of the sine integral function!,

Q21,0~0!5p22E
0

` 1

v
sinS v3

6 Ddv

5p2
2

3 E0

` 1

v
sinS v

6Ddv

5p2
2

3
lim

v→`

Si~v !5
2p

3
. ~A23!

While not immediately useful, for completeness, we note that

Q0,21~0!5 iE
2`

`

expS i
v3

6 D 1

v
dv5Q21,0~0!5

2p

3
. ~A24!

Using these known quantities and Eq.~A9! we obtain for positivek,

Q3n21,0~0!50 n51,2,3,4,...,

Q3n,0~0!5~3n21!!!! ~22!nQ0,0~0! n50,1,2,3,..., ~A25!

Q3n11,0~0!5~3n21!!!! ~22!nQ1,0~0! n50,1,2,3,...,

and, for negativek,
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Q123n,0~0!5
1

2n~3n22!!!!
Q1,0~0! n50,1,2,3,...,

Q23n,0~0!5
1

2n~3n21!!!!
Q0,0~0! n50,1,2,3,..., ~A26!

Q2123n,0~0!5
1

2n~3n21!!!!

2p

3
n50,1,2,3,...,

where the triple factorial is defined by

A!!! 5A~A23!~A26!¯H 3
2
1
J , 0!!! 51. ~A27!

To obtain ascending power series for these four integrals, we write sin(v3/6) and cos(v3/6) in
terms of exp(6iv3/6) and we expand the part of the exponential in the integrand which con
s, namely,

Q1,0~s!52 iE
2`

`

expF2s
v2

2
1 i

v3

6 Gvdv,

52 iE
2`

`

(
n50

`

~2 !n
sn

2nn!
expS i

v3

6 Dv2n11dv

5 (
n50

`
sn

2nn!
Q2n11,0~0!

5Q1,0~0!2sQ0,0~0!1 (
n51

` H Q1,0~0!
~6n21!!!!

~3n!!2n s3n2Q0,0~0!
~6n11!!!!

~3n11!!2n s3n11J .

~A28!

Similarly,

Q0,0~s!5E
2`

`

expF2s
v2

2
1 i

v3

6 Gdv

5 (
n50

`
sn

2nn!
Q2n,0~0!

5Q0,0~0!1 (
n51

` H 2Q1,0~0!
~6n24!!!!

~3n21!!2n s3n211Q0,0~0!
~6n21!!!!

~3n!!2n s3nJ , ~A29!

and
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Q21,0~s!5 iE
2`

`

expF2s
v2

2
1 i

v3

6 G 1

v
dv

5 (
n50

`
sn

2nn!
Q2n21,0~0!

5
2p

3
1

1

2
sQ1,0~0!2

1

4
s2Q0,0~0!

1 (
n51

` H Q1,0~0!
~6n21!!!!

~3n11!!2n11 s3n112Q0,0~0!
~6n11!!!!

~3n12!!2n11 s3n12J . ~A30!

To apply the same procedure toQ0,21 , we make use of the result

expS 2s
v2

2 D 1

v12is
5 (

m50

`

(
k50

` S ~2 !m
smv2m

2mm! D S 1

vk11 ~22is!kD
5 (

m50

`

(
k50

`

~2 !m1k
ik

2m2km!
sm1kv2m2k21. ~A31!

We can change the order of summation to make one of the sums finite. Letn5m1k,

expS 2s
v2

2 D 1

v12is
5 (

n50

`

(
m50

n
~2 !nin2m

22m2nm!
snv3m2n21, ~A32!

i.e., we have

Q0,21~s!5 iE
2`

`

expF2s
v2

2
1 i

v3

6 G 1

v12is
dv

5E
2`

`

(
n50

`

(
l 50

n
~2 !nin2 l 11

22l 1nl !
snv3l 2n21dv

5 (
n50

`

(
l 50

n
~2 ! l 1n

22l 2nl !
snQ3l 2n21,0~0!. ~A33!

Using the known forms for theQk,0(0), ~A25! and~A26!, gives the result cited in Ref. 6. Th
first 30 coefficients of each of these power series are tabulated in Ref. 6.

3. Descending power series for Qk,m

In addition to the ascending power series provided by Ref. 6, which give a good appro
tion for small values ofs, to obtain an expression for thedifferentialexcitation function, we need
asymptotic expressions valid for larges as well. Using a slight modification of an extension
Watson’s lemma provided in Ref. 10~pp. 24ff! allows us to obtain asymptotic power series for t
four basic integrals.

Consider the function

f ~x!5E
0

AT
e2xt2w~ t !dt ~A34!

~contrast this with the theorem in Ref. 10, where the integration starts at a small negative nu!.
Making the substitutiont5t1/2 yields
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f ~x!5
1

2 E0

T

e2xtw~t1/2!t2~1/2!dt. ~A35!

Suppose thatw admits a Maclaurin series,(
n50

`

antn for tPR, then

f ~x!5
1

2 E0

T

e2xtt2~1/2!~a01a1t1/21a2t1a3t3/21¯ !dt. ~A36!

Interchanging the order of integration and summation, we can provide asymptotic form
all of the terms in the series. We note here that, unlike in Ref. 10, we can not assume that t
powered terms disappear,

E
0

t

e2xtt2~1/2!dt5E
0

`

e2xtt2~1/2!dt2E
T

`

e2xtt2~1/2!dt

5
1

Ax
E

0

`

e2ss2~1/2!ds1OS e2xT

x D
5Ap

x
1OS e2xT

x D as x→`, ~A37!

E
0

T

e2xtdt5
1

x
1OS e2xT

x D , ~A38!

E
0

T

xne2xtdt5
1

xn11 E
0

`

sne2sds1OS e2xT

x D
5

G~n11!

xn11 1OS e2xT

x D ; n.0, ~A39!

which gives the asymptotic form,

f ~x!;
1

2
a0E

0

T

e2xtt2~1/2!dt1
1

2
a1E

0

T

e2xttdt1
1

2 (
n52

`

anE
0

T

e2xtt~n21!/2dt

;
a0

2
Ap

x
1

a1

2

1

x
1 (

n52

`
an

2

GS n11

2 D
x~n11!/2 . ~A40!

The remainder term of each integral being of higher asymptotic order than all of the
terms.

There are two main differences between this formula and that given in Ref. 10:~1! as it was
already noted, the odd-powered terms do not disappear in this derivation, and~2! a factor of1

2 has
been introduced. Both of these effects can be seen to be a result of replacing the negativ
bound,2a used in Ref. 10 with 0 used here.

As is seen in Fig. 6, since the modulation factor requires that parts of the integral nea
become more and more important asx becomes large, even if the lower bound on the integra
a very small negative number, for large enoughx, the region from2` to 2a becomes insignifi-
cant and ‘‘most’’ of the integral is included. Since odd-powered terms are odd functions,
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integrate to 0. Taking the lower bound as 0 integrates only half the integrand, no matter how
x is, resulting in odd-powered terms that do not vanish and even-powered terms of ha
magnitude given in Ref. 10.

We can now use this theorem to find asymptotic expressions for the four principal inte
(x5s/2),

Q1,052E
0

`

expS 2
s

2
v2Dv sinS v3

6 Ddv,

w~v!5v sinS v3

6 D5
1

6
v42

1

1296
v101

1

933120
v161¯ ,

Q1,0;
1

6

G~ 5
2!

x5/2 2
1

1296

G~ 11
2 !

x11/2 1
1

933120

G~ 17
2 !

x17/2

5A2pF1

2
s2~5/2!2

35

48
s2~11/2!1

5005

2304
s2~17/2!G , ~A41!

Q0,052E
0

`

expS 2
s

2
v2D cosS v3

6 Ddv,

w~v!5cosS v3

6 D512
1

72
v61

1

31104
v12

¯ ,

Q0,0;A2p@s2~1/2!2 5
24 s2~7/2!1 385

1152s2~13/2!#, ~A42!

Q21,05p22E
0

`

expS 2
s

2
v2D 1

v
sinS v3

6 Ddv,

w~v!5
1

v
sinS v3

6 D5
1

6
v22

1

1296
v81

1

933120
v141¯ ,

Q21,0;p1A2pF2
1

6
s2~3/2!1

70

843
s2~9/2!2

1001

6912
s2~15/2!G . ~A43!

Handling Q0,21 @Eq. ~A17!# is a little more complicated, since there are two integrals
volved, and both integrands depend ons in a more complicated way than simply through t
exponential factor. We accommodate this by first expanding thes-dependent factor (v2

14s2)21 as a descending power series ins using

1

v214s2 5
1

4s22
v2

16s4 1
v4

64s6 1¯ , ~A44!

and the expressions
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I 154E
0

`

expS 2
s

2
v2D s

v214s2 cosS v3

6 Ddv

5
1

s E0

`

expS 2
s

2
v2D cosS v3

6 Ddv2
1

4s3 E
0

`

expS 2
s

2
v2Dv2 cosS v3

6 Ddv

1
1

16s5 E
0

`

expS 2
s

2
v2Dv4 cosS v3

6 Ddv1¯

5
1

s E0

`

expS 2
s

2
v2D S 12

1

72
v61

1

31104
v121¯ Ddv

2
1

4s3 E
0

`

expS 2
s

2
v2D S v22

1

72
v81

1

31104
v141¯ Ddv1

1

16s5

3E
0

`

expS 2
s

2
v2D S v42

1

72
v101

1

31104
v161¯ Ddv1¯

;A2p@ 1
2 s2~3/2!2 11

48 s2~9/2!1 1021
2304s2~15/2!#, ~A45!

I 2522E
0

`

expS 2
s

2
v2D v

v214s2 sinS v3

6 Ddv

52
1

2s2 E
0

`

expS 2
s

2
v2Dv sinS v3

6 Ddv1
1

8s4 E
0

`

expS 2
s

2
v2Dv3 sinS v3

6 Ddv

1
1

32s6 E
0

`

expS 2
s

2
v2Dv5 sinS v3

6 Ddv

;A2p@2 1
8 s2~9/2!1 65

192 s2~15/2!2 12145
9216 s2~21/2!#. ~A46!

Therefore,

Q0,215I 11I 2;A2p@ 1
2 s2~3/2!2 17

48 s2~9/2!1 1801
2304s2~15/2!#. ~A47!

All four of these asymptotic expansions enjoy a very rapid increase in the order of the t
as each exponent is 3 less than the previous. The condition for these to be a good approx
is therefore not merely thats be large, but the much less restrictives3@1.

In principle, these asymptotic expansions may be used to obtain asymptotic expansio
anyQk,m , since anyQk,m may be represented as a finite combination of these four basic funct
In practice, however, low-order terms frequently cancel and higher-order terms must be der
get a useful expansion for these integrals. For this reason, we derive from first princip
leading-order asymptotic expression for these integrals in the more general case ofk>0. In this
case, we can apply Murray’s extension to Watson’s lemma directly to the definition ofQk,m ,

Qk,m5 i2k2mE
2`

`

expS 2
s

2
v2DexpS i

v3

6 Dvk~v12is!mdv. ~A48!

When k>0, the portion of the integrand outside the first exponential admits a Macla
series. While we cannot, in general, immediately apply Murray’s extension, due to the depen
on s outside the exponential, we may expand (v12is)m in a descending power series ins prefixed
by a power ofs,
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~v12is!m5~2is!mS 11
v

2isD
m

5~2is!mS 11
mv

2is
1¯ D . ~A49!

Using this, we can expand the integral in terms of integrals suitable for applying Mur
extension,

Qk,m5 i2k2m~2is!mE
2`

`

expS 2
s

2
v2DexpS i

v3

6 DvkS 11
mv

2is
1¯ Ddv

5 i2k2m~2is!mE
2`

`

expS 2
s

2
v2DexpS i

v3

6 Dvkdv1 i2k2mm~2is!m21

3E
2`

`

expS 2
s

2
v2DexpS i

v3

6 Dvk11dv1¯ . ~A50!

The later integrals~in the¯! do not contribute in the leading order, since they have bot
higher leading-order power ofv in the integrand and a higher power ofs in the denominator of the
coefficient, both of which lower the leading order of the integral ins.

Since the leading order of exp(iv3/6) is 1, and only even-powered terms contribute asym
totically, only one of the integrals in~A50! contributes in the leading order, the first ifk is even,
and the second ifk is odd.

If k is even, we have the asymptotic form,

Qk,m;~2 !k/2A2p2m@1333¯3~k21!#s2~k/2!1m2~1/2!, ~A51!

and if k is odd

Qk,m;~2 !~k11!/2A2pm2m21@1333¯3k#s2@~k11!/2#1m2~1/2!. ~A52!

There are several important things that we can learn from this expansion. First, ifk is even and
m.(k/2)1(1/2), or if k is odd andm.(k/2)11 the integrals actually increase without bound
s→`. Secondly, ask becomes larger, the integral decays at a faster rate. This is to be exp
since, for largek, the factor ofvk ‘‘forces’’ the slowly-varying part of the integrand away from
0—the most important part of the integral asymptotically~see Fig. 7!. We will use this fact later
to prove that higher-order terms in the expansion for the semiclassical Coulomb integra
actually insignificant.

Armed with these facts, we are ready to tackle theE1 semiclassical Coulomb integrals.
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Singular and nonsingular eigenvectors
for the Gaudin model

Daniela Garajeu and Annamaria Kissa)

CNRS Luminy, Centre de Physique The´orique, Case 907, F-13288 Marseille Cedex 9,
France

~Received 12 March 2001; accepted for publication 28 March 2001!

We present a method to construct a basis of singular and nonsingular common
eigenvectors for Gaudin Hamiltonians in a tensor product module of the Lie algebra
SL(2). The subset of singular vectors is completely described by analogy with
covariant differential operators. The relation between singular eigenvectors and the
Bethe Ansatz is discussed. In each weight subspace the set of singular eigenvectors
is completed to a basis, by a family of nonsingular eigenvectors. We discuss also
the generalization of this method to the case of an arbitrary Lie algebra. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1379750#

I. INTRODUCTION

The Gaudin model1 is an example of an integrable system in statistical quantum mecha
associated toN spin particles with magnetic interaction, based onN independent and commutin
Hamiltonians. As originally formulated, this model is related to the Lie algebraSL(2). In this
simplest case, the problem of the diagonalization of the Hamiltonians was partially solved.
a constructive method, known as Bethe Ansatz, Gaudin2 constructed a family of common eigen
vectors for all Hamiltonians.

More generally, integrable systems can be associated to any semi-simple complex Lie a
For such systems, generalizations of the set of Gaudin Hamiltonians have been constructe3 The
methods proposed for diagonalization of these Hamiltonians revealed remarkable conn
between integrable models and two dimensional conformal field theories.

In Ref. 3, the structure of the Bethe vectors for the Gaudin model is related to the rep
tation theory of affine Lie algebras. The diagonalization of Gaudin Hamiltonians is based
concept of invariant functionals~correlation functions! on tensor products of representations of
affine Lie algebra at the critical level.

Another approach for the problem of diagonalization,4,5 is related to the connection betwee
eigenvectors of the Gaudin Hamiltonians and the solutions6 of the Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov
equations.7 In this approach, the common eigenvectors are constructed inductively and ea
genvector leads to an integral solution of the KZ equations. Conversely, in Ref. 8 it was p
that in the quasi-classical limit, the first term of the asymptotic solutions of KZ equation lea
a common eigenvector of the Hamiltonians. In this case the Bethe equations for the Gaudin
appear as conditions of critical points.

In Sec. II we review some aspects concerning the Gaudin model, originally formulated fo
Lie algebraSL(2). We recall the expression of theN Hamiltonians, introduced by Gaudin. Th
spaceV of physical states is defined as a tensor product ofN finite-dimensional highest weigh
representations of the Lie algebraSL(2). It is decomposed as a direct sum of weight subspa
i.e., V5 % Vm . We explain how the Bethe Ansatz works to construct common eigenvector
Gaudin Hamiltonians in each eigenspaceVm . However, this method cannot give all the comm
eigenvectors of Gaudin Hamiltonians. Therefore, supplementary common eigenvectors hav
determined.

a!Electronic mail: kiss@cpt.univ-mrs.fr
34970022-2488/2001/42(8)/3497/20/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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In Sec. III we give a general, recursive method to construct a basis of common eigenv
in each invariant subspaceVm . Knowing a basis ofVm21 , we construct a family of linear inde
pendent common eigenvectors inVm , which are nonsingular. This family is completed to a ba
of Vm , by a basis of the subspace of singular vectors ofVm . Using an analog of the Gorda
operator,9 we give a basis of SingVm . Finally, we show that the Bethe Ansatz gives a family
singular common eigenvectors for Gaudin Hamiltonians, but in some particular cases, this
could not be complete.

Section IV is devoted to a discussion of the generalized model associated to an ar
simple Lie algebra. We recall the generalization of the Gaudin Hamiltonians and explain ho
Bethe Ansatz was generalized to construct common eigenvectors for these Hamiltonians. W
that Bethe equations, which appear as conditions that Bethe type vectors be common eigen
are also conditions of singularity for them. This constructive method does not ensure the
pleteness of the system of eigenvectors.

II. GAUDIN MODEL AND THE SL „2… LIE ALGEBRA

The Gaudin spin model is related to the Lie algebraSL(2), with generatorsE, F and H
satisfying the commutation relations:

@E,F#5H; @H,E#52E; @H,F#522F.

For this Lie algebra we considerN finite-dimensional highest weight modules:Vl1
, . . . ,VlN

with
highest weightsl1 , . . . ,lN and highest weight vectorsvl1

, . . . ,vlN
. The tensor product of thes

N modules constitutes the space of physical states for a system ofN spin particles:

V5Vl1
^¯^ VlN

.

The Lie algebra action on each vectorv5v1^¯^ vN of this tensor module is defined as

X v5(
i 51

N

X( i )v, ;XPSL~2!, ~1!

where X( i ) denotes the operator onV which acts asX on the i th module and as the identit
operator on all other factors:

X( i )v1^¯^ vN5v1^¯^ Xv i ^¯^ vN , ;v1^¯^ vNPV. ~2!

For such a system ofN spin particles, Gaudin proposed a set ofN Hamiltonians defined onV,
depending onN distinct, complex parametersz1 , . . . ,zN :

Hi~z1 , . . . ,zN!5 (
j 51,j 5” i

N
1

zi2zj
F1

2
H ( i )H ( j )1E( i )F ( j )1F ( i )E( j )G , ; i 51, . . . ,N. ~3!

All these operators commute:

@Hi ,Hj #50, ; i , j 51, . . . ,N,

but they are not independent, because( i 51
N Hi50. It can easily be verified that among theN

Gaudin Hamiltonians there are exactlyN21 which are independent. To integrate a system oN
spin particles, withN degrees of freedom, the family of commuting operators is completed by
Cartan generator~also called the total spin operator!, of which action on the tensor module is

H v5(
i 51

N

H ( i )v, ;vPV,
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and which commutes with all Gaudin Hamiltonians.
For this family ofN independent Hamiltonians which commute there is a complete syste

common eigenvectors inV. Our goal is to construct a basis inV, of common eigenvectors o
Gaudin Hamiltonians.

A. The structure of the space V

In order to analyze the structure ofV it is useful to recall some elements of the theory
highest weight representations of the Lie algebraSL(2). Such a representation is complete
determined by a highest weight vectorvl , on which the action of the algebra is given by

Hvl5lvl , Evl50,

and the representation space is generated by vectors:

$vn5Fnvl%nPN .

The action of the Lie algebra on these vectors is

Hvn5~l22n!vn , ~4!

Evn5n~l2n11!vn21 , ~5!

Fvn5vn11 . ~6!

If the highest weightl is not a positive integer, the representation is infinite dimensional
irreducible. If lPN, then in $vn5Fn vl%nPN there is an invariant subspace, generated
$vl11 , vl12 , . . . % and the quotient representation is irreducible and finite dimensional, of dim
sionl11, generated by vectors$vn5Fn vl%n50, . . . ,l . We denoteVl this quotient representation
for which we haveFn vl50 for all n>l11.

We will consider the spaceV as a tensor product of finite-dimensional representationsVl ,
which is completely determined by the vectorv05vl1

^¯^ vlN
, called vacuum vector and i

generated by vectors$Fn1vl1
^ Fn2vl2

¯^ FnNvlN
%ni50, . . . ,l i ; i 51, . . . ,N , with ni operatorsF ap-

plied on thei th component. Such a vector can be written as a product ofm5n11n21¯1nN

operators of type~2!, denoted

vm
(k1 , . . . ,km)

5F (k1)F (k2)
¯F (km)v0 ,

with 1<k1<¯<km<N. Note that for finite-dimensional representations,m can vary between 0
and a maximal valuemmax5(i51

N li .
Note also the particular action of the Hamiltonians on the vacuum vector:

H v05S (
k51

N

lkD v0 , Hi v05S 1

2 (
j 51,j Þ i

N
l il j

zi2zj
D v0 . ~7!

The Cartan operatorH has a privileged place in the family of commuting Hamiltonian
According to~4!, it gives a gradation of the representation spacesVl i

, which induces a gradation
of the tensor product module, onH-invariant subspaces:

V5 % m50
mmaxVm ,

whereVm is a weight subspace, of weight( i 51
N l i22m, also called space of spin deviationm. It

is generated byH-eigenvectors:
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$vm
(k1 , . . . ,km)

5F (k1)
¯F (km)v0%1<k1<¯<km<N , ~8!

which we call states of spin deviationm:

HF (k1)F (k2)
¯F (km)v05S (

i 51

N

l i22mDF (k1)F (k2)
¯F (km)v0 .

Note that for spin deviationsm<min$l1, . . . ,lN%, a subspaceVm has the dimension

dimVm5 (
1<k1<¯<km<N

15 (
1< j 1,¯, j m<N1m21

15CN1m21
m . ~9!

From the explicit form of the Gaudin Hamiltonians~3! and from the action~4!–~6! of the
SL(2) Lie algebra on the spacesVl i

, it follows that the weight subspacesVm are invariant under
the action of anyHi . Therefore, in each subspaceVm , we can construct a basis of commo
eigenvectors ofHi .

B. The construction of common eigenvectors by Bethe Ansatz

Bethe Ansatz is a method to construct a family of common eigenvectors for Gaudin H
tonians in each invariant subspaceVm , but this family is not a basis ofVm .

SinceVm is generated by~8!, any common eigenvector inVm has the form

cm5 (
k151

N

¯ (
km51

N

ck1¯km
F (k1)

¯F (km)v0 .

The central idea of the Bethe method is to consider the coefficientsck1¯km
as rational complex

functions:

ck1¯km
5

1

w12zk1

¯

1

wm2zkm

,

depending on some unknown, distinct, complex parameters:w1 , . . . ,wm . We call such a vector a
Bethe vector. Hereafter we shortly present this method.

1. Bethe vectors of spin deviation m Ä1

The eigenspaceV1 is generated by vectors$F (k)v0%k51, . . . ,N . A Bethe vector of spin deviation
m51 is defined as an expansion on this basis, with rational coefficients depending on one
plex parameterw:

c1~w!5F~w!v0 ,

where we denoted byF(w) the operator onV:

F~w!5 (
k51

N
1

w2zk
F (k). ~10!

Straightforward calculations give the commutator

@Hi ,F~w!#5F~w!
H ( i )

~w2zi !
2

F ( i )

~w2zi !
(
k51

N
H (k)

w2zk
. ~11!

Applying this operator onv0 and using~7! we obtain the action of a Gaudin HamiltonianHi on
c1(w):
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Hi c1~w!5S 1

2 (
j 51; j Þ i

N
l il j

zi2zj
1

l i

w2zi
Dc1~w!2S (

k51

N
lk

w2zk
D F ( i )

w2zi
v0 ,

and we have the following lemma.
Lemma 1: Given N distinct complex numbers$zi% i 51, . . . ,N and fixed, positive, integer highes

weights$l i% i 51, . . . ,N , the Bethe vectorc1(w) of spin deviation m51 is an eigenvector for all
Gaudin Hamiltonians:

Hi c1~w!5si
1 c1~w!, ; i 51, . . . ,N,

if the complex parameter w satisfies the condition

(
k51

N
lk

w2zk
50, ~12!

called Bethe equation associated toV1 . The eigenvalue si
1 of Hi , depends on the solution w o

this equation:

si
1~w!5

1

2 (
j 51; j Þ i

N
l il j

zi2zj
1

l i

w2zi
.

2. Bethe vectors of spin deviation m Ä2

The eigenspaceV2 is generated by vectors$F (k1)F (k2)v0%1<k1<k2<N . A Bethe vector of spin
deviationm52 is defined as an expansion on this basis, with rational coefficients dependi
two complex parametersw1 , w2 :

c2~w1 ,w2!5F~w1!F~w2!v0 .

Remark that the order of the two operatorsF is not significant because they commute.
In order to compute the action of a Hamiltonian on this state, we have to commutHi

successively with the two operatorsF. Using ~11! we obtain the commutator formula:

@@Hi ,F~w1!#,F~w2!#5
2

w12w2
S F ( i )

w12zi
F~w2!2

F ( i )

w22zi
F~w1! D . ~13!

From ~11! and ~13! the action of a Gaudin HamiltonianHi on the statec2 is

Hi c2~w1 ,w2!5S 1

2 (
j 51; j Þ i

N
l il j

zi2zj
1

l i

w12zi
1

l i

w22zi
Dc2~w1 ,w2!2S (

k51

N
lk

w12zk
1

2

w22w1
D

3
F ( i )

w12zi
c1~w2!2S (

k51

N
lk

w22zk
1

2

w12w2
D F ( i )

w22zi
c1~w1!,

and we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2: The Bethe vectorc2(w1 ,w2) of spin deviation m52 is an eigenvector for all

Gaudin Hamiltonians:

Hi c2~w1 ,w2!5si
2 c2~w1 ,w2!, ; i 51, . . . ,N,

if the complex parameters w1 , w2 satisfy the Bethe equations associated toV2 :

(
k51

N
lk

w12zk
1

2

w22w1
50, (

k51

N
lk

w22zk
1

2

w12w2
50. ~14!
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The eigenvalues si
2 depend on the solutions w1 , w2 of these equations:

si
2~w1 ,w2!5

1

2 (
j 51; j Þ i

N
l il j

zi2zj
1

l i

w12zi
1

l i

w22zi
.

3. Bethe vectors of spin deviation m

In the subspaceVm , generated by vectors$F (k1)
¯F (km)v0%1<k1<¯<km<N , a Bethe vector of

spin deviationm is defined as an expansion with coefficients depending onm complex parameters
w1 , . . . ,wm :

cm~w1 , . . . ,wm!v05F~w1!¯F~wm!v0 . ~15!

The action of a Gaudin HamiltonianHi on this state is calculated by induction onm:

Hi cm~w1 , . . . ,wm!v05Hi F~wm!cm21~w1 , . . . ,wm21!v0

5F~wm!Hicm21~w1 , . . . ,wm21!v01cm21~w1 , . . . ,wm21!

3@Hi ,F~wm!#v01@@Hi ,F~wm!#,cm21~w1 , . . . ,wm21!#v0 .

The first term is computed from the induction hypothesis, the second from~11! and the last term
from relation~13!. Putting all together it follows that

Hi cm~w1 , . . . ,wm!v05S 1

2 (
j 51; j Þ i

N
l il j

zi2zj
1 (

k51

m
l i

wk2zi
Dcm~w1 , . . . ,wm!v0

2 (
k51

m S (
j 51

N
l j

wk2zj
1 (

l 51;lÞk

m
2

wl2wk
D F ( i )

wk2zi
cm21~ . . . ,ŵk, . . . !v0 ,

~16!

where cm21( . . . ,ŵk, . . . ) denotescm21(w1 , . . . ,wk21 ,wk11 , . . . ,wm). Hence, we obtain the
following theorem.

Theorem 3: The Bethe vectorcm(w1 , . . . ,wm)v0 of spin deviation m is a common eigenve
tor for all Gaudin Hamiltonians:

Hi cm~w1 , . . . ,wm!v05si
m cm~w1 , . . . ,wm!v0 , ; i 51, . . . ,N,

if the complex parameters w1 , . . . ,wm satisfy the Bethe equations associated toVm :

(
j 51

N
l j

wk2zj
1 (

l 51;lÞk

m
2

wl2wk
50, ; k51, . . . ,m. ~17!

The eigenvalues si
m depend on the solution of these equations:

si
m~w1 , . . . ,wm!5

1

2 (
j 51; j Þ i

N
l il j

zi2zj
1 (

k51

m
l i

wk2zi
.

As observed in Ref. 10, the Bethe Ansatz does not give all the common eigenvect
Gaudin Hamiltonians. Therefore, supplementary common eigenvectors have to be deter
which will be done in the following section.
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III. A CONSTRUCTION OF A BASIS OF COMMON EIGENVECTORS FOR GAUDIN
HAMILTONIANS

In this section we give a general method to construct a basis of common eigenvectors i
invariant subspaceVm . This is a recursive method, which will be applied for subspacesVm , with
m<min $l1 , . . . ,lN%. Knowing a basis ofVm21 , we construct a family of linear independe
common eigenvectors inVm , which are nonsingular. This family is completed to a basis ofVm by
a basis of the subspace of singular vectors ofVm .

There are two important properties of Gaudin Hamiltonians which are useful in this se
namely they commute with the operatorsE andF, on the tensor product module:

@Hi ,E#50, ~18!

@Hi ,F#50, ~19!

whereE andF are defined by~1! as

E5(
i 51

N

E( i ), F5(
i 51

N

F ( i ).

Definition 4: We callvsPV a singular vector ofV if the generatorE acts trivially onvs,

E vs50.

We denoteSing V the subspace of singular vectors in V.
It was shown in Ref. 11 that the dimension of the subspace SingVm is

dim~SingVm!5Cm1N22
m . ~20!

Since according to~9!, for m<min$l1, . . . ,lN% the dimension of the spaceVm is Cm1N21
m , it

follows that a basis of SingVm can be completed to a basis ofVm , by a family of Cm1N22
m21

nonsingular linear independent vectors. The space spanned by this family of nonsingular ve
denoted NonSingVm . Hence,

Vm5SingVm% NonSingVm .

From the property~18! we obtain the following.
Lemma 5:SingVm is a Cm1N22

m -dimensional vector subspace ofVm and it is Hi-invariant:

Hi~SingVm!#SingVm , ; i 51, . . . ,N.

Then SingVm admits a basis formed by singular common eigenvectors of Gaudin Hamilton
Hi . DenoteB m

s this basis.
From the property~19! of the Gaudin Hamiltonians we can construct recursively a basi

common eigenvectors in NonSingVm :
Proposition 6: The basis of common eigenvectors inNonSingVm is obtained by the applica-

tion of the operatorF on all common eigenvectors (singular and nonsingular) which form
basis of the invariant subspaceVm21 . DenoteB m

ns this basis:

B m
ns5F~Bm21!,

whereBm21 is a basis of common eigenvectors ofVm21 .
Proof: ~1! The vectors ofB m

ns are linear independent. Indeed, form<min$l1, . . . ,lN% the
operatorF:Vm21→Vm is injective, since KerF5$0%. Moreover, the injectivity ofF implies that
the number of elements of the familyB m

ns is equal to the dimension ofVm21 , namelyCm1N22
m21 .
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~2! The vectors ofB m
ns are common eigenvectors ofHi . If vm21PBm21 is a common eigen-

vector:

Hi vm215am21
i vm21 ,

then, from the property~19! it follows that the vectorvm5F vm21PB m
ns is also an eigenvector

with the same eigenvalueam21
i .

~3! The vectors ofB m
ns are nonsingular.

Note first that inV0 there is only one vector, the vacuum vectorv0 . Thus, there is one
common eigenvectorv15F v0 in the family B 1

ns , which is indeed nonsingular:

E v15EF v05H v05S (
i 51

N

l i D v0Þ0.

Now suppose by induction that for allk<m21, with m<min$l1, . . . ,lN%, we have con-
structed a basis ofVk of the formB k

søB k
ns , whereB k

ns is obtained by application of the operato
F on vectors of the basisBk21 of Vk21 . Then for a vectorvm

ns of B m
ns we have

E vm
ns5EF vm215H vm211FE vm215S (

i 51

N

l i22~m21!D vm211FE vm21 . ~21!

If vm21 is singular, then the last term of~21! vanishes andvm
ns is nonsingular, since

(
i 51

N

l i22~m21!>Nm22~m21!.0, ; N>2.

If vm21 is nonsingular, then by the induction hypothesis, there is akP$1, . . . ,m21% such that
vm215Fk vm212k

s with vm212k
s a common singular eigenvector ofBm212k

s . Then relation~21!
becomes

E vm
ns5~k11!S (

i 51

N

l i22~m21!1kD vm21Þ0, ; N>2. ~22!

~4! The vectors ofB m
ns are linear independent of the singular vectors of the basisB m

s .
Consider a null linear combination of the vectorsvm

ns( i )PB m
ns andvm

s ( j )PB m
s :

(
i

a~ i ! vm
ns~ i !1(

j
b~ j ! vm

s ~ j !50.

Applying the operatorE, the second sum~of singular vectors! vanishes. Hence,

(
i

a~ i ! E vm
ns~ i !50.

It follows from ~22! that each vectorE vm
ns( i ) is colinear with the vectorvm21( i ), which form the

basis ofVm21 . Then, the coefficientsa( i ) are all zero. Sincevm
s ( j ) form also a basis, in SingVm ,

the coefficientsb( j ) vanish too.
Properties~1!–~4! from above show thatB m

ns5F(Bm21) is a basis of NonSingVm and then
B m

nsøB m
s is a basis of common eigenvectors inVm . In this basis, the sub-familyB m

ns is completely
determined by Proposition 6, whereas for the subset of singular vectorsB m

s we have only the
existence Lemma 5 and not the structure. In the next section we will characterize the si
vectors of a tensor product module ofSL(2).
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A. Singular vectors of the SL „2… tensor modules

For a finite-dimensional highest weight moduleVl of the Lie algebraSL(2) there is only one
singular vector: the highest weight vectorvl . Nevertheless, for tensor product modul
V5 ^ i 51

N Vl i
the vacuum vectorv05 ^ i 51

N vl i
is not the only singular vector. There exist singu

vectors in every subspaceVm .

1. The case NÄ2

Consider first N52 and V5Vl1
^ Vl2

with the decomposition on invariant subspac

V5 % m50
mmaxVm . In this case an invariant subspaceVm is generated by vectors:

$Fkvl1
^ Fm2kvl2

%k50,m ,

and the singular vectors of such a subspace are characterized by the following proposition
Proposition 7: LetVm be an invariant subspace ofV5Vl1

^ Vl2
, with m<min$l1,l2%. Then

a vectorvm
s PVm ,

vm
s 5 (

k50

m

ckF
kvl1

^ Fm2kvl2
,

is singular if and only if the coefficients ck satisfy the conditions

ck11~k11!~k2l1!1ck ~m2k!~m2k212l2!50, ;k50, . . . ,m21. ~23!

The proof is based on straightforward calculation using relation~5!:

E vm
s 5E(1) vm

s 1E(2) vm
s

5 (
k50

m21

$ck11~k11!~l12k!1ck~m2k!~l21k112m!%Fkvl1
^ Fm2k21vl2

.

Remark that the conditions~23!, satisfied by the coefficientsck , coincide with the conditions
determined in Ref. 12, satisfied by the coefficients of a bilinear differential operator whi
projective covariant. The system~23! was solved in this article and form<min$l1,l2% it admits a
unique solution~up to a constant factor!:

ck5~21!k Cm
k ~m2k2l2!k

~2l1!k
, ; k50, . . . ,m,

with Cm
k the binomial coefficient and (x) i the Pochhammer symbol:

~x! i5x~x11!¯~x1 i 21!, ; i PN* , ~x!051.

By analogy with covariant differential operators, we introduce the bilinear operatorPm defined on
the subspaceVm of V5Vl1

^ Vl2
by

Pm~v1^ v2!5 (
k50

m

~21!k Cm
k ~m2k2l2!k

~2l1!k
Fkv1^ Fm2kv2 , ~24!

which is analogous to the Gordan operator.
Conclusion:In the case ofN52 in every invariant subspaceVm with m<min$l1,l2% there is

a unique singular vector~up to a constant factor! which is
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vm
s 5Pm~vl1

^ vl2
!5 (

k50

m

~21!k Cm
k ~m2k2l2!k

~2l1!k
Fkvl1

^ Fm2kvl2
.

2. The case NÄ3

Consider nowN53 andV5Vl1
^ Vl2

^ Vl3
with its decomposition on invariant subspace

In this case, a subspaceVm is generated by vectors:

$Fk1vl1
^ Fk2vl2

^ Fm2k12k2vl3
% k150, . . . ,m

k250, . . . ,m2k1
,

and the singular vectors of this subspace are characterized by the following result.
Proposition 8: Let Vm be an invariant subspace ofV5Vl1

^ Vl2
^ Vl3

, with

m<min$l1,l2,l3%. Then a vectorvm
s of Vm ,

vm
s 5 (

k150

m

(
k250

m2k1

ck1k2
Fk1vl1

^ Fk2vl2
^ Fm2k12k2vl3

, ~25!

is singular if and only if the coefficients ck1k2
satisfy the conditions:

ck111,k2
~k111!~k12l1!1ck1 ,k211~k211!~k22l2!1ck1 ,k2

~m2k12k2!~m2k12k2212l3!

50, ~26!

; k150, . . . ,m21, ; k250, . . . ,m212k1 .

The proof is analogous to that ofN52. As in the caseN52, we note that the system~26!,
which has to be satisfied by the coefficients of the development~25! in order thatvm

s be singular,
coincides with the conditions given in Ref. 12 for the coefficients of a trilinear differential ope
which is projective covariant. The system~26! was also solved in Ref. 12 and fo
m<min$l1,l2,l3% it admitsm11 linear independent solutions. In addition, it was shown that
space of covariant trilinear operators is generated only by successive applications of co
bilinear operators.

Conclusion: In the case ofN53 in every subspaceVm with m<min$l1,l2,l3% there are
m11 linear independent singular vectors:

dim ~SingVm!5m11.

Moreover, using the operator onV introduced in~27! we can construct a basis of SingVm , given
by the vectors

$vm
s 5P3,k„P2,m2k~vl1

^ vl2
! ^ vl3

…%k50, . . . ,m .

3. General case

The results obtained forN52 and N53 can be generalized for an arbitraryN. For each
N>2, consider the spaceV5VN5VN21

^ VlN
, whereVN215 ^ i 51

N21Vl i
and define onVN the

operator

PN,m~v1^ v2!5 (
k50

m

~21!k Cm
k ~m2k2l2!k

~2l1!k
Fkv1^ Fm2kv2 , ; v1PVN21, v2PVlN

,

~27!

whereF5( i 51
N21F ( i ) is defined by~1! on VN21. Then we have the following.
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Proposition 9: LetVm be an invariant subspace ofVN with m<min$l1, . . . ,lN%. Then inVm

there is a family of Cm1N22
m linear independent singular vectors, given by the formula

vm
s 5PN,k~vm2k

s
^ vlN

!, k50, . . . ,m, ~28!

where vm2k
s is a singular vector of weight( i 51

N21l i22(m2k) in the basis of the subspac
SingVm2k of VN21.

The singularity of these vectors arises from straightforward calculation analogous to th
N52.

These vectors are linear independent becausevm2k
s are the elements of the basis of th

subspace SingVm2k of VN21 and for differentk the maximal number of operatorsF applied on
the last componentvlN

is different.

The fact that by this construction we obtain exactlyCm1N22
m linear independent singula

vectors, can be demonstrated by induction with respect toN: For N52 andN53 this number of
singular vectors was already obtained. Suppose now that for an arbitraryN the number of linear
independent singular vectorsvm2k

s in Vm2k is Cm2k1N22
m2k . Then forN11, the number of linear

independent singular vectors obtained by the construction~28! is

(
k50

m

Cm2k1N22
m2k 5(

j 50

m

Cj 1N22
j 5Cm1N21

m .

Proposition 9 allows to construct inductively a basis in SingVm which has the form

$PN,kN21
„ . . . P3,k2

~P2,k1
~vl1

^ vl2
! ^ vl3

!¯^ vlN
…% ki50, . . . ,m

k11k21¯1kN215m

. ~29!

4. Remark

We point out that in this section we have considered invariant subspacesVm of V with spin
deviationm which does not exceed any of theN weightsl iPN:

m<min$l1 , . . . ,lN%.

If m is greater than at least one of the weightsl i , then in the set

$Fn1vl1
^¯^ FnNvlN

%n11¯1nN5m ,

there are elements for which the number of operatorsF acting onvl i
is greater thenl i . These

vectors are zero because for finite-dimensional irreducible representations ofSL(2) we have
Fnvl50, ; n>l11. Therefore in this case the dimension of the spaceVm is less thanCm1N21

m

and depends on the weightsl which are less thanm.
Moreover, ifm exceeds one or more of the weightsl, the dimension of the space SingVm is

also less thanCm1N22
m . For example, in the caseN52, it was shown in Ref. 12 that form

<mmax5l11l2, but m.l1 andm.l2 there are two independent bilinear covariant differen
operators, to which correspond singular vectors of the type

Pm2(11l1)~F11l1vl1
^ vl2

! and Pm2(11l2)~vl1
^ F11l2vl2

!,

which are zero in the considered finite-dimensional irreducible representations ofSL(2). For an
arbitraryN we claim that relation~29! still gives the basis of SingVm but some of the elements o
the form ~29! vanish. This fact implies the decreasing of the dimension of SingVm .
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B. Singular common eigenvectors and Bethe Ansatz

The basis~29! of SingVm constructed in the previous section is not a basis of comm
eigenvectors. In this section we show that the Bethe eigenvectors constructed in Sec. II us
Bethe Ansatz are singular, but their number could be less than the dimension of SingVm . More
precisely, the Bethe equations~17!, which appear in the Bethe Ansatz as conditions that Bethe
vectors~15! be common eigenvectors ofHi are also conditions that Bethe type vectors be singu

Proposition 10: If the distinct parameters w1 , . . . ,wm are solutions of the Bethe system:

(
j 51

N
l j

wk2zj
1 (

l 51;lÞk

m
2

wl2wk
50, ; k51, . . . ,m, ~30!

then the corresponding Bethe type vectorcm(w1 , . . . ,wm) v05F(w1)¯F(wm)v0 of Vm is a
singular vector of the tensor product moduleV.

Proof: Using the commutators,

@E,F~w!#5h~w! and @h~w1!,F~w2!#5
2

w12w2
„F~w1!2F~w2!…,

with h(w)5(k51
N @1/(w2zk)# H (k), we obtain

E cm~w1 , . . . ,wm! v05(
i 51

m S (
k51

m
lk

wi2zk
1 (

k51
kÞ i

N
2

wk2wi D
3cm21~w1 , . . . ,wi 21 ,wi 11 , . . . ,wm! v0 .

Therefore if the parametersw1 , . . . ,wm are solutions of the system~30!, thencm(w1 , . . . ,wm) is
a singular vector.

The number of common Bethe eigenvectors is equal to the number of distinct solutions
Bethe system~30!. If they areCm1N22

m then they form a basis of SingVm . Form51 andm52 we
can easily show that the number of complex solutions of the Bethe system isN21 and
N(N21)/2, respectively, but we cannot say how many of them are distinct. For example,
casem51, N53, the Bethe equation is equivalent to a second order equation. For some par
values of the parametersl i andzi , i 51,2,3, this equation could have a double solution.

For arbitrarym andN, the number of solutions of the Bethe system seems to beCm1N22
m but

to our knowledge there is no estimate of the number of distinct solutions. In any case, the
Ansatz gives a family of singular common eigenvectors which could be completed, if necess
a basis of SingVm with common eigenvectors constructed using the basis~29!.

IV. THE GAUDIN MODEL FOR AN ARBITRARY SIMPLE LIE ALGEBRA G

Consider a simple Lie algebraG, of dimensiond and rankr . DenoteD the root system ofG,
D1 the system of positive roots andD0 the system of simple roots. The Cartan basis ofG is
formed by the Cartan generators$Hi% i 51, . . . ,r , the generators of positive roots$Ea%aPD1

and the
generators of negative roots$Fa5E2a%aPD1

. The commutation relations are

@Ea ,Fa#5
2

^a,a&
Ha ; @H,Ea#5a~H !Ea ; @H,Fa#52a~H !Fa ;

@Ea ,Eb#5Na,bEa1b , ;a,bPD such thata1bPD.
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The Killing form of G defines a symmetrical,G-invariant, bilinear form^,& on G, which
allows us to identify the Cartan sub-algebraK of G with its dual, by the isomorphisma(H)
5^Ha ,H&, for all HPK. The scalar product onK induces a scalar product on its dual, which
nondegenerate,

^a,b&5^Ha ,Hb&,

normalized such that̂a l ,a l&52 for a long roota l .
All generators ofG are orthogonal with respect to the bilinear form^,& except

^Hi ,Hi&5 1
2 x, ; i 51, . . . ,r ,

^Ea ,Fa&5
2

^a,a&
, ;aPD1 ,

wherex5( i 51
r a l

2(Hi) is the square of the length of a long root. Then, for the Cartan basis we
define the dual basis with respect to this bilinear form:

H̃ i5
2

x
Hi ; Ẽa5

^a,a&
2

Fa ; F̃a5
^a,a&

2
Ea ,

such that̂ Hi ,H̃ j&5d i j and ^Ea ,Ẽb&5^Fa ,F̃b&5dab .
For this algebra, considerN finite-dimensional highest weightG-modules,Vl1

, . . . ,VlN
, with

dominant integral highest weightsl1 , . . . ,lN and highest weight vectorsvl1
, . . . ,vlN

. The tensor
product module of theseN G-modules is the space of physical states:

V5Vl1
^¯^ VlN

.

Recall that the Lie algebra action on this tensor module is defined by~1!.
The fundamental building blocks of the generalized Gaudin Hamiltonians are the qua

generalized Casimir operators, defined onV as

v ( i j )5 (
a51

d

I a
( i ) Ĩ a

( j ) , ; i , j 51, . . . ,N, ~31!

where $I a%a51,d is a basis ofG and $ Ĩ a%a51,d its dual with respect to the scalar produc

^I a , Ĩ b&5dba . We recall two fundamental properties of these operators, which will be usef
this section.

~1! v ( i j ) are independent of the choice of the basis inG. In particular, in the Cartan basis the
take the form

v(ij )5
2

x (
l51

r

Hl
(i)Hl

(j)1 (
aPD1

^a,a&
2

~Ea
(i)Fa

(j)1Fa
(i)Ea

(j)!;

~2! v ( i j ) commute with the action of the algebra on the tensor module:
@v(ij ),X#50, ;X PG.

The operatorsv ( i j ) do not commute between themselves, but we can constructN linear
combinations which commute.

Lemma 11: The operatorsv i :V→V, i 51, . . . ,N,

v i5 (
j 51,j Þ i

N

ci j v ( i j ),
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commute:@v i ,v j #50, ; i , j 51, . . . ,N if and only if the coefficients ci j satisfy the equations

cik cjk2cik cji 2cjk ci j 50, ; iÞ j ÞkÞ i , i , j ,k51, . . . ,N. ~32!

In particular, if z1 , . . . ,zN are distinct complex parameters, the coefficientsci j 51/(zi2zj )
fulfill the conditions~32!. With these coefficients we can construct the followingN operators on
V:

Hi5 (
i 51,iÞ j

N
1

zi2zj
v ( i j ), ~33!

which are the generalized Gaudin Hamiltonians. They preserve the properties~1! and ~2! of the
operatorsv ( i j ). More precisely, if we consider the Cartan basis inG, we have

@Hi ,Ha#50, ~34!

@Hi ,Ea#50, ~35!

@Hi ,Fa#50, ~36!

; i 51, . . . ,N; ; aPD1 , whereHa5( i 51
N Ha

( i ) , Ea5( i 51
N Ea

( i ) , Fa5( i 51
N Fa

( i ) are operators on
the tensor product module, defined by~1!. The generalized Gaudin Hamiltonians commute b
tween themselves, but onlyN21 of them are independent. Due to the property~34! we can
complete this system by otherr operators, the generatorsHa of the Cartan sub-algebra, whic
commute with allHi . For this family of independent and commuting Hamiltonians there
complete system of common eigenvectors inV.

A. The structure of V

Since the spaceV is a tensor product ofN highest weight representationsVl of G, it is useful
to recall some basic results concerning the theory of highest weight representations of Lie
bras.

Such a representation is completely determined by a highest weight vectorvl , on which the
action of the algebra is given by

Havl5^a,l&vl , Eavl50.

As in the SL(2) case, the representation spaceVl is linearly generated only by monomials i
generators of negative roots:

$va1 . . . a l

n1 . . . nl 5Fa1

n1
¯Fa l

nl vl%a iPD1 ,niPN , ~37!

but in this case, the monomials are ordered with respect to the roots, as showed by the Po´–
Birkhoff–Witt theorem.13 These vectors are eigenvectors for the Cartan generators:

Hava1 . . . a l

n1 . . . nl 5S ^a,l&2 (
bPD1

nb^a,b& D va1 . . . a l

n1 . . . nl , ~38!

and the action of a positive root generator on monomialsva
na is

Eava
na5naS 2

^l,a&

^a,a&
2na11D va

na21 . ~39!

Concerning the dimension of a highest weight representation ofG, recall that a weightl is a
dominant integral if
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r a52
^l,a&

^a,a&
PN, ; aPD0 .

If the highest weightl is not dominant integral, then the representation is infinite dimensional
irreducible. If the highest weightl is dominant integral then there is an invariant subspa
generated by vectorsva1 . . . a l

n1 . . . nl , with na>r a11.13 The quotient representation, denotedVl is an

irreducible, finite-dimensional representation ofG, generated by ordered monomials:

$va1 . . . a l

n1 . . . nl 5Fa1

n1 . . . Fa l

nl vl%a j PD1 ,nj 50, . . . ,r a j
.

As in theSL(2) case, the spaceV is a finite-dimensional tensor product module ofG, completely
determined by the vacuum vectorv05vl1

^¯^ vlN
and generated by ordered monomials:

Fa1

(k1)Fa2

(k2)
¯Fam

(km)v0 ,

with 1<ki<N. Note that for finite-dimensional representations,m can vary between 0 and
maximal valuemmax5(i51

N (aPD1
ra

i . Note also that the action of the Hamiltonians on the vacu
vector is

Hav05S (
k51

N

^lk ,a& D v0 , aPD0 ,

Hiv05S (
j 51,j Þ i

N
^l i ,l j&
zi2zj

D v0 , i 51, . . . ,N.

As in the case of the Lie algebraSL(2), theCartan operatorsHb have the particular role to
give a gradation of the tensor product module:

V5 % Vm ,

on weight subspacesVm , of weightm5( i 51
N l i2( j 51

m g j , generated byHb eigenvectors:

Hb Fg1

(k1)
¯Fgm

(km)v05S (
i 51

N

^l i ,b&2(
j 51

m

^g j ,b& DFg1

(k1)
¯Fgm

(km)v0 ,

with g1 , . . . ,gmPD1 and 1<ki<N. Since a positive root can be written as a sum of sim
roots, with positive integer coefficients, in a unique way, the weight subspaces will be label
a family of simple roots:Vm5Va1 . . . as

, with a1 . . . asPD0 , not necessarily distinct and satisfy

ing ( j 51
m g j5(k51

s ak . Hence

V5 % Va1 . . . as
.

From the explicit form of the generalized Gaudin Hamiltonians~33! and from the action
~37!–~39! of the Lie algebra on each moduleVl i

, it follows that the weight subspacesVa1 . . . as

are invariant under the action of anyHi . Therefore, in each subspaceVa1 . . . as
, we can construct

a basis of common eigenvectors ofHi .
Unlike the case of the Lie algebraSL(2), there is no result concerning the dimension of t

invariant subspacesVa1 . . . as
and neither for SingVa1 . . . as

. However, using the properties~35!

and ~36!, the recursive procedure presented in Sec. III can be generalized to construct in
subspaceVa1 . . . as

a family of common nonsingular eigenvectors, by applying operatorsFa i
on

vectors of the sub-spacesVa1 . . . a i 21a i 11 . . . as
. Concerning the subspace of singular vectors
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Va1 . . . as
we do not have a generalization of the result presented in Sec. III A, for the constru

of a basis of singular vectors. The only result4 concerning this problem is a generalization of t
Bethe Ansatz, which we discuss hereafter.

B. Common eigenvectors in Va

Consider a simple roota. The subspaceVa of weight ( i 51
N l i2a is generated by vector

$Fa
(k)v0%k51, . . . ,N . A Bethe vector in this subspace is defined as an expansion on the basis

rational coefficients depending on one complex parameterw:

c1~w,a!v05(
i 51

N Fa
( i )

w2zi
v05F~w,a!v0 . ~40!

To give the action of a HamiltonianHi on this vector it is useful to calculate the commutator

@Hi ,F~w,a!#5F~w,a!
Ha

( i )

w2zi
2

Fa
( i )

w2zi
S (

j 51

N Ha
( j )

w2zj
D

1 (
bPD1 ,b.a

^b,b&
2

Nb,2aHF~w,b!
Eb2a

( i )

w2zi
2

Fb
( i )

w2zi
(
j 51

N Eb2a
( j )

w2zj
J . ~41!

Applied on the vacuum vector all the terms of the last sum vanish and the action of a G
HamiltonianHi on the vector~40! is

Hic1~w,a!v05S (
j 51; j Þ i

N
^l i ,l j&
zi2zj

1
^a,l i&
w2zi

Dc1~w,a!v02S (
k51

N
^a,lk&
w2zk

D Fa
( i )

w2zi
v0 . ~42!

Hence we have the following.
Lemma 12: Given N complex numbers$zi% i 51, . . . ,N and dominant integral highest weight

$l i% i 51, . . . ,N , the Bethe vectorc1(w,a)v0 is an eigenvector for all Gaudin Hamiltonians:

Hi c1~w,a!v05si
1~w,a! c1~w,a!v0 , ; i 51, . . . ,N,

if the complex parameter w satisfies the Bethe equation:

(
k51

N
^a,lk&
w2zk

50. ~43!

The eigenvalue si
1(w,a) of the HamiltonianHi depends on the solution of this equation:

si
1~w,a!5 (

j 51; j Þ i

N
^l i ,l j&
zi2zj

1
^a,l i&
w2zi

, i 51, . . . ,N.

C. Common eigenvectors in Va1 ,a2

Consider two simple rootsa1 and a2 , which are not necessarily distinct. The subspa
Va1 ,a2

, of weight ( i 51
N l i2a12a2 is generated by vectors$Fa1

(k1)Fa2

(k2)v0%k1 ,k251, . . . ,N; k1Þk2
,

with two generators of negative roots applied on two distinct components ofv0 , but also by
vectors$(Fa1

Fa2
)(k)v0%k51, . . . ,N and $(Fa2

Fa1
)(k)v0%k51, . . . ,N with two generators of negative

roots applied on the same component ofv0 . A Bethe vector inVa1 ,a2
is defined as an expansio

on all these vectors, with some particular coefficients depending on two complex param
w1 ,w2 :
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c2~w1 ,a1 ;w2 ,a2!v05 (
k151

N

(
k2Þk1

N Fa1

(k1)Fa2

(k2)

~w12zk1
!~w22zk2

!
v01

1

w12w2
(
k51

N ~Fa1
Fa2

!(k)

w22zk
v0

1
1

w22w1
(
k51

N ~Fa2
Fa1

!(k)

w12zk
v0 .

As element of the representation spaceVlk
, one of the two last terms is not a good order

monomial and we must write, for instance, (Fa2
Fa1

)(k)5(Fa1
Fa2

)(k)1@Fa2
,Fa1

# (k). Then this
vector can be also written in the following form, using the operatorsF:

c2~w1 ,a1 ;w2 ,a2!v05F~w1 ,a1!F~w2 ,a2!v01
1

w12w2
F~w1 ,@Fa1

,Fa2
# !v0 . ~44!

In order to compute the action of a HamiltonianHi on the vectorc2 , we use the result~41!
and ~42! to obtain

Hi c2~w1 ,a1 ;w2 ,a2!v05si
2~w1 ,w2!c2~w1 ,a1 ;w2 ,a2!v0

2 f 1S Fa1

( i )

w12zi
F~w2 ,a2!1

1

w12w2

@Fa1

( i ) ,Fa2

( i )#

w12zi
D v0

2 f 2S F~w1 ,a1!
Fa2

( i )

w22zi
1

1

w12w2

@Fa1

( i ) ,Fa2

( i )#

w12zi
D v0 ,

where

si
25 (

j 51; j Þ i

N
^l i ,l j&
zi2zj

1
^a1 ,l i&
w12zi

1
^a2 ,l i&
w22zi

,

f 15 (
k51

N
^a1 ,lk&
w12zk

1
^a1 ,a2&
w22w1

and f 25 (
k51

N
^a2 ,lk&
w22zk

1
^a1 ,a2&
w12w2

.

Note that the action ofHi on the second term of the vector~44! must be calculated separatel
because~42! does not hold for the positive roota11a2 which is no more simple. It follows from
these considerations the following lemma.

Lemma 13: The Bethe vectorc2(w1 ,a1 ;w2 ,a2)v0 is an eigenvector for all Gaudin Hamil
tonians,

Hi c2~w1 ,w2!v05si
2 c2~w1 ,a1 ;w2 ,a2!v0 ,

if the parameters w1 , w2 satisfy the Bethe equations:

f 15 (
k51

N
^a1 ,lk&
w12zk

1
^a1 ,a2&
w22w1

50, f 25 (
k51

N
^a2 ,lk&
w22zk

1
^a1 ,a2&
w12w2

50. ~45!

D. Common eigenvectors in Va1 , . . . ,am

For m simple rootsa1 , . . . ,am , not necessarily distinct, the subspaceVa1 , . . . ,am
of weight

( i 51
N l i2(k51

m ak is generated by ordered monomialsFg
(k1) . . . Fg

(kn)v0 with k1 , . . . ,kn

1 n
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51, . . . ,N andg1 , . . . ,gn positive roots with( i 51
n g i5(k51

m ak . In this general case it is difficul
to define an appropriate Bethe type vector, with rational coefficients on the basis ofVa1 , . . . ,am

. In
Ref. 4. a recursive procedure was proposed to define such a vector:

cm~w1 ,a1 ; . . . ;wm ,am!v05cm21~w1 ,a1 ; . . . ;wm21 ,am21!F~wm ,am!v01 (
j 51

m21
1

wj2wm

3cm21~w1 ,a1 ; . . . ;wj ,@Fa j
,Fam

#; . . . ;wm21 ,am21!v0 , ~46!

with c1(w,a)5F(w,a). However, to our knowledge there is no proof that the action o
HamiltonianHi on the vectorcmv0 is

Hi cm~w1 ,a1 ; . . . ;wm ,am!v05si
mcm~w1 ,a1 ; . . . ;wm ,am!v02 (

k51

m

f k
mc̄m

k v0 , ~47!

with c̄m
k some vectors inVa1 , . . . ,am

and

si
m5 (

j 51; j Þ i

N
^l i ,l j&
zi2zj

1 (
k51

m
^ak ,l i&
wk2zi

, f k
m5(

j 51

N
^ak ,l j&
wk2zj

1 (
l 51,lÞk

m
^ak ,a l&
wl2wk

.

Such a recursive construction of generalized Bethe vectors seems to be appropriate for
tive calculations, but for the action~47! of Hamiltonians on these vectors such a calculation ra
some problems, as explained in Ref. 10. Similar problems occur if we intend to prove induc
that all Bethe eigenvectors are singular. For a small number of roots this can be done by
calculation.

We call vsPV a singular vector ofV if all the generators of simple rootsEa act trivially on
vs:

Ea vs50.

Note first that@Eb ,Fa#5dab (2/̂ a,a&); i 51, . . . ,N; ; aPD1Ha
for any simple rootsa

andb.
Consider now the weight subspaceVa . If b is a simple root we have

@Eb ,c1~w,a!#5dab

2

^a,a& (i 51

N Ha
( i )

w2zi
. ~48!

Hence,

Ebc1~w,a!v05dab

2

^a,a& S (i 51

N
^a,l i&
w2zi

D v0 , ; bPD0 .

Therefore, ifw is a solution of the Bethe equation~43!, thenc1(w,a) v0 is a singular vector of
Va .

In order to calculate the action of a generatorEb of simple root on a generalized Bethe vect
~44! of Va1 ,a2

, we use~48! but also

@Eb ,c1~w,@Fa1
,Fa2

# !#52
^a1 ,a2&

^b,b&
$dba2

F~w,a1!2dba1
F~w,a2!%,

to obtain
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Ebc2~w1 ,a1 ;w2 ,a2!v05dba1

2

^a1 ,a1&
H (

i 51

N
^l i ,a1&
w12zi

1
^a1 ,a2&
w22w1

J F~w2 ,a2!v0

1dba2

2

^a2 ,a2&
H (

i 51

N
^l i ,a2&
w22zi

1
^a1 ,a2&
w12w2

J F~w1 ,a1!v0 .

Therefore, if (w1 ,w2) is a solution of the Bethe equations~45!, thenc2(w1 ,a1 ;w2 ,a2) v0 is a
singular vector ofVa1 ,a2

.
For Bethe vectors~46! depending on more than 3 simple roots we claim that the commu

of Eb with cm is given by

@Eb ,cm~w1 ,a1 ; . . . wm ,am!#5(
i 51

m

dba i

2

^a i ,a i&
H cm21~ . . . wi ,a î ; . . . !(

j 51

N Ha i

( j )

wi2zj

2S (
j 51,j Þ i

m
^a i ,a j&
wi2wj

Dcm21~ . . . wi ,a î . . . !J ,

where cm21( . . . wi ,a î . . . ) denotescm21( . . . wi 21 ,a i 21 ;wi 11 ,a i 11 . . . ). As for the action
~47! of the Hamiltonians, there is no inductive proof of this relation. The action ofEb on the Bethe
vector is then

Ebcm~w1 ,a1 ; . . . wm ,am!v05
2dba i

^b,b& H (
j 51

N
^a i ,l j&
wi2zj

2 (
k51
kÞ i

m
^a i ,ak&
wi2wk J cm21~ . . . wi ,a î . . . !v0 .

Hence, the Bethe vector is singular if the parametersw satisfy the Bethe equationsf k
m50, ;k

51, . . . ,m.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we recall the Gaudin model associated to the Lie algebraSL(2) and its partial
diagonalization by the Bethe Ansatz.

We give a general recursive method to construct a basis of common eigenvectors in
invariant subspaceVm . Knowing a basis ofVm21 , we construct a family of nonsingular indepe
dent common eigenvectors inVm . This family is completed to a basis ofVm , by a basis of the
subspace of singular vectors ofVm .

In order to describe the subspace SingVm , we establish a relation between singular vect
and covariant differential operators. This allows us to construct a basis of SingVm using an analog
of the Gordan operator. On the other hand we show that the Bethe Ansatz gives a fam
singular common eigenvectors. If Bethe equations have a maximal number of distinct solu
then Bethe eigenvectors form a basis of common eigenvectors in SingVm .

We discuss also the generalization of this method to the case of an arbitrary Lie algeb
recall the generalization of the Gaudin Hamiltonians and of the Bethe Ansatz. The gener
Bethe vectors are defined recursively, but this definition allows neither to calculate the act
the Hamiltonians, nor to prove that Bethe eigenvectors are singular. For a small number of
roots we prove by direct calculation that the Bethe equations are conditions that Bethe type v
be singular and common eigenvectors. The recursive method to construct nonsingular co
eigenvectors could also be generalized to the case of an arbitrary Lie algebra.
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The Painlevé analysis for NÄ2 super
Korteweg–de Vries equations

S. Bourquea) and P. Mathieub)

Département de Physique, Universite´ Laval, Québec G1K 7P4, Canada

~Received 6 July 2000; accepted for publication 9 March 2001!

The Painleve´ analysis of a generic multiparameterN52 extension of the
Korteweg–de Vries~KdV! equation is presented. Unusual aspects of the analysis,
pertaining to the presence of two fermionic fields, are emphasized. For the general
class of models considered, we find that the only ones which manifestly pass the
test are precisely the four known integrable supersymmetric KdV equations, includ-
ing the SKdV1 case. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1369641#

I. MOTIVATION AND SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS

Even in its simplest form, the Painleve´ analysis,1 as applied to a multiparameter class
equations, is a powerful tool for identifying those special values of the parameters for whic
equations are potentially integrable.

However, for fermionic—and in particular, supersymmetric—extensions of known integ
systems, the application of the test is made a little tricky by the presence of fermionic fields2,3 and
actually very few systems have been fully studied so far~see also Ref. 4!. For a single fermionic
extension~with a fermionic field of degree 3/2 in the normalization where the degree of]x is 1! of
the Korteweg–de Vries~KdV! equation, which contains 3 free parameters, the test has selecte
very two integrable nontrivial extensions of the KdV equation, namely, the Kuper–KdV~Ref. 5!
~which is not invariant under supersymmetry! and the supersymmetric KdV~sKdV-the small s
refers toN51! equation6,7,8—the latter being called here the sKdV3 equation for reasons ex
plained below. There is an additional integrable supersymmetric system6,9 which will be referred
to, in the following, as the sKdV0 equation. Although the latter is somewhat trivial in that t
fermionic fields do not appear in the bosonic evolution equations~and for this reason it was
excluded from the generic family considered in Ref. 2!, this will not be an issue here.10 That the
integrability of these models had already been established by other means supports the va
the application of the test, or more precisely, its reliability as an integrability indicator, in
presence of fermionic fields.

No similar studies have been performed for the extension of the KdV equation with
fermions and an additional bosonic field. Six such systems are known to be integrable: the
usual N52 supersymmetric KdV~SKdV, the capital S is used forN52! equations, i.e., the
SKdVa equation~wherea is a free parameter in a second Hamiltonian formulation! for a522, 1,
4, 11,12,13the SKdVO ~where the subscript stands for ‘‘odd’’! equation,14 which has anoddPoisson
bracket formulation, the SKdV-B equation15 and the osp~2, 2! KdV equation, the direct extensio
of the Kuper-KdV equation~which is thus not invariant underN52 supersymmetry!.11,16 ~See
note added in proof.!

The details of the Painleve´ analysis of these systems has never been presented in the liter
Actually, it has been claimed that for the SKdV1 equation, the test is failed~see in particular the
concluding remarks in Ref. 13!. The particular interest for this case, at the time, was due to
conjectural integrability status for some years before the discovery of its Lax formulation in
13. But given that this system is now known to be integrable,17 that it does not have the Painlev´

a!Electronic mail: sbourque@phy.ulaval.ca
b!Electronic mail: pmathieu@phy.ulaval.ca
35170022-2488/2001/42(8)/3517/23/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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property sounds as an extremely surprising statement. Clearly, the failure of the Painleve´ test is
not by itself a clear indication of nonintegrability. For instance, the equation might have
somewhat transformed in order to successfully pass the test. However, in a multiparameter
mation of an equation, we definitely expect that if the test is satisfied for some values o
parameters~corresponding to a known integrable system!, it should be equally satisfied for a
other values of the parameters for which the equations are known to be integrable. But to r
the SKdV1 equation, we need to perform the test for the other cases too in order to see if,
presence of two fermionic fields, it is again a reliable integrability indicator.

The natural expectation is that all six extended KdV equations known to be integrable s
have the Painleve´ property. However, precisely because there are two fermions, the test dis
unusual features. This point in itself is certainly not surprising given some of the odd tech
aspects of the test as applied to a single fermionic extension of the KdV equation.2,3 Clearing up
the status of the Painleve´ property for the SKdV1 equation was our first motivation for this work

We present here the result of a ‘‘complete’’ Painleve´ analysis for four supersymmetric inte
grable systems@excluding the SKdV-B equation by requiring anO(2) invariance, see below#.
More precisely, we perform a simplified analysis, in which, in addition to verifying the p
properties of a genuine pole behavior of the leading singularities and the integrality of the
nance positions, we only check the compatibility conditions at the non-negative resonance
qualitative ‘‘complete’’ refers to the fact that we consider the full set of four evolution equat
in each case. In addition to be rather complicated, even though the analysis is done w
simplified Kruskal ansatz,18 it reveals an unusual feature: in two cases out of four~and this
includes the SKdV1 equation!, in order to verify the last resonance conditions—whenever
resonance is bosonic—say, at leveln, we need to solve the set of recursion equations at levn
11. In other words, at first sight the compatibility conditions arenot satisfied. However, they
involved some field components that get determined only at the next recursion level. But whe
is done and the solutions are substituted back into the leveln resonance relations, the compatibili
conditions are found to be satisfied. We thus conclude that, in this context, the Painleve´ test is still
in par with the other integrability indicators.

A second motivation for this work was to initiate the search for new integrableN52 exten-
sions of the KdV equations by using the Painleve´ property as a probing tool to test gener
deformations of the known SKdV equations. In the present work we treat the most ge
deformation~which contains 4 free parameters! compatible with a naturalO(2) invariance.

Instead of starting with a brute force analysis of this four-parameter equation, we use a
observation in order to constrain these parameters, which is that the reduction~by which we mean
setting some fields equal to zero! of an integrable system has to be integrable. For instance, a
signal of this integrability persistence is that, after the reduction of an integrable system,
remains an infinite number of conservation laws. In particular, theN51 reduction of an integrable
SKdV equation has to be either the sKdV3 or sKdV0 equations. This fixes two parameters a
selects two classes of two-parameter equations. Another simplifying feature of the above
vation is that the bosonic core of the full set of equations~obtained by setting the two fermioni
fields equal to zero! must also be integrable. The analysis of such bosonic systems~here a system
of two coupled evolution equations! is much easier and puts severe constraints on the rema
parameters. In fact, the bosonic core of the test is satisfied~modulo a technical restriction dis
cussed below! for only four cases, which are preciselythe four known integrable supersymmetr
systems.

Our search for new systems is thus unsuccessful. The results suggest in particular, tha~most
probably! there are no integrable deformations of the SKdVO equation.

The analysis of the complete fermionic systems is then performed case by case a
Painlevéproperty is verified in all four cases, as already mentioned.

We should point out a technical limitation of the present analysis, which is restricted t
study of the so-calledprincipal family—in the terminology of Ref. 19. That means that we on
look for non-negative resonances, in addition to the resonance at leveln521. For a complete
analysis, solutions with negative resonances must also be considered. The perturbative P´
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test19 provides a method for investigating such solutions. However, there is no finite algo
ensuring the absence of movable logarithms~only for the principal families one can guarantee th
the system has the Painleve´ property!. As a result, the computations are much more involved.
intend to return to this question elsewhere. Here we only indicate the cases where the n
resonances occur but without further analysis. Our statements concerning the nonexistence
integrable systems must thereby be tinged by this technical restriction.

The article is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we present the general class ofN52 super-
symmetric equations to be studied and discuss the constraints resulting from integrability
truncation toN51 supersymmetric equations. The general structure of the recursion relatio
displayed in Sec. III. The delicate question of fixing the dominant resonance of the ferm
fields is discussed in full detail in Appendix B. In the following section, we present the esse
results of the bosonic-core analysis, relegating the details to Appendix A. This analysis tur
to be rather involved, necessitating the consideration of a large number of special cases.
Sec. V presents a brief discussion of the study of the equations incorporating the fermionic
Here we only present the salient features of the SKdV1 case and briefly comment on the diffe
ences that occur in the other cases. Our conclusions are reported in Sec. VI.

II. THE GENERAL EQUATIONS AND THE NÄ1 CONSTRAINTS

The N51 supersymmetrization of the KdV equation,

ut52uxxx16uux ~2.1!

is obtained by extending theu field to a fermionic superfield as

u~x!→f~x,u!5uu~x!1j~x!. ~2.2!

Hereu is a Grassmannian variable (u250) andj is a fermionic field,j(x)j(x8)52j(x8)j(x).
The direct supersymmetrization reads6,20

f t52fxxx1c~fDf!x1~622c!fx~Df!, ~2.3!

wherec is a free parameter andD is the superderivative;D5u]x1]u so thatD25]x . It turns out
that this equation is integrable only ifc50 or 3.6 We call the resulting equation the sKdVc

equation. Its component version reads

ut52uxxx16uux2cjjxx ,

j t52jxxx1~62c!ujx1cuxj. ~2.4!

For c50 we see thatj decouples from the first equation.21

The N52 superextension is obtained by liftingu to a bosonic superfield defined as follow
~with the time dependence being implicit!:

F~x,u1 ,u2!5u2u1u~x!1u1j~2!~x!1u2j~1!~x!1w~x!. ~2.5!

j (1) andj (2) are two fermionic fields andw is a new bosonic field. Using the superderivatives

Di5u i]x1]u i
⇒Di

25]x ~ i 51,2! D1D252D2D1 , ~2.6!

the most general version~subject to some restrictions to be specified shortly! of the N52 exten-
sion of the KdV equation reads

F t52Fxxx1a1FD1D2Fx1a2FxD1D2F1
a3

2
~D1D2F2!x1

a4

3
~F3!x . ~2.7!
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This equation contains all possible terms that are compatible with an homogeneity requir
under a gradation defined by degF51, degDi51/2, and theO(2) invariance, that is, invarianc
under the transformationF→2F and D1↔D2 . $For instance, terms like@D1(FxD2F)
2D2(FxD1F)# or @D1(FD2Fx)2D2(FD1Fx)# or even@(D1F)(D2Fx)2(D2F)(D1Fx)# are
not independent, i.e., they are linear combinations of those already given.%

The N51 reduction is obtained by setting

F~x,u1 ,u2!5u2f~x,u1!1F~x,u1! ~2.8!

and keeping only the linear terms inu2 with F50. All integrableversions of this four-paramete
equationmust reduceto the sKdVc equation for eitherc50 or 3. This fixes two parameters,

a15c, a2562c. ~2.9!

The other two are redefined as follows:

a35a21, a45b, ~2.10!

and we are left with two distinct two-parameter equations,

F t52Fxxx1cFD1D2Fx1~62c!FxD1D2F1
a21

2
~D1D2F2!x1bF2Fx ~2.11!

(c50,3). In terms of component fields, it leads to four coupled equations,

ut52uxxx16uux2cj~ i !jxx
~ i !2cwwxxx2~62c!wxwxx

2
a21

2
~w2!xxx1b~uw2!x12b~j~2!j~1!w!x ,

j t
~ i !52jxxx

~ i ! 1cuxj
~ i !1~62c!ujx

~ i !2ce i j jxx
~ j !w2~62c!e i j jx

~ j !wx

2~a21!e i j ~j~ j !w!xx1b~j~ i !w2!x ,

wt52wxxx1cuxw1~62c!uwx1~a21!~uw1j~2!j~1!!x1bw2wx ~2.12!

with i , j 51, 2 ande1252e2151.

III. THE PAINLEVÉ ANALYSIS: RECURSION RELATIONS

We next proceed with the Painleve´ analysis by solving the recursion equations in order to fi
those values of the parametersa and b for which the test is satisfied. In the present work, w
content ourself with a minimal version of the test, which consists in verifying:

~1! That the leading singularity is an integer~i.e., polelike!;
~2! The resonances occur at integer levels;
~3! The compatibility conditions are satisfied at the non-negative resonances.

We will further give all possible solutions with integer resonances but without further analys
these last cases.

The expansion of the component fields about a movable singular manifoldw(x,t) reads

u5 (
n50

`

unwn2p, j~ i !5 (
n50

`

jn
~ i !wn2r , w5 (

n50

`

wnwn2q ~3.1!
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( i 51,2). By symmetry, the value of the leading singularity must be the same for the two f
onic fields. To simplify the analysis, we will use the Kruskal’s ansatz,

w~x,t !5x2 f ~ t !, un5un~ t !, jn
~ i !5jn

~ i !~ t !, wn5wn~ t !. ~3.2!

The first step amounts to fix the leading singularity; we easily find thatp52, q51. Note that this
is a consequence of the SKdV degree-homogeneity already mentioned: setting deg(]x)51, it
follows that deg(u)52 and deg(w)51. Now since deg(w)5deg(x)521 and u0 and w0 are
constants, hence of degree zero, we thus conclude that deg(u)52 and deg(w)51 only if p52
andq51.

The determination of the leading singularity for the fermionic fields is a bit tricky~see for
instance Ref. 3!; it is shown in appendix B thatr 52 is a solution and all other possible solutio
do not pertain to a principal family. However, for the rest of this section, we leaver unspecified
since the recursion relations themselves are needed to fix it, cf. Appendix B. Moreover, the p
value found forr depends explicitly on the first bosonic terms and these are fixed from
bosonic-core analysis.

A direct substitution of~3.1!, ~3.2! with p52, q51 into ~2.12! leads to the general recursio
formulas

un23,t1~n24!un22w t52~n22!~n23!~n24!un13~n24!

3 (
m50

n

un2mum2~a211c! (
m50

n

~m21!~m22!~m23!wn2mwm

2
1

2
~3a132c!~n24! (

m50

n

~n2m21!~m21!wn2mwm1b~n24!

3 (
m50

n

(
l 50

m

uu2mwm2 lwl1
1

2
c~n24!

3 (
m50

n12r 23

~n12r 2322m!jn12r 232m
~ i ! jm

~ i !12b~n24!

3 (
m50

n12r 23

(
l 50

m

jn12r 232m
~2! jm2 l

~1! wl

jn23,t
~ i ! 1~n2r 22!jn22

~ i ! w t52~n2r !~n2r 21!~n2r 22!jn
~ i !

1c (
m50

n

~n2m22!un2mjm
~ i !1~62c!

3 (
m50

n

~m2r !un2mjm
~ i !1b~n2r 22!

3 (
m50

n

(
l 50

m

jn2m
~ i ! wm2 lwl2c (

m50

n

~n2m2r !~n2m2r 21!

3e i j jn2m
~ j ! wm2~62c! (

m50

n

~n2m2r !~m21!e i j jn2m
~ j ! wm

2~a21!~n2r 21!~n2r 22! (
m50

n

e i j jn2m
~ j ! wm ~3.3!
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wn23,t1~n23!wn22w t52~n21!~n22!~n23!wn1c (
m50

n

~n2m22!un2mwm1~62c!

3 (
m50

n

~m21!uu2mwm1~a21!~n23! (
m50

n

un2mwm1
1

3
b~n23!

3 (
m50

n

(
l 50

m

wn2mwm2 lwl1~a21!~n23! (
m50

n12r 23

jn12r 232m
~2! jm

~1! .

Here n takes any integer value from min(322r,0) to ` ~sticking to the principal family!. It is
understood that every field-component with a negative index is zero. For the system of equ
to be integrable, the solution needs to contain a sufficient number of arbitrary functions. F
case under study, the system being composed of four coupled third order equations, there
be twelve arbitrary functions, six bosonic and six fermionic. With the leading singularities fi
we need to determine those~recursion! levels n—the resonances—in~3.3! for which there are
arbitrary functions. That clearly requiresn to be an integer. At each such level, the equation m
vanish identically without enforcing any constraints on the lower-order arbitrary functions. T
are the compatibility conditions at the resonances. We then proceed in two steps. We first
the possible values of the free parameters for which the bosonic-core system has the P´
property. Then, for those special parameters, we complete the analysis for the full system w
fermionic fields reintroduced.

IV. THE PAINLEVÉ ANALYSIS OF THE BOSONIC CORE

The bosonic-core analysis is the most important and also the most involved part of this
It amounts to consider one-by-one a long sequence of special cases. Although the ana
straightforward for most of them, there is a number of cases~that include cases in which the te
is satisfied! for which this is not so. For this reason, a somewhat detailed presentation of a
possibilities is required. It is reported in Appendix A. For the ease of reading, we collect in
section the final results of this Appendix.

The only cases for which the Painleve´ property of the bosonic core is fully satisfied are list
below. Note that the ‘‘body’’~i.e., without the nilpotent part! values ofu0 andw0 represent an
important part of the data since it is necessary to fix uniquely the leading singularity o
fermionic fields. Here,k56 i ,

~ I! SKdV22

c53, a522, b526, u0521, w05k;

~ II ! SKdV1

c53, a51, b53, u051, w05k;

~ III ! SKdV4

c53, a54, b512, u05 1
2, w05 1

2k;

~ IV ! SKdVO

c50, a51, b50, u051, w05k;

~V! SKdV22 ~ ‘ ‘degenerate’’ case!

c53, a522, b526, u052, w050.
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Cases~I!–~V! are those with nonnegative resonances. For completeness, we also pres
other possible solutions that are not in principal families. These are listed below. It is a
understood thatj 1 , k1 , andk2 are integers,

~VI ! c53, a5 1
2 j 1~ j 123!21, b5 3

2 j 1~ j 123!21,

u052, w050

~ j 1>4!;

~VII ! c53, a5
6k1

k1~32k2!1k2~k211!26
22,

b5108
k122

~k1~32k2!1k2~k211!26!2 ,

u05 1
6~k1~32k2!1k2~k211!26!,

w05ku0

~k1>max~5,2k211!, k2>21!;

~VIII ! c53, a5
6k1

k1~32k2!1k2~k211!26
22,

b5108
k122

~k1~32k2!1k2~k211!26!2 ,

u05 1
6~k1~32k2!1k2~k211!26!,

w05ku0

~k1>5, k2<24!;

~ IX ! c53, a52
72k1

2

21k1
2 , b5

108

~21k1
2!2 ,

u05 1
6~21k1

2!, w05ku0

~k1>5!;

~X! c53, a524
k1

5k116
, b5108

k1

~5k116!2 ,

u05 5
6k111, w05ku0

~k1<27!;

~XI ! c53, a524
k1

5k116
, b5108

k1

~5k116!2 ,

u05 5
6k111, w05ku0

~k1>3!;
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~XII ! c50, a57, u052, w050;

~XIII ! c50, a51, u052, w050;

~XIV ! c50, a52 7
31, b52 78

961, u05231, w05ku0 ;

~XV ! c50, a52 5
21, b52 6

49, u05221, w05ku0 ;

~XVI ! c50, a52 1
7, b5 15

98, u0514, w05ku0 ;

~XVII ! c50, a52 7
5, b50, u0525, w05ku0 .

V. THE PAINLEVÉ ANALYSIS OF THE FULL FERMIONIC SYSTEMS OF THE FOUR
INTEGRABLE NÄ2 SUPERSYMMETRIC SYSTEMS

In a second step, the Painleve´ analysis is completed for the fermionic extension of the s
cessful bosonic systems. We omit the details of the SKdV22,4,O analysis and sketch some aspe
of the analysis of the SKdV1 equation.

A. Analysis of the SKdV 1 equation

In Appendix B, it is shown that the leading singularity of fermionic fields must ber 52 and
that the following condition must hold:

j0
~2!5k0j0

~1! , ~5.1!

wherek0
2521.22 With this condition,~3.3! for n521, which reads

230aj0
~1!j0

~2!w050, 24~a21!j0
~1!j0

~2!50, ~5.2!

is automatically satisfied.
From the resonance equations obtained in Appendices A and B, the bosonic resonanc

occurs at the roots of

~n11!~n21!~n22!~n23!~n24!~n26!50 ~5.3!

corresponding to the arbitrariness ofw, w1 , w2 , w3 , u4 , andw6 , whereas the fermionic ones ar
determined by the roots of

n~n22!2~n24!2~n26!50 ~5.4!

corresponding to the arbitrariness ofj0
(1) , j2

(1) , j2
(2) , j4

(1) , j4
(2) , andj6

(1) .
The introduction of the fermionic fields brings a little complexity right at the beginning of

analysis in that it is necessary to use both then50 andn51 conditions in order to fixu0 , j0
( i ) ,

andw0 unambiguously. Once this is settled, the remaining part of the analysis is straightfor
apart from the plain fact that the equations are rather complicated.

The most general solution to the recursion formulas at leveln50, for which the bosonic par
reduces to the one found in the bosonic-core analysis~with constantk appearing inw0 fixed to
k52k0 , as shown in Appendix B!, is

u0512 2
3l0j0

~1! , j0
~2!5k0j0

~1! ,

w052k01l0j0
~2! , j1

~2!5k0j1
~1!1 4

3k0l01k1j0
~2! , ~5.5!

where k0
2521, k1 is a ~even! constant,l0 is a fermionic constant, andj0

(1) is an arbitrary
fermionic function.
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In order to fix uniquelyu0 andw0 , we need to consider the equations forn51. At this level,
a substitution of~5.5! into the recursion equations leads to (k0

2521)

u051, j0
~1!arbitrary, j0

~2!5k0j0
~1! , w052k0 ,

u150, j1
~1!50, j1

~2!50, w150. ~5.6!

Pursuing the analysis of~3.3!, one can verify that all the compatibility conditions at th
various resonances are satisfied. Since the resulting equations are very long, this part
analysis will be omitted. Notice that since the equation forw6 depends upon the value ofj7

( i ) ( i
51,2), we have to go up to leveln57 to fix completely the different nonarbitrary function
needed to verify this particular compatibility condition. The analysis for levelsn55 to n57 is
actually very complicated; the computations have been made with Maple~with the package Grass
mann!.

B. Comments on the other three cases

The analysis for the other three cases singled out by the bosonic-core analysis has als
performed successfully.

For the SKdV22 equation, only one of the two possible cases identified by the bosonic
analysis is found to have the Painleve´ property; this is case~I!. The analysis for this case is not to
difficult since the last resonance is fermionic, occurring at leveln55, so that we only have to pus
the analysis up to this level. The arbitrary functions arew, j0

(1) , u1 , j2
(1) , u3 , j3

(1) , w3 , u4 , j4
(1) ,

j4
(2) , w4 , andj5

(1) .
For the so-called ‘‘degenerate’’ SKdV22 case~V!, the Painleve´ test immediately fails at the

first level since bothj0
(1) andj0

(2) need to be arbitrary and, at the same time, satisfyj0
(1)j0

(2)50 @cf.
~5.2!#. This condition is completely independent of the value ofr.

For the SKdV4 equation, the compatibility conditions are all verified andw, j0
(1) , w1 , j2

(1) ,
u3 , j3

(1) , w3 , u4 , j4
(1) , j4

(2) , u5 , and j5
(1) are found to be arbitrary. Notice that there are tw

resonances at leveln55, one of which being bosonic; the analysis must then be extended u
level n56.

For the SKdVO equation, the bosonic evolution equations decouple from the fermionic o
this eliminates the necessity of extending the analysis to a higher level in order to chec
compatibility condition at the highest resonance. Withr 52 we find thatw, j0

(1) , w1 , j2
(1) , j2

(2) ,
w2 , j3

(1) , w3 , u4 , j4
(1) , u6 , andj7

(1) are arbitrary hence it is not necessary to perform the tes
other values ofr ~since we already know that the system SKdVO has the Painleve´ property!.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have presented the Painleve´ analysis~at least, a reduced form of it! for the
complete set of bosonic and fermionic evolution equations pertaining to a general multipara
family of N52 supersymmetric equations. Such an analysis is interesting for a number of re
First, very few fermionic extensions of integrable systems have been analyzed from that p
view. The detailed analysis of specific examples is of a clear interest in view of confirmin~or
limiting or even, in principle, invalidating! the direct extension of the test to fermionic system
The successful analysis presented here for fourN52 supersymmetric extensions of the Kd
equation, known to be integrable from other methods, indeed confirms the validity of the
extension of the test. This, in turn, gives credit to the test when viewed as an exploratory t
the search for new integrable systems among a multiparameter class of equations. In that
the present results have not signaled the existence of a single new integrable equation~although
new integrable systems could still in principle be revealed by an analysis that goes beyo
principal families!.

Manifestly, that only a rather limited number of examples have been studied so far is
due to the intrinsic complications of such computations~involving here four coupled nonlinea
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equations!; however, it is also due to the special complications brought by the fermionic fi
themselves. In particular, even the determination of the leading singularity is somewhat pro
atic ~and a simple degree-homogeneity requirement cannot be put forward!. This particular ques-
tion has been treated in great detail here. Another aspect of the present analysis is to hav
light unusual features of the verification of the compatibility conditions for systems invol
fermions, unusual in that these conditions can be satisfied in some case only if higher
recursion relations are solved.

For completeness, we have also checked the Painleve´ property for the osp~2, 2! KdV equation,
which is O(2) symmetric but not supersymmetric, and found that it successfully passes th
The equations take the form,

ut5]x@2uxx13u2212j~ i !jx
~ i !124j~2!j~1!w12~wx!

212wwxx26uw213w4#,

j t
~ i !524jxxx

~ i ! 13uxj
~ i !16ujx

~ i !16w2jx
~ i !16wwxj

~ i !212e i j jxx
~ j !w

212e i j jx
~ j !wx24e i j j

~ j !wxx16ue i j j
~ j !w22e i j j

~ j !w3 ~6.1!

with wt50. Since thew-evolution equation is trivial this field has no singularity; however, rely
on the degree-homogeneity property, we have setw5Sn50

` wnwn21 and w050. Moreover, the
fermionic fields are also singularity-free at the leading order; therefore,u is the only field having
a leading singularity, which in itself is a rather uncommon feature.

We stress finally that the analysis has been presented here in terms of the componen
Hence, we have not taken advantage of the economical superfield formalism. In fact, the P´
test has never been formulated in superspace. That would be a definite progress since it is
such a case that we could face a more refined analysis that does not rely upon the sim
Kruskal ansatz. The benefit of such a generalization is the ability to make contact, in the
steps of the analysis, with Backlu¨nd transformations and Lax pairs~see e.g., Ref. 23!. We hope to
report elsewhere on this topic.

Note added in proof.Apart from the cases mentioned in the third paragraph of Sec. I, ther
two further integrable extensions of the KdV equation with an extra boson and two fermion
defined via the ‘second’ Hamiltonian structure equivalent to the classical superconformal a
~see e.g., Eqs.~4.14!–~4.17! and ~4.23!–~4.24! of F. Delduc, L. Gallot, E. Ivanov, Phys. Lett. B
396, 122~1997!, hep-th/9611033!. The first hasN51 supersymmetry andO(2) invariance, while
the second has no supersymmetry but it isO(2) invariant ~and it differs from theosp(2,2)
extension of the Kuper-KdV equation!. We thank E. Ivanov for drawing our attention to this poin
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APPENDIX A: ANALYSIS OF THE BOSONIC CORE

In this Appendix, we analyze the bosonic core of the generic supersymmetric KdV equa
This boils down to the study of the recursion formulas~3.3! in which we set all fermionic fields
equal to zero:jn

( i )50 for i 51,2. Further references to~3.3! in this appendix are to be understoo
with this restriction, which transforms this system into a set of two coupled bosonic equati

Before considering the general recursion equations and determining its resonances, w
analyze the recursion formulas at levelsn50,1 for the casesc50,3, in order to impose as muc
constraints as possible in the very early steps of the analysis. For every solution found a
levels, we need to write the resonance equation in order to identify those cases that are pot
Painlevéadmissible. Note however that a single solution to then50,1 relations can lead to mor
than one resonance equation; the different possibilities must then be analyzed one by on
casesc50,3 are studied separately.
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1. The cÄ3 case

The recursion formulas~3.3!, with c53, can be written under the form,

A1
1un1A2

1wn5Fn
1,

A1
2un1A2

2wn5Fn
2, ~A1!

where

A1
1~n!5@2~n22!~n23!16u01bw0

2#~n24!,

A2
1~n!5@2~a12!n21~5a14!n26~a11!12bu0#~n24!w0 ,

A1
2~n!5~a12!~n23!w0 ,

A2
2~n!5@2~n21!~n22!1~a12!u01bw0

2#~n23!, ~A2!

andFn
1 andFn

2 are functions ofu0 ,u1 ,...,un21 andw0 ,w1 ,...,wn21 . There is a resonance whe
this system is not defined, that is, when

A~n!5detuAj
i ~n!u50 ~ i , j 51,2!. ~A3!

The substitution ofa, b, u0 , andw0 ~whenever they are known! for each case identified wil
then yield the values of the resonance levelsn. It should be stressed that we are particula
interested in cases in which there is a resonance at leveln521 ~corresponding to the arbitrarines
of the singular manifoldw! with the other ones being integers>1, unless eitheru0 or w0 is
arbitrary, in which case we also need a resonance at level zero. The cases for which n
resonances appear will be given, but the search for movable logarithms will be omitted.

Here are the solutions of the recursion equations for levelsn50,1, the results of the resonanc
analysis and their compatibility conditions. When the test is not satisfied, we simply indica
reason~and avoid repeating: therefore the test is not satisfied!.

~ i! u050, u150,

w050, w1 arbitrary.

This case can readily be eliminated given the absence of singularities. Similarly, cases~ii ! and~iii !
below could have been eliminated from the start since there are no singularities for the fiw;
however, being interested in a supersymmetric extension for the fieldu— which is thus the
‘‘leading’’ field—this restriction will not be imposed.

~ ii ! u052, u150,

w050, w150,

A~n!5~n11!~n23!~n24!~n26!~n223n22~a11!!.

Given that the two roots of the second order polynomial arej 1 and j 2 , we thus have

j 2532 j 1 , a5 1
2 j 1~ j 123!21, ~A4!

and we can choosej 1> j 2 . Now since the coefficients at level 0 and 1 are fixed, a resonance a
of those levels would signal the presence of a movable logarithm. In consequence, there
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solution in a principal family~with both j 1 and j 2>0! free from movable logarithms. The onl
other cases left are those for whichj 1>4. For those cases, the compatibility conditions at leve
are satisfied only forb53a.

~ iii ! a522,

u052, u150,

w050, w1 arbitrary,

A~n!5~n11!~n21!~n22!~n23!~n24!~n26!.

The resonances correspond to the arbitrariness ofw,w1 ,w2 ,w3 ,u4 ,u6 . All compatibility condi-
tions are verified without constraints on the parameters, except the one at level 6 which
b53a526. This will turn out to correspond to a nonintegrable solution of the recursion rela
associated to the SKdVa522 equation.

~ iv! a521,

u0 not fixed yet or arbitrary,u150,

w05kA3

b
~u022!, w150,

A~n!5~n11!n~n23!~n24!~n229n2~u0220!2~3/b!~u022!!,

where~here and below! k2521. The resonance at level 0 would signal a movable logarithm iu0

would have to be fixed. Moreover,A(n) would need to be independent ofu0 for this coefficient to
be arbitrary. This leads tob523 and

A~n!5~n11!n~n23!2~n24!~n26!. ~A5!

However, the compatibility conditions at level 3 are not satisfied.

~v! a521, b53Fu022

P G ,
u0 fixed by value of b, u150,

w05kAP, w150,

A~n!5~n11!n~n23!~n24!@~n21!~n28!23u0~u022!#,

with P53(u0)227u0112. The resonance at level 0 signals the presence of a movable loga

~vi! a521, b52 8
3,

u052 4
3, u150,

w05 1
2kA15, w150,

A~n!5~n11!n~n23!~n24!Fn229n1
211

12 G .
A(n) has noninteger roots.
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~vii ! b53F ~a12!u022

u0
2 G ,

u0 fixed by the value ofb, u150,

w05ku0 , w150,

A~n!5~n11!~n23!~n24!~n2m!@n21~m29!n16~42u02m!#,

wherem542(a12)u0 . Writing the two roots of the second order polynomial asj 1 and j 2 , the
general solution can be written~with k1 andk2 integers!

m542k1 , j 1531k2 , j 2521k12k2 , k1>2k211 ~A6!

with

u05 1
6~k1~32k2!1k2~k211!26!,

a5
6k1

k1~32k2!1k2~k211!26
22,

b5108
k122

~k1~32k2!1k2~k211!26!2 . ~A7!

The principal families are characterized by

21<k2<2k211<k1<2 ~A8!

for which the possible solutions are

m j 1 j 2 a b u0

vii.a 2 2 5 4 0 1

3
vii/b 2 3 4

;
1

u0
;

1

u0
2

0

vii.c 3 2 4 25 227
2

1

3
vii.d 3 3 3 24 212

2
1

2
vii.e 4 2 3 22 26 21
vii.f 5 2 2

2
7

5
2

81

25
2

5

3

Case vii.b can be eliminated since there are no singularities~and moreovera, b→`!. For cases
vii.a, c, d and f, the compatibility conditions at leveln52,3,3,2, respectively, are not satisfied. F
vii.e all the conditions are satisfied so that this system passes the test~w, u1 , u3 , w3 , u4 , andw4

are all arbitrary functions!. It corresponds to the bosonic core of the SKdVa522 equation.
The only other solutions of interest~with negative resonances! are given by

vii.g k1>max(5,2k211) k2>21
vii.h k1>5 k2<24
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~viii ! b5 1
3~a12!2,

u05
3

a12
, u150,

w05ku0 , w1 arbitrary,

A~n!5~n11!~n21!~n23!~n24!~n228n26~u023!!.

We write the two roots of the quadratic term as

j 1542k1 , j 2541k1 , k1>1, ~A9!

with k1 an integer and

u05 1
6~21k1

2!, a52
72k1

2

21k1
2 . ~A10!

The principal families~free from movable logarithms! are characterized byk151,2 so that we
have

j 1 j 2 a b u0

viii.a 2 6 1 3 1

viii.b 3 5 4 12
1

2

For viii.a and b, all the compatibility conditions are satisfied. Those systems describe the b
core of the SKdVa51 ~with w, w1 , w2 , w3 , u4 , andw6 arbitrary! and SKdVa54 ~with w, w1 , u3 ,
w3 , u4 , andu5 arbitrary! equations, respectively.
The other possible cases are those for whichk1>5,

~ ix! b52 9
8a~5a14!,

u05
4

5a14
, u15

1

2 S 11a14

a12 D kw1 ,

w05ku0 , w1 arbitrary.

Note however that in the singular case wherea522, w150, andu1 is arbitrary.

A~n!5~n11!~n21!~n23!~n24!~n1 6
5u02 16

5 !~n2 6
5u02 24

5 !.

We can write the two roots of the last two factors as

j 1522k1 , j 2561k1 , ~A11!

with

u05
5

6
k111, a524

k1

5k116
. ~A12!

The principal families~with 24<k1<0! are thus
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j 1 j 2 a b u0

ix.a 2 6 0 0 1

ix.b 3 5 4 2108
1

6

ix.c 4 4 22 2
27

2
2

2

3

ix.d 5 3 2
4

3
24 2

3

2
ix.e 6 2

2
8

7
2

108

49
2

7

3

The resonance conditions are not met at leveln52,3,4,3,2, respectively. The other solutions a

ix.f k1<27
ix.g k1>3.

When c53, there are thus only 4 cases in principal families for which the Painleve´ test is
satisfied for the bosonic core of our multiparameter version of the SKdV equation. Those
correspond to~I!, ~II !, ~III !, and ~V! in the list of Sec. IV. There is also some other cases w
negative resonances. Those cases will be classified as~VI !, ~VII !, ~VIII !, ~IX !, ~X!, and~XI !.

2. The cÄ0 case

The recursion formulas~3.3! with c50 take the form~A1! with

A1
1~n!5@2~n22!~n23!16u01bw0

2#~n24!,

A2
1~n!5@2~a21!n~n11!16a~n21!12bu0#~n24!w0 ,

A1
2~n!5@~a21!~n23!26#w0 ,

A2
2~n!52~n21!~n22!~n23!1~a21!~n23!u016~n21!u01b~n23!w0

2. ~A13!

The possible solutions of the resonance conditions are now listed in turn.

~ i! u050, u150,

w050, w1 arbitrary.

Again, this case is eliminated due to the absence of singularity but, as before, we will kee
cases~ii ! and ~iii ! below even ifw is not singular.

~ ii ! u052, u150,

w050, w150,

A~n!5~n11!~n24!~n26!~n326n21n22a~n23!!.

Writing the last factor under the form (n2 j 1)(n2 j 2)(n2 j 3), the constantsj 1 , j 2 , j 3 must satisfy

j 11 j 21 j 356, j 1 j 21~ j 11 j 2! j 35122a, j 1 j 2 j 3526a, ~A14!
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and we can choosej 2< j 3 . The second condition requires thata be an integer or half-integer s
that the third condition allow us to choosej 153m, wherem is an integer. This leads to th
equation

9m~m21!29~m21!1~m21! j 2 j 358. ~A15!

m21 must thus be a divisor of 8. With this last condition, a case-by-case analysis leads to th
two possible solutions~which are not in principal families!,

j 1 j 2 j 3 a

ii.a 21 1 6 1
ii.b 23 2 7 7

Case~ii.a! can be eliminated since the resonance at leveln51 signals a movable logarithm.

~ iii ! a51,

u052, u150,

w050, w1 arbitrary,

A~n!5~n11!2~n21!~n24!~n26!2.

This case is not a principal family solution but all positive resonances are verified.

~ iv! a50,

u0 not fixed yet, u150,

w05kA3

b
~u022!, w150,

A~n!5~n11!n~n24!Fn3212n22
1

b
~~315b!u0247b26!n29

~123b!

b
u016

~3210b!

b G
~recall thatk56 i !. To fix the three roots of the cubic polynomial,u0 must be fixed so that the
resonance at leveln50 signals the presence of a movable logarithm.

~v! a50,

u0512S 12b

6211b D , u152~3b12!A 3

10S 1

6211b D kw1 ,

w0A 30

6211b
k, w1 arbitrary,

A~n!5~n11!n~n21!~n24!S n4211n1
1262336b

6211b D .

There is a resonance at leveln50 but u0 andw0 are both fixed.
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~vi! a5
~bu023!u016

3u0
,

u0 fixed by the value ofa, u150,

w05ku0 , w150,

A~n!5~n11!~n24!@n21~ 1
3bu0

222u025!n2bu0
216#

3@n22~ 1
3bu0

222u017!n26u012bu0
2112#.

Writing

bu0
25k1 , u05 1

2k21 1
6k1 ,

the roots of the two quadratic polynomialsj 1 , j 2 , j 3 , and j 4 are the integers satisfying

j 11 j 2551k2 , j 1 j 2562k1 ,

j 31 j 4572k2 , j 3 j 45121k123k2 , ~A16!

and we choosej 1< j 2 and j 3< j 4 . Introducing the auxiliary integersk3 andk4 such that

j 1531k22k3 , j 2521k3 ,

j 3531k42k2 , j 4542k4 , ~A17!

with 2k411<k2<2k321. The constraints can be written as

k2~k31k411!50,

k31k45k3
21k4

2,

k4~k41k4k32k3
221!5k1~11k31k4!, ~A18!

so that the only possible solution is (k1 ,k2 ,k3 ,k4)5(0,0,1,0) which correspond to

~ j 1 , j 2 , j 3 , j 4u0 ,a,b!5S 2,3,3,4,0,;
1

u0
,;

1

u0
D .

However, the compatibility conditions at leveln53 are not satisfied.

~vii ! a5
322u0

u0
, b523S u021

u0
2 D ,

u0 fixed by a and b, u150,

w05ku0 , w150,

A~n!5~n11!~n21!~n24!~n2m!@n21~m211!n22~2m215!#

with m53(u011). The two roots of the quadratic polynomial are

j 1 , j 25
823u0

2
7

1

2
A9u0

228. ~A19!
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Since j 1 , j 2 and m are integers, we must haveu05 1
3k1 with k1 as an integer. This leads to th

condition

9u0
2285k1

2285k2
2, ~A20!

wherek2 is also an integer but this equation has a solution only whenk1563. With k1523,
there should be a resonance at leveln50 so that there is a movable logarithm. The only soluti
is thusu051, which yieldsm56, j 152, j 253 anda51, b50. All the resonance conditions ar
verified: w, w1 , w2 , w3 , u4 , andu6 are genuine arbitrary functions. Actually, this system is
bosonic core of the SKdVO equation.

~viii ! a5
1

5S 42u0

u0
D , b5

6

5 S 2u023

u0
2 D ,

u0 fixed by a and b, u1522
9u0211

9u014
kw1 ,

w05ku0 , w1 arbitrary,

A~n!5~n11!~n21!~n24!~n2m!@n22~112m!n12m#,

with m5 6
5(42u0). Writing the roots of the second order polynomial asj 1 and j 2 , we thus have

j 11 j 25m211, j 1 j 252m ~A21!

and we choosej 1< j 2 . Elimination ofm leads to the formula,

j 25
26

j 112
22, ~A22!

so that 21 j 1 must be a divisor of 26. We thus find that the only possible solutions are

m j 1 j 2 u0 a b

viii.a 42 228 23 231
2

7

31
2

78

961
viii.b 30 215 24 221

2
5

21
2

6

49
viii.c 0 0 11 4 0 3

8
viii.d 212 21 24 14

2
1

7

15

98

Case~viii.c! can be eliminated since there are movable logarithms at leveln50.

~ ix! a5 1
3, b50,

u05 3
2, u152 2

7kw1 ,

w05ku0 , w1 arbitrary,

A~n!5~n11!~n21!~n23!~n24!~n228n16!.

A(n) has noninteger roots.
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~x! b50,

u05
2

a11
, u150,

w05ku0 , w150,

A~n!5~n11!~n23!~n24!~n2m!~n21~m29!n16!,

with m52(22u0). The roots of the quadratic piece are

j 1 , j 25
92m

2
7

1

2
Am2218m157 ~A23!

with j 1< j 2 . We can write the quantity inside the square root as

m2218m1575~m29!22245k1
2, ~A24!

wherek1 must be an integer. In consequence, we must havem514 or m54. The choicem54,
j 152, j 253 leads toa;` andu05w05u150 so that there are no singularities at all. The on
possible case is thus

~m, j 1 , j 2 ,u0 ,a,b!5~14,23,22,25,2 7
5,0!. ~A25!

~xi! a50, b50,

u052, u150,

w0 arbitrary, w150,

A~n!5~n11!n~n24!~n3212n21w0
2n137n2613w0

2!.

There is a resonance at leveln50 butu0 is already fixed andw0 cannot be arbitrary since it enter
in the expression of the other resonances.

~xii ! a50, b50,

u052, u1 arbitrary,

w05A5k, w15A5ku1 ,

A~n!5~n11!n~n21!~n24!~n2211n121!.

There is a resonance at leveln50 while u0 and w0 are both fixed and moreoverA(n) has
noninteger roots.

For c50, we have thus found only one case in a principal family for which the bosonic
passes the test: this is case~IV ! of Sec. IV. Some other possibilities can be identified as ca
~XII !–~XVII !.

APPENDIX B: LEADING SINGULARITY AND RESONANCE EQUATION FOR FERMIONIC
FIELDS

The general recursion equations for the fermionic evolution equations can be written a@cf.
~3.3!#
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B1
1~n!jn

~1!1B2
1~n!jn

~2!5Gn
1,

B1
2~n!jn

~1!1B2
2~n!jn

~2!5Gn
2, ~B1!

where

B1
1~n!5B2

2~n!52~n2r !~n2r 21!~n2r 22!22cu01~62c!~n2r !u01b~n2r 22!w0
2,
~B2!

B1
2~n!52B2

1~n!5@c~n2r !~n2r 21!2~62c!~n2r !1~a21!~n2r 21!~n2r 22!#w0 ,

r is the leading singularity exponent~so that r<0 corresponds to no singularity! and Gn
i ( i

51,2) are functions ofw,u0 ,...,un ,j0
(1,2) ,...,jn21

(1,2) ,w0 ,...,wn .
With n50, we have

G0
i 50,

B1
1~0!5r ~r 11!~r 12!22cu02~62c!ru02b~r 12!w0

2, ~B3!

B1
2~0!5@cr~r 11!1~62c!r 1~a21!~r 11!~r 12!#w0 .

Multiplying the first equation in~B1! with n50 by j0
(1) and the second byj0

(2) yields ~using
G0

i 50!

B1
1~0!j0

~1!j0
~2!5B1

2~0!j0
~1!j0

~2!50. ~B4!

There are thus two possible types of solutions: either the twoBj
i coefficients vanish orj0

(1)j0
(2)

50, that is,

~1! B1
1~0!5B1

2~0!50 ~no relation betweenj0
~1! and j0

~2!!;

~2! j0
~2!5k0j0

~1! ~with k0 a bosonic constant!.

The leading singularity is fixed by introducing the values found in the bosonic-core ana
~corresponding to the ‘‘body piece,’’ i.e., without the nilpotent part, of the bosonic compon!
and verify the possible solutions forr.

Before pursuing, the exact meaning of this computation should be clarified. The goal is
the leading singularity of the fermionic field for those 5 particular cases for which the bos
core analysis manifestly shows the Painleve´ property. We thus look for the solutions@type-~1! or
~2!# of ~B1! for the special values of the parametersc, a, b, u0 , and w0 given in Sec. IV,
appropriate to each possibility. The solutions with negative resonances will not be consi
Now, let us eliminate a possible source of ambiguity in our procedure;a priori, the values ofu0

and w0 entering in~B1! should be those pertaining to the complete system, incorporating
fermions. However, as mentioned above, only the non-nilpotent parts are considered. The
for this is that since the nilpotent piece can be eliminated by an appropriate multiplication
bosonic core must also satisfy~B4!.

The solutions to case~1! are

~ I! r 522,

~ II ! r 50,22,

~ III ! r 522,

~ IV ! r 50,

~V! r 52,22,23.
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For case~2!, Eq. ~B1! for n50 can be written

B1
1~0!2k0B1

2~0!50, k0
2B1

1~0!1k0B1
2~0!50. ~B5!

The compatibility of these equations forcesk0
2521 or k056 i . The constantk56 i that appear

in the expression of the bosonic componentw0 ~cf. Sec. IV! can thus be eitherk56k0 ; both
cases need thus to be considered~the precise relation being fixed by the resonance equations!. We
then find the following possible solutions forr:

~ I! k51k0 : r 52,22,23,

k52k0 : r 50,21,22,

~ II ! k51k0 : r 50,22,24,

k52k0 : r 52,0,22,

~ III ! k51k0 : r 521,22,23,

k52k0 : r 52,0,22,

~ IV ! k51k0 : r 50,21,22,

k52k0 : r 52,0,25,

~V! r 52,22,23.

Observe that the type-~1! solutions for r are recovered as the intersection of the two set
solutions in each case: this is clear since in case~1! we do not assume any special relation betwe
k and k0 ; it should then hold for all possibilities, in particular whenk5k0 and 2k0 . In the
following, we can thus restrict ourself to type-~2! solutions.

In order to uniquely fix the value ofr ~and, thereby, the value ofk appropriate to each case!,
we must consider the resonance equations. Since the bosonic resonances are solutionsA(n)
5detuAj

i(n)u50, the fermionic resonances are necessarily given by

B~n!5detuBj
i ~n!u50 ~ i , j 51,2!. ~B6!

Inserting the values already found forr, u0 and w0 , the roots ofB(n) should then lead to the
resonance levels for the fermionic fields. The idea is to selectr by requiring the corresponding
polynomialB(n) to have only integer roots. The explicit form of these polynomials is

~ I! r 52: B~n!5n~n22!~n23!~n24!2~n25!,

r 50: B~n!5~n524n42n3116n2212n136!~n22!,

r 521: B~n!5~n51n427n32n216n154!~n21!,

r 522: B~n!5~n516n417n326n228n172!n,

r 523: B~n!5~n5111n4141n3161n2130n190!~n11!,

~ II ! r 52: B~n!5n~n22!2~n24!2~n26!,

r 50: B~n!5~n424n324n2152n254!n~n22!,

r 522: B~n!5~n414n324n2156n236!~n12!n,
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r 524: B~n!5~n4112n3144n21156n154!~n14!~n12!,

~ III ! r 52: B~n!5n~n22!~n23!~n24!2~n25!,

r 50: B~n!5~n422n325n2142n218!~n22!2,

r 521: B~n!5~n51n427n3153n2248n- 81
2 !~n21!,

r 522: B~n!5~n417n3114n2180n1108!n~n21!,

r 523: B~n!5~n5111n4141n31151n21210n2 225
2 !~n11!,

~ IV ! r 52: B~n!5n~n22!2~n23!~n24!~n27!,

r 50: B~n!5~n12!n2~n21!~n22!~n25!,

r 521: B~n!5~n13!~n11!2~n21!n~n24!,

r 522: B~n!5~n14!~n12!2~n11!n~n23!,

r 525: B~n!5~n17!~n15!2~n14!~n13!n,

~V! r 52: B~n!5n2~n24!2~n25!2,

r 522: B~n!5~n14!2n2~n21!2,

r 523: B~n!5~n15!2~n11!2n2.

We can already eliminate all cases for which there are noninteger roots. This leaves usr
52 as the only possibility for cases~I!, ~II !, and~III ! while we have some other possibilities fo
cases~IV ! and~V!. However, we argue in Sec. V that for the other possibilities we can restri
r 52 ~moreover, this amounts to restrict the study to the principal families!.

The situation concerning the leading fermionic singularity is thus somewhat peculia
essentially keep track of all possibilities and determine the particular values which ensure in
valued resonances. Quite interestingly, the same value forr is singled out in all cases when w
restrict to principal family solutions. Actually, this value corresponds precisely to the one
follows from a naive consideration where the fermionic terms, in the bosonic evolution equa
have a dominant singular behavior comparable to that of the leading bosonic terms.
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We define the algebraic variety of almost intertwining matrices to be the set of
triples ~X,Y,Z! of n3n matrices for whichXZ5YX1T for a rank one matrixT. A
surprisingly simple formula is given for tau functions of the KP hierarchy in terms
of such triples. The tau functions produced in this way include the soliton and
vanishing rational solutions. The induced dynamics of the eigenvalues of the matrix
X are considered, leading in special cases to the Ruijsenaars–Schneider particle
system. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1379313#

I. INTRODUCTION

The KP hierarchy1,2 is a well-studied system of integrable nonlinear partial differential eq
tions with Lax form

]L
]t i

5@L,L1
i #, i 51,2,3,...

for a monic, first-order pseudodifferential operatorL. In one of its formulations, the KP hierarch
is a set of bilinear equations for the ‘‘tau function’’t(t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t4 ,...) depending upon infinitely
many ‘‘time variables’’t i ( i PZ1). In this paper we will considert functions of the form:

tM~ t1 ,t2 ,...!ªdet~Xeg~Z!1eg~Y!!, ~1!

whereM5(X,Y,Z) is a triple ofn3n constant complex matrices and the functiong is defined as

g~W!ª(
i 51

`

t iW
i , t iPC. ~2!

~To avoid issues of convergence, we will here consider only the case in which all but a
number of the parameterst iPC are nonzero.!

It is not true that~1! always gives the formula for a function which satisfies the KP hierarc
For instance, as we shall see from Remark 2.2 and Theorem 3.1, in the 232 case formula~1! is
only a tau function if det@(XZ2YX)(Y2Z)#50. On the other hand, among the solutions one
obviously write this way are theone-soliton solutionswhich are the natural generalizations in th
context of the solitary wave from which the term ‘‘soliton’’ was coined by Zabusky and Krusk3

Thestandardt function for the one-soliton solution takes the form~1! whereM5(X,Y,Z)PC3 is
any triple of scalar constants.~To exclude the degenerate cases we must further assume thatX and
Y–Z are nonzero.! This t function describes a single line soliton of the KP equation. M
generally, one may be interested int functions ofn-soliton solutions~‘‘nonlinear superpositions’’
of n different line solitons! or their rational degenerations. Theset functions are usually written in
a form that looks very different than~1!.

a!Electronic mail: kasman@math.cofc.edu
35400022-2488/2001/42(8)/3540/12/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Of course, whenX, Y, andZ are scalar as in the one-soliton case, then the determinant w
appears in~1! is unnecessary. However, the main result of this paper is that then-soliton solutions
also take the form~1! and that they arise in the case thatX, Y, and Z are threen3n matrices
satisfying the condition rank(XZ2YX)51. In fact, this same rank one condition provides not o
the nondegenerate soliton solutions to the KP hierarchy but also their rational degenerations
we see that the one-solitont function is merely a special case of this much more general form

II. ALMOST-INTERTWINING MATRICES

It is common to say that an operatorX intertwines the operatorsY andZ if one has that

XZ5YX. ~3!

Definition 2.1:Given threen3n matricesX, YandZ, we define the rankk(X,Y,Z) to which
X intertwinesY andZ by the formula

k~X,Y,Z!5rank~XZ2YX!5n2dim ker~XZ2YX!.

For fixedk,nPN (0<k<n) define

Mn
k5$~X,Y,Z!uk~X,Y,Z!<k%

to be the set of all triples ofn3n matricesM5(X,Y,Z) such thatk(M )<k.
In most instances, one expects to find thatk(X,Y,Z)5n, its maximum value. Fork(X,Y,Z)

to be lower means thatX does, in fact, intertwineY andZ on the positive dimensional subspa
ker(XZ2YX). In particular, whenk(X,Y,Z)50, thenXZ5YX and soX does actually intertwine
the other two matrices. IfY andZ are not intertwined byX, then the best one could ask for wou
be for k(X,Y,Z) to be equal to one, and so it seems reasonable to say that they are a
intertwined in this case.

Remark 2.1:Note that a triple~X,Y,Z! is in Mn
k precisely when thek3k minor determinants

of the matrix XZ–YX all vanish. Consequently,Mn
k has the geometric structure of an affin

algebraic variety in the 3n2-dimensional vector space ofn3n matrix triples.
The following elementary observations will be used to establish the connection bet

almost intertwining matrices and solitons:
Lemma 2.1:• There is a naturalGL(n)3GL(n) action onMn

k given by

~G,H !PGL~n!3GL~n!: ~X,Y,Z!PMn
k°~GXH21,GYG21,HZH21!PMn

k ,

which restricts on the diagonal to the naturalGL(n) action of simultaneous conjugation

GPGL~n!: ~X,Y,Z!PMn
k°~GXG21,GYG21,GZG21!PMn

k .

• Let L andV be n3n matrices satisfying the commutation relationships

@L,Y#50, @V,Z#50,

then

k~X,Y,Z!5k~LXV,Y,Z!.

Proof: Both claims are easily verified by noting thatk(X,Y,Z)<k if and only if

XZ5YX1(
i 51

k

v i ^ wi ~4!
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for n-vectors $v i% and $wi% and thatk(X,Y,Z) is exactly the minimumk for which such an
equation exists. h

The main result of this section is the following lemma:
Lemma 2.2:Given threen3n matricesX̂, Y andZ, let H(a,b,c)PC@a,b,c# be the polyno-

mial defined by

H~a,b,c!5H1~a!H2~b,c!2H1~b!H2~a,c!1H1~c!H2~a,b! ~5!

with

H1~a!5det~X̂~aI2Z!1~aI2Y!!

and

H2~a,b!5~a2b!det~X̂~aI2Z!~bI2Z!1~aI2Y!~bI2Y!!.

If k(X̂,Y,Z)<1 thenH(a,b,c)[0 is the zero polynomial.
Proof: To say thatk(X̂,Y,Z)<1 is equivalent to saying that there exist vectorsv andw1 such

that

X̂Z2YX̂52vw1
T . ~6!

@In the casek(X̂,Y,Z)50 one of these vectors is the zero vector.# Also, merely for the sake of
convenience, we introduce the notation

Za5~aI2Z!, Ya5~aI2Y!

and recall that adj~M! is the classical adjoint matrix@i.e., adj(M )5det(M)M21 if M is invertible#.
Now, using~6! to eliminate ‘‘X̂Z, ’’ one can rewriteH1(a), H2(a,b) as

H1~a!5det~Ya~X̂1I !1vw1
T!, H2~a,b!5~a2b!det~YaYb~X̂1I !1Ya1bvw1

T1vw2
T!,

wherew2
T5w1

TZ.
Next, sinceH(a,b,c) depends onX̂ polynomially, it is enough to prove thatH(a,b,c)50 for

almost allX̂. Let us assume that det(X̂1I)5gÞ0. Then we can eliminate reference toX̂ by writing

H1~a!5g det~Ya1vu1
T!, H2~a,b!5g~a2b!det~YaYb1Ya1bvu1

T1vu2
T!,

where

u1
T5w1•~X̂1I !21, u2

T5w2
T
•~X̂1I !21.

Let us further rewriteH2(a,b) as

H2~a,b!5~a2b!g det~YaYb1Yavu1
T1vu1

TYb1v~u2
T1u1

TY!!

5~a2b!g det~~Ya1vu1
T!~Yb1vu1

T!1vu2
T!.

Finally, denoteY2vu1
T by M. We obtain

H1~a!5g det~Ma!, H2~a,b!5g~a2b!det~MaMb1vu2
T!.

Note that

det~MaMb1vu2
T!5det~Ma!det~Mb!1u2

T adj~MaMb!v5g22H1~a!H1~b!~11u2
TMa

21Mb
21v !
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and since@Ma ,Mb#50 we also have that

Ma
21Mb

215
1

a2b
~Mb

212Ma
21!.

Therefore,

det~MaMb1vu2
T!5g21H1~a!H1~b!1

H1~a!~u2
T adj~Mb!v !2H1~b!~u2

T adj~Ma!v !

g~a2b!
.

So, using the notationp(a)5ag22H1(a)2g21uT adj(Ma)v, we see that det(MaMb1vuT) is a
Bezoutian of the form

det~MaMb1vuT!5
p~a!H1~b!2p~b!H1~a!

a2b
.

SubstitutingH2(a,b)5g(p(a)H1(b)2p(b)H1(a)) into the expression forH(a,b,c) imme-
diately yieldsH[0. h

Remark 2.2:The special casen52 turns out to be surprisingly simple. A quick calculatio
verifies that for arbitrary 232 matricesX̂, Y, and Z the polynomialH(a,b,c) is given by the
formula

H~a,b,c!5~a2b!~b2c!~c2a!det@~X̂Z2YX̂!~Y2Z!#.

III. TAU FUNCTIONS

A. Main theorem

It is easy to check that ifk(M )50 then the formula fortM defined in~1! is a tau function of
the KP hierarchy. In fact, in this case in which~3! is satisfied one has

tM~ t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,...!5det~X1I !expS (
i 51

`

(
j 51

n

~l j
i !t i D ,

where$l j% are the eigenvalues ofY. Since the function

u~x,y,t !52~ logtM~x,y,t,0,0,...!!xx50

is the trivial solution to the KP equation, we say thattM is merely a gauge transformation of th
trivial tau function.

Moreover, withg defined as in~2! and tM defined by~1!, we observe that this is still at
function in the casek(M )51. In fact, it is more interesting in this ‘‘almost-intertwining’’ cas
since we get nontrivial soliton and rational solutions in this way.

Theorem 3.1:If k(M )<1 for M5(X,Y,Z) then the function

tM~ t1 ,t2 ,...!5det~Xeg~Z!1eg~Y!!, g~W!5(
i 51

`

t iW
i

is a tau function of the KP hierarchy with corresponding~stationary! Baker–Akhiezer function

cM~x,z!ª
det~X~zI2Z!exZ1~zI2Y!exY!

zn det~XexZ1exY!
exz.
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Proof: Given the semi-infinite vectortW5(t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,...), we use thenotation tM( tW)
5tM(t1 ,t2 ,...). For an arbitrary constant a, we define the semi-infinite vector@a#

5(a,a2/2,a3/3,...). Then, it is sufficient to prove that the continuous functiont( tW) defined in~1!
satisfies the Hirota equation in Miwa form4,5

05~b2c!t~ tW2@a21# !t~ tW2@b21#2@c21# !2~a2c!t~ tW2@b21# !t~ tW2@a21#2@c21# !

1~a2b!t~ tW2@c21# !t~ tW2@a21#2@b21# ! ~7!

uniformly in a, b, andc and for all tW.
However, from the definition we see that

t~ tW2@a21# !5det~Xeg~Z!eln~ I 2a21Z!1eg~Y!eln~ I 2a21Y!!

5a2n det~eg~Y!!det~X̂~aI2Z!1~aI2Y!!

5a2n det~eg~Y!!H1~a!,

where we have chosenX̂5e2g(Y)Xeg(Z) and used the notation of Lemma 2.2. Similarly,

~a2b!t~ tW2@a21#2@b21# !5a2nb2n det~eg~Y!!H2~a,b!.

Consequently,~7! is equivalent to demonstrating that the polynomialH(a,b,c) in Lemma 2.2 is
zero in the case of thisX̂, Y, andZ. But, according to the second result in Lemma 2.1 we have
k(X̂,Y,Z)5k(X,Y,Z)<1 and so Lemma 2.2 demonstrates that the Hirota equation is satis

Once we know thattM is a tau function, the formula forcM is derived from simply using the
‘‘famous Japanese formula,’’2

cM~x,z!5
tM~x2z21,2z22/2,2z23/3,...!

tM~x,0,0,...!
exz.

Note that the numerator is simplytM( tW2@z21#) with tW5(x,0,0,...). So, again expanding this
terms of the power series for the logarithm we derive the desired expression forcM . h

Remark 3.1:Technically, although the functiont[0 solves the bilinear equations of the K
hierarchy, it is not generally considered to be a tau function.@In particular, there is no associate
operatorL satisfying the Lax equation or functionu(x,y,t) satisfying the KP equation.# In the
preceding we have not been careful to make certain thatt is nonzero. In fact, one can certain
chooseMPMn

1 so thattM50. Consequently, Theorem 3.1 should be understood to say thattM

is nonzero~which is generally the case! then it is a KP tau function.
Remark 3.2:Since the Baker–Akhiezer functioncM in Theorem 3.1 has the property th

zne2xzcM is a polynomial inz, it must be thattM is the tau function of a rank-one KP solutio
with a ~singular! rational spectral curve. In particular, it must be a soliton solution or one o
rational degenerations. Well-known consequences6–8 of this fact are the following:

Corollary 3.1: Let K5KM(t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,... ,]x) be the ordinary differential operator determine
by simply substituting the formal symbol]x in for z in the polynomial

K~ t1 ,t2 ,... ,z!5
det~X~zI2Z!eg~Z!1~zI2Y!eg~Y!!

det~Xe~Z!1eg~Y!!
.

Then, equatingx and t1 , LM5K]xK
21 satisfies the Lax equations

]

]t i
L5@L,~Li !1#.
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Moreover, the function

u~x,y,t !ª
]2

]x2 logtM~x,y,t,0,0,...!

satisfies the KP equation

3
4uyy5~ut2

1
4~6uux1uxxx!!x .

Remark 3.3:It is well known and easily verified~cf. Ref. 2! that multiplication by a function
of the form exp(Sgiti) takes one tau function to another having the same corresponding
operatorL. Such a change is often referred to as a ‘‘gauge transformation’’ in KP theory. S
det expg(Y) is a function of this form withg i5Sl j

i ~wherel j are the eigenvalues ofY counted
according to multiplicity! it follows that:

Corollary 3.2: For M5(X,Y,Z)PMn
1,

t̂M~ t1 ,t2 ,...!5det~Xeg~Z!e2g~Y!1I !

is also a KP tau function differing fromtM by only a gauge transformation.
Remark 3.4:Since the tau function and Baker–Akhiezer function are defined as they a

determinants ofX, Y, andZ, simultaneously conjugating all three leaves the corresponding solu
unchanged. Consequently, it would be possible to use Lemma 2.1 to take to quotient ofMn

1 by the
action of GL and then would be natural to definet M̄ for M̄PMn

15Mn
1/GL(n).

B. Special cases

1. Gelfan’d –Dickii hierarchies (N-KdV)

The N-KdV or Gelfan’d–Dickii hierarchies are special classes of KP solutions for whichLN

is an ordinary differential operator and hence is independent of the KP flows whose indic
multiples of N. In particular, we say a tau function is anN-KdV tau function if it factors ast
5 f •g where

]

]t iN
g50 ; i PN,

]

]t1
f 50.

In other words, except for a factor independentt1 , t is independent oft j for all j that are multiples
of N.

Let Mn
1(N) be the subset ofMn

1,

Mn
1~N!5$~X,Y,Z!PMn

1:YN5ZN%.

Theorem 3.2: For MPMn
1(N), the corresponding tau functiontM is a solution of the

N-KdV hierarchy.
Proof: If we consider only the dependence upont1 and t j ~ j a multiple ofN! then

tM5det~Xet1Z1t jZ
j
1et1Y1t jY

j
!

5det~Xet1Z1t jZ
j
1et1Y1t jZ

j
!

5det~Xet1Z1et1Y!det~et jZ
j
!.

h

For example, if we consider the restrictionY52Z, then we are looking for matrix pairs~X,Z!
satisfying
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rank~XZ1ZX!51.

In this case, the formula~1! will produce a tau-function solution to the KdV hierarchy~indepen-
dent of all even time flows!. ~Note that special cases have been considered elsewhere i
literature in the context of integrable particle systems.9,10!

2. Solitons

The n-soliton solutions to the KP hierarchy are identified by these properties:
~1! The BA functionc(x,z) when multiplied by a degreen polynomialq(z)5zn1••• has the

form

cW ~x,z!5q~z!c~x,z!5S (
i 51

n

ai~x!zi D exz.

~2! There aren independent linear ‘‘conditions’’ satisfied byc̄(x,z) of the form

â i c̄~x,l i !1b̂ i c̄~x,m i !50, 1< i<n

~with l iÞm i!.
These solutions can be constructed fromMn

1 by choosing the pointM5(X,Y,Z) with

Xi j 5
a i

b j~l j2m i !
, Yi j 5m id i j , Zi j 5l id i j .

This can be verified, for instance, by noting that because@Y,Z#50, the tau functiont̂M takes the
form ~cf. Corollary 3.2!

t̂5det~Xeg~Z!2g~Y!1I !.

For any index setJ,$1, . . . ,n%, the principal minor ofXeg(Z)2g(Y) can be written as

S )
i PJ

a i

b i
eg~l i !2g~m i !D detS 1

l i2m i 8
D

i ,i 8PJ

.

The latter determinant is a Cauchy determinant and is equal to

)
i ,i 8PJ; i , i 8

~l i2l i 8!~m i2m i 8!

~l i2m i 8!~m i2l i 8!
)
i PJ

1

l i2m i
.

Setting

ci5
a i

b i~l i2m i !
,

we obtain

t̂5 (
J,$1,... ,n%

)
i PJ

cie
g~l i !2g~m i ! )

i ,i 8PJ; i , i 8

~l i2l i 8!~m i2m i 8!

~l i2m i 8!~m i2l i 8!
,

which coincides with the known formula for thisn-soliton solution of the KP hierarchy.11
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3. Polynomial t functions and rational solutions

Clearly, in the case thatY andZ are chosen to be nilpotent, the definition oftM produces a
polynomialin the time variablest i . It is perhaps of greater interest to note that one may also
tau functions that are—up to a gauge transformation—polynomial int1 but an infinite series if all
t i are considered.

For example, choosing

X5S 1 1 0

1 0 0

1 0 0
D , Y5S l 1 0

0 l 1

0 0 l
D , Z5S l 0 0

1 l 0

0 1 l
D

leads to~after a gauge transformation to remove an exponential factor!:

t~x,y,t,0,0,...!

511~23l13l2!t1
9

2
l4t21

x2

2
1~6l3t12l21!y12l2y1~113l2t12ly!x.

Such solutions are well known and have been studied in previous papers.6,8,12–14However,
one should especially compare the present approach with that of Wilson,15 where these ‘‘vanishing
rational KP solutions’’ are produced from matrix pairs~X,Z! satisfying rank(XZ2ZX1I )51. The
main results in that paper concern the induced dynamics of the eigenvalues which beh
particles in a Calogero–Moser particle system. So, it may be of interest to similarly investiga
dynamics of the eigenvalues associated with almost-intertwining matrices.

IV. EIGENVALUE DYNAMICS

One of the most interesting things about the Ruijsenaars–Schneider~RS! particle system9,16 is
its connection to soliton tau functions. Specifically, certain KP tau functions can be written

t~ t1 ,t2 ,...!5det~X1I !,

where X5X(t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,...) is a matrix whose eigenvalues move according to the Ruijsenaa
Schneider Hamiltonian.

In this section we similarly study the dynamics of eigenvalues of time-dependent matric
the context of almost-intertwining matrices to both reproduce and extend known results abo
RS system and its connection to solitons.

A. Solitons and a matrix flow

Theorem 4.1:The vector fieldsVi on the space ofn3n matrix triples defined by

Vi~X0 ,Y,Z!5~X0Zi2YiX0,0,0! ~8!

are tangent to the manifoldMn
1 and induce the flows in the variablest i parametrized as

Mt5~Xt ,Y,Z!5~e2g~Y!X0eg~Z!,Y,Z!. ~9!

Proof: Note that the flows specified have the stated vector fields and that

XtZ2YXt5e2g~Y!~X0Z2YX0!eg~Z!

is a rank one matrix ifX0Z2YX0 is. h

Remark 4.1:Given a parametrized flow (Xt ,Y,Z)PMn
1 as previously, the functiont̂M

5(Xt1I ) is another way to write the gauge transformed tau function from Corollary 3.2
M5(X0 ,Y,Z).
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B. General equations for eigenvalue dynamics

Given any matricesX0 , Y, Z such thatk(X0 ,Y,Z)51 let us defineX5Xt according to~9!.
If we denote the eigenvalues ofXt by $Qi(t)% (1< i<n), to what extent can we describe the
dynamics by intrinsic equations~depending only onQi and their derivatives!?

In what follows we will only be considering the flow under the first time parametert1 , but
will write simply t in order to simplify exposition and will use a ‘‘dot’’ to indicate differentiatio
with respect to this parameter.

We define vectorsv andw by the formula

~X0Z2YX0!5vwT ~10!

and so we have the equations of motion

Ẋ5vwT, Ẏ50, Ż50. ~11!

For convenience we introduce the~time-dependent! matrix U which diagonalizesX and the
logarithms of the eigenvaluesqi

Q5UXU215S Q1 0 0 ¯

0 Q2 0 0 ¯

0 0 Q3 0 ¯

] �

D , qi5 ln~Qi ! ~12!

and define in analogy to~10! the matrices and vectors

Ŷ5UYU21, Ẑ5UZU21, v̂5Uv, ŵ5wU21 ~13!

so that

QẐ2ŶQ5 v̂ŵT. ~14!

Note, in particular, that looking at an individual element of Eq.~14! yields

QiẐi j 2QjŶi j 5 v̂ j ŵi . ~15!

Now, definingM5U̇U21 we have in analogy to~11!

Q̇5@M ,Q#1 v̂ŵT, Ŷ5@M ,Ŷ#, Ẑ5@M ,Ẑ#. ~16!

SinceQ andQ̇ have no off diagonal elements, we get from~16! that

Q̇i5 v̂ i ŵi5q̇ie
qi, ~17!

and

Mi j 5
v̂ j ŵi

Qi2Qj
~ iÞ j !. ~18!

It turns out to be especially useful to write the equations of motion in terms ofqi rather than
Qi because then we find by multiplying~16! by Q21 that
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S q̇1 0 ¯

] �

0 ¯ q̇n

D 5Q̇Q215M2QMQ211QẐQ212Ŷ. ~19!

SinceQ is diagonal,M2QMQ21 has no diagonal andQẐQ212Ŷ has the same diagonal asẐ

2Ŷ and so

q̇i5~ Ẑ2Ŷ! i i . ~20!

Finally, we can differentiate~20! and use~15!, ~17!, and~18! to find the equation of motion

q̈i5~@M ,Ẑ2Ŷ# ! i i ~21!

5(
kÞ i

~Mik~ Ẑki2Ŷki!2Mki~ Ẑik2Ŷik!! ~22!

5(
kÞ i

S Q̇iQ̇k

Qi~Qi2Qk!
1

v̂kŵi Ẑk,i

Qi
1

Q̇iQ̇k

Qk~Qk2Qi !
1

v̂ i ŵkẐik

Qk
D ~23!

5(
kÞ i

Q̇i Q̇k~Qi1Qk!2~Qi2Qk!~Qi v̂ i ŵkẐik2Qkv̂kŵi Ẑki!

QiQk~Qi2Qk!
. ~24!

C. A special case

We can further simplify~24! assuming thatŵ has no zero component. In that case, we c
utilize additional freedom of conjugation by a diagonal matrix to leaveQ unchanged but modify
U.

In particular, if ŵ is a vector with no zero component, then we can put it in a form wh
w5(1,1,1,...,1) by multiplyingU by the diagonal matrix withwi ’s along its diagonal. Now, in this
‘‘gauge,’’ we know thatŵi51 and so by~17! we know thatv̂ i5Q̇i . This then gives us that

q̈i5(
kÞ i

Q̇i Q̇k~Qi1Qk!2~Qi2Qk!~QiQ̇i Ẑik2QkQ̇kẐki!

QiQk~Qi2Qk!
.

Ideally, we would like to be able to completely eliminateẐki from this equation and have a
‘‘intrinsic’’ equation for the eigenvalues. It seems that this can only be done when certain
tional simplifying assumptions are made.

Suppose that we are in the case that

2lŶ1Ẑ5gI⇒Ẑi j 5lŶi j ~ iÞ j !. ~25!

Combining Eqs.~15! and ~25! we find that

Ẑi j 5
l v̂ j ŵi

lQi1Qj
~ iÞ j !.

Substituting this into~24! and again using~17! one finds the intrinsic equations of motion

q̈i5~l21!2Q̇i (
kÞ i

Q̇k~Qi1Qk!

~Qi2Qk!~lQi2Qk!~lQk2Qi !
. ~26!
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Note that the equations are independent ofg. In the casel521 the dynamics of~26! is the
Ruijsenaars–Schneider model.9

V. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS

It is interesting to note that restrictions onk(X,Y,Z) for triples of square matrices have arise
before in the context of integrable systems. For example, though the notations are differe
key operator identity used by Sakhnovich17 is such a restriction. Perhaps there is a deep con
tion between the results of that work and this one, though the relationship is not immed
apparent to us. A more relevant result was obtained by Nijhoff and Chalykh,18 who used the
condition rank (XZ2qZX)51 for invertible X and Z and scalarq to construct solutions to the
q-difference KP hierarchy. It is reasonable to suppose that their result could now also be ob
as a discretization of the results in the present work in the special caseY5qZ. @Another matrix
approach19 to q-KP made use of the condition rank (XY2qYX1I )51.#

The suggestive appearance of these spaces of matrices in such different contexts wit
study of integrable systems might indicate that we should look more carefully at the man
Mn

k . For instance, we have implicitly constructed a map fromMn
1 to the infinite dimensional

Grassmannian2 Gr1, andMn
k naturally has the structure of an algebraic variety, but so far we h

little understanding of the geometry.
Wilson15 constructs an adelic Grassmannian and a Hilbert scheme from the set of ma

satisfying rank (@X,Z#1I )51. Moreover, the natural symmetry of this set which is manifested
the involution (X,Z)°(ZT,XT) has significance both for the KP hierarchy~bispectrality! and the
Calogero–Moser particle system~self-duality!. So, it is reasonable to wonder how the obvio
symmetries ofMn

k are reflected in the soliton solutions to the KP hierarchy. We have already n
that multiplyingX by a function ofY on the left and a function ofZ on the right corresponds to th
KP flows. Note also that ifk(X,Y,Z)51 andX is invertible thenk(X21,Z,Y)51 as well and that
this triple corresponds to the same KP solution.~In particular, these two points inMn

1 get mapped
to the same point in Grrat.! Similarly, if Y is invertible thenk(Y,X,XZY21)51, but it is not
immediately apparent what symmetry of KP is analogous.

One alternative characterization of Grrat is as the Grassmannian of finite dimensional su
spaces of finitely supported distributions.6 Specifically, to identify a pointWPGrrat it is sufficient
to identify the finitely supported distributions inz which annihilate the normalized Baker
Akhiezer function. We showed in Sec. III B 2 that in the case of nondegenerate soliton
eigenvalues ofY and Z determine the support of the distributions andX determines the coeffi-
cients. We conjecture that this situation holds in general:

Conjecture 5.1:The support of the distributions annihilatingzncM for M5(X,Y,Z)PMn
1 is

the set of eigenvalues of the matricesY and Z with the highest derivative taken at a particul
eigenvalue being bounded by the size of the corresponding Jordan blocks.
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A Lax pair for the two dimensional Euler equation
Yanguang (Charles) Lia)

Department of Mathematics, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri 65211
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A Lax pair for the 2D Euler equation is found. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1378305#

I. A LAX PAIR FOR THE TWO DIMENSIONAL „2D… EULER EQUATION

This is to report that a Lax pair for the 2D Euler equation is found. We write the 2D E
equation in the vorticity form,

]V

]t
1$C,V%50, ~1.1!

whereV is the vorticity,C is the stream function, and the bracket$ % is defined as

$ f ,g%5~]xf !~]yg!2~]yf !~]xg!.

Let us denote thex-directional and they-directional velocities byu andv, respectively. Then

u52
]C

]y
, v5

]C

]x
, V5

]v
]x

2
]u

]y
, DC5V.

The Lax pair is given as

Lw5lw,

] tw1Aw50,
~1.2!

where

Lw5$V,w%, Aw5$C,w%,

andl is a complex constant, andw is a complex-valued function. The compatibility condition
the Lax pair~1.2! gives the 2D Euler equation~1.1!, i.e.,

] tL5@L,A#,

where@L,A#5LA2AL gives the Lax representation of the 2D Euler equation~1.1!.
Remark 1.1: With the recent development on chaos in partial differential equations,1–3 I am

interested in building a dynamical system theory for 2D Euler equation under periodic boun
condition.4–6 In particular, I am investigating the existence versus nonexistence of homo
structure. For such studies, it will be fundamentally important to find a Lax pair (if it exists)
the 2D Euler equation. Then I started with Zakharov’s paper.7 Zakharov proposed the Lax pair,

lD1w1$V,w%50,

] tw1lD2w1$S,w%50,

a!Electronic mail: cli@math.missouri.edu
35520022-2488/2001/42(8)/3552/2/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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where

D15a
]

]x
1b

]

]y
, D25g

]

]x
1d

]

]y
,

a, b, g, andd are real constants, l is a complex constant, S is a real-valued function, andw is a
complex-valued function. The compatibility condition of this Lax pair gives the following equ
instead of the 2D Euler equation:

]V

]t
1$S,V%50,

D1S5D2V.

(Notice the misprints in the English translation of the article.7)
Remark 1.2: The author is also aware of the Lax pair in the inverse Cauchy–Green tensor

variable of the Lagrangian formulations of both 2D and 3D Euler equations found by S
Friedlander and Misha Vishik.8,9
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Finite-dimensional integrable systems related
to the n-wave interaction equations

Qi-Yan Shia)

School of Mathematical Sciences, Peking University,
Beijing 100871, People’s Republic of China

~Received 4 December 2000; accepted for publication 15 May 2001!

Under a constraint between the potentials and the eigenfunctions, Lax pairs and
adjoint Lax pairs of a soliton hierarchy associated with then3n generalized
Zakharov–Shabat eigenvalue problem are transformed into a spatial finite-
dimensional Hamiltonian system and a hierarchy of temporal finite-dimensional
Hamiltonian systems. The Lax representations,r-matrix structure and integrals of
motion are explicitly presented. These integrals of motion are functionally indepen-
dent and in involution in pairs, which shows that these systems, especially the
whole hierarchy of temporal finite-dimensional Hamiltonian systems, are Liouville
integrable. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1385565#

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the pioneer work on solitons by Zabusky and Kruskal1 in the 1960s, many infinite-
dimensional integrable systems were found. Flaschka2 pointed out that finite-dimensional inte
grable systems can be produced by constraining the infinite-dimensional integrable system
finite-dimensional invariant manifold. Motivated by Flaschka’s idea and J. Moser’s work,3 the
technique of the nonlinearization of Lax pairs, or, more generally, symmetry constraint,
developed during the beginning of the 1990s.4–7 This method has been applied to various solit
hierarchies associated with matrix eigenvalue problems, from which a considerable num
finite-dimensional Liouville integrable Hamiltonian systems have been obtained.8–12 Recently, the
basic idea was generalized to discuss the binary nonlinearization of Lax pairs and adjoin
pairs of soliton hierarchies.13–15

The present article is devoted to the binary nonlinearization of then3n generalized
Zakharov–Shabat eigenvalue problem. The obtained spatial finite-dimensional Hamiltonia
tem and a hierarchy of temporal finite- dimensional Hamiltonian systems are completely Lio
integrable.16 In the next section, we construct a soliton hierarchy associated with the eigen
problem. In Sec. III, under the Bargmann constraint between the potentials and the eigenfun
a spatial finite-dimensional Hamiltonian system and a hierarchy of temporal finite-dimens
Hamiltonian systems are obtained by nonlinearization of Lax pairs and adjoint Lax pairs o
obtained soliton hierarchy. In Sec. IV, the Lax representations are deduced for the resulting
dimensional systems. A constant rationalr-matrix structure is established from the Lax operator.
Sec. V, sufficiently many involutive integrals of motion are obtained; furthermore, they are pr
to be functionally independent. Thus the Hamiltonian systems generated from Lax pair
adjoint Lax pairs are completely integrable in the Liouville sense.

a!Electronic mail: qyshi@math.pku.edu.cn
35540022-2488/2001/42(8)/3554/11/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. THE SOLITON HIERARCHY

Let us consider then3n generalized Zakharov–Shabat eigenvalue problem

fx5U~u,l!f,f5S f1

A

fn

D , U5S a1l u12 . . . u1n

u21 a2l . . . u2n

A A � A

un1 un2 . . . anl

D , ~2.1!

where the potential vectoru5(u12,u21, . . . ,u1n ,un1 ,u23,u32, . . . ,un21,n ,un,n21)T, l is a con-
stant spectral parameter, anda i ,1< i<n, aren distinct constants. We will derive the isospectr
soliton hierarchy associated with~2.1!. To do this we first solve the stationary zero-curvatu
equation:

Vx5@U,V#, V5~Vi j !n3n , ~2.2!

whereV5( l>0Vll
2 l ,Vl5(Vi j

( l ))n3n . Equation~2.2! leads to the following recursion relations:

Viix
(0)50, Vi j

(0)50, ~ iÞ j !,

Vi jx
( l ) 1ui j ~Vii

( l )2Vj j
( l )!1 (

kÞ i , j
k51

n

~uk jVik
( l )2uikVk j

( l )!2~a i2a j !Vi j
( l 11)50, iÞ j , ~2.3!

Viix
( l )5(

kÞ i
k51

n

~uikVki
( l )2ukiVik

( l )!, 1< i , j <n, l>0.

By ~2.3! we have

Vii
(0)5b i , Vi j

(0)50, iÞ j ,

Vii
(1)50, Vi j

(1)5
b i2b j

a i2a j
ui j , iÞ j ,

and require that

b iÞb j~ iÞ j !, Vi j
( l )uu5050, l>1,

which means constants of integration are put to be zero. ThenVi j
( l )’s are uniquely determined by

~2.3!. For instance, it is easy to see that

Vi j
(2)5

b i2b j

~a i2a j !
2

ui jx1
1

a i2a j
(

kÞ i , j
k51

n S b i2bk

a i2ak
2

bk2b j

ak2a j
Duikuk j , iÞ j ,

Vii
(2)5(

kÞ i
k51

n
bk2b i

~ak2a i !
2

uikuki .

Equations~2.3! can be equivalently written as the Lenard form

MGl 215JGl , ~2.4!

Gl 215~V21
( l ) ,V12

( l ) , . . . ,Vn1
( l ) ,V1n

( l ) ,V32
( l ) ,V23

( l ) , . . . ,Vn,n21
( l ) ,Vn21,n!T, l>1,
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G05S b22b1

a22a1
u21,

b12b2

a12a2
u12, . . . ,

bn2b1

an2a1
un1 ,

b12bn

a12an
u1n ,

b32b2

a32a2
u32,

b22b3

a22a3
u23, . . . ,

bn2bn21

an2an21
un,n21 ,

bn212bn

an212an
un21,n)T,

with the conditionGl uu5050. HereJ andM are two skew-symmetric operators:

J5~Ji j !(n22n)3(n22n)5S J12 0

�

J1n

J23

�

0 Jn21,n

D ,

Ji j 5S 0 a i2a j

a j2a i 0 D ;

M5(Mi j )(n22n)3(n22n) with

M (k21)(2n2k)12r 21,(k21)(2n2k)12r 2152uk,k1r]
21uk,k1r ,

M (k21)(2n2k)12r ,(k21)(2n2k)12r52uk1r ,k]
21uk1r ,k ,

M (k21)(2n2k)12r 21,(k21)(2n2k)12r5]22uk,k1r]
21uk1r ,k ,

M (k21)(2n2k)12r 21,(k21)(2n2k)12s215uk,k1r]
21uk,k1s ,

M (k21)(2n2k)12r 21,(k21)(2n2k)12s5uk1s,k1r2uk,k1r]
21uk1s,k ,

M (k21)(2n2k)12r ,(k21)(2n2k)12s5uk1r ,k]
21uk1s,k ,

M (k21)(2n2k)12r ,(k21)(2n2k)12s2152uk1r ,k1s2uk1r ,k]
21uk,k1s ,

M (k21)(2n2k)12r 21,(k1p21)(2n2k2p)12(r 2p)215uk,k1r]
21uk1p,k1r ,

M (k21)(2n2k)12r 21,(k1p21)(2n2k2p)12(r 2p)52uk,k1p2uk,k1r]
21uk1r ,k1p ,

M (k21)(2n2k)12r ,(k1p21)(2n2k2p)12(r 2p)5uk1r ,k]
21uk1r ,k1p ,

M (k21)(2n2k)12r ,(k1p21)(2n2k2p)12(r 2p)215uk1p,k2uk1r ,k]
21uk1p,k1r ,

M (k21)(2n2k)12r 21,(k1r 21)(2n2k2r )12t5uk,k1r]
21uk1r 1t,k1r ,

M (k21)(2n2k)12r 21,(k1r 21)(2n2k2r )12t2152uk,k1r 1t2uk,k1r]
21uk1r ,k1r 1t ,

M (k21)(2n2k)12r ,(k1r 21)(2n2k2r )12t215uk1r ,k]
21uk1r ,k1r 1t ,

M (k21)(2n2k)12r ,(k1r 21)(2n2k2r )12t5uk1r 1t,k2uk1r ,k]
21uk1r 1t,k1r ,

and

Mi j* 52M ji , Mi j 50 for other i j ,
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where

k,r ,s,p,t>1, k1r<n, k1s<n, k1r 1t<n, sÞr , k1p,r .

Now we consider the auxiliary problem of the spectral problem~2.1!,

f tm
5V(m)f, V(m)5V(m)~u,l!5~lmV!1 , m>1, ~2.5!

where ()1 is the truncation containing only non-negative powers ofl. The compatibility condition
between~2.1! and ~2.5! leads to the zero-curvature equation,Utm

2Vx
(m)1@U,V(m)#50. This

implies the following soliton hierarchy,

utm
5Km5JGm5JFmG0 , m>1, ~2.6!

whereF5J21M . The first typical nonlinear system in the hierarchy is the famousn-wave inter-
action equations in one spatial dimension:17

ui jt 1
5

b i2b j

a i2a j
ui jx1 (

kÞ i , j
k51

n S b i2bk

a i2ak
2

bk2b j

ak2a j
Duikuk j , iÞ j , 1< i , j <n.

III. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS

In this section, under the Bargmann constraint between the potentials and the eigenfun
the Lax pair and adjoint Lax pair of the soliton hierarchy~2.6! are nonlinearized to a spatia
finite-dimensional Hamiltonian system and a hierarchy of temporal finite-dimensional H
tonian systems.

The system~2.6! has an adjoint Lax pair

cx52UT~u,l!c, ~3.1!

c tm
52V(m)T~u,l!c, m>1, ~3.2!

wherec5(c1 , . . . ,cn)T. In fact, we easily verify that the compatibility condition between~3.1!
and ~3.2! leads to the same zero-curvature equation as that between Eqs.~2.1! and ~2.5!.

Let l1 ,l2 , . . . ,lN be N mutual distinct eigenvalues. The systems associated with~2.1! and
~3.1! can be written in the form

~f1l , . . . ,fnl!x5~f1l , . . . ,fnl!U
T~u,l l !,

~3.3!
~c1l , . . . ,cnl!x52~c1l , . . . ,cnl!U~u,l l !,

wheref i l 5f i(l l),c i l 5c i(l l),1< i<n,1< l<N, are eigenfunctions. A direct caculation gives t
functional gradient of the eigenvaluel l with regard to the potential vectoru:

dl l

du
5S dl l

du12
,

dl l

du21
, . . . ,

dl l

du1n
,

dl l

dun1
,

dl l

du23
,

dl l

du32
, . . . ,

dl l

dun21,n
,

dl l

dun,n21
D T

5~f2lc1l ,f1lc2l , . . . ,fnlc1l ,f1lcnl ,f3lc2l ,f2lc3l , . . . ,fnlc (n21)l ,f (n21)lcnl!
T.

Such a gradient satisfies the following equation:

M
dl l

du
5l lJ

dl l

du
. ~3.4!
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Now we consider the Bargmann constraint

G05(
l 51

N
dl l

du
, ~3.5!

which implies

ui j 5
a i2a j

b i2b j
^F i ,C j&,iÞ j ,1< i , j <n, ~3.6!

where ^.,.& is the standard inner-product inR N, and F i5(f i1 ,f i2 , . . . ,f iN)T, and C i

5(c i1 ,c i2 , . . . ,c iN)T, 1< i<n. Substituting~3.6! in ~3.3!, we obtain a spatial finite-dimensiona
Hamiltonian system

F ix5
]H

]C i
, C ix52

]H

]F i
, 1< i<n, ~3.7!

with the Hamiltonian

H5(
i 51

n

a i^LF i ,C i&1 (
1< i , j <n

a i2a j

b i2b j
^F i ,C j&^F j ,C i&,

whereL5diag(l1 ,l2 , . . . ,lN).
In the same way, we discuss the nonlinearization of the auxiliary spectral problem~2.5! and its

adjoint one~3.2!;

~f1l , . . . ,fnl! tm
5~f1l , . . . ,fnl!V

(m)T~u,l l !,

~3.8!
~c1l , . . . ,cnl! tm

52~c1l , . . . ,cnl!V
(m)~u,l l !, m>1, 1< l<N

under the constraints~3.6! and the control of the spatial system~3.7!.
First we do some caculations. By using~2.4!, ~3.4! and ~3.5!, we have

Gk5(
l 51

N

l l
k dl l

du
,

which is a special solution of~2.4! and can be written as follows:

Ṽi j
(k)5^Lk21F i ,C j&, iÞ j , 1< i , j <n, k>1. ~3.9!

Here and hereafter, an overtilde indicates the corresponding nonlinearized quantity. From~3.9! and
the last relations of~2.3!, we have

Ṽii
(k)5^Lk21F i ,C i&, 1< i<n, k>1.

Thus

Ṽi j 5Vi j
(0)1 (

k>1
^Lk21F i ,C j&l

2k, 1< i , j <n, ~3.10!

and
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~Ṽ(m)~l l !! i j 5~l l
mṼi j !15Vi j

(0)l l
m1 (

k51

m

^Lk21F i ,C j&l l
m2k , m>1, 1< i , j <n.

The nonlinearized temporal systems of~3.8! under the constraints~3.6! and the control of the
spatial system~3.7! are a hierarchy of temporal finite-dimensional Hamiltonian systems:

F i t m
5

]Hm

]C i
, C i t m

52
]Hm

]F i
, m>1, 1< i<n, ~3.11!

with the Hamiltonian

Hm5(
i 51

n

b i^L
mF i ,C i&1

1

2 (
i 51

n

(
k51

m

^Lk21F i ,C i&^L
m2kF i ,C i&

1 (
1< i , j <n

(
k51

m

^Lk21F i ,C j&^L
m2kF j ,C i&, m>1.

IV. LAX REPRESENTATIONS AND r-MATRIX

By ~3.10!, we have

Ṽ5S b11(
l 51

N
f1lc1l

l2l l
(
l 51

N
f1lc2l

l2l l
. . . (

l 51

N
f1lcnl

l2l l

(
l 51

N
f2lc1l

l2l l
b21(

l 51

N
f2lc2l

l2l l
. . . (

l 51

N
f2lcnl

l2l l

A A � A

(
l 51

N
fnlc1l

l2l l
(
l 51

N
fnlc2l

l2l l
. . . bn1(

l 51

N
fnlcnl

l2l l

D . ~4.1!

Under the condition~3.6!, the following equations still hold:

Ṽx5@Ũ,Ṽ#, Ṽtm
5@Ṽ(m),Ṽ#, m>1, ~4.2!

which are the Lax representations of the spatial system~3.7! and temporal systems~3.11!, respec-
tively. SetL(l)5Ṽ andAm(l)5Ṽ(m), thus we have the following theorem.

Theorem 1: Equations~3.7! and ~3.11! have the following Lax representations,

L~l!x5@A0~l!,L~l!#, ~4.3!

L~l! tm
5@Am~l!,L~l!#, m>1, ~4.4!

respectively, where
                                                                                                                



L~l!5~Li j ~l!!n3n5S b11(
l 51

N
f1lc1l

l2l l
(
l 51

N
f1lc2l

l2l l
. . . (

l 51

N
f1lcnl

l2l l

(
l 51

N
f2lc1l

l2l l
b21(

l 51

N
f2lc2l

l2l l
. . . (

l 51

N
f2lcnl

l2l l

A A � A
N N N

D ,
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(
l 51

fnlc1l

l2l l
(
l 51

fnlc2l

l2l l
. . . bn1(

l 51

fnlcnl

l2l l

A0~l!5S a1l
a12a2

b12b2
^F1 ,C2& . . .

a12an

b12bn
^F1 ,Cn&

a22a1

b22b1
^F2 ,C1& a2l . . .

a22an

b22bn
^F2 ,Cn&

A A � A

an2a1

bn2b1
^Fn ,C1&

an2a2

bn2b2
^Fn ,C2& . . . anl

D ,

and form>1, Am5((Am) i j )n3n has its entries as follows:

~Am! i i 5b il
m1 (

k51

m

^Lk21F i ,C i&l
m2k,

~Am! i j 5 (
k51

m

^Lk21F i ,C j&l
m2k, iÞ j .

Now we deal with ther-matrix relation for the Lax operatorL(l). A simple caculation gives
rise to

$Lik~l!,L jl ~m!%55
0, when j Þk,iÞ l or i 5 j 5k5 l ;

1

m2l
~L jk~l!2L jk~m!!, when j Þk,i 5 l ;

1

m2l
~Lil ~m!2Lil ~l!!, when j 5k,iÞ l ;

1

m2l
~L j j ~l!2L j j ~m!2Lii ~l!1Lii ~m!!, when j 5kÞ i 5 l ,

where the Poisson bracket is defined as

$ f ,g%5(
i 51

n

(
j 51

N S ] f

]f i j

]g

]c i j
2

] f

]c i j

]g

]f i j
D .

Using the notations in Ref. 18,L1(l)5L(l) ^ I ,L2(m)5I ^ L(m), whereI is then3n unit
matrix, and$L1(l),L2(m)% is a n23n2 matrix composed of various Poisson brackets of
matrix elements ofL1(l) andL2(m), i.e., $L1(l),L2(m)% i j ,kl5$Lik(l),L jl (m)%,1< i , j ,k,l<n.

A direct computation can give us the followingr-matrix formulation.
Theorem 2: Lax operatorL(l) satisfies ther-matrix relation as follows:
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$L1~l!,L2~m!%5F 1

m2l
P,L1~l!1L2~m!G , ~4.5!

whereP is the permutation matrix,Px^ y5y^ x.
It is easy to see that ther-matrix r 12(l,m)5@1/(m2l)#P satisfies the classical Yang–Baxt

equation:18

@r 12,r 13#1@r 12,r 23#1@r 13,r 23#50.

V. INTEGRALS OF MOTION AND THE LIOUVILLE INTEGRABILITY

In this section, we will construct the motion integrals of finite-dimensional Hamiltonian
tems ~3.7! and ~3.11!. These integrals of motion are verified to be in involution in pairs a
functionally independent, which leads to the complete Liouville integrability of the systems

Lemma:Let V be a solution of the stationary zero-curvature equationVy5@U,V#(y5x or tm),
then

~1! detV is constant independent of the variabley, and
~2! the matrix mI 2V is also a solution of the stationary zero-curvature equationVy

5@U,V#, wherem is an arbitrary parameter.

Proof: The first result is known~see Ref. 19!. The second one can be easily verified.
By the above lemma, we know that det(mI 2L(l)) is a constant independent of the variabl

x and tm . Expanding det(mI 2L(l)) in power ofm, yields

det~mI 2L~l!!5mn2s1~l!mn211 . . . 1~21!nsn , ~5.1!

where

sn~l![tr`
n

L~l!, 1<n<n. ~5.2!

For example,

s1~l!5tr L~l!, s2~l!5 1
2 ~~ trL~l!!22tr L2~l!!, . . . ,sn~l!5detL~l!.

Therefore we obtain the following result.
Proposition:The functionssn(l),1<n<n, are integrals of motion of the Hamiltonian sy

tems~3.7! and ~3.11!.
According to ther-matrix theory,20 from ~4.5! we have

$tr Li~l!,tr L j~m!%50, 1< i , j <n, ~5.3!

which insures the involution property of the integrals of motion obtained from expan
sn(l),1<n<n, in powers ofl. Explicity,

s1~l!5(
i 51

n

b i1 (
m50

`

l2m21Fm
(1) ,

s2~l!5 (
1< i , j <n

b ib j1 (
m50

`

l2m21Fm
(2) ,

s3~l!5 (
1< i , j ,k<n

b ib jbk1 (
m50

`

l2m21Fm
(3) ,
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. . . ,

sn~l!5)
i 51

n

b i1 (
n50

`

l2m21Fn
(n) ,

where

Fm
(1)5(

i 51

n

^LmF i ,C i&, m>0,

F0
(2)5 (

p51

n

(
iÞp
i 51

n

b i^Fp ,Cp&,

Fm
(2)5 (

p51

n

(
iÞp
i 51

n

b i^L
mFp ,Cp&1 (

1< i , j <n
(
l 51

m U^L l 21F i ,C i& ^Lm2 lF i ,C j&

^L l 21F j ,C i& ^Lm2 lF j ,C j&
U, m>1,

F0
(3)5 (

p51

n

(
1< i , j <n

i , j Þp

b ib j^Fp ,Cp&,

F1
(3)5 (

p51

n

(
1< i , j <n

i , j Þp

b ib j^LFp ,Cp&1 (
1< i , j <n

(
kÞ i , j
k51

n

bkU^F i ,C i& ^F i ,C j&

^F j ,C i& ^F j ,C j&
U,

Fm
(3)5 (

p51

n

(
1< i , j <n

i , j Þp

b ib j^L
mFp ,Cp&1 (

1< i , j <n
(

l ,t>0
l 1t5m21

(
kÞ i , j
k51

n

bkU^L lF i ,C i& ^L tF i ,C j&

^L lF j ,C i& ^L tF j ,C j&
U

1 (
1< i , j ,k<n

(
l ,t,s>0

l 1t1s5m22
U ^L lF i ,C i& ^L tF i ,C j& ^LsF i ,Ck&

^L lF j ,C i& ^L tF j ,C j& ^LsF j ,Ck&

^L lFk ,C i& ^L tFk ,C j& ^LsFk ,Ck&
U , m>2,

. . . ,

Fm
(n)5 (

p51

n

)
i 51
iÞp

n

b i^L
mFp ,Cp&1 (

1< i , j <n
(

l ,t>0
l 1t5m21

)
k51
kÞ i , j

n

bkU^L lF i ,C i& ^L tF i ,C j&

^L lF j ,C i& ^L tF j ,C j&
U

1 (
1< i , j ,k<n

(
l ,t,s>0

l 1t1s5m22

)
rÞ i , j ,k

r 51

b rU ^L lF i ,C i& ^L tF i ,C j& ^LsF i ,Ck&

^L lF j ,C i& ^L tF j ,C j& ^LsF j ,Ck&

^L lFk ,C i& ^L tFk ,C j& ^LsFk ,Ck&
U

1 . . . 1 (
l 1 , . . . ,l n>0

l 11 . . . 1 l n5m2n
U ^L l 1F1 ,C1& . . . ^L l nF1 ,Cn&

A � A

^L l 1Fn ,C1& . . . ^L l nFn ,Cn&
U , m>n.

From ~5.3! we instantly have the following:
Theorem 3: The functionsFm

( i ) ,1< i<n,m>0, are in involution in pairs, i.e.,$Fk
( i ) ,Fl

( j )%
50,1< i , j <n,k,l>0.
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Now we turn to prove the functional independence of integrals of motion over some regi
R 2nN. The functional independence means a sufficent number of integrals of motion, wh
important but usually difficult to verify. For the case of 232 matrix eigenvalue problems, Ca
et al.21,22 presented a effective method: straightening Abel-Jacobi coordinates method. Bu
method cannot be used to the cases of higher order matrix spectral problems, since the
coordinates of Hamiltonian systems resulted from higher order matrix spectral problems a
known yet. Here we use the direct method to prove the functional independence of integ
motion.

Theorem 4: The nN one-formsdFm
( i ),1< i<n,0<m<N21, are linearly independent ove

some region ofR 2nN.
Proof: In the following, we adopt compact forms, for example,

]

]C i
5S ]

]c i1
, . . . ,

]

]c iN
D T

, C5~C1 , . . . ,Cn!,

and denote

Ci5S f i1 l1f i1 . . . l1
N21f i1

f i2 l2f i2 . . . l2
N21f i2

A A � A

f iN lNf iN . . . lN
N21f iN

D
U ]F0

(1)

]C1

. . .
]FN21

(1)

]C1

]F0
(2)

]C1

. . .
]FN21

(2)

]C1

. . .
]F0

(n)

]C1

. . .
]FN21

(n)

]C1

]F0
(1)

]C2

. . .
]FN21

(1)

]C2

]F0
(2)

]C2

. . .
]FN21

(2)

]C2

. . .
]F0

(n)

]C2

. . .
]FN21

(n)

]C2

A � A A � A � A � A

]F0
(1)

]Cn

. . .
]FN21

(1)

]Cn

]F0
(2)

]Cn

. . .
]FN21

(2)

]Cn

. . .
]F0

(n)

]Cn

. . .
]FN21

(n)

]Cn

U
C50

5UC1 (
i 52

n

b iC1 (
2< i , j <n

b ib jC1 . . . )
i 52

n

b iC1

C2
(
iÞ2
i 51

n

b iC2 (
1< i , j <n

i , j Þ2

b ib jC2 . . . )
i 51
iÞ2

n

b iC2

A A A � A

Cn (
i 51

n21

b iCn (
1< i , j <n21

b ib jCn . . . )
i 51

n21

b iCn

U
5 )

1< i , j <n
~b i2b j ! )

1< i , j <N
~l j2l i !

n)
l 51

N

)
k51

n

fkl

is not zero over the region) l 51
N )k51

n fklÓ0 of R 2nN. Therefore, thenN one-formsdFm
( i ),1< i

<n,0<m<N21, are linearly independent. The proof is finished.
A direct calculation shows that the Hamiltonian functions of systems~3.7! and ~3.11! can be

rewritten as follows:
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H5(
i 51

n

g iF1
( i )1 (

1< i , j <n
d i j S (

k51

n

~21!k21b i
n2kF0

(k)D •S (
k51

n

~21!k21b j
n2kF0

(k)D ,

Hm5(
i 51

n

b iFm
(1)2Fm

(2)1
1

2 (
k51

m

Fk21
(1) Fm2k

(1) ,m>1,

where

gp5(
i 51

n S ~21!p1 ia ib i
n2p )

1<k, l<n
k,lÞ i

~bk2b l !D Y )
1< i , j <n

~b i2b j !,

d i j 5
a j2a i

~b i2b j !
3 )

k51
kÞ i , j

n

~b i2bk!~b j2bk!

.

Hence we have

$H,Fm
( i )%5$H j ,Fm

( i )%5$H,H j%50, 1< i<n, 0<m<N21, j >1.

Therefore the integrability of systems~3.7! and~3.11! is established resorting to Theorems 3 a
4.

Theorem 5: The finite-dimensional Hamiltonian systems~3.7! and ~3.11! are completely
integrable in the Liouville sense and their flows are commuting with each other.
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2¿1 gravity, chaos and time machines
Ingemar Bengtssona) and Johan Brännlundb)
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211 gravity for space–times with topologyR3T2 has been much studied. We add
a description of how to extend these space–times across a Cauchy horizon into a
region where the torus becomes Lorentzian. The result is a one parameter family of
tori given by a geodesic in the ‘‘Teichmu¨ller space’’ of Lorentzian tori. We describe
this in detail. We also point out that if the modular group is regarded as part of the
gauge group then these space–times offer a nice toy model for the dynamics of
Bianchi IX models; in the region where the tori are spacelike the dynamics is
described exactly by a hyperbolic billiard. On the other hand the modular group
acts ergodically on the Teichmu¨ller space of Lorentzian tori. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1378302#

I. INTRODUCTION

The subject of 211 dimensional gravity looksa priori unpromising since—in the absence
matter—all space–times have constant curvature. Nevertheless it has been the subject o
investigations over the past twenty years or so. Indeed it is now widely recognized that it pro
~when handled with taste!! surprisingly illuminating toy models of general relativity. Most of the
investigations center on quantum gravity,1 often from a Hamiltonian point of view, and as a res
the space–time properties of the models are receiving somewhat less attention than we th
they deserve. Here we intend to present some properties of 211 space–times with topologyR
3T2, regarded as quotients of Minkowski space. This perspective enables us to discuss wh
on in that region of space–time where the torus becomes Lorentzian and closed timelike
appear; existing treatments2,3 typically use the Hamiltonian ADM formalism and therefore do n
go across the Cauchy horizon that bounds this region. The motivation for doing this is part
curiosity, but partly a feeling that there is structure there which may well illuminate some fea
occurring in 311 dimensions too—even if it will manifest itself in a different way in the lat
case. Be that as it may a nice picture emerges; we can regard the entire space–time as a
in the Teichmu¨ller space of tori. This space is the familiar upper half plane in the Riemannian
and it is 111 dimensional de Sitter space in the Lorentzian case.

The second point that we wish to bring up is that if the modular group is regarded as p
the gauge group then these space–times offer a nice toy model for the chaotic behavior of B
cosmologies. The dynamics of the latter has attracted attention for quite some time and man
aspects are by now well understood.~There are many references, old,4,5 new6 and very new.7! In
particular it is well known that the behavior of Bianchi IX models close to the singularity ca
approximated by a hyperbolic billiard, which is an archetypical chaotic system. In the literatu
situation is often described by saying that chaotic behavior appears when curvature be
strong, although the precise meaning of the word ‘‘chaotic’’ here is a subject of some contro
It is therefore of some interest that this kind of chaotic behavior appears in 211 gravity with zero
curvature, as a kind of global effect. A simplifying feature is that in our case the hyperbolic bi
captures the dynamics exactly.

As additional motivation we note that both the points we raise are important for quantiz

a!Electronic mail address: ingemar@physto.se
b!Electronic mail address: jbr@physto.se
35650022-2488/2001/42(8)/3565/15/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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They also appear to be of interest in string theory—see Ref. 8, but beware of some mis
standings in that reference.

The organization of the paper is as follows: In Sec. II we construct our space–times by
quotients of a region of 211 dimensional Minkowski space with the appropriate discrete isom
groups. This construction is well known.9,10 In Sec. III we describe these space–times a
geodesic in a Teichmu¨ller space; this is a new result as far as the region with closed time
curves is concerned. Since the Teichmu¨ller space of Lorentzian tori has caused some puzzlem
in the past11 we describe it in detail. In Sec. IV we describe the dynamics which results w
taking the quotient of Teichmu¨ller space with the modular group, and stress the analogy to m
master cosmology. We focus on the spectrum of closed geodesics since they are the ske
which chaos is built; actually a closed geodesic corresponds to a self-similar rather than a p
space–time. Our account is intended to be pedagogical~and to be helpful in Sec. V!; all the hard
results are well known to mathematicians12,13 and to workers in quantum chaos.14 In Sec. V we
discuss the action of the modular group on the Teichmu¨ller space of Lorentzian tori. We show tha
it is ergodic.~In a general setting involving discrete groups acting on coset spaces formed
noncompact groups such phenomena are known to mathematicians, but our pedestrian trea
original as far as we know.! In Sec. VI we sketch how our method works for locally de Sit
space–times,15 and comment on the higher genus case. Our conclusions are in Sec. VII.

II. OUR SPACE–TIMES

Let M be a region of 211 dimensional Minkowski space andG a free discrete isometry grou
acting in a properly discontinuous way on this region. We want to chooseG so that the quotient
spaceM /G has the topology of a torus cross the real line. For a simply connectedM the quotient
space hasG as its fundamental group. ThereforeG must be a free discrete group with tw
commuting generators. We also insist that the quotient space should contain a complete sp
surface that is not crossed by any closed timelike~or null! curve. The solution to this problem i
described, e.g., by Louko and Marolf.10 As generators of the discrete group we chooseg15ej1 and
g25ej2, that is to say exponentials of the two linearly independent commuting Killing vecto

j15aJxt1bPy ; j25gJxt1dPy ; ad2bg.0. ~1!

HereJxt is a Lorentz boost,Py is a translation anda,b,g andd are real numbers. This is the mo
general solution, except for the obvious static case that we ignore. The groupG will contain all
group elements of the formej, where

j5~n1a2n2g!Jxt1~n1b2n2d!Py , n1 ,n2PZ. ~2!

Heren1 andn2 are arbitrary integers. We observe thatG will contain pure boosts if and only ifb/d
is rational, and pure translations if and only ifa/g is rational. Note also that in any case the acti
of G on the linex5t50 is problematic; if a pure boost is present it has a line of fixed points th
and if not the action ofG on this line is ergodic. Hence we see why the covering spaceM is taken
to be a subset of 211 dimensional Minkowski space only.

Since the Killing vectorsj1 andj2 commute they form surfaces, namely

t22x25t2[2s2, ~3!

wheret2 is some constant~not necessarily positive; if it is not thens2 is positive!. These surfaces
are left invariant by the groupG, they foliate Minkowski space, they are intrinsically flat and th
mean curvature is constant. They turn into tori when we take the quotient withG. From now on we
takeM to be the union of regions I and II of Minkowski space, as defined in Fig. 1. This m
that our quotient spaces will be geodesically incomplete. If we did not restrictM in this way we
would obtain what Louko and Marolf10 accurately describe as a ‘‘modest generalization of Mis
space;’’ as far as we can see there is nothing interesting to say about this that goes
Misner’s original observations16 which is why we make the restriction. Since each invari
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surface contributes a torus to the quotient space we now see that our space–times can be d
as a one parameter family of flat tori; spacelike tori coming from region I and labeled byt and
Lorentzian tori coming from region II and labeled bys. The Cauchy horizont5s50 contributes
a null torus.

III. A TRIP THROUGH TEICHMÜLLER SPACE

Our task now is to describe the one parameter family of flat tori that constitutes a space
of the kind that we defined in Sec. II. We use the notation thatjaja[iji2[6uju2, where the sign
depends on whether the vector is timelike or spacelike anduju is non-negative by definition. Let u
first sketch what goes on in the region without closed timelike curves~where a Hamiltonian
description is available2,3!. At fixed t the tori are built from parallelograms spanned by t
generatorsj1 andj2 . The angle between them is given by

cosu5
j1•j2

uj1uuj2u
5

bd1agt2

Ab21a2t2Ad21g2t2
. ~4!

Therefore their area is a monotonically increasing function:

A5uj1uuj2usinu5~ad2bg!t. ~5!

~The total area of the torus is the area of a parallelogram times a fixed numerical factor that
chosen at will.! On the other hand the shape of the torus is changing in an interesting wa
describe it we introduce their Teichmu¨ller space:

Definition: Teichmüller space is the moduli space of marked flat tori.
‘‘Marked’’ means that a particular pair of intersecting closed geodesics on the torus~namely

the one that corresponds to our generatorsj1 andj2! has been singled out for special attentio
The definition applies equally well to Riemannian and Lorentzian tori; in the former case it is
known that Teichmu¨ller space can be regarded as the upper half plane, and that it is nat
equipped with the Poincare´ metric,

ds25
1

y2 ~dx21dy2!. ~6!

FIG. 1. 211 dimensional Minkowski space divided into four wedge shaped regions, each of which is foliated b
surfaces left invariant byG. Our covering space consists of regions I and II and our quotient space becomes
parameter family of tori.
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This is hyperbolic spaceH2 and its isometry group isPSL(2,R). We can assign a position in
Teichmüller space to our tori if we first normalize our generators so thatj1 has length one and lie
along thex-axis. Then the tip ofj2 will point at a unique point in the upper half plane, name

~x,y!5
uj2u
uj1u ~cosu,sinu!5

1

b21a2t2 „bd1agt2,~ad2bg!t…. ~7!

Note that at this stage we use an auxiliary Euclidean metric on the coordinate plane to as
point to j2 . We now have a curve parametrized byt and it is elementary to show that this is
semi-circle meeting the boundary at right angles:

S x2
bg1ad

2ab D 2

1y25S ad2bg

2ab D 2

. ~8!

This is a geodesic with respect to the natural metric. Hence the statement that the torus e
along a geodesic in Teichmu¨ller space. It should not be forgotten that it also grows in area
minor calculation informs us that if we move a distanceL along the geodesic, as measured by
Poincare´ metric, then the area of the torus grows with a factoreL. Note that this does not depen
on the parameters describing the space–time, nor does it depend on where we are on the g

Now what happens when we pass the Cauchy horizon and enter region II? The first ob
tion is that

ij1i25b22s2a2. ~9!

Hence~unlessj1 is a pure translation or a pure boost! j1 is spacelike in a region wherex22t2

5s2,b2/a2 and it is timelike whenx22t25s2.b2/a2. Let us refer to these regions as regio
IIa and IIb, respectively. To avoid misunderstandings, because the groupG contains all the ele-
ments listed in Eq.~2! there are closed timelike geodesics through every point in region
although the existence of closed null geodesics on the Cauchy horizon depends on whethed/b is
rational or not.

If we now try to mimic the construction of the Teichmu¨ller space of Riemannian tori we ru
into a problem with the first step, which was to use a rotation to bring the generatorj1 into a
standard position. We cannot use Lorentz transformations for the same purpose here: The
müller space of Lorentzian tori splits into two components depending on whetherj1 is spacelike
or timelike. We therefore use a different approach at first. By definition the Teichmu¨ller space is
the moduli space of marked flat Lorentzian tori.

Theorem 1: The Teichmu¨ller space of Lorentzian tori has the topologyR3S1. It is naturally
equipped with the de Sitter metric.

Proof: To each oriented dyad of vectors there corresponds a unique flat marked Lore
torus. The set of such dyads is isomorphic to the groupSL(2,R). If we perform a Lorentz
transformation of the dyad the torus is unchanged. Taking this into account we find a one-
correspondence between the Teichmu¨ller space and the coset spaceSL(2,R)/SO(1,1). But it is
well known that this space has the stated topology. The de Sitter metric is natural because
maximally symmetric metric, and also because it arises if we take the perpendicular di
between the fibers, as measured by the standard metric onSL(2,R).

Although well known the result is not quite trivial. The coset spaceSO(2,1)/ SO(1,1) has the
topology of the Mo¨bius strip, even though the group manifolds ofSO(2,1) andSL(2,R) have the
same topology. Let us give a sketch of the argument: we may, by analogy with the Euler
parametrization ofS3, introduce local coordinatesu,w,g on SL(2,R) ~akaadS3! as

X5cos
u

2
sinh

w2g

2
,
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Y5sin
u

2
sinh

w1g

2
,

U5cos
u

2
cosh

w2g

2
,

V5sin
u

2
cosh

w1g

2
. ~10!

The flat metric,

ds25dX21dY22dU22dV2, ~11!

on the embedding space induces the metric

ds25 1
4 ~2du21dw21dg222 dw dg cosu!, ~12!

on SL(2,R). The coordinateg runs along the flow lines of the Killing fieldJXU1JYV which
generatesSO(1,1) transformations and we want to identify points along these lines. The metr
the resulting space, obtained from the orthogonal distance between the fibers, may be ca
using the threading approach of Boersma and Dray.17 By identifying the metric in~12! with an
Ansatz of the form

ds25M2~dg2Mi dxi !21hi j dxi dxj , ~13!

one obtains the metric

h5 1
4 ~2du21sin2 udw2!, ~14!

for the quotient spaceSL(2,R)/SO(1,1). This is precisely the metric for~part of! adS2 in a
reasonably well known coordinate system; anti-de Sitter space and de Sitter space are iden
111 dimensions. It is also possible to do this calculation in global coordinates, at the expe
their not being adapted to the identification Killing field.

As it stands Theorem 1 is not very useful. To see what kind of curve our tori describe we
to know how to assign a point in Teichmu¨ller space to a given marked torus. This understand
will be provided by the proof of Theorem 2, which will wind its way to the end of this secti

Theorem 2: The Teichmu¨ller space of Lorentzian tori has the topologyR3S1. The one
parameter family of tori that represents a space–time~defined in Sec. II! is a timelike geodesic in
this space provided that it is equipped with the de Sitter metric.

Proof: Our first step is to introduce coordinates (x,t). During the construction we use the fla
Minkowski metric on this coordinate plane. Again we normalize the vectors so thatj1 points at
~1,0!. This is always possible provided thats2,b2/a2. Since we know the scalar product of th
vectors we find that the tip ofj2 points at the point

~x,t !5
1

b22s2a2 „bd2ags2,2~ad2bg!s…. ~15!

We have therefore been able to arrange that this component of Teichmu¨ller space is identical to the
lower half plane. It is elementary to show that the points on this curve obey

S x2
bg1ad

2ab D 2

2t25S ad2bg

2ab D 2

. ~16!

This is a hyperbola with its foci on thex-axis and it is a geodesic with respect to the metric,
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ds25
1

t2 ~dx22dt2!. ~17!

But this is in fact the de Sitter metric on a coordinate patch that covers ‘‘one half’’ of de S
space.

We can now draw a picture of the geodesic in Teichmu¨ller space, where the Teichmu¨ller space
of Riemannian tori has been joined to its counterpart for Lorentzian tori across their conf
boundaries. Note that in the Lorentzian part of the picture the geodesic reaches infinite coo
values at finite parameter valuess25b2/a2. This is actually a good thing: We know that th
coordinates we are using cover only a part of Teichmu¨ller space. ‘‘Infinity’’ in the picture corre-
sponds to a coordinate singularity that is caused by our assumption thatj1 is spacelike.~See Fig.
2.!

When j1 is timelike we again introduce an infinite half plane, this time described by
coordinatest8 andx8.0, and normalize the vectors so thatj1 points at (t8,x8)5(1,0). We then
find thatj2 points at

~ t8,x8!5
1

s2a22b2 „bd2ags2,~ad2bg!s…. ~18!

These points lie on the hyperbola,

S t81
bg1ad

2ab D 2

2x825S ad2bg

2ab D 2

. ~19!

This is a geodesic with respect to the metric,

ds25
1

x82 ~dt822dx82!. ~20!

This is again the metric on ‘‘one half’’ of de Sitter space. Since we now think of the confo
boundary as being timelike it may be more natural to think of it as anti-de Sitter space—b
111 dimensions de Sitter space and anti-de Sitter space coincide when we switch the mea
space and time.

It remains to show that the two components of Teichmu¨ller space can be glued together so th
they form a de Sitter space, in such a way that the curve becomes a geodesic globally. F
purpose we observe that bothH2 ~the Teichmu¨ller space of Riemannian tori! and 111 dimen-
sional de Sitter space can be isometrically mapped into surfaces in a 211 dimensional Minkowski
space with the metric

FIG. 2. The curve through Teichmu¨ller space. In the upper half plane the torus is Riemannian. In the lower half plan
torus is Lorentzian but the generatorj1 is still spacelike. Whenj1 is timelike we again obtain a half plane. The latter tw
half planes are conveniently depicted with conformal diagrams; adding them together so that the curve becomes sm
obtain the conformal diagram of 111 dimensional de Sitter space.
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ds25dX21dY22dU2. ~21!

Explicitly we define an embedding ofH2 by

X5
x

y
, Y1U5

1

y
, Y2U52

x21y2

y
; y.0. ~22!

The surface is the upper sheet of the hyperboloidX21Y22U2521 and the induced metric is th
one given in Eq.~6!. The first component of the Teichmu¨ller space of Lorentzian tori is embedde
through

X5
x

t
, Y1U5

1

t
, Y2U5

t22x2

t
; t.0. ~23!

The surface is ‘‘one half’’ of the hyperboloidX21Y22U251 and the induced metric is the on
given in Eq.~17!. The second component is embedded through

X5
t8

x8
, Y1U52

1

x8
, Y2U5

t822x82

x8
; x8.0. ~24!

The surface is ‘‘the other half’’ of the hyperboloidX21Y22U251 and the induced metric is th
one given in Eq.~20!.

A geodesic inH2, and a timelike geodesic in de Sitter space, is uniquely defined as
intersection of a hyperboloid with a timelike plane through the origin in the embedding space
curve in Teichmu¨ller space is given by Eqs.~8!, ~16! and~19!. Therefore, to show that this curv
is globally a timelike geodesic in de Sitter space we must find a spacelike vectorka such that Eqs.
~16! and~19! are equivalent tok•X50. An elementary calculation shows that this is the case
the vector,

~kX ,kY ,kU!5„a2d22b2g2,bd~a21g2!2ag~b21d2!, ag~b22d2!1bd~g22a2!….
~25!

Equation~8! is also reproduced. This completes the proof that the curve is globally describ
a timelike geodesic in de Sitter space.

IV. THE COGWHEELS OF CHAOS

In this section we restrict ourselves to region I~where there are no closed timelike curves!, so
that the evolution can be regarded as time evolution in a configuration space in the sta
sense.2,3 However, it is a moot point whether the configuration space should be taken
Teichmüller space or the moduli space of~unmarked! flat tori. The latter space is in factH2/GM ,
whereGM is the modular groupPSL(2,Z) acting on the upper half plane through

z→z85
az1b

cz1d
; ad2bc51, ~26!

wherea,b,c and d are integers andz5x1 iy . ~To see thatz and z8 actually correspond to the
same torus, consider a pair of intersecting closed geodesics on the torus and choose them
the shortest circumference possible. The conformal structure can be characterized by the an
relative lengths of this pair. A little experimentation shows that these are unaffected by a m
transformation.! The quotient space is the famous modular surface, usually described as th
damental region of the group which is bounded byr 2[x21y251 andx561/2. It is depicted in
Fig. 3. Its area is finite and it is a smooth manifold except for two conical singularities occu
at the fixed points of the transformationsS andST, whereS andT are the transformations
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Sz52
1

z
, Tz5z11. ~27!

S and T generate the group and obey two relations, viz.,S251 and (ST)351. Note that the
transformationS acts by switching the elements in the oriented dyad that defines the torus.

The question whether the configuration space isH2 or H2/GM matters for the properties of th
model but it is not a question of right or wrong, since we do not intend to compare the mo
experiment anyway. Technically the modular group does not belong to the connected com
of the gauge group so that both options are open as far as consistency is concerned. For th
comments on this issue we refer to papers by Pelda´n18 and Matschull;19 here we choose the secon
option because it is an interesting one.

As shown by Artin12 and Hedlund20 the geodesic flow on the modular surface is ergo
~indeed they showed this at a time when the proper definition of an ergodic system was ye
found—with today’s definition we can say that the flow has the Bernoulli property, which is
strongest ergodic property around!. From this point of view it has been much studied; Series
written a nice review with some entries to the technical literature.13 Here we focus on one aspe
of this flow, namely its closed orbits. We take the point of view that one can define ‘‘chaos’’
dynamical system by the requirement that the number of its unstable closed orbits rises ex
tially as a function of length. This is not at all unreasonable; in fact this is the feature of ch
systems that survives the transition to quantum theory~via the Gutzwiller trace formula, which
connects the asymptotic properties of the spectrum of closed geodesics to the spectrum
Laplacian!. Since it is a simple matter of counting it is also a feature that survives the transiti
diffeomorphism invariant systems—unlike Lyapounov exponents and the like that can be rep
etrized away. To avoid confusion, note that—because the area of our tori is growing—a c
geodesic in moduli space actually corresponds to a self-similar rather than a periodic space

The closed geodesics on the modular surface arise because any hyperbolic M¨bius
transformation—corresponding to anSL(2,R) matrix whose trace has an absolute value lar
than two—has a unique geodesic flowline connecting its pair of fixed points on the real axis.
Möbius transformation is a modular transformation as well there are points on this geodes
will be identified with each other, and a closed geodesic results. The distanceL between a pair of
neighboring identified points is easily computed. It is given by

FIG. 3. The modular surface is the fundamental region of the modular group, with sides appropriately identifie
picture shows how the upper half plane is tesselated by copies of the fundamental region. In three of the copies

drawn examples of closed geodesics~N53 x15@ 1̇#, N54 x15@ 1̇,2̇# andN55 x15@ 1̇,3̇# in the notation introduced
below!.
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2 cosh
L

2
5N, ~28!

whereN5uTr gu andg is the matrix corresponding to the modular transformation, so thatN5a
1d if the transformation is written as in Eq.~26!. Note thatN can be used to label the conjugac
classes ofSL(2,R). This therefore is the length spectrum of the closed geodesics.

It takes more effort to understand how many closed geodesics there are. In group theo
terms this is the problem to enumerate the conjugacy classes ofPSL(2,Z). There are only two
conjugacy classes of elliptic elements, corresponding to the two fixed points on the bound
the fundamental region. The number of conjugacy classes of hyperbolic elements on the
hand is a rapidly growing function ofN. It is in fact known~see for instance Ref. 14! that when
L is large the numbern of closed geodesics with lengthl not exceedingL grows like

n~ l<L !;
eL

L
. ~29!

This settles it: The system is chaotic. It is however an instructive exercise to compute the n
of closed geodesics ‘‘from below’’ with pedestrian methods, and this we will now proceed to

A geodesic in the upper half plane can be conveniently characterized by two real numb
starting pointx1 and its end pointx2 on the real axis. To each geodesic we can associa
hyperbolic Möbius transformation whose fixed points are these two points. The geodesic pr
to a closed geodesic on the modular surface if and only if this Mo¨bius transformation belongs t
the modular group, and there will be a unique such Mo¨bius transformation of smallest trac
associated to the closed geodesic~if x5gx thenx5gnx; if n.1 the trace ofgn is greater than the
trace ofg and the corresponding geodesic is traversed several times—here we count only ‘‘
tive’’ closed geodesics!. In equations then

x65
ax61b

cx61d
. ~30!

It follows thatx6 is a quadratic surd, that is to say a solution to a quadratic algebraic equation
integer coefficients whose discriminant is not a perfect square. The two solutions to this eq
are

x65
1

2c
~a2d6AN224!, ~31!

where N5a1d and we made use of the conditionad2bc51. Note that the discriminantD
5N22454 sinh2(L/2) according to Eq.~28!. Since the surds occur in pairs the closed geode
can in fact be labeled by just one real number, say its ‘‘source’’x1 .

Next we introduce continued fractions.21 A real number can be uniquely expressed in the fo

x5a01
1

a11
1

a21 . . .

[@a0 ,a1 ,a2 , . . . #, ~32!

where all the partial quotientsai are integers and all except possiblya0 are positive. It is known
that x is rational if and only if its continued fraction expansion is finite~i.e., the number of its
partial quotients is finite!, and it is a quadratic surd if and only if its continued fraction expans
eventually repeats, in which case it is called periodic. The beginning and end of the period i
marked with overdots, so that a quadratic surd of period lengthk is of the form x
5@a0 ;a1 , . . .an21 ,ȧn , . . . ,ȧn1k21#. This nice characterization of quadratic surds is interes
to us.
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One piece of the technology of continued fractions should be mentioned, which is tha
give rise to a sequence of approximations ofx by rational numbers:

@a0#5
p0

q0
, @a0 ,a1#5

p1

q1
, @a0 ,a1 ,a2#5

p2

q2
, ~33!

and so on. Herepn andqn are polynomials in the partial quotients and by induction one can s
that

pn5anpn211pn22 , qn5anqn1qn21 . ~34!

Note thatpn andqn are monotonically increasing functions ofn.
We want to count equivalence classes of geodesics under the modular group and there

will try to fix one member of each equivalence class. Now the modular group acts on a con
fraction in the following way:

x5@a0 ,a1 ,a2 ,a3 , . . . #→ST2a0x52@a1 ,a2 ,a3 , . . . #→STa1ST2a0x5@a2 ,a3 , . . . #. ~35!

It follows that we can remove the partial quotients in pairs. In particular it follows that we
choosex1 to be a purely periodic continued fraction since we can always remove the i
sequence. Hence without loss of generality,

x15@ ȧ0 , . . . ,ȧk21#. ~36!

If the period lengthk is even thenx1 is a fixed point of the group element,

g5STak21
¯ STa1ST2a0. ~37!

In terms of the polynomials introduced above it can be shown that

x15gx15
qk22x12pk22

2qk21x11pk21
⇒N5uTr gu5pk211qk22 . ~38!

This is a useful fact since it means thatN is a monotonically increasing function of the parti
quotients. It also means thatN will grow when the length of the period in the continued fracti
grows, other things being equal.

The fixed pointx1 is in fact the source of the geodesic associated withg. This is so because
g removes one period from the continued fraction, so that wheng acts on an approximation tox1

that is a rational number whose continued fraction expansion consists of a finite number of p
theng moves that rational number away fromx1 . If the period length is odd then thatg which
leaves it fixed and has the smallest value ofN is

g5STak21
• ¯ •STa0ST2ak21

• ¯ •ST2a0. ~39!

It is convenient to regard continued fractions of odd period lengths as having even periods o
the original length. According to a theorem of Galois’ the corresponding sink~the other root of the
quadratic equation! now obeys

Sx252
1

x2
5@ ȧk21 , . . . ,ȧ0#. ~40!

It is easy to show this sincex2 is the source of the group elementg21. The source and sink ar
now given in reduced form; this means thatx1.1 and21,x2,0.

Two geodesics in reduced form will give rise to the same closed geodesic on the mo
surface if one can be obtained from the other by cyclic permutations of the pairs in the con
fraction expansion of their sources. This remaining ambiguity is easy to take care of, so th
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can now make a list of all closed geodesics corresponding to continued fraction expansion
given period length. Moreover we know from Eq.~38! that the length of the geodesic is
monotonically increasing function of the partial quotients, so it is straightforward to comput
number of primitive closed geodesics of a length not exceeding some chosen reasonable n
The result of such a calculation is given in Fig. 4. Continuing this exercise on a computer on
see how Eq.~29! emerges.~Curiously we were unable to find this calculation in the access
literature, although it has been done before.22!

The conclusion is that 211 gravity on the torus is a chaotic system according to the defini
that we have adopted. Unlike the case of Bianchi models no approximation was involved. I
be felt that this chaos was introduced by sleight-of-hand since the system was in fact inte
before the modular group was declared to generate gauge symmetries. Indeed we are deal
chaos of a very special kind, called ‘‘arithmetical chaos.’’ Although the system is chaotic in
sense that the number of closed orbits not exceeding a given length grows exponentially, it
very special because there are huge degeneracies in the length spectrum~caused by the fact tha
the number of possible lengths grows much more slowly!. Closer investigation reveals14 that in
such situations the level statistics of the Laplace operator shows some features that re
integrable systems much more than they resemble a generic chaotic system~in particular the level
repulsion that is typical of the latter is missing here! so the feeling is justified to some extent.

V. A LOOSE END

In the previous section we occupied ourselves with the action of the modular group o
Teichmüller space of Riemannian tori; the quotient space—the moduli space of Riema
tori—is almost a smooth manifold since the modular group has only two elliptic conju
classes, and only the elliptic members of the modular group have fixed points inH2. The situation
is dramatically different for the action of the modular group on the Teichmu¨ller space of Lorent-
zian tori: Here every hyperbolic element of the modular group has fixed points inside the s
and we have already seen that there is an infinite number of inequivalent elements of this

The modular group is a subgroup ofPSL(2,R)5SO(2,1) and this is the isometry group ofH2

and 111 dimensional de Sitter space alike. The action of the generators of the modular gr
as follows. The generatorT gives rise to a ‘‘null rotation’’ generated by a Killing vector tha
becomes null along the coordinate singularity that separates the two parts of de Sitter spac
description we gave above; its fixed points lie on the conformal boundary. In the half
coordinates it is simply a translation in thex-direction. The generatorS is a spatial rotation of de
Sitter space; it has no fixed points and cannot be described in a single coordinate patch of t
used above. If we think ofS as effecting an interchange of the basis elements in the dyad
defines the torus we see that this must be so whenever one of the elements is spacelike

FIG. 4. Degeneracies of the length spectrum: The first 52 levels.
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other timelike—the generatorS will then transform a point representing a spacelikej1 ~say! into
a point in the other coordinate patch wherej1 is timelike. Figure 5 should be enough to make th
clear.

Each hyperbolic element of the modular group has two fixed points inside de Sitter spac
two fixed points on each component of the conformal boundary separated from the fixed po
the interior by null lines that are left invariant by the transformation. The fixed points on
boundary are conjugate pairs of quadratic surds and conversely. This makes it easy to pr
next theorem.

Theorem 3: The action of the modular group on the Teichmu¨ller space of Lorentzian tori is
ergodic, in the sense that an arbitrary point can be transformed into an arbitrary coor
neighborhood of any other point.

Proof: We must show that there is a modular transformation taking an arbitrary pointA into
a given neighborhoodBe of another arbitrary pointB. All neighborhoods are regarded as coor
nate neighborhoods and we assume that the pair of points lies within some half plane coo
patch. ~There are exceptional pairs for which this fails, but they can easily be treated wi
extension of the argument and will be ignored.!

We need to know that in any neighborhood of any point there is a hyperbolic mo
transformation with a fixed point in that neighborhood. This will be so if, given any two pointsx6

on the conformal boundary, we can find a conjugate pair of quadratic surds with one m
arbitrarily close to each. But this is easy using the technology of the previous section.
modular transformations are used to show that it is enough to consider the casex1.1, 21
,x2,0. Then one approximatesx1 and21/x2 with continued fractions to the desired accura
The sequence of integers that gives the continued fraction approximating21/x2 is then reversed
and added to the sequence that approximatesx1 , and the resulting sequence is taken to be
period of a purely periodic continued fraction. Galois’ theorem shows that we now hav
approximation ofx1 whose conjugate surd approximatesx2 . At the end we choosex6 to be null
separated from the given point. They intersect at a fixed point, and we are done.

With this understanding, draw null lines throughA andB meeting each other at the pointC.
Choose a suitable neighborhoodCe of C and a hyperbolic modular transformation with a fixe
point in Ce . Use this transformation to move the pointA into Ce . Then choose a hyperboli
modular transformation with a fixed point inBe and adjust the size ofCe so that the second
transformation movesCe into Be .

FIG. 5. The action ofS on 111 dimensional de Sitter space; also the null flow lines and the fixed points of a hyper
transformation; and a sketch of the proof~involving two different hyperbolic transformations! that the action of the
modular group is ergodic.
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Except for a speculative remark in the conclusions we have nothing to say about wha
means.

VI. OTHER SPACE–TIMES

The final issue is to what extent the results described above are peculiar to flat space
and to the genus one case. We confine our remarks to region I, where there are no closed
curves and the tori are spacelike. Consider first locally de Sitter space–times. 211 dimensional de
Sitter space–time can be described as the hypersurface,

X21Y21Z22U251, ~41!

embedded in a four dimensional Minkowski space~with U as its time coordinate!. Alternatively,
it is the maximally symmetric vacuum solution to Einstein’s equations with a positive cosmo
cal constantl. Again we choose two commuting and linearly independent Killing vectors,

j15aJZU1bJXY j25gJZU1dJXY . ~42!

They leave invariant the flat surfaces,

U22Z25sinh2 t, ~43!

whose mean curvature isK54 cosht. Following the same steps as above we find that the inv
ant flat surfaces are turned into tori and that the evolution of the shape of these tori is give
geodesic in Teichmu¨ller space, with the interesting difference15 that the evolution slows down an
tends to a definite point in Teichmu¨ller space as the parametert goes to infinity~while the area
continues to grow!. Explicitly,

~x,y!5
1

a2 tanh2 t1b2 „ag tanh2 t1bd,~ad2bg!tanht…, ~44!

A5~ad2bg!sinht cosht. ~45!

The evolution stops because tanht→1 ast→`. Note that this time the change of area as we mo
a distanceL along the geodesic does depend on where we are on the geodesic. A subtlety
be mentioned also, namely that the universal covering space of the quotient spaces conside
is not, in general, de Sitter space itself but a ‘‘larger’’ incomplete space–time of con
curvature;9,23 for the best explanation that we have to offer see Ref. 24.

Why does the evolution stop in the interior of Teichmu¨ller space? The answer is in fac
obvious: In the de Sitter case future infinityJ is a spacelike surface transformed into itself byG.
When we take the quotient we obtain an ‘‘asymptotic torus’’ with a definite conformal struc
and this is the endpoint of the geodesic in Teichmu¨ller space. The area of this torus is not defin
sinceJ is equipped with a conformal structure only. At this point the reader may object thatJ is
a sphere and that a discrete group like ourG cannot act properly discontinuously on a sphere. T
is true but irrelevant; in fact the covering space that we are using is not quite de Sitter spa
an incomplete space–time obtained by removing two timelike lines from de Sitter space
afterwards going to the universal covering space. This means thatJ is really a twice punctured
sphere that has been ‘‘unrolled’’ to form a plane. This is explained in Fig. 7 in Ref. 24, whe
can be seen that the invariant flat spacelike surfaces that were defined in the previous sec
not encounter the timelike lines that were removed~except onJ itself!.

For the genus one case then we find that the chaotic behavior in the moduli space of
somehow ‘‘washed away’’ by the cosmological constant. It should however be noted that th
torus universe is quite special in this regard. We can obtain locally flat space–times foliat
Riemann surfaces of higher genus by choosingG to be a discrete group—but this time not a fr
group—generated by noncommuting elements that in general are combinations of boos
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translations. These space–times are conformally static whenG consists of pure boosts. As tim
passes the boost parts will dominate the translations and the solution will tend to a confo
static solution, that is to a definite point inside Teichmu¨ller space.~This has been demonstrate
with full rigor.25! For the genus one case the evolution never stops for essentially the same r
it is still true that eventually the boost part of the generators will dominate but now this mean
the shape of the torus degenerates so that we approach the boundary of Teichmu¨ller space.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The main new results of this paper are the explicit description of the moduli space of Lo
zian tori as the union of two half planes constituting a 111 dimensional de Sitter space, and t
demonstration that the description of the 211 dimensional locally flat torus universe as a geode
in Teichmüller space is valid on both sides of the Cauchy horizon. We also emphasize
analogy between these 211 dimensional space–times on the one hand, and mixmaster cosm
on the other. The difference between them is that the BKL approximation is exact in the fo
case. This is interesting because it shows that chaotic behavior in general relativity should
general be blamed on strong gravitational fields.

There are some open ends. We did not describe the extension to a geodesically co
space–time, but this was mainly because it appears clear that this would give nothing new~com-
pared to Misner’s original work16!. A more interesting open end is that the analogy to Bianchi
cosmology holds only in the region where there are no closed timelike curves and the con
tion space can be taken to be the moduli space of flat Riemannian tori, which is almost a s
manifold. In the region with closed timelike curves we have to deal with the moduli spac
Lorentzian tori, which is defined as the quotient of 111 dimensional de Sitter space by th
modular group. But—as we demonstrated—the action of the modular group is now ergod
that the resulting quotient space is not easily described even as a set. It is our understand
the desire to describe sets of this type is one of the main motivations behind noncommu
geometry.26 It would be marvelous if one could follow this lead in such a way that an analogy
the singularity in 311 dimensional cosmologies could be drawn.
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Time-dependent automorphism inducing diffeomorphisms
in vacuum Bianchi cosmologies and the complete
closed form solutions for types II and V

T. Christodoulakis,a) G. Kofinas,b) E. Korfiatis, G. O. Papadopoulos,c) and
A. Paschos
University of Athens, Physics Department Nuclear and Particle Physics Section,
GR-15771 Athens, Greece
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We investigate the set of space–time general coordinate transformations~GCTs!
which leave the line element of a generic Bianchi-type geometry quasiform invari-
ant; i.e., preserve manifest spatial homogeneity. We find that these GCTs, induce
special time-dependent automorphic changes, on the spatial scale factor matrix
gab(t)—along with corresponding changes on the lapse functionN(t) and the shift
vectorNa(t). These changes, which are Bianchi-type dependent, form a group and
are, in general, different from those induced by the group SAut~G! advocated in
earlier investigations as the relevant symmetry group; they are used to simplify the
form of the line element—and thus simplify Einstein’s equations as well, without
losing generality. As far as this simplification procedure is concerned, the transfor-
mations found are proved to be essentially unique. For the case of Bianchi types II
and V, where the most general solutions are known, Taub’s and Joseph’s, respec-
tively, it is explicitly verified that our transformations and only those, suffice to
reduce the generic line element to the previously known forms. It thus becomes
possible—for these types—to give in closed form the most general solution, con-
taining all the necessary ’’gauge’’ freedom. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1386637#

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that spatial homogeneity reduces Einstein’s field equations for pure grav
a system of ten coupled ordinary differential equations~ODEs! with respect to time:1 one equation

quadratic in the velocitiesġab and algebraic inN2 (G0050), three linear in velocities and als

algebraic inNa (G0i50), and the six spatial equations (Gi j 50) which are linear ing̈ab and also

involve N,Ṅ,Na,Ṅa,gab ,ġab .
In attempting to find solutions to this set of equations, it is natural—although seldom ad

in the literature—to solve the quadratic constraint forN2 and the linear constraint equations for
many of theNa’s as possible; then substitute into the remaining spatial equations. When t

done, the spatial equations can be solved for only 62452 independent accelerationsg̈ab . Only
for Bianchi types II and III—a particular VI case—can we solve for 62353 accelerations, since
only two of the three linear constraints are independent; but then in both of these cases, a
combination of theNa’s remains arbitrary and counterbalances the existence of the third inde
dent acceleration. Thus, the general solution to the above-mentioned system of equations
every Bianchi type, involve four arbitrary functions of time, whose specification should, some
correspond to a choice of time and space coordinates—in complete analogy to the ful

a!Electronic mail: tchris@cc.uoa.gr
b!Electronic mail: gkofin@phys.uoa.gr
c!Electronic mail: gpapado@cc.uoa.gr
35800022-2488/2001/42(8)/3580/29/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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gravity, whereby four arbitrary functions of the space–time coordinates are expected to en
general solution.

In the literature a different approach is more frequently met. It involves ana priori gauge
choice of coordinate system: As far as time is concerned, one may setN to be either an explicit
function of time, say 1 ort2 etc., or some combination ofgab’s—see ~2.8!. For the spatial
coordinates, the depicted situation is more vague. In some works,Na’s are set to zero, in others
someNa’s are retained. In any case, most of these choices are considered as being more
inequivalent and their connection to the well-known existence of Gauss-normal coordinateg00

521, g0i50),2 is not at all clear. When such a gauge choice has been made, the spatial equ
can be solved for all six independentg̈ab(t). The constraint equations then become algeb
equations, restricting the initial data—needed to specify a particular solution of the spatial
tions.

In both approaches, the ensuing equations are still too difficult to handle; thus further s
fying hypotheses are employed, such asNa(t)50, leading togab5diag((a2(t), b2(t),c2(t))) for
class A types, etc. For Bianchi types I and IX, the hypothesisNa(t)50 and gab

5diag((a2(t),b2(t),c2(t))) is known to be linked to kinematics and/or dynamics—although in
somewhat, vague way, see, e.g. Ref. 3 and Ryan in Ref. 1. In all other cases, this or an
simplifying hypothesis used is interpreted only as an ansatz to be tested at the end, i.e
having solved all the~further simplified! equations. For example, to take an extreme case, dia
nality of gab(t) together with the vanishing of the shift vector is known to lead to incompatib
for Bianchi types IV, VII ~class B!,4,5 as well as for the biaxial type VIII case
(a2,a2,c2),(a2,b2,a2).5 The diversity of the various ansatzen appearing in the literature cau
considerable degree of fragmentation.

It has long been suspected and/or known that automorphisms ought to play an importa
in a unified treatment of this problem. The first mention goes back to Heekman and Schu¨cking in
Ref. 6. More recently, Jantzen~1979!6 has used time-dependent automorphism matrices a
convenient parametrization of a general positive definite 333 scale factor matrix,gab(t), in
terms of a—desired—diagonal matrix. His approach is based on the orthonormal frame b
formalism, and the main conclusion is~third of Jantzen~1982!, p. 1138#:6 ’’ . . . the special
automorphism matrix group SAut(G), is the symmetry group of the ordinary differential equa
satisfied by the metric matrixgab , when no sources are present . . ..’’ Later on, Samuel and
Ashtekar7 saw automorphisms, as a result of general coordinate transformations. Their spac
point of view has led them to consider the so-called ‘‘homogeneity preserving diffeomorphis
and link them to topological considerations.

In this paper, we also take a spacetime point of view, and try to avoid the fragmentati
revealing those general coordinate transformations~GCTs! which enable us to simplify the line
element~and therefore Einstein’s equations!, while at the same time preserving manifest spa
homogeneity. We are, thus, able to identify special automorphic transformations ofgab(t), along
with corresponding—nontensorial, for the shift vector—changes ofN,Na which allow us to set
Na50 and bringgab(t) to some irreducible, simple—though not unique—form.

The structure of the paper is as follows: In Sec. II, after establishing the existence of
dependent automorphism inducing diffeomorphisms~AIDs!, the general irreducible form of the
line element for all Bianchi types is given, and a uniqueness theorem is proven. In Se
attention is focused on Bianchi types II and V. Einstein’s equations obtaining from the irredu
form of the line element are explicitly written down and completely integrated. The uniquene
the transformations given in Sec. II is explicitly verified, with the aid of the well-known Tau
and Joseph’s solution, respectively. As a result, we give the closed form of the most gener
elements, satisfying Eq.~2.5!. Finally, some concluding remarks are included in the discussio

II. TIME-DEPENDENT AUTOMORPHISM INDUCING DIFFEOMORPHISMS

It is well known that the vacuum Einstein field equations can be derived from an a
principle:
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A5
21

16pE A2 ~4!g~4!R d4x ~2.1!

~we use geometrized units, i.e.,G5c51).
The standard canonical formalism8 makes use of the lapse and shift functions appearing in

four-metric:

ds25~NiNi2N2!dt212Ni dxi dt1gi j dxi dxj . ~2.2!

From this line element the following set of equations obtains, expressed in terms of the ex
curvature:

Ki j 5
1

2N S Ni u j1Ni u j2
]gi j

]t
D ,

H05Ag~Ki j K
i j 2K21R!50, ~2.3a!

Hi52Ag~Ki u j
j 2K u i !50, ~2.3b!

1

Ag

d

dt
@Ag~Ki j 2Kgi j !#52NS Ri j 2

1

2
Rgi j D2

N

2
~KklK

kl2K2!gi j

12N~KikKk
j 2KKi j !2~Nu i j 2Nu l

u lgi j !

1@~Ki j 2Kgi j !Nl # u l2Nu l
i ~Kl j 2Kgl j !2Nu l

j ~Kli 2Kgli !. ~2.3c!

This set is equivalent to the ten Einstein’s equations.
In cosmology, we are interested in the class of spatially homogeneous space–times,

terized by the existence of anm-dimensional isometry group of motionsG, acting transitively on
each surface of simultaneity( t . Whenm is greater than three and there is no proper invari
subgroup of dimension three, the space–time is of the Kantowski–Sachs type9 and will not
concern us further. Whenm equals the dimension of( t—which is 3—there exist three bas
one-formss i

a satisfying

dsa5Cbg
a sb`sg⇔s i , j

a 2s j ,i
a 52Cbg

a s i
gs j

b , ~2.4a!

whereCbg
a are the structure constants of the corresponding isometry group.

In this case there are local coordinatest, xi such that the line element in~2.2! assumes the
form:

ds25~Na~ t !Na~ t !2N2~ t !!dt212Na~ t !s i
a~x! dxi dt1gabs i

a~x!s j
b~x! dxi dxj . ~2.4b!

Italic indices are spatial with range from 1 to 3. Greek indices number the different basis
forms, take values in the same range, and are lowered and raised bygab , andgab, respectively.

A commitment concerting the topology of the three-surface is pertinent here, especia
view of the fact that we wish to consider diffeomorphisms;7 we thus assume thatG is simply
connected and the three-surface( t can be identified withG by singling out a pointp of ( t , as the
identity e, of G.

If we insert relations~2.4! into Eq. ~2.3!, we get the following set of ordinary differentia
equations for the Bianchi-type spatially homogeneous space–times:

E08Kb
aKa

b2K21R50, ~2.5a!
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Ea8Ka
mCme

e 2Ke
mCam

e 50, ~2.5b!

Eb
a8K̇b

a2NKKb
a1NRb

a12Nr~Kn
aCbr

n 2Kb
n Cnr

a !, ~2.5c!

whereKb
a5garKrb and

Kab52
1

2N
~ ġab12ganCbr

n Nr12gbnCar
n Nr!, ~2.6!

Rab5Cst
k Cmn

l gakgblgsngtm12Cak
l Cbl

k 12Cak
m Cbl

n gmngkl

12Cbk
l Cmn

m galgkn12Cak
l Cmn

m gblgkn. ~2.7!

WhenNa50, Eq. ~2.5c! reduces to the form of the equation given in Ref. 10. Equation set~2.5!
forms what is known as a~complete! perfect ideal; that is, there are no integrability conditio
obtained from this system. So, with the help of~2.5c!, ~2.6!, and~2.7!, it can explicitly be shown
that the time derivatives of~2.5a! and ~2.5b! vanish identically. The calculation is
staightforward—although somewhat lengthy. It makes use of the Jacobi identityCrb

a Cgd
r

1Crd
a Cbg

r 1Crg
a Cdb

r 50, and its contracted formCab
a Cgd

b 50.
The vanishing of the derivatives of the four constrained equations:E050,Ea50, implies that

these equations are first integrals of Eq.~2.5c!—moreover, with vanishing integration constan
Indeed, algebraically solving~2.5a! and ~2.5b! for N(t),Na(t), respectively and substituting in
~2.5c!, one finds that in all—but types II and III—Bianchi types, Eq.~2.5c! can be solved for only
two of the six accelerationsg̈ab present. In types II and III, the independent accelerations
three, sinceEa are not independent and, thus, can be solved for only two of the threeNa’s. But
then in both of these cases, a linear combination of theNa’s remains arbitrary, and counterbalanc
the extra independent acceleration. Thus, in all Bianchi types, four arbitrary functions of
enter the general solution to the set of equations~2.5!. Based on the intuition gained from the fu
theory, one could expect this fact to be a reflection of the only known covariance of the theor
of the freedom to make arbitrary changes of the time and space coordinates.

The rest of this section is devoted to the investigation of the existence, uniquenes
properties of general coordinate transformations—containing four arbitrary functions of
which on the one hand, must preserve the manifest spatial homogeneity of the line element~2.4b!,
and on the other hand, must be symmetries of Eq.~2.5!. As far as time reparametrization i
concerned the situation is pretty clear: If a transformation

t→ t̃ 5g~ t !⇔t5 f ~ t̃ ! ~2.8a!

is inserted in the line element~2.4b!, it is easily inferred that@ #

gab~ t !→gab~ f ~ t̃ !![g̃ab~ t̃ !, ~2.8b!

N~ t !→6N~ f ~ t̃ !!
df ~ t̃ !

dt̃
[Ñ~ t̃ !,

~2.8c!

Na~ t !→Na~ f ~ t̃ !!
df ~ t̃ !

dt̃
[Ña~ t̃ !.

Accordingly, Kb
a transforms under~2.8a! as a scalar and thus~2.5a!, ~2.5b! are also scalar equa

tions while ~2.5c! gets multiplied by a factor df ( t̃ )/dt̃ . Thus, given a particular solution to Eq
~2.5!, one can always obtain an equivalent solution by arbitrarily redefining time. Hence
understand the existence of one arbitrary function of time in the general solution to Eins
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equations~2.5!. In order to understand the presence of the rest three arbitrary functions of ti
is natural to turn our attention to the tranformations of the three spatial coordinatesxi . To begin
with, consider the transformation:

t̃ 5t⇔t5 t̃ ,
~2.9!

x̃i5gi~xj ,t !⇔xi5 f i~ x̃ j , t̃ !.

It is here understood that our previous assumption concerning the topology ofG and the identi-
fication of ( t with G is valid for all values of the parametert, for which the transformation is to
be well defined.

Under these transformations, the line element~2.4b! becomes

ds25F ~NaNa2N2!1
] f i

] t̃

] f j

] t̃
s i

a~ f !s j
b~ f !gab~ t̃ !12s i

a~ f !
] f i

] t̃
Na~ t̃ !Gdt̃ 2

12s i
a~x!

]xi

] x̃m FNa~ t̃ !1s j
b~x!

]xj

] t̃
gab~ t̃ !Gdx̃m dt̃

1s i
a~x!s j

b~x!gab~ t̃ !
]xi

] x̃m

]xj

] x̃n
dx̃m dx̃n. ~2.10!

Since our aim is to retain manifest spatial homogeneity of the line element~2.4b!, we have to refer
the form of the line element given in~2.10! to the old basiss i

a( x̃) at the new spatial pointx̃i .
Since s i

a ~both at xi and x̃i! as well as]xi /] x̃ j are invertible matrices, there always exists
nonsingular matrixLm

a( x̃, t̃ ) and a tripletPa( x̃, t̃ ), such that

s i
a~x!

]xi

] x̃m
5Lm

a~ x̃, t̃ !sm
m~ x̃!,

~2.11!

s i
a~x!

]xi

] t̃
5Pa~ x̃, t̃ !.

The above-given relations must be regarded as definitions for the matrixLm
a and the tripletPa.

With these identifications the line element~2.10! assumes the following form:

ds25@~NaNa2N2!1Pa~ x̃, t̃ !Pb~ x̃, t̃ !gab~ t̃ !12Pa~ x̃, t̃ !Na~ t̃ !#dt̃ 212Lm
a~ x̃, t̃ !sm

m~ x̃!@Na~ t̃ !

1Pb~ x̃, t̃ !gab~ t̃ !#dx̃m dt̃ 1Lm
a~ x̃, t̃ !Ln

b~ x̃, t̃ !gab~ t̃ !sm
m~ x̃!sn

n~ x̃!dx̃m dx̃n. ~2.12!

If, following the spirit of Ref. 7, we wish the transformation~2.9! to be manifest homogeneit
preserving, i.e., to have a well-defined, nontrivial action ongab(t), N(t), andNa(t), we must
impose the condition thatLm

a( x̃, t̃ ) and Pa( x̃, t̃ ) do not depend on the spatial pointx̃, i.e., Lm
a

5Lm
a( t̃ ) andPa5Pa( t̃ ). Then~2.12! is written as

ds25@~NaNa2N2!1PaPbgab12PaNa#dt̃ 212Lm
asm

m~ x̃!@Na1Pbgab#dx̃m dt̃

1Lm
aLn

bgabsm
m~ x̃!sn

n~ x̃!dx̃m dx̃n

⇒ds2[~ÑaÑa2Ñ2!dt̃ 212Ña~ t̃ !s i
a~ x̃!dx̃i dt̃ 1g̃ab~ t̃ !s i

a~ x̃!s j
b~ x̃!dx̃i dx̃ j ~2.13!

with the allocations
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g̃ab5La
mLb

n gmn , ~2.14a!

Ña5La
b~Nb1Prgrb! and thus Ña5Sb

a~Nb1Pb!, ~2.14b!

Ñ5N ~2.14c!

~whereS5L21).
Of course, the demand thatLb

a andPa must not depend on the spatial pointx̃i , changes the
character of~2.11! from identities to the following set of differential restrictions on the functio
defining the transformation:

] f i

] x̃m
5sa

i ~ f !Lb
a~ t̃ !sm

b ~ x̃!, ~2.15a!

] f i

] t̃
5sa

i ~ f !Pa~ t̃ !. ~2.15b!

Equation~2.15! constitutes a set of first-order highly nonlinear PDEs for the unknown funct
f i . The existence of local solutions to these equations is guaranteed by Frobenius theore11 as
long as the necessary and sufficient conditions

]

] x̃ j S ] f i

] x̃mD 2
]

] x̃m S ] f i

] x̃ j D 50,

]

] t̃
S ] f i

] x̃mD 2
]

] x̃m S ] f i

] t̃
D 50

hold. Through~2.15! and repeated use of~2.4a!, these equations reduce, respectively, to

Lm
aCbg

m 5Lb
r Lg

sCrs
a , ~2.16!

PmCmn
a Lb

n 5 1
2L̇b

a . ~2.17!

It is noteworthy that the solutions to~2.16! and ~2.17!—by virtue of ~2.14!—form a group,
with composition law:

~L3!b
a5~L1!%

a~L2!b
% ,

~P3!a5~L1!b
a~P2!b1~P1!a,

where (L1 ,P1) and (L2 ,P2) are two successive transformations of the form~2.14!. Note also that
a constant automorphism is always a solution of~2.16!, ~2.17!; indeed,Lb

a(t)5Lb
a and Pa(t)

50 solve these equations. Thus,Lb
a andPa50 can be regarded as the remaining gauge symm

after one has fully used the arbitrary functions of time, appearing in a solutionLb
a(t) andPa(t).

Consequently one can, at first sight, regard all the arbitrary constants encountered when in
ing ~2.17! as absorbable in the shift, since the transformation law for the shift is then tens
This is certainly true as long as there is a nonzero initial shift. However, if one has use
independent functions of time, in order to set the shift zero, then the constants remaining
Lb

a are not absorbable. It is these kinds of constants that we explicitly present in the follo
when we give the solutions to~2.16! and~2.17! for all Bianchi types. A relevant nice discussio
distinguishing between genuine gauge symmetries~cf. arbitrary functions of time! and rigid sym-
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metries~cf. arbitrary constants!, is presented in Ref. 12. There a different definition of manif
homogeneity preserving diffeomorphisms—stronger than the one adopted in this work—is
and results in only the inner automorphisms being allowed to acquiret dependence. In connectio
to this, it is interesting to observe that~2.16! and ~2.17! give essentially the same results: Noti
that 2PmCmb

a is, by definition, the generator of inner automorphisms. Thus there is alwa
lb

a(t)[exp(2PmCmb
a )PIAut~G! satisfying~2.17!. If we now parametrize the general solution

~2.16! and ~2.17! by Lb
a(t)5l%

a(t)Ub
%(t) and substitute in these relations, we deduce that

matrix U is a constant automorphism. This analysis is verified in the explicit solutions to~2.16!
and ~2.17! presented latter.

Equation~2.16! is satisfied if and only ifLb
a(t) is an element of the automorphism group

the Lie algebra determined by theCbg
a . Equation~2.17! further restricts the form ofLb

a(t) and
Pa(t), so that manifest spatial homogeneity is preserved despite the mixing of the old tim
space coordinates in the new spatial coordinatesx̃i . Thus, it is appropriate to call transformation
~2.9!, satisfying conditions~2.15!, ~2.16!, and~2.17!, time-dependent automorphism inducing d
feomorphisms. The importance of automorphisms in Bianchi Cosmologies has been stress
Ref. 6. The symmetry group of the differential equations, satisfied bygab(t), advocated in these
works of Jantzenet al., is the unimodular matrices SAut~G!. As we shall later see, we find anoth
symmetry group, whose time-dependent part lies essentially in IAut~G! and thus coincides with
SAut~G!, only for class A Bianchi types VI, VII, VIII, and IX.

At this point it is natural to ask how this difference occurs. It is our opinion that the
elements on which the difference in the symmetry groups found rests are:

~a! The inhomogeneous transformation law~2.14b! for the shift. Indeed, Jantzen~1979!,
having adopted an orthonormal frame-bundle point of view, naturally assumes as his ‘‘g
transformation laws~2.14a! and ~2.14c! and the tensorial lawN̄a5Sb

aNb, for the shift p. 221.
~b! The different definition and/or role reserved for the tripletPa(t); we define it as a sort o

‘‘velocity’’ of the transformation~2.9! in ~2.15b! and use it in the inhomogeneous law~2.14b!. On
the other hand, Jantzen@1979!, p. 221# uses the corresponding quantityva(t) ~the so called
velocity of the automorphism frame to define a new time derivative]/] t̄ 5]/]t
1va(t)sa

i (x)]/]xi .
~c! We concentrate on the symmetries of the ODEs~2.5!, i.e., ofEistein’s equations written in

the invariant base, while Jantzen, as far as we understand, focuses on the symmetries of the
~2.3!, i.e., of Einstein’s equations, written in an arbitrary frame.

In Ref. 7, the so-called homogeneity preserving diffeomorphisms are considered in rela
the topology of( t . A time-independent version of~2.15!, appears in Ref. 13, where all homog
neous three-geometries are classified in equivalence classes with respect to these ‘‘frozen
formations. It is straightforward to check thatE0 ,Ea ,Eb

a transform—under~2.14!—as follows:

Ẽ05E0 , Ẽa5La
bEb , Ẽb

a5Sm
aLb

n En
m . ~2.18!

This fact establishes the covariance of Eq.~2.5! under the ‘‘gauge’’ transformation~2.14!, and
implies that if (N,Na,gab) is a solution to Einstein’s equations, so will be the s
(Ñ,Ña,g̃ab)—provided that~2.16! and ~2.17! hold; in fact, as the preceding exposition prove
they will be the same equations expressed in different space–time coordinate systems. Ou
twelve quantitiesLb

a(t) andPa(t), conditions~2.16! and~2.17! leave us, as we are going to se
in every Bianchi type with three arbitrary functions of time. This fact, along with the t
reparametrization covariance, completes our understanding of why four arbitrary functions o
enter the general solution to~2.5!. Consequently, transformation~2.14!, gives us the possibility to
simplify the form of the line element, and thus of Einstein’s equations without loss of gener
It is obvious that the simplification obtained is different for different Bianchi types, and e
within a particular Bianchi type it is not unique—since one may ‘‘spend’’ the freedom of the t
arbitrary functions in different ways.
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A particularly interesting result is that the shift vectorÑa can always be put to zero—perhap
at the expense of a more complicatedg̃ab . For the sake of completeness, we give in the followi
a detailed analysis of the space of solutions to~2.16! and~2.17!, for each and every Bianchi typ
@solutions to~2.16!, have been presented in Ref. 14#.

To this end, recall that in three dimensions, the tensorCbg
a admits a unique decomposition i

terms of a contravariant symmetric tensor density of weight21, mab and a covariant vectorna

5 1
2Car

r as follows:15

Cbg
a 5mad«dbg1nbdg

a2ngdb
a .

The contracted Jacobi identities imply thatmabnb50, i.e.,na is a null eigenvector of the matrix
mab. Under aGL(3,R) linear mixing of the basis one-formssa→s̃a5Sb

asb, the structure
constant tensor transforms as

Cbg
a →C̃bg

a 5Sm
aLb

n Lg
rCnr

m .

Accordingly, themab andna transform as

m̃ab5uSu21Sg
aSd

bmgd,

ña5La
bnb .

L ~and thusS) is called a Lie algebra automorphism ifCbg
a 5C̃bg

a , i.e., if m̃ab and ña are equal
to mab andna , respectively. In this case the automorphism conditions become

mab5uSu21Sg
aSd

bmgd, ~2.19a!

na5La
bnb . ~2.19b!

The different Bianchi types arise according to the rank and signature ofmab and the vanishing
or not of na . Using ~2.19!, one can—straightforwardly—solve the system of Eqs.~2.16! and
~2.17!. We now present the form ofLb

a(t) andPa(t) satisfying~2.16! and~2.17! as well as some
irreducible form forgab for each Bianchi type:

Type I: mab50,na50. This type has been exhaustively treated in the literature~Refs. 3 and
7!. We only note that since allCbg

a are zero,~2.17! implies thatPa(t) is arbitrary andLb
a(t) is

constant. Then,~2.16! implies thatLb
a is an element ofGL(3,R). Thus, without loss of generality

one can setNa50 using~2.14b!. A first integral of Eq.~2.5c! is thengarġrb5qb
a , whereqb

a is
an arbitrary constant matrix. From this point, the standard textbooks3 deduce~using algebraic
arguments! a diagonal form:gab5diag(eat,ebt,egt) and then using Einstein’s equations find t
general solution, which depends on one essential parameter, as expected—see Table I.

Indeed, from~2.5c!, one has 12 initial constants; 6gab , and 6ġab at somet0—according to
Peano’s theorem. The quadratic constraint equation~2.5a!, reduces them to 10, and then, with th
usage of constant automorphisms~which contain 9Lb

a’s!, the number of the remaining essenti
constants~or essential parameters!, is 102951.

Type II: rank(m)51 and na50. Then, matrix mab, can be cast to the formmab

5diag(1/2,0,0). Equations~2.16! and ~2.17! give the following form forLb
a(t):

Lb
a~ t !5S %1%42%2%3 x~ t ! y~ t !

0 %1 %2

0 %3 %4

D , ~%1 ,%2 ,%3 ,%4 constants!.

The tripletPa(t) assumes the following form:
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Pa~ t !5S P~ t !,
%1ẏ2%2ẋ

%1%42%2%3

,
%3ẏ2%4ẋ

%1%42%2%3
D .

The general solution to this type is Taub’s solution,16 which contains two essential parameters
see Table I.

Again, we can understand this number, using Peano’s theorem and the arbitrary extr
stants, appearing inLb

a . Usingx(t) andy(t), we start with 4gab’s ~i.e., we setg125g1350) and
no shift. Thus the initial arbitrary constants are 23458. Out of these, the quadratic constrai
equation~2.5a!, removes 2, and 4 more are eliminated by the 4% ’s, contained inLb

a . So, the
remaining arbitrary constants are: 8222452, in accordance with the number of expected ess
tial parameters.

Type V: rank(m)50 andnaÞ0. Thenmab50 and we may choosena52 1
2da

3 . Equations
~2.16! and ~2.17! give the following form forLb

a(t):

Lb
a~ t !5S %1P~ t ! %2P~ t ! x~ t !

%3P~ t ! %4P~ t ! y~ t !

0 0 1
D , ~%1 ,%2 ,%3 ,%4 constants!

with %1%42%2%351 and the triplet:

Pa~ t !5S xSlnx

PD •,ySlny

PD •,S ln
1

PD •D .

The general solution is also known as Joseph’s solution~Ref. 17! with one essential parameter.
This number comes naturally within our method; usingx(t) andy(t), one can eliminateg13

andg23. Then,P(t) can serve to set the subdeterminant ofgab , equal to (g33)
2. At this stage, we

are left with 3 gab’s while the linear constraint equations~2.5b!, imply that the shift is zero.
Again, the quadratic constraint~2.5a! subtracts 2 arbitrary constants, and the constants conta
in Lb

a , 3 more. Then, the result is 6222351, essential constant.
Type IV:rank(m)51 andnaÞ0. We may choosemab5diag(1/2,0,0),na52 1

2da
3 . Equations

~2.16! and ~2.17! give the following form forLb
a(t):

Lb
a~ t !5S P~ t ! P~ t !ln@kP~ t !# x~ t !

0 P~ t ! y~ t !

0 0 1
D , ~k constant!

and the triplet

TABLE I. The number of arbitrary constants appearing in general solution
for each Bianchi type—vacuum model—is given~depicted in the first ref-
erence of Ref. 19, p. 21!.

Bianchi type No. of essential constants

I 1
II 2
VI0 , VII 0 3
VIII, IX 4
IV 3
V 1
VIh (hÞ21/9) 3
VI21/9 4
VII h 3
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Pa~ t !5S xS ln
x

PD •2 ẏ,yS ln
y

PD •,S ln
1

PD •D .

In this type—which is a class B type—we can setg135g2350, usingx(t) andy(t). At this stage,
2 of the 3 linear constraint equations implyN15N250, while the third involvesP(t). Thus we
can further, either setN350—through~2.14b!—and retain a nonzerog12, or eliminateg12, at the
expense of a nonvanishingN3. It is well known thatN350 andg1250 lead to incompatibility.4

We thus have the following counting of the essential parameters:

~a! When g12Þ0 and N350, we have 822 ~from the quadratic constraint! 22 ~from the
remaining linear equation! 21 ~from the constant contained inLb

a) 53.
~b! When g1250 and N3Þ0, we have 622 ~from the quadratic constraint! 21 ~from the

constant contained inLb
a) 53. Notice that here, the remaining linear constraint equa

simply serves to defineN3 and thus does not remove any constant.

Type VI: ~Including type III19,18! rank(m)52, signature(m)5Lorentzian, andnaÞ0. One
convenient choice ismab5diag(1,21,0) andna5hda

3 .
Note: In the standard texts, e.g., Ref. 15, the matrix mab is given in a more complicated form

which carries part of the arbitrariness of the magnitude of the vectorna . In this work, we imply
that Cbg

a are given by their defining relation in terms of«abg , mab, na .
For all values ofhÞ0,61, Eqs.~2.16! and ~2.17! give the following form forLb

a(t):

Lb
a~ t !5S e2hP~ t !l cosh~P~ t !! e2hP~ t !l sinh~P~ t !! x~ t !

e2hP~ t !l sinh~P~ t !! e2hP~ t !l cosh~P~ t !! y~ t !

0 0 1
D

~l constant!

while the triplet

Pa~ t !5S 2
~h221!x~ t !Ṗ~ t !1hẋ~ t !1 ẏ~ t !

2~h221!
,2

~h221!y~ t !Ṗ~ t !1hẏ~ t !1 ẋ~ t !

2~h221!
,2

Ṗ~ t !

2 D .

For h50, class A, there are two solutions:

Lb
a~ t !5S l cosh~P~ t !! l sinh~P~ t !! x~ t !

el sinh~P~ t !! el cosh~P~ t !! y~ t !

0 0 e
D

~l constant!,

while the triplet

Pa~ t !5S e ẏ~ t !2x~ t !Ṗ~ t !

2
,
e ẋ~ t !2y~ t !Ṗ~ t !

2
,2

e Ṗ~ t !

2
D ,

wheree561.
For h561, class B, the solutions are

Lb
a~ t !5S e2hP~ t !l cosh~P~ t !! e2hP~ t !l sinh~P~ t !! x~ t !

e2hP~ t !l sinh~P~ t !! e2hP~ t !l cosh~P~ t !! c2hx~ t !

0 0 1
D
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~l constant!,

while the triplet

Pa~ t !5S V~ t !,
2hV~ t !2cṖ~ t !12hx~ t !Ṗ~ t !1 ẋ~ t !

2
,

h
e2hP~ t !lsinh~P~ t !!Ṗ~ t !2he2hP~ t !lcosh~P~ t !!Ṗ~ t !

2e2hP~ t !lcosh~P~ t !!22he2hP~ t !lsinh~P~ t !!
D .

For each of the previously mentioned cases, we have the following.

~a! When h50 ~class A!, gab can be made diagonal and then the shift vanishes. Thus
counting of the essential parameters is: 622 ~from the quadratic constraint! 21 ~from the
constant, contained inLb

a) 53.
~b! Whenh561 ~class B!, usingx(t) andP(t), we can eliminateg13 andg23. So: 822 ~from

the quadratic constraint! 22 ~from the constants, contained inLb
a) 54 is the number of the

essential constants. Notice that the 3 linear constraint equations, are linearly depende
thus, whenN350 through~2.14b!, there is no linear constraint equation left, to remove a
constants, hence the number 4.

~c! WhenhÞ0,61, the counting algorithm is exactly the same, as in the type IV case.

Type VII: rank(m)52, signature(m)5Euclidean andnaÞ0. We may setmab5diag(21,
21,0), na5hda

3 . For all values ofh, Eqs.~2.16! and ~2.17! give the following form forLb
a(t):

Lb
a~ t !5S lehP~ t !cos~P~ t !! lehP~ t !sin~P~ t !! x~ t !

2lehP~ t !sin~P~ t !! lehP~ t !cos~P~ t !! y~ t !

0 0 1
D

~l constant!

and the triplet

Pa~ t !5S x~ t !Ṗ~ t !1h2x~ t !Ṗ~ t !2hẋ~ t !1 ẏ~ t !

2~11h2!
,
y~ t !Ṗ~ t !1h2y~ t !Ṗ~ t !2hẏ~ t !2 ẋ~ t !

2~11h2!
,
Ṗ~ t !

2
D .

For the caseh50, there is another solution, except the one deduced from the previou
settingh50:

Lb
a~ t !5S l cos~P~ t !! l sin~P~ t !! x~ t !

l sin~P~ t !! 2l cos~P~ t !! y~ t !

0 0 21
D

~l constant!

and the triplet

Pa~ t !5S x~ t !Ṗ~ t !2 ẏ~ t !

2
,
y~ t !Ṗ~ t !1 ẋ~ t !

2
,2

Ṗ~ t !

2
D .

Again, for each of the previously mentioned cases, we have the following.
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~a! Whenh50 ~class A!, gab can be made diagonal and Eq.~2.5b! givesNa50. Thus: 622
~from the quadratic constraint! 21 ~from the constant, contained inLb

a)53 is the number of
the essential constants.

~b! WhenhÞ0, the counting algorithm is exactly the same, as in the type IV case.

For Bianchi Types VIII and IX, condition (2.17) does not impose any restriction onLb
a(t), but

rather fixes completely the triplet Pa(t) to be

Pa5
1

4umu
«btkmabLg

t L̇d
kmgd.

Type VIII: rank(m)53, signature(m)5Lorentzian. A standard choice ismab5hab5diag
(21,1,1). Sinceumabu521, ~2.19a! implies thatuLb

au51 and, thus,Lb
a’s are the isometries o

the Minkowski metric, in three dimensions, i.e., the Lorentz boosts, with one timelike and
spacelike directions, times a rotation of the ‘‘space’’ plane. Thus, the automorphisms are c
terized by the two components of the velocity vector, plus the rotation angle. The triplet,Pa, is

Pa5 1
2 ~Lm

2 L̇n
3hmn,2Lm

3 L̇n
1hmn,2Lm

1 L̇n
2hmn!.

It can be proven—see Appendix—that a positive definite matrix can be diagonalized b
automorphism group, i.e., we can setgab5diag(a2(t),b2(t),c2(t)). Then, from~2.5b!, we will
haveNa50.

The number 4, of the expected essential parameters—see Table I—can be unders
follows: The time-dependent Lorentz transformationLb

a can diagonalizegab . Thus, the counting:
622 ~from the quadratic constraint! 54.

Type IX: rank(m)53, signature(m)5Euclidean. The standard choice ismab5dab. Since
umabu51, ~2.19a! implies thatuLb

au51 and, thus,Lb
a’s are the isometries of the Euclidean metr

in three dimensions, i.e., the orthogonal matrices, which are characterized by three para
e.g., the Euler angles. The triplet,Pa, is

Pa5 1
2 ~Lm

2 L̇n
3dmn,Lm

3 L̇n
1dmn,Lm

1 L̇n
2dmn!.

Since a positive definite symmetric matrix can be diagonalized by an element of—the conn
to the identity component of—O(3), wehave thatgab(t)5diag(a2(t),b2(t),c2(t)).19 Then, from
~2.5b!, as is well knownNa50.

The counting yields—exactly as in type VIII: 622 ~from the quadratic constraint! 54, es-
sential constants.

From the above-given analysis of the space of solutions to~2.16! and~2.17!, we observe that
in each Bianchi type, there are 3 arbitrary functions of time, as expected, for two reasons
because we are solving the integrability conditions for the existence of a time-dependent
diffeomorphism according to~2.9!. Second, because as mentioned in the Sec. I, the syste
Einstein’s equations~2.5! has a gauge freedom of 4 arbitrary functions of time. But one of th
simply corresponds to time reparametrization, while the remaining 3 are the ones we found
above-given analysis.

In the various Bianchi types, the 3 arbitrary functions are distributed differently among
components ofLb

a(t) and Pa(t). This fact, together with the different number of arbitrary co
stants appearing inLb

a for each type, results in a different number of essential constan
expected by independent arguments19 to appear in the general solutions to Einstein’s equati
~2.5!—see Table I.

We now conclude Sec. II by stating the following~uniqueness! Theorem:‘‘In a given—albeit
arbitrary—Bianchi Type, letg1 , g2 , (in matrix notation) be solutions to Einstein’s equatio
(2.5), then there is a matrix M of the form: M5L1

21(L2 (whereL1 and L2 are solutions to
(2.16) and (2.17) and(, represents the irrelevant symmetries of the solution in its irreduc
form) which connects them as:g25MTg1M . ’’
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Note: N, Na are understood to be given from the quadratic and linear constraint equa
~2.5a! and ~2.5b!.

The proof rests on the previously established facts:
~a! That the solutions to~2.16! and~2.17! suffice to reduce the genericgab to a form that will

contain the expected necessary number of essential constants, so as to be regarded as
general one—for each and every Bianchi type.

~b! That for every given Bianchi type, the solutions to~2.16! and~2.17!, form a group. Indeed,
let g1 , g2 be solutions to~2.5!. Then there areL1 , L2—along with P1 , P2 , respectively, if
needed—solutions to~2.16! and ~2.17!, such that

g15L1
Tg irreducibleL1 ,

g25L2
Tg irreducibleL2 ,

whereg irreducible, stands for the solution in a form exhibiting only the essential constants. From
first of these

g irreducible5~L1
21!Tg1L1 .

Since, by definition,g irreducible is a symmetric matrix there are always nontrivial matrices( such
that

g irreducible5(Tg irreducible(.

Substituting the last two relations forg irreducible in the expression givingg2 , we obtain:

g25~L1
21(L2!Tg1L1

21(L2 .
Q.E.D.

III. THE SPACE OF SOLUTIONS FOR TYPE II AND V CASES

In this section, we adopt the more conventional point of view; that of ‘‘gauge’’ fixing, be

solving. As far as time is concerned, we adopt the ‘‘gauge’’ fixing conditionÑ5Ag̃, since this
simplifies the form of the equations. For the spatial coordinates, as explained in Sec. II, a
of reference system amounts to a choice of time-dependent automorphism—along with a ch
Pa(t); thus, we select the form ofg̃ab(t) to be such that the linear equation would implyÑa

50. In this ‘‘gauge,’’ Einstein’s equations~2.5! read:

2g̃akg̃blġ̃klġ̃ab1S ġ̃

g̃
D 2

24g̃R50, ~3.1a!

Cam
e g̃mrġ̃re2Cme

e g̃mrġ̃ra50, ~3.1b!

g̈̃ab2g̃mnġ̃amġ̃bn22g̃Rab50. ~3.1c!

Note that taking the trace of Eq.~3.1c!, one arrives at

S ġ̃

g̃
D •

22g̃R50. ~3.2!

A somewhat useful result deriving from~3.2! is the following: g̃5aebt implies R̃50, which is
incompatible for all but I Bianchi types.
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We now present a realization of the method developed in Sec. II for the cases of type
V Bianchi geometries. At this point, a word of caution is pertinent: It is evident—from
previously mentioned counting of the expected number of essential constants—that the
known Taub’s~type II! and Joseph’s~type V! solutions are the most general for the respect
cases.18 Thus, we should not expect to find anything new in this respect. However, the thor
investigation of the complete space of solutions requires knowledge of the correct~gauge! sym-
metry group for Einstein’s equations~2.5!. In this respect, we shall directly show that transform
tions ~2.14—as specified by conditions~2.16! and ~2.16!, applied to types II and V—are essen
tially the only ~gauge! symmetries of these Bianchi geometries.

Note: From now on we drop the tildes from the various quantities for simplicity—excep
some cases, where misunderstanding could occur.

A. Bianchi type II

As can be seen, from the results concerning type II, we can consider without loss of gen
the time-dependent partgab(t), of the three-metric to have the following form:

gab~ t !5S a~ t ! 0 0

0 b~ t ! f ~ t !

0 f ~ t ! c~ t !
D .

It is interesting to observe that the freedom in arbitrary functions of time—containe
Lb

a(t)—does not suffice to diagonalizegab(t), i.e., to setf (t)50, a priori. Yet, we know@see
~3.16! and ~3.17! in the following# that the diagonal Taub’s metric is the irreducible form of t
most general type II solution. The reconciliation of these two, seemingly conflicting facts, ob
only on mass shell; after we have completely solved~3.1!, with gab(t) given previously,f (t)
becomes linearly dependent uponb(t) andc(t), and we can, thus, gauge it away—utilizing th
remaining freedom in arbitrary constants, contained inLb

a(t).
Note: From now on, we drop thet symbol—for time dependence—from the various quan

ties, e.g.,a stands fora(t).
Inserting the form ofgab in Eq. ~3.1b!, we find that they vanish identically. We next consid

the following quantityq, which is scalar under a general linear mixingsa→s̃a5Sb
asa with Sb

a

PGL(3,R),

q5Cmn
k Cts

l gklgmtgns5
a2

2g
5

a

2~bc2 f 2!
,

whereg, as usual, denotes the determinant of the matrixgab . Then, ~2.7! gives the following
nonzero components for the Ricci tensorRab , and the Ricci scalar,R:

R1152qg11,

Rrs5qg rs r ,s52,3, ~3.3!

R5q.

The ~1,1! component of~3.1c! is an autonomous equation for the scale factora:

S ȧ

a
D •

1a250 ~3.4!

with a first integral
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S ȧ

a
D 2

1a25v5constant.0. ~3.5!

Using ~3.2!, ~3.3!, and~3.4!, we get the equation forq:

S q̇

q
D •

13a250. ~3.6!

To obtain first integrals for~3.1c!, let us define the new variables:

ḡ115q21/3g11, ḡ rs5q1/3g rs ,
~3.7!

ḡ115q1/3g11, ḡ rs5q21/3g rs .

Then:

ḡ5det~ ḡab!5q1/3g5
a2

2
q22/3. ~3.8!

It is straightforward to see that, with the use of~3.7!, and~3.3!, ~3.4!, ~3.6!, the spatial Einstein’s
equations~3.1c! translate into the following simple, integrable, Kasner-like, equations, in term
ḡab :

~ ḡarġ̄rb!•50 ~3.9!

with first integrals:

ḡarġ̄rb5qb
a , ~3.10!

where

qb
a5S u1

1 0 0

0 u %

0 s p
D .

Taking the trace of~3.10!, we obtain—by means of~3.8!:

2S ȧ

a
2

1

3

q̇

q
D 5qa

a5u1
11qs

s , ~3.11!

while the ~1,1! component of~3.10!, gives

ȧ

a
2

1

3

q̇

q
5u1

1. ~3.12!

Equations~3.11! and ~3.12! imply that u1
15qs

s5u1p, so finally, the matrixq becomes

qb
a5S u1p 0 0

0 u %

0 s p
D . ~3.13!
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Using the relationg5a2/(2q) ~mentioned earlier!, as well as~3.5!, ~3.6!, ~3.7!, and~3.10!, it is
straightforward to see that the quadratic constraint equation~3.1a!, becomes a relation amon
constants; that is:

v52~qs
s!21uqs

r u. ~3.14!

Integrating~3.5!, we get the scale factora:

a~ t !8a5
Av

cosh~6Avt !
. ~3.15!

From this relation and~3.12!, we conclude that

q21/3a5a0eqs
st, a0.0. ~3.16!

Now utilizing, in matrix notation, the relationḡq5qTḡ, which is the consistency require
ment for~3.10! and~3.16!, we deduce that classical solutions exist, only for matricesq, with real
eigenvalues and thus diagonalizable. Since~2.16! and ~2.17! admit the solutionsLb

a5constant,
Pa50, we can invoke a constant mixing ofq, with a matrix of the form:

L5S 1 0 0

0 L2
2 L3

2

0 L2
3 L3

3
D

and reduce it to a diagonal form. Then, we are essentially led to the diagonal Taub’s solut

ḡ225q1/3b5eut,
~3.17!

ḡ335q1/3c5ept.

At this point, it is interesting to observe that, if for some reason, we had not invoked
diagonalizingL, and instead proceeded with the generalqs

r , we would have arrived at a reducibl
form of the solutions with a nonvanishingḡ23. However, this off-diagonal element can be ma
to vanish through the action of the previously mentionedL.

Thus, we have shown that ‘‘gauge’’ transformations~2.14!—with ~2.16! and~2.17!, holding—
suffice to reduce the most general line element, for the type II Bianchi model, to the known T
metric. According to the theorem stated at the end of Sec. II, these transformations are, ess
unique. We are now going to explicitly verify it for the case at hand.

A convenient way to proceed is to start from Taub’s form of the solution and ask ourse
what is the form of the most general time-dependent automorphismLb

a(t), which retains the form
invariance of Einstein’s equations~2.5!—written in the invariant basis. Since we know thatL2

1 and
L3

1 can be time dependent, we focus on a time-dependent matrixL, of the form:

Lb
a5S % 0 0

0 %1 %2

0 %3 %4

D , ~3.18!

where%5%1%42%2%3 and all% ’s are time dependent.
Consider the transformation, induced by thisLb

a , on gab
Taub—in matrix notation:

ĝ5LTgTaubL. ~3.19!
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The linear constraint equations~3.1b! still imply N̂a50. As far as the time gauge fixing conditio

N5Ag is concerned, we haveAĝ5uLuAgTaub, uLu.0, and thus

NTaub dtTaub5N̂ dt̂⇒dt̂ uLuAgTaub5AgTaub dtTaub⇒dt̂%25dtTaub.

Since we wish the transformation to be a symmetry of~2.5!, and we have secured thatN̂a50, and

selectedN̂5Aĝ, the equation satisfied byĝab , would be exactly~3.1! and ~3.2!. Only the
dot—defining the time derivative, with respect to Taub’s time—must be replaced by a prim

88
d

dt̂
5%2~ tTaub!

d

dtTaub
5%2~ tTaub!3•. ~3.20!

Defining the corresponding scale quantitiesḡ̂ab , according to~3.7! and ~3.8! we must have the
analogs of~3.10!:

ḡ̂arḡ̂rb8 5qb
a . ~3.21!

Equation~3.2! reads:

S ĝ8

ĝ
D 8

22ĝR̂50. ~3.22!

It also holds that

S ġTaub

gTaub
D •

22gTaubRTaub50. ~3.23!

Translating~3.22! in the tTaub variable, and subtracting~3.23!, we get

2~%2!••1~%2!•
ġTaub

gTaub

50,

which, with the help ofgTaub5aTaub
2 /2q, ~3.12! and (u1

1)Taub5(qs
s)Taub, becomes

2~%2!••1~%2!•S 2~qs
s!Taub2

1

3

q̇

q
D 50. ~3.24!

The ~1,1! component of~3.21! is

ḡ̂118

ḡ̂11

5qs
s ,

where

ḡ̂115q21/3ĝ115q21/3%2g11
Taub

and, thus, that component reads:

~%2!•1%2~qs
s!Taub5qs

s . ~3.25!

Inserting the derivative of~3.25! into ~3.24!, we have
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~%2!•
q̇

q
50,

which in conjunction with~3.6! implies %25constant. Without loss of generality, we can ta

%251. Henceforth, the time variablet̂ , may—and will—denote Taub’s time. It is thus left for u
to investigate the unimodular matrices:

S 1 0 0

0 %1 %2

0 %3 %4

D
with 15%1%42%2%3 , and all% ’s, are time dependent.

It can be proved that a convenient parametrization for this task is

Lb
a5S 1 0 0

0

0 Ls
r D ,

where

Ls
r5Rm

r Ls
m ,

Ls
m5S w~ t ! x~ t !

0 1/w~ t !
D

andRm
r are the symmetries of the Taub’s metric, i.e.,RTgTaubR5gTaub—in matrix notation—:

R5S 1 0 0

0

0 Rm
r D ,

Rm
r being

Rm
r 5S cos~ g̃~ t !! sin~ g̃~ t !!e2~k2m!t/2

2sin~ g̃~ t !!e~k2m!t/2 cos~ g̃~ t !!
D ,

whereg̃(t) is an unspecified function of time andk,m, the eigenvalues ofqTaub.
The system~3.21! gives the following equations forx(t) andw(t):

2
ẇ

w
1k5u1s

x

w
, ~3.26a!

S x

w D •52sS x

w D 2

1~p2u!
x

w
1%, ~3.26b!

e~k2m!t~ ẋw2xẇ!5
s

w2
, ~3.26c!
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22
ẇ

w
1m5p2s

x

w
. ~3.26d!

Equation~3.25!, for the choice%251, gives (qs
s)Taub5qs

s , and hence

p1u5k1m. ~3.27!

It also impliesḡ̂115ḡ11
Taub, or a(t)5aTaub(t), as well asv5vTaub, or, through~3.14!,

2~u1p!21pu2%s52~k1m!21km →
3.27

3.27km5up2%s. ~3.28!

Out of the four differential equations~3.26!, only the first three are independent—in view
~3.27!. The solution to this system, forsÞ0, is given by

x

w
5k12

l3c4e2lt

s~11l2c4e2lt!
, l5k2m ~3.29!

from Riccati ~3.26b!, wherek15(p2u1l)/2s is the constant special solution and

w25
s

l2c2
~11l2c4e2lt!, s.0. ~3.30!

Thus, it is easily seen that~3.29! and ~3.30! make the matrixLs
m to be written in the formLs

m

5(n
mL̃s

n , where

(n
m5S cos~g~ t !! sin~g~ t !!e2lt/2

sin~g~ t !!elt/2 2cos~g~ t !!
D ,

L̃s
n5S «1

As

lc
k1«1

As

lc

«2cAs S k12
l

s D «2cAs
D

with («1)25(«2)251, (s,c).0, and

tan~g~ t !!5
«2c2l

«1

e2lt/2.

There are the special casess50, orl50, which are easily seen to fall into the previous ca
Thus, in all cases, there always exist matrices( and L̃, such that the transformation matri

Lb
a can be written as

Lb
a5S 1 0 0

0

0 Rm
r (n

mL̃s
nD .

This concludes the verification of the Theorem stated at the end of Sec. II, since, indeed,Rand
( have trivial action ongab

Taub. It is therefore evident that the most generalgab , N(t), andNa(t),
satisfying Eq.~2.5!, are—in matrix notation:
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gmost general~ t !5LT~ t !gTaub~h~ t !!L~ t !,

L5S %1%42%2%3 x~ t ! y~ t !

0 %1 %2

0 %3 %4

D ,

where the% ’s are constant, and

N~ t !5Augmost generaluḣ~ t !,

Na~ t !5Sb
a~ t !Pb~h~ t !!ḣ~ t !,

Pb~h~ t !!5H P~ t !,
%1ẏ~ t !2%2ẋ~ t !

~%1%42%2%3!ḣ~ t !
,

%3ẏ~ t !2%4ẋ~ t !

~%1%42%2%3!ḣ~ t !
J ,

S5L21~ t !,

gTaub~h~ t !!5S a 0 0

0
e~2k1m!h~ t !

a
0

0 0
e~k12m!h~ t !

a

D ,

a5
Av

cosh~6Avh~ t !!
,

v52~k1m!21km,

where the fourth arbitrary function,h(t), accounts for the time reparametrization covariance,
permits us to depart from the time gauge fixingN5Ag.

B. Bianchi type V

As can be seen from the results of Sec. II concerning type V, we can consider—with the
of time-dependent AIDs—the time-dependent partgab(t), of the three-metric, to be of the form

gab~ t !5S a~ t ! b~ t ! 0

b~ t ! c~ t ! 0

0 0 f ~ t !
D

with a(t)c(t)2b2(t)5 f 2(t). Again, as happens for type II, the form of the allowed transform
tion Lb

a(t) is such that one cannot setb(t)50 a priori. Yet, we know—see~3.39! and~3.40! in the
following—that the diagonal Joseph’s metric is the irreducible form of the most general ty
solution. This puzzle finds its resolution only on mass shell; after we have completely solved~3.1!
with gab(t) given previously,b(t) becomes linearly dependent upona(t) andc(t), and we can
thus put it to zero—utilizing the remaining freedom in arbitrary constants, contained inLb

a(t).
Note: From now on, we drop thet symbol—for time dependence—from the various quan

ties, e.g.,a stands fora(t).
Inserting the form ofgab in Eq. ~3.1b!, we find that they vanish identically. We next define t

scalar—under a general linear mixingsa→s̃a5Sb
asa, with Sb

aPGL(3,R)—quantityq:
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q5Ctm
t Csn

s gmn5
1

f
.

The conditionac2b25 f 2 now reads as:ac2b251/q2, or

g5
1

q3
. ~3.31!

Then,~2.7! gives

Rab52qgab ,
~3.32!

R56q.

The ~3,3! component of~3.1c! gives an autonomous equation for the scalar quantityq:

S q̇

q
D •

1
4

q2
50 ~3.33!

with a first integral:

S q̇

q
D 2

2
4

q2
5v5constant. ~3.34!

Defining the scaled quantities:

ḡab5qgab ,

ḡab5
1

q
gab, ~3.35!

uḡu51,

and using~3.32! and ~3.33!, Eq. ~3.1c! is translated into the following form:

~ ḡarġ̄rb!•50 ~3.36!

with first integrals:

ḡarġ̄rb5qb
a , ~3.37!

where

qb
a5S u % 0

s 2u 0

0 0 0
D .

The form of the matrix,q, has been derived using the form ofḡab and the property thatuḡu
51. Using ~3.31!, ~3.34!, and ~3.37!, the quadratic constraint~3.1a! becomes a relation amon
constants—as was expected—namely:

3v5u21%s. ~3.38!
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The property uḡu51, together with the consistency requirement—in matrix notation—ḡq

5qTḡ, which follows from~3.37!, enables us to conclude that classical solutions, exist only
those values of the parameters,u, %, s, for which q is diagonalizable, i.e., whenu21%s.0.

Since the matricesLb
a of the form:

Lb
a5S %1 %2 0

%3 %4 0

0 0 1
D

along withPa50, constitute the remaining gauge freedom, we can invoke suchLb
a to diagonalize

qb
a and—at the same time—retain the shift, zero—see~2.14!. Now with a diagonalqb

a , Eq.
~3.37! essentially implies thatḡab , is diagonal too.

A further integration of~3.34!, yields

1

f ~ t !
5q~ t !5H 2

Av
sinh~6Avt !, v.0

62t, v50

~3.39!

and thus we are led to the well-known Joseph’s solution—through complete integratio
~3.37!—for the diagonal case:

ḡ115qa5elt,

ḡ225qc5e2lt, ~3.40!

3v5l2.0

or the Milnor’s solution,18 whenv50—with the correspondingq.
Once again, it is interesting to observe that if, for some reason, we do not invoke

diagonalizingLb
a and, instead, proceed with the generalqb

a , we arrive at a reducible form of the
solution, which contains a nonvanishingḡ12. However, this off-diagonal element can be made
vanish through the action of the previously mentioned constant automorphism.

Thus, we have shown that the ‘‘gauge’’ transformations~2.14!—with ~2.16! and ~2.17!
holding—suffice to reduce the most general line element for the type V Bianchi model t
known Joseph’s metric, as predicted from the theorem, stated at the end of Sec. II. As w
done for the type II case, we are now going to explicitly verify that these transformation
essentially unique. To this end, let us consider the most general time-dependent automo
complementary to the time-dependent automorphism, described in Sec. II—for the type V

Lb
a5S A~ t ! B~ t ! 0

C~ t ! F~ t ! 0

0 0 1
D ~3.41!

with A(t)F(t)2B(t)C(t)51. The action of such automorphism ongab
Josephis, in matrix notation,

ĝ5LTgJosephL.

If we insertĝab in the linear constraint equations~3.1b!, we learn thatN̂a are also zero and, since
uĝabu5uLu2ugab

Josephu5ugab
Josephu, we conclude that we are in the same temporal, as well as sp

gauge. Therefore,ĝab will also satisfy Eq.~3.1c!. SinceLb
a is an automorphism, it is a symmetr

of q and, thus, if we define the scaled quantities:
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ḡ̂ab5qĝab

they must satisfy the relations analogous to~3.37!:

ḡ̂arĝ̇̄rb5qb
a , ~3.42!

where

qb
a5S u % 0

s 2u 0

0 0 0
D ,

while ḡab
Joseph satisfies the following relations:

~ ḡar!Joseph~ ġ̄rb!Joseph5~qb
a!Joseph,

where

~qb
a!Joseph5S l 0 0

0 2l 0

0 0 0
D .

By virtue of ~3.34!, and sinceq is invariant, we get thatv5vJoseph, i.e.,

u21%s5l2. ~3.43!

In order to proceed with the integration of~3.42!, it is convenient to parametrizeLb
a in ~3.41!

as follows:

Lb
a5S Ls

r
0

0

0 0 1
D

with Ls
r5Rm

r Ls
m , whereRm

r is

S e2lt/2 0

0 elt/2D •S cos~g~ t !! sin~g~ t !!

2sin~g~ t !! cos~g~ t !!
D •S elt/2 0

0 e2lt/2D ,

i.e., the symmetries of the Joseph’s metric; in matrix notationRTgJosephR5gJosephandLs
m is

S w~ t ! t~ t !

0 1/w~ t !
D .

The system~3.42! gives the following differential equations forw(t) andt(t):

2
ẇ

w
1l5u1s

t

w
, ~3.44a!

ṫw2tẇ5%w222uwt2st2, ~3.44b!
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e2lt~ ṫw2tẇ!5
s

w2
. ~3.44c!

The solution to this system, forsÞ0, leads to incompatibility of the formw252e2, with e a
function of time.

For s50, we get

w~ t !5c1expS u2l

2
t D ,

~3.45!

t~ t !5c1

%

2u
expS u2l

2
t D

with c1.0, and from~3.43!, for the case at hand,u56l. The caseu5l trivially gives a constant
matrix

Ls
m5S c1 c1

%

2l

0 1/c1

D
while the caseu52l gives

Ls
m5S 0 e2lt

elt 0 D •S 0 1/c1

c1 2c1

%

2l
D .

Since the first matrix in the product is a symmetry of (ḡab)Joseph, we again conclude that th
nontrivial action ofLb

a on (ḡab)Joseph, is tantamount to the action of a constant matrix in acc
dance to the theorem of Sec. II.

Finally, the most general line element (gab ,N,Na) satisfying Einstein’s equations~2.5! is thus
given—in matrix notation—by

gmost general~ t !5LT~ t !gJoseph~h~ t !!L~ t !,

L5S %1P~ t ! %2P~ t ! x~ t !

%3P~ t ! %4P~ t ! y~ t !

0 0 1
D ,

where the% ’s are constant, subject to the condition%1%42%2%351 and

N~ t !5Augmost generaluḣ~ t !,

Na~ t !5Sb
aPb~h~ t !!,

Pb~h~ t !!5H x~ t !Slnx~ t !

P~ t ! D
•

,y~ t !Slny~ t !

P~ t ! D
•

,S ln
1

P~ t ! D
•J ,

S5L21,
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gJoseph~h~ t !!5S elh~ t !

q
0 0

0
e2lh~ t !

q
0

0 0 f

D ,

1

f ~h~ t !!
5q~h~ t !!5H 2

Av
sinh~6Avh~ t !!, v.0

62h~ t !, v50

~3.46!

3v5l2,

where the fourth arbitrary function,h(t), accounts for the time reparametrization covariance.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this work, we present an approach to the problem of solving Einstein’s equations fo
case of a generic Bianchi-type spatially homogeneous space–time. The approach is not pla
the fragmentation characterizing the major part of the existing rich literature—which is inhe
by the diversity of the various simplifying ansatzen, employed in each case. The key notio
avoiding this fragmentation is that of a time-dependent automorphism inducing diffeomorp
that is, a general coordinate transformation~2.9!, mixing space and time coordinates, whose act
on the line element of a Bianchi geometry is described by relations~2.14!—viewed as ‘‘gauge’’
transformation laws for the dependent variablesgab(t), N(t), andNa(t). The investigation for
the existence of such GCTs, leads to the necessary and sufficient conditions~2.16! and ~2.17!;
hence the name time-dependent AIDs. In each and every Bianchi type, these conditions po
nonempty set of solutions containing precisely three arbitrary functions of time. A choice of
arbitrary functions amounts exactly to a choice for the three spatial coordinates. Thus, the
bility is offered for simplifying Einstein equations—through a simplification
gab ,Na,N—without running the risk of loss of generality or any sort of incompatibility.

Of course, the possible simplifications differ from one Bianchi type to another; even w
the same Bianchi type, there are many possible simplifications—since one, can use th
arbitrary functions at will. This kinematical freedom, when combined with the dynam
information—furnished by the linear constraint equations—considerably simplifies the form o
line-element and thus of Einstein’s equations, as well. A useful, in our opinion, irreducible for
the line element for each Bianchi type is given at the balance of Sec. II.

A statement that applies to all types is that, using two of the three arbitrary functions
scale-factor matrixgab(t) can always—a priori; i.e., before solving any classical equations
motion—be put into a so-called ‘‘symmetric’’16 form, i.e.,g135g2350. This applies also for type
II, if we take instead of the standard form for the structure constants (C23

1 52C32
1 51, all others

vanish! the equivalent versionC12
3 52C21

3 51, all others vanish. If this ‘‘symmetric’’ form is then
substituted into the linear equations, and the third arbitrariness is used, considerable rest
amongNa’s and the remaininggab’s are obtained, as presented in detail at the end of Sec
Furthermore, with the help of the essential arbitrary constants inLb

a , we can diagonalizegab(t),
on mass shell. For all Bianchi types, the shift vectorNa can always be set to zero—with the he
of time-dependent AIDs, and the linear equations. One could, of course, rely on the well-k
existence of Gauss-normal coordinates,2 and argue that this should be true. However, in this wo
the explicit realization of this fact is presented; what is more important is that the vanishingNa

is accomplished without spoiling manifest spatial homogeneity. The interplay between lin
ments with and without shift, established through time-dependent AIDs—see~2.14b!—raises the
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need to reexamine the set of existing solutions—with respect to physical equivalence, amon
other. In particular, many tilded and untilded fluid solutions,18 may proven to be GCT related, an
thus physically indistinguishable.

Except for the three arbitrary functions of time, of considerable importance are als
~nonabsorbable in the shift! arbitrary constants, appearing in the solutions to~2.16! and~2.17!. The
number of these constants varies for different Bianchi types. The very interesting fact is that
this number is subtracted from the number of constants, given by Peano’s theorem—af
freedom in arbitrary functions of time has been fully exhausted—the resulting number o
~finally! remaining constants equals, for each and every Bianchi type, the number of exp
essential constants—see Ref. 19, p. 211. This permits us to conclude that the gauge sy
transformations~2.14!—with ~2.16! and ~2.17!, holding—are, essentially, unique. It is also not
worthy that the existence of these constant parameters helps to rectify a defect from whi
previous approach of Jantzen is suffering; that of an uneven passage, from the lower to the
Bianchi types, owing to the change of the dimension of the invoked symmetry group;19 indeed, the
arbitrary functions of time are thus varying with dim@SAut~G!#, from 8 ~type I!, to 5 ~types II and
V!, to 3 ~higher types!. This situation is rather unsatisfactory, since we know that the indepen
or dynamical degrees of freedom for the gravitational field are 2-per space point. Thus, in
mology, we expect 2 independent functions of time—irrespective of Bianchi type.

In contrast to this state of affairs, the solutions to~2.16! and~2.17! contain exactly 3 arbitrary
functions of time, which together with the arbitrary function—owing to the time reparametriza
covariance of Eq.~2.5!—leave us with 6(gab)2452 arbitrary functions, in all Bianchi types
The required sensitivity of the method to the particular isometry group is represented by the
constant parameters—as explained.

It is in this remarkable way that general relativity manages to encode the memory of s
GCT covariance in the set of the reduced equations~2.5!, where only functions of time and thei
derivatives appear. This encoding also persists in the actions—when these actions exist—an
to important grouping of gab’s into the three solutions:x15Cmn

a Crs
b gmrgnsgab , x2

5Cbd
a Cna

d gbn, x35g of the quantum linear constraints.13,20 When a truly scalar Hamiltonian
exists,13,21 the wave function depends only on theqi ’s:

q15
mabgab

Ag
, q25

~mabgab!2

2g
2

1

4
Cmn

a Crs
b gmrgnsgab , q35

m

Ag
,

which completely and irreducibly determine a spatial three-geometry.
To summarize, the system~2.5!, admits solutions containing in each and every Bianchi ty

exactly four unspecified functions of time. One corresponds to the freedom of changing th
coordinate; three correspond to the freedom of changing the spatial coordinates via
dependent AIDs. The action of such a transformation on the line element, and on the sys
equations~2.5!, is described by relations~2.14! and ~2.18!. Thus, one does not actually need
calculate the simplifying GCTs; one simply uses~2.14!, simplifies the equations, solves the
completely, and finally inverts the transformation, thereby obtaining the entire space of solu
It is in this sense that the closed form of the line elements presented in Sec. III, exhaust the
of classical solutions—for the case of Bianchi types II and V.
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APPENDIX

In Ref. 22, the following Theorem is given:
‘‘Let two symmetric forms A and B, be given, on a n-dimensional linear vector space V. I

of them—say A—is non singular, then there is a base in V in which both A and B, are diago
and only if, the mapping A21B, possesses n-real eigenvalues.’’

Thus, if we take the pairgab , hab , it suffices to prove thatha%g%b , hasn-real eigenvalues.
In what follows, for the sake of completeness, we give a proof of the entire statement
positive definite matrixgab can be diagonalized via the Lorentz group.

Theorem: Let g be a positive definiten3n real matrix. Then, there exists a Lorentz matr
L, such that

LTgL5D, ~A1!

whereD a diagonal matrix.
Note: SinceLT5hL21h, whereh is the Minkowski metric,~A1! may be written as

L21hgL5hD. ~A2!

In order to prove~A2! it is useful to write it equivalently using the notation employed with line
mappings. To do that, we consider ann-dimensional real linear spaceV with basis
(e1 ,e2 , . . . ,en). The scalar product in this space is defined as^,&:VV3V→R, with ^ea ,eb&
5hab . The matrixhg defines a mappingf :V→V through the relation:

f ~ea!5 (
b51

n

~hg!abeb .

The following will prove useful later on:
~1! If M#V thenV5M % M'.23

~2! A mapping f :V→V is called self-dual, if̂ f (x),y&5^x, f (y)& for everyx,yPV. We may
prove that the mappingf defined through the matrixhg is self-dual. Indeed:

^ f ~x!,y&5^y, f ~x!&5yThhgx5yTgx

^x, f ~y!&5xThhgy5xTgy5yTgx
J

⇒^ f ~x!,y&5^x, f ~x!&.

~3! If M#V is an invariant subspace ofV with respect to a self-dual mappingf then M' is
also an invariant subspace ofV. Indeed, letbPM' andmPM . SinceM is an invariant subspace
it follows that

f ~m!PM⇒^ f ~m!,b&50⇒^m, f ~b!&50;mPM

⇒ f ~b!PM'.

Equation~A2! states the fact that there exists an orthonormal basis ofV consisting of the eigen-
values off. If ~A2! holds then the nonvanishing elements of the real diagonal matrixhD will be
eigenvalues ofhg. Thus, we have to prove that the eigenvalues ofhg are real. Indeed, the
following theorem holds:

Theorem: If g is a positive definite symmetric matrix, thenhg has real eigenvalues.
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Proof: Let l5a1b j , bÞ0 be a complex eigenvalue ofhg and uÞ0 the corresponding
complex right eigenvector. Sinceh is invertible, there exists av5x1y j , x,y,PRn such thatu
5hv. We have

hgu5lu⇔hghv5lhv⇔hghx5ahx2bhy, ~A3!

hghy5ahy1bhx. ~A4!

Equations~A3! and ~A4! imply, respectively,

yThghx5a^y,x&2b^y,y&,

xThghy5a^x,y&1b^x,x&.

The last two equations have their left-hand sides equal~sincehgh is symmetric!, hence

b~^x,x&1^y,y&!50⇒^y,y&52^x,x&. ~A5!

Sinceg is positive definite,hgh is positive definite as well. Then:

xThghx>0 ⇒
~A3!

a^x,x&2b^x,y&>0, ~A6!

yThghy>0 ⇒
~A4!

a^y,y&1b^y,x&>0 ⇒
~A5!

a^x,x&2b^x,y&<0. ~A7!

From ~A6! and ~A7! we get

a^x,x&5b^x,y& ~A8!

Through~A5! and ~A8!, Eqs.~A3! and ~A4! imply

xThghx50,

yThghy50,

and sincehgh is positive definite we conclude thatx50 andy50, i.e.,u50, contradicting our
initial assumptionuÞ0. Thereforeb has to vanish and thus we have proved the reality ofl.

For the eigenvectors ofhg, we can prove that they have a nonzero norm. Indeed, letx be an
eigenvector ofhg, i.e.,

hgx5lx⇒gx5lhx⇒xTgx5lxThx5l^x,x&.

Sinceg is positive definite andxÞ0 we havexTgx.0, so that̂ x,x&Þ0. We are now in position
to prove a spectral theorem for a mappingf with real eigenvalues.

Theorem: If f :V→V is a self-dual mapping with real eigenvalues, thenV has an orthonorma
basis consisting of the eigenvectors off.

Proof: Let l be an eigenvalue off, u the corresponding eigenvector, andM5@u# the one-
dimensional subspace spanned byu. Obviously,M is an invariant subspace ofV with respect tof.

According to~1!, we haveV5M % M'. As implied by ~2! and ~3!, M' is also an invariant
subspace and thusf induces a self-dual mapping ontoM'. Hence, we can apply induction an
show that

V5M1% M2% . . . % Mn ,

where theMa are one-dimensional invariant subspaces orthogonal to each other. Sinceua is an
eigenvector ofhg, it holds that̂ u,u&Þ0, as proved previously. We can thus promote the ortho
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nal basis to an orthonormal set (û1 ,û2 , . . . ,ûn). The transformation connecting this orthonorm
basis to the initial orthonormal basis (e1 ,e2 , . . . ,en) is the matrixL sought for in the first
theorem, relations~A2! and ~A1!.
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Ricci-flat warped products and Painleve ´ analysis
Andrew Dancera)

Jesus College, Oxford University, Oxford, OX1 3DW, United Kingdom
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We apply Painleve´ analysis to the Ricci-flat Einstein equations for a warped prod-
uct with an arbitrary number of factors. We find that, as in the situation of the two
factors examined@J. Geom. Phys.38, 183–206~2001!#, the cases when the total
dimension is 10 or 11 are singled out by the analysis. ©2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1380441#

I. INTRODUCTION

In Ref. 1 we applied Painleve´ analysis to investigate the integrability of certain cases of
Ricci-flat Einstein equations, including that of a warped product on two Einstein factors. In
paper, we consider the Ricci-flat equations for warped products with an arbitrary numb
Einstein factors. More precisely, we study Riemannian metrics of the form

dt21 f 1
2~ t !g1%¯% f r

2~ t !gr , ~1.1!

where (Yi ,gi) are Einstein manifolds with nonzero Einstein constant. We denote the dimens
Yi by di and assume thatdi.1. We also letn5( i 51

r di , so the metric~1.1! lives on a manifold
with dimensionn11.

In Ref. 2 we introduced a Hamiltonian formulation of the cohomogeneity one Einstein e
tions based on a Hamiltonian of ADM type~cf. Ref. 3 or Appendix E of Ref. 4! on the cotangent
bundle of the space of all invariant metrics of the principal orbit. This Hamiltonian forma
applies equally well in the special case ofr-fold warped product metrics, where the principal orb
are replaced by the productY13¯3Yr with no symmetry assumptions on theYi , as long as
(Yi ,gi) are Einstein. Using changes of variables analogous to those employed in Ref.
deduce that the Ricci-flat Einstein equations for ther-fold warped product metrics~1.1! are
equivalent to the Hamiltonian flow of

H̄5 (
i , j 51

r

Ei j xixjyiyj2(
i 51

r

Aixi

subject to the constraintH̄50. HereAi is the scalar curvature of the Einstein manifoldYi , and

Ei j 51, for iÞ j ,

Eii 512
1

di
.

Introducing new variablesui5xiyi , and rescaling thexi to makeAi51, Hamilton’s equations
for H̄ now become

a!Electronic mail: dancer@maths.ox.ac.uk
b!Electronic mail: wang@mcmail.mcmaster.ca
36090022-2488/2001/42(8)/3609/6/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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xi852xiS (
j 51

r

Ei j uj D , ~1.2!

ui85xi , ~1.3!

for 1< i<r . In the above, a prime denotes differentiation with respect to a variables which is
related to the variablet in ~1.1! by

dt

ds
5 f 1~ t !d1

¯ f r~ t !dr,

i.e., the distortion of the volume relative to that of the background.
A summary of our analysis of~1.2!–~1.3! is given in Sec. V. We note that the case when~1.1!

is replaced by a Lorentz metric with spacelike hypersurfaces is included in our analysis
special case when all of theAi are negative.

II. LEADING POWERS

We shall now analyze the equations~1.2!–~1.3!. We first find the possible leading terms for
Painlevéexpansion around a singularity ats50. We set

xi5a is
Mi1¯ , ui5b is

Ni1¯ , : ~ i 51,..,r !,

wherea i andb i are all nonzero. Without loss of generality, letN15¯5Nm,Nm11 ,...,Nr .
As E is nondegenerate one of the sums( j 51

m Ei j b j is nonzero, so upon examining the corr
sponding equation in~1.2! we deduceN1>21, with equality if and only ifMiÞ0. On the other
hand, if someMk is nonzero thenN1<21. So eitherN1521 or all Mk50. The latter possibility
implies, from ~1.3!, that we haveNk50 or 1, and so we have no singularity ats50, giving a
contradiction.

Therefore we must haveN15¯5Nm521 and hence, from~1.3!

M15¯5Mm522.

Now ~1.2! implies

(
j 51

m

Ei j b j521 :~ i 51,...,m!.

These equations have solution

b i5
di

12( j 51
m dj

:~ i 51,...,m!, ~2.1!

so for i .m we see that( j 51
m Ei j b j5( j 51

m b j is nonzero. Hence, from~1.2!, all theMi are nonzero.
Moreover, fori 5m11,...,r we have

2(
j 51

m

b j5Mi>Ni21.22.

Comparing with~2.1! shows that we have a contradiction unlessm5r .
We have established the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2: The leading terms are given by

Ni521, Mi522 :~ i 51,...,r !,
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a i5di /~n21!, b i52di /~n21! :~ i 51,...,r !.
h

Remark 2.3:By changing to the variable 1/s and doing an analysis similar to that above, w
can rule out the existence of Painleve´ expansions around a singularity at infinity.

III. RESONANCES

We now look for expansions of the form

xi5(
j 50

`

a i
~ j !s221 j /Q, ui5(

j 50

`

b i
~ j !s211 j /Q,

whereQ is an integer to be determined later. Note thata i
(0)5a i , b i

(0)5b i . We writea ( j ) for the
column vector whosei th entry isa i

( j ) .
It follows from a straightforward computation that the terms of the expansion must satisf

recursion relation

S nI r 2S 2

n21DF

2I r ~n21!I r

D S a~ j !

b~ j !D5S t~ j !

0 D , ~3.1!

whereI r is the identity matrix of sizer, n5 j /Q, Fi j 5diEi j , and thei th entry of the vectort ( j )

is

2(
k51

r

Eik (
p51

j 21

a i
~p!bk

~ j 2p! .

We shall denote the matrix in~3.1! by X(n).
We can write the recursion as

S n~n21!I r2
2F

n21Db~ j !5t~ j !,

a~ j !5~n21!b~ j !.

The resonances, that is the values ofn for which the matrixX(n) fails to be invertible, are
therefore the roots of

n~n21!5l,

wherel ranges over the eigenvalues of@2/(n21)#F. Moreover, the dimension of the kernel o
X(n) equals the dimension of thel eigenspace.

Lemma 3.2: The eigenvalues of@2/(n21)#F are 2 with multiplicity one and22/(n21) with
multiplicity r21. In each case the dimension of the eigenspace equals the multiplicity.

Proof: Observe thatF5D2I whereDi j 5di . The eigenvalues ofF are therefore21 with
multiplicity r 21 and n21 with multiplicity one. The eigenspaces are, respective
$(a1 ,...,ar):(ai50% and the line spanned by (d1 ,...,dr).

As in Ref. 1 we deduce the following result. h

Lemma 3.3: (i) Two resonances are therefore always21 and 2. In these cases, ker(X(n)) is
one dimensional.

(ii) The remaining resonances, that is, the roots ofn(n21)522/(n21), are rational if and
only if n59 or 10 (cf. Ref. 1).

If n59 these resonances are1/2; if n510, they are1/3, 2/3.
For each of these resonancesker(X(n)) has dimension r21. h
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IV. COMPATIBILITY CONDITIONS

We shall now look at the casesn59, 10. To study the compatibility conditions we need
record the kernel ofX(n)T wheren is a resonance. The kernel is given by the equations

S n~n21!I r2
2

n21
FTDa50,

b5na.

By Lemma 3.2, the22/(n21) eigenspace of 2FT/(n21) is the hyperplane$(a1 ,...,ar):(diai

50% and the 2 eigenspace is spanned by~1, ..., 1!. For compatibility, the right-hand side of~3.1!
should be orthogonal to the kernel ofX(n)T.

In particular the compatibility condition atn52 is ( i 51
r t i

(2Q)50, that is

(
i ,k51

r

Eik (
p51

2Q21

a i
~p!bk

~2Q2p!50. ~4.1!

But using~3.1! we observe that

(
p51

2Q21

a i
~p!bk

~2Q2p!5 (
p51

2Q21 S p

Q
21Db i

~p!bk
~2Q2p!

5 (
q51

2Q21 S 12
q

QDb i
~2Q2q!bk

~q!

52 (
q51

2Q21

ak
~q!b i

~2Q2q! .

This shows that in~4.1! the terms withiÞk cancel in pairs and the terms withi 5k are 0. Hence
the compatibility condition holds atn52 if it holds at the earlier resonances.

Note also that at the first positive resonance the compatibility condition always holds be
the right-hand side of~3.1! is 0 at that stage of the recursion.

If n59, it is natural to takeQ52, so the positive resonances are atj 51 andj 54. We get one
free parameter from the pole position,r 21 free parameters from the kernel ofX(1/2) and one
further parameter from the resonancej 54.

If n510, we takeQ53, so the positive resonances occur atj 51, 2, 6. Since the compatibility
condition atj 51 automatically holds, we considerj 52. Now we have

a~1!52 2
3b

~1! and (
i 51

r

b i
~1!50. ~4.2!

From the description of ker(X(2/3)T) it follows that the compatibility condition atj 52 is given
by

(
i , j 51

r

v ib i
~1!Ei j b j

~1!50

for all (v1 ,...,v r) such thatd1v11¯1drv r50. This simplifies to

dkt i
~2!5ditk

~2! , 1< i ,k<r ,
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or, equivalently,

di
2~bk

~1!!25dk
2~b i

~1!!2.

After imposing these conditions we have at most one free parameter atj 51. More precisely, we
have one free parameter if

$d1 ,...,dr%5$5,5%, $5,3,2%, or $3,3,2,2%,

and no free parameters otherwise.
The kernel ofX(2/3) gives usr 21 parameters atj 52. The pole position and the resonan

at j 56 each contribute one further parameter.
Remark 4.3:The majorization argument in Ref. 1 carries over to prove convergence o

formal Painleve´ expansion~we now take the constantk in Ref. 1 to be 2( i ,k51
r Eik!.

V. SUMMARY

We summarize our results as follows.
Theorem 5.1: If nÞ9,10 then the only rational resonances are21 and 2.
If n59 we have a(r 11)-parameter Painleve´ expansion in s1/2 in a 2r -dimensional system

Here r must be less than or equal to 4.
If n510 we have an(r 12)-parameter Painleve´ expansion in s1/3 in a 2r -dimensional system

if

$d1 ,...,dr%5$5,5%,$2,3,5%, or $2,2,3,3%.

Otherwise we have a(r 11)-parameter expansion. Here r is less than or equal to 5. h

Remark 5.2: Recall that the Ricci-flat metric corresponding to a solution of our equations
on a manifold of dimensionn11.

Remark 5.3: In all cases the constraintH̄50 has the effect of fixing the parameter at the t
resonance.

Remark 5.4: The two-parameter expansion which always occurs~associated to the resonanc
r 521, 2! comes from the special family of solutions withdjui5diuj for all i,j . After imposing
the Hamiltonian constraint, these solutions are just translations of

xi5
di

~n21!s2 , ui5
2di

~n21!s
.

The corresponding Ricci-flat metric is the cone over the product of theYi ~after the metricsgi on
Yi have been rescaled by constant factors so that all have the same Einstein constant!.

Remark 5.5:In the context of Theorem 4.23 in Ref. 2, the ordered basisŴ for the present case
of r-fold warped product metrics may be taken to be$~21, 0, ..., 0!,..., ~0, ..., 0, 21!%, and one can
readily check that whenr>3, all the hypotheses of that theorem are satisfied. Hence the asso
Ricci-flat Hamiltonian system does not have nontrivial polynomial generalized first integral

On the other hand, the Ricci-flat Einstein equations for the warped product metrics~1.1! with
r 52 are a subsystem of the system for arbitraryr, provided that the Ricci curvaturesAi /di of the
factors that are grouped together are chosen to be equal. Therefore the nontrivial poly
generalized first integrals found in Ref. 5 for ther 52 case give rise to explicit Ricci-flat metric
in some of the situations singled out in Theorem 5.1. Of course, these are not generalized in
of the full system, as was just noted above. Solvability of the Ricci-flat warped product equa
in these cases has independently been observed in Ref. 6 using different methods.
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Nonsymmetric gravitation theory
in noncommutative geometry

F. Khelili, J. Mimouni,a) and N. Mebarki
Laboratoire de Physique Mathe´matique et Subatomique, Mentouri University,
Constantine, Algeria

~Received 8 June 2000; accepted for publication 25 April 2001!

We propose a reformulation of the nonsymmetric gravitation theory~NGT! in the
context of noncommutative geometry. It is shown that all of the Moffat’s added
terms in his new version of the NGT have a geometric origin. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1385176#

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite the successes of the physical theories describing the fundamental interaction
remain confronted to several fundamental difficulties which may require the introduction of
mathematical concepts. For this purpose, many theories have been explored like Kaluza
theories, super-gravity, superstrings, etc.

Recently, a geometrical picture has been proposed by Connes1–4 which consists in generaliz
ing the classical differential geometry to a noncommutative one, and allows the accommoda
other types of spaces like discrete spaces in order to reformulate the standard model of elem
particles.

The success of noncommutative geometry~NCG! comes from the fact that it gives a geome
ric interpretation for the origin of the Higgs fields~in the standard model!, namely as connection
on a discrete space.

The reformulation of General Relativity in this framework was done by Chamseddine
collaborators5,6 where they have considered a space–time given by a product of a 4-dimen
manifold and a two points discrete space. They have generalized the notion of cotangent s
the case of noncommutative geometry, and taken the Cartan structure equations.7 The resulting
action describes a scalar field coupled with gravity.5,6 General Relativity8,9 as a classical theory o
gravity, was adopted as the correct theory of gravitation in regard to its experimental succe
its simple and elegant mathematical formalism.

Yet Einstein himself attempted to generalize his theory so as to include the fundam
interactions but endowed with a geometrical meaning. In his new theory he considered a
general nonsymmetric metric with the symmetric part corresponding to the metric of Ge
Relativity, and the anti-symmetric one corresponding to the electromagnetic tensor field.

Since then, quite a few other theories inspired by General Relativity and based on a no
metric metricgmn were proposed. One of those theories which has attracted a sustained inte
certainly the Nonsymmetric Gravitation theory~NGT! propounded by Moffat, and for which th
antisymmetric part has a gravitational origin.10–12

However, NGT as proposed initially was not self-consistent, but suffered from perturb
problems in the skewon sector where the nonphysical modes happen to be coupled w
physical ones.

Recently, a new more consistent version of NGT was proposed, where the nonphysical
are no longer coupled to the physical ones. Yet, this problem had been circumvented at the
adding by hand new terms to the action without any geometrical origin.13

In this work, we propose a new action for NGT which does not suffer from this defect.

a!Electronic mail: j.mimouni@eudoramail.com
36150022-2488/2001/42(8)/3615/13/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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is done by generalizing the scalar product defining the action as well as the Dirac operato
In Sec. II, we generalize the formalism of noncommutative geometry for NGT. In Sec. III

derive the new NGT action, and finally in Sec. IV we discuss our results and give our conclu

II. BASICS ON NGT AND NCG

NGT is a geometric theory of gravity based on a nonsymmetric metricgmn . The best formu-
lation of NGT is to use a hyperbolic complex space, where the metricgmn is written as

gmn5g~m,n!1g@mn#5g̃nm .

Here g̃mn stands for the hyperbolic complex conjugate ofgmn , g(mn) andg@mn# are the sym-
metric and the antisymmetric parts ofgmn , with «251.

One can also define the inversegmn of the metric by12

gmngma5gnmgam5dm
n .

The fundamental object in NGT is the connectionWmn
l ~which is of course nonsymmetric!.

The latter can be related to another one denoted byGmn
l through the projective transformation:12

Wmn
l 5Gmn

l 2 2
3dm

l Wn ,

where

Wm5 1
2~Wma

a 2Wam
a !.

It is worth mentioning that the displacement fieldGmn
l is defined by the parallel transport la

for a vectorAm:

dAl~x!5Gmn
l Am~x!dxn.

A curvature and contracted curvature tensorsRmnr
s andRmn , respectively, can be formed from

the connection as

R mnr
s 5W mn,r

s 2W mr,n
s 1W ar

s W mn
a 2W an

s W mr
a ,

Rmn~W!5Wmn,a
a 2 1

2~W ma,n
a 1W na,m

a !1W ab
b W mn

a 2W an
b W mb

a ,

where we have used the notationW mn,r
s 5]rW mn

s .
As in general relativity, one can introduce a vierbeinem

a such that

gmn5em
a ẽn

bhab ,

with the orthogonality condition

em
a ea

n5dm
n , ea

mem
b 5da

b ,

wherehab5diag(1,21,21,21) is the Minkowski metric andẽn
b denotes the hyperbolic comple

conjugate ofen
b .

The vierbein satisfies the compatibility condition:

¹sem
a 5em,s

a 1~vs!b
aem

b 2Wsm
n en

a50,

wherevs is the NGT spin connection verifying the following hermiticity condition:11

~ṽs!ab52~vs!ba.
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Notice that in this holonomic coordinates, the curvature tensorRsmn
l is given by11

Rsmn
l 5ea

les
b~Rmn! b

a ,

with

~Rmn!a
b5~vn!a

b2~vm!a
b1@vm ,vn# b

a .

In NCG one can generalize the basic notions of connection, curvature, and torsion
construction is based on the definition of the metric as an internal product on the cotangen
T* (M ) ~M is a compact manifold!,8

g:M→ ^
2T* ~M !, x→gxPTx* ~M !.

By analogy to the algebra of differential formsL(M ) on a manifoldM, one can construc
from a unitary, associative and involutive algebraA, aZ-graded differential algebraV ~A! defined
by

V~A!ªn>0% Vn~A!,

Vn~A!5 H i( a0
~ i !da1

~ i ! ...dan
~ i ! , a0

~ i ! ,a1
~ i ! ,...,an

~ i !PAJ ,

whered is a differential operator:

d:Vn~A!→Vn11~A!

@hereV0(A)5A andVn(A) is a bilateralA-module#.
A connection on a vector fiber bundleE is by definition a linear application¹ such that5

¹:E→V~A! ^ AE,

with the following property:

¹~as!5da^ s1a ¹s, ;aPA, ;sPE.

For eachA-left moduleE, one can define a differential form space by

V0~E!ªV~A! ^ AE.

The curvature of¹ is given by5

R~¹!52¹2:E→V2~A! ^ AE,

with

R~¹!~as!5aR~¹!~s!, ;aPA, ;sPE.

It is worth mentioning that ifA is involutive thenV~A! is involutive too:

~da!* 52d~a* !, ~ab!* 5b* a* , ;aPA, ;a,bPV~A!.

A connection¹ is said to be unitary if fors,tPE one has5

d^s,t&5^¹s,t&2^s,¹t&,

where^•/•& is a Hermitian internal product:
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^•/•&:E3E→A.

In NCG, the notion of a geodesic distance onM is given by theK-cycles of the algebraA.6

We remind the reader that aK-cycle ~A, H, r, D, G! is defined by the following:

~1! A separable Hilbert spaceH5H1 % H2 .
~2! A *-faithful representationr of A given by bounded operatos onH.
~3! A self-adjoint operatorD on H with the following properties:

~i! @D,r(a)#PEnd(H): a bounded operator onH(;aPA).
~ii ! The operator exp(2«D2) is traceclass,;«.0.

~4! A self-adjoint operatorG on H satisfying

G* 5G215G,$G,D%50, r~a!G5Gr~a!, ;aPA.

Now, from aK-cycle, one can define an involutive representationp of V~A! as5,6

p~a0da1 ...dap!5r~a0!@D,r~a1!#¯@D,r~ap!#.

Then, we define the algebra of differential formsVD(A.) as

VD~A.!ªp„V~A!…/p~d Kerp!5p>0% VD
p ~A.!,

vD
p ~A.!ªp„vp~A.!…/Auxp,

where Auxp is the space of auxiliary~junk forms! fields given by

Auxp)5$p~dv!Pp„Vp~A.!…; v~v!50 and vPVp21~A.!%.

This allows us to define a metric^•/•& as the internal product over theA-left-moduleVD
1 (A.)

as6

^•/•&:VD
1 ~A!3VD

1 ~A!→A.

It is to be noted thatVD
1 (A) plays the role of the cotangent space of the noncommuta

space.5

SinceVD(A) is a Z-graded differential algebra, it can be used to define the connection¹ on
the cotangent spaceVD

1 (A):

¹:VD
1 ~A!→VD

1 ~A! ^ AVD
1 ~A!;

the curvature and the torsion are defined by

R~¹!52¹2:VD
1 ~A!→VD

2 ~A! ^ A^ AVD
1 ~A!

and

T~¹!5d2m+¹:¹:VD
1 ~A!→VD

2 ~A!,

respectively. Herem denotes the forms product:

m:VD
1 ~A!3VD

1 ~A!→VD
2 ~A!, ~v,h!→v,h, ;v,hPVD

1 ~A!.

In order to get the Cartan structure equations, we suppose thatVD
1 (A) is a trivial vector fiber

space. Let (EA)1<A<N be a basis of the spaceVD
1 A, and defineVABPVD

1 (A) such that5,7

¹EA52B( VAB
^ EB, A,B51,2,...,N.
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The componentsRAB, TA of the curvatureR(¹) and the torsionT(¹) are given by

R~¹!EA5B( RAB
^ EB, A,B51,2,...,N,

TA5T~¹!.EA, A51,2,...,N.

Now, using the definition ofR(¹) andT(¹), we get the~noncommutative! Cartan structure
equations:5,7

RAB5dVAB1C( VACVCB,

TA5dEA1B( VABEB.

III. GENERALIZED NONCOMMUTATIVE GEOMETRY APPROACH

In order to reformulate NGT in the context of NCG, we have to generalize the Dirac ope
with the following form:6

D5S ga
^ Ea

m]m ^ 1 g5
^ M12^ K12

g5
^ M21^ K21 ga

^ Ea
m]m ^ 1

D 5S gaEa
m]m g5M12K12

g5M21K21 gaEa
m]m

D . ~1!

The diagonal elements of the Dirac operator is a compact form which means

ga
^ Ea

m]m ^ 15gaea
m]m ^ M ^ 11gaẽa

m]m ^ M̃ ^ 1,

with

M5S 0 1

0 0D and M̃5S 0 0

1 0D ,

whereEa
m is a 232 matrix characterizing the vierbein and defined by

Ea
m5~Ea

m!* 5Ea
m* 5S 0 ea

m

ẽa
m 0

D , ~2!

with M12,M21 ~resp.,K12,K21! are 232 ~resp.,N3N! matrices. It is worth mentioning that th
ga’s are the ordinary Dirac matrices in the flat four-dimensional space–time and are define6

ga* 52ga, $ga,gb%5gagb1gbga522dab,
~3!

gab5 1
2@ga,gb#, g~ab!5 1

2$g
a,gb%52dab.

In order to have a self-adjoint Dirac operator as it is required to be, one has to se
conditions:

K21* 5K125K ~4!

and

M125M21* 5M . ~5!

Concerning the algebraA, it is defined as
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a5CR
`~X! ^ „M2~K! % M2~K!…5CR

`
„X,M2~K!…% CR

`
„X,M2~K!…, ~6!

A5$a~1!1a~2!;a~ i !PCR
`
„X,M2~K!…, i 51,2%, ~7!

with

CR
`
„X,M2~K!…5CR

`~X! ^ M2~K!,

where CR
`(X) denotes the space of infinite differentiable real functions on a manifoldX and

M2(K) the set of 232 hyperbolic complex matrices.~We can state that the spaceX is a spin
manifold, and replace the Dirac operatorea

m]m by ea
m¹m , where¹m5]m1vm without changing

the results. The reason is that the spin connectionvm commutes with the elements of the algeb
A.!

In what follows, we restrict ourselves to a subalgebraB of A such that

B5H aPA/a5a~1!1a~2!,a~ i !5S a~ i ! 0

0 a~ i !D , a~ i !PCR
`~X,K!, i 51,2J . ~8!

Then one can choose the following representation:

p~a!5p~a~1!1a~2!!5S 1^ a~1!
^ 1 0

0 1^ a~2!
^ 1

D 5S a~1! 0

0 a~2!D . ~9!

The algebra acts by left multiplication on the following Hilbert spaceH:6

H5H1H2 ,

where

Hi5L2~S,dv ! ^ RK2
^ RKN, ~10!

and R, K denote the rings of real and hyperbolic complex numbers, respectively andS is the
spinors space,dv is the volume element onX.

For the 1-forms space denoted byVD
1 (B), one has as a representation,

VD
1 ~B!5p„V1~B!…5 Hp~v!5pS i( a idb i D5 i( p~a i !@D,p~b i !#J . ~11!

Straightforward calculations give

p~v!5S gaEa
mvm

~1! g5K12F12

g5K21F21 gaEa
mvm

~2! D , ~12!

where

vm
~m!5 i( a i

~m! ]mb i
~m! , m51,2 ~13!

and

Fmn5fmnMmn , ~14!

with
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fmn5(
i

~a i
~m!b i

~n!!21, mÞn51,2, ~15!

together with the normalization condition:

(
i

a i
~1!b i

~1!5(
i

a i
~2!b i

~2!51. ~16!

Now, in order to get a representationVD
2 (B) of the 2-forms spaceV2(B) without the junks

forms ~auxiliary fields!, one has to set

VD
2 ~B!5p„VD

2 ~B!…/Aux2, ~17!

where Aux2 is the space of the auxiliary fields defined as

Aux25$p~dv!/p~v!50%, vPV1~B!, ~18!

with

p~dv!5 i( p~da i db i !5 i( @D,p~a i !#@D,p~b i !#. ~19!

Direct but lengthy calculations lead to

p~dv!115gagbEa
mEb

n~]mvn
~1!2Xmn

~1!!1K12K21M12M21~f121f21!,

p~dv!225gagbEa
mEb

n~]mvn
~2!2Xmn

~2!!1K21K12M21M12~f211f12!,

p~dv!125K12g
ag5

„Ea
mM12~]mf121vm

~1!!2M12Ea
mvm

~2!2@Ea
m ,M12#Ym

~12!
…,

p~dv!215K21g
ag5

„Ea
mM21~]mf211vm

~2!!2M21Ea
mvm

~1!2@Ea
m ,M21#Ym

~21!
…,

where the hyperbolic complex functionsXmn
(m) andYm

(mn) are given by

Xmn
~m!5 i( a i

~m!]m ]nb i
~m! , m51,2,

and

Ym
~mn!5 i( a i

~m! ]mb i
~n! , mÞn51,2. ~20!

After some simplifications, we obtain the following expression for Aux2:

Aux25S gagbEa
mEb

nXmn
~1! Kgag5@Ea

m ,M12#Ym

K* gag5@Ea
m ,M21#Zm gagbEa

mEb
nXmn

~2! D , ~21!

whereXmn
(1)5Xnm

(1) , Xmn
(2)5Xnm

(2) , Ym ,Zm are arbitrary hyperbolic complex functions.

The curvature tensorRAB(A,B51,5) is defined by6,7

RAB5dVAB1C( VACVCB, ~22!

where the components of the connectionVABPVD
1 (B) are given by
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~VAB!mn5gaEa
mvm

~m!AB , m51,2,
~23!

~VAB!mn5g5KmnMmn
ABfmn , mÞn51,2.

Setting

M125S 0 1

0 0D , M215M12* 5S 0 0

1 0D , t5S 1 0

0 0D , t̄5S 0 0

0 1D ~24!

and

Ea
mEb

n5hab
mn12«gab

mnt3 , ~25!

with:

hab
mn5~aa

mab
n2ba

mbb
n!51hba

nm ,

gab
mn5aa

mbb
n2ba

mab
n52gba

nm ,

t2 t̄5t3 ,

and

aa
m5 1

2~ea
m1ẽa

m!,

ba
m5 1

2«~ea
m2ẽa

m!,

we obtain the following expressions for the component ofRAB:

R11
AB5 1

2~gabhab
mn11«gab

mn dabt3!Rmn
~1!AB2 1

2„Tr~K.K* !22~K.K* !t…H12
AB ,

R22
AB5 1

2~gabhab
mn11«gab

mn dabt3!Rmn
~2!AB2 1

2„Tr~K.K* !22~K* .K !t̄…H21
AB ,

R12
AB5 1

2K.gag5ẽa
m
„¹mf12

AB2~f12
ACvm

~2!CB1v~2!AB!…,

R21
AB5 1

2K.* gag5ea
m
„¹mf21

AB2~f21
ACvm

~1!CB1vm
~1!AB!…,

where

Rmn
~m!AB5]mvn

~m!AB1C( vm
~m!ACvn

~m!CB2~m↔n!52Rnm
~m!AB , m51,2,

gab5 1
2@ga,gb#,

H12
AB5C( f12

ACf21
CB1f12

AB1f21
AB ,

H21
AB5C( f21

ACf12
CB1f21

AB1f12
AB ,

¹mf12
AB5]mf12

AB1C( vm
~1!ACf12

CB1vm
~1!AB ,
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¹mf21
AB5]mf21

AB1C( vm
~2!ACf21

CB1vm
~2!AB .

As for the torsionTA (A51,5), it is defined by6,7

TA5djA1B( VAB.jB,

where the generatorsjA are

ja5gbEb
mẽm

a
^ 1,

ja* 52gbEb
mem

a
^ 152 j̃

and

j55S 0 g5KM21

2g5K* M21 0 D 52j5* 52 j̃5.

Using the fact that

dja5gbgcEb
mEc

n ]mẽn
a

^ 1,

dj550,

the components ofTA, which are orthogonal to the auxiliary fields space, take the form

~Ta!115~gcdhcd
mn11«gmnt3!~]mẽn

a1vm
~1!abẽn

b!1 1
2„Tr~K.K* !22~K.K* !t…f12

a5,

~Ta!225~gcdhcd
mn11«gmnt3!~]mẽn

a1vm
~2!abẽn

b!2 1
2„Tr~K.K* !22~K* .K !t̄…f21

a5,

~Ta!1251K.gdg5ẽd
mvm

~1!a52Kgdg5ẽd
m~vm

~1!a51ẽm
b f12

ab!t,

~Ta!2152K.* gdg5ed
mvm

~2!a51K* gdg5ed
m~vm

~2!a52ẽm
b f21

ab!t̄,

and

~T5!115~gcdhcd
mn11«gmnt3!vm

~1!5bẽn
b1 1

2„Tr~K.K* !22~K.K* !t…f12
55,

~T5!225~gcdhcd
mn11«gmnt3!vm

~2!5bẽn
b2 1

2„Tr~K.K* !22~K* .K !t̄…f21
55,

~T5!125Kgdg5ẽd
mvm

~1!552Kgdg5ẽd
m~vm

~1!551ẽm
b f12

5b!t,

~T5!2152K* gdg5ed
mvm

~2!551K* gdg5ed
m~vm

~2!552ẽm
b f21

5b!t̄.

IV. THE NEW NGT ACTION

In order to get the actionI, one has to use the following form:5

I5 1
2~EAEB* 2EB* EA,RBA!, ~26!

where~,! denotes the generalized scalar product defined as
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~EAEB* 2EB* EA,RBA!5E d4xAeẽ TrK•tr„~EBEA* 2EA* EB!RBA
…, ~27!

and (TrK) is the trace over theK matrices, while~tr! is the trace over the Clifford algebra. Th
EA’s are the generators of a subspace of the 1-form spaceVD

1 (A) defined by

p~v!5 i( p~a i !@D,p~b i !#, ~28!

with

a iPA, b iPB,a i5a i
~1!

% a i
~2! , b i5b i

~1!
% b i

~2! .

After some simplifications, one obtains

p~v!5S gavm
~1!Ea

m g5KF12M12

g5K* F21M12 gavm
~2!Ea

m D , ~29!

where now the generators of this subspace are expressed by

Ea5gbem
a tEb

m
^ 15gaM12^ 1,

Ẽa5gbẽm
a t̄Eb

m
^ 15gaM21^ 1,

E55S 0 g5KM12

2g5K* M21 0 D 5Ẽ5.

It is worth mentioning that if we use the generatorsjA of the spaceVD
1 (B),

ja5gbEb
mẽm

a
^ 15S 0 gbeb

mẽm
a

ga 0
D ^ 1,

to define the action, we get two contributions to the action: one coming from the termgbẽb
mẽm

a

5ga and which gives the NGT action, and the other one from the termgbeb
mẽm

a giving a mean-
ingless contribution. This is however not the case for the generatorsEA where the matrixt
5(00

10) in the expression ofEa ensures the absence of such terms in the action.
According to the above mentioned remark, we cannot use only the algebraB because we need

the generatorsEA to define the action, which are elements of the spaceVD
1 ~A!. Also we can use

only the algebraA, but because the matrixEa
m in the Dirac operator does not commute with t

elements of the algebraA, this will give a complicated expression for the space of 1- and 2-for
and the elimination of the auxiliary fields will be very tedious. Then, in order to get the u
expression for the tensorRmn

(m)ab , we must impose that the connection formsVAB lie in the space
VD

1 ~B!. This is why we have used the algebraB to define the space of 1- and 2-forms, t
curvature tensor, the torsion, and using the algebraA to define the generatorsEa

m .
Using the generalized scalar product~0.27!, the equation~26! is rewritten as

I5E d4xAeẽH 2
1

2
~2hab

mn2«dabg
mn!~Rmn

~1!ba1Rmn
~2!ba!1

1

2
Tr~K.K* !~f12

aBf21
Ba2f21

aBf12
Ba!

1
1

2
Tr~K.K* !ẽa

m~¹mf12
a52f12

aBvm
~2!B52vm

~2!a5!

1
1

2
Tr~K.K* !ea

m~¹mf21
5a2f21

5Bvm
5Bvm

~1!Ba2vm
~1!5a!J .
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Imposing the weak conditions

Trk~Ta!50, T5Þ0,

where Tr denotes the trace overK2
^ KN, one gets the following constraints:

vm
~1!ab5vm

~2!ab , ~30!

vm
~2!a55vm

~2!5a5vm
~1!a55vm

~1!5a50, ~31!

f12
ab5f21

ab50, ~32!

f12
a55f21

5a⇒f21
5a5f12

5a . ~33!

Moreover, by making use of the fact thatTA must be orthogonal to the space Aux2, we get the
following relations:

vm
~2!a52ẽm

b f21
ab50,

vm
~1!a51ẽm

b f12
ab50,

~34!
vm

~2!552ẽm
b f21

5b50,

vm
~1!551ẽm

b f12
5b50,

which allows us to express thefmn
Ab fields in terms of thevm

(m)A5 fields in the action.
Taking into account both the compatibility and the unitarity conditions:

¹sẽm
a 5]sẽm

a 1vs
abẽm

b 2Wsmn
l ẽl

a50,
~35!

~VAB!* 5VBA,

we end up with

ṽm
~1!AB52vm

~1!BA , ṽm
~2!AB52vm

~2!BA ,

f̃12
AB5f21

BA , f̃21
AB5f12

BA , R̃mn
AB52Rmn

BA .

Using these various constraints, the action takes the simplified form

I5E d4xAeẽL,

with

L5GmnRmn2«gab
mnRmn

ba1 1
4 Tr~K.K* !~G~mn!WmWn1G@mn# ]mWn!. ~36!

Notice that one can also add the following cosmological termJ to the action~2.37!:

J5
a

2
~EAEB* 2EB* EA,jAjB* !, ~37!

which becomes after simple calculations,
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J5aE Aeẽd4x„22G@mn#G@mn#22 Tr~K•K* !282Gab
mnGnm

ab
…. ~38!

Herea is an arbitrary constant.
Consequently, the total NGT action takes the following form:

INGT5E d4xAeẽLNGT,

with

LNGT5Lgéom1Lskew1Lc1LW ,

where

Body Math Lgeom5GmnRmn2 1
4Tr~K•K* !G@mn#W@m,n#2«gab

mnRmn
ba ,

Body Math LW5 1
4Tr~K•K* !G~mn!WmWn ,

Body Math Lskew522aG@mn#G@mn# ,

Body Math Lc522a Tr~K•K* !28a2aGab
mnGnm

ab ,

andG(mn) ~resp.,G@mn#! is the symmetric~resp., antisymmetric! part of Gmn. Notice that if one
redefines the connectionWm such that

~ 2
32 1

4Tr~K•K* !!Wm5 2
3W̄m , ~39!

and using the fact that12,13

Rmn~W!5Rmn~G!1 2
3W@m,n# , ~40!

one obtains the following geometrical termLgeom:

Lgeom5GmnRmn~W̄!2«gab
mnRmn

ba ,

whereW̄mn
l is defined as

W̄mn
l 5Gmn

l 2 2
3dm

l W̄n . ~41!

Settingx52Tr(K•K* ), one can write

LW5 1
4Tr~K•K* !G~mn!WmWn52 f ~x!G~mn!W̄mW̄n , ~42!

where

f ~x!5
1

9

x

~ 2
3 1 1

4x!2
. ~43!

Now, it is worth mentioning that the termLW used in the Moffat’s NGT Lagrangian has th
form

LW5 1
2sG~mn!W̄mW̄n , ~44!

wheres was taken in anad-hocfashion to be equal to21/3 for consistency with physics.
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Notice that in our model, this value ofs comes out rather naturally since 1/2s corresponds to
the maximum of thef (x) interaction coefficient.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have been able to reformulate NGT in the formalism of noncommut
geometry without recourse to an additional scalar field~as it is the case for General Relativity!.
Moreover, all the terms which were put by hand by Moffat in his modified NGT action for phy
consistency, were derived explicitly in our theory, with the added benefit of gaining some d
geometrical insight. In particular, we have been able to attach a geometrical meaning
coupling constant:

LW52 f ~x!G~mn!W̄mW̄n ,

where the value which maximizes ourf (x) corresponds exactly to the one chosen by Moffat.
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Friedmann limits of rotating hypersurface–homogeneous
dust models

Andrzej Krasińskia)

N. Copernicus Astronomical Center and School of Sciences, Polish Academy of Sciences,
Bartycka 18, 00 716 Warszawa, Poland

~Received 13 February 2001; accepted for publication 21 March 2001!

The existence of Friedmann limits is systematically investigated for all the
hypersurface–homogeneous rotating dust models, presented in previous papers by
this author. Limiting transitions that involve a change of the Bianchi type are
included. Except for stationary models that obviously do not allow it, the Fried-
mann limit expected for a given Bianchi type exists in all cases. Each of the three
Friedmann models has parents in the rotating class; thek511 model has just one
parent class, the other two each have several parent classes. The type IX class is the
one investigated in 1951 by Go¨del. For each model, the consecutive limits of zero
rotation, zero tilt, zero shear, and spatial isotropy are explicitly calculated.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1378304#

I. MOTIVATION AND SUMMARY OF THE METHOD

In previous papers1–3 a complete set of all metric forms was derived that can repre
hypersurface–homogeneous rotating dust models. For each case, the generators of the s
algebra were found, the Bianchi type determined, and the metric form resulting from the K
equations was explicitly presented. That classification was more detailed than the Bianchi
fication because all possible orientations of the symmetry orbits in the spacetime were al
i.e., the orbits could be spacelike, timelike or null.

In a later paper,4 one of the Bianchi type V models was investigated. Among the probl
considered there was the question whether the model can reproduce thek521 Friedmann model
in the limit of zero rotation,v→0. Since the coordinates that are well-suited to the classifica
are not suitable at all for considering the limitv→0, this limit could be taken only after a
coordinate change and reparametrization of the metric.

In the present paper, the existence of the Friedmann limits is systematically investigated
the other cases found in the classification in Refs. 1–3. The Bianchi type is allowed to cha
the limiting transition. In all Bianchi type I cases the velocity field is tangent to the symm
orbits, i.e., those models have matter density constant along the flow, and no expanding Frie
model can be a subcase there. The same is true for the Bianchi type II from Ref. 1 and for b
subcases of case 1.1.1.2 in Ref. 2 which are of type III. In all the other cases the Friedmann
that can be expected for a given Bianchi type do indeed exist.

The specialization to the Friedmann metrics is possible in so many cases because th
free parameter in them that determines the tilt of the orbits with respect to the velocity field~with
various values of the tilt parameter, the orbits may be spacelike, timelike or null!. Whenever a
Friedmann limit exists, the orbits are made orthogonal to the velocity field~‘‘untilted’’ ! during the
limiting transition.

In order to make this paper readable independently of the other ones, the basic facts are
recalled here. More details can be found in Ref. 1.

The velocity field of a rotating dust,ua, defines three scalar functionst(x),h(x) and j(x)
such that

a!Electronic mail: akr@camk.edu.pl
36280022-2488/2001/42(8)/3628/37/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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ua5t,a1hj,a . ~1.1!

These functions~whose existence follows from the equations of motion via the Darboux theor1!
are determined up to the transformations:

t5t82S~j8,h8!, j5F~j8,h8!, h5G~j8,h8!, ~1.2!

where the functionsF andG obey

F,j8G,h82F,h8G,j851, ~1.3!

and thenS is determined by

S,j85GF,j82h8, S,h85GF,h8 . ~1.4!

@Eq. ~1.3! is the integrability condition of~1.4!.#
Then, the continuity equation, (nua) ;a50, wheren is the number density of the dust particle

implies that there exists one more functionz(x) such that

A2gnua5«abgdj,bh,gz,d , ~1.5!

whereg is the determinant of the metric tensor and«abgd is the Levi-Civita symbol. The function
z is determined up to the transformations

z5z81T~j8,h8!, ~1.6!

whereT is an arbitrary function.
The following relations hold then:

uat,a51, ubj,b5ubh,b5ubz,b50,
~1.7!

]~t,h,j,z!

]~x0,x1,x2,x3!
5A2gnÞ0.

This shows that$t,j,h,z% can be chosen as coordinates, witht being the time coordinate. The
are called the Pleban´ski coordinates. Denoting$t,j,h,z%5$x0,x1,x2,x3%5$t,x,y,z%, we obtain
for the velocity fieldua, the metric tensorgab , the rotation tensorvab and the rotation vectorwa

in these coordinates

ua5da
0 , ua5d0

a1yd1
a ,

g0051, g015y, g025g0350, g[det~gab!52n22,

wa5nd3
a , vab52vba5 1

2 d1
ad2

b . ~1.8!

It is the last property that makes the limiting transitionv→0 impossible without a coordinat
transformation and reparametrization.

In these coordinates, if any Killing field is allowed by the metric it must be of the form

ka5~C1f2yf,y!da
01f,yd

a
12f,xd

a
21lda

3 , ~1.9!

whereC is an arbitrary constant andf(x,y) andl(x,y) are arbitrary functions. Iff ,aÞ0 ~i.e., f
is not constant on an open set!, then the coordinates can be adapted toka within the Pleban´ski
class@by Eqs.~1.2!–~1.4! and ~1.6!# so that

ka5da
1 . ~1.10!
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The metric then becomes independent ofx, and the coordinates preserving~1.10! are determined
up to the transformations:

t85t2E yH,ydy1A, x85x1H~y!, y85y, z85z1T~y!, ~1.11!

whereA is an arbitrary constant andH,T are arbitrary functions.
If f ,a50, then the form of the Killing fieldka5Cda

01lda
3 , is invariant under~1.2!–~1.6!

and the Pleban´ski coordinates cannot be adapted toka. The propertyf5const is equivalent to the
following invariant relation:

ka5Cua1~l/n!wa, ~1.12!

i.e., ka is then spanned on the velocity field and the rotation field.
If three Killing fields exist, then each of them can either be of the special type~1.12! or of the

general type~1.9!. One of the general-type Killing fields can always be transformed to the f
~1.10! by ~1.2!–~1.6!.

This observation gives rise to a complete classification of all hypersurface–homoge
space–times that are possible for a rotating dust. When all three Killing fields are of the s
type ~1.12!, the symmetry orbits are two-dimensional, and this case is not considered. Whe
Killing fields are of the special type, while the third one is general, there exist two class
metrics ~Bianchi types I and II! that were derived in Ref. 1. When one Killing field is of th
special type, while the two others are general, all Bianchi types except VIII and IX appear~Ref.
2!. When all three Killing fields are of the general type, all the Bianchi types appear, some of
hidden as limits of more general types~Ref. 3!. The multitude of cases is a consequence of
many possible alignments or misalignments among the three Killing fields and the velocit
rotation fields.

When the Bianchi classification is introduced, the generators of symmetry are scaled to
dard forms such that all nonzero structure constants~except the free parameters in types VIh and
VII h! become equal either to11 or to21. In general, though, they are arbitrary constants, an
the general form each of those constants can be allowed to become zero. In this way, th
special Bianchi types can be obtained from the more general ones by going to the zero lim
some of the structure constants. The resulting hierarchy of Bianchi types is well-known, a
shown in Fig. 1~adapted from Ref. 5! for easy reference. The specializations that are possible
be instantly guessed from the values of thea, n1 , n2 , andn3 parameters for the different Bianch
types. Type III cannot be specialized to IV or V because, with the arbitrary values of the pa
etersn2 andn3 , the parametera is determined bya5A2n2n3.

Another well-known result6 is the placement of different Robertson–Walker geomet
within the Bianchi classes. This is also recalled for easy reference. Since we are considerin
dust models, we will call these geometries the Friedmann models and Friedmann limits
rotating models.

The k50 model is a subcase of the Bianchi types I and VII0 ~the two Bianchi algebras hav
different bases, but share common orbits!.

The k521 model is a subcase of the Bianchi types V and VIIh .
The k511 model is a subcase of the Bianchi type IX.
When considering each case of the classification from Refs. 1–3, one has to recogniz

Fig. 1 which of the four types$I, V, VII 0, VII h , IX% could possibly be contained in it as a subca
and then the appropriate specialization of the arbitrary constants and functions in the mode
be considered. This procedure will be presented in more detail in Sec. II, later it will be ap
without detailed explanations.

It will turn out that only the stationary models have no Friedmann limit. In every nonsta
ary case, the Friedmann limit indicated by the Bianchi type indeed exists. Note that the lim
found for the metrics, without taking into account the Einstein equations. This is why a no
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tionary type II metric exists in the collection, and is found to admit thek50 Friedmann limit, even
though it is known7,8 that spatially homogeneous type II dust solutions must have zero rota
see Sec. III.

Now we shall systematically go over all the cases presented in Refs. 2 and 3. The two
from Ref. 1 are immediately seen to admit no Friedmann limit: In both of them, the velocity
of the dust is spanned on the Killing fields@see Eqs.~7.7! and ~7.8! in Ref. 1#, so the particle
number densityn will obey n,aua50. Hence, these cases cannot contain any expanding F
mann model because in the lattern,auaÞ0.

Each of the models presented in Refs. 2 and 3 that allows a Friedmann limit will be
transformed to the Pleban´ski coordinates~most of them were found in coordinates adapted to
Killing fields that are not in the Pleban´ski class!. Then, each model will be transformed by
coordinate transformation and reparametrization of the metric functions and constants to
form in which the limit of zero rotation can be calculated explicitly. Then, the Friedmann li
will be calculated by consecutively imposing on the metric the conditions of zero rotation,
tilt, zero shear, and spatial isotropy~i.e., constant curvature in the three-spaces orthogonal to
dust flow!. This last condition is not superfluous, even though dust with zero rotation and
shear must be a Friedmann model in consequence of the Einstein equations.9 It is conceivable that
no Friedmann limit would exist at all in some classes. However, this does not happen,
spatially isotropic subcase will be found to exist in all cases. The corresponding limits o
Killing fields, where nontrivial, will be also calculated and the Bianchi type of the limit de
mined.

Since on each of the underlying manifolds five vector fields exist~velocity, rotation, and the
three Killing fields!, the five vectors must be linearly dependent at each point. This linear rel
allows to identify in each case the parameter that determines the tilt of the velocity field
respect to the symmetry orbits—see Sec. V. It turns out that this tilt parameter is always s
proportional to that defined by King and Ellis.8

II. THE CASES 1.1.1 OF REF. 2

We begin with case 1.1.1.1., which is of Bianchi type III.
The transformation from the coordinates used in Eq.~2.18! of Ref. 2~that were adapted to th

Killing fields! to the Pleban´ski coordinates is given by Eq.~2.16! in Ref. 2~where$t8,x8,Y,Z% are

FIG. 1. The diagram shows how the different Bianchi types can be specialized by taking the zero limit of one or m
the structure constants. This allows to recognize~by the rules given at the end of Sec. I!, which Friedmann models can
possibly be contained as limits in a given class—see text. All the possibilities are actually realized in the col
considered in the paper.
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the coordinates of~2.18!, and$t,x,y,z% are the Pleban´ski coordinates!. The transformed metric is

g0051, g015y, g025g0350,

g115S Y

2l3
D 2

1
1

2l3
2 YZ1h112

b

l3
h12Y1S 1

2
bYD 2

h22,

~2.1!
g125h122

1
2 bl3Yh22, g135C3h132

1
2 b2C3Yh23,

g225l3
2h22, g235bC3l3h23, g335~bC3!2h33,

whereb, C3 andl3 are arbitrary constants,Y andZ are given by:

Y52bl3t1l3y1bC3z, Z5bl3t1l3y2bC3z, ~2.2!

and all thehi j , i , j 51,2,3 are arbitrary functions ofZ. The first line of Eq.~2.1! will be the same
in all the other metrics transformed to the Pleban´ski coordinates, so it will not be repeated fro
now on. Since the argument ofhi j is determined~by the Killing equations! only up to a constant
factor, we are allowed to rescale it by an arbitrary factor. For considering the limitv→0, it will
be convenient to assume that the argument ofhi j is

TªZ/~bl3!5t1y/b2~C3 /l3!z. ~2.3!

This presupposes thatbl3Þ0, but this condition is included in the definition of case 1.1.1.1. T
limit l350 can be taken into account after a simple reparametrization, and it leads to a stat
solution. The subcaseb50 is degenerate, and it belongs to the 1.1.2 family.

As seen from the last formula in~1.8!, the simplest way to letv→0 is to transformy as
follows:

y5v0ỹ, ~2.4!

and then letv0→0, so that the only nonzero component of rotation in the new coordin
becomes

v128 5v0ỹ ——→
v0→0

0. ~2.5!

Then, however, the componentsg128 , g228 , andg238 of the transformed metric would simultaneous
go to zero, and the metric would become degenerate (g50). To avoid this,h22 must be rescaled
as follows:

h225H22/v0
2 . ~2.6!

Theng128 5v0h122
1
2 bl3YH22/v0 would become infinite in the limitv0→0. To avoid this,h12

must be reset so that the infinity is cancelled. Since allhi j depend onT, not onY, this can be done
as follows:

h125H12/v02 1
2 ~bl3!2TH22/v0

2 . ~2.7!

The first term in~2.7! contains thev0 in the denominator for greater generality, so thatg128
——→

v0→0
H12Þ0. Then, to cancel the infinities ing11, the functionh11 must be reset as follows:

h115H112
1
4 b4~l3T!2H22/v0

22b2Th12. ~2.8!
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The reparametrization~2.4!, ~2.6!–~2.8! would be sufficient to make the limitv0→0 of the metric
~2.1! nondegenerate. However, the hypersurfacest5const, that become orthogonal to the veloc
field ua in the limit v0→0, would not yet coincide with the hypersurfaces of constant ma
density. In the Pleban´ski coordinates, as seen from~1.8!, the matter density obeysg52n22, and
so n would depend on (t2C3z/l3) in the limit v0→0, i.e., the model would still be tilted. To
untilt it, we must letC3→0, and this requires at least one more rescaling. It will be convenie
redefineC3 as follows

C35v0c, ~2.9!

so that the untilting occurs simultaneously withv→0. Then we must rescaleh33

h335H33/v0
2 . ~2.10!

For greater generality, we will also rescaleh23

h235H23/v0
2 , ~2.11!

and thenh13 must be reset as follows:

h135H13/v02 1
2 b3l3TH23/v0

2 . ~2.12!

The transformation~2.4!, applied to~2.1! together with all the subsequent reparametrizatio
results in the following metric:

g0051, g015v0ỹ, g025g0350,

g115
1

4l3
2 @bl3t~22l3ỹ12bcz!v01~l3ỹ1bcz!~3l3ỹ2bcz!v0

2#

2
1

4
~bt!21H1122bỹH121~bl3ỹ!2H22,

~2.13!
g125H122bl3

2ỹH22, g135cH132b2cl3ỹH23,

g225l3
2H22, g235bcl3H23, g335~bc!2H33,

where theHi j depend only ont. Here, similarly as in~2.1!, the first line will be the same for ever
metric, and so it will not be repeated from now on.

The metric~2.13! still has nonzero shear. If a Friedmann model is to result from it, the s
must be set to zero. The coordinates$t,x,y,z% in ~2.13! are now comoving and synchronous,
zero shear means that

gi j 5Gi j ~x,y,z!R2~ t !, ~2.14!

i.e., all the components of the metric must depend on time only through the same factorR2(t).
This means:

H11~ t !5 1
4 b2t22C11R

2~ t !,

other Hi j ~ t !52Ci j R
2~ t !, ~2.15!

whereCi j are unknown constants. With no loss of generality, it may be assumed that

C3351. ~2.16!
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The metric~2.13! with Hi j as in ~2.15! and ~2.16! will represent a Friedmann model when th
hypersurfacest5const are spaces of constant curvature. In order to calculate this curvature
convenient to introduce the new constantsD11, D12, andD22 by

D22
2
ªC222C23

2, D12ª~C122C13C23/b!/~l3D22!,
~2.17!

D11
2
ªC112C13

2/b22D12
2.

The correct signs forD11
2 andD22

2 are guaranteed by the signature of~2.13!. Then~2.13! may be
written as follows:

ds25dt22~D11Rdx!22R2@~D122bl3D22y!dx1l3D22dy#2

2R2@~C13/b2bl3C23y!dx1l3C23dy1bcdz#2, ~2.18!

and the curvature tensor for the spacest5const may be easily calculated using the orthonormal
of differential forms suggested by~2.18!. The curvature tensor is

R12
125

3
4 F2G21F2, R13

135R23
2352 1

4 F2G2, ~2.19!

where

Fªb/~D11R!, GªC23/D22. ~2.20!

The Riemann tensor~2.19! will represent constant curvature whenR12
125R13

13. This impliesb
50, which seems to be a singular limit of~2.18!. However, the limitb→0 may be easily incor-
porated into~2.18! by the following reparametrization:

C135D13b, c5C/b. ~2.21!

After this, the Riemann tensor of the spacet5const still has the same form~2.19!–~2.20!. With
b50, Ri j

kl[0, i.e.,~2.18! represents then thek50 Friedmann model. This is the Friedmann lim
of the metric~2.1!, as expected for Bianchi type III.

In this case, the coordinates of the Friedmann limit are similar to those usually used~they are
the nonorthogonal Cartesian coordinates for the flat spacet5const). This will not be so in mos
other cases—the coordinate representation of the resulting Friedmann limit will be rather e
and calculating the Riemann tensor of the subspacet5const will be the simplest way to check th
it is the Friedmann metric indeed.

The Killing fields for the metric~2.1! are ~see Ref. 2!

k(1)
a 5d1

a , k(2)
a 5ebx~d0

a2bd2
a!, k(3)

a 5C3d0
a1l3d3

a . ~2.22!

As seen from Fig. 1, the algebra of type III can be specialized only to types II and I, and s
k50 Friedmann limit is the only one of the three that can be expected here. Note that the K
field k(2) will have a meaningful limitv→0, b→0 only if the two limits are tuned so tha
v0 /b ——→

v0→0
0 ~for example,b5BAv0). Then l (2)

a
ª(v0 /b)k(2)

a ——→
v0→0

da
2 , which is indeed a

Killing field of ~2.18! with b50. The algebra$k(1) ,l (2) ,k(3)% becomes then Bianchi type I whe
v050, as expected.

The reasoning behind the reparametrizations, and the subsequent calculation of the li
zero rotation, zero tilt, zero shear, and constant curvature of the spacest5const, follows the same
scheme in all the other cases. Therefore, it will be presented in less detail from now on. In
of the cases, the reparametrization that untilts the limitv→0 is a necessary condition for cance
ling the infinities introduced by the earlier reparametrizations.
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The other two subcases of case 1.1.1 in Ref. 2, i.e., cases 1.1.1.2.1@Eq. ~3.16!# and 1.1.1.2.2
@Eq. ~3.32!# are immediately seen to allow no Friedmann limit. For both of them, the Killing fie
are given by~2.22! above withl350. As seen from~1.8!, the Killing field k(3) coincides then with
the velocity field of dust, and so both these models are stationary.

In fact, the last of~2.22! is the linear relation among the five vectors mentioned at the en
Sec. I, because it is equivalent to~1.12!. Since withl350 the velocity becomes one of the Killin
fields, i.e., becomes tangent to the symmetry orbits,l3 is the tilt parameter. More on this—se
Sec. V.

III. CASES 1.1.2 OF REF. 2

The case 1.1.2.1 is again of Bianchi type III. The transformation back from the coordina
Eq. ~4.6! in Ref. 2~adapted to two Killing fields! to the Pleban´ski coordinates is given by~4.4! in
Ref. 2, with the roles of$xa% and$x8a% interchanged. The transformed metric is

g11522~c/a!y2~c/a!21Y2h1122~c/a!l3Yh131~cl3 /a!2h33,

g125h122
cl3

aY
h23, g135C3Yh132~c/a!l3C3h33, ~3.1!

g225h22/Y2, g235C3h23/Y, g335C3
2h33, Yªay1c,

wherea, c andl3 are arbitrary constants andhi j are arbitrary functions of the variable

Tªt2C3z/l3 . ~3.2!

The reparametrization that will allow setting the rotation and tilt to zero is

~y,C3!5v0~ ỹ,D !,

h115H111~l3 /a!2H33/v0
2 , h125H12/v01~l3 /a!H23/v0

2 ,

h135H131~l3 /a!H33/v0
2 , ~h22,h23,h33!5~H22,H23,H33!/v0

2 . ~3.3!

The reparametrized metric~without the limit v0→0 taken yet! is

g1152~c/a!222~c/a!v0ỹ1Ỹ2H1122~c/a!l3ỸH131~l3ỹ!2H33,

g125H121~l3ỹ/Ỹ!H23, g135Dv0ỸH131Dl3ỹH33, ~3.4!

g225H22/Ỹ2, g235DH23/Ỹ, g335D2H33, Ỹ5av0ỹ1c.

Similarly as before, in the limitv0→0 theHi j will depend only ont, and the subsequent limi
of zero shear isH1152C11R

2(t)1(c/a)2, otherHi j (t)52Ci j R
2(t), C3351. Proceeding exactly

as in Sec. II, we then find that the hypersurfacest5const will have constant curvature whenl3

→0; the resulting limit is the Friedmannk50 model, as expected for type III. The limitsC3

→0 andl3→0 should be tuned so thatC3 /l3 ——→
v0→0

0, e.g.,l35L3v0
1/2.

The case 1.1.2.2@Eqs. ~4.12!–~4.33! in Ref. 2# is of Bianchi type II. It is known from the
paper by Ozsva´th,7 and from Theorem 3.1 by King and Ellis,8 that dust models of type II have zer
rotation. However, that thesis was proven with use of the Einstein equations in Ref. 7 and
Ellis evolution equations9 in Ref. 8, that include consequences of the Einstein equations. In
approach of Refs. 1–3, the Einstein equations were not used. Moreover, the constantl3 plays the
role of the tilt parameter here—withl350, the metric becomes stationary~the orbits of the
symmetry group become timelike and tangent to the velocity field of the dust!, and this case is no
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covered in Refs. 7 and 8. This is why the case 1.1.2.2 could show up in our consideration
observation implies a warning: The existence of a Friedmann limit of the metric does not
antee that the Einstein equations will allow a rotating generalization of a given Bianchi type
corresponding Friedmann model. A rotating dust solution and the Friedmann solution may tu
to be two disjoint subclasses within that type.

The metric@Eq. ~4.13! from Ref. 2# transformed back to the Pleban´ski coordinates@by the inverse of
~4.4! from Ref. 2# is

g115h1112l3yh131y2~11l3
2h33!,

g125h121l3yh23, g135C3~h131l3yh33!, ~3.5!

~g22,g23,g33!5~h22,C3h23,C3
2h33!,

where thehi j are arbitrary functions of theT from ~3.2!. The limit of zero rotation and zero tilt is
achieved after the reparametrization

~y,C3!5v0~ ỹ,D !,

~h12,h13!5~H12,H13!/v0 , ~h22,h23,h33!5~H22,H23,H33!/v0
2 , ~3.6!

and the reparametrized metric is

g115~v0ỹ!21h1112l3ỹH131~l3ỹ!2H33,

g125H121l3ỹH23, g135D~H131l3ỹH33!, ~3.7!

~g22,g23,g33!5~H22,DH23,D2H33!.

The k50 Friedmann limit will result now whenv050, Hi j 52Ci j R
2, andl350.

The theorem by King and Ellis mentioned above implies thatv050 will follow when ~3.7! is
substituted in the Einstein equations.

The Killing fields for the metric~3.1! are

k(1)
a 5da

1 , k(3)
a 5C3da

01l3da
3 ,

~3.8!
k(2)

a 5cxda
01axda

12~ay1c!da
21~cl3 /C3!xda

3 .

@The Killing fields for~3.5! result whena50 above.# After the reparametrization~3.3!, in the limit
v0→0, the basis~3.8! becomes

k(1)
a 5da

1 , l (3)
a
ª~1/l3!k(3)

a ——→
v0→0

da
3 ,

~3.9!
l (2)
a 52~v0 /c!k(2)

a ——→
v0→0

da
22~l3 /D !xda

3 .

In the Friedmann limitl3→0, the generators~3.9! become a Bianchi type I algebra.

IV. CASES 1.2 AND 2 OF REF. 2

All of these allow both thek50 and thek521 Friedmann limits.
Case 1.2.1.1 is of Bianchi type VIh with the free parameter (b21 f 2)/(b22 f 2) ~there is a typo

in Ref. 2!. In this case@Eqs. ~5.6!–~5.7! in Ref. 2#, the transformation back to the Pleban´ski
coordinates is given by~5.5! from Ref. 2, with the roles ofxa andx8a interchanged. The resulting
metric is
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g115h1122bt~y2bh12!22Zh131~bt!2~b2h2221!22b2tZh231Z2h33,

g125h121b2th222Zh23, g135h131b2th232Zh33, ~4.1!

~g22,g23,g33!5~h22,h23,h33!, Zª f z,

whereb and f are arbitrary constants, andhi j are arbitrary functions of

T5t1y/b. ~4.2!

The limit of zero rotation~that will automatically untilt the model! is achieved by the reparam
etrization

y5v0ỹ, h225H22/v0
2 , h235H23/v0 ,

h115H111~bT!222b2Th122b4T2H22/v0
2 , ~4.3!

h125H12/v02b2TH22/v0
2 , h135H132b2TH23/v0 ,

and the reparametrized metric is

g115~v0ỹ!21H1122bỹH1222ZH131~bỹ!2H2212bỹZH231Z2h33,

g125H122bỹH222ZH23, g135H132bỹH232Zh33, ~4.4!

~g22,g23,g33!5~H22,H23,h33!.

With v050, the shearfree limit will result when allhi j 52Ci j R
2(t), and then thek521 Fried-

mann model results whenb5 f Þ0. Thek50 Friedmann limit results whenb5 f 50. This is the
first instance where the coordinates of thek521 Friedmann limit come out rather exotic. Fro
now on, this will be the rule.

The Killing fields for the metric~4.1!–~4.2! are

k(1)
a 5da

1 , k(2)
a 5ebx~da

02bda
2!, k(3)

a 5ef xda
3 . ~4.5!

In the k521 Friedmann limit that will result by the first of~4.3! and b5 f , k(1)
a remains un-

changed,k(3)
a becomes ebxda

(3) , while k(2)
a is replaced by

l (2)
a 5~2v0 /b!k(2)

a ——→
v0→0

ebxda
2 . ~4.6!

This is of Bianchi type V, and in the further limitb5 f 50 it becomes type I.
In the case 1.2.1.2@Eq. ~5.10! in Ref. 2#, which is of type IV, the transformation back to th

Pleban´ski coordinates is given by Eq.~5.9! there. The whole further calculation is similar t
~4.1!–~4.4! above. Instead of the last formula in~4.1! we have

Zªct1bz, ~4.7!

wherec is one more arbitrary constant, and in~4.3! we have:

h115H111~bT!222b2Th1212cTH132b4T2H22/v0
21~cT!2h33,

h125H12/v02b2TH22/v0
21cTH23/v0 , h135H132b2TH23/v01cTh33. ~4.8!

The reparametrized metric is
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g115~v0ỹ!2~11c2h33/b2!12cv0ỹ~H13/b2 ỹH232zh33!1H1122bỹH12

22bzH131~bỹ!2H2212b2ỹzH231~bz!2h33,

g125v0~c/b!ỹH231H122bỹH222bzH23, ~4.9!

g135v0~c/b!ỹh331H132bỹH232bzh33, ~g22,g23,g33!5~H22,H23,H33!.

The limit v0→0 of ~4.9! is the same as the limitv0→0 of ~4.4! with b5 f . Hence, thek
521 Friedmann limit will result from~4.9! when v050 and hi j 52Ci j R

2(t), without any
further limitations. Thek50 Friedmann limit will result whenb50 in addition.

For the case 1.2.2.1@Eqs. ~5.17! and ~5.18! in Ref. 2#, which is of Bianchi type VIh , the
subcaseC5 j 1a50 is identical to the subcasec50 of case 1.2.2.2, and so the Friedmann lim
will be the same~see below!.

The case 1.2.2.2@Eq. ~5.19! in Ref. 2#, which is of Bianchi type IV, allows the special cas
c50, where the Bianchi type becomes V. This special case was investigated in detail in Ref.
it was shown there how thek521 Friedmann limit is obtained. In order to obtain thek50
Friedmann limit, one has to apply the following transformation and rescaling to Eq.~3.5! in Ref.
4:

y5eau, K5K̃/a, ~4.10!

and then take the limita→0.
All the subcases of case 2 in Ref. 2 have matter density constant along the dust flow: I

2.1.1 ~type I! and both cases 2.1.2~types II and I!, the velocity field is tangent to the symmetr
orbits, in case 2.2~type I!, the velocity field coincides with one of the Killing fields. Therefore,
Friedmann limits will exist there.

With this, all cases of Ref. 2 are exhausted.

V. CASE 1.1.1.1 OF REF. 3

In the cases considered in Ref. 3, each of the three Killing vectors is linearly independ
the velocity and rotation. However, the five vectors existing in each four-dimensional ta
space to the manifold cannot form a linearly independent set. The three-dimensional
spanned by the Killing vectors,K3 , must intersect with the two-dimensional plane spanned by
velocity and rotation,H2 , along at least one direction. In the models of Ref. 1, the wholeH2 plane
was a subspace of theK3 space. In consequence, the velocity was a linear combination o
Killing vectors, and so those models were stationary. In the models of Ref. 2, considered
now, the planeH2 and the spaceK3 intersected along the direction of the Killing vectork(3)

a

5C3ua1(l3 /n)wa. From now on, the line of intersection will not coincide with any Killin
direction. Hence, in each case an equation of the following form will have to hold:

a1k(1)
a 1a2k(2)

a 1a3k(3)
a 5b1ua1b2wa, ~5.1!

whereai andbi are functions on the manifold. Note that ifb250, then the velocity field is tangen
to the symmetry orbits, and in consequence such a model has zero expansion and matter
independent of the comoving time~the metric may depend on the time only because in genera
metric has shear!. Hence,b2 is a measure of the tilt of the velocity field with respect to the orb
Its relation to the tilt defined by King and Ellis8 will be explained below@see after Eq.~5.6!#.

The case 1.1.1.1, given by Eqs.~2.28! and ~2.29! in Ref. 3, is of Bianchi type VIh . The
transformation back to the Pleban´ski coordinates is given by Eq.~2.27! in Ref. 3, and the result is
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g115
f 2~b1 f !

b2~b2 f !
U222

f

b2 f
U~ f t1y!1h1122Vh1222

f g

bb~b2 f !
Uh131V2h22

12
f g

bb~b2 f !
UVh231F f g

bb~b2 f !G
2

U2h33,

g125V/b21h122Vh222
f g

bb~b2 f !
Uh23,

~5.2!

g135h132Vh232
f g

bb~b2 f !
Uh33,

g22521/b21h22, ~g23,g33!5~h23,h33!,

whereb, f , b andg are arbitrary constants, thehi j are arbitrary functions of the argument:

T5t1y/b2b~b2 f !z/g, ~5.3!

andU andV stand for

U5bt1y, V5b f t1~b1 f !y. ~5.4!

The Killing fields for the metric~5.2! are:

k(1)
a 5d1

a , k(2)
a 5ef x$d0

a2 f d2
a1@g/~bb!#d3

a%,
~5.5!

k(3)
a 5ebx~2d0

a1bd2
a!.

From ~1.8! it follows then that:

be2 f xk(2)
a 1 f e2bxk(3)

a 5~b2 f !ua1@g/~nb!#wa. ~5.6!

This is the Eq.~5.1! specified for the case 1.1.1.1. As remarked above, wheng50, the velocity
field becomes tangent to the symmetry orbits.@With g→0, the argument ofhi j given by~5.2! has
to be redefined so that it becomesZ5gT ——→

g→0
2b(b2 f )z.#

This means that the parameter (g/b) is a measure of the tilt of the velocity field with respe
to the symmetry orbits. Indeed, the measure of tilt defined by King and Ellis8 is proportional to
(g/b). They defined the hyperbolic angle of tiltb̄ by

coshb̄5uana ~5.7!

~the difference in sign from their paper is a consequence of the difference in signature!, wherena

is the unit vector normal to the orbits of symmetry. This definition ofb̄ makes sense only whe
bothua andna are timelike vectors; the cases ofna being null or spacelike are not considered
Ref. 8. However,uana is a measure of the tilt also for nontimelikena. In particular, whenua is
tangent to the symmetry orbits,uana50. The vectorna is related to the Killing fields by

na5Na /A2gmnNmNn
ªNa /iNi , ~5.8!

where

Na5
1

A2g
«abgdk(1)

b k(2)
g k(3)

d . ~5.9!
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In our case then

uana5iNi21Naua5
1

iNiA2g
e(b1 f )xg/b. ~5.10!

Analogs of~5.1! and~5.6! will exist in every case considered from now on. In the models
Ref. 2, considered up to now, where the Killing fieldk(3)

a always had the formk(3)
a 5C3ua

1(l3 /n)wa, l3 was a measure of the tilt.
For calculating the limit of zero rotation and zero shear, the following reparametrizati

useful:

~y,b!5v0~ ỹ,B!, h225H22/v0
2 , h235H23/v0 ,

h115~ f T!21H1112b f Th1212~ f 2/D !Th13/v02~b f T!2H22/v0
2

22~b f3/D !T2H23/v0
22~ f 4/D2!T2h33/v0

2 ,
~5.11!

h125H12/v01b f TH22/v0
21~ f 2/D !TH23/v0

2 ,

h135H131b f TH23/v01~ f 2/D !Th33/v0 ,

Dª f ~b2 f !B/g.

The reparametrized metric is

g11522 f tWv01@~Dz!222~ f /b!ỹW#v0
21H1122bWH12

22 f zH131~bW!2H2212b f zWH231~ f z!2H33,

g125~ f t/b!v01@~b1 f !/b2# ỹv0
21H122bWH222 f zH23,

~5.12!
g135H132bWH232 f zh33,

~g22,g23,g33!5~H22,H23,h335H33!, Wªy1Dz.

Thek521 Friedmann limit results now from~5.12! whenv050 ~after which allhi j depend only
on t), and

Hi j 52Ci j R
2~ t !, C3351, b5 f . ~5.13!

@The last of~5.13! implies D50.# The k50 Friedmann limit results when in addition

b5 f 50. ~5.14!

The reparametrization~5.11! transforms the Killing fieldsk(2)
a andk(3)

a from ~5.5! as follows:

l (2)
a 5~bb/g!k(2)

a ——→
v0→0

ef x@2~b fb/g!da
(2)1da

(3)#

l (3)
a 5~v0 /b!k(3)

a ——→
v0→0

ebxda
(2) . ~5.15!

In thek521 Friedmann limit (b5 f ), together withk(1)
a , this becomes a Bianchi type V algebr

and in thek50 Friedmann limit (b5 f 50), it becomes type I.
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VI. CASE 1.1.1.2 OF REF. 3

This case is given by Eqs.~3.7!–~3.11! in Ref. 3. It is of Bianchi type VIII or VI0 ~wheng
Þ0 or g50, respectively!, so only thek50 Friedmann limit may exist here. The limit of zer
rotation and zero tilt can be considered without transforming the metric back to the Pleb´ski
form, but the three subcases have to be considered separately.

The Killing fields in this case are

k(1)
a 5d1

a , k(3)
a 5ea1xd2

a ,
~6.1!

k(2)
a 5e2a1x@2gyd1

a1a1~gy212B!d2
a1d3

a#.

The analog of Eq.~5.1! is

k(2)
a 2a1~gy212B!e22a1xk(3)

a 22gye2a1xk(1)
a 5e2a1x@4Bua1~8cga1 /n!wa#, ~6.2!

and, consequently, the King–Ellis measure of tilt is

A2gNaua5a1 , ~6.3!

@Na is given by~5.8!#.
The argument of the arbitrary functions in the metric is

T5t1y/a12
B

2cga1
z. ~6.4!

In case I (gBÞ0), the reparametrization needed is

y5v0ỹ, B5v0
3/4B̃, a15v0

1/4a1 , ~6.5!

~h13,k13!5~G13,K13!v0 , h225G22/v0
2 . ~6.6!

The full reparametrized metric, withv0Þ0, is rather complicated here, so only the limitv0→0
will be quoted:

ds25dt21h11dx21G22dy22
h33

2B̃a1

dydz1h33dz2. ~6.7!

The k50 Friedmann limit results when furtherh115G225h3352R2(t).
As seen from~6.1!, the symmetry group becomes Bianchi type I in the limitv0→0 after the

reparametrization~6.4! @the Killing field k(3) has to be replaced byl (3)5v0k(3) in order that the
limit is nonsingular#.

In case II (B50), Eq. ~6.5! remains unchanged, while~6.6! is replaced by

~h12,h23!5~G12,G23!v0 , h225G22/v0
2 . ~6.8!

The limit v0→0 of the reparametrized metric is:

ds25dt21h11dx212G12dxdy12h13dxdz1G22dy21h33dz2, ~6.9!

where all the metric components depend only ont. Thek50 Friedmann limit is here

G125h1350, h115G225h3352R2~ t !. ~6.10!

In case III (g50, Bianchi type VI0), the k50 Friedmann limit results again by~6.5!, ~6.8!,
~6.9! and ~6.10!.
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Note two typos in Sec. III of Ref. 3: In~3.7! the correct formula forwa is

wa5
na1

2cgD
~24Bd0

a1d3
a!5

n

8cga1
~24Bd0

a1d3
a!, ~6.11!

and in ~3.10!, the correct formula forg23 is

g23522gzh131h232a1gz2h33. ~6.12!

VII. CASE 1.1.2.1 OF REF. 3

This model is of Bianchi type VIIh , and is given by Eqs.~4.19!–~4.23! in Ref. 3. Two
formulas in~4.23! had typos, the correct expressions are

g125e(b1 f )x/2@Wh122~g/D !~b1 f !cos~Dx/2!h13#,

g225e(b1 f )x$@g2~b1 f !2h33/D211#cos2~Dx/2!

22~g/D !~b1 f !cos~Dx/2!Wh231W2h22%.

~7.1!

The transformation back to the Pleban´ski coordinates is given by~4.21! in Ref. 3, and the resulting
metric is

g115y21h1112Uh1222~g/D !~b1 f !yh131U2h22

22~g/D !~b1 f !yUh231@~g/D !~b1 f !y#2h33,

g12522h1212~g/D !h1322Uh2212~g/D !Uh2312~g/D !~b1 f !yh2322~g/D !2~b1 f !yh33,

g135h131Uh232~g/D !~b1 f !yh33, ~7.2!

g2254h2228~g/D !h2314~g/D !2h33, g23522h2312~g/D !h33,

g335h33, Uª

1
2@~b1 f !21D2#t12~b1 f !y,

whereb, f D, andg are arbitrary constants, andhi j are arbitrary functions of the variable

T5t1
2y

b1 f
1

D

g~b1 f !
z. ~7.3!

The Killing fields for the metric~7.2! are

k(1)
a 5d1

a , k(2)
a 5e(b1 f )x/2@cos~Dx/2!d0

a2 1
2 Wd2

a2g sin~Dx/2!d3
a#,

k(3)
a 5e(b1 f )x/2@sin~Dx/2!d0

a2 1
2 Vd2

a1g cos~Dx/2!d3
a#,

~7.4!
Wª~b1 f !cos~Dx/2!2D sin~Dx/2!,

VªD cos~Dx/2!1~b1 f !sin~Dx/2!.

The analog of~5.1! is here

Vk(2)
a 2Wk(3)

a 5De(b1 f )x/2ua2
g

n
~b1 f !e(b1 f )x/2wa, ~7.5!
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and the King–Ellis measure of the tilt is:

A2guaNa52 1
2 ~b1 f !ge(b1 f )x. ~7.6!

Equation~7.5! shows that withg(b1 f )50, the model should be nonexpanding. This is so inde
but in order to be able to consider the subcaseg(b1 f )→0, we have to takeg(b1 f )T as the
argument ofhi j in ~7.2! instead of theT given by ~7.3!.

We define

Eª~b1 f !21D2, ~7.7!

and then the reparametrization needed for the limit of zero rotation and zero tilt is

~y,D !5v0~ ỹ,d!, h225H22/v0
2 , h235H23/v0 ,

h115H112ETH12/v01~ 1
2 ET!2H22/v0

2 , ~7.8!

h125H12/v02 1
2 ETH22/v0

2 , h135H132
1
2 ETH23/v0 .

After the reparametrization we have

S1,2ªb1 f 1«1,2~v0d!2/~b1 f ! ——→
v0→0

b1 f , «1511,«2521,

SªS2ỹ2 1
2 ~d/g!S1z,

g115~v0y!21H1112SH1222~g/d!~b1 f !ỹH131S2H22

22~g/d!~b1 f !ỹSH231@~g/d!~b1 f !ỹ#2h33,

g12522H1212~g/d!H1322SH2212~g/d!ỹH23

12~g/d!~b1 f 1S!H2322~g/d!2~b1 f !ỹh33, ~7.9!

g135H131 ỹSH232~g/d!~b1 f !ỹh33,

g2254H2228~g/d!H2314~g/d!2h33,

g23522H2312~g/d!h33, g335h33ªH33.

In the limit v0→0, all theHi j will depend only ont. The limit of zero shear is then obtained b

Hi j 52Ci j R
2~ t !, C3351. ~7.10!

To obtain the Friedmann limits, a further reparametrization of the constantsCi j is necessary. We
define

C235D231g/d, D22
25C222C23

2,
~7.11!

D125~C122C13C23!/D22, D11
25C112C13

22D12
2.

The metric~7.9! may then be written
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ds25dt22~D11Rdx!22R2H F2D122~b1 f !D22S ỹ2
d

2g
zD Gdx12D22dỹJ 2

2R2H FC131~b1 f !D23ỹ2
1

2
~b1 f !S 11

d

g
D23D zGdx22D23dỹ1dzJ 2

, ~7.12!

The k521 Friedmann limit results now whend50, the k50 limit results whenb1 f 50 in
addition. The first of~7.11! was necessary to eliminateg/d from ~7.9! so that the limitd→0 could
be subsequently taken.

We have found above@after Eq.~7.6!# thatb1 f 50 corresponds to zero expansion. This is
when b1 f→0 with other parameters unchanged. In considering thek50 Friedmann limit,b
1 f is set to zero after the limitd→0 had already been taken. In order to make these two lim
compatible, we have to assume thatb1 f→0 slowly enough so thatD/(b1 f )→0 and y/(b
1 f )→0. With the reparametrization~7.8!, this is achieved whenb1 f 5Bv0

« , where 0,«,1.
After the reparametrization~7.8!, in the limit v0→0, the Killing fields become

k(1)
a 5da

(1) , l (2)
a 52@2v0 /~b1 f !#k(2)

a ——→
v0→0

e(b1 f )x/2da
(2)

l (3)
a 5~1/g!k(3)

a ——→
v0→0

e(b1 f )x/2H 2
d

2g F11
1

2
~b1 f !xGda

(2)1da
(3)J . ~7.13!

This is a Bianchi type IV algebra, and in the Friedmann limitsk521 (d50) andk50 (d5b
1 f 50) it becomes type V and I, respectively.

VIII. CASE 1.1.2.2 OF REF. 3, BIANCHI TYPE IX SUBCASE

The case 1.1.2.2 contains three different subcases that are of Bianchi types IX, VIII, and0 .
The type IX subcase requires some adaptation of the formulas given in Ref. 3.

For type IX, g/c.0. Then, as seen from Eq.~5.16! in Ref. 3,B/c,0, or else~5.16! would
lead to a contradiction. These two inequalities imply thatgB,0, while Eqs.~5.26! and ~5.27! in
Ref. 3 are adapted to the casegB.0. Hence, a re-adaptation of these formulas to type IX
necessary first. We define

Bª2B̄, l5 i l̄, k125 i k12, k235 i k23 ~8.1!

~the overbars simply denote new symbols that will be real!, so that instead of~5.16!, ~5.23!, ~5.26!,
and ~5.27! from Ref. 3, we obtain

K5
1

2D
S 2B̄2gy2

c
D 1/2

, d2
ª~B̄/D !21~2cg!2, l̄2

ª

gB̄

8d4D2 ,

R52cD2y/~B̄K !, E K23Rdy5
4c2D4

gB̄K2
, ~8.2!

v5B̄t12cDgz, U5h12sin~2l̄v !1k12cos~2l̄v !,

g115y21K2H1114
cgD

B̄
yKH1318

~cgD !2

gB̄
H33,

g125H1212
cgD

B̄K
yH23, g135KH1312

cgD

B̄
yH33, ~8.3!
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g225H22/K2, g235H23/K, g335H33,

H1152
cD2

2d2l̄
U1h11, H125h12cos~2l̄v !2k12sin~2l̄v !,

H1352
cD2

2d2l̄
@h23sin~ l̄v !1k23cos~ l̄v !#,

~8.4!

H2252
d2l̄

cD2
U1

gB̄

2c2D6
h111

8cg2

B̄D2
h33,

H235h23cos~ l̄v !2k23sin~ l̄v !, H335h33,

where B̄, c, D, g, and g are arbitrary constants, and all thehi j , k12, and k23 are arbitrary
functions of the argument

T5t2
B̄

2cDg
z. ~8.5!

Equations~8.2!–~8.5! are written in the Pleban´ski coordinates.
The Killing fields for metrics~8.3! and ~8.4! are

k(1)
a 5d1

a ,

k(2)
a 5cos~Dx/2!F ~K2yK,y!d0

a1K,yd1
a1

g

DK
d3

aG1
1

2
DK sin~Dx/2!d2

a ,

~8.6!

k(3)
a 5sin~Dx/2!F ~K2yK,y!d0

a1K,yd1
a1

g

DK
d3

aG2
1

2
DK cos~Dx/2!d2

a .

~Note: the first commutator in Eq.~5.20! in Ref. 3 should have a minus on the right-hand sid!
The analog of~5.1! here is

cos~Dx/2!k(2)
a 1sin~Dx/2!k(3)

a 2K,yk(1)
a 5~K2yK,y!ua1@g/~DKn!#wa. ~8.7!

In agreement with this, the King–Ellis measure of tilt is here

A2gNaua5g/2. ~8.8!

Note that

K,y52
gy

4cD2K
, K2yK,y5

B̄

2cD2K
. ~8.9!

The case presently considered is the only one of type IX in the whole classification. Ther

~1! This is the only place where thek511 Friedmann model will appear as a limit;
~2! The models represented by Eqs.~8.2!–~8.6! include those considered by Go¨del.10 ~Ours are in

fact more general because the tilt of the symmetry orbits with respect to the velocity field
arbitrary parameter here.! We shall deal with this point further on.
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For later considerations, it will be convenient to reparametrize the metric~8.4! once more, as
follows:

Ḡª~h12
21k12

2!1/2, h1252Ḡ sin~2b!, k125Ḡ cos~2b!,
~8.10!

Fª~h23
21k23

2!1/2, h235F cos~a!, k235F sin~a!,

where Ḡ, F, a, and b are new functions of theT given by ~8.3!; and also to transform the
coordinatey by

y5A2B̄/g cos~q!. ~8.11!

From now on, thex2-coordinate will beq. Then, in order to set the rotation and the tilt to zero,
following further reparametrization is needed:

B̄5bv0
2 , g5hv0 , Ḡ5G/v0 , h115G11/v0

2 . ~8.12!

Let us note that

l̄v5
AbgD~v0bt12cDhz!

2&@~v0b!21~2cDh!2#
——→
v0→0

Abg

4&ch
z. ~8.13!

The metric~8.5!, reparametrized by~8.10!–~8.12!, becomes

g115
2b

g
cos2 qv0

21
2b

4cD2 G11sin2 q24
chD3

g
A2c

b
F sin~ l̄v1a!sinq cosq

2DA b

2g
G cos~2l̄v12b!sin2 q18

~chD!2

bg
h33,

g125A2b/gG sin~2l̄v12b!sinq24&~chD2/g!Ac/bF cos~ l̄v1a!cosq,

g1352&
chD

Abg
h33cosq2D2Ac

g
F sin~ l̄v1a!sinq, ~8.14!

g2252
b

cD4 G11132
~ch!2

bg
h3312&

1

D
Ab

g
G cos~2l̄v12b!,

g23522DAc

g
F cos~ l̄v1a!, g335h33.

In the limit v0→0, the velocity fieldua5da
0 will have zero shear when

a5const, b5const,
~8.15!

~G,F,G11,h33!52~C12,C23,C11,1!R2~ t !.

With use of~8.13! it may be verified now that thek511 Friedmann limit will result from~8.14!
and ~8.15! whenv0→0 and

C125C235C1150. ~8.16!
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The resulting representation of the Friedmann model~again an exotic one! is identical, up to
rescalings of coordinates, to the one derived by Behr11

ds25dt22R2~ t !F8
~chD!2

bg
dx214&

chD

Abg
cosqdxdz132

~ch!2

bg
dq21dz2G . ~8.17!

The k50 Friedmann model will result from this after the transformation–reparametrization

q5arccos~ky!, h5H/k, x5kx8, ~8.18!

in the limit k→0.
For thek511 Friedmann limit, the algebra of the Killing fields~8.6!, suitably transformed by

use of ~8.9!, ~8.11!, and ~8.12!, is still of Bianchi type IX. For thek50 limit, the algebra
$ l (1) ,l (2) ,l (3)%ªk$k(1) ,k(2) ,k(3)% is of Bianchi type I whenk→0.

As stated above, the class of models defined by~8.2!–~8.5! must contain the one considere
by Gödel in Ref. 10. This is so because two of Go¨del’s assumptions~dust source and nonzer
rotation! place his class within our collection, and the third assumption~compact spacest
5const, i.e., Bianchi type IX; the Bianchi classification and terminology had not yet bee
common use in Go¨del’s time! uniquely points to the subcase I of our case 1.1.2.2. Go¨del presented
several properties of these models in the form of theorems, but mostly without proofs and a
without formulas. It would be an interesting exercise to see how Go¨del’s theorems apply to the
explicitly given metric~8.2!–~8.5!.

In particular, one of his statements seems to need a refinement. He said that there e`8

rotating solutions satisfying all his requirements. This means that the collection of all solutio
the Einstein equations for~8.2!–~8.5! should be labeled by eight arbitrary constants. One
understand how this happens from Ref. 4, where the Einstein equations were investigated
equally general Bianchi type V class. Of the six unknown functions in the initial metric, one~h33

in Ref. 4! is determined by an algebraic relation, two of the Einstein equations are of first
and can be used to eliminate two more functions, and then the remaining three function
equations of second order. This gives eight constants indeed. However, the tilt paramete@g in
~8.7! and ~8.8!# is one more arbitrary constant that is contained in the metric even befor
Einstein equations are considered.

Rotating dust models of Bianchi type IX were considered by Behr,11 with simplifying assump-
tions about the metric. Similarly as in Ref. 4, the main conclusion seems to be that whatev
does with the Einstein equations, no solution comes within sight.

IX. CASE 1.1.2.2 OF REF. 3, BIANCHI TYPES VIII AND VII 0

The subcase of case 1.1.2.2 that corresponds to the Bianchi type VIII is defined by

g/c,0, ~9.1!

in Eqs.~5.16!–~5.27! in Ref. 3. Then,B/c and, consequently,Bg can have any sign at this poin
Only thek50 Friedmann model can be contained as a subcase here.

The casesBgÞ0 andBg50 have to be considered separately. WhenBgÞ0, we take Eqs.
~5.23!–~5.28! in Ref. 3 with the following specializations:

h125k125h235k2350,

B5bv0
2 , ~g,y!5~h,ỹ!v0 , h115G11/v0

2 . ~9.2!

Then
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K5v0K̃, K̃5
1

2D
A2

gỹ212b

c
,

g115~v0ỹ!228
~cDh!2

bg
h331K̃2G11,

~9.3!
g1250, g13522~cDh/b!ỹh33,

g225K̃22S 2
bg

2c2D6 G1128
ch2

bD2 h33D , g2350, g335h33.

It is now seen that the proper signature will result only when

b/c.0. ~9.4!

In order to obtain thek50 Friedmann model from~9.3!, we then rescale the constants aga
as follows:

b5b0Ag, D5dg1/4, h5Hg3/4, ~9.5!

and take the limitg→0. The limiting metric is

ds25dt21G11S b0

2cd2 dx21
1

d4 dỹ2D1h33dz2, ~9.6!

and in the limit of zero shear,G115C11h3352C11R
2(t), this becomes thek50 Friedmann model

indeed.
The Killing fields for this case are given by~8.6!. After the rescalings~9.2! and ~9.5!, the

following basis of the symmetry algebra is obtained:

k(1)
a 5da

1 ,

l (2)
a 5A b0

2cg

1

H
k(3)

a ——→
g→0

1

4cH S 2
ỹ

d
da

11
1

2
b0dxda

2D1da
3 , ~9.7!

l (3)
a 522A2c

b0
g21/4k(3)

a ——→
g→0

da
2 .

This is of Bianchi type VII0 .
WhenBg50, and the Bianchi type is VIII, we must have:

B50Þg. ~9.8!

The metric is then found from Eqs.~5.28! and ~5.23!–~5.26! in Ref. 3, suitably adapted. WithB
50, the arbitrary functions depend only ont. The metric needs then to be rescaled as follow

~g,y!5~h,ỹ!v0 , ~h12,h13,h23!5~G12,G13,G23!/v0 , h115G11/v0
2 ~9.9!

and the result of the rescaling is
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g115~v0ỹ!22
gỹ2

4cD2 G111
Dg

8ch
ỹ2zG1222A2c/ghG132

g2

25c2h
A2c/g~ ỹz!2G13

2
D4g

26ch2 ~ ỹz!2h221
1

4
D2ỹzG231S Dg

24chD 2

~ ỹz!3G2314S cDh

gỹ D 2

h33

1
1

8
~Dz!2h331S Dg

25ch
ỹz2D 2

h33,

g125G122
g

2cD
A2c/gzG132

D3

4h
zh2212

cDh

gỹ
G23

13
Dg

25ch
ỹz2G2312

cDh

gỹ2 zh331
Dg

25ch
z3h33,

g135
1

2D
A2g/cỹG131

Dg

25ch
ỹ2zG2312

cDh

gỹ
h331

Dg

25ch
ỹz2h33, ~9.10!

g22524
cD2

gỹ2 h2212~z/ ỹ!G231~z/ ỹ!2h33,

g235G231~z/ ỹ!h33, g335h33.

In the limit v0→0 one term ing11 disappears and thehi j depend only ont. The shearfree
limit is then attained when

Gi j 52Ci j R
2~ t !, h3352R2~ t !, h2252C22R

2~ t !. ~9.11!

To find the Friedmann limit we then assume that

C125C135C2350, h5HD, g52cG2D2, ~9.12!

whereH andG are new constants~the last definition takes into account thatg/c,0 in type VIII!,
and letv0→0, D→0. The resulting metric is:

ds25dt22C11S 1

2
GỹRD 2

dx22C22S 2
R

GỹD
2

dỹ22R2S 22
H

G2ỹ
dx1

z

ỹ
dỹ1dzD 2

. ~9.13!

The k50 Friedmann limit results from this when

ỹ5eku, C225~D22/k!2, k→0. ~9.14!

With ~9.8!, ~9.9!, and~9.12!, the Killing fields become

k(1)
a 5d1

a ,

k(2)
a 5

1

2
G cos~Dx/2!d1

a1
1

4
GDỹ sin~Dx/2!d2

a1
2H

Gỹ
cos~Dx/2!d3

a ,

k(3)
a 5

1

2
G sin~Dx/2!d1

a2
1

4
GDỹ cos~Dx/2!d2

a1
2H

Gỹ
sin~Dx/2!d3

a . ~9.15!

Before the limitD→0 can be taken,k(3) needs to be redefined byk(3)8 5(1/D)k(3) . The basis in
the limit becomes
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k(1)
a 5d1

a , k(2)
a 5

1

2
Gd1

a1
2H

Gỹ
d3

a ,

k8(3)
a 5

1

4
Gxd1

a2
1

4
Gỹd2

a1
Hx

Gỹ
d3

a . ~9.16!

This is of type VI0 . We now transformỹ by ~9.10!, and redefinek(3)8 once more

l (3)
a 52~4k/G!k8(3)

a . ~9.17!

In the limit k→0, the following basis then results:

k(1)
a 5d1

a , k(2)
a 5

1

2
Gd1

a1
2H

G
d3

a , l (3)
a 5d2

a ~9.18!

~u being now thex2!, which is clearly of Bianchi type I.
Finally, when the Bianchi type is VII0 ~i.e., g50!, the metric results by a simple specializ

tion of Eqs.~5.23!–~5.25! and ~5.28! in Ref. 3. In this case necessarilyb/c,0 and

K5
1

D
A2b

2c
5const. ~9.19!

The rescaling that will allow to calculate the limitv0→0 is

~B,y!5~b,ỹ!v0
2 , D5dv0 ,

~h12,h23!5~G12,G23!/v0 , h225G22/v0
2 . ~9.20!

The argument of the arbitrary functions must then be redefined so that it becomes:

ũ5u/~2cDg!5t1
B

2cDg
z ——→

v0→0
t. ~9.21!

The limit v→0 of the metric is then:

ds25dt22
b

2cd2 h11dx222G12dxdỹ1
2

d
A2b

2c
h13dxdz

22
cd2

b
C22dỹ212G23dỹdz1h33dz2. ~9.22!

The k50 Friedmann limit results from here when shear is set to zero, i.e., whengi j

52Ci j R
2(t).

The basis of the Killing fields in the limitv0→0 is found as follows:

k(1)
a 5d1

a , l (2)
a 5 lim

v0→0
S Kv0

dg
k2

aD5d3
a , l (3)

a 5 lim
v0→0

S 2
2

dK
v0k3

aD5d2
a . ~9.23!

X. CASES 2.1 OF REF. 3

In the case 2.1.1 the transformation back to the Pleban´ski coordinates is the inverse of~7.16!
in Ref. 3, and when applied to~7.18! there, it gives the following metric:
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g115y22~y1V!21h111~b1 f !@~y1V!h121~g/c!Vh13#

1 1
4 ~b1 f !2@~y1V!2h2212~g/c!V~y1V!h231~gV/c!2h33#,

g125
2

b1 f
~y1V!2h122

1

2
~b1 f !@~y1V!h221~g/c!Vh23#, ~10.1!

g135h131
1
2 ~b1 f !@~y1V!h231~g/c!Vh33#,

g22524/~b1 f !21h22, g2352h23, g335h33,

where

Vª 1
2 ~b1 f !t1y, ~10.2!

and the arbitrary functionshi j depend on

Tªt1
2y

b1 f
1

2c

g~b1 f !
z. ~10.3!

@Note two typos in Ref. 3: In Eq.~7.18!, the coefficient ofWh23 in g22 is 2g, not 2b, and in
~7.17!, in the formula forua, there should be a (W/c) in front of da

0 .# The Killing fields for this
metric are

k(1)
a 5d1

a , k(2)
a 5e(b1 f )x/2$cxd0

a2c@11 1
2 ~b1 f !x#d2

a1gd3
a%,

~10.4!

k(3)
a 5e(b1 f )x/2@d0

a2 1
2 ~b1 f !d2

a#,

and they form a Bianchi type IV algebra.
The analog of~5.5! is

k(2)
a 2

2c

b1 f
@11 1

2 ~b1 f !x#k(3)
a 5e(b1 f )x/2S 2c

b1 f
ua1

g

n
waD , ~10.5!

and the King–Ellis measure of tilt is

A2guaNa52 1
2 ~b1 f !ge(b1 f )x. ~10.6!

The redefinitions needed to make the limitv0→0 finite are

~y,c!5v0~ ỹ,C!,

h115H112
1
2 ~b1 f !2T@h121~g/c!h13#2 1

16 ~b1 f !4T2@H22/v0
212~g/c!H23/v01~g/c!2h33#,

h125H12/v02 1
4 ~b1 f !2T@H22/v0

21~g/c!H23/v0#,

h135H132
1
4 ~b1 f !2T@H23/v01~g/c!h33#,

~10.7!
h225H22/v0

2 , h235H23/v0 ,

and the resulting metric is
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g115~v0ỹ!22@ 1
2 ~b1 f !t12v0ỹ#21H111~b1 f !@YH122zH13#

1 1
4 ~b1 f !2@Y2H2222YzH231z2H33#,

g125v0t1
4v0

2

b1 f
ỹ2H122

1
2 ~b1 f !@YH222zH23#,

g135H131
1
2 ~b1 f !@YH232zH33#, ~10.8!

g225H2224v0
2/~b1 f !2, g2352H23, g335h335H33,

Yª ỹ2Cz/g.

In the limit v0→0, all Hi j become functions oft, and the Killing fields become

k(1)
a 5d1

a ,

l (2)
a 5 lim

v0→0
k(2)

a 5e(b1 f )x/2$2C@11 1
2 ~b1 f !x#d2

a1gd3
a%, ~10.9!

l (3)
a 5 lim

v0→0
S 2

2

b1 f
v0k(3)

a D5e(b1 f )x/2d2
a ,

still of type IV.
The shearfree limit of~10.8! is

H1152C11R
2~ t !1@ 1

2 ~b1 f !t#2,

other Hi j 52Ci j R
2~ t !, C3351. ~10.10!

The k521 Friedmann model will then result whenC50 ~and, consequently,Y5 ỹ), the k
50 Friedmann model will result whenb1 f 50, with no condition onC. Both limits can be easily
taken also in the Killing fields~10.9!, with C50 they become of type V, withb1 f 50 they
become of type I.

The case 2.1.2 was shown in Ref. 3 to be included in 2.1.1 as a subcase.

XI. CASE 2.2.1.1 OF REF. 3

This case includes two subcases,AÞ0 andA50, given by Eqs.~9.11!–~9.15! in Ref. 3. Both
are of Bianchi type VIII. The coordinates used there are those of Pleban´ski.

With AÞ0, Eqs.~9.14! in Ref. 3 are adapted to the caseA,0. However, whenA,0, the
limit of constant curvature in the spacest5const has a wrong signature. Therefore, the formu
must be re-adapted toA.0. This is the result:

g115y2S U

A2A 1
gV

AA2A 1h11D ,

g125h12cos~2lv !2k12sin~2lv !1
g

2A @h23cos~lv !2k23sin~lv !#,

g135yS V

A2A 1
g

2Ah33D , g225y22S 2A2AU12Ah112
g2

2Ah33D , ~11.1!
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g235y21@h23cos~lv !2k23sin~lv !#, g335H335h33,

Uªh12sin~2lv !1k12cos~2lv !, Vªh23sin~lv !1k23cos~lv !,

l252A/~4A 21g2!2, v52At1gz,

and thehi j are arbitrary functions of

T5t22Az/g. ~11.2!

The Killing fields for ~11.1! are

k(1)
a 5d1

a , k(2)
a 5~2A/y!d0

a1~2A/y21x2/2!d1
a2xyd2

a1~g/y!d3
a ,

k(3)
a 5xd1

a2yd2
a . ~11.3!

The analog of~5.1! is

~A/y21x2/2!k(1)
a 1k(2)

a 2xk(3)
a 5~2A/y!ua1

g

yn
wa, ~11.4!

and the King–Ellis measure of tilt is

A2guaNa5g. ~11.5!

The redefinitions needed to make the limitv0→0 of ~11.1! finite are

~y,g!5v0~ ỹ,h!, A5 1
2 ~av0!2,

h115H11/v0
2 , ~h12,k12!5~H12,K12!/v0 . ~11.6!

Note that with~11.6! we have

lv ——→
v0→0

az/h. ~11.7!

The reparametrized metric is

g115 ỹ2$2hV/a31H111a21@H12sin~2lv !1K12cos~2lv !#%,

g125~h/a2!@h23cos~lv !2k23sin~lv !#1H12cos~2lv !2K12sin~2lv !,

g135~ ỹ/a!~V1hh33/a!, ~11.8!

g225 ỹ22$2a@H12sin~2lv !1K12cos~2lv !#1a2H112~h/a!2H33%,

g235 ỹ21@h23cos~lv !2k23sin~lv !#, g335H335h33.

In the limit v0→0, all the arbitrary functions will depend only ont.
The k50 Friedmann limit follows from~11.8! when the following further specialization an

transformation is made:

h3352R2~ t !, H1152~C111h2!R2~ t !/a4,
~11.9!

H125K125h235k2350, x5a2x8, ỹ5eau,
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and then the limita→0 is taken. The metric becomes then

ds25dt22R2@C11~dx821du2!1~gdx1dz!2#, ~11.10!

which is clearly thek50 Friedmann model.
The rescaling~11.6!, followed by v0→0, and the rescaling~11.9!, followed by a→0 trans-

form the Killing fields~11.3! into an almost-standard Bianchi type I basis~k(1)
a has to be replaced

by l (1)
a 5a2k(1)

a , andk(3)
a has to be replaced byl (3)

a 5ak(3)
a before taking the limita→0!.

The caseA50 is given by Eqs.~9.11! and ~9.15! in Ref. 3. The rescalings needed there a

y5v0ỹ, h115G11/v0
2 , ~h12,h13!5~G12,G13!/v0 . ~11.11!

The arbitrary functionshi j depend only ont from the beginning. The limitv0→0 of the
rescaled metric is

ds25dt21 ỹ2G11dx212~zG131G12!dxdỹ12ỹG13dxdz1 ỹ22~h2212zh231z2h33!dỹ2

12ỹ21~h231zh33!dỹdz1h33dz2. ~11.12!

The k50 Friedmann model results now when

G125G1350, G1152C11R
2~ t !,

hi j 52Ci j R
2, C3351, C2251/a2, ~11.13!

ỹ5eau, a→0.

The Killing fields need not be reconsidered becauseA50 is an allowed subcase for~11.3!.

XII. CASES 2.2.1.2 OF REF. 3

In considering these cases, we first have to correct two errors. The first error is th
arbitrary constanty0 actually must be equal to zero in all the formulas. The second error is
one subcase was overlooked—it needs special treatment and is not included in the formula
in Sec. X of Ref. 3. This special case is defined by

g50, ~12.1!

and consequentlym150 andm25 j . It is because ofm150 that some of the formulas do not app
to this case.

The conclusion that

a50, c51, ~12.2!

can be achieved by a change of the basis of the Killing fields is still valid. With~12.1! and~12.2!,
the solutions of Eqs.~10.2! and ~10.3! in Ref. 3 are

P52 jy1M , L35g, ~12.3!

where j , M , andg are arbitrary constants. The resulting Killing fields are@by ~10.6! from Ref. 3#

k(1)
a 5d1

a , k(2)
a 5Mxd0

a2 jxd1
a1~ jy2M !d2

a1gxd3
a ,

~12.4!
k(3)

a 5Md0
a2 j d1

a1gd3
a ,

and they form a Bianchi type III algebra.
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The coordinates are still those of Pleban´ski at this point, soua and wa and g0a have their
standard forms. The solution of the Killing equations is

g115~2M / j !y2~M / j !21~ jy2M !2h1112~g/ j !~ jy2M !h131~g/ j !2h33,

g125h121
gh23

j ~ jy2M !
, g135~ jy2M !h131~g/ j !h33,

~12.5!
g225h22/~ jy2M !2, g235h23/~ jy2M !, g335h33,

where thehi j are arbitrary functions of the argument

T5t2~M /g!z. ~12.6!

The Killing fieds ~12.4! are a subcase of the general expression that will apply to the w
case 2.2.1.2 collection. The analog of~5.1! will be given further on for the whole class.

The rescalings needed to find the nonrotating limit of~12.5! and ~12.6! are

~y,M !5v0~ ỹ,m!, h115H11/v0
2 ,

~12.7!
~h12,h13!5~H12,H13!/v0 .

The rescaled metric is

g115~2m/ j !v0
2ỹ2~mv0 / j !21~ j ỹ2m!2H1112~g/ j !~ j ỹ2m!H131~g/ j !2h33,

g125H121
gh23

j ~ j ỹ2m!
, g135~ j ỹ2m!H131~g/ j !h33,

~12.8!
g225H22/~ j ỹ2m!2, g235h23/~ j ỹ2m!, g335h33.

The k50 Friedmann limit is now obtained from~12.8! when shear is set to zero@hi j

52Ci j R
2(t), C3351], and in addition

g5h j , j→0. ~12.9!

In order to make the limitsv0→0 and j→0 compatible, it has to be assumed thatj }v0
a , where

0,a,1, e.g.,a51/2. The Killing fields~12.4! become then an almost-standard Bianchi typ
basis in the limitv0→0, butk(3)

a has to be replaced byl (3)
a 5v0

21/2k(3)
a .

The case 2.2.1.2 consists of three subcases, each of a different Bianchi type. The subg
, j 2/4 is of Bianchi type VIh , with the free parameterj /( j 224g)1/2. However, the parametriza
tion of the metric used in Ref. 3 is inconvenient for calculating the Friedmann limit. It will
more convenient to rewrite it in the parametrization in whichm1 and m2 appear symmetrically.
Therefore, instead of~10.15!–~10.17! from Ref. 3, we will use the following formulas:

UªM cosh~DY!1N sinh~DY!, VªM sinh~DY!1Ncosh~DY!,

Dª~ j 2/42g!1/2, Gª
g

D~M22N2!
,

P5e2 jY/2U, y52
j

2g
P2

D

g
e2 jY/2V,

~12.10!
g115y21h11P

212Ge2 jYUVh131~gG/D !e2 jYh33,
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g125h121G~V/U !h23, g135h13P1Ge2 jY/2Vh33,

g225h22/P2, g235h23/P, g335h33,

wherej , g, M , N, andg are arbitrary constants,y is one of the coordinates,Y is just a parameter
used to representP(y), andhi j are arbitrary functions of the coordinatez. Since the coordinates
used in~12.10! are not those of Pleban´ski, theua andg0a do not have their standard forms, the
are given by Eqs.~10.9! in Ref. 3. The transformation back to the Pleban´ski coordinates is the
inverse of~10.8! in Ref. 3, after which we obtain

g125gth111h121GgtS V/U2
1

2
j /D Dh131G~V/U !h232G2gtS 11

jV

2DU Dh33,

g225P22$~gt!2h1112gth122~ j Gg/D !t~gth131h23!1h221g~Ggt/D !2h33%, ~12.11!

g235~1/P!H gth131h232
j Ggt

2D
h33J ,

with g11, g13, andg33 being the same as in~12.10!. Thehi j depend now on

T5t1
D

Gg
z. ~12.12!

The Killing fields corresponding to~12.11! and ~12.12! @and to all the other subcases of ca
~2.2.1.2!# are

k(1)
a 5d1

a , k(2)
a 5x~P2yP,y!d0

a1xP,yd1
a2Pd2

a1x~g/P!e2 jYd3
a ,

~12.13!
k(3)

a 5~P2yP,y!d0
a1P,yd1

a1~g/P!e2 jYd3
a .

The analog of~5.1! ~again valid for all the subcases! is

k(3)
a 2P,yk(1)

a 5~P2yP,y!ua1
g

nP
e2 jYwa, ~12.14!

and the King–Ellis measure of tilt is

A2guaNa52ge2 jY. ~12.15!

The rescalings needed to make the limitv0→0 finite are

~M ,N,g!5~m,n,h!v0 , h115H11/v0
2 , h135H13/v0 . ~12.16!

In consequence of this we have

~y,P,U,V!5~ ỹ,P̃,Ũ,Ṽ!v0 , ~12.17!

where the symbols with a tilde are obtained from those on the left by replacing (M ,N)
→(m,n), and they do not depend onv0 . Also, from now onY will be used as thex2-coordinate
in place ofy, so

dy5v0P̃dY. ~12.18!

The rescalings~12.16! have to be accompanied by the following redefinitions of other function
the metric:
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h1252gTH11/v0
21H12/v01

j GgT

2Dv0
H131G2gTh33,

h2252~gT!2H11/v0
222gTh121H221

j Gg

D
~gT2H13/v01Th23!2g~GgT/D !2h33,

~12.19!

h2352gTH13/v01H231
j GgT

2D
h33.

The metric resulting after the redefinitions and the coordinate transformation is

G̃ª
h

D~m22n2!
,

g115~v0ỹ!21H11P̃
21G̃e2 jY@2ŨṼH132~h/D !h33#,

g125 P̃$H122~D/G̃ !zH111~ j /22DṼ/Ũ !zH131G̃@~Ṽ/Ũ !H231~D1 1
2 j Ṽ/Ũ !zh33#%,

~12.20!
g135H13P̃1G̃e2 jY/2Ṽh33,

g225~Dz/G̃ !2H112~D/G̃ !~2zH121 jz2H13!1H221 jzH231gz2h33,

g2352~D/G̃ !zH131H231~ j /2!zh33, g335h335H33.

In the limit v0→0, all theHi j will depend only ont.
The limit of zero shear is then, as usual,Hi j 52Ci j R

2(t), C3351, and thek521 Friedmann
limit results from~12.20! when, in addition

h5HD, C1350, D→0. ~12.21!

With D50 we haveŨ5m, Ṽ5n. The, again rather exotic, representation of the limiting Fri
mann model is

ds25dt22R2~ t !~mD11e
2 jY/2dx1D12dY!22~D22RdY!2

2R2Fe2 jY/2
Hn

m22n2 dx1~C231 jz/2!dY1dzG2

, ~12.22!

where

D11
2
ªC11

22S H

m22n2D 2

, D12ªC12/D11,

D22
2
ªC222C23

22D12
2. ~12.23!

The k50 Friedmann limit results from~12.22! when j 50.
The rescaling~12.16! and the limitv0→0 transform the Killing fields as follows:

k(1)
a 5d1

a , k(2)
a 5~2 j /21DṼ/Ũ !xd1

a2d2
a1~h/Ũ !xe2 jY/2d3

a ,
~12.24!

k(3)
a 5~2 j /21DṼ/Ũ !d1

a1~h/Ũ !e2 jY/2d3
a ,
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the algebra still being of type VIh .
The further rescaling~12.21! and the limitD→0 transform~12.24! into a Bianchi type V

algebra, butk(3)
a has to be replaced by

l (3)
a 5D21S k(3)

a 1
j

2
k(1)

a D ——→
D→0

~n/m!d1
a1~H/m!e2 jY/2d3

a . ~12.25!

When j 50 on top ofD→0, the Bianchi type reduces to I.
The subcase withg. j 2/4 ~Bianchi type VIIh with the free parameterj /(4g2 j 2)1/2) is given

by Eqs.~10.18! and ~10.19! in Ref. 3, withy050. It is transformed back to the Pleban´ski coor-
dinates by the inverse of~10.8! there, and the result is very similar to our~12.10! and ~12.11!.
Only the definitions ofU, V, andy, and a few signs in the metric are different

D5~g2 j 2/4!1/2, Gª
g

D~M21N2!
,

UªM cos~DY!1N sin~DY!, VªM sin~DY!2N cos~DY!,

P5e2 jY/2U, y52
j

2g
P1

D

g
e2 jY/2V,

g115y21h11P
212Ge2 jYUVh131~gG/D !e2 jYh33,

~12.26!

g125gth111h121GgtS V/U1
1

2
j /D Dh131~GV/U !h231G2gtS 11

jV

2DU Dh33,

g135h13P1Ge2 jY/2Vh33,

g225P22@~gt!2h1112gth121~ j G/D !gt~gth131h23!1h221g~Ggt/D !2h33#,

g235P21S gth131h231
j Ggt

2D
h33D , g335h33.

The hi j are here functions of the argument

T5t2
D

Gg
z. ~12.27!

The redefinitions in the constants and functions needed here are again~12.16! and~12.17! together
with

h1252gTH11/v0
21H12/v02

j GgT

2Dv0
H132G2gTh33,

h2252~gT!2H11/v0
222gTh121H222~ j Gg/D !~gT2H13/v01Th23!2g~GgT/D !2h33,

h2352gTH13/v01H232
j GgT

2D
h33. ~12.28!

The metric resulting after all the redefinitions is
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G̃ª
h

D~m21n2!
,

g115~v0ỹ!21H11P̃
21G̃e2 jY@2ŨṼH131~h/D !h33#,

g125 P̃@~D/G̃ !zH111H121~ j /21DṼ/Ũ !zH131~ G̃Ṽ/Ũ !H231G̃~D1 1
2 j Ṽ/Ũ !zh33#,

~12.29!

g135H13P̃1G̃e2 jY/2Ṽh33,

g225~Dz/G̃ !2H111~D/G̃ !~2zH121 jz2H13!1H221 jzH231gz2h33,

g235~D/G̃ !zH131H231~ j /2!zh33, g335h335H33.

Just as before, in the limitv0→0 the Hi j will depend only ont, and the shearfree limit is
found in the same way:Hi j 52Ci j R

2, C3351.
The k521 Friedmann limit is now obtained in two ways: either

h5HD, D→0, ~12.30!

or

C115C1350. ~12.31!

In the first case the Friedmann limit is

ds25dt22R2~ t !~mD11e
2 jY/2dx1D12dY!22~D22RdY!2

2R2@e2 jY/2~mC131nG̃ !dx1~C231 jz/2!dY1dz#2, ~12.32!

where

D11
2
ªC11

22C13
21H2/~m21n2!2, ~12.33!

D12 andD22 being the same as in~12.23!.
In the second case, thek521 Friedmann limit is

ds25dt22R2~ t !@D11e
2 jY/2Ũdx1~D121Dz!dY#22~D22RdY!2

2R2@e2 jY/2ṼG̃dx1~C231 jz/2!dY1dz#2, ~12.34!

whereD11 is defined as in~12.33!, but with C115C1350.
The Killing fields before redefinitions are still given by~12.13!, but, in consequence of th

different definitions ofP andy in the present subcase, the Bianchi type is VIIh . In the Friedmann
limit defined by~12.31!, the Killing fields are transformed only by~12.16! and ~12.17! followed
by v0→0, and they still form a type VIIh algebra. When~12.30! is imposed on top of~12.16! and
~12.17! andv0→0, the Killing fields become the same as the limitD→0 of ~12.24! and~12.25!,
i.e., the Bianchi type becomes V. This is an illustration of the fact, mentioned in Sec. I, tha
k521 Robertson–Walker geometry is a subcase of two Bianchi types simultaneously, th
exactly V and VIIh .
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In both cases, thek50 Friedmann limit follows from~12.32! and ~12.34! when j 50. In the
first case, the algebra of the Killing fields becomes type I, in the second case it becomes typ0 ,
which is another illustration of the same kind of duality.

Finally, the third subcase of case 2.2.1.2 is given by Eqs.~10.20! and~10.21! in Ref. 3, with
y050. There is one more typo there, the correct formula fory is

y522P/ j 24Me2 jY/2/ j 2. ~12.35!

This one is of Bianchi type IV. When transformed back to the Pleban´ski coordinates@by the
inverse of~10.8! in Ref. 3#, it becomes

P5e2 jY/2~MY1N!,

g115y21h11P
222~g/M !e2 jY/2Ph131~g/M !2e2 jYh33,

g125~ j t /2!2h111h121
j 3gt

8M2 h132
g

M ~MY1N! S 1

4
j 2th131h231

j 3gt

8M2 h33D ,

~12.36!

g135h13P2~g/M !e2 jY/2h33,

g225P22F S 1

4
j 2t D 2

h111
1

2
j 2th121

j 5gt2

16M2 h131h221
j 3gt

4M2 h231S j 3gt

8M2D 2

h33G ,
g235P21S 1

4
j 2th131h231

j 3gt

8M2 h33D , g335h33,

where thehi j are arbitrary functions of

T5t2
4M2

j 2g
z. ~12.37!

The redefinitions needed to calculate the limitv0→0 are

~M ,N,g!5~m,n,h!v0 , h115H11/v0
2 , h135H13/v0 ,

h1252
1

4
j 2TH11/v0

21H12/v02
j 3hT

8~mv0!2 H13,

~12.38!

h2252~ j 2T/4!2H11/v0
22

1

2
j 2Th122

j 5hT2

~4mv0!2 H131H222
j 3hT

4m2v0
h232S j 3hT

8m2v0
D 2

h33,

h2352
1

4
j 2TH13/v01H232

j 3hT

8m2v0
h33.

We will denote, as before, (y,P)5v0( ỹ,P̃), and chooseY as the newx2-coordinate, so that
dy5v0P̃dY. The metric that results is
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g115~v0ỹ!21H11P̃
222~h/m!e2 jY/2P̃H131~h/m!2e2 jYh33,

g125 P̃$~m2/h!zH111H121~ j /2!zH132~mY1n!21@mzH131~h/m!H231
1
2 ~ jh/m!zh33#%,

g135H13P̃2~h/m!e2 jY/2h33, ~12.39!

g225~m2z/h!2H1112~m2/h!zH121~ jm2/h!z2H131H221 jzH231~ jz/2!2h33,

g235~m2/h!zH131H231~ j /2!zh33, g335h335H33.

In the limit v0→0, theHi j will depend only ont.
The k521 Friedmann limit is now obtained when

Hi j 52Ci j R
2~ t !, h5Hm, m→0. ~12.40!

The k50 limit will result when j 50 in addition.

XIII. THE CASES 2.2.2 OF REF. 3

The case 2.2.2.1.1 is given by Eqs.~11.11! and~11.12! in Ref. 3. The transformation back t
the Pleban´ski coordinates is the inverse of~11.10!, and the transformed metric is

g115y2h11, g125~ j t /a!~12h11!1h122Aj th13,

g135B~ j 1a!yh13,
~13.1!

g225S j t

ayD
2

~h1121!22
j t

ay2 h1212A ~ j t !2

ay2 h131h22/y222~Aj t /y2!h231~Aj t /y!2h33,

g235B~ j 1a!S 2
j t

ay
h131h23/y2

Aj t

y
h33D , g335B2~ j 1a!2h33,

wherea, A, B, and j are arbitrary constants, and thehi j are arbitrary functions of the argumen

T5t1
B~ j 1a!

Aa
z. ~13.2!

The Killing fields for the metric~13.1! are

k(1)
a 5d1

a , k(2)
a 5xd1

a2yd2
a ,

~13.3!
k(3)

a 5y2 j /a@B~ j /a11!d0
a2B j~ay!21d1

a2Ad3
a#,

and they form a Bianchi type VIh algebra, with the free parameter (j 2a)/( j 1a). The analog of
~5.1! is

k(3)
a 2B j~ay!21k(1)

a 5y2 j /a@B~ j /a11!ua2~A/n!wa#, ~13.4!

and the King-Ellis measure of tilt is

A2guaNa5Ay12 j /a. ~13.5!

By a simple transformation of thez coordinate we can achieve the same result as if

B~ j 1a!51, ~13.6!
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and we will assume this now.
The redefinitions needed to calculate the limitv0→0 are

y5v0ỹ, A5A/v0 , h115H11/v0
2 , h135H13/v0 ,

h1252~ j /a!T1~ jT/a!H11/v0
21H12/v01A jTH13/v0

2 ,
~13.7!

h225~ jT/a!2~12H11/v0
2!12~ jT/a!h1222~A j2T2/a!H13/v0

21H22

12A jTh23/v02~A jT!2h33/v0
2 ,

h235~ jT/a!H13/v01H231A jTh33/v0 .

The redefined metric is

g115 ỹ2H11, g125
j

a2A
z~H112v0

2!1H121~ j /a!zH13, g135 ỹH13,

g225 ỹ22F S jz

a2AD 2

~H112v0
2!12

j

a2A
zH1212

j 2

a3A
z2H131H2212~ j /a!zH231~ jz/a!2h33G ,

~13.8!

g235 ỹ21F j

a2A
zH131H231~ j /a!zh33G , g335h335H33.

In the limit v0→0, theHi j will depend only ont. The k521 Friedmann limit will then result
when

Hi j 52Ci j R
2~ t !, j 52a, A→`. ~13.9!

The k50 Friedmann limit will result when

Hi j 52Ci j R
2~ t !, C135 j 50, C225~D22/k!2,

ỹ5eku, k→0. ~13.10!

The limit ~13.9! transforms the Killing fields~13.3! into a Bianchi type V algebra, provide
k(3)

a is redefined tok(3)8a 52(v0
j /a/A)k(3)

a , and the limitsA→` and j 52a are tuned so tha
A( j 1a)→` @for example,A5a/( j 1a) anda→`]. The limit ~13.10! will transform ~13.3! into
a type I algebra, butk(3)

a has to be redefined as above, and in additionk(2)
a has to be redefined to

k(3)8a 5kk(2)
a .

The formulas for the case 2.2.2.1.2 simply follow from those above. This case has a
pletely different outlook only in the coordinates adapted to the Killing fields that were used in
3. When transformed to the Pleban´ski coordinates, it becomes the subcase of~13.1! given by

B~ j 1a!51, j 52a, A5A1 /a, ~13.11!

where theA1 defined above stands in place of theA from Eq. ~11.17! in Ref. 3. Then the
redefinitions needed are~13.7! with A15A/v0 and j 52a, and the redefined metric is

g115 ỹ2H11, g1252~z/A!~H112v0
2!1H122zH13, g135 ỹH13,

g225 ỹ22@~z/A!2~H112v0
2!22~z/A!H1212~z2/A!H131H2222zH231z2h33#, ~13.12!

g235 ỹ21@2~z/a!H131H232zh33#, g335h335H33.
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The k521 Friedmann limit results now by~13.9! when v050, and thek50 Friedmann limit
results from~13.12! when

v050, Hi j 52Ci j R
2~ t !, ~ ỹ,z!5~eku,ekv!,

~H12,H13!5~G12,G13!/k, ~H22,H23,H33!5~G22,G23,G33!/k
2, k→0. ~13.13!

The Killing field k(3)
a is different here

k(3)
a 5yda

02 ln yda
12Ayda

3 , ~13.14!

while the two others are as in~13.3!. The case 2.2.2.1.2 required a separate consideration in
3 only because of the logarithm term in the Killing field. In calculating the limitsv0→0 andA
→`, this vector field has to be redefined similarly as before. For calculating thek50 Friedmann
limit, k(3)

a andk(2)
a have to be redefined by (k(2)8a ,k(3)8a )5k(k(2)

a ,k(3)
a ) ——→

k→0
(2da

2 ,2Ada
3).

Finally, the case 2.2.2.2 from Ref. 3@Eqs. ~11.18!–~11.27!# is of Bianchi type I, with the
velocity field being tangent to the symmetry orbits, so it has no Friedmann limit at all.

XIV. SUMMARY

All the metrics derived in Refs. 1–3, that correspond to rotating hypersurface–homoge
dust models, have been checked here for the existence of a Friedmann limit. It was found th
a limit exists for all those cases listed in Refs. 2 and 3, where the matter-density is not co
along the flow. However, in at least one class~see Sec. III!, the Friedmann model will have no
rotating parent solution, but will instead be a separate subclass.

Along the way, the nonstationary metrics were all transformed to such a form, in whic
limit of zero rotation can be explicitly calculated. The transformation–reparametrization lead
this form is nonsingular and invertible in each case, but it becomes singular whenv→0. The
limits v50 all have nonzero shear. Thus, a whole collection of metrics generalizing tho
Friedmann was found that can be used in studying spatially homogeneous exact perturba
the latter.

The Class A Bianchi-type metrics~those in which the structure constants have the prop
Ca

ac50) are known to admit a Lagrangian–Hamiltonian formulation.12 Those of them that obey
the Einstein equations with a rotating dust source~types VI0 , VII 0 , VIII, and IX! were studied by
Ozsváth.7,13 The Lagrangians and Hamiltonians were explicitly found in Refs. 7 and 13, and
Einstein equations in the Hamiltonian form were then transformed to such variables, in whic
become analytic. This should prove the existence of solutions.

Two more papers, specifically devoted to rotating spatially homogeneous dust solution
those of Behr11 ~where a subclass of type IX models was investigated! and of this author4 ~dis-
cussing a subclass of type V models!. In both of these, the Einstein equations were transform
simplified, investigated for known limiting cases and for Lie symmetries, but no explicit solu
were found. A~hopefully! complete overview of other solutions with rotating matter source
given at the end of Ref. 3.

It is hoped that the present paper will be helpful in picking out those models for fu
investigation that promise interesting physics or geometry.
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Consequences of ’t Hooft’s equivalence class theory and
symmetry by coarse graining

X. F. Liu
Department of Mathematics, Peking University, Beijing 100871, China and
Institute of Theoretical Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100080, China

C. P. Suna)
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According to ’t Hooft @Class. Quantum. Grav.16, 3263 ~1999!#, quantum gravity
can be postulated as a dissipative deterministic system, where quantum states at the
‘‘atomic scale’’ can be understood as equivalence classes of primordial states gov-
erned by a dissipative deterministic dynamics law at the ‘‘Planck scale.’’ In this
paper, it is shown that for a quantum system to have an underlying deterministic
dissipative dynamics, the time variable should be discrete if the continuity of its
temporal evolution is required. Besides, the underlying deterministic theory also
imposes restrictions on the energy spectrum of the quantum system. It is also found
that quantum symmetry at the ‘‘atomic scale’’ can be induced from ’t Hooft’s
coarse graining classification of primordial states at the ‘‘Planck scale.’’ ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1380250#

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Gerard’t Hooft postulated that there should be a dissipative deterministic t
underlying quantum gravity at the so-called ‘‘Planck scale.’’1,2 In his theory, the generic quantum
mechanics is no longer the crucial starting point. Rather, a deterministic theory with dissipat
information at the ‘‘Planck scale’’ is needed to derive quantum mechanics at the ‘‘atomic sc
It seems that this viewpoint can solve problems concerning locality and causality in the so-
Planck scale physics such as quantum gravity, which are quite different from those in the
quantum field theories in some flat background space–time based on the holographic princ
quantum gravity theory.3

In ’t Hooft’s opinion, at the ‘‘atomic scale’’ quantum states are equivalence classes of pr
dial states at the ‘‘Planck scale.’’ In Ref. 4, this point of view was illustrated through a sim
model. According to ’t Hooft, if we only care about the temporal evolution of equivalence cla
the information within each equivalence class could be ignored. Then from a non-time-reve
evolution, which characterizes a deterministic process with dissipation at the ‘‘Planck scale
can obtain a time-reversible evolution of the properly defined equivalence classes of prim
states. Taking the equivalence classes to be quantum states we are then able to intro
reversible evolution law at the ‘‘atomic scale.’’ Apparently, here the central problem is ho
classify the Planck scale states with respect to a deterministic evolution. ’t Hooft’s solution t
problem is as follows. He argues that two Planck scale states are equivalent at the ‘‘atomic
if, after some finite time interval, they evolve into the same state. This leads to a natural defi
of equivalence classes: Two states are in the same equivalence class if and only if they evo
the same state after some finite time interval. Then, quantum states are identified with
equivalence classes.

Most recently we made clear the mathematical structure of ’t Hooft’s theory using quo
space construction and related concepts.5 Let the primordial states span a linear space. We find

a!Electronic mail: suncp@itp.a.c.cn
36650022-2488/2001/42(8)/3665/8/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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the equivalence classes defined by ’t Hooft can be identified with the cosets of the inv
subspace spanned by those primordial states annihilated by the time-evolution operator. T
Hilbert space of quantum states is just the corresponding quotient space and the time-rev
evolution at the ‘‘atomic scale’’ can naturally be induced on the quotient space by the dissip
deterministic evolution operator. Following this line, in this paper, we will make a further ana
of the mathematical aspect of ’t Hooft’s theory and then discuss some physical conseq
implied in the theory. We will also probe the spectral structure of finite dimensional qua
system with an underlying deterministic structure and extend ’t Hooft’s idea to study qua
symmetry problem.

II. SOME MATHEMATICAL RESULTS

In this section we present some mathematical results closely related to the ’t Hooft eq
lence class theory. In the following,I, J stand for index sets not necessarily finite; ifV1 is a
subspace ofV,vPV, the elementv1V1 in the quotient spaceV/V1 is denoted byv̄. All the vector
spaces to be considered are over the complex number field. Physically, one should bear i
thatV will be the linear space spanned by so-called primordial states at the ‘‘Planck scale’’~see the
following!. For convenience, we list the mathematical definitions of some concepts appearin
Hooft’s theory as follows.

Definition 1: A linear operatorTPEnd(V) is called deterministic if there exists a bas
$v i u i PI % of V on whichT acts in the following way:; i PI , ' i 8PI s.t.Tv i5v i 8 . Such a basis is
called aT-deterministic basis. If, moreover,T is singular~noninvertible!, then it is called dissipa-
tive deterministic.

Remark 1:In ’t Hooft theory,T represents a deterministic time-evolution process~with dissi-
pation! at the ‘‘Planck scale.’’

Definition 2:An injective map from a set to itself is called a permutation of the set. A lin
operatorTPEnd(V) is called a permutation operator if there exists a basis ofV on whichT act as
a permutation.

Definition 3:A linear operator on a vector space is called unitarizable if there exists an
product on the vector space such that it is unitary relative to it.

Remark 2:Physically, time-reversible evolution is described by a unitary operator, a
reversible but not unitarizable operator usually does not correspond to any practical evolu
quantum mechanics.

Definition 4: Let V andW be two vector spaces,TPEnd(V) andSPEnd(W). If there exists
an isomorphismw betweenV andW such thatwT5Sw, T andS are called equivalent.

Having prepared the above-given definitions, we now state one of our central results.
Proposition 1:Let V be a vector space,TPEnd(V) is dissipative deterministic andV1 is a

T-invariant subspace such that the induced operatorT̄ on the quotient spaceV/V1 is nonsingular,
then T̄ is a permutation operator; conversely, ifSPEnd(V) is a permutation operator, then the
exists a vector spaceV8, a dissipative deterministic operatorS8PEnd(V8), and anS8-invariant
subspaceV18 of V8 such that the induced operatorS̄8PEnd(V8/V18) is equivalent toS.

Proof: Let $v i u i PI % be a T-deterministic basis. Then there exists a subsetJ,I such that
$v̄ i u i PJ% is a basis ofV/V1 . By definition

T̄v̄ i5Tv i5 v̄ i 8 ~ i ,i 8PI !. ~1!

As T̄ is nonsingular, we clearly see thatT̄ acts as a permutation on the basis$v̄ i u i PJ%. This proves
the first half of the proposition. For the second half, let$v i u i PI % be a basis ofV on whichS acts
as a permutation, take an arbitrary elementw¹V, and define

V85span$v i ,wu i PI %,
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V185V. DefineS8PEnd(V8) such thatS8uV5S andS8w50. It is then trivial to verify thatS8 is
dissipative deterministic andS̄8 is equivalent toS. The proposition is thus proved.

Remark 3:This proposition, as we will see in the following, tells us that ’t Hooft ’s underlyi
dissipative deterministic dynamic law at the ‘‘Planck scale’’ can only produce very special
reversible evolution at the ‘‘atomic scale.’’

Keep the notations in the above-given proposition. We have the following corollary.
Corollary: If V/V1 is finite dimensional, thenT̄ is unitarizable.
Proof: According to the proposition, there is a basis ofV/V1 on whichT̄ acts as a permutation

If dimV/V1,`,T̄ is periodic, namely, there exists a positive integern such thatT̄n51. Let p be
its period. Choose an arbitrary inner product~,! on V/V1 and define a new inner product^,& as
follows:

^v̄,w̄&5(
j 51

p

~ T̄j v̄, t̄ j w̄!, ; v̄,w̄PV/V1 . ~2!

It is then easy to show thatT̄ is unitary relative to the inner product^,&.
Proposition 1 shows us that an invertible linear operator can be induced from a determ

operatorT if and only if it is a permutation operator. The following proposition characterizes
permutation operator on a finite dimensional space.

Proposition 2:Let V be a finite dimensional vector space,TPEnd(V). T is a permutation
operator if and only if it is diagonalizable and its eigenvalues can be grouped into some c
say,Dn1

,Dn2
,¯ ,Dnr

, such thatDnj
( j 51,2,̄ ,r ) exactly consists of thenj nj th roots of unity

with the same multiplicity.
Proof: Let $v i u i 51,2,̄ ,n% be a basis on whichT acts as a permutation. First, supposeT is

a cyclic permutation of the basis, namely, we have

Tv15v2 ,Tv25v3 ,¯ ,Tvn215vn ,Tvn5v1 . ~3!

ThenT is a periodic operator of periodn, and its minimal polynomial isln21. Consequently,T
is diagonalizable and its eigenvalues are exp(i 2kp/n) (k51,2,̄ ,n), thenth roots of unity. Now
let T act as a general permutation on the basis. We notice that the basis elements can be
into some classes on each of whichT acts as a cyclic permutation. Thus the ‘‘only if’’ part of th
proposition easily follows.

Conversely, supposeT is diagonalizable and its eigenvalues can be grouped into some cl
Dn1

,Dn2
,¯ ,Dnr

in such a way thatDnj
( j 51,2,̄ ,r ) exactly consists of thenj nj th roots of

unity with multiplicity mj . Then there is a basis$vk,l
j u j 51,2,̄ ,r ; k51,2,̄ ,nj ; l 51,2,̄ ,mj %

such that

Tvk,l
j 5expS i

2kp

nj
D vk,l

j . ~4!

Define the subspaceVj ,l of V as follows:

Vj ,l5span$vk,l
j uk51,2,̄ ,nj%.

Clearly, we have

V5(
j 51

r

(
l 51

mj

% Vj ,l
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and from the proof of the ‘‘only if’’ part we know in each subspaceVj ,l there is a basis on which
T acts as a cyclic permutation of ordermj . Put together, these bases of the subspaces form a
of V on whichT acts as a permutation. This proves the ‘‘if’’ part of the proposition.

III. DYNAMICS FROM ’T HOOFT’S THEORY

In this section we focus on the physical aspect of ’t Hooft’s theory, but our analysis dep
on the above-mentioned mathematical results.

In ’t Hooft’s theory, primordial states at the ‘‘Planck scale’’ need not form a linear sp
Generally they can be denoted by a setS5$f i u i PI %. The underlying deterministic evolution is
transformation U (usually depending on time) ofS to itself. If U has no inverse it is called a
dissipative deterministic evolution. Obviously, it can be represented by a matrix with the entrie
or 1 if I is a finite set. AsU is an evolution operator, we write it asU5U(t f ,t i) by convention.
Physically, it represents the evolution in the time interval@ t i ,t f #. Certainly the evolution should
satisfy the so-called semigroup condition

U~ t f ,tm!U~ tm ,t i !5U~ t f ,t i !,
~5!

U~ t,t !51.

If U is singular, it describes deterministic process with dissipation. As a matter of fact, unde
an evolution some states will disappear and some states will evolve into the same state, or
words, some states with a different past may have the same deterministic fate. ’t Hooft think
if two states evolve in such a way that their futures are identical they should represent the
state at the ‘‘atomic scale.’’ In this view, he divides the elements ofS into equivalence classes,f i 1
andf i 2

( i 1 ,i 2PI ) being in the same equivalence class if they are evolved into the same state

finite time interval. Denote byJ5$f̄ j u j PJ% the set of the equivalence classes. Then ’t Ho
postulates that the space of quantum states is spanned by$f̄ j u j PJ% and claims that the reduce
evolution on the space of quantum states is reversible. We can mathematically reformu
Hooft’s theory as follows.5 We assume that the evolution operatorU(t2 ,t1) only depends on the
difference oft2 and t1 , i.e., we can writeU(t2 ,t1)5U(t22t1). This is in the spirit of ’t Hooft’s
original construction. Then the evolution at the ‘‘Planck scale’’ is determined by the ope
U(t,0),U(t). Let V be the vector space spanned by$f i u i PI %. ThenU(t) can be extended to a
deterministic operatoron V. We call V the space of primordial states in spite of the fact th
generally it contains elements which are not states. LetV1 denote the subspace ofV consisting of
the vectors annihilated byU(t) at somet, namely, a vectorv belongs toV1 if and only if there
exists someU(t) such thatU(t)v50. Then it follows thatthe space of quantum states is no
other than the quotient space

Q5V/V15$uf&,f1V1ufPV%

and a nonsingular evolution law of the quantum states naturally follows fromU(t). Let v̄[un&
denote the equivalence class containingv. We notice thatV1 is invariant underU(t). ThusU(t)
induces a natural action on the quotient spaceQ. We denote the induced operator byU(t), then we
have

U~ t !v̄5U~ t !v. ~6!

The following simple result is easy to prove.
Proposition 3:U(t) is nonsingular.
In fact, if U(t) v̄50̄, thenU(t)vPV1 . Thus there exists somet8 such thatU(t8)U(t)v50. It

then follows that

U~ t8!U~ t !v5U~ t81t !v50. ~7!
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By definition this meansvPV1 , i.e., v̄50̄. This proves the nonsingularity ofU(t).
Remark 4:In Refs. 1 and 2, ’t Hooft just claims the nonsingularity of the induced evolu

operator. But it should be pointed out that if the conditionU(t2 ,t1)5U(t22t1) is not satisfied the
induced evolutionU(t2 ,t1) might be singular if we still use ’t Hooft’s principle to classify th
primordial states.

We are now in a position to discuss a consequence of ’t Hooft’s theory. The basis cons
of the equivalence classes is called the primordial basis by ’t Hooft. In our notations,$f̄ j u j PJ% is
the primordial basis andU(t) is a ~dissipative! deterministic operator onV. As we have proved
the nonsingularity ofU(t), it follows from Proposition 1 thatU(t) is a permutation operato
which acts as a permutation on the primordial basis. Then we easily observe that if we r
U(t) to be continuous with respect tot, the time variable should be discrete. For example, ifJ is
a finite set, or in other words, the quantum Hilbert space is finite dimensional, the ind
evolution operatorU(t) is represented as a matrix with the entries 0 or 1 with respect to
primordial basis. Clearly, it could not be continuous if the time variable is not discrete.

IV. SPECTRUM AND HAMILTONIAN

Let us turn to consider restrictions on the energy spectrum of quantum system imposed
underlying determinism. Due to the arguments in the last paragraph, we assume the time v
to be discrete. Without losing generality, let the timet take values inZ1, the set of non-negative
integers. The deterministic evolution and the induced evolution of the quantum system is
completely determined by the operatorU(1). SupposeU(1) is unitary. It is then can be written a
U(1)5e2 iH , whereH is a Hermitian operator describing the Hamiltonian of the quantum sys
Now if the quantum system is finite dimensional it follows from Proposition 2 that the eigenva
of U(1) are of the forme(2 i 2kp/n). Thus we have the following

Proposition 4:The eigenvalues ofH corresponding to the induced evolutionU(1)5e2 iH of
quantum states lie in the set

H 2kp

n
62mpUk,n,mPZ1J .

Remark 5:We have seen that evolutions that can be induced from dissipative determi
evolutions at the ‘‘Planck scale’’ belong to a special class. First, there is a rather strict restr
on the corresponding HamiltonianH. Second, if a quantum system with an underlying determ
istic structure as is described by ’t Hooft is initially in the state represented by an element
primordial basis then the evolution will never cause coherent superposition of quantum sta
these drawbacks are inherent in the theory, to remove them we have to generalize the und
dynamic law at the ‘‘Planck scale.’’

Another conclusion that can be drawn from Proposition 1 is that ’t Hooft’s theory is clo
related to the hidden variable theory. SinceU(t) acts as a permutation on the primordial basis
the space of quantum states, an operator that is diagonal now with respect to this bas
continue to be diagonal in the future. Such an operator could thus be thought to represent a
variable. This suggests that a quantum system with an underlying dissipative deterministic m
nism might permit some kind of hidden variable theory. The corollary to Proposition 2 also s
us that ifU(t) is a dissipative deterministic such that the quotient spaceV/V1 is finite dimensional
U(t) can be made unitary by properly introducing an inner product. ThenU(t) can be regarded a
an evolution operator for a quantum system. But on the other hand, such inner product is no
unique. Since a correct quantum theory requires a Hilbert space with properly defined
product to define probability, this is really a problem if we wish to derive quantum dynamics
a dissipative deterministic evolution, not just to interpret a given quantum system as govern
an underlying deterministic mechanism. So a gap remains to be bridged between the so
Planck scale physics and the atomic scale physics in ’t Hooft’s theory.
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Before passing to discuss quantum symmetry we would like to present a simple qu
system which has some characteristics of a deterministic system as shown previously. We c
the following quantum system: A spinless free particle in the one-dimensional region@0,L# with
the boundary conditionc(0,t)5c(L,t), wherec(x,t) is the wave function. The Hilbert space o
the system is

H5$cPL2@0,L#c~0!5c~L !%.

Clearly,

D5H expS i
2kp

L
xD k50,61,62,̄ J

is a basis ofH. In the case of extreme relativity, the Hamiltonian of the system is
52 i\c(d/dx), where cis the speed of light. DefineU(t)5e2 iHt . We have

U~ t ! expS i
2kp

L
xD5expS 2 i2kp

\c

L
t DexpS i

2kp

L
xD . ~8!

We observe that if we take the time to be discrete, it is then possible to define a time unit su
the one step evolution acts onD in the following way:

U~1! expS i
2kp

L
xD5expS i

2kp

L
xD .

We then see that this system might be regarded as a deterministic system andD might serve as
primordial basis for the system. If we normalize\c/L as one energy unit, then the energy sp
trum of the system is$2kpuk50,61,62,...%. This is consistent with our previous discussion.

Remark 6:It should be pointed out that the above-mentioned simple example is essentia
same as the example of massless neutrinos discussed in Ref. 1.

V. QUANTUM SYMMETRY BY COARSE GRAINING

As shown previously, ’t Hooft’s classification of primordial states implies a scheme for co
graining. Usually, for a large close system a coarse graining process can result in quantum
pation and decoherence in the subsystem.6 But here the converse seems to be the case: Co
graining ~or classification! can lead to a unitary dynamics for the effective system even if
evolution of primordial system is not time reversible. Since ‘‘symmetry dominates dynamics,
rather natural to probe the role of coarse graining in generating symmetry at the ‘‘atomic s

Let a deterministic system be described by an evolution operatorU(t), and let$f̄ j u j PJ% be
the primordial basis for the system. Denote byPJ the permutation group of the setJ. According to
Proposition 1,U(t) is a permutation operator and can be identified with an element ofPJ. By
definition, the group of quantum symmetry consists of those unitary operators on the state
that commute with the evolution operator. If we require that these unitary operators be in
from deterministic operators on the space of primordial states, it then follows from Proposi
that they belong to the centralizer ofU(t) in PJ. If the space of quantum states is finite dime
sional, by the trick of redefining inner product as is used in the proof of the corollary to Pr
sition 1, we can show that there exists an inner product such that bothU(t) and the operators in
its centralizer inPJ are unitary operators. Thus in this case it might be reasonable to take the
of quantum symmetry to be the centralizer ofU(t) in PJ. Anyway, the symmetry group is a
discrete group.

We have seen that if we adhere to the principle that things happening in the space of p
dial states bear the mark of determinism, then logically, things happening in the space of qu
states bear the mark of discreteness. To change the situation we need to loosen the restr
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determinism in the strict sense of this word used by ’t Hooft. Let us conclude this paper w
short discussion of quantum symmetry derived from a not necessarily deterministic opera
the space of primordial states. LetV be the space of primordial states andSPEnd(V) satisfies
SV1,V1 .

Proposition 5:U(t)S2SU(t)50 if and only if there exists somet8 such that

U~ t8!~U~ t !S2SU~ t !!50. ~9!

The proof of this result is immediate. It directly follows from Eq.~9! that (U(t)S
2SU(t))V,V1 ~cf. Sec. III!. In other words, we have

U~ t !S2SU~ t !50. ~10!

This proves the ‘‘if’’ part. The ‘‘only if’’ part can be proved by reversing the deduction.
If the time is discrete and takes values inZ1, then the evolution at the ‘‘Planck scale’’ i

determined byU(1),U. Notice thatUn5U(n) in this case. It follows that Eq.~9! is equivalent
to

Un~US2SU!50 ~11!

for some positive integern. Let us take ’t Hooft’s example in Ref. 1 to illustrate the abov
mentioned idea. We have

U5S 0 1 0 1

1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0

D . ~12!

Let e15(1 0 0 0)T, e25(0 1 0 0)T, e35(0 0 1 0)T, e45(0 0 0 1)T. Then

Ū5S 0 1 0

1 0 0

0 0 1
D

with respect to the basis$ei u i 51,2,3%. The general matrixT that commutes withŪ is of the form

T5S a b c

b a c

j j k
D .

SupposeSV1,V1 . Then the general solution of Eq.~11! is

S5S a b c b

b2m f g f

j j k j

m a2 f c2g a2 f

D .

It is clear that for eachT commuting withŪ there existsSsuch thatS̄5T. In fact, ase25e4 , the
aboveS has the representation
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S̄5S a b c

b a c

j j k
D ~13!

with respect to the basis$ei u i 51,2,3%. Mathematically, this is a trivial fact. On the other hand, w
have

US2SU5S 0 0 0 0

a2 f m c2g m

0 0 0 0

2a1 f 2m 2c1g 2m

D .

This simply means that forS̄ to commute withŪ, S does not necessarily commute withU.
In the representation whereŪ is diagonal we have

Ū5S 1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 21
D .

Thus the matrixT that commutes withŪ takes a block diagonal form. It then follows that th
symmetry group of the system isU(2)3U(1). But if we impose the restriction thatS is a
deterministic operator, as is required by determinism, it then turns out that the set of nonsi
S̄ commuting withŪ is $1,Ū%, the centralizer ofŪ in P3.

To sum up, if we loosen the restriction of determinism it is possible to induce qua
symmetry from transformations on the space of primordial states through a procedure of
graining as shown previously. On the other hand, quantum symmetry at the ‘‘atomic scale’
not necessitate symmetry at the ‘‘Planck scale.’’
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We prove the existence of nondecaying real solutions of the mKP-I equation, van-
ishing for x→1`, and we obtain asymptotic formulas ast→` in the form of an
infinite series of asymptotic solitons with curved lines of constant phase and vary-
ing amplitude and width. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1329155#

I. INTRODUCTION

Investigations of long-time asymptotic behavior of nondecaying at infinity solutions of
linear evolution equations in 211 dimensions~two spatial and one time variables! are closely
related to the corresponding investigations in 111 dimensions. A. V. Gurevich and L. P. Pitaevsk
studied in 1973 the nondecaying solution of the Korteweg–de Vries~KdV! equation, which
describes the evolution of the initial step-functionu(x,0):1,2

ut26uux1uxxx50,

u~x,0!5H 0 if x.0,

2c2 if x<0.

They applied the Whitham method to construct an approximation of this solution by a cn
wave with slowly varying parameters, and detected the presence of many strong solitonlike
lations on the front of the solution for large time. This approximate solution satisfies the
equation with error vanishing fort→1`. Thus, they conjectured that solutions of the Cauc
problem with initial steplike data split into an infinite sequence of solitons fort→`.

However, this conjecture seemed to contradict the idea that solitons were generated
discrete spectrum of theL-operator since a Schro¨dinger operator whose potential is a step-functi
has no discrete spectrum.

The situation was clarified in 1975 by E. Ya. Khruslov in Ref. 3. He showed that t
solitonlike oscillations are not generated by the discrete spectrum but by the continuous sp
of multiplicity one of the Schro¨dinger operator, i.e., theL-operator of the KdV equation. Later on
these solitons were called ‘‘asymptotic solitons.’’ An analogous phenomenon of splitting of
decaying at infinity initial data into infinite series of solitons was then found for other integr
nonlinear equations ~nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation, sine–Gordon equation, modifi
Korteweg–de Vries equation and the Toda lattice!.4–8

In Refs. 9–12, the method proposed by E. Ya. Khruslov in Ref. 3 was extended t
investigation of the asymptotic behavior of nondecaying solutions of the Kadomtsev–Petvia
~KP! equation fort→`. Within the framework of the Zakharov–Shabat scheme,13 the solutions of
the KP equation, vanishing forx→` and bounded for any fixedx,y,t, were obtained, and thei

a!Electronic mail: anne@math.jussieu.fr
36730022-2488/2001/42(8)/3673/18/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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large-time asymptotic form was proved to be an infinite series of solitons with curved lin
constant phase in a neighborhood of the front fort→`. These asymptotic solitons were calle
‘‘curved asymptotic solitons.’’ Recently,14 V. E. Zakharov also considered a curved soliton of t
KP–II equation, but in another space-time domain.

Our goal is to prove the phenomenon of splitting of nondecaying solutions of the mod
Kadomtsev–Petviashvili–I~mKP-I! equation into an infinite series of solitons fort→`. The mKP
equation was introduced by B. G. Konopelchenko in Ref. 15 as a natural two-dimensional
alization of the modified Korteweg–de Vries~mKdV! equation, and it has the form

v t1
1

4
vxxx2

3

2
a2S vxv

22vxE
x

`

vy dx81
1

2 Ex

`

vyy dx8D 50,

wherev5v(x,y,t) and

a5H 1 for the mKP-II equation,

i for the mKP-I equation.

This equation was integrated by the]̄-method~see Ref. 16!, and both ‘‘lump solutions’’@vanish-
ing as (x21y2)21# and ‘‘plane solitons’’ were obtained.

A scheme of integration of the mKP equation by the inverse scattering method, which
analog of the Zakharov–Shabat method for the KP equation, was introduced in Ref. 11. Acc
to this scheme, a solution has the form

v~x,y,t !5
1

a

d

dx
lnS 11E

x

`

K~x,s,y,t !dsD , ~1.1!

where the functionK(x,s,y,t) is a solution of the Marchenko integral equation

K~x,z,y,t !1F~x,z,y,t !1E
x

`

K~x,j,y,t !F~j,z,y,t !dj50 ~1.2!

viewed as an equation with respect toz, with x,y,t as parameters. The kernelF(x,z,y,t) of ~1.2!
satisfies the system of linear differential equations

H Ft1Fxxx1Fzzz50,
aFy1Fxx2Fzz50. ~1.3!

A large class of solutions of~1.3! for a5 i can be found by the Fourier method as follows:

F~x,z,y,t !5E E
V

exp@ ip~x2z!2q~x1z!12q f~p,q,Y!t#dm~p,q!, ~1.4!

wheref (p,q,Y)5q223p212pY, Y5y/t, and the measure dm(p,q) (p1 iqPC) is defined on a
setV,C.

In Sec. II we introduce two functionsC(s) andg(s), and using them we construct a setV and
a measure dm of a special form. Then we prove that the scheme~1.1!–~1.4! determines the
existence of a nondecaying real solution of the mKP-I equation, vanishing forx→` and bounded
for any fixedx,y,t.

In Sec. III we state and prove the theorem about splitting of the solutions in a neighbo
of the front into a series of solitons of the form

vn~x,y,t !52
2q0~Y!2

p0~Y!1Ap0
2~Y!1q0

2~Y!cosh@2q0~Y!kn~x,y,t !#
,
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kn~x,y,t !5x2C~Y!t1
1

2q0~Y!
~ ln tn11/22 ln g~Y!2 ln fn~Y!!,

where the domain of investigations and the functionsq0(Y), p0(Y), fn(Y) are completely deter-
mined by the functionsC(Y) andg(Y).

In Sec. IV we give two examples of curved asymptotic solitons. For example, ifC(Y)
5 Y2/31b2, thenq0(Y)5b, p0(Y)5Y/3.

II. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS OF THE mKP–I EQUATION

To construct a mKP-I solution by the scheme~1.1!–~1.4! we must define the setV in ~1.4! and
the measure dm(p,q) over this set. For this goal we introduce two positive functionsC(s) and
g(s) which play an important role in the construction of the solution and in the investigation o
asymptotic behavior. We introduce the following conditions.

Condition A: The function C(s):R→R1 is C` and such that

C~s!.s2/31d2 ~d5const.0!,
~2.1!

C9~s!.0.

Condition B: The setV,R2 has the form

V5$~p,q!u2`,p,`, 0,«<q<h~p!%, ~2.2!

where q5h(p) is the envelope of the family of hyperbolas

f ~p,q,s!5C~s!, ~2.3!

which touch it at the point

~p0~s!,q0~s!!5~C8~s!/2, AC~s!1 3
4 ~C8~s!!22sC8~s!!. ~2.4!

Remark:Conditions A and B imply that

C~s!5 max
(p,q)PV

f ~p,q,s!, ~2.5!

and for anysPR this maximum is attained at a unique point, (p0(s),q0(s)).
Condition C: The function g(s):R→R1 is of class C` and such that the real positive functio

g̃(p,q)PC`, g̃(p0(s),q0(s))5g(s), satisfies the inequality

;a5const.0: E E
V

ea(q1upu)g̃~p,q!dpdq,`. ~2.6!

Condition D: The measuredm has the form

dm~p,q!5g̃~p,q!Ap2 iq

p1 iq
dpdq. ~2.7!

Lemma 1: Assume that Conditions A–D are fulfilled. Then the scheme (1.1)–(1.4) determines
a smooth real solution of the mKP-I equation vanishing as x→` and bounded for all fixed x,y,t.

Proof: Define an operatorF̂ acting inL2@x,`) by the formula

@ F̂h#~z!5E
x

`

F~s,z,y,t !h~s!ds,
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where the kernelF is given by~1.4!. The functionh(s) depends on the parametersy,t as well.
Since

iF̂iL2[x,`)
2

5E
x

`E
x

`

uF~x,z,y,t !u2dsdz

<
1

4«2 E E
V

g̃~p,q!dpdqE E
V

exp@4q~ uxu1 f ~p,q,Y!!t#g̃~p,q!dpdq

<
1

4«2 E E
V

g̃~p,q!dpdqE E
V

eaqg̃~p,q!dpdq,

condition C givesiF̂iL2[x,`),`, i.e., F̂ is a Hilbert–Schmidt operator. Hence,F̂ is a compact
operator.17

The adjoint operatorF̂* is given by

@ F̂* c#~z!5E
x

`

F~z,s,y,t !c~s!ds,

where

F~z,x,y,t !5E E
V

exp@ ip~x2z!2q~x1z!14pqy22q~3p22q2!t#Ap2 iq

p1 iq
g̃~p,q!dpdq.

Let us consider the homogeneous equation

c1F̂* c50. ~2.8!

Multiplying ~2.8! with c̄, we obtain by integration

ici22E E
V

g̃~p,q!
p

Ap21q2
e22q(3p22q2)t14pqyU E

x

`

e( ip2q)sc~s!dsU2

dpdq

5 i E E
V

g̃~p,q!
q

Ap21q2
e22q(3p22q2)t14pqyU E

x

`

e( ip2q)sc~s!dsU2

dpdq.

Sinceq.0, g̃(p,q).0, the right-hand side of this equation isÞ0. Therefore, Eq.~2.8! has only
the trivial solution. Then, Fredholm’s theory17 implies that Eq.~1.2! is solvable for anyx,y,t.

According to~1.4! and conditions C and D,F(x,z,y,t) is a C` function with respect to all
variables. We can show18 that the functionK(x,z,y,t) is C`, too.

Since the setV lies inside the upper half-plane (q>«.0), F(x,z,y,t) vanishes exponentially
asx1z→`. ThereforeK(x,z,y,t) and its derivatives vanish exponentially also asx→1`.

Now let us address the formula~1.1! for the mKP-1 solution. First of all we will show tha
K(•,s,•,•)PL1@x,`). Conditions C and D allow us to show thatiF(•,s,•,•)iL1(x,`),`. Now
~1.2! implies that the function

F~x,a,y,t !5E
a

`

K~x,z,y,t !dz ~a>x!

satisfies

F~x,a,y,t !1E
x

`

F~x,s,y,t !D~s,a,x,y,t !ds5B~x,a,y,t ! ~2.9!
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with

B~x,a,y,t !52
A~x,a,y,t !

11A~x,x,y,t !
,

D~s,a,x,y,t !5As~s,a,y,t !2
A~x,a,y,t !

11A~x,x,y,t !
As~s,x,y,t !,

A~x,a,y,t !5E
a

`

F~x,z,y,t !dz,

whereAs(x,a,y,t)5 (]/]s) A(s,a,y,t). Since ReA(x,x,y,t)50, the kernelD(s,a,x,y,t) and the
right-hand side of~2.9! are well defined. Equation~2.9! is a Volterra equation with respect toa and
x,y,t are parameters. Application of the successive approximation method to~2.9! gives

uF~x,x,y,t !u,`. ~2.10!

Hence,K(•,s,•,•)PL1@x,`).
Let us show now that

E
x

`

K~x,s,y,t !dsÞ21.

Suppose that*x
`K(x,s,y,t)ds521. Then it follows immediately from~2.9! that F(x,a,y,t)

satisfies the homogeneous integral equation

F~x,a,y,t !1E
x

`

F~x,s,y,t !As~s,a,y,t !ds50. ~2.11!

We can easily show by the above method that for anya>x this equation has only the trivia
solution. Therefore,*x

`K(x,s,y,t)dsÞ21, and~1.1! has sense.
Now we shall prove that the constructed mKP-I solution is real-valued. Analysis of~1.1!

implies that it is sufficient to show that

]

]x
~2ReF~x,x,y,t !1uF~x,x,y,t !u2!50. ~2.12!

First of all, note that

A~x,z!52A~z,x!. ~2.13!

Consider the equation conjugated to~2.9!. After multiplication of~2.9! by (]/]a) F(x,a,y,t) and
integration with respect toa from x to 1` we obtain

g~F!5F~x,x,y,t !~A~x,x,y,t !11!1A~x,x,y,t !~F~x,x,y,t !11!1A~x,x,y,t !uF~x,x,y,t !u2

1S ~ÂF~x,a,y,t !,F~x,a,y,t !!2E
x

`

F~x,a,y,t !Fa~x,a,y,t !daD 50, ~2.14!

whereÂ:L2@x,`)→L2@x,`) has the form

~Âw!~s!5E
x

`

Asa~s,a!w~a!da
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and (•,•) denotes the scalar product inL2@x,`). It follows from ~2.13! and ~2.14! that

g~F!1g~F!52 ReF~x,x,y,t !1uF~x,x,y,t !u250.
h

III. LARGE-TIME ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF NONDECAYING SOLUTIONS OF THE
mKP–I EQUATION

Our goal is to investigate the long-time asymptotic behavior of the solution of the m
equation defined in Sec. II.

Definition 1: Let M.0. Denote byGM(t),R2 the domain

GM~ t !5H ~x,y!PR2U2`,y,`,t.t0~M !,x.C~Y!t2
M

2q0~Y!
ln t;Y5

y

t J .

We call GM(t) the neighborhood of the front of the solution.
We shall study the behavior of the mKP-I solution in such domains.
Theorem 1 describes the large-time asymptotic behavior of the solutions of the mKP-I

tion defined by Lemma 1.
Theorem 1: Assume that conditions A–D are fulfilled. Then, in the domain GM(t), the

solutionv(x,y,t) of the mKP-I equation constructed by the scheme (1.1)–(1.3) has for t→` the
asymptotic behavior

v~x,y,t !52 (
n51

[ M21]

vn~x,y,t !1OS 1

t1/22«1D ~0,«1, 1
2!, ~3.1!

where

vn~x,y,t !52
2q0~Y!2

p0~Y!1Ap0
2~Y!1q0

2~Y!cosh@2q0~Y!kn~x,y,t !#
,

kn~x,y,t !5x2C~Y!t1
1

2q0~Y!
~ ln tn11/22 ln g~Y!2 ln fn~Y!!,

fn~Y!5
~C~Y!13~C8~Y!!224YC8~Y!1Y2!n~C9~Y!!n21/2Q(n)G (n)

25n21/2~~n21!! !2~C~Y!13/4~C8~Y!!22YC8~Y!!(10n25)/4Q(n21)G (n21) ,

and G (n),Q(n).0 are the determinants of the n3n matrices with the entries

G i 11,k11
(n) 5GS i 1k11

2 D ~11~21! i 1k!,

Qi 11,k11
(n) 5G~ i 1k11!, i ,k50, . . . ,n21.

The asymptotic behavior (3.1) is uniform with respect to x and y in GM(t) for any fixed M.2.
Proof: Let us indicate the key points of the proof. It consists of three steps.
First we show that fort→` the kernelF(x,z,y,t) of the integral equation~1.2! is represented

as the sum of a degenerate kernel and a kernel with a small operator norm in the spaceL2(x,`).
At the second step we prove that the degenerate kernel gives the main contribution

asymptotic behavior of the solution of Eq.~1.2!.
The third step consists of an analysis of the expression~1.1! for the solutionv(x,y,t) as t

→`, where the functionK(x,z,y,t) is a solution of the Marchenko integral equation with dege
erate kernel.
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To investigate the kernelF(x,z,y,t) of the Marchenko equation fort→` @see~1.4!#, we set

x5C~Y!t1j, z5C~Y!t1z,

and define

F̃~j,z,y,t !5F~j1C~Y!t,z1C~Y!t,y,t !.

Then

F̃~j,z,y,t !5E E
V

exp@ ip~j2z!2q~j1z!22q~C~Y!2 f ~p,q,Y!!t#dm.

For sufficiently small«8.0, let us consider the curve

2q~ f ~p,q,Y!2C~Y!!1«850. ~3.2!

This curve defines a partition of the domainV into two subdomainsO«8 and V«8 so thatV
5O«8øV«8 . Here O«8 lies between the curveq5h(p) and curve ~3.2!, moreover
(p0(Y),q0(Y))PO«8 . The setV«8 is the complementary set ofO«8 in V. According to this
decomposition, the kernel~1.4! is the sum of two kernels which we denote byF1(x,z,y,t) and
F2(x,z,y,t), respectively.

Let us make a change of variables by setting

r 52q~C~Y!2 f ~p,q,Y!! ~3.3!

in the kernelF1(x,z,y,t) related to integration over the setO«8 . Let u be the projection of the
radius vector directed from the point (p0(Y),q0(Y)) to the point (p,q)PO«8 on the tangent to the
curve q5h(p) at the point (p0(Y),q0(Y)) or, which is the same, on the tangent to the cu
f (p,q,Y)5C(Y) at the same point. We have

u5
3p0~Y!2Y

Aq0
2~Y!1~3p0~Y!2Y!2

~q2q0~Y!!1
q0~Y!

Aq0
2~Y!1~3p0~Y!2Y!2

~p2p0~Y!!. ~3.4!

The system~3.3! and ~3.4! has a unique solution with respect to (p,q)PO«8 for 0,«8
,min(4d 3,d2«). Therefore the variablesp andq can be expressed via the variablesr andu in
O«8 . We can choose the number«8 such that the following Taylor series converge absolutel

p~r ,u!5p01k1r 1k2u1k3ur1k4r 21k5u21 ¯ ,

q~r ,u!5q01l1r 1l2u1l3ur1l4r 21l5u21 ¯ ,

wherekn andln are the coefficients of the corresponding Taylor series. The first of them hav
form

k1~Y!5
3p0~Y!2Y

4q0~Y!~q0
2~Y!1~3p0~Y!2Y!2!

,

k2~Y!5
q0~Y!

Aq0
2~Y!1~3p0~Y!2Y!2

,

l1~Y!52
1

4q0~Y!~q0
2~Y!1~3p0~Y!2Y!2!

,
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l2~Y!5
3p0~Y!2Y

Aq0
2~Y!1~3p0~Y!2Y!2

.

For n.2 we can obtain the coefficientskn andln in an explicit form aftern–times differentiation
of ~3.3! and~3.4! with respect tor andu. The equationq5h(p) can be written in the variablesr
and u in O«8 . Condition A @C9(Y)Þ0# implies that the curvesf (p,q,Y)5C(Y) and q5h(p)
have a contact of the first order. Thereforeq5h(p) takes the formu5u(r ) with

u56a~Y!Ar 1b~Y!r 1 ¯ ,

where

a~Y!5F q0
2~Y!1~3p0~Y!2Y!2

4q0~Y!~3q0
2~Y!2~3p0~Y!2Y!22h8~p0~Y!!q0

3~Y!!G
1/2

5S ~C~Y!13~C8~Y!!224YC8~Y!1Y2!C9~Y!

8~C~Y!13/4~C8~Y!!22YC8~Y!!3/2 D 1/2

. ~3.5!

With the new variablesu and r and the notation

E0~j,z,Y!5eip0(Y)(j2z)2q0(Y)(j1z),

we write the functionF̃1(j,z,y,t)5F1(j1C(Y)t,z1C(Y)t,y,t) as follows:

F̃1~j,z,y,t !5E0~j,z,Y!E
0

«

dr E
2aAr 1 ¯

aAr 1 ¯

du j~r ,u,Y!g̃~r ,u,Y!Ap2 iq

p1 iq

3ei (p2p0)(j2z)2(q2q0)(j1z)2rt , ~3.6!

where j (r ,u,Y)5 j (p(r ,u,Y),q(r ,u,Y)) is the Jacobian corresponding to the change of varia
(p,q)→(r ,u).

Let us expand the integrand in~3.6! into a series with respect to the powers ofr andu in the
neighborhood of the point (p0(Y),q0(Y)) (u50,r 50):

j ~r ,u,Y!g̃~r ,u,Y!Ap2 iq

p1 iq
ei (p2p0(Y))(j2z)2(q2q0(Y))(j1z)

5 (
n50

`

(
j 50

n

(
l 50

j

(
m50

n2 j

z jjn2 j r l 1mun2 l 2mwn, j ,l ,m~Y!~11cn~r ,u!!,

with

wn, j ,l ,m~Y!5
~21!n2m

l !m! ~n2 j 2m!! ~ j 2 l !!
Ap0~Y!2 iq0~Y!

p0~Y!1 iq0~Y!
~ ik1~Y!1l1~Y!! l~ ik2~Y!

1l2~Y!! j 2 l~ ik1~Y!2l1~Y!!m~l2~Y!2 ik2~Y!!n2 j 2mg~Y! j 0~Y!,

and

j 0~Y!5 j ~0,0,Y!5
1

4q0~Y!Aq0
2~Y!1~3p0~Y!2Y!2

,

~3.7!
g~Y!5g̃~0,0,Y!,
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the functionscn(r ,u) satisfying the inequalitiesucn(r ,u)u<An(r 1uuu).
Integrating with respect tou and r , we obtain

F̃1~j,z,y,t !5E0~j,z,Y! (
n50

N21

(
j 50

N2n21

znj j
cn j~Y!

t (n1 j 13)/2~11dn~ t !!1DN~j,z,y,t !,

where

cn j~Y!5Ap0~Y!2 iq0~Y!

p0~Y!1 iq0~Y!

g~Y! j 0~Y!an1 j 11~Y!

2n! j !
GS n1 j 11

2 D ~11~21!n1 j !~ ik2~Y!

1l2~Y!!n~l2~Y!2 ik2~Y!! j , ~3.8!

and

udn~ t !u<
Bn j

At
,

uDNu<AE0~j,z,y,t !(
j 50

N uz jjN2 j u
t (N13)/2 . ~3.9!

The bound~3.9! is valid for uju,uzu,t1/4.
In the domain z.j.2 (1/2q0) ln tM, we have the following bound for the functio

DN(j,z,y,t) as t.t0(M )

E
x

`E
x

`

uDN~s,z,y,t !u2dsdz<
A~N!

t1/22«1
~0,«1, 1

2!, ~3.10!

whereA(N)< eN13/(N13)N132N14 andN5@2M23#.
Consider the operator

@ F̂2h#~z!5E
x

`

F2~s,z,y,t !h~s!ds

in the spaceL2@x,`). We estimate the functionuF2(s,z,y,t)u2 as follows:

uF2~s,z,y,t !u25U E E
V«8

eip(x2z)2q(x1z)14pqy22q(3p22q2)tdmU2

<S E E
V«8

g~p,q!dpdqD S E E
V«8

e22q(s1z)14q f(p,q,Y)tg̃~p,q!dpdqD
<AE E

V«8

e22q(s1z)14q f(p,q,Y)tg̃~p,q!dpdq.

Taking into account thatC(Y)2 f (p,q,Y)> «8/2q @(p,q)PV«8 , q>«.0#, we have the follow-
ing estimate for the norm ofF̂2 for x.C(Y)t2(«8/2«)t:

E
x

`E
x

`

uF2~s,z,y,t !u2dsdz5O~e2«8t!. ~3.11!

Therefore inside the domain
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z.j.2
1

2q0~Y!
ln tM, Y5

y

t
, 2`,y,`,

and for t→`, the kernelF̃(j,z,y,t) has the form

F̃~j,z,y,t !5F̃N~j,z,y,t !1G̃~j,z,y,t !,

where (N5@2M23#)

F̃N~j,z,y,t !5eip0(j2z)2q0(j1z) (
n50

N21

(
j 50

N2n21

znj j
cn j~Y!

t (n1 j 13)/2, ~3.12!

and the functionscn j(Y) defined in~3.8! are bounded. Taking into account~3.9!–~3.11!, we can
conclude that the functionG(s,z,y,t) admits a uniform estimate with respect toy (2`,y
,`):

E
x

`E
x

`

uG~s,z,y,t !u2dsdz5OS 1

t1/22«1D ~0,«1,1/2!. ~3.13!

We show that after replacing the kernelF(x,z,y,t) by the degenerate kernelFN(x,z,y,t) we can
obtain an asymptotic representation of the solutionK(x,z,y,t) of the Marchenko integral equatio
~1.2! up to O(t21/21«1) (0,«1, 1

2) for t→`. Set

x5C~Y!t1j, z5C~Y!t1z,

and consider the domain

z.j.2
1

2q0~Y!
ln tM,

whereM is an arbitrary positive number. Let us introduce the operators

~ F̂Nf !~z!5E
x

`

FN~s,z,y,t ! f ~s!ds,

~ĜNf !~z!5E
x

`

GN~s,z,y,t ! f ~s!ds,

in the spaceL2@x,`). The degenerate kernel

FN~x,z,y,t !5F̃N~x2C~Y!t,z2C~Y!t,y,t !

(N5@2M23#) is defined in~3.12! with j5x2C(Y)t andz5z2C(Y)t, andcn j(Y) are defined
by ~3.8!. The functionGN(x,z,y,t) is the difference betweenF(x,z,y,t) defined in ~1.4! and
FN(x,z,y,t):

GN5F2FN .

Now ~1.2! takes the form

~ I 1F̂N! f 1ĜNf 5hN1gN , ~3.14!
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where f 5K(x,z,y,t), hN52FN(x,z,y,t), andgN52GN(x,z,y,t). According to~3.13! we eas-
ily obtain the following estimates for the norms of the operatorĜN and the vectorgN in L2@x,`)
for z.j.2 @1/2q0(Y)# ln tM:

iĜNi<A1t21/21«1,
~3.15!

i ĝNi<A1t21/21«1 ~A15const, 0,«1, 1
2!.

The operatorI 1F̂N is the direct sum of two operators,I 11F̂N and I 2 . The first one acts in the
subspaceH1 of L2@x,`) generated by the vectorse( ip02q0)z, ze( ip02q0)z, . . . , zN21e( ip02q0)z. The
second,I 2 (I 5I 1% I 2), acts in the orthogonal complementH25L2@x,`)*H1 of H1 . Since we
haveF̂N5F̂2Ĝ and sinceI 1F̂ is invertible, we derive that alsoI 1F̂N is invertible inL2@x,`),
and

i~ I 1F̂N!21iL2[x,`)<A2,`. ~3.16!

We shall look for a solution of~3.14! in the form f 5fN1cN , fN being the solution of the
equation (I 1F̂N)fN5hN . The latter observation implies thatcN satisfies the equation

~ I 1F̂N!cN5gN2ĜNfN .

According to~3.16!, we have

icNi<A2~ igNi1iĜNi•icNi !.

Below we shall show thatfN is uniformly bounded with respect toy, t and j.
2 @1/2q0(Y)# ln tM in the spaceL2@x,`)ùL1@x,`). This fact and~3.15! allow us to conclude tha

f ~z!5fN~z!1O~ t21/21«1!, 0,«1, 1
2. ~3.17!

The replacement of the kernelF by the degenerate kernelFN in the equation~1.2! and the
substitutionsx5C(Y)t1j and z5C(Y)t1z allow us to obtain as an integral equation for t
function KN(j,z,y,t)5K(j1C(Y)t,z1C(Y)t,y,t) (z.j),

KN~j,z,y,t !1FN~j,z,y,t !1E
j

`

KN~j,s,y,t !FN~s,z,y,t !ds50, ~3.18!

whereFN is given by~3.12!.
According to~1.1! and~3.17!, we have the following asymptotic expression ofv(x,y,t) in the

domainx.C(Y)t2 (1/2q0) ln tM:

v~x,y,t !5S 2 i
]

]j
lnH 11E

j

`

KN~j,s,y,t !dsJ DU
j5x2C(Y)t

1O~ t21/21«1!. ~3.19!

We shall look for a solution of the equation~3.18! in the form

KN~j,z,y,t !5 (
n50

N21

gn~j,Y,t !zne2( ip01q0)z. ~3.20!

By substituting~3.20! into ~3.18! we obtain the system of algebraic equations for the functi
gn(j,Y,t) (n50, . . . ,N21):
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gn1 (
m50

N21

gm (
j 50

N2n21
cn j~Y!

t (n1 j 13)/2E
j

`

sj 1me22q0sds52 (
j 50

N2n21
cn j~Y!

t (n1 j 13)/2j je( ip02q0)j. ~3.21!

The solution of these equations has the form

gn5
det@ I 1A~j,y,t !# ( l )

det@ I 1A~j,y,t !#
,

whereI is the identity matrix,A(j,y,t) is the matrix with the entries (n,m50, . . . ,N21),

@A#n11,m115 (
j 50

N2n21
cn j

t (n1 j 13)/2I j 1m , ~3.22!

I j 1m5E
j

`

sj 1me22q0sds.

The matrix@ I 1A(j,y,t)# ( l ) is obtained via the substitution of the column of the right-hand si
of the system~3.21! instead of thel th column of the matrix@ I 1A(j,y,t)#. The functionscn j are
defined by~3.8!.

The substitution ofgn(j,Y,t) into ~3.20! gives

KN~j,z,y,t !5 (
n50

N21
det~ I 1A!(n)

det~ I 1A!
zne2( ip01q0)z.

To obtainv(x,y,t) we calculate the integral

E
j

`

K~j,s,y,t !ds5e2( ip01q0)j (
n50

N21

gn~j,y,t !(
i 50

n
j in!

i ! ~ ip01q0!n2 i 11

and we substitute it into~3.19!. One has

v~x,y,t !52 i
d

dj
lnS 11 (

n50

N21
det~ I 1A~j,y,t !!(n)

det~ I 1A~j,y,t !! (
i 50

n
j in!e2( ip01q0)j

i ! ~ ip01q0!n2 i 11DU
j5x2C(Y)t

1O~ t21/21«1!. ~3.23!

Hence the investigation of the long-time behavior ofv(x,y,t) reduces to the study of the dete
minant formula~3.23! for t→`.

We introduce the following notation:

G~j,y,t !5 (
n50

N21
det~ I 1A~j,y,t !!(n)

det~ I 1A~j,y,t !! (
i 50

n
j in!e2( ip01q0)j

i ! ~ ip01q0!n2 i 11 .

The functionG can be represented in the form

G~j,y,t !5
1

ip01q0

]

]j
ln det~ I 1A~j,y,t !!1 (

n51

N21
det~ I 1A~j,y,t !!(n)

det~ I 1A~j,y,t !! (
i 50

n
j in!e2( ip01q0)j

i ! ~ ip01q0!n2 i 11 .

The asymptotic analysis of the function det(I1A(j,y,t)) for t→` gives us

det~ I 1A~j,y,t !!511 (
n51

N
Dn~j,y,t !

tn(n12)/2 e22nq0j,
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where

Dn~j,y,t !5
PnWn

~2q0!n F11ONS 1

At
D G ,

wherePn are the determinants of then3n matrices whose entries are the integrals

@Pn# jk52q0E
j

`

sj 1ke22q0sds,

andWn are the determinants of then3n matrices with the entries

@Wn# ik5c ik .

Besides,

Wn5
~q2

21p2
2!n(n21)/2an2

2n)k50
n21~k! !2 S ip01q0

ip02q0
D n/2

~ j 0g!nG (n), ~3.24!

where

@G (n)# i 11,k115~11~21!k1 i !GS k1 i 11

2 D .

It is easy to verify thatPn andG (n) are the Gram determinants of the two systems of functi
(k50, . . . ,n21)

uk5e2j/2jk, j.0,

uk5&xke2x2/2, 2`,x,1`,

respectively. ThereforeG (n), PnÞ0, and (0< i ,k<n21)

Pn5detiG~ i 1k11!~2q0!2 i 2ki .

Since in the regionz.j.(1/2q0) ln tM the determinantDn does not vanish@the operator

(I 1F̂)21 is bounded#, it is easy to see thatG (n),Pn.0.
Let us cover the domainGM(t) (M.2) by the subdomains

a15H ~j,t !Uj.2
1

2q0
ln t21«J ,

an5H ~j,t !U2 1

2q0
ln tn111«,j,2

1

2q0
ln tn2«J , n52, . . . ,m21,

am5H ~j,t !U2 1

2q0
ln t (N13)/2,j,2

1

2q0
ln tm2«J ,

wherem5@(N11)/2#. If ( j,t) belongs toan , one has

det~ I 1A!5S Wn21Pn21e22(n21)q0j

~2q0!n21t (n21)(n11)/2 1
WnPne22nq0j

~2q0!ntn(n12)/2D F11OS 1

At
D G ~3.25!

as t→`.
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One can representG(j,y,t) in the form

G~j,y,t !5
1

~ ip01q0!det~ I 1A! H ]

]j
det~ I 1A~j,y,t !!

1 (
n51

N21

det~ I 1A~j,y,t !!(n)(
i 50

n
j in!e2( ip01q0)j

i ! ~ ip01q0!n2 i 11J .

The analysis of the matrices (I 1A)(n) for t→` gives us an asymptotic representation f
G(j,y,t) insidean :

G~j,y,t !5
2q0

~ ip01q0!~Wn21Pn211PnTne22q0j!
$Wn21Sn211SnTne22q0j%,

where

Tn5
Wn

2q0tn11/2,

Sn52~Rn1nPn!,
~3.26!

Rn5 (
k51

n21
k!

~ ip01q0!k Pn
(k) ,

R150,

Pn
(k) being the determinant of the matrix obtained from the matrixPn by replacing the (k11)th

column by the transpose of (1,0,. . . ,0).
It follows from ~3.19! that

v~x,y,t !5
1

i

]

]j
ln~11G~j,y,t !!U

j5x2C(Y)t

5
1

i

Gj

11GU
j5x2C(Y)t

. ~3.27!

Let us calculate the numerator and the denominator in~3.27!:

Gj~j,y,t !5
4q0

2

ip01q0

TnWn21~PnSn212SnPn21!e22q0j

~Wn21Pn211TnPne22q0j!2 ,

~3.28!

11G~j,y,t !5
Wn21Fn211TnFne22q0j

~ ip01q0!~Wn21Pn211PnTne22q0j!
,

where

Fn5~ ip01q0!Pn12q0Sn . ~3.29!

After substitution of~3.28! into ~3.27! we obtain

v~x,y,t !;2
2iq0

2~SnPn212PnSn21!

1
2 ~PnFn211FnPn21!1APnPn21FnFn21 cosh$2q0~x2C~Y!t !2 ln wn%

,

where
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wn5
Tn

Wn21
A PnFn

Pn21Fn21
. ~3.30!

One can prove that

~ ip01q0!Pn21Fn5~ ip02q0!PnFn21 . ~3.31!

Equations~3.29! and ~3.31! give us the following relations:

FnPn215~ ip02q0!~Sn21Pn2SnPn21!,
~3.32!

Fn21Pn5~ ip01q0!~Sn21Pn2SnPn21!.

Let us write the sum and the product of the relations in~3.32!:

FnPn211PnFn2152ip0~Sn21Pn2SnPn21!,

FnFn21PnPn2152~q0
21p0

2!~Sn21Pn2SnPn21!2.

Then the functionv(x,y,t) has the following form:

v~x,y,t !52 (
n51

[(N11)/2] 2q0
2

p01Ap0
21q0

2 cosh@2q0~x2C~Y!t !2 ln wn~Y,t !#
,

wherewn(Y,t) is defined by~3.30!.
It follows from ~3.26! and ~3.31! that

Tn

Wn21
5

1

2q0tn11/2

Wn

Wn21
,

PnFn

Pn21Fn21
5

Pn
2

Pn21
2

ip02q0

ip01q0
,

i.e.,

wn~Y,t !5
1

2q0tn11/2Aip02q0

ip01q0

PnWn

Pn21Wn21
. ~3.33!

In view of condition D and~3.33!, one can represent the functionwn as

wn~Y,t !5
1

2q0~Y!tn11/2

g~Y! j 0~Y!a2n21~Y!~k2
21l2

2!n21PnG (n)

2Pn21G (n21) .

Thus, the asymptotic behavior of the solutionv(x,y,t) of the mKP-I equation fort→` is given by

v~x,y,t !52 (
n51

[ M21]

vn~x,y,t !1OS 1

t1/22«1D ,

with

vn~x,y,t !5
2q0

2~Y!

p01Ap0
21q0

2 cosh@2q0~Y!~x2C~Y!t1 ~1/2q0! ~ ln tn11/22 ln g~Y!2 ln fn~Y!!!#
,

where

fn~Y!5
j 0~Y!a2n21~Y!Q(n)G (n)

2~2q0~Y!!2(n21)@~n21!! #2Q(n21)G (n21)
.0, ~3.34!
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andQ(n) , G (n) are the determinants (0< i ,k<n21)

Q(n)5detiG~ i 1k11!i ,

G (n)5detI ~11~21!k1 i !GS k1 i 11

2 D I .

Using condition B,~3.7! and ~3.5! we can also writefn(Y) as

fn~Y!5
~C~Y!13~C8~Y!!224YC8~Y!1Y2!n~C9~Y!!n21/2Q(n)G (n)

25n21/2~~n21!! !2~C~Y!13/4~C8~Y!!22YC8~Y!!(10n25)/4Q(n21)G (n21) .

So, the mKP-I equation solutionv(x,y,t) determined by~1.1!–~1.3! splits into a series of curved
solitons whose width and amplitude depend onY. Since all the factors infn(Y) are positive,
vn(x,y,t) are regular. These asymptotic solitons diverge with a velocity proportional to lnt when
t increases. The theorem is proved. h

IV. EXAMPLES OF ASYMPTOTIC SOLITONS FOR THE mKP-I EQUATION

In this section we consider two special examples of solutions of the mKP-I equation, w
generate asymptotic solitons of different forms in the neighborhood of the front of the m
solution fort→`. First of all we have to choose a functionC(Y) satisfying condition A. After that
we have to construct a setV satisfying condition B.

Suppose

C~Y!5aY21b2, a> 1
3 , b.d.0. ~4.1!

The family of hyperbolasf (p,q,Y)5C(Y) has the envelopeq5h(p)5Ab21(321/a)p2, and
touch it at the point (p0(Y),q0(Y)) given by (2`,Y,`)

p0~Y!5aY,

q0~Y!5Ab21a~3a21!Y2.

We chooseV of the form

V5$~p,q!PR2u2`,p,`,h~p!>q>«.0%.

Thus conditions A and B are fulfilled.
Now we have to determine two functionsg(Y) and g̃(p,q) satisfying condition C, and to

construct a measure dm satisfying condition D. We choose

g~Y!5exp~2q0
2~Y!2p0

2~Y!!, g̃~p,q!5exp~2q22p2!,

and

dm~p,q!5exp~2q22p2!Ap2 iq

p1 iq
dpdq.

Thus all conditions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled.

A. First example

We takea5 1
3 in ~4.1!. Then

p0~Y!5Y/3, q0~Y!5b,
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h~p!5b, g~Y!5exp~2b22Y2/9!.

According to Theorem 1, inside the domain (M>2)

GM~ t !5H ~x,y!PR2Ut.t0~M !,2`,y,`,x.
y2

3t
1b2t2

M

2b
ln tJ

the solution of the mKP-I equation constructed by~1.1!–~1.3! has ast→` the asymptotic behav
ior (0,«1, 1

2)

v~x,y,t !52 (
n51

[ M21]
6b2

Y1AY219b2 coshcn~x,y,t !
1O~ t21/21«1!. ~4.2!

This is a sequence of@M21# solitons with constant amplitude and constant phase lines of
form

cn~x,y,t !5bS x2
y2

3t S 12
1

3btD2b2t D1
1

2
~ ln tn11/21b22 ln wn!, ~4.3!

where

wn5
Q(n)G (n)

24n3n21/2b(6n25)/2~~n21!! !2Q(n21)G (n21) ,

and G (n), Q(n) are the determinants of then3n matrices whose entries (i ,k50, . . . ,n21) are
given by

G i 11,k11
(n) 5GS i 1k11

2 D ~11~21! i 1k!,

~4.4!
Qi 11,k11

(n) 5G~ i 1k11!.

It is easy to derive from~4.3! that all asymptotic solitons have constant amplitude and shift
phases, and neighboring solitons diverge with velocity proportional to lnt when the time increases

B. Second example

We takea51 in ~4.1!. Then

p0~Y!5Y, q0~Y!5Ab212Y2,

h~p!5Ab212p2, g~Y!5exp~2b223Y2!.

According to Theorem 1, ast→` inside the domain (M.2)

GM~ t !5H ~x,y!PR2Ut.t0~M !,2`,y,`,x.
y2

t
1b2t2

M

2b
ln tJ

the solution of the mKP-I equation given by~1.1!–~1.3! has the asymptotic behavior

v~x,y,t !52 (
n51

[ M21]
2~b212Y2!

Y1Ab213Y2 cosh2 cn~x,y,t !
1O~ t21/21«1!, ~4.5!

where
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cn~x,y,t !5Ab212Y2S x2
y2

t S 12
3

2Ab2t212y2D 2b2t D 1
1

2
~ ln tn11/21b22 ln wn~Y!!

with

wn5
~b216Y2!nQ(n)G (n)

24n~~n21!! !2~b212Y2!(10n25)/4Q(n21)G (n21) ,

andQ(n), G (n) are given by~4.4!.
Therefore in this case the curved asymptotic solitons~4.5! have nonconstant amplitude

widths and phases.
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On the exact steepest descent method: A new method
for the description of Stokes curves a…
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In order to determine the region where the Borel sum of a Wentzel–Kramers–
Brillouin ~WKB! solutionc of anmth order (m>3) ordinary differential equation
Pc50 with polynomial coefficients is well defined, we apply the steepest descent
method to the Laplace integral of a WKB solutionĉ of P̂ĉ50, with P̂ denoting the
Laplace transform ofP. As a counterpart of the connection formula forĉ, we
introduce a new notion of the exact steepest descent path, which is the union of
bifurcated steepest descent paths. Both theoretical and computer-assisted experi-
mental studies are given to show the importance of this notion. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1368138#

I. INTRODUCTION

No algorithmic way of describing Stokes regions, i.e., domains where the Borel sum
Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin~WKB! solution is well defined, is known for higher order ordina
differential equations with a large parameter.1 The main difficulty lies in the necessity of ‘‘new
Stokes curves,’’ which emanate from possible crossing points of Stokes curves, as Berk, N
and Roberts2 first observed in discussing a connection formula for WKB solutions. Berket al.
further presented a charming idea of applying the steepest descent method to the inverse
transform of a WKB solution for the Fourier-transformed operator.~See also
Watanabe–Sanuki–Watanabe3 for some related subject.! They have confirmed that this approac
is effective near saddle points of the integrand,4 but they have observed several troubles if
steepest descent path hits a turning point of the Fourier-transformed operator.5

The principal aim of this paper is to examine the idea of Berket al. from the viewpoint of the
exact WKB analysis, i.e., with the Borel resummation of WKB solutions6–8 ~see also
Berry–Howls9 for a related subject ‘‘hyperasymptotics’’!, and to propose a new notion, ‘‘an exa
steepest descent path,’’ which naturally fits in with the Borel resummation method. We
present some examples which illustrate how the previously mentioned troubles are natura
solved by the use of exact steepest descent paths. We note that the notion of an exact
descent path is introduced here to exactly take into account the effect of exponentially smal
pertaining to Stokes phenomena of WKB solutions; this explains why we have succeed
resolving the troubles that Berket al. encountered far away from saddle points.

II. NOTATIONAL PRELIMINARIES

The operators we study in this paper are supposed to have the following form:

P5 (
0< j <m
0<k<n

ajk xk hm2 j S d

dxD j

, ~1!

a!Dedicated to the memory of the late Professor Tosio Kato.
b!Electronic mail: aoki@math.kindai.ac.jp
c!Electronic mail: takei@kurims.kyoto-u.ac.jp
36910022-2488/2001/42(8)/3691/23/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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whereajk is a constant andh is a large parameter. Letĉ(j,h) denote the Laplace transform of
function c(x,h), i.e.,

c~x,h!5E ehxj ĉ~j,h!dj, ~2!

and letP̂ denote the Laplace transform ofP, i.e.,

P̂5( ajk hm2kS 2
d

dj D k

j j . ~3!

@For the sake of simplicity of the notations we use the Laplace transform instead of the F
transform, that is, we useehxj instead ofeihxj. We also assumem>n, as our purpose is to
analyze the structure of WKB solutions of a higher order operatorP in terms of the exact WKB
analysis forP̂.# In what follows we letp(x,j) denote

(
0< j <m
0<k<n

ajk xk j j . ~4!

Solving the equationp(x,j)50 in the formx5xk(j) (k51,...,n), we obtainn WKB solu-
tions ĉk(j,h) of the equationP̂ĉ50 so that they have the following form:

ĉk5expS hE j

~2xk~j!!dj1¯ D Y Ah. ~5!

Here the normalization factorh21/2 is introduced for the sake of convenience in handling its Bo
transform, and̄ designates terms with nonpositive powers ofh.

Thus the object we are interested in is of the form

w5E expS hS xj2E j

xk~j!dj D1¯ D Y Ah dj. ~6!

The specification of the path of integration in~6! will be given in Sec. III. Asĉk andw are formal
series inh21, their meaning should be given, say, by the Borel resummation. Hence we intro
operatorsPB and P̂B , respectively, by

PB5( ajk xk
] j

]xj

]m2 j

]ym2 j ~7!

and

P̂B5( ajk

]m2k

] ỹm2k S 2
]

]j D k

j j . ~8!

It then follows from the definition of the Borel transformation that

P̂B ĉk,B50 ~9!

for the Borel transformĉk,B of ĉk . Note that the Borel transformĉk,B is computed after applying
the Taylor expansion of exp(̄); it then has the form,

S expS 2hE j

xk~j!dj D D ~c01c1h211c2h221¯ !Y Ah ~10!
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and hence its Borel transform is, by definition,

(
l 50

`
cl

G~ l 11/2!
S ỹ2E j

xk~j!dj D l 21/2

. ~11!

It also follows from the definition that the Borel resummed WKB solutionĉk is given by

ĉk5E exp~2h ỹ!ĉk,B~j,ỹ!dỹ, ~12!

where the integration is performed along the path

ỹ5E
â

j

xk~j!dj1v, v>0. ~13!

Here â is an arbitrarily fixed point to normalizeĉk .10

So far we have discussed WKB solutionsĉk of the equationP̂ĉ50. It is clear that, if we
solve the equationp(x,j)50 in the form j5j j (x) ( j 51,...,m) we obtainm WKB solutions
c j (x,h) ( j 51,...,m) of Pc50 in the form

c j5expS hEx

j j~x!dx1¯ D Y Ah, ~14!

or possibly with another normalization factorh21 instead ofh21/2, as we will see in Sec. III. Its
Borel transformc j ,B is obtained in the same manner as shown previously.

III. LOCAL CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN ĉk ,B AND c j ,B NEAR A SADDLE POINT

Let us first fix the path of integration in~6!; as ĉk(j,h) has been given its meaning throug
the Borel resummation, we have only to fix the path of integration inj-space. We stipulate that th
j-integration should be performed along a steepest descent path for Refk that passes through
saddle point off k with f k beingxj2* â

jxk(j)dj. A saddle pointj* of f k satisfiesx5xk(j* ), and
hencej* 5j j (x) holds for somej . Barring the accidental coincidence ofj* with a turning point
of P̂, we find

dxk~j!

dj U
j5j j (x)

Þ0 ~15!

and hence

]2f k

]j2 U
j5j j (x)

Þ0. ~16!

Thus thej-integration is performed along the path described by

f k~x,j!5 f k~x,j j~x!!2u2, u: real, ~17!

i.e.,

S xj2E
â

j

xk~j!dj D 2S xj j~x!2E
â

j j (x)

xk~j!dj D 52u2, u: real. ~18!
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Fixing the path of integration in~6! in this way, and substituting the Borel sum ofĉk into the
integrand, we rewrite the integral~6!, by introducingy5 ỹ2xj, in the following way:

w5E E exp~2hy!ĉk,B~j,y1xj!dy dj. ~19!

Here the domain of integration is described by relation~18! and

y52xj j~x!1E
â

j j (x)

xk~j!dj1v1u2, ~20!

which follows from ~13! and ~18!. To see the geometric meaning of~20!, let s(x) denote

2xj j~x!1E
â

j j (x)

xk~j!dj. ~21!

Then we find

ds~x!

dx
52j j~x!2x

dj j

dx
1xk~j j~x!!

dj j

dx
52j j~x!. ~22!

Thus ~20! is rewritten as

y52E
a

x

j j~x!dx1v1u2, ~23!

wherea is a fixed point. If we setw5v1u2, the positivity assumption onv entailsu2<w. Hence
j obeying relation~18! can range only over a compact set for a fixed pair (x,w) (w>0). There-
fore the integral

x~x,y!5E ĉk,B~x,y1xj!dj ~24!

is well defined ify satisfies

y52E
a

x

j j~x!dx1w, w>0 ~25!

and if thej-integration is done along the path described by~18!. Thus the integral~6! can be
written as

E exp~2hy!x~x,y!dy, ~26!

where y ranges over the half-line$yPC;y52*a
xj j (x)dx1w,w>0%. We shall further confirm

that x(x,y) is the Borel transform of a WKB solution of the equationPc50. In view of the
particular form of the integral~26!, we will then be convinced that the integral~6! should play an
important role in describing the domain on which the Borel sum of a WKB solution ofPc50 is
well defined.

In order to verify thatx is the Borel transform of a WKB solution ofPc50, let us first show
PBx50 by the integration by parts. In fact, we have
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PBx5( ajl xl S ]

]xD j S ]

]yD m2 jE ĉk,B~j,y1xj!dj

5( ajl E j j S ]

]yD j 1m2 j

xl ĉk,B~j,y1xj!dj

5( ajl E j j S ]

]yD m2 l S x
]

]yD l

ĉk,B~j,y1xj!dj

5( ajl S ]

]yD m2 lE S ]

]z D l

~j j ĉk,B~j,y1xz!!U
z5j

dj. ~27!

By repeatedly using the following identity

]

]j
~j jw~j,y1xj!!5

]

]j
~j jw~j,y1xz!!U

z5j

1
]

]z
~j jw~j,y1xz!!U

z5j

~28!

together with the integration by parts applied to the integral interpreted as contour integral, w

PBx5( ajl S ]

]yD m2 lE S 2
]

]j D l

~j j ĉk,B~j,y1xz!!U
z5j

dj50, ~29!

as

P̂Bĉk,B~j,y!5(ajl S ]

]yD m2 l S 2
]

]j D l

j j ĉk,B~j,y!50.

Furthermore a mathematical theory11 tells us that x(x,y) has a singularity of the form
a(x,y) log(y1*a

xjj(x)dx)1b(x,y) with a andb holomorphic neary52*a
xj j (x)dx, asĉk,B(j,ỹ)

has the singularity of the formã(j,ỹ)( ỹ2* â
jxk(j)dj)21/21b̃(j,ỹ) with ã and b̃ holomorphic

near ỹ5* â
jxk(j)dj. This result combined with the relationPBx50 entails thatx is the Borel

transform of a WKB solution ofPc50 that has the form exp(h*a
xjj(x)dx1¯)/h.

Summing up, the integral~6! relatesĉk,B to c j ,B unless extra singularities become relevant
the domain of integration specified by~13! and~18!. As we will see in Sec. IV, other singularitie
of ĉk,B(j,y) really sneak into the domain in question if the steepest descent path~18! crosses a
Stokes curve forP̂. In this sense, the discussion in this section concerns the local correspon
of ĉk,B andc j ,B near the saddle pointj5j j (x). It is worth noting that this correspondence is wh
mathematicians call ‘‘the quantized Legendre transformation’’ with a generating functiond(y
2 ỹ1xj)dj dỹ.12

IV. CORRESPONDENCE OF WKB SOLUTIONS IN THE LARGE: INTRODUCTION OF
THE NOTION OF EXACT STEEPEST DESCENT PATHS

When the steepest descent path for Refk given in Sec. III that passes through the saddle po
j5j j (x) crosses a Stokes curve forP̂, say atj5j0 , the singularity ofĉk,B(j,ỹ) located atỹ

5* â
jxk8(j)dj(k8Þk) may become relevant to the integral~19! by the definition of a Stokes curv

in the exact WKB analysis.10 If ĉk is dominant overĉk8 along the Stokes curve, the integral~19!
will acquire an additional exponentially small term as a consequence of the ‘‘connection
mula.’’ To give the concrete description of the added term is the purpose of this section
description is based on a precise computation done for the case whereP is a harmonic oscillator.13

As the exact WKB analysis is complete only for the second-order operators, we now a
that n52, i.e., P̂ is of the second order.~Practically speaking, we can deal with more gene
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operators. See, e.g., example 2 in Sec. V.! When P̂ is of second order, we can, and really d
chooseâ, the end point of the integral, to be the turning point from which the Stokes curv
question emanates so thatĉk has the form

~2hxk~j!1¯ !21/2expS E
â

j

~2hxk~j!1¯ !dj D , ~30!

where¯ designates terms with odd~and negative! powers ofh. We also note that the Stoke
curve in question is given by

ImE
â

j

~xk~j!2xk8~j!!dj50 ~31!

~cf. Fig. 1!. Normalizingĉk8 in the same manner as done forĉk, the dominant~Borel resummed!
term ĉk acquires an exponentially small term

6 i ĉk8 ~32!

when it crosses the Stokes curve~31!.14 The sign depends on the configuration of the steep
descent path and the Stokes curve, and we assume without loss of the generality that the sig1.
This exponentially small term appears as a consequence of the fact that atj5j0 the singularity of
ĉk,B(j,ỹ) located atỹ5* â

jxk8(j)dj hits the path of integration~13! that defines the Borel sum o

ĉk(j,h). Otherwise stated, if we defineu0 andv0 , respectively, by

u0
252xj01E

â

j0
xk~j!dj1xj j~x!2E

â

j j (x)

xk~j!dj ~33!

and

v05E
â

j0
~xk8~j!2xk~j!!dj, ~34!

then the integrand of~19! finds a new singularity on its domain of integration when (u,v)
5(u0 ,v0). Note thatv0>0 holds because of the fact thatj0 is on the Stokes curve in questio
together with the fact thatĉk is dominant overĉk8 there. To fix the configuration of several poin
to be discussed in the following, we assumeu0,0. To analyze the integral~24! with the explicit
use of j-variable ~rather than theu-variable! we introduce the symbolj (6) to denote the end
points of the integral~24!. For the sake of definiteness we suppose thatj (2) corresponds tou that
is negative and smaller thanu0 . Note also thatj0 corresponds tou0 . If we let j* denote the
singular point ofĉk,B(j,ỹ) that is described byỹ5* â

jxk8(j)dj, our task is then to describ
concretely the integralI obtained by the integration fromj0 to j* in Fig. 2~b!.

FIG. 1. Crossing of a steepest descent path and a Stokes curve.
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In view of the connection formula~32!, this integral should be related toi ĉk8,B . To find the
precise form of the relation let us consider the following integral~35! with the domain of inte-
gration prescribed by~36! and~37! in the following; in what follows we show that the integralI
is coincident with the integral~35! with this particular choice of the domain of integration. Th
integral was first found in the course of concrete computations for harmonic oscillators:13

i E E exp~h~xj2 ỹ!!ĉk8,B~j,ỹ!djdỹ5 i E exp~2hy!S E ĉk8,B~j,y1xj!dj Ddy, ~35!

where the domain of integration is given by

ỹ5E
â

j

xk8~j!dj1 ṽ, ṽ>0 ~36!

and

xj2E
â

j

xk8~j!dj2xj01E
â

j0
xk8~j!dj52ũ, ũ>0. ~37!

The geometric meaning of~37! is worth mentioning:j obeying~37! is on the steepest descent pa
for Refk8 with

f k85
def

xj2E
â

j

xk8~j!dj

that passes through the pointj5j0 . Note thatj0 is not a saddle point off k8 . Let us now try to
find wherej ranges for fixedx andy; it is clear that

y5 ỹ2xj52xj01E
â

j0
xk8~j!dj1ũ1 ṽ ~38!

follows from ~36! and ~37!. Since we know by~22! that

2xj j~x!1E
â

j j (x)

xk~j!dj52E
a

x

j j~x!dx ~39!

holds for somea, we can rewrite~38! as follows:

y52E
a

x

j j~x!dx1xj j~x!2E
â

j j (x)

xk~j!dj2xj01E
â

j0
xk8~j!dj1ũ1 ṽ. ~40!

On the other hand,~33! and ~34! entail

FIG. 2. Singular pointj* of ĉk,B(j,ỹ) hitting the path of integration.
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2xj01E
â

j0
xk8~j!dj1xj j~x!2E

â

j j (x)

xk~j!dj5u0
21v0 . ~41!

Hence we find

y52E
a

x

j j~x!dx1w, w5w01ũ1 ṽ, ~42!

wherew0 denotesu0
21v0 . Since ṽ is supposed to be non-negative, thej-integration in~35! is

done over the region

0<ũ<w2w0 . ~43!

Let us now consider the geometric meanings of the points corresponding toũ50 or ũ5w
2w0 . Clearlyj5j0 is the point corresponding toũ50. Let j

*
8 denote the point that correspond

to ũ5w2w0 . Then it follows from the definition ofũ that

xjx82E
â

j
*
8
xk8~j!dj5xj02E

â

j0
xk8~j!dj2~w2w0!. ~44!

Using the definition ofw0 , we find this is equal to

xj j~x!2E
â

j j (x)

xk~j!dj2w, ~45!

which has another expression

E
a

x

j j~x!dx2w ~46!

by ~39!. Thus we find

xj
*
8 2E

â

j
*
8
xk8~j!dj5E

a

x

j j~x!dx2w52y ~47!

by ~42!, that is,j
*
8 is a point satisfying the relation~47! on the steepest descent path for Refk8 that

emanates fromj5j0 . Summing up, we can rewrite the integral~35! as follows:

E
L

exp~2hy!S E
j0

j
*
8
i ĉk8,B~j,y1xj! dj D dy, ~48!

whereL5$yPC;y52*a
xj j (x)dx1w,w>w0%.

Before relating this integral with the connection formula forP̂, we note the following prop-

erty of j
*
8 ; relation~47! implies that, atj5j

*
8 , ỹ5y1xj attains the value*

â

j
*
8
xk8(j)dj. This is

a singular point ofĉk8,B(j,ỹ), which coincides with a singular point ofĉk,B(j,ỹ) that is described
by *

â

j
* xk8(j)dj, i.e., the singularity considered in Fig. 2. Thusj

*
8 is actually equal toj* , an end

point of the integralI we encountered in Fig. 2. Otherwise stated, the pointj5j* also lies on the
steepest descent path for Refk8 that emanates fromj0 . Hence the integralI in question is ex-
pressed as

E
g
ĉk,B~j,y1xj!dj, ~49!
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whereg denotes a path of integration that starts fromj0 and comes back toj0 by encircling the
portion of the steepest descent path for Refk8 whose boundaries arej0 andj* . Now let us recall
the precise meaning of the connection formula~32! in the exact WKB analysis:10 if we let Dĉk,B

denote the discontinuity ofĉk,B(j,ỹ) along the cut$ ỹPC; ỹ5* â
jxk8(j)dj1 ṽ,ṽ>0%, then

Dĉk,B5 i ĉk8,B . ~50!

Since (Dĉk,B)(j,y1xj) is coincident with the integrand of integral~49! because of the choice o
the pathg, the integralI is equal to integral~48! by ~50!. Therefore we conclude that the concre
form of the integralI is given by the integral~35! whose domain of integration is specified by~36!
and ~37!.

The discussion given in this section tells us that, if we consider the integral~24! globally with
respect toy, we are forced to consider not only the steepest descent pathCk for Refk passing
through the saddle point off k but also another steepest descent pathCk8 for Refk8 that is bifur-
cated fromCk at the crossing point ofCk and a Stokes curve forP̂. The necessity of integration
over a portion ofCk8 and the connection formula for WKB solutions ofP̂ĉ50 are two sides of the
same coin, and hence the integral alongCk and that alongCk8 are, so to speak, equal partner
Therefore, ifCk8 hits some saddle point, sayj5j l(x), then some anomalies should be observ
in the Borel sum of WKB solutions of the starting equationPc50, that is, the pointx should be
on a Stokes curve forP, ordinary or new. Thus we are led to the ‘‘exact steepest descent
ansatz,’’ or ‘‘ESDP ansatz’’ for short, which is given in the following. To state the ESDP an

FIG. 3. Schematic illustration of a change of configurations of ordinary steepest descent paths~a! and of exact ones~b!
when they hit a simple turning pointâ; a lightfaced line and a wiggly line, respectively, designate a Stokes curve and
@defining the Riemann surface ofxk(j)#.
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we prepare the following definition of an exact steepest descent path. There we use the te

ogy ‘‘a Stokes curve of type (k.k8)’’ to mean thatĉk is dominant overĉk8 along the Stokes
curve.

Definition of an exact steepest descent path:Let f l denotexj2* â
jxl(j)dj. An exact steepes

descent pathC is, by definition, the union of portions of steepest descent paths obtained b
following procedure.

Start with a steepest descent pathCk of Refk for somek that passes through a saddle point.

Ck crosses a Stokes curve~for P̂! of type (k.k8), consider the steepest descent pathCk8 for
Refk8 which starts from the crossing point. IfCk8 crosses another Stokes curve of type (k8
.k9), consider another steepest descent pathCk9 for Refk9 in the same manner, and so on.

Exact steepest descent path ansatz:Stokes phenomena for Borel resummed WKB solut
of Pc50 are observed at x if and only if an exact steepest descent path connects two
pointsjk(x) and j l(x).

It is evident that this ansatz is a natural generalization of the results15,16 obtained for a
Laplace-type operatorP ~i.e., an operator whose Laplace transform is of the first order!. We also
note that the ESDP ansatz is validated by the reasoning given in this section in a mos

situation, that is, when the operatorP̂ is of the second order and when a steepest descent

passing through a saddle point crosses only one Stokes curve forP̂; with this observation we
believe that the above-mentioned ansatz should be true in general.

Remark 1:Introduction of exact steepest descent paths automatically resolves the sp
changes of topological configurations of steepest descent paths that occur when they hit a

FIG. 4. Stokes curves of Eq.~51!.
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point of P̂. For example, as is shown in Fig. 3, when a steepest descent pathCk hits a simple
turning pointâ, no topological change of configurations occurs for the exact steepest descen
CkøCk8 although the shape ofCk itself changes abruptly.17

V. COMPUTER-ASSISTED STUDY OF THE EXACT STEEPEST DESCENT PATH
ANSATZ

The purpose of this section is to present a computer-assisted study of the ESDP ansatz
illuminating examples. See our previous paper18 for some more detailed explanation of the figur
given in the following. We also note that the above-mentioned paper contains discussions o

FIG. 5. Ordinary steepest descent paths around the crossing pointA.
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other less peculiar examples; the examples given in the following are the most illuminating
among them. All computations are done usingMATHEMATICA ~ver. 3.0.1 or 4.0.2.1!.

Example 1:Consider the following equation:

S d3

dx3 1h2~ i 24x2!
d

dx
1h3S i

2
2x2D Dc50. ~51!

If we draw ordinary Stokes curves~i.e., if we ignore temporarily new turning points and ne
Stokes curves!, we obtain Fig. 4.

FIG. 6. Ordinary steepest descent paths around the crossing pointB.
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~i! Let us consider the problem near the pointA where two Stokes curves cross; letxk (k
50,1,...,11) denote the point

c10.05ep ik/6, ~52!

wherec stands for the coordinate ofA, and consider the ordinary steepest descent paths fo
integral ~19! @or rather~6!# with x5xk . With the aid of a computer we find Fig. 5, where Fig
5~a!, 5~b! , . . . , 5~l! illustrate the configuration forx5x0 , x1 , . . . , x11, respectively. We seek a
topological change of configurations which occurs when a steepest descent path hits a
saddle point.~The change that occurs when a steepest descent path hits a turning point is sp

FIG. 7. Exact steepest descent paths forx50.459 3620.067 718i ~a! and forx50.455 9720.060 089 4i ~b!.
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and should be ignored; cf. Remark 1 in Sec. IV.! We then observe five changes of the config
ration of this kind: betweenx5x1 andx5x2 , aroundx5x4 , betweenx5x7 andx5x8 , around
x5x10, and betweenx5x6 andx5x7 . Each of the first four corresponds to one of four portio
of Stokes curves meeting at the pointA, while the fifth change that occurs betweenx5x6 and
x5x7 can be attributed to a new Stokes curve passing through the ordered crossing pointA ~in the
sense of Berket al.2!. Thus the~ordinary! steepest descent method applied to the integral~6!
correctly detects Stokes curves in this case.

~ii ! In spite of the success shown in~i!, the method fails nearB, another crossing point o
Stokes curves in Fig. 4. Choosingc to be the coordinate of the pointB, we find Fig. 6 that shows
the configuration of the ordinary steepest descent paths for the integral~6!. In Fig. 6 one can
observe only three relevant topological changes of the configuration: aroundx5x2 , aroundx
5x7 , and betweenx5x8 and x5x9 . However, the reasoning of Berket al.19,20 indicates that
three Stokes segments meet at a point only if one of them or all of them are actually irrelev
Stokes phenomena. Otherwise stated, the ordinary steepest descent method applied to the
~6! cannot correctly detect the Stokes phenomena in this case.

Contrary to this failure, if we use exact steepest descent paths, then we can correctly de
points where the Stokes phenomena occur, as Fig. 7 shows. Figure 7 visualizes the mo
betweenx5x0 andx5x1 of configuration of the exact steepest descent paths of the integral~19!;
in order not to make the figures too complicated, some irrelevant paths are omitted. The hea
designates theexactsteepest descent path, which plays a crucially important role.

FIG. 8. Ordinary steepest descent paths for the pointxk on the pathg.
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~iii ! Additional evidence strongly in support of the ESDP ansatz can be found near the
C, where two Stokes curves cross. Letxk(k50,1, . . . ,8) denote the point 1.371A21(0.059
10.005 25k); these points lie on the pathg that is designated by a dotted line in Fig. 4. Then
find Fig. 8, where Figs. 8~a! , . . . , 8~i! describe the configuration of ordinary steepest descent p
for x5x0 , . . . ,x8, respectively. In Fig. 8 we observe a topological change of the configura
only nearx5x1 , which evidently corresponds to the situation whereg crosses an ordinary Stoke
curves1 in Fig. 4; we cannot observe any changes that might be attributed to the crossing ofg and
another ordinary Stokes curves2 or a possibly relevant new Stokes curves0 emanating from the
crossing pointC.

FIG. 9. ~i! Exact steepest descent paths forx51.3710.074 75i ~a! and forx51.3710.08i ~b!. ~ii ! Exact steepest descen
paths forx51.3710.085 25i ~c! and forx51.3710.0905i ~d!. ~ii bis! Added exact steepest descent paths forx51.37
10.085 25i ~c8! and forx51.3710.0905i ~d8!.
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Let us now add an exact steepest descent path to Figs. 8~d! and 8~e!; the resulting figures are
respectively, Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!. In contrast with Figs. 8~d! and 8~e!, they clearly show a topo-
logical difference of configurations. This topological change that occurs betweenx5x3 and x
5x4 corresponds to the crossing ofg and a new Stokes curves0 that emanates fromC.

Similarly we find Figs. 9~c! and 9~d! by adding an exact steepest descent path, respective
Figs. 8~f! and 8~g!. They again show a topological change of configurations, which occurs
tweenx5x5 andx5x6 . ~As Figs. 9~c! and 9~d! seem to be too complicated to decipher, we a
present Fig. 9~c8! and Fig. 9~d8! which contain only the added exact steepest descent path, so
the reader’s attention may be concentrated upon it.! This change that occurs betweenx5x5 and
x5x6 corresponds to the crossing ofg and the ordinary Stokes curves2 .

FIG. 9 ~Continued.!
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Thus the addition of an exact steepest descent path neatly explains delicate issues con
the Stokes phenomena near pointC.

Example 2:In order to show that the ESDP ansatz may be valid even ifP̂ is of higher order,
let us study the following Carroll–Hioe equation:

d3c

dx3 12i ~r 11r 21r 3!hx
d2c

dx2 1$24~r 1r 21r 2r 31r 3r 1!h2x212ic1h

1 1
4 @~V12!

21~V23!
2#h2%

dc

dx
1$28ir 1r 2r 3h3x324c2h2x

1 1
2 @~V12!

2r 31~V23!
2r 1#h3x%c50, ~53!

FIG. 9 ~Continued.!
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wherer 1 ,r 2 ,r 3 ,V12,V23,c1 , andc2 are some parameters. In what follows all figures are dra
for the following values of these parameters:~there is no particular meaning in this choice!

r 15221 i , r 25 1
2 12i , r 35122i , ~54!

V1252314i , V235123i , and

c1 and c2 are arbitrarily fixed.

Although P̂ is of the third order, Carroll–Hioe ingeniously gave an integral representatio
solutions of~53!. Hence we can describe the complete Stokes geometry for~53! by analyzing the
integral again with the aid of a computer.21 The result is shown in Fig. 10.~A dotted line indicates
that no Stokes phenomena occur across that portion of the curve.!

Choosingc in ~52! to be the coordinate of the pointA in Fig. 10, we illustrate the configu
ration of ordinary steepest descent paths for the integral that represents a solution of~53! and the
integral~6!, respectively, in Figs. 11 and 12. In Fig. 12 we cannot observe any topological ch
of the configuration caused by the interaction of steepest descent paths and saddle points
x5x3 andx5x4 , which is observed in Fig. 11. If we use exact steepest descent paths in ad
to ordinary ones, the topological change can be observed in Fig. 13, which describes the b
betweenx5x3 andx5x4 .

FIG. 10. Stokes geometry for Eq.~53!.
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

As several examples in Sec. V have shown, the ESDP ansatz is a new and powerful
sition in WKB analysis. In particular, we note the disappearance of a pathological chan
configurations of steepest descent paths which is observed when an ordinary steepest desc
hits a turning point forP̂ ~see Remark 1 in Sec. IV!, if we use exact steepest descent paths;
effect of a turning point is automatically built in the definition of an exact steepest descen
through its interrelationship with a Stokes curve that emanates from the turning point. Thi
nicely fits in with the fact that a turning point is not a singular point of the equationP̂ĉ50; the
singularity at a turning point that appears in the WKB expansion is a spurious one to disapp
the Borel resummation.

FIG. 11. Ordinary steepest descent paths for the integral representing a solution around the crossing pointA.
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Another important implication of the ESDP ansatz is that Stokes phenomena for the op
P occur only on a Stokes curve of the form~62!. The reasoning is as follows: Suppose tha
Stokes phenomenon is observed atx. The ESDP ansatz then asserts that

ImS xj j~x!2E
â

j j (x)

xk~j!dj D 5ImS xj02E
â

j0
xk~j!dj D , ~55!

ImS xj j 8~x!2E
â

j j 8(x)

xk8~j!dj D 5ImS xj02E
â

j0
xk8~j!dj D , ~56!

FIG. 12. Ordinary steepest descent paths for the integral~6! around the crossing pointA.
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and

ImE
â

j0
~xk~j!2xk8~j!!dj50 ~57!

hold for somej , j 8,k, andk8, a turning pointâ and somej0 , wherexk(j) andxk8(j) solve the
equationp(x,j)50 given by~4! andj j (x) andj j 8(x) also solve the same equation inj. Let us
suppose thatR5$(x,j)PC2:p(x,j)50% is nonsingular and thatxk(j), etc., are situated with a
turning pointa of P as in Fig. 14. Here we note that relations~55! and ~56! are slightly weaker

FIG. 13. Exact steepest descent paths forx520.978 77610.247 106i ~a! and forx520.998 08110.247 106i ~b!.
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than the actual situation that the ESDP ansatz requires to occur, because a level surface offk or
Im fk8 is not necessarily connected. As we see in the following, these weaker condition
suffice to entail the required relation~62!.

Integration of the one-form d(xj)5xdj1jdx on the portionC1 in Fig. 14 gives us

xj j~x!2aj j~a!5E
j j (a)

j j (x)

xk~j!dj1E
a

x

j j~x!dx. ~58!

Similar calculations on the portionsC2 andC3 , respectively, lead to

aj j 8~a!2xk~ â!â5E
â

j j 8(x)

xk~j!dj1E
xk(â)

a

j j 8~x!dx ~59!

and

xk8~ â!â2xj j 8~x!5E
j j 8(x)

â

xk8~j!dj1E
x

xk8(â)

j j 8~x!dx. ~60!

Combining these relations, we obtain

xj j~x!2xj j 8~x!5E
â

j j (x)

xk~j!dj1E
j j 8(x)

â

xk8~j!dj1E
a

x

j j~x!dx1E
x

a

j j 8~x!dx. ~61!

Considering the imaginary part of the relation~61! together with~55!, ~56!, and~57!, we conclude

Im E
a

x

~j j~x!2j j 8~x!!dx50. ~62!

This relation enhances our belief in the ESDP ansatz.
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FIG. 14. Schematic illustration ofR5$(x,j):p(x,j)50%.
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An application of solvable structures to classical
and nonclassical similarity solutions
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Keon Park, Victoria 3073, Australia
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Using exterior differential systems, we extend work by Harrison and Estabrook for
deriving similarity solutions of hyperbolic and parabolic partial differential equa-
tions ~PDEs!. We use exterior calculus results to show that a symmetry~isovector!
of the differential ideal corresponding to some hyperbolic or parabolic PDE can be
used to generate a Cauchy characteristic vector field of a restricted exterior differ-
ential system defined on some four-dimensional regular submanifold of the first jet
bundle. We then show that this restricted differential ideal has a Frobenius inte-
grable annihilating space, which can be used to yield a similarity solution of the
PDE by applying results from Lie and Cartan on integrating Frobenius integrable
vector field distributions via symmetry. We also give an extension to conditional
symmetries. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1368845#

I. INTRODUCTION

Given a nonlinear partial differential equation~PDE!, a so-called ‘‘similarity solution’’ is one
which is invariant under some group action. Pioneered by Lie,1 techniques for using symmetries t
find similarity solutions have been around for a long time, and in recent times authors su
Bluman and Cole,2 Bluman and Kumei,3 Olver,4–6 and Stephani7 have provided modern discus
sions on various aspects of this similarity solution approach to PDEs.

This work considers a single second-order hyperbolic or parabolic PDE of one depe
variableu and two independent variablesx1,x2 of the form

f 1

]2u

]~x1!2 1 f 2

]2u

]~x2!2 1 f 3

]2u

]x1x2 5k, ~1!

wheref 1 , f 2 , f 3 ,k are smooth functions ofx1,x2,u,]u/]x1 , ]u/]x2. Although exterior differential
systems8–12 are of most use in studying systems of nonlinear partial differential equations
examine in this paper their application to similarity solutions of~1! along similar lines to Harrison
and Estabrook.13 We also give an alternative interpretation of the underlying geometric sig
cance of such solutions.

Since this paper is essentially concerned with algorithms based on symmetry for extr
similarity solutions of~1!, we assume throughout that given a second-order hyperbolic or p
bolic PDE of the form in~1! and symmetry vector field, there exists a local smooth simila
solution. This also means that if we apply the Cartan–Kuranishi theorem,14 we will obtain after a
finite number of prolongations an involutive system of PDEs.

Our work also makes use of results from Lie15 and Cartan16,17 for integrating Frobenius
integrable vector field distributions with solvable symmetry structures, which has in recent
been extended by Basarab-Horwath,18 Duzhin and Lychagin,19 Hartl and Athorne,20 and Sherring
and Prince.21 With particular emphasis on results in Ref. 21, we establish in Secs. V and VII
algorithms based entirely on symmetry for generating similarity solutions of second order h
bolic or parabolic PDEs of the type in~1!, which avoids the usual requirement of having to so

a!Electronic mail: M.Barco@latrobe.edu.au
37140022-2488/2001/42(8)/3714/21/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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some ordinary differential equation once the similarity variable is known. Finally, we br
examine conditional symmetries. Using such symmetries we extend earlier results in this pa
give a technique for generating the so-called ‘‘nonclassical’’6,22,23similarity solutions, which once
again avoids the need to solve any ordinary differential equation.

II. BACKGROUND

It is assumed throughout this paper that for natural numbersn and m, Un and Vm are,
respectively, some open, convex neighborhoods ofRn andRm, with coordinatesx1, . . . ,xn and
z1, . . . ,zm. On thekth jet bundleJk(Un,Vm), we say that the set of exterior differentialp-forms
Lp(Jk(Un,Vm)) is a section of the bundle of all homogeneous differential formsL(Jk(Un,Vm)).
We defineX(Jk(Un,Vm)) to be the module of smooth vector fields overC`(Jk(Un,Vm)). Given
somevPLp(Jk(Un,Vm)), its kernel is defined by ker(v)5$XPX(Jk(Un,Vm)):X4v50%. We
assume that on their domains of definition, all vector field distributions are of constant dime
and unless otherwise stated as in Secs. VI and VII, all mappings and differential one-forms
constant rank.

TheCauchy characteristicspace of a differential idealI generated by some finite collection o
differential forms is denotedA(I ), and contains all vector fieldsXPX(Jk(Un,Vm)) such that
X4I ,I . A vector fieldXPX(Jk(Un,Vm)) is said to be asymmetry~isovector! of I if it satisfies
the condition involving the Lie derivative thatLXI ,I . A vector field XPX(Jk(Un,Vm)) is a
symmetryof a vector field distributionD,X(Jk(Un,Vm)) if LXD,D. We say that a vector field
is a nontrivial symmetry if, in terms of a differential ideal, it is not Cauchy characteristic, o
terms of a vector field distribution, it is not in the distribution.

We also assume throughout this paper that unless otherwise stated,Mq is some open, convex
q-dimensional neighborhood ofJk(Un,Vm). Since by the inverse function theorem, parametriz
immersions mapping onto regular submanifolds are locally diffeomorphic, we also assum
neighborhoodsUn, Vm, and Mq are chosen such that this holds. Thus for the differential m
C* :X(Mr)→X(Ms), we can therefore assume for eachYPX(Mr) that C* Y is a well-defined
vector field, and the following property holds:

C* @Y1 ,Y2#5@C* Y1 ,C* Y2# ~2!

for anyY1 ,Y2PX(Mr). We also make use of the following theorem found in Sternberg24 that we
use in Sec. III:

Theorem 1: Let C:Mr→Ms be a one-to-one immersion. Then for all YPX(F(Mr)) there
exists XPX(Mr) such thatC* X5Y.

Here we writeX(C(Mr)) to mean the module of vector fields tangent toC(Mr). At C is
one-to-one, this notation is unambiguous.

The pull-back mapC* :L(Ms)→L(Mr) has the following properties:

~C* v!~Y1 , . . . ,Yk!5C* ~v~C* Y1 , . . . ,C* Yk!!, ~3!

for any vPLk(Ms), Y1 , . . . ,YkPX(Mr), and

C* +dv15d+C* v1, ~4!

C* ~v1`v2!5~C* v1!`~C* v2!, ~5!

for any v1,v2PL(Ms). Given any smoothF:Mq→Mr and vPL1(Ms), we also have the
following composition property:

~C+F!* v5F* ~C* v!. ~6!
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III. DIFFERENTIAL IDEAL REPRESENTATION OF PDEs

Working in the second jet bundleJ2(U2,V1) with coordinatesx1,x2,z1,z1
1 ,z2

1 , z11
1 ,z12

1 ,z22
1 ,

we define

Fª f 1z11
1 1 f 2z22

1 1 f 3z12
1 2k,

along with the contact forms

C1
ªdz12z1

1 dx12z2
1 dx2,

C1
1
ªdz1

12z11
1 dx12z12

1 dx2,

C2
1
ªdz2

12z12
1 dx12z22

1 dx2.

We can express a solution surface of the PDE in~1! as a two-dimensional integral manifol
~immersion! of the differential ideal

I Fª^C1,C1
1 ,C2

1 ,dC1
1 ,dC2

1 ,F dx1`dx2&,

such that the transverse condition dx1`dx2Þ0 holds on its tangent space. Note that dC1[0
modC1

1 ,C2
1. Also, Lemma 1.1 in Ref. 25 implies

d~F dx1`dx2![0 modC1,C1
1 ,C2

1 ,dC1
1 ,dC2

1 .

It is well known that an integral manifold in the second jet bundle which annihilates all the co
forms that generate the second-order contact system is the image of the two-jet of some
map f :U2→V1 if and only if dx1`dx2Þ0 on the tangent space of the integral manifold~see, e.g.,
Theorem 2.3.1 in Stormark26!. If, in addition, the integral manifold annihilatesF, then the two-jet
is that of some local solution of the PDE in~1!.

Our principal result of this section is the following:
Theorem 2:

I F5^C1,C1
1 ,C2

1 ,dC1
1 ,dC2

1 ,L&,

where

Lª f 1 dz1
1`dx22 f 2 dz2

1`dx11 f 3 dz2
1`dx22k dx1`dx2.

Proof:

F dx1`dx25~ f 1z11
1 1 f 2z22

1 1 f 3z12
1 2k!dx1`dx2.

Now

f 1z11
1 dx1`dx25 f 1~z11

1 dx11z12
1 dx2!`dx25 f 1~dz1

12C1
1!`dx2,

f 2z22
1 dx1`dx252 f 2~z21

1 dx11z22
1 dx2!`dx152 f 2~dz2

12C2
1!`dx1,

f 3z12
1 dx1`dx25 f 3~z12

1 dx11z22
1 dx2!`dx25 f 3~dz2

12C2
1!`dx2.

Hence

F dx1`dx2[ f 1 dz1
1`dx22 f 2 dz2

1`dx11 f 3 dz2
1`dx22k dx1`dx2 modC1

1 ,C2
1[L modC1

1 ,C2
1 .

From this we obtain
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dL[d~F dx1`dx2! modC1
1 ,C2

1 ,dC1
1 ,dC2

1 ,

[0 modC1,C1
1 ,C2

1 ,dC1
1 ,dC2

1 ,
j

using Lemma 1.1 in Ref. 25.
Remark:In a similar fashion, it is easy to show that

I F5^C1,C1
1 ,C2

1 ,dC1
1 ,dC2

1 ,L†&,

where

L†
ª f 1 dz1

1`dx22 f 2 dz2
1`dx12 f 3 dz1

1`dx12k dx1`dx2.

In our work, we deal mostly withL, however all results equally apply toL†.
We define

I F̄ª^C1,C1
1 ,C2

1 ,dC1
1 ,dC2

1 ,L&.

Technically speaking,I F̄ªI F ~by Theorem 2!, and the notationI F̄ might appear redundant. How
ever we will use I F̄ as a brief way of referring to the particular choice of generat
C1,C1

1 ,C2
1 ,dC1

1 ,dC2
1 ,L.

Now L ~containing all the information specific to the PDE! does not depend on any secon
order termsz11

1 ,z12
1 ,z22

1 . Therefore, we may modify our problem to that of finding tw
dimensional integral manifolds of areduceddifferential idealI

F̄

r
defined by

I
F̄

r
ª^C1,dC1,L,dL&, ~7!

defined on the first jet bundleJ1(U2,V1). We note that since dL is a three-form, all two-
dimensional integral manifolds ofI

F̄

r
will trivially annihilate dL, so this differential form can

therefore be ignored in all calculations.

IV. SIMILARITY SOLUTION APPROACHES

Given a Lie point symmetryXPX(U23V1) of the PDE in~1!, a similarity solution of the
PDE is a local solution that remains unchanged under the one-parameter group action
symmetry. The most well-known procedure for usingX to generate a corresponding similari
solution basically involves determining the two functionally independent invariantsg1,g2

PC`(U23V1) of X and finding a solution of~1! that is some function of these invariants. Doin
so, one essentially obtains from~1! a second-order ODE expressed in terms ofg1,g2, known as
the ‘‘reduced’’ differential equation. In the general case for PDE problems ofn independent
variables, the reduced equation retains the same order of the PDE but is ofn21 independent
variables.

An alternative and equivalent approach to finding similarity solutions is discussed by Olv
Ref. 6 where one searches for a common solution of the overdetermined system of PDEs g
~1! and the first-order quasilinear PDE obtained from

X(1)
4C150, ~8!

wherez1 andz1
1 ,z2

1 are replaced withu and its respective first partial derivatives. Here we assu
~8! gives a valid PDE and the Lie point symmetryX is not, for example,]/]z1. The PDE derived
from ~8! is known as thecharacterizing invariance system~or invariant surface condition! corre-
sponding toX, and is typically solved first using invariant coordinates to give a solution in te
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of an arbitrary function. Then, by inserting this solution into~1!, a reduced differential equatio
for the arbitrary function is derived. Once this is solved, a similarity solution is obtained
more.

In this paper we do not follow either of the above-mentioned procedures, but instead c
to adopt another approach formulated by Harrison and Estabrook13 that uses exterior calculus an
differential ideals. This is discussed in the following.

Suppose we are given some differential idealI
F̄

r
on J1(U2,V1) corresponding to some secon

order PDE of the form in~1!. If a vector fieldVPX(J1(U2,V1)) is a symmetry ofI
F̄

r
, then

L VC15l1C1, ~9!

and

LVL5a1`C11l2 dC11l3L, ~10!

for some l1 ,l2 ,l3PC`(J1(U2,V1)) and a1PL1(J1(U2,V1)). Applying the property that
LV(dv)5d(LVv) for any differential formv, we can use (9) and~10! to derive corresponding
symmetry expressions for the remaining two generators ofI

F̄

r
. A key property of the Harrison and

Estabrook approach is that the symmetry algebra ofI
F̄

r
includes the Lie point symmetry algebra o

~1!. We state this fact without proof, however in Ref. 27 it is proved for differential ideals w
the PDE is left as a zero-form generator of the ideal. Since we are dealing with PDEs o
dependent variable, the determining equations derived from~9! and ~10! should also be able to
establish any so-called contact symmetries of the PDE in~1!.

Suppose then that we are given some symmetryV of I
F̄

r
@or the first prolongation of some Lie

point symmetry of~1!#. In the Harrison and Estabrook approach to generating similarity solut
of ~1!, the differential idealI

F̄

r
is augmented withV4C1, V4dC1, V4L, and V4dL. One then

looks for a two-dimensional integral manifold of the augmented ideal

^C1,dC1,L,dL,V4C1,V4dC1,V4L,V4dL&, ~11!

defined onJ1(U2,V1), which also satisfies the transverse condition.
The symmetry conditions in~9! and~10! can be used to easily prove that~11! is a differential

ideal, and it is clear thatV is a Cauchy characteristic vector field of the differential ideal. Thou
this obvious latter fact has also been noted by Estabrook,28 we show in Lemma 3 in the following
that for hyperbolic and parabolic PDEs of the form in~1!, there exists a more useful extension
this result.

Finally, we can simplify~11! in the following way: It is not hard to establish from using~9!
and ~10! that ~11! is equal to

^C1,dC1,L,dL,V4C1,d~V4C1!,V4L,d~V4L !&. ~12!

In Sec. V we examine~12! more closely and show that two further reductions are possib

V. FIRST MAIN RESULT

The class of second-order PDEs we deal with is those for whichL is decomposable, o
equivalently,L`L50 using Theorem 1.7 in Bryantet al.8 Although L defined in Theorem 2 is
obviously not decomposable for some choices off 1 , f 2 , f 3 , andk, we will see later in Sec. VIII
that for all hyperbolic and parabolic PDEs of the form in~1! we are able to add toL some multiple
of dC1 which is then decomposable.

Assuming then without loss thatL is decomposable, we have

05Y4~L`L !52~Y4L !`L,
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for any YPX(J1(U2,V1)), so that if Y4LÞ0, then L5(Y4L)`v for some v
PL1(J1(U2,V1)). Therefore, for decomposableL, any integral manifold of

^C1,dC1,V4C1,d~V4C1!,V4L,d~V4L !& ~13!

is an integral manifold of~12! ~the two differential ideals are equal for decomposableL!. HereV
is the symmetry ofI

F̄

r
described in Sec. IV. We shall make use of this condition onL in our two

main results, Theorem 4 in this section and Theorem 9 in Sec. VII.
SinceV4C1 is a smooth function generator of~13!, we can make a further simplification t

this differential ideal by pulling it back onto the regular submanifold ofJ1(U2,V1) described by
V4C150, and confine our work to this region ofJ1(U2,V1). Suppose that the equationV4C1

50 describes a four-dimensional regular submanifold ofJ1(U2,V1), which we parametrize by the
immersionF:M4→J1(U2,V1). Then denoting the pull-back of~13! onto M4 by

J
F̄

r
ª^F* C1,d+F* C1,F* ~V4L !,d+F* ~V4L !&, ~14!

we have the following lemma:
Lemma 3: Let VPX(J1(U2,V1)) be a symmetry of I

F̄

r
. If the equation V4C150 describes a

four-dimensional regular submanifold of J1(U2,V1), which we parametrize by the immersio
F:M4→J1(U2,V1), then there exists WPX(M4) with the property that W is a Cauchy charac
teristic vector field of J

F̄

r
.

Proof: Let F:M4→J1(U2,V1) be a corresponding immersion mapping onto the regular s
manifold of J1(U2,V1) described by V4C150. It is clear that the tangent space
F(M4),J1(U2,V1) spans the annihilating space of d(V4C1). From contracting the symmetr
condition in ~9! with V we obtain, at any point inF(M4),

V4d~V4C1!5l1~V4C1!50.

HenceV is in the tangent space ofF(M4). Applying Theorem 1, there exists a vector fieldW
PX(M4) such thatF* W5V.

We now proceed to show thatW is a Cauchy characteristic vector field ofJ
F̄

r
by examining

each generator of the differential ideal. First,

W4F* C15F* ~F* W4C1!50, ~15!

where for the first equality we have used the property in~3!, and for the second, we have made u
of the fact that the pull-back ofV4C1 by F is zero.

Next, we have that

W4F* +dC15F* ~F* W4dC1!5F* ~V4dC1!, ~16!

once again using~3!. Now

F* ~V4dC1!5F* ~l1C12d~V4C1!!,

5~F* l1!F* C12d+F* ~V4C1!,

5~F* l1!F* C1PJ
F̄

r
, ~17!

where in the first line we have inserted the symmetry condition in~9!, and in the second, we hav
used properties~4! and ~5!. Combining the end result in~17! with ~16! and ~4! then gives

W4d+F* C1PJ
F̄

r
. ~18!
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We also have from~3!,

W4F* ~V4L !5F* ~F* W4V4L !5F* ~V4V4L !50. ~19!

In a similar fashion,

W4F* +d~V4L !5F* ~F* W4d~V4L !!5F* ~V4d~V4L !!. ~20!

The symmetry condition in~10! yields

V4d~V4L !5V4~a1`C11l2 dC11l3L2V4 dL !,

5~V4a1!C12~V4C1!a11l2~V4dC1!1l3~V4L !.

Pulling this back byF, then using~5! andF* (V4C1)50 followed by ~17! gives

F* ~V4d~V4L !!5~F* ~V4a1!!F* C11~F* l2!F* ~V4dC1!1~F* l3!F* ~V4L !PJ
F̄

r
,
~21!

so that combining this result with~20! and ~4!, we obtain

W4d+F* ~V4L !PJ
F̄

r
. ~22!

Therefore~15!, ~18!, ~19!, and~22! imply that W4J
F̄

r
,J

F̄

r
. h

From Lemma 3 we obtain the first of our major new results:
Theorem 4: Given some second-order PDE of the form in~1! whose corresponding L is

decomposable, let VPX(J1(U2,V1)) be a symmetry of I
F̄

r
. Suppose the equation V4C150 de-

scribes a four-dimensional regular submanifold of J1(U2,V1), and denoteF:M4→J1(U2,V1) as
a corresponding immersion mapping onto this submanifold. With

D
F̄

r
ª~sp$F* C1,F* ~V4L !%!',

if F* (C1`(V4L))Þ0, thenF* D
F̄

r
generates a two-dimensional integral manifold of I

F̄

r
. If, in

addition, dx1`dx2Þ0 on F* D
F̄

r
, then the integral manifold is the image of the one-jet of so

local solution of the PDE in (1).
Proof: We know from the proof of Lemma 3 thatV5F* W for someWPX(M4). Since

F* (C1`(V4L))Þ0, it follows that D
F̄

r
is two dimensional. From Lemma 3,W is a Cauchy

characteristic vector field of the differential idealJ
F̄

r
defined in~14!, which implies@W,Y#PD

F̄

r

for all YPD
F̄

r
.29,26HenceD

F̄

r
is Frobenius integrable. Since it is assumedF is diffeomorphic onto

its image,F* D
F̄

r
is well defined. Now letZ1 ,Z2PF* D

F̄

r
. This means

Z15F* P1 , Z25F* P2 ,

for someP1 ,P2PD
F̄

r
. Using ~2! and the fact thatD

F̄

r
is Frobenius integrable, we then get

@Z1 ,Z2#5@F* P1 ,F* P2#5F* @P1 ,P2#PF* D
F̄

r
,

so F* D
F̄

r
is Frobenius integrable.

Suppose thatC:M2→M4 is an immersion mapping onto any leaf of the foliation ofM4

generated byD
F̄

r
. ThusC* J

F̄

r
50. Using~6!,

~F+C!* C15C* ~F* C1!50, ~23!
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and from~4!,

~F+C!* ~dC1!5d~~F+C!* C1!50. ~24!

By assumption,F* (C1`(V4L))Þ0. This impliesV4LÞ0. SinceL is decomposable, we hav
L5(V4L)`v for somevPL1(J1(U2,V1)). Concentrating onV4L,

05C* ~F* ~V4L !!5~F+C!* ~V4L !,

which gives

C* ~F* L !5C* ~~F* ~V4L !!`~F* v!!5~~F+C!* ~V4L !!`~~F+C!* v!50. ~25!

Hence from~23!, ~24!, and ~25!, it then follows that (F+C)* I
F̄

r
50. If the transverse condition

holds, thenF+C(M2)5 j 1h(U2) for somehPC`(U2,V1), with h as some local solution of~1!.
h

Remark:In order to satisfy the transverse requirement, the symmetryV in Theorem 4 must
necessarily satisfy the condition d(V4C1)`dx1`dx2Þ0. If this is not the case, thenF* (dx1

`dx2)50, and hencefor all C, (F+C)* (dx1`dx2)50. Consequently the transverse requirem
fails.

We illustrate Theorem 4 with the following example:
Example 5:Consider the heat equation

]2u

]~x1!2 5
]u

]x2 . ~26!

Defined onJ1(U2,V1) we have

I
F̄

r
5^C1,dC1,L,dL&,

whereF5z11
1 2z2

1 andL5(dz1
12z2

1 dx1)`dx2. Now

Vªx1
]

]x1 12x2
]

]x2

is a Lie point symmetry of~26!, and we use its first prolongationV(1), where

V(1)5x1
]

]x1 12x2
]

]x2 2z1
1 ]

]z1
1 22z2

1 ]

]z2
1 ,

as our nontrivial symmetry ofI
F̄

r
.

Applying Theorem 4, we define the four-dimensional regular submanifoldM4,J1(U2,V1) by
the locus of

V(1)
4C152x1z1

12x2z2
150.

In a simplified manner without explicitly introducing an immersion, we assumeM4 has coordi-
natesx1,x2,z1,z1

1 with x2Þ0, so that onM4,

C15dz12z1
1 dx11

z1
1x1

2x2 dx2,

~27!

V(1)
4L52z1

1x1 dx11z1
1S ~x1!2

2x2 21Ddx222x2 dz1
1 ,

with
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J
F̄

r
5^C1,dC1,V(1)

4L,d~V(1)
4L !&,

also defined onM4. From Theorem 4 we have thatD
F̄

r
,X(M4) generated by the annihilatin

space of the equations in~27! is Frobenius integrable. It is easy to show that onD
F̄

r
, the transverse

condition dx1`dx2Þ0 holds, so we expect to get some local solution to the heat equation.
applying Proposition 4.7 in Sherring and Prince21 with a solvable structure of two symmetrie
whereX2ª]/]z1 PX(M4) is a nontrivial symmetry ofD

F̄

r
, X1ªz1

1 (]/]z1
1) PX(M4) is a non-

trivial symmetry ofD
F̄

r
% sp$X2%, and defining

VªS dz12z1
1 dx11

z1
1x1

2x2 dx2D `S 2z1
1x1 dx11z1

1S ~x1!2

2x2 21Ddx222x2 dz1
1D ,

we find

X24V

X14X24V
5dS ln~z1

1Ax2!1
~x1!2

4x2 D ,

X14V

X24X14V
[dS z122z1

1Ax2 expS ~x1!2

4x2 D E exp~2j2!dj D mod
X24V

X14X24V
,

wherejªx1/(2Ax2). Putting

ln~z1
1Ax2!1

~x1!2

4x2 5c1,

and

z122z1
1Ax2 expS ~x1!2

4x2 D E exp~2j2!dj5c2,

for any constantsc1,c2, we obtain

u52 exp~c1!E exp~2j2!dj

as our local similarity solution of the heat equation corresponding toV.
We close this section with a warning that there will exist situations when applying The

4 will yield a distributionF* D
F̄

r
that is not transverse, even with d(V4C1)`dx1`dx2Þ0. In such

cases we must abandon the above-mentioned approach and look to use elements ofI
F̄

r
that are in

a sense singular. This is explained in full in Sec. VI.

VI. A SINGULAR APPROACH

Consider a differential idealIª^a1,a2& defined on some open, convex neighborhoodU4,R4

with coordinatesx1, . . . ,x4, generated by two linearly independent one-formsa1,a2PL1(U4).
Suppose that for eachi P$1,2%, da i[0 moda1,a2, i.e., ker(a1`a2) is Frobenius integrable
Here, we choose to work with a two-dimensional Pfaffian system defined on a four-dimen
space because the material in the following section on second-order hyperbolic or parabolic
of the type in~1! is precisely of this nature, but all results that follow in this section can easil
extended to arbitrary dimensions.

For integrating the Frobenius integrable distribution ker(a1`a2) using solvable symmetry
structures, we can use Proposition 4.7 in Sherring and Prince21 to find some functions
f 1

1 , f 2
1 , f 1

2 , f 2
2 ,g1,g2PC`(U4) such that
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f 1
1a11 f 2

1a25dg1,
~28!

f 1
2a11 f 2

2a25dg2.

If, on U4, the functionsg1,g2 are of constant maximal rank two, then the equationsg15c1,g2

5c2 describe a two-dimensional regular submanifold ofU4. Let C:M2→U4 be an immersion
mapping onto this submanifold. If, in addition, the determinant

C*U f 1
1 f 2

1

f 1
2 f 2

2UÞ0

on M2, then~28! and the fact thatC* (dg1)505C* (dg2) imply C* a1505C* a2. HenceC is
a two-dimensional integral manifold ofI , for arbitrary constant functionsc1,c2.

The problem with the above ‘‘regular’’ approach used in Theorem 4 for dealing with a PD
the form in ~1! is that if the submanifold generated byF* D

F̄

r
is not transverse, then the metho

fails to give us a local solution withu as some smooth function ofx1,x2.
Our goal in this section and the next is to provide an alternative approach for finding

dimensional integral manifolds ofI , which includes the above-mentioned situation as a subc
as well as applies to PDE problems whenF* D

F̄

r
may or may notbe transverse. We will also se

that the trade-off for this extra flexibility is that there is no direct computational approach u
solvable symmetry structures, however using the Frobenius integrable nature of ker(a1`a2) ~or
F* D

F̄

r
in Theorem 4! we do come close.

Consider then the following obvious extension to the above-given discussion:
Theorem 6: With a1,a2 and I defined as noted previously, let there exist f1

1 , f 2
1 , f 1

2 ,
f 2

2 ,g11,g12,g21,g22PC`(U4) such that

f 1
1a11 f 2

1a25g11dg12,
~29!

f 1
2a11 f 2

2a25g21dg22.

Suppose that for some p,qP$1,2%, the equations

g1p5H 0 if p51,

c1 otherwise,
g2q5H 0 if q51,

c2 otherwise,

for some constants c1,c2 describe a two-dimensional regular submanifold of U4, and letC:M2

→U4 be an immersion mapping onto this submanifold. If, on M2, the determinant

C*U f 1
1 f 2

1

f 1
2 f 2

2UÞ0, ~30!

thenC is a two-dimensional integral manifold of I.
For PDE problems, Theorem 6 will be used to find alternative~hopefully transverse! integral

manifolds of I to those found with the usual approach reviewed at the start of this sec
Unfortunately there is no algorithmic technique~without involving ODEs! for establishing~29! by
means other than following direct one using Proposition 4.7 in Sherring and Prince21 that incor-
porates symmetry:

Suppose then we apply Proposition 4.7 withX2PX(U4) as a nontrivial symmetry of
ker(a1`a2), andX1PX(U4) as a nontrivial symmetry of sp$X2% % ker(a1`a2). We then obtain
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X24~a1`a2!

X14X24~a1`a2!
5dg12,

~31!
X14~a1`a2!

X24X14~a1`a2!
5dg222X1~g22!dg12,

for someg12,g22PC`(U4). This gives integral manifolds ofI defined byg125c1, g225c2 for
constantsc1,c2. Suppose these are not transverse. Rearranging the equations in~31! gives

~X24a2!a12~X24a1!a25~X24X14~a1`a2!!dg12,
~32!

~~X11X1~g22!X2!4a2!a12~~X11X1~g22!X2!4a1!a25~X14X24~a1`a2!!dg22.

Now applying Theorem 6 with the equations in~32!, we set

g1152g215X24X14~a1`a2!.

We cannot choosep52,q52 since by assumption these integral manifolds ofI are not transverse
We also cannot choosep51,q51 becauseg1152g21 implies we do not obtain a regular two
dimensional submanifold ofU4. This is clearly due to the constant maximal rank two requirem
failing. Therefore we require that at least one of the two remaining (p,q) combinations satisfy the
rank two condition. Finally, the equation in~30! must also be satisfied, i.e.,

C* U X24a2 2X24a1

~X11X1~g22!X2!4a2 2~X11X1~g22!X2!4a1UÞ0.

The following is a modification of Theorem 6, which shows that if we are given just on
the equations in~29! ~found for example by inspection, or using Proposition 4.7 in Sherring
Prince21 as in the above!, then the other can be determined using a symmetry:

Theorem 7: With a1,a2 and I defined as noted previously, let there exist f1
1 , f 2

1 ,g11, g12

PC`(U4) such that

f 1
1a11 f 2

1a25g11dg12. ~33!

Suppose that for some pP$1,2%, the equation

g1p5H 0 if p51,

c1 otherwise,
~34!

for some constant c1 describes a three-dimensional regular submanifold of U4. Let Q:M3→U4

denote an immersion mapping onto this submanifold, and let XPX(M3) be a nontrivial symmetry
of Q* ( f 1

2a11 f 2
2a2), for some f1

2 , f 2
2PC`(U4). Then there exist g¯21,ḡ22PC`(M3) such that

Q* ~ f 1
2a11 f 2

2a2!5ḡ21dḡ22.

Further suppose that, for some qP$1,2%, the equation

ḡ2q5H 0 if q51,

c2 otherwise,

for some constant c2 describes a two-dimensional regular submanifold of M3. With C:M2

→M3 denoting an immersion mapping onto this submanifold, if
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~Q+C!*U f 1
1 f 2

1

f 1
2 f 2

2UÞ0, ~35!

on M2, thenQ+C is a two-dimensional integral manifold of I.
Proof: Since for each iP$1,2%, da i[0 moda1,a2, it follows that with

b1
ª f 1

1a11 f 2
1a2,

b2
ª f 1

2a11 f 2
2a2,

we have for eachi P$1,2%, db i[0 modb1,b2 for arbitrary choice off 1
1 , f 2

1 , f 1
2 , f 2

2PC`(U4). Let
b1 satisfy ~33! for some f 1

1 , f 2
1 and someg11,g12PC`(U4), and for somepP$1,2%, let the

immersionQ:M3→U4, defined as in the theorem, map onto the regular submanifold ofU4 given
by ~34!. ThenQ* b150, so that

d~Q* b2!5Q* ~db2!5~Q* m1!Q* b11~Q* m2!Q* b2[0 modQ* b2,

for some m1 ,m2PC`(U4). Let XPX(M3) be a nontrivial symmetry ofQ* b2. Hence from
Proposition 4.7 in Sherring and Prince21 ~or even Theorem 2.1 in the same paper!, we obtain

dS Q* b2

X4~Q* b2! D50.

Therefore

Q* b25~X4~Q* b2!!dḡ22,

for some ḡ22PC`(M3). We set ḡ215X4(Q* b2) and chooseḡ2q such that it is of constan
maximal rank one onM3. Hence withC defined as in the theorem, we have

~Q+C!* b1505~Q+C!* b2.

By the assumption in~35!, it is then clear thatQ+C is a two-dimensional integral manifold ofI .
h

Remark:The functionsf 1
2 , f 2

2 in Theorem 7 are not quite arbitrary: First they must be cho
so that

Q*U f 1
1 f 2

1

f 1
2 f 2

2UÞ0,

on M3, or else~35! fails for anyC. Then onceC is known,~35! must be checked.
Certainly the difficult part in applying Theorem 7 is in establishing~33!. Once this is done

however, the remaining assumptions in the theorem simply involve two maximal rank condi
one nonzero determinant condition and one nontrivial symmetry.

Another observation we can make regarding Theorem 7 is that ker(a1`a2) must be Frobe-
nius integrable. Of course, even if ker(a1`a2) is not Frobenius integrable, singular two
dimensional integral manifolds ofI may still exist.

The following example illustrates Theorem 7:
Example 8:Suppose on some suitably chosenU4 wherex2Þ0, Iª^a1,a2& with

a1
ªdx31

x1

2x2 dx12x4 dx2,

a2
ªS 2x2x42

~x1!2

2x2 11Ddx2.
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It is easy to show that for alli P$1,2%, da i[0 moda1,a2, and so ker(a1`a2) is Frobenius
integrable.

We begin with the ‘‘regular’’ approach to integrating ker(a1`a2) reviewed at the beginning
of this section. Simple inspection~or Proposition 4.7 in Sherring and Prince21! yields

a1`a25S 2x2x42
~x1!2

2x2 11DdS x31
~x1!2

4x2 D`dx2.

Hence if the equations

x25c1, x31
~x1!2

4x2 5c2,

for arbitrary constantsc1, c2 are constant maximal rank two on some suitably chosen neigh
hood ofU4, then they describe a two-dimensional foliation of the neighborhood, where eac
is a regular submanifold that is an integral manifold ofI .

We now look to apply Theorem 7 in order to generate different two-dimensional inte
manifolds ofI . Applying the theorem, suppose we choosef 1

1
ª0, f 2

1
ª1, and

g11
ª2x2x42

~x1!2

2x2 11, g12
ªx2,

so that~33! holds. We set

g1150. ~36!

We also choosef 1
2
ª1, f 2

2
ª0. Again without explicitly introducing an immersion, and pulling

backa1 onto M3 defined by~36! with coordinates forM3 given byx1, x2, x3, we find ~on M3!

a15dx31
x1

2x2 dx11
1

2x2 S 12
~x1!2

2x2 Ddx2,

which, from Theorem 7, is closed modulo itself. Applying Theorem 2.1 in Ref. 21 with]/]x3 as
a nontrivial symmetry ofa1, we get

a15dS x31 ln~Ax2!1
~x1!2

4x2 D ,

so

ḡ2151, ḡ225x31 ln~Ax2!1
~x1!2

4x2 .

Hence our only choice is to set

ḡ225c3,

wherec3 is an arbitrary constant function. On a suitable neighborhood ofU4 the equations

2x2x42
~x1!2

2x2 1150, x31 ln~Ax2!1
~x1!2

4x2 5c3 ~37!

are of constant maximal rank two, and it is easy to see from above that the nonzero deter
condition in~35! holds. Hence the equations in~37! describe a two-dimensional regular subma
fold of the neighborhood ofU4, that is an integral manifold ofI . Note that the two-dimensiona
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leaves described by~37! do not generate a foliation of the neighborhood. Rather, the th
dimensional regular submanifold of the neighborhood described by the equation on the left~37!
is foliated by the two-dimensional leaves generated by the equation on the right.

VII. A SINGULAR APPLICATION

In this section we use Theorem 7 to provide an alternative to Theorem 4 when the tran
requirement fails forF* D

F̄

r
. The following result is the second of our major results:

Theorem 9: Given some second-order PDE of the form in (1) whose corresponding
decomposable, let VPX(J1(U2,V1)) be a symmetry of I

F̄

r
. Suppose the equation V4C150 de-

scribes a four-dimensional regular submanifold of J1(U2,V1), and letF:M4→J1(U2,V1) denote
an immersion mapping onto this submanifold. Further supposeF* (C1`(V4L))Þ0, and we have
applied Theorem 7, witha1

ªF* C1 and a2
ªF* (V4L), thus generating some smooth g1p,ḡ2q

and immersionsQ:M3→J1(U2,V1) and C:M2→M3, as in the theorem. If

~F+Q+C!* ~dx1`dx2!Þ0, ~38!

thenF+Q+C(M2) is the image of the one-jet of some local solution of the PDE in (1).
Proof: Using Lemma 3, we have onM4 that

D
F̄

r
ª~sp$F* C1,F* ~V4L !%!'

is Frobenius integrable. Applying Theorem 7 toJ
F̄

r
defined in ~14! then generates a two

dimensional integral manifold ofJ
F̄

r
given by

Q+C:M2→M4.

At this point the proof becomes very similar to that of Theorem 4. AsL is decomposable, we find
that

F+Q+C:M2→J1~U2,V1!

is a two-dimensional integral manifold ofI
F̄

r
. The condition in~38! is a transverse requirement.

is then clear that the image ofF+Q+C is equal to the image of the one-jet of some local solut
of the PDE in~1!. j

Remark 1:Theorem 9 can obviously be modified by replacing Theorem 7 with Theorem
Remark 2:While Theorem 9 does not require thatF* D

F̄

r
be transverse, a transverse requi

ment must still be introduced, but at a later stage.
The following example attempts to clarify Theorem 9:
Example 10:Consider the potential Burgers’ equation

]u

]x2 2
]2u

]~x1!2 2S ]u

]x1D 2

50. ~39!

Defined onJ1(U2,V1) we have

I F̄
r
5^C1,dC1,L,dL&,

whereF5z2
12z11

1 2(z1
1)2 andL5((z2

12(z1
1)2)dx12dz1

1)`dx2. Now

Vª2x2
]

]x1 2x1
]

]z1

is a Lie point symmetry of~39!, and we use its first prolongationV(1), where
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V(1)52x2
]

]x1 2x1
]

]z1 2
]

]z1
1 22z1

1 ]

]z2
1 ,

as our nontrivial symmetry ofI
F̄

r
.

Applying Theorem 9, we defineM4 to be the four-dimensional regular submanifold
J1(U2,V1) given by the locus of

V(1)
4C152x122x2z1

150.

We assumeM4 has coordinatesx1,x2,z1,z2
1 with x2Þ0, so that onM4 we have

C15dz11
x1

2x2 dx12z2
1dx2,

V(1)
4L5S 2x2z2

12
~x1!2

2x2 11Ddx2.

It is clear that the transverse condition does not hold on the two-dimensional annihilating sp
sp$C1,V(1)

4L% defined onM4, so we will look to use Theorem 7. In applying this result, we re
to Example 8 which makes use of the theorem withx3 replacingz1 andx4 replacingz2

1 so that
a15C1 anda25V(1)

4L. From the example, we then get that

u52 ln~Ax2!2
~x1!2

4x2 1c3,

for any constantc3 is a similarity solution of~39! corresponding toV.

VIII. DECOMPOSABILITY EXAMINED

Theorems 4 and 9 appear to be restricted by the requirement thatL ~or L†) be decomposable
However, since dC1 is in I

F̄

r
, we may look to add some multiplebPJ1(U2,V1) of dC1 to L so

that L1b dC1 is decomposable.
Without loss, working this time withL†, we define the following two-form:

V†
ªL†1bdC1,

whereb is for the moment any smooth function on the first jet bundleJ1(U2,V1). The following
lemma gives a simple quadratic condition onb in order thatV†`V†50, so thatV† is decom-
posable by Theorem 1.7 in Ref. 8.

Lemma 11:With V†
ªL†1bdC1, if

b5
2 f 36Af 3

224 f 1f 2

2
,

with f3
224 f 1f 2>0, thenV† is decomposable.

Proof:

~L†1b dC1!25~L†!212b dC1`L†1b2~dC1!2,

and
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~dC1!252dz1
1`dx1`dz2

1`dx2,

~L†!2522 f 1f 2 dz1
1`dx2`dz2

1`dx1,

dC1`L†5 f 3 dz2
1`dx2`dz1

1`dx1.

Hence

~L†1b dC1!252~b21b f31 f 1f 2!dz1
1`dx1`dz2

1`dx2.

It follows that if

b5
2 f 36Af 3

224 f 1f 2

2
,

whereb is real onJ1(U2,V1), thenV†`V†50, and therefore by Theorem 1.7 in Ref. 8,V† is
decomposable. h

Proved in a similar way to Lemma 11, we have the following forL:
Lemma 12: With:VªL1b dC1, if

b5
f 36Af 3

224 f 1f 2

2
,

with f3
224 f 1f 2>0, thenV is decomposable.

The requirement that the discriminant in Lemmas 11 and 12 remains non-negativ
J1(U2,V1) ~or on some suitable neighborhood!, coincides exactly with the condition found wide
in the literature that the second-order PDE in~1! be hyperbolic or parabolic. Hence, if the PDE
of one of these two types, then we are always able to determine a decomposableV ~or V†). Thus
we can apply Theorems 4 and 9 by simply replacing theL in these two theorems withV. We
illustrate with an example.

Example 13:Consider the nonlinear wave equation:

]2u

]~x2!2 5u
]2u

]~x1!2 . ~40!

In terms of coordinates ofJ1(U2,V1), this equation admits the point symmetry

Vªx2
]

]x2 22z1
]

]z1 ,

whose first prolongation is

V(1)5x2
]

]x1 22z1
]

]z1 22z1
1 ]

]z1
1 23z2

1 ]

]z2
1 .

Working with L, we have

L52z1 dz1
1`dx22dz2

1`dx1,

which is clearly not decomposable. From Lemma 12, we find thatL6Az1 dC1 is decomposable
Taking the positive option gives
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V1ªL1Az1 dC1

5~dz2
12Az1dz1

1!`~Az1 dx22dx1!.

Applying Theorem 4, we define the four-dimensional regular submanifoldM4,J1(U2,V1) by the
locus of

V(1)
4C152x2z2

122z150.

Let M4 have coordinatesx1,x2,z1,z1
1 with x2Þ0. Then we have onM4,

C15dz12z1
1 dx11

2z1

x2 dx2,

V(1)
4V15S 2

6z1

x2 22Az1z1
1Ddx11S 4~z1!3/2

x2 12z1z1
1Ddx212Az1 dz11x2z1 dz1

1 .

It is easy to show that the transverse condition holds on the two-dimensional annihilating sp
sp$C1,V(1)

4V1% defined onM4. By inspection,

X1ª
]

]x1 PX~M4!

is a nontrivial symmetry ofC1`(V(1)
4V1) ~pulled-back ontoM4). Using the Lie symmetry

analysis software packageDIMSYM,30 we find

X2ª2
1

~x2!2

]

]z1 PX~M4!

is another nontrivial symmetry ofC1`(V(1)
4V1), which also commutes withX1 . Therefore,

taking advantage of this situation and applying Theorems 4.1 and 5.1 in Ref. 21 gives th
closed forms

X14~C1`~V(1)
4V1!!

X24X14~C1`~V(1)
4V1!!

5dS ~x2!4~z1
1!2

12
2~x2!2z1D ,

X24~C1`~V(1)
4V1!!

X14X24~C1`~V(1)
4V1!!

5dS x12
~x2!2z1

1

6 D .

Putting

~x2!4~z1
1!2

12
2~x2!2z15c1, x12

~x2!2z1
1

6
5c2,

for any constantsc1,c2, we obtain

u5
3~x12c2!22c1

~x2!2

as our similarity solution of the nonlinear wave equation in~40! corresponding toV.
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IX. CONDITIONAL SYMMETRIES

Following Olver,6 Stephani,7 or Bluman and Cole,23 a conditional symmetry VPX(U23V1)
of some second-order PDE in~1! is defined as a Lie point symmetry of the overdetermined sys
of PDEs given by~1! and the first-order quasilinear PDE obtained from

V(1)
4C150. ~41!

In this section we show that all results in the previous sections still hold true if instead o
symmetry being the first prolongation of some point symmetry of~1! it is the first prolongation of
some conditional symmetry.

We define

Î
F̄

r
ª^C1,dC1,L,dL,~V(1)

4C1!dx1`dx2,d~V(1)
4C1!`dx1`dx2&,

defined on the first jet bundleJ1(U2,V1). It is clear from Sec. III that the image of any two
dimensional integral manifold ofÎ

F̄

r
that satisfies the transverse condition will be that of so

one-jet solution map of the overdetermined system of PDEs given by~1! and ~41!.
If V is a conditional symmetry of~1!, then it follows from the discussion in Sec. IV that

L V(1)Î
F̄

r
, Î

F̄

r
.

Explicitly,

L V(1)C15l1C1, ~42!

as well as

L V(1)L5a1`C11l2 dC11l3L1l4~~V(1)
4C1!dx1`dx2!, ~43!

and finally,

L V(1)~~V(1)
4C1!dx1`dx2!5a2`C11l5 dC11l6L1l7~~V(1)

4C1!dx1`dx2!, ~44!

for somel1 , . . . ,l7PC`(J1(U2,V1)) anda1,a2PL1(J1(U2,V1)).
Suppose in terms of first jet bundle coordinates the equation in~41! describes a four-

dimensional regular submanifold ofJ1(U2,V1), which we parametrize by the immersionF:M4

→J1(U2,V1). It is then obvious that

F* Î
F̄

r
5F* I

F̄

r
.

Without loss, we can assumeL is decomposable, so thatL5(V(1)
4L)`v for some v

PL1(J1(U2, V1)) ~assumeV(1)
4LÞ0!. Suppose we now wish to repeat the proof of Lemma

where in the lemma,

~1! I
F̄

r
is replaced byÎ

F̄

r
,

~2! V is replaced by the first prolongation of our conditional symmetryV(1),
~3! the symmetry conditions in~9! and ~10! are replaced by those in~42! and ~43!.

Now it is not hard to see that the lemma still holds true, since the pull-back of~43! by F forces
the final term on the right to vanish. Thus when pulled-back byF, the two sets of equations give
in item ~3! are in identical form. Hence from the lemma there exists some Cauchy charact
vector fieldWPX(M4) of J

F̄

r
with the property thatF* W5V(1). Consequently, with the sam

three substitutions given previously, Theorems 4 and 9 hold.
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Finally, the equation in~44! is not used in the proof of any of our results. Therefore it appe
that in order for us to use symmetries ofÎ

F̄

r
to derive nonclassical similarity solutions, vector fiel

from the symmetry algebra ofÎ
F̄

r
are not strictly necessary. One essentially only requires ve

fields that satisfy~42! and ~43!.
Using a conditional symmetry, we now illustrate Theorem 4 with the following example
Example 14:Consider the heat equation given in~26!. From Stephani,7 it has the conditional

symmetry

Vªtan~x1!
]

]x1 1
]

]x2 ,

whose first prolongation is given by

V(1)5tan~x1!
]

]x1 1
]

]x2 2z1
1 sec2~x1!

]

]z1
1 .

From Example 5,L is decomposable. Applying Theorem 4, we define the four-dimensional r
lar submanifoldM4,J1(U2,V1) by the locus of

V(1)
4C152z1

1 tan~x1!2z2
150.

Letting M4 have coordinatesx1,x2,z1,z1
1, we pull-backC1 andV(1)

4L so that~on M4!,

C15dz12z1
1 dx11z1

1 tan~x1!dx2,

V(1)
4L52z1

1 tanx1 dx12z1
1 dx22dz1

1 .

It can be shown that onM4, ker(C1`(V(1)
4L)) is a two-dimensional Frobenius integrable d

tribution that satisfies the transverse condition. By inspection,

]

]x2 ,
]

]z1 PX~M4!,

are two commuting nontrivial symmetries ofC1`(V(1)
4L). Hence by Propositions 4.1 and 5.1

Ref. 21 we obtain the two closed forms

]

]x2 4~C1`~V(1)
4L !!

]

]z1 4
]

]x2 4~C1`~V(1)
4L !!

5d~z12z1
1 tan~x1!!,

]

]z1 4~C1`~V(1)
4L !!

]

]x2 4
]

]z1 4~C1`~V(1)
4L !!

5dS lnU z1
1

cos~x1!
U1x2D .

Putting

z12z1
1 tan~x1!5c1, lnU z1

1

cos~x1!
U1x25c2,

for any constantsc1 andc2 yields
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u5sin~x1!exp~c22x2!1c1

as our local nonclassical similarity solution of the wave equation corresponding to the cond
symmetryV.

X. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Our main results, Theorems 4 and 9, combined with Lemmas 11 and 12 show how on
use solvable symmetry structures to extract classical and nonclassical similarity solutio
second-order hyperbolic or parabolic PDEs of the form in~1!. While the two theorems assumeL
~or L†! is decomposable, it is hardly a restriction. This is because the discriminant in the
lemmas remains non-negative on some neighborhood precisely when the PDE is hyperb
parabolic. Hence, we are always able to apply Theorems 4 and 9 by replacing the given
composableL with a suitable decomposableV, which is simply some linear combination ofL and
dC1. For Theorem 4 there is a risk that the resulting two-dimensional Frobenius integrabl
tribution does not satisfy the transverse requirement. If this is the case, then the approa
scribed in the theorem must be abandoned, and we are forced to use the slightly more s
cated Theorem 9.

Finally, while our work has focused solely on the generation of similarity solutions in
absence of boundary conditions, there is scope for further work with such conditions. As a
sible starting point, we know from Theorems 4 and 9 that given a symmetryV, we obtain
uniqueness of solution up to two and one arbitrary constants, respectively. We leave such re
as the topic of another paper.
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Classical Lie subalgebras of the Lie algebra
of matrix differential operators on the circle
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We give a complete description of the anti-involutions of the algebraDN of N
3N-matrix differential operators on the circle, preserving the principalZ gradation.
We obtain, up to conjugation, two familiess6,m with 1<m<N, getting two fami-
lies D6,m

N of simple Lie subalgebras fixed by2s6,m . We also give a geometric
realization ofs6,m , concluding thatD1,m

N is a subalgebra ofDN of type o(m,n)
andD2,m

N is a subalgebra ofDN of type osp(m,n) ~ortho-symplectic!. Finally, we
study the conformal algebras associated withD1,m

N andD2,m
N . © 2001 American

Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1380252#

I. INTRODUCTION

Certain subalgebras of the Lie algebraD of differential operators on the circle were consi
ered in Ref. 1, where they showed that there are two, up to conjugation, anti-involutions6 on D,
which preserve the principal gradation, and they obtained in this way two different Lie sub
bras fixed by2s6 . The main goal of the present paper is to extend the results in Ref. 1 t
matrix case, where the picture seems to be rather more complicated and richer.

We give a complete description of the anti-involutions of the algebraDN ~whose central
extension is usually denoted byW11`

N !, of N3N-matrix differential operators on the circle
preserving the principalZ gradation. We obtain, up to conjugation, two familiess6,m with 1
<m<N, getting two familiesD6,m

N of Lie subalgebras fixed by2s6,m , and we show that thes
subalgebras are simple. Then, we give a geometric realization ofs6,m , concluding thatD1,m

N is
a subalgebra ofDN of type o(m,n) andD2,m

N is a subalgebra ofDN of type osp(m,n) ~ortho-
symplectic!.

Finally, we study the conformal algebra associated withD1,m
N . Following the notation in Ref.

2, recall thatDN is a formal distribution algebra with the family of pairwise local formal dist
butionsF5$JA

n(z)5d(t2z)(2] t)
n

^ A:nPZ1 ,APMatNC% ~see Ref. 2, Example 2.10!, and the
associated associative~respectively, Lie! conformal algebra is CendN5F̄ ~respectively,gcN!.
When we try to extend the anti-involutionss1,m on DN to the associative conformal algeb

CendN we find some problems. If we applys1,m to the fieldsJA
k , we have thats1,m(F)úF̄,

except in the degenerated casem50. Using the notion ofG-twisted andG-formal distribution
algebras~G is a group! introduced in Refs. 3 and 4, we are able to characterize the confo
subalgebras ofgcN associated withD1,m

N andD2,m
N . In the case ofD1,m

N , we get the conformal
orthogonal subalgebraocN of gcN with aZ2-gradation, and in the other case,D2,m

N , the associated
conformal algebra isgcN with a Z23Z2 action given by aZ2-gradation and an action ofZ2

~multiplicative! by semilinear automorphisms.
In Ref. 5, the representation theory of the central extension ofDN(W11`

N ) was studied and it
may be interesting to develop the representation theory for this new family of simple Lie s
gebras~see Ref. 1 for the special caseN51!.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we review the Lie algebraDN and classify the
anti-involutions ofDN preserving the principalZ-gradation ofDN. In Sec. III, we describe the Lie

a!Electronic mail: boyallia@mate.uncor.edu
b!Electronic mail: liberati@mate.uncor.edu
37350022-2488/2001/42(8)/3735/19/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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subalgebrasD6,m
N . In Sec. IV we prove thatD6,m

N are simple. In Sec. V, we obtain a geometr

realization ofs1,m . In Sec. VI we study the conformal subalgebra associated withD`m,
N and in

Sec. VII, the conformal subalgebra associated withD1,m
N .

We are very grateful to Victor Kac for useful discussions and suggestions about this pape
for introducing us to this subject, particularly what we have learned about the symbol map a
identificationgcn5MatC@],x# from his lectures at MIT in Spring’98, used in Sec. VI and VII

II. ANTI-INVOLUTIONS OF DN

Let N be a positive integer. Denote byDas
N the associative algebra of all regular matr

differential operators onC3, i.e., the operators onCN@ t,t21# of the form

E5ek~ t !] t
k1ek21~ t !] t

k211¯1e0~ t !,

where ei~ t !PMatNC@ t,t21#. ~2.1!

Here and in the following we denote by MatNR the associative algebra of allN3N matrices over
an algebraR. It is more convenient to write the differential operators as linear combination
elements of the formtkf (D)A, where f is a polynomial,D5t] t , kPZ, and APMatNC. The
product inDas

N is then given by

~ t r f ~D !A!~ tsg~D !B!5t r 1sf ~D1s!g~D !AB. ~2.2!

Let DN denote Lie algebra obtained fromDas
N . The bracket inDN may be conveniently calculate

by the following formula:

@ t r f ~D !A,tsg~D !B#5t r 1s~ f ~D1s!g~D !AB2 f ~D !g~D1r !BA!. ~2.3!

The elementstkDmEi j (kPZ,mPZ1 ,i , j 51,...,N) form a basis ofDN. Here and in the fol-
lowing Ei j is the standard basis of MatNC. Define theweightwt on DN by

wt tkf ~D !Ei j 5kN1 i 2 j . ~2.4!

This gives us theprincipal Z-gradation ofDas
N andDN:DN5 % j PZDj

N , and so we have the trian
gular decomposition

DN5DN
1 % DN

0% DN
2 ,

whereDN
65 % j P6NDN

j .
An anti-involution s of Das

N is an involutive antiautomorphism ofDas
N , i.e., s25I , s(aX

1bY)5as(X)1bs(Y) ands(XY)5s(Y)s(X), for all a,bPC,X,YPDas
N .

In order to classify the anti-involutions ofDas
N preserving its principal gradation, we shall ne

the following notation. Define for eachm51,...,N, the permutationpm in SN given by

1 2 ... m21 m m11 ... N21 N

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
m m21 ... 2 1 N ... m12 m11

. ~2.5!

Let us fixm51,...,N, f PC andc5$ci , j%, ci , jPC,i . j , we defines5s6, f ,c,m by the follow-
ing formulas:

s~Eii !5Epm~ i !,pm~ i ! ,

s~DEii !5~2D1 f 2d i .m!Epn~ i !,pm~ i ! ,
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s~ tEii !56tEpm~ i !,pm~ i ! , ~2.6!

~ i . j ! s~Ei , j !5H ci , jEpm~ j !,pm~ i ! if pm~ i !<N2 i 1 j

tci , jEpm~ j !,pm~ i ! if N2 i 1 j ,pm~ i !
,

~ i , j ! s~Ei , j !5H t21cj ,i
21Epm~ j !,pm~ i ! if pm~ i !< j 2 i

cj ,i
21Epm~ j !,pm~ i ! if pm~ i !. j 2 i

,

where

d i .m5H 1 if i .m,

0 if i<m.

Theorem 1: Let m51,...,N, f PC, andc5$ci , j%, ci , jPC, i . j . Thens5s6, f ,c,m defined on
generators by~2.6! extends to an anti-involution onDas

N which preserves the principalZ-gradation
if and only if

ci , j5ci ,i 21ci 21,i 22 ...cj 11,j , ~2.7a!

and

H ci , j cpm~ j !,pm~ i !51 if pm~ i !<N2 i 1 j ,

ci , j cpm~ i !,pm~ j !
21 561 if pm~ i !.N2 i 1 j .

. ~2.7b!

Moreover, any anti-involutions of Das
N which preserves the principalZ-gradation is one of

them.
The proof of this Theorem is certainly more difficult than the one given in Ref. 1 forN51,

and it will be given in several steps. We mainly use the relations between the generatorsEi , j and
the involutive property ofs.

Proof: Step 1. Since s should preserve the principalZ-gradation, we haves(Ei ,i)
5S j 51

N Qi , j (D)Ej , j . But s(Ei ,i)5s(Ei ,iEi ,i)5S j 51
N (Qi , j (D))2Ej , j . Therefore, if Qi , j (D)Þ0,

thenQi , j (D)[1. Note thatQi , j is independent ofD. Now, Ei ,i5s2(Ei ,i)5Sk, j 51
N Qi , jQj ,kEk,k ,

thend i ,k5S j 51
N Qi , jQj ,k . So, for eachi there exist a uniquej i such thatQi , j i

Qj i ,i
51, thenQj i ,i

51. On the other hand, we also haveQj i ,i
Qi ,k50 for any kÞ j i , then Qi ,k50 for any kÞ j i ,

obtaining thats(Ei ,i)5Ej i , j i
. Due to the injectivity ofs,p( i )ª j i is a permutation inSN , and

sinces is an involution, we havep25 id.
Similar ideas will be used in the following steps.
Step 2. Again, using thats should preserve the principalZ-gradation, we may assume th

s(DEi ,i)5S j 51
N Pi , j (D)Ej , j . We have

s~DEi ,i !5s~DEi ,iEi ,i !5s~Ei ,i !s~DEi ,i !

5Ep~ i !,p~ i !S (
j 51

N

Pi , j~D !Ei , j D
5Pi ,p~ i !~D !Ep~ i !,p~ i ! . ~2.8!

Therefore, s(DEi ,i)5Pi(D)Ep( i ),p( i ) with Pi(D)5Pi ,p( i )(D). Now, let us write Pi(D)
5 P̄i(D)1 Ṗi , whereṖi stands for the constant term ofPi(D). Thus,
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DEi ,i5s2~DEi ,i !5s~Pi~D !Ep~ i !,p~ i !!

5s~~ P̄i~D !1 Ṗi !Ep~ i !,p~ i !!

5 P̄i~s~DEp~ i !,p~ i !!!1 Ṗis~Ep~ i !,p~ i !!

5~ P̄i~Pp~ i !~D !!1 Ṗi !Ei ,i .

So, we haveD5 P̄i(Pp( i )(D))1 Ṗi . Thus, Pi(D)5aiD1 f i with ai•ap( i )51 and ai• f p( i )1 f i

50.
Step 3.Let us suppose thats(tEi ,i)5tS l 51

N Ti ,l(D)El ,l . Using a similar argument to the on
used in~2.8!, we can deduce thatTi ,k(D)[0 if kÞp( i ). As before, we denoteTi(D)5Ti ,p( i )

3(D). Again, let us writeTi(D)5T̄i(D)1Ṫi , whereṪi stands for the constant term ofTi(D).
Thus,

tEi ,i5s2~ tEi ,i !5s~ tTi~D !Ep~ i !,p~ i !!

5s~~ tEp~ i !,p~ i !!~ T̄i~D !1Ṫi !Ep~ i !,p~ i !!

5@ T̄i~s~DEp~ i !,p~ i !!!1ṪisEp~ i !,p~ i !#s~ tEp~ i !,p~ i !!

5~ T̄i~Tp~ i !~ap~ i !D1 f p~ i !!!1Ṫi !tTp~ i !~D !Ei ,i

5t~~ T̄i~Tp~ i !~ap~ i !~D11!1 f p~ i !!!1Ṫi !Tp~ i !~D !!Ei ,i .

Thus, 15Tp( i )(D) (T̄i(Tp( i )(ap( i )(D11)1 f p( i )))1Ṫi). Then deg(Ti)50 for all i, and Ti

•Tp( i )51.
Step 4. Suppose i . j . Considering the Z-gradation, we have that s(Ei , j )

5S l 51
N2 i 1 j Cl

i j (D)El 1 i 2 j ,l1S l 5N2 i 1 j 11
N tCl

i j (D)El 1 i 2 j 2N,l . Since, s(El ,lEi , j )5s(Ei , j )s(El ,l)

5s(Ei , j )Ep( l ),p( l ) , we can deduceCp( l )
i , j (D)50 for all lÞ i . Let Ci , j (D)5Cp( i )

i , j (D). Therefore,
we have

s~Ei , j !5H Ci , j~D !Ep~ i !1 i 2 j ,p~ i ! if p~ i !<N2 i 1 j

tCi , j~D !Ep~ i !1 i 2 j 2N,p~ i ! if p~ i !>N2 i 1 j 11.
~2.9!

Similarly, if i , j and

s~Ei , j !5(
l 51

j 2 i

t21Sl
i j ~D !EN1 l 1 i 2 j ,l1 (

l 5 j 2 i 11

N

Sl
i j ~D !El 1 i 2 j ,l ,

we deduce thatSp( l )
i , j (D)50 for all lÞ i . Thus, denotingSi , j (D)ªSp( i )

i j (D), we have

s~Ei , j !5H Si , j~D !Ep~ i !1 i 2 j ,p~ i ! if p~ i !> j 2 i 11

t21Si , j~D !Ep~ i !1 i 2 j 1N,p~ i ! if p~ i !< j 2 i.
~2.10!

Let i . j andk5 i 2 j , sinces is an involution we have ifp( i )<N2 i 1 j :

Ei , j5s2~Ei , j !5s~C i , j~D !Ep~ i !1k,p~ i !!5s~C i , j~D !Ep~ i !1k,p~ i !1kEp~ i !1k,p~ i !!

using~2.9!, we must havep(p( i )1k)1k<N2k, otherwise we gett in the right-hand side above
so Ei , j5Cp( i )1k,p( i )(D)Ci , j (ap( i )1kD1 f p( i )1k)Ep(p( i )1k)1k,p(p( i )1k) . Then, ci , jªCi , j (D) are
constant,j 5p(p( i )1k) andci , j•cp( j ),p( i )51, usingp25 id.
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If p( i )>N2 i 1 j 11, in the same way, using simultaneously~2.9! and~2.10! and taking care
of the t that appears ins(Ei , j ) we havedp( j ),p( i )ªSp( j ),p( i )(D) are constant,j 5p(p( i )1k
2N), and 15ci , j•dp( j ),p( i )•bp( j ) .

Consideri , j and takek5 i 2 j , by the same argument, ifp( i )>2k11 then we havedi , j

ªSi , j (D) are constant,j 5p(p( i )1k), anddi , j•dp( j ),p( i )51.
And, if p( i )<2k then we havej 5p(p( i )1N1k) anddi , j•cp( j ),p( i )•bp( j )

21 51.
Step 5.Let i . j , then by step 1,Ep( i ),p( i )5s(Ei ,i)5s(Ei , j•Ej ,i)5s(Ej ,i)•s(Ei , j ), and

using ~2.9! and ~2.10! we get

dj ,i•ci , j51. ~2.11!

Now, let us determine the permutationp. Again, we have fori 52, . . . ,N, Ep( i ),p( i )5s(Ei ,i)
5s(Ei ,i 21•Ei 21,i)5s(Ei 21,i)•s(Ei ,i 21). Now, rewriting~2.9! and~2.10! for this case, we have

s~Ei ,i 21!5H ci ,i 21Ep~ i !11,p~ i ! if p~ i !,N

tci ,i 21E1,N if p~ i !5N,
~2.12!

s~Ei 21,i !5H di 21,iEp~ i 21!21,p~ i 21! if p~ i 21!.1

t21di 21,iEN,1 if p~ i 21!51.
~2.13!

Let i 0 be such thatp( i 0)5N. From these equations, it is easy to see that

p~ i 021!51, and p~ i 21!5p~ i !11 for any iÞ i 0 . ~2.14!

Sincep is a bijective map, we conclude thatp must bepm given in ~2.5! wherem5 i 021.
Step 6.In this step we will characterize the constantsai , f i , andbi defined in steps 2 and 3
Let us start withai . We have

2bi tEp~ i !,p~ i !52s~Ei ,i !

5@s~DEi ,i !,s~ tEi ,i !#

5@~aiD1 f i !Ep~ i !,p~ i ! ,bi tEp~ i !,p~ i !#

5biai tEp~ i !,p~ i ! .

So, ai521 for all i. Since tEi 11,i 11•Ei 11,i5Ei 11,i•tEi ,i , applying s to both sides and using
~2.12! we deduce thatbi 115bi . In step 3 we showed thatbi•bp( i )51, thenbi561.

Finally, by applying the same argument toDEi 11,i 11•Ei 11,i5Ei 11,i•DEi ,i , we get f i 0
5 f i 021

21, and if iÞ i 0 then f i5 f i 21(1, i ). Thus fª f 15¯5 f i 021
and f 215 f i 0

5¯5 f N ,
getting in this way all the conditions in our theorem and all the equations in~2.7!.

On the other hand, it is straightforward to check thats defined by~2.6! is indeed anti-
involution of Das

N , finishing the proof. j

Let us study conditions~2.7a! and~2.7b! in more detail. By~2.7a!, all the coefficientsci , j are
completely determined by

ciªci 11,i , i 51,...,N21, ~2.15!

and condition ~2.7b! is equivalent to ci•cpm( i 11)51(iÞm), and 615cm•(cN,1)
215cm

•P i(ci)
215P iÞm(ci)

21. Observe that the permutationpm is basically given by two simple
permutations of the sets$1,... ,m% and$m11,...,N%. Thus Eq.~2.7b! reduces to

cicm2 i51 ~1< i ,m!, cm1 icN2 i51 ~1< i ,N2m!, 615 )
iÞm

ci . ~2.16!
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Let N5n1m. If m ~respectively,n! is even, we haveP i ,mci5c(m21)/2 and (c(m21)/2)
251

~respectively,P i .mci5cm1(n21)/2 and (cm1(n21)/2)
251!; we shall call the coefficientc(m21)/2

~respectively,cm1(n21)/2! a fixed point. Ifm or n are odd, the corresponding products are equa
1. Therefore, we have

Case2:
If N is even and

~1! m even, then there are two fixed points and one of them must be 1 and the other one e
2 1.

~2! m odd, then there are no fixed points and the last condition in~2.16! is impossible. Thusthere
is no anti-involution in this case.

If N is odd, thenm or n is even and we have only one fixed point that must be equal to2 1.
Case1:

For anyN, the last condition in~2.16! will be satisfied if we take the~possible! fixed points equal
to 1.

III. LIE SUBALGEBRAS DÁ,m
N .

Let D6, f ,c,m
N denote the Lie subalgebra ofDN fixed by 2s6, f ,c,m , namely

D6, f ,c,m
N 5$aPDNus6, f ,c,m~a!52a%. ~3.1!

Now, we shall study the relation amongD6, f ,c,m
N for different data (6, f ,c,m). Let sPC,

denote byQs the automorphism ofDas
N given by Qs(A)5A, Qs(tI )5tI and Qs(DI )5(D

1s)I , whereI stands for the identity matrix. ClearlyQs preserves the principalZ-gradation of
Das

N . Let s fªs6, f ,c,m , then we have

s f•Qs5s f 1s5Qs•s f . ~3.2!

Similarly, let r 5$r i , j% ( i . j ) satisfying~2.7a! and~2.7b!. Denote byG r the automorphism of
Das

N defined byG r(tI )5tI , G r(DI )5DI , G r(Ei ,i)5Ei ,i , G r(Ei , j )5r i , jEi , j ( i . j ), andG r(Ei , j )
5(r i , j )

21Ei , j ( i , j ). Let scªs6, f ,c,m , then we have

sc•G r5sc•r5G r 21•sc , ~3.3!

where (c•r ) i , jªci , j r i , j and (r 21) i , j5r i , j
21. Observe thatc•r andr 21 also satisfy~2.7a! and~2.7b!.

Using ~3.2! and ~3.3!, we have:
Lemma 1:~cf. Ref. 1, Lemma 2.2! ~a! The Lie algebrasD6, f ,c,m

N are all isomorphic for
different f PC. In fact, we haveQs(D6, f ,c,m

N )5D6, f 22s,c,m
N .

~b! G r(D6, f ,c,m
N )5D6, f ,c•r 22,m

N .
Due to Lemma 1 we may choose a Lie algebra amongD6, f ,c,m

N , but we must keep in mind the
analysis of the fixed points for the cases1 and2 that we made before.

We will fix f 50. In this way, we have a normalization similar to the one taken in Ref. 1
Due to Lemma 1~b!, it is possible to changec by c•r 22. Thus we can takeci51, except for

the fixed points that are 1 or21, and they should keep the sign. Denote bys6,m andD6,m
N the

anti-involutions6, f ,c,m and the Lie subalgebraD6, f ,c,m
N , respectively, with this choice off andc.

Remark 1:Observe thatD6,m
N is naturally isomorphic toD6,N2m

N .
In order to give an explicit description of this family of subalgebras, we need some nota

For any matrixAPMatm3n(C), define

~A†! i , j5An112 j ,m112 i , ~3.4!

i.e., the transpose with respect to the other diagonal. Recall the anti-involutions onDªD1 given
in Ref. 1:
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ṡ6,b~ tkf ~D !!5~6t !kf ~2D2k1b! ~bPC!. ~3.5!

We extendṡ6,b to a map on Matm3n(D)5D^ Matm3n(C) by taking @ṡ6,b(A)# i , j5ṡ6,b(Ai , j ).
Case1:
We define the following maps on Matm3n(D):

A†15ṡ1,0~A†!, B†25t21ṡ1,0~B†!,
~3.6!

C†35tṡ1,21~C†!, F†45ṡ1,21~F†!.

Then the anti-involutions1,m on DN5D^ MatN(C) is explicitly given by

s1,mS A B

C FD 5S A†1 C†3

B†2 F†4
D , ~3.7!

whereAPMatm3m(D), BPMatm3n(D), CPMatn3m(D), andFPMatn3n(D). And

D1,m
N 5H S A B

2B†2 F D :A1A†150 and F1F†450J . ~3.8!

Observe that conditions1,m(a)52a impliesC†352B andB†252C, and these two conditions
are equivalent since (B†2)†35B. It is also possible to prove thatD1,m

N is a Lie subalgebra ofDN

by direct computations, using that †1 and †4 are antiautomorphism, and the identitiesB†2

5t21B†1, F†45tF†3, (B†2)†15Bt21, etc. Observe that†2 and†3 are not antiautomorphism. Th
following identities are also useful

ṡ6,0~ t21ṡ6,0~• !!56~• !t21,
~3.9!

ṡ6,21~ t21ṡ6,0~• !!56t21~• !,

Case2:
Since the situationN even andm ~also n! odd is impossible, we may suppose, due to

symmetry, thatn is even.
Now, consider the following maps on Matm3n(D):

A* 1
ªṡ2,0~A†!,

B* 25~B1uB2!* 2
ªt21ṡ2,0S 2B2

†

B1
† D ,

~3.10!

C* 35S C1

C2
D * 3

ªtṡ2,21~2C2
†uC1

†!,

F* 45S F1 F2

F3 F4
D * 4

ªṡ2,21S F4
† 2F2

†

2F3
† F1

† D ,

whereBi arem3p, with n52p, Ci arep3m, andFi arep3p.
Then the anti-involutions2,m on DN is explicitly given by

s2,mS A B

C FD 5S A* 1 C* 3

B* 2 F* 4D , ~3.11!

whereAPMatm3m(D), BPMatm3n(D), CPMatn3m(D), andFPMatn3n(D). And
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D2,m
N 5H S A B

2B* 2 F D :A1A* 150 and F1F* 450J . ~3.12!

Note that we have again that conditions2,m(a)52a implies C* 352B and B* 252C, and
these two conditions are equivalent since (B* 2)* 35B. Again, it is also possible to prove tha
D2,m

N is a Lie subalgebra ofDN by direct computations, using that* 1 and * 4 are antiautomor-
phism. Observe that* 2 and* 3 are not antiautomorphism.

Observe that we may replace † byT ~usual transpose! in ~3.6!–~3.8! and we get another family
of involutions ~denoted bys1,m

T ! that do not preserve the principalZ-gradation, and the corre
sponding subalgebras are notZ-graded subalgebras ofDN, but they are isomorphic to the other
Namely, using thatA†5JATJ21 where

J5S 0 ¯ 1

] 1 ]

1 ¯ 0
D ~3.13!

we get AdJm,n
+s1,m

T 5s1,m , where

Jm,n5S Jm 0

0 Jn
D

andJn is then3n matrix J. In the same way, we may replace † byT in ~3.10!, getting another
family of involutions denoted bys2,m

T , and they produce subalgebras isomorphic to the oth
More precisely, we have AdJm,p,p

+s2,m
T 5s2,m , where

Jm,p,p5S Jm 0 0

0 Jp 0

0 0 Jp

D .

IV. GENERATORS OF DÁ,m
N

In this section we give a detailed description of the generators ofD6,m
N . Then we show that

these subalgebras are simple Lie algebras.
Let us denote byC@w# (1) the set of all odd polynomials inC@w#, and byC@w# (0) the set of all

even polynomials inC@w#. And let k̄50 if k is an odd integer andk̄51 if k is even.
Note thatD6,m

N 5$x2s6,m(x):xPDN% and observe that by~3.5!

ṡ6,b~ tkf ~Dk!!5~6t !kf ~2Dk!,

whereDk5D1(k2b)/2. Therefore, by~3.6! and ~3.10! the following is a set of generators o
D6,m

N .
From now on we will use the description of the elements in the subalgebras used in~3.8! and

~3.12!.

• Corresponding to the blockA, that is 1< i , j <m andb50 (Dk5D1k/2):
First consider case1,

$tk~f~Dk!Ei,m112j2f~2Dk!Ej,m112i!:kPZ, f PC@x#,1< i , j <m%
for the case2,

$tk~ f ~Dk!Ei ,m112 j2~21!kf ~2Dk!Ej ,m112 i !:kPZ, f PC@x#,1< i , j <m%
and the generators on the opposite diagonal for the case1 are

$tkf ~Dk!Ei ,m112 i :kPZ, f PC @x#~1!,1< i<m%
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and for the case2 are

$tkf ~Dk!Ei ,m112 i :kPZ, f PC@x#~ k̄!,1< i<m%.

• Corresponding to the blocksB2C (b50):
First consider case1. Here we have

$tk~f~Dk!Ei,m1j2t21f~2Dk!EN112j,m112i!:kPZ, f PC@x#, 1< i<m, and 1< j <N2m%.
And for the case2,

$tk~ f ~Dk!Ei ,m1 j2~21!kt21f ~2Dk!EN112 j ,m112 i !:kPZ, f PC@x#, 1< i<m,

and 1< j <p%,

$tk~ f ~Dk!Ei ,m1 j1~21!kt21f ~2Dk!EN112 j ,m112 i !:kPZ, f PC@x#, 1< i<m,

and p11< j <N2m%.

• Corresponding to the blocksF ~b521 andDk5D1(k11)/2):
Case1:

$tk~f~Dk!Em1i,N112j2f~2Dk!Em1j,N112i!:kPZ, f PC@x#, 1< i , j <N2m% ~4.1!

and the generators on the opposite diagonal are

$tkf ~Dk!Em1 i ,N112 i :kPZ, f PC@x#~1!, 1< i<N2m%. ~4.2!

For the case2 they are

$tk~ f ~Dk!Em1 i ,m1 j2~21!kf ~2Dk!EN112 j ,N112 i !:kPZ, f PC@x#, 1< i , j <p%,

$tk~ f ~Dk!Em1 i ,N112 j1~21!kf ~2Dk!Em1 j ,N112 i !:kPZ, f PC@x#, 1< i , j <p%,

$tk~ f ~Dk!EN112 i ,m1 j1~21!kf ~2Dk!EN112 j ,m1 i !:kPZ, f PC@x#, 1< i , j <p%

and the generators on the opposite diagonal are

$tkf ~Dk!Em1 i ,N112 i :kPZ, f PC@x#~k11!, 1< i<N2m%.

Using the above-given description we can prove the following
Theorem 2: The Lie algebrasD6,m

N are simple.
Since this is a rather technical proof, we refer to the Appendix.

V. GEOMETRIC REALIZATION OF sÁ,m

In this section we give a geometric realization ofs6, f ,m , for arbitraryf. The algebraDN acts
on the spaceV5CN@ t,t21# and one has two bilinear forms onV:

B6~h,g!5Rest hTJ6g, ~5.1!

where

J15S t2 f 21Jm 0

0 t2 fJn
D , J25S t2 f 21Jm 0 0

0 0 t2 fJp

0 2t2 fJp 0
D +F

with F:V→V given by F(h(t))5h(2t), h(t)PV, and Jm as in ~3.13!. Observe thatV
5Cm@ t,t21#3Cn@ t,t21# is an orthogonal decomposition ofV. Now, consider the following propo
sition.
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Proposition 1:~a! The bilinear formsB6 are nondegenerated andB1 is symmetric. Iff is even
~respectively, odd! thenB2 is symmetric~respectively, skew-symmetric!.

~b! For anyLPDN andh,gPV we have

B6~Lh,g!5B6~h,s6, f ,m~L !g!, ~5.2!

that is,L ands6, f ,m(L) are adjoint operators with respect toB6 .
Proof: ~a! The statements thatB6 are nondegenerated andB1 is symmetric are straightfor

ward. Let us seeB2 :

B2~ tkei ,t lej !5Rest ei
TS ~21! l tk112 f 21Jm 0 0

0 0 ~21! l tk1 l 2 fJp

0 ~21! l tk1 l 2 f~2Jp! 0
D ej

5ei
TS ~21! ldk1 l 2 f ,0Jm 0 0

0 0 ~21! ldk1 l 2 f ,21Jp

0 ~21! ldk1 l 2 f ,21~2Jp! 0
D ej

5~21! fej
TS ~21!kdk1 l 2 f ,0Jm 0 0

0 0 ~21!kdk1 l 2 f ,21Jp

0 ~21!kdk1 l 2 f ,21~2Jp! 0
D ei

5~21! fB2~ t lej ,tkei !.

Therefore, iff is evenB2 is symmetric and iff is oddB2 is skew-symmetric.
~b! Let L5tkp(D)(C

A
F
B), h5t rep , andg5tseq be as shown previously. We will consider on

the 1 case. The2 case is completely analogous being careful with the definition ofJ2 . Then
recall that

s1,m, f~L !~g!5ts1kS p~2k2s1 f !A† tp~2k2s1 f 21!C†

t21p~2k2s1 f !B† p~2k2s1 f 21!F† D eq

andL(h)5tk1rp(r )(C
A

F
B)ep . Let us compute,

B1~L~ t rep!,tseq!5Rest tk1rp~r !ep
TS A B

C FD TS t2 f 21Jm 0

0 t2 fJn
D tseq

5~p,q!entry p~r !S dk1r 1s2 f ,0A
TJm dk1r 1s2 f ,21CTJn

dk1r 1s2 f ,0B
TJm dk1r 1s2 f ,21FTJn

D .

~5.3!
On the other hand, we have

B1~h,s1, f ,m~L !g!5Rest t r 1s1kep
TS t2 f 21Jm0

0 t2 fJn
D

•S p~2k2s1 f !A† tp~2k2s1 f 21!C†

t21p~2k2s1 f !B† p~2k2s1 f 21!F† D eq

5S dk1r 1s2 f ,0p~2k2s1 f !JmA† dk1r 1s2 f ,21p~2k2s1 f 21!JmC†

dk1r 1s2 f ,0p~2k2s1 f !JnB† dk1r 1s2 f ,21p~2k2s1 f 21!JnF† D
p,q

.

~5.4!
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Now, comparing~5.3! with ~5.4! we finish the proof. j

Remark 2:Analogously, we can define the following nondegenerate bilinear forms onV ~in
this case we considerf 50 for simplicity!:

B6
T ~h,q!5Rest hTJ6,Tg,

where

J1,T5S t21I m 0

0 I n
D , J2,T5S t21I m 0 0

0 0 I p

0 2I p 0
D +F

with I m the m3m identity matrix, and it is easy to see that they satisfy

B6~Lh,g!5B6~h,s6,m
T ~L !g!,

wheres6,m
T were defined in~3.13!. Therefore, we can claim thatD1,m

N is a subalgebra ofDN of
type o(m,n) andD2,m

N is a subalgebra ofDN of type osp(m,n) ~orthogonal-symplectic!.

VI. CONFORMAL ALGEBRA ASSOCIATED WITH D¿,m
N

In this section we will study the conformal algebra associated withD1,m
N . We will follow the

notation on Ref. 2. Recall thatDN5D1
^ CMatNC, viewed as an associative algebra is a form

distribution algebra with the family of pairwise local formal distributions

F5$JA
n~z!5Jn~z! ^ A:nPZ1 ,APMatNC%,

whereJn(z)5S j PZt
j (2] t)

nz2 j 215d(t2z)(2] t)
n, cf. Ref. 2, example 2.10. Recall that given

collection of mutually local formal distributionsF, the closureF̄ is defined as the minima
C@]#-module closed under allnth products,nPZ1 ~see Ref. 2, pp. 39!.

The associated associative conformal algebra is

CendN5 % nPZ1
C@]#Jn

^ MatNC

with l-product

JA l
k JB

l 5(
j 50

k S k
j D ~l1]! j JAB

k1 l 2 j .

We will denote bygcN the conformal~associative! algebra CendN viewed as a Lie conforma
algebra with thel-bracket

@JA l
k JB

l #5(
j 50

k S k
j D ~l1]! j JAB

k1 l 2 j2(
j 50

l S l
j D ~2l! j JBA

k1 l 2 j . ~6.1!

For simplicity, we will introduce the following bijective map that we learn from Kac’s lectu
at MIT ~Spring’98!, called thesymbol,

Symb: gcN →MatN@],x#,

(
k

Ak~]!Jk°(
k

Ak~]!xk,

whereAk(])PMatN(C@]#). The transferredl-bracket is
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A~],x!lB~],x!5A~2l,x1l1]!B~l1],x!2B~l1],2l1x!A~2l,x!.

Now, we will try to extend the anti-involutionss1,m on DN to the conformal algebra CendN

~here we return to our normalizationf 50 made in Sec. III!. When we applys1,m to the fieldsJA
k

we find some problems. In order to show this we will need the following formulas:

ṡ1,0~] t!52t] tt
21, ṡ1,21~] t!52] t ~6.2!

and

ṡ1,b~d~ t2z!!5d~ t2z! for any b. ~6.3!

If 1< i , j <m, using~3.6!:

s1,m~JEi j

1 ~z!!5s1,m~d~ t2z!~2] t!Ei j !

5ṡ1,0~d~ t2z!~2] t!!Em112 j ,m112 i

5ṡ1,0~2] t!ṡ1,0~d~ t2z!!Em112 j ,m112 i

5t] tt
21d~ t2z!Em112 j ,m112 i

5~d~ t2z!] t1t~ t21d~ t2z!!8!Em112 j ,m112 i

5~d~ t2z!] t2t21d~ t2z!1d t8~ t2z!!Em112 j ,m112 i

52JEm112 j ,m112 i

1 ~z!2t21JEm112 j ,m112 i

0 ~z!2]zJEm112 j ,m112 i

0 ~z!.

~6.4!

Warning: The second term in the last line of~6.4! has an extrat21.
And if 1< i , j <N2m,

s1,m~JEm1 i ,m1 j

1 ~z!!5ṡ1,21~d~ t2z!~2] t!!EN112 j ,N112 i

5] td~ t2z!EN112 j ,N112 i

5~d~ t2z!] t1d t8~ t2z!!EN112 j ,N112 i

52JEN112 j ,N112 i

1 ~z!2]zJEN112 j ,N112 i

0 ~z!. ~6.5!

In the same way, for 1< i<m and 1< j <N2m we have

s1,m~JEi ,m1 j

1 ~z!!52t21~JEN112 j ,m112 i

1 ~z!1]zJEN112 j ,m112 i

0 ~z!!. ~6.6!

and for 1< i<N2m and 1< j <m, we get

s1,m~JEm1 i , j

1 ~z!!52t~JEm112 j ,N112 i

1 ~z!1]zJEm112 j ,N112 i

0 ~z!!2JEm112 j ,N112 i

0 ~z!. ~6.7!

Remark 3:~a! From ~6.4! and ~6.6! to ~6.7!, we observe that

s1,m~F!úF̄.

We will return to this point later.
~b! From ~6.5! and using symbol, we have that
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s1,mS 0 0

0 F~],x!
D 5S 0 0

0 F†~],2]2x!
D .

So if we consider the degenerated casem50, we haves1,0(A)5ṡ1,21(A†) getting in this
way an anti-involution ongcN . In terms of symbol, the corresponding conformal subalgebra fi
by 2s1,0 , which is usually denoted byocN , is the linearC-span of

A~],x!ªA~],x!2s1,0~A~],x!!5A~],x!2A~],2]2x!

with APMatN and the correspondingl-bracket given by

@A~],x!l B~],x!#5A~2l,l1]1x!B~l1],x!2B~l1],2l1x!A~2l,2l1x!

2A†~2l,2]2x!B~l1],x!1B~l1],2l1x!A†~2l,l2x!.

~c! In the caseN51 we have the same picture as in Ref. 1, where the fieldsWn(w)ªd(t
2z)(2] t)

n1(21)n11(2] t)
nd(t2z), are introduced. Transferred in terms of symbol,wn5xn

2(2]2x)n and thel-bracket is simply~cf. Ref. 1, pp. 131–132!

@wn
lwm#5~2l2]2w!nwm2~]2w!mwn2~w1]!nwm1~l2w!m~2l1w!n.

Let us return to Remark 3~a!. Consider the Lie algebra of matrix differential operators w
constant coefficientsgªMatNC@]#.

Now, for each 0<m<N, we have aZ2-gradation ing5g0% g1 where,

g05S MatmC@]# 0

0 MatN2mC@]#
D ,

g15S 0 Matm3N2mC@]#

MatN2m3mC@]# 0 D .

Let us consider the Lie algebraDN,1/2 of matrix differential operators with coefficients i
C@ t1/2,t21/2#, which can be seen as

DN,1/25C@ t1/2,t21/2# ^ g.

Consider the following subalgebra ofDN,1/2:

Dm
N,1/25C@ t1,t21# ^ g0% t1/2C@ t1,t21# ^ g1 .

This is atwistedDN algebra. Let us define the isomorphismTm :DN,1/2→DN,1/2 given by

Tm~A!5S t21/2I m 0

0 I N2m
DAS t1/2I m 0

0 I N2m
D .

Note thatTm restricted toDN gives us an isomorphism betweenDN andDm
N,1/2. Via this isomor-

phism we translates1,m to Dm
N,1/2, gettingTm+s1,m+Tm

215s* where

s* S A B

C FD 5ṡ1,21S A† C†

B† F†D .

Observe thats* is equivalent to the involution definingocN extended toDm
N,1/2. Take the subal-

gebraDm,s
N,1/2 of Dm

N,1/2 fixed by 2s* . This is isomorphic toD1,m
N .
*
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Following the notation in Ref. 3,Dm
N,1/2 gives rise to 1/2Z-twisted formal distributions algebra

with local family

Fm5H JAi

n,i /2~z!ªJn,i /2~z! ^ Aiª(
kPZ

tk1 i /2~2] t!
nz2k212 i /2Ai :AiP~MatNC! i , i PZ2J

where

~MatNC!05H S A 0

0 F D :APMatmC,FP MatN2mCJ ,

~6.8!

~MatNC!15H S 0 B

C 0 D :BPMatm3N2mC,CPMatN2m3mCJ .

Observe thatJAi

n,i /2(z)5d i /2(z2t)(2])nAi , whered i /2(z2t)5SkPZ tk1 i /2z2k212 i /2.

Define symb(JAi

n,i /2)5xAi whereAiPMatN(C) i ,i P$0,1%. Under this identification, the asso

ciatedZ2-graded conformal algebra is

gcN,mª~MatNC@],x# !0% ~MatNC@],x# !1

with l-product

@Ai~],x!lBj~],x!#5Ai~2l,l1]1x!Bj~l1],x!2Bj~l1],2l1x!Ai~2l,x!.

Therefore,gcN,m is simply gcN5MatN(C@],x#) endowed with aZ2-gradation that comes
from theZ2-gradation in MatN(C) given by ~6.8!.

It is easy to see thats* (Fm),Fm, getting in this way theZ2-graded conformal subalgebr
ocN,m of gcN,m fixed by2s* . Obviously, we can seeocN,m asocN with aZ2-gradation, or as the
Z2-graded conformal algebra associated with the 1/2Z-twisted formal distribution algebraDm,s

*

N,1/2.

VII. CONFORMAL ALGEBRA ASSOCIATED WITH DÀ,m
N

In this section we will study the conformal algebra associated withD2,m
N . As in Sec. VI we

will follow the notation in Refs. 2 and 3. Recall that in the1 case, we first considered th
degenerated cases1,0 ~that ism50! where we obtained a formal distribution algebra structure
D1,0

N , but in the case 1<m,N we obtained a 1/2Z-twistedformal distribution algebra. Similarly
in the case2, we will first consider the degenerated casem5N. Here we are forced to take th
Lie algebraD2,N

N as Z2-local formal distribution algebra, and in the case 1<m,N we get a
double structure, that is 1/2Z-twistedandZ2-local formal distribution algebra.

Let m5N. Heres2,N(A)5ṡ2,0(A
†). In the case ofN51 we get the Lie algebraD2 con-

sidered in Ref. 1. In this paper as in our case the most convenient choice is the isom
subalgebraD2

N which is the subalgebra ofDN fixed by 2s2ª2ṡ2,21(A†) ~because
ṡ2,21(] t)5] t and ṡ2,21(t)52t!.

Let us consider as before the fieldsJA
n(z)PF @cf. ~6.1!#. Therefore, we have that

s2~JA
n~z!!5s2~d~z2t !~2] t!

nA!5~2] t!
nd~z1t !A†

with d(z1t)5z21SkPZ(2t/z)k. This motivates one to consider the family

F65$JA
n,61~z!ªd~z6t !~2] t!

nA:nPZ1 and APMatnC%,

which is a family of pairwiseZ2-local formal distributions,~hereZ25$1,21%!, with OPE (a,b
PZ2):
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@JA
m,a~z!,JB

n,b~w!#5 (
k50

m

(
r 50

k S m
k D S k

r Dbk~]w
r JAB

m1n2k,b~w!!]w
k2rd~z2ab21w!

2(
l 50

n S n
l D ~2b! lJBA

m1n2 l ,b~w!]w
l d~z2ab21w!.

As in Sec. VII in Ref. 3, we introduce the following operator on the space of formal di
butions:Ta(a(z))5aa(az), with aPZ2 . Note thatF6 is closed under allTa . Therefore, if we
take symb(JA

1,1)5xA and symb(JA
1,21)5yA, then (D2

N ,F6) gives rise to a conformal algebra

R5F6.gcN% gcN5MatN~C@],x# ! % MatN~C@],y# !,

since thel-bracket is

@A~],x!lB~],x!#5A~2l,l1]1x!B~l1],x!2B~l1],2l1x!A~2l,x!,

@A~],y!lB~],y!#5A~2l,2l2]1y!B~l1],y!2B~l1],l1y!A~2l,y!,

and @A(],x)lB(],y)#50. TheZ2-action on it by semilinear automorphisms~this is aTa]5]Ta

and Ta(@xly#)5@Ta(x)alTa(y)#!, is given by T21(A(],x))5A(],y) and T21(A(],y))
5A(],x).

Now, we have that

s2~A~],x!!5A†~],y2]!,
~7.1!

s2~A~],y!!5A†~],x1]!.

Thus, the subalgebra fixed by2s2 is theC-linear span ofA(],x)ªA(],x)2A†(],y2]), ~ob-
serve thatA(],y)52A(],x1])!.

The l-bracket is

@A~],x!lB~],x!#5A~2l,x1l1]!B~l1],x!2B~l1],2l1x!A~2l,x!.

Note that it is easy to show that

T21~A~],x!!52~A†~2],x1]!!.

Therefore, the associated conformal subalgebra is isomorphic togcN with a Z2-action by semilin-
ear automorphisms given byT15 id andT21 .

Remark 4:Observe that we can collapse to the caseN51, gettinggc1 as theZ2-conformal
algebra associated with the Lie algebraD2 in Ref. 1.

Now, let us consider 1<m,N. In this case we need to combine the 1/2Z-twisted and the
Z2-local notions.

As in Sec. VI, consider the Lie algebra of matrix differential operators with constant co
cientsgªMatNC@]#. For each 0<m<N, we take theZ2-gradation ing5g0% g1 as before.

Let us consider the Lie algebraDN,1/2 of matrix differential operators with coefficients i
C@ t1/2,t21/2#, and consider the following subalgebra:

Dm
N,1/25C@ t1,t21# ^ g0% t1/2C@ t1,t21# ^ g1 .

This is a twistedDN algebra. Let us define the isomorphismTm :DN,1/2→DN,1/2 given by
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Tm~A!5S Ai t 21/2I m 0

0 I N2m
DAS 1

Ai
t1/2I m 0

0 I N2m

D .

Note thatTm restricted toDN gives us an isomorphism betweenDN andDm
N,1/2. Via this isomor-

phism we translates2,m to Dm
N,1/2, gettingTm+s2,m+Tm

215s* where

s* ~A!5ŝ2,21A‡,

with APMatNC and

A‡5S A1 B1 B2

C1 F1 F2

C2 F3 F4

D ‡

5S A1
† 2C2

† C1
†

2B2
† F4

† 2F2
†

B1
† 2F3

† F1
†
D .

Take the subalgebraDm,s
*

N,1/2 of Dm
N,1/2 fixed by 2s* . This is isomorphic toD2,m

N .

Following the notation in Ref. 3,Dm
N,1/2 gives rise to a 1/2Z-twisted andZ2-local formal

distributions algebra with the family

F5H JAi

n,i /2,61~z!ªJn,i /2,61~z! ^ Aiª(
kPZ

~6t !k1 i /2~2] t!
nz2k212 i /2Ai :AiP~MatNC! i ,i PZ2J .

Observe thatJAi

n,i /2,61(z)5d i /2(z2(61)t)(2])nAi where

d i /2~z2~61!t !5(
kPZ

~~61!t !k1 i /2z2k212 i /2.

Its OPE is (a,bPZ2):

@JAi

m,i /2,a~z!,JAj

n,i /2,b~w!#52(
s50

n S n
sD ~2b!sJAjAi

m1n2s,~ i 1 j !/2,b~w!]w
s d i /2~z2ab21w!

1(
r 50

m

(
k50

r S m
r D S r

kDb r~]w
k JAiAj

m1n2r ,~ i 1 j !/2,b~w!!]w
r 2kd i /2~z2ab21w!.

Now we also introduce the following operator on the space of 1/2Z-twisted andZ2-local
formal distributions:Ta(a(z))5aa(az), with aPZ2 . Note thatFm is closed under allTa .

Thus, introducing symb(JAi

1,i /2,1)5xAi and symb(JAi

1,i /2,21)5yAi with AiP(MatNC) i , i PZ2

5$0,1%, we have that the associatedZ2-graded conformal algebra

gcN,mªFm5 %
i PZ2

~~MatNC@],x# ! i % ~MatNC@],y# ! i !

with l-bracket

@Ai~],x!lBj~],x!#5Ai~2l,l1]1x!Bj~l1],x!2Bj~l1],2l1x!Ai~2l,x!,

@Ai~],y!lBj~],y!#5Ai~2l,2l2]1y!Bj~l1],y!2Bj~l1],l1y!Ai~2l,y!,

and @Ai(],x)lBj (],y)#50. Again, theZ2-action on it by semilinear automorphism is given b
T21(Ai(],x))5Ai(],y) andT21(Ai(],y))5Ai(],x).
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Therefore,gcN,m.gcN% gcN.MatNC@],x# % MatNC@],y# endowed with aZ2-gradation and a
Z2-action by semilinear automorphisms given byT21 .

It is easy to see that~in terms of symbol! we have fori PZ2 ,

s* ~Ai~],x!!5Ai
‡~],y2]!,

s* ~Ai~],y!!5Ai
‡~],x1]!.

Thus, we consider the2s* -fixed subalgebra which is theC-linear span ofAi(],x)ªAi(],x)
2Ai

‡(],y2]).
The l-bracket is (i , j PZ2)

@Ai~],x!lBj~],x!#5Ai~2l,x1l1]!Bj~l1],x!2Bj~l1],2l1x!Ai~2l,x!.

Therefore, the conformal subalgebra associated withD2,m
N is isomorphic to gcN with a

Z23Z2-action given by aZ2-gradation~that comes from theZ2 gradation in MatNC! andZ2-action
by semilinear automorphism given byT15 id andT21 .
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APPENDIX

Here we will prove
Theorem 2: The Lie algebrasD6,m

N are simple.
Proof: We will give the proof only for the caseD1,m

N , since the other is completely analogou
We are going to use the description in terms of generators given in Sec. IV. Since the pr
rather technical, some details will only be sketched. Assume thatb51. Let us define

X5S S D2
1

2D I m 0

0 DI N2m

D PD1,m
N . ~A1!

Note that (kPZ)

ad~X!S tkf S D1
k21

2 DA5ktkf S D1
k21

2 DA, ~A2a!

whereA5(0
A1

0
0). Similarly, if F5(0

0
F1

0 ), we have that

ad~X!S tkf S D1
k

2DF D5ktkf S D1
k

2DF ~A2b!

and if BC5( t21C
0

0
B), we get

ad~X!S tkf S D1
k21

2 DBCD5S k2
1

2D tkf S D1
k21

2 DBC. ~A2c!
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Let J be a nonzero ideal ofD1,m
N and letvPJ and v5vA1vBC1vF, with vA1vF of the

form (0* *
0 ), andvBC of the form (

*
0

0* ).
By @~A2a!–~A2c!# we may assume thatvA1vFPJ and vBCPJ. So, since@ I m ,vA1vF#

PJ we have thatvAPJ and similarly we can show thatvFPJ.
We are going to show that ifvAPJ,vAÞ0, thenEi ,m112 j6Ej ,m112 iPJ and Ei ,m112 iPJ

with 1< i , j <m. Analogous arguments will work finely for the remaining blocks, and the de
are left to the reader. Therefore we can conclude thatJ5D1,m

N .
TakevAÞ0 in J. By ~A2a!, we may supposevA5tkA(D)5tkS1<p, j <m ap j(D)Ep, j with A of

the form (0* 0
0).

Assume thatai ,s(D)Þ0. Thus,

F S D2
1

2DEi ,m112 i ,t
kA~D !G5tk (

1< j <m
H S D1k2

1

2Dam112 i , j~D !Ei , j

2S D2
1

2Daj ,i~D !Ej ,m112 i J . ~A3!

Now takeY5t2k(Er ,s2Em112s,m112r)PD1,m
N with sÞm112r , sÞ i and rÞm112 i . Com-

puting ad(Y) of ~A3! we get

~D2 1
2!@am112 i ,m112s~D2k!Ei ,m112r2ai ,s~D !Er ,m112 i

1am112r ,i~D !Em112s,m112 i2am112 i ,r~D2k!Ei ,s# ~A4!

and again, ad((D21/2)Em112r ,r) ~rÞm112r , rÞ i !, applied to~A4!, gives us

2~D2 1
2!

2@am112 i ,m112s~D2k!Ei ,r1as,i~D !Em112r ,m112 i #PJ ~A5!

with as,i(D)Þ0. In particular,~A5! belongs toD1,m
N , thus we have that

am112 i ,m112s~D !52as,i~2D2k11!. ~A6!

Therefore, we may assume that2(D21/2)2@ f (D)Ei ,r1 f (2D2k11)Em112r ,m112 i #PJ for
somef Þ0.

Note thatEpq2Em112q,m112pPD1,m
N for any 1<p,q<m. If we pick different values forp

andq it is easy to show that

2~D2 1
2!

2@ f ~D !Ep,q1 f ~2D2k11!Em112q,m112p#PJ, ~A7!

for arbitrary values ofp and q. Note in particular, ifp5m112q we get an element on th
diagonal~cf. with description of generators in Sec. IV!.

Now to finish the proof, we only need to show we can lower the degree off (D) in ~A7!. But
again, sincet(Ell 2Em112 l ,m112 l)PD1,m

N for 1< l<m, and if we compute the bracket betwee
~A7! and t(Ep,p2Em112p,m112p), and the bracket between~A7! and t(Eq,q2Em112q,m112q)
and then the difference between them we have that

t~~ f ~D11!2 f ~D !!Ep,q1~g~D !2g~D21!!Em112q,m112p!PJ.

Thus we get an element in the ideal with lower degree inD, but we have increased the degree
t. Using the argument in~A4!, we can again lower the degree int. This process will eventually
end, showing thatEp,q6Em112q,m112p . h
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On completeness of random exponentials
in the Bargmann–Fock space

G. Chistyakov
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We study the completeness/incompleteness properties of a system of exponentials
EL5$eplz; lPL%, viewed as elements of the Bargmann–Fock space of entire
functions. We assume that the index setL is a realization of a random point field in
C ~the support of a random measure!. We prove that the properties are determined
by the density of the field, i.e., by the mean number of the field points per unit area.
We also discuss certain implications and motivations of our results, in particular,
the jumps of the integrated density of states of the Landau Hamiltonian with the
random potential, equal to the sum of point scatters. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1379311#

I. INTRODUCTION: PROBLEM AND RESULTS

The probabilistic approach to classical questions on exponential systems gives a new
and leads to new results combining the methods of probability theory, function theory, and a
some applications. We mention here1,2 which study the frame property and also completenes
random exponential systems and also3,4 devoted to expansions in random exponential system
well as signal analysis applications.

In this paper we study completeness of the random systems of exponentials

EL5$eplz; lPL%, ~1.1!

in the Bargmann–Fock spaceB2(C) for the case when the index setL is a realization of an
ergodic point field inC or is a random perturbation of a periodic lattice inC. Questions of such
type appear naturally in time frequency analysis and also in spectral analysis of the Schro¨dinger
operator with random potential. We refer the reader to the end of this introduction for a
detailed survey, now we recall the basic notions and formulate the main results of the artic

We consider the Hilbert spaceB2(C) of entire functions defined by the inner product

^ f ,g&B2(C)ªE E
C
f ~z!g~z!e2puzu2 dmz , ~1.2!

wheredmz is the plane Lebesgue measure. We shall consider random setsL ‘‘uniformly’’ distrib-
uted through the complex planeC. Such sets can be defined in two different ways.

Let (V,F,P) be a probability space andm(•,v) be an integer-valued random measure inC,
i.e., for each Borel setD,C, m(D,•) is a random variable and also, forvPV, m(•,v) is a locally
bounded integer-valued Borel measure.

a!On leave from Department of Mathematics, University Paris 7, France; electronic mail: pastur@cpt.univ-mrs.fr
37540022-2488/2001/42(8)/3754/15/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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To eachvPV one may associate the support ofm(•,v), i.e., a discrete set

Lv5$lPC; m~$l%,v!.0%, ~1.3!

such that

m~•,v!5 (
lPLv

m~$l%,v!dl~• !, ~1.4!

wheredl is the unit measure located at the pointl. In what follows we assume for simplicity tha
m($l%,v)51 for all lPLv with probability 1.

For g5(m,n)PZ2 we denote Qg5$x1 iy ; xP@m,m11), yP@n,n11)%, and mg(v)
5m(Qg ,v). Let E andVar stand for mathematical expectation and variance in (V,F,P) respec-
tively.

In Sec. III we assume that the family of random variables$mg(v); gPZ2% is a point process
in R2 homogeneous with respect to the group of motions generated by rotations by6p/2 around
the origin and translations by integers along the coordinate axis~see, e.g., Ref. 5, Ch. 10, and Re
6, p. 17!. In particular all random variablesmg are identically distributed, and we assume that th
exists the mathematical expectation

Emg5C,`. ~1.5!

C is called thedensityof the random field$mg%gPZ2. We also assume that the random fie
$mg%gPZ2 satisfies the following decay and mixture conditions:

~a! For somed.0

E m (0,0)
21d,1`. ~1.6!

~b! There existd, satisfying ~1.6!, and a positive nondecreasing and slow varying funct
h(x), x>0, satisfying the conditions

h~0!51, (
n51

` 1

n~h~n!!1/(612d) ,`, ~1.7!

and such that

sup
n→`

h~n!

n11d EU(
j 51

n

~m ( j ,0)2C!U21d

,`. ~1.8!

Recall that a functionh:R→R1 is calledslow varyingif, for eacht.0, limx→`h(tx)/h(x)51,
The condition~b! looks somewhat cumbersome. Nevertheless it is in fact a mixture cond

and seems to be reflecting the general case. This fact is discussed in more details in Sec. V
we show that the Poisson and generalized Poisson counting measures inC ~see, e.g., Ref. 5
Ch. 10 and Ref. 6, pp. 27–29! having finite moment of order 21d, measures satisfying
f-mixture condition~see definition in Sec. V!, as well as measures generated by random inde
dent perturbations of points of a square lattice~see Sec. IV!, satisfy this condition.

In Sec. III we prove
Theorem 1.1: Let Lv be the support of the random measure (1.4) satisfying condit

(1.5)–(1.8). Then the system (1.1) withL5Lv is complete with probability 1 if C.1 and is
incomplete with probability 1 if C,1.

Another version of the problem is when the random setLv is a random perturbation of a
lattice in C, i.e., whenLv is of the form

Lv5$lg~v!5ma1 ina1jg~v!; gPZ2%, ~1.9!
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where$jg ; gPZ2% are independent complex-valued centered random variables on a proba
space (V,F,P) and a.0 is the lattice parameter. Even in the case when all$jg ; gPZ2% are
identically distributed one encounters difficulties when checking condition~b! for the correspond-
ing random field~see Theorem 4.1 below!. For nonidentically distributedjg’s the random point
field @i.e., respective measure, defined as in~1.4!# is no longer homogeneous~with respect to the
groupZ2!. That is why we will consider this case separately.

Theorem 1.2: Let $jg(v); gPZ% be independent and continuously distributed complex r
dom variables. Assume thatEjg50,;gPZ and that for somed.0

sup
gPZ2

E ujgu21d5K,` ~1.10!

[cf. (1.6)]. Then the system (1.1) withL5Lv andLv given by (1.9) is complete with probabilit
1 if a,1, and is incomplete with probability 1 if a.1.

Remarks:~1! The restriction that alljg(v) are continuously distributed may be weakened.
need this condition just to guarantee that with probability 1 the points fromLv are pair-wise
different;

~2! this theorem generalizes the well known result for the periodic lattice (jg50,;gPZ2),
dating back to von Neumann~see Refs. 7 and 8!.

As in the classical case~see, e.g., Ref. 9! the completeness theorems for sets of exponen
functions can be reduced to constructing and then estimating of entire functions whose zer
the set of exponents. In the case of the Bargmann–Fock space~1.2! this approach is based on th
relation

^ f ~• !,epl̄•&B2(C)5 f ~l!, ~1.11!

valid for each functionf PB2(C) andlPC, see, e.g., Ref. 10~note that unlike10 we use the inner
product ~1.2! in which the second factor is complex conjugate!. Study of entire functions with
randomly located zeros is the main technical content of this article. We believe it has its
intrinsic interest.

Completeness of the exponential system~1.1! in the Bargmann–Fock spaceB2(C) defined by
~1.2! is equivalent to completeness inL2(R) of the Gabor system of windowed exponentials

GL5$eiA2pl~ t !;lPL%, ~1.12!

where, forz5m1 in PC

ez~ t !5eimt2(t2n)2/2, tPR ~1.13!

@see formula~1.17! below#. Since the classic work7 these systems became a standard tool
time-frequency analysis of nonbandlimited signals. In fact, it was von Neumann who first st
the Gabor systems corresponding to lattices with parametera.0, i.e., to the sets

La5$ma1 ina; ~m,n!PZ2% ~1.14!

~see Refs. 7 and 8 for a history survey as well as for various developments and applicatio!. It
was proved that such a system is infinitely redundant~overcomplete! in L2(R) for a,1 and is
incomplete and has an infinite deficiency ifa.1. The frame property ofGL with L given by~1.14!
has been considered in Refs. 10–13. The results of Refs. 11 and 13 yield in particular thGLa

constitute a frame inL2(R) for all a,1. Using the approach from Ref. 1 one can find that
frame property is lost for~generic! random perturbations of the lattice. Below we prove that
completeness–incompleteness property is more robust and survives after random perturba
the lattice. We refer also to Refs. 14 and 15 where similar question of completen
incompleteness of~deterministic! exponential systems have been considered.
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Systems~1.1! of exponential functions and the Gabor systems~1.12! are connected by the
inverse Bargmann transform see, e.g., Ref. 10

B 21: f °~B 21f !~ t !52
1

p1/4E E
C
f ~z!eA2pt z̄2p z̄2/22t2/2e2puzu2dmz . ~1.15!

The Bargmann transform itself is defined as

B:w°~Bw!~z!5
1

p1/4E
R
w~ t !eA2ptz2pz2/22t2/2dt. ~1.16!

It is known ~see, e.g., Ref. 10! thatB 21 is a unitary mapping betweenB2(C) andL2(R), and for
l5m1 inPC

~B 21epl̄•!~ t !5
1

p1/4eipmn1pulu2/2eiA2pl~ t !. ~1.17!

Relations~1.11!, and~1.15!–~1.17! allow one to interpret the previous theorems on the compl
ness properties of random exponential systemsEv5$eplz;lPLv%, as those on the completene
of random Gabor systemsGv5$eiA2pl ;lPLv%. Indeed, relation~1.11! identifies the functions
f PB2(C) annihilatingEv as just the functions vanishing onLv , while B 21 of ~1.15! transforms
statements about completeness–incompleteness ofEv into those aboutGv .

Let C] denote the densityC of the random measure~1.4! or the inversea22 of the areaa2 of
the elementary square of the lattice~1.14!. Then we can reformulate our results above as follo

Theorem 1.3: Under assumptions of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 the random Gabor systeGv

given by (1.12) withLv from (1.3) or from (1.9) is complete with probability 1 in L2(R) if C]

.1 and is incomplete if C],1.
Another motivation~application! of the problem studied in this paper is related to the spec

analysis of the Schro¨dinger operatorH with a constant magnetic field and with a random poten
V, and to respective branches of the solid-state theory. This operator acts inL2(R2) and one of
important problems is to find criteria for the presence of jumps of the integrated density of
~IDS! of the operator at energies equal the Landau levels. The Landau levels comprise the
trum of the Landau HamiltonianH0 , the Schro¨dinger operator with a constant magnetic field a
zero potential. The levels are of the formEn5n11/2, n50, 1, . . . and all have infinite multi-
plicity. The IDS of the Landau Hamiltonian is the piece-wise constant function having equal j
at all En . Presence of jumps of the IDS of the Schro¨dinger operatorH5H01V with a constant
magnetic field and an electric field given by the potentialV depends on the nature of the electr
field and on its relative strength with respect to the magnetic field~see Ref. 6 for a genera
definition of the IDS of random differential operators and Refs. 16–20 for this property of the
and its use in solid state theory and in spectral theory!.

In the case when the magnetic field is strong enough it is widely accepted that one can r
the Schro¨dinger operatorH acting in L2(R2) by its projection on the eigenspace of the Land
level, that is most close to the energy interval considered. In the case when it is the lowest L
level E0 the corresponding eigenfunctions are

cm~w!5~2m11pm! !21/2wm exp$2uwu2/4%, m50,1,. . . , wPC,

~see, e.g., Ref. 16!, and the orthogonal projectionP0 onto the respective eigenspaceL0 is an
integral operator with the kernel

P0~w,z!5~2p!21 exp$2uwu2/42uzu2/41wz̄/2%. ~1.18!

As a result the projection ofH ontoL0 has the formP0HP05E0P01K, where the operatorK is
defined by the kernel
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K~w1 ,w2!5E
R2

P0~w1 ,x1 iy !V~x,y!P0~x1 iy ,w2!dxdy. ~1.19!

In the case whereV is the sum of contributions of the single site impurity potentials of zero rad
whose positions arezj5xj1yj , j 51, 2, . . . the operatorK becomes

K~w1 ,w2!5(
j >1

P0~w1 ,zj !P0~w2 ,zj !. ~1.20!

Thus, the range of the nontrivial part of the projectionP0HP0 is the span inB2(C) of the
exponential system indexed by the set$zj% j >1 , and after changing the scale inC we obtain the
system~1.1!, whereL is the set of the coordinates of impurities in this scale. We conclude th
this case the jump in the IDS is present if the system~1.1! is strongly incomplete. More precisely
for Lv given by ~1.3! or ~1.9! denote

Lv~ t !5$lPLv ; ulu,t%, Ev,t5$exp$plz%; lPLv~ t !%, Xv,t5SpanEv,t . ~1.21!

Setn(t,v)5#Lv(t). Then for almost allvn(t,v),` for any t.0, the systemEv,t consists of
linearly independent functions, and dimXv,t5n(t,v). Denote byPv,t the orthogonal projection
onto Xv,t . Then TrPv,t5dimXv,t5n(t,v) and by ergodic theorem

lim
t→`

1

pt2 Tr Pv,t5 lim
t→`

n~ t,v!

pt2 5C], ~1.22!

whereC]5C in the case of~1.3! andC]5a22 in the case of~1.9!.
According to Ref. 6 the quantity

12 lim
t→`

1

pt2 Tr Pv,t,

can be interpreted as the jump of the IDS of the projectionP0HP0 of the Schro¨dinger operator on
the lowest Landau level, i.e., the relative number~per unit area! of those states of the Landau lev
that are not affected by the random potential. Then the right-hand side of~1.22! tells us that the
jump is equal to 12C], if C],1. This conclusion is in agreement with the exactly solvable c
of the Poisson random measure~1.4!21 ~see also Ref. 18!. It was found that in this case the jum
is equal to (12C)1 , wherex15max$x,0%. An analogous spectral phenomenon has been kn
for the long time in the random matrix theory.22 All these phenomena have the same geome
origin: Nonzero ‘‘relative’’ dimension of the null space of respective operator because of h
geneity of the distribution of random points.

All formulas above are written in the dimensionless units. Let us pass for a moment t
dimension-ful units. Then the setLv induces the length scaleL which equals either the reciproca
square root of the~dimension-ful! concentration of points of~1.3! or the lattice parametera of
~1.9!. DenoteB the magnetic field andF5BL2 the magnetic flux through a piece of the plane
linear sizeL. Then our criterion implies that the macroscopic number of states of the lo
Landau level unaffected by impurities exists ifF/F0.1, whereF05hc/e is the flux quantum.

For the relation of these questions to the interpretation of the integer Hall effect, see Re
A similar results for nonrandom setsL that are certain perturbations of the periodic lattice w
obtained in Ref. 23.

It can be seen from the proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 as well as from arguments of pap18,23

that the mathematical mechanism of existence of a finite fraction of the Landau states una
by the point impurities located at points of a setL is that these eigenfunctions have zeros at
points of this set. A similar but simpler phenomenon is known in the case of the one-dimen
Schrödinger operator with the point scatterers~see, e.g., Ref. 20, Sec. 10.3!. Since, however, in
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this case the spectrum is of multiplicity 1, the only effect that this mechanism produces is
cidence of the asymptotic form of the IDS and of the Lyapunov exponent at the band edge
those of the periodic potential~in particular, the absence of the Lifshitz tails!. On the other hand
in the two-dimensional case, according to arguments of Ref. 23, the fraction of states una
by the potential consists of delocalized states.

The quantityC] can be viewed as the relative~per unit area! dimension of the systemEv

given by ~1.1! with L5Lv andLv from ~1.3! or from ~1.9! or of Gv given by ~1.12! with the
sameLv . This interpretation allows us to viewu12 C]u as a quantitative characteristic o
incompleteness~the relative defect! of systemsEv andGv in the case whenC],1 and of over-
completeness~the relative redundancy! in the case whenC].1. Indeed, ifEv ~or Gv! is complete
and C].1, then for anyC1

] such that 1,C1
],C] the respectiveEv ~or Gv! is also complete

~overcomplete!. An analogous statement is valid forC],1. ThusC] is also a quantitative char
acteristic of stability of completeness~overcompleteness! and incompleteness of the random sy
tem Ev ~or Gv!, in agreement with the respective results for the case~1.14!.8

The article is organized as follows. Section II contains some preliminary facts from
probability theory and the function theory. In Sec. III we prove Theorem 1.1 by conside
separately the cases when the density of the random field is above and below the thresC
51. In Sec. IV we consider the case~1.9! when the random field is generated by random per
bations of a lattice. In the last Sec. V we discuss various mixing conditions for random field
compare them with restrictions imposed in this article.

II. AUXILIARY FACTS

In what follows we need to estimate the number of points fromLv of ~1.3! in special domains
in C. Denote

S~ t;u1 ,u2!5$z; uzu,t, u1<argz,u2%, ~ t.0, 0<u1,u2<2p!

and

N~ t;u1 ,u2!5#$Qg,S~ t;u1 ,u2!%.

We have evidently

N~ t;u1 ,u2!5 1
2 ~u22u1!t21O~ t !, t→`. ~2.1!

Given a discrete setL,C we denote

n~ t,u1 ,u2 ;L!5#$LùS~ t;u1 ,u2!%

and

ñ~ t,u1 ,u2 ;L!5#$Lù~øQg,S(t;u1 ,u2)Qg!%.

Lemma 2.1: Let (1.5)–(1.8) be fulfilled. Then, for each pair(u1 ,u2), 0<u1,u2<2p, we
have with probability 1

lim
t→`

1

N~ t;u1 ,u2!
ñ~ t,u1 ,u2 ;Lv!5C. ~2.2!

Proof: It suffices to prove~2.2! only for t5k, kPN. Denote

Xk5 ñ~k,u1 ,u2 ;Lv!/N~k;u1 ,u2!.

Consider the random variables
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Ym~v!5m~S~k;u1 ,u2!ùø l PZQ( l ,m) ,v!, mPZ.

We have

ñ~k,u1 ,u2 ;Lv!5 (
m52k

k

Ym ,

Since h(k) is a slowly varying function,f (k)ªk11d/h(k) is a nondecreasing function fork
>k0 , for somek0.0. Conditions~1.5!–~1.8! now yield

E uYm2E Ymu21d<constk11d/h~k!, umu<k, ~2.3!

where const does not depend onk. Therefore, for any«.0

(
k51

`

P ~ uXk2Cu.«!,`. ~2.4!

Indeed, combining the Chebyshev and Minkowski inequalities~see, e.g., Ref. 24, pp. 190 and 19!
with ~2.3! we obtain

~P~ uXk2Cu.«!!1/(21d)<
const

«k2 S E U (
m52k

k

~Ym2E Ym!U21dD 1/(21d)

<
const

«k2 (
m52k

k

~E uYm2E Ymu21d!1/(21d)

<
const

«k S k11d

h~k! D 1/(21d)

,

so that

P ~ uXk2Cu.«!<
const

«21dkh~k!
, kPN.

Now ~2.4! follows from ~1.7! and by the Borel-Cantelli lemma~see, e.g., Ref. 24, p. 254! we
obtain that with probability 1Xk→C ask→`. j

Remark:In the general case of an ergodic point field the lemma follows directly from
respective ergodic theorem~see, e.g., Ref. 25, Corollary 6.4.2!. We give above a proof based o
conditions~1.6!–~1.8!, because in this case we need not to assume ergodicity.

We also need the following statements from the complex analysis. Fort.0 we denoteDt

5$zPC;uzu<t%.
Proposition 2.2: (Jensen formula, see, e.g., Ref. 9, p. 14) Let R0.0 and let the function f(z)

be holomorphic inDR0
with f(0)Þ0. Then, for any R,R0 , we have

E
0

R n f~ t !

t
dt5

1

2p E
0

2p

logu f ~Reiu!u du2 logu f ~0!u, ~2.5!

wheren f(t) is the number of zeros of f(z) in Dt .
This assertion is used in order to compare the growth of the entire function, whose ze

coincides with the setLv .
In order to study entire functions with a given zero set we need additional notation. Gi

discrete setL,C we consider its counting functions for disks and sectors:
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n~ t !5#$lPL; ulu,t%, n~ t,u,q!5#$lPL; ulu,t, u,argl,q%, ~2.6!

wheret.0 and 0<u,q,2p.
Proposition 2.3: Let C be a positive constant andL be a point set inC. Assume that for each

pair (u,q),0<u,q,2p, there exist the limits

lim
t→`

n~ t,u,q!

t2 5C
q2u

2
, ~2.7!

and

lim
t→`

(
lPLùDt

1

l2 5:tL exp$ iuL%, tL.0,uLP~0,2p!. ~2.8!

Then the infinite product

f ~z!5 )
lPL

~12z/l!exp$z/l1z2/2l2%

converges uniformly on each compact set inC and

r 22 logu f ~reiu!u5
p

2
C1tL cos 2~u2uL!1O~1!, r→`

for all z5r exp$iu% outside of a union of disks of radius« centered at the pointslPL.
This assertion is a special case of Theorem 2,9 Ch. 2 for r[2 and constant angular densit

Existence of the limit~2.8! is a manifestation of a certain isotropy in the distribution of zeros
the entire functionf .

III. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1

We first consider the case when the density is above the thresholdC51.
Theorem 3.1:Assume that conditions of Theorem 1.1 are fulfilled and C.1. Then the system

Ev defined by (1.1) withL5Lv is complete in B2(C) with probability 1.
Proof: Let V8 be the set of thoseLv for which the limiting relation~2.2! is valid. According

to Lemma 2.1P(V8)51. We will prove that the systemEv is complete for allvPV8. Assume
that the opposite is true. Then, according to~1.11! there exists a nonzero functiongPB2(C),
havingLv as its zero set. Sincef (z)5g( z̄)PB2(C) if and only if gPB2(C), here and below we
ignore transition to conjugate exponentsl̄, lPLv .

Assume for simplicity that 0¹Lv . Denoten(t;v)5n(0,2p,t;v). The Jensen formula~2.5!
yields

E
0

t n~t,v!

t
dt5

1

2p E
0

2p

logu f ~ teiu,v!u du1O~1!, t→`. ~3.1!

Combining~2.1! and ~2.2! we see that with probability 1

lim inf
t→`

1

t2 E
0

t n~t,v!

t
dt>C8p/2

for someC8.1. On the other hand the Cauchy inequality yields that, for each«.0

f ~z,v!PB2~C!⇒u f ~z,v!u<const exp$~p1«!uzu2/2%, zPC.
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Therefore

lim sup
t→`

1

2pt2 E
0

2p

logu f ~ teiu,v!u du<~p1«!/2 for vPV8.

Fix « such thatpC8.p1«. Dividing the both sides of~3.1! by t2 and passing to the limit ast
→`, we get a contradiction. j

Now the case of density below the threshold.
Theorem 3.2: Assume that the conditions of Theorem 1.1 are fulfilled and C,1. Then the

systemEv defined by~1.1! with L5Lv is incomplete in B2(C) with probability 1.
Proof: We need to construct, for almost allvPV, a nonzero functionf vPB2(C) vanishing

on Lv . The construction consists of several steps.
First we will check that the hypothesis of Proposition 2.3 is fulfilled. Indeed, by Lemma

we have, with probability 1

' lim
t→`

1

t2 m~S~ t;u1 ,u2!,v!5C
u22u1

2
,

for any 0<u1,u2<2p. Take a sequence$u j% which is dense in@0, 2p#. Then, for almost all
vPV

' lim
t→`

n~ t,u l ,u j ;Lv!

t2 5C
u j2u l

2
for u l,u j ,

which implies that, for almost allvPV, the similar relation

' lim
t→`

n~ t,q,q8;Lv!

t2 5C
q82q

2
, ~3.2!

holds for arbitraryq,q8P@0,2p#, q8.q. Indeed,

lim sup
t→`

n~ t,q,q8;Lv!

t2 < inf
u l,q, q8,u j

lim
t→`

n~ t,u l ,u j ;Lv!

t2 5C
q82q

2

and

lim inf
t→`

n~ t,q,q8;Lv!

t2 > sup
q,u l , u j ,q8

lim
t→`

n~ t,u l ,u j ;Lv!

t2 5C
q82q

2

which yields~2.7!.

Now denoteD̂t5øQg,Dt
Qg . We need the following:

Lemma 3.3: Under the conditions of Theorem 1.1 the limit

dv5 lim
t→`

(
lPLvùD̂t

1

l2 , ~3.3!

exists with probability 1.
We mention that relation~3.3! is slightly different from the corresponding statement~2.8! in

the hypothesis of Proposition 2.3, in which all points in the diskDt ~not only those inD̂t! are taken
into account. It is readily seen that the transition fromDt to D̂t does not alter the statement o
Proposition 2.3.
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Suppose this lemma be already proved. Then, by Proposition 2.3, the product

Pv~z!5 )
lPLv

~12z/l!expH z

l
1

z2

2l2J ,

is compact-wise convergent and, for any«.0, the function

f v~z!5exp$2dvz2%Pv~z!,

satisfies with probability 1

u f v~z!u<expH S p

2
C1« D uzu2J .

for sufficiently largeuzu. Hence, for almost allvPV, f v belongs toB2(C).
Clearly f v(l)50 for lPLv so that we obtain at least one such function. This proves Th

rem 3.2.
Proof of Lemma 3.3:We need an auxiliary fact. For eachnPZ, set

h1~ unu!5~h~ unu!!1/(612d) and Nn5@ unu/h1~ unu!#. ~3.4!

Consider rectangular strips of two kinds:

Hm,s5 ø
(m21)Ns< l ,mNs

Ql ,s and Vm,s5 ø
(m21)Ns< l ,mNs

Qs,l , m,sPZ. ~3.5!

We need thoseHm,s andVm,s that belong to the sectors

D1ª$z;p/4<argz<3p/4%ø$z;5p/4<argz<7p/4% ~3.6!

and

D2ª$z;2p/4<argz<p/4%ø$z;3p/4<argz<5p/4%, ~3.7!

respectively.
The estimate below follows from~1.8!.

EU (
l 50

Ns21

~m ( l ,0)~v!2C!U21d

<const~ usu11!11d/h~ usu!, sPZ. ~3.8!

Indeed, forusu>s0.0

S EU (
l 50

Ns21

~m ( l ,0)~v!2C!U21dD 1/(21d)

<S EU(
l 50

usu

~m ( l ,0)~v!2C!U21dD 1/(21d)

1S EU (
l 5Ns

usu

~m ( l ,0)~v!2C!U21dD 1/(21d)

ªS11S2 .

According to~1.8! we haveS1<const(usu11d/h(usu))1/(21d). In addition, taking into account tha
h(n) is a slowly varying function we obtain

S25S EU (
l 50

usu2Ns

~m ( l ,0)~v!2C!U21dD 1/(21d)

<constS usu11d

h~ usu2Ns!
D 1/(21d)

<constS usu11d

h~ usu! D
1/(21d)

.

We deduce~3.8! from the two last estimates.
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For eachm,sPZ the left-hand side of~3.8! coincides with

E um~Hm,s ,v!2CNsu21d. ~3.9!

The corresponding random variablesm(Hm,s ,v) andm(Vm,s ,v) satisfy the inequality given by
the following:

Lemma 3.4: For all but maybe a finite number of sets Hm,s#D1 defined by (3.5)–(3.7) the
inequality

um~Hm,s ,v!2CNsu<~ usu11!/h1
2~ usu!,

holds with probability 1. A similar relation holds form(Vm,s ,v), where Vm,s#D2 is defined in
(3.5)–(3.7).

Proof: Let Bm,s5$v;um(Hm,s ,v)2CNsu.(usu11)/h1
2(usu)%. The Chebyshev inequality

yields

P ~Bm,s!<
h1

412d~ usu!
~ usu11!21d E um~Hm,s ,v!2E m~Hm,s ,v!u21d. ~3.10!

Applying ~3.8! to the right-hand side of this inequality we obtain

P ~Bm,s!<const
h1~ usu!412d

~ usu11!h~ usu!
, Bm,s#D1 . ~3.11!

Since, for each fixeds, the number of the rectanglesHm,s under consideration does not exce
2h1(usu), we obtain, using~3.11! and ~1.7!

(
Bm,s#D1

P ~Bm,s!< (
s52`

`

(
umu<2h1(usu)

P ~Bm,s!< (
s52`

` const

~ usu11!~h~ usu!!1/(612d) ,`. ~3.12!

Now the Borel–Cantelli lemma applied to the eventsBm,s yields the statement of Lemma 3.4 fo
the random variablesm(Hm,s ,v). The random variablesm(Vm,s ,v) are considered in a simila
way. j

Now we continue the proof of Lemma 3.3. DenoteKn5$z;2n<Rz,n,2n<Iz,n%, n
PN, the square of side lengthn centered in the origin and letKn(t) be the biggest such square
Dt . Lemma 3.3 follows from the two statements:

~i! For almost allvPV there exists the limit

lim
t→`

(
lPLvùKn(t)

1

l2 , ~3.13!

~ii !

lim
t→`

(
lPLvù(D̂t\Kn(t))

1

l2 50. ~3.14!

In order to prove~3.13! it suffices to pick up a sequencebs>0 so that

(
s51

`

bs,` and, for almost allvPV, U (
lPLvù(Ks11\Ks)

1

l2U<bs . ~3.15!

Let Hm,s , Vm,s,Ks11\Ks andN(Hm,s),N(Vm,s) be the numbers of points fromLv in Hm,s ,Vm,s

respectively. Let, for definiteness,N(Hm,s)<N(Vm,s). Split the setLvùVm,s into two parts
LvùVm,s5Lv

(1)(Vm,s)øLv
(2)(Vm,s) so that #Lv

(1)(Vm,s)5N(Hm,s) and Lv
(1)(Vm,s)ùLv

(2)(Vm,s)
5B.
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We estimate the sum

sm,s,v5 (
lPLvù(Hm,søVm,s)

1

l2 5S (
lPLvù(Hm,søLv

(1)(Vm,s))

1 (
lPLv

(2)(Vm,s)
D 1

l2ªsm,s,v
(1) 1sm,s,v

(2) .

If l1PHm,s andl2PVm,s , then

S 1

l1
2 1

1

l2
2D<

A

~ usu11!2h1~ usu!
, ~3.16!

whereA depends onh only. Therefore

usm,s,v
(1) u<

AN~Hm,s!

~ usu11!2h1~ usu!
. ~3.17!

By Lemma 3.4 we have for almost allvPV

N~Hm,s!<CNs1~ usu11!/h1
2~ usu!<~C11!~ usu11!/h1~ usu! ~3.18!

and

usm,s,v
(1) u<A~C11!/~~ usu11!h1

2~ usu!!. ~3.19!

Applying Lemma 3.4 once again we obtain that the number of summands insm,s,v
(2) does not

exceed 2(usu11)/h1
2(usu). Therefore

usm,s,v
(2) u< (

lPLv
(2)(Vm,s)

1

ulu2 <8/~~ usu11!h1
2~ usu!!. ~3.20!

Consider the sum(m,ssm,s,v , where the summation is taken over all (m,s) satisfying
Hm,s,Ks11\Ks . Inequalities~3.19! and ~3.20! yield

U(
m,s

sm,s,vU<4h1~ usu!S A~C11!

~ usu11!h1
2~ usu!

1
8

~ usu11!h1
2~ usu! D 5

4A~C11!132

~ usu11!h1~ usu!
~3.21!

for almost allvPV. It remains to remark that the domainKs11\Ks is covered by the stripsHm,s

andVm,s up to for ‘‘angles’’ whose contribution may be estimated in a similar way.
Now ~3.15! holds with

bs5~4A~C11!132!~~ usu11!h1~ usu!!21,

which, in turn, yields~3.13!. The proof of~3.14! is similar, and we omit it. Lemma 3.3 is proved

IV. RANDOM PERTURBATIONS OF A LATTICE

In this section we consider the case when the random set of points is generated by indep
random perturbation of a periodic lattice, i.e., we prove Theorem 1.2. We will follow the s
strategy as in the proof of Theorem 1.1. In addition in this section we do not demand ra
perturbations to be identically distributed.

Proof of Theorem 1.2:Denotezg5ma1 ina, g5(m,n)PZ2, takea512d/(31d), and con-
sider the truncated random variables

jg* 5H jg , if ujgu<uzgua

0, if ujgu.uzgua
.
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The Chebyshev inequality yields

P~ ujgu.uzgua!<
E ujgu21d

uzgu21d/(31d) ,

whence, by~1.10!

(
gPZ2

P~ ujgu.uzgua!,`. ~4.1!

Now by the Borel–Cantelli lemma for almost allvPV we have thatjg* 5jg for all but maybe a
finite number ofg’s.

Next we have to check the hypothesis of Proposition 2.3 in our setting. That is, that the
in ~3.2! and ~3.3! exist with probability 1. Then the function

f ~z,v!5exp$2dvz2% )
lPLv

G~z/l;2!,

belongs toB2(C). It suffices to check~3.2! and ~3.3! for lg* (v)5ma1 ina1zg* instead oflg .
The first of these relations comes from a direct calculation. The second one follows from:

(
ulg* u,t

1

~lg* !2 2 (
uzgu,t2ta

1

zg
2 5 (

uzgu,t2ta
H 1

~lg* !2 2
1

zg
2 J 1 (

uzgu.t2ta, ulg* u,t

1

~lg* !2ªS1~ t !1S2~ t !.

It is easy to see that with probability 1S2→0 ast→`. Besides,S1(t) approaches with probability
1 a limit ast→`. This follows from the fact that the corresponding limit for unperturbed po
~clearly! exists and from estimates of the perturbations. The proof of the second part is, in es
a repetition of the proof of Theorem 1.1. Theorem 1.2 is proved.

We formulate now without proof a statement about a general property of a random
generated by a random perturbations of a lattice. In this statement restrictions on the sequ
random perturbations$jg% are more strict than in Theorem 1.2, but even then the proof is ra
complicated. We do not know whether it is possible to weaken these restrictions. We formula
result because~we believe! the study of random perturbations of deterministic sets has its
interest.

Theorem 4.1: Let $jg ; gPZ2% be a sequence of independent, identically, and continuo
distributed complex-valued random variables and

E ujgu51D,`,

for someD.0. Consider the random set of points

Lv5$l5zg1jg ; gPZ2%,C, ~4.2!

here zg5ma1 ina for g5(m,n). Then the corresponding random field$mg(v),gPZ2%,mg(v)
5#$LvùQg% satisfies condition~b! of Section 1 withd52 and h(x)5exp$(log1x)1/2)%.

Recall that log1xªmax(0,logx).

V. RANDOM FIELDS WITH MIXING CONDITION

In this section we study conditions~a!, ~b! on the random field, which were imposed in Se
I and II. Our goal is to show that in essence these are conditions of mixing and also that,
most of typical situations, they are satisfied. We use here the notation of Sec. I. Thus, every
below we assume that (V,F,P) is a probability space and$m(•,v); gPZ2% is defined by the
relations
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mg~v!5m~Qg ,v!, g5m1 inPZ2,

Qgª$x1 iy ; xP@m,m11!, mP@n,n11!%.

Theorem 5.1: Let a random field$mg ; gPZ2% be homogeneous with respect to translatio
by integers along the coordinate axis and rotations by6p/2. Assume that themg’ s satisfy (1.6)
and are independent. Then condition (b) is also valid.

The theorem is a direct consequence of the following
Proposition 5.2: (Rosental, see e.g., Ref. 26, Ch. 3) Let X1 , . . . ,Xn be independent random

variables withE Xk50,k51, . . . ,n and p.0. Denote

Mn,p5 (
k51

n

E uXkup, Bn5 (
k51

n

E Xk
2 .

Then

E U(
k51

n

XkUp

<C~p!~Mn,p1Bn
p/2!,

where C(p) depends on p only.
Proof of Theorem 5.1:Condition ~b! with h(x)5exp$(log1x)1/2% follows directly if one ap-

plies the proposition to the random variablesXk5m (k,0)2E m (k,0) andp521d, whered is given
in ~1.6!. j

Remark:In particular all the Poisson and generalized the Poisson measures inC ~see, e.g., Ref.
6, pp. 27–29! with a finite moment of order 21d satisfy conditions~a! and ~b! of Section I.

Now we compare condition~b! with the standard mixture condition. Denote byS the
s-algebra generated by allQg , gPZ2. For eachQ(1),Q(2)PS we denote byF1 ,F2 thes-algebras
generated bym(Q(1),•) and m(Q(2),•), respectively. We say that the random field$mg(v); g
PZ2% satisfies thef-mixture condition, if

f~t!ª sup
dist (Q(1),Q(2))>t

$uP~B/A!2P~B!u; APF1 ,BPF2%→0, as t→`,

here ‘‘dist’’ denotes the usual Euclidean distance inC.
Theorem 5.3:Let the random field$mg(v); gPZ2% be homogeneous with respect to integ

translations along the coordinate axis and rotations by6p/2. Assume that the field satisfie
condition ~a! the f-mixture condition, and also that

Var m~Dn!→` as n→`,

for any sequence$Dn% of Borelian sets inC, such that mes(Dn)→`. Then the random field
$mg(v); gPZ2% satisfies condition~b!.

This statement is an immediate consequence of the following facts.
Proposition 5.4: (Ref. 27, Ch. 18) Let a stationary sequence$Xk% satisfy thef-mixing con-

dition. Assume thatE uXku21d,`, for somed.0, and also thatVar (X11 ¯ 1Xn)→` as n
→`. Then, for some constant A1

E U(
k51

n

Xk2 (
k51

n

E XkU21d

<A1~Var ~X11 ¯ 1Xn!!11d/2. ~5.1!

Proposition 5.5: (Ref. 27, Ch. 18) Let a stationary sequence$Xk% satisfy thef-mixing
condition and alsolimn→`Var (X11 ¯ 1Xn)→` as n→`. Then

Var ~X11 ¯ 1Xn!5nh~n!, ~5.2!
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where h(n) is slowly varying function with respect to the argument nPZ1 . The function f can be
continued to the whole real axis as a slowly varying one.

It can be mentioned that thef-mixing condition for the random field$mg(v); gPZ2% yields
the f-mixing condition for the random variablesm (1,0) ,m (2,0) , . . . andthus deduce condition~b!
with h(x)5exp$(log1x)1/2% directly from these theorems.
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Discrete approximations to integrals over unparametrized
paths
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We discuss measures on spaces of unparametrized paths related to the Wiener
measure. These measures arise naturally in the study of one-dimensional gravity
coupled to scalar fields. Two kinds of discrete approximations are defined, the
piecewise linear and the hypercubic approximations. The convergence of these
approximations in the sense of weak convergence of measures is proven. We de-
scribe a family of sets of unparametrized paths that are analogous to cylinder sets of
parametrized paths. Integrals over some of these sets are evaluated in terms of
Dirichlet propagators in bounded regions. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1368367#

I. INTRODUCTION

In quantum field theory and string theory one frequently encounters the problem of integ
over geometrical objects, e.g., Riemannian manifolds or Riemannian manifolds with some
tional structure. One wishes to define a measure on sets of geometrical objects and in
functions that are independent of the coordinates used to describe the objects. The prime e
of a theory where this problem arises is the path integral quantization of general relativity w
one attempts to give meaning to expressions of the form

^F&5E e2S~g!F~@g# !D@g#,

whereg is a Riemannian metric on a manifoldM, @g# is the equivalence class ofg under diffeo-
morhisms ofM,F is a function, andS(g) is a diffeomorphism invariant action functional, e.g., t
Einstein–Hilbert action.1,2 Giving a mathematical meaning to expressions of this form is larg
an unsolved problem but some headway has been made, mainly in two dimensions, see Re
references therein.

One of the strategies used in physics to deal with functional integrals of this type
introduce discretizations of the geometrical objects under consideration and try to prove c
gence of the discretization as a cutoff parameter, e.g., a lattice spacing, is taken to zero. It i
confidence in the results obtained when different discretizations lead to identical continuu
sults. This approach is described in detail in the monograph.3

For one-dimensional objects, i.e., when the functional integral is over paths, the situat
radically different from the higher dimensional analogs, since we have measures on param
paths inRd ~e.g., the Wiener measure! that are mathematically well understood and give rise
measures on unparametrized paths as we shall discuss in the following. We study two di
discretizations of integrals over unparametrized paths and show that the discrete measur
verge to the appropriate continuum measure.

a!Electronic mail: durhuus@math.ku.dk
b!Electronic mail: thjons@raunvis.hi.is
37690022-2488/2001/42(8)/3769/20/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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In ordinary quantum field theory applications of random paths it is often the convergen
regularized propagators that is of main interest and various results in this vein have been
for a long time. Our main interest is the convergence of the underlying measures on unp
etrized paths, whereas convergence of propagators merely means convergence of the tota
of the measures. Corresponding problems in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics normally i
only parametrized paths. In this case various aspects of discrete approximations pertaining
Wiener measure on paths parametrized by a finite time interval have been discussed by
authors, see, e.g., Ref. 4 and references therein. For recent related work on discrete app
tions to Wiener measure on Riemannian manifolds we refer to Refs. 5 and 6.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce the models of discretized ra
paths we wish to study and give a proof of pointwise convergence of the lattice propagator
continuum propagator, that will be needed later. In Sec. III we define the appropriate path s
the continuum measures and the discretized measures. In Sec. IV we use standard tools
ability theory to prove the convergence of the discretized measures. In Sec. V we determ
family of sets of unparametrized paths that generates the Borel sets of unparametrized pa
plays a role similar to the one played by cylinder sets for the Wiener measure. Finally, in Se
we apply the results of the previous sections to evaluate the measure of some of these se

II. PROPAGATORS

Let D denote the Laplacian inRd. It is well known that the Euclidean propagator

G~x,y!52~2D1m2!21~x,y! ~1!

of a scalar particle of massm.0 in Rd has the path integral representation

G~x,y!5E
v:x→y

e2muvuDv, ~2!

wherev is a path fromx to y in Rd and uvu denotes its length. The most straightforward interp
tation of the formal expression on the right-hand side of Eq.~2! is obtained by regarding it as
limit of lattice propagators. We replaceRd by the hypercubic latticeaZd with lattice spacinga and
define a lattice propagator as

Ga~x,y!5a22d (
v:x→y

e2m~a!uvu ~3!

for x,yPaZd where the sum is over all lattice paths fromx to y. The prefactora22d is dictated by
dimensional considerations and the dependence of the parameterm(a) ~lattice mass! on a is
determined by the requirement thatGa(x,y) converge toG(x,y) asa→0.

Using translation invariance we may setG(x,y)5G(x2y) and Ga(x,y)5Ga(x2y). The
Fourier transform of the lattice propagator is then

Gâ~k!5ad (
xPaZd

Ga~x!e2 ik•x5eam~a!S m212a22(
j 51

d

~12cos~akj !!D 21

, ~4!

wherekP@2p/a,p/a#d andm(a) is given by

eam~a!52d1m2a2. ~5!

Evidently this implies the desired uniform convergence in momentum space

d21Gâ~k!→2~k21m2!215Ĝ~k! ~6!

asa→0, for anykPRd.
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Pointwise convergence in space–time can be obtained as follows. We extend the
propagator fromaZd to a smooth function onRd by setting

Ga~x!5
1

~2p!d E
@2p/a,p/a#d

Gâ~k!e2 ik•x dk ~7!

for any xPRd. For a5(a1 ,...,ad), where thea i ’s are non-negative integers, let

]a5)
i 51

d
]a i

]xi
a i

.

Defining Gâ(k)50 outside@2p/a,p/a#d it is easily verified that

]aGâ~k!→]aĜ~k!

uniformly on Rd for any multi-indexa. Moreover, there is a constantca such that

u]aGâ~k!u<ca~k21m2!212uau/2, ~8!

whereuau5a11¯1ad . Thus, choosinguau.d, the right-hand side of Eq.~8! is integrable so
the dominated convergence theorem together with Fourier inversion implies that

d21xaGa~x!→xaG~x! ~9!

asa→0, wherexa5x1
a1...xd

ad. In particular,

d21Ga~x!→G~x! ~10!

for xÞ0.
There is another path integral representation of the propagatorG(x,y) introduced in Ref. 7

whose analog for surfaces has played an important role in string theory in recent years8 The
alternative representation is given by

G~x,y!5E
v:x→y

expS 2
1

2 E ~ uv̇u2e211m2e!dt DDvDe, ~11!

where the integration is over pathsv in Rd from x to y and over intrinsic metricse on the paths.
An intrinsic metric on the path is simply a positive definite function defined on the path. In o
to give a meaning to Eq.~11!, we note an important common feature of the two action function

S1~v!5muvu5mE uv̇udt ~12!

and

S2~v,e!5
1

2 E ~ uv̇u2e211m2e!dt, ~13!

which occur in the path integrals~2! and~11!. The actions are invariant under reparametrizatio

t85w~ t !, v8~ t8!5v~ t !, e8~ t8!5
e~ t !

ẇ~ t !
, ~14!

wherew is an increasing diffeomorphism between intervals. Thus the path integrations in Eq~2!
and~11! should be regarded as being taken over diffeomorphism classes of paths in the fir
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and over diffeomorphism classes of paths and metrics in the second one. The standard me
dealing with functional integration over such orbit spaces is the so-called Faddeev–Popov
dure. We discuss the orbit spaces and the appropriate measures on them more thoroughly
III. For the moment we note that any pair (v,e) can uniquely be reparametrized to (v8,e8) such
that the parameter interval of the latter is@0, 1# and the metrice8 is constant on@0, 1# and equal
to the volume

T[E e~ t !dt ~15!

of e, which is parametrization independent. It follows that the path integral~11! is effectively an
integral overT and over pathsv parametrized on@0, 1#. An interpretation of~11! is then obtained
by subdividing@0,1# into N subintervals of lengthN21 and lettingv be anN-step piecewise linea
pathx5x0→x1→¯→xN5y for which

E
0

1

uv̇u2 dt5
1

N (
i 50

N21 S xi 112xi

N21 D 2

5N (
i 50

N21

~xi 112xi !
2.

Setting

a25
T

N

we have

Ha~x,y![
a2

~2pa2!d/2 (
N51

` E )
i 51

N21
dxi

~2pa2!d/2 expS 2
1

2 (
i 50

N21 uxi 112xi u2

a2 2
1

2
m2a2ND

5a2 (
N51

`

~2pa2N!2d/2 expS 2
ux2yu2

2a2N
2

1

2
m2a2ND

→E
0

`

~2pT!2d/2 expS 2
ux2yu2

2T
2

1

2
m2TDdT5G~x,y! ~16!

for xÞy, asa→0. Hence, the functionHa(x,y) defined here provides a discrete approximation
G(x,y). In the same way as for the hypercubic lattice approximation we show in Sec. IV tha
measures on piecewise linear paths defined by the approximationHa converge to a continuum
path measure which attributes a proper meaning to Eq.~11!.

III. THE CONTINUUM MEASURES AND DISCRETE APPROXIMATIONS

As noted in Sec. II the appropriate space to integrate over in Eqs.~2! and ~11! consists of
equivalence classes of paths under reparametrizations. In this section we define those orbi
and the relevant measures.

A. Piecewise linear paths

It is convenient to start with Eq.~11! and for notational and technical simplicity to consid
first paths with only one fixed end pointx. Let G(x) be the space consisting of pairs (e,v) where
e:@0,1#→R is a positive continuous function andv:@0,1#→Rd is continuous withv(0)5x. Let
Diff 1@0,1# denote the set of all increasing diffeomorphisms of the unit interval. As remarke
Sec. II there is a uniquewPDiff 1@0,1# such that the reparameterized pair (e8,v8) defined by Eq.
~14! hase85T whereT is a constant. Hence we conclude that

G̃~x![G~x!/Diff 1@0,1#5R13V~x!,
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whereV(x) denotes the set of continuous pathsv:@0,1#→Rd with v(0)5x.

Let us define a metricd̃ on G̃(x) by

d̃~~T,v!,~T8,v8!!5uT2T8u1d~v,v8!,

whered is the standard uniform metric onV(x) defined by

d~v,v8!5sup$uv~s!2v8~s!u:sP@0,1#%.

Equipped withd̃ the setG̃(x) becomes a separable metric space. The discussion of proba
measures and their convergence properties is particularly convenient on complete metric

~see, e.g., Ref. 9!. SinceV(x) with the metricd is complete we can completeG̃(x) by adjoining

03V(x). This will be assumed in the following. All measures onG̃(x) that will be considered
vanish identically on 03V(x).

On V(x) we have the family of Wiener measuresWx
t ,t.0, defined on the Borel subsets o

V(x). Here t denotes the variance of the measure. We note thatWx
t is uniquely defined by the

characteristic functions of its finite dimensional distributions which are given for 0,t1,t2,¯

,tn<1 by

pt1 ,...,tn
t ~j1 ,...,jn!5E exp~ i j1"v~ t1!1¯1 i jn•v~ tn!!dWx

t ~v!

5E )
i 51

n

dxi~2pt~ t i2t i 21!!2d/2 expS 2
uxi2xi 21u2

2t~ t i2t i 21!
1 i j i•xi D

5expS 2
t

2 (
i 51

n

~ t i2t i 21!~j i1¯1jn!21 ix•~j11¯1jn!D , ~17!

wherej1 ,...,jnPRd, t050, andx05x.

For a Borel setB#G̃(x) we let

Bt5$v:~ t,v!PB% for t.0,

and define the measureWx on G̃(x) by

Wx~B!5E
0

`

e2~1/2!m2tWx
t ~Bt!dt.

The above-given definition requirest→Wx
t (Bt) to be a measurable function. Rather than prov

this directly we show that this must be the case by giving an alternative definition ofWx . First, let
x50 and consider the productM of Lebesgue measure onR1 andW0

1 on V~0!, i.e.,

dM ~ t,v!5dt dW0
1~v!.

Defining a homeomorphismh of R13V(0) onto itself byh(t,v)5(t,t21/2v) and observing that

W0
t ~A!5W0

1~ t21/2A!

for Borel setsA#V(0), it follows that we have a measureW0 on G̃(0) given by

W0~B!5E
B
e2~1/2!m2td~M +h!~ t,v!,
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where the measureM +h on R13V(0) is defined by (M +h)(B)5M (h(B)) for Borel sets
B#R13V(0). This shows thatW0 is well defined. For arbitraryx we obtainWx as the translation
of W0 by x.

To set up the discrete approximation toWx , given by Eq. ~16! for the propagator, let

G̃a,N(x)#G̃(x) be the set of pairs (T,v), whereT5a2N andv is anN-step piecewise linear pat
x5x0→x1→¯→xN such that the stepxi 21→xi is parametrized linearly by the interval@( i

21)/N,i /N#. Define the measureWx,a,N on G̃(x) supported onG̃a,N(x) by

dWx,a,N~T,v!5)
i 51

N

dxi~2pa2!2d/2 expS 2
1

2a2 uxi2xi 21u2D . ~18!

For N50 we let Wx,a,0 be the Dirac measure at the trivial~constant! path. The approximating

measureWx,a on G̃(x) is supported on the set

G̃a~x![ ø
N50

`

G̃a,N~x!

and defined by

Wx,a5~12e2~1/2!m2a2
! (
N50

`

e2~1/2!m2a2NWx,a ,N . ~19!

The normalization factor in Eq.~19! has been chosen such thatWx,a is a probability measure

whereas the volume ofWx is Wx(G̃(x))52/m2. We prove the following result in the next sectio
Theorem III.1: Wx,a→m2/2Wx asa→0.
Here and in the following convergence of measures is in the sense ofweak convergence, i.e.,

E f dWx,a→E f dWx as a→0,

for all bounded continuous functionsf on G̃(x).

B. Lattice paths

Next let us discuss the measure pertaining to Eq.~2!. The relevant orbit space is now

Ṽ~x!5V~x!/Diff 1@0,1#5$@v#:vPV~x!%,

where @v#5$v+wuwPDiff 1@0,1#%. The quotient spaceṼ(x) inherits in a standard fashion
pseudometricd̄ from the metricd on V(x), given by

d̄~@v#,@v8# !5 inf$d~v,v8+w!:wPDiff 1@0,1#%.

Here the term pseudometric means thatd̄(@v#,@v8#)50 may occur even if@v#Þ@v8#. For
example, we haved̄(@v#,@v+ f #)50 wheneverf :@0,1#→@0,1# is a uniform limit of increasing
diffeomorphisms. This defect is eliminated by taking a further quotient setting

V̄~x!5$v̄:vPV~x!%,

wherev̄5$@v8#:d̄(@v#,@v8#)50%. Thend̄ defines a metric onV̄(x), and it is straightforward to

verify that V̄(x) is a complete separable metric space.
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It is not hard to see that the same spaceV̄(x) results from the above-mentioned constructi
if, e.g., we replace Diff1@0,1# by the group Homeo1@0,1# of increasing homeomorphisms of th

unit interval. Let us also note that evidently the quotient mapp:V(x)→V̄(x) is continuous.

The measureWx on G̃(x)5R13V(x) constructed in Sec. III A gives rise to a measureVx8 on
V(x) by integration over thet variable,

Vx8~A!5Wx~R13A!5E
0

`

e2~1/2!m2tWx
t ~A!dt

for Borel setsA#V(x). Transporting this measure toV̄(x) by p we obtain a measureVx given
by

Vx~Ā!5Vx8~p21~Ā!!.

This measure is defined on those setsĀ for which p21(Ā) is a Borel set. Thiss-algebra contains

the Borel algebra ofV̄(x) sincep is continuous and we claim that the measure so defined is
appropriate one to associate to Eq.~2!.

In order to define the corresponding lattice approximation letVa,N(x) denote the set of
parametrized paths inx1aZd with N steps, such that thei th step is linearly parametrized by@( i
21)/N,i /N#. Here x is an arbitrary point inRd. We let the discrete measureVx,a,N8 on V(x),
supported onVa,N(x) be defined by

Vx,a,N8 ~v!5e2b0N for vPVa,N~x!, ~20!

whereb05 log 2d, i.e., Vx,a,N8 is a normalized counting measure.
Furthermore, in correspondence with Eqs.~3! and ~5! we define the measureVx,a8 on V(x)

supported on

Va~x![ ø
N50

`

Va,N~x!

by

Vx,a8 5~12e2~1/2d!m2a2
! (
N50

`

e2~1/2d!m2a2NVx,a,N8 . ~21!

Here,Vx,a,08 denotes the Dirac measure at the trivial path inV(x), and the normalization has bee
chosen such thatVx,a8 is a probability measure.

Similarly, we define

V̄a,N~x!5p~Va,N~x!!

and

V̄a~x!5p~Va~x!!5 ø
N50

`

V̄a,N~x!.

Correspondingly we define the transported measuresVx,a,N andVx,a given by

Vx,a,N~Ā!5Vx,a,N8 ~p21~Ā!! ~22!

and
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Vx,a~Ā!5~12e2~1/2d!m2a2
! (
N50

`

e2~1/2d!m2a2NVx,a,N~Ā! ~23!

for Borel setsĀ#V̄(x). With these definitions we then have
Theorem III.2: Vx,a→(m2/2)Vx asa→0.
This result is proven in the subsequent section as a consequence of the stronger resVx,a8

→(m2/2)Vx8 asa→0.

C. Paths with two fixed end points

Let us briefly discuss paths with both end pointsx,y fixed. It is straightforward to introduce
analogs to the spaces defined previously for paths with one fixed end point. We shall use th
notation except thatx is everywhere replaced byx,y. On V(x,y) the family of Wiener measure
Wx,y

t ,t.0, is defined by the characteristic functions

qt1 ,...,tn
t ~j1 ,...,jn!5E exp~ i j1•v~ t1!1¯1 i jn•v~ tn!!dWx,y

t ~v!

5E )
i 51

n

dxi~2pt~ t i2t i 21!!2d/2 expS 2
uxi2xi 21u2

2t~ t i2t i 21!
1 i j i•xi D

3~2pt~12tn!!2d/2 expS 2
uy2xnu2

2t~12tn! D
5Zx,y

t expS 2
t

2 (
i 51

n

~ t i2t i 21!~j i1¯1jn!22S (
i 51

n

t ij i D 2

1 i(
i 51

n

~ t iy1~12t i !x!j i D , ~24!

where

Zx,y
t 5~2pt !2d/2e2ux2yu2/2t,

the volume ofWx,y
t , is simply the heat kernel.

We then define the measureWx,y on G̃(x,y) for xÞy by

Wx,y~B!5E
0

`

e2~1/2!m2tWx,y
t ~Bt!dt,

where B#G̃(x,y) is a Borel set andBt#V(x,y) is defined as previously. The fact that th
expression is well defined is shown in a similar way as forWx by first noting that

W0,0
t ~A!5t2d/2W0,0

1 ~ t21/2A!

for Borel setsA#V(0,0), and then using

Wx,y
t ~A!5expS 2

ux2yu2

2t DW0,0
1 ~A2vx,y!,

wherevx,y is the linear path fromx to y andA is a Borel subset ofV(x,y). The last relation is a
direct consequence of Eq.~24!.

Having definedWx,y the measuresVx,y8 andVx,y are defined in a similar way asVx8 andVx .
The piecewise linear approximation is defined in analogy with Eq.~19! by
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Wx,y,a5~12e2~1/2!m2a2
! (
N50

`

e2~1/2!m2a2NWx,y,a,N , ~25!

where

dWx,y,a,N~T,v!5)
i 51

N

dxi~2pa2!2d/2 expS 2
1

2a2 uxi2xi 21u2D ~26!

for anN-step piecewise linear pathv:x5x0→x1→¯→xN21→xN5y. HereWx,y,a,1 is the Dirac
measured (1,v0) , wherev0 is the linear path fromx to y, andT5a2N as before.

Similarly, the hypercubic approximation is defined forxÞy,x2yPaZd by

Vx,y,a8 5~12e2m2a2
! (
N51

`

e2m2a2NVx,y,a,N8 , ~27!

where

Vx,y,a,N8 ~v!5a2de2b0N for vPVa,N~x,y!, ~28!

andVx,y,a is obtained by transporting toV̄(x,y) by the quotient mapp. Since in all cases we ar
interested in the limita→0 we shall assume 0,a,1.

It should be noted that in contrast to the case of paths with one fixed end point, the ap
mating measures defined here are not probability measures. The volume ofWx,y,a,N is obtained by
explicit computation and equals

Zx,y
a2N5~2pa2N!2d/2e2ux2yu2/2a2N, ~29!

which by insertion into ~25! immediately shows that the volume ofWx,y,a equals (1
2e2(1/2)m2a2

)a22Ha(x,y) and converges to (m2/2)G(x,y) asa→0 according to Eq.~16!. Simi-
larly, the volume ofVx,y equals (12e2(1/2d)m2a2

)a22Ga(x,y) and converges to (m2/2)G(x,y) as
a→0 according to Eq.~10!. On the other hand, the volume ofWx,y and of Vx,y both equal
G(x,y). The convergence of volumes extends to the following result.

Theorem III.3: Wx,y,a→(m2/2)Wx,y andVx,y,a→(m2/2)Vx,y asa→0 for xÞy.
The proof is given in Sec. IV.

IV. CONVERGENCE OF THE APPROXIMATIONS

In a complete separable metric spaceM there is a standard two-step procedure for prov
convergence of a familyma ,a.0, of Borel probability measures to a measurem. The first step is
to verify thatma ,a.0, is a tight ~or precompact! family. This means that for everyh.0 there
exists a compact setK#M such thatma(K)>12h for all a.0. The second step is to show th

E
M

f dma→E
M

f dm ~30!

asa→0 for a collection of functions that determine the measure in the sense that if the inte
of these functions coincide for two measures then the measures coincide. Of course, the fi
is superfluous if one can establish the convergence~30! for all bounded continuous functionsf. But
this only happens rarely. Generally, the first step ensures that every sequenceman

from the given
family has a convergent subsequence, and the second step then implies that its limit is indep
of the chosen sequence or subsequence. For the spacesV(x) andV(x,y) the second step can b
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accomplished by proving convergence of the characteristic functions of the finite dimen

distributions. For the spacesG̃(x) and G̃(x,y) a little more is required as we discuss in th
following.

In the following four lemmas we show that the approximations introduced in Sec. III f
tight families.

Lemma IV.1: Wx,a,0,a,1, is a tight family of measures onG̃(x).
Proof: The following is an adaptation of the corresponding argument for the piecewise l

approximations to the measureWx
t ~see Ref. 9!. According to the Arzela–Ascoli theorem the se

of compact closure inV(x) are the equicontinuous ones. Defining the modulus of continuity

m~v,d!5sup$uv~s!2v~ t !u:us2tu,d% for d.0, vPV~x!,

it follows that complements to sets of the form

C5ø
n51

` H v:m~v,dn!.
1

nJ ~31!

have compact closures inV(x) for an arbitrary sequence$dn% of positive numbers. We observ
that by Eq.~19!

Wx,a~@ t0 ,1`!3V~x!!,h if t0.2m22 logh ~32!

for any h.0 and alla.0. In order to prove the lemma it therefore suffices to show that for
h,«,t0.0 there exists ad.0 such that

Wx,a~@0,t0#3$vPV~x!:m~v,d!.«%!,h ~33!

for all a.0.
By Eq. ~19! it follows that Eq.~33! holds if

Wx,a,N~$~a2N,v!PG̃~x!:m~v,d!.«%!,h for a2N<t0 . ~34!

But for a,N as in Eq.~34! we have

Wx,a,N~$~a2N,v!:m~v,d!.«%!5Wx,1,NS H ~N,v!:m~v,d!.
«

aJ D
<Wx,1,NS H ~N,v!:m~v,d!.

«AN

At0
J D . ~35!

Hence, it suffices to show, for givenh,«.0, that

Wx,1,N~$~N,v!:m~v,d!.«AN%!,h, ~36!

if d is small enough. This is a well-known result~see, e.g., Ref. 9, pp. 62–63!. For later reference
we briefly recall the argument.

First, note that since paths contributing to~36! are linear on each interval@( i 21)/N,i /N# we
have

mN~v,d![maxH UvS i D2vS j D U:0< i , j <N,U i
2

j U,dJ >
1

m~v,d!

N N N N 3
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for N>d21. Note also that by uniform continuity ofvPV(x) the inequality~36! is fulfilled for
sufficiently smalld for each individualN, so we need not worry about smallN. Hence we may
replacem(v,d) in ~36! by mN(v,d), and we may assumed5M 21, whereMPN andN>M .

Next, givenN>M , we choose integers 05k0,k1,¯,kM5N such that any subinterva
@ i /N, j /N# of @0, 1# of length<d is contained in one of the intervals@kl /N,(kl 12 /N# and such that
the latter intervals are all of length< 3d. It follows that

Wx,1,N~$~N,v!:m~v,d!.«AN%!

< (
l 50

M22

Wx,1,NS H ~N,v!: max
kl<k< l 12

UvS kl

ND2vS k

ND U.«

6
ANJ D

< (
l 50

M22

Wx,1,NS H ~N,v!: max
kl<k<kl 12

UvS kl

ND2vS k

ND U
.

d21/2«

6)
Akl 122klJ D .

Due to statistical independence of the steps inv and translation invariance, we have

Wx,1,NS H ~N,v!PG̃~x!: max
kl<k<kl 12

UvS kl

ND2vS k

ND U.aJ D
5W0,1,kl 122klS H ~kl 122kl ,v!PG̃~0!: max

kl<k<kl 12

UvS k

kl 122kl
D U.aJ D

for a.0. Combining this with the previous inequality we conclude that it is sufficient to show
given h.0 the existence ofd.0 such that for allNPN,

d21W0,1,NS H ~N,v!:maxH UvS i

ND UU0< i<NJ .d21/2ANJ D,h.

This inequality is a consequence of the Chebychev inequality and the uniform boundednesN
of the moments ofN21/2uv(1)u with respect to the measureW0,1,N . The details may be found in
Ref. 9 h

Lemma IV.2: Vx,a8 ,0,a,1, is a tight family of measures onV(x).
Proof: This is obtained by an argument similar to the one given previously. First, applyin

Arzela–Ascoli theorem one concludes that it is sufficient to prove for givenh,«.0 that

Vx,a8 ~$vPV~x!:m~v,d!.«%!,h ~37!

for small enoughd. Second, since the contribution of terms witha2N>t0 in ~21! is less than or
equal to h/2 if t0>2m2 logh/2 we conclude as previously that it is sufficient to show t
existence of ad.0 such that for allNPN,

Vx,1,N8 ~$vPV~x!:m~v,d!.«AN%!,h. ~38!

The proof of this fact parallels the one for piecewise linear paths referred to previously, and
only the statistical independence of the steps in a path together with the uniform boundedn
N of the moments ofN21/2uv(1)u with respect to the measureVx,1,N8 . We omit the details of the
argument. h

Lemma IV.3: Wx,y,a,,0,a,1, is a tight family of measures onG̃(x,y) for xÞy.
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Proof: By definition tightness of the familyWx,y,a,a.0, means tightness of the correspondi
family of normalized measures. Since, however, the volume ofWx,y,a converges to the volume o
1
2m

2Wx,y asa→0, as noted previously, we need not worry about normalization.
We note first that the volume ofWx,y,a,N given by ~29! is uniformly bounded ina and N.

Hence, in ~25! the sum overN<s0a22 or over N>t0a22 can be made arbitrarily small fo
sufficiently smalls0 or sufficiently larget0 , respectively. By the same arguments as in the first p
of the proof of Lemma IV.1 it is sufficient to demonstrate the existence of ad.0 such that

Wx,y,a,N~$~a2N,v!PG̃~x,y!:m~v,d!.«%!,h for s0<a2N<t0 , ~39!

for given h,«,s0 , t0.0.

We may as before replacem(v,d) by mN(v,d). Assumingd, 1
3 and settingN15@ 2

3N#11,

N25@ 1
3N# ~where @a# denotes the integer part ofa!, any subinterval of@0, 1# of length d is

contained in either@0,N1 /N# or in @N2 /N,1#. Hence, we have

Wx,y,a,N~$~a2N,v!:mN~v,d!.«%!

<Wx,y,a,N~$~a2N,v!:mN
1 ~v,d!.«%!1Wx,y,a,N~$~a2N,v!:mN

2 ~v,d!.«%!, ~40!

where we have set

mN
1 ~v,d!5maxH UvS i

ND2vS j

ND U:0< i , j <N1 ,U i

N
2

j

NU,dJ
and

mN
2 ~v,d!5maxH UvS i

ND2vS j

ND U:N2< i , j <N,U i

N
2

j

NU,dJ .

By definition of Wx,y,a,N we have

Wx,y,a,N~$~a2N,v!:mN
1 ~v,d!.«%!5E

Rd
du Zu,y

a2~N2N1!Wx,u,a,N1
~$~a2N1 ,v!:mN1

~v,d!.«%!.

~41!

Herea2(N2N1)>a2( 1
3N21)> 1

6s0 ~assumingN>6! so

Zu,y
a2~N2N1!

<~ 1
3ps0!2d/2.

Using this estimate together with

dWx,a,N~a2N,v!5dv~1!dWx,v~1!,a,N~v! for vPV~x!

in Eq. ~41! we obtain

Wx,y,a,N~$~a2N,v!:mN
1 ~v,d!.«%!<~ 1

3ps0!2d/2Wx,a,N1
~$~a2N1 ,v!:mN1

~v,d!.«%!.

Finally, using a2N1< 2
3t0 we conclude from the proof of Lemma IV.1 tha

Wx,a,N1
($(a2N1 ,v):mN1

(v,d).«%) can be made arbitrarily small fora2N<t0 if d is chosen
small enough.

The second term in~40! can be treated similarly, and the lemma is proven. h

Lemma IV.4: Vx,y,a8 ,0,a,1, is a tight family of measures onV(x,y) for xÞy.
Proof: Only a few modifications of the previous proof are needed.
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For the volumeZx,y,1,N of Wx,y,1,N we have the following result, which is rather easily deriv
from its Fourier representation~see, e.g., Ref. 10, pp. 76–77!:

lim
N→`

~~2pN/d!d/2Zx,y,1,N2e2ux2yu2/2N/d!50

uniformly in x2yPZd. For the volumeZx,y,a,N of Wx,y,a,N this means

lim
N→`

~~2pa2N/d!d/2Zx,y,a,N2e2ux2yu2/2Nd2/d!50 ~42!

uniformly in x2yPaZd and 0,a,1.
As a first consequence of~42! we note thatZx,y,a,N is uniformly bounded ina,N for a2N

>t0 for any givent0.0 large enough. It follows that in Eq.~25! the sum overN>t0a22 can be
made arbitrarily small@when applied to any Borel set inV(x,y)# by choosingt0 large enough.

A second consequence is that for anys0.0

~12e2~1/2d!m2a2
! (
a2N>s0

`

e2~1/2d!m2a2NZx,y,a,N→ m2

2d E
s0

`

Zx,y
t/de2~1/2d!m2tdt

5
m2

2 E
s0 /d

`

Zx,y
t e2~1/2!m2t dt

asa→0. On the other hand, as we know from Sec. II,

~12e2~1/2d!m2a2
! (
N50

`

e2~1/2d!m2a2NZx,y,a,N→ m2

2
G~x,y!5

m2

2 E
0

`

Zx,y
t e2~1/2!m2t dt

asa→0. Hence we conclude that the sum in Eq.~25! overa2N<s0 can be made arbitrarily sma
for all a,a0 for somea0.0. Replacings0 by min$s0,a0

2% we can arrange thata051.
It now follows as in the previous proof that it suffices to show for givenh,«,s0 ,t0.0 that

there existsd.0 such that

Vx,y,a,N8 ~$v:mN~v,d!.«%!,h for s0,a2N,t0 .

Following the proof of Lemma 4.3 we have the estimate

Vx,y,a,N8 ~$~a2N,v!:mN~v,d!.«%!

<Vx,y,a,N8 ~$~v!:mN
1 ~v,d!.«%!1Vx,y,a,N8 ~$~v!:mN

2 ~v,d!.«%!. ~43!

By definition of Vx,y,a,N8 we can write

Vx,y,a,N8 ($~v!:mN
1 ~v,d!.«%5 (

uPaZd
Zu,y,a,N2N1

Vx,u,a,N1
8 ($~v!:mN1

~v,d!.«%.

From Eq. ~42! and a2(N2N1)> 1
6s0 it follows that Zu,y,a,N2N1

is uniformly bounded in
x,y,a,Nfor a2N>s0 andn>N0 for someN0PN. Letting C denote such an upper bound, we ha

Vx,y,a,N8 ($~v!:mN
1 ~v,d!.«%<C (

uPaZd
Vu,x,a,N1

8 (($~v!mN1
~v,d!.«%

5CVx,a,N1
8 (($~v!:mN1

~v,d!.«%. ~44!
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From the proof of Lemma 4.2 it now follows as previously that the right-hand side of~44! can be
made arbitrarily small fora2N<t0 if d is chosen sufficiently small. Estimating the second term
~43! similarly and noting again that the caseN,N0 can be taken care of separately, the proof
the lemma is complete. h

We are now ready to give proofs of the convergence theorems stated in Sec. III. In view
preceding lemmas and the remarks at the beginning of this section it is sufficient in each c
prove convergence on a measure determining class of functions.

Proof of Theorem III.1:For 0,t1,¯,tn<1 andsPR, j1 ,...,jnPRd we define the char-
acteristic functionpa;t1 ,...,tn

of Wx,a by

pa;t1 ,...,tn
~s,j1 ,...,jn!5E

G̃~x!
ei ~st1j1•v~ t1!1¯1jn•v~ t1!!dWx,a~ t,v!, ~45!

and similarly the characteristic functionpt1 ,...,tn
of Wx . We claim it is sufficient to show tha

pa;t1 ,...,tn
→(m2/2)pt1 ,...,tn

pointwise asa→0, for arbitrary 0,t1,¯,tn<1. In order to see this

it is enough to verify that the measureWx on G̃(x) is determined by its characteristic function
Let f be a smooth function onR13Rnd with compact support. Multiplyingpt1 ,...,tn

by the Fourier
transform off at (s,j1 ,...,jn) and integrating over (s,j1 ,...,jn)PRnd11 gives by Fubini’s theo-
rem *G̃(x) f (t,v(t1),...,v(tn))dWx,a(t,v). A simple limiting argument then shows that measu
of sets of the form$(t,v):(t,v(t1),...,v(tn))PC%, whereC#R13Rnd is closed, are determine

by the characteristic functions. Since sets of this form generate the Borel algebra inG̃(x) the claim
follows.

Given N let 1<N1<...<Nn<N be such thatt iP](Ni21)/N,Ni /N] and sett i85Ni /N. By
an explicit computation, replacing the intermediate timest i by t i8 in the piecewise linear paths, on
finds

E
G̃~x!

ei ~st1j1•v~ t1!1¯1jn•v~ tn!!dWx,a,N~ t,v!5Ca,Npt
18 ,...,t

n8
a2N

~s,j1 ,...,jn!.

The quantityCa,N which depends on the time differencest i2t i8 tends to 1 uniformly inN asa
→0. Using the expression~17! for pt1 ,...,tn

t (s,j1 ,...,jn) it follows easily that

pa;t1 ,...,tn
~s,j1 ,...,jn!5~12e2~1/2!m2a2

! (
N50

`

Ca,Ne2~1/2!m2a2Neisa2Npt
18 ,...,t

n8
a2N

~s,j1 ,...,jn!

→ m2

2
pt1 ,...,tn

~s,j1 ,...,jn!

asa→0.
Proof of Theorem III.2:We do this by proving the stronger result thatVx,a8 →(m2/2)Vx8 as

a→0. It follows by the same argument as given in the beginning of the previous proof tha
enough to prove convergence of the characteristic function

pa;t1 ,...,tn
8 ~j1 ,...,jn!5E

V~x!
ei ~j1•v~ t1!1¯1jn•v~ tn!!dVx,a8 ~ t,v!

5~12e2~1/2!m2a2
! (
N50

`

e2~1/2!m2a2N (
vPVa,N~x!

e2b0Nei ~j1•v~ t1!1¯1jn•v~ tn!!

to (m2/2)pt1 ,...,tn
as a→0 for arbitrary 0,t1,¯,tn<1. Furthermore, we can assumex50,

since translation byx only gives rise to a factoreix•(j11¯1jn) in the characteristic functions
Defining Ni and t i8 as in the preceding proof we have
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pa;t1 ,...,tn
8 ~j1 ,...,jn!

5~12e2~1/2d!m2a2
! (
N50

`

e2~1/2d!m2a2N)
i 51

n S 1

d (
n51

d

cosa~j i1¯1jn!nD Ni2Ni 21

5~12e2~1/2d!m2a2
! (
N50

`

e2~1/2d!m2a2N)
i 51

n S 1

d (
n51

d

cosa~j i1¯1jn!nD ~ t i82t i 218 !N

,

wheren labels the components of thej variables andN050. Finally, using

S 1

d (
n51

d

cosa~j i1¯1jn!nD s/a2

→e2~s/2d!~j i1¯1jn!2

asa→0, an application of the dominated convergence theorem shows that

pa;t1 ,...,tn
8 ~j1 ,...,jn!→ m2

2 E
0

`

dt e~1/2!m2t expS 2
t

2 (
i 51

n

~ t i2t i 21!~j i1¯1jn!2D
asa→0, which is the desired result.

Proof of Theorem III.3:The convergenceWx,y,a→Wx,y follows by essentially the same proo
as of Theorem III.1. Similarly the convergenceVx,y,a→Vx,y is obtained by trivial modifications o
the proof of Theorem III.2. Details are left to the reader.

V. CYLINDER SETS

In this section we define a class of sets of geometric paths which generate the Borel a
and play a role similar to the one played by cylinder sets in the theory of parametrized path
will see in Sec. VI that the measure of these sets can be calculated in a particularly simpl

A natural condition to put on a parametrized pathv is that the path be located in a particul
subsetA of Rd at a given timet, i.e., v(t)PA. For geometric paths a condition of this type
meaningless but a similar one which has a well-defined meaning is the condition that a geo
pathv̄ hit a setA. This means thatv̄ùAÞB, i.e., if v is a parametrization ofv̄ then there is a
time t such thatv(t)PA. More generally, we can require that a geometric path hit a numbe
sets in a particular order and/or stay away from other sets. In the following we define a c
class of sets defined by such conditions. Other definitions are possible but we find this class
to work with.

We consider paths with two fixed end pointsx andy. Let A1 ,...,An be subsets ofRd and let

v̄PV̄(x,y) with parametrizationv:@0,1#→Rd. Define

t15sup$t>0:v~@0,t# !#A1%,

t25sup$t>t1 :v~@t1 ,t# !#A2%,

]

tn5sup$t>tn21 :v~@tn21 ,t# !#An%,

where by convention supB51. We then defineZ(A1 ,...,An) as the set of all geometric path

v̄PV̄(x,y) such that

t1,t2,¯,tn21,tn51.
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This defining property is easily seen to be independent of the parametrizationv chosen forv̄. In
fact, v̄PZ(A1 ,...,An) exactly if it starts atxPA1 , stays insideA1 until it leavesA1 at a point
x15v(t1)PA2 , then stays inA2 until it leaves at a pointx25v(t2)PA3 and so on until it leaves
An21 at a pointxn215v(tn21)PAn and then finally stays inAn until it ends atyPĀn . The
values of the escape timest i depend of course on the parametrization but their ordering and
pointsxi are independent of parametrization.

Proposition 5.1:Let A1 ,...,An#Rd be open sets such thatxPA1 andyPAn\Ān21 . Further-
more, assume

Ai 21ù]AiùAi 115B ~46!

for i 52,...,n21. ThenZ(A1 ,...,An) is an open subset ofV̄(x,y).
Proof: Let v̄PZ(A1 ,...,An). Choose a parametrizationv for v̄. Since the setsAi are open

we can choosesi,t i such thatv(@si ,t i #)#Ai 11 , see Fig. 1. By the definition of thet i ’s it
follows thatv(@si ,si 11#)#Ai 11 for i 50,1,...,n21, settings050.

Let r i.0 be the distance from the compact setv(@si ,si 11#) to the boundary ofAi 11 , i
50,1,...,n21, and setr 5mini ri . Now take a geometric pathv̄8 at a distance smaller thanr from
v̄. Then there exists a parametrizationv8:@0,1#→Rd of v̄8 such that

sup
tP@0,1#

uv~ t !2v8~ t !u,r .

In particular it follows that

v8~@si ,si 11# !#Ai 11 .

By the assumption~46! we may from the outset choose thesi ’s such thatv(si 11)¹Ai .
Choosingr smaller, if necessary, we can also assume thatr is smaller than the smallest of th
distances fromv(si 11) to Ai , i 51,2,...,n. Hence,v8(si 11)¹Ai . On the other handv8(si)
PAi so v8 leaves the setAi at a timet i8P@si ,si 11#. It follows that t18,t28,...tn851 so v̄8
PZ(A1 ,...,An). h

The condition~46! was essential in the above-given argument because otherwise the
might never enter the interior ofAi \Ai 21 for some i. But ~46! can be replaced by a weake
condition as we now explain.

Let A be an open set inRd. We say that a geometric pathv̄ is tangent to the boundary of A
at xP]A if there is a parametrizationv of v̄ such thatv(t0)5x and there is an«.0 such that
v(t)PĀ for 0,ut2t0u,«. We claim that any path inZ(A1 ,...,An) which is nowhere tangent to

FIG. 1. An illustration of the timessi andt i in the case ofn53.
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any of the boundaries]Ai is an interior point of the setZ(A1 ,...,An). This can be seen as follows
In addition to thesi ’s, choose numberssi8P@0,1# such thatt i,si8,si and v(si8)¹Āi . Now
chooser .0 smaller than each of the distances fromv(si8) to Āi . It then follows that a pathv̄8
within a distance r from v̄ leaves Ai somewhere betweensi and si8 and hence v̄8
PZ(A1 ,...,An) as before.

It is not hard to see that ifv̄PZ(A1 ,...,An) is tangent to one of the]Ai ’s then v̄
P]Z(A1 ,...,An), i.e., there are paths arbitrarily close tov̄ that are not inZ(A1 ,...,An), see Fig.
2.

We do not have a proof that the setsZ(A1 ,...,An) are measurable for general open s
A1 ,...,An . We avoid this problem simply by taking the closures of these sets. We denot
closures byZ̄(A1 ,...An).

Proposition 5.2:The setsZ̄(A1 ,...,An) where theAi ’s are open balls generate the Bor
algebra of geometric paths.

Proof: We will show that any open set inV̄(x,y) can be written as a countable union ofZ̄

sets. Givenv̄PV̄(x,y) and «.0 we show that there are open ballsA1 ,...,An such thatv̄

PZ̄(A1 ,...,An) and Z̄(A1 ,...,An) is contained in a ball inV̄(x,y) of radius« centered onv̄.
Moreover, theAi ’s can be taken to have rational centers and radii. It follows then by a stan
argument that theZ̄ sets generate the Borel algebra.

Let v̄PU whereU#V̄(x,y) is open. Choose a rational number« so that«, 1
2d̄(v̄,]U). Let

A1 be an open ball of radius« centered atx. If v̄ is not contained inA1 let x1PRd be the point
where v̄ leavesA1 for the first time, i.e., ifv:@0,1#→Rd is a parametrization ofv̄, then x1

5v(t1), where

t15sup$tP@0,1#:v~@0,t# !#A1%

as before. Take a pointy1 with rational coordinates such thatux12y1u,«/3. Let A2 be a ball of
radius« centered aty1 . If v̄ stays insideA2 after it leavesA1 at x1 the construction is finished
otherwise letx2 be the point wherev̄ leavesA2 for the first time after it leftA1 andx1 and define

FIG. 2. A path fromx to y which is tangent toA1 at the pointz. There are paths arbitrarily close to this path which are
in Z(A1 ,A2 ,A3).
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y2 andA3 in a way analogous to the one used to definey1 andA2 . The construction continues in
this way until we obtain a setAn inside whichv̄ stays after it leavesAn21 . The construction has
to end after a finite number of steps since any parametrizationv of v̄ is a uniformly continuous
map.

From the above-given construction it is clear thatv̄PZ(A1 ,...,An). Moreover, if v̄8 is
another path inZ(A1 ,...,An) then d̄(v̄,v̄8)<2« because we can choose a parametrizationv8 of
v̄8 such that thet i ’s coincide forv and v8 and hence, for anytP@0,1#, v(t) and v8(t) both
belong to the sameAj , j 51,...,n. We conclude thatZ(A1 ,...,An) and henceZ̄(A1 ,...,An) is

contained in a closed ball inV̄(x,y) of radius 2« centered onv̄. This ball is contained inU and
the proof is complete. h

We remark that the proof of the above-mentioned result can of course be adapted to th
where the setsAi are boxes inRd rather than balls.

VI. INTEGRATING OVER CYLINDER SETS

In this section we show that the lattice approximation to the measure of theZ̄ sets converges
and we derive some formulas for the measure of these sets in terms of Dirichlet propagat

Let A be a bounded set inRd with a smooth boundary. Letx andy be two different points in
the interior ofA. We recall that the Dirichlet Green function for1

2(2D1m2) with data on]A,
denotedGA

D(x,y), is given by the Wiener integral over all paths fromx to y that avoid]A. This
fact is established in, e.g., Ref. 11 for the corresponding heat kernel and hence follows f
propagator by integrating over time.

In the following discussion the end pointsx and y will be kept fixed and for simplicity we
denote the measureVx,y by m. Accordingly we can write

GA
D~x,y!5E

Z̄~A!
dm5m~ Z̄~A!!. ~47!

We are interested in generalizing this formula to the case ofZ̄(A1 ,...,An) with n.1 and showing
that

lim
a→0

Vx,y,a~ Z̄~A1 ,...,An!!5m~ Z̄~A1 ,...,An!!. ~48!

In order to minimize technical complications let us assume that the setsAi are boxes so their
boundaries are contained in hyperplanes.

Let us consider a family of boxesA1 ,...,An in Rd with the property that the intersection o
any two different boundaries]Ai and]Aj has codimension 2 or greater, i.e., the boundaries ne

overlap. Let us defineO1 as the collection of all paths inV̄(x,y) that are somewhere tangent
one of the hyperplanes that make up the boundaries of theAi ’s. Let O2 be the collection of all

paths inV̄(x,y) that meet one or more of the intersections]Aiù]Aj , iÞ j . PutO5O1øO2 . It
can be checked that the set of paths that are somewhere tangent to a given hyperpla
measurable set with measure zero. It has measure zero since the probability that a Wien
intersects a hyperplane exactly once in a time interval is zero, see, e.g., Ref. 12, Chap. 12.
O2 is easily seen to be closed and hence measurable. Its measure is zero since the codime
the intersections]Aiù]Aj is greater than 1. Thus,O is a measurable set with measure 0. T
boundary ofZ(A1 ,...,An) consists of paths for which either two of thet i ’s coincide or the path
is tangent to one of the boundaries]Ai . Hence,]Z̄(A1 ,...,An)#]Z(A1 ,...,An)#O. We can
therefore conclude from Ref. 9 Theorem 2.1 that the convergence (48) takes place for boxand
the argument can be extended to the case ofAi ’s with piecewise smooth boundaries.

Let us now turn to the calculation of the measure of theZ̄ sets. LetA be as before. Since
GA

D(x,z)50 for zP]A we have
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E
]A

]

]n
~GA

D~x,z!G~z,y!!dS5E
]A

]GA
D

]n
~x,z!G~z,y!dS, ~49!

where]/]n is the normal derivative to]A with respect toz. Let YA be the collection of all paths
from x to y which hit the boundary]A. An application of the divergence theorem and Eq.~47!
lead to

m~YA!5E
]A

]GA
D

]n
~x,z!G~z,y!dS. ~50!

More generally, it can be argued that

PA~z!5
]GA

D

]n
~x,z!G~z,y! ~51!

is @up to the constant factorm(YA)# the conditional probability densitythat a path fromx to y
which hits the boundary]A hits it for the first time at the pointzP]A, andPA(z) is given by an
integral over all paths fromx to y which hit the boundary ofA and hit it for the first time inz.

It is convenient to extend the Dirichlet Green functionsGA
D to all of Rd such that they are 0

outsideA. Let us now consider the casexPA1 , yPA2\A1 , A1ùA2ÞB. Then the measure o
Z̄(A1 ,A2) is the integral over all paths fromx to y which leaveA1 for the first time at a pointz
P]A1ùA2 and stay inA2 after they leaveA1 . The integral over these paths is obtained
analogy with Eq.~50! as

m~ Z̄~A1 ,A2!!5E
]A1

]GA1

D

]n
~x,z!GA2

D ~z,y!dS ~52!

and

]GA1

D

]n
~x,z!

GA2

D ~z,y!

m~ Z̄~A1 ,A2!
~53!

is the conditional probability density that a path inZ̄(A1 ,A2) leavesA1 for the first time in the
point z.

It is straightforward to generalize the above-mentioned considerations to the case of ar
n, i.e., Z̄(A1 ,...,An). By the Markov property of the Brownian paths we have

m~ Z̄~A1 ,...,An!!5E
]A1

¯E
]An21

)
i 51

n21 ]GAi

D

]ni
~zi 21 ,zi !GAn

D ~zn21 ,y!dS1 ...dSn21 , ~54!

where we have setz05x and]/]ni denotes the normal derivative to]Ai with respect tozi . In this
integral formulazi is the point where the path first leavesAi after hittingA1 ,...,Ai 21 in that order.

We note that forn51 the convergence~48!, i.e., the convergence of the lattice approxim
tions to the Dirichlet propagators is well known for sufficiently nice setsA. This convergence can
also be proved directly without the use of measure theory. We also note that all the integ
formulas given previously have clear lattice analogs for arbitraryn.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have in this paper defined integration over geometric paths and studied natural disc
measures on spaces of such paths. Two different discretizations were discussed, one with
degree of freedom and one without. We have proven the convergence of the discretized m
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and thereby in particular established the convergence of the discrete approximations to th
grals over paths that one is normally interested in for physics applications. We furthermore
duced, in the case without a metric degree of freedom, a natural class of sets of geometri
which play the role of cylinder sets and generate the Borel algebra and we have shown h
calculate the measure of these sets in terms of Dirichlet propagators.

One, perhaps disappointing but not entirely unexpected, outcome of our analysis is t
technical simplifications are obtained by considering only parametrization independent qua
i.e., by restricting to inherently physical degrees of freedom. In particular, it is hard to g
technical handle on geometric paths without introducing parametrizations to calculate with
usually done in theories with a local gauge invariance.

One of the main motivations for this study was to obtain some insight into the correspo
problem for random surfaces. The random surface case is far more difficult than the one c
ered in this paper since the measures on parametrized surfaces which correspond to
measure on paths are not well understood. Some of the ideas we have discussed here
carried over to embedded surfaces but modifications would be needed since points on a ge
surface cannot be ordered like the points on a geometric path. For nonimbedded surfaces
approach is required. In the absence of imbedding degrees of freedom, points on the surfa
to be identified in terms of intrinsic geometric degrees of freedom like curvature. How to do
in a systematic fashion is far from obvious.
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It is well-known that the equations for a simple fluid can be cast into what is called
their Lagrange formulation. We introduce a notion of a generalized Lagrange for-
mulation, which is applicable to a wide variety of systems of partial differential
equations. These include numerous systems of physical interest, in particular, those
for various material media in general relativity. There is proved a key theorem, to
the effect that, if the original~Euler! system admits an initial-value formulation,
then so does its generalized Lagrange formulation. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1364502#

I. INTRODUCTION

Consider a simple perfect fluid in general relativity. That is, fix a space-time
4-dimensional manifoldM with metric gab of Lorentz signature (2,1,1,1). The fluid is de-
scribed thereon by two fields, a unit timelike vector fieldua ~which is interpreted as the velocit
field of the fluid!, and a scalar fieldr ~which is interpreted as its mass density!. These fields must
satisfy the fluid equations,

~r1p!um¹mua52~gam1uaum!¹mp, ~1!

¹m~rum!52p¹mum. ~2!

Herep is specified as some fixed function ofr, the function of state.
This treatment is usually called the Euler formulation of a fluid. Its characteristic featu

that the fluid is described by means of fields on space–time. That is, the ‘‘independent var
in this formulation—the thing the fields are functions of—is the event of space-time. There
alternative treatment of a fluid, called the Lagrange formulation, in which we ‘‘move with
fluid, rather than remain fixed in space–time.’’ In other words, the independent variable in
formulation is the fluid-element, and so the fluid is described by fields that are functions o
manifold of fluid-elements.1

Each of these two formulations has its advantages. The Euler formulation is less tightl
down to the fluid itself, and so is usually more convenient when other systems—which w
naturally be described with reference to space–time—are involved. In particular, the Eule
mulation is normally used for a fluid in interaction with other fields, as, for example, in
Einstein-fluid system. The Lagrange formulation, by contrast, tends to be more convenient
one wishes to identify and follow individual fluid elements. For example, the Lagrange form
tion might be used to describe a fluid object with a boundary. The boundary, in this formul

a!Electronic mail: geroch@midway.uchicago.edu
b!Fellowship of the Regional Center, France. Electronic mail: nagy@gargan.math.univ-tours.fr
c!Member of CONICET. Electronic mail: reula@fis.uncor.edu
37890022-2488/2001/42(8)/3789/20/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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would be fixed once and for all at the beginning~by designating those fluid-elements that cons
tute the boundary! as part of the kinematical structure. In the Euler formulation of such an ob
by contrast, the boundary would be ‘‘dynamical.’’

How are the Euler and Lagrange formulations related to each other? Certainly, the tw
physically equivalent, i.e., they represent mere mathematical reformulations of the same p
That is, all physical predictions will be the same, no matter which formulation is used; and, a
in principle, either formulation could be used to solve any given problem. Indeed, one mig
tempted to go further than this, to view them as related by a mere coordinate transformation
manifold of independent variables. But such a viewpoint would be misleading, for the ‘‘coord
transformation’’ between the two sets of variables involves the dynamics of the system. Thu
example, from the standpoint of the Euler formulation the Lagrange formulation represe
curious mixing of kinematics with dynamics.

These mathematical differences in fact go even deeper. It is well-known that the equatio
a perfect fluid in the Euler formulation, Eqs.~1!–~2!, have a well-posed initial-value formulation3

But the corresponding equations in the Lagrange formulation—at least, those obtained direc
simply ‘‘transforming’’ the Euler equations—do not.5 However, it has been shown by Friedrich,
Ref. 17, that, at least for a certain fluid system in general relativity, therecan be introduced a
Lagrange formulation having also an initial-value formulation. It is necessary, in Friedr
treatment, to introduce a substantial number of additional fields~including a frame-field! together
with additional equations on those fields. What is not so transparent, however, is the mech
behind this treatment. Precisely what features of these fluid systems are needed for such
ministic Lagrange formulation?

Our purpose in this paper is to introduce and explore a certain, broad, geometrical sett
the Lagrange formulation of systems of partial differential equations.

In Sec. II, we introduce that setting. Our framework is systems of partial differential equa
that are first-order and quasi-linear~i.e., involving only first derivatives of the fields, and tho
only linearly!—a framework that includes virtually every partial differential equation in phys
Given any such system—provided only that it has among its fields a distinguished v
field—we write out a new system, its ‘‘Lagrange formulation.’’ The key idea of this schem
what one might expect: Include, among the dynamical variables of the new system, what we
independent variables of the original system. It turns out that, in order to execute this sche
is normally necessary to introduce additional dynamical variables and equations. We give
eral scheme for choosing these variables. The key result of this section is the following: Give
system of partial differential equations having a distinguished vector field as above, an
having an initial-value formulation, then a certain version of its Lagrange formulation also h
initial-value formulation.

In Sec. III, we give some examples of this scheme. We apply the present scheme not o
ordinary fluids, but also to various other types of material systems, including dissipative fluid
elastic solids. This scheme is also applicable when such material systems are undergoing
tion, e.g., when they are coupled to an electromagnetic or gravitational field. Finally, we sh
Sec. III how Friedrich’s original system fits within the present framework.

A number of related mathematical issues are discussed in the appendices. In Appendix
describe a general procedure for modifying any system of partial differential equations by ‘‘t
derivatives’’ of the fields of that system. This procedure, it turns out, is crucial for casting sys
into a form in which our Lagrange formulation can be applied. In Appendix B, we review a
facts about the initial-value formulation of systems of partial differential equations.~For a more
detailed treatment, see, for example, Ref. 2.!

II. LAGRANGE FORMULATION

Fix a first-order, quasilinear system of partial differential equations. That is, let there be
a fiber bundle, consisting of some base manifoldM , some bundle manifoldB, and some smooth

projection mappingB→
p

M . Typically, M will be the 4-dimensional manifold of space–tim
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events~but it could be any smooth manifold!. By thefiber over a pointx of M , we mean the se
of all points y of B such thatp(y)5x. Think of the fiber overxPM as ‘‘the set of possible
field-values atx. ’’ Then B is interpreted as the set of ‘‘all possible choices of field-values a
points ofM , ’’ and p as the mapping that assigns, to each such choice, the underlying pointM .
Thus, pointy of B could be written asy5(x,f), with xPM andf in the fiber overx. The action
of the projection mapping would then be given byp(x,f)5x. Typically, the fiber over a point
xPM will be some collection of tensors, with given index structure~possibly subject to various
algebraic conditions!, atx, whenceB will be a manifold of all such tensor-collections at all poin
of M . In this case,B is called atensor bundle. However,B could in general be any smoot
manifold, subject only to the local-product condition in the definition of a fiber bundle.6

By a cross-sectionof such a bundle we mean a smooth mappingM→
f

B such thatp+f is the
identity map onM . In other words, a cross-section assigns, to each pointx of M , a point of the
fiber overx; i.e., it assigns a ‘‘field-value’’ at each point ofM . In the case of a tensor bundle,
cross-section is simply a certain collection of smooth tensor fields onM . Our partial differential
equation will be an equation on this map, linear in its first derivative. In order to write out
equation, we introduce two smooth fields,kAa

a and j A, on B. Since these are fields onB, they
depend on pointy5(x,f) of B, i.e., they depend on a choice of ‘‘pointx of the base manifold, as
well as field-valuef at that point.’’ The index ‘‘a’’ on kAa

a is a tensor index inB at the point,
yPB, at which this field is evaluated; the index ‘‘a’’ is a tensor index inM at the corresponding
point, p(y), of the base manifold. The index ‘‘A, ’’ on both kAa

a and j A, lies in some new vector
space~which will turn out, shortly, to be the vector space of equations!. Finally, our partial
differential equation, on a cross-sectionf, is

kAa
a~¹f!a

a5 j A. ~3!

This equation is to be imposed at each pointxPM , with the fieldsk and j evaluated atf(x)
PB, i.e., on the cross-section. Here, (¹f)a

a denotes the derivative of the mapf @i.e., a map from
tangent vectors inM at x to tangent vectors inB at f(x)#. The index ‘‘A’’ in Eq. ~3! is free, i.e.,
Eq. ~3! represents a number of scalar equations equal to the dimension of the vector sp
which ‘‘A’’ lies.

Here is an example. Fix a 4-dimensional manifoldM , together with a Lorentz-signatur
metric gab on thisM . Let B be the 8-manifold consisting of triples, (x,ua,r), wherex is a point
of M , ua is a unit timelike vector atx, and r is a number. Letp(x,ua,r)5x. This is a fiber
bundle; in fact, a tensor bundle. The fiber over a pointxPM consists of (ua,r), a vector atx
together with a number. A cross-section of this bundle is represented by smooth fields,ua andr,
on M . Let the equations, on such a cross-section, be~1!–~2!, wherep(r) is some given, fixed
function of one variable, and¹a is the derivative operator defined by the space–time metricgab .
This is a first-order, quasilinear system of partial differential equations, i.e., the equation
linear in the first derivatives of the fields. The vector space of equations, in this example
dimension four. This system, of course, describes a simple perfect fluid in general relativit

We shall now introduce a technique that transforms a given first-order, quasilinear syst
partial differential equations—provided that system lies within a certain class—into a new
order, quasilinear system of partial differential equations. This new system will be calle
Lagrange formulationof the original. While the new system will differ in many respects from
original one—e.g., it will have a different base manifold, a different bundle manifold, an
different number of equations—the two will be intimately related to each other. In particul
will turn out that there is a natural correspondence between the solutions of the original s
and those of its Lagrange formulation.

In order to apply this technique to a given system of equations, it is necessary that that s
satisfy the following condition: Among the various fields of the system there must be d
guished one consisting of a nowhere-vanishing vector field on the base manifoldM . This condi-
tion means, then, that the fields of our system take the form (ua,w), whereua represents the
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nowhere-vanishing vector field onM , andw represents ‘‘the rest of the fields.’’ Thus, given
system that has, among its various fields, no vector field at all, then we shall be unable to wr
any Lagrange formulation for it; and if it has several vector fields, then we must, at this s

distinguish a particular one. We shall denote byB→
p

M the bundle in which the rest of the fields
the w, lie, and use Greek indices for tensors in the manifoldB. Note that these aredifferentfrom
the Greek indices, e.g., in Eq.~3!, for tensors in the manifoldB. The equation for our system ma
now be written as

k8Aa
b¹aub1k9Aa

a~¹w!a
a5 j A, ~4!

wherek8Aa
b , k9Aa

a , and j A are all functions ofua, w, and point ofM . In Eq. ~4!, the¹a in the
first term can be any derivative operator onM ; and the form ofj A depends, of course, on wha
operator has been chosen. We could, for example, simply fix, once and for all, some der
operator¹a , and use it to write Eq.~4!. Should it happen that the manifoldM comes equipped
with a kinematical metric~i.e., one not included among the physical fieldsw!, then it is often
convenient to use its derivative operator in Eq.~4!. This possibility is available, e.g., for system
representing fluids in special relativity, or in general relativity with a fixed background metri
fact, we could even choose the derivative operator¹a in Eq. ~4! to depend on the fields (ua,w)
themselves, provided only that its dependence on these fields is algebraic, rather than throu
derivatives. We now obtain the Lagrange formulation of this system.

For the base manifold of the Lagrange formulation, we choose any manifoldM̂ having the
same dimension asM . Tensors over thisM̂ will be denoted by lower-case Latin indices with ha
We also fix, once and for all on this manifoldM̂ , a nowhere-vanishing vector field,ûâ. This ûâ is
a purely kinematical object, i.e., it is fixed right at the beginning, and will not be subject to
dynamical equations.

We next specify the bundle manifold,B̂, of the Lagrange formulation. Fix a point,x̂, of the
base manifoldM̂ . Let the fiber over this point consist of a triple, (x,w,k â

b), where~i! x is a point
of M , the base manifold of the original system,~ii ! w is a point of the fiber overx in B, the bundle
manifold for the original system, and~iii ! k â

b is an invertible tensor, where the index ‘‘â’’ refers
to tensors inM̂ at the pointx̂PM̂ and the index ‘‘b’’ refers to tensors inM at the pointxPM . A
more detailed discussion of these three objects follows.

~i! The points (x) of the base manifoldM of the original system become, in its Lagrang
formulation,field-values. In the case of a simple perfect fluid, for example, each poin
the original base manifoldM represents an event of space–time; while each point of
new base manifoldM̂ represents ‘‘a particular fluid-element at a particular moment of
life.’’ Thus, in the Lagrange formulation of such a fluid,x will be a field overx̂, a field that
specifies ‘‘which event in space–time that particular fluid-element occupies at that pa
lar moment.’’

~ii ! The field-values, thew, of the original system become field-values also in its Lagra
formulation. But there is one important change: What were fields overM in the original
system become, in its Lagrange formulation, fields overM̂ . Thus, were the fields collecte
in w all tensor fields onM , then the corresponding fields in the Lagrange formulat
would depend on pointx̂ of M̂ , but would continue to be tensors in the tangent space a
point x of M .7 In the case of a simple perfect fluid, this step amounts, physically
‘‘attaching the densityr to the fluid element, rather than to the point of space–time.’’

~iii ! There is introduced a new object,k â
b, an invertible two-point tensor, with one index

x̂PM̂ , the other atxPM . Nothing analogous was present in the original system. Den
the inverse ofk â

b by k̄b
â, so we havek â

bk̄b
ĉ5d â

ĉ and k̄b
âk â

c5db
c . The role of this

tensork â
b is, as we shall see, to preserve the first-order character of the final syste
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equations. Note that the dynamical fieldua in the original system has disappeared entire
There is no analog of it as a dynamical field in the Lagrange formulation.

Next note that the pair (x,w), wherex is a point ofM andw is a point of the fiber inB over
x, is precisely the same thing as a point of the bundle manifoldB. Call that point~for later
convenience! ŵ, so we haveŵ5(x,w)PB. Then we may recover the pointx of the original
base-manifold from the pointŵPB using the projectionp: We havex5p(ŵ). Thus, our con-
struction of the bundle manifoldB̂ for the Lagrange formulation could have been stated as
lows: The fiber over pointx̂PM̂ consists of a pair, (ŵ,k â

b), whereŵ is a point of the manifold
B, andk â

b is an invertible tensor with one index atx̂PM̂ , the other atp(ŵ)PM .
We have now completed the specification of the fiber bundle in which the Lagrange fo

lation of our system will be written. The base manifold,M̂ , is some new manifold, of the sam
dimension asM , while the bundle manifoldB̂ is such that the fiber overx̂PM̂ consists of a pair,
(ŵ,k â

b), whereŵPB, andk â
b is a certain 2-point tensor. A cross-section of this bundle, then

a smooth map~a map we also denote byŵ! that assigns, to each pointx̂PM̂ , a point ŵ of B
together with a suitable tensork â

b. On such a cross-section, we now impose the follow
equations:

„¹~p+ŵ !…â
b5k â

b, ~5!

¹ [ ĉ~k â]
b!5 f ĉâ

b, ~6!

k8Aa
bk̄a

d̂¹ d̂~k ĉ
bûĉ!1k9Aa

ak̄a
ĉ~¹ŵ! ĉ

a5 j A. ~7!

These are the equations of the Lagrange formulation. In Eq.~5!, the combinationp+ŵ is a map
from M̂ to M , for ŵ goes fromM̂ to B, andp from B down toM . Equation~5! asserts that the
derivative of this map is precisely the tensork â

b. Thus, this equation provides the geometric
meaning of the fieldk â

b. Note that invertibility ofk â
b in Eq. ~5! implies that the mapp+ŵ from

M̂ to M is a local diffeomorphism between these two manifolds. It was to achieve this featur
we originally chooseM̂ to have the same dimension asM . Equation~6! is merely the curl8 of Eq.
~5!. Any derivative9 may be used on the left in Eq.~6!, but the exact form of the functionf ĉâ

b @of
(ŵ,k â

b)# that appears on the right will depend on which derivative was chosen. This situat
analogous to that of Eq.~4!. Equation~7! is the translation of the equation of the original syste
~4! to our new system. Here, everywhere in the fieldsf ĉâ

b, k8Aa
b , k9Aa

a , and j A there is to be
substituted the combination ‘‘k â

bûâ’’ for ‘‘ ub; ’’ and ‘‘ ŵ ’’ for ‘‘ w.’’ In Eq. ~7!, this ‘‘replace-
ment’’ takes place even inside the derivative. Note that the fieldub of the original system has now

disappeared entirely, having been replaced by the image of the kinematical fieldûb̂ under the
mappingp+ŵ.

Thus, beginning with any first-order, quasilinear system of partial differential equations o
form ~4!, we obtain a new system of equations, its Lagrange formulation, of the form~5!–~7!. The
Lagrange formulation has a completely new base space, but fields and equations that echo
the original system.

We now claim the following: Every solution of the Lagrange formulation gives rise, at l
locally, to a solution of the original system. Indeed, let (ŵ,k â

b) be fields satisfying~5!–~7!. Then,
as we have seen,p+ŵ is a local diffeomorphism betweenM̂ and M . We now introduce the
following two fields onM : ub5„¹(p+ŵ)…â

bûâ, andw5ŵ+(p+ŵ)21. That is, we letub andw be

the images ofûb̂ andŵ, respectively, under the diffeomorphismp+ŵ. Then these fields, (ub,w),
on M satisfy the system~4!, as is immediate from Eqs.~5!, ~7!. We next claim that the convers
also holds: Every solution of the original system gives rise, at least locally, to a solution
Lagrange formulation. Indeed, let (ub,w) be fields satisfying~4!. Choose any manifoldM̂ with the
same dimension as that ofM , and any nowhere-vanishing vector fieldûâ thereon. Now letŵ be
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a diffeomorphism betweenM̂ and the cross-section,w@M #, such that (p+ŵ) sendsû to u; and
then definek â

b by Eq.~5!. Then these fields (ŵ,k â
b) on M̂ will satisfy Eqs.~5!–~7! @the first two

by construction, the last by Eq.~4!#.
Thus, the original system and its Lagrange formulation are identical as to solutions. B

two systems are quite different as to form. Their base manifolds,M̂ andM , although of the same
dimension, differ in their geometry. The manifoldM̂ must be endowed with a fixed, kinematic
‘‘velocity field,’’ ûâ, while M has no such kinematical field. On the other hand, various kinem
cal fields that might have been specified overM ~such as a Lorentz metric! yield no analogous
kinematical fields10 on M̂ . Furthermore, the fields of the two systems differ in several respe
Beginning with the fields of the original system, we must delete the dynamical fieldua, while
adding ‘‘point of M ’’ as well as the invertible tensork â

b, to obtain the fields of the Lagrang
formulation. Finally, the equations for the two systems differ in that, for the Lagrange formula
there must be introduced one new equation~5! on the derivative of the ‘‘point ofM , ’’ as well as
is the curl~6! of this new equation.

What we have described above is precisely what is usually done in writing down the Lag
formulation for a fluid. For example, consider again the simple perfect fluid, with fields (ua,r) on
M and Eqs.~1!–~2!. Its Lagrange formulation consists of fields11,12 (x,k b̂

a,r̂) on M̂ , with equa-
tions consisting of~5!, ~6!, and

„r̂1p~ r̂ !…ûĉ¹ ĉ~km̂
aûm̂!1~gam1ûĉk ĉ

aûn̂k n̂
m!k̄m

b̂¹ b̂p~ r̂ !50, ~8!

ûb̂¹ b̂r̂1„r̂1p~ r̂ !…k̄a
b̂¹ b̂~km̂

aûm̂!50. ~9!

We now return to the general case. It turns out that the procedure given above—startin
a system and ending with its Lagrange formulation—suffers from a serious difficulty. In gen
the equations of the Lagrange formulation,~5!–~7!, will fail to have an initial-value formulation,
even if the original system,~4!, did have such a formulation. For example, the system~5!–~6!,
~8!–~9! has no initial-value formulation, although the system~1!–~2! of course does. But it turns
out that this difficulty does not arise—i.e., the Lagrange formulation does inherit an initial-v
formulation from the original system—provided the original system satisfies the following co
tion: There can be derived from Eq.~4! an expression for the derivative of the vector fieldua,
without contractions, back in terms of the various fields of the system. In other words, it mu
possible to cast Eq.~4! into the form

¹aub5wa
b , ~10!

k9Aa
a~¹w!a

a5 j 8A, ~11!

wherewa
b , k9Aa

a , and j 8A are functions of (x,ua,w), i.e., are functions of the point ofB and the
vectorua. In Eq. ~10!, ¹a can, again, be any derivative operator on the manifoldM ; and the form
of wa

b depends, of course, on what operator has been chosen. Note that, once we have
from Eq.~4! an equation of the form~10!, then it is easy to cast the equations that remain into
form ~11!: Simply use Eq.~10! to remove allu-derivatives from Eq.~4!. Indeed, we havej 8A

5 j A2k8Aa
bwa

b.
The equations for systems of physical interest typically donot take the form of Eqs.~10!–

~11!, i.e., they do not express the derivative ofua in terms of the other fields. For example, Eq
~1!–~2! do not have this form. But it turns out that there is a simple, general procedure by w
any first-order, quasilinear system of partial differential equations having a preferred vector
ua can be recast so as to take the form~10!–~11!. This procedure, called taking thederivative
system, is spelled out in Appendix A. It consists of modifying the original system by introduc
additional fields, which represent the derivatives of the original fields, as well as additional
tions on those fields. The result of taking the derivative system is to produce a new syst
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partial differential equations, having, in an appropriate sense, identical solutions to the or
Applied to a system in which a preferred vector fieldua has been distinguished, it produces
system in which¹aub is expressed back in terms of the fields of the system. Furthermore, ap
to any system having an initial-value formulation, the derivative system also has an initial-
formulation.

As an example of this procedure, we return to the system,~1!–~2!, for a simple perfect fluid
in general relativity. For the distinguished nowhere-vanishing vector field in this case, we ch
of course, the velocity fieldua of the fluid. The result of taking the derivative system of th
system is the following. The fields consist of (ua,r,wa

b ,va), whereua is a unit timelike vector
field, r a positive scalar field,wa

b a tensor field satisfyinggabu
awc

b50, andva a vector field, all
subject to the algebraic conditions

~r1p!umwm
a1~gam1uaum!~]p/]r!vm50, ~12!

umvm1~r1p!wm
m50. ~13!

On these fields is imposed the following system of first-order, quasilinear partial differe
equations:

¹aub5wa
b , ~14!

¹ [awb]
c5Rabm

cum, ~15!

¹ar5va , ~16!

¹ [avb]50. ~17!

Note what has happened here. We have introduced two new fields,wa
b andva . The ‘‘interpre-

tation’’ of wa
b @via ~14!# is as the derivative ofub; and ofva @via ~16!# as the derivative ofr. The

original fluid equations,~1!–~2!, have been converted into algebraic conditions,~12!–~13!, on
these new fields. That is, the original fluid equations serve merely to define the bundle of fie
this new system. Finally, the new system contains two other equations, Eqs.~15! and~17!, that are
merely the curls of Eqs.~14! and ~16!, respectively.

In short, our ‘‘procedure’’ has done nothing of substance. But note that, starting with a sy
~1!–~2!, which fails to express¹aub in terms of the fields of the system, our procedure produ
a new system satisfying, via~14!, this condition. Furthermore—and this is perhaps the strik
feature—the system~14!–~17! inherits from the original fluid system,~1!–~2!, its initial-value
formulation.

The key result of this section is the following:Consider any system (4) of partial differentia
equations in which there has been selected a preferred vector field ua. Let ( i ) that system have an
initial-value formulation, and( i i ) the equations of that system express the derivative of ua in
terms of the fields of the system [as in (10)–(11)]. Then the Lagrange formulation of that syste
also admits an initial-value formulation.

First note that the Lagrange formulation of the system~10!–~11! consists of Eqs.~5!–~6!,
together with

k̄a
ĉ¹ ĉ~km̂

bûm̂!5wa
b, ~18!

k9Aa
ak̄a

b̂~¹ŵ! b̂
a5 j 8A. ~19!

As discussed in Appendix B, in order that a general first-order, quasilinear system of p
differential equations have an initial-value formulation it is necessary that it satisfy three c
tions: ~i! the system admits a hyperbolization;~ii ! all the constraints of the system are integrab
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and ~iii ! the system has the correct number of equations relative to the number of its unkn
What these conditions mean is also explained in Appendix B. We check these three condit
turn.

Let the original system, Eqs.~10!–~11!, admit a hyperbolization. Then the construction th
applied to Eqs.~10!–~11! to obtain a bilinear expression indwa yields, when applied to Eqs
~18!–~19!, a corresponding bilinear expression indŵâ. Next, contract Eq.~6! with ûĉ and use Eq.
~18! to obtain an equation expressingûm̂¹m̂ k â

b algebraically in terms of the fields. From th
there follows immediately an appropriate bilinear expression indk â

b. Finally, a bilinear expres-
sion in dx arises from Eq.~5!. These three bilinear expressions, taken together, represe
hyperbolization for the system~5!–~6!, ~18!–~19!.

Every constraint of the original system~10!–~11! gives rise to a constraint of its Lagrang
formulation; and, furthermore, if these constraints of the original system are integrable, then
the corresponding constraints of the Lagrange formulation.13 This assertion is immediate from th
fact that Eqs.~18! and~19! mimic Eqs.~10! and~11!, respectively. But, it turns out, there are tw
additional classes of constraints for the system of the Lagrange formulation. The first class
from taking the curl of each side of Eq.~5!. These constraints are certainly integrable, and, inde
the corresponding integrability conditions are precisely Eq.~6!. The second class of constrain
arises from taking the curl of each side of Eq.~6!. These constraints are also integrable, and ind
their integrability conditions are identities, simply from the way Eq.~6! was obtained. We con
clude, thus, that a system of the form~10!–~11! having all its constraints integrable leads to
Lagrange formulation~5!–~6! ~18!–~19!, also having all its constraints integrable.

Finally, in order to check the third condition, we introduce the following integers. Denot
n the dimension of the base spaceM ~the number of independent variables of the system!, by u
the dimension of the fibers in the bundleB ~the number of unknowns represented byw!, by e the
dimension of the vector space in which the index ‘‘A’’ of Eq. ~11! lies, and byc the dimension of
the space of vectors of the formwmcm

A , ascm
A runs over constraints for Eq.~11!. Then, for the

original system, we have the number of unknowns is given byu05u1n ~the term ‘‘n’’ arising
from the fieldua!; the number of equations is given bye05n21e @these terms arising from Eqs
~10! and ~11!, respectively#; and the number of effective constraints is given byc05n(n21)
1c @these terms arising from the constraints of Eqs.~10! and~11!, respectively#. For the Lagrange
formulation, on the other hand, we have: the number of unknowns is given byuL5u1n1n2 ~the
term ‘‘n’’ arising from the field ‘‘point ofM , ’’ the term ‘‘n2’’ from the field k â

b); the number of
equations is given byeL5n21n2(n21)/21n21e @these terms arising from Eqs.~5!–~6!, ~18!–
~19!, respectively#; and the dimension of the space of effective constraints is given bycL5n(n
21)1n(n21)(n22)/21n(n21)1c @these terms arising from the constraints of Eqs.~5!–~6!,
~18!–~19!, respectively#. It is easy to check from these formulas thate02c05u0 implies eL

2cL5uL . In other words, if the original system has the appropriate number of equations re
to its number of unknowns, then so does its Lagrange formulation.

Thus, we have shown a system of the form~10!–~11! having an initial-value formulation
gives rise to a Lagrange formulation also with an initial-value formulation.

III. EXAMPLES

In this section, we introduce various examples of physical systems, the partial differ
equations that describe them, and the Lagrange formulations of those partial differential equ

One such example, the simple perfect fluid, has been discussed already in Sec. II. The
on space–time,M ,gab , consist of a unit timelike vector fieldua ~interpreted as the fluid velocity!
and a positive scalar fieldr ~interpreted as the mass density!; and the equations are~1!–~2!, where
p(r) is some fixed function~the function of state!, which specifies the type of fluid under con
sideration. This is the Euler formulation. In order to achieve a Lagrange formulation for
system, the first step is to modify these equations so that the derivative ofua, without contractions,
is expressed in terms of the other fields. This was achieved by taking the derivative syste
introduced two new~tensor! fields,wa

b andva , subject to the algebraic conditions~12!–~13!. We
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then imposed on the total set of fields, (ua,r,wa
b ,va), the partial differential equations~14!–~17!.

This new system~14!–~17! is, by virtue of Eq.~14!, of the required form, and, in addition,
inherits from the original system,~1!–~2!, its initial-value formulation. To this system,~14!–~17!,
we may therefore apply the methods of Sec. II to obtain its Lagrange formulation. There
fields (x,r̂,ŵa

b,v̂a ,k â
b) on M̂ , subject to the equations~5!–~7!. This new system, as demon

strated in Sec. II, again has an initial-value formulation.
There is a natural generalization of this simple perfect-fluid system to a much broader cl

fluids. Fix some smooth manifoldS, the points of which will, shortly, be interpreted as represe
ing ‘‘local, internal, states of the fluid.’’ Also fix any space–time (M ,gab). Let the fields, on this
space–time, consist of a unit, timelike vector field,ua ~again interpreted as the velocity field of th
fluid!, together with a second field,w, which is valued inS ~and which is interpreted as giving th

local state of the fluid at each point of space–time!. Thus,w is a mapping,M→
w

S. As an example,
the simple perfect-fluid system discussed above is the special case in whichS is a 1-manifold
~whose points are labeled by a coordinater, whencew reduces to the density fieldr!. That is, our
simple perfect fluid is one whose local state is completely characterized by the value
density.

We next wish to write equations on these fields. To this end, fix two tangent vector fieldVa

andTa, and one covector field,Fa , on the manifoldS, where we have introduced Greek indices14

to represent tensors inS. The physical interpretations of these fields will be given shortly. Let
equations for this system be

ua¹aub1~gab1uaub!~¹w!a
aFa50, ~20!

ua~¹w!a
a1Va ¹aua1Ta50. ~21!

The first equation gives the fluid acceleration in terms of the derivative of the fluid state. We
interpret the fieldFa , which acts by driving the fluid, as an ‘‘effective force.’’ The seco
equation gives the time rate of change of the fluid state in terms of that state and the dive
of ua.15 We may interpret the fieldsVa andTa, respectively, as giving the rate of change of flu
state under small volume-changes of a sample of that fluid, and under allowing a sample
fluid to evolve in time. The simple perfect fluid, for example, hasFa5(r1p)21 ¹ap, Va5(r
1p)]/]r, andTa50 @for these choices reproduce Eqs.~1!–~2!#. Another familiar example is the
perfect fluid with 2-dimensional manifoldS of internal states, where the additional degree
freedom is represented by a conserved particle-numbern. In this case,Fa is given by the same
expression as above,Va by (r1p)]/]run1n ]/]nur , and againTa by 0. A more exotic example
is that of a fluid consisting of several species of particles, between which chemical reactio
take place as the fluid evolves. In this case, we would have dim(S).2 ~the additional degrees o
freedom describing the chemical composition of the fluid! andTa nonzero~representing the rate
and direction of the chemical reactions!.

When does the system above satisfy the three properties, as discussed in Appendix
having an initial-value formulation? Two of these properties are immediate: Clearly, this sy
has no constraints, and the dimension of its space of equations is the same@namely, dim(S)13#
as the dimension of its space of fields. As for the third condition, this system, it turns out, a
a hyperbolization if and only if16 VaFa.0 everywhere onS. Note that, in the explicit example
given above, the combinationVaFa is precisely the square of the sound speed.

We now have a system of equations~20!–~21!, having a preferred vector field,ua, and,
subject only to the inequalityVaFa.0, having an initial-value formulation. So, we may apply
this system the results of Appendix A and Sec. II. The first step is to take the derivative s
~Appendix A!. The result of this step is to include, in addition to the fieldsua,w above, two new
fields, wa

b ~with ubwa
b50! and za

a, subject to the algebraic conditionsuawa
b1(gab

1uaub)za
aFa50 and uaza

a1Vawa
a1Ta50. @These algebraic conditions reflect Eqs.~20!–

~21!.# The equations on these fields for the derivative system are given by
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¹aub5wa
b, ~22!

¹ [awb]
c5Rabd

cud, ~23!

~¹w!a
a5za

a, ~24!

¹ [azb]
a50. ~25!

This system indeed has a preferred vector field,ua; has among its equations one@Eq. ~22!# that
expresses the derivative of thisua algebraically in terms of the fields; and has an initial-val
formulation @by virtue of that for Eqs.~20!–~21!#. So, we may, as described in Sec. II, take t
Lagrange formulation of this system. There results a new system of partial differential equa
~5!–~7!, again having an initial-value formulation.

Even the broad class of generalized fluids above does not include all possible type
example, there exist fluids manifesting dissipative effects, such as heat-flow and viscosity
description of such a fluid in relativity~Refs. 18–21! proceeds as follows. The fields consist of
unit timelike vector fieldua ~interpreted as the fluid 4-velocity!, two scalar fields,r andn ~inter-
preted, respectively, as the fluid mass density and particle-number density!, a vector fieldqa

satisfyinguaqa50 ~interpreted as the heat-flow vector!, and a symmetric tensor fieldtab satisfy-
ing uatab50 ~interpreted as the stress tensor!. Thus, the space of field-values at each point ofM
is 14-dimensional. The equations on these fields consist of~i! vanishing of the divergence ofnua

~conservation of particle number!, ~ii ! vanishing of the divergence of (r1p)uaub1pgab

12u(aqb)1tab ~conservation of stress-energy!, and~iii ! a certain system of nine additional equ
tions that, effectively, governs the dynamical evolution ofqa andtab. It turns out that the resulting
system, consisting of~i!–~iii !, has an initial-value formulation: Specifically, it has a hyperboliz
tion and no constraints. Furthermore—and this is perhaps surprising—this system of equatio
be so chosen that it reduces, in an appropriate limit, to the familiar Navier–Stokes system
dissipative fluid. @The Navier–Stokes dissipation coefficients—the thermal conductivity
viscosity—arise from within the nine equations~iii !.# Here, in any case, is a system of equatio
with a preferred vector fieldua—a system, therefore, to which the present methods can be app
Thus, we take the derivative system, as described in Appendix A, and then the Lagrange
lation, as described in Sec. II. There results a Lagrange formulation for a dissipative, relat
fluid.

There exist still other types of material systems, e.g., some that are not fluids at all. Con
for example, the elastic solid. In one treatment22 of such a system in relativity, the fields consist
a unit timelike vector fieldua ~the material 4-velocity!, a positive functionr ~the mass density o
the material!, and a symmetric tensor fieldhab satisfying habu

b50. This hab represents the
geometry of the material as it was ‘‘frozen in’’ at the time the material originally solidified
describes the shape to which the material would ‘‘like to return.’’ Thus, the combinationhab

2(gab1uaub), the difference between this natural geometry and the actual spatial geome
which the material currently finds itself, is interpreted as the strain of the solid material.
equations on these fields areLuhab50 ~the vanishing of the Lie derivative ofhab , interpreted as
asserting that the material remembers, over time, its frozen-in geometry!, and ¹b(ruaub1tab)
50, ~interpreted as the conservation of stress-energy, whencetab is interpreted as the stress of th
material!. Here, tab is to be given as some fixed function ofhab , gab , and ua. This is the
stress–strain relation. Provided this stress–strain relation is chosen appropriately, the final
it turns out, has an initial-value formulation: Specifically, it has a hyperbolization and no
straints. Again, we have a system to which the present methods can be applied. There re
Lagrange formulation for an elastic solid.

There are, presumably, a variety of other systems of equations, representing ‘‘materia
various sorts, having, among their fields, a preferred 4-velocity. Examples might includ
systems for a plasma, for a superconductor, or for a solid~such as ice! that is able to flow. These
systems, too, will have Lagrange formulations.
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These various material systems may, of course, interact with their environment in a vari
ways, e.g., electromagnetically, gravitationally, or through contact forces. What impact do
interactions have on their Lagrange formulations?

Consider, as an example, the fluid of Eqs.~20!–~21! interacting electromagnetically. Thi
charged-fluid system is described by fields consisting of the original fluid variables,ua and w,
together with an antisymmetric~electromagnetic! tensor fieldFab . The equations on these field
consist of Eq.~20!, modified by the inclusion of a term on the right of the formmFb

aua, Eq.~21!23

and Maxwell’s equations,

¹bFab5sua , ~26!

¹ [aFbc]50. ~27!

Here, them in the first equation and thes in Eq. ~26! must be given as fixed fields on the manifo
S of fluid states. The fields describes how the fluid drives the electromagnetic field, and s
interpreted as the charge density. We require that it satisfy charge conservation:Va ¹as5s,
Ta ¹as50. The fieldm, which describes how the electromagnetic field drives the fluid, migh
called the specific charge density.@For a normal fluid,s andm are in ratio (r1p).# Here, in any
case, is a list of fields, together with a system of equations on those fields. This system
initial-value formulation, which it inherits from the separate initial-value formulations for
original fluid system@~20!–~21!# and for Maxwell’s equations. We wish to take the Lagran
formulation for this system. Since the system does not express the derivative ofua in terms of the
other fields, the first step is to take the derivative system. But note that, in taking the deri
system, it is necessary to introduce, not only the new fieldswa

b andza
a that represent@via Eqs.

~22! and~24!, respectively# the derivatives ofub andw, but also the fieldzabc that represents@via
Eq. ~A5!# the derivative ofFab . One might have hoped that it would be possible, exploit
somehow the fact that our system of equations splits naturally into ‘‘fluid equations’’
‘‘Maxwell-field equations,’’ to avoid introducing the additional fieldzabc . Unfortunately, this
seems not to be the case. This issue is discussed briefly in Appendix A. In any case, this de
system has the appropriate form~a preferred vector fieldua, whose derivative is expressed
terms of the fields of the system!, and an initial-value formulation~which it inherits from that of
the original coupled system!. So, we may apply the methods of Sec. II. Thus, there is a Lagra
formulation for a charged fluid, but it requires the introduction of a further fieldzabc , representing
the derivative of the Maxwell field.

In a similar way, we may write down the Lagrange formulation for a charged dissipative
a charged elastic solid, etc. In each of these cases, it is necessary to introduce the auxilia
zabc .

The situation for gravitational interactions is similar. Consider, again, the fluid of~20!–~21!,
now interacting gravitationally. The interacting system is described by fields consisting o
original fluid variables,ua andw, together with the variables for gravitation: a Lorentz-signat
metric gab , and a derivative operator,¹a . The equations of this system consist of Eq
~20!–~21!,24 the equation¹agbc50, and Einstein’s equation,

Gab5Tab , ~28!

whereGab is the Einstein tensor. Here,Tab is some fixed symmetric tensor function ofgab and the
fluid variables~which we interpret as the stress-energy tensor of the fluid!. It plays a role analo-
gous to that of the functionsm ands for electromagnetic interactions. We demand of this ten
function that, as a consequence of Eqs.~20!–~21!, it be conserved.25 This system of equations doe
not have an initial-value formulation, in the sense we are using this term. But this is mer
consequence of the fact that our sense of this term is overly restrictive, in that it does not to
the diffeomorphism freedom characteristic of all systems in general relativity. In a physical s
i.e., once the diffeomorphism freedom has been treated properly, the fluid-Einstein system d
course, have an initial-value formulation. Now take the derivative system of this system. Not
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in doing so we must, as in the electromagnetic case, include also fields to represent the der
of the gravitational fields.26 Take the Lagrange formulation of the result. The resulting syst
again, will not have an initial-value formulation in our restrictive sense, but it will have su
formulation when the diffeomorphism-freedom is properly taken into account. We conclude,
that there does exist a Lagrange formulation for a gravitating fluid, but that it requires th
introduce further fields to represent the derivatives of the gravitational fields.

In a similar way, we may write down the Lagrange formulation for a gravitating dissipa
fluid, a gravitating elastic solid, etc. In each case, it is necessary to introduce fields repres
the derivatives of the gravitational fields; and in each case the Lagrange formulation retai
initial-value formulation of the original system.

A similar treatment is available for systems consisting of two or more different materia
interaction. In these cases, there will be two or more 4-velocity fields present, and we sha
to select one to be that with respect to which the Lagrange formulation is taken.

The treatment of systems in which several interactions are turned on simultaneously, e
charged gravitating fluid, is similar.

Finally, we briefly characterize, within the present framework, Friedrich’s17 original example
of a relativistic Lagrange formulation. Begin with the system for a gravitating fluid, as desc
above, for the case in which the fluid has a 2-dimensional manifoldS of local states, i.e., that in
which Ta50 andVa5(r1p)]/]run1n]/]nur . For this system, first take the derivative syste
and then the Lagrange formulation. The result of this process—after three, essentially cos
further modifications—is precisely Friedrich’s original example. The three further modifica
are the following.

~1! Introduce, already in the original Einstein-fluid system, before taking the derivative syst
3-dimensional space of additional variables, consisting of three unit vector fields,xa, ya, and
za, that are required to be orthogonal to each other and to the 4-velocityua. On these fields,
impose the equations that they be Fermi-transported byua. The introduction of these fields
with these equations does not interfere with the initial-value formulation. These fields, w
have no direct physical significance, are introduced to facilitate the writing of various e
tions.

~2! After taking the derivative system, but before passing to the Lagrange formulation, sup
half of the fieldza

a, which represents the derivative of the fluid state.27 While such suppres-
sion of variables will in general destroy the initial-value formulation for a system, it turns
that, in this particular instance, it does not. Thus, the essential effect of this modification
reduce by four the number of independent variables.

~3! Write the final equations, after passing to the Lagrange formulation, not in terms o
specific fields listed above, but rather in terms of others that are algebraic functions of
This choice of variables—choice of ‘‘coordinates’’ on the bundle space—is, of cours
matter of convenience.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have introduced a scheme that takes a first-order, quasilinear system of partial diffe
equations and produces from it a new first-order, quasilinear system, its ‘‘Lagrange formula
The key requirement, on a given system of equations, in order that this scheme be applicab
is that that system have, among its fields, some nowhere-vanishing vector field. Why this s
role of a vector field? Could, for example, a similar scheme be developed based on som
geometrical object~s!? It turns out that there are two special features of vector fields that we
in the construction of the Lagrange formulation.

First, nowhere-vanishing vector fields on manifolds are locally homogeneous. This mea
following. Let there be given any manifoldM , any nowhere-vanishing vector fieldua thereon, and
any pointxPM ; and, similarly, some other manifoldM̂ ~of the same dimension!, vector fieldûâ

and pointx̂PM̂ . Then there always exists a diffeomorphism between neighborhoods ofx and x̂
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that sendsua to ûâ. In other words, nowhere-vanishing vector fields are ‘‘locally all the sam
They carry no local structure. We used this fact in Sec. II in order to replaceua on M by some
kinematical fieldûâ on M̂ .

Second, by virtue of the appearance of the vector fieldûâ on the left in Eq.~18!, the system
~6!, ~18! for the two-point tensork â

b admits a hyperbolization. We used this fact in Sec. II in ord
to achieve a hyperbolization, and consequently an initial-value formulation, for the entire s
~5!–~6!, ~18!–~19!.

It appears that, given any other geometrical structure manifesting these two features
there could be developed a ‘‘Lagrange formulation’’ based on it. It is only necessary to make
key modifications in Sec. II~all involving replacing the vector field by the totality of fields in th
new geometrical structure!: ~i! Replace Eq.~10! by equations for the derivatives of all the fields
the geometrical structure;~ii ! endow the base manifoldM̂ of the Lagrange formulation with
kinematical fields consisting of all the fields of the geometrical structure; and~iii ! replace Eq.~18!
by the corresponding equation involving all the fields of the geometrical structure. Unfortun
it is not so easy to find geometrical structures having the two features described above,
because they are somewhat in opposition to each other: The first feature, local homog
prefers fewer fields, relatively devoid of structure; while the second feature, hyperbolicity o~6!,
~18!, prefers many fields, of rich structure.

There are a variety of geometrical structures that are locally homogeneous. Examples in
two commuting, pointwise independent vector fields; a nowhere-vanishing, curl-free 1-fo
symplectic structure; a flat, Lorentz-signature metric. Examples of geometrical structure
yield a hyperbolization for~6!, ~18! are somewhat less plentiful. One simple class consists of th
in which the geometrical structure is comprised of a nowhere-vanishing vector fieldua, together
with any additional fields of whatever type. For structures in this class, a hyperbolization fo~6!,
~18! ~suitably generalized! is guaranteed already by the presence of the vector fieldua in the
structure.

Here is an application of these ideas. Consider the geometrical structure consisting
nowhere-vanishing vector fieldua, together with a nowhere-vanishing 3-form,vabc , that has zero
curl and is annihilated byua. This structure satisfies both of the features above—it is loc
homogeneous, and it gives rise to a hyperbolization for~6!, ~18!. So, this geometrical structur
could serve as the basis for a Lagrange formulation. In fact, this formulation is appropriate
physical system, namely that of a fluid with a 2-dimensional manifold of internal state
discussed in Sec. III. Identifyua with the velocity field of the fluid, andvabc with the particle-
number density, viavabc5neabcdu

d.
It is curious that the original system and its Lagrange formulation, while so similar

regard to their solutions, are completely different with regard to their initial-value formulati
Indeed, as we have seen in Sec. II, it is frequently the case that the original system of equati~4!
has an initial-value formulation, while its Lagrange formulation,~5!–~7!, does not. Perhaps ther
is some more natural or more general notion of ‘‘initial-value formulation’’ that would resolve
disparity.

APPENDIX A: DERIVATIVE SYSTEMS

Fix, once and for all, a first-order, quasilinear system of partial differential equation
described in Sec. II. That is, fix a fiber bundle, with bundle manifoldB, base manifoldM , and

projection mappingB→
p

M , together with smooth fieldskAa
a , j A on the bundle manifoldB. Our

system of equations, on a cross-section,M→
f

B, of this fiber bundle, is given by

kAa
a~¹f!a

a5 j A. ~A1!
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We shall now construct from this system a new first-order, quasilinear system of p
differential equations. The idea is to ‘‘take one derivative’’~with respect to the point ofM ) of Eq.
~A1!.

The first step is to introduce the appropriate bundle of fields for the new system. Let the
manifold again beM . But now let the fiber, over a pointxPM , consist of all pairs, (f,za

a),
wheref is point of B satisfyingp(f)5x andza

a is a tensor atf satisfying

kAa
aza

a5 j A. ~A2!

Thus,f is merely a point of the fiber overxPM , in the original bundleB. It represents a set o
‘‘values for the original fields’’ atx. The tensorza

a represents a set of ‘‘values for the derivativ
of the original fields.’’ In order that a givenza

a be a viable candidate for these derivatives, it m
satisfy Eq.~A2!, the algebraic equation that results from replacing (¹f)a

a in Eq. ~A1! by za
a .

We impose this algebraic condition onz in the very construction of the new bundle~as opposed,
e.g., to introducing it later as an ‘‘algebraic constraint’’!. In short, thedynamics@Eq. ~A1!# of the
original system goes into thekinematics@Eq. ~A2!# of the new system. Call the bundle space
this new fiber bundleB8. Thus, the dimension of the fibers ofB8 is given by:~dim fibers ofB!
„11dim(M )…-~dim vector space of equations inB!.

Consider, as an example, Maxwell’s equations. ThenM is a 4-dimensional manifold, with
fixed smooth metricgab of Lorentz signature. For the bundleB, the fiber overxPM consists of all
antisymmetric tensors,Fbc , at x. Equation~A1! is Maxwell’s equations:gab ¹aFbc50, ¹ [aFbc]

50. For this example, the new bundle,B8, has, as its fiber overxPM , the collection of all pairs,
(Fbc ,zabc), with symmetriesFbc5F [bc] ,zabc5za[bc] , and withz satisfying the algebraic condi
tions @Eq. ~A2!# gabzabc50,z [abc]50. Thus, the fibers ofB have dimension six, those ofB8
dimension twenty-two.

Returning to the general case, the second step is to introduce appropriate equations
bundle. A cross-section of the bundleB8 consists of fieldsf,za

a on M . On such a cross-section
we impose the following system of partial differential equations:

~¹f!a
a5za

a , ~A3!

¹ [azb]
a5 f ab

a . ~A4!

Equation~A3! provides the ‘‘interpretation’’ ofz, as the derivative off. The f ab
a on the right of

~A4! is some field onB8 @i.e., some function of (x,f,z)#, whose exact form depends on wh
derivative operator is used on the left side of that equation. The general rule is that Eq.~A4! to be
the result of taking the curl of Eq.~A3!. For example, iff is represented by tensor fields overM ,
if z is represented by the tensor fields obtained by taking the covariant derivatives~with respect to
some fixed derivative operator onM ! of those fields, and if that same derivative operator is u
on the left in Eq.~A4!, then f will consist of certain terms involvingf and the curvature tensor o
that derivative operator. If, on the other hand, all bundles are taken as simple products, a
derivatives are taken using the corresponding~flat! connection, thenf ab

a50. Note that we have
not included in our system the derivative of Eq.~A2!. The reason is that Eq.~A2! has already been
included at the algebraic level in the construction of the bundleB8. Its derivative is thus an
identity in B8. On the other hand, wedo include in our system Eq.~A4!, even though it merely
results from taking a derivative of Eq.~A3!. In short, all algebraic conditions on fields are includ
in the construction of the bundle,28 while all differential conditions on fields are included in th
equations on a cross-section of that bundle. We note that the system of Eqs.~A3!–~A4! is indeed
first-order and quasilinear.

Consider again the example, above, of Maxwell’s equations. Then a cross-section of b
B8 consists of smooth fields,Fbc ,zabc , satisfying everywhere the symmetries and algebraic c
ditions given above. The equations,~A3!–~A4!, on such a cross-section become, respectively

¹aFbc5zabc , ~A5!
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¹ [dza]bc52Rda[b
mFc]m . ~A6!

Given a system, consisting of bundleB and partial differential equations~A1!, then by its
derivative systemwe mean the system, consisting of bundleB8 and partial differential equation
~A3!–~A4!, constructed above. Note that every solution of the original system gives rise
solution of its derivative system@by merely settingza

a5(¹f)a
a#. Conversely, every solution o

the derivative system gives rise to a solution of the original system~by merely ignoringz!. The
two systems of partial differential equations are, in this sense, ‘‘equivalent as to solutions.
they are not ‘‘equivalent as to form,’’ a feature we exploit in Sec. II.

We next turn to the issue of the existence of an initial-value formulation for these system
discussed in Appendix B, we say that a general first-order quasilinear system~A1! of partial
differential equations admits aninitial-value formulationprovided it satisfies the following thre
conditions:~i! the system admits a hyperbolization;~ii ! all constraints of the system are integrab
and ~iii ! the system has the correct number of equations relative to the number of its unkn
See Appendix B for the details of what these conditions mean. A key property of the deriv
system is the following:If the original system, (A1) admits an initial-value formulation, then
does its derivative system, (A3)–(A4). We check the three conditions in turn.

Let the original system~A1! admit a hyperbolization~say,hbA , with wa!. Then, we claim, so
does its derivative system. Indeed, the corresponding bilinear expression@on a pair of tangent
vectors, represented as (dfa,dza

a) and (d8fa,d8za
a)# is given by

wmhaAkAm
b@g

1
abdza

ad8zb
b1dfad8fb#, ~A7!

where g
1

ab is any positive-definite metric field onM . It is apparently not known whether th
converse is true, i.e., whether the existence of a hyperbolization for the derivative system,~A3!–
~A4!, implies the existence of a hyperbolization for the original system~A1!. Simple examples
suggest that this is a reasonable conjecture.

Integrable constraints of the system~A1! do not lead to constraints of the correspondin
derivative system. Rather, they lead to a reduction in the number of effective equations. Inde
cb

A be any constraint. Then the result of contracting Eq.~A4! with ca
AkAb

a is an identity: It holds
automatically, by virtue of Eq.~A2!. Thus, each constraint for the system~A1! reduces by one the
number of effective equations represented by Eqs.~A3!–~A4!.

What, then,are the constraints of the derivative system~A3!–~A4!? These fall into two
classes. The first class consists of those constraints that correspond to taking the curl of Eq~A3!.
These constraints are of course integrable: Their integrability conditions are precisely~A4!. The
second class of constraints consists of those that correspond to taking the curl of Eq.~A4!. These
constraints, too, are integrable, by virtue of the fact that Eq.~A4! is itself a curl. Not all of these
constraints, it turns out, are in general algebraically independent.

Let us return to our original partial differential equation~A1!. Denote byn the dimension of
the base manifoldM ~the ‘‘number of independent variables’’!, by u the dimension of the fibers in
the bundleB ~the ‘‘number of unknown functions’’!, and bye the dimension of the vector spac
of equations,~A1!. Further, denote byĉ the dimension of the vector space of constraints, and,
fixed nonzero covectorwa , by c the dimension of the space of vectors of the formwaca

A , asca
A

runs over the constraints. Then, as discussed in Appendix B, the condition that the original s
~A1! have the ‘‘correct number of equations’’ becomese2c5u. We turn now to the derivative
system~A3!–~A4!. The number of its unknowns is given byu85u1(nu2e) ~the two terms
representing the numbers of unknowns contained in the fieldsf andz, respectively!. The number
of its equations is given bye85nu1@un(n21)/22 ĉ# @the two terms representing the number
effective equations in~A3! and~A4!#, respectively. Finally, the number of effective constraints
the derivative system is given byc85u(n21)1@(n21)(n22)u/21c2 ĉ#, ~the two terms rep-
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resenting the number of effective constraints in~A3! and ~A4!, respectively29!. From these for-
mulas, it is easy to check: Ife2c5u, thene82c85u8. In other words, if the original system ha
the correct number of equations, then so does the derivative system.

We conclude, then, that, beginning with a system~A1! having an initial-value formulation, its
derivative system,~A3!–~A4!, also has an initial-value formulation.

The construction above of the derivative system is useful because it permits a large c
systems of partial differential equations to be cast into a form to which the Lagrange formu
of Sec. II can be applied. But, unfortunately, passing to the derivative system and then
Lagrange formulation is often a cumbersome procedure. The reason is that the derivative
requires the introduction of additional fields to represent the derivatives ofall the fields of the
original system—even of those fields only remotely related to the one real interest: the ve
field. The result is a large number of extraneous fields. More useful would be a constructio
goes only part way to the full derivative system—one that introduces additional fields to rep
the derivatives of onlysomeof the original fields, leaving the remaining ones intact. It turns
that, while there are one or two systems~e.g., that for dust! for which a smaller derivative system
along these lines is available, for the vast majority of systems of partial differential equatio
physical interest there is none. Here, briefly, is why.

First, we must designate which of the dependent variables~the fields represented byf) are to
be derived and which not. This is done by writing the original bundle,B, as a product of two
bundles,B8 and B9, with the same base space30 M . The bundleB8 carries the fields whose
derivatives will be represented by new variables, whileB9 carries the remaining fields. A cross
sectionf of B consists precisely of a pair, (f8,f9), wheref8 is a cross-section of the bundleB8,
andf9 is a cross-section of the bundleB9. In terms of these variables, Eq.~A1! becomes

k8Aa
a8~¹f8!a

a81k9Aa
a9~¹f9!a

a95 j A, ~A8!

where primed Greek indices denote tensors inB8, and double-primed inB9. Here, the fieldsk8, k9
and j are all functions onB, i.e., are functions of (x,f8,f9). We now proceed just as with th
derivative system. Introduce a new fiber bundle, with base manifold againM , but with fiber over
xPM consisting of certain triples, (f8,za

a8,f9). There must now be imposed on such triples
those algebraic conditions that flow from~A8!. This is done as follows. At each point, denote
V the vector space ofmA satisfyingmAk9Aa

a950. That is,V captures ‘‘those equations in~A8! that
contain no derivative off9. ’’ We now demand, in order that a triple (f8,za

a8,f9) give rise to a
point of the fiber, the following: For everymAPV, mAk8Aa

a8za
a85mAj A. This is the fiber bundle

for our new system. Let the equations of the new system be

~¹f!a
a85za

a8, ~A9!

¹ [azb]
a85 f ab

a8, ~A10!

nAk8Aa
a8za

a81nAk9Aa
a9~¹f9!a

a95nAj A. ~A11!

In ~A11!, nA is any vector in some fixed subspace complementary to the subspaceV. In other
words, Eq.~A11! reflects those equations of~A8! that do involve the derivative off9.

The system~A9!–~A11! is, certainly, a first-order, quasilinear system of partial differen
equations; and it has as its variables precisely the ones we intended, namely (f8,za

a8,f9). But,
unfortunately, this system is subject to a variety of maladies—and these can arise even
original system was quite well-behaved. For example—and this happens frequently—there
constraints for the system~A9!–~A11! that are hidden in Eq.~A11!, and thus do not arise from an
constraints for the original system,~A8!. Furthermore, these new constraints are not in gen
integrable. One could attempt to include the integrability conditions of these new constrai
new equations for the system. But two further problems can arise. First, some integrability
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ditions can turn out to be mere algebraic equations on the fields, (f8,za
a8,f9). The only way to

‘‘include’’ such equations is to start over, introducing a new bundle right from the beginn
Second, some integrability conditions can turn out to be quadratic, rather than linear,
field-derivatives. These cannot simply be ‘‘included’’—at least, not if we wish to retain a qu
linear system. The system~A9!–~A11! can also manifest a number of other types of difficulti
e.g., the absence of a hyperbolization or the wrong number of equations. There appears t
simple, general condition that guarantees that Eqs.~A9!–~A11! lead to a system with an initial
value formulation.

As an example of this construction consider again the simple fluid,~1!–~2!. Let B8 be the
bundle whose fiber consists only of the variableua; andB9 the bundle whose fiber consists on
of the variabler. In this example, the vector spaceV, capturing those equations in~1!–~2!
involving no derivative ofr, is zero-dimensional. The corresponding new bundle space, the
that whose fiber, overxPM , consists of (ua,wb

a ,r), with ua unit timelike andwb
a satisfying

gacu
cwb

a50 ~unit-ness ofua). The equations for the new system, in this example, are

¹bua5wb
a , ~A12!

¹ [awb]
c5Rabd

cud, ~A13!

~gam1uaum!¹mp1~r1p!umwm
a50, ~A14!

um ¹mr1~r1p!wm
m50. ~A15!

This system has a new constraint@obtained by combining Eqs.~A14! and ~A15! to obtain an
expression for¹mr, and then taking its curl#, which turns out not to be integrable. But i
integrability condition turns out to be quasilinear in field-derivatives, and so may be included
further equation of the system. The resulting system in this case~but not for the case of an eve
slightly more complicated fluid! actually admits a hyperbolization.

APPENDIX B: INITIAL-VALUE FORMULATION

Consider a first-order, quasilinear system of partial differential equations, as described i
II. That is, we have a fiber bundle, with base manifoldM , bundle manifoldB, and projection

mappingB→
p

M . The system of partial differential equations, on a cross-section,M→
f

B, of this
bundle, is given by Eq.~3!. We are concerned here with the issue of under what circumsta
such a system admits an initial-value formulation, i.e., a formulation in which the fields are
specified on some ‘‘initial surface’’ inM , and are then determined elsewhere inM by Eq. ~3!
itself.

The key to achieving such a formulation is an object called ahyperbolizationof the system
~3!, a field hbA on the bundle manifoldB having the properties described below. Consider,
(x,f) any point of the bundle manifoldB, wm any covector atxPM , anddfa,d8fa any two
vectors at (x,f)PB tangent to the fiber~‘‘vertical’’ !, the expression

wmhbAkAm
adfad8fb. ~B1!

We demand, in order that thishbA be a hyperbolization, that, everywhere inB, this expression be
symmetric indfa,d8fa for all wm , and positive-definite~i.e., positive for any nonzerod8fb

5dfb! for somewm . The most direct way to specify a hyperbolization for a system of pa
differential equations is simply to give the bilinear expression~B1!. Such an expression indee
defines a hyperbolization provided it is symmetric and positive-definite, as described abov
furthermore, that it is some multiple of the result of replacing, in the left side of Eq.~3!,
‘ ‘( ¹f)a

a’ ’ by ‘‘ wa dfa. ’ ’ As an example, consider the system,~1!–~2!, for a simple perfect
fluid. Consider the bilinear expression
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d8ua@~r1p!~umwm!gabdub1~]p/]r!wadr#

1~]p/]r!~r1p!21d8r@~r1p!dum wm1umwm dr#. ~B2!

We note that this expression is symmetric under interchange of the two vectors (dr,dua) and
(d8r,d8ua), and that@provided (r1p).0 and 1>(]p/]r).0# it is positive-definite wheneve
wm is future-directed timelike. Furthermore, this expression arises, as described above, fro
~1!–~2!. This bilinear expression, then, specifies a hyperbolization for this system.

Let there be given a hyperbolization,haA , for the system~3!. Then this object gives rise to a
initial-value formulation for a portion of that system, in the following manner. Fix initial da
consisting of a submanifoldT of M of codimension one~an ‘‘initial surface’’! together with a
cross-sectionf0 over this submanifold~‘‘data’’ on that surface!, such that at each point ofT, the
normal toT is one of the vectorswm for which the bilinear expression~B1! is positive-definite~the
surface is ‘‘noncharacteristic’’!. Then, in some neighborhood of the submanifoldT, there exists
one and only one solutionf of the system

hbAkAa
a~¹f!a

a5hbAj A, ~B3!

such thatf5f0 on T. Note that we do not guarantee a solution of the entire system~3!, but rather
only of those components that are involved in the hyperbolization. While the proof of this the
is technically difficult, the key idea is to construct, using the hyperbolization, an energy inte
which is positive-definite, and, effectively, conserved.

Denote byu the number of unknowns of the system~3! ~i.e., the dimension of the fibers inB!,
and bye the number of equations~i.e., the dimension of the vector space in which the index ‘‘A’’
lies!. Then the mere existence of a hyperbolization for this system already impliese>u ~i.e., that
there are at least as many equations as unknowns!. Should it happen that this inequality is a
equality, i.e., thate5u, then it follows that the hyperbolization tensorhaA is invertible, and so
that the system~B3! exhausts the original system of equations~3!. Thus, in this case we are don
We have achieved our full initial-value formulation. In the example of the simple perfect
above, for instance, we havee5u54, and so the hyperbolization~B2! gives rise to an initial-value
formulation for the fluid system~1!–~2!. Unfortunately, in many cases of interest we have
strict inequalitye.u, i.e., there are additional equations in~3! that are not accounted for in~B3!.
Such ‘‘additional equations’’ are dealt with in the following manner.

By a constraintof the system,~3!, of partial differential equations, at a point ofB, we mean
a tensorca

A at that point such that the tensorca
AkAb

a is antisymmetric in the indices ‘‘a,b. ’’ This
definition has two facets. First, each constraint gives rise to an integrability condition. F
constraint field,ca

A , and a solutionf of Eq. ~3!. Contract both sides of Eq.~3! with cb
A , and

apply to both sides some derivative operator,¹b , on M . Then, by the constraint-condition, term
involving second derivatives off vanish, leaving an algebraic equation~indeed, a polynomial of
degree at most two! in the first derivative, (¹f)a

a , of f. The constraint field is said to b
integrableif this equation is an algebraic consequence of Eq.~3!, i.e., if the difference of its two
sides is the product of some expression~at most linear in field-derivatives! and the difference of
the two sides of~3!. The lack of integrability of a constraint generally indicates that ‘‘not all
equations have been included in the original system~3!.’’ As to the second facet, each constrai
gives rise to a compatibility condition on initial data. Fix constraint field,ca

A , solutionf of Eq.
~3!, and submanifoldT of M of codimension one. Then, at each point ofT, we have

nmcm
AkAa

a~¹f!a
a5nmcm

Aj A, ~B4!

wherenm is the normal toT at that point. But, by virtue of the constraint-condition, the ind
‘‘ a’’ in the tensornmcm

AkAa
a is tangent toT. Thus, Eq.~B4! takes the derivative off only in

directions tangent toT, and so it refers only to the value off on T, i.e., only to the initial data on
T. In short, Eq.~B4! represents a compatibility condition on initial data. If these compatib
conditions were not satisfied, then we would have have no hope of finding a correspo
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solution of Eq.~3!. As an example, consider the Maxwell equation¹ [aFbc]50. This equation has
a constraint. The corresponding integrability condition, obtained by taking the curl of this e
tion, is an identity, and so this constraint is integrable. The compatibility condition~B4! on initial
data becomes, in this example,¹•B50.

In the case in whiche.u, i.e., in which the system~3! has more equations than unknown
two further conditions must be imposed on the system. The first is that all the constrain
integrable. The second is thate2c5u, wherec denotes the dimension of the vector space
vectors of the formwmcm

A , for fixed wm , as cm
A runs through all the constraints. This la

condition means that any additional equations in~3! that are not included already in~B3! are
accounted for, effectively, by constraints. It states that~3! has the ‘‘correct number of equations
for its unknowns. In the case of Maxwell’s equations, for example, all the constraints are
grable, as we have already remarked; and we havee58, c52, andu56, so there is indeed the
correct number of equations. That is, the two further conditions above are satisfied in this ex

Consider now a first-order, quasilinear system of partial differential equations that satisfi
three conditions given above. That is, let the system~i! admit a hyperbolization,~ii ! have all its
constraints integrable, and~iii ! have the correct number of equations, as described above. It s
likely that such a system—possibly with some mild further conditions—must always manife
initial-value formulation in some suitable sense. That is, we would expect that, given initial
for the system on a suitable surfaceT, satisfying onT the compatibility conditions~B4!, then
there exists a unique corresponding solution of Eq.~3! in a neighborhood ofT. A key piece of
evidence prompting this expectation is the following. There certainly exists a solution of Eq.~B3!
manifesting the initial data, as we have already seen. Consider next the left sides of Eq.~B4! ~as
cm

A varies over all constraints!. These expressions of course vanish onT, and, by virtue of the
conditions~ii ! and ~iii ! above, satisfy a system of equations that express the ‘‘time-derivati
~off T! of these expressions in terms of their ‘‘space-derivatives’’~within T!. Naively, we might
expect that, as a consequence, these expressions must vanish in a neighborhood ofT. But the
vanishing of these expressions implies, again by condition~iii ! above, that Eq.~3! itself is satisfied
everywhere in a neighborhood ofT. Indeed, in all physical examples of which we are aware
including all those discussed in this paper—this naive expectation is in fact borne out. Un
nately, there is, apparently, no general theorem to this effect. Nevertheless, we shall, for
nience, use the expression ‘‘having an initial-value formulation’’ to describe systems of p
differential equations that satisfy the three conditions,~i!–~iii !, above.

1See, for example, R. Courant and K. O. Friedrichs,Supersonic Flow and Shock Waves~Interscience, New York, 1948!,
for the Euler and Lagrange formulations of non-relativistic perfect fluids, and Appendix A of Ref. 2 for the
formulation of a relativistic perfect fluid.

2R. Geroch, ‘‘Partial differential equations of physics,’’ inGeneral Relativity, Proceedings of the 46th Scottish Unive
sities Summer School in Physics, edited by G. S. Hall and J. R. Pulham~SUSSP Publications, Edinburgh; IOP, Londo
1996!. Available as gr-qc/9602055.

3For the case of the Einstein-Euler system, for example, see Sec. 4.2 of Ref. 4, and references therein.
4H. Friedrich and A. Rendall, ‘‘The Cauchy problem for the Einstein equations,’’ inEinstein’s Field Equations and their
Physical Interpretation, edited by B. G. Schmidt~Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 2000!, available as gr-qc/0002074.

5In fact, some care must be taken, in the Lagrange formulation, even to say what ‘‘initial-value formulation’’ mea
light of the fact that the independent variables are not the usual space-time events, through which evolution n
proceeds.

6Recall that this condition requires, essentially, that, locally inM, B can be written as a product,M3F, of M with some
other fixed manifoldF, in such a way that the projection mappingp becomes the projection to theM-factor in this
product. This condition guarantees, e.g., that, locally, all the fibres of the bundle are diffeomorphic with this
manifold F, and so with each other.

7Note that we can, in this case, convert these to ordinary tensors on the manifoldM̂ by usingk â
b and its universe. This,

a mere ‘‘coordinate transformation’’ on the fibres, changes nothing, in particular, not the final partial differential
tions of the Lagrange formulation.

8For convenience, we shall always include within our systemall first-order equations on the fields of the system, ev
those that arise from differentiating other equations of the system.

9These derivatives may be characterized in the following manner. Consider the bundle with base spaceM̂ and fibre over
x̂PM̂ consisting of a pair, (x,k â

b), wherexPM andk â
b is a tensor with indices atx andx̂. Then a choice of connection

in this bundle gives rise to an operator“ â for use in the left side of Eq.~6!.
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10A Lorentz metric onM, for example, becomes, onM̂ , an algebraic function of the fields~namely, just ofx! of the
Lagrange formulation.

11In the notation of~5!–~7!, we havew5(x,r), andŵ5(x,r̂).
12There is an unfortunate complication here, involving the normalization condition,uaubgab521, onua. It is awkward

simply to carry this condition through the Lagrange formulation. But there are several other ways—none
elegant—to deal with it. Perhaps the simplest is to rewrite the fluid equations from the outset@by inserting, strategically,
factors of (uaubgab)# in such a way that, while retaining their initial-value formulation, they no longer require
normalization condition. Then take the Lagrange formulation of these new equations.

13Note in particular that the original system,~10!–~11!, always possesses the constraints arising from the curl of Eq.~10!.
Thus, if the constraints of this system are to be integrable, this curl-equation must have been included in the
~10!–~11!.

14These are not to be confused with the indices for tensors on the bundle space, used extensively in Sec. II.
15Note that the last two terms on the left in Eq.~21! constitute the most general expression~involving ua andw! quasilinear

in the derivative ofua.
16For ‘‘if,’’ suppose thatVaFa.0 everywhere onS. It follows that there exists a positive-definite metric field,gab, on the

manifold S such thatVagab5Fb everywhere. Choose one~e.g., the sum ofFaFb/(FgVg) and a suitable positive
semi-definite tensorhab that annihilatesVa! and consider the bilinear expression

2~wmum!@gabduad8ub1gabdwad8wb#2wmFa@dumd8wa1d8umdwa#.

This bilinear expression indeed arises, as described in Appendix B, from Eqs.~20!–~21!, and is indeed positive-definite
~for wm sufficiently close toum!. So, this bilinear expression gives rise to a hyperbolization. The converse is eas

17H. Friedrich, ‘‘Evolution equations for gravitating ideal fluid bodies in general relativity,’’ Phys Rev. D57, 2317–2322
~1998!.

18I. Müller, ‘‘Zum Paradox der Wa¨rmeleitungstheorie,’’ Z. Phys.198, 329–335~1967!.
19R. Geroch and L. Lindblom, ‘‘Causal theories of dissipative relativistic fluids,’’ Ann. Phys.~NY! 207, 394–416~1991!.
20R. Geroch, ‘‘Relativistic theories of dissipative fluids,’’ J. Math. Phys.36, 4226–4241~1995!.
21I. Müller and T. Ruggeri,Extended Thermodynamics, in Springer Tracts in Natural Philosophy, 2nd ed.~Springer, New

York, 1998!, Vol. 7.
22See, e.g., Ref. 2. For other treatments, as well as the local existence theory for solutions, see Y. Choquet-Bruh

Lamoureux-Brousse, ‘‘Sur les e´quations de l’e´lasticité relativiste,’’ C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris276, 1317–1320~1973!; and
also G. Pichon, ‘‘The´orèmes d’existence pour les e´quations des milieux e´lastiques,’’ J. Math. Pures Appl.45, 395–409
~1966!. For a brief summary of this subject, see Ref. 4.

23There could also be included on the right side of this equation terms algebraic in the electromagnetic and othe
Such terms would represent, e.g., an effect of the electromagnetic field on the rates of chemical reactions.

24Note that there are no expressions, algebraic in the gravitational fields, that could be introduced on the right
equations. This is a reflection of ‘‘the equivalence principle.’’

25The most general candidate for such a stress-energy~i.e., the most general algebraic function of our fields, having
correct index-structure! is given byTab5(r1p)uaub1pgab, wherer,p are some functions on the manifoldS of fluid
states. When does there exist such aTab that, in addition, is conserved,“bTab50, by virtue of the field equations
~20!–~21!? It is not difficult to check that~assumingVaFa.0; and demandingr1p.0! a necessary and sufficien
condition is that the fieldsFa, Va, andTa on S satisfy the following three equations:F @a“bFg]50, TaKa50, and
“ @a(Kb]1Fb]50, where we have setKa5(2Vb

“ @bFa]1Fa)/(VgFg).
26In the resulting system, there will initially be two versions of ‘‘the derivative of the metricgab, ’’ one being the original

derivative operator“a, and the other arising~via gab! through passage to the derivative system. These two version
then to be set equal to each other, via Eq.~A2!. A similar phenomenon occurs, e.g., on taking the derivative system
the Klein-Gordon system.

27This ‘‘suppression’’ proceeds, in more detail, as follows. Choose on the 2-manifoldS, a functions ~which is interpreted
in Ref. 17 as the entropy per particle! satisfyingVa

“as50. Now delete the fieldza
a everywhere, by replacing the

componentza
a
“as of za

a by some new fieldf a, and the remaining components ofza
a by (“w)a

a. To the resulting
system add those further equations that are required for integrability of the constraints.

28In fact, there is, at this level of generality, a possible anomaly with the system~A3!–~A4!. In some cases, furthe
algebraicconditions on the fields can follow from Eq.~A4!. In fact, this anomaly will never arise in systems of intere
because it is precluded by the requirement, which we shall impose shortly, that all constraints of the original syste~A1!,
be integrable.

29The number of effective constraints of Eq.~A4! is the dimension of the vector space of tensorsLab
a satisfyingLab

a

5L@ab#
a andwaLab

a50 ~namely, (n21)(n22)u/2), minus the dimension of the vector space of such tensors of
form ca

AkAb
a for ca

A a constraint~namely,ĉ2c!.
30Recall that the product of two bundles, with the same base spaceM, is the bundle, again with the base spaceM, whose

fibre, over pointxPM , is given by the product of the fibres, overx, in the separate bundles.
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Reduction of Sasakian manifolds
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We show that the contact reduction can be specialized to Sasakian manifolds. We
prove that the Sasakian reduction is compatible with the Ka¨hler reduction both in
the cone construction and in the Boothby–Wang fibration. In particular, applying
Futaki’s results, we obtain a sufficient condition for the reduced space of a regular
Sasakian–Einstein manifold to be Sasakian–Einstein. We present examples of
Sasakian–Einstein manifolds obtained byS1 reduction of standard Sasakian
spheres. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1386636#

I. INTRODUCTION

The reduction technique was naturally extended from symplectic to contact structur
Geiges in Ref. 1 and Albert in Ref. 2. On the other hand, Boyer, Galicki and B. Mann defin
Ref. 3 a moment map for 3-Sasakian manifolds, thus extending the reduction procedure for
metric contact structures. Quite surprisingly, a reduction scheme for Sasakian manifolds~contact
manifolds endowed with a compatible Riemannian metric satisfying a curvature condition!, was
still missing.

In this note, based on the preprint,4 we fill the gap by defining a Sasakian moment map a
constructing the associated reduced space~compare with Ref. 5; here we focus on the Riemann
aspects!. We then relate Sasakian reduction to Ka¨hler reductionvia the Kähler cone over a
Sasakian manifold andvia the Boothby–Wang fibration. Further, we derive a condition, simila
Futaki’s, for the reduced manifold of a regular Sasakian–Einstein manifold to be Sasa
Einstein. We end this paper with some completely worked examples of theS1-reduction of stan-
dard Sasakian spheres. Most of the reduced Sasakian structures that we obtain are Einste
of them are among the examples considered in Ref. 6, however our methods allow a much s
check of the Einstein condition.

Sasakian manifolds seem to be more and more important in superconformal field the
being connected with the Maldacena conjecture. One of our examples, aS1 bundle overS2

3S2, already appeared in Ref. 7, where the Ka¨hler reduction of the cone over a Sasakian manif
is implicitly used.

II. SASAKIAN MANIFOLDS

In this section we briefly recall the notion of a Sasakian manifold. The definition we giv
not the standard one, but is suited for our purpose. For more details, we refer to Refs. 8 a

Definition 2.1:A Sasakianmanifold is a (2n11)-dimensional Riemannian manifold (N,g)
endowed with a unitary Killing vector fieldj such that the curvature tensor ofg satisfies the
equation

R~X,j!Y5h~Y!X2g~X,Y!j, ~2.1!

whereh is the metric dual 1-form ofj: h(X)5g(j,X).

a!Electronic mail: geogran@math.uconn.edu
b!Electronic mail: lornea@imar.ro
38090022-2488/2001/42(8)/3809/8/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Let w5¹j, where¹ is the Levi-Civita connection ofg. The following formulas are then
easily deduced:

wj50, g~wY,wZ!5g~Y,Z!2h~Y!h~Z!, dh~X,Y!5g~fX,Y!. ~2.2!

It can be seen thath is a contact form onN, whose Reeb field isj ~it is also called the
characteristic vector field!. Moreover, the restriction ofw to the contact distributionh50 is an
almost complex structure satisfying the ‘‘integrability’’ condition~called normality! @w,w#
12 dh ^ j50.

The simplest example is the standard sphereS2n11,Cn11, with the metric induced by the fla
one ofCn11. The characteristic Killing vector field isjp52 ipW , i being the imaginary unit; this is
the standard Sasakian structure of the odd sphere. Other Sasakian structures on the sphe
obtained byD-homothetic transformations~cf. Ref. 10!. Also, the unit sphere bundle of any re
space form is Sasakian.

More generally, the quantization bundle of a compact Ka¨hler manifold naturally carries a
Sasakian structure. The converse construction, possible when the characteristic field is reg
known as the Boothby–Wang fibration. Precisely, the following result~the metric part is due to
Morimoto and Hatakeyama! is available~cf. Refs. 11 or 9!.

Theorem 2.1: Let (P,h) be a Hodge manifold. There exists a principal circle bundlep:N
→P and a connection formh in it, with curvature from the pull-back of the Ka¨hler form of P,
which is a contact form onS. Let j be the vector field dual toh with respect to the metricg
5p* h1h ^ h. Then (N,g,j) is Sasakian.

The following equivalent definition puts Sasakian geometry into the framework of holon
groups. LetC(N)5N3R1 be the cone over (N,g). Endow it with the warped-product con
metricC(g)5r 2g1dr2. Let R05r ]r and define onC(N) the complex structureJ acting like this
~with obvious identifications!: JY5wY2h(Y)R0 , JR05j. We have the following.

Theorem 2.2 Ref. 9:(N,g,j) is Sasakian if and only if the cone overN „C(N),C(g),J… is
Kählerian.

III. MAIN RESULTS

A. Direct construction

In this section we show that the contact map defined in Ref. 1 is compatible with the Sas
metric and the contact reduced space is indeed Sasakian.

Theorem 3.1: Let (N,g,j) be a compact 2n11-dimensional Sasakian manifold andG a
compactd-dimensional Lie group acting onN by contact isometries. Suppose 0Pg* is a regular
value of the associated moment mapm. Then the reduced spaceM5N//Gªm21(0)/G is a
Sasakian manifold of dimension 2(n2d)11.

Proof: By Ref. 1, the contact moment mapm:N→g* is defined by

,m~x!,X.5h~X!,

for any XPg and X the corresponding field onN. We know that the reduced space is a cont
manifold, loc. cit. Hence we only need to check that~1! the Riemannian metric is projected onM
and ~2! the field j projects to a unitary Killing field onM such that the curvature tensor of th
projected metric satisfies formula~2.1!.

To this end, we first describe the metric geometry of the Riemannian submanifoldm21(0).
Let $X1 , . . . ,Xd% be a basis ofg and let$X1 , . . . ,Xd% be the corresponding vector fields onN.

Since 0 is a regular value ofm, $Xix% is a linearly independent system in eachTxm
21(0). From

the very definition of the moment map we havehp(Xi)5m(p)(Xi)50, henceXi'j. As G acts by
contact isometries, we have

LXi
g50, LXi

h50 i 51, . . . ,d. ~3.1!
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Note that these also imply@Xi ,j#5LXi
j50.

We observe thatm21(0) is an isometrically immersed submanifold ofN ~we denote the
induced metric also withg) whose tangent space in each point is described byYPTxm

21(0) if
and only ifdmx(Y)50. Hence, by the definition of the moment map, the vector fieldsj andXi are
tangent tom21(0). Moreover, for anyY tangent tom21(0), one hasg(wXi ,Y)5dh(Y,Xi)
5dm(Y)50; hence the vector fields$Xi% produce a local basis~not necessarily orthogonal! of the
normal bundle ofm21(0). Theshape operatorsAiªAwXi

of this submanifold inN are computed
as follows@we let ¹, ¹N be the Levi Civita covariant derivatives ofm21(0), resp.N]:

g~AiY,Z!52g~¹Y
N
„iXi i21wXi !,Z…52g~Y~ iXi i21!wXi ,Z!2g~ iXi i21¹Y

N~wXi !,Z!

52iXi i21g~¹Y
N~wXi !,Z!52iXi i21g~¹Y

N~w!Xi1w¹Y
NXi ,Z!

52iXi i21g„h~Xi !Y2g~Xi ,Y!j1w ¹Y
NXi ,Z…

5iXi i21$g~Xi ,Y!h~Z!2g~w ¹Y
NXi ,Z%. ~3.2!

In particular, for the corresponding quadratic second fundamental forms we get

hi~Y,j!5iXi i21g~Xi ,Y!, hi~j,j!50. ~3.3!

Consequently, one easily obtains the following:the restriction of the vector fieldj is Killing on
m21(0) too.

Using the Gauss equation of a submanifold,

RN~X,Y,Z,W!5Rm21(0)~X,Y,Z,W!1g„h~X,Z!,h~Y,W!…2g„h~X,W!,h~Y,Z!…,

and the formula~3.2! we now compute the needed part of the curvature tensor ofm21(0) at a
fixed pointpPm21(0). We takeX,Y,Z orthogonal tojp and obtain

g~Rm21(0)~X,j!Y,Z!2g~RN~X,j!Y,Z!52(
i 51

d

iXi i22$hi~X,Y!hi~j,Z!2hi~X,Z!hi~j,Y!%

52(
i 51

d

iXi i22$g~Xi ,Z!g~¹X
NXi ,wY!

2g~Xi ,Y!g~¹X
NXi ,wZ!% ~3.4!

~note thatn i5iXi i21wXip are chosen to be orthonormal inp; this is always possible pointwise b
an appropriate choice of the initialXi).

Now let p:m21(0)→M and endowM with the projectiongM of the metricg such thatp
becomes a Riemannian submersion. This is possible becauseG acts by isometries. In this setting
the vector fieldsXi span the vertical distribution of the submersion, whilej is horizontal and
projectable~becauseLXi

j50). Denote withz its projection onM. z is obviously unitary. To prove
that z is Killing on M, we just observe thatLzg(Y,Z)5Ljg(Yh,Zh), where Yh denotes the
horizontal lift of Y. Finally, to compute the valuesRM(X,z)Y of the curvature tensor ofgM, we
use the O’Neill formula@cf. Ref. 12 Eq.~9.28f!#:

gM
„RM~X,z!Y,Z…5g„Rm21(0)~Xh,j!Yh,Zh

…1g„A~Xh,j!,A~Yh,Zh!…2g„A~j,Yh!,A~Xh,Zh!…

1g„A~Xh,Zh!,A~j,Zh!…,

whereX,Y,Z are unitary, normal toz and the O’Neill (1,2) tensorA is defined as:A(Zh,Xh)
5vertical part of ¹ZhXh. Using the Gauss formula and~3.3!, we obtain
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g~¹Zhj,Xi !5g~wZh,Xi !52g~Zh,wXi !50;

hence¹Zhj has no vertical part andA(Zh,j)50. Thus

RM~X,z!Y5Rm21(0)~Xh,j!Yh5RN~Xh,j!Yh

because of~3.4! and the fact thatXh,Yh are normal to allXi . Hence

RM~X,z!Y5g~j,Yh!Xh2g~Xh,yh!j5gM~z,Y!X2gM~X,Y!z,

which proves that (M ,gM,z) is a Sasakian manifold. h

B. Compatibility with the cone construction

In the following we relate Sasakian reduction to Ka¨hler reduction by using the cone constru
tion. Roughly speaking, we prove that reduction and taking the cone are commuting opera

Let v5dr`h1r 2 dh be the Kähler form of the coneC(N) over a Sasakian manifold
(N,g,j). If r t are the translations acting onC(N) by (x,r )°(x,tr ), then the vector fieldR0

5r ]r is the one generated by$r t%. Moreover, the following two relations are useful:

LR0
v5v, r t* v5tv. ~3.5!

Suppose that a compact Lie groupG acts onC(N) by holomorphic isometries, commuting wit
r t . This ensures a corresponding action ofG on N. In fact, we can considerG>G3$Id% acting
as „g,(x,r )…3(gx,r ).

Suppose that a moment mapF:C(N)→g exists.
As above, let$X1 , . . . ,Xd% be a basis ofg and let$X1 , . . . ,Xd% be the corresponding vecto

fields onC(N). We see thatXi are independent onr, hence can be considered as vector fields
N. Furthermore, the commutation ofG with r t implies

F„r t~p!…5tF~p!. ~3.6!

Now we imbedN in the cone asN3$1% and letmªFuN3$1% . This is the moment map of the
action of G on N. To see this, recall the definition of the symplectic moment mapF
5(F1 , . . . ,Fd): F i is given up to constant bydF i(Y)5v(Xi ,Y). Here we uniquely determine
F i by imposing the conditionh(Xi)5FuN3$1% . This immediately implies that the Reeb field ofN
is orthogonal to the vector fieldsXi sinceg(j,Xi)5h(Xi)50. As G acts by isometries onC(N),
we may project the cone metric to a metric onN//G3R1 which we denote byg0 . Then
g0(Y,Z)5C(g)(Yh,Zh), whereYh, Zh are the unique vector fields onF21(0) orthogonal to all
of Xi which project onY, Z ~we call them horizontal!.

Let P5F21(0)/G be the reduced Ka¨hler manifold. The key remark is that because of~3.6!,
F21(0) is the coneN83R1 overN85$xPN;(x,1)PF21(0)%. Moreover, since the actions ofG
andr t commute, one has an induced action ofG on N8. Then

F21~0!/G>~N83R1!/G>N8/G3R1.

The manifoldN8//G3R1 is Kähler, as the reduction of a Ka¨hler manifold, but we still have to
check that this Ka¨hler structure is a cone one. For the more general, symplectic case, this was
in Ref. 13. Letg0 be the reduced Ka¨hler metric andg8 be the Sasakian reduced metric onN8//G.
It is easily seen that the lift ofg0 to F21(0) coincides with the lift of the cone metricr 2g8
1dr2 on horizontal fields. This implies that the cone metric coincides withg0 .

Summing up we have proved the following.
Theorem 3.2: Let (N,g,j) be a Sasakian manifold and let„C(N), C(g),J… be the Kähler

cone over it. Let a compact Lie groupG act by holomorphic isometries onC(N) and commuting
with the action of the 1-parameter group generated by the fieldR0 . If a moment map with regular
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value 0 exists for this action, then a moment map with regular value 0 exists also for the in
action of G on N. Moreover, the reduced spaceC(N)//G is the Kähler cone over the reduce
Sasakian manifoldN//G.

The advantage of defining the Sasakian reductionvia Kähler reduction, as done in Ref. 3 fo
3-Sasakian manifolds, is the avoiding of curvature computations. However, as we shall s
direct construction is easily applicable.

C. Compatibility with the Boothby–Wang fibration and obtaining Sasakian–Einstein
spaces by reduction

Let (N,g, j) be a compact Sasakian manifold with a regular characteristic vector field an
p:N→P be the corresponding Boothby–Wang fibration over the Hodge baseP. Let G be a
compact Lie group acting onN by Sasakian transformations. By~3.1!, it preserves the fibers ofp;
hence it induces an action by Ka¨hler transformations onP. If we denote withNm, Pm the corre-
sponding moment maps, using the relation~cf. Theorem 2.1! g(X,wY)5p* v(X,Y) and the
definitions of the respective moment maps, it is easy to see that we have anS1 subbundle
Nm21(0)→Pm21(0) and anS1 bundleN//G→P//G. Finally one can check that 0 is a regul
value for an induced moment map on the base using the relation

d Nm~X!5dh~X,• !5p* v~X,• !5p* d Pm

The details being easily settled, we can state the following.
Proposition 3.1:Let G be a compact Lie group acting by Sasakian transformations on the

space of a Boothby–Wang fibrationp:N→P. Then there exists a Boothby–Wang fibration of t
reduced spacesN//G→P//G.

On the other hand, if the Hodge base of a Boothby–Wang fibration is Ka¨hler–Einstein, then
the total space is Sasakian–Einstein, as proved in Ref. 9. According to Futaki~cf. Ref. 14,
Corollary 7.3.4!, if one reduces a Ka¨hler–Einstein manifold, the reduced space is still Einstein
and only if the length of the multivectorX1`•••`Xd is constant on the level set of the mome
map. Hence, one way to obtain Sasakian–Einstein metricsvia reduction is to start with a regula
Sasakian–Einstein manifold and with a Sasakian action inducing on the Hodge base a¨hler
action of Futaki’s type. The precise result is the following.

Theorem 3.3: Let G be a compact Lie group acting by Sasakian transformations on
regular Sasakian–Einstein manifoldN having 0 as a regular value of the corresponding mom
map m. If the length of the multivectorX1`•••`Xd is constant onm21(0) then the reduced
space is Sasakian–Einstein.

Proof: First observe that the Boothby–Wang fibrationp:N→P has a Ka¨hler–Einstein base
with positive Ricci curvature, according to Ref. 9, Theorem 2.5~iv!. Now, from the equations~3.1!
we see that theS1 action onm21(0) commutes with theG-action. In particular the multivecto
X1`•••`Xd is projectable tom21(0)/S1 for the projectionp:m21(0)→m21(0)/S1. In view of
the preceding section, this is a restriction of the Boothby–Wang fibration to the correspo
zero-sets of the moment maps onN andP, respectively. Since it is a Riemannian submersion a
Xi are orthogonal toj, the lengths of the projected vectors are preserved, as well as the len
the projected multivector. Now we can apply Futaki’s result~Ref. 14, Corollary 7.3.4! in order to
conclude that the base for the reduced Boothby–Wang fibrationN//G→P//G is Kähler–Einstein.
Then, again according to Ref. 9, Theorem 2.5~iv!, the reduced Sasakian manifold is Sasakia
Einstein. h

We apply this result in the examples of the last section.
In the same spirit, combining Ref. 9, Theorem 2.5~iii ! ~stating that the base of the Boothby

Wang fibration is Fano if and only if the Ricci curvature of the total space is.22) and Ref. 14,
Corollary 7.3.3~asserting that the reduced space of a Fano manifold is again Fano!, we obtain the
following.
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Proposition 3.2:Let G be a compact Lie group acting by Sasakian transformations on
regular Sasakian–Einstein manifoldN having 0 as a regular value of the corresponding mom
map m. Then N has Ricci curvature Ric.22 if and only if N//G has Ricci curvature Ric.
22.

IV. EXAMPLES: S1 ACTIONS ON SASAKIAN SPHERES

Example 4.1:Let us start withS7,C4 with its standard Sasakian structure. Let the comp
coordinates ofC4 be (z0 , . . . ,z3), with zj5xj1 iy j . The contact form onS7 can then be written
as

h5(
j 50

3

~xj dyj2yj dxj !,

and its Reeb field is

j5(
j 50

3

~xj ]yj2yj ]xj !.

Let S1 act onS7 by eit°(e2 i tz0 ,e2 i tz1 ,eitz2 ,eitz3). The associated field of this action is~in real
coordinates!

X052~x0 ]y02y0 ]x0!2~x1 ]y12y1 ]x1!1~x2 ]y22y2 ]x2!1~x3 ]y32y3 ]x3!.

The moment mapm:S7→R reads as

m~z!5hz~X0!52uz0u22uz1u21uz2u21uz3u2,

with zero level set

$zPS7; uz0u21uz1u25uz2u21uz3u2%5S3S 1

A2
D 3S3S 1

A2
D .

Clearly m is nondegenerate onm21(0).
The reduced space can be identified withS33S3/S1 which, by Ref. 6, is diffeomorphic with

S23S3. @In this case, one can also avoid the topological arguments in Ref. 6 and identif
reduced space by observing that the following diffeomorphism ofS33S3:
(z0 ,z1 ,z2 ,z3)°(z0z31z1z2,z0z22z1z3,z2 ,z3) is equivariant with respect to the previousS1 ac-
tion which, restricted to the second factor of the product, is the usual action inducing the
fibration; mille grazieto Rosa Gini and Maurizio Parton for letting us know it~Ref. 15!.#

The reduced Sasakian structure obtained in this way onS23S3 is directly checked to be
Einstein and to project on the Ka¨hler Einstein metric ofCP13CP1 making the fiber map be a
Riemannian submersion. As by Ref. 6 such an Einstein metric is unique, our reduced Sa
structure coincides with the Sasakian structure found in Ref. 16 viewingS23S3 as a minimal
submanifold ofS7, the total space of the pull-back overCP13CP1 of the Hopf bundleS7

→CP3. The same Einstein–Sasakian metric onS23S3 also appears in Ref. 10, constructed by
different approach. In Example 4.3 we will generalize this structure by making use of The
3.2.

Example 4.2:Consider againS7 as the starting Sasakian manifold, but letS1 act by
eit°(e2kitz0 ,eitz1 ,eitz2 ,eitz3), kPZ1 . Now m21(0)>S1(Ak/k11)3S5(A1/k11). In order to
identify the reduced space, we regard thek:1 mapping,

S13S5{~z0 ,z1 ,z2 ,z3!°„~z0!2k,z1 ,z2 ,z3…PS13S5.
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It induces ak:1 map from M5S13S5/S1, where S1 acts diagonally, to the reduced spa
m21(0)/S1 with the action given above. As in Ref. 15, the map

~z0 , . . . ,z3!°~z0 ,z0z1 ,z0z2 ,z0z3!

is an equivariant diffeomorphism ofS13S5, equivariant with respect to the diagonal action ofS1

and the action ofS1 on the first factor. HenceM is diffeomorphic toS5 and the reduced Sasakia
space isS5/Zk . Again, we shall see below that the metric is actually Sasakian–Einstein and
the same as that found in Ref. 6.

Example 4.3:In general, consider the weighted action ofS1 on S2n21,Cn by

„eit ,~z0 , . . . ,zn21!…°~el0i tz0 , . . . ,elnitzn21!,

where (l0 , . . . ,ln21)PZn. The associated moment map,

m~z!5l0uz0u21•••1lnuzn21u2,

is regular onm21(0) for any (l0 , . . . ,ln21) such thatl0•••ln21Þ0, (l0 , . . . ,ln21)51 and at
least twol ’s have different signs~compare with the 3-Sasakian case where the weights obe
more restrictions; cf. Ref. 3!.

Now take l05•••5lk5a and lk115•••5ln2152b, a,bPZ1 relatively prime. Then
m21(0)>S2k11(Aa/a1b)3S2(n2k)21(Ab/a1b). Moreover the length of the induced vecto
field X0 on m21 is easily calculated to be (a21b2)/2. Now we can apply Theorem 3.2 to dedu
that the reduced metric is Sasakian–Einstein. Note that the induced metric onm21(0) coincides
with the product metric of the standard metrics of the two factors. Moreover we see tha
reduced space is diffeomorphic with anS1 factor of the above product of spheres given by t
following action:

„eit ,~x,y!…°~eiatx,e2 ibty!.

One can now adapt the arguments of Ref. 6, Corollary 2.2 and prove that the reduced spa
S1 bundles overCPk3CPn2k21 and, for 1<k, 4,n, they are not homeomorphic to each other
general. These are the examples considered in Ref. 6. However, fork51, n52, the reduced spac
is always diffeomorphic withS23S3. Hence, one obtains an infinite family of Sasakian structu
on S23S3.
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Unitary irreducible representations of a Lie algebra
for matrix chain models

H. P. Jakobsena)
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~Received 10 November 2000; accepted for publication 16 April 2001!

There is a decomposition of a Lie algebra for open matrix chains akin to the
triangular decomposition. We use this decomposition to construct unitary irreduc-
ible representations. All multiple meson states can be retrieved this way. Moreover,
they are the only states with a finite number of non-zero quantum numbers with
respect to a certain set of maximally commuting linearly independent quantum
observables. Any other state is a tensor product of a multiple meson state and a
state coming from a representation of a quotient algebra that extends and general-
izes the Virasoro algebra. We expect the representation theory of this quotient
algebra to describe physical systems at the thermodynamic limit. ©2001 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1384866#

I. INTRODUCTION

Theories with matrix degrees of freedom are of wide interest in physics. Quantum chr
dynamics~QCD! is an important example. Each gluon field carries two color indices. They ca
treated as row and column indices of a matrix field. A typical term in the action of a phy
theory is constructed by multiplying matrix fields together and taking the trace of the resu
product; this serves to preserve gauge invariance. M~atrix!-theory,1 a candidate for a unified theor
of gravitational, strong and electroweak interactions, is another major example. In this mod
matrices describe the positions of D0-branes and their relative distances noncommutativel2

So far, the most successful calculational tool for both theories is perturbative analysis,
approximation assumptions are valid in the high-energy regime of QCD and the classical li
M-theory. Indeed, there is an excellent agreement between perturbative QCD prediction
measurements of high-energy scattering experiments among quarks and gluons.~See Ref. 3, for
instance, for a general introduction and further literature on the subject.! Perturbative M-theory
calculations of scattering processes among M-theory objects are, by and large, in good agr
with classical supergravity, too.~References 4 and 5 are two recent reviews on the sub
Additional literature can be found therein.! To study important low-energy phenomena of QC
like color confinement, hadron spectrum or the parton distribution of a nucleon, or large qua
effects of supergravity, however, it is necessary to develop nonperturbative methods.

As we have just noted, both QCD and M-theory are intrinsically matrix models. Littl
known about the ramifications of the matrix nature, though many researchers believe that
the key to a deeper understanding of the physics of a matrix model. One approach is to st
symmetry. This consists in identifying a symmetry of a generic matrix model, expressin
symmetry in terms of a Lie algebra~or quantum group! and developing a representation theory f
the Lie algebra.

a!Electronic mail: jakobsen@math.ku.dk
b!Electronic mail: lee@math.ku.dk
38170022-2488/2001/42(8)/3817/22/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Numerous examples have demonstrated the fruitfulness of studying representation theo
name but a few, the representation theory of so~3! shapes the energy spectra of physical syste
with rotational symmetry; the representation theory of the Poincare´ algebra enables us to classi
massless fundamental particles;3 even more remarkably, the so~4! symmetry of the hydrogenic
atom dictates its energy spectrum completely.6

Perhaps the most prominent example in recent years is the Virasoro algebra, a Lie a
describing two-dimensional conformal symmetry. Its representation theory reveals how the
ibility of a highest weight representation depends on the values ofc, the central charge, andh, the
eigenvalue of the highest weight state under the action ofL0 , the energy operator. We can us
these irreducible representations to describe compactified string theory.7 We can also use a sma
number of highest weight reducible representations to build up a so-called minimal model de
ing a physical system at criticality like the Ising model and the three-state Potts mode8 In
addition, the representation theory renders us a character formula

Tr expF2p itS L02
c

24D G5
qh1(12c)/24

h~t!
,

wheret is a complex variable, Tr means a sum over all states of highest weight representati
h(t) is the Dedekind function

h~t!5expS p it

12 D )
n51

`

~12exp~2p int!!.

If we interprett as the ratio between two complex periods along two linearly independent d
tions on a torus, this character formula becomes nothing but the holomorphic part of the pa
function of a conformal field theory on a torus.9 Thus we can solve for the thermodynamics of th
system.

In Ref. 10, Rajeev and one of us gave an exposition on the basic properties of a
discovered Lie algebraĜL,LF

for open matrix chains in the large-N limit.11 ~By an open matrix
chain we mean a state produced by the action of a product of a row vector, several square m
and a column vector of creation operators on the vacuum.! They can be interpreted as mesons
QCD, discretized open strings in a string-bit model12 or one-dimensional open quantum spin cha
systems. The relation of this Lie algebra with another Lie algebra for closed matrix chain
discussed at length in Ref. 13. We would like to build upon the results of Ref. 10, and wor
a representation theory for it. In this article, we will present first results on the subject.

As noted in Ref. 13,ĜL,LF
can be broken down into a direct sum of subalgebras in a ma

similar to the triangular decomposition of a semi-simple Lie algebra. Just as a traditional trian
decomposition gives rise to lowest weight representations, this decomposition forĜL,LF

leads to
interesting representations generated by a weight vector, which we will call a lowest w
vector. The corresponding representation will be called a lowest weight representation. It c
made irreducible by quotienting out the maximal subrepresentation. Some lowest weight v
produce unitary representations.

Since the Cartan subalgebra we have found forĜL,LF
is simultaneously a maximally com

mutative subalgebra, we can treat it as a linear space generated by a maximally commutin
linearly independent quantum observables. A lowest weight vector is then a quantum eigens
this set of quantum observables, and the lowest weight a set of quantum numbers. An inte
result we are going to show is thatif only a finite number of these quantum numbers are nonz
then this eigenstate must be, in the context of QCD, a multiple meson state. Any state w
infinite number of nonzero quantum numbers must be a tensor product of a multiple meson
state coming from an irredicible representation of a certain quotient algebra which extends
generalizes the Virasoro algebra. Already for the caseL51 the quotient algebra is quite inte
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esting. Specifically, it is an extension of the Virasoro algebra by an infinite Heisenberg alge14

We expect the representation theory of the quotient algebra to describe physical systems
thermodynamic limit.

This article is organized as follows. We will review without proofs the definition ofĜL,LF
and

its basis properties in Sec. II, further details of which can be found in Refs. 10 and 13. W
work out two useful bases for the Lie algebra in Sec. III, and its Cartan subalgebra and
vectors in Sec. IV.~The reader is advised to read only the statements of the propositions in
two sections on a first reading, and return to them later on if he or she is interested in the d!
We will define the notion of a Verma-like module and the associated Hermitian form in Sec. V
use this to identify the representation spaces of multiple meson states in Sec. VI and othe
which are related to the quotient algebra in Sec. VII.

We follow Refs. 15 and 16 in the usage of Lie algebra terminologies.

II. DEFINITIONS

Two Lie algebras were defined in Ref. 13: the grand string algebra and the open string a
The latter is our major interest in this article, and was defined as a quotient of the former. W
briefly review them in this section. Further details of the notations and formalism can be fou
Refs. 10 and 13. One agreement we need to make with the reader now is thatunless otherwise
specified, the summation convention will not be adopted.

The elements of the grand string algebra were originated from operators acting on clo
open matrix chains~which are sometimes called closed or open singlet states!. Some of them are
shown in Table I. A physical observable is a linear combination of such operators. An opera
the first kind replaces a whole open singlet state with a finite linear combination of open s
states; an operator of the second kind replaces the conjugate and the adjacent adjoint parto
open singlet state with a finite linear combination of open singlet states with possibly
conjugate and adjoint partons; an operator of the third kind is similar to the second kind in a
except that it acts on the end with a fundamental parton; an operator of the fourth kind prop

TABLE I. Some basis vectors of the grand string algebra. They form an
overcomplete set of generators for the open string algebra.L and LF are
positive integers.l1 , l2 , l3 andl4 are positive integers between 1 andLF

inclusive. İ and J̇ are finite empty or nonempty sequences of integers, each
of which is between 1 andL inclusive. I and J are finite nonempty se-

quences of integers, each of which is between 1 andL inclusive.J̄ andJ
are operators acting on two differentLF-dimensional Hilbert spaces, andf ,
l , r and s are operators acting on the same infinite-dimensional Hilbert
spaces. All three Hilbert spaces were introduced in Ref. 10.~There is some
abuse of notations here for the sake of future convenience; strictly speaking,

the more proper notationsJ̄l2

l1^ l
J̇

İ
^ 1, 1^ r

J̇

İ
^ Jl2

l1 and 1̂ sJ
I

^ 1 for the

operators of the second, third and fourth kind, respectively, refer to the
defining representation.!

Operator of
which kind Expression

first J̄l2

l1^ f
J̇

İ
^ Jl4

l3

second J̄l2

l1^ l
J̇

İ

third r
J̇

İ
^ Jl2

l1

fourth sJ
I

any X, X
J̇

İ
or Y

J̇

İ
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an open singlet state to a finite linear combination of open singlet states in each of which a m
segment of adjacent adjoint partons in the original state is replaced with a possibly dif
sequence of adjoint partons.

Note thatas operators acting on closed or open matrix chains, the operators tabulated ar
linearly independent; as elements of the grand string algebra, however, they are linearly ind
dent. Listed below are the Lie brackets of the grand string algebra between

~1! an operator of the first kind and any operator:

@J̄l2

l1^ f
J̇

İ
^ Jl4

l3 ,J̄l6

l5^ f
L̇

K̇
^ Jl8

l7#5dl2

l5d
J̇

K̇
dl4

l7J̄l6

l1^ f
L̇

İ
^ Jl8

l32dl6

l1d
L̇

İ
dl8

l3J̄l2

l5^ f
J̇

K̇
^ Jl4

l7 , ~1!

@J̄l2

l1^ f
J̇

İ
^ Jl4

l3 ,J̄l6

l5^ l
L̇

K̇
#5dl2

l5J̄l6

l1^ (
J̇1J̇25 J̇

d
J̇1

K̇
f

L̇J̇2

İ
^ Jl4

l32dl6

l1J̄l2

l5^ (
İ 1İ 25 İ

d
L̇

İ 1f
J̇

K̇ İ 2
^ Jl4

l3 ,

~2!

@J̄l2

l1^ f
J̇

İ
^ Jl4

l3 ,r
L̇

K̇
^ Jl6

l5#5dl4

l5J̄l2

l1^ (
J̇1J̇25 J̇

d
J̇2

K̇
f

J̇1L̇

İ
^ Jl6

l32dl6

l3J̄l2

l1^ (
İ 1İ 25 İ

d
L̇

İ 2f
J̇

İ 1K̇
^ Jl4

l5 ,

~3!

and

@J̄l2

l1^ f
J̇

İ
^ Jl4

l3 ,sL
K#5J̄l2

l1^ S (
J̇1J2J̇35 J̇

dJ2

K f
J̇1LJ̇3

İ
2 (

İ 1I 2İ 35 İ

dL
I 2f

J̇

İ 1Kİ 3D ^ Jl4

l3; ~4!

~2! an operator of the second kind and an operator of the second, third or fourth kind:

@J̄l2

l1^ l
J̇

İ
,J̄l4

l3^ l
L̇

K̇
#5dl2

l3J̄l4

l1^ S d
J̇

K̇
l
L̇

İ
1 (

J̇1J25 J̇

d
J̇1

K̇
l
L̇J2

İ
1 (

K̇1K25K̇

d
J̇

K̇1l
L̇

İ K2D
2dl4

l1J̄l2

l3^ S d
L̇

İ
l
J̇

K̇
1 (

L̇1L25L̇

d
L̇1

İ
l
J̇L2

K̇
1 (

İ 1I 25 İ

d
L̇

İ 1l
J̇

K̇I 2D , ~5!

@J̄l2

l1^ l
J̇

İ
,r

L̇

K̇
^ Jl4

l3#5J̄l2

l1^ S (
J̇1J̇25 J̇

K̇1K̇25K̇

d
J̇2

K̇1f
J̇1L̇

İ K̇2
2 (

İ 1İ 25 İ

L̇1L̇25L̇

d
L̇1

İ 2 f
J̇L̇2

İ 1K̇D ^ Jl4

l3, ~6!

and

@J̄l2

l1^ l
J̇

İ
,sL

K#5J̄l2

l1^ S d
J̇

K
l L
İ 1 (

K1K25K
d

J̇

K1l L
İK21 (

J1J25 J̇

dJ2

K l J1L
İ 1 (

J1J25 J̇

dJ1

K l LJ2

İ 1 (
J1J25 J̇

K1K25K

dJ2

K1l J1L
İK2

1 (
J1J2J35 J̇

dJ2

K l J1LJ3

İ 2dL
İ l

J̇

K
2 (

L1L25L
dL1

İ l
J̇L2

K
2 (

I 1I 25 İ

dL
I 2l

J̇

I 1K
2 (

I 1I 25 İ

dL
I 1l

J̇

KI 2

2 (
L1L25L

I 1I 25 İ

dL1

I 2 l
J̇L2

I 1K
2 (

I 1I 2I 35 İ

dL
I 2l

J̇

I 1KI 3D ; ~7!

~3! an operator of the third kind and an operator of the third or fourth kind:
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@r
J̇

İ
^ Jl2

l1 ,r
L̇

K̇
^ Jl4

l3#5dl2

l3S d
J̇

K̇
r

L̇

İ
1 (

J1J̇25 J̇

d
J̇2

K̇
r

J1L̇

İ
1 (

K1K̇25K̇

d
J̇

K̇2r
L̇

K1İ D ^ Jl4

l1

2dl4

l1S d
L̇

İ
r

J̇

K̇
1 (

L1L̇25L̇

d
L̇2

İ
r

L1J̇

K̇
1 (

I 1İ 25 İ

d
L̇

İ 2r
J̇

I 1K̇D ^ Jl2

l3 ~8!

and

@r
J̇

İ
^ Jl2

l1 ,sL
K#5S d

J̇

K
r L

İ 1 (
K1K25K

d
J̇

K2r L
K1İ

1 (
J1J25 J̇

dJ2

K r J1L
İ 1 (

J1J25 J̇

dJ1

K r LJ2

İ 1 (
J1J25 J̇

K1K25K

dJ1

K2r LJ2

K1İ

1 (
J1J2J35 J̇

dJ2

K r J1LJ3

İ 2dL
İ r

J̇

K
2 (

L1L25L
dL2

İ r
L1J̇

K
2 (

I 1I 25 İ

dL
I 2r

J̇

I 1K
2 (

I 1I 25 İ

dL
I 1r

J̇

KI 2

2 (
L1L25L

I 1I 25 İ

dL2

I 1 r
L1J̇

KI 2
2 (

I 1I 2I 35 İ

dL
I 2r

J̇

I 1KI 3D ^ Jl2

l1 ; ~9!

~4! two operators of the fourth kind:

@sJ
I ,sL

K#5dJ
KsL

I 1 (
J1J25J

dJ2

K sJ1L
I 1 (

K1K25K
dJ

K1sL
IK 2

1 (
J1J25J

K1K25K

dJ2

K1sJ1L
IK 21 (

J1J25J
dJ1

K sLJ2

I 1 (
K1K25K

dJ
K2sL

K1I
1 (

J1J25J
K1K25K

dJ1

K2sLJ2

K1I

1 (
J1J2J35J

dJ2

K sJ1LJ3

I 1 (
K1K2K35K

dJ
K2sL

K1IK 32~ I↔K,J↔L !1¯ . ~10!

The ellipses in the last equation represent terms which cannot be written in terms of the op
listed in Table I; they play no role in the open string algebra, to be introduced immediately

As the elements of the grand string algebra come from phyiscal observables of open
chains, it should not be surprising the open matrix chains provide a representation of the
string algebra, albeit not a faithful one. As we mentioned in the Introduction, an open matrix

can be abstractly written asf̄l1^ sK̇
^ fl2. f̄1, f̄2,..., andf̄LF span aLF-dimensional vector

space;f1, f2,..., andfLF span anotherLF-dimensional vector space; and all vectors of the fo

sK̇ span an infinite-dimensional vector space. LetTo be the vector space consisting of finite line
combinations of open matrix chains. The actions of the four kinds of operators on an open
chain are given by

J̄l2

l1^ f
J̇

İ
^ Jl4

l3~f̄l5^ sK̇
^ fl6!5dl2

l5d
J̇

K̇
dl4

l6f̄l1^ sİ
^ fl3, ~11!

J̄l2

l1^ l
J̇

İ
~f̄l3^ sK̇

^ fl4!5dl2

l3 (
K̇1K̇25K̇

d
J̇

K̇1f̄l1^ sİ K̇2^ fl4, ~12!

r
J̇

İ
^ Jl2

l1~f̄l3^ sK̇
^ fl4!5dl2

l4 (
K̇1K̇25K̇

d
J̇

K̇2f̄l3^ sK̇1İ
^ fl1, ~13!

and
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sJ
I ~f̄l1^ sK̇

^ fl2!5f̄l1^ S (
K̇1K2K̇35K̇

dJ
K2sK̇1IK̇ 3D ^ fl2. ~14!

To is a representation space for the grand string algebra.
Definition 1: The Lie algebra denoted as Gˆ

L,LF
in Ref. 10 and later on called the open strin

algebra in Ref. 13 is defined as the quotient of the grand string algebra by the annihilator o
representationTo . We will call To the defining representation.

Equations~1!, ~5!, ~8! and~10! show that the space generated by each kind of operator fo
a subalgebra of the open string algebra. The four subalgebras were denoted byFL,LF

5gl(LF)

^ FL ^ gl(LF), gl(LF) ^ L̂L , R̂L ^ gl(LF) and ŜL , respectively, in Ref. 10. In addition, Eqs
~1!–~4! tell us that gl(LF) ^ FL ^ gl(LF) is a proper ideal isomorphic to gl(̀), and Eqs.~1!–~9!

tell us that all the operators of the first three kinds together span a bigger proper idealM̂L,LF
.

For future convenience, let us introduce some more operators of the fourth kind acting
defining representation space. They aresB

B , sB
I andsJ

B , and are defined by

sB
B~f̄l1^ sK̇

^ fl2![~#~K̇ !11!f̄l1^ sK̇
^ fl2, ~15!

sB
I ~f̄l1^ sK̇

^ fl2![ (
K̇1K̇25K̇

f̄l1^ sK̇1IK̇ 2^ fl2 ~16!

and

sJ
B~f̄l1^ sK̇

^ fl2![ (
K̇1K2K̇35K̇

dJ
K2f̄l1^ sK̇1K̇3^ fl2. ~17!

Though these operators look completely new, they are actually elements of the open string a
as can be seen from the following identities which are now fully general:

s
J̇

İ
5(

i 51

L

s
i J̇

i İ
1 (

l51

LF

J̄l
l

^ l
J̇

İ
5(

j 51

L

s
J̇ j

İ j
1 (

l51

LF

r
J̇

İ
^ Jl

l . ~18!

The reader can check the validity of Eq.~18! by verifying that the left and right hand sides ha
the same action on any open matrix chain.

Without recourse to Eq.~18!, there is a representation ofsJ
B directly in terms of matrix

annihilation operators as shown in the following formula, where the summation conventio
color indices is adopted:

sJ
B5

1

N(b22)/2anb

nb21~ j b!anb21

nb22~ j b21!¯an1

nb~ j 1!. ~19!

We know of no representation ofsB
B or sB

I in terms of matrix annihilation or creation operato
without using Eq.~18!.

Sometimes we will use the generic notationX
J̇

İ
or Y

J̇

İ
to refer toJ̄l2

l1^ f
J̇

İ
^ Jl4

l3 , J̄l2

l1^ l
J̇

İ
,

r
J̇

İ
^ Jl

l1 or s
J̇

İ
, ignoringl1 , l2 , l3 andl4 .
2
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III. BASES

The operators listed in Table I do not form a basis for the open string algebra because th
overcomplete. In this section, we will work out two bases which will be of use in future dis
sions. Readers who are not interested in the details may read only the statements of Prop
1 and 2, and then move on directly to the next section.

Before we start, we need to recall a lexicographic ordering for integer sequences from R
We will use it to construct another one for a basis of the open string algebra.~Both orderings are
denoted as.as there is no danger of confusion.!

Definition 2: We designate I˙. J̇ if either

(1) #(İ ).#(J̇); or

(2) #(İ )5#(J̇)5aÞ0, and there exists an integer r<a such that i15 j 1 , i 25 j 2 ,..., i r 21

5 j r 21 and ir. j r .

Definition 3: Here is a lexicographic ordering for a basis of the open string algebra.

(1) X
J̇

İ
.Y

L̇

K̇
if

(a) #(İ )2#(J̇).#(K̇)2#(L̇); or

(b) #(İ )2#(J̇)5#(K̇)2#(L̇) and #(İ )1#(J̇).#(K̇)1#(L̇); or

(c) #(İ )5#(K̇), #(J̇)5#(L̇) and J̇.L̇; or

(d) J̇5L̇, #(İ )5#(K̇) and İ.K̇;

(2) s
J̇

İ
.r

J̇

İ
^ Jl2

l1.J̄l4

l3^ l
J̇

İ
.J̄l6

l5^ f
J̇

İ
^ Jl8

l7 ;

(3) J̄l2

l1^ f
J̇

İ
^ Jl4

l3.J̄l6

l5^ f
J̇

İ
^ Jl8

l7 if

(a) l2l4.l6l8 as concatenated sequences; or
(b) l2l45l6l8 and l1l3.l5l7 ;

(4) J̄l2

l1^ l
J̇

İ
.J̄l4

l3^ l
J̇

İ
if

(a) l2.l4 ; or
(b) l25l4 and l1.l3 ;

(5) r
J̇

İ
^ Jl2

l1.r
J̇

İ
^ Jl4

l3 if

(a) l2.l4 ; or
(b) l25l4 and l1.l3 .

Note that changing the basis changes the lexicographic ordering also.
Proposition 1: The following setB0 of elements forms a basis for the open string algebra

(1) all J̄l2

l1^ f
J̇

İ
^ Jl4

l3 such thatl11l2.2 and l31l4.2;

(2) all J̄l2

l1^ l
J̇

İ
such thatl1Þ1 or l2Þ1;

(3) all r
J̇

İ
^ Jl2

l1 such thatl1Þ1 or l2Þ1; and

(4) all s
J̇

İ
.

This proposition is a consequence of the following two lemmas.
Lemma 1:B0 is a linearly independent set.
Proof: We will prove this byad absurdum. Consider an arbitrary sumX of a finite number of

the elements listed in Proposition 1. Write downX according to the following

Convention:The numerical coefficient ofs
J̇

İ
in X is written asc(s

J̇

İ
). The coefficients of

other operators are written similarly.~By definition, only a finite number of the coefficients a
nonzero.!

Assume that this sumX is identically equal to zero. There are now several possibilit
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Consider first the case in which somec(s
J̇

İ
)Þ0 in the sumX, which can then be written as

(
i 51

p

c~s
J̇i

İ i !s
J̇i

İ i
1¯ ,

wherep is a finite positive integer,J̇15 J̇25¯5 J̇q, J̇q11<¯< J̇p for some integerq<p, İ r

Þ İ s for 1<r ,s<q such thatrÞs, and the ellipses denote terms involving operators of ot

kinds. Then acting the sum onf̄1
^ sJ̇1^ f1 yields

(
i 51

q

c~s
J̇1

İ i !f̄1
^ sİ i ^ f11¯ ,

where the ellipses consist of terms proportional tof̄l1^ sK̇
^ fl2, wherel1.1 or l2.1. This is

manifestly nonzero, a contradiction. Hence there is no operator of the forms
J̇

İ
in the sum.

Similarly, considering the action of the sum on a state of the formf̄r
^ sK̇

^ f1 will rule out

the presence of anyJ̄l2

l1^ l
J̇

İ
in the sum. Then consideringf̄1

^ sK̇
^ fr will rule out any r

J̇

İ

^ Jl2

l1 . Finally, consideringf̄r1^ sK̇
^ fr2 will eliminate all J̄l2

l1^ f
J̇

İ
^ Jl4

l3 . Consequently, no

element ofB0 can appear in the sum to make it identically zero, andB0 is linearly indepen-
dent. Q.E.D.

Lemma 2: Any element of the open string algebra can be written as a finite sum o
elements listed in Proposition 1.

Proof: This follows from the following formulas, which the reader can check one by one
verifying that the actions of the left and right hand sides of any equation below on any open m
chain are the same:

(
l51

LF

J̄l
l

^ r J
I 5sJ

I 2(
j 51

L

sJ j
I j ; ~20!

(
l51

LF

l J
I

^ Jl
l5sJ

I 2(
i 51

L

s iJ
iI ; ~21!

(
l351

LF

J̄l2

l1^ f
J̇

İ
^ Jl3

l35J̄l2

l1^ l
J̇

İ
2(

j 51

L

J̄l2

l1^ l
J̇ j

İ j
; ~22!

and

(
l151

LF

J̄l1

l1^ f
J̇

İ
^ Jl3

l25r
J̇

İ
^ Jl3

l22(
i 51

L

r
iJ̇

i İ
^ Jl3

l2 . ~23!

Q.E.D.
Remark 1: Equations (20)–(23) may now be taken as a set of defining relations for the o

string algebra, though there is a little redundancy in them.
We now give a different basis for the open string algebra. We will use it to construct ‘‘Ve

like modules.’’
Proposition 2: The following setB4 of elements form a basis for the open string algebra:

(1) all J̄l2

l1^ f
J̇

İ
^ Jl4

l3 ;

(2) all J̄l
l1^ l

J̇

İ
such that the last integers inİ and J̇ are not simultaneously 1;
2
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(3) all r B
B

^ Jl2

l1 such thatl1Þ1 or l2Þ1;

(4) all r B
I

^ Jl2

l1 such thatl1Þ1, l2Þ1 or the first integer of I is not 1;

(5) all r J
B

^ Jl2

l1 such thatl1Þ1, l2Þ1 or the first integer of J is not 1;

(6) all r J
I

^ Jl2

l1 such that the first integers in I and J are not simultaneously 1; and

(7) all s
J̇

İ
such that the first integers in I and J are not simultaneously 1 and the last intege

I and J are not simultaneously 1 either.

Proof (sketched):This follows from Lemma 1 by extensive use of Eqs.~20!–~23! and by

insisting that all the elementsJ̄l2

l1^ f
J̇

İ
^ Jl4

l3 should occur in the basis. Observe that the rec

dancy in the mentioned equations in the present setting is due to the fact that the elementsB
1İ1 ,

s
1J̇1

B
, and( is i

i occur both in Eq.~20! and in Eq.~21!. The reader can find a more detailed a
thoroughly rigorous proof in Ref. 17.

IV. CARTAN SUBALGEBRA AND ROOT VECTORS

We are going to work out a Cartan subalgebra and the root vectors associated with it f
open string algebra. We will need these results in future sections. Once again those who
interested in details may only read the statements of the propositions in this section, and m
to the next section directly.

Proposition 3: AllJ̄l1

l1^ f
İ

İ
^ Jl2

l2 , all J̄l
l

^ l
İ

İ
, all r

İ

İ
^ Jl

l and all s
İ

İ
form an overcomplete se

of generators of a Cartan subalgebra G00 of the open string algebra.18

Proof: In terms of the basisB0 , what we need to show is that

~1! all J̄l1

l1^ f
İ

İ
^ Jl2

l2 such thatl1Þ1 andl2Þ1,

~2! all J̄l
l

^ l
İ

İ
, such thatlÞ1,

~3! all r
İ

İ
^ Jl

l such thatlÞ1, and

~4! all s
İ

İ

form a basis for this Cartan subalgebra. It is obvious thatG00 is commutative and,a fortiori,
nilpotent. Consider an elementX of the normalizer ofG00. Let us expressX in terms of the basis
B0 using the Convention in the proof of Lemma 1. Consider the following.

Case 1: There exist in X terms of the form c(s
J̇i

İ i )s
J̇i

İ i such that i is a positive integer not large

than p, İ iÞ J̇i , c(s
J̇i

İ i )Þ0 for each i and c(s
J̇

İ
)50 for any other I˙ and J̇ such that I˙Þ İ i or J̇

Þ J̇i for each i. Without loss of generality, we can further assume that either

İ 1< İ i and İ1< J̇i ~24!

for each value of i, or

J̇1< İ i and J̇1< J̇i ~25!

for each value of i.
If Eq. ~24! is true, then

@J̄1
1

^ f
İ 1

İ 1
^ J1

1 ,X#5c~s
J̇1

İ 1 !J̄1
1

^ f
J̇1

İ 1
^ J1

11¯ , ~26!

which clearly does not belong toG00. If instead Eq.~25! is true, then
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@J̄1
1

^ f
J̇1

J̇1
^ J1

1 ,X#52c~s
J̇1

İ 1 !J̄1
1

^ f
J̇1

İ 1
^ J1

11¯ , ~27!

which clearly does not belong toG00 either. Thus there is no term proportional tos
J̇

İ
in X such that

İÞ J̇.
Similar arguments by contradiction enable us to rule out all other cases listed below.

Case 2: There exist in X terms of the form c(r
J̇i

İ i
^ Jr i

l i)r
J̇i

İ i
^ Jr i

l i such that the following four

conditions hold:

(1) i is a positive integer not larger than p;

(2) İ il iÞ J̇ir i for each i;

(3) c(r
J̇i

İ i
^ Jr i

l i)Þ0 for each i; and

(4) c(r
J̇

İ
^ Jr

l)50 for any other I˙, J̇, l and r such that I˙lÞ İ il i or J̇rÞ J̇ir i for each i.

Without loss of generality, we can further assume that for all values of i, either

İ 1l1< İ il i and İ1l1< J̇ir i ~28!

for each value of i, or

J̇1r1< İ il i and J̇1r1< J̇ir i ~29!

for each value of i.

Case 3: There exist in X terms of the form c(J̄r i

l i ^ l
J̇i

İ i )J̄r i

l i ^ l
J̇i

İ i such that the following four

conditions hold:

(1) i is a positive integer not larger than p;

(2) İ il iÞ J̇ir i for each i;

(3) c(J̄r i

l i ^ l
J̇i

İ i )Þ0 for each i; and

(4) c(J̄r
l

^ l
J̇

İ
)50 for any other I˙, J̇, l and r such that I˙lÞ İ il i or J̇rÞ J̇ir i for each i.

(5) Case 4: There exist in X terms of the form c(J̄r i

l i ^ f
J̇i

İ i
^ Jb i

a i)J̄r i

l i ^ f
J̇i

İ i
^ Jb i

a i such that the

following four conditions hold:

(1) i is a positive integer not larger than p;

(2) İ il ia iÞ J̇r ib i for each i;

(3) c(J̄r i

l i ^ f
J̇i

İ i
^ Jb i

a i)Þ0 for each i; and

(4) c(J̄r
l

^ f
J̇

İ
^ Jb

a)50 for any other I˙, J̇, l, r, a and b such that I˙laÞ İ il ia i or J̇rb

Þ J̇ir ib i for each i.

Q.E.D.
Proposition 4: A necessary and sufficient condition for a vector of the open string algeb

be an eigenvector with respect to the Cartan subalgebra G00 is that this vector is proportional to

J̄l2

l1^ f
J̇

İ
^ Jl4

l3 , where İl1l3Þ J̇l2l4 .19

Proof: The sufficient part is obvious. Let us prove the necessary part. Write down the e
vectorV in terms of the basis setB0 according to the Convention in the proof of Lemma 1. It
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clear thatV contains no term proportional to an element inB0 . Now consider Case 1 in the proo
of Proposition 3. If Eq.~24! is true, then Eq.~26! tells us thatVPFL,LF

; if Eq. ~25! is true instead,
then Eq.~27! still yields the same conclusion thatVPFL,LF

.
Next consider Case 2 in the proof of Proposition 3 together with the additional assum

that c(s
J̇

İ
)50 for all İ and J̇. An argument similar to the one in the preceding paragraph sh

that VPFL,LF
. We reach the same conclusion even if we consider Case 3 in the proof of P

sition 3 together with the additional assumptions thatc(s
J̇

İ
)50 andc(r

J̇

İ
^ Jr

l)50 for all İ , J̇, l

andr.
We therefore conclude that in all cases,VPFL,LF

. Now, we know thatFL,LF
is isomorphic to

gl(`) whose properties then lead to the necessary part of this proposition. Q

V. VERMA-LIKE MODULES

Verma modules are a valuable tool for constructing nontrivial unitary lowest weight irre
ible representations of familiar Lie algebras like the Virasoro algebra. We are going to ado
same approach to construct unitary lowest weight irreducible representations for the open
algebra. This algebra, however, differs from the Virasoro algebra in one important aspec
Cartan subalgebra and the associated root vectors do not span the whole open string algeb
implies there cannot be any triangular decomposition of the open string algebra in the trad
sense. Nevertheless, there is still a decomposition very similar to the triangular decompositio
we can use this other decomposition as a starting point to define a module which resem
Verma module. We will call this a Verma-like module.

It was noted in Ref. 13 that the subalgebraŜL admits a decomposition into subalgebras
‘‘raising,’’ ‘‘diagonal’’ and ‘‘lowering’’ operators. Indeed, we will see shortly that the open stri
algebra can beZ-graded.

Let #(İ ) be the number of integers inİ and G̃m be a subspace of the grand string algeb
spanned by all operators of any form shown in Table I~and all operators of the fifth kind no
mentioned in Sec. II! such that #(İ )2#(J̇)5m or #(I )2#(J)5m. Then the grand string algebr
is a direct sum ofG̃m for all integral values ofm. Furthermore, the reader can check from the L
brackets of the grand string algebra, all of which can be found in Ref. 13 and most of which
reproduced in Sec. II, that

@G̃m,G̃n##G̃m1n.

Hence, the set of allG̃m provides aZ-grading for the grand string algebra. Moreover, the defin
representation is, in a natural way, a graded representation for the grand string algebra w

grade off̄l1^ sK̇
^ fl2 equal to #(K̇). Recall from Definition 1 that the open string algebra is t

quotient of the grand string algebra by the annihilator of this graded representation. It follow
the open string algebra is alsoZ-graded:

ĜL,LF
5 %

m52`

`

Gm ~30!

with Gm being the image ofG̃m under the quotient operation and satisfying

@Gm,Gn##Gm1n. ~31!

The Cartan subalgebraG00 is a subalgebra ofG0. Let G01 be the subspace ofG0 spanned by
all operators of any form shown in Table I such thatİl1l3. J̇l2l4 , İl1. J̇l2 , İ . J̇ or I .J.
Then G01 is a subalgebra ofG0.13 Likewise, let G02 be the subspace ofG0 spanned by all
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operators of any form shown in Table I such thatJ̇l2l4. İl1l3 , J̇l2. İl1 , J̇. İ or J.I . Then
G02 is another subalgebra ofG0. Moreover, we haveG05G2

% G00
% G1. Consider

G1[G01
% S %

m51

`

GmD ~32!

and

G2[G02
% S %

m52`

21

GmD . ~33!

It follows from the fact thatG01 is a subalgebra ofG0 and Eq.~31! thatG1 is a subalgebra of the
open string algebra. Likewise,G2 is another subalgebra ofĜL,LF

. Then

ĜL,LF
5G1

% G00
% G2. ~34!

Let us now construct a module for the open string algebra using Eq.~34!. Consider the
universal enveloping algebraU(ĜL,LF

) of the open string algebra. LethI(l1 ; İ ;l2), hII (l; İ ),

hIII ( İ ;l) andhIV( İ ) be fixed functions on an integer sequenceİ and, with the exception ofhIV ,
the positive integer~s! l1 , l2 or l also. The subscripts tell us the kinds of operators with which
functions are associated. Construct the left idealI of U(ĜL,LF

) generated by

~1! all elements inG2,

~2! all J̄l1

l1^ f
İ

İ
^ Jl2

l22hI(l1 ; İ ;l2)•1 with 1 being the identity element ofU(ĜL,LF
),

~3! all J̄l
l

^ l
İ

İ
2hII (l; İ )•1 such thatJ̄l

l
^ l

İ

İ
PB4 ,

~4! all r
İ

İ
^ Jl

l2hIII ( İ ;l)•1 such thatr
İ

İ
^ Jl

lPB4 and

~5! all s
İ

İ
2hIV( İ )•1 such thats

İ

İ
PB4 .

The values of allhI , hII , hIII andhIV listed above can be freely chosen. Fix the values of th
four functions on other arguments by the succeeding equations in all of whichK̇0 stands for the
empty sequence andK̇n5Kn stands for the sequence 11...1 withn integers forn.0:

hII ~l1 ; İ Kn!5hII ~l1 ; İ !2 (
p50

n21

(
j 52

L

hII ~l1 ; İ K̇ pj !2 (
p50

n21

(
l251

LF

hI~l1 ; İ K̇ p ;l2!, ~35!

wherel1 is any positive integer not larger thanLF , n is any positive integer, andİ is any integer
sequence such that either it is empty or its last integer is larger than 1@cf. Eq. ~22!#;

hIII ~Knİ ;l2!5hIII ~ İ ;l2!2 (
p50

n21

(
i 52

L

hIII ~ iK̇ pİ ;l2!2 (
p50

n21

(
l151

LF

hI~l1 ;K̇pİ ;l2!, ~36!

wheren is positive, and either

~1! İ is empty andl2Þ1, or
~2! İ is nonempty and the first integer ofİ is not 1

@cf. Eq. ~23!#;
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hIII ~K̇n ;1!5 (
l51

LF

hII ~l;B !2 (
l52

LF

hIII ~B;l!2 (
p50

n21

(
i 52

L

hIII ~ iK̇ p ;1!2 (
p50

n21

(
l51

LF

hI~l1 ;K̇p ;1!,

~37!

wheren is any non-negative integer@cf. Eqs.~22! and ~23!#;

hIV~Knİ !5hIV~ İ !2 (
p50

n21

(
i 52

L

hIV~ iK̇ pİ !2 (
p50

n21

(
l51

LF

hII ~l;K̇pİ !, ~38!

wheren is any positive integer,İ is either empty or has both its first and last integers larger t
1, and the values ofhII can either be freely chosen or determined from Eq.~35! @cf. Eq. ~20!#;

hIV~ IK n!5hIV~ I !2 (
p50

n21

(
j 52

L

hIV~ IK̇ pj !2 (
p50

n21

(
l51

LF

hIII ~ IK̇ p ;l!, ~39!

wheren is a positive integer,I is a nonempty sequence whose first and last integers are both l
than 1, and the values ofhIII can either be freely chosen or determined from Eq.~36! or ~37! @cf.
Eq. ~21!#;

hIV~KmİKn!5hIV~Kmİ !2 (
p50

n21

(
j 52

L

hIV~Kmİ K̇pj !2 (
p50

n21

(
l51

LF

hIII ~Kmİ K̇p ;l!, ~40!

where bothm andn are positive integers,İ is a nonempty integer sequence whose first and
integers are both larger than 1, the values ofhIII could be determined from Eq.~36! or ~37!, and
those of hIV could be determined from Eq.~38! @cf. Eqs. ~20!–~23!#. The four functionsh
5(hI ,hII ,hIII ,hIV) determined in this way will be called alowest weight. ~Clearly, the four
functions arenot linearly indepedent.! That B4 is a basis of the open string algebra then impl
that I is spanned byG2 and all elements of the form

J̄l1

l1^ f
İ

İ
^ Jl2

l22hI~l1 ; İ ;l2!•1,

J̄l
l

^ l
İ

İ
2hII ~l1 ; İ !•1,

r
İ

İ
^ Jl

l2hIII ~ İ ;l!•1

or

s
İ

İ
2hIV~ İ !•1.

DefineM to beU/I. ĜL,LF
acts onM by left multiplication and soM is a valid represen-

tation of ĜL,LF
. Let uvh& be the image of1 in M. Then

G2uvh&50;

J̄l1

l1^ f
İ

İ
^ Jl2

l2uvh&5hI~l1 ; İ ;l2!uvh&;

J̄l
l

^ l
İ

İ uvh&5hII ~l; İ !uvh&; ~41!
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r
İ

İ
^ Jl

luvh&5hIII ~ İ ;l!uvh&;

s
İ

İ uvh&5hIV~ İ !uvh&.

We will call any uvh& satisfying Eq.~41! a lowest weight vector. ~Note that not all elements inG1

can be written as finite linear combinations of root vectors ofG00 and so this notion of a lowes
weight vector is different from the traditional one.! The Poincare´–Birkhoff–Witt theorem implies
that uvh& together with all the elements inM of the form

E~vh!5 )
p51

n

X
J̇p

İ p uvh&, ~42!

wheren is any positive integer,X
J̇p

İ pPG1 for each value ofp and the product is arranged in th

reverse of the lexicographic ordering in Definition 3, forms a basis forM. Theexpectation value
of E(vh), which we will denote aŝE(vh)&, is the coefficient ofuvh& in the expression forE(vh)
written in this basis. We will callM a Verma-like module. ~Again if G1 andG2 were spanned by
root vectors,M would be a Verma module.!

A lowest weight representationof the open string algebra is a Verma-like module or a quoti
of it. ~We called it a highest weight representation in Ref. 20.! In general, a lowest weigh
representation is not irreducible. If there is a maximal subrepresentation of a Verma-like m
the resulting quotient representation will be an irreducible lowest weight representation.

To establish the notion of unitarity for lowest weight representations, we introduce a nu
of auxiliary notions as follows. Define an antilinear anti-involutionv on ĜL,LF

by

v~J̄l2

l1^ f
J̇

İ
^ Jl4

l3!5J̄l1

l2^ f
İ

J̇
^ Jl3

l4 ;

v~J̄l2

l1^ l
J̇

İ
!5J̄l1

l2^ l
İ

J̇
;

~43!

v~r
J̇

İ
^ Jl2

l1!5r
İ

J̇
^ Jl1

l2 ;

v~sJ
I !5s I

J .

~Readers who know how these four kinds of operators were introduced in Refs. 10 and 13
be aware that this antilinear anti-involution is nothing but the Hermitian conjugation of cre
and annihilation operators of partons.! This antilinear anti-involution ofĜL,LF

extends straight-

forwardly to an antilinear anti-involution of its universal enveloping algebraU(ĜL,LF
).

From now on, we assume all the weight functions to be real. This allows us to defi
sesquilinear form̂•u•& on two elementsE1(vh) andE2(vh) of M, both of which are of the form
Eq. ~42!, by

^E1~vh!uE2~vh!&[^~v~E1!E2!~vh!&. ~44!

Since^v(E)(vh)& is the complex conjugate of^E(vh)&, ^•u•& is a Hermitian form ofM. More-
over, it is clearly contravariant.

A lowest weight representation isunitary if its Hermitian form is positive definite. Of course
a Verma-like module is not unitary in general. Nevertheless, by a judicious choice of w
functions, it is possible to obtain unitary quotient representations with the help of this Herm
form. In this case we call the Verma-like moduleunitarizable.
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VI. TENSOR PRODUCTS OF THE DEFINING REPRESENTATION

Recall the defining representation in Sec. II. It is unitary and irreducible. More unitary
ducible representations can be obtained from the defining representation by taking its
products. Can they be obtained from Verma-like modules? We will answer this question
form of a theorem. To state it, we need the following.

Definition 4: A Verma-like module is said to be approximately finite if its lowest we
function h satisfies the following conditions:21

(1) hI(l1 ; İ ;l2)2hI(l3 ; J̇;l4) is a non-negative integer if Jl3l4.Il1l2;

(2) hII (l; İ )5( İ 1 ,l1
hI(l; İ İ 1 ;l1);

(3) hIII ( İ ;l)5(l1 , İ 1
hI(l1 ; İ 1İ ;l); and

(4) hIV( İ )5(l1 , İ 1 , İ 2 ,l2
hI(l1 ; İ 1İ İ 2 ;l2).

(By convergence and unitarity, only a finite number of summands can be nonzero in each
last three equations.)

Theorem 1: The following statements pertaining to a unitary irreducible representation
open string algebra are equivalent:

(1) The representation is a tensor product of the defining representation.
(2) The representation is the quotient of an approximately finite Verma-like module by its ma

subrepresentation.
(3) The representation is the quotient of a Verma-like module in which hI , hII , hIII and hIV are

all nonzero only on a finite number of arguments by its maximal subrepresentation.
(4) The representation is the quotient of a Verma-like module in which hIV is nonzero only on a

finite number of arguments by its maximal subrepresentation.22

Moreover, the maximal subrepresentations in the above statements are the radical of the H
ian form of the Verma-like module.

There are some interesting physical interpretations of this theorem. In the context of Q
tensor product of the defining representation is a space consisting of multiple meson
Theorem 1 thus reflects once again a long-established fact that in the large-N limit, one cannot
break an open string into several, or combine several open strings to one.23 Furthermore, the proof

of Proposition 3 clearly shows thatG00 is a maximally commutative subalgebra ofĜL,LF
. We may

thus think ofG00 as a linear space generated by a maximally commuting set of linearly inde
dent quantum observables, of which the lowest weight state is an eigenstate with all its eig
ues, or quantum numbers, given by the weight functions. If this state has only a finite num
nonzero quantum numbers, any other state generated by it will have a finite number of n
quantum numbers, too. Consequently, the above theorem implies that if an eigenstate,
weight or not, has only a finite number of nonzero quantum numbers with respect to
quantum observables, then this eigenstate must be a multiple meson state.

Before embarking on the proof of the equivalences, let us make some simple observ
which have, as consequences, among other things, the statements about the Hermitian for
theorem.

Lemma 3: The maximal subrepresentation of a unitarizable Verma-like module is the ra
of the Hermitian form.

Proof: If we quotient out by the radical of the Hermitian form in the Verma module we g
representation with a nondegenerate Hermitian form~still contravariant of course!. A priori it
might seem possible that this representation could have a proper unitary quotient. Ho
exactly due to the unitarity assumption, if there exists a nonzero maximal proper invarian
spaceI such that the quotient by it is unitary, then in fact the quotient must be equivalent tI'.
But since the space is cyclic, this is possible only ifI 50, which is a contradiction. Q.E.D
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Lemma 4: If for a given weight h there exists a contravariant unitary lowest (or high
weight module Vh , then it is unique.

Proof: Let uvh& denote the lowest weight vector and letAh denote the annihilator ofuvh& in the
envelopping algebraU. ThenVh.U/Ah and by Lemma 3,Ah is equal to the set ofYPU for which
Yuvh&50⇔^Y(vh)uY(vh)&50. By contravariance, the latter condition is expressible entirely
terms of the Lie algebra structure andh. Q.E.D.

We will now prove Theorem 1 by a series of lemmas in which~1!, ~2!, ~3!, and~4!, stand for
the four enumerated statements in Theorem 1.

Lemma 5: (1)⇒(2).
Proof: First of all we observe that the defining representationTo is obviously approximately

finite. Indeed, it is elementary to verify that the following identities hold inTo :

J̄l2

l1^ l
J̇

İ
5 (

l351

LF

(
K̇

J̄l2

l1^ f
J̇K̇

İ K̇
^ Jl3

l3 , ~45!

r
J̇

İ
^ Jl4

l35 (
l151

LF

(
K̇

J̄l1

l1^ f
K̇J̇

K̇ İ
^ Jl4

l3 ~46!

and

s
J̇

İ
5 (

l1 ,l251

LF

(
K̇1 ,K̇2

J̄l2

l1^ f
K̇1J̇K̇2

K̇1İ K̇2
^ Jl2

l2 ~47!

for all İ , J̇, l1 , l2 , l3 , andl4 . It is clear that the tensor productT o
d5To^ To^¯^ To ~d copies!

will have the same property. Furthermore, any Young symmetrizercg will define an invariant
subspace and a nonzero weight vectorvg which is annihilated by any subalgebr
gl(N)2,gl(`)[gl(LF) ^ FL ^ gl(LF).

Let

g5~g1 ,g2 , . . . ! with g1>g2>¯>gn>05gn115gn125¯

such thatd5g11g21¯1gn . Again, by looking at the subalgebras gl(N) it follows thatcg(To)
carries an irreducible representation. Thatvg is annihilated by all ofG2 and forms a one-
dimensional representation forG00 is equally clear. The lowest weight is given by the formula

hI~1;B;1!5g1 ,

hI~1;B;2!5g2 ,

]

hI~1;B;LF!5gLF
,

hI~2;B;1!5gLF11 ,

]

hI~LF ;B;LF!5gLFLF
,

hI~1;1;1!5gLFLF11 ,

]
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hI~1;1;LF!5gLFLF1LF
,

hI~2;1;1!5gLFLF1LF11 ,

]

hI~LF ;1;LF!5g2LFLF
,

hI~1;2;1!5g2LFLF11 ,

]

hI~LF ;L;LF!5gLLFLF
,

hI~1;11;1!5gLLFLF11 ,

]

hI~r1 ;K̇;r2!5gn

and ~48!

hI~l1 ; İ ;l2!50 if İl1l2.K̇r1r2 .

Equations~45!–~47! clearly also hold incg(To). Q.E.D.
Lemma 6: (2)⇒(1).
Proof: Let hI be given in terms of ag as in Eq.~48!. Then, since it is nonzero only on a finit

number of arguments,g defines a Young symmetrizercg . Considercg(To). It is easy to see tha
this space has the right lowest weight. By Lemma 4 it is unique. Q.E

Lemma 7: (2)⇒(3).
Proof: According to Definition 4, only a finite number of the summands in the formula

hIV~B !5 (
l1 , İ 1 , İ 2 ,l2

hI~l1 ; İ 1İ 2 ;l2!

are nonzero, so there exists an integer sequenceK̇ such thathI(l1 ; İ ;l2)50 for anyl1 andl2 if
İ .K̇. ThenhII (l; İ )5hIII ( İ ;l)5hIV(I )50 if İ .K̇. In particular,hII , hIII andhIV are nonzero
on a finite number of arguments only. Q.E.D

Lemma 8: If I˙l1l3. J̇l2l4 , then hI(l2 ; J̇;l4)2hI(l1 ; İ ;l3) is a non-negative integer.
Observe that this result is completely general: any unitary irreducible representation

open string algebra constructed from a Verma-like module satisfies the first condition in Defi
4.

Proof: Let İ and J̇ be arbitrarily chosen integer sequences, andl1 , l2 , l3 andl4 arbitrarily
chosen positive integers not greater thanLF . Notice that

J̄l2

l1^ f
J̇

İ
^ Jl4

l3 , J̄l1

l1^ f
İ

İ
^ Jl3

l32J̄l2

l2^ f
J̇

J̇
^ Jl4

l4 andJ̄l1

l2^ f
İ

J̇
Jl3

l4 ,

whereİl1l3. J̇l2l4 , span a subalgebra of the open string algebra. This subalgebra is isomo
to sl(2,C). We therefore deduce from the representation theory of sl(2,C) that hI(l2 ; J̇;l4)
2hI(l1 ; İ ;l3) must be a nonnegative integer. Q.E.

Lemma 9:(3)⇒(2).
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Proof: Since there are only a finite number of arguments on whichhI does not vanish, Lemma
8 implies that there exists an integer sequenceK̇r1r2 such that

~1! hI(r1 ;K̇;r2).0;
~2! hI(l1 ; İ ;l2)50 if İl1l2.K̇r1r2 ; and
~3! 0,hI(l1 ; İ ;l2)<hI(l3 ; J̇;l4) if K̇r1r2. İl1l2. J̇l3l4 .

In other words, Eq.~48! with the partitiong holds.
We will move on to show thathII satisfies Definition 4. The proofs forhIII andhIV are similar.

Let K̇1r3 be the integer sequence such thathII (r3 ;K̇1).0 andhII (l; İ )50 if İl.K̇1r3 . Then
Eq. ~22! implies that

(
l

hI~r3 ;K̇1 ;l!5hII ~r3 ;K̇1!2(
i

hII ~r3 ;K̇1i !.0.

HenceK̇1r3<K̇r1 . K̇1r3,K̇r1 is impossible or else

(
l

hI~r1 ;K̇;l!5hII ~r1 ;K̇ !2(
i

hII ~r1 ;K̇i !50,

a contradiction. Thusr35r1 andK̇15K̇. ThathII satisfies Definition 4 now follows from the fac
that hII (l; İ ) is a sum of

~1! all hI(l; İ İ 1 ;l1) wherel1 can take on any value andİ 1 is an integer sequence such th
İ İ 1l,K̇r1 ,

~2! all hII (l; İ İ 1i ) where İ 1i is any integer sequence such thatİ İ 1l,K̇r1 but İ İ 1il.K̇r1 ,

and the fact that the summands in the second family vanish identically. Q.
Lemma 10: (3)⇒(4).
Proof: Trivial. Q.E.D.
Lemma 11: hII (l2 ; J̇)2hII (l1 ; İ )>0 and hIII ( J̇;l2)2hIII ( İ ;l1)>0 if İ l1. J̇l2 .
Proof: This comes from the inequalities

^vhu~J̄l1

l2^ l
İ

J̇
!~J̄l2

l1^ l
J̇

İ
!uvh&>0

and

^vhu~r
İ

J̇
^ Jl1

l2!~r
J̇

İ
^ Jl2

l1!uvh&>0.

Q.E.D.
Lemma 12: (4)⇒(3).

Proof: Let K̇ be an integer sequence such thathIV(K̇).0 and hIV( İ )50 for any İ .K̇.
Equations~20!–~23! imply that for this İ ,

(
l1 ,l251

LF

hI~l1 ; İ ;l2!5hIV~ İ !2(
i 51

L

hIV~ i İ !2(
j 51

L

hIV~ İ j !1 (
i , j 51

L

hIV~ i İ j !50. ~49!

Assume that somehI(l1 ; İ ;l2)Þ0 in Eq. ~49!. Then there exist two integersr1 andr2 such
that hI(r1 ; İ ;r2),0. By Lemma 8,hI(l3 ; J̇;l4),0 if J̇. İ . Hence for thisJ̇,
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0. (
l3 ,l451

LF

hI~l3 ; J̇;l4!5hIV~ J̇!2(
i 51

L

hIV~ i J̇ !2(
j 51

L

hIV~ J̇ j !1 (
i , j 51

L

hIV~ i J̇ j !50,

a contradiction. We thus conclude thathI(l1 ; İ ;l2)50 for any integer sequenceİ such thatİ
.K̇ and any integersl1 andl2 . In particular,hI is nonzero on a finite number of arguments on
A similar argument using Lemma 11 shows thathII and hIII are nonzero on a finite number o
arguments only. Q.E.D

VII. OTHER UNITARY IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS

Now that we have identified a class of unitary irreducible representations, it is natural f
to ask what other unitary irreducible representations look like. One crucial observation is th
only are the above tensor product representations faithful representations of the full open
algebra, but also they are completely determined by the ideal sl(`)5@gl(`),gl(`)#, where
gl(`)5FL,LF

, and are the only representations that remain faithful and unitary as represent
of this ideal. This suggests that other unitary irreducible representations can be obtained as
lowest weight representations from the quotient algebra by sl(`), i.e., as ‘‘truly infinite’’ ~t.i.!
representations of the open string algebra—lowest weight representations in which sl(`) acts
trivially. Indeed, it turns out that we have the following.

Theorem 2: Any unitary irreducible lowest weight representation of the open string alge
is a tensor product of a unitary irreducible approximately finite representation and a un
irreducible lowest weight representation in which any element ofsl(`) acts as the0 operator.24

Together with the physical interpretation of Theorem 1, this result implies that if a lo
weight state has an infinite number of nonzero quantum numbers, it must be a tensor produ
multiple meson state and a state in a representation of the quotient algebra. As remarked
Introduction, the quotient algebra extends and generalizes the Virasoro algebra. Already
caseL51 the quotient algebra is quite interesting. Specifically, it is an extension of the Vira
algebra by an infinite Heisenberg algebra.14 Physically speaking, sl(̀) consists of finite-size-
effect operators. Studying the quotient algebra is thus equivalent to studying a physical s
which is free of finite-size effects. Hence, we expect the representation theory of the qu
algebra to describe the physics of open matrix chains at the thermodynamic limit.

Let h be the weight function of an arbitrary unitary lowest weight representationR of the
open string algebra, anduvh& its lowest weight vector~somewhat abusing notation, we do n
distinguish between the space and the representation!. Our task is to produce two representatio
Ra. f . andRt.i . such thatRa. f . is approximately finite,Rt.i . comes from the quotient algebra@is
trivial on sl(`)#, andR5Rt.i . ^ Ra. f . . As usual, we do this by proving a succession of lemm

Lemma 13: In the first two equations below, assume that I˙l1. J̇l2 , and in the third assume

that İ. J̇. Let

J̄l2

l1^ l̃
J̇

İ
[J̄l2

l1^ l
J̇

İ
2 (

l351

LF

(
K̇

J̄l2

l1^ f
J̇K̇

İ K̇
^ Jl3

l3 , ~50!

r̃
J̇

İ
^ Jl2

l1[r
J̇

İ
^ Jl2

l12 (
l351

LF

(
K̇

J̄l3

l3^ f
K̇J̇

K̇ İ
^ Jl2

l1 , ~51!

and

s̃
J̇

İ
[s

J̇

İ
2 (

l1 ,l251

LF

(
K̇,L̇

J̄l1

l1^ f
K̇J̇L̇

K̇ İ L̇
^ Jl2

l2 . ~52!

ThenJ̄l
l1^ l̃

J̇

İ uvh&, r̃
J̇

İ
^ Jl

l1uvh& and s̃
J̇

İ uvh& have finite norms.

2 2
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Proof: We will show thats̃
J̇

İ uvh& has a finite norm. The rest of the lemma can be proved b
simpler version of the following argument.

For any non-negative integerp, consider the operator

s̃
J̇

İ
~p!5s

J̇

İ
2 (

l1 ,l251

LF

(
K̇,L̇

#(K̇L̇)<p

J̄l1

l1^ f
K̇J̇L̇

K̇ İ L̇
^ Jl2

l2 . ~53!

Certainly it is well defined because there are only a finite number of summands in Eq.~53!. @We

can definel̃
J̇

İ
(p) and r̃

J̇

İ
(p) similarly.# Let

s~ İ ,J̇,K̇,L̇ !5 (
K̇8,L̇8

d
K̇8 İ L̇8

K̇ İ L̇
d

K̇8J̇L̇8

K̇J̇L̇
.

Clearly,s is a positive integer. Since

@s̃
J̇

İ
~p!, f

K̇8 İ L̇8

K̇8J̇L̇8
#50 ~54!

for #(K̇8L̇8)<p,

^vhus̃
İ

J̇
~p!s̃

J̇

İ
~p!uvh&5^vhus

İ

J̇
s

J̇

İ uvh&2 (
l1 ,l251

LF

(
K̇,L̇

#(K̇L̇)<p

s~ İ ,J̇,K̇,L̇ !~hI~l1 ;K̇J̇L̇;l2!

2hI~l1 ;K̇ İ L̇;l2!!, ~55!

which, in turn, is non-negative owing to unitarity. Thatp can be arbitrarily large and Lemma
together then imply that for any fixed nonempty integer sequencesİ and J̇, only a finite number
of

hI~l1 ;K̇J̇L̇;l2!2hI~l1 ;K̇ İ L̇;l2!,

wherel1 and l2 are arbitrary positive integers not larger thanLF , and K̇ and L̇ are empty or
nonempty integer sequences, are nonzero. As a result,

(
K̇,L̇

#(K̇L̇).q0

J̄l1

l1^ f
K̇J̇L̇

K̇ İ L̇
^ Jl2

l2uvh&50 ~56!

for some positive integerq0 because its norm vanishes. Thuss̃
J̇

İ uvh& has a finite norm. Q.E.D
Define Rf to be the subspace ofR generated by the actions of elements of gl(LF) ^ FL

^ gl(LF) on the lowest weight vectoruvh&. For brevity, letX̃ denote any one of the operato
defined in Eqs.~50!–~52!. It now follows easily thatX̃v is well defined for anyvPRf .

Lemma 14: For anyvPRf and any FPgl(LF) ^ FL ^ gl(LF),

X̃Fv5FX̃v.

Proof: Any FPgl(LF) ^ FL ^ gl(LF) commutes, for fixedİ ,J̇, with everything in gl(LF)

^ FL ^ gl(LF) of the formJ̄l1

l1^ f
K̇J̇L̇

K̇ İ L̇
^ Jl2

l2 except possibly finitely many. The claim now follow

by a simple computation as in the proof of the previous lemma. Q.E
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Corollary 1: Let X̃
J̇p

İ p stand for eitherJ̄l2

l1^ l̃
J̇

İ
, r̃

J̇

İ
^ Jl2

l1 or s̃
J̇

İ
. Then

)
p51

n

X̃
J̇p

İ p uvh& ~57!

has a finite norm for any value of n.
Proof: This follows directly from Lemmas 13 and 14. Q.E.D
It follows from Lemmas 13 and 14 and Corollary 1 thatl̃ , r̃ ands̃ are well-defined operator

on a lowest weight module.
Lemma 15: There existaPR and NPN such that hI(l1 ;I ;l2)5a for all l1 andl2 provided

#(I )>N.
Proof: Observe that sinceİ . J̇, ~55! implies more generally for anyl1 ,l2 ,l3 ,l4 that ~the

non-negative integer!

~hI~l1 ;K̇J̇L̇;l2!2hI~l3 ;K̇ İ L̇;l4!!

can be nonzero for at most finitely manyK̇,L̇. As a special case of this, notice that for anyi
51, . . . ,LF , only a finite number of

hI~l1 ;K̇L̇;l2!2hI~l3 ;K̇$ i %L̇;l4!

are nonzero. Hence, there exists anNPN such that for anyU with #(U)>N, any
l1 ,l2 ,l3 ,l4 ,l5 ,l6 , and any indices 1< i , j <LF , hI(l1 ;U;l2)5hI(l3 ;U$ i %;l4)
5hI(l5 ;$ j %U;l6). But since for any two sequencesU,V with #(U)5#(V)5N there is a se-
quenceW such that bothU and V occur as segments ofW, it follows that we must have
hI(l1 ;U;l2)5hI(l3 ;V;l4). Q.E.D.

We can now define the two spacesRt.i . ~the truly infinite! andRa. f . ~the almost finite!.
Definition 5: Leta be as in Lemma 15, set hI

a.e.5hI2a, and let hII
a.e. ,hIII

a.e. , and hIV
a.e. be

defined from hI
a.e. as in Definition 4. Ra. f . then is defined as the lowest weight representat

having this lowest weight. Similarly, Rt.i . is defined to be the lowest weight representation giv
by the lowest weight(hI

q ,hII
q ,hIII

q ,hIV
q ) with hI

q[a, and hW
q 5hW2hW

a.e. for W5II ,III ,IV.

In the following we shall, among other things, consider elementsf
J̇

İ
, with İ . J̇ acting inRf

or in Ra. f . . We will use the same symbol for these actions since the two spaces are, in fact,
as vector spaces. As representations of gl(LF) ^ FL ^ gl(LF) they differ by a tensor product of a
one-dimensional representation~defined bya) and this is trivial on said elements. Furthermore,

the representationRt.i . eachf
J̇

İ
, with İ . J̇, acts trivially since by construction they must annih

late the lowest weight vector while at the same time having commutators with the other gene

that again yield elementsf
L̇

K̇
, with K̇.L̇.

Proof of Theorem 2:Let X
J̇p

İ p stand for eitherJ̄l2

l1^ l
J̇

İ
, r

J̇

İ
^ Jl2

l1 or s
J̇

İ
and likewiseX̃

J̇p

İ p stand

for either J̄l2

l1^ l̃
J̇

İ
, r̃

J̇

İ
^ Jl2

l1 or s̃
J̇

İ
. It follows that Rt.i . is generated by operators fromX

J̇p

İ p .

Further, it follows from Lemmas 13 and 14 and Corollary 1 that any element ofR can be written
as a finite linear combination of elements of the form

)
p51

n

X̃
J̇p

İ p )
p51

nI

J̄
r

p
(I )

lp
(I )

^ f
J̇

p
(I )

İ p
(I )

^ J
z

p
(I )

hp
(I )

uvh&, ~58!

where the two products are arranged in such a way that in each product, the factors follo
lexicographic ordering from Definition 3 withs, r and l replaced withs̃, r̃ and l̃ , respectively.
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Denote the lowest weight vector ofRt.i . by v t.i . and the lowest weight vector ofRa. f . by va. f . .
Assume they are both unit vectors in their respective spaces. We can then define a surjectio
Rt.i . ^ Rf to R by mapping

S )
p51

n

X
J̇p

İ pv t.i .D ^ S )
p51

nI

J̄
r

p
(I )

lp
(I )

^ f
J̇

p
(I )

İ p
(I )

^ J
z

p
(I )

hp
(I )

va. f .D ~59!

to the one shown in Eq.~58!. Because of Lemma 14 and the above remarks, this is easily se
be a map that preserves the respective inner products. By looking at the images ofRt.i . ^ va. f . and
v t.i . ^ Ra. f . it follows that Rt.i . and Ra. f . are unitary. The irreducibility is obvious, cf. Lemm
4. Q.E.D.
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There are three fine gradings of the simple Lie algebra of typeB2 over the complex
number field. They provide a basic information about the structure of the algebra.
In the paper an explicit description of all fine gradings is given in terms of the
four-dimensional symplectic@sp~4, C!# and five-dimensional orthogonal@o~5, C!#
representations of the algebra. In addition, the real forms ofB2 are considered. It is
shown which of the fine gradings survive the restriction to each of the real forms.
These results should be useful in defining various sets of additive quantum numbers
for systems with such symmetries, for systematic study of grading preserving con-
tractions of this Lie algebra, and generally for choosing bases which reflect struc-
tural properties of the Lie algebra. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1383788#

I. INTRODUCTION

The motivation for studying specific gradings of simple Lie algebras with complex or
parameters is often linked with applications. Among the infinity of possible decompositions o
algebra as a linear space into the direct sum of subspaces, there are a few decompositio
ticularly ‘‘compatible’’ with the structure of the given algebra, the so-called grad
decompositions.1 ~Two decompositions are considered to be different only if they are nonco
gate under the action of the automorphism group of the Lie algebra.! Some of the gradings ar
coarse: the Lie algebra is decomposed in a small number of grading subspaces. The c
nontrivial ones are theZ2 gradings. Their role, for example, in defining the compact and nonc
pact part of real forms of complex algebras is well known. The opposite extreme are th
gradings decomposing the algebra into as many subspaces as possible. Every simple Lie
with complex parameters admits a fine grading called root or Cartan decomposition. Corre
ing bases of the algebra and of its representation spaces~defined up to a normalization by th
grading! have been the work horses of the theory and applications even if the underlying gr
property is usually not emphasized. For example, the Lie algebra sl~2, C! has precisely two such
gradings, each defining one basis~called also generators! of sl~2, C!. Practically no other bases ar
used in the theory or in the numerous applications. The basis of the root decomposition is
denoted byL1 , L0 , L2 , the other ones are the Pauli matrices. In both cases the generato
determined by the grading up to a nonzero normalization constant.

For simple Lie algebras of higher ranks fine gradings may not decompose the algebr
subspaces which are all of dimension one. Then the corresponding bases are defined only

a!Electronic mail: patera@crm.umontreal.ca
b!Electronic mail: pelantova@km1.fjfi.cvut.cz
c!Electronic mail: xsavobod4@br.fjfi.cvut.cz
38390022-2488/2001/42(8)/3839/15/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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by the grading. Well known is the example of the root decomposition/grading of sl~3, C!. Two
‘‘diagonal’’ generators have to be chosen by other considerations, while the remaining s
given by the grading. Possible choice of additive quantum numbers is another use of th
gradings. The grading subspaces are eigenspaces of the grading group, the eigenvalues b
quantum numbers. A maximal set of additive quantum numbers is given by several elements
grading group which have sufficiently many distinct eigenvalues to label the grading subsp

A grading of a Lie algebraL is a structural property ofL resulting from the presence of a
Abelian subgroup of diagonable automorphisms in the group of automorphism ofL. Between the
coarsest trivial grading, corresponding to the identity element of the automorphism group,
finest gradings, there are many intermediate gradings. A complete list of such gradings h
been put together even for the rank 2 simple Lie algebras. Description of fine gradings make
a task much simpler.

There are other motivations for studying the gradings of simple Lie algebras one can
forward besides the choice of bases and the additive quantum numbers.

Our motivation originated in the study of graded contractions of simple Lie algebras.2 Unlike
the standard Wigner–Inonu¨ contractions,3 here one requires that a suitably chosen grading
preserved during the contraction/deformation process. It allows one to consider, separate
the general problem of all deformations of a given Lie algebra, only those deformations whic
of interest for a problem at hand. Typically it makes it easy to keep any subalgebra of impo
free of deformations~see, for example, Ref. 4!. Finally it makes it possible to deform the action
the Lie algebra in the representation spaces so that one has a representation of the d
algebra.5 Another possible application of graded contractions allows one to link the very diffi
task of classification of isomorphism classes of solvable Lie algebras to much simpler~though also
difficult! problems of classification of isomorphism classes of equidimensional nilpoten
algebras.6

Yet another curious possibility of applications of fine gradings is implied in Ref. 7.
relevant observation made there is that the Drinfel–Jimbo quantum algebra arises
q-deformation of the universal enveloping algebra U~so(n)) in the basis given by the root decom
position~see, for example, Ref. 8!. In Ref. 7 an analogous but very different deformation is ba
on another fine grading of so(n). It is quite natural to ask the question aboutq-deformations for
every fine grading of so(n), not only the two mentioned in Ref. 7.

In this paper we consider the rank 2 simple Lie algebraB2 ~equivalently also denotedC2!. In
the physics literature it is frequently specified by one of its two lowest dimensional repres
tions. It then is called either sp~4, C! or o~5, C!. Our notations for the real forms ofB2 are the
following. The compact one is written either as usp~4! or as o~5!; the real form with 6 compact and
4 noncompact generators is shown as usp~2, 2! and o~4, 1!; the last real form with 4 compact an
6 non-compact generators is denoted either by sp~4, R! or by o~3, 2!. According to Ref. 9 there are
three fine gradings ofB2 which are not equivalent under the group of automorphisms ofB2 . One
of them is the well known root decomposition, the second one in our list is new, the basis
by the third fine grading in our list, at least in its o~5, C!-version, has been often used in phys
literature without reference to any grading. The second and third gradings each define an o
nal ~with respect to the Killing form! basis ofB2 . In the first case, the root decomposition goes
in defining a basis but there is one subspace~Cartan subalgebra! which is of dimension 2. There
is no grading of the algebra which would allow one to split the two-dimensional subspace int
one-dimensional ones. Any such splitting is not a grading.

Applications of the real forms ofB2 are too numerous to be mentioned here. Let us
mention that among their orthogonal realizations there are the Lie algebras of the de Sitter g
that some real forms of the symplectic realization have been intensively applied in the recen
in nuclear physics, and also in quantum optics.10–13

Fine gradings are in correspondence with the maximal Abelian diagonable~MAD ! subgroups
of the automorphism groups of Lie algebras. The MAD-groups ofB2 as well as of other classica
Lie algebras were classified in Ref. 14. Similar results for the real forms are found in Re
Given the 1–1 correspondence between the MAD-groups and the fine gradings, the existe
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the fine gradings which we are to describe here can be inferred from there. However, such
is relatively laborious. Therefore we are undertaking to provide an explicit description of the
gradings for the low rank simple Lie algebras which are most often encountered in applica
Fine gradings of sl~3, C! are found in Ref. 9; there are four of them.

The paper is organized as follows: After the preliminaries in Sec. II, we consider the
representations ofB2 one by one and derive explicitly the fine gradings in terms of matricesC535

for o~5, C! ~Sec. III! and matricesC434 for sp~4, C! ~Sec. IV!. The gradings for both representa
tions are given in Tables II, IV, and VI. In Sec. V we consider the real forms of the Lie alge
There are 3 fine gradings of o~3, 2! and sp~4, R!, two fine gradings of o~4, 1! and usp~2, 2!, and
only one fine grading for the compact algebras o~5! and usp~4!. The gradings are presented
Tables IX–XX. Note that we use the same letters for corresponding basis elements of th
algebra in 4 and 5 dimensions; their normalizations are not the same@cf. ~2! below#.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A grading of Lie algebraL is a decomposition ofL into a direct sum of linear subspace
G:L5 % i PIL i which satisfies the following property:

For any pair of indicesi , j PI there exists kPI such that 0#@Li ,L j ##Lk . ~1!

Throughout the paper we use a shorthand notation when writing expressions like@Li ,L j #. It
should be read as the commutator of any element ofLi with any element ofL j . It is often
convenient to set up the indices additively, so thatk5 i 1 j . Note that if@Li ,L j #50, thenkPI is
not defined.16,17

A grading which cannot be further refined is calledfine. In this article we describe explicitly
the fine gradings of two isomorphic simple algebras overC, namely, o~5, C! and sp~4, C!. More
precisely we are dealing here with three irreducible representations of the Lie algebraB2 : the
four-dimensional one which we call sp~4, C!, the one of dimension five calling it o~5, C!, and the
adjoint representation of dimension ten, namely, the algebra acting on itself.

As long as one is interested only in the gradings ofB2 , i.e., decomposition into the direc
sums of grading subspaces, particular normalization of basis elements of each subspace is
importance. However, in applications one often needs to fix a normalization of bases. It is
using the scalar product in the Lie algebra~Killing form !. For anyx,yPB2 and for any matrix
representationf(B2), one has the scalar product of (x,y),

~x,y!l f5tr f~x!f~y!, ~2!

where l f is a representation-dependent integer-valued numerical constant called the~second!
index of the representationf. Values of l f for the representations of simple Lie algebras a
generally well known.18 In particular, for the irreducible representations ofB2 of dimensions 4, 5,
and 10, they are 2, 4, 12, respectively.

Skew-symmetric 535 matrices represent the 10-dimensional complex vector space of o~5, C!,

o~5, C!5$XPC535uX1XT50%55 S 0 a b c d

2a 0 e f g

2b 2e 0 h j

2c 2 f 2h 0 k

2d 2g 2 j 2k 0

DUa,...,kPC6 . ~3!

The isomorphic Lie algebra sp~4, C! can be realized as the complex vector space of matrices
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sp~4, C!5H XPC434UXS 0 I 2

2I 2 0 D 1S 0 I 2

2I 2 0 DXT50J

55 S m n p q

r s q t

u v 2m 2r

v w 2n 2s

DUm,...,wPC6 .

Since our algebras are simple, we can use results deduced in Ref. 1. IfL is a simple Lie
algebra overC, then fine gradings ofL are in the one-to-one correspondence with the maxi
Abelian groups of diagonable automorphisms~MAD-groups!. It is known that groups of automor
phisms of o~5, C! and sp~4, C! are formed by inner automorphisms only, i.e., by automorphism
the form,

AdAXªA21XA ~4!

for anyX belonging to the Lie algebra, and whereA is an element of the corresponding Lie grou
Technically our problem in this paper is to find, for suitably chosenA, the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of the transformations~4! of XPB2 . In order to describe the group of automo
phisms Aut o~5, C! and Aut sp~4, C!, we introduce the Lie groups of orthogonal and symplec
matrices,

O~5, C!5$APC535uAAT5I %, Sp~4, C!5$APC434uAJAT5J%,

whereJ5(
2I 2 0

0 I 2).

The automorphism groups are formed by the transformations~4!,

Aut o~5, C!5$AdAuAPO~5, C!%, Aut sp~4, C!5$AdAuAPSp~4, C!%. ~5!

In Ref. 14 it is shown that there exist three nonconjugate MAD-groups in Aut o~5, C!, and
similarly in Aut sp~4, C!. In order to describe the three MAD-groups explicitly, we have to prov
A in ~4! as the matricesC535 andC434 respectively.

The MAD-groupsG1 ,G2 ,G3 of Aut o~5, C! are given as subgroups of Aut o~5, C!, where the
following matricesA are used in~4!:

G1 : A5~«! % S cosw1 sinw1

2sinw1 cosw1
D % S cosw2 sinw2

2sinw2 cosw2
D , «561, w1 ,w2PC,

G2 : A5diag~«1 ,«2 ,«3! % S cosw sinw

2sinw cosw
D , « i561, wPC,

G3 : A5diag~«1 ,«2 ,«3 ,«4 ,«5!, « i561.

Correspondingly, the MAD-groupsH1 ,H2 ,H3 of Aut sp~4, C! are given by

H1 : A5diag~a,b,a21,b21!, a,bPC,

H2 : A5S a 0

0 a21D ^ sk5S ask 0

0 a21sk
D , k50,1,2,3,aPC,

H3 : A5s j ^ sk , j ,k50,1,2,3,

wheres05(0
1

1
0), s15(1

0
0
1), s25(21

0
0
1), s35(0

1
21

0 ).
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According to Ref. 1, a gradingG:L5 % i PIL i is fine iff G is a decomposition into eigenspac
of elements of a MAD-groupG. Since the decomposition of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra
only finite number of nonempty subspaces, we need only one or several elements ofG even if the
group G is infinite. The choice of such ‘‘grading elements’’ is far from unique. Our choice
grading elements is shown later.

It follows from the definition of a grading, that there is a partial binary operation define
the index setI,

~ i , j !→k if 0Þ@Li ,L j ##Lk . ~6!

Clearly this operation is closely related to the choice of labeling subscripts of the grading
spacesL j . Since the grading subspaces are eigenspaces of the chosen grading elemen
natural to use their eigenvalues for the labeling. Thus ifLi is the eigenspace of AdAPG corre-
sponding tol i andL j is the eigenspace corresponding tol j , and@Li ,L j #Þ0, then@Li ,L j # is the
eigenspace corresponding to the eigenvaluel il j . This fact enables one to embedI, equipped with
operation~6!, into an Abelian group. The multiplicative group is replaced by an additive one
putting l j5eaj and using just the exponents as labels.

III. FINE GRADINGS OF o „5, C…

For easier recording of the results, we use constant matricesEi j andMi j PC535,

~Ei j !rs5d ir d js , Mi j 5Ei j 2Eji . ~7!

Their commutation relations are

@Ejk ,Emn#5dkmEjn2d jnEmk ,

@M pq ,Mrs#5dqrM ps1dpsMqr2dqsM pr2dprMqs .

A. The fine grading of o „5, C… corresponding to G1

SinceG1 is an Abelian group depending on two continuous complex parametersw1 andw2 , it
is a maximal torus of O~5, C! so that the corresponding grading is a root decomposition of o~5, C!.
If AdA1

PG1 is used in~4!,

A15~1! % S cosw1 sinw1

2sinw1 cosw1
D % S cosw2 sinw2

2sinw2 cosw2
D ,

then the Lie algebra o~5, C! is decomposed into nine subspaces: one two-dimensional~Cartan
subalgebra! and 8 one-dimensional~root! subspaces.

The eigenvectorsX1 ,...,X10 are given in terms of matricesM jk ,

X15iM231iM45, X25iM232iM45,

X35M142iM15, X45M241M351i~M252M34!,

X55M122iM13, X65M242M351i~2M252M34!,

X75M242M351i~M251M34!, X85M121iM13,

TABLE I. The correspondence between eigenvectorsXk from ~8! and the eigenvaluesl of AdA1
.

l 1 1 eiw2 ei(w12w2) eiw1 ei(w11w2) e2i(w11w2) e2iw1 e2i(w12w2) e2iw2

Xk X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10
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X95M241M351i~2M251M34!, X105M141iM15. ~8!

Any linear combinations ofX1 andX2 with coefficients inC are compatible with this grading. Th
presence ofi5A21 in the linear combinations~8! cannot be avoided as long as o~5, C! is spanned
by antisymmetric matrices@cf. ~3!#.

Putting w152p/3 andw252p/9 in Table I, we can see that the index setI is the additive
groupZ9 . Thus we get the decomposition and the commutation relations,

o~5, C!5 % k50
8 Lk , 0Þ@Lk ,L j ##Lk1 j ~mod 9!

with the grading subspacesLk given in Table II.
The Cartan subalgebra in this case isL0 . In order to recognize the root spaces amo

L1 ,...,L8 , we have to fix a choice of simple roots of the Lie algebraB2 and identify the corre-
spondence between the eigenvalueslk of AdA1

and the roots. Letg1 ,g2 denote the short and lon
simple root respectively. A possible choice isg15w2 and g25w12w2 . The two nonsimple
positive roots are theng11g25w1 and 2g11g25w11w2 .

B. The fine grading of o „5, C… corresponding to G2

Decomposing o~5, C! simultaneously into eigenspaces of AdA1
,AdA2

PG2 , where

A15diag~1,1,21! % S cosw sinw

2sinw cosw
D , A25diag~1,21,21! % S cosw sinw

2sinw cosw
D ,

we obtain a grading into 10 one-dimensional subspaces which are the linear hulls of matri

Y15M45, Y25M12, Y35M23, Y45M13,

Y55M141iM15, Y65M241iM25, Y75M341iM35,

Y85M142iM15, Y95M242iM25, Y105M342iM35, ~9!

which correspond to the pairl1 andl2 of eigenvalues of AdA1
and AdA2

, respectively~Table III!.
Puttingw52p/3, we embed the index setI into the additive groupZ23Z23Z3 , see Table IV.

The commutation relations thus are

o~5, C!5 % ~ i , j ,k!L ~ i , j ,k! ,

0Þ@L ~ i , j ,k! ,L ~p,q,r !#5L ~ i 1p, j 1q,k1r ! ~mod 2,mod 2,mod 3!.

TABLE II. Grading subspaces forZ9-grading of o~5, C! and sp~4, C!. For definition ofXi see~8! and ~11!, respectively.

L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8

CX11CX2 CX3 CX4 CX5 CX6 CX7 CX8 CX9 CX10

TABLE III. The correspondence between eigenvectorsYk from ~9! and eigenvalues of AdA1
and AdA2

.

l1 1 1 21 21 e2iw e2iw 2e2iw eiw eiw 2e2iw

l2 1 21 1 21 e2iw 2e2iw 2e2iw eiw 2eiw 2eiw

Eigenvectors Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 Y9 Y10
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C. The fine grading of o „5, C… corresponding to G3

Another way to obtain a decomposition of o~5, C! into 10 one-dimensional grading subspac
is using AdA1

,AdA2
,AdA3

,AdA4
PG3 . We set

A15diag~1,21,21,1,1!, A25diag~1,1,1,1,21!,

A35diag~1,1,1,21,1!, A45diag~1,1,21,21,21!.

We have the eigenvectors

Z15M23, Z25M14, Z35M15, Z45M45, Z55M35,

Z65M25, Z75M12, Z85M34, Z95M13, Z105M24, ~10!

which correspond to the tetrads of eigenvaluesl1 ,...,l4 shown in Table V. The tetrads are subse
of the multiplicative form of the group (Z2).4 Labeling of grading subspaces by additive form
this group is in Table VI.

The grading decomposition and the commutation relation thus are

o~5, C!5 % ~ i , j ,k,m!L ~ i , j ,k,m! ,

0Þ@L ~ i , j ,k,m! ,L ~p,q,r ,s!#5L ~ i 1p, j 1q,k1r ,m1s! ~mod 2,mod 2,mod 2,mod 2! .

IV. FINE GRADINGS OF sp „4, C…

Since Lie algebra sp~4, C! is isomorphic to the algebra o~5, C!, their fine gradings are isomor
phic as well. We shall denote the subspaces of the three fine gradings of sp~4, C! again byCXi ,
CYi , andCZi respectively, in such a way that the subspaces in sp~4, C! and o~5, C! with the same
notation correspond to each other via isomorphism between these two algebras. Theref
assignment of indices for subspaces of the gradings in Tables II, IV, and VI is valid for
gradings of sp~4, C! as well.

A. The fine grading of sp „4, C… corresponding to H1

A decomposition of sp~4, C! into one two-dimensional and eight one-dimensional subspac
obtained using AdA1

PH1 , A15diag(a,b,a21,b21). The presence of two continuous parametera

andb reveals thatA1 stands for the maximal torus. Hence the grading we find in this case i
root decomposition. The eigenvectors are

TABLE IV. Z23Z23Z3-labeling of grading subspaces for gradings given by MAD groupsG2 andH2 . ForYiPo(5, C) see
~9!, for YiPsp(4,C) see~12!.

L (0,0,0) L (0,1,0) L (1,0,0) L (1,1,0) L (0,0,1) L (0,1,1) L (1,1,1) L (0,0,2) L (0,1,2) L (1,1,2)

CY1 CY2 CY3 CY4 CY5 CY6 CY7 CY8 CY9 CY10

TABLE V. Four eigenvalues labeling multiplicatively the basis~10! in o~5, C! and the basis~13! in sp~4, C!.

l1 1 1 1 1 21 21 21 21 21 21
l2 1 1 21 21 21 21 1 1 1 1
l3 1 21 1 21 1 1 1 21 1 21
l4 21 21 21 1 1 21 1 1 21 21

Eigenvectors Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5 Z6 Z7 Z8 Z9 Z10
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X15S 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 21 0

0 0 0 0

D , X25S 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 21

D , X35S 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

D ,

X45S 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

D , X55S 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 21

0 0 0 0

D , X65S 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

D ,

X75S 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

D , X85S 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 21 0

D , X95S 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

D ,

~11!

X105S 0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

D .

Corresponding eigenvalues are shown in Table VII.
Puttinga5exp((4p/9)i),b5exp((16p/9)i), and having the same dependence ofLi on Xj as

in the case of o~5, C!-decomposition underG1 , the index setI is again embedded intoZ9 ~see
Table II!. Let us now make explicit the relation between the eigenvalues and the roots oB2 .
Suppose againg1 andg2 are, respectively, the short and long simple root ofB2 . Then a possible
choice is to put

g15 ln~ab!5 ln a1 ln b, g25 ln b22522 lnb.

The two nonsimple short and long positive roots are then, respectively,

g11g25 ln~ab•b22!5 ln a2 ln b, 2g11g25 ln~a2b2
•b22!52 lna.

Similarly one finds the negative roots. Cartan subalgebra is generated byX1 andX2 .

TABLE VI. ( Z2)4-labeling of grading subspaces for gradings given by MAD-groupsG3 andH3 . ForZiPo(5, C), see~10!,
and forZiPsp(4,C), see~13!.

L (0,0,0,1) L (0,0,1,1) L (0,1,0,1) L (0,1,1,0) L (1,1,0,0) L (1,1,0,1) L (1,0,0,0) L (1,0,1,0) L (1,0,0,1) L (1,0,1,1)

CZ1 CZ2 CZ3 CZ4 CZ5 CZ6 CZ7 CZ8 CZ9 CZ10

TABLE VII. The correspondence between eigenvectorsXk from ~11! and the eigenvalues of AdA1
.

l 1 1 ab b22 ab21 a2 a22 a21b b2 a21b21

Eigenvectors X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10
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B. The fine grading of sp „4, C… corresponding to H2

Now let us put A15(0 a21
a 0 ) ^ s3 , and A25(0 a21

a 0 ) ^ s2 . A pair of automorphisms
AdA1

,AdA2
PH2 decomposes sp~4, C! again into ten one-dimensional subspaces. The eigenve

are the following:

Y15S 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 21 0

0 0 0 21

D , Y25S 1 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

0 0 21 0

0 0 0 1

D , Y35S 0 1 0 0

21 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 21 0

D ,

Y45S 0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 21

0 0 21 0

D , Y55S 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

D , Y65S 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 21

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

D ,

Y75S 0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

D , Y85S 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

D , Y95S 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

D ,

Y105S 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

D . ~12!

Corresponding eigenvalues are shown in Table VIII.
Putting a5exp((p/3)i) enables us to label eigenspaces by indices from the groupZ23Z2

3Z3 as found in Table IV.

C. The fine grading of sp „4, C… corresponding to H3

The second way to decompose sp~4, C! into ten one-dimensional eigenspaces is using f
automorphisms AdA1

,AdA2
,AdA3

,AdA4
PH3 , where A15s3^ s0 , A25s0^ s3 , A35s0^ s1 ,

andA45s1^ s0 . We get the eigenvectors

Z15S 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 21 0

0 0 0 21

D , Z25S 1 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

0 0 21 0

0 0 0 1

D , Z35S 0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 21

0 0 21 0

D ,

TABLE VIII. Correspondence between eigenvalues of AdA1
and AdA2

and eigenvectors~12!.

l1 1 1 21 21 a22 a22 2a22 a2 a2 2a2

l2 1 21 1 21 a22 2a22 2a22 a2 2a2 2a2

Eigenvectors Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 Y9 Y10
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Z45S 0 1 0 0

21 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 21 0

D , Z55S 0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

D , Z65S 0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

0 21 0 0

21 0 0 0

D ,

Z75S 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

D , Z85S 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 21

1 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

D , Z95S 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

21 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

D ,

Z105S 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 21

21 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

D . ~13!

The correspondence with the tetrads of eigenvalues is given in Table V.
The relation between eigenvectorsZi and grading subspaces labeled by elements of the g

Z23Z23Z23Z2 is shown in Table VI.

V. FINE GRADINGS OF REAL FORMS OF o „5, C… AND sp „4, C…

The real forms of o~5, C! are determined by nonsingular Hermitian matricesEPO(5, C) as
follows:

o~52k,k!5$XPo~5, C!uXE52EX1%, ~14!

where E has 52k positive andk negative eigenvalues,k50,1,2. Two Hermitian orthogona
matrices with the same number of positive and negative eigenvalues~i.e., matrices with the same
signatures! give two isomorphic real forms.

Real forms of sp~4, C! are of two types. The first one is

sp~4, R!5$XPsp~4, C!uX5X̄%,

where the overbar denotes complex conjugation, and the second type of real forms corresp
Hermitian matricesEPSp(4,C),

usp~422k,2k!5$XPsp~4, C!uXE52EX1%, ~15!

whereE has 422k positive and 2k negative eigenvalues,k50,1.
Since o~5, C! and sp~4, C! are isomorphic Lie algebras, we have the isomorphic pairs of

forms. More precisely,

o~5!;usp~4!, o~4, 1!;usp~2, 2!, o~3, 2!;sp~4, R!. ~16!

Let us consider a MAD-groupK on a real formLR of a complex Lie algebraL. Any auto-
morphismgPK can be uniquely extended fromLR to L. Obviously such extensions are diago
able, their spectrum is real, and they mutually commute. ThereforeK is a subgroup of some
MAD-group G of complex Lie algebraL. If we denote byGR those automorphisms ofG which
have real spectrum, thenK#GR#G. It is proven in Ref. 15 that for any MAD-groupK on a real
form of classical Lie algebraL with the exception of o~8, C! there exists a MAD-groupG on L
such thatK5GR.
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For any MAD-groupG on o(n, C) with n odd there exists a simple criteria how to decide for which r
form o(n2k,k) the groupGR is a MAD-group on o(n2k,k).

Theorem: Let G be a MAD-group ono(n, C), n odd, and let E be a Hermitian orthogonal matrix wit
n2k positive and k negative eigenvalues. ThenGR is a MAD-group ono(n2k,k)5$XPo(n, C)uXE5
2EX1% if and only if

AEA15E for any AdAPGR. ~17!

Note that automorphisms AdA of Aut o(n, C) with

A5diag~«1 ,...,«s! % S cosw1 sinw1

2sinw1 cosw1
D %¯% S coswp sinwp

2sinwp coswp
D , « j561, w jPC

has the real spectrum if and only ifw j5ic j , c jPR for all j 51,...,p. In this case the matrixA has
the form,

A5diag~«1 ,...,«3! % S coshc1 i sinhc1

2i sinhc1 coshc1
D %¯% S coshcp i sinhcp

2i sinhcp coshcp
D ,

where« j561, c jPR.
Therefore,G3

R5G3 , and for the descriptionG1
R andG2

R we have to choose those automorphis
from G1 ,G2 , for which parametersw1 ,w2 , andw, resp., belong toiR.

A. Fine gradings of o „3, 2…

Let us apply the theorem to o~5, C! and MAD-groupsG1 ,G2 ,G3 . If we chooseE5diag(1,1,
21,1,21), then the condition~17! is satisfied forG1

R ,G2
R ,G3

R . Hence we can conclude that o~3, 2!
has three MAD-groups.

Thus we find three find gradings of o~3, 2!. UsingE5diag(1,1,21,1,21) in ~14!,

o~3,2!55 S 0 a ib c id

2a 0 ie f ig

2ib 2ie 0 ih j

2c 2 f 2ih 0 ik

2id 2ig 2 j 2ik 0

DUa,...,kPR6 .

Indeed, all subspaces of gradings of complex Lie algebra o~5, C! corresponding toGi contain
elements belonging to o~3, 2!. The gradings of the real form o~3, 2! are found in Tables IX, X, XI
in terms of the bases~8!, ~9!, and~10! of o~5, C!.

B. Fine gradings of o „4, 1…

The groupsG2
R andG3

R satisfy ~17! with the matrixE5diag(1,1,1,1,21), but there exists no
orthogonal Hermitian matrixE with one negative and four positive eigenvalues such thatG1

R and
E fulfill ~17!. Therefore the real form o~4, 1! has only two fine gradings corresponding toG2

R and
G3

R . For the definition of the real form o~4, 1! we use the matrixE5diag(1,1,1,1,21), and thus
the real form is given as

TABLE IX. Grading of o~3, 2! corresponding toG1
R ; Xi are form~8!.

L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8

RX11RX2 RX3 RX4 RX5 RX6 RX7 RX8 RX9 RX10
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o~4, 1!55 S 0 a b c id

2a 0 e f ig

2b 2e 0 h i j

2c 2 f 2h 0 ik

2id 2ig 2i j 2ik 0

DUa,...,kPR6 .

The fine gradings of o~4, 1! are found in Tables XII and XIII.

C. Fine gradings of o „5…

The compact real form o~5! has only one fine grading, since onlyG3
R with E

5diag(1,1,1,1,1) satisfies the condition~17!.
For the definition of the compact real form o~5! we use the matrixE5diag(1,1,1,1,1), and

thus the real form is given as

o~5!5$XPR535uX1XT50%.

The only fine grading possible on this real form is in Table XIV.

D. Fine gradings of real forms of sp „4, C…

In order to describe the fine gradings of the real forms of sp~4, C!, we make use of the
isomorphisms~16!. It follows from the description of gradings of real forms of o~5, C! that there
exist three nonconjugate MAD-groups in the case of sp~4, R!, two MAD-groups for usp~2, 2!, and
one MAD-group for the compact real form usp~4!. All the fine gradings of the real forms of sp~4,
C! are presented in Tables XV–XX, respectively.

We realize the real form sp~4, R! as

sp~4, R!55 S m n p q

r s q t

u v 2m 2r

v w 2n 2s

DUm,...,wPR6 5$XPR434uXJ1JXT50%.

Choosing E5S 0 0 0 21

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

21 0 0 0

D in ~15!, we obtain

TABLE X. Grading of o~3, 2! corresponding toG2
R ; Yi are from~9!.

L (0,0,0) L (0,1,0) L (1,0,0) L (1,1,0) L (0,0,1) L (0,1,1) L (1,1,1) L (0,0,2) L (0,1,2) L (1,1,2)

iRY1 RY2 iRY3 iRY4 RY5 RY6 iRY7 RY8 RY9 iRY10

TABLE XI. Grading of o~3, 2! corresponding toG3
R ; Zi are from~10!.

L (0,0,0,1) L (0,0,1,1) L (0,1,0,1) L (0,1,1,0) L (1,1,0,0) L (1,1,0,1) L (1,0,0,0) L (1,0,1,0) L (1,0,0,1) L (1,0,1,1)

iRZ1 RZ2 iRZ3 iRZ4 RZ5 iRZ6 RZ7 iRZ8 iRZ9 RZ10
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TABLE XII. Grading of o~4, 1! corresponding toG2
R ; Yi are from~9!.

L (0,0,0) L (0,1,0) L (1,0,0) L (1,1,0) L (0,0,1) L (0,1,1) L (1,1,1) L (0,0,2) L (0,1,2) L (1,1,2)

iRY1 RY2 RY3 RY4 RY5 RY6 RY7 RY8 RY9 RY10

TABLE XIII. Grading of o~4, 1! corresponding toG3
R ; Zi are from~10!.

L (0,0,0,1) L (0,0,1,1) L (0,1,0,1) L (0,1,1,0) L (1,1,0,0) L (1,1,0,1) L (1,0,0,0) L (1,0,1,0) L (1,0,0,1) L (1,0,1,1)

RZ1 RZ2 iRZ3 iRZ4 iRZ5 iRZ6 RZ7 RZ8 RZ9 RZ10

TABLE XIV. Grading of o~5! corresponding toG3
R ; Zi are from~10!.

L (0,0,0,1) L (0,0,1,1) L (0,1,0,1) L (0,1,1,0) L (1,1,0,0) L (1,1,0,1) L (1,0,0,0) L (1,0,1,0) L (1,0,0,1) L (1,0,1,1)

RZ1 RZ2 RZ3 RZ4 RZ5 RZ6 RZ7 RZ8 RZ9 RZ10

TABLE XV. Grading of sp~4, R! corresponding toH1
R ; Xi are from~11!.

L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8

RX11RX2 RX3 RX4 RX5 RX6 RX7 RX8 RX9 RX10

TABLE XVI. Grading of sp~4, R! corresponding toH2
R ; Yi are from~12!.

L (0,0,0) L (0,1,0) L (1,0,0) L (1,1,0) L (0,0,1) L (0,1,1) L (1,1,1) L (0,0,2) L (0,1,2) L (1,1,2)

RY1 RY2 RY3 RY4 RY5 RY6 RY7 RY8 RY9 RY10

TABLE XVII. Grading of sp~4, R! corresponding toH3
R ; Zi are from~13!.

L (0,0,0,1) L (0,0,1,1) L (0,1,0,1) L (0,1,1,0) L (1,1,0,0) L (1,1,0,1) L (1,0,0,0) L (1,0,1,0) L (1,0,0,1) L (1,0,1,1)

RZ1 RZ2 RZ3 RZ4 RZ5 RZ6 RZ7 RZ8 RZ9 RZ10

TABLE XVIII. Grading of usp~2, 2! corresponding toH2
R ; Yi are from~12!.

L (0,0,0) L (0,1,0) L (1,0,0) L (1,1,0) L (0,0,1) L (0,1,1) L (1,1,1) L (0,0,2) L (0,1,2) L (1,1,2)

RY1 iRY2 RY3 iRY4 RY5 iRY6 iRY7 RY8 iRY9 iRY10

TABLE XIX. Grading of usp~2, 2! corresponding toH3
R ; Zi are from~13!.

L (0,0,0,1) L (0,0,1,1) L (0,1,0,1) L (0,1,1,0) L (1,1,0,0) L (1,1,0,1) L (1,0,0,0) L (1,0,1,0) L (1,0,0,1) L (1,0,1,1)

RZ1 iRZ2 iRZ3 RZ4 iRZ5 iRZ6 RZ7 iRZ8 RZ9 iRZ10
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usp~2, 2!55 S m1is n1ir p1it iq

2n1ir m2is iq p2it

u1iw iv 2m2is n2ir

iv u2iw 2n2ir 2m1is

DUm,...,wPR6 .

Finally, the compact form~corresponding toE5I in ~15!! is written as

usp~4!55 S im n1ir p1iu q1iv

2n1ir is q1iv t1iw

2p1iu 2q1iv 2im n2ir

2q1iv 2t1iw 2n2ir 2is

DUm,...,wPR6 .

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Let us add the following remarks to the applications and problems mentioned in the Intr
tion.

~1! The way from the general classification of MAD-groups15,14 to specific gradings of Lie
algebras is relatively laborious, as we have exemplified in this paper. It would be interest
provide explicit fine gradings for several other low rank Lie algebras of interest in physics be
the one or two which are well known. It is known that there are four fine gradings of sl~3, C!,9 five
for the nonsimple o~4, C!, eight in the case of sl~4, C! or o~6, C!, and something up to that numbe
for their real forms.

~2! The intermediate gradings found between the extremes of a fine grading and the
grading~by the identity element!, are also useful. Most of the gradings used in graded contract
of Lie and superalgebras2,5 are not the fine ones. The intermediate gradings should be usef
typical symmetry breaking situations where an important subalgebra needs to be preserved
a situation which often arises in graded contractions. There all deformations other than those
subalgebra are admissible for consideration~see, for example, Ref. 4!.

A full list of possible ‘‘minimal’’ refinements of gradings, starting from no grading at
~grading by the identity of the automorphism group! and proceeding step-by-step to the fine on
is nowhere to be found for any simple Lie algebra of rank>2 over C. Closest to that are the
coarsenings of the root decomposition of sl~3, C! in Ref. 19.

~3! A comprehensive description of gradings of representation spaces by MAD-groups w
be very useful. Here we have dealt with the three lowest representations ofB2 . Note that for
grading of an algebra and for a few of its representations, one does not need to use the
MAD-group; suitably chosen elements of it provide enough of eigenvalues to distinguish gr
subspaces. We have seen, for example, that for the root decomposition ofB2 , it was sufficient to
use a cyclic subgroupZ9 of the torus instead of the whole maximal torus. Generally one has to
the whole MAD-group for grading of all the representation spaces.

There is an additional complication to that in case of the simple Lie algebras of typesAn , Bn ,
Cn , Dn whenn.1, and forE6 , andE7 . In those cases any MAD-group has to be Abelian in
action on the Lie algebra~adjoint action!, and on the representations of the congruence class z
On other irreducible representations, elements of a MAD-group may commute only up t
center of the corresponding Lie group. Consequently, not all elements of some MAD-group
be simultaneously diagonalized in such representations. However, even then one could c

TABLE XX. Grading of usp~4! corresponding toH3
R ; Zi are from~13!.

L (0,0,0,1) L (0,0,1,1) L (0,1,0,1) L (0,1,1,0) L (1,1,0,0) L (1,1,0,1) L (1,0,0,0) L (1,0,1,0) L (1,0,0,1) L (1,0,1,1)

iRZ1 iRZ2 iRZ3 RZ4 iRZ5 RZ6 iRZ7 iRZ8 RZ9 RZ10
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reducible representations formed by the direct sum of pairs of irreducible contragredient
sentations~the only exception would be o~8, C!! and diagonalize the whole MAD-group on it.

Gradings of representation spaces by a maximal torus are well known. They are called
decompositions.

~4! For a given grading of a simple Lie algebra, in particular for the fine gradings,
interesting to find also its normalizer in the group of automorphisms. Except for the root de
position, little was known about the normalizers until recently.9 Clearly the MAD-group is part of
the normalizer which transforms each grading subspace into itself. More interesting are th
ments of the normalizer which permute the grading subspaces.16,17 They would, for example,
transform equal valued Clebsch–Gordan coefficients among themselves provided one use
consisting of eigenvectors of the grading group in representation spaces.

~5! It is known thatB2 has two independent Casimir operators, one of degree 2 and o
degree 4. It would be interesting to compare their expressions written in the three bases pr
by fine gradings. Perhaps one could get some better information about the spectrum of the o
of degree 4.

~6! One of the basic structures underlying the theory of semisimple Lie algebras and
representations are the root and weight lattices.20 They are defined using the maximal torus whi
is one of the MAD-groups. What would be the analog of the lattices for some other MAD-gro
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Similarity reduction, generalized symmetries
and integrability of Belov–Chaltikian
and Blaszak–Marciniak lattice equations
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The Lie point symmetries of Belov–Chaltikian~BC! and Blaszak–Marciniak~BM!
lattice equations is derived. Using the symmetries similarity reduction for both BC
and BM lattice equations is obtained and show that each of the reduced equation
possesses Lax representation and satisfies the singularity confinement criteria~a
discrete version of the Painleve´ property! indicating their integrability. Two par-
ticular solutions of both the reduced equations are given explicitly. A systematic
investigation for nonclassical symmetries of BC and BM lattice equations is carried
out. Further, a sequence of conserved densities and generalized symmetries of both
BC and BM lattice equation are derived explicitly. The existence of a sequence of
such symmetries is a predictor for integrability. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1378306#

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of discrete nonlinear systems governed by differential–difference, difference,
equations, and mappings has attracted considerable attention in recent years.1–5 Several analytical
but adhoc methods such as inverse scattering technique,1,6 singularity confinement criteria,7 sym-
metries approach,5,8–12Hirota bilinearization,13 symplectic structure and construction of integra
of motion,14 etc.15 have been proposed to deal with discrete nonlinear systems towards its
plete integrability, linearizability, and solvability. Among them the extended algorithmic Lie s
metries approach initiated by Maeda8 and others5,9,10,16 provides an efficient tool to construc
similarity as well as exact solution of discrete nonlinear equations besides deriving its
theoretical aspects. Also, the Lie symmetries approach enables one to determine condit
which the autonomous nonlinear difference equation can be transformed into linear diffe
equations. It was shown that an autonomous difference equation of arbitrary order and with
more independent variables can be linearized by a point transformation if and only if it adm
symmetry vector field whose coefficient is the product of two functions, one of the depe
variable and one of the independent variables.17 Furthermore the symmetry approach provides
effective tool to determine conditions on the parameters at which the nonlinear p
differential–difference or lattice equations possess a sequence of generalized or higher o
Lie Backlund symmetries. If a nonlinear partial differential–difference or lattice equations ad
a sequence of generalized symmetries then it is expected to be integrable. Once the gen
symmetries are explicitly known it is quite often possible to find the recursion operator. I
recursion operator is hereditary then the equation will possess infinitely many symmetries.
operator is hereditary and factorizable then the equation has infinitely many conserved qua

In this article we consider two new interesting integrable coupled lattice equations na
Belov–Chaltikian~BC! lattice equation18 given by
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dun

dt
5un~un112un21!1vn212vn , ~1a!

dvn

dt
5vn~un122un21!, ~1b!

and Blaszak–Marciniak~BM! lattice equation19 defined by

dun

dt
5wn112wn21 , ~2a!

dvn

dt
5un21wn212unwn , ~2b!

dwn

dt
5wn~vn2vn11!, ~2c!

whereun5u(n,t), vn5v(n,t), wn5w(n,t), t is a continuous variable andn is a discrete vari-
able. It is appropriate to mention that the BC lattice equation~1! was first found in the study o
lattice analogues ofW-algebras20 while the BM lattice equation~2! was derived as an applicatio
of r -matrix formalism to the algebra of shift operators.21,22Also both BC and BM lattice equation
~1! and~2! have rich mathematical structures such as biHamiltonian structure, Backlund tra
mation, bilinear form, soliton solution, and nonlinear superposition formula. The purpose o
paper is to derive group theoretical properties of BC and BM lattice equations~1! and ~2! and
investigate its relation with integrability.

The plan of the paper is as follows: In Sec. II, the Lie point symmetries of Belov–Chalti
~BC! and Blaszak–Marciniak~BM! lattice equations is derived. Using the symmetries simila
reduction for both BC and BM lattice equations is obtained and show that each of the re
equation possesses Lax representation and satisfies the singularity confinement criteria~a discrete
version of the Painleve´ property! indicating their integrability. Two particular solutions of both th
reduced equations is given explicitly. In Sec. III, a systematic investigation for nonclassical
metries of BC and BM lattice equations is carried out. In Sec. IV, a sequence of cons
densities and generalized symmetries of both BC and BM lattice equation are derived exp
The existence of a sequence of such symmetries is a predictor for integrability. In Sec. V, w
a brief details of our results.

II. SIMILARITY REDUCTION, LAX REPRESENTATION, AND SINGULARITY
CONFINEMENT CRITERIA

A. Belov–Chaltikian lattice equation

Consider a one parameter~e! continuous local Lie group of transformations,

n* 5n1ej11O~e2!, t* 5t1ej21O~e2!, ~3a!

un*
* 5un1ej31O~e2!, vn*

* 5vn1ej41O~e2!, ~3b!

wherej i5j i(n,t,un ,vn), i 51,2,3,4, are infinitesimals and the associated infinitesimal gene
is

Y5j1~n,t !
]

]n
1j2~n,t !

]

]t
1j3~n,t !

]

]un
1j4~n,t !

]

]vn
, ~3c!
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where we have not indicated the explicit dependence ofun and vn in j i ’s. The reader should
realize that although usually the independent variablen in this equation is taken to be integer, he
we allow n to be any real number. BC equation~1! is invariant under the transformations~3! if

dun*
*

dt*
5un*

* ~un* 11
* 2un* 21

* !1vn* 21
* 2vn*

* , ~4a!

dvn*
*

dt*
5vn*

* ~un* 12
* 2un* 21

* ! ~4b!

provided un and vn satisfy Eqs.~1a! and ~1b!. Making use of the expressions fordun*
* /dt* ,

dvn*
* /dt* , un* 11

* , un* 21
* , un* 12

* , andvn* 21
* 10,12 in Eq. ~4! we obtain the following invariance

equation:

j3t1~j3un
2j2t!

dun

dt
5~un112un21!j31un~j3~n11!2j3~n21!!1j4~n21!2j4~n!

~5a!

and

j4t1~j4vn
2j2t!

dvn

dt
5vn~j3~n12!2j3~n21!!1~un122un21!j4~n!, ~5b!

wherej3t5]j3 /]t , j3un
5 ]j3 /]un , etc.

Substituting Eqs.~1a! and ~1b! into ~5a! and ~5b! we obtained a overdetermined system
equations and solving we get

j1~n,t !5a, j2~n,t !52bt1g, j3~n,t !5bun , j4~n,t !52bvn , ~6!

wherea, b, g are arbitrary constants and so the infinitesimal generator~3c! takes the following
form:

Y5a
]

]n
1~2bt1g!

]

]t
1bun

]

]un
12bvn

]

]vn
. ~7!

Here the generatorsY1 , Y2 , Y3 become

Y152t
]

]t
1un

]

]un
12vn

]

]vn
, Y25

]

]t
, Y35

]

]n

and the commutator relation satisfies

@Y1 ,Y2#5Y2 , @Y1 ,Y3#50, @Y2 ,Y3#50

indicating that the underlying symmetry algebra of~1! is nilpotent.
Next, the similarity variable and the similarity transformation associated with the above

symmetries (j1 ,j2 ,j3 ,j4), given in ~6! can be obtained by solving the characteristic equatio

dn

j1
5

dt

j2
5

dun

j3
5

dvn

j4
. ~8!

The similarity variableh and similarity transformationsv(h) andv(h) are
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h5n1
a

b
log~2bt1g!, ~9a!

v~h!5~2bt1g!un , v~h!5~2bt1g!2vn , ~9b!

and so the BC lattice equation~1! reduces into

bv~h!2a
dv
dh

5v~h!@v~h11!2v~h21!#1v~h21!2v~h! ~10a!

and

2bv~h!2a
dv

dh
5v~h!@v~h12!2v~h21!#. ~10b!

It is straightforward to check that the Lax representation for BC lattice equation takes the fo
ing form

dQ~n,t !

dt
52un21Q~n,t !1Q~n21,t !, ~11a!

lQ~n,t !5Q~n11,t !1unQ~n12,t !1vnQ~n13,t !, ~11b!

wherel is a spectral parameter. It is easy to check that the compatibility condition leads t
lattice equation. After some calculation we find that the reduced equation~10! admits the follow-
ing Lax representation:

S 2a
d

dh
1bz

d

dz DR~h,z!5~bh2v~h21!!R~h,z!1R~h21,z!, ~12a!

zR~h,z!5R~h11,z!1v~h!R~h12,z!1v~h!R~h13,z!, ~12b!

wherez is a spectral parameter. The compatibility condition of Eqs.~12a! and ~12b! gives the
reduced equations~10a! and ~10b!.

It was conjectured that every ordinary differential equation obtained by an exact reduct
nonlinear partial differential equation solvable by inverse scattering transform is of Painleve´ type
or satisfies the Painleve´ property.23 The above conjecture also holds good for integrable nonlin
partial differential difference equations as well.10,24 We show below that the reduced equatio
~10! of BC lattice equation~1! satisfies the singularity confinement criteria7 which can be viewed
as a discrete version of the Painleve´ property. Rewriting Eqs.~10a! and ~10b! as

v~h!5v~h21!1v~h!@v~h11!2v~h21!2b#1a
dv
dh

~13a!

and

v~h12!5v~h21!12b2
c

v

dv

dh
. ~13b!

From Eqs.~13a! and ~13b! it is clear that there exists three distinct singularities:

~i! v(h)50, v(h)Þ0;
~ii ! v(h)50, v(h)50;
~iii ! v(h)Þ0, v(h)50.
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Let us first consider case~i!. For a given value ofh0 , v(h0)50, v(h0)Þ0, v(h011)Þ0,
v(h021)Þ0, v(h021)Þ0. In order to derive various iterations ofv(h) andv(h) we choose
v(h)5C1(h)t(h) and expand equations forv(h011), v(h012), v(h013), v(h014) in a
Laurent series. After a detailed calculation we find the following:

v~h011!5 finite,v~h011!5 finite1OS 1

t D ,

v~h012!5OS 1

t D , v~h012!5 finite,

v~h013!5OS 1

t D , v~h013!5 finite,

v~h014!5 finite, v~h014!5 finite.

Hence the singularity confinement criteria is satisfied for the case~i!. Similar conclusion can also
be arrived at for the cases~ii ! and~iii !. Thus the similarity reduction of BC lattice equation~1! is
expected to be integrable.

Moreover equations~10a,b! admit the following two particular solutions for the caseb50:

~i! Soliton solution

v~h!5
B2k

a~e2k2ek!

@11ekS h1
(2d21)

2 1
A

2BD # @11ekS h1
(2d21)

2 2
A

2BD #
[11ek(h1d)] [1 1ek(h211d)]

, ~14a!

v~h!5
~A21B2210a2!k

3~ek2e2k!

@11ek(h121d)#@11ek(h221d)#

@11ek(h111d)#@11ek(h211d)#
. ~14b!

~ii ! Rational solution

v~h!5

2B2S 2h12d211
A

BD S 2h12d212
A

BD
8a~h1d!~h1d21!

, ~15a!

v~h!5
~A21B2210a2!@~h1d!224#

6@~h1d!221#
, ~15b!

whereA259a213b1 , B25a213b1 andk, d are arbitrary parameters.

B. Blaszak–Marciniak „BM… lattice equation

Consider a one parameter~e! continuous local Lie group of tansformations

n* 5n1ef11O~e2!, t* 5t1ef21O~e2!, ~16a!

un*
* 5un1ef31O~e2!, vn*

* 5vn1ef41O~e2!, wn*
* 5wn1ef51O~e2!, ~16b!

wheref i5f i(n,t,un ,vn ,wn), i 51,2,3,4,5 are infinitesimals and the associated infinitesimal g
erator is

Z5f1~n,t !
]

]n
1f2~n,t !

]

]t
1f3~n,t !

]

]un
1f4~n,t !

]

]vn
1f5~n,t !

]

]wn
. ~17!
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The BM lattice~2! is invariant under the transformations~16! if

dun*
*

dt*
5wn* 11

* 2wn* 21
* , ~18a!

dvn*
*

dt*
5un* 21

* wn* 21
* 2un*

* wn*
* , ~18b!

dwn*
*

dt*
5wn*

* ~vn*
* 2vn* 11

* !, ~18c!

provided un , vn , wn satisfy Eqs.~2a!–~2c!. Making use of the experssions fordun*
* /dt* ,

dvn*
* /dt* , dwn*

* /dt* , wn* 11
* , wn* 21

* , un* 21
* , andvn* 11

* 10,12 in Eq. ~18! we obtain the follow-
ing invariance equation:

f3t1~f3un
2f2t!

dun

dt
5f5~n11!2f5~n21!, ~19a!

f4t1~f4vn
2f2t!

dvn

dt
5un21f5~n21!1f3~n21!wn212unf5~n!2f3~n!wn , ~19b!

and

f5t1~f5wn
2f2t!

dwn

dt
5wn~f4~n!2f4~n11!!1~vn2vn11!f5~n!, ~19c!

wheref3t5]f3 /]t , f3un
5 ]f3 /]un , etc.

Substituting Eqs.~2a!–~2c! in ~19a!–~19c! we obtained a overdetermined system of equati
and solving we get

f1~n,t !5a1 , f2~n,t !52b1t1g1 , ~20a!

f3~n,t !5
b1

2
un , f4~n,t !5b1vn , f5~n,t !5

3b1

2
wn , ~20b!

wherea1 , b1 , g1 are arbitrary constants and so the infinitesimal generator~17! becomes

Z5a1

]

]n
1~2b1t1g1!

]

]t
1

b1

2
un

]

]un
1b1vn

]

]vn
1

3b1

2
wn

]

]wn
. ~21!

Here the generatorsZ1 , Z2 , Z3 become

Z152t
]

]t
1

1

2
un

]

]un
1vn

]

]vn
1

3

2
wn

]

]wn
, Z25

]

]t
, Z35

]

]n
, ~22!

and the commutator relation satisfies

@Z1 ,Z2#5Z2 , @Z1 ,Z3#50, @Z2 ,Z3#50,

indicating that the underlying symmetry algebra of~2! is nilpotent.
Proceeding as before for the BC lattice equation, we obtain the following similarity var

u and the similarity transformationsm(u), v(u), andv(u)
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u5n1
a1

b1
log~2b1t1g1!, ~23a!

m~u!5~2b1t1g1!1/2un , v~u!5~2b1t1g1!vn , v~u!5~2b1t1g1!3/2wn ~23b!

and so the BM lattice equation~2! reduces to

b1

2
m~u!2a1

dm

du
5v~u11!2v~u21!, ~24a!

b1v~u!2a1

dv
du

5m~u21!v~u21!2m~u!v~u!, ~24b!

and

3b1

2
v~u!2a1

dv

du
5v~u!~v~u!2v~u11!!. ~24c!

The Lax representation for BM lattice equation is

dQ1~n,t !

dt
52

1

2
vn11Q1~n,t !1w1/2~n11!Q1~n11,t !, ~25a!

~l11vn11!Q1~n,t !5w1/2~n!unQ1~n21,t !1w1/2~n11!Q1~n11,t !

1w1/2~n!w1/2~n21!Q1~n22,t !, ~25b!

wherel1 is a spectral parameter. This leads to the following Lax representation for the red
equation~24!:

S a1

d

du
1b1z1

d

dz1
DR1~u,z1!5

b1u

4
R1~u,z1!1

1

2
v~u11!R1~u,z1!2v1/2~u11!R1~u11,z1!,

~26a!

~z11v~u11!!R1~u,z1!5v1/2~u!m~u!R1~u21,z1!1v1/2~u11!R1~u11,z1!

1v1/2~u!v1/2~u21!R1~u22,z1!, ~26b!

wherez1 is a spectral parameter. The compatibility condition of Eqs.~26a! and ~26b! gives the
reduced equation~24!.

In order to check the singularity confinement criterion we rewrite the reduced Eqs.~24a!–
~24c! into

v~u11!5v~u!2
3b1

2
1

a1

v

dv

du
, ~27a!

v~u11!5v~u21!1
b1

2
m~u!2a1

dm

du
, ~27b!

m~u11!5
1

v~u11! Fm~u!v~u!2b1v~u11!1a1

dv~u11!

du G . ~27c!

It is clear from the above equations that there exist seven distinct singularities. We have ch
that the singularity confinement criteria is satisfied in all the seven cases. Thus the sim
reduction of BM lattice equation~2! is expected to be integrable.
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Equations~24a!–~24c! also admit the following two particular solutions (b150):

~i! Soliton solution

m~u!5
2a1

2k1

A2B1
2~ek12e2k1!

@11ek1(u1d12B1)#@11ek1(u1d11B1)#

@11ek1(u1d111)#@11ek1(u1d121)#
, ~28a!

v~u!5
2a1k1

~B2
221!~ek12e2k1!

F11ek1

~u1 2d12B211!

2 G F11ek1

~u1 2d11B211!

2 G
@11ek1(u1d1)#@11ek1(u1d121)#

, ~28b!

v~u!5
2A2k1

~ek12e2k1!

@11ek1(u1d111)#@11ek1(u1d121)#

@11ek1(u1d1)#@11ek1(u1d1)#
. ~28c!

~ii ! Rational solution

m~u!5
a1

2

A2B1
2

~u1d12B1!~u1d11B1!

~u1d121!~u1d111!
, ~29a!

v~u!5
a1~2u12d12B211!~2u12d11B211!

~B2
221!~u1d1!~u1d121!

, ~29b!

v~u!5
A2@~u1d1!

221#

~u1d1!
2 , ~29c!

whereB1
25a1

3/a1
312A2

2 , B2
2511 4a1 /A1 andk1 , d1 are arbitrary parameters.

III. NONCLASSICAL SYMMETRIES

A. Belov–Chaltikian lattice equation „BC…

In this section we investigate whether nonclassical symmetries~also referred to as conditiona
symmetries! for BC lattice equation~1! exists or not. In order to derive the nonclassical symm
tries we consider two conditional constrained equations at first

T
dun

dt
1X

dun

dn
2U50, ~30a!

T
dvn

dt
1X

dvn

dn
2V50, ~30b!

whereT,X,U,V are some undetermined functions oft, n, un , andvn . Now we apply the standard
algorithm that provides the symmetry algebra. The vector field has the form

S5T
]

]t
1X

]

]n
1U

]

]un
1V

]

]vn
. ~31!

We consider two different cases:TÞ0, X50, andTÞ0, XÞ0
Case 1: TÞ0,XÞ0
With no loss of generality we putT51 in Eqs.~30! and~31!. Making use of Eq.~1! we write

Eqs.~30a! and ~30b! as

U2X
dun

dn
5un@un112un21#1vn212vn , ~32a!

V2X
dvn

dn
5vn@un122un21#. ~32b!

Proceeding further we obtain the following invariance equation
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S X
]U

]t
2U

]X

]t D1S ]X

]t
1X

]U

]un
D @un~un112un21!1vn212vn#

5X@un~Un112Un21!1Un~un112un21!1Vn212Vn#, ~33a!

S X
]V

]t
2V

]X

]t D1S ]X

]t
1X

]V

]vn
D @vn~un122un21!#

5X@vn~Un122Un21!1Vn~un122un21!#. ~33b!

We then obtain an overdetermined system of equations and solving them yields

X5
1

2at1b
, U5

aun

2at1b
, V5

2avn

2at1b
, ~34!

wherea,b are arbitrary constants and so the vector fieldS becomes

S5
1

2at1b

]

]n
1

aun

2at1b

]

]un
1

2avn

2at1b

]

]vn
1

]

]n
.

Let us compare the nonclassical symmetries of BC lattice equation with classical ones. W
multiply Eq. ~30! and the corresponding vector field~31! by (2at1b) and obtain

S15
]

]n
1~2at1b!

]

]t
1aun

]

]un
12avn

]

]vn
. ~35!

Case 2: TÞ0,X50
Here the invariant surface conditions~30a! and ~30b! becomes

T
dun

dt
5U, T

dvn

dt
5V. ~36!

Substituting the above equation~36! in ~1! we obtain

U5Tun~un112un21!1vn212vn , ~37a!

V5Tvn~un122un21!. ~37b!

Applying classical Lie algorithm to the above equation~37! yields

T
]U

]t
1US ]U

]un
2

]T

]t D5T@un~Un112Un21!1Un~un112un21!1Vn212Vn#, ~38a!

T
]V

]t
1VS ]V

]vn
2

]T

]t D5T@vn~Un122Un21!1Vn~un122un21!#. ~38b!

Solving the above equation~38!, we obtain

T52a1t1b1 , U5a1un , V52a1vn , ~39!

wherea1 ,b1 are arbitrary constants and so the conditional symmetry generator is

S15~2a1t1b1!
]

]t
1a1un

]

]un
12a1vn

]

]vn
. ~40!
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For cases~1! and ~2! we conclude that no nonclassical symmetries exist for BC lattice equa
~1!.

B. Blaszak–Marciniak lattice

We also investigate the nonclassical symmetries for BM lattice by proceeding in a si
manner as for BC lattice. There are two different cases:T̃Þ0,X̃Þ0 andT̃Þ0,X̃50.

Case 1: T̃Þ0,X̃Þ0
Invariant surface condition is

T̃
dun

dt
1X̃

dun

dn
2Ũ50, ~41a!

T̃
dvn

dt
1X̃

dvn

dn
2Ṽ50, ~41b!

T̃
dwn

dt
1X̃

dwn

dn
2W̃50. ~41c!

With no loss of generality we putT̃51 in Eq. ~41!. Making use of Eq.~2! we write Eq.~41! as

Ũ2X̃
dun

dn
5wn112wn21 , ~42a!

Ṽ2X̃
dvn

dn
5un21wn212unwn , ~42b!

W̃2X̃
dwn

dn
5wn~vn2vn11!. ~42c!

Proceeding further we obtain the following invariance equation:

F X̃
]Ũ

]t
2Ũ

]X̃

]t
G1S ]X̃

]t
1X̃

]Ũ

]un
D ~wn112wn21!5X̃@W̃~n11!2W̃~n21!#, ~43a!

S X̃
]Ṽ

]t
2Ṽ

]X̃

]t
D 1S ]X̃

]t
1X̃

]Ṽ

]vn
D ~un21wn212unwn!

5X̃@Ũ~n21!wn211un21W̃~n21!2Ũ~n!wn2unW̃~n!#, ~43b!

S X̃
]W̃

]t
2W̃

]X̃

]t
D 1S ]X̃

]t
1X̃

]W̃

]wn
D @wn~vn2vn11!#5X̃@W̃~vn2vn11!1wn~Ṽ~n!2Ṽ~n11!!#.

~43c!

We then obtain an overdetermined system of equations and solving them yields

X̃5
1

2a2t1b2
, Ũ5

a2un

2~2a2t1b2!
, Ṽ5

a2vn

2a2t1b2
, W̃5

3a2wn

2~2a2t1b2!
, ~44a!

wherea2 ,b2 are arbitrary constants and so the vector fieldS2 becomes

S25
1

2a2t1b2

]

]n
1

a2un

2~2a2t1b2!

]

]un
1

a2vn

2a2t1b2

]

]vn
1

3a2wn

2~2a2t1b2!

]

]wn

]

]t
. ~44b!
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We compare the nonclassical symmetries of BM lattice equation with the classical one~20a! and
~20b!. Multiplying Eq. ~41! by (2a2t1b2) we see that the vector field~44b! reduces into

S25
]

]n
1~2a2t1b2!

]

]t
1

1

2
a2un

]

]un
1a2vn

]

]vn
1

3

2
a2wn

]

]wn
. ~45!

Case 2: T̃Þ0,X̃50
Here the invariant surface condition~41! becomes

T̃
dun

dt
2Ũ50, T̃

dvn

dt
2Ṽ50, T̃

dwn

dt
2W̃50. ~46!

As a result Eq.~2! becomes

Ũ5T̃@wn112wn21#, ~47a!

Ṽ5T̃@un21wn212unwn#, ~47b!

W̃5T̃@wn~vn2vn11!#. ~47c!

Applying classical Lie algorithm we obtain the following invariant equation:

T̃
]Ũ

]t
1ŨS ]Ũ

]un
2

]T̃

]t
D 5T̃@W̃~n11!2W̃~n21!#, ~48a!

T̃
]Ṽ

]t
1ṼS ]Ṽ

]vn
2

]T̃

]t
D 5T̃@u~n21!W̃~n21!1Ũ~n21!w~n21!2Ũ~n!wn2unW̃~n!#,

~48b!

T̃
]W̃

]t
1W̃S ]W̃

]wn
2

]T̃

]t
D 5T̃@W̃~vn2vn11!1wn~Ṽ~n!2Ṽ~n11!!#. ~48c!

Solving the above equation~48! gives

T̃52a3t1b3 , Ũ5
a3un

2
, Ṽ5a3vn , W̃5

3a3wn

2
, ~49!

wherea3 andb3 are arbitrary constants and so the conditional symmetry generator is

S25~2a3t1b3!
]

]t
1

a3un

2

]

]un
1a3vn

]

]vn
1

3

2
a3wn

]

]wn
. ~50!

Thus it is clear from the cases~1! and ~2! that there exists no nonclassical symmetries for B
lattice equation~2! as well.

IV. CONSERVED DENSITIES AND GENERALIZED SYMMETRIES

A. Belov–Chaltikian „BC… lattice equation

It is known that there exists a deep connection between the generalized symmetrie
integrability of nonlinear evolution equations.5 More precisely, if a nonlinear partial differentia
difference or lattice equations admits a sequence of generalized symmetries, then it is expe
be integrable. The generalized or higher order or Lie Backlund symmetries were comput
nonlinear partial differential equations by different authors in different context25 and demonstrated
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its relation with integrability. For nonlinear partial differential–difference or lattice equat
attempt was made to derive polynomial generalized symmetries by different groups.5,26–28How-
ever, it is not clear how to compute nonpolynomial generalized symmetries. Yet the nonexi
of polynomial generalized symmetries or conserved quantities does not preclude integrabili
wish to note that the evaluation of generalized symmetries for nonlinear differential differ
equations is a tedious and cumbersome work. In fact, there exists several software to co
polynomial generalized symmetries and conserved densities. For example, using a pack
Mathematica, Goktas, and Hereman5 have demonstrated that under what conditions on the par
eters given nonlinear evolution equations including lattice equations admit a sequence of
alized symmetries and conserved densities.5,28,29In this paper we derive, the generalized symm
tries and conserved densities for BC and BM lattice equations~1! and ~2! without using any
software package.

Let us first derive the conserved densities for the BC lattice equation~1! which is invariant
under the scaling symmetry

~ t,un ,vn!→~lt,l21un ,l22vn!, ~51!

wherel is an arbitrary parameter. Thusun andvn corresponds to one and two derivatives w
respect tot, respectively. In otherwords

un;
d

dt
, vn;

d2

dt2
.

In order to derive the conserved densities, Eqs.~1a! and~1b! should have the same rank. To sta
with we consider the form of conserved density with rank 2. We remind that ifrn is a conserved
density for a nonlinear differential–difference, difference, or lattice equation then

drn

dt
5Jn2Jn11 , ~52!

whereJn is the flux.
Forming all monomials ofun ,vn with rank 2 yields the listF5$un ,un

2 ,vn%. Introducing the
necessary t derivatives leads to$un

2 ,vn ,unun11 ,unun21 ,vn21%. Using unun11[unun21 , vn

[vn21 , we obtainI 5$un
2 ,vn ,unun11%. Then the conserved density can be obtained by con

ering a linear combination of the terms in I

rn5c1un
21c2vn1c3unun11 , ~53!

wherec1 ,c2 ,c3 are constants. Differentiating equation~53! with respect to t and making use o
Eqs.~1a! and ~1b! we get

drn

dt
5~2c12c3!un

2un111~2c12c3!un11vn1~c322c1!unvn2~c21c3!unvn111~c2

1c3!un12vn1~c322c1!unun11
2 1@Jn2Jn11# , ~54!

with flux

Jn52c1unvn212c3unun11un211c3un11vn212c2vnun2122c1un
2un21 . ~55!

By definition ~52!, the monomials outside the square brackets in~54! must vanish. This yields
2c12c350,c21c350. We see that there are two equations for three unknowns. Choosinc1

51/2, we obtainc2521, c351 and so the conserved density with rank 2,rn
(2) and the associated

flux becomes
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rn
(2)5 1

2 un
22vn1unun11 ,

Jn
(2)5unvn212unun11un211un11vn211vnun212un

2un21 .

Next we compute the conserved density of rank 3. As before forming all monomials ofun and
vn with rank 3 yields the listf5$un ,un

2,un
3 ,vn ,unvn%. Introducing the necessaryt derivatives

and rescaling we obtain

I 5$un
3 ,unvn ,un

2un11 ,un11
2 un ,un11vn ,unun11un12 ,unvn11 ,un12vn ,un11vn21 ,vnun21%.

Then the conserved density can take the form

rn5c4un
31c5unvn1c6un

2un111c7unun11
2 1c8un11vn1c9unun11un121c10unvn111c11un12vn

1c12un11vn211c13vnun21 . ~56!

Differentiating equation~56! with respect tot, making use of Eqs.~1a! and~1b! and by definition
~52!, we obtainc451/3,c5521,c651,c751,c8521,c951,c10521,c11521,c125c1350, and
so the conserved density with rank 3,rn

(3) and the associated flux is

rn
(3)5 1

3 un
31~unun112vn!~un1un111un12!2unvn11 ,

Jn
(3)5un21~2un1un111un12!~vn2unun11!1unvn21~un12un11!2vn21~vn1vn11!

1un11vn21~un121un11!1unun21~vn112un
2!.

Since the derivation of the conserved density of rank 4 involves more number of terms we
below only the result

rn
(4)5 1

4 un
41un

3un111 3
2 un

2un11
2 1unun11

2 ~un111un12!1unun11un12~un1un111un121un13!

1 1
2 vn

21vnvn212unvn~un1un111un211un12!2unvn21~un1un111un22!

2vnun21~un1un221un12!2unun11~vn1vn21!2un
2~vn111vn22!

1vn~vn122un12un13!,

Jn
(4)5un

3vn212un
4un212un

3vn2222vn21
2 un2vn21

2 un112vn21
2 un222unun21un11un12un13

2un11
3 unun2122un

2un11vn2223un
2un11

2 un2112un
2un21vn211un21un22un23vn

1unun21un22vn111un11unun21vn121unun21un22vn1unun21un11vn11

1un11un21un22vn1unun12un21vn1112unun11un21vn2unun21un12vn

22unun21un12un11
2 22un

2un12un11un212un12
2 unun11un2112unun11un21vn21

1un11un12un13vn211un11un12un21vn1un22
2 un21vn2vnvn22un222vn11vn21un21

1un21
2 unvn111un

2un21vn2vn21vn23un2vnvn22un112vn11vn21un121un12vnvn21

2vnvn23un212vn11vn22un2vn12vn21un111un12
2 un11vn212vnvn22un12

2vn11vn21un131un21
2 un12vn1un

2un23vn221un11
2 un22vn211unun22

2 vn21

1un11un21
2 vn12un

2un21vn221un11
2 unvn212unvn21vn221vnvn21un221vnvn22un21

1vn21vn11un14un21
2 unvn23vnvn21un211un

2un22vn211vnun11
2 un2112un

2un11vn21
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12un
2un21vn2114un

2un21vn11 .

Proceeding in a similar manner one can compute conserved densitiesrn with rank >5.
Next we derive the generalized symmetries for the BC lattice equation~1! which is invariant

under the dilation symmetry

~ t,un ,vn!→~l21t,lun ,l2vn!,

wherel is an arbitrary parameter. Thusun andvn corresponds to one and two derivatives w
respect tot, respectively. We first derive generalized symmetries of BC lattice equation with r
~2! and ~3! denoted byG1

(1) andG1
(2) . Forming all the monomials inun andvn of rank 2 and 3

gives the following:
L15$un ,un

2 ,vn%,L25$un ,un
2 ,un

3 ,vn ,unvn%.
We then introduce the necessaryt derivatives in each monomial ofL1 . Making use of Eqs.~1a!
and ~1b! we obtain

d0

dt0
~un

2!5un
2 ,

d0

dt0
~vn!5vn ,

d

dt
~un!5un~un112un21!1vn212vn ,

and a set:

R15$un
2 ,vn ,unun11 ,unun21 ,vn21%.

Similarly, based on the monomials inL2 , we get

R25$un
3 ,unvn ,vnun12 ,vnun21 ,un

2un11 ,un
2un21 ,unvn21 ,unun11un12,

unvn11 ,unun21un22 ,unvn22 ,unun11
2 ,unun11un21 ,un11vn21 ,

un11vn ,unun21
2 ,un21vn21 ,vn21un22%.

Then the generalized symmetry can be obtained by considering linear combination of the te
R1 andR2

G1
(1)5c1un

21c2vn1c3unun111c4unun211c5vn21 , ~57a!

G1
(2)5c6un

31c7unvn1c8vnun121c9vnun211c10un
2un111c11un

2un211c12unvn21

1c13unun11un121c14unvn111c15unun21un221c16unvn221c17unun11
2

1c18unun11un211c19un11vn211c20un11vn1c21unun21
2 1c22un21vn211c23vn21un22 ,

~57b!

whereci , i 51,2,...,23 arearbitrary constants.
To determine the coefficientsci , i 51,2,...,23 we introduce a lattice equation

du

dt
5G1

(1) ,
dv
dt

5G2
(1) . ~58!

Now by the compatibility condition of~1! and ~58! we obtain

DtG1
(1)5DtF1 , DtG2

(1)5DtF2 , ~59!

whereDt5d/dt , F1 , andF2 are the right-hand side terms of Eqs.~1a! and ~1b!. We solve the
above equation~59! and eliminateu̇n11 , u̇n21 , v̇n11 , v̇n21 , etc. then using Eq.~1! the nonzero
coefficients are
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c252c35c452c55c952c8 ,

we choosec851 the symmetry is

G1
(1)5un(un112un21)1vn212vn ,

G2
(1)5vn(un122un21).

Proceeding in a similar fashion described earlier we computed the generalized symm
with ranks~3! and ~4!

G2
(1)5c1un

31c2unvn1c3un12vn1c4un21vn1c5un
2un111c6un

2un211c7unvn21

1c8unun11un121c9unvn111c10unun21un221c11unvn221c12unun11
2 1c13unun11un21

1c14un11vn211c15un11vn1c16unun21
2 1c17un21vn211c18vn21un22 ,

G2
(2)5c19un

41c20vn
21c21un

2vn1c22un
3un111c23un

3un211c24un
2vn211c25unun12vn

1c26unun21vn1c27unun11vn1c28vnvn211c29un
2un11

2 1c30un
2un21

2 1c31un
2un11un21

1c32unun11vn211c33unun21vn211c34un
2un11un121c35un

2vn111c36un
2un21un22

1c37un
2vn221c38vn21

2 1c39unun22vn211c40un12
2 vn1c41un21

2 vn1c42un12un21vn

1c43un12un13vn1c44un11un12vn1c45vnvn111c46vnvn121c47un21un22vn

1c48vnvn221c49unun11
3 1c50unun11

2 un211c51un11
2 vn211c52un11

2 vn1c53unun21
2 un11

1c54un11un21vn211c55un11un21vn1c56unun21
3 1c57un21

2 vn211c58unun11
2 un12

1c59unun11vn111c60unun11un21un221c61unun11vn221c62unun11un21un12

1c63unun21vn111c64unun21
2 un221c65unun21vn221c66un11un22vn21

1c67un21un22vn211c68unun11un12un131c69unun11vn121c70un11un12vn21

1c71unun12
2 un111c72unun12vn111c73unun13vn111c74vn11vn21

1c75unun21un22un231c76unun21vn231c77unun21vn221c78unun22
2 un21

1c79unun22vn221c80vn21vn221c81unun23vn221c82un22
2 vn211c83un22un23vn21

1c84vn21vn23 .

As before replacingG1
(1) by G2

(1) andG2
(1) by G2

(2) in the compatibility condition~59! we find the
nonzero coefficients,

2c252c35c552c65c75c852c952c105c115c1252c1552c165c175c1852c26

5c285c4052c415c4452c4552c4652c475c485c43.

By choosingc43521, we obtain the symmetry as

G2
(1)5~vn2unun11!~un1un111un12!1~unun212vn21!~un1un211un22!

2un~vn222vn11!,

G2
(2)5un21vn~un1un211un22!2un12vn~un111un121un13!

1vn~vn111vn122vn212vn22!.

It is straightforward to compute the generalized symmetries of higher order and, therefor
refrain from presenting details of the symmetries.
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B. Blaszak–Marciniak „BM… lattice equation

Following the procedure adopted for BC lattice equation we find that BM lattice equation
admits a sequence of conserved densities and generalized symmetries. The results are

rn
(1)5vn ,Jn

(1)5un21wn21 ,

rn
(2)5 1

2 vn
21unwn ,Jn

(2)5un21wn21vn2wnwn21 ,

rn
(3)5 1

3 vn
31unvnwn1unwnvn112wnwn21 ,

Jn
(3)5vn

2un21wn212wnwn21vn212wnwn21vn1unun21wnwn21 ,

rn
(4)5 1

4 vn
41 1

2 un
2wn

21unun21wnwn212wnwn11vn2wnwn11vn112wnwn21vn111unwnvnvn11

1unwnvn11
2 1unvn

2wn ,

Jn
(4)52unun21wnwn21vn2wnwn21vn

21vn
3un21wn212wn21

2 un21wn2unwnwn21wn22

1unun21wnwn21vn212vn21vn11wnwn212wnwn21vnvn112wn
2wn21un ,

G3
(1)5wn112wn21 , G3

(2)5un21wn212unwn , G3
(3)5wn~vn2vn11!,

and

G4
(1)5wn21~vn1vn21!2wn11~vn111vn12!,

G4
(2)5unwn~vn1vn11!2un21wn21~vn1vn21!1wn21wn222wnwn11 ,

G4
(3)5wn~vn11

2 2vn
2!1wn~wn11un112wn21un21!.

V. CONCLUSION

Using classical Lie symmetry approach we derive Lie symmetries and similarity reducti
BC and BM lattice equations. We have also shown that the reduced equation possesses d
integrability properties such as Lax representation, singularity confinement criterion. More
the reduced equations admit two interesting particular solutions. Also we have checked tha
BC and BM lattice equation do not admit nonclassical symmetries. Furthermore, we have
for both BC and BM lattice equations that there exists a sequence of conserved densiti
generalized symmetries a characteristic of integrable systems governed by nonlinear par
ferential, differential–difference equations. It is of interest to investigate whether any other
grability properties such as master symmetries, hereditary operators, etc. of BC and BM
equations exists or not which is under investigation.
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Invariant integrals on Hopf superalgebras, in particular, the classical and quantum
Lie supergroups, are studied. The uniqueness~up to scalar multiples! of a left
integral is proved, and aZ2-graded version of Maschke’s theorem is discussed. A
construction of left integrals is developed for classical and quantum Lie super-
groups. Applied to several classes of examples the construction yields the left
integrals in explicit form. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1364689#

I. INTRODUCTION

This article studies invariant integrals on Hopf superalgebras. We shall focus on the
superalgebras of functions on classical Lie supergroups and their quantum counterparts, d
ing aspects of the general theory of integrals on them, and also establishing an explicit co
tion of such integrals.

An important feature of classical and quantum Lie superalgebras is that their fi
dimensional representations are not completely reducible. This imposes severe restrictions
possible integrals on the corresponding classical and quantum Lie supergroups. We shall
sively investigate this fact, arriving at a result which may be regarded as aZ2-graded version of
Maschke’s theorem in an infinite-dimensional setting.

Recall that if the dual of a given finite-dimensional Hopf algebra is semisimple, th
generalization of Maschke’s theorem~see Refs. 1 and 2! applies, and the invariant integral on th
Hopf algebra can be obtained by considering a Peter–Weyl type basis of the Hopf algebra
a construction of integrals fails badly in the supersymmetric setting@except for OSP(1u2n) and
OSPq(1u2n)#. Here we develop an explicit construction of integrals, which can be impleme
on classical Lie supergroups and also on type I quantum supergroups. The construction can
adapted to produce integrals on quantum groups at roots of unity.

The study of this article is motivated by the great importance of the Haar measure
theory of locally compact Lie groups. The first place we know of where integrals in the sen
Hopf algebra theory have shown up is Hochschild’s proof of Tannaka’s duality theorem
compact groups.3 Later on they played an important role in the structure theory of fin
dimensional Hopf algebras~for example, see Refs. 4–7!.

With the appearance of quantum groups and quantum algebras, it became obvious th
grals have to play an important role there, too. In fact, the quantum Haar functional is a bas
in theC* -algebra approach to quantum groups,8 and it can also be used to introduce topologies
Hopf algebras which originally are defined by purely algebraic means.9 Correspondingly, there are
various attempts to define integration on quantum groups, quantum spaces and their
generalizations~see Ref. 10 and the references therein!.

In principle, the braided case includes Hopf superalgebras as a special example, but it
worthwhile to investigate the super case separately. Needless to say, there is a huge li
dealing with the integration on supermanifolds and supergroups, but a theory of integrals on
38710022-2488/2001/42(8)/3871/27/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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superalgebras seems to be missing. This will be the topic of the present work. We hop
integrals will also prove to be useful in the further investigation of the structure and repres
tions of quantum supergroups, and that our results will shed some new light on the integ
over classical, i.e., undeformed Lie supergroups.

At present, we know of only one related work.11 In that reference, integrals on quantu
supergroups of the special linear type are constructed by means of theR-matrix formalism.
However, even for the SLq(mu n) quantum supergroups the techniques used and the result
rived in that paper are totally different from those to be presented here@even though, because o
the uniqueness theorem to be proved in Sec. II, the integrals on SLq(mun) constructed here and in
Ref. 11 must be proportional#.

The organization of the article is as follows. In Sec. II we develop some general theo
integrals on Hopf superalgebras and establish results generalizing Maschke’s theorem. In
we study classical Lie supergroups. A general construction of integrals is developed, and a
to the type I Lie supergroups, and also the type II Lie supergroups OSP(1u2n) and OSP(3u2). In
Sec. IV we extend the results to the quantum setting, obtaining a method for constructing in
on quantum supergroups. As examples, the type I quantum supergroups are studied in
Section V contains a brief discussion of our results. Finally, in the Appendix we have coll
some information on the finite dual ofU(gl(1)).

We close this introduction by recalling some conventions related toZ2-graded algebraic struc
tures. The two elements ofZ2 are denoted by 0¯ and 1̄. Unless stated otherwise, all gradatio
considered in this work will beZ2-gradations. For any superspace, i.e.,Z2-graded vector space
V5V0̄% V1̄ , we define the gradation index@ #: V0̄øV1̄→Z2 by @x#5a if xPVa , where a
PZ2 . All algebraic notions and constructions are to be understood in the super sense, i.e., t
assumed to be consistent with theZ2-gradations and to include the appropriate sign factors.

II. INTEGRALS ON HOPF SUPERALGEBRAS

Let A be a Hopf superalgebra with comultiplicationD, counit «, and antipodeS. A left
integral* l on A is an element ofA* , such that

S idA ^ E l DD51AE l

. ~1!

Equivalently, this means that

a* •E l

5a* ~1A!E l

, ;a* PA* , ~2!

where the dot denotes the multiplication inA* deduced fromD. A right integral* rPA* on A is
defined by a similar requirement

S E r

^ idADD 51AE r

. ~3!

Let A aop,cop be the Hopf superalgebra opposite toA both regarded as an algebra and
coalgebra. Then a linear form*PA* is a left/right integral onA if and only if it is a right/left
integral onA aop,cop. In particular, if the antipodeS of A ~and hence ofA aop,cop) is invertible, then
S61 are isomorphisms ofA ontoA aop,cop, and hence* is a left integral onA if and only if *S61

are right integrals onA. Thus we only need to consider left integrals~or right integrals!.
We have the following result:
Theorem 1: The dimension of the space of left integrals onA is not greater than 1. In

particular, any integral onA is even or odd.
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Proof: The proof is carried out by reducing the problem to the classical nongraded ca
principle, this can be viewed as an application of Majid’s bosonization,12 but for the present
simple case the technique has been known for quite some time.

For notational convenience~and for reasons that will become obvious at the end of this pro!
we define a map

t:Z23Z2→C

by

t~a,b!5~21!ab, ;a,bPZ2 .

Let C Z2 be the group Hopf algebra ofZ2 . The canonical basis elements will be denoted byga ,
aPZ2 . In particular, we have

gagb5ga1b , ;a,bPZ2 .

Then

Ā5A^ C Z2

is made into a usual Hopf algebra by means of the following definitions~where a,bPA and
a,bPZ2!:
product:

~a^ ga!~b^ gb!5t~a,@b# ! ab^ ga1b ,

coproduct~in Sweedler’s notation!:

D̄~a^ ga!5(
(a)

~a(1)^ g[a(2)] 1a! ^ ~a(2)^ ga!,

counit:

«̄~a^ ga!5«~a!,

antipode:

S̄~a^ ga!5t~@a#,a1@a# ! S~a! ^ g2a2[a] .

Now let s be a left integral onA, i.e., a linear formsPA* such that

~ idA^ s!D51A s,

and let us assume thats is homogeneous of degrees. Recall that̂ denotes the tensor product i
the gradedsense. Nevertheless, it is easy to see that the equation above is equivalent to

(
(a)

a(1)s~a(2)!5s~a! 1A , ;aPA,

i.e., it takes the same form as in the nongraded case.
Define the linear formts on C Z2 by

ts~ga!5ds, a , ;aPZ2 .

Then
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s̄5s^ ts

~nongraded tensor product! is a left integral onĀ. We prove this by showing thats̄ satisfies the
equation analogous to that given above fors: For all aPA andaPZ2 , we have

~ idĀ^ s̄!~D̄~a^ ga!!5~ idĀ^ s̄!(
(a)

~a(1)^ g[a(2)] 1a! ^ ~a(2)^ ga!

5(
(a)

~a(1)^ g[a(2)] 1a! s~a(2)! ts~ga!

5(
(a)

~a(1)^ g2s1a! s~a(2)! ts~ga!

5S (
(a)

a(1)s~a(2)! D ^ g0 ts~ga!

5s~a!ts~ga! 1A^ g0

5 s̄~a^ ga! 1A^ g0 ,

as required.
Now let us suppose thatsÞ0 and thats8 is a second nonzero integral onA which is

homogeneous of degrees8. Thens̄5s^ ts and s̄85s8^ ts8 are nonzero integrals onĀ. Accord-
ing to Sullivan’s theorem on the uniqueness of integrals on ordinary~nongraded! Hopf algebras
~see Refs. 13 and 2! these integrals must be proportional. This implies thats5s8 ~otherwise,ts

and ts8 would be linearly independent! and hence thats ands8 are proportional.
Finally, letsPA* be an arbitrary linear form onA, and lets5(sPZ2

ss , with ssP(A* )s , be
its decomposition into homogeneous components. Obviously,s is a left integral onA if and only
if all of the ss are. Applying the foregoing result to thess , we conclude that, for a left integrals,
at most one of thess can be different from zero, i.e., thats is homogeneous. This proves th
theorem.

The reader will notice that the same proof applies to arbitrary color Hopf algebras~and this
was the other reason to introduce the mapt!.

The uniqueness result of the theorem enables us to investigate how a left integral b
under ‘‘right translations.’’ Thus, let* be a nontrivial left integral onA. We know that the linear
form * is homogeneous, letg be its degree. We consider the linear map

g:A→A, g5S E ^ idDD.

Obviously, it is homogeneous of degreeg and not equal to zero~otherwise,« g5* would be equal
to zero!. Using the coassociativity of the coproduct, it is easy to check that

~g^ id!D5D g, ~4!

~ id^ g!D5 j g, ~5!

where

j :A→A^ A, j ~a!51A^ a

is the right canonical injection ofA into A^ A.
Now let a* PA* be an arbitrary homogeneous linear form onA. Equation~5! implies that

a* g is a left integral onA and hence proportional to* . In particular,a* g vanishes on the kerne
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of * . Since this is true for all homogeneous elementsa* PA* , it follows thatg itself vanishes on
the kernel of* . Consequently, there exists a unique elementa0PA such that

g~a!5 K E , aL a0 , ;aPA,

anda0 is even. Equation~4! now means that

D~a0!5a0^ a0 .

Sincea0 is nonzero~becauseg is nonzero!, we see thata0 is a grouplike element ofA. Thus we
have proved the following proposition.

Proposition 1: Let* be a nontrivial left integral on a Hopf superalgebraA. Then there exists
a unique even grouplike element a0PA such that

S E ^ id DD5a0E .

In particular, * is also a right integral if and only if a051A .
Let V be a finite-dimensionalZ2-graded rightA-comodule, and let

v:V→V^ A

be its structure map~which, according to our general conventions, is supposed to be even!. The
antipode ofA enables one to introduce a rightA-comodule structure on the dual spaceV* of V,
with the structure map

v̄:V* →V* ^ A

uniquely defined by

^v* ,w&1A5~^,& ^ M !~ idV* ^ T^ idA!v̄~v* ! ^ v~w!, ;v* PV* ,wPV,

whereT is the flipping map,M denotes the multiplication inA and^ , & is the dual space pairing
It follows that End(V)5V^ V* has a natural rightA-comodule structure

d:End~V!→End~V! ^ A.

For later use we note that a mapgPEnd(V) is a comodule endomorphism ofV if and only if it is
even and coinvariant, i.e., it satisfies

d~g!5g^ 1A .

If * is a left integral onA, we define the linear map

F5S id^ E D d : End~V!→End~V!.

ConsiderF(m)PEnd(V) for any mPEnd(V). Left invariance of* immediately leads to

d~F~m!!5F~m! ^ 1A ;

that is, we have the following.
Lemma 1:Im F is contained in the subspace of coinvariant elements ofEnd(V).
Now we consider the case whenV contains a sub-comoduleV1 . Let PPEnd(V) be a pro-

jection ontoV1 , i.e., ImP5V1 andP25P. It can be easily shown thatF(P) satisfies
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F~P!V,V1 and F~P!v15v1E 1A , ;v1PV1 .

Suppose now that*1AÞ0. This implies that* is even. ThusF(P) is even as well, and henc
it is a comodule endomorphism ofV. It follows that KerF(P) is a comodule complement ofV1

in V. Since this holds for any finite-dimensional rightA-comodule V and any of its sub-
comodules, we conclude that all finite-dimensional rightA-comodules are completely reducibl
Using the basic fact that all finitely generated comodules are finite-dimensional, it follow
means of standard arguments~known, for example, from the general theory of semisimple m
ules over rings! that all ~not necessarily finite-dimensional! right A-comodules are completel
reducible.

Conversely, letA be a Hopf superalgebra such that all rightA-comodules are completel
reducible. In particular,A regarded as a rightA-comodule with structure mapD is completely
reducible. LetA 0 be a comodule complement ofC 1A in A. Then any linear form* r on A with
kernelA 0 is a right~!! integral onA such that* r1AÞ0. Applying the foregoing toA aop,copand* r

~which is a left integral onA aop,cop) we conclude that all leftA-comodules are completely reduc
ible and thatA also has a left integral* l such that* l1AÞ0. It should be noted that according t
Larson6 analogous results hold for Hopf algebras, comodules and integrals living in an arb
tensor category.

Actually, much more can be said. Let$V(l)ulPL% be a complete representative set of
finite-dimensional rightA-comodules, whereL is some index set. Among these, there is a o
dimensional comodule,V(0), say,such that under the coaction,v°v ^ 1A . We call V(0) the
trivial A-comodule. For eachV(l), we choose a basis$va

(l)ua51,2,...,dimV(l)%. Then under the
coaction ofA, we have

v~va
(l)!5(

b
vb

(l)
^ tba

(l) ,

and thetab
(l) form a Peter-Weyl type of basis forA. If * denotes the linear form onA defined by

E 1A51, E tab
(l)50, ;lÞ0,

then* is both a left and right integral onA and, obviously, it is even.
Summarizing part of our results, we have proved the following generalization of the

known Maschke’s theorem to the case of Hopf superalgebras~see Refs. 1, 6, and 2!.
Proposition 2: The Hopf superalgebraA admits a left integral* with *1AÞ0 if and only if all

right A-comodules are completely reducible.
In the present work we are mainly interested in the case whereA is a sub-Hopf-superalgebr

of the finite dualU° of a Hopf superalgebraU. The comultiplication, counit, and antipode ofU will
also be denoted byD, «, andS, respectively. In this case, ifV is a rightA-comodule, thenV also
has a natural leftU-module structure defined by

x v5~21! [x][ v]~v~v !!~x!, ;xPU, vPV.

We denote byU2Modr the collection of all the leftU-modules obtained from finite-dimension
right A-comodules, which forms a monoidal category. The above proposition is equivalent
following statement: The categoryU2Modr is semisimple if and only ifA admits a left integral
which does not vanish on the identity.

Let us close this section by the following simple remark. As above, letA be a sub-Hopf-
superalgebra ofU°. The even grouplike elements ofU° are exactly the characters ofU, i.e., the
superalgebra homomorphisms ofU into C. By convention,A always contains the unit element o
U°, i.e., the counit«U of U. This is the so-called trivial character ofU. Now Proposition 1 implies
the following lemma.
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Lemma 2: Suppose thatA does not contain any non-trivial character ofU. Then every left
integral onA is also a right integral.

III. INTEGRALS ON CLASSICAL SUPERGROUPS

Let g5g0̄% g1̄ be a finite-dimensional Lie superalgebra,14,15whereg0̄ andg1̄ are the even and
odd subspaces respectively. We takeU to be the enveloping algebraU(g) of g. U(g) contains the
enveloping algebraU(g0̄) of the Lie subalgebrag0̄ as a subalgebra. We denoteU(g0̄) by Ue , and
let

I: Ue→U
be the embedding, which is a Hopf superalgebra map. It is well-known that the dualI* of I
induces a Hopf superalgebra map

P: U°→U °e,

which is given by

^P~a!,u&5^a , I~u!&, ;aPU°, uPUe .

In the present work, a Lie supergroup will be defined in terms of its Hopf superalgeb
functions, i.e., we proceed as in the usual definition of quantum groups16 or quantum
supergroups17 ~for a related treatment of supergroups, see Refs. 18 and 19!. More precisely, ifg is
a Lie superalgebra, the superalgebra of functions on a Lie supergroup associated tog will be a
sub-Hopf-superalgebraA of U °5U(g)°, subject to the condition thatA be dense inU(g)* .
Actually, in our discussion of integrals, this latter property will not be used.

Thus, letA be a sub-Hopf-superalgebra ofU °. We set

P~A!5Ae ,

which is a Hopf subalgebra ofU °e. Then there exist the following natural Hopf superalgebra m
~which are injective ifA is dense inU* and, consequently,Ae is dense inUe* ):

n: U~g!→A°,

x°n~x!, ^n~x!, a&5~21! [x][ a]^a, x&, ;aPA; ~6!

ne : Ue→A7e,

u°ne~u!5ũ , ^ũ, a0&5^a0 , u&, ;a0PAe ;

Î5nI: Ue→A°,

u°û , ^û, a&5^ũ, P~a!&5^P~a!, u&5^a, I~u!&, ;aPA. ~7!

Let

E
0
: Ae→C

be a left integral onAe with *01Ae
51. The existence of*0 depends on properties ofg0̄ andAe .

In the case wheng0̄ is semisimple or reductive as a Lie algebra, such an*0 is known to exist and
is right invariant as well.~However, see the Appendix about the reductive case.!

Lemma 3: The linear form*0P: A→C is left invariant with respect toUe in the sense that
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Î~u!•S E
0
P D 5«~u!E

0
P, ;uPUe .

Proof: Lemma 3 can be confirmed by a direct calculation. For anyuPUe andaPA, we have

K û•S E
0
P D , aL 5(

(a)
^û, a(1)&E

0
P~a(2)!

5(
(a)

^ũ, P~a(1)!&E
0
P~a(2)!

5K ũ^ E
0
, DP~a!L

5K ũ•E
0
, P~a!L 5«~u!E

0
P~a!.

Let J5Ug0̄ . By using the Poincare´–Birkhoff–Witt theorem for Lie superalgebras,15 one
immediately sees the following.

Lemma 4: The subspace J is a left ideal ofU with finite codimension.
Consequently, the quotient spaceU/J is a left U-module in the standard fashion:

x~y1J!5xy1J, ;xPU, y1JPU/J.

Note that this module is isomorphic to theU-module induced from the trivialUe-module. Accord-
ing to the usual definition, an elementz1JPU/J, with zPU, is said to be invariant~under the
action ofU) if

x~z1J!5«~x!z1J, ;xPU.

Let z1J be any invariant of this type, and letn(z) be the image ofz in A° under the natural Hopf
superalgebra map~6!. Then we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2: The linear form*5n(z)•*0P is a left integral onA and does not depend on th
choice of the representative for z1J. If z¹J and if the matrix elements of theU-moduleU/J
belong toA, the integral* is not equal to zero.

Remark :The definition of* involves implicitly the comultiplication ofA. For anyaPA,

Ea5K n~z! ^ E
0
P, D~a!L .

Proof of Theorem 2:It follows from Lemma 3 that for anyX0Pg0̄ , n(X0)•*0P50. Asn is an
algebra homomorphism,n(y)•*0P50 for all yPJ. This proves the second part of the theore
Now the invariance property ofz1J leads to

n~x!•E 5«~x!E , ;xPU.

This implies Eq.~1!. @Indeed, sinceA is contained inU* , it is sufficient to check Eq.~2! for all
a* 5n(x), xPU.#

To prove the last part of the theorem, we choose a homogeneous basis (v i)1< i<r of U/J such
that v151U1J. Let p be the representation ofU in U/J, and letp i , j be the matrix elements ofp
with respect to the basis (v i), i.e.,
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p~x!v j5(
i 51

r

p i , j~x!v i if xPU, 1< j <r .

Sincev1 is Ue-invariant, we have

p i ,1~x!5«Ue
~x!d i ,1 if xPUe , 1< i<r .

This implies that

Ep i ,15~21! [v i ]p i ,1~z!, 1< i<r

~recall that we are assuming that*01Ae
51). Sincez¹J and since

z1J5p~z!v15(
i 51

r

p i ,1~z!v i ,

at least one of the matrix elementsp i ,1(z) must be different from zero. This proves the theore
We notice that

E1A5«~z!E
0
1Ae

.

Taking for granted that*01Ae
is different from zero, we see that*1AÞ0 if and only if «(z)Þ0.

Remark:Suppose that the Lie algebrag0̄ is reductive, and that the adjoint representation of
center ofg0̄ in g1̄ is diagonalizable. Then the subspace ofU-invariant elements ofU/J is at most
one-dimensional. This follows at once from Theorems 1 and 2, applied to a suitable sub-
superalgebraA of U ° ~see the Appendix!.

Let us now consider examples.
Example 1: The Berezin integral
Consider the purely odd Lie superalgebrag5g1̄ with the basis$j i , i 51,2,...,n% and with the

super bracket

@j i , j j #50, ; i , j .

Obviously,U5U(g) is the Grassmann algebra on then generatorsj i , andUe5C 1U . It is well-
known thatU has the basis

J j 1¯ j l
5j j 1

¯j j l
, 1< j 1,¯, j l<n,

where thel 50 element is understood to be the unity. The Hopf structure ofU is the standard one
for enveloping algebras of Lie superalgebras.

Introduce a basis$Q i 1¯ i k
, 1< i 1,¯, i k<n, 0<k<n% for U* ~thek50 case corresponds t

the unit element! such that

^Q i 1¯ i k
, J j 1¯ j l

&5~21!~1/2! k(k21)dkl d i 1 j 1
¯d i kj k

,

and set

u i5Q i , i 51, 2, ...,n.

The cocommutativity ofU implies that

u iu j1u ju i50, ; i , j .
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It is also easy to show that

Q i 1¯ i k
5u i 1

¯u i k
, i 1,¯, i k .

As a Hopf superalgebra,U* has the unique comultiplication such that

D~u i !5u i ^ 111^ u i ,

the counit is fixed by

«~u i !50,

and the antipode is specified by

S~u i !52u i .

Since (U* )* >U in this case, we make the identification. It is obvious that*0P51U . More-
over, theU-invariant elements ofU are the scalar multiples ofJ1 2 ¯ n . Thus upon choosing an
appropriate normalization we obtain the unique integral

E5~21!~1/2! n(n21)j1j2¯jn ,

which yields the standard Berezin integral on the Grassmanian algebraU* :

Eu i 1
u i 2

¯u i k
50, if k,n,

Eu1u2¯un51.

To explain the left~and right! invariance of* in more familiar terms, note that ifP(u) is any
polynomial in theu i ’s, then

DP~u!5P~u ^ 111^ u!.

Left invariance of the integral means

S id^ E DD~P~u!!5E P~u!.

One may write1^ u i asu i , and denoteu i ^ 1 by l i , which is regarded as an independent Gra
mann number. The above equation states that

E
u
P~u1l!5E P~u!,

where the subscriptu on the left hand side indicates the fact that the ‘‘integration’’ is carried
over theu’s. The last equation is nothing but the translational invariance of the Berezin inte

Example 2: The Lie supergroupSL(mun)
Let g denote the Lie superalgebrasl(mun), which we shall regard as a subalgebra of t

general linear Lie superalgebragl(mun). Let $Eab ua,b51,2,...,m1n% be the standard homoge
neous basis ofgl(mun), which satisfies the commmutation relations

@Eab , Ecd#5dbcEad2~21! [Eab][ Ecd]ddaEcb ,
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where @•, •# should be understood as the graded brackets, namely, it is symmetric when
arguments are odd, and antisymmetric otherwise.

The standard basis forg then is given by

Eab , aÞb; ha5Eaa2~21!damEa11, a11 , a,m1n.

The maximal even subalgebra ofg is g0̄5sl(m) % sl(n) % gl(1). Let g1̄1 be the odd subalgebr
spanned byEim , i<m, m.m, and g1̄2 be that spanned byEm i . Then g is the direct sumg
5g1̄2 % g0̄% g1̄1 ~as vector spaces!. Under the Lie superbracket,

@g1̄1 , g1̄1#5$0%, @g1̄2 , g1̄2#5$0%,
~8!

@g0̄ , g1̄6#,g1̄6 , @g1̄1 , g1̄2#,g0̄ .

Next, we observe thatU(g1̄1) andU(g1̄2) are both isomorphic to the Grassmann algebra
mn generators. The subspaces of the highest Grassmann degree inU(g1̄1) andU(g1̄2) are both
one-dimensional. We choose the following bases for them, respectively,

E5E m E m21¯ E1 , F5F1 F2 ¯ Fm ,

where

Ei5Ei ,m11 Ei ,m12 ¯ Ei ,m1n ,

Fi5Em1n,i Em1n21,i ¯ Em11,i .

Then we have

@X, E#5@X, F#50, ;XPg0̄ ,

j1E50, ;j1Pg1̄1 ,

j2F50, ;j2Pg1̄2 ,

j2E2~21!mnE j2PU~g!g0̄ , ;j2Pg1̄2 .

Defining

G5E F,

it follows that

XGPU~g!g0̄ , ;XPg.

Let t be the defining representation ofsl(mun), with

t~Eab!5eab , aÞb,

t~ha!5eaa2~21!damea11, a11 ,
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where theeab’s are the matrix units, and lettab , a,b51, 2, ...,m1n, be the elements ofU°
5U(g)° defined by

~ tab~x!!a, b51
m1n 5t~x!, ;xPU~g!.

Moreover, lett̄ be the dual representation oft, and let us similarly introduce the matrix elemen
t̄ abPU(g)° of t̄ . We note that

(
c

t̄ catcb~21!([a] 1[c])([ b] 11̄)5dab .

The standard comultiplication onU(g) is super cocommutative. Therefore the finite du
U(g)° is a super commutative Hopf superalgebra. The matrix elementstab and t̄ ab of the vector
representation and the dual vector representation generate a sub-Hopf-superalgebraA of U(g)°,
with the comultiplication

D~ tab!5(
c

tac^ tcb ~21!([a] 1[c])([ c] 1[b]) ,

D~ t̄ ab!5(
c

t̄ ac^ t̄ cb~21!([a] 1[c])([ c] 1[b]) ,

the counit«(tab)5«( t̄ ab)5dab , and the involutary antipodeS(tab)5(21)[a]([ a] 1[b]) t̄ ba , where

@a#5H 0̄, a<m,

1̄, a.m.

An important fact is the following.
Proposition 3: The subspaceA is dense in U(sl(mu n))* .
Proof: This follows from a slight strengthening of a theorem which in the nongraded ca

due to Harish-Chandra. LetV be a finite-dimensional graded vector space and letg be a graded
subalgebra of the Lie superalgebrasl(V). We regardV as ag-module. Arguing as in the non
graded case~see the proof of Theorem 2.5.7 in Ref. 20! one can easily prove that for any nonze
elementxPU(g) there exists an integerr>0 such thatx acts nontrivially onV^ r . Actually, there
is a minor complication: Dixmier’s proof only applies if dimV0̄ÞdimV1̄ . But if dimV0̄

5dimV1̄ , we can embedV into W5V% C, whereC is regarded as a trivialg-module. Then his
arguments apply toW, and the tensorial powers ofW are isomorphic to direct sums of tensori
powers ofV. This proves the proposition.

As at the beginning of this section, letP be the dual of the embedding ofU(g0̄) in U(g). We
have

P~ t im!5P~ tm i !5P~ t̄ im!5P~ t̄ m i !50 , 1< i<m , m,m<m1n.

Set

Ae5P~A!.

Then Ae has a Peter-Weyl type basis in terms of the matrix elements of irreducible fi
dimensional representations ofsl(m) % sl(n) % gl(1). Thus it follows from the discussion of th
last section that there exists a unique normalized left integral
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E
0
: Ae→C,

which also turns out to be right invariant~see the Appendix!. Denote byn(G)PA° the image of
G under the natural embeddingU(g)→A°. Recalling Lemma 2, we have the following theore

Theorem 3: The linear form*5n(G)•*0P is a nontrivial left and right integral onA.

To see that* is indeed nontrivial, we consider*QQ̄, where

Q i5t i ,m1nt i , m1n21¯t i ,m11 ,

Q̄ i5 t̄ i ,m1nt̄ i ,m1n21¯ t̄ i ,m11 , i 51, 2, ...,m,

Q5QmQm21¯Q1 ,

Q̄5Q̄mQ̄m21¯Q̄1 .

We have

EQQ̄5^QQ̄, E F&E
0
P~det~ tmn!det~ t̄ mn!!m.

As

det~ tmn!det~ t̄ mn!~u!5«~u! , ;uPU~g0̄!,

we immediately obtain

E
0
P~det~ tmn!det~ t̄ mn!!m51.

By induction we can show that

^QQ̄, E F&5~21!mn(mn11)/2,

hence

EQQ̄5~21!mn(mn11)/2.

Example 3: The Lie supergroupOSP(2u2n)
The Lie superalgebrasg5osp(2u2n) form the other series of type I~basic classical! Lie

superalgebras besidessl(mun). They share many properties with the latter. In particular, the
subspace ofosp(2u2n) is a direct sum ofg1̄1 andg1̄2 . Both U(g1̄1) andU(g1̄2) are isomorphic
to the Grassmann algebra on 2n generators. The maximal even subalgebra ofosp(2u2n) is
sp(2n) % gl(1), andg0̄ andg1̄6 satisfy relations of the same form as~8!.

The subspaces ofU(g1̄6) of the highest Grassmann degree are both one-dimensional
choose basesE andF for them, respectively, and setG5E F. Then

XGPU~g!g0̄ , ;XPg.

Let t be the defining representation ofosp(2u2n). It is known thatt is self-dual. Introduce the
matrix elements oft,

tabPU~g!°, a,b51,2,...,2n12,
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with t i j and tmn being even, andt im and tm i odd, wherei , j 51,2; m,n53,4,...,2n12.
Proposition 4: The elements tab generate a sub-Hopf-superalgebraA of U(osp(2u2n))°, and

A is dense in U(osp(2u2n))* .
Proof: This follows from the proof of Proposition 3.
SetAe5P(A). ThenAe admits a unique~up to scalar multiples! left integral*0 . Denoting by

n(G) the canonical image ofG in A°, we have
Theorem 4: The linear form*5n(G)•*0P is a nontrivial left and right integral onA.
The t im and tm i generate a Grassmann algebra contained inA. We takeQ to be a nonzero

element of the highest degree in this Grassmann algebra. Then direct computations can sh

EQÞ0.

Example 4: The Lie supergroupOSP(1u2n)
Let us start with the simplest case,n51. The Dynkin diagram ofosp(1u2) is justd, and the

simple Chevalley generators are$e, f , h%, where e and f are odd whileh is even, with the
commutation relations

@h, e#5e, @h, f #52 f , @e, f #5h.

It is important to observe that@e, e#5E, @ f , f #5F andh span ansl(2) subalgebra, which is the
maximal even subalgebraosp(1u2)0̄ . This is a general feature of any type II superalgebra, wh
some simple generators of the maximal even subalgebra are generated by odd elements. W
g5osp(1u2), g0̄5sl(2),osp(1u2), U5U(g) andUe5U(g0̄).

Now

11e f1Ug0̄

is an invariant of the leftU-moduleU/Ug0̄ , and we have the left and right integral

E 5n~11e f !•E
0
P:U°→C,

where*0 :U °e→C is the standard Haar functional onU °e. Consider*1U ° . We have

E1U °5^1U ° ,11e f&E
0
P~1U °!5E

0
1U °e

Þ0.

That is, the integral does not vanish on the identity element ofU °. It follows from the discussion
of Sec. II that all finite-dimensional representations ofosp(1u2) are completely reducible, which
of course, is a well-known fact.

The general case can be treated similarly. We do not go into details but only mention t
even elementu0PU5U(osp(1u2n)) such that«(u0)Þ0 and such thatu01Ug0̄ is invariant in
U/Ug0̄ has been constructed by Djokovic´ and Hochschild in Ref. 21. Moreover, they have prov
the following theorem:

Let g be a finite-dimensional Lie superalgebra over a field of characteristic zero. The
finite-dimensional representations ofg are completely reducible if and only if the following tw
conditions are satisfied.

~1! The Lie algebrag0̄ is semisimple.
~2! There is an elementu0 in U(g) such thatu01U(g)g0̄ is an invariant element ofU(g)/U(g)g0̄

and satisfies«(u0)Þ0.

Visibly, in the cited reference the elementu0 has been a decisive tool in the proof that
finite-dimensional representations ofosp(1u2n) are completely reducible. It is remarkable that
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the present work it serves to construct a left integral onU° which does not vanish on the un
element, a result which, in turn, implies the complete reducibility of theU°-comodules and henc
of the finite-dimensionalU-modules.

Example 5: The Lie supergroupOSP(3u2)
Let g denote the Lie superalgebraosp(3u2). It is the simplest of those orthosymplectic L

superalgebras which are not of type I and not one of the special algebrasosp(1u2n). Its maximal
even subalgebra isg0̄5so(3)% sp(2). The g-moduleU(g)/U(g)g0̄ will be denoted byW. We
shall also need the quadratic Casimir elementCPU(g) and the corresponding Casimir operat
CW acting onW.

In the subsequent investigation of theg-moduleW we are going to use the classification
finite-dimensional irreducibleg-modules obtained by Van der Jeugt in Ref. 22. Both theg-modules

and theg0̄-modules are characterized by a pair of numbersp,qP$0,1
2,1,32,...%. By a slight abuse of

notation, we denote the correspondingg-module by@p,q#, and the correspondingg0̄-module by
(p,q). @We remark thatp is associated in the obvious way toso(3) andq to sp(2).#

A version of the Poincare´–Birkhoff–Witt theorem implies thatW, regarded as ag0̄-module, is
isomorphic to the Grassmann algebra constructed overg1̄ . Using the representation theory o
sl(2), we conclude that theg0̄-moduleW decomposes into the direct sum of the modules c
tained in the following list, where the first line gives the Grassmann degree to which the mo
underneath belong.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

~0,0! ~1,1
2! ~1,1! ~2,1

2! ~1,1! ~1,1
2! ~0,0!

~2,0! ~1,1
2! ~2,0!

~0,0! ~0,3
2! ~0,0!

Comparison with the lower-dimensional irreducibleg-modules then shows that for a Jorda
Hölder sequence of theg-moduleW the irreducible quotients must be isomorphic to the followi
modules:

@0,3
2#, @1,1#, @1,1

2#, @0,0#, @0,0#.

For the convenience of the reader and for later use, we also note how these modules dec
into irreducibleg0̄-submodules, moreover, in the first column we give the eigenvalue of
quadratic Casimir operator~normalized as in Ref. 22! in these modules:

26 @0,3
2#>~0,3

2! % ~1,1! % ~1,1
2! % ~0,0!

0 @1,1#>~1,1! % ~1,1
2! % ~2,1

2! % ~2,0!

2 @1,1
2#>~1,1

2! % ~2,0! % ~0,0!

0 @0,0#>~0,0!

Note that at this point it is obvious that theg-module W is not completely reducible: It is
generated, as ag-module, by ag0̄-invariant element; the multiplicity of (0,0) in theg0̄-moduleW
is equal to 4, but the length of theg-moduleW ~i.e., the number of irreducible quotients of
Jordan-Ho¨lder sequence! is equal to 5.

The eigenvalues given previously imply that the primary decomposition ofW with respect to
CW takes the following form:

W5W26% W2% W0 , ~9!
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whereWr , r P$26,2,0%, is the primary subspace ofW corresponding to the eigenvaluer of CW .
Of course, theWr ’s areg-submodules ofW. Regarded asg-modules, we have

W26>@0,3
2#, W2>@1,1

2#,

whereasW0 has a Jordan-Ho¨lder sequence of the form

W0.W08.W09.$0%,

where one of the three modulesW0 /W08 , W08/W09 , W09 is isomorphic to@1,1#, while the other two
are trivial one-dimensional. In any case we have

CW~W0!,W08 , ~10!

CW~W08!,W09 , ~11!

CW~W09!5$0%. ~12!

We stress that whileW26 andW2 are eigenspaces ofCW , this is not so forW0 . In fact, we shall
see that the restriction ofCW to W0 is not equal to zero but only nilpotent.

Lemma 5: The subspace CW(W0) of W0 is either a trivial one-dimensionalg-submodule of
W0 or else it is equal to$0%.

Proof: In the subsequent discussion, it is important to keep the following fact in m
(* ) The g-module@1,1# does not contain a trivialg0̄-submodule.

There are three cases to consider.

~a! The moduleW0 /W08 is isomorphic to@1,1#. This case is not possible sinceW0 , like W2, is
generated by ag0̄-invariant element which, under the present assumption and becau
(* ), would have to belong toW08 .

~b! The moduleW08/W09 is isomorphic to@1,1#. In this case,W09 consists ofg-invariant elements,
hence the existence of nonzerog-invariant elements inW0 is obvious. However, we want to
find an explicit expression for them, and a first step towards this end is the lemma. Ac
ing to Eq. ~11! we haveCW(W08),W09 . Using Eq.~12! and recalling (* ), we can even
conclude thatCW(W08)5$0%. Thus CW induces ag-module mapW0 /W08→W0 , and this
implies our claim. Actually, it is easy to see thatCW(W0),W09 .

~c! The moduleW09 is isomorphic to@1,1#. Equation~12! says thatCW(W09)5$0%, henceCW

induces ag-module mapW08/W09→W08 which, according to Eq.~11!, is even a map intoW09 .
Invoking (* ) we conclude thatCW(W08)5$0%, and our claim follows as in part~b!. This
proves the lemma.

Let us now recall the decomposition~9! of W and also the fact that theg-module W is
generated by the element1U(g)1U(g)g0̄ . Then the lemma above can be rephrased as follo
Either the element

z5C~C22!~C16!PU~g!

belongs toU(g)g0̄ , or elsez1U(g)g0̄ is a nontrivial invariant element ofU(g)/U(g)g0̄ .
Thus all that remains to be shown is thatz does not belong toU(g)g0̄ . This is an easy

consequence of the Poincare´–Birkhoff–Witt ~PBW! theorem, which allows us to construct
suitable basis ofW. Actually, the task can be simplified, as follows. The Casimir elementC can be
decomposed~in various ways! into the sum of two pieces,

C5Co1Ce ,
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whereCo is quadratic in the elements ofg1̄ , and whereCe belongs toU(g0̄). SinceC commutes
with all elements ofU(g), it follows that

zPCo~Co22!~Co16!1U~g!g0̄ ,

and hence we can replacez by

zo5Co~Co22!~Co16!.

Applying Theorem 2 toz or zo and recalling Lemma 2 we obtain a nonzero left and rig
integral onU(osp(3u2))°.

IV. INTEGRALS ON QUANTUM SUPERGROUPS

We shall extend the construction of integrals on classical supergroups to quantum super
at genericq. Recall that the Drinfeld-Jimbo quantum superalgebraUq(g) associated with a simple
basic classical Lie superalgebrag is usually defined with respect to the distinguished simple r
system ofg where only one odd simple root exists. By removing the odd simple generators~but
retaining the corresponding Cartan generator!, one obtains a graded quantum subalge
Uq(g0),Uq(g), whereg0,g is an even subalgebra ofg, which is a reductive Lie algebra. W
stress that while for the basic classical Lie superalgebras of type I we haveg05g0̄ , this isnot the
case for type II.

An important fact is thatUq(g0) forms a Hopf subalgebra ofUq(g), with its structure inher-
ited from the latter. We have the following Hopf superalgebra maps:

I: Uq~g0!→Uq~g!,

P: Uq~g!°→Uq~g0!°,

whereI is the natural embedding andP is induced from its dualI* .
A quantum supergroup associated withUq(g) is defined by specifying its superalgebra

functions A, where A should meet two basic requirements, namely, it forms a sub-H
superalgebra ofUq(g)°, and it is dense inUq(g)* . In general,A is generated by the matrix
elements of some finite-dimensional irreducible representations ofUq(g). The structure ofA
associated with a type I quantum superalgebra has been extensively studied. The fact thA is
dense inUq(g)* implies that the natural Hopf superalgebra maps

n: Uq~g!→A°,

Î5nI: Uq~g0!→A°,

are embeddings.
DenoteAe5P(A). ThenAe separates points ofUq(g0), i.e., it is dense inUq(g0)* . Further-

more,Ae admits a Peter-Weyl type basis in terms of the matrix elements of finite-dimens
irreducible representations ofUq(g0), and there exists a unique~up to scalar multiples! left
integral

E
0
: Ae→C,

which also turns out to be right invariant, and it is nonvanishing on1Ae
.

Similar to the classical case, we consider

E
0
P: A→C,
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which is clearly left invariant with respect toUq(g0), i.e.,

Î~u!•E
0
P5«~u!E

0
P, ;uPUq~g0!.

Let K denote the ideal ofUq(g0) defined by

K5$uPUq~g0!u «~u!50%,

where« is the counit ofUq(g). Then

J5Uq~g!K ~13!

is a left ideal ofUq(g).
Lemma 6: Ifg is one of the Lie superalgebrassl(mu n) or osp(2u2n) ~i.e., if g is basic

classical of type I!, the left ideal J has finite codimension in Uq(g).
Proof: This follows immediately from the PBW theorems for these quantum superalge

established in Refs. 23 and 24.
Clearly Uq(g)/J forms a leftUq(g)-module under the natural action

x~y1J!5xy1J, ;x,yPUq~g!.

Let z1J be an invariant ofUq(g)/J, i.e., x(z1J)5«(x)z1J, ;xPUq(g). Nontrivial invariants
of this kind exist for type I quantum superalgebras, as we will see later. However, we doub
the type II quantum superalgebras admit such invariants, as in this caseJ is expected to have
infinite codimension.

Theorem 5: Let *5n(z)•*0P. Then* is a left integral onA, that does not depend on th
representative of z1J. As before, n(z) is the image of z under the natural embedding Uq(g)
→A°.

Proof: The proof goes in the same way as in the classical case.
Example 6: The quantum supergroupSLq(mu n)
We study the quantum supergroup SLq(mu n). The quantum superalgebraUq(sl(mu n)) is

generated by the simple and the Cartan generators

Ea, a11 , Ea11,a , ka
61, a51,2,..., m1n21,

subject to the standard relations.~Here ka5KaKa11
21 in the notation of Ref. 23.! The generators

Em, m11 andEm11, m are odd, while all the others are even. Define recursively

Eab5EacEcb2qc
21EcbEac ,

Eba5EbcEca2qcEcaEbc , a,c,b,

whereqc5q(21)[c]
. The vector representationt of Uq(sl(mu n)) is given by

t~Ea, a61!5ea, a61 ,

t~ka!5qa
eaaqa11

2ea11, a11511~qa21!eaa1~qa11
21 21!ea11, a11 .

We shall denote the dual vector representation byt̄ , and let

tab , t̄ abPUq~sl~mu n!!° , a,b51, 2, ...,m1n,
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be the matrix elements oft and t̄ , respectively. Then the superalgebraA of functions on the
quantum supergroup SLq(mu n) is defined to be the subalgebra ofUq(sl(mu n))° generated by the
tab , t̄ ab . In Ref. 25 the following was shown.

Proposition 5: The algebraA is a sub-Hopf-superalgebra of Uq(sl(mu n))° and is dense in
Uq(sl(mu n))* .

The quantum even subalgebraUq(g0) is Uq(sl(m) % gl(1)% sl(n)) with generators

ka
61, Eb,b11 , Eb11, b , a,b51,2,...,m1n21 , bÞm.

The images oft and t̄ underP give rise to representations ofUq(g0), with

P~ t !5S P~ t i j ! 0

0 P~ tmn!
D , P~ t̄ !5S P~ t̄ i j ! 0

0 P~ t̄ mn!
D .

The matrix elements of these representations generateAe , which forms a Hopf subalgebra o
Uq(g0)°. OnAe there exists a unique left integral*0 which annihilates the matrix elements of a
nontrivial irreducible representations and satisfies

E
0
1Ae

51.

Introduce

Ei5Ei ,m11 Ei , m12 ¯ Ei ,m1n ,

Fi5Em1n,i Em1n21,i ¯ Em11,i ,

E5E m E m21¯ E 1 ,

F5F1 F2 ¯ Fm ,

G5E F.

Lemma 7: Let J be defined as in (13). Then the image ofG under the canonical map
Uq(sl(mu n))→Uq(sl(mu n))/J is an invariant.

Proof: In Ref. 23 it was shown that

kaG5G ka , ;a,

@Ec, c11 , E#5@Ec,c11 , F#50, cÞm,

@Ec11, c , E#5@Ec11, c , F#50, cÞm.

It is also clear that

Em,m11G50.

This immediately leads to

Ei ,m11G50, ; i<m.

What remains to be shown is that

Em11,mGPJ. ~14!
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By using the fact thatEm11, m q-anticommutes with allEm,i , m>m11, i<m, and (Em11, m)2

50, we have

Em11, m F50.

Thus

Em11, mG5@Em11, m , E# F.

To determine the right hand side, we need the following commutation relations:

@Em11, m , E i #5qm1n22Ei , m12 Ei , m13 ¯ Ei , m1nkmEi , m , i ,m,

@Ei , m , E j #50, i . j .

Now

@Em11, m , G#5@Em11, m , E m# E m21 ¯ E 1 F,

where@Em11, m , E m# can be easily calculated to yield

@Em11, m , E m#5
km2km

21

q2q21 Em, m12 ¯ Em, m1n

1 (
a52

n

~21!aq2(n2a)Em, m11 ¯ Êm, m1a ¯ Em, m1nEm11, m1a ka
21,

with Êm, m1a indicating thatEm, m1a is removed from the second term. By using

Em11, m1a E i2q22 E i Em11, m1a50 , i 51,2,...,m , a52,3,...,n,

we immediately see that~14! indeed holds.
Let n:Uq(g)→A° be the natural embedding.
Theorem 6: There exists the following nontrivial left integral onA:

E 5n~G!•E
0
P.

Example 7: The quantum supergroupOSPq(2u2n).
We denote byg the Lie superalgebraosp(2u2n) and recall that in this caseg05g0̄ is the

maximal even subalgebrasp(2n) % gl(1) of g. Introduce the (n11)-dimensional Minkowski
spaceh* with a basis$d i u i 50,1,2,...,n% and the bilinear form(,):h* 3h* →C defined by

~d i ,d j !52~21!d0,i d i , j , ; i , j .

Then the simple roots can be expressed asa i5d i2d i 11 , 0< i ,n, an52dn , with a0 being the
unique odd simple root. A convenient version of the Cartan matrixA5(ai j ) i , j 50

n is ai j

52(a i ,a j )/(a i ,a i), ; i .0, a0,j5(a0 ,a j ). The quantum superalgebraUq(g) is the universal
complex superalgebra with generators$ki

61 , ei , f i ,i PNn%, Nn5$0,1,2,...,n%, wheree0 and f 0

are odd and the rest are even. The defining relations are

kikj5kjki , kiki
215ki

21ki51,

kiejki
215qi

ai j /2ej , ki f jki
215qi

2ai j /2f j ,
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@ei , f j #5d i j ~ki
22ki

22!/~qi2qi
21!, i , j PNn ,

~e0!25~ f 0!250,

(
m50

12ai j

~21!mF12ai j

m G
qi

ei
12ai j 2mejei

m50, iÞ0,

(
m50

12ai j

~21!mF12ai j

m G
qi

f i
12ai j 2m f j f i

m50, iÞ0,

where@n
m#q is aq-binomial coefficient. As is well-known, the quantum superalgebraUq(g) has the

structure of a Hopf superalgebra. Note that$ei , f i , ki
61 u i 51,2,...,n% generate a Hopf subalgebr

Uq(sp(2n)),Uq(g). Together with$k0
61%, they generateUq(g0)5Uq(sp(2n) % gl(1)).

Define the odd elements

c15e0 ,

c i 115c iei2qeic i , 1< i ,n,

c2n5cnen2q2encn ,

c2 i5c2 i 21ei2qeic2 i 21 , 1< i ,n;

f05 f 0 ,

f i 115 f if i2q21f i f i , 1< i ,n,

f2n5 f nfn2q22fnf n ,

f2 i5 f if2 i 212q21f2 i 21f i , 1< i ,n,

which satisfy the following relations

c6 ic6 j1q61c6 jc6 i50, i< j ,

c ic2 j1qc2 jc i50, ; iÞ j ,

cnc2n1q2c2ncn50,

c2 i 21c i 111c i 11c2 i 211qc2 ic i1q21c ic2 i50, i ,n;

c jei2q(a i ,d02d j )eic j5d i j c i 11 , ; i , j ,

c2 jei2q(a i ,d01d j )eic2 j5d i 11,jc2 i 11 , i .1,

and also similar relations forf6 i , where cn11 and fn11 are understood asc2n and f2n,
respectively. Let

E1,25e1 ,

E1,i 115E1, iei2qeiE1, i , 1, i ,n,

E1, n̄5E1, nen2q2enE1, n ,
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E1, ī 5E1, i 11ei2qeiE1, i 11 , 1, i ,n,

E1, 1̄5E1, 2̄e1q212qe1E1, 2̄ ,

where we have introduced the notationī 52 i . Then

$c i , f 0%5E1, i k0
22, $c2 i , f 0%5E1, ī k0

22.

Define

E5c1c2¯cnc2nc2n11¯c21 ,

F5f21f22¯f2nfnfn21¯f1 ,

G5E F.

We have the following lemma.
Lemma 8: Let J be defined as in (13). Then

(i) @v, E#5@v, F#50, ;vPUq(sp(2n)),Uq(g0),
(ii) @u, G#50, ;uPUq(g0),
(iii) x GP«(x)G1J, ;xPUq(g).

Of particular importance for us is the vector representationt of Uq(g). Introduce the index
a5 i or ī , with i 50,1,...,n, ī 50̄,1̄,...,n̄. We have

t~e0!5e0, 11e1̄,0̄ , t~ f 0!5e1, 02e0̄,1̄ ,

t~ei !5ei , i 112ei 11, ī , t~ f i !5ei 11, i2eī , i 11 , 1< i ,n,

t~en!5en, n̄ , t~ f n!5en̄, n ,

t~ki !5qi
Hi /2 , 0< i<n,

where

H05d0* 1d1* ,

Hi5d i* 2d i 11* , 0, i ,n,

Hn5dn* ;

d i* 5ei , i2eī , ī , 0< i<n.

Let tabPUq(g)°, a,b50,1,...,n,0̄,1̄,...,n̄, be the matrix elements of the vector represen
tion t,

^tab , x&5t~x!ab , ;xPUq~g!.

We will take the algebraA of functions on OSPq(2u2n) to be the subalgebra ofUq(g)° generated
by the elementstab . In Ref. 26 we have shown the following.

Proposition 6: The algebraA is a sub-Hopf-superalgebra ofUq(osp(2u2n))° and is dense in
Uq(osp(2u2n))* .
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As usual, letP:Uq(g)°→Uq(g0)° be the map induced by the dual of the embedd

I:Uq(g0)→Uq(g), let n:Uq(g)→A° be the canonical map, and letÎ5n I. SetAe5P(A). Then
Ae admits a left integral*0 , which we normalize by setting*01Ae

51. Now

E
0
P:A→C

is a well-defined linear map, which is left invariant with respect toUq(g0),Uq(g):

Î~u!•E
0
P5«~u!E

0
P, ;uPUq~g0!.

We define

E 5n~G!•E
0
P.

Theorem 7: The linear form* :A→C is a left integral onA.
Consider*L, where

L5t 1̄ 0̄¯t n̄ 0̄ tn 0̄¯t1 0̄ t 1̄ 0¯t n̄ 0 tn 0¯t1 0.

Using the following property of the Hopf superalgebra homomorphismP,

P~ ta 0!5P~ ta 0̄!50, ;aÞ0,0̄,

P~ t0 0̄!5P~ t 0̄ 0!50,

we have

EL5^L, G&E
0
P~~ t 0̄ 0̄!2n~ t0 0!

2n!.

Now

P~ t 0̄ 0̄ t0 0!5P~ t0 0 t 0̄ 0̄!51Uq(g0)° ,

thus

EL5^L, G&,

which does not vanish if itsq→1 limit is nonzero. A brute force calculation shows

u^L, G&u→1, as q→1.

V. DISCUSSION

In the present work we have introduced and investigated the integrals on Hopf superalg
with special emphasis on the classical and quantum supergroups. In the undeformed case,
obviously one problem that we have not solved completely, namely, to prove the existen
nonzero integrals for all of the basic classical Lie supergroups. However, in the meantime w
shown that nonzero integrals exist for a large class of Lie supergroups, including the cla
simple ones. For further details, we refer the reader to Ref. 27.
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In the quantum case, we have only been able to treat the type I supergroups. In particu
could not say anything about most of the orthosymplectic quantum supergroups. There ar
indications that our method will not work~or, at least, has to be modified! in this case. However
one should remember that, at present, only very little is known about the orthosymplectic qu
supergroups anyway.
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APPENDIX: DESCRIPTION OF U„gl„1……°

In Example 2 of Sec. III we need to choose a~left! integral on

Ae,U °e,

where

Ue5U~g0̄!5U~sl~m! % sl~n! % g~1!!>U~sl~m!! ^ U~sl~n!! ^ U~gl~1!!,

and hence

U °e>U~sl~m!!° ^ U~sl~n!!° ^ U~gl~1!!°

~the isomorphisms are to be interpreted in the Hopf algebra sense!. According to the discussion in
Sec. II, the Hopf algebrasU(sl(n))° are sufficiently well understood. In particular, there is
unique~up to scalar multiples! left integral onU(sl(n))°, which turns out to be right invariant a
well. Forosp(2u2n) and for the quantum counterparts the situation is similar. Corresponding
the present appendix we would like to comment onU(gl(1))°. Needless to say, the results to b
presented are well-known,28,29 and we summarize them here in order to clarify some sligh
subtle issues.

The Lie algebragl(1) is one-dimensional, henceU(gl(1)) is isomorphic~as a Hopf algebra!
to the polynomial algebraC @X# in one indeterminateX. The Hopf algebra structure is the on
known from enveloping algebras: The structure maps are uniquely fixed by the equations

D~X!5X^ 111^ X,

«~X!50,

S~X!52X.

It follows that

D~Xr !5(
s50

r S r
sD Xs

^ Xr 2s,

for all integersr>0.
The finite dualC @X#° of C @X# can be described as follows. Define, for any elementaPC

and any integerr>0, the linear formua
r on C @X# by
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^ua
r ,P&5

d r P

dXr U
X5a

, ;PPC @X#.

Using some elementary algebra, it is not difficult to prove that these linear forms, witha andr as
described above, form a basis of the vector spaceC @X#°. The multiplication inC @X#° is given by

ua
r ub

s5ua1b
r 1s ,

in particular, the unit element is equal tou0
0 ~which is the counit ofC @X#), the coproduct is given

by

D~ua
r !5(

s50

r S r
sD ua

s
^ ua

r 2s ,

the counit by

«~ua
r !5d r , 0 ,

and the antipode by

S~ua
r !5~21!ru2a

r ,

where, in all cases,a,bPC and r ,s>0 are integers.
Let us next recall that the dualC @X#* of the vector spaceC @X# can be identified~in various

ways! with the space of formal power seriesC @@Y## in one indeterminateY. If the dual pairing

^ , &:C @@Y##3C @X#→C

is chosen such that

K (
n>0

cnYn,Xr L 5r ! cr , ;r ,

then the coalgebra structure ofC @X# induces just the usual algebra structure onC @@Y##. Using
this identification, the corresponding injection

C @X#°→C @@Y##

is given by

ua
r →Yr exp~aY!,

which immediately gives the product rule for theua
r ’s. Similarly, we find

D~Yr exp~aY!!5~Y^ 111^ Y!r~exp~aY! ^ exp~aY!!.

Under the canonical embedding ofC @@Y## ^ C @@Y## into C @@Y^ 1,1^ Y##, the algebra of formal
power series inY^ 1 and1^ Y, the right hand side of this equation can be written in the form

~Y^ 111^ Y!r exp~a~Y^ 111^ Y!!.

In this sense, the coproduct inC @X#° is fixed by the simple rule

D~Y!5Y^ 111^ Y,

just as forC @X#.
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Let us now turn to the object of our main concern, the integrals. It is easy to see th
C @X#° a nontrivial integral does not exist. However, there is a way out. Obviously, the elem
ua

0, aPC, span a Hopf subalgebraK of C @X#°, and the linear form* on K, defined by

Eua
05da, 0 , ;aPC,

is a left and right integral onK. Note that theua
0’s are exactly the characters of the algebraC @X#,

i.e., the grouplike elements ofC @X#°, and thatK is isomorphic to the group Hopf algebra of th
additive groupC.

Now we recall that, for an arbitrary algebraA ~associative, with unit element!, the finite dual
A° consists exactly of the matrix elements~regarded as linear forms onA! of the representations
of A. ~Here and in the following, all representations are assumed to be finite-dimensional.! It is
easy to see that the matrix elements of the completely reducible representations ofC @X# ~i.e., the
representations for which the image ofX is diagonalizable! belong to K, whereas the othe
elements ofC @X#° stem from those representations which are not completely reducible. Note
once again, the close relationship between complete reducibility and the existence of non
integrals shows up.

Returning to the situation at the beginning of this appendix, we have to assume that

Ae,U~sl~m!!° ^ U~sl~n!!° ^ K.

According to the foregoing discussion, this corresponds to the requirement to consider only
representations ofg5sl(mun) for which the one-dimensional center ofg0̄ is represented by diag
onalizable operators, which is usually assumed anyway.
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Geodesic hierarchies and involutivity
Peter Topalov
Department of Differential Equations, Institute of Mathematics of Bulgarian Academy of
Sciences, Sofia, 1113, Bulgaria
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We consider a special class of pseudo-Riemannian metrics that admit integrals in
involution. A necessary and sufficient conditions for the complete integrability of
the geodesic flows of the corresponding metrics is proved. Any of the metrics we
consider lies in a big family~hierarchy! of metrics that also admit integrals in
involution. Many classical and new examples of completely integrable metrics lie
in such hierarchies. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1379068#

I. INTRODUCTION

The main purpose of the present paper is to prove the Liouville integrability of a cla
pseudo-Riemannian metrics. The main idea of the proof of the involutivity of the correspo
first integrals is based on the observation that the metrics we consider lie in a big family~hierar-
chy! of metrics that also admit first integrals. The technique we use allows us to extend the
results proven in Refs. 1–5 to the case of pseudo-Riemannian metrics. In the present pa
word ‘‘metric’’ meanspseudo-Riemannian metric, i.e., nondegenerate symmetric tensor field
type ~0,2!. The positive definite metrics are called Riemannian metrics.

Suppose thatg and ḡ are smooth metrics given on the smoothn-dimensional manifoldMn.
Definition 1: The metrics g and g¯ are calledgeodesically equivalentif they have the same

geodesics (considered as unparemetrized curves).
Having the metricg and ḡ on Mn define the operator,

A~g,ḡ! j
i 5
defUdetḡ

detgU
1/~n11!

ḡiaga j . ~1!

Consider the one-parameter family of functions on the tangent bundleTMn given by the formula

Kc~g,ḡ!~j!5
def

det~A1c1!g~~A1c1!21j,j!, ~2!

wherec is a real parameterA5defA(g,ḡ) andjPTMn. The functionsKc are well-defined on the
whole manifoldMn for all real parametersc. Moreover, it can be easily seen that

Kc~j!5I n21~j!cn211I n22~j!cn221¯1I 0~j! ~3!

and I n21(j)5g(j,j).
Theorem 1: If the metrics g and ḡare geodesically equivalent, then the functions from

one-parameter family (2) are in involution with respect to the symplectic structurevg

5defFLg* v, where FLg :TM→T* M is the Legendre transformation corresponding to the me
g andv is the canonical symplectic structure on the cotangent bundle T* Mn.

Remark 1: Formula (3) shows that if some function F commutes with Kc for n different values
of the parameter c, then these functions commute for all values of the parameter c. Moreover, F
commutes with the coefficients Ik(k50, . . . ,n21). As a corollary we obtain that the functions Ik

(k50, . . . ,n21) are in involution, and therefore, they are integrals of the geodesic flow of
metric g.
38980022-2488/2001/42(8)/3898/17/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Suppose that the the metricsg and ḡ are geodesically equivalent.
Definition 2: The number

r ~g,ḡ!5
def

max
jPTMn

rk$djI 0 , . . . ,djI n21% ~4!

is called rank of the geodesic equivalence of the pairg and ḡ.
An equivalent definition in terms of the invariants of the operatorA(g,ḡ) is given in Sec. III B

~Definition 4!. Indeed, denote byr (g,ḡ)(x) the degree of the minimal polynomial of the operat
A(g,ḡ)ux . We prove in Sec. III B thatr (g,ḡ)5maxxPMn r(g,ḡ)(x).

The smooth functionsF1 , . . . ,Fk given on the manifoldVm are calledfunctionally indepen-
dent if the set of pointsxPVm where the differentialsdxF1 , . . . ,dxFk are linearly independent is
dense inVm.

Theorem 2: Suppose that the manifold Mn is connected and let the rank of the geode
equivalence of the pair of geodesically equivalent metrics g and g¯ is r; then there exist r qua-
dratic in velocities functions B1(j), . . . ,Br(j), jPTM, such that the next three conditions a
satisfied:

(a) the functions B1 , . . . ,Br are pairwise commuting integrals of the geodesic flow of
metric g;

(b) the functions B1 , . . . ,Br are functionally independent on TM;
(c) for every fixed value of the parameter c there exist r constantsa1 , . . . ,a r (depending on

c) such that Kc(j)5( i 51
r a iBi(j).

The functions B1 , . . . ,Br can be taken in the form Bk5defI i k
where0< i k<n21 are some

specially chosen different integer numbers.
Remark 2: Actually, in Theorem 2 we can take B15defI n21 , . . . ,Br5

defI n2r . Another system
of functions that satisfy conditions (a), (b), and (c) of Theorem 2 can be obtained if we p1

5defKc1
, . . . ,Br5

defKcr
where c1 , . . . ,cr are arbitrary taking different real constants such th

the integrals Kck
(k51, . . . ,r ) are not identically equal to zero.

Remark 3: It follows from Theorem 2 that the set of the points xPMn, where the degree of the
minimal polynomial of the operator A(g,ḡ)ux coincides with the rank of the geodesic equivalen
r (g,ḡ) is open and dense in Mn.

Remark 4: Theorem 1 generalizes the classical results proved by Dini, Painleve´, Levi-Civita,
and Liouville that the geodesic flows of the geodesically equivalent metrics g and g¯ admit first
integrals (see Refs. 6 and 7). The fact that the geodesic flows of the metrics g and g¯admit globally
defined functionally independent integrals in involution (provided the metric g is positive defi
was first proven in Refs. 1 and 2 (see also Refs. 3, 4, and 5). Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 ge
all these results.

Corollary 1: Suppose that the metrics g and g¯are geodesically equivalent. If the differentia
dj0

I n21 , . . . ,dj0
I 0 are linearly independent at some pointj0PTMn, then the rank of the geodesi

equivalence of the pair g and g¯ is equal to n and the geodesics flow of the metrics g and g¯are
completely integrable.

Theorem 3: Suppose that the metrics g and g¯are nontrivially geodesically equivalent (i.e,
gÞconstḡ); then the rank r(g,ḡ) of the geodesic equivalence of the pair gand ḡ is greater than
or equal to two and any of the geodesic flows of the metrics g and g¯admits a first integral that is
functionally independent of the energy almost everywhere on TMn.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we give the definition of the geodesic hiera
and prove that the functions given by formula~2! are integrals of the geodesic flow of the metr
g. In Sec. III we prove theorems 1, 2, and 3. Combining all these results we prove in Sec
Theorem 7 that assigns to any pair of geodesically equivalent metrics a hierarchy of functi
involution. In Sec. IV we apply the results obtained in the previous sections to a special c
geodesic equivalence inRn. Constructing the correspondingprojective hierarchywe prove Theo-
rems 8, 9, 10, and 11. As a corollary from Theorem 9 we obtain the theorem that was pro
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Ref. 1 ~and independently in Ref. 8! that the standard ellipsoid admits a nontrivial geode
equivalence. Theorem 9 shows that the same result is true also for the hyperboloids. Mo
there exists a geodesic family of metricsdgc

2 @given by formula~60!# having the property that the
restriction of dgc

2 to any of the quadrics from a fixed confocal family gives a metric tha
geodesically equivalent to the restriction of the standard Euclidean metric on the same qua
Sec. IV we prove that the Euclidean metric inRn, the hyperbolic plane, and the analog of t
Poisson sphere that corresponds to the Clebsch case of motion of the rigid body lie in the
tive hierarchy. As corollaries we obtain the results proven in Ref. 4. A pseudo-Riemannian a
of the results proven in Ref. 4 is given. In Sec. IV B we find a family of functions in involution
T* Rn. The family contains the integrals obtained by Uhlenbeck in Ref. 9 and Moser in Ref.
a particular case.

Throughout the paper together with the common tensor notations~with or without indices! we
use the next convention. Letb be a bilinear form given on the manifoldMn. The formula
j°b(.,j) (jPTMn) gives a fiberwise transformation of the bundlesTMn→T* Mn that we de-
note by the same letter. Vice versa, any fiberwise linear transformationK:TMn→T* Mn gives a
bilinear form by the formulaK(j,h)5def^Kh,j&, where the bracketŝ.,.& denote the standard
pairing between vectors and covectors. Ifb is nondegenerate, thenb21 denotes the inverse trans
formation, i.e.,b21:T* Mn→TMn. Let A be a fiberwise linear transformation of the tange
bundle, i.e.,APG(Hom(TMn,TMn)). Denote byA8 the transformation of the cotangent bund
T* Mn given by the formulap°^p,A(.)&. Let a be a nondegenerate bilinear form given on t
manifold Mn. Using the previous duality we treat the compositionsbA, A8b or Aa21 as bilinear
forms on the corresponding bundles.

II. GEODESIC FAMILIES AND HIERARCHIES

This section has an informative character. In the first part we prove that the functions giv
formula ~2! are integrals of the geodesic flow of the metricg. In the second part we give th
notion of the geodesic hierarchy. The existence of hierarchies is essential in the proof
commutativity of the integrals given by formula~2!.

A. Geodesic families

We follow the ideas presented in Ref. 11. Consider the one-parameter family of metric

gc~g,ḡ!~j,h!5
def 1

det~A1c1!
g~~A1c1!21j,h!, ~5!

wherec is a real parameterA5defA(g,ḡ) and j,hPTMn. The metricgc is well-defined at the
points ofMn where the operator (A1c1) is invertible.

Theorem 4: Suppose that the metric gc is well-defined on some open subset U,Mn for some
fixed value of the parameter c; then the metrics g and gc are geodesically equivalent on U.

Remark 5: If the manifold Mn is compact, then the operator(A1c1) is invertible on Mn for
all sufficiently big parameters c.

Proof of Theorem 4:To prove the theorem we need the next lemma.
Lemma 1:
(1) Suppose that the pseudo-Riemannian metrics g and g¯are geodesically equivalent; then th

tensors ai j and l i ,

ai j 5
def

Ai
aga j , ~6!

l i5
def

2Ai
aca , ~7!
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where(n11)c i5
1
2] i lnu ḡ/g u, g5det(gij), and the operator A is given by formula (1) satis

the equation

ai j ,k5l igjk1l jgik . ~8!

Here ai j ,k denotes the covariant derivative¹kai j , where ¹ is the Levi-Civita connection
corresponding to the metric g.

(2) Conversely, if a nondegenerate symmetric tensor field ai j and an 1-forml i satisfy Eq. (8),
then the metric

ḡi j 5
defS ĝ

gD ĝi j , ~9!

where ĝi j 5
defgiaaabgb j , is geodesically equivalent to g.

The statement of this lemma is proven~under the condition of ‘‘nontriviality’’ of the geodesic
equivalence! in Ref. 12. A geodesic equivalence is said to be ‘‘nontrivial’’ if the covector fieldck

is not identically equal to zero. Nevertheless, the proof proposed in Ref. 12 passes also in ou
Remark 6: To avoid any confusion recall that we use the expression ‘‘nontrivial geo

equivalence’’ in a slightly different sense. In our terminology the metrics g and g¯are ‘‘nontrivially
geodesically equivalent’’ if gÞconstḡ.

Let us return to the proof of Theorem 4. Suppose that the metricsg and ḡ are geodesically
equivalent. It follows from Lemma 1 that the formai j given by formula~6! satisfies Eq.~8!. Using
the obvious relation that¹g50 we see that the tensor fieldac5defa1cg, where the constantc is
the same as in the statement of the theorem, also satisfies Eq.~8!. Moreover,ac5defg(A1c1) is
nondegenerate and applying the inverse part of Lemma 1 we obtain that the metricsg and

ḡc5
defdetĝc

detg
ĝc ~10!

5
det~g~A1c1!21!

detg
g~A1c1!21 ~11!

5
1

det~A1c1!
g~A1c1!21 ~12!

are geodesically equivalent. Theorem 4 is proved.
As a corollary of Theorem 4 we obtain the next proposition.
Proposition 1: If the metrics g and g¯are geodesically equivalent, then the functions given

formula (2) are integrals of the geodesic flow of the metric g.
This theorem was proven by Levi-Civita in the case of positive definite metricg under some

additional assumption~see Ref. 6!. Actually, he proved the result under the assumption that
number of the roots~without their multiplicities! of the characteristic polynomial det(ḡ2lg)50 is
a constant. Remark that in the case of positive definite metricg all roots of the characteristic
polynomial are real. Another proof was given by Liouville~see Ref. 6!. A proof from a symplectic
point of view is given in Refs. 1 and 2~see also Ref. 13!.

Proof of Proposition 1:We follow Ref. 11. Let us fix some pointx0PMn. It is clear that there
exists an open neighborhoodU(x0) of the pointx0 and an interval (2e,e) such that the metricgc

given by formula~5! is well-defined onU(x0) for cP(2e,e). It follows from Theorem 4 that the
metricsg and ḡc are geodesically equivalent. We need the next proposition proved by Pai´
~see Ref. 6!.

Proposition 2: If the metrics g and g¯are geodesically equivalent, then the function given
the formula,
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I 0~g,ḡ!~j!5
defUdetg

detḡU
2/~n11!

ḡ~j,j!, ~13!

wherejPTMn, is an integral of the geodesic flow of the metric g.
One can find the proof of this proposition in Ref. 14~see Sec. IV A!.
Let us return to the proof of Proposition 1. The metricsg andgc are geodesically equivalen

It follows from Proposition 2 that the function,

I 0~g,gc!5
defU detg

detgc
U2/n11

gc ~14!

5det~A1c1!2
1

det~A1c1!
g~A1c1!21 ~15!

5det~A1c1!g~A1c1!21 ~16!

is an integral of the geodesic flow of the metricg on U(x0) for all cP(2e,e). It follows from
Remark 1 that the functions given by formula~2! are integrals of the geodesic flow of the metr
g on U(x0). Finally, recall that the pointx0 was arbitrary chosen. This completes the proof
Proposition 1.

B. Geodesic hierarchies

Suppose thatg and ḡ are metrics given on the manifoldMn. Denote byA the operatorA
5defA(g,ḡ) given by formula~1!. We need the next theorem proven in Ref. 15.

Theorem 5: If the metrics g and ḡare geodesically equivalent, then for any integer num
k the metrics gAk and ḡAk are also geodesically equivalent.

Therefore, having a pair of geodesically equivalent metricsg and ḡ we obtain a sequence o
pairs of geodesically equivalent metrics that is calledgeodesic hierarchyof the pairg and ḡ. To
describe the hierarchy we use the next formal diagram,

↓ ↓

g(21)
↔
g.e.

ḡ(21)

↓ ↓

g ↔
g.e.

ḡ

↓ ↓

g(1)
↔
g.e.

ḡ(1)

↓ ↓

g(2)
↔
g.e.

ḡ(2)

↓ ↓ ,

whereg(k)5defgAk and ḡ(k)5defḡAk (kPZ). The main properties of the geodesic hierarchies
investigated in Ref. 11. Some generalizations of the construction are given in Ref. 3. In Ref
the construction of the geodesic hierarchy is applied for constructing new examples of ge
cally equivalent metrics and completely integrable systems.
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III. INVOLUTIVITY OF THE INTEGRALS

The main purpose of the present section is to prove the involutivity of the integrals give
formula ~2!, provided the metricsg and ḡ are geodesically equivalent. We prove Theorem 1 a
2.

A. Hierarchies and involutivity

Suppose that the metricsg and ḡ are geodesically equivalent. Let us fix an arbitrary po
x0PMn. It is clear that there exist an open neighborhoodU(x0) of the pointx0 and an interval
(2e,e), e.0, such that the operator (A1c1)ux is invertible if xPU(x0) andcP(2e,e). Con-
sider the one-parameter familygc5defgc(g,ḡ), cP(2e,e) @see formula~5!#, of geodesically
equivalent metrics onU(x0). Let us fix somekP(2e,e). The metricsg andgk are geodesically
equivalent onU(x0). Consider the next subsequence from the geodesic hierarchy of the pairg and
gk ,

↓ ↓

g ↔
g.e.

gk

↓ ↓

g(1)
↔
g.e.

gk
(1)

↓ ↓

g(2)
↔
g.e.

gk
(2)

↓ ↓,

where g( l )5defgA(g,gk) l and gk
( l )5defgkA(g,gk) l . The metricsg(2) and gk

(2) are geodesically
equivalent. It can be easily seen thatA(g,gk)5A1k1. Hence,gk

(2)5defgkA(g,gk)251/det(A
1k1) g(A1k1). Let us consider the one-parameter family of integralsKa(gk

(2) ,g(2)) of the
geodesic flow of the metricgk

(2) . A direct computation shows thatA(gk
(2) ,g(2))5(A1k1)21.

Applying the Legendre transformation corresponding to the metricgk
(2) we obtain that the func-

tions,

gk
(2)215det~A1k1!~A1k1!21g21 ~17!

and

Ka~gk
(2) ,g(2)!5

def

det~~A1k1!211a1!~~A1k!211a1!21gk
(2)21 ~18!

5det~aA1~ka11!1!~aA1~ka11!1!21g21 ~19!

are in involution with respect to the canonical symplectic structure onT* Mn. Remark that after
applying the Legendre transformation corresponding to the metricg the family of integrals~2!
takes the formKc(g,ḡ)5det(A1c)(A1c)21g21, wherec is an arbitrary real parameter. Hence, t
Poisson bracket$Kk ,Kk1 1/a% vanishes for allaÞ0 and kP(2e,e). Fixing n different real
numbersk iP(e,e), i 51, . . . ,n, k iÞk j ( iÞ j ), we obtain that$Kk i

,Kc%50 for all real values of
the parameterc. Finally, recall thatKm5I n21mn211I n22mn221¯1I 0 . The last equality and
the nondegeneracy of the corresponding Vandermonde determinant show that the functioI l ( l
51, . . . ,n) are linear combinations with constant coefficients of the functionsKk i

( i
51, . . . ,n). Therefore, the integrals given by formula~2! are in involution onT* U(x0). The
point x0 was taken arbitrary. This proves Theorem 1.
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B. The rank of the family of integrals

Suppose that the metricsg andḡ are geodesically equivalent. Consider the family of integr
Kc5Kc(g,ḡ) given by formula~2!.

Remark 7: Let V be a vector space. It is useful for us to identify the linear space o
quadratic forms on V and the space of the symmetric bilinear forms on V.

For every fixedc the integralKc gives a smooth section of the vector bundle Symm(T* Mn

^ T* Mn). Let us fix a point xPMn and a vectorjPTxM
n. Consider the curvesgx :R

→Symm(Tx* Mn
^ Tx* Mn) andgx(j):R→Tx* Mn given by the formulas

gx :c°KcuxPSymm~Tx* Mn
^ Tx* Mn! ~20!

and

gx~j!:c°Kc~ .,j!PTx* Mn. ~21!

Denote by Span(gx) the linear subspace in Symm(Tx* Mn
^ Tx* Mn) of minimal dimension that

contains the image of the curvegx . Denote by Span(gx(j)), jPTxM
n, the linear subspace in

Tx* Mn of minimal dimension that contains the image of the curvegx(j). Consider the numbers

r g~x!5
def

max
jPTxMn

dim Span~gx~j!! ~22!

and

Rg~x!5
def

dim Span~gx!. ~23!

Recall thatKc5I n21cn211I n22cn221¯1I 0 .
Lemma 2: The next two statements are satisfied:
(1)

Rg~x!5rk$I n21ux , . . . ,I 0ux% ~24!

and

r g~x!5 max
jPTxMn

rk$I n21ux~ .,j!, . . . ,I 0ux~ .,j!%; ~25!

(2) the equality rg(x)5rk$I n21ux(.,j), . . . ,I 0ux(.,j)% is satisfied in an open dense subset
TxM

n.
Proof of Lemma 2:The first item of the lemma is obvious. Indeed, it follows fro

formula ~3! that the vector space spanned on the formsI n21ux , . . . ,I 0uxPSymm(Tx* Mn

^ Tx* Mn) contains Span(gx). Let us fix n different real numbers c1 , . . . ,cn and
consider the formsKc1

ux , . . . ,Kcn
uxPSpan(gx). Using formula~3! and the nondegeneracy of th

Vandermonde determinant corresponding to the numbersc1 , . . . ,cn we see thatI kuxPSpan(gx).
Therefore, Span(I n21ux , . . . ,I 0ux)5Span(gx). The same arguments show th
Span(I n21ux(.,j), . . . ,I 0ux(.,j))5Span(gx(j)).

Let us prove the second item of the lemma. Fixing a basis inTxM
n consider then3n-matrix

constructing from the coefficients of the linear formsI n21ux(.,j), . . . ,I 0ux(.,j)PTx* Mn. Formula
~25! shows that there exists a nondegenerate minor of sizer g(x)3r g(x) of this matrix. The
corresponding determinant is a homogeneous polynomial of degreer g(x) in the variables
(j1 , . . . ,jn), where j i are the coordinates of the vectorjPTxM

n. Therefore, the considere
minor is nondegenerate in an open dense subset inTxM

n. Lemma 2 is proved.
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Let l be an eigenvalue of the operatorAux @see formula~1!#. Denote byJr 1
(l), . . . , Jr k

(l)
(1<r 1<¯<r k) the Jordan’s blocks corresponding to this eigenvalue. The numbersr i ( i
51, . . . ,k) denote the size of the Jordan’s blocks. By definition, the Jordan’s blocks of size
are numbers, i.e.,J1(l)5l. The maximal sizer k of the Jordan’s blocks is calledr -number of the
eigenvaluel @we will denote it byr (l).#

Proposition 3:
(1) The numbers rg(x) and Rg(x) coincide. Denote by r(g,ḡ)(x) the number r(x)

5defr g(x)5Rg(x);
(2) Denote byl1 , . . . ,lm the eigenvalues of the operator Aux (i.e., the roots of the charac

teristic polynomialxAux
(l)5defdet(Aux2l1) without their multiplicities). Then,

r ~x!5(
i 51

m

r ~l i !. ~26!

In other words r(x) coincides with the degree of the minimal polynomial of the operator Aux .
Definition 3: The number r(x)5r (g,ḡ)(x) is called rank of the geodesic equivalence of th

pair g and ḡ at the pointx.
Definition 4: The number r(g,ḡ)5defmaxxPMn r(g,ḡ)(x) is calledrank of the geodesic equiva

lence of the pairg and ḡ.
Proof of Proposition 3:Without loss of generality it can be assumed that the curvesgx and

gx(j) are given by the formulas

c°~Aux1c1x!
21PHom~TxM

n,TxM
n! ~27!

and

c°~Aux1c1x!
21~j!PTxM

n, ~28!

respectively. Moreover, instead of these curves consider their ‘‘complexifications’’gx
C :c°(Aux

C

1c1x)
21PHomC(Tx

CMn,Tx
CMn) and gx

C(j):c°(Aux
C1c1x)

21(j)PTx
CMn, jPTx

CMn, where c
PC\$2l1 , . . . ,2lm% andAux

C is the complexification of the operatorAux . By 1x we denote the
identity operator inTxM

n andTx
CMn. It is clear thatRg(x) coincides with the complex dimensio

of the minimal~complex!linear subspace in HomC(Tx
CMn,Tx

CMn) that contains the image of th
curvegc

C . Analogically,rg(x)5maxjPT
x
CMn dimC SpanC(gc

C(j)), where SpanC(gc
C(j)) denotes the

linear subspace inTx
CMn of minimal dimension that contains the image of the curvegx

C(j). Let us
fix a basis inTx

CMn such that the operatorAux
C has a Jordan’s normal form, i.e., in coordinate

Aux
C5diag(Ja(l1), . . . ,Jb(lm)), wherel1 , . . . ,lm are the eigenvalues of the operator andJr(l)

denotes a Jordan’s block of sizer corresponding to the eigenvaluel. We have that

~Aux
C1c1x!

215diag~Ja~l11c!21, . . . ,Jb~lm1c!21!. ~29!

Remark that

Jr~l!215F 1/l 21/l2
¯ ~21!r 11/l r

0 1/l ¯ ~21!r /l r 21

A � A

0 0 ¯ 1/l

G .

Let vk (k51, . . . ,m) be a small circle around the eigenvaluelk such that the corresponding dis
doesn’t contain other eigenvalues. Consider the operators
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Mk
l 5~21! l 11

1

2p i R
vk

~lk2z! l~Aux
C2z1!21dz, ~30!

wherek51, . . . ,m; l 50, . . . ,r (lk)21.
Lemma 3: The operators Mk

l (k51, . . . ,m; l 50, . . . ,r (lk)21) form a basis of the linear
space of minimal dimension that contains the image of the curvegx

C .
Proof of Lemma 3:It follows from the form of the integrand in formula~30! that the operators

Mk
l lie in any linear space that contains the image of the curvegx

C . Formula~29! and Cauchy
formula show thatMk

l (k51, . . . ,m; l 51, . . . ,r (lk)) are linearly independent and the vect
space spanned on them contains the image of the curvegx

C . Lemma 3 is proved.
It follows from Lemma 3 thatRg(x)5( i 51

m r (l i). The second item of Proposition 3 is prove
The first item can be easily proved by direct calculations using the simple form of the ope
Mk

l in the Jordan’s basis. Proposition 3 is proved.
Remark 8: Suppose that r5r (g,ḡ)(x). It follows from formula (29) that

T~c!ux5
def

~l11c!r (l1)
¯~lm1c!r (lm)~Aux

C1c1x!
21 ~31!

5Pr 21uxcr 211Pr 22uxcr 22
¯1P0ux . ~32!

It is clear that the forms Pr 21ux , . . . ,P0ux are linearly independent. Therefore, if we take r re
constants c1 , . . . ,cr (ciÞcj ( iÞ j )), then the forms T(c1)ux , . . . ,T(cr)ux are linearly independent.
Formula (2) shows that

Kcux5~l11c!n12r (l1)
¯~lm1c!nm2r (lm)gT~c!ux , ~33!

where nk denotes the multiplicity oflk in the characteristic polynomial of the operator Aux .
Hence, if Kci

uxÞ0 (i 51, . . . ,r ), then the forms Kc1
ux , . . . ,Kcr

ux give a basis of the linear spac

of minimal dimension that contains the image of the curvegx
C . It follows from formula (33) that

the forms In21ux , . . . ,I n2r ux give another basis.
Theorem 6: Suppose that the manifold Mn is connected and the rank of the geodesic equi

lence of the pair g and g¯ (given by Definition 4) is r; then there exist r quadratic in velociti
functions B1(j), . . . ,Br(j), jPTM, such that the next three conditions are satisfied:

(a) The functions B1 , . . . ,Br are pairwise commuting integrals of the geodesic flow of
metric g;

(b) The functions B1 , . . . ,Br are functionally independent on TM;
(c) For every fixed value of the parameter c there exists r constantsa1 , . . . ,a r (depending on

c) such that Kc(j)5( i 51
r a iBi(j).

The functions B1 , . . . ,Br can be taken in the form Bk5defI i k
, where0< i k<n21 are some

specially chosen different integer numbers.
Remark 9: Actually, in Theorem 6 we can take B15defI n21 , . . . ,Br5

defI n2r . Another system
of functions that satisfy conditions (a), (b), and (c) of Theorem 6 can be obtained if we p1

5defKc1
, . . . ,Br5

defKcr
where c1 , . . . ,cr are arbitrarily taking different real constants such tha

the integrals Kck
(k51, . . . ,r ) are not identically equal to zero.

Remark 10: It follows from Theorem 6 and Remark 8 that for every point x on the man
Mn the dimension of the linear space spanned on the quadratic forms B1ux , . . . ,Br ux coincides
with the rank of the geodesic equivalence of the pair g and g¯at x. Indeed, it follows from item (c)
of Theorem 6 that In2 i5( i 51

r a i
lBl ( i 51, . . . ,r ), where(a i

l) is a constant matrix. If x is a poin
of maximal rank [i.e., r(g,ḡ)(x)5r #, then In21ux , . . . ,I n2r ux are linearly independent. Therefore
B1ux , . . . ,Br ux are also linearly independent and the matrix(a i

l) is nondegenerate.
Proof of Theorem 6:Suppose that the metricsg and ḡ are geodesically equivalent.
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Definition 5: A point x0PMn is calledstableif the rank of the geodesic equivalence r(g,ḡ)
3(x) is equal to some constant s in an open neighborhood of the point x0 . In this case we say tha
x0 is a stable point of rank s.

Definition 6: A point x0PMn is calledsingularif it is not stable.
Denote byM(g,ḡ) the set of the stable points onMn.
Lemma 4: The set of the stable pointsM(g,ḡ) is everywhere dense in Mn.
Proof of Lemma 4:Let us fix a pointx0PMn. It follows from Lemma 2 thatr (x) coincides

with the dimension of the vector space spanned on the formsI n21ux , . . . ,I 0uxPSymm(Tx* Mn

^ Tx* Mn). It gives that the inequalityr (x)>r (x0) is satisfied in an open neighborhood ofx0 .
Therefore,if x0 is a singular point, then every open neighborhood of x0 contains a point y such
that r(y).r (x0).

Suppose that the open setV consists of singular points. Let us take a pointp1PV. The point
p1 is singular. Hence, there is a pointp2PV such thatr (p2).r (p1). But the pointp2 is also
singular. Applying the last argument several times we see that there exists a singular popk

PV such thatr (pk)5n. From another side it is clear that the points of maximal rank are sta
This is a contradiction. Lemma 4 is proved.

Let us return to the proof of Theorem 6. Denote byr the rank of the geodesic equivalence
the pairg and ḡ. First of all, let us prove a local variant of Theorem 6.

Lemma 5: Suppose that x0 is a stable point of rank s; then there exists an open neighborh
U(x0) of the point x0 and quadratic in velocities functions B1 , . . . ,Bs such that statements (a)
(b), and (c) of Theorem 6 are satisfied. Moreover, for every point xPU(x0), the set of the points
jPTxM

n, are linearly independent is open and dense in TxM
n.

Proof of Lemma 5:Suppose thatx0PMn is a stable point of ranks. It follows from Lemma
2 that we can chooses different integer numbers 0< i k<n21 (k51, . . . ,s) ~see also Remark 8!
such that the formsI i 1

ux0
, . . . .,I i s

ux0
are linearly independent. Let us defineB15defI i 1

, . . . .,Bs

5defI i s
. It is clear that the formsBkux (k51, . . . ,s) are linearly independent for everyx from an

open neighborhoodU(x0) of the pointx0 . We can takeU(x0) such thatr (g,ḡ)(x)5r on U(x0).
Remark that the set of the pointsjPTU(x0) where the differentialsdjBk (k51, . . . ,s) are
linearly independent is open and dense inTU(x0). Moreover, the intersection of this set with an
tangent planeTxU(x0) is open and dense inTxU(x0). Indeed, it follows from Lemma 2 that th
set of the pointsjPTxM

n where the differentialsdj(BkuTxMn)52Bk(.,j) (k51, . . . ,s) are lin-
early independent is open and dense subset inTxM

n.
Let us fix a real constantc and consider the formKc . We have that Kc(j)

5(k51
s ak(x)Bk(j), jPTU(x0), whereak(x) are smooth functions onU(x0). Denote byEg the

energy functionEg(j)5def1
2g(j,j). We have 05$Eg ,Kc%5(k51

s $Eg ,ak%Bk . Hence, the Poisson
brackets$Eg ,ak% vanish. It gives thatak (k51, . . . ,s) are constants. Lemma 5 is proved.

Let us prove item (b) of Theorem 6.
Lemma 6: Let x and y be two points on Mn connected by a geodesic line and let D(y) be an

open neighborhood of the point y. Suppose that the set of the pointsjPTxM
n, where the differ-

entials djB1 , . . . ,djBr are linearly independent is open and dense in TxM
n; then there exists a

point y8PD(y) such that the set of the pointshPTy8M
n where the differentials dhB1 , . . . ,dhBr

are linearly independent is open and dense in Ty8M
n.

Proof of Lemma 6:Without loss of generality it can be assumed thaty is a stable point of rank
r (y)5r 1 . Therefore, we can find an open neighborhoodV(y),D(y) of the pointy where the
rank r (u)5r 1 (uPV(y)) and the statements of Lemma 5 are satisfied. In particular, there
functionally independent onTV(y) functionsQ1 , . . . ,Qr 1

such thatBk5( i 51
r 1 bk

i Qi , wherebk
i are

some constants. Therefore,

dBk5(
i 51

r 1

bk
i dQi . ~34!

The pointsx andy can be connected by a geodesic. It can be easily seen that there exists a
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jPTxM
n such that exp(j)PV(y) and the differentialsdjBk (k51, . . . ,r ) are linearly independent

Using the fact that the functionsBk are integrals of the geodesic flow of the metricg we see that
the differentialsdwBk , where w5defd/dt u t51 exp(tj)PTV(y), are linearly independent. Let u
take y85defexp(j). It follows from formula ~34! that dwBk5( i 51

r 1 bk
i dwQi . The last equality is

possible only if the rank of the matrix (bk
i ) is equal tor andr 1>r . By definition r>r 1 . Hence,

the square matrix (bk
i ) is nondegenerate. Therefore,dBk (k51, . . . ,r ) are linearly independent a

the same points wheredQk (k51, . . . ,r 1) are linearly independent. Finally, the statement
Lemma 6 follows from Lemma 5. Lemma 6 is proved.

Let us fix a pointx0PMn. Suppose thatx0 is a stable point of rankr . Consider the functions
B1 , . . . ,Br given by Lemma 5. These functions are invariantly defined on the whole manifoldMn

~by definition,Bk5defI i k
!. Assume that there exists an open setW in TMn such that ifjPW then

the differentialsdjBk (k51, . . . ,r ) are linearly dependent. Let us take a pointy0Pp(W), where
p:TMn→Mn denotes the natural projection onMn. Provided the manifoldMn is connected, we
can choose a sequence of pointsx0 ,x1 , . . . ,xN5y0 and open neighborhood
W(x0),W(x1), . . . ,W(xN),W(xN)#p(W) of these points such that any two pointsuPW(xi) and
vPW(xi 11) can be connected by a geodesic (0< i<N21). Applying Lemma 6 successively w
obtain that there exists a pointy08Pp(W) such that the set of the pointshPTy

08
Mn where the

differentials dhB1 , . . . ,dhBr are linearly independent is open and dense inTy
08
Mn. This is a

contradiction. Item (b) is proved.
It follows from item (b) and Lemma 5 that the formsBkux (k51, . . . ,r ) are linearly inde-

pendent for every fixedx from an open and dense subsetK in Mn. Indeed, the assumption tha
these forms are linearly dependent for every fixedx from an open subset inMn implies ~see
Lemma 5! that there exists an open subsetU in Mn such that( i 51

r b iBi50 on U, whereb i are
some constants. This contradicts to item (b). It is clear that for any two pointsxPK andyPK
there exists a sequence$j i% i 51

N21,TK, j1PTxM
n, such that for every fixed 1< i<N21 the dif-

ferentials dj i
B1 , . . . ,dj i

Br are linearly independent and exp(ji)5xi11 ( i 51, . . . ,N21), xN

5y0 . Let us fix a valuec and consider the integralKc given by formula~2!. As in the proof of
Lemma 5 we see that there exist open neighborhoodsU(x1), . . . ,U(xN) of the pointsx1 , . . . ,xN ,
respectively, such thatKc(j)5(s51

r a i
sBs(j), where a i

k are constants andjPTU(xi) ( i
51, . . . ,N). We havedj1

Kc5(s51
r a1

sdj1
Bs . From another side,

dj1
Kc5dz1(j1)Kc+z

*
1 ~35!

5(
s51

r

a2
sdz1(j1)Bs+z

*
1 ~36!

5(
s51

r

a2
sdj1

Bs , ~37!

wherez t:TMn→TMn denotes the geodesic flow corresponding to the metricg. The linear inde-
pendence of the differentialsdB1 , . . . ,dBr at j1 shows thata1

s5a2
s (s51, . . . ,r ). Applying this

constriction successively we obtain thata1
s5a2

s5•••5aN
s (s51, . . . ,r ). Therefore, Kc

5(s51
r a1

sBs on K. Using the fact thatK is open and dense inMn we prove item (c). This
completes the proof of Theorem 6.

Remark 11: It follows from Theorem 6 that all stable points on Mn have the same rank.
As a simple corollary from Theorem 6 we obtain the next proposition.
Proposition 4: The rank of the geodesic equivalence of the pair g and g¯coincides with the

number,
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r5
def

max
jPTMn

rk$djI 0 , . . . ,djI n21%. ~38!

Finally, Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 follow directly from Theorem 6 and Proposition 4.
Remark 12: Let g be a metric and APG(Hom(TMn,TMn)) be an operator given on the

manifold Mn. Suppose that the one-parameter family of functions on TMn,

Kc~g,A!5defdet~A1c1!g~A1c1!21 ~39!

5I n21~g,A!cn211I n22~g,A!cn221¯1I 0~g,A! ~40!

are integrals of the geodesic flow of the metric g. Denote by r(g,A)(x) the degree of the minima
polynomial of the operator Aux . Let r5r (g,A)5defmaxxPMn r(g,A)(x). It can be easily seen tha
statements (b) and (c) of Theorem 6 still hold. Moreover, the number r(g,A) coincides with the
number,

r~g,A!5
def

max
jPTMn

rk$djI 0 , . . . ,djI n21%. ~41!

Theorem 6 admits us to prove the next corollary.
Corollary 2: Suppose that the metrics g and g¯are geodesically equivalent. Suppose in ad

tion that the manifold Mn is connected and let x0PMn be a point of maximal rank [i.e., r(g,ḡ)
3(x0)5r (g,ḡ)] . Denote by m(l) the multiplicity of the eigenvaluel of the operator A(g,ḡ)ux0

and let r(l) be the corresponding r-number (see Sec. III B); then if m(l)2r (l).0 the valuel
is an eigenvalue of the operator A(g,ḡ)ux for every point x on Mn.

Proof of Corollary 2:Let lPC be an eigenvalue of the operatorA(g,ḡ)ux0
such thatm(l)

2r (l).0. It follows from Theorem 6 that

Kl5 (
k51

r

akI n2k , ~42!

wherea1 , . . . ,a r are constants. Formula~33! shows thatKlux0
50. From another side, the form

I n21ux0
, . . . ,I n2r ux0

are linearly independent~see Remark 8!. Therefore,a i50 (i 51, . . . ,r ) and
Kl[0 on Mn. Finally, the statement of the corollary follows from formula~33!. Corollary 2 is
proved.

Combining Corollary 2 and Theorem 6 we obtain the next criterion.
Proposition 5: The integrals given by formula (2) are enough for the complete integrabili

the geodesic flow of the metric g iff the equation Kl[0 (on Mn) does not have a constant solutio
lPC.

C. Associated hierarchy of functions in involution

Combining theorems 1, 2, and 5 we obtain the next theorem.
Theorem 7: Suppose that the metrics g and g¯are geodesically equivalent. For every integ

l consider the family of functions on T* Mn,

Ka
( l )~g,ḡ!5

def

det~A1a1!~A1a1!21A2 lg21 ~43!

5I n21
( l ) an211I n22

( l ) an221¯1I 0
( l ) , ~44!
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where A5A(g,ḡ) is given by formula (1). Then the functions In21
( l ) , . . . ,I 0

( l ) are in involution with
respect to the canonical symplectic structure on T* Mn. If the rank of the geodesic equivalence
the pair g and ḡis r, then the functions In21

( l ) , . . . ,I n2r
( l ) are functionally independent.

Proof of Theorem 7:Let us consider the geodesic hierarchy of the pairg and ḡ,

↓ ↓

g( l 21)
↔
g.e.

ḡ( l 21)

↓ ↓

g( l )
↔
g.e.

ḡ( l )

↓ ↓,

whereg( l )5defgAl , ḡ( l )5defḡAl , andl is a fixed integer number. It follows from formula~1! that
A(g( l ),ḡ( l ))5A(g,ḡ). Therefore, the one-parameter family of functions

Ka~g( l ),ḡ( l )!5
def

det~A1a1!~A1a1!21g( l )21 ~45!

5det~A1a1!~A1a1!21A2 lg21 ~46!

are in involution with respect to the canonical symplectic structure onT* Mn. It is clear that the
rank of the geodesic equivalence of the pairg( l ) and ḡ( l ) is the same as the rank of the geode
equivalence of the initial pairg and ḡ. Theorem 7 is proved.

IV. PROJECTIVE HIERARCHY

Let us consider the projective spaceRPn5def$(x1 : ¯ :xn11)% and fix the affine chartRn

>$xn1151%�Rn11. Any nondegenerate linear transformationL of Rn11 gives a projective
transformation ofRPn that acts on the affine chartRn as a linear-fractional transformation that w
denote bymL . If the projective transformationmL is not an affine transformation, then it is
partially defined transformation that is not defined over a hyperplaneZL in Rn. It is clear that if a
straight linel is not contained inZL , then the imagemL( l ) is a straight line.

Let us consider the projective transformation of the planeRn given by the formula,

m:5
x1 ° ~l1x1!/xn

A

xn21 ° ~ln21xn21!/xn

xn ° ln2ln /xn

,

wherel i ( i 51, . . . ,n) are nonzero constants. Consider the metricdg25defe1dx1
21¯endxn

2 on
Rn, wheree i561. The geodesics of the metricg are straight lines. Denote byḡ the pullback
m* g. Remark that the metricḡ is not defined over the hyperplaneZ5def$xn50%. It is clear that
the metricsg and ḡ are geodesically equivalent onD5defRn\Z. Our aim is to compute the
geodesic hierarchy corresponding to the pair of geodesically equivalent metricsg andḡ. We have

dḡ25
def

m* ~dg2!5e1l1
2S xndx12x1dxn

xn
2 D 2

1¯en21ln21
2 S xndxn212xn21dxn

xn
2 D 2

1enln
2S dxn

xn
2 D 2

.

~47!

Let us compute the operatorA5defA(g,ḡ). We need the next simple lemmas.
Lemma 7: Consider the matrix ,
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C5
def

ā^ ā1b, ~48!

where b5defdiag(b1, . . . ,bn), biÞ0 (i 51, . . . ,n), ā5def(a1 , . . . ,an)8 (the symbol8 denotes the
transposition of a matrix) and a¯̂ ā stands for the matrix āā8. Then the inverse matrix C21 is
given by the formula

C215b212
1

D
~b21ā! ^ ~b21ā!, ~49!

where D5def^b21ā,ā&11 and ^x̄,ȳ&5def( i 51
n xiyi . Moreover,detC5()k51

n bk)D.
Proof of Lemma 7:The proof is by direct calculation. We have

~ āā81b!S b212
1

D
~b21ā!~b21ā!8D ~50!

5ā~ ā8b21!1E2
^ā,b21ā&

D
ā~b21ā!82

1

D
ā~b21ā!85E, ~51!

whereE denotes the unit matrix. Lemma 7 is proved.
Lemma 8: Consider the matrix,

C05
def

ā^ ā1diag~b1 , . . . ,bn21,0!, ~52!

where biÞ0 (i 51, . . . ,n21). Then the inverse matrix C0
21 is given by the formula,

C0
215

1

an
2 H (

i 51

n21 an
2

bi
Eii 1S (

i 51

n21 ai
2

bi
11DEnn2 (

i 51

n21
anai

bi
Ein2 (

i 51

n21
anai

bi
EniJ , ~53!

where the matrix Ei j has elements ekl5
defdkid l j (k,l 51, . . . ,n). We have that detC0

5()k51
n21bk)an

2 .
Lemma 8 easily follows from Lemma 7 and the formulaC0

215 lima→10(C01a)21.
Denote byḠ the matrix corresponding to the metricḡ, i.e., the Gramian of the metricg.

Taking ā5 x̄ ( x̄5def(x1 , . . . ,xn)), bi5(enln
2)/(e il i

2) ( i 51, . . . ,n21), and applying Lemma 8
we see that

Ḡ215
xn

2

enln
2 S x̄^ x̄1diagS enln

2

e1l1
, . . . ,

enln
2

en21ln21
,0D D . ~54!

As a corollary we obtain that detḠ5(21)s()i51
n li

2)/xn
2n12 , wheres is the signature of the metricg.

Finally, combining~1! and ~54! we obtain~up to a multiplication on a constant! that

A~g,ḡ!5S x̄^ x̄1diagS enln
2

e1l1
2 , . . . ,

enln
2

en21ln21
2 ,0D D E, ~55!

whereE5defdiag(e1, . . . ,en). Denote for simplicity,

A5
def

x̄^ x̄1diagS enln
2

e1l1
2 , . . . ,

enln
2

en21ln21
2 ,0D . ~56!

We haveA5AE.
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It follows from Theorem 4 that the one-parameter family of metricsgc(g,ḡ)5def1/@det(A
1c1)# g(A1c1)21 are geodesically equivalent tog. We have

Gc5
def 1

det~AE1cE!
E~AE1cE!21 ~57!

5
~21!s

det~A1cE!
~A1cE!21, ~58!

whereGc denotes the Gramian of the metricgc . It follows from Lemma 7 that up to a multipli-
cation on a constant we have

dgc
25H DcS e1dx1

2

d11c
1¯1

en21dxn21
2

dn211c
1

endxn
2

c D
2S e1x1dx1

d11c
1¯1

en21xn21dxn21

dn211c
1

enxndxn

c D 2J /Dc
2 , ~59!

wheredk5defenln
2/lk

2 and

Dc5
def e1x1

2

d11c
1¯1

en21xn21
2

dn211c
1

enxn
2

c
11. ~60!

Remark 13: The metric dgc
2 is not defined on the quadric Zc5def$Dc50%. The most of the

metrics we consider in the present section are not defined on a hypersurface. Nevertheles
now on when we say that some metrics are geodesically equivalent we mean they are geod
equivalent in the domain where both of them are defined.

It follows from Theorem 1 that the quadratic forms

dKc
25DcS e1dx1

2

d11c
1¯1

en21dxn21
2

dn211c
1

endxn
2

c D 2S e1x1dx1

d11c
1¯1

en21xn21dxn21

dn211c
1

enxndxn

c D 2

~61!

are pairwise commuting integrals of the geodesic flow of the metricdg2 on every of the half-
planes$xn.0% and $xn,0%. The quadratic formsKc are smoothly defined on the wholeRn.
Therefore, they are pairwise commuting integrals of the geodesic flow the metricdg2 on Rn.

Let us compute the rank of the geodesic equivalence of the pairg and ḡ. Suppose thatdi

Þdj ( iÞ j ) anddiÞ0 (i 51, . . . ,n21). Consider the characteristic polynomial,

xA~c!5
def

det~AE1cE! ~62!

5)
k51

n

~dk1c!H e1x1
2

d11c
1¯1

en21xn21
2

dn211c
1

enxn
2

c
11J , ~63!

where we putdn50. It is clear that the polynomialxA(c)u(x50) hasn different roots. Therefore
the rank of the geodesic equivalence of the pairdg2 anddḡ2 is n ~see Remark 12!. Let us fix some
real constantc and consider the metricdgc

2 given by formula ~59!. The formula A(g,gc)
5A(g,ḡ)1c shows that the rank of the geodesic equivalence of the pairg andgc is alson. We
have proved the next theorem.

Theorem 8: The metric dg25def( i 51
n e idxi

2 and the metrics given by formula (59) are ge
desically equivalent. If diÞdj ( iÞ j ) and diÞ0 (i 51, . . . ,n21,!, then the rank of the geodesi
equivalence of the pair dg2 and dgc

2 is n.
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The metricsdgc
2 given by formula~59! have a very special property given by the ne

theorem.
Theorem 9: Consider the Euclidean case, i.e.e i51 (i 51, . . . ,n). Suppose that diÞdj ( i

Þ j ) and diÞ0 (i 51, . . . ,n21). Then the restriction of the metrics dgc
2 given by formula (59) on

every quadric Qa (aÞc) from the confocal family Qa5def$Da50% is geodesically equivalent to
the restriction of the standard Euclidean metric dg2 on Qa .

As a corollary we obtain the theorem proved in Ref. 1 and independently in Ref. 8 tha
standard ellipsoid admits a nontrivial geodesic equivalence. Theorem 9 shows that the sam
is true for the hyperboloids.

Proof of Theorem 9:Suppose thatdg25( i 51
n dxi

2 . Let us fix a pointx̄05(x1
0 , . . . ,xn

0)PRn

such thatx1
0
¯xn

0Þ0. It can be easily seen that there existsn different real constantsa1 , . . . ,an

such thatQa1
( x̄0)50, . . . ,Qan

( x̄0)50. It follows from formula~61! that

Ka l
u x̄0

52~dx̄0
Qa l

!2/4. ~64!

The formsdx̄0
Qa l

are linearly independent. Therefore,r (g,ḡ)( x̄0)5n. Formula~3! and the non-
degeneracy of the corresponding Vandermonde determinant show that the formsI 0u x̄0

, . . . ,I n21u x̄0

are simultaneously diagonalizable in the dual to the formsdx̄0
Qa l

( l 51, . . . ,n) frame. The form
I n21 is conformally equivalent to the metricg and the formI 0 is conformally equivalent toḡ.
Hence, the gradients~with respect to the metricg! ¹ x̄0

Qa1
, . . . ,¹ x̄0

Qan
coincide with the princi-

pal directions of the metricsgu x̄0
and ḡu x̄0

. Finally, the statement of the theorem follows fro
Levi-Civita’s theorem about the local form of the Riemannian metrics that permit geodesic eq
lence~see Refs. 6, 11, 3!. Theorem 9 is proved.

A. Projective hierarchy of geodesically equivalent metrics

Let $(x1 , . . . ,xn)% be the coordinates inRn. Let us fix a valuek of the parameterc in formula
~57!. Using Theorem 5 we obtain that for every integerk the metrics given by the formulas,

dgk
(k)25

def

^E~AE1kE!kdx̄,dx̄& ~65!

and

dḡk
(k)25

def 1

det~AE1kE!
^E~AE1kE!k21dx̄,dx̄&, ~66!

wheredx̄5(dx1 , . . . ,dxn), ^j̄,h̄&5def( i 51
n j ih i ,

A5
def

x̄^ x̄1diag~e1d1 , . . . ,en21dn21,0!, ~67!

E5
def

diag~e1 , . . . ,en!, e i561, ~68!

are geodesically equivalent.
Theorem 10: Let k be a fixed real constant. For every fixed integer k the metrics given

formulas (65) and (66) are geodesically equivalent. Provided that diÞdj ( iÞ j ) and diÞ0 (i
51, . . . ,n21) the rank of the geodesic equivalence is n.

Remark 14: The metric dgk̄
(2)2, provided E5E, is isometric to the analog of the Poisso

sphere corresponding to the Clebsch case of motion of the rigid body (see Sec. III B in Re.
Remark 15: Using Lemma 8 we obtain that up to a multiplication on a constant,

dḡk
(1)2u(k50)5

1

xn
2 (

i 51

n

e idxi
2 . ~69!
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This is a canonical form of the metrics with constant negative curvature. The m
dgk

(1)2u(k50)5^EAEdx̄,dx̄& is geodesically equivalent to dgk̄
(1)2u(k50) . The metric dgk

(1)2u(k50) is
smoothly defined on the wholeRn.

B. Projective hierarchy of functions in involution

Let $(x1 , . . . ,xn)% be the coordinates inRn. Denote by (x1 , . . . ,xn ;p1 , . . . ,pn) the corre-
sponding coordinates inT* Rn. Applying Theorem 7 we obtain the next theorem.

Theorem 11: For every fixed realk and every fixed integer number l the one-parame
family of functions on T* Rn given by the formula Ka

( l )( p̄)5def^Ka
( l )p̄,p̄&, where p̄

5def(p1 , . . . ,pn), ^j̄,h̄&5def( i 51
n j ih i ,

Ka
( l )5

def

det~AE1aE!~AE1aE!21~AE1kE!2 lE ~70!

5I n21
( l ) ~k!an211I n22

( l ) ~k!an221¯1I 0
( l )~k! ~71!

and the matricesA andE are given by formulas (67) and (68), are in involution with respect to
canonical symplectic structure on T* Rn. If diÞdj ( iÞ j ) and diÞ0 (i 51, . . . ,n21), then the
functions I0

( l ) , . . . ,I n21
( l ) are functionally independent on T* Rn.

Remark 16: If we take l50 andE5E we derive the integrals obtained by Uhlenbeck in R
9. Another way of obtaining these integrals was proposed by Moser in Ref. 10. The fami
functions in involution given by Theorem 11 generalize all these results.

Remark 17: The case l521, k50, gives a family of pairwise commuting function
I 0

(21) , . . . ,I n21
(21) on T* Mn. The function In21

(21) coincides with the Hamiltonian of the metric give
by formula (69). Therefore, the functions I0

(21) , . . . ,I n21
(21) on T* Mn are complete family of inte-

grals of the geodesic flow of the hyperbolic plane.
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Trefoil symmetries I. Clover extensions beyond
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A graded minimal Lie algebraic extension of the space–time symmetry is con-
structed involving only spin-1 multiplets as novel generators. The extension in-
volvesZ43Z4 graded parameters and generators. It provides a bosonic analog to
supersymmetry since the composition ofthreesymmetric vector charges produces a
space–time translation. There arise three noncommutative four-dimensional mani-
folds with pseudometric. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1383561#

I. INTRODUCTION

A thorough analysis and account of the algebraic manipulations leading to symmetry
formations with desired invariant properties can reveal unexpected underlying grading stru
These gradings in turn can enable noncommutative~and even nonassociative! novel extensions
whose plausibility has been largely overlooked1,2

In theoretical physics, the addition is sometimes tacitly constrained to elements of the ‘
type.’’ Besides the account of involved units of measure~dimensional analysis!, eventually certain
‘‘apparently ad hoc’’ constraints play a role. Such constraints are called superselection rule
will observe that to a certain extent such constraints might be casted by requiring a fixed
lying grading structure.

The extension of the real numeric fieldR to the complex, quaternion, octonion, and Cayl
numbers abandons sequentially linear ordered field, commutativity, associativity, and divisio
property. This line of extension maintains the addition operation between any two number
addition in physical models can be, nevertheless, constrained to parameters of the ‘‘same
i.e., to ‘‘homogeneous sums’’ in a certain sense. Accordingly, certain desirable properties c
maintained for constrained use of the addition operation. We land in the realm of some s
graded projective rings in which certain properties might be relaxed while maintaining all d
able features of the underlying ‘‘number structure.’’

The latter considerations lead to the introduction of graded parameters~parameter[measure
of a symmetry transformation, i.e., an angle, a length, etc.!3 and to graded groups of transform
tions and graded Lie algebras.1,2 In this case, the numbers will be replaced by parameters w
will be ‘‘designed’’ for matching the features of the observed symmetries.

We are aware of the powerful connection among continuous symmetries and conserved
tities. The most general extensions of the external or space–time symmetries of theS matrix have
been studied by Coleman and Mandula4 and by Haag, Łopuszan´ski, and Sohnius5 using, respec-
tively, group and supergroup structures and quite general and well-motivated assumptions
quantum field theory realm. We are going to relax one underlying assumption to obtain an
sion of the Coleman–Mandula theorem:We do not assume that all symmetry generators should
acted on through commutators under Poincare´ transformations. We will find, already at this step
traces of the would-be internal symmetries~perhaps after a breaking of the obtained grad

a!Electronic mail: law@math.hawaii.edu
39150022-2488/2001/42(8)/3915/20/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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symmetry!. This work is a continuation of the program started in Ref. 6 where several tech
difficulties could be overcome. In fact, there seems to exist multiple possible paths for cons
ing novel extensions. We have stated initalics each of the assumptions characterizing the ext
sion presented here.

The careful study of the underlying grading structure of the Poincare´ group ~Sec. III! has
opened the possibility of considering gradings of a different sort than those used by supers
try. It has been found that besidesZ2-gradings there areZ23(Z4N3Z4N)-gradings (NPN) com-
patible with the symmetries of the Poincare´ group of special relativity.1 Here we will study
exhaustively a particular line of extension which is self-bosonic, i.e., we select hereonly the
bosonic part of theZ2-grading factor. In this sense, we consider that our results go bey
Coleman–Mandula no-go theorem.

We consider here aZ43Z4 graded extension of the Poincare´ algebra in which there are thre
symmetric-vector generatorsP(1) , P(2) , P(3) which can be composed via~1

2,
1
2!^~1

2,
1
2!^~1

2,
1
2!

5~1
2,

1
2!%¯ to produce the~standard! space–time translation multipletP(0) ,

vP(1) ,vP(2) ,P(3)b b;P(0) .

The double brackets stand forq-commutators respecting the grading assignments of their en
andP(0)5(P0 ,P1 ,P2 ,P3) is the translation four-vector.

To a certain extent, this is a bosonic counterpart of the supersymmetric extensions in
two fermionic charges are composed via~1

2,0!^~0,1
2!5~1

2,
1
2! to produce the translationP(0) ,

vQ(0) ,Q̄(0)b;P(0) .

The introduction of graded fermionic charges in aZ23(Z43Z4)-graded extension is done in
forthcoming paper, where the graded fermionic chargesQ̄(1) , Q(2) , Q̄(3) can be composed to
produce a susy generatorQ(0) ,

vQ̄(1) ,vQ(2) ,Q̄(3)b b;Q(0) .

We call trefoil symmetriesall the graded Lie algebras with involution that extend the Poinc´
algebra. Those trefoil symmetries involving onlyZ43Z4-graded parameters and only novel mu
tiplets of integer spin will be calledclover extensions, and correspond to the simplest extensio
beyond the Coleman–Mandula no-go theorem. The new ingredient leading to supersymme
the spin-12 irreps. The new ingredients leading to the clover extensions are the integer spin
of novel graded classes. Supersymmetry results from the nontrivial cohomology of the odd
translation group. The trefoil and clover extensions result from the nontrivial cohomology
group grading which extends a grading of the Poincare´ algebra.

We explore here aminimal (Z43Z4 ;q)-graded extension in which the new symmetry gene
tors build up symmetric and antisymmetric vector multiplets. Such an extension will be calle
minimal vector clover extension. In the second paper of this series another minimal extension
be obtained in which the new generators are symmetric vectors and scalar charges. In th
paper of this series we will explore an extension simultaneously involving the previous min
extensions as particular cases and address the introduction of dimensionless symmetry
which are candidates for internal symmetries after graded symmetry breaking. In the fourth
we study the graded superspace formalism for building concrete representations. In th
paper we study covariant constraints, the diverse representations, and their relations. The
papers of this series address the simplest supermultiplets and their possible quantum actio
study Casimir operators associated with the extensions. An immediate aim there is to pre
natural relation between spin one~Yang–Mills?! and spin zero~Higgs?! fields. Further stages o
this research will be devoted to the introduction of spin1

2 multiplets of generators, their connectio
to internal symmetry groups, the local realization of the presented symmetries and graded
gravity.
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This paper is structured in the following way. Section II provides a quick introductio
graded continuous symmetries. Section III reviews the features of the suited group gradin
extending the Poincare´ algebra. Section IV introduces the irreducible multiplets we need
constructing the extended Poincare´ algebra and gives the corresponding self-, dual-, and comp
conjugated representations. In Sec. V we present the general structure of the searched ex
its underlying assumptions, and the strategy for its obtention. In Sec. VI we study the J
identities and obtain the desired (Z43Z4 ;q)-graded Lie algebraic extension of the Poincare´ alge-
bra. Section VII gives the concluding remarks.

II. GRADED CONTINUOUS SYMMETRIES

To each parameter~or generator! we associate an index which is a group element that
veals the properties of these type of parameters~or generators! under addition, product
(q-commutators!, permutation of factors~or q-commutator entries!, and alteration of parenthese
~or q-commutators!. A couple (I;q) is called afaithful associative group grading overC if it
satisfies thatI is an Abelian group2 and

q:I3I→C\$0%: ~ ã,ẽ!°q(ã,ẽ)5
..qã,ẽPC$0%, ~2.1!

qã,ẽ5~qẽ,ã!21, qã1ẽ,c̃5qã,c̃qẽ,c̃ ;ã,ẽ,c̃PI, ~2.2!

qõ,ã51, õ neutral element ofI, ;ãPI, ~2.3!

ãÞẽ⇒' c̃PI:qã,c̃Þqẽ,c̃ . ~2.4!

If additionally, the couple (I;q) satisfies that there exists an involution ( . )! in I such that

qã!,ẽ!5~qã,ẽ
* !21,

where (.)* is complex conjugation, then we call (I;q) a faithful associative group gradingwith
involution. Some examples thereof are given as follows.

Example 1. (Z2 ;qZ2)-grading or supergrading:

$Z2 ;1%, Z25$0,1%,

1:Z23Z2→Z2 ; ~a0 ,e0!°~a01e0!mod 2,

qZ2:Z23Z2→C\$0%; ~a0 ,e0!°qa0 ,e0

Z2 5eipa0e0.

Example 2. (Z43Z4 ;q)-grading:

$Z43Z4 ;1%, Z43Z45$~m,n!; n,m50,1,2,3%

~n,m!1~n8,m8!ª~~n1n8!mod 4,~m1m8!mod 4!

q(n,m),(n8,m8)ªe~ ip/2!(nm82n8m).

This type of grading has been called Weil grading3 since it reproduces the structure of the W
pairings used in the arithmetic of elliptic curves. It manifests close resemblance to the D
Schwinger–Zwanziger condition,7 which will be discussed elsewhere.

Example 3. (Z23(Z43Z4);qZ2q)-grading:

~qZ2q!(a0 ,(n,m)),(a
08 ,(n8,m8))ªq

a0 ,a
08

Z2 q(n,m),(n8,m8) .
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We consider now a set of parametersP5$b ã ,b ẽ8 , . . . % which builds up an (I;q)-graded
parameter algebra, i.e., the parameters areI-graded, and have a binary product which
q-commutative and associative~for more general cases see Ref. 2!: (I;q) is a faithful associative
group grading,

~b ãb ẽ8! has index ã1ẽ ;b ã ,b ẽ8PP ~I-grading!,

~b ãb ẽ8!5qã,ẽ~b ẽ8b ã! ;b ã ,b ẽ8PP ~q-commutative!,

~b ã~b ẽ8b c̃9!!5~~b ãb ẽ8!b c̃9! ;b ã ;b ẽ8 ,b c̃9PP ~associative!.

The (I;q)-graded parameters are the measures~i.e., angles, lengths, etc.! of graded continuous
symmetry transformations

g~b!5g~b2ã1
,b2ã2

, . . . ,b2ãn
!5exp~ ib2ã j

Qãj
!. ~2.5!

The graded symmetry generatorsQãj
constitute a novel structure known ase-colored,8 or

(I;q)-graded Lie algebra.1 ~For more general extensions involving nonassociative parameter
Ref. 2!. We call$L;1,v .,.b% an (I;q)-graded Lie algebra overC iff 0 PLÞ$0%, (I;q) is a faithful
associative group grading, and there exist an applicationSt and a binary operationv .,.b satisfying
the following five axioms.

Axiom 1: St assigns an index to each nonvanishing generator inL, the generators carrying th
same index build up a vector space, (I;q) is the minimal allowed group grading:

St :L\$0%→I, Qã°St~Qã!5ã,

I is generated bySt~L\$0%!,

Lã5$0%øSt
21~ ã!vector space overC ;ãPI,

L5ø ãPI Lã .

Axiom 2: v .,.b is a closed binary,I-graded operation:

v .,.b :L3L→L, ~Qã ,Qẽ8!°vQã ,Qẽ8bPL,

vLã ,Lẽb#Lã1ẽ ~I-grading!.

Axiom 3: v .,.b is q-antisymmetric:

vQã ,Qẽ8b52qã,ẽvQẽ8 ,Qãb , ;Qã ,Qẽ8PL.

Axiom 4: v .,.b is bilinear with respect to the vector space structures:

vQã1yQã9 ,Qẽ8b5vQã ,Qẽ8b1yvQã9 ,Qẽ8b , ;Qã ,Qã9 ,Qẽ8PL, ;yPC.

Axiom 5: v .,.b is q-Jacobi associative~q-Leibnitz rule!:

vQã ,vQẽ8 ,Qc̃9b b5v vQã ,Qẽ8b ,Qc̃9b1qã,ẽvQẽ8 ,vQã ,Qc̃9b b , ;Qã ,Qẽ8 ,Qc̃9PL.

If we adopt an extra axiom:
Axiom 6:There exist involutions (.)* , (.)!, (.), in C, I, andL, respectively, such that (I;q) is

a group grading with involution, and fulfilling
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~yQa!5y* Q̄a!,

vQã ,Qẽ8b5vQ̄ẽ!8 ,Q̄ã!b ;Qã ,Qẽ8PL,

~yb2ãQã!5y* Q̄ã!b̄2ã! ;QãPL, ;b2ãPP,

then theL is called an (I;q)-graded Lie algebra overC with involution . We adopt here the trivial
involution (.)! in I, i.e. (.)!5 identity. Obviously (ã!)!5ã.

The productsb2ãQã of an (I;q)-graded parameterb2ã by an (I;q)-graded Lie algebra
generatorQã are ~plain! Lie algebra generators in an analogous way as the productuaQa of a
Grassmann parameter by a fermionic supersymmetry charge constitutes a Lie algebra ge
The mixture of parameters and generators is governed by

b2ãQẽ85q2ã,ẽQẽ8b2ã ,

~2.6!
@b2ãQã ,b2ẽ8 Qẽ8#5b2ẽ8 b2ãvQã ,Qẽ8b .

III. GROUP GRADINGS FOR EXTENDING POINCARÉ ALGEBRA

A given Lie algebra can be extended to an (I;q)-graded Lie algebra in which the groupI
respects the underlying gradings of the given Lie algebra. The underlying gradings are in
relation to the Levi decomposition and the roots of the Lie algebra. The underlying gradings
Poincare´ algebra and their suited graded extensions have been studied in Ref. 1. We
illustrate these results. The Lorentz algebraM can be written

@Mmn ,M rs#5 i~gmsM nr1gnrMms2gmrM ns1gnsMmr!, ~3.1!

whereg5diag (1,21,21,21) is the Minkowski pseudometric. Changing variables we can w

Ji[
1
2 e i jkM jk, Ĵi[M0i

@Ji ,Jj #5 ie i jkJk ,
~3.2!

@Ji ,Ĵ j #5 ie i jk Ĵk ,

@ Ĵi ,Ĵ j #52 ie i jkJk .

After a complexification we obtain the decomposition of this semisimple Lie algebraM into
simple factors

T(0)i[
1
2 ~Ji1 iĴi !, T̄(0)i[

1
2 ~Ji2 iĴi !,

@T(0)i ,T(0) j #5 ie i jkT(0)k ,

@T(0)i ,T̄(0) j #50, ~3.3!

@ T̄(0)i ,T̄(0) j #5 ie i jk T̄(0)k .

M'su~2! % su~2!.
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To study the underlying grading of the Poincare´ algebra we assume thatboth the generators

Mmn and the generators T(0)i and T̄(0)i can be adopted for generating the Lorentz group, and a
that both Casimir operators of the Poincare´ algebra carry the trivial index. This leads to the
following index assignment:

St~P(0)
0 !5ã0 ,

St~M23!5St~J1!5St~ Ĵ1!5St~M01!5St~P(0)
1 !5ã1 ,

~3.4!
St~M31!5St~J2!5St~ Ĵ2!5St~M02!5St~P(0)

2 !5ã2

St~M12!5St~J3!5St~ Ĵ3!5St~M03!5St~P(0)
3 !5ã3 ,

whereP(0)
m are the translation generators andã05õ is the neutral element of the grading groupI.

From the algebraic relations~3.1!–~3.3! and the Poincare´ algebra relations involving the transla
tion generators we obtain

qãm ,ãn
51, ; m,n50,1,2,3,

~3.5!
ã11ã25ã3 , ã21ã35ã1 , ã31ã15ã2 .

This implies that the grading group$ã0 ,ã1 ,ã2 ,ã3% underlying the Poincare´ algebra~with the
adopted assumptions! is Z23Z2 , the Klein group. This coincides with the group of discre
transformations that builds the full Poincare´ group. Now,

ãm1ãm5õ⇒ãm52ãm ;m50,1,2,3. ~3.6!

From ~2.2! and ~2.3! we obtain

15qõ,c̃5qãn1ãn ,c̃5qãn ,c̃qãn ,c̃51 ; c̃PI,

hence

qãn ,c̃P$11,21%, ; c̃PI, ; n50,1,2,3. ~3.7!

Accordingly, the algebraic relations involving Poincare´ generators can only be of commutato
type or anticommutator type.

We adopta model for theq-application in which the indices with a tilde have the form

c̃5~c0 ,@~c1 ,c2!# !, ũ5~u0 ,@~u1 ,u2!# !,
~3.8!

qc̃,ũªexp$ ipc0u0%expH ip

2N
~c1u22c2u1!J .

The first componentsc0 , u0 turn out to belong toZ2 and the last components@(c1 ,c2)#,
@(u1 ,u2)# constitute equivalence classes of bivectors in a plane which satisfy quantization
tions in the areas they subtend. Relations~3.3!–~3.5! lead to the conclusion that the allowed grou
gradings have the formZ23(Z4N3Z4N), NPN and the previously mentioned example 3 is just t
simplest (N51) novel grading compatible with the Poincare´ algebra.1 In this study we will leave
the Z2 factor aside since we are looking for a self-bosonic extension beyond the Cole
Mandula no-go theorem. A future paper will study an extension beyond the Haag–Lopusza´ski–
Sohnius no-go theorem. Since we are not considering here theZ2-grading factor we adopt a
indices with a tilde the elements associated with the groupZ43Z4 . The group elements associate
with the Poincare´ group turn out to build theZ23Z2 subgroup:
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St~x0!5St~P(0)
0 !5õ5ã05~0,0![~0!0 ,

St~x1!5St~P(0)
1 !5St~M01!5St~M23!5ã15~2,0![~0!1 ,

~3.9!
St~x2!5St~P(0)

2 !5St~M02!5St~M31!5ã25~0,2![~0!2 ,

St~x3!5St~P(0)
3 !5St~M03!5St~M12!5ã35~2,2![~0!3 .

It is easy to verify that this choice satisfies relations~3.5!–~3.7! under the group grading give
in example 2. Observe that the index assignment does not enter into conflict with the re
used in special relativity, quantum mechanics, and QFT. For instance,

St~x2P(0)
3 2x3P(0)

2 !5ã21ã35ã15St~M23!.

Notice that we have two different ways for designating group elements: the first wa
couples (n,m), wheren,m50,1,2,3; the second way which will become clear shortly, has
form ( f )s wheref indicates the class, ands indicates the element of the class. In order to visua
the grading structure we provide in Table I the addition table of the groupZ43Z4 and in Table II
the q-function for every couple of group elements. The values in Table II have to be iden
with q ~line, column!.

In Tables I and II we have divided the 16 group elements into four classes. The cla~0!
contains the indices associated with the Poincare´ generators $ã0 ,ã1 ,ã2 ,ã3%
5$(0)0 ,(0)1 ,(0)2 ,(0)3%. Classes~1!, ~2!, and~3! contain indices which remain in the same cla
when you add elements of class~0!. This fact indicates that classes~0!–~3! provide the sets of
indices available for building novel invariant multiplets of generators.

From Table I we obtain Table III for the addition of class indices (Z43Z4)/(Z23Z2)'Z2

3Z2 . We write (i† j ) instead of (i )†( j ).

IV. GRADED SPIN IRREPS OF GENERATORS

We consider an extensionL of the Poincare´ algebra. The generators ofL are assumed to be
arranged into multiplets which transform linearly under the action of the generators of the Lo
Lie subalgebra. Candidates for defining invariant multiplets are divided into four classes sin

TABLE I. Addition table of the groupZ43Z4 .

1 ~0!0 ~0!1 ~0!2 ~0!3 ~1!0 ~1!1 ~1!2 ~1!3 ~2!0 ~2!1 ~2!2 ~2!3 ~3!0 ~3!1 ~3!2 ~3!3

(0,0)[(0)0 ~0!0 ~0!1 ~0!2 ~0!3 ~1!0 ~1!1 ~1!2 ~1!3 ~2!0 ~2!1 ~2!2 ~2!3 ~3!0 ~3!1 ~3!2 ~3!3
(2,0)[(0)1 ~0!1 ~0!0 ~0!3 ~0!2 ~1!1 ~1!0 ~1!3 ~1!2 ~2!3 ~2!2 ~2!1 ~2!0 ~3!2 ~3!3 ~3!0 ~3!1
(0,2)[(0)2 ~0!2 ~0!3 ~0!0 ~0!1 ~1!2 ~1!3 ~1!0 ~1!1 ~2!1 ~2!0 ~2!3 ~2!2 ~3!3 ~3!2 ~3!1 ~3!0
(2,2)[(0)3 ~0!3 ~0!2 ~0!1 ~0!0 ~1!3 ~1!2 ~1!1 ~1!0 ~2!2 ~2!3 ~2!0 ~2!1 ~3!1 ~3!0 ~3!3 ~3!2

(1,0)[(1)0 ~1!0 ~1!1 ~1!2 ~1!3 ~0!1 ~0!0 ~0!3 ~0!2 ~3!1 ~3!2 ~3!0 ~3!3 ~2!1 ~2!3 ~2!2 ~2!0
(3,0)[(1)1 ~1!1 ~1!0 ~1!3 ~1!2 ~0!0 ~0!1 ~0!2 ~0!3 ~3!3 ~3!0 ~3!2 ~3!1 ~2!2 ~2!0 ~2!1 ~2!3
(1,2)[(1)2 ~1!2 ~1!3 ~1!0 ~1!1 ~0!3 ~0!2 ~0!1 ~0!0 ~3!2 ~3!1 ~3!3 ~3!0 ~2!0 ~2!2 ~2!3 ~2!1
(3,2)[(1)3 ~1!3 ~1!2 ~1!1 ~1!0 ~0!2 ~0!3 ~0!0 ~0!1 ~3!0 ~3!3 ~3!1 ~3!2 ~2!3 ~2!1 ~2!0 ~2!2

(0,1)[(2)0 ~2!0 ~2!3 ~2!1 ~2!2 ~3!1 ~3!3 ~3!2 ~3!0 ~0!2 ~0!0 ~0!1 ~0!3 ~1!1 ~1!2 ~1!0 ~1!3
(0,3)[(2)1 ~2!1 ~2!2 ~2!0 ~2!3 ~3!2 ~3!0 ~3!1 ~3!3 ~0!0 ~0!2 ~0!3 ~0!1 ~1!3 ~1!0 ~1!2 ~1!1
(2,3)[(2)2 ~2!2 ~2!1 ~2!3 ~2!0 ~3!0 ~3!2 ~3!3 ~3!1 ~0!1 ~0!3 ~0!2 ~0!0 ~1!2 ~1!1 ~1!3 ~1!0
(2,1)[(2)3 ~2!3 ~2!0 ~2!2 ~2!1 ~3!3 ~3!1 ~3!0 ~3!2 ~0!3 ~0!1 ~0!0 ~0!2 ~1!0 ~1!3 ~1!1 ~1!2

(3,3)[(3)0 ~3!0 ~3!2 ~3!3 ~3!1 ~2!1 ~2!2 ~2!0 ~2!3 ~1!1 ~1!3 ~1!2 ~1!0 ~0!3 ~0!0 ~0!2 ~0!1
(1,1)[(3)1 ~3!1 ~3!3 ~3!2 ~3!0 ~2!3 ~2!0 ~2!2 ~2!1 ~1!2 ~1!0 ~1!1 ~1!3 ~0!0 ~0!3 ~0!1 ~0!2
(1,3)[(3)2 ~3!2 ~3!0 ~3!1 ~3!3 ~2!2 ~2!1 ~2!3 ~2!0 ~1!0 ~1!2 ~1!3 ~1!1 ~0!2 ~0!1 ~0!3 ~0!0
(3,1)[(3)3 ~3!3 ~3!1 ~3!0 ~3!2 ~2!0 ~2!3 ~2!1 ~2!2 ~1!3 ~1!1 ~1!0 ~1!2 ~0!1 ~0!2 ~0!0 ~0!3
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sets of indices $(0)0 ,(0)1 ,(0)2 ,(0)3%, $(1)0 ,(1)1 ,(1)2 ,(1)3%, $(2)0 ,(2)1 ,(2)2 ,(2)3%,
$(3)0 ,(3)1 ,(3)2 ,(3)3% remain invariant under addition of indices of the s
$(0)0 ,(0)1 ,(0)2 ,(0)3% associated with the Poincare´ generators. That is whywe will consider for
each spin four types of multiplets. There arise three novel four-dimensional manifolds besides
Minkowski manifold. The coordinates of the Minkowski space carry indices of the class~0!
according to~3.9!. The three novel manifolds are noncommutative and have a metric stru
~also spin-12 structures can be defined in those novel manifolds!. We assume here that a generaliz
spin-statistics theorem holds, in which self-bosonic generators transform under integer spi
resentations. We consider multiplets of generatorsa( f )s of classes (f )5(0),(1),(2),(3). The
indexs stands for the different components of each multiplet~except for spin-0 singlets not to b
discussed here!. The corresponding dual multiplets are writtena( f )

s, and the complex-conjugate
and dual complex-conjugated multiplets are given byā( f ) ṡ and ā( f )

ṡ. All these multiplets trans-
form linearly under Lorentz generators:

vT(0)i ,a( f )sb52 isa~ i , f !s
t a( f )t , ~4.1!

vT(0)i ,a( f )
sb5 iq(0)i ,( f )s a( f )

t sa~ i , f ! t
s , ~4.2!

v T̄(0)i ,ā( f ) ṡb52 iq(0)i ,( f )s ā( f ) ṫ s̄ ā~ i , f ! ṫ
ṡ , ~4.3!

v T̄(0)i ,ā( f )
ṡb5 is̄ ā~ i , f ! ṡ

ṫ ā( f )
ṫ, ~4.4!

TABLE II. q-function for Z43Z4 .

qZ43Z4 ~0!0 ~0!1 ~0!2 ~0!3 ~1!0 ~1!1 ~1!2 ~1!3 ~2!0 ~2!1 ~2!2 ~2!3 ~3!0 ~3!1 ~3!2 ~3!3

(0,0)[(0)0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
(2,0)[(0)1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21
(0,2)[(0)2 1 1 1 1 21 21 21 21 1 1 1 1 21 21 21 21
(2,2)[(0)3 1 1 1 1 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 1 1 1 1

(1,0)[(1)0 1 1 21 21 1 1 21 21 i 2 i 2 i i 2 i i 2 i i
(3,0)[(1)1 1 1 21 21 1 1 21 21 2 i i i 2 i i 2 i i 2 i
(1,2)[(1)2 1 1 21 21 21 21 1 1 i 2 i 2 i i i 2 i i 2 i
(3,2)[(1)3 1 1 21 21 21 21 1 1 2 i i i 2 i 2 i i 2 i i

(0,1)[(2)0 1 21 1 21 2 i i 2 i i 1 1 21 21 i 2 i 2 i i
(0,3)[(2)1 1 21 1 21 i 2 i i 2 i 1 1 21 21 2 i i i 2 i
(2,3)[(2)2 1 21 1 21 i 2 i i 2 i 21 21 1 1 i 2 i 2 i i
(2,1)[(2)3 1 21 1 21 2 i i 2 i i 21 21 1 1 2 i i i 2 i

(3,3)[(3)0 1 21 21 1 i 2 i 2 i i 2 i i 2 i i 1 1 21 21
(1,1)[(3)1 1 21 21 1 2 i i i 2 i i 2 i i 2 i 1 1 21 21
(1,3)[(3)2 1 21 21 1 i 2 i 2 i i i 2 i i 2 i 21 21 1 1
(3,1)[(3)3 1 21 21 1 2 i i i 2 i 2 i i 2 i i 21 21 1 1

TABLE III. Addition of class indicesZ23Z2 .

† ~0! ~1! ~2! ~3!

~0! ~0! ~1! ~2! ~3!
~1! ~1! ~0! ~3! ~2!
~2! ~2! ~3! ~0! ~1!
~3! ~3! ~2! ~1! ~0!
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where a( f )s5ā( f ) ṡ , a( f )
s5ā( f )

ṡ and we have adopted the already described notation for
indices. We write (f )s to indicate thesth index of the class (f ). From the involution of~4.1! we
obtain ~using the property ofq-commutators under involution, Axiom 6!

vT(0)i ,a( f )sb5v ā( f ) ṡ ,T̄(0)i b

5 iā( f ) ṫs
a~ i , f !s*

t .

Using ~4.3! we conclude finally

s̄ ā~ i , f ! ṡ
ṫ

5sa~ i , f !s*
t . ~4.5!

Analogously, under involution of~4.2! we again obtain~4.5!. We now study which shall be the
structure of thes-matrices. We use the following Jacobi identity

vT(0) j ,vT(0)k ,a( f )sb b5v vT(0) j ,T(0)kb ,a( f )sb1q(0) j ,(0)kvT(0)k ,vT(0) j ,a( f )sb b .

Using ~3.3! and ~4.1! we obtain

@ isa~ j , f !, isa~k, f !#5 ie jkl~ isa~ l , f !!, ~4.6!

where the commutator has the usual meaning. Accordingly, the matrices isa( j , f )s
t and

2 i@sa( j , f ) tr# t
s are standard representations of angular momenta. Analogously, using the

identity for the tripleT̄(0) j , T̄(0)k , ā( f ) ṡ we obtain

@2 iq(0) j ,( f )s̄
ā~ j , f !,2 iq(0)k,( f )s̄

ā~k, f !#5 ie jkl~2 iq(0)l ,( f )s̄
ā~ l , f !!. ~4.7!

Hence,2 iq(0) j ,( f )s̄
ā( j , f ) and iq(0) j ,( f )s̄

ā( j , f ) tr are also standard representations of angular m
menta. We writeq(0) j ,( f ) instead ofq(0) j ,( f )s since they are independent of the indexs. It is easy
to verify that a( f )

sa( f )s ~summation only overs throughout the multiplet! and ā( f ) ṡā( f )
ṡ are

invariant quadratic products. For example:

vT(0) j ,a( f )
sa( f )sb5vT(0) j ,a( f )

sba( f )s1q(0) j ,( f ) a( f )
svT(0) j ,a( f )sb50.

We study now the ‘‘metric’’ structureea( f )us, ea( f )us connecting the self-representationa( f )s

and the dual-self-representationa( f )
s:

ea~ f !us a( f )s5a( f )
u, ~4.8!

ea~ f !ds a( f )
s5a( f )d . ~4.9!

We assumethat these ‘‘metrics’’ carry trivial indexõ and thus:

vT(0) j ,a( f )
ub5ea~ f !udvT(0) j ,a( f )db

5 ia( f )
v~2ea~ f !ud sa~ j , f !d

t ea~ f ! tv!.

Comparing this with Eq.~4.2! we obtain

sa~ j , f !v
u52q( f ),(0)j ea~ f !udsa~ j , f !d

t ea~ f ! tv .

In matricial notation

sa~ j , f ! tr52q( f ),(0)je
↑a~ f !sa~ j , f !e↓a~ f !, ~4.10!
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where e↑a( f ) and e↓a( f ) stand for the metric with indices up and down respectively. Ana
gously, we define a ‘‘metric’’ structure among the complex-conjugated representation and its

ē ā~ f ! u̇ṡ ā~ f ! ṡ5ā~ f ! u̇, ~4.11!

ē ā~ f ! ḋṡ ā( f )
ṡ5ā( f )ḋ , ~4.12!

which leads in matricial notation to

s̄ ā~ j , f ! tr52q(0) j ,( f )ē
↓ā~ f ! trs̄ ā~ j , f !ē↑ā~ f ! tr. ~4.13!

We classify now the spin representations according to their eigenvalues with respect to the C
operators of the Lorentz algebra:(T(0)iT(0)i and(T̄(0)i T̄(0)i . A multiplet a( f )s is said to be in the
(sl ,sr)-spin representation if

V(
i 51

3

T(0)iT(0)i , a( f )sB5sl~sl11!a( f )s ,

~4.14!

V(
i 51

3

T̄(0)i T̄(0)i , a( f )sB5sr~sr11!a( f )s .

The total spin is given bysl1sr . We are now going to list the irreps of integer total spin one

A. Spin „1,0… and „0,1… irreps

An example of a multiplet of spin~1,0! and spin~0,1! of class~0! is given by the tripletsT(0)i

andT̄(0)i , respectively. We have to select then triples of indices of each one of the three rem
classes to define their spin~1,0! and ~0,1! irreps. There are in principle noa priori reasons for
selecting three indices out of the four available in each class. The metric structure they lea
not the main aspect for making the choice. In fact, it is easy to check that the actual choice
representation is responsible for the resulting metric. In the case of the class~0! triplets we see that
the underlying metric is Euclidean. In the zero class we adopt the last three indices of the cl~0!
for the triplet. We adopt the same choice of the remaining three classes. Hence we adopt
$(0)1 ,(0)2 ,(0)3%, $(1)1 ,(1)2 ,(1)3%, $(2)1 ,(2)2 ,(2)3%, $(3)1 ,(3)2 ,(3)3% for the multiplets, i.e.,

St~T( f ) j !5St~ T̄( f ) j !5~ f ! j ; j 51,2,3, ~4.15!

where we denote the generic multiplet of spin~1,0! and class (f ) by T( f ) and the generic multiple
of spin ~0,1! and class (f ) by T̄( f ) . The Lorentz generatorsT(0) and T̄(0) form triplets for which

sT~ j ,0!k
l52e jkl , s̄ T̄~ j ,0! l

k52e jkl . ~4.16!

In order to match the grading properties according to Axiom 2 of (I;q)-graded Lie algebras, the
texture of thes-matrices is not free, and has to account for the equality of the indices in both
of the q-commutator relations~4.1!–~4.4!. An adequate choice for thesT-matrices is given in
Table IV with s̄ T̄( j , f )5sT( j , f )* tr.

We can determine candidates for the metric in each one of these spin-1 multiplets.
relation ~4.10! we have

sT~ j , f ! tr52q( f ),(0)je
↑T~ f !sT~ j , f !e↓T~ f !

52~2d f 012d f j21!e↑T~ f !sT~ j , f !e↓T~ f !. ~4.17!

It is easy to verify that a possible choice is given by
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e↑T~0!5e↓T~0!5F 21 0 0

0 21 0

0 0 21
G , ~4.18!

e↑T~ i !5e↓T~ i !5F 1 0 0

0 21 0

0 0 21
G , ~4.19!

for i 51,2,3. Anagously, by using Eq.~4.13! we obtain

ē↑T̄~0!5 ē↓T̄~0!5F 21 0 0

0 21 0

0 0 21
G , ~4.20!

ē↑T̄~ i !5 ē↓T̄~ i !5F 1 0 0

0 21 0

0 0 21
G , ~4.21!

for i 51,2,3. Here we find a curious difference between the familiar class~0! triplets and the
triplets for the novel three classes. This difference could be avoided by an alternative repre
tion presented in Table VII. Although the metrics turn out to be Euclidean in this case, it is f
that these alternative irreps are not suited for allowing the desired extensions. We come la
this point.

B. Spin „

1
2,

1
2… irreps

An example of spin~ 1
2,

1
2! irrep of class~0! is given by the translation multipletP(0)m , which

leads to

sP~ j ,0!m
n52

i

2
~d0md j

n1d j md0
n!1

1

2
~emkld lmdk

ndm j!, ~4.22!

TABLE IV. sT matrices.

( f ) Spin~1,0! sT(1,f ) sT(2,f ) sT(3,f )

~0! T(0) F0 0 0

0 0 21

0 1 0
G F 0 0 1

0 0 0

21 0 0
G F0 21 0

1 0 0

0 0 0
G

~1! T(1) F0 0 0

0 0 21

0 1 0
G F 0 0 1

0 0 0

21 0 0
G F0 21 0

1 0 0

0 0 0
G

~2! T(2) F0 21 0

1 0 0

0 0 0
G F0 0 0

0 0 21

0 1 0
G F 0 0 1

0 0 0

21 0 0
G

~3! T(3) F 0 0 1

0 0 0

21 0 0
G F0 21 0

1 0 0

0 0 0
G F0 0 0

0 0 21

0 1 0
G
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q(0) j ,(0)s̄
P~ j ,0! m

n 5
i

2
~d0md j

n1d j md0
n!1

1

2
~emkld lmdk

ndm j!. ~4.23!

Again, the textures of thesP( j , f ) and s̄P( j , f ) matrices are imposed by the addition Table
and a suited choice of spin~1

2,
1
2! irreps for the different classes is given in Table V for generic s

~1
2,

1
2! four-vectorsP( f ) with s̄P( j , f )5sP( j , f )* tr.

We observe again that thesP( j , f ) ands̄P( j , f ) matrices are obtained by suited permutatio
of the matrices obtained for the class~0! in order to match the adequate textures. We can de
mine candidates for the metric in each one of these spin~1

2,
1
2! irreps. From relation~4.10! we have

sP~ j , f ! tr52q( f ),(0)je
↑P~ f !sP~ j , f !e↓P~ f !

52~2d f 012d f j21!e↑P~ f !sP~ j , f !e↓P~ f !. ~4.24!

From this we can adopt

e↑P~0!5e↓P~0!5F 1 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

0 0 21 0

0 0 0 21

G , ~4.25!

e↑P~ i !5e↓P~ i !5F 21 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 21 0

0 0 0 21

G ~4.26!

for i 51,2,3. This is consistent with theP( f ) multiplets as real representations@a further metric can
accomplish~4.24! for j 51,2,3,e↑P( j )5s2^ is2 , with s2 the standard Pauli matrix, but this lead

TABLE V. sP-matrices.

( f ) Spin ~
1
2,

1
2! sP(1,f ) sP(2,f ) sP(3,f )

~0! P(0)

1

2F 0 2i 0 0

2 i 0 0 0

0 0 0 21

0 0 1 0

G 1

2 F 0 0 2 i 0

0 0 0 1

2 i 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

G 1

2 F 0 0 0 2 i

0 0 21 0

0 1 0 0

2 i 0 0 0

G
~1! P(1)

1

2F 0 2i 0 0

2 i 0 0 0

0 0 0 21

0 0 1 0

G 1

2 F 0 0 2 i 0

0 0 0 1

2 i 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

G 1

2 F 0 0 0 2 i

0 0 21 0

0 1 0 0

2 i 0 0 0

G
~2! P(2)

1

2F 0 0 0 2i

0 0 21 0

0 1 0 0

2 i 0 0 0

G 1

2 F 0 2 i 0 0

2 i 0 0 0

0 0 0 21

0 0 1 0

G 1

2 F 0 0 2 i 0

0 0 0 1

2 i 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

G
~3! P(3)

1

2F 0 0 2i 0

0 0 0 1

2 i 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

G 1

2 F 0 0 0 2 i

0 0 21 0

0 1 0 0

2 i 0 0 0

G 1

2 F 0 2 i 0 0

2 i 0 0 0

0 0 0 21

0 0 1 0

G
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to a nonreal invariant metric#. The pseudometrics in~4.25! and ~4.26! reveal that the difference
between the familiar class~0! multiplets and the novel multiplets persists. The difference could
again avoided by an alternative representation presented in the Appendix, table VIII. In this
the ‘‘metrics’’ turn out to be Minkowskian, but it is found that these alternative irreps are
suited for the desired extensions.

V. GENERAL STRUCTURE OF THE EXTENSION

In this section we are going to give an outline of the structure of the aimed extension. W
looking for a novel extension of the Poincare´ algebra in which, in analogous fashion as acco
plished by supersymmetry, a translation can be composed by iteration of further symmetry
formations. We are going toassumeall throughout this work that theClebsch–Gordan theorem
holds for graded multiplets. In order to produce a spin~1

2,
1
2! class~0! chargeP(0) we can use three

spin ~ 1
2,

1
2!-irreps, since

~ 1
2,

1
2! ^ ~ 1

2,
1
2! ^ ~ 1

2,
1
2!5~ 1

2,
1
2! ^ ~~0,0! % ~1,0! % ~0,1! % ~1,1!!

5~ 1
2,

1
2! % . . . .

We will start with three spin~1
2,

1
2!-irreps P(1) ,P(2) ,P(3) of naive dimension 1/3 so that they ca

compose a spin~1
2,

1
2!-irrep P(0) of naive dimension 1: the translation multiplet. We introdu

spin-1 multiplets necessary for some nontrivial minimal extension accomplishing

vP(1) ,vP(2) ,P(3)b b;P(0) . ~5.1!

We are going to implement three steps for building the extension. In order to have~5.1! we need
to have a nontrivial result forvP( i ) ,P( j )b with iÞ j ; i , j 51,2,3. This implies that we need mu
tiplets in the following direct sum of representations:

~ 1
2,

1
2! ^ ~ 1

2,
1
2!5~0,0! % ~1,0! % ~0,1! % ~1,1!.

In a forthcoming paper we discuss the introduction of spin~0,0! singlets at this point. We will
adopt in the first step only candidates of spin~1,0! and ~0,1! of naive dimension 2/3: the spin
~1,0!-triplets T( i ) ; i 51,2,3, and the spin~0,1!-triplets T̄( i ) ; i 51,2,3. We can picture the structur
of the aimed extension in the diagram given in Table VI.

In the second step we consider the composition of a space–time translation viavT(k) ,P(k)b
;P(0) or v T̄(k) ,P(k)b;P(0) . In the last step we study the consistency of the previous two s
using the graded Jacobi identities.

VI. GRADED EXTENSION OF THE POINCARÉ ALGEBRA

We already observed that the Lie product of two spin~1
2,

1
2!-irreps will be expressed in terms o

spin ~1,0!-triplets T(1) ,T(2) ,T(3) and ~0,1!-triplets T̄(1) ,T̄(2) ,T̄(3) all of them of naive dimension
2/3:

TABLE VI. Structure of the extension.j 51,2,3; m50,1,2,3.

Spin → ~1,0! ~
1
2,

1
2! ~0,1!

↓ Naive dim

1 P(0)m

2/3 T(1) j ,T(2) j ,T(3) j T̄(1) j ,T̄(2) j ,T̄(3) j

1/3 P(1)m ,P(2)m ,P(3)m

0 T(0) j T̄(0) j
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vP( i )m ,P( j )nb5h r~ i , j !mnT( i† j )r1ĥ ṙ~ i , j !mnT̄( i† j ) ṙ ~6.1!

for iÞ j . Now, using the involution andq-antisymmetry, and the reality of theP( i )-irreps

vP( i )m ,P( j )nb5vP( j )n ,P( i )mb52q( j )n,(i )mvP( i )m ,P( j )nb

we obtain

2q( j )n,(i )mh r~ i , j !mn5h r~ j ,i !nm5ĥ ṙ~ i , j !mn* ,
~6.2!

2q( j )n,(i )mĥ ṙ~ i , j !mn5ĥ ṙ~ j ,i !nm5h r~ i , j !mn* .

Consider now the Jacobi identities obtained from the tripleT(0)l , P( i )m , P( j )n :

vT(0)l ,vP( i )m ,P( j )nb b5v vT(0)l ,P( i )mb ,P( j )nb1q(0)l ,(i )vP( i )m ,vT(0)l ,P( j )nb b . ~6.3!

Using the identities~6.1! and ~4.1! we obtain

h r~ i , j !mn~2 isT~ l ,i† j !r
nT( i† j )n!52 isP~ l ,i !m

r~hn~ i , j !rnT( i† j )n1ĥ ṅ~ i , j !rnT̄( i† j )ṅ!

12 iq(0)l ,(i )s
P~ l , j !n

d~hn~ i , j !mdT( i† j )n1ĥ ṅ~ i , j !mdT̄( i† j )ṅ!.

With T( i† j )ṅ and T̄( i† j )ṅ being linearly independent we obtain:

sP~ l ,i !m
rĥ ṅ~ i , j !rn1~2d l i 21!ĥ ṅ~ i , j !mrsP~ l , j !n

r50,
~6.4!

sP~ l ,i !m
rhn~ i , j !rn1~2d l i 21!hn~ i , j !mrsP~ l , j !n

r5h r~ i , j !mnsT~ l ,i† j !r
n .

In analogous fashion, for the tripleT̄(0)l , P( i )m , P( j )n we obtain further equations:

s̄P~ l ,i !r
mhn~ i , j !rn1~2d l j 21!hn~ i , j !mrs̄P~ l , j !r

n50,
~6.5!

s̄P~ l , j !r
nĥ ṅ~ i , j !mr1~2d l j 21!ĥ ṅ~ i , j !rns̄P~ l ,i !r

m5ĥ ṙ~ i , j !mns̄ T̄~ l ,i† j ! ṅ
ṙ .

Using Table I we can determine the allowed textures for the arrayshn( i , j ) and ĥ ṅ( i , j ). We

can now use Eqs.~6.2!–~6.5! and use the matricess T̃ and s̄T! for the triplets T̃( i ) and T! ( i )

in Table VII and obtain that using these alternative irreps there are not nontrivialh and ĥ
matrices. This fact is independent of the usage of irrepsP( i ) in Table V or the alternativeP̃( i ) in

TABLE VII. s T̃-matrices.

( f ) Spin~1,0! s T̃(1,f ) s T̃(2,f ) s T̃(3,f )

~1! T̃(1) F0 0 0

0 0 1

0 21 0
G F 0 0 2i

0 0 0

2 i 0 0
G F 0 2 i 0

2 i 0 0

0 0 0
G

~2! T̃(2) F 0 2i 0

2 i 0 0

0 0 0
G F 0 0 0

0 0 1

0 21 0
G F 0 0 2 i

0 0 0

2 i 0 0
G

~3! T̃(3) F 0 0 2i

0 0 0

2 i 0 0
G F 0 2 i 0

2 i 0 0

0 0 0
G F 0 0 0

0 0 1

0 21 0
G
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Table VIII in the Appendix. Hence, in orderto allow for nontrivial h and ĥ matriceswe adopt

triplets T( i ) andT̄( i ) given by the irreps in Table IV and irrepsP( i ) given in Table V. Using these
multiplets and Eqs.~6.2!–~6.5!, for i jk P$123,231,312%, we obtain

h1~ i , j !5akF 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 21 0 0

0 0 1 0

G , h2~ i , j !5akF 0 i 0 0

0 0 1 0

2 i 0 0 0

0 0 0 21

G ,

~6.6!

h3~ i , j !5akF 0 0 0 i

i 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

G ,

and the further matrices are obtained using~6.2!.
We could consider the composition of repeatedP( i ) charges:vP( i )m ,P( i )nb . These would lead

to the consideration of spin~1,0! and spin~0,1! multiplets of class~0!, but they are excluded by th
Coleman–Mandula theorem.

We are now ready to go to the second step of our extension. Since we want~5.1! to hold, we
have

vT(k)r ,P( l )mb5dklKr~ l !m
n P(0)n , ~6.7!

v T̄(k) ṙ ,P( l )mb5dklK̂ ṙ~ l !m
n P(0)n . ~6.8!

From the properties of involution andq-anticommutation it follows

K̂ ṙ~ l !m
n 52q( l )r ,(l )mKr~ l !m

n * . ~6.9!

From the triplesT(0)l , T(k) j , P(k)m and T̄(0)l , T(k) j , P(k)m we obtain

K j~k!m
n s̄P~ l ,0!r

n5s̄P~ l ,k!n
mK j~k!n

r , ~6.10!

K j~k!m
n sP~ l ,0!n

r5~2d lk21!sP~ l ,k!m
nK j~k!n

r1sT~ l ,k! j
mKm~k!m

r . ~6.11!

Using Eqs.~6.9!–~6.11! we obtain

K1~1!5b1F 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

G , K2~1!5b1F 0 0 0 i

0 0 1 0

0 21 0 0

i 0 0 0

G ,

K3~1!5b1F 0 0 2 i 0

0 0 0 1

2 i 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

G ,
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K1~2!5b2F 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

0 1 0 0

G , K2~2!5b2F 0 i 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 21 0

i 0 0 0

G ,

K3~2!5b2F 0 0 0 2 i

0 1 0 0

2 i 0 0 0

0 0 21 0

G ,

K1~3!5b3F 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

G , K2~3!5b3F 0 0 i 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 21

i 0 0 0

G ,

~6.12!

K3~3!5b3F 0 2 i 0 0

0 0 1 0

2 i 0 0 0

0 0 0 21

G ,

the K̂-matrices are obtained using~6.9!.
We are now ready to go to the last consistency condition. We use the tripleP(1)r , P(2)m ,

P(3)n and the corresponding Jacobi identity to obtain

05q(1)r,(2)m1(3)nh r~2,3!mnKr~1!r
s1q(2)m,(3)nh r* ~2,3!mnKr* ~1!r

s1h r~1,2!rmKr~3!n
s

1q(1)r,(2)m1(3)nq(2)m,(3)nh r* ~1,2!rmKr* ~3!n
s1q(1)r1(2)m,(3)nh r~3,1!nrKr~2!m

s

1q(1)r,(2)mh r* ~3,1!nrKr* ~2!m
s . ~6.13!

From Table II we see that

q(2)m,(3)n5q(3)m,(1)n5q(1)m,(2)n5F i 2 i 2 i i

2 i i i 2 i

i 2 i 2 i i

2 i i i 2 i

G
mn

. ~6.14!

Using ~6.13! and ~6.14! we obtain the following consistency conditions:

a1b11a2b21a3b31 i~a1* b1* 1a2* b2* 1a3* b3* !50, ~6.15!

a1b12 ia1* b1* 5a2b22 ia2* b2* 5a3b32 ia3* b3* . ~6.16!

We can parametrize these constraints in the following way

a1b11a2b21a3b35
3

2
r 0~12 i!, r 0PR, ~6.17!

ajbj2 iaj* bj* 5r 0~12 i!, j 51,2,3. ~6.18!
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A particular nontrivial solution to the constraints is given by

aj5a, bj5b~12 i!, a,bPR\$0%, r 052ab, j 51,2,3. ~6.19!

The reader might find it surprising that nontrivial solutions of the structure constants have
strictly complex, and might expect some conflict with the reality of the compounded transla
Consider for instance the following two tripleq-commutators leading to nontrivial translations

vP(1)0,vP(2)2,P(3)1b b5~a1b12 ia1* b1* !P(0)0, ~6.20!

vP(3)2,vP(1)2,P(2)0b b5~ ia3b31a3* b3* !P(0)3. ~6.21!

The resulting complex coefficients have exactly the required shape, since involution pro
the same changes in both sides of~6.20! and ~6.21!:

vP(1)0,vP(2)2,P(3)1b b5v vP(3)1,P(2)2b ,P(1)0b5 ivP(1)0,vP(2)2,P(3)1b b , ~6.22!

vP(3)2,vP(1)2,P(2)0b b5v vP(2)0,P(1)2b ,P(3)2b52 ivP(3)2,vP(1)2,P(2)0b b . ~6.23!

Now, the corresponding~q-commuting! parameters for transformations~6.20! and ~6.21! can be
found recalling~2.5! and ~2.6! and fulfill under involution:

b2(3)1b2(2)2b2(1)052 ib2(3)1b2(2)2b2(1)0, ~6.24!

b2(2)0b2(1)2b2(3)25 ib2(2)0b2(1)2b2(3)2. ~6.25!

It is curious that due to the noncommutativity, the product of ‘‘real’’~self-involutive! parameters
produce complex behavior. The products

b2(3)1b2(2)2b2(1)0vP(1)0,vP(2)2,P(3)1b b ,

b2(2)0b2(1)2b2(3)2vP(3)2,vP(1)2,P(2)0b b ,

provide actually real~self-involutive! contributions, as required.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have started the construction of graded Lie algebraic extensions with involution o
Poincare´ algebra, which we call genericallytrefoil symmetries. Those trefoil symmetries which
involve only Z43Z4-graded parameters and novel generators of integer spin have been
clover extensions. We have obtained a (Z43Z4 ;q)-graded Clover extensionL of the Poincare´
algebra. In particular we call this extensionminimal vector clover extension, for very apparent
reasons. In this extension a space–time translation is obtained through the composition o
symmetric vectors which might be interpreted as translations in three novel noncommu
four-dimensional manifolds with a pseudometric.

The Poincare´ algebra:

vT(0)i ,T(0) j b5 ie i jkT(0)k , vT(0)i ,T̄(0) j b50, v T̄(0)i ,T̄(0) j b5 ie i jk T̄(0)k ,

vT(0)i ,P(o)nb52 isP~ i ,0!n
r P(0)r , v T̄(0)i ,P(0)nb52 iq(0)i ,(0)n P(0)r s̄P~ i ,0!r

n , ~7.1!

vP(0)m ,P(0)nb50,

for which theq-commutators coincide with commutators, extends forf ,i , j ,k,l 51,2,3 through the
minimal vector clover extension:
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vT(0)i ,P( f )nb52 isP~ i , f !n
r P( f )r , v T̄(0)i ,P( f )nb52 iq(0)i ,( f )n P( f )r s̄P~ i , f !r

n , ~7.2!

vT(0)i ,T( f )sb52 isT~ i , f !s
t T( f )t , v T̄(0)i ,T( f )sb50,

vT(0)i ,T̄( f ) ṡb50, v T̄(0)i ,T̄( f ) ṡb52 iq(0)i ,( f )s T̄( f ) ṫ s̄ T̄~ i , f ! ṫ
ṡ , ~7.3!

vP(0)m ,P( f )nb50, vP( f )m ,P( f )nb50, ~7.4!

vP(0)m ,T( f )tb50, vP(0)m ,T̄( f )sb50, ~7.5!

vT( i )s ,T( j )tb50, vT( i )s ,T̄( j ) ṫb50, v T̄( i ) ṡ ,T̄( j ) ṫb50, ~7.6!

vP( i )m ,P( j )nb5h r~ i , j !mnT( i† j )r1ĥ ṙ~ i , j !mnT̄( i† j ) ṙ ; iÞ j , ~7.7!

vT(k)r ,P( l )mb5dklKr~ l !m
n P(0)n ,

~7.8!

v T̄(k) ṙ ,P( l )mb5dklK̂ ṙ~ l !m
n P(0)n .

Thes-matrices are given in Table IV and V. Theh-matrices are given in~6.6!. TheK-matrices are
given in ~6.12!. These matrices are constrained by the conditions~6.17! and ~6.18!. A particular
choice respecting the symmetry among the novel classes is given by~6.19!.

Relations ~7.1!–~7.8! provide a (Z43Z4 ;q)-graded Lie algebraL with involution, which
extends nontrivially the Poincare´ algebra.

A very important feature of the obtained extension is thatthis extension does not correspon
to any cumbersome deformation of the conformal extension and related series since the
(scalar) dilatation operator cannot be excluded.

This extension is minimal in the sense that no extra generators are needed for the clo
the algebra, and the omission of some generator would either damage the closure of the
algebra, or would not provide an actual nontrivial extension of the Poincare´ algebra.

The obtained constraints on the structure constants reveal that the isotropy and homo
of the space–time can be maintained in this extension: there are particular choices of the st
constants that maintain the profound symmetry behind the three novel classes.

The grading indices used by the novel generators provide a sort of triple replication of th
in which the class~0! indices are used by the Poincare´ algebra: The Poincare´ algebra uses once th
index (0)0 and three times each index (0)j , for j 51,2,3. The novel generators of class (i ) use
once the index (i )0 and three times each index (i ) j , for j 51,2,3. The Poincare´ algebra has ten
parameters~and generators! and the obtained extension has 1013310540 parameters~and gen-
erators!. There are further minimal extensions that can be nontrivially coupled to generators o
extension.

The index structure has certain attractive patterns. The class~0! builds up aZ23Z2 group,
which might be connected to the discrete transformations of time reversal and space inv
According to Table III the novel classes reproduce this Klein group structure as well. The
novel classes can be composed to arrive at the class~0!. We discuss in further stages of this seri
the extent to which we could expect a connection to color charges, to the 1/3 electric char
quarks, to the lepton and quarks family structure, or to the family generations. Observe fo
that we have 16 Weyl fermions in each family, 12 of them are quarks and 4 leptons, w
maintain some analogy with the structure of theZ43Z4-grading and its classes. The naive exte
sions of these symmetries, and the study of inner automorphism will provide the way for re
internal and external symmetries. The presence of spin 1 generators in the extension
superfields that might connect gauge and Higgs fields. Gravitation will be involved in this res
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by considering further extensions or local versions of flat graded symmetries. The reader
inquire for a sort of echo of grading in the Kepler symmetry relating the cube of the semim
axes with the square of the periods of revolution in planetary motion.
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APPENDIX

Here we present some spin representations whose metrics are formally identical to those
class~0!. Nevertheless, it turns out that these representations are not suited for allowing non
extensions of the Poincare´ algebra.

1. Alternative spin „1,0… and „0,1… irreps

We can construct an alternative representation to the spin~1,0! and ~0,1! irreps presented in

Table IV. Consider for instance the allowed choice given in Table VII withs̄T! ( j , f )

5s T̃( j , f )* tr. In this case the metrics turn out to be Euclidean.e↑T̃( f )5 ē↑T! ( f )5diag(21,21,
21). Nevertheless, it is found in the main text that these alternative irreps are not suite
allowing nontrivial extensions of external symmetries.

2. Alternative spin „

1
2,

1
2… irreps

We can construct an alternative representation to the spin~1
2,

1
2! irreps presented in Table V

Consider for instance the choice given in Table VIII withs̄ P̃( j , f )5s P̃( j , f )* tr. In this case, the
‘‘metrics’’ turn out to be Minkowskian:e↑ P̃( f )5diag(1,21,21,21)5e↓ P̃( f ). Again, it is found
that these alternative irreps are not suited for the desired symmetry extensions.
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( f ) Spin ~
1
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1
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~1! P̃(1)

1

2F 0 2i 0 0

2 i 0 0 0

0 0 0 21

0 0 1 0

G 1

2 F 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 2 i

21 0 0 0

0 2 i 0 0

G 1

2 F 0 0 0 21

0 0 2 i 0

0 2 i 0 0

1 0 0 0

G
~2! P̃(2)

1

2F0 0 0 21

0 0 2i 0

0 2 i 0 0

1 0 0 0

G 1

2 F 0 2 i 0 0

2 i 0 0 0

0 0 0 21

0 0 1 0

G 1

2 F 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 2 i

21 0 0 0

0 2 i 0 0

G
~3! P̃(3)

1

2F 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 2i

21 0 0 0

0 2 i 0 0

G 1

2 F 0 0 0 21

0 0 2 i 0

0 2 i 0 0

1 0 0 0

G 1

2 F 0 2 i 0 0

2 i 0 0 0

0 0 0 21

0 0 1 0

G
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We construct a novel graded extension of the Poincare´ group with integer spin
multiplets as novel generators. The extension involvesZ43Z4 graded parameters
and produce space–time translations through the composition of novel symmetric
vector and scalar multiplets. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1383559#

I. INTRODUCTION

Grading structures suited for extending the Poincare´ group were determined long ago1 and
even more general realms have been found for constructing continuous symmetries.2 This is the
second paper in a series on graded extensions of the Poincare´ group beyond the Coleman
Mandula no-go theorem.3 The study of novel symmetries beyond those of special relativity
supersymmetry has started addressing graded Lie algebraic extensions with involution whic
been calledtrefoil symmetries.4 Those trefoil symmetries which are (Z43Z4 ;q)-graded and in-
volve only multiplets of generators of integer spin have been calledclover symmetriesand corre-
spond to the simplest extensions beyond the Coleman–Mandula no-go theorem.

In Ref. 4 the reader can find a review on grading groups, graded parameter, and grad
algebras, on the grading groups suited for extending the external symmetries of the speci
tivity, and a minimal (Z43Z4 ;q)-graded extension of the Poincare´ algebra which involved only
spin-1 multiplets as novel generators, which has been calledminimal vector clover symmetry. Our
aim is to present another extension calledminimal scalar clover symmetry, since the novel gen-
erators are only symmetric vector and scalar multiplets.We will maintain all throughout this work
all the conventions stated in Ref. 4. We look for a (Z43Z4 ;q)-graded Lie algebra with involution
which contains the Poincare´ algebra. The novel algebra has three symmetric-vector gener
P(1) , P(2) , P(3) of naive dimension 1/3. We want them to compose via

~ 1
2,

1
2! ^ ~ 1

2,
1
2! ^ ~ 1

2,
1
2!5~ 1

2,
1
2! % . . . ~1.1!

to produce the~standard! space–time translation multipletP(0) ,

vP(1) ,vP(2) ,P(3)b b;P(0) . ~1.2!

a!Electronic mail: law@math.hawaii.edu
39350022-2488/2001/42(8)/3935/12/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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The double brackets stand forq-commutators respecting the grading assignments of its ent
and P(0)5(P0 ,P1 ,P2 ,P3) stands for the translation four-vector. The Lorentz generators wil
written in terms of the spin~1,0! triplet T(0) and the spin~0,1! triplet T̄(0) as presented in Ref. 4
In order to have~1.2! we need a nontrivial result forvP( i ) ,P( j )b with iÞ j ; i , j 51,2,3. Hence, we
need multiplets in the following direct sum of representations:

~ 1
2,

1
2! ^ ~ 1

2,
1
2!5~0,0! % ~1,0! % ~0,1! % ~1,1!.

We will discuss here the introduction of spin~0,0! singlets at this point:

vP( i ) ,P( j )b;E( i† j )1Ē( i† j ) ; iÞ j ; i , j 51,2,3. ~1.3!

The novel scalarsE( f )s have naive dimension 2/3.
This work is structured in the following way. Section II introduces the required novel

ducible multiplets. Section III gives an outline of the general structure of the aimed extensi
Sec. IV we study the Jacobi identities and obtain the desired (Z43Z4 ;q)-graded Lie algebraic
extension of the Poincare´ algebra. Section V inquires about the introduction of dimension
scalar charges. Section VI gives the concluding remarks.

II. GRADED SPIN IRREPS OF GENERATORS

We consider multiplets of generatorsa( f )s of classes (f )5(0),(1),(2),(3). Theindex s
stands for the different components of each multiplet except for spin-0 singlets. The dual m
lets are writtena( f )

s, and the corresponding complex-conjugated and dual complex-conjug
multiplets are given byā( f ) ṡ and ā( f )

ṡ. All these multiplets transforms linearly under Loren
generators:

vT(0)i ,a( f )sb52 isa~ i , f !s
t a( f )t , ~2.1!

vT(0)i ,a( f )
sb5 iq(0)i ,( f )s a( f )

t sa~ i , f ! t
s , ~2.2!

v T̄(0)i ,ā( f ) ṡb52 iq(0)i ,( f )s ā( f ) ṫ s̄ ā~ i , f ! ṫ
ṡ , ~2.3!

v T̄(0)i ,ā( f )
ṡb5 is̄ ā~ i , f ! ṡ

ṫ ā( f )
ṫ, ~2.4!

wherea( f )s5ā( f ) ṡ , a( f )
s5ā( f )

ṡ. From the involution we obtain

s̄ ā~ i , f ! ṫ
ṡ5sa~ i , f !s*

t . ~2.5!

From the Jacobi identity

vT(0) j ,vT(0)k ,a( f )sb b5v vT(0) j ,T(0)kb ,a( f )sb1q(0) j ,(0)kvT(0)k ,vT(0) j ,a( f )sb b

we obtain

@ isa~ j , f !, isa~k, f !#5 ie jkl~ isa~ l , f !!, ~2.6!

where the commutator has the usual meaning. Accordingly, the matrices isa( j , f )s
t and

2 i@sa( j , f ) tr# t
s are standard representations of angular momenta. Analogously, using the

identity for the tripleT̄(0) j , T̄(0)k , ā( f ) ṡ we obtain

@2 iq(0) j ,( f )s̄
ā~ j , f !,2 iq(0)k,( f )s̄

ā~k, f !#5 ie jkl~2 iq(0)l ,( f )s̄
ā~ l , f !!. ~2.7!
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Hence,2 iq(0) j ,( f )s̄
ā( j , f ) and iq(0) j ,( f )s̄

ā( j , f ) tr are also standard representations of angu
momenta. It is easy to verify thata( f )

sa( f )s
~summation only overs through the multiplet! and

ā( f ) ṡā( f )
ṡ are invariant quadratic products.

The ‘‘metrics’’ ea( f )us and ea( f )us connect the self-representationa( f )s and the dual-self-
representationa( f )

s:

ea~ f !us a( f )s5a( f )
u, ~2.8!

ea~ f !ds a( f )
s5a( f )d . ~2.9!

These ‘‘metrics’’ carry trivial indexõ, and fulfill in matricial notation

sa~ j , f ! tr52q( f ),(0)je
↑a~ f !sa~ j , f !e↓a~ f !, ~2.10!

wheree↑a( f ) and e↓a( f ) stand for the metric with indices up and down, respectively. Ana
gously, we define a ‘‘metric’’ between the complex-conjugated-representation and its dual:

ē ā~ f ! u̇ṡā~ f ! ṡ5ā~ f ! u̇, ~2.11!

ē ā~ f ! ḋṡā( f )
ṡ5ā( f )ḋ , ~2.12!

which leads in matricial notation to

s̄ ā~ j , f ! tr52q(0) j ,( f )ē
↓ā~ f ! trs̄ ā~ j , f !ē↑ā~ f ! tr. ~2.13!

We classify now the spin representations according to their eigenvalues with respect
Casimir operators of the Lorentz algebra:(T(0)iT(0)i and(T̄(0)i T̄(0)i . A multiplet a(0)s is said to
be in the (sl ,sr)-spin representation if

V(
i 51

3

T(0)iT(0)i ,a( f )sB5sl~sl11!a( f )s ,

~2.14!

V(
i 51

3

T̄(0)i T̄(0)i ,a( f )sB5sr~sr11!a( f )s .

The total spin is given bysl1sr . We are now going to list the irreps of integer total spin n
greater than one.

A. Spin „

1
2,

1
2… irreps

We consider spin~ 1
2,

1
2! multiplets P( f )s ; f 50,1,2,3. The four-vectorP(0)s is the space–time

translation. The textures of thesP( j , f ) and s̄P( j , f ) matrices are fixed by the graded structu
and a suited choice of spin~1

2,
1
2! irreps for the different classes is given in Table I for generic s

~ 1
2,

1
2! four-vectorsP( f ) with s̄P( i , f )5sP( i , f )* tr.

From relation~2.10! we can adopt

e↑P~0!5e↓P~0!5F 1 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

0 0 21 0

0 0 0 21

G , ~2.15!
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e↑P~ i !5e↓P~ i !5F 21 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 21 0

0 0 0 21

G , i 51,2,3, ~2.16!

which is consistent with theP( f ) multiplets as real representations.

B. Spin „0,0… irreps

The spin~0,0! irreps are one-dimensional and are just characterized by vanishings-matrices,
i.e., they are Lorentz invariant. A scalar sigletE(m)r means just that it carries index~m!r. In this
case the subindexr is not to be interpreted as a multiplet index.

III. GENERAL STRUCTURE OF THE EXTENSION

We are going to implement three steps for building a novel extension. We will consider i
first step the composition of spin~0,0! singletsE( f )s of naive dimension 2/3 viavP( i ) ,P( j )b
;E( i† j )1Ē( i† j ) with iÞ j ; i , j 51,2,3. We can picture the structure of the aimed extension in
diagram given in Table II.

In the second step we consider the composition of a space–time translation viavE(k) ,P(k)b
;P(0) or vĒ(k) ,P(k)b;P(0) . In the last step we study the consistency of the previous two s
using the graded Jacobi-identities.

IV. GRADED EXTENSION OF THE POINCARÉ ALGEBRA

We already observed that the product of two spin-~1
2,

1
2! irreps will be expressed in terms o

scalar singletsE(k)s ,Ē(k)s of naive dimension 2/3:

vP( i )m ,P( j )nb5Cs~ i , j !mnE( i† j )s1Ĉs~ i , j !mnĒ( i† j )s , ~4.1!

TABLE I. s P-matrices.

( f ) Spin ~
1
2,

1
2! sP(1,f ) sP(2,f ) sP(3,f )

~0! P(0)

1

2F 0 2i 0 0

2 i 0 0 0

0 0 0 21

0 0 1 0

G 1

2 F 0 0 2 i 0

0 0 0 1

2 i 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

G 1

2 F 0 0 0 2 i

0 0 21 0

0 1 0 0

2 i 0 0 0

G
~1! P(1)

1

2F 0 2i 0 0

2 i 0 0 0

0 0 0 21

0 0 1 0

G 1

2 F 0 0 2 i 0

0 0 0 1

2 i 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

G 1

2 F 0 0 0 2 i

0 0 21 0

0 1 0 0

2 i 0 0 0

G
~2! P(2)

1

2F 0 0 0 2i

0 0 21 0

0 1 0 0

2 i 0 0 0

G 1

2 F 0 2 i 0 0

2 i 0 0 0

0 0 0 21

0 0 1 0

G 1

2 F 0 0 2 i 0

0 0 0 1

2 i 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

G
~3! P(3)

1

2F 0 0 2i 0

0 0 0 1

2 i 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

G 1

2 F 0 0 0 2 i

0 0 21 0

0 1 0 0

2 i 0 0 0

G 1

2 F 0 2 i 0 0

2 i 0 0 0

0 0 0 21

0 0 1 0

G
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for iÞ j , i , j 51,2,3. Now, using the involution andq-antisymmetry, and the reality of th
P( i )- irreps

vP( i )m ,P( j )nb5vP( j )n ,P( i )mb52q( j )n,(i )mvP( i )m ,P( j )nb

we obtain

2q( j )n,(i )mCs~ i , j !mn5Cs~ j ,i !nm5Ĉs~ i , j !mn* . ~4.2!

Consider now the Jacobi identities obtained from the tripleT(0)l , P( i )m , P( j )n :

vT(0)l ,vP( i )m ,P( j )nb b5v vT(0)l ,P( i )mb ,P( j )nb1q(0)l ,(i )vP( i )m ,vT(0)l ,P( j )nb b . ~4.3!

Using the identities~4.1! and ~2.1! we obtain

052 isP~ l ,i !m
r~Cs~ i , j !rnE( i† j )s1Ĉs~ i , j !rnĒ( i† j )s!

12 iq(0)l ,(i )s
P~ l , j !n

d~Cs~ i , j !mdE( i† j )s1Ĉs~ i , j !mdĒ( i† j )s!.

With E( i† j )s and Ē( i† j )s being linearly independent we obtain

sP~ l ,i !m
rCs~ i , j !rn1~2d l i 21!Cs~ i , j !mrsP~ l , j !n

r50. ~4.4!

In analogous fashion, for the tripleT̄(0)l , P( i )m , P( j )n we obtain further equations:

s̄P~ l ,i !r
mCs~ i , j !rn1~2d l j 21!Cs~ i , j !mrs̄P~ l , j !r

n50. ~4.5!

Using the table of the grading groupZ43Z4 we can determine the allowed textures for the arra
Cs( i , j ), Ĉs( i , j ). We can now use Eqs.~4.2!–~4.5! and thes-matrices in Table I to obtain for
i jk P$123,231,312%:

TABLE II. Structure of the extension.j 51,2,3; m, s50,1,2,3.

Spin

~
1
2,

1
2!

~1,0! – – – – – – – – – – – – ~0,1!
Naive dim ~0,0!

1 P(0)m

– – – – – – – – – – – –

2/3 – – – – – – – – – – – –

E(1)0 ,E(2)0 ,E(3)0 ,Ē(1)0 ,Ē(2)0 ,Ē(3)0

P(1)m ,P(2)m ,P(3)m

1/3 – – – – – – – – – – – –

0 T(0) j – – – – – – – – – – – – T̄(0) j

(G(0)0 ,Ḡ(0)0)
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C0~ i , j !5ck0F 0 0 1 0

0 i 0 0

0 0 0 i

1 0 0 0

G , C1~ i , j !5ck1F 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 21

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

G ,

~4.6!

C2~ i , j !5ck2F 0 1 0 0

0 0 2 i 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 2 i

G , C3~ i , j !5ck3F 0 0 0 1

21 0 0 0

0 0 2 i 0

0 i 0 0

G .

The further matrices are obtained using~4.2!.
We are now ready to go to the second step of our extension. Since we want~1.2! to hold, we

have two ways for arriving at this stage:

vE( f )s ,P( l )mb5d f lSs~ l !m
n P(0)n , ~4.7!

vĒ( f )s ,P( l )mb5d f l Ŝs~ l !m
n P(0)n , ~4.8!

for l P1,2,3. From the properties of involution andq-anticommutation it follows

Ŝs~ l !m
n 52q( l )s,(l )mSs~ l !m

n* . ~4.9!

From the triplesT(0)l , E(k)s , P(k)m and their corresponding Jacobi identities we obtain

Ss~k!m
n sP~ l ,0!n

r5~2d lk21!sP~ l ,k!m
dSs~k!d

r , ~4.10!

Ss~k!m
n s̄P~ l ,0!r

n5s̄P~ l ,k!d
mSs~k!d

r . ~4.11!

Using Eqs.~4.10! and ~4.11! we obtain

Si~k!50 ; iÞ0, ~4.12!

S0~1!5s10F 0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 2 i

0 0 i 0

G , S0~2!5s20F 0 0 1 0

1 0 0 0

0 2 i 0 0

0 0 0 2 i

G ,

~4.13!

S0~3!5s30F 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

0 0 2 i 0

0 i 0 0

G .

Accordingly, only through the singletsE( l )0 ; l 51,2,3 we might expect to produce a space–ti
translation.Since we are looking for a minimal extension, we leave aside from now on the sc
E( l ) j ; l , j 51,2,3.

We are now ready to go to the last consistency condition. We use the tripleP(1)r , P(2)m ,
P(3)n and the corresponding Jacobi identity to obtain

05q(1)r,(2)m1(3)nCd~2,3!mnSd~1!r
s1Cd~1,2!rmSd~3!n

s

1q(1)r1(2)m,(3)nCd~3,1!nrSd~2!m
s . ~4.14!
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From the group grading (Z43Z4 ;q) we have:4

q(2)m,(3)n5q(3)m,(1)n5q(1)m,(2)n5F i 2 i 2 i i

2 i i i 2 i

i 2 i 2 i i

2 i i i 2 i

G
mn

. ~4.15!

Equations~4.14! and ~4.15! lead to the consistency conditions

cj 0sj 02 icj 0* sj 0* 50, j P1,2,3. ~4.16!

We can parametrize these constraints in the following way:

c10 s105t1~11 i!, c20s205t2~11 i!, c30s305t3~11 i!, ~4.17!

t1 ,t2 ,t3PR.

It is easy to construct particular solutions that maintain the symmetry among the novel mu
classes~and thus the homogeneity and isotropy of space–time!. Consider for instance the particu
lar choice satisfying the constraints in~4.17!:

cj 05c, sj 05s~11 i!, c,sPR\$0%, j 51,2,3 . ~4.18!

Hence, there exist nontrivial solutions to the coefficientscj 0 ,sj 0 ; j 51,2,3. Thisdoes not imply
that we can compose a space–time translationP(0) just with the symmetric four-vectorsP( i ) ~and
the scalar fieldsE( i )0) via the triple compositionvP(1) ,vP(2) ,P(3)b b as originally aimed in~1.2!.
The contributions to this tripleq-commutator turn out to be proportional toc10s102 ic10* s10* , which
vanish according to~4.16!. Wecannevertheless compose a space–time translation viavE( l )0 ,P( l )b
or via vĒ( l )0 ,P( l )b , and this fact provides authentically a minimal extension of the Poin´
algebra by itself.

The class~0!-indices are used by the Poincare´ algebra in the following way: once the inde
(0)0 and three times each index (0)j , for j 51,2,3. The novel generators of the class (i ), i
51,2,3 use three times the index (i )0 ~sinceE( i )0 is complex! and once each index (i ) j , for j
51,2,3. The Poincare´ algebra has ten parameters~and generators! and the minimal extension
presented here has 1013331333528 parameters~and generators!.

In order to maintain a symmetric usage of the indices of the different classes for the spin~0,0!
and spin~ 1

2,
1
2! multiplets, the previous considerations suggest the introduction of two charg

index ~0!0 of spin ~0,0!. This question will be addressed in Sec. V.

V. INTRODUCING DIMENSIONLESS SCALAR GENERATORS

A very appealing idea arises when considering novel extensions of the Poincare´ algebra, since
elusive connections between internal and external symmetries might be revealed. Parti
interesting is the introduction of dimensionless scalar generators since they are naively th
expedite candidates for internal symmetry generators. We introduce scalar dimensionless
G(r)m , wherer,m50,1,2,3 and we will select only the ones which are effectively nontrivia
connected to the extension obtained Sec. IV.

The generatorsG(r)m are scalar, and thus have trivialq-commutation relations with the Lor
entz generators. If these scalar generators have nontrivialq-commutation relations with the men
tioned extension, they have nontrivial relations with the multipletsP( i ) ; i 51,2,3, sinceall the
novel generators of the extension as well as the space–time translations are obtained fro
positions of objects obtained in turn from the composition of the multipletsP( i ) .

We expect that the multipletsP( i ) ; i 51,2,3 might constitute representations of the subgro
built by the novel scalar singlets. These scalars satisfy theq-commutation relations
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vG(r)m ,G(s)nb52 izm~r,s!n
kG(r†s)k . ~5.1!

The structure constants build up the adjoint representation, hence the matrix

DG~G(r)m!52 izm~r,s! tr ~5.2!

constitutes a representationDG of the generatorG(r)m . Now, the multipletsP( i ) ; i 51,2,3 build
up representations of the group generated byG(r)m . We should have

vG(r)m ,P( i )nb52 iLm~r,i !n
sP(r†i )s . ~5.3!

Using the Jacobi identities associated with the triplesG(r)m , G(a)j , P( j )n , we obtain

Lm~r,a† j ! trLj~a, j ! tr2q(r)m,(a)jLj~a,r† j ! trLm~r, j ! tr5zm~r,a!j
kLk~r†a, j ! tr. ~5.4!

Hence,2 iLm(r,i ) tr constitutes a representationDP of the algebra generated byG(r)m :

DP~G(r)m!52 iLm~r,i ! tr. ~5.5!

Using the Jacobi identity associated with the triplesT(0)r , G(r)m , P( i )n and T̄(0)r , G(r)m ,
P( i )n we obtain, respectively, form50,1,2,3:

Lm~0,i !5 l ~0i !0F i 0 0 0

0 i 0 0

0 0 i 0

0 0 0 i

G , l ~0i !1F 0 i 0 0

i 0 0 0

0 0 0 21

0 0 1 0

G ,

~5.6!

l ~0i !2F 0 0 i 0

0 0 0 1

i 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

G , l ~0i !3F 0 0 0 i

0 0 21 0

0 1 0 0

i 0 0 0

G .

For (i , j )P$12,23,31% we obtain, respectively, form50,1,2,3:

Lm~ i , j !5 l ~ i j !0F 0 i 0 0

0 0 21 0

2 i 0 0 0

0 0 0 21

G , l ~ i j !1F 0 0 0 i

2 i 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

G ,

~5.7!

l ~ i j !2F 0 0 i 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 21

i 0 0 0

G , l ~ i j !3F i 0 0 0

0 0 0 2 i

0 2 i 0 0

0 0 i 0

G ,
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Lm~ j ,i !5 l ~ j i !0F 0 i 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

2 i 0 0 0

G , l ~ j i !1F 0 0 i 0

2 i 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

0 0 0 21

G ,

~5.8!

l ~ j i !2F i 0 0 0

0 0 2 i 0

0 0 0 i

0 2 i 0 0

G , l ~ j i !3F 0 0 0 i

0 21 0 0

i 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

G .

We now consider the introduction ofG(r)m generators in the presence ofP( i ) andE(a)0 multiplets.
According to~4.1! and~5.3!, the scalar chargesE(a)0 should transform as a~product! representa-
tion, hence we have

vG(r)m ,E(a)0b52 iem~r,a!E(r†a)0 . ~5.9!

Using Eq.~4.1! and the Jacobi identity for the tripleG(r)m , P( i )s , P( j )n we obtain

C0~ i , j !snem~r,i† j !5Lm~r,i !s
tC0~ i†r, j !tn1q(r)m,(i )sC0~ i ,r† j !svLm~r, j !n

v. ~5.10!

The relation~5.10! provides nontrivial solutions only for the complex singletG(0)0 @and since
we want to determine dimensionless scalars with a nontrivial relation with the extensio
exclude the further~decoupled! scalars from now on#:

vG(0)0,P( i )nb5 l ~0i !0P( i )n , ~5.11!

vG(0)0,E(k)0b52 l ~0k!0E(k)0 , ~5.12!

vG(0)0,Ē(k)0b52 l ~0k!0Ē(k)0 . ~5.13!

Now, the chargeG(0)0 is complex, and in terms of its components~5.11!–~5.13! read

vReG(0)0,P( i )nb5 i Im~ l ~0i !0!P( i )n ,
~5.14!

v Im G(0)0,P( i )nb52 i Re~ l ~0i !0!P( i )n ,

vReG(0)0,E(k)0b52 i Im~ l ~0k!0!E(k)0 ,
~5.15!

v Im G(0)0,E(k)0b5 i Re~ l ~0k!0!E(k)0 ,

vReG(0)0,Ē(k)0b52 i Im~ l ~0k!0!Ē(k)0 ,
~5.16!

v Im G(0)0,Ē(k)0b5 i Re~ l ~0k!0!Ē(k)0 .

The nontrivial coupling constants associated with the surviving scalar dimensionless co
chargeG(0)0 satisfy

l ~01!01 l ~02!01 l ~03!050. ~5.17!

This indicates just that according to relations~4.7! and~4.8!, the charge ofP(0) is vanishing as is
required by the Coleman–Mandula theorem. Hence, we can think on the chargeG(0)0 as an
additive charge.
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We can now give an explicit and particular choice of the charges Iml(0i)0 and Rel(0i)0 that
maintains the symmetries among the multipletsP(1) , P(2) , P(3) . We can adopt for the values o
l (0i )0 three complex numbers symmetrically oriented in the complex plane:

l ~01!05 l , l ~02!05 lei2p/3, l ~03!05 lei4p/3, l PR. ~5.18!

We observe that the relations~5.14!–~5.16! could be interpreted as presenting ReG(0)0 and
Im G(0)0 as a sort of U~1!-generators. The chargesG(0)0 and Ḡ(0)0 swap under involution. It is,
nevertheless, not excluded that these generators might have nontrivial relations with further
charges. From relations~5.4! we conclude in particular,

vReG(0)0,Im G(0)0 b50. ~5.19!

We observe that only the scalar chargesG(0)0, Ḡ(0)0 provide an authentic further enhanc
ment of the clover extension obtained in Sec. IV.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have continued the study of graded Lie algebraic extensions with involution of the sp
time symmetries, which has been called genericallytrefoil symmetries. We have inquired for a
novel clover extension, i.e., a trefoil symmetry which isZ43Z4-graded and involve only nove
generators of integer spin. We have obtained a (Z43Z4 ;q)-graded clover extensionL8 of the
Poincare´ algebra in which a space–time translation can be obtained through the composit
symmetric vectors~which might be interpreted as translations in three novel noncommuta
four-dimensional manifolds with a pseudometric! and scalar fields. In particular, call this extensi
the minimal scalar clover Extension.

The Poincare´ algebra:

vT(0)i ,T(0) j b5 ie i jkT(0)k , vT(0)i ,T̄(0) j b50, v T̄(0)i ,T̄(0) j b5 ie i jk T̄(0)k ,

vT(0)i ,P(0)nb52 isP~ i ,0!n
rP(0)r , v T̄(0)i ,P(0)nb52 iq(0)i ,(0)nP(0)rs̄P~ i ,0!r

n , ~6.1!

vP(0)m ,P(0)nb50,

extends forf ,i , j ,k,l 51,2,3 through theminimal scalar clover extension

vT(0)i ,P( f )nb52 isP~ i , f !n
rP( f )r , v T̄(0)i ,P( f )nb52 iq(0)i ,( f )n P( f )rs̄P~ i , f !r

n ,

vT(0)i ,E( f )0b50, v T̄(0)i ,E( f )0b50, ~6.2!

vT(0)i ,Ē( f )0b50, v T̄(0)i ,Ē( f )0b50,

vP(0)m ,P( f )nb50, vP( f )m ,P( f )nb50, ~6.3!

vP(0)m ,E( f )0b50, vP(0)m ,Ē( f )0b50, ~6.4!

vE( i )0 ,E( j )0b50, vE( i )0 ,Ē( j )0b50,
~6.5!

vĒ( i )0 ,Ē( j )0b50,

vP( i )m ,P( j )nb5C0~ i , j !mnE( i† j )01Ĉ0~ i , j !mnĒ( i† j )0 , iÞ j , ~6.6!

vE( f )0 ,P( l )mb5d f lS0~ l !m
n P(0)n , ~6.7!
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vĒ( f )0 ,P( l )mb5d f l Ŝ0~ l !m
n P(0)n . ~6.8!

Thes-matrices are given in Table I. TheC0-matrices are given in~4.6!. TheS0-matrices are given
in ~4.13!. These matrices are constrained by the consistency conditions~4.16! and ~4.17!. A
particular choice respecting the symmetry among the novel classes is given by~4.18!. Relations
~6.1!–~6.8! provide a (Z43Z4 ;q)-graded Lie algebraL8 with involution, which extends nontrivi-
ally the Poincare´ algebra.

The obtained extension does not correspond to any cumbersome deformation of the con
extension and related series since there the scalar dilatation operatordoes notcommute with the
space–time translation.

The obtained extension is minimal in the sense that no extra generators are needed
closure of the algebra, and the omission of some generator would either damage the closur
graded algebra, would damage the symmetry among the novel classes, or would not pro
actual nontrivial extension of the Poincare´ algebra. The structure constants can be chosen so
no anisotropy or inhomogeneity is introduced to the space–time.

The obtained extensioncannotcompose a space–time translationP(0) via the triple compo-
sition vP(1) ,vP(2) ,P(3)b b as originally aimed since the parameter constraints~4.16! annihilate
their contributions. Nevertheless, wecancompose a space–time translation viavE( l )0 ,P( l )b or via

vĒ( l )0 ,P( l )b , and this provides an authentic extension of the Poincare´ algebra.
The introduction of dimensionless scalar charges has been also addressed and it h

found that scalar charges ReG(0)0 and ImG(0)0 can have nontrivial relations with the novel ge
erators of the obtained minimal scalar clover extension. This constitutes thedimensionless scala
enhancement:

vReG(0)0,Im G(0)0b50, ~6.9!

vReG(0)0,P( i )nb5 i Im~ l ~0i !0!P( i )n ,
~6.10!

v Im G(0)0,P( i )nb52 i Re~ l ~0i !0!P( i )n ,

vReG(0)0,E(k)0b52 i Im~ l ~0k!0!E(k)0 ,
~6.11!

v Im G(0)0,E(k)0b5 i Re~ l ~0k!0!E(k)0 ,

vReG(0)0,Ē(k)0b52 i Im~ l ~0k!0!Ē(k)0 ,
~6.12!

v Im G(0)0,Ē(k)0b5 i Re~ l ~0k!0!Ē(k)0 .

The nontrivial structure constants satisfy:

l ~01!01 l ~02!01 l ~03!050, ~6.13!

According to relations~4.7! and~4.8!, the charge ofP(0) is vanishing as required by the Coleman
Mandula theorem. Clearly, the chargeG(0)05ReG(0)01i Im G(0)0 is an additive charge.

The class~0!-indices are used by the Poincare´ algebra in the following way: once the inde
(0)0 and three times each index (0)j , for j 51,2,3. The novel generators of the minimal sca
clover extension~6.2!–~6.8! of the class (i ), i 51,2,3 use three times the index (i )0 ~sinceE( i )0 is
complex! and once each index (i ) j , for j 51,2,3. The Poincare´ algebra has ten parameters~and
generators! and the minimal extension presented here has 1013331333528 parameters~and
generators!. The enhancement of the minimal scalar clover extension using scalar dimensi
charges~6.9!–~6.12! makes symmetric the usage of indices for spin~0,0! and spin~1

2,
1
2! multiplets

in the four different classes and completes an algebra with 30 generators. Nevertheless, on
~0! indices are used for spin~1,0! and ~1,0! multiplets.
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This situation allows one to conjecture an extension that makes symmetric usage o
multiplets in all the classes. Such an extension would use exactly three times each one
elements of the grading groupZ43Z4 , and would involve the minimal vector clover and minim
scalar clover extensions as particular cases. This is exactly the content of the next contribu
this paper series. The connection of the already obtained extensions with known internal s
tries will be discussed as well in the further parts of this paper series.
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We aim to approach a trefoil symmetry involving (Z43Z4 ;q)-graded parameters,
multiplets of generators of integer spin,2 with naive dimensions in the interval
@0,1#. The resulting full clover extension involves as particular subalgebras the
minimal clover extensions previously obtained. We address the introduction of
further scalar, dimensionless multiplets, and central charges. They could provide
connections among external and internal symmetries, perhaps after some graded
symmetry breaking. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1383560#

I. INTRODUCTION

The isospin interaction distinguishes between left and right1
2-spin multiplets. This observation

suggests deep connections among external and internal symmetries. The present work add
possible channel for relating nontrivially internal and external symmetries.

There have been found two minimal nontrivial extensions1,2 of the external symmetries o
special relativity usingZ43Z4-gradings and novel multiplets of integer spin. They correspon
extensions beyond the the Coleman–Mandula no-go theorem3 since some of its assumptions we
relaxed: On the one hand the novel symmetries are governed by (Z43Z4 ;q)-graded Lie groups,
with generator structure given by a (Z43Z4 ;q)-graded Lie algebra with involution. On the oth
hand, the algebraic relations combining the generators of the Poincare´ algebra and the nove
generators can be either of commutator or anticommutator type.4,1

In the present work we are going to study a more general extension involving the prev
obtained as particular cases. We aim in particular at the trefoil symmetry invo
(Z43Z4 ;q)-graded parameters, multiplets of generators of integer spin,2 with naive dimensions
in the interval@0,1#. We introduce novel generators that match naturally with the leitmotif of
previous extensions: the production of space–time translationsP(0) via the composition of three
symmetric vector charges:

vP(1) ,vP(2) ,P(3)b b;P(0) . ~1.1!

The double brackets stand forq-commutators5 respecting the grading assignments of its entri
andP(0)5(P0 ,P1 ,P2 ,P3) translation four-vector. The Lorentz generators will be written in ter
of the spin~1,0! triplet T(0) and the spin~0,1! triplet T̄(0) as presented in Ref. 1.

We will maintain all throughout this work all the conventions stated inRefs. 1 and 2. In the
first of these works we made a review on grading groups, graded parameter and grad
algebras, on the grading groups suited for extending the external symmetries of the speci
tivity. There, we constructed the so-called minimal vector clover extension, which is aZ4

3Z4 ;q)-graded extension of the Poincare´ algebra which involved only spin-1 multiplets as nov
generators. This minimal extension succeeded in producing a space–time translation thro
composition of three symmetric vector multiplets as in Eq.~1.1!. In the second refereed work th

a!Electronic mail: law@math.hawaii.edu
39470022-2488/2001/42(8)/3947/18/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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so-called minimal scalar clover extension was obtained, which can produce a space–time
lation through the composition of a symmetric vector generator and scalar generators.

We are interested now mainly in two aspects: First, we want to identify the constraints o
structure constants due to the simultaneous presence of the minimal extensions obtained
Second, we want to determine candidates for the would-be internal symmetries after a
symmetry breaking. This is actually the most appealing aim of this paper: the identificati
clues that might present more naturally the internal symmetries we observe in nature.

This work is structured in the following way. In Sec. II we study an extension involv
simultaneously the novel multiplets of generators of the previously determined minimal exten
and study the constraints arising on their structure constants. In Sec. III we discuss the int
tion of generators that could induce internal symmetries after a breaking of the graded sym
Section IV studies the introduction of scalar multiplets naively dimensionless, which are nat
candidates for would-be generators of internal symmetries after graded symmetry break
Sec. V we study the introduction of nondimensionless scalar multiplets and discuss their re
with dimensionless scalar multiplets. In Sec. VI we consider the introduction of dimensio
antisymmetric vector multiplets. In Sec. VII we review the obtained results and give the con
ing remarks.

II. MERGED EXTENSION

In analogous fashion as accomplished by supersymmetry, we are looking here for a
extension of the Poincare´ algebra in which a translation can be composed by the iteratio

further symmetry transformations. In order to produce a spin-(1
2,

1
2) class~0! space–time transla

tion multiplet P(0) we can use three spin-(1
2,

1
2) irrepsP(1) ,P(2) ,P(3) as in Eq.~1.1!, since

~ 1
2,

1
2! ^ ~ 1

2,
1
2! ^ ~ 1

2,
1
2!5~ 1

2,
1
2! % ... . ~2.1!

In order to have a nontrivial right-hand side of~1.1! we need a nontrivial result forvP( i ) ,P( j )b
with iÞ j ; i , j 51,2,3. Accordingly, such extension has to involve multiplets of generators in
right-hand side direct summation:

~ 1
2,

1
2! ^ ~ 1

2,
1
2!5~0,0! % ~1,0! % ~0,1! % ~1,1!. ~2.2!

In Ref. 1 we studied the minimal extension involving generators with representations
% (0,1) of dimension 2/3 at this point, while in Ref. 2 we studied the introduction of spin~0,0!
singlets of dimension 2/3. We study now the simultaneous introduction of both spin 1 and s
multiplets. The fist step will study the constraints on the algebraic relation:

vP( i )m ,P( j )nb5Cs~ i , j !mnE( i† j )s1Ĉs~ i , j !mnĒ( i† j )s1h r~ i , j !mnT( i† j )r1ĥ ṙ~ i , j !mnT̄( i† j ) ṙ , iÞ j .
~2.3!

Now, using the involution andq-antisymmetry, and the reality of theP( i )-irreps

vP( i )m ,P( j )nb5vP( j )n ,P( i )mb52q( j )n,(i )mvP( i )m ,P( j )nb ~2.4!

we obtain

2q( j )n,(i )mCs~ i , j !mn5Cs~ j ,i !nm5Ĉs~ i , j !mn* ,

2q( j )n,(i )mh r~ i , j !mn5h r~ j ,i !nm5ĥ ṙ~ i , j !mn* , ~2.5!

2q( j )n,(i )mĥ ṙ~ i , j !mn5ĥ ṙ~ j ,i !nm5h r~ i , j !mn* .

Consider now the Jacobi identities obtained from the tripleT(0)l , P( i )m , P( j )n :
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vT(0)l ,vP( i )m ,P( j )nb b5v vT(0)l ,P( i )mb ,P( j )nb1q(0)l ,(i )vP( i )m ,vT(0)l ,P( j )nb b . ~2.6!

Using the identities~2.3! and thes-matrices associated with the Lorentz transformations
the novel multiplets irreps, we obtain

h r~ i , j !mn~2 isT~ l ,i† j !r
nT( i† j )n!52 isP~ l ,i !m

r~Cs~ i , j !rnE( i† j )s1Ĉs~ i , j !rnĒ( i† j )s

1hn~ i , j !rnT( i† j )n1ĥ ṅ~ i , j !rnT̄( i† j )ṅ!2 iq(0)l ,(i )s
P~ l , j !n

d

3~Cs~ i , j !mdE( i† j )s1Ĉs~ i , j !mdĒ( i† j )s1hn~ i , j !mdT( i† j )n

1ĥ ṅ~ i , j !mdT̄( i† j )ṅ!.

With E( i† j )s , Ē( i† j )s , T( i† j )n , andT̄( i† j )n being linearly independent we obtain

sP~ l ,i !m
rCs~ i , j !rn1~2d l i 21!Cs~ i , j !mrsP~ l , j !n

r50,

sP~ l ,i !m
rĥ ṅ~ i , j !rn1~2d l i 21!ĥ ṅ~ i , j !mrsP~ l , j !n

r50, ~2.7!

sP~ l ,i !m
rhn~ i , j !rn1~2d l i 21!hn~ i , j !mrsP~ l , j !n

r5h r~ i , j !mnsT~ l ,i† j !r
n .

In analogous fashion, for the tripleT̄(0)l , P( i )m , P( j )n we obtain further equations:

s̄P~ l ,i !r
mCs~ i , j !rn1~2d l j 21!Cs~ i , j !mrs̄P~ l , j !r

n50,

s̄P~ l ,i !r
mhn~ i , j !rn1~2d l j 21!hn~ i , j !mrs̄P~ l , j !r

n50, ~2.8!

s̄P~ l , j !r
nĥ ṅ~ i , j !mr1~2d l j 21!ĥ ṅ~ i , j !rns̄P~ l ,i !r

m5ĥ ṙ~ i , j !mns̄ T̄~ l ,i† j ! ṅ
ṙ .

We observe that these equations do not differ from those obtained for theC- andh-arrays at
this step in the previously obtained minimal extensions,1,2 hence fori jk P$213,321,132%:

C0~ i , j !5ck0F 0 0 1 0

0 i 0 0

0 0 0 i

1 0 0 0

G , ~2.9!

h1~ i , j !5akF 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 21 0 0

0 0 1 0

G , h2~ i , j !5akF 0 i 0 0

0 0 1 0

2 i 0 0 0

0 0 0 21

G ,

~2.10!

h3~ i , j !5akF 0 0 0 i

i 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

G .

The further matrices are obtained using~2.5!.
We are now ready to go to the second step of our extension. Since we want~1.1! to hold, we

have two ways for arriving at this stage—through the singletsE or through the tripletsT:

vE( f )s ,P( l )mb5d f lSs~ l !m
n P(0)n , ~2.11!
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vĒ( f )s ,P( l )mb5d f l Ŝs~ l !m
n P(0)n , ~2.12!

vT(k)r ,P( l )mb5dklKr~ l !m
n P(0)n , ~2.13!

v T̄(k)r ,P( l )mb5dklK̂ r~ l !m
n P(0)n . ~2.14!

From the properties of involution andq-anticommutation it follows

Ŝs~ l !m
n 52q( l )s,(l )mSs~ l !m

n * , ~2.15!

K̂r~ l !m
n 52q( l )r ,(l )mKr~ l !m

n * . ~2.16!

From the triplesT(0)l , E(k)s , P(k)m and T̄(0)l , E(k)s , P(k)m and their corresponding Jacob
identities we obtain

Ss~k!m
n sP~ l ,0!n

r5~2d lk21!sP~ l ,k!m
dSs~k!d

r ,
~2.17!

Ss~k!m
n s̄P~ l ,0!r

n5s̄P~ l ,k!d
mSs~k!d

r .

From the triplesT(0)l , T(k) j , P(k)m and T̄(0)l , T(k) j , P(k)m we obtain

K j~k!m
n s̄P~ l ,0!r

n5s̄P~ l ,k!n
mK j~k!n

r , ~2.18!

K j~k!m
n sP~ l ,0!n

r5~2d lk21!sP~ l ,k!m
nK j~k!n

r1sT~ l ,k! j
mKm~k!m

r . ~2.19!

We observe that the obtained equations coincide with the constraints for theS- andK-arrays at this
step in the previously obtained minimal extensions,1,2 hence we have

Si~k!50 ; iÞ0, ~2.20!

S0~1!5s10F 0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 2 i

0 0 i 0

G , S0~2!5s20F 0 0 1 0

1 0 0 0

0 2 i 0 0

0 0 0 2 i

G ,

~2.21!

S0~3!5s30F 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

0 0 2 i 0

0 i 0 0

G ,
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K1~1!5b1F 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

G , K2~1!5b1F 0 0 0 i

0 0 1 0

0 21 0 0

i 0 0 0

G ,

K3~1!5b1F 0 0 2 i 0

0 0 0 1

2 i 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

G ,

K1~2!5b2F 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

0 1 0 0

G , K2~2!5b2F 0 i 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 21 0

i 0 0 0

G ,

~2.22!

K3~2!5b2F 0 0 0 2 i

0 1 0 0

2 i 0 0 0

0 0 21 0

G ,

K1~3!5b3F 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

G , K2~3!5b3F 0 0 i 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 21

i 0 0 0

G ,

K3~3!5b3F 0 2 i 0 0

0 0 1 0

2 i 0 0 0

0 0 0 21

G .

The Ŝ- and K̂-matrices are obtained using~2.15! and ~2.16!. We are now ready to go to the las
consistency condition. We use the tripletP(1)r , P(2)m , P(3)n and the corresponding Jacobi identi
to obtain:

05q(1)r,(2)m1(3)nh r~2,3!mnKr~1!r
s1q(2)m,(3)nh r* ~2,3!mnKr* ~1!r

s

1q(1)r,(2)m1(3)nCd~2,3!mnSd~1!r
s1h r~1,2!rmKr~3!n

s

1q(1)r,(2)m1(3)nq(2)m,(3)nh r* ~1,2!rmKr* ~3!n
s1Cd~1,2!rmSd~3!n

s

1q(1)r1(2)m,(3)nh r~3,1!nrKr~2!m
s1q(1)r,(2)mh r* ~3,1!nrKr* ~2!m

s

1q(1)r1(2)m,(3)nCd~3,1!nrSd~2!m
s . ~2.23!

From theq-application of the (Z43Z4 ;q) group grading,4,1 we have
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q(2)m,(3)n5q(3)m,(1)n5q(1)m,(2)n5F i 2 i 2 i i

2 i i i 2 i

i 2 i 2 i i

2 i i i 2 i

G
mn

. ~2.24!

Equations~2.23! and ~2.24! lead to the following set of independent constraints:

a1b11a2b21a3b31 i~a1* b1* 1a2* b2* 1a3* b3* !50, ~2.25!

c10s102 ic10* s10* 5a2b22 ia2* b2* 2a3b31 ia3* b3* , ~2.26!

c20s202 ic20* s20* 5a3b32 ia3* b3* 2a1b11 ia1* b1* , ~2.27!

c30s302 ic30* s30* 5a1b12 ia1* b1* 2a2b21 ia2* b2* . ~2.28!

Adding the last three constraints we obtain

c10s101c20s201c30s302 i~c10* s10* 1c20* s20* 1c30* s30* !50. ~2.29!

The constraints~2.25!–~2.28! can be parametrized in the following way;

a1b12 ia1* b1* 5 1
3~3r 02r 21r 3!~12 i!, ~2.30!

a2b22 ia2* b2* 5 1
3~3r 02r 31r 1!~12 i!, ~2.31!

a3b32 ia3* b3* 5 1
3~3r 02r 11r 2!~12 i!, ~2.32!

c10s102 ic10* s10* 5r 1~12 i!, ~2.33!

c20s202 ic20* s20* 5r 2~12 i!, ~2.34!

c30s302 ic30* s30* 5r 3~12 i!, ~2.35!

r 11r 21r 350, r 0 ,r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3PR. ~2.36!

These constraints show that we have actually choices of structure constants that go bey
naive superposition of the two minimal extensions in Refs. 1 and 2. It is easy to get convince
the presence of scalar fields can lead to an apparent asymmetry among the structure c
associated with the three classes~1!, ~2!, and~3! unless we taker 15r 25r 350. This suggests tha
we can exhibit a particular choice of structure constants that maintain the symmetry amo
three novel families, which is exactly a superposition of the particular choices presented
minimal extensions:1,2

aj5a, bj5b~12 i!, a,bPR\$0%, j 51,2,3. ~2.37!

cj 05c, sj 05s~11 i!, c,sPR\$0%, j 51,2,3. ~2.38!

We observe that although the scalar fields are not strictly necessary for a consistent alg
extension with a nontrivial generation of a space–time translation via~1.1!, they can be involved
without introducing any asymmetry between the novel classes, and therefore without introd
any anisotropy or inhomogeneity. In future stages of this research the presence of the scala
might be relevant for the cancellation of anomalies or for obtaining would-be internal symme
As already noticed in Refs. 1 and 2, since the scalar fields can be consistently excluded fr
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extension and the novel scalar generatorsq-commute with the space–time translations thenthe
merged extension does not correspond to any cumbersome deformation of the conforma
sion.

We can picture the structure of the merged extension in the diagram given in Table I
latter comment is in order about the obtained extension. The elements of the groupZ43Z4 are
used as indices for generators in the following way: Each index of the classes~1!, ~2!, and~3! has
been used three times. In the class~0! all the indices have been used three times except the ne
index (0)0 which was used just once. We observe also that the antisymmetric vectorsT( j ) , T̄( j ) for
j 51,2,3 are accompanied by a couple of scalarsE( j )0 , Ē( j )0 also of dimension 2/3. The dimen
sionless antisymmetric vectorT(0) , T̄(0) might have an associated complex couple of sca
G(0)0, Ḡ(0)0. This question will be answered in Sec. IV.

III. SEARCHING FOR CANDIDATES FOR INTERNAL SYMMETRIES

We now turn the attention to the inclusion of further generators to the extension previ
obtained. We recognize different candidates for the would-be internal symmetry generato
haps after some sort of graded symmetry breaking~analogous to supersymmetry breaking!:

~1! the dimensionless scalar generators,
~2! the nondimensionless scalar generators,
~3! invariant forms of nonscalar generators~such asT( i )1T( i )12T( i )2T( i )22T( i )3T( i )3 ; i 51,2,3!

that might survive as symmetry generators after graded symmetry breaking.

We will investigate in Sec. IV the introduction of scalar dimensionless singletsG(r)m , where
r,m50,1,2,3. We will ask in Sec. V for the introduction of nondimensionless scalar ce
chargesZ(r)m , where r,m50,1,2,3. In Sec. VI we ask for the introduction of dimensionle
antisymmetric vectorsT( i ) and T̄( i ) . This will finish our survey of enhancements of the obtain
extension.

IV. DIMENSIONLESS SCALAR GENERATORS

Particular interest is paid to the dimensionless scalar generators since they are naiv
most expedite candidates for internal symmetry generators perhaps after some sort of
symmetry breaking. We introduce scalar dimensionless singletsG(r)m , wherer,m50,1,2,3 and
we will select the ones which are effectively nontrivially connected to the extension obtain
Sec. III.

TABLE I. Structure of the merged extension.j 51,2,3; m50,1,2,3.

Spin

~
1
2,

1
2!

~1,0! – – – – – – – – – – – – ~0,1!
Naive dim ~0,0!

1 P(0)m

– – – – – – – – – – – –

2/3 T(1) j ,T(2) j ,T(3) j – – – – – – – – – – – - T̄(1) j ,T̄(2) j ,T̄(3) j

E(1)0 ,E(2)0 ,E(3)0 ,Ē(1)0 ,Ē(2)0 ,Ē(3)0 ,

P(1)m ,P(2)m ,P(3)m

1/3 – – – – – – – – – – – –

0 T(0) j – – – – – – – – – – – – T̄(0) j
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The generatorsG(r)m have trivialq-commutation relations with the Lorentz generators, sin
they are scalar. If these scalar generators have nontrivialq-commutation relations with the men
tioned extension, they have nontrivial relations with the multipletsP( i ) ; i 51,2,3, sinceall the
novel generators of the extension as well as the space–time translations are obtained fr
composition of the multipletsP( i ) .

We expect that the multipletsP( i ) ; i 51,2,3 might constitute representations of the subgro
built by the novel scalar singlets. These scalars satisfy theq-commutation relations

vG(r)m ,G(s)nb52 izm~r,s!n
kG(r†s)k . ~4.1!

The structure constants build up the adjoint representation, hence the matrix

DG~G(r)m!52 izm~r,s! tr ~4.2!

constitutes a representationDG of the generatorG(r)m . Now, the multipletsP( i ) ; i 51,2,3 build
up representations of the group generated byG(r)m . We should have

vG(r)m ,P( i )nb52 iLm~r,i !n
sP(r†i )s . ~4.3!

Using the Jacobi identities associated with the triplesG(r)m , G(a)j , P( j )n , we obtain

Lm~r,a† j ! trLj~a, j ! tr2q(r)m,(a)jLj~a,r† j ! trLm~r, j ! tr5zm~r,a!j
kLk~r†a, j ! tr. ~4.4!

Hence,2 iLm(r,i ) tr constitutes a representationDP of the algebra generated byG(r)m :

DP~G(r)m!52 iLm~r,i ! tr. ~4.5!

Using the Jacobi identity associated with the triplesT(0)r , G(r)m , P( i )n andT̄(0)r , G(r)m , P( i )n we
obtain, respectively, form50,1,2,3:

Lm~0,i !5 l ~0i !0F i 0 0 0

0 i 0 0

0 0 i 0

0 0 0 i

G , l ~0i !1F 0 i 0 0

i 0 0 0

0 0 0 21

0 0 1 0

G ,

~4.6!

l ~0i !2F 0 0 i 0

0 0 0 1

i 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

G , l ~0i !3F 0 0 0 i

0 0 21 0

0 1 0 0

i 0 0 0

G .

For (i , j )P$12,23,31% we obtain, respectively, form50,1,2,3:

Lm~ i , j !5 l ~ i j !0F 0 i 0 0

0 0 21 0

2 i 0 0 0

0 0 0 21

G , l ~ i j !1F 0 0 0 i

2 i 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

G ,

~4.7!

l ~ i j !2F 0 0 i 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 21

i 0 0 0

G , l ~ i j !3F i 0 0 0

0 0 0 2 i

0 2 i 0 0

0 0 i 0

G ,
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Lm~ j ,i !5 l ~ j i !0F 0 i 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

2 i 0 0 0

G , l ~ j i !1F 0 0 i 0

2 i 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

0 0 0 21

G ,

~4.8!

l ~ j i !2F i 0 0 0

0 0 2 i 0

0 0 0 i

0 2 i 0 0

G , l ~ j i !3F 0 0 0 i

0 21 0 0

i 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

G .

We will study first the compatibility of this group structureG(r)m with the tripletsT( i ) andT̄( i ) and
afterwards we study the compatibility with the scalar singletsE(a)j . Since the tripletsT( i ) andT̄( i )

are obtained by the composition of multipletsP( i ) , we expect that the tripletsT( i ) and T̄( i )

constitute representations of the algebra generated byG(r)m :

vG(r)m ,T( i )ab52 itm~r,i !a
bT(r†i )b , ~4.9!

vG(r)m ,T̄( i )ab52 it̂m~r,i !b
aT̄(r†i )b . ~4.10!

Using the Jacobi identity for the triplesT( l )c , G(r)m , T̄(k)a we obtain, respectively, form
50,1,2,3:

tm~0,1!5t~01!0F i 0 0

0 i 0

0 0 i
G , t~01!1F 0 0 0

0 0 21

0 1 0
G ,

~4.11!

t~01!2F 0 0 1

0 0 0

21 0 0
G , t~01!3F 0 21 0

1 0 0

0 0 0
G ,

tm~0,2!5t~02!0F i 0 0

0 i 0

0 0 i
G , t~02!1F 0 21 0

1 0 0

0 0 0
G ,

~4.12!

t~02!2F 0 0 0

0 0 21

0 1 0
G , t~02!3F 0 0 1

0 0 0

21 0 0
G ,

tm~0,3!5t~03!0F i 0 0

0 i 0

0 0 i
G , t~03!1F 0 0 1

0 0 0

21 0 0
G ,

~4.13!

t~03!2F 0 21 0

1 0 0

0 0 0
G , t~03!3F 0 0 0

0 0 21

0 1 0
G .

For (i j )P$12,23,31%:
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tm~ i , j !5t~ i j !0F 0 21 0

0 0 0

0 0 21
G , t~ i j !1F 0 0 0

0 1 0

21 0 0
G ,

~4.14!

t~ i j !2F 1 0 0

0 0 21

0 0 0
G , t~ i j !3F 0 0 2 i

2 i 0 0

0 i 0
G ,

tm~ j ,i !5t~ j i !0F 0 0 1

0 1 0

0 0 0
G , t~ j i !1F 0 0 0

21 0 0

0 0 21
G ,

~4.15!

t~ j i !2F 0 2 i 0

0 0 i

2 i 0 0
G , t~ j i !3F 21 0 0

0 0 0

0 1 0
G .

Observe that these results are analogous to the down-right 333 submatrices of the corre
spondingLm matrices in Eqs.~4.6!–~4.8!. Using the identity~2.3! we obtain for the Jacob
identity associated with the tripleG(r)m , P( i )m , P( j )n the constraints

Ls~r,i !m
lh r~r†i , j !ln2q(r)s,(i )mh r~ i , j †r!mlLs~r, j !n

l5hs~ i , j !mnts~r,i† j !s
r , ~4.16!

Ls~r,i !m
lĥ r~r†i , j !ln2q(r)s,(i )mĥ r~ i , j †r!mlLs~r, j !n

l5ĥs~ i , j !mnt̂s~r,i† j !s
r . ~4.17!

From ~4.16! we obtain the independent constraints

l ~01!01 l ~02!05t~03!0 ,

l ~02!01 l ~03!05t~01!0 , ~4.18!

l ~03!01 l ~01!05t~02!0 ,

l ~01!152 l ~02!152 l ~03!1 ,

l ~01!252 l ~02!25 l ~03!2 , ~4.19!

l ~01!35 l ~02!352 l ~03!3 ,

t~0i ! j50; for i , j 51,2,3, ~4.20!

l ~12!s5 l ~23!s5 l ~31!s50 for sÞ2,
~4.21!

l ~21!s5 l ~32!s5 l ~13!s50 for sÞ3,

t~12!s5t~23!s5t~31!s50 for sÞ3,
~4.22!

t~21!s5t~32!s5t~13!s50 for sÞ2,
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a2l ~12!25a3t~13!2 ,

a3l ~23!25a1t~21!2 , ~4.23!

a1l ~31!25a2t~32!2 ,

a3l ~13!35a2t~12!3 ,

a1l ~21!35a3t~23!3 , ~4.24!

a2l ~32!35a1t~31!3 .

Now using Eqs.~2.12! and~2.14! and the Jacobi identities for the tripleG(r)s , T(k) j , P( l )m we
obtain the constraint

ts~r,k! j
ndr†k,lKn~ l !m

r 1q(r)s,(k) jLs~r,l !m
ndr†l ,kK j~k!n

r 50, ~4.25!

where weassumedthatP(0) should be a invariant~q-commute! under the algebra generated by t
G(r)s according to an extrapolation of Coleman–Mandula theorem.~This is strictly a part of this
theorem for the chargesG(0)s!. From the constraints~4.25! we obtain

t~0i !052 l ~0i !0 ; for i 51,2,3, ~4.26!

bj l ~0i ! j5t~0i ! j50 for i , j 51,2,3, ~4.27!

b3l ~12!252b2t~13!2 ,

b1l ~23!252b3t~21!2 , ~4.28!

b2l ~31!252b1t~32!2 ,

b2l ~13!252b3t~12!3 ,

b3l ~21!252b1t~23!3 , ~4.29!

b1l ~32!252b2t~31!3 .

From Eqs.~4.18!–~4.24! and ~4.26!–~4.29! we obtain, for a nontrivial extension withaibi

Þ0; i 51,2,3, the result:

l ~ i j !r5t~ i j !r50, i , j 51,2,3, iÞ j , r50,1,2,3, ~4.30!

l ~0 j !k50, j ,k51,2,3. ~4.31!

Hence, the only scalar dimensionless charge nontrivially related to the self-bosonic extensio
T( i ) (T̄( i )) triplets is just the singletG(0)0 (Ḡ(0)0). The nontrivial coupling constants associat
with the surviving scalar dimensionless complex chargeG(0)0 satisfy

l ~01!01 l ~02!01 l ~03!050, ~4.32!

t~0i !052 l ~0i !0 , i 51,2,3. ~4.33!

Hence, we can think on the chargeG(0)0 as an additive charge. The resulting relations

vG(0)0,P( i )nb5 l ~0i !0P( i )n , ~4.34!

vG(0)0,T(k)ab52 l ~0k!0T(k)a , ~4.35!

vG(0)0,T̄(k)ab52 l ~0k!0T̄(k)a , ~4.36!
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indicate just that according to relation~1.1!, the charge ofP(0) is vanishing as it was required
Now, the chargeG(0)0 is complexG(0)05ReG(0)01i Im G(0)0, and in terms of its component
~4.34!–~4.36! read

vReG(0)0,P( i )nb5 i Im~ l ~0i !0!P( i )n ,
~4.37!

v Im G(0)0,P( i )nb52 i Re~ l ~0i !0!P( i )n ,

vReG(0)0,T(k)ab52 i Im~ l ~0k!0!T(k)a ,
~4.38!

v Im G(0)0,T(k)ab5 i Re~ l ~0k!0!T(k)a ,

vReG(0)0,T̄(k)ab52 i Im~ l ~0k!0!T̄(k)a ,
~4.39!

v Im G(0)0,T̄(k)ab5 i Re~ l ~0k!0!T̄(k)a .

We now consider the introduction ofG(r)m generators in the presence ofP( i ) and E(a)0

multiplets. We expect that according to~2.3! and ~2.10! we have

vG(r)m ,E(a)0b52 iem~r,a!E(r†a)0 . ~4.40!

Using Eq.~2.3! and the Jacobi identity for the tripleG(r)m , P( i )s , P( j )n we obtain

C0~ i , j !snem~r,i† j !5Lm~r,i !s
t C0~ i†r, j !tn1q(r)m,(i )sC0~ i ,r† j !svLm~r, j !n

v . ~4.41!

Again, we obtain nontrivial relations only for the complex singletG(0)0:

vG(0)0,E(k)0b52 l ~0k!0E(k)0 , ~4.42!

vG(0)0,Ē(k)0b52 l ~0k!0Ē(k)0 , ~4.43!

which in terms of its components read

vReG(0)0,E(k)0b52 i Im~ l ~0k!0!E(k)0 ,
~4.44!

v Im G(0)0,E(k)0b5 i Re~ l ~0k!0!E(k)0 ,

vReG(0)0,Ē(k)0b52 i Im~ l ~0k!0!Ē(k)0 ,
~4.45!

v Im G(0)0,Ē(k)0b5 i Re~ l ~0k!0!Ē(k)0 .

We can now give an explicit and particular choice of the charges Iml(0i)0 and Rel(0i)0 that
maintains the symmetries among the multipletsP(1) , P(2) , P(3) . We can adopt for the values o
l (0i )0 three complex numbers symmetrically oriented in the complex plane:

l ~01!05 l , l ~02!05 lei2p/3, l ~03!05 lei4p/3, l PR. ~4.46!

We observe that the relations~4.34! and~4.45! could be interpreted as presenting ReG(0)0 and
Im G(0)0 as a sort of U~1!-generators. The chargesG(0)0 and Ḡ(0)0 swap under involution. It is,
nevertheless, not excluded that these generators might have nontrivial relations with further
charges. From relation~4.5! we conclude that this scalar charges commute among them. In
ticular

vReG(0)0,Im G(0)0b50. ~4.47!
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A more explicit role of these scalar charges might be exhibited when introducing graded s
charges for instance. We discuss possible interpretations of the novel scalar charges in
section.

We observe that only the scalar chargesG(0)0, Ḡ(0)0 provide an authentic further enhanc
ment of the merged extension obtained in the Sec. III. The structure of the obtained exten
presented graphically in Table II below, this extension will be called thefull clover extension. The
usage of the grading group elements for this symmetry presents a truly democratic pattern
group element inZ43Z4 is used as generator index three times, and there is the same numbe
representations~multiplets of generators! in each class.

V. CENTRAL CHARGES

We consider first extra scalar chargesZ(k)n , with k51,2,3; m50,1,2,3 produced by the
combination of the multipletsP(1) , P(2) , P(3) :

vP( i )m ,P( j )nb5Cs~ i , j !mnE( i† j )s1Ĉs~ i , j !mnĒ( i† j )s1h r~ i , j !mnT( i† j )r1ĥ ṙ~ i , j !mnT̄( i† j ) ṙ

1Ds~ i , j !mnZ( i† j )s1D̂s~ i , j !mnZ̄( i† j )s , iÞ j . ~5.1!

Using relation~2.4!, we obtain

2q( j )n,(i )mDs~ i , j !mn5Ds~ j ,i !nm5D̂s~ i , j !mn* . ~5.2!

Using the Jacobi identities for the tripleT(0)l , P( i )m , P( j )n and the tripleT̄(0)l , P( i )m , P( j )n

we obtain

sP~ l ,i !m
r Ds~ i , j !rn1~2d l i 21!Ds~ i , j !mrsP~ l , j !n

r50, ~5.3!

s̄P~ l ,i !r
mDs~ i , j !rn1~2d l j 21!Ds~ i , j !mrs̄P~ l , j !r

n50. ~5.4!

The grading structure determines the allowed textures for the arraysDs( i , j ), D̂s( i , j ). From
Eqs.~5.2!–~5.4! for i jk P$123,231,312%, we obtain:

TABLE II. Full clover extension.j 51,2,3; m50,1,2,3.

Spin

~
1
2,

1
2!

~1,0! – – – – – – – – – – – – ~0,1!
Naive dim ~0,0!

P(0)m

1 – – – – – – – – – – – -

2/3 T(1) j ,T(2) j ,T(3) j – – – – – – – – – – – – T̄(1) j ,T̄(2) j ,T̄(3) j

E(1)0 ,E(2)0 ,E(3)0 ,Ē(1)0 ,Ē(2)0 ,Ē(3)0 ,

P(1)m ,P(2)m ,P(3)m

1/3 – – – –

0 T(0) j – – – – – – – – – – – – T̄(0) j

G(0)0 ,Ḡ(0)0
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D0~ i , j !5dk0F 0 0 1 0

0 i 0 0

0 0 0 i

1 0 0 0

G , D1~ i , j !5dk1F 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 21

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

G ,

~5.5!

D2~ i , j !5dk2F 0 1 0 0

0 0 2 i 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 2 i

G , D3~ i , j !5dk3F 0 0 0 1

21 0 0 0

0 0 2 i 0

0 i 0 0

G .

The further matrices are obtained using~5.2!.
The central chargesZ(k)n ,Z̄(k)n q-commute with all the generators of the clover extens

obtained in Sec. II since the scalars that have nontrivial relations have been taken into acco
the scalar couplesE( j )0 ,Ē( j )0 . Therefore their name of central charges:

vZ(k)n ,Yb50, v Z̄(k)n ,Yb50,
~5.6!

;Y5P(m)n ,T(m) j ,T̄(m) j ,E( j )0 ,Ē( j )0 , m,n50,1,2,3, j ,k51,2,3.

Nevertheless, under the presence of the dimensionless scalarsG(0)0,Ḡ(0)0 introduced in Sec. IV,
these central charges acquire some nontrivialq-commutation relations:

vG(0)0,Z(k)nb52 l ~0k!0Z(k)n , ~5.7!

vG(0)0,Z̄(k)nb52 l ~0k!0Z̄(k)n , k51,2,3. ~5.8!

The production of a scalar singletsZ(0)m , with m50,1,2,3 is considered when we compo
repeatedP( i ) charges:

vP( i )m ,P( i )nb5Ds~ i ,i !mnZ(0)s1D̂s~ i ,i !mnZ̄(0)s . ~5.9!

We do not consider spin~1,0! and spin~0,1! multiplets of class~0! in ~5.9! since they are
excluded by the Coleman–Mandula theorem. We observe that the introduction of the scalaZ(0)m

endanger the interpretation of theP( i ) charges as translations in the novel four-dimensional n
commutative manifolds. From the Jacobi identities we obtain equations identical to~5.3! and~5.4!
with i 5 j , whose solutions are

D0~ i ,i !5d̄i0F 0 1 0 0

21 0 0 0

0 0 0 2 i

0 0 i 0

G , D1~ i ,i !5d̄i1F 1 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

G ,

~5.10!

D2~ i ,i !5d̄i2F 0 0 0 1

0 0 i 0

0 i 0 0

1 0 0 0

G , D3~ i ,i !5d̄i3F 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 2 i

1 0 0 0

0 2 i 0 0

G .

The further matrices are obtained using~5.2!.
The central chargesZ(0)n , Z̄(k)n alsoq-commute with all the generators of the merged ext

sion obtained in Sec. II:
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vZ(0)n ,Yb50, v Z̄(0)n ,Yb50,
~5.11!

;Y5P(m)n ,T(m) j ,T̄(m) j ,E( j )0 ,Ē( j )0 , m,n50,1,2,3,j 51,2,3.

Nevertheless, under the presence of the dimensionless scalarsG(0)0, Ḡ(0)0 introduced in Sec. IV,
the central chargesZ(0)n , Z̄(0)n for Dm( i ,i ) nonvanishing form50,1,2,3;i 51,2,3 imply:

vG(0)0,Z(0)nb52 l ~0i !0Z(0)n , ~5.12!

vG(0)0,Z̄(0)nb52 l ~0i !0Z̄(0)n , ~5.13!

2 l ~01!052 l ~02!052 l ~03!050. ~5.14!

In order to circumvent this fact, we could introduce central chargesZ(0)n
i with i 51,2,3 in Eq.

~5.9! instead of the chargesZ(0)n . In this case, Eqs.~5.12! and~5.13! for Z(0)n
i instead ofZ(0)n do

not lead to Eq.~5.14!.
We conclude this section observing that it is possible to introduce central chargesZ(k)n , Z̄(k)n

with k51,2,3; n50,1,2,3 and central chargesZ(0)n
i , Z̄(0)n

i with i 51,2,3; m50,1,2,3 of naive
dimension 2/3 in the enhanced merged extension of Sec. IV. Nevertheless, we do not recog
far a systematic in the usage of group grading indices by such central charges~at least as clear a
it was obtained by the enhanced merged extension!. The presence of the central chargesZ(0)n

i

would damage the interpretation of the chargesP( i )m as translations in flat noncommutative fou
dimensional manifolds. The role of the central charges might become clear when studying
versions of these symmetries toward novel gravity models.

VI. DIMENSIONLESS ANTISYMMETRIC VECTORS

We can also consider the introduction of dimensionless tripletsT( i ) andT̄( i ) of spin ~1,0! and
spin ~0,1!, respectively, such that they satisfy relations of the sort:

vT( f ) i ,T(g) j b5Sk~ f ,g! i j T( f †g)k .

Using theq-commutativity property we have

2q( f ) j ,(g)kS
l~g, f !k j5S l~ f ,g! jk .

After considering the necessary Jacobi identities associated with the tripleT(0)i , T( f ) j , T(g)k we
obtain

S l~ f ,g!sT~ i ,h! l
n5sT~ i , f !Sn~ f ,g!1q(0)i ,( f ) jS

n~ f ,g!sT~ i ,g! tr. ~6.1!

Solving the equations above we obtain that there are no nontrivial connections betwe
proposed dimensionless antisymmetric vector generators:

Sk~ f ,g! i j 50, ; i , j ,k, f ,g51,2,3.

Hence, there is no place for extra dimensionless antisymmetric vectors.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have completed the construction of a very particular type of graded Lie algebraic e
sion of the Poincare´ algebra with involution. The obtained trefoil symmetry is
(Z43Z4 ;q)-graded extension with multiplets of generators of spin,2 which belong to what has
been called clover extensions. The obtained extension will be called thefull clover extension, or
simply theclover extension. It includes as particular cases the minimal vector clover extension
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the minimal scalar clover extension~also with dimensionless scalars!. The clover extension cor
responds to what would beN51 supersymmetry for theZ2-supergradings. Replication of th
clover extensions can also be considered but lie outside of the scope of the present work.

The Poincare´ algebra:

vT(0)i ,T(0) j b5 ie i jkT(0)k , vT(0)i ,T̄(0) j b50, v T̄(0)i ,T̄(0) j b5 ie i jk T̄(0)k ,

vT(0)i ,P(o)nb52 isP~ i ,0!n
rP(0)r , v T̄(0)i ,P(0)nb52 iq(0)i ,(0)nP(0)rs̄P~ i ,0!r

n , ~7.1!

vP(0)m ,P(0)nb50,

for which theq-commutators coincide with commutators, extends forf ,i , j ,k,l 51,2,3 through the
full clover extension:

vT(0)i ,P( f )nb52 isP~ i , f !n
rP( f )r , v T̄(0)i ,P( f )nb52 iq(0)i ,( f )nP( f )rs̄P~ i , f !r

n ,
~7.2!

vT(0)i ,T( f )sb52 isT~ i , f !s
tT( f )t , v T̄(0)i ,T( f )sb50,

vT(0)i ,T̄( f ) ṡb50, v T̄(0)i ,T̄( f ) ṡb52 iq(0)i ,( f )sT̄( f ) ṫs̄
T̄~ i , f ! ṫ

ṡ , ~7.3!

vT(0)i ,E( f )0b50, v T̄(0)i ,E( f )0b50, ~7.4!

vT(0)i ,Ē( f )0b50, v T̄(0)i ,Ē( f )0b50, ~7.5!

vT(0)i ,G(0)0b50, v T̄(0)i ,G(0)0b50, ~7.6!

vT(0)i ,Ḡ(0)0b50, v T̄(0)i ,Ḡ(0)0b50, ~7.7!

vP(0)m ,P( f )nb50, ~7.8!

vP(0)m ,T( f )tb50, vP(0)m ,T̄( f )sb50, ~7.9!

vP(0)m ,E( f )0b50, vP(0)m ,Ē( f )0b50, ~7.10!

vP(0)m ,G(0)0b50, vP(0)m ,Ḡ(0)0b50, ~7.11!

vT( i )s ,T( j )tb50, vT( i )s ,T̄( j ) ṫb50, v T̄( i ) ṡ ,T̄( j ) ṫb50, ~7.12!

vE( i )0 ,E( j )0b50, vE( i )0 ,Ē( j )0b50, vĒ( i )0 ,Ē( j )0b50, ~7.13!

vT( i )s ,E( j )0b50, vT( i )s ,Ē( j )0b50, ~7.14!

v T̄( i ) ṡ ,E( j )0b50, v T̄( i ) ṡ ,Ē( j )0b50, ~7.15!

vP( f )m ,P( f )nb50, ~7.16!

vP( i )m ,P( j )nb5Cs~ i , j !mnE( i† j )s1Ĉs~ i , j !mnĒ( i† j )s1h r~ i , j !mnT( i† j )r1ĥ ṙ~ i , j !mnT̄( i† j ) ṙ , iÞ j
~7.17!

vT(k)r ,P( l )mb5dklKr~ l !m
n P(0)n , ~7.18!
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v T̄(k) ṙ ,P( l )mb5dklK̂ ṙ~ l !m
n P(0)n . ~7.19!

vE( f )s ,P( l )mb5d f lSs~ l !m
n P(0)n , ~7.20!

vĒ( f )s ,P( l )mb5d f l Ŝs~ l !m
n P(0)n , ~7.21!

vG(0)0,Ḡ(0)0b50, ~7.22!

vG(0)0,P( i )nb5 l ~0i !0P( i )n , vḠ(0)0,P( i )nb52 l ~0i !0* P( i )n , ~7.23!

vG(0)0,T(k)ab52 l ~0k!0T(k)a , vḠ(0)0,T(k)ab5 l ~0k!0* T(k)a , ~7.24!

vG(0)0,T̄(k)ab52 l ~0k!0T̄(k)a , vḠ(0)0,T̄(k)ab5 l ~0k!0* T̄(k)a . ~7.25!

Thes-matrices associated with the different spin representations were given in Ref. 1 Th-
andC-matrices are given in~2.9! and~2.10!. TheK- andS-matrices are given in~2.21! and~2.22!.
These matrices are constrained by the conditions~2.25!–~2.28!, or equivalently to the constraint
~2.30!–~2.36!. A particular choice respecting the symmetry among the novel classes is give
~2.37! and~2.38!. Thel -structure constants fulfill the constraint~4.32!. A particular choice respect
ing the symmetry among the novel classes is given in~4.46!. The obtained constraints on th
structure constants reveal that no anisotropy or inhumogeneity should be introduced to the
time through this extension since there are particular choices of the structure constants tha
tain the profound symmetry behind the three novel classes.

The naive dimensions and spin representations of the full clover extension are pre
diagramatically in Table II. This extension has 48 generators, three for each one of the 16 ele
of the grading groupZ43Z4 . Both the minimal vector clover extension and the full clover exte
sion make a democratic usage of the grading indices.

In the full clover extension each class has exactly a couple~conjugate pair! of scalar singlets,
a symmetric vector and a couple~conjugate pair! of antisymmetric vectors. This structure gives
taste of what could be the structure of graded superfields. The minimal vector clover exte
exhibits what might be a constrained version of such graded superfields, each class involvin
a symmetric vector and a couple~conjugate pair! of antisymmetric vectors. The same type
comment might be done for the minimal scalar clover extension. We observe already
relation among vector and scalar multiplets is suggested, whose relevance for a relation
gauge and Higgs fields is discussed in a forthcomming publication.

Since the product of each generator by its corresponding graded parameter builds
algebra generator, we might inquire about which could be the Lie algebra and Lie groups a
ated with the presented extensions. The full clover extension has 48 generators, so it m
related to the Lie algebrasA6 (u(7),su(7),su(p,q) for p1q57, sl(7,R)) or with sl(5,C). The
minimal vector clover extension enhanced with the two dimensionless scalars is a subalge
dimension 42, so it might be related to the Lie algebrasso(7,C),o(7,C) or sp(3,C). The minimal
vector clover extension with dimension 40 has the same dimension of the supergraded d
algebraosp(5u4), but there the space–time translations no longer commute, while here the
The minimal scalar clover extension enhanced with the two dimensionless scalars has dim
30, so it might be related to the Lie algebrasl(4,C). The minimal scalar clover extension ha
dimension 28, so it might be related to the Lie algebrasD4(o(8),so(8),so(p,q) for p1q
58,so* (8)) or so(6,C),o(6,C).

The introduction of central charges has also been addressed, although all scalar charge
full clover extension might be seen as central charges as well. In particular we consider
introduction of scalar chargesZ(k)n ,Z̄(k)n with k51,2,3; n50,1,2,3 andZ(0)n

i , Z̄(0)n
i with i

51,2,3; m50,1,2,3 of naive dimension 2/3, by replacing relations~7.16! and ~7.17! with
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vP( i )m ,P( i )nb5Ds~ i ,i !mnZ(0)s
i 1D̂s~ i ,i !mnZ̄(0)s

i , ~7.26!

vP( i )m ,P( j )nb5Cs~ i , j !mnE( i† j )s1Ĉs~ i , j !mnĒ( i† j )s1h r~ i , j !mnT( i† j )r1ĥ ṙ~ i , j !mnT̄( i† j ) ṙ

1Ds~ i , j !mnZ( i† j )s1D̂s~ i , j !mnZ̄( i† j )s , iÞ j , ~7.27!

where theD-matrices are given in~5.5! and~5.10!. These central chargesq-commute with all the
generators of the full clover extension with the exception of the dimensionless scalars:

vG(0)0,Z(k)nb52 l ~0k!0Z(k)n , ~7.28!

vG(0)0,Z̄(k)nb52 l ~0k!0Z̄(k)n , k51,2,3. ~7.29!

vG(0)0,Z(0)n
i b52 l ~0i !0Z(0)n

i , ~7.30!

vG(0)0,Z̄(0)n
i b52 l ~0i !0Z̄(0)n

i , i 51,2,3. ~7.31!

It was remarked that the introduction of the central chargesZ(0)n
i , Z̄(0)n

i damage or at least modify
the interpretation of theP( i )m multiplets as translations in the noncommutative manifold, si
they would no longerq-commute among them, as naively expected from a translation. It was
remarked that there is no place for introducing extra dimensionless antisymmetric vector
trivially connected with the clover extension. We do not recognize either any naive ‘‘democr
pattern in the usage of group indices for these central charges.

Note added in proof.Central chargesq-commuting with all the full clover extension gener
tors can be included in the right-hand side of Eqs.~4.47! and ~7.22!.
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Space-like hypersurfaces in the de Sitter spaces
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By using Cheng–Yau’s self-adjoint operatorh, we study the space-like hypersur-
faces in the de Sitter spaces and obtain some general rigidity results. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1386638#

I. INTRODUCTION

Let M p
n1p(c) be an (n1p)-dimensional connected semi-Riemannian manifold of cons

curvaturec whose index isp. It is called an indefinite space form of indexp and simply a space
form whenp50. If c.0, we call it a de Sitter space of indexp, and denote it bySp

n1p(c). The
study of space-like hypersurfaces in de Sitter space has recently been of substantial intere
both physics and mathematical points of view. Akutagawa1 and Ramanathan2 investigated space
like hypersurfaces in a de Sitter space and proved independently that a complete spa
hypersurface in a de Sitter space with constant mean curvature is totally umbilical if the
curvatureH satisfiesH2<c whenn52 andn2H2,4(n21)c whenn>3. Later, Cheng3 gener-
alized this result to general submanifolds in a de Sitter space.

On the other hand, Cheng and Ishikawa4 have recently shown that the totally umbilical roun
spheres are the only compact space-like hypersurfaces inS1

n11(1) with constant scalar curvatur
R,n(n21). Some other authors, such as Liu,5 Li,6 and Zheng,7,8 have also obtained interestin
results related to the characterization of the totally umbilical round spheres as the only co
space-like hypersurfaces in the de Sitter space with constant scalar curvature.

In the present paper, we would like to use Cheng-Yau’s self-adjoint operatorh to study the
space-like hypersurfaces in the de Sitter spaces and get some very interesting general
results.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Let S1
n11 be an (n11)-dimensional de Sitter space of constant curvature 1 whose index

Let M be ann-dimensional compact space-like hypersurface inS1
n11. We choose a local field o

semi-Riemannian orthonormal framese1 , . . . ,en11 in S1
n11 such that at each point ofM,

e1 , . . . ,en span the tangent space ofM and form an orthonormal frame there. We use the follo
ing convention on the range of indices:

1<A,B,C, . . .<n11; 1< i , j ,k, . . .<n.

Let v1 , . . . ,vn11 be its dual frame field so that the semi-Riemannian metric ofS1
n11 is given by

ds̄25( i v i
22vn11

2 5(A eAvA
2 , wheree i51 anden11521. Then the structure equations ofS1

n11

are given by

dvA5(
B

eBvAB`vB , vAB1vBA50, ~1!

a!Electronic mail: xmliu@dlut.edu.cn
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dvAB5(
C

eCvAC`vCB2
1

2 (
C,D

KABCDvC`vD , ~2!

KABCD5eAeB~dACdBD2dADdBC!. ~3!

Restrict these form toMn, we have

vn1150, ~4!

the Riemannian metric ofMn is written asds25( i v i
2 . From Cartan’s lemma we can write

vn11i5(
j

hi j v j , hi j 5hji . ~5!

From these formulas, we obtain the structure equations ofM:

dv i5(
j

v i j `v j , v i j 1v j i 50, ~6!

dv i j 5(
k

v ik`vk j2
1

2 (
k,l

Ri jkl vk`v l , ~7!

Ri jkl 5~d ikd j l 2d i l d jk!2~hikhjl 2hil hjk!, ~8!

whereRi jkl are the components of the curvature tensor ofM and

h5(
i , j

hi j v i ^ v j ~9!

is the second fundamental form ofM. We also have

Ri j 5~n21!d i j 2nHhi j 1(
k

hikhk j , ~10!

n~n21!~R21!52n2H21uhu2, ~11!

whereR is the normalized scalar curvature, andH the mean curvature.
Define the first and the second covariant derivatives ofhi j , sayhi jk andhi jkl by

(
k

hi jkvk5dhi j 1(
k

hk jvki1(
k

hik
a vk j , ~12!

(
l

hi jkl v l5dhi jk1(
m

hm jkvmi1(
m

himkvm j1(
m

hi jmvmk . ~13!

Then we have the Codazzi equation

hi jk5hik j , ~14!

and the Ricci’s identity

hi jkl 2hi j lk 5(
m

hm jRmikl1(
m

himRm jkl . ~15!
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For indefinite Riemannian manifolds in detail, refer to O’Neill.9

For aC2-function f defined onMn, we defined its gradient and Hessianf i j by

df 5(
i

f iv i , (
j

f i j v j5df i1(
j

f jv j i . ~16!

We know thatf i j 5 f j i by exterior differentiation of~16!.
Let f5( i j f i j v i ^ v j be a symmetric tensor defined onMn, where

f i j 5nHd i j 2hi j . ~17!

Following Cheng–Yau,10 we introduce an operatorh associated withf acting on any
C2-function f by

h f 5(
i , j

f i j f i j 5(
i , j

~nHd i j 2hi j ! f i j . ~18!

Sincef i j is divergence-free, it follows10 that the operatorh is self-adjoint relative to theL2 inner
product ofMn, i.e.,

E
M

f hg5E
M

gh f . ~19!

We can choose a local frame fielde1 , . . . ,en at any pointpPM , such thathi j 5l id i j at p, by
use of~18! and ~11!, we have

h~nH!5nHD~nH!2(
i

l i~nH! i i

5
1

2
D~nH!22(

i
~nH! i

22(
i

l i~nH! i i

52
1

2
n~n21!DR1

1

2
Duhu22n2u¹Hu22(

i
l i~nH! i i . ~20!

On the other hand, through a standard calculation by use of~14! and ~15!, we get

1

2
Duhu25(

i , j ,k
hi jk

2 1(
i

l i~nH! i i 1
1

2 (
i , j

Ri j i j ~l i2l j !
2. ~21!

Putting ~21! into ~20!, we have

h~nH!52
1

2
n~n21!DR1u¹hu22n2u¹Hu21

1

2 (
i , j

Ri j i j ~l i2l j !
2. ~22!

Now we assume thatMn is compact~without boundary! and we obtain the following formula
by integrating~22! and by noting*M DR50 and*M h(nH)50

E
MnF u¹hu22n2u¹Hu21

1

2 (
i , j

Ri j i j ~l i2l j !
2G50. ~23!

From ~8!, we haveRi ji j 512l il j , iÞ j , and by putting this into~23!, we obtain
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E
MnF u¹hu22n2u¹Hu21nuhu22n2H21uhu42nH(

i
l i

3G50. ~24!

Let m i5l i2H and uZu25( i m i
2 , we have

(
i

m i50, uZu25uhu22nH2, ~25!

(
i

l i
35(

i
m i

313HuZu22nH3. ~26!

From ~24! to ~26!, we get

E
MnF u¹hu22n2u¹Hu21uZu2~n2nH21uZu2!2nH(

i
m i

3G50. ~27!

We need the following algebraic lemma due to M. Okumura.11,12

Lemma 2.1:Let m i , i 51, . . . ,n, be real numbers such that( i m i50 and( i m i
25b2, where

b5constant>0. Then

2
n22

An~n21!
b3<(

i
m i

3<
n22

An~n21!
b3, ~28!

and the equality holds in~28! if and only if at least (n21) of them i are equal.
By use of Lemma 2.1, we have

E
MnF u¹hu22n2u¹Hu21~ uhu22nH2!S n22nH21uhu22

n~n22!

An~n21!
HAuhu22nH2D G<0.

~29!

III. MAIN RESULTS

Now consider the quadratic form

Q~u,t !5u22
n22

An21
ut2t2.

By the orthogonal transformation

5 ū5
1

A2n
$~11An21!u1~12An21!t%,

t̄ 5
1

A2n
$~An2121!u1~An2111!t%,

Q(u,t) turns into

Q~u,t !5
n

2An21
~ ū22 t̄ 2!,

whereū21 t̄ 25u21t2.
Takeu5uZu, t5AnH, then
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n2nH22
n~n22!

An~n21!
HuZu1uZu2

5n1Q~u,t !5nc1
n~ ū22 t̄ 2!

2An21

5n1
n~2ū22 t̄ 2!

2An21
1

nū2

An21

>n2
n

2An21
uhu2. ~30!

From ~30! and ~29! we have

0>E
MnH ~ u¹hu22n2u¹Hu2!1uZu2Fn2

n

2An21
uhu2G J . ~31!

Therefore we have the following result.
Theorem 3.1: Let M be ann-dimensional (n>3) compact space-like hypersurface in ann

11)-dimensional de Sitter spaceS1
n11. If

u¹hu2>n2u¹Hu2, ~32!

and

0<uhu2<2An21, ~33!

thenM is a totally umbilical hypersurface.
Proof: By the assumption of theorem, the right-hand side is non-negative. Thus, eitheuZu2

[0, that is ,M is totally umbilical; or

uhu252An21. ~34!

In the latter case, equality holds in Lemma 2.1, and it follows thatM has at most two distinc
constant principle curvatures. We conclude thatM is totally umbilical from the compactness ofM.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

Lemma 3.1: Let M be an n-dimensional compact space-like hypersurface in
(n11)-dimensional de Sitter spaceS1

n11. Suppose that the normalized scalar curvatureR
5constant andR<1. Thenu¹hu2>n2u¹Hu2.

Proof: From ~11!,

2n2H21(
i , j

hi j
2 5n~n21!~R21!.

Taking the covariant derivative of the above-given expression, and using the factR5constant, we
get

n2HHk5(
i , j

hi j hi jk .

By Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, we have
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(
k

n4H2~Hk!
25(

k
S (

i , j
hi j hi jk D 2

<S (
i , j

hi j
2 D (

i , j ,k
hi jk

2 , ~35!

that is

n4H2i¹Hi2<uhu2u¹hu2. ~36!

On the other hand, fromR<1, we haven2H22uhu2>0. Thus

H2u¹hu2>n2H2u¹Hu2

and Lemma 3.1 follows.
From Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.1, we have
Corollary 3.1: Let M be an n-dimensional (n>2) compact space-like hypersurface wi

constant normalized scalar curvatureR in an (n11)-dimensional de Sitter spaceS1
n11. If R<1

and

0<uhu2<2An21, ~37!

thenM is a totally umbilical hypersurface.
Lemma 3.2: Let M be an n-dimensional compact space-like hypersurface in

(n11)-dimensional de Sitter spaceS1
n11. Suppose that the normalized scalar curvatureR is

proportional to the mean curvatureH of M, that is

R5aH, ~38!

wherea is any constant. Thenu¹hu2>n2u¹Hu2.
Proof: By use of Gauss equation2n2H21uhu25n(n21)(R21) and the assumption~38!, we

have

uhu25n2H22n~n21!~12aH!. ~39!

Taking the covariant derivative of~39!, we have for everyk

2(
i , j

hi j hi jk5~2n2H1n~n21!a!Hk .

It follows that

4uhu2u¹hu2>4(
k

S (
i , j

hi j hi jk D 2

5~2n2H1n~n21!a!2u¹Hu2. ~40!

By ~38! and ~39!, we have

~2n2H1n~n21!a!224n2uhu2

5~4n4H21n2~n21!2a214n3~n21!Ha!2n2~4n2H224n~n21!~12aH!!

5n2~n21!~~n21!a214n!.0. ~41!

Combining~40! with ~41!, we haveu¹hu2>n2u¹Hu2. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2
From Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, we have
Corollary 3.2: Let M be ann-dimensional (n>2) compact space-like hypersurface in ann

11)-dimensional de Sitter spaceS1
n11. Suppose that the normalized scalar curvatureR is propor-

tional to the mean curvatureH of M, that is, there exists a constanta such that
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R5aH, ~42!

If

0<uhu2<2An21, ~43!

thenM is a totally umbilical hypersurface.
Theorem 3.2: Let M be ann-dimensional (n>3) compact space-like hypersurface in ann

11)-dimensional de Sitter spaceS1
n11. If M has non-negative sectional curvature and

u¹hu2>n2u¹Hu2, ~44!

thenM is a totally umbilical hypersurface.
Proof: If M has non-negative sectional curvature,Ri ji j >0, so the assumptions of Theorem 3

imply that the right-hand side of~23! is non-negative, thus we have

1

2 (
i , j

Ri j i j ~ki2kj !
250. ~45!

In the same way as Nomizu–Smyth’s,13 it follows that M has at most two distinct constan
principle curvatures. We conclude thatM is totally umbilical from the compactness ofM. This
completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.

From Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.1, we have
Corollary 3.3 (Ref. 8):Let M be ann-dimensional (n>2) compact space-like hypersurfac

with constant normalized scalar curvatureR andR<1 in an (n11)-dimensional de Sitter spac
S1

n11. If M has non-negative sectional curvature, thenM is a totally umbilical hypersurface.
From Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.2, we have
Corollary 3.4: Let M be ann-dimensional (n>2) compact space-like hypersurface in ann

11)-dimensional de Sitter spaceS1
n11. If M has non-negative sectional curvature and the n

malized scalar curvatureR is proportional to the mean curvatureH of M, that is, there exists a
constanta such that

R5aH, ~46!

thenM is a totally umbilical hypersurface.
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Comment on ‘‘Method of handling the divergences
in the radiation theory of sources that move faster
than their waves’’ †J. Math. Phys. 40, 4331 „1999…‡

J. H. Hannay
H. H. Wills Physics Laboratory, University of Bristol,
Tyndall Avenue, Bristol BS8 1TL, England

~Received 7 October 2000; accepted for publication 12 April 2001!

The ‘‘method’’ in question1 has repeatedly led to results which I proved false in
1996 by a short, transparent, and rigorous theorem.2 Even shorter is the remark here
that inspection of the standard formula for the electromagnetic field suffices to
prove the results of the ‘‘method’’ false. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1384865#

The ‘‘method of handling the divergences in the radiation theory of sources that move
than their waves’’1 has repeatedly led to results claiming unexpectedly strong waves from
sources.2–8 In response to these claims I noted in 1996 a rigorous upper bound on the inten
such waves which they violated.9 My disproof is, in turn, referenced several times in Ref. 1, w
comment as to where I must have erred. That I have not could be demonstrated by reproduc
bound theorem here. It is short and transparent, but I have repeated it before.10 Even shorter is the
following remark exploiting standard electromagnetism.11 It shows that if, as is assumed in th
‘‘method,’’1–9 the source distribution in question isfinite in extent, bounded in magnitude, an
smooth, then the intensity of waves from it cannot possibly decay less slowly than 1/r 2. This
therefore proves that the 1/r intensity decay claimed to result from the ‘‘method’’ must be fals

The standard electromagnetic formula for the magnetic field at the origin as an integra
all space is11

B5
m0

4pE @curl j #
r

d3r ~1!

where the square brackets@•# stand for ‘‘retarded value of.’’~Importantly@curl j #Þcurl @ j #.) Rig-
orously then, if the origin is outside some fixed ball enclosing all source currentsj , we have

uBu<
m0

4p
~maxucurl j u!3

~Volume of ball!

~Min distance r from the origin to the ball surface!
. ~2!

That is uBu<const/r , or the intensityuB2u<const/r 2. The assumption of smoothness ofj ensures
that the constant is finite, not infinite, and the inverse square law is thus proved on this
contrary to the 1/r claim. No mention of the nature of the source ‘‘motion’’~fast or slow! is
necessary; the source distribution variation is smooth but otherwise general.

If ~1! is considered in need of justification, then this is supplied by my earlier disproo9,10

Finally, the only criticism in Ref. 1 of my disproof which was not already refuted in Ref. 10 is
note of Ref. 11 of Ref. 1. This note gets the logic backwards; justification is required to mak
restriction on the domain of integration, not the other way round.

1H. Ardavan, ‘‘Method of handling the divergences in the radiation theory of sources that move faster than their w
J. Math. Phys.40, 4331–4336~1999!.

2H. Ardavan, ‘‘Generation of focused, nonspherically decaying pulses of electromagnetic radiation,’’ Phys. Rev.58,
6659–6684~1998!.

3H. Ardavan, ‘‘A speed of light barrier in classical electrodynamics,’’ Phys. Rev. D29, 207–215~1984!.
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Comment on ‘‘Uncertainty principle for proper time
and mass’’ †J. Math. Phys 40, 1237 „1999…‡

R. A. Krikoriana)

Collège de France, Institut d’Astrophysique-98bis Bd Arago, 75014 Paris, France

~Received 2 November 2000; accepted for publication 26 February 2001!

Kudaka and Matsumoto derive the uncertainty relationc2DmDt'h between the
proper timet and rest massm of a material particle by adopting for the description
of the particle the LagrangianL5M ( ṫ2c21A2gmnẋmẋn)1eAm(x) ẋm, defined on
the enlarged space (xm,t,M ), whereM is an additional dynamical variable. A key
step in the derivation of their uncertainty relation is the identification of the variable
M with the rest massm. Adopting the point of view of variational analysis, we
show that such an identification goes against the relativistic requirement of the path
dependence of proper time. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1367329#

In a recent paper entitled ‘‘Uncertainty principle for proper time and mass,’’ Kudaka
Matsumoto1 contend that the uncertainty relation

c2DmDt'h ~1!

between the rest massm and the proper timet of a particle can be derived if, instead of the usu
relativistic Lagrangian

Lo52mcA2gmnẋmẋn1eAm~x!ẋm, ~2!

one uses for the description of the particle a Lagrangian L which, besides the space–time
natesxm(m51,2,3,4), is dependent on both the proper timet and an additional dynamical variabl
denotedM , and is defined by

L5M ~ ṫ2c21A2gmnẋmẋn!1eAm~x!ẋm, ~3!

the dot denoting differentiation with respect to an arbitrary parameterl. A key step in their
derivation of the uncertainty relation~1! is the identification of the dynamical variableM with the
rest massm. For this purpose, the authors consider the following Euler–Lagrange~EL! equations

d

dl

]L

]ẊA
2

]L

]XA
50, XA5~xm,t,M !, ~A51,...,6!, ~4!

or equivalently in explicit form

Ṁ50, ~5!

ṫ5c21A2gmnẋmẋn, ~6!

d

dl S M

c

grmẋm

A2gmnẋmẋn
1eAr~x!D 2

M

2c

gmn,rẋmẋn

A2gmnẋmẋn
2eAm ,r~x!ẋm50 ~7!

a!Electronic mail: Krikorian@iap.fr
39750022-2488/2001/42(8)/3975/3/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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and note that Eq.~7!, with the aid of Eqs.~5! and ~6!, may be written in the form

M

c2 @ ẍr1Gmn
r ẋmẋn#5e frmẋm , ~8!

whereGmn
r and f mn5An,m2Am,n are respectively the Christoffel symbols of the second kind

the skew-symmetric electromagnetic tensor, the dot denoting now differentiation with resp
proper timet. Comparison with the equation of motion

m@ ẍr1Gmn
r ẋmẋn#5e frmẋm ~9!

derived from the relativistic LagrangianLo shows that the two equations coincide if the dynami
variableM is identified with the rest energymc2 of the particle. From Eq.~5! it follows that the
above identification is justified only in the case whereM is a non-null constant. This fact is take
for granted by the authors and no discussion of the conditions ensuring this demand is pre
Moreover, from the point of view of variational analysis the EL equations, as a necessary c
tion for an extremum, are deduced from the first variation of a functional. The formal applica
by the authors, of the EL equations~5!–~7! without specifying the form of the functional define
by the Lagrangian L and without saying precisely what extremum problem or variational prin
is being considered, raises the question of the meaning and validity of this identification
purpose of this comment is to show that the identification of the dynamical variableM with the
rest mass goes against the relativistic requirement of the path dependence of proper time.
conclusion is reached if, by analogy with Hamilton’s principle, we suppose that the Lagrang
as integrand, serves to define the parametric integral on the enlarged space (xm,t,M )

JL5E
l1

l2
@M ~ ṫ2c21A2gmnẋmẋn!1eAm~x!ẋm#dl. ~10!

The integral is taken along the curveC joining the pointsP1 , P2 corresponding to the paramete
valuesl1 and l2 , respectively, and which is representable in the form of the sextupleXA(l)
5(xm(l),t(l),M (l)), with ẊA(l) vanishing nowhere on@l1 ,l2#, i.e., regular representation o
the curveC. An important property of the functionalJL is that its value is independent of th
particular parameter chosen. The Euler condition for the functionalJL assumes the form of the EL
equations~5!–~7!, in the absence of side conditions. This result is established by considerin
problem of extremizingJL as a nonparametric problem in the space (l,xm,t,M ).2,3 The Euler
condition ensures that the extremizing curveg defined by the sextupleX̄A(l)
5( x̄m(l),t̄(l),M̄ (l)) lies entirely on the hypersurfaceM5const. It remains to specify unde
which end conditions the functionalJL is to be extremized. We shall see that in order to com
with the relativistic demand of the path dependence of proper time we must treat an extr
problem with variable end point. For such a problem, besides the Euler necessary cond
second necessary condition, known as the transversality condition, must be satisfied.

For purpose of reference let us briefly recall Morse’s formulation of this condition2a,b. Let
pointsP1 , P2 near the intial and final end pointsP̄1 , P̄2 of the extremalg be given by functions

XAS5~xms,ts,Ms!5XAS~a1 , . . . ,a r ! ~s51,2;1<r<2m,m5412! ~11!

for values of the parameters~a! near~0!. The functions appearing in Eq.~11! are assumed to be
of classC2 near (a)5(0). The endpointsP̄1 , P̄2 of g being given by the values of the function
~11! for (a)5(0), i.e., X̄A(ls)5XAS(0) (s51.2). Curves neighboring the extremalg whose end
points are given by the functions~11! are called terminally admissible or just admissible, in t
absence of side conditions. The regularr dimensional manifoldXAS5XAS(a) is known as the
terminal manifold. The assumption of regularity meaning that the functional matrix
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U]XAS~0!

]ah
U ~s51,2;h51,...,r ! ~12!

is of rankr . In the case of two end point manifoldsM1 andM2 with respective dimensionsp and
q with r 5p1q, meetingg at P̄1 , P̄2 , respectively, one sets

~a1 ,...,a r !5~r1 ,...,rp ;s1 ,...,sq!, ~13!

and condition~11! takes the form

XA15XA1~r1 ,...,rp!, XA25XA2~s1 ,...,sq!. ~14!

The curveg defined by the sextupleX̄A(l) and the set (a)5(0) will afford an extremum to the
functionalJL relative to the neighboring curves of classC1 if, besides the EL equations~5!–~7!,
the transversality condition~15! is satisfied:

@LẊAdXAS#s51
s5250, ~a!50, ~15!

where (X,Ẋ) must be taken ong at the respective end points ofg. Condition~15! is an identity in
dah when the differentialsdXAS are expressed in terms ofdah . Without loss of generality we
may assume that the end condition, at the first end point, fixesXA1 at P̄1 . In this case the
tranversality condition~15! reduces to

FLẊA
]XAS~0!

]sq
Gs52

50. ~16!

Substitution of the expression of LẊ in ~16! gives

M̄ ~l2!tq
2~0!1S M̄ ~l!gmn ẋ̄n~l!

A2gmn ẋ̄m~l! ẋ̄n~l!

1eAm~ x̄~l!!D
l5l2

xq
m2~0!50, ~17!

where the subscriptq attached tot2 or xm2 means differentiation with respect tosq .
The second end pointXA2 cannot be fixed atP̄2 otherwise the space–time projections of t

admissible curvesXA(l), l1<l<l2 , contained within the future sheet of the null cone w
vertexE1 , projection of the pointP̄1 , would all have the prescribed valuet̄(l2) at their second
end point; this would contradict the relativistic demand of the path dependence of proper
Accordingly t2 must be left undetermined whilexm2 can be set equal to the space–time coor
natesx̄m(l2) of P̄2 . On account of this result it follows that along the extremalg the constant
value taken by the dynamical variableM is equal to zero and thus it cannot be identified with t
rest massm. This conclusion remains valid in the general case where botht2 and xm2 are left
undetermined at the second end point.

1S. Kudako and S. Matsumoto, J. Math. Phys.40, 1237~1999!.
2~a! M. Morse,The Calculus of Variations in the Large~American Mathematical Society, New York, 1934!; ~b! Varia-
tional Analysis~Wiley, New York, 1973!.

3G. A. Bliss,Lectures on the Calculus of Variations~University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1946!.
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Response to ‘‘Comment on ‘Uncertainty principle
for proper time and mass’ ’’ †J. Math. Phys. 42, 3975 „2001…‡

Shoju Kudaka
Department of Physics, University of the Ryukyus, Okinawa, Japan

Shuichi Matsumoto
Department of Mathematics, University of the Ryukyus, Okinawa, Japan

~Received 26 February 2001; accepted for publication 26 February 2001!

© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1367330#

Krikorian asserts the following.
~1! The Lagrangian

L5M ~ ṫ2c21A2gmnẋmẋn!1eAm~x!ẋm ~1!

which we used for the description of a clock1 is singular in a sense.
~2! When one considers the variational problem for such a singular Lagrangian, ‘‘the t

versality condition’’2 must be taken into account in addition to the Euler condition.
~3! If both of these two conditions are taken into account for the Lagrangian L, it follows

the value of the variableM must be equal to zero along extremal curves. Therefore
conclusion1 that the variableM can be identified with the rest mass of the particle is not corr
The objective of this response is to question the second of his assertions.

Let us consider a simple Lagrangian

L852mcA~ ẋ0!22~ ẋ1!2 ~2!

for the description of a particle with rest massm, where the dynamical variables are the spac
time coordinates (x0,x1) ~assuming one-dimensional space for simplicity! and the dot denotes th
differential with respect to the proper timet. The Euler–Lagrange equations are

ẍ05 ẍ150. ~3!

The Lagrangian L8 is singular in the sense that

det~]2L8/] ẋm] ẋn!50. ~4!

The Lagrangian L is also singular in this sense, and, in our judgment, this is the reason Kri
asserts that the transversality condition must be taken into account when we consider the
tional problem for the Lagrangian L.

Following his assertion, let us consider an extremalxm(t)(t1<t<t2) for the Lagrangian L8
which, besides the Euler condition, satisfies the transversality condition. Without loss of gen
we may assume that the first end point is fixed. In this case the transversality condition redu

ẋ0~t2!50 or ẋ1~t2!50. ~5!

Combining the condition~5! with the Euler condition~3!, we are led to the conclusion that

ẋ1~t!50 ~ for all t!. ~6!

That is to say, only a very limited class of motions is admissible if we consider the variat
problem for the Lagrangian L8 under the transversality condition.
39780022-2488/2001/42(8)/3978/2/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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On the other hand, there is a general method3 by which we can formulate Hamilton’s principl
for such a singular Lagrangian. When we apply the method to the LagrangianL8, we can actually
describe all free motions of the relativistic particle. That is to say, at least for the Lagrangia8,
there is no need to introduce the transversality condition and to limit the extent of the admi
motions. We dealt with the variational problem for the Lagrangian L by this method and got
of motion equations which seems to be very reasonable.

Our question is then why we have to introduce an extra condition which limits the exte
the admissible motions when there is a method by which we can adequately represent Ham
principle and derive a set of reasonable motion equations.

1S. Kudaka and S. Matsumoto, J. Math. Phys.40, 1237~1999!.
2M. Morse,The Calculus of Variations in the Large~American Mathematical Society, New York, 1934!.
3P. A. M. Dirac, Can. J. Math.2, 129 ~1950!; Proc. R. Soc. London, Ser. A246, 326 ~1958!.
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From classical to quantum mechanics: ‘‘How to translate
physical ideas into mathematical language’’

H. Bergerona)

LURE Bat. 209D, Centre Universitaire Paris-Sud-BP34-91898 Orsay Cedex, France

~Received 3 January 2001; accepted for publication 16 May 2001!

Following previous works by E. Prugovecˇki @Physica A91A, 202 ~1978! and
Stochastic Quantum Mechanics and Quantum Space–time ~Reidel, Dordrecht,
1986!# on common features of classical and quantum mechanics, we develop a
unified mathematical framework for classical and quantum mechanics~based on
L2-spaces over classical phase space!, in order to investigate to what extent quan-
tum mechanics can be obtained as a simple modification of classical mechanics~on
both logical and analytical levels!. To obtain this unified framework, we split quan-
tum theory in two parts:~i! general quantum axiomatics~a system is described
by a state in a Hilbert space, observables are self-adjoints operators, and so on! and
~ii ! quantum mechanics proper that specifies the Hilbert space asL2(Rn); the
Heisenberg rule@pi ,qj #52 i\d i j with p52 i\¹, the free HamiltonianH
52\2D/2m and so on. We show that general quantum axiomatics~up to a supple-
mentary ‘‘axiom of classicity’’! can be used as a nonstandard mathematical ground
to formulate physical ideas and equations of ordinary classical statistical mechan-
ics. So, the question of a ‘‘true quantization’’ with ‘‘\’’ must be seen as an inde-
pendent physical problem not directly related with quantum formalism. At this
stage, we show that this nonstandard formulation of classical mechanics exhibits a
new kind of operation that has no classical counterpart: this operation is related to
the ‘‘quantization process,’’ and we show why quantization physically depends on
group theory~the Galilei group!. This analytical procedure of quantization replaces
the ‘‘correspondence principle’’~or canonical quantization! and allows us to map
classical mechanics into quantum mechanics, giving all operators of quantum dy-
namics and the Schro¨dinger equation. The great advantage of this point of view is
that quantization is based on concrete physical arguments and not derived from
some ‘‘pure algebraic rule’’~we exhibit also some limit of the correspondence
principle!. Moreover spins for particles are naturally generated, including an ap-
proximation of their interaction with magnetic fields. We also recover by this ap-
proach the semi-classical formalism developed by E. Prugovecˇki @Stochastic Quan-
tum Mechanics and Quantum Space–time ~Reidel, Dordrecht, 1986!#. © 2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1386410#

I. INTRODUCTION

From the beginning of quantum mechanics, different methods have been developed
classical and quantum formalisms. One of the most famous is the Wigner–Weyl transform
that allows one to recover the semi-classical limit of quantum mechanics in phase space1 This
operation associates to each quantum operatora a function in phase spacea(p,q) in such a way
that at the lowest order in\ ~zeroth order!, the quantum evolution ofa(p,q) reduces to the
classical one.

From this point of view, quantization is mathematically a deformation of the Abelian alg
of functions in phase space into a noncommutative algebra using the so-called* h-product that
replaces standard multiplication2 @a(p,q)* hb(p,q) corresponds to the operator producta"b#.

a!Electronic mail: bergeron@lure.u-psud.fr
39830022-2488/2001/42(9)/3983/37/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Although the Wigner–Weyl transformation is algebraically very powerful, it is not comple
satisfactory from a physical point of view, because all quantum densitiesD are not mapped into
true probability densities3 r(p,q) ~positive functions!. Nevertheless, this formalism is very usefu
and not only in nonrelativistic mechanics, since it can be extended to special relativity.4

The Wigner–Weyl transformation is not the unique way to obtain a semi-classical form
Such kind of formula also occurs using a coherent state splitting.5,6 Moreover, we have already
proved that we can define Hamiltonian-dependent coherent states that allow us to obtain
quantum results with a semi-classical formula,7 and this approach preserves positivity@a quantum
density D is associated with a true classical probability densityr(p,q)#. This formalism with
coherent states can be also extended to relativity.6,8

All these procedures have the nice property of giving an analytical connection between
sical and quantum formalisms, overcoming the apparent discontinuity between classical and
tum pictures. Nevertheless, we always have to assume first quantum operators to obtain
classical results, while at the same time, quantum operators~and specially quantum Hamiltonian!
are themselves derived from the correspondence principle. So, quantum operators are
deduced from classical ones by some ‘‘pure algebraic rule.’’ Then, at a logical level, the rel
ship between classical and quantum mechanics remains not so clear, since we need both
at the same time, although only quantum mechanics is assumed in principle to be the
theory.’’

This shows that the logical relationship between quantum mechanics and classical mec
is more complicated than, for example, the relationship between classical mechanics and
relativity; while quantum mechanics only needs a new constant ‘‘\,’’ exactly as special relativity
needs the new constant ‘‘c. ’’ We mean that classical and relativistic mechanics are formulated
the same mathematical ground~basic mathematical objects! in such a way that taking the limi
c→` into any relativistic formula, we obtain the standard classical result. But this cannot be
directly in the same way (\→0) in the case of quantum mechanics because the Hilbert s
formalism is not the mathematical formalism of classical mechanics.

For the same reason, in special relativity we do not need a general procedure to lif
classical quantity into the relativistic framework, while in quantum mechanics, we need the
respondence principle.

Of course, different studies have been led, not on a purely analytical level, but on a lo
level, to find ana priori justification of the quantum picture and these attempts go back to
Neumann.9

More recently, in the 1960s, Mackey10,11 has presented a general mathematical descriptio
a statistical system based on an abstract structure called ‘‘orthocomplemented lattice’’ that
classical and quantum statistics: adding anad hocpostulate to the basic lattice picture allows us
recover either classical formalism or a quantum one.

This shows that the mathematical representations of classical and quantum theories
some general common structure, but this does not explain the special realization leading to
tum mechanics, namely the choice of the Hilbert space asL2(Rn) with p52 i\¹ and the free
Hamiltonian H52\2D/2m. In fact, different studies show that these special realizations
connected to group theory, namely Euclidean invariance and Galilean invariance.11,12

Among the contributions to these ‘‘first level’’ foundations of quantum mechanics~see Ref. 13
for a nonexhaustive list of references!, we shall give some details about the results obtained
Prugovecˇki6,14 that are in direct relation with the present article.

The common structure shared by classical and quantum theories suggests that it may
possible unified mathematical framework based onL2-spaces over classical phase space, and
work of Prugovecˇki in Refs. 14 and 6~Chaps. 1 and 3! deals with this problem. In fact, this
unification is obtained by a change of representation of quantum mechanics and a recas
classical statistical mechanics. Coherent states obtained from the Galilei group allows us
mulate quantum mechanics into a subspace of the Hilbert spaceL2(G) on the phase spaceG, while
classical statistical mechanics can be also formulated in the Hilbert spaceL2(G). Moreover, as
indicated in Ref. 14 ‘‘the classical theory emerges as an approximation to the first order of\ of the
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quantum theory once both of these theories are formulated in terms of superoperators actin
Liouville space overL2(G). ’’

Now, let us situate our article and its goals.
As noticed previously, the difficulty to connect classical and quantum mechanics on

logical and analytical levels is essentially due to the great difference of mathematical langua
confuses physical intuition. In this article, we develop a precise mathematical ground bas
some axiomatics, in which classical mechanics and quantum mechanics can be expressed u
same tools. Our goal is not only to unify classical and quantum formalism, but also to re
quantum mechanics only starting with classical mechanics, using physical ideas and logica
ments instead of ‘‘simple algebraic rules.’’ Moreover, we want to obtain a precise status~classical
or quantum! for each ingredient of quantum mechanics.

This question of the classical or purely quantum nature of the ingredients of quantum
chanics is legitimate by at least two arguments:

~i! First, most of quantum operators are deduced from classical quantities~correspondence
principle!.

~ii ! Second, taking the limit\→0, quantum mechanics must degenerate into classical mec
ics. Unfortunately, this limit only says thatp and q are now commuting operators: th
general quantum formalism with wave functions, operators, and so on remains unch

The only possible explanation of this last result is that quantum formalism with comm
operators describes the ideas of classical statistical mechanics as well as the usual forma
phase space. This means that we have in fact two possible mathematical formalisms to re
the same physical ideas of classical statistical mechanics. Then it must be possible to formu
ideas and the equations of standard classical statistical mechanics using only the general q
formalism ~axiomatics! and then the question of the true quantization with\ must be seen as a
independent problem not directly related with the formalism.

In this article, we present such a ‘‘nonstandard axiomatic formulation’’ of classical statis
mechanics and we show how~and why! it is equivalent to the usual one. Of course this n
picture is not a true quantum theory, since it represents always classical ideas, but it work
general quantum formalism. The use of Hilbert space techniques into classical mechanics
new and goes back to Koopman.15 Even the concept of ‘‘classical amplitude’’ is not new and h
been introduced by Scho¨nberg.16 But in this article we do not look at these techniques with
same point of view: we consider the Hilbert space formalism as a true logical and ana
representation of classical mechanics, and not only as a mathematical trick. Of course, eve
starting point is different, we recover most of the formula obtained by Prugovecˇki in Refs. 14 and
6 ~Chap. 3!.

Then, we show that our nonstandard formalism exhibits a new operation~projection! that has
no classical counterpart: this operation is related to the ‘‘quantization process,’’ and we show
quantization physically depends on group theory~Galilei group!. We cross again the results ob
tained in Ref. 6, since the procedure of projection gives a subspace ofL2(G) where quantum
mechanics can be formulated, and then many results are common.

But the important result is that this procedure of projection replaces the correspon
principle and allows us to recover all operators of quantum mechanics and the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion.

The great advantage of this point of view is that now, quantization is explicitly base
concrete physical arguments and not derived from some ‘‘pure algebraic rule.’’ Moreover,
for particles are naturally generated, including an approximation of their interaction with mag
fields. We also recover the natural semi-classical formalism due to coherent states of Galilei
some exact quantum results are obtained with classicallike formula.

As indicated, many formulas obtained in this article can be found in the previous wor
Prugovecˇki, but they are obtained from another point of view~and our formalism does not us
superoperators and Liouville space!. The necessary parallels are done in the remainder of the

To conclude this introduction, let us specify two points.
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First, we do not situate our article in the framework of the question: why does the m
scopic world appear essentially classical, while the microscopic world is quantum? It is
known that this effect is due to decoherence~for details see the nonexhaustive list of references
Ref. 17!. Our article is not any more in the field of ‘‘consistent interpretations of quantum
chanics’’ or ‘‘consistent histories’’ that looks for the logical problems raised by quantum mec
ics ~Omnès,18 Gell-Mann–Hartle,19 Griffiths20!, even if our article contains consequences on
interpretation of quantization.

Second, there exists one important aspect of our point of view that is not developed i
article: this concerns our previous remark on the equivalence of quantum formalism with
muting operators and the usual classical formalism. If this equivalence is true, this means th
one of these formalisms can be~logically and physically! rebuilt from the other one, and mor
specially that the full general quantum framework~axiomatics! can be found~as a change of
mathematical language! only starting with classical formalism. Of course, on a logical level
should be more enlightening to recover first general quantum formalism, before any furth
velopment. But this would be too long for a single article. So, this special point will be publi
later in an article devoted to this question.

II. CLASSICAL MECHANICS IN PHASE SPACE „ONE PARTICLE …

A. Phase space structure and Poisson brackets

We only present in this section the main features that we need. For more details, see R
Phase space represents configuration space and it is the set of pairs (pW ,qW ) of momenta and

positions, where (pW ,qW ) represents the~pure! state of the system. Physical observables are funct
f (pW ,qW ) on phase space.

Now, from a mathematical point of view, if we callM theR3 space manifold, phase space
the cotangent bundleTM* . It possesses a natural geometry~namely, a symplectic geometry! that
allows us to define the Poisson brackets~PB!, $ f ,g% of two functions by

$ f ,g%5¹p
W f •¹q

W g2¹p
W g•¹q

W f . ~1!

The PB is the basic algebraic component of classical mechanics and the physical con
PBs can be related to group theory. Namely, any classical observablef can be seen as th
generator of a one-parameter group of transformations acting on observables. Anyg is trans-
formed intoga through

]ga

]a
5$ f ,ga%. ~2!

Equivalently, we have trajectories of states (paW ,qaW ) generated byf following the equations

]

]a
qaW5¹p

W f ~qaW ,paW !,

~3!
]

]a
paW52¹q

W f ~qaW ,paW !.

Then, on a mathematical level, all classical observables play the same role and this
summarized by the algebra due to Poisson brackets.

B. Classical dynamics

1. Equations of motion for a pure state

Dynamics on phase space is defined by the Hamiltonian equations that are a special
~3!:
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d

dt
qW 5¹p

WH~qW ,pW ,t !,

~4!
d

dt
pW 52¹q

WH~qW ,pW ,t !,

whereH is the Hamiltonian~eventually time dependent!.

2. Dynamics and statistics

These equations~4! correspond to the ideal case of a particle perfectly localized in ph
space and we can represent this situation by the probability densityr(pW ,qW ,t)5d„pW 2p0W (t)…d„qW
2q0W (t)…. Now, if we build a general densityr as superpositions of ‘‘d ’’ as r5( i pidpi

W (t),qi
W (t) , we

find thatr verifies the Liouville equation:

]r

]t
52$H,r%. ~5!

So we say classically that~5! describes the evolution of any probability densityr.
Now, starting from a densityr that verifies~5!, we can look at the evolution of the expectatio

value ^ f & t of an observablef (pW ,qW ,t) defined aŝ f & t5*d3pW d3qW r(qW ,pW ,t) f (pW ,qW ,t). We find

d

dt
^ f & t5 K ] f

]t L
t

1^$H, f %& t . ~6!

Applied to the special case of the two fundamental observablespW andqW , Eq. ~6! gives

d

dt
^qW & t5^¹p

WH& t ,

~7!
d

dt
^pW & t52^¹q

WH& t .

3. Strong and weak dynamical equations

In this section we want to point out some important remarks on the dynamical equations
framework of statistical mechanics.

Let us assume that the evolution of the probability densityr(pW ,qW ,t) is unknown, and that we
only know the evolution of expectation values ofpW andqW through the equations~7!. We want to
see if it is possible to rebuild the equations~4! on pure states and to find the Liouville equatio
only starting with~7!.

Basically, if we assume that ‘‘d ’’ densities are allowed such asr(pW ,qW ,t)5d„pW 2p0W (t)…d„qW
2q0W (t)…, we find that the equations~7! on expectation values imply that the trajecto
„p0W (t),q0W (t)… follows the Hamiltonian equations~4!, then we deduce in the same way that
general density must verify the Liouville equation.

But if ‘‘ d ’’ densities are not allowed, we cannot directly deduce the evolution of states
starting with expectation value equations, and then we cannot recover Liouville equation
means that we can find other possible laws of evolution for the densityr(qW ,pW ,t) that are compat-
ible with the equations~7! on expectation values.

So we call Eqs.~4! on states ‘‘strong dynamical equations’’ and Eqs.~7! on expectation values
‘‘ weak dynamical equations.’’

Now, as argued by Born,22 the true mathematical representation of any physical measure
expectation value associated with some probability density, because a real result of a p
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experiment always contains some uncertainty. Therefore, physical observables~classical or quan-
tum! are always stochastic. This important remark is also the starting point of Prugoveˇki’s
monograph.6

So weak dynamical equations~7! are a better mathematical description of our physical kno
edge about classical dynamics. When we say that strong dynamical equations~4! are realized, in
fact we extrapolate our real knowledge by assuming that we can use ‘‘d ’’ densities. Of course this
procedure is natural, but not logically necessary. We will use this remark in Sec. V A.

C. Physical symmetries in phase space

We will see later in Sec. VI that our quantization principle is based on the representati
symmetries. Symmetries are defined as the set of physical transformations allowing us to
the same system from different but equivalent frames. Then let us specify in this sectio
symmetries involved in phase space.

At first sight, the Poisson brackets defined previously seem to prove that each obse
defines a generator of such a symmetry, so the set of symmetries is generated by the ful
classical observables.

But this is only true on a mathematical level: it is false on a physical point of view, bec
any of these transformations cannot be realized in practice as a real change of frame. The o
continuous transformations that can be realized are space translations, space rotations and
transformations. They constitute the Galilei group. We can also add two discrete transform
parity and time reversal.

So the true set of classical symmetries can be divided as follows:

~i! the space transformations: translations, rotations and parity,
~ii ! the kinematical transformations: Galilei boosts, and
~iii ! time reversal.

III. NEW FRAMEWORK FOR CLASSICAL MECHANICS

As indicated in the Introduction, our point of view is to use standard quantum forma
applied to the case of classical mechanics.

So, we introduce the ‘‘continuous orthonormal basis’’$upW ,qW &% that diagonalizes at the sam
time the operatorsp¢ and q¢ (@p¢ ,q¢#50). In the remainder of the text, we often use this notat
upW ,qW &, but only in circumstances that do not introduce mathematical ambiguity.

It is well known that theseupW ,qW & vectors do not belong to the Hilbert space defined later,
rather to corresponding rigged or equipped Hilbert space.23

Now we list the basic axioms24 ~since we do not try to obtain a minimal list, some axioms c
be redundant!.

A. The basic elements

1. Primary axioms

~i! The mathematical framework is the Hilbert spaceH5L2(R6) over classical phase spac
with the inner product: (fuc)5*d3pW d3qW f* (pW ,qW )c(pW ,qW ).

~ii ! A particle is represented at a given time by a normalized vectorf t in H called the state of
the system.

~iii ! An observableF is a self-adjoint operator onH and the possible values of this observab
are the eigenvalues ofF.

Remarks:Orthogonal projectors are special observables with eigenvalues 0 and 1, corres
ing to experiments of the true–false type, and by the spectral theorem25 we know that genera
observables are related to orthogonal projectors thanks to projection valued measures~pvm!.
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2. Statistical axioms

~i! A statistical situation is described by a density operatorD ~a positive trace class operato
with TrD51!; in particular a system in the statef is statistically represented by the dens
D5uf&^fu.

~ii ! The expectation value of an observableF is given by^F&5Tr(D.F); the standard errorDF
is given byDF25^F2&2^F&2.

3. Collapse axiom

• Let a system be in a situation described by the densityD and consider a measure of th
observableF associated with its projection valued measureP. Now, assume that a measure of t
observable specifies that the numerical outcomesf are in the rangef PA, where A is some
interval. Then after the experiment, the system is described by the new density operatorD8 with

D85
1

Tr„DP~A!…
P~A!DP~A!. ~8!

More precisely, if the system is initially in the stateuf&, after the experiment the system is in th
stateuf8&:

uf8&5
1

A^fuP~A!uf&
P~A!uf&. ~9!

This means that after the experiment, the system is in a state that belongs to the subspaH
associated with the orthogonal projectorP(A).

4. Axiom of evolution

• The evolution of a statef t is given by a unitary operatorUt1 ,t2
such thatf t5Ut,t0

(f t0
).

Now, to specify the situation of classical mechanics, we must add a new axiom of ‘‘cla
ity.’’

5. Axiom of classicity

• The true physical observables are always ‘‘diagonal in theupW ,qW & basis,’’ and then a classica
observablef can be written

;fPH,f~f!~pW ,qW !5 f ~pW ,qW !f~pW ,qW !, ~10!

or f5 f (p¢ ,q¢) as a function of operators.
This axiom is equivalent to the classical hypothesis specifying that all observables are

tions of pW andqW .
Remark:Density operatorsD are not considered as observables, so they do not need

‘‘diagonal in the$upW ,qW &% basis’’ ~in fact this is impossible for a trace class operator!.
Now, we claim that this new mathematical framework constitutes a complete altern

formulation of classical statistical mechanics.

B. Equivalence of the new framework with the standard formalism

1. The mathematical basis of statistical mechanics

Classical statistical mechanics is based on ordinary probability theory26 that employs a sample
spaceC. An event is a set of sample points, and the events, under the operations on sets
Boolean algebra. The setE of events is as-field, and a probability lawm on C is a positive
function acting on events as prescribed by the mathematical theory of measure.27
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In our case, the sample spaceC is phase space and a sample point is a state (pW ,qW ). The setE
of events is given by the familyB(C) of Borel sets inC. Each probability lawm is associated with
a positive densityr(pW ,qW ) such thatm(A)5*Ard3pW d3qW .

2. Equivalence of primary axioms

~i! Now let us callV the set of orthogonal projectors ofH5L2(C) and define the mappingP
from the set of eventsE to V by

;fPH,;APE,P~A!~f!~pW ,qW !5xA~pW ,qW !f~pW ,qW !, ~11!

wherexA(pW ,qW ) is the characteristic function of the setA.
The family$P(A)%APE gives a representation of the Boolean algebra of events in the qua

mathematical framework as an Abelian algebra of orthogonal projectors@and theP(A) become
classical observables according to our previous definition#.

~ii ! In the ordinary formalism a particle is assumed to be represented by a point (pW ,qW ) at a
given time; but as remarked previously, a true physical experiment always has some unce
so the mathematical representation of a physical result is an expectation value associat
some probability densityr. Of course in principle,r can be as close as possible to a ‘‘d,’’ but ‘‘ d ’’
is never reached. This means that we can never really know that a particle is at the pointpW ,qW ).
It is much more realistic to say that a single particle is represented by a true~sharp! densityr. In
the language of statistical sets, this means that we look at a single particle as an elemen
class of all particles ‘‘prepared’’ in the same way, the preparation being such that the unce
on pW andqW can be reduced, but cannot be cancelled.

If we start with this new hypothesis, this means that now, a single particle always ex
some uncertainty. Moreover, this hypothesis allows us to associate to each particle the
f(pW ,qW )5Ar(pW ,qW ) that defines a normalized wave function ofH.

This result can also be found using some extremum property. In the ordinary formalism
one-point sets$(pW ,qW )% can be seen as the smallest~more precise! events for the ordering relation
‘‘ ,’’ on sets. Using the mappingP on events, we see thatA,B⇔P(A)<P(B) where ‘‘<’’ is the
inegality between self-adjoint operators. So a new representation of points can be given by
P directly or using the extremum property. Since the projector associated to a pointx is
P($x%)50, a pointx cannot be associated with a true projector, and then we can only us
extremum property to look for the minimal orthogonal projectors. Of course these minimal
jectors are given byuf&^fu, wheref is a normalized vector inH. So we recover that the mos
precise events are associated with a normalized vectorf in H, and then a particle must b
described byf. We remark that the real equivalent of the point (pW ,qW ) is the unbounded stateupW ,qW &
or pseudo-projectorupW ,qW &^pW ,qW u that cannot be seen as a ‘‘true state’’ in this formalism.

To finish, let us say that we recover throughr(pW ,qW )5uf(pW ,qW )u2 the idea of ‘‘confidence
measures’’ introduced by Prugovecki6 in order to build the ‘‘stochastic phase space.’’

~iii ! Now if we look at observables, each classical quantityf (pW ,qW ) can be approximated by
step functions( i f ixAi

wherexAi
are characteristic functions of setsAi . So we can extend by

linearity the mappingP to lift up any classical observable into its quantum representation a

;fPH,f~f!~pW ,qW !5 f ~pW ,qW !f~pW ,qW !. ~12!

Of course we recover the ‘‘axiom of classicity’’ and the fact that the possible values o
observable are its eigenvalues.

3. Equivalence of statistical axioms

~i! A probability law on the ordinary framework is given by a mappingm acting on events
following some precise rules. If we look for a mappingmQ acting on the representation of even
~that is, on orthogonal projectors! with the same rules, a theorem due to Gleason28 proves thatmQ
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is given by a density operatorD such thatmQ„P(A)…5Tr„D•P(A)…. This means that we can
associate to each classical probability lawm a density operatorD such that m(A)5
Tr„D•P(A)…. If we develop this formula, we find

m~A!5Tr„D•P~A!…5E
A
d3pW d3qW ^pW ,qW uDupW ,qW &. ~13!

So the classical densityr(pW ,qW ) is given by the diagonal elementr(pW ,qW )5^pW ,qW uDupW ,qW & ~this
quantity is positive sinceD is a positive operator!.

Now for a particle ‘‘in the statef,’’ if we assume thatD5uf&^fu, the corresponding classica
densityr is given by

r~pW ,qW !5^pW ,qW uDupW ,qW &5u^pW ,qW uf&u2. ~14!

So we recover the formula introduced for justifying the existence of states.
~ii ! Now, if we use the relationr(pW ,qW )5^pW ,qW uDupW ,qW & for computing classical expectatio

value, we find

^ f &5E d3pW d3qW r f 5Tr~D"f!. ~15!

Remark:We see that it is impossible to distinguish the statistical effects due to a ge
densityD from those due to a pure state, because only the diagonal elements^pW ,qW uDupW ,qW & are
relevant in our case: the pure state^pW ,qW uf&5A^pW ,qW uDupW ,qW & gives exactly the same results asD ~in
our classical framework!. So pure states and general densitiesD are different on a logical level
but they are physically undistinguishable. Physical results only depend on an equivalence c
densitiesD such that̂ pW ,qW uDupW ,qW &5r(pW ,qW ) for a given densityr. We also find this remark in
Prugovecˇki’s monograph6 ~p. 154!.

4. Equivalence of the collapse axiom with conditional probability

In ordinary probability theory, we use conditional probability to take into account new re
to modify a probability law. Namely, if we have a probability lawm and if we know that some
eventE is realized, the new probability lawmE is

mE~A!5
m~AùE!

m~E!
. ~16!

In our case, ifm is associated with a densityD, we have

mE~A!5
Tr„D•P~AùE!…

Tr„D•P~E!…
. ~17!

If we use the fact thatP(AùE)5P(A)•P(E)5P(E)•P(A), we find

mE~A!5
Tr„P~E!•D•P~E!P~A!…

Tr„D•P~E!…
. ~18!

If we introduce the operatorDE defined as

DE5
1

Tr„D•P~E!…
P~E!•D•P~E!, ~19!

DE is a true density operator andmE(A)5Tr„DE •P(A)…. SoDE is the density operator associate
with mE .
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So, we find that conditional probability is implemented in the quantum framework with
formula of the ‘‘collapse axiom.’’ Now, let us apply this result to the case of some measure
classical observableF(pW ,qW ) that specifies that the possible numerical outcomesf belong to a set
V,R. This means that after the measure, we know that the particle ‘‘is’’ in the regionF21(V) of
phase space. This means that we know that the eventF21(V) is realized. So the initial probability
law m associated with the densityD must be changed and the new densityD8 is

D85
1

Tr„D•P~V!…
P~V!•D"P~V! with P5P+F21. ~20!

It is not hard to see thatP5P+F21 is exactly the projection valued measure associated with
quantum versionF of the classical observableF. This shows that the collapse axiom is~in our
case! a translation of conditional probability.

5. Axiom of evolution

We will see in the following that this axiom allows us to recover classical dynamics.

C. Conclusion

This new mathematical framework for classical mechanics is completely equivalent t
ordinary one. But, while the usual framework is mathematically and physically closed~all things
that you can write possess a classical meaning!, now this new formalism can be extended b
removing some axiom, more specially the ‘‘axiom of classicity,’’ by assuming that, perhaps,
unclassical observables also have a physical meaning. As we will see later, quantization
sponds to such a process. We finish with some remarks.

~i! Interference effect: Usually, interferences are seen as one of the main consequen
quantum formalism. We want to point out that they cannot be observed in our case, t
to our ‘‘axiom of classicity.’’ Actually, to see interferences, we need at least two phys
observables that are not diagonal in the same basis, and this case is excluded by our
This can be seen also by the fact that pure states cannot be distinguished from g
densities.

~ii ! Delocalization of states: We have introduced the statef that describes a particle by assum
ing thatr(pW ,qW )5u^pW ,qW uf&u2 is a sharp density in phase space. But nothing forbidsf to be
very delocalized, and, in principle, we must look at this delocalization as being intr
~not due to a lack of information as in the case of a general densityD!. So the question tha
arises is: why do classical objects have to be described in practice with only very
densities? The answer to this question is contained in our previous remark on the ph
impossibility ~in this framework! to distinguish states from general densities~the physical
effects of a density can always be represented by a state!. So, it is only a matter of
convenience~and consistency! to decide that ‘‘true states’’ correspond to very small de
calization. Of course, it must also be possible to develop some argumentation bas
‘‘decoherence.’’

~iii ! Equivalence-class of densities: We have seen that physical results only depend on
equivalence class of densitiesD. At first sight, this can be thought as a weakness of
formalism, since this introduces some degeneracy into the representation. But this is
a richness of the formalism, because breaking the degeneracy we can recover qu
mechanics.

~iv! Local U(1) invariance: Since the computation of any physical quantity only depend
r(pW ,qW )5u^pW ,qW uf&u2, we can modify the statef(pW ,qW ) by any phase factor exp„iu(pW ,qW )…
without changing physical results.

Now, we can analyze how the classical structure of Poisson brackets can be impleme
this new framework, and how we can recover classical dynamics.
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IV. REPRESENTATION OF POISSON BRACKETS IN THE NEW FRAMEWORK

Let f (pW ,qW ) be an observable~real function!. We associate tof a self-adjoint operatorX f acting
on statesfPH by

X ff52 i $ f ,f%. ~21!

HereX f defines a generator of a one-parameter unitary groupUa with

Ua5exp@2 iaX f #. ~22!

Furthermore, if we define the stateufa&5Uauf&, we have

i
]

]a
ufa&5X f ufa& or

]

]a
fa52$ f ,fa%. ~23!

Now it is obvious thatUa acts on unbounded statesupW ,qW & exactly as the classical transform
tion ~3!:

UaupW ,qW &5upaW ,qaW &, ~24!

where (paW ,qaW ) is the trajectory with initial conditions (pW ,qW ).
So Ua maps states into states.
For a classical observableg, and the associated operatorg, the transformed operatorga is

Ua
†gUa .

Due to ~24!, ga is also a self-adjoint operator associated with a classical observablega and

]

]a
ga5 i @X f ,ga# or

]

]a
ga5$ f ,ga%. ~25!

Moreover, the commutator@X f ,Xg# of two operatorsX f andXg is given by

i @X f ,Xg#5X$ f ,g% . ~26!

So the linear mappingf→X f is a representation of the action induced byf through Poisson
brackets. The equation~26! shows thati @•,•# is a representation of$•,•%.

Nevertheless, sinceX f50 for f 5const, we cannot recover the special value$pi ,qj%5d i j .
Remark on the ‘‘active’’ and ‘‘passive’’ representations of observables:From general quantum

axiomatics, eachX f as a self-adjoint operator defines mathematically a possible observable~even
if physically X f is not a classical object because of our axiom of classicity!. Then, on a purely
mathematical point of view, we have two possible self-adjoint operators deducible from the
sical quantityf (x):

~i! f5*dx f(x)ux&^xu,
~ii ! X f .

Heref defines the observable as a ‘‘passive object,’’ which is a datum, whileX f is the ‘‘active
version’’ of f as the action induced byf through Poisson brackets. Moreoverf and X f are
independent, because@ f,X f #50.

Then, while in the ‘‘passive representation,’’ all classical observablesf commute; in the
‘‘active representation’’ commutators are related to Poisson brackets@Eq. ~26!#.

So, from the mathematical point of view,X f is an alternative representation of the classi
quantity f (x). Unfortunately, on a physical level,f andX f do not have the same homogeneity:X f

is homogeneous tof divided by an action. So, as long as we do not have a specific unit of ac
we cannot follow up this process.
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To end this remark, we want to indicate that this idea of representing classical observab
a pair of operators has already been used by George and Prigogine29 using the superoperato
formalism.

V. CLASSICAL DYNAMICS IN THE NEW FRAMEWORK
A. New formulation of equations of motion

From the general axioms, we know that the evolution of states is given by the unitary o
torsUt,t0

such thatf t5Ut,t0
(f t0

). Moreover, Sec. II B 1 specifies that dynamics is defined by
data of the classical HamiltonianH ~eventually time dependent!, and we have seen in Secs. II B
and 3 that ‘‘weak dynamical equations’’~7! are a more general formula to specify dynamics. S
we assume in the following that Eqs.~7! are our basic equations of motion.

Since we have seen in Sec. III B 3 the equivalence between quantum and classical form
expectation values of classical observables using the classical densityr(pW ,qW ,t)5u^pW ,qW uf t&u2,
equations~7! can be written

d

dt
^f tuq¢uf t&5^f tu¹p

WH~p¢ ,q¢ ,t !uf t&,

d

dt
^f tup¢uf t&52^f tu¹q

WH~p¢ ,q¢ ,t !uf t&, ~27!

where¹p
WH and¹q

WH can be seen as functions of the operatorsp¢ andq¢ , sincep¢ andq¢ commute.
Equations~27! are our new basic dynamical equations.

B. Classical dynamics
1. Primary equations

Any operatorf associated with the classical observablef (pW ,qW ) can be written asf5 f (p¢ ,q¢),
sincep¢ andq¢ commute. So the expectation value^f& t verifies

^f& t5^f tu f ~p¢ ,q¢ !uf t&5^f0u f ~Ut,t0
† p¢Ut,t0

,Ut,t0
† q¢Ut,t0

!uf0&. ~28!

Now we introduce the operatorsq¢(t) andp¢(t) defined as

q¢~ t !5Ut,t0
† q¢Ut,t0

,

~29!
p¢~ t !5Ut,t0

† p¢Ut,t0
.

Equations for expectation values~27! become

^f0u
d

dt
q¢ ~ t !uf0&5^f0u¹p

WH~p¢~ t !,q¢~ t !,t !uf0&,

~30!

^f0u
d

dt
p¢ ~ t !uf0&52^f0u¹q

WH~p¢~ t !,q¢~ t !,t !uf0&.

Since Eqs.~30! must be valid for any state f0 , we deduce the following equations o
evolution for the operatorsq¢(t) andp¢(t):

d

dt
q¢ ~ t !5¹p

WH~p¢~ t !,q¢~ t !,t !,

~31!
d

dt
p¢ ~ t !52¹q

WH~p¢~ t !,q¢~ t !,t !,
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which are the natural formulation of the equations of motion in the new framework, and the
be symbolically identified with the Hamiltonian equations~4!.

2. Operator of evolution and Liouville equation

Now if we look at the operatorXH(t) as defined in Sec. III C,

XH~ t !52 i ~¹p
WH•¹q

W2¹q
WH•¹p

W !. ~32!

We have

@XH~ t !,q¢#52 i¹p
WH~p¢ ,q¢ ,t !,

~33!
@XH~ t !,p¢#5 i¹q

WH~p¢ ,q¢ ,t !.

Let us defineUt,t0
as the unitary operator generated byXH(t):

i
d

dt
Ut,t0

5XH~ t !Ut,t0
,

~34!
Ut0 ,t0

51.

A simple checking shows that now the operatorsq¢(t) andp¢(t) defined by~29! verify Eqs. ~31!
and thenUt,t0

is the operator of evolution. We deduce that for any statef0 at time t0 we have

f~ t !5Ut,t0
~f0!. ~35!

Then using the definition ofUt,t0
, the wave functionf(pW ,qW ,t) verifies the Liouville equation:

]f

]t
52$H,f%. ~36!

Because this differential equation is of order one with real coefficients, we recover tha
probability densityr(pW ,qW ,t)5uf(pW ,qW ,t)u2 must also verify the Liouville equation. Now, since an
density operatorD can be split asD5(npnufn&^fnu, we recover that any classical densi
r(pW ,qW ,t)5^pW ,qW uDtupW ,qW & must verify also the Liouville equation. Prugovecˇki also finds equation
~36! in his monograph Ref. 6,~Chap. 3! for a ‘‘classical wave function,’’ but our procedure bas
on ‘‘weak dynamical equations’’ is completely different.

We see that starting only from equations for expectation values, and even if ‘‘d ’’ densities are
excluded, we recover completely the equations of standard classical mechanics. This resul
to the fact that we can find densities as close as possible to ‘‘d.’’

VI. THE QUANTIZATION PROCESS
A. The problem of unclassical observables: What is quantization?

Our framework of classical mechanics is based on the ‘‘axiom of classicity’’ that limits
range of physical observables. We analyze here the possibility of giving a physical mean
some unclassical observable~and then breaking down our axiom!.

The starting point of our procedure is the representation of classical events given b
mappingP. As we can verify easily, for each classical event ‘‘A’’ that gives a nonzero projecto
P(A), P(A) corresponds in fact to an infinite dimensional subspace ofH. This means that the
one-dimensional projectorspf5uf&^fu that represent the ‘‘minimal events’’ and define states
not classical events. Since we only possess the projectorsP(A) to select particles, we can neve
decide if a particle is in a given statef ~this is because we cannot distinguish states from gen
densities!. So in this classical picture, a particle is described by a mathematical object that c
be completely specified from experiment~exactly as points in phase space that cannot be exp
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mently reached!. But this means that we cannot specify any more what is really the full spaS
of all f. So we can imagine two different situations:

~i! The spaceS5H, and then all states are possible.
~ii ! The spaceS is only a proper subspace ofH.

In the latter case, we can define the orthogonal projectorpS on S. By definition pS cannot be a
classical event, but neverthelesspS has a physical meaning as the projector on all physical sta
So we can give a physical meaning to an unclassical object and, moreover this ‘‘unclassical
must always be realized since all physical statesf must verifypSf5f.

Another way to present the problem is to look at the full set of orthogonal projectors as th
of all symbolic logical questions on a system. In the framework of classical mechanics, o
subset of questions@the projectorsP(A)# possesses a physical answer~true or false!. The remain-
der must be either unphysical questions, orundecidablequestions. The ‘‘questionpS’’ is unde-
cidable.

So we have the opportunity of ‘‘creating’’ a new logical framework by postulating that s
‘‘question pS’’ has a positive answer. Of course, we need physical arguments to choosepS in
order to preserve basic physical results. In our point of view, quantization corresponds to thi
of postulate.

In the following, we assume that some proper subspaceS of H ~represented bypS) contains
all possible states.

We analyze first the consequences of this postulate and then we give the arguments to
pS .

B. Consequences of a quantization

Of course, we must assume that all general axioms listed in Secs. III A 1–4 are always
but on the Hilbert spaceS. Moreover, we must analyze separately how to take into account
axiom of classicity.

First of all, since the basic objects of our formalism are now operators onS which is a
subspace ofH, we want to specify the relation between self-adjoint operators onH and self-
adjoint operators onS. SincepS is a projector, a self-adjoint operatora on H corresponds to a
self-adjoint operator onS if and only if

pS•a"pS5a. ~37!

So this relation~37! must now be verified for both observables and densities. Now we ana
how classical observables are modified.

1. The ‘‘correspondence principle’’

Let f be a classical observable andf5* f (x)ux&^xudx be the corresponding operator. For a
densityD, we have seen that the expectation value off is given by^ f &5Tr(D"f). But now the
only possible densities verify Eq.~37! and then̂ f & can be written aŝf &5Tr(D"pS•f"pS). So in
any physical situation, we only need the self-adjoint operatorfS5pSfpS , and by constructionfS
defines a true observable on the physical Hilbert spaceS.

So it is natural to assume that the operatorfS5pS•f"pS defines the new version of th
classical observablef: we call fS the quantized observable associated withf.

This allows us to justify and not to postulate the famous ‘‘correspondence principle’’
gives quantized version of classical observable. We will see later thatalmostall these quantized
observables correspond effectively to the usual quantum operators.

2. Remarks on quantized observables

Of course, the simplest quantized observables arepSp¢pS andpSq¢pS . Sincep¢ andq¢ are the
basic objects of our classical framework,pSp¢pS andpSq¢pS must become the new fundament
observables; and these new operators do not commute in general.
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In the case of more complex classical observables, some ambiguity may exist in the defi
of the quantized version.

For example, if we look at the quantized observableL¢ associated with the classical orbit
momentumlW5pW `qW , we can say thatL¢ 5L1

¢5pSp¢`q¢pS according to our procedure, but we ca
also defineL¢ 5L2

W51/2(pSp¢pS`pSq¢pS2pSq¢pS`pSp¢pS). In both cases we have a wel
defined self-adjoint operator, and then a possible observable associated with the classical q
lW ~in generalL1

¢ andL2
¢ define two different operators!. Of course onlyL1

¢ is a direct quantization
~according to our procedure!; but it is not sufficient to prove thatL1

¢ is the right answer, becaus
orbital momentum is classically the generator of rotations and we can demand that this g
physical property remains unchanged. This means that, for complex observables, we need
ally some external arguments on the physical role played by the observable~for example, as
generator of symmetry! to decide which is the right quantized object. We will see in Sec. X
precisely in the case oflW5pW `qW , that we must examine carefully different possible observable
deduce the right one.

3. Quantization of classical events
As seen before, classical events are represented by the projectorsP(A). Our quantization

transformsP(A) into PS(A)5pSP(A)pS . But nowPS(A) is no longer an orthogonal projecto
and cannot be associated with a ‘‘true-false type question.’’PS(A) must be interpreted as
‘‘semi-classical event’’ or as a quasiprojector. This label becomes more obvious if we remar

PS~A!5E
A
d3pW d3qW pSupW ,qW &^pW ,qW upS , ~38!

while

1S5pS5E d3pW d3qW pSupW ,qW &^pW ,qW upS . ~39!

The states$ujpW ,qW&5pSupW ,qW &% are no longer a ‘‘continuous orthogonal basis,’’ but they ver
the previous closure relation on the physical Hilbert spaceS. So, these states define in fact a
overcomplete basis and can be seen as ‘‘semi-classical states.’’ In Sec. XI, we detail this p
direct connection with Prugovecˇki’s work.

Now, we can analyze what kind of arguments can be used to specify the projectorpS .

C. Our arguments to choose a quantization

Our arguments for quantization are based on the physical existence of a fundamental g
transformations acting on phase space, namely the symmetry group. As indicated in Sec. I
symmetry group is the Galilei groupG ~up to some discrete transformations!. So we look for a
representation of the groupG on the Hilbert spaceH in such a way that classical objects a
always transformed in the same way.

1. How to represent the Galilei group
Classically an observablef (pW ,qW ) is transformed intof u5 f +u21 in a symmetryuPG. Now,

the operator associated withf u is

fu5E d3pW d3qW ~ f +u21!~pW ,qW !upW ,qW &^pW ,qW u. ~40!

Since any symmetryu preserves the element of volume in phase space, we have

fu5E d3pW d3qW f ~pW ,qW !uu~pW ,qW !&^u~pW ,qW !u. ~41!

Then we can write
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fu5Tu•f"Tu
† ~42!

if we define the action of the operatorTu on H as

TuupW ,qW &5exp„iuu~pW ,qW !…uu~pW ,qW !&, ~43!

whereuu(pW ,qW ) is an unspecified phase factor@in fact we use the localU(1) invariance#.
This means that any projective representation ofG preserves classical properties. Of cour

the choiceuu50 gives a right representation, but this solution is not necessarily the unique
Moreover, if there exist different nonequivalent representations, we have to make a choice:
picture is really the right mathematical framework, we must say that only one of these rep
tations is realized.

In the following, we assume that this choice has been done, and then the functionsuu are
specified.

Now, we are ready to develop our arguments for quantization.

2. Arguments for quantization

We remark first that ‘‘phase space is connected by symmetries’’: given two pointsx0 andx1 in
phase space, we can always find some symmetryuPG such thatx15u(x0) ~the groupG is
transitive!. So, starting from any pointx0 , the action of the full symmetry groupG generates
phase space. This means that the set of physical states is generated by the symmetry g
specify dynamical properties of a particle, we do not need a larger space than a space gene
G.

Now in the new framework, the pointsx of phase space are used to build the ‘‘continuo
orthogonal basis’’$ux&%, so this complete orthogonal basis ofH is generated by the actionG ~or
its representation! on some ketux0&. But, in general, we can build other~orthogonal! bases with
this property: we can find orthogonal basis$uy,n&% ~wherey specifies continuous variables andn
is an integer parameter! such that the action of the representation$Tu% on some ketuy0 ,n&
generates the full set$uy,n&% for a fixed n. So each subspaceHn associated with the projecto
Pn5*dyuy,n&^y,nu possesses exactly the same property as the initial Hilbert spaceH. Moreover,
two statesf0 andf1 belonging to two different subspacesHn0

andHn1
can never be connecte

by a symmetryTu . So it is logical to assume that only one of these subspacesHn is sufficient to
specify the dynamical properties of a particle.

3. Conclusion

If we demand that the Hilbert space of states verifies the same property as classical
space, then it is sufficient to assume that the physical Hilbert spaceS is a subspace of irreducibl
representation of the$Tu%: this specifies our quantization.

So, logically, we must first analyze all possible projective representations of the Galilei g
before looking for quantization. Nevertheless, since in this article we want to focus on the ‘
choice,’’ we only develop in the following paragraphs the intuitive arguments leading to
‘‘right’’ representation compatible with quantum mechanics~there is no mathematical reason
choose this special representation!.

VII. REPRESENTATIONS OF THE GALILEI GROUP

The quantum phase space representation of the Galilei group developed in this section
found in Prugovecˇki’s monograph~Ref. 6 Chap. 1!. This representation has been obtained in
context of positive operator value~POV! measures that constitute a ‘‘system of covariance’’ for
Galilei group, and the method was originally developed in the configuration representation30

But, as indicated at the end of the last section, we have no mathematical reason to ch
special representation, starting from our point of view. So we will prove in the following
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assuming the physical existence of some ‘‘unit of action’’ implies the existence of some
symmetry with no classical equivalent, and taking into account this new symmetry, we can
the representation we look for.

To begin, we look first at the classical situation corresponding to a cancellation of a
coefficientsuu(x) introduced in Sec. VI.

A. The classical representation

We can use the generatorsX f induced by Poisson brackets~Sec. IV! to build this classical
representation of the Galilei group.

The continuous transformations of the group are space translations, Galilei boosts an
tions that are respectively associated with the observablespW , qW and lW5qW `pW . Namely, using the
notations of Sec. IV,

exp@2 iq0W •XpW #upW ,qW &5upW ,qW 1q0W &,

exp@ ip0W •XqW #upW ,qW &5upW 1p0W ,qW &, ~44!

exp@2 ivW •X lW#upW ,qW &5uRvW ~pW !,RvW ~qW !&,

whereRvW is the geometrical rotation.

B. First consequences of a unit of action

In the remainder, we assume that there exists some natural unit of action, namely, the
constanth ~or the reduced value\5h/2p!, and we are interested in the consequences of
hypothesis for the objects defined onH.

1. New physical symmetry: The symplectic transform

Taking into account the data of\, we can define a set of linear operators$KS(a)%aPR
~symplectic involutions! depending on the undimensional real parametera by

^pW ,qW uKS~a!up1W ,q1W &5~a/h!3 exp@~ ia/\!~qW •p1W2pW •q1W !#. ~45!

A simple checking proves that

KS
†~a!5KS~a! and KS~a!251H . ~46!

So eachKS(a) is a self-adjoint unitary operator, that is, an involution, andKS(a) depends on
the symplectic productqW •p1W2pW •q1W .

On the other hand, we can also define the unitary gauge transformsUG(j) depending on the
undimensional real parameterj as

UG~j!upW ,qW &5exp@2~ i j/\!pW •qW #upW ,qW &, ~47!

or

UG~j!5exp@2~ i j/\!p¢"q¢#. ~48!

These operatorsKS(a) andUG(j) are the simplest ‘‘new symmetries’’ induced by the ex
tence of\.

CombiningKS(a) and UG(j), we extend the set$KS(a)%aPR of involutions ~unitary self-
adjoint operators! to $KS(a,j)% (a,j)PR2 with

KS~a,j!5UG~j!†KS~a!UG~j!. ~49!
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Now, eachKS(a,j) is mathematically a new symmetry. But is it really possible that differ
nonequivalentKS(a,j) physically exist at the same time?

In fact, we see that modifyinga and j corresponds to a scaling on\. If we say that there
exists aunique unit of action, only one of theseKS(a,j) must be taken as fundamental. O
course, this is not sufficient to specify the value ofa andj, so we have to make a choice.

a. Conclusion. We postulate in all the following thatthe fundamental symplectic transform
is KS defined as

KS5KS~ 1
2,

1
2! ~50!

or

^pW ,qW uKSup1W ,q1W &5~1/2h!3 exp@~ i /2\!~qW 2q1W !•~pW 1p1W !#. ~51!

~Of course this choice contains some arbitrariness due to other possible unitary equivalent
bilities.!

Now, KS must be seen as a new physical symmetry~unclassical! induced by the existence o
‘‘ h, ’’ and then it must be added to the Galilei group.

2. ‘‘Passive’’ and ‘‘active’’ representations of observables

We have seen in Sec. IV that we can mathematically associate to each classical obserf
two self-adjoint operatorsf andX f , X f being homogeneous tof divided by an action.

So f and\X f are now two possible representations off with the same physical homogeneit
but \X f is a nonclassical observable. Moreover,f and \X f are independent since@ f,\X f #50.
Then, introducing\ generates some apparent mathematical ambiguity into the representat
observables: each observable can be defined as a datum or as a generator of a one-p
group.

We will see in the remainder that our procedure of quantization allows us to remove
ambiguity.

C. New representation of the Galilei group

Now, we considerKS as a new physical symmetry, but without any classical equivalent. S
is natural to assume thatKS does not interfere with the unitary operatorsUb that represent the
Galilei group, in other words@KS ,Ub#50. This means that the~self-adjoint! generatorsYa of the
Galilei group must verify@KS ,Ya#50. SinceKS is an involution, this last requirement can b
written as

KSYaKS5Ya or Ya5 1
2 ~Ya1KSYaKS!. ~52!

Now, as seen in Sec. VII A, the classical generators of the Galilei group areXpW52 i¹q
W , XqW

5 i¹p
W and XqW `pW5(2 i )(qW `¹q

W1pW `¹p
W ). Using ~51! and the fact thatKS is an involution, we

find, after some algebra,

KSXpWKS5~1/2\!~p¢1KSp¢KS!5XpW ,

KSXqWKS5~1/2\!~q¢2KSq¢KS!52XqW , ~53!

KSXqW `pWKS5XqW `pW .

So,XpW andXqW `pW ~generators of translation and rotations! are effectively invariant underKS ,
but notXqW ~generator of Galilei boosts!. So we must modifyXqW and we define the new generat
XqW

(1) of Galilei boosts as
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XqW
(1)5~1/2\!~q¢1KSq¢KS!5\21q¢1XqW . ~54!

Now we have

KSXqW
(1)KS5XqW

(1) . ~55!

This new generatorXqW
(1) is invariant underKS and the new representation of Galilei boos

becomes

exp@ ip0W •XqW
(1)#upW ,qW &5exp@~ i /\!p0W •qW #upW 1p0W ,qW &. ~56!

As expected from the general arguments of Sec. VI C, we find a supplementary phase
u5( i /\)p0W •qW that modifies the classical representation, but only for Galilei boosts. The repr
tation of translations and rotations is unchanged.

To conclude, taking into account the remarks of Sec. VII B 2 on the representation of ob
ables, we introduce the ‘‘prequantum’’ operatorsP*

¢, Q*
¢ andJ*

¢, homogeneous, respectively, topW ,
qW andqW `pW 5 lW:

P*
¢5\XpW52 i\¹q

W5~ 1
2!~p¢1KSp¢KS!,

Q*
¢5\XqW

(1)5qW 1 i\¹p
W5~ 1

2!~q¢1KSq¢ KS!, ~57!

J*
¢5\X lW52 i\~qW `¹q

W1pW `¹p
W !.

These operators are the generators of the new representation of the Galilei group throu
equations

exp@2~ i /\!q0W •P*
¢#upW ,qW &5upW ,qW 1q0W &,

exp@~ i /\!p0W •Q*
¢#upW ,qW &5exp@~ i /\!p0W •qW #upW 1p0W ,qW &, ~58!

exp@2~ i /\!vW •J*
¢#upW ,qW &5uRvW ~qW !,RvW ~pW !&,

whereRvW is the geometrical rotation.
The index ‘‘* ’’ on P*

¢, Q*
¢ andJ*

¢ is used to distinguish these ‘‘prequantum operators’’ fro
the true quantum ones that will be obtained by our procedure of quantization.

Now, while the old generatorsXpW andXqW were commuting, the new onesP*
¢ andQ*

¢ verify

@P* i ,Q* j #52 i\d i j . ~59!

In fact, for any component of the operatorsP*
¢, Q*

¢, andJ*
¢, the expression of the commutato

( i /\)@A,B# exactly corresponds to the Poisson bracket of the associated classical observabpW ,
qW , lW):

@P* i ,P* j #5@Q* i ,Q* j #50,

@P* i ,Q* j #52 i\d i j ,

@J* i ,J* j #5 i\e i jkJ* k , ~60!

@J* i ,Q* j #5 i\e i jkQ* k ,

@J* i ,P* j #5 i\e i jkP* k .
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So, independent of our specific procedure of quantization of observables based on proj
it is natural to expect that these operatorsP*

¢, Q*
¢, andJ*

¢ are the right representations of mome
tum, position and angular momentum.

We will find that our procedure of quantization confirms this hypothesis.

D. Angular momentum and spin

Starting fromP*
¢, Q*

¢, andJ*
¢, we define two new generators calledL*

¢ andS*
¢:

L*
¢5Q*

¢`P*
¢,

~61!
S*
¢5J*

¢2L*
¢52 i\pW `¹p

W2\2¹p
W`¹q

W .

L*
¢ andS*

¢ are generators of rotations since their components verify@A i ,A j #5 i\e i jkAk . But,
moreover, we have

@S* i ,Q* j #5@S* i ,P* j #50. ~62!

So, anticipating on the remainder,L*
¢ generates orbital rotations, whileS*

¢ defines internal
rotations: we find some spin representation.

Nevertheless, sinceS*
¢ is built with true vectors, it only generates integer spins.

This means that we cannot recover half-integer spins only starting with our configur
spaceH5L2(C). If we want to recover all possible values of spin, we must add some exte
degrees of freedom to our Hilbert space.

More precisely, we must assume that the basis ofH is $upW ,qW & ^ ue&% with e50,61. The value
e50 corresponds to the previous case of integer spins, while the new valuese561 describe the
half-integer components. We must also modify the generatorJ*

W of rotations to take into accoun
rotations of new degrees of freedom:

J*
¢5\X lW1

\

2
SW , ~63!

whereSW applied toue50& gives 0, and applied toue561&, SW reduces to Pauli matrices.
Of course the operatorsP*

¢, Q*
¢, andL*

¢ are unchanged, and onlyS*
¢ is modified.

In the remainder we do not develop any further this extended framework, because the
ness of the formalism hides the ideas involved in our procedure of quantization. So we conti
use our Hilbert space generated by the basis$upW ,qW &%, but now we know that this framework ca
only generate integer spins, and so all the following is devoted to bosonic particles.

E. Discrete symmetries

1. Parity

Parity is defined as the linear operatorK P acting on statesupW ,qW & as

K PupW ,qW &5u2pW ,2qW &. ~64!

2. Time reversal

Classically speaking, time reversal transforms a state (pW ,qW ) into (2pW ,qW ). Then we can try to
represent time reversal as a linear operator acting on statesupW ,qW &, such thatKTupW ,qW &5u2pW ,qW &.
But if we take this definition, the linear condition is incompatible with Galilei boosts, becaus
the supplementary phase factor introduced into the representation. To obtain a consistent re
must assume thatKT is an antilinear operator. So, we defineKT as an antilinear operator such th

KTupW ,qW &5u2pW ,qW &. ~65!
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3. Symplectic transform

The symmetryKS has been defined in Sec. VII B 1, and by constructionKS commutes with all
the previous symmetries.

VIII. IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATION OF THE GALILEI GROUP

Computations on the irreducible representations of the Galilei group in phase space
already been published31 ~for the Poincare´ group, see Ref. 32!; for the case of scalar particles~see
Ref. 6, Chap. 1!.

We recall here this analysis in order to prove the consistency of our approach and a
introduce specific notations.

A. Subspaces of irreducible representation of P* and Q*

We have seen that the generatorsP*
¢ andQ*

¢ verify @P* i ,Q* j #52 i\d i j and we know that
irreducible representations of these relations are obtained byP*

¢[2 i\¹x
W and Q*

¢[xW ~for the
momentxW must be only seen as a parameter!. So we look for~unbounded! states ‘‘uxW ,a& ’’ such that

^xW ,auP*
¢upW ,qW &52 i\¹x

W ^xW ,aupW ,qW &,
~66!

^xW ,auQ*
¢upW ,qW &5xW ^xW ,aupW ,qW &.

If we call f5^pW ,qW uxW ,a&, using the explicit expression ofP*
¢ andQ*

¢, we obtain

~¹q
W1¹x

W !f50,
~67!

i\¹p
Wf5~xW2qW !f.

The general solution of this system is

f5F~xW2qW !exp@2~ i /\!pW •~xW2qW !#, ~68!

whereF is an arbitrary function.
So the states’$uxW ,a&% solutions of the problem are given by

^pW ,qW uxW ,a&5Fa~xW2qW !exp@2~ i /\!pW •~xW2qW !#. ~69!

Computing the scalar product^yW ,buxW ,a& we obtain

^yW ,buxW ,a&5^^bua&&d~yW2xW !

~70!

^^bua&&5h3E d3qW Fb* ~qW !Fa~qW !,

whereh52p\ is the Planck constant and^^bua&& defines a reduced scalar product on the fie
Fa .

Now, if we take a complete orthonormal basis$Fn% for the reduced scalar produc
(^^num&&5dn,m), the states$uxW ,n&% define a complete orthogonal basis for our configuration sp
and we can define the bounded projectorsPn onto each subspace generated by the st
$uxW ,n&%xWPR3:

Pn5E d3xW uxW ,n&^xW ,nu. ~71!

Moreover, we have also the closure relation
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(
n

Pn51H . ~72!

Each of thesePn defines a subspace of irreducible representation of the commutation rela
betweenP*

¢ andQ*
¢, so

@P*
¢,Pn#5@Q*

¢,Pn#50. ~73!

The action of space translations and Galilei boosts generated byP*
W andQ*

W on each subspac
is given by

exp@2~ i /\!q0W •P*
¢#uxW ,n&5uxW1q0W ,n&,

~74!
exp@~ i /\!q0W •Q*

¢#uxW ,n&5exp@~ i /\!p0W •xW #uxW ,n&.

Now, we look at irreducible representations of the rotation group, taking into accoun
previous results.

B. Irreducible representations of rotations

We have previously seen that the generator of rotations isJ*
¢5L*

¢1S*
¢ with @L*

¢,S*
¢#50.

Then,

exp@2~ i /\!vW •J*
¢#5exp@2~ i /\!vW •L*

¢#exp@2~ i /\!vW •S*
¢#. ~75!

Since by constructionL*
¢5Q*

¢`P*
¢ acts on each subspacePn as the usual quantum operat

of orbital angular momentum, we have

exp@2~ i /\!vW •J*
¢#uxW ,n&5exp@2~ i /\!vW •S*

¢#uRvW ~xW !,n&. ~76!

Then irreducible representations of rotations are only dependent on the generatorsS*
¢. More-

over, we know that these representations are obtained by statesuS,mS& such thatS*
¢2uS,mS&

5\2S(S11) andS* zuS,mS&5\mSuS,mS&. Then we look for statesuxW ,S,mS& solving the prob-
lem.

The action ofS*
¢ on uxW ,n& is given by

^pW ,qW uS*
¢uxW ,n&5 i\¹p

W`~pW 1 i\¹q
W !^pW ,qW uxW ,n&. ~77!

Taking the explicit expression~69! of ^pW ,qW uxW ,n& we obtain

^pW ,qW uS*
¢uxW ,n&52 i\~xW2qW !`¹W Fn~xW2qW !exp@2~ i /\!pW •~xW2qW !#. ~78!

SoS*
¢ only acts on the fieldFn as the usual quantum orbital angular operator. Then we k

that irreducible representations are obtained by spherical harmonics and the statesuxW ,S,mS& are
defined by

^pW ,qW uxW ,S,mS&5FS,mS
~xW2qW !exp@2~ i /\!pW •~xW2qW !#,

~79!
FS,mS

~xW !5C~ ixW i !YS
mS~xW /ixW i !.

HereC is an arbitrary function normalized with the reduced scalar product defined in~70!:
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E
0

`

x2dxuC~x!u25h23. ~80!

Now the action of the rotation group on the orthogonal basisuxW ,S,mS& can be deduced from
~76!:

exp@2~ i /\!vW •J*
¢#uxW ,S,m&5(

m1

Rm1 ,m
S ~vW !uRvW ~xW !,S,m1&, ~81!

whereRm1 ,m
S (vW ) is the irreducible matrix of rotation.

C. Conclusion

The final result is that irreducible subspaces of the Galilei group are given by the proje
PS on the states generated by the orthogonal basis$uxW ,S,m&%, that is,

PS5(
m

E d3xW uxW ,S,m&^xW ,S,mu. ~82!

Each of these subspaces depends of course on the value ofS ~integer!, but also depends on a
arbitrary functionC normalized in~80!.

D. Action of discrete symmetries on an irreducible subspace

1. Parity

Following the definition~64! of the operatorK P we find

^pW ,qW uK PuxW ,S,mS&5FS,mS
~xW1qW !exp@~ i /\!pW •~xW1qW !#. ~83!

Now, using the parity of the spherical harmonics, we find

K PuxW ,S,mS&5~21!Su2xW ,S,mS&. ~84!

2. Time reversal

Following the definition~65! of the antilinear operatorKT we find

^pW ,qW uKTuxW ,S,mS&5FS,mS
* ~xW2qW !exp@2~ i /\!pW •~xW2qW !#. ~85!

Using the definition ofFS,mS
and the relation between spherical harmonics and its conjug

we find

^pW ,qW uKTuxW ,S,m&5~21!mC* ~ uxW2qW u!YS
2m exp@2~ i /\!pW •~xW2qW !#. ~86!

We deduce that each subspacePS is invariant by time reversal, only if the unknown functio
C verifiesC* 5aC.

SinceC is always defined up to a constant phase factor,we assume in the remainder thatC
is real.

ThenKT is an antilinear operator that verifies

KTuxW ,S,mS&5~21!mSuxW ,S,2mS&. ~87!
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3. Symplectic transform

Using the definition~51! of the operatorKS we find

^pW ,qW uKSuxW ,S,mS&5FS,mS
~qW 2xW !exp@2~ i /\!pW •~xW2qW !#. ~88!

Because of the parity of spherical harmonics, we find

KSuxW ,S,mS&5~21!SuxW ,S,mS&. ~89!

Then the nonclassical symmetryKS acts onuxW ,S,mS& as an intrinsic parity.
We conclude that the discrete symmetriesK P , KT , andKS are represented on each subspa

PS , if we assume the unknown functionC to be real.
This condition onC can be found in Ref. 6~Chap. 1! in the study of ‘‘stochastic probability

currents,’’ but it is not deduced from symmetry arguments as in our case.

IX. AXIOM OF QUANTIZATION

Any subspaceHS5Ran(PS) corresponds to our requirements defined in Sec. VI C an
quantization is the projection from the global Hilbert spaceH on one of these subspacesHS .

As expected, the action of all symmetries on the states ‘‘uxW ,S,mS& ’’ corresponds exactly with
the quantum definition. But for the moment the quantitiesxW ,S,mS are only mathematical param
eters and are not related to physical observables~even if we can guess their meaning!.

On the other hand, eachHS is defined by the integer parameterS and the real functionC(x).
The essential effect of this function is to introduce a specific length scalel as a characteristic o
the representation. To make explicit this dependence, we reduceC(x) to a purely mathematica
~dimensionless! function C0 by the scaling

C~x!5~lh!23/2C0~x/l!. ~90!

The condition of normalization~80! becomes

E
0

`

u2duC0~u!251. ~91!

Finally, if we look at the main physical consequences of our procedure of quantization, w
that the important result is that a particle associated with a subspaceHS possesses an interna
structure. This structure is defined by the intrinsic properties for rotations~spin S!, and by a
specific length scalel. Throughl andC, we recover the old idea of ‘‘proper wave function’’ firs
introduced by Lande´33 and Born34 to describe elementary particles that are not pointlike. T
result~and the consequences on measurement! is also obtained by Prugovecˇki ~Ref. 6, Chap. 1, pp.
25 and 60!. In fact, our idea of quantization can be seen as the reverse procedure of Prugovˇki’s
approach~obtaining phase space representation of quantum mechanics!.

At this stage, if we want to give a physical meaning tol, we must specify what we mean b
‘‘particles.’’ Of course, elementary objects such as electrons or protons~in nonrelativistic mechan-
ics! are particles, but atoms with frozen internal degrees of freedom can be also seen as pa

A. The case of elementary particles

In nonrelativistic quantum mechanics, we cannot build a natural length scalel for a true
particle, but in relativistic quantum mechanics the Compton wave lengthlc5h/Mc defines such
intrinsic length scale. So it is natural to look atl as the preceding of the relativistic quantitylc .
This means thatl must always be a very small quantity~in regard to all other classical lengt
scales!.
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B. The case of complex particles „atoms …

First, we must assume that all internal degrees of freedom are frozen, to be able to desc
system only using external dynamical quantities. In this casel simply represents the geometric
size of the system. Moreover, we must always assume thatl is very small in regard to all othe
classical length scales of the problem, because the existence of some length scale of ordl
implies a dynamical effect on the internal degrees of freedom of the system.

X. THE BASIC QUANTIZED OBSERVABLES

In all the remainder the subspaceHS is assumed to be fixed, and following always o
procedure of Sec. VI C, we can look how classical observables are transformed through qu
tion.

We recall that, starting from a classical quantityf (pW ,qW ), we build first the associated classic
operatorf, and then we quantifyf by taking the projectionPS•f•PS . The idea of projecting
classical operators~stochastic observables! on irreducible subspaces in order to obtain quant
equations can be also found in Ref. 6, but it is not used as a general procedure to repla
correspondence principle and rebuild quantum mechanics.

A. Quantum operators of position and momentum

So, we define the quantum operator of positionQ¢ and momentumP¢ as

Q¢ 5PSq¢PS ,
~92!

P¢5PSp¢PS .

First, we remark that the action of the symplectic transformKS on the statesuxW ,S,mS& ~89!
implies

KSPS5PSKS5~21!SPS . ~93!

Now, we have the definitions~57! of P*
W andQ*

W :

P*
W5~ 1

2!~p¢1KSp¢KS!,

~94!
Q*
W5~ 1

2!~q¢1KSq¢KS!.

Projecting these relations withPS and taking into account~93!, we obtain

PSP*
W5PSP*

WPS5PSp¢PS5P¢ ,
~95!

PSQ*
W5PSQ*

W PS5PSq¢PS5Q¢

~we recall that by constructionPS commutes withP*
W andQ*

W !.
So,

^xW ,S,muP¢ uyW ,S,m1&52 i\~¹W d!~xW2yW !dm,m1
,

~96!
^xW ,S,muQ¢ uyW ,S,m1&5xWd~xW2yW !dm,m1

.

Conclusion

We find that the quantized versionP¢ andQ¢ of the classical observablespW andqW correspond
precisely with the usual quantum operators.
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Moreover, these operators are also the restriction of the generators of translations and
boosts. This means that, in the ‘‘quantum world,’’ these observables are exactly the genera
symmetries~translation and Galilei boosts! as in the classical picture through Poisson brack
~We also notice that our procedure allows us to remove the ambiguity between ‘‘passiv
active’’ representations ofpW andqW .!

But, we will see in the following section, that this conclusion cannot be extended to an
momentum because of spin: the projection of the classical angular momentumq¢`p¢ is not in
general the restriction of the generator of rotationsJ*

W . In this case we must use other argume
to choose the quantum observable associated with angular momentum.

B. Quantum angular momentum and spin

We know from ~57! that the generator of rotations isJ*
¢52 i\(qW `¹q

W1pW `¹p
W ) and by

constructionPS commutes withJ*
¢. Moreover, we have seen in~60! that the commutators ofP*

¢,
Q*
¢, andJ*

¢ correspond exactly to the expression of the Poisson brackets of the classical qua
pW , qW and lW5qW `pW . Now, since we have proved that the restrictionsP¢ andQ¢ of P*

¢ andQ*
¢ are the

quantum operators of momentum and position, we can also guess that the ‘‘quantum a
momentum’’J¢ is the restriction of the generatorJ*

¢. So we define

J¢5PSJ*
¢5J*

¢PS5PSJ*
¢PS . ~97!

Of course the general definitions of Sec. III for observables attest thatJ¢ ~as a self-adjoint
operator commuting withPS! is mathematically a possible observable. But up to now, we h
only defined the quantum version of classical observables by our procedure of quantization.
must first find the relation connectingJ¢ to the quantized versionPSl¢PS of the classical angula
momentumlW5qW `pW . The following lines are devoted to this question.

Taking into account the explicit expression ofP*
¢ andQ*

¢, we rewriteJ*
¢ as

J*
¢5q¢`P*

¢1Q*
¢`p¢2q¢`p¢ . ~98!

Using the equations~95! related toP¢ andQ¢ we find

J¢52Q¢ `P¢2PSq¢`p¢PS . ~99!

But we know also that the generator of rotationsJ*
¢ can be divided intoJ*

¢5L*
¢1S*

¢ with
L*
¢5Q*

¢`P*
¢, and by constructionPS commutes withL*

¢ and S*
¢. So we can define two new

quantum observablesL¢ andS¢ as the restriction ofL*
¢ andS*

¢:

L¢ 5PSL*
¢5L*

¢PS5Q¢ `P¢ ,

S¢5PSS*
¢5S*

¢PS , ~100!

J¢5L¢ 1S¢ .

We call L¢ ‘‘orbital angular momentum’’ andS¢ ‘‘spin momentum.’’ Now using Eqs.~99! and
~100! we find finally

PSq¢`p¢PS5L¢ 2S¢5Q¢ `P¢2S¢ . ~101!

This shows that the quantized version of the classical angular momentumlW5qW `pW does not
correspond in general to the generatorJ¢ ~or L¢ !.

In fact, we find thatPSq¢`p¢PS5L¢ 5J¢ only in the case of scalar particles (S50).
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Then, for S50, it is true that the quantized version of the classical angular momentulW

5qW `pW is the generatorJ¢5L¢ 5Q¢ `P¢ of rotations. This is because we callL¢ ‘‘orbital angular
momentum.’’ But this correspondence fails forSÞ0, because of the spin variables.

This result is very simple to understand, if we recall thatS¢ cannot be obtained as the qua
tization of any classical observable. So, introducing spins in our formalism is equivalent to
ing nonclassical observables. Then each subspacePS , for SÞ0, cannot be described using on
quantized version of classical observables, and this generates the nonequivalence betweenPSl¢PS

andJ¢ ~or L¢ !.
Nevertheless, if we look at the caseSÞ0 as an extension ofS50, wemust postulate that J¢

is the physical quantum observable of angular momentum, precisely becauseJ¢ is always the
generator of rotations. Moreover,L¢ andS¢ are also quantum observables as the generator of or
rotations and as the generator of spin rotations.

Finally, the parameterS and the nonclassical observableS¢ only appear because we look fo
irreducible representations of the Galilei group, in order to apply our general procedure of
tization. Then we recover the usual result that spins are ‘‘purely quantum objects.’’

Conclusion

We summarize the previous discussion in two points:

~i! In the case of scalar particles (S50), it is true that the generator of rotationsJ¢5L¢ 5Q¢

`P¢ is the quantized version of the classical angular momentumlW5qW `pW . This is because
we call L¢ ‘‘orbital angular momentum.’’

~ii ! In the case of nonscalar particles (SÞ0), it is false that the generator of rotationsJ¢5L¢

1S¢5Q¢ `P¢1S¢ is the quantized version oflW5qW `pW . We must postulate thatJ¢ is the physi-
cal observable of angular momentum precisely becauseJ¢ is always the generator of rota
tions. The operatorsL¢ andS¢ are also quantum observables as generators of orbital rota
and spin rotations~in fact L¢ 5PSq¢PS`PSp¢PSÞPSq¢`p¢PS!.

XI. SEMI-CLASSICAL PROPERTIES

This section is certainly the closest to Prugovecˇki’s monograph,6 because we recover th
central part played by coherent states of the Galilei group to connect quantum operator
classical formulas. In fact, we recover the positive operator value~POV! measure that constitute
a ‘‘stochastic phase-space system of covariance’’ for the Galilei group. So, we do not deve
details the consequences on the stochastic level and measurements that can be found in

A. Semi-classical states and semi-classical events

1. Semi-classical states

In the global Hilbert spaceH, we have the closure relation

1H5E d3pW d3qW upW ,qW &^pW ,qW u. ~102!

Then,

PS5E d3pW d3qW PSupW ,qW &^pW ,qW uPS . ~103!

We deduce that the statesujpW ,qW ,S&5PSupW ,qW & define an overcomplete basis of our physic
Hilbert spaceHS ~cf. Sec. VI B 3!.

Moreover, using~79!,

^jpW ,qW ,SujpW ,qW ,S&5(
m

E d3xW uFS,m~xW !u25~2S11!h23. ~104!
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These coherent states for the Galilei group have many applications in standard qu
dynamics~Omnès,18 Perelomov or Klauder5!. In Prugovecˇki’s work,6 these states introduce th
‘‘resolution generator’’ that represents the ‘‘proper wave function’’ of an extended test particle
allow us to give a concrete connection between standard quantum mechanics and its ‘‘sto
phase-space’’ representation.

2. Semi-classical configuration events

If we take a classical event ‘‘A’’ in phase space, it is represented inH by the projectorP(A):

P~A!5E
A
d3pW d3qW upW ,qW &^pW ,qW u. ~105!

QuantizingP(A), we obtainPS(A):

PS~A!5PSP~A!PS5E
A
d3pW d3qW ujpW ,qW ,S&^jpW ,qW ,Su. ~106!

As indicated in Sec. VI B 3,PS(A) is no longer a true projector, and thenPS(A) must be seen
as a ‘‘fuzzy’’ quantum event~quasiprojector!, or a semi-classical event~Omnès18!. In Prugovecˇki’s
monograph,6 PS(A) is exactly the POV measure that gives a system of covariance for the G
group.

Now, taking the trace ofPS(A), we obtain

Tr„PS~A!…5~2S11!V~A!h23, ~107!

whereV(A) is the volume of ‘‘A’’ in phase space.
Then Tr„PS(A)… gives exactly the semi-classical number of quantum states contained i

volume ‘‘A’’ of phase space.

B. Semi-classical states and quantum observables

1. Expectation values

For P¢ , Q¢ , L¢ 5Q¢ `P¢ andS¢ , we find after some algebra

^jpW ,qW ,SuP¢ ujpW ,qW ,S&5NpW ,

^jpW ,qW ,SuQ¢ ujpW ,qW ,S&5NqW ,
~108!

^jpW ,qW ,SuL¢ ujpW ,qW ,S&5NqW `pW ,

^jpW ,qW ,SuS¢ujpW ,qW ,S&50,

whereN5^jpW ,qW ,SujpW ,qW ,S&5(2S11)h23.
These results are precisely what we expect for semi-classical states.

2. Splitting of observables on semi-classical states

Moreover, sinceP¢5PSp¢PS andQ¢ 5PSq¢PS , we have

P¢5E d3pW d3qW pW ujpW ,qW ,S&^jpW ,qW ,Su,

~109!

Q¢ 5E d3pW d3qW qW ujpW ,qW ,S&^jpW ,qW ,Su.
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More generally, the quantized versionF of any classical observablef (pW ,qW ) possesses the
splitting

F5PSf ~p¢ ,q¢ !PS5E d3pW d3qW f ~pW ,qW !ujpW ,qW ,S&^jpW ,qW ,Su. ~110!

C. Quantized observables and statistics

The following formulas are also found in Refs. 6 and 14~they are obtained in order to
complete the formulation of quantum statistical mechanics on stochastic phase space!.

For statistics, Sec. VI B shows that we must introduce a density operatorD with PSD
5DPS5D.

Moreover, the expectation values of position and momentum are given by^P¢ &5Tr(D"P¢ ), and

^Q¢ &5Tr(D•Q¢ ).
But becauseP¢5PSp¢PS , Q¢ 5PSq¢PS , andD5PSDPS , we also havê P¢ &5Tr(D•p¢), and

^Q¢ &5Tr(D•q¢). So we can use our results of Sec. III B 3 on classical observables to obtain

15Tr~D!5E d3pW d3qW r~pW ,qW !,

^P¢ &5E d3pW d3qW pW r~pW ,qW !, ~111!

^Q¢ &5E d3pW d3qW qW r~pW ,qW !,

wherer(pW ,qW )5^pW ,qW uDupW ,qW & is a positive function sinceD is a positive operator.
As mentioned in Sec. III B 3, we recover thatr(pW ,qW ) is a true classical probability density, bu

\ dependent, becauseD5PSDPS depends in general on\ throughPS . Moreover, Eqs.~111!
show that the quantum expectation values ofP¢ andQ¢ can always be expressed with a classi
formula, using a\-dependent density of probability.

More generally, any expectation value^F&5Tr(D•F) of a quantized observableF obtained
from a classical quantityf (pW ,qW ) by F5PSf (p¢,q¢)PS verifies

^F&5E d3pW d3qW f ~pW ,qW !r~pW ,qW !. ~112!

So, for any quantum observableF deducible from a classical onef (pW ,qW ) by our procedure of
quantization, the expectation value is obtained by a classical formula, using the densityr(pW ,qW )
5^pW ,qW uDupW ,qW &.

Nevertheless, these semi-classical expressions cannot be extended to nonclassical obs
like S¢ because we cannot find any classical quantity associated withS¢ .

XII. QUANTUM DYNAMICS

As mentioned in Sec. II B 1 and developed in Secs. II B 3 and V, classical dynamics onH is
induced by a classical observableH through the weak dynamical equations~7! which give the
evolution of expectation values. Moreover, the evolution of a statef is defined by a unitary
operatorUt1 ,t0

such thatf t1
5Ut1 ,t0

(f t0
) and Eqs.~7! can be written as Eqs.~27! that we recall

here:

d

dt
^f tuq¢uf t&5^f tu¹p

WH~p¢ ,q¢ ,t !uf t&,

~113!
d

dt
^f tup¢uf t&52^f tu¹q

WH~p¢ ,q¢ ,t !uf t&.
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Remark:We can find in Ref. 6~Chap. 3! the reverse procedure, that is, the method to reco
classical equations, starting from quantum equations on stochastic phase space.

A. The quantum operator of evolution: Schro ¨ dinger equation

Now, since the physical Hilbert space isHS , HS must be invariant under evolution and the
PSUt1 ,t0

5Ut1 ,t0
PS . So for any trajectory of statesf t5Ut,t0

(f t0
)PHS . Equations~113! of Sec.

V A ~where quantization is missing! have not to be changed, but now we must make explicit
condition uf t&5PSuf t&:

d

dt
^f tuPSq¢PSuf t&5^f tuPS¹p

WH~p¢ ,q¢ ,t !PSuf t&,

~114!
d

dt
^f tuPSp¢PSuf t&52^f tuPS¹q

WH~p¢ ,q¢ ,t !PSuf t&.

Using the definition ofP¢ andQ¢ , Eqs.~114! become

d

dt
^f tuQ¢ uf t&5^f tuPS¹p

WH~p¢ ,q¢ ,t !PSuf t&,

~115!
d

dt
^f tuP¢ uf t&52^f tuPS¹q

WH~p¢ ,q¢ ,t !PSuf t&.

Before any further computation, we want first to point out that, by construction, our
dynamical equations~115! for expectation values ofP¢ andQ¢ always have the same semi-classic
expression given by~7! where the classical densityr t is given byr t(pW ,qW )5u^pW ,qW uf t&u2.

Now, in order to write~115! in a simplified manner, we need the following technical remar
Remark: General relations between commutators and derivation. We have seen that an

classical quantityf (pW ,qW ) is represented onH by the operatorf5 f (p¢ ,q¢). Taking the definition~57!

of the generatorsP*
¢ andQ*

¢ we have

@P*
¢, f ~p¢ ,q¢ !#52 i\¹q

W f ~p¢ ,q¢ !,
~116!

@Q*
¢, f ~p¢ ,q¢ !#5 i\¹p

W f ~p¢ ,q¢ !.

If we project these equations onHS , we obtain

@P¢ ,PSf ~p¢ ,q¢ !PS#52 i\PS¹q
W f ~p¢ ,q¢ !PS ,

~117!
@Q¢ ,PSf ~p¢ ,q¢ !PS#5 i\PS¹p

W f ~p¢ ,q¢ !PS .

This shows how commutators betweenP¢ , Q¢ and quantized observablesPSfPS are connected
to derivations.

We are ready now to write Eqs.~115! in a simplified way, using~117!:

d

dt
^f tuQ¢ uf t&5 i\21^f tu@PSH~p¢ ,q¢ ,t !PS ,Q¢ #uf t&,

~118!
d

dt
^f tuP¢ uf t&5 i\21^f tu@PSH~p¢ ,q¢ ,t !PS ,P¢ #uf t&.

So, if we introduce the quantized observableH(t)5PSH(p¢,q¢ ,t)PS associated with the clas
sical HamiltonianH(pW ,qW ,t), previous equations become
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d

dt
^f tuQ¢ uf t&5 i\21^f tu@H~ t !,Q¢ #uf t&,

~119!
d

dt
^f tuP¢ uf t&5 i\21^f tu@H~ t !,P¢ #uf t&,

or, for any initial statef0PHS ,

d

dt
^f0uUt,t0

† Q¢ Ut,t0
uf0&5 i\21^f0uUt,t0

† @H~ t !,Q¢ #Ut,t0
uf0&,

~120!
d

dt
^f0uUt,t0

† P¢Ut,t0
uf0&5 i\21^f0uUt,t0

† @H~ t !,P¢ #Ut,t0
uf0&.

We know that these equations are solved ifUt,t0
is the unitary group generated byH(t):

i\
d

dt
Ut,t0

5H~ t !Ut,t0
,

~121!
Ut0 ,t0

51.

So any trajectory of statesuf t& verifies the equation

i\
d

dt
uf t&5H~ t !uf t&. ~122!

This is precisely the general form of Schro¨dinger equation.
So, symbolically speaking, we have solved the problem of quantum dynamics.
To finish, let us remark that the expectation value^f tuH(t)uf t& possesses also a semi-classi

expression:

^f tuH~ t !uf t&5E d3pW d3qW r tH~pW ,qW ,t !, ~123!

wherer t(pW ,qW )5u^pW ,qW uf t&u2, becauseH(t)5PSH(p¢,q¢ ,t)PS is the quantized version of the clas
sical Hamiltonian~cf. Sec. X E!.

Conclusion

Of course we have recovered that the evolution of states is given by Schro¨dinger equation. But
we want to remark that our starting point for dynamics was uniquely the ‘‘weak dynam
equations’’ introduced early in Sec. II B 3, and by construction they are always valid usin
pseudo-classical densityr t(pW ,qW )5u^pW ,qW uf t&u2. So, we have shown, in fact, that weak dynamic
equations possess solutions inr t(pW ,qW ) that do not follow the Liouville equation, and these oth
solutions are those given by quantum dynamics.

Of course, it remains to make explicit the quantum HamiltonianH(t) to prove that we recove
the usual expression of the Schro¨dinger equation. This is done in the last paragraph.

B. The quantum Hamiltonian

The general form of the classical HamiltonianH(pW ,qW ,t) is

H5
1

2M
„pW 2eAW ~qW ,t !…21V~qW ,t !, ~124!
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the quantum Hamiltonian beingH(t)5PSH(p¢,q¢ ,t)PS . The idea of using projection of the ex
ternal fields asPSV(q¢ ,t)PS to describe the interaction of an ‘‘extended particle’’ can be found
Ref. 6, but it is not deduced from a general procedure as in our point of view. It is rather ind
from external arguments. Of course some of the following computations are in the pre
reference, but we prefer to recall the full procedure to obtain a global result.

To simplify computations, we study independently the free Hamiltonian, the case of int
tion with a potential energy and the case of interaction with a magnetic field.

1. The free quantum Hamiltonian

The quantum HamiltonianH reduces to

H5
1

2M
PSp¢2PS . ~125!

Taking into account the expression of^pW ,qW uxW ,S,m&, we compute the matrix elemen
^xW ,S,mup¢2uyW ,S,m1& and we find

^xW ,S,mup¢2uyW ,S,m1&52\2~Dd!~xW2yW !h3E d3qW FS,m* ~xW2qW !FS,m1
~yW2qW !. ~126!

From the properties ofDd, this expression can be split into

^xW ,S,mup¢2uyW ,S,m1&5A1B1C,

A52\2~Dd!~xW2yW !h3E d3qW FS,m* ~xW2qW !FS,m1
~xW2qW !,

~127!

B522\2~¹W d!~xW2yW !h3E d3qW FS,m* ~xW2qW !~¹W FS,m1
!~xW2qW !,

C52\2d~xW2yW !h3E d3qW FS,m* ~xW2qW !~DFS,m1
!~xW2qW !.

Taking into account the properties of orthogonality and normalization of the fieldsFS,m , we
first obtain

A52\2~Dd!~xW2yW !dm,m1
. ~128!

Now, because of the parity ofFS,m , we have

B50. ~129!

Finally, if we use the explicit expression~79! of FS,m and the expression ofD in spherical
coordinates, we find

C5Kd~xW2yW !dm,m1
,

~130!

K5\2h3E
0

`

dr$@~rC!8#21S~S11!C2%.

Now, we want to use the scaling on the functionC(x) introduced in Sec. IX to exhibit the
dependence of the representation in a scale lengthl. We recall that we take a dimensionle
mathematical functionC0 such thatC(x)5(lh)23/2C0(x/l). Using this scaling, we find that th
previous constantK is
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K5~\x/l!2,
~131!

x25E
0

`

du$@~uC0!8#21S~S11!C0
2%,

wherex2 is a dimensionless positive coefficient.
If we summarize this computation, we have

^xW ,S,muHuyW ,S,m1&52~\2/2M !~Dd!~xW2yW !dm,m1
1E0d~xW2yW !dm,m1

,

~132!
E05\2x2l22/2M ,

or in the operator formalism

H5
1

2M
P¢ 21E0 . ~133!

We recover the usual quantum Hamiltonian of the free particle with a supplementary co
E0 . Of course this constant does not modify dynamical properties and we can simply igno

But if we want to give a physical meaning to this term, we must say that the particle poss
an intrinsic proper energy. So, exactly as in Sec. IX, we must distinguish the case of true el
tary particles from the case of more complex systems.

a. The case of elementary particles. For a true particle, the only possible definition ofE0 is the
mass energy of the particle. Of course, we cannot directly findE0 in the framework of nonrela-
tivistic mechanics and thenE05Mc2 must be induced from external arguments. But if we assu
this formula, we find that the scale lengthl verifies

l5lc

x

2&p
, ~134!

wherelc5h/Mc is the Compton wave length.
So we recover the intuitive result of Sec. IX, where we have recognized inl the Compton

wave length. Since we are in nonrelativistic mechanics,l must always be a very small quantity i
regard to all other length scales.

b. The case of complex systems. As mentioned in Sec. IX, if the particle possesses an inte
structure, we must assume that all internal degrees of freedom are frozen, and thenE0 represents
the internal energy.

2. Quantum Hamiltonian with a potential energy

The quantum HamiltonianH(t) reduces to

H~ t !5
1

2M
PSp¢2PS1PSV~q¢ ,t !PS . ~135!

Taking into account the result on the free case, we have

H~ t !5
1

2M
P¢ 21E01PSV~q¢ ,t !PS . ~136!

So we have only to specify the matrix element^xW ,S,muV(q¢ ,t)uyW ,S,m1&.
After some algebra, we find
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^xW ,S,muV~q¢ ,t !uyW ,S,m1&5d~xW2yW !h3E d3qW V~xW2qW ,t !FS,m* ~qW !FS,m1
~qW !. ~137!

Using our scaling on the functionC in FS,m , we have

^xW ,S,muV~q¢ ,t !uyW ,S,m1&5d~xW2yW !E d3uW V~xW2luW ,t !C0~u!2YS
m~ û!* YS

m1~ û!, ~138!

whereû5uW /uuW u.
Now, if we want to simplify the previous expression, we must take into account the magn

of l in comparison with the length scale of variation ofV(xW ). We have seen in the previou
section thatl must always be very small in regard to all other length scales, so we can us
following development in the equation~138!:

V~xW2luW ,t !.V~xW ,t !2luW •¹W V~xW ,t !1l2e. ~139!

Taking into account the parity of the spherical harmonics, we obtain that the first ordel
vanishes and

^xW ,S,muV~q¢ ,t !uyW ,S,m1&5„V~xW ,t !dm,m1
1l2e…d~xW2yW !. ~140!

Then, up to the second order inl, the operatorPSV(q¢ ,t)PS can be identified withV(Q¢ ,t).
So if we neglect the corrections inl2, we conclude that the quantum HamiltonianH(t) is

H~ t !5
1

2M
P¢ 21E01V~Q¢ ,t !. ~141!

We recover the usual Hamiltonian of quantum mechanics.
a. The harmonic case. In the particular case whereV(q¢)5 1

2mv2q¢2, we can compute com
pletely the operatorPSV(q¢)PS and we obtain

PSV~q¢ !PS5V~Q¢ !1E1 , ~142!

whereE1 is a supplementary constant energy given by

E15
1

2
mv2l2h2 with h25E

0

`

u4duC0~u!2. ~143!

b. Conclusion. We recover the quantum operator of potential energy, but we see tha
operatorV(Q¢ ,t) is only an approximation~up to second order inl) of the true quantized operato
PSV(q¢ ,t)PS . So, the prescription of the correspondence principle corresponds in fact t
limiting casel→0. But, if it is possible to take this limit forPSV(q¢ ,t)PS , we cannot do so
directly with the free part of the Hamiltonian becauseE0}1/l2: we need first to renormalize th
free Hamiltonian. Moreover, if we take this limit, we lose our ‘‘connection with the class
world’’ because the valuel50 is forbidden for reasons of normalization:l can be as small as yo
want but never cancelled.

To conclude, we can say that this approach specifies the limit of the usual correspon
principle which postulates that the classical potentialV(qW ,t) must be directly lifted into quantum
Hamiltonian. In fact, mathematically speaking, the true operatorPSV(q¢ ,t)PS depends onS andl,
but becausel is always very small~in nonrelativistic mechanics!, we can physically ignore it.

The idea of using the projected fieldPSV(q¢ ,t)PS for an extended particle and the correspon
ing computation can be found in Ref. 6.
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3. Quantum Hamiltonian with a magnetic field

To simplify computations, we only study the case of a uniform magnetic fieldBW associated
with the potential vectorAW (qW )5 1

2BW `qW . The quantum HamiltonianH is

H5
1

2M
PS@p¢2eAW ~q¢ !#2PS . ~144!

Developing the previous expression, we have

H5
1

2M
PSp¢2PS2

e

M
PSp¢•AW ~q¢ !PS1

e2

2M
PSAW ~q¢ !2PS . ~145!

Using the expression of the free Hamiltonian we obtain

H5
1

2M
P¢ 21E01H11H2 ,

H152
e

M
PSp¢•AW ~q¢ !PS , ~146!

H25
e2

2M
PSAW ~q¢ !2PS .

We first look atH1 , using the explicit form ofAW (qW ):

H152
e

2M
PSp¢•~BW `q¢ !PS52

e

2M
BW •PSq¢`p¢PS . ~147!

But we have seen in Sec. X B thatPSq¢`p¢PS5Q¢ `P¢2S¢ . Then,

H152
e

2M
BW •~Q¢ `P¢ !1

e

2M
BW •S¢ . ~148!

We can transform again the first term to obtain

H152
e

M
„AW ~Q¢ !•P¢1P¢•AW ~Q¢ !…1

e

2M
BW •S¢ . ~149!

SinceH2 can be seen as a harmonic potential energy, we can use the result of the pr
paragraph to obtain

H25
e2

2M
AW ~Q¢ !21E1 . ~150!

If we collect all the results, we conclude that the quantum Hamiltonian is

H5
1

2M
@P¢2eAW ~Q¢ !#21

e

2M
BW •S¢1E01E1 . ~151!

So we find that our projection of the classical Hamiltonian~where spin is missing! generates
directly an interaction between spin and magnetic field. Of course, if we believe in this form
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we must say that the particle possesses a magnetic momentumm0W52 (e/2M )S¢ . Unfortunatelym0W
does not correspond in general to the true value ofm¢ . The reason is thatm0W only describes the par
of m¢ deducible from our classical Hamiltonian.

In fact, when BW is uniform, we can add toH any supplementary term asHI52(g
11) (e/2M )BW •S¢ without changing the equations of motion forP¢ andQ¢ . So, becauseS¢ is not a
classical observable, the part ofH that specifies the evolution ofS¢ is not given by our procedure
which is only based on the classical observablesP¢ andQ¢ . The term2m0W •BW must be only seen a
an indication on the form of interaction betweenS¢ and BW . Of course, addingHI to our Hamil-
tonian allows us to recover the usual formula form¢ .

Finally, if we assumeBW to be nonuniform, we see that the new HamiltonianHI introduces a
new dynamical coupling between classical observables andS¢ . This purely quantum effect~on
expectation values! cannot be reproduced by our procedure.

XIII. CONCLUSION

This analysis shows how the overlapped components of classical and quantum mechan
be separated to give a complete sequential structure that allows a better understanding of
of each ingredient. Moreover, we can get rid of too crude rules of quantization based only on
of canonical coordinates, which do not explain why only one system of canonical coord
gives the right quantization. Our procedure also allows one to give a satisfactory explanat
the apparent illogical process that consists in building quantum dynamical equations only
classical quantities~the classical potential energy, for example!. Moreover, we recover the centra
part played by coherent states to connect classical and quantum objects.

As specified in the Introduction and all through the text, Prugovecˇki’s work contains a great
number of key points common with this article. The main differences with this article are in
point of view ~leading idea! and the way of putting together the mathematical elements. Bu
both cases we find the same important physical result: in general, a particle must be dress
a ‘‘proper wave function’’ that introduces a specific length scale. All the consequences o
localizability of particles are not developed in this article, since they can be found in Prugovˇki’s
monograph.6

Nevertheless, as indicated in the Introduction, this article is not ‘‘logically complete’’ bec
general quantum axiomatics are not rebuilt~as a change of mathematical language! from ideas of
classical mechanics. So, we can look at the beginnning of this article as a ‘‘middle-point,’’ the
part will be published later.

To conclude, we can consider two natural directions of generalizations of our procedur
first one concerns the multiparticle case and second quantization, the second one is of
special relativity~that should be intimately related to Prugovecˇki’s work!.
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Classical limit of fermions in phase space
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Using the mathematical structure of the Grassmann algebra, studied by Scho¨nberg,
we write down the Pauli equation and the Dirac equation in phase space. In addi-
tion, in order to investigate the physical nature of the spin degree of freedom
inherent in these equations we set up a novel classical limiting process\→0. Thus
we are able to derive relativistic and nonrelativistic classical statistical mechanics,
for particle with spin 1/2, within a geometric algebra framework. ©2001 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1386411#

I. INTRODUCTION

Alternative formulations of the Dirac equation aim to reveal new mathematical and phy
interpretations hidden in the ordinary formulation. Following this spirit, attempts of expressin
Dirac theory using a quaternionic algebra1–4 or in terms of geometric algebra,à la Hestenes,5–7

show some nontrivial results:

~i! the usual Schro¨dinger equation presents spin;5,6,1

~ii ! the Dirac equation can be formulated without making reference to matrices and com
numbers;7,8

~iii ! one avoids anomalies, ambiguities, and inconsistencies with regard to the conservatio
once calculated by using the usual methods.9

It is worth noticing that these algebraic versions of the Dirac equation lie on configur
space. Another way to formulate the Dirac theory is in terms of the geometric algebra,à la
Schönberg,10–12initiated by Bohm and Hiley13 and developed by Holland.14 Here the Dirac theory
lies on phase space. It is important therefore to explore some possible relations between th
algebraic-geometrical approaches. To this end, following the Bohm–Hiley–Holland metho
obtain the Pauli equation inphase spaceand point out its relationship with the Schro¨dinger
equation~in phase space, as well!. Thus we answer in a natural way how the spin may appea
the Schro¨dinger theory.

The present work aims also to connect the quantum theory with the classical one. We
in Sec. II a classical limiting method and apply it to the Schro¨dinger equation in terms of wav
function c(q,t) and Wigner functionW(q,p,t); we also apply this method to the usual Dira
equation. After presenting some elements of the Scho¨nberg geometric algebra~Sec. III!, in Secs.
IV and V we evaluate the classical limit of the Dirac and Pauli equations in phase space, r
tively. In Sec. VI final remarks are included.

II. THE CLASSICAL LIMIT \\0

In order to define a classical limiting method of quantum dynamics we inspire ourselv
the purely formal works by Hermann.15,16The fundamental idea is to start from a given~quantum!
differential equation

O\J\50 ~1!

a!Permanent address: Instituto Cultural Eudoro de Sousa, Departamento Ma´rio Schönberg de Fı´sica, Ceilaˆndia, 7221-970,
C. P. 7316, D. F., Brazil. Electronic mail: bolivar@ime.unicamp.br
40200022-2488/2001/42(9)/4020/11/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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and to perform the transformation

J\85eaj/\J\ ~2!

characterized by the arbitrary parametera and by the functionj ~without \!; thus Eq.~1! turns to
be

Ō\
j J\850. ~3!

By taking \→0 in Eq. ~3! we obtain an equation of motion only forj, so that any quanta
information contained in Eq.~1! or ~3! disappears in the classical domain. Provided asympt
conditions are obeyed by the functionJ\8 and its derivatives in the limit\→0, the resulting
equation forj is called the classical limit of Eq.~1!. In other words, in our method the classic
limit of quantum dynamics occurs without requiring the convergence of the functionJ\8 as \
→0.

Below we are going to apply this method to the usual Schro¨dinger and Dirac equations.

A. Classical limit of the Schro ¨ dinger equation in configuration space

Let us consider a particle~an electron, for example! with massm, charge ueu under the
influence of an external scalar potentialV(qk,t) and of electromagnetic fields described by t
equation (k51,2,3)

i\
]c

]t
1

\2

2m

]2c

]qk]qk2
e\i

c
AK

]c

]qk2F e\i

2mc

]Ak

]qk 1
e2

2mc2 Ak
22ef2VGc50 ~4!

@Ak(q
k,t) being the components of the vector potential andf(qk,t) a scalar potential;c is the

speed of light#. The transformation~2!, with J5c(qk,t), leads Eq.~4! to

Ojc81\O~1!
j c81\2O~2!

j c850, ~5!

where

Oj52ia
]j

]t
2

a2

2m S ]j

]qkD 2

1
iea

mc
Ak

]j

]qk 1
e2

2mc2 Ak
21ef1V, ~6!

O~1!
j 5i

]

]t
2F a

m

]j

]qk2
ie

mc
AkG ]

]qk2F a

2mc

]2j

]qk]qk 1
ie

2mc

]Ak

]qkG , ~7!

O~2!
j 5

1

2m

]2

]qk]qk . ~8!

Now by making\→0 in Eq. ~5! we arrive at

]S

]t
1

1

2m S ]S

]qk2
e

c
AkD 2

1ef1V50, ~9!

which is the classical Hamilton–Jacobi equation, since

lim
\→0

c8;c9Þ0, ~10!

lim
\→0

\c8;0, ~11!
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lim
\→0

\
]c8

]x
;0 ~x5t,qk!, ~12!

lim
\→0

\2
]2c8

]qk]qk ;0. ~13!

The symbol; denotes asymptotics and therefore one does not require the existence of th
sical limit of c8. It is important to remark that the parametera in Eq. ~5! has to be equal toi. The
identificationj[S is only possible because

lim
\→0

p̂k85 lim
\→0

Fe2ij/\S \

i

]

]qkDeij/\G5
]j

]qk 5pk . ~14!

@In the Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin~WKB! method17,18 such identification is introducedad hoc.#
It follows also that the classical limit of the commutator, i.e.,

lim
\→0

@e2ij/\~ q̂kp̂k2 p̂kq̂
k!eij/\5i\#, ~15!

is qkpk2pkq
k50. So we are able to answer the question: ‘‘How do noncommuting observ

disappear in the classical limit.’’19 ~The WKB method17,18 does not answer this question.!
As an example of the asymptotic behavior~10!–~13! let us consider the functionc

5ei@S1(\/i)S11(\/i)2S21•••#/\ and perform the transformation~2!. It follows then that with thisc8
conditions~11!–~13! are obeyed, while by using the WKB approximation (\→0)17,18 aboutc8
we obtain an asymptotic functionc95eS11(\/i)S2 satisfying the condition~10!. Here an important
point to be emphasized is that the superposition of two WKB functions, which in turn is n
WKB one, also does obey all Eqs.~10!–~13!. This means that the validity conditions of the WK
method are only sufficient, but not necessary, for the classical limit of the Schro¨dinger equation.

B. Classical limit of the Schro ¨ dinger equation in phase space

Our classical limiting process is not constrained to configuration space. Starting wit
Schrödinger equation~4! at point q1

k5qk1hk\/2 and its complex-conjugate at pointq2
k5qk

2hk\/2, and using the Wigner function20

W~qk,pk ,t !5
1

~2p!3 E r~q1
k ,q2

k ,t !e2ipkhk
d3h, ~16!

r being the density matrix, we obtain the Schro¨dinger equation in phase space

i\
]W

]t
1

i\

m S pk2
e

c
AkD ]W

]qk 1
ie\

mc S pk2
e

c
AkD ]Ak

]qi

]W

]pi
1I50 ~17!

with

I5E eFfS qi1
\h i

2 D2fS qi2
\h i

2 D G1FVS qi1
\h i

2 D2VS qi2
\h i

2 D Ge2ipkhk d3h. ~18!

We expand the potentialsf andV in a Taylor series and next perform the transformation~2! with
a2'0; by taking into account the conditions

lim
\→0

W8;W9Þ0, ~19!
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lim
\→0

\nW8;0 ~n52,4,6,...,̀ !, ~20!

lim
\→0

\
]W8

]x
;0 ~x5t,qk!, ~21!

lim
\→0

\ j
]nW8

]qn]qn ;0 ~ j ,n51,2,3,...,̀ ! ~22!

@in expression~22! n< j for j even andn5 j for j odd#, we find the classical Liouville equation

]F

]t
1

1

m S pk2
e

c
AkD ]F

]qk 1F e

mc S pk2
e

c
AkD ]Ak

]qi 2
]V

]qi2e
]f

]qi G ]F

]pi
50, ~23!

wherej[F(qk,pk ,t)>0 is the probability density function. Even though our procedure of
culating the classical limit is mathematically admissible, we may justify its physical consis
only operationally. The physical significance behind the conditiona2'0 is not still clear for us.

C. Classical limit of the Dirac equation in configuration space

We perform upon the Dirac equation21 describing a particle with spin 1/2,

gmS \
]

]qm2
ie

c
AmDc1mcc50, ~24!

the transformation~2! with a5i, take\→0, and obtain

gmS ]j

]qm 1
ie

c
AmD1imc50 ~25!

since

lim
\→0

c8;c9Þ0, ~26!

lim
\→0

\
]c8

]qm ;0. ~27!

By squaring Eq.~25! we arrive at the relativistic Hamilton–Jacobi equation without spin:22

S ]S

]qm 1
ie

c
AmD 2

1m2c250. ~28!

In the next section we present some elements of the Grassmann algebra using the Sc¨nberg
approach10–12 in order to reformulate the algebraic content of the Dirac and Pauli equations

III. THE GRASSMANN–SCHÖNBERG ALGEBRA Gn

Here we want to show only how the Clifford and Grassmann algebras appear connected
Schönberg works.10–12 Let us start withn-dimensional two Clifford algebras given by

@g i
~1 ! ,g j

~1 !#1512h i j 1Cn
, @g i

~2 ! ,g j
~2 !#1522h i j 1Cn

, ~29!
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where @A,B#15AB1BA and 1Cn
is the unity of the algebra. Theg i

(1)’s generate a Clifford

algebraCn
1 associated with the positive metric1h i j and theg i

(2)’s generate a Clifford algebra
corresponding to the negative metric2h i j such that

@g i
~1 ! ,g j

~2 !#150. ~30!

Defining the element

v5g1
~1 !

¯gn
~1 !g1

~2 !
¯gn

~2 ! , ~31!

which anticommutes with theg i
(1)’s andg i

(2)’s, i.e.,

@v,g i
~1 !#150, @v,g j

~2 !#150, ~32!

and also the elements

ḡ i5g i
~1 ! , g% i5vg i

~2 ! , ~33!

it is straightforward to verify thatḡ i andg% i generate two Clifford algebras with the same met
h i j :

@ ḡ i ,ḡ j #152h i j 1Cn
5@g% i ,g% j #1 , @ ḡ i ,g% j #250. ~34!

The derivation of ~29! and ~30! from ~34! is obtained by defining the elementv̄
5ḡ1¯ḡng% 1¯g% n5v and usingḡ i5g i

(1) andg i
(2)5vg% i with v251Cn

.

The connection with the Grassmann algebra is realized by introducing the termsâi and b̂i

defined by

â15
g i

~1 !1g i
~2 !

2
, b̂i5

g i
~1 !2g i

~2 !

2
, ~35!

which obey the following anticommutative relations:

@ âi ,â j #1505@ b̂i ,b̂ j #1 , @ âi ,b̂ j #15h i j 1Gn
, ~36!

1Gn
being the unity of then-dimensional Grassmann algebraGn . In this algebra one can build th

idempotentP

P5â1b̂1¯ânb̂n⇒P25P ~37!

such that

âi P505Pb̂i . ~38!

With the introduction of the algebraic elementsej 1 ••• j r

k1 •••kr ~Ref. 12!

ej 1 ••• j r

k1 •••kv5b̂k1
¯b̂kv

Pâj r
¯â j 1

, ~39!

it follows from the ortogonality rule

ej 1 ••• j r

k1 •••kveh1 •••hs

i 1 ••• i u 5d r ,ud j 1 ••• j r

i 1 ••• i ueh1 •••hs

k1 •••kv ~40!
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(r ,s,u,v50,...,n; i 1 , j 1 ,k1 ,h1,¯, i u , j r ,kv ,hs ; i , j ,k,h51,...,n) that Eq.~39! does form a set of
22n linearly independent elements and therefore it does constitute a basis forGn . Hence the
general elementGPGn reads

G5 (
r ,v

0,...,n
1

r !v!
@A#k1 •••kv

j 1 ••• j r ej 1 ••• j r

k1 •••kv, ~41!

where the coefficients@A#’s are antisymmetrical with respect to thej’s andk’s separately.P is a
primitive idempotent becauseGPG5@A#G, ;GPGn . The unity element ofGn is given by

1Gn
5 (

r

0,...,n
1

r !
ej 1 ••• j r

j 1 ••• j r ~42!

with implicit sum in j (51,...,n). Multiplying ~41! to the left byP we obtain the Scho¨nberg spinor

C5 (
r

0,...,n
1

r !
@A#k1 •••kr

ek1 •••kr ~43!

as a general element ofGnP ~the minimal left ideal ofGn! which is ann-dimensional linear space
with 2n linearly independent elements.

IV. CLASSICAL LIMIT OF THE DIRAC EQUATION IN PHASE SPACE

We initially start from the Dirac equation and its adjoint for the wave functionc of an electron
with massm and chargeueu at two pointsq1

m andq2
m of space–time:

@gmpm~q1
a!1mc#c~q1

a!50, ~44!

c̄~q2
n!@pm

† ~q2
a!gm2mc#50. ~45!

Here pm(q1
a)5\(]/]q1

m)2(ie/c)Am(q1
a), pm

† (q2
a)5\(]/]q2

m)1(ie/c)Am(q2
a), c̄5c†g4, and

Am5(A,iA0), whereA is the potential vector andA0 the scalar potential. The Dirac matricesgm

generate the Clifford algebraC4 with unity 1C4
:

@gm,gn#152gmn1C4
~46!

@gmn5diag(1,1,1,21)#. We multiply ~44! by c̄(q2
a) and~45! by c(q1

a) and obtain two equations
for the density matrixr(q1

a ,q2
a)5c(q1

a)c̄(q2
a), interpreted here as a general element of

Clifford algebra, i.e.,

r5C0.1C4
1Cmgm1Cmngmgn1Cmnlgmgngl1Cmnlagmgnglga, ~47!

where theC’s are coefficients ofq1
a andq2

a . We now lift these two equations to a higher dime
sion space that we callsuperspace,13,14

@gW mpm~q1
a!1mc#j50, ~48!

@gQ mpm
† ~q2

a!2mc#j50, ~49!

with

gW m5gm
^ 1C4

, gQ m51C4
^ gm, j[j~q1

a ,q2
a!5~r ^ 1C4

!L. ~50!
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The symbol^ denotes the direct product. The arrows abovegm indicate the sense in which th
multiplication is realized aboutj. The elementL is a primitive idempotent belonging to th
algebra ofsuperspace G45C4^ C4 . The density supermatrixr(q1

a ,q2
a) ^ 1C4

then should be
associated with two Clifford algebras with the same metric

r ^ 1C4
5d0.1C4

1¯1dmnlagW mgW ngW lgW a5(
A

16

dAgW A, ~51!

r ^ 1C4
5d0.1C4

1¯1dmnlagQ mgQ ngQ lgQ a5(
A

16

dAgQ A. ~52!

With L[P the functionj is considered as the Scho¨nberg spinorCPG4P given by~43!, i.e.,j is
an element belonging to the minimal left ideal of the algebraG4 because defining

gW m5âm1b̂m ~53!

and

gQ m5v~ âm2b̂m! ~54!

we have

gW j 1
¯gW j kP5â j 1

¯â j kP, gQ j 1
¯gQ j kP5âg1

¯â j kP. ~55!

Using ~53!, ~54!, andv251G4
, Eqs.~48! and ~49! can be written in terms ofâm, b̂m as

@~ âm1b̂m!pm~q1
a!1mc#C50, ~56!

@~ âm2b̂m!pm
† ~q2

a!2vmc#C50. ~57!

Adding and subtracting~56! and ~57!, changing the variables

qa5
q1

a1q2
a

2
, ha5

q1
a2q2

a

\
, ~58!

and performing the relativistic Wigner transformation

W~qa,pa!5
1

~2p!4 E CS qa1
\ha

2
,qa2

\ha

2 De2ipaha
d4h, ~59!

we obtain two Dirac equations in relativistic quantum phase space

OmW[âm\S ]

]qm2
e

c

]Am

]qa

]

]pa
DW22ib̂mS pm1

e

c
AmDW5mc~v21!W, ~60!

ŌmW[b̂m\S ]

]qm2
e

c

]Am

]qa

]

]pa
DW22iâmS pm1

e

c
AmDW52mc~v11!W, ~61!

with the following approximation:

AmS qa6
\

2
haD'Am~qa!6

\

2
ha

]Am

]qa . ~62!
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Now squaring Eqs.~60! and ~61!, i.e., evaluating the relations

~ObOm1OmOb!W54m2c2~12v!2W, ~63!

~ŌbŌm1ŌmŌb!W54m2c2~11v!2W, ~64!

we obtain, after adding~63! and ~64!, the Dirac equation in Liouvillian form

i\

m
gbmS pm1

e

c
AmD ]W

]qb 1F\m0

4
S~1 !

bm ]Fbm

]qa 2
i\e

mc
gbmS pm1

e

c
AmD ]Ab

]qa G ]W
]pa 5DW ~65!

with

D5mc22im0S~2 !
bm Fbm . ~66!

Herem05e\/2mc is the magnetic moment of the electron spin, whereas

S~1 !
bm 5âbâm1b̂bb̂m, S~2 !

bm 5âmb̂b2âbb̂m ~67!

are spin terms coupled to the electromagnetic field.@Without these terms~67! the functionW
cannot be interpreted as a constant of the motion due to the presence of mass in Eq.~65!. This
detail is neglected in Refs. 13 and 14.# The relativistic Wigner functionW(qa,pa) is an algebraic
spinor of the form~43! due to the fact that

W~qa,pa!5 (
s

0,...,4
1

s!
Wj i ••• j s

ej 1 ••• j s, ~68!

where the coefficientsW are the following functions ofqm,pm :

Wj 1 ••• j s
5

1

~2p!4 E Aj 1 ••• j s
e2ipaha

d4h. ~69!

It follows then that the information about the spin degree of freedom should also appear
tensorial structure ofW because we believe that in the absence of field (Am50) the particle still
hasobjectivelyspin. Without the spin freedom we have a relativistic equation in phase spac
a scalar functionW(qa ,pa) describing a fermion.

Now performing the transformation~2! in relativistic quantum phase space given by

W85TFW, TF5eiF/\, ~70!

and making\→0 we obtain

1

m
gbmS pm1

e

c
AmD ]F

]qb 1F e

mc
gbmS pm1

e

c
AmD ]Ab

]qa G ]F
]pa 5mc2F, ~71!

since lim\→0 W8;W9Þ0, lim\→0 \]W8/]x;0(x5qa,pa). HereF is the element

F5 (
t

0,...,4
1

t!
Fk1 •••kt

k1 •••ktek1 •••kt

k1 •••kt ~72!

of the algebraG4 becauseTF
21TF5TFTF

2151G4
⇒FPG4 @see Eq.~40!#.

Equation~71! is the relativistic Liouville equation for the probability distribution functio
F(qm,pm) for a classical system with spin 1/2.
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V. CLASSICAL LIMIT OF THE PAULI EQUATION IN PHASE SPACE

It is well known that the nonrelativistic limit of the Dirac equation is the Pauli equation.
objective in this section is also to write down the Pauli equation in phase space withi
Schönberg geometric algebra. Starting from the usual Pauli equation23 at pointq1

k ,

i\
]c

]t
1

\2

2m

]2c

]q1
k]q1

k2
e\i

c
Ak

]c

]q1
k2

e\i

2mc

]Ak

]q1
k c2

e2

2mc2 Ak
2c2efc1

e\

2mc
skB

kc50,

~73!

whereBk are the magnetic field components, and its complex conjugate at pointq2
k , following the

Bohm–Hiley–Holland method presented in Sec. IV, we arrive at the Pauli equation insuperspace,

i\
]j

]t
2

\2

2m F ]2j

]q2
k]q2

k2
]2j

]q1
k]q1

kG2
ie\

mc FAk~q1
i !

]j

]q1
i 1Ak~q2

i !
]j

]q2
i G2

ei\

2mc S ]Ak

]q1
k 1

]Ak

]q2
k D j

2
e2

2mc2 @Ak
2~q1

i !2Ak
2~q2

i !#j2e@f~q1
i !2f~q2

i !#j2
e\

2mc
@Bk~q2

k!jsQ k2Bk~q1
k!sW kj#

~74!

with

j~q1
k ,q2

k ,t !5@r~q1
k ,q2

k ,t ! ^ 1C3
^ 1C3

#L, ~75!

sW k5~sk^ 1C3
^ 1C3

!, sQ k5~1C3
^ 1C3

^ sk!. ~76!

In phase space we find

i\
]W
]t

1
i\

m S pk2
e

c
AkD ]W

]qk 1
ie\

mc S pk2
e

c
AkD ]Ak

]qi

]W
]pi

1E eFfS qi1
\h i

2 D2fS qi2
\h i

2 D GCe2ipkhk
d3h1NW50, ~77!

with

N5m0S~2 !
k Bk5m0@~ âk1b̂k!2v~ âk2b̂k!#Bk . ~78!

The solution of~77!, WPG3P, has the form

W~qk,pk ,t !5W1Wie
i1Wi j e

i j 1Wi jl e
i j l . ~79!

Again the spin appears generating a coupling between its magnetic moment and the magne
and also in the tensorial structure ofW ~79!. Neglecting the magnetic moment (m050) we note
that Eq.~77! is the Schro¨dinger equation~with spin! in phase space. Considering only the sca
part of W, i.e., W[W, we reobtain Eq.~17! which does not contain spin. Thus with the refo
mulation of the Pauli equation in phase space on the basis of the geometric algebra we co
that the spin freedommay be present in the Schro¨dinger theory. Therefore Hestenes’ stateme5

‘‘spin is already in the Schro¨dinger equation’’ seems to us very strong.
When we calculate the classical limit of Eq.~77!, after performing the transformation~2!, for

C[W anda2'0, and taking the limit\→0, we get

]F
]t

1
1

m S pk2
e

c
AkD ]F

]qk 1F e

mc S pk2
e

c
AkD ]Ak

]qi 2e
]f

]qi G ]F
]pi

50 ~80!
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with FPG3 , that is, Eq.~80! is the Liouville equation with spin 1/2 in the nonrelativistic doma
If this degree of freedom is neglected we obtain Eq.~23! ~without spin!.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is common~in the textbook literature! to find, associated with the problem of the classic
limit of quantum mechanics, the well-known Ehrenfest theorem. Although Pauli22 emphasized in
1933 that the transitionquantum→classicalis not complete using such a theorem, only recentl24

one has shown definitely that the validity conditions of the Ehrenfest theorem are neither
sary nor sufficient to characterize the classical domain. Alternatively, in this article we
defined a general method of evaluating the classical limit\→0 of quantum-mechanical equation
of motion depending on the asymptotic~or semiclassical! behavior of the quantum state, thu
avoiding the question whether the classical limit of a quantum statum is an ensemble of cla
trajectories or a single classical trajectory.24 Applying it to the Schro¨dinger equation we showe
that the validity conditions of the WKB approximation are only sufficient, but not necessar
obtain the classical Hamilton–Jacobi equation, while the classical limit of the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion in terms of Wigner function leads correctly to the Liouville equation without using
high-temperature condition of Ref. 25.

In Refs. 13 and 14 Bohm, Hiley, and Holland studied the Dirac equation in phase spa
means of geometric algebra. In the present article we were also able to put the Pauli equati~and
consequently the Schro¨dinger equation! within this same algebraic structure. In our approach s
is seen as giving rise to a magnetic moment which couples with the external magnetic field
a tensorial property inherent in the Scho¨nberg–Grassmann algebra. This interpretation is differ
from that given in Refs. 13 and 14 where in the absence of spin the Scho¨nberg spinorW, solution
of Eq. ~65!, is considered as a constant of the motion.

When we calculate the classical limit of the Pauli equation and the Dirac equation in p
space we get two peculiar results from our classical limiting process. The first one concer
physical nature of spin: this degree of freedom is a property hidden in the antisymmetric te
this occurs both in the classical domain and the quantum one. The other result supports th
that the coupling between the magnetic moment, generated by the spin, and electromagne
is the intrinsically quantum feature.

Finally we point out that our present work leaves two questions open:
~a! What is the physical reason for the assumption that the parametera, in the definition of

the classical limiting process~2!, should be considered arbitrary?
~b! What are the advantages of formulating~relativistic and nonrelativistic! classical statistical

mechanics in terms of geometric algebra?
We hope that future papers can clarify these questions.
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The absolute definition of the phase-shift in potential
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The variable phase approach to potential scattering with regular spherically sym-
metric potentials satisfying Eq.~1!, and studied by Calogero in his book@Variable
Phase Approach to Potential Scattering~Acadamic, New York, 1967!# is revisited,
and we show directly that it gives the absolute definition of the phase-shifts, i.e., the
one which definesd l (k) as a continuous function ofk for all k>0, up to infinity,
where d l (`)50 is automatically satisfied. This removes the usual ambiguity
6np, n integer, attached to the definition of the phase-shifts through the partial
wave scattering amplitudes obtained from the Lippmann–Schwinger integral equa-
tion, or via the phase of the Jost functions. It is then shown rigorously, and also on
several examples, that this definition of the phase-shifts is very general, and applies
as well to all potentials which have a strong repulsive singularity at the origin, for
instance those which behave likegr2m, g.0, m>2, etc. We also give an example
of application to the low-energy behavior of theS-wave scattering amplitude in two
dimensions, which leads to an interesting result. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1389090#

I. INTRODUCTION

In quantum scattering theory with a spherically symmetric potentialV(r ), the phase-shift,
defined for each partial-wave by the asymptotic behavior of the radial wave function at
distances, has the usual ambiguity of6pn, n integer. When the potential is regular, i.e.,
L1(a,`), and satisfies the Bargmann–Jost–Kohn condition1–3

E
0

`

r uV~r !u dr,`, ~1!

one can show that the phase-shiftd l (k) at infinite energy satisfies the condition

tgd l ~`!50, or sind l ~`!50, ~2!

so that one can make the ‘‘canonical’’ choice

d l ~`!50, ~3!

and then proceed downwards by continuity for finite values ofk.
The same ambiguity exists, of course, when the phase-shift is defined through the phas

Jost function1–3. The problem becomes even more serious when the potential is singula
repulsive nearr 50, and short-range otherwise:

a!Dedicated to Professor Shinsho Oryu for his 60th anniversary.
b!Electronic mail: khosrow.chadan@th.u-psud.fr
40310022-2488/2001/42(9)/4031/19/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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V~r ! .
r→0

gr2m, g.0, m.2; .
r→0

g exp~a/r !, g.0, a.0; etc. ~4!

In these cases, one can still define theS-matrix, Sl 5exp(2idl (k)), with a continuous phase-shif
d l (k), which is again given by the asymptotic behavior of the wave function forr→`. However,
now, one has4–6

d l ~`!52`, ~5!

and this adds to the difficulty of finding a unique phase-shift.
From the above remarks, it would seem therefore satisfactory to find a unique definition

phase-shift itself by some formula containingV(r ) and the wave function, and such that~3! is
automatically satisfied when the potential satisfies~1!, and then, to see whether such a definiti
can be extended, eventually with some modification, to potentials which are singular atr 50 or at
r 5` ~long range!.

The answer to the above quest has already been found, although not written down ex
in the form~20! we give later. It is given by the variable phase method.7 To simplify the algebra,
and see what is essential, let us take the case of theS-wave,l 50. We have the radial Schro¨dinger
equation

w9~k,r !1k2w~k,r !5V~r !w~k,r !

~6!
r P@0,̀ !, w~0!50, w8~0!51.

If we write now the wave function as

w5A~k,r !sin@kr1d~k,r !#,
~7!

A~k,r !>0, A~k,0!Þ0, d~k,0!50,

it can be shown that one has formally the differential equation7

d

dr
d~k,r !52

1

k
V~r !sin2@kr1d~k,r !#,

~8!
d~k,0!50,

and then

A~k,r !5
1

k
exp

1

2
k E

0

r

V(t)sin 2[kt1d(k,t)]dt, ~9!

provided ~8! has a solution, and the integral in~9! is finite. We shall see this in a moment. I
essence,A is the amplitude of the wave functionw, whose oscillations are given by sin@kr
1d(k,r)#. The functiond(k,r ) can be interpreted as the local phase-shift sinced(k,R) is the
phase-shift due to the cut potentialV(r )u(R2r ). The total phase-shift is defined as

d~k!5 lim
r→`

d~k,r !. ~10!

In order to see whether~8! has a unique solution, we can write it as

d~k,r !52
1

k E0

r

V~ t !sin2@kt1d~k,t !#dt. ~11!
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One can then try to solve this nonlinear integral equation by iteration, starting from the z
order approximation

d (0)~k,r !50. ~12!

Numerical calculations show that this process is fast converging for usual regular potential
in nuclear physics, and indeed has been used in practice.

From ~11!, it is obvious that the phase-shift is given by

d~k!52
1

k E0

`

V~r !sin2@kr1d~k,r !#dr. ~13!

This formula shows that, for short-range potentials, the tail of the integral,

U2 1

k ER

`

V~r !sin2@kr1d~k,r !#drU< 1

k ER

`

uV~r !udr, ~14!

can be made very small if we chooseR larger than the ‘‘range’’ of the potential.
In order to study the nonlinear integral equation~11! in a rigorous way, we can use th

inequality1,3

usinxu<C
uxu

11uxu
, x real, ~15!

whereC is an appropriate constant. Noting thatx/(11x) is an increasing function ofx for x
positive, we have

usin~x1y!u<C
ux1yu

11ux1yu
<C

uxu1uyu
11uxu1uyu

. ~16!

Using this in the integral equation~11!, we find

ud~k,r !u<
C2

k E
0

r

uV~ t !uF kt1ud~k,t !u
11kt1ud~k,t !uG

2

dt, k.0. ~17!

It is then obvious that an upper boundD(k,r ) for ud(k,r )u is obtained from the solution of the
integral equation

D~k,r !5
C2

k E
0

r

uV~ t !uF kt1D~k,t !

11kt1D~k,t !G
2

dt. ~18!

We can again solve this integral equation by iteration, starting fromD (0)50. It is obvious here that
the solution cannot become infinite at any point on@0,̀ ). Indeed, ifD(k,r ) becomes infinite at
r 5r 1 , then, asr↑r 1 , the fraction in~18! becomes one, and sinceV is supposed to beL1, we get
a contradiction.

We show in Appendix A that the equation~18! has always a unique solution for all values
k.0, providedV satisfies~1!, and therefore that~11! also has a unique solution. We show also th
limk→`D(k,`)50, from which we conclude then directly that we have~3!. However, it is not
really necessary to use the integral equation. Indeed, as we shall see in the next section,
express the right-hand side of~11! in terms of the regular solutionw given by ~6!, and its
derivativew8, to obtain the new formulas

d~k,r !52kE
0

r

V~ t !
w2~k,t !

w82~k,t !1k2w2~k,t !
dt, ~19!
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and

d~k!52kE
0

`

V~r !
w2

w821k2w2 dr. ~20!

We shall see in the next section how to generalize these equations to higherl . Likewise, the
amplitudeA(k,r ) can also be written as7

A~k,r !5
1

k
Aw821k2w2. ~21!

Now, we know, quite generally, that for potentials satisfying~1!, the wave functionw(k,r ) exists
for all values ofk, real or complex, and all values ofr>0.1–3 Likewise forw8(k,r ), and we have,
of course,

w8~k,0!51, w~k,r ! 5
r→0

r 1ro~1!. ~22!

Moreover, we have also thatw andw8, for any fixed realk.0, are real and continuous functio
of r , and bounded asr→`. Also, from the general theory of differential equations, we know th
for any k, w andw8 cannot vanish simultaneously at any pointr 5r 0>0, since this would entail
thatw[0, a contradiction withw8(k,0)51. It follows that, because of~1!, the integrals in~19! and
~20! are absolutely convergent for all real values ofk.0, and define continuous functions ofk.
Therefore,~19! and ~20! define, in a very nice and simple way, the ‘‘local’’ and the total pha
shift, respectively. We shall come in the third section to the casek50.

Several remarks are now in order. First of all,~20! shows that, for a potential of a given sig
the phase-shift has the opposite sign, something well-knowna,1,2 and also obvious on~11! and
~13!. Second, it is obvious on~19! and~20! that the phase-shift is independent of the amplitude
w. Multiplying w by a constant factorl(k) independent ofr leaves~19! and ~20! invariant. This
is as expected, of course. Finally, from~21! we find

A~k,r !.0, A~k,0!5
1

k
Þ0, ~23!

which was assumed in~7!. Now, for r→`, the asymptotic behavior ofw andw8 are given by1–3

w~k,r ! .
r→`

uF~k!u
k

sin~kr1d!1o~1!, ~24!

and

w8~k,r ! .
r→`

uF~k!ucos~kr1d!1o~1!, ~25!

whereF(k) is the Jost function, which never vanishes fork.0.1–3 Using now~24! and ~25! in
~21!, we find

A~k,`!5
uF~k!u

k
, ~26!

and this, used in~7!, leads again to~24!, a consistency check.
We have now to see whether, for regular potentials satisfying~1!, the phase-shift defined b

~20! satisfies~3!: d(`)50. This is very easy to check. Indeed, fork real and going to infinity, we
have uniformly inr ,1,3 for any r P@0,R#, R,`,
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w~k,r ! 5
k→`

sinkr

k
1

1

k
o~1!, ~27!

and

w8~k,r ! 5
k→`

coskr1o~1!. ~28!

Using these in~20!, together with~14!, leads to

d~k! .
k→`

2kE
0

R

V~r !
sin2kr

k2 dr52E
0

R

V~r !
12cos 2kr

2k
dr52E

0

R

V~r !drE
0

r

sin 2ktdt

52E
0

R

sin 2ktdtS E
t

R

V~r !dr D . ~29!

Now, in general,W(t)5* t
`V(r )dr is L1(0,̀ ). Indeed

E
0

`

uW~ t !u dt5E
0

`

dtU E
t

`

V~r !drU<E
0

`

dtE
t

`

uV~r !u dr5E
0

`

uV~r !u drE
0

r

dt5E
0

`

r uV~r !u dr,`

~30!

by virtue of ~1!. Therefore, in the last integral in~29! we have a Fourier sine transform of anL1

function. From the Riemann–Lebesgue lemma, it follows that, ask→`, it vanishes. Therefore
d(k→`)50. This argument, which is quite general, can be made more precise~see Appendix B!.
It follows that the definition of the phase-shift given by~20! in terms of the well-defined regula
solutionw, ~6!, is indeed an absolute definition ofd(k) for all k.0 satisfying automatically~3!.

We shall see later that~20! can be extended to potentials which are outside the Bargma
Jost–Kohn class, especially to those potentials which are strongly repulsive atr 50. We are going
now to give first the derivation of~8!, ~9! and~21!. These are found essentially in Ref. 7, exce
for the integral forms~19! and~20!, which are the basic equations of our article. We reproduce
proofs for the convenience of the reader.

II. DERIVATION OF „19… AND „20…

We follow the usual method given in Ref. 7 for deriving the differential equation~8!. Differ-
entiating~7!, we find

w85A8 sin~kr1d!1A~k1d8!cos~kr1d!. ~31!

We have here two unknown functionsA andd, and only one equation, the Schro¨dinger equation
~6!, at our disposal. We can therefore impose a relation betweenA andd. We impose

A8 sin~kr1d!1Ad8 cos~kr1d!50. ~32!

It follows that ~31! becomes simply

w85Ak cos~kr1d!. ~33!

Differentiating now this, and using the Schro¨dinger equation~6!, we find the new equation

A8k cos~kr1d!2Akd8 sin~kr1d!5VA sin~kr1d!. ~34!

Combining this with~32!, we find the differential phase equation~8! and the amplitude equatio
~9!, a complete set equivalent to the Schro¨dinger equation~6!.
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However, we can go back again tow and w8, using ~7! and ~33!. Adding their squares, we
find4

A2~k,r !5
1

k2 ~w821k2w2!. ~35!

It follows that ~8! can be written

d852
1

k
V sin2~kr1d!52

1

k
V

w2

A2

52kV
w2

w821k2w2 . ~36!

This is the basic equation, giving the ‘‘local’’ phase-shiftd(k,r ) in terms ofw andw8. Integrating
it, we find

d~k,r !52kE
0

r

V~ t !
w2~k,t !

w82~k,t !1k2w2~k,t !
dt, ~37!

where the initial conditiond(k,0)50 has been used. Making nowr→`, we get the total phase
shift, ~20!. We have already checked that in~19! and~20! the integrals are absolutely convergen
and define continuous functions ofk for all k.0.

A. Higher waves

The method forl Þ0 is quite similar.7 We have to deal now with the radial Schro¨dinger
equation

w l9 ~k,r !1k2w l ~k,r !5F l ~ l 11!

r 2 1V~r !Gw l ~k,r !, ~38a!

and its free counterpart whenV50:

d2

dr2 S ul

v l
D1k2S ul

v l
D5

l ~ l 11!

r 2 S ul

v l
D . ~38b!

These free solutions are given by1–3,7,8

ul ~kr !5Apkr

2
Jl 1 1/2~kr ! 5

r→0

~kr ! l 11

~2l 11!!!
1¯ ,

v l ~kr !5Apkr

2
Nl 1 1/2~kr ! 5

r→0

~2l 21!!!

~kr ! l 1¯ , ~39a!

~2l 11!!! 5
G~2l 12!

2l G~ l 11!
, l .2

1

2
.

We have also
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ul ~kr ! 5
r→`

sin~kr2 1
2 l p!1¯ ,

~39b!
v l ~kr ! 5

r→`

cos~kr2 1
2 l p!1¯ .

Their Wronkian is given by

W~ul ,v l ![ul8 v l 2ul v l8 5k. ~40!

As for the regular solutionw l (k,r ), it is customary to normalize it such that1–3

w l ~k,r ! .
r→0

r l 11

~2l 11!!!
1¯ . ~41!

Now, again, under the condition~1! on the potential, one can show that bothw andw8 exist for
all real or complex values ofk, all r>0, and are continuous in both variables.1–3 Moreover, one
has the asymptotic behaviors

w l ~k,r ! 5
r→`

uF l ~k!u
kl 11 sinS kr2

1

2
l p1d l ~k! D1o~1!,

~42!

w l8 ~k,r ! 5
r→`

uF l ~k!u
kl cosS kr2

1

2
l p1d l ~k! D1o~1!,

whereF l (k) is the Jost function, well-defined and continuous for allk>0. For k real, one has
also, uniformly inr for any r P@0,R#, R,`,

w l ~k,r ! 5
k→`

sinkr

kl 11 1
o~1!

kl 11 ,

~43!

w l8 ~k,r ! 5
k→`

coskr

kl 1
o~1!

kl .

We write now

w l ~k,r !5Al ~k,r !@ul ~kr !cosd l ~k,r !1v l ~kr !sind l ~k,r !#, ~44!

Al (k,r )Þ0 for all r>0, d l (k,0)50. We have now again two unknown functionsAl andd l , and
only one~differential! equation to determine them. We can therefore impose a relation betweeAl

andd l . Simplifying the writing, we impose

A8@ucosd1vsind#1A@2u sind1v cosd#d850. ~45!

Differentiating now~44! and taking into account~45!, we find

w85A@u8 cosd1v8 sind#. ~46!

One more differentiation gives us now

w95A8@u8 cosd1v8 sind#1A@u9 cosd1v9 sind#1A@2u8 sind1v8 cosd#d8. ~47!

Using now~38a! for w9, and~38b! for u9 andv9, we find from~47!

A8@u8 cosd1v8 sind#1A@2u8 sind1v8 cosd#d85VA@u cosd1v sind#. ~48!
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We have now two equations, namely~45! and ~48!, to determineA and d. We can write them,
symbolically, as

aA81bAd850, ~49!

cA81dAd85aVA. ~50!

Eliminating A8, and usingAÞ0 and~40!, we find

ad2bc52~u8v2uv8!52k ~51!

and

d l8 52
1

k
V~r !@ul cosd l 1v l sind l #2, ~52!

to which we have to addd l (k,0)50. Likewise, eliminatingd8, we find

kAl8 5V~r !Al @ul cosd l 1v l sind l #@2ul sind l 1v l cosd l #. ~53!

As it is easily seen, we have again equations very similar to the equations forl 50. Once~52! is
solved, with the boundary conditiond l (k,0)50, we can replace its solutiond l in ~53!, and
integrate it to getAl :

Al ~k,r !5Al ~k,0!expF1

k E0

r

¯G . ~54!

However, as we saw previously, we can write bothd l andAl in terms ofw l . From~44! and~46!,
we can calculate sindl and cosdl :

sind5
u8w2uw8

kA
, ~55!

cosd5
vw82v8w

kA
. ~56!

Using now sin2 d1cos2 d51, we get

Al
2 5

1

k2 @~ul w l8 2ul8 w l !21~v l w l8 2v l8 w l !2#. ~57!

Using also~55! and ~56! in ~52! and remembering~40!, we get

d l8 52
1

k
V~r !

w l
2 ~k,r !

Al
2 ~k,r !

. ~58!

Integrating this now, we have

d l ~k,r !52kE
0

r

V~ t !
w l

2 ~k,t !

@~ul w l8 2ul8 w l !21~v l w l8 2v l8 w l !2#
dt. ~59!

All these formulas, so far purely formal, are very similar to those forl 50. However, using now
the behaviors ofw, w8, u, u8, v, v8 for r→0, we can check that all our above formulas a
meaningful, i.e., the integrals are convergent atr 50. Again, it is clear from~57! that Al (k,r )
Þ0 for all r>0. Indeed, ifAl is zero atr 5r 0 , we must have, according to~57!, uw82u8w
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50 andvw82v8w50 at this point. Calculating againw andw8 from these two equations, we fin
that, if kÞ0,w5w850 atr 5r 0 . And this entails thatw[0 everywhere, a contradiction with~41!.
Therefore, our assumption onAl is satisfied:Al (k,r ), for k.0, never vanishes forr P@0,̀ ).

Let us now look at the behavior ofd l (k,r ), ~59!, k.0 for r→0, l .2 1
2. From ~39a! and

~41!, it is easily seen that the numerator behaves liker 2l 12 whereas the denominator becomes
positive constant. Therefore, we have, fork.0,

d l ~k,r ! .
r→0

constE
0

r

t2l 12V~ t ! dt5r 2l 11o~1!. ~60!

This shows that our assumption ond l (k,r ) is also satisfied:d l (k,0)50. Using~60! in ~53!, we
find also that we have a convergent integral in~54!. This completes the validity of the method an
its consistency.

We have now to look at~57! and~59! for r→`. From ~39b! and~42!, we find easily, for all
k.0, that we have

Al
2 ~k,`!5

uF l ~k!u2

k2l 12 ⇒Al ~k,`!5
uF l ~k!u
kl 11 , ~61!

whereF l (k) is the Jost function, finite and continuous for allk>0.1–3 From ~59! for r→`, we
find

d l ~k!52kE
0

`

V~r !
w l

2 ~k,r !

@~ul8 w l 2ul w l8 !21~v l8 w l 2v l w l8 !2#
dr, ~62!

and it is easily checked from~39b! and ~42! that the integral here is well-defined and absolut
convergent, and sincew, w8, u, u8, v andv8 are all continuous functions ofk for all k.0,8 the
same is true ford l (k): the phase-shift is a continuous function ofk for all k.0. To check~3!, we
can use~43! in ~62!, and we find, as for the casel 50, thatd l (`)50. Moreover,kl 11Al andd l

are also continuous functions ofk for all k.0. They are given, respectively, by~57! and~59!. The
physical phase-shift is given by~62!, an absolutely convergent integral for allk.0 under the
assumption~1!, and one has also~3!. Therefore,~62! gives an absolute definition of the phase-sh
d l (k) in general for allk, and for potentials satisfying~1!. We shall see in the next section th
~20! and ~62! are valid also for singular repulsive potentials as well. The casek50 will be
considered at the end of the next section.

Remark:Making l 50, one finds, as expected, all the formulas we found previously for
S-wave. Before ending this section, let us mention that by combining~38a! and ~38b!, and inte-
grating from 0 tor , using the appropriate boundary conditions atr 50, namely~39a!, ~40!, and
~41!, to evaluate the integrated terms, one can calculateu8w2uw8 and v8w2vw8, so that~62!

can be written, forl .2 1
2, also as

d l ~k!52kE
0

`

V~r !
w l

2 ~k,r !

~*0
r ul w l Vdt!21~k2l 1*0

r v l w l Vdt!2 dr. ~63!

Note here that we have now precise boundary conditions atr 50 for all the functions entering in
~63!, so that care must be taken in using it, whereas in~20! and ~62!, the normalization ofw at

r 50 does not matter. For2 1
2 <l ,0, as we shall see in the next section,~62! and~63! are valid

provided we use there the ‘‘distinguished’’ pure Bessel solution forw, given by the integral
equation~68!. Indeed, now, both free solutionsul 5ArJ l 1 1/2(kr) andv l 5ArN l 1 1/2(kr) vanish
at r 50, and so, as free solution, we can start from any combinationaul 1bv l , and use it as the
inhomogeneous term in~68!. We get then always a solutionw l with w(k,0)50. The ‘‘distin-
guished’’ solution is the one withb50.
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III. DOMAIN OF VALIDITY OF „20… AND „62…

As we have seen, formulas~20! for theS-wave, or its generalization~62! for higher waves, are
valid for all k.0 and all l >0, provided the potential satisfies the integrability condition~1!:
rV(r )PL1(0,̀ ). Roughly speaking, this means thatV is less singular thanr 22 at the origin. We
may now ask whether they are also valid for potentials having stronger singularity ther
instanceV(r );gr2m, m>2, g.0, or g exp(a/rn), g.0, a.0, n.0, etc., asr→0. Rather than
developing the general formalism for such general singular potentials~singular and repulsive a
the origin!, we shall consider explicit examples, and leave the full theory for a forthcoming p

~i! We consider the formula~20! for the S-wave, and take boldly the potential to be th
centrifugal barrier

V~r !5
l ~ l 11!

r 2 , l .0, ~64!

in the Schro¨dinger equation~6!. The wave function is now just, up to an unimportant const
multicative factor,w5AkrJl 11/2(kr) which is of the formf(kr). It is easily seen that~20! is
well-defined because the integral is convergent~absolutely! both atr 50 andr 5`. If we make
the change of variablez5kr in it, we find, by writingw85k (d/dz) f5kḟ(z), ˙ 5d/dz,

d52l ~ l 11!E
0

` f2~z!

@ḟ2~z!1f2~z!#
dz, ~65!

wheref5AzJl 11/2(z). This last formula is now independent ofk. The same is therefore true fo
the original formula~20! with our w(k,r ). We can therefore calculate it at any value ofk, for
instance, fork50. Using~39a!, we find

d52l ~ l 11!E
0

` dz

@~ l 11!21z2#
52l E

0

` dt

11t2 52l
p

2
. ~66!

This is exactly the phase-shift of the centrifugal barrierl (l 11)/r 2 since, without this potential
the wave function is sinkr, and with the potential,w>const3sin(kr21

2l p), asr→`, according
to ~42!.

In conclusion, our formula~20! is valid for repulsive singular potentialsg/r 2, g.0, which
violate ~1! both atr 50 andr 5`.

~ii ! We consider now the previous example, but with2 1
2<l ,0. Here, proceeding as before

we find, as expected, again~66!. Note thatd is now positive because the potentiall (l 11)/r 2 is

negative. Forl 52 1
2, the full solution isw5AkrJ0(kr), so thatw;Ar andw8;1/(2Ar ) as r

→0.
Remark:Formula~20! was proved for regular potentials. In all rigor, in order to apply it to t

centrifugal barrier potentiall (l 11)/r 2, we must first regularize this at the origin, for instance
cutting it by u(r 2«), and then make«↓0, or by replacingr in the denominator by (r 1«), and
again take the limit«↓0. However, as we saw, at the limit, we have already an absolutely

vergent integral for alll >2 1
2. Also, the derivation of~20! was based on the assumptio

w8(0)51, i.e.,w(r ).r 1¯ for r→0. However, forl Þ0, we have ratherw l .r l 111¯ . The
extra factorr l comes from the regularized formula for the amplitudeA in the limit «↓0, as can
easily be seen.7

~iii ! We consider now~13! with

V~r !5
l ~ l 11!

r 2 1V1~r !, l >2
1

2
, ~67!
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assuming thatrV1(r )PL1(0,̀ ). Consider firstl .2 1
2. As we saw, the presence of this ‘‘wea

perturbation,’’ as compared tol (l 11)/r 2, does not modify the behavior of the regular soluti
w l at r 50, given by~41!, to be compared with~39a!.1–3 And since~20!, as we just saw, works
with l (l 11)/r 2, l >2 1

2, applied to the regular solutionw l , it should work also when we add
V1 , provided we use always pure Bessel functions as free solutions. This means that the V
integral equation which combines the Schro¨dinger equation and the boundary condition atr 50 is

w l ~k,r !5
1

kl 11 ul ~kr !1E
0

r

Gl ~k;r ,r 8!V~r 8!w l ~k,r 8!dr8,

~68!

Gl ~k;r ,r 8!5
1

k
@ul ~kr !v l ~kr8!2ul ~kr8!v l ~kr !#.

We consider nowl 52 1
2. As has been shown in Ref. 9, in order to formulate a dec

scattering theory leading to the asymptotic form~42! with a well-defined Jost functionF l (k) and
a well-defined phase-shiftd l , one has to make stronger assumptions onV than ~1!, namely,

E
0

`

r uV~r !u~11u logr u! dr,`,

~69!

E
a

`

r uV~r !u~ log r !2 dr,`, a.0.

This will be used later forl 52 1
2, andk→0, where we give more details.

In conclusion, formula~20! is valid for ~67! and the regular solutionw l . Therefore, we have
now two methods to deal with~67!. The first one is to apply~62! to V1 , and the second one t
apply ~20! to the full potential~67!. In any case, we get, of course, the full phase-shift

d l
total5d l 2 1

2 l p, ~70!

d l being the physical phase-shift due toV1 , which is what interests us in scattering theo
Remember that, in~20! or ~62!, w is always the full solution: solution of~38a! with V5V1 , or ~6!
with ~67!, always together with~41!.

( iv) We consider now more singular potentials, namelyV(r )5g/r m, m.2, g.0. Here, it is
known that the solution of the Schro¨dinger equation~1! which vanishes atr 50 behaves there
as1–6

w l ~k,r ! .
r→0

@V~r !#21/4expS 2E
r

`

@V~ t !#1/2dtD 5f0~r !5g21/4r m/4 expF2Ag
2

m22

1

r ~m22!/2G ,
~71!

independent ofk and l . The wave functionw and all of its derivativesw (n) vanish exponentially
at r 50. Notice that we can omit the factorg21/4 in front of the last expression since our formul
for the phase-shifts are homogeneous inw. In fact, atk50, the Schro¨dinger equation is soluble
exactly, and its solution is,4 up to an unimportant constant multiplicative factor,

w l ~k50,r !5ArK ~2l 11!/~m22!S 2Ag

m22
r 2 ~m22!/2D , ~72!

whereKn is the modified Hankel function.8 Using the asymptotic behavior ofKn(x) for x→`, we
find indeed, up to constant multiplicative factors, the behavior shown in~71!. On the other hand
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we know that now, because of the strong singularity ofV at r 50, the phase-shift does not go t
zero ask→`, contrary to the case of regular potentials satisfying~1!. Rather, one has the hig
energy behavior5,6

d l ~k! 5
k→`

2Ag1/mk~m22!/m1¯ , ~73!

where

A5
Ap

2

G~121/m!

G~3/221/m!
. ~74!

Since the main term in~73! is independent ofl , we shall consider the casel 50 to simplify the
algebra, and therefore use~20!. In this formula, the integral can be split into*0

R1*R
` . For the

second integral, we have

UkE
R

`

¯U,g

k ER

` dr

r m 5O~k~m22!/m 1«!, ~75!

« very small (.0), ask→`, providedR5O(k2 2/m1«). The contribution of~75! can therefore be
neglected if we compare with~73!. Note thatR→0 ask→`. In the first integral, we can therefor
replace, in first approximation,w by f0 given in ~71!, and independent ofk. We find then

2gkE
0

R 1

r m

f0
2

f08
21k2f0

2 dr52gkE
0

R 1

~~m/4! r m/2 211Ag!21k2r m dr. ~76!

Making now the change of variablex5k2/mr , letting k→`, and noting thatk2/mR→`, we find

2gkE
0

R

¯ .
k→`

2gk~m22!/mE
0

` dx

g1xm 52g1/mk~m22!/mE
0

` dt

11tm . ~77!

It follows that the approximate value ofd(k) behaves asymptotically as

dapp~k! .
k→`

2Bg1/mk~m22!/m, B5E
0

` dt

11tm . ~78!

This coincides with~73! up to a numerical factor, and is obtained without much effort, as we
The above argument to obtain~78! is, of course, heuristic because~71! is uniform in k only

for kP@0,K#, K,`. But it can be made more precise and quite rigorous. In a forth-coming p
we shall develop a technique to deal with all these problems in a unified way.

Remark:The remark at the end of (i i ) applies here, too. We must regularize first the potent
and then let«↓0. The exponential decrease ofw asr→0 comes then from the amplitudeA in the
limit «↓0.

A. A low-energy example

Our last example is the low energy behavior of the phase-shift forl 52 1
2, where the potential

is assumed to be repulsive (V>0), and to satisfy the integrability conditions

E
0

`

r uV~r !u~11u log r u! dr,`, ~79!

and
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E
a

`

r uV~r !u~ log r !2 dr,`, a.0. ~80!

This corresponds to theS-wave Schro¨dinger equation in two space dimensions, and is interes
to study.9

As we saw in~iii !, we must use here only the pure ‘‘Bessel’’ solutions. This means tha

solutionw is the solution of the integral equation~68! for l 52 1
2:

w~k,r !5AkrJ0~kr !1E
0

r

G~k,r ,r 8!V~r 8!w~k,r 8!dr8, ~81!

where the Green’s function is given by

G5
p

2
Arr 8@J0~kr !N0~kr8!2J0~kr8!N0~kr !#. ~82!

The occurrence of logr in ~79! is due to the presence of log(kr) in N0 . Here,w is normalized
somewhat differently, but we know that the normalization ofw does not matter in~20! and ~62!.
In ~63!, w is normalized now as tow.Ar for r→0.

It is then shown in the above reference that the phase-shift, i.e., the phase-shiftd0(k) of the
S-wave in the two dimensional space problem, has the universal behavior

d0~k! .
k→0

2p/2

u logku
1¯ , ~83!

i.e., the main term is independent of the potential.
We are going to find~83! by using the formula~63! for l 52 1

2, in which w l is given as
above, and, forz→0,8

J0~z!512
z2

4
1¯ ,

~84!

N0~z!5
2

p F log
z

2
1gGJ0~z!1O~z2!.

From the integral equation forw, it can be easily shown that, under the assumptions~79! and~80!,
the low-energy behavior ofw is given byw.

k→0
AkrJ0(kr).Akr1¯ , which we have to nor-

malize tow.Ar , and, foru andv, in order to comply with~40!, we must take

u.Akr1¯ ,
~85!

v.2Akr logkr1¯ .

Using now the above low energy behaviors in~63!, we find

d~k! .
k→0

2E
0

` rV~r !

~*0
r tV~ t ! dt!21~12*0

r tV~ t !logktdt!2 dr. ~86!

SinceV was assumed to be positive, we can introduce the new variableX5X(r ) by

X~r !5u logku E
0

r

tV~ t !dt, dX5u logkurVdr, ~87!
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which is a one-to-one mapping fromr P@0,̀ ) to XP@0,u logkuA#, whereA5*0
`r uV(r )udr. Letting

now k→0, we find easily from~86!

d~k! .
k→0

2
1

u logku
1¯ . ~88!

Here again, as for the case of singular potentials, we do not get the exact constantp/2 because we
usew.Ar , which is not uniform on the entirer -axis. We shall come back to this in more deta
in a forthcoming paper.

B. The case kÄ0

Let us consider nowk50 in ~20!. It is known that, under~1!, one has1–3

w~0,r ! 5
r→`

w8~0,̀ !r 1D1o~1!, ~89!

wherew8(0,̀ ) is finite or zero, andD is finite also. Making nowk50 in ~20!, we find, for the
S-wave scattering length1,2

a05 lim
k→0

2d0~k!

k
5E

0

` w2~0,r !

w82~0,r !
V~r ! dr. ~90!

At the origin r 50, there is no convergence problem sincew8(k,0)51 for all k. However, at
r 5`, because of~89!, we must assume

E
R

`

r 2uV~r !u dr,` ~91!

in order to secure proper convergence, which is also well-known.1,2 But this is not yet the end. We
must also be sure thatw8(0,r ) does not vanish forr .0. This is surely the case ifV is positive,1,2

but cannot be guaranteed otherwise. In conclusion,~91! is valid only whenw8(0,r )Þ0 for all r
.0. For higher waves, in order to have proper convergence atr 5`, one needs1,2

E
0

`

r 2l 12uV~r !u dr,` ~92!

and again the nonvanishing of the denominators in~20! or ~62!. We shall see in a forthcoming
paper, how to modify these formulas in the presence of bound states. However, we know tha
cases,d l (k) is continuous down tok10, and one has the Levinson theoremd(10)5np, where
n is the number of bound states.1–3,7

C. Two-potential case

Formulas~62! and~63!, as it is obvious, can of course be applied in the case where we
two potentials:

V5V11V2 , ~93!

both satisfying~1!. Here, we can apply either~20! to V, or ~62! and~63! to V2 , whereul andv l

are now replaced by two appropriate independent solutions of the Schro¨dinger equationw1 and
c1 , normalized according to~40!:
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W@w1 ,c1#5w18c12w1c185k. ~94!

With ~20!, we would get the full phase-shift, and with~62! or ~63!, the phase-shiftd2 due toV2 .

APPENDIX A

We have to study here the integral equation~18!:

D~k,r !5
D

k E
0

r

uV~ t !uF kt1D~k,t !

11kt1D~k,t !G
2

dt. ~A1!

We solve it by iteration, starting from

D (0)~k,r !50. ~A2!

Sincex/(11x) is an increasing function ofx for x>0, we get the increasing sequence of ite
tions

D (1)~k,r !,D (2)~k,r !,¯ , ~A3!

where

D (1)~k,r !5
D

k E
0

r

uV~ t !uS kt

11ktD
2

dt,

~A4!

D (n)~k,r !5
D

k E
0

r

uV~ t !uS kt1D (n21)~k,t !

11kt1D (n21)~k,t ! D
2

dt.

~i! Assume now first thatV is integrable atr 50 and therefore isL1(0,̀ ). It is then obvious
that the increasing sequence of iterations is bounded by

D̄~k,r !5
D

k E
0

r

uV~ t !udt, r>0, k.0. ~A5!

It has therefore a limit, and one has the solution

D~k,r !5 lim
n→`

D (n)~k,r !<D̄~k,r ! ~A6a!

for all r>0, and allk.0. For r→`, the same statement is valid. Indeed, if we note that b
D(k,r ) and D̄(k,r ) are increasing functions ofr , it follows that we have, whenr→`,

D~k!5 lim
r→`

D~k,r !<D̄~k!5 lim
r→`

D̄~k,r !5
D

k E
0

`

uV~ t !udt. ~A6b!

It is then obvious from~A5! that we haveD(k→`)50, which gives in turn~3!, as expected.
~ii ! If we have only~1!: rV(r )PL1, we must refine slightly our argument. Since our proble

is now the convergence of the integral inD (n)(k,r ) at r 50, we considerr very small. Now, as it
is obvious, another sequence of upper bounds forD (n)(k,r ) is obtained by using the drasti
inequalityx/(11x),x in ~A1!. We obtain in this way a sequence of upper bounds forD (n) from
the sequence of iterations of

D% ~k,r !5
D

k E
0

r

uV~ t !u@kt1D% ~k,t !#2dt. ~A7!
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PuttingD% 5kv, we get

v~k,r !5DE
0

r

uV~ t !u~ t1v!2dt, ~A8!

which is in fact independent ofk, and must be iterated now. The above equation is nothing
than the integral equation for minus the local scattering length

a~r !5 lim
k→0

2d~k,r !

k
~A9!

for the potential2DuV(r )u, and has been studied in the book of Calogero,7 Chaps. 11 and 12
where it is shown that the iteration of~A8! leads to an absolutely convergent series expansion
the solution, providedr is small enough andrV(r )PL1. Alternatively, ~A8! is nothing else than
the Riccati equation

v8~r !5DuV~r !u@r 1v~r !#2 ~A10!

with v(0)50, which has also been thoroughly studied in the books of Hille10 and Coddington and
Levinson,11 to which we refer the reader, with the same conclusion.

Once we secure the solution of~A7! in a small interval@0,r 0#, with D(k,0)50, we can then
start atr 5r 0 . Consider instead of~A1! the integral equation,

D~k,r !5D~k,r 0!1
D

k E
r 0

r

uV~ t !uF kt1D~k,t !

11kt1D~k,t !G
2

dt, ~A11!

and proceed as before, by iteration. Here, we need onlyVPL1(r 0 ,`). We get then again an
increasing sequence bounded by

D~k,r 0!1
D

k E
r 0

`

uV~ t !udt, ~A12!

with the same conclusions as before for the existence of the limit of the iterations, etc. How
the high-energy behavior ofd(k,r ) cannot be obtained from the above analysis.

A different method, which supercedes the above considerations, and provides at the sam
the high-energy limit ofd(k,r ) and ofd(k)5d(k,`) is as follows. It consists in neglectingD in
the denominator of the right-hand side of~A1!:

D~k,r !<
D

k E
0

r

uV~ t !uFkt1D~k,t !

11kt G2

dt<
D

k E
0

r r

t
uV~ t !uFkt1D

11kt G
2

dt. ~A13!

Writing now D5rv, the two ends of~A13! lead us to the integral equation

v5
D

k E
0

r

tuV~ t !u
~k1v!2

~11kt!2 dt ~A14!

whose solution provides still a stronger upper bound forD(k,r ). Now, it is trivial to solve~A14!.
We just differentiate it, and integrate the differential equation, taking into accountv(k,0)50. This
solution is just
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v~k,r !5
kI~k,r !

12I ~k,r !
,

~A15!

I ~k,r !5DE
0

r tuV~ t !u
~11kt!2 dt.

The solutions exists as long asI (k,r ),1, that is, in the interval@0,r 0), wherer 0(k) is given by

DE
0

r 0 r uV~r !u
~11kr !2 dr51. ~A16!

Note that, in any fixed interval@0,R#, R<`, we have

lim
k→`

I ~k,r !50. ~A17!

Indeed, from~A15!, and using 11kt>1 and 11kt.kt, we have

I ~k,r !<I ~k,`!<DE
0

` tuV~ t !u
11kt

dt5J~k,`!<E
0

«

tuV~ t !udt1
1

k
DE

«

`

uV~ t !udt, ~A18!

where, in obvious notations,J(k,r ) is defined byD*0
r @ tuV(t)u/(11kt)#dt. Now, we can first

make« small enough, independent ofk, in order to make the first integral on the right-hand s
as small as we wish. Once« is fixed, we can then makek large enough in order to make also th
second integral as small as we wish. This proves~A17!.

Remark:It is obvious that~A17! is uniform in any finite interval 0<r<R.
As a consequence of~A17!, r 0(k) defined by~A16! satisfies

lim
k→`

r 0~k!5`, ~A19!

so that, the largerk is, the larger is the domain of validity of~A15!. In any case, by makingk large
enough, and combining~A15! and ~A17!, we can have, uniformly inr in @0,R#,

v~k,r !<2kI~k,r !, k.K, ~A20!

and we know thatrv(k,r ) is an upper bound forD(k,r ). We can therefore, fork large enough,
use~A20! in ~A1!:

D~k,r !5
D

k E
0

r

uV~ t !u@¯#2dt<
D

k E
0

r

uV~ t !u@¯#1dt<
D

k E
0

r

uV~ t !u,

~A21!
kt12ktI~k,t !

11kt
dt5J~k,r !12DE

0

r tuV~ t !u
11kt

I ~k,t !dt<J~k,r !12I ~k,r !J~k,r !.

Now, as we saw for~A19!, both I andJ go to zero ask→`, uniformly in r for r in any finite
interval @0,R#. Therefore,

lim
k→`

D~k,r !50, 0<r<R. ~A22!

Once we have shown the existence of the solutionD(k,r ) in @0,R#, we can proceed as fo
~A11!, write, for r .R,
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D~k,r !5D~k,R!1
D

k E
R

r

uV~ t !uF kt1D~k,t !

11kt1D~k,t !G
2

dt, ~A23!

and proceed again by iteration. This way of proceeding is legitimate since~A1!, or ~18!, was
obtained from the differential equation~8! and the bound~16!. We can therefore start at any poin
r 5R, and integrate after, provided we knowd(k,R). And we obtain a bigger upper bound if w
replaceud(k,R)u by D(k,R). The process is now very similar to what we had in (i ). We get an
increasing sequence of iterationsD (n)(k,r ), with D (0)(k,r )5D(k,R), and a global upper bound
for all D (n)(k,r ):

D (n)~k,r !<D0~k!5D~k,R!1
D

k E
R

`

uV~ t !udt, ~A24!

valid for all r .R, including r 5`, and alln. The sequence has therefore a limit, and this lim
provides the solutionD(k,r ) of ~A1! for all r>R, including r 5`, with R,r 0(k), and r 0(k)
given by ~A16!. Since we have also proved the existence of the solution in@0,r 0#, we have
therefore proved the existence of the solution of~A1! for all r>0. Obviously, we have

D~k,0!50. ~A25a!

Therefore, we have, forr .R,

D~k,r !<D~k,R!1
D

k E
R

`

uV~ t !udt. ~A25b!

If we note also thatD(k,r ) is an increasing function ofr , we secure the existence ofD(k)
5D(k,`), and from~A22! and ~A24!, we obviously have, for the phase-shift

lim
k→`

d~k!< lim
k→ `

D~k!5 lim
k→ `

D~k,`!50. ~A26!

This completes our proof for the general case whererV(r )PL1(0,̀ ).

APPENDIX B

Here, we shall show that, for regular potentials satisfying~1!, one can make~3! more precise
if one knows the detail behavior of the potential whenr→0. One has, indeed, the following:

Theorem 1:12 Let us assume thatV is continuous and bounded, away from the origin,
@0,R#, R,`, and is such that

lim
r→0

r 11aV~r !5V0 , 0,a,1. ~B1!

We have then, ask→`,

d~k!5
2V0

a
cosS pa

2 DG~12a!
1

~2k!12a 1¯ , ~B2!

and, conversely,~B2! entails~B1!.
We shall give the proof for theS-wave, l 50. The proof for higher waves is quite simila

Because of~14!, we can just limit ourselves to~29!:

d~k!>2E
0

R

dt sin 2ktS E
t

R

V~r !dr D . ~B3!
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For the asymptotic behavior of this integral~ask→`,! we can now use the following theorem o
Titchmarsh.13

Theorem 2: Let f (x) and f 8(x) be integrable over any finite interval not ending atx50; let
x11a f 8(x) be bounded for allx, and let f (x);x2a asx→0. Then, denoting byF0 the limit of
x11a f 8(x) asx→0, we have

E
0

`

f ~x!sinkxdx5F0G~12a!cos
pa

2

1

k12a ~11o~1!!, ~B4!

ask→`. The converse theorem is also true if we deal with finite intervals in~B4! since we can
define the Fourier inverse transforms in a straightforward manner. This is indeed the case i~B3!.

Our Theorem 1 follows now immediately from the theorem of Titchmarsh applied to~B3!.
Moreover, it is a Tauberian kind theorem, i.e., its converse is also true if we remember th
Fourier transform of anL1 function f (x) is a continuous functionF(k) of k. More refined
theorems containing logarithmic terms can also be proved. Examples are treated in Calo
book.7 For higher waves, the proof is similar by using~39b! and ~43! in ~62!.
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A single-mode quantum transport in serial-structure
geometric scatterers
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We study transport in quantum systems consisting of a finite array ofN identical
single-channel scatterers. A general expression of the S matrix in terms of the
individual-element data obtained recently for potential scattering is rederived in this
wider context. It shows in particular how the band spectrum of the infinite periodic
system arises in the limitN→`. We illustrate the result on two kinds of examples.
The first are serial graphs obtained by chaining loops or T-junctions. Another ex-
ample concerns geometric scatterers where the individual element consists of a
surface with a pair of leads; we show that apart from the resonances coming from
the decoupled-surface eigenvalues, such scatterers exhibit the high-energy behavior
typical for the d8 interaction for the physically interesting couplings. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1389287#

I. INTRODUCTION

A rapid progress in experimental solid state physics has expanded dramatically the
situations in which consequences of the basic equations of quantum mechanics may be
since the interaction is prescribed by the experimentalist by the shape design of the struc
question, material choice, etc. One of the frequently occuring cases in mesoscopic tra
involves a passage of a quantum particle through aserial—or finitely periodic—structure obtained
by arraying a certain numberN of identical scatterers.

Our aim in the present article is to study this situation under the assumption that the indi
scatterers have a single transport mode. For a collection of mesoscopic elements conne
quantum wires, this is certainly an idealization. We can adopt this approximation provide
transverse modes in the wires are well separated and the distances between the scatterers
enough so that the intermode coupling and influence of the evanescent modes can be neg

Such a single-mode transport is often investigated in literature, with the S-matrix obt
either ‘‘inductively’’ by adding the scatterers successively or by means of the transfer m
method. It is difficult to collect all relevant references but a representative sample is given in
1; an extension of this ‘‘factorization’’ method to scattering on graphs was proposed recen
Ref. 2. On the other hand, the mentioned methods are typically used to evaluate the S

a!Electronic mail: exner@ujf.cas.cz
b!Electronic mail: tater@ujf.cas.cz
c!Electronic mail: vanekd@Alenka.ufa.cas.cz
40500022-2488/2001/42(9)/4050/29/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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numerically and give little insight, say, into its dependence on the numberN of the scatterers. To
this purpose a transparent expression for the S-matrix is needed.

Such closed-form formulas were derived recently in one-dimensional potential scattering
for an array ofd interactions3–5 and then for an arbitrary finitely periodic potential;6,7 also the
number of bound states has been discussed in this setting.8,9 When this work was in its final stage
another analysis of this situation appeared3 which investigated in detail the distribution of scatte
ing resonances and the corresponding time delay. Our main observation is that the input
S-matrix expression are the individual-element scattering data, and thus the result can be
to scattering on an array of arbitrary ‘‘black boxes.’’ The aim of the present paper is to rederiv
result of Refs. 6 and 7 in this more general context and to illustrate it on several examp
nonpotential scattering.

They fall into two categories. First, in Sec. III, we consider two cases of serial graphs, an
of loops joined by leads and exposed to a homogeneous magnetic field, and a ‘‘comb-sh
graph, i.e., a line with a family of identical appendices. A less conventional example is disc
in Sec. IV, where scatterers of dimension two are coupled by single mode leads. We de
general S-matrix expression and analyze in detail the particular case when the scatter
spheres. The latter was previously discussed in Ref. 10; in distinction to this paper we
physically reasonable coupling between the spheres and the leads. For a single scatterer w
existence of resonance peaks and the background which dominates at large energies and
not slower thanE21 asE→`. Furthermore, we conjecture that the ‘‘coarse grained’’ transmiss
probability~averaged locally over the resonances! has theE21 decay typical for thed8 interaction.
In all three examples we analyze the dependence of scattering quantities on the parame
particular, we illustrate how the band spectrum arises when the number of arrayed scattere
to infinity.

II. SERIAL STRUCTURE TRANSPORT

A. Preliminaries

Consider an equidistant array$Sj : j 50, . . . ,N21% of identical scatterers placed at the lin
points x01 j l. The spacing l>0 in this convention includes only the distance betweenSj and
Sj 11 , not the possible size of the scatterers themselves.

Let us review briefly basic notions concerning a single-mode scattering on a sole scattS
placed conventionally at the pointx050. On the two halflines attached toS the particle moves as
free, so the on-shell S-matrix at energyk2,

S B1

B2
D5SS A1

A2
D , ~2.1!

couples the coefficients of the asymptotic solutions

c~x!5H A1eikx1B2e2 ikx1¯, x,0,

B1eikx1A2e2 ikx1¯, x.0.
~2.2!

In particular, we have

S5S t r̃

r t̃
D , ~2.3!

where r ,t and r̃ , t̃ are the left-to-right and right-to-left reflection and transmission amplitud
respectively. We shall consider only the nondissipative situation whenS is unitary; its dependence
on the momentumk will be indicated only if necessary.

Since the interaction responsible for the scattering is localized by assumption, solutions
Schrödinger equation acquire the asymptotic form outside the scatterer. HenceS may be expressed
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alternatively in terms matrices used in the theory of ordinary differential equations. One
‘‘coefficient’’ transfer matrixM relating the solutions to the left and to the right of the scatterer

S B1

A2
D5M S A1

B2
D . ~2.4!

It is straightforward to see that

M5
1

t̃
S t t̃ 2r r̃ r̃

2r 1
D , ~2.5!

and, vice versa,

r 52
M21

M22
, t5M112

M12M21

M22
, r̃ 5

M12

M22
, t̃ 5

1

M22
. ~2.6!

Another one is the transfer matrix which relates the values and derivatives of the two solu

S u~01 !

u8~01 ! D5LS u~02 !

u8~02 ! D . ~2.7!

Substituting the boundary values ofu(x)5eikx1re2 ikx for x,0 andu(x)5teikx for x.0 into
this relation, we get a pair of equations forr ,t which is solved by

r 52
L211 ik~L222L11!1k2L12

L212 ik~L221L11!2k2L12
,

~2.8!

t52
2ik detL

L212 ik~L221L11!2k2L12
.

In the same way we get the right-to-left amplitudes,

r̃ 52
L211 ik~L112L22!1k2L12

L212 ik~L221L11!2k2L12
,

~2.9!

t̃ 52
2ik

L212 ik~L221L11!2k2L12
.

Combining~2.5! with ~2.8! and ~2.9! we can express the ‘‘coefficient’’ transfer matrix as

M5
1

2ik S L211 ik~L111L22!2k2L12 L211 ik~L112L22!1k2L12

2L211 ik~L112L22!2k2L12 2L211 ik~L111L22!1k2L12
D . ~2.10!

The class of admissible transfer matrices is restricted by the S-matrix unitarity. In particula
conservation of probability current,ur u21utu25u r̃ u21u t̃ u251, implies udetLu51; we shall write
therefore

detL5
t

t̃
5..e2iw. ~2.11!
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One can also expressL by means of the other two matrices. For instance, suppose that~2.3! is
given. Using the relation~2.7! with the boundary values for the left-to-right scattering, the sa
for the right-to-left case with the explicitly writtenL21 and t5 t̃ detL, we get a system of four
linear equations forL jk ,

L11~11r !1 ikL12~12r !5t, L21~11r !1 ikL22~12r !5 ikt,
~2.12!

L22~11 r̃ !1 ikL12~12 r̃ !5t, L21~11 r̃ !1 ikL11~12 r̃ !5 ikt.

Only three of them are independent; it is straightforward to see that the first with the
equation, and the second with the fourth equation lead to the same relation which is solve

L225L11

~11r !~12 r̃ !

~12r !~11 r̃ !
2

t~r 2 r̃ !

~12r !~11 r̃ !
.

The same pairs of equations allow us to expressL12 andL21 in terms ofL11 andL22; in combi-
nation with the last relation we find

L1252L11

~11r !

ik~12r !
1

t

ik~11 r̃ !
, L2152 ikL11

~12 r̃ !

ik~11 r̃ !
1

ikt

~11 r̃ !
.

We have still the condition~2.11!. Computing the determinant with the help of the above relatio
we get

detL5
t~2L112t !

~12r !~11 r̃ !
5

t

t̃
.

One can expressL11 from here and substitute into the formulas for the other elements; this y
finally

L5
1

2 t̃
S t t̃ 1~11r !~12 r̃ !

1

ik
@ t t̃ 2~11r !~11 r̃ !#

ik@ t t̃ 2~12r !~12 r̃ !# t t̃ 1~12r !~11 r̃ !

D . ~2.13!

The determinant of this matrix is equal to the middle expression of~2.11! and, substituting into
~2.8! and ~2.9!, one can check that~2.13! indeed represents the inverse transformation.

Furthermore, the unitarity ofS has a stronger consequence. It is well known that a gen
232 unitary matrix can be parametrized by four real numbers as

ei jS ei (a1d) cosb ei (d2a) sinb

2ei (a2d) sinb e2 i (a1d) cosb D .

Using this forS given by ~2.3! and substituting into~2.13! we find that

L5eiwL, L real with detL51, ~2.14!

wherewªa1d. Notice thatM given by ~2.10! has then the following property:

M̄115e22iwM22, M̄125e22iwM21. ~2.15!
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B. Recursive relations for scattering amplitudes

Before we derive the mentioned closed-form expression, let us recall the usual factori
technique. We index the transmission and reflection amplitudes for the array byN. In analogy with
~2.3! we have

S B2
N

B1
N D 5S r N t̃ N

tN «̄2(N21)r̃ N
D S A1

N

A2
N D , ~2.16!

where«ªeik l. Next we add the (N11)-th scatterer to the right side of the array for which

S B2

B1
D5S «2Nr t̃

t «̄2Nr̃
D S A1

A2
D , ~2.17!

where, of course,B1
N 5A1 andB25A2

N . In analogy with~2.5! we rewrite the last two relations
in the ‘‘coefficient’’ transfer matrix form. Multiplying the two matrices we get

S B1

A2
D 5M S A1

N

B2
N D

with

MªS 1

t̃ t̃ N

~~ t t̃ 2r r̃ !~ tNt̃ N2r Nr̃ N«̄2(N21)!2r Nr̃ «̄2N!
1

t̃ t̃ N

~~ t t̃ 2r r̃ ! r̃ N1 «̄2Nr̃ !

1

t̃ t̃ N

~2«2Nr ~ tNt̃ N2r Nr̃ N!2r N!
1

t̃ t̃ N

~12«2Nrr̃ N!
D .

Comparing this with~2.6! we find the sought-after recursive relations

r̃ N115 «̄2Nr̃ 1
r̃ N t̃ t

12«2Nr̃ Nr
, t̃ N115

t̃ t̃ N

12«2Nrr̃ N
. ~2.18!

If we modify the argument by adding the (N11)-th scatterer to the left of the array, we get in th
same way

r N115«2Nr 1
r Nt̃ t

12 «̄2Nr̃ r N
, tN115

ttN

12 «̄2Nr Nr̃
. ~2.19!

Since the ‘‘component’’ S-matrices are unitary, it is straightforward to check by induction tha
same is true for the total S-matrix. The relations~2.18! and ~2.19! have a transparent meanin
expanding the fractions into geometric series we obtain expressions containing sums of co
tions from various scattering processes.

C. The S-matrix expression

While the factorization technique described above is general, it does not relate direct
S-matrices of an individual scatterer and that of the whole array. Such a formula is partic
useful when the scatterers involved are identical. To deal with this situation, notice first th
view of ~2.15! we can write theM matrix of the j th scatterer as

M j5eiwS R̄ «̄2 j S̄

«2 jS R
D , ~2.20!
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where«ªeik l as above and

Rªe2 iwM225
e2 iw

t̃
5

eiw

t
5

L111L22

2
1 i S L21

2k
2

k

2
L12D ,

~2.21!

Sªe2 iwM2152
e2 iwr

t̃
5..2

eiwr

t
5

L112L22

2
1 i S L21

2k
1

k

2
L12D .

By definition the ‘‘coefficient’’ transfer matrix of the array is obtained by multiplying successiv
the matrices~2.20!. We denoteM (n)

ªMnMn21¯ M0 . It is easy to compute the first few ma
tricesM (n); this inspires us to look for the general product in the form

M (n)5ei (n11)wS «̄n11uSun11ḡn «̄nS̄uSund̄n

«nSuSundn «n11uSun11gn
D , ~2.22!

where the coefficients have to satisfy the recursive relations

gn115zgn1 d̄n , dn115zdn1ḡn ~2.23!

with d051 and

g05zª
«̄R

uSu
, ~2.24!

which follows fromM (n11)5Mn11M (n). Since

detM j5e2iw~ uRu22uSu2!5e2iw
12ur u2

u t̃ u2
5e2iw, ~2.25!

and, consequently, detM(n)5e2i(n11)wuSu2n12(ugnu22udnu2)5e2i(n11)w, we have

gn5eiunAudnu21uSu22n22 ~2.26!

with a phase factor to be determined. Substituting into the relations~2.23! we get

eiun11Audn11u21uSu22n245zeiunAudnu21uSu22n221dn ,
~2.27!

dn115zdn1e2 iunAudnu21uSu22n22.

We expresseiun from the second equation and substitute into the first one; this yields

dn122~z1 z̄ !dn111~ uzu221!dn50. ~2.28!

Now d051 andd15z1 z̄, so ~2.28! is solved by

dn5~ uzu221!n/2UnS z1 z̄

2Auzu221
D ,

whereUn is the Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind. Sinceuzu2215uSu22 by ~2.25!, its
argument can be more compactly written as Re(«̄R). Using ~2.26! and ~2.27! again, we find
M (n)5e2i (n11)wM (n) with
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M (n)5S «̄n11e2 iunA11uSu2Un~Re~ «̄R!!2 «̄nS̄Un~Re~ «̄R!!

«nSUn~Re~ «̄R!! «n11eiunA11uSu2Un~Re~ «̄R!!2D , ~2.29!

where

eiun5
Un11~Re~ «̄R!!2«R̄Un~Re~ «̄R!!

A11uSu2Un
2~Re~ «̄R!!

. ~2.30!

Now we may employ~2.5! and ~2.11! to find the sought-after formulas for the array ofN scat-
terers; it is sufficient to putn5N21. We arrive at the following conclusion:

Theorem II.1: With the given notation, the transmission and reflection amplitudes o
N-element serial structure express as

tN5
«̄Ne2 iuN21

A11uSu2UN21~Re~ «̄R!!2
~2.31!

r N52
«̄e2 iuN21SUN21~Re~ «̄R!!

A11uSu2UN21~Re~ «̄R!!2
, ~2.32!

where the phase factor is given by (2.30). In the same way the right-to-left amplitudes a˜
N

5tNe22iNw and

r̃ N52
«̄2N21e2 iuN21S̄UN21~Re~ «̄R!!

A11uSu2UN21~Re~ «̄R!!2
.

In particular, the transmission and reflection probabilities are the same in both directions
equal

utNu25
1

11uSu2UN21~Re~ «̄R!!2 , ur Nu25
uSu2UN21~Re~ «̄R!!2

11uSu2UN21~Re~ «̄R!!2 . ~2.33!

Recall that

uSu25Ur
t
U2

, Re~ «̄R!5ReS e2 i (kl1w)

t̃
D 5ReS e2 i (kl2w)

t
D ;

it is obvious from~2.33! that the probability current is preserved.

D. Relation to band spectra of periodic systems

An advantage of the above formula is that it makes clear the relation between serial str
and their infinite analogs. Consider an infinite periodic array of identical scatterersS joined by line
segments of length l. The one-period transfer matrix isT5L Ul(k), where

Ul~k!ªS coskl
1

k
sinkl

2k sinkl coskl
D

coresponds to the segment. The band spectrum of the problem is given by the Bloch con
det(T2eiu)50, or

e2iu2eiutr T1detT50. ~2.34!
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In view of ~2.11!, detT5detL5e2iw, so the condition may be written as

e2 iwtr T52 cos~u2w!.

To express the lhs, we employ~2.13! which yields

tr T5tr T coskl1S 1

k
L212kL12D sinkl5

t t̃ 2r r̃

t̃
eik l1

1

t̃
e2 ik l,

and since

t t̃ 2r r̃

t̃
5

e2iw

tD

by ~2.5! and ~2.15!, we arrive finally at

Re~ «̄R!5
ei (kl1w)

2tD
1

e2 i (kl1w)

2 t̃
5cos~u2w!. ~2.35!

The lhs as a function ofk is typically oscillating. Since the amplitudeutu21.1 unless the single-
element scattering is reflectionless, the periodic spectrum has gaps in general.

The relations~2.33! show how the band spectrum arises in the limitN→` of the serial-
structure scattering. The Chebyshev polynomials

Un~x!5 (
m50

[n/2]

~21!m
~n2m!!

m! ~n22m!!
~2x!n22m ~2.36!

are oscillating within the interval@21,1#. The easiest way to see that is to use the representa

Un~x!5
sin~n11!j

sinj
, jªarccosx. ~2.37!

Thus UN21 has N21 roots in @21,1# and each band contains at leastN21 points where
utN(k)u251. Possible additional points with this property can come from zeros of the sin
element reflection coefficient. Properties of Chebyshev polynomials yield also lower bounds
envelope of the transmission probability oscillations. The representation~2.37! implies uUn(x)u
<(12x2)21/2 for uxu,1, and therefore

utN~k!u2>
12~Re~ «̄R!!2

11uSu22~Re~ «̄R!!2
5

ut~k!u22~Re~ t̃ ~k!ei (kl1w)!!2

12~Re~ t̃ ~k!ei (kl1w)!!2
. ~2.38!

If ut(•)u2 is a slowly varying function, the rhs reaches its maximumut(k)u2 in the middle of the
band; it is zero at the band edges. However, the transmission can vanish within a band only
a single-element full reflection. This follows from another upper bound,11 uUn(x)u<(n11) for
uxu<1, which yieldsutNu2>(11N2uSu2)21 or

utN~k!u2>
ut~k!u2

11~N21!ur ~k!u2
. ~2.39!
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On the other hand, to see the behavior of the reflection and transmission amplitudes
gaps of the periodic spectrum, we have to estimate the Chebyshev polynomials outside@21,1#.
By analytical continuation, the relation ~2.37! gives Un(x)5sinh((n
11)arcoshx)/sinh(arcoshx), so

Un~x!5 (
k50

n

~x1Ax221!n22k.

Then we have, for instance, the following estimates

n1xn<Un~x!<~n11!~x1Ax221!n. ~2.40!

The first inequality yields an upper bound,

utN~k!u2<
1

11~N211~Re~ «̄R!!N21!2 . ~2.41!

It is clear thatutN(k)u251 holds only if the same is true forut(k)u2; in all the other cases i
behaves aso((Re(«̄R))2N22) as N→`. On the other hand,utN(k)u250 holds only if a single
scatterer has a full reflection at this energy, otherwise the second inequality of~2.40! together with
uRe(«̄R)u<ut(k)u21 and the unitarity relation gives

utN~k!u2>
ut~k!u2N

ut~k!u2N1N2ur ~k!u2~11ur ~k!u!2N22 . ~2.42!

III. SERIAL GRAPHS

As we have said we want now to illustrate the above results on several examples wh
beyond the usual one-dimensional potential scattering. In this section we shall discuss the s
where the serial structure is a graph.

Although nonrelativistic quantum mechanics for quantum particles confined to a grap
been considered already several decades ago in connection with the free-electron mo
hydrocarbons.12 it became a subject of intense interest only recently as a tool to describe sy
of quantum wires—see Refs. 13–29 and references therein. There are also other systems fo
graph description could prove to be useful, such as objects composed of carbon nanotube30,31

Graph systems are attractive because they are often explicitly solvable; on the mathem
level they represent systems of ordinary differential equations in contrast to partial differ
equations with nontrivial boundary conditions needed to describe quantum wire systems in
dimensions. At the same time, the simplified description may still preserve basic features
real system. Of course, replacing a branched waveguide system by its skeleton graph is
trivial approximation, but we shall avoid discussing this point here; some comments can be
in Refs. 19 and 32 and references given there.

A. Loop arrays

In our first example an individual scatterer is a planar loopL with a pair of external leads
placed into a homogeneous magnetic field cf. Fig. 1.

We suppose that the field is perpendicular to the graph plane. The corresponding

potential in the circular gauge isAW (xW )5(2 1
2 By, 1

2 Bx,0) and

E
L
AW ~xW !dxW5

BS

L11L2
5

F

L11L2
,

where S is the loop area,L j are the lengths of its two branches, andF is the corresponding
magnetic flux.
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Such a scattering system has been considered earlier—see Refs. 33, 17 and 27 and re
therein. The Hilbert space for the graph of Fig. 1 is the orthogonal sum of fourL2 spaces referring
to the graph links; its elements will be denoted as (f 1 ,u1 ,u2 , f 2) with the coordinates at the loo
taken anticlockwise. We suppose that the particle has a unit charge and apart from the m
field it moves as free on the graph. There are various ways how to couple the operators2 i ]x

2A)2 from different graph links in a self-adjoint way.28,24,29For the sake of simplicity we restric
ourselves to the usuald coupling, i.e., we impose the boundary conditions

f 1~0!5u1~0!5u2~L2!, 2 f 18~0!1u18~0!2u28~L2!5a1f 1~0!,
~3.1!

f 2~0!5u2~0!5u1~L1!, f 28~0!2u18~L1!1u28~0!5a2f 2~0!,

where the function and derivative values mean the appropriate one-sided limits. On the othe
we do not suppose in general thata1 ,a2 andL1 ,L2 are the same.

Substituting into~3.1! the boundary values of the generalized eigenfunctions on the l
uj (x)5Aje

2 i (A2k)x1Bje
2 i (A1k)x, j 51,2, we get a system of six equations. Eliminating fro

hereAj ,Bj we arrive at the relations

f 2~0!5
1

2kD
~~ ia1B12kC! f 1~0!1 iB f 18~0!!

f 28~0!5
1

2kD
~~ ia1a2B12~a11a2!kC24ik2E2E1! f 1~0!1~2kC1 ia2B! f 18~0!!,

determining the transfer matrix, where

B5~«112«12!~«222«21!54e2 iF sinkL1 sinkL2 ,

C52«12«221«11«2152ie2 iF sink~L11L2!,

D5«212«221«21«22~«112«12!,

E6512«16«2652i e2 iF/2e6 ik(L11L2)/2 sinS 6k~L11L2!2F

2 D ,

« j 65ei (2A6k)L j , j 51,2.

The reflection and transmission amplitudes are given by

FIG. 1. A loop–graph scatterer in a magnetic field.
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r ~k!5
2 ia1a2B1k~~a22a1!B22~a11a2!C!1 ik2~4E2E12B!

ia1a2B1k~a21a1!~2C1B!2 ik2~4E2E11B14C!
,

~3.2!

t~k!5
4ik2De22iF

ia1a2B1k~a21a1!~2C1B!2 ik2~4E2E11B14C!
,

respectively. SinceB,C,E6 as well asD2 are 2p-periodic functions of the magnetic flux, th
same is valid for the reflection and transmissionprobabilities. Recall that if we pute5\5c
51, then 2p is the magnetic flux quantum in these units.

B. Band spectrum of an infinite loop array

We illustrate the relation of transmission probabilities of a finite array of loops and
spectrum of the corresponding infinite system on Fig. 2. As already mentionedutN(k)u2 is a
2p-periodic function and, because the condition~2.35! determining the band spectrum of th
infinite system can be reformulated as 0,uRe(«̄R)u,1, we show dependence onF only in the
range@0,2p# $uRe(«̄R)u is also a 2p-periodic function%. We choose loops with differentL1 ,L2 and
a1 ,a2 . Even for a relatively small number of loopsN56 the values ofutN(k)u2 are clearly
nonzero in areas of parametersF andk where there are bands of the infinite system and neglig
where there are gaps.

C. Comb graphs

Our next example concerns the case of a comb-shaped graph, i.e., a line with a finite n
N of identical appendices attached to it at equally spaced points. Such systems have be
cussed recently34 following earlier studies of a single-stub waveguide.35–38

Comparing to the previous work and the preceding example, we shall discuss comb-s
graphs in a more thorough way. First of all, instead of thed-coupling used above~or the Griffith’s
boundary conditions in the terminology of Ref. 34! we allow for the most general self-adjoint wa
in which the stubs can be attached to continuous wavefunctions on the line. This amou
imposing at the junctions the boundary conditions adopted from an earlier treatment o
T-shaped graph.24 Should the Hamiltonian be time-reversal invariant, the junction is then cha
terized by three real parameters. In this framework we are able to handle imperfect cont20

moreover, it is straightforward to modify the results derived below to graphs with ad8-coupling
which corresponds to the situation where the junction itself represents a complicated geo
scatterer~see Refs. 15 and 19; more about that will be said in the next section!. Computing the
S-matrix we also assume that the particle is under the influence of a potential on the stub
makes it possible to investigate how the band-form zones of high transmission which ari
N@1 change when an external field is applied.

The formula derived in the previous section allows us to express the transmission and
tion probabilities. In addition to them, one is able to generalize the result of Ref. 24 to the p
situation and to find an explicit Krein-formula expression for the resolvent of the comb-g
Hamiltonian. This allows us to study their resonance structure of the problem which arises
perturbation of the disconnected-stub discrete spectrum embedded into the continuum of t
motion. The mentioned expression yields an equation from which the resolvent singularities
second sheet can be found.

After this introduction, let us describe the model. For a greater generality we suppose fir
the appendices are not necessarily identical. The graphGN will therefore consist of a line with a
finite sequence$(s21)l%s51

N of points at which appendices of finite lengthsLs are attached~see
Fig. 3!.

The state Hilbert space of the problem is thenH[L2(GN)ªL2(R) % (Šs51
N L2(0,Ls)); we

shall write its elements as columns
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c5S f
u1

]

uN

D .

We suppose that the motion at the backbone line is free while the particle is exposed to pot
Vs on the ‘‘teeth;’’ hence the Hamiltonian of a nonrelativistic particle of massm5 1

2 living on GN

acts as

FIG. 2. The relation of transmission probabilities of a finite array of loops (N56) and the spectrum of the correspondin
infinite system,L150.5, L251.5, l5&, a1521, anda2522. The upper figure showsut(k,F)u2 ~varying from 0 to 1!,
while the lower one show the band spectrum of the infinite periodic system.
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~Hc!1~x!ª2 f 9~x!, ~Hc!s11~x!ª~2us91Vsus!~x!, s51, . . . ,N, ~3.3!

out of the junctions. To make it a self-adjoint operator one has to choose again proper
boundary conditions which couple the wavefunctions at the branching points of the graph in
a way that the probability current conservation at the vertices is conserved. As we have sa
shall require continuity of the line componentf of c at the junctions; to keep a manageab
number of parameters we assume the Dirichlet conditions at the end of the stubs. Conseq
the domain of the Hamiltonian consists of allcPH with f PAC2(R) andusPAC2(0,Ls) satis-
fying the conditions24

f ~~s21!l1 !5 f ~~s21!l2 !5..f ~~s21!l!,

us~0!5bsf ~~s21!l!1csus8~0!,
~3.4!

f 8~~s21!l1 !2 f 8~~s21!l2 !5dsf ~~s21!l!2bsus8~0!,

us~Ls!50

for s51, . . . ,N. In general,bs may be complex, however, we restrict from the start to Hami
nians which are time-reversal invariant and suppose that the coefficient matricesKs5(ds 2bs

bs cs ) are

real. Thesth appendix is decoupled from the line by puttingbs50; it is then described by the
operatorhcs

ª2 d2/dx21Vs specified by the decoupled condition

us~0!2csus8~0!50 ~3.5!

at the junction.
In what follows we concentrate on the finite periodic case whereLs5L, Vs5V, and Ks

5K; the operator specified by the boundary conditions~3.4! will be denoted asHN[HN(K,V).
The potentialV is supposed to belong toL1(0,L).

D. Scattering on a comb graph

To write the scattering matrix we need some notation. LetuL be the unique solution to the
appendix Schro¨dinger equation,

2uL91VuL5k2uL ~3.6!

with the energyk2 and the normalized Dirichlet condition at the outer endpoint,uL(L)51
2uL8(L)50. If all the junctions are described by the parametersb,c,d in ~3.4!, we put

bª
d

2k
1

b2

2k S uL8

cuL82uL
D ~0!, zªcoskl1b sinkl, ~3.7!

FIG. 3. A comb-shaped graph.
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and denote again«ªeik l. For a single stub,s5N51, we insert a generalized eigenvector of t
form (au1

f ) into the boundary conditions~3.4! and expressf (01), f 8(01) by means of the left-

sided limits; this yields the single-element transfer matrix which can be written with the he
~3.7! as

Lb5S 1 0

2kb 1D ,

soR511 ib andS5 ib. Furthermore, Re(«̄R)5z. Using then the explicit expression~2.30! of the
phase factor together with~2.31! and ~2.32!, we may write the left-to-right scattering amplitude
as

r N5
ibUN21~z!

«UN22~z!2~11 ib!UN21~z!
, tN52

«12N

«UN22~z!2~11 ib!UN21~z!
. ~3.8!

In particular, the reflection and transmission probabilities are

utN~k!u2512ur N~k!u25
1

11b2UN21~z!2 . ~3.9!

Let us now illustrate how the the transmission probability depends on the number of the
and the parameters of the junctions. Figure 4 shows a typical example of the situation.
certain set of parametersb, c, andd we compareut(k)u2 for one and seven appendices with
infinite array of them. The band spectrum is marked by thick lines above. The suppression

FIG. 4. The relation of transmission probabilities of a single appendix~dotted line!, a finite array of appendices (N57)
~full line!, and the spectrum of the corresponding infinite system~thick lines above!. The parameters areb51.2, c
50.5, d50, L51, and l51.
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transmission coefficient at those values ofk where the infinite system shows gaps is evident e
for a relatively small number of elementary scatterers,N57. In each band we distinguishN21,
i.e., six values ofki whenut(ki)u251 as it should be—cf.~2.37!. In addition the first and third band
contain an additional value ofka for which ut(ka)u251 and these values coincide with the valu
of k for which a single appendix allows a perfect transmission. The values ofk for which the
reflection is total fall into gaps of the infinite system as it should be~cf. the end of Sec. II D!.

In addition to the S-matrix one can ask about scattering resonances for the comb graph
particular character of the coupling~3.4! makes it possible to find the resonance condition a
direct generalization of the argument given in Ref. 24. It turns out that the corresponding po
the analytically continued resolvent appear at the points where the denominators in~3.8! vanish.

E. Band spectrum of an infinite comb and resonances

We discuss only the case of free appendices here, i.e.,Vs50. Investigation of nonzero poten
tials represents no complication in general conception. Typical spectra of an infinite com
presented on Fig. 5. The parameters of such a structure could be divided into two groups, vL
andb,c,d. The dependence on l is rather simple; a change of l results in scaling of spectrumk.
This is the consequence of the fact that the transfer matrixT depends only on the productkl. This
is the reason why we show all the spectra for l51 only. The dependence onL is more complicated
as can be inferred from Fig. 5.

A striking feature of such a spectrum are sudden transitions of bands to gaps or vice v
kl5np, nPZ for almost allL. This can be understood, if we write down the Bloch conditi
explicitly as

b~k!sin~kl!1cos~kl!5cos~u!.

Clearly, this is always fulfilled forkl5np, unlessb has a singularity atnp/ l. Thereforek
5np/ l belongs always to the band in this case. The situations whenb(np/ l) is infinite requires
a further analysis. An effect of a small changee in k can be estimated fromb(k1e)e l11
5(21)ncos(u). With the exception of points whereb(np/ l) 50, small change ofe does not
change the sign ofb, while the change of sign ofe leads to the change of sign ofb(k1e)e l. Only
in the vicinity of points whereb(np/ l) 50 can the sign ofb(k1e)e l rest unchanged, cf. Fig 5

Of the three parameters determining the coupling of an appendix to the backbone lin
b,c,d, we find b as the most suitable to begin with. Puttingb50 effectively switches off the
appendices as already mentioned in Sec. III B. This implies that we have eigenvalueskn

2 embedded
in the continuum, wherekn are solutions of~3.5!. These values of momentum play an importa
role from three points of view. First,kn’s are the values for whichuL(0)50 and the number of
zeros ofu increases by one whenk passes to higher values; this means that the wholeR1 is
divided into disjoint intervals by these values~for a givenL!. On the other hand, a band ca
belong to two intervals~although this happens only for someL! and states of the same band c
be described by wave functions with different numbers of zeros ofu’s. Also, and this situation is
far more frequent, one interval can contain two or more bands, so that the number of zerosu is
not directly related to the ordinal number of a band.

In order to reveal the second role of these values ofkn’s, we have to a return to finite numbe
of appendices attached to the line. If we begin with one appendix only, direct calculation s
that t(kn)50 and r (kn)521. Therefore, regardless of the number of appendicesN, the full
reflection takes place, i.e.,tN50,r N521.

We close this section with discussion of scattering resonances of our system. Recently,
shown3 that there is a certain ‘‘band’’ structure in the spectrum of resonances and tha
spectrum converges to the energy band spectrum of the infinite periodic system in the limit
infinite number of scatterers. The authors also show that one should expectN21 resonances in
each band if the system consists ofN identical cells. These conclusions are in accordance with
results but for one difference—the number of resonances in a band is 2N21. It is a consequence
of the fact that the origin of resonances is twofold here.N21 resonances comes from the spac
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order of our periodical structure as in Ref. 3 and the remainingN ones have their origin inkn
2 ,

which is anN-fold eigenvalue for the case ofb50. As ubu grows this degenercy is lifted and w
find N resonances in the vicinity ofkn

2 . This is the third role ofkn . TheN21 resonances relate
to the spatial setting travel from2`, and for smallb these two sets are well separated as is sho
on Fig. 6.

There are situations when a resonance or a bound state appears atk50. The manifestation of
this instance is thatut(0)u251. This can take place even in the case of one appendix. The ex
sion~5! of Ref. 24 with explicit form ofuL(0) shows that this can happen as soon as the cond

d~c1L !1b250

FIG. 5. The band spectra of infinite arrays of appendices. The upper figure is forb51, c5d50, and the lower one for
b53, c50.5, andd5211. The spacing is chosen l51 in both cases. The full lines show the role of perfect transmiss
~the lines in the bands! and total reflection~the lines in the gaps! for a single appendix.
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is fulfilled. Provided that this condition holds, there is perfect transmission atk50 for any number
of appendices, i.e.,tN(0)51. Besides this there could be other situations whentN(0)51 for N
.1. If there exists such ann51,...,N21 that

cosS np

N D511
~dc1dL1b2!l

2~c1L !
,

we have againtN(0)51. This corresponds toUN21(z(0))50 in ~3.9!. Direct inspection confirms
that the wavefunction does not belong toL2(GN) and that these states are resonances~and not
bound states!.

IV. SERIAL STRUCTURES OF MIXED DIMENSIONALITY

In this section we want to treat the situation when the scatterers connected by single
leads have a higher dimension. For the sake of simplicity, we shall consider only the sim
possibility when the dimension is two, i.e., the scatterer is a surface. Such systems can be r
in both the solid state~recall, e.g., the ‘‘bamboo defects’’ in nanotubes39! and electromagnetism
~for flat resonators!, but we avoid discussing examples and the conditions under which t
models are realistic. We suppose that the surface is smooth, bounded, and connected,
without the boundary. Although it makes no difficulty to let the particle on the surface inte
with an external potential field, we will regard it as free, i.e., its Hamiltonian will be~in appro-
priate units! just the corresponding Laplace-Beltrami operator.

FIG. 6. This figure shows positions of resonances forN55 appendices andb50.4, c5d50, andL51.2. The dotted line
separates the two sets of resonances. The resonances closer to the real axis have their origin inN-fold eigenvalues forb
50; increasingubu lifts the degeneracy and pushes the resonances from the real line. The rest of the resonances~below the
dotted line! has the origin in the serial arrangement of individual scatterers.
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A. Coupling of leads to a surface

The basic question for the described serial structures is the way in which the leads are c
to the scatterers. The physical condition is again a conservation of the probability current,
translates into the self-adjointness requirement of the corresponding Hamiltonian. Since th
pling is local, we may disregard geometrical peculiarities of the lead and the surface and co
the setting when a halfline is attached to a plane. The state Hilbert space is thenL2(R2)

% L2(R2) and the Hamiltonian acts on its elements (f2

f1) as (
2Df2

2f19 ). To make it self-adjoint one ha

to impose suitable boundary conditions which couple the wavefunctions at the junction. A g
solution to this problem is given in Ref. 23. The conditions are of the form

f18~02 !5Af1~02 !1BL0~f2!, L1~f2!5Cf2~02 !1DL0~f2!, ~4.1!

together with several ‘‘exceptional’’ classes, where

L0~f2!5 lim
r→01

f2~xW !

ln r
,

L1~f2!5 lim
r→01

~f2~xW !2L0~f2!ln r !

with rªuxW u are the generalized boundary values in the plane, and the coefficientsA,B,C,D
depend on four real parameters; evaluating the boundary form, it is straightforward to see th
satisfy restrictions

A,DPR, B52pC̄. ~4.2!

A disadvantage of this result is that it tells us nothing about physical relevance of the coeffi
values in the boundary conditions~4.1!. The choice of the coupling depends on particular pr
erties of the junction it models, of course, but one would like to select a subclass represen
‘‘natural’’ coupling. One way to achieve this goal was suggested in Ref. 40: comparing
scattering matrix of the junction given by~4.1! with the low-energy behavior of scattering in th
system of a plane to which a cylindrical ‘‘tube’’ is attached, and taking into account the cond
~4.2!, we arrive at the identification

A5
1

2r
, B5A2p

r
, C5

1

A2pr
, D52 ln r, ~4.3!

wherer is the contact radius. Physical relevance of these conditions was illustrated in Ref.
explaining the experimentally observed distribution of resonances in a microwave resonato
a thin antenna. Motivated by this, we will use in the following~4.1! and ~4.3! to describe the
coupling between the leads and the scatterers.

B. The single-element S-matrix

Using the local character of the boundary conditions derived above we apply them to co
of a pair of halfline leads to an arbitrary surfaceG. The only restriction is that that the junctio
may not belong to the boundary ofG if it has any. We shall compute the transfer and scatter
matrices for such a system.

As we have said, the Hamiltonian is a Laplace-Beltrami operator on the state Hilbert
L2(G) of the scatterer. We shall characterize it by its Green’s functionG(.,.;k), i.e., the integral
kernel of its resolvent which exists wheneverk2 does not belong to the spectrum. Its actual fo
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depends on the geometry ofG but we shall not need it. What is important is the character of
singularity. As a smooth manifold,G admits in the vicinity of any point a local Cartesian chart a
the Green’s function behaves as that of Laplacian in the plane,

G~x,y;k!52
1

2p
lnux2yu1O~1!, ux2yu→0. ~4.4!

Looking for scattering solutions to the Schro¨dinger equation, we need a general solution to
Laplace-Beltrami equation onG for the energyk2. Without loss of generality, we may write it a

u~x!5a1G~x,x1 ;k!1a2G~x,x2 ;k!, ~4.5!

where x1 ,x2 are two different points ofG at which the leads are attached. The generali
boundary values~labeled by the point at which they are taken! of this solution are then

L0@xj #52
aj

2p
, L1@xj #5ajj~xj ,k!1a32 jG~x1 ,x2 ;k! ~4.6!

for j 51,2, where

j~xj ;k!5 lim
x→xj

FG~x,xj ;k!1
lnux2xj u

2p G . ~4.7!

Next we denote the wavefunction on thej th lead asuj . For simplicity we use the abbrevia
tions uj ,uj8 for its boundary values; then the boundary conditions~4.1! yield

u185A1u12
B1a1

2p
, a1j11a2g5C1u12

D1a1

2p
,

u2852A2u21
B2a2

2p
, a2j21a1g5C2u22

D2a2

2p
,

wheregªG(x1 ,x2 ;k). In the the first equation of the second pair we have changed sign, be
the second lead is identified withR1. It is straightforward to rewrite these equations as a lin
system with the unknownu2 ,u28 ,a1 ,a2 and to solve it; this gives, in particular, the transfer matr

L5
1

gC2S C1Z212p
A1

B1
D 22p

D

B1

B2C2S C1

2p
2Z1

A1

B1
D2C1A2Z222p

A1A2

B1
D 2p

A2

B1
D1

B2C2Z1

B1

D , ~4.8!

whereZjªD j /2p 1j j andDªg22Z1Z2 . Using ~4.2! we find easily

detL52
B2C1

B1C2

52
C̄2C1

C̄1C2

, ~4.9!

so detL51 if the junctions are identical or the coefficientsCj are real. The second possibility is
the couplings are invariant with respect to the time reflection, which we shall suppose
following. In that case the transfer matrix simplifies to the form
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L5
1

gS Z21
A

C2 D 22
D

C2

C22A~Z11Z2!2
A2

C2 D
A

C2 D1Z1

D , ~4.10!

in particular,

L5
1

g S Z11pD 22prD

1

2r S 1

p
2Z12Z22pD D Z11pD D ~4.11!

for the physically most interesting class of couplings~4.3!. The S-matrix of our geometric scattere
is then given by the relations~2.31! and ~2.32!; in the case~4.11! we have

r ~k!52
pD1Z11Z22p2112ikr~Z22Z1!14pk2r2D

pD1Z11Z22p2112ikr~Z11Z212pD!24pk2r2D
,

~4.12!

t~k!52
4ikrg

pD1Z11Z22p2112ikr~Z11Z212pD!24pk2r2D
.

To make use of these formulas, we need to knowg,Z1 ,Z2 ,D as functions of the momentum
k. By assumption the manifoldG is compact, so the spectrum$ln%n51

` of the Hamitonian is
purely discrete and the corresponding eigenfunctions$f(x)n%n51

` form an orthonormal basis in
L2(G). The usual Green’s function expression then gives

g~k!5 (
n51

`
fn~x1!fn~x2!

ln2k2 . ~4.13!

To express the remaining three values we have to compute the regularized limit~4.7!. Expanding
the logarithm into the Taylor series, we can rewrite the sublimit expression as

G~xj1A«n,xj ;k!1
ln A«

2p
5 (

n51

` S fn~xj1A«n!fn~xj !

ln2k2 2
~12«!n

4pn D ,

wheren is a unit vector in the local chart around the pointxj . Unfortunately, interchanging the
limit with the sum is not without risk since the latter does not converge uniformly. To see tha
result may indeed depend on the regularization procedure, it is sufficient to replaceA« by cA« on
the lhs. To form the idea about this nonuniqueness, let us compute the difference

j~xj ,k!2j~xj ,k8!5 lim
«→01

(
n51

` S fn~xj1A«n!fn~xj !

ln2k2 2
fn~xj1A«n!fn~xj !

ln2k8
D .

This sum is already uniformly convergent, because by standard semiclassical estimates~Ref. 41,
XIII.16! the sequence$ifni`%n51

` is bounded with our assumptions andln54puGu21n1O(1) as
n→`, so

1

ln2k2 2
1

ln2k82 ;
1

n2 ,

and therefore
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j~xj ,k!2j~xj ,k8!5 (
n51

` S ufn~xj !u2

ln2k2 2
ufn~xj !u2

ln2k82 D . ~4.14!

From the same reason

j̃~xj ,k!ª(
n51

` S ufn~xj !u2

ln2k2 2
1

4pnD ~4.15!

makes sense andj(xj ,k)2 j̃(xj ,k) is independent ofk. We have therefore

j~xj ,k!5 (
n51

` S ufn~xj !u2

ln2k2 2
1

4pnD1c~G!. ~4.16!

The constant depends only on the manifoldG. We will neglect it in the following, because it
nonzero value means just a coupling constant renormalization:D j has to be changed toD j

12pc(G). For a flat rectangularG, we found in Ref. 40 an agreement with the experiment us
c(G)50.

C. A ‘‘bubble’’ on the line

To make the above consideration more concrete, we shall concentrate in the rest of this
on a single example. We are going to consider the case whenG is a sphere of radiusR with the
leads attached at the poles, which is the system proposed by Kiselev.10 The most important resul
of this paper was that apart from the resonances coming from the bound states on the sphe
a scatterer has the high-energy behavior similar to that of the so-calledd8 interaction,42,15,43i.e.,
the transmission probabilitydecaysas E21 for E→`. This was established in Ref. 10 up to
logarithmic correction. The difference here is that we shall use the physically interesting cou
~4.3!, while Ref. 10 employed a two-dimensional subset of the conditions~4.1! disjoint with the
above one. This leads to a different S-matrix, and while the indicated high-energy beh
remains preserved, the argument used in Ref. 10 to demonstrate it has to be changed in nu
places; this is why we present its modified version here.

The sphere Hamiltonian is chosen in the standard way. Using the spherical coordinat
write it as

HG5
1

R2

]2

]u2 1
cotu

R2

]

]u
1

1

R2 sin2 u

]2

]w2 ~4.17!

with the usual domain. For the sake of simplicity we putR51 in the following; the results for a
generalR can be obtained by a scaling transformation. The spectrum ofHG then consists of the
eigenvaluesl l ,m5 l ( l 11), l 50,1,. . . , m52 l ,2 l 11, . . . ,l of multiplicity 2 l 11 to which the
eigenfunctions

f l
m~u,c!5A~2l 11!~ l 2umu!!

4p~ l 1umu!!
Pl

umu~cosu!eimw

correspond. The junctionsx1 ,x2 we place at the pointsu50 andu5p, respectively, where

Pl
umu~61!5~21! ld0,umu ,

so only states withm50 can be coupled to the leads. To express the S-matrix, we nee
quantities
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g~k!5
1

4p (
l 51

`
2l 11

l ~ l 11!2k2 ~21! l , ~4.18!

Zj~k!5Z~k!ª
1

4p (
l 51

` S 2l 11

l ~ l 11!2k2 2(
j 50

2l
1

l 21 j 11D 2
ln r

2p
1c~G!, ~4.19!

wherer is the junction diameter which is supposed to be the same forj 51,2. The relations~4.12!
yield, in particular, the transmission probability in the form

t~k!5
4p ikrg~k!

122pZ~k!~112ikr!2p2D~k!~112ikr!2 , ~4.20!

whereD(k)5(g(k)2Z(k))(g(k)1Z(k)).
To prove that~4.20! behaves as indicated above at large values ofE5k2, we need severa

auxiliary results.
Lemma IV.1: The function Z(•)1(21)lg(•) is strictly increasing on the intervals( l ( l

21),l ( l 11)).
Proof: We have

Z8~k!1~21! lg8~k!52k (
j 50

`
2 j 11

~ j ~ j 11!2E!2 ~11~21! j 1 l !.0.

j

Lemma IV.2: We have

g~k!5
~21! l

4p S 2
2l 21

l ~ l 21!2E
1

2l 11

l ~ l 11!2ED1O~1!

for EP( l ( l 21),l ( l 11)) and any positive integer l with the error term independent of l. More-
over, there is a K.0 such that g(k)>K holds for all k large enough.

Proof: The error can be estimated explicitly; we shall show that

Ug~k!2
~21! l

4p S 2
2l 21

l ~ l 21!2E
1

2l 11

l ~ l 11!2ED U, 1

2p
. ~4.21!

To this end we have to find a bound to~4.18! on the interval (l ( l 21),l ( l 11)) with the two
singular terms removed. The terms to the left and to the right of this pair form altern
sequences with the decreasing modulus, and as such each of them may be estimated
~modulus of! the first term of such a sequence, i.e., by

1

4p U 2l 23

~ l 21!~ l 22!2EU and
1

4p U 2l 13

~ l 11!~ l 12!2EU,
respectively. Taking the maxima of these expressions and summing them we arrive at~4.21!. To
get the second claim, we have have to compare this result with a lower bound to the modu
the sum of the two singular terms. The minimump211O( l 21) of the latter is reached atE5 l 2

2 1
41O( l 22), so this part wins over the other one once the error terms become small enouj

Lemma IV.3: For a positive integer l and EP( l ( l 21),l ( l 11)) we have

Z~k!5
1

4p S 2l 21

l ~ l 21!2E
1

2l 11

l ~ l 11!2ED2
ln l

2p
1O~1!, ~4.22!

where the error term is independent of l.
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Proof: We again split the two singular terms in~4.22! and write the rest asZ2(k,l )
1Z1(k,l )2(ln r)2p1c(G), where

Z2~k,l !ª
1

4p (
j 51

l 22 S 2 j 11

j ~ j 11!2E
2 (

n50

2 j
1

j 21n11D ,

Z1~k,l !ª
1

4p (
j 5 l 11

` S 2 j 11

j ~ j 11!2E
2 (

n50

2 j
1

j 21n11D .

It is easy to see that

(
n50

2 j
1

j 21n11
5

2

j
1O~ j 22!

as j→`, so thej th term inZ6(k,l ) can be estimated from above by

1

4p S 2 j 11

j ~ j 11!2 l ~ l 11!
2

2

j
1O~ j 22! D

and from below by the same expression withl ( l 11) replaced byl ( l 21). Using the identity

2 j 11

j ~ j 11!2 l ~ l 11!
5

1

j 1 l 11
2

1

l 2 j

we find

4pZ2~k,l !5S 2 (
m52

l 21

1 (
m5 l 12

2l 21

22 (
m51

l 22 D 1

m
1 (

m51

l 22

O~m22!523 ln l 1O~1!,

4pZ1~k,l !5 lim
n→`

F S (
m51

n2 l

1 (
m52l 12

n1 l 11

22 (
m5 l 11

n D 1

m
1 (

m5 l 11

n

O~m22!G
5 lim

n→`

ln
~n2 l !~~n1 l 11!

n2 1 ln~ l 11!1O~1!5 ln l 1O~1!.

Summing the expressions we get the upper bound in~4.22!; the lower one is obtained in the sam
way. j

Lemma IV.4: For any l large enough the interval( l ( l 21),l ( l 11)) contains a pointm l such
that D(Am l)50. The numberm l has the following properties:

(i) l ~ l 11!2m l52l ~ ln l !21~11O~1!!,

(ii)
2l 11

l ~ l 11!2E
< ln l 1O~1! for E<m l ,

(iii)
2l 21

l ~ l 21!2E
5O~1! for E.m l , and

(iv) finally,
Z~Am l !

ug~Am l !u
5211O~~ ln l !21!.
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Proof: Fix l . We haveZ(k)22g(k)25(Z(k)1(21)lg(k))(Z(k)2(21)lg(k)), and by the
preceding lemmas these expressions equal

1

2p

2l 61

l ~ l 61!2E
2

1

2p
ln r1O~1!.

The term with the minus sign is negative in (l ( l 21),l ( l 11)) providedl is large enough. The
other term is sign changing for largel so it has has a root. In view of Lemma 4.1 there is just o
m l such that

2l 11

l ~ l 11!2m l
2 ln l 1O~1!50 ; ~4.23!

FIG. 7. The transition probability of a sphere of unit radius on a line (r50.01). The lower graph compares the asympto
behavior ofut(k)u2 for d8-interaction with suitably chosen strength and that of averaged transmission probability plot
the upper graph. The averaging is done over ten neighboring peaks of each point.
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this proves(i). The relation~4.23! yields also the next two claims:

2l 11

l ~ l 11!2E
<

2l 11

l ~ l 11!2m l
5 ln l 1O~1! ~4.24!

and

U 2l 21

l ~ l 21!2EU< 2l 21

m l2 l ~ l 21!
5

2l 21

2l ~12@11O~1!#/@ ln l # !
5O~1!. ~4.25!

Finally, (iv) follows from (ii) and (iii) which yield

FIG. 8. Band spectrum of an infinite ‘‘bubble’’ array. The spheres are of unit radius, the spacing is l51 ~upper figure! and
l50.01 ~lower figure!, r is the contact radius.
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Z~Am l !5
1

4p
~ ln l 1O~1!!2

1

2p
ln l 1O~1!52

1

4p
ln l 1O~1!

and ug(Am l)u5(1/4p)ln l1O(1). j

Now we are in position to prove the main result of this subsection:
Theorem IV.5: Let K«ªR\ø l 52

` (m l2«( l )(ln l)22,ml1«(l)(ln l)22), where «(•) is a positive
strictly increasing function which tends tòand obeys the inequalityu«(x)u<xlnx for x.1. Then
there is a positive c such that the transmission probability satisfies the bound

ut~k!u2<c«~ l !22 ~4.26!

for k2PK«ù( l ( l 21),l ( l 11)) and any l large enough. On the other hand, there are sh
resonance peaks localized on K« ,

ut~Am l !u2511O~~ ln l !21! ~4.27!

as l→`.
Proof: In the first part we are going to estimate the modulus of the numerator in~4.20! from

below. The leading term at high energies is the one withD(k); we shall estimate it on the setK« ;
i.e., away of the zeros of the coefficient. Consider the neighborhood

I lª~m l22l ~ ln l !21,m l12l ~ ln l !21!

of m l on which the following estimates are valid:

1

2k
~Z8~k!1~21! lg8~k!!5 (

m50

`
2m11

m~m11!2E
~11~21! l 1m!

5S (
m50

l 22

1 (
m5 l 11

` D 2m11

~m~m11!2E!2 ~11~21! l 1m!

1
2~2l 11!

~ l ~ l 11!2E!2

>
2~2l 11!

~ l ~ l 11!2E!2

>
2~2l 11!

~ l ~ l 11!2m l12l ~ ln l !21!2 5
2~2l 11!

~2l ~ ln l !21~21O~1!!2 >c1

~ ln l !2

l

for some c1.0. Combining this result with Lemma 4.1 we are able to say how the fac
constitutingD(k) are separated from zero forEP( l ( l 21),l ( l 11)), which does not belong to the
interval (m l2«( l )(lnl)22,(ml1«(l)(lnl)22),Il :

uZ~k!1~21! lg~k!u>«~ l !~ ln l !22c1l 21~ ln l !25c1l 21«~ l !. ~4.28!

Now we begin estimating the modulus of the transmission amplitude from below. In the follow
cj always means a positive constant. Using the expression~4.20! we get a simple lower bound,

ut~k!u<
4pr

u@122pZ~k!#/kug~k!u2 @p2D~k!/ug~k!u# ~k2124kr2!u
, ~4.29!

obtained by neglecting the imaginary part of the denominator. First we shall show that
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122pZ~E!

kug~k!u
5O~1! ~4.30!

as l→`. Using Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 we estimate this expression by

u ln l 1O~1!u
kK

1
1

2pk U ~2l 11!/@ l ~ l 11!2E# 1~2l 21!/@ l ~ l 21!2E#

~2l 11!/@ l ~ l 11!2E# 2~2l 21!/@ l ~ l 21!2E#22U<c2 ,

where in the second term we have used the explicit lower bound onug(k)u, estimated the modulus
of the fraction by (2l 11)/(l 21)<5, and employed finallyk5AE5 l 1O(1). For thesecond
term in the denominator of~4.29! we shall show that

p2D~k!

ug~k!u ~k2124kr2!>c3«~ l ! ~4.31!

holds for allEP( l ( l 21),l ( l 11))\(m l2«( l )(ln l)22,ml1«(l)(ln l)22), which will give ~4.26! with
cª(c3/4pr)2. Consider first the caseE<m l , when~4.28! together with Lemmas 4.4(i i ) yields

p2uk2124kr2u
uZ~k!1~21! lg~k!uuZ~k!2~21! lg~k!u

u~1/4p! ~~2l 11!/@ l ~ l 11!2E# 2 ~2l 21!/@ l ~ l 21!2E# !1O~1!u

>4p2r2ku12~2rk!22u
c1l 21«~ l ! ~1/2p! u~2l 21!/@ l ~ l 21!2E# 2 ln l 1O~1!u
u2 ~1/4p!~2l 21!/@ l ~ l 21!2E# 2 ~1/4p!ln l 1O~1!u

>c4k
«~ l !

l
>c5«~ l !,

where in the last step we used againk5 l 1O(1). Let furtherE.m l . We divide the argument into
two parts. First we suppose

2l 11

l ~ l 11!2E
<2ln l ;

then

p2uk2124kr2u
uZ~k!1~21! lg~k!uuZ~k!2~21! lg~k!u

u~1/4p! ~~2l 11!/@ l ~ l 11!2E# 2 ~2l 21!/@ l ~ l 21!2E# !1O~1!u

>4p2r2ku12~2rk!22u
c1l 21«~ l !u ln l 1O~1!u

u ln l 1O~1!u
>c6«~ l !

by ~4.28! and Lemma 4.4(i i i ). On the other hand, if

2l 11

l ~ l 11!2E
>2 ln l , ~4.32!

the same expression is bounded from below by

4p2r2ku12~2rk!22u
u ~1/4p!~2l 11!/@ l ~ l 11!2E# 1O~1!uu ~1/2p!ln l 1O~1!u

u ~1/4p!~2l 11!/@ l ~ l 11!2E# 1O~1!u

>c7ku12~2rk!22u ln l>c8«~ l !,
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where the denominator and the first term in the numerator have been estimated by means o~4.23!
and~4.32!, in the second term we have neglected one of the two terms of the same sign, a
last inequality follows from the fact thatx ln x>«(x) by assumption. To conclude the proof o
~4.26!, it is sufficient to putc3ªmin$c5,c6,c8% in ~4.31!.

The rest is easier; the existence of resonance peaks at which the sphere is almost tran
follows from the relations

ut~m l !u5U 1

4prAm lg~Am l !
2

Z~Am l !

g~Am l !
S i 1

1

2rAm l
D U21

5US i 1
1

2rAm l
D ~11O~~ ln l !21!!1

1

rAm l

~ ln l 1O~1!!U21

5u i 1O~~ ln l !21!u21511O~~ ln l !21!,

where we have used Lemma 4.4(iv). j

The proved theorem can be illustrated by numerically evaluated transmission proba
ut(k)u2. The curve oscillates almost regularly, but with the amplitude spanning from small v
to unity for sufficiently largek. The lower enveloping curve ofut(k)u2 behaves as (E ln E)21 as we
proved earlier. The analogous conclusion for another~unphysical! coupling between the spher
and the leads were compared in Ref. 10 to scattering properties of thed8-interaction, the trans-
mission of which decays likeE21 as E→`. We conjecture that the ‘‘bubble’’ has exactly th
asymptotic ifut(k)u2 is replaced by its ‘‘smoothed,’’ i.e., locally averaged version. The conjec
is supported by Fig. 7; it compares an averagedut(k)u2 of a ‘‘bubble’’ on the line andut(k)u2 of
d8-interaction. The averaging is done over ten neighboring peaks of a given point. The stren
the d8-interaction is chosen so as to reach the same value ofut(k)u2 at a distantk. These two
curves seem to have the same asymptotic behavior.

Let us finally use the result to express scattering on an array of bubble scatterers and c
it with the band spectrum of the periodic system. This is done on Fig. 8 which shows the
spectrum of an infinite array of bubbles on the line. What is different from analogical spec
loop or comb arrays is the concentration of bands to small valuesr ~note the logarithmic scale!.
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There are only three stable singularities of a differentiable map between three-
dimensional manifolds, namely folds, cusps and swallowtails. A Skyrme configu-
ration is a map from space to SU2, and its singularities correspond to the points
where the baryon density vanishes. In this article we consider the singularity struc-
ture of Skyrme configurations. The Skyrme model can only be solved numerically.
However, there are good analytic ansa¨tze. The simplest of these, the rational map
ansatz, has a nongeneric singularity structure. This leads us to introduce a nonho-
lomorphic ansatz as a generalization. For baryon numbers 2, 3, and 4, the approxi-
mate solutions derived from this ansatz are closer in energy to the true solutions
than any other ansatz solution. We find that there is a tiny amount of negative
baryon density for baryon number 3, but none for 2 or 4. We comment briefly on
the relationship to Bogomolny–Prasad–Sommerfield monopoles. ©2001 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1388199#

I. INTRODUCTION

The Skyrme model is a nonlinear SU2 field theory.1 In addition to the fundamental excitation
the spectrum also includes topologically charged soliton solutions. The model was propos
Skyrme as a theory of nuclear physics in which the fundamental excitations are pions a
solitons are nucleons. The Skyrme energy function is

E5E H 2
1

2
Tr ~RiRi !2

1

16
Tr~@Ri ,Rj #@Ri ,Rj # !J d3x, ~1!

whereRi is the su2-valued currentRi5(] iU)U21. The SU2-valued fieldU is required to attain its
vacuum value, the identity, at spatial infinity and, so, it is a map between topological t
spheres. This is the origin of the topological charge,B.

The one-Skyrmion is spherical and is given by the hedgehog ansatz

U1~x!5exp~ i f ~r !n̂"s!, ~2!

wheren̂5 x̂ is the outward pointing unit normal ands5(s1 ,s2 ,s3) are the Pauli matrices.f (r )
is a shape function and is usually determined numerically. It is very well approximated by the
profile:2 f (r )54arctan(exp(2r)). The one-Skyrmion has six zero modes: three translatio
modes and three isospin modes corresponding to global SU2 transformations.

Two well-separated Skyrmions attract or repel, depending upon their mutual isospin or
tion. Two attracting one-Skyrmions will move towards each other and form a bound state w

a!Electronic mail: houghton@maths.tcd.ie
b!Electronic mail: s.krusch@damtp.cam.ac.uk
40790022-2488/2001/42(9)/4079/22/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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energy is 0.95 times the energy of two one-Skyrmions. This two-Skyrmion is torus shaped3,4 and
is axially symmetric, in the sense that axial rotations in space are equivalent to isospin rot
which are conjugations ofU by a constant SU2 matrix.

In the Skyrme model, the classicalB-nucleon nucleus is aB-Skyrmion; that is, a minimum
energy Skyrme field with topological chargeB. For B from 3 to 22, the Skyrmion has bee
calculated numerically by evolving an attractive configuration.5–7 All the known Skyrmions have
the bulk of their energy density on a fullerene-like shell. A geometric interpretation of this s
like structure was given in Ref. 8. Furthermore, Skyrmions often have a very symmetrical s

A. The rational map ansatz

The rational map ansatz introduced in Ref. 9 is a simple ansatz for Skyrmions. It is sim
the one-Skyrmion~2!. The one-Skyrmion is a hedgehog map in which the outward pointing
normal, n̂, maps a two-sphere identically to a two-sphere. In the ansatz, the hedgehog m
replaced by a more general holomorphic map,n̂R , from Riemann sphere to Riemann sphere. T
rational map ansatz is given by

U~r ,z!5exp~ i f ~r !n̂R"s!, ~3!

where

n̂R5
1

11uRu2
~2Re~R!,2 Im~R!,12uRu2! ~4!

andR(z) is a holomorphic map inz. Here,z is related to the standard angular coordinatesf and
u by the stereographic projectionz5tan(u/2)exp(if). R is also a stereographic coordinate on t
Riemann sphere. In the ansatz, this Riemann sphere is a latitudinal two-sphere in SU2>S3.

The ansatz maps spheres around the origin in space to latitudinal two-spheres in SU2. The
shape functionf is a function of r only, so each map between two-spheres is identical.
boundary conditions onf are f (0)5p and f (`)50. These conditions are determined by requiri
thatU is well defined at the origin and attains the vacuum value at infinity. In principle, we c
have f (0)5Nfp for any nonzero integerNf , but solutions withNf.1 have rather high energ
and so we only considerNf51.

Thus, the ansatz depends on a holomorphic map between two-spheres. Any holomorph
of finite topological charge can be written as a rational map

R~z!5
p~z!

q~z!
, ~5!

where p and q are polynomials inz. The topological charge,NR , of the map is equal to the
algebraic degree and this, in turn, is given by the maximal degree of the two polynomials.

The easiest way to calculate the energy of an ansatz field is to use the geometric form
of the Skyrme model.10 A Skyrme field is a map between three-manifolds with metrics and
there is a strain tensor. This is given by

Di j 52 1
2Tr~RiRj !. ~6!

The static energy,E, and the baryon number,B, of a Skyrme field can be written in terms of th
eigenvalues,l1

2, l2
2, andl3

2, of this tensor:

E5E ~l1
21l2

21l3
21l1

2l2
21l2

2l3
21l1

2l3
2!, ~7!
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B5
1

2p2E l1l2l3 . ~8!

The strain tensor of the ansatz field~3! can be calculated to give

B5
2

pE ~2 f 8sin2f !dr
1

4pE S 11uzu2

11uRu2
UdR

dzU D 2
2idzdz̄

~11uzu2!2
, ~9!

5NR , ~10!

whereNR is the degree of the rational map.
Similarly, the energyE is given by

E54pE S f 82r 212NR~ f 82 11!sin2f 1I sin4f

r 2 D dr , ~11!

where

I5
1

4pE S 11uzu2

11uRu2 UdR

dzU D 4
2idzdz̄

~11uzu2!2
. ~12!

Thus, the minimum energy ansatz field is found by choosing polynomialsp andq which minimize
I and then calculating the shape functionf numerically. These minimum energy ansatz fields ha
been calculated for all the known Skyrmions and are found to have energies that exceed th
numerically determined, minima7,9 by less than 3%.

B. The rational map ansatz and negative baryon density

The accuracy of the ansatz is established by observing how close in energy the min
energy ansatz configurations are to the true minima. In other words, it is not known wheth
ansatz fields resemble the true fields in regions where the energy density is low. In fact, f
approximate fields calculated within the ansatz, the region of zero baryon density has a
special structure. There are 2B22 radial half-lines which meet at the origin and extend out
infinity. The zeros of the baryon density correspond to the folds in the Skyrme fields, consi
as maps between three-spheres. Line-like zeros are not generic. It is possible that these no
zeros are a natural consequence of minimizing the Skyrme energy.11,12 However, it may be that
this is a weakness of the rational map ansatz and Skyrmions have a more generic folding st

If it is a weakness, it is not a very serious one. Most current interest is in finding minim
energy Skyrme configurations. However, the issue of determining the structure of Skyrme fie
the regions where there is little energy may be of some practical importance, for examp
calculations in which the Skyrmion fields are used as backgrounds for fermion excitations
eling heavy flavors~see Ref. 13!.

In this article, we consider the consequences of generalizing the rational map ansatz to
a larger class of maps. These maps permit a more natural, though not wholly generic, f
structure. This generalized ansatz is not as convenient as the original one. However, it doe
in ansatz fields which are even closer to the true minima.

Our interest in this problem is partly motivated by BPS monopoles. There are many int
ing similarities between Skyrmions and BPS monopoles. For example, there are two ration
descriptions of monopoles,14,15 and it is widely believed that the space of attracting Skyrmion
related to the space of monopoles. It was discovered in Ref. 29 that the tetrahedral three-mo
has a negative multiplicity Higgs zero. Subsequent examination revealed that the octahedr
monopole also has extra zeros but the cubic four-monopole does not.17
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There is evidence that this pattern is mimicked by Skyrmions forB53 and 4. These Skyr-
mions were studied in Ref. 18 using the Atiyah–Manton ansatz.19 It was observed that there is n
negative baryon density in the approximate four-Skyrmion, but there is in the approximate
Skyrmion case. In the approximate three-Skyrmion there is a region of negative baryon d
surrounding the origin. This extends out along four thin tubes which twice pinch to points and
widen at very large distance until they merge and form another region of negative baryon d
at spatial infinity.

In this article, we generalize the rational map ansatz so that there can be negative
density. We calculate ansatz fields that approximate the true minima more closely than the o
rational map ansatz. The ansatz for the three-Skyrmion has tubes of negative baryon
extending out from the origin; the ansatz for the four-Skyrmion does not. Furthermore, there
octahedrally symmetricB55* saddle-point configuration. The ansatz for this saddle point
has negative baryon density.

Thus, our investigation adds to the evidence that there may be regions of negative b
density in certain Skyrmions. This occurs in those examples where the corresponding mo
has negative multiplicity Higgs zeros. Of course, our conclusions are based on an ansatz
true solution does not necessarily possess the same singularity structure. Unfortunatel
difficult to observe negative baryon density directly in the numerical solutions.

C. Singularities of differentiable maps

The theory of singularities deals with smooth maps between manifolds. One of its main
is to classify the points where the Jacobian of a map does not have maximal rank. These
singularities. Some singularities are unstable, in the sense that a small perturbation of the m
alter the nature of the singularity. For maps between low dimensional manifolds, there are
small number of stable singularities. In this section, we describe the three stable singulari
smooth maps between three-dimensional manifolds. We will follow Ref. 20.

Let f :M→N be a map from a three-dimensional manifoldM to a three-dimensional manifold
N. Locally, there are coordinates$y1 ,y2 ,y3% on N and$x1 ,x2 ,x3% on M so that

y15 f 1~x1 ,x2 ,x3!,

y25 f 2~x1 ,x2 ,x3!, ~13!

y35 f 3~x1 ,x2 ,x3!.

The matrixJ5(] f i /]xj ) is the Jacobian matrix of the map. The singularities are the points w
detJ50. There are only three stable singularities: folds, cusps and swallowtails. These a
scribed by giving their normal forms. The normal form is a standard choice of coordinates fo
neighborhood of the singularity. Any stable singularity can be expressed locally in terms o
corresponding normal form by a smooth change of variables.

The simplest singularity is the fold, which can be visualized as the line along which a pie
paper has been folded. A fold has the normal form

y15x1
2 ,

y25x2 , ~14!

y35x3 .

It is worth considering the number of preimages of the map. For points ofN with y1.0 there are
two preimages, whereas for points withy1,0 there are no preimages. The fold is located aty1

50, which has one preimage. Restricted to the set of pointsy150, f maps thex2x3-plane onto the
y2y3-plane.

The Jacobian matrix of this map is
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J5S 2x1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1
D . ~15!

It is singular atx150, which, of course, is the location of the fold. The rank of the Jacobian ma
at the fold is two. In fact, this is true of all three stable singularities. Any singularity with a r
one or rank zero Jacobian matrix is unstable.

Two folds can end on a cusp. This has the normal form:

y15x1
31x1x2 ,

y25x2 , ~16!

y35x3 .

In order to get a better understanding of this singularity, we calculate the Jacobian matrix:

J5S 3x1
21x2 x1 0

0 1 0

0 0 1
D . ~17!

J does not have maximal rank forx1
252x2/3. This is a pair of folds. The cusp occurs at the li

(0,0,x3) where the two folding surfaces (6A2x2/3,x2 ,x3) meet.
The most complicated stable singularity is called the swallowtail and its normal form is

y15x1
41x1

2x21x1x3 ,

y25x2 , ~18!

y35x3 .

In this case, the Jacobian matrix is given by

J5S 4x1
312x1x21x3 x1

2 x1

0 1 0

0 0 1
D . ~19!

The points of the folds satisfy the equationx3524x1
322x1x2. The folds meet to form four cusp

lines which meet at the origin. The origin is the swallowtail.
This classification is known as Whitney’s theorem. This theorem states that a map

three-dimensional manifold to a three-dimensional manifold is stable at a point if, and only i
map can be described in local coordinates in one of the four forms: a regular point wiy1

5x1 , y25x2 , andy35x3 or one of the three singular forms given above. Furthermore, maps
stable singularities are dense in the space of all smooth maps: any map can be approx
arbitrarily closely by a map with stable singularities.

II. FOLDING AND RATIONAL MAPS

We begin this section by showing that the simplest singularity of the rational map ans
unstable. This will lead us to introduce the nonholomorphic rational map ansatz in the follo
section. Furthermore, we show that forB.1 there is an unstable singularity at the origin.
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In the holomorphic rational map ansatz there is a map fromR3 to S3 which maps (r ,z,z̄) to
( f (r ),R(z),R̄( z̄)). Away from the origin, we can define local coordinates$Re(z),Im(z),x3% and
$y1 ,y2 ,y3% such that

y15Re~R!,

y25Im~R!, ~20!

y35x3 .

The simplest rational map with a singularity is

R~z!5z2, ~21!

which gives

y15x1
22x2

2 ,

y252x1x2 , ~22!

y35x3 .

The Jacobian matrix has rank one for the line (0, 0,x3). This is not one of the stable singularitie
Let us consider small perturbations around~21!. Adding terms proportional toz only shifts the

singularity. Therefore, we consider the following map:

R~z,z̄!5z212e z̄. ~23!

Since multiplyinge by a phaseeif only rotates the singularities byf, we can takee to be real.
Using real coordinates, the Jacobian matrix can be written as

J5S 2x112e 22x2 0

2x2 2x122e 0

0 0 1
D . ~24!

The Jacobian matrix is singular forx1
21x2

25e2. Therefore, the singular points lie on a cylind
with radius e. They can be parametrized byx15e cosa and x25e sina for aP@0,2p#, x3 is
arbitrary. Restricting the map to the singular surface, labeled bya andx3, we can calculate the
cusp lines. The surface is singular where

dy1

da
5

dy2

da
5

dy3

da
50, ~25!

therefore, the cusps form lines wherea is zero, 2p/3 or 4p/3, andx3 is arbitrary.
In Fig. 1, we show the image of a set of concentric circles of radiusr in the x1x2-plane. By

rescaling space and target space coordinates, the value ofe can be changed. For convenience, w
sete51 in the figure. For small radius,r, the z̄ term is dominant and the image of the circle is
deformed circle. As the radius increases, the circle becomes more and more deformed.r
51 circle maps to the singular curve. This curve has three spikes. The points of these spik
the cusps and running between them are three folds. Above this value ofr, the map folds back on
itself. The points inside the fold have four preimages: ar,1 preimage with negative Jacobian an
three r.1 preimages with positive Jacobians. Eventually, the image circle passes comp
through the folding region: forr.3 the image is a trefoil shape. Every point outside the fold
just two preimages, each with positive Jacobian.
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In general, the mapR(z)5zn for n>2 has an unstable singularity on thex3-axis. This
unstable singularity can be removed by adding an anti-holomorphic perturbation. The per
map R(z)5zn1ne z̄ has a folding surface atz5e exp(ia). There aren11 cusps which are
located ata52pk/(n11) wherek50, . . . ,n. This map possesses a naturalCn11-symmetry,
which maps the cusps into each other.

It is worth noting thatz2 is a stable singularity within the set of holomorphic function
whereaszn for n.2 is unstable even as a holomorphic map. Therefore, we do not expect the
singularities to occur for a generic holomorphic map.

Let us also consider the singularities of the rational map ansatz at the origin. Locall
shape function can be written as

f ~r !5p2Arn1O~r n11!, ~26!

whereA is an arbitrary positive constant and

FIG. 1. The image of concentric circlesz5reif of various radiir underR(z,z̄)5z212z̄. Note that the scale is differen
for each graph.
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n52 1
2 1 1

2A8B11. ~27!

For B51 this exponent is equal to one. This means that the Jacobian has full rank at the
However, forB.1 the exponentn is greater than one. In this case the Jacobian of the rational
ansatz has rank zero. Moreover, the derivativeRz(z) vanishes for certain values ofz. Therefore,
lines of degenerate singularities with rank one Jacobian matrices meet at the origin. Her
form an even more degenerate singularity with a rank zero Jacobian matrix. In Sec. III B, we
that for B53 there is a more likely singularity configuration close to the origin.

A. Nonholomorphic rational maps

The rational map ansatz restricts the ansatz fields in three different ways. It require
concentric two-spheres around the origin in space are mapped to two-spheres in SU2. It also
requires that this map is the same for all concentric two-spheres, and it requires that th
between two-spheres is a holomorphic map. Our intention here is to relax the third of
conditions. We will consider a larger class of maps. The maps we will consider will be rat
maps in the sense that they will have the form of a ratio between polynomials. Howeve
polynomials will depend onz̄ as well asz, so they will not be holomorphic maps.

To begin with, we consider the ansatz

U~r ,z,z̄!5exp~ i f ~r !n̂R"s!, ~28!

where, as before,

n̂R5
1

11uRu2
~2Re~R!,2Im~R!,12uRu2! ~29!

but, without assumingR is holomorphic,

R5R~z,z̄!. ~30!

In order to derive the energy,E, we calculate the eigenvaluesl1
2, l2

2 andl3
2 of the strain tensor

~6!. The strain tensor can be written as

~Di j !5S f 82 0 0

0 A~Rz1Rz̄!~R̄z1R̄z̄! iA~RzR̄z2Rz̄R̄z̄!

0 iA~RzR̄z2Rz̄R̄z̄! 2A~Rz2Rz̄!~R̄z2R̄z̄!
D , ~31!

where

A5S 11uzu2

11uRu2

sinf

r D 2

, ~32!

and has eigenvalues

l1
25 f 82,

l2
25S uRzu1uRz̄u

r

11uzu2

11uRu2
sin f D 2

,

~33!

l3
25S uRzu2uRz̄u

r

11uzu2

11uRu2
sin f D 2

.
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Notice thatl2
2 and l3

2 are only equal ifRz̄50, or Rz50. In the first case, the energy of th
holomorphic rational map ansatz~11! is reproduced. The second case corresponds to a pu
anti-holomorphic ansatz and is just the holomorphic ansatz composed with a reflection.

Using Eq.~7! the energyE can be rewritten as

E54pE S r 2f 8212J~ f 8211!sin2f 1I sin4f

r 2 D dr , ~34!

whereI andJ are given

J5
1

4pE S ~ uRzu21uRz̄u2!~11uzu2!2

~11uRu2!2 D 2i dzdz̄

~11uzu2!2
~35!

and

I5
1

4pE S ~ uRzu22uRz̄u2!~11uzu2!2

~11uRu2!2 D 2
2i dzdz̄

~11uzu2!2
. ~36!

As in the holomorphic ansatz,I is essentially the integral of the square of the Jacobian. Howe
J is not the integral of the Jacobian ofR.

There is a close relationship between this energy functional and the baby Skyrme mod
two-sphere. The baby Skyrme model21,22 is a sigma-model in~211! dimensions with a fourth
order Skyrme-like interaction. The baby-Skyrme model on the two-sphere is of independe
terest, primarily because there is a phase transition as the radius of the sphere is changed23,24

On a unit two-sphere, the baby Skyrme fields mapS2 to S2 and the energy functional is of th
form g1J1g2I whereg1 andg2 are coupling constants.J is the sigma-model energy andI is the
Skyrme energy. For a given shape function,f, the energyE in ~34! is of this form withg1 andg2

calculated by integrating the shape function overr.
Obviously, it would be possible to regard the holomorphic maps between two-spher

ansätze for baby Skyrme fields. For a holomorphic map,J is equal to the topological degree
Thus, the holomorphic map which minimizesI gives the best approximation to the energy mi
mizing baby Skyrme field. In other words, to find the baby Skyrme energy minimizing holo
phic map, the values ofg1 andg2 need not be known. This is one of the reasons why the orig
rational map ansatz is so convenient to use: the rational map is found first and the shape f
is then determined numerically.

For more general maps we need to employ an iterative algorithm. First, using theI minimiz-
ing holomorphic rational map, a shape function can be calculated numerically. This gives
sional values for the coupling constantsg1 andg2. The next step is to minimize the baby-Skyrm
energy with these values ofg1 andg2. This determines a new map between the Riemann sph
The original shape function is not optimized for this new map, so a new shape function m
calculated. A new profile function gives new coupling constants and so the whole procedure
be iterated. In practice, this procedure is simplified by the fact that we only consider
parameter families of nonholomorphic rational maps.

Another major advantage of using holomorphic maps is that there is only a finite-dimens
family of holomorphic maps of given topological degree. In contrast, the space of general
between two-spheres of a given degree is infinite dimensional. One way to avoid this pr
would be to minimize the baby Skyrme model numerically. However, our interest here is i
folding behavior of minimum energy Skyrmions and so we would prefer to find an approxi
analytic solution whose folding behavior we can analyze. For this reason, we will restric
attention to maps of the form
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R~z,z̄!5
p~z,z̄!

q~z,z̄!
, ~37!

wherep andq are polynomials in bothz and z̄. We will call the polynomial degree of this ma
(N1 ,N2), whereN1 is the maximal holomorphic degree of the polynomialsp andq andN2 is their
maximal antiholomorphic degree. By counting the number of preimages of a given value ofR and
taking into account the sign of the Jacobian at each preimage, it follows that a general map
form has topological degreeN12N2. Some maps will have a different degree becausep and q
may have a common factor. Maps of this type are called spurious.

According to formula~8!, the baryon number is

B5
2

pE f 8sin2f dr
1

4p E ~ uRzu22uRz̄u2!~11uzu2!2

~11uRu2!2

2i dzdz̄

~11uzu2!2
. ~38!

B is no longer an integral over squares, as it was for the holomorphic rational map ansat
possible that the baryon density could be locally negative. We will find that this is what hap
for certain values ofB.

B. Symmetric nonholomorphic rational maps

The Skyrmions that we are interested in are symmetrical: the three-Skyrmion is tetrahe
symmetric and the four-Skyrmion is octahedrally symmetric.5 Rather than minimizing the ansat
energy over the whole space of maps, we restrict our attention to maps that have the
symmetry as the numerically determined minimum energy solution.

An SO3 rotationg acts on the Riemann spherez as a Möbius transformation

z°g~z!5
az1b

2b̄z1ā
, ~39!

whereuau21ubu251. There is also a Mo¨bius action on the rational maps. A Mo¨bius transforma-
tion of the rational map is equivalent to a global group transformation of the correspon
Skyrme fields. A Skyrme field is symmetric under a rotation,g, if the rotated fields are a globa
group transformation of the original fields. In the same way, the rational mapR(z,z̄) is symmetric
underg if

R~g~z!,g~z!̄ !5
a8R~z,z̄!1b8

2b̄8R~z,z̄!1ā8
, ~40!

wherea8 andb8 are not necessarily the same asa andb.
Symmetric nonholomorphic rational maps can be calculated using elementary represe

theory. In this subsection, we describe this construction. In the next section, we will d
nonholomorphic rational maps for variousB.

The Riemann sphere is isomorphic toCP1, the one-dimensional complex projective spa
CP1 can be labeled by a pair of complex numbers@u,v#, where the square bracket indicates t
relation

@u,v#>@lu,lv# ~41!

with lPC3. These homogeneous coordinates,u andv, are related to the inhomogeneous coor
nate byz5u/v. The rotation group acts linearly on the homogenous coordinates and, so
easier to use these coordinates to describe the representation theory. However, we sw
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inhomogeneous coordinates whenever they are more convenient. Similarly, we can label th
mann sphere by the complex conjugates ofu and v, @ ū,v̄#, also subject to relation~41!. A
nonholomorphic rational map takes the form

R~u,v,ū,v̄ !5@p~u,v,ū,v̄ !,q~u,v,ū,v̄ !#. ~42!

This rational map must be well-defined under the relation~41!. Therefore,p and q have to be
homogeneous: they are of the form

p~u,v,ū,v̄ !5(
i 50

N1

(
j 50

N2

ai j u
ivN12 i ū j v̄N22 j , ~43!

q~u,v,ū,v̄ !5(
i 50

N1

(
j 50

N2

bi j u
ivN12 i ū j v̄N22 j . ~44!

It should be noted that the topological degree does not depend on the value ofN11N2, it only
depends on their difference. ChoosingN1 andN2 corresponds to a truncation of the possible ma
between Riemann spheres. This truncation is similar to truncating a Fourier expansion.
article we will consider nonholomorphic maps withN2 equal one or two.

Under an SO3 rotation about the unit vectorn̂ by an angleu, the@u,v# coordinates transform
by an SU2 transformation exp(i(u/2)n̂"s). The SO3 action on the Riemann sphere@u,v# can now
be written as

u°u85~a01 ia3!u1~a21 ia1!v,
~45!

v°v85~2a21 ia1!u1~a02 ia3!v,

whereai5nisin(u/2) anda05cos(u/2). The coordinates@ ū,v̄# transform as the complex conju
gate of~45!. Let G be the double group of a finite subgroup of SO3. The rational map@p,q# is G

invariant if an SU2 transformation of@u,v# and @ ū,v̄# is equivalent to an SU2 transformation of
@p,q#.

A homogeneous polynomial of degreeN in z transforms asN¿1, the (N11)-dimensional
irreducible representation of SU2. It follows that the homogeneous polynomialp of degreeN1 in
z and degreeN2 in z̄ transforms as (N1¿1) ^ (N2¿1). This representation can be decomposed i
irreducible representations of some finite groupG. These decompositions can be calculated us
the characters. Tables of these decompositions can be found, for example, in Ref. 25.

By decomposing the (N1¿1) ^ (N2¿1) as a representation ofG we can determine whether o
not there is aG invariant degree (N1 ,N2) rational map. In fact, the rational map@p,q# can be
G-invariant in two different ways. One possibility is that

~N1¿1! ^ ~N2¿1!uG5E% other irreducible representations ofG, ~46!

and$p,q% form a basis for the two-dimensional irreducible representationE. This meansp andq
are transformed into linear combinations of each other under Mo¨bius transformations ofz. More-
over, by a choice of basis, these combinations are unitary. This is always possible, becaus
representation of a finite group is equivalent to a unitary representation.26 The second possibility
is that

~N1¿1! ^ ~N2¿1!uG5A1% A2% other irreducible representations ofG, ~47!
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andp is a basis forA1, andq is a basis ofA2. Here,A1 andA2 are two different one-dimensiona
representations ofG. In this case, there is a one-parameter family ofG-symmetric rational maps
namelyR5@p,aq#. The parametera can be chosen to be real, because a Mo¨bius transformation of
R can change the phase ofa.

Of course, there is also a one-parameter family when

~N1¿1! ^ ~N2¿1!uG52E% other irreducible representations ofG ~48!

because, in this case, there is a one-parameter family of choices of anE inside 2E. In order to
construct a basis of this one-parameter family, we can construct a projectorPab . Given a repre-
sentationr and a two-dimensional unitary representationrab

(2) , the projector is given by

Pab5
2

uGu (
gPG

rab
(2)~g21!r~g!. ~49!

For details of this construction, see Refs. 9 and 27. It is not always necessary to con
projectors. In theB52 case discussed later, the invariant map is calculated by direct calcu
and in theB53 case it is derived from other, previously known, examples.

III. SKYRMIONS FROM NONHOLOMORPHIC RATIONAL MAPS

In this section, we use nonholomorphic rational maps to approximate the Skyrmions
baryon numbers 2–4. In each of these cases, there is a one-parameter family of maps w
correct symmetry. Once the approximating map is found, we can discuss the folding structu
also consider theB55* octahedral saddle point which also has a one-parameter family of s
metric maps. It is more tractable than the five-Skyrmion, because the five-Skyrmion is no
symmetrical.

A. BÄ2: The torus

For B52, the holomorphic rational map which minimizesI is

R~z!5z2. ~50!

It has the sameD` symmetry as the true solution. There is an axial symmetry

R~eixz!5e2ixR~z! ~51!

and a symmetry under rotation byp around an orthogonal axis

RS 1

zD5
1

R~z!
. ~52!

The group theory methods discussed in the last section are not really needed here. Th
generalD`-symmetric map can be calculated by writing out the general (3,1) rational map
applying the symmetries~51! and ~52!. It is

R~z,z̄!5
az2~zz̄11!1bz2~zz̄21!

a~zz̄11!1b~2zz̄11!
. ~53!

The true solution also has a reflection symmetry. In the holomorphic case, that reflection sym
is R( z̄)5R(z)̄ . If we impose the same symmetry for the nonholomorphic map, then the param
a andb have to be real, up to a common phase. Moreover, since the pair (a,b) and (la,lb) gives
rise to the same rational map for alllPC3, we can seta5cosu andb5sinu. The polynomials
have been chosen such that the valueu50 corresponds to the holomorphic rational (2,0) mapu
is in the range@2p/2,p/2#, because underu°u1p both sinu and cosu change sign.
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In Fig. 2, we show the value ofJ andI as a function ofu. There are two poles, one atu
52p/4 and another atu56p/2. Both of these poles correspond to points where the maps
spurious. Atu52p/4, the cancellation of the common factor changes the topological degre

R~z,z̄!uu52p/45
z

z̄
, ~54!

whereas atu56p/2 it does not:

R~z,z̄!uu56p/252z2. ~55!

Thus, while the integrals are nonsingular atu56p/2, they diverge as this value ofu is ap-
proached. These poles are considered in detail in Ref. 27. In Ref. 27, it is also shown that t
some negative baryon density only if2p/2,u,2p/4 or p/4,u,p/2.

To find the best approximation to the true minimum, we calculate the value ofu which
minimizes the energy. The energy is a combination ofI andJ. The optimal value forJ is at the
holomorphic rational map valueu50. However,I is minimal foru'20.503. Minimizing energy
~34! with respect tou numerically, using the golden rule algorithm,28 gives an optimal value of
u'20.202. The energy per Skyrmion calculated with this method isE/B'1.191. In contrast, for
the holomorphic rational mapu50, we obtainE/B'1.208. The true value of the energy p
Skyrmion isE/B'1.1791. For the energy minimizing value ofu, the baryon density is positive
everywhere except at the origin. Thus, we find that there is no negative baryon densityB
52, even though there is a significant improvement in the energy. It seems that the axial sy
try stabilizes the unstable singularity.

B. BÄ3: The tetrahedron

The three-Skyrmion has tetrahedral symmetryT. The holomorphic rational map ansatz is

pT~z!52 iA3z211,
~56!

qT~z!5z32 iA3z,

and$pT ,qT% is a basis for theE28 in

4uT5E28% E38 . ~57!

FIG. 2. I andJ as a function ofu for B52.
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The decompositions can be easily derived from the characters. Tables of these decompositi
also be found in, for example, Ref. 25. For convenience, a short table is given in Table I.

Here, we are interested in the nonholomorphic maps of degree (4,1). These correspond
ten-dimensional representation5^ 2 and can be decomposed into

5^ 256% 4,
~58!

~6% 4!uT5E18% 2E28% 2E38.

Both $1,z% and $1,z̄% are a basis of the irreducible representationE18 of T. When they are
multiplied, they decompose intoA1% F. For convenience, a multiplication table for the tetrahed
group is given in Table II.

A basis for thisA1 is

k5zz̄11. ~59!

Furthermore, becauseA1^ E285E28 , $kpT ,kqT% is a basis for anE28 inside 5^ 2. Explicitly, this
basis is

p1~z,z̄!5 iA3z3z̄1 iA3z22zz̄21,
~60!

q1~z,z̄!5z4z̄1z32 iA3z2z̄2 iA3z.

The rational map for this basis is spurious:@p1 ,q1#5@kpT ,kqT#5@pT ,qT#. The common factor of
k cancels. However, when we have a second independent basis,$p2 ,q2%, we will be able to form
nonspurious linear combinations involvingp1 andq1.

To find an independent pair of basis vectors in 2E28 , we use theA2 in 5uT5A21A31F. A
basis for thisA2 is the Klein polynomial

kf5z422iA3z211. ~61!

TABLE I. The decomposition of irreducible representations of SU2 as rep-
resentations ofT.

1uT5A1

2uT5E18
3uT5F
4uT5E28% E38
5uT5A2% A3% F
6uT5E18% E28% E38
7uT5A1% 2F

TABLE II. A multiplication table for the irreducible representations ofT.

A1 A2 A3 F E18 E28 E38 ^

A1 A2 A3 F E18 E28 E38 A1

A3 A1 F E28 E38 E18 A2

A2 F E38 E18 E28 A3

A1% A2% A3% 2F E18% E28% E38 E18% E28% E38 E18% E28% E38 F
A1% F A2% F A3% F E18

A3% F A1% F E28
A2% F E38
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This is often called the face polynomial, because its zeros are the face points of a tetrahed
course, the distinction between this and the vertex polynomial is a matter of convention.
A2^ E185E28 and so the required basis forE28 can be found by multiplyingkf by @1,2 z̄#. Thus, a
second basis is given by

p2~z,z̄!5z422iA3z211,
~62!

q2~z,z̄!52z4z̄12iA3z2z̄2 z̄.

As with the other basis pair, the rational map for this basis is spurious:@p2 ,q2#5@kf ,kf z̄#

5@1,2 z̄#.
A generalT-symmetric nonholomorphic rational map of degree 3 is given by

R~z,z̄!5
cosup11sin ueifp2

cosuq11sin ueifq2

. ~63!

The two anglesu andf parametrize all maps. Whenu50 this map is spurious and reduces to t
tetrahedrally symmetric degree (3,0) rational map studied in Ref. 9.u56p/2 is also spurious,
here the map reduces to a degree (0,1) map. In this case, the cancellation changes the top
degree of the map. It is expected thatI tends to infinity as this value ofu is approached.

For f50, the map also has an additional reflection symmetry and the symmetry g
becomesTd . Since the numerically determined minimum seems to have this symmetry,
expected that the best result from the rational map ansatz will come fromf50. We have con-
firmed this and will restrict our discussion to this case.

In Fig. 3, we displayI andJ as a function of the angleu. The minimum ofJ is still at the
rational map valueu50 with J53. However, the minimum ofI is at u'0.252 withI'11.04.
The minimum of the energy can now be calculated by varyingu, using a simple minimization
scheme in which the shape function is recalculate at each step. We obtainE/B'1.160 for u
'0.155. The holomorphic rational map value isE/B'1.184, whereas the exact solution h
E/B'1.1462. Therefore, the nonholomorphic rational map ansatz is a significant improvem

Furthermore, there are regions of negative baryon density. In the holomorphic ansa
singularities of the rational maps correspond to points on the face centers of a tetrahedron.
consider the baryon density near these points. The determinant of the Jacobian of the mR is
proportional to the baryon density in~38!:

FIG. 3. I andJ as a function ofu for B53. HereI is rescaled by a factor of 10.
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BR5
~ uRzu22uRz̄u2!~11uzu2!2

4p~11uRu2!2
, ~64!

where we have integrated overr using the boundary conditions onf.
It is convenient to reorient the map~63! using the Mo¨bius transformation

z°
2z1~A321!~11 i !

~12A3!~12 i !z12
. ~65!

If the holomorphic map~56! is rotated in this way, it is singular atz50, that is,BR for the
holomorphic map vanishes atz50. If we rotate the nonholomorphic map~63! by the same
Möbius transformation and expandBR in terms ofz and z̄ we obtain

BR'20.17110.8zz̄, ~66!

where u has been set to the energy minimizing value 0.155. Forz50 the baryon density is
negative and, to lowest order inz and z̄, the folds lie on a circle around the origin in thez-plane.
Thus, the nonholomorphic rational map ansatz predicts tubes of negative baryon density.
the total negative baryon density,B2 , can be calculated numerically. It isB2'0.000 089.

Finally, we discuss the general singularity structure of the three-Skyrmion. All the singu
ties are ofz2 type and break up into three cusps connected by folds. This is compatible wit
tetrahedral symmetry. Therefore, a three-Skyrmion consists of four tubes of folds, one th
each of the faces of the tetrahedron. Each of these tubes contains three cusp lines. Ther
cusp lines in total.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to directly examine the Skyrmion at the origin and at infinity us
these methods. It is possible to speculate on what the singularity structure is, based on
sumption that the singularities are all generic.

From the discussion in Sec. I C we know that four cusp lines meet in a swallowtail. The
lines have to respect the tetrahedral symmetry. If the singularities are generic, they must m
a swallowtail. Therefore, the 12 cusp lines cannot meet at the origin but have to split up e

Considering only the cusp structure, one possible configuration would be that the thre
lines of each fold tube meet in a swallowtail, resulting in one further cusp. The simplest te
drally symmetric configuration would be that this cusp meets similar cusps of the remaining
fold tubes at the origin. However, we also know that the instanton approximation to the t
Skyrmion has negative baryon density at the origin,18 whereas this possible configuration does n
because it has a singularity at the origin.

The following configuration is more likely. Each cusp of the fold splits up into three cusp
a swallowtail at some distance from the origin. Two of the cusp lines connect to the remainin
swallowtails of the fold tube. The last cusp line connects to the nearest swallowtail belong
a different fold tube. This configuration is again tetrahedrally symmetric. Moreover, at the o
the baryon density is nonzero. We will call the cusp lines which follow the fold tubeslong cusp
lines, the cusp lines which connect swallowtails of the same fold tubeshort cusp linesand the cusp
lines which connect swallowtails of different fold tubesmedium cusp lines. In this configuration
there are 12 long cusp lines, six medium cusp lines, and 12 short cusp lines. Note that the m
cusp lines lie on the edges of a tetrahedron.

In order to decide the sign of the baryon density at the origin, it is worth considering the
of this configuration. Folds separate positive from negative baryon density. Moreover, pre
two folds end in one cusp. There are three folding surfaces in each fold tube. Each of these
surfaces ends in two long cusp lines and one short cusp line. There are four additional f
surfaces, which can be visualized as the sides of a tetrahedron. Each of these folding surfac
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in three medium cusp lines and three short cusp lines. These are all the folding surfaces b
precisely two folding surfaces end in each of the cusps. Therefore, the baryon density at the
has the same sign as the baryon density inside the fold tubes.

Thus, the baryon density at the origin is negative, as it is in the instanton ansatz.18 In the
instanton configuration the negative baryon density tubes pinch at two points. It is not poss
decide using our methods whether this is a peculiarity of the instanton ansatz or a feature
three-Skyrmion.

C. BÄ4: The cube

The minimum energyB54 configuration looks like a cube and has octahedral symmetrO.
The corresponding invariant holomorphic map is

pO~z!52A3z2,
~67!

qO~z!5z411.

These polynomials are a basis of theE in

5uO5E% F2 . ~68!

As before, these decompositions can be easily calculated, but, for convenience, a table of
given in Table III.

In the tetrahedral case, there was a unique invariant (3,0) map and a one-parameter fa
(4,1) maps. The same thing does not happen here: if we consider (5,1) maps we obtain

6^ 257% 5,
~69!

~7% 5!uO5A2% E% F1% 2F2 ,

and theE is just the spurious map@kpO ,kqO#5@pO ,qO#. k511zz̄ is the invariant polynomial
discussed earlier. In other words, the only invariant (5,1) map reduces to the holomorphic

This means that, in order to derive a one-parameter family of invariant rational maps, we
to consider degree (6,2):

7^ 359% 7% 5,
~70!

~9% 7% 5!uO5A1% A2% 2E% 2F1% 3F2 .

Thus, there is a one-parameter family corresponding to the 2E.
Since3^ 355% 3% 1 there is an essentially unique degree (2,2) SU2 invariant. This isk2 and

so (k2pO ,k2qO) spans anE inside the 2E. Explicitly this is

TABLE III. The decomposition of the irreducible representations of SU2 as
representations ofO.

1uO5A1

2uO5E18
3uO5F1

4uO5G8
5uO5E% F2

6uO5E28% G8
7uO5A2% F1% F2

8uO5E18% E28% G8
9uO5A1% E% F1% F2
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p1~z,z̄!52A3~z4z̄212z3z̄1z2!,
~71!

q1~z,z̄!5z6z̄212z5z̄1z41z2z̄212zz̄11.

By calculating the projection matrix we can derive another pair of basis vectors in 2E:

p2~z,z̄!5A3~2z61z4z̄228z3z̄1z22 z̄2!,
~72!

q2~z,z̄!52z6z̄214z5z̄27z427z2z̄214zz̄21,

and the general invariant rational map has the same form as in the three-Skyrmion case,~63!. As
before,f50 imposes the reflection symmetry of the true solution, andu50 corresponds to the
holomorphic map.

In Fig. 4 we showI andJ as a function of the angleu. At u50 the graph ofJ has its global
minimum. There is a local minimum atu56p/2. The minimum value ofI does not occur at the
rational map value but atu'20.40. Therefore, there is the possibility of deriving a lower ener
Indeed, minimizing the energy with respect tou leads toE51.127 foru'20.138. This energy is
only 0.6% above the true solution. By contrast the holomorphic rational map ansatz ene
1.5% above the true solution.

As before, we can examine the baryon density in the neighborhood of a singularity o
holomorphic ansatz. In this case, the map is already oriented so that the holomorphic map
singularity atz50. Settingu520.138 and expanding the density,BR , in powers ofz and z̄ we
obtain

BR'2.54zz̄. ~73!

Therefore,BR vanishes atz50, and there is no negative baryon density anywhere to lowest o

D. BÄ5* : The octahedron

The B55* saddle point is octahedral in shape. The group theory involved in this examp
very like the group theory required forB53. There is a holomorphic map

pO~z!5z525z,
~74!

qO~z!525z411,

FIG. 4. I andJ as a function ofu for B54. HereI is rescaled by a factor of 10.
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corresponding to theE28 in

6uO5E28% G8. ~75!

The generalization to (6,1) maps leads to a one-parameter family because

7^ 258% 6,

~8% 6!uO5E18% 2E28% 2G8. ~76!

Multiplying the holomorphic maps by the SU2 invariant,k5zz̄11, gives

p1~z,z̄!5z6z̄1z525z2z̄25z,
~77!

q1~z,z̄!525z5z̄25z41zz̄11,

and calculating the projection matrices gives

p2~z,z̄!53z6z̄223z5215z2z̄111z,
~78!

q2~z,z̄!511z5z̄215z4223zz̄13.

Thus, as before, a one-parameter family of invariant maps is given by~62! with f50. u50 gives
the holomorphic map.

In Fig. 5 we display the graphs ofI andJ as a function ofu. There is a global minimum of
J at the rational map valueJ55. The graph ofI has a minimum atu'0.141. Minimizing the
energy with respect tou results inE51.157 foru'0.082. This energy is only 1.7% above the tr
energy. In comparison, the energy of the holomorphic rational map ansatz is 8.3% above t
energy. This significant improvement gives an indication that negative baryon density pla
important role in this case. A local expansion shows that the nonholomorphic rational ma
negative Jacobian determinant whenz takes the values of the singularities of the holomorp
rational map. Finally, the integral of the negative baryon density isB2'0.000 97, which is a
factor of 10 larger than forB53.

FIG. 5. I andJ as a function ofu for B55* . HereI is rescaled by a factor of 10.
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IV. CONCLUSION

This article was motivated by the theory of singularities of differentiable maps and, in
ticular, by Whitney’s theorem. This theorem states that there are only three types of stable
larities of maps between three-manifolds. We showed that the holomorphic rational map ans
Skyrmions9 does not have a stable singularity structure: it does not even allow folding.
introduced a nonholomorphic rational map ansatz that allows folding. For baryon numbers
and 4, the approximate solutions derived from this ansatz are closer in energy to the true
mions than any other ansatz solution.

The key idea of the nonholomorphic rational map ansatz is to construct maps betwee
mann spheres which are not holomorphic but have the same symmetry as the true solutio
described this construction in detail and calculated the nonholomorphic rational maps for b
numbers 2, 3, and 4, and for the octahedrally symmetricB55* saddle point. Nonholomorphic
rational maps can have folding and, therefore, negative baryon density. We found that th
negative baryon density forB53 andB55* but not forB52 andB54.

By decomposing group representations we showed that there is a one-parameter fa
tetrahedrally symmetric (4,1) maps. These maps have topological degree three. The ansatz
was minimized within this family to find the best approximation to the three-Skyrmion. The (
maps have antiholomorphic degree one and so they are minimal generalizations of the o
holomorphic map. ForB55* the situation is similar: there is a one-parameter family of octa
drally symmetric (6,1) maps. However, forB54 the (5,1) maps do not contain a one-parame
family of octahedral maps, only the (6,2) maps do. The (5,1) maps can be thought of as th
order effect, and the (6,2) maps as a second order effect. In fact, forB54, the holomorphic
rational map is remarkably close to the true solution. The energy error is 1.5%. The holom
rational map approximation to the three-Skyrmion has an error of 3.3%.B57 seems to be simila
to B54. The seven-Skyrmion is dodecahedral and it is easy to check that only the (10,3)
contain a one-parameter family of icosahedrally symmetric maps. Again, the holomorphic ra
map is extremely close to the true solution, with an error of only 1.1%. Therefore, we d
expect that negative baryon density occurs forB57.

There is an icosahedrally-symmetricB511* saddle point. The holomorphic rational ma
ansatz approximates it quite poorly. It predicts an energy which is far larger than 11
Skyrmions, whereas the true solution is a saddle-point solution withE/B51.158. This can be
viewed as an indication that negative baryon density plays a major role. The representation
also suggests that there is negative baryon density because there is a one-parameter f
icosahedrally symmetric (12,1) maps.

It seems possible to decide heuristically whether or not a Skyrmion of a certain sym
possesses negative baryon density. In Sec. I C we showed that azn singularity can be decompose
into folds which containn11 cusps and that there is a naturalCn11 symmetry which maps the
cusps into each other. It seems likely that negative baryon density occurs if thisCn11 symmetry is
compatible with the symmetry of the faces.

Direct computation shows that in the holomorphic rational map ansatz forB52, 3, 4, 5* , 7
and 11* all the singularities are ofz2 type. Therefore, negative baryon density occurs, if the fa
have aC3 symmetry. The faces of the tetrahedron, the octahedron and the icosahedron ar
lateral triangles. This is consistent with what we found: there is negative baryon densityB
53 and 5* . It suggests that there is also negative baryon density forB511* . On the other hand
the faces of a torus are round, the faces of a cube are squares and the faces of a dodecah
pentagons. Correspondingly, we did not find any negative baryon density forB52 and 4 and do
not expect negative baryon density forB57.

In the three-Skyrmion case we discussed the singularity structure at the origin. Ass
tetrahedral symmetry and generic singularities we conjectured a configuration with 16 fo
surfaces, 30 cusp lines and 12 swallowtails. This is compatible with the instanton calculati
Ref. 18.

It appears that there are a large number of swallowtails, cusps and folds for both the
Skyrmion andB55* saddle point, but nongeneric singularities for the two- and four-Skyrmio
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Thus, while it may be that in nonextremal Skyrme configurations there are certain folding fe
associated with each interacting one-Skyrmion, this is not necessarily apparent in the ex
configurations.

It might be interesting to examine the number of antivacuum points, that is, the numb
points whereU521. A one-Skyrmion is centered around a single antivacuum point and,
configuration of well-separated Skyrmions, the individual Skyrmions can be thought of as
positioned at the antivacuum points. However, as the Skyrmions approach each other, the
be more antivacuum points, some with positive Jacobian and some with negative. This is ce
what is implied by the folding seen in the three-Skyrmion andB55* saddle point, and by the
corresponding monopole configurations.

The topological charge of a BPS monopole is equal to the number of zeros of the Higg
provided that the zeros are counted with their multiplicity. Furthermore, well-separated
monopoles are centered around a zero of the Higgs field. However, the total number of zer
exceed the topological charge. In Ref. 29, three-monopole fields were calculated using the m
of analytic and numerical methods first described in Refs. 30 and 16. It was found that the n
of zeros of the Higgs field can be as high as seven, with five zeros of positive winding numb
two of negative winding number. In Ref. 17, the cubic four-monopole, octahedral five-mono
and dodecahedral seven-monopole calculated in Refs. 30, 16, and 31 were examined an
found that zeros with negative winding number occur for the octahedral five-monopole but n
the cubic four-monopole and the dodecahedral seven-monopole. This pattern is mimicked b
we have found for Skyrmions. This possibility was discussed in Ref. 17.

It is also interesting that in monopole dynamics, as an individual monopole approaches
monopoles, its zero of the Higgs field often splits into three zeros, two with positive winding
one with negative winding.29,17 Perhaps something similar happens in the case of Skyrmions
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APPENDIX: NUMERICAL RESULTS

For convenience the main numerical results have been gathered together in Table
discussed earlier, the table shows that the minima ofI andJ do not coincide and so the mor
general nonholomorphic rational map ansatz is closer to the true energy than the holom
ansatz. However, only forB53 andB55* are there regions of negative baryon density. Th
regions are quite small.

TABLE IV. The numerical results.

B

Truea Holomorphicb Minimizing I c Minimizing energyd

E/B I E/B I E/B J I B2 E/B

1 1.2322 1 1.232 1 0 1 1 0 1.232
2 1.1791 5.81 1.208 4.20 0 2.04 4.98 0 1.19
3 1.1462 13.58 1.184 11.04 0.000 88 3.04 11.48 0.000 09 1.
4 1.1201 20.65 1.137 17.50 0 4.04 18.95 0 1.1
5* 1.138 52.10 1.232 29.72 0.008 41 5.20 32.93 0.000 97 1.

aThese are the energies obtained in Ref. 7 by numerical minimization of the Skyrme energy.
bThese are the values obtained in Ref. 9 using the holomorphic ansatz.
cI is minimized within the class of maps considered.
dThese are the best results obtained with the nonholomorphic rational map ansatz.
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The onset of superconductivity in a domain with a corner
Hala T. Jadallaha)

Department of Mathematics, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 47405
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We study the variational problem related to the onset of superconductivity that
identifies the transition from the normal state to the superconducting state of a
sample in the presence of an applied magnetic field. Our concern is a thin sample
whose 2-D cross-section has a corner. In particular, we focus on the quarter-plane.
We show a first eigenfunction minimizing the associated Rayleigh quotient exists
and decays away from the corner. We also give a rigorous upper bound for the
eigenvalue which is related to the critical temperature at which superconductivity
emerges. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1387466#

I. INTRODUCTION

Superconductivity is a phenomenon characterized by the loss of electric resistivity an
expulsion of magnetic fields attempting to penetrate a sample. The onset of superconduct
observed when a sample is cooled below a certain critical temperature. When the mate
subjected to an applied magnetic field, the value of this critical temperature is lowered
further. In particular, very large magnetic fields destroy superconductivity. In the absen
superconducting behavior, the sample is in the so-called normal state, where it retains
conductivity and permeability to magnetic fields.

Ginzburg–Landau theory provides a good framework to understand some aspe
superconductivity.1 When a 2-D cross-sectionV of a thin cylindrical sample is subjected to
perpendicular uniform applied magnetic field of magnitudeh and the sample is surrounded b
insulating media, the free energy is described by

G~C,A!5E
V

1

2
u~ i¹1A!Cu21

m

4
~ uCu221!2dxdy1

k2

2m E
R2

u¹3A2hẑu2dxdy.

Here we have chosen a nondimensionalization with respect to a characteristic radiusR of the
cross-section.2 The functionC:V→C2 is the order parameter whose modulus is the density
superconducting electrons. The vector fieldA:R2→R2 is the magnetic potential with¹3A
5(0, 0,Ax

(2)2Ay
(1)) being the induced magnetic field. The GL parameterk is the ratio of two

material characteristic lengths andm is a temperature related parameter defined by

m5
R2~Tc2T!

j0
2Tc

.

Here T is the temperature,Tc is the critical temperature in the absence of the applied magn
field andj0 is the coherence length at zero temperature.

For the pair (C,A) to be achievable physical states, for a given temperature and ap
magnetic field strengthh, they should be stable critical points of the free energyG. In particular,
as Giorgi and Phillips proved in Ref. 3, for very large values ofh the only critical point is the
normal state in whichC[0 andA5hAn such that¹3An5 ẑ.

a!Electronic mail: hjadalla@indiana.edu
41010022-2488/2001/42(9)/4101/21/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Our interest lies in studying the onset of superconductivity as it bifurcates from the no
solution. This occurs as the temperature drops below the critical value and the normal stat
longer a stable physical state. We look at the second variation ofG at (0,hAn) to detect such a
change in behavior:

d2G~~0,hAn!;f,B!5E
V

u~ i¹1hAn!fu22mufu21
k2

m
u¹3Bu2dxdy.

The second variation is positive for values ofm below the value determined by the minim
zation problem:

l~h!5 inf
fPH1(V)

*Vu~ i¹1hAn!fu2dxdy

*Vufu2dxdy
. ~1.1!

Hence, the normal state is no longer stable for values ofm.l(h).
A critical point of the variational problem~1.1! satisfies the linear elliptic eigenvalue problem

~ i¹1hAn!2C5l~h!C in V, ~1.2!

~ i¹1hAn!C•n50 on ]V, ~1.3!

wheren is the outer unit normal vector to]V. Alternatively, this problem arises from linearizin
the Euler–Lagrange system of the free energyG(C,A) about the normal state.

In an attempt to study the effect of the boundary on the onset of superconductivity,
James and de Gennes4 considered the case in whichV is the half-plane with applied magnetic fiel
strengthh51. They found that the solution of the eigenvalue problem concentrates on the b
ary and decays exponentially towards the interior. They approximate the minimum eigenva
the half-plane to be about 0.59. From now on we will denote this eigenvaluel(1) of the half-
plane bylH .

More recently, using a perturbation method for nonlinear bifurcation problems initiate
Millman and Keller,5 Chapman6 pursued a more complete formal analysis of the half-pla
Shifting the investigation to samples with bounded cross-section, Bauman Phillips and7

investigated stability issues in great detail via bifurcation theory with regard to the ons
superconductivity in a disc. They showed that the minimum eigenvalue for the disc is lowe
that for the half-plane by a term proportional to the curvature of the disc. Along with that
showed that superconductivity emerges uniformly around the boundary of the disc with
vortex at the core.

Bernoff and Sternberg8 pursued the case of a general bounded domain with smooth boun
Using formal asymptotics they found that the first eigenfunction would concentrate exponen
at the boundary point of maximum curvature. Again, they found that the minimum eigenva
less than that for the half-plane by a term proportional to the maximum curvature of the bou
The expansion forl(h) on bounded smooth domains was found to take the form

l~h!;lHh2
kmax

3I 0
h1/2 for h@1, ~1.4!

where kmax is the maximum curvature on the boundary of the domain andI 0 is a universal
constant. A rigorous argument capturing the first term in this expansion can be found in R
and 10. Note the implication here is that superconductivity is induced at a higher tempera
domains with a large maximum curvature.

Naturally this leads one to look at domains with corners where the curvature is infinite. I
article we will study domains with right angles. One might then expect that at the transition
order parameter concentrates at the corner. By analogy with the case of smooth bounded d
where the expansion of the minimum eigenvalue has the value for the half-plane at the le
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order @cf. ~1.4!#, one would expect for square domains that the leading order value would c
spond to the quarter-plane. This yields our motivation in this article to study the problem o
quarter-plane.

A striking feature of the eigenvalue problem on the half-plane is the nonexistence of aL2

eigenfunction. This can be understood intuitively when one recognizes that the boundary
domain consists of an infinite straight line. As all points along the boundary look the same
would not expect any decay along that direction. To make this nonexistence rigorous is non
however~see Refs. 11 and 10!. On the other hand, in this article we establish the existence
exponential decay of the minimizer for the quarter-plane,Q. This is a major difference from the
half-plane problem.

Theorem 1.1:There exists a functionC`PH1(Q) that minimizes the energy

lQ[ inf
CPH1(Q)

*Qu~ i¹1A!Cu2dxdy

*QuCu2dxdy
. ~1.5!

In particular, C` satisfies the problem

~ i¹1A!2C`5lQC` in Q, ~1.6!

~ i¹1A!C`•n50 on ]Q. ~1.7!

Moreover, for every multi-indexa, there exist positive constants c1
a and c2

a such that

uDaC`~z!u<c1
ae2c2

auzu for all zPQ. ~1.8!

By using similar methods we also show that the first eigenfunction in a square decays
nentially away from the four corners, cf. Theorem 3.2. The proof of Theorem 1.1 requires fi
a minimizing sequence which we choose to be a sequence of minimizers of the variationa
lem on squares of increasing size so that they approach the quarter-plane in the limit. How
we consider the variational problem as it is, the solution may concentrate at all four corners.
expect a solution for the quarter-plane to concentrate at the one corner only and to decay
nentially towards the interior, we impose the Dirichlet boundary condition on the sides o
square that lie inside the quarter-plane in building our minimizing sequence.

The compactness of this sequence comes from uniform exponential estimates. For th
pose we down scale all the squares of increasing size to the unit square. With this rescalin
function in the minimizing sequence is a minimizer on the unit square with increasing mag
field strength. The method used in proving the exponential decay on the unit square is a b
argument used by del Pino, Felmer, and Sternberg10 where they proved an exponential decay
the minimizer on the half-plane and for arbitrary bounded smooth domains away from
boundary.

On the experimental front, physicists are interested in the onset of superconductivity in
topologies including mesoscopic squares of size 2–4mm. In their experiments they study th
temperature/field transition line~see, e.g., Refs. 12–14!. In Ref. 15 we did numerical simulation
using the linearized Ginzburg–Landau problem on the unit square. Our results were in
agreement with the experimental data for certain ranges for the field. Moreover, by an elem
rescaling along with the exponential decay for the eigenfunction for the problem on the qu
plane, one can show that for large magnetic field strength the minimum eigenvalue for th
squarel(h);lQh, wherelQ is the minimum eigenvalue for the quarter-plane. We found us
finite element methods thatlQ take the approximate value of 0.55. Note that the quarter-p
value is smaller than the value for the half-plane.

While in this article we address the case of a domain with a right angle corner, we inte
turn our attention next to study the nature of the dependence of the minimum eigenvalu~and
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hence the temperature! on the angle in the corner. There are some numerical studies on wedg
differing angles suggesting that the eigenvalue is a monotone increasing function of the ang~see
Refs. 16 and 17!.

Simultaneous to our study, Almog18 has been studying the problem on the half-infinite st
and in long rectangles of fixed width. Using Fourier transform techniques, he studies the de
the order parameter and the location of the vortices. His approach is totally different from th
we are presenting here. We feel that our results complement his nicely, in that we are prov
a priori decay of the eigenfunction, thus extending the validity of Almog’s use of Fourier tr
form techniques. He also constructs a test function which he uses to prove that the eigenva
the half-infinite strip is strictly less than that for the infinite strip. We will use a variant of
construction to prove a similar result comparing the smallest eigenvalue for the half-plane a
quarter-plane.

We organize the article as follows. In Section II we compare the eigenvalues of the pro
on different domains and with different boundary conditions. In Sec. III we prove the expone
decay of the minimizer on the unit square for sufficiently large field strengthh. We conclude in
Sec. IV with the existence Theorem 1.1 in the quarter-plane.

II. EIGENVALUES: GAPS AND BOUNDS

In this section we discuss the minimum eigenvalue of the problem on different domain
plane, the half-plane, the half-line and the quarter-plane with natural boundary conditio
addition, we compare the minimum eigenvalue of the problem on the quarter-plane under di
boundary conditions. We also discuss the relation between the eigenvalues of the quarter-pl
squares.

We denote the quarter-plane byQ5$(x,y):x.0,y.0%, the half-plane byH5$(x,y):x.0%
and the square of sidel by Ql 5$(x,y):0,x,l ,0,y,l %.

For any domainV we define theh-dependent Rayleigh quotient related to~1.2! and ~1.3!:

RV~u,h!5
*Vu~ i¹1hA!uu2dxdy

*Vuuu2dxdy
,

and anh-independent Rayleigh quotient:

RV~u!5
*Vu~ i¹1A!uu2dxdy

*Vuuu2dxdy
.

HereA is a vector field describing the normal state which satisfies

¹3A[~0,0,Ax
(2)2Ay

(1)!5~0,0,1!. ~2.1!

We note that the infima of these Rayleigh quotients are independent of the particular cho
A in the light of the gauge invariance recorded in the following lemma:

Lemma 2.1: ForcPH1(V,C), fPH1(V,R) and APC1(R2,R2), we have

E
V

u~ i¹1A!cu2dxdy5E
V

u~ i¹1A1¹f!ceifu2dxdy.

Moreover, ifc solves the equation

~ i¹1A!2c5lc in V,

then c̃5ceif solves the equation

~ i¹1A1¹f!2c̃5lc̃ in V.
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We start with the following lemma concerning the minimization problem on the full-planeR2:
Lemma 2.2~cf. Refs. 10 and 11!. For A:R2→R2 satisfying (2.1), we have

lR2[ inf
cPH1(R2)

*R2u~ i¹1A!cu2dxdy

*R2ucu2dxdy
51.

The proof uses the Gaussian as a test function and makes use of Fourier series technique
Now we consider the 2-D problem on the half-planeH which is connected to the 1-D problem

on the half-line given by

2c91~x2b!2c5lc xP~0,̀ !, ~2.2!

c8~0!50 c~`!50. ~2.3!

This connection comes up when one seeks a solution to~1.2! and ~1.3! with A5(0,x) via sepa-
ration of variables. Then one finds thatC has the formC(x,y)5c(x)eiby for any real numberb.
Recall that because of gauge invariance the choice of the vector fieldA leaves the modulus
unchanged and the eigenvalue the same. For eachbPR, the first eigenvaluel~b! can be captured
by minimizing the associated Rayleigh quotient:

l~b!5 inf
cPH1((0,̀ ))

*0
`~c8!21~x2b!2c2dx

*0
`c2dx

. ~2.4!

Minimizing over b one finds the following.
Theorem 2.3: ~cf. Refs. 19 and 20!
(i) There is a unique numberb* PR such that

l1[l~b* !5 inf
bPR

l~b!, b* 5Al1.

(ii) The corresponding first eigenfunctionc1(x) decays exponentially as x→`.
Proof: See Refs. 19 and 20.
We note that standard numerical schemes yield thatl1'0.59.
Proposition 2.4: The valuel1 , defined in Theorem 2.3, is the same as the first eigenvalue

the half-plane. That is,

l15lH[ inf
fPH1(H)

RH~f!.

The proof involves straightforward use of the Fourier transform. See Ref. 11.
Next we turn to the eigenvalue problem on squares and their relation to the eigen

problem on the quarter-plane. We want to minimize the Rayleigh quotient on the unit sq
among competitors that vanish on the sides of the square that lie inside the quarter-pla
denote this portion of]Q1 by GD

1 5$(x,y)P]Q1 :x51 ory51%. More precisely, we consider

l~h!5 inf
uPH1(Q1)

u50 on GD
1

RQ1
~u,h!. ~2.5!

We will frequently invoke the transformationz̃5Ah z, for zPQ1 . This mapsQ1 onto QAh .
As a result, this transformation allows us to rewrite the Rayleigh quotient onQ1 as

RQ1
~u,h!5hRQAh

~u!.

This implies that
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l~h!

h
5 inf

uPH1(QAh)

u50 on GD
Ah

RQAh
~u!, ~2.6!

where obviouslyGD
Ah5$(x,y)P]QAh :x5Ah ory5Ah%.

We find out that these eigenvalues have the following property:
Lemma 2.5: The sequence$ l(h)/h %h.0 is a monotone decreasing sequence.
Proof: First note that for anyh.0 the minimizer to~2.6! exists by the direct method of th

calculus of variations. Now suppose thath1,h2 . Let vh1
be a minimizer of the problem onQAh1

.

With vh1
vanishing onGD

Ah1 we may extend it to be zero onQ2QAh1
. Hencevh1

can be viewed
as a competitor for the eigenvalue problem onQAh2

. Therefore,

l~h2!

h2
<RQAh2

~vh1
!5RQAh1

~vh1
!5

l~h1!

h1
.

Thus$ l(h)/h %h.0 is decreasing. j

Remark 2.6:As a result of this lemma the sequence$ l(h)/h %h.0 is bounded and
limh→` l(h)/h exists. Furthermore, using a similar argument to the previous lemma one
lQ< l(h)/h, for h.0. In fact, as a by-product of Theorem 4.1 we will find thatlQ
5 limh→` l(h)/h.

In Ref. 18, Almog studies the related problem on the infinite strip and the half-infinite str
a fixed width. In determining that the eigenvalues for the full strip and the semi-strip are sepa
he provides a key test function that makes use of the first eigenfunction of the 1-D problem
finite interval. By making an analogous construction in a quarter-plane we obtain the follo
result.

Theorem 2.7: ~Cf. Ref. 18, Lemma 3.!
(i) For any vector fieldsA:R2→R2 and B:R2→R2 with ¹3A5¹3B5(0,0,1),

lQ[ inf
fPH1(Q)

*Qu~ i¹1A!fu2dxdy

*Qufu2dxdy
, inf

hPH1(H)

*Hu~ i¹1B!hu2dxdy

*Huhu2dxdy
[lH .

(ii) One also has

lim
h→`

l~h!

h
,lH .

The proof follows by evaluating the Rayleigh quotient on the quarter-plane withA5(0,x) and

f~x,y!5C~e!c1~x!eib* y~e2ey1 i e1/2~x2b* !e2y!, ~2.7!

wheree.0, C(e) is a positive constant such thate,C2(e),2e andc1(x) is the first eigenfunc-
tion introduced in Theorem 2.3. This choice of the test function gives

lQ<l122e3/2C11e2C2 ,

whereC1 andC2 are positive real numbers independent ofe. The conclusion(i) of the theorem is
complete in light of Proposition 2.4.

As we mentioned in Remark 2.6 the limit in(ii) exists. Then for the minimization problem
~2.6!, we use a similar construction to~2.7! but replacec1(x) by c1(x)rh(x,y) whereh→` and
rh is a cutoff function that vanishes onQ2QAh , in particular it vanishes onGD

Ah . This makes the
test function a valid competitor for the mixed Neumann Dirichlet problem on a square of sideAh.
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Sincec1(x) decays exponentially, the error involved when taking the limit is exponentially sm
Hence (i i ) follows. j

Remark 2.8:As we noted earlier, one can numerically approximatelH'0.59. However, a
rigorous analyical estimate oflH,1 can be seen by making a construction similar to~2.7! but
using the 2-D Gaussian which is the first eigenfunction associated withlR2, the first eigenvalue
for the problem on the full planeR2. With A5 1

2(2y,x) we use the test function:

h~x,y!5C̃~e!e2 ~x21y2!/4~11 i ey!,

where 1/2p <C̃(e)< 1/p. Plugging the test function in the Rayliegh quotient we find that

lH<12
e

A2p
12e2.

Now we introduce some related eigenvalue problems that will emerge in the next secti
all of these,A satisfies~2.1!. We start with the Dirichlet problem,

lHD5 inf
fPH1(H)

f50 on ]H

*Hu~ i¹1A!fu2dxdy

*Hufu2dxdy
[ inf

fPH1(H)
f50 on ]H

RH~f!, ~2.8!

and the associated problem,

~ i¹1A!2C5lC in H, ~2.9!

C50 on ]H. ~2.10!

Similarly we consider the Dirichlet problem inQ,

lQD5 inf
fPH1(Q)

f50 on ]Q

*Qu~ i¹1A!fu2dxdy

*Qufu2dxdy
[ inf

fPH1(Q)
f50 on ]Q

RQ~f!, ~2.11!

and the associated problem

~ i¹1A!2C5lC in Q, ~2.12!

C50 on ]Q. ~2.13!

Finally we introduce the eigenvalue problem for mixed Neumann and Dirichlet boundary c
tions in the quarter-plane:

lQM5 inf
fPH1(Q)

f50 on GD

*Qu~ i¹1A!fu2dxdy

*Qufu2dxdy
[ inf

fPH1(Q)
f50 on GD

RQ~f!, ~2.14!

whereGD5$(x,y)P]Q:x50 andy>0%, and consider the associated problem:

~ i¹1A!2C5lC in Q, ~2.15!

~ i¹1A!C•~0,21!50 on GN , ~2.16!

C50 on GD , ~2.17!

whereGN5$(x,y)P]Q:y50 andx.0%.
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In the next lemma we compare these different eigenvalues.
Lemma 2.9:

(i) lH<lQM<lQD .
(ii) lH<lHD .

Proof: To provelH<lQM , consider any competitor for the mixed boundary value prob

on the quarter-plane~2.15!–~2.17!, CPH1(Q), C[0 onGD . We defineC̃ on H by extendingC

to be identically zero on the left quarter plane. NowRH(C̃)5RQ(C) implies thatlH<RQ(C) for
anyCPH1(Q) with C[0 onGD , so we conclude thatlH<lQM . The inequalitylQM<lQD is
trivial since a competitor for the Dirichlet problem is also a competitor for the variational prob
with mixed boundary conditions. SimilarlylH<lHD . j

The next lemma affirms the nonexistence of nontrivial bounded solutions for the bou
value problems~2.9! and ~2.10!, ~2.12! and ~2.13!, and ~2.15!–~2.17!, where l is below the
associated first eigenvalues. By a solution we mean a classical solution to the partial diffe
equation~PDE!, classically satisfying the boundary conditions away from the corner~for the case
Q! and lying inH loc

2 (Q) in this case.
Lemma 2.10:

(i) If l,lR2 , then there are no nontrivial bounded solutions to the equation( i¹1A)2C
5lC in R2.

(ii) If l,lH , then there are no nontrivial bounded solutions to the equation( i¹1A)2C
5lC on H satisfying( i¹1A)C•(21,0)50 on ]H.

(iii) If l,lHD , then there are no nontrivial bounded solutions to (2.9) and (2.10).
(iv) If l,lQM , then there are no nontrivial bounded solutions to (2.15)–(2.17).
(v) If l,lQD , then there are no nontrivial bounded solutions to (2.12) and (2.13).

Proof: Property (i ) is proved in Ref. 11~Prop. 2.3! and property(ii) is proved in Ref. 11
Lemma 5.1 Also, an alternative proof is given in Ref. 10, Theorem 3.2. Property(iii) is proved
similar to (i i ). To prove (iv), we follow the proof of Ref. 11, Lemma 5.1. The argument proce
by contradiction. Assume thatc is a nontrivial bounded solution of~2.15!–~2.17! for l,lQM .
For each positive integerk, let hk be a non-negative smooth cut off function such th
spt(hk),B(0,2k), hk[1 on B(0,k), u¹hku,2/k . Multiplying the PDE~2.15! by the test func-
tion hkC̄ and using thatCPHloc

2 (Q), we may carry out integration by parts. We find that t
boundary terms vanish due to the boundary conditions~2.16! and~2.17! andhk vanishing on the
]B(0,2k). So we obtain the integral equation:

E
Q

u~ i¹1A!~hkC!u25lE
Q

uCu2uhku21E
Q

u¹hku2uCu2. ~2.18!

Since (hkC)PH1(Q) is a competitor of the minimization problem we find that

~lQM2l!E
Q

uhku2uCu2,E
Q

u¹hku2uCu2.

SinceCPL`(Q) we find for every positive integerk

~lQM2l!E
B(0,k)

uCu2<4piCiL`(Q) .

HenceCPL2(Q). Therefore,
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~lQM2l!<
4

k2

iCiL2(Q)
2

iCiL2(B(0,k))
2 ,

and ask→` we conclude thatlQM5l, a contradiction.
Property(v) is proved similarly. j

A. An upper bound on lQ

Recall from Theorem 2.7 thatlQ,lH . However, this theorem does not provide a quantitat
value for the gap between the two values. Applying any of the standard numerical scheme
findslH5l1'0.59. Using finite elements, on the other hand, we find thatlQ'0.55~see Ref. 15!.
We conclude this section with a rigorous upper bound onlQ using a specific test function
References 17 and 21 made attempts to provide an upper bound on wedges using a
construction; however, theirs lack a term similar toei (1/3)r 3q(u).

Proposition 2.11: The eigenvaluelQ for the quarter-plane satisfies the upper boundlQ
<0.5772

Proof: We define a test function on the quarter-plane. To this end, we describe the qu
plane in polar coordinates$(r ,u): r .0 and 0<u< p/2%. The test function for~1.5! that we pro-
pose is

u~r ,u!5e2 ~r 2/2!s(u)ei (rp(u)1 ~1/2! r 2g(u)1 ~1/3! r 3q(u)), ~2.19!

where s(u)5a0(51sin2(2u)), g(u)5 1
4 sin(4u), p(u)5a1 cos(2u), q(u)5a2(cos(6u)

21.7 cos(2u)).
Herea0 ,a1 , anda2 are real numbers which will be determined by minimizing the functio

with the restriction thata0 be positive. It is clear thatuPC`(Q)ùH1(Q). Due to gauge invari-
ance of the energy and the choice of polar coordinates of the test function, it is conveni
chooseA5 1

2r (2sinu,cosu)51
2reu , whereeu is the unit tangent vector.

Via change of variable we have for any functionv:

u~ i¹1A!vu25H U]v
]r U

2

1
1

r 2 U]v
]uU

2

1
i

2 S v̄
]v
]u

2v
] v̄
]u D1

r 2

4
uvu2J [FFv,

]v
]r

,
]v
]u G .

The Rayleigh quotientRQ(u) would appear in polar coordinates in the form

RQ~u!5
*0

p/2*0
`F@u, ]u/]r , ]u/]u#rdrdu

*0
p/2*0

`uuu2rdrdu
.

In computing RQ(u) we write u]u/]r u2, u ]u/]u u2, 2Im(ū]u/]u)[ (i/2) (ū]u/]u
2u ]ū/]u) and uuu2 in terms ofs,g,p andq:

U]u

]r U
2

5@r 2s~u!21~rg~u!1p~u!1r 2q~u!!2#e2r 2s(u),

U]u

]uU
2

5F S 2
1

2
r 2s8~u! D 2

1S 1

2
r 2g8~u!1rp8~u!1

1

3
r 3q8~u! D 2Ge2r 2s(u),

2ImS ū
]u

]u D5S 2
1

2
r 2g8~u!2rp8~u!2

1

3
r 3q8~u! De2r 2s(u),

uuu25e2r 2s(u).
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Recall that the functionss, g, p andq depend on free valuesa0 , a1 anda2 . Therefore we write
the energy to indicate this dependence:

RQ~u!5R̃Q~a0 ,a1 ,a2!5
I 11I 21I 31I 4

I 5
,

where

I 15E
0

p/2E
0

`U]u

]r U
2

rddu

5E
0

p/2 s2~u!

2s2~u!
1

g2~u!

2s2~u!
1

p2~u!

2s~u!
1

q2~u!

s3~u!

1
2Apg~u!p~u!

4s~u!3/2 1
6Apg~u!q~u!

8s~u!5/2 1
p~u!q~u!

2s~u!2 du,

I 25E
0

p/2E
0

` 1

r 2 U]u

]uU
2

rdrdu

5E
0

p/2 s8~u!

8s~u!2 1
g8~u!2

8s~u!2 1
p8~u!2

2s~u!
1

q8~u!2

9s~u!3

1
g8~u!p8~u!Ap

4s~u!3/2 1
Apg8~u!q8~u!

8s~u!5/2 1
p8~u!q8~u!

3s~u!2 du,

I 35E
0

p/2E
0

`

2ImS ū
]u

]u D rdrdu

5E
0

p/2

2
g8~u!

2s~u!2 2
App8~u!

4s~u!3/2 2
Apq8~u!

8s~u!5/2 du,

I 45E
0

p/2E
0

` r 2

4
uuu2rdrdu

5E
0

p/2 1

8s~u!2 du,

I 55E
0

p/2E
0

`

uuu2rdrdu

5E
0

p/2 1

2s~u!
du.

Through a laborious but straightforward use of elementary integration techniques, we fin
each term above can be integrated in closed form. To give a feel for that process we inclu
ones appearing inI 1 :

E
0

p/2 g~u!2

s~u!2 du5
1

a0
2 32F24u2

11 arctan~A~5/6! cot~2u!!

A30
2

sin~4u!

2~51sin~2u!2!G
0

p/2

,
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E
0

p/2 p~u!2

2s~u!
du5

a1
2

2 a0
F2u2A 3

10
arctanSA5

6
cot~2u! D G

0

p/2

,

E
0

p/2 q~u!2

s~u!3 du5
a2

2

8000a0
3 F10 523 927arctan~A~5/6!cot~2u!!

30A30
21 280 000u

1
37249 sin~4u!

~51sin~2u!2!2 2
1368563 sin~4u!

60~51sin~2u!2!G
0

p/2

,

E
0

p/2 Apg~u!p~u!

2s~u!3/2 du5
a1Ap

8a0
3/2 F2

cos~2u!

A51sin2~2u!
1arctanS cos~2u!

A51sin2~2u!
D G

0

p/2

,

E
0

p/2 3Apg~u!q~u!

4s~u!5/2 du5
3a2Ap

16a0
5/2 F 2193 cos3~2u!

180~51sin2~u!!3/21
4 cos~2u!

~51sin2~2u!!1/2

24 arctanS cos~2u!

A51sin2~2u!
D G

0

p/2

,

E
0

p/2 p~u!q~u!

s~u!2 du5
a1a2

a0
2 F4u1

2207 arctan~A5/6 cot~2u!!

200A30
1

193 sin~4u!

400~51sin2~2u!!G
0

p/2

.

To find the desired minimum value, we feed the energyR̃(a0 ,a1 ,a2) into Mathematica and
minimize over the parametersa0 , a1 and a2 . The minimum is acheived at the valuesa0

50.051 853,a1520.052 868 9, and a250.031 566. Substituting these values in
R̃Q(a0 ,a1 ,a2), the value obtained is 0.577 23. j

III. EXPONENTIAL DECAY

The main theorem of this section provides exponential decay for minimizers of the eigen
problem on the unit square in the regimeh@1. The argument is inspired by that used in the pro
in Ref. 10, Theorems 3.1 and 4.3, and uses a blow-up argument. In Theorem 3.1 they pro
the minimizer decays exponentially away from the boundary of the half-plane, while in The
4.3, they prove that a minimizer of the problem on any smooth bounded domain decays ex
tially away from the boundary. Turning to the case of the unit square, however, we shall se
new issues emerge which lead us to confront the eigenvalue problems~2.9!–~2.17! introduced in
the previous section. Recall thatGD

1 5$(x,y)P]Q1 :x51 ory51%.
Theorem 3.1:Let $Ch% be any sequence of eigenfunctions that minimize the energy

l~h!5 inf
CPH1(Q1)

C50 on GD
1

*Q1
u~ i¹1hA!Cu2dxdy

*Q1
uCu2

,

normalized so thatiChiL2(Q1)51. Then there exists a constant h0.0 and for every multi-indexa,

there exist positive constants c1
a and c2

a independent of h such that

uDaCh~z!u<~Ah! uauc1
ae2c2

aAhuzu for all z5~x,y!PQ1 and h>h0 .

Theorem 3.2:Let $Ch% be any sequence of eigenfunctions that minimize the energy
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l~h!5 inf
CPH1(Q1)

*Q1
u~ i¹1hA!Cu2dxdy

*Q1
uCu2 ,

normalized so thatiChiL2(Q1)51. Then there exists a constant h0.0 and for every multi-indexa,

there exist positive constants c1
a and c2

a independent of h such that

uDaCh~z!u<~Ah! uauc1
ae2c2

aAhd̃(z) for all z5~x,y!PQ1 and h>h0 ,

where

d̃~z!5 min
1< i<4

dist~z,pi ! and piP$~0,0!,~1,0!,~0,1!,~1,1!%.

Theorem 3.3: Let C be any bounded solution to( i¹1A)2C5lC in the quarter-planeQ,
with ( i¹1A)C•n50 on ]Q. Then ifl,lH , for every multi-indexa there exist positive con
stants c1

a and c2
a such that

uDaC~z!u<c1
ae2c2

auzu for all zPQ.

Proof of Theorem 3.1;Note that a minimizer onQ1 is a weak solution of the Euler–Lagrang
equation. By standard elliptic regularity, one findsCh is C` in the interior ofQ1 , andC1 up to the
boundary away from the corners. Furthermore, by an elementary reflection argument on
argue thatChPH2(Q1). Hence,Ch is a bounded classical solution to the eigenvalue proble

~ i¹1hA!2Ch5l~h!Ch in Q1 , ~3.1!

~ i¹1hA!Ch
•n50 in GN

1 , ~3.2!

Ch50 in GD
1 , ~3.3!

whereGN
1 5$(x,y)P]Q1 :x50 ory50%, GD

1 5$(x,y)P]Q1 :x51 ory51% andn is the outer unit
normal vector onGN

1 .
SinceCh is bounded onQ̄1 we renormalizeCh such thatiChiL`(Q1)51. Recall that by gauge

invariance, choosing a different potential that satisfies~2.1! modifiesCh by eif for a suitablef
independent ofh, hence the above exponential estimate is altered only by choosing diff
constants. Here it is convenient to chooseA5(0,x).

Let V(k,h,R)5$zPQ1 :uzu> Rk/Ah % where k is a positive integer,h.0 and R.0. Of
course for certain values ofh,R andk V(k,h,R) will be empty. The exponential decay is equiv
lent to establishing the claim: There exist positive real numbersR0 andh0 such that

iChiL`(V(k11,h,R)),
1
2 iChiL`(V(k,h,R)) ~3.4!

for all h>h0 , all R>R0 and all positive integersk such thatV(k11,h,R) is nonempty.
Proceeding by contradiction, we assume there exist sequencesRj→`, hj→` and a sequence

of positive integerskj such thatV(kj11,hj ,Rj ) is nonempty and

iChjiL`(V(kj 11,hj ,Rj ))
> 1

2 iChjiL`(V(kj ,hj ,Rj ))
[ 1

2 mj . ~3.5!

DefineC̃hj by

C̃hj~z!5
Chj

mj
.
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Notice that for allj

iC̃hjiL`(V(kj ,hj ,Rj ))
51 ~3.6!

and

1
2 <iC̃hjiL`(V(kj 11,hj ,Rj ))

<1. ~3.7!

Now, ~3.7! allows us to choosezj in V(kj11,hj ,Rj ) such that

uC̃hj~zj !u>
1
2 . ~3.8!

From this point we proceed to useC̃hj to define a sequence of uniformly bounded nonva
ishing functions on bigger and bigger balls, half-balls and quarter-balls to coverR2, H, andQ,
respectively. Eventually, we want to establish compactness of this sequence to obtain
function that leads to a contradiction of condition~3.5!.

To ensure that the sequence is nonvanishing we want our blow-ups to include the poinzj ,

sinceC̃hj(zj ) is bounded away from zero by~3.8!. Therefore we focus on the location ofzj inside
Q1 , in particular its distance from the boundary ofQ1 and the corners on the boundary. By th
definition of V(kj ,hj ,Rj ), we find this situation is best described by the quantit
Ahj dist(zj ,]Q1) andAhj dist(zj ,p) wherep is a corner point on the boundary. Taking the lim
of these quantities, there are only three possibilities:

~1! limhj→`Ahj dist(zj ,]Q1)5`.

~2! There exists a positive constantC1 such that dist(zj ,]Q)< C1 /Ahj and
limhj→`Ahj dist(zj ,p)5`, wherep is any of the corner points on]Q1 .

~3! There exists a positive constantC2 and a corner pointp0P$(1,0), (0,1), (1,1)% such that
dist(zj ,p0)< C2 /Ahj .

We attempt to draw balls, half-balls or quarter-balls containingzj as each case above allows. W
have two concerns; one is to ensure that the functions inherit uniform boundedness via~3.6!. This
is attained by making sure that these sets containingzj are subsets ofV(kj ,hj ,Rj ). The other
concern is that these sets, when blown-up, should increase in size in order to cover the unb
setR2, H, or Q.

The case~1! is very similar to the case dealt with in Ref. 10, Theorem 4.3. We only desc
the spirit of the argument and work out more detail in the case~2!. The condition given in~1!
implies that the sequence is away from the boundary or approaches the boundary slowly.
we can take a ball centered atzj with radiusR̃j /Ahj whereR̃j5min$Rj ,Ahjdist(zj ,]Q1)%. Note
that asj→`, the ballsB(0,R̃j ) coverR2.

We define the sequence functionsf j :B(0,R̃j )→C by

f j~x,y!5C̃ j S x

Ahj

1xj ,
y

Ahj

1yj D e2 iAhj xj y,

wherezj5(xj ,yj ). Notice that by~3.6! and ~3.8!

u f j~0,0!u5uC̃ j~zj !u>
1
2 and i f j iB(0,R̃j )

<1.

Moreover, f j solves the PDE:

~ i¹1A!2f j5
l~hj !

hj
f j in B~0,R̃j !. ~3.9!
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Using the PDE~3.9! and standard elliptic regularity estimates on any fixed ballB(0,S), one
finds the sequence is compact inC2(B(0,S)). Hence through a diagonalization argument, one
extract a subsequence that converges inC2 on compact subsets ofR2 to a functionf ` that solves
the PDE:

~ i¹1A!2f `5 lim
hj→`

l~hj !

hj
f ` in R2.

In light of Lemma 2.2, Lemma 2.7(i i ) and Remark 2.8, limhj→` l(hj )/hj,1. This contradicts
Lemma 2.10(i ) and hence contradicts the inequality in~3.5!.

Moving on to the next scenario, condition~2!, we see the sequence$zj% must have a limit
point on eitherGN

1 or GD
1 . We will treat the case when the sequence is approaching the

$(0,y):0,y<1%,GN
1 in detail. The other side ofGN

1 is treated similarly. Afterwards, we wil
briefly comment on the case when the sequence is approachingGD

1 .
Supposezj5(xj ,yj ) is approaching the sideGN, left

1 5$(0,y)P]Q1 :0,y,1% or perhaps the
corner point~0,1!. Condition~2! implies that forj sufficiently large

xj5dist~zj ,GN, left
1 !,

C1

Ahj

,minH Rj

2Ahj

,12yjJ . ~3.10!

We draw half-balls centered at the point (0,yj ) with a radius R̃j /Ahj where R̃j

5min$Rj/2 ,Ahj (12yj )%. Again notice thatR̃j→` as j→` so that the half-balls when blown u
will cover the half-planeH and that the half-balls are insideV(kj ,hj ,Rj ),Q1 .

We use the conventional notation for a half-ball of radiusr , B1(0,r )5$(x,y)PB(0,r ):x
>0%.

Now we definef j :B1(0,R̃j )→C by

f j~x,y!5C̃ j S x

Ahj

,
y

Ahj

1yj D .

Note that (Ahjxj ,0)PB1(0,C1) by ~3.10!. As a consequence of this and of~3.8!, u f j (Ahjxj ,0)u
5uC̃ j (zj )u>

1
2. Hence,

sup
B1~0,C1!

u f j u>
1
2 . ~3.11!

In addition ~3.6! leads to a uniform bound onf j :

i f j iL`(B1(0,R̃j ))
<1. ~3.12!

Furthermore,f j satisfies the equation

~ i¹1A!2f j5
l~hj !

hj
f j on B1~0,R̃j !, ~3.13!

~ i¹1A! f j•n50 on GN
B1

, ~3.14!

whereGN
B1

5$(x,y)P]B1(0,R̃j ):x50%.
Now our objective is to show that the sequencef j is compact in order to extract a subsequen

that converges uniformly on compact subsets ofH. To that end we fix a half-ballB1(0,S). Let x
be a smooth cutoff function such thatx[1 on the ballB(0,S21), x[0 on H2B(0,S) and
u¹xu<2.
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We suppress thej index, multiply the PDE~3.13! by x2 f̄ ~where f̄ is the complex conjugate
of f !, and integrate by parts to obtain

E
B1(0,S)

x2u¹ f u212 f̄ x¹x•¹ f 1x2~2ix f̄ f y1x2u f u2!dxdy5
l~h!

h E
B1(0,S)

x2u f u2dxdy.

~3.15!

In integrating by parts one makes use of the Neumann boundary condition onGN
B1

and thatx
vanishes on the rounded part ofB1(0,S). Using the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality, the unifor
bound onf , the local boundedness ofA andx, and boundedness ofl(h)/h ~Remark 2.6!, we find
for some positive constantsC1 andC2

E
B1(0,S21)

u¹ f u2dxdy<C1~S!S E
B1(0,S21)

u¹ f u2dxdyD 1/2

1C2~S!. ~3.16!

With this and~3.12! we conclude that there is a constantC(S) that does not depend onh such that

i f iH1(B1(0,S21)),C~S!. ~3.17!

Reverting back to the notationf j , we write f j5uj1 iv j and express the PDE~3.13! as a system:

2Duj52A•¹v j2uAu2uj1
l~hj !

hj
uj , ~3.18!

2Dv j52A•¹uj2uAu2v j1
l~hj !

hj
v j . ~3.19!

Sinceuj andv j are inH1(B1(0,S21)), then by standard interior elliptic estimates, bootstrapp
and Sobolev embedding we conclude thatf jPC2,a(B̃1(0,S21)), where

B̃1~0,S21!5B1~0,S21!2H ~x,y!PB1~0,S21!:x,
1

SJ .

Moreover, using boundary regularity estimates~cf. Ref. 22!, bootstrapping and Sobolev embe
ding we obtain an estimate on theC1,a(B1(0,S21)) norm of uj1 iv j , where the estimate is
independent ofj . With regularity and uniform boundedness~3.12! we find f j is a compact se-
quence inC2,a(B̃1(0,S21))ù C1,a(B1(0,S21)).

Using a standard diagonalization argument one obtains a subsequence converging on c
subsets ofH to a functionf `PC2,a(H)ùC1(H). This limit function, f ` solves the problem

2D f `12iA•¹ f `1uAu2f `5 lim
j→`

l~hj !

hj
f ` in H, ~3.20!

~ i¹1A! f `•n50 on ]H. ~3.21!

Moreover,~3.11! implies

sup
H

u f `u> 1
2 .

Thus,f ` is a bounded nontrivial classical solution of the eigenvalue problem~3.20! and~3.21!. By
Theorem 2.7(ii) , lim j→` l(hj )/hj,lH . On the other hand, Lemma 2.10(ii) asserts that there i
no such nontrivial bounded solution for the problem~3.20! and~3.21! in H. Hence condition~3.5!
is again contradicted.
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If the sequence$zj% is approachingGD
1 on which the Dirichlet condition holds, we follow th

same lines as above with a slight difference. We findf ` that solves the problem~2.9! and ~2.10!
with l5 limhj→` l(hj )/hj . We invoke Lemma 2.9(ii) and Lemma 2.10(iii) to get the contradic-
tion in this case.

In the case condition~3! holds, we assume first thatp05(1,0). Here we will draw quarter-
balls centered atp0 .

We denote a quarter-ball centered at the origin with radiusr by Bq(0,r )5B(0,r )ù$(x,y):x
<0,y>0%.

We definef j :Bq(0,Rj )→C by

f j~x,y!5C̃ j S 11
x

Ahj

,
y

Ahj
D e2 iAhj y.

Note that condition~3! implies that (Ahj (xj21),Ahjyj )PBq(0,C2). So at these points

u f j~Ahj~xj21!,Ahjy!u5uC̃ j~zj !u>
1
2 .

Hence,

sup
Bq(0,C2)

u f j u>
1
2 . ~3.22!

Moreover, thef j ’s are uniformly bounded with

i f j iL`(Bq(0,Rj ))
<1. ~3.23!

In addition, f j solves the problem

~ i¹1A!2f j5
l~hj !

hj
f j in Bq~0,Rj !, ~3.24!

~ i¹1A! f j•n50 on $~x,0!:2Rj,x,0%, ~3.25!

f j50 on $~0,y!:0,y,Rj%. ~3.26!

Again we wish to establish compactness of the sequence$ f j%. To reach this goal, we follow
the same approach as in dealing with condition~2!. We find that for any fixed quarter-ballBq(0,S)

i f j iH1(Bq(0,S21))<C~S!. ~3.27!

We once again apply interior and global elliptic regularity theory to the problem~3.24!–~3.26!.
One finds uniform bounds on$ f j% in C2,a(B̃q(0,S))ùC1,aB̂q(0,S))ùH2(Bq(0,S21)), where

B̃q~0,S21!5Bq~0,S21!2H ~x,y!:x,
1

S
or y,

1

SJ
and

B̂q~0,S21!5Bq~0,S21!2BqS 0,
1

SD .
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Using a diagonalization argument on bigger and bigger quarter-balls one can find a subse
that converges on compact subsets of the left quarter-plane to a functionf ` . Since the problem is
invariant under a 270° counter-clockwise rotation, so thatA still satisfies~2.1!, we may replace
the left quarter-plane with the right quarter-planeQ. Thus, f ` solves

~ i¹1A!2f `5 lim
hj→`

l~hj !

hj
f ` in Q, ~3.28!

~ i¹1A! f `•n50 on GN , ~3.29!

f `50 on GD , ~3.30!

and in light of ~3.22! and ~3.23!, f ` satisfies

sup
Q

u f `u> 1
2 while i f `iL`(Q)<1.

These makef ` a nontrivial bounded classical solution to the eigenvalue problem~2.15!–~2.17!
with l5 limhj→` l(hj )/hj . This contradicts Lemma 2.10(iv) since by Theorem 2.7 and Lemm
2.9(i ), limhj→` l(hj )/hj,lQM .

In casep05(0,1) the argument is similar to the above case. On the other hand, whep0

5(1,1), our treatment leads us to a limit function that solves the problem~2.12! and~2.13! with
Dirichlet boundary conditions on both sides. In this case we invoke Lemma 2.9(i ) and Lemma
2.10(v) to reach a contradiction to condition~3.5!. Thus claim~3.4! is established.

By this we have completed the proof of the exponential decay estimate:

uCh~z!u<c1ec2Ahuzu for all zPQ1 ~3.31!

for some positive constantsc1 andc2 .
To obtain exponential decay of higher derivatives using~3.31! one follows the method used i

Ref. 10. j

Proof of Theorem 3.2:The proof is similar to the one above. The minimizersCh solve the
eigenvalue problem;

~ i¹1hA!2Ch5l~h!Ch in Q1 , ~3.32!

~ i¹1hA!C•n50 on ]Q1 . ~3.33!

This results in replacing theV(k,h,R) by the setsṼ(k,h,R)5$zPQ1 :d̃(z),Rk/Ah %. Notice
that the argument in the proof of Theorem 3.1 follows as above in obtaining the sequence$zj%. We
find that among the three conditions listed when taking the limit of the quantityAhj dist(z,]Q1),
we are only confronted with conditions~1! and ~2!. Since only the Neumann condition holds o
the boundary, we need only invoke Theorem 2.7 and Lemma 2.10(i ) and (i i ) to get a contradic-
tion of a condition equivalent to~3.5!. j

Proof of Theorem 3.3:This is again proved by the blow-up technique, but it is easier than
previous two results. See the proof of Ref. 10, Theorem 3.1 for a similar argument. j

IV. EXISTENCE OF A MINIMIZER

Theorem 4.1:There exists a functionC`PH1(Q) that minimizes the energy

lQ[ inf
CPH1(Q)

*Qu~ i¹1A!Cu2dxdy

*QuCu2dxdy
.
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In particular, C` satisfies the PDE and the boundary conditions:

~ i¹1A!2C5lQC in Q, ~4.1!

~ i¹1A!C•n50 on ]Q. ~4.2!

Moreover, for every multi-indexa, there exist positive constants c1
a and c2

a such that

uDaC~z!u<c1
ae2c2

auzu for all zPQ.

Proof: We obtain a minimizing sequence by considering$Ch%, the set of minimizers of the
variational problem~2.6!. These exist by the direct method of the calculus of variations. Each
classical solution of the eigenvalue problem:

~ i¹1A!2Ch5
l~h!

h
Ch in QAh,

~ i¹1A!Ch
•n50 on GN

Ah , ~4.3!

Ch50 on GD
Ah .

Again, we find thatCh is in C` inside QAh , C1 up to the boundary ofQAh away from the
corners and inH2(QAh), hence bounded on the closure ofQAh . Thus, we can renormalizeCh so
that

iChiL`51. ~4.4!

In addition, through the rescalingz̃5Ah z, one can defineC̃h:Q1→C by C̃h(z)5Ch( z̃). Then

C̃h minimizes theh-dependent Rayleigh quotient~2.5! on Q1 . By Theorem 3.1C̃ obeys the
exponential decay estimate for anh-independent constantsc1

a andc2
a :

uDaC̃h~z!u<c1
ae2c2

aAhuzu ;zPQ1

for every multi-indexa and sufficiently largeh.
Via the chain rule we have

Dz̃
aCh~ z̃!5Dz

aC̃h~z!~Ah! uau.

Hence we have the estimate forCh on QAh :

uDaCh~z!u<c1
ae2c2

auzu ;zPQAh , ~4.5!

for h sufficiently large.
From ~4.5! we see that a subsequence of$Ch% will converge inC2,a on compact subsets ofQ.

Denoting this limit byC` , we see thatC` is a classical solution of the problem

~ i¹1A!2C`5 lim
hj→`

l~hj !

hj
C` in Q, ~4.6!

~ i¹1A!C`•n50 on ]Q. ~4.7!

Furthermore, in light of the uniform convergence of the subsequence of$Ch% on compact subset
of Q, along with the exponential decay estimate~4.5!, one obtains the same exponential dec
estimate onC` :
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uDaC`~z!u<c1
ae2c2

auzu ;zPQ. ~4.8!

In particular, this shows thatC`PH1(Q), hence it is a competitor for the Rayleigh quotient onQ.
To complete the proof, it remains to show thatC` is a minimizer and therefore

lQ5 lim
hj→`

l~hj !

hj
~4.9!

~cf. Remark 2.6!. Recalling the notation

RV~f!5
*Vu~ i¹1A!fu2dxdy

*Vufu2dxdy
,

note thatC` will minimize if

RQ~C`!5 inf
fPH1(Q)

RQ~f!. ~4.10!

Proceeding by contradiction to establish~4.10!, fix e0.0, and, using the density ofC0
`(Q) in

H1(Q), suppose there is anhPC0
`(Q) such that

RQ~C`!5RQ~h!1e0 . ~4.11!

Then we chooseh1 sufficiently large such that
~1! spt(h),Qh1

,
~2! uRQ(C`)2RQAh1

(C`)u, 1
2e0 , and

~3! ;h.h1 ,

uRQAh
~Ch!2RQAh1

~Ch!u, 1
4 e0 . ~4.12!

Note that conditions~2! and ~3! follow from the exponential decay estimates.
Now Ch1PH1(QAh1

) and can be extended to be identically zero outsideQAh1
. Therefore,

Ch1 can be seen as a competitor onQAh for h.h1 . Moreover, recall thatCh is a minimizer of the
eigenvalue problem onQAh for all h.0. Hence,

RQAh
~Ch!<RQAh

~Ch1!5RQAh1
~Ch1!. ~4.13!

Sinceh is a competitor andCh1 is a minimizer for the problem onQAh1
, we have

RQAh1
~Ch1!<RQAh1

~h!5RQ~h!, ~4.14!

where the last equality is due to our choice ofh with spt(h),QAh1
. Then by~4.11! and condition

~2! in the choice ofh1 , we find

RQAh1
~Ch1!<RQ~C`!2e0 ~4.15!

<RQAh1
~C`!1

e0

2
2e0 ~4.16!

5RQAh1
~C`!2

e0

2
. ~4.17!

Now combining~4.13! and ~4.17! along with ~4.12! we have
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RQAh1
~Ch!,RQAh1

~C`!2
e0

4
;h.h1 . ~4.18!

SinceCh→C` uniformly in C2,a(QAh1
) we have

RQAh1
~Ch!→RQAh1

~C`! as h→`.

Then, taking the limit in~4.18! we obtain

RQAh1
~C`!,RQAh1

~C`!2
e0

4
,

a contradiction. Therefore,

lQ5 lim
hj→`

l~hj !

hj
and RQ~C`!5lQ ,

i.e., C` is a minimizer. j
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Two- and three-dimensional Hamiltonians with shape
invariance symmetry
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Via a special dimensional reduction, that is, Fourier transforming over one of the
coordinates of Casimir operator of su~2! Lie algebra and 4-oscillator Hamiltonian,
we have obtained two- and three-dimensional Hamiltonian with shape invariance
symmetry. Using this symmetry we have obtained their eigenspectrum. In the mean
time we show equivalence of shape invariance symmetry and Lie algebraic sym-
metry of these Hamiltonians. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1380443#

I. INTRODUCTION

Exactly solvable quantum Hamiltonians~ESQH! have always attracted a lot of interest
theoretical physics and mathematical physics. Hence, construction of exactly solvable mode
great interest.1–6 Familiar solvable potentials~particularly one-dimensional potentials! have the
property of shape invariance. For these potentials, eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be
using well-known methods of supersymmetric quantum mechanics together with shape inv
factorization. The majority of potentials have also been shown to poses a Lie algebraic sym
and hence are also solvable by group theoretical techniques. Actually one can establish a
tion between ESQH with shape invariance symmetry and ESQH with Lie algebraic symmetr
one can show that they are indeed equivalent.7,8 One of the authors could give some two- a
three-dimensional shape invariant Hamiltonians.9–11 In these papers they have shown that t
shape invariance symmetry of these models is due to existence of some Lie algebraic sym
Hence in this paper we construct new two- and three-dimensional~EQSH! with shape invariance
symmetry, where su~2! and Heisenberg algebra are responsible for the existence of shape i
ance symmetry in them.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, using the left and right invariant vector fiel
su~2! Lie algebra we first construct its Casimir operator. Then via Fourier transformation ove
of the coordinates we construct the two-dimensional HamiltonianHq(u,c) which poses shape
invariance symmetry. Using this symmetry we obtain its eigenspectrum analytically. In Se
starting with a Hamiltonian of 4-oscillator and Fourier transforming over one of the coordin
we obtain a three-dimensional Hamiltonian corresponding to motion of a charged particle
presence of an electric field. We show that this three-dimensional Hamiltonian poses a
invariance symmetry and using this symmetry we obtain its eigenspectrum. What is so imp
in both models, is that both Hamiltonians factorize shape invariantly into product of second
differential operators. These second order operators themselves consist of the product of fir
differential operators. The paper ends with a brief conclusion.

a!Electronic mail: jafarzadeh@ark.tabrizu.ac.ir
b!Electronic mail: t-panahi@ark.tabrizu.ac.ir
c!Electronic mail: msph@ark.tabrizu.ac.ir
41220022-2488/2001/42(9)/4122/16/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. TWO-DIMENSIONAL HAMILTONIAN OBTAINED FROM SU „2… MANIFOLD

A. Left and right invariant vector field of SU „2…

Considering the following parametrization of su~2! group manifold,12

L5exp~ isW •nW c!

5AS exp~ ic! 0

0 exp~2 ic!
DA21

5S cos~c!2 i cos~u!sin~c! 2 i sin~u!sin~c!exp~2 if!

2 i sin~u!sin~c!exp~ if! cos~c!1 i cos~u!sin~c!
D , ~2.1!

wheres i , i51, 2, and 3 are used Pauli matrices andnW is unit vector defined as

nW 5sin~u!cos~f! iW1sin~u!sin~f! jW1cos~u!kW

and matrixA corresponds to coherent state representation of su~2! defined as13

A5S 1 t

0 1D S expS b

2 D 0

0 expS 2b

2 D D S 1 0

2t! 1D ,

with t5tan(u/2)exp(2if) andb5 ln(11tt!).
In order to obtain the left and right invariant vector field su~2! manifold with the above

parametrization, it is convenient first to calculate its left and right invariant one form define
L21 dL anddL L21, respectively.14

As an example, writing left invariant one form

L21 dL5ea
a dja sa ,

whereea
a are 3-beins andja5(u,f,c) are coordinates of su~2! manifold. Defining the inverse o

3-beinea
a5gabdabeb

b with gab as inverse of metricgab :

ga,b5S 1 0 0

0 sin2~c! 0

0 0 sin2~c!sin2~u!
D ,

then the left invariant vector fields are defined as

La5ea
a ]

]ja
.

Using the above prescription we obtain the following expression for left and right invariant v
fields of su~2!, respectively:

L15
i

2
eifFsin~u!]c1~ i 1cos~u!cot~c!!]u1S 2cot~u!1 i

cot~c!

sin~u! D ]fG , ~2.2!

L25
i

2
e2 ifFsin~u!]c1~2 i 1cos~u!cot~c!!]u1S 2cot~u!2 i

cot~c!

sin~u! D ]fG , ~2.3!
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L35
i

2
~2cos~u!]c1sin~u!cot~c!]u2]f!, ~2.4!

R15
i

2
eifFsin~u!]c1~2 i 1cos~u!cot~c!!]u1S cot~u!1 i

cot~c!

sin~u! D ]fG , ~2.5!

R25
i

2
e2 ifFsin~u!]c1~ i 1cos~u!cot~c!!]u1S cot~u!2 i

cot~c!

sin~u! D ]fG , ~2.6!

R35
i

2
~2cos~u!]c1sin~u!cot~c!]u1]f!, ~2.7!

whereL65L16 iL 2 and R65R16 iR2. It is straightforward to show that the left and right in
variant vector fields fulfill the following su~2! Lie algebra:

@L1 ,L2#52L3 , @L3 ,L6#56L6 , ~2.8!

@R1 ,R2#522R3 , @R3 ,R6#57R6 , ~2.9!

also, the left and right invariant generator commute with each other

@LW ,RW #50. ~2.10!

Considering the Casimir operators of su~2! defined as

L25 1
2 ~L1L21L2L1!1L3

2 ,

and ignoring the scale 1/4, we obtain

L252
1

sin2~c!
]c sin2~c!]c2

1

sin2~c!
S 1

sin~u!
]u sin~u!]u1

1

sin2~u!
]f

2 D , ~2.11!

in obtaining the above formula we have used the left invariant generators. It is straightforw
show that we can obtain the same result with right invariant generators, too, that is C
operator of left and right operators are the same.

B. Hq„u,c… Hamiltonian

Here through dimensional reduction we show that the above Casimir operator reduce
Hamiltonian of motion of a charged particle in the presence of electric field. Hence, first we
one-dimensional re‘duction~eliminate the coordinatef) through the usual Fourier transformation
defined as

f̃ ~q!5
1

A2p
E

0

2p

f ~f!exp~2 ifq!df, ~2.12!

over an arbitrary functionf (f). Obviously the Casimir operator~2.11! reduces to the following
operator:

Lq
2~u,c!52

1

sin2~c!
]c sin2~c!]c2

1

sin2~c!
S 1

sin~u!
]u sin~u!]u2

q2

sin2~u!
D , ~2.13!
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in the Hilbert space of Fourier transformed wave functions. In general, the nonrelativistic H
tonian of a charged particle over a two-dimensional with metricgmn in the presence of magneto
static fieldBW with vector potentialAW and electrostatic fieldEW with scalar potentialV can be written
as8,15

H52
1

Ag
~]m2 iAm!~Aggmn~]n2 iAn!!1V, ~2.14!

whereg is the determinant of metricgmn . After similarity transformation of the Casimir operato
~2.13! defined as

L̃q
2~u,c!5sin

1
2~c!Lq

2~u,c!sin2
1
2~c!,

we have

L̃q
2~u,c!52

1

sin~c!
]c sin~c!]c2

1

sin2~c!
S 1

sin~u!
]u sin~u!]u2

q2

sin2~u!
D 1

1

4
cot2~c!2

1

2
.

~2.15!

Comparing the operator~2.15! with the Hamiltonian~2.14! we obtain

gcc51, guu5sin2~c!, gcu5guc50

and

Ac50, Au5
i

2
cot~u!5dS i

2
ln(sin(u) D . ~2.16!

It is trivial to see that the vector potential given in~2.16! corresponds to pure u~1! gauge field,
hence it can eliminate the theory of the gauge transformA→Am1]mx with gauge functionx
5 ( i /2) ln(sin(u)). After the above gauge transformation the su~2! Casimir Hamiltonian reduces to

Hq~u,c![e2xL̃q
2~u,c!ex52

1

sin~c!
]c sin~c!]c2

1

sin2~c!
]u

21

q22
1

4

sin2~c!sin2~u!
2

3

4
,

~2.17!

which can be interpreted as a nonrelativistic Hamiltonian of a point particle over two-dimens
sphere with metric

gm,n5S 1 0

0 sin2~c!
D

in the presence of electric field with scalar potential

V5

q22
1

4

sin2~c!sin2~u!
2

3

4
.

Similarly, the left and right invariant vector fields given in~2.2!–~2.7! take the following form
after the above given operations, that is, dimensional reduction, similarity transformatio
gauge transformation:
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L̃18 ~q!5L̃1~q!1g~u,c,q!, R̃18 ~q!5R̃1~q!2g!~u,c,q!,

L̃28 ~q!5L̃2~q!2g!~u,c,q!, R̃28 ~q!5R̃2~q!1g~u,c,q!,

L̃38~q!5L̃3~q!, R̃38~q!5R̃3~q!,

where

L̃1~q!5
i

2 S sin~u!]c1~ i 1cos~u!cot~c!!]u1 i ~q21!S 2cot~u!1 i
cot~c!

sin~u! D De2 ~]/]q!,

~2.18!

L̃2~q!5
i

2 S sin~u!]c1~2 i 1cos~u!cot~c!!]u1 i ~q11!S 2cot~u!2 i
cot~c!

sin~u! D De]/]q,

~2.19!

L̃3~q!5
i

2
~2cos~u!]c1sin~u!cot~c!]u2 iq !, ~2.20!

R̃1~q!5
i

2 S sin~u!]c1~2 i 1cos~u!cot~c!!]u1 i ~q21!S cot~u!1 i
cot~c!

sin~u! D De2 ~]/]q!,

~2.21!

R̃2~q!5
i

2 S sin~u!]c1~ i 1cos~u!cot~c!!]u1 i ~q11!S cot~u!2 i
cot~c!

sin~u! D De]/]q, ~2.22!

R̃3~q!5
i

2
~2cos~u!]c1sin~u!cot~c!]u1 iq ! ~2.23!

with g(u,c,q) is

g~u,c,q!5
1

4 S cot~u!2 i
cot~c!

sin~u! De]/]q,

where* means the usual complex conjugation. With some calculation one can show that the
algebra, that is, the commutation relations is unchanged under the above-mentioned tran
tion and the HamiltonianHq(u,c) can be written in terms of generator~2.18!–~2.20! in the
following form:

Hq~u,c!5 1
2 ~ L̃18 ~q!L̃28 ~q!1L̃28 ~q!L̃18 ~q!!1L̃38~q!2.

Hence,Hq(u,c) is still Casimir operator su~2! Lie algebra with generator given in~2.18!–~2.23!.

C. Algebraic solution of Hq„u,c… Hamiltonian

In order to obtain eigenspectrum of Hamiltonian~2.17! by algebraic method, first we obtai
eigenspectrum of the Casimir operator~2.11!. Since this operator commutes with the left and rig
invariant generator given in~2.10!, therefore, we can obtain representation of su~2! simply by
finding simultaneous eigenfunctions of the set commuting operators (R3 ,L3 ,L2). Denoting their
simultaneous eigenfunction byxmL ,mR

l (u,c,f), we can write

L2xmL ,mR

l ~u,c,f!5 l ~ l 11!xmL ,mR

l ~u,c,f!, ~2.24!
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L3xmL ,mR

l ~u,c,f!5mLxmL ,mR

l ~u,c,f!, ~2.25!

R3xmL ,mR

l ~u,c,f!5mRxmL ,mR

l ~u,c,f!. ~2.26!

Now solving the difference of the first order differential equations~2.25! and ~2.26! we deduce
that xmL ,mR

l (u,c,f) is proportional to e2 i (mR2mL)f, hence we havexmL ,mR

l (u,c,f)

5e2 i (mR2mL)f f (u,c), where f (u,c) can be determined from the solution of the sum of t
equations~2.25! and ~2.26!, that is

2 i cos~u!]c f ~u,c!1 i sin~u!cot~c!]u f ~u,c!5~mL1mR! f ~u,c!. ~2.27!

Now considering the highest weight defined bymL52mR5 l , that is the right-hand side of the Eq
~2.27! vanishes, hence it can be solved by characteristic method which leads to the foll
results:

x l ,2 l
l ~u,c,f!5exp~2i l f! f max~sin~c!sin~u!!,

where f max is an arbitrary function which can be determined by solving the first order differe
equation:

R1x l ,2 l
l ~u,c,f!50, L1x l ,2 l

l ~u,c,f!50.

Since the highest weightx l ,2 l
l belongs to the kernel of raising operatorsR1 andL1 therefore the

sum of Eqs.~2.2! and ~2.5! leads to

u
d fmax~u!

du
52l f max~u!,

where u5sin(c)sin(u). Therefore solving the above equation we obtainf max(u)5u2l, hence
x l ,2 l

l (u,c,f) has the following form:

x l ,2 l
l ~u,c,f!5e2i l f~sin~c!sin~u!!2l . ~2.28!

The other eigenweights can be obtained through the operation of the lowering operatorR2 andL2

over the highest eigenfunction, that is, we have

xmL ,mR

l ~u,c,f!5~L2! l 2mL~R2! l 1mR~e2i l f~sin~c!sin~u!!2l !. ~2.29!

In order to eliminate the coordinatef, first we transfer the functione2i l f to the left-hand side
of the operatorsR2 andL2 in ~2.29!, then we get

xmL ,mR

l ~u,c,f!5ei (mL2mR)fL2~mL2mR11!L2~mL2mR12!

•••L2~ l 2mR!R2~ l 2mR11!•••R2~2l !~sin~c!sin~u!!2l , ~2.30!

where the operatorL2(m) andR2(m) are defined as

L2~m!5
i

2 S sin~u!]c1~2 i 1cos~u!cot~c!!]u1 imS 2cot~u!2 i
cot~c!

sin~u! D D , ~2.31!

R2~m!5
i

2 S sin~u!]c1~ i 1cos~u!cot~c!!]u1 imS cot~u!2 i
cot~c!

sin~u! D D . ~2.32!

Finally Fourier transformation of~2.30! leads to
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xq,m
l ~u,c!5L2~q11!L2~q12!•••L2S l 1

q2m

2 DR2S l 1
q2m

2
11D

•••R2~2l !(sin~c!sin~u!)2l , ~2.33!

whereq5mL2mR andm5mL1mR .
Since the left and right invariant generator commute with each other, we can exchange

operators in~2.29! before Fourier transformation, but after Fourier transformation we can use
the relationL2(q)R2(q21)5R2(q)L2(q21). Since the HamiltonianHq(u,c) can be obtained
from the relations~2.15! and~2.17! via similarity transform and gauge transform, that is, we ha

Hq~u,c!5exp~2j!Lq
2~u,c!exp~j!, Lq

2~u,c!xq,m
l ~u,c!5 l ~ l 11!xq,m

l ~u,c!, ~2.34!

wherej52 1
2ln(sin(c)sin(u)). Hence the eigenfunction of HamiltonianHq(u,c) can be written as

x̃q,m
l ~u,c!5exp~2j!xq,m

l ~u,c!. ~2.35!

D. Shape invariance symmetry of Hq„u,c…

Here in this section we show that the HamiltonianHq(u,c) poses both degeneracy and sha
invariance symmetry.5,1,2 As it is shown in Sec. ~II C!, functions x̃q,m

l (u,c)

5(sin(c)sin(u))
1
2xq,m

l (u,c) are eigenfunctions of the HamiltonianHq(u,c) with the corresponding
eigenvaluel ( l 11). SinceumRu< l and umLu< l , therefore,uqu<2l and for a given value ofq the
parameterm can take the following values:

m5H 0,62,64, . . . ,6~2l 2uqu! for uqu5even,

61,63, . . . ,6~2l 2uqu! for uqu5odd.
~2.36!

Since the eigenvalue of HamiltonianHq(u,c) is independent ofm, therefore it has (2l 11
2uqu) degenerate states for a givenl or given energyl ( l 11). To see the shape invarianc
symmetry of HamiltonianHq(u,c), first we consider the Fourier transformed left and right
variant vector fields:

L̃1~q![L1~q21!e2 ~]/]q!

5
i

2 S sin~u!]c1~ i 1cos~u!cot~c!!]u1 i ~q21!S 2cot~u!1 i
cot~c!

sin~u! D De2 ~]/]q!, ~2.37!

L̃2~q![L2~q11!e]/]q

5
i

2 S sin~u!]c1~2 i 1cos~u!cot~c!!]u1 i ~q11!S 2cot~u!2 i
cot~c!

sin~u! D De]/]q, ~2.38!

L̃3~q![L3~q!5
i

2
~2cos~u!]c1sin~u!cot~c!]u2 iq !, ~2.39!

and

R̃1~q![R1~q21!e2 ~]/]q!

5
i

2 S sin~u!]c1~2 i 1cos~u!cot~c!!]u1 i ~q21!S cot~u!1 i
cot~c!

sin~u! D De2 ~]/]q!, ~2.40!
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R̃2~q![R2~q11!e]/]q

5
i

2 S sin~u!]c1~ i 1cos~u!cot~c!!]u1 i ~q11!S cot~u!2 i
cot~c!

sin~u! D De]/]q, ~2.41!

R̃3~q![R3~q!5
i

2
~2cos~u!]c1sin~u!cot~c!]u1 iq !. ~2.42!

After some tedious algebraic calculation we can derive the following relation between the
operators:

L3~q61!L6~q!2L6~q!L3~q!56L6~q!, ~2.43!

R3~q61!R6~q!2R6~q!R3~q!57R6~q!, ~2.44!

the above relations indicate that HamiltonianHq(u,c) poses shape invariance symmetry. Since
acting the operatorsR6(q) andL6(q) on both sides of eigenvalue equations:

Lq
2~u,c!xq,m

l ~u,c!5 l ~ l 11!xq,m
l ~u,c!,

R3~q!xq,m
l ~u,c!5

m2q

2
xq,m

l ~u,c!,

L3~q!xq,m
l ~u,c!5

m1q

2
xq,m

l ~u,c!,

we get

R6~q!xq,m
l ~u,c!5A6~q,m!xq61,m71

l ~u,c!, ~2.45!

L6~q!xq,m
l ~u,c!5B6~q,m!xq61,m61

l ~u,c!, ~2.46!

with

A6~q,m!5 1
2A~2l 7~m2q!!~2l 6~m2q!12!, ~2.47!

B6~q,m!5 1
2A~2l 7~m1q!!~2l 6~m1q!12!. ~2.48!

The above relations imply that the pair of operators (L2 ,R1) @(L1 ,R2)# map degenerate eigen
states of HamiltonianHq(u,c) for given value ofq into each other, that is they decrease@increase#
the quantum numberm by 2 units as follows:

L2~q11!R1~q!xq,m
l ~u,c!5A1~q,m!B2~q11,m21!xq,m22

l ~u,c!,

L1~q21!R2~q!xq,m
l ~u,c!5A2~q,m!B1~q21,m11!xq,m12

l ~u,c!.

Now introducing the operatorY1(q)ªL1(q21)R2(q) andY2(q)ªL2(q11)R1(q) as raising
and lowering operators of degenerate states of HamiltonianHq(u,c), then we have the following
shape invariance like symmetry between the degenerate states of HamiltonianHq(u,c):

Y2~q!Y1~q!xq,m
l ~u,c!5E~q,m!xq,m

l ~u,c!,

Y1~q!Y2~q!xq,m12
l ~u,c!5E~q,m!xq,m12

l ~u,c!,
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where

E~q,m!5A2~q,m!A1~q,m12!B2~q11,m11!B1~q21,m11!.

Thus, for a given value ofq, we can obtain eigenfunction of HamiltonianHq(u,c) with eigen-
value l ( l 11), simply by acting the pairs of operators (L2 ,R1)@(L1 ,R2)# over the highest
weight @lowest weight#, where here we have derived the eigenfunctionxq,m

l (u,c) by acting the
lowering operator over the highest eigenstate as follows:

xq,m
l ~u,c!5k21~Y2~q!!~2l 2uqu2m!/2xq,(2l 2uqu)

l ~u,c!, ~2.49!

where

k5B2~q11,m11!B2~q11,m13!

3B2~q11,2l 2uqu21!A1~q,m12!A1~q,m14!•••A1~q,2l 2uqu!,

using the relation~2.33! we can obtain the highest weight eigenstates forq.0 andq,0,

xq,(2l 2uqu)
l ~u,c!5H L2~q11!L2~q12!

3L2~0!R2~1!R2~2! . . . R2~2l !~sin~u!sin~c!!2l for q,0,

R2~q11!R2~q12! . . . R2~2l !~sin~u!sin~c!!2l for q.0.

On the other hand, pair operators (L1 ,R1)@(L2 ,R2)# leave the eigenvaluem and l un-
changed while they increase@decrease# the parameterq by 2 units, that is they map eigenfunction
of the Hamiltonian corresponding to the same energy with differentq into each other, that is they
map isospectral Hamiltonians into each other with nothing but shape invariance, to show the
invariance symmetry, we set the related operators overxq,m

l (u,c), we then obtain

L1~q11!R1~q!xq,m
l ~u,c!5A1~q,m!B1~q11,m21!xq12,m

l ~u,c!,

L2~q21!R2~q!xq,m
l ~u,c!5A2~q,m!B2~q21,m11!xq22,m

l ~u,c!.

Obviously, the combined actions of the above operators leave the eigenvaluesm and l unchanged
while changing the parameterq by 2 units. Hence we define the operatorX1(q)ªL1(q
11)R1(q) andX2(q)ªL2(q11)R2(q12) as raising and lowering the operators of parame
q, then the shape invariance symmetry means

X2~q!X1~q!xq,m
l ~u,c!5N~q,m!xq,m

l ~u,c!,

X1~q!X2~q!xq12,m
l ~u,c!5N~q,m!xq12,m

l ~u,c!,

where

N~q,m!5A1~q,m!A2~q12,m!B1~q11,m21!B2~q11,m11!

or

N~q,m!5 1
16 ~2l 2m2q!~2l 1m1q12!

3A~2l 2m1q!~2l 2m1q14!~2l 1m2q12!~2l 1m2q22!.

Since for fixed values of energyl ( l 11) and given values ofm, the parameterq can take the
following values:
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q5~2l 2umu!,~2l 2umu22!, . . . ,2~2l 2umu22!,2~2l 2umu!.

Hence obtaining the highest eigenstates, by solving the following first order differential equ

X1~2l 2umu!x (2l 2umu),m
l ~u,c!50,

where the integral leads to

x (2l 2umu),m
l ~u,c!5H L2~2l 2m11!L2~2l 2m12! . . . L2~2l !~sin~u!sin~c!!2l for m,0,

R2~2l 2m11!R2~2l 2m12! . . . R2~2l !~sin~u!sin~c!!2l for m.0.

Therefore using the shape invariance relation, we can obtain the eigenstates of Hami
Hq(u,c) by consecutive action of theq-lowering operator over theq-highest weight eigenstate,

xq,m
l ~u,c!5 f 21X2~q!X2~q12!•••X2~2l 2umu24!X2~2l 2umu22!x (2l 2umu),m

l ~u,c!

f 5A~q12,mA~q14,m•••A2~2l 2umu,m!

3B2~q11,m11!B2~q13,m11!•••B2~2l 2umu21,m11!.

III. THREE-DIMENSIONAL HAMILTONIAN OBTAINED FROM 4-OSCILLATORS

In this section using the su~2! parametrization of the preceding section, we obtain a spe
three-dimensional Hamiltonian from the Hamiltonian of 4-oscillator with the same freque
where we obtain its spectrum via corresponding spectrum of 4-oscillator Hamiltonian. We
that thus obtained Hamiltonians poses shape invariance symmetry. The Hamiltonian
4-oscillator with the same frequency can be written as

H52
1

2 (
i 50

4 S Pi
21

1

2
v2xi

2D
now making the following change of variable:

x152r sin~c!sin~u!sin~f!,

x25r sin~c!sin~u!cos~f!,

x35r sin~c!cos~u!,

x45r cos~c!,

~3.1!

wherec,u,f are the same coordinates used in the parametrization su~2! manifold, the Hamil-
tonian takes the following form:

H~r ,u,c,f!52
1

2 F 1

r 3
] r r

3] r

1
1

r S ]c
212 cot~c!]c1

1

sin2~c!
S ]u

21cot~u!]u1
1

sin2~u!
]f

2 D D G1
1

2
v2r 2. ~3.2!

Since the angular part of the above Hamiltonian is the same as the one given in~2.11!, therefore,
its eigenspectrum can be obtained straightforwardly through routine separation of variable
radial and angular parts which we are not interested in here. Actually here we are concerne
the special Hamiltonian which can be obtained from this 4-oscillator Hamiltonian, that is,
Hamiltonians which pose shape invariance symmetry.
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In order to achieve it, we write the above Hamiltonian in terms of raising and lowe
operators defined in the usual way:

H5v~a1
†a11a2

†a21a3
†a31a4

†a412!, ~3.3!

whereai(ai
†) are defined as

ai5Av

2 S xi1
1

v

d

dxi
D , ai

†5Av

2 S xi2
1

v

d

dxi
D ,

these operators have the following form in radial coordinate~3.1!:

a1~a1
†!5Av

2 F2r sin~c!sin~u!sin~f!1~2 !
1

v S 2sin~c!sin~u!sin~f!] r

2
1

r
cos~c!sin~u!cos~f!]c2

1

r

cos~u!sin~f!

sin~c!
]u2

1

r

cos~f!

sin~c!sin~u!
]fD G ,

a2~a2
†!5Av

2 F rsin~c!sin~u!cos~f!1~2 !
1

v S sin~c!sin~u!cos~f!] r

1
1

r
cos~c!sin~u!cos~f!]c1

1

r

cos~u!cos~f!

sin~c!
]u2

1

r

sin~f!

sin~c!sin~u!
]f D G ,

a3~a3
†!5Av

2 F rsin~c!cos~u!1~2 !
1

V S sin~c!cos~u!] r

1
1

r
cos~c!cos~u!]c2

1

r

sin~u!

sin~c!
]uD G ,

a4~a4
†!5Av

2 F r cos~c!1~2 !
1

v S cos~c!] r2
1

r
sinc]cD G .

Now defining the set of new operatorsAi(Ai
†), i51, 2 in terms ofai(ai

†):

A15
1

A2
~a11 ia2!, A1

†5
1

A2
~a1

†2 ia2
†!,

A25
1

A2
~a12 ia2!, A2

†5
1

A2
~a1

†1 ia2
†!,

where, these new operators have the following differential form in radial coordinates:

A15
i

A2
Av

2
eifF r sin~c!sin~u!

1
1

v S sin~c!sin~u!] r2
1

r
cos~c!sin~u!]c1

1

r

cos~u!

sin~c!
]u1

1

r

i

sin~c!sin~u!
]f D G , ~3.4!
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A1
†5

2 i

A2
Av

2
e2 ifF r sin~c!sin~u!

1
1

v S sin~c!sin~u!] r1
1

r
cos~c!sin~u!]c1

1

r

cos~u!

sin~c!
]u2

1

r

i

sin~c!sin~u!
]f D G , ~3.5!

A252
i

A2
Av

2
e2 ifF r sin~c!sin~u!

1
1

v S sin~c!sin~u!] r1
1

r
cos~c!sin~u!]c1

1

r

cos~u!

sin~c!
]u2

1

r

i

sin~c!sin~u!
]f D G , ~3.6!

A2
†5

i

A2
Av

2
eifF r sin~c!sin~u!

2
1

v S sin~c!sin~u!] r1
1

r
cos~c!sin~u!]c1

1

r

cos~u!

sin~c!
]u1

1

r

i

sin~c!sin~u!
]f D G . ~3.7!

It is also straightforward to show that they have the following commutator relations:

@Ai ,Aj
†#5d i j , @Ai ,Aj #5@Ai

† ,Aj
†#50, i , j 51,2,

the 4-oscillators Hamiltonian~3.3! can be written in terms of the new oscillators as follows:

H5v~A1
†A11A2

†A21a3
†a31a4

†a412!. ~3.8!

Now its eigenspectrum can be obtained by solving the following eigenvalue equation:

HC (n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,n4)~r ,u,f,c!5E(n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,n4)C (n1 ,n2 ,n3,n4)~r ,u,f,c!, ~3.9!

by the usual algebraic method, hence its eigenfunction can be written as

C (n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,n4)~r ,u,f,c!5N~A1
†!n1~A2

†!n2~a3
†!n3~a4

†!n4 expS 2
v

2
r 2D , ~3.10!

with N5 v/pAn1!n2!n3!n4! as normalization constant, and energyE(n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,n4)5(n11n21n3

1n412)v. Using the differential representation of the operator, the wave function~3.10! can be
written in the following form:

C (n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,n4)~r ,u,f,c!5N2(1/2)(n11n2)ei (n22n1)fe2(1/2)r 2
~r sin~c!sin~u!!(n11n2)

3Hn3
~r sin~c!cos~u!!Hn4

~r cos~c!!(
i 50

n1

~21! i i ! S n1

i D S n2

i D
3~r sin~c!sin~u!!2i , ~3.11!

whereHn is Hermit polynomial of degreen and ( i
n1)5n!/ r !(n2r )!. Now with the same pre-

scription used in the preceding section, we can eliminatef, by Fourier transforming over it
hence, Fourier transforming overf, 4-oscillator Hamiltonian reduces to the following Ham
tonian:
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Hm~r ,u,c!52
1

2 F 1

r 3
] r r

3] r

1
1

r 2 S ]c
212cot~c!]c1

1

sin2~c!
S ]u

21cot~u!]u2
m2

sin2~u!
D D G1

1

2
v2r 2,

~3.12!

where after similarity transformation through functionr 1/2, it reduces to

H̃m~r ,u,c!5r 1/2Hm~r ,u,c!r 21/2

52
1

2 F 1

r 2
] r r

2] r1
1

r 2 S ]c
212 cot~c!]c1

1

sin2~c!
S ]u

21cot~u!]u2
m2

sin2~u!
D D G

1
1

2
v2r 21

3

8r 2
. ~3.13!

On the other hand, the HamiltonianHm(r ,u,c) given by ~3.12! can be written in the following
form:

Hm~r ,u,c!5v~A1
†~m11!A1~m!1A2

†~m21!A2~m!1a3
†a31a4

†a412!, ~3.14!

with

A1~m!5
i

A2
Av

2 F r sin~c!sin~u!

1
1

v S sin~c!sin~u!] r2
1

r
cos~c!sin~u!]c1

1

r

cos~u!

sin~c!
]u2

1

r

m

sin~c!sin~u! D G ,
~3.15!

A1
†~m!52

i

A2
Av

2 F r sin~c!sin~u!

2
1

v S sin~c!sin~u!] r1
1

r
cos~c!sin~u!]c1

1

r

cos~u!

sin~c!
]u1

1

r

m

sin~c!sin~u! D G ,
~3.16!

A2~m!52
i

A2
Av

2 F r sin~c!sin~u!

1
1

v S sin~c!sin~u!] r1
1

r
cos~c!sin~u!]c1

1

r

cos~u!

sin~c!
]u1

1

r

m

sin~c!sin~u! D G ,
~3.17!
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A2
†~m!5

i

A2
Av

2 F r sin~c!sin~u!

2
1

vS sin~c!sin~u!] r1
1

r
cos~c!sin~u!]c1

1

r

cos~u!

sin~c!
]u2

1

r

m

sin~c!sin~u! D G .
~3.18!

It is straightforward to derive the following relation between Hamiltonian~3.12! and operator
Ai(m)(Ai

†(m)), i51, 2:

H~m21!A1
†~m!2A1

†~m!H~m!5vA1
†~m!,

H~m11!A2
†~m!2A2

†~m!H~m!5vA2
†~m!,

H~m11!A1~m!2A1~m!H~m!52vA1~m!,

H~m21!A2~m!2A2~m!H~m!52vA2~m!,

~3.19!

whereH(m)ªHm(r ,u,c). The above relations indicate that the Hamiltonian~3.12! poses shape
invariance symmetry, to see it, we consider the Fourier transformation of eigenvalue eq
~3.9!:

H~m!C (n,m,n3 ,n4)~r ,u,c!5E(n,n3 ,n4)C (n,m,n3 ,n4)~r ,u,c!, ~3.20!

wheren5n11n2 ,m5n22n1, and E(n,n3 ,n4)5(n1n31n412)v. Sincen1 and n2 are positive
integer, thereforen is also a positive integer, butm is an integer. For a given value ofm, the
quantum numbern can be either even integer or odd integer, since, quantum numbersn1 andn2

should vary by the same amount, so thatm remains constant. Actually for given value ofm, the
quantum numbern can take the following value:

n5umu,umu12,umu14, . . . ,

on the other hand, for the value ofn, the quantum numberm can take the following values:

m52n,2n12, . . . ,n22,n.

It is interesting to see that the energy of HamiltoniansHm(r ,u,c) is independent ofm, hence these
Hamiltonians are isospectral which is due to existence of shape invariance symmetry as w
below.

Operating the operatorA1
†(m) on both sides of the eigenvalue relation~3.20! and using the

relations~3.19!, we get

H~m21!~A1
†~m!Cn,m~r ,u,c!!5~En1v!~A1

†~m!Cn,m~r ,u,c!!,

therefore,A1
†(m)Cn,m(r ,u,c)) corresponds to the eigenfunction ofH(m21) with corresponding

eigenvalueEn11, that is

A1
†~m!Cn,m~r ,u,c!5An2m

2
11Cn11,m21~r ,u,c!,

where Cn,m(r ,u,c)ªC (n,m,n3 ,n4)(r ,u,c) and EnªE(n,n3 ,n4) . Similarly operating operator

A2
†(m) on both sides of~3.20! and using~3.19! we get

H~m11!~A2
†~m!Cn,m~r ,u,c!!5~En1v!~A2

†~m!Cn,m~r ,u,c!!,

which leads to
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A2
†~m!Cn,m~r ,u,c!5An1m

2
11Cn11,m11~r ,u,c!.

Also by acting the operatorsA1(m) and A2(m) on the eigenvalue relation~3.20! and using the
relations~3.19!, we obtain

H~m11!~A1~m!Cn,m~r ,u,c!!5~En2v!~A1~m!Cn,m~r ,u,c!!,

H~m21!~A2~m!Cn,m~r ,u,c!!5~En2v!~A2~m!Cn,m~r ,u,c!!,

which imply the following relations:

A1~m!Cn,m~r ,u,c!5An2m

2
Cn21,m11~r ,u,c!,

A2~m!Cn,m~r ,u,c!5An1m

2
Cn21,m21~r ,u,c!.

From the above relations we conclude that the pair of operators (A2(m),A1
†(m)) or

(A2
†(m),A1(m)) acting at eigenfunctionCn,m(r ,u,c) of HamiltonianH(m), give the eigenfunc-

tion of the HamiltonianH(m62) with the same energy as follows:

A2~m21!A1
†~m!Cn,m~r ,u,c!5 1

2A~n1m!~n2m12!Cn,m22~r ,u,c!,

A2
†~m11!A1~m!Cn,m~r ,u,c!5 1

2A~n2m!~n1m12!Cn,m22~r ,u,c!.

Now introducing the operatorsA2(m)ªA2(m21)A1
†(m) andA1(m)ªA2

†(m21)A1(m22), we
have

A2~m!A1~m!Cn,m22~r ,u,c!5E~n,m!Cn,m22~r ,u,c!,

A1~m!A2~m!Cn,m~r ,u,c!5E~n,m!Cn,m~r ,u,c!,

where

E~n,m!5 1
4 ~n1m!~n2m12!.

The above relations show the existence of shape invariance symmetry between the Ham
H(m) andH(m22) with the same given eigenvalueEn . Hence we can obtain the eigenfunctio
Cn,m(r ,u,c) of Hamiltonian H(m) by consecutive action of related raising operators o
Cn,n(r ,u,c):

Cn,m~r ,u,c!5c21A2~m12!A2~m14!•••A2~n22!A2~n!Cn,n~r ,u,c!,

where

c5
1

2~n2m!/2
A~n2m!!!2n~2n22!•••~n1m14!~n1m12!

and

~n2m!!! 5~n2m!~n2m22!•••432,

Cn,n~r ,u,c![C (n,n,n3 ,n4)~r ,u,c!5~a3
†!n3~a4

†!n4A2
†~n21!A2

†~n22!•••A2
†~1!A2

†~0!e2 1/2 vr 2
.
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Of course we can obtain the eigenfunctionC (n,m,n3 ,n4)(r ,u,c) by reduction of coordinatef via
Fourier transformation of~3.11!, which have the following form:

C (n,m,n3 ,n4)~r ,u,c!5N2n/2e2(1/2)r 2
~r sin~c!sin~u!!n

3Hn3
~sin~c!sin~u!!Hn4

~r cos~c!!

3 (
i 50

~n2m!/2

~21! i i !S n2m

2

i
D S n1m

2

i
D ~r sin~c!sin~u!!2i .

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, Fourier transforming over three- and four-dimensional Hamiltonian assoc
with su~2! and Heisenberg Lie algebra we have been able to obtain two- and three-dimen
Hamiltonians with shape invariance symmetry. It would be interesting to obtain many-
Hamiltonians in one or higher dimension, which poses shape invariance symmetry by appr
Fourier transformation over some coordinates of the Hamiltonian associated with higher
semisimple and nonsemisimple Lie algebra, which is under investigation.
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The Bargmann representation for the quantum mechanics
on a sphere

K. Kowalskia) and J. Rembieliński
Department of Theoretical Physics, University of Ło´dź, ul. Pomorska 149/153,
90-236 Łódź, Poland
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The Bargmann representation is constructed corresponding to the coherent states
for a particle on a sphere introduced in Kowalski and Rembielin´ski, J. Phys. A:33,
6035 ~2000!. The connection is discussed between the introduced formalism and
the standard approach based on the Hilbert space of square integrable functions on
a sphereS2. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1385376#

I. INTRODUCTION

In our recent paper1 the coherent states for a particle on a sphere have been introduce
with the standard coherent states2 those states are labeled by points of the classical phase s
i.e., the cotangent bundleT* S2. It is worthwhile to recall that the celebrated spin coherent sta3

are not related to the phase space for a particle on the sphereS2. One of the most characteristi
properties of coherent states is the existence of the Bargmann representation. Such a repres
is of importance not only from the mathematical point of view. An example of applications ar
Husimi functions, i.e., the elements of the Bargmann space, in the theory of quantum chaos.
work we introduce the Bargmann representation referring to the coherent states for a partic
sphere mentioned above. It should be noted that, in opposition to the case of the standard c
states, the construction of such a Bargmann representation is a highly nontrivial problem
paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we recall the basic properties of the coherent state
particle on a sphere. Sections III–V are devoted to the construction of the Bargmann repre
tion. In Sec. VI we discuss the connection of the introduced Bargmann representation a
standard coordinate representation for the quantum mechanics on a sphere.

II. COHERENT STATES FOR A PARTICLE ON A SPHERE

Our purpose in this section is to recall the basic properties of the coherent states for a p
on a sphere introduced in Ref. 1. Those states are related to thee(3) algebra of the form

@Ji ,Jj #5 ie i jkJk , @Ji ,Xj #5 ie i jkXk , @Xi ,Xj #50, i , j , k51, 2, 3. ~2.1!

The Casimir operators are given in a unitary irreducible representation by

X25r 2, J"X5l, ~2.2!

where a dot designates the scalar product. In Ref. 1 we restricted to the special casel50, so

J"X50. ~2.3!

The irreducible representation of~2.1! under the choice~2.3! is spanned by the common eige
vectorsu j ,m;r & of the operatorsJ2, X2 andJ"X. We have

J2u j ,m;r &5 j ~ j 11!u j ,m;r &, J3u j ,m;r &5mu j ,m;r &, ~2.4a!

a!Electronic mail: kowalski@krysia.uni.lodz.pl
41380022-2488/2001/42(9)/4138/10/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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X2u j ,m;r &5r 2u j ,m;r &, ~J"X/r !u j ,m;r &50, ~2.4b!

where2 j <m< j . The operatorsJ65J16 iJ2 , X65X16 iX2 andX3 act on the vectorsu j ,m;r &
as follows:

J6u j ,m;r &5A~ j 7m!~ j 6m11! u j ,m61;r &, ~2.5a!

X6u j ,m;r &57
rA~ j 6m11!~ j 6m12!

A~2 j 11!~2 j 13!
u j 11,m61;r &6

rA~ j 7m21!~ j 7m!

A~2 j 21!~2 j 11!
u j 21,m61;r &,

~2.5b!

X3u j ,m;r &5
rA~ j 2m11!~ j 1m11!

A~2 j 11!~2 j 13!
u j 11,m;r &1

rA~ j 2m!~ j 1m!

A~2 j 21!~2 j 11!
u j 21,m;r &. ~2.5c!

The orthogonality and completeness conditions satisfied by the vectorsu j ,m;r & can be written as

^ j ,m;r u j 8,m8;r &5d j j 8dmm8 , ~2.6!

(
j 50

`

(
m52 j

j

u j ,m;r &^ j ,m;r u5I , ~2.7!

whereI is the identity operator.
We are now in a position to introduce the coherent states for a particle on a sphere. N

these states are defined as the solution of the eigenvalue equation of the form

Zuz&5zuz&, ~2.8!

whereZ is given by

Z5S e1/2

A114J2
sinh 1

2A114J21e1/2cosh1
2A114J2D X

r

1 iS 2e1/2

A114J2
sinh 1

2A114J2D J3
X

r
, ~2.9!

where the cross designates the vector product. The operatorZ andzPC3 obey

Z251, z251. ~2.10!

We also write down the following matrix representation of the operatorZ which is crucial for the
algebraic analysis of the problem:

e2(s"J11)s"X5s"Z, ~2.11!

wheres i , i 51, 2, 3, are the Pauli matrices.
As with the standard coherent states we can generate the coherent states from the ‘‘

vector’’ un3& such that

Zun3&5n3un3&, ~2.12!

wheren35(0,0,1), and

un3&5(
j 50

`

e2~1/2! j ( j 11)A2 j 11u j ,0;r &. ~2.13!
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Namely, the coherent states are given by

uz&5expFarccoshz3

A12z3
2 ~z3n3!"JG un3&. ~2.14!

The projection of the coherent states~2.14! on the discrete basis vectorsu j ,m;r & is

^ j ,m;r uz&5e2~1/2! j ( j 11)A2 j 11
~2umu!!

umu! A~ j 2umu!!
~ j 1umu!! S 2e~m!z11 iz2

2 D umu

Cj 2umu
umu11/2~z3!,

~2.15!

wheree(m) is the sign ofm, andCn
a(x) are the Gegenbauer polynomials expressed with the

of the hypergeometric function2F1(a,b,c;z) by

Cn
a~x!5

G~n12a!

G~n11!G~2a! 2F1„2n,n12a,a1 1
2;

1
2~12x!…. ~2.16!

As mentioned earlier the coherent states are labeled by points of the classical phase spacT* S2.
The most natural complex parametrization of the phase space discussed in Ref. 1 is of th

z5coshu lu
x

r
1 i

sinhu lu
u lu

l3
x

r
, ~2.17!

where the vectorsl, xPR3, fulfill x25r 2 and l"x50, that isl is the classical angular momentu
and x is the radius vector of a particle on a sphere. Clearly, the vectorz satisfies the second
equation of~2.10!. We point out that due to the quantum fluctuations the practically exact c
cidence of average values ofJ andX in the normalized coherent stateuz&/A^zuz&, wherez is given
by ~2.17!, with l andx, respectively, takes place foru lu>10.1

III. SCALAR PRODUCT

In this section we identify the Bargmann space of analytic functions corresponding t
coherent states for a particle on a sphere described above. We now restrict, without l
generality, to the case with the unit sphere. On introducing the spherical coordinax
5(sinu cosw, sinu sinw, cosu), and parametrizing the tangent vectorl by its normu lu[ l and the
anglea betweenl and the meridian passing through the point with the radius vectorx, we obtain
from ~2.17! the following natural coordinates of the phase space compatible with the constr

z15coshl sinu cosw1 i sinh l ~sina cosw cosu2cosa sinw!,

z25coshl sinu sinw1 i sinh l ~sina sinw cosu1cosa cosw!, ~3.1!

z35coshl cosu2 i sinh l sina sinu.

Taking into account the fact thatz transforms as the vector we find that the Bargmann sp
should be specified by

^fuc&5
1

8p2E0

2p

dwE
0

p

sinu duE
0

2p

daE
0

`

dl h~ l !~f„z* ~u,w,a,l !……* c„z* ~u,w,a,l !…,

~3.2!

wheref(z* )5^zuf&, z* 5(z1* ,z2* ,z3* ), h( l ) is an unknown density andz(u,w,a,l ) is expressed
by ~3.1!. Clearly, the corresponding resolution of the identity can be written in the form
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1

8p2E0

2p

dwE
0

p

sinu duE
0

2p

daE
0

`

h~ l !dl uz~u,w,a,l !&^z~u,w,a,l !u5I . ~3.3!

In order to fixh( l ) consider the basis of the Bargmann space with the scalar product~3.2!,

ejm„z~u,w,a,l !…5^ j ,muz&, ~3.4!

whereu j ,m&[u j ,m;1& and ^ j ,m;r uz& is given by~2.15! and ~3.1!. Using ~3.2! and ~3.4! we get
after some calculation,

^ j ,mu j 8,m8&5
1

8p2E0

2p

dwE
0

p

sinu duE
0

2p

daE
0

`

dl h~ l !

3(ejm„z* ~u,w,a,l !……* ej 8m8„z* ~u,w,a,l !…

5d j j 8dmm8e
2 j ( j 11)E

0

`

dl h~ l !Pj~cosh 2l !, ~3.5!

wherePn(z) are the Legendre polynomials such that

Pn~z!5
1

2nn!

dn

dzn
~z221!n. ~3.6!

Thus the normalization condition for the orthonormal basis$u j ,m&% leads to the following equa
tion on the densityh( l ):

E
0

`

dl h~ l !Pj~cosh 2l !5ej ( j 11). ~3.7!

We remark that the problem of the solution of this equation is highly nontrivial~see the Acknowl-
edgements! and it is related to the so called problem of moments.4 We now recall that the
Legendre polynomials satisfy the differential equation

S ~z221!
d2

dz2
12z

d

dzD Pn~z!5n~n11!Pn~z!. ~3.8!

From ~3.8! it follows easily that

1

sinh r

d

dr
sinhr

d

dr
Pn~coshr!5n~n11!Pn~coshr!. ~3.9!

We remark that the operator from the left hand side of~3.9! is simply the Laplacian for the
two-dimensional hyperbolic space. Consider the heat kernel at the origin in hyperbolic s5

given by

kH2~r,t !521/2~4pt !23/2e2t/4E
r

` se2 s2/4t

~coshs2coshr!1/2
ds. ~3.10!

This heat kernel obeys the equation

]kH2

]t
5

1

sinhr

d

dr
sinhr

d

dr
kH2~r,t !, ~3.11!
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subject to the initial condition

2p lim
t→0

E
0

`

kH2~r,t ! f ~r!sinhr dr5 f ~0!, ~3.12!

where f is an arbitrary continuous function with at most exponential growth at infinity. Put
f (r)5Pn(coshr), and making use of~3.11!, ~3.12! and the fact thatkH2(r,t) and (d/dr)kH2(r,t)
decay faster-than-exponentially, we get

2pE
0

`

kH2~r,t !Pn~coshr!sinhr dr5etn(n11). ~3.13!

Hence, setting in~3.13! r52l and t51, we finally find that the desired densityh( l ) satisfying
~3.7! is

h~ l !54pkH2~2l ,1!sinh 2l ~3.14a!

5
e21/4sinh 2l

A2p
E

2l

` se2s2/4

~coshs2cosh 2l !1/2
ds. ~3.14a!

We have thus identified the Bargmann space for the quantum mechanics on a sphere spec
~3.2! and ~3.14!. Taking into account~3.1!, ~3.14a! and the relation which is an immediate co
sequence of~2.17! such that

z"z* 5uzu25cosh 2l , ~3.15!

the following form can be derived of the scalar product~3.2! written with the help of the complex
variablesz ~3.1! analogous to the usual Bargmann representation6 for the standard coherent state

^fuc&5E
z251

dm~z!„f~z* !…* c~z* !, ~3.16!

where

dm~z!5
1

4p
kH2„arccosh~z"z* !,1…dz1 dz2 dz3 dz1* dz2* dz3* , ~3.17!

andf(z* )5^zuf&. Evidently, the completeness of the coherent states can be written with the
of the measuredm(z) as

E
z251

dm~z!uz&^zu5I . ~3.18!

IV. REPRODUCING KERNEL

As is well-known the existence of the reproducing kernel is one of the most characte
properties of coherent states. In view of~3.18! the reproducing property can be written in the for

f~w* !5E
z251

dm~z!K~w* ,z!f~z* !, ~4.1!

wheref(w* )5^wuf&, and

K~w* ,z!5^wuz&. ~4.2!
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It should be noted that the reproducing kernelK(w* ,z) is the complex conjugate of the analyt
function

fw~z* !5^zuw&, ~4.3!

representing the abstract coherent stateuw& also called its symbol. The formula on the overl
^zuw& can be obtained from~2.14!, ~2.13! and ~2.15!. Namely, we have

^zuw&5(
j 50

`

e2 j ( j 11)~2 j 11!Pj~z* "w!, ~4.4!

wherePj (z) are the Legendre polynomials given by~3.6!.

V. ACTION OF OPERATORS

We now discuss the action of operators in the Bargmann representation. We first obser
an immediate consequence of~2.8! is the following formula on the action of operatorsZ†:

Z†f~z* !5z* f~z* !, ~5.1!

wheref(z* )5^zuf& and we recall thatz251. Now consider the action of the operatorJ2. By
~2.4a! the action of the operatorJ2 on the basisejm(z* )5^zu j ,m& of the Bargmann space is th
following one:

J2ejm~z* !5 j ~ j 11!ejm~z* !. ~5.2!

Using ~2.15!, the differential equation satisfied by the Gegenbauer polynomials of the form

S ~z221!
d2

dz2
1~2l11!

d

dz
2n~2l1n!D Cn

l~z!50, ~5.3!

and ~5.2! we find that the operatorJ2 acts in the representation~3.16! as follows:

J2f~z* !52S z* 3
]

]z*
D 2

f~z* !. ~5.4!

Taking into account~5.4! and ~5.1! we obtain

Jf~z* !52 iS z* 3
]

]z*
D f~z* !. ~5.5!

The relation~5.5! can be easily checked on the basisejm(z* ) with the help of~2.15!, ~2.4a! and
~2.5a!. Further, using~2.5c!, ~2.15! and elementary properties of the Gegenbauer polynomials
get

X3f~z* !5e2~1/2!J2
z3* e~1/2!J2

f~z* !, ~5.6!

where the action ofJ2 is given by~5.4!. The action of the remaining coordinates of the positi
operatorX can be obtained by means of the following identity describing the complex rotatio
X:

ew"JXe2w"J5coshAw2 X2 i
sinhAw2

Aw2
w3X1

12coshAw2

w2
w~w"X!. ~5.7!
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Namely, we have

X1f~z* !52
i

sinh 1
~eJ22~1/2!J2

z3* e~1/2!J22J22cosh 1e2~1/2!J2
z3* e~1/2!J2

!f~z* !, ~5.8a!

X2f~z* !5
i

sinh 1
~eJ12~1/2!J2

z3* e~1/2!J22J12cosh 1e2 ~1/2!J2
z3* e~1/2!J2

!f~z* !, ~5.8b!

where the action of the operatorsJi , i 51, 2, andJ2 is given by ~5.5! and ~5.4!, respectively.
Finally, taking into account the identity

Z5e2~1/2!J2
Xe~1/2!J2

, ~5.9!

which is a straightforward consequence of~2.11! and the commutation relation

@J2,s"X#522~s"J11!s"X, ~5.10!

following directly from ~2.1! and ~2.3!, we obtain the action of the operatorZ. It follows that

Z1f~z* !52
i

sinh 1
~eJ22J2

z3* eJ22J22cosh 1e2J2
z3* eJ2

!f~z* !, ~5.11a!

Z2f~z* !5
i

sinh 1
~eJ12J2

z3* eJ22J12cosh 1e2J2
z3* eJ2

!f~z* !, ~5.11b!

Z3f~z* !5e2J2
z3* eJ2

f~z* !. ~5.11c!

VI. THE BARGMANN REPRESENTATION AND THE COORDINATE REPRESENTATION

In this section we discuss the relationship between the introduced Bargmann represe
and the standard coordinate representation for the quantum mechanics on a sphere. We be
recalling the basic facts about the coordinate representation. Consider the position operatoX for
a particle on a sphere satisfying thee(3) algebra~2.1!. Recall that we restrict to the irreducibl
representations which fulfil~2.3! and X251. The coordinate representation is spanned by
common eigenvectorsux& of the position operators such that

Xux&5xux&, ~6.1!

wherex251. The resolution of the identity is of the form

E
x251

dn~x!ux&^xu5I , ~6.2!

where dn(x)5dn(u,w)5sinu dw du, accordingly to the natural, i.e., spherical coordinatesx
5(sinu cosw, sinu sinw, cosu) compatible with the constraintx251. The completeness gives ris
to a functional representation of vectors such that

^fuc&5E
x251

dn~x!f* ~x!c~x!, ~6.3!

wheref(x)5^xuf&. Clearly, we can write the completeness condition~6.2! and the scalar produc
~6.3! as

E
0

2p

dwE
0

p

sinu duuu,w&^u,wu5I , ~6.4!
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whereuu,w&[ux&, and

^fuc&5E
0

2p

dwE
0

p

sinu du f* ~u,w!c~u,w!, ~6.5!

where f(u,w)5^u,wuf&, respectively. The passage from the coordinate representation t
angular momentum representation generated by the vectorsu j ,m& satisfying ~2.4! with r 51 is
given by

^u,wu j ,m&5Yjm~u,w!5~21!~m2umu!/2A~2 j 11!~ j 2umu!!
4p~ j 1umu!!

Pj
umu~cosu!eimw, ~6.6!

whereYjm(u,w) are the spherical harmonics andPn
m(z) are the associated Legendre polynomi

which can be defined by

Pn
m~z!5~21!m~12z2!m/2

dm

dzm
Pn~z!, ~6.7!

wherePn(z) are the Legendre polynomials given by~3.6!. Of course,Yjm(u,w) form the ortho-
normal basis of the Hilbert space of the square integrable functions on a sphereS2 specified by the
scalar product~6.5!. Taking into account~6.6! and the identity

Cn2m
m11/2~z!5~21!m

~12z2!2m/2m!2m

~2m!!
Pn

m~z!, ~6.8!

wherem11 is natural, we find that the kernel~6.6! can be written in the form analogous to~2.15!
such that

^xu j ,m&5A2 j 11

4p

~2umu!!
umu! A~ j 2umu!!

~ j 1umu!! S 2e~m!x12 ix2

2 D umu

Cj 2umu
umu11/2~x3!. ~6.9!

Now, let u(x,l)& designate the coherent stateuz& in accordance with the parametrization of th
phase space given by~2.17!. Equations~5.9!, ~2.15! and ~6.9! taken together yield

FIG. 1. The plot of the probability density given by~6.14! in the spherical coordinatesx5(sinu cosw,

sinu sinw, cosu), wherez5coshulux̄1 i(sinhulu/u l) l3 x̄ @see~2.17!# and x̄5(sin ū cosw̄, sinū sinw̄, cosū) with ū5p/3 and

w̄5p. The viewpoint slightly above the surface.
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u~x,0!&5A4pe2~1/2!J2
ux&. ~6.10!

Using ~2.14!, ~6.10! and ~2.13! and proceeding as with~4.4! we find that the passage from th
coordinate representation to the coherent states representation is described by the matrix

^xuz&5
1

A4p
(
j 50

`

e2~1/2! j ( j 11)~2 j 11!Pj~x"z!. ~6.11!

Evidently, ~6.11! defines a unitary mapU:f→f̃ from the standard Hilbert space of square in
grable functions on the sphereS2 with the scalar product~6.3! onto the Bargmann space o
analytic functions specified by the scalar product~3.16!, of the form

~Uf!~z* !5E
x251

dn~x!k~x"z* !f~x!, ~6.12!

wherek(x"z)5^xuz&. The inverse operatorU21 is given by

~U21f̃ !~x!5E
z251

dm~z!k~x"z!f̃~z* !. ~6.13!

We finally discuss the probability densitypz(x) for the coordinates in the normalized cohere
stateuz&/A^zuz& such that

FIG. 2. The plot of the surface from Fig. 1 with the viewpoint directly above. The maximum of the probability de

given by ~6.14! at x5 x̄ is easily seen.
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pz~x!5
u^xuz&u2

^zuz&
, ~6.14!

where ^xuz& and ^zuz& are given by~6.11! and ~4.4!, respectively. We recall that~6.14! is also
called, especially in the context of the theory of quantum chaos the Husimi representation
localized state on the sphereux&. Let z5coshulux̄1 i(sinhulu/u lu) l3 x̄ @see~2.17!#, so x̄ corresponds
to the position andl to the angular momentum of a particle on a sphere. From computer sim
lations it follows that the functionpz(x) is peaked atx5 x̄ ~see Figs. 1 and 2!. Therefore the
parameterx in the formula~2.17! can be really regarded as the classical position for a particle
a sphere.

VII. DISCUSSION

In this work we have introduced the Bargmann representation referring to the coherent
for a particle on a sphere. The very general construction of the Bargmann space, whe
configuration space is a symmetric space, has been recently introduced by Stenzel.7 As remarked
by Hall8 such construction generalizes the case discussed herein with the configuration
coinciding with the sphereS2. Nevertheless, it is not formulated in terms of the usual schem
construction of Bargmann spaces by means of the resolution of the identity for the correspo
coherent states. More precisely, the coherent states are not utilized at all in Ref. 7. The ap
taken up in Ref. 7 is very general and as far as we are aware the observations of our work
of the first concrete nontrivial examples of the general construction discussed in Ref. 7. O
other hand, the construction introduced by Stenzel shows that the formalism introduced
paper has a deeper mathematical context. We finally point out that the results obtained here
to be of interest also in the theory of classical orthogonal polynomials in the complex doma
well as the theory of heat kernels.
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Algorithms to solve the „quantum … Sutherland model
Edwin Langmann
Mathematical Physics, Department of Physics, KTH, SCFAB, SE-106 91
Stockholm, Sweden

~Received 27 April 2001; accepted for publication 21 May 2001!

We give a self-contained presentation and comparison of two different algorithms
to explicitly solve quantum many body models of indistinguishable particles mov-
ing on a circle and interacting with two-body potentials of 1/sin2-type. The first
algorithm is due to Sutherland and well-known; the second one is a limiting case of
a novel algorithm to solve the elliptic generalization of the Sutherland model.
These two algorithms are different in several details. We show that they are equiva-
lent, i.e., they yield the same solution and are equally simple. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1389472#

I. INTRODUCTION

We recently presented a novel algorithm to solve the elliptic version of the~quantum!
Calogero–Sutherland system.1,2 In the trigonometric limit, such an algorithm was discover
already about 30 years ago by Sutherland.3,4 Somewhat surprisingly, the former algorithm in th
limit reduces to one which is different from Sutherland’s, even though it yields the same so
and is equally simple. The purpose of this article is to give a detailed and self-contained co
son of these two algorithms, including a proof of their equivalence.

The Sutherland model is defined by the differential operator

H52(
j 51

N
]2

]xj
2 12l~l21! (

1< j ,k<N
V~xj2xk! ~1!

with 2p<xj<p, N52,3,..., l.0, and

V~r !5
1

4 sin2~r /2!
. ~2!

@To ease notation, we set the length of space to 2p from the start. Of course, an arbitrary leng
L.0 can be easily introduced by rescalingxj→(2p/L)xj , H→(2p/L)2H, etc.# This differential
operator defines a self-adjoint operator on the Hilbert space of square integrable functio
@2p,p#N, providing a quantum mechanical model forN indistinguishable particles moving on
circle of length 2p and interacting with a two body potential proportional toV(r ) where l
determines the coupling strength.~To be precise: This model corresponds to a particularly n
self-adjoint extension of this differential operator which, forl.1, corresponds to the Friedrich’
extension.5! To solve this model amounts to constructing a complete set of eigenfunctions
corresponding eigenvalues of this Hamiltonian.

The starting point for Sutherland’s algorithm is the following.
Fact 1:3 The wave function

C0~x!5 )
1< j ,k<N

c~xk2xj !
l ~3!

with

c~r !5sin~r /2! ~4!
41480022-2488/2001/42(9)/4148/10/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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is the ground state of the Sutherland Hamiltonian, HC05E0C0 with E0 given in Eq. 9 below.
@To fix the phase ofC0 above, one can interpret sin(r/2)l as lim«↓0 sin(r/21 i«)l, for ex-

ample. Anyway, the phase ambiguities associated with the exponentiated sines are irreleva
In Appendix B 1 wewill have to be more careful about similar phase ambiguities in the funct
F(x;y) defined later.#

Exploiting this fact, Sutherland constructed all other eigenfunctionsf using the following
ansatz,

f ~x!5C0~x!F~x!, ~5!

whereF are symmetric polynomials~i.e., non-negative powers! in the variableszj5exp(ixj ).
4

The symmetric polynomials thus obtained are the so-called Jack polynomials which have
studied extensively in the mathematics literature, see, e.g., Refs. 6 and 7.

Our algorithm is based on the following.
Fact 2:1 The function

F~x;y!5
)1< j ,k<Nc~xk2xj !

l)1< j ,k<Nc~yj2yk!
l

) j ,k51
N c~xj2yk!

l , ~6!

c(r ) as in Eq. (4), obeys the following identity,

(
j 51

N S ]2

]xj
2 2

]2

]yj
2DF~x;y!52l~l21! (

1< j ,k<N
~V~xk2xj !2V~yj2yk!!F~x;y! ~7!

with V(r ) as in Eq. (2).
Note that we can write this latter identity as

H~x!F~x;y!5H~y!F~x;y!, ~8!

where H is the differential operator in Eq.~1! but acting on different argumentsx and y, as
indicated. The idea of our algorithm is to take the Fourier transform of Eq.~8! with respect to the
variablesy, and this yields an identity allowing us to construct eigenfunctions and the corresp
ing eigenvalues~Proposition 1!.

It is interesting to note that Fact 2 holds true in the elliptic case as well@in this case,c(r ) is
a Jacobi theta functionq1(r /2) with nome q5exp(2b/2) andV(r ) is Weierstrass’ elliptic func-
tion `(r ) with periods 2p and ib#,1 in contrast to Fact 1.8 For the convenience of the reader, a
elementary proof of Fact 2~in the trigonometric case! is given in Appendix A.~This proof uses
Fact 1; a self-contained proof valid also in the elliptic case will be given in Ref. 3.!

The plan of the rest of this article is as follows. In Sec. II we review the Suther
algorithm,4 mainly to introduce our notation. Section III contains a detailed description of
algorithm. In the final section, Sec. IV, we give the arguments which prove that both algor
are equivalent, despite various differences. Lengthy proofs are deferred to two Appendices

II. SUTHERLAND’S ALGORITHM

We useHC05E0C0 with3

E05 1
12 l2N~N221! ~9!

and make the ansatzf 5FC0 . With that the eigenvalue equationH f 5E f becomesH8F5E8F
with E85E2E0 and4

H852(
j 51

N
]2

]xj
2 2 il (

1< j ,k<N
S eixj1eixk

eixj2eixkD S ]

]xj
2

]

]xk
D . ~10!
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One now determines the action ofH8 on symmetric polynomials

Sn~x!5(
P

)
j 51

N

einjxP j ~11!

where~we note in passing thatnj in Ref. 4 corresponds tonN112 j below!

n1>n2>¯>nN>0 ~12!

and the sum is over all permutationsP of $1,2,...,N%. Using the identity4

~eix1eiy!S eikx2eiky

eix2eiy D5eikx1eiky12(
n51

k21

ei[( k2n)x1ny]

for k.0, one obtains

H8Sn5En8Sn1l (
1< j ,k<N

~nj2nk! (
n51

nj 2nk21

Sn2nEjk
, ~13!

where we introduced the notation

~Ejk! l5d j l 2dkl , j ,k,l 51,2,...,N, ~14!

and defined

En85(
j 51

N

nj
21l (

1< j ,k<N
~nj2nk!5(

j 51

N

~nj
21l@N1122 j #nj !. ~15!

We now introduce the notation

mO 5 (
1< j ,k<N

m jkEjk ~16!

for non-negative integersmO jk , and observe that there is a natural order on the set of all themO
~which we can identify withN0

N(N21)/2!,

mO ,mO 8 if m jk,m jk8 for all j ,k. ~17!

It is obvious thatH8Sn is a finite linear combination of symmetrized plane wavesSn2mO with mO
>0O. We thus can make the following ansatz for the eigenfunctions ofH8,

Fn5 (
mO >0O

cmO Sn2mO ~18!

with

cmO 50 if ~n2mO ! j,~n2mO !k for at least onej ,k. ~19!

The latter condition shows that there are only a finite number of non-zerocmO , i.e., theFn are
polynomials. ThenH8Fn5E8Fn implies E85En8 and the following recursion relations for th
coefficientscmO ,

@En82En2mO8 #cmO 5l (
1< j ,k<N

(
n51

nj 2nk

@~n2mO ! j2~n2mO !k12n#cmO 2nEjk
~20!
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~we used the fact that the functionsSn are linearly independent!. We can setc0O51 ~this fixes the
normalization of the eigenfunctions! and then determine the othercmO recursively, which is possible
provided that there is no resonance, i.e., ifEn82En1mO8 is nonzero. This is the case: we shall pro
at the end of this section that

En82En2mO8 5(
j ,k

m jk@~n2mO ! j2~n2mO !k1~nj2nk!12l~k2 j !#, ~21!

which is manifestly positive and shows that resonances indeed do not occur. This comple
construction of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the Sutherland model: Note that the sy
trized plane wavesSn provide a complete orthonormal basis of the corresponding nonintera
Hamiltonian~obtained by settingl50!, and we have constructed eigenfunctionsf n5FnC0 and
corresponding eigenvaluesEn5En81E0 with E0 in Eq. ~9!, which are one-to-one to this fre
solution which is known to provide a complete basis.

Remark 1:We can write@cf. Eq. ~15!# En85( j@nj1
1
2 l(N1122 j )#22E08 with

E085(
j 51

N
1

4
l2~N1122 j !2. ~22!

It is easy to show thatE085E0 @cf. Eq. ~9!#, which is somewhat remarkable and implies t
following simple form of the eigenvalues,

En5(
j 51

N S nj1lF1

2
~N11!2 j G D 2

. ~23!

The novel algorithm in the next section will yield this simple form of the eigenvalues direct
For the convenience of the reader, we conclude this section with a proof of Eq.~21!.
Proof of Eq. (21):Equation~15! implies

En82En2mO8 5(
j

m j@2m j12nj1l~N1122 j !#

with

m j5~mO ! j5(
k. j

m jk2(
k, j

mk j . ~24!

Using

(
j

m jaj5(
j ,k

m jk~aj2ak! ~25!

we get

En82En2mO8 5(
j ,k

m jk@~mk2m j !12~nj2nk!12l~k2 j !#,

which proves Eq.~21!. h

III. THE NOVEL ALGORITHM

This algorithm is based on the following proposition which, roughly speaking, is obtaine
taking the Fourier transform of the remarkable identity in Eq.~8! with respect toy.

Proposition 1: Let H be as in Eqs. (1) and (2). Then
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HF̂~x;n!5EnF̂~x;n!2g (
1< j ,k<N

(
n51

`

nF̂~x;n1nEjk!, ~26!

where

F̂~x;n!5Pn~x!C0~x!, nPZN ~27!

with C0 as in Eqs. (3) and (4) and

Pn~x!5 lim
«↓0

E
2p

p dy1

~2p!
ein1y1

¯E
2p

p dyl

~2p!
einNyN

)1< j ,k<N~12ei( yj 2yk)2(k2 j )«!l

) j ,k51
N ~12ei(xk2yj )2 j «!l , ~28!

Ejk as in Eq. (14), En in Eq. (23), and

g52l~l21!. ~29!

(Proof in Appendix B 1.)
Remark 2:To see that these functionsPn are well-defined, we note that they can be written

Pn~x!5 R
C1

dj1

2p ij1
j1

n1
¯ R

CN

djN

2p ijN
jN

nN
) j ,k~12j j /jk!

l

) j ,k~12eixk/j j !
l

with integration pathsCj :j j5e« jeiyj , 2p<yj<p, where«.0 is arbitrary.
We now show that this proposition provides a solution algorithm: Eq.~26! implies that the

action of H on the functionsF̂(x;n) is triangular, i.e.,HF̂(x;n) is a linear combination of
functionsF(x;n1mO ) with mO >0O . We thus can make the following ansatz for eigenfunctions,

f n~x!5 (
mO >0O

amO F~x;n1mO !, ~30!

and thenH f n5E fn implies

(
mO >0O

F~x;n1mO !S @En1mO 2E#amO 2g (
1< j ,k<N

(
n51

m jk

namO 2nEjkD 50.

We thus see that how we get a solution ofH f n5E fn is we setE5En and determine the coeffi
cientsamO by the following recursion relations,

@En1mO 2En#amO 5g (
1< j ,k<N

(
n51

m jk

namO 2nEjk
, ~31!

which has triangular structure: we can seta0O51 ~this fixes the normalization!, and then the other
amO can be determined recursively in terms of theamO 8 where mO 8,mO , at least if there is no
resonance, i.e., ifEn1mO 2En does not vanish. This is true due to the following.

Lemma 1:

En1mO 2En5(
j 51

N

m j
21 (

1< j ,k<N
2m jk@~nj2nk!1l~k2 j !# ~32!

with m j in Eq. (24), which is manifestly positive provided that Eq. (12) holds true.
(Proof in Appendix B 2.)
Moreover, the following lemma shows that thef n are in fact symmetric polynomials, i.e.,

finite linear combination of the functionsSn in Eq. ~11!.
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Lemma 2: The functionsPn in Eq. (28) all are symmetric polynomials in the variablesj
5exp(ixj ) which are nonzero only if

nj1nj 111...1nN>0 ; j 51,2,...,N. ~33!

They can be written as

Pn~x!5(
m

pn,mSm~x! ~34!

with Sm(x) as in Eq. (11), and the coefficients are

pn,m5(9 )
1< j 8,k8<N

)
j ,k51

N S l
m j 8k8

D S 2l
n jk

D ~21!m j 8k81n jk, ~35!

where the sum(9 is over all non-negative integersm jk ,n jk restricted by the following2N equa-
tions,

nj5(
l 51

N

n l j 1(
l 51

j 21

m l j 2 (
l 5 j 11

N

m j l , mj5(
l 51

N

n j l , ~36!

and m1>m2>¯>mN>0, implying in particular that there are only terms such that

(
j 51

N

mj5(
j 51

N

nj . ~37!

(Proof in Appendix B 3.)
Indeed, this lemma implies the sum in Eq.~30! has only a finite number of nonzero term

@since there is only a finite number ofmO such thatn85n1mO obeys all the conditions in Eq.~33!#,
and thus thef n are a finite number of terms each of which is a finite linear combination
functionsSn in Eq. ~11!.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We can summarize our discussion in the previous sections as follows.
Proposition 2: For eachnPZN such that n1>n2>¯>nN>0, the standard algorithm re-

viewed in Sec. III and the novel one presented in Sec. IV both yield an eigenfunction fn of the
Sutherland Hamiltonian H in Eq. (1). In both cases, this eigenfunction is of the form

f n~x!5Fn~x!C0~x!

with C0 in Eqs. (3) and (4) andFn a symmetric polynomial in the variables zj5exp(ixj ), and the
corresponding eigenvalues En are given in Eq. (23).

It thus follows from Theorem 3.1 in Ref. 7 that, for nondegenerate eigenvaluesEn , the
eigenfunctionsf n obtained with the two algorithms are equal~up to normalization!, and the
functionsFn are proportional to the so-called Jack polynomials~see Sec. 2 in Ref. 9 for details
this latter reference actually seems to suggest that this is true even for nondegenerate eigen!.
We feel that this is quite remarkable since, even though the two algorithms look somewhat s
and both yield the same solution, there are several differences in details:

~i! The building blocks of the eigenfunctions in the novel algorithm are the functionsPn
defined in Eq.~28! and not the plane wavesSn in Eq. ~11!.

~ii ! With the standard algorithm, one obviously obtains eigenfunctions with polynomialsFn
which have the form
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Fn5 (
m<n

vn,mSm ,

where the partial order here is defined as

m<n :⇔(
j 51

k

mj<(
j 51

k

nj ;k51,2,...,N. ~38!

@This is calleddominance orderingin Ref. 7; the latter fact follows from Eq.~18! andn>n2mO for
all mO >0O#. This is not at all obvious for the eigenfunctions obtained with the novel algorithm@but
of course should be true as well, at least for nondegenerate eigenfunctions.#

~iii ! In both algorithms it is important to rule out the occurrence of resonances, but the r
for that is different@cf. Eq. ~21! with Lemma 1 above, and observe the different sign ofmO #.

~iv! In the novel algorithm the restriction in Eq.~12! can be dropped, and in fact the solutio
thus obtained are relevant in the elliptic case.1 There seems no way to drop this restriction in t
standard algorithm.

~v! From Sutherland’s algorithm it seems somewhat surprising that the eigenvalues all c
written in the simple formEn5( j Pj

2 , but from the novel algorithm this is obvious.
~vi! As discussed in the Introduction, the novel algorithm can be generalized to the e

case.1,2
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF FACT 2

We note that

F~x;y!5C0~x!C0~y!
1

) j ,k51
N c~xj2yk!

l , ~A1!

with C0 in Eq. ~3! and c in Eq. ~4!. Using HC05E0C0 ~Ref. 3! and the Leibniz rule of
differentiation we obtain

H~x!F~x;y!5S E012l2(
j ,l

(
kÞ j

f~xj2xk!f~xj2yl !1(
j ,k

lf8~xj2yk!

2(
j ,k,l

l2f~xj2yk!f~xj2yl ! DF~x;y!,

where

f~r !5c8~r !/c~r !5 1
2 cot~r /2! ~A2!

~the prime indicates differentiation!. Thus

@H~x!2H~y!#F~x;y!5l2~• !F~x;y!

with

~• ![F(
j ,l

(
kÞ j

2f~xj2xk!f~xj2yl !2(
j ,k

(
lÞk

f~xj2yk!f~xj2yl !G2@x↔y#,
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where ‘‘@x↔y#’’ means ‘‘the same terms but withx andy interchanged’’~we used that all terms
which are even under@x↔y# cancel!. Relabeling indices and usingf(2r )52f(r ) we rewrite

~• !5(
j ,l

(
kÞ j

@f~xj2xk!f~xj2yl !1f~xk2xj !f~xk2yl !2f~xl2yj !f~xl2yk!#2@x↔y#

5(
j ,l

(
kÞ j

@f~xj2xk!f~xj2yl !1f~xj2xk!f~yl2xk!1f~yl2xj !f~yl2xk!#2@x↔y#.

We now can use the trigonometric identity

cot~x!cot~y!1cot~x!cot~z!1cot~y!cot~z!51 if x1y1z50, ~A3!

which shows that

f~xj2xk!f~xj2yl !1f~xj2xk!f~yl2xk!1f~yl2xj !f~yl2xk!52 1
2

and thus proves~•!50. h

APPENDIX B: OTHER PROOFS

1. Proof of Proposition 1

We first observe two simple but useful facts. First, the relation in Eq.~8! remains true if we
replaceF(x;y) by

F8~x;y!5c eiP( j 51
N (xj 2yj ) F~x;y! ~B1!

for arbitrary constantsPPR and cPC. @To see this, introduce center-of-mass coordinatesX
5( j 51

N xj /N and xj85(xj2x1) for j 52,...,N, and similarly for y. Then H(x)52]2/]X2

1Hc(x8), and similarly forH(y). Invariance of Eq.~8! underF→e2 iP(X2Y)NF thus follows from
(]/]X1]/]Y)F(x;y)50, and the latter is implied by the obvious invariance ofF(x;y) underxj

→xj1a, yj→yj1a, aPR. The invariance of Eq.~8! underF→cF is trivial, of course.# Second,
the variablesyj in Eq. ~8! need not be real but can be complex.

As mentioned, we intend to perform a Fourier transformation of the identity in Eq.~8!, i.e.,
apply to it (2p)2N*dNy eiP"y with suitable momentaP. We need to do this with care: first, th
differential operatorH(y) has singularities at pointsyj5yk , and, second, the functionF(x;y) is
not periodic in the variablesyj but changes by phase factors underyj→yj12p. We therefore
need to specify suitable integration contours for theyj ’s avoiding the singular points, and we nee
to choose thePj so as to compensate the nonperiodicity. To do that, we replace the real co
natesyj by

zj5yj2 i j « ~B2!

with «.0 a regularization parameter: as we will see, we can then integrate along the straigh
from yj52p to p and after that perform the limit«↓0. Since for all j ,k, zj2zk5yj2yk

1 i«k j with «k j5(k2 j )«.0, we can use

sin@~y1 i«!/2#5 1
2 eip/2e2 iy/21«/2~12eiy2«! ~B3!

for «.0. Taking the log of this identity and differentiating we obtain (1/2 cot@(y1i«)/2#)
52 i/ @12exp(iy2«)#. Expanding the rhs in a geometric series and differentiating once m
yields

1

4 sin2@~y1 i«!/2#
52 (

n51

`

neiny2n«. ~B4!
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This accounts for all singularities and branch cuts in a consistent way. To determine the suitP
use Eq.~B3! and compute

F~x;z!5~¯ ! C0~x!P̌ «~x;y!

with C0(x) in Eqs.~3! and ~4!,

P̌ «~x;y!5
)1< j ,k<N~12ei( yj 2yk)2(k2 j )«!l

) j ,k51
N ~12ei(xj 2yk)2k«!l ~B5!

a function periodic in all theyj , and

~¯ !5S 1

2
eipl/2D N(N21)/22N2

)1< j ,k<Ne2 il(yj 2yk)/21l(k2 j )«/2

) j ,k51
N e2 il(xj 2yk)/21lk«/2

5const eilN( j 51
N (xj 2yj )/2e2 il( j 51

N (N1122 j )yj /2

@we used( j ,k(yj2yk)5( j (N1122 j )yj #. We thus see that we can chooseP andc in Eq. ~B1!
such that

F8~x;z!5e2 il( j 51
N [(N11)/22 j ] yjP̌ «~x;y!C0~x!. ~B6!

We need to choose the Fourier variablesP5(P1 ,...,PN) such that eiP"yF8(x;z) is periodic in all
yj , and this implies

Pj5nj1l@ 1
2 ~N11!2 j #, njPZ. ~B7!

We now can apply (2p)2N*dNy eiP•y to the identityH(x)F8(x;z)5H(z)F8(x;z). We recall

H~z!52(
j

]2

]yj
2 1g(

j ,k

1

4 sin2@~yj2yk1 i~k2 j !«!/2#

and use Eq.~B4!. After taking the limit«↓0 we obtain Eq.~26!: the lhs is obvious~note thatF̂ is
the Fourier transform ofF8). The rhs has two terms. The first one is equal to( j Pj

2F̂ and comes
from the derivative terms which we evaluated by partial integration. The second term is ob
from the 1/sin2-terms inH(z)F8 which we computed using Eq.~B4!. h

2. Proof of Lemma 1

We write (n1mO ) j5nj1m j with m j in Eq. ~16!. Thus Eqs.~23! and ~25! imply

En1mO 2En5(
j

S m j
212m j S nj1lF1

2
~N11!2 j G D D ,

and with Eq.~25! we obtain Eq.~32!. h

3. Proof of Lemma 2

It is straightforward to evaluatePn(x) in Eq. ~28! by expanding all terms in Taylor serie
~using the binomial series! and then performing theyj integrations which corresponds to a pr
jection onto theyj -independent terms. The result is

Pn~x!5( 8 )
1< j 8,k8<N

)
j ,k51

N S l
m j 8k8

D S 2l
n jk

D ~21!m j 8k81n jk ein jkxj ~B8!
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where the sum(8 is over all non-negative integersmkk8 andn j l such that

nj2(
l 51

N

n l j 2(
l 51

j 21

m l j 1 (
l 5 j 11

N

m j l 50. ~B9!

Recalling the definition ofSn in Eq. ~11! we obtain Eqs.~34!–~36!.
We now argue that this latter system of equations can have solutions only if the conditio

Eq. ~33! all hold, which implies that otherwisePn is zero. To see this we add up the lastN11
2k relation in Eq.~B9! (k5N,N21,...,1), and by a relabeling of indices we obtain

(
j 5k

N

nj5(
j 5k

N

(
l 51

N

n l j 1 (
l 51

k21

(
j 5k

N

m l j

where the rhs is always manifestly positive. This proves Eq.~33!. Settingk51 and comparing
with Eq. ~36! we obtain Eq.~37!. Moreover, for fixednj , there are at most a finite number o
different solutions of Eq.~B9!, implying thatPn is a polynomial. To see that we write Eq.~B9! as
follows,

nj1 (
l 5 j 11

N

m j l 5(
l 51

N

n l j 1(
l 51

j 21

m l j , ~B10!

and determine possible solutions for decreasing values ofj starting atj 5N. It is easy to prove by
induction that there is only a finite number of solutions

$n l j % j ,l 51
N ,$m j l %1< j , l<NPN0

N21N(N21)/2

of this system of equations: Forj 5N we get

nN5(
l 51

N

n lN1 (
l 51

N21

m lN

and there is obviously only a finite number of different solutions$n lN% l 51
N ,$m lN% l 51

N21 of that
equation. If we consider Eq.~B10! for somej 5 j 0,N, the possible solutions for$m j 0 ,l% l . j 0

were
already determined by the equations forj . j 0 and, by the induction hypothesis, there is only
finite number of them. One thus only has to consider a finite number of equations, and e
them obviously has only a finite number of solutions$n l j % l 51

N ,$m l j % l 51
j 21. h
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Yang–Mills field quantization in the factor space
J. Manjavidzea)
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and Laboratory of Nuclear Problems, JINR, Dubna, Ru 141980, Russia

A. Sissakianb)
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The perturbation theory over inverse interaction constant 1/g is constructed for
Yang–Mills theory. It is shown that the new perturbation theory is free from the
gauge ghosts and Gribov’s ambiguities, and each order over 1/g presents the gauge-
invariant quantity. It is remarkable that offered perturbation theory did not contain
divergences, at least in the vector fields sector, and no renormalization procedure is
necessary for it. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1380251#

I. INTRODUCTION

The perturbation theory for (311)-dimensional Yang–Mills field theory in the vicinity of th
extremumum

a (x) of the action will be described.1 It is our first publication in this field and it seem
reasonable to define from the very beginning the level of its completeness. Namely, we wou
to show that, contrary to the ordinary perturbative QCD~pQCD!, the offered theory may be use
at arbitrary distances. Accordingly, the theory is free from divergences at least in the vector
sector. Besides the perturbation theory is operated with transparently gauge invariant qu
and no ghosts and Gribov ambiguities would hinder the computations.

We will realize the perturbation theory in the factor spaceG/H, whereG is the symmetry
group of theory andH is the symmetry ofum

a (x). Introductory notes for this formalism were give
in Ref. 2.

The usefulness of such choice follows from homogeneity and isotropy ofG/H in the semi-
classical approximation. The developed perturbation theory is formulated to describe the vio
of these property quantum excitations. One may note that we offer the realization of pertur
theory in terms of the action-angle type variables. As an example one may have in mind the
space3

WG5O~4,2!3G/O~4!3O~2!, ~1!

whereG is the non-Abelian gauge group.
The formalism will be demonstrated for simplest quantity—the vacuum-into-vacuum tr

tion amplitude

Z~u!5^vac;uuvac;u&,

along the pathum
a (x). Moreover, following the idea that the calculation should be adjusted to

experiment’s ability,2 we will restrict ourselves to calculating only the modulo squire

N~u!5u^vac;uuvac;u&u25uZ~u!u2,

a!Electronic mail: joseph@nu.jinr.ru
b!Electronic mail: sisakian@jinr.ru
41580022-2488/2001/42(9)/4158/23/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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since, being the unmeasurable quantity, the phase ofZ(u) is not important from a physical poin
of view4 ~it is the principle of ‘‘minimal necessity’’ in our terminology!.

This quantityN(u) would normalize the observables and is equal to squire of the volum
G/H, see Ref. 5. So, it defines a number of expected on the trajectoryuma(x) degrees of freedom
i.e. (lnN(u))/2 is proportional to the dimension ofG/H. In the example~1!:

dimWG5dimG18 ~2!

since theO(4)3O(2)-invariant solutionuma(x) breaks both the gauge and the spatial symm
tries. Last one includes the translational and spatial conformal transformations.3

Having in consideration the probabilitylike quantityN(u), one can include into formalism th
total probabilities conservation principle~see Ref. 2, where the role of unitarity condition in th
formation of quantum dynamics is described in detail!. So, one may prove that if we postulate th
path-integral representation forZ(u), see~13! for the scalar field case, and take into account
S-matrix unitarity condition then, if the canonical perturbation series exist~at least in Borel sense!,
N has the following strict path-integral representation:

N5e2 iK~ je!E DM j~A!e22iU ~A,e!. ~3!

In this expressionK( je) acts as the differential operator of the auxiliary variablesj am andeam at
j am5eam50, see~15! and~84!, and the expansion of exp$2iK% generates the perturbation serie
The functionalU(A,e) defines interaction. It may be expressed through the input classical ac
see~16! and~85!. The main point of our consideration is the differential measureDM j since it is
d-like:

DM j~A!5)
a,m

)
x

dAam~x!dS dS~A!

dAm
a ~x!

1 j am~x! D , ~4!

whereS(A) is the classical Yang–Mills action. Notice that using the Fourier transform of fu
tional d-function in ~4!, one may easily find from~3! that N(u)5uZ(u)u2.

The structure of representation~3! did not depend on the dimension of the system, conc
form of the Lagrangian, and other ‘‘local’’ properties of the theory. We will not repeat for
reason the derivation of~3! since it is the same as in Ref. 2@and Ref. 6, where the
(111)-dimensional exactly integrable field theory was considered#.

Following the definitions ofd-function and operatorK( je), one should start from the equa
tion:

dS~A!

dAm
a ~x!

50. ~5!

So, having a theory on thed-like measure, we must consider2 only thestrict solution of Lagrange
equation. Notice that Eq.~5! also has the ‘‘trivial’’ solutionAm

a (x)50, with the corresponding
factor spaceW0 , dimW05dimG, whereG is the gauge group. The pQCD presents expans
around just this ‘‘trivial’’ solution.

Then, if the general position concerning initial data is analyzed, we should neglec
‘‘trivial’’ solution since we will assume that our solutionum

a (x) is live in the factor space o
dim(G/H).dimW0 . This is a formal reason why the expansion in vicinity ofuma(x)Þconst
would be considered. Corresponding realization of the Yang–Mills theory would be the topo
cal QCD ~tQCD!.

This selection rule2 is our definition of the ground state. Its importance should be stresse
says that first of all one should consider such solution of the Lagrange equation in the Mink
space which is live in the factor spaceG/H of highest dimension since, generally speaking, ot
orbits are realized on zero measure.7
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The extraordinary role of the factor space has specific explanation. At first glanced-likeness of
measure~4! solves the problem of path integral calculation. But actually, to calculate the rem
ing integral in~3!, measure~4! forces us to search new forms of perturbation theory. The for
reason is hidden in inhomogeneity of our Lagrange equation, see~4!,8

2
dS~A!

dAm
a ~x!

5 j am~x!. ~6!

So, the exact solutions of this equation are unknown even in the expansion overj am(x) form if the
corresponding homogeneous equation~5! has nontrivial solutionuam(x)Þconst.

Nevertheless one may try to solve this equation in the form of some perturbation s
expanding solution overj am(x). This will lead to the theory which may have a near resembla
of the canonical one, see, e.g., Ref. 9, where the ‘‘straight pass’’ approximation was consid

But the canonical perturbation theory for non-Abelian gauge theories have additional
lems. First of all, the method of Faddeev–Popov,10 introduced for separation of dynamical degre
of freedom from pure gauge ones, in most cases leads to the cumbersome perturbation the
nonunitary ghost fields Lagrangian.11 In the quantum gravity this, at first glance, technical co
plication, rises up to a fundamental one, see, e.g., Ref. 12.

Then, it was noted that it is impossible to fix the Coulomb gauge unambiguously fo
Yang–Mills potentials of nontrivial topology.13 Moreover, it was shown later that this conclusio
did not depend on the chosen gauge, and is general for non-Abelian gauge theories14 if the
expansion is built around the nontrivial topology gauge orbits.15

We will realize another approach to the problem. Namely, we will consider the mapping
the corresponding touam5uam(x;j,h,la) factor space. Formally the mapping can be perform
since thed-like measure~4! defines the necessary and sufficient set of contributions into
functional integral. We will find the explicit form ofK, U, andDM j in theG/H space. This is our
first quantitative result.

Following the idea formulated in Ref. 2, we will formulate the transformation in such a
that uam5uam(x;j,h,la) would be the generator of transformation:

uam :Aam~x!→~j~ t !,h~ t !,la~x!!, ~7!

where the set (j,h,la)PG/H will coincide at j am(x)50 with integration parameters of Eq.~5!,
la(x) is the gauge phase and the variablesj andh are the consequence of the spatial symme
breaking. For example~1!, dim(j1h)58. So, the combination of generators violated byuam

subgroup will be taken as the new quantum variables, instead of the Yang–Mills potentialsAma .
In other words, just the variables extracted by the Faddeev–Popov ansatz as the ‘‘nonph
ones would be the dynamical variables of the tQCD.

The problem of definition and farther quantization of the factor space was solved in R
The method consists in formal mapping into the symplectic phase spaceW of the arbitrary high
dimension, considering all dynamical variables of extended space as theq-numbers. It is the first
step of calculations. Notice that the transformation always may be done canonically an
Jacobian of transformation would be equal to one. For this reason no ghost fields will app

Then the formalism allows to reduceW:

W5~G/H!3R* . ~8!

This reduction ofW up to G/H is the second step of calculations. The realized transformatio
singular since dim(G/H),dimW. Nevertheless we will be able to extract corresponding arti
infinity equal to the volume ofR* and cancel it by the normalization.

The proof that the set ofq-numbers extracted this way is necessary and sufficient for qu
zation of the factor spaceG/H will be crucial for our formalism. We will find that:

G/H5T* V3R, ~9!
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where the quantum degrees of freedom only belong to the cotangent symplectic manifoldT* V16

andR is thec-number parameter’s subspace. The direct product~9! means that we will be able to
isolate the quantum degrees of freedom from classical ones. So, it will be shown thatlaPR.

We will find that each order of the tQCD perturbation theory is transparently gauge inva
This result seems natural since the gauge invariant quantity, the ‘‘probability’’N(u), is calculated.
Therefore, there will not be a necessity to fix the gauge and, therefore, no ‘‘copies’’ of Grib13

would arise. Moreover, it will be shown that no unphysical singularities connected to the Gri
ambiguity17 would occur in the formalism. This is our second quantitative result.

It is not hard to show, see also Ref. 2, that developed perturbation theory in theG/H space
presents expansion over 1/g, whereg is the interaction constant, and does not contain the te
;gn, with n.0. Such type of perturbation theory, over 1/g, presents a definite problem from
ordinary renormalization procedures point of view.

Indeed, the ordinary quantum field theory scheme assumes the multiplicative renormal
of the interaction constant: the renormalized constantgR5Z1/2g,` and the renormalization facto
Z5` because of the ultraviolet divergences. Then, having the expansion over 1/g, we come to an
evident contradiction: It is impossible to have theinfinite multiplicativerenormalizations in ex-
pansions overg and over 1/g simultaneously. For this reason this question would be considere
more detail in our approach. We will show that our perturbation theory would not contain
divergences and the problem with renormalization would not arise. This is our third result.

It should be noted here that these results have been proposed to be obtained in Re
distinguish the quantization on the factor space, but now this is done for complete pertur
theory. However it is noteworthy that quantitative progress was achieved taking into accou
unitarity condition.

It was mentioned in Ref. 2 that our perturbation theory, over 1/g, is dual to ordinary one, ove
g.19 So, we may realize the expansion overg, or over 1/g, and the choice is defined only b
convenience. If the states counted by the expansion overg and over 1/g belong to orthogonal
Hilbert spaces20 then there should not be any connection among terms of both expansions,2 only
the result of summation of series should coincide. For this reason our formalism did not hid
contradiction: The expansion overg may contain divergences and it needs the renormalization
the expansion over 1/g may be divergence free and no renormalizations would be necessary i21

In the chosen way of calculations even the notion ofinteracting gluons in the Yang–Mills
theory would disappear~as well as the pQCD Feynman diagrams!. Yet, we cannot exclude the rea
~mass-shell! particle ~gluon! emission22 on the to-day level of understanding of abilities of o
formalism and, therefore, we cannot prove that the states counted in the expansion overg and over
1/g belong to the orthogonal Hilbert space. So, we will leave unsolved the problem of co
quanta emission since the question of confinement demands more careful analysis.

The paper is organized as follows. Considering the solutions of Yang–Mills equation, one
use theansatz:23

Am
a ~x!5hmn

a ]n ln w~x!, ~10!

wherehmn
a are the real matrices. This ansatz reduces the Yang–Mills equation to the form:3

]2w1kw350, ~11!

wherek is the integration constant. So, in Sec. II we will formulate the ideology of mapping
the simpler factor spaceW5O(4,2)/O(4)3O(2) for scalarO(4,2)-invariant field theory with the
action:

S~w!5E d4xS 1

2
~]mw!22

k

4
w4D . ~12!

In Sec. III we will formulate the tQCD in theG/H factor space.
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II. SCALAR CONFORMALLY INVARIANT FIELD THEORY

A. Definitions

We concentrate our attention in the present section on the calculation ofuZ(u)u2, where

Z5E DweiS~w! ~13!

andS(w) is the action defined in~12!.
As was explained, the integral

N[uZu25e2 iK~ je!E DM j~w,p!e22iU ~w,e! ~14!

will be analyzed instead of~13!. Here

2K~ je!5ReE
C1

dx
d

d j ~x!

d

de~x!
[ReE

C1

dx ̂~x!ê~x!. ~15!

At the very end of calculations one should take the auxiliary variablesj ande equal to zero. The
interactions are introduced by the functional

22U~w,e!5SC1
~w1e!2SC2

~w2e!22 ReE
C1

d4 xe
dS~w!

dw

52k ReE
C1

dx w~x!e3~x!1O~e!. ~16!

The complex time formalism of Mills24 was used andSC6
is the action defined on the comple

time contourC6 . For sake of definiteness, we will use the complex time contours

C6 :t→t6 i e, e→10, utu<`. ~17!

Let w6 be the fields on theC6 branches of the Mills time contour and let]C6 be the
boundary of these branches. It was assumed the ‘‘periodic’’~closed-path6! boundary condition:

w1~ tP]C1!5w2~ tP]C2!, ~18!

when the representation~14! was derived. This boundary condition should be maintained in
factor space.

Notice that considering the theory with Lagrangian~12!, one may writeU(w,e) in the fol-
lowing equivalent form@with O(e) accuracy#:

3!U~w,e!52E d4xe~x!3
d3

dw~x!3 S~w!52E d4xH e~x!
d

dw~x!J 3

S~w!. ~19!

This representation is useful for investigation of the perturbation theory symmetry propertie
indication that the contribution belongs to the Mills time contour was not shown in~19! since it
was assumed that, for instance,

d j ~ tPCa!

d j ~ t8PCb!
5dabd~ t2t8!, a,b51,2. ~20!

For this reason it is sufficient to indicate the branch of the Mills contour only in the definitio
the operator~15!.
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We will consider the ‘‘phase space’’ motion:

DM j~w,p!5)
x

dw~x!dp~x!dS ẇ~x!2
dH j

dp~x! D dS ṗ~x!1
dH j

dJ~x! D . ~21!

It is important that the formalism involves thetotal Hamiltonian

H j5E d3xF1

2
p21

1

2
~¹w!21

k

4
w42 j wG ~22!

and the last term; j w may be interpreted as the time-dependent energy of random qua
excitations. It is evident that we may find the measure~9! if the first d-function in ~21! is used to
calculate the integral overp. Thus, the representation~14!, with the measure~21!, may be con-
sidered as the ‘‘first-order’’ formalism.

This ends the definition of the field theory on the Dirac measure.

B. Mapping into the factor space

Having a theory defined on thed-like measure, arbitrary transformations are easily availa
We will start from the general situation introducingN fields $j(x),h(x)%N , whereN is arbitrary.

To perform the transformation:

~w~x!,p~x!!→$j~x!,h~x!%N ~23!

one should insert

15
1

D~w,p!
E DjDh)

x
d~Fj~w,p;j,h!!)

x
d~Fh~w,p;j,h!! ~24!

into the integral~14!. The functionald-function Pxd has following properties:

E DX)
x

d~X~x!!51,

~25!

E DX)
x

d~]mX~x!!5E )
x

dX~x!d~]mX~x!!5E )
xÞxm

dX~m!~x!.

HereX(m)(x) is the solution of equation]mX(x)50, i.e., is the arbitrary, including constant,xm

independent function.
Having the measure~21! and inserting the unit~24! into ~14! the integrals of type

E DjDhDwDpD21~w,p!) d~Fj~w,p;j,h!!d~Fh~w,p;j,h!!dS ẇ2
dH j

dp D dS ṗ1
dH j

dw D
~26!

would appear. Notice that the (dimj1dimh)5N was chosen arbitrary.
It is important that both measures in~26!, over ~j, h! and over~w, p!, ared-like. This allows

one to change order of integration and integrate first overw andp. It is natural, at first glance, to
use for this purpose the last twod-functions. Then the first ones will define the constraint. T
scheme may restore the Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin perturbation theory, if the unit~24! is re-
duced to the Faddeev–Popovansatz.2 But if the first twod-functions of~26! are used to calculate
the integrals overw andp, we perform transformation to the new dynamical variables~j, h!. Then
the last twod-functions will give the dynamical equations for~j, h!. Both ways of computation
would give the same result since one may use arbitraryd-functions.
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Thus, we wish to use the fact that thed-like measure defines a complete set of contributio
Moreover, as follows from~14! and ~15!, the quantum perturbations, both in the (w,p)PV and
(j,h)PW spaces, would be generated by the same operator exp$2iK( je)% and the interactions in
both above-mentioned cases are described by the same functionalU(u,e). This circumstance
allows one to describe thequantumdynamics in terms of new variables.

Then, if the ‘‘phase space flow’’~u,p! belongs to the manifoldG/H completely, we should be
able to ‘‘restore’’ it through the~u,p! flow. This is our key idea. We will see that this order
computation, inverse to the ordinary one,25 is mostly natural for us since it allows one to sta
transformation from mostly general variables (j,h)PW.

Following space–time local realization of the algebraic equations was offered in2,6

Fj~w,p;j,h!5w~x!2u~x;j~x!,h~x!!50,
~27!

Fh~w,p;j,h!5p~x!2p~x;j~x!,h~x!!50,

whereu5u(x;j(x),h(x)), p5p(x;j(x),h(x)) are somecompoundfunctions. We will assume
that this functions would be defined in accordance with our choice ofG/H. The equalities~27! can
be satisfied for arbitrary givenu(x;j(x),h(x)),p(x;j(x),h(x)) and arbitraryN since integration
over all w(x) andp(x) is assumed.

Therefore, the integral in~24! is not equal to zero since, generally speaking, it always ex
The result of integration in~24! is denoted byD~w, p! and in this sense the equality~24! is
satisfied identically. The additional constraints foru(x;j,h) andp(x;j,h) will be offered later.

We will specify ~27! adding the condition that the time dependence is hidden inj(y,t) and
h(y,t), x5(y,t), dim(y)53. Thus, we would use, instead of~27!, the equations:

w~y,t !5u~y;j~y,t !,h~y,t !!, p~y,t !5p~y;j~y,t !,h~y,t !!. ~28!

In other aspects the functionsu(y;j,h),p(y;j,h) for the time being are arbitrary. Notice that th
offered additional condition is evident since~u,p! would belong toG/H completely. But, never-
theless, we will examine it.26 Notice also the noncovariantness of equalities~28!. This is a con-
sequence of necessity of using the Hamiltonian formalism.2

The integration measures in~26! over j(y,t) andh(y,t) are defined on the total Mills time
contourC5C11C2 :

E
C
dt5E

C11C2

dt5E
C1

dt1E
C2

dt, ~29!

and the integration should be performed with boundary condition~18!:

u~ ;j~ ,tP]C1!,h~ ,tP]C1!!5u~ ;j~ ,tP]C2!,h~ ,tP]C2!!. ~30!

Depending on the topology of the trajectoryu(;j,h), this boundary condition may lead to non
trivial consequences.

The mapping~28! is generated by the functionu:

u:~w,p!→~j,h! ~31!

since the ‘‘first-order’’ formalism is considered. It is important also to note that this transform
did not conserve the dimension:

dim~w,p!~y,t !Þdim~j,h!~y,t ! ~32!

since (j,h)PG/H and (w,p)PV.
Proposition I: The Jacobian of transformation of thed-like measure always can be done equ

to one.
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Using first two d-functions in ~26! to perform integration over~w, p! the Jacobian of the
transformation~31! takes the form:

J5
1

D~u,p! )y,t
dS u̇~y;j,h!2

dH j~u,p!

dp~y;j,h! D dS ṗ~y;j,h!1
dH j~u,p!

du~y;j,h! D , ~33!

where definitions~27! and~28! were used. Notice thatD5D(u,p), as a result of integration ove
w andp.

We should diagonalize arguments of remainingd-functions. For this purpose the followin
trick will be used.2 So, for instance,

dS u̇2
dH j

dp D5dS uj• j̇1uh•ḣ2
dH j

dp D
5dS uj•H j̇2

dhj

dh J 1uh•H ḣ1
dhj

dj J 1uj•
dhj

dh
2uh•

dhj

dj
2

dH j

dp D ,

whereuX[]u/]X, X5j, h andhj5hj (j,h) is the auxiliary functional. Let us choose it by th
equality:

uj•
dhj

dh
2uh•

dhj

dj
2

dH j

dp
5

]u

]j
•

dhj

dh
2

]u

]h
•

dhj

dj
2

dH j

dp
5$u,hj%2

dH j

dp
50, ~34!

where$,% is the Poisson bracket. The scalar product means that the sets$j% and $h% were ordered
in such a way that the Poisson bracket would be well defined. This ordering is always poss
W is the symplectic manifold.

Then, if ~34! is satisfied,

dS u̇2
dH j

dp D5dS ujH j̇2
dhj

dh J 1uhH ḣ1
dhj

dj J D ,

The analogous expression one may find for the secondd-function:

dS ṗ1
dH j

du D5dS pjH j̇2
dhj

dh J 1phH ḣ1
dhj

dj J D ,

andhj andp should obey additional to~34! equality:

$p,hj%1
dH j

du
50. ~35!

On this stage two equalities~34! and ~35! are the equations for functionsu(;j,h), p(;j,h) and
hj (j,h). Thus, being vague, this mechanism of mapping is able to endure more constraint

Using the ordinary property of thed-function:

d~a2b!5E dc d~c2a!d~c2b!,

we can write that

J~j,h!5
1

D~u,p!
E Dj8Dh8)

x
d~uj•j81uh•h8!d~pj•j81ph•h8!

3dS j82H j̇2
dhj

dh J D dS h82H ḣ1
dhj

dj J D . ~36!
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Let us assume that the functional integralD(u,p) may be written in the form:

D~u,p!5E Dj8Dh8)
y,t

d~w~y,t !2u~y;j1j8,h1h8!!d~p~y,t !2p~y;j1j8,h1h8!!

5E Dj8Dh8)
y,t

d~ujj81uhh8!d~pjj81phh8!Þ0. ~37!

This is possible since the functionsw(y,t) and p(y,t) were chosen in such a way that th
equalities~27! are satisfied. The inequality~37! excludes the degeneracy. For this reason o
j85h850 are essential in the integral~37!.

As a result the determinantD(u,p) is canceled identically:

DM j~j,h!5)
y,t

dj~y,t !h~y,t !dS j̇~y,t !2
dhj

dh~y,t ! D dS ḣ~y,t !1
dhj

dj~y,t ! D ~38!

since one may leave an arbitrary pair ofd functions in~36! andj85h850 are essential. There
fore, because of cancellation of the functional determinants our perturbation theory would b
from the ghost fields. This considerably simplifies the described formalism. Notice that equ
~34!, ~35!, and~37! should be satisfied to have this result.

The transformed measure~38! depends on the auxiliary functionalhj5hj (j,h), defined by
equalities~34! and~35!. So, choosingarbitrary u(;j,h) andp(;j,h) with the property~37!, one
may findhj from ~34! and ~35!, and then~38! would be the transformed measure.

Therefore, mapping~31! based on Eqs.~34! and~35! admits one more equation foru(;j,h),
p(;j,h), andhj (j,h). We will consider the following example in the present paper. One may
from ~38! that hj has a meaning of transformed Hamiltonian of new equations:

j̇~y,t !5
dhj~j,h!

dh~y,t !
, ḣ~y,t !52

dhj~j,h!

dj~y,t !
. ~39!

Proposition II: If

hj~j,h!5H j~u,p!. ~40!

then the Poisson equations (34), (35) would define the ‘‘phase space flow’’ (u,p).
Indeed, having in mind~28!,

u̇5ujj̇1uhḣ5uj

dhj

dh
2uh

dhj

dj
5$u,hj%5

dH j

dp
, ~41!

where~39! and then~34! were used. The same equation one may find forp:

ṗ5pjj̇1phḣ5pj

dhj

dh
2ph

dhj

dj
5$p,hj%52

dH j

du
. ~42!

Therefore, having~40!, Eqs.~34! and~35!, simultaneously with~39!, are equal to the Hamiltonian
equations~41! and ~42!. Notice also that in this case the time dependence actually shoul
hidden intoj andh.

It should be stressed also that as follows~41! and ~42! fixed by ~34!, ~35! and completed by
~40! and ~37! transformations are unique in those respects that other ‘‘types’’ of mapping w
lead to ‘‘unnatural,’’ much more complicated, formalism.

Having ~34!, ~35!, ~40! and taking into account~37!, we get to the ‘‘overdetermined’’ system
of constraints, which may be inconsistent. The Coulomb problem gives a quantum mech
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example of such a system.2 At all evidence, theO(4)3O(2)-invariant solution did not also obe
~37!. On the other hand, if we reject~37! then the determinantD(u,p) is not canceled and the
formalism would contain the ghosts.

C. Structure of dual perturbation theory

The problem of mapping for the degenerate case was solved in Ref. 2. It was assumed t
may ‘‘softly’’ take off the degeneracy, i.e., that there exist some parameter«→0 which regulates
the strength of degeneracy breaking and at«50 we have the degenerate limit.27 The following
proposition will be important in this connection.

Proposition III: The quantum perturbation conserves the topology of phase space flow.
Indeed, notice that Eqs.~34! and~35! should be satisfied for arbitraryj (y,t). Let us consider

the consequence of this proposition. Remembering~22!, and using definition~40!, we find that
~34! at j 50 gives equality:

$ujph2uhpj21%
dH

dp~y,t !
5$uhuj2ujuh%

]H

]u~y,t !
, H5H j u j 50 .

Hereu andp are the compound functions ofj5j(y,t) andh5h(y,t). This equality is identically
satisfied if the space–time local Poisson brackets:

$u~y,t !,p~y,t !%51, $u~y,t !,u~y,t !%50 ~43!

are satisfied. Equation~35! at j 50 adds the following conditions:

$u~y,t !,p~y,t !%51, $p~y,t !,p~y,t !%50. ~44!

It is not hard to see that the higher orders overj did not give new conditions, i.e., the Poiso
algebra, completed by~40!, is closed. In other words, the quantum perturbations conserve
topology28 of the phase space flow.

Proposition III means that the quantum perturbations would not alter the structureu
5u(;j,h) andp5p(;j,h) and they are solutions ofclassical~homogeneous! equations:

$u~y;j,h!,h~j,h!%5
dH~u,p!

dp~y;j,h!
, $p~y;j,h!,h~j,h!%52

dH~u,p!

du~y;j,h!
. ~45!

The j dependence is defined by Eq.~39! and is confined completely inj andh only.
So, we may start from a theory with generalized Hamiltonian:

hj~j,h!5H j~u,p!1«H̃ j~u,p!, ~46!

where the additive term;«→0. This proposition means that the ‘‘direct’’ mechanism of deg
eracy breaking is considered27 and the Hamiltonianhj (j,h) may be chosen in such a way th
some of thederivativesover auxiliary~artificial! fields j8 andh8 have a property:

uj8;uh8;pj8;ph8;«→0, ~j8,h8!PR* . ~47!

This is enough to formulate conserving the phase space volume transformation of quantum
Thus, we start from the variables (j,h)PW and scalar functionsu5u(y;j,h), p

5p(y;j,h). They should obey the inequality~37! and define the functionalhj (j,h) through the
equations~34! and ~35!. This allows one to cancel the determinantD(u,p). Then we extract the
auxiliary variablesj8 andh8 assuming~47!. This will allow one to exclude the auxiliary variable
and should reduce the system to a physical one. The physical content of this procedu
described in Ref. 2.
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The following property of the perturbation theory inW space will be used to realize thi
program of reduction. As a result of our mapping the integralN takes the form:

N~u!5e2 iK~ je!E DM j~j,h!e22iU ~u,e!, ~48!

whereDM j (j,h) is defined in~38!. Notice that in this expressionU depends onu5u(y;j,h).
It was shown in Ref. 2 that the mapped representation~48! allows one to split the ‘‘quantum

force’’ j (y,t) and corresponding ‘‘virtual field’’e(y,t) on the projection on the axes ofW. It is
easy to find the result of this procedure:

2K~ je!5ReE
C1

d3x dt$ ̂j~y,t !•êj~y,t !1 ̂h~y,t !•eh~y,t !% ~49!

and

e5ej•
]u

]h
2eh•

]u

]j
. ~50!

The caret symbol in~49! means the derivative over the corresponding quantity. At the very en
the calculation one should takej X5eX50, X5(j,h). The scalar product means summation ov
all components ofj andh.

Inserting~50! into ~19! one can find that

23!U~u,e!5E d3x dtH ej•
]u

]h

d

du
2eh•

]u

]j

d

duJ 3

S~u!

5E d3x dtH ej•
]u

]h

]

]u
2eh•

]u

]j

]

]uJ 3

L~u!, ~51!

whereL(u) is the Lagrangian density. This shows that the interaction functionalU(u,e) has the
symmetry properties of the Lagrangian density.

Formally the new perturbation generating operator~49! gives the same perturbation series, b
with the rearranged sequence of terms, i.e., the splitting ofj did not change the ‘‘convergence’’ o
the perturbation series~over 1/k sinceu;1/Ak!. At the same time, this splitting of the sourcej is
useful since it allows one to analyze the excitation of each degree of freedom, i.e., of comp
of the phase space flow along the axis ofW, independently.

Noting that eX , X5j,h, is conjugate toj X , it is easy to conclude that the action of th
operator~49! leads to the operator

H d

d j j
•

]u

]h

]

]u
2

d

d j h
•

]u

]j

]

]uJ ;$ ̂`X̂%.

This operator is the invariant of canonical transformations. If by some reason dvX
25 ̂X∧X̂50,

then the motion along theXth axis will be classical. This is the mechanism of reduction of
quantum degrees of freedom. The important properties of our formalism were described in
We will continue this question in Sec. II D.

Proposition IV: New fieldsj and h cannot depend on the coordinate y if the scalar theory
considered, i.e.,

j5j~ t !, h5h~ t !, ~52!

for scalar theory~12!.
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This conclusion follows from Proposition III. The reason is that the dynamical problem
divided into two parts. The first part of the problem consists in the solution of theclassical
equations~45!. It defines a structure of the compound functionsu(y;j,h) and p(y;j,h). The
second part consists in the definition of thetime dependence of~j,h! through Eqs.~39! and~40!.
Finally, if ~j,h! in zero order overj (y,t) are they independent parameters, the quantum per
bations are unable to change this property.

It is noticeable that ifj5j(t) andh5h(t) then we will find from~34! and ~35!, instead of
~43! and ~44!, thecanonicalequal-time commutator relations:

$u~y;j~ t !,h~ t !!,p~y8;j~ t !,h~ t !!%5d~y2y8!. ~53!

Thus, our quantization scheme would restore the canonical one in the factor spaceW. In this sense
the independence ofj andh from y is natural.

Nevertheless it seems useful to demonstrate Proposition IV explicitly. The elements~49! and
~38! are used in the Appendix to demonstrate the reduction:

~j,h!~y,t !→~j,h!~ t !. ~54!

This involves reduction of the operators:

~ ̂X ,êX!~y,t !→~ ̂X ,êX!~ t !, X5j,h. ~55!

The structure of the corresponding perturbation theory is described in Sec. II D.

D. Reduction

Therefore, for considered scalar theory,

2K~ je!5ReE
C1

dt$ ̂j~ t !•êj~ t !1 ̂h~ t !•eh~ t !% ~56!

and

e~y;j~ t !,h~ t !!5ej~ t !•
]u~y;j~ t !,h~ t !!

]h~ t !
2eh~ t !•

]u~y;j~ t !,h~ t !!

]j~ t !
. ~57!

The result of the disappearance ofy dependencies inj and h is a reduction of the field-
theoretical problem to the quantum mechanical one. So,L(u)5V(j,h) here play the role of the
mechanical potential for a particle with thephase spacecoordinate~j, h!.

The measure takes the form:

DM j~j,h!5)
t

dj~ t !dh~ t !d~ j̇~ t !2vh~j,h!2 j j~ t !!d~ḣ~ t !1vj~j,h!2 j h~ t !!, ~58!

where the ‘‘velocity’’

vX~j,h!5
]h~j,h!

]X
. ~59!

Let us remember now the definition~47!:

u5u~y;j~ t !,h~ t !;«j8~ t !,«h8~ t !!, «→0, ~60!

where

dimj5n, dimh5m, dim~j1j8!5dim~h1h8!5N. ~61!
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Inserting~60! into Lagrangian, we find that

L~u!5E d3xL~u~y;j~ t !,h~ t !!!1O~«!. ~62!

We are now able to define the dimension ofT* V taking

N5dim~G/H!. ~63!

So,N58 for example~1!.
Proposition V: If we have~60! and ~61! then

dimT* V5min$n,m%. ~64!

Let us consider the following three possibilities to demonstrate this proposition.
~a! n5m, N52n.
In this case the interaction functionalU(u,e) takes the form:

23!U~u,e!5E dtH S ex•
]

]h
2eh•

]

]j D
n

1S ex8•
]

]h8
2eh8•

]

]j8D
N2n

J 3

, ~65!

where~62! was used. The indexn means that the scalar products includen terms, andN may be
chosen equal ton. The measure

DM j~j,h!5)
t

dnj~ t !dnh~ t !d~n!~ j̇2vn2 j j!d
~n!~ ḣ1vj2 j h!.

~b! n.m, N5n1m.
In this case

23!U~u,e!5E dtH S ex•
]

]h
2eh•

]

]j D
m

1S eh8•
]

]j D
~n2m!

J 3

V~j,h!, ~66!

sinceh8 is absent inV(j,h). Therefore,eh8 has only the (n2m) components.
The measure takes the form:

DM j~j,h!5)
t

dnj~ t !dmh~ t !d~n2m!h8~ t !d~m!~ j̇2vh2 j j!d
~m!~ ḣ1vj2 j h!

3d~n2m!~ j̇2 j j!d
~n2m!~ ḣ81vj2 j h8!

sinceN5(n1m). Notice thath8 is contained only in the argument of the lastd-function. For this
reason we always can perform the shift:ḣ8→ḣ82vj1 j h8 . As a result:

DM j~j,h!5)
t

dmj~ t !hm~ t !d~m!~ j̇2vh2 j j!d
~m!~ ḣ1vj2 j h!d~n2m!~ j̇2 j j!d

~n2m!~ ḣ8!

and thej h8 dependence disappears. For this reason thêh8 dependence in the operatorK may be
omitted. As a result,
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2K~ je!5ReE
C1

dt$~ ̂j•êj!m1~ ̂h•êh!m1~ ̂j•êj!~n2m!%.

There is not an operatorêh8 and, for this reason, one should takeeh8 equal to zero. Therefore,

23!U~u,e!5E dtH ex•
]

]h
2eh•

]

]jJ
m

3

V~j,h! ~67!

and the (n2m) components ofej and j j may be taken equal to zero everywhere:

2K~ je!5ReE
C1

dt$ ̂j•êj1 ̂h•êh%m . ~68!

Accordingly,

DM j~j,h!5dR)
t

dmj~ t !dmh~ t !d~m!~ j̇2vh2 j j!d
~m!~ ḣ1vj2 j h!, ~69!

where

dR5d~N22m!j~0! ~70!

is the element ofR. The trivial auxiliary elements were omitted.
The same analyses may be done for the casen,m.
As a result, assuming thath is the ‘‘action’’ variable,

vh5v~h![]h~h!/]h, vj50,

we can write:

DM j~j,h!5dR )
i 51

min$m,n%

)
t

dj i~ t !h i~ t !d~ j̇ i2v i~h!2 j i j!d~ḣ i2 j ih!. ~71!

Therefore,

W5T* V3R ~72!

and dR is the differential measure of the subspaceR.
This ends the proof of Proposition V.
So, the equation forj andh take the form:

j̇~ t !5v~h!1 j j~ t !, ḣ~ t !5 j h~ t !. ~73!

The second equation is simply integrable:

h~ t !5h01E dt8 g~ t2t8! j h~ t8![h01h j~ t !. ~74!

Inserting this solution into the first equation in~73! one may find:

j~ t !5j01E dt8 g~ t2t8!v~h01h j~ t8!!1E dt8 g~ t2t8! j j~ t8![j01v̄ j~ t !t1j j~ t !, ~75!

where the abbreviation
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v̄~ t !t5E dt8 g~ t2t8!v~h01h j~ t8!! ~76!

was used. The Green functiong(t2t8) was defined in2

g~ t2t8!5Q~ t2t8!, ~77!

whereQ(t2t8) is the step function with boundary property:

Q~0!51. ~78!

As a result,

u5u~y;j01v̄ j~ t !t1j j ,h01h j ! ~79!

and the term

;
1

n!
$22iU ~u, j !%n5OS 1

knD
gives thenth order of our perturbation theory over 1/k sinceu5O(1/Ak).

III. NON-ABELIAN GAUGE FIELD THEORY

A. Yang–Mills theory on Dirac measure

The action of considered theory

S~A!5
1

2g E d4xFmna~A!Fa
mn~A! ~80!

is theO(4,2) invariant and the Yang–Mills fields

Fmna~A!5]mAna2]nAma2Ca
bcAmbAnc ~81!

are the covariant of non-Abelian gauge transformations. The gauge group will not be spec
We will consider the integral

N5e2 iK~ je!E DM je
22iU ~A,e!, ~82!

where the measure

DM j~A!5)
m,a

)
x

dAm
a ~x,t !d~Da

nbFnmb2 j ma! ~83!

is manifestly conformal and gauge invariant ifj ma50. The covariant derivative

Da
mb5]mda

b1Ca
bcAc

m .

The perturbations generating operator

2K~ je!5ReE
C1

d4x
d

d j a
m~x,t !

d

dema~x,t !
[ReE

C1

d4x̂ma~x,t !êa
m~x,t !. ~84!

The auxiliary variablesj ma andea
m should be taken equal to zero at the very end of the calc

tions. The functional
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22U~A,e!5~SC1
~A1e!2SC2

~A2e!!22 ReE
C1

d4xea
m~x!

dS~A!

dAa
m 1O~«! ~85!

describes interactions. All the above-mentioned quantities are defined on the Mills time co

C6 :t→t6 i e, e→10, utu<`. ~86!

This gives the rule as to avoid the light-cone singularities solving the equation:

Da
nbFmnb5 j ma . ~87!

One can omit in~85! terms;e→10. Therefore,U(A,e)5O(e3) and may contain only the odd
powers ofeam . This means that we may writeU(A,e) in the form:

U~A,e!52E d4xH ea
m~x!

d

dAa
m~x!J 3

S~A!, ~88!

see~19!.

B. First-order formalism

The noncovariant first-order formulation in terms of the ‘‘electric’’ field

Ea
i 5Fa

i0, ~89!

presents an introduction into the necessary for us Hamiltonian description. The action in thi
has the form

SC6
~A,F !5

1

g EC6

d4xH Ȧa"Ea1
1

2
~Ea

21Ba
2~A!!2A0a~D"E!aJ , ~90!

where the ‘‘magnetic’’ field

Bia~A!5~rotA! ia1 1
2e i jk@Aj ,Ak#a ~91!

is not the independent quantity and was introduced to shorten the formulas. Notice thatA0a did not
contain the conjugate pair and the actionS is linear over it.

The measure~83! may be written in the first-order formalism representation (dAa5)
i
dAia):

DM j~A,P!5)
a,i

)
x

dAai~x!dPai~x!d~Da
b
•Pb!dS Ṗa~x!1

dH j~A,P!

dAa~x! D dS Ȧa~x!2
dH j~A,P!

dPa~x! D ,

~92!

whereH j (A,P) is the total Hamiltonian:

H j5
1

2g E d3x~Pa
21Ba

2~A!!1E d3xjaAa , ~93!

Pa(x)[Ea(x) is the conjugate toAa(x) momentum andBa(A) was defined in~91!. We may
introduce intoDM j the additionald-function:

)
a

)
x

dS Ba
i 2~rotA!a

i 2
1

2
« jk

i @Aj ,Ak#aD . ~94!
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Then the Hamiltonian in~93! becomes symmetric over electricEa and magneticBa fields.
Notice that the firstd-function in ~92! is the consequence of linearity of the action overA0a .

The time componentA0a has the meaning of Lagrange multiplier for the Gauss law:

Da
b"Pb50. ~95!

It should be stressed that there is not an equation for the time componentA0a . Moreover, theA0a

dependence completely disappeared from formalism since the interaction functionalU(A,e) is
defined by the third derivative overAma , see~88!.

C. Mapping into the factor space

The measure~92! is not physical since it contains three~for givena! vector potentialsAa(x).
To exclude the unphysical degree of freedom, the gauge fixing Faddeev–Popovansatzis often
used. But we will consider, as was described previously, another approach.

We will introduce the functional

D~A,P!5E DjDh)
a

d~Aa~x!2ua~x;j~x!,h~x!!d~Pa~x!2pa~x;j~x!,h~x!! ~96!

to realize the transformation

u:~A,P!a~x!→~j,h!~x!, ~97!

to the compound vector functions (u,p)a(x;j(x),h(x)) of the space–time local paramete
(j,h)(x). It is assumed thatDÞ0.

Performing transformation~97!, we find:

DM j~j,h!5
1

Dc~u! )a
)

x
djdh dladqad~Da

b
•pb!dS u̇a~x!2

dH j

dpa~x! D dS ṗa~x!1
dH j

dua~x! D .

~98!

Here the gauge phasela and conjugate to itqa was extracted from the set of variablesj andh.
Using the result of Sec. III B, one may diagnolize arguments ofd-functions. As a results:

DM j~j,h,l,Q!5 )
x,t,a

dj dh dl dqd~Da
b~u!•pb!dS l̇a2

dhj

dqa
D dS q̇a1

dhj

dla
D

3dS j̇2
dhj

]h D dS ḣ1
]hj

]j D . ~99!

Equality ~99! holds iff hj is defined by Poisson equations~for the three vectors givenua andpa!:

$ua~x!,hj%5
dH j

dpa~x!
, $pa~x!,hj%52

dH j

dua~x!
~100!

considering~j, h! and (l,q) in the Poisson brackets as the canonically conjugate pairs.
If we add to~100! one more equation:

hj~j,h,l,q!5H j~ua ,pa! ~101!

then, as was shown in Sec. III B,ua andpa should be solution of incident equations, assuming t
~100! holds on the measure~99!. Then

Da
b~u!"pb[0 ~102!
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sincepb is the solution of Eq.~100! at arbitraryj ma . This remarkable result is the consequence
mapping into the invariant spaceG/H to which the classical flow belongs completely. Therefo
the correspondingd-function in ~111! gives identically

)
x

d~0!.

This infinite factor should be canceled by normalization and will not be mentioned later. Not
the formalism contains one sourcesja conjugate to the coordinatesua only, see~101! and ~93!.

So, the described mapping gives the measure:

DM j~j,h,l,Q!5 )
x,t;a

dladqadjdhd~l̇a!dS q̇a1
dhj

dla
D dS j̇2

]hj

]h D dS ḣ1
]hj

]j D . ~103!

We have taken into account here that (u,p)a areqa independent. The Hamiltonianhj is defined by
Eq. ~101!:

2ghj5E d3x~pa
21Ba

2~u!!1E d3xjaua[h1J, ~104!

whereh is the unperturbated byja Hamiltonian.
Helping the PropositionV, we can exclude theqa dependence:

DM j~j,h,l!5dR)
x;a

dladjdhd~l̇a!d~ j̇2v2 j j!d~ḣ2 j h!, ~105!

where the ‘‘velocity’’ v5]h/]h. The perturbations generating operator takes the form:

2K~ je!5E dt$ ̂jêj1 ̂hêh%. ~106!

At the same time one should replace in~85! ea on

ea~x!5ej~ t !
]ua~x;j,h,l!

]h~ t !
2eh~ t !

]ua~x;j,h,l!

]j~ t !
. ~107!

As follows from ~105! we should consider the time independent gauge transformations:

l̇a~x!50. ~108!

To remove this constraint we should generalize Eq.~100!. So, if we consider the equation:

$ua~x;j,h,l!,hj%5
dH j

dpa~x!
2Va~x!

]u~x;j,h,l!

]la
~109!

instead of the first equation in~100! then one should replace in~105!

)
x,a

dla~x!d~ l̇a~x!!→)
x;a

dla~x!d~ l̇a~x!2Va~x!!, ~110!

whereVa(x) is the arbitrary function ofy andt. This is the most general representation for gau
measure in our formalism.

As a result, the main elements of quantum Yang–Mills theory in theG/H space looks as
follows.

~i! The measure
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DM j~j,h,l!5dR)
x;a

dladjdhd~l̇a~x!2Va~x!!d~ j̇2v2 j j!d~ḣ2 j h!. ~111!

Using definition~25!, one may note that

E )
x,a

dlad~l̇a~x!2Va~x!!

means integration over all functionsla(y,t) of the arbitrary given time dependence. At the sa
time

* Px;adlad~l̇a~x!2Va~x!!

*Px;adla
[0. ~112!

Therefore our normalization on the gauge group volume differs from the ordinary one. Bu
will not affect the result since all contributions will be gauge invariant.

~ii ! The quantum perturbation’s generating operator

2K̂~ je!5E dt$ ¤̂j"êj1 ¤̂h"êh%. ~113!

~iii ! The interactions functionalU(u,ē) depends on

ea5ej•
]ua

]h
2eh"

]ua

]j
. ~114!

Note the motion alongl orbits is exactly classical and the dependence of nondynamical varia
has disappeared.

D. Gauge invariance

We wish to quantize the theory without gauge fixingansatzand, therefore, the theory contain
threeindependentpotentialuia , i 51,2,3 for each color indexa. We may avoid this problem with
the unphysical degrees of freedom if the theory would depend only on the gauge-invaria
servable quantities: the color electric,Ea , and magnetic,Ba , fields.

Proposition VI: Each order over1/g is explicitly gauge invariant.
The interactions functionalU has following explicit form:

23!U~u,e!5
1

g E dx)
k51

3 H eak

]

]uak
J FmnaFmna ,

whereea was defined in~114!. Using this definition, we find:

23!U~u,e!5E dx)
k51

3 H Fej"
]ua

]h
2eh"

]ua

]j G ]

]uak
J FmnaFmna . ~115!

The summation over repeated indices is assumed.
The last expression is manifestly gauge invariant since the operator is singlet of gauge

formations andFmnaFmna is the gauge invariant quantity.
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E. Divergences

Expression~115! may be written in the form:

23!U~u, ē!5E dt)
k51

3 H Fej•
]ua

]h
2eh"

]ua

]j G ]

]uak
J L~u!, ~116!

where

L~u!5E d3xFmnaFmna

is the Yang–Mills Lagrangian.
Result of action of the perturbation generating operator gives the expression:

N~u!5E DM ~j,h!:e22iU ~u,e!:, ~117!

where the operator

23!~2i !3U~u,e!5E dt)
k51

3 H F d

d j j
"
]ua

]h
2

d

d jh
"
]ua

]j G ]

]ua
JL~u!, ~118!

whereuia depends on the solution of equations:

j̇2v~h!5 j j , ḣ5 j h ~119!

and the measure isj X , X5j,h independent:

DM5dR)
a

)
y,t

Dlad~l̇a2V!d~ j̇2v~h!!d~ḣ !.

Such ‘‘shift’’ is possible since Eqs.~119! are linear overj X .
We can conclude that ifuam is not singular,

uS~u!u,`, ~120!

then the theory did not contain divergences since the differential operator in~118! cannot change
convergence of the time integrals. Notice that theO(4)3O(2) solution obeys this property.3

IV. CONCLUSION

It was shown that there exists such formulation of the quantum Yang–Mills theory whi
~a! divergence free~at least in the vector fields sector!, ~b! did not contain the gauge ghosts, a
~c! is sufficiently consistent, i.e., the quantization scheme is free from the Gribov ambiguiti

It was shown in Ref. 2 that if]~G/H! is the boundary then the quantum corrections
accumulated on this boundary, i.e., the intersection]uamù](G/H), where]uam is the flow in the
G/H coordinate system, defines the value of quantum corrections. If]uamù](G/H)50 then the
semiclassical approximation is exact. This is the crucial property of our topological QCD.

For this reason the tQCD seems attractive and the question of whether it takes the p
pQCD seems important. The experimentally examined consequences of the tQCD would
tremely interesting and they will be investigated in the first place.

Being convergent, the exactness of estimation of the measurables in tQCD should be
then in the ‘‘logarithmic’’ pQCD. Moreover, the convergence means that the main contribu
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are accumulated on the large distances. This property is typical for hadron physics. Therefo
main point of our future publications would be the prediction of the small-scale effects, whe
can compare our approach with pQCD.
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APPENDIX: REDUCTION OF THE SPACE DEGREES OF FREEDOM

Action of the operator exp$2iK% leads to

N~u!5E DM j~j,h!:e22iU~u, j !:, ~A1!

where

23!~2i !3U~u, j !5E d3x dt )
a,k

H F d

d j j
"
]ua

]h
2

d

d jh
"
]ua

]j G ]

]ua
JL~u! ~A2!

and the colons in~A1! mean the ‘‘normal product,’’ when the variational derivatives overj X in the
expansion of exp$22iU(u, j )% stay to the left of all functions.

The measure

DM j~j,h!5)
y,t

djdhd~j̇2vh2 j j!d~ḣ1vj2 j h!.

Then, to calculate the remaining integral in~A1!, one should find solution of inhomogeneou
equations:

j̇~y,t !2vh~y,t;j,h!5 j j~y,t !, ḣ~y,t !1vj~y,t;j,h!5 j h~y,t !, ~A3!

where

vX~y,t;j,h!5dh~j,h!/dX~y,t !.

As follows from~A2!, if some operatorŝX8 over the ‘‘auxiliary’’ variableX8 were not contain
in U(u, j ) then the auxiliary variablesX8 should obey the homogeneous, classical, equations,
j X850 on the right-hand side.

The solutions of inhomogeneous equation~A3! will be searched expanding overj X :

j~y,t !5j0~y,t !1E d4x8jj
1~y,t;y8,t8! j j~y8,t8!1E d4x8jn

1~y,t;y8,t8! j h~y8,t8!1¯ ,

~A4!

h~y,t !5h0~y,t !1E d4x8hh
1~y,t;y8,t8! j h~y8,t8!1E d4x8hj

1~y,t;y8,t8! j j~y8,t8!1¯ .

So, the equations:

j̇0~y,t !5vh~y,t;j0,h0!, ḣ0~y,t !52vj~y,t;j0,h0! ~A5!

should be solved in the lowest order overj X . The functionu(y;j(y,t),h(y,t)) should obey the
‘‘boundary’’ property:
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u~y;j~y,t !,h~y,t !!u j 505u~y;j0,h0!5u~y,t;j0 ,h0!, ~A6!

wherej0 andh0 are the integration constants of the Lagrange equation~11!. The equality~A6!
defines the starting set of the necessary variablesj andh. Notice that, as follows from Propositio
III, the quantum perturbations should not change this set.

Let us distinguish the variablesj P G/H by the equality:

d

dj
hU

j x50

50. ~A7!

This assumes that the seth can be expressed through the set conserved generators. In examp~1!,
they are the generators of translation and special conformal transformation. Notice that P
tion III means that the quantum perturbations did not alter this definition.

Inserting~A7! into ~A5! we find at j X50 the equations:

j̇0~y,t !5vh~h0![v~h0!, ḣ0~y,t !50. ~A8!

The functions with arbitraryy dependence may satisfy this equations. Using solution of
equation:

j0~y,t !5v~h0!t1j0 , h0~y,t !5h0 , ~A9!

wherej0 andh0 are the integration constants, we will see that the dependence ony in ~A6! did not
play any role because of the degeneracy overy. For this reason we will put out they dependence
in j0 andh0.

It is not hard to show that the degeneracy overy will be conserved in arbitrary order overj X .
Indeed, inserting the expansions~A4! into Eq. ~A3!, we find in the first order overj j :

] tjy
1~y,t;y8,t8!2jj

1~y,t;y8,t8!
d2h~j,h!

dj~y8,t8!dj~y,t !U
j 50

2jh
1~y,t;y8,t8!

d2h~j,h!

dh~y8,t8!dj~y,t !U
j 50

5d~y2y8!d~ t2t8!.

Notice that

dh~j,h!

dj~y,t ! U
j 50

5
d

dj~y,t !
$h~j,h!u j 50%50,

where~A7! was used. Therefore, the equation forjj
1 has a structure:

j̇ j
1~y,t;y8,t8!5d~y2y8!d~ t2t8!, ~A10!

where the boundary conditions~A9! were applied. Notice that this equation is linear.
Inserting the solution of Eq.~A10!:

jj
1~y,t;y8,t8!5d~y2y8!g~ t2t8!, ~A11!

whereg(t2t8) is the Green function defined in Ref. 2, into~A4!, we find the term

;E dt8 g~ t2t8! j j~y,t8!.
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So, they dependence is contained in the auxiliary sourcej j only. For this reason it cannot play
dynamical role. The same phenomena one can observe considering other terms in the de
sition ~A4!.

Therefore, admitting that the quantum perturbations switched on adiabatically, i.e., m
taken into account perturbatively, and for this reason are unable to change the topology
classical trajectoryu(y;j,h), Proposition III, one may conclude that it is enough to takej
5j(t) andh5h(t) in the considered scalar theory.

1It is assumed that the interaction with matter fields may be included perturbatively. For this reason the quark de
freedom will not be taken into account in present paper.

2J. Manjavidze and A. Sissakian, Theor. Math. Phys.123, 776~2000!, J. Manjavidze and A. Sissakian, J. Math. Phys.41,
5710 ~2000!. We will assume that these papers are known to the reader.

3See, e.g., A. Actor, Rev. Mod. Phys.51, 461 ~1979!, and references cited therein.
4Actually, we are able to calculate the phase of nontrivialS-matrix elements also if the quantum perturbations a
switched on adiabatically. For this purpose the dispersion relation should be used, see J. Manjavidze and A. S
hep-th/9811160.

5See the discussion of this question in the earliest paper: J. Manjavidze, Sov. J. Nucl. Phys.45, 442 ~1987!.
6J. Manjavidze and A. Sissakian, J. Math. Phys.42, 641 ~2001!; see also Appendix K in the review paper: J. Manjavid
and A. Sissakian, Phys. Rep.~to be published!.

7Following this selection rule, one should consider the factor space of highest dimension and we are not sure
dimension offered in~1! factor space is the highest one. Nevertheless it is not entirely impossible that theO(4)
3O(2) contribution is necessary and sufficient. In connection with discussed selection rule there is also the inte
question concerning the place of the KAM-theorem~Ref. 8! in quantum field theories.

8V. I. Arnold, Mathematical Methods of Classical Mechanics~Springer, New York, 1978!.
9B. M. Barbashov, S. P. Kuleshov, V. A. Matveev, V. N. Pervushin and A. N. Sissakian, Theor. Math. Phys.10, 11 ~1972!.

10C. Itzikson and J. B. Zuber,Quantum Field Theory~McGraw–Hill, New York, 1980!.
11The number of Feynman diagrams of the pQCD in the given order of interaction constantg depends on the chosen gaug
12B. DeWitt and C. Molina-Paris, hep-th/9808163.
13V. N. Gribov, Nucl. Phys. B139, 246 ~1978!.
14See I. M. Singer, Commun. Math. Phys.60, 7 ~1978!, M. F. Atiyah and J. D. S. Jones,ibid. 61, 97 ~1978!.
15S. V. Shabanov, Phys. Rep.326, 1 ~2000!.
16This conclusion would be in accordance with the canonical formalism, where existence of the canonical commu

the necessary and sufficient condition of quantization.
17To avoid the Gribov’s copying of the gauge nonsinglet variables one may ‘‘glue’’ together theirs gauge copies~this is

possible since they correspond to the same physical state!, the details one may find in Ref. 15. But this eventually lea
to deformation of the ‘‘physical’’ phase space of the gauge nonsinglet variables and the quantization of such
presents definite problem. Otherwise the dynamical variables would contain unphysical singularities~because of pres-
ence of bifurcation on the gauge copies!.

18R. Jackiw, C. Nohl and C. Rebbi,Particles and Fields, Proceedings, Banff, Canada, 25 August–3 September 1
edited by D. H. Boal and A. N. Kamal~Plenum, New York, 1978!.

19Here the analogy of the interaction constant and the temperature is used. Then theg and 1/g decompositions mean
accordingly, the ‘‘high-’’ and ‘‘low-temperature’’ expansions.

20This property usually is postulated, see, e.g., R. Jackiw, Rev. Mod. Phys.49, 681 ~1977!, but it can be proved explicitly
if the topologicalsolitons are considered~Ref. 6!.

21The intriguing question concerning ‘‘asymptotic freedom’’ in our perturbation theory will be considered in subse
publications.

22The standard phenomenological reduction formalism may be used for this purpose~Ref. 6!.
23E. Corrigan and D. Fairlie, Phys. Lett. B67, 69 ~1977!; F. Wilczek, inQuark Confinement and Field Theory, edited by

D. Stump and D. Weingarten~Wiley, New York, 1977!.
24R. Mills, Propagators for Many-Particle Systems~Gordon & Breach, New York, 1970!.
25We would like to note here that the method ofcanonical transformation, used for definition of the classical phase flo

(q,k), suppose~see Refs. 8 and 26! that the manifoldWÞB is known. This means that the necessary complete se
first integrals in involutionJ5J(q,k) is known. But wishing to perform thearbitrary transformation, when we did no
know if the considered~infinite dimensional! system~12! is integrable or not, i.e., having no complete information abo
the necessary set of integrals, this approach seems noneffective.

26S. Smale, Invent. Math.11, 45 ~1970!; R. Abraham and J. E. Marsden,Foundations of Mechanics~Benjamin/Cummings,
Reading, MA, 1978!.

27In the case of Coulomb problem the degeneracy is connected with the conserved Runge–Lentz vectorn and it may be
destroyed by an external magnetic field. The last one induces precession of the vectorn.

28Indeed, let us remind that in the result of the canonical momentum mappingJ:(q,k)→(Q,K) we find q(Q,K) and
k(Q,K). This function completed by Hamiltonian equations forQ andK solves the dynamical problem. Therefore, th
time dependence is contained only inQ andK. But, as was mentioned in Ref. 25, the structure ofW is ad hocunknown
for the field theory case. For this reason we later check this assumption.
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Coherent states for SU „3…
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We define coherent states for SU~3! using six bosonic creation and annihilation
operators. These coherent states are explicitly characterized by six complex num-
bers with constraints. For the completely symmetric representations (n,0) and
(0,m), only three of the bosonic operators are required. For mixed representations
(n,m), all six operators are required. The coherent states provide a resolution of
identity, satisfy the continuity property, and possess a variety of group theoretic
properties. We introduce an explicit parametrization of the group SU~3! and the
corresponding integration measure. Finally, we discuss the path integral formalism
for a problem in which the Hamiltonian is a function of SU~3! operators at each
site. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1385563#

I. INTRODUCTION

Coherent states have been used for a long time in different areas of physics.1,2 In the area of
quantum optics, coherent states based on the Heisenberg–Weyl group~which are described later in
this work! have been extensively used to study the interaction of a single mode of electroma
radiation with a two-level atomic system~for instance, the Jaynes–Cummings model!.3 Coherent
states based on the noncompact Lie group SU~1,1! have also been used to study certain proble
in quantum optics.4 In condensed matter physics, coherent states for the Lie group SU~2! have
been very useful for studying Heisenberg spin systems using the path integral formalism.5–8 These
studies have been generalized to systems with SU(N) symmetry, although such studies ha
usually been restricted to the completely symmetric representations.6,9 However, there is a recen
discussion of coherent states for arbitrary irreducible representations of SU~3! in Ref. 10. The
purpose of our work is to discuss a coherent state formalism which is valid for all represent
of SU~3!, and to give an explicit characterization of them in terms of complex numbers an
states of some harmonic oscillators.~Our work differs in this respect from Ref. 10 which does n
use harmonic oscillator operators to define the basis states.! As we will see, this way of charac
terization is very similar to those used for the Heisenberg–Weyl and SU~2! coherent states. But
there are certain additional features~such as tracelessness! which are redundant in the simpler ca
of SU~2!.

One can imagine various possible applications of coherent states for SU~3!. In quantum
optics, coherent states for SU~3! may turn out to be useful for studying the interaction of
three-level atomic system with three modes of electromagnetic radiation~corresponding to the
three possible energy differences of the atom!. We should also mention that there have been m
other studies of SU~3! in the recent mathematical physics literature, including the geometric p
for three-level systems11 and the study of Clebsch–Gordon coefficients and the outer multipl
problem.12 These studies do not use coherent states; however, our work is likely to shed new
on some of these studies. For instance, we will use two triplets of complex numbersz andw which

a!Electronic mail: manu@boson.bose.res.in
b!Electronic mail: diptiman@cts.iisc.ernet.in
41810022-2488/2001/42(9)/4181/16/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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are similar to the ones used in Ref. 12, except that we will normalize the triplets to u
Similarly, it is well known that the geometric phases in the different representations of SU~2! may
be obtained by integrating around a closed loop the overlap of two coherent states which
infinitesimally from each other.7,8 In the same way, it should be possible to derive the geome
phases for SU~3! representations from the coherent states discussed below.

The organization of the article is as follows. Section II will motivate our ideas and techni
using two examples which are simpler than the SU~3! group. We start with the standard grou
theoretical definitions of the coherent states of the Heisenberg–Weyl and SU~2! groups. We then
discuss another way of defining SU~2! coherent states using the Schwinger or Holstein–Prima
representation of the Lie algebra of SU~2!13 in terms of harmonic oscillator creation and annih
lation operators. This definition is discussed in some detail as it can be extended to the~3!
group. We then establish its equivalence with the standard group theoretical coheren
definition.2 In Sec. III, we generalize the SU~2! Lie algebra in terms of harmonic oscillators to th
SU~3! group, and construct the irreducible representations of SU~3!. We describe the structure o
SU~3! matrices in an explicit way, and provide an integration measure for this eight-dimens
manifold. In Sec. IV, we use this group structure to construct a set of SU~3! coherent states which
are explicitly characterized by a set of complex numbers which are equivalent to eigh
variables. We prove various identities expected for coherent states such as the resolu
identity and a transformation from a particular coherent state to the general coherent state.
V, we provide an alternative set of coherent states for SU~3! which require only five real variables
although these share some of the features of the coherent states defined in Sec. IV, they ha
limitations arising from the smaller number of variables used. In Sec. VI, we discuss how coh
states can be used to develop a path integral formalism for problems involving SU~3! variables.

II. HEISENBERG–WEYL AND SU „2… COHERENT STATES

There are many definitions of coherent states used in the literature. However, the most
tial ingredients common in all these definitions are the continuity and completeness prope1

~1! These are states in a Hilbert spaceH associated which are characterized by a set of continu
variables$zW%, and the coherent statesuzW& are strongly continuous functions of the labels$zW%.

~2! There exists a positive measuredm(zW) such that the unit operatorI admits the resolution of
identity

I5E dm~zW !uzW&^zWu. ~1!

Given a groupG, the coherent states in a given representationR are functions ofq parameters
denoted by$z1 ,z2 ,...,zq%, and are defined as

uzW&[TR~g~zW !!u0&R . ~2!

HereTR(g(zW)) is a group element in the representationR, andu0&R is a fixed vector belonging to
R. In the simplest example of the Heisenberg–Weyl group, the Lie algebra contains three g
tors. It is defined in terms of creation annihilation operators (a,a†) satisfying

@a,a†#5I, @a,I#50, @a†,I#50. ~3!

This algebra has only one infinite dimensional irreducible representation which can be cha
ized by occupation number statesun&[(a†)n/An! u0& with n50,1,2, . . . . A generic group ele-
ment in ~2! can be characterized byT(g)5exp(iaI1za†2 z̄a) with an anglea and a complex
parameterz. Therefore,
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ua,z&`5exp~ ia!uz&, uz&5exp~za†2 z̄a!u0&5 (
n50

`

Fn~z!un&, ~4!

where the sum runs over all the basis vectors of the infinite dimensional representation, a

Fn~z!5
zn

An!
exp~2uzu2/2! ~5!

are the coherent state expansion coefficients. This feature, i.e., an expansion of the cohere
in terms of basis vectors of a given representation with analytic functions of complex vari
(Fn(z)) as coefficients, will also be present in the case of SU~2! and SU~3! groups. It is easy to
see that Eq.~4! provides a resolution of identity as in~1! with the measuredm(z)5dzdz̄.

We now briefly review the next simplest example, i.e., the coherent states associated w
SU~2! group. The SU~2! Lie algebra is given by a set of three angular momentum operators$JW%
[$J1 ,J2 ,J3% or equivalently by$J1 ,J2 ,J3%, (J6[J16 iJ2) satisfying

@J3 ,J6#56J6 , @J1 ,J2#52J3 . ~6!

The SU~2! group has a Casimir operator given byJW•JW , and the different irreducible represent
tions are characterized by its eigenvaluesj ( j 11), wherej is an integer or half-odd-integer. A
given basis vector in representationj is labeled by the eigenvaluem of J3 as u j ,m&. We charac-
terize the SU~2! group elements U by the Euler angles, i.e.,U(u,f,c)
[exp (ifJ3) exp(iuJ2) exp(icJ3). The standard group theoretical definition~2! takesu0& j in ~2! to
be the highest weight stateu j , j & and is of the form

un̂~u,f!& j5U~u,f,c!u j , j &,

5 (
m52 j

1 j

Cm~u,f!u j ,m&, ~7!

In ~7!, the coefficientsCm(u,f) are given by

Cm~u,f!5eimfA ~2 j !!

~ j 1m!! ~ j 2m!! Fsin
u

2G j 2mFcos
u

2G j 1m

, ~8!

where we have ignored possible phase factors.
The algebra in Eq.~6! can be realized in terms of a doublet of harmonic oscillator creation

annihilation operatorsaW [(a1 ,a2) and aW †[(a1
† ,a2

†), respectively.13 They satisfy the simpler
bosonic commutation relation@ai ,aj

†#5d i j with i , j 51,2. The vacuum state isu0,0&. In terms of
these operators,

Ja[ 1
2ai

†~sa! i j aj , ~9!

wheresa denote the Pauli matrices.~We will generally use the convention that repeated indi
are summed over!. It is easy to check that the operators in~9! satisfy the SU~2! Lie algebra with
the CasimirJW•JW[ 1

4aW
†
•aW (aW †

•aW 12). Thus the representations of SU~2! can be characterized by th
eigenvalues of the occupation number operator; the spin valuej is equal to (N11N2)/2 whereN1

andN2 are the eigenvalues ofa1
†a1 anda2

†a2 , respectively.
With these harmonic oscillator creation and annihilation operators, another definition of S~2!

coherent states is obtained by directly generalizing~4!. We define a doublet of complex numbe
(z1 ,z2) with the constraintuz1u21uz2u251; this gives three independent real parameters wh
define the sphereS3. Let us parameterize
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z15cosxeib1 and z25sinxeib2, ~10!

where 0<x<p/2 and 0<b1 ,b2,2p. The integration measure on this space takes the form

dVS35
1

p2
dz1dz̄1dz2dz̄2d~ uz1u21uz2u221!5

1

2p2
cosx sinxdxdb1db2 , ~11!

where we have introduced a normalization factor so that*dVS351. The SU~2! coherent state in
the representationN is now defined as

uz1 ,z2&N52 j5daW †
•aW ,NAN!exp~zW•aW †!u0,0&5 (

N1 ,N2

8FN1 ,N2
uN1 ,N2& j . ~12!

In the second equation in~12!, the (8 implies that only the terms satisfying the constrainta†
•a

5N[2 j are included or equivalently that

N11N25N. ~13!

With ~13!, the statesuN1 ,N2& j form a (2j 11)-dimensional representation of SU~2!. The expan-
sion coefficientsFN1 ,N2

(z1 ,z2) are analytic functions of (z1 ,z2) and are given by

FN1 ,N2
[S N!

N1!N2! D
1/2

z1
N1z2

N2 . ~14!

Equations~12! and ~14! are similar to~4! and ~5!, respectively. This will be generalized to th
SU~3! case in Sec. III. It is easy to check that~12! provides the resolution of identity with th
measure given in~11!, namely,

E dVSU(2)uz1 ,z2& j j ^z1 ,z2u5
1

2 j 11 (
m52 j

j

u j ,m&^ j ,mu. ~15!

Now we change variables fromN1 andN252 j 2N1 to m5 1
2(N12N2), and define

v[
z1

z2
5eif cot

u

2
. ~16!

These parameters are related to the ones given in~10! as u52x and f5b12b2 . We now
consider an unit sphereS2 with its south pole touching the pointv50. The sphere is characterize
by (u,f) whereu andf are the polar and azimuthal angles, respectively. Using the stereogr
projection, it is easy to verify that

uz1 ,z2& j5~z1!2 j (
m52 j

j A ~2 j !!

~ j 1m!! ~ j 2m!!
~v!(m2 j )u j ,m&5un̂~u,f!& j , ~17!

where we have again ignored possible phase factors. Equation~17! can also be written as

uz1 ,z2& j5~z1!2 jexpS z2

z1
J2D uz151, z250& j , ~18!

where uz151, z250&N52 j5u j , j & and we have used the fact thatJ25a2
†a1 . Equations~17! and

~18! establish the equivalence between the group theoretical theoretical definition~7! and the one
using Schwinger bosons~12!.

The stationary subgroup of a particular coherent state is defined as the subgroupH of the full
groupG which leaves that coherent state invariant up to a phase; the coherent states are fu
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of the coset spaceG/H.2 It is clear from the previous discussion that the stationary subgrou
the SU~2! coherent states is U~1!; therefore the coherent states correspond to the coset s
SU(2)/U(1)5S2 which is parametrized by the angles (u,f).

III. SU„3… AND ITS REPRESENTATIONS

Let us first discuss a parametrization of SU~3! matrices, i.e., 333 unitary matrices with unit
determinant. To motivate this, let us first consider a parametrization of SO~3! matrices. Consider
a real vector of unit length of the form

pW 5S sinu cosf

sinu sinf

cosu
D . ~19!

The most general real vectorq of unit length which is orthogonal top is given by

qW 5S cosx cosu cosf1sinx sinf

cosx cosu sinf2sinx cosf

2cosx sinu
D . ~20!

Finally, we define a third unit vectorrW5pW 3qW , i.e., r 15p2q32p3q2 , etc. Then a 333 matrix
whose columns are given by the vectorsp,q and r is an SO~3! matrix.

We will now generalize the previous construction to obtain an SU~3! matrix. A complex vector
of unit norm is given by

zW5S sinu cosfeia1

sinu sinfeia2

cosueia3

D , ~21!

where 0<u,f<p/2 and 0<a1 ,a2 ,a3,2p. Then the integration measure forzW, which is
equivalent to the sphereS5, is given by

dVS55
2

p3
dz1dz̄1dz2dz̄2dz3dz̄3d~ uz1u21uz2u21uz3u221!

5
1

p3
sin3 u cosu cosf sinfdudfda1da2da3 , ~22!

which has been normalized to make*dVS551. The most general complex vectorwW of unit norm
satisfyingzW•wW 50 is given by

wW 5S ei (b12a1)cosx cosu cosf1ei (b22a1)sinx sinf

ei (b12a2)cosx cosu sinf2ei (b22a2)sinx cosf

2ei (b12a3)cosx sinu
D , ~23!

where 0<x<p/2 and 0<b1 ,b2,2p just as in the integration measure forS3 in ~11!. We may

now define a third complex vector of unit norm asvW 5 z̄W3wW , wherez̄W[z!W . Then we can check tha
a 333 matrix whose columns are given byz, w̄ andv, i.e.,
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S5S z1 w̄1 z̄2w32 z̄3w2

z2 w̄2 z̄3w12 z̄1w3

z3 w̄3 z̄1w22 z̄2w1

D ~24!

is an SU~3! matrix.
The integration measure for the group SU~3! is given by a product of~22! and ~11! as14,15

dVSU(3)5
1

2p5
sin3 u cosu cosf sinf cosx sinxdudfdxda1da2da3db1db2 , ~25!

which is normalized so that*dVSU(3)51. To prove Eq.~25!, we note that the matrix in~24! can
be written as a product of two SU~3! matrices, i.e.,S5A3A2 , where

A35S sinu cosfeia1 cosu cosfeia1 2sinfe2 ia22 ia3

sinu sinfeia2 cosu sinfeia2 cosfe2 ia12 ia2

cosueia3 2sinueia3 0
D , ~26!

and

A25S 1 0 0

0 cosxe2 ib1 sinxeib22 ia12 ia22 ia3

0 2sinxe2 ib21 ia11 ia211a3 cosxeib1

D . ~27!

The structure of the matrixA3 is determined entirely by the three-dimensional complex vec
which forms its first column; hence the integration measure corresponding to it is given by~22!.
The matrix A2 is determined by the two-dimensional complex vector which forms its sec
column; its contribution to the integration measure is therefore given by~11!. Note that although
the parameter appearing inA2 is b22a12a22a2 instead of onlyb2 as in ~10!, this makes no
difference in the product measure given in~25! since the differentialsda i already appear in the
integration measure coming fromA3 . Incidentally, this procedure generalizes to any SU(N); the
integration measure is given by a product of measures forS2N21, S2N23, . . . , S3.14

In short, we have defined two complex vectorszW5(z1 ,z2 ,z3) and wW 5(w1 ,w2 ,w3) in ~21!
and ~23!. These satisfy the constraints

z̄W•zW5uz1u21uz2u21uz3u251,
~28!

w̄W •wW 5uw1u21uw2u21uw3u251,

and

zW•wW 5z1w11z2w21z3w350. ~29!

These constraints leave eight real degrees of freedom as required for SU~3!. We will takezW andwW

to transform respectively as the 3 and 3! representation of SU~3!. Thus an SU~3! transformation
acts on the matrixS in Eq. ~24! by multiplication from the left.

Let us now define two triplets of harmonic oscillator creation and annihilation opera
(ai ,bi), i 51,2,3, satisfying

@ai ,aj
†#5d i j , @bi ,bj

†#5d i j ,
~30!

@ai ,bj #50, @ai ,bj
†#50.
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We will often denote these two triplets by (aW ,bW ) and the two number operators byNa([aW †
•aW ) and

Nb([bW †
•bW ). Similarly, their vacuum state is denoted byu0W a ,0W b&. Henceforth, we will ignore the

subscriptsa,b and will denote the vacuum state byu0W ,0W &, and the eigenvalues ofNa , Nb by N and
M, respectively.

Now let la, a51,2, . . . ,8 be thegenerators of SU~3! in the fundamental representation; the
satisfy the SU~3! Lie algebra@la,lb#5 i f abclc. Let us define the following operators

Qa5a†laa2b†l* ab, ~31!

wherea†laa[ai
†l i j

a aj , andb†l* ab[bi
†l i j*

abj . To be explicit,

Q35 1
2~a1

†a12a2
†a22b1

†b11b2
†b2!,

Q85
1

2A3
~a1

†a11a2
†a222a3

†a32b1
†b12b2

†b212b3
†b3!,

Q15 1
2~a1

†a21a2
†a12b1

†b22b2
†b1!,

Q252
i

2
~a1

†a22a2
†a11b1

†b22b2
†b1!,

~32!
Q45 1

2~a1
†a31a3

†a12b1
†b32b3

†b1!,

Q552
i

2
~a1

†a32a3
†a11b1

†b32b3
†b1!,

Q65 1
2~a2

†a31a3
†a22b2

†b32b3
†b2!,

Q752
i

2
~a2

†a32a3
†a21b2

†b32b3
†b2!.

It can be checked that these operators satisfy the SU~3! algebra among themselves, i.e
@Qa,Qb#5 i f abcQc. Further,

@Qa,ai
†#5l j i

a aj
† , @Qa,bi

†#52l j i*
abj

† ,

@Qa,a†
•a#50, @Qa,b†

•b#50, ~33!

@Qa,a†
•b†#50, @Qa,a•b#50.

From Eqs.~33!, it is clear that the three statesai
†u0W ,0W & with (N51, M50) andbi

†u0W ,0W & with
(N50, M51) transform respectively as the fundamental representation~3! and its conjugate
representation (3!). By taking the direct product ofN aW †’s and M bW †’s we can now form higher
representations. We now define an operator

Oj 1 j 2 . . . j M

i 1i 2 . . . i N [ai 1
† ai 2

† . . . ai N
† bj 1

† bj 2

† . . . bj M

† . ~34!

Under SU~3! transformation the states defined asuc̃& (N,M )[Oj 1 j 2 . . . j M

i 1i 2 . . . i N u0W ,0W & will all have Na

5N and Nb5M , and will transform among themselves. Further,uc̃&5Nuc̃& and Nbuc̃&
5M uc̃&. However, these do not form an irreducible representation becauseaW •bW and aW †

•bW † are
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SU~3! invariant operators@see ~33!#. A general basis vector in the irreducible representat
(N,M ) is obtained by subtracting the traces and completely symmetrizing in upper and
indices.16 More explicitly, a state in (N,M ) representation is given by

uc& j 1 , j 2 , . . . ,j M

i 1 ,i 2 , . . . i N [FOj 1 j 2 . . . j M

i 1i 2 . . . i N 1L1 (
l 151

N

(
k151

M

d
j k1

i l 1 O
j 1 j 2 .. j k121 j k111 . . . j M

i 1i 2 ..i l 121i l 111 ..i N

1L2 (
l 1 ,l 251

N

(
k1 ,k251

M

d
j k1

i l 1 d
j k2

i l 2 O
j 1 j 2 .. j k121 j k111 .. j k221 j k211 . . . j M

i 1i 2 ..i l 121i l 111 ..i l 221i l 211 ..i N

1L3 (
l 1 ,l 2 ,l 351

N

(
k1 ,k2 ,k351

M

d
j k1

i l 1 d
j k2

i l 2 d
j k3

i l 3 O
j 1 j 2 .. j k121 j k111 .. j k221 j k211 .. j k321 j k311 . . . j M

i 1i 2 ..i l 121i l 111 ..i l 221i l 211 ..i l 321i l 311 ..i N

1 . . . 1LQ (
l 1 ,l 2 ,l 3 ,..,l Q51

N

(
k1 ,k2 ,k3 ,..,kQ51

M

d
j k1

i l 1 d
j k2

i l 2 ..d
j kQ

i l Q

3O
j 1 j 2 .. j k121 j k111 .. j k221 j k211 .. j kQ21 j kQ11 . . . j M

i 1i 2 ..i l 121i l 111 ..i l 221i l 211 ..i l Q21i l Q11 ..i N G u0W ,0W &, ~35!

whereQ5Min(N,M ),

Lq[
~21!q~a†

•b†!q

q! ~N1M11!~N1M !~N1M21!•••~N1M122q!
, ~36!

and all the sums in~35! are over different indices, i.e.,l 1Þ l 2•••Þ l q andk1Þk2Þ•••Þkq . The
coefficients in Eq.~36! are chosen to satisfy the tracelessness condition

(
i l , j k51

3

d j k

i l uc& j 1 , j 2 , . . . ,j M

i 1 ,i 2 , . . . i N 50, for all l 51,2, . . .N, and k51,2, . . .M . ~37!

For future purposes, a more compact notation for describing all the states given above is t

Oj 1 j 2 . . . j M

i 1i 2 . . . i N [~a1
†!N1~a2

†!N2~a3
†!N3~b1

†!M1~b2
†!M2~b3

†!M3, ~38!

where (Ni ,Mi) denote all the possible eigenvalues of the occupation number oper
(ai

†ai ,bi
†bi) satisfying

N11N21N35N and M11M21M35M . ~39!

The action of~38! on the vacuum is given by

OM1M2M3

N1N2N3 u0W ,0W &5~N1!N2!N3! M1! M2! M3! !1/2uM1M2M3

N1N2N3 &. ~40!

We can now write the basis vectors of the representation (N,M ) as

uc& j 1 , j 2 , . . . ,j M

i 1 ,i 2 , . . . i N [uc&M1M2M3

N1N2N3 5FOM1M2M3

N1N2N3 1 (
q51

Q

Lq(
[aW ] q

G N1Ca1

N2Ca2

N3Ca3

M1Ca1

M2Ca2

3M3Ca3
a1!a2!a3!OM12a1M22a2M32a3

N12a1N22a2N32a3 u0W ,0W &. ~41!
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In this equation,@aW #q denotes the sets of three non-negative integers (a1 ,a2 ,a3) satisfyinga1

1a21a35q, andNi2a i>0, Mi2a i>0 for i 51,2,3. The( [aW ] q
denotes a summation over a

sets of three such integers. In the notation of Eq.~41!, the tracelessness condition~37! for the
(N11, M11) representation takes the form

(
[gW ] 1

uc&M11g1M21g2M31g3

N11g1N21g2N31g3 50. ~42!

The definition in ~41! satisfies the condition given in~42!. This can be verified by using th
identity

(
[gW ] 1

(
[aW ] q

a1!a2!a3! N11g1Ca1

N21g2Ca2

N31g3Ca3

M11g1Ca1

M21g2Ca2

M31g3Ca3

3OM11g12a1M21g22a2M31g32a3

N11g12a1N21g22a2N31g32a3

5F ~N1M122q! (
[aW ] q21

1~aW †
•bW †!(

[aW ] q
G

3a1!a2!a3! N1Ca1

N2Ca2

N3Ca3

M1Ca1

M2Ca2

M3Ca3
OM12a1M22a2M32a3

N12a1N22a2N32a3 . ~43!

The dimensionD(N,M ) of the representation (N,M ) can be obtained as follows. For th
(N,0) representation, no tracelessness condition needs to be imposed, and the dimension i
given by the number of states in Eq.~40! which satisfy ( iNi5N and ( iM i50. This gives
D(N,0)5(N11)(N12)/2. Similarly, D(0,M )5(M11)(M12)/2. Now D(N,M ) is given by
the number of states satisfying( iNi5N, ( iM i5M , which is equal to the produc
D(N,0)D(0,M ), minusthe number of states satisfying( iNi5N21, ( iM i5M21, which is equal
to D(N21,0)D(0,M21); the subtraction is because of the tracelessness condition. This gi

D~N,M !5 1
2~N11!~M11!~N1M12!. ~44!

IV. SU„3… COHERENT STATES

We now observe that the states in Eq.~35! can be extracted from the following generatin
function,

uzW,wW & (N,M )[AN! M ! exp~zW•aW †1wW •bW †!u0W ,0W &, ~45!

where we have to project onto the subspace of states withaW †
•aW 5N andbW †

•bW 5M to obtain the
representation (N,M ). More explicitly,

uzW,wW & (N,M )5
~zW•aW †!N

AN!

~wW •bW †!M

AM !
u0W ,0W &5 ( 8

N1 ,N2 ,N3
( 8

M1 ,M2 ,M3

FNW ,MW ~z1 ,z2 ,z3 ;w1 ,w2 ,w3!uM1M2M3

N1N2N3 &.

~46!

In ~46!, (8 implies that the occupation numbers (Ni ,Mi) satisfy Eq.~39!, and FNW ,MW (zW,wW ) are
given by

FNW ,MW ~zW,wW !5S N! M !

N1!N2!N3! M1! M2! M3! D
1/2

z1
N1z2

N2z3
N3w1

M1w2
M2w3

M3 . ~47!
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On expanding the right hand side of~46!, the coefficients ofz1
N1z2

N2z3
N3w1

M1w2
M2w3

M3 give the basis
vectors of SU~3! in the representation (N,M ). It is important to note that the tracelessness c
ditions in Eq.~35! areautomaticallysatisfied by the state in~46!. This is because we can alway
replaceuM1M2M3

N1N2N3 & by the SU~3! basis vectorsuc&M1M2M3

N1N2N3 defined in~41!.

It is instructive to consider a specific example here. The coherent state of the represe
(1,1), i.e., the adjoint representation of SU~3!, is given by

uzW,wW & (1,1)5 (
i , j 51

3

ziwjai
†bj

†u0W ,0W &. ~48!

We then see that the sum of the coefficients of the three statesu100
100&, u010

010& and u001
001& is zero due to

the constraint in Eq.~29!. Hence there are only eight linearly independent states on the right
side of Eq.~48! as there should be; these eight states can be taken to be

uV1&5
1

A2
~ u100

100&2u010
010&), uV2&5

1

A6
~ u100

100&1u010
010&22u001

001&),

uV3&5u010
100&, uV4&5u100

010&,
~49!

uV5&5u001
100&, uV6&5u100

001&,

uV7&5u001
010&, uV8&5u010

001&.

The states defined in Eq.~46! will be called the coherent state of the representation (N,M ).
Note that Eqs.~39!, ~46!, and~47! are analogous to the corresponding SU~2! equations~13!, ~12!,
and ~14! respectively. The SU~3! coherent states~46! are normalized to unity, i.e.,

(N,M )^zW,wW uzW,wW & (N,M )51. ~50!

To prove this, we use the operator identities

eAeB5eBeAe[A,B] and eABe2A5B1@A,B#, ~51!

which hold if @A,B# commutes with bothA andB. We find that

^0W ,0W uexp@ z̄W•aW 1w̄W •bW #exp@zW•aW †1wW •bW †#u0W ,0W &5exp@ z̄W•zW1w̄W •wW #. ~52!

On comparing terms of order (z̄W•zW)N(w̄W •wW )M on both sides of this equation and using the defi
tion in ~46!, we obtain Eq.~50!. In the same way, we can show that

(N,M )^zW,wW uzW1dzW,wW 1dwW & (N,M )511N(
i

z̄idzi1M(
i

w̄idwi , ~53!

wheredzW anddwW denote small deviations fromzW andwW . This equation will be used to derive th
path integral formalism6,7 in Sec. V, and it would also be useful for obtaining the geometric ph
for systems with SU~3! symmetry.11

We can prove that the states defined in Eq.~46! satisfy the resolution of identity, i.e.,
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E dVuzW,wW & (N,M )(N,M )^zW,wW u5
1

D~N,M ! (
i 51

D(N,M )

uVi&^Vi u, ~54!

where Vi denotes a set of orthonormal basis vectors of (N,M ). @See Eq.~49! for the explicit
example of the representation~1,1!.# To verify the normalization on the right-hand side of E
~54!, it is convenient to look at a particular basis vectoru0M0

N00 &. @This has the maximum eigenvalu
(N1M )/2 of the operatorQ3 given in Eq.~32!.# From Eq.~46!, the coefficient of this vector in the
coherent state is given byz1

Nw2
M . Integrating the modulus squared of this using Eqs.~21!–~25!, we

obtain the factor of 1/D(N,M ) in Eq. ~54!. This is as it should be so that taking the trace of bo
sides of~54! gives unity.

A second property of coherent states is that they are overcomplete. This is clear for the
in ~46! since they are continuous functions of the complex variables (zW,wW ), while the dimension
of the representation (N,M ) is finite.

The coherent states in~46! have a third property which is group theoretical, and is analog
to Eq.~18! for the SU~2! coherent states. Namely, we can go from a particular coherent state
uz151,w251& (N,M )5u0M0

N00 & to the general coherent stateuz,w& (N,M ) by acting with an exponentia
of certain combinations of the SU~3! generatorsQa. First of all, we can check that

uz,w& (N,M )5z1
Nw2

M expFz2

z1
a2

†a11
z3

z1
a3

†a11
w1

w2
b1

†b21
w3

w2
b3

†b1G uz151,w251& (N,M ) . ~55!

Then we can use Eq.~51! and the constraint~29! to rewrite this in the form10

uz,w& (N,M )5z1
Nw2

M expFz2

z1
~Q12 iQ2!1

z3

z1
~Q42 iQ5!2

w3

w2
~Q61 iQ7!G uz151,w251& (N,M ) ,

~56!

which is similar in structure to Eq.~18!.
Another property of these coherent states which is important for their path integral ap

tions is that the expectation value of the SU~3! operators~32! in a coherent state should be give
by an SU~3! covariant function of (zW,wW ) and their complex conjugates. We find that

(N,M )^zW,wW uQauzW,wW & (N,M )5Nz̄il i j
a zj2Mw̄il i j*

awj . ~57!

This can be proved by using the identities in Eq.~51! to show that

^0W ,0W uexp@ z̄W•aW 1w̄W •bW #ai
†aj exp@zW•aW †1wW •bW †#u0W ,0W &5 z̄izj exp@ z̄W•zW1w̄W •wW #, ~58!

and a similar identity for the expectation value ofbi
†bj in terms ofw̄iwj . Equation~57! can now

be obtained by comparing terms of orderz̄NzNw̄MwM on the two sides of Eq.~58!.
The stationary subgroup of the coherent states defined in this section is generally U~1!3U~1!,

corresponding to multiplying the vectorszW andwW by independent phase factors. These cohe
states are therefore functions of the coset space SU~3!/U~1!3U~1!.10 However, for the completely
symmetric representations (N,0) and (0,M ), the coherent states use only three complex numb
(zW or wW ) which define the space SU(3)/SU(2);S5; the stationary subgroup is then U(1) whic
corresponds to multiplying that complex vector by a phase factor. In those cases, the co
states are functions of the coset space SU~3!/SU~2!3U~1!.

V. AN ALTERNATIVE DEFINITION OF SU „3… COHERENT STATES

The SU~3! coherent states discussed in Sec. IV involve eight real parameters, and satisfy
simple group theoretic properties similar to the SU~2! coherent states of Sec. II. It is possible th
there may be some applications of coherent states which do not require so many parame
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this section, we will discuss an alternative kind of coherent state which only requires five
parameters. We will see later that these coherent states suffer from some problems and the
to lack some of the group theoretic properties precisely because they use fewer paramete

We observe that the states in~35! can be extracted from the following generating function

uzW,z̄W&[exp~zW•aW †!exp~ z̄W•bW †!F11 (
q51

Q

LqG u0W ,0W &, ~59!

and we have to project onto the subspace of states withaW †
•aW 5N and bW †

•bW 5M to obtain the
representation (N,M ). To be explicit,

uzW,z̄W& (N,M )5F ~zW•aW †!N

N!

~ z̄W•bW †!M

M !
1 (

q51

Q

Lq

~zW•aW †!N2q

~N2q!!

~ z̄W•bW †!M2q

~M2q!!
G u0W ,0W &. ~60!

On expanding the right hand side of~60!, the coefficients of the tensorszi 1
zi 2

. . . zi N
z̄j 1

z̄j 2
. . . z̄j M

give the basis vectors of SU~3! in the representation (N,M ).
The SU~3! coherent states in the representation (N,M ) are defined as in Eq.~60!,

uzW,z̄W& (N,M )[
1

N! M ! (
i 1 ,i 2 , . . .

(
j 1 , j 2 , . . .

zi 1
zi 2

. . . zi N
z̄j 1

z̄j 2
. . . z̄j M

uc& j 1 j 2 . . . j M

i 1i 2 . . . i N

5 (
N1 ,N2 ,N3

(
M1 ,M2 ,M3

z1
N1z2

N2z3
N3z̄1

M1z̄2
M2z̄3

M3

N1!N2!N3! M1! M2! M3!
uc&M1M2M3

N1N2N3 . ~61!

To give a specific example, the coherent state of the representation (1,1) is given by

uzW,z̄W& (1,1)5 (
i , j 51

3

zi z̄jai
†bj

†u0W ,0W &2
1

3 (
i 51

3

ai
†bi

†u0W ,0W &. ~62!

We will now prove that the states defined in~61! satisfy the resolution of identity,

E dVS5uzW,z̄W& (N,M )(N,M )^zW,z̄Wu51. ~63!

To prove this, we use the definition~41! and the integration measure forzW given in ~22!. We find
that

E dVS5uz,z̄&^z,z̄u5C (
Ni ,Mi

S (
d i

S )
i 51

3
~Ni1Mi1d i !!

~Ni1d i !! ~Mi1d i !!
D uc&M11d1M21d2M31d3

N11d1N21d2N31d3 D M1M2M3

N1N2N3 ^cu,

~64!

where thed i are integers satisfying

(
i 51

3

d i50, ~65!

and the constantC is determined shortly. We now use the following property,

(
d i

S )
i 51

3
~Ni1Mi1d i !!

~Ni1d i !! ~Mi1d i !!
D uc&M11d1M21d2M31d3

N11d1N21d2N31d3 5uc&M1M2M3

N1N2N3 , ~66!
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which is a consequence of Eq.~37! for the basis vectors of a representation of SU~3!. Thus Eq.
~64! can be simplified to

E dVS5uz,z̄&^z,z̄u5C (
Ni ,Mi

uc&M1M2M3

N1N2N3
M1M2M3

N1N2N3 ^cu. ~67!

The normalization constantC in Eq. ~67! can be fixed by looking at one particular basis vector
the representation (N,M ), say,

uc&0M0
N00 . ~68!

From Eq.~61!, the coefficient of this vector in the coherent stateuzW,z̄W& is z1
Nz̄2

M/(N! M !). Integrat-
ing this as in~22!, we find that

C5
2

N! M ! ~N1M12!!
. ~69!

Finally, let us consider the analog of the property given in Eq.~57! for the (z,w) coherent
states. We can prove that

(N,M )^zW,z̄WuQauzW,z̄W& (N,M )5~N2M !z̄il i j
a zj . ~70!

To prove this, we use the identities in~51! to show that

^0W ,0W uexp@ z̄W•aW 1zW•bW #ai
†aj exp@zW•aW †1 z̄W•bW †#u0W ,0W &5 z̄izj exp@2z̄W•zW#. ~71!

On expanding this equation and comparing terms which are of orderN in bothzi and z̄i , we find
that the expectation value ofQa in the representation (N,0) satisfies Eq.~70!. In a similar way, we
can prove Eq.~70! in the representation (0,M ). Finally, we can generalize the proof to th
representation (N,M ) by using Eq.~33!; sinceQa commutes withaW •bW andaW †

•bW †, it commutes
with the operatorsLq which are require to enforce tracelessness in Eq.~35!.

Note that~70! vanishes for the self-conjugate representations in whichN5M . There is a
similar problem for the differential change in overlap analogous to Eq.~53!. We find that the
coherent states defined in this section satisfy

^zW,z̄WuzW1dzW,z̄W1dz̄W&

^zW,z̄WuzW,z̄W&
511N(

i
z̄idzi1M(

i
dz̄izi ~72!

in the representation (N,M ). The left hand side of this equation is equal to 1 ifN5M due to the
constraint( i z̄izi51. These two problems imply that the (z,z̄) coherent states are unlikely to b
useful for path integral applications in the representations withN5M .

For the (z,z̄) coherent states, we have not yet found the construction of the group theor
property analogous to~56! in the general representation (N,M ). This would be an interesting topi
for future studies.

The stationary subgroup of the coherent states defined in this section is U(1)5S1, corre-
sponding to multiplyingzW by a phase factor. These coherent states are therefore functions
manifold S5/S1.

VI. PATH INTEGRAL FORMALISM

We will now use the (z,w) coherent states presented in Sec. IV to derive the path integra
a problem which has SU~3! variables in some representation (N,M ). ~For convenience, we will
drop the subscript (N,M ) on the coherent states in this section.! We begin by discussing a problem
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involving the Hamiltonian of a single site with a SU~3! variable. For any Hamiltonian which is
function of the SU~3! operatorsQa, we define its coherent state expectation value to be

E~z,z̄,w,w̄![^z,wuĤuz,w&. ~73!

If the Hamiltonian is linear in the SU~3! operators, i.e.,

Ĥ5 (
a51

8

caQa, ~74!

then Eq.~73! can be found using Eq.~57!. But if the Hamiltonian is not linear in the SU~3!
operators, then Eq.~73! has to be evaluated separately.

Let us now consider the propagator in imaginary time

G~z(F),w(F),z(I ),w(I );T!5^z(F),w(F)uexp~2TĤ!uz(I ),w(I )&, ~75!

where the superscriptsI andF denote initial and final states, respectively, and we are suppres
the subscriptsi (51,2,3) onz andw for the moment. We write the exponential in~75! as a product
of N terms, and use the resolution of identity in~54! to insert a complete set of states betwe
each pair of terms. A typical term looks like

^z(n11),w(n11)uexp~2eĤ !uz(n),w(n)&, ~76!

wheree5T/N. We are eventually interested in taking the limitN→` holding T fixed. In that
case, we may assume that (z(n11),w(n11)) is close to (z(n),w(n)) in ~76!, so thatdzi

(n)5zi
(n11)

2zi
(n) anddwi

(n)5wi
(n11)2wi

(n) are small. Using Eqs.~53! and ~73!, we can write~76! as

^z(n11),w(n11)uexp~2eĤ !uz(n),w(n)&

5expFN(
i

z̄i
(n)dzi

(n)1M(
i

w̄i
(n)dwi

(n)2eE~z(n),z̄(n),w(n),w̄(n)!G ~77!

to first order ine, dzi
(n) anddwi

(n) . In the limit e5dt→0, we can write the propagator in~75! in
the path integral form

G~z(F),w(F),z(I ),w(I );T!5E DVSU(3)~t!exp~2S@z,w# !,

where

S@z,w#5E
0

T

dtF2N(
i

z̄i

dzi

dt
2M(

i
w̄i

dwi

dt
1E~z,z̄,w,w̄!G , ~78!

and

DVSU(3)~t![)
n

dVSU(3)~n!,

and (z,w) are functions oft which satisfy the boundary conditions (z(0),w(0))5(z(I ),w(I )) and
(z(T),w(T))5(z(F),w(F)). Note that we have written the functional integral measure in~78! in
terms of the measure given in Eq.~25!. Alternatively, we can write the functional integral measu
in terms ofDzDz̄DwDw̄ if we introduce appropriate Lagrange multiplier fields in the actionS to
enforce the constraints in Eqs.~28! and ~29! at each timet.
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We can now generalize the above construction to a problem involving several sites whi
labeled by a parameterx, provided that the Hamiltonian is linear in the SU~3! variables ateach
site. We introduce a coherent state at each site, and write the energy functional as

E@z,z̄,w,w̄#5^z,wuĤuz,w&, where uz,w&[)
x

uz~x!,w~x!&. ~79!

Then we can show that

^z(F)~x!,w(F)~x!uexp~2TĤ!uz(I )~x!,w(I )~x!&5E DVSU(3)~x,t!exp~2S@z,w# !,

S@z,w#5E
0

T

dtF2(
x

H N(
i

z̄i~x!
dzi~x!

dt
2M(

i
w̄i~x!

dwi~x!

dt J 1E@z,z̄,w,w̄#G , ~80!

DVSU(3)~x,t![)
x,n

dVSU(3)~x,n!.

Note that the first two terms in the actionsSgiven in Eqs.~78! and~80! are purely imaginary due
to the constraints in~28!. To show this explicitly, we can rewrite those terms as

(
i

z̄idzi5
1

2 (
i

~ z̄idzi2dz̄izi !,

~81!

(
i

w̄idwi5
1

2 (
i

~w̄idwi2dw̄iwi !.

As an example of a problem to which this formalism can be applied, we can conside
SU~3! invariant Hamiltonian

Ĥ5(
x,y

Jx,y(
a

Qa~x!Qa~y!. ~82!

This is called the SU~3! Heisenberg model. It has been discussed extensively in the literatur
the completely symmetric representations (N,0);6 for those representations, we can use the s
pler measuredVS5 given in Eq.~22! instead ofdVSU(3) . Our construction of coherent states no
allows a study of the Heisenberg model in any representation (N,M ).

VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this article we have exploited the representation of the SU~3! Lie algebra in terms of six
harmonic oscillator creation and annihilation operators to generate all the representati
SU~3!. This harmonic oscillator form of the algebra enables us to define the SU~3! coherent states
in terms of two triplets of complex numbers. In this sense the SU~2! definition ~12! and SU~3!
definition ~45! are analogous to that of the Heisenberg–Weyl coherent states~4!. The SU~3!
coherent states are characterized by two triplets of complex numbers with four real cons
This explicit construction in terms of complex numbers can be used to derive the geom
phase of SU~3!. Further, the path integral formalism discussed in the previous section can be
to obtain the field theory for the SU~3! Heisenberg model and study its topological aspects a
the SU~2! case.17 Work in this direction is in progress and will be reported elsewhere.

For any groupG, we can use a certain number of harmonic oscillator operators to cons
the group operators as in Eqs.~32! and~33!. If we can find the appropriate set of complex numb
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which transform according to that group and satisfy the necessary constraints, we can u
method to provide an explicit complex number parametrization of the corresponding coh
states.
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Large- N theory from the axiomatic point of view
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The state space and observables for the leading order of the large-N theory are
constructed. The obtained model~‘‘theory of infinite number of fields’’! is shown to
obey Wightman-type axioms~including invariance under boost transformations!.
The considered class of exactly solvable relativistic quantum models involves good
examples of theories containing such difficulties as volume divergences associated
with the Haag theorem, Stueckelberg divergences, and infinite renormalization of
the wave function. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1387465#

I. INTRODUCTION

There are different approaches to quantum field theory~QFT!. Some of them are based o
calculations of average values like Green functions,S matrix; for these purposes, different tec
niques can be applied: one can use the functional integral approach, write down theT exponent of
the integral of interaction Lagrangian, solve the Dyson–Schwinger equations or use the Bo
bov axiomatic approach.1,2

There are also ways to construct QFT with the help of equations of motion: one find
classical Hamiltonian of the theory, canonically quantizes it, and writes the Schrodinger equ

All approaches to QFT are somehow equivalent. On the one hand, one can obtain theSmatrix
and the Green functions by formally integrating equations of motion. On the other hand, on
obtain Wightman functions by analytic continuation of the Euclidean Green functions2 and then
apply the Wightman theorem3,4 and reconstruct state space, evolution, and boost operators o
theory.

However, there are QFT divergences, so that it is necessary to perform renormalization
theory in each approach. Renormalization is much easier in theS matrix ~or Green functions!
approach since they are manifestly covariant, contrary to the Hamiltonian method.

The approach, based on the equations, of motion contains additional difficulties asso
with the problem of Stueckelberg divergences5 and Haag theorem~see, for example, Refs. 2 an
4!. Although the vacuum divergences associated with the Haag theorem can be removed wit
perturbation theory with the help of the Faddeev transformation,6 while Stueckelberg divergence
can be treated in the analogous way,7 renormalization of equations of motion is a strongly no
trivial problem even within the perturbation framework.

Unfortunately, for general QFT models, renormalization was performed even for theSmatrix
approach within the perturbation theory only: the Bogoliubov–Parasiuk theorem was pro1

However, if the Green functions of the theory are constructed only perturbatively, the po
application of the Wightman reconstruction theorem at least requires additional investigatio
that the problem of constructing the state space seems to be interesting even in the pertu
theory.

Large-N expansion is another approximate scheme for QFT.8–10 This approximation, widely
used in QFT allows us to obtain nonperturbative results and investigate the behavior of the
functions, the effective action, dynamical and spontaneous symmetry breaking.

The traditional approaches to the 1/N expansion enable us to evaluate different quantities

a!Electronic mail: olshv@ms2.inr.ac.ru; shvedov@qs.phys.msu.su
41970022-2488/2001/42(9)/4197/51/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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mentioned. However, some problems of the large-N theories remain to be understood. What a
states and observables in the theory of infinite number of fields? Can one determine such a
as a large-N limit?

From the axiomatic field theory point of view,2–4 the relativistic QFT is constructed if:

~i! the Hilbert state spaceH is specified,
~ii ! the operatorsUg :H→H corresponding to the Poincare transformationsg are specified; the

group propertyUg1
Ug2

5Ug1g2
is satisfied, and

~iii ! the field operators are constructed.

The introduced objects should obey certain~Wightman-type! axioms.
It happens that the axiomatic formulation of the large-N QFT can be obtained within the

third-quantized approach developed recently as discussed in Ref. 11. It allows us to constr
only known but also new formal asymptotic solutions to the large-N Schrodinger equation. The
correspondence between third-quantized framework and standard large-N approaches is discusse
in Ref. 11.

It is interesting that the large-N limit of QFT may be viewed as a theory of a variable numb
of fields. This is analogous to the statistical physics: the system of a large but fixed num
particles can be considered as a set of quasiparticles which can be created and annihilated
gously, the large-N field system can be treated from the ‘‘quasifield’’ point of view: there is
amplitude that there are no fields, that there is one field, two fields, etc. Thus, the large-N limit of
QFT is not a field theory in the usual treatment since one can not define usual field oper
However, the property of the relativistic invariance remains. Moreover, we will introduce
analog of notion of field which is very useful for constructing boost transformations.

The models of an infinite number of fields constructed in this paper seem to be rema
from the point of view of the constructive field theory.12,13The old problem of QFT is to construc
the nontrivial model of field theory obeying all Wightman axioms. Such examples were
structed for the cases of two- and three-dimensional space–time. The models presented h
considered in higher dimensions.

The models considered in this paper are good examples of theories that contain such d
ties as Stueckelberg divergences5 and volume divergences associated with the Haag theo
There was a hypothesis12 that the models with the Stueckelberg divergences can not be constr
with the help of the Hamiltonian methods. However, we show this hypothesis to be incorre

This paper is organized as follows. As an example, we consider thel(wawa)2 model in (d
11)-dimensional space–time with the following Lagrangian:

L5
1

2
]mwa]mwa2

m2

2
wawa2

l

4N
~wawa!2,

we sum over repeated indicesa51, . . . ,N, andm50, . . . ,d. In Sec. II, theN5`-limit of the
model is heuristically constructed. The Hamiltonian, momentum, angular momentum, and
generator are presented. It is heuristically shown that they formally obey usual commu
relations of the Poincare algebra. However, the divergences show us that the obtained expr
are not mathematically well-defined. Section III is devoted to the problem of renormalizatio
the Hamiltonian. The momentum and angular momentum are also investigated. The spect
vacuum axioms are checked.

It is not easy to construct operators of boost transformation~Lorentz rotation! and check the
group properties. It is convenient first to introduce the composed field being an analog
large-N operator(a51

N wa(x1) . . . wa(xk). Such operators~multifields! being analogs of fields o
ordinary QFT are constructed in Sec. IV. They are shown to be operator distributions. The
property of the vacuum state is checked. The invariance of multifields under spatial rotation
space–time translations is checked. Section V deals with the construction of the operator o
transformation. This allows us to construct the representation of the Poincare group and ch
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relativistic invariance of the theory. The results of Sec. IV are essentially used. Section VI co
concluding remarks.

II. WHAT IS A THEORY OF INFINITE NUMBER OF FIELDS?

This section deals with investigation of the theory of N fields,w1, . . . ,wN as N→`. Such
models were considered in context of calculations of physical quantities such as Green fun
It seems to be useful to formulate theN5`-theory: to determine the state space, Poincare tra
formations, field operators, etc.

A. Multifield canonical operator

In the functional Schrodinger representation, states of theN-field system at timet are specified
by the functionalsCN

t @w1(•), . . . ,wN(•)# depending on the field configurationsw1(x), . . . ,
wN(x), andx5(x1 , . . . ,xd). The inner product is formally written via the functional integral

~CN ,CN!5E Dw1 . . . DwNuCN@w1~• !, . . . . ,wN~• !#u2.

The evolution equation has the form

i
d

dt
CN

t 5HNCN
t , ~2.1!

with the Hamiltonian presented as a sum of the free Hamiltonian and interaction

HN5E dxF2
1

2

d2

dwa~x!dwa~x!
1

1

2
~¹wa!~x!~¹wa!~x!1

m2

2
wa~x!wa~x!

1
l

4N
~wa~x!wa~x!!2G . ~2.2!

If one considers states of a few number of particles in comparison withN, one can suppose tha
almost all fields are in the vacuum state. This treatment leads us to the following structure
wave functionalCN

t . If all fields w1, . . . ,wN are in the same~vacuum! state, theN-field stateCN

is

CN@w1~• !, . . . ,wN~• !#5cF0@w1~• !# . . . F0@wN~• !#. ~2.3!

If ( N21) fields are in the stateF0 , while 1 field is in the statef 1 , theN-field state can be written
as

CN@w1~• !, . . . ,wN~• !#5
1

AN
(
a51

N

F0@w1~• !# . . . F0@wa21~• !# f 1@wa~• !#F0

3@wa11~• !# . . . F0@wN~• !#. ~2.4!

Without loss of generality, one can suppose that (F0 , and f 1)50. Otherwise, one could decom
pose the functionalf 1 into two parts, one of them being proportional toF0 , another being
orthogonal toF0 . The casef 15constF0 does not lead to a new functional since expressions~2.3!
and ~2.4! coincide then.

Analogously, the state corresponding to (N2k) fields in the vacuum state andk fields in the
statef k(w

1, . . . ,wk) being symmetric with respect to transpositions ofw1, . . . ,wk and satisfying
the orthogonality condition
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E Dw1F0* @w1~• !# f k@w1~• !, . . . ,wk~• !#50 ~2.5!

has the form

CN@w1~• !, . . . ,wN~• !#

5
1

ANkk!
(

1<a1Þ . . . .Þak<N
f k@wa1~• !, . . . ,wak~• !# )

aÞa1 . . . ak

F0@wa~• !#. ~2.6!

Finally, one can consider the superposition of states~2.6! with rapid decreasing atk→` set of
normsuu f kuu. This is the most general form of a state ‘‘with a few number of particles,’’ provid
that one takes into account symmetric functionalsC only. Nonsymmetric functionals are invest
gated in Appendix B.

We see that symmetric states in the theory of a large number of fields occur to be speci
infinite sets

f 5S f 0

f 1@w1~• !#

¯

f k@w1~• !, . . . ,wk~• !#

¯

D ~2.7!

where f k are symmetric functionals satisfying Eq.~2.5!. One can say thatf k is a probability
amplitude thatk fields are in the nonvacuum state. We see that the theory of a large numb
fields is equivalent to the theory of a variable number of fields. This observation is analogo
the quasiparticle conception in statistical physics.

The mappingKN : f °CN of the form

~KNf !@w1~• !, . . . ,wN~• !#

5 (
k50

N
1

ANkk!
(

1<a1Þ . . . Þak<N
f k@wa1~• !, . . . ,wak~• !# )

aÞa1 . . . ak

F0@wa~• !#, ~2.8!

will be called as a multifield canonical operator analogous to the multiparticle canonical op
used in statistical physics.11,14 The orthogonality condition~2.5! implies that

uuKNf uu25 (
k50

N
N!

Nk~N2k!!
uu f kuu2→N→`(

k50

`

uu f kuu2. ~2.9!

We see that sets~2.7! may be identified with states of the system ofN5` fields, while the relation
~2.9! can be considered as an argument that the norm of a state should be chosen as

uu f uu25 (
k50

`

uu f kuu2.

Thus, decomposition~2.8! gives us a relationship between the theory of a large number of fi
and the theory of a variable number of fields.

B. Representation of operators

Let us write operators of physical quantities in the representation~2.7!. It will be conve-
nient to present them via the third-quantized creation and annihilation operators which c
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introduced as follows.11 The creation operatorA1@w(•)# increases the number of fields, i.e
transforms the setf 5(0,0, . . . ,0,f k21,0,...) into (0, . . . ,0,(A1@w(•)# f )k,0,...), The functional
(A1@w(•)# f )k@w1(•), . . . ,wk(•)# being thek-th component of the set (A1@w(•)# f ) is expressed
via the (k21)-th component off:

~A1@w~• !# f !k@w1~• !, . . . ,wk~• !#

5
1

Ak
(
a51

k

d~w~• !2wa~• !! f k21@w1~• !, . . . ,wa21~• !,wa11~• !, . . . ,wk~• !#.

~2.10!

The annihilation operatorA2@w(•)# is

~A2@w~• !# f !k21@w1~• !, . . . ,wk21~• !#5Ak fk@w~• !,w1~• !, . . . ,wk21~• !#. ~2.11!

The condition~2.5! is not invariant under transformations~2.10! and~2.11!. Consider the modified
creation and annihilation operators:

Ã1@w~• !#5A1@w~• !#2F0* @w~• !#E DfF0@f~• !#A1@f~• !#,

Ã2@w~• !#5A2@w~• !#2F0@w~• !#E DfF0* @f~• !#A2@f~• !#.

To write operators in the representation~3.7!, consider the orthonormal basis (F0 ,F1 ,...) in the
space of functionals,

E DwF i* @w~• !#F j@w~• !#5d i j ,

which contain the vacuum functionalF0 entering to expression~2.8!. Investigate the following
‘‘elementary’’ operators

O N
i j C@w1~• !, . . . ,wN~• !#5 (

a51

N

F i@wa~• !#E DfF j* @f~• !#C

3@w1~• !, . . . ,wa21~• !,f~• !,wa11~• !, . . . ,wN~• !#. ~2.12!

Apply them to the expression~2.8!. It is necessary to distinguish four cases.
~i! i 5 j 50.
Due to the condition~2.5!, one has

~O N
00KNf !@w1~• !, . . . ,wN~• !#

5 (
k50

N

~N2k!
1

ANkk!
(

1<a1Þ...Þak<N
f k@wa1~• !, . . . ,wak~• !# )

aÞa1 ...ak

F0@wa~• !#.

This means that the operatorON
00 acts in the space~3.7! asN2n̂,, i.e.,

O N
00KNf 5KN~N2n̂! f ,

wheren̂5*DwÃ1@w(•)#Ã2@w(•)# is the operator of number of fields,

~ n̂ f !k5k fk .
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~ii ! i 50,j Þ0.
It follows from the symmetry condition that

~O N
0 jKNf !@w1~• !, . . . ,wN~• !#

5 (
k50

N
1

ANkk!
(
p51

k
1

Ak
(

1<a1Þ...Þak<N
F0@wap~• !#S E DfÃ2@f~• !#F j* @f~• !# f D

k21

3@wa1~• !, . . . ,wap21~• !,wap11~• !, . . . ,wak~• !# )
aÞa1 ...ak

F0@wa~• !#. ~2.13!

After redefininga15b1 , . . . ,ap215bp21 , ap115bp , . . . ,ak5bk21 , andak5b, we obtain that
the symbol(k can be substituted byk, while ( j transforms to (N2k11). Thus, one obtains the
following commutation rule:

O N
0 jKNf 5KN~N2n̂!

1

AN
E DfÃ2@f~• !#F j* @f~• !# f .

~iii ! iÞ0, j 50.
Due to Eq.~2.5!, we have

~O N
i0KNf !@w1~• !, . . . ,wN~• !#

5 (
k50

N
1

ANkk!
(

1<a1Þ . . . Þak<N
f k@w i 1~• !, . . . ,w i k~• !#

(
aÞa1 . . . ak

F i@wa~• !# )
bÞa,a1 . . . ak

F0@wb~• !#. ~2.14!

After symmetrization, the commutation rule takes the form

O N
i0KNf 5KNANE DfÃ1@f~• !#F i@f~• !# f .

~iv! iÞ0, j Þ0.
Analogously, we find that

O N
i j KNf 5KNE DwÃ1@w~• !#F i@w~• !#E DfÃ1@f~• !#F j* @f~• !#.

Any operator can be represented via elementary operators~2.12!. Consider an example.
The operator(a51

N wa(x)wa(x) is expressed as

(
a51

N

wa~x!wa~x!5 (
i j 50

` E DfF i* @f~• !#f~x!f~x!F j@f~• !#O N
i j .

Therefore, the following commutation rule takes place:

l (
a51

N

wa~x!wa~x!KN5KNQ̃N~x!,

where the operatorQ̃N(x) consists of the constant term of orderO(N), the linear in creation–
annihilation operators term of orderO(AN) and the regular asN→` term which is quadratic in
creation and annihilation operators:
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Q̃N~x!5l~N2n̂!~F0 ,f~x!f~x!F0!1lANE DfÃ1@f~• !#f~x!f~x!F0@f~• !#

1
l

AN
~N2n̂!E DfÃ2@f~• !#f~x!f~x!F0* @f~• !#

1lE DfÃ1@f~• !#f~x!f~x!Ã2@f~• !#. ~2.15!

C. Evolution equation at NÄ`

Analogously to the previous Sec. II B, the operators(a51
n (¹wa)2(x) and (a51

N

(2d2/dwa(x)dwa(x)) can be also written in the representation~2.7!. Since the Hamiltonian~2.2!
contains the considered operator expressions only, it can be also commuted with the mu
canonical operator,

HNKN5KNH̃N .

The transformed HamiltonianH̃N is

H̃N5E dxF ~N2n̂!~F0 ,E0~x!F0!1ANE DfÃ1@f~• !#E0~x!F0@f~• !#

1
1

AN
~N2n̂!E DfF0* @f~• !#E0~x!Ã2@f~• !#

1E DfÃ1@f~• !#E0~x!Ã2@f~• !#1
1

4Nl
Q̃N

2 ~x!,G ~2.16!

where

E0~x!52
1

2

d2

df~x!df~x!
1

1

2
~¹f!2~x!1

m2

2
f2~x!.

Expression~2.16! contains the terms of orderO(N), O(N1/2), andO(1) and the terms damping a
N→`:

H̃N5NH̃01N1/2H̃11H̃21O~N21/2!. ~2.17!

The operatorH̃0 is a multiplication by the divergentc-number quantity

H̃05E dx~F0 ,E0~x!F0!1
l

4E dx~F0 ,f~x!f~x!F0!2.

As usual in QFT, the vacuum energy is set to zero by adding a constant to the Hamiltonian,
the Hamiltonian is defined up to a constant, and the quantityH̃0 can be neglected.

The operatorH̃1 is a linear combination of creation and annihilation operators:

H̃15E DfÃ1@f~• !#Z@f~• !#1E DfÃ2@f~• !#Z* @f~• !#,

with
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Z@f~• !#5E dxF2
1

2

d2

df~x!df~x!
1

1

2
~¹f~x!!21

m21l~F0 ,f2~x!F0!

2
f2~x!GF0@f~• !#.

The operatorH̃1 vanishes if and only if

Z5constF0 . ~2.18!

We choose the functionalF0 to be a vacuum state functional for the field of the massm,

F0@f~• !#5const expF2
1

2E dxf~x!A2D1m2f~x!G , ~2.19!

so that Eq.~2.18! will take the form

m25m21l~F0 ,f2~x!F0!. ~2.20!

This is a well-known equation in the 1/N-expansion theory~see, for example, Ref. 9!.
The remaining nonvanishing asN→` part of the Hamiltonian is quadratic in creation an

annihilation operators,

H̃[H̃25E DfÃ1@f~• !#:E dxE~x!:Ã2@f~• !#1
l

4E dxQ0
2~x!, ~2.21!

where:Ô:5Ô2(F0 ,ÔF0),

E~x!5F2
1

2

d2

df~x!df~x!
1

1

2
~¹f~x!!21

m2

2
f2~x!G ,

Q0~x!5E Df~Ã1@f~• !#1Ã2@f~• !# !f2~x!F0@f~• !#.

Since the term~2.21! is the only term remaining asN5`, one can say that the theory ofN
5` fields is as follows. States in this theory are sets~2.7! obeying Eq.~2.5!. The Hamiltonian of
the model has the form~2.21!, the evolution equation isi ḟ 5H̃ f .

D. Representation of the Poincare algebra

We have specified the state space of the theory ofN5` fields and evolution operator. How
ever, to construct therelativistic quantum theory, it is necessary to specify the operatorsUL,a

corresponding to Poincare transformations

x8m5Ln
mxn1am, m,n50,d,

where the matrixL of Lorentz transformation satisfies the property

LTgL5g,

(g5diag$1,21,21, . . .%, LT is the matrix transposed toL). The composition law of the Poincar
transformations is

~L1 ,a1!~L2 ,a2!5~L1L2 ,a11L1a2!,

so that any Poincare transformation can be presented as (L,a)5(0,a)(L,0). Furthermore, one
can introduce the local coordinatesulm (l,m51,d, ulm52uml) on the Lorentz group,2 such that
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L5exp~ 1
2ulml lm!,

with

~ l lm!b
a52gladb

m1gmadb
l .

The operatorsUL,a are required to form the representation of the Poincare group, so that

UL1 ,a1
UL2 ,a2

5U (L1 ,a1)(L2 ,a2) .

Making use of the theory of representations of the Lie groups, one finds2

UL,a5exp~ i P̃mam!expS i

2
M̃lmulmD ,

for some operatorsP̃m andM̃lm obeying the commutation relations of the Poincare algebra

@ P̃l,P̃m#50, @M̃lm,P̃n#5 i ~gmnP̃l2glnP̃m!,

@M̃lm,M̃ rs#52 i ~glrM̃ms2gmrM̃ls1gmsM̃lr2glsM̃mr!. ~2.22!

Let us construct the operatorsP̃l andM̃lm for theN5`-theory. For theN-field theory, one has:1

P N
m5E dxT N

m0~x!, M N
ml5E dx~xmT N

l0~x!2xlT N
m0~x!!,

where we integrate over surfacex050, while

T N
00~x!52

1

2

d2

dwa~x!dwa~x!
1

1

2
~¹wa!~x!~¹wa!~x!1

m2

2
wa~x!wa~x!1

l

4N
~wa~x!wa~x!!2,

T N
k0~x!5 (

a51

N S ]kwa~x!
1

i

d

dwa~x!
D .

Let us commute these operators with the multifield canonical operator,

P N
mKN5KNP̃N

m , M N
mnKN5KNM̃N

mn ,

expand the result in 1/N:

P̃N
m5NP̃m,01N1/2P̃m,11P̃m,21 . . . , M̃N

mn5NM̃mn,01N1/2M̃mn,11M̃mn,21... .

It will be shown that the operatorsP̃m,0, P̃m,1, M̃mn,0, andM̃mn,1 vanish, so that the remainin
nonvanishing atN5` parts

P̃m5P̃m,2, M̃mn5M̃mn,2,

should be viewed as generators of Poincare transformations in theN5`-theory.
Be mindful also that the operatorP̃N

0 5H̃ has been already constructed in Sec. II C.
Consider the operator

P N
k 5E dx(

a51

N

]kwa~x!
1

i

d

dwa~x!
.
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After commuting with multifield canonical operator, one has

P̃k,05S F0 ,E dx]kf~x!
1

i

d

df~x!
F0D ,

P̃k,15E Df~Ã1@f~• !#Zk@f~• !#1Ã2@f~• !#Zk* @f~• !# !, ~2.23!

where

Zk@f~• !#5E dx]kf~x!
1

i

d

df~x!
F0@f~• !#.

Since F0 has been chosen to be a vacuum functional for the field of the massm, while the
operator*dx]kf(x) 1/i d/df(x) is a momentum operator for the functional Schrodinger rep
sentation, one hasZk50, P̃k,050, andP̃k,150. Thus, the operator

P̃k[P̃k,25E DfÃ1@f~• !#:E dx]kf~x!
1

i

d

df~x!
:Ã1@f~• !#, ~2.24!

can be viewed as a momentum operator in theN5` theory.
Analogously, we find that

M̃ml5M̃ml,25E DfÃ1@f~• !#:E dx~xm] lf~x!2xl]mf~x!!
1

i

d

df~x!
:Ã2@f~• !#.

~2.25!

The boost operator presented as

M k05E dxxkT 00~x!,

after commuting with the multiparticle canonical operator gives us:

M̃k0,05E dxxk~F0,E0~x!F0!1
l

4E dxxk~F0 ,f~x!f~x!F0!.

Since the integrand is an odd function with respect toxm, it seems to be natural thatM̃m0,050.
The operatorM̃k0,1 has the structure~2.23! with

Zk@f~• !#5E dxxkE~x!F0@f~• !#.

Since the vacuum stateF0 is invariant under boost transformations, while

E dxxkE~x!,

is a boost generator, one hasZk50 andM̃k0,150. The remaining term is

M̃ k05M̃k0,25E DfÃ1@f~• !#E dxxk:E~x!:Ã2@f~• !#1
l

4E dxxkQ0
2~x!. ~2.26!

The commutation relations~2.22! are formally satisfied. Namely, the operators~2.21!, ~2.24!,
~2.25!, and~2.26! can be presented as
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H̃5H̃01lH̃1 , P̃k5 P̃0
k ,

M̃ k05M̃0
k01lM̃1

k0 , M̃ kl5M̃0
kl . ~2.27!

For l50-case, the check of relations~2.22! is identical to the standard check of the Poinca
invariance of the free QFT. For the general case, it is sufficient to justify the following com
tation relations:

@H̃1 ,P̃0
k#50, @H̃1 ,M̃0

kl#50, ~2.28!

@M̃1
k0 ,P̃0

l #52 igklH̃1 , @M̃1
k0 ,M̃0

mn#52 i ~gkmM̃1
0n2gknM̃1

0m!. ~2.29!

@M̃1
k0 ,M̃1

l0#50, @M̃1
k0 ,H̃1#50, ~2.30!

@M̃1
k0 ,H̃0#1@M̃0

k0 ,H̃1#50, @M̃1
k0 ,M̃0

l0#1@M̃0
k0 ,M̃1

l0#50. ~2.31!

It is straightforward to check that

@ P̃0
l ,Q0~x!#52 i ] lQ0~x!, @M̃0

mn,Q0~x!#52 i ~xm]n2xn]m!Q0~x!.

We obtain relations~2.28! and ~2.29! then. Equations~2.30! are corollaries of the property
@Q(x),Q(y)#50. The relation@E(x),Q0(y)#;d(x2y) imply Eq. ~2.31!. Thus, the formal Poin-
care invariance is checked. However, the divergences and renormalization have not been
ered yet.

E. Mode decomposition

We have specified states of theN5`-theory as sets

f 5S f 0

f 1@w1~• !#

¯

f k@w1~• !, . . . ,wk~• !#

¯

D ~2.32!

of symmetric functionalsf k@w1, . . . ,wk# satisfying relation~2.5! such that

uu f uu25 (
k50

` E Dw1,...,Dwku f @w1~• !, . . . ,wk~• !#u2,`.

However, this definition is ill defined since the measure of functional integration is not determ
mathematically. Instead of constructing the measure, it is convenient to use another represe
for the k-field functionals.

Consider the basis functionals

Fk1 . . . kn

(n) @w~• !#5
1

An!
ak1

1 . . . akn

1 F0@w~• !#, n51,2,3, . . . , ~2.33!

corresponding ton particles with momentak1 , . . . ,kn . The operatorsak
1 are usual quantum field

creation operators:
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ak
15

1

~2p!d/2E dxeikxFAvk

2
w~x!2

1

A2vk

d

dw~x!G ,

with vk5Ak21m2. Integrating by parts and using the commutation relations between cre
and annihilation operators, we find that the inner product~2.1! for the functionals~2.33! has the
form

~Fk1 . . . kn

(n) ,Fp1 . . . pm

(m) !50, mÞn;

~Fk1 . . . kn

(n) ,Fp1 . . . pn

(n) !5
1

n! (
s

d~k12ps1
! . . . d~kn2psn

!, ~2.34!

the sum is taken over all transpositions of indices 1,...,n. Equations~2.34! can be viewed as a
definition of the functional integral~2.1!.

Decompose the functionalf k satisfying Eq.~2.5! as

f k~w1~• !, . . . ,wk~• !!

5 (
l 1 . . . l k51

` E dp1
1 . . . dpl 1

1 . . . dp1
k . . . dpl k

k f l 1 ;p
1
1 . . . p

l 1

1 ; . . . l k ,p
1
k . . . p

l k

k
k

F
p

1
1 . . . p

l 1

1
( l 1)

@f1~• !# . . . F
p

1
k . . . p

l k

k

( l k)
@fk~• !#.

One can uniquely specify the set~2.32! of functionals by specifying the set of functionals

f l 1 ;p
1
1 . . . p

l 1

1 ; . . . l k ,p
1
k . . . p

l k

k
k

, ~2.35!

being symmetric under transpositions ofpi
m and pj

m , as well as under transpositions of se
l m ,p1

m . . . pl m
m , and l s ,p1

s . . . pl s
s . The quantityuu f uu2 can be presented as

uu f uu25 (
k50

`

(
l 1 . . . l k51

` E dp1
1 . . . dpl 1

1 . . . dp1
k . . . dpl k

k u f l 1 ;p
1
1 . . . p

l 1

1 ; . . . l k ,p
1
k . . . p

l k

k
k u2.

Creation and annihilation operators can be decomposed as

A1@w~• !#5 (
n50

` E dk1 . . . dknFk1 . . . kn

(n)* @w~• !#Ak1 . . . kn

1(n) .

A2@w~• !#5 (
n50

` E dk1 . . . dknFk1 . . . kn

(n) @w~• !#Ak1 . . . kn

2(n) . ~2.36!

The operatorsAk1 . . . kn

6(n) defined as

Ak1 . . . kn

1(n) 5E DfA1@f~• !#Fk1 ...kn

(n) @f~• !#, Ak1 ...kn

2(n) 5E DfA2@f~• !#Fk1 ...kn
* (n) @f~• !#,

create~annihilate! the field in then-particle state with momentak1 ,...,kn . They are invariant
under transpositions of momentak1 ,...,kn and obey the ordinary canonical commutation re
tions:

@Ak1 . . . km

6(m) ,Ap1 . . . pn

6(n) #50, @Ak1 . . . km

2(m) ,Ap1 . . . pn

1(n) #50,mÞn ~2.37!
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@Ak1 . . . km

2(m) ,Ap1 . . . pn

1(n) #5
1

n! (
s

d~k12ps1
! . . . d~kn2psn

!. ~2.38!

Any vector f can be written via creation operators and vacuum state

u0&5S 1

0

¯

0

¯

D ~2.39!

as follows:

f 5 (
k50

`
1

Ak!
(

l 1 . . . l k51

` E dp1
1 . . . dpl 1

1 . . . dp1
k . . . dpl k

k

f l 1 ;p
1
1 . . . p

l 1

1 ; . . . l k ,p
1
k . . . p

l k

k
k

A
p

1
1 . . . p

l 1

1
1( l 1)

. . . A
p

1
k . . . p

l k

k

1( l k)
u0&.

Making use of the QFT formulas:

E dxE~x!:5E dkvkak
1ak

2 ,

f2~x!F05
1

~2p!dE dk

A2vk

dp

A2vp

e2 i (k1p)xak
1ap

1F0 , ~2.40!

one transforms expression~2.21! to the following form:

H̃5 (
n51

` E dk1 . . . dknAk1 . . . kn

1(n) ~vk1
1 . . . 1vkn

!Ak1 . . . kn

2(n)

1
l

4E dxS A2

~2p!dE dk1

A2vk1

dk2

A2vk2

~Ak1k2

1(2)e2 i (k11k2)x1Ak1k2

2(2)ei (k11k2)x!D 2

. ~2.41!

Analogously,

P̃l5 (
n51

` E dk1 . . . dknAk1 . . . kn

1(n) ~k1
l 1 . . . 1kn

l !Ak1 . . . kn

2(n) ,

M̃ml5 (
n51

` E dk1 . . . dknAk1 . . . kn

1(n) (
s51

n S ks
l i

]

]ks
m

2ks
mi

]

]ks
l D Ak1 . . . kn

2(n) ,

~2.42!

M̃ l05 (
n51

` E dk1 . . . dknAk1 . . . kn

1(n) (
s51

n S ivks

]

]ks
l
1 i

ks
l

2vks

D Ak1 . . . kn

2(n)

1
l

4E dxxlS A2

~2p!dE dk1

A2vk1

dk2

A2vk2

~Ak1k2

1(2)e2 i (k11k2)x1Ak1k2

2(2)ei (k11k2)x!D 2

.
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F. Decomposition of the state space

We see that the Hilbert space of theN5`-theory can be presented as

F~ % n51
` H ~n! ~2.43!

~the notations of Appendix A are used!, whereH is a space of complex functionsf k , kPRd from
L2(Rd). Analogously to lemma A.8, the space~2.43! is isomorphic to

F~H ~2! ^ F~H1 % n53
` H ~n![F^ F̆, ~2.44!

while the operators~2.41! and~2.42! can be viewed as the following operators in the space~2.44!:

H̃5H ^ 111^ H̆, P̃k5Pk
^ 111^ P̆k,

M̃ml5Mml
^ 111^ M̆ml, M̃ k05Mk0

^ 111^ M̆ k0. ~2.45!

The operatorsH̆, P̆k, M̆kl, andM̆k0 are the same as in the free theory:

H̆5 (
n51,3,4, . . .

E dk1 . . . dknAk1 . . . kn

1(n) ~vk1
1 . . . 1vkn

!Ak1 . . . kn

2(n) ,

P̆l5 (
n51,3,4 . . .

E dk1 . . . dknAk1 . . . kn

1(n) ~k1
l 1 . . . 1kn

l !Ak1 . . . kn

2(n) ,

~2.46!

M̆ml5 (
n51,3,4, . . .

E dk1 . . . dknAk1 . . . kn

1(n) (
s51

n S ks
l i

]

]ks
m

2ks
mi

]

]ks
l D Ak1 . . . kn

2(n) ,

M̃ l05 (
n51,3,4, . . .

E dk1 . . . dknAk1 . . . kn

1(n) (
s51

n S ivks

]

]ks
l
1 i

ks
l

2vks

D Ak1 . . . kn

2(n) .

The only nontrivial part of operators~2.45! correspond to the spaceF(H ~2):

H5E dk1dk2Ak1k2

1(2)~vk1
1vk2

!Ak1k2

2(2)1
l

4 E dx

S A2

~2p!d E dk1

A2vk1

dk2

A2vk2

~Ak1k2

1(2)e2 i (k11k2)x1Ak1k2

2(2)ei (k11k2)x!D 2

.

P̃l5E dk1dk2Ak1k2

1(2)~k1
l 1k2

l !Ak1k2

2(2)

Mml5E dk1dk2Ak1k2

1(2)(
s51

2 S ks
l i

]

]ks
m

2ks
mi

]

]ks
l D Ak1k2

2(2) . ~2.47!

Ml05E dk1dk2Ak1k2

1(2) (
s51

2 S ivks

]

]ks
l
1 i

ks
l

2vks

D Ak1k2

2(2)

1
l

4E dxxlS A2

~2p!d E dk1

A2vk1

dk2

A2vk2

~Ak1k2

1(2)e2 i (k11k2)x1Ak1k2

2(2)ei (k11k2)x!D 2

.
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The operators~2.45! correspond to the representation of the Poincare group inF^ F̆ of the form:

ŨL,a5UL,a^ ŬL,a,

with

UL,a5exp~ iPmam!expS i

2
MLmulmD , ŬL,a5exp~ i P̆mam!expS i

2
M̆lmulmD .

To express the operatorsŬL,a , it is convenient to introduce the operatorsuL,a of the unitary
representation of the Poincare group inH:

~uL,af !k5exp~ ivka02 ika!A~L21!n
0kn1~L21!0

0vk

vk
f (L21)

n
mkn1(L21)

0
mvk

, ~2.48!

with generators

pl5kl , p05vk , ml05 i S vk

]

]kl
1

kl

2vk
D ,

~2.49!

mln5 i S kn
]

]kl
2kl

]

]knD .

By ũL,a :H% % n53
` H ~n→H% % n53

` H ~n, we denote the operator

ũL,a~ f 1 , f 3 , f 4 , . . . !5~uL,af 1 ,uL,a
^ 3 f 3 ,uL,a

^ 4 f 4 , . . . !.

We can notice that

ŬL,a5U~ ũL,a!

~the notations of Appendix A are used!.
Thus, the operatorsŬL,a are constructed. The only nontrivial problem is to construct

representation of the Poincare group corresponding to the generators~2.47!.

G. Problem of divergences

1. The Haag theorem and volume divergences

Apply the Hamiltonian~2.47! to the vacuum state. The result will be

Hu0&5
l

4

2

~2p!d E dk1

A2vk1

dk2

A2vk2

dp1

A2vp1

dp1

A2vp2

Ak1k2

1 Ap1p2

1 d~k11k21p11p2!u0&,

whereAk1k2

1 [Ak1k2

1(2) . Because of thed function, the quantityuuHF (0)uu2 diverges. This is a volume

divergence associated with the Haag theorem~see, for example, Ref. 2!. An analogous infinite
quantity appears when one applied the perturbation theory inl for the evolution operator.

Within the perturbation theory, such difficulty can be resolved with the help of the Fad
transformation.6
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2. The Stueckelberg divergences

Even after removing the vacuum divergences, the problem is not completely resolved.
considers the perturbation theory for the Schrodinger equation of motion, one finds that the
UV divergences even in the tree approximation. Namely, for the first order of the perturb
theory, one has

eiH 0tH̃1e2 iH 0t[H̃1~ t !5
1

~2p!d E dk1

A2vk1

dk2

A2vk2

dp1

A2vp1

dp1

A2vp2

Ak1k2

1 Ap1p2

2 d~k11k22p12p2!e2 i t (vk1
vk2

1vp1
1vp2

). ~2.50!

Applying the first-order evolution operator

Ut52 ilE
0

t

dtH̃1~t!,

to the vector

F05E dp1dp2Ap1p2

1 Fp1p2

0 ,

we find

UtF
05E dp1dp2Ap1p2

1 Fp1p2

t ,

with

Fk1k2

t 5
1

~2p!d

1

A2vk1

1

A2vk2

E 1

A2vp1

1

A2vp2

d~k11k22p12p2!

Fp1p2

(0) e2 i t (vk1
1vk2

2vp1
2vp2

)21

i ~vk1
1vk2

2vp1
2vp2

!
.

The integral

E dk1dk2uFk1k2

t u2,

diverges ford>4. This is a Stueckelberg divergence.

III. CONSTRUCTION OF THE HAMILTONIAN

The purpose of this section is to define mathematically the operators in the Hilbert spac
corresponds to the formal expression~2.47!. For d1154 and 5, it is necessary to perform th
infinite renormalization of the coupling constant, ford11>6, the model is nonrenormalizable
Sections II A–C deal with the heuristic construction of the Hamiltonian; in Sec. II D, repres
tion for space–time translations and spatial rotations is constructed.

A. Diagonalization of the Hamiltonian

Since the Hamiltonian~2.47! is quadratic with respect to creation and annihilation operat
one can perform the canonical transformation of creation and annihilation operators in or
take the Hamiltonian to the canonical form.

It is convenient to introduce new variables,
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QPs5
1

A2VPs

~AP/22s,P/21s
1 1A2P/22s,2P/21s

2 !,

~3.1!

PPs5 iAVPs

2
~AP/22s,P/21s

1 2A2P/22s,2P/21s
2 !.

Here,

VPs5vP/22s1vP/22s. ~3.2!

The operators~3.1! obey the properties:

QPs5QP,2s5Q2P,s* ,PPs5PP,2s5P2P,s* ,

and canonical commutation relations:

@QPs,QP8s8#50, @PPs,PP8s8#50, @QPs,PP8s8#5 idPP8
1
2~ds2s81ds1s8!.

The Hamiltonian takes the following form up to an additive constant:

H5
1

2 E dP~PP ,PP!1
1

2 E dP~QP ,~M P!2QP!. ~3.3!

HerePP , QP are operator-valued even functions of the variables. The inner product (f ,g) of two
even functionsf s andgs is, as usual,*dsf s* gs. (MP)2 is the following operator in the space o
even functions:

~~MP!2w!s5VPs
2 ws1

l

~2p!d E ds8A 2VPs

2vP/21s2vP/22s
A 2VPs8

2vP/21s82vP/22s8

ws8 . ~3.4!

The operator~3.3! can be diagonalized by the following procedure:

QP5
1

A2MP

~CP
11C2P

2 !,

~3.5!

PP5 iAMP

2
~CP

12C2P
2 !,

where CP
6 are operator-valued functionsCPs

6 of the variables. They obey the usual canonica
commutation relations:

@CPs
2 ,CPs

1 #5dPP8
1
2~ds2s81ds1s8!, @CPs

6 ,CPs
6 #50.

The Hamiltonian takes the form:

H5E dPdsds8CPs
1 ~MP!ss8CPs8

2 . ~3.6!

The (MP)ss8 is a matrix element of the operatorMP .
One should use then another, nonFock representation for the operatorsAk1k2

6 , which is a Fock

representation for the transformed operatorsCPs
6 . The Hamiltonian~3.6! is then a self-adjoint

operator ifMP is self-adjoint. The evolution operator is expressed via the unitary operatore2 iM Pt.
To constructMP , one should first check that (MP)2 is a positively definite self-adjoint operato
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and defineMP[A(MP)2, making use of the functional calculus of self-adjoint operators. T
operator (MP)1/2 entering to expression~3.5! can be constructed in analogous way.

B. Definition of the Hamiltonian and its properties

Formula~3.4! for the operator (MP)2 is not well defined since the vector

A 2VPs

2vP/21s82vP/22s8

,

considered as a function ofs does not belong toL2. The operator~3.4! is therefore analogous to
the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian corresponding to the particle moving in the singular p
tial like d function. The theory of singular potentials is developed in Ref. 15.

To construct mathematically the~unbounded! self-adjoint operator (MP)2, one may first con-
struct the~bounded! operator (MP)22, and prove that it is invertible and positively definite. The
the operator (MP)2 is defined as (MP)2[((MP)22)21.

To find the vector

w5~MP!22c,

one should solve the equationc5(MP)2w. It has the following form:

cs5VPs
2 ws1cA 2VPs

2vP/21s2vP/22s
,

~3.7!

c5
l

~2p!d E dsA 2VPs

2vP/21s2vP/22s
ws.

Eqs.~3.7! imply that

c5
lR

P

~2p!d E dsA 2VPs

2vP/21s2vP/22s

1

VPs
2

cs, ~3.8!

with the ‘‘renormalized’’ coupling constantlR
P expressed from the relation

1

lR
P

5
1

l
1

1

~2p!d E ds
2VPs

2vP/21s2vP/22s

1

VPs
2

. ~3.9!

The operator (MP)22 has then the form

~~MP!22c!s5
1

VPs
2

cs2
lR

P

~2p!d
xPsE ds8xPs8cs8 , ~3.10!

with

xPs5
1

VPs
2

.A 2VPs

2vP/21s2vP/22s
. ~3.11!

The function~3.11! treated as a function ofs belongs toL2 for d11,6. For these values of the
space-time dimensionality, the operator (MP)22 is bounded and self-adjoint, provided that th
quantitylR

P is finite. Since the integral entering to the right-hand side of Eq.~3.9! diverges atd
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1154 and 5, for these values ofd it is necessary to perform infinite renormalization of t
coupling constant. This means thatl should be chosen in such a way thatulR

Pu,`. The fact that
l is P-independent means that

1

lR
P1

2
1

lR
P2

5
1

~2p!d E dsF 1

2VP1svP1/21svP1/22s
2

1

2VP2svP2/21svP2/22s
G . ~3.12!

Note that the integral in the right-hand side of Eq.~4.12! is well defined atd1154 and 5, since

]

]PS 1

2VP2svP2/21svP2/22s
D 5O~ usu25!,s→`.

The fact that the operator~3.10! is invertible can be understood as follows. Suppose
(MP)22c50 for somec. This means that

cs5cVPs
2 xPs, ~3.13!

for some multiplierc. But the function~3.13! does not belong toL2. Thus, the operator (MP)22

is invertible.
To investigate the positive definiteness of the operator (MP)22, calculate the integral

I ~P,e!5
1

~2p!d E ds

2vP2/21svP2/22s

1

VP2s
2 1e2

,

making use of the dimensional regularization. First of all, introduce new variables,k15P/21s,
k25P/22s, so that*ds→*dk1dk2d(k11k22P). Next, use the identity

v11v2

2v1v2~e21~v11v2!2!
5

1

2p E dj

~v1
21j2!~v2

21~j2e!2!
,

so that

I ~P,e!5
1

~2p!d11 E dk1dk2djd~k11k22P!

~j21vk1

2 !~~j2e!21vk2

2 !
.

Introduce, as usual, thea representation:a215*0
`dae2aa. We get

I ~P,e!5
1

~2p!d11 E0

`

daE
0

`

dbe2m2(a1b)S p

a1b D d11/2

e2ab/a1b(P21e2). ~3.14!

Therefore,

1

lR
P

2
1

lR
0

5
1

~2p!d11 E0

`

daE
0

`

dbe2m2(a1b)S p

a1b D d11/2

~e2ab/a1b P2
21!,0. ~3.15!

The requirement (MP)22>0 is a corollary of the conditionlR
P,0. Inequality~3.15! implies that

it is sufficient to requirelR,0. This is a well known condition of absence of tachyons16–19 in the
large-N theory. Thus, we have constructed the Hamiltonian.

Another way to define the Hamiltonian is the following.15 One can use the theory of sel
adjoint extensions.20 Consider the operatorVPs

2 defined on the domain consisting of suchw that
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E dswsA 2VPs

2vP/21s2vP/22s
50.

If d11>6, the operator is essentially self-adjoint. This corresponds to the ‘‘triviality’’~or non-
renormalizability! of the model. Ifd11,6, there is a one-parametric family of self-adjoint e
tensions specified by the parameterlR

P . However, the condition~3.12! can not be obtained by th
self-adjoint extension method. One should use another argumentation like Poincare invaria

C. Momentum and angular momentum

Let us express the momentum and angular momentum operators via new creation an
hilation operatorsCPs

6 . It follows from Eqs.~3.1! that operators~2.47! can be written as

Pl5E dPdsQPsP
l iP2Ps,

~3.16!

Mml5E dPdsQPsS iPl
]

]Pm
1 isl

]

]sm
2 iPm

]

]Pl
2 ism

]

]sl D iP2Ps.

Since the kernel of the operatorMP
22 ~3.10! is invariant under spatial rotations

P→OP, s→Os, s8→Os8,

with orthogonal matrixO, it commutes with the rotation operator of the formO fPs5 f OP,Os.
Analogously, any function ofM obey this property. Since the operator

iPl
]

]Pm
1 isl

]

]sm
2 iPm

]

]Pl
2 ism

]

]sl
,

is a generator of a rotation, it commutes with any function ofM. Making use of this property, we
find

Mml5E dPdsCPs
1 S iPl

]

]Pm
1 isl

]

]sm
2 iPm

]

]Pl
2 ism

]

]sl D CPs
2 .

Analogously,

Pl5E dPdsCPs
1 PlCPs

2 .

D. Representation for space–time translations and space rotations

The problem of divergences made us change the representation for the operatorsAk1k2

6(2) . We

have considered the spaceH 2,L2(R2d) of functions f Ps which obey the propertyf P,2s5 f P,s.
The spaceF(H2) has been considered instead ofF(H ~2). Therefore, the space~3.44! is substi-
tuted byF(H2) ^ F̆. One should define then operatorsH, Pl , Mml, Mm0, andUL,a in F(H2) that
corresponds to formal expressions~2.47!. The operatorsH, Pl , Mml have just been considered.

Let lR
0 be a fixed negative quantity. SetP250, P15P in Eq. ~3.12! and define the quantity

lR
P . Consider the operatorM 22:H2→H2 of the form

~M 22c!Ps5VPs
22cPs2

lR
P

~2p!d
xPsE ds8xPs8cPs8 ,
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wherexPs has the form~3.11!. Since the operatorM 22 is positively definite and self-adjoint, th
self-adjoint positive operatorM[(M 22)21/2 is uniquely defined. The Hamiltonian operator is

H5F~M !,

~the notations from Appendix A are used!, while

e2 iHt5U~e2 iMt !.

Analogously,

Pl5F~Pl !,

Mml5FS iPl
]

]Pm
1 isl

]

]sm
2 iPm

]

]Pl
2 ism

]

]sl D .

The space rotations being Lorentz transformations with

L i
050, L0

i 50, L0
051, ~3.17!

are represented by the operatorsUL,05U(uL,0) with

~uL,0f !Ps5 f L21P,L21s. ~3.18!

For space–time translations, one has

U1,a5eiHte2 iPlal
5U~eiMte2 iPa!. ~3.19!

Thus, we have constructed the operatorsUL,a corresponding to the Poincare transformatio
obeying Eq.~3.17!: UL,a5U0,aUL,0 .

Lemma 3.1: The group property

UL1 ,a1
UL2 ,a2

5UL1L2 ,a11L1a2

is satisfied for Poincare transformations obeying Eq. (3.17).
Proof: It is sufficient to show that

UL1L2 ,05UL1,0UL2,0 , ~3.20!

U1,a1
U1,a2

5U1,a11a2
, ~3.21!

UL,0U1,aUL,0
215U1,La . ~3.22!

The property~3.20! is an obvious corollary of the definition~3.18!. Relation~3.21! is a corollary
of the Stone theorem and the property

@eiMt ,e2 iPa#50. ~3.23!

Definition ~3.18! and commutation relation

@uL,0 ,eiMt #50, ~3.24!

imply property~3.22!. Lemma 3.1 is proved.
Let us check now some axioms of quantum field theory.
Lemma 3.2:~Existence and uniqueness of a vacuum!. For vectorFPF(H2), the following

statements are equivalent:
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(i) invariance under space–time translations: for all a

U0,aF5F, and

(ii) F5cu0. for some multiplier cPC.
The proof is obvious. We now investigate now spectral properties.
Lemma 3.3: The spectrum of the operator Pm is a subset of a set$0%ø$(e,p)ue22p2.0.
Proof: It is sufficient to prove thats(MP

2),(P2,`). The propertye2Ps(MP
2) means that the

operatore22MP
2 is not boundedly invertible. Since

~~e22MP
2!21c!s5~e22VPs

2 !21cs1

~VPs
2 2e2!21VPs

2 xPsE ds8xPs8VPs8
2

~VPs8
2

2e2!21

~2p!d

lR
P

2E dsxPs
2 VPs

4 ~VPs
222~VPs

2 2e2!21!

,

e2Ps(M 2) if and only if

e5vP/22s1vP/21s, ~3.25!

for somes or

~2p!d

lR
P

2E dsxPs
2 VPs

4 ~VPs
222~VPs

2 2e2!21!50. ~3.26!

SincevP/21s1vP/22s>2vP/25AP214m2.uPu, these values ofe obey the propertye2P(P2 and
`!. It follows from Eq. ~3.14! that Eq.~3.26! can be transformed to the form

1

~2p!d11 E0

`

daE
0

`

dbe2m2(a1b)S p

a1b D d11/2

~e2ab/a1b(P22e2)21!52
1

lR
0

. ~3.27!

SincelR
0,0, the left-hand side of Eq.~3.27! should be positive. This meanse2.P2. Lemma is

proved.

IV. COMPOSED FIELD OPERATORS

In Sec. III, we have constructed the Hamiltonian of the theory of ‘‘infinite number of fiel
which was shown to be a self-adjoint operator in the Hilbert space. However, it is also nec
to check the property of the Poincare invariance.

To simplify the investigation, it is convenient to introduce an analog of the notion of a
which is very useful in traditional QFT: the Wightman axiomatic approach allows us to reduc
problem of Poincare invariance of the theory to the problem of Poincare invariance of Wigh
functions.

However, it is not easy to introduce the fieldwa(x) since we have not considered the no
symmetricN-field states yet. However, one can investigate the properties of the ‘‘multifield
erators’’:

WN,k~x1 , . . . ,xk!5
1

N (
a51

N

wa~x1! . . . wa~xk!. ~4.1!

Consider this operator atx1
05 . . . 5xk

050. The results of Sec. II imply that

WN,k~x1 , . . . ,xk!KNf 5KNW̃N,k~x1 , . . . ,xk! f , ~4.2!

with
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W̃N,k~x1 , . . . ,xk!5E DfuF0@f~• !#u2f~x1! . . . f~xk!1N21/2W̃k~x1 , . . .xk!1O~N21!.

~4.3!

The operatorW̃k can be presented as

W̃k~x1 , . . . ,xk!5E Df~Ã1@f~• !#1Ã2@f~• !# !f~x1! . . . f~xk!F0@f~• !#

5 (
n51

` E dp1 . . . dpn@Ap1 . . . pn

(n)1 ~Fp1 . . . pn

(n) ,f~x1! . . . f~xk!F0!

1Ap1 . . . pn

(n)2 ~Fp1 . . . pn

(n) ,f~x1! . . . f~xk!F0!* #. ~4.4!

One can expect that Heisenberg operator will also obey the relation of the type~4.3!:

W̃N,k~x1 , . . . ,xk!5~F0@f~• !#,f~x1! . . . f~xk!F0@f~• !# !

1N21/2W̃k~x1 , . . .xk!1O~N21!. ~4.5!

Heref(x) is a Heisenberg operator of the free field of the massm. The property~4.5! is to be
checked in Appendix B.

The multifield operatorsW̃k(x1 , . . . ,xk) being analogs of fields are to be investigated.

A. Multifield operators

In this subsection, we compute the explicit form of the operatorsW̃k(x1 , . . . ,xk).
The ‘‘k-field’’ ~4.1! satisfies the Heisenberg equation

S ]

]xA
m

]

]xAm
1m21

l

N (
b51

N

wb~xA!wb~xA!DWN,k~x1 , . . . ,xk!50.

The property~4.2! implies that

S ]

]xA
m

]

]xAm
1m21lW̃N,2~xA ,xA!D W̃N,k~x1 , . . . ,xk!50.

Use now the property~4.5!. One can notice thatm21l(F0 ,f(xA)f(xA)F0)5m2. Therefore,

S ]

]xA
m

]

]xAm
1m21

l

AN
W̃2~xA ,xA!1O~N21!D ~~F0 ,f~x1! . . . f~xk!F0!

1N21/2W̃k~x1 , . . . ,xk!1O~N21!!50. ~4.6!

The terms of orderO(1) give us an equation on the vacuum average value. It has the f

S ]

]xA
m

]

]xAm
1m2D ~F0 ,f~x1! . . . f~xk!F0!50.

This equation is automatically satisfied. The terms of orderO(N1/2) lead to the nontrivial equa
tion:
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S ]

]xA
m

]

]xAm
1m2D W̃k~x1 , . . . ,xk!1Q~xA!~F0 ,f~x1! . . . f~xk!F0!50, ~4.7!

with

Q~xA!5lW̃2~xA ,xA!. ~4.8!

To perform an investigation of Eq.~4.7!, it is convenient to introduce the linear combinatio
of the multifieldsW̃k . It follows from the Wick theorem that the operators~4.4! can be presented
as

W̃k~x1 , . . . ,xk!5( ~F0 ,f~xl
1
1!f~xl

1
2!F0! . . . ~F0 ,f~xl

n
1!f~xl

n
2!F0!Ŵk22n~xm1

, . . . ,xmk22n
!.

~4.9!

Here, the summation is performed over all decompositions of the set

$1,2,. . . ,k%5$ l 1
1 ,l 1

2%ø . . . ø$ l n
1 ,l n

2%ø$m1 , . . . ,mk22n%,

while

l 1
1, l 1

2 , l n
1, l n

2 , m1, . . . ,mk22n , k22n.0.

The operatorŴs(x1 , . . . ,xs) entering to the formula~5.9! has the form

Ŵs~x1 , . . . ,xs!5E dp1 . . . dps@Ap1 . . . ps

(s)1 ~Fp1 . . . ps

(s) , :f~x1! . . . f~xs!:F0!

1Ap1 . . . ps

(s)2 ~Fp1 . . . ps

(s) , :f~x1! . . . f~xs!:F0!* #. ~4.10!

The notation :: is used for the Wick ordering of combinations of fields

f~x!5
1

~2p!d/2 E dk

A2vk

@ak
1e2 ikx1ak

2eikx#.

Analogously, we define the Heisenberg operatorsŴs(x1 , . . . ,xs) from the recursive relations

W̃k~x1 , . . . ,xk!5( ~F0 ,f~xl
1
1!f~xl

1
2!F0! . . . ~F0 ,f~xl

n
1!f~xl

n
2!F0!Ŵk22n~xm1

, . . . ,xmk22n
!.

~4.11!

Applying the Wick theorem to the combinations of the field and momenta operators

p~x!5
1

i

d

df~x!
5

1

~2p!d/2 E dk

A2
iAvk@ak

1e2 ikx1ak
2eikx#,

we obtain in an analogous way that
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]

]xi 1
0

. . .
]

]xi l
0
Ŵs~x1 , . . . ,xs!

5E dp1 . . . dps@Ap1 . . . ps

(s)1 ~Fp1 . . . ps

(s) , :f~x1! . . . p i 1
~xi 1

! . . . p i l
~xi 1

! . . . f~xs!:F0!

1Ap1 . . . ps

(s)2 ~Fp1 . . . ps

(s) , :f~x1! . . . p i 1
~xi 1

! . . . p i l
~xi 1

!f~xs!:F0!* #, ~4.12!

for i 1, . . . , i l , x1
05 . . . 5xs

050.
Let us find an equation on the operatorŴs . For k52 andW̃25Ŵ2, so that

S ]

]xA
m

]

]xAm
1m2D Ŵ2~x1 ,x2!1Q~xA!~F0 ,f~x1!f~x2!F0!50. ~4.13!

For odd values ofk, one has (F0 ,f(x1) . . . f(xk)F0)50, so that

S ]

]xA
m

]

]xAm
1m2D W̃k~x1 , . . . ,xk!50.

It follows from the recursive relations that

S ]

]xA
m

]

]xAm
1m2D Ŵk~x1 , . . . ,xk!50. ~4.14!

Let us show that Eq.~4.14! is also satisfied for even values ofkÞ2. For definiteness, conside
the caseA51. The general case can be investigated analogously. The quantity

S ]

]x1
m

]

]x1m
1m2D W̃k~x1 , . . . ,xk!,

entering to the left-hand side of Eq.~4.7! can be decomposed into two parts. One of th
ecorresponds to the casek22n52, another tok22m.2. The first part is

S ]

]x1
m

]

]x1m
1m2D( ~F0 ,f~xl

1
1!f~xl

1
2!F0! . . . ~F0 ,f~xl

n
1!f~xl

n
2!F0!Ŵ2~x1 ,xm2

!

52Q~x1!( ~F0 ,f~x1!f~xm2
!F0!~F0 ,f~xl

1
1!f~xl

1
2!F0! . . . ~F0 ,f~xl

n
1!f~xl

n
2!F0!

52Q~x1!~F0 ,f~x1! . . . f~xk!F0!. ~4.15!

The second part reads

S ]

]x1
m

]

]x1m
1m2D

3 (
k22n.2

~F0 ,f~xl
1
1!f~xl

1
2!F0! . . . ~F0 ,f~xl

n
1!f~xl

n
2!F0!Ŵk22n~xm1

, . . . ,xmk22n
!.

~4.16!
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It follows from Eq. ~4.7! then that the quantity~4.16! should vanish. We obtain by induction tha
the functionsŴ4 , Ŵ6 , etc. obey Eq.~4.14!.

To find an explicit form ofŴk , prove the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1: Let

S ]

]xA
m

]

]xAm
1m2D f k~x1 , . . . ,xk!50, A51,k ~4.17!

and

]

]xi 1
0

. . .
]

]xi l
0

f k~x1 , . . . ,xk!50, i 1, . . . , i l , x1
05 . . . 5xk

050.

Then fk50.
Proof: Consider the spatial Fourier transformationf̃ k(p1 ,t1 ; . . . ;pk , and tk) of the function

f k . It obeys the set of equations

S ]

]tA

]

]tA
1vp

A
2 D f̃ k~p1 ,t1 ; . . . ;pk ,tk!50, A51,k,

with vp5Ap21m2. This implies that

f̃ k~p1 ,t1 ; . . . ;pk ,tk!5 (
s1 , . . . ,skP$21,1%

as1 . . . sk
~p1 , . . . ,pk!e

is1vp1t1
1 . . . 1 iskvpktk.

One can express the coefficientsa as

as1 . . . sk
~p1 , . . . ,pk!5S 1

2
2

is1

2vp1
D . . . S 1

2
2

isk

2vpk
D f̃ k~p1 ,t1 , . . . ,pk ,tk!.

Therefore,as1 . . . sk
(p1 , . . . ,pk)50. This impliesf k50. Proposition is proved.

Denote

Ŵs
0~x1 ,..,xs!5E dp1 . . . dps@Ap1 . . . ps

(s)1 ~Fp1 . . . ps

(s) , :f~x1! . . . f~xs!:F0!

1Ap1 . . . ps

(s)2 ~Fp1 . . . ps

(s) , :f~x1! . . . f~xs!:F0!* #. ~4.18!

Consider the operator distributionf s5Ŵs2Ŵs
0 obeying the condition of proposition 4.1. Th

implies f k50, so thatŴs5Ŵs
0 . The explicit form of the operatorŴs is

Ŵs~x1 ,t1 , . . . ,xs ,ts!

5
1

~2p!sd/2 E dp1

A2vp1

. . .
dps

A2vps

Ak! ~Ap1 . . . ps

1(s) eivp1
t11 . . . 1 ivps

ts2 ip1x12 . . . 2 ipsxs

1Ap1 . . . ps

2(s) e2 ivp1
t12 . . . 2 ivps

ts1 ip1x11 . . . 1 ipsxs!. ~4.19!

Let f PS(Rds). Consider the operators

Ŵs@ f #5E dx1 . . . dxsŴs~x1 , . . . ,xs! f ~x1 , . . . ,xs!.
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They are defined on the setD̆ of all finite vectors ofF̆. The setD̆ is invariant under the operato
Ŵs@ f #.

Proposition 4.2: (1) Ŵs(x1 , . . . ,xs) (sÞ2)is an operator distribution. (2) The set

Ŵs1
@ f 1# . . . Ŵsk

@ f k#u0., f jPS~Rd j!

is a total set inF̆. The first statement is obvious. The second statement is a corollary of le
A14.

Thus, we see that thek-field 3W̃k has the form~4.11!, the operatorsŴs having the form~4.18!
are already found. The remaining problem is to find the explicit form of the bifieldŴ2(x1 , and
x2). Since an equation for the bifield contains the operatorQ(x) being an analog of the compose
lwawa field, let us investigate first its properties.

B. The lwawa composed field

The operatorQ(x)5Q(x,t) can be presented as

Q~x,t !5eiHtlŴ2~x,0,x,0!e2 iHt

5l
A2

~2p!d E dk1

A2vk1

dk2

A2vk2

~Ak1k2

1 ~ t !e2 i (k11k2)x1Ak1k2

2 ~ t !ei (k11k2)x!, ~4.20!

where

Ak1k2

6 ~ t !5eiHtAk1k2

6(2)e2 iHt .

After transformations~3.1! and ~3.5!, expression~4.20! takes the form

Q~x,t !5l
A2

~2p!d E dPdsA 2VPs

2vP/21s2vP/22s
e2 iPxQPs~ t !

5E dPds~CPs
1 gPs~x,t !1CPs

2 gPs* ~x,t !!

5C1@g~x,t !#1C2@g~x,t !#,

where

g~x,t !5
A2

~2p!d
e2 iPx

1

A2M
eiMtlVx. ~4.21!

Our purpose is to prove thatQ(x) is an operator distribution. Therefore, we should show t
(x(x,t))Ps can be viewed as a vector distribution. However, an infinite quantityl21 and function
V2x¹L2 enter to Eq.~4.21!. It is remarkable that these divergences can be eliminated: one
use the property:

M 22lV2x5lRx.

HerelR is an operator of multiplication bylR
P . Thus, the vector function~4.21! can be written as

g~x,t !5~2p!2de2 iPxeiMtM3/2lRx. ~4.22!

One can present it as
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g~x,t !5~2p!2d~2D11!mS 2
]2

]t2D e2 iPxeiMtM 21/2~P211!2mlRx.

Since M 21/2(P211)2mlRxPH2 for sufficiently large m, the functione2 iPxeiMtM 21/2(P2

11)2mlRx is a bounded continuous vector function, we obtain from lemmas A.12 and A.13
g is a vector distribution. Lemma A.14 implies thatQ(x,t) is an operator distribution.

C. Canonical variables as operator distributions

The purpose of this subsection is to investigate the properties of the operatorsQPs andPPs.
These properties will be essentially used.

First of all, notice that

QPs5C1@jPs#1C2@j2Ps#, PPs5C1@pPs#1C2@p2Ps#,

wherejPs andpPs have the form

~jPs!P8s85dPP8~~2MP
21/2!ss8 , ~pPs!P8s85 idPP8~~MP/2!21/2!ss8 .

Consider the integrals

E dPdswPsjPs5~2M !21/2w̄, ~4.23!

E dPdswPspPs5 i ~M /2!1/2w̄, ~4.24!

wherewPs are complex functions fromS(R2d),

w̄Ps5
1
2 ~wPs1wP,2s!. ~4.25!

Since (2M )21/2 is a bounded operator, the integral~4.23! is always defined. However, (M /2)1/2 is
not a bounded operator, so that quantity~4.24! may be not defined. We see that the expression
jPs defines a vector distribution, whilepPs is not a vector distribution.

To consider objects likepPs as vector distributions, it is necessary to perform the renorm
ization procedure. Let

QP~ t !5
1

~2p!d E dxeiPxQ~x,t !52R̈P~ t !,

RP~ t !5
1

~2p!d E dxeiPxR~x,t !5C1@r P~ t !#1C2@r 2P~ t !#,

where

~r P~ t !!P8s85~2p!2ddPP8~eiMtM 21/2lRx!P8s8

is a vector distribution.
Denote

pPs
ren5pPs2

1

A2
VPs

2 xPsṙ P~0!, ~4.26!

wherexPs has the form~3.11!. One has
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E dPdspPs
renwPs5 i ~M /2!1/2F w̄2

lR

~2p!d
xE ds8w̄Ps8VPs8

2 xPs8G5 i ~M /2!1/2M 22V2w̄.

SinceV2w̄PL2, while M 23/2 is a bounded operator,pPs
ren is a vector distribution. We obtain from

lemma A.14 the following proposition.
Proposition 4.5: QPs and

PPs
ren5PPs2

1

A2
VPs

2 xPsṘP~0! ~4.27!

are operator distributions.
Investigate now the transformation properties of these distributions. Analogously to the

vious subsection, we obtain
Proposition 4.6: For spatial rotations, the following properties are satisfied:

uL,0jP,s5jLP,Ls, uL,0pP,s
ren5pLP,Ls

ren , uL,0r P~ t !5r LP~ t !.

Corollary: Under conditions (3.17), the operators QPs, PPs
ren obey the following transforma

tion properties

UL,0QPsUL,0
215QLP,Ls, UL,0PPs

renUL,0
215PLP,Ls

ren , UL,0RP~ t !UL,0
215RLP~ t !,

U1,aQPsU1,a
215e2 iPaQP,s, U1,aPPs

renU1,a
215e2 iPaPP,s

ren , U1,aRP~ t !U1,a
215RP~ t1a0!.

~4.28!

D. The bifield operator

In this section, we construct the bifield operatorŴ2(x1 , x2) which obey Eq.~4.13! and initial
conditions~4.12!. We show it to be an operator distribution ofx1 andx2 at fixed values ofx1

0, x2
0.

It can be also viewed as an operator distribution ofx1 , andx2 .
First of all, consider the spatial Fourier transformation

Ŵ2~x,tx ;y,ty!5
1

~2p!d E dkdpw2~k,tx ;p,ty!e2 ikx2 ipy.

Initial conditions~4.12! can be presented in the following form

w2~k,0;p,0!5Avk1vp

vkvp
Qk1p,k2p/2 ,

]

]tx
w2~k,0;p,0!5Avk~vk1vp!

vp
Pk1p,k2p/2 ,

~4.29!
]

]ty
w2~k,0;p,0!5Avp~vk1vp!

vk
Pk1p,k2p/2 ,

]

]tx

]

]ty
w2~k,0;p,0!5A~vp~vk1vp!!vkQk1p,k2p/2 .

Eqs.~4.13! can be written as
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S ]2

]tx]tx
1vk

2Dw2~k,tx ;p,ty!1
1

2vp
e2 ivp(tx2ty)Qk1p~ tx!50.

~4.30!

S ]2

]ty]ty
1vp

2Dw2~k,tx ;p,ty!1
1

2vk
e2 ivk(tx2ty)Qk1p~ ty!50.

These equations and initial conditions lead to the following formal solution

w2~k,tx ;p,ty!5Avk1vp

vkvp
Qk1p,k2p/2 cos~vktx1vpty!

1
1

Avkvp~vk1vp!
Pk1p,k2p/2 sin~vktx1vpty!

2E
0

tx
dt

sin~vk~ tx2t!!

vk

1

2vp
e2 ivp(t2ty)Qk1p~t!

2E
0

ty
dt

sin~vp~ ty2t!!

vp

1

2vk
e2 ivk(tx2t)Qk1p~t!. ~4.31!

This form is not suitable for investigation sincePPs has been discovered not to be a distributio
while QPs is a distribution rather that ordinary function. However, we can use the relationQ5

2R̈ and integrate by parts. We obtain:

w2~k,tx ;p,ty!5Avk1vp

vkvp
Qk1p,k2p/2 cos~vktx1vpty!1

1

Avkvp~vk1vp!
Pk1p,k2p/2

ren

3sin~vktx1vpty!2E
0

tx
dt

]

]t S sin~vk~ tx2t!!

vk

1

2vp
e2 ivp(t2ty)D ]

]t
Rk1p~t!

2E
0

ty
dt

]

]t S sin~vp~ ty2t!!

vp

1

2vk
e2 ivk(tx2t)D ]

]t
Rk1p~t!. ~4.32!

Since for any smooth functionw, the integral

E
0

t

dtṘP~t!w~t!5RP~t!w~t!u0
t 2E

0

t

dtẇ~t!RP~t!

is defined as an operator distribution ofP (RP(t) is a distribution ofP at fixedt), while QPs and
PPs

ren are operator distributions, expression~4.32! gives us an operator distribution. Thus, w
obtain the following proposition.

Proposition 4.7: w2(k,tx ;p,ty) is:
(1) an operator distribution ofk and p at fixed tx , ty , and
(2) an operator distribution ofk,tx ,p, and ty .
Corollary of proposition 4.6 implies the following statement.
Proposition 4.8: The transformation properties of w2 under spatial rotations and translation

are:

UL,0w2~k,tx ,p,ty!UL,0
215w2~Lk,tx ,Lp,ty!

~4.33!
U1,aw2~k,tx ,p,ty!U1,a

215e2 i (k1p)aw2~k,tx ;p,ty!.
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Corollary: Ŵ(x,tx ;y,ty) is a tx- and ty-dependent operator distribution ofx and y with the
following transformation properties under spatial rotations and translations:

UL,0Ŵ2~x,tx ,y,ty!UL,0
215Ŵ2~Lx,tx ,Ly,ty!,

~4.34!
U1,aŴ2~x,tx ,y,ty!U1,a

215Ŵ2~x1a,tx ;y1a,ty!.

Ŵ(x,y) is also an operator distribution of x and y.
Consider the operators

W2@ f ,tx ,ty#5E dxdyŴ2~x,tx ;y,ty! f ~x,y!.

Proposition 4.9: The set of all finite linear combinations

(
n

W2@ f n,1 ,tx,1
n ,ty,1

n # . . . W2@ f n,sn
,tx,sn

n ,ty,sn

n #u0& ~4.35!

is dense inF(H2).
To prove this proposition, it is sufficient to consider the casetx,i

n 5ty,i
n 50 only and use lemma

A.15.
One can also consider the operators

W2@g#5E dtxdtydxdyW2~x,tx ;y,ty!g~x,tx ,y,ty!.

Proposition 4.10: The set of all finite linear combinations

(
n

W2@gn,1# . . . W2@gn,sn
#u0& ~4.36!

is dense inF(H2).
To prove this proposition, it is sufficient to approximate the vector~4.35! by the vector~4.36!

by choosing

gn,k~x,tx ;y,ty!5 f n,k~x,y!
1

e2
w~ tx /e,ty /e!

for any smooth functionw(tx ,ty) with compact support such that*dtxdtyw(tx ,ty)51.
Thus, the cyclic property of the vacuum state is checked.

E. Invariance under time translations

The purpose of this subsection is to check the invariance property of the bifield unde
translations:

U1,aŴ2~x,tx ,y,ty!U1,a
215Ŵ2~x,tx1t,y,ty1t !, ~4.37!

if a05t anda50. Let us prove first the following proposition. Denote

QPs~T!5eiHTQPse
2 iHT, PPs

ren~T!5eiHTPPs
rene2 iHT.

For smooth functionf (t), let
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E
0

T

dt f ~t!
]

]t
RP~t![ f ~t!RP~t!u0

T2E
0

T

dt
] f

]t
RP~t!.

Proposition 4.11: The following properties are satisfied:

QPs~T!5QPscos~VPsT!1PPs
ren sin~VPs!T

VPs

2E
0

T dt

2AvP/22svP/21sVPs

]

]t
@sin~VPs~T2t!!#

]

]t
RP~t!,

~4.38!
PPs

ren~T!5PPs
rencos~VPsT!2QPsVPssin~VPsT!

2E
0

Tdt

2
A VPs

vP/22svP/21s

]

]t
@cos~VPs~T2t!!#

]

]t
RP~t!.

Proof: First of all, notice that

QPs~T!5C1@jPs~T!#1C2@j2Ps~T!#,
~4.39!

PPs
ren~T!5C1@pPs

ren~T!#1C2@p2Ps
ren ~T!#,

wherejPs(T) andpPs
ren(T) are the following vector distributions:

~jPs~T!!P8s85dPP8~eiM PT~2MP!21/2!ss8 ,
~4.40!

~pPs
ren~T!!P8s85dPP8~ iV2MP

22~MP/2!1/2eiM PT!ss8 .

Formulas~4.38! mean that

jPs~T!5jPscos~VPsT!1pPs
ren sin~VPs!T

VPs

2E
0

T dt

2AvP/22svP/21sVPs

]

]t
@sin~VPs~T2t!!#

]

]t
r P~t!,

~4.41!
pPs

ren~T!5pPs
ren cos~VPsT!2jPsVPssin~VPsT!

2E
0

Tdt

2
A VPs

vP/22svP/21s

]

]t
@cos~VPs~T2t!!#

]

]t
r P~t!.

Integrating relations~4.41! with the functionwPS(R2d) and applying the operator (2M P)1/2, we
transform them to the form

eiMTw̄5cos~VT!w̄1 iM 21V sin~VT!w̄1E
0

T

dt~eiM t!
˙
~V222M 22!cos~V~T2t!!V2w̄,

~4.42!

ieiMTM 21V2w̄5 iM 21cos~VT!w̄2Vsin~VT!w̄

2E
0

T

dt~eiMT!
˙
~V222M 22!V3sin~V~T2t!!w̄. ~4.43!
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Here, V is the operator of multiplication byVPs. We have used the definition of the operat
M 22.

Relation~4.43! is a corollary of the relation~4.42! is sufficient to consider the time derivative
of Eq. ~4.42!. The simplest way to check Eq.~4.42! is to consider the Laplace transformations
the left-hand side

E
0

`

eiMTe2vTdT5
1

v2 iM
, ~4.44!

and of the right-hand side:

v

v21V2
1 iM 21

V2

v21V2
1

iM

v2 iM
~V222M 22!V2

v

v21V2
. ~4.45!

Formulas~4.44! and~4.45! coincide. Thus, Eq.~4.42! is satisfied atT.0, the check procedure fo
T,0 is analogous. Proposition is proved.

Proposition 4.12: Relation (4.37) is satisfied.
Proof: One has

eiHTw2~k,tx ;p,ty!e2 iHT5Avk1vp

vkvp
Qk1p;k2p/2~T!cos~vktx1vpty!

1
1

Avkvp~vk1vp!
Pk1p;p2k/2~T!sin~vktx1vpty!

2E
0

tx
dt

sin~vk~ tx2t!!

2vkvp
e2 ivp(t2ty)Qk1p~t1T!

2E
0

ty
dt

sin~vp~ ty2t!!

2vkvp
e2 ivk(tx2t)Qk1p~t1T!

w2~k,tx1T;p,ty1T!5Avk1vp

vkvp
Qk1p;k2p/2cos~vk~ tx1T!1vp~ ty1T!!

1
1

Avkvp~vk1vp!
Pk1p; p2k/2sin~vk~ tx1T!1vp~ ty1T!!

2E
0

tx1T

dt
sin~vk~ tx1T2t!!

2vkvp
e2 ivp(t2ty2T)Qk1p~t!

2E
0

ty1T

dt
sin~vp~ ty1T2t!!

2vkvp
e2 ivk(tx1T2t)Qk1p~t!. ~4.46!

It follows from proposition 4.11 that

eiHTw2~k,tx ;p,ty!e2 iHT5w2~k,tx1T;p,ty1T!.

We obtain relation~4.37!. Proposition is proved.

V. POINCARE INVARIANCE OF THE THEORY

The purpose of this section is to check the property of relativistic invariance of the th
which mean that:~a! the unitary representation of the Poincare group (L,a)°ŨL,a is constructed:
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ŨL1 ,a1
ŨL2 ,a2

5Ũ (L1 ,a1)(L2 ,a2) , ~5.1!

~b! the k-field operatorsW̃k(x1 , . . . ,xk) are Poincare invariant:

ŨL,aW̃k~x1 , . . . ,xk!ŨL,a
21 5W̃k~Lx11a, . . . ,Lxk1a!, ~5.2!

and ~c! the vacuum state is Poincare invariant:

ŨL,au0&5u0&. ~5.3!

To simplify the problem, one should be mindful that the state space has been decom
according to Eq.~2.44!, while the operatorsŨL,a are looked for in the formUL,a^ ŬL,a . The
operatorsŬL,a have already been constructed in Sec. II F.

First of all, we investigate the property of invariance of the operatorsŴk(x1 , . . .xk) of the
form ~4.18! ~at kÞ2). These operators are of the form 1^ Ŵk(x1 , . . .xk).

Lemma 5.1: (1) The vacuum state is invariant under action of operators U˘
L,a and (2) For

kÞ2, the operators Wˆ k(x1 , . . . ,xk) obey the property

ŬL,aŴk~x1 , . . . ,xk!ŬL,a
21 5Ŵk~Lx11a, . . . ,Lxk1a!. ~5.4!

Proof: The first property is obvious. To prove the second property, it follows from Eq.~4.19!,
lemma A.11 and formula~2.48! imply that

ŬL,aŴs~x1 , . . . ,xs!ŬL,a
21 5

As!

~2p!sd/2 E dp1

A2vp1

. . .
dps

A2vps

3~Ap1 . . . ps

1(s) ei (p11 . . . 1ps)aei (L21p1•x11 . . . 1L21ps•xs)

1Ap1 . . . ps

2(s) e2 i (p11 . . . 1ps)ae2 i (L21p1•x11 . . . 1L21ps•xs)!. ~5.5!

PropertyL21p•x5p•Lx imply Eq. ~5.4!. Lemma is proved.
Lemma 5.2: Let UL,a be unitary operators inF such that (a) the group property

UL1 ,a1
UL2 ,a2

5U (L1 ,a1)(L2 ,a2) , ~5.6!

is satisfied, (b) the bifield operator is invariant

UL,aŴ2~x,y!UL,a
21 5Ŵ2~Lx1a,Ly1a!, ~5.7!

and (c) the vacuum state is invariant:

UL,au0&5u0&. ~5.8!

Then, the operators U˜
L,a5UL,a^ ŬL,a obey properties (5.1)–(5.3).

This lemma is a direct corollary of lemma 5.1 and formula~4.9! for the operators
W̃k(x1 , . . . ,xk).

The remaining problem is to construct operatorsUL,a satisfying relations~5.6!–~5.8!. One
possible way may be the following. The operatorsPm and Mmn in F have been already con
structed. One should then try to construct the operatorM0k and check the commutation relation
of the Poincare algebra.
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However, the following problems arise in this approach. It is not easy to check the
adjointness of the operatorM0k since it is an unbounded operator. Further, to construct the g
representation from the algebra representation, one should check the conditions of the
theorem21 or investigate the properties of analytic vectors.22–24

Therefore, another approach will be used for constructing the operatorsUL,a . First of all, we
will check the invariance of the Wightman function

^0uŴ2~x,y!Ŵ2~x8,y8!u0&5^0uŴ2~Lx1a,Ly1a!Ŵ2~Lx81a,Ly81a!u0&. ~5.9!

Then, we will define the operatorUL,a from the property

UL,aŴ2~x1 ,y1! . . . Ŵ2~xk ,yk!u0&5Ŵ2~Lx11a,Ly11a! . . . Ŵ2~Lxk1a,Lyk1a!u0&.
~5.10!

This definition will be shown to be correct if and only if the property~6.9! is satisfied. Let us
investigate the properties of the Wightman functions.

A. The QQ propagator

First of all, we investigate the vacuum average value^0uQ(x)Q(y)u0&. It has the form

^0uQ~x!Q~y!u0&5
1

~2p!2d E dP~lV2x,eiP(x2y)2 iM (x02y0)M 21lV2x!. ~5.11!

The vectorlV2x is viewed aslRM2x. To check the Poincare invariance of the average~5.11!,
present it as

^0uQ~x!Q~y!u0&5
1

~2p!d11 E dPV~P!e2 iP(x2y),

with

V~P0,P!5
1

~2p!d21 E ~lV2x!Ps~d~MP2P0!MP
21lV2x!Psds. ~5.12!

Making use of the relations

d~MP2P0!MP
2152u~P0!d~MP

22~P0!2!, 2p id~x!5
1

x2 i0
2

1

x1 i0
,

and

E ds~lV2x!PsS 1

MP
21e2

lV2x D
Ps

5l~2p!dF12
1

11lI ~P,e!G ,
we take the formula~5.12! to the form

V~P0,P!52iu~P0!F l

11lI ~P,i ~P01 i0!!
2

l

11lI ~P,i ~P02 i0!!
G , ~5.13!

whereI is of the form~3.14!. We see that the function̂0uQ(x)Q(y)u0& is Poincare invariant.
It will be also necessary to calculate the propagator of the fieldQ. Formally, one has
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^0uTQ~x!Q~y!u0&5u~x02y0!^0uQ~x!Q~y!u0&2u~y02x0!^0uQ~y!Q~x!u0&. ~5.14!

Equation~5.11! implies

^0uTQ~x!Q~y!u0&5
1

~2p!2d E dP~lV2x,eiP(x2y)2 iM ux02y0uM 21lV2x!.

The Fourier transformation of the propagator which is defined from the relation

^0uTQ~x!Q~y!u0&5
1

~2p!d11 E dPGQ~P!e2 iPx,

can be presented as

GQ~P0,P!522i E ds~lV2x!Ps~~MP
22P0

22 i0!21lV2x!Ps522il1
2il

11lI ~P,i ~P01 i0!!
.

We see that formally calculated propagator consists of the singular part

^0uTQ~x!Q~y!u0&sing522ild~x2y!,

and of the regular~renormalized! part with the Fourier transformation

GQ
ren~P0,P!5

2il

11lI ~P,i ~P01 i0!!
. ~5.15!

However, this difficulty is usual: theT product is defined up to a quasilocal quantity bei
proportional tod(x2y). Note also that the result~5.15! is in agreement with the approach bas
on the summation of Feynman graphs.8

Thus, we have obtained the following result.
Proposition 5.3: The average value^0uQ(x)Q(y)u0& is Poincare invariant. Its Fourier trans-

formation has the form (5.13).

B. The W2Q average

The purpose of this subsection is to compute the average values

F1~x,y,z!5^0uŴ2~x,y!Q~z!u0&, F2~x,y,z!5^0uQ~z!Ŵ2~x,y!u0&. ~5.16!

However, explicit formulas for the operatorsŴ2 are complicated, so that direct calculations a
too difficult. Therefore, the indirect method will be used. First of all, these averages wi
calculated atx05y0.z0 andz0.x05y0, correspondingly. Then, we will investigate the prope
ties of the Fourier transformation of the averages. The equations on the averages will be ob
Then, the solution of the equations will be found.

1. The x 0Äy 0 case

Consider the average value^0uTw2(p,0;k,0)QP(t)u0&. According to subsection IV. D

w2~p,0;k,0!5Avk1vp

vkvp
Qk1p,k2p/2 . ~5.17!

Therefore,
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^0uTw2~p,0;k,0!QP~ t !u0&5
1

~2p!2d
Avk1vp

2vkvp
dk1p1P,0@u~2t !~eiMtM 21lV2x!P,k2p/21u~ t !

3~e2 iMtM 21lV2x!P,k2p/2#. ~5.18!

Consider the Fourier transformation of the average~5.17! defined as

G~k,p,e!dk1p,P5E dte2 i et^0uTw2~p,0;k,0!QP~ t !u0&. ~5.19!

One has

G~k,p,e!5
1

~2p!d
A2~vk1vp!

vkvp

1

i S 1

M k1p
2 2e22 i0

lV2x D
k1p,k2p/2

.

Making use of the definition of the operatorMP
2 , we obtain

G~k,p,e!52
1

~2p!d

2~vk1vp!

2vk2vp

1

~vk1vp!22e22 i0
GQ

ren~e,k1p!.

Applying the Fourier transformation to Eq.~5.19!, we obtain that

^0uTŴ2~x,y!Q~z!u0&52 i E dj^0uTQ~j!Q~z!u0& ren^0uTf~x!f~y!u0&^0uTf~y!f~j!u0&,

~5.20!

provided thatx5(x,0), y5(y,0), andz5(z,t), while ^0uTf(x)f(y)u0& is the usual propagato
of the free scalar field

^0uTf~x!f~y!u0&5
1

~2p!d E dk

2vk
e2 ik(x2y)e2 ivkux02y0u.

Formula ~5.20! is valid not only atx05y050 but also atx05y0Þ0 because of translation
invariance properties~Sec. IV!. Note also that formula~5.20! is in agreement with the approac
based on the summation of Feynman graphs.8

Thus, the following result is obtained.
Proposition 5.4: The Green function̂0uTŴ2(x,y)Q(z)u0& has the form (5.20), provided tha

x05y0.

2. Properties of the W 2 field

Consider the stateŴ2(x,y)u0&. Our purpose is to prove the following property.
Lemma 5.5: The Fourier transformation

E dyŴ2~x,y!e2 ipyu0& ~5.21!

vanishes at p0,0.
Proof: Consider the vector

E dtye
i etyw2~k,tx ;p,ty!u0&, ~5.22!

provided thate.0. It is sufficient to show that it vanishes. The vector~5.22! can be presented a
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C1@a~k,tx ;p,e!#u0&,

with the following vectora:

~a~k,tx ;p,e!!P8s85
1

2
e2 ivktxdk1p,P8FAvk1vp

vkvp
~2M k1p!k2p/2 s8

21/2

2
1

Avkvp~vk1vp!
~M k1p/2!kÀp/2s8

1/2

1
1

~2p!d

1

2vkvp
S 1

vk1vp1M k1p
M k1p

21/2lV2x D
P8s8

G . ~5.23!

It follows from the definition of the operatorMP that the quantity~5.23! vanishes. Lemma is
proved.

Corollary: The Fourier transformations

E F1~x,y,z!eipxdp, E dye2 ipyF2~x,y,z! ~5.24!

vanish at p0,0.

3. Equations for average values

Let us obtain equations for vacuum averages~5.16!. It follows from definition~4.32! that

S ]

]xm

]

]xm
1m2D Ŵ2~x,y!1Q~x!^0uf~x!f~y!u0&50.

S ]

]ym

]

]ym
1m2D Ŵ2~x,y!1Q~y!^0uf~x!f~y!u0&50.

Here,^0uf(x)f(y)u0& is the vacuum average for the free scalar field.
Thus, we obtain the following statement.
Proposition 5.6: The functions (5.16) obey the following equations:

S ]

]xm

]

]xm
1m2D F1~x,y,z!1^0uQ~x!Q~z!u0&^0uf~x!f~y!u0&50.

S ]

]ym

]

]ym
1m2D F1~x,y,z!1^0uQ~y!Q~z!u0&^0uf~x!f~y!u0&50.

~5.25!

S ]

]xm

]

]xm
1m2D F2~x,y,z!1^0uQ~z!Q~x!u0&^0uf~x!f~y!u0&50.

S ]

]ym

]

]ym
1m2D F2~x,y,z!1^0uQ~z!Q~y!u0&^0uf~x!f~y!u0&50.

Let us prove the following lemma.
Lemma 5.7: Let F1(x,y,z) and F2(x,y,x) be distributions obeying the following properties
(a) For some distributions,F1 and F2
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F1~x,y,z!5F1~x2z,y2z!, F2~x,y,z!5F2~x2z,y2z!,

(b) the functions F1 and F2 obey Eqs. (5.25),
(c) the Fourier transformations (5.24) vanish at p0,0, and

(d) F1(x,y,z)5^0uTŴ2(x,y)Q(z)u0& at x05y0.z0; F2(x,y,z)5^0uTŴ2(x,y)Q(z)u0& at
x05y0,z0. Then,

F1~x,y,z!5^0uŴ2~x,y!Q~z!u0&, F2~x,y,z!5^0uQ~z!Ŵ2~x,y!u0&.

Proof: Consider the functions

F̃1~x,y,z!5F1~x,y,z!2^0uŴ2~x,y!Q~z!u0&, F̃2~x,y,z!5F2~x,y,z!2^0uQ~z!Ŵ2~x,y!u0&.

One hasF̃1,2(x,y,z)5F̃1,2(x2z,y2z). The functionsF̃1,2 obey the following properties:

~a!

S ]

]xm

]

]xm
1m2D F̃1,2~x,y!50, S ]

]ym

]

]ym
1m2D F̃1,2~x,y!50,

~b! Fourier transformations*dxF̃1(x,y)eipx and*dyF̃1(x,y)e2 ipy vanish if p0,0,

~c! F̃1(x,y)50 at x05y0.0, andF̃2(x,y)50 at x05y0,0.
Properties~a! and ~b! mean that

F̃1~x,y!5E dkdp@akp
1 e2 ivkx01 ivpy0

1akp
2 e2 ivkx02 ivpy0

#e2 ikx2 ipy;

F̃2~x,y!5E dkdp@bkp
1 eivkx01 ivpy0

1bkp
2 e2 ivkx01 ivpy0

#e2 ikx2 ipy,

for someakp
6 , bkp

6 . Property~c! means that

akp
1 eivpx0

1akp
2 e2 ivpx0

50, x0.0;

bkp
1 eivkx0

1bkp
2 e2 ivkx0

50, x0,0.

We obtain thatakp
6 50 andbkp

6 50. Therefore,F̃150 andF̃250. Lemma is proved.
Lemma 5.8: The average values have the form

F1~x,y,z!5^0uŴ2~x,y!Q~z!u0&

5
1

i E dj@~^0uTf~x!f~j!u0&2^0uf~x!f~j!u0&!^0uQ~j!Q~z!u0&^0uf~j!f~y!u0&

1^0uTf~y!f~j!u0&2^0uf~y!f~j!u0&!^0uQ~j!Q~z!u0&^0uf~x!f~j!u0&

1^0uf~x!f~j!u0&^0uf~y!f~j!u0&^0uTQ~j!Q~z!u0& ren]
~5.26!

F2~x,y,z!5^0uQ~z!Ŵ2~x,y!u0&

5
1

i E dj@~^0uTf~x!f~j!u0&2^0uf~j!f~x!u0&!^0uQ~z!Q~j!u0&^0uf~j!f~y!u0&

1~^0uTf~y!f~j!u0&2^0uf~j!f~y!u0&!^0uQ~z!Q~j!u0&^0uf~x!f~j!u0&

1^0uf~j!f~x!u0&^0uf~j!f~y!u0&^0uTQ~z!Q~j!u0& ren#.
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Proof: It is sufficient to check the conditions of lemma 5.7. Condition~a! is obvious. Equa-
tions ~5.25! are corollaries of the property

S ]

]xm

]

]xm
1m2D ^0uTf~x!f~y!u0&5

1

i
d~x2y!. ~5.27!

Let us check the condition~c!. Note that the Fourier transformations

E dxeipx^0uf~x!f~j!u0&, E dxeipx^0uQ~x!Q~j!u0&

vanish if p0,0. The same property is also valid for the function

E dxeipx^0uf~x!f~j!u0&^0uQ~x!Q~j!u0&.

Since the integral operator with the kernel^0uTf(x)f(j)u0& multiplies the Fourier transformation
by (m22p22 i0)21, the quantity

E dxeipxF1~x,y,z!

vanishes ifp0,0. The analogous property for the functionF2 is checked in the same way
Property~c! is checked.

To check property~d!, note that under conditionx05y0.z0, the functionF1 can be presented
as

1

i F E dj^0uTf~x!f~j!2f~x!f~j!u0&^0uTQ~j!Q~z!u0& ren^0uTf~j!f~y!u0&

1E dj^0uTf~y!f~j!2f~y!f~j!u0&^0uTQ~j!Q~z!u0& ren^0uTf~x!f~j!u0&

1E dj^0uf~x!f~j!u0&^0uf~y!f~j!u0&^0uTQ~j!Q~z!u0& renG ~5.28!

since the first and second integrands may be nonzero only atj0.x05y0.z0. The obtained
expression coincides with~5.20!. Thus, property~d! is checked for the functionF1 . The check for
the functionF2 is analogous. Conditions of lemma 5.7 are checked. This implies lemma 5.8

C. The W2W2 averages

The purpose of this subsection is to find explicit forms of the average value

F~x,y:x8,y8!5^0uŴ2~x,y!Ŵ2~x8.y8!u0&. ~5.29!

We consider first thex05y0.x085y08 case. Then, equations on the functionF will be obtained.
The solution of this equation will be found.

1. The equal-time case

Consider the Green function
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^0uTw2~p,t;k,t !w2~p8,t;k8,t!u0&5Avk1vp

vkvp
Avk81vp8

vk8vp8

dk1p;k81p8

3S 1

2M k1p
e2 iM k1put2tu D

k2p/2 ;k82p8/2

,

and its Fourier transformation

dk1p;k81p8G2~p,k,p8,k8,e!5E dtei et^0uTw2~p,t;k,t !w2~p8,0;k8,0!u0&. ~5.30!

One has

G2~p,k,p8,k8,e!5Avk1vp

vkvp
Avk81vp8

vk8vp8

1

i S 1

M k1p
2 2e22 i0

D
k2p/2 ;k82p8/2

.

Making use of the definition of the operatorMP
2 , we obtain:

G2~p,k,p8,k8,e!5Avk1vp

vkvp
Avk81vp8

vk8vp8

1

2i

1

~vk1vp!22e22 i0

3~dk2p/2 , k82p8/21dk2p/2 , p82k8/2!1
1

~2p!d

vk1vp

2vkvp

vk81vp8

2vk8vp8

3
1

~vk1vp!22e22 i0

1

~vk81vp8!
22e22 i0

GQ
ren~e,k1p!. ~5.31!

Applying the Fourier transformation to expression~5.30!, we obtain that

^0uTŴ2~x,y!Ŵ2~x8,y8!u0&5^0uTf~x!f~x8!u0&^0uTf~y!f~y8!u0&1^0uTf~x!f~y8!u0&

3^0uTf~y!f~x8!u0&2E djdj8^0uTQ~j!Q~j!u0& ren

3^0uTf~x!f~j!u0&^0uTf~y!f~j!u0&

3^0uTf~j8!f~x8!u0&^0uTf~j8!f~y8!u0& ~5.32!

provided thatx05y05t, x085y085t. Equation~5.32! is in agreement with the approach bas
on summation of Feynman graphs. We have obtained the following statement.

Proposition 5.9: The Green function F has the form (5.32) at x05y0 and x085y08.
The following statements are analogs of proposition 5.6 and corollary of lemma 5.5.
Proposition 5.10: The function F (5.29) obeys the following equations

S ]

]xm

]

]xm
1m2D F~x,y,x8,y8!52^0uf~x!f~y!u0&^0uQ~x!Ŵ2~x8,y8!u0&,

S ]

]ym

]

]ym
1m2D F~x,y,x8,y8!52^0uf~x!f~y!u0&^0uQ~y!Ŵ2~x8,y8!u0&,
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S ]

]x8m

]

]x8m
1m2D F~x,y,x8,y8!52^0uf~x8!f~y8!u0&^0uŴ2~x8,y8!Q~x8!u0&,

S ]

]y8m

]

]y8m
1m2D F~x,y,x8,y8!52^0uf~x8!f~y8!u0&^0uŴ2~x8,y8!Q~y8!u0&, ~5.33!

Proposition 5.11: The Fourier transformations

E dxeipxF~x,y,x8,y8!, E dy8e2 ipy8F~x,y,x8,y8! ~5.34!

vanish at p0,0.
Lemma 5.12: Let F(x,y,x8,y8) be a distribution obeying the following properties: (a) th

function F obey Eq. (5.33), and (b) the Fourier transformations (5.34) vanish at p0,0, and (c) at
x05y0.x085y08

F~x,y;x8,y8!5^0uTŴ2~x,y!Ŵ2~x8,y8!u0&.

Then,

F~x,y;x8,y8!5^0uŴ2~x,y!Ŵ2~x8,y8!u0&.

Proof: Consider the function

F̃~x,y;x8,y8!5F~x,y;x8,y8!2^0uŴ2~x,y!Ŵ2~x8,y8!u0&

obeying the properties:
~a!

S ]

]xm

]

]xm
1m2D F̃~x,y,x8,y8!50, S ]

]ym

]

]ym
1m2D F̃~x,y,x8,y8!50,

S ]

]xm8

]

]xm8
1m2D F̃~x,y,x8,y8!50, S ]

]ym8

]

]ym8
1m2D F̃~x,y,x8,y8!50, ~5.35!

~b! the Fourier transformations

E dxeipxF̃~x,y,x8,y8!, E dy8e2 ipy8F̃~x,y,x8,y8!

vanish atp0,0. ~c! F̃(x,y;x8,y8)50 at x05y0.x085y08.
Therefore,

F̃~x,y;x8,y8!5E dkdpdk8dp8@akpk8p8
11 eivkx01 ivpy01 ivk8x082 ivp8y08

1akpk8p8
12 eivkx01 ivpy02 ivk8x082 ivp8y081akpk8p8

21 eivkx02 ivpy01 ivk8x082 ivp8y08

1akpk8p8
22 eivkx02 ivpy02 ivk8x082 ivp8y08#e2 i (kx1py1k8x81p8y8). ~5.36!

Relation~c! implies that
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akpk8p8
11 eivpy01 ivk8x081akpk8p8

12 eivpy02 ivk8x081akpk8p8
21 e2 ivpy01 ivk8x081akpk8p8

22 e2 ivpy02 ivk8x0850

at x05y0.x085y08. Therefore, alla vanish, so thatF̃50. Lemma 5.12 is proved.

3. Explicit form of average values

Lemma 5.13: The function F has the form

F~x,y;x8,y8!5^0uf~x!f~x8!u0&^0uf~y!f~y8!u0&1^0uf~x!f~y8!u0&^0uf~y!f~x8!u0&

2 i E dj^0uf~x!f~j!u0&^0uf~y!f~j!u0&^0uTQ~j!Ŵ2~x8,y8!u0&

2 i E dj@^0uTf~x!f~j!2f~x!f~j!u0&^0uf~j!f~y!u0&1^0uTf~y!f~j!

2f~y!f~j!u0&^0uf~x!f~j!u0&#^0uQ~j!Ŵ2~x8,y8!u0&

1E djdj8^0uTf~x8!f~j8!2f~x8!f~j8!u0&^0uTf~j8!f~y8!2f~j8!f~y8!u0&

3^0uf~x!f~j!u0&^0uf~y!f~j!u0&^0uTQ~j!Q~j8!u0&, ~5.37!

where^0uTQ(j)Ŵ2(x8,y8)u0& is the function of the form (5.20).
Since the straightforward check of the conditions of lemma 5.12 is analogous to pro

lemma 5.8, proof of lemma 5.13 is obvious.
Corollary: The function F is Poincare invariant:

F~x,y;x8,y8!5F~Lx1a,Ly1a,Lx81a,Ly81a!.

D. Check of Poincare invariance

First of all, note that all Wightman functions are Poincare invariant.
Lemma 5.14: The following property is satisfied:

^0uŴ2~x1 ,y1! . . . Ŵ2~xn ,yn!u0&5^0uŴ2~Lx11a,Ly11a! . . . Ŵ2~Lxn1a,Lyn1a!u0&.

To prove this lemma, it is sufficient to notice that operatorsŴ2(x,y) are linear combinations
of creation and annihilation operators, so that the Wick theorem is applicable.

Lemma 5.15: 1. There exists a unique unitary operator UL,a obeying the properties:
UL,au0&5u0&,

UL,aŴ2~x1 ,y1! . . . Ŵ2~xn ,yn!u0&5Ŵ2~Lx11a,Ly11a! . . . Ŵ2~Lxn1a,Lyn1a!u0&
~5.38!

2. The group property (5.6) is satisfied, and 3. The invariance property (5.7) is satisfied.

Proof: Let W2@ f #5*dxdyŴ2(x,y) f (x,y),

F5cu0&1 (
n51

N

W2@ f n,1# . . . W2@ f n,i n
#0&. ~5.39!

Set

UL,aF5cu0&1 (
n51

N

W2@uL,af n,1# . . . W2@uL,af n,i n
#0&

with
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~uL,af !~x,y!5 f ~L21~x2a!,L21~y2a!!.

It follows from lemma 5.14 that (UL,aF,UL,aF)5(F,F). This means thatUL,aF50, provided
that F50. Thus, the mappingUL,a :D→D is defined~hereD is a set of all vectors of the form
~5.38!!. This mapping is a linear isometric~and therefore bounded! operator, whileD is a dense
subset ofF. Therefore, the operatorUL,a can be uniquely extended to the spaceF. Thus, there
exists a unique isometric operatorUL,a obeying the property~5.38!.

Check the group property. Consider the operator

V5UL1 ,a1
UL2 ,a2

U ((L1 ,a1)(L2a2))21.

It satisfies the property:

VŴ2~x1 ,y1! . . . Ŵ2~xn ,yn!u0&5Ŵ2~x1 ,y1! . . . Ŵ2~xn ,yn!u0&

Thus,V51. The group property is checked. One analogously proves thatUL,a
21 5U (L,a)21, so that

the isometric operatorUL,a is unitary.
One also has

UL,aŴ2~x,y!UL,a
21 Ŵ2~x1 ,y1! . . . Ŵ2~xn ,yn!u0&

5Ŵ~Lx1a,Ly1a!Ŵ2~x1 ,y1! . . . Ŵ2~xn ,yn!u0&.

Thus, the property~5.7! is satisfied on the subspaceD,F. Lemma 5.15 is proved.
Thus, we have checked the property of Poincare invariance of the theory.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

An old problem of axiomatic and constructive field theory is to construct a nontrivial mod
relativistic QFT which obey Wightman axioms. The known models successfully constructe13 in
two- and three-dimensional space–time do not contain such difficulties as Stueckelberg
gences and infinite renormalization of the wave function.

A suitable language to describe the states and observables of the large-N theory in the leading
order of 1/N-expansion is the notion of third quantization introduced in quantum cosmology25,26in
order to describe processes with variable number of universes.

The third-quantized model considered in this paper may be viewed as a large-N limit of the
ordinary field theory. However, it can be also interpreted as an independent model of relat
quantum theory. We have seen that such properties as renormalizability are satisfied in
dimensions with respect to ordinary field theories~cf. Ref. 27!: the model~2.47! is renormalized
at d11<5, while the (wawa)2 model is renormalized atd11<4 only. Thus, usage of third
quantized models leads to new types of renormalizable theories in higher dimensions.

For the simplicity, we have considered the large-N approximation for the (wawa)2 model only.
One can also consider thewawaF model. For this case, the phenomenon of infinite renormal
tion of the wave function should be investigated: it happens that indefinite inner product sho
introduced in the state space.28 Investigation of the large-N QED ~quantum electrodynamics! in
the third-quantized formulation gives us a good example of renormalizable gauge theory b
perturbation theory.
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APPENDIX A: SOME PROPERTIES OF THE FOCK SPACE

Let H be a Hilbert space. Denote byH ^ n5H^ . . . ^ H the n-th tensor degree of spaceH.
Let p be a transposition (p1 , . . . ,pn), 1<p1Þ . . . Þpn<n of numbers (1,. . . ,n). Consider the
operatorp̂ in H ^ n which is uniquely defined from the relation

p̂~e1^ . . . ^ en!5ep1
^ . . . ^ epn

, e1 , . . . ,enPH.

By Sym, we denote the symmetrization operator

SymFn5
1

n! (
p

p̂Fn , FnPH ^ n,

which is a projector. Introduce the notationH ~n5SymH ^ n for the symmetrizedn-th tensor
degree ofH. Denote alsoH ~05C.

Lemma A.1: The set$ f ^ n[ f ^ . . . ^ f u f PH% is a total set inH ~n.
Proof: Let FnPH ~n, Fn' f ^ . . . ^ f for all f PH. It is necessary to prove thatFn50. For

f 5a1e11 . . . 1anen , a1 , . . . ,anPC, e1 , . . . ,enPH

one has

05 (
i 1 . . . i n51

n

a i 1
. . . a i n

~Fn ,ei 1
^ . . . ^ ei n

!.

The right-hand side of this relation is a polynomial ina1 , . . . ,an . The coefficient ofa1 . . . an

should be equal to zero:

n! ~Fn ,Syme1^ . . . ^ en!50. ~A1!

Relation~A1! is satisfied for alle1 , . . . ,enPH.
Let f 1 , f 2 , . . . be anorthonormal basis inH. Then $ f i 1

^ . . . ^ f i n
,i 1 , . . . ,i n51,̀ % is an

orthonormal basis inH ^ n. The vectorFn can be presented as

Fn5 (
i 1 . . . i n51

`

F i 1 . . . i n
n f i 1

^ . . . ^ f i n
.

Since

symFn5 (
i 1 . . . i n51

`
1

n! (
p

F i p1
. . . i pn

n f i 1
^ . . . ^ f i n

,

FnPH ~n if and only if F i 1 . . . i n
n is symmetric with respect to transpositions ofi 1 , . . . ,i n .

For symmetricFn one has

~Symf j 1
^ . . . f j n

,Fn!5F j 1 . . . j n

n .

Thus, Eq.~A1! implies thatF i 1 . . . i n
n 50 andFn50. Lemma is proved.

Definition A.1: The space

F~H!5 % n50
` H ~n

is a Fock space.
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Let f PH. The creation and annihilation operatorsAn
1( f ):H ~n21→H ~n, An

2( f ):H ~n

→H ~n21 are defined from the relations:

An
1~ f !e^ n215

1

An
(
k50

n21

e^ k
^ f ^ e^ (n2k21),

~A2!
An

2~ f !e^ n5An~ f ,e!e^ n21.

Lemma A.2: The definition (A2) is correct. An
6( f ) are bounded operators anduuAn

6( f )uu
<Anuu f uu.

Proof: One has

uuAn
1~ f !(

i
ei

^ n21uu<
1

An
uu(

i
ei

^ k
^ f ^ ei

^ (n2k21)uu

5
1

An
(
k50

n21

uu f uuuu(
i

ei
^ n21uu5Anuu f uuuu(

i
ei

^ n21uu.

uuAn
2~ f !(

i
ei

^ nuu25uuAn11
1 ~ f !(

i
ei

^ nuu22uu f uu2uu(
i

ei
^ nuu2<nuu f uu2uu(

i
ei

^ nuu2.

Lemma 2 is proved.
Definition A.2: The operators

A1~ f !~F0 ,F1 ,F2 , . . . !5~0,A1
1~ f !F0 ,A2

1~ f !F1 , . . . !

and

A2~ f !~F0 ,F1 , . . . !5~A1
2~ f !F1 ,A2

2~ f !F2 , . . . !

are called creation and annihilation operators in the Fock space. The finite vectors of the
(F0 , . . . ,Fn,0,0,. . . ) belong to the domains of A6( f ).

Definition A.3: The vectoru0&5(1,0,0,. . . ) is a vacuum vector.
Lemma A.3: The vector f5(0, . . . ,0,Symf 1^ . . . ^ f n,0, . . . ) can be presented as

f 5
1

An!
A1~ f 1! . . . A1~ f n!u0&.

The proof is straightforward.
Lemma A.4: The following commutation relations take place:

@A6~ f 1!,A6~ f 2!#50 and @A2~ f 1!,A1~ f 2!#5~ f 1 , f 2!.

The operators A1( f ) and A2( f ) are conjugated.
Definition A.4: A coherent state C( f ) is a vector FPF of the form C( f )5F

5(F0 ,F1 , . . . ,Fn , . . . ) with Fn51/An! f ^ n.
Lemma A.5: The following relations take place:

~C~ f !,C~ f !!5exp~ f , f !, and A2~ f !C~g!5~g, f !C~g!.

Lemma A.6: Let gPH and gn , and n51,2, . . . be such a sequence of elements ofH that
uugn2guu→n→`0. ThenuuC(gn)2C(g)uu→n→`0.

Proof: Let jn5gn2g. Then,
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uuC~g1jn!2C~g!uu25e(g,g)@e(g,jn)e(jn ,g)e(jn ,jn)2e(jn ,g)2e(g,jn)11#→n→`0.

Lemma A.7: The set$C( f )u f PH% is a total set inF(H).
Proof: Let F5(F0 ,F1 , . . . ,Fn , . . . )'C(a f ) for all aPC and f PH. Therefore,

(
n50

`
an

An!
~ f ^ n,Fn!50.

The series absolutely converges for alla because of the Cauchy–Bunyakovski inequality. The
fore, (f ^ n andFn)50 for all f, so thatFn50. Lemma is proved.

Lemma A.8: LetH5H1% H2 . Then, there exists a unique isomorphism I:F(H1) ^ F(H2)
→F(H) such that

I ~C~ f 1! ^ C~ f 2!!5C~ f 1% f 2!, f 1PH1 , f 2PH2 . ~A3!

Proof: The mapping~A3! conserves the inner product. Therefore, formula~A3! uniquely
defines an isometric operator. Lemma A.7 applied for the spaceF(H) implies that the set
I (C( f 1) ^ C( f 2)) is a total set inF(H), so thatI (F(H1) ^ F(H2))5F(H). Thus,I is an isomor-
phism. Lemma is proved.

Lemma A.9: Let f5 f 11 f 2 , f 1PH1 , f 2PH2 . Then,

I 21A6~ f !I 5A6~ f 1! ^ 111^ A6~ f 2!. ~A4!

Proof: It is sufficient to note that the matrix elements of the left-hand and right-hand sid
Eq. ~A4! betweenC( f 1) ^ C( f 2) andC( f̃ 1) ^ C( f̃ 2) coincide.

Let U be a bounded operator inH. By U(U), we denote the operatorU(U):F(H)→F(H) of
the form

U~U !~ f 0 , f 1 , . . . ,f n , . . . !5~ f 0 ,U f 1 ,U ^ U f 2 , . . . ,U ^ nf n , . . . !.

Let H be a self-adjoint operator inH. Consider the one-parametric group of unitary operat
e2 iHt . The operator-valued mappingt°U(e2 iHt) can be also viewed as a one-parametric gro
According to the Stone theorem, it has the form

U~e2 iHt !5e2 iF(H)t,

for some self-adjoint operatorF(H) in F(H). The explicit form of this operator is

~F~H ! f !n5 (
k50

n21

1^ k
^ H ^ 1^ (n2k21)f n .

Let w1 ,w2 , . . . be anorthonormal basis inH. Let

H f 5 (
i j 51

`

Hi j w i~w j , f !.

Proposition A.10:

F~H !5 (
i j 51

`

Hi j A
1@w i #A

2@w j #.

The proof is straightforward.
Lemma A.11: Let U be an unitary operator inH, f PH. Then,
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U~U !A6~ f !U~U !215A6~U f !. ~A5!

To prove the lemma, it is sufficient to consider the matrix elements of the sides of Eq.~A5!
between coherent states.

Formulate now some results concerning vector and operator distributions. LetS(Rn) be a
space of complex smooth functionsu:Rn→C such that

uuuuu l ,m5 max
a11 . . . 1an< l

sup
xPRn

~11uxu!mU]a11 . . . anu~x!

]x1
a1 . . . ]xn

an U→k→`0.

We say that the sequence$uk%PS(Rn),k51,̀ tends to zero if

uuukuu l ,m→k→`0

for all l andm.
Definition A.5: LetH be a Hilbert space. A vector distribution f onRn is a linear mapping

f :S(Rn)→H such thatuu f (uk)uu→k→`0 if uk→k→`0.
Remark:We will write f (w)5*dx f(x)w(x) and say thatf (x) is a vector distribution of the

argumentxPRn.
Lemma A.12: Let f:Rn→H be a strongly continuous bounded vector function. Then f(w)

5*dx f(x)w(x) is a vector distribution.
Lemma A.13: Let f be a vector distribution. Then] f /]xa is a vector distribution. The proof is

straightforward.
Definition A.6: LetD,H be a dense subset ofH. An operator distribution A is a linear

mapping

wPS~Rn!°A~w!:D→D,

such that for allFPD the mappingw°A(w)F is a vector distribution.
Let D be a subset of the Fock spaceF(H) which consists of all finite vectors

( f 0 , f 1 , . . . ,f k,0, . . . ).
Lemma A.14: Let fbe a vector distribution. ThenA6( f ) is an operator distribution. Investigat

now the cyclic property of the vacuum vector.
Let GPH% H. Consider the operators

B~ f ,g!5A1~ f !1A2~g!, and~ f ,g!PG.

By I 1 :H% H→H we denote the operatorI 1( f ,g)5 f .
Lemma A.15: Let I1G be a dense subset ofH. Then the set of all linear combinations

(
n

cnB~ f n,1 ,gn,1! . . . B~ f n,kn
,gn,kn

!u0&, ~ f i ,ki
,gi ,ki

!PG ~A6!

is dense inF(H).
Proof: Let FPF(H). One should prove that it can be approximated by the linear combina

~A6!. Lemma A.7 implies that it is sufficient to prove this statement for the coherent statesC(w).
Choose such a sequencef nPI 1G that f n→w. Lemma A.6 implies thatC(w) can be approximated
by C( f n). Furthermore, the coherent stateC( f n) can be approximated a by finite linear combin
tion of vectors (A1( f n))mu0&. For somegn one has (f n ,gn)PG. The vector (A1( f n))mu0& can be
presented as a linear combination of vectors (B( f n ,gn))ku0&, Lemma A.15 is proved.

APPENDIX B: WHAT IS FIELD?

In Sec. IV, we have investigated the commutation rule between oper
1/N (a51

N wa(x1) . . . wa(xk) and multifield canonical operator
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1

N (
a51

N

wa~x1! . . . wa~xk!KN5KN@~F0 ,f~x1! . . . f~xk!F0!1N21/2W̃k~x1 , . . . ,xk!1O~N21!#.

The operatorsW̃k(x1 , . . . ,xk) acting in the space~2.43! of the theory of infinite number of fields
were interpreted as multifield operators.

The purpose of this appendix is to construct analogs of the operatorswa(x) in the
N5`-theory.

One can notice that conception of symmetric states only is not valid for this purpose.
stateCN@w1, . . . ,wN# were symmetric with respect to transpositions of the fieldsw1,...,wN, the
statew1(x)CN@w1,...,wN# is not symmetric. Thus, it is necessary to consider the nonsymm
solutions of Eq.~2.1!.

Consider the states of large-N theory which are symmetric with respect toN2s fields
ws11,...,wN only, wheres is a finite quantity. Analogously to Eq.~2.6!, let CN be of the form

~KN
s f !@w1, . . . ,wN#

5 (
k50

N2s Ak!

Nk/2 (
s11<a1, . . . ,ak<N

f k@w1, . . . ,ws,wa1, . . . ,wak# )
a.s,aÞa1 . . . ak

F0@wa#,

~B1!

where f k@w1,...,ws,f1,...,fk# are functionals being symmetric under transpositions of fie
f1, . . . ,fk and obeying the condition

E Df1F0* @f1# f k@w1, . . . ,ws,f1, . . . ,fk#50. ~B2!

We see that states under consideration are specified by infinite sets

S f 0@w1, . . . ,ws#

f 1@w1, . . . ,ws,f1#

¯

f k@w1, . . . ,ws,f1, . . . ,fk#

¯

D . ~B3!

The state space is then isomorphic to

F̃s5H ^ s
^ F~ % n51

` H ~n!. ~B4!

Since the symmetric state can be viewed as a state of the form~B1!, there should be exist an
operatorI s :F̃0→F̃s such that

KN
s I sf 5KNf .

Let us present the explicit form of the operatorI 1 . One has
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~KNf !@w1, . . . ,wN#5 (
k50

N Ak!

Nk/2 (
1<a1, . . . ,ak<N

f k@wa1, . . . ,wak# )
aÞa1 . . . ak

F0@wa#

5 (
k50

N Ak!

Nk/2 (
2<a2, . . . ,ak<N

f k@w1,wa2, . . . ,wak# )
aÞ1,a2 , . . . ,ak

F0@wa#

1 (
k50

N Ak!

Nk/2
F0@w1# (

2<a1, . . . ,ak<N
f k@wa1, . . . ,wak# )

aÞ1,a2 , . . . ,ak

F0@wa#.

~B5!

We see that

~ I 1f !k@w1,f1, . . . ,fk#5F0@w1# f k@f1, . . . ,fk#1N21/2~Ã2@w1# f !k@f1, . . . ,fk#. ~B6!

One can also perform the symmetrization procedure for the vector~B1! and obtain the symmetric
state. Therefore, there should exist an operatorSs :F̃s→F̃0 such that

SymKN
s f 5KNSsf .

Construct the operatorS1 . If

E Dw1f k@w1,f1, . . . ,fk#F0* @w1#50, ~B7!

one obtains from direct calculation that

~S1f !k@f1, . . . ,fk#5N21/2E Dw~Ã1@w# f !k@w,f1, . . . ,fk#.

If

f k@w1,f1, . . . ,fk#5F0@w1#gk@f1, . . . ,fk#, ~B8!

then

~S1f !k@f1, . . . ,fk#5
N2k

N
gk@f1, . . . ,fk#.

Generally, f k can be viewed as a superposition of vectors obeying conditions~B7! and ~B8!
correspondingly, so that

~S1f !k@f1, . . . ,fk#5F12
n̂

N
G E DwF0* @w# f k@w,f1, . . . ,fk#

1N21/2E Dw~Ã1@w# f !k@w,f1, . . . ,fk#. ~B9!

The Schrodinger fieldw1(x) in F̃1 may be viewed as an operator of multiplication byw1(x), since

w1~x!KN
1 5KN

1 w1~x!.

The multifield can be constructed from the fieldw1 as

W̃N,k~x1 , . . . ,xk!5S1w1~x1! . . . w1~xk!I 1 ~B10!
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since

1

N (
a51

N

wa~x1! . . . wa~xk!5Symw1~x1! . . . w1~xk!.

One can notice from Eqs.~B6! and ~B9!, that formula~B10! is in agreement with the results o
Sec. IV.

To construct the Heisenberg field operatorw1(x):F̃1→F̃1 , it is necessary to commute th
Hamiltonian operatorHN with the operatorKN

1 . We obtain:

HNKN
1 5KN

1 H̃N
1 , ~B11!

where

H̃N
1 5H̃N1E dxF2

1

2

d2

dw1~x!dw1~x!
1

1

2
~¹w1!2~x!1

m2

2
~w1~x!!2G1O~N21/2!.

Therefore, the Heisenberg operator

w1~x,t !5ei H̃N
1 tw1~x!e2 i H̃N

1 t

coincides with the operator of the free scalar field up toO(N21/2). Therefore, for operatorW̃N,k

one has

W̃N,k~x1 , . . . ,xk!5E Dw1F0* @w1#w1~x1! . . . w1~xk!F0@w1#1O~N21/2!. ~B12!

This result confirms the hypothesis of Sec. IV.
In order to obtain the explicit form of theO(N21/2)-term of formula~B12!, it is necessary to

compute theO(N21/2)-term in Eq.~B11!. The result is in agreement with Sec. IV.
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It is shown that all four superintegrable quantum systems on the Euclidean plane
possess the same underlying hidden algebrasl(3). The gauge-rotated Hamilto-
nians, as well as their integrals of motion, once rewritten in appropriate coordi-
nates, preserve a flag of polynomials. This flag corresponds to highest-weight
finite-dimensional representations of thesl(3)-algebra, realized by first-order dif-
ferential operators. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1386927#

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this article is to establish a relation between two different concepts in qu
mechanics: superintegrability and exact solvability. More specifically, we relate these two
cepts in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics in two-dimensional Euclidean spaceE2.

The notion of integrability in quantum mechanics1 comes naturally as a generalization of
similar notion in classical mechanics~see, e.g., Ref. 2!. A quantum mechanical system inEn

described by the stationary Schro¨dinger equation

HC5EC, H52 1
2 D1V~x1 , . . . ,xn!, ~1!

is completely integrable if there exists a set of (n21) algebraically independent linear operato
Xa ,a51,2, . . . ,n21 commuting with the Hamiltonian and among each other

@H,Xa#50, @Xa ,Xb#50. ~2!

The system is it superintegrable if there existk additional operators,Yb , b51, . . . ,k, where 0
,k<(n21), commuting with the Hamiltonian. It is ‘‘maximally superintegrable’’ ifk5n21.

The operatorsXa ,Yb are usually assumed to be polynomials in the momenta$p1 , . . . ,pn%
with coordinate dependent coefficients. A systematic search for superintegrable systems inE2 and
E3 was conducted some time ago.3–5A restriction was imposed, namely that the operatorsXa and
Yb should be second-order polynomials in momenta. It turned out that the existence of
commuting operators leads to the separation of variables in the Schro¨dinger equation. Superinte
grable systems are actuallysuperseparable: they allow the separation of variables in at least tw
coordinate systems.

a!Electronic mail: Piergiulio.Tempesta@le.infn.it
b!On leave of absence from the Institute for Theoretical and Experimental Physics, Moscow 117259, Russia; El

mail: turbiner@xochitl.nuclecu.unam.mx
c!Electronic mail: wintern@crm.umontreal.ca
42480022-2488/2001/42(9)/4248/10/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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A large body of literature exists on superintegrable systems inEn .3–17 In particular, it has
been shown recently17 that the superintegrable systems inE2 are characterized by the existence
at least two generalized Lie symmetries.

Quantum mechanical problems which can be called it exactly solvable are defined
differently. An exactly solvable quantum mechanical system can be characterized by the fa
in its solution space one can indicate explicitly an infinite flag of functional linear spaces, w
is preserved by the Hamiltonian.18 In general, the flag should be of such a type that a basis for
entire space of solutions is obtained as a union of bases for the invariant subspaces. In thi
the flag is constructed using polynomials in two variables that provide bases for finite-dimen
representations ofsl(3) ~see the following!. Therefore, the flag generates a dense subspace i
Hilbert space of the bound state eigenfunctions. We recall that a flag is formed by an infin
of functional linear spaces which can be ordered in such a way that each of them properly co
the previous one as a subspace. One important particular example of these flags is gi
finite-dimensional representation spaces of semi-simple Lie algebras of first order differ
operators. In this case the Hamiltonian is an element of the universal enveloping algebra o
algebra.

In order to clarify the situation let us consider as an example the case of one-dimen
~quasi!-exactly solvable problems.19 Due to Sophus Lie it is known that the only Lie algebra
first-order differential operators which acts on the real line and possesses finite-dimension
resentations is thesl(2,R)-algebra~for a discussion see, for example, e.g., Refs. 20 and!,
realized as

Jn
15x2dx2nx, Jn

05xdx2
n

2
, Jn

25dx . ~3!

For integern the generators~3! possess a common invariant subspacePn5^xku0<k<n&, which is
the linear space of polynomials. It is evident that the spacesPn as functions of the parametern
form a flag. This flag is preserved by any element of the universal enveloping algebra
sl(2,R) parabolic subalgebraJn

0 ,Jn
2 for any n. Therefore, an element of this enveloping algeb

can be viewed as a Hamiltonian, which defines an exactly solvable system. In a similar m
one can introduce the notion of a quasi-exactly solvable problem for which the Hamilto
possesses the invariant subspacePn . It can be proven22 that a necessary and sufficient conditio
for a one-dimensional Hamiltonian to be quasi-exactly solvable is that it belongs to the uni
enveloping algebra of thesl(2,R)-algebra taken in realization~3!. ~Up to change of variables an
gauge transformation.!

For two-dimensional problems there exist four candidates for underlying hidden
algebra:23,20,21,18sl(3,R), sl(2,R) % sl(2,R),o(3,1), a parametric familygl(2,R)›Rr 11 and some
of their subalgebras. In particular, the algebragl(3,R).sl(3,R), realized as

J15] t , J25]u ,

J35t] t , J45u]u , J55u] t , J65t]u ,
~4!

J75t2] t1tu]u2nt, J85tu] t1u2]u2nu,

X5n,

will be used in this article as well as, more specifically the maximal parabolic subalgeb
sl(3,R) formed by the generators$J1, . . . ,6%.

For integern the generators~4! possess a common invariant subspaceP n
(2)5^tkumu0<k

1m<n&, which is the linear space of polynomials. Similar to the case ofsl(2,R) the spacesP n
(2)

as functions of the parametern form a flag. This flag is preserved by any element of the unive
enveloping algebra of the parabolic subalgebra$J1, . . . ,6%.

18 Therefore, an element of this enve
oping algebra viewed as a Hamiltonian defines anexactly solvablesystem with the hidden algebr
sl(3,R).
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Both superintegrable and exactly solvable systems have numerous applications in p
Among the simplest superintegrable ones are the Coulomb system and the harmonic oscil
spaces of any dimension. The celebrated many-body Calogero model is superintegrable as
the Hartmann potential of quantum chemistry.10,9

II. HIDDEN ALGEBRA OF SUPERINTEGRABLE HAMILTONIANS

There exist precisely four quantum~and also classical! Hamiltonians defined onE2, charac-
terized by two integrals of motion,@H,X1,2#50, such thatX1,2 are quadratic in the momenta.3,4,17

Thus, they are maximally superintegrable and for their classical counterparts all trajectori
closed. It was shown that these four Hamiltonians exhaust the list of two-dimensional Ha
nians characterized by two integrals of motion in the form of second-order differential oper
They admit the separation of variables in two~or even more! different coordinate systems. We wi
show that all of them possess a hiddensl(3,R) algebra. In particular, this implies that there exis
a coordinate system where the Hamiltonian, as well as the integrals of motion, after a sim
transformation~gauge rotation! can be rewritten in terms of the generators of the maximal p
bolic subalgebra ofsl(3,R). Furthermore, two of these Hamiltonians have a striking feature.
each of them, multiplied by a suitable factorf, there exists another set of two commuting ope
tors, @ f H,Y1,2#50. This can be considered as a generalization of the notion of integrabili
quantum mechanics: commuting operators appear not for the Hamiltonian, but for the Hamil
multiplied by a factor.

Case I:The first Hamiltonian written in Cartesian coordinates is given by

H IS x,y;
v2

2
,
A

2
,
B

2 D52
1

2
~]x

21]y
2!1

v2

2
~x21y2!1

1

2 S A

x2
1

B

y2D , ~5!

where A,B.21/8 are parameters. The corresponding Schro¨dinger equation separates in thre
different coordinate systems: Cartesian, polar, and elliptical. The eigenfunctions can be wri
the form

Cn,m~x,y!5xp1yp2Ln
(21/21p1)

~vx2!Lm
(21/21p2)

~vy2!expS 2
vx2

2
2

vy2

2 D , ~6!

whereLk
(a)(z) are Laguerre polynomials,n,m50,1,2, . . . and theparametersp1,2 are defined by

A5p1(p121),B5p2(p221). The degree of degeneracy of eigenstates is given by a numb
partitions of an integer into the sum of two integers.

We perform a gauge rotation ofH I(x,y), using the ground state eigenfunctionC0,0(x,y) as a
gauge factor and then a change of variables

hI[
1

v
~C0,0~x,y!!21HI~x,y!C0,0~x,y!u t5vx2,u5vy2

522t] t
222u]u

212t] t12u]u2~2p111!] t2~2p211!]u111p11p2 , ~7!

with eigenvaluesE(n,m)5n1m,n,m50,1,2, . . . .
It is easy to check that after a gauge rotation with the same gauge factorC0,0(x,y) and a

change of variables for the integrals of motion, we arrive at the operators

x̂C
I 52t] t

222u]u
222t] t12u]u1~2p111!] t2~2p211!]u2p11p2 , ~8!

x̂R
I 54tu~] t2]u!212@~2p111!u2~2p211!t#~] t2]u!2~p11p2!2. ~9!

These three operatorshI,x̂C
I ,x̂R

I obey the commutation relations
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@hI,x̂C
I #5@hI,x̂R

I #50,

and

@ x̂C
I ,x̂R

I #532tu] tuu
3 232tu] ttu

3 28t~2p21122u!] tt
2 18u~2p11122t !]uu

2 116@~2p211!t

2~2p111!u#] tu
2 24~2p111!~2p21122u!] t14~2p211!~2p11122t !]u .

~10!

They generate an infinite-dimensional algebra.
The operatorshI,x̂C

I ,x̂R
I as well as the commutator@ x̂C

I ,x̂R
I # can be immediately rewritten in

terms of the generators$J1, . . . ,6% of the maximal parabolic subalgebra ofsl(3,R). They have the
form

hI522J3J122J4J212J312J42~2p111!J12~2p211!J2 , ~11!

x̂C
I 52J3J122J4J222J312J41~2p111!J12~2p211!J2 , ~12!

x̂R
I 54J3J514J4J628J3J412~2p111!J5

22~2p211!J322~2p111!J412~2p211!J6 . ~13!

The commutation relation~10! is rewritten as

@ x̂C
I ,x̂R

I #532J4J3~J22J1!216J4J6116J3J5

18~2p111!J4~J222J1!18~2p211!J3~2J22J1!

18~2p111!J528~2p211!J614~2p111!~2p211!~J22J1!. ~14!

Evidently, the operators~11!–~14! preserve a triangular flag of polynomialsP (2) in t,u:

h~ t !:Pn~ t,u!°Pn~ t,u!,

where Pn(t,u)5^tpuqu0<p1q<n&. Hence, the operatorshI,x̂C
I ,x̂R

I are characterized by infi
nitely many finite-dimensional invariant subspaces and thus possess infinitely many polyn
eigenfunctions.

Case II:The second superintegrable Hamiltonian can be separated in Cartesian and pa
coordinates. In Cartesian coordinates it is given by

H II~x,y!52
1

2
~]x

21]y
2!12v2x21

v2

2
y21

B

2y2
, ~15!

whereB.21/8 is a parameter. The eigenfunctions and eigenvalues have the form

Cn,m~x,y!5yp2Hn~A2vx!Lm
(21/21p2)

~vy2!expS 2vx22
vy2

2 D ,

En,m5vF2~n1m!1p21
3

2G , ~16!

wheren,m50,1,2, . . . ; theparameterp2 is defined by the relationB5p2(p221). The degree of
degeneracy is given by the number of partitions of a non-negative integer into the sum o
nonnegative integers.
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We perform a gauge rotation ofH II(x,y) with the ground state eigenfunction~16!, C0,0(x,y)
as a gauge factor and then a change of variables

hII[
1

v
~C0,0~x,y!!21H II~x,y!C0,0~x,y!u t5A2vx,u5vy2

52] t
222u]u

212t] t1~2u2122p2!]u1
3

2
1p2 . ~17!

It is easy to check that the operators

x̂C
II 52] t

224u]u
224t] t12~2u2122p2!]u2112p2 , ~18!

x̂P
II 524tu]u

214u] tu
2 2~2u2122p2!] t22t~112p2!]u , ~19!

generate an infinite dimensional algebra. They obey the commutation relations

@hII ,x̂C
II #5@hII ,x̂P

II #50,

and

@ x̂C
II ,x̂P

II #5232u] tuu
3 216~112p222u!] tu

2 132tu]uu
2

18~112p222u!] t116t~112p2!]u]. ~20!

The operatorshII ,x̂C
II ,x̂P

II as well as the commutator@ x̂C
II ,x̂P

II # can be immediately rewritten in
terms of the generators~4! and have the form

hII52J1J122J4J212J312J42~112p2!J21 3
2 1p2 , ~21!

x̂C
II 52J1J124J4J224J314J422~112p2!J22112p2 , ~22!

x̂P
II 524J4J614J1J422J51~112p2!J122~112p2!J6 . ~23!

Evidently, operators~21!–~23! preserve the same triangular flag of polynomials as in ca
but in variablesx,u:

h~x,u!:Pn~x,u!°Pn~x,u!,

wherePn(x,u)5^xpuqu0<p1q<n&. Thus, the operatorshII ,x̂C
II ,x̂P

II have infinitely many finite
dimensional invariant subspaces and infinitely many polynomial eigenfunctions.

Case III: The third superintegrable Hamiltonian

H III ~x,y!52
1

2
~]x

21]y
2!1

a

2r
1

1

4r 2 S b1

cos2
f

2

1
b2

sin2
f

2
D , ~24!

whereb1,2.21/8 are parameters andx5r cosf,y5r sinf. It admits the separation of variable
in polar and parabolic coordinates. In parabolic coordinates it has the form

H III ~j,h!52
1

2

1

j21h2
~]j

21]h
2 !1

1

j21h2 S 2a1
b1

j2
1

b2

h2D , ~25!

with x5 1
2(j

22h2),y5jh. The eigenfunctions corresponding to the energyE are
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Cn,m5jp1hp2Ln
(21/21p1)

~A22Ej2!Lm
(21/21p2)

~A22Eh2!e2A2E/2(j21h2), ~26!

where 2b15p1(p121),2b25p2(p221). It is easy to see that the Schro¨dinger equationH IIIC
5EC can be transformed into

F2
1

2
~]j

21]h
2 !2E~j21h2!1

b1

j2
1

b2

h2GC522aC. ~27!

We introduce the notation

QIII[~j21h2!~H III 2E!22a. ~28!

Equation~27! can be written as

QIIIC522aC, ~29!

andQIII can be related toH I,

QIII 5H I~j,h;2E,b1 ,b2!, ~30!

@cf. ~5!#. We draw the striking conclusion that the Hamiltonian of the first problem~case I! written
in Cartesian coordinates coincides with a modified third HamiltonianQIII written in parabolic
coordinates~!!. The parameter (22a) plays the role of spectral parameter which is the energ
case I, (22a)↔EI. Thus, the analysis performed for case I can be repeated for this case.

We perform a gauge rotation of the operatorQIII with a gauge factor given by the multiplie
figuring in Eq.~26!,

M III 5jp1hp2e2A2E/2(j21h2). ~31!

Notice that in this case, contrary to those ofH I and H II , the gauge factor is not universal.
depends on the energyE. ThusE in the multiplierM is the considered energy, not the ground st
one.

Thus we have

qIII[
1

A22E
M III

21QIII ~x,y!M III ,

and with a change of coordinatest5A22Ej2,u5A22Eh2 we get

qIII 522t] t
222u]u

212t] t12u]u2~2p111!] t2~2p211!]u111p11p2 . ~32!

This operator coincidesexactly with the operatorhI ~7!. Its spectrum is equal to22a/A2E
52(n1m)111p11p2 ,n,m50,1,2, . . . .

Thus, the operatorqIII commutes withx̂C
I ,x̂R

I . We shall call these operatorsx̂C
III ,x̂R

III . The
operatorqIII can be rewritten in terms of the generators$J1, . . . ,6% of the maximal parabolic
subalgebra ofsl(3,R) @see~4!# . We see that the Hamiltonian~24! is exactly solvable.

The above observation gives rise to an interesting question about the connection betw
operators commuting with original Hamiltonian~24! and the operatorsx̂C

III ,x̂R
III .

The operators that commute withQIII of Eq. ~28! can be read off from those of caseH I . They
are in parabolic coordinates
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XC
III 52

1

2
~]j

22]h
2 !2E~j22h2!1

b1

j2
2

b2

h2
,

~33!

XR
III 5~j]h2h]j!

222~j21h2!S b1

j2
1

b2

h2D .

The operators that commute with the original HamiltonianH III of Eq. ~25!, if written in parabolic
coordinates, are3,4,17

XP5
1

j21h2 S h2]j
22j2]h

212a~j22h2!22b1

h2

j2
12b2

j2

h2D ,

~34!

XR5~j]h2h]j!
222~j21h2!S b1

j2
1

b2

h2D .

Let us consider, quite generally, a HamiltonianH and an operatorQ, defined by

H5
Q1K

j21h2
1E, ~35!

whereK is a constant andE is the energy. LetX be an operator commuting with the Hamiltonia
@H,X#50. The operatorQ then satisfies

@Q,X#5~j21h2!FX,
1

j21h2G ~j21h2!~H2E!. ~36!

Thus, if the operatorX commutes withH ~strongly, as an operator!, it commutes weakly, on
functionsC satisfying (H2E)C50, with Q. So, in order to relate operators that commute w
H and those that commute withQ, we have to consider linear combinations of the typeAXP

1BXR1 f (j,h) (H2E). HereA andB are constants, butf (j,h) can be any function, sinceH
2E vanishes on the ’’energy shell.’’

Let us return to the problem at hand, i.e., the system characterized by the HamiltonianH III , or
equivalently, by the operatorQIII . We have the following simple relation between the origin
integralsXP andXR and the modified ones~33!

XC
III 52XP1~j22h2!~H2E!, XR

III 5XR . ~37!

Case IV:The fourth superintegrable Hamiltonian admits the separation of variables in
mutually perpendicular parabolic systems of coordinates. In the usual parabolic coordinatesj,h it
has the form

H IV~j,h!52
1

2

1

j21h2
~]j

21]h
2 !1

1

j21h2
~2a1bj1gh!. ~38!

The eigenfunctions are products of Laguerre polynomials times an energy dependent mu
namely

M IV5~j2b/2E!p1~h2g/2E!p2e2A2E/2[(j2b/2E)21(h2g/2E)2]

with a conditiona1
b2

1
g2

1A22E50 andp1 ,p250,1.

4E 4E
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The corresponding Schro¨dinger equationH IVC5EC can be rewritten as

F2
1

2
~]j

21]h
2 !2ES j2

b

2ED 2

2ES h2
g

2ED 2GC5S 22a2
b21g2

4E DC. ~39!

For the operator on the left-hand side we introduce the notation

QIV[~j21h2!~H IV2E!22a2
b21g2

4E
.

Equation~39! can be written as

QIVC5ãC,

with the new spectral parameterã522a2 (b21g2)/4E.
The operatorQIV can be related toH I,

QIV5H I~j,h;2E,0,0!, ~40!

@cf. ~5! and ~30!#. We see that similar to case III the Hamiltonian of case I written in Carte
coordinates coincides with a modified fourth HamiltonianQIV written in parabolic coordinates
The parameterã plays the role of a spectral parameter which was the energy in the first
ã↔EI. Thus, the analysis performed for case I can be again repeated for this case.

Writing the gauge rotated operatorQIV in new coordinates

t5A22E~j2b/2E!2, u5A22E~h2g/2E!2

we get

qIV[
1

A22E
M IV

21QIV~x,y!M IV

522t] t
222u]u

212t] t12u]u2~2p111!] t2~2p211!]u111p11p2 .

This operator coincidesexactlywith the operatorhI ~7! and qIII ~32!. Its spectrum is equal to
2(n1m)111p11p2 ,n,m50,1,2, . . . .

Thus, the operatorqIV commutes withx̂C
I ,x̂R

I . We shall call these operatorsx̂C
IV ,x̂R

IV . The
operatorqIV ~as well asx̂C

IV ,x̂R
IV) can be rewritten in terms of the generators$J1, . . . ,6% of the

maximal parabolic subalgebra ofsl(3,R) @see~4!# and hence is exactly solvable.
As in case III one can give the connection between the operators commuting with or

Hamiltonian~38! and the operatorsx̂C
IV ,x̂R

IV . The operators commuting withH IV are3,4,17

X15
1

2~j21h2!
$h2]j

22j2]h
212a~j22h2!12jh~gj2bh!%,

~41!

X25
1

~j21h2!
$jh~]j

21]h
2 !1~2bh1gj!~j22h2!24ajh%2]jh

2 .

Two second order differential operators commuting withQIV of Eq. ~40! can be related to~41!
and are given by
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Q(1)522X11~j22h2!~H IV2E!1
g22b2

4E
, ~42!

Q(2)5X212jh~H IV2E!2
bg

2E
. ~43!

From this point of view the fourth superintegrable system is particularly simple. Explicitly,
have a new ‘‘Hamiltonian’’

QIV52
1

2
~]j

21]h
2 !2EF S j2

b

2ED 2

1S h2
g

2ED 2G , ~44!

which corresponds to the harmonic oscillator, while one of the commuting operators satisfi

Q(1)5XC
I , ~45!

where the integralXC
I @see Eq.~8!# is written in the coordinates (j2b/2E),(h2g/2E).

In turn, the operatorX̂R
I reduces to

X̂R
I 5F S j2

b

2ED ]h2S h2
g

2ED ]jG2

[Lz
2 . ~46!

Thus, the superintegrable system characterized by the HamiltonianH IV(j,h) has been reduced t
a harmonic oscillator with ‘‘frequency’’v5A2E/2 and a displaced equilibrium pointj5b/2E,
h5g/2E. It is well known that the harmonic oscillator is invariant under an SU~2! group. Indeed,
we find that the ‘‘Hamiltonian’’QIV commutes withQ(1,2) andLz . The operators~42!, ~43!, ~44!
andLz form the basis of au(2) symmetry algebra withQIV as its center.

III. CONCLUSION

In general, integrability of a quantum system does not guarantee that spectrum and eige
tions can be found in sufficiently explicit form. The simplest example of this situation is give
one-dimensional quantum dynamics which is integrable for any potential. The main mess
the present work is that the superintegrable systems onE2 with the integrals given by second
order differential operators are exactly solvable as well. We conjecture that the property of
solvability will remain valid for higher dimensional superintegrable systems of the ab
mentioned type.

Note added in proof.Our conjecture on the exact solvability of general superintegrable
tems has recently received further development. Indeed, all superintegrable systems with
order in momentum integrals of motion in a two-dimensional space of revolution with
constant curvature were recently found~E. G. Kalnins, J. M. Kress, and P. Winternitz, Superin
grability in a two-dimensional space of nonconstant curvature, submitted for publication!. All of
them turned out to be exactly solvable.
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Geometric quantization on the super-disk
Osman Teoman Turguta)
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In this article we discuss the geometric quantization on a certain type of infinite
dimensional super-disk. Such systems are quite natural when we analyze coupled
bosons and fermions. The large-N limit of a system like that corresponds to a
certain super-homogeneous space. First, we define an example of a super-
homogeneous manifold: a super-disk. We show that it has a natural symplectic
form, and it can be used to introduce classical dynamics once a Hamiltonian is
chosen. Existence of moment maps provide a Poisson realization of the underlying
symmetry super-group. These are the natural operators to quantize via methods of
geometric quantization, and we show that this can be done. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1387270#

I. INTRODUCTION

Geometric quantization is an interesting and useful program for quantizing systems w
phase spaces have a simple geometric description.1 It is not always the case that the phase sp
has a nice geometric structure, and, even if it does, the result of quantizing via this metho
not actually solve the problem, but in many cases just helps one to formulate it. The geo
approach to quantization goes back to works of Berezin2–5 and at about the same time appeared
the mathematics literature as well.

In this work we will extend our previous analysis6 to the context of super-geometry. This
interesting in two ways: one is purely mathematical, it gives a natural way to construct u
representations of the underlying symmetry group. The other one is the possibility of under
ing physical systems which have coupled bosons and fermions. Super-geometry sets the
arena for formulating and studying these problems. Our approach originates from ideas of
on the large-N limit of field theories. Rajeev has shown that a proper large-N limit of quantum
chromodynamics~QCD! in two dimensions has a natural phase space given by an infinite dim
sional Grassmannian.7 This general philosophy can be extended to other cases.6,8 Whenever there
is a mixture of fermions and bosons, the large-N phase space is expected to be a certain kind
super-homogeneous manifold. In gauge theory, we have shown that this space is given by a
kind of super-Grassmannian.8 If instead we are looking at a fermionic system which has onl
finite number of degrees of freedom coupled to a bosonic field theory, its large-N limit can be
formulated as a certain type of super-disk. This can be seen as follows: we get for such a s
in the language of creation and annihilation operators, bilinears of the form

N~p,q!5
2

N
:a†a~p!a~q!a :, Mi j 5

2

N
x i

†axa j , Qi~p!5
2

N
x i

†aaa~p!, Q̄i~p!5
2

N
a†a~p!xa i ,

~1!

where we have a normal ordering : : for only the bosonic products anda denotes a ‘‘color’’ index.
These operators are the natural ones for the large-N phase space of the theory. In general it m
not be possible to express all the dynamical variables in terms of these bilinears, but if we r
ourselves to the ‘‘color invariant’’ sector, these are the only ones we can compose. We no

a!Electronic mail: turgutte@boun.edu.tr
42580022-2488/2001/42(9)/4258/14/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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this statement is strictly true when we look at a gauge theory in 111 dimensions,8 but for that we
need infinite degrees of freedom for the fermions, and that requires an analog of the Gra
nian. In some other cases this is only an approximation to the full model, the validity of whic
to be tested depending on the specifics. As an example we write down a nonrelativistic m
where a bosonic self-coupled field also couples with localized fermionic sources,

H5E S :¹f†a.¹fa1m2f†afa1
l2

2
~f†afa!2:1g(

i
r~x!~fax i

†a~ t !1f†axa i~ t !! D . ~2!

These models may exhibit rather nontrivial dynamics, depending on the dimension we ma
to renormalize the coupling constants. Our approach with Hilbert–Schmidt operators ex
cases which require renormalization, although a general super-disk is still present. The
operators actually provide a realization of the super-Lie algebraU(H 2

e ,H 1
e uH1

o ) as we will see.
In fact, one can see that many super-Lie algebras have natural realizations by fermion
bosonic operators.9

In this article we will only deal with the mathematical aspects of this problem and thin
geometric quantization as a method for constructing the quantum Hilbert space where the d
ics takes place. Solving a specific model perhaps should be done first in the classical setting
large-N limit.

II. THE SUPER-DISK

In this section we present a brief definition of the super-disk which we denote byD1
I following

Ref. 10; we mostly adopt their conventions. As we will see there is a small difference betwee
approach and this reference. In the same reference there is a nice discussion of other case
one can generalize in the same way, but we choose to look at the above simpler case for t
of clarity. The previous paper by the same authors11 give a more detailed discussion of th
U(1,1u1) case. Since the general case in Ref. 10 is treated in a sussinct manner, we prefer
a detailed discussion and believe that some of the explicit formulas could be useful for the r
The physically interesting case requires an additional complication compared to the one i
10: one should look at an infinite Grassmann algebra. We will briefly discuss this generaliz
yet the results are not so simple and as rigorous as in the finite dimensional one. Some othe
sources are the lectures of Kostant12 and the books by Berezin13 and Manin.14

Let us consider two Hilbert spaces,H e and H o, which correspond to the even and od
spaces, respectively. In physically interesting cases they are either both separable infinite
sional, or the even one is separable infinite dimensional and the odd one is finite dimensio
keep the rigor we will only deal withH 1

o finite dimensional, but arbitrarily large. Let us assum
that its dimension isN; later on we will extend this to infinite dimensions. We will split the ev
space into positive and negative parts, each piece being infinite dimensional,H e5H 2

e
% H 1

e . We
will really think of the odd part as the positive subspace and denote it asH 1

o . This is just for
convenience at the moment since we have not attached any physical significance toD1

I .
We may denote theZ graded super-space asH, which splits with respect toZ2 grading as

H euH o. It will be better to decompose this space asH5H 2
e

% H 1
e uH 1

o . Let us introduce the se
of complex super matricesZ such that

Z5@w u#, ~3!

wherew:H 1
e →H 2

e andu:H 1
o →H 2

e . Furthermore, we require the following convergence co
ditions wPI2 and uPI2 , whereI2 denotes the Hilbert–Schmidt ideal in this context. A sup
space is given by the algebra of smooth functions living on it. In any given super-chartU we have
C`(U)'C`(U) ^ `(Cs) for somes, and hereU denotes the corresponding open set for the b
manifold. @In Ref. 10 the underlying function algebra for the odd generators is chosen t
`(Cmq). We will instead take the set of generators as`(Cn), andu denotes the matrix of linea
transformations from the super vector spaceH 1

o to H 2
e .#
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Let us explain the meaning of these convergence conditions: if we expand the matrixw into
a series,

w5wB1wa1a2
ja1ja21 ¯ , ~4!

whereja denotes half of the odd generators and this series terminates. There are also He
conjugates, that is, we have a set of coordinatesja and j* a. ~Since the base manifold is con
tractable, this expression is true; otherwise we need to assume it on any given chart.! Then, we
assume that each one of these matrices is in the Hilbert–Schmidt class,15 i.e.,
wB

†wB ,wa1a2

† wa1a2
, . . . ,w12 . . .r

† w12 . . .rPI1 . Here we useI1 to denote trace class operators. Th

decomposition is basis dependent, but the condition is basis invariant. It is possible to see
looking at a change of basis which is given by an invertible super-matrix~non-type changing one!:

~SwS21!B5SBwBSB
21

¯ ,

~SwS21!a1a2 ¯ a2k
5SBwa1a2 ¯ a2k

SB
211 ¯ 1Sa1 ¯ a2m

wa2m11 ¯ a2n
Sa2n11 ¯ a2k

21
¯ ,

etc., and we see that each component is replaced by a sum, each term of which is conjug
some bounded operators. The conjugated elements themselves are of Hilbert–Schmidt clas
this we conclude that our condition is basis independent. We point out that some variants
argument on the Hilbert–Schmidt condition will be used over and over again. We have the
for u except thatu only has odd terms. Notice that the second of these conditions is automat
true since the odd space is finite dimensional. In a more general case we will mention la
there will be extra convergence conditions on the odd generators. In this settingw is even andu
is odd. For computations it is sometimes better to decompose a given matrix into its ordinar
and its nilpotent part, just like a super number being decomposed into an ordinary co
number plus the rest. We use the terminology of deWitt16 and call it body and soul decomposition
For example,w5wB1wS and u5uS . Let us define the restricted super-disk as the algebra
functions generated by the above set of super-operatorsZ with a further condition onw,

12wB
†wB.0. ~5!

Notice that we can interpret these to be the elements which generate theC` functions on the
super-disk. For later use we must give a meaning toZ†Z, so we define it to be the tensor produc

Z†Z5S w†w w†u

u†w u†u D .

We do not demand any extra conditions on theu variable. The inverse of 12Z†Z can be com-
puted; we write

~12Z†Z!21511Z†~12ZZ†!21Z, ~6!

and similarly forwB we have (12wBwB
†)21511wB(12wB

†wB)21wB
† and the operator on the

right is well-defined due to positivity condition. This means that the inverse on the left also e
Since we use a finite dimensional odd-space we can define

~12ZZ†!215~12wBwB
†2wB

†wS2wS
†wB2wS

†wS2uu†!21

5@12~12wBwB
† !21~wB

†wS1wS
†wB1wS

†wS1uu†!#21~12wBwB
† !21,

the first inverse in the last term can be expressed via a terminating expansion,
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@12~12wBwB
† !21~wB

†wS1wS
†wB1wS

†wS1uu†!#21

511~12wBwB
† !21~wB

†wS1wS
†wB1wS

†wS1uu†!2 ¯

1~21!s21@~12wBwB
† !21~wB

†wS1wS
†wB1wS

†wS1uu†!#s,

where we assume that the degree of nilpotency of the supermatrix iss11. We note that this is a
general fact. If the body of a matrix is invertible, then the matrix is invertible. This series doe
have to terminate in the infinite dimensional case, so one has to impose the invertibility con
separately, or assume that the infinite formal expansion can be given a meaning~see the book by
deWitt16!. The definition we propose later on may result in a deviation from the Kostant–Bere
Leites definition.12,13

There is a natural super-operator on the spaceH given with respect to the above direct sum

J5S 1 0 0

0 21 0

0 0 21
D . ~7!

Similar to the finite dimensional case, we have an action of a certain super-pseudounitary gr
the super-diskD1

I . Let us define the set of superoperatorsg:H→H with a bounded inverse, suc
that they leave the operatorJ invariant:

gJg†5J. ~8!

Let us explicitly write this condition in a block decomposition:

g5S A B

C DD , ~9!

and hereA:H 2
e →H 2

e , B:H 1
e uH 1

o →H 2
e , C:H 2

e →H 1
e uH 1

o . Finally, D:H 1
e uH 1

o →H 1
e uH 1

o .
This representation is better suited for our needs. We have then

AA†2BB†51, CA†5DB†, DD†2CC†51. ~10!

Using the invertibility we see thatg†Jg5J is also true, hence we get

A†A2C†C51, A†B5C†D, D†D2B†B51. ~11!

The first one means, in terms of body and soul decomposition,

ABAB
†2BBBB

†51, AS
†AB1AB

†AS1AS
†AS1CB

†CS1CS
†CB1CS

†CS50, ~12!

and similarly for the others. This means that the body parts of these matrices obey exac
usual pseudounitary conditions, hence we can do everything in the same way like the non
case. Among these sets of operators we pick the ones which satisfy a convergence co
written with respect to the direct sum decompositionH 2

e
% H 1

e uH 1
o ,

g5S B I2 I2

I2 B B
I2 B B

D , ~13!

and these conditions are imposed on the components of each term, i.e., if we expand the
corner,b5baja1ba1a2a3

ja1ja2ja31 ¯ , each term belongs toI2 and similarly for the other
parts. We may also economically express these in the form@J,g#PI2 , with the above interpre-
tation for the ideal. Therefore we can summarize the above set of operators in the form of a
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U1~H 2
e ,H 1

e uH 1
o !5$gug21 exists, @J,g#PI2 and gJg†5J%, ~14!

where the ideal condition refers to our convention. The main point is to show that the conver
conditions hold after the multiplication. This follows the same line of arguments as before. I
writes explicitly the components, we see that each one is a finite sum of Hilbert–Schmidt o
tors. We leave it to the reader to check the details. This group is one possible super version
pseudounitary group. We refer to this set as the restricted super-pseudounitary group.

Just like the classical case, the restricted super-pseudounitary group has an action
super-diskD1

I . This action is written in the super-operator language exactly as in the clas
case:

Z°~AZ1B!~CZ1D !21, ~15!

where we use

g5S A B

C DD . ~16!

We need to clarify the action ofC, if we denoteC as (g
c),

CZ5C^ Z5S cw cu

gw gu D , ~17!

which shows that the action is well-defined and the resulting operator goes fromH 1
e uH 1

o to
H 1

e uH 1
o , thus we can addD to this. Let us note that the inverse on the right exists. This

because the even part has an inverse and we can define the inverse by a terminating ex
Just for an illustration we give the explicit version. The reader who is familiar with this kin
manipulations is advised to skip this part: We would like to show thatCZ1D has an inverse. We
know thatD21 is well-defined, hence it is better to look atD21CZ11. We use the following
formula for the inverse of a super-matrix:

S Ã B̃

C̃ D̃
D 21

5S ~Ã2B̃D̃21C̃!21 2Ã21B̃~D̃2C̃Ã21B̃!21

2D̃21C̃~Ã2B̃D̃21C̃!21 ~D̃2C̃Ã21B̃!21 D . ~18!

This can be written in the following form:

S 11~d112d12d22
21d21!

21cw ***

2d11
21d12~d222d21d11

21d12!
21gw 12d22

21d21~d112d12d22
21d21!

21cu

*** 1~d222d21d11
21d12!

21gu
D . ~19!

To prove the invertibility, we do not need the explicit forms of the off-diagonal components.
is why they are not shown in the above matrix. The lower diagonal block is invertible, due t
nilpotency of the part added to 1. Hence we need to check only the upper diagonal block~actually,
this is a general result!. To do this we recall that the super-pseudounitarity means,DD†51
1CC†, written in terms of components. The upper block gives usd11d11

† 5cc†112d12d12
† . This

means that we can define an inverse square root of the above matrix; for this we use the fol
integral representation,

T21/25
1

p E
0

` dl

l1/2~T1lI !21. ~20!

This formula is used for a positive operator and can be extended to the super case when th
of the super-matrix is positive.~This is the case for us as we will see shortly.! As a result we get
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~d11d11
† !21/25

1

p E
0

` dl

l1/2@~cBcB
†1l111!211~cBcB

†1l111!21f S~cBcB
†1l111!21

1 ¯ 2~21!r~~cBcB
†1l111!21f S!r~cBcB

†1l111!21#.

Here we usef S5cBcS
†1cScB

†1cScS
†1d12d12

† , which is a nilpotent matrix, and we assumed tha
has degreer 11. The first term is the usual term (11cBcB

†)21/2, the others are nilpotent contri
butions. Hence when we write this first diagonal block in this form,

11u~11cBcB
† !2 1/2cBwB1nilpotent parts, ~21!

whereu is a unitary piece that we cannot determine—stripped off from its possible nilpotent
It is enough to show that this leading part is invertible, but that is the same as in the non
case:iwB

†cB
†(11cBcB

†)21/2u†u(11cBcB
†)21/2cBwBi<iwB

†wBi,1. This implies that the series ex
pansion will converge and we have an invertible element. This concludes our demonstrati
course we have done more than just showing that the inverse is well-defined, we also
expansion of the inverse, which is useful to show the convergence condition in the infinite d
sional case. There is a simpler way to show the invertibility, which we repeat here for clari

~CZ1D !5S cw1d11 cu1d12

gw1d21 gu1d22
D , ~22!

and as we have observed for invertibility, it is enough to know the invertibility of the body p
We haved11d11

† 5cc†112d12d12
† , the body parts satisfy (d11)B(d11

† )B511cBcB
† , and using the

same argument as before this implies that the body is invertible~we already knowd22 is invert-
ible!.

One can check that the resulting operatorZ8 is an element of the super-disk. We briefl
indicate how this is done: The convergence conditions are easy since we haveZPI2 and B
PI2 . If we want to show that the resulting operator satisfies 12wB8

†wB8.0, we look at ((AZ
1B)(CZ1D)21)B . This comes fromw8,

w85~Aw1b!~cw1d112~cu1d12!~gu1d22!
21~gw1d21!!21, ~23!

which has body part

wB85~ABwB1bB!~cBwB1~d11!B!21. ~24!

We have from the pseudounitarity conditionsABAB
†2bBbB

†51, cBAB
†5(d11)BbB

† , (d11)B(d11
† )B

2cBcB
†51. But these are exactly the conditions for the ordinary pseudounitary g

U1(H2
e ,H1

e ), hence the positivity condition follows as in the ordinary case. Of course the p
is to show that the action is transitive, and hence to prove that the super-disk is a homog
manifold. Let us go over this point as well using similar techniques to the above proof. To p
this it is enough to show that the action is transitive over the generating set of elements f
C`(D1

I ) we introduced,Z5@w u#. ~Notice that a super manifold is really defined through t
algebra of functions living on it.! Let us show that we can obtain all the generators starting f
Z50 using the group action. Recall that the pseudounitarity imposes the following conditio

AA†2BB†51, CA†5DB†, D†D2B†B51. ~25!

The last one uses the opposite multiplication. For anyZ5BD21, if we insert this into the last one
we see thatD5(12Z†Z)21/2U, whereU is an arbitrary super-unitary element acting on the sa
space, is a solution. Later on we will prove that this square root makes sense and the body b
to the desired class, but first we will present the formal solution in the super-matrix form:
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g5S ~12ZZ†!21/2V Z~12Z†Z!21/2U

~12Z†Z!21Z†~12ZZ†!1/2V ~12Z†Z!21/2U D , ~26!

whereVPU(H2
e ) and UPU(H1

e uH1
o ). In fact, this shows the ambiguity in the solution to b

exactly the subset we mode out with. Let us prove the claim using the integral form of the s
root of the matrix. We begin withA,

~12ZZ†!21/25
1

p E
0

` dl

l1/2~l1112ww†2uu†!21

5~12wBwB
† !21/21

1

p E
0

` dl

l1/2~l1112wBwB
† !21f S~l1112wBwB

† !21

1 ¯ 2~21!r
1

p E
0

` dl

l1/2~l1112wBwB
† !21@ f S~l1112wBwB

† !21# r ,

where f S5wSwB
†1wBwS

†1wSwS
†1uu†. All the terms are properly defined. Let us now indica

that D is well-defined. We do this for the upper corner only,

D5~12Z†Z!21/25
1

p E
0

` dl

l1/2S l1112w†w 2w†u

2u†w l1112u†u D 21

. ~27!

@Just for fun, we suggest to the reader to show the following identity, which gives an altern

proof of the existence, (12Z†Z)21/2511Z†((12ZZ†)21/22 1
2 *0

1dt(12tZZ†)21/2)Z.] As a re-
sult of this expression we see that all the elements are well-defined and belong to the
classes. In fact, we can write the expansion ford11,

d115~12wB
†wB!21/21

1

p E
0

` dl

l1/2~l1112wB
†wB!213~wB

†wS1wS
†wB1wS

†wS

1w†u~l1112u†u!21u†w!~l1112wB
†wB!211 ¯ ,

where the series terminates. One can see that the rest of it can be done in a simple way s
expressions forB, C have explicit multiplicative factors ofZ, which is in the Hilbert–Schmidt
class, so we skip the details for brevity. Let us also check again the stability subgroup ofZ50 is
given byU(H 2

e )3U(H 1
e uH 1

o ). For Z50, Z85BD21; if we set this to zero, sinceD is invert-
ible, we getB50. From the invariance ofJ we getAA†51 as well asA†A51, and this together
with AC†2BD†50 impliesC50. The result of this is the diffeomorphim we are after:

D1
I 5U1~H 2

e ,H 1
e uH 1

o !/U~H 2
e !3U~H 1

e uH 1
o !. ~28!

We emphasize that the explicit coordinateZ shows that this is a super-complex manifold; t
group action point of view instead shows that this space is a super-homogeneous space.

III. SUPER-SYMPLECTIC STRUCTURE

In this section we will discuss the classical mechanics on this super-disk. There is a n
super-symplectic structure, it is homogeneous and further more it is Ka¨hler. This is a natural
choice from the point of view of geometry and, as we will see, it also provides us a natural m
of quantization, which is an extension of the Bargmann representation to this case.6 The analysis
of symmetric domains and the use of Toeplitz operators in the quantization problem is thoro
discussed in the book by Upmeier.17 We also recommend the articles by Borthwicket al.18

It will be simpler to use the following super-operator to show that the disk is a su
symplectic space,
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F52112S ~12ZZ†!21 2~12ZZ†!21Z

Z†~12ZZ†!21 2Z†~12ZZ†!21ZD . ~29!

Notice that this operator is well-defined onH2
e

% H1
e uH1

o . The reader can check that

F251, JF†J5F. ~30!

An important point is that the action of the group onZ becomes very simple onF, Z→g+Z
inducesF→gFg21 ~see the Appendix!. Z50 corresponds toF5J, and we can check tha
F(Z)5g(Z)Jg(Z)21 ~see the Appendix!. We may define a symplectic form onD1

I using F;
formally,

V5
i

4
StrFdF`dF. ~31!

What we mean by this two form is that if we take two vector fieldsVu , Vv , which are generated
by the action of the super-Lie group, we get a number:

V~Vu ,Vv!5
i

8
StrJ@@J,g21ug#s ,@J,g21vg#s#s . ~32!

Using the above formal expression, we see thatV is closed and, furthermore, it is homogeneo
This easily follows from the transformation ofF under the group action. One can actually see t
by looking at its explicit form. The nondegeneracy and super-Ka¨hler structures are best understo
aroundJ. Then we use the homogeneity to distribute this form over all the manifold. When
restrict ourselves to the pointJ:

VuZ505 iStrS 2dZ`dZ† 0

0 dZ†`dZD . ~33!

Here the two wedge products have different meanings:dZ`dZ†5dw`dw†1du`du and

dZ†`dZ5S dw†`dw dw†`du

du†`dw du†`du D . ~34!

Hence we can rewrite this expression as

VuZ505 iStrS 2dw`dw†2du`du† 0

0 S dw†`dw dw†`du

du†`dw du†`du D D . ~35!

By expanding the trace,

VuZ505 i F2Trdw`dw†2Trdu`du†1StrS dw†`dw dw†`du

du†`dw du†`du D G
5 i @2Trdw`dw†2Trdu`du†1Trdw†`dw2Trdu†`du#

522iTrdw`dw†22iTrdu`du†522iTrdZ`dZ†.

~This incidentally shows that the form is super-Ka¨hler.19,20,14! By contracting this with two vector
fields at the origin, we get

V~Vu ,Vv!uZ50522i @Tr~b1b2
†2b2b1

†!1Tr~b1b2
†1b2b1

†!#. ~36!
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Notice that we use the vector@b b# for the componentu12 of the Lie algebra element~this could
be somewhat confusing but we try to avoid the prolifiration of indices!. Using the above form it is
possible to prove the nondegeneracy; this is given in the Appendix. The symplectic form
provides us with a Poisson structure,

One can define classical dynamics on this super-space, given an even Hamiltonian, a p
observable,H. The time evolution of any observableO is given by

]O

]t
5$H,O%s . ~37!

One can naturally ask if there are moment maps which generate the goup action. It is not p
to useFu5( i /2)StrFu due to divergence of the trace, but it is possible to do a vacuum subtra
and get a convergent one. To prove this we use a rearrangement of the formula forF:

F~Z!5J1S 2Z~12Z†Z!21Z† 22~12ZZ†!21Z

2Z†~12ZZ†!21 22Z†~12ZZ†!21ZD . ~38!

If we look at now the differenceF(Z)2J, the last part remains. The diagonal parts of t
operator are better behaved than the off-diagonal parts,Z(12Z†Z)21Z†PI1 , in our sense as one
can see, and similarly for the other one. The off-diagonal parts are actually inI2 . So when we
look at (F(Z)2J)u, we see that

S I1 I2 I2

I2 I1 I1

I2 I1 I1

D S B I2 I2

I2 B B
I2 B B

D 5S I1 I2 I2

I2 I1 I1

I2 I1 I1

D . ~39!

Hence a conditional trace exists: if we throw away the nontrace parts, StrJ(F(Z)2J)u

5 1
2Str@(F(Z)2J)u1J(F(Z)2J)uJ# is actually convergent. We see that this is very similar

the ordinary disk case in Ref. 6.
A general discussion shows that we get a Poisson realization of the super-Lie algebra t

the moment maps:

$Fu ,Fv%s5F [u,v] s
1Ss~u,v !. ~40!

It is possible to find this central term by evaluating everything at the origin,F5J:

Ss~u,v !5
i

8
StrS 1 0 0

0 21 0

0 0 21
D F F S 1 0 0

0 21 0

0 0 21
D ,uG ,F S 1 0 0

0 21 0

0 0 21
D ,vG G

s

5
i

2
StrJ@J,u#v.

It is interesting to write down the central term explicitly:

Ss~u,v !522iStrS b1b2
†1b1b2

†
*

* S b1
†b2 b1

†b2

b1
†b2 b1

†b2
D D

522i ~Tr~b1b2
†2b2b1

†!1Tr~b1b2
†!2Tr~b1

†b2!!

522i ~Tr~b1b2
†2b2b1

†!1Tr~b1b2
†1b2b1

†!!,
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and we see that at each step the diagonals are inI1 and hence the traces are all well-defined. T
is equal to the symplectic form at the origin we computed before using the explicit coordinZ
as it should be. This type of central term is expected when there are bosons and fermions
An interesting discussion of such central extensions from the Fock space point of view is gi
Ref. 21. In Ref. 22Z2 graded Schwinger terms for neutral particles are worked out, and in Re
current super-algebras are studied providing a generalization of Mickelsson–Rajeev cocyle24 The
use of pseudodifferential operators in this reference we believe is better motivated in these
dimensional cases. There should be a similar extension of our results using this restricted c
operators.

We are therefore equipped with a powerful geometric setting to develop our geometric
tization program.

IV. GEOMETRIC QUANTIZATION

Our presentation here will be somewhat more concise; most of the computations can b
similar to our previous work, except one has to watch for the signs. The technical detail
explanation of the main ideas are already given in Ref. 12. We recommend the examples in
19 and 20, and one can read a more general program in Ref. 25~we believe it is interesting to
follow the philosophy of the last reference!.

We can follow exactly the same steps in Ref. 6 and introduce a prequantization line b
~for ordinary geometric quantization we refer to Refs. 1 and 26–28!, and we introduce a super-on
form on this bundle:

Qs5
1

\
~Str~12Z†Z!21dZ†Z2Str~12Z†Z!21Z†dZ!. ~41!

This is used to define the covariant derivate as in the nonsuper-case@strictly speaking in the mode
of super-sections this acts on the prolongation,G(M ,`(CN) ^ K) whereK is a prequantum com
plex line bundle on the baseM #:

¹V5L V
s 1Qs~V!, ~42!

where we used a superscript to denote the super-Lie derivative. For any given super-functi
have the vector field generated from the symplectic form,

V~Vf ,* !52d f . ~43!

Using this vector field a prequantization operator is obtained,

f̃ 52 i\¹Vf
1 f . ~44!

This gives us a representation of the Poisson brackets:

$ f ,g̃%s52 i\@ f̃ ,g̃#s . ~45!

As in the ordinary case, we need to restrict the prequantum Hilbert space, since the pr
tization map does not lead to an irreducible representation. We will choose super-holom
functions,

¹Z†c~Z,Z†!50. ~46!

The super analysis is designed to provide a complete analogy to the usual analysis, hence
what we said follows from routine yet long~and care required due to signs! computations.

We can solve for this holomorphicity condition as in the ordinary case:
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¹Z†c50, c~Z,Z†!5sdet1/\~12Z†Z!C~Z!, ~47!

whereC(Z) denotes a super-holomorphic function on the disk. We define the super-determ
~or Berezinian! as

sdetS Ã B̃

C̃ D̃
D 5det~Ã2B̃D̃21C̃!~detD̃ !21, ~48!

where the operator is written according to the even and odd decomposition of the super H
space. The infinite dimensionality of the underlying space requires the full operator to be
form 11I1 , otherwise one has to use a conditional determinant. The resulting operators f
moment maps acting on holomorphic sections will be exactly the same as in the ordinary

F̂uC~Z!52 i\FLVu

s 2
1

\
Str~u21Z!GC~Z!, ~49!

where we have used the same letters to denote the components of the Lie algebra eleme

u5S u11 u12

u21 u22
D ,

not to bring new notation. Holomorphicity is clearly preserved and these are the correct ope
to start a quantization program.

These moment maps can be integrated to a representation of a central extension of the
pseudounitary group:

r~g21!C~Z!5sdet2 1/\~D21CZ11!C~~AZ1B!~CZ1D !21!. ~50!

This is a well-defined representation. Let us see that the determinant exits:

S ~d21!11 ~d21!12

~d21!21 ~d21!22
D S cw cu

gw gu D 5S B B
B BD S I1 I1

I1 I1
D 5S I1 I1

I1 I1
D . ~51!

This shows that the determinant is absolutely convergent—independent of the basis chos
central term of the representation is given by

cS~g1 ,g2!5sdet1/\@~D1D2!21C1B211#. ~52!

Derivation of this super-central term does not present any more difficulties than the ordinar
~see the appendix of Ref. 29!, the convergence issue follows the same lines as the above on
we leave the details to the reader.

V. INFINITE DIMENSIONAL CASE

We will propose a way of extending our results whenH o is infinite dimensional. In this
section we will not repeat the previous arguments, since some of them are direct generali
and some of them require a much deeper study. We plan to come back to those issues in
publication, so in this section we only give a sketch of ideas. While we were working on
problem, we became aware of a rather similar set of ideas by Schmidt in Ref. 30. Which
ideas is more appropriate for our problem is not so clear to us at this moment, so we follo
point of view. We plan to take a more detailed study of all these issues in the future.

First we change our notion of a super-number:
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z5zB1 (
N50

`

(
a1,a2, . . . ,aN

za1a2 . . . aN
ja1ja2

¯ jaN, ~53!

where we assume that the sums have square integrable coeffic
(N

`(a1,a2, . . . ,aN
uza1a2 . . . aN

u2,`. This makes the product of two super-numbers well-defin
hence it behaves much better than the formal sums and it is physically more transparent a
The product becomes

~zt!a1a2 . . . aN
5(

n
z(a1a2 . . . an

tan11 . . . aN) , ~54!

here ( . . . ) denotes an appropriate symmetrization of the indices, due to the ordering o
generators~keeping the previous ordering in mind!. From a more abstract point of view, when w
look at the algebra of smooth functions on this flat space we getC`(F)' % l 2`kH and this is what
defines the Cartesian product of super-numbers. We will naturally represent the right hand
the naive Fock space of the Hilbert space:F(H)5 % l 2`kH. ~This is not the Fock space corre
sponding to the Dirac sea, it is the naive one.! We look at again the matrix algebra modeled
these super-numbers; they will be transformations fromZ:H 1

e uH 1
o →H 2

e written explicitly, Z
5ZB1(N(a1,a2, . . . ,aN

Za1a2 . . . aN
,ja1ja2

¯ jaN, matrix coefficients satisfying

(
N

(
a1,a2, . . . ,aN

iZa1a2 . . . aN
i2

2,`, ~55!

wherei* i2 denotes the norm in the Hilbert–Schmidt ideal. This implies that we have a spa
matrices which is modeled onI2^ F(H). We may use the above convergence condition to ge
inner product:

^Z,W&5(
N

(
a1,a2, . . . ,aN

TrZa1a2 . . . aN

† Wa1 . . . aN
. ~56!

We note that this abstract space is still a Hilbert space with the above inner product, and
that will equip us with all the luxuries of Hilbert spaces. We can prove by using standard
niques that the product of two such matrices,ZW, is still in the above class, i.e.,

(
N

(
a1,a2, . . . ,aN

i~ZW!a1a2 . . . aN
i2

25(
N

(
a1,a2, . . . ,aN

i(
n

Z(a1a2 . . . an
Wan11 . . . aN)i2

2,`.

~57!

There is the same type of possible reorderings of the indices in this expression. The re
follow exactly the same lines as before. The convergence conditions should be checked
more carefully this time.

The disk is defined as 12wB
†wB.0, andZ5@w u#, where each one of these super-matric

satisfies the above condition for being inI2 . We can define the same symplectic form,

V~Vu ,Vv!5
i

8
StrJ@@J,g21ug#s ,@J,g21vg#s#s ; ~58!

here each term is inI2 .
The rest of the arguments apart from the convergence issues are exactly the same, so w

the details to a future work.
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APPENDIX: TRANSFORMATION RULE OF F

For completeness we define hereAa where 0,a,1 and the body of the super-operator
positive,

Aa5
sinpa

p E
0

` dl

l12a ~l11A!21. ~A1!

The advantage of this expression is that we may actually expand the inverse and obtain a se
the super operator. Note that there is no simple recursive process whena is not a rational number

In this part we will give a proof of the following transformation rule:Z°g+Z implies
F°gFg21. First we note that whenZ°(AZ1B)(CZ1D)21, we have (12Z†Z)21°(CZ
1D)(12Z†Z)21(CZ1D)21. Next we rewriteF(Z):

F52112S K21 2K21Z

Z†K21 2Z†K21ZD 5112S Z†S21Z 2ZS21

S21Z† 2S21 D , ~A2!

whereK5(12ZZ†) andS5(12Z†Z). Using the previous observation we see that

F~g+Z!5112S ~AZ1B!S21~AZ1B!† 2~AZ1B!S21~CZ1D !†

~CZ1D !S21~AZ1B!† 2~CZ1D !S21~CZ1D !†D . ~A3!

One can see that the previous expression can be written as

F~g+Z!5112S A B

C DD S Z†S21Z 2ZS21

S21Z† 2S21 D S A† 2C†

2B† D† D , ~A4!

which is precisely what we claimed. The next point to check isF(Z)5g(Z)Jg(Z)21

5g(Z)g(Z)†J:

g~Z!g~Z!†5S K21/2 ZS21/2

S21/2Z†K1/2 S21/2 D S K21/2 K1/2ZS21

S21/2Z† S21/2 D
5S K211ZS21Z†1121 2ZS21

2S21Z† S21Z†KZS211S21D .

Multiply this with J5(0 21
1 0 ). Then in the last line use2(S21Z†KZS211S21)

52(S21Z†KK21Z1S21), which gives 2(S21Z†Z1S21)5S21(12Z†Z)2S212S21. This
gives 122S21, and the result follows.

We will prove the nondegeneracy of the super-two form:

V~Vu ,Vv!uZ50522iTr~b1b2
†2b2b1

†!22iTr~b1b2
†1b2b1

†!. ~A5!

Here we writeVu(Z)5u11Z2Zu222Zu21Z1u21, and similarly for theVu(Z†). Furthermore, we
write u125@b b#, hoping that the use of the same letters for the Lie algebra elements wil
cause any confusion. Let us expand each term as a super-matrix~ignoring the multiplicative factor
22i !,
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Tr~~b1!B~b2!B
†2~b2!B~b1!B

† !50,

Tr~~b1!a1a2
~b2!B

†2~b2!a1a2
~b1!B

† !ja1ja250,

Tr~~b1!B~b2!a1a2

† 2~b2!B~b1!a1a2

† !j* a1j* a250,

Tr~~b1!a1a2a3a4
~b2!B

†ja1ja2ja3ja41~b1!a1a2
~b2!a3a4

† ja1ja2j* a3j* a4

1~b1!B~b2!a1a2a3a4

† j* a1j* a2j* a3j* a4!

2Tr~~b2!a1a2
~b1!a3a4

† ja1ja2j* a3j* a41~b2!B~b1!a1a2a3a4

† j* a1j* a2j* a3j* a4

1~b2!a1a2a3a4
~b1!B

†ja1ja2ja3ja4!50,

. . . ,

where the dots refer to the continuation of this expansion. From these relations we conclu
an iterative process gives us the required nondegeneracy.
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Cohomology of the infinite-order jet space and the inverse
problem
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G. Sardanashvilyc)
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Cohomology of the bicomplex of exterior forms on the infinite-order jet space of a
smooth fiber bundle of a field model is computed. This provides a solution of the
global inverse problem of the calculus of variations in Lagrangian field theory and
time-dependent mechanics. In the case of an affine fiber bundle, the outcomes to
BRST theory are discussed. We show that there is no topological obstruction to
constructing global descent equations in the even field sector of BRST theory.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1390328#

I. INTRODUCTION

Let Y→X be a smooth fiber bundle of a field model. We obtain cohomology of exterior fo
on the infinite order jet spaceJ`Y of Y→X. The J`Y provides the most general framework fo
describing the dynamics of field systems on fiber bundles.1 It consists of the equivalence classes
sections ofY→X identified by their Taylor series at pointsxPX. The exterior differentiald on
J`Y splits into the sum of the vertical differentialdV and the horizontal~total! differential dH .
These differentials, together with the variational operatord, constitute the variational bicomplex o
exterior forms onJ`Y.

The following two differential algebras of exterior formsO*̀ andT *̀ are usually considered
on J`Y.

The first one is the direct limit of graded differential algebras of exterior forms on finite o
jet manifolds. This algebra is most interesting for physical applications because it consi
exterior forms on finite order jet manifolds. Lagrangian field theory is phrased in terms ofO*̀ .1

Extended to the jet space of ghosts and antifields, the algebraO*̀ is the main ingredient in the
field-antifield BRST theory for studying BRST cohomology modulodH .2–5 Passing to the direc
limit of the de Rham complexes of exterior forms on finite order jet manifolds, de Rham c
mology of O*̀ has been found to coincide with de Rham cohomology of the fiber bundleY.6,7

However, this is not a way of studying other cohomology of the algebraO*̀ .
To solve this problem, we enlargeO*̀ to the graded differential algebraT *̀ of exterior forms

of locally finite order onJ`Y. This is the structure algebra of the sheaf of germs of exterior fo
on finite order jet manifolds. ThedH andd cohomology ofT *̀ have been investigated in Refs.
and 9. Due to Lemma 2 below, we simplify this investigation and prove that the differe
algebraO*̀ has the samedH andd cohomology asT *̀ ~see Theorem 7!. In particular, this provides
a solution of the global inverse problem of the calculus of variations in Lagrangian field th
and time-dependent mechanics.

For applications to BRST theory, the case of an affine bundleY→X is relevant. The BRST
cohomology modulodH has been introduced in the case of a contractible fiber bundleY5Rn1m

a!Electronic mail: giachetta@campus.unicam.it
b!Electronic mail: mangiaro@camserv.unicam.it
c!Electronic mail: sard@grav.phys.msu.su
42720022-2488/2001/42(9)/4272/11/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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→Rn when the horizontal differentialdH is exact. Its exactness is essential for constructing
~local! descent equations. Here, we show that, in the case of an arbitrary affine bundleY→X,
there is no topological obstruction to constructing global descent equations in the even field
of BRST theory. Note that affine bundles provide a standard framework in quantum field th
If Y→X is an affine bundle,dH cohomology ofO*̀ coincides with de Rham cohomology of th
baseX. It follows that everydH-closed elementf of O*̀ can be written in the form

f5w1dHj, jPO*̀ ,

wherew is a closed form onX. Consequently, the obstruction to the exactness of the horizo
differentialdH lies only in exterior forms onX. Since the BRST operator eliminates these form
the global descent equations can be constructed though their right-hand side is not zero. W
to the same result for the differential algebraP of exterior forms which are polynomials in fiel
variables and for its subalgebraP̄ of x-independent forms. These are algebras which one d
with in the even field sector of BRST theory.

The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the differential algebrasO*̀ andT *̀ on J`Y are
introduced in an algebraic way. In Sec. III, the variational complex onJ`Y is set. Section IV is
devoted to cohomology of the differential algebraT *̀ . In Sec. V, the isomorphism ofdH andd
cohomology ofO*̀ to that ofT *̀ is proved. In Sec. VI, a solution of the inverse problem of t
calculus in variations in different classes of exterior forms is provided. Section VII is devot
the cohomology ofO*̀ in the case of an affine bundle. In Sec. VIII, cohomology of the polynom
algebrasP and P̄ is described.

II. THE DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS ON J `Y

Smooth manifolds throughout are assumed to be real, finite-dimensional, Hausdorff, par
pact, and connected. Put further dimX5n>1.

Recall that the infinite order jet spaceJ`Y of a smooth fiber bundleY→X is defined as a
projective limit (J`Y,p r

`) of the inverse system

X←
p

Y←
p0

1

¯←Jr 21Y ←
pr 21

r

JrY←¯ ~1!

of finite order jet manifoldsJrY of Y→X, wherep r 21
r are affine bundles~see Refs. 1 and 5 fo

a survey of the infinite order jet technique!. Endowed with the projective limit topology,J`Y is a
paracompact Fre´chet manifold.8 A bundle coordinate atlas$UY ,(xl,yi)% of Y→X yields the
manifold coordinate atlas

$~p0
`!21~UY!,~xl,yL

i !%, 0<uLu,

of J`Y, together with the transition functions

yl1L8 i 5
]xm

]x8l dmyL8
i , ~2!

whereL5(lk¯l1), l1L5(llk¯l1) are symmetric multi-indices anddl denotes the tota
derivative

dl5]l1 (
uLu>0

yl1L
i ] i

L .

With the inverse system~1!, one has the direct system
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O* ~X!→
p*

O0* →
p0

1*

O1* →
p1

2*

¯ →
pr 21

r*

Or* →¯ ~3!

of graded differentialR-algebrasOr* of exterior forms on finite order jet manifoldsJrY, where
p r 21

r* are pull-back monomorphisms. Its direct limit is the above-mentioned graded differe
R-algebra (O*̀ ,p r

`* ) of exterior forms on finite order jet manifolds modulo the pull-back ide
tification. TheO*̀ is a differential calculus over theR-ring O `

0 of continuous real functions on
J`Y which are the pull-back of smooth real functions on finite order jet manifolds by surjec
p r

` .
Let us enlargeO `

0 to theR-ring T `
0 of continuous real functions onJ`Y such that, givenf

PT `
0 and any pointqPJ`Y, there exists a neighborhood ofq where f coincides with the pull-

back of a smooth function on some finite order jet manifold. The reason lies in the fact th
paracompact spaceJ`Y admits a partition of unity by elements of the ringT `

0 .8 Therefore,
sheaves ofT `

0 -modules onJ`Y are fine and, consequently, acyclic. Then, the abstract de R
theorem on cohomology of a sheaf resolution~Theorem 2.12.1 in Ref. 10! can be called into play.

Remark 1:Throughout, we follow the terminology of Ref. 10 where by a sheafS over a
topological spaceZ is meant a sheaf bundleS→Z. Accordingly, G(S) denotes the canonica
presheaf of sections of the sheafS, andG(Z,S) is the group of global sections ofS. All sheaves
in the following are ringed spaces, but we omit this terminology if there is no danger of confu

Let us define a differential calculus over the ringT `
0 . Let Or* be a sheaf of germs of exterio

forms on ther -order jet manifoldJrY and G(Or* ) its canonical presheaf. There is the dire
system of canonical presheaves

G~OX* ! ——→
p*

G~O0* ! ——→
p0

1*

G~O1* ! ——→
p1

2*

¯ ——→
pr 21

r*

G~Or* !→¯ ,

wherep r 21
r* are pull-back monomorphisms with respect to open surjectionsp r 21

r . Its direct limit
O*̀ is a presheaf of graded differentialR-algebras onJ`Y. Let T*̀ be a sheaf constructed fromO*̀
and G(T*̀ ) its canonical presheaf. The structure algebraT *̀ 5G(J`Y,T*̀ ) of the sheafT*̀ is a
desired differential calculus over theR-ring T `

0 . There are theR-algebra monomorphismsO*̀
→G(T*̀ ) andO*̀ →T *̀ .

For short, we agree to call elements ofT *̀ the exterior forms onJ`Y. Restricted to a coor-
dinate chart (p0

`)21(UY) of J`Y, they can be written in the familiar coordinate form, whe
horizontal forms$dxl% and contact one-forms$uL

i 5dyL
i 2yl1L

i dxl% constitute the set of genera
tors of the algebraT *̀ . There is the canonical decomposition

T *̀ 5 %

k,s
T `

k,s , 0<k, 0<s<n,

of T *̀ into T `
0 -modulesT `

k,s of k-contact ands-horizontal forms, together with the correspondin
projections

hk :T *̀ →T `
k,* , 0<k, hs:T *̀ →T *̀ ,s , 0<s<n.

Accordingly, the exterior differential onT *̀ is decomposed into the sumd5dH1dV of horizontal
and vertical differentials such that

dH+hk5hk+d+hk , dH~f!5dxl`dl~f!, fPT *̀ ,

dV+hs5hs+d+hs, dV~f!5uL
i `]L

i f.

III. THE VARIATIONAL COMPLEX

Being nilpotent, the differentialsdV and dH provide the natural bicomplex$T `
k,m% of the

graded differential algebraT *̀ . Here, we restrict our consideration to its row
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0 ——→ R ——→ T `
0 ——→

dH

T `
0,1 ——→

dH

¯ ——→
dH

T `
0,n , ~4!

called the horizontal complex. To complete it to the variational complex, let us conside
variational operatord5t+d on T *̀ ,n wheret is the projectionR-module endomorphism

t5 (
k.0

1

k
t̄+hk+hn,

t̄~f!5~21! uLuu i`@dL~] i
Lcf!#, 0<uLu, fPT `

.0,n ,

of T *̀ such thatt+dH50 ~see, e.g., Refs. 1, 6, and 11!. The variational operator onT *̀ ,n is
nilpotent, and obeys the relation

d+t2t+d50. ~5!

Put Ek5t(T`
k,n) and Ek5t(T `

k,n), k.0. Since t is a projection operator, there are the is
morphisms

G~Ek!5t~G~T`
k,n!!, Ek5G~J`Y,Ek!.

Let R denote the constant sheaf onJ`Y. With operatorsdH and d, we have the variationa
complex

0 ——→ R ——→ T`
0 ——→

dH

T`
0,1 ——→

dH

¯ ——→
dH

T`
0,n ——→

d

E1 ——→
d

E2 ——→ ¯

~6!

of the sheafT*̀ and the variational complex

0 ——→ R ——→ T `
0 ——→

dH

T `
0,1 ——→

dH

¯ ——→
dH

T `
0,n ——→

d

E1 ——→
d

E2 ——→ ¯

~7!

of its structure algebraT *̀ . The similar variational complex$O*̀ ,Ēk% of the graded differential
algebraO*̀ takes place. There are the well-known statements summarized usually as the alg
Poincare´ lemma~see, e.g., Refs. 11 and 12!.

Lemma 1:If Y is a contractible fiber bundleRn1p→Rn, the variational complex$O*̀ ,Ēk% of
the graded differential algebraO*̀ is exact.

It follows that the variational complex of sheaves~6! is exact for any smooth fiber bundl
Y→X. Moreover, the sheavesT* ,n in this complex are fine, and so are the sheavesEk in accor-
dance with the following lemma.

Lemma 2:SheavesEk , k.0, are fine.
Proof: ThoughR-modulesEk.1 fail to beT `

0 -modules,11 one can use the fact that the sheav
Ek.0 are projectionst(T`

k,n) of sheaves ofT `
0 -modules. LetU5$Ui% i PI be a locally finite open

covering ofJ`Y and$ f iPT `
0 % the associated partition of unity. For any open subsetU,J`Y and

any sectionw of the sheafT`
k,n over U, let us puthi(w)5 f iw. Then,$hi% provide a family of

endomorphisms of the sheafT`
k,n , required forT`

k,n to be fine. Endomorphismshi of T`
k,n also

yield theR-module endomorphisms

h̄i5t+hi :Ek→
in

T`
k,n→

hi

T`
k,n→

t

Ek

of the sheavesEk . They possess the properties required forEk to be a fine sheaf. Indeed, for eac
i PI , there is a closed set suppf i,Ui such thath̄i is zero outside this set, while the sum( i PI h̄i

is the identity morphism.
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Thus, the variational complex~6! is a resolution of the constant sheafR on J`Y. Therefore,
the above-mentioned abstract de Rham theorem~see Appendix A! can be utilized in order to find
cohomology of the the variational complex~7! of the differential algebraT *̀ .

IV. COHOMOLOGY OF T *̀

We start from the following facts.
Lemma 3:There is an isomorphism

H* ~J`Y,R!5H* ~Y,R!5H* ~Y! ~8!

between cohomologyH* (J`Y,R) of J`Y with coefficients in the constant sheafR, thatH* (Y,R)
of Y, and de Rham cohomologyH* (Y) of Y.

Proof: SinceY is a strong deformation retract ofJ`Y ~see Appendix B!, the first isomorphism
in ~8! follows from the Vietoris–Begle theorem,13 while the second one is a consequence of
well-known de Rham theorem.

Lemma 4:Let us consider the de Rham complex of sheaves

0→R→T`
0 →

d

T`
1 →

d

¯ ~9!

on J`Y and the corresponding de Rham complex of their structure algebras

0→R→T `
0 →

d

T `
1 →

d

¯ . ~10!

There is an isomorphism

H* ~T *̀ !5H* ~Y!

of de Rham cohomologyH* (T *̀ ) of the graded differential algebraT *̀ to thatH* (Y) of the fiber
bundleY.

Proof: The proof is obvious. The complex~9! is exact due to the Poincare´ lemma, and is a
resolution of the constant sheafR on J`Y sinceT*̀ are sheaves ofT `

0 -modules. Then, the abstrac
de Rham theorem and Lemma 3 complete the proof.

It follows that every closed formfPT *̀ splits into the sum

f5w1dj, jPT *̀ , ~11!

wherew is a closed form on the fiber bundleY. This splitting plays an important role in the sequ
Turn now to the variational complex~6!. Bearing in mind Lemma 3 and by virtue of th

abstract de Rham theorem, we obtain the following.
Proposition 5:There is an isomorphism

Hvar* ~T *̀ !5H* ~Y! ~12!

between cohomologyHvar* (T *̀ ) of the variational complex~7! and de Rham cohomology of th
fiber bundleY, namely,

Hvar
k,n~T *̀ !5Hk,n~dH ;T *̀ !5Hk,n~Y!,

Hvar
k>n~T *̀ !5Hk2n~d;T *̀ !5Hk>n~Y!,

whereH* (dH ;T *̀ ) andH* (d;T *̀ ) denotedH andd cohomology of the differential algebraT *̀ .
The isomorphism~12! recovers the result of Ref. 8 forHvar* (T *̀ ) and that of Ref. 9 for

H0(d;T *̀ ) andH1(d;T *̀ ), but let us say something more. The relation~5! for t and the relation
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h0d5dHh0 for h0 define homomorphisms of the de Rham complex~10! of the algebraT *̀ to the
variational complex~7!. The corresponding homomorphism of their cohomology groups is
isomorphism by virtue of Lemma 4 and Proposition 5. Then, the splitting~11! leads to the
following decompositions.

Proposition 6:Any dH-closed formsPT `
0,m , 0,m,n, is represented by the sum

s5h0w1dHj, jPT `
0,m21 , ~13!

wherew is a closedm-form on Y. Any d-closed formskPT `
k,n , k>0, is represented by the sum

sk505h0w1dHj, jPT `
0,n21 , ~14!

sk.05t~w!1d~j!, jPEk21 , ~15!

wherew is a closed (n1k)-form on Y.

V. COHOMOLOGY OF O*̀

The following theorem gives usdH andd cohomology of the differential algebraO*̀ . As was
mentioned previously, de Rham cohomology ofO*̀ is equal to that ofY.

Theorem 7:The differential algebraO*̀ has the samedH andd cohomology asT *̀ , i.e.,

H* ~dH ;O*̀ !5H* ~dH ;T *̀ !, H* ~d;O*̀ !5H* ~d;T *̀ !.

Proof: Let the common symbolD stand for the coboundary operatorsdH and d of the
variational bicomplex. Bearing in mind the decompositions~13!–~15!, it suffices to show that, if
an elementfPO*̀ is D-exact with respect to the algebraT *̀ ~i.e., f5Dw, wPT *̀ !, then it is
D-exact in the algebraO*̀ ~i.e., f5Dw8, w8PO*̀ !. Lemma 1 states that, ifY is a contractible
fiber bundle and aD-exact formf on J`Y is of finite jet order@f# ~i.e., fPO*̀ !, there exists an
exterior formwPO*̀ on J`Y such thatf5Dw. Moreover, a glance at the homotopy operators
dH andd in Ref. 12 shows that the jet order@w# of w is bounded for all exterior formsf of fixed
jet order. Let us call this fact the finite exactness of the operatorD. Given an arbitrary fiber bundle
Y, the finite exactness takes place onJ`YuU over any open subsetU of Y which is homeomorphic
to a convex open subset ofRdim Y. Now, we show the following.

~i! Suppose that the finite exactness of the operatorD takes place onJ`Y over open subsets
U, V of Y and their nonempty overlapUùV. Then, it is also true onJ`YuUøV .

~ii ! Given a family$Ua% of disjoint open subsets ofY, let us suppose that the finite exactne
takes place onJ`YuUa

over every subsetUa from this family. Then, it is true onJ`Y over
the unionøaUa of these subsets.

If assertions~i! and ~ii ! hold, the finite exactness ofD on J`Y takes place because one c
construct the corresponding covering of the manifoldY ~see Lemma 9.5 in Ref. 14!.

Proof of (i): Let f5DwPO*̀ be aD-exact form onJ`Y. By assumption, it can be brough
into the formDwU on (p0

`)21(U) andDwV on (p0
`)21(V), wherewU andwV are exterior forms

of finite jet order. Due to the decompositions~13!–~15!, one can choose the formswU , wV such
that w2wU on (p0

`)21(U) and w2wV on (p0
`)21(V) are D-exact forms. Let us consider th

differencewU2wV on (p0
`)21(UùV). It is a D-exact form of finite jet order which, by assump

tion, can be written aswU2wV5Ds where an exterior forms is also of finite jet order. Lemma
8 shows thats5sU1sV wheresU andsV are exterior forms of finite jet order on (p0

`)21(U)
and (p0

`)21(V), respectively. Then, putting

wU8 5wU2DsU , wV85wV1DsV ,
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we have the formf equal toDwU8 on (p0
`)21(U) andDwV8 on (p0

`)21(V), respectively. Since the
differencewU8 2wV8 on (p0

`)21(UùV) vanishes, we obtainf5Dw8 on (p0
`)21(UøV) where

w85
defH w8uU5wU8 ,

w8uV5wV8

is of finite jet order.
Proof of (ii): Let fPO*̀ be aD-exact form onJ`Y. The finite exactness on (p0

`)21(øUa)
holds sincef5Dwa on every (p0

`)21(Ua) and, as was mentioned previously, the jet order@wa#
is bounded on the set of exterior formsDwa of fixed jet order@f#.

Lemma 8:Let U andV be open subsets of a fiber bundleY andsPO*̀ an exterior form of
finite jet order on (p0

`)21(UùV),J`Y. Then,s splits into a sumsU1sV of exterior formssU

andsV of finite jet order on (p0
`)21(U) and (p0

`)21(V), respectively.
Proof: By taking a smooth partition of unity onUøV subordinate to the cover$U,V% and

passing to the function with support inV, one gets a smooth real functionf on UøV which is 0
on a neighborhood ofU2V and 1 on a neighborhood ofV2U in UøV. Let (p0

`)* f be the
pull-back of f onto (p0

`)21(UøV). The exterior form ((p0
`)* f )s is zero on a neighborhood o

(p0
`)21(U) and, therefore, can be extended by 0 to (p0

`)21(U). Let us denote itsU . Accord-
ingly, the exterior form (12(p0

`)* f )s has an extensionsV by 0 to (p0
`)21(V). Then,s5sU

1sV is a desired decomposition becausesU andsV are of finite jet order which does not excee
that of s.

VI. THE GLOBAL INVERSE PROBLEM

The variational complex~7! provides the algebraic approach to the calculus of variations
fiber bundles.1,6,11 For instance, the variational operatord acting onT `

0,n is the Euler–Lagrange
map, whiled acting onE1 is the Helmholtz–Sonin map. Let us relate the cohomology isom
phism~12! to the global inverse problem of the calculus in variations. As a particular repetitio
Proposition 6, we come to its following solution in the class of exterior forms of locally finite
order.

Theorem 9: A LagrangianLPT `
0,n is variationally trivial, i.e.,d(L)50 if and only if

L5h0w1dHj, jPT `
0,n21 , ~16!

wherew is a closedn-form on Y @see expression~14!#.
Theorem 10: An Euler–Lagrange-type operatorEPE1 satisfies the Helmholtz condition

d(E)50 if and only if

E5d~L !1t~f!, LPT `
0,n , ~17!

wheref is a closed (n11)-form onY @see expression~15!#.
Theorem 10 recovers the result of Refs. 9 and 8.
Theorem 7 provides the similar solution of the global inverse problem in the class of ex

forms of finite jet order. This is the case of higher order Lagrangian field theory. Namely
theses of Theorems 9 and 10 remain true if all exterior forms in expressions~16! and~17! belong
to O*̀ . In this case, Theorem 10 contains the well-known result of Ref. 15. Thus, the obstru
to the exactness of the finite order calculus of variations is the same as for exterior forms of l
finite order, without minimizing the order of Lagrangians. The main point for physical applica
is that this obstruction is given by closed forms on the fiber bundleY, and is of first order.

Remark:The local exactness of the calculus of variations has been proved in the cla
exterior forms of finite order by use of homotopy operators which do not minimize the ord
Lagrangians~see, e.g., Refs. 11 and 12!. The infinite variational complex of such exterior forms o
J`Y has been studied by many authors~see, e.g., Refs. 1, 6, 11, and 12!. However, these forms on
J`Y fail to constitute a sheaf. Therefore, the cohomology obstruction to the exactness
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calculus of variations has been obtained in the class of exterior forms of locally finite jet
which make up the differential algebraT *̀ .8,9 Several statements without proof were announce
Ref. 7. A solution of the global inverse problem in the calculus of variations in the class of ex
forms of a fixed jet order has been suggested in Ref. 9 by a computation of cohomology
fixed order variational sequence~see Refs. 16 and 17 for another variant of such a variatio
sequence!. The key point of this computation lies in the local exactness of the finite order v
tional sequence which, however, requires rather sophisticatedad hoc technique in order to be
reproduced~see also Ref. 18!. Therefore, the results of Ref. 9 were not widely recognized. T
first thesis of Ref. 9 agrees with Theorem 9 for finite order Lagrangians, but says that the je
of the form j in expression~16! is k21 if L is a k-order variationally trivial Lagrangian. The
second one states that a 2k-order Euler–Lagrange operator can always be associated w
k-order Lagrangian.

Theorems 9 and 10 for elements ofO*̀ provide a solution of the global inverse problem
time-dependent mechanics treated as a particular field theory on smooth fiber bundlesX
5R.19 Note that, in time-dependent mechanics, the inverse problem is more intricate than i
theory. Given a second-order dynamic equation, one studies the existence of an associate
tonian system and its equivalence to a Lagrangian one.19 Since a fiber bundleY→R is trivial, de
Rham cohomology ofY is equal to that of its typical fiberM , and so is de Rham cohomolog
H* (J`Y) of J`Y. The variational complex~7! in time-dependent mechanics takes the form

0→R→T `
0 →

dt

T `
0,1→

d

E1→
d

E2→¯ .

Its cohomology coincides with de Rham cohomology ofM . In particular, Theorem 9 states that
LagrangianL of time-dependent mechanics is variationally trivial if and only if it takes the fo

L5~w t1w i yt
i !dt1dtj,

wherew5w t dt1w i dyi is a closed one-form onY ~see also Ref. 7!.

VII. THE CASE OF AN AFFINE BUNDLE

Let Y→X be an affine bundle. SinceX is a strong deformation retract ofY, de Rham
cohomology ofY and, consequently,J`Y is equal to that ofX. An immediate consequence of th
fact is the following cohomology isomorphisms:

H,n~dH ;O*̀ !5H,n~X!, H0~d;O*̀ !5Hn~X!, Hk~d;O*̀ !50.

It follows that everydH-closed formfPO `
0,m,n is represented by the sum

f5w1dHj, jPO `
0,m21 , ~18!

wherew is a closed form onX. Similarly, any variationally trivial Lagrangian takes the form

L5w1dHj, jPO `
0,n21 ,

wherew is a closedn-form on X. The decomposition~18! shows that, since the BRST operat
eliminates exterior forms onX, there is no topological obstruction to constructing global desc
equations in the physical field sector of BRST theory.

For applications to BRST theory, we will restrict our consideration to the horizontal com
~4! and the similar complex of the differential algebraO*̀ . In the case of an affine bundleY
→X, we can lower this complex onto the baseX as follows.

Let us consider the open surjectionp`:J`Y→X and the direct image$p*
`T*̀ % on X of the

sheafT*̀ . Its stalk over a pointxPX consists of the equivalence classes of sections of the s
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T*̀ which coincide on the inverse images (p`)21(Ux) of neighborhoodsUx of x. Put further the
notationTX*̀ 5p

*
`T*̀ . Sincep

*
`R5R, we have the following complex of sheaves onX:

0 ——→ R ——→ TX`
0 ——→

dH

TX`
0,1 ——→

dH

¯ ——→
dH

TX`
0,n . ~19!

Every pointxPX has a base of open contractible neighborhoods$Ux% such that the sheavesT`
0,*

of T *̀ -modules are acyclic on the inverse images (p`)21(Ux) of these neighborhoods. Then,
accordance with the Leray theorem,20 cohomology ofJ`Y with coefficients in the sheavesT`

0,*
are isomorphic to that ofX with coefficients in their direct imagesTX`

0,* , i.e., the sheavesTX`
0,*

on X are acyclic. Furthermore, Lemma 1 also shows that the complexes of sections of sh
T`

0,* over (p0
`)21(Ux) are exact. It follows that the horizontal complex~19! on X is exact, and is

a resolution of the constant sheafR on X. Due to theR-algebra isomorphismT *̀ 5G(X,TX*̀ ),
one can think of the horizontal complex~4! as being the complex of the structure algebras of
sheaves in the horizontal complex~19! on X.

VIII. COHOMOLOGY OF POLYNOMIAL ALGEBRAS

Given the sheafTX*̀ on X, let us consider its subsheafP*̀ of germs of exterior forms which
are polynomials in the fiber coordinatesyL

i , uLu>0, of the topological fiber bundleJ`Y→X. This
property is coordinate independent due to the transition functions~2!. The P*̀ is a sheaf of
C`(X)-modules. Its structure algebraP*̀ is aC`(X)-subalgebra ofT *̀ . For shot, one can say tha
P*̀ consists of exterior forms onJ`Y which are locally polynomials in fiber coordinatesyL

i .
We have the subcomplex

0 ——→ R ——→ P`
0 ——→

dH

P`
0,1 ——→

dH

¯ ——→
dH

P`
0,n ~20!

of the horizontal complex~19! on X. As a particular variant of the algebraic Poincare´ lemma, the
exactness of the complex~20! follows from the form of the homotopy operator fordH or can be
proved in a straightforward way~see, e.g., Ref. 4!. Since the sheavesP`

0,* of C`(X)-modules on
X are acyclic, the complex~20! is a resolution of the constant sheafR on X. Hence, cohomology
of the complex

0 ——→ R ——→ P `
0 ——→

dH

P `
0,1 ——→

dH

¯ ——→
dH

P `
0,n ~21!

of the structure algebrasP `
0,,n of sheavesP`

0,,n is equal to that ofX. It follows that every
dH-closed polynomial formfPP `

0,m,n splits into the sum

f5w1dHj, jPP `
0,m21 , ~22!

wherew is a closed form onX.
Let P*̀ be C`(X)-subalgebra of the polynomial algebraP*̀ which consists of exterior forms

which are polynomials in the fiber coordinatesyL
i . Obviously, P*̀ is a subalgebra ofO*̀ . In

BRST theory,P*̀ is an algebra of exterior forms of even fields and antifields. As a repetitio
Theorem 7, one can show thatP*̀ have the same cohomology asP*̀ , i.e., if f in the decompo-
sition ~22! is an element ofP`

0,* thenj is so. It follows that, in the case of the polynomial algeb
P*̀ , we also have no topological obstruction to constructing global descent equations in
theory.

Let us consider the subsheafP̄*̀ of the sheafP*̀ which consists of germs ofx-independent
polynomial forms. Its structure algebraP̄*̀ is a subalgebra of the algebraP*̀ . We have the
complex of sheaves
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0 ——→ R ——→ P̄`
0 ——→

dH

P̄`
0,1 ——→

dH

¯ ——→
dH

P̄`
0,n ,

which fails to be exact. The obstruction to its exactness at the termP̄`
0,k is provided by the germs

of k-forms onX with constant coefficients.4 Let us denote the sheaf of such germs bySX
k . For any

0,k,n, we have the short exact sequence of sheaves

0→Im dH→KerdH→SX
k →0

and the sequence of their structure modules

0→G~X,Im dH!→G~X,KerdH!→G~X,SX
k !→0,

which is exact becauseSX
k is a subsheaf ofR-modules of the sheaf KerdH . Then, the

k-cohomology group of the horizontal complex

0 ——→ R ——→ P̄`
0 ——→

dH

P̄`
0,1 ——→

dH

¯ ——→
dH

P̄`
0,n

of the algebraP̄*̀ is isomorphic to theR-module G(X,SX
k ) of global constantk-forms on the

manifold X. If a manifold X is not locally affine, the moduleG(X,S`
0,k) is empty and, conse

quently, the differentialdH is exact on the algebraP̄ 0,,n. In this case, there is no obstruction
constructing global descent equations. If a manifoldX is locally affine, e.g., parallelizable, an
dH-closed elementfP P̄`

0,k , 0,k,n, splits into the sum

f5w1dHj, wPG~X,SX
k !, jP P̄`

0,k21 .

Since the BRST operator eliminates exterior forms onX, elementswPG(X,SX
k ) also do not

provide an obstruction to the existence of global descent equations.
Thus, we observe that, in the sector of even fields and antifields of BRST theory, there

topological obstruction to constructing global descent equations.

APPENDIX A

We quote the following variant of the abstract de Rham theorem.
Let

0 ——→ S ——→
h

S0 ——→
h0

S1 ——→
h1

¯ ——→
hp21

Sp ——→
hp

Sp11 , p.1 ~23!

be an exact sequence of sheaves on a paracompact topological spaceZ, where the sheavesSp and
Sp11 are not necessarily acyclic, and let

0 ——→ G~Z,S! ——→
h
*

G~Z,S0! ——→
h
*
0

G~Z,S1! ——→
h
*
1

¯ ——→
h
*
p21

G~Z,Sp! ——→
h
*
p

G~Z,Sp11! ~24!

be the corresponding cochain complex of structure groups of these sheaves.
Theorem 11:Theq-cohomology groups of the cochain complex~24! for 0<q<p are isomor-

phic to the cohomology groupsHq(Z,S) of Z with coefficients in the sheafS.

APPENDIX B

We construct a homotopy fromJ`Y to Y in an explicit form. Letg (k) , k<1, be global
sections of the affine jet bundlesJkY→Jk21Y. Then, we have a global section

g:Y{~xl,yi !→~xl,yi ,yL
i 5g (uLu)L

i +g (uLu21)+¯+g (1)!PJ`Y ~25!
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of the open surjectionp0
` :J`Y→Y. Let us consider the map

@0,1#3J`Y{~ t;xl,yi ,yL
i !→~xl,yi ,yL8

i !PJ`Y, 0,uLu, ~26!

yL8
i5 f k~ t !yL

i 1~12 f k~ t !!g (k)L
i ~xl,yi ,yS

i !, uSu,k5uLu,

where f k(t) is a continuous monotone real function on@0,1# such that

f k~ t !5H 0, t<1222k

1, t>1222(k11).
~27!

A glance at the transition functions~2! shows that, although written in a coordinate form, this m
is globally defined. It is continuous because, given an open subsetUk,JkY, the inverse image of
the open set (pk

`)21(Uk),J`Y, is the open subset

~ tk,1#3~pk
`!21~Uk!ø~ tk21,1#3~pk21

` !21~pk21
k @Ukùg (k)~Jk21Y!# !

ø¯ø@0,1#3~p0
`!21~p0

k@Ukùg (k)+¯+g (1)~Y!# !

of @0,1#3J`Y, where@ t r ,1#5suppf r . Then, the map~26! is a desired homotopy fromJ`Y to Y
which is identified with its image under the global section~25!.
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A robust approach to protein foldability measures based
on spin-glass models

Tapon Roya)

Boehringer Ingelheim Pharmaceuticals, 900 Ridgebury Rd., Ridgefield, Connecticut 06877
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Spin-glass models and related methods have been applied to protein folding prob-
lems, often by assuming an underlying Gaussian distribution for the energy level
distribution. In this paper, we derive robust foldability measures that relax the
Gaussian distribution assumption implicit in current foldability and energy gap
measures. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1379746#

I. INTRODUCTION

Spin-glass models and their analogs have been applied to problems involving p
structures1 and protein folding.2–4 In particular, spin-glass models have been used to determ
whether proteins can be characterized as to their foldability potential.2 Spin glasses are magnet
systems whose periodicity~translational invariance! is broken by ‘‘frozen randomness,’’ charac
terized by metastable states with essentially indeterminate relaxation times to a stable phas
glasses can be alloys of a nonmagnetic atom of a noble metal and a magnetic atom of a tra
metal~like manganese or iron!. Nonstoichiometric ternary alloys exhibiting a periodic crystalli
structure, but with the magnetic atoms randomly scattered through the lattice sites are othe
of spin glasses as are non-crystalline alloys of aluminum and gadolinium, where the atoms
random spatial positions. Spin glasses all display similar thermodynamic behavior, notabl
gularities at a critical temperature.5

II. SPIN-GLASS MODELS AND THE RANDOM ENERGY MODEL

The Sherrington–Kirkpatrick~SK! spin-glass model6 is an Ising model in which spins ar
coupled by infinite-ranged random interactions. Their probability density is taken to be Gau
in the conventional formulation. Following Petritis,5 the SK model is of the mean-field type~the
strength of the interactions between interacting magnetic atoms retains the same ma
throughout the material! that is defined over sitesLN5$1,...,N% with dual latticeLN* of LN having
a complete graphKN5$$ i , j %: i PLN , j PLN ,iÞ j %5$$ i , j %: i PLN , j PLN ,i , j % over N. Now
consider a group of independent, centered, Gaussian random variables with va
1:(Ji j ) $ i , j %PL

N*
indexed byLN* . The interaction energy~Hamiltonian! of this model is

I N~s!52
1

AN
(

$ i , j %PLN*
Ji j s is j . ~1!

The sum extends overuLN* u5N(N21)/2 terms, and the normalization is inAN. The use of the
normal distribution is for computational convenience, and the central limit theorem is far
being applicable in this case. Formulating~1! as a time-dependent stochastic process, we ob
the standard derivation:

a!Electronic mail: troy@rdg.boehringer-ingelheim.com
42830022-2488/2001/42(9)/4283/8/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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I N~ t,s!ª2
1

AN
(

$ i , j %PLN*
Bi j ~ t !s is j , sPSNª$21,11%N, ~2!

where theBi , j are independent Brownian motions with varianceEBi , j
2 5t if i , j andEBi , j

2 5t/2 if
i 5 j . Let Es(•)522N(sPSN

(•) be the uniform probability on the configuration spaceSN . The
partition function with time dependence is then

ZN~ t !5Es exp$I N~ t,s!2Nt/4%, ~3!

which, apart from a minor term, defines the same Gibbs measure as~1! that we will denoterN,t .
SinceZN(t) is a positive martingale~a ‘‘martingale’’ represents a generalization of the concep
a sum of independent random variables! with mean 1,ZN has stochastic differentialdZN(t) and
log martingaleMN defined by the stochastic integral:

MN~ t !5E
0

t

ZN~s!21 dZN~s!. ~4!

MN is a centered martingale of the form

^MN&~ t !5E
0

t

ErN,s
^

2 F1

2 S s.s8

AN
D 2Gds, ~5!

where ErN,s
^

2

is the expectation over two independent replicass,s8 associated with the Gibb
measurerN,s .

For the simplified~time-independent! Hamiltonian of~1!, we can define a partition function a

ZN5 (
sPSN

exp„2bI N~s!…, ~6!

whereb is the inverse temperature and is a random variable~for every fixedb!. The quenched free
energy is

FN~b!52
1

b
logZN~b!, ~7!

and the quenched specific free energy is defined by

f N~b!5
1

uLNu
FN~b!. ~8!

Due to computational difficulties involving the log term in~7!, Edwards and Anderson7 proposed
the famous replica trick: instead of computingElogZN , they computeEZN

R , whereR is the number
of replicas@independent copies of the model~in s! all having the same random interactionsJ#.
Thus, for positiveR, one needs to compute the moments of the partition function. Parisi8 and
Mezard, Parisi, and Virasoro9 observed that as a consequence of phase transition, there
breaking of the symmetry groupSR over replicas, and that introducing infinite replica symme
breaking, inducing an ultrametric structure to the space of states, provides a heuristic solut
the specific free energy that is in reasonable agreement with rigorous results.@Earlier, Mezard,
Parisi, and Virasoro10 discussed the fluctuations~of order 1/N! of the free energy to define the pur
state weights of the model. They explain how to obtain the replica symmetry-breaking solut
the SK model without introducing replicas.# Derrida11,12 describes two simplified SK-based mo
els, the random energy model~REM!, and the generalized random energy model~GREM!. In the
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case of the REM model, the energy levelsEi form a system of independent, identically distribut
variables, and the partition function is written as a sum over 2N energy levels,

Z~b!5(
i 51

2N

exp~2bEi !, ~9!

whereb is the inverse temperature. For the GREM, correlations between the energy leve
introduced hierarchically. The energy levels are defined:

Ek1 ,...,kn
5AN(

j 51

n

Aajek1 ,...,kj

j , ~10!

and the partition function is then

Z~b!5 (
k151

a1
N

¯ (
kn51

an
N

expS bAN(
j 51

n

Aajek1 ,...,kj

j D . ~11!

Spin-glass models have been used to describe protein folding, and to explain certain
features such as abrupt transitions between folded and unfolded states; multiexponential k
and misfolds, irreversible denaturation, and protein drift.13

III. FOLDABILITY AND ENERGY GAP

Briefly summarizing Buchler and Goldstein, the equilibrium glass transition temperatureTg ,
or ‘‘heteropolymer freezing’’ temperature, is defined as the temperature where the protein
entropy drops below zero and the chain attains one of its low-energy, metastable states. Us
REM ~which does not incorporate conformation energy correlations!, one can demonstrate thatTg

demarcates the kinetic behavior into two classes. ForT.Tg , the escape rate distribution from
low-energy metastable states is lognormal, fast rates are much more likely than slow rat
T,Tg , the kinetic distribution of rates becomes more uniform, so that both slow and fast e
rates become equally likely.2 Using the REM~and settingkB to one!, one can determine that th
equilibrium glass temperature is

Tg5A s2

2S0
, ~12!

wheres2 is the variance or ‘‘roughness’’~squared! of the REM energy distribution, andS0 is the
conformational entropy of the system. One can thus surmise that ‘‘rougher’’ energy lands
lead to higher glass transition temperatures. The presence of protein drift, misfolds, irreve
denaturation, discrete intermediates, and multiexponential kinetics would indicate protein
rougher energy landscapes than those that fold consistently and have single-exponential k
Since the folded state must be thermodynamically preferable to other possible structures a
librium, it was postulated that optimal folding landscapes would tend to maximize folding
peratureTf , a measure of relative stability, and minimizeTg , that is, increase the ratio
Tf /Tg .14–16 Using the REM, one can show that

Tf

Tg
5AF 2

2S0
1AF 2

2S0
21,

where the foldability,F, is

F5
Ē2Ens

s
~13!
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whereĒ is the average energy of the protein chain in all conformations,Ens is the energy of the
native structure, ands is the ‘‘roughness’’ of the REM energy landscape. Monte Carlo kinetic
molecular dynamic simulations have shown that fast folding proteins had higher average fol
ties and largerTf /Tg ratios.15,16 The quantification of folding ability byF has contributed to
further development of protein designability research.

An equivalent measure relating to folding kinetics is the energy gap,Dg , defined as

Dg5Eg2Ens, ~14!

whereEg is the glass transition energy andEns is the native state energy.
For now, assume that the energy states are uncorrelated, using the REM model, one ca

in the limit of large proteins, that the energy distribution of compact states is of Gaussian
The density of states of a REM heteropolymer sequence is denotedV(E)5nrREM(E), wheren is
the number of compact protein structures andrREM(E) is a normalized Gaussian distribution:

rREM~E!5
1

sA2p
e2~E2Ē!2/2s2

, ~15!

whereĒ is the average energy of the compact states ands is the roughness of the energy dens
landscape. If we consider deriving the foldability of the native state,F, as a function of the
number of compact protein structuresn, the condition that the native state energyEns has the
lowest value among all othern21 energies follows from native state uniqueness and thermo
namic considerations. One can thus describe the native state energy distribution in the RE

r~Ensun!5rREMP~Ens,n21!. ~16!

Using ~15!, and assuming independence of energies, we obtain

rREM~Ens!5
1

sA2p
e2~Ens2Ē!2/2s2

, ~17!

and

P~Ens,n21!5F E
Ens

}

rREM~E!dEG ~n21!

, ~18!

combining, and normalizing„*2`
1`r(Ensun)dEns51… gives the density of native states energies

r~Ensun!5nrREM~Ens!F E
Ens

`

rREM~E!dEG ~n21!

, ~19!

substituting~17! and evaluating~18!, one obtains

r~Ensun!5
n

sA2p
e2~Ens2Ē!2/2s2F1

2 S 12ErfS Ens2Ē

s&
D D G ~n21!

, ~20!

which is of the form of an extreme value distribution. To convert to foldability, we use~13! to
obtain

r~F!5
n

A2p
e2F 2/2F1

2 S 11ErfS F
&

D D G ~n21!

. ~21!
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Figure 1 displays foldability distribution curves for various values ofn ~this figure is based on Fig
1 of Buchler and Goldstein!. Having completed the summarization of the Buchler and Goldste
derivation, we will now introduce the new methodology.

IV. ROBUST ESTIMATION

Though the assumption of a Gaussian distribution~from which the extreme value distributio
shown above is derived! is conventional and definitely plausible, we need to be able to accoun
irregularities in the distribution, and keep in mind that ‘‘large datasets of high quality s
significant deviations from normality in cases which should be prime examples for the no
@Gaussian# law of errors....’’.17 To address this concern, we propose using a robust estim
which is of an approximate parametric class. Robust methods allow us to retain the g
parametric form of the model while compensating for deviations from the assu
distribution.18,19 In statistical parlance ‘‘robust’’ methods are intermediate between the usual
metric ~e.g., Gaussian assumption! techniques and nonparametric or distribution-free method

We can now derive a robust version of~21!, by introducing the notion of thea-trimmed mean
~0,a,1

2!, which is

T~F !5E
a

12a

F21~ t !dt/~122a!, ~22!

whereT(F) indicates a functional of the distribution of energies of compact states.17 The trimmed
mean is a robust estimator, and is intuitively appealing, since one removes the@an# smallest and
the @an# largest energies~where @•# indicates the integer function!, excluding Ens from this
operation, and then takes the mean of the remaining values. One can also replaces with the
standard deviation of this reduced set to produce a trimmed standard deviation,s t . SettingĒt

5T(F), we now can define robust foldability asFt5(Ēt2Ens)/s t , yielding

r~Ft!5
n2@2an#

A2p
e2F t

2/2F1

2 S 11ErfS Ft

&
D D G ~n2@2an#21!

. ~23!

FIG. 1. Plot of the foldability distributionr~F! for different numbers of compact energy states using the random en
model ~based on Fig. 1 of Buchler and Goldstein!.
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This relation is useful when the underlying energy distribution of compact states has a sk
non-Gaussian character, or is predominantly Gaussian with outliers, and reduces to~21! when the
underlying distribution is Gaussian or close to Gaussian, giving it wide applicability for the ac
nonidealized distributions one can see in practice. Figure 2 shows the trimmed foldability
butions for various levels of trimming whenn51081. Figure 3 plots the energy gap distributio
for the same values ofn that were used in Fig. 1~this figure is based on Fig. 2 of Buchler an
Goldstein, with thex-axis corrected!. Note the small percentage of area under the curves in F
for which Dg.0, the weakest foldability criterion. Though foldability increases withn, only a
small fraction of REM heteropolymer sequences tend to be foldable as protein size increa

FIG. 2. Plot of the robust~trimmed! foldability distributionr(Ft) for various degrees of trimming forn51081 compact
energy states.

FIG. 3. Plot of the energy gap distributionr(Dg) for different numbers of compact energy states using the random en
model ~based on Fig. 2 of Buchler and Goldstein with thex axis corrected!.
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Using a similar argument as for foldability, we can obtain a robust version of the Buchle
Goldstein equation~13! for the energy gap distribution:

r~Dgt!5
n2@2an#

A2p
e2~A2 ln~n2@2an# !1Dgt!

2/2F1

2 S 11ErfS A2 ln~n2@2an# !1Dgt

&
D D G ~n2@2an#21!

.

~24!

Note thatr(Dgt) is identical tor(Ft) except for the shifting factorA2 ln(n2@2an#).
An alternative method for deriving a robust estimator would be to find the trimming level

the value ofm, in ~25! below that causes the curve described by~25! to most closely approach th
nonparametric kernel density estimation20 fit ~see Sec. V! to the energy levels histogram:

r~Fp!5
m

A2p
e2~Fp!2/2F1

2 S 11ErfS Fp

&
D D G ~m21!

. ~25!

Here,Fp is based on the proportion of observations included to match the curves. More form
consider a sequence of one-dimensional observationsX1 ,...,Xn that are independent and ident
cally distributed. These observations belong to some sample spaceS, which is a subset of the rea
line R. As a measure of discrepancy, consider the Prokhorov distance21 between two probability
distributionsG andH in F~S!:

p~G,H!inf$«;G~A!<H~A«!1« for all A%, ~26!

whereA« is the set of all points with distance fromA less than«. Equation~25! results from
matching~21! to the nonparametric kernel density curve with tolerance«. Note that one could also
use the Hellinger or Le´vy distances or the bounded Lipschitz metric.22

V. EXAMPLE AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4 displays a foldability distribution that is somewhat irregular and has fairly long
This corresponds to an energy distribution of compact states that is moderately noisy with o
Superimposed on the histogram are three curves: the nonparametric kernel density fit, wh
be made to fit any histogram to any degree of accuracy, and is used here as the reference c
best normal distribution fit, which is skewed to the right due to the long tail of the distribution
the r~F! fit to the distribution, which is more centered, but clearly is appreciably affected by

FIG. 4. Nonparametric kernel density~--—--!, normal~---!, andr~F! ~—! fits to simulated noisy energy level data wit
outliers.
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irregularities and long tails of the distribution. In Fig. 5, the trimmed foldability distribution
displayed. Note that the histogram bars appear slightly different from those of Fig. 4 d
recalculation after trimming. The best normal distribution fit is still somewhat skewed to the
but the trimmedr(Fp) fit to the distribution nearly coincides with the reference curve, and is
slightly skewed left, since the left tail of the distribution is still a little long, though of low dens
Thus, the robust trimmed estimator distinctly improves the fit to the distribution when noise
outliers are present.
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Translation-covariant Markovian master equation for a test
particle in a quantum fluid

Bassano Vacchinia)

Dipartimento di Fisica dell’Universita` di Milano and Istituto Nazionale di Fisica
Nucleare, Sezione di Milano, Via Celoria 16, I-20133, Milan, Italy

~Received 9 March 2001; accepted for publication 11 May 2001!

A recently proposed master equation in the Lindblad form is studied with respect to
covariance properties and existence of a stationary solution. The master equation
describes the interaction of a test particle with a quantum fluid, the so-called Ray-
leigh gas, and is characterized by the appearance of a two-point correlation function
known as the dynamic structure factor, which reflects symmetry and statistical
mechanics properties of the fluid. In the case of a free gas, all relevant physical
parameters such as fugacity, ratio between the masses, momentum transfer, and
energy transfer are put into evidence, giving an exact expansion of the dynamic
structure factor. The limit in which these quantities are small is then considered. In
particular, in the Brownian limit a Fokker–Planck equation is obtained in which the
corrections due to quantum statistics can be explicitly evaluated and are given in
terms of the Bose functiong0(z) and the Fermi functionf 0(z). © 2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1386409#

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of dissipative systems in a quantum mechanical framework is a subject of
interest for many physical communities especially in connection with applications. Recently,
ever, the subject has gained new interest also for physicists concerned with foundations o
tum mechanics, due to the relevance of the notion of decoherence as a gateway betw
classical and quantum worlds.1 This interest is strongly supported and partially motivated b
spectacular improvement in many experimental techniques useful for handling with great
sion single- or few-particle systems, checking for coherence properties in their dyna
evolution.2 In this connection models for quantum dissipation determined by the symmetry
erties of the microphysical interaction and by symmetry and statistical mechanics properties
environment could be of interest for a large class of phenomena. In the Markovian limit qua
dynamical semigroups3 seem the most natural quantum mechanical framework for the descri
of dissipative systems4 and a lot of work has been done in this direction, both at rigorous
formal levels, especially with reference to the structural result of Lindblad, which fixes the for
the generator of a completely positive quantum-dynamical semigroup in the case of
continuity.5 In this article we will study in detail some structural properties of a recently propo
Markovian master equation for the description of the dynamics of a test particle in a fluid,6–9 the
so-called Rayleigh gas.4 This simple but realistic model is of particular interest in statisti
mechanics, being a paradigmatic example which opens the way to the study of interactin
many-body systems. In the quantum regime a feature of independent interest is the releva
quantum statistics of particles making up the fluid, especially in connection with the recen
perimental realization of almost noninteracting degenerate gas samples of both Bose and
particles.10 The considered master equation was derived by assuming a translationally inv
interaction between the test particle and a homogeneous fluid, and has the general struct
generator of translation-covariant dynamical semigroups considered in Ref. 11. In this way a

a!Electronic mail: bassano.vacchini@mi.infn.it
42910022-2488/2001/42(9)/4291/22/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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physical interpretation arises, at least in a particular case, of the general structure given in R
Further symmetry or equilibrium properties, which are of fundamental relevance in ord
determine the realm of validity of a given master equation,9 are shown to be a direct consequen
of particular physical features of the environment, embodied in a specific two-point corre
function, the so-called dynamic structure factor.12

The article is organized as follows: in Sec. II the master equation is introduced an
property of covariance with respect to translations and rotations is considered with reference
corresponding symmetries of the environment embodied in its dynamic structure factor; mor
the existence of a stationary solution is proved, provided the environment is in ab-KMS state.13

In Sec. III the case of a free quantum gas is considered, the dynamic structure factor is ex
calculated, its exact expansion with respect to the relevant physical parameters is obtained
the limit of small fugacityz the expression for Maxwell–Boltzmann particles is recovered. In S
IV the Brownian limit in which the test particle is much heavier than the particles making up
gas is dealt with, together with the limit of small momentum transfer, leading from the m
equation to a Fokker–Planck equation, strongly dependent on the statistics of the gas. In
the obtained results are briefly summarized and discussed.

II. GENERAL FEATURES OF THE MASTER EQUATION

Let us recall the general expression of the master equation proposed in Refs. 7 and 8
description of the motion of a test particle in a homogeneous fluid supposed to be at equili
whose properties we are going to study. The obtained result is based on a scattering
derivation, assuming a translationally invariant interaction in terms of two-particle collisions
is expected to be valid on a time scale much longer than the relaxation time of the environ
In the Schro¨dinger picture the master equation is given by

d%̂

dt
5M@%̂#52

i

\
@Ĥ0 ,%̂#1L@%̂#, ~1!

whereĤ05p̂2/2M is the Hamiltonian of the free particle,M being the mass of the test particl
while the dissipative part is given by the following mapping with a Lindblad structure:

L@•#5E
R3

dm~q! F Û~q!AS~q,p̂!•AS~q,p̂!Û†~q!2
1

2
$S~q,p̂!,•%G , ~2!

where the integral is over the parameter space of the translation group in momentum space
dimensions, the parameterq being the momentum transferred in a collision,$Â,B̂% denotes the
Jordan productÂ+B̂5ÂB̂1B̂Â, and the operatorp̂ is the generator of translations. The unita
operatorsÛ(q)5e( i /\)q• x̂, qPR3, are the generators of translations in momentum space or bo
The positive measuredm(q) is given by

dm~q!5
2p

\
~2p\!3nu t̃ ~q!u2d3q, ~3!

thus being invariant under both rotations and translations. In factn is the particle density in the
macroscopic system, and the functiont̃ (q), given by

t̃ ~q!5E
R3

d3x
e~ i /\!q•x

~2p\!3
t~x!,

whereq5uqu andx5uxu, is the Fourier transform with respect to the transferred momentumq of
the T matrix describing the translationally and rotationally invariant interaction between th
particle and the particles of the fluid, which is supposed to be energy independent. The fu
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S(q,p), which appears operator-valued in~2!, is a positive two-point correlation function know
as the dynamic structure factor,12 given by the Fourier transform with respect to energy trans
E(q,p) and momentum transferq of the time dependent pair correlation function of the fluid

S~q,p!5
1

2p\ER
dtE

R3
d3x e~ i /\![E(q,p)t2q•x]G~x,t !, ~4!

whereG(x,t) is the time dependent pair correlation function

G~x,t !5
1

NER3
d3y ^N~y!N~y1x,t !&, ~5!

N(y) being the operator density of particles in the fluid and^¯& the ensemble average wit
respect to the state of the macroscopic system. The expressionE(q,p) gives the energy transfer in
a collision where the test particle changes its momentum fromp to p1q, so that

E~q,p!5Ep1q2Ep5
q2

2M
1

p"q

M
. ~6!

Note that in~4! we have used as variables momentum and energy transferred to the test p
In the sequel we will use both the equivalent notationsS(q,p) andS„q,E(q,p)…[S(q,E), accord-
ing to convenience. The dynamic structure factor is a very important physical quantity, givin
spectrum of spontaneous fluctuations of the system, and it is of direct experimental access:
as first obtained by van Hove in a fundamental work,14 it is directly related to the energy depen
dent differential cross-section per target particle describing scattering of a microscopic prob
macroscopic sample through the formula

d2s

dVp8dEp8

5~2p\!6S M

2p\2D 2
p8

p
u t̃ ~q!u2S~q,E!, ~7!

referring to scattering of the microscopic probe fromp to p85p1q. The dynamic structure facto
is given in~7! as a function of momentum and energy transfer, which are the measured qua
in scattering experiments, the energyE being related toq andp through~6!. The appearance of th
dynamic structure factor in~7! gives the physical reason for its being positive definite for ev
system. The main point in~1! and ~2! is the determination of the specific expressions for
measuredm(q) given by~3!, and of the operator valued functionS(q,•), given by~4!, which can
only be obtained on the basis of a microphysical derivation of the equation, relying on
physical model. A general structure encompassing~2! has already been considered by Holevo in
purely mathematical context, studying the general structure of generators of translation-co
dynamical semigroups.11 In particular Holevo has proven that when the generator is bounde
must have a structure of the form~1! with L given by~2! provided all operators appearing in~1!
and ~2! are bounded11 @see also Refs. 15 and 16, where further restrictions to the structure o~2!
appear, to be discussed later on#, and allowing, instead of the structure

Û~q!AS~q,p̂!•AS~q,p̂!Û†~q!

appearing in~2!, whereS(q,p̂) is self-adjoint and positive, the more general structure

Û~q!L~q,p̂!•L†~q,p̂!Û†~q!.

If the generator is unbounded also diffusion terms of the form considered in~37! may appear, and
the operators appearing in~1! and ~2! may be unbounded~see Ref. 11 for further details!. In the
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general model considered here the Hamiltonian is given by the unbounded operatĤ0

5p̂2/2M , while the remaining part of the generator is determined by the explicit expression o
physical quantitiest̃ (q) andS(q,p), depending on the specific model for the fluid.

We now consider the behavior of~1! with respect to symmetry transformations. Let us co
sider a locally compact groupG and a unitary representationÛ(g), with gPG, on the Hilbert
space of the system. Following Ref. 11 we say that a mappingM in the Schro¨dinger picture is
G-covariant if it commutes with the mappingUg@•#5Û(g)•Û†(g) for all gPG:

M@Ug@•##5Ug@M@•##. ~8!

Let us first consider the case of spatial translations. Then the unitary operators are giv
Û(a)5e2( i /\)a•p̂ with aPR3 and exploiting

@Û~a!,Ĥ0#50, @Û~a!,S~q,p̂!#50,

together with the Weyl CCR,

Û~q!Û~a!5Û~a!Û~q!e~ i /\!a•q,

one immediately has that the mappingM given by~1! is translation-covariant. This property goe
back to homogeneity of the fluid and translational invariance of the interaction, as can be s
the derivation of the master equation.7,8 We then consider invariance under rotations, so that
relevant set of unitary operators takes the formÛ(R), with RPSO(3). In this case exploiting

@Û(R),Ĥ0#50 and the relations

Û†~R!Û~q!Û~R!5Û~R21q!, Û†~R!p̂Û~R!5Rp̂,

one has thatM is rotation-covariant provided the dynamic structure factor satisfies foR
PSO(3)

S~Rq,Rp!5S~q,p!. ~9!

In fact, if ~9! holds, one has

M@UR@•##5E
R3

dm~q! Û~R!F Û~R21q!AS~q,Rp̂!•AS~q,Rp̂!Û†~R21q!2
1

2
$S~q,Rp̂!,•%GÛ†~R!

5E
R3

dm~q! Û~R!F Û~q!AS~q,p̂!•AS~q,p̂!Û†~q!2
1

2
$S~q,p̂!,•%GÛ†~R!

5UR@M@•##.

On the other hand,~9! is directly linked to rotational invariance of the surrounding environme
as one can see observing thatE(q,p) as given by~6! satisfies

E~Rq,Rp!5E~q,p!,

and considering the identity

S~Rq,Rp!5
1

2p\ER
dtE

R3
d3x e~ i /\![E(Rq,Rp)t2Rq•x]G~x,t !

5
1

2p\ER
dtE

R3
d3xe~ i /\![E(q,p)t2q•x]G~Rx,t !
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so that~9! holds if and only if the pair correlation function is invariant under rotations,

G~Rx,t !5G~x,t !.

In order to proceed further and consider the existence of stationary solutions we ma
natural assumption that the state of the macroscopic system, with respect to which the expe
value in ~5! is calculated, is ab-KMS state, so that the relation

^Â~w!B̂&5^B̂Â~w1 i\b!& ~10!

holds. This in turn implies that the dynamic structure factorS(q,p) satisfies an identity known a
detailed balance condition,12

S~q,p!5e2b(q2/2M1p•q/M )S~2q,p1q!, ~11!

usually expressed in terms of the dependence on the transferred energy

S„q,E~q,p!…5e2bE(q,p)S„2q,2E~q,p!…, ~12!

the sign of the exponential being determined by the fact that we are considering momentu
energy transferred to the particle. It will prove useful for further considerations to introdu
symmetrized version of the dynamic structure factor, given by

S̃~q,E!5e~b/2! ES~q,E! ~13!

or equivalently

S̃~q,p!5e~b/2!(q2/2M1p•q/M )S~q,p!, ~14!

satisfying instead of~12! the more symmetric

S̃~q,E!5S̃~2q,2E!,

so that~11! becomes

S̃~q,p!5S̃~2q,p1q!. ~15!

We now look for a stationary solution of~1!, given that the environment is in ab-KMS state, so
that due to~10! the dynamic structure factor satisfies the detailed balance condition as in~11!.
According to translation covariance of the generators we look for a solution invariant u
translation, of the formr(p̂). Since @Ĥ0 ,r(p̂)#50, r(p̂) will be a stationary solution of~1!
provided

L@r~ p̂!#5E
R3

dm~q! @Û~q!S~q,p̂!r~ p̂!Û†~q!2S~q,p̂!r~ p̂!#

5E
R3

dm~q! @S~q,p̂2q!r~ p̂2q!2S~q,p̂!r~ p̂!#50. ~16!

Introducing the function

A~q,p!5S~q,p2q!r~p2q!2S~q,p!r~p!, ~17!

the requirement~16! becomes
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E
R3

dm~q! A~q,p!50. ~18!

A sufficient condition for~18! to be valid is thatA(q,p) be an odd function inq, and we shall see
that this is exactly the case ifr(p̂) has the canonical structurer0(p̂)5e2bp̂2/2M, with M the mass
of the test particle andb the inverse temperature of the macroscopic system, as it is to be exp
on physical grounds. Letr0(p̂)5e2bp̂2/2M. Then

r0~p2q!5r0~p!e2b(q2/2M 2p•q/M ),

so that

A~q,p!5r0~p!@S~q,p2q!e2b(q2/2M2 p•q/M )2S~q,p!#

and exploiting~11!

A~q,p!5r0~p!@S~2q,p!2S~q,p!#,

which is manifestly odd inq.
As mentioned earlier the structure given in~2! is a particular realization of the gener

expression considered in Ref. 11; however, it does not meet the more stringent require
exhibited by the dissipative mapping considered in Ref. 16. According to Ref. 11 these re
ments are unnecessary if one is looking for the most general translation-covariant genera
we shall show that in the present framework they would lead to unphysical results. In fa
structure proposed in Ref. 16 for the dissipative part would take in the Schro¨dinger picture the
form

L@•#5E
R3

dm~q! FP~q,p̂!•P†~q,p̂!2
1

2
$P†~q,p̂!P~q,p̂!,•%G , ~19!

with the further requirement

P†~q,p̂!5P~2q,p̂!, ~20!

which in our case, since

P~q,p̂!5Û~q!AS~q,p̂! ~21!

is not satisfied, being equivalent to the requirement

Û~q!AS~q,p̂!5Û~q!AS~2q,p̂1q!,

which does not hold due to the presence of the factore2b(q2/2M1p•q/M ) in ~11!. If instead of the
dynamic structure factorS(q,p) one would consider the symmetrized dynamic structure fa
S̃(q,p) given by ~14!, so thatP(q,p) in ~21! would be replaced by

P̃~q,p̂!5Û~q!AS̃~q,p̂!,

then according to~15! the relation~20! would hold and the dissipative mappingL would conform
to the structure proposed in Ref. 16. In this case, however, one would have the unphysica
that r0(p̂)5e2b p̂2/2M is no longer a stationary solution, because

Ã~q,p!5S̃~q,p2q!r0~p2q!2S̃~q,p!r0~p!
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is no longer odd inq. Other unphysical features linked to the further restriction~20! will be
considered in Sec. IV. Note that these features can only be discovered with reference to a s
structure of a translation-covariant generator determined by starting from some microph
model. In fact the restriction~20!, though unnecessary from a mathematical standpoint, could
proven interesting as well from a physical point of view, thus suggesting the result of Ref.
a useful starting point for phenomenological approaches. This does not seem to be the case
the substitutionS(q,p)→S̃(q,p), natural in order to comply with Ref. 16, leads to unphysi
results.

III. EXACT EXPRESSION FOR A FREE QUANTUM GAS

It is of course of interest to analyze the mappingM given in ~1! for a model in which the
dynamic structure factor of the fluid can be explicitly calculated: this is the case for an
quantum gas considered at finite temperatureT51/bk, where k is Boltzmann’s constant, and
obeying either Bose or Fermi statistics. Apart from simplicity, the case of a free gas can
interest also in view of the recent experimental realization of dilute quantum samples of Bo
Fermi particles in the degenerate regime.10 The dynamic structure factor for an ideal gas takes
form12

SB/F~q,p!5
1

nER3

d3k

~2p\!3
^nk& B/F~16^nk2q& B/F!dS ~p1q!2

2M
1

~k2q!2

2m
2

p2

2M
2

k2

2mD , ~22!

where the indexes B or F and signs1 or 2 refer to Bose or Fermi statistics, respectively,M is the
mass of the test particle,m is the mass of the particles making up the gas,n is the density of
particles in the gas, and̂nk&B/F is

^nk&B/F5
1

z21ebek71
, ek5

k2

2m
,

wherez is the fugacity of the gas, related to the chemical potentialm by z5ebm. For a Bose gas
at finite temperature 0<z,1, while for a Fermi gasz>0. The integral in~22! can be explicitly
calculated both for bosons and fermions, giving the result~A6! obtained in Appendix A:

SB/F~q,p!57
1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq

1

12ebE(q,p)
logF 17z exp@2~b/8m!„2mE~q,p!1q2

…

2/q2#

17z exp@2 ~b/8m!„2mE~q,p!2q2
…

2/q2#
G ,

~23!

with q5uqu. In the same way one can consider the case of a free gas of particles sati
Maxwell–Boltzmann statistics, thus having

SMB~q,p!5
1

nER3

d3k

~2p\!3
^nk& MBdS ~p1q!2

2M
1

~k2q!2

2m
2

p2

2M
2

k2

2mD , ~24!

with

^nk&MB5ze2bek,

so that the integral in~24! can also be explicitly calculated giving the expression~A8!:

SMB~q,p!5
1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq
zexpF2

b

8m

„2mE~q,p!1q2
…

2

q2 G . ~25!

A convenient way to write~23! and ~25! for later expansions is in terms of the function
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s~q,p!5
1

2q
@q212aME~q,p!#, ~26!

where the ratioa5m/M between the masses of the particles of the gas and of the test partic
been put into evidence, thus obtaining, respectively,

SB/F~q,p!57
1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq

1

12exp@~b/2m!„2s~q,p!q2q2
…#

3 logF 17z exp@2~b/2m!s2~q,p!#

17z exp@2~b/2m!„s~q,p!2q…2#
G ~27!

and

SMB~q,p!5
1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq
zexpF2

b

2m
s2~q,p!G . ~28!

We have thus put into evidence all the physical parameters which are of interest in specifyi
physical model under consideration and its range of validity:q, E, a, andz. In this perspective the
expression for a gas of Maxwell–Boltzmann particles can also be obtained as expected fr
dynamic structure factor for a Bose or Fermi gas in the limit of small fugacityz. In fact, starting
from ~27! and expanding the logarithm up to first order inz one has

SB/F~q,p,z!1!5
1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq

z

12exp@~b/2m!„2s~q,p!q2q2
…#

3H expF2
b

2m
s2~q,p!G2expF2

b

2m
„s~q,p!2q…2G J

5
1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq
zexpF2

b

2m
s2~q,p!G5SMB~q,p!.

Both ~23! and~25! or equivalently~27! and~28! are invariant under rotation, as one can see fr
the fact that they depend onq andp only throughE(q,p) and the modulusq of q, so that

SB/F~Rq,Rp!5SB/F~q,p!, SMB~Rq,Rp!5SMB~q,p!,

thus leading to a rotation-covariant mappingM when substituted in~1!. In order to grant the
existence of the stationary solutionr0(p̂) we have to check that the obtained expressions sa
the principle of detailed balance. Starting from~23! we have, setting for simplicityE(q,p)5E and
inverting the argument of the logarithm,

e2bESB/F~2q,2E!57
1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq

e2bE

12e2bE
logF 17z exp@2~b/8m!~22mE1q2!2/q2#

17z exp@2 ~b/8m!~22mE2q2!2/q2#
G

57
1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq

1

12ebE
logF 17z exp@2b/8m!~2mE1q2!2/q2]

17z exp@2 ~b/8m!~2mE2q2!2/q2]
G

5SB/F~q,E!,

which proves~12!. Similarly
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e2bESMB~2q,2E!5
1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq
z exp@2bE#expF2

b

8m

~22mE1q2!2

q2 G
5

1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq
zexpF2

b

8m

~2mE1q2!2

q2 G5SMB~q,E!.

The master equation~1! for the Rayleigh gas in the case of a free gas of Bose or Fe
particles takes therefore the form

d%̂

dt
5M B/F@%̂#52

i

\
@Ĥ0 ,%̂#1E

R3
dm~q!

3F Û~q!ASB/F~q,p̂!%̂ASB/F~q,p̂!Û†~q!2
1

2
$SB/F~q,p̂!,%̂%G , ~29!

with SB/F(q,p) given explicitly by ~23!, and a similar expressionM MB can be considered for a
free gas of Maxwell–Boltzmann particles. BothMB/F and MMB are translation- and rotation
covariant and admit the same stationary solution with the canonical structurer0(p̂).

IV. BROWNIAN LIMIT

In the framework of an ideal gas considered in Sec. III, i.e., referring toM B/F andM MB , we
now want to consider the physically distinguished case in which the test particle is much h
than the particles making up the gas, so thata5m/M is much smaller than one, the so-calle
Brownian limit. In order to do this we have to evaluate the dynamic structure factor for a fre
in the casea!1. The natural starting points are expressions~27! and ~28! in which the factora
has been put into evidence through the function~26!. In particular we have the relations

b

2m
s2~q,p!5

b

8m
q21

b

2

1

2M
@q212p•q#1

b

2

1

q2
a

1

4M
@q212p•q#2

5
b

8m
q21

b

2
E~q,p!1

b

2

m

q2
E2~q,p!,

b

2m
„s~q,p!2q…25

b

8m
q22

b

2

1

2M
@q212p•q#1

b

2

1

q2
a

1

4M
@q212p•q#2

5
b

8m
q22

b

2
E~q,p!1

b

2

m

q2
E2~q,p!, ~30!

b

2m
~2s~q,p!q2q2!5

b

2M
@q212p•q#5bE~q,p!.

The Brownian limit can now be taken neglecting the terms of ordera in ~30! or equivalently
considering small energy transfer, corresponding to a broader time scale, and keeping in~30! only
the terms linear inE, disregarding higher powers of the energy transfer. The resulting dyn
structure factors, denoted by an index`, are given by

SB/F
` ~q,p!57

1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq

1

12eb[q2/2M 1q•p/M ]
logF 17ze2~b/8m!q2

e2~b/2![q2/2M1q•p/M ]

17ze2 ~b/8m!q2
e1~b/2![q2/2M1q•p/M ] G

~31!
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and

SMB
` ~q,p!5

1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq
ze2~b/8m!q2

e2~b/2![q2/2M1q•p/M ] , ~32!

respectively. Considering the corresponding expressions in terms ofE(q,p),

SB/F
`

„q,E~q,p!…57
1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq

1

12ebE(q,p)
logF 17ze2~b/8m!q2

e2~b/2! E(q,p)

17ze2~b/8m!q2
e1~b/2! E(q,p)G ~33!

and

SMB
`

„q,E~q,p!…5
1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq
ze2~b/8m!q2

e2~b/2! E(q,p), ~34!

one immediately sees that rotational invariance is preserved in this approximation. One can
that also the detailed balance condition is not spoiled. In fact from~33! one has

e2bESB/F
` ~2q,2E!57

1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq

e2bE

12e2bE
logF17ze2 ~b/8m!q2

e1~b/2! E

17ze2~b/8m!q2
e2~b/2! EG

57
1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq

1

12ebE
logF 17ze2~b/8m!q2

e2~b/2! E

17ze2 ~b/8m!q2
e1~b/2! EG

5SB/F
` ~q,E!,

and from~34!

e2bESMB
` ~2q,2E!5

1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq
ze2~b/8m!q2

e2bE(q,p)e~b/2! E(q,p)5SMB
` ~q,E!.

As a result, in place of~29! we now consider the mappingM B/F
` :

d%̂

dt
5M B/F

` @%̂#52
i

\
@Ĥ0 ,%̂#1E

R3
dm~q!

3F Û~q!ASB/F
` ~q,p̂!%̂ASB/F

` ~q,p̂!Û†~q!2
1

2
$SB/F

` ~q,p̂!,%̂%G , ~35!

and similarlyM MB
` for Maxwell–Boltzmann statistics.M B/F

` andM MB
` are still translation- and

rotation-covariant and admit the same stationary solution with the canonical structurer0(p̂).
In the master equation~1!, or according to the physical system under consideration~29! or

~35!, the quantum scattering rate or transition probability appears through the dynamic str
factor and the square modulus of the Fourier transform of the T matrix determining the integ
measure~3!, these quantities being connected to the differential scattering cross-section by~7!. In
order to pass from the master equation to the related Fokker–Planck equation through a Kra
Moyal expansion, as stressed by van Kampen17 we need to put into evidence a small parame
governing the size of the fluctuations in the macroscopic system. In our case this param
naturally given by the momentum transferq, which through the dynamic structure factor is d
rectly linked to the equilibrium fluctuations of the macroscopic system. Smallq means long-
wavelength fluctuations, corresponding to the macroscopic, long range properties of the en
ment. It is physically meaningful to consider both approximationsuqu!1 and a!1, or
equivalently small energy transfer, together, so that starting from the Maxwell–Boltzmann
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M MB
` @•#52

i

\
@Ĥ0 ,•#1z

4p2m2

b\ E
R3

d3q
u t̃ ~q!u2

q
e2~b/8m!(112a)q2

3Fe~ i /\!q• x̂e2~b/4M !q•p̂
•e2~b/4M !q•p̂e2~ i /\!q• x̂2

1

2
$e2~b/2M !q•p̂,•%G

we expand the dissipative part of the mapping in the small parameterq. We will expand the
operators depending onq up to second order, so as to have contributions at most bilinear in
operatorsx̂ and p̂, position and momentum of the Brownian particle. We thus obtain a struc
analogous to the classical Fokker–Planck equation, with a friction term linearly proportion
velocity: this class of models is known as quantum Brownian motion.18–20 Recalling thata!1
and exploiting the symmetry properties of the integration measure the result for the dissipativ
is7

2z
2p2m2

b\ E
R3

d3q
u t̃ ~q!u2

q
e2~b/8m! q2

(
i 51

3

qi
2

3H 1

\2 @ x̂i ,@ x̂i ,•##1
b2

16M2 @ p̂i ,@ p̂i ,•##1
i

\

b

2M
@ x̂i ,$p̂i ,•%#J ,

where i 51,2,3 denotes Cartesian coordinates. Due to the isotropy of the environment we
qi

25 1
3q

2, so that we can define the coefficients

Dpp5
2

3

p2m2

b\ E
R3

d3q u t̃ ~q!u2qe2~b/8m! q2
,

Dxx5S b\

4M D 2

Dpp , ~36!

g5S b

2M DDpp ,

and introduce the following mapping describing quantum dissipation:

L QD@•#52
Dpp

\2 (
i 51

3

@ x̂i ,@ x̂i ,•##2
Dxx

\2 (
i 51

3

@ p̂i ,@ p̂i ,•##2
i

\
g(

i 51

3

@ x̂i ,$p̂i ,•%#, ~37!

thus coming to the Fokker–Planck equation

d%̂

dt
52

i

\
@Ĥ0 ,%̂#1L MB@%̂#52

i

\
@Ĥ0 ,%̂#1zL QD@%̂#. ~38!

In view of the result~38! for the Fokker–Planck equation describing the motion of
Brownian particle in a gas obeying Maxwell–Boltzmann statistics, we now look for the co
tions to~38! brought about by quantum statistics at finite temperature. As usual we will deal
both Bose and Fermi statistics, exploiting expression~B6! obtained in Appendix B by deriving an
exact expansion forSB/F

` (q,E):
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SB/F
` ~q,E!5SMB

` ~q,E!F (
k50

`

~6z!k2
b

8m
q2(

k51

`

~6 !kkzk

1
1

12
~bE!2(

k51

`

~6 !kkzk1
1

24
~bE!2(

k51

`

~6 !kk2zk1O~q4!G , ~39!

where a suitable expansion in the small parameterq has already been performed. Let us fir
introduce the Bose–Einstein and the Fermi–Dirac functions,21,22 given by

gn~z!5
1

G~n!
E

0

1`

dx
xn21

z21ex21
, 0<z,1, n.0, ~40!

and

f n~z!5
1

G~n!
E

0

1`

dx
xn21

z21ex11
, 0<z,`, n.0, ~41!

respectively, related for integern by f n(z)52gn(2z). These functions, typically appearing in th
quantum statistical mechanics of Bose and Fermi systems, satisfy the recurrence relations

gn21~z!5z
]

]z
@gn~z!#, f n21~z!5z

]

]z
@ f n~z!#, ~42!

so that they can be defined also forn<0. Starting from~42! and exploiting the following repre-
sentations foruzu,1,

gn~z!5 (
k51

`
zk

kn
, f n~z!5 (

k51

`

~2 !k21
zk

kn
,

one can write~39! in the Bose case as

SB
`~q,E!5SMB

` ~q,E!Fg0~z!

z
2

b

8m
q2g21~z!1

1

24
~bE!2

„g22~z!12g21~z!…1O~q4!G ~43!

and in the Fermi case as

SF
`~q,E!5SMB

` ~q,E!F f 0~z!

z
1

b

8m
q2f 21~z!2

1

24
~bE!2

„f 22~z!12 f 21~z!…1O~q4!G , ~44!

where the functions appearing in~43! can be written for 0<z,1 in closed form as

g0~z!5
z

12z
,

~45!

g21~z!5
z

~12z!2 , g22~z!5
z1z2

~12z!3 ,

while the functions appearing in~44! can be written for 0<z,` in closed form as

f 0~z!5
z

11z
,

~46!
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f 21~z!5
z

~11z!2 , f 22~z!5
z2z2

~11z!3 .

To evaluate the corrections due to quantum statistics we note that whenSMB
`

„q,E(q,p)… is substi-
tuted by an expression of the form

SMB
`

„q,E~q,p!…A@112Bq212C~p•q!2#,

so that keeping terms at most quadratic inq in the correction

ASMB
`

„q,E~q,p!…→ASMB
`

„q,E~q,p!)AA@11Bq21C~p•q!2#,

the mappingM MB
` always in the same approximation becomes

2
i

\
@Ĥ0 ,•#1AE

R3
dm~q! F Û~q!ASMB

` ~q,p̂!•ASMB
` ~q,p̂!Û†~q!2

1

2
$SMB

` ~q,p̂!,•%G
12ABE

R3
dm~q! q2F Û~q!ASMB

` ~q,p̂!•ASMB
` ~q,p̂!Û†~q!2

1

2
$SMB

` ~q,p̂!,•%G
1ACE

R3
dm~q! @Û~q!ASMB

` ~q,p̂!$~ p̂•q!2,•%ASMB
` ~q,p̂!Û†~q!2$SMB

` ~q,p̂!~ p̂•q!2,•%#.

~47!

Looking at~47! one immediately sees that, keeping terms at most quadratic inq, the last two terms
are to be neglected, since the dynamic structure factorSMB

` (q,p̂) and the unitary operatorsÛ(q)
can now only bring in a constant factor. The only change in the structure of the mapp
therefore given by the numerical factorA multiplying the dissipative part. This factor is actual
given byg0(z)/z in the Bose case and byf 0(z)/z in the Fermi case. The Fokker–Planck equati
~38! in the case of Bose statistics of the gas therefore becomes

d%̂

dt
52

i

\
@Ĥ0 ,%̂#1L B@%̂#52

i

\
@Ĥ0 ,%̂#1g0~z!L QD@%̂#, ~48!

while for Fermi particles one has

d%̂

dt
52

i

\
@Ĥ0 ,%̂#1L F@%̂#52

i

\
@Ĥ0 ,%̂#1 f 0~z!L QD@%̂#, ~49!

and the following simple relations hold:

LMB5zLQD,

LB5g0~z!LQD5
z

12z
LQD5

1

12z
LMB , ~50!

LF5 f 0~z!L QD5
z

11z
LQD5

1

11z
LMB .

According to~50! and setting after~36!

g MB5zg5z
b

2M
Dpp5z

1

3

p2m2

M\ E d3q u t̃ ~q!u2qe2~b/8m! q2
, ~51!
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one has the following very simple relation between the friction coefficients in~38! and ~48! or
~49!:

gB/F5
gMB

17z
. ~52!

The relationship between the Fokker–Planck equations for Maxwell–Boltzmann or Bos
Fermi statistics, as given, respectively, by~38!, ~48! and~49!, is actually remarkably simple: the
have the very same operator structure, apart from an overall coefficient depending on the fu
of the gas, which determines the relative weight of the dissipative contribution to the dynami
it is to be expected, only the statistics of the reservoir is of relevance, since the test partic
single particle. The Fokker–Planck equations obtained for the description of quantum dissi
may be compactly written:

d%̂

dt
52

i

\
@Ĥ0 ,%̂#1z~z!L QD@%̂#, ~53!

with z(z) defined as follows:

z~z!5H z, Maxwell–Boltzmann,

z/~12z!, Bose,

z/~11z! Fermi.

~54!

We now briefly come back to the question dealt with at the end of Sec. II about the ph
relevance of the structure of the translation-covariant master equation obtained in Ref.
already stressed, the master equation~1!, while having the general translation-covariant struct
considered in Ref. 11, does not comply with the further restrictions given in Ref. 16, while
would be the case if instead of the dynamic structure factorS(q,p) one would consider the
symmetrized correlation functionS̃(q,p), which is an even function ofq andE(q,p). This could
be considered a natural phenomenological ansatz in view of the result obtained in Ref. 16.
II we showed, however, that this substitution would spoil the existence of the expected stat
solution. More than this, if we now consider the Brownian limit, the symmetrized versio
SMB

` (q,p̂), which can be immediately obtained from~34!, reads

S̃MB
`

„q,E~q,p!…5
1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq
ze2~b/8m!q2

,

so that the dependence onp is completely lost and the whole operator structure in~37! and~38! is
washed out, apart from the double commutator with the position operatorsx̂i . In particular the
friction term is missing, so that, even though a Lindblad structure is retained, only a comp
different physics can be described. In the same way, for the Bose or Fermi dynamic str
factor in the Brownian limit one has from~B6!

S̃B/F
` ~q,E!5S̃MB

` ~q,E!F (
k50

`

~6z!k2
b

8m
q2(

k51

`

~6 !kkzk

1
1

12
~bE!2(

k51

`

~6 !kkzk1
1

24
~bE!2(

k51

`

~6 !kk2zk1O~q4!G ,
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and, once again, recalling~47! written in terms ofS̃MB
` rather thanSMB

` , one sees that under th
same approximations as before the operator structure in the dissipative part of both~48! and~49!
is washed out apart from the contribution due to the double commutator in the position ope
of the particlex̂i .

We now consider some structural features of the mappingLQD given by~37! in terms of which
the Fokker–Planck equation~53! encompassing all three statistics is given.G-covariance ofLQD

under translations and rotations immediately follows from its very structure and the transform
laws for the operatorsx̂ and p̂:

Û†~a!x̂Û~a!5 x̂1a, Û†~a!p̂Û~a!5p̂, Û†~R!x̂Û~R!5Rx̂, Û†~R!p̂Û~R!5Rp̂.

One can also see that an operator with the expected canonical structure is a stationary sol
~53! in that

L QD@r0~ p̂!#50,

due to the relationship

g

Dpp
5

b

2M
~55!

obeyed by the coefficients defined in~36! and entering in~37!. A few more remarks are in orde
The typical structure of translation-covariant mappings describing quantum dissipation in an
with the classical Fokker–Planck equation that one finds in the physical literature is given23

L FP
x @•#52

i

\
g(

i 51

3

@ x̂i ,$p̂i ,•%#2
1

\2

2Mg

b (
i 51

3

@ x̂i ,@ x̂i ,•##2x
bg

M (
i 51

3

@ p̂i ,@ p̂i ,•##, ~56!

where the ratio between the first two coefficients, given byb/2M as in ~55!, is fixed by the
requirement thatr0(p̂) be a stationary solution, i.e.,L FP

x @r0(p̂)#50, and the only freedom left
apart from the overall multiplying coefficientg, is given by the adimensional factorx. If one
further asks that~56! can be cast in Lindblad form, so thatL FP

x is the generator of a completel
positive dynamical semigroup,19 one has the further simple requirement18,24

x> 1
8. ~57!

In fact under this condition, observing that for the operators

B̂i 65 x̂i6 ikp̂i

we have the identity

B̂i 6•B̂i
†

62 1
2$B̂i

†
6B̂i 6 ,•%52 1

2$@ x̂i ,@ x̂i ,•##1k2@ p̂i ,@ p̂i ,•##62ik@ x̂i ,$p̂i ,•%#7 ik@$x̂i ,p̂i%,•#%,

we may writeL FP
x in an explicit Lindblad form in terms of the two generators

L̂ i 15 x̂i1 i
\b

M
Ax

2
p̂i , L̂ i 25 x̂i2 i

\b

M
Ax

2
p̂i

according to
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L FP
x @•#51

2gM

\2b S 11A 1

8x D(
i 51

3 F L̂ i 1•L̂ i
†

12
1

2
$L̂ i

†
1L̂ i 1 ,•%G

1
2gM

\2b S 12A 1

8x D(
i 51

3 F L̂ i 2•L̂ i
†

22
1

2
$L̂ i

†
2L̂ i 2 ,•%G2

i

\

g

2 (
i 51

3

@$x̂i ,p̂i%,•#. ~58!

The Fokker–Planck structureL QD falls within this class, with the coefficientg given by ~36! in
terms of a suitable integral of the Fourier transform of the T matrix describing collision
microphysical level. Moreover, it corresponds to the valuex5 1

8 in ~57!, so that

L QD5L FP
1/8 . ~59!

This in turn implies thatL QD can be written in a manifest Lindblad form in terms of a sing
generator for each Cartesian direction. We make the choice7,24

âi5
A2

lM
S x̂i1

i

\

lM
2

4
p̂i D ,

where lM5A\2b/M , the thermal wavelength associated to the Brownian particle, is put
evidence, so that one has the commutation relations

@ âi ,âj
†#5d i j .

In such a way we have the alternative expression

L QD@•#52
Dpp

\2

lM
2

4 (
i 51

3
i

\
@$x̂i ,p̂i%,•#1

Dpp

\2
lM

2 (
i 51

3 F âi•âi
†2

1

2
$âi

†âi ,•%G , ~60!

in which the single generator feature is put into evidence.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS

In this article we have considered the behavior with respect to covariance under trans
and rotations, and the existence of a stationary solution of a recently proposed master equa~1!
for the description of the interaction of a test particle with a fluid, a physical model correspo
to the so-called Rayleigh gas. The key result in~1! is the appearance of a two-point correlatio
function known as dynamic structure factor and given by~4!, the general structure conforming t
results already obtained in the mathematical literature for the generator of a translation-co
dynamical semigroup. This correlation function, depending on symmetry and statistical mec
properties of the fluid, directly determines the behavior of the master equation with resp
covariance under translations and rotations, and existence of a stationary solution with t
pected canonical form. Considering the specific case of a free gas, the dynamic structure fac
been explicitly evaluated for Bose, Fermi, and Maxwell–Boltzmann statistics, and the depen
on the physical parameters determining the peculiar features of the model under considerat
been put into evidence in an exact expansion of the dynamic structure function. These para
are the fugacity of the gasz, the ratio between mass of the gas particles and of the test partica,
the transferred momentumq, and the transferred energyE(q,p). Stability of the covariance prop
erties of the master equation and of the existence of a stationary solution is then considere
limit in which these parameters are small, together with the different explicit expressions o
master equation. In particular, in the Brownian limita!1 and considering small momentum
transfer, corresponding through the physical interpretation of the dynamic structure fac
long-wavelength fluctuations, a Fokker–Planck equation with a Lindblad structure is obta
given by~53!, where the results corresponding to Bose, Fermi, and Maxwell–Boltzmann sta
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are jointly considered. The correction due to quantum statistics in the Fokker-Planck equa
simply expressed through the Bose and Fermi functions given by~45! and ~46!, respectively.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF EQ. „23… AND EQ. „25…

In this Appendix we want to explicitly calculate the expression of the dynamic structure f
for a free gas as a function ofq and p. Working at finite temperature we can carry out t
calculation for both Bose and Fermi particles at the same time adopting the convention th
symbol 6 means a1 sign for Bose particles and2 for Fermi particles. We start from the
expression

SB/F~q,p!5
1

nER3

d3k

~2p\!3
^nk& B/F~16^nk2q&B/F!dS ~p1q!2

2M
1

~k2q!2

2m
2

p2

2M
2

k2

2mD
with

^nk&B/F5
1

z21ebek71
, ek5

k2

2m
,

which can be found, for example, in Ref. 12 and corresponds to~4! for a free gas apart from a
singular term proportional, in the continuum limit considered here, tod3(q), relevant only forq
50 and not contributing to the master equation. In fact, in the derivation of the master equ
the contributions forq50 exactly cancel out. This term according to~7! corresponds to forward
scattering. We now have to evaluate the integral ink. This is most easily done writingSB/F(q,p)
in the form

SB/F~q,p!5
1

nER3

d3k

~2p\!3
^nk&B/F~16^nk2q&B/F!d„E~q,p!1ek2q2ek…

and observing that

^nk& B/F~16^nk2q&B/F!5
1

12eb(ek2ek2q)
~^nk& B/F2^nk2q&B/F!,

so that one has

SB/F~q,p!5
1

n

1

12ebE(q,p)ER3

d3k

~2p\!3
~^nk&B/F2^nk2q& B/F!d„E~q,p!1ek2q2ek…

5
1

n

1

12ebE(q,p)ER3

d3k

~2p\!3
$^nk& B/Fd„E~q,p!1ek2q2ek…

2^nk&B/Fd„E~q,p!1ek2ek1q…%

5
1

n

2m

12ebE(q,p)ER3

d3k

~2p\!3
^nk& B/F$d„2mE~q,p!1q222k•q…

2d„2mE~q,p!2q222k•q…%. ~A1!
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We are thus led to consider an integral of the form

E
R3

d3k ^nk& B/Fd~h22k•q! ~A2!

with h a real parameter. Denoting byj the cosine of the angle betweenk andq the integral in~A2!
becomes

2pE
21

1

djE
0

1`

dk k2^nk& B/Fd~h22jkq!

5E
21

1

djE
0

1`

dk k2^nk&B/FE
2`

1`

dp eip(h22jkq)

5E
2`

1`

dk k̂ nk& B/FE
2`

1`

dp
eip(h12kq)

i2pq
. ~A3!

and, using the identity

k^nk& B/F56
m

b

d

dk
log@17ze2ek#, ~A4!

we get, integrating by parts,

E
R3

d3k ^nk& B/Fd~h22k•q!57
2pm

b E
2`

1`

dk log@17ze2ek#E
2`

1` dp

2p
eip(h12kq)

57
pm

bq
logH 17zexpF2

b

8m S h

q D 2G J . ~A5!

Inserting the result~A5! in ~A1! one immediately has

SB/F~q,p!57
1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq

1

12ebE(q,p)
logF17z exp[2 ~b/8m!„2mE~q,p!1q2

…

2/q2)]

17z exp[2 ~b/8m!„2mE~q,p!2q2
…

2/q2]
G .

~A6!

In a similar way, starting from the expression of a gas of Maxwell–Boltzmann particles

SMB~q,p!5
1

nER3

d3k

~2p\!3
^nk&MBdS ~p1q!2

2M
1

~k2q!2

2m
2

p2

2M
2

k2

2mD ,

with

^nk&MB5ze2bek,

we write it in the form

SMB~q,p!5
1

nER3

d3k

~2p\!3
^nk&MBd„E~q,p!1ek2q2ek…

5
2m

n E
R3

d3k

~2p\!3
^nk&MBd„2mE~q,p!1q222k•q…. ~A7!

Analogously to~A2! we have to consider
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E
R3

d3k ^nk& MBd~h22k•q!,

which according to~A3! becomes

E
2`

1`

dk k̂ nk&MBE
2`

1`

dp
eip(h12kq)

i2pq
.

Exploiting instead of~A4! the relation

k^nk& MB52
m

b

d

dk
ze2ek

we obtain

E
R3

d3k ^nk&MBd~h22k•q!5
pm

bq
z expF2

b

8m S h

q D 2G ,
which has to be substituted in~A7! leading to

SMB~q,p!5
1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq
zexpF2

b

8m

„2mE~q,p!1q2
…

2

q2 G . ~A8!

APPENDIX B: EXACT EXPANSION OF SBÕF AND DERIVATION OF EQ. „39…

We will now derive an expression forSB/F(q,p) equivalent to~27!, in which, however, a series
expansion in powers of the fugacityz is put into evidence. The starting point is the Tayl
expansion for the logarithm log(11x)5(k51

` (2)k11xk/k, which leads us to write~27! in the form

SB/F~q,p!57
1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq

1

12e~b/2m!„2s(q,p)q2q2
…

3 (
k51

`

~2 !k11
~7z!k

k
e2 ~b/2m!s2(q,p)@12ek~b/2m!„2s(q,p)q2q2

…#. ~B1!

Considering now in~B1! a geometrical progression of reasone(b/2m)„2s(q,p)q2q2
…, according to the

formula

12xk5~12x! (
n50

k21

xn, ~B2!

Eq. ~B1! becomes

SB/F~q,p!5
1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq (
k51

`

~6 !k11
zk

k
e2k~b/2m!s2(q,p) (

n50

k21

en~b/2m!„2s(q,p)q2q2
…,

where it is to be noted that the sum overn is due to the presence of the statistical correction
6^nk2q& B/F in ~22! and disappears, being replaced by a factor of 1, if this correction is negle
It is worthwhile to put into evidence a factor

1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq
ze2~b/2m!s2(q,p),
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corresponding to the expression of the dynamic structure factor for a free gas of Max
Boltzmann particles, thus obtaining

SB/F~q,p!5SMB~q,p!F11 (
k51

`

~6 !k
zk

k11
e2k~b/2m!s2(q,p) (

n50

k

en~b/2m!„2s(q,p)q2q2
…G .

In the Brownian limita!1 considered in Sec. IV, neglecting in~30! the contributions of ordera,
this expression goes simply over to

SB/F
` ~q,p!5SMB

` ~q,p!F11 (
k51

`

~6 !k
zk

k11
e2k~b/8m!q2

e2k~b/2![q2/2M1q•p/M ] (
n50

k

enb[q2/2M1q•p/M ] G ,

~B3!

whereSB/F
` (q,p) andSMB

` (q,p) are given, respectively, by~31! and ~32!. In terms ofE(q,p) Eq.
~B3! takes the remarkably compact form

SB/F
` ~q,E!5SMB

` ~q,E!F11 (
k51

`

~6 !k
zk

k11
e2k~b/8m!q2

e2k~b/2! E(
n50

k

enbEG , ~B4!

whereSB/F
` (q,E) andSMB

` (q,E) are given by~33! and~34!. We now go one step further noting tha
the following identity holds:

e2k~b/2! E(
n50

k

enbE5
sinh@~k11! ~b/2!E#

sinh„~b/2!E…
,

which can be easily obtained exploiting~B2!, so that~B4! becomes

SB/F
` ~q,E!5SMB

` ~q,E!(
k50

`

~6 !k
zk

k11
e2k~b/8m!q2 sinh@~k11! ~b/2! E#

sinh„~b/2!E…
. ~B5!

Equation~B5! is the most convenient expression in order to consider the limit of small mome
transfer. Exploiting the expansion

sinh@ 1
2~k11!bE#

sinh~ 1
2bE!

5~k11!F11
1

24
~bE!2~k212k!1O~E4!G

and recalling thatE is given by~6! we may write~B5! as

SB/F
` ~q,E!5SMB

` ~q,E!F (
k50

`

~6z!k2
b

8m
q2(

k51

`

~6 !kkzk

1
1

12
~bE!2(

k51

`

~6 !kkzk1
1

24
~bE!2(

k51

`

~6 !kk2zk1O~q4!G . ~B6!

Recalling~B5! and the explicit expression ofSMB
` given by ~22! one also has

SB/F
` ~q,E!56

1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq

e2~b/2!E

sinh„~b/2!E… (
k51

`

~6 !k
zk

k
e2k~b/8m!q2

sinhS k
b

2
ED

and, exploiting22
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(
k51

`
pk

k
sinh~kx!5arthF p sinhx

12p coshxG ,
we obtain the alternative expression

SB/F
` ~q,E!56

1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq

e2~b/2! E

sinh„~b/2!E…
arthF 6ze2(b/8m)q2

sinh„~b/2) E…

17ze2(b/8m)q2
cosh„~b/2)E…

G ~B7!

equivalent to~31! as can also be directly checked starting from the identity

arthx5
1

2
logF11x

12xG . ~B8!

Note that~31! and ~B7! in the Fermi case can also be written in the form

SF
`~q,E!52

1

~2p\!3

pm2

nbq

e2~b/2!E

sinh~~b/2!E!
logF12@z/(11z)](12e2(b/8m)q2

e2 (b/2) E)

12@z/~11z)#(12e2(b/8m)q2
e1(b/2)E)

G
and

SF
`~q,E!52

1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq

e2~b/2!E

sinh~~b/2!E!
arthF [z/(11z)]e2(b/8m)q2

sinh„(b/2)E…

[z/(11z)](12e2(b/8m)q2
cosh„~b/2)E)…21

G ,

respectively, which can be useful if one is interested in an expansion for large valuesz.
According to~B8!, also forSB/F(q,E) given by ~23! one has the alternative expression

SB/F~q,E!56
1

~2p\!3

2pm2

nbq

e2~b/2! E

sinh„~b/2!E…
arthF 6ze2~b/8m!q2

e2~b/2!~m/q2! E2
sinh„~b/2!E…

17ze2~b/8m!q2
e2~b/2!~m/q2!E2

cosh„~b/2!E…
G .

~B9!

The validity of the detailed balance condition for~B9! according to~12! can immediately be
checked observing that both sinhx and arthx are odd functions, while coshx is an even function.
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We generalize results of Rauch-Wojciechowski, Marciniak and Lundmark, con-
cerning a class of nonconservative Lagrangian systems, from the Euclidean to the
Riemannian case. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1388030#

I. INTRODUCTION

In a number of recent publications,1–4 Rauch-Wojciechowski, Marciniak, and Lundmark ha
discussed an interesting class of systems of second-order ordinary differential equations,
members, when viewed as classical mechanical systems, are in a sense completely int
These systems originally generated interest because they are derived from the stationary fl
soliton-type evolution equations; but they have more recently been studied in their own
because they include well-known cases of integrable bi-Hamiltonian systems and cases wh
Hamilton–Jacobi equation separates. Of these papers we will refer most often to Ref. 2,
contains the most general exposition of the theory which we seek to develop further. In part
Ref. 2 deals with systems withn of degrees of freedom, and therefore subsumes~at least so far as
the issues we intend to discuss are concerned! Ref. 4, which is largely restricted to systems wi
two degrees of freedom.

The systems of second-order equations under consideration take the general fo
Lagrange’s equations in mechanics:

d

dt S ]T

]q̇i D 2
]T

]qi
5Qi ,

whereT is the kinetic energy function and the ‘‘generalized forces’’Qi need not be derivable from
a potential energy function. In all the publications mentioned above the kinetic energy is tak
have the Euclidean form,T5 1

2((q̇i)2; we however will deal with the more general situation
which T is derived from a Riemannian metric,T5 1

2gi j q̇
i q̇ j . In addition, the systems are require

to possess quadratic integrals of the motion, of a special kind, called by Lundmark integr
cofactor type. Of particular interest are those systems which possess two independent qu
integrals of cofactor type: such a system can be regarded as the restriction of a bi-Hami
flow on a phase space of one more dimension, and has a further hierarchy of integrals in
tion.

As we have just pointed out, the primary aim of our article is to derive in the Riemannian
results which parallel those that Lundmarket al. have obtained in the Euclidean one. In doing
we, of course, extend the range of application of their theory. However, in justifying our effor
would put greater emphasis on the increased level of geometrical insight we have achiev
the results of the group in Linko¨ping. In particular, we claim to have considerably clarified,
generalizing them;

a!Electronic mail: m.crampin@open.ac.uk
43130022-2488/2001/42(9)/4313/14/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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~1! the concept and properties of a cofactor system;
~2! the origin of the so-called ‘‘fundamental equation’’ involved in the definition of a cofactor

system; and
~3! the construction of the bi-Hamiltonian structure associated with a cofactor pair system.

Several of the methods we use were developed in a recent paper on bi-Hamiltonian syste
conformal Killing tensors,5 which was concerned with a certain class of conservative syst
whose Hamilton–Jacobi equations separate; we will briefly indicate how such systems c
regarded as a subset of the cofactor pair systems discussed in this article.

The Linköping group refer to the differential equations they consider as ‘‘Newton equatio
quasi-Lagrangian type,’’ because in the Euclidean case it turns out that when there is a qu
first integralE the equations can formally be cast into the formd/dt(]E/]q̇i)1]E/]qi50, which
resembles Lagrange’s equations but has a wrong sign. This is, in our opinion, a complete
of the systems under consideration, which has nothing to do with the fundamental issues wh
at stake. In fact, the more general systems on Riemannian spaces we will introduce simply
have this very nonintrinsic property. We have therefore decided to describe them as ‘‘nonc
vative Lagrangian systems’’ instead. In doing so we are conscious that our work, together wi
of Rauch-Wojciechowski, Marciniak, Lundmark and others in this field, is closely connected
the researches of Bertrand and Darboux in the second half of the nineteenth century, wh
summarized by Whittaker in articles 151 and 152 of Ref. 6.

The structure of this article is as follows. In Sec. II we recall some aspects of Po
structures for later use. We concentrate in particular on the construction of a nonstandard P
structure onT* Q out of the complete lift of a type~1,1! tensor field onQ. In Sec. III, we take a
non-conservative Lagrangian system as the starting point and investigate under what c
stances it has a quasi-Hamiltonian representation with respect to such a nonstandard
structure. This leads us to an interesting class of special conformal Killing tensorsJ, which are
discussed in more detail in Sec. IV. The main result in that section is that the cofactor ten
such aJ is a Killing tensor. Coming back then to the idea we started from, and inspired b
work of Lundmark2 in the Euclidean case, we more formally introduce the notion of a cofa
system in Sec. V and complete the discussion of its quasi-Hamiltonian representation. In S
we show how a cofactor system can also be given a Hamiltonian representation on an ex
manifold. Section VII is about cofactor pair systems, that is, systems which have a double co
representation. We show how this leads to a gauged bidifferential calculus which provid
intrinsic generalization of the ‘‘fundamental equations’’ referred to above. We further esta
complete integrability by exploiting the double Poisson structure on the extended space. F
we briefly explain the relation between this work and recent work on the separability o
Hamilton–Jacobi equation.

II. POISSON STRUCTURES

It will be convenient to recall some generalities here about Poisson structures, which w
the same time serve to fix the sign conventions which we will adopt.

A Poisson structure on a manifoldM is a bivector fieldP which satisfies@P,P#50, where
@•,•# is the Schouten bracket. The associated Poisson bracket of functionsf, g is given by
$ f ,g%5P(d f ,dg); the vanishing of the Schouten bracket entails the Jacobi identity for the P
son bracket. Also associated with such a bivector field is a mapP of 1-forms to vector fields onM,
given by ^P(a),b&5P(a,b) for any pair of 1-formsa, b. The vector fieldP(dh) is the
Hamiltonian vector field corresponding to the Hamiltonian functionh. The Poisson structure i
nonsingular if its Poisson map is.

Two Poisson structuresP1 , P2 are compatible if@P1 ,P2#50. When this condition holds
a1P11a2P2 is Poisson for any constantsa1 and a2 . The collection of Poisson bivector
a1P11a2P2 is called a Poisson pencil.

Let f:M→M be a diffeomorphism. For any bivector fieldP on M we can usef* , the map
of forms induced byf, to transformP into a new bivector fieldPf by
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~Pf!~a,b!5f21* P~f* a,f* b!.

This is the natural extension to bivector fields of the map of vector fields induced by a diffeo
phism. The corresponding transformPf of the mapP is given as a linear mapTx* M→TxM ,
xPM , by

Pfux5f* x+Puf21(x)+fx* .

There is no guarantee thatPf will be Poisson even whenP is: we will deal with a case in which
it is below. For the present, merely note that iff and c are two diffeomorphisms thenPf+c

5(Pc)f and likewisePf+c5(Pc)f .
The cotangent bundleT* Q of a manifold Q has a standard Poisson bivectorP0 whose

expression in terms of standard coordinates (qi ,pi) is

P05
]

]pi
`

]

]qi
.

The corresponding Poisson mapP0 is given in terms of the canonical symplectic formv by
P0(a)4v52a.

Let J be a nonsingular type (1,1) tensor field onQ. It defines a diffeomorphismĴ of T* Q

which is fiber preserving and linear on fibers, given byĴ(qi ,pi)5(qi ,Ji
j pj ) ~note thatJ acts here

on covectors, that is to say, it is its adjoint that is involved!. The bivector field (P0) Ĵ5PJ is a
Poisson bivector if and only if the torsion, or Nijenhuis tensor,NJ of J is zero. When this is the
casePJ is compatible withP0 , and we obtain an example of a Poisson–Nijenhuis structure.
corresponding Poisson mapPJ is given byPJ5 J̃+P05P0+ J̃* , whereJ̃ is the complete lift ofJ,
a type (1,1) tensor field onT* Q, and J̃* is its adjoint~acting on 1-forms!.

In the sequel we will carry out several coordinate calculations involving these construc
situations where we have a symmetric connection at our disposal. We therefore give coo
representations of them using bases of local vector fields and 1-forms adapted to the conn
given by

]

]qi
1G i j

k pk

]

]pj
5Xi ,

]

]pi
,

for vector fields, whereG i j
k 5G j i

k are the connection coefficients, and

dqi , dpi2G i j
k pkdqj5p i ,

for 1-forms; these are dual bases. The indicesi, j, k, etc., range over 1,2, . . . ,n5dim M , and the
Einstein summation convention is in force. Then,

J̃5Jj
i S Xi ^ dqj1

]

]pj
^ p i D1~Ji u j

k 2Jj u i
k !pk

]

]pi
^ dqj .

The vertical bar divides off the differentiation index in a covariant differential from the o
indices. The conditionNJ50 can be written:

Jl
k~Ji u j

l 2Jj u i
l !5Jj

l Ji u l
k 2Ji

lJj u l
k .

In order to calculate Hamiltonian vector fields with respect toPJ it is enough to knowJ̃ since one
can use either of the formulasPJ5 J̃+P0 and PJ5P0+ J̃* ; it is useful to remember that for a
symmetric connectionP0 can be written
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P05
]

]pi
`Xi .

However, to facilitate comparison with Refs. 2–4 we give the formula forPJ :

PJ5Jj
i ]

]pj
`Xi2

1

2
~Ji u j

k 2Jj u i
k !pk

]

]pi
`

]

]pj
.

Finally, we will have occasion to discuss situations where we have more than one type
tensor field at our disposal. In the first place, suppose thatJ has vanishing torsion, and thatA is
another type (1,1) tensor field such thatJA also has vanishing torsion~whereJA is the type (1,1)
tensor field whose components areJk

i Aj
k , that is, JA is the compositionJ+A acting on vector

fields!. Then PJA is a Poisson bivector. It can be expressed in terms ofPJ by means of the
formula Pf+c5(Pc)f with f5Â, c5 Ĵ: note that sinceA andJ act onT* Q by their adjoints,
JÂ5Â+ Ĵ. Thus,PJA5(PJ) Â . It follows that for any Hamiltonian functionH,

PJA~d~Â21* H !!5Â* PJ~dH!.

Second, suppose thatJ andK both have vanishing torsion and that@J,K#50 where@•,•# here is
the Nijenhuis bracket. ThenaJ1bK has vanishing torsion for all constantsa and b, so that
PaJ1bK is a Poisson map for alla and b; and from the formula forPJ we see thatPaJ1bK

5aPJ1bPK . Thus,aPJ1bPK is a Poisson pencil in this case.

III. NONCONSERVATIVE LAGRANGIAN SYSTEMS

A geometrical description of the kind of general Lagrange equations mentioned in the
duction can be obtained as follows. LetSdenote the canonical vertical endomorphism on a tang
bundle TQ and G a second-order differential equation field. As was described in Ref. 7G
represents a nonconservative Lagrangian system, if there exists a 1-formf5dL2m on TQ,
whereL is a regular Lagrangian andm is semibasic, such thatLG(S* (f))5f. It is easy to verify
that, in coordinates (qi ,ui) on TQ, this requirement means that

GS ]L

]ui D 2
]L

]qi
52Mi ,

where theMi are the components ofm ~the minus sign here is a matter of convention!. We shall
consider the particular case in which the nonconservative forces2Mi do not depend on the
velocities, so thatm is a 1-form onQ; andL is a pure kinetic energy Lagrangian. The latter mea
that the base manifoldQ is assumed to be Riemannian~or pseudo-Riemannian! with metric tensor
g5(gi j ), and thatL5T5 1

2gi j u
iuj . If G jk

i are the Christoffel symbols for the correspondi
Levi-Civita connection, and if we putMi5gi j M j as is usual, the resulting second-order differe
tial equation field is of the form

G5ui
]

]qi
2~G jk

i ujuk1Mi !
]

]ui
.

Another way of characterizing such vector fields is to say thatG5G02MV, whereG0 is the
geodesic field for the connection andMV is the vertical lift of a vector fieldM on Q.

We will show that it is possible, in certain interesting cases, to find a quasi-Hamilto
representation for such a system; that is to say, to represent it as a scalar multiple of a Ham
vector field. However, we will not assume that the Poisson structure with respect to whic
vector field is Hamiltonian is the standard one; instead, we will look for a suitable Po
structure of the formPJ defined by some type (1,1) tensor fieldJ on Q whose torsion vanishes
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We useg to define a diffeomorphismĝ:TQ→T* Q by pi5gi j u
j . We will denote byĜ the

transform ofG by ĝ, that is,Ĝ5ĝ* G. We have

Ĝ5gi j pjXi2Mi

]

]pi
,

where theXi are the vector fields onT* Q adapted to the connection specified above.
EquipT* Q with a Poisson structurePJ and Poisson mapPJ as described earlier. We wish t

determine under what circumstances one can find aJ with NJ50 such that the given system
satisfiesFĜ5PJ(dH) for some functionsF and H. We will now solve this problem under th
assumption thatH is quadratic in the momenta, so thatH5 1

2A
i j pipj1V for some symmetric

tensorA and functionV on Q; we will further assume thatA is nonsingular.
For suchH we find, after a little calculation, that

PJ~dH!5Jk
i AjkpjXi2F S 1

2
Ji

lAjk
u l2~Ji u l

j 2Jl u i
j !AklD pj pk1Ji

j ]V

]qj G ]

]pi
.

For this to equalFĜ we must first have

Jk
i Ajk5Fgi j .

Thus F must be a function onQ, so that the quadratic and zeroth-order terms in the o
coefficients must be equated separately. As a result, we require that

Ji
lAjk

u l5~Ji u l
j 2Jl u i

j !Akl1~Ji u l
k 2Jl u i

k !Ajl

Ji
j ]V

]qj
5FMi .

On lowering the indexi in the first condition we see thatJi j is a scalar multiple of the inverse o
Ai j , and so is symmetric becauseAi j is. By differentiating this equation and multiplying byJ twice
we obtain

Jj
mJk

nJi
lAjk

u l5
]F

]ql
JmnJi

l2FJi
lJmn

u l .

The second condition therefore can equivalently be replaced by

]F

]ql
JmnJi

l5F@Ji
lJmn

u l1glmJk
n~Ji u l

k 2Jl u i
k !1glnJk

m~Ji u l
k 2Jl u i

k !#.

We now use the assumption thatNJ50 to rearrange the last four terms; when this is done, the
term on the right-hand side cancels, and after some indices have been lowered we obtain

]F

]ql
JjkJi

l5F~Jk
l Ji j u l1Jj

l Jiku l2Ji
lJjku l !.

The part of this equation symmetric ini and j gives

Ji j uk5 1
2~a igjk1a jgik!

where we have written
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a i5
1

F
Ji

j ]F

]qj
.

The skew-symmetric part is then automatically satisfied. It further follows from the formula
Ji j uk that ak5(Ji

i) uk , or a5a idqi5d(tr J). Hence, ifJi j uk has the required structure, thea i is
actually determined, so that the relationsJi

j]F/]qj5Fa i should be seen as equations for adm
sible functionsF.

We next show that a particular solution forF is detJ. We have

detJ5
1

n!
d j 1 j 2 . . . j n

i 1i 2 . . . i n Ji 1

j 1Ji 2

j 2
•••Ji n

j n,

whered j 1 j 2 . . . j n

i 1i 2 . . . i n is the generalized Kronecker delta~see, for example, Ref. 8!. Thus

]

]qk
detJ5

1

~n21!!
d j j 2 . . . j n

i i 2 . . . i n Ji uk
j Ji 2

j 2
•••Ji n

j n .

Now

1

~n21!!
d j j 2 . . . j n

i i 2 . . . i n Ji 2

j 2
•••Ji n

j n5Cj
i

is the cofactor tensor ofJ, which satisfies

Jk
i Cj

k5~detJ!d j
i .

So, we may write

Ji
k ]

]qk
detJ5Ji

kCj
l Jl uk

j 5
1

2
Ji

kCj
l ~a ldk

j 1a jgkl!5
1

2
~Ji

jCj
l a l1Ji

kCk
l a l !5~detJ!a i ,

where we have used the fact thatCi j is symmetric, which follows from the symmetry ofJi j .
Now suppose thatF is any solution: we show thatF is a constant multiple of detJ. We have

1

F
Ji

j ]F

]qj
5a i5

1

detJ
Ji

j ]

]qj
detJ,

from which it follows that

Ji
j ]

]qj S F

detJD50,

and soF5kdetJ.
Once we have fixed aJ in a quasi-Hamiltonian representationFĜ5PJ(dH) for the given

system, multiplyingF by a constant factor is a quite irrelevant degree of freedom, since it ca
compensated for by adapting the Hamiltonian. So without loss of generality we can taF
5detJ, when the first condition onJ becomesJk

i Ajk5(detJ)gi j , and identifiesAj
i as the cofactor

tensor ofJj
i . Finally, there is a restriction on the nonconservative forces, which must hav

form
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Mi5~detJ!21Ji
j ]V

]qj

for some functionV on Q.
We shall return to the formulation of the conclusions of this analysis in Sec. V, after loo

in more detail at the special kind of tensor fieldsJ has revealed.

IV. SPECIAL CONFORMAL KILLING TENSORS

A tensorJ which satisfies the conditionJi j uk5 1
2(a igjk1a jgik) for somea i has very interest-

ing properties. In the first place,J( i j uk)5a ( igjk) ~brackets denote symmetrization!, which says that
J is a conformal Killing tensor ofg; and furthermorea5a idqi is exact, so it is a conforma
Killing tensor of gradient type. In the course of the argument in the previous section it
assumed that the torsion ofJ vanishes~this was necessary to ensure thatPJ is Poisson!: but in fact
the vanishing of the torsion is an easy consequence of the defining condition. Moreover,
showed in Ref. 5, a conformal Killing tensor whose torsion vanishes and which has functio
independent eigenfunctions must necessarily satisfy this condition. A symmetric type (0,2)
J on Q such that

Ji j uk5 1
2~a igjk1a jgik!,

will therefore be called aspecial conformal Killing tensor. In the Euclidean case a tensor is
special conformal Killing tensor if and only if it is an elliptic coordinates matrix in Lundmar
terminology,2 or a planar inertia tensor in Benenti’s.9

We will deal only with special conformal Killing tensors which are nonsingular. The inve
of a type (1,1) tensor will be denoted by an overbar when we need to use indices.

The determinant of a type (1,1) tensor is a scalar~this is not so for a type (2,0) or (0,2
tensor!, so whenever we use determinants it is to be assumed that the corresponding tens
type (1,1) form. This also applies to the formulaA5(detJ)J21, which may be used to define th
cofactor tensor ofJ when it is nonsingular. Elsewhere, the usual rules for raising and lowe
indices apply. Thus, for example,Ai j 5(detJ) J̄i j : it is symmetric ifJ is.

When J is special conformal Killing, by taking the covariant derivative of the equat
Ai j Jl

j5(detJ)gil and using the defining condition one can deduce that

Ai j uk5~detJ!~ J̄i j J̄kl2
1
2J̄ikJ̄ j l 2

1
2J̄i l J̄ jk!a l ,

from which one easily derives the following remarkable property of any special conformal Ki
tensor.

Proposition 1: The cofactor tensor of a nonsingular special conformal Killing tensor
Killing tensor.

Proof: It follows immediately from the formula above thatA( i j uk)50. h

Note further thatA has the same eigenvectors asJ.
A special conformal Killing tensorJ may be used to define a couple of differential operat

with nice properties. In the first place, we can form the operatordJ in the sense of Fro¨licher–
Nijenhuis theory:10 this is the derivation of degree 1 of the exterior algebra`(Q) of forms onQ,
over the algebraC`Q of real-valuedC` functions onQ, which anticommutes with the exterio
derivative d ~i.e., is a derivation of typed* ), and whose action onC`(Q) is given by dJf
5J* (d f). Furthermore,dJ has the coboundary propertydJ

250 because the torsionNJ is zero.
What is more, since by assumptionJ is nonsingular,dJ satisfies a Poincare´ lemma: that is to say,
for a k-form u, the conditiondJu50 is sufficient as well as necessary for the local existence
(k21)-form w such thatu5dJw. This result can be found in a paper by Willmore.11
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In the previous section we came across an interesting property in whichdJ is involved. We
showed there that ifJ is a special conformal Killing tensor,F5detJ satisfiesJi

j]F/]qj5Fa i

wherea5d(tr J). Hence,

dJ~detJ!5~detJ!a5~detJ!d~ tr J!.

~In fact this holds for any tensorJ whose torsion vanishes.! By acting withdJ on both sides, it
easily follows thatdJa50, that is,dJd(tr J)50. ~In fact for any tensorJ whose torsion vanishes
dJ(tr J)5 1

2d(tr J2).)
These properties enable us to define the following differential operatorDJ , which also acts on

forms u on Q; DJ will turn out to have an important role in relation to the fundamental equa
mentioned in the Introduction.

DJu5~detJ!21dJ~~detJ!u!5dJu1a`u.

Note thatDJ is not a derivation~in the sense of Fro¨licher–Nijenhuis!, but it is clear from the first
expression thatDJ satisfiesDJ

250, so it is an example of a~scalar! gauged differential operator
in the terminology of Ref. 12. Moreover, we see that once againDJu50 is a sufficient condition
for there to be a formw ~locally! such thatu5DJw: we havedJ((detJ)u)50, so there is aw8
such that (detJ)u5dJw8, whenw5(detJ)21w8 satisfiesDJw5u.

Note finally that the condition on the nonconservative forces derived in the previous se
can now be written in coordinate-free form with the aid of the 1-formm5Midqi of the beginning
of that section. The condition reads

m5~detJ!21dJV5DJ~~detJ!21V!.

Hence, in order for the nonconservative Lagrangian systemG to have a quasi-Hamiltonian repre
sentation as described in the previous section, there must be a functionV85(detJ)21V such that
m5DJV8. But so long as we are concerned only with local considerations, this is equivalent
conditionDJm50.

V. COFACTOR SYSTEMS

We can now describe explicitly the class of nonconservative Lagrangian systemsG we are
analyzing: they are those determined by a metric tensorg which admits a special conforma
Killing tensor J, and a 1-formm on the configuration manifoldQ such thatDJm50. Systems of
this type, in the Euclidean case, are what Lundmark calls cofactor systems, though he do
define them in quite the same way; we will use the same terminology even though it doe
really match our definition.

Definition: A nonconservative systemG on TQ, generated by a metric tensor fieldg and a
1-form m on Q, is said to be acofactor system, if g admits a nonsingular special conformal Killin
tensorJ andm satisfiesDJm50.

The results of the preceding sections can now be summarized as follows.
Theorem 2: A nonconservative systemG on TQ determined by the couple (g,m) on Q, has

a quasi-Hamiltonian representationFĜ5PJ(dH), whereJ is a type (1,1) tensor field onQ, andH
is a function onT* Q quadratic in momenta, if and only if it is a cofactor system.

Proof: The argument developed in Sec. III proves the following assertion: the cond
FĜ5PJ(dH) with H quadratic, assumingNJ50, is equivalent to the requirements for having
cofactor system. But as we observed in Sec. IV, a special conformal Killing tensor automa
has zero torsion. Therefore, conversely, every cofactor system has a quasi-Hamiltonian re
tation of the desired type. h

Notice that for a special conformal Killing tensor
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PJ5Jj
i ]

]pj
`Xi2

1

4
~a i pj2a j pi !

]

]pi
`

]

]pj
.

Lundmarket al. approach the analysis of nonconservative Lagrangian systems by discu
the conditions under which such a system has a quadratic first integralE5 1

2Ai j u
iuj1V. Any

cofactor system has a quasi-Hamiltonian representation with a quadratic Hamiltonian, whic
is necessarily conserved, but the cofactor systems are a subclass of the non-conservative L
ian systems with quadratic integrals. We will complete the picture by identifying exactly whic
the properties or conditions we have encountered entail that the functionE5 1

2Ai j u
iuj1V is a

constant of the motion. We have

G~E!5
1

2
Ai j uku

iujuk2S Ai j M
j2

]V

]qi D ui .

Thus, in order thatG(E) be zero,A must satisfyA( i j uk)50, which is to say that it must be a Killing
tensor. Moreover, we must haveA* m5dV. As we have seen, the first condition is satisfi
automatically whenA is the cofactor tensor of a special conformal Killing tensor~but of course
there may be Killing tensors which are not of this type!, and the restriction onm then takes the
form m5DJ((detJ)21V). These remarks are supposed to explain the origins of the ‘‘cofa
system.’’

We will also take this opportunity to comment on the use of the term ‘‘quasi-Lagrangian
describe nonconservative Lagrangian systems with quadratic integrals in the Euclidean cas
that the commutator of any second-order equation fieldG5ui]/]qi1 f i]/]ui on TQ with ]/]uj is
given by

FG,
]

]uj G52
]

]qj
2

] f i

]qj

]

]ui
.

It follows that for any first integralE of G we will have

GS ]E

]uj D 1
]E

]qj
52

] f i

]uj

]E

]ui
.

Hence, if the right-hand sides of the given equations~i.e., the functionsf i) are velocity indepen-
dent, it will trivially be the case that every first integralE leads to a relation which formally look
like Euler–Lagrange equations with the wrong sign. In the Euclidean case, in Cartesian c
nates, the right-hand sides are indeed velocity independent. However, if the space is not Eu
the equations will certainly not have this feature; indeed, they will not even in the Euclidean
if curvilinear coordinates are used. On the other hand, as we have already seen and will see
in what follows, the systems we are considering do have all the intrinsic features which expla
essential properties of what were called quasi-Lagrangian systems in Refs. 2–4. It seems
therefore, that the fact that the systems considered there have quasi-Lagrangian represent
not significant.

Given the prominent role played by the function1
2Ai j u

iuj1V in the concept of a cofacto
system, one might naturally ask why one should not, to obtain a quasi-Hamiltonian represen
mapTQ to T* Q by ui°Ai j u

j rather thanui°gi j u
j . To do so is equivalent to carrying out th

map Â on T* Q. Note that sinceJA5(detJ)I , and the torsion of a multiple of the identit
vanishes,PJA is certainly a Poisson map. The dynamics is transformed toÂ* Ĝ. In Sec. II we
showed thatPJA(d(Â21* H))5Â* PJ(dH). It follows that

~detJ!Â* Ĝ5Â* PJ~dH!5PJA~d~Â21* H !!,
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which is to say thatÂ* Ĝ is quasi-Hamiltonian with respect toPJA5P(detJ)I , with Hamiltonian

Â21* H5~detJ!21Ĵ* H5~detJ!21~ 1
2A

i j Ji
kJj

l pkpl1V!5 1
2J

i j pipj1~detJ!21V.

This formulation, in the Euclidean case, is essentially that given by the second of the two
standard Poisson structures in Ref. 3.

Once one has noticed this trick one realizes that there are other possible ways of obta

quasi-Hamiltonian representation of a cofactor system. Indeed, by applying the mapĴ21 one sees
that there is a quasi-Hamiltonian representation with respect to the standard Poisson st
However, when we come to discuss cofactor pair systems these alternatives will not do, b
they will associate different vector fields onT* Q with the original vector fieldG on TQ: it is far
better to stick with the single vector fieldĜ5ĝ* G on T* Q and represent it in quasi-Hamiltonia
form with respect to two Poisson structures.

VI. HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURE FOR A COFACTOR SYSTEM

We now show how to represent a cofactor system as a Hamiltonian vector field with re
to a Poisson structure defined on an extended manifold. This involves an application of wha
fact a general construction which applies to any quasi-Hamiltonian vector field. This constru
is the subject of the following theorem.

Theorem 3: Let P be a Poisson bivector on a manifoldM, andZ a vector field onM with the
property that there is a nowhere-vanishing functionF such thatFZ is a Hamiltonian vector field

with respect toP, with Hamiltonian functionH. Then there is a Poisson bivectorP̂ on M3R
which projects ontoP, and a vector field, Hamiltonian with respect toP̂, whose restriction to the
zero section isZ. Furthermore,H1zF is a Casimir ofP̂ ~wherez is the coordinate onR).

Proof: Let p denote the projectionp:M3R→M . We can extendP to M3R simply by
ignoringz: that is, for 1-forms onM we putP(p* a,p* b)5P(a,b), while P(dz,•)50 ~so that
z is a Casimir forP). We consider a bivector of the form

P̂5P1~Z1zW!`
]

]z
,

whereW is a vector field independent ofz ~that is,^W,dz&50 andL]/]zW50), and seek aW for
which P̂ is Poisson. If we find one, then the Hamiltonian vector field corresponding to2z will be
Z1zW, agreeing withZ on z50; and the projection ofP̂ to M will be P ~or in other wordsp
will be a Poisson map!. We require that@P̂,P̂#50. Now for any bivector fieldV and vector fields
X, Y,

@V1X`Y,V1X`Y#5@V,V#12~LXV`Y2X`LYV2X`Y`@X,Y# !,

so we require that

LZ1zWP`
]

]z
5~Z1zW!`

]

]z
`~2W!5Z`W`

]

]z
.

For any bivector fieldV, function f and vector fieldV,

Lf VV5 fLVV2V`S~d f !,

whereS is the map of 1-forms corresponding toV. So @P̂,P̂#50 is equivalent to

~LZP1zLWP!`
]

]z
5Z`W`

]

]z
.
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The conditions forP̂ to be Poisson are

LZP5Z`W, LWP50.

Now Z5F21P(dH), whereP is the Poisson map corresponding toP, so~since the Lie derivative
of P by a Hamiltonian vector field is zero!

LZP52P~dH!`P~dF21!5F22P~dH!`P~dF!,

so both requirements are satisfied if

W5F21P~dF!.

That is to say,

P̂5P1~Z1zF21P~dF!!`
]

]z
5P1F21P~dH1zdF!`

]

]z

is a Poisson tensor onM3R.
It follows by a direct calculation thatH1zF is a Casimir ofP̂. h

It is useful to note, for future reference, that in fact the bivectorP1(kZ1zW)`]/]z is
Poisson for every constantk; or what amounts to the same thing,P̂ is compatible with the~highly
degenerate! Poisson bivectorZ`]/]z. This is established by the following computation:

F P̂,Z`
]

]zG5LZP̂`
]

]z
2Z`L]/]zP̂

5S LZP1z@Z,W#`
]

]zD`
]

]z
2Z`S F ]

]z
,Z1zWG`

]

]zD
5~Z`W!`

]

]z
2Z`S W`

]

]zD50.

Of course the Hamiltonian vector field corresponding to2z for this modified Poisson structur
restricts onz50 not toZ but to a constant multiple of it.

Returning to the case of a given cofactor system, we may use the construction in the th
above to representĜ as the restriction toz50 of a Hamiltonian vector field onT* Q3R. The
functionF in this case is detJ, which is a function onQ. The Hamiltonian vector field associate
with detJ by PJ is 2(dJ(detJ))V52(detJ)aV. Thus,

P̂J5PJ1~ Ĝ2zaV!`
]

]z
,

or in other words

P̂J5Jj
i ]

]pj
`Xi2

1
4~a i pj2a j pi !

]

]pi
`

]

]pj
1gi j pjXi`

]

]z
2~Mi1za i !

]

]pi
`

]

]z
.

This agrees with the Poisson structure for a cofactor system in then-dimensional Euclidean
case given in Ref. 2 and in two dimensions in Ref. 4, and is the obvious generalization onc
has realized that introducing the metric involves using the basis adapted to the connection

Note that the Hamiltonian representation of the given cofactor system onT* Q3R is

Ĝ2zaV5Ĝ02~m1za!V,

so it is obtained by a kind of deformation of the nonconservative forces.
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VII. COFACTOR PAIR SYSTEMS

We now consider nonconservative Lagrangian systems which are of cofactor type i
ways—what Lundmark calls cofactor pair systems.

Suppose that the metricg admits two independent special conformal Killing tensorsJ andK.
The condition for a given systemG5G02MV to be of cofactor type~at least locally! with respect
to bothJ andK is thatDJm5DKm50. We must examine the relation between the operatorsDJ

andDK .
If J and K are two special conformal Killing tensors then clearlyaJ1bK is also a special

conformal Killing tensor for any constantsa, b, with corresponding 1-formaa1bb, wherea
5d(tr J), b5d(tr K). Using the representationDJu5dJu1a`u we see that

DaJ1bK5aDJ1bDK ,

sinceDJ
25DK

25DaJ1bK
250, it follows that

DJDK1DKDJ50.

It is worth pointing out that it also follows that the Nijenhuis bracket@J,K# vanishes, and tha
dJb1dKa50. ~Incidentally, for any pair of tensors such that@J,K#50, dJ(tr K)1dK(tr J)
5d(tr JK).)

There are functionsV8 and W8 so that m5DJV85DKW8, where V5(detJ)V8 and W
5(detK)W8 are the ‘‘potentials’’ in the quadratic integrals ofG. These functions satisfy

DJDKW850 andDKDJV850,

sinceDJDK1DKDJ50, they are both solutions of the same equation:

DJDKf50.

This is the generalization of the so-called ‘‘fundamental equation’’ of Refs. 1, 2, and 4. In vie
the anticommutativity of the operatorsDJ andDK , the 2-formDJDKf is obviously skew sym-
metric in J andK. It is given in terms of the components ofJ andK by

DJDKf5~Ji
kK j

l f ukl1
3
2~Ji

kb j2Ki
ka j !f uk1~~Ji

kbk! u j1a ib j !!dqi`dqj .

The term involving a covariant derivative ofJ* b may not seem to have the required ske
symmetry property at first sight, but is essentiallydJb, which is equal to2dKa.

We leave it to the reader to verify that this covariant fundamental equation reduces exa
the one Lundmark put forward in coordinates for the Euclidean case. It suffices to take f
matrix J an expression of the formJi j 5aqiqj1biqj1bjqi1ci j ~the position of the indices is
rather irrelevant in the Euclidean case, so we write them here as lower indices!; accordingly,a i

52(aqi1bi).
We now establish the complete integrability of a cofactor pair system. SinceDaJ1bKm

5aDJm1bDKm50, the vector fieldĜ corresponding to the given cofactor pair system is
restriction toz50 of the Hamiltonian vector field of2z for the Poisson structure

P̂~a,b!5PaJ1bK1~ Ĝ2z~aaV1bbV!!`
]

]z

for everya andb. Note that this is not the same as

aS PJ1~ Ĝ2zaV!`
]

]zD1bS PK1~ Ĝ2zbV!`
]

]zD
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except whena1b51, so this does not define a Poisson pencil as written. This is a minor
culty, which can be dealt with by adding (a1b21)Ĝ`]/]z to P̂(a,b), and using the standar
results about Poisson pencils to prove complete integrability; however, it seems interestin
more pleasing, to establish complete integrability directly.

We write A(a,b) for the cofactor tensor ofaJ1bK. It is a homogeneous polynomial o
degreen21 in a, b ~wheren5dimQ). Let V(a,b) be a solution of

DaJ1bK~~det~aJ1bK!21V~a,b!!!5m

or equivalentlydV(a,b)5A(a,b)* m; it is again a homogeneous polynomial ina andb of degree
n21. We set

A~a,b!5 (
m51

n

A(m)a
n2mbm21, V~a,b!5 (

m51

n

V(m)a
n2mbm21,

and thereby definen functionsH (m) on T* Q, m51,2, . . . ,n by

H (m)5
1
2A(m)

i j pipj1V(m) .

Note thatH (1) is the Hamiltonian function for (detJ)Ĝ with respect toPJ , andH (n) the Hamil-
tonian function for (detK)Ĝ with respect toPK .

Theorem 4:The functionsH (m) are first integrals ofĜ which are in involution with respect to
the Poisson brackets associated withPJ andPK .

Proof: We know that C(a,b)5H(a,b)1z det(aJ1bK)5 1
2A(a,b) i j pipj1V(a,b)

1z det(aJ1bK) is a Casimir ofP̂(a,b), andĜ2z(aaV1bbV) is a Hamiltonian vector field, for
every a and b. So in particular (Ĝ2z(aaV1bbV))C(a,b)[0. Now H(a,b)5(m51

n H (m) . On
settingz50 we find thatH (m) is a first integral ofĜ for m51,2, . . . ,n. Now set

det~aJ1bK!5(
l 50

n

D ( l )a
n2 lbl .

It then follows from the fact thatC(a,b) is a Casimir that~on T* Q)

$•,H (m)%J1$•,H (m21)%K5D (m)Ĝ

for 2<m<n, while $•,H (1)%J5(detJ)Ĝ and$•,H (n)%K5(detK)Ĝ ~which just confirms thatĜ is
Hamiltonian up to a scalar factor for the Poisson brackets determined by bothJ andK). It follows
that

$H (r ) ,H (s)%J1$H (r ) ,H (s21)%K5D (m)Ĝ~H (r )!50

for 1<r<n and 2<s<n, from which the usual kind of induction argument leads to theH (m)

being in involution with respect to both Poisson brackets. h

We make some final observations now, which will establish a link between our new re
and related work in Hamilton–Jacobi theory. The cofactor tensor ofaJ1bK is a Killing tensor for
everya, b ~or at least those for whichaJ1bK is nonsingular!. It follows that A(m) is a Killing
tensor for eachm. In particular, ifK5I , and if J has functionally independent eigenfunctions, w
generate from the one special conformal Killing tensorn independent Killing tensors, one o
which is g and another of which is the cofactor tensor ofJ; and since the eigenvectors ofaJ
1bI are the same as the eigenvectors ofJ, these Killing tensors have the same eigenvecto
Furthermore, they commute pairwise in the sense of their corresponding quadratic function
ing vanishing Poisson bracket~in this case,$•,•%K is the standard Poisson bracket!. It follows that
these Killing tensors form a Sta¨ckel system~for full details see, Ref. 13!. Moreover,Ĝ is the
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Hamiltonian flow of the Hamiltonian12g
i j pipj1V, whereDJdV50; it then follows by results of

Refs. 5 and 14 that the Hamilton–Jacobi equation for this Hamiltonian is separable in ortho
coordinates.

The fact that the existence of a special conformal Killing tensor leads to the orthog
separability of the Hamilton–Jacobi equation for the geodesic flow was first pointed ou
Benenti in Ref. 9. The more general case, in which there is a potential, has been discusse
points of view close to that of this article in Refs. 5 and 14. In Ref. 14 a bi-Hamiltonian stru
was introduced, essentially equivalent to the Poisson pencilP̂aJ1bI . In Ref. 5 the special nature
of the conformal Killing tensor which plays such a central role in the theory was investigat

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

As is often the case, the generalization of the results of Refs. 1–4 has led to the clarifi
of several of the concepts and methods used in these papers. In particular, the Poisson st
introduced there have been shown to be examples of two general constructions: first, the co
tion of a Poisson–Nijenhuis structure on a cotangent bundle via the complete lift of a type~1,1!
tensor with vanishing torsion, which is well known; and second, the ‘‘lifting’’ of a Poisson st
ture and a quasi-Hamiltonian vector field to an extended space which is the subject of Theo
above. This latter result appears to be new. It should be noted that it is not dependent
existence of a bi-Hamiltonian or quasi-bi-Hamiltonian structure, but only on a single q
Hamiltonian vector field. Nevertheless, it clearly has potential application in the field of qua
Hamiltonian systems~as defined for example in Ref. 15!, of which the caseK5I discussed at the
end of the last section is an example. Indeed, the results obtained here for a particular class
might be called bi-quasi-Hamiltonian systems should be capable of generalization to pro
theory of such systems. We are currently investigating this possibility. It is noteworthy tha
differential operatorsDJ andDK play an important role here, so that the theory of cofactor p
provides an example of a gauged bidifferential calculus in the sense of Ref. 12; this seem
to be likely to be a feature of the general theory of bi-quasi-Hamiltonian systems we have in
Finally, from the opposite point of view as one might say, the properties of cofactor tenso
special conformal Killing tensors have not been noticed before in published accounts of Ben
theory of inertia tensors and the orthogonal separability of the Hamilton–Jacobi equation, so
we are aware. An article on this subject~Ref. 13!, has been submitted for publication. In Ref. 1
Ibort et al.speculate that there is ‘‘a deep relation, still to be worked out, between the geome
Killing tensors on a Riemannian manifold and the geometry of a particular class of Po
manifolds.’’ It seems to us that the remarkable properties of special conformal Killing tensors
part of this deep geometrical structure.
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A family of completely integrable multi-Hamiltonian
systems explicitly related to some celebrated equations

Engui Fana)

Institute of Mathematics, Fudan University, Shanghai 200433, People’s Republic of China

~Received 2 October 2000; accepted for publication 4 June 2001!

By introducing a spectral problem with an arbitrary parameter, we derive a Kaup–
Newell-type hierarchy of nonlinear evolution equations, which is explicitly related
to many important equations such as the Kundu equation, the Kaup–Newell~KN!
equation, the Chen–Lee–Liu~CLL! equation, the Gerdjikov–Ivanov~GI! equation,
the Burgers equation, the modified Korteweg-deVries~MKdV ! equation and the
Sharma–Tasso–Olver equation. It is shown that the hierarchy is integrable in Li-
ouville’s sense and possesses multi-Hamiltonian structure. Under the Bargann con-
straint between the potentials and the eigenfunctions, the spectral problem is non-
linearized as a finite-dimensional completely integrable Hamiltonian system. The
involutive representation of the solutions for the Kaup–Newell-type hierarchy is
also presented. In addition, anN-fold Darboux transformation of the Kundu equa-
tion is constructed with the help of its Lax pairs and a reduction technique. Ac-
cording to the Darboux transformation, the solutions of the Kundu equation is
reduced to solving a linear algebraic system and two first-order ordinary differential
equations. It is found that the KN, CLL, and GI equations can be described by a
Kundu-type derivative nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation involving a parameter. And
then, we can construct the Hamiltonian formulations, Lax pairs andN-fold Dar-
boux transformations for the Kundu, KN, CLL, and GI equations in explicit and
unified ways. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1389288#

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well-known that given a properly chosen spectral problem, one can relate it to a hier
of nonlinear evolution equations. A central and difficult topic in the study of integrable syste
to find new Lax or Liouville integrable systems such as those associating with certain non
evolution equations of physical significance.1–10 Among them, three typical examples a
Ablowitz-Kaup-Newell-Segur~AKNS!, Wadati-Konno-Ichikawa~WKI !, and KN hierarchies
which contain the well-known Schro¨dinger equation, Korteweg–de Vries~KdV! equation, MKdV
equation, Burgers equation, and KN equation as their special reductions. Especially, this ap
plays an important role in the study of integrablity, Lax pair, conserved law, Hamiltonian struc
and Darboux transformation of nonlinear evolution equations. The demonstration of
Hamiltonian structure for nonlinear evolution equations is a direct and elegant method of pr
its complete integrability.11–15 If a set of nonlinear evolution equations can be formulated a
Hamiltonian system in two distinct but compatible ways, then, by a theorem of Magri,11,12 they
rise to an infinite sequence of conserved Hamiltonians which are in involution with respe
either one of these two symplectic structures. Recently two other effective approaches th
duce infinite-dimensional and finite-dimensional integrable Hamiltonian systems, respec
also have been developed. The first one is the trace identity,9 which is powerful for constructing
infinite-dimensional Liouville integrable Hamiltonian systems. Starting from a properly spe
problem, many integrable hierarchies and their Hamiltonian structure have been obtain
applying this method.9,10 The second one is called a nonlinearization technique,16,17 which is also

a!Electronic mail: faneg@fudan.edu.cn
43270022-2488/2001/42(9)/4327/18/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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proved to be a powerful tool for obtaining new finite-dimensional integrable Hamiltonian sys
from various soliton hierarchies. Under the Bargmann or Neumann constraints between t
tentials and the eigenvalues which play a central role in the process of nonlinearizatio
eigenvalue problem is nonlinearized as a finite-dimensional completely integrable system. T
covered the eigenvalue problems associated the well-known soliton hierarchies such as the
Jaulent-Miodek, KN examples, etc.17–20

The Darboux transformation method based Lax pairs have been proven to be one of th
fruitful algorithmic procedures to get explicit solutions of nonlinear evolution equations.3,21 The
first and successive Darboux transformations of trivial solutions are called single soliton
multi-solitons, respectively. The key for constructing a Darboux transformation is to expose a
of covariant property that corresponding spectral problems possess. There are many tri
getting explicit solutions to various soliton equations, including the KdV, Davey–Stewar
self-dual Yang–Mills equations, etc.21–28 In Refs. 22 and 23, a systematic method is presente
directly construct an explicit formula forN-fold Darboux transformation of AKNS hierarchy. Thi
N-fold Darboux transformation formula can be interpreted as a nonlinear superposition of a
Darboux transformation. Moreover, the solutions of any systems in AKNS hierarchy are re
to solving a linear algebraic system, which is very suitable for generating multi-soliton solu
by symbolic computation on a computer.

The nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation is one of the most generic soliton equations. To stud
effect of higher order perturbations, various modifications and generalizations of the Schro¨dinger
equation have been proposed and studied for years. Among them, there are four celebra
rivative nonlinear Schro¨dinger equations, which are the KN equation6

iqt1qxx1 i ~ uqu2q!x50, ~1!

the CLL equation29,30

iqt1qxx1 i uqu2qx50, ~2!

the GI equation31,32

iqt1qxx2 iq2qx* 1 1
2 uqu4q50, ~3!

and the Kundu equation32–34

iqt1qxx12i ~2d1a!uqu2qx1 i ~4d1a!q2qx* 1d~4d1a!uqu4q50, ~4!

whereq* denotes the complex conjugate ofq. It is found that they may be transformed into ea
other by a gauge transformation, and the method of gauge transformation also can be ap
some generalized cases.32,34 In recent years, the spectral problem, Hamiltonian structure, Pain´
property, exact solutions and other properties associated with the Kaup–Newell equation
been investigated in detail.6,9,34,35 But little work has been done on the CLL, GI, and Kund
equations~2!–~4!, since the corresponding results for these three equations may be obtained
KN equation~1! by some gauge transformation in principle.33,35–37However, it seems difficult to
obtain their explicit results in this way, because we must solve integrable equation like~6! in
practice. The integration will become very complicated with the increase of iterative times,
cially in multi-soliton solutions.

The purpose of this article is to present some new explicit results on Eqs.~1!–~4! with the help
of a spectral problem

yx5Uy5S 2 il22 ibqr lq

lr i l21 ibqr D y, ~5!

whereq, r are two potentials, andb is an arbitrary parameter. In the fact, the spectral problem~5!
is a similar extension of the Kaup–Newell spectral problem.6 By setting
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ỹ5S expS 2 ibE qrdxD 0

0 expS ibE qrdxD D y,

~6!

q5q̃ expS 22ibE q̃r̃ dxD , r 5 r̃ expS 2ibE q̃r̃ dxD ,

and by simple calculation, we know that the spectral problem~5! is equivalent to the standar
Kaup–Newell spectral problem

ỹx5S 2 il2 lq̃

l r̃ il2D ỹ. ~7!

In Ref. 38, for the special case of the spectral problem~5! (b5 1
2), we ever derived a GI hierarch

and constructed an explicit Darboux transformation of the GI equation~1! by using a systematic
technique. Here we would like to generalize these results and give some new and more
results. First, it interests us that the hierarchy corresponding to the spectral problem~5! is explic-
itly related to many important equations such as the Kundu, KN, CLL, GI, Burgers, MKdV,
Sharma–Tasso–Olver~STO! equations.39–41 To our knowledge, except for the KN equation, th
other six equations are not explicitly found in the Kaup–Newell hierarchy.6,9 And only the GI and
MKdV equations belong to the GI hierarchy.38 Second, by introducing a modified function, w
develop a more general method than that used in Refs. 23 and 38 in order to construct the
N-fold Darboux transformation for the Kundu equation~4!. Third, it is found that the KN, CLL,
and GI equations can be described by a Kundu-type equation. In this way, their Lax
Hamiltonian formulations, and Darboux transformation are all given in a unified and explicit

This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we first derive Kaup–Newell-type hiera
equations corresponding to the spectral problem~5!. It is shown that the hierarchy is integrable
Liouville’s sense and possesses multi-Hamiltonian structure by means of trace identity.9 Then we
show that several kinds of important equations such as Kundu, KN, CLL, GI, Burgers, MKdV
STO equations all belong to the hierarchy as special reductions in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, throu
nonlinearization of the eigenvalue, a completely integrable Bargmann system is obtained u
constraint between the potential and eigenfunctions. Moreover, the involutive solutions fo
Kaup–Newell-type hierarchy is further constructed in Sec. V. In Sec. VI, a systematic techni
further developed to construct an explicitN-fold Darboux transformation for the coupled Kund
system with help of its Lax pairs. In this way, the solutions of the coupled Kundu equation
reduced to solving two linear algebraic systems and two first-order ordinary differential equa
The Darboux transformation of the coupled Kundu system is further reduced to the Da
transformation of the Kundu equation via the reduction technique in Sec. VII.

II. THE KAUP–NEWELL-TYPE HIERARCHY AND ITS MULTI-HAMILTONIAN
FORMULATION

We first solve the adjoint representation of spectral problem~5!,

Vx5@U,V#5UV2VU,

with

V5S a b

c 2aD 5(
j 50

` S aj bj

cj 2aj
D l2 j ,

and obtain the following recursive formulas:
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a2 j 115b2 j5c2 j50,

a2 jx5qc2 j 112rb2 j 1152bqr~qc2 j 212rb2 j 21!2 1
2 i ~qc2 j 21x1rb2 j 21x!,

b2 j 115 1
2 ib2 j 21x1 iqa2 j2bqrb2 j 21 ,

c2 j 1152 1
2 ic2 j 21x1 ira 2 j2bqrc2 j 21 .

The above recursion equations can be solved successively to deduce that by using Mathe

a0522i , b152q, c152r , a252 iqr ,

b35 iqx2~2b21!q2r , c352 ir x2~2b21!qr2,

a45 1
4 @2~rqx2qrx!1 i ~8b23!q2r 2#,

b55 1
4 @22qxx26i ~2b21!qrqx24ibq2r x1~8b2212b13!q3r 2#,

c55 1
4 @22r xx16i ~2b21!qrr x14ibr 2qx1~8b2212b13!q2r 3#, ~8!

a65 1
8 @2i ~qrxx1rqxx!16~2b21!~q2rr x2qr2qx!22iqxr x2 ib~24b2224b15!q3r 3#,

and

S c2 j 11

b2 j 11
D5L1L2S c2 j 21

b2 j 21
D , j 51,2,. . . , ~9!

where

L15
1

2 S r ]21r 2 i 1r ]21q

i 1q]21r q]21q D , L25S 0 ]12ibqr

]22ibqr 0 D
are two skew-symmetric operators, that is,L1* 52L1 , L2* 52L2 .

Consider the auxiliary spectral problem

yt5V(m)y, ~10!

where

V(m)5S Dm 0

0 2Dm
D 1(

j 50

m S a2 jl
2(m2 j )12 b2 j 11l2(m2 j )11

c2 j 11l2(m2 j )11 2a2 jl
2(m2 j )12 D .

Then the compatibility condition between~5! and ~10! leads to

2 ib~qr ! t52 ib~qtr 1r tq!5Dmx ,

qt5b2m11x12ibqrb2m1112qDm ,

r t5c2m11x22ibqrc2m1122rDm ,

from which we obtain

Dm52 ib]21~qc2m11x1rb2m11x!22b2]21qr~qc2m112rb2m11!52ba2(m11)

and
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S qt

r t
D5L3L2S c2m11

b2m11
D , ~11!

where

L35S 122ibq]21r 22ibq]21q

2ibr ]21r 112ibr ]21qD .

By using~9! and~11!, the desired Kaup–Newell-type hierarchy associated with spectral pro
~5! is obtained as follows:

S qt

r t
D5~L3L2!S c2m11

b2m11
D5~L3L2!~L1L2!S c2m21

b2m21
D

5~L3L2!~L1L2!mS 2r
2qD , m51,2, . . . . . ~12!

In the following we will establish the multi-Hamiltonian structure for the hierarchy~12! and
show it is integrable in Liouville’s sense. In order to apply trace identity,9,10 we need to rewrite
~12! in another form. Let

G2 j 115~c2 j 1122ibra2 j ,b2 j 1122ibqa2 j !
T.

Noting thata2 j5]21(qc2 j 112rb2 j 11), then we have

~c2 j 11 ,b2 j 11!T5L3* G2 j 11 , j >0,

whereL3* denotes the conjugation operator ofL3 . In this way, the evolution hierarchy~12! is
written in the form

ut5JG2m115JLG2m215¯5JLmG1 , ~13!

whereG15(2(122b)r ,2(122b)q)T, u5(q,r )T, J5L3L2L3* , L5L3*
21

L1L2L3* .
Proposition 1:All operatorsJLk (k50,1,2,...,m) are skew-symmetric.
Proof: Since L1 and L2 are skew-symmetric, it is clear thatJ5L3L2L3* and JL

5L3L2L1L2L3* are skew-symmetric. Suppose thatJLk21 is skew-symmetric. Then it holds tha

~JLk!* 5~JLk21L !* 5L* ~JLk21!* 52L* JLk21

5L* J* Lk2152JLLk2152JLk,

which implies thatJLk is skew-symmetric. The proof is completed.
Following the notation used in Ref. 9, we take Killing–Cartan form^A,B& is tr (AB). Then

direct calculation gives

K V,
]U

]q L 5cl22ibra, K V,
]U

]r L 5bl22ibqa,

K V,
]U

]l L 524ial1rb1qc.

By using trace identity, we have

d

du
~24ial1rb1qc!5l2g

]

]l
~lg~cl2 ira ,bl2 iqa!T!,
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which is equivalent to

d

du
~24ia2m121rb2m111qc2m11!5~22m1g!G2m11 . ~14!

To fix the g in ~14!, we letm50 and findg50. Therefore we conclude that

G2m115
dHm

du
, ~15!

where

H052qr, Hm5
4ia2m122rb2m112qc2m11

2m
, m>1. ~16!

Combining~13! with ~15! gives the desired multi-Hamiltonian formulation of the hierarc
~12!

ut5J
dHm

du
5JL

dHm21

du
5¯5JLm

dH0

du
, m51,2, . . . . ~17!

Finally, we discuss the integrablity of the hierarchy~12! or ~17!. It is crucial to show the
existence of infinite involutive conserved densities. Usually the inner product between two
tions f and g is defined by (f ,g)5* f •g dx, and the Poisson bracket is defined by$ f ,g%
5(d f /du ,J dg/du). In particular,f andg are called involutive if$ f ,g%50.

Proposition 2:The Hamiltonian functions$Hm% (m50,1,...) defined by~16! constitute com-
mon conserved densities for the whole hierarchy~17!.

Proof: By using Proposition 1, we find that

$Hn ,Hm%5S dHn

du
,J

dHm

du D5~LnG1 ,JLmG1!5~LnG1 ,L* JLm21G1!

5~Ln11G1 ,JLm21G1!5$Hn11 ,Hm21%.

Repeating the previous argument gives

$Hn ,Hm%5$Hm ,Hn%5$Hm1n ,H0%. ~18!

On the other hand, we find

$Hm ,Hn%5~LmG1 ,JLnG1!5~J* LmG1 ,LnG1!52$Hn ,Hm%. ~19!

Then combining~18! with ~19! leads to

$Hm ,Hn%50,

which implies that$Hm% are in involution. Furthermore, we have

S E Hm dxD
t

5S dHm

du
,utD5S dHm

du
,J

dHn

du D5$Hm ,Hn%50,

which shows that$Hm% are also conserved densities. The proof is completed.
In summary, we arrive at the followings
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Theorem 1: ~i! The hierarchy~17! is an integrable Hamiltonian system in the Liouville sen
~ii ! The Hamiltonain functions$Hm% are conserved densities of whole hierarchy~17! and they are
involutive in pairs.

III. A REDUCTION AND SOME IMPORTANT EQUATIONS FROM THE KAUP–NEWELL-
TYPE HIERARCHY

To indicate the interest of our Kaup–Newell-type hierarchy~12!, we provide a reduction and
some important equations that contain in the hierarchy and give explicit expressions of H
tonian structure and Lax pairs for these equations.

Example 1:As b50, the spectral problem~5! reduces to Kaup–Newell spectral problem~7!,
and the hierarchy~12! leads to the well-known Kaup–Newell hierarchy

ut5JLmS 2r
2qD , m51,2,. . . , ~20!

where

J5L3L2L3* ub505S 0 ]

] 0D ,

L5L3L2L1L2L3* ub505
1

2 S ]q]21q] i ]21]q]21r ]

2 i ]21]r ]21q] ]r ]21r ]
D .

ObviouslyJ andL are two skew-symmetric operators. The Kaup–Newell hierarchy~20! can be
cast in multi-Hamiltonian formulations

ut5J
dHm

du
5JL

dHm21

du
5¯5JLm

dH0

du
, m51,2, . . .,

whereHm are determined by~16! with b50.
Example 2:The first system of the hierarchy~12! (m51) is the coupled Kundu system

iqt1qxx12i ~2b21!qrqx1 i ~4b21!q2r x1b~4b21!q3r 250,
~21!

ir t2r xx12i ~2b21!qrr x1 i ~4b21!r 2qx2b~4b21!q2r 350.

It can be reduced to the Kundu-type equation asr 52q* ,

iqt1qxx22i ~2b21!uqu2qx2 i ~4b21!q2qx* 1b~4b21!uqu4q50, ~22!

which is the same with the equation~4! for d52b, a51. As b50, b5 1
4 andb5 1

2, Eq. ~22! is
separately reduced to the KN, CLL, and GI equations~1!–~3!. Settingr 5 i , b5 1

4 in system~21!,
we get a new complex Burgers equation

iqt1qxx1qqx50,

which becomes a real version if we letil→l in the spectral problem~5!.
Now according to Theorem 1, we conclude that Kundu system~21! is Liouville integrable and

possesses the bi-Hamiltonian structure

ut5J
dH1

du
5JL

dH0

du
,

where Hamiltonian functionsH0 andH1 are
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H052qr, H15 1
2 @ i ~rqx2qrx!2~4b21!q2r 2#. ~23!

The Lax pairs corresponding to the system~21! may be given by the spectral problem~5! and the
auxiliary problem

yt5V(1)y, V(1)5S v11
(1) v12

(1)

v21
(1) 2v11

(1)D , ~24!

with

v11
(1)522il42 iqrl21b~rqx2qrx!1 1

2 ib~8b23!q2r 2,

v12
(1)52ql31@ iqx2~2b21!q2r #l, v21

(1)52rl31@2 ir x2~2b21!qr2#l.

Example 3:With the help of Mathematica, we easily find that the second system of
hierarchy~12! (m52) is

qt1
1
4 @2qxxx16i ~2b21!r ~qqx!x16i ~4b21!qqxr x26~2b21!~4b21!q3rr x

23~8b2212b13!q2r 2qx14ib~2b21!~4b21!q4r 3#50,
~25!

r t1
1
4 @2r xxx26i ~2b21!q~rr x!x26i ~4b21!rqxr x26~2b21!~4b21!r 3qqx

23~8b2212b13!q2r 2r x24ib~2b21!~4b21!q3r 4#50,

which reduces to the MKdV equation forr 52, b5 1
2 ,

qt1
1
2 ~qxxx16q2qx!50,

and the complex STO equation forr 52, b5 1
4,

qt1
1
2 @qxxx23i ~qqx!x23q2qx#50. ~26!

If we let il→l in the spectral problem~5!, then we will get the real version of the STO equati
that was studied by Olver and Gudkov:39,41

qt1
1
2 @qxxx23~qqx!x23q2qx#50.

The system~25! is Liouville integrable and possesses the tri-Hamiltonian structure

ut5J
dH2

du
5JL

dH1

du
5JL2

dH0

du
,

where Hamiltonian functionsH0 , H1 are determined by~23!, and

H25 1
4 ~4ia62rb52qc5!,

with a6 , b5 andc5 given by ~8!.
The Lax pairs corresponding to the system~25! are given by the spectral problem~5! and an

auxiliary problem

yt5V(2)y5S v11
(2) v12

(2)

v21
(2) 2v11

(2)D y,

with
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v11
(2)522il62 iqrl41 1

4 @2~qrx2rqx!1 i ~8b23!q2r 2#l212ba6 ,

v12
(2)52ql51@ iqx2~2b21!q2r #l31b5l,

v21
(2)52rl51@2 ir x2~2b21!qr2#l31c5l.

IV. A COMPLETELY INTEGRABLE BARGMANN SYSTEM

Let l j ( j 51, . . . ,N) be different eigenvalues of Eq.~5!, and (c j ,f j ) be associated eigenfunc
tions. Then the functional gradientl j with respect tou5(q,r )T is

dl j

du
5S dl j

dq
,
dl j

dr D T

5g j
21~l jf j

222ibrc jf j ,2l jc j
222ibqc jf j !

T,

whereg j5*(qf j
22rc j

214il jc jf j ) dx.
Proposition 3: JandK5JL are Lenard’s pair of operators

K
dl j

du
5l j

2J
dl j

du
, ~27!

and$G2 j 11% are Lenard’s sequence

JG2 j 135KG2 j 11 , j 50,1,... . ~28!

Proof: Making use of the spectral problem~5!, direct verification indicates that

L3*
dl j

du
5l j S f j

2

2c j
2D , ~29!

L1L2S f j
2

2c j
2D 5l j

2S f j
2

2c j
2D . ~30!

Substituting~29! into ~30! and multiplyingL3L2 on both sides of it, then~27! is obtained. Obvi-
ously ~28! holds according to~13!.

Consider the Bargmann constraint

G15(
j 51

N

g j

dl j

du
, ~31!

or equivalently

q52
^`c,c&

2~122b1 ib^c,f&!
, r 5

^`f,f&
2~122b1 ib^c,f&!

, ~32!

wherec5(c1 , . . . ,cN)T,f5(f1 , . . . ,fN)T,`5diag(l1, . . . ,lN), and^•,•& is the standard inne
product in RN. Under the Bargmann constraint~32!, Eq. ~5! is nonlinearized into a finite-
dimensional Hamiltonian system

cx52 i `2c1
ibc^`c,c&^`f,f&
4~122b1 ib^c,f&!2 2

`f^`c,c&
2~122b1 ib^c,f&!

52
]H

]f
,

~33!

fx5 i `2f2
ibf^`c,c&^`f,f&
4~122b1 ib^c,f&!2 1

`c^`f,f&
2~122b1 ib^c,f&!

5
]H

]c
,
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whose Hamiltonian functionH is

H5^ i `2c,f&1
^`c,c&^`f,f&

2~122b1 ib^c,f&!
. ~34!

The Poisson bracket of two functions in sympletic space (R2N,dc`df) is defined as

~F,G!5(
j 51

N S ]F

]c j

]G

]f j
2

]F

]f j

]G

]c j
D5 K ]F

]c
,
]G

]f L 2 K ]F

]f
,
]G

]c L ,

which is skew-symmetric, bilinear and satisfies the Jacobi identity. In particular,F and G are
called in involution if (F,G)50. Now we consider the function system

Fm52~122b1 ib^c,f&!^`2m12c,f&1
1

2 (
j 50

m U^`2(m2 j )11c,c& ^`2(m2 j )12c,f&

^`2 jc,f& ^`2 j 11f,f&
U,

m50,1,. . . . ~35!

Proposition 4:The inner product̂]Fm /]c , ]Fn /]f & is symmetrical aboutm andn, i.e.,

K ]Fm

]c
,
]Fn

]f L 5 K ]Fn

]c
,
]Fm

]f L . ~36!

Proof: Noticing that

]Fm

]c
52ibf^`2m12c,f&1~21 i ^c,f&!`2m12f1(

j 51

m

~^`2(m2 j )11f,f&`2 j 11c

2^`2(m2 j )12c,f&`2 jf!,
~37!

]Fn

]f
52ibc^`2n12c,f&1~21 i ^c,f&!`2n12c1(

j 51

m

~^`2(n2 j )11c,c&`2 j 11f

2^`2(n2 j )12c,f&`2 jc!.

Through a series of direct calculations, it is easy to see that^]Fm /]c , ]Fn /]f & is the sum of the
symmetrical items aboutm andn. So ~36! is proved.

Proposition 5:The functions defined by~35! are in involution in pair

~Fm ,Fn!50.

Proof: By Proposition 4, we have

~Fm ,Fn!5 K ]Fm

]c
,
]Fn

]f L 2 K ]Fm

]f
,
]Fn

]c L
5 K ]Fn

]c
,
]Fm

]f L 2 K ]Fm

]f
,
]Fn

]c L 50.

Proposition 6:(H ,Fm)50.
Proof: As we did before, making use of~34! and~37! and through direct calculation, we hav

~H,Fm!5 K ]H

]c
,
]Fm

]f L 2 K ]H

]f
,
]Fm

]c L 50.
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In summary, we conclude the following.
Theorem 2:The Hamiltonian system defined by~33! is completely integrable in the Liouville

sense in the symplectic manifold (R2N,dc`df).
Theorem 3: Let (c,f) be a solution of Bargmann system~33!. Thenq andr defined by~32!

satisfy a stationary Kaup–Newell-type equation

X2N111c1X2N211¯1cNX150, ~38!

whereX2 j 115JG2 j 11 , j 50,1,...,N, andc1 ,c2 ,...,cN are suitably chosen constants.
Proof: Operating with (J21K)k upon the expression of~31! and in virtue of~27! and~28!, we

have

G2k111b1G2k211¯1bkG11bk11G215(
j 51

N

gl j
2kg j

dl j

du
, ~39!

whereb1 ,b2 ,...,bk11 are arbitrary constants,G215(0,0)T, and]21051. Consider the polyno-
mial

P~l!5)
j 51

N

~l2l j
2!5p0lN1¯1pN , p051.

Acting with the operatorJ(k51
N pN2k on ~39!, we have ~38!, where c1 ,...,cN depend on

b1 ,...,bk11 andl1 ,...,lN .

V. INVOLUTIVE SOLUTIONS OF KAUP–NEWELL-TYPE HIERARCHY

The involutive solutions of Kaup–Newell-type hierarchy associated with Bargmann sy
~33! can be further given. Consider the canonical system ofFm-flow

~Fm!: S c tm

f tm
D 5S ]Fm

]c

]Fm

]f

D 5I¹Fm , I 5S 0 I N

2I N 0 D , ~40!

whereI N is anN3N unit matrix. Letgm
tm denote the solution operator of the initial value proble

~40!. Then the solutions of Eq.~40! are expressed as

S c tm

f tm
D 5gm

tmS c~0!

f~0! D .

Since any twoFk , Fl are in involution, we have18,42 the following.
Proposition 7:~i! Any two canonical system (Fk), (Fl) are compatible.~ii ! The Hamiltonian

phase-flowsgk
tm andgm

tl commute.
Denote the flow variables of (H) and (Fm) by x5t0 and t5tm , respectively. Then the

involutive solution of the consistent (H) and (Fm),

S cx,tm

fx,tm
D 5g0

xgm
tmS c~0,0!

f~0,0! D ,

is a smooth function of (x,tm) in view of the commutativity of flowg0
x andgm

tm .
Theorem 4: Let (c(x,tm),f(x,tm))T be an involutive solution of the consistent system (H),

(Fm), and
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q~x,tm!52
^`c,c&

2~122b1 ib^c,f&!
, r ~x,tm!5

^`f,f&
2~122b1 ib^c,f&!

.

Then we have~i! the equations (H), (Fm) are reduced to the spatial part and the time p
respectively, of Lax pairs for the high-order generalized Kaup–Newell equations

S cx

fx
D5S 2 i `22 ibqr `q

`r i `21 ibqr D S c
f D , ~41!

S c tm

f tm
D 5(

j 50

m

cjV`
(m2 j )S c

f D , ~42!

whereV`
(m2 j ) is determined by~10! in which l is replaced bỳ 5diag(l1,...,lN). ~ii ! q(x,tm) and

r (x,tm) satisfy the high-order Kundu equation

~qtm
,r tm

!5X2m111c1X2m211¯1cmX1 . ~43!

Proof: Obviously~41! holds from~33! and~34!. Making use of~28!, ~33! and~38!, direct and
tedious calculation leads to~42! and ~43!.

VI. DARBOUX TRANSFORMATION

In this section, we shall construct anN-fold Darboux transformation for the coupled Kund
system~21!. The Darboux transformation is actually a special gauge transformation

ỹ5Ty ~44!

of the solutions of the Lax pairs~5! and~24!. It is required thatỹ also satisfies Lax pairs~5! and
~24! with someŨ and Ṽ(1), i.e.,

ỹx5Ũỹ, Ũ5~Tx1TU!T21, ~45!

ỹt5Ṽ(1)ỹ, Ṽ(1)5~Tt1TV(1)!T21. ~46!

By cross differentiating~45! and ~46!, we get

Ũt2Ṽx
(1)1@Ũ,Ṽ(1)#5T~Ut2Vx

(1)1@U,V(1)# !T21, ~47!

which implies that in order to make system~21! invariant under the gauge transformation~44!, we
should requireŨ andṼ(1), have the same forms asU andV(1), respectively. At the same time th
old potentialsq and r in U, V(1) will be mapped into new potentialsq̃ and r̃ in Ũ, Ṽ(1). This
process can be done continually and usually it may yield a series of multi-soliton solutions.
on the idea,23,38 we can construct anN-fold Darboux transformation for coupled Kundu syste
~21! as follows:

Let (f1(x,t,l),f2(x,t,l))T and (c1(x,t,l),c2(x,t,l))T be two basic solutions of spectra
problem~5! and~24!, and use them to define two linear algebraic systems forAk , Bk , Ck andDk

(0<k<N21):

(
k50

N21

~Ak1a jl jBk!l j
2k52l j

2N , 1< j <2N, ~48!

(
k50

N21

~l jCk1a jDk!l j
2k52a jl j

2N , 1< j <2N, ~49!
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with

a j5
f2~l j !2g jc2~l j !

f1~l j !2g jc1~l j !
, 1< j <2N, ~50!

wherel j andg j are some parameters suitably chosen, such that determinants of the coeffi
for ~48! and ~49! are nonzero. HenceAk , Bk , Ck, andDk are uniquely determined by~48! and
~49!. Now we let

T5S A~l! B~l!

C~l! D~l!
D 5QS Il2N1 (

k50

N21

~Q2k1lQ2k11!l2kD , ~51!

which is a (2N)th order polynomial inl with matrix coefficient, and

Q5S dN 0

0 1/dN
D , I 5S 1 0

0 1D ,

Q2k5S Ak 0

0 Dk
D , Q2k115S 0 Bk

Ck 0 D , 0<k<N21,

wheredN5dN(x,t) is a function to be determined later, which plays an important role in c
structing an explicit Darboux transformation of system~21! in this article. AsdN51 or Q5I , the
form of matrixT in ~51! is exactly the same as that in our previous paper,38 where we constructed
a Darboux transformation for GI equation~3!. From ~48!, ~49! and ~51!, it is easy to see tha
detT(l) is (4N)th order polynomial ofl, and6l j (1< j <2N) are all its roots. Therefore we
have

detT~l!5)
j 51

2N

~l22l j
2!. ~52!

Proposition 8:Let dN satisfy a first-order ordinary equation

]x ln dN5~2b21!~rBN212qCN2122iBN21CN21!. ~53!

Then matrixŨ determined by~44! has the same form asU, that is,

Ũ5S 2 il22 ibq̃r̃ lq̃

l r̃ il21 ibq̃r̃ D ,

where the transformations betweenq, r and q̃, r̃ are given by

q̃5dN
2 ~q12iBN21!, r̃ 5dN

22~r 22iCN21!. ~54!

The transformation~44! and ~54!: (y,q,r )→( ỹ,q̃, r̃ ) is a Darboux transformation of the spectr
problem~5!.

Proof: Let T215T* /detT and

~Tx1TU!T* 5S f 11~l! f 12~l!

f 21~l! f 22~l!
D . ~55!

It is easy to see thatf 11(l) and f 22(l) are ~4N12!th order polynomials inl, and f 12(l) and
f 21(l) are ~4N11!th order polynomials inl.

On the other hand, making use of~5! and ~48!–~50!, we find that
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a jx5l j r 2l jqa j
212i ~l j

21bqr !a j ,

A~6l j !57a jB~6l j !, C~6l j !57a jD~6l j !.

From the above equalities, it is easy to verify that all6l j (1< j <2N) are roots off k j(l) (k, j
51,2), which together with~52! implies that f k j(l) may be divided by detT, and thus (Tx

1TU)T21 is a second order polynomial inl with matrix coefficients, that is,

Tx1TU5~Ũ2l21Ũ1l1Ũ0!T, ~56!

where the matricesŨ2(x,t), Ũ1(x,t) and Ũ0(x,t) do not depend onl.
We denoteU5U2l21U1l1U0 , with

U25S 2 i 0

0 i D , U15S 0 q

r 0D , U05S 2 ibqr 0

0 ibqr D .

Comparing the coefficients ofl2N12, l2N11, andl2N in ~56! yields

~2N12!th coeff.: Ũ25QU2Q215U2 ,

~2N11!th coeff.: Ũ15~QU11@QQ2N21 ,U2# !Q215S 0 q̃

r̃ 0D ,

~2N!th coeff.:

Ũ05]x ln Q1~QU01QQ2N21U12Ũ1QQ2N211@QQ2N22 ,U2# !Q215S 2 ibq̃r̃ 0

0 ibq̃r̃ D ,

whereq̃ and r̃ are given by~54!. The proof is completed.
Next we try to prove thatṼ(1) in ~46! has the same form asV(1) under the transformations~44!

and ~54!.
Proposition 9:Suppose thatdN satisfies another compatible first-order ordinary differen

equation

] t ln dN5~2b21!@ i ~qCN21x1rBN21x!2 i ~qxCN211r xBN21!22~BN21CN21x2BN21xCN21!

2~4b21!qr~rBN212qCN21!2 i ~r 2BN21
2 1q2CN21

2 !24~rBN21
2 CN21

2qBN21CN21
2 !18ibqrBN21CN2114iBN21

2 CN21
2 #. ~57!

Then matrixṼ(1) in ~46! has the same form asV(1) under the same transformation~44! and~54!.
Proof: In a way similar to Proposition 8, we can prove that (Tt1TV(1))T21 is a fourth-order

polynomial inl with matrix coefficients, that is,

Tt1TV(1)5~Ṽ4l41Ṽ3l31Ṽ2l21Ṽ1l1Ṽ0!T. ~58!

We write V(1) in the formV(1)5V4l41V3l31V2l21V1l1V0 , with

V45S 22i 0

0 2i D , V35S 0 2q

2r 0 D , V25S 2 iqr 0

0 iqr D ,

V15S 0 iqx2~2b21!q2r

2 ir x2~2b21!qr2 0 D ,
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V05S b~rqx2qrx!1 1
2 ib~8b23!q2r 2 0

0 2b~rqx2qrx!2 1
2 ib~8b23!q2r 2D .

Comparing the coefficients ofl2N1 j ( j 50,1,2,3,4) yields

~2N14!th coeff.: Ṽ45QV4Q215V4 ,

~2N13!th coeff.: Ṽ35~QV31@QQ2N21 ,V4# !Q215S 0 2q̃

2r̃ 0 D ,

~2N12!th coeff.: Ṽ25~QV21QQ2N21V32Ṽ3QQ2N211@QQ2N22 ,V4# !Q21

5S 2 i q̃ r̃ 0

0 i q̃ r̃ D ,

~2N11!th coeff.: Ṽ15~QV11QQ2N21V22Ṽ2QQ2N21!Q21

1~QQ2N22V32Ṽ3QQ2N221@QQ2N23 ,V4# !Q21,

~59!

(2N)th coeff.:

Ṽ05] t ln Q1~QV01QQ2N21V12Ṽ1QQ2N211QQ2N22V22Ṽ2QQ2N221QQ2N23V3

2Ṽ3QQ2N231@QQ2N24 ,V4# !Q21

5] tdN1~QV01QQ2N21V12Ṽ1QQ2N21!Q211 1
2 U2Ũ1~@QQ2N23 ,V4#1QQ2N22V3

2Ṽ3QQ2N22!Q212 1
2 ~@QQ2N23 ,V4#1Q2N22V32Ṽ3Q2N22!U2U1Q21. ~60!

Again comparing the coefficient ofl2N21 in ~56! and noting thatV452U2 , V352U1 , Ṽ3

52Ũ1 , U05bV2 , Ũ05bṼ2 , we find that

@QQ2N23 ,V4#1QQ2N22V32Ṽ3QQ2N22

522QxQ2N2122QQ2N21x12Ũ0QQ2N2122QQ2N21U0 . ~61!

Substituting~61! into ~59! and~60!, direct calculation shows thatṼ1 andṼ0 possess the same form
asV1 andV0 . By using~53!, ~54!, and~57! and noting thatq, r , q̃, r̃ satisfy the Kundu equation
~21!, in virtue of Mathematica direct and tedious verification shows thatdNxt5dNtx , that is to say,
Eqs.~53! and ~57! are compatible. The theorem is completed.

Propositions 8 and 9 show that the transformations~44! and~54! change the Lax pairs~5! and
~24! into other Lax pairs~45! and ~46! of the same type. Therefore both of the Lax pairs lead
the same coupled Kundu system~21!. We call the transformation (y,q,r )→( ỹ,q̃, r̃ ) a Darboux
transformation of coupled Kundu system~21!. In summary, we arrive at the following theorem

Theorem 5: The solutions (q,r ) of coupled Kundu system~21! are mapped into their new
solution (q̃, r̃ ) under Darboux transformation~44! and ~54!, whereBN21 andCN21 are given by
~48! and ~49!, and dN is determined by two first-order ordinary differential equations~53! and
~57!.
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VII. REDUCTION OF DARBOUX AND ITS APPLICATION

In this section, theN-fold Darboux transformation of the Kundu equation~22! will be ob-
tained from that of coupled Kundu system~21! by using a reduction technique. For this purpo
we let r 52q* , and choose two solutions of the Lax pairs~5! and ~24! as

f~l!5~f1~l!,f2~l!!T, c~l!5~2f2* ~l* !,f1* ~l* !!T,

and parameters

l2 j5l2 j 21* , g2 j52g2 j 21*
21

, 1< j <N.

Then it is easy to show thata2 j
2152a2 j 21* , Dk* 5Ak , Ck* 52Bk (0<k<N21). In this way, the

corresponding systems~48!–~50! are reduced to

(
k50

N21

~Ak1l2 j 21a2 j 21Bk!l2 j 21
2k 52l2 j 21

2N , ~62!

(
k50

N21

~a2 j 21* Ak2l2 j 21* Bk!l2 j 21*
2k

52a2 j 21* l2 j 21*
2N

, 1< j <N. ~63!

a2 j 215
f2~l2 j 21!2g2 j 21c2~l2 j 21!

f1~l2 j 21!2g2 j 21c1~l2 j 21!
, ~64!

and Eqs.~53! and ~57! are reduced to

]xdN52~2b21!@ Im~q* BN21!1 i uBN21u2#, ~65!

] tdN52~2b21!@2 i Re~q* BN21x2qx* BN21!22 Im~BN21* BN21x!1~4b21!uqu2 Im~q* BN21!

2 i Re~q*
2
BN21

2 !24 Im~q* uBN21u2BN21!14ibuqu2uBN21u212i uBN21u4#. ~66!

Based on these results we have the following theorem:
Theorem 6: Suppose thatdN satisfies ordinary differential equations~65! and ~66!, andAk ,

Bk are given by the linear algebraic system~62! and~63!. Then solutionq of Kundu equation~22!
is mapped into its a new solutionq̃ under the Darboux transformation

q̃5dN
2 ~q12iBN21!. ~67!

In the following, we shall apply the Darboux transformation~67! to construct explicit solu-
tions of Kundu equation~22!. As usual, we make a Darboux transformation starting from a spe
solution of Eq.~21!. Substitutingq50 (q5r 50) into the Lax pairs~5! and~24!, we find that two
basic solutions can be chosen as

f~l!5S exp~2 il2x22il4t !
0 D , c~l!5S 0

exp~ il2x12il4t ! D .

According to~64!, we have

a2 j 2152exp~2il2 j 21
2 x14il2 j 21

4 t1d j1 im j !, 1< j <N, ~68!

whereg2 j 215exp (dj1imj). We shall discuss only the caseN51.
Let l15j11 ih1 (j1Þh1). Then solving the linear algebraic system~62! and ~63! yields
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B05
2i j1h1 exp~ iY1!

j1 cosh~X1!1 ih1 sinh~X1!
, ~69!

where

X154j1h1x116j1h1~j1
22h1

2!t1d1 , Y1522~j1
22h1

2!x14~j1
42h1

426j1
2h1

2!t1m1 .
~70!

By using~69!, solving Eqs.~65! and~66! corresponding toq5r 50 by using Mathematica give

d15exp$2~2b21!@ i f ~x,t !1~j1
21h1

2!~j1
22h1

2!21g~x,t !#%,

where

g~x,t !5arctan@j1
21h1 tanh~X1!#, f ~x,t !52g~x,t !1

j1h1~j1
21h1

2!sinh~2X1!

~j1
22h1

2!21~j1
42h1

4! cosh~2X1!
.

In this way, a one-soliton solution of the Kundu equation~21! is obtained with the help of the
Darboux transformation~67!:

q̃52id1
2B0 .

TheN-fold Darboux transformation~67! presented here has some merits. First, the solutioq̃
in ~67! is theN-fold Darboux transformation of the solutionq. It can be interpreted as a nonline
superposition of the initial solutionq andN-soliton solution. It contains all pureN-soliton solu-
tions of the Kundu equation in a unified form. Therefore, it provides unified and explicitN-soliton
solutions for Kundu, KN, CLL, and GI equation. Second, the solutions of the Kundu equatio
reduced to solving a linear algebraic system and two first-order ordinary differential equatio
is easy to produce its multi-soliton solutions by symbolic computation on a computer. At las
the caseb5 1

2, all results obtained in this article can be reduced to the corresponding ones38
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Binary symmetry constraints of N-wave interaction
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Binary symmetry constraints of theN-wave interaction equations in 111 and 2
11 dimensions are proposed to reduce theN-wave interaction equations into
finite-dimensional Liouville integrable systems. A new involutive and functionally
independent system of polynomial functions is generated from an arbitrary order
square matrix Lax operator and used to show the Liouville integrability of the
constrained flows of theN-wave interaction equations. The constraints on the po-
tentials resulting from the symmetry constraints give rise to involutive solutions to
the N-wave interaction equations, and thus the integrability by quadratures are
shown for theN-wave interaction equations by the constrained flows. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1388898#

I. INTRODUCTION

It is a usual practice to utilize the idea of linearization in analyzing nonlinear differentia
differential-difference equations~see, for example Refs. 1 and 2!. The method of inverse scatterin
transform is an important application of such an idea to the theory of soliton equations,3,4 which
has been recognized as one of the most significant contributions in the field of applied math
ics in the second half of the last century. The general formulation of Lax pairs is a spectacul
of realization of inverse scattering transform,5 by which one can break a nonlinear problem into
couple of linear problems and then handle the resulting linear problems to solve the non
problem.

Recently in the past decade, an unusual way of using the nonlinearization technique a
the theory of soliton equations.6–10 Although using the idea of nonlinearization is not norma
considered to be a good direction in studying nonlinear equations, one gradually realizes t
nonlinearization technique provides a powerful approach for analyzing soliton equations,
cially for showing the integrability by quadratures for soliton equations. The manipulatio
nonlinearization not only leads to finite-dimensional Liouville integrable systems,6–15 but also
decomposes infinite-dimensional soliton equations, in whatever dimensions, into
dimensional Liouville integrable systems.16–18 Moreover, it narrows the gap between infinit
dimensional soliton equations and finite-dimensional Liouville integrable systems,11,16,18 and
paves a method of separation of variables for soliton equations,19,20 which can also be used t
analyze the resulting finite-dimensional integrable systems.21–23 Mathematically speaking, much
excitement in the study of nonlinearization comes from a kind of specific symm
constraints,24–27engendered from the variational derivative of the spectral parameter.26,27 It is due
to symmetry constraints that the nonlinearization technique is so powerful in showing the in
bility by quadratures for soliton equations.28,29 The study of symmetry constraints itself is a
important part of the kernel of the mathematical theory of nonlinearization, which is al
common conceptional umbrella under which one can manipulate both mono-nonlinearizatio6 and
binary nonlinearization.26

However, all examples of application of the nonlinearization technique, discussed so fa
43450022-2488/2001/42(9)/4345/38/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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related to lower-order matrix~here, and in what follows, a matrix is assumed to be square! spectral
problems of soliton equations, most of which are only concerned with second-order tra
matrix spectral problems. On the one hand, there appears much difficulty in handling the Lio
integrability30 of the so-called constrained flows generated from spectral problems, in the ca
the third- and fourth-order matrix spectral problems.28,31,32It is a challenging task to extend th
theory of nonlinearization to the case of higher-order matrix spectral problems. On the other
one also notices that mono-nonlinearization cannot be carried out in the cases of odd-order
spectral problems and even-order, including the simplest second-order, nontraceless matr
tral problems. Even for even-order traceless matrix spectral problems, it is not clear h
determine pairs of canonical variables to obtain Hamiltonian structures of the constrained
while doing mono-nonlinerization. Therefore, one has to take into account adjoint spectral
lems and manipulate binary nonlinearization for the case of general matrix spectral proble
the theory of binary nonlinearization,33 there exists a natural way for determining symplec
structures to exhibit Hamiltonian forms of the constrained flows.

In this article, we would like to establish a concrete example to apply the nonlineariz
technique to the case of higher-order matrix spectral problems, by manipulating binary non
ization for arbitrary-order matrix spectral problems associated with theN-wave interaction equa
tions in both 111 and 211 dimensions. The resulting theory will show a direct way for gen
ating sufficiently many integrals of motion, and more importantly for proving the functio
independence of the required integrals of motion, for the Liouville integrability of the constra
flows resulting from higher-order matrix spectral problems.

Let us recall some basic notation on binary nonlinearization~see, for example, Ref. 33 for
detailed description!. Let us assume that we have a matrix spectral problem

fx5Uf5U~u,l!f, U5~Ui j !r 3r , f5~f1 ,... ,f r !
T ~1.1!

with a spectral parameterl and a potentialu5(u1 ,...,uq)T. Suppose that the compatabilit
conditions

Utm
2Vx

(m)1@U,V(m)#50, m>0,

of the spectral problem~1.1! and the associated spectral problems

f tm
5V(m)f5V(m)~u,ux ,...;l!f, V(m)5~Vi j

(m)!r 3r , m>0, ~1.2!

determine an isospectral (l tm
50) soliton hierarchy

utm
5Xm~u!5JGm5J

dH̃m

du
, m>0, ~1.3!

whereJ is a Hamiltonian operator andH̃m are Hamiltonian functionals. Obviously, the compa
ability conditions of the adjoint spectral problem

cx52UT~u,l!c, c5~c1 ,...,c r !
T, ~1.4!

and the adjoint associated spectral problems

c tm
52V(m)Tl52V(m)T~u,ux ,...;l!c ~1.5!

still give rise to the same hierarchyutm
5Xm(u) defined by~1.3!. It has been pointed out16,26 that

Jdl/du is a common symmetry of all equations in the hierarchy~1.3!. IntroducingN distinct
eigenvaluesl1 ,l2 ,...,lN , we have

fx
(s)5U~u,ls!f

(s), cx
(s)52UT~u,ls!c

(s), 1<s<N, ~1.6!
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and

f tm
(s)5V(m)~u,ux ,...;ls!f

(s), c tm
(s)52V(m)T~u,ux ,...;ls!c

(s), 1<s<N, ~1.7!

where we set the corresponding eigenfunctions and adjoint eigenfunctions asf (s) and c (s), 1
<s<N. It is assumed that the conserved covariantGm0

does not depend on any derivative ofu

with respect tox, and thus the so-called general binary Bargmann symmetry constraint rea

Xm0
5(

s51

N

EsmsJ
dls

du
, i.e., JGm0

5J(
s51

N

msc
(s)T

]U~u,ls!

]u
f (s), ~1.8!

wherems , 1<s<N, are arbitrary nonzero constants, andEs , 1<s<N, are normalized con-
stants. The right-hand side of the symmetry constraint~1.8! is a linear combination ofN symme-
tries

EsJ
dls

du
5Jc (s)T

]U~u,ls!

]u
f (s), 1<s<N.

Such symmetries are not Lie point, contact or Lie–Ba¨cklund symmetries, sincef (s) and c (s)

cannot be expressed in terms ofx, u and derivatives ofu with respect tox to some finite order.
Suppose that~1.8! has an inverse function

u5ũ5ũ~f (1),...,f (N);c (1),...,c (N)!. ~1.9!

Replacingu with ũ in the system~1.6! or the system~1.7!, we obtain the so-called spatia
constrained flow:

fx
(s)5U~ ũ,ls!f

(s), cx
(s)52UT~ ũ,ls!c

(s), 1<s<N, ~1.10!

or the so-called temporal constrained flows:

f tm
(s)5V(m)~ ũ,ũx ,...;ls!f

(s), c tm
(s)52V(m)T~ ũ,ũx ,...;ls!c

(s), 1<s<N. ~1.11!

The main problem of nonlinearization is to show that the spatial constrained flow~1.10! and the
temporal constrained flows~1.11! under the control of~1.10! are Liouville integrable. Then iff (s)

andc (s), 1<s<N, solve two constrained flows~1.10! and~1.11! simultaneously,u5ũ will give
rise to a solution to themth soliton equationutm

5Xm(u). It also follows that the soliton equatio
utm

5Xm(u) is decomposed into two finite-dimensional Liouville integrable systems, andu5ũ

presents a Ba¨cklund transformation between infinite-dimensional soliton equations and fi
dimensional Liouville integrable systems. More generally, if a soliton equation is associated
a set of spectral problems

fxi
5U ( i )~u,l!f, 1< i<p,

then it will be decomposed intop11 finite-dimensional Liouville integrable systems. The abo
whole process is called binary nonlinearization.16,33

This article is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we will present binary symmetry constrain
the N-wave interaction equations in 111 dimensions, and show Hamiltonian structures and L
presentations of the corresponding constrained flows. In Sec. III, we consider the 211 dimen-
sional case. We will similarly construct binary symmetry constraints of theN-wave interaction
equations in 211 dimensions, and discuss some properties of the corresponding const
flows. In Sec. IV, we go on to propose an involutive system of functionally independent po
mial functions, generated from an arbitrary-order matrix Lax operator, along with an altern
involutive and functionally independent system. Anr -matrix formulation will be established fo
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the Lax operator, and used to show the involutivity of the obtained system of polynomial
tions, together with Newton’s identities on elementary symmetric polynomials. A detailed p
will also be made for the functional independence of the system of polynomial functions by
the determinant property of the tensor product of matrices. In Sec. V, two applications o
involutive system engendered in Sec. IV will be given, which verify that all constrained fl
associated with theN-wave interaction equations in both 111 and 211 dimensions are Liouville
integrable. Moreover, a kind of involutive solution of theN-wave interaction equations in tw
cases will be depicted. These also show the integrability by quadratures for theN-wave interaction
equations. Finally, in Sec. VI, some concluding remarks will be given, together with conclus

II. BINARY SYMMETRY CONSTRAINTS IN 1 ¿1 DIMENSIONS

A. nÃn AKNS hierarchy and 1 ¿1 dimensional N-wave interaction equations

Let n be an arbitrary natural number strictly greater than 2. We begin with then3n matrix
AKNS spectral problem34

fx5Uf5U~u,l!f, U~u,l!5lU01U1~u!, f5~f1 ,...,fn!T, ~2.1!

with a spectral parameterl and

U05diag~a1 ,...,an!, U1~u!5~ui j !n3n , ~2.2!

wherea i , 1< i<n, are distinct constants, anduii 50, 1< i<n. The standard AKNS spectra
problem, i.e., the spectral problem~2.1! with n52, has been analyzed in Ref. 35, but it cann
generate anyN-wave interaction equations and thus it is not discussed here. In order to ex
related soliton equations in a compact form, we write down the potentialu as

u5r~U !, i.e., u5~u21,u12,u13,u31,u23,u32!
T, when n53,

~2.3!
u5~u21,u12,u13,u31,u14,u41,u23,u32,...,un,n21 ,un21,n!T, when n>4,

in which we arrange the exponentsui j in a specific way, first from smaller to larger of the intege
k5 i 1 j and then symmetrically for each set$ui ,k2 i u1< i<k21%.

Let us now consider the construction of the 111 dimensionalN-wave interaction equation
and its whole isospectral hierarchy associated with the spectral problem~2.1!. We first solve the
stationary zero-curvature equation forW:

Wx2@U,W#50, W5~Wi j !n3n , ~2.4!

which is equivalent to

Wi j ,x1ui j ~Wii 2Wj j !1 (
k51
kÞ i , j

n

~uk jWik2uikWk j!2l~a i2a j !Wi j 50, iÞ j ,

~2.5!

Wii ,x5 (
k51
kÞ i

n

~uikWki2ukiWik!,

where 1< i , j <n. We look for a formal solution of the form

W5(
l>0

Wll
2 l , Wl5~Wi j

( l )!n3n , ~2.6!

and thus~2.5! becomes the following recursion relation
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Wii ,x
(0) 50, Wi j

(0)50, iÞ j , ~2.7a!

Wi j ,x
( l ) 1ui j ~Wii

( l )2Wj j
( l )!1 (

k51
kÞ i , j

n

~uk jWik
( l )2uikWk j

( l )!2~a i2a j !Wi j
( l 11)50, iÞ j , ~2.7b!

Wii ,x
( l 11)5 (

k51
kÞ i

n

~uikWki
( l 11)2ukiWik

( l 11)!, ~2.7c!

where 1< i , j <n and l>0. In particular, from the above recursion relation, we have that

Wii
(0)5b i5const, Wi j

(0)50, 1< iÞ j <n, ~2.8!

and

Wii
(1)50, Wi j

(1)5
b i2b j

a i2a j
ui j , 1< iÞ j <n. ~2.9!

We require that

Wi j
( l )uu5050, 1< i , j <n, l>1. ~2.10!

This condition~2.10! means to identify all constants of integration to be zero while using~2.7! to
determineW, and thus allWl , l>1, will be uniquely determined. For example, we can obt
from ~2.7! under~2.10! that

Wi j
(2)5

b i2b j

~a i2a j !
2 ui j ,x1

1

a i2a j
(
k51
kÞ i , j

n S bk2b i

ak2a i
2

bk2b j

ak2a j
Duikuk j , 1< iÞ j <n,

~2.11!

Wii
(2)5 (

k51
kÞ i

n
bk2b i

~ak2a i !
2 uikuki , 1< i<n.

It is easy to see that the recursion relation~2.7! can lead to

2ui j ]
21ui j Wji

( l )1~]22ui j ]
21uji !Wi j

( l )1 (
k51
kÞ i , j

n

@ui j ]
21uikWki

( l )1~uk j2ui j ]
21uki!Wik

( l )#

1 (
k51
kÞ i , j

n

@ui j ]
21uk jWjk

( l )2~uik1ui j ]
21ujk!Wk j

( l )#5~a i2a j !Wi j
( l 11) , iÞ j , ~2.12!

where 1< i , j <n, l>1, and]21 is the inverse operator of]5 ]/]x. This can be written as the
Lenard form

MGl 215JGl , l>1, ~2.13!
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whereGl5r(Wl 11) is generated fromWl 11 in the same way as that foru, andJ is a constant
operator

~2.14!

with s0 being given by

s05S 0 1

21 0D .

For example, whenn>4, we have

Gl 215~W21
( l ) ,W12

( l ) ,W31
( l ) ,W13

( l ) ,W41
( l ) ,W14

( l ) ,W32
( l ) ,W23

( l ) , ...,Wn,n21
( l ) ,Wn21,n

( l ) !T, l>1, ~2.15!

the first of which reads as

G05S b12b2

a12a2
u21,

b12b2

a12a2
u12,

b12b3

a12a3
u31,

b12b3

a12a3
u13,

b12b4

a12a4
u41,

b12b4

a12a4
u14,...,

bn212bn

an212an
un,n21 ,

bn212bn

an212an
un21,n D T

. ~2.16!

The operatorsJ andM are skew-symmetric and can be shown to be a Hamiltonian pair.36,37

We proceed to introduce the associated spectral problems with the spectral problem~2.1!,

f tm
5V(m)f, V(m)5V(m)~u,l!5~lmW!1 , m>1, ~2.17!

where the symbol1 stands for the choice of the part of non-negative powers ofl. Note that we
have

Wlx5@U0 ,Wl 11#1@U1 ,Wl #, l>0,

and we can compute that

@U,V(m)#5FlU01U1 ,(
l 50

m

lm2 lWl G
5(

l 50

m

@U0 ,Wl #l
m112 l1(

l 50

m

@U1 ,Wl #l
m2 l

5 (
l 50

m21

@U0 ,Wl 11#lm2 l1(
l 50

m

@U1 ,Wl #l
m2 l ,

where we have used@U0 ,W0#50. Therefore, under the isospectral conditions

l tm
50, m>1, ~2.18!
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the compatibility conditions of the spectral problem~2.1! and the associated spectral problem
~2.17!, i.e., the zero-curvature equations

Utm
2Vx

(m)1@U,V(m)#50, m>1,

equivalently lead to

U1tm
5Wmx2@U1 ,Wm#5@U0 ,Wm11#, m>1.

This gives rise to the so-calledn3n AKNS soliton hierarchy

utm
5XmªJGm , m>1, ~2.19!

whereJ andGm5r(Wm11) are determined by~2.14! and ~2.13!.
Applying the trace identity38

d

du E trS W
]U

]l Ddx5l2g
]

]l
lgtrS W

]U

]u D ,

whereg is a constant to be determined, we can obtain

dH̃ l

dui j
5Wji

( l ) , H̃ lª2
1

l E ~a1W11
( l 11)1a2W22

( l 11)1...1anWnn
( l 11)! dx, l>1, ~2.20!

in which 1< iÞ j <n andg is determined to be zero. In this computation, we need to note th

trS W
]U

]l D5tr~WU0!5(
l>0

~a1W11
( l )1a2W22

( l )1...1anWnn
( l )!l2 l ,

and

trS W
]U

]ui j
D5tr~WEi j !5Wji 5(

l>0
Wji

( l )l2 l , 1< iÞ j <n,

whereEi j is ann3n matrix whose (i , j ) entry is one but other entries are all zero. Therefore,
isospectral hierarchy~2.19! has a bi-Hamiltonian formulation

utm
5Xm5J

dH̃m11

du
5M

dH̃m

du
, m>1. ~2.21!

The first nonlinear system in the hierarchy~2.19! is the 111 dimensionalN-wave interaction
equations39

ui j ,t1
5

b i2b j

a i2a j
ui j ,x1 (

k51
kÞ i , j

n S b i2bk

a i2ak
2

bk2b j

ak2a j
Duikuk j , 1< iÞ j <n. ~2.22!

This system is actually equivalent to the following equation in the matrix form

U1t1
5W1x2@U1 ,W1#, ~2.23!

which can be rewritten as

Pt1
5Qx2@P,Q#, @U0 ,Q#5@W0 ,P#, ~2.24!
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whereP andQ are assumed to be two off-diagonal potential matrices. Based on~2.23!, a vector
field r(dP) is a symmetry of~2.22! if the matrix dP satisfies the linearized system of~2.22!:

~dP! t1
5~dQ!x2@U1 ,dQ#2@dP,W1# ~2.25!

with dQ being determined by

@U0 ,dQ#5@W0 ,dP#. ~2.26!

TheN-wave interaction equations~2.22! contains a couple of physically important nonline
models as special reductions,40 for example, three-wave interaction equations arising in fl
dynamics and plasma physics,41–43 with U being chosen to be an anti-Hermitian matrix.
Darboux transformation has been established in Ref. 44, which allows one to construct s
solutions in a purely algebraic way. The Darboux transformation has also been analyzed
N-wave interaction equations with additional linear terms.45

B. Binary symmetry constraints in 1 ¿1 dimensional case

We would like to present binary symmetry constraints of the 111 dimensionalN-wave
interaction equations~2.22!. To this end, we need to introduce the adjoint spectral problem
~2.1!:

cx52UT~u,l!c, c5~c1 ,...,cn!T, ~2.27!

and the adjoint associated spectral problem of~2.17!:

c tm
52V(m)T~u,l!c, ~2.28!

whereU andV(m) are given as in~2.1! and ~2.17!, respectively. The compatability condition o
~2.27! and ~2.28! still gives rise toutm

5Xm defined by~2.19!.
The variational derivative of the spectral parameterl with respect to the potentialu can be

calculated by~see Refs. 26, 28, or 16 for a detailed deduction!

dl

du
5E21cT

]U

]u
f, i.e.,

dl

dui j
5E21f ic j , 1< iÞ j <n, ~2.29!

whereE is the normalized constant:

E52E
2`

`

cT
]U

]l
f dx.

A direct calculation can show that the variational derivative satisfies the following equation

M
dl

du
5lJ

dl

du
. ~2.30!

Sincel does not vary with respect to time, we have a specific common symmetryJ(dl/du) of the
hierarchy ~2.19!. To carry out binary nonlinearization, we take a Lie point symmetry of
N-wave interaction equations~2.22!,

Y0ªr~@G,U1# !, G5diag~g1 ,...,gn!, ~2.31!

whereg1 ,g2 ,...,gn are arbitrary distinct constants~X05JG0 is an example withG5W0!. It can
be easily checked that
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~dP,dQ!5~@G,U1#,@G,W1# !

satisfies~2.25!, and thusY0 is a symmetry of~2.22!. Then, make the following binary Bargman
symmetry constraint

Y05mEJ
dl

du
5mJcT

]U

]u
f, ~2.32!

wherem is an arbitrary nonzero constant,J is defined by~2.14!, andf andc are the eigenfunction
and adjoint eigenfunction of~2.1! and~2.27!, respectively. Upon introducingN distinct eigenval-
uesl1 ,l2 ,...,lN , we obtain a general binary symmetry constraint

Y05J(
s50

N

msc
(s)T

]U~u,ls!

]u
f (s)

ªZ0 , ~2.33!

wherems , 1<s<N, areN nonzero constants, andf (s) andc (s), 1<s<N, are eigenfunctions and
adjoint eigenfunctions defined by

fx
(s)5U~u,ls!f

(s), cx
(s)52UT~u,ls!c

(s), 1<s<N, ~2.34!

and

f t1
(s)5V(1)~u,ls!f

(s), c t1
(s)52V(1)T~u,ls!c

(s), 1<s<N. ~2.35!

Let us rewrite the left-hand side of~2.33! as the matrix form

dP5r21~Z0!5FU0 ,(
s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)TG , ~2.36!

which allows us to prove, by a direct computation as in Ref. 46 but more conveniently, tha
vector fieldZ05r(dP) is really a symmetry of theN-wave interaction equations~2.22!. Now the
symmetry problem is equivalent to showing that

~dP,dQ!5S FU0 ,(
s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)TG ,FW0 ,(

s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)TG D ~2.37!

satisfies the linearized system~2.25!, whenf (s) andc (s), 1<s<N, satisfy ~2.34! and ~2.35!. A
detailed proof will be given in Appendix A.

Therefore, we have the following binary symmetry constraint:

Y05J(
s50

N

msc
(s)T

]U~u,ls!

]u
f (s), i.e., @G,U1#5FU0 ,(

s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)TG . ~2.38!

WhenN andms vary, ~2.38! provides us with a set of binary symmetry constraints of theN-wave
interaction equations~2.22!. Let us assume that

f (s)5~f1s ,f2s ,...,fns!
T, c (s)5~c1s ,c2s ,...,cns!

T, ~2.39!

in order to get an explicit expression foru from the symmetry constraint~2.38!, and introduce two
diagonal matrices

A5diag~l1 ,...,lN!, B5diag~m1 ,...,mN!, ~2.40!
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which will be used throughout our discussion. Solving the Bargmann symmetry constraint~2.38!
for u, we obtain

ui j 5ũi jª
a i2a j

g i2g j
^F i ,BC j&, 1< iÞ j <n, ~2.41!

whereB is given by~2.40!, andF i andC i are defined by

F i5~f i1 ,f i2 ,...,f iN!T, C i5~c i1 ,c i2 ,...,c iN!T, 1< i<n, ~2.42!

and ^•,•& denotes the standard inner-product of the Euclidean spaceRN.
Note that the compatability condition of~2.34! and~2.35! is still nothing but the 111 dimen-

sional N-wave interaction equations~2.22!. Now using ~2.41!, we nonlinearize the spatial pa
~2.34! and the temporal part~2.35! of spectral problems and adjoint spectral problems of
N-wave interaction equations~2.22!. Namely we replaceui j with ũi j in N replicas of the spectra
problems and adjoint spectral problems~2.34! andN replicas of the associated spectral proble
and adjoint associated spectral problems~2.35!, and then obtain two constrained flows for th
N-wave interaction equations~2.22!:

fx
(s)5U~ ũ,ls!f

(s), cx
(s)52UT~ ũ,ls!c

(s), 1<s<N, ~2.43!

and

f t1
(s)5V(1)~ ũ,ls!f

(s), c t1
(s)52V(1)T~ ũ,ls!c

(s), 1<s<N, ~2.44!

whereũ5r((ũi j )n3n) is defined likeu. For example, whenn>4, we have

ũ5~ ũ21,ũ12,ũ31,ũ13,ũ14,ũ41,ũ23,ũ32,...,ũn,n21 ,ũn21,n!T. ~2.45!

In order to analyze the Liouville integrability of the above two constrained flows, let us
introduce a symplectic structure

v25(
i 51

n

BdF i∧dC i5(
i 51

n

(
s51

N

msdf is∧dc is ~2.46!

over R2nN, and then the corresponding Poisson bracket

$ f ,g%5v2~ Idg,Id f !5(
i 51

n S K ] f

]C i
,B21

]g

]F i
L 2 K ] f

]F i
,B21

]g

]C i
L D

5(
i 51

n

(
s51

N

ms
21S ] f

]c is

]g

]f is
2

] f

]f is

]g

]c is
D , f ,gPC`~R2nN!,

~2.47!

where the vector fieldId f is defined by

v2~X,Id f !5d f~X!, XPT~R2nN!.

A Hamiltonian system with a HamiltonianH defined over the symplectic manifold (R2nN,v2) is
given by

F i t5$F i ,H%52B21
]H

]C i
, C i t5$C i ,H%5B21

]H

]F i
, 1< i<n, ~2.48!

wheret is assumed to be the evolution variable. Second, we need a matrix Lax operator
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L (1)~l!5C11D1~l!, ~2.49!

with C1 andD1(l) being defined by

C15G5diag~g1 ,...,gn!, D1~l!5~Di j
(1)~l!!n3n , Di j

(1)~l!5(
s51

N
ms

l2ls
f isc js ,

~2.50!

where 1< i , j <n. Note that upon taking binary nonlinearization, we obtain

U~ ũ,l!5lU01U1~ ũ!5lU01~ ũi j !, ũi j 5
a i2a j

g i2g j
^F i ,BC j&, ~2.51!

V(1)~ ũ,l!5lW01W1~ ũ!5lW01~ ṽ i j !, ṽ i jª
b i2b j

a i2a j
ũi j 5

b i2b j

g i2g j
^F i ,BC j&, ~2.52!

where 1< i , j <n.
Theorem 2.1:Under the symplectic structure (2.46), the spatial constrained flow (2.43)

the temporal constrained flow (2.44) for the 111 dimensionalN-wave interaction equations
(2.22) are Hamiltonian systems with the evolution variables x and t1 , and the Hamiltonians

H1
x52 (

k51

n

ak^AFk ,BCk&2 (
1<k, l<n

ak2a l

gk2g l
^Fk ,BC l&^F l ,BCk&, ~2.53!

H1
t152 (

k51

n

bk^AFk ,BCk&2 (
1<k, l<n

bk2b l

gk2g l
^Fk ,BC l&^F l ,BCk&, ~2.54!

respectively, where A and B are defined by (2.40), andF i andC i , 1<i<n, are defined by (2.42)
Moreover, they possess necessary Lax representations, i.e., we have

~L (1)~l!!x5@U~ ũ,l!,L (1)~l!#, ~L (1)~l!! t1
5@V(1)~ ũ,l!,L (1)~l!#, ~2.55!

where L(1)(l), U, and V(1)(l) are given by (2.49)–(2.52), if (2.43) and (2.44) hold, respectivel
Proof: A direct calculation can show the Hamiltonian structures of the spatial constrained

~2.43! and the temporal constrained flow~2.44! with H1
x andH1

t defined by~2.53! and~2.54!. Let
us then check the Lax representations. By using~2.43!, we can compute that

~L (1)~l!!x5(
s51

N
ms

l2ls
~fx

(s)c (s)T1f (s)cx
(s)T!

5(
s51

N
ms

l2ls
~U~ ũ,ls!f

(s)c (s)T2f (s)c (s)TU~ ũ,ls!!

5(
s51

N
ms

l2ls
@U~ ũ,ls!,f

(s)c (s)T#

5@U~ ũ,l!,L (1)~l!2C1#2FU0 ,(
s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)TG

5@U~ ũ,l!,L (1)~l!#1@C1 ,U~ ũ,l!#2FU0 ,(
s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)TG

5@U~ ũ,l!,L (1)~l!#1@C1 ,U1~ ũ!#2FU0 ,(
s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)TG .
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This implies that (L (1)(l))x5@U(ũ,l),L (1)(l)# if and only if

@C1 ,U1~ ũ!#5FU0 ,(
s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)TG .

The above equality equivalently requires the constraints on the potentials shown in~2.41!. There-
fore, the spatial constrained flow~2.43! has the necessary Lax representation defined as in~2.55!.
The proof of the other necessary Lax representation (L (1)(l)) t1

5@V(1)(ũ,l),L (1)(l)# is com-
pletely similar, and thus we omit it. The proof is finished. j

We remark that the Lax representations~2.55! are not sufficient. Namely, we cannot obtain t
spatial constrained flow~2.43! or the temporal constrained flow~2.44! from the corresponding Lax
representation in~2.55!. This can be easily observed by considering a special class of solutio
~2.55!. For example, either any vector functionsf (s) with c (s)50, 1<s<N, or any vector func-
tions c (s) with f (s)50, 1<s<N, will solve ~2.55!, but it is easy to see that they do not alwa
solve ~2.43! @or ~2.44!# sincef (s) and c (s), 1<s<N, have to solve some ordinary differenti
equations~ODEs! resulting from~2.43! @or ~2.44!#.

III. BINARY SYMMETRY CONSTRAINTS IN 2 ¿1 DIMENSIONS

A. 2¿1 dimensional N-wave interaction equations

Let n be an arbitrary natural number strictly greater than 2. Similar to the case of the11
dimensionalN-wave interaction equations, let us begin with the Lax system

Fy5JFx1PF, Ft5KFx1QF, F5~ f 1 ,...,f n!T ~3.1!

in 211 dimensions. Here it is assumed that

J5diag~J1 ,...,Jn!, K5diag~K1 ,...,Kn!, JiÞJj , KiÞK j , 1< iÞ j <n, ~3.2!

are two constant diagonal matrices, andP andQ are twon3n off-diagonal potential matrices

P5P~x,y,t !5~pi j !n3n , Q5Q~x,y,t !5~qi j !n3n . ~3.3!

The compatability conditionFyt5Fty of the Lax system~3.1! reads as

@J,Q#5@K,P#, Pt2Qy1@P,Q#1JQx2KPx50, ~3.4!

which is called the 211 dimensionalN-wave interaction equations.47 The equation@J,Q#
5@K,P# tells us thatQ can be represented byP and vice versa, and so, practically, we have ju
one of two potential matrices to be solved. The adjoint system of the Lax system~3.1! is given by

Gy5JGx2PTG, Gt5KGx2QTG, G5~g1 ,...,gn!T, ~3.5!

whose compatability conditionGyt5Gty still gives rise to the 211 dimensionalN-wave interac-
tion equations~3.4!.

We first use a symmetry constraint of the 211 dimensionalN-wave interaction equation
~3.4! to change the above problem in 211 dimensions to three problems in 111 dimensions. As
made in Refs. 48, and 49, we introduce the spectral problems

fx5Vx~F,G,l!f5~lV0
x1V1

x!f5S lI n F

GT 0 Df, ~3.6a!

fy5Vy~P,F,G,l!f5~lV0
y1V1

y!f5S lJ1P JF

GTJ 0 Df, ~3.6b!
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f t5V t~Q,F,G,l!f5~lV0
t 1V1

t !f5S lK1Q KF

GTK 0 Df, ~3.6c!

whereI n is thenth-order identity matrix andf5(f1 ,...,fn ,fn11)T. The new extended poten
tials in the above spectral systems consist of not only the original potentials,P andQ, but also the
solutions of the Lax system and the adjoint Lax system,F andG. The compatability conditions
fxy5fyx , fxt5f tx , andfyt5fyt give rise to the 211 dimensionalN-wave interaction equa
tions ~3.4!, the original Lax system~3.1! and its adjoint system~3.5!, and the nonlinear symmetr
constraint of~3.4!:

Px5@FGT,J#, Qx5@FGT,K#. ~3.7!

It is easy to check that (dP,dQ)5(@FGT,J#,@FGT,K#) satisfies the linearized system of the
11 dimensionalN-wave interaction equations~3.4!:

@J,dQ#5@K,dP#, ~dP! t2~dQ!y1@dP,Q#1@P,dQ#1J~dQ!x2K~dP!x50, ~3.8!

whenF andG solve the Lax system~3.1! and the adjoint Lax system~3.5!, respectively. There-
fore, ~3.7! is really a symmetry constraint of the 211 dimensionalN-wave interaction equation
~3.4!, since both sides of~3.7! are symmetries of~3.4!. Now we see that the original problem i
211 dimensions is transformed into three problems in 111 dimensions. The spectral problem
~3.6! are our starting point to make a link of the 211 dimensionalN-wave interaction equation
~3.4! to finite-dimensional integrable systems.

B. Binary symmetry constraints in 2 ¿1 dimensional case

Let us start from the spectral problems in~3.6!, which are similar to those for the 111
dimensionalN-wave interaction equations~2.22!. The main difference is that the coefficient m
trix of l in the x-part of the spectral problems~3.6! is

~3.9!

whose diagonal entries are not distinct. However, they-part of the spectral problems~3.6! has the
same property as the spectral problem~2.1! in 111 dimensions. Therefore, we use they-part of
the spectral problems~3.6! to compute the variational derivatives ofl:

dl

dpi j
5E21cT

]Vy

]pi j
f5E21f ic j ,

dl

dqi j
5E21cT

]Vy

]qi j
f5E21

Ji2Jj

Ki2K j
f ic j , 1< iÞ j <n,

dl

d f i
5E21cT

]Vy

] f i
f5E21Jifn11c i ,

dl

dgi
5E21cT

]Vy

]gi
f5E21Jif icn11 , 1< i<n,

whereE is the normalized constant, andc5(c1 ,...,cn ,cn11)T is an adjoint eigenfunction of the
adjoint spectral problems

cx52~Vx~F,G,l!!Tc52~l~V0
x!T1~V1

x!T!c52S lI n G

FT 0 Dc, ~3.10a!

cy52~Vy~P,F,G,l!!c52~l~V0
y!1~V1

y!T!c52S lJ1PT JG

FTJ 0 Dc, ~3.10b!

c t52~V t~Q,F,G,l!!Tc52~l~V0
t !T1~V1

t !T!c52S lK1QT KG

FTK 0 Dc. ~3.10c!
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These variational derivatives ofl give us a conserved covariant and also a clue to compu
required symmetry, expressed in terms of eigenfunctions and adjoint eigenfunctions.

As in the 111 dimensional case, upon introducingN distinct eigenvaluesl1 ,l2 ,...,lN , we
have

fx
(s)5Vx~u,ls!f

(s), fy
(s)5Vy~u,ls!f

(s), f t
(s)5V t~u,ls!f

(s), 1<s<N, ~3.11!

and

cx
(s)52~Vx!T~u,ls!c

(s), cy
(s)52~Vy!T~u,ls!c

(s), c t
(s)52~V t!T~u,ls!c

(s), 1<s<N,
~3.12!

wheref (s) andc (s) aren11 dimensional vector functions:

f (s)5~f1s ,...,fns ,fn11,s!
T, c (s)5~c1s ,...,cns ,cn11,s!

T, 1<s<N. ~3.13!

To carry out binary nonlinearization, we need to construct two special symmetries, one of
is a Lie point symmetry, and the other of which is not a Lie point, contact or Lie–Ba¨cklund
symmetry, but generated from~3.11! and ~3.12!. Let us choose a set ofn11 arbitrary distinct
constantsd1 ,...,dn ,dn11 , and set

D5diag~d1 ,...,dn!. ~3.14!

Similar to the 111 dimensional case, it can be directly shown that

~dP,dQ,dF,dG!5~@D,P#,@D,Q#,DF2dn11F,DG2dn11G! ~3.15!

and

dpi j 5~Ji2Jj !^F i ,BC j&, dqi j 5~Ki2K j !^F i ,BC j&, 1< iÞ j <n,
~3.16!

d f i5^F i ,BCn11&, dgi5^Fn11 ,BC i&, 1< i<n,

are two symmetries of the equations~3.4!, ~3.1! and ~3.5!. That is to say, that they satisfy th
linearized system of the equations~3.4!, ~3.1! and ~3.5!: the first subsystem~3.8! and the second
subsystem

~dF !y5J~dF !x1~dP!F1PdF, ~dF ! t5K~dF !x1~dQ!F1QdF,
~3.17!

~dG!y5J~dG!x2~dP!TG2PTdG, ~dG! t5K~dG!x2~dQ!TG2QTdG,

for all solutions (P,Q,F,G) of ~3.4!, ~3.1! and ~3.5!. Here we remind that

B5diag~m1 ,...,mN!T

is defined by~2.40!, ^•,•& denotes the standard inner product ofRN, andF i andC i are similarly
defined as

F i5~f i1 ,f i2 ,...,f iN!T, C i5~c i1 ,c i2 ,...,c iN!T, 1< i<n11. ~3.18!

Now a binary Bargmann symmetry constraint of~3.4!, ~3.1! and ~3.5! can be taken as

~@D,P# ! i j 5~Ji2Jj !^F i ,BC j&, ~@D,Q# ! i j 5~Ki2K j !^F i ,BC j&, 1< iÞ j <n, ~3.19!

~DF2dn11F ! i5^F i ,BCn11&, ~DG2dn11G! i5^Fn11 ,BC i&, 1< i<n. ~3.20!

This symmetry constraint gives us the following choice for the constraints on the extende
tentials
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pi j 5 p̃i jª
Ji2Jj

d i2d j
^F i ,BC j&, qi j 5q̃i jª

Ki2K j

d i2d j
^F i ,BC j&, 1< iÞ j <n, ~3.21!

f i5 f̃ iª
1

d i2dn11
^F i ,BCn11&, gi5g̃iª

1

d i2dn11
^Fn11 ,BC i&, 1< i<n. ~3.22!

One can express the above symmetry constraint in another way. Actually, it can be proved

~dP,dQ!5~@D,P#,@D,Q# !,

and under the constraint~3.22!,

dpi j 5~Ji2Jj !^F i ,BC j&, dqi j 5~Ki2K j !^F i ,BC j&, 1< iÞ j <n,

are two symmetries of the 211 dimensionalN-wave interaction equations~3.4!.
Now plug the above expressions for the extended potentials,~3.21! and ~3.22!, into the

spectral problems~3.6! and the adjoint spectral problems~3.10!, and then we get the constraine
flows

fx
(s)5Vx~ F̃,G̃,ls!f

(s), cx
(s)52~Vx~ F̃,G̃,ls!!Tc (s), ~3.23!

fy
(s)5Vy~ P̃,F̃,G̃,ls!f

(s), cy
(s)52~Vy~ P̃,F̃,G̃,ls!!Tc (s), ~3.24!

f t
(s)5V t~Q̃,F̃,G̃,ls!f

(s), c t
(s)52~V t~Q̃,F̃,G̃,ls!!Tc (s), ~3.25!

where

P̃5~ p̃i j !n3n , Q̃5~ q̃i j !n3n , F̃5~ f̃ 1 ,...,f̃ n!T, G̃5~ g̃1 ,...,g̃n!T. ~3.26!

All these three constrained flows are systems of ordinary differential equations off is and c is ,
1< i<n11, 1<s<N.

We introduce the symplectic structure

v25 (
i 51

n11

BdF i∧dC i5 (
i 51

n11

(
s51

N

msdf is∧dc is ~3.27!

overR2(n11)N. The corresponding Poisson bracket and the corresponding Hamiltonian form
the HamiltonianH and the evolution variablet are similarly taken as

$ f ,g%5 (
i 51

n11 S K ] f

]C i
,B21

]g

]F i
L 2 K ] f

]F i
,B21

]g

]C i
L D , f ,gPC`~R2(n11)N!, ~3.28!

F i t5$F i ,H%52B21
]H

]C i
, C i t5$C i ,H%5B21

]H

]F i
, 1< i<n11. ~3.29!

Similar to Theorem 2.1, we have the following.
Theorem 3.1: Under the symplectic structure (3.27), three constrained flows (3.23), (3

and (3.25) are Hamiltonian systems with the evolution variables x, y and t, and the Hamilto

H2
x52 (

k51

n

^AFk ,BCk&2 (
k51

n
1

dk2dn11
^Fk ,BCn11&^Fn11 ,BCk&, ~3.30!
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H2
y52 (

k51

n

Jk^AFk ,BCk&2 (
1<k, l<n

Jk2Jl

dk2d l
^Fk ,BC l&^F l ,BCk&

2 (
k51

n
Jk

dk2dn11
^Fk ,BCn11&^Fn11 ,BCk&, ~3.31!

H2
t 52 (

k51

n

Kk^AFk ,BCk&2 (
1<k, l<n

Kk2Kl

dk2d l
^Fk ,BC l&^F l ,BCk&

2 (
k51

n
Kk

dk2dn11
^Fk ,BCn11&^Fn11 ,BCk&, ~3.32!

respectively, where A and B are defined by (2.40),F i and C i , 1<i<n11, are defined by (3.18)
Moreover, they possess the necessary Lax representations

~L (2)~l!!x5@Vx~ F̃,G̃,l!,L (2)~l!#, ~3.33!

~L (2)~l!!y5@Vy~ P̃,F̃,G̃,l!,L (2)~l!#, ~3.34!

~L (2)~l!! t5@V t~Q̃,F̃,G̃,l!,L (2)~l!#, ~3.35!

respectively, where P˜ , Q̃, F̃ and G̃ are given by (3.26), (3.21) and (3.22), and L(2)(l) is defined
by

L (2)~l!5C21D2~l!, C25diag~D,dn11!5diag~d1 ,...,dn ,dn11!,
~3.36!

D25~Di j
(2)!n11,n11 , Di j

(2)5(
s51

N
ms

l2ls
f isc js , 1< i , j <n11.

Proof: It can be verified by a direct calculation that all three constrained flows~3.23!–~3.25!
have the Hamiltonian structures under the symplectic structure~3.27! with the Hamiltonian func-
tionsH2

x , H2
y andH2

t shown in~3.30!–~3.32!. Let us now check three Lax representations~3.33!–
~3.35!. Since the proofs are similar for all three cases, we just show the second case, i.e., t
representation of the constrained flow~3.24!. By using~3.24!, we can compute that

~L (2)~l!!y5(
s51

N
ms

l2ls
~fy

(s)c (s)T1f (s)cy
(s)T!

5(
s51

N
ms

l2ls
~Vy~ P̃,F̃,G̃,ls!f

(s)c (s)T2f (s)c (s)TVy~ P̃,F̃,G̃,ls!!

5(
s51

N
ms

l2ls
@Vy~ P̃,F̃,G̃,ls!,f

(s)c (s)T#

5(
s51

N
ms

l2ls
~@Vy~ P̃,F̃,G̃,l!,f (s)c (s)T#2@Vy~ P̃,F̃,G̃,l!

2Vy~ P̃,F̃,G̃,ls!,f
(s)c (s)T# !

5@Vy~ P̃,F̃,G̃,l!,L (2)~l!2C2#2FV0
y ,(

s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)TG

5@Vy~ P̃,F̃,G̃,l!,L (2)~l!#2@V1
y~ P̃,F̃,G̃!,C2#2FV0

y ,(
s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)TG .
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Therefore, it follows that (L (2)(l))y5@Vy( P̃,F̃,G̃,l),L (2)(l)# if and only if

@C2 ,V1
y~ P̃,F̃,G̃!#5FV0

y ,(
s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)TG .

This equality equivalently requires the nonlinear constraints on the potentials defined by~3.21!
and ~3.22!. Therefore, the constrained flow~3.24! has the necessary Lax representation shown
~3.34!. The proof is finished. j

We also remark that the Lax representations~3.33!–~3.35! are not sufficient to generate th
corresponding constrained flows defined by~3.23!–~3.25!, since the Gateaux derivative operato
of the Lax operatorsVx, Vy andV t given in ~3.23!–~3.25! are not injective. However, it will be
shown that they are good enough in generating integrals of motion of the constrained flow

IV. AN INVOLUTIVE AND FUNCTIONALLY INDEPENDENT SYSTEM OF POLYNOMIAL
FUNCTIONS

Let m be an arbitrary natural number. We start from anmth-order matrix Lax operator

L~l!5L~l;c1 ,...,cm!5C1D~l!, ~4.1!

with C andD(l) being defined by

C5diag~c1 ,...,cm!, D~l!5~Di j ~l!!m3m , Di j ~l!5(
s51

N
ms

l2ls
f isc js , 1< i , j <m.

~4.2!

Hereci , ls , andms are arbitrary constants satisfying

)
s51

N

msÞ0, l iÞl j , 1< iÞ j <N, ~4.3!

andf is andc js are pairs of canonical variables of the symplectic manifold (R2mN,v2) with the
symplectic structure

v25(
i 51

m

(
s51

N

msdf is∧dc is . ~4.4!

The corresponding Poisson bracket reads as

$ f ,g%5v2~ Idg,Id f !5(
i 51

m

(
s51

N

ms
21S ] f

]c is

]g

]f is
2

] f

]f is

]g

]c is
D , f ,gPC`~R2mN!. ~4.5!

A. r-matrix formulation

As usual, two special matrices defined by the tensor product of matrices are chosen a

L1~l!5L~l! ^ I m , L2~m!5I m^ L~m!, ~4.6!

whereI m is themth-order identity matrix, and

~A^ B! i j ,kl5aikbjl if A5~ai j ! and B5~bi j !. ~4.7!

We want to find anm23m2 matrix r5r (l,m) so that we have anr -matrix formulation50,51
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$L~l! ,̂ L~m!%5@r ~l,m!,L1~l!1L2~m!#, ~4.8!

with the Poisson bracket$L(l) ,̂ L(m)% being defined by

~$L~l! ,̂ L~m!%! i j ,kl5$Lik~l!,L jl ~m!%5v2~ IdL jl ~m!,IdLik~l!!, 1< i , j ,k,l<m, ~4.9!

whereL5(Li j )m3m is assumed. Let us first compute$Li j (l),Lkl(m)%. WheniÞ l and j Þk, it is
easy to obtain$Li j (l),Lkl(m)%50. WheniÞ l and j 5k, we have

$Li j ~l!,L jl ~m!%5(
s51

N

ms

f is

l2ls

c ls

m2ls

5(
s51

N
1

m2l S ms

l2ls
2

ms

m2ls
Df isc ls

5
1

m2l
~Lil ~l!2Lil ~m!!.

Similarly, wheni 5 l and j Þk, we have

$Li j ~l!,Lki~m!%52(
s51

N

ms

c js

l2ls

fks

m2ls
5

1

m2l
~Lk j~m!2Lk j~l!!,

and wheni 5 l and j 5k, we have

$Li j ~l!,L ji ~m!%5(
s51

N

ms

f is

l2ls

c is

m2ls
2(

s51

N

ms

c js

l2ls

f js

m2ls

5
1

m2l
@~Lii ~l!2Lii ~m!!2~L j j ~l!2L j j ~m!!#.

Therefore, we obtain

$Li j ~l!,Lkl~m!%55
0, when iÞ l , j Þk;

1

m2l
~Lk j~m!2Lk j~l!!, when i 5 l , j Þk;

1

m2l
~Lil ~l!2Lil ~m!!, when iÞ l , j 5k;

1

m2l
@~Lii ~l!2Lii ~m!!2~L j j ~l!2L j j ~m!!#, when i 5 l , j 5k.

~4.10!

In view of this property, we claim that

r ~l,m!5
1

m2l
P, P5 (

p,q51

m

Epq^ Eqp , ~4.11!

whereEpq is anm3m matrix with the (p,q) entry being one but the others, zero. Let us seco
compute that
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S F 1

m2l
P,L1~l!1L2~m!G D

i j ,kl

5
1

m2l
~@P,L1~l!#1@P,L2~m!#! i j ,kl

5
1

m2l (
p,q51

m

~@Epq ,L~l!# ^ Eqp1Eqp^ @Epq ,L~m!#! i j ,kl

5
1

m2l (
p,q51

m

~@Epq ,L~l!#! ik~Eqp! j l 1~Eqp! ik@Epq ,L~m!# j l

5
1

m2l
~@El j ,L~l!# ik1@Eki ,L~m!!# j l ,

where we have used (A^ B)(A8^ B8)5(AA8) ^ (BB8). Further noting that

@Epq ,L#5EpqL2LEpq5pth

qth

F 0 ¯ 2L1p ¯ 0

] ] ]

Lq1 ¯ Lqq2Lpp ¯ Lqm

] ] ]

0 ¯ 2Lmp ¯ 0

G ,

we have

S F 1

m2l
P,L1~l!1L2~m!G D

i j ,kl

55
0, when iÞ l , j Þk;

1

m2l
~L jk~l!2L jk~m!!, when i 5 l , j Þk;

1

m2l
~2Lil ~l!1Lil ~m!!, when iÞ l , j 5k;

1

m2l
@~L j j ~l!2Lii ~l!!1~Lii ~m!2L j j ~m!!#, when i 5 l , j 5k.

~4.12!

Now ~4.10! and ~4.12! shed right on the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1: If L (l)5L(l;c1 ,...,cm) is defined by (4.1) and (4.2), then ther -matrix for-

mulation

$L~l! ,̂ L~m!%5@r ~l,m!,L~l! ^ I m1I m^ L~m!#, r5
1

m2l (
i , j 51

m

Ei j ^ Eji ~4.13!

holds for arbitrary constants c1 ,c2 ,...,cm .
It follows from ~4.13! that

$Lk~l! ,̂ Ll~m!%5@r k,l~l,m!,L1~l!1L2~m!#, k,l>1, ~4.14!

wherer k,l(l,m) is given by52
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r k,l~l,m!5(
i 51

k

(
j 51

l

L1
k2 i~l!L2

l 2 j~m!r ~l,m!L1
i 21~l!L2

j 21~m!. ~4.15!

Since forA5(ai j )m3m andB5(bi j )m3m we have

tr $A ,̂ B%5 (
i , j 51

m

$A ,̂ B% i j ,i j 5 (
i , j 51

m

$aii ,bj j %5$tr A,tr B%, ~4.16!

we can compute, based on~4.14!, that

$tr Lk~l!,tr Ll~m!%

5tr$Lk~l! ,̂ Ll~m!%5tr@r k,l~l,m!,L1~l!1L2~m!#50, k,l>1. ~4.17!

This will be used to generate an involutive system of functions defined over the symp
manifold (R2mN,v2) for any natural numberm.

B. An involutive and functionally independent system

Let us begin to construct an involutive system of polynomial functions by expanding

det~nI m2L~l!!5nm2F l
(1)nm211F l

(2)nm221¯1~21!mF l
(m) , n5const, ~4.18!

whereF l
(k) , 1<k<m, must read as

F l
(k)5F l

(k)~c1 ,...,cm!5 (
1< j 1, j 2,¯, j k<mUL j 1 j 1

L j 1 j 2 ¯ L j 1 j k

L j 2 j 1
L j 2 j 2 ¯ L j 2 j k

] ] � ]

L j kj 1
L j kj 2 ¯ L j kj k

U , 1<k<m.

~4.19!

Here we mention once more thatL5(Li j )m3m is assumed. We define bilinear functionsQ
i j

l on RN

Q
i j

l5(
s51

N

ms

f isc js

l2ls
5(

l>0
^AlF i ,BC j&l

2 l 21, 1< i , j <m, ~4.20!

whereA andB are given by~2.40!, andF i andC i are defined as before,

F i5~f i1 ,f i2 ,...,f iN!T, C i5~c i1 ,c i2 ,...,c iN!T, 1< i<m. ~4.21!

Then we have

Li j 5(
l>0

^AlF i ,BC j&l
2 l 215Q

i j

l , 1< iÞ j <m,

Lii 5ci1(
l>0

^AlF i ,BC i&l
2 l 215ci1Q

ii

l , 1< i<m.

Therefore, the system of functionsF l
(k) is transformed into
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Fl
(k)5 (

1< j 1, j 2,¯, j k<mU cj 1
1 Q

j 1 j 1

l Q
j 1 j 2

l
¯

Q
j 1 j k

l

Q
j 2 j 1

l cj 2
1 Q

j 2 j 2

l
¯

Q
j 2 j k

l

] ] � ]

Q
j kj 1

l Q
j kj 2

l
¯ cj k

1 Q
j kj k

l

U , 1<k<m. ~4.22!

A set of more concrete formulas for computingFl
(k) will be given in Appendix B. Now we further

expandF l
(k) as a power series of 1/l:

F l
(k)5F l

(k)~c1 ,...,cm!5(
l>0

Fkl~c1 ,...,cm!l2 l , 1<k<m. ~4.23!

Based on the formulas ofF l
(k) in Appendix B, it is not difficult to find that

Fk05Fk0~c1 ,...,cm!5 (
1< j 1, j 2,¯, j k<m

)
p51

k

cj p
,

Fkl5Fkl~c1 ,...,cm!

5 (
1< j 1, j 2,¯, j k<m

(
r 51

min(k,l )

(
1< i 1, i 2,¯, i r<k

)
p51

pÞ i 1 ,i 2 ,¯ ,i r

k

cj p

3 (
p11p21¯1pr5 l 2r

p1 ,p2 ,¯ ,pr>0
U ^Ap1F j i 1

,BC j i 1
& ^Ap2F j i 2

,BC j i 1
&

¯
^AprF j i r

,BC j i 1
&

^Ap1F j i 1
,BC j i 2

& ^Ap2F j i 2
,BC j i 2

&
¯

^AprF j i r
,BC j i 2

&

] ] � ]

^Ap1F j i 1
,BC j i r

& ^Ap2F j i 2
,BC j i r

&
¯

^AprF j i r
,BC j i r

&

U , l>1,

~4.24!

which are all polynomials in the canonical variablesf is andc is , 1< i<m, 1<s<N.
Theorem 4.2: For all constants c1 ,c2 ,...,cm , the polynomial functions inf is and c is ,

1<i<m, 1<s<N: Fil (c1 ,...,cm), 1<i<m, l>1, defined by (4.24), are in involution in pair wit
respect to the Poisson bracket (4.5).

Proof: On the one hand, by using Newton’s identities on elementary symmetric polynom53

zk~l!2F l
(1)zk21~l!1F l

(2)zk22~l!1¯1~21!k21F l
(k21)z1~l!1~21!kkF l

(k)50,

where 1<k<m and

z i~l!5tr Li~l!, 1< i<m,

we can have

F l
(k)5F l

(k)~z1~l!,z2~l!,...,zk~l!!, 1<k<m. ~4.25!

Therefore, we can compute that
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$F l
(k) ,F m

( i )%5$F l
(k)~z1~l!,z2~l!,...,zk~l!!,F m

( i )~z1~m!,z2~m!,...,z i~m!!%

5(
l 51

k

(
j 51

i ]F l
(k)

]z l~l!

F m
( i )

]z j~m!
$trLl~l!,tr L j~m!%50, 1<k,i<m.

The last equality is a consequence of the involutivity ofz i(l), 1< i<m, shown in~4.17!. On the
other hand, we have

$F l
(k) ,F m

( i )%5 (
l , j >0

$Fkl ,Fi j %l
2 lm2 j .

It follows that the polynomial functionsFil 5Fil (c1 ,...,cm), 1< i<m, l>1, are in involution in
pair with respect to the Poisson bracket~4.5!. j

Let us now go on to show the functional independence of the polynomial func
Fis(c1 ,...,cm), 1< i<m, 1<s<N.

Theorem 4.3: If all constants c1 ,c2 ,...,cm are distinct, then the polynomial functions inf is

and c is , 1<i<m, 1<s<N: Fis(c1 ,...,cm), 1<i<m, 1<s<N, defined by (4.24), are functionall
independent over a dense open subset ofR2mN.

Proof: Let P0 be a point ofR2mN satisfying

f is5«, 1< i<m, 1<s<N,

where« is a small constant. Keep~4.24! in mind, and then at this pointP0 , we obviously have

]Fis1

]c js2

5
]

]c js2

(
1< j 1, j 2,¯, j i<m

(
q51

i

)
p51
pÞq

i

cj p
^As121F j q

,BC j q
&1O~«2!

5« (
1< j 1, j 2,¯, j i 21<m

j 1 , j 2 ,¯ , j i 21Þ j

cj 1
cj 2

¯cj i 21
ls2

s121ms2
1O~«2!, ~4.26!

where 1< i , j <m, 1<s1 ,s2<N. In the above computation, only the term withr 51 in the ex-
pression~4.24! of Fis contributes to the first-order term of«. Let the matrixQN be defined by

QN5~Q i j
(N)!N3N , Q i j

(N)5l i
j 21m i , 1< i , j <N,

whose determinant is easily found to be

det~QN!5)
i 51

N

m i )
1< i , j <N

~l j2l i !.

Then at the pointP0 , the Jacobian of the functionsFis1
with respect toc js2

can be computed a
follows
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]~F11,¯ ,F1N ,F21,¯ ,F2N ,¯ ,Fm1 ,¯ ,FmN!

]~c11,¯ ,c1N ,c21,¯ ,c2N ,¯ ,cm1 ,¯ ,cmN!

5«mNUQN (
i 52

m

ciQN (
2< i , j <m

cicjQN ¯ )
i 52

m

ciQN

QN (
i 51
iÞ2

m

ciQN (
1< i , j <m

i , j Þ2

cicjQN ¯ )
i 51
iÞ2

m

ciQN

] ] ] � ]

QN (
i 51

m21

ciQN (
1< i , j <m21

cicjQN ¯ )
i 51

m21

ciQN

U1O~«mN11!

5«mNdet~Vm^ QN!1O~«mN11!

5«mN~det~Vm!!N~det~QN!!m1O~«mN11!

5«mN )
1< i , j <m

~ci2cj !
N)

i 51

N

m i )
1< i , j <N

~l j2l i !
m1O~«mN11!,

where we have used the determinant property of the tensor product of matrices and the d
nant result of the matrixVm in Appendix C. This allows us to conclude that if the consta
c1 ,c2 ,...,cm are distinct, the above Jacobian is not zero atP0 when«Þ0 is small enough. Since
the Jacobian is a polynomial function off is and c is , 1< i<m, 1<s<N, it is not zero over a
dense open subset ofR2mN. Therefore, the functionsFis , 1< i<m, 1<s<N, are functionally
independent over that dense open subset ofR2mN. The proof is completed. j

C. An alternative involutive system to the Fis ’s

We would like to express the involutive system of the polynomial functionsFis in another
way, and so we introduce

s0~v1 ,¯ ,vm!51, ~4.27a!

sk~v1 ,¯ ,vm!5 (
1< j 1, j 2,¯, j k<m

v j 1
¯v j k

, 1<k<m, ~4.27b!

sk~v1 ,¯ ,vm!50, when k>m11 or k<21, ~4.27c!

wherev1 ,v2 ,...,vm arem numbers. Obviously, form>2, we have the following relation:

sk~v1 ,...,vm!5vmsk21~v1 ,...,vm21!1sk~v1 ,...,vm21!, kPZ. ~4.28!

Let us now define

E1l5F1l , Eil 5~21! i 11Fil 1(
j 51

i 21

~21! j 11sj~c1 ,...,cm!Ei 2 j ,l , i>2, l>1. ~4.29!

From ~4.29!, we can have

Fil 5(
j 50

i 21

~21! i 2 j 11sj~c1 ,...,cm!Ei 2 j ,l , i ,l>1. ~4.30!

Therefore, by Proposition D.2 in Appendix D, we obtain
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Eil 5Eil ~c1 ,...,cm!

5 (
r 51

min(i ,l )

~21!r 11 (
1< j 1, j 2,¯, j r<m

(
l 11 l 21¯1 l r5 i 2r

l 1 ,l 2 ,¯ ,l r>0

cj 1

l 1cj 2

l 2
¯cj r

l r

3 (
p11p21¯1pr5 l 2r

p1 ,p2 ,¯ ,pr>0
U ^Ap1F j 1

,BC j 1
& ^Ap2F j 2

,BC j 1
& ¯ ^AprF j r

,BC j 1
&

^Ap1F j 1
,BC j 2

& ^Ap2F j 2
,BC j 2

& ¯ ^AprF j r
,BC j 2

&

] ] � ]

^Ap1F j 1
,BC j r

& ^Ap2F j 2
,BC j r

& ¯ ^AprF j r
,BC j r

&

U ,

~4.31!

where 1< i<m and l>1. Obviously, eachEil is a linear combination of theFil ’s, and hence
$Eik ,Ejl %50 holds for all 1< i , j <m andk,l>1. This means that the polynomial functionsEis ,
1< i<m, 1<s<N, are also in involution in pair.

In order to show the functional independence ofEis , 1< i<m, 1<s<N, similar to the proof
of Theorem 4.3, letP0 be a point ofR2mN satisfyingf is5«, 1< i<m, 1<s<N, where« is a
small constant. Then at this pointP0 , we have

]Eis1

]c js2

5«cj
i 21ls2

s121ms2
1O~«2!, 1< i , j <m, 1<s1 ,s2<N. ~4.32!

Hence a direct argument can give rise to

]~E11,¯ ,E1N ,E21,¯ ,E2N ,¯ ,Em1 ,¯ ,EmN!

]~c11,¯ ,c1N ,c21,¯ ,c2N ,¯ ,cm1 ,¯ ,cmN!

5«mN)
i 51

N

m i )
1< i , j <N

~l j2l i !
m )

1< i , j <m
~cj2ci !

N1O~«mN11!. ~4.33!

Therefore, ifc1 ,c2 ,...,cm are distinct, the above Jacobian is not zero atP0 when«Þ0 is small
enough. This implies that the functionsEis , 1< i<m, 1<s<N, are functionally independen
over a dense open subset ofR2mN.

Let us sum up these results in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.4: All polynomial functions inf is and c is , 1< i<m, 1<s<N: Eil (c1 ,...,cm),

1< i<m, l>1, defined by (4.31), are in involution in pair with respect to the Poisson brac
(4.5) for all constants c1 ,c2 ,...,cm . Moreover, among them the polynomial functio
Eis(c1 ,...,cm), 1< i<m, 1<s<N, are functionally independent over a dense open subse
R2mN for distinct constants c1 ,c2 ,...,cm .

Note that all polynomial functionsFil are also linear combinations of theEil ’s. The above
theorem actually shows us an alternative to the involutive and functionally independent sys
the polynomial functionsFis , 1< i<m, 1<s<N. The Eis’s have the compact form for the
constantsc1 ,c2 ,...,cm , and thus it is more convenient to deal with them.

V. LIOUVILLE INTEGRABILITY AND INVOLUTIVE SOLUTIONS

Let us now turn to establish the Liouville integrability of the obtained constrained flows,
to present involutive solutions of theN-wave interaction equations in both 111 and 211 dimen-
sions. The involutive system of the polynomial functions

Fis5Fis~c1 ,...,cm!, 1< i<m, 1<s<N,

alternatively
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Eis5Eis~c1 ,...,cm!, 1< i<m, 1<s<N,

will play an extremely important role in the following discussion.

A. Liouville integrability of the constrained flows

For the 111 dimensional case, we have the matrix Lax operator as defined by~2.49! and
~2.50!, i.e.,

L (1)~l!5L (1)~l;g1 ,...,gn!5C1~g1 ,...,gn!1D1~l!,

whereC1 andD1(l) are given by~2.50!. Note that

g iÞg j , 1< iÞ j <n.

According to Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 for the casem5n and ci5g i , 1< i<n, we know that
Fis(g1 ,...,gn), 1< i<n, 1<s<N, defined by~4.24!, are functionally independent over a den
open subset ofR2nN and in involution in pair with respect to the Poisson bracket~2.47!, i.e.,

$ f ,g%5(
i 51

n S K ] f

]C i
,B21

]g

]F i
L 2 K ] f

]F i
,B21

]g

]C i
L D , f ,gPC`~R2nN!.

Theorem 5.1: Let g1 ,g2 ,...,gn be n distinct numbers. Then the spatial constrained fl
(2.43) and the temporal constrained flow (2.44) of the111 dimensionalN-wave interaction
equations (2.22) are Liouville integrable Hamiltonian systems, which possess involutive and
tionally independent integrals of motion

Fis~g1 ,...,gn!, 1< i<n, 1<s<N,

defined by (4.24) in the case

m5n, ci5g i , 1< i<n.

Proof: From the necessary Lax representations of the spatial constrained flow~2.43! and the
temporal constrained flow~2.44!,

~L (1)~l!!x5@U~ ũ,l!,L (1)~l!#, ~L (1)~l!! t1
5@V(1)~ ũ,l!,L (1)~l!#,

which are shown in Theorem 2.1, we can obtain26

~L (1)~l!! i)x5@U~ ũ,l!,~L (1)~l!! i #, ~L (1)~l!! j ) t1
5@V(1)~ ũ,l!,~L (1)~l!! j #, i , j >1,

and thus we have

~ tr~L (1)~l!! i !x5tr~~L (1)~l!! i !x5tr@U~ ũ,l!,~L (1)~l!! i #50, i>1,

~ tr~L (1)~l!! j ! t1
5tr~~L (1)~l!! j ! t1

5tr@V(1)~ ũ,l!,~L (1)~l!! j #50, j >1.

Therefore,F l
(k)(g1 ,...,gn) are all generating functions of integrals of motion of~2.43! and~2.44!

in the light of the expression~4.25! determined by Newton’s identities. It follows tha
Fis(g1 ,...,gn), 1< i<n, 1<s<N, are all integrals of motion of the spatial constrained flo
~2.43! and the temporal constrained flow~2.44!. Note that all constantsg1 ,g2 ,...,gn are distinct.
Therefore, Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 in the case ofm5n andci5g i , 1< i<n, together with Theorem
2.1, show that the spatial constrained flow~2.43! and the temporal constrained flow~2.44! are
Liouville integrable Hamiltonian systems, which possess the involutive and functionally inde
dent integrals of motionFis(g1 ,...,gn), 1< i<n, 1<s<N. The proof is finished. j

We remark that from the Lax representations shown in Theorem 2.1, we have
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~nI n2L (1)~l!!x5@U~ ũ,l!,nI n2L (1)~l!#,

~nI n2L (1)~l!! t1
5@V(1)~ ũ,l!,nI n2L (1)~l!#

for any constantn. It follows54 that det(nIn2L(1)(l)! is a common generating function of integra
of motion of the constrained flows~2.43! and ~2.44!, and thus so areF l

(k)(g1 ,...,gn), 1<k<n.
This is an alternative proof for showing thatF l

(k)(g1 ,...,gn), 1<k<n, are the generating func
tions of integrals of motion of~2.43! and ~2.44!.

For the 211 dimensional case, a completely similar argument can give rise to the follo
theorem on the Liouville integrability of the constrained flows~3.23!–~3.25! of the 211 dimen-
sionalN-wave interaction equations~3.4!.

Theorem 5.2:Let d1 ,...,dn ,dn11 be n11 distinct numbers. Then all three constrained flow
(3.23)–(3.25) of the211 dimensionalN-wave interaction equations (3.4) are Liouville integrab
Hamiltonian systems, which possess the involutive and functionally independent integrals
tion

Fis~d1 ,...,dn ,dn11!, 1< i<n11, 1<s<N,

defined by (4.24) in the case

m5n11, ci5d i , 1< i<n11.

B. Involutive solutions of the N-wave interaction equations

We would like to show that the constrained flows provide involutive solutions to theN-wave
interaction equations in both 111 and 211 dimensions. For the 111 dimensional case, we hav
the following result.

Theorem 5.3: If f is(x,t1) and c is(x,t1), 1< i<n, 1<s<N, solve the spatial constrained
flow (2.43) and the temporal constrained flow (2.44) simultaneously, then

ui j ~x,t1!5
a i2a j

g i2g j
^F i~x,t1!,BC j~x,t1!&, 1< iÞ j <n, ~5.1!

with F i(x,t1) and C i(x,t1) being given by

F i~x,t1!5~f i1~x,t1!,...,f iN~x,t1!!T, C i~x,t1!5~c i1~x,t1!, . . . ,c iN~x,t1!!T, 1< i<n,

solve the111 dimensionalN-wave interaction equations (2.22).
Proof: Note that the 111 dimensionalN-wave interaction equations~2.22! is the compat-

ability condition of the spectral problem~2.1! and the associated spectral problem~2.17! with
m51 or the adjoint spectral problem~2.27! and the adjoint associated spectral problem~2.28!
with m51 for whatever potentialu. Therefore, the 111 dimensionalN-wave interaction equa
tions ~2.22! are also the compatability condition of the spatial constrained flow~2.43! and the
temporal constrained flow~2.44! under the constraint~2.41!. Now f is(x,t1) andc is(x,t1), 1< i
<n, 1<s<N, are assumed to solve~2.43! and ~2.44! simultaneously, and thus the potenti
defined by~5.1! must satisfy the compatability condition of the spatial constrained flow~2.43! and
the temporal constrained flow~2.44!. This means that the potential defined by~5.1! must be a
solution to the 111 dimensionalN-wave interaction equations~2.22!. The proof is finished.j

We remark that a direct computation can also show the above theorem. For the 211 dimen-
sional case, a similar deduction can give rise to the following theorem.

Theorem 5.4: If f is(x,t) and c is(x,t), 1< i<n11, 1<s<N, solve the constrained flow
(3.23)–(3.25) simultaneously, then
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pi j ~x,y,t !5
Ji2Jj

d i2d j
^F i~x,y,t !,BC j~x,y,t !&, 1< iÞ j <n,

~5.2!

qi j ~x,y,t !5
Ki2K j

d i2d j
^F i~x,y,t !,BC j~x,y,t !&, 1< iÞ j <n,

with F i(x,t) and C i(x,t) being given by

F i~x,t !5~f i1~x,t !,...,f iN~x,t !!T, C i~x,t !5~c i1~x,t !,...,c iN~x,t !!T, 1< i<n11,

solve the211 dimensionalN-wave interaction equations (3.4).
Also, one can find that

f i5
1

d i2dn11
^F i ,BCn11&, gi5

1

d i2dn11
^Fn11 ,BC i&, 1< i<n ~5.3!

provide a solution to the Lax system~3.1! and the adjoint Lax system~3.5! with the potentials
given by ~5.2!. What’s more,~5.2! and ~5.3! automatically satisfy our first symmetry constrai
~3.7!.

In the following theorem, the solutions given in Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 are shown
involutive.

Theorem 5.5: The Hamiltonians H1
x and H1

t1 of the constrained flows in111 dimensions,
defined by (2.53) and (2.54), are the second-order polynomial functions of Eil (g1 ,...,gn), 1< i
<n, l 51,2, and thus they commute, i.e.,

$H1
x ,H1

t1%50, ~5.4!

where the Poisson bracket$•,•% is defined by (2.47). The Hamiltonians H2
x , H2

y and H2
t of the

constrained flows in211 dimensions, defined by (3.30)–(3.32), are also the second-order poly
nomial functions of Eil (d1 ,...,dn ,dn11), 1< i<n11, l 51,2, and thus they commute with eac
other, i.e.,

$H2
x ,H2

y%5$H2
x ,H2

t %5$H2
y ,H2

t %50, ~5.5!

where the Poisson bracket$•,•% is defined by~3.28!.
Proof: Directly from the explicit expression~4.31! of the Eis’s, we have

Ei15(
j 51

m

cj
i 21^F j ,BC j&, 1< i<m, ~5.6!

Ei25(
j 51

m

cj
i 21^AF j ,BC j&

2 (
1< j ,k<m

cj
i 212ck

i 21

cj2ck
~^F j ,BC j&^Fk ,BCk&2^F j ,BCk&^Fk ,BC j&!

5(
j 51

m

cj
i 21Ej2 (

j ,k51
j Þk

m cj
i 21

cj2ck
^F j ,BC j&^Fk ,BCk&, 1< i<m, ~5.7!

where theEj ’s are defined as follows:
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Ej5^AF j ,BC j&1 (
k51
kÞ j

m
1

cj2ck
^F j ,BCk&^Fk ,BC j&, 1< j <m. ~5.8!

Now solving ~5.6! for ^F i ,BC i&, 1< i<m, leads to

^F i ,BC i&5S )
r 51
rÞ i

m
1

ci2cr D (
j 51

m

~21!m2 j sm2 j~c1 ,...,ci 21 ,ĉi ,ci 11 ,...,cm!Ej 1 , 1< i<m,

~5.9!

where thesj ’s are defined by~4.27! and ĉi means thatci does not appear. Therefore, ea
^F i ,BC i& can be expressed as a linear combination ofEi1 , 1< i<m. Similarly, solving~5.7! for
Ej , 1< j <m, leads to

Ei5S )
r 51
rÞ i

m
1

ci2cr D (
j 51

m

~21!m2 j sm2 j~c1 ,...,ci 21 ,ĉi ,ci 11 ,...,cm!

3S Ej 21 (
k,l 51
kÞ l

m ck
j 21

ck2cl
^Fk ,BCk&^F l ,BC l& D , 1< i<m. ~5.10!

This expression together with~5.9! implies that eachEj can be expressed as a linear combinat
of Ei1 andEi2 , 1< i<m.

In the 111 dimensional case, we havem5n, cj5g j , 1< j <n. Hence

Ej5^AF j ,BC j&1 (
k51
kÞ j

n
1

g j2gk
^F j ,BCk&^Fk ,BC j&, 1< j <n. ~5.11!

The HamiltoniansH1
x andH1

t1 in Theorem 2.1 can be easily expressed as

H1
x52 (

k51

n

akEk , H1
t152 (

k51

n

bkEk , ~5.12!

where theEk’s are defined by~5.11!.
Likewise, in the 211 dimensional case, we havem5n11, cj5d j , 1< j <n11. Hence

Ej5^AF j ,BC j&1 (
k51
kÞ j

n
1

d j2dk
^F j ,BCk&^Fk ,BC j&1

1

d j2dn11
^F j ,BCn11&^Fn11 ,BC j&,

1< j <n, ~5.13!

En115^AFn11 ,BCn11&1 (
k51

n
1

dn112dk
^Fn11 ,BCk&^Fk ,BCn11&. ~5.14!

The HamiltoniansH2
x , H2

y andH2
t in Theorem 3.1 can be expressed as

H2
x52 (

k51

n

Ek , H2
y52 (

k51

n

JkEk , H2
t 52 (

k51

n

KkEk , ~5.15!

where theEk’s are defined by~5.13!.
Therefore,H1

x and H1
t1 are linear combinations ofEil (g1 ,...,gn), 1< i<n, l 51,2, and

H2
x , H2

y andH2
t are linear combinations ofEil (d1 ,...,dn ,dn11), 1< i<n11, l 51,2. It fol-

lows from Theorem 4.4 thatH1
x andH1

t1 are in involution, andH2
x , H2

y andH2
t are in involution

in pair, too. The proof is finished. j
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We remark that a direct computation can also give a proof for the involutive property o
Hamiltonians of the constrained flows in both 111 and 211 dimensions. Only a new set o
equalities

aj2ai

cj2ci

bk2bi

ck2ci
2

ak2ai

ck2ci

bj2bi

cj2ci
1cycle~ i , j ,k!50, 1< i , j ,k<n,

has to be utilized, whereai , bi , andci , 1< i<n, are arbitrary constants. This just needs a dir
check, too. However, the proof of Theorem 5.5 also gives rise to the explicit expressions
Hamiltonians of the constrained flows in both 111 and 211 dimensions, in terms of the integra
of motion Eis .

Now if we denote the Hamiltonian flows of the spatial constrained flow~2.43! and the tem-

poral constrained flow~2.44! by g
x

H1
x

and g
t

H
1

t1

, respectively, then the above theorems presen
kind of involutive solution to the 111 dimensionalN-wave interaction equations~2.22!:

ui j ~x,t1!5
a i2a j

g i2g j
^gx

H1
x

g
t

H
1

t1

F i0 ,g
x

H1
x

g
t

H
1

t1

BC j 0&

5
a i2a j

g i2g j
^g

t

H
1

t1

g
x

H1
x

F i0 ,g
t

H
1

t1

g
x

H1
x

BC j 0&, 1< iÞ j <n, ~5.16!

where the initial valuesF i0 and C i0 of F i and C i can be taken to be any arbitrary consta
vectors of the Euclidean spaceRN. Similarly, if we denote the Hamiltonian flows of the con

strained flows~3.23!–~3.25! by g
x

H2
x

, g
y

H2
y

, andg
t

H2
t

, respectively, then the above theorems pres
a kind of involutive solutions to the 211 dimensionalN-wave interaction equations~3.4!:

pi j ~x,t !5
Ji2Jj

d i2d j
^gx

H2
x

g
y

H2
y

g
t

H2
t

F̄ i0 ,g
x

H2
x

g
y

H2
y

g
t

H2
t

BC̄ j 0&

5
Ji2Jj

d i2d j
^gy

H2
y

g
t

H2
t

g
x

H2
x

F̄ i0 ,g
y

H2
y

g
t

H2
t

g
x

H2
x

BC̄ j 0&

5
Ji2Jj

d i2d j
^gt

H2
t

g
x

H2
x

g
y

H2
y

F̄ i0 ,g
t

H2
t

g
x

H2
x

g
y

H2
y

BC̄ j 0&

5¯ , 1< iÞ j <n, ~5.17!

qi j ~x,t !5
Ki2K j

d i2d j
^gx

H2
x

g
y

H2
y

g
t

H2
t

F̄ i0 ,g
x

H2
x

g
y

H2
y

g
t

H2
t

BC̄ j 0&

5
Ki2K j

d i2d j
^gy

H2
y

g
t

H2
t

g
x

H2
x

F̄ i0 ,g
y

H2
y

g
t

H2
t

g
x

H2
x

BC̄ j 0&

5
Ki2K j

d i2d j
^gt

H2
t

g
x

H2
x

g
y

H2
y

F̄ i0 ,g
t

H2
t

g
x

H2
x

g
y

H2
y

BC̄ j 0&

5¯ , 1< iÞ j <n, ~5.18!

where the initial valuesF̄ i0 andC̄ i0 of F i andC i can also be taken to be any arbitrary const
vectors of the Euclidean spaceRN.

Note that all constrained flows in both 111 and 211 dimensions are Liouville integrable
and that the initial values ofF i andC i , 1< i<n, can be arbitrarily chosen. Therefore, togeth
with Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, the above involutive solutions also show us the richness of so
and the integrability by quadratures for theN-wave interaction equations in both 111 and 2
11 dimensions. Of importance is of course that binary symmetry constraints decompo
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N-wave interaction equations in both 111 and 211 dimensions into finite-dimensional Liouville
integrable Hamiltonian systems, and the resulting involutive solutions present the Ba¨cklund trans-
formations between theN-wave interaction equations in both 111 and 211 dimensions and
these finite-dimensional Liouville integrable Hamiltonian systems.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS

We have introduced a class of special symmetry constraints,~2.38! in the 111 dimensional
case, and~3.19! and~3.20! in the 211 dimensional case, for theN-wave interaction equations in
both 111 and 211 dimensions. These symmetry constraints nonlinearize then3n spectral
problem and adjoint spectral problem,~2.34! and~2.35!, and the (n11)3(n11) spectral problem
and adjoint spectral problem,~3.11! and~3.12!, into finite-dimensional Liouville integrable Hamil
tonian systems, and decompose theN-wave interaction equations in both 111 and 211 dimen-
sions into these finite-dimensional Liouville integrable Hamiltonian systems. A general invol
and functionally independent system of the polynomial functionsFis(c1 ,...,cm), 1< i<m, 1
<s<N, or alternativelyEis(c1 ,...,cm), 1< i<m, 1<s<N, associated with an arbitrarily highe
order matrix Lax operator, was presented and used to show the Liouville integrability o
resulting constrained flows. The nonlinear constraints on the potentials, resulting from the
metry constraints, also provide us with a class of Ba¨cklund transformations from theN-wave
interaction equations to the obtained finite-dimensional Liouville integrable systems. The in
tive solutions to theN-wave interaction equations are given through the constrained flows,
thus the integrability by quadratures has been exhibited for theN-wave interaction equations. Th
special case withG5W0 , i.e., diag(g1,...,gn)5diag(b1,...,bn) of two reductions ofn53 andn
54 in 111 dimensions presents all results established in Refs. 31 and 32.

We point out that for a more general matrix Lax operatorL5C1D with any constant matrix
C5(ci j )m3m and the matrixD defined by ~4.2!, the r -matrix formulation ~4.13! still holds.
Therefore, an involutive system of polynomial functions can be generated, but we do not
what conditions on the matrixC can ensure the functional independence of that involutive sys
We are also curious about other examples of higher-order matrix Lax operators which le
involutive and functionally independent systems. Our crucial techniques to present the invo
and functionally independent systemFis , 1< i<m, 1<s<N, are ther -matrix formulation,
Newton’s identities on elementary symmetric polynomials, and the determinant property of
products of matrices; and the whole process of their applications provides an efficient way to
the involutive property and the functional independence.

Of course, one of the important results in binary nonlinearization is the integrability of so
equations by quadratures, which implies that one can integrate soliton equations themse
quadratures. However, the potentials obtained by symmetry constraints can be proved to be
a kind of finite-gap-type solutions containing multi-soliton solutions, and thus they may
present solutions to given initial value and/or boundary problems of soliton equations. I
challenging problem to establish a general theory of complete integrability for nonlinear diff
tial and differential-difference equations, which should state what mathematical propertie
equations must possess so that their solutions to initial value and/or boundary problems c
be determined by quadratures.

Symmetry constraints yield nonlinear constraints on potentials of soliton equations, an
linear spectral problems~linear with respect to eigenfunctions! into nonlinear constrained flow
~nonlinear again with respect to eigenfunctions!, which makes it more complicated to solve solito
equations. However, since spectral problems are overdetermined, one needs additional co
~compatability conditions! to guarantee the existence of eigenfunctions of spectral problems
symmetry property brings us the Liouville integrability for nonlinear constrained flows. T
symmetry constraints make up for the disadvantage of nonlinearization in manipulating b
nonlinearization. Of special interest in the study of symmetry constraints are creating new cla
integrable systems,55 which supplement the known class of integrable systems,56 and exposing the
integrability by quadratures for soliton equations by using constrained flows.33
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The idea of binary nonlinearization is quite similar to that of using adjoint symmetrie
generate conservation laws for differential equations, both Lagrangian and non-Lagrangia57 In
binary nonlinearization, we adopt adjoint spectral problems to formulate Hamiltonian struc
for constrained flows so that finite-dimensional Liouville integrable systems result. Note that
exist also some special symmetry constraints which do not yield Hamiltonian structures
constant coefficient symplectic forms, including both canonical and noncanonical ones, fo
strained flows.46 Therefore, it will be particularly interesting and important to classify symme
constraints which exhibit Hamiltonian structures with constant and variable coefficient symp
forms for constrained flows.
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APPENDIX A: NON-LIE SYMMETRIES

Proposition A.1: Iff (s) and c (s), 1<s<N, satisfy (2.34) and (2.35), then the vector field

Z05J(
s51

N

msc
(s)T

]U~u,ls!

]u
f (s)5rS FU0 ,(

s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)TG D ~A1!

is a symmetry of the111 dimensionalN-wave interaction equations (2.22).
Proof: It is required to show that

~dP,dQ!5S FU0 ,(
s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)TG ,FW0 ,(

s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)TG D ~A2!

satisfies the linearized system~2.25!. By using~2.34! and ~2.35!, we can first compute that

S (
s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)TD

t1

5(
s51

N

msf t1
(s)c (s)T1(

s51

N

msf
(s)c t1

(s)T

5(
s51

N

msV
(1)~u,ls!f

(s)c (s)T2(
s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)TV(1)~u,ls!

5(
s51

N

ms@V(1)~u,ls!,f
(s)c (s)T#

5(
s51

N

lsms@W0 ,f (s)c (s)T#1FW1 ,(
s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)TG ,

and, similarly, we can have

S (
s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)TD

x

5(
s51

N

lsms@U0 ,f (s)c (s)T#1FU1 ,(
s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)TG .

Thus, noting the Jacobi identity, it follows that
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~dP! t1
2~dQ!x5FU0 ,S (

s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)TD

t1

G2FW0 ,S (
s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)TD

x
G

5(
s51

N

lsms([U0 ,[W0 ,f (s)c (s)T]] 2[W0 ,[U0 ,f (s)c (s)T]])

1FU0 ,FW1 ,(
s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)TG G2FW0 ,FU1 ,(

s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)TG G

5FU0 ,FW1 ,(
s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)TG G2FW0 ,FU1 ,(

s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)TG G ,

wheredP anddQ are defined by~A2!. Then, again noting the Jacobi identity, we can have

~dP! t1
2~dQ!x1@U1 ,dQ#1@dP,W1#

5F (
s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)T,@U0 ,W1#G2F (

s51

N

msf
(s)c (s)T,@W0 ,U1#G50,

in the last step of which we have used@U0 ,W1#5@W0 ,U1#. The proof is finished. j

All of the symmetries presented in this proposition are not Lie point, contact, or Ba¨cklund
symmetries, since they cannot be written in terms of the potentialsui j and their spatial derivatives

APPENDIX B: FORMULAS FOR COMPUTING Fl
„k …

Immediately from the expressions ofFl
(k) in ~4.22!, we can obtain the following more con

crete formulas for computingFl
(k) :

Fl
(1)5(

i 51

m

~ci1Q
ii

l!,

Fl
(2)5 (

1< i , j <m S cicj1cjQ
ii

l1ciQ
j j

l1UQ
ii

l Q
i j

l

Q
ji

l Q
j j

l

U D ,

Fl
(3)5 (

1< i , j ,k<m
~cicjck1cickQ

j j

l1cjckQ
ii

l1cicjQ
kk

l!

1 (
1< i , j ,k<m S ciUQ

j j

l Q
jk

l

Q
k j

l Q
kk

l

U1cjUQ
ii

l Q
ik

l

Q
ki

l Q
kk

l

U1ckUQ
ii

l Q
i j

l

Q
ji

l Q
j j

l

U1UQ
ii

l Q
i j

l Q
ik

l

Q
ji

l Q
j j

l Q
jk

l

Q
ki

l Q
k j

l Q
kk

l

U D ,

... ,

Fl
(k)5 (

1<j1,j2,...,jk<m S )
p51

k

cjp
1(

i51

k

)
pÞi
p51

k

cj p
Q
j i j i

l1 (
1< i 1, i 2<k

)
pÞi1,i2

p51

k

cjpU Q

j i 1
j i 1

l Q

j i 1
j i 2

l

Q

j i 2
j i 1

l Q

j i 2
j i 2

l

U D
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1 (
1< j 1, j 2,..., j k<m

(
1< i 1, i 2, i 3<k

)
pÞ i 1 ,i 2 ,i 3

p51

k

cj pU Q

j i 1
j i 1

l Q

j i 1
j i 2

l Q

j i 1
j i 3

l

Q

j i 2
j i 1

l Q

j i 2
j
2

l Q

j i 2
j i 3

l

Q

j i 3
j i 1

l Q

j i 3
j i 2

l Q

j i 3
j i 3

l

U1...

1 (
1< j 1, j 2,..., j k<mU Q

j 1 j 1

l Q
j 1 j 2

l
...

Q
j 1 j k

l

Q
j 2 j 1

l Q
j 2 j 2

l
...

Q
j 2 j k

l

A A � A

Q
j kj 1

l Q
j kj 2

l
...

Q
j kj k

l

U ,

...,

Fl
(m)5 )

p51

m

cp1(
i 51

m

)
pÞ i
p51

m

cpQ
ii

l1 (
1< i , j <m

)
pÞ i , j
p51

m

cpUQ
ii

l Q
i j

l

Q
ji

l Q
j j

l

U
1 (

1< i , j ,k<m
)

pÞ i , j ,k
p51

k

cpUQ
ii

l Q
i j

l Q
ik

l

Q
ji

l Q
j j

l Q
jk

l

Q
ki

l Q
k j

l Q
kk

l

U1...1UQ
11

l Q
12

l
...

Q
1m

l

Q
21

l Q
22

l
...

Q
2r

l

A A � A

Q
m1

l Q
r2

l
...

Q
mm

l

U .

APPENDIX C: THE DETERMINANT OF Vm

The following proposition has been used while showing the functional independence
polynomial functionsFis(c1 ,...,cm), 1< i<m, 1<s<N, which is of interest itself.

Proposition C.1: Let m>2, and c1 ,c2 ,...,cm be constants. Then

det~Vm!5U1 (
i 52

m

ci (
2< i , j <m

cicj (
2< i , j ,k<m

cicjck ... )
i 52

m

ci

1 (
i 51
iÞ2

m

ci (
1< i , j <m

i , j Þ2

cicj (
1< i , j ,k<m

i , j ,kÞ2

cicjck ... )
i 51
iÞ2

m

ci

A A A A � A

1 (
i 51

m21

ci (
1< i , j <m21

cicj (
1< i , j ,k<m21

cicjck ... )
i 51

m21

ci

U
5 )

1< i , j <m
~ci2cj !. ~C1!
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Proof: We prove this proposition by the principle of mathematical induction. It is obvious
~C1! is true whenm52. Suppose that~C1! is true whenm5 l . Let us verify that~C1! is also true
whenm5 l 11. Note that

(
1< i 1, i 2,..., i k< l 11

i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i kÞ j

ci 1
ci 2

...ci k
2 (

1< i 1, i 2,..., i k< l 11
i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i kÞ i

ci 1
ci 2

...ci k

5~ci2cj ! (
1< i 1, i 2,..., i k21< l 11

i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i k21Þ i , j

ci 1
ci 2

...ci k21
,

1< i , j < l 11, 1<k< l .

For each 2< j < l 11, we subtract

(
2< i 1, i 2,..., i j 21< l 11

l 11

ci 1
ci 2

...ci j 21
3the first column of det~V l 11!

from the j th column of det(Vl11), and then we have

det~V l 11!

5U1 0 0 0 ... 0

1 c12c2 ~c12c2!(
i 53

l 11

ci ~c12c2! (
3< i , j < l 11

cicj ... ~c12c2!)
i 53

l 11

ci

1 c12c3 ~c12c3!(
i 52
iÞ3

l 11

ci ~c12c3! (
2< i , j < l 11

i , j Þ3

cicj ... ~c12c3!)
i 52
iÞ3

l 11

ci

A A A A � A

1 c12cl 11 ~c12cl 11!(
i 52

l

ci ~c12cl 11! (
2< i , j < l

cicj ... ~c12cl 11!)
i 52

l

ci

U
5)

j 52

l 11

~c12cj !U1 (
i 53

l 11

ci (
3< i , j < l 11

cicj ... )
i 53

l 11

ci

1 (
i 52
iÞ3

l 11

ci (
2< i , j < l 11

i , j Þ3

cicj ... )
i 52
iÞ3

l 11

ci

A A A � A

1 (
i 52

l

ci (
2< i , j < l

cicj ... )
i 52

l

ci

U5 )
1< i , j < l 11

~ci2cj !,

in the last step of which we have used the inductive assumption. This means that~C1! is also true
whenm5 l 11, i.e., the inductive step is satisfied. Therefore, the formula~C1! is always true by
the principle of mathematical induction. The proof is finished. j

APPENDIX D: TWO IDENTITIES ON SYMMETRIC POLYNOMIALS

Let thesj ’s be symmetric polynomials defined by~4.27!.
Proposition D.1: For any integers r and i with i>r>1, and any numbers c1 ,...,cr , we have
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(
j 50

i 2r

~21! j sj~c1 ,...,cr ! (
l 11...1 l r5 i 2r 2 j

l 1 ,...,l r>0

c1
l 1...cr

l r5H 1, if i 5r ,

0, if i .r .
~D1!

Proof: Use the principle of mathematical induction onr . Whenr 51 andi 51, the left-hand
side of ~D1! is 1. Whenr 51 and i .1, the left-hand side of~D1! is 0. Hence~D1! holds when
r 51.

Now suppose that~D1! holds whenr 5k, i.e.,

(
j 50

i 2k

~21! j sj~c1 ,...,ck! (
l 11...1 l k5 i 2k2 j

l 1 ,...,l k>0

c1
l 1...ck

l k5H 1, if i 5k,

0, if i .k.
~D2!

Then, whenr 5k11, the left-hand side of~D1! is

(
j 50

i 2k21

~21! j sj~c1 ,...,ck11! (
l 11¯1 l k115 i 2k2 j 21

l 1 ,¯ ,l k11>0

c1
l 1
¯ck11

l k11 . ~D3!

By using ~4.28!, it equals

(
j 50

i 2k21

~21! j (
l r 1150

i 2k2 j 21

ck11
l k1111sj 21~c1 ,...,ck! (

l 11¯1 l k5 i 2k2 j 212 l k11
l 1 ,...,l k>0

c1
l 1
¯ck

l k

1 (
j 50

i 2k21

~21! j (
l r 1150

i 2k2 j 21

ck11
l k11sj~c1 ,...,ck! (

l 11¯1 l k5 i 2k2 j 212 l k11
l 1 ,¯ ,l k>0

c1
l 1
¯ck

l k

5 (
l r 1150

i 2k21

ck11
l k1111 (

j 50

i 2k2 l k1122

~21! j 11sj~c1 ,...,ck! (
l 11¯1 l k5 i 2k2 j 2 l k1122

l 1 ,¯ ,l k>0

c1
l 1
¯ck

l k

1 (
l r 1150

i 2k21

ck11
l k11 (

j 50

i 2k2 l k1121

~21! j sj~c1 ,...,ck! (
l 11¯1 l k5 i 2k2 j 2 l k1121

l 1 ,¯ ,l k>0

c1
l 1
¯ck

l k , ~D4!

where an empty sum is understood to be zero.
When i 5k11, it is easy to see that~D4! equals 1. Ifi .k11, then by~D2!, the first sum

equals

2ck11
l k1111u l k115 i 2k2252ck11

i 2k21 , ~D5!

and again, by~D2!, the second sum equals

ck11
l k11u l k115 i 2k215ck11

i 2k21 . ~D6!

Hence~D4! equals 0 ifi .k11, which implies that~D1! holds whenr 5k11. Therefore,~D1!
always holds by the principle of mathematical induction. The proposition is proved. j

Proposition D.2: For any integers m, r , i with i>r 11>2, m numbers c1 ,...,cm , and r
integers j1 ,...,j r with 1< j 1,..., j r<m, we have
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(
j 50

i 2r

~21! i 2r 2 j sj~c1 ,...,cm! (
l 11¯1 l r5 i 2r 2 j

l 1 ,...,l r>0

cj 1

l 1
¯cj r

l r 5 (
1<r1,¯,r i 2r<m

raÞ j b for all a,b

cr1
¯cr i 2r

. ~D7!

Proof: Without loss of generality, suppose thatj i5 i wheni 51,...,r , since eachsj (c1 ,...,cm)
is symmetric with respect toc1 ,...,cm . Then,~D7! becomes

(
j 50

i 2r

~21! i 2r 2 j sj~c1 ,...,cm! (
l 11¯1 l r5 i 2r 2 j

l 1 ,¯ ,l r>0

c1
l 1
¯cr

l r5 (
r 11<r1,¯,r i 2r<m

cr1
¯cr i 2r

. ~D8!

Obviously, for any fixedj with r 11< j <m, both sides of~D8! are linear with respect tocj .
We use the principle of mathematical induction oni to prove~D8!. Wheni 5r 11, both sides

of ~D8! equalcr 111¯1cm .
Suppose that~D8! holds wheni 5k (k.r ). Then, wheni 5k11, the left-hand side of~D8!

reads as

Rª (
j 50

k112r

~21!k112r 2 j sj~c1 ,...,cm! (
l 11¯1 l r5k112r 2 j

l 1 ,¯ ,l r>0

c1
l 1
¯cr

l r

5 (
j 521

k2r

~21!k2r 2 j sj 11~c1 ,... ,cm! (
l 11¯1 l r5k2r 2 j

l 1 ,¯ ,l r>0

c1
l 1
¯cr

l r . ~D9!

Then by~4.28!, we have

]R

]cm
5(

j 50

k2r

~21!k2r 2 j sj~c1 ,...,cm21! (
l 11¯1 l r5k2r 2 j

l 1 ,¯ ,l r>0

c1
l 1
¯cr

l r . ~D10!

By the inductive assumption, it becomes

]R

]cm
5 (

r 11<r1,...,rk2r<m21
cr1

¯crk2r
. ~D11!

Hence we obtain

R5 (
r 11<r1,¯,rk2r<m21

cr1
¯crk2r

cm1R1~c1 ,...,cm21!, ~D12!

whereR1 is a polynomial. SinceR is symmetric with respect tocr 11 ,...,cm , we have

R5 (
r 11<r1,¯,rk112r<m

cr1
¯crk112r

1R0~c1 ,...,cr !, ~D13!

where by settingcr 115¯5cm50 in ~D9!, R0 is determined to be

R0~c1 ,...,cr !5 (
j 50

k112r

~21!k112r 2 j sj~c1 ,...,cr ! (
l 11¯1 l r5k112r 2 j

l 1 ,...,l r>0

c1
l 1
¯cr

l r . ~D14!

By Proposition D.1,R050 sincek115 i .r . Hence
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R5 (
r 11<r1,¯,rk112r<m

cr1
¯crk112r

, ~D15!

which implies that~D8! holds wheni 5k11. Therefore,~D8! holds for alli .r by the principle of
mathematical induction. The proof is completed. j

The identity~D7! is needed in presenting an alternative involutive systemEis’s to theFis’s in
Sec. IV C.
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Dynamical systems, whose symplectic structure degenerates, becoming noninvert-
ible at some points along the orbits, are analyzed. It is shown that for systems with
a finite number of degrees of freedom, like in classical mechanics, the degeneracy
occurs on domain walls that divide phase space into nonoverlapping regions, each
one describing a nondegenerate system, causally disconnected from each other.
These surfaces are characterized by the sign of the Liouville flux density on them,
behaving as sources or sinks of orbits. In this latter case, once the system reaches
the domain wall, it acquires a new gauge invariance and one degree of freedom is
dynamically frozen, while the remaining degrees of freedom evolve regularly there-
after. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1389088#

I. INTRODUCTION

A number of dynamical systems of physical interest possess field-dependent symplectic
which degenerate, becoming noninvertible for some particular configurations. Systems as
as vortex interactions in fluids,1 and gravitation theories in dimensionsd.4 containing higher
powers of curvature in the Lagrangian exhibit this feature~see, e.g., Ref. 2!. Models of this kind
naturally arise in different contexts of current high energy physics, ranging from cosmolog
brane worlds3,4 to strings and M-theory.5–7

The problem is how to describe the evolution of the system near a degenerate configu
and, if it could reach such a state, how it would evolve afterwards. The standard hypotheses
treatment of dynamical systems, however, exclude the possibility that the symplectic form
have nonconstant rank throughout phase space, even in classical mechanics~see, e.g., Refs. 8, an
9!.

As a first step towards understanding the general problem, here we analyze degener
namical systems in classical mechanics. We show that it is possible to fully characteriz
evolution of these systems.

It should be emphasized that this degeneracy is independent of Poincare´’s classification of
singularities. A Poincare´ singularity occurs at critical points of the Hamiltonian, which are gen
cally isolated, whereas the symplectic form degenerates on surfaces which are generically
walls. This kind of surface cannot be understood as dense sets of Poincare´ singularities. Roughly
speaking, a symplectic degeneracy is the counterpart of a Poincare´ singularity in that, in the latter
the gradient of the Hamiltonian vanishes, whereas the former can be interpreted as an
gradient.

The previous point can be made more explicit by considering the simplest example
degenerate system, whose phase flow satisfies

S 0 x2

2x2 0 D S ẋ1

ẋ2
D5S E1

E2
D , ~1!

with E1E2Þ0, which degenerates atx250. An equivalent formulation in thex2Þ0 region is
43830022-2488/2001/42(9)/4383/8/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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S ẋ1

ẋ2
D5

1

x2
S 2E2

E1
D , ~2!

which can be viewed as a phase flow where the gradient of the Hamiltonian diverges asx2→0.
The required symplectomorphism~canonical transformation! to obtain Eq.~2! from Eq. ~1! is
noninvertible throughout phase space, however.

II. FIRST-ORDER LAGRANGIANS AND THEIR SYMPLECTIC FORMS

Let us consider a system whose action is a one-formA, integrated over a~011!-dimensional
worldline embedded in a (2n11)-dimensional spacetime of signature~2,1, . . . ,1!,

S@z;1,2#5E
1

2

Amżm dt, ~3!

The fieldAm is a prescribed set of 2n11 functions of the embedding coordinateszm, which are
the dynamical variables.10 This action is manifestly invariant under reparametrizations of
worldline t→t8~t!, and diffeomorphismszm→z8m(z).11 Identifying the affine parameter with th
timelike embedding coordinatez0

ªt, so thatzi5zi(t), the action reads

S@z;1,2#5E
t1

t2
@Aiż

i1A0# dt. ~4!

The equations of motion are given by

Fi j ż
j1Ei50, ~5!

where we have definedEi[] iA02]0Ai andFi j [] iAj2] jAi . In the following, we assumeAi and
A0 to be time-independent.

These dynamical systems are naturally classified according to the rankr of the symplectic
form Fi j .12 Thus, three cases are distinguished:~A! regular Hamiltonian systems, for which th
symplectic form has constant maximal rank,r(Fi j )52n throughout phase spaceG,10 ~B! singular
or constrained Hamiltonian systems, which have a constant nonmaximal rank,r(Fi j )52m,2n
throughoutG,9 and,~C! degenerate systems, which have nonconstant rankr(Fi j ) throughoutG.

III. DEGENERATE SYSTEMS

We will focus our discussion in the degenerate case~C!, which has been traditionally left asid
in the literature. We will assume that the zero-measure subset ofG given by

S5$zPG/F50%, ~6!

whereFªdet(Fij), is not dense. Thus, outsideS, the symplectic formFi j has a constant rank 2n,
and the dynamical structure there is described through case~A! above.13

Under these conditions, nothing prevents the system, starting from a generic state for
FÞ0, from reaching a point onS after some finite time. Having this scenario in mind, we addr
the following points:

~i! the description of the locus ofS,
~ii ! classification of the phase flow nearS, and
~iii ! whetherS can be reached and, in that case, the fate of the system thereafter.

A. Degeneracy surfaces S

As is well known, a skew-symmetric 2n32n matrix Fi j (z) can be brought into the block
diagonal form by an orthogonal transformation. Thus the two-formF51/2Fi j dzi∧dzj can be
block diagonalized in an open set, under a localO(2n) coordinate transformationzi→xi(z),
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F5(
r 51

n

f r~z!dx2r 21∧dx2r . ~7!

However,in open sets containing points of the degeneracy surfaces, the Darboux-like
dinates xi cannot be brought into the standard canonical form, because at least one of the fr ’ s in
(7) vanishes atS. Hence, further~finite! rescalings cannot normalize thef r ’s to 1. As a conse-
quence, the setS is the union of the (2n21)-dimensional surfaces

S r5$zPG/ f r~z!50%,

that is,S5ø r 51
n S r .

Moreover, by virtue of the Bianchi identity (dF50), it can be shown thatf r(x) depends only
on the pair of conjugate coordinates (x2r 21,x2r). This means that the degeneracy surfaces
constant along the remaining coordinates.

We assume that thef r ’s are smooth Morse functions on the corresponding (x2r 212x2r)
planes, which ensures that they possess only simple zeros except at isolated points; th
where f r has zeros of higher order can be thought of as the merging of simple zeros. Henc
level curvesf r(x

2r 21,x2r)50 divide the (x2r 212x2r)-plane into nonoverlapping sets and ther
fore,

Lemma 1:The locus of the degeneracy surfacesS corresponds to a collection of doma
walls, splitting the phase spaceG into a number of nonoverlapping regions.

B. Characterization of the phase flow near S

Generically, at a surfaceS r the rankr(Fi j ) is lowered by 2, and at points wherek of these
surfaces intersect,r is lowered by 2k. In a sufficiently small neighborhood of the surfaceS r , the
behavior of the system is dominated by the dynamical variablesxa5(x2r 212x2r), whose corre-
sponding equations of motion can be read from Eq.~5! as

eab f ~x!ẋb52Ea , ~8!

where for simplicity, we have setr 51, so thata andb51,2 andfª f 1 . Near a degeneracy surfac
S r , the remaining dynamical variablesza (a53, . . . ,2n) behave like the phase space coordina
of a regular system.

Here it is assumed thatEa remains finite and does not vanish onS1 ~i.e., Poincare´ singulari-
ties are assumed to be located outsideS!, therefore, Eq.~8! implies that the velocity become
tangent to the (x12x2) plane, because the componentsẋa become unbounded as the orbit a
proachesS1 , while the other components (ża) remain finite.

Due to the fact thatf has a simple zero atS1 , ẋa reverses its sign across the degenera
surface. Consequently, the phase flow evolves in opposite directions on each side ofS. Thus, in a
local neighborhood ofS, one of the following three situations occur:~a! Orbits flow towardsS
and end there,~b! the orbits originate at the degeneracy surface and flow away from it, or~c! the
orbits run parallel toS, but in opposite directions on each side.

Hence, the surfaces act as sinks or sources for the orbits in cases~a! and ~b!, respectively,
which naturally suggests a classification of the local nature ofS into S (2), S (1), andS (0) for the
cases~a!, ~b! and ~c!, respectively~see Fig. 1!.

In all three cases there is no flux across the degeneracy surface, and therefore, we h
following.

Lemma 2:The regions on either side ofS are causally disconnected and dynamically ind
pendent from each other.

An immediate consequence of this is the violation of Liouville’s theorem at the surfac
degeneracy. In fact, outside the degeneracy surfaces, the Liouville current

j i5AFżi ~9!
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is divergence-free (] i j
i50) by virtue of the equations of motion and the identity] i(AFFi j Ej )

50, with Fi j F jk5dk
i . This means that Liouville’s theorem holds outsideS, where the dynamica

behavior is regular. Moreover,j i has a finite limit as the system approaches a degeneracy su
whose only nonvanishing components on each side ofS are

j a5u f uẋa5sgn~ f !eabEb . ~10!

The local character of the degeneracy surfacesS can be inferred from the flux ofj i across a
pill box enclosing a portion ofS. The flux densityF5 j ini across the lids of the pill box is given
by the projection ofj i along the normal to the surfaceni5] iF

1/2, whose only nonvanishing
components arena5]au f u, that is,

F52F1/2Fi j Ej] iF
1/25]a f eabEb . ~11!

Note thatF is not only finite, but continuous onS. Therefore, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3: The local character of the degeneracy surfaces is given byS (h) with h

5sgn(F). Furthermore, in general,S is globally piecewise attractive (S (2)) or repulsive (S (1)),
and is of typeS (0) at the intersections with the surfacesP5$zPG/F(z)50% @see Fig. 1.~d!#.

Hence,S (0) generically corresponds to the boundaries betweenS (2) andS (1) ~that is,S (0)

5]S (2)) which is a subset of codimension 2 in phase space.
In the particular case, when both surfacesS andP coincide on an open set,S is globally of

type S (0). This occurs for example, ifEi uS(0)5] i(h(zi)F1/2), whose only nonvanishing compo
nents are of the formEa5h̃(za)]a f for some functionsh and h̃Þ0.14

FIG. 1. ~a!, ~b! and~c! show the qualitative local flow in the neighborhood ofS (1), S (2) andS (0), respectively. The global
structure of degeneracy surfaces is shown in~d!.
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C. Evolution towards S „À…

The degeneracy surfacesS (1) andS (2) represent sets of initial and final states of the syste
respectively. Configurations at a surfaceS (1) are unstable against small perturbations, and
seems unlikely that a system could be prepared there. On the other hand, if one consid
system atS (2), a small perturbation to move it away from the surface would require an infi
acceleration. In this sense, the surfacesS (2) represent stable final states for the evolution of
system, and any initial configuration sufficiently near the degeneracy surface is doomed to
it. Then, the question whether the system can be consistently defined onS (2) naturally arises.

For simplicity, let us consider a system possessing a single surface of degeneracy w
globally of typeS (2). We will now show that when the system reachesS (2), two coordinates
become nondynamical; the system acquires a new gauge symmetry on the degeneracy
which corresponds to displacements alongS (2), and one degree of freedom is lost.

Following Dirac’s approach for constrained systems,15 the action~4! possesses 2n primary
constraints coming from the definition of the canonical momentapi5]L/] żi ,

f i~z,p![pi2Ai~z,t !'0, ~12!

whose Poisson brackets are$f i ,f j%5Fi j . OutsideS (2), the invertibility of Fi j implies that the
constraintsf i are second class. However, at the degeneracy surface, the rank ofFi j is reduced by
two, thus, two of thef’s have vanishing Poisson brackets with the whole set of constraints.

Although the constraint structure changes abruptly atS (2), after the system reaches th
surface, its evolution can be described by a standard constrained system, as can be seen t
suitable change of basis for the constraintsf i .

Linear combinations of the formw (a)5e(a)
i f i become first class providede(a)

i are null vec-
tors of Fi j . This can only happen at the degeneracy surface, where there are two such v
They can be chosen so that one is tangent and the other is normal to the surfacesF5const,
namely,e(1)

i Fi j 51/2] jF and e(2)
i Fi j 5Fi j ] iAF. In Darboux-like coordinates, their only nonvan

ishing components aree(1)
a 5eab]b f ande(2)

a 5dab]b f , with a51,2.
In the basisf i5$w (a) ;fa%, with a53, . . . ,2n, the constraint algebra reads

$w (a) ,w (b)%'
1
4e (a)(b)F

21/2~] iF !25 f e (a)(b)u] f u2,

$w (a) ,fb%'e(a)
i Fib50, ~13!

$fa ,fb%5Fab .

From this it is apparent that, on the surfaceS (2), the constraintsw (a) have vanishing Poisson
brackets, and are therefore candidates for first class constraints.

In order to examine whetherw (a) are first or second class at the degeneracy surfacef
50), it is necessary to compute their Poisson brackets withf . The only nonvanishing bracke
involving f is

$ f ,w (2)%5e(2)
a ]a f 5u]a f u2, ~14!

which cannot vanish onS because, by hypothesis,f has a simple zeros there. This shows thatw (1)

is first class, while (f ,w (2)) form a conjugate pair of second class constraints.
The transformations generated byw (a) correspond todza50, and

dxa5$xa,j (b)w (b)%5j (b)e(b)
a 5ja. ~15!

Thus, the constraintsw (1) and w (2) generate tangent and normal displacements toS (2), respec-
tively, as expected. Hence,f '0 can be viewed as the gauge fixing condition associated with
‘‘gauge generator’’w (2) . This is summarized in the following.
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Lemma 4:On the degeneracy surfaceS (2), the system acquires a new gauge invarian
because the second class constraintw (1) becomes first class, while the number of second cl
constraints (f ,w (2) ,fa) remains the same (2n). Since each first class constraint eliminates o
degree of freedom, we conclude that one degree of freedom is dynamically frozen on the
eracy surface.

We illustrate these results in the following examples.

IV. EXAMPLES

A. Simplest degenerate system

The simplest case of a degenerate dynamical system is provided by the Lagrangian

LD5Aaẋa1A0 , ~16!

with A150, A25x1x2 , A052nx1 . The symplectic form,Fab5eabx2 , degenerates at the surfac
x250, which is of typeS (h), with h5sgn(n). The orbits run perpendicular toS (h) and take a
finite time to connect a point on the surface with a point outside.

This example captures the essence of the behavior of any degenerate system in a ne
hood of a degeneracy surface of typeS (1) or S (2). In particular, the shock-wave solutions o
Burgers’ equation,

] tu1u]xu5n]x
2u, ~17!

which is relevant in the context of turbulence, exhibit this behavior. These solutions are o
form

u~x,t !522n(
k51

2n

~x2zk~ t !!21, ~18!

where zk(t) are complex coordinates which come in conjugate pairs and satisfy a vorte
equation.16 The corresponding equations of motion forzk(t) can be obtained from an action of th
form ~4!, which for n51 andz5x11 ix2 reads

S 0 x2

2x2 0 D S ẋ1

ẋ2
D5S n

0D , ~19!

whose associated Lagrangian is precisely given by~16!. This solution describes a one-dimension
shock wave centered atx5x1 , with peaks atx5x16x2(t) of height 72n/x2(t), traveling out-
wards fromx1 .

B. Coupling with a regular system

The next example examines explicitly the fate of a degenerate system when it reac
surface of typeS (2). A simple Lagrangian for which this occurs is of the form

L5LD~xa!1LR~za!2Vl~xa,za!. ~20!

Here,

LD~xa!5Aaẋa2HD~xa!, ~21!

with a51,2, is some two-dimensional degenerate system possessing a global surface of typS (2)

at f (xa)50; LR(za) is a regular system with HamiltonianHR(za), andVl(xa,za) is an interaction
term of the form

Vl5l f ~xa!HR~za!. ~22!
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This coupling is chosen so that it vanishes onS (2) and does not change the flux densityF there,
so that the character of the degeneracy surface does not depend on the coupling constantl. Note
that this coupling would be trivial in the case of nondegenerate systems. Furthermore, the pr
of HR in the coupling implies that, besides the conservation of the total HamiltonianH5HD

1HR1Vl , the equations of motion

ża5~11l f ~x!!Fab]bHR ~23!

give rise to a separate conservation law forHR , becauseḢR5 ża]aHR50. In turn, this implies that
the remaining equations of motion,

eab f ~x!ẋb5]a~HD1l f ~x!HR!, ~24!

can be integrated as an autonomous two-dimensional subsystem. Once these equations h
solved, and their solutions substituted in~23!, it is apparent that the solutions of Eq.~23! describe
the same orbits as in the decoupled case (l50) but with a reparametrized time,

za~ t !5z(l50)
a ~t!,

with

dt

dt
511l f ~x~ t !!.

Note that as the orbits approach the surfaceS (2), this time reparametrization remains finite.
Once the system reaches the degeneracy surface (f (x)→0), both time coordinates becom

identical and,on S (2), all traces of the degenerate subsystem disappear, including the inform
about its initial conditions xa(t0).

Thus from the moment the degeneracy surface is reached, the system becomes a regu
described byLR(za), and the degrees of freedom of the degenerate system are forever lost

In order to illustrate this point, consider the degenerate Lagrangian given by Eq.~16! with
n,0, coupled with a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator in the form~22!. In that case, the tota
energy isE5ER(11lx2)1nx1 , where ER is the energy of the harmonic oscillator, which
separately conserved. Equation~24! is readily integrated as

x2~ t !56A2nt1~x2~ t0!!2,

for t,(x2(t0))2/2n, andx2(t)50 afterwards.
Hence, the harmonic oscillator coordinatesZ5z11 iz2 evolve according to

Z~ t !5Z0 exp~ i t!,

with uZ0u252ER , where the reparametrized time is given by

t5t1
l

3n
@2nt1~x2~ t0!!2#3/2,

for t,(x2(t0))2/2n, andt5t afterwards.

V. DISCUSSION AND OVERVIEW

The degeneracy of the symplectic form opens up the possibility of a violation of Liouvi
theorem. In fact, the divergence of the currentj i5AFżi reads,

] i j
i52] i@AFFi j #] jA02AFFi j ] i] jA0 .
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If A052H is continuous and differentiable, the second term in the R. H. S. vanishes ident
However, the first term can give rise to a non-zero contribution, responsible for the jump
flow acrossS. In this sense, the problem we address here is the counterpart of Poincare´ classical
study of singularities in the phase flow. Both cases correspond to different classes of po
singularities in the phase flow, and, hence, the degeneracy surfaces cannot be understo
dense set of Poincare´’s singularities.

It is reasonable to expect that the extension of our analysis to field theory would lead
possibility that the symplectic form degenerates for field configurations where some local de
of freedom should freeze out and some field components become nondynamical. In the c
higher dimensional gravity, this means that as the system reaches a degeneracy surfac
dynamical components of the metric become redundant, which would correspond to a s
dynamical dimensional reduction mechanism.

The quantum mechanical analysis of this kind of degenerate systems shows that ther
tunneling across a surface of degeneracyS, but there is a nonvanishing propagation amplitu
between states in the bulk and onS.17 These results would be relevant for the quantum H
effect,18 and also for strings propagating in a background possessing a nonconstantB-field.19
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The two purposes of the article are~1! to present a regularization of the self-field of
point-like particles, based on Hadamard’s concept of ‘‘partie finie,’’ that permits in
principle to maintain the Lorentz covariance of a relativistic field theory, and~2! to
use this regularization for defining a model of stress-energy tensor that describes
point-particles in post-Newtonian expansions~e.g., 3PN! of general relativity. We
consider specifically the case of a system of two point-particles. We first perform a
Lorentz transformation of the system’s variables which carries one of the particles
to its rest frame, next implement the Hadamard regularization within that frame,
and finally come back to the original variables with the help of the inverse Lorentz
transformation. The Lorentzian regularization is defined in this way up to any order
in the relativistic parameter 1/c2. Following a previous work of ours, we then
construct the delta-pseudo-functions associated with this regularization. Using an
action principle, we derive the stress-energy tensor, made of delta-pseudo-
functions, of point-like particles. The equations of motion take the same form as the
geodesic equations of test particles on a fixed background, but the role of the
background is now played by the regularized metric. ©2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1384864#

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the problem of the dynamics of gravitationally interacting compact obje

general relativity has received a lot of attention. This is due in part to the interest of the theo
problem in its own, and in part to the ongoing development of laser-interferometric detecto
observing gravitational radiation. In the absence of an exact solution of the problem, on
recourse to successive post-Newtonian approximations~formal expansions in powers of 1/c).
Within such approximations, it makes sense to model the compact objects with some ‘‘poin
particles,’’ exactly as we do in a standard way within the Newtonian theory. However, the
field of point-particles is infinite at the very location of a particle, and thus must be some
regularized. The regularization is quite straightforward in the Newtonian theory, but it bec
nontrivial when going to high post-Newtonian approximations. Dealing with this problem
present authors1 developed a method for regularizing the infinite self-field of point-partic
which is based on the concept of ‘‘partie finie,’’ in the sense of Hadamard,2,3 of a singular function
at the place of one of its singular points~see, e.g., Refs. 4–7 for entries to the mathemat
literature!. We know that the Hadamard regularization yields the correct result for the equatio
motion of two particles up to the so-called second and half post-Newtonian~2.5PN! approxima-
tion, corresponding to the order 1/c5 beyond the Newtonian acceleration. Indeed, the problem
been completely solved at that order;8–19 notably some derivations make use of this regularizat
~e.g., Refs. 12 and 19!. In the present state of the art, we are concerned with the 3PN~or 1/c6)
43910022-2488/2001/42(9)/4391/28/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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approximation.20–25 In fact, starting at this high post-Newtonian order, the regularization m
become physically incomplete because of the appearance of an undetermined coefficien
equations of motion.20–25

The Hadamard regularization, investigated in Ref. 1, is performed in a three-dimen
Euclidean space with generic pointxPR3, which is viewed as the spatial hypersurface labeled
t5const in a global coordinate system$t,x% covering the whole space–time. In particular, t
regularization involves a spatial average, performed att5const, over the direction of approach
the singularity. As such a regularization makes use of a preferred spatial hypersurfacet5const, it
is clearly incompatible with the framework of special or general relativity, which embodi
global Lorentz~or Poincare´! frame invariance. Notably, we expect that the post-Newtonian eq
tions of motion of point-like particles in harmonic coordinates~which we recall preserve the
global Lorentz invariance! should exhibit at some stage a violation of the Lorentz invariance
to the latter regularization. The fact is that the breakdown of the Lorentz invariance due
regularization occurs only at the very high 3PN approximation. Until the 2.5PN order,
sufficient to regularize within a preferred slicet5const of the harmonic coordinate system
obtain some Lorentz-invariant equations of motion.19

The first purpose of this article is to define a regularizationà la Hadamard2,3 that is compatible
with the Lorentz structure of a relativistic field theory. This completes the definition, propos
Ref. 1, of a specific version of the Hadamard regularization~based notably on a particular class
pseudo-functions!. To achieve this purpose, we shall simply perform the standard Hada
regularization within the hypersurface that is geometrically orthogonal, in the sense o
Minkowski metric, to the four-velocity of the particle. In separate papers,24,25 we apply the latter
‘‘Lorentzian’’ regularization~together with the distributional derivatives introduced in Ref. 1! to
the computation of the binary equations of motion at the 3PN order in harmonic coordinate
find that, indeed, it permits the preserving of their Lorentz invariance~in some case at the price o
adjusting some parameter!. A different approach to the problem of incorporating the Lore
invariance in the 3PN equations of motion consists of deriving a generic regularized dyna
within the ADM-Hamiltonian formalism of general relativity, involving an arbitrary regularizat
parameter, and determining this parameter uniquely by requiring the Lorentz invariance.23 ~See
Sec. 2 in Ref. 25 for a discussion on our point-mass regularization and its relation to Ref.!

Throughout the article, we assume the existence of a preferred Minkowski metric, as se
for instance by the condition of harmonic coordinates in general relativity, with respect to w
the trajectories of particles are represented by accelerated world lines like in special rela
Most of our investigation is valid not only in the case of the gravitational field but also for
Lorentz-tensor field propagating on the Minkowski background. Furthermore, we shall defin
Lorentzian regularization in a sense of formal expansion series in 1/c2, so that all the formulas in
the article will be given by some infinite series of relativistic corrections whenc tends toward
infinity. This is all we need for the derivation of the equations of motion to the 3PN order.24,25

Since we are interested in the application to the motion of two particles, we shall defin
regularization around one of the particles~say particle 1!, and shall consider that its acceleratio
is purely due to particle 2.~However, our definitions could be generalized to a system oN
particles.! Notice that particle 2 enters this regularization scheme through the Lorentz transf
tion of its own variables to the rest frame of particle 1, and the replacement of the accelera
1 in terms of the equations of the binary motion. In general, working at some given relati
order, we shall need to know the equations of motion up to a lower order only, therefore givi
the possibility of an iterative process. In this article, we always assume that we know the re
equations of motion at this order, and that these are Lorentz-invariant.

Our second purpose is to derive an expression, compatible with the latter regularizatio
the stress-energy tensor of point-like particles in post-Newtonian expansions of general rel
Thanks to this regularization, we are able to give a sense to the value of the metric coeffici
the very location of the particle. Our basic assumption is that the matter action is the same
testparticles moving on a prescribed background gravitational field, except that the metric
location of the particles is replaced by its regularized value in the sense of the~Lorentzian!
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regularization. From this assumption, we prove that the Dirac measure in the stress-energy
must be replaced by a certain generalized function defined by means of the Hadamard pr
tion. In the case of two particles~the generalization toN particles is immediate!, we obtain

Tparticle
mn 5

m1cv1
mv1

n

A2@grs#1v1
rv1

s
Pf S D~x2y1!

Ag~ t,x!
D 11↔2, ~1.1!

wherem1 is the mass of the particle 1, andv1
m5(c,v1) its coordinate velocity, i.e.,v15dy1 /dt,

y15y1(t) being the trajectory parametrized by the coordinate timet ~the symbol 1↔2 denotes the
same expression but corresponding to the second particle!. The notation@grs#1 means that the
metric grs(t,x) is to be computed at the pointx5y1(t) following the regularization~of course
@grs#1 depends on the positions and velocities of both particles 1 and 2!. Note that the first factor
in ~1.1! is a mere function of timet. The second factor Pf„D(x2y1)/Ag… is made of a special type
of partie finie delta-pseudo-function associated with the regularization~following the definition
given in Ref. 1!. It involves~minus! the determinant of the metricgrs , namelyg, evaluated at the
point (t,x), and a generalization PfD(x2y1) of the Dirac function defined in such a way that i
action on a singular function yields the value of the function at the singular point in the sen
the regularization. Among the rules for handling the delta-pseudo-functions, we are allow
write Pf(D(x2y1)/Ag)5(1/Ag)PfD(x2y1), whereas it is strictly forbidden to replace the latt
quantity by@1/Ag#1PfD(x2y1).

The stress-energy tensor~1.1! takes the same form as the one of test particles moving
fixed background, but with the role of the background played by the regularized metric gen
by the bodies. In particular, the equations of motion obtained from the covariant conservat
that tensor (¹nTparticle

mn 50) take the same form as the ‘‘geodesic equations’’ when considered
respect to the regularized metric. Our definition of the stress-energy tensor~1.1! constitutes a
proposal that we have found to be the most natural in the problem of the equations of
motion at the 3PN order,24,25 but that we have not proved to be generally valid to higher po
Newtonian orders~nor of course when considered outside a framework of post-Newtonian ex
sions!. The tensor~1.1! appears to be a good candidate for the characterization of point
particles in post-Newtonian expansions of general relativity.

The plan of this article is the following. In Sec. II, we recall from Ref. 1 the material nee
in the subsequent parts concerning the Hadamard regularization and the associated
functions. In Sec. III, we investigate the formulas needed to regularize, for the Lorentz tra
mation of some field point as well as two source points, and we define the new regulari
around one of the particles as taking place within the instantaneous spatial hypersurface
particle. In Sec. IV, we give the formulas for this regularization at the level of the first relativ
correction 1/c2. Finally, in Sec. V, we derive from an action principle our model of stress-ene
tensor of point-like particles; the covariant conservation of this tensor leads to the equati
motion.

II. HADAMARD REGULARIZATION

To make the present article self-contained, we shall review in this section the classic n
of the Hadamard regularization of singular functions and divergent integrals,2,3 as well as the
construction, by Blanchet and Faye,1 of a set of pseudo-functions associated with it. We follo
closely the investigation of our previous article1 and employ most of its notation. A coordina
system$t,x% being given on space–time~for instance, the harmonic coordinates used in Sec.!,
we consider some functionsF(x) defined on the spatial slicet5const, wherexPR3 denotes the
position in the slice. We say that the functionF(x) belongs to the classF if and only if F is a
smooth function onR3 except at two isolated pointsy1 andy2 , and admits around each of thes
points the following power-like singular expansions. Denoting byr 15ux2y1u the spatial distance
to the point 1, and byn15(x2y1)/r 1 the spatial direction of approach to 1, we assume that,
any NPN,
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F~x!5 (
a0<a<N

r 1
a f

1
a~n1!1o~r 1

N!. ~2.1!

The coefficients1f a of the various powers ofr 1 are smooth functions of the unit vectorn1 , and the
remainder tends to zero strictly more rapidly thanr 1

N when r 1→0. The powersa of r 1 in that
expansion are assumed to be real,aPR, to range in discrete steps, i.e.,aP(ai) i PN , and to be
bounded from below, i.e.,a0<a for somea0PR. Similarly, we assume the same type of expa
sion around point 2,

;NPN, F~x!5 (
b0<b<N

r 2
b f

2
b~n2!1o~r 2

N!, ~2.2!

wherer 25ux2y2u andn25(x2y2)/r 2 . Thus, to each functionF in the classF are associated two
discrete families of indicesa andb, and two corresponding families of coefficients1f a(n1) and

2f b(n2), all of them depending onF. We shall refer to the coefficients1f a for which a,0 ~and
similarly to 2f b whenb,0) as thesingularcoefficients ofF in the expansion whenr 1→0. Since
a>a0(F) andb>b0(F), the number of singular coefficients ofF is always finite.

The so-called ‘‘partie finie’’ in the sense of Hadamard2,3 of the singular functionF at the
location of the singular pointy1 is equal to the angular average, say1 f̂ 0 , of the zeroth-order
coefficient,1f 0(n1), in the expansion of the function whenr 1→0 we assumed in~2.1!; namely

~F !15 f̂
1

0[E dV1

4p
f
1

0~n1!, ~2.3!

wheredV15dV(n1) denotes the solid angle element of originy1 and directionn1 . The latter
angular integration is performed within the coordinate hypersurfacet5const. A crucial property of
the Hadamard partie finie is its ‘‘nondistributivity’’ with respect to the multiplication, in the se
that

~FG!15” ~F !1~G!1 ~2.4!

in general. When applied to the gradient] iF of a functionFPF, the definition~2.3! yields a
useful formula which permits one to compute rapidly the partie finie of complicated expres
involving gradients:

~] iF !153S n1
i

r 1
F D

1

. ~2.5!

Closely related to the concept of partie finie of a singular function is the definition of
partie finie (Pf) of the divergent integral*d3xF. Throughout this article, we assume that t
functions decrease fast enough at infinity~when uxu→1`) so that the possible divergencies
integrals come only from the bounds located at the two singular points 1 and 2. The ‘‘partie
integral’’ reads2,3 as

Pfs1 ,s2
E d3xF5 lim

s→0
H ER3\B1~s!øB2~s!

d3xF14p (
a13,0

sa13

a13 S F

r 1
aD

1

14p lnS s

s1
D ~r 1

3F !111↔2J .

~2.6!

The integral on the right side extends overR3 deprived from two closed spherical ballsB1(s) and
B2(s) of radiuss centered on the two singularities@thusB1(s) andB2(s) are defined byr 1<s and
r 2<s#. The other terms, which are defined by means of the partie finie in the sense of~2.3!, are
chosen in such a way that the limits→0 exists. The notation 1↔2 indicates the same terms as t
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two previous ones but corresponding to the other point. The summation indexa satisfiesa0<a
,23 ~in particular the sum is always finite!. Notice the two arbitrary constantss1 ands2 which
are introduced in order to adimensionalize the arguments of the logarithms in~2.6!; the partie finie
owns an ambiguity through these constants~hence the notation Pfs1 ,s2

). The close connection
between the partie finie of a singular function~2.3! and that of a divergent integral~2.6! is most
easily seen from the fact that1

PfE d3x] iF524p~n1
i r 1

2F !111↔2 . ~2.7!

Unlike in the case of continuous functions, the~partie finie! integral of a gradient is nonzero i
general, and equal to the sum of the parties finies, in the sense of~2.3!, of the surface integrals
surrounding the singularities, in the limit where the surface areas tend to zero. This fact mot
the introduction and study in Ref. 1 of a new derivative operator acting onF, satisfying a property
of ‘‘integration by parts’’ implying that the integral of any gradient is always zero. This oper
generalizes for the class of functionsF the standard distributional derivative of Schwartz.3

Let us associate to anyFPF a pseudo-function denoted PfF and defined to be the following
linear form acting on the classF:

;GPF, ^PfF,G&5PfE d3xFG, ~2.8!

where the right side is a partie-finie integral in the sense of~2.6!; we use a duality bracket to
denote the result of the action of the pseudo-function PfF on G. A fundamental definition adopted
in Ref. 1, and motivated by the application to physics, concerns the product of two ps
functions, or of a function and a pseudo-function, which is the ‘‘ordinary’’ pointwise product in
the sense that

PfF.PfG5F.PfG5G.PfF5Pf~FG!. ~2.9!

Thus, for instance,

^PfF.PfG,H&5PfE d3xFGH. ~2.10!

The product~2.9! chosen in Ref. 1 dictates most of the subsequent properties of the ps
functions, as well as their generalized distributional derivatives.~Refer to Refs. 26–28 for math
ematical treatises on generalized functions and distributions.! In particular, the derivatives do no
in general satisfy the Leibniz rule for the derivation of the product, although they satisfy it
‘‘integrated sense,’’ according to the rule of integration by parts.

The Riesz29 delta-function, given for«.0 by«d(x)5@«(12«)/4p#uxu«23, tends, in the usua
sense of distribution theory, towards the Dirac measure when«→0. When considered with respec
to the singular pointy1 , the Riesz delta-function allows us to define a useful element of our c

«d1~x![«d~x2y1!5
«~12«!

4p
r 1

«23PF. ~2.11!

Therefore it is possible to associate to«d1 ~for any«.0) the pseudo-function Pf«d1 following the
prescription~2.8!. Applying the limit «→0, we obtain1

lim
«→0

^Pf«d1 ,F&[ lim
«→0

PfE d3x«d1F5~F !1 , ~2.12!
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where the value ofF at the point 1 on the right side is defined by the prescription~2.3!. This
motivates us for introducing a new pseudo-function, which we shall call the delta-pseudo-fu
Pfd1 , as the formal limit of the pseudo-functions Pf«d1 when«→0. By definition,

;FPF, ^Pfd1 ,F&5~F !1 . ~2.13!

Clearly, the delta-pseudo-function Pfd1 generalizes the notion of Dirac distributiond1[d(x
2y1) to the case where the ‘‘test’’ functions are singular and belong to the classF. Extending the
definition of the product~2.9! to include the delta-pseudo-function we pose

PfF.Pfd15F.Pfd15Pf~Fd1!, ~2.14!

as well as, for instance,

Pf~Fd1!.PfG5Pf~Fd1!.G5Pf~FGd1!. ~2.15!

The new object Pf(Fd1) in ~2.14! and ~2.15! has no equivalent in distribution theory; it satisfie

;GPF, ^Pf~Fd1!,G&5~FG!1 . ~2.16!

We notice for future reference that a consequence of the ‘‘nondistributivity’’ of the Hadam
partie finie@see~2.4!# is that

Pf~Fd1!5” ~F !1Pfd1 . ~2.17!

We are not allowed to replace a singular function that appears in factor of the delta-ps
function at point 1 by its regularized value at that point.

The derivative of the delta-pseudo-function Pfd1 was constructed in Ref. 1. As it turns out,
takes the form of an ‘‘ordinary’’ derivative:] i(Pfd1)5Pf(] id1); due to the presence of the delt
pseudo-function, there are no distributional terms associated with it. We have simply~from the
rule of integration by parts!

;FPF, ^] i~Pfd1!,F&52^Pfd1 ,] iF&52~] iF !1 . ~2.18!

The differentiation of the more complicated object Pf(Fd1) proceeds in the same way:

;GPF, ^] i@Pf~Fd1!#,G&52^Pf~Fd1!,] iG&52~F] iG!1 . ~2.19!

Note that, as a consequence of the identity~2.5!, we can write for the intrinsic form of this objec

] i@Pf~Fd1!#5PfF r 1
3] iS F

r 1
3D d1G . ~2.20!

Because the derivative of the delta-pseudo-function is equal to the ordinary one, the Leibn
for the derivative of a product happens to still hold. For instance, in the case of the prod
Pf(Fd1) with some pseudo-function PfG, we have

] i@Pf~Fd1!.PfG#5] i@Pf~Fd1!#.PfG1Pf~Fd1!.] i~PfG!. ~2.21!

The proof uses the combination of~2.15! and ~2.19!.

III. LORENTZIAN REGULARIZATION

To define a Lorentzian regularizationà la Hadamard~based on the investigation of Ref. 1 an
on Sec. II!, we now need to specify in a precise way the dependence of a functionF(x) in the
classF on the ‘‘source’’ variables at the coordinate timet of a global frame$x,t%. We assume~as
everywhere else in this article! that we are working at some given finite order in a relativistic
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post-Newtonian approximation. Up to a given order, we can choose as the source variables
trajectoriesy1(t) andy2(t) in the frame$x,t%, and the two coordinate velocitiesv1(t)5dy1 /dt
andv2(t)5dy2 /dt ~the trajectories of the particles are timelike world lines in Minkowski spac
time!. Indeed, it is legitimate to assume only the latter source variables because, up to a
post-Newtonian order, we can order-reduce the accelerations and all derivatives of accele
by means of the equations of motion of the particles up to the appropriate accuracy~in general the
precision of the equations of motion needed for this order-reduction is one order less th
given post-Newtonian order at which we are performing a calculation!. Of course, we are assum
ing that these equations of motion are known~they are known presently to the 2.5PN order,13,14,19

and the general motivation of this work is to get them up to the 3PN order22,24,25!. Thus, we
assume that the functionFPF really reads

F~x,t !5F@x;y1~ t !,y2~ t !;v1~ t !,v2~ t !#. ~3.1!

We denote with the same letterF, by a slight abuse of notation, the function of the field point (x,t)
and the functional of the field point and source variables on the right-hand-side. For definit
we assume that the two trajectories are smooth functions of time, i.e.,y1 , y2PC`(R3), and thatF
is a smooth functional of the two velocitiesv1 , v2 ~see also Sec. IX of Ref. 1 for details about o
assumptions!. By ~3.1!, we mean that the dependence ofF on the coordinate timet is through~and
only through! the two instantaneous trajectoriesy1 , y2 and velocitiesv1 , v2 . Note also that it is
implicitly assumed with our notation~3.1! that the functionF dependslocally on time t ~no
dependence over the trajectories and velocities at some time earlier thant for instance!. Further-
more, very often in applications, we shall find that the dependence ofF on the spatial positionx
appears only via the two spatial distances to the source points,r1(t)5x2y1(t) and r2(t)5x
2y2(t). In this article, we shall generally suppose, in order to simplify the presentation, tha
is the case; namely, the functionF, as a functional of the source variables, is

F~x,t !5F@r1~ t !,r2~ t !;v1~ t !,v2~ t !#. ~3.2!

The hypothesis~3.2! does not constitute a very severe restriction. The extension to the
general case~3.1! is generally straightforward; moreover,~3.2! is always verified in the problem o
the post-Newtonian equations of motion of binary systems. In this section, we shall defin
Lorentzian regularized value of the functionF at the location of the singularity 1, in contrast to th
non-invariant regularized value defined by~2.3! within the ‘‘global’’ coordinate hypersurfacet
5const. We shall denote by@F#1 the new Lorentzian regularization ofF at point 1, defined within
the instantaneous rest frame of particle 1 att85const@in contrast with the notation (F)1 used in
~2.3! for the old regularization#. In addition, we shall introduce a delta-pseudo-function denoted
PfD1 associated with the new regularization@similar to the delta-pseudo-function Pfd1 which was
defined in~2.13! in the case of the old regularization#.

A. Lorentz transformation of the source variables

In this article, it is sufficient to consider only those homogeneous proper Lorentz transfo
tions which change the velocity of a global inertial frame$xm%5$ct,x%. More specifically, let us
consider the Lorentz boost

x8m5Lm
n~V!xn, ~3.3!

where the Lorentz matrixLm
n(V), depending on the constant boost velocityV, is given by

L0
0~V!5g, ~3.4a!

L i
0~V!52g

Vi

c
, ~3.4b!
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L0
j~V!52g

Vj

c
, ~3.4c!

L i
j~V!5d j

i 1
g2

g11

ViVj

c2
. ~3.4d!

We indifferently denote the components of the boost vector byV5(Vi)5(Vi) ~spatial indices
i , j 51,2,3). The Lorentz factorg reads

g5
1

A12V2/c2
, ~3.5!

with V25d i j V
iVj ~of courseuVu,c). The inverse transformation isxn5Lm

n(V)x8m where the
components ofLm

n(V)5hmrhnsLr
s(V) are obtained directly from~3.3! by changingV→

2V. The choice of sign made in the 0i components of the boost~3.4! is such that a particle which
has velocityV at time t in the frame$xm% is at rest in the frame$x8m% at time t8.

We introduce on one side the space–time eventQ, which represents for us a ‘‘field’’ point
located outside the two world lines of the particles, and on the other side the space–time
P1 , M1 andP2 , M2 , which are ‘‘source’’ points, lying respectively on the world lines of partic
1 and 2~see later in this work for their definition!. The coordinates of the eventQ are (t,x) in the
frame$xm% and (t8,x8) in the frame$x8m%. Sorting out the spatial and temporal indices in~3.3!,
we have

ct85cL0
0t1L0

j x
j , ~3.6a!

x8 i5cL i
0t1L i

j x
j . ~3.6b!

The pointsP1 andP2 are now defined as the two events that are located on the trajectories
particles and are ‘‘simultaneous’’ with the eventQ in the frame$xm%, i.e., that belong to the sam
spatial slicet5const asQ. The coordinates ofP1 and P2 in $xm% are denoted by (t,y1) and
(t,y2), respectively, the two trajectoriesy15y1(t) andy25y2(t) being parametrized by the coo
dinate timet in that frame. On the other hand, in the new frame$x8m%, the coordinates ofP1 and
P2 are (t18 ,z18) and (t28 ,z28). Evidently, the primed coordinates are related to the unprimed one
the Lorentz boost~3.3!, so that

ct185cL0
0t1L0

j y1
j , ~3.7a!

z18
i5cL i

0t1L i
j y1

j , ~3.7b!

in the case of the eventP1 @wherey1
j 5y1

j (t), y2
j 5y2

j (t)#, and

ct285cL0
0t1L0

j y2
j , ~3.8a!

z28
i5cL i

0t1L i
j y2

j , ~3.8b!

in the case of the eventP2 . In the new frame$x8m%, the source events that are simultaneous w
Q are notP1 andP2 , but some other eventsM1 andM2 , whose coordinates in the primed fram
are thus (t8,y18) and (t8,y28); the coordinate timet8 is the same as that ofQ in the primed frame,
and the spatial coordinates are the trajectories of the particlesy185y18(t8) andy285y28(t8) which are
labeled byt8 in the new frame. Let (t1 ,z1) and (t2 ,z2) be the coordinates ofM1 andM2 in the
original frame$xm%. By definition,

ct85cL0
0t11L0

j z1
j , ~3.9a!
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y18
i5cL i

0t11L i
j z1

j , ~3.9b!

ct85cL0
0t21L0

j z2
j , ~3.9c!

y28
i5cL i

0t21L i
j z2

j , ~3.9d!

wherey18
i5y18

i(t8) andy28
i5y28

i(t8). Beware of our notation, wheret18 ~for instance! is the time
coordinate ofP1 in $x8m% while t1 is the time coordinate in$xm% of thedifferenteventM1 . Since
the eventsM1 andM2 are located on the world lines of the particles parametrized byy1(t) and
y2(t) in $xm%, it is clear that at timet1 in that frame their coordinates are related to the trajecto
by

z15y1~t1!, ~3.10a!

z25y2~t2!. ~3.10b!

Similarly, from the fact thatP1 and P2 are also on the world lines, which write asy18(t8) and
y28(t8) in the frame$x8m%, we deduce that their coordinates in$x8m% satisfy

z185y18~t18!, ~3.11a!

z285y28~t28!. ~3.11b!

By eliminating t8 from the equations~3.6a! and ~3.9a! we immediately obtain

cL0
0~t12t !5L0

i~xi2z1
i !, ~3.12!

or, equivalently, taking also into account~3.4!,

t12t52
1

c2
V.~x2z1!, ~3.13!

where the usual Euclidean scalar product between~boldface! vectors is denoted by a dot. With th
help of the latter formula for expressingt1 , we can restate the belonging ofz1 to the particle
world line at timet1 @see~3.10a!# as

z15y1S t2
1

c2
V.~x2z1!D . ~3.14!

Recall thatz1 is the spatial coordinate in the old frame of the eventM1 which is simultaneous with
the field pointQ in the new frame. Clearly, the equation~3.14! determines the vectorz1 as a
function of the coordinates (t,x) of the field-point eventQ ~see the Appendix!. Here, let us view
z1 as a ‘‘vector’’ fieldz1(x), solution of~3.14!, lying in the three-dimensional spacet5const. It is
evident from~3.14! that the functionz1(x) admits a fixed point aty15y1(t), in the sense that

z1~y1!5y1 . ~3.15!

Unless specified otherwise@like in ~3.14!#, the notationy1 always meansy1(t). The mathematical
justification of~3.15! is the following. From the fact that the world line of the particle is timeli
we can write, for any instantst̂ and t̄ , the inequalityuy1( t̂ )2y1( t̄ )u,cu t̂2 t̄ u. Hence, applying the
definition ~3.14!, we find that our functionz1(x) obeys, for any positionsx̂ and x̄, the further
inequalitiesuz1( x̂)2z1( x̄)u,(1/c)uV.(x̂2 x̄)u<uVu/cux̂2 x̄u. Now recall thatuVu/c ,1, so the lat-
ter inequalities mean exactly that the functionx→z1(x) is a contractingapplication with respect
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to the usual Euclidean norm~i.e., it satisfies the property of Lipschitz with a ratiok5uVu/c strictly
less than one!. Therefore, by the theorem of Picard, the function admits a unique fixed p
which of course is nothing buty1 . ~Besides, at the location of the fixed point, we havet15t.!

In this article, we establish the general solution of the equation~3.14! in the form of an infinite
~post-Newtonian! power series in 1/c2. We shall not discuss the convergence properties of
series and simply employ it to define the regularization up to any relativistic order. Th
sufficient for the application to the problem of the equations of motion of particles in the
Newtonian approximation. The general solution of~3.14!, as determined in the Appendix, read

z15y11 (
n51

1`
~2 !n

c2nn!
S ]

]t D
n21

@~V.r1!nv1#, ~3.16!

with shorthand notationsy15y1(t), r15x2y1(t), andv15v1(t). The many derivatives]/]t on
the right side are partial time derivatives with respect to the coordinate timet, the spatial coordi-
natex being held constant. They act onr1 through the trajectoryy1 : we have]r1 /]t52v1 or
](V.r1)/]t52V.v1 for instance. On the other side, they act of course on velocities and~deriva-
tives of! accelerations: thus]v1 /]t5a1 , ]a1 /]t5b1 , ]b1 /]t5c1 , and so on, wherea1 , b1 , c1

represent the acceleration, and its first and second derivatives~in these cases the partial derivativ
is a total derivative, e.g.,dv1 /dt5a1). Thus, to high post-Newtonian order,~3.16! contains many
accelerations and derivatives of accelerations, but it is understood that this formula is
reduced, consistent with the post-Newtonian order; i.e., all accelerations and derivatives of
erations are to be replaced by the functionals of the positions and velocities deduced fro
equations of motion. Combining~3.13! and ~3.16!, we easily find the corresponding solution fo
the time coordinatet1 ,

t15t1 (
n51

1`
~2 !n

c2nn!
S ]

]t D
n21

@~V.r1!n#. ~3.17!

@Of course, sinceV is a constant vector, it could be as well put outside the partial time deriva
operators in both~3.16! and ~3.17!.# Finally, Eqs. ~3.16! and ~3.17! determine completely the
space–time eventM1 . From them, we can recover directly the fact that whenx5y1 ~at the fixed
point! then z15y1 and t15t: there are on the right sides of both relationsn21 partial time
derivatives acting on a term that involves thenth power (V.r1)n, so that at least one of the scal
productsV.r1 is left undifferentiated, and makes the sums in~3.16! and ~3.17! vanish whenr1

50. Replacing bothz1 andt1 as given by the infinite post-Newtonian series back into the rela
~3.10a!, expressing both sides of the resulting equation as the same type of post-Newtonian
with the help of a formal Taylor expansion whenc→`, and finally equating all the coefficients o
these two series yields an interesting mathematical formula relating together some sums o
ucts of derivatives. This formula is derived in the Appendix~where we also present a direct pro
of it!. Notice that the same reasoning as before can be done on the coordinates of the eveP1 in
the new frame, which we find to be given by

z185y181 (
n51

1`
1

c2nn!
S ]

]t8
D n21

@~V.r18!nv18#, ~3.18a!

t185t81 (
n51

1`
1

c2nn!
S ]

]t8
D n21

@~V.r18!n#, ~3.18b!

wherey185y18(t8), r185x82y18(t8), and v185v18(t8). Evidently, the result~3.18! can also be de-
duced directly from~3.16! and ~3.17! by changingV into 2V and replacing all the non-prime
variables by the corresponding primed ones.
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We are now able to give all the transformation laws of field and source variables betwe
frames$xm% and $x8m%. Of course, from~3.6!, the transformation of the field variables is th
standard Lorentz one,

t85gS t2
1

c2
~V.x!D , ~3.19a!

x85x2gVS t2
1

c2

g

g11
~V.x!D . ~3.19b!

Concerning the source variables, we are interested in the expressions of the new positionsy18(t8),
y28(t8) and velocitiesv18(t8), v28(t8) in the new frame at timet8. These are straightforwardly
obtained from inserting the results~3.16! and~3.17! into the equations~3.9!, as well as the similar
results corresponding to point 2. We find, for trajectories,

y185y12gVS t2
1

c2

g

g11
~V.x!D

1 (
n51

1`
~2 !n

c2nn!
S ]

]t D
n21F ~V.r1!nS v12

g

g11
VD G , ~3.20a!

y285y22gVS t2
1

c2

g

g11
~V.x!D

1 (
n51

1`
~2 !n

c2nn!
S ]

]t D
n21F ~V.r2!nS v22

g

g11
VD G . ~3.20b!

By subtracting the latter equations~3.20! to x8 as given by~3.19b! we obtain the spatial distance
r185x82y18(t8) and r285x82y28(t8) as

r185r12 (
n51

1`
~2 !n

c2nn!
S ]

]t D
n21F ~V.r1!nS v12

g

g11
VD G , ~3.21a!

r285r22 (
n51

1`
~2 !n

c2nn!
S ]

]t D
n21F ~V.r2!nS v22

g

g11
VD G . ~3.21b!

These relations will play the crucial role in the definition of our Lorentzian regularization
interest also is the expression of the relative distance between the two particles, i.e.,y128 5y18
2y285r282r18 given by

y128 5y121 (
n51

1`
~2 !n

c2nn!
S ]

]t D
n21F ~V.r1!nS v12

g

g11
VD2~V.r2!nS v22

g

g11
VD G . ~3.22!

Finally, we compute the expressions of the coordinate velocitiesv18(t8)5dy18/dt8 and v28(t8)
5dy28/dt8 in the new frame. They follow immediately from the law of transformation of the ti
derivative,] t85g] t1gVi] i , and we obtain

v185
1

g
v12V1

1

g (
n51

1`
~2 !n

c2nn!
S ]

]t D
nF ~V.r1!nS v12

g

g11
VD G , ~3.23a!
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v285
1

g
v22V1

1

g (
n51

1`
~2 !n

c2nn!
S ]

]t D
nF ~V.r2!nS v22

g

g11
VD G . ~3.23b!

Notice that although the velocitiesv18(t8) andv28(t8) are some mere functions of the coordina
time t8 in the new frame, they depend, when expressed in terms of quantities belonging to t
frame, on both timeandspace coordinatest andx. This is obvious because by changing the spa
coordinatex of the field pointQ while keepingt5const we change the time coordinatet8 of the
source eventsM1 andM2 and therefore the values of their particle velocities~soon as the trajec
tories are accelerated!. This fact is important and has to be taken correctly into account in
regularization process defined in the next subsection. The inverse formulas are obtained
same way by substituting~3.18! into the inverse of~3.7!. They correspond of course to changin
V into 2V and replacing everywhere the unprimed labels by primed ones. We find, for the s
distances and velocities,

r15r182 (
n51

1`
1

c2nn!
S ]

]t8
D n21F ~V.r18!nS v181

g

g11
VD G , ~3.24a!

r25r282 (
n51

1`
1

c2nn!
S ]

]t8
D n21F ~V.r28!nS v281

g

g11
VD G , ~3.24b!

v15
1

g
v181V1

1

g (
n51

1`
1

c2nn!
S ]

]t8
D nF ~V.r18!nS v181

g

g11
VD G , ~3.24c!

v25
1

g
v281V1

1

g (
n51

1`
1

c2nn!
S ]

]t8
D nF ~V.r28!nS v281

g

g11
VD G . ~3.24d!

B. Definition of the regularization

Let us consider a functionF belonging to the classF and being at the same time ascalar
under Lorentz transformations, i.e.,F(x,t)5F8(x8,t8). More precisely, we restrict ourselves
the case of a dependence onx only via the distancesr1 and r2 @cf. ~3.2!#; this means

F@r1~ t !,r2~ t !;v1~ t !,v2~ t !#5F8@r18~ t8!,r28~ t8!;v18~ t8!,v28~ t8!;V#, ~3.25!

where we use the same slightly abusive notation as in~3.2!, with addition, on the right side, of the
explicit mention of the dependence over the boost vectorV. All the variables in both frames$xm%
and $x8m% are related to each other by the formulas developed in the previous subsection
regularization process goes as follows.

~i! Starting from F@r1 ,r2 ;v1 ,v2# defined in the frame$xm%, we first determine the new
functionalF8@r18 ,r28 ;v18 ,v28 ;V# in the boosted frame$x8m%. To do so, we replace all the variable
r1 , r2 , v1 , v2 by their expressions in terms of the new onesr18 , r28 , v18 , v28 as given by the
formulas~3.24!, in which it is understood that all the accelerations are order-reduced up to
given specified post-Newtonian order. Performing all the necessary post-Newtonian reexpa
to that order, we indeed obtain in that way~sinceF is a Lorentz scalar! the new functionalF8 of
the new distancesr18 , r28 and velocitiesv18 , v28 . In addition, F8 depends as expected on th
constantV which is yet unspecified at this stage.

~ii ! We compute the Hadamard regularization ofF8 at point 1 following exactly the same rule
as defined in~2.3!, but in the boosted frame$x8m% ~in particular, within the coordinate slicet8
5const!. In words, we perform the expansion ofF8 when the spatial distancer 18 tends to zero, and
obtain the same type of power-law expansion as in~2.1! @since the form of the relations~3.24!
shows that the structure of the expansions in both frames must be the same#. However, we get
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some primed functional coefficients1f a8 that differ from the unprimed coefficients1f a appearing in
~2.1!. The boost vectorV is simply held constant in the process. Thus,;NPN,

F8@r18 ,r28 ;v18 ,v28 ;V#5 (
a0<a<N

r 81
af

1
a8~n18 ;y128 ;v18 ,v28 ;V!1o~r 81

N!, ~3.26!

with the notationr 185ux82y18u, n185(x82y18)/r 18, andy128 5y182y28 . ~The fact that the coefficients

1f a8 depend ony128 instead of the two individual trajectoriesy18 , y28 is due to our restriction thatF8
depends onx8 via the distancesr18 andr28 ; also, the accelerations depend on the relative dista
y128 .! Now, like in ~2.3!, we pick up the zeroth-order coefficient in ther 18-expansion~3.26! and
average over the angles. This defines a certain functional of the separation vectory128 , the veloci-
ties v18 , v28 and the boost velocityV,

f̂
1

08~y128 ;v18 ,v28 ;V!5E dV18

4p
f
1

08~n81 ;y128 ;v18 ,v28 ;V!. ~3.27!

We insist that the angular average is performedin the new frame, within the spatial hypersurface
t85const; in particular, the solid angle element in~3.27! is the one associated with the un
directionn18 in that hypersurface:dV185dV(n18). Here again,V is considered as a simple consta
‘‘spectator’’ vector during the average.

~iii ! We impose that the new frame is actually the rest frame of particle 1 at the evenP1 .
Recalling that the Lorentz boost~3.4! brings a particle with velocityV in the frame$xm% at rest in
the frame$x8m%, we see that we must choose

V5v1~ t !. ~3.28!

We come back to the original variables in the unprimed frame by using the transformation
~3.22! and~3.23!, in the limit where the field pointx tends to the source pointy1(t) ~because we
are located at the eventP1), with V5v1 according to~3.28!. Note that, in this limitr1→0, the
coordinate timet8 of the eventQ in the primed frame is equal to the coordinate timet18 of the
eventP1 . It is important to realize that both the computation of the limit whenr1→0 and the
replacement of the vectorV by ~3.28! are to be doneafter performing the many partial time
differentiations in~3.22! and ~3.23!. Consider first the primed variabley128 , which is given by
~3.22! where we apply the replacementr150 ~as well asV5v1). In ~3.22! the n21 partial time
derivatives acting on the term proportional to (V.r1)n will clearly lead to zero in the limitr1

50; indeed, by an argument met previously, there are not ‘‘enough’’ derivatives to make a no
contribution. So the variable to be used when coming back to the original frame is

y128 5Xy122 (
n51

1`
~2 !n

c2nn!
S ]

]t D
n21F ~V.r2!nS v22

g

g11
VD G CU r25y12

V5v1

. ~3.29!

As indicated by the notation one must implement the replacements ofr2 by y12 ~this is equivalent
to r150) and ofV by v1 after then21 time differentiations. In the case of the primed velocity
particle 2, given by~3.23b!, we simply have

v285X1

g
v22V1

1

g (
n51

1`
~2 !n

c2nn!
S ]

]t D
nF ~V.r2!nS v22

g

g11
VD G CU r25y12

V5v1

. ~3.30!
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The formulas~3.29! and~3.30! define, after order-reduction of the accelerations, some functio
y128 @y12;v1 ,v2# andv28@y12;v1 ,v2# that we use for coming back to the initial frame$xm%. Clearly,
the primed velocityv18 of point 1, at which we perform the regularization, deserves a spe
treatment. From~3.23a! we obtain

v185X1

g
v12V1

1

g (
n51

1`
~2 !n

c2nn!
S ]

]t D
nF ~V.r1!nS v12

g

g11
VD G CU r150

V5v1

. ~3.31!

Here, there aren time derivatives which isa priori enough to make a contribution. The on
possibility is to differentiate successively each of then factorsV.r1 , yielding for each of the terms
in the sumn! identical contributions. Hence, we arrive at a much simpler series,

v185X1

g
v12V1

1

g (
n51

1` S V.v1

c2 D nS v12
g

g11
VD CU

V5v1

, ~3.32!

which can now easily be summed up. The result is

v185S ~1/g!v12V1@g/~g11!~V.v1 /c2!#V

12V.v1 /c2 DU
V5v1

, ~3.33!

from which we immediately deduce that the primed velocity of particle 1 must be zero,

v1850. ~3.34!

This is of course the expected result because the boost velocity was chosen to be equa
instantaneous velocity of particle 1 in the unprimed frame at the instantt; however, the details of
the above proof constitute a necessary consistency check of the formulas.

~iv! The choice of boost vectorV5v1 , together with the equivalent statement thatv1850, as
well as the expressions~3.29! and ~3.30! defining the two functionalsy128 @y12;v1 ,v2# and
v28@y12;v1 ,v2#, are put into~3.27!, which gave the result1 f̂ 08 of the spherical average in th
Hadamard regularization performed in the primed frame. Therefore, the regularized value oF at
point 1 is defined by

@F#15 f̂
1

08~y128 @y12;v1 ,v2#;0,v28@y12;v1 ,v2#;v1!. ~3.35!

The new regularization@F#1 acts, like the old one (F)1 , as a certain functional of the relativ
distancey12 and the velocitiesv1 , v2 . However, in generic cases,@F#1 differs from (F)1 by
relativistic terms at least of the order 1/c2 ~we investigate in Sec. IV the exact relation betwe
both regularizations to the first relativistic order 1/c2). In the problem of the post-Newtonia
equations of motion, we have found22,24that the new regularization@F#1 adds some extra terms t
the acceleration computed using the regularization (F)1 ; these new terms are of order 3PN a
manage to make the 3PN equations of motion invariant with respect to Lorentz transforma
Indeed, with the regularization (F)1 the Lorentz invariance of the equations of motion would
broken at the 3PN order. Finally, let us introduce as we did in Ref. 1~see also Sec. II! a delta-
pseudo-function associated with the new regularization@F#1 . By definition, the ‘‘Lorentzian’’
delta-pseudo-function denoted PfD1 @to contrast with the noninvariant one Pfd1 defined by~2.13!#
is such that

;FPF, ^PfD1 ,F&5@F#1 , ~3.36!
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where the right side is given by the new regularization~3.35!. By definition, we have in the cas
of the new regularization the same laws for the multiplication as in Sec. II, for instance

FG.PfD15Pf~FD1!.G5Pf~FD1!.PfG5Pf~FGD1!, ~3.37!

where the pseudo-function Pf(FD1) is defined by

;GPF, ^Pf~FD1!,G&5@FG#1 . ~3.38!

This pseudo-function Pf(FD1) is at the basis of our proposal for the stress-energy tenso
point-particles in Sec. V. And, like in the case of Pf(Fd1), we are not allowed to replace thi
pseudo-function by the product of the regularized value of the function times the delta-ps
function, namely,

Pf~FD1!5” @F#1PfD1 . ~3.39!

The derivatives of PfD1 and Pf(FD1) are constructed in the same way as for the origi
regularization in Sec. II. Therefore,

;GPF, ^] i@Pf~FD1!#,G&52^Pf~FD1!,] iG&52@F] iG#1 . ~3.40!

However, the identity~2.5! is not valid in the case of the new regularization, so we do not ha
result similar to~2.20! @see~4.13! for the equivalent of~2.5! at the first relativistic order#. For the
product of Pf(Fd1) with some PfG, the Leibniz rule holds:

] i@Pf~FD1!.PfG#5] i@Pf~FD1!#.PfG1Pf~FD1!.] i~PfG!. ~3.41!

This is a consequence of the definition~3.40! and the law~3.37!.

IV. THE REGULARIZATION AT THE FIRST RELATIVISTIC ORDER

At this point, it is instructive~and useful in practice! to present the complete formulas th
define the Lorentzian regularization@F#1 at the level of the first relativistic corrections 1/c2, i.e.,
neglecting all the terms of orderO(1/c4). @Notice that, consistent with Sec. III, we must consid
that the boost vectorV itself is of orderO(1), so that, for instance, the factorV2/c2 really
represents a small relativistic correction of the orderO(1/c2).# Furthermore, we shall obtain at thi
1/c2 level a formula linking the new regularization@F#1 to the old one (F)1 . Like in Sec. III, we
assume that the functionF depends onx through the two distancesr1(t) and r2(t) only; this
implies a relation between the partial derivatives:

] iF1
]F

]y1
i

1
]F

]y2
i

50 ~4.1!

~where] i5]/]xi). We suppose also thatF is a Lorentz scalar, cf.~3.25!.
We follow the general specification for the regularization in Sec. III. We first express

vectorial distancesr1 , r2 and velocitiesv1 , v2 in the boosted frame$x8m% using the transformation
formulas~3.24! restricted to the order 1/c2. For the distances, we get

r15r182
1

c2
~V.r18!Fv181

1

2
VG1OS 1

c4D , ~4.2a!

r25r282
1

c2
~V.r28!Fv281

1

2
VG1OS 1

c4D . ~4.2b!

The relative distancey125r22r1 reads as
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y125y128 1
1

c2
@2 1

2~V.y128 !V1~V.r18!v182~V.r28!v28#1OS 1

c4D , ~4.3!

while, for instance, the relative separationr 125uy12u is

r 125r 128 S 11
1

c2 F2 1
2~V.n128 !21

r 18

r 128
~V.n18!~v18 .n128 !2

r 28

r 128
~V.n28!~v28 .n128 !G D 1OS 1

c4D ,

~4.4!

wheren185r18/r 18 , n285r28/r 28 , andn128 5y128 /r 128 . For the two velocities, we find

v15v181V1
1

c2
~@2 1

2V
22V.v18#v182 1

2~V.v18!V1~V.r18!a18!1OS 1

c4D , ~4.5a!

v25v281V1
1

c2
~@2 1

2V
22V.v28#v282 1

2~V.v28!V1~V.r28!a28!1OS 1

c4D , ~4.5b!

where the two accelerationsa18 anda28 are to be replaced, consistent with the approximation,
their Newtonian values:a1852(Gm2 /r 812

2 ) n128 1O(1/c2) and a285(Gm1 /r 812
2 )n128 1O(1/c2).

@Notice that in Sec. III the regularization has been defined regardless of the type of sp
relativistic interaction involved; in the case of electromagnetism, for instance, we should s
replace the accelerations by their Coulombian values in~4.5!.#

Next, we substitute the expressions~4.2! and~4.5! into the scalar functionF@r1 ,r2 ;v1 ,v2# and
perform the expansion to the first order. The result is the scalar functionF8@r18 ,r28 ;v18 ,v28 ;V# in the
new frame; thus

F8@r18 ,r28 ;v18 ,v28 ;V#5F@r18 ,r28 ;v181V,v281V#1
1

c2
~V.r18!@v81

i 1 1
2V

i #
]F

]y1
i

1
1

c2
~V.r28!Fv82

i 1
1

2
Vi G ]F

]y2
i

1
1

c2 S F2
1

2
V22V.v18Gv81

i

2
1

2
~V.v18!Vi1~V.r18!a81

i D ]F

]v1
i

1
1

c2 S F2
1

2
V22V.v28Gv82

i

2
1

2
~V.v28!Vi1~V.r28!a82

i D ]F

]v2
i

1OS 1

c4D , ~4.6!

where we have used]F/]r 1
i 52]F/]y1

i and ]F/]r 2
i 52]F/]y2

i . Note that, to this order, the
partial derivatives in~4.6! can be evaluated at the primed valuesr18 , r28 and v181V, v281V, or
equivalently at the nonprimed onesr1 , r2 andv1 , v2 . Now we pick up in the new frame the term
of zeroth order in the expansion whenr 18→0, and perform the angular average with respect to
directionn18 . This yields the functional of the variablesy128 , v18 , v28 , andV which has been defined
in ~3.27!. Since these operations of expanding and averaging represent nothing but the Had
regularization in the old sense of~2.3!, we can denote them by using the parenthesis approp
for this regularization. Therefore,
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f̂
1

08~y128 ;v18 ,v28 ;V!5XF@r1 ,r11y128 ;v181V,v281V#1
1

c2
~V.r1!Fv81

i 1
1

2
Vi G ]F

]y1
i

1
1

c2
~V.r11V.y128 !Fv82

i 1
1

2
Vi G ]F

]y2
i

1
1

c2 S F2
1

2
V22V.v18Gv81

i 2
1

2
~V.v18!Vi1~V.r1!a81

i D ]F

]v1
i

1
1

c2 S F2
1

2
V22V.v28Gv82

i 2
1

2
~V.v28!Vi1@V.r11V.y128 #a82

i D ]F

]v2
i C

1

1OS 1

c4D . ~4.7!

We have replaced here the vectorial distancer18 by the unprimed notationr1 , noticing thatr18 is the
dummy variable with respect to which the regularization proceeds~with this notationr28 is re-
placed byr11y128 ). Following ~3.35!, the Lorentzian regularization@F#1 is achieved by posing
V5v1 andv1850, as well asy128 5y128 @y12;v1 ,v2# andv285v28@y12;v1 ,v2#, where the latter func-
tionals are defined in the general case by~3.29! and ~3.30!. It is convenient to obtain first an
intermediate formula by settingV5v1 andv1850 in ~4.7!, and by replacing into the terms that a
already of order 1/c2 the primed variablesy128 anda18 , a28 by the unprimed ones. Using also th
identity ~4.1!, we arrive at

@F#15XF@r1 ,r11y128 ;v1 ,v11v28#1
1

2c2
~v1 .r1!v1

i ] iF

1
1

c2
~v1 .r1!Fv1

i ]F

]y1
i

1v2
i ]F

]y2
i

1a1
i ]F

]v1
i

1a2
i ]F

]v2
i G1

1

c2 S 1

2
~v1 .v2!v1

i 1F1

2
v1

22v1 .v2Gv2
i

1~v1 .y12!a2
i D ]F

]v2
i

1
1

c2
~v1 .y12!F2

1

2
v1

i 1v2
i G ]F

]y2
i C

1

1OS 1

c4D , ~4.8!

wherey128 andv28 in the first term of the right side are given functions ofy12, v1 andv2 obtained
by approximating~3.29! and ~3.30! to the first order. We find

y128 5y121
1

c2
~v1 .y12!F2

1

2
v11v2G1OS 1

c4D , ~4.9a!

v2852v11v21
1

c2 S 2
1

2
~v1 .v2!v11F2

1

2
v1

21v1 .v2Gv22~v1 .y12!a2D1OS 1

c4D ~4.9b!

~where the acceleration is equal to its Newtonian value!. By inserting~4.9! into ~4.8! and expand-
ing to order 1/c2, it is easily seen that we cancel out exactly the two last terms on the right-
side of ~4.8!, so that the result simplifies appreciably:
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@F#15S F@r1 ,r2 ;v1 ,v2#1
1

2c2
~v1 .r1!v1

i ] iF

1
1

c2
~v1 .r1!Fv1

i ]F

]y1
i

1v2
i ]F

]y2
i

1a1
i ]F

]v1
i

1a2
i ]F

]v2
i G D

1

1OS 1

c4D . ~4.10!

Finally, we recognize on the right side the partial time derivative,

] tF5v1
i ]F

]y1
i

1v2
i ]F

]y2
i

1a1
i ]F

]v1
i

1a2
i ]F

]v2
i

, ~4.11!

so that our final result writes

@F#15S F1
1

c2
~r1 .v1!F] tF1

1

2
v1

i ] iF G D
1

1OS 1

c4D . ~4.12!

The result~4.12! displays the first relativistic corrections brought about by our Lorentz
regularization@F#1 . As a check of the formula, let us apply it to the case of the special com
nation ] iF23(n1

i /r 1)F which, as we know from~2.5!, has no partie finie at the point 1 in th
sense of the old regularization. This is no longer true in the sense of the new regularization.
the equation~4.12! we find instead

@] iF#15F3
n1

i

r 1
S 12

1

c2
~n1 .v1!2D F2

1

c2
v1

i ] tFG
1

1OS 1

c4D . ~4.13!

The check consists of remarking that because of~2.5! we have„] i8F823(n81
i /r 18)F8…150 in the

rest frame of particle 1, therefore the equation@] i8F823(n81
i /r 18)F8#150 must hold in any frame

by definition of the new regularization. In the frame where the particle velocity isv1 we have
r185r11 (1/2c2)(v1 .r1)v11O(1/c4) and ] i85] i1(1/c2)v1

i ] t1(1/2c2)v1
i v1

j ] j1O(1/c4). Insert-
ing these relations into the previous equation, and using the fact thatF is a scalar, we recover th
formula ~4.13! after a short computation.

V. THE STRESS-ENERGY TENSOR OF POINT-PARTICLES

With the Lorentzian regularization in hand, we make a proposal for the description of p
like particles in~post-Newtonian approximations of! general relativity. We recall first the gener
context of the problem. We want to solve the field equations of general relativity by mea
analytic post-Newtonian series, with matter source describing appropriately defined
particles. The stress-energy tensor of the matter source is supposed to be spatially isola
recall that, in this case, general relativity admits the Poincare´ group as a global symmetry. W
assume the existence and unity of a global harmonic coordinate system, defined by the
conditions

]nhmn50 , ~5.1a!

hmn5Aggmn2hmn, ~5.1b!

wheregmn denotes the inverse of the covariant metricgmn , and whereg is the opposite of its
determinant. The harmonic gauge conditions~5.1! introduce a preferred Minkowskian structur
with Minkowski metric given byhmn5diag(21,1,1,1)5hmn . Thus, the gravitational field can b
described in harmonic coordinates by the Lorentzian tensor fieldhmn propagating on the
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Minkowskian backgroundhmn. Similarly, one can think of the trajectories of the particles
accelerated world lines in Minkowski space–time. Subject to the conditions~5.1! the Einstein field
equations take the form of wave equations on the flat background,

hhmn5
16pG

c4
gTmn1Lmn@h,]h,]2h#, ~5.2!

where the flat d’Alembertian operator is given byh5hmn]m]n . The right-hand side is made o
the sum of the matter source term, with spatially compact support, plus the gravitational s
term Lmn, given by a certain functional of the field variableshrs and its first and second space
time derivatives, and at least of second order inh. A consequence of the harmonicity conditions
that

]nS gTmn1
c4

16pG
LmnD50 , ~5.3!

which is equivalent~through the contracted Bianchi identity! to the covariant conservation of th
matter stress-energy tensorTmn,

¹nTmn50 , ~5.4!

the latter equation being in turn equivalent to

]n~AgglmTmn!5 1
2Ag]lgmnTmn. ~5.5!

In this section we regard the matter tensorTmn as a Lorentz tensor defined with respect to t
Minkowski metrichmn singled out by our choice of harmonic coordinates.

To define a model for point-like particles, we follow essentially the derivation of the str
energy tensor oftest masses moving on a fixedsmoothbackground~see, e.g., Ref. 30, p. 360!.
However, in the case of ‘‘self-gravitating’’ particles, we do not have a smooth background a
disposal, and the metric becomes singular at the location of the point-masses. Essentially, w
propose the value of the~post-Newtonian! metric coefficients on each of the particles to be giv
by the Lorentzian regularization defined in Sec. III. This entails supposing that the metric c
cients belong to the class of functionsF. This is correct up to the 2PN order;19 however, we know
that the expansion of the metric coefficients~in harmonic coordinates! near the particles, instead o
being of the type~2.1! and ~2.2!, involve some logarithms of the distance to the singularit
starting at 3PN order. It was shown22 that, at this order, the logarithms can be considered as s
constants and included into the definition of the partie finie; moreover, they can be finally e
nated from the equations of motion by a change of coordinates. This suggests that we
consider more generally the logarithms as some constants, motivating our assumption thgmn

PF. On the other hand, it is known22,24 that the constantss1 and s2 entering the partie finie
integral ~2.6! must be adjusted in order that the equations of motion can be deducible fr
Lagrangian, and in particular admit a conserved energy. For these reasons~presence of logarithms
equations of motion not directly admitting an energy!, the following derivation of the stress
energy tensor for particles cannot be considered to be a rigorous proof. However, as we sh
it is nicely consistent with the regularization, and its result satisfying. Our basic assumption
the dynamics of the particles follows from the variation, with respect to the metric, of the a

I particle52m1cE
2`

1`

dtA2@gmn#1v1
mv1

n11↔2, ~5.6!

where v1
m5(c,dy1 /dt) denotes the coordinate velocity of particle 1~we consider a two-body

system, but the generalization toN bodies is immediate!. The crucial point is that the value ofgmn

at 1 is assumed to be given by the Lorentzian regularization defined in Sec. III. We vary the
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~5.6! with respect to the metric, i.e., we imagine thatgmnPF is subject to an infinitesimal variation
gmn→gmn1dgmn and compute the corresponding change in the action. However, we wan
variation of the metric to correspond to the same matter system with two singularities 1 and
evident and most natural way to ensure this is to suppose thatdgmnPF. Under the latter variation
the regularized value of the metric at the point 1 undergoes the infinitesimal change@gmn#1

→@gmn#11@dgmn#1 . Therefore, the variation of the action~5.6! reads as

dI particle5
1

2
m1cE

2`

1`

dt
v1

mv1
n

A2@grs#1v1
rv1

s
@dgmn#111↔2. ~5.7!

From the defining property~3.36! of the delta-pseudo-function PfD1 , we can rewrite~5.7! in the
equivalent form

dI particle5
1

2
m1cE

2`

1`

dt
v1

mv1
n

A2@grs#1v1
rv1

s ^PfD1 ,dgmn&11↔2. ~5.8!

Now, recall that the duality bracket is defined by the partie finie of the three-dimensional in
@cf. ~2.8!#, so the latter expression can be cast into the standard form appropriate to the de
of a stress-energy tensorTparticle

mn , namely,

dI particle5
1

2E2`

1`

dt^AgTparticle
mn ,dgmn&. ~5.9!

The only difference with the standard definition is that the partie finie takes care of the dive
cies at the positions of the particles. By comparing~5.8! and ~5.9!, we readily find that the
corresponding stress-energy tensor density is given by

AgTparticle
mn 5m1c

v1
mv1

n

A2@grs#1v1
rv1

s
PfD111↔2. ~5.10!

The stress-energy tensor itself comes immediately from the rule of multiplication of pse
functions~3.37!:

Tparticle
mn 5m1c

v1
mv1

n

A2@grs#1v1
rv1

s
Pf S D1

Ag
D 11↔2, ~5.11!

This tensor takes the same form as the stress-energy tensor of test particles moving on a
background, except that the role of the background field is now played by the metric genera
the particles, regularized following the prescription~3.35!. Notice in particular that the factor 1/Ag
inside the partie finie sign Pf should not be replaced by its regularized value at 1@see~3.39!#. We
propose the tensor~5.11! as a model of particles in the post-Newtonian approximation. From
product rules for pseudo-functions, we get the matter source term on the right-hand side o~5.2!
as

gTparticle
mn 5m1c

v1
mv1

n

A2@grs#1v1
rv1

s
Pf ~AgD1!11↔2. ~5.12!

The post-Newtonian iteration of the field equations in Refs. 22 and 24 is based on the
expression of the matter source term.

We now derive the equations of motion of particle 1 from the covariant conservation o
stress-energy tensor~5.11!:
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¹nTparticle
mn 50 . ~5.13!

Notice that thanks to the presence of the delta-pseudo-function, we know that the deriva
‘‘ordinary’’ and satisfies the Leibniz rule in the sense of~3.41!. Thus, we can transform¹nTparticle

mn

in the standard way and find that the equation~5.13! is equivalent, like in the case of continuou
sources, to the alternative form

]n~AgglmTparticle
mn !5

1

2
Ag]lgmnTparticle

mn . ~5.14!

Then, we integrate~5.14! over a closed volume V1 surrounding particle 1 exclusively. The role o
the three-dimensional integral is played here by the duality bracket defined by~2.8!. Let us denote
by 1V1

the characteristic function of the volume V1, such that1V1
(x)51 if xPV1 and 1V1

(x)
50 otherwise@notably,1V1

(y2)50#. Thus, we consider

^]n~AgglmTparticle
mn !,1V1

&5 K 1

2
Ag]lgmnTparticle

mn ,1V1L . ~5.15!

~Though1V1
does not belong to the classF, it is locally integrable onR3 and we know that the

duality bracket applies on such functions as well; see Ref. 1.! The partial derivative]n on the
left-hand side is split into a time derivative and a space derivative. Following the rule~3.40!, the
spatial derivative] i is shifted to the right side of the bracket, where it applies on the characte
function 1V1 . Because of the presence of the delta-pseudo-function, the derivative of1V1

is to be
taken in an ordinary sense and is zero. Following the rule~9.7! in Ref. 1, an analogous reasonin
is valid for the time-derivative]05(1/c)] t which can thus simply be put outside the brack
Thus, we get

d

cdt
$^AgglmTparticle

m0 ,1V1
&%5 K 1

2
Ag]lgmnTparticle

mn ,1V1L . ~5.16!

Next, we insert into~5.16! the specific expression~5.10! of the stress-energy density of particle
Because of the presence of the function1V1

only the part corresponding to particle 1 contribute
and we obtain

d

dt H v1
m

A2@grs#1v1
rv1

s ^Pf~glmD1!,1V1
&J 5

1

2

v1
mv1

n

A2@grs#1v1
rv1

s ^Pf~]lgmnD1!,1V1
&. ~5.17!

Finally, the effect of the brackets on both sides of the latter equation is to take the value a
1 in the sense of the Lorentzian regularization~3.35!. Thereby our final result reads as

d

dt S @glm#1v1
m

A2@grs#1v1
rv1

sD 5
1

2

@]lgmn#1v1
mv1

n

A2@grs#1v1
rv1

s
. ~5.18!

The equations of motion of particle 1 have the same formal structure as the geodesic equa
a test particle. In separate papers22,24,25we use~5.18! to derive explicitly the equations of motio
of the two particles at the 3PN approximation.
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APPENDIX: SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION „3.14…

We are looking for the vectorz1 satisfying the equation

z15y1S t2
1

c2
V.~x2z1!D , ~A1!

wherey1(t) represents a given smooth (C`) time-like trajectory andV a constant vector with
norm uVu,c. Clearly, for a given trajectory, the solutionz1 depends on the field pointx as well as
on timet. It was shown in the text after~3.15! that the applicationx→z1 is contracting with fixed
point y1 . Here, let us look for the solutionz1 in the form of a function of the coordinates,

z15z1~x,t !. ~A2!

From ~A1! we compute the partial derivatives ofz1 with respect tot and xi , considered to be
independent, and readily obtain

]z1

]xi
52

1

c2 FVi2V.
]z1

]xi Gv1S t2
1

c2
V.~x2z1!D , ~A3a!

]z1

]t
5F11

1

c2
V.

]z1

]t Gv1S t2
1

c2
V.~x2z1!D . ~A3b!

Contracting these equations with the vectorV we can obtain the scalar productsV.]z1 /]xi and
V.]z1 /]t, and use them back into~A3! with the result that

]z1

]xi
52

1

c2
Vi

v1

12V.v1 /c2
, ~A4a!

]z1

]t
5

v1

12V.v1/c2, ~A4b!

where the velocityv1 is evaluated at the instantt2(1/c2)V.(x2z1). In particular, we find thatz1

must be a solution of the following first-order differential equation:

]z1

]xi
52

1

c2
Vi

]z1

]t
. ~A5!

Conversely, let us prove that a vectorz1 that ~i! satisfies the differential equation~A5! and ~ii !
admitsy1(t) as afixedpoint, i.e., is such that

z1„y1~ t !,t…5y1~ t ! ~A6!

necessarily satisfies the original equation~A1!. Such az1(x,t) being given, we perform in the
equation~A5! the change of variables (xi ,t)→(r1

i ,t1) defined by

r1
i 5xi2z1

i ~x,t !, ~A7a!
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t15t2
1

c2
V.„x2z1~x,t !…. ~A7b!

Using ~A5! it is easy to obtain the laws of transformation of the partial derivatives:

]

]r1
i

5
]

]xi
1

1

c2
Vi

]

]t
, ~A8a!

]

]t1
5

]

]t
1Bj

i
]z1

j

]t

]

]xi
, ~A8b!

whereBj
i denotes the matrix inverse ofAk

j 5dk
j 1(1/c2)Vk(]z1

j /]t) ~i.e., Aj
i Bk

j 5dk
i ; in the case

considered here where the velocities are strictly less thanc the matrixAj
i is a deformation of the

unit matrix and thus admits an inverse!. Now, under the change of variables~A7! the differential
equation~A5! becomes simply

]z1

]r1
i

50, ~A9!

whose general solution is an arbitrary function of the time variablet1 . Therefore, there mus
exists a trajectoryY1 such that

z15Y1~t1!5Y1S t2
1

c2
V.~x2z1!D . ~A10!

Imposing now thaty1(t) is a fixed point for this solutionz1 in the sense of~A6! leads immediately
to

Y1~ t !5y1~ t !, ~A11!

so the equation~A1! is recovered exactly. Thus, solving~A1! is equivalent to solving the differ-
ential equation~A5! supplemented by the condition~A6!. Notice that from~A1! or equivalently
from ~A5! and ~A6! we find thatz1 tends to the fixed point in the ‘‘nonrelativistic’’ limitc
→1`, i.e.,

lim
c→1`

$z1~x,t !%5y1~ t !. ~A12!

This suggests to look for the solutionz1 in the form of an infinite series of relativistic correction
of successive orders 1/c2n @from ~A5! we know thatz1 is a function of 1/c2#. Thus, taking also into
account the limit~A12!, we pose

z1~x,t !5y1~ t !1 (
n51

1`
1

c2n
Z1

n

~x,t !, ~A13!

and we look for each one of the unknown coefficientsZ1

n

(x,t). By placing the series~A13! into
both sides of the equation~A5! and identifying the factors of the powers of 1/c2 on each side we
find, for anyn>1,
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]Z1

n

]xi
52Vi

] Z1

n21

]t
, ~A14!

with the convention thatZ1

0

5y1(t). The equations~A14! are to be solved using the condition o
fixed pointy1 @cf. ~A6!#, which implies that,;n>1,

Z1

n

~y1~ t !,t !50. ~A15!

The solution of~A14! and~A15! is found by induction overn. As an induction hypothesis suppos
that

Z1

n21

5
~2 !n21

~n21!! S ]

]t D
n22

@~V.r1!n21v1#, ~A16!

wherer15x2y1 , and where the partial time derivatives act ont keeping the space coordinatex
fixed: for instance,]r1 /]t52v1 and]v1 /]t5dv1 /dt5a1 , wherea1 is the acceleration. Notice
that ~A16! satisfies the condition~A15! because it involvesn22 partial time derivatives while
there is a factor (V.r1)n21 inside the brackets, so after differentiation there will remain at least
factor V.r1 making the result be zero whenx5y1 . Inserting~A16! into the right-hand side of
~A14! we obtain the equation to be satisfied for the next-order coefficient,

]Z1

n

]xi
5Vi

~2 !n

~n21!! S ]

]t D
n21

@~V.r1!n21v1#, ~A17!

which can be rewritten equivalently in the form

]Z1

n

]xi
5

]

]xi H ~2 !n

n! S ]

]t D
n21

@~V.r1!nv1#J , ~A18!

showing that the most general solution is necessarily of the type

Z1

n

5
~2 !n

n! S ]

]t D
n21

@~V.r1!nv1#1C~ t !, ~A19!

whereC(t) denotes an arbitrary vector depending only on timet. However, this vector must be
zero on account of the fact that the result should be zero whenx5y1 . Therefore we have proved
by induction that

Z1

n

5
~2 !n

n! S ]

]t D
n21

@~V.r1!nv1#, ~A20!

so the vectorz1 solving at once~A5! and~A6!, or equivalently~A1!, takes the form of the rathe
interesting infinite series

z15y11 (
n51

1`
~2 !n

c2nn!
S ]

]t D
n21

@~V.r1!nv1#, ~A21!
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which constitutes the solution needed for our work in Sec. III. Furthermore, subtractingx from this
solution and contracting withV we obtain after a short calculation the quantityt1 which was
defined in~A7b!:

t15t1 (
n51

1`
~2 !n

c2nn!
S ]

]t D
n21

@~V.r1!n#. ~A22!

Now, recall that the latter quantityt1 is such thatz15y1(t1). Therefore, we see that we ca
find an alternative expression of the vectorz1 by inserting intoy1(t1) the series expansion~A22!
found for t1 . Using an infinite Taylor expansion we are led to

z15y11 (
p50

1`
1

~p11!!

dpv1

dtp X(
n51

1`
~2 !n

c2nn!
S ]

]t D
n21

@~V.r1!n# Cp11

. ~A23!

Each of the terms is composed ofp11 sums; accordingly we introducep11 summation indices
n1 , . . . , np , np11 so that

z15y11 (
p50

1`
1

~p11!!

dpv1

dtp (
n151

1`

¯ (
np51

1`

(
np1151

1`
~2 !n11 . . . 1np11

c2(n11 . . . 1np11)

3S ]

]t D
n121F ~V.r1!n1

n1! G¯S ]

]t D
np21F ~V.r1!np

np! G S ]

]t D
np1121F ~V.r1!np11

np11! G . ~A24!

Next we posek5n11¯1np1np11 , replace the indexnp11 by k, and operatep11 commuta-
tions of summations to arrive at

z15y11 (
k51

1`
~2 !k

c2k (
p50

k21
1

~p11!!

dpv1

dtp (
n151

q1

¯ (
np51

qp

3S ]

]t D
n121F ~V.r1!n1

n1! G¯S ]

]t D
np21F ~V.r1!np

np! G S ]

]t D
np1121F ~V.r1!np11

np11! G , ~A25!

in which np115k2( i 51
p ni andqj511( i 5 j

p11(ni21) ~with 1< j <p). We must identify the latter
complicated expression with the simpler form of the vectorz1 given by ~A21!. From identifying
the powers of 1/c2 in both expressions we immediately obtain

S ]

]t D
k21F ~V.r1!k

k!
v1G5 (

p50

k21
1

~p11!!

dpv1

dtp (
n151

q1

¯ (
np51

qp

3S ]

]t D
n121F ~V.r1!n1

n1! G¯S ]

]t D
np21F ~V.r1!np

np! G S ]

]t D
np1121F ~V.r1!np11

np11! G .
~A26!

Finally, from using the binomial formula for the derivative of a product, we can identify on e
side of the latter equation the coefficients of eachdpv1 /dtp, and we arrive at the relation, valid fo
any p and anyk>p11,

(
n151

q1

. . . (
np51

qp S ]

]t D
n121F ~V.r1!n1

n1! G¯S ]

]t D
np21F ~V.r1!np

np! G S ]

]t D
np1121F ~V.r1!np11

np11! G
5

~p11!~k21!!

~k212p!! S ]

]t D
k2p21F ~V.r1!k

k! G . ~A27!
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The latter relation actually represents a quite general mathematical formula because w
specified nothing about the scalar productV.r1 . Therefore, the relation~A27! holds in fact in the
case of an arbitrary sufficiently differentiable functionf (t), so

(
n151

q1

¯ (
np51

qp S d

dtD
n121F f n1

n1! G¯S d

dtD
np21F f np

np! G S d

dtD
np1121F f np11

np11! G
5

~p11!~k21!!

~k212p!! S d

dtD
k2p21F f k

k! G . ~A28!

The equivalence obtained above between the formula~A1! and the differential equation~A5!
together with the auxiliary condition~A6! showsindirectly that the mathematical formula~A28! is
correct. However, adirect proof of this formula has been found by Tanaka, Sasaki, and Tag
~private communication!. Here we reproduce their proof in the particular case wherep51, so that
q15k21 andn25k2n ~wheren[n1), in which case the formula reads, for anyk>2,

(
n51

k21 S d

dtD
n21F f n

n! G S d

dtD
k2n21F f k2n

~k2n!! G52~k21!S d

dtD
k22F f k

k! G . ~A29!

We replacef (t) in ~A29! by its Fourier transform,f (t)5*2`
1`(dv/2p)eivt f̃ (v), and readily find

that in order to prove the formula~A29! it suffices to prove the statement that the equation

(
n51

k21 S k
nD ~v (11v21¯1vn!n21~vn111¯1vk)!

k2n2152~k21!~v11v21¯1vk!
k22

~A30!

holds identically for any family of real frequenciesv1 , v2 , . . . , vk . Most importantly, the

parentheses around indices on the left side of~A30! indicate the complete symmetrization over t
k frequenciesv1 , . . . , vk @in addition, (n

k) denotes the binomial coefficient#. Let us single out one

of the frequencies, for instancevk , and rewrite~A30! in a form involving an explicit symmetri-
zation over the otherk21 frequencies,v1 , . . . , vk21 , only:

(
n51

k21 S k21
n D ~v (11¯1vn!n21~vn111¯1vk21)1vk!

k2n21

5~k21!~v11v21¯1vk!
k22 ~A31!

~in which we have simplified a factor 2 on both sides of the equation!. Furthermore, let us replac
in the latter formulavk by some sumvk1¯1vk1s , and symmetrize over the whole set
frequenciesv1 , . . . , vk1s . This yields, for anys,

(
n51

k21 S k21
n D ~v (11¯1vn!n21~vn111¯1vk1s)!

k2n21

5~k21!~v11v21¯1vk1s!
k22. ~A32!

Now we prove that the equation~A30!, or equivalently~A31!, is true by induction on the intege
k. Therefore, our induction hypothesis is that~A31! is correct forany k<K, and from this we want
to show that it is correct again fork5K11. Note that from our induction hypothesis we know th
~A32! is also correct for anyk<K andany s. Consider the sum defined by the left side of~A31!
in the case wherek5K11, say
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SK115 (
n51

K S K
n D ~v (11¯1vn!n21~vn111¯1vK)1vK11!K2n, ~A33!

where we recall that one of the frequencies, i.e.,vK11 , is ‘‘artificially’’ singled out. However,
SK11 is also given by half the left-hand side of~A30! and is symmetric inv1 , . . . , vK11 . We

want to show thatSK11 is equal to the right-hand side of~A31! with k5K11. To this end, we
transformSK11 with the help of the binomial formula, and obtain after a short calculation

SK115 (
l 50

K21 vK11
l

l !

K!

~K2 l !! (
n51

K2 l S K2 l
n D ~v (11¯1vn!n21~vn111¯1vK)!

K2n2 l .

~A34!

Now we have two sums overl andn, and it is easy to recognize that the second sum, overn, can
be simplified as soon asl>1 by means of~A32! which is correct by induction under the conditio
thatk<K and for anys. PosingK2 l 5k21 andk1s5K we see that this condition is realized
and only if l>1. After simplification we find

SK115K~v11¯1vK11!K211CK11~v1 , . . . ,vK!, ~A35!

where the first term is the result we want to obtain, and where the second term is a certain fu
of the frequenciesv1 , . . . , vK but which doesnot depend onvK11 . The expression ofCK11 is

given for completeness as

CK115 (
n51

K S K
n D ~v (11¯1vn!n21~vn111¯1vK)!

K2n2K~v11¯1vK!K21. ~A36!

Now we use the fact thatSK11 is actually fully symmetric with respect to theK11 frequencies
v1 , . . . , vK11 . Therefore the functionCK11 must be a pure constant, independent on anyvn .

Furthermore, we know also thatSK11 is a homogeneous polynomial of degreeK21 in all thev1 ,
. . . , vK11 , so this constant must in fact be zero:CK1150. Finally we are able to conclude o

the desired result,

SK115K~v11¯1vK11!K21. ~A37!

Incidentally, notice that the equalityCK1150 is itself a consequence of the same mathemat
formula, since it follows from settingk5K11 and posingvK1150 in ~A31!.
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Nonlinear spinor in a Kerr–Schild background
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We study the nonlinear spinor field in a Kerr–Schild background by first looking
for solitonic solutions in the absence of rotation, given that in the special relativistic
limit there are solitonic solutions in this approximation. Since for the scalar field
problem at least two independent radial functions are needed for the solitonic
solutions to exist, we introduce a dilation field by deforming the Kerr–Schild
metric by a Weyl factor. We find that for the parameter space studied there are no
solitonic solutions in the spherically symmetric approximation. While in the present
work we have studied the spinor field, we also had in mind a corresponding study
of a scalar field in the same background where it may be of interest for describing
a rotating stellar soliton. The proposed strategy in both cases begins by looking for
solitonic solutions in the absence of rotation and then continues by perturbatively
correcting for the rotation required by the angular dependence of the Kerr back-
ground. The strategy appears to be unsuccessful. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1388031#

I. INTRODUCTION

Elementary particle solitons have been extensively investigated at the level of special r
ity first in the context of Abelian theories and later in non-Abelian theories. In the Abelian cas
solitons are stabilized by the conservation of physical charges and in the non-Abelian theo
topological constraints.

At the general relativistic level less is known. In particular the influence of the gravitati
field on the known special relativistic structures has not been extensively studied. There
been, however, many studies of boson stars, which present a similar formal problem, but c
stellar structure rather than elementary particles.

At the level of particle physics, one has an eigenvalue problem that attempts to mod
elementary particles similar to the way that the Schro¨dinger equation models atoms and nuclei.
the 1/N limit of standard theory Witten and collaborators have described a solitonic mod
baryons.1

In examining string and supergravity theories from this viewpoint one finds two kind
solitons. In the first class are the black-hole solitons which concentrate mass within a lump b
not true solitons since they carry central singularities and horizons. Typical of the second cla
the topological solitons discovered by Strominger: these are five-branes immersed in
dimensional space. Since they are singularity free they resemble solitons but are more pr
described as instantons, since their metric is Euclidean. Although nontopological solitons ha
been found in these theories it is natural to ask if they exist in these or in other strin
supergravity theories or in other completions of Einstein theory.

The present paper, a continuation of earlier exploratory studies along these lines,2 promotes
the nonlinear spinor soliton to the general relativistic level. The original nonlinear spinor fi3
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characterized by a free spinor Lagrangian plus a quartic spinor interaction, was motivated
then recently discovered universal Fermi interaction, and the conjecture that solitonic soluti
this equation might model the elementary particles. A current scenario might describe quar
leptons while the quartic interaction would have to be mediated by heavy bosons. In the
model it turned out that this equation admitted only a small number of solitonic solutions in a
depending on the value of the ‘‘Fermi constant,’’ which could be tuned to allow, for example,
three generations. Here we take the step of adding gravitational couplings to the original p
and although the coupled spinor-gravitational field does not fall out of any of the currently fav
fundamental theories, the solitons so defined should be of interest because of the funda
character of both the spinor and gravitational fields.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II the Lagrangian of the nonlinear s
in a gravitational field is introduced. Sections III, IV, and V describe various basic aspects
Kerr–Schild background including the effects of the Weyl rescaling of the metric with a dila
field. Sections VI–IX, introduce the spin connection, present the spinor field field equations
display the contribution of the spinor to the energy momentum tensor. Section X discusses t
set of Einstein equations for a spinor in a Weyl rescaled Kerr–Schild background. Before at
ing the solution of the full set of equations, we consider the special relativistic limit in Sec
and XII. Finally in Sec. XIII we present the results of the numerical treatment of the full se
equations. We end with a discussion of the results.

II. FORMULATION

We shall investigate solitons formed by the interaction of a nonlinear spinor field with
Einstein gravitational field. These two fields are to be codetermined by the following action

S5E d4xA2g~R2KL !, ~2.1!

where

L5gml:c̄gm¹lc:2V~ I !. ~2.2!

Here

¹l5]l1Gl , ~2.3!

whereGl is the spin connection satisfying

]lgm2Glm
s gs1~gm ,Gl!50 ~2.4!

in terms of the Christoffel connectionGlm
s . The notation: requires that the enclosed expression

symmetrized and Hermitized. The interactionV(I ), which may be rather general, may be chos
to generalize the universal Fermi interaction. For simplicity, however, we chooseI to be the scalar
c̄c.

Then the energy momentum tensor is

uml5
]L

]gml2
1

2
Lgml ~2.5!

and the gravitational equations of motion are

Rml5KQml , K528p
k

c2 , ~2.6!

whereK is Newton’s constant and
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Qml5uml2 1
2ugml . ~2.7!

By ~2.2! one finds

Qmlªc̄gm¹lc:2 1
2V~ I !gml . ~2.8!

In addition to the gravitational field equation~2.6! one has the following spinor field equation

gmlgm¹lc2
]V

]c̄
50. ~2.9!

The coupled equations~2.6! and ~2.9! determine the structure of the soliton.

III. KERR–SCHILD METRIC

Solutions of the Dirac equation in the presence of an assigned time independent gravit
field have been discussed. These include solutions in a gravitational background produce
rotating source such as a rotating star.4–6 For a rotating source the full Kerr–Schild backgrou
metric is required.

Here the role of the rotating source is played by the spinor field itself, since it neces
carries angular momentum. The present problem is more difficult, however, than the proble
rotating star since the spinor and gravitational fields are here codetermined while in the ex
of the star the gravitational field is a given background. On the other hand we know from
special relativistic problem3 that there are solitonic eigenfunctions of a spinor field in the ba
ground described by a spherical potential.

We shall therefore assume a spherically symmetric degenerate form of the Kerr–Schild
tational field with the understanding that it may be necessary to add more structure in or
obtain a more refined solution.

IV. THE STATIC KERR–SCHILD METRIC

Let us describe a gravitational field defined by the following Kerr–Schild metric:

gab5hab22ml al b . ~4.1!

Herehab is Minkowskian with the signature~1, 21, 21, 21! and l a is a null static field:

l al a50, ~4.2!

]l a

]t
50. ~4.3!

For this metric

detg5deth521. ~4.4!

Set

l a5l 0~1,lW !. ~4.5!

Then

lklk51. ~4.6!

In the general case
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] il j5aPi j 1bL j i , ~4.7!

where

Pi j 5d i j 2l il j , ~4.8!

L i j 5e i jklk . ~4.9!

Both a and b are harmonic functions. The functiona may be regarded as a Newtonia
potential in the presence of rotation, whileb is the specific angular momentum of the source.
both the rotating and nonrotating cases thel i describe the paths followed by infalling particle
The divergence and curl oflW are determined bya andb, respectively.

At this point we leave the general formulation and focus in the spherically symmetric ca
this contextl i is given by

l i5
xi

r
, r 25xixi . ~4.10!

Then

] il j5
1

r
~d i j 2l il j ! ~4.11!

anda is exactly the Newtonian potential whileb vanishes. Then also

] il i5
2

r
, ~4.12!

] il j2] jl i50, ~4.13!

l i] il j5l i] jl i50. ~4.14!

In the Newtonian casea is alsol 0
2. It is useful to introduce two scalar fields,C andD, by

Cl a52l m]ml a ~4.15!

and

D5]ml m. ~4.16!

Then

C5lk]kl 05
dl 0

dr
5l 08 ~4.17!

D5l 081
2

r
l 0 . ~4.18!

The Christoffel connection is a quadratic form inm:

Gab
m 5G

1

ab
m 1G

2

ab
m , ~4.19!

where
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G
1

ab
m 5 1

2 hmt~]ahbt1]bhat2]thab! ~4.20!

and

G
2

ab
m 524m2Cl ml al b . ~4.21!

Here

hab5gab2hab522ml al b . ~4.22!

Also

Gma
m 50, ~4.23!

l mGab
m 522Cl al b , ~4.24!

l aGab
m 52Cl ml b . ~4.25!

The Ricci tensor is

R005~2m2w2m!¹2w, ~4.26!

R0k52m2~w¹2w!lk , ~4.27!

Rjk5d jk

2m

r S w81
2w

r D1l jlkFmS w92
4w

r 2 D12m2w¹2wG . ~4.28!

Herew5l 0
2. The gravitational field described by the special assumptions that we have ma

now defined completely by the functionw(r ) which is exactly the Newtonian potential if there
no rotation.

V. THE RESCALED KERR–SCHILD METRIC

Because of the back action of the spinor field acting through its energy momentum tens
necessary to introduce a second gravitational potential. To do this we rescale the Kerr–
metric by introducing the dilaton field,s(r ), as follows:

ḡab5e2s~r !gab . ~5.1!

The rescaled connection is now

Ḡab
m 5Ga

m1da
m]bs1db

m]as2gabgmt]ts ~5.2!

and the Ricci tensor then becomes

Rab5R
0

ab22sab2@D2s12D1s#gab , ~5.3!

D1s5gml]ms]ls, ~5.4!

D2s5gmls ,ml , ~5.5!

sml5s ,ml2s ,ms ,l ~5.6!
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or

Rml5R
0

ml2Dml ~5.7!

where

Dml52sml1gmlDc ~5.8!

and

R
0

ml5Rml ~s50!. ~5.9!

One finds

D0052m~122mw!w8s81~122mw!Dc , ~5.10!

D0k5$24m2ww8s822mwDc%lk , ~5.11!

D jk5F2~122mw!
w8

r
2DcGd jk

12Fs92
s8

r
2~s8!22mS w82

2

r
w Ds822m2ws8w822mwDcGl jlk , ~5.12!

and

Dc5D2s12D1s, ~5.13!

D2s52¹2s12mws912mS w81
2

r
w Ds8, ~5.14!

D1s5~2mw21!~s8!2. ~5.15!

The gravitational field is now defined by the two scalar functionsw(r ) ands(r ). The Ricci tensor
becomes

R005~ ŵ21!@ 1
2¹

2ŵ1ŵ8s81Dc#, ~5.16!

R0k5ŵ@ 1
2¹

2ŵ1ŵ8s81Dc#lk , ~5.17!

Rjk5Rah jk1Rbl jlk , ~5.18!

where

Ra52
1

r S ŵ81
2

r
ŵ D22~12ŵ !

s8

r
2Dc , ~5.19!

Rb5
1

2
ŵ92

1

r 2 ŵ1
1

2
ŵ¹ŵ

2
22Fs92

s8

r
2~s8!22S ŵ8

2
2

1

r
ŵ Ds82

1

2
ŵŵ8s82ŵDcG , ~5.20!

ŵ52mw, ~5.21!
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Dc52¹2s1ŵs91S ŵ81
2

r
ŵ Ds812~ ŵ21!~s8!2. ~5.22!

VI. THE SPIN CONNECTION

The Dirac matrices corresponding to the Kerr–Schild metric~before rescaling! may be chosen
as follows:5

ga5ha2A2ml ah5 , ~6.1!

where

~ha ,hb!152hab , ~6.2!

h55h0h1h2h3 . ~6.3!

A choice more useful for computing the spin connection is7

ga5ha2ml at̂, ~6.4!

where

t̂5l mhm ~6.5!

or

ga5ea
mhm ~6.6!

with

ea
m5da

m2ml al m. ~6.7!

If gml is rescaled, thengm must also be rescaled and

ḡm5ēm
2lhl , ~6.8!

where

ēm
l 5es~r !em

l ~6.9!

while the new spin connectionḠl must satisfy

]lḡm2Ḡml
a ḡa1~ ḡm ,Ḡl!50. ~6.10!

Here the Cristoffel connectionḠml
a is given by~5.2!.

Let us set

Gl5glab~ha,hb!52gl@ab#h
ahb, ~6.11!

Ḡl5ḡlab~h̄a,h̄b!52ḡl@ab#h̄
ah̄b. ~6.12!

Then ~6.10! leads to the following relations:

28ḡl@br#5~e21!b
mḠml

a ear1~e21!b
m]lemr1hrb]ls. ~6.13!
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Since the second and third terms are symmetric inb andr, they will cancel when multiplied by
the commutator in~6.12! and therefore may be dropped. Then

28ḡl@br#5~e21!b
mḠml

a ear . ~6.14!

Set

Ḡal
m 5Gal

m 1Dal
m , ~6.15!

ḡl@br#5gl@br#1El@br# . ~6.16!

Then

24Elbr5~e21!b
mDml

a ear1hbr]ls, ~6.17!

where

Dml
0 5dm

a]ls1dl
a]ms2gmlgat]ts. ~6.18!

SinceElbr is antisymmetric inb and r, we may drop the second term in~6.17!. Reduction of
~6.14! and ~6.17! gives

gm
ab52

m

4
]a~ l ml b!, ~6.19!

Em
ab5 1

4@em
a]bs2~ l m]ms!l adm

b#, ~6.20!

Ḡm5 1
4@2m]a~ l ml b!1em

a]bs2ml adm
b¹s#~ga ,gb!, ~6.21!

where

¹s5l a]as. ~6.22!

VII. THE SPINOR FIELD EQUATIONS

In the rescaled Kerr–Schild metric Eq.~2.12! becomes

ḡm~]m1Ḡm!c2
]V

]c̄
50, ~7.1!

where Ḡm is the spin connection and]V/]c represents all the nonlinear interactions. We sh
assume a four-component spinor and adopt the following ansatz:

c5ZV1WbV ~7.2!

with

V5
1

& S 1
0
l3

l1

D , b5S I 0

0 2I D , ~7.3!

whenlW is the three-vector defined by~4.5! andl15l11 il2 . If Z andW are complex conjugate
so that
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Z2 1
2~F1 iG !,

~7.4!
W5 1

2~F2 iG !,

then

c5
1

&
eivtS F

0
i Gl3

i Gl1

D 5
1

&
eivtS F

0
i G cosu

i G sinueif
D . ~7.5!

If the ambient space is flat andc is described by~7.5! thenc is also an eigenfunction of the Dira
angular momentum with spin 1/2. Therefore in the limit of weak gravitational field we may req
that c approach~7.5!.3

By ~6.5!

t̂V50,
~7.6!

t̂bV52l 0V.

Define

t5hklk52hklk , ~7.7!

then

tV5bV,
~7.8!

tbV52V

also

t̂250, t2521, ~7.9!

dt

dr
50. ~7.10!

The following identity is also useful:

hs]s5tS d

dr
1

1

r D2
1

r
tbk, ~7.11!

where

k5b~SW LW 11!, LW 5rWÃpW . ~7.12!

Here

SW 5S sW 0

0 sW D . ~7.13!

Note also

kb5bk, ~7.14!

kV5V. ~7.15!
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To reduce~7.1! let us next compute

gm]mc5hm]mc1mt̂l m]mc. ~7.16!

By ~7.2! and ~7.11! we find

ḡm]mc5esF ~122mw!W81 iv~112mw!W1~W2Z!
1

r GV
2esFZ82 ivZ1~Z2W!S 1

r D GbV. ~7.17!

By ~6.8! and ~6.21! the spin connection gives the contribution

ḡmḠmc5~W f2V1Z f1bV!es, ~7.18!

where

f 15 3
2s8, ~7.19!

f 253ms8w2
3

2
s82mS w81

2

r
w D . ~7.20!

Let us choose the invariant nonlinear interaction to be a functional of

I 5c̃c

5S̄W1ZW̄. ~7.21!

Then the nonlinear term in the equation of motion is

]V

]c̄
5

dV

dI

]I

]c̄
~7.22!

5V8c. ~7.23!

For definiteness we take

V~ I !5m0I 1
g

2
I 2, m0.0, g,0. ~7.24!

Then

]V

]c̄
5~m01gI !c5@m0Z1g~ Z̄W1W̄Z!Z#V1@m0W1g~ Z̄W1W̄Z!W#bV ~7.25!

and the differential equation~7.1! becomes by~7.17! and ~7.18!

ZV1W~bV!50, ~7.26!

where
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Z5~122mw!W81~W2Z!
1

r
1@ iv~112mw!1 f 2#W2e2s@m01g~ Z̄W1W̄Z!#Z

~7.27!

and

W52Z81~ iv1 f 1!Z2~Z2W!
1

r
2e2s@m01g~ Z̄W1W̄Z!#W. ~7.28!

The spinorsV andbV are orthogonal:

V1~bh!50. ~7.29!

Then by~7.26!

Z5W50. ~7.30!

By ~7.27! and ~7.28! one sees that~7.30! implies two complex differential equations forz andw
or four real equations for real components (Z1 ,Z2 ,W1 ,W2).

VIII. THE SOURCE OF THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD

The source of the gravitational field, the energy-momentum tensor of the spinor fie
described by~2.8!.

Let us consider

:c̄ḡa¹̄bc: ~8.1!

wherec̄ is the usual Dirac adjoint and where

¹b5]b1Ḡb . ~8.2!

Here Ḡb is the spin connection given by~6.21!.
Let us decompose the bilinear part of the energy-momentum tensor as follows:

Q
0

ab5..c̄ḡa]bc:, ~8.3!

Q
1

ab5..c̄ḡaḠbc: ~8.4!

wherec is given by~7.2!.
It turns out that all the matrix elements of~8.3! and~8.4! are expressible in terms oflk andmk

given by

lk5V†hkbV ~8.5!

and

mk5V†hkV. ~8.6!

Herelk is the three-vector defined by~4.5! and alternatively expressed as

lk5~sinu cosf,sinu sinf,cosu! ~8.7!

while mW is an imaginary vector orthogonal tolW and given by
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mk5 i eks3ls . ~8.8!

One finds that the gravitational equations are of the form

Alk1Bmk50 ~8.9!

and sincelW andmW are orthogonal

A5B50. ~8.10!

The corresponding gravitational equations then reduce to

B5W̄Z2Z̄W50 ~8.11!

becomes a constraint on the components of the spinorc.
Equation~8.11! implies

W5uZ, ~8.12!

whereu is a real function. One finds for the complete energy-momentum tensor:

Qab5Q
0

ab1Q
1

ab2 1
2Vgab , ~8.13!

Q005
es

2 H F S 12
3ŵ

2
1w2Ds81

~ ŵ21!

2

ŵ8

2 GD1F S ŵ

2
2

ŝ2

2 Ds82
ŵŵ8

4 GSJ 2
1

2
~12ŵ !e2sV,

~8.14!

Q0 j5F H F1

2 S 12
ŵ

2 DS81
ŵ

2
D8G1

D

4 F ŵ8

2
~ ŵ21!1s8S 23

ŵ

2
1ŵ2D G

1
S

4 F2
ŵ8

2
~ ŵ811!1s8S 12

ŵ

2
2ŵ2D G J es1

1

2
ŵVe2sGl j ~8.15!

after having dropped them j term

Q jk5F H F S ŵ

2
21Ds81

1

r

ŵ

2
2

2

r G D

2
1F ŵ2 s81

1

r

ŵ

2G S

2 J es2
1

2
Ve2sGh jk

1F H F2
ŵ

2
S81S 11

ŵ

2 DD8G1F ŵ

2r
2

2

r
1

ŵŵ8

4
1S 211

ŵ

2
1ŵ2Ds8G D

2

1F ŵ

2r
2S 11

ŵ

2 D ŵ8

2
2S ŵ

2
1ŵ2Ds8G S

2 J es1
1

2
ŵVe2sGl jlk . ~8.16!

Here

S5c̄h0c5uZu21uWu2,
~8.17!

D5uZu22uWu2.

Let us also write

Q jk5Qah jk1Qbl jlk .
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IX. REDUCTION OF THE SPINOR EQUATION

Because of the constraint~8.12! (W5uZ) it is now possible to show that one may reduce t
equations~7.30! from a system of four real equations with four real functions to two real equat
with two real functions.

Set

a5122mw,
~9.1!

b5112mw.

Then

Z5aW81
1

r
~W2Z!1@ ibv1 f 2#W2e2s@m01g~ Z̄W1W̄Z!#Z50, ~9.2!

W5Z82~ iv1 f 1!Z2
1

r
~W2Z!1e2s@m01g~ Z̄W1W̄Z!#W50. ~9.3!

Equation~9.2! and ~9.3! may be combined by eliminatingZ8/Z. Then

au81@au21~12a!u21#
1

r
1 iv~a11!u1~ f 21a f 1!u

2e2s@m01g~ Z̄W1W̄Z!#~11au2!50. ~9.4!

Since all terms in this equation are real except 2iv(a11)u, it follows thatv50.
It then follows from~8.12! and~9.3! thatZ8/Z is also real or that the argument ofZ is constant

and may be equated to zero. ThenZ may be taken real, and we may therefore take bothW andZ
real in ~9.2! and ~9.3!.

aW81~W2Z!
1

r
1 f 2W2e2s@m012gWZ#Z50, ~9.5!

Z82 f 1Z2~W2Z!
1

r
1e2s@m012gWZ#W50. ~9.6!

X. GRAVITATIONAL FIELD EQUATIONS

The gravitational equations~2.6! may be reduced to the following four equations:

~12ŵ !@2 1
2¹

2ŵ2ŵ8s82Dc#5KQ00, ~10.1!

ŵF1

2
¹2ŵ1ŵ8s81DcGlk5KQ0k , ~10.2!

F 1

r S ŵ81
2ŵ

r D22~12ŵ !
s8

r
1DcG52KQa, ~10.3!

ŵ9

2
2

2ŵ

r 2 1
1

2
ŵ¹2ŵ22Fs92

s8

r
2~s8!22S ŵ8

2
2

1

r
ŵ Ds82

1

2
ŵŵ8s82ŵDcG5KQb,

~10.4!
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whereŵ52mw,

Q jk5Qah jk1Qbl jlk . ~10.5!

Dc is given by~5.13!, Q by ~8.14!–~8.16!. By ~10.1! and ~10.2!

ŵQ001~Q0klk!~12ŵ !50. ~10.6!

To study these equations near the origin impose solitonic boundary conditions requirin
all fields be finite with flat tangents at the origin. Then

ŵ8~0!5s8~0!5Z8~0!5W8~0!50, ~10.7!

Dc~0!5@2¹2s1ŵs9# r 50 . ~10.8!

From ~8.17!

D~0!50, S~0!52Z2. ~10.9!

By ~8.14!–~8.17!

@Q00# r 505
e2s

2
@ŵ~0!21#V@ I ~0!#, ~10.10!

@Q0k# r 505
e2s

2
V@ I ~0!#ŵ~0!lk , ~10.11!

@Q jk
a # r 505FS4 S ŵ

r Des2
e2s

2
VG

r 50

h jk , ~10.12!

@Q jk
b # r 505FS4 S ŵ

r Des1ŵe2s
V

2 G
r 50

l jlk . ~10.13!

By ~10.3!

lim
r→0

H 2ŵ~r !22r 2F ~12ŵ~r !!
s8~r !

r
2

ŵ

2
s91

¹2s

2 G J 5 lim
r→0

K

2
r 2S ŵ

S

r
2e2sVD . ~10.14!

Therefore

ŵ~0!50. ~10.15!

The vanishing ofŵ(r ) at the origin now implies the additional reduction of~10.1!

2
1

2
ŵ9~0!1s9~0!52

K

2
e2s~0!V@ I ~0!#. ~10.18!

XI. THE SPECIAL RELATIVISTIC EIGENVALUE PROBLEM

In a previous study of a nonlinear scalar field coupled to the gravitational field it was f
that the eigensolutions of the complete set of differential equations is critically dependent o
behavior of the nonlinear component alone. By following the earlier argument we shall now
however, that the pattern for the nonlinear spinor problem is quite different.
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As before, we begin by associating an approximately conserved function with the non
equations after they have been decoupled from the gravitational field. In this special relat
limit where ~m50, s50! we havef 15 f 250. After deletion of the mass and nonlinear coupli
the two equations~9.5! and ~9.6! become

W82
dV

dI
Z1

W2Z

r
50, ~11.1!

Z81
dV

dI
W2

W2Z

r
50. ~11.2!

We consider the auxiliary equations obtained by deleting the explicit dependence onr,

W82VZ50, ~11.3!

Z81VW50, ~11.4!

where

V5
dV

dI
. ~11.5!

Any invariant function~F! associated with these equations satisfies

F85
]F
]W

W81
]F
]Z

Z850 ~11.6!

or

F85VS W
]

]Z
2Z

]

]ZDF50. ~11.7!

Hence ifF is a functional ofW21Z2, it will be conserved for any solution of the set~11.3!, ~11.4!.
For the complete equations~11.1! and ~11.2! however, we have

F85
]F
]W S VZ1

Z2W

r D1
]F
]Z S 2VW2

Z2W

r D5S ]F
]W

2
]F
]Z D Z2W

r
~11.8!

52~W2Z!
]F
]S S Z2W

r D . ~11.9!

Then

F8522
]F
]S

~W2Z!2. ~11.10!

In the simplest case

F~S!5S. ~11.11!

Then

F852
2~W2Z!2

r
<0. ~11.12!
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According to~11.3! and~11.4! the representative point moves in the circle (S5const) in theW–Z
plane. According to~11.1! and ~11.2! the motion of this point deviates from the circle to satis
~11.12!, which directs the motion always toward lower values ofF, i.e., toward the origin. The
representative point will therefore spiral into the origin.

If the corresponding curve in configuration space represents an eigensolution it must
the following boundary conditions at the origin and at`:

At r 50,

W85Z850 ~11.13!

and atr 5`,

W85Z85W5Z50. ~11.14!

To satisfy these boundary conditions on Eqs.~11.1! and~11.2! the eigensolution must begin a
a point on the lineW5Z and it must end at the origin.

For the particular choice of~2.9! we have

I 52ZW. ~11.15!

The V is constant on the hyperbolas

WZ5constant ~11.16!

and along the asymptoteV is a function ofZ2.
In an earlier discussion of the special relativistic limit the Dirac spinor was taken to be~7.5!.

As long as there is no gravitational coupling there is no problem with this ansatz, and i
choosesV to be given by~7.25! one finds according to Eqs.~16a!, ~16b! of Ref. 3

F81mG12g~G22F2!G50, ~11.17!

G81mF1
2

r
G12g~G22F2!F50, ~11.18!

where we also setv50 andm andg are the. HereF andG are the large and small componen
of c as given by~7.5!. The dissipative functionH̄ associated with these equations is

H̄5m~G22F2!1g~G22F2!2 ~11.19!

leading to a phase portrait with two attractions.
To compare~11.18! and ~11.19! with the present equations~11.1! and ~11.2! set

f 5W1Z, ~11.20!

g5W2Z. ~11.21!

Then ~11.1! and ~11.2! become

f 81Vg50, ~11.22!

g82Vf 1
2g

r
50, ~11.23!

where

V5m01gI ~11.24!
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and

I 52WZ1 1
2~ f 22g2!. ~11.25!

Then

f 81m0g1
g

2
~ f 22g2!g50, ~11.26!

g82m0f 1
2g

2
2

g

2
~ f 22g2! f 50. ~11.27!

Heref andg are large and small components in~11.26! and~11.27! just asF andG are large and
small components in~11.17! and ~11.18!.

There is a term by term correspondence between the pair~11.26!, ~11.27! and the pair~11.17!,
~11.18! except for signs. The difference in signs, however, gives rise to a completely diff
phase portrait for the dissipative function in the two cases. In particular, there is only one att
associated with~11.26! and ~11.27! while there are two attractors in the other case.

The distinction between the two cases may be pushed a little further as follows.
The dissipative function for the~f, g! pair may be chosen as a function of (f 21g2) since

d

dr
~ f 21g2!52

4g2

r
<0 ~11.28!

by ~11.26! and ~11.27!. The corresponding argument for the~F, G! pair yields

d

dr
~F22G2!52

4G2

r
<0. ~11.29!

Therefore one may choose a function off 21g2 in one case and ofF22G2 in the other to qualify
as a dissipative function. In the~F, G! case we chose the dissipative function to be the Hamilton
of the associated mechanical problem~with the explicit r term deleted!, i.e., the Hamiltonian
equations corresponding to the Hamiltonian~11.19! are the differential equations~11.17! and
~11.18! whereG plays the role of the momentum. The corresponding step with the~f, g! pair is not
possible because~11.26! and ~11.27! are not derivable from a Hamiltonian as one may see
follows.

If a Hamiltonian did exist for this set then we would have

]2H

]q]p
5

]q̇

]q
~q,p!,

~11.30!
]2H

]p]q
52

] ṗ

]p
~q,p!,

or

]q̇~p,q!

]q
52

]q̇~q,p!

]p
. ~11.31!

Sincef andg play the roles of the generalized coordinate and momentum, respectively, and
r plays the role of the time, the condition~11.31! reads for the pair~f, g!,

] f 8~ f ,g!

] f
52

]g8~ f ,g!

]g
. ~11.32!
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Since this relation is not satisfied for Eqs.~11.26! and ~11.27!, there is no corresponding Hami
tonian.

Additionally one cannot retain the~F,G! description with~8.11! since the pair~8.11!, ~7.4!,
implies

Z25W2 ~11.33!

and therefore eitherF50 or G50.

XII. BEHAVIOR AT LARGE r

At large r we require that all functions and their first and second derivatives vanish. We
drop all terms inQmn of order 1/r . Then by~10.1!–~10.4! in the limit

Qmn50 ~12.1!

and by~8.15!–~8.17!

V~ I !50. ~12.2!

By ~7.25! and the preceding equation

I 50,
2m

g
. ~12.3!

Let us chooseI 50. Then

lim
r→0

~ f 22g2!50 ~12.4!

by ~11.26!.
In the limit ~11.27! and ~11.28! become

f 81mg50, ~12.5!

g82m f 1
2g

r
50, ~12.6!

or

g91
2

r
g81m2g2

2

r 2 g50. ~12.7!

f andg are of opposite parity and sincef (0)Þ0 we takef even. Then to order 1/r ,

f 5
sinmn

r
~12.8!

and

g5
cosmn

r
. ~12.9!

In contrast to this behavior the~F,G! pair approach zero asemn/r .
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XIII. SOLUTIONS OF THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD EQUATIONS

First we consider the solutions to the gravitational field equations~10.1!–~10.5! when the
matter fields are set to zero.

Equation~10.1! gives

ŵ92~122ŵ !s952
2

r
ŵ824s8ŵ81

2

r
~122ŵ !s812~122ŵ !~s8!2. ~13.1!

Multiplying ~10.5! by l jlk and contracting we obtain

~112ŵ !ŵ92~324ŵ2!s952
2

r
~112ŵ !ŵ82~418ŵ !s8ŵ81

1

r
~228ŵ2!s828ŵ2~s8!2.

~13.2!

The preceding two equations can be combined to solve forŵ9 ands9:

s95~s8!2 ~13.3!

and

ŵ952
2

r
ŵ824s8ŵ81

2

r
~122ŵ !s813~122ŵ !~s8!2. ~13.4!

Equation~13.3! gives a solution of the form

s;2 log~r !, ~13.5!

which when substituted into~13.4! leads to

ŵ;6r 2. ~13.6!

It is apparent that the coupling of the dilaton field with the Kerr–Schild scalar does not g
finite theory. We have proceeded to study the full set of equations~10.1!–~10.5!, including the
matter fields, in order to find out if these fields provide the necessary attractive properties to
finite soliton type solutions.

Once again we selected Eq.~10.1! and the contraction of Eq.~10.5! with l jlk,

s95~s8!22K
es

4 F4Z8Z24W8W~112ŵ !1Z2S s824
ŵ8ŵ

~122ŵ ! D1W2s8~122ŵ !G ,
~13.7!

ŵ952
2

r
ŵ824s8ŵ81

2

r
~122ŵ !s813~122ŵ !~s8!22K

es

4 FZ2F ~322ŵ !s824
~12ŵ !

~122ŵ !
ŵ8G

1W2@~4ŵ221!s812ŵ8#12Z8Z~122ŵ !12W8W~4ŵ221!22esVG . ~13.8!

To look for numerical solutions it is necessary to recast Eqs.~9.6!, ~9.7!, ~13.7!, and~13.8! in
dimensionless form. This was accomplished by introducing a fundamental lengthr 0 to rescale the
variable r and a fundamental field strengthc0 to rescale the fermionic fields. The equations
interest depend on three parameters:b5m0r 0

2, g5gr0
2c0

2/2 andd5Kc0
2. To validate the numeri-

cal analysis we used two different methods: theMATLAB differential equation suite8 and the
subroutineSDRIV2 from theSLATE package.9

We explored a large portion of the three-dimensional parameter space looking for finite
tions for the fieldss, ŵ, W, andZ. By systematically exploring the three-dimensional parame
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space two types of solutions were encountered. The solutions of type A are shown in Fig. 1.
the fermion fields settle into the damped oscillations which characterize the special relat
solutions, the fieldss and ŵ, while finite at smallr, tend to2` for large values ofr. These
solutions are characterized by a strong coupling for the four fermion interaction~g! in comparison
to the mass~b! and the fermion field strength~d!. The values of the parameters for the solutio
displayed in the figure are:b50.044,g514.257, andd520.001~sinceK is negative!. We have
not discovered a systematic relation between the values of the parameters that lead to a sol
type A. However the general pattern isd!b!g. The other solution encountered, that we ident
as type B, presents damped oscillations for the fermion fields while thes andŵ fields are positive
and monotonically increasing. This solution becomes singular at finiter when the term (2ŵ
21), in Eqs.~9.5!, ~13.7! and ~13.8!, vanishes. We did not find any systematic relation betw
the relative values of the parameters that lead to the solution of type B. Since the equatio
nonlinear, the solutions are very sensitive to the parameter values. A change in the fourth
cant figure in one of the parameters can lead to a change in the output from a type A to a
solution.

From the numerical analysis it appears that the gravitational sector dominates and the fis
and ŵ follow the general trend of Eqs.~13.5! and ~13.6! when there is no coupling to matte
While the numerical work performed does not constitute an exhaustive proof for the nonexis
of finite solutions asr→`, it appears to be unlikely that there is a combination of parameters
would lead to such solutions.

XIV. DISCUSSION

It is known that at least two independent radial functions are needed for the solitonic sol
of the field equations that describe gravitational and scalar fields.7 There are therefore two inde
pendent radial functions in our ansatz for the present problem in which the gravitational fi
coupled to a Dirac field. In our case, however, the second~Weyl! field would be described as
dilaton if it were localized.

In the original special relativistic problem it was found that there were no solitons for arbi
values of the ‘‘Fermi coupling constant.’’ In fact even when there were, there were only a

FIG. 1. Type A solution with nonsingular fields at finiter. The parameter values are:b50.044, g514.257, andd
520.001 (since Kis negative!.
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eigensolutions of the nonlinear equation. Initially encouraged by this result we set to loo
numerical solutions of the equations for the gravitational and fermion fields. We explored sy
atically a large portion of the three-dimensional parameter space and only encountered the s
solutions of type A and B described in sec. XIII. While the solutions of type B are very comm
those of type A occur for a particular ordering of the relative strengths of the parameters. We
that a variation in the fourth significant figure in any of the parameters could lead to a ‘‘ju
from a type A to a type B solution. While this does not constitute a definite proof of the no
istence of finite solutions we think that it is unlikely that any combination of parameters may
a result different from the singular solutions of type A and B.

In light of our failure to find a localized soliton in an earlier study,2 it may be further argued
that the choice of a dilaton field for the second function makes a solution unlikely. In that wor
proved that there are soliton solutions of the interacting gravitational, electromagnetic, scala
dilaton fields only if the dilaton field is excluded. Aside from the problem of the dilaton we h
also shown~in Secs. XI and XII! that the non linear spinor field behaves quite differently in
special relativistic and general relativistic problems. For these reasons we now believe th
rescaled and spherically degenerate Kerr–Schild metric probably does not admit a spinor so

We have studied only the spherically problem. There is then the possibility that one woul
a solitonic solution if the full angular dependence of the Kerr solution were restored. In fac
Kerr background was chosen in the first place to allow for the backaction on the gravitationa
of the angular momentum carried by the spinor field.

Our original strategy was based on the expectation that there were solitons in the sphe
symmetric background, as there are in the special relativistic problem, and that these so
could then be improved by perturbatively taking into account the angular dependence of th
geometry. In view of the present results this strategy no longer seems promising.

1G. S. Adkins, C. R. Nappi, and E. Witten, Nucl. Phys. B228, 552 ~1983!.
2A. C. Cadavid and R. J. Finkelstein, Phys. Rev. D57, 7318~1998!.
3R. Finkelstein, R. LeLevier, and M. Ruderman, Phys. Rev.83, 326 ~1951!.
4S. A. Tevkolsky, Astrophys. J.185, 635 ~1973!.
5S. Einstein and R. Finkelstein, J. Math. Phys.18, 664 ~1977!.
6S. Chandrasekhar, Proc. R. Soc. London349, 571 ~1976!.
7H. B. Joutei and A. Chakrabarti, Phys. Rev. D19, 457 ~1979!.
8MATLAB Version 5.2. The MathWorks Inc.
9B. L. Buzbee,Sources and Development of Mathematical Software, the SLATEC Common Math. Library, edited by W.
Cowell ~Prentice–Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1984!.
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Noncanonical quantization of gravity. II.
Constraints and the physical Hilbert space

John R. Klaudera)

Departments of Physics and Mathematics, University of Florida,
Gainesville, Florida 32611

~Received 27 February 2001; accepted for publication 8 May 2001!

The program of quantizing the gravitational field with the help of affine field
variables is continued. For completeness, a review of the selection criteria that
singles out the affine fields, the alternative treatment of constraints, and the choice
of the initial ~before imposition of the constraints! ultralocal representation of the
field operators is initially presented. As analogous examples demonstrate, the in-
troduction and enforcement of the gravitational constraints will cause sufficient
changes in the operator representations so that all vestiges of the initial ultralocal
field operator representation disappear. To achieve this introduction and enforce-
ment of the constraints, a well characterized phase space functional integral repre-
sentation for the reproducing kernel of a suitably regularized physical Hilbert space
is developed and extensively analyzed. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1385375#

I. INTRODUCTION AND THE MAIN POINTS OF PAPER I

In a previous paper1 ~hereafter referred to as P-I! an introduction and outline of a program o
noncanonical quantization of the gravitational field was presented. The key concepts in the p
approach are~i! a careful selection of the basic kinematical variables,~ii ! the use of a quantization
procedure that treats all constraints alike,~iii ! the use of ultralocal field operator representatio
prior to introducing constraints, and~iv! the imposition of the gravitational constraints, a proce
in which all traces of the temporary ultralocal representation characteristics are replaced w
physically relevant ones. In this section, we briefly review topics~i!, ~ii !, and ~iii ! which have
largely been discussed already in P-I.

A. Nature of the basic gravitational variables

One of the central requirements for the present program is the preservation, on quanti
of the positive–definite character of the spatial part of the classical metricgab(x), a,bP$1,2,3%
~or more generallya,bP$1,...,s% in an s-dimensional space,s>1!. Insisting on this requiremen
leads us to adoptaffine commutation relations~in contrast, for example, to canonical commutati
relations! which are expressed in terms of the local metric field operatorsĝab(x) @5ĝba(x)#
@which were denoted bysab(x) in P-I# and suitable local ‘‘scale’’ field operatorsp̂d

c(x) @which
were denoted bykd

c(x) in P-I#. The word ‘‘local’’ here is intended to mean that these expressi
only become operators after smearing with suitable spatial test functions. In units where\51,
which are commonly assumed throughout this paper, the basic set of affine commutation re
reads

@p̂b
a~x!, p̂d

c~y!#5 1
2i @db

cp̂d
a~x!2dd

ap̂b
c~x!# d~x,y!,

@ ĝab~x!, p̂d
c~y!#5 1

2i @da
cĝbd~x!1db

cĝad~x!# d~x,y!, ~1!

@ ĝab~x!, ĝcd~y!#50.

a!Electronic mail: klauder@phys.ufl.edu
44400022-2488/2001/42(9)/4440/26/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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These commutation relations are translations of identical Poisson brackets~moduloi\, of course!
for corresponding classical fields, namely, the spatial metricgab(x) and the mixed-valence
~‘‘scale’’ ! field pd

c(x)[gbd(x)pbc(x), along with the usual Poisson brackets between the me
field gab(x) and the canonical momentum fieldpcd(x). While classically there is essentially
nothing to be gained by using the fieldpd

c(x) rather thanpcd(x), quantum mechanicallythe
situation changes completely. This change arises because the affine commutation relation
only the affine commutation relations—admit local self-adjoint operator solutions for bothĝab(x)
andp̂d

c(x) which in addition have the property thatĝab(x).0 for all x. This latter property means
that for any nonvanishing set$ua% of real numbers and any nonvanishing, non-negative
function, f (x)>0, that

E f ~x!uaĝab~x!ub d3x.0. ~2!

Other choices of basic variables fail this test. For example, self-adjoint canonical variables l
metrics that have spectra unbounded below as well as above, while triad fields and their ca
partners lead to metrics that are non-negative, but not necessarily positive definite.

B. How quantum constraints are to be imposed

Since gravity is a reparametrization invariant theory, it follows that the dynamics—indeethe
entire physical content of the gravitational field—enters through imposition of the relevant co
straints, specifically, the diffeomorphism and Hamiltonian constraints.2,3 These constraints lead t
an open set offirst-classconstraints in the classical theory, but on quantization and in virtue o
anomaly~or, alternatively, a factor ordering problem!, they give rise to a set of operator constrain
that, partially at least, aresecond classin nature. There exist several methods to deal with
quantum theory of second-class constraints in the literature, but generally such methods tr
first- and second-class constraints, and thereby the variables on which they depend, in fun
tally different ways.

An exception to the rule of a different operator treatment for first- and second-class cons
is offered by theprojection operator methodapproach to the quantization of systems w
constraints.4–6 The projection operator method was already discussed in P-I, and that discu
also included several elementary applications of the technique to simple, few degree-of-fr
systems. We do not repeat that discussion here. Instead, we simply observe that, rath
impose the self-adjoint quantum constraints in the idealized~Dirac! form Fauc&phys50, a
P$1,...,A%, on vectorsuc&phys in a putative physical Hilbert space,uc&physPHphys, we define a
~possibly regularized! Hphys[EH, in which E denotes aprojection operatordefined by

E5E~SaFa
2<d~\!2!, ~3!

whered(\) is a positiveregularization parameter~not ad-function!! and we have assumed th
SaFa

2 is self-adjoint. As a final step, the parameterd(\) is reduced as much as required, and,
particular, when some second-class constraints are involved,d(\) ultimately remains strictly
positive. This general procedure treats all constraints simultaneously and treats them all
equal basis.

C. Why ultralocal fields are relevant

In quantizing any theory with constraints, including reparametrization invariant theories
invariably follow the rule:Quantize first, reduce second, also used by Dirac.3

Remark:Some other quantization procedures reduce~i.e., impose constraints! first and quan-
tize second, a scheme that may lead to different and generally incorrect results, especiall
the physical phase space~the quotient of the constraint surface by the gauge transformation! is
non-Euclidean.7 We do not comment further on these alternative procedures.
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It must be strongly emphasized that in the initial quantization phase of this pair of opera
one must remain neutral toward, or even better, blind to any specifics of the constraints
imposed. In particular, in the initial, quantization phase, reparametrization invariance require
basic fields are statistically independent at any spatial separation; correlations between fie
are spatially separated, and which originate from the particular physics of the theory unde
cussion, will arise only after the relevant constraints are imposed. Before the constraints a
discussed, the nature of the field operators isultralocal, the name given to field-operator repr
sentations which are, in fact, statistically independent for all distinct spatial points. The pr
representation already presented in P-I for the basic local affine quantum field operator
before constraints have been introduced, is for this very reason ultralocal in character.
present paper, we shall discuss the relevant constraints for gravity and argue, to the extent p
at present, that the imposition of the constraints leads to field operator representations tha
longer ultralocal in character. Indeed, we shall argue that all traces of an initial ultralocal r
sentation disappear when the constraints are fully enforced.

Remark:As an illustration of these general procedures, it is important at this point to obs
that a relativistic free field of massm ~and, in addition, well-defined interacting fields! can be
quantized starting from a reparametrization invariant formulation and with an initial field ope
representation that is ultralocal in nature.8 After imposing the appropriate constraint, it may b
shown, by a suitable modification of the reproducing kernel—see Sec. IV for a brief discuss
how the conventional andnonultralocal field operator representation for the relativistic free fi
of an arbitrary massm emerges, as well as how the conventional propagator for such a sy
also arises.

D. Outline of remaining sections

In Sec. II, we discuss in some detail the formulation of the initial stage of quantization i
absence of the gravitational constraints. In Sec. III, the gravitational constraints are introd
and a novel, but generally familiar, functional integral representation of the desired express
developed. Finally, in Sec. IV, and aided by the use of several analogies, we present a l
discussion of the virtues, as we see them, of the specific functional integral representation
oped in this paper.

II. REPRODUCING KERNEL FOR THE ORIGINAL HILBERT SPACE, AND ITS
FUNCTIONAL INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION

A. Basic field operator representation and the original Hilbert space

For reasons briefly sketched above, we adopt as basic local field operators the po
definite, local self-adjoint metric operatorsĝab(x), and the local self-adjoint ‘‘scale’’ operator
p̂d

c(x), which satisfy the affine commutation relations~1! in the ‘‘original’’ Hilbert spaceH. Here
x5$xa%a51

3 denotes the coordinates~each with the dimension oflength! of a point in a classical
topological spaceS, which, for the sake of discussion, we may assume is topologically equiv
to R3. The termd(x,y) which enters the affine commutation relations is a Diracd-function ‘‘scalar
density’’ with dimensions (length)23. Moreover, the affine commutation relations uniquely tell
that p̂d

c(x) transforms as a mixed-valence tensor density of weight one and has the engin
dimensions of anaction ~due to\! times (length)23, i.e.,M/LT in terms of mass (M), length (L),
and time (T). We require thatĝab(x) transform as a covariant tensor of rank two, and thatĝab(x)
is dimensionless.

1. An auxiliary, but temporary, structure

For purposes of the present section, we shall need to augment the classical topologica
S with one additional structure, namely a volume form. Specifically, we adopt a real, po
scalar density of weight one,b(x), 0,b(x),`, xPS, with which we may define, at each poin
an invariant volume formdV[b(x)d3x. Additionally, in keeping with its transformation prope
ties, we further insist thatb(x) has the dimensions ofL23.
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The introduction of the auxiliary structure represented by b(x) is requiredbefore the con-
straints are introduced, but whatever choice is made, it willdisappear completelyafter the con-
straints are fully enforced.

More explicitly, several arguments are offered below to justify the introduction of the a
iary structure represented by the functionb(x), xPS, prior to the introduction of the constraints
In Secs. III and IV, we will observe that we expect all the irrelevant freedom present inb(x) to be
‘‘squeezed out’’ by the constraints and replaced with another,nonarbitrary structure with the sam
dimensions. This is exactly the process observed in other cases that have been explicitl
with, and the particular case of a reparametrization invariant relativistic free field will be sum
rized in Sec. IV.8

2. Original reproducing kernel

Dual to the local operatorsĝab(x) andp̂d
c(x), we next introduce two real,c-number functions

pab(x) @5pba(x)# and gc
d(x), which, initially, may be taken as smooth functions of comp

support. Herepab transforms as a contravariant tensor density of rank two and has dimen
M/LT, while gc

d transforms as a mixed tensor and is dimensionless. Withuh&—called thefiducial
vector—an as yet unspecified unit vector inH, we consider the set of unit vectors~in units where
\51! each of which is given by

up,g&[ei *pab(x)ĝab(x)d3x e2 i *gc
d(x)p̂d

c(x)d3x uh&. ~4!

As pab andgc
d range over the space of smooth functions of compact support, such vectors f

set ofcoherent states.
The complex functional̂p9,g9up8,g8& formed by the inner product of two such cohere

states will be a functional of fundamental importance in the present study of gravity. In parti
the functional̂ p9,g9up8,g8&, whatever form it takes, is manifestly a positive–definite functio
that fulfills the defining condition that

(
j ,k51

J

a j* ak^p j ,g j upk ,gk&>0 ~5!

for general sets$a j% and $p j ,g j% for any J,`. Furthermore,̂ p9,g9up8,g8& is always a con-
tinuous functional in some natural functional topology, e.g., a topology defined by the part
expression itself.9 As a continuous, positive–definite functional, it follows that we may adopt
expression̂ p9,g9up8,g8& as areproducing kernel, and use it to define an associatedreproducing
kernel Hilbert spaceC.10 Let two elements of a dense set of elements inC be given by

c~p,g![(
j 51

J

a j^p,gup j ,g j&, J,`,

~6!

f~p,g![(
k51

K

bk^p,gup̄k ,ḡk&, K,`,

where $p̄k ,ḡk%k51
K denotes another independent set of~real! fields. These are continuous func

tionals of the fieldsp andg. As the inner product of these two elements we adopt

~c,f![(
j 51

J

(
k51

K

a j* bk^p j ,g j up̄k ,ḡk&. ~7!

We complete the space of functions by including the limit point of all Cauchy sequences
norm ici[(c,c)1/2.
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The result of the above construction is the~separable! reproducing kernel Hilbert spaceC
composed of bounded, continuous functionals. Moreover, the Hilbert spaceC provides an espe
cially useful functional representation of our original Hilbert space, which was referred to a
‘‘primary container’’ in P-I.

B. Choice of the fiducial vector and explicit form of the reproducing kernel

As argued in Sec. I, the representation of the basic field operatorsĝab and p̂d
c must be

ultralocal prior to the introduction of any constraints. To fulfill this requirement, it is necessary

^p9,g9up8,g8&5expH 2E b~x!d3x L@p9~x!,g9~x!;p8~x!,g8~x!#J ~8!

for some dimensionless scalar functionL. This function is determined by the representation of
affine field operators and the fiducial vectoruh&, and as minimum conditions we require that

^huĝab~x!uh&[g̃ab~x!, ~9!

^hup̂d
c~x!uh&[0. ~10!

Here, g̃(x)[$g̃ab(x)% is a fixed, smooth, positive–definite metric function determined by
choice ofuh& ~see P-I!. WhetherS is compact or noncompact, the choice ofg̃(x) will determine
the topology of the spacelike surfaces under consideration; ifS is noncompact, theng̃(x) also
determines the asymptotic form of the spacelike surfaces under consideration.

For reasons to be offered below, we chooseuh& so that the overlap function of two cohere
states is given~when\51! by

^p9,g9up8,g8&5expF22E b~x!d3x

3 lnS det$ 1
2@g9ab~x!1g8ab~x!#1 1

2ib~x!21@p9ab~x!2p8ab~x!#%

$det@g9ab~x!#det@g8ab~x!#%1/2 D G . ~11!

Several comments about this basic expression are in order.
Initially, regarding~11!, we observe thatg9 and g8 do not appear in the explicit functiona

form given. In particular, the smooth matrixg has been replaced by the smooth matrixg which is
defined at every point by

g~x![eg(x)/2g̃~x!eg(x)T/2[$gab~x!%, ~12!

where g(x)T denotes the transpose of the matrixg(x). Observe that the so-defined matr
$gab(x)% is manifestly positive–definite for allx. The mapg→g is clearly many-to-one sinceg
hasnine independent variables at each point whileg, which is symmetric, has onlysix. In view of
this functional dependencewe may denote the given functional in (11) by^p9,g9up8,g8&, and
henceforth we shall adopt this notation exclusively.

1. Single affine matrix degree of freedom

An elementary example of the notational change fromg to g may be seen quite directly in
what occurs for asingleaffine matrix degree of freedom~in contrast to a field of such degrees
freedom!. To that end, and following Ref. 11 closely, we introduce the Lie algebra for af
matrix self-adjoint operator degrees of freedom composed of the symmetric 333 matrix $sab%
and the 333 matrix $kd

c%, which together obey the affine commutation relations@cf. ~1!#
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@kb
a ,kd

c#5 i 1
2~db

ckd
a2dd

akb
c!,

@sab ,kd
c#5 i 1

2~da
csdb1db

csad!, ~13!

@sab ,scd#50.

We choose the faithful, irreducible representation for which the operator matrix$sab% is symmet-
ric and positive definite, and which is unique up to unitary equivalence. Furthermore, we c
a representation which diagonalizes$sab% ask[$kab%, which we refer to as thek-representation.
In the associatedL2 representation space, and for arbitrary real matricesF5$Fab%, Fba5Fab, and
B5$Bd

c%, it follows that

U@F,B#c~k![eiF absabe2 iBd
ckc

d
c~k!5~det@S# !2eiF abkabc~SkST!, ~14!

whereS[e2B/25$Sb
a% and (SkST)ab[Sa

ckcdSb
d . The given transformation is unitary within th

inner product defined by

E
1

c~k!* c~k!dk, ~15!

where dk[Pa<b dkab , and the ‘‘1 ’’ sign denotes an integration over only that part of t
six-dimensionalk-space where the elements form a symmetric, positive–definite matrix,$kab%
.0. To define coherent states we choose an extremal weight vector,

h~k![C~det@k# !b21e2b tr[ G̃21k] , ~16!

whereb.0, G̃5$G̃ab% is a fixed positive–definite matrix,C is determined by normalization, an
tr denotes the trace. This choice leads to the expectation values

^husabuh&5E
1

h~k!* kabh~k!dk5G̃ab , ~17!

^hukd
cuh&5E

1
h~k!* kd

ch~k!dk50. ~18!

In the k-representation, it follows that the affine matrix coherent states are given by

^kuF,B&[C~det@S# !2~det@SkST# !b21 ei tr[Fk] e2b tr[ G̃21SkST] . ~19!

Observe that what really enters the functional argument is the positive–definite matrixG21

[STG̃21S where we setG[$Gab%. Thus without loss of generality we can drop the labelB ~or
equivalentlyS! and replace it withG. Hence the affine matrix coherent states become

^kuF,G&[C8~det@G21# !b~det@k# !b21 ei tr[Fk] e2b tr[G21k] , ~20!

whereC85C(det@G̃#)b is a new normalization constant. It is now straightforward to determ
that

^F9,G9uF8,G8&5E
1

^F9,G9uk&^kuF8,G8&dk

5F $det@G921#det@G821#%1/2

det$ 1
2@~G9211G821!1 ib21~F92F8!#%G

2b

. ~21!
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In arriving at this result, we have used normalization of the coherent states to elimina
constantC8.

2. Lattice construction

Suppose now that we consider an independent lattice of such matrix degrees of freedo
build the corresponding coherent state overlap as the product of ones just like~21!. Let n label a
lattice site and letnPN, which in turn is a finite subset ofZ3. In that case the coherent sta
overlap is given by

^F9,G9uF8,G8&N5 )
nPN

F $det@G[n]921#det@G[n]821#%1/2

det$ 1
2@~G[n]9211G[n]821!1 ib [n]

21~F [n]9 2F [n]8 !#%
G 2b [n]

. ~22!

As our next step we wish to take a limit in which the number of independent matrix degre
freedom tends to infinity in such a way that not only does the lattice size diverge but als
lattice spacing tends to zero so that, loosely speaking, the lattice points approach the point
spaceS. In order for the limit to be nonzero, it is necessary that the exponentb [n]→0 in a suitable
way. To that end we set

b [n][b[n]D, ~23!

whereD has the dimensionsL3, and thusb[n] has the dimensionsL23. In addition we need to let
F [n]

ab [p [n]
ab D, and we renameGab[n] asgab[n] and call the matrix elements ofG[n]

21 by g[n]
ab . With

these changes~22! becomes

^p9,g9up8,g8&N[ )
nPN

F $det@g[n]9ab#det@g[n]8ab#%1/2

det$ 1
2@~g[n]9ab1g[n]8ab!1 ib [n]

21~p [n]9ab2p [n]8ab!#%
G 2b[n]D

. ~24!

Finally, we take the limit as described above and the result is given by~11!, namely,

^p9,g9up8,g8&5expF22E b~x!d3x

3 lnS det$ 1
2@g9ab~x!1g8ab~x!#1 1

2ib~x!21@p9ab~x!2p8ab~x!#%

$det@g9ab~x!# det@g8ab~x!#%1/2 D G . ~25!

In this way we see how the continuum result may be obtained as a limit starting fro
collection of independent affine matrix degrees of freedom. The necessity of ending wi
integral over the spaceS has directly led to the requirement that we introduce the scalar de
b(x).

C. Additional arguments favoring b „x …

As a further general comment about~11! or ~25! we observe that̂p9,g9up8,g8& is invariant
under general~smooth, invertible! coordinate transformationsx→ x̄5 x̄(x), and we say that the
given expression characterizes adiffeomorphism invariant realizationof the affine field operators
This property holds, in part, becauseb(x) transforms as a scalar density in both places tha
appears. Thusb(x), which has the dimensions ofL23, plays an essential dimensional and tran
formational role in each place that it appears. Note that if\ is explicitly introduced into~25! or
~11!, it appears only in the change@p9ab(x)2p8ab(x)#→@p9ab(x)2p8ab(x)#/\. If one insisted
on building an acceptable ultralocal positive–definite functional using onlyp9ab(x), g9ab(x),
p8ab(x), g8ab(x), and \, then that construction would not appear to be possible simply
dimensional grounds.
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As another argument for the appearance ofb(x), we observe that~25! involves not only the
c-number fieldsp andg ~or g!, but the particular representation of the local operatorsĝab andp̂d

c

as well as the choice of the fiducial vectoruh&. It is entirely natural that the functionb(x) may
emerge as a needed functional parameter in defining the operator representation and/or th
uh&, and this property is explicitly illustrated in P-I.

As a final argument for the appearance of the scalar densityb(x), we briefly recall properties
of the local operator product for ultralocal affine field operators.1 In particular, the formal local
product reads

ĝab~x!ĝcd~x!5d~x,x!Êabcd~x!1 l.s.t. ~26!

HereÊabcd(x) is a local fourth-order covariant tensor density operator of weight21, d(x,x) is a
divergent multiplier with dimensionsL23, which arises when the ‘‘scalar density’’ delta functio
d(x,y) is evaluated at coincident points, and l.s.t. denotes ‘‘less singular terms.’’ Before ado
the proper local operator product, we introduce a scalar densityb(x), 0,b(x),`, with dimen-
sionsL23, and consider

ĝab~x!ĝcd~x!5b~x!@b~x!21d~x,x!#Êabcd~x!1 l.s.t. ~27!

Finally, we choose

@ ĝab~x!ĝcd~x!#R[b~x!Êabcd~x! ~5ĝab~x!ĝcd~x!/@b~x!21d~x,x!# ! ~28!

as the proper renormalized~subscriptR! local operator product.~Limits involving test function
sequences offer a mathematically precise construction.! The given choice leads to a local operat
that transforms as a tensor in the natural fashion and, moreover, carries the natural engi
dimensions. To achieve this desirable property in a local productrequiresthe introduction of an
auxiliary scalar densityb(x).

For additional properties regarding local products of the relevant affine field operator
P-I. Essentially, all these properties are almost entirely based on the analysis of local op
products in scalar ultralocal field theories, an analysis which is described in detail, for exam
Ref. 12.

We have offered several reasons for the appearance of the scalar densityb(x) at the present
stage of the analysis. However, we emphasize once again thatb(x) will disappear when the
constraints are fully enforced, whatever choice was originally made. An example of the proc
which this fundamental transformation takes place is presented in Sec. IV.

D. Functional integral representation for the coherent state overlap functional

For further analysis, especially when we take up the issue of introducing the constrai
Sec. III, it is useful to introduce an alternative representation of the functional expression~25!. The
alternative representation we have in mind is that of a specific functional integral, which, in
has already been introduced in P-I. That such a representation should exist is an imm
consequence of the fact that~25! fulfills a complex polarization condition, which then leads to~25!
being annihilated by a negative, second-order functional derivative operator. Exponentiatin
operator, times a parametern.0, letting the resultant operator act on general functionals ofp9
and g9, and including any necessaryn-dependent prefactor, will, in the limitn→`, lead to a
dense set of functions in the reproducing kernel Hilbert spaceC. Alternatively, letting the same
operator act on a suitabled-functional will lead to the expression~25!. The functional integral of
interest arises in this last expression by introducing the analog of a Feynman–Kac–Strato
representation. The mathematics behind these foregoing several sentences is well illustrate
for both a simple, single affine degree-of-freedom example as well as for the affine field th

The result of the operations outlined above leads to a functional integral representati
^p9,g9up8,g8& in ~25!, which is given~for \51! by
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^p9,g9up8,g8&5expF22E b~x!d3x

3 lnS det$ 1
2@g9ab~x!1g8ab~x!#1 1

2ib~x!21@p9ab~x!2p8ab~x!#%

$det@g9ab~x!# det@g8ab~x!#%1/2 D G
5 lim

n→`

N̄n E expF2 i E gabṗ
ab d3x dtGexpH 2~1/2n!E @b~x!21gabgcdṗ

bcṗda

1b~x!gabgcdġbcġda#d
3x dtJ)

x,t
)
a<b

dpab~x,t !dgab~x,t !. ~29!

Here, because of the way the new independent variablet appears on the right-hand side of th
expression, it is natural to interprett, 0<t<T, T.0 as coordinate ‘‘time.’’ The fields on the
right-hand side all depend on space and time, i.e.,gab5gab(x,t), ġab5]gab(x,t)/]t, etc., and,
importantly, the integration domain of the formal measure is strictly limited to the domain w
$gab(x,t)% is a positive–definite matrix for allx and t. For the boundary conditions, we hav
p8ab(x)[pab(x,0), gab8 (x)[gab(x,0), as well asp9ab(x)[pab(x,T), gab9 (x)[gab(x,T) for all
x. Observe that the right-hand side holds forany T, 0,T,`, while the middle term isindepen-
dent of T altogether.

Although the functional integral on the right-hand side is formal it nevertheless conve
great deal of information. Let us first examine it from a dimensional and transformational s
point. As presented,\51; to see where\ would appear we may simply replace eachpab by
pab/\. With n having the dimensions ofT21 andN̄n absorbing any remaining dimensions fro
the formal measure, then the right-hand side of~29! is dimensionally satisfactory. From the poin
of view of ~formal! transformations under coordinate changes, it is clear, withN̄n transforming
appropriately, that the right-hand side is formally invariant under coordinate transformation
volving the spatial coordinates alone.

Remark:A discussion about transformations of the right-hand side under spatially depe
transformations of the time coordinate has been given in P-I and is not repeated here. It i
that the result of the limitn→` on the right-hand side must be invariant under all such trans
mations simply because the middle term is independent of the time variable altogether.

As presented—and indeed as originally derived—theresult of the functional integral~the
middle term! came before the functional integralrepresentationof that result~the right-hand side!.
However, we can also interpret~29! in the opposite order, that is, to presume that the functio
integral ~right-hand side! is primary and that the answer~the middle term! is the result of evalu-
ating the functional integral. This perspective encourages us to examine the expression
integrand of the functional integral somewhat more carefully from a traditional standpoint
first observe that the formal, flat part of the measure has the expected appearance of thecanonical
measurefor a conventional, canonical functional integral quantization of gravity. The phase f
contains an acceptable classical symplectic potential term in a formal functional integr
gravity in which the rest of the classical action—the terms involving the constraints—are a

Remark:This characterization is, of course, quite appropriate since we still are in the
phase of our dual approach: quantize first, reduce second. The patient reader will be reward
the addition of the expected constraints and Lagrange multiplier terms in the next section.

The second,n-dependent factor in the integrand serves as aregularizing factorfor the func-
tional integral. Formally, asn→`, such a factor disappears from the integrand leaving the
pected~preconstraint! formal functional integral integrand, such as it is. However, then-dependent
term plays a fundamentally important role within the integral itself since itliterally serves to
define the functional integral.
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It is important to make this last point quite clear, and for that purpose we temporarily di
the formal expression~with \51 again!

dmn~p,g!5Mn expH 2~1/2n!E @b~x!21gabgcdṗ
bcṗda1b~x!gabgcdġbcġda#d

3x dtJ
3)

x,t
)
a<b

dpab~x,t !dgab~x,t !. ~30!

We assert that for fixedb(x), 0,b(x),` and fixedn, 0,n,`, this expression characterizes
bona fide, countably additive, positive measure, mn, on the space of generalized functionspab

5pab(x,t) and gab5gab(x,t), where for any nonvanishingua and any nonvanishing, non
negative test functionf (x)>0, the positive–definite matrix condition* f (x)uagab(x,t)ub d3x
.0 holds for~almost! all t, 0,t,T. The fieldspab andgab satisfy the boundary conditions a
t50 and t5T given previously. The factorMn is adjusted so that the measuresmn form a
semigroup with respect to combining time intervals, e.g., 0→T, T.0, and thenT→T1T8, T8
.0, being equivalent to 0→T1T8. If $hp(x)%p51

` denotes an orthonormal set of test functio
defined so that

E hp~x!hq~x!b~x!d3x5dpq , ~31!

b~x! (
p51

`

hp~x!hp~y!5d~x,y!, ~32!

then we assert that there exist finite, nonzero constantsNP
n for all n and allPP$1,2,3,...% such that

NP
n E expF2 i (

p51

P E gab(p)~ t !ṗ (p)
ab ~ t !dtGdmn~p,g! ~33!

is well defined. In this expression,

gab(p)~ t ![E hp~x!gab~x,t !b~x! d3x, ~34!

ṗ (p)
ab ~ t ![E hp~x!ṗab~x,t ! d3x. ~35!

Moreover, the set of constants$NP
n % may be chosen so that

^p9,g9up8,g8&[ lim
P→`

lim
n→`

NP
n E expF2 i (

p51

P E gab(p)~ t !ṗ (p)
ab ~ t ! dtGdmn~p,g!. ~36!

This is one of the ways that the formal functional integral~29! can be given a rigorous meaning
There is another way to give rigorous meaning to~29! that we would also like to discuss. I

this procedure we use a spatial lattice but keep the time variablet continuous. This regularization
scheme takes us back to the lattice construction given earlier@cf. ~24!#, except now we add a
phase-space path integral representation as well. For present purposes we again introd
symbolD, with dimensionsL3, to denote a uniformly~coordinate! sized, small spatial cell. Then
the lattice regularized path integral expression for^p9,g9up8,g8&N in ~24! is given by13
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N̄ n
N E e2 i (n*gab[n] ṗ [n]

ab D dtexpH 2
1

2n (
n

E @b[n]
21gab[n]gcd[n]ṗ [n]

bc ṗ [n]
da

1b[n]g[n]
ab g[n]

cd ġbc[n] ġda[n] # D dtJ)
n,t

)
a<b

dp [n]
ab ~ t ! dgab[n]~ t !, ~37!

wherenPN, which itself is a finite subset ofZ3. Herep [n]
ab , gab[n] , andb[n] represent average

field values in the celln, andb[n]
2151/b[n] . Next, we observe that there is a countably-additi

pinned, Brownian-motion measure formally defined by

dmN
n ~p,g![N n

N expH 2
1

2n (
n

E @b[n]
21gab[n]gcd[n]ṗ [n]

bc ṗ [n]
da 1b[n]g[n]

ab g[n]
cd ġbc[n] ġda[n] #D dtJ

3)
n,t

)
a<b

dp [n]
ab ~ t ! dgab[n]~ t ! ~38!

so that~37! becomes

N̄n
N E e2 iSnE gab[n] ṗ [n]

ab D dt dmN
n ~p,g!, ~39!

where$N̄n
N% is a set of finite constants. Moreover, these constants may be chosen so that

^p9,g9up8,g8&5 lim
N→`

lim
n→`

N̄n
N E e2 iSnE gab[n] ṗ [n]

ab D dt dmN
n ~p,g!. ~40!

Here, in the last step, the limitN→` means thatD→0 andN→Z3 in such a way that all points
xPS are reached in a natural way. Observe that the presence of the continuous-time regula
factor in the formal functional integral for the entire space has controlled the spatial la
regularization in a clear and natural fashion; although possible to introduce, no temporal latti
been required to obtain a well-defined expression.

The present usage of well-defined, phase-space measures to define functional integral
limit that the ‘‘diffusion constant’’ parameter~n! diverges is part of the general program
continuous-time regularization.14 It is noteworthy that the use of a suitablephase-space metricto
control the Brownian motion paths invariably leads to a coherent-state representation f
resultant quantum amplitude. These remarks conclude our brief excursion into a rigorous d
sion of the functional integrals of present interest.

Another prospective regularization:Let us return to the formal functional integral~29! and
examine that expression with regard to the scalar densityb(x). Superficially, in the limitn→` in
which the regularizing term proportional to~1/2n! in the exponent of the integrand formall
vanishes, one might naively expect that the result of the integral would be independent
function b(x). But, no, that naive expectation is false since the result of that integral and s
quent limit, i.e., the middle term of~29!, evidently depends importantly onb(x). At first glance,
that dependence seems highly unnatural. It may be thought—as the author did for a num
years15—that an alternative regularization expression may be more ‘‘natural’’ and would ther
be preferable. In particular, it was thought that the expression

expH 2~1/2n!E @g21/2gabgcdṗ
bcṗda1g1/2gabgcdġbcġda# d3x dtJ , ~41!

whereg5det@gab#, and which involves a different phase-space metric, was ‘‘better.’’ Howeve
light of the discussion in the present paper, it is now evident that this expression is not
dimensionally consistent. This defect could be rectified by the introduction of a positive con
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which we may callb̃, that stands in the place of the presentb ~next to g1/2! and carries the
dimensionsL23. Indeed, we could also introduce in place ofb̃ a positive scalar functionb̃(x) with
dimensionsL23. In any case, the failure of~41! purely on dimensional grounds, and the neces
thereby of introducing some sort of auxiliary dimensioned parameter~or function! surely renders
~41! far less ‘‘natural’’ than had been previously assumed.

As another possible argument against~41!, we note that if that form of a proposed regula
ization was used in an expression like~29! in place of the present form of regularization, there
absolutely no guarantee that the result will describe a reproducing kernel with other thanone-
dimensional reproducing kernel Hilbert space, which is the general result for a ‘‘random’’ choic
of phase-space metric. The fact that the present form of~29! generates a suitable, infinite
dimensional reproducing kernel Hilbert space is a fundamentally important feature, which,
case, is a consequence of having started with an appropriate reproducing kernel to begin

Although the author has not foreclosed any possible interest in ab̃ modified version of the
regularization~41!, all present indications point to the version~30! that features the scalar densi
b(x). This shift of allegiance has also been bolstered by the realization that the role ofb(x) is
confined to the initial phase of quantization and thatb(x) will disappear entirely after the con
straints are fully enforced. On the strength of this argument, it is the version based on~30! and not
~41! that is analyzed in the remainder of the present paper.

III. INTRODUCTION OF THE GRAVITATIONAL CONSTRAINTS

A. Key principles in heuristic form

There are four gravitational constraint functions, the three diffeomorphism constraints

Ha~x!522paub
b ~x!, ~42!

where ‘‘u’’ denotes covariant differentiation with respect to the spatial metricgab , and the Hamil-
tonian constraint, which, in suitable units~i.e., c3/G516p!, reads

H~x!5g~x!21/2@pb
a~x!pa

b~x!2 1
2pa

a~x!pb
b~x!#1g~x!1/2(3)R~x!, ~43!

where g(x)[det@gab(x)# and (3)R(x) denotes the scalar curvature derived from the spa
metric.16 Classically, these constraint functions vanish, and the region in phase space on
they vanish is called theconstraint hypersurface.

It is instructive to evaluate the classical Poisson brackets between the constraint field
this purpose, we enlist only the basic nonvanishing Poisson bracket given by

$gab~x!,pcd~y!%5 1
2~da

cdb
d1db

cda
d!d~x,y!. ~44!

It follows that

$Ha~x!,Hb~y!%5d ,a~x,y!Hb~x!2d ,b~x,y!Ha~x!, ~45!

$Ha~x!,H~y!%5d ,a~x,y!H~x!, ~46!

$H~x!,H~y!%5d ,a~x,y!gab~x!Hb~x!. ~47!

In these expressions,d ,a(x,y)[]d(x,y)/]xa, which transforms as a ‘‘vector density.’’ It is clea
that the Poisson brackets of the constraints vanish on the constraint hypersurface beca
right-hand sides of~45!–~47! all vanish there, i.e., whenHa(x)505H(x) for all xPS. This
vanishing property of the Poisson brackets is characteristic offirst-class constraints. Often, the
Poisson bracket structure of constraints is that of a Lie bracket in which case such constra
referred to as closed first-class constraints. In order for the Poisson bracket structure to be
a Lie bracket, it is necessary that the coefficients of the constraints on the right-hand side i
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no dynamical variables. Taken by themselves, we note from~45! that the three diffeomorphism
constraint functions form a set of closed first-class constraints. However, because of th
equation~47!, it is clear that the complete set of four gravitational constraint functions donot have
a Poisson structure which is that of a Lie algebra, and consequently the gravitational cons
are said to form an open first-class system of constraints. Such a situation does not autom
imply trouble in the corresponding quantum theory, but significant difficulties do arise in a nu
of cases. Quantum gravity is one of those cases.

Let us proceed formally in order to see the essence of the problem. Suppose thatHa(x) and
H(x) represent local self-adjoint constraint operators for the gravitational field. Standard ca
tions lead to the commutation relations~with \51!

@Ha~x!,Hb~y!#5 i @d ,a~x,y! Hb~x!2d ,b~x,y! Ha~x!#, ~48!

@Ha~x!,H~y!#5 id ,a~x,y! H~x!, ~49!

@H~x!,H~y!#5 i 1
2d ,a~x,y!@ ĝab~x!Hb~x!1Hb~x!ĝab~x!#, ~50!

where to ensure the Hermitian character we have symmetrized the right-hand side of th
expression. In the usual Dirac approach to constraints alluded to in Sec. I, one ask
Fauc&phys50 for all constraints. If we assert thatHa(x)uc&phys50 and H(x)uc&phys50, then
consistency holds for the first two sets of constraint commutators, but not for the third comm
in virtue of the fact that it is almost surely the case thatĝab(x) uc&phys¹Hphys, even if it were
smeared. The expected behavior is somewhat like that of the single degree-of-freedom e
whereQuc&50 andPuc&50 imply for standard Heisenberg operators that@Q,P#uc&5 i uc&50,
i.e., there are no nonvanishing solutions. This behavior is characteristic of second-clas
straints, and as a consequence of our discussion we are led to conclude, from a quantum m
cal standpoint, that part of the gravitational constraints aresecond-class constraints.17 For the
projection operator method of constrained system quantization, however, second-class con
cause no special difficulty and, in particular, they are treated in just the same way as firs
constraints, as already noted in Sec. I.

Remark:Some researchers prefer to modify the theory so as to eliminate the second
nature of the gravitational constraints. Instead, we accept the second-class constraints fo
they are.

Assuming that the constraint fieldsHa(x) and H(x) are local self-adjoint operators, w
could—as one of several different alternatives—proceed as follows. Initially, besides the
orthonormal set of test functions$hp(x)% introduced in Sec. II, let us introduce an additional set
real test functions$ f p A

a (x)%, AP$1,2,3%, with the following properties:

b~x! (
p51

`

(
A51

3

f p A
a ~x! f p A

b ~y!5g̃ab~x!d~x,y!, ~51!

E f p A
a ~x! f q B a~x!b~x! d3x5dpqdAB , ~52!

where f q B a(x)[g̃ab(x) f q B
b (x). Regarding the set of functions$ f p A

a (x)%, the index A is a
dreibein index, while the indexa is a three-space vector index. With the help of these set
expansion functions, let us introduce

H(p) A[E f p A
a ~x!Ha~x! d3x, ~53!

H(p)[E hp~x!H~x! d3x, ~54!
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each for 1<p,`, and similarly for other vector and scalar functions. In this form as well, par
the constraint operators are second class. To accomodate all these constraints we introduce
projection operators defined for allPP$1,2,3,...% and given by

EP[E~XP
2<d~\!2!, ~55!

XP
2[ (

p51

P

22pF (
A51

3

~H(p) A!21H(p)
2 G . ~56!

As defined, the projection operatorsEP are regularized and they serve to define regularized ph
cal Hilbert spacesHphys[EPH. These regularized physical Hilbert spaces may, in turn, be c
acterized by their own reproducing kernels

^p9,g9uEPup8,g8&, ~57!

and the regularized physical Hilbert spaces themselves may, therefore, be represented
associated reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces.

The final step in the present construction procedure would involve suitable limits to re
the regularizations. More familiar procedures to enforce the constraints are discussed in S

B. Functional integral representation for the relevant projection operators

In an earlier work,5 we have presented a very general procedure to construct the proje
operatorE(SaFa

2<d(\)2) by means of a universal functional integral procedure. In particula
follows that

E~SaFa
2<d~\!2!5E T e2 i *la(t)Fa dt DR~l!, ~58!

whereT denotes the time-ordering operator,$la(t)%a51
A , 0<t,T, denotes a set ofc-number

‘‘Lagrange multiplier’’ functions, andDR(l) denotes a formal measure on such functions
suitable measureR may be determined as follows: First, introduce a Gaussian integral over th
$la(t)% so that

Ng E T e2 i *la(t)Fa dt e( i /4g)*Sala(t)2 dt Dl5e2 igSaFa
2
. ~59!

Second, and last, integrate overg according to the rule

lim
z→01

lim
L→`

E
2L

L sin$g@d~\!21z#%

pg
e2 igSaFa

2
dg5E~SaFa

2<d~\!2!. ~60!

The inclusion of the variablez and the limitz→01 ensures that we include the equality sign in t
argument ofE. Observe that this construction is entirely independent of the nature of the s
constraints$Fa%.

Next, we continue to proceed formally in order to envisage how the projection ope
method may be used in the case of gravity. Adopting the foregoing analysis, we suggest t

EP5ES (
p51

P

22pF (
A51

3

~H(p) A!21H(p)
2 G D 5E T e2 iSp51

P * [SA51
3 N(p) A H(p) A1N(p)H(p)] dt DR~Na,N!

~61!

for an appropriately defined formal measureR. Observe that the integral over the measureR may
well integrate over degrees of freedom that are not present in the time-ordered product~such as for
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p.P!; however, there is no harm in doing so sinceR is already defined so that*DR51. We may
also go one step further and assert that asP→` we obtain the formal expression

E5E T e2 i * [NaHa1NH] d3x dt DR~Na,N!, ~62!

which, heuristically at least, realizes the projection operator that projects the original Hilbert
onto a correspondingly regularized physical Hilbert space.

C. Functional integral representation of the reproducing kernel for the physical Hilbert
space

In Sec. II, we presented in~25! a continuous-time regularized functional integral represen
tion of the reproducing kernel̂p9,g9up8,g8& for the original Hilbert space. The reproducin
kernel for the ~regularized! physical Hilbert space is given, in turn, by the express
^p9,g9uEup8,g8&. In order to give this latter expression a functional integral representation
first regard

E @NaHa1NH# d3x ~63!

as a time-dependent ‘‘Hamiltonian’’ for some fictitious theory, in which case

^p9,g9uT e2 i * [NaHa1NH] d3x dtup8,g8&

5 lim
n→`

N̄nE expH 2 i E @gabṗ
ab1NaHa1NH#d3x dtJ

3expH 2~1/2n!E @b~x!21gabgcdṗ
bcṗda1b~x!gabgcdġbcġda# d3x dtJ

3)
x,t

)
a<b

dpab~x,t ! dgab~x,t !. ~64!

In this expression, there appear symbolsHa(p,g) and H(p,g) corresponding to the quantum
operatorsHa andH. Superficially, these symbols may~formally! be identified with the classica
diffeomorphism and Hamiltonian constraint functions, in which case the expression~64! contains
in its phase, and up to a surface term, the full Einstein action. Thus~64! comes ever closer to
looking like a more traditional functional integral for gravity.

However, before integrating over the functionsNa andN and completing the story, we need
caution the reader that\ is not zero~but rather one! and therefore the symbolsHa andH may not
coincide with their usual classical expressions. All we can say at present is thatHa is a symbol for
the operatorHa , a51,2,3, and thatH is a symbol for the operatorH. The connection between
symbol and operator is implicitly contained in~64!, and since, for the moment, the functionsNa

andN are general functions within our control, we may use that fact to assert that

^p9,g9u E @Ma~y!Ha~y!1M ~y!H~y!#d3yup8,g8&

5 lim
n→`

N̄nE e2 i *gabṗabd3x dtE @Ma~y!Ha~y,s!1M ~y!H~y,s!#d3y

3expH 2~1/2n!E @b~x!21gabgcdṗ
bcṗda1b~x!gabgcdġbcġda#d

3x dtJ
3)

x,t
)
a<b

dpab~x,t !dgab~x,t ! ~65!
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for any smooth~test! functionsMa andM and for any times, 0,s,T. Equation~65! gives an
implicit connection between symbol and operator for the present theory. We observe that th
traditional connection between symbol and operator that normally holds for Wiener-regula
coherent-state path integrals14 is unavailable in the present case since we are dealing with
called weak coherent states for which no resolution of unity exists; see Refs. 1 and 13.

In addition, thanks to analyticity in the present case, the diagonal matrix elements
operator uniquely determine the operator, and so we can also assert the connection b
symbol and operator~given by settingp9,g95p8,g8),

E @Ma~y!^p8,g8uHa~y!up8,g8&1M ~y!^p8,g8uH~y!up8,g8&#d3y

5 lim
n→`

N̄nE e2 i rgabṗab d3x dtE @Ma~y!Ha~y,s!1M ~y!H~y,s!#d3y

3expH 2~1/2n!E @b~x!21gabgcdṗ
bcṗda1b~x!gabgcdġbcġda#d

3x dtJ
3)

x,t
)
a<b

dpab~x,t !dgab~x,t !, ~66!

again for smooth functionsMa andM and anys, 0,s,T. We note that̂ p8,g8uHa(y)up8,g8&
and ^p8,g8uH(y)up8,g8& denote still other symbols that are often associated with the local
eratorsHa(x) andH(x), respectively. In~66!, the notationrgabṗ

ab d3x dt means that only closed
paths in phase space enter, i.e., just those paths for which the functions

pab~x,0!5pab~x,T![p8ab~x!, ~67!

gab~x,0!5gab~x,T![gab8 ~x! ~68!

for all xPS. Note that aclosedline integral in phase space involves just the symplectic form,
the result of the integralrgabṗ

ab d3x dt is invariant under any~smooth! change of canonica
coordinates.

Reproducing kernel for the physical Hilbert space:We now complete the story by interpretin
the otherwise arbitraryc-number functionsNa andN as Lagrange multiplier functions and inte
grating them out of~64!. SinceNa andN are not dynamical variables that must enter the form
phase-space functional integral measure in a prescribed way~i.e., as ‘‘dp dq’’ !, we are free to
integrate them as we choose—and we choose to integrate them in such a way as toenforce the
quantum constraints, at least in a regulated fashion. As explained above, one natural wa
achieve our goal involves the formal integration measureDR(Na,N).

Combining several steps previously described, we now assert that the reproducing ker
the regularized physical Hilbert space has the phase-space functional integral representatio
by

^p9,g9uEup8,g8&5E ^p9,g9uTe2 i * [NaHa1NH#d3x dtup8,g8&DR~Na,N!

5 lim
n→`

N̄nE e2 i * [gabṗab1NaHa1NH]d3x dt

3expH 2~1/2n!E @b~x!21gabgcdṗ
bcṗda1b~x!gabgcdġbcġda#d

3x dtJ
3F)

x,t
)
a<b

dpab~x,t !dgab~x,t !GDR~Na,N!. ~69!
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In this final expression we have reached our primary goal, at least from a formal perspe
Despite the general appearance of~69!, we emphasize once again that this representation has
based on the affine commutation relations andnot on any canonical commutation relations. Lat
we shall discuss a more careful definition of this formal expression along lines introduced in
II, but for now let us examine~69! for its own sake.

We first comment on the range of integration for the ‘‘lapse’’ variableN(x,t), a subject of
recurrent interest.18 Our view is that the range2`,N(x,t),` is the proper range when quan
tizing the theory. After all, in the Hamiltonian viewpoint,space–time is a derived structureof the
classical theory. In principle, the issue here is no more complicated than for the reparam
one-dimensional free particle. For this example, the original classical action isI 5*@pq̇
2 1

2p
2#dt, whereq̇[dq/dt, and has solutionsp(t)5po andq(t)5pot1qo . The reparametrized

version is given byI 85*@pq* 1st* 2l(s1 1
2p

2)#dt, where q* [dq/dt, t* [dt/dt, and has
solutionsp(t)5po , s(t)5so52 1

2po
2 , t(t)[*0

tl(s)ds, andq(t)5t(t)po1qo . The function
l(t) is essentially arbitrary. If, for example,l(t)53t221, i.e., t(t)5t(t221), the solution
seems ‘‘to go backward in time,’’ but that interpretation gives to the variablet an unwarranted
physical significance. The given solution is not wrong, it just repeats itself for a while. We
avoid a repeating behavior, e.g., by simply dropping the interval21<t,1. No such issues occu
if we require thatl(t).0 for all t, in which caset does indeed merit the name of ‘‘reparam
etrized time.’’ By analogy, the functionN(x,t)—which we have loosely called the laps
function—only deserves that name when, in the classical solution space, we insist thatN(x,t)
.0; otherwise it is just another Lagrange multiplier function, no more and no less.

When one starts from a classical perspective, with its focus on physically relevant fun
N(x,t) which are strictly positive, it is a conceptual leap to change to functionsN(x,t) that can
take on both signs.18 However, when one starts from the quantum theory, as we have done,
is no such leap to make.

As a second topic regarding~69! we focus on its general structure. WithHa andH formally
equal to the constraint functions of gravity~possibly up to terms in\,! the action appearing in the
phase factor is indeed appropriate to gravity.18 Moreover, the domain of integration is restricted
positive-definite metrics$gab(x,t)%.0. Indeed, the particularn-dependent regularizing phase
space metric in~69! prevents the metric variable$gab% from escaping the positive–definite do-
main.

As a useful analogy, we note that the two-dimensional phase space metric

b21q2 dp21bq22 dq2 ~70!

is geodesically complete in the half-space (p,q)PR3R1, and when it is part of a Brownian
motion measure, as in the formal expression@cf., ~38!#

Ne2(1/2n)* [b21q2ṗ21bq22q̇2]dt Dp Dq, ~71!

it automatically restricts the Brownian motion trajectories to the half-spaceR3R1.
Last, we comment on the formal functional integration measure in~69!, specifically for the

Lagrange multiplier functionsNa andN. The formal measureDR has been defined earlier and
unlike conventional measures chosen for such variables. As emphasized here, and elsewh5 the
measureDR is designed to implement the quantum constraints—as befits a quantum theory—an
it hasnot been selected to enforce the classical constraints. Observe well that we have not ‘‘b
postulated’’ the functional integral~69!, but instead it has beenderivedas a specific functiona
integral representation of the well-chosen quantum matrix elements on the left-hand side.
miliar as the measureDR may appear, we maintain thatDR—or some other measure equivale
to it—is the proper measure to choose to achieve our goal. Whether different treatments
Lagrange multiplier functions that have been adopted by other workers are indeed equiva
not to the use ofDR is an interesting question, but it is not one we pursue here.
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IV. DISCUSSION

In the preceding analysis, we have been strongly guided by the operator structure
assumed theory of affine quantum gravity, and this discussion has led us to the formal fun
integral representation~69! for the desired matrix elements. As was previously the case@cf. ~29!#,
we now wish to turn~69! around and adopt the formal functional integral as our starting point
in effect, use that expression todefinethe reproducing kernel for the regularized physical Hilb
space. Specifically, for that purpose, let us focus on the formal expression

lim
n→`

N̄nE ei * [pabġab2NaHa2NH]d3x dtexpH 2~1/2n!E @b~x!21gabgcdṗ
bcṗda

1b~x!gabgcdġbcġda#d
3x dtJDp Dg DR~Na,N!. ~72!

Note the change of the kinematic term, which simply amounts to a phase factor in the defi
of the coherent states. Also we have introduced the common shorthandDp Dg for the bracketed
term in ~69!. For the sake of discussion, we shall refer to~72! as the ‘‘nonstandard expression
Our goal in this section is to discuss the nonstandard expression and see what steps are n
to give it a proper meaning. We shall do so in a three step procedure: First, we compa
‘‘standard’’ ~see below! and ‘‘nonstandard’’ expressions. Second, we discuss a regularization
its removal that ultimately involves the elimination of the scalar densityb(x). Third, we examine
the aspect of the problem that normally accounts for the perturbative nonrenormalizability
gravitational field.

A. First look at the nonstandard expression

It is interesting to compare~72! with what we refer to as the standard expression fo
phase-space functional integral for gravity. By the ‘‘standard expression’’ we mean the fo
functional integral

ME ei * [pabġab2NaHa2NH]d3x dtDp Dg DN, ~73!

whereDN[)x,tdN(x,t))a dNa(x,t). In several important ways, the standard expression isvery
different than the nonstandard expression. Let us first comment on some of those differ
Much as it would be nice to think otherwise, one must recognize that the standard expressio~73!
is totally undefinedas it stands; it is little more than a fancy way of writing 03(`). It begs for a
definition as the limit of meaningful expressions@much as 03(`) may, for example, be defined a
limx→0 x3(7/x)57#, but what set of meaningful expressions should be chosen in the gravita
case is far from clear. A lattice limit? But then, what form should the regularized lattice ex
sions take? Symmetry and covariance offer only limited guidance. In point of fact, this
question faces any standard phase-space path integral, even that for a single degree of fre
which a conventional lattice definition—as originally envisaged by Tobocman19—makes certain
assumptions about the nature of the phase-space coordinates which may or may not be tr

Remark:The skeptical reader is urged to propose a lattice prescription to quantize the
relativistic free particle of unit mass by a phase-space path integral whose HamiltonianH is
expressed in canonical coordinatesp andq such thatH5 1

2(p21q2).
A further complication of the standard functional integral expression~73! arises from the

unbounded natureof the formal integral*¯DN over the Lagrange multiplier variables. Th
choice of integration measure, which is designed to enforce the classical constraints and
reduce the classical phase space before quantization, necessitatesgauge fixing~to eliminate con-
comitant divergences! which reduces the classical phase space further to the physical phase
~at least locally! where each point labels a physically distinct state. Quantization on the red
phase space is formally aided by the introduction of some additional factor~e.g., a Faddeev–
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Popov determinant, or its analogue!, which may well lead to significant~Gribov! ambiguities
which require a substantial modification of the functional integral,20,7 and give rise to serious
problems~such as unitary violation! within a BRST formulation.21

Nonstandard expression:Let us raise similar issues regarding the nonstandard expres
~72!. Although ~72! is formal as it stands, it can, to a considerable extent, already be regard
‘‘nearly’’ well defined. As noted in Sec. II, we can combine several factors together to make
all finite n, a positive, countably additive, pinned measure on generalized functions. What m
~72! not well defined is the fact that the formal integrand does not constitute an integrable fun
with respect to that measure. We have already encountered that problem in Sec. II befo
constraints were introduced, and we found that we could overcome that problem by regula
the integrand and removing that regularization as a final step. Superficially, the same pr
holds when the constraint functions are present~say for fixed Lagrange multiplier values!, save for
one very important distinction~involving the field operator representation! which we shall address
in the second point of discussion below.

Regarding the integration over the Lagrange multiplier variables, we emphasize the
difference afforded by the projection operator method. First and foremost is the fact thatno gauge
fixing is introduced, no ghosts are used, no Faddeev–Popov determinant~or its analogue! arises,
and consequently, no Gribov ambiguities can exist. These properties arise, largely, b
*DR(Na,N)51, while*DN5`. The difference here could not be greater, and it arises becau
the former case one quantizes first and reduces second, while in the latter case one redu
and quantizes second. Except in basically trivial cases, the second option is fraught with su
tial obstacles.7

One of the most significant differences between the standard and the nonstandard expr
refers to the representation of the quantum mechanical amplitudes that is involved. For th
dard expression, it is usually assumed that~73! leads to a representation in which the metric fie
operatorĝab(x) is diagonalized and thus is sharply represented. In combination with any ne
auxiliary factor in the functional integral, diffeomorphism invariance suggests that~73! depends
only on the ‘‘geometry’’ of the initial and final three surfaces, and not on the details of any sp
metric expressions.16,18 An analogous view is also prominent in the associated ‘‘loop quan
gravity’’ in which, e.g., bras and kets depend only on knot invariants as labels of ‘‘physic
distinguishable states.22 In contrast, the representation afforded by the nonstandard expressio~72!
is that of acoherent-state representation, which depends on smooth metricgab and momentum
pab fields, that represent notsharpoperator~eigen!values but suitablemeanvalues, e.g.,

^p,gup̂ab~x!up,g&5pab~x!, ~74!

^p,guĝab~x!up,g&5gab~x!, ~75!

^p,gup̂a
b~x!up,g&5gac~x!pcb~x!. ~76!

Note well, that besides the local self-adjoint metricĝab(x) and scale fieldp̂a
b(x) operators, we

have used the momentumbilinear form p̂ab(x) ~which isnot a local operator! in the first of these
expressions. These expectations are not gauge invariant, nor should they be, since they a
in the ‘‘original’’ Hilbert space where the constraints are not fulfilled. The gauge invariant pa
the metric field, for example, and in so far as the regularized physical Hilbert space is conc
is determined by the matrix elements

^p9,g9uEgab~x!Eup8,g8&, ~77!

which is an expression that does not require restricting the functional dependence of the b
kets.
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B. Second look at the nonstandard expression

In interpreting~72! we have concluded above that we must first regularize the integran
order to obtain an integrable function. For the kinematic term*pabġab d3x dt—and even for the
diffeomorphism constraint contribution2*NaHa d3x dt—any natural regularization, such as on
based on the expansion functions$hp(x)% and $ f pA

a (x)%, or a lattice formulation as discussed
Sec. II, will be compatible regularizations. For these terms alone, the limit of the regula
functional integral as the regularization is removed will converge to the desired result. The
cation of this fact is that these parts of the integrand are compatible with the initial~ultralocal!
representation of the field operators; in fact, they are compatible with any diffeomorphism in
ant realization. However, when it comes time to consider the Hamiltonian constraint, the be
is quite different. While it is true that regularizing the Hamiltonian constraint will lead to a se
well-defined functional integrals, the limit of such regularized expressions willnot converge to an
acceptable result. There are two basic and important reasons for this unsatisfactory behav
of which ~wrong field operator representation! we will deal with in this section, the other of whic
~perturbative nonrenormalizability of gravity! we will discuss in the next section.

The first reason for the lack of a suitable convergence of the regularized nonstandard
tional integral relates to the fact that the representation of the field operators needed to sat
Hamiltonian constraint is unitarily inequivalent to the ultralocal representation imposed in
initial stage of the quantization procedure. It is at the present stage of the analysis that we
encounter the fact that our initial choice of field operator representation is incompatible
making the Hamiltonian constraint operatorH(x) into a densely defined local operator. Stat
otherwise, using the ultralocal operator representation, the operator*N(x,t)H(x)d3x dt, for any
nonzero smooth functionN(x,t), has only the zero vector in its domain. This defect must be fi
before proceeding, and in so doing we will be explicitly led to a new representation of the
operators, one that is unitarily inequivalent to our starting~ultralocal! representation. In the pro
cess of effecting this change of representation, the scalar densityb(x) will disappear from the
scene entirely.

1. Pedagogical example

It is pedagogically useful to outline an analogous story for a simpler and more fam
example. Consider general, locally self-adjoint field and momentum operators,f̂(x) and p̂(x),
xPR3, which satisfy the canonical commutation relations

@f̂~x!,p̂~y!#5 id~x2y!. ~78!

Build a set of coherent states

up,f&[ei [ f̂(p)2p̂(f)] uh&, ~79!

wheref̂(p)[*f̂(x)p(x)d3x andp̂(f)[*p̂(x)f(x)d3x, with p andf real test functions, and

uh& is a normalized but otherwise unspecified fiducial vector. Note well that the choice ofuh& in
effect determines the representation of the canonical field operators. We next present a po
the story from Ref. 8.

We initially chooseuh& to correspond to an ultralocal representation such that

^p9,f9up8,f8&5expH 1

2
i E @f9~x!p8~x!2p9~x!f8~x!#d3xJ

3expS 2
1

4 E $M ~x!21@p9~x!2p8~x!#21M ~x!@f9~x!2f8~x!#2%d3xD .

~80!
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HereM (x), 0,M (x),`, is an arbitrary~smooth! function of the ultralocal representation wit
the dimensions ofM. The given ultralocal field operator representation is in fact unitarily
equivalent for each distinct functionM (x). @Note well thatM (x) here plays the role ofb(x) in the
present paper.#

We wish to apply this formulation to describe therelativistic free field of mass mfor which the
Hamiltonian operator is formally given by

H5
1

2 E :$p̂~x!21@¹f̂~x!#21m2f̂~x!2%:d3x. ~81!

If we build this operator out of the field and momentum operators in the ultralocal represent
then no matter what vector is used to define : :,H will have only the zero vector in its domain. W
need to change the field operator representation, which means we have to change the
vector fromuh& to u0;m&, the true ground state of the proposed Hamiltonian operatorH.

Let us first regularize the formal HamiltonianH. To that end, let$un(x)% denote a complete
set of real, orthonormal functions onR3 and define the sequence of kernels, for allN
P$1,2,3,...%, given by

KN~x,y![ (
n51

N

un~x!un~y!, ~82!

which converges tod(x2y) as a distribution whenN→`. Let

f̂N~x![E KN~x,y!f̂~y! d3y, ~83!

p̂N~x![E KN~x,y!p̂~y!d3y, ~84!

and with these operators build the sequence of regularized Hamiltonian operators

HN[
1

2 E :$p̂N~x!21@¹f̂N~x!#21m2f̂N~x!2%:d3x ~85!

for all N, where : : denotes normal order with respect to the ground stateu0;m&N of HN .
We would like to have a constructive way to identify the ground state ofHN . For this purpose

consider the set

SN[H ( j ,k51
J aj* ak^p j ,f j ue2H N

2
upk ,fk&

( j ,k51
J aj* ak^p j ,f j upk ,fk&

:J,`J ~86!

for general sets$aj% ~not all zero!, $p j%, and$f j%. ~How these expressions may be generated
discussed in Ref. 8.! As N grows, the general element inSN becomes exponentially small, save f
elements that correspond to vectors which well approximate the ground stateu0;m&N . Suitable
linear combinations can convert the original reproducing kernel^p9,f9up8,f8& to the reproduc-
ing kernel^p9,f9;mup8,f8;m&N which is based on a fiducial vector that has the formu0;m&N for
the firstN degrees of freedom and is unchanged for the remaining degrees of freedom. Fina
may take the limitN→` which then leads to
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^p9,f9;mup8,f8;m&5expH 1

2
i E @f̃9* ~k!p̃8~k!2p̃9* ~k!f̃8~k!#d3kJ

3expS 2
1

4 E $v~k!21up̃9~k!2p̃8~k!u21v~k!uf̃9~k!2f̃8~k!u2%d3kD ,

~87!

wherev(k)[Ak21m2 andp̃(k)[(2p)23/2*e2 ik•xp(x)d3x, etc. The procedure sketched abo
is referred to asrecentering the coherent statesor equivalently asrecentering the reproducing
kernel. This form of reproducing kernel is no longer ultralocal and contains no trace of the s
functionM (x), whatever form it may have had. Moreover, and this is an important point, the
representation is fully compatible with the HamiltonianH being a non-negative, self-adjoin
operator. Indeed, the expression for the propagator is given by

^p9,f9;mue2 iHTup8,f8;m&5L9L8expF E z̃9* ~k!e2 iv(k)Tz̃8~k!d3kG , ~88!

where

z̃~k![@v~k!1/2f̃~k!1 iv~k!21/2p̃~k!#/A2, ~89!

L[expF2
1

2 E u z̃~k!u2d3kG . ~90!

The definition offered by~88! is continuous inT, which is the principal guarantor that th
expression

H5
1

2 E :$p̂~x!21@¹f̂~x!#21m2f̂~x!2%:d3x, ~91!

where : : denotes normal ordering with respect to the ground stateu0;m& of the operatorH, is a
self-adjoint operator as desired.

Let us summarize the basic content of the present pedagogical example. Even thou
started with a very general ultralocal representation, as characterized by the general fu
M (x), we have forced a complete change of representation to one compatible with the H
tonian operator for a relativistic free field of arbitrary massm. In so doing all trace of the initial
arbitrary functionM (x) has disappeared, and in its place, effectively speaking, has appeare
pseudodifferential operatorA2¹21m2 having only its dimension~mass! in common with the
original function M (x). The original ultralocal representation is completely gone.@Remark: A
moments reflection should convince the reader that a comparable analysis can be made fo
the interactingf2

4 or f3
4 model as well, both of which satisfy~78!, showing that the genera

argument is not limited just to free theories; see Ref. 8.#

2. Strong coupling gravity

The discussion in the present paper has been predicated on the assumption that we
lyzing the gravitational field and therefore the classical Hamiltonian is that given in~43!. How-
ever, it is pedagogically instructive if we briefly comment on an approximate theory—based o
so-called ‘‘strong coupling approximation’’23—where the Hamiltonian constraint~43! is replaced
by the expression

HSCA~x![g~x!21/2@pb
a~x!pa

b~x!2 1
2pa

a~x!pb
b~x!#12Lg~x!1/2, ~92!
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in which the term proportional to(3)R(x) has been dropped, and where we have also introdu
the cosmological constantL ~with dimensionsL22) and an associated auxiliary term in th
Hamiltonian. The result is a model for which the new Hamiltonian constraint~92! is indeed
compatible with some form of an ultralocal representation. The proper form of that ultra
representation may be determined by a similar procedure, i.e., by studying an analogue of
SN , and by recentering the reproducing kernel based on ensuring that the quantum vers
HSCA(x) is a local self-adjoint operator. In so doing, we note that it may happen that no
arbitrariness of the original scalar densityb(x) is ‘‘squeezed out’’ by the recentering procedu
described above. This situation occurs because a one-parameter arbitrariness generally rem
typical ultralocal models.12 @Any remaining arbitrariness in the ultralocal case is in contrast w
that of the true Hamiltonian constraint for gravity for which we expect no trace of the orig
function b(x) to remain.# These remarks conclude our discussion of strong coupling gravity.

C. Third look at the nonstandard expression

The preceding discussion has been based on the assumption that some fiducial vecto
found compatible with the Hamiltonian operator constraint, or stated otherwise, that the H
tonian constraint can actually be realized as a local self-adjoint operator. This requirement is
means obvious, and it is to this issue that we now turn our attention. The difficulty arises be
the naive form of the Hamiltonian constraint operator almost surely needs some form of
malization if it is going to be well defined. If perturbation theory is any guide, we not only ex
that there will be renormalization counterterms, but because gravity is perturbatively non
malizable, one may expect an infinite number of distinct counterterms. On the other hand,
next argue, it is possible that perturbation theory is not a very reliable guide in the ca
perturbatively nonrenormalizable theories.

1. Nonrenormalizable scalar fields

Consider the case of perturbatively nonrenormalizable quartic, self-interacting scalar
i.e., the so-calledfn

4 theories, where the space–time dimensionn>5. On the one hand, viewe
perturbatively, such theories entail an infinite number of distinct counterterms. On the other
the continuum limit of a straightforward Euclidean lattice formulation leads to a quas
theory—a genuinelynoninteractingtheory—whatever choice is made for the renormalized fi
strength, mass, and coupling constant.24 In the author’s view both of these results are unsatisf
tory. Instead, it is possible that anintermediate behaviorholds true, even though that cannot
proven yet. Let us illustrate an analogous but simpler situation where the conjectured interm
behavior can be rigorously established.

Consider an ultralocal quartic interacting scalar field, which, viewed classically, is nothin
the relativistic fn

4 model with all the spatial gradients in the usual free term dropped. A
mathematical model of quantum field theory, an ultralocal model is readily seen to be per
tively nonrenormalizable, while the continuum limit of a straightforward lattice formulation
comes quasifree, basically because of the vise grip of the Central Limit Theorem. Pertur
nonrenormalizability and lattice-limit triviality is similar to the behavior for relativisticfn

4 models,
but for the simpler ultralocal model for which an intermediate approach can be rigorously p
to hold.12 Roughly speaking, a characterization of this intermediate behavior is the follow
From a functional integral standpoint, and for any positive value of the quartic coupling con
the quartic interaction acts like ahard-core in history space projecting out certain contributio
that would otherwise be allowed by the free theory alone. This phenomenon takes the form
nonstandard, nonclassical counterterm in the Hamiltonian that doesnot vanish as the coupling
constant of the quartic interaction vanishes. Specifically, for the model in question, the add
counterterm isa counterterm for the kinetic energyand is formally proportional to\2/f(x)2,
which in form is not unlike the centripetal potential that arises in spherical coordinates in t
dimensional quantum mechanics. In summary, inclusion of a formal additional interaction pr
tional to\2/f(x)2 in the Hamiltonian density is sufficient to result in a well-defined and nontri
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~i.e., non-Gaussian! quantum theory for interacting ultralocal scalar models. In addition, it may
shown12 that the classical limit of such quantum theories reproduces the classical mode
which one started.

The foregoing brief summary holds rigorously for the ultralocal scalar fields, and it is
jectured that a suitable counterterm would lead to an acceptable intermediate behavior
relativistic modelsfn

4 , n>5. What form should the counterterm take in the case of the relativ
fn

4 models? We can make a plausible suggestion guided by the following general principl
holds in the ultralocal case: The counterterm should be an ultralocal~because the kinetic energy
ultralocal! potential term arising from the kinetic energy. For the relativistic field that argum
suggests the counterterm should again be proportional to\2/f(x)2. It is also part of this genera
conjecture that the same counterterm is not limited tofn

4 models, but should be effective for othe
nonrenormalizable interactions, e.g., such asfn

6 , n>4, etc. The full argument available at prese
to support this conjecture appears in Chap. 11 of Ref. 12.~It may even be possible to examine th
proposal by means of suitable Monte Carlo studies, but so far this challenge has not bee
up.!

Note well that the hard-core picture of nonrenormalizable interactions leads to such in
tions behaving asdiscontinuous perturbations: Once turned on, such interactions cannot be co
pletely turned off. Stated otherwise, as the nonlinear coupling constant is reduced toward ze
theory passes continuously to a ‘‘pseudofree’’ theory—different than the ‘‘free’’ theory—which
retains the effects of the hard core. The interacting theory iscontinuously connectedto the pseud-
ofree theory, and may even possess some form of perturbation theory about the pseudofree
Evidently, the presence of the hard-core interaction makes any perturbation theory dev
about the original unperturbed theory almost totally meaningless.

2. Nonrenormalizable gravity

Although the differences between gravity and nonrenormalizable scalar interaction are s
cant in their details, there are certain similarities we wish to draw on. Most importantly, on
argue25 that the nonlinear contributions to gravity act as a hard-core interaction in a quantiz
scheme, and thus the general picture sketched above for nonrenormalizable scalar fields
apply to gravity as well. Assuming that the analogy holds further, there should be a nonsta
nonclassical counterterm that incorporates the dominant, irremovable effects of the har
interaction. Accepting the principle that in such cases perturbation theory offers no clear hin
what counterterms should be chosen, we appeal to the guide used in the scalar case. Thu
proposed counterterm, we look for an ultralocal potential arising from the kinetic energy
appears in the Hamiltonian constraint. In fact, the only ultralocal potential that has the
transformation properties is proportional to\2g(x)1/2. Thus we are led to conjecture that th
‘‘nonstandard counterterm’’ is none other than a term like the familiar cosmological con
contribution. Unlike the scalar field which required an unusual term proportional to 1/f(x)2, the
gravitational case has resulted in suggesting a term proportional to an ‘‘old friend,’’ na
g(x)1/2. At first glance, it seems absurd that such a harmless looking term could act to ‘‘save
nonrenormalizability of gravity. In its favor we simply note that the analogy with how o
nonrenormalizable theories are ‘‘rescued’’ is too strong to dismiss the present proposal
hand—and of course one must resist any temptation ‘‘to think perturbatively.’’ Any attem
consider this possibility must wait until another occasion; we hope to return to this subject
where.

As one small aspect of this problem, let us briefly discuss how the factor\2 arises in the
gravitational case. Merely from adimensionalpoint of view, we note that~the first term of! the
local kinetic energy operator has a formal structure given by

2
16pG

c3 \2S d

dgcb~x!
gac~x! g~x!21/2gbd~x!

d

dgda~x!
2¯ D , ~93!
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where we have restored the factor 16pG/c3. Thus the anticipated counterterm is proportional
(G\2/c3)g(x)1/2. We next cast this term into the usual form for a contribution to the potential
of the Hamiltonian constraint, namely, in a form proportional to (c3/G)Lg(x)1/2. Hence, to recas
our anticipated counterterm into this form, we need a factor proportional to

G2\2

c6 [ l Planck
4 '~10233cm!4. ~94!

In the classical symbol for the Hamiltonian constraint operator, this factor is multiplied b
expectation value with dimensionsL26 originating from the density nature of the two momentu
factors and leading to an overall factor with the dimensionsL22 that is proportional to\2 as
claimed. Let us call the resultant countertermLC g(x)1/2. Since the sign of the DeWitt metric tha
governs the kinetic energy term is indefinite, it is not even possible to predict the sign ofLC .
However, one thing appears certain. While the proposed countertermLC g(x)1/2 is certainly not
cosmological in origin, its influence may well be.

The foregoing scenario has assumed the hard-core model of nonrenormalizable inter
applies to the theory of gravity. However, that may well not be the case, and, instead, some
counterterm~s! may be required to cure the theory of gravity. Note well that the general stru
of our approach to quantize gravity is largely insensitive to just what form of regularization
renormalization is required. In particular, the use of the affine field variables, the application
projection operator method to impose constraints, and the development of the nonstandard
space functional integral representation for the reproducing kernel of the regularized ph
Hilbert space all have validity quite independently of the form in which the Hamiltonian const
is ultimately turned into a local self-adjoint operator. Although we have outlined one parti
version in which the Hamiltonian constraint may possibly be made into a densely defined
operator, we are happy to keep an open mind about the procedure by which this ultimatel
take place since many different ways in which this process can occur are fully compatible wi
general principles of our proposed quantization scheme for the gravitational field.
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Analytic torsion of all vector bundles over an elliptic curve
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The spectrum of the Hodge–Laplace operator of all holomorphic vector bundles
~with parallel curvature metrics! over a flat elliptic curve is shown to be the union
of the spectra of some infinite set of~explicit! finite rank matrices. The analytic
torsion is then deduced by direct computation. Another evaluation of the analytic
torsion is then performed using Bismut, Gillet, and Soule´’s comparison formula for
short exact sequences of vector bundles. This is a test for this method which could
be useful when direct calculation is hopeless. ©2001 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1390329#

I. INTRODUCTION

Analytic torsion for holomorphic Hermitian vector bundles over complex manifolds
introduced by Ray and Singer in Ref. 1. In the case of a Riemann surface, it equals the deter
of some Laplacian, and is as such an important tool in string theory.2 More recently, it appeared a
a part of the direct image of vector bundles in Arakelov geometry.3,4 Explicit computations have
been performed in the case of line bundles over Riemann surfaces,1,5–7 complex projective
spaces,8–11 complex tori,1,12,13 Q divisors on Abelian varieties,14 certain quotients ofK3
surfaces,15 compact Lie groups16 and for equivariant bundles on compact symmetric space17

locally symmetric spaces of noncompact type,18 and complex homogeneous spaces.19 The purpose
here is to evaluate the analytic torsion of all vector bundles~of any rank! over a one-dimensiona
complex torus, i.e., an elliptic curve, by two different methods.

In Sec. II, I show that thanks to Atiyah’s classification20 the problem reduces to bundles of th
type Fr ^ L, whereFr is a particular rankr flat indecomposable vector bundle andL is a line
bundle. Three cases are to be studied:L is either trivial, or flat and nontrivial or of positive degre
the results are then stated at the end of Sec. II~see theorem 4 below!. The first method is
performed in Sec. III: the spectrum of the Hodge–Laplace operator is shown to be the union
spectra of some infinite set of explicit matrices; the analytic torsion is then obtained by
application of the zeta-regularization procedure. The second method presented in Sec. I
Bismut, Gillet, and Soule´’s formula ~theorem 0.3 of Ref. 21! for short exact sequences of vect
bundles. Although this method provides less information~on the spectrum! it has the advantage
that the calculation of the Bott–Chern transgression form22 entering in the formula is the same i
the three cases, and that it could be useful in other contexts where direct information o
spectrum is not available. Methods of the same kind appear in Refs. 11 and 12 using di
comparison formulas from the one used here.

II. CLASSIFICATION OF VECTOR BUNDLES AND ANALYTIC TORSION

A. Results from Atiyah’s classification

Let E be any elliptic curve~i.e., a one-dimensional complex torus!. Atiyah classified in Ref.
20 all indecomposable vector bundles over an elliptic curve,~see Refs. 23–26 for further deve
opments!. For any holomorphic vector bundleF on E, let G(F) denote the space of globa
holomorphic sections ofF.

a!Electronic mail: berthomi@picard.ups-tlse.fr
44660022-2488/2001/42(9)/4466/22/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Proposition (Ref. 20 theorem 5 (i)): For any r>1 there exists a unique (up to holomorph
isomorphism) indecomposable vector bundle Fr of rank r and degree 0 for which

dimG~Fr !51.

Theorem 1: (see Ref. 23 proposition 2.1 and remark page 63.) For any rPN and dPZ let
k5(d,r ) be their greatest common divisor, then for any indecomposable vector bundle Vr ,d of
rank r and degree d over E there exists an elliptic curve E8, an isogenyi:E8→E of degree r/k,
and a line bundle L8 over E8 of degree d/k such that

Vr ,d5i* ~L8^ Fk8!.

@Fk8 stands for the unique rank k indecomposable flat vector bundle over E8 such that
dimG(Fk8)51.#

Proof: Let i:E8→E be any isogeny of degreer /k, because of the preceding proposition, o
hasi* Fk5Fk8 . Then for any bundleB on E8,

i* ~B^ Fk8!5~i* B! ^ Fk .

Now if B is a line bundle, ifd/k5degB andr /k are coprime,i* B is indecomposable~cf. Ref. 23,
proposition 2.1!. Then (i* B) ^ Fk is indecomposable too~cf. Ref. 20, lemma 2.3! and of desired
rank and degree. Finally all indecomposable bundles onE of rank r and degreed are obtained by
tensoring (i* B) ^ Fk by some flat line bundleL on E @cf. Ref. 20, theorem 5~ii !# then clearlyi* L
is a flat line bundle onE8 and

~i* B! ^ Fk^ L5i* ~B^ i* L ! ^ Fk5i* ~B^ i* L ^ Fk8!

one setsL85B^ i* L and the theorem is proved. h

B. Semihomogeneity

Definition: A bundle G on E is said to be semihomogeneous if for any zPE there exists a flat
line bundle L on E such that the translated bundle equals

tz* G5G^ L.

Theorem: Any indecomposable bundle on E is semihomogeneous.
Proof: It suffices to check it for bundles of the formL ^ Fr for any r and any line bundleL.

Any Fr and any flat line bundle is easily seen to be translation invariant, and so is any bun
the form L ^ Fr where L is a flat line bundle. IfL is some nonzero degree line bundle, th
tz* L ^ L21 is clearly a flat line bundle so thatL is semihomogeneous. The same holds then
L ^ Fr . h

Proposition 2: Reciprocally, for any flat line bundle L and any nonzero degree indecom
able bundle G there exists some zPE (not necessarily unique) such that

G^ L>tz* G.

Proof: Of course it is enough to check it forFr ^ B whereB is a nonzero degree line bundle
Fr being translation invariant, only the case ofB is relevant. But this is a consequence of Ref. 2
theorem 1~p. 77! and proposition~p. 80!. h

C. Reduction of the problem

Let F be any holomorphic vector bundle onE. Fix some translation invariant Ka¨hler metric
on E and choose some hermitian metric onF, consider the Cauchy–Riemann opera
]̄:G`(E,F)→G`(E,T* (0,1)E^ F) and its adjoint]̄* :G`(E,T* (0,1)E^ F)→G`(E,F) with respect
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to L2 metrics. ~Here and throughout,G` stands for the space ofC ` sections of the indicated

bundle on the indicated manifold!. The Hodge–Laplace operator is thenD0,05 ]̄* ]̄ on G`(E,F)
andD0,15]]̄* on the spaceG`(E,T* (0,1)E^ F) of forms of complex type~0,1! on E with values
in F. The definition of the analytic torsion~Ref. 1, definition 1.2! reduces here to

Q~F !5Adet8 D0,15Adet8 D0,0,

det8 being thez-regularized product of nonzero eigenvalues~the second equality follows from
Hodge theory!. More precisely, letP be the orthogonal projection on the orthocomplement
KerD (0,1) in G`(E,T* (0,1)E^ F), the function

zF~s!5Tr~D2sP!5
1

G~s!
E

0

1`

ts21 Tr~P exp~2tD (0,1)!!dt ~1!

is holomorphic for Re(s).1, has a meromorphic continuation toC, and one sets

Q~F !5exp2 1
2 zF8 ~0!.

Theorem: If F is any vector bundle on E, if the metric on E is translation invariant, then th
analytic torsions of F and its dual F* (endowed with the dual metric) coincide. (In fact th
spectra of the Hodge–Laplace operators coincide.)

Proof: This result is due to Poincare´ duality ~it is valid for any complex manifold with
parallel-metrized trivial canonical bundle!: the obvious coupling

F3~T* (0,1)E^ F* !→T* (0,1)E

with the fact thatT* (0,1)E has a nonzero parallel sectiondz̄ induces a duality

G`~E,F !→̃G`~E,T* (0,1)E^ F !,

which commutes with the Hodge–Laplace operators. Of course the same result hol

G`(E,T* (0,1)E^ F)→; G`(E,F* ). By Hodge theory the positive eigenvalues onG`(E,F) and
G`(E,T* (0,1)E^ F) coincide~with multiplicity!. So the analytic torsions coincide. h

Note that the analytic torsion~respectively, the spectrum! of a bundle of the formF % G is
simply the product~respectively, the union! of the analytic torsions~respectively, of the spectra! of
F andG provided the metric onF % G is the direct sum of metrics onF andG.

Now if i:E8→E is an isogeny andF a bundle onE8, then the spectra of the Hodge–Lapla
operators ofF on E8 and ofi* F on E coincide, providedi is isometric and the metric oni* F is
the push-forward metric, so the analytic torsions also coincide~these two last arguments were us
in Ref. 12, Sec. 4.2!.

Moreover analytic torsions ofF and its translatetz* F also coincide provided the metric onE
is translation invariant and under obvious conditions on the metrics ofF and tz* F.

For all these reasons, the problem is reduced to the calculation in the case ofL ^ Fr for all line
bundlesL of non-negative degree; note that the result only depends on the degree ofL if it is
positive because of proposition 2. This of course does not hold ifL is flat.

Remark:From the calculation for particular metrics@the metric onE will be taken translation
invariant and the metrics on the bundles will be specified later—see~5! below#, the general case
can be deduced by using the anomaly formula of Ref. 28~theorem 1.23! which relates analytic
torsions for two different couples of metrics~on E andF! to the ratio ofL2 norms on harmonic
forms~which in positive degree are holomorphic hence independent of the metrics! and an integral
over E of explicitly computable quantities. The computation which is performed in Sec. IV i
the same sort.
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D. Known results for line bundles

The case of nonflat line bundles over complex tori has been studied in Ref. 12, Sec. 4
Ref. 13, yielding to the following result.

Theorem: A line bundle L of degree d.0 endowed with its canonical translation invarian
curvature metric over a flat elliptic curve of volumeh has spectrum:

H 2pnd

h
, nPNJ

on sections with multiplicity d for any eigenvalue.
The spectrum on~0,1!-forms coincide by Hodge theory for positive eigenvalues, there is

zero eigenvalue on~0,1!-forms sinced.0.
Proof: I recall the argument of Ref. 13: The Hodge–Laplace operator is explicitly calcu

in some holomorphic trivialization ofF to be

22
]2

]z] z̄
1

2pd

h
z̄

]

] z̄

on sections and

22
]2

]z] z̄
1

2pd

h
z̄

]

] z̄
1

2pd

h

on L-valued ~0,1!-forms. On the one hand this shows that tensoring with the parallel formdz̄
provides a bijection between thel-eigenspace on sections and the (l12pd/h)-eigenspace on
~0,1!-forms. On the other hand Hodge theory provides a bijection between eigenspaces on s
and on~0,1!-forms corresponding to the same positive eigenvalue. Harmonic forms are deter
by cohomology, so there are none in degree~0,1! and the space of harmonic sections has dim
sion d, from which all the eigenspaces can be recovered by successive use of the two pre
bijections. The same trick applies for higher dimensional complex tori provided the line bu
has a nondegenerate~not necessarily positive! first Chern class~see Ref. 13!. h

Note ~for later use!, that it follows that there exists a spectral orthonormalL2-base (a j ,k)
1<k<d
j PN

of G`(E,A) which verifies for anyj andk:

]̄a j ,k5Ap jd

h
a j 21,kdz̄. ~2!

Explicit calculation then yields
Corollary: The analytic torsion of a line bundle L of degree d.0 endowed with its canonica

translation invariant curvature metric over a flat elliptic curve of volumeh equals

Q~L !5S d

h D 2d/4

.

Now theorem 1 asserts that any indecomposable bundleF of coprime degreed and rankr
over E is the direct image of some degreed line bundleL over another elliptic curveE8 by a
degreer isogenyi:E8→E. Thus

Corollary: If an indecomposable bundle F of coprime degree dÞ0 and rank r over E is
endowed with the push-forward by the above isogeny of the canonical parallel-curvature me
the line bundle L then its spectrum is given by

H 2pnudu
rh

, nPNJ ,
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where all positive eigenvalues have multiplicityudu both on sections and on (0,1)-forms and t
zero eigenvalue has multiplicityudu on sections if d.0, udu on (0,1)-forms if d,0 and 0 other-
wise. Its analytic torsion is

Q~F !5S udu
rh D 2udu/4

.

Note that from Ref. 24, Appendix A, the vector bundles referred to in this corollary are ex
the stable ones. The push-forward metric on them is in this case Hermite–Einstein.

I recall now some basic facts about flat line bundles: There exists some latticeL in C
@endowed with its canonical metric (z1 ,z2)→z1z̄2# such thatE is isomorphic and isometric to
C/L. ~Any two flat metrics onE only differ from some multiplicative positive real factor.! L can
be chosen to be generated byx andxt wherex is a positive real number and:

2 1
2,Ret< 1

2, utu.1

~t is the modular invariant ofE and of courseh5x2 Im t!. Let L* be the dual lattice toL:

L* 5$gPC/Im~gū!PZ for any uPL%5
1

h
L.

Then it is a standard fact that the Hodge–Laplace operator on functions and~0,1!-forms ~i.e., for
the trivial line bundle! has spectrum

$2p2ugu2 ,gPL* %,

the eigenspaces being provided by Fourier decomposition.@The Hodge–Laplace operator is th
half of the ‘‘usual’’ ~Riemannian! Laplacian#.

The flat line bundles are parametrized by the dual elliptic curveÊ5C/L* , and in a canonical
holomorphic trivialization, globalC ` sections of the flat line bundleL â corresponding toâPÊ are
simply L-periodic multiples of the function exp(2pi Im(az̄)) where aPC is any pre-image of
âPÊ. The eigenspaces are then once more provided by Fourier decomposition, i.e., span
the

wa1g~z!5
1

Ah
exp~2p i Im~~a1g!z̄!! ~3!

for gPL* ~1/Ah providesL2-orthonormality!, and the spectrum is given by

$2p2ua1gu2 ,gPL* %.

In both cases the analytic torsion is given by Kronecker limit formulas:
Theorem 3: The analytic torsion of Lâ for nonzeroâ equals

Q~L â!5e2p Im t(b22b11/6) )
k52`

1`

u12e2p i (ukut1«kAh Im ta)u

(cf. Ref. 1, theorem 4.1) where«k5sign(k1 1
2) and b5Ah/Im t Im a is supposed to lie in@0,1# ~by

choosing some suitable preimage ofâ in C!. The analytic torsion of the trivial line bundle on E
equals

Q~O!5A2h Im te2p Im t/6)
k.0

u12e2p iktu2.
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Note that here a5(h Im t)21/2(a1bt), and the corresponding character verifie
xâ(n1mt)5exp 2pi(2am1bn). This explains little differences with Ref. 1.

E. Statement of the results

Proposition: Fr is given by the following automorphy factor:

fu~V,z!5~M ~u!V,z1u!

for uPL andVPCr with

M ~u!5S 1 ū
ū2

2
. . .

ūr 21

~r 21!!

0 � � � ]

] � � �

ū2

2

] � � ū

0 . . . . . . 0 1

D .

Proof: The proposed vector bundle onE is topologically trivial spanned by the followingC `

sections:

r1,r5S 1
0
]

0
D r2,r5S z̄

1
0
]

0

D ¯ r r ,r5S z̄r 21

~r 21!!

]

z̄

1

D , ~4!

which verify for any 2<q<r :

]̄rq,r5rq21,rdz̄ and ]̄r1,r50.

Thusr1,r spansG(Fr) andr r ,rdz̄ generatesH1(Fr).
Now it follows from theorem 5 and corollary 2 of Ref. 20 thatFr is characterized by

dimG(Fr)51 and the existence of nonsplit exact sequences for anyr ands:

0→Fs→Fr→Fr 2s→0.

Here the exact sequence is obviously provided by the maps

S §1

]

§s

D °S §1

]

§s

0
]

0

D and S §1

]

§s

§s11

]

§ r

D °S §s11

]

§ r

D
and the morphismG(Fr 2s)→H1(Fs) associated to it mapsr1,r 2s to the class ofrs,s dz̄. h

The preceding sectionsrq,r will be taken pointwise orthogonal of constant normnq . One
considers then thesqª(1/nq)rq,r which give a pointwise orthonormal frame ofFr and verify:
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]̄sq5
nq21

nq
sq21dz̄5:lqsq21dz̄ ~5!

~of coursel1 vanishes!. ~This metric onFr is of course not Hermite–Einstein sinceFr is not
stable.!

The following sections are devoted to the proof of
Theorem 4: (i) The analytic torsion of Fr equals

Q~Fr !5A)
q52

r

~2ulqu2! expS 2h

2p (
q52

r

ulqu2D ~2h Im t!r /2e2rp Im t/6)
k.0

u12e2p iktu2r .

(ii) If L â is a nontrivial flat line bundle on E, choose a preimagea of â such that
b5Ah/Im t Im a lies in @0,1#, the analytic torsion of Fr ^ L â equals

Q~Fr ^ L â!5expS 2
h

2p (
q52

r

ulqu2D e2rp Im t(b22b11/6) )
k52`

1`

u12e2p i (ukut1«kAh Im ta)ur ,

where (as before)«k5sign(k1 1
2).

(iii) If A is a degree d line bundle on E, the analytic torsion of Fr ^ A equals

Q~Fr ^ A!5S d

h D 2dr/4

expS 2
h

2p (
q52

r

ulqu2D )
l 52

r S (
j 50

l 21 S pd

h D 2 j ul l 2 j 11u2¯ul l u2

j ! D d/2

(the j50 term in the last sum is to be taken equal to 1).
(iv) An indecomposable vector bundle V on E of nonzero degree d and rank r with gre

common divisor(d,r )5k is the direct image by an isogeny of degree r/k of Fk^ A where A is a
line bundle of degree d/k. Put on V the push-forward by this isogeny of the metric on Fk^ A
considered in (iii)

Q~V!5S udu
rh D 2udu/4

expS 2
rh

2kp (
q52

k

ulqu2D )
l 52

k S (
j 50

l 21 S pudu
rh D 2 j ul l 2 j 11u2

¯ul l u2

j ! D udu/2k

.

Note that part(iv) is a direct consequence of part(iii) .

III. DIRECT CALCULATION

A. The Hodge–Laplace operator in matricial form

Consider theL2 normalized spectral base (wa1g)gPL* of G`(E,L â). The fact that the
(sq)1<q<r provide a pointwise orthonormal base ofFr ensures that (sq^ wa1g)

gPL*
1<q<r is a L2

orthonormal base ofG`(E,Fr ^ L â). Previous calculations~5!, ~3! yield

]̄~sq^ wa1g!5lqsq21^ wa1gdz̄1p~a1g!sq^ wa1gdz̄.

The adjoint]̄* is then easily deduced:

]̄* ~sq^ wa1gdz̄!52l̄q11sq11^ wa1g12p~ā1ḡ !sq^ wa1g .

The factor 2 is due to the fact thatidz̄i252. The Hodge–Laplace operatorD5 ]̄* ]̄ then reads:

D~sq^ wa1g!5~2p2ua1gu212ulqu2!sq^ wa1g12p~ā1ḡ !lqsq21^ wa1g

12p~a1g!l̄q11sq11^ wa1g .
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Thus for anygPL* , the matrix ofD in the~invariant! subspace Vect$sq^ wa1g ,1<q<r % reads:

Ma,g,r5S 2p2ua1gu2 2p~ā1ḡ !l2 0 . . . 0

2p~a1g!l̄2 2p2ua1gu212ul2u2 � � ]

0 � � � 0

] � � � 2p~ā1ḡ !l r

0 . . . 0 2p~a1g!l̄ r 2p2ua1gu212ul r u2
D .

The spectrum ofD consists of the union of the spectra of theMa,g,r wheng goes aroundL* .
In the same vein consider theL2 normalized spectral base (a j ,k)

1<k<d
j PN of G`(E,A) @cf. ~2!#.

Then clearly (sq^ a j ,k)1<q<r ,1<k<d, j PN is anL2 orthonormal base ofG`(E,Fr ^ A) for which

]̄~sq^ a j ,k!5lqsq21^ a j ,kdz̄1Ap jd

h
sq^ a j 21,kdz̄,

]̄* ~sq^ a j ,kdz̄!52l̄q11sq11^ a j ,k12Ap~ j 11!d

h
sq^ a j 11,k , ~6!

D~sq^ a j ,k!5S 2ulqu21
2p jd

h Dsq^ a j ,k12lqAp~ j 11!d

h
sq21^ a j 11,k

12l̄q11Ap jd

h
sq11^ a j 21,k .

Thus if l >r , the subspacesVl ,kªVect$sq^ a j ,k ,q1 j 5l % have dimensionr and are respected
by D. The matrix ofD in the base (sq^ a l 2q,k)1<q<r reads:

Mr ,k,l 51
2p~ l 21!d

h
2l2Ap~ l 21!d

h
0 . . . 0

2l̄2Ap~ l 21!d

h
2ul2u21

2p~ l 22!d

h
� � ]

0 � � � 0

] � � � 2l r Ap~ l 2r 11!d

h

0 . . . 0 2l̄ r Ap~ l 2r 11!d

h
2ul r u21

2p~ l 2r !d

h

2
and it does not depend onk. But if 1<l <r 21, thenVl ,kªVect$sq^ a j ,k ,q1 j 5l % has dimen-
sion l , it is respected byD whose matrix in the base (sq^ a l 2q,k)1<q<l reads~it remains
independent ofk!:
                                                                                                                



Mr ,k,l 51
2p~ l 21!d

h
2l2Ap~ l 21!d

h
0 . . . 0

2l̄2Ap~ l 21!d

h
2ul2u21

2p~ l 22!d

h
� � ]

0 � � � 0

] � � � 2l l Apd

h 2 .

l
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0 . . . 0 2l̄ l Apd

h
2ul l u2

For l >r 11 the matricesMr ,k,l are invertible but forl <r they all have a one-dimensiona
kernel spanned by

S (
q51

l
~21!q

A~ l 2q!!
lq11lq12¯l l S pd

h D q/2

sq^ a l 2q,kD
~the productlq11lq12¯l l is to be taken equal to 1 in theq5l term of the sum!.

B. Calculation of the analytic torsion

1. The case of F r‹L â for a nontrivial flat bundle L â

The characteristic polynomialsPa,g,r(X)5det(Ma,g,r2XId) verify

Pa,g,r~X!5~2p2ua1gu212ul r u22X!Pa,g,r 21~X!24p2ua1gu2ul r u2Pa,g,r 22~X!

from which it is easily deduced that

Pa,g,r~X!5~2X!r1S 2rp2ua1gu212(
q52

r

ulqu2D ~2X!r 21

1F2r ~r 21!p4ua1gu414~r 22!p2ua1gu2(
q52

r

ulqu214(
p,q

~ ulpu2ulqu2!G
3~2X!r 221¯1~2p2ua1gu2!r .

Thus the following symmetric functions of eigenvalues ofMa,g,r equal

(
mPSpecMa,g,r

m254rp4ua1gu4116p2ua1gu2(
q52

r

ulqu214(
q52

r

ulqu4,

(
mPSpecMa,g,r

~m22p2ua1gu2!258p2ua1gu2(
q52

r

ulqu214(
q52

r

ulqu4,

then if zâ,r ~respectively,zâ! stands for the zeta function~1! of Fr ^ L â ~respectively ofL â!
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zâ,r~s!5 (
mPSpecD

m2s

5 (
gPL*

~2p2ua1gu2!2s (
mPSpecMa,g,r

F S m

2p2ua1gu2D
2s

2111G
5r (

gPL*
~2p2ua1gu2!2s1 (

gPL*
~2p2ua1gu2!2s

3 (
mPSpecMa,g,r

F2s log
m

2p2ua1gu2
1

s2

2 S log
m

2p2ua1gu2D
2

1s3f ~a,g,r ,s!G .
But detMa,g,r5(2p2ua1gu2) r so that

(
mPSpecMa,g,r

log
m

2p2ua1gu2

vanishes:

zâ,r~s!5r zâ~s!1
s2

2 (
gPL*

~2p2ua1gu2!2sF (
mPSpecMa,g,r

S m

2p2ua1gu2
21D 2

1g~a,g,r ,s!G
1s3 (

gPL*
~2p2ua1gu2!2sf ~a,g,r ,s!.

For any normi i on matrices there exists a positive constantcr such that for anygPL* ,

iMa,g,r22p2ua1gu2Idi<crA2p2ua1gu2

so that there exist positive constantsc1 andc2 which verify for anya andg :

ug~a,g,r ,s!u<c1~2p2ua1gu2!23/2,

u f ~a,g,r ,s!u<c2~2p2ua1gu2!23/2.

These bounds onf and g ensure that the derivative ats50 of the corresponding terms vanis
~they are products ofs2 times functions which are holomorphic around 0!. So

zâ,r8 ~0!5r zâ8 ~0!1
d

dsU
s50

F s2

2 (
gPL*

~2p2ua1gu2!2s223S 8p2ua1gu2(
q52

r

ulqu214(
q52

r

ulqu4D G
5r zâ8 ~0!1

d

dsU
s50

Fs2

2 S 4zâ~s11! (
q52

r

ulqu214zâ~s12! (
q52

r

ulqu4D G .

Finally zâ is holomorphic around 0 and 2 and has a simple pole ats51 which is easily calculated
from the Minakshisundaram–Pleijel formula:
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Tr exp2tDâ5
h

2pt
1O~ t ! as t→0,

zâ~s!5
1

G~s!
E

0

`

ts21 Tr~exp2tDâ!dt

5
1

G~s!
E

0

1

ts21S h

2pt Ddt1
1

G~s!
E

0

1

ts21S Tr~exp2tDâ!2
h

2pt Ddt

1
1

G~s!
E

1

`

ts21 Tr~exp2tDâ!dt

5
h

2p~s21!G~s!
1

1

G~s!
E

0

1

ts21S Tr~exp2tDâ!2
h

2pt Ddt

1
1

G~s!
E

1

`

ts21 Tr~exp2tDâ!dt

5
h

2p~s21!
1O~1! as s→1.

~HereDâ is the Hodge–Laplace operator forL â .! Thus

zâ,r8 ~0!5r zâ8 ~0!1
h

p (
q52

r

ulqu2,

log~Q~Fr ^ L â!!5r log~Q~L â!!2
h

2p (
q52

r

ulqu2,

Q~Fr ^ L â!5expS 2
h

2p (
q52

r

ulqu2D e2rp Im t(b22b11/6) )
k52`

1`

u12e2p i (ukut1«kAh Im ta)ur

~with the notations of theorem 3!. This proves part~ii ! of theorem 4.

2. The case of F r

The difference here is thatM0,0,r has kernel of rank one spanned by the sections1 ; it is then
straightforward to calculate the product of nonvanishing eigenvalues ofM0,0,r ~which is diago-
nal!:

det8~M0,0,r !52r 21S )
q52

r

ulqu2D .

Then

zFr
~s!5 (

mPSpecDFr
\$0%

m2s5 (
mPSpecM0,0,r \$0%

m2s1 (
gPL* \$0%

(
mPM0,g,r

m2s.

The second term is treated exactly as before so that

zFr
8 ~0!52 log det8~M0,0,r !1r zO8 ~0!1

h

p (
q52

r

ulqu2,

logQ~Fr !5
1

2 (
q52

r

log~2ulqu2!1r logQ~O!2
h

2p (
q52

r

ulqu2,

Q~Fr !5A)
r

~2ulqu2! expS 2h
(

r

ulqu2D ~2h Im t!r /2e2rp Im t/6) u12e2p iktu2r
q52 2p q52 k.0
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~with the notations of theorem 3!. This proves part(i) of theorem 4.

3. The case of F r‹A where A is a line bundle of degree d Ì0

First of all, consider the matrices

Ml* 51
2um l u21

2p~ l 21!d

h
2m l 21Ap~ l 21!d

h
0 . . . 0

2m̄ l 21Ap~ l 21!d

h
2um l 21u21

2p~ l 22!d

h
� � ]

0 � � � 0

] � � � 2m1Apd

h

0 . . . 0 2m̄1Apd

h
2um1u2

2
then one directly obtains

detMl* 5S 2p~ l 21!d

h
12um l u2DdetMl 21* 24um l 21u2

p~ l 21!d

h
detMl 22*

52l um1u2um2u2¯um l u2. ~7!

Now set

Ml 51
2p~ l 21!d

h
2m l 21Ap~ l 21!d

h
0 . . . 0

2m̄ l 21Ap~ l 21!d

h
2um l 21u21

2p~ l 22!d

h
� � ]

0 � � � 0

] � � � 2m1Apd

h

0 . . . 0 2m̄1Apd

h
2um1u2

2
and consider the characteristic polynomials

Pl* ~X!5det~Ml* 2XId!,

Pl ~X!5det~Ml 2XId!5~2X! l 1~2X! l 21Tr Ml 1...1~2X!det8 Ml ,

where det8 Ml is the product of nonzero eigenvalues ofMl @of course detMl vanishes from
~7!#. The obvious relation

Pl* ~X!5Pl ~X!12um l u2Pl 21* ~X!

yields
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Pl ~X!5S 2p~ l 21!d

h
2XD Pl 21* ~X!24um l 21u2

p~ l 21!d

h
Pl 22* ~X!

5S 2p~ l 21!d

h
2XD Pl 21~X!22um l 21u2X Pl 22* ~X!

from which one successively deduces

det8 Ml 5
2p~ l 21!d

h
det8 Ml 2112um l 21u2 detMl 22*

52l 21 (
j 50

l 21 S pd

h D l 212 j

~ l 21!~ l 22!¯~ j 11!)
i 51

j

um i u2.

Thus changingm i by l l 112 i yields for l <r ,

det8 Mr ,k,l 5S 2pd

h D l 21

~ l 21!! (
j 50

l 21 S pd

h D 2 j ul l 2 j 11u2ul l 2 j 12u2
¯ul l u2

j !
,

where thej 50 term of the sum is to be taken equal to 1.
The characteristic polynomialsPr ,k,l (X)5det(Mr ,k,l 2XId) verify for l >r ,

Pr ,k,l ~X!5S 2ul r u21
2p~ l 2r !d

h
2XD Pr 21,k,l ~X!24ul r u2

p~ l 2r 11!d

h
Pr 22,k,l ~X!

from which one deduces:

Pr ,k,l ~X!5~2X!r1~2X!r 21F2pd

h S r l 2
r ~r 11!

2 D12(
q52

r

ulqu2G
1~2X!r 22F4(

p,q
~ ulpu2ulqu2!

1
4pd

h S ~r 22!l (
q52

r

ulqu21 (
q52

r

ulqu2F2
~r 21!~r 22!

2
22~r 2q!G D

1
4p2d2

h2 r ~r 21!S l 2

2
2

~r 11!l

2
1

~r 11!~3r 12!

24 D G
1¯1S 2pd

h D r

~ l 21!~ l 22!¯~ l 2r !.

Thus one gets the following symmetric functions of the eigenvalues ofMr ,k,l :
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(
mPSpecMr ,k,l

m25
4p2d2r

h2 l 21l F2
4p2d2

h2 r ~r 11!1
16pd

h (
q52

r

ulqu2G
1

4p2d2

h2

r ~r 11!~2r 11!

3
1

4pd

h (
q52

r

~28r 14q12!ulqu214(
q52

r

ulqu4,

(
mPSpecMr ,k,l

S m2
2pl d

h D 2

5
2p2d2r ~r 11!~2r 11!

3h2 1
8pd~ l 11!

h (
q52

r

ulqu2

1
16pd

h (
q52

r

qulqu214(
q52

r

ulqu4

from which as before ifz r ,d stands for the zeta function~1! of Fr ^ A,

z r ,d~s!5 (
mPSpecD\$0%

m2s

5d(
l <r

(
mPSpecMr ,k,l \$0%

m2s1d(
l .r

S 2pl d

h D 2s

(
mPSpecMr ,k,l

F S hm

2pl dD 2s

2111G
5d(

l <r
¯1dr (

l .r
S 2pl d

h D 2s

1d(
l .r

S 2pl d

h D 2s

3F (
mPSpecMr ,k,l

2s log
hm

2pl d
1

s2

2 S log
hm

2pl dD 2

1s3f ~r ,l ,s!G
5d(

l <r
¯1dr (

l .r
S 2pl d

h D 2s

2ds(
l .r

S 2pl d

h D 2s

log
~ l 21!~ l 22!¯~ l 2r !

l r

1
ds2

2 (
l .r

S 2pl d

h D 2sS (
mPSpecMr ,k,l

S hm

2pl d
21D 2

1g~r ,l ,s!12s f~r ,l ,s! D .

As before there exist constantscf andcg such that for anyl ,

u f ~r ,l ,s!u<cf S 2pl d

h D 23/2

,

ug~r ,l ,s!u<cgS 2pl d

h D 23/2

,

so that the corresponding terms do not contribute toz r ,d8 (0). Thus
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z r ,d8 ~0!52d (
l 52

r

log det8 Mr ,k,l 1dr
d

dsU
s50

F S 2pd

h D 2sS z~s!2 (
l 51

r

l 2sD G
2d

d

dsU
s50

Fs(
l .r

S 2pl d

h D 2s

(
m51

r

log
l 2m

l G
1d

d

dsU
s50

Fs2

2 (
l .r

S 2pl d

h D 2s22S 2p2d2r ~r 11!~2r 11!

3h2

1
8pd~ l 11!

h (
q52

r

ulqu21
16pd

h (
q52

r

qulqu214(
q52

r

ulqu4D G
~wherez stands for the Riemann zeta function!.

Lemma:

r
d

dsU
s50

F S 2pd

h D 2sS z~s!2 (
l 51

r

l 2sD G2
d

dsU
s50

Fs(
l .r

S 2pl d

h D 2s

(
m51

r

logS l 2m

l
D G

5
r 2

2
logS 2pd

h D2
r

2
log~2p!1(

j 51

r 21

log~ j ! !.

Thus, simplifying the last term as in the case ofFr ^ L â one obtains:

z r ,d8 ~0!52d (
l 52

r

logS S 2pd

h D l 21

~ l 21!! (
j 50

l 21 S pd

h D 2 j ul l 2 j 11u2
¯ul l u2

j ! D 1d
r 2

2
logS 2pd

h D
2

dr

2
log~2p!1d(

j 51

r 21

log~ j ! !1dS (
q52

r

ulqu2D d

dsU
s50

F2s2(
l .r

S 2pl d

h D 2s21G
52d (

l 52

r

logS (
j 50

l 21 S pd

h D 2 j ul l 2 j 11u2
¯ul l u2

j ! D
1

dr

2
logS 2pd

h D2
dr

2
log~2p!1

h

p (
q52

r

ulqu2,

logQ~Fr ^ A!5
d

2 (
l 52

r

logS (
j 50

l 21 S pd

h D 2 j ul l 2 j 11u2¯ul l u2

j ! D 2
dr

4
logS d

h D2
h

2p (
q52

r

ulqu2 ,

Q~Fr ^ A!5 )
l 52

r S (
j 50

l 21 S pd

h D 2 j ul l 2 j 11u2¯ul l u2

j ! D d/2S d

h D 2dr/4

expS 2
h

2p (
q52

r

ulqu2D .

This proves part(iii) of theorem 4.
Proof (of the lemma):Let g̃ be the Euler constant:

g̃5 lim
n→`

S (
k51

n
1

k
2 lognD 5 lim

s→0
S z~11s!2

1

sD
then for any 1<m<r :
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(
l .r

S log
l 2m

l
1

m

l
D5mg̃1 logS r !

~r 2m!! D2 (
l 51

r
m

l
.

The proposed quantity then equals

52r logS 2pd

h D ~z~0!2r !1r S z8~0!1 (
l 22

r

log l D
2

d

dsU
s50

FsS 2pd

h D 2s

(
l .r

2r ~r 11!

2
l 2s21G

2
d

dsU
s50

FsS 2pd

h D 2s

(
l .r

l 2s (
m51

r S log
l 2m

l
1

m

l
D G

5r S r 1
1

2D logS 2pd

h D2
r

2
log~2p!1r log~r ! !1

r ~r 11!

2

3
d

dsU
s50

FsS 2pd

h D 2sS z~s11!2 (
l 51

r

l 2s21D G2 (
l .r

(
m51

r S log
l 2m

l
2

l 2m

l
D

5r S r 1
1

2D logS 2pd

h D2
r

2
log~2p!1r log~r ! !2

r ~r 11!

2
logS 2pd

h D
1

r ~r 11!

2 S g̃2 (
l 51

r
1

l D 2 (
m51

r S mg̃1 log
r !

~r 2m!!
2 (

l 51

r
m

l D
from which the lemma immediately follows. h

IV. SECOND EVALUATION OF THE ANALYTIC TORSION

A. Bismut, Gillet, and Soule ´ ’s formula

Let j be any holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle overE. Let H1(j) denote the cohomology
groupH1(E,OE(j)). The determinant of the cohomology ofj is taken to be the complex line@cf.
Ref. 28,~1.1!#

d~j!5~detG~j!!21
^ detH1~j!,

where for any vector spaceV, detV is the complex linè dim VV, and for a complex lined, d21

is its dual. Hodge theory provides an identification of the cohomology groupsG(j) and H1(j)
with the space of harmonic sections and harmonic forms of type~0,1! with values inj. The L2

inner product onG`(E,j) andG`(E,T* (0,1)E^ j) restricted to harmonic forms gives Hermitia
scalar products onG(j) andH1(j).

Definition 5: The L2 metric ond(j) is the inner product associated with the Hermitian L2

product onG(j) and H1(j). Its norm is denotedu uL2.
The Quillen metric ond(j) is the inner product whose associated norm is

i iQ5u uL2•Q~j!

whereQ(j) is the analytic torsion ofj. (cf. Ref. 28, (1.34)).
This Quillen metric will be used in the following way: Let

~J!: 0→j8→j→j9→0

be an exact sequence of vector bundles overE. Then the ‘‘long’’ exact sequence in cohomolog
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0→G~j8!→G~j!→G~j9!→H1~j8!→H1~j!→H1~j9!→0

provides an identification of complex lines:

d~j8! ^ d~j9!>d~j!

or equivalently a canonical elementTPd(j8) ^ d(j)21
^ d(j9). On the other hand ifj8, j, andj9

are metrized, Chern–Weil theory provides explicit representatives ch~j8!, ch~j!, and
ch~j9!PG`(E,`evenT* E) of Chern characters ofj8, j, andj9, and Bott and Chern constructed
Ref. 22~see also Ref. 21, theorem 1.29! an explicit form ch̃(J) such that

2
]̄]

2p i
ch̃~J!52ch~j!1ch~j8!1ch~j9!,

E being endowed with a parallel~Kähler! metric, the Todd genus ofE in Chern–Weil theory is
simply 1 so that theorem 0.3 of Ref. 21 becomes here

Theorem 6:

logiTiQ
2 52E

E
ch̃~J!,

wherei iQ is the metric ond(j8) ^ d(j)21
^ d(j9) associated with the Quillen metrics ond(j8),

d(j) and d(j9).

B. The transgression form

Let O denote the trivial line bundle onE. Recall the
Proposition: (Ref. 20, corollary 2) For any r.0 there exists a short exact sequence of vec

bundles on the elliptic curve E:

~J r !: 0→Fr→
v

Fr 11→
v

O→0.

v maps the sectionr r 11,r 11 of Fr 11 to the global section 1 ofO. Consider theZ/2Z-graduated
vector bundle (Fr % O) % Fr 11 with its Hermitian compatible connection¹. Metrics onFr and
Fr 11 are taken as in~5! so that the first mapv of (J r) is an isometric immersion, the metric o
O is supposed to be parallel and such that the global section 1 has~constant! local normn r 11 . The
operatorv of the exact sequence (J r) is seen as an odd endomorphism of (Fr % O) % Fr 11 , let v*
be its adjoint: one then obtains an isometric immersionv* :O→Fr 11 . For any non-negative
tPR, define the superconnection on (Fr % O) % Fr 11 ,

Ct5¹1At~v1v* !.

Consider the endomorphismNV of (Fr % O) % Fr 11 which multiplies by 0~respectively 1, respec
tively, 2! the elements ofFr ~respectively ofFr 11 , respectively ofO) and Trs the supertrace
~which is the trace onFr % O minus the trace onFr 11!. Let fPEnd(̀ evenT* E) be the operator
which divides 2-forms onE by 2p i and leaves functions unchanged. Then from Ref. 21, de
tion 1.16, theorem 1.17, and corollary 1.30

ch̃~J r !5fR8~0!,

where R is the meromorphic continuation toC of the holomorphic function~with values in
G`(E,`evenTR* E))

R~s!5
21

G~s!
E

0

1`

ts21 Trs~NV exp2Ct
2!dt.
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If one trivializesFr andFr 11 in the sq , one obtains from~5! that

¹sq52l̄q11sq11dz1lqsq21dz̄

Let « be the endomorphism of̀ dT* E which multiplies by (21)k the forms of degreek. The
matrix of Ct with respect toFr % Fr 11% O then reads (Fr andFr 11 being trivialised in thesq and
O in the global parallel unitary section 1/n r 11!

Ct5

¨

d l2dz̄ 0 ¯ 0 «At 0 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0 0

2l̄2dz d � � ] 0 «At � ] ]

0 � � � 0 ] � � � ] ]

] � � � l rdz̄ ] � � � ] ]

0 ¯ 0 2l̄ rdz d 0 ¯ ¯ 0 «At 0 0

«At 0 ¯ ¯ 0 d l2dz̄ 0 ¯ ¯ 0 0

0 � � ] 2l̄2dz � � � ] ]

] � � � ] 0 � � � � ] ]

] � � 0 ] � � � �

] � «At ] � � � l r 11dz̄ 0

0 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0 0 ¯ ¯ 0 2l̄ r 11dz d «At

0 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0 0 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0 «At d

©
.

Indeed,v ~andv* ! act on a differential form with values in (Fr % O) % Fr 11 as

v~u ^ §!5«u ^ v~§!

@hereu is a local differential form and§ a local section of (Fr % O) % Fr 11#; this is a consequenc
of theZ/2Z-grading of`dT* E^̂ ((Fr % O) % Fr 11) ~cf. Ref. 21, p. 57, this property is essential
proving Ref. 21, proposition 1.6!. Thus

Ct
25tId1M1«dz1M2«dz̄1M3dz̀ dz̄,

whereM3 is diagonal with entries

ul2u2,ul3u22ul2u2, ¯ ,ul r u22ul r 21u2,2ul r u2,

ul2u2,ul3u22ul2u2, ¯ ,ul r 11u22ul r u2,2ul r 11u2,

0

andM2 is the conjugated transpose of
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0 ¯ ¯ 0 0 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0 0

] ] ] ] ]

] ] ] ] ]

0 ¯ ¯ 0 0 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0 0

0 ¯ ¯ 0 0 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0 0

0 � ] ] ] ]

] � � ] ] ] ]

] 0 0 ] ] ]

0 ¯ 0 l̄ At 0 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0 0
2 .
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r 11

0 ¯ ¯ 0 0 ¯ 0 2l̄ r 11At 0 0

One deduces:

exp2Ct
25e2t~ Id2M1«dz2M2«dz̄2M3dz̀ dz̄1 1

2~M2M12M1M2!dz̀ dz̄!

with

M2M12M1M25ul r 11u2t1
0 ¯ ¯ 0 0 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0 0

] � ] ] ] ]

] 0 0 ] ] ]

0 ¯ 0 1 0 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0 0

0 ¯ ¯ 0 0 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0 0

] ] ] � ] ]

] ] ] 0 0 0 ]

] ] ] 0 1 0 ]

0 ¯ ¯ 0 0 ¯ 0 0 21 0

0 ¯ ¯ 0 0 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0 21

2 .

Now

Trs~NVId!52~r 11!12,

Trs~NVM1!5Trs~NVM2!5Trs~NVM3!50,

Trs@NV~M2M12M1M2!#522ul r 11u2t,

Trs~NV exp2Ct
2!5~12r 2tul r 11u2dz̀ dz̄!e2t,

R~s!5
r 21

G~s!
E

0

1`

ts21e2tdt1
ul r 11u2

G~s! S E
0

1`

tse2t dt D dz̀ dz̄

5r 211ul r 11u2
G~s11!

G~s!
dz̀ dz̄5r 211sul r 11u2dz̀ dz̄.

So that ifd Vol ( 5( i /2)dz̀ dz̄) denotes the volume form onE:

ch̃~J r !5fR8~0!5ul r 11u2
dz̀ dz̄

2p i
52ul r 11u2

d Vol

p
. ~8!
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C. Second evaluation of the analytic torsion

1. The case of F r

From definition 5, theorem 6, and formula~8! one obtains

log~Q~Fr !!5 log~Q~Fr 21!!1 log~Q~O!!1
1

2
loguT uL2

2
1

1

2 EE
2ul r u2

d Vol

p

whereT is the canonical element ofd(J r)ªd(Fr 21) ^ d(Fr)
21

^ d(O) associated with the exac
sequence

0→
0

G~Fr 21!→G~Fr !→
0

G~O!→H1~Fr 21!→
0

H1~Fr !→H1~O!→
0

0.

The indicated maps are zero maps, the other ones are isomorphisms. The choice of metrics
that G(Fr 21)→G(Fr) is an isometry; the isomorphismH1(Fr)→H1(O) mapss rdz̄ @in the no-
tation of ~4!# to (1/n r)dz̄ so that its norm in 1~because of the particular choice of metric onO!;
the isomorphismG(O)→H1(Fr 21) maps the global trivial section 1~which has local normn r! to
r r 21,r 21dz̄ so that its norm is

A2U n r 21

n r
U.

From this one obtains

loguT ud(Jr )
2 5 log~2ul r u2!

(u ud(Jr )
is the norm ond(J r) associated tou uL2 on d(Fr), d(Fr 11), andd(O)). Thus

log~Q~Fr !!5 log~Q~Fr 21!!1 log~Q~O!!1
1

2
log~2ul r u2!2ul r u2

h

2p

5r log~Q~O!!1
1

2 (
q52

r

log~2ulqu2!2
h

2p S (
q52

r

ulqu2D
as previously.

2. The case of F r‹L â for a nontrivial line bundle L â

Lemma. If

~J!: 0→j8→j→j9→0

is a metrised short exact sequence of vector bundles andb is a metrised vector bundle, then fo
the exact sequence:

~J ^ b!: 0→j8^ b→j ^ b→j9^ b→0

one has

ch̃~J ^ b!5ch̃~J!`ch~b!,

wherech~b! is the Chern–Weil form obtained fromb’s Hermitian compatible connection.
Proof: This can be seen either from direct calculation from Ref. 21, definition 1.16 and

multiplicativity of the Chern character form, or using the axiomatic definition of Bott–Ch
classes in Ref. 21, sec. 1.f! and the fact that the formula holds for a split exact sequence~J!
~where both sides of the equality vanish!. h
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One thus obtains

ch̃~J r ^ L â!5ch̃~J r !52ul r u2
d Vol

p

~which remains true for any metric onL â). Thus as before

log~Q~Fr ^ L â!!5 log~Q~Fr 21^ L â!!1 log~Q~L â!!2
ul r u2

2 E
E

dVol

p

5r log~Q~L â!!2
h

2p S (
q52

r

ulqu2D
~becauseL â , Fr ^ L â andFr 21^ L â are acyclic so that here theL2 norm ofT is canonically equal
to 1!.

3. The case of F r‹A for a nonzero degree line bundle A

As before

ch̃~J r ^ A!5ch̃~J r !52ul r u2
d Vol

p

so that

log~Q~Fr ^ A!!5 log~Q~Fr 21^ A!!1 log~Q~A!!1
1

2
loguT uL2

2
2

ul r u2

2 E
E

d Vol

p

T being the canonical element of

d~Fr 21^ A! ^ d~Fr ^ A!21
^ d~A!

associated with the exact sequence

0→G~Fr 21^ A!→G~Fr ^ A!→G~A!→H1~Fr 21^ A!→H1~Fr ^ A!→H1~A!→0.

All the H1 vanish, the injectionG(Fr 21^ A)→G(Fr ^ A) is isometric with orthogonal comple
ment inG(Fr ^ A) generated by the mutually orthogonal elements

S (
j 51

r
~21! j

A~r 2 j !!
l j 11l j 12¯l r S pd

h D j /2

s j ^ a r 2 j ,kD
1<k<d

.

They are all of norm

A(
j 51

r ul j 11u2...ul r u2

~r 2 j !! S pd

h D j

and project to the

S ~21!r

n r
S pd

h D r /2

a0,kD
1<k<d

,

which make an orthogonal base ofG(A). Thus
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uT uL2
2

5S (
j 51

r ul j 11u2...ul r u2

~r 2 j !! S pd

h D j 2r D d

the termj 5r in this sum is to be taken equal to 1.~The 1/n r are ‘‘killed’’ by the particular choice
of metric onO! then

log~Q~Fr ^ A!!5 log~Q~Fr 21^ A!!1 log~Q~A!!2ul r u2
h

2p

1
d

2
logS (

j 51

r ul j 11u2...ul r u2

~r 2 j !! S pd

h D j 2r D
5r log~Q~A!!2

h

2p (
q52

r

ulqu21
d

2 (
k52

r

logS (
j 51

k ul j 11u2...ulku2

~k2 j !! S pd

h D j 2kD
as desired.
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Small time controllability of systems on compact Lie
groups and spin angular momentum

Domenico D’Alessandroa)

Department of Mathematics, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011
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In this article, we develop some general results on the properties of the reachable
sets for right invariant bilinear systems with state varying on compact Lie groups.
The main results consist of a characterization of the set of states reachable in
arbitrary time from the identity of the group. This, under suitable assumptions, is
proved to be a Lie subgroup of the underlying Lie group. We apply these results to
the analysis of the controllability of particles with spin. The results are motivated
by and generalize the results in another work@D. D’Alessandro, Sys. Control Lett.
41, 213–221~2000!#, where the specific model of a spin12 particle system in an
electro-magnetic field was considered. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1388197#

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been a large amount of interest in the development and applic
techniques from control theory for the manipulation of the state of quantum mechanical sy
~see, e.g., Refs. 1–4!. In typical laboratory experiments, an electro-magnetic field is used to d
the state of a quantum system to a desired value. The electro-magnetic field is seen as a
and classical issues of control theory such as analysis of controllability and developme
methods for control have a natural physical interpretation in this setting. As an application
results in this article, we will consider the simple but important example of a particle with
angular momentum immersed in an electro-magnetic field and perform an analysis of the c
lability of this system. No restriction will be placed on the value of the spin of the particle so
the systems considered include, for example, both Helium3He and4He molecules as well as a
electron and a proton. In physical situations a time varying electro-magnetic field is used to i
a rotation and an analysis of the controllability for this kind of systems tells us what rotation
be achieved at a given time. This problem was dealt with in Ref. 5 for systems of spin1

2 particles
and the research there was motivated by the problem of controlling the state of quantum
order to achieve prescribed logic operations in quantum computing.6 For any system of this kind
the describing model is given by Schro¨dinger equation with the control multiplying the sta
variable. This is a right invariant bilinear system whose state varies on a compact Lie grou

Controllability of systems on Lie groups was dealt with in Ref. 7 and in a number of follow
papers. References 8 and 9 give an up-to-date account of the main results and we refer to t
further references on this topic. It is a problem of great fundamental and practical importa
characterize the set of states that can be obtained in arbitrary small time. This set is, in gene
the whole Lie group even if the control is allowed to be a general Lebesgue measurable fu
~see Example 8.1 in Ref. 7!. To the best of the author’s knowledge, a systematic study of this
has not been carried out in the literature, although sufficient conditions are available for it to
whole Lie group.10 In the present article, we present a study of the set of states reachable fro
identity of the group at any arbitrary time. We prove that this set is either empty or it is den
a Lie subgroup of the underlying Lie group. If an additional regularity assumption is ver
~small time local controllability of the identity of the group!, then this set is, in fact, a connecte

a!Electronic mail: daless@iastate.edu
44880022-2488/2001/42(9)/4488/9/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Lie subgroup of the underlying group. The article is organized as follows. Sections II–IV a
general interest since they deal with controllability properties of general right invariant bil
systems on compact Lie groups. In particular, in Sec. II we describe the mathematical mo
want to study and give the basic definitions. We also prove a sufficient condition for the s
states reachable at any arbitrary time from the identity to be empty. This motivates the stu
this set in the following two sections. In Sec. III, we prove that this set is either empty or is d
in a Lie subgroup of the underlying Lie group and in Sec. IV we relate the property of this s
be a connected Lie subgroup to the small time local controllability of the identity of the grou
this is verified, given the correspondence between connected Lie subgroups and Lie suba
the problem of characterizing the set of states reachable from the identity at any arbitrary tim
be approached studying the structure of the Lie algebra. Sections V and VI contain applica
these results to the system of a particle with spin in an electro-magnetic field. In particular, i
V the model for this system is described as a right invariant bilinear system on a compa
group and the controllability analysis for this system is presented in Sec. VI.

II. SYSTEMS ON COMPACT LIE GROUPS

In this section we study general systems of the form

Ẋ5AX1(
i 51

m

BiXui . ~1!

The stateX varies on a compact matrix Lie groupG while the matricesA, Bi , i 51, . . . ,m, are
constant matrices belonging to the corresponding Lie algebraG. The restriction tomatrix Lie
groups is not necessary in the following and is considered here only for the sake of concre
The control functionsui , i 51, . . . ,m, are piecewise continuous functions defined on some in
val of R1. The matricesBi , i 51, . . . ,m, are assumed to be linearly independent although th
done without loss of generality. In fact, it is always possible to reduce the analysis of the be
of the system~1! to this case by opportunely redefining the control functions. System~1! is right
invariant in that ifX(t) is a solution corresponding to the initial condition equal to the iden
matrix, the solution corresponding to the initial conditionF is given byX(t)F.

The following Lie algebras and Lie groups are associated to the system in~1!:

~i! L is the Lie algebra generated by$A,B1 , . . . ,Bm% andeL is the corresponding connecte
Lie subgroup ofG.

~ii ! L0 is the ideal inL generated by$B1 , . . . ,Bm% andeL0 is the corresponding connected L
subgroup ofG.

~iii ! B is the Lie algebra generated by$B1 , . . . ,Bm% andeB is the corresponding connected L
subgroup ofG.

Notice thatL0 has co-dimension 0 or 1 inL according to whetherA is or is not inL0 .
The following sets of states reachable from the identityI are associated to the system~1!.

~i! R(T); the set of all the possible values forX(T) @solution of ~1! at time T with initial
condition equal to the identityI# obtained by varying the controlsu1 , . . . ,um , in the set of
all the piecewise continuous functions defined in@0,T#. This is also expressed by sayin
that, for everyXfPR(T), there exists a piecewise continuous control function define
@0,T# which drives the state of the system from the identity toXf .

~ii ! R(<T)ªø0<t<TR(t).
~iii ! Rªø0<t,`R(t).

We haveR(0)5R(<0)5$I %, and, by right invariance, the set of states reachablefrom a
point XPG are given byR(T)X, R(<T)X andRX, respectively. Therefore, a study of the stat
reachable from the identity gives information on the states reachable from any other point.
be useful sometimes to consider the setsR21(T). These are the sets of all the matricesX in G for
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which there exist control functions,u1 , . . . ,um , driving the solution of~1! from XPR21(T) to
the identityI, in time T. This is sometimes called the set of statescontrollable to the identity. By
the right invariance property, the set of all the states that can be driven to a stateX in time T is
given byR21(T)X. It also follows from the right invariance thatR21(T)5@R(T)#21 and that if
X is an interior point ofR(T), thenX21 is an interior point ofR21(T).

From the results of Ref. 7, we have thatR5G if and only if L5G and, more in general
R5eL. Moreover, there exists a timeT such thatR(<T)5eL. At every timet, R(t)#eAteL0, and
the interior ofR(t) with respect to the topology ofeAteL0 is not empty. It also follows from a
result in Ref. 10 that, ifB5L, thenR(t)5eL, for everyt.0. This is the case for homogeneou
systems (A50).11

The main topic of the following two sections is the study of the set of states reachable a
arbitrary time in the cases where the above recalled condition of Ref. 10 does not guarant
it is equal toeL. More specifically, we are interested in the study of the set

Aªù t.0R~ t !. ~2!

The examples in Refs. 5 and 7 show that the setA might not be the wholeeL. In fact, it may be
empty, as the following Proposition shows.

Proposition 2.1: IfL0 has co-dimension1 in L, thenA is empty.
Proof: It follows from the above recalled result in Ref. 7 that, for everyt.0,

R~ t !#eAteL0, ~3!

and thereforeA#ù t.0eAteL0. The right hand side of this inclusion is the empty set, ifA¹L0 . In
order to see this, assumeù t.0eAteL0ÞB and pickt1 ,t2.0, with t22t15t, such that

eAt1F15eAt2F2 , ~4!

for someF1 andF2 in eL0. From this, it follows that

eAt1F1F2
21e2At15eAtPeL0, ~5!

sinceeL0 is a normal subgroup~Ref. 12, p. 106 ff.!. The fact thateAtPeL0, for all tPR, implies
APL0 , which we have excluded. h

In the following, we consider the system~1! as varying oneL and the topology oneL is the
one induced by the one ofG. Since we will be studying the setA, we can assume, from th
previous proposition, thatL05L. Since the interior ofR(t) is not empty ineAteL0,7 for every t,
we have, in our case, thatR(t) has nonempty interior ineL for every t.

III. SET OF STATES REACHABLE AT ANY ARBITRARY TIME

In the following three theorems, we assume thatA is not empty. This can be checked, fo
example, by constructing a class of controls~for example, constant controls! steering to a fixed
point in G ~for example, the identity! in arbitrary time.

Theorem 3.1:AssumeA is not empty. Then it is a semigroup andĀ is a Lie subgroup of G,
in particular it contains the identity I.

Proof: If X1PR(t1), andX2PR(t2), then, by right invarianceX2X1PR(t11t2). If X1 andX2

are inA, t1 andt2 can be chosen positive but otherwise arbitrary, thereforet21t1 is also arbitrary
andX2X1PA. This shows thatA is a semigroup. SinceA is a semigroup, so isĀ. The previous
argument also shows that ifX is in A, thenXn is in A for every positive integern. At this point,
we follow an idea of Ref. 7~Thm. 6.5! to prove thatX21 is in Ā. Because of compactness, th
sequence$Xn% has a convergent subsequenceXn(k). The sequence of elements inA,

$Xn(k11)2n(k)21%, converges, ask tends to infinity, toX21 and thereforeX21PĀ. SinceĀ is a
closed subgroup of the Lie groupG it is a Lie subgroup ofG ~see, e.g., Ref. 13, p. 110!. h
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Theorem 3.2:AssumeA is not empty. If t1,t2 , then R̄(t1)#R̄(t2).
Proof: We proveR(t1)#R̄(t2). Let X be an element ofR(t1) and $Xn% a sequence of ele

ments inA converging to the identity which is inĀ by the previous theorem. Since everyXn is in
R(t22t1), all the elements of the sequence$XXn% are inR(t2) and since this sequence converg
to X, XPR̄(t2). This also proves thatR̄(t1)#R̄(t2). Notice that we also have
intR(t1)# intR(t2). This follows immediately from the general property~see, e.g., Ref. 10!
intR(t)5 intR̄(t), for everyt.0. h

Theorem 3.3:AssumeA is not empty. Then, eB#ù t.0R̄(t).
Proof: AssumeXfPeB, then there exists an integerl .0 andl real numbersa1 , . . . ,a l such

that ~see Lemma 6.2 in Ref. 7!

Xf5ea lBi lea l 21Bi l 21•••ea1Bi 1, ~6!

with $ i 1 ,i 2 , . . . ,i l%P$1,2,. . . ,m%. Then the piecewise constant control defined on the inte
@( j 21)/n , j /n), j 51, . . . ,l , as

ui j
5na j ,

~7!
uk50, kÞ i j ,

gives for the state of system~1! at time 1/n

Xnªe(A1na lBi l
) ~1/n!e(A1na l 21Bi l 21

) ~1/n!
•••e(A1na1Bi 1

) ~1/n!. ~8!

We have thatXnPR(1/n) and

lim
n→`

Xn5Xf . ~9!

Fix t.0. For everyn.1/t, using Theorem 3.2, we have

XnPR̄~ t !. ~10!

This impliesXfPR̄(t), and sincet is arbitrary, we haveXfPù t.0R̄(t). h

IV. CONSEQUENCES OF SMALL TIME LOCAL CONTROLLABILITY

The three theorems proved in the previous section can all be sharpened if we assumsmall
time local controllability for the identity elementI of the group (STLCI). STLCI means that
there exists a timeT.0 such that the identity is in the interior of the reachable setR(t) for every
t, 0,t<T. This is readily seen to imply that the identity is in the interior of the reachable setR(t)
for every t.0. This also implies that the identity is in the interior ofR21(t) and, by right
invariance, that every pointX is an interior point of the set of states controllable toX in time t,
which is R21(t)X. The main result will be Theorem 4.3 which states that under this assum
the setA has the structure of a Lie group whose subalgebra containsB. The following two
lemmas contain generalizations of Theorems 3.1–3.3 whenSTLCI is verified.

Lemma 4.1:STLCI implies thatA is not empty and it is a closed Lie subgroup of G.
Proof: It is obvious thatA is not empty since it contains at least the identity. From Theo

4.1, all we have to prove is thatA is closed. To see this notice that ifI P intR(t), then I
P int@R(t)#21, namely,I is in the interior of the set of states controllable to the identity in ti
t. This means, by right invariance, that everyXPeL is in the interior of the set of states contro
lable to X in time t, which is @ intR(t)#21X. Now, pick XPĀ. There exists an elementY
PAù@ intR(t)#21X. The pointY can be reached fromI in time t andX can be reached fromY in
time t. ThereforeXPR(2t), and sincet is arbitrary,XPA. h
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Lemma 4.2: Assume STLCI is verified. Then t1,t2 implies that

R~ t1!#R~ t2!. ~11!

Moreover,ù t.0R̄(t)5ù t.0R(t)ªA. As a consequence, eB#A.
Proof: The proof of~11! follows immediately from the fact thatI PR(t) for everyt. As for the

second statement, assume thatXfPR̄(t), ;t.0. Pickt5t2e, with t.e.0. STLCI implies that
Xf is in int„R21(e)Xf…. FromXfPR̄(t2e), we obtain thatR(t2e)ùR21(e)Xf is not empty. IfY
is a point in it, we can steer the state of the system from the identity toY in time t2e and from
Y to Xf in time e. Therefore,XfPR(t) and sincet is arbitraryXfPA. The fact thateB#A is
immediate from Theorem 3.3. h

Theorem 4.3:If STLCI is verified, thenA is a closed, connected Lie subgroup of G whose
algebra containsB.

Proof: The result is already contained in Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, except for the fact thatA is
connected. However, sinceR(t) is path-connected, for everyt.0 ~see Ref. 7, Lemma 4.4!, so is
R̄(t). From Lemma 4.2,A is the intersection of a decreasing sequence of continua@the compact
and connected setsR̄(t)] and therefore is itself a continuum~see Ref. 14, Theorem 7, p. 212! and
in particular it is connected. The second statement follows from the one to one correspon
between subalgebras ofG and connected Lie subgroups ofG. h

From Theorem 4.3, it follows that, onceSTLCI is proved, one can approach the problem
characterizingA at the Lie algebra level. In factA is a Lie group whose Lie algebra containsB.
One can consider all the Lie algebras containingB. In some cases, as in the case of systems w
spin angular momentum considered in the next section, the only Lie algebra containingB is L, so
that if one proves that not every state can be reached in arbitrary time, then it immediately fo
that A5eB.

There have been many studies concerning the property of small time local controllabili
a given point in the state space of a nonlinear system. Many results~see, e.g., Ref. 8! deal with the
case in which the point is an equilibrium point of the system when the control is set to zer
give here a criterion, based on the maximum principle.15,8 The proof is a generalization of the on
used in Ref. 5 for the case of two-level quantum systems. We use the following notation:adX

0Y
ªY,adX

k Y5@X,adX
k21Y#.

Theorem 4.4:Assume there exists a time T such that, for everyt<T, there exists a piecewis
constant control ut steering from the identity to the identity in timet. Denote the values assume
by the function ut by Utª$u1 ,u2 , . . . ,uk(t)%. For a value uj define the matrix

F jªA1(
i 51

m

Biui j , ~12!

where ui j , i 51, . . . ,m, are the components of uj . Assume that, for everyt, there exists a uj
PUt such that

adF j

n Bi , n50,1,2,. . . ,k, i 51, . . . ,m, ~13!

span the whole Lie AlgebraL. Here k is the dimension of the Lie group. Then, the system ha
STLCI property.

Proof: We apply the maximum principle for systems on Lie groups15 in the form that gives
information on the structure of reachable sets.8 We obtain that the identity is in the interior of th
reachable set at timet, R(t), if the only matrixMPL such that

K M ,X21~ t !S A1(
i 51

m

Biui j DX~ t !L 5 min
v1 , . . . ,vm

K M ,X21~ t !S A1(
i 51

m

Biv i DX~ t !L 5const

~14!
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is the zero matrix.15 Sinceuj is finite, ~14! implies that

^M ,X21~ t !BiX~ t !&[0, i 51, . . . ,m, ~15!

in some interval of positive measure,@ t1 ,t2##@0,t#. Differentiating ~15! n times at t1 , one
obtains

^M ,X21~ t1!adF j

n BiX~ t1!&50, n51,2,. . . , ~16!

and sinceadF j

n Bi , n50,1,. . . ,k, i 51,2,. . . ,m, span the whole Lie algebraL, ~16! and~15! with

t5t1 imply M50. h

V. PARTICLES WITH SPIN IN AN ELECTRO-MAGNETIC FIELD

In this and the following section we apply the results obtained in the previous section
perform the controllability analysis of a class of quantum systems. We consider a particle
spin and all the other degrees of freedom ignored under the action of an externally a
electro-magnetic field. We review the basic facts about the mathematical model in this s
~see, e.g., Ref. 16! and perform the controllability analysis in the next section.

The ~time varying! Hamiltonian describing the system is given by

H~ t !ªgJ"Bªg„JxBx~ t !1JyBy~ t !1JzBz~ t !…. ~17!

In ~17! g is the gyromagnetic ratioof the particle,Jx,y,z are thex,y,z components of the spin
angular momentum operators andBx,y,z are the~time varying! components of the electro-magnet
field which play the role of control.Jx,y,z are Hermitian operators on the underlying Hilbert spa
which satisfy thefundamental commutation relations

@Jx ,Jy#5 i\Jz , @Jy ,Jz#5 i\Jx , @Jz ,Jx#5 i\Jy . ~18!

The theory of angular momentum in quantum mechanics originates from these relations~see, e.g.,
Ref. 16, Chap. 3!. The evolution~rotation! operatorX is obtained by solving Schro¨dinger equation

i\Ẋ~ t !5H~ t !X~ t !, ~19!

with initial condition X(0) given by the identity operator. The Hamiltonian is given in~17!, and
we are interested here in a controllability analysis of this system, namely, we want to inves
what are the rotations that can be achieved in a particular configuration for system~19!.

The spin of a particle may assume a valuej which is either a positive integer or a positive ha
integer. For a particle with spinj the operatorsJx , Jy , Jz can be represented by 2j 1132 j 11
Hermitian matrices which we still denote byJx , Jy , Jz . Defining Sx,y,zª2 iJx,y,z /\, we can
write Schrödinger equations~19! and ~17! for the evolution matrix as

Ẋ~ t !5g„SxBx~ t !1SyBy~ t !1SzBz~ t !…X~ t !, ~20!

which has to be solved withX(0)5I 2 j 1132 j 11 . The matricesSx , Sy , Sz satisfy the commutation
relations corresponding to~18!:

@Sx ,Sy#5Sz , @Sy ,Sz#5Sx , @Sz ,Sx#5Sy . ~21!

They are skew-Hermitian and it follows immediately from~21! that they have zero trace. There
fore, they span a three-dimensional subalgebra of the Lie algebra su(2j 11) of skew-Hermitian
2 j 1132 j 11 matrices with zero trace. We denote this three-dimensional Lie algebra byGj and
the corresponding connected Lie subgroup of SU(2j 11) by Gj . An inner product̂ •,•& can be
defined inGj by
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^A,B&ªTrace~AB* !, ~22!

whereB* denotes the conjugate transpose of the matrixB. The Lie algebraGj is semisimple~it is
not Abelian and it has no Abelian ideal! and the Lie subgroupGj is compact. The first statemen
can be verified by computing the Killing matrixKik5Trace(AdSiAdSk), i ,k5x,y,z, and verify-
ing that it is not degenerate~namely its determinant is different from zero!. AdSi is the matrix
representation of the linear operator acting onGj by Y→@Si ,Y#. This is Cartan’s criterion of
semisimplicity~see, e.g., Ref. 17, p. 14!. Compactness can be checked by applying Weyl’s th
rem ~see, e.g., Ref. 17, p. 20!, checking that the Killing matrixKik is negative definite. Both thes
results can also be obtained by noticing that for everyj, the Lie algebraGj is isomorphic to the Lie
algebra su(2)@or so(3)], ofskew-Hermitian 232 matrices with zero trace~antisymmetric real
333 matrices! and therefore the corresponding Lie group is isomorphic either to the Lie grou
232 special unitary matrices SU(2) or to the Lie group of 333 special orthogonal matrice
SO(3), andtherefore semisimplicity and compactness follow from known properties of the
algebras su(2) and so(3) and the corresponding Lie groups SU(2) and SO(3).

The above recalled result about the isomorphism between the Lie groupGj and SU(2) or
SO(3) is crucial to the controllability analysis for spin angular momentum systems that
follow because it reduces the study to two cases: the Lie groups SU(2) and SO(3). This result
appeared in a study by E. P. Wigner~Ref. 18, pp. 163–168!. We state it in the following theorem

Theorem 5.1: Gj is isomorphic toSO(3) for j integer and isomorphic toSU(2) for j half-
integer.

VI. CONTROLLABILITY OF SPIN ANGULAR MOMENTUM

We refer to the system in the general form~1! that we repeat here,

Ẋ5AX1(
i 51

m

BiXui , ~23!

where it is now understood that the matricesA,B1 , . . . ,Bm are in the Lie algebrasGj , as defined
in the previous section. This general form includes all the possible geometric configuration
can be realized in a laboratory. For example, one could apply a constant electro-magnetic fi
a time varying one at an angle of 30° in thex2y plane so that both the components of the fie
in thex andy directions have a constant component~modeled by the matrixA) and a time varying
component.

First notice that if two~or more! inputs are available, since we have assumedB1 , . . . ,Bm

linearly independent,B1 , . . .Bm generate the whole Lie algebraGj .19 In this case, one can appl
a result in Ref. 10~Theorem 5.3! to conclude thatR(t)5Gj for every t. Therefore, the only
nontrivial case is the single-input one. We also assume thatA andB1 are linearly independent in
this case which, in physical terms, means that there are at least two nonparallel directions
driving electro-magnetic field. If this is not the case, then the solution of~23! is just X(t)

5e*0
t A1B1u(t)dt.
Consider now system~23! with a single input assuming the matricesA and B in su(2) @or

so(3)] and thecorresponding solutionX in SU(2) @or SO(3)].This is always possible because
the Lie group isomorphism of Theorem 5.1. Explicit expressions for this isomorphism are g
for example, in Ref. 20~pp. 135–141!. We write the system as

Ẋ5AX1BXu. ~24!

Consider the constant inputu52 ^A,B&/^B,B& 1v. The eigenvalues of the matrixA1Bu are
0,6 iAv21p2 in the so(3) case and6 iA(^B,B&/2) v21p2, in the su(2) case. Herep is the
magnitude of the purely imaginary conjugate eigenvalues ofA2 ^A,B&/^B,B& B. These expres-
sions show that the nonzero eigenvalues can be made arbitrarily large in magnitude by chov
large, and therefore the corresponding solution of~24! returns to the identity in arbitrary sma
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time. This shows that the identity is inR(t) for eacht. DefineFªA2 ^A,B&/^B,B& B1Bv. Since
A andB are assumed to be linearly independent so areB andF. Recalling that su(2)@and so(3)]
have no two-dimensional subalgebras, it is easily seen thatB, adFB and adF

2B span the whole
su(2) @or so(3)] sothat we can apply Theorem 4.4 to conclude that the identity is in the inte
of the reachable setR(t) for every t. Using again the fact that su(2)@so(3)# does not have two
dimensional subalgebras, we conclude from Theorem 4.3 that the set of states reachable
trary timeA for this system is either the whole group or the subgroupeB, where, in this case,B
is the one dimensional subalgebra generated byB in ~24!. However, the set of states reachable
arbitrary time is not the whole group. An example of this phenomenon was given in Ref.
SO(3) ~Example 8.1 in Ref. 7! and, in fact, this example is somehow canonical sinceeverysystem
on SO(3) with one input has this property. In order to see this consider the system~24! and
assume, without loss of generality, thatA andB are orthogonal~we can always do this by shifting
the inputu→2 ^A,B&/^B,B& 1v). Moreover, by an appropriate change of coordinates and
caling of time, we can always assume

A5S 0 1 0

21 0 0

0 0 0
D , B5S 0 0 1

0 0 0

21 0 0
D , ~25!

which is the system considered in Ref. 7. The same steps can be carried on for systems var
SU(2) with Eq.~24! and some algebraic manipulations show that not all the states can be ob
in arbitrary small time.5 Alternatively one can use the two-to-one correspondence between S
and SO(3)~Refs. 5 and 20, p. 124! and argue that, if all the states could be obtained in SU(2), in
arbitrary time, the same would be true for SO(3). Applying the isomorphism of Theorem 5.1, w
conclude with the following theorem.

Theorem 6.1: Consider a system with spin under the action of an electro-magnetic fie
described by Eq.~24!. Then the set of rotations (states) that can be obtained in arbitrary tim
given by the one dimensional Lie subgroup corresponding to the one dimensional Lie al
generated by the matrix B

During the revision of the present article the author learned about a recent article21 where the
model of spin systems is considered in the context of the theory of symmetric spaces. The
of Theorem 6.1 can also be obtained applying the results in Ref. 21. This can be done by n
the isomorphism ofGj with su(2) and the fact that system~24! ~with A and B orthogonal! is
underlying a Cartan decomposition17 of the Lie algebra su(2). If tF denotes the infimum of the
timest>0 such thatXfPR(t), the only statesXf havingtF50 are the ones ineB. Using the fact
that I PR(t), ;t.0, one can conclude thateB5A in this case. The analysis based on the res
of Ref. 21 has the merit that can be easily generalized, to characterize, for a given timeT.0, the
set of states that can be reached in timeT1D, ;D.0. On the other hand, the derivation presen
here, based on the general properties of the setA proved in the previous sections, gives furth
information concerning theSTLCI property of the model.

1A. G. Butkovskiy and Y. I. Samoilenko,Control of Quantum-Mechanical Processes and Systems~Kluwer Academic,
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Exponentiation of the spinor representation of the Lorentz
group

John Fredsteda)

Soeskraenten 60, Stavtrup, DK-8260 Viby J., Denmark

~Received 16 February 2001; accepted for publication 24 April 2001!

An exact finite expression for the exponentiation of the~spin 1
2! spinor representa-

tion of the Lorentz group is obtained. From this expression an exact finite expres-
sion for the exponentiation of the vector representation of the Lorentz group is
derived. The two expressions are compared with the literature in the special cases
of either spatial rotations or boosts, only. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1388899#

I. INTRODUCTION

The Lorentz group is a Lie group. This guarantees the existence of an exponential ma
from the Lie algebra of the Lorentz group to the Lorentz group itself. Formally, each eleme
the group is defined as an infinite power series. Obtaining an exact finite expression for this
series is a difficult issue as the Lorentz group is non-Abelian. Concerning this issue, the B
Campbell–Hausdorff formula1 is of no use as it consists of an infinite series of commutator te
which cannot in general be summed explicitly. Therefore, usual treatments of the Lorentz
are almost exclusively concerned with infinitesimal transformations2 where only the first terms o
the power series need to be considered.

However, by focusing on specific representations of the Lorentz group the issue be
more tractable because it then reduces to the exponentiation of noncommuting matrices, ins
noncommuting generators~operators!. The representations of the Lorentz group are the~single-
valued! tensor representations, corresponding to tensor fields~integral spin!, and the~two-valued!
spinor representations, corresponding to spinor fields~half-integral spin!3.

Based on the Cayley–Hamilton theorem, Zeni and Rodrigues4 obtained an exact finite expres
sion for the exponentiation of the vector representation of the Lorentz group. Their work
generalized by Barut, Zeni, and Laufer5 to include all orthogonal groups. Using the Cayley
Hamilton theorem, too, Shimabukuro and Rosa6 treated the semi-simple Lie groups.

Other methods for obtaining exact finite expressions for the exponentiation of various
sentations of various Lie groups exist in the literature. Leite and Crouch7 used the method o
Putzer8 which, analogous to methods based on the Cayley–Hamilton theorem, is based
calculation of eigenvalues. In connection with the Lorentz group, Clifford algebras are use
paper by Zeni and Rodrigues9 and in a paper by Froelich and Salingaros.2 The methods based o
the calculation of eigenvalues have the drawback that the expressions obtained with the
become quite intricate. In this article none of the methods described hitherto will be deploy

Any field can be written in terms of~spin 1
2! spinor fields.10,11 Therefore, an exact finite

expression for the exponentiation of any representation of the Lorentz group can, in princip
derived from an expression for the~spin 1

2! spinor representation of the Lorentz group. T
purpose of this article is to illustrate this line of thought. First, an expression for the~spin 1

2! spinor
representation is obtained. Then, from that expression an expression for the vector represe
is derived. Finally, these two expressions are compared with the literature in the special ca
either spatial rotations or boosts, only.

a!Electronic mail: john–fredsted@hotmail.com
44970022-2488/2001/42(9)/4497/6/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. ALGEBRA

The Lorentz algebra is~using\51! given by

@Si ,Sj #5 i« i jkSk ,

@Si ,K j #5 i« i jkKk ,

@Ki ,K j #52 i« i jkSk ,

whereS5(S1 ,S2 ,S3) andK5(K1 ,K2 ,K3) are the~infinitesimal! generators of spatial rotation
and boosts, respectively.~A sum overk is implicit.! In four-vector notation the Lorentz algebr
takes the form

@Mab ,Mgd#5 ihagMbd2 ihadMbg1 ihbdMag2 ihbgMad ,

whereh5diag(21,1,1,1) is the Minkowski metric andMab is defined by

Mab5S 0 K1 K2 K3

2K1 0 S3 2S2

2K2 2S3 0 S1

2K3 S2 2S1 0

D . ~1!

The generatorsA5(A1 ,A2 ,A3) andB5(B1 ,B2 ,B3), defined by

A5 1
2 ~S1 iK !, ~2!

B5 1
2 ~S2 iK !, ~3!

obey the algebra

@Ai ,Aj #5 i« i jkAk , ~4!

@Bi ,Bj #5 i« i jkBk , ~5!

@Ai ,Bj #50. ~6!

III. SPINOR REPRESENTATION

The ~spin 1
2! spinor representation of the Lorentz group is given by

Mmn5
1

4i
@gm ,gn#, ~7!

wheregm5(g0 ,g)5(g0 ,g1 ,g2 ,g3) are the Dirac matrices with~anticommutator! algebra

$gm ,gn%52hmn .

A possible choice, to be used later in the article, for the Dirac matrices is

g05 i S 12 02

02 212
D , g5S 02 s

s 02
D , ~8!

where s5(s1 ,s2 ,s3) are the Pauli matrices, 12 is the 232 identity matrix, and 02 is the 2
32 matrix with zero entries only.
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Using Eqs.~1! and ~7! the matricesS andK can be written as

S5
1

4i
g3g5

1

2
g0g5g, ~9!

K5
1

4i
@g0 ,g#5

1

2i
g0g, ~10!

whereg5[ ig0g1g2g3 . From these equations and the definitions ofA andB it follows that

A5
1

2
g0

141g5

2
g5

1

2
g0PRg, ~11!

B52
1

2
g0

142g5

2
g52

1

2
g0PLg, ~12!

where the right and left~helicity! projection operatorsPR5(141g5)/2 and PL5(142g5)/2,
respectively, have been introduced. The properties of the projection operators imply

~x"A!25~ 1
2!

2x2PL , ~13!

~x"B!25~ 1
2!

2x2PR , ~14!

for any ~complex! vectorx.

IV. EXPONENTIATION OF THE SPINOR REPRESENTATION

The exponentiation of the~spin 1
2! spinor representation is given by

LS5exp@2 i ~v"S1z"K !#, ~15!

wherev andz are real vectors, andS andK are given by~9! and~10!. According to Eqs.~2!, ~3!,
and ~6!, LS can be factorized as

LS5exp~2 i x* "A!exp~2 i x"B!, ~16!

where the complex vectorx is defined by

x5v1 i z. ~17!

From Eqs.~13! and~14! and the Taylor expansion of the exponential function it follows t

exp~2 i x"A!5141@~F021!142 ig0F•g#PL , ~18!

exp~2 i x"B!5141@~F021!141 ig0F•g#PR , ~19!

where the functionsF0 andF are defined by

F0~x!5cosS x

2D , ~20!

F~x!5H 1

x
sinS x

2Dx, xÞ0,

1

2
x, x50,

~21!
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with the complex scalarx defined by

x25x25v22z212i v"z.

~The sign ambiguity in the definition ofx does not matter for its usage in this article. The ca
x50 corresponds tov25z2∧v"z50.!

From Eqs.~16!, ~18!, and~19! it follows that

LS5141@~F0* 21!142 ig0F* "g#PL1@~F021!141 ig0F"g#PR

5@Re~F0!141 i Im~F0!g5#1@Re~F!141 i Im~F!g5#• ig5g0g, ~22!

which make up an exact finite expression for the exponentiation of the~spin 1
2! spinor represen-

tation of the Lorentz group.
The inverse transformationLS

21 is given byLS
21(x)5LS(2x) or, according to Eqs.~20!–

~22!,

LS
215@Re~F0!141 i Im~F0!g5#2@Re~F!141 i Im~F!g5#• ig5g0g. ~23!

V. EXPONENTIATION OF THE VECTOR REPRESENTATION

Under Lorentz transformations the Dirac matricesgm transform as a four-vector

LS
21gmLS5~LV!m

ngn,

where (LV)m
n are the components of the Lorentz transformation in the vector representation

trace properties of the Dirac matrices imply

~LV!m
n5 1

4 Tr~LS
21gmLSgn!5 1

4 hmsTr~LS
21gsLSgn!. ~24!

Straightforward, but tedious, calculations, inserting the expressions forLS and LS
21 in ~24!

and using the standard trace properties for the Dirac matrices~and the general cyclic property o
the trace!, give

~LV!m
n5hms@Lsn

(1)1Lsn
(2)1Lsn

(3)#, ~25!

where

Lmn
(1)5@Re~F0!21Im~F0!2#hmn , ~26!

Lmn
(2)522@Re~F0!Re~F i !1Im~F0!Im~F i !#•«0imn

12@Re~F0!Im~F i !2Im~F0!Re~F i !#•~h imh0n2h inh0m!, ~27!

Lmn
(3)5@Re~F i !Re~F j !1Im~F i !Im~F j !#~h imh j n1h inh j m2h i j dmn!

1@Re~F i !Im~F j !2Im~F i !Re~F j !#~«0i j mh0n1«0i j nh0m!. ~28!

Notice thatLmn
(1) andLmn

(3) are symmetric matrices whereasLmn
(2) is an antisymmetric matrix.

The inverse transformationLV
21 is, analogous to the spinor case, given byLV

21(x)5LV

(2x), which corresponds to the following substitutions:

Lmn
(1)→Lmn

(1) ,

Lmn
(2)→2Lmn

(2)5Lnm
(2) ,

Lmn
(3)→Lmn

(3) .
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VI. SPATIAL ROTATIONS

According to~17!, the case of spatial rotations, only, is characterized byx5v for which

F05cosS v

2 D , ~29!

F5sinS v

2 D v̂, ~30!

wherev̂5v/v has been introduced.

A. Spinor representation

According to Eqs.~22!, ~29!, and~30! the Lorentz transformation for spatial rotations, on
reduces to

LS5Re~F0!141Re~F!• ig5g0g

5cosS v

2 D141sinS v

2 D v̂• ig5g0g,

or, using the choice of Dirac matrices in~8!,

LS5cosS v

2 D142 i sinS v

2 D S v̂"s 02

02 v̂"sD . ~31!

Equation~31! agrees with Eq.~3.2.44! of Sakurai12 for the transformation of a two-componen
spinor.

B. Vector representation

According to Eqs.~25!, ~29!, and~30! the Lorentz transformation for spatial rotations, on
reduces to

LV5141sin~v!~v̂"S!1@12cos~v!#~v̂"S!2, ~32!

where the matricesS are defined as

~Si !mn52«0imn , ~33!

in accordance with Eq.~11.91! of Jackson.13

VII. BOOSTS

According to~17!, the case of boosts, only, is characterized byx5 i z for which

F05coshS z

2D , ~34!

F5 i sinhS z

2D ẑ, ~35!

whereẑ5z/z has been introduced.
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A. Spinor representation

According to~22!, ~34!, and~35! the Lorentz transformation for boosts, only, reduces to

LS5Re~F0!141 i Im~F!g5• ig5g0g

5coshS z

2D142sinhS z

2D ẑ•g0g,

or, using the choice of Dirac matrices in~8!,

LS5coshS z

2D142 i sinhS z

2D S 02 ẑ"s

2 ẑ"s 02
D . ~36!

B. Vector representation

According to~25!, ~34!, and~35! the Lorentz transformation for boosts, only, reduces to

LV5142sinh~z!~ ẑ"K !1@cosh~z!21#~ ẑ"K !2, ~37!

where the matricesK are defined as

~Ki !mn5d imd0n1d ind0m , ~38!

in accordance with Eq.~11.91! of Jackson.13 Equation~37! agrees with Eq.~11.98! of Jackson13.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this article an exact finite expression for the exponentiation of the~spin 1
2! spinor represen-

tation of the Lorentz group has been obtained. From that expression an exact finite express
the exponentiation of the vector representation of the Lorentz group has been derived. T
expressions have been compared with the literature in the special cases of either spatial r
or boosts, only.
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Ruijsenaars’ commuting difference operators and invariant
subspace spanned by theta functions

Yasushi Komoria)

Institute of Physics, University of Tokyo, Komaba, 3-8-1 Komaba, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 153-
8902, Japan

~Received 2 January 2001; accepted for publication 13 April 2001!

We study a family of mutually commutative difference operators introduced by
Ruijsenaars. The conjugations of these operators with an appropriate function give
the Hamiltonians of some relativistic quantum systems. These operators can be
regarded as elliptic analogs of the Macdonald operators and their coefficients con-
sist of the Jacobi theta functions. We show that these operators act on the space of
meromorphic functions on the Cartan subalgebra of affine Lie algebras and that the
space spanned by characters of a fixed positive level is invariant under the action of
these operators. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1387449#

I. INTRODUCTION

In Ref. 1, Ruijsenaars introduced a family of mutually commutative operators, whose c
cients consist of theta functions, as a relativistic quantum many-body system, i.e., an e
difference analog of the Calogero–Moser model. Since then, these operators have been
extensively from various points of view, in particular, by analogy with the Macdonald opera
The eigenvectors of the Macdonald operators are a two-parameter extension of the Schur fu
or the characters of finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras. In the elliptic case, it was clarifi
Refs. 2 and 3 that the elliptic analogs of typeAl

(1) and C2
(1) have an invariant subspace in th

meromorphic functions and that this space is actually spanned by the characters of the corre
ing affine Lie algebra. These facts are found through studies of an extension of the Sk
algebra.4 Independently, in Ref. 5, the Boltzmann weight of the matrix elements of Belav
elliptic R-matrix was calculated using this fact implicitly.

In a series of Cherednik’s papers,6–8 it was clarified that the double affine Hecke algebra pla
an essential role in Macdonald theory. There are some algebras that are considered as de
the structure of the elliptic analogs.4,9–11In this article, we employ yet another approach called
root algebra to these operators. Although this algebra was introduced by Cherednik, our co
tion is novel even in the trigonometric cases, due to the existence of spectral parameters
more precise, by setting these parameters appropriately, the difference operators autom
become invariant under the action of the Weyl group, while in the theory of the Hecke alg
they are obtained through symmetrization. Following the previous works12,13 we construct a fam-
ily of mutually commuting difference operators associated with arbitrary affine root syst
These operators are shown to act on the vector space of the Weyl group invariant merom
functions and, furthermore, on the space spanned by the characters of a fixed positive lev

This article is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we present the notation and definitions us
this article. In Sec. III, we define the root algebras that were introduced by Cherednik i
development of the theory of affine Hecke algebras. In Sec. IV, we demonstrate some exam
the generators of a commutative subalgebra in the root algebras. In Sec. V, we give some
sentations of the root algebras with a spectral parameter, which consist of Jacobi’s theta fu
and act on the meromorphic functions on the Cartan subalgebra. We show that when we a

a!Electronic mail: komori@gokutan.c.u-tokyo.ac.jp
45030022-2488/2001/42(9)/4503/20/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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special value to the spectral parameter, the difference operators preserve the Weyl group in
subspace. By construction, they form a commutative family. In Sec. VI, we calculate the ex
forms of these operators at this spectral parameter and observe that they can be regarde
elliptic analog of the Macdonald operators. In twisted cases, we have the difference and qu
version of the systems that is recently proposed and is dealt with in terms of the Lax formal14

We also prove that the generators are algebraically independent and thus the commutative
gebra is isomorphic to a polynomial ring. In Sec. VII, we show in our main theorem~Theorem
VII.5! that they have a finite-dimensional invariant subspace of theta functions of positive
where the key of the proof is due to Refs. 5 and 15. The last section is devoted to the conc
remarks.

To end this section, we present two elliptic difference operators which take the simplest
among the generators respectively in the root systems of typeAl 21

(1) andA2l
(2) :

Ŷ
A

l 21
~1!

2l1 5(
j 51

l

)
k51
kÞ j

l
q1~xj2xk2m!

q1~xj2xk!
t j~k!)

k51

l

tk~2k/ l !, ~1.1!

Ŷ
A

2l
~2!

2l15(
j 51

l XS )
k51
kÞ j

l
q1~xj2xk2m!

q1~xj2xk!

q1~xj1xk2m!

q1~xj1xk! D S )
r 50

3
q r~xj2m r !

q r~xj !

q r~xj1k/22m r8!

q r~xj1k/2! D Ct j~k!

1(
j 51

l XS )
k51
kÞ j

l
q1~2xj2xk2m!

q1~2xj2xk!

q1~2xj1xk2m!

q1~2xj1xk! D
3S )

r 50

3
q r~2xj2m r !

q r~2xj !

q r~2xj2k/22m r8!

q r~2xj2k/2! D Ct j~2k!

1 (
p50

3 S p

q18~0! D
2 2

q1~m!q1~k1m! S )r 50

3

q r~mppr1k/2!q r~mppr8 !D
3S )

j 51

l
qp~xj2k/22m!

qp~xj2k/2!

qp~2xj2k/22m!

qp~2xj2k/2! D , ~1.2!

where we have omitted an irrelevant additive constant in theA2l
(2) system, and realized the roo

systems inCl in the standard way;q j (x)5q j (x;t) is the Jacobi theta function andt i(k) is a
translation of the variablexi by k. p j ( j 50,1,2,3) denotes the permutation:p15 id, p25(12)
3(03), p35(13)(02), andp05(01)(23). The parametersk, m, m r , and m r8 (r 50,1,2,3) are
arbitrary constants. The operator~1.1! was introduced in Ref. 1 together with the whole family
commuting difference operators, while the operator~1.2! was conjectured to be a member of
commutative family in Refs. 16 and 17. TheA2l

(2)-type model was referred to asD-type orBC-type
in previous papers.

If we setk5 lm/k in theAl 21
(1) case andk5(ma0

12mu12(l 21)m)/k in theA2l
(2) case, where

ma0
5(m r8 andmu5((m r)/2, then these operators have an invariant subspace which consi

the characters of levelk corresponding to each affine Lie algebra. When the parametersm, mu , and
ma0

are set to be unity, we see thatk reduces toh∨/k, whereh∨ is the dual Coxeter number. Fo

the derivation of these facts in each case, see Refs. 2, 18 and 19.
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II. AFFINE ROOT SYSTEMS

We give some well-known facts about affine root systems and affine Weyl groups,20–22which
are standard tools in the theory of affine Hecke algebras. Some of the definitions are s
changed and extended so that they include twisted affine root systems. The notation is mai
to Ref. 23.

Let g be the affine Lie algebra of typeXN
(r ) ,h its Cartan subalgebra of dimh5 l 12, I

5$0,...,l % a set of indices,P5$a i u i PI %,h* the set of simple roots,P∨5$a i
∨u i PI %,h the set of

simple coroots,D the root system,Q andQ∨ the root and coroot lattices, andP andP∨ the weight
and coweight lattices:

Q5 %
i PI

Za i,P5 %
i PI

ZL i % Cd,h* , ~2.1!

Q∨5 %
i PI

Za i
∨,P∨5 %

i PI

ZL i
∨

% CK,h, ~2.2!

where^a i ,L j
∨&5d i j , ^L i ,a j

∨&5d i j , andd5L0
∨ . Since the normalized invariant form is nond

generate onh, we have an isomorphismn:h→h* defined by

^n~h!,h1&5~huh1!, h,h1Ph, ~2.3!

and the induced bilinear form~•u•! on h* . Let I̊ 5$1,...,l %, P̊5$a i u i P I̊ %, andP̊∨5$a i
∨u i P I̊ %. Let

h* be the subspace ofh* spanned byP̊ overC. ForlPh* , denote byl̄ the orthogonal projection
of l on h̊* . Let Q̊ be the sublattice ofQ generated byP̊ andP̊ the projection ofP on h̊* . The dual
notionsh̊, h̄, Q̊∨ and P̊∨ are defined similarly:

Q̊5 %
i P I̊

Za i, P̊5 %
i P I̊

ZL i, h̊* , ~2.4!

Q̊∨5 %
i P I̊

Za i
∨, P̊∨5 %

i P I̊

ZL i
∨, h̊. ~2.5!

Let hR be theR-span of$a i
∨% i PIø$d% and leth̊R be theR-span of$a i

∨% i P I̊ . Let D re, D im, D1 , and
D2 be the set of real roots, imaginary roots, positive roots, and negative roots, respectively
one has the disjoint unionsD5D reøD im5D1øD2 . Let D l be the set of the longest real root
For aPD re, let gaªr if aPD l andgaª1 otherwise, wherer is from the typeXN

(r ) . Then the real
roots are written as

D re5H $a1ngaduaPD̊,nPZ%, if XN
~r !ÞA2l

~2! ,

$a1ngaduaPD̊,nPZ%ø$ 1
2~a1~2n21!d!uaPD̊ l ,nPZ%, if XN

~r !5A2l
~2!.

~2.6!

For aPD re, let sa be a reflection defined by

sa~l!ªl2^l,a∨&a, lPh* . ~2.7!

The Weyl groupW̊ is generated by the fundamental reflections$siªsa i
u i P I̊ % on h* and the affine

Weyl group W is generated by$si u i PI %. The defining relations are given bysi
25 id and the

Coxeter relations:

~sisj !
mi j 5 id, for iÞ j PI , ~2.8!
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wheremi j 52 if a i anda j are disconnected in the Dynkin diagram andmi j 53,4,6 if 1, 2, 3 lines
respectively connecta i anda j . We note that there is no Coxeter relation in the affine root syst
of rank 2. FormP h̊* , we define endomorphismstm of the vector spaceh* by

tm~l!ªl1^l,K&m2~~lum!1 1
2umu2^l,K&!d, ~2.9!

whereumu2 stands for~mum!. The actions ofsa ,tm are naturally induced onh via the form^•,•& as
follows (hPh):

sa~h!5h2^a,h&a∨, ~2.10!

tm~h!5h1^d,h&n21~m!2~^m,h&1 1
2umu2^d,h&!K. ~2.11!

Let ai andai
∨ be the labels of the Dynkin diagram from Table Aff in Ref. 23. Note thata052 if

XN
(r )ÞA2l

(2) and a051 otherwise, and thata0
21gu51. Let uªd2a0a0PD̊1 , Mªn„Z(W̊

•u∨)…, h̊* . For an arbitrary latticeL, we denote byTL the corresponding group of translations
L.

Proposition II.1: The group W is the semidirect product W5W̊›TM .
Let M̂ª$lP h̊* uaPD re,(aul)PgaZ%. Then we see thatM̂, P̊ andTM̂ is normalized byW̊.
Definition II.2: The extended affine Weyl groupŴ is the semidirect productŴªW̊›TM̂ .
The latticeM̂ is taken to be the finest so thatTM̂ acts onD, and thus the extended affine We

group acts onD. Here are the explicit description ofM̂ and its canonical basis$l i u i P I̊ %:

M̂5H n~ P̊∨!, if r 51,

P̊, otherwise
, l i5H n~L i

∨!, if r 51,

L i , otherwise.
~2.12!

We also useM̂ 2ª% i P I̊Z<0l i .
We use another action of the affine Weyl group onh. Fix kPC. Let hkª$hPhu^d,h&5k%.

Since W acts onhk , W acts on the affine spacehkmodCK. We identify hkmodCK with h̊ by
projection. By this identification, we obtain affine transformations fromŴ and affine linear func-
tionals from^a,•& for aPD. We denote so-obtained maps by af, so that

af~w!~ h̄!5w~h!, af~a!~ h̄!5^a,h&, ~2.13!

for hPhk . Explicitly we have forhP h̊

af~ẘ!~h!5ẘ~h!, af~tm!~h!5h1kn21~m!, ~2.14!

af~ å1nd!~h!5^å,h&1kn. ~2.15!

Note that

af~a!+af~w!5af~w21a!. ~2.16!

We define an action of the extended affine Weyl group on the spaceM of meromorphic functions
on Hª h̊/Q̊∨ by

~w f !~h!ª f „af~w21!h…. ~2.17!

Let V be the subgroup ofŴ which stabilizes the affine Weyl chamberC.
Proposition II.3: The subgroupV is isomorphic to Wˆ /W.TM̂ /TM and thus Abelian. The

extended affine Weyl group Wˆ is isomorphic to the semidirect product W’V.
Definition II.4: ~1! The lengthl (w) of wPW is the lengthl of the reduced decomposition
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w5si 1
¯si l

, for i kPI , ~2.18!

l ~ id !50. ~2.19!

~2! The lengthl (ŵ) of ŵPŴ is the number of the negative roots made positive byŵ:

l ~ŵ!ªuD ŵu, ~2.20!

D ŵª$aPD1ùŵD2%, ~2.21!

which is equivalent to the definitionl (w) for wPW. The reduced decomposition ofŵPŴ is
ŵ5wv5si 1

¯si l
v, wherevPV and l 5l (ŵ)5l (w).

The setD ŵ is explicitly described asD ŵ5$a (1)5a i 1
,a (2)5si 1

(a i 2
),...,a (l )5wsi l

(a i l
)%.

By definition,D ŵ is independent of reduced expressions. One sees thatV5$vPŴ,l (v)50%.
Definition II.5: A weight lPM̂ is said to be minuscule ifDt2l

,D̊1 .
We use the following useful formulas, which can be easily derived from the previous d

tions:

Dtl2

55
H a2ngadUaPD̊1,0>n.

1

ga
~l2ua!J , if XN

~r !ÞA2l
~2! ,

H a2ngadUaPD̊1,0>n.
1

ga
~l2ua!J ø

H 1

2
~a2~2n21!d!UaP~D̊1! l ,0>n.

1

2
~l2ua!J , if XN

~r !5A2l
~2! ,

~2.22a!

l ~tl2
!55 (

aPD̊1

U 1

ga
~aul2!U, if XN

~r !ÞA2l
~2! ,

(
aPD̊1

u~aul2!u, if XN
~r !5A2l

~2! ,

~2.22b!

l ~sjt2l i
!5l ~t2l i

!11, ~2.22c!

l ~sit2l i
!5l ~t2l i

!21, ~2.22d!

l ~tl2
w!5l ~tl2

!1l ~w!, ~2.22e!

l ~tl21l
28

!5l ~tl2
!1l ~tl

28
!, ~2.22f!

whereiÞ j P I̊ , l2 , l28 PM̂ 2 , wPW̊.
Next we summarize the definitions and properties of theta functions associated with affin

algebras.23,24 In this article, we fix the coefficient ofK andd as 0 and2t, respectively. Thus for
l5l̄1kL01udPh* , we define a functionel5e(l) on H by el(h)5e(l)(h)ªe2p i (^l̄,h&)2ut.
Although ekL0 is always 1, we leave such terms in order to see the correspondence to the
functions in Ref. 23.

Definition II.6: Fix a non-negative integerk. A theta function of levelk is a holomorphic
function F on H such that the following condition holds:

F~h2tn21~l!!5ekl1kulu2d/2F~h!, for lPM̂ . ~2.23!
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Let Thk denote the vector space overC of the theta functions of levelk. For lPh* such that
level (l)5k.0 andl̄P P̊, we set

Ulªe2ulu2d/2k (
mPM

etm~l!, ~2.24!

It is known that$Ulu level(l)5k% is a basis ofThk.
We also use

Alª (
wPW̊

~21! l ~w!Uw~l! . ~2.25!

We close this section by observation of the relation between the Jacobi theta function a
theta functions introduced earlier. Consider the root system of typeA1

(1) . ThenP5$a0 ,a1%, M
5Za1 and (a1ua1)52. We have four theta functions of level 2 forkPZ/4Z,

U2l01kL1
5e~2L0!(

nPZ
eX2 1

2 S 2n1
k

2D 2

d1S 2n1
k

2Da1C. ~2.26!

We see that level(r)5h∨52:

Ar5U2L01~1/2!a1
2U2L02~1/2!a1

5eS r2
1

8
d D )

aPD1

„12e~2a!…. ~2.27!

This function is related to the Jacobi theta function as

2 iq1~^a1 ,h&;t!5Ar~h!. ~2.28!

Generally, ifXN
(r )ÞA2l

(2) ,

Ar~h!5e~h∨L0! f ~t!~2 i ! uD̊1u )
aPD̊1

q1~^a,h&;gat!, ~2.29!

for some functionf (t) which depends only ont.

III. ROOT ALGEBRAS

We shall define the root algebras after Cherednik.22 Let T be the tensor algebra overC
generated by independent variables$RauaPD re%. Then the action ofŵPŴ on D re induces an
action onT by ŵ:Ra°Rŵ(a) .

Definition III.1: Let I be the two-sided ideal inT which is generated by all the elements of t
form for iÞ j PI , andŵPŴ:

~3.1!

The root algebraR̃ is T/I. $RauaPD re% are called theR-matrices.
Because of theŴ-invariance ofI, the action ofŴ is induced onR̃. For simplicity, we write

products inR̃ in the usual way for associative algebras.
Theorem III.2 „Cherednik…: (1) There exists a unique set$RŵuŵPŴ%,R̃ satisfying the

relations

Rvw5Rv
vRw , Rt i

5Ra i
~ i PI !, Rv51, ~3.2!
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wherevPV, v, wPŴ and l (vw)5l (v)1l (w).
~2! We have the R-matrix for wˆ PŴ and its arbitrary reduced decomposition wˆ 5wv

5si 1
...si l

v as

Rŵ5Ra~1!...Ra~ l !,
~3.3!

a~1!5a i 1
, a~2!5si 1

~a i 2
!, ..., a~ l !5wsi l

~a i l
!PD ŵ .

Proof: If Rŵ satisfies~3.2!, thenRŵ must be of the form~3.3!. Thus it is sufficient to show tha
~3.3! is well defined.

Let ŵ5si 1
si 2

¯si l
v5sj 1

sj 2
¯sj l

v be any two reduced expressions. By Matsumoto’s lem
we see that one can be obtained from the other only by a sequence of Coxeter relations,

~3.4a!

~3.4b!

From the expressions~3.4a! and ~3.4b!, we have the corresponding elements~3.3! in the root
algebra,

~3.5a!

~3.5b!

which are equivalent due to Definition III.1. By applying this argument to each step in~3.4!, we
conclude thatRŵ is uniquely determined byŵ. h

Instead of the original root algebra, we use the following extension, whereR̃ is combined
with the translation groupTM̂ :

Definition III.3: RªR̃’TM̂ :

~Rtl!~R8tm!5R~ tlR8!tl1m , ~3.6!

whereR, R8PR̃ andl, mPM̂ .
We see thatR is generated by$tl i

,Rau i P I̊ ,aPD̊% if XN
(r )ÞA2l

(2) and $tl i
,Rau i P I̊ ,aPD̊,2a

2dPD̊% if XN
(r )5A2l

(2) .
Theorem III.4: The subalgebraS,R generated by$Yl

ªRtl
tlulPM̂ 2% forms a commu-

tative algebra and is generated by$Y2l iu i P I̊ %.
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Proof: Let l, mPM̂ 2 . Then we havel (tl)1l (tm)5l (tl1m) by the formulas~2.22!,
which implies thatRtl1m

constructed from two reduced expressionstl1m5tltm5tmtl coincides
due to Theorem III.2,

Rtl1m
5Rtl

~ tlRtm
!5Rtm

~ tmRtl
!. ~3.7!

By Definition III.3 and the definition ofYn, we haveYl1m5YlYm5YmYl. h

IV. AFFINE ROOT SYSTEMS OF RANK 3

We present some examples of the above construction. The rank of the lowest nontrivial
root system is 3 and there are six types of affine root systems of rank 3. We denotea5a1 and
b5a2 where ua1u>ua2u, and l5l1 and m5l2 , respectively. We have the following system
that are mutually commutative by construction:

A2
~1! Y2l5RaRa1bt2l , ~4.1a!

Y2m5RbRa1bt2m , ~4.1b!

C2
~1! Y2l5RaRa1bRa12bt2l , ~4.2a!

Y2m5RbRa12bRa1bRa12b1dt2m , ~4.2b!

G2
~1! Y2l5RaRa1bR2a13bRa12bRa13bR2a13b1dt2l , ~4.3a!

Y2m5RbRa13bRa12bR2a13bRa1bRa13b1dR2a13b1d

Ra12b1dRa13b12dR2a13b12dt2m , ~4.3b!

A4
~2! Y2l5RaRa1bRa12bR~1/2!a1~1/2!dRa1b1dR~1/2!a1b1~1/2!dt2l , ~4.4a!

Y2m5RbRa12bRa1bR~1/2!a1b1~1/2!dt2m , ~4.4b!

D3
~2! Y2l5RaRa1bRa12bRa1b1dt2l , ~4.5a!

Y2m5RbRa12bRa1bt2m , ~4.5b!

D4
~3! Y2l5RaRa1bR2a13bRa12bRa13bRa1b1dRa12b1d

R2a13b13dRa1b12dRa12b12dt2l , ~4.6a!

Y2m5RbRa13bRa12bR2a13bRa1bRa12b1dt2m . ~4.6b!

V. ELLIPTIC R-MATRICES

In this section, we give a class of the representation of the root algebra which des
Ruijsenaars’ elliptic difference operators associated with affine root systems.

For aPD re, let maPC be Ŵ-invariant constants:m ŵ(a)5ma for ŵPŴ. Fix kPC and j

P h̊* . We defineR̂aPEndCM for aPD re by

R̂aªHa~ma!2Ha~^j,a∨&!+sa , ~5.1!

whereHa(h)PM acts as a multiplication operator defined by
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Ha~h!~h!ª
q1~2gama ;gat!

q1~2gah;gat!

q1„af~a!~h!2gah;gat…

q1„af~a!~h!;gat…
. ~5.2!

Theorem V.1: The mapp:Ra°R̂a , tl°tl induces a homomorphism fromR to EndCM.
These R-matrices satisfy the unitarity

R̂aR̂2a5S q1~2gama ;gat!

q18~0;gat! D 2

„`~gama ;1,gat!2`~ga^j,a∨&;1,ga!…IdM . ~5.3!

Besides the above representation, we have more general forms that depend on the
amongQ, Q∨, M. For aPD re, let

NaªH ~ma ,na!PR.0
2 U a∨PmaQ̊∨, ma^a,Q̊∨&,Z,

nagaa∨PmaM ,ma~M ua!,nagaZJ . ~5.4!

This condition is required when the root algebra acts on the vector space spanned by
functions ~Proposition VII.1! and is an elliptic analog in the representation of the He
algebras.25

We enumerate the setNa as

XN
(r ) root (ma

1,na
1) (ma

2,na
2) (ma

3,na
3) (ma

4,na
4)

Cl
(1) long ~1,1! ~1,2! ~1/2,1! ~1/2,1/2!

A2l 21
(2) long ~1,1! ~1/2,1/2!

Dl 11
(2) short ~1,1! ~1,2!

A2l
(2) short ~2,1! ~2,2! ~1,1! ~1,1/2!

A2l
(2) long ~1,1/2! ~1,1! ~1/2,1/2! ~1/2,1/4!

otherwise ~1,1!

Here we have numbered the elements ofNa for later convenience. Letga
j PC for 1< j <4

Ŵ-invariant constants. If (ma
j ,na

j )¹Na , setga
j 50. In place of~5.2!, we define

Ha~h!~h!ª (
~ma

j ,na
j

!PNa

ga
j

q1~2na
j gama /ma

j ;na
j gat!

q1~2na
j gah/ma

j ;na
j gat!

q1~ma
j af~a!~h!2na

j gah/ma
j ;na

j gat!

q1~ma
j af~a!~h!;na

j gat!
.

~5.5!

Then we have a more general representation ofR including Theorem V.1.
Theorem V.2: The mapp in Theorem V.1 with~5.5! induces a homomorphism fromR to

EndCM. These R-matrices satisfy the unitarity

R̂aR̂2a5ua~t!IdM , ~5.6!

where ua(t) depends only ont and vanishes if̂j,a∨&56ma .
Proof: We can verify the relations~3.1! case-by-case, by a direct substitution of~5.5!; for

details, see Refs. 26 and 15. h

Remark V.3:The functionua(t) is explicitly given by

ua~t!5~~p1 .ga!2,~p2 .ga!2,~p3 .ga!2,~p4 .ga!2!.S.da ,
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S5
1

4 S 1 0 0 0

21 0 0 1

21 4 0 0

1 24 4 21

D , ga5S g̃a
1

g̃a
2

g̃a
3

g̃a
4
D , da5S da

1

da
2

da
3

da
4
D ,

p15~2,1,1,2!, p25~0,0,1,2!, p35~0,1,1,0!, p45~0,0,1,0!,

g̃a
j 5ga

j
q1~2na

j gama /ma
j ;na

j gat!

q18~0;na
j gat!

,

da
j 5`~na

j gama /ma
j ;1,na

j gat!2`~na
j ga^j,a∨&/ma

j ;1,na
j gat!. ~5.7!

We employ these operators even for the affine root systems of rank 2, though they do no
any Coxeter relations.

We shall clarify some properties of the operatorsŶl5p(Yl).
Lemma V.4: The R-matrices Rˆ satisfy the following relations:

R̂2a j
R̂t2l i

5sjR̂t2l i
R̂2a j

, for j Þ i , ~5.8!

R̂t2l i
5R̂a i

R, ~5.9!

whereR is a product of some R-matrices.
Proof: Combining~2.22!, the unitarity~5.6!, and an equalitysjt2l i

5t2l i
sj , we obtain~5.8!

for genericj and thus for alljP h̊* . The form ~5.9! is due to the fact thatl (sit2l i
)5l (t2l i

)
21 implies the exchange condition,20 t2l i

5si 1
¯si l

v5sisi 1
¯si m21

si m11
¯si l

v for somem.h

If the parameterj satisfies^j,a i
∨&52m2a i

, then theR-matrix R̂2a i
reduces to the form

R̂2a i
52H2a(m2a)Pi

(2) , wherePi
(2) is the antisymmetric projection 1/2(12si). Let

r̊mª(
i P I̊

ma i
L i5

1

2 (
aPD̊1

maa. ~5.10!

From these properties, we have the following theorem:

Theorem V.5: Let VªMW̊, the W̊-invariant subspace ofM and let j52 r̊m . Then Ŷl

PEndCV.
Proof: It is sufficient to check it for the generatorsŶ2l i. By Lemma V.4, we see tha

R̂2a j
Ŷ2l iuV50, for j Þ i by ~5.8!, and for j 5 i by ~5.9!, noting that the unitarity~5.6! vanishes.

HenceŶ2l iuV5sj Ŷ
2l iuV for all j P I̊ .

Remark V.6:The symbolYl is adopted since in a certain limit, it reduces to the same one
to a constant factor as in the affine Hecke algebras, whereYl is defined for alllPM̂ .

Remark V.7: Yˆ l has its inverse in EndCM for genericjP h̊* , but loses its inverse whenj
52 r̊m .

VI. ELLIPTIC DIFFERENCE OPERATORS

In this section, we calculate the explicit forms of the operatorsŶl for somel on the space

V5MW̊. Throughout this section, we fixj52 r̊m .
Lemma VI.1 (Ruijsenaars27): Let D5(lVltl (finite sum) where VlPM. If D f 50 for all

f PV, then Vl50 for all l.
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Lemma VI.2: If wDuV5DuV for wPW̊, then Vl5Vwl .
Theorem VI.3: Let ~2l! be minuscule. Then we have

ŶluV5
1

uW̊lu
(

wPW̊

wS )
aPD̊1

~lua!52ga

Ha~ma!tlDU
V

, ~6.1!

where W̊l is the stabilizer ofl in W̊.
Proof: Notice thatRtl

consists of nonaffineR-matrices,Ra for aPD̊1 , because~2l! is

minuscule. Substituting theR-matrices~5.1! into Ŷl and expanding them, we see that every te
includes a translation operator of the formtw(l)w, where

w5sa~p!¯sa~1!PW̊, ~6.2!

a$q%ªa~mq!, 1<mp,mp21,¯,m2,m1<l ~tl!, ~6.3!

and Dtl
5$a (1)5a i 1

,a (2)5si 1
(a i 2

),...,a (l )5si 1
si 2

¯si l 21
(a i l

)% for a reduced expressiontl

5si 1
si 2

¯si l
v. Let us show thatw(l)5l implies w5 id. Supposew(l)5l andwÞ id. Then

we have l (wtl)5l (tlw). From ~2.22!, l (tlw)5l (tl)1l (w).l (tl) while l (wtl)
,l (tl) by a direct calculation, which leads to a contradiction. This implies that the term inc
ing tlw,wPW̊, appears if and only ifw5 id. The coefficient of this term can be easily calculate

)
aPD̊1

~lua!52ga

Ha~ma!. ~6.4!

The W̊-invariance of the operatorŶl and Lemma VI.2 yields the form~6.1!. h

It is worth noting that as in the trigonometric case,28 we can rewriteŶl in a simply laced root
system as follows:

ŶluV5
1

uW̊lu
(

wPW̊

~t2mwl/kAr!

Ar

twlU
V

, ~6.5!

where we have setm5ma andga
151.

In general, it is complicated and difficult to compute explicit forms of the operators whenl is
not minuscule. It is the case even in the framework of the affine Hecke algebras. There
minuscule weight available in the root systems of typeE8

(1) , F4
(1) , G2

(1) , A2l
(2) , E6

(2) and D4
(3) .

However, every root system processes the ‘‘quasi-minuscule’’ weightn(u∨) in the sense of the
following properties:

Lemma VI.4:

~1! Dt2n(u∨)
5Dsu

ø$a0
21(d1u)%.

~2! (n(u∨)ua)50 or ga for aPD̊1 , aÞu, and „n(u∨)uu…52.
~3! n(u∨)5l i wherea i is the unique vertex connected toa0 if XN

(r )ÞAl
(1) .

Proof: We see thatsua05su„a0
21(d2u)…5a0

21(d1u)PD1
re , which implies the first state-

ment due to the expressionsus05t2n(u∨) . The second statement is immediate from the first a
~2.22!. Since ^n(u∨),a i

∨&5^a0
21u,a i

∨&5^a0
21d2a0 ,a i

∨&52^a0 ,a i
∨&, we have n(u∨)

52( i P I̊^a0 ,a i
∨&L i . Then the last statement follows from the tables in Refs. 20 and 23.h

Since in the root system of typeAl
(1) , everyl i is minuscule, we have the explicit form o

Ŷ2n(u∨) by Theorem VI.3. So we concentrate on the other root systems. Fixi as in Lemma VI.4.
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By the expressiont2n(u∨)5sus0 , we haveY2n(u∨)5Rsu
Ra

0
-1(u1d)t2n(u∨)5Rsu

t2n(u∨)R2a0
.

For the operatorŶ2n(u∨), an analogous statement to Lemma V.4 holds.
Lemma VI.5: The R-matrices Rˆ satisfy the following relations:

R̂2a j
R̂su

5sjR̂su
R̂2a j

, for j Þ i , ~6.6!

R̂su
5R̂a i

R, ~6.7!

whereR is a product of some R-matrices.
Proof: We havesjt2n(u∨)5t2n(u∨)sj and sjs05s0sj for j Þ i , sincea i is the unique vertex

connected toa0 . Then sj and su5t2n(u∨)s0 commute, which impliesl (sjsu)5l (su)11 and
thus ~6.6!. The form ~6.7! follows from the fact thatl (sit2n(u∨))5l (t2n(u∨))21 implies
l (sisu)5l (su)21 and the exchange condition. h

Let W̊i be the parabolic subgroup generated by$sj u j P I̊ , j Þ i % and Vi be theW̊i-invariant
subspace ofM.

Lemma VI.6: The operator Rˆ
su

t2n(u∨) mapsVi to V and the operator Rˆ
2a0

mapsV to Vi .
Proof: The former statement can be shown in the same way as Theorem V.5, and the

directly. h

Theorem VI.7:

Ŷ2n~u∨!UV5
1

uW̊n~u∨!u
(

wPW̊

wXS )
aPD̊1

^a,u∨&.0

Ha~ma!D
3~Ha

0
21~u1d!~ma0

!t2n~u∨!2Ha
0
21~u1d!„2~ r̊muu!…!CU

V

. ~6.8!

Proof: The explicit form ofR̂su
t2n(u∨) on Vi can be computed in a similar way to Theore

VI.3. SinceY2n(u∨)5Rsu
t2n(u∨)R2a0

, we obtain the form~6.8!. h

The operator~1.2! is actually ~6.8! of type A2l
(2) , where the terms without translations a

gathered by use of identities of the theta functions. In Refs. 18 and 19, we calculated the e
forms of Ŷ2l j uV for all j P I̊ in this root system. The operator~6.8! in the affine root systems o
type E8

(1) , F4
(1) , G2

(1) and A2l
(2) should be compared to the Macdonald~–Koornwinder! operator

Du∨ of typesE8 , F4 , G2 andBCl respectively, while the operator~6.1! in the rest root systems o
type Xl

(1) should be compared toEn21(l i )
of type Xl .29,30 See the Appendix for details.

In order to investigate a generalŶl, let us define a partial order inM̂ 2 . We remark that this
partial order is different from that in the affine Hecke algebras.

Definition VI.8:Let l,l8PM̂ 2 . We writelfl8 if l (tl).l (tl8) or l5l8.
For an arbitrary weightlPM̂ 2 , we have the ‘‘leading term’’ ofŶl with respect to the orde

s.
Theorem VI.9: Let lPM̂ 2 . Then we have

ŶluV5
1

uW̊lu
(

wPW̊

wS gl
ltl1 (

lsl8
gl8

l tl8DU
V

, ~6.9!

where gl8
l PM. In particular, we have gl

l5PaPDt
Ha(ma).
l
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Proof: BecauseŶl is W̊-invariant, it is sufficient to calculate the coefficients of the trans
tions of antidominant weights. A translationtl8 ,l8PM̂ 2 in the expansion ofŶl appears as
wtl5tl8ẘ whereẘPW̊ and

w5sa$p%¯sa$1%PW, ~6.10!

a$q%5a~mq!, 1<mp,mp21,¯,m2,m1<l ~tl!. ~6.11!

Then l (tl)>l (wtl)5l (tl8 ,ẘ)5l (tl8)1l (ẘ), which implies l (tl).l (tl8) if wÞ id.
Hence the expression~6.9!. h

Theorem VI.10: $Ŷ2l iu i P I̊ % are algebraically independent onV.
Proof: Let Y5(lalYlPS with alPC. Let MY be the set of all the maximal antidomina

weights in the expansion ofŶ on V. Then we have

ŶuV5 (
lPMY

(
wPW̊

w„algl
ltl1 lower terms ~l8sl!…uV . ~6.12!

Fix lPMY . SupposeŶf 50 for all f PV. Then by Lemma VI.2al50 and hence the result.h
The following statement is immediate from this theorem.
Corollary VI.11: S.C@TM̂2

#.

VII. ACTION ON THETA FUNCTIONS OF LEVEL K

The aim of this section is to show that the operatorsŶl in the previous sections act o

(Thk)W̊, theW̊-invariant space of the theta functions of levelk, or the space of the characters. T

be more precise, we identifyŶl with an operator on (Thk)W̊ by restricting the domain. The basi
idea is from Refs. 5 and 15, where the matrix elements of Belavin’sZk-symmetric ellipticR-matrix
and associatedK-matrices are calculated. Now it turns out that they are the elliptic differe
operators of typeA1

(1) or A2
(2) .

Let us outline our strategy. Since the representationp in Theorem V.2 does not preserveThk

for generaljP h̊* , we introduce another representationp̄ which always preserve this space. Th
images ofS by p and p̄ coincide when we setj52 r̊m . As was shown,p(S) at this value
preservesW̊-invariant subspace, and so doesp̄(S). On the other hand,p̄(S) preservesThk by

construction, and so doesp(S). Therefore we can deduce thatp(S)5p̄(S) acts on (Thk)W̊.
Let hm

∨
ª( r̊muu)1ma0

5( i PIma i
ai

∨ andJª(j1 r̊m)/hm
∨ . Throughout this section, we fixk

5hm
∨ /k though some of the following statements do not require this condition.
We extend the action oftl on M for arbitrary lP h̊* by (tl f )(h)ª f „h2kn21(l)…. For

aPD re such thatāPD̊, let R̄a be defined by

R̄aªtea
R̂ātfa

, ~7.1!

where eaª(1/hm
∨ )(2(1/2)maā2j1ha), faª(1/hm

∨ )(2(1/2)maā1j2ha), and haP h̊* is
taken arbitrary such that^ha ,a∨&50. ThenR̄a is well-defined sinceR̄a does not depend on th
choice of ha and it will be soon proved thatR̄aPEndCM. For a such thatā¹D̊, i.e., a

PŴa0 in the A2l
(2) system, we need another definition forR̂ā or H ā which is straightforward.

According to our plan, we show that this operator acts onThk.
Proposition VII.1:For arbitraryjP h̊* , R̄aPEndC(Thk).
Proof: For f PThk we check the behavior of the function
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~R̄a f !~h!5H ā~ma!„af~t2ea
!~h!…f „af~t2fa2ea

!~h!…2H ā~ ^j,a∨&!„af~t2ea
!

3~h!…f „af~t2fa2sā~ea!+sā!~h!… ~7.2!

underh→h1m(mPQ̊∨) andh→h2tn21(l)(lPM̂ ).
For mPQ̊∨, we have (R̄a f )(h)5(R̄a f )(h1m) since

H ā~h!~h1m!5H ā~h!~h!, ~7.3!

f ~h1m!5 f ~h!, ~7.4!

af~te!~h1m!5h1m1kn21~e!5af~te!~h!1m, ~7.5!

af~te+sā!~h1m!5af~te+sā!~h!1sā~m!. ~7.6!

For lPM̂ , we have (R̄a f )(h2tn21(l))5ekl1kulu2d/2(R̄a f )(h) since

H ā~h!„h2tn21~l!…5e22p i ~ āul!hH ā~h!~h!, ~7.7!

f „h2tn21~l!…5ekl1kulu2d/2f ~h!, ~7.8!

fa1ea52kkmaā, ~7.9!

fa1sāea5kk^j,a∨&ā. ~7.10!

The holomorphy ofR̄a f , which can be checked in each case, completes the proof. h

To show that the operatorsR̄a are a representation of the root algebra, we need some s
ments.

Lemma VII.2: Let wˆ 5wv5si 1
¯si l

vPŴ be a reduced expression. Let

hnª2 r̊m1 (
m51

n21

nma~m!1
1

2
nna~n!, ~7.11!

whereD ŵ5$a (1)5a i 1
,a (2)5si 1

(a i 2
),...,a (l )5wsi l

(a i l
)%,

nnªH mn , if a i n
Þa0,

2~ r̊muu!, if a i n
5a0,

~7.12!

and mnªma(n). Then^hn ,(a (n))∨&50.
Proof: Observe that if a (n)5si 1

¯si n21
a i n

, then a (n)5 s̄i 1
¯ s̄i n21

a i n
and (a (n))∨

5 s̄i 1
¯ s̄i n21

a i n
∨ , wheres̄iªsi for iÞ0 ands̄0ªsu .

^2 r̊m ,~a~n!!∨&5^2 r̊m ,s̄i 1
¯ s̄i n21

a i n
∨ &

5^2 r̊m1n1a~1!,s̄i 2
¯ s̄i n21

a i n
∨ &

5^2 r̊m ,s̄i 2
...s̄i n21

a i n
∨ &2n1^a

~1!,~a~n!!∨&

]

52 (
m51

n21

nm^a~m!,~a~n!!∨&2nn . ~7.13!
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Then we have

K 2 r̊m1 (
m51

n21

nma~m!1
1

2
nna~n!,~a~n!!∨L 50. ~7.14!

h

Proposition VII.3.: Let wˆ 5si 1
¯si l

vPŴ be a reduced expression. Then

R̄a~1!R̄a~2!¯R̄a~ l !5t2JR̂a~1!R̂a~2!¯R̂a~ l !tlŵ
tJ , ~7.15!

wherel ŵª(1/hm
∨ )Sn51

l mna (n)52(1/hm
∨ )SaPDŵ

maā.
Proof: We setha(n)5hn obtained in Lemma VII.2 and set

lª2
1

hm
∨ (

m51

l

nma~m!, ~7.16!

enª
1

2hm
∨ ~nn2mn!a~n!, 1<n<l , ~7.17!

so that

R̄a~1!R̄a~2!¯R̄a~ l !5t2J~te1
R̂~a~1!!te1

!~te2
R̂~a~2!!te2

!¯~te l
R̂~a~ l !!te l

!tltJ . ~7.18!

Let w̄n5 s̄i 1
¯ s̄i n

. Then we have

en5H 2a~n!/25w̄n21n~u∨!/2, if i n50,

0, if i nÞ0,
~7.19!

and

ten
R̂~a~n!!ten

5H t~2a~n!/2!R̂~a~n!!t~2a~n!/2!5R̂~w̄n21a0!t~w̄n21n~u∨!! , if i n50,

R̂~a~n!!5R̂~w̄n21a i n
! , if i nÞ0,

~7.20!

where we have usedt (2a(n)/2)(a
(n))5(a (n))1a0

21d5w̄n21a0 if i n50. By using the identities

a~n!5si 1
¯si n21

a i n
5S )

m,n
i m50

t~w̄m21n~u∨!!D w̄n21a i n
, ~7.21!

and

(
i m50

w̄m21n~u∨!1l52 (
i m50

a~m!2
1

hm
∨ (

m51

l

mma~m!1
1

hm
∨ (

i m50
~mm1~ r̊muu!!a~m!

52
1

hm
∨ (

m51

l

mma~m!5l ŵ , ~7.22!

we arrive at~7.15!. h
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Apply this proposition to an element that has two reduced expressions of the form

~7.23!

for iÞ j PI . Then the relation

R̄a i
R̄sia j

R̄sisja i
¯5R̄a j

R̄sja i
R̄sj sia j

¯ ~7.24!

immediately follows. RegardingwP for wPW̊ as a set of fundamental roots in Lemma VII.2 a
Proposition VII.3, we have proved the following theorem:

Theorem VII.4: The map p̄:Ra°R̄a , tl°IdM induces a homomorphism fromR to
End C(Thk).

For lPM̂ 2 , we setȲl
ªp̄(Yl)5R̄a(1)R̄a(2)¯R̄a(l ) P End C(Thk). Now we are in position

to prove the main theorem as follows:
Theorem VII.5: Let k5hm

∨ /k andj52 r̊m . Then Ŷl5ȲlP End C„(Thk)W̊
….

By Proposition VII.3, we have already shown

Ȳl5t2JR̂a~1!¯R̂a~ l !tl8tJ5t2JR̂tl
tl8tJ , ~7.25!

wherel852(1/hm
∨ )(n51

l mna (n)52(1/hm
∨ )(aPDtl

maā. SinceJ50 if we setj52 r̊m , we have

only to show thatl85l.
Due to the formulas~2.22!, we have another description ofl8 which can be regarded as a

image ofl by some linear map:

2 (
aPDtl

maā55 (
aPD̊1

1

ga
ma~aul!a, if XN

~r !ÞA2l
~2!,

(
aPD̊1

1

ga
ma~aul!a1

1

4
ma0 (

aP~D̊1!l

~aul!a, if XN
~r !5A2l

~2!.

~7.26!

Lemma VII.6: Let L: h̊* → h̊* be a linear map defined by L:l° 1
2(aPD̊na(aul)a wherena is

W̊-invariant constant. Then L5aIdh̊* for some aPC.
Proof: We seeLPEndW̊( h̊* ). SinceW̊ acts onh̊* irreducibly, the statement follows from

Schur’s lemma.
By Lemma VII.6, we see that2(aPDtl

maā5al for someaPC. The following proposition

completes the proof of Theorem VII.5.
Proposition VII.7. 2(aPDtl

maā5hm
∨l.

Proof: Let L be the linear map defined in the right-hand side of~7.26!. Due to Lemma VII.6,
we can evaluate the factora at any element ofh̊* . Recall that every root system has the qua
minuscule weightn(u∨), whose properties we have already investigated.

~i! XN
(r )ÞA2l

(2)

L~n~u∨!!5 (
aPD̊1

1

ga
ma^a,u∨&a5 (

aPD̊1

^a,u∨&Þ0

maa1muu5an~u∨!, ~7.27!

where we have used Lemma VI.4. By applying~•uu! in the last equality, we obtain
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a5
1

2 (
aPD̊1

ma~auu!1mu5~ r̊muu!1ma0
. ~7.28!

~ii ! XN
(r )5A2l

(2)

In a similar manner, we have

L~n~u∨!!5 (
aPD̊1

^a,u∨&Þ0

maa1 (
aP~D̊1! l

^a,u∨&Þ0

1

2
ma0

a5an~u∨!, ~7.29!

and consequently

a5~ r̊muu!1 1
4ma0

~r l uu!5~ r̊muu!1ma0
, ~7.30!

where

r l5 (
aP~D̊1! l

a.

In both cases,L„n(u∨)…5hm
∨n(u∨) and we have2(aPDtl

maā5L(l)5hm
∨l, as required.

Remark VII.8:Note that we also showed that

(
aPD̊

~lua!~mua!52h∨~lum!, for l,mP h̊* , ~7.31!

in the nontwisted root systems. See Corollary 8.7 of Ref. 23.

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We constructed mutually commuting difference operators by means of root algebras. Sin
operator is represented in a single product of affineR-matrices, we had only to pursue the ima
of eachR-matrix and therefore succeeded in proving that they act on the characters of th
ducible representations of affine Lie algebras. However, the simultaneous diagonability
difference operators and the procedure of the diagonalization have yet to be solved in contra
the trigonometric cases.6–8,31

Since this operator was originally introduced as a quantum many-body system, the
adjointness on the space of square integrable functions should be an important problem.
trigonometric case, we readily see that the Macdonald operators are essentially self-adjoint
polynomials of exponential since the operators are diagonalized in terms of the Macdonald
nomials. In the elliptic case, however, this problem is less investigated. See, for example, R
and 33, where the two-body system is extensively studied by constructing the explicit eige
tors, or Ref. 34 where the extensibility to positive self-adjoint operators is shown by introdu
a certain measure on a torus. These systems correspond to negative levels in terms of af
algebras. This problem will be discussed elsewhere.
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APPENDIX: RELATION TO MACDONALD OPERATORS

Let el(h)5e2p i ^l,h&(lP h̊) be a function onH. We setq5e2p ik and ta5e22p imaga.
Theorem A.1: In the limit t→ i`, Ŷl for a minuscule weight2l andŶ2u reduce respectively

to Ml and M2u1c8 where

Ml
ªcl (

wPW̊

wS )
aPD̊1

~lua!52ga

12taea

12ea tlD , ~A1!

M 2u
ªc2u (

wPW̊

wXS )
aPD̊1

~uua!.0

12taea

12ea D S 12tuqeu

12qeu D ~t2u21!C, ~A2!

and for lP h̊,

clª
e22p i ~lur̊m!

uW̊lu
. ~A3!

The term c8 is given by

c85r
r 2tu

r 21 (
wPW̊u

)
aPDw

ta , ~A4!

where r5e2p i ( r̊muu) and W̊u is the minimal coset representatives of W˚
u , or the set of elements o

smallest length in each coset in W˚ /W̊u .
Proof: It is sufficient to show the equation~A4!. A direct calculation shows that the termc8 is

given by

c85c2u

r 2tu

r 21 (
wPW̊

)
aPD̊1

~uua!.0

12taewa

12ewa , ~A5!

and we see that this term is independent ofh, which is implied by the following lemma related t
the Poincare´ polynomials. h

Lemma A.2 (cf. Ref. 35): Let W˚ u be the minimal coset representatives of W˚
u . Then we have

(
wPW̊

)
aPD̊1

~uua!.0

12taewa

12ewa 5uW̊uuS (
wPW̊

)
aPDw

taD Y S (
wPW̊u

)
aPDw

taD
5uW̊uu (

wPW̊u
)

aPDw

ta . ~A6!

Proof: Let Duª$aPD̊u(uua)50%. Then one sees thatDu is a root system whose simple roo
are Puª$a iPP̊u(uua i)50%. The parabolic subgroup generated by the reflections ofPu coin-
cides withW̊u . Then we have

(
wPW̊u

)
aP~Du!1

12taewa

12ewa 5S (
wPW̊u

)
aPDw

taD . ~A7!

Since the right-hand side is independent ofh, we have for anyvPW̊
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(
wPW̊u

)
aP~Du!1

12taevwa

12evwa 5 (
wPW̊u

)
aPDw

ta . ~A8!

The setDu5$aPD̊1u(uua).0% is W̊u-invariant,

Du5vDu, for vPW̊u ~A9!

Thus we have

)
aPDu

12taewva

12ewva 5 )
aPDu

12taewa

12ewa . ~A10!

From ~A8! and ~A10!,

S (
wPW̊

(
aPDu

12taewa

12ewa D S (
wPW̊u

)
aPDw

taD
5uW̊u (

wPW̊u
S )

aPDu

12taewa

12ewa D S (
vPW̊u

)
vP~Du!1

12taewva

12ewva D
5uW̊uu (

wPW̊u
(

vPW̊u

)
aPD̊1

12taewva

12ewva

5uW̊uu (
wPW̊

)
aPD̊1

12taewa

12ewa

5uW̊uuS (
wPW̊

)
aPDw

taD , ~A11!

which implies the first equality. The second equality is an immediate consequence of the re
Duv5DuøuDv for uPW̊u andvPW̊u .
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Essential self-adjointness of the elliptic Ruijsenaars
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We study the elliptic Ruijsenaars models associated with arbitrary root systems,
which are difference analogs of the Calogero–Moser model. We give a dense
subspace in the space of square integrable functions invariant under the action of
the Weyl group on a torus as a domain of its Hamiltonian and prove its essential
self-adjointness by using perturbation theory. It is also clarified that these models
consist of pure point spectrum. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1387271#

I. INTRODUCTION

The elliptic Ruijsenaars model was introduced as a relativistic analog of the Calogero–M
system1 and its Hamiltonian is a difference operator with elliptic function coefficients. We ado
little different Hamiltonian from the original one in order to treat it from the viewpoint of affi
root systems, which is given by

HA
l 21
(1) 5(

j 51

l S )
k51
kÞ j

l
q1~xj2xk2m!

q1~xj2xk! D 1/2S t j~k!)
k51

l

tk~2k/ l !D S )
k51
kÞ j

l
q1~xj2xk1m!

q1~xj2xk! D 1/2

,

~1.1!

whereq j (x)5q j (x;t) is the Jacobi theta function andt i(k) is a translation of the variablexi by
k. Besides this model, aBC-type analog was proposed by van Diejen,2–5 whose Hamiltonian is
given by

HA
2l
(2)5(

j 51

l S S )
k51
kÞ j

l
q1~xj2xk2m!

q1~xj2xk!

q1~xj1xk2m!

q1~xj1xk! D S )
r 50

3
q r~xj2m r !

q r~xj !

q r~xj1k/22m r8!

q r~xj1k/2! D D 1/2

3t j~k!S S )
k51
kÞ j

l
q1~xj2xk1m!

q1~xj2xk!

q1~xj1xk1m!

q1~xj1xk! D
3S )

r 50

3
q r~xj1m r !

q r~xj !

q r~xj2k/21m r8!

q r~xj2k/2! D D 1/2

1(
j 51

l S S )
k51
kÞ j

l
q1~2xj2xk2m!

q1~2xj2xk!

q1~2xj1xk2m!

q1~2xj1xk! D
3S )

r 50

3
q r~2xj2m r !

q r~2xj !

q r~2xj2k/22m r8!

q r~2xj2k/2! D D 1/2

a!Electronic mail: komori@gokutan.c.u-tokyo.ac.jp
45230022-2488/2001/42(9)/4523/31/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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3t j~2k!S S )
k51
kÞ j

l
q1~2xj2xk1m!

q1~2xj2xk!

q1~2xj1xk1m!

q1~2xj1xk! D
3S )

r 50

3
q r~2xj1m r !

q r~2xj !

q r~2xj1k/21m r8!

q r~2xj1k/2! D D 1/2

1 (
p50

3 S p

q18~0! D
2 2

q1~m!q1~k1m! S )r 50

3

q r~mppr1k/2!q r~mppr8 !D
3S )

j 51

l
qp~xj2k/22m!

qp~xj2k/2!

qp~2xj2k/22m!

qp~2xj2k/2! D , ~1.2!

where we have omitted an irrelevant additive constant inA2l
(2) system and realized the root system

in Cl in the standard way.p j ( j 50,1,2,3) denotes the permutation:p15 id, p25(12)(03), p3

5(13)(02), andp05(01)(23). The parameters arek,tP iR.0 , andm,m j ,m j8P iR ( j 50,1,2,3)
in order to ensure the formal self-adjointness of the Hamiltonians. Generalizations to arb
affine root systems are considered in Refs. 6–8.

For these models, there are many papers which treat their Hamiltonians as operat
meromorphic functions and concern their algebraic aspects such as commutativity,1–6 relations to
elliptic quantum algebras9,10 and actions on the space of characters.7,8,11,12 However, the self-
adjointness was rarely discussed. In the two-body case, elaborate works are do
Ruijsenaars,13–15where infinitely many numbers of the explicit eigenvectors are constructed in
space of square integrable functions without Weyl group invariance and the completeness
solved. Concerning self-adjointness, the hyperbolic case should also be remarkable.16

The main purpose of this article is to give an appropriate domain in the space of s
integrable functions which makes the Hamiltonian essentially self-adjoint. We suppose th
system is on a torus and is Weyl-group invariant as in the trigonometric models. A difficulty i
choice of the domain arises from the fact that the Hamiltonian includes the shift operators
pure imaginary direction where the functions are not defined. Thus as a domain of the H
tonian, we should choose such functions as can be extended naturally to a complex region.
words, they should be sufficiently analytic for the Hamiltonian to make sense. In this articl
employ the well-developed perturbation theory for the purpose and show that the Kato–R
theorem works well in the difference cases as in the differential cases.

This article is organized as follows: in Sec. II, we give definitions and basic facts about a
root systems and affine Weyl groups used in this article. In Secs. III and IV, we introduce th
algebra due to Cherednik. This algebra plays the role of the affine Hecke algebra in the tr
metric cases, and contains a commutative subalgebra which comes from the translation su
in affine Weyl groups. We clarify that if we give some representation on the space of meromo
functions, one of the generators of the commutative subalgebra coincides with the conj
Hamiltonian of the elliptic Ruijsenaars model by some function. In Sec. V, we show the ess
self-adjointness of the elliptic Ruijsenaars models not of typeA2l

(2) . First we show the essentia
self-adjointness of the conjugated Hamiltonian in the square integrable functions with a w
function and then those of the original Hamiltonian without a weight function. We introduc
appropriate subspace of meromorphic functions invariant under the action of the corresp
Weyl group and regard this space as a subspace of the space of square integrable function
the conjugated Hamiltonians are symmetric and semi-bounded below on this domain and th
be extended to self-adjoint operators. The technique of integration by parts in the differentia
is replaced by the Cauchy theorem in the difference cases. Furthermore, we show tha
Hamiltonians with a special coupling constant are essentially self-adjoint, in fact, and cons
only point spectrum. Then we apply the perturbation theory to these operators. We show
essential self-adjointness with the coupling constants in a neighborhood of the special point
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of the Kato–Rellich theorem. The compactness of resolvents is inherited. In Sec. VI, we stu
A2l

(2)-type case. Although this model has nine arbitrary parameters and is very complicate
method in the previous section works well in this model.

In this article, we restrict our attention to the lowest order operator acting on Weyl g
invariant subspace. Although the higher order operators commute with the Hamiltonian as
tors acting on the space of meromorphic functions, the commutativity in the sense of qu
mechanics requires further investigation since their domains are unclear. We hope to remov
restrictions and recover Ruijsenaars’ result in the near future.

II. AFFINE ROOT SYSTEMS

We give some well-known facts about affine root systems and affine Weyl groups,17–19which
are standard tools in the theory of affine Hecke algebras. Some of the definitions are s
changed and extended so that they include twisted affine root systems. The notation is mai
to Ref. 20.

Let g be the affine Lie algebra of typeXN
(r ) , h its Cartan subalgebra of dimh5 l 12, I

5$0,...,l % a set of indices,P5$a i u i PI %,h* the set of simple roots,P∨5$a i
∨u i PI %,h the set of

simple coroots,D the root system,Q andQ∨ the root and coroot lattices,P andP∨ the weight and
coweight lattices:

Q5 %
i PI

Z a i,P5 %
i PI

Z L i % Cd,h* , ~2.1!

Q∨5 %
i PI

Z a i
∨,P∨5 %

i PI

Z L i
∨

% CK,h, ~2.2!

where^a i ,L j
∨&5d i j , ^L i ,a j

∨&5d i j , d5L0
∨ . Since the normalized invariant form is nondege

erate onh, we have an isomorphismn:h→h* defined by

^n~h!,h1&5~huh1!, h,h1Ph, ~2.3!

and the induced bilinear form (•u•) on h* . Let I̊ 5$1,...,l %, P̊5$a i u i P I̊ % and P̊∨5$a i
∨u i P I̊ %.

Let h̊* be the subspace ofh* spanned byP̊ over C. For lPh* , denote byl̄ the orthogonal
projection ofl on h̊* . Let Q̊ be the sublattice ofQ generated byP̊ andP̊ the projection ofP on
h̊* . The dual notionsh̊, h̄, Q̊∨ and P̊∨ are defined similarly:

Q̊5 %
i P I̊

Z a i, P̊5 %
i P I̊

Z L i, h̊* , ~2.4!

Q̊∨5 %
i P I̊

Z a i
∨, P̊∨5 %

i P I̊

Z L i
∨, h̊. ~2.5!

Let hR be theR-span of$a i
∨% i PIø$d% and leth̊R be theR-span of$a i

∨% i P I̊ . Let D re, D im, D1 and
D2 be the set of real roots, imaginary roots, positive roots and negative roots, respectively
one has the disjoint unionsD5D reøD im5D1øD2 . Let D l be the set of the longest real root
For aPD re, let gaªr if aPD l andgaª1 otherwise, wherer is from the typeXN

(r ) . Then the real
roots are written as

D re5H $a1ngaduaPD̊,nPZ%, if XN
(r )ÞA2l

(2) ,

$a1ngaduaPD̊,nPZ%ø$ 1
2 ~a1~2n21!d!uaPD̊ l ,nPZ%, if XN

(r )5A2l
(2) .

~2.6!

For aPD re, let sa be a reflection defined by
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sa~l!ªl2^l,a∨&a, lPh* . ~2.7!

The Weyl groupW̊ is generated by the fundamental reflections$siªsa i
u i P I̊ % on h* and the affine

Weyl group W is generated by$si u i PI %. The defining relations are given bysi
25 id and the

Coxeter relations:

~si sj !
mi j 5 id, for iÞ j PI , ~2.8!

wheremi j 52 if a i anda j are disconnected in the Dynkin diagram andmi j 53,4,6 if 1,2,3 lines,
respectively, connecta i and a j . We note that there is no Coxeter relation in the affine r
systems of rank 2. FormP h̊* , we define endomorphismstm of the vector spaceh* by

tm~l!ªl1^l,K&m2~~lum!1 1
2 umu2^l,K&!d, ~2.9!

where umu2 stands for (mum). The actions ofsa , tm are naturally induced onh via the form
^•,•& as follows (hPh):

sa~h!5h2^a,h&a∨, ~2.10!

tm~h!5h1^d,h&n21~m!2~^m,h&1 1
2 umu2^d,h&!K. ~2.11!

Let ai andai
∨ be the labels of the Dynkin diagram from Table Aff in Ref. 20. Note thata052 if

XN
(r )5A2l

(2) anda051 otherwise. Letuªd2a0a0PD̊1 . Thena0
21gu51 andn21(u)5a0u∨. Let

Mªn(Z(W̊•u∨)), h̊* . For an arbitrary latticeL, we denote byTL the corresponding group o
translations ofL.

Proposition II.1:The group W is the semidirect productW5W̊›TM .
Let M̂ª$lP h̊* uaPD re,(aul)PgaZ%. Then we see thatM̂, P̊ andTM̂ is normalized byW̊.
Definition II.2: The extended affine Weyl groupŴ is the semidirect productŴªW̊›TM̂ .
The latticeM̂ is taken to be the finest so thatTM̂ acts onD, and thus the extended affine We

group acts onD. Here are the explicit description ofM̂ and its canonical basis$l i u i P I̊ %:

M̂5H n~ P̊∨!, if r 51,

P̊, otherwise,
l i5H n~L i

∨!, if r 51,

L i , otherwise.
~2.12!

We also useM̂ 2ª% i P I̊Z<0l i .
Fix kPC. Let hkª$hPhu^d,h&5k%. Since W acts onhk , W acts on the affine spac

hk modCK. We identifyhk modCK with h̊ by projection. By this identification, we obtain affin
transformations fromŴ and affine linear functionals from̂a,•& for aPD. We denote so obtained
maps by af, so that

af~w!~ h̄!5w~h!, af~a!~ h̄!5^a,h&, ~2.13!

for hPhk . Explicitly we have forhP h̊

af~ẘ!~h!5ẘ~h!, af~tm!~h!5h1kn21~m!, ~2.14!

af~ å1nd!~h!5^å,h&1kn. ~2.15!

Note that

af~a!+af~w!5af~w21a!. ~2.16!
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We define an action of the extended affine Weyl group on the spaceM of meromorphic functions
on Hª h̊/Q̊∨ by

~w f !~h!ª f ~af~w21!h!. ~2.17!

Let V be the subgroup ofŴ which stabilizes the affine Weyl chamberC.
Proposition II.3: The subgroupV is isomorphic toŴ/W.TM̂ /TM , thus Abelian. The ex-

tended affine Weyl groupŴ is isomorphic to the semidirect productW’V.
Definition II.4:
~1! The lengthl (w) of wPW is the lengthl of the reduced decomposition:

w5si 1
¯si l

, for i kPI , ~2.18!

l ~ id !50. ~2.19!

~2! The lengthl (ŵ) of ŵPŴ is the number of the negative roots made positive byŵ:

l ~ŵ!ªuD ŵu, ~2.20!

D ŵª$aPD1ùŵD2%, ~2.21!

which is equivalent to the definitionl (w) for wPW. The reduced decomposition ofŵPŴ is
ŵ5wv5si 1

¯si l
v, wherevPV and l 5l (ŵ)5l (w).

The setD ŵ is explicitly described asD ŵ5$a (1)5a i 1
,a (2)5si 1

(a i 2
), ¯ ,a (l )5wsi l

(a i l
)%.

By definition,D ŵ is independent of reduced expressions. One sees thatV5$vPŴ,l (v)50%.
Definition II.5: A weight lPM̂ is said to be minuscule ifDt2l

,D̊1 .
The weightn21(u∨) is called the quasi-minuscule weight due to the following properties

^a,u∨&50 or ga , for a~Þu!PD̊1 , ^u,u∨&52. ~2.22!

The quasi-minuscule weight just fails to be minuscule:

Dt2n21(u∨)
5Dsu

ø$a0
21~u1d!%. ~2.23!

We give the definitions of the Jacobi theta functions. ForIt.0, the Jacobi theta functions ar
defined by

q1~x;t!ª2 i (
nPZ

expS ipS n1
1

2D 2

t12p i S n1
1

2D x1 ipnD , ~2.24a!

q2~x;t!ª(
nPZ

expS ipS n1
1

2D 2

t12p i S n1
1

2D xD , ~2.24b!

q3~x;t!ª(
nPZ

exp~ ipn2t12p inx!, ~2.24c!

q0~x;t!ª(
nPZ

exp~ ipn2t12p inx1 ipn!. ~2.24d!

These functions are expressed by infinite products:

q1~x;t!5 ip1/8z21/2~p;p!`~z;p!`~pz21;p!` , ~2.25a!
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q2~x;t!5p1/8z21/2~p;p!`~2z;p!`~2pz21;p!` , ~2.25b!

q3~x;t!5~p;p!`~2p1/2z;p!`~2p1/2z21;p!` , ~2.25c!

q0~x;t!5~p;p!`~p1/2z;p!`~p1/2z21;p!` , ~2.25d!

wherep5e2p i t, z5e2p ix and

~z;q1 , ¯ ,qm!`ª )
n1 , ¯ ,nmPZ>0

~12q1
n1
¯qm

nmz!. ~2.26!

Define constantsaj andbj for j 50,1,2,3 as

a150, b150, ~2.27a!

a251, b250, ~2.27b!

a351, b351, ~2.27c!

a050, b051. ~2.27d!

Then the zeroes ofq j (x;t) are expressed asZ1aj /21(Z1bj /2)t.

III. ROOT ALGEBRAS

We shall define the root algebras after Cherednik.19 See Refs. 6–8 for the details of the proo
Let T be the tensor algebra overC generated by independent variables$RauaPD re%. Then the

action ofŵPŴ on D re induces an action onT by ŵ:Ra°Rŵ(a) .
Definition III.1: Let I be the two-sided ideal inT which is generated by all the elements of t

form for iÞ j PI , andŵPŴ:

~3.1!

The root algebraR̃ is T/I.$RauaPD re% are called theR-matrices.
Because of theŴ-invariance ofI, the action ofŴ is induced onR̃. For simplicity, we write

products inR̃ in the usual way for associative algebras.
Theorem III.2 „Cherednik…:
(1) There exists a unique set$RŵuŵPŴ%,R̃ satisfying the relations

Rv w5Rv
vRw , Rsi

5Ra i
~ i PI !, Rv51, ~3.2!

wherevPV, v,wPŴ and l (v w)5l (v)1l (w).
(2) We have the R-matrix for ŵPŴ and its arbitrary reduced decomposition wˆ 5wv

5si 1
...si l

v as

Rŵ5Ra(1). ..Ra(l ),
~3.3!

a (1)5a i 1
, a (2)5si 1

~a i 2
!, ..., a (l )5wsi l

~a i l
!PD ŵ .

Instead of the original root algebra, we work with the following extension, whereR̃ is
combined with the translation groupTM̂ :

Definition III.3: RªR̃’TM̂ :
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~R tl!~R8 tm!5R ~ tlR8! tl1m , ~3.4!

whereR,R8PR̃ andl,mPM̂ .
Theorem III.4: The subalgebraS,R generated by$Yl

ªRtl
tlulPM̂ 2% forms a commu-

tative algebra and is generated by$Y2l iu i P I̊ %.

IV. DIFFERENCE OPERATORS WITH ELLIPTIC FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS

In this section, we give a class of the representation of the root algebra and constru
conjugated Hamiltonians of the elliptic Ruijsenaars models associated with affine root syst

Let k,tPC and It.0. For aPD re, let maPC be Ŵ-invariant constants:m ŵ(a)5ma for ŵ

PŴ, such that̂ r̊m ,a∨&ÞZ/ga1tZ, where

r̊mª(
i P I̊

ma i
L i5

1

2 (
aPD̊1

maa. ~4.1!

Fix jP h̊* such that̂ j,a∨&ÞZ/ga1tZ for all aPD re. We defineR̂aPEndCM for aPD re by

R̂aªHa~ma!2Ha~^j,a∨&!+sa , ~4.2!

whereHa(h) is a multiplication operator with the following function onH:

Ha~h!~h!ª
q1~2gama ;gat!

q1~2gah;gat!

q1~af~a!~h!2gah;gat!

q1~af~a!~h!;gat!
. ~4.3!

By the property~2.16!, one sees thatwHa(h)(h)5Hwa(h)(h) and, in particular,tlR̂at2l

5R̂tla5tlR̂a .

Theorem IV.1 „Refs. 7 and 8…: The mapp:Ra°R̂a , tl°tl induces a homomorphism from
R to EndCM. These R-matrices satisfy the unitarity

R̂a R̂2a5S q1~2gama ;gat!

q18~0;gat! D 2

~`~gama ;1,gat!2`~ga^j,a∨&;1,gat!!IdM . ~4.4!

We employ these operators even for the affine root systems of rank 2, though they do no
any Coxeter relations.

Besides the representation above, we have more general forms that depend on the
amongQ,Q∨,M .7,8 We classified them from the viewpoint of characters of integrable hig
weight modules with positive levels. In particular, the operators of typeA2l

(2) include nine param-
eters. In the rest of this section and the next section, we study the representation in Theore
for the typeXN

(r )ÞA2l
(2) and we will deal with the typeA2l

(2) in Sec. VI independently. In the cas
XN

(r )ÞA2l
(2) , we have

a051, n21~u!5u∨, ma0
5mu . ~4.5!

We shall clarify some properties of the operatorsŶl5p(Yl) for minuscule weights and the

quasi-minuscule weight. LetT be the torush̊R /Q̊∨,H. Let M W̊ be theW̊-invariant subspace o
M. Let Mlª$ f u f PM, f is holomorphic in a neighborhood ofø0<a<1(af(t2al)T)%. h

Lemma IV.2: Rˆ aPEndC(M0) (aPD̊). If k¹Z/ga1Zt, then R̂u1dPEndC(Mu ,M0).
Proof: Let aPD̊ and f PM0 . Then a possible pole ofR̂a f on T is h0 such that af(a)(h0)

5^a,h0&PZ and vanishes since

f ~h0!2 f ~af~sa!~h0!!50, ~4.6!
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by af(sa)(h0)5h02^a,h0&a
∨[h0~modQ̊∨).

The latter statement is implied by the fact that ifk¹Z/ga1Zt and f PMu , the functions
Hu1d(h)(h) in R̂u1d , f (h) and f (h2(^u,h&1k)u∨) are holomorphic in the neighborhood o
T. h

Theorem IV.3: Let j52 r̊m . Then ŶlPEndC(M l
W̊ ,M 0

W̊) for a minuscule weight2l. In

addition, if k¹Z/ga1Zt, then Ŷ2uPEndC(M 2u
W̊ ,M 0

W̊).
Proof: It is obvious thattlPEndC(Ml ,M2l). By construction,Ŷl takes the form of

R̂aR̂b¯R̂gtl . For a minuscule weight, we see that from Theorem III.2,Ŷl consists of only non
affine R-matrices, thus by Lemma IV.2 andM2l,M0 , we have

Ml ——→
tl

M2l,M0 ——→
R̂g

¯ ——→
R̂a

M0 , ~4.7!

andŶlPEndC(Ml ,M0). For the quasi-minuscule weight, the rightmostR-matrix in Ŷ2u is R̂u1d

and the others are nonaffineR-matrices.7,8 By Lemma IV.2, we have

M2u ——→
t2u

Mu ——→
R̂u1d

M0 ——→
R̂g

¯ ——→
R̂a

M0 , ~4.8!

and Ŷ2uPEndC(M2u ,M0). In Refs. 7 and 8, we have shown that ifj52 r̊m , Ŷl

PEndC(M W̊), which completes the proof.
For minuscule weights2l and the quasi-minuscule weightu, we have the explicit forms of

the operators on the spaceM W̊. In the following, we fixj52 r̊m .
Theorem IV.4 „Refs. 7 and 8…: We have

ŶluM W̊5
1

uW̊lu
(

wPW̊

wS )
aPD̊1

(lua)52ga

q1~^a,h&2gama ;gat!

q1~^a,h&;gat!
tlD U

M W̊

, ~4.9!

Ŷ2uuM W̊5
1

uW̊uu
(

wPW̊

wS S )
aPD̊1

(uua).0

q1~^a,h&2gama ;gat!

q1~^a,h&;gat! D
3S q1~^u,h&1k2mu ;t!

q1~^u,h&1k;t!
t2u2

q1~2mu ;t!

q1~~ r̊muu!;t!

q1~^u,h&1k1~ r̊muu!;t!

q1~^u,h&1k;t!
D DU

M W̊

,

~4.10!

where W̊l is the stabilizer ofl in W̊.
Remark IV.5:The number of the minuscule weights is the same as the order ofV. There is no

minuscule weight available in the root systems of typeE8
(1) , F4

(1) , G2
(1) , A2l

(2) , E6
(2) andD4

(3) since
their Dynkin diagrams have no automorphism. However, every root system possesses the
minuscule weightn(u∨).

The following lemma is needed in the proof of the essential self-adjointness, which ind
that the term without shift operators inŶ2u is a bounded self-adjoint operator.

Lemma IV.6: The function
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Ŷ1
2u~h!ª

q1~mu ;t!

q1~~ r̊muu!;t!

1

uW̊uu
(

wPW̊ S wS )
aPD̊1

(uua).0

q1~^a,h&2gama ;gat!

q1~^a,h&;gat! D
3S q1~^u,h&1k1~ r̊muu!;t!

q1~^u,h&1k;t! D D ~4.11!

is a function onh̊/(Q̊∨1tn21(M̂ )). Moreover, iftP iR.0 , k,maP iR and k¹Zt, then Ŷ1
2u(h)

is real-valued and continuous onT and thus has bounds

2`,mY<Ŷ1
2u~h!<MY,`, hPT. ~4.12!

Proof: First we check that the function can be regarded as a function onh̊/(Q̊∨

1tn21(M̂ )). For h→h1b∨, the multiplicity is 1. Forh→h1tl(lPn21(M̂ )), the multiplicity
is

exp 2p i S (
aPD̊1

(uua).0

ma^a,l&2^u,l&~ r̊muu!D
5exp 2p i S (

aPD̊1

ma

ga
^a,u∨&^a,l&2mu^u,l&2~ r̊muu!^u,l& D , ~4.13!

where we have used the properties ofu ~2.22!. For the moment, we admit that

(
aPD̊1

ma

ga
^a,u∨&^a,l&5~~ r̊muu!1mu!^u,l&, ~4.14!

then the multiplicity is 1 and the former statement follows.
Next we verify that all the poles onh̊R vanish. TakebPD̊ andh0P h̊R such that̂ b,h0&PZ

and ^a,h0&¹Z for a(Þb)PD̊. Let F(x,y;g)ªq1(x1y;gt)/q1(x;gt). Note that F(x
11,y,g)5F(x,y,g). Then the residue atc50 in the coordinateh5h01cb∨/2 is

q1~2gama ;gat!S (
wPW̊

bPwDu

S )
aPDu

waÞb

F~^wa,h0&,2gama ;ga!D ~F~^wu,h0&1k,~ r̊muu!;1!!

2 (
wPW̊

2bPwDu

S )
aPDu

waÞ2b

F~^wa,h0&,2gama ;ga!D ~F~^wu,h0&1k,~ r̊muu!;1!!D , ~4.15!

where Du
ª$aPD̊1u^a,u∨&.0%. By replacingw→sbw in the second term, we see that th

residue vanishes since^b,h0&5nPZ impliessb(h0)5h02nb∨ and^D̊,b∨&PZ. By the Riemann
theorem, the function is holomorphic in a neighborhood ofh0 . The functionŶ1

2u is real-valued on
T because foraPR, q1(^a,h&1 ia;gat)5q1(2^a,h&1 ia;gat) and there existsw0PW̊ such
that w0D̊15D̊2 andw0u52u.

Lemma IV.7: Let L: h̊→ h̊ be a linear operator defined by

L:h° (
aPD̊1

ma

ga
n21~a!^a,h&. ~4.16!
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Then L(h)5(( r̊muu)1mu)h. In particular,

~u∨uL~l!!5 (
aPD̊1

ma

ga
^a,u∨&^a,l&5~~ r̊muu!1mu!^u,l&. ~4.17!

Proof: We seeLPEndW̊( h̊). SinceW̊ acts onh̊* irreducibly, Schur’s lemma implies tha
L(h)5a h for someaPC. We calculate this factora. We have

L~u∨!5 (
aPD̊1

ma

ga
n21~a!^a,u∨&5 (

aPD̊1

^a,u∨&Þ0

man21~a!1muu∨5a u∨. ~4.18!

Applying ^u,•&, we have

2a5 (
aPD̊1

(auu)Þ0

ma~auu!12mu52~ r̊muu!12mu , ~4.19!

thusa5( r̊muu)1mu . h

V. ESSENTIAL SELF-ADJOINTNESS OF TYPE XN
„r …ÅA 2l

„2…

A. Essential self-adjointness of elliptic Calogero–moser models

In the differential limit, the models are called the elliptic Calogero–Moser models. Bec
the Hamiltonians of these models are typical Schro¨dinger operators, we can establish the se
adjointness by use of well-developed perturbation theory.21 First we briefly observe this fact.

The Hamiltonians of the Calogero–Sutherland models and the elliptic Calogero–Moser
els are respectively given by

HTª2D1 (
aPD̊1

ga

1

sin2~2p^a,h&!
, ~5.1!

HEª2D1 (
aPD̊1

ga`~^a,h&;1,gat!, ~5.2!

where the coupling constantga is a real number and invariant under the action of the Weyl gr

W̊ as ga5gwa . D is the Laplacian onT. Let L2(T,dm)W̊ be the Hilbert space ofW̊-invariant
square integrable functions onT equipped with the inner product

~ f ,g!ªE
T
f̄ •g dm, ~5.3!

wherem is the normalized Haar measure. We denote byi•iª(•,•)1/2 the norm inL2(T,dm)W̊.
In the trigonometric case, if we adopt an appropriate domainC to the Hamiltonian~5.1!, we

can show its essential self-adjointness. Admitting this fact, we show that the elliptic mod
essentially self-adjoint with the same domain.

Theorem V.1: The Hamiltonian~5.2! is essentially self-adjoint onC.
Proof: We rewriteHE5A1HT , whereA5(HE2HT). We see that
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iAui5S ETU (
aPD̊1

gaS `~^a,h&;1,gat!2
1

sin2~2p^a,h&! Du~h!U2

dm D 1/2

<ciui , ~5.4!

for a constantc, since the integrand is a continuous function onT. This implies thatA is bounded.
The symmetry of the operatorA is trivial. Then we deduce thatA1HT is essentially self-adjoint
on C. h

As is seen above, in the differential cases the essential self-adjointness of the elliptic m
can be easily shown since they are relatively bounded to the trigonometric models with the r
bound 0 from the viewpoint of the Kato–Rellich theorem. We show that this theorem works
even in the difference cases, where we apply perturbation method to free particle systems
of the corresponding trigonometric models.

B. Symmetry

Let tP iR.0 and k,maP iR. Hereafter we fixj52 r̊m and restrict the domain ofŶl to
W̊-invariant functions. We treatma as parameters of perturbation and supposema moves on pure
imaginary numbers. Letn0 be the number of the orbits of the roots and letPmª iRn0. The
topology on the spacePm of parametersm5(ma) is given by

d~m,m8!ªmax
uau

gauma2ma8 u. ~5.5!

We denotem05(ma52k)PPm which is the start point of the perturbation.
Let w0PW̊ such thatw0D̊15D̊2 . Then w0u52u and if 2l is minuscule,w0l is also

minuscule. Due to this observation, we see that the operatorŶl for a minuscule weight or the
quasi-minuscule weight coincides withŶ2w0l whose parametersk and ma are replaced by2k
and2ma , respectively. So we assumeIk.0 without loss of generality. We set

p5e2p i t, q5e2p ik, ta5e22p imaga, ~5.6!

and define the meromorphic functionsm6 on H by

m6~ t5~ ta!!ªe6 r̊m /k )
aPD̊6

~ea;pga,qga!`

~ taea;pga,qga!`

~pgaqgata
21e2a;pga,qga!`

~pgaqgae2a;pga,qga!`
. ~5.7!

We note that this function is a generalization of one introduced in Refs. 11 and 22. Fo
moment, we work with the variablesp, q and ta instead oft,k andma . Let Ptª(0,̀ )n0. Then
ta moves onPt . The start pointm0 of the perturbation ist05(ta5qga)PPt in this variable. The
topology is induced on the spacePt by ~5.6!. We often writeŶl5Ŷl(t) in order to stress the
dependency oft. Let mªm1m2 be aW̊-invariant function. OnT, we havem2(h)5m1(2h)
5m1(h) andm(h)5(wm)(h)5(wm1)(h)(wm1)(2h) for wPW̊, and in particular,m(h) is an
almost everywhere positive continuous function, 0<m(t)(h)<M t and m$m(t)(h)50%50. De-
fine the complex conjugate ofh5h01 ih1PH by h* 5h02 ih1 , whereh0PT and h1P h̊R . Let

L2(T,m(t)dm)W̊ be the Hilbert space equipped with the inner product

~ f ,g! tªE
T
f ~h!g~h!m~ t!~h!. ~5.8!
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For arbitrarylP h̊R* , we see thatf PM l
W̊ is continuous onT, thus f uTPL2(T,m(t)dm)W̊. On the

other hand, iff PL2(T,m(t)dm)W̊ almost everywhere coincides withgPM l
W̊ on T, then it is

unique. Hence we can embedM l
W̊,L2(T,m(t)dm)W̊ by restricting its domain toT.

The functionm1 is related toŶl for minuscule weights (2l) and Ŷ2u as follows:
Proposition V.2: We have

Ŷl~ t!5
1

uW̊lu
(

wPW̊

wS tlm1~ t!

m1~ t!
tlD , ~5.9!

Ŷ2u~ t!5
1

uW̊uu
(

wPW̊

wS t2um1~ t!

m1~ t!
t2uD 1Ŷ1

2u~ t!. ~5.10!

Proof: It follows from the definition of the functionm1 ~5.7! and the infinite product form of
the Jacobi theta functions~2.25!. h

We define the ‘‘leading term’’ of the operatorsŶl(t) which coincides with that defined in
Refs. 7 and 8 in terms of a partial order inM̂ 2 . For lPM̂ 2 , let

Ŷ0
l~ t!ª

1

uW̊lu
(

wPW̊

wS tlm1~ t!

m1~ t!
tlD . ~5.11!

Lemma V.3: Assume pnÞq for nPZ>1 . Then Ŷ0
2u(t)P EndC(M 2u

W̊ ,M 0
W̊).

Proof: By Theorem IV.3 and Lemma IV.6, We haveŶ2u(t), Ŷ1
2u(t)P EndC(M 2u

W̊ ,M 0
W̊).

Thus Ŷ0
2u(t)5Ŷ2u(t)2Ŷ1

2u(t)P EndC(M 2u
W̊ ,M 0

W̊).

Lemma V.4: LetlP h̊R* . ThenM l
W̊ is dense in L2(T,m(t)dm)W̊.

Since a similar statement will be shown later, we give the proof as a remark after Propo
V.9 and proceed to the next step. The following theorem is shown similarly to the trigonom
cases23,24 and a partial result is obtained in Ref. 25.

Theorem V.5: Let Pt
sym

ª(0,1)n0, Pt and supposetPPt
sym. Then onM l

W̊ and with respect
to (•,•) t ,
(1) Ŷl for a minuscule weight is symmetric, and

(2) Ŷ2u is symmetric if p,q.

They are semi-bounded below and thus admit a self-adjoint extension.

Proof: We show that (Ŷl f ,g) t5( f ,Ŷlg) t for f ,gPM l
W̊ .

First we prove the statement for a minuscule weight (2l) with the expression~5.9!:

~Ŷl f ,g! t5
1

uW̊lu
E

T
(

wPW̊

w~tl~m1 f !!~h!

~wm1!~h!
•g~h!m~h!

5
1

uW̊lu
E

T
(

wPW̊

w~tl~m1 f !!~h!

~wm1!~h!
•~w~m1g!!~h!~wm1!~2h!

5
1

uW̊lu
E

T
(

wPW̊

w~~tl~m1 f !!~h!•m1g~h!!

5
1

uW̊lu
E

T
(

wPW̊

w~~t2l~m2 f * !!~h!•m1g~h!!, ~5.12!
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where f * (h)ª f (h* )PM 2l
W̊ . Each term in the integrand has no poles onT due to the assump

tion tPPt
sym and the definition ofM l

W̊ , then we can examine it separately. We have by
Cauchy theorem

1

uW̊lu
E

T
(

wPW̊

w~~t2l~m2 f * !!~h!•m1g~h!!

5
uW̊u

uW̊lu
E

T
~t2l~m2 f * !!~h!•m1g~h!

5
uW̊u

uW̊lu
E

T
~m2 f * !~h!•~tl~m1g!!~h!

5
1

uW̊lu
E

T
(

wPW̊

w~~m1 f !~h!•~tl~m1g!!~h!!

5~ f ,Ŷlg! t . ~5.13!

For positivity, we have

~Ŷl f , f ! t5
uW̊u

uW̊lu
E

T
~t2l~m2 f * !!~h!•m1 f ~h!

5
uW̊u

uW̊lu
E

T
~t2l/2~m2 f * !!~h!•~tl/2~m1 f !!~h!

5
uW̊u

uW̊lu
E

T
u~tl/2~m1 f !!~h!u2

>0. ~5.14!

Next we prove the symmetry for the quasi-minuscule weightu. Setl52u. A similar calcu-
lation for the case for a minuscule weight yields

~Ŷl f ,g! t5~Ŷ0
l f ,g! t1~Ŷ1

l f ,g! t

5
1

uW̊lu
E

T
(

wPW̊

w~~tl~m1 f !!~h!•m1g~h!!1E
T
~Ŷ1

l f !~h!•g~h!m~h!

5
uW̊u

uW̊lu
E

T
~t2l~m2 f * !!~h!•m1g~h!1E

T
~Ŷ1

l f !~h!•g~h!m~h!, ~5.15!

where we have used Lemma V.3 to calculate the integrals above independently. It is suffic
show that

E
T
~t2l~m2 f * !!~h!•m1g~h!5E

T
~m2 f * !~h!•~tlm1g!~h! ~5.16!
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and

E
T
~Ŷ1

l f !~h!•g~h!m~h!5E
T

f ~h!•~Ŷ1
lg!~h!m~h!. ~5.17!

The first identity is implied by the Cauchy theorem due totPPt
sym, andp,q. The second identity

follows from Ŷ1
l(h)5Ŷ1

l(h) by Lemma IV.6, which shows the symmetry. Again by Lemma IV

~Ŷl f , f ! t5
uW̊u

uW̊lu
E

T
u~tl/2~m1 f !!~h!u21mYi f i t

2>mYi f i t
2 . ~5.18!

In both cases, the operatorŶl is semi-bounded below. Thus they admit a self-adjoint extension
the Friedrichs–Freudenthal theorem.26 h

C. Essential self-adjointness of unperturbed Hamiltonians

The essential self-adjointness of the unperturbed operatorŶl(t0) onM l
W̊ is shown directly by

constructing all the eigenvectors of the leading term.
Theorem V.6: Let (2l) be a minuscule weight or the quasi-minuscule weightu. Assume

p,q, if l is a minuscule weight,
~5.19!

p,q2, otherwise.

Then Ŷl(t0) is essentially self-adjoint onM l
W̊ and semi-bounded below with respect to(•,•) t0

.
To prove Theorem V.6, we introduce the Schur functions, the characters of finite dimen

representations of simple Lie algebras. In terms of skew-symmetric functions

amª (
wPW̊

~21! l (w)ewm, ~5.20!

the Schur functions are defined formP P̊1 as

smª
am1 r̊

ar̊
. ~5.21!

It is well known that the Schur functions form a basis ofC@ P̊#W̊. Define

Dª )
aPD̊

~pgaea;pga!` , Smª
1

uW̊u1/2

sm

D
, ~5.22!

Dª

1

D
C@ P̊#W̊. ~5.23!

Then due to the condition~5.19!, one sees thatD,M l
W̊ . The functionsar̊ , D have the following

properties:

war̊5~21! l (w)ar̊ , ~5.24!

wD5D, ~5.25!
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m1~ t0!5~21! uD̊1uar̊D, ~5.26!

m~ t0!5ar̊Dar̊D, ~5.27!

wherewPW̊.
Lemma V.7:C@ P̊# is dense in the space C(T) of continuous functions onT equipped with the

max normi•imax.
Proof: 1,elem5el1m,el5e2lPC@ P̊#, and for arbitraryh,h8PT, there existslP P̊ such that

el(h2h8)Þ1. Then the statement is due to the Stone–Weierstrass theorem.

Lemma V.8: L2(T,dm)W̊,L2(T,m(t)dm)W̊.
Proof: The proof is implied by the inequality onT:

um~ t!~h!u<M t,`. ~5.28!

Proposition V.9:D is dense in L2(T,m(t)dm)W̊.

Proof: Supposef PL2(T,m(t)dm)W̊. One sees that the measurem(t)dm is regular. Hence for
an arbitrary e.0, there exists a continuous functionf̂ c such that i f 2 f̂ ci t,e/2. Put f c

5((wPW̊w f̂c)/uW̊u. Then

i f 2 f ci t5
1

uW̊u
I (

wPW̊

w~ f 2 f̂ c!I
t

<i f 2 f̂ ci t,e/2. ~5.29!

Since onT, D is continuous and 0,mD,uD(h)u,MD,` and f cPC(T)W̊, we can choosef p

PC@ P̊#W̊ such thati f cD2 f pimax,e mD
1/2/(2M t

1/2) thus i f c2 f p /Di,e/(2M t
1/2), where we have

usedm(T)51. Hence

i f 2 f p /Di t<i f 2 f ci t1M t
1/2i f c2 f p /Di,e. ~5.30!

h

Remark V.10:As in the proof of Proposition V.9, one can show thatC@ P̊#W̊ is dense in

L2(T,m(t)dm)W̊. SinceC@ P̊#W̊,M l
W̊ for lP h̊R* , we have the proof of Lemma V.4.

Propositon V.11:$Sm% forms a complete orthonormal system in L2(T,m(t0)dm)W̊.
Proof: By Proposition V.9 and the fact that$Sm% spansD, it is sufficient to show that

(Sm ,Sn) t0
5dmn . A direct calculation shows

~Sm ,Sn! t0
5E

T
SmSnm~ t0!

5
1

uW̊u
E

T
S am1 r̊

ar̊D
D an1 r̊

ar̊D
ar̊Dar̊D

5
1

uW̊u
E

T
~am1 r̊ !an1 r̊

5
1

uW̊u
(

v,wPW̊

~21! l (wv)dw(m1 r̊),v(n1 r̊)

5dmn , ~5.31!
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where we have used the fact thatw(m1 r̊)5v(n1 r̊) is equivalent tov5w andm5n since for
mP P̊1 , theW̊-orbit of m1 r̊ meets the fundamental domain once and uniquely. h

Proposition V.12: LetlPM̂ 2 . Then

Ŷ0
l~ t0!Sm5Em

l Sm , ~5.32!

where

Em
l 5

1

uW̊lu
(

wPW̊

q(luw(m1 r̊))PR.0 . ~5.33!

Proof:

1

uW̊lu
(

wPW̊

wS tlm1~ t0!

m1~ t0!
tlD Sm

5
1

uW̊lu

1

uW̊u1/2
(

wPW̊

wS tlar̊D

ar̊D
tlS am1 r̊

ar̊D
D D

5
1

uW̊lu

1

uW̊u1/2
(

wPW̊

wS tlam1 r̊

ar̊D
D

5
1

uW̊lu

1

uW̊u1/2

1

ar̊D
(

wPW̊
~21! l (w)wS tl (

vPW̊

~21! l (v)ev(m1 r̊)D
5

1

uW̊lu

1

uW̊u1/2

1

ar̊D
(

v,wPW̊

~21! l (wv)q(luv(m1 r̊))ewv(m1 r̊)

5
1

uW̊lu
S (

wPW̊

q(luw(m1 r̊))D Sm . ~5.34!

h

Proof of Theorem V.6:First we show that the leading term ofŶl(t0) is essentially self-adjoint.

It is sufficient to show that the range ofŶ0
l(t0)6 i is dense inL2(T,m(t0)dm)W̊.27,28 By Propo-

sitions V.11 and V.12, we have (Ŷ0
l(t0)6 i )Sm5(Em

l 6 i )Sm and deduce that its range is dense.
For a minuscule weight (2l), the leading termŶ0

l(t0) coincides with the operatorŶl(t0)
itself, i.e., Ŷl(t0)5Ŷ0

l(t0). Hence the essential self-adjointness ofŶl(t0) follows.
For the quasi-minuscule weight2l5u, by Lemma IV.6, one sees that the operatorŶ1

l(t0)
5Ŷl(t0)2Ŷ0

l(t0) is a real bounded operator, which impliesŶl(t0)5Ŷ0
l(t0)1Ŷ1

l(t0) is essentially
self-adjoint.

The semi-boundedness follows from Theorem V.5 or is directly shown byEm
l .0 and

(Ŷ1
l(t0))(h)>mY on T.

D. Essential self-adjointness

Now we are in position to discuss the essential self-adjointness ofŶl(t).
Theorem V.13. „cf. Kato–Rellich…: Let V be a Hilbert space equipped with two equivale

inner products(•,•)1 , (•,•)2 . Suppose that T1 and T2 are linear operators defined on a dens
subspaceD and that T1 is symmetric with respect to(•,•)1 and T2 is essentially self-adjoint with
respect to(•,•)2 . If there exists a>0 and 0<b,1 such that
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i~T22T1!ui2<aiui21biT2ui2 , uPD, ~5.35!

then T1 is essentially self-adjoint onD with respect to(•,•)1 .
Proof: The proof is essentially due to Ref. 21. We may assume without loss of generalit

there existsa8.0 and 0,b8,1 such that

i~T22T1!ui2,i~b8T26 ia8!ui2 , uPD. ~5.36!

SinceT2 is essentially self-adjoint, (T26 ic8) has a dense rangeR in V and a bounded inverse
With (T26 ic8)u5v, this gives

i~T22T1!R~7 ic8,T2!vi2<b8ivi2 , c85a8/b8, vPR, ~5.37!

whereR(z,T)ª(T2z)21 denotes the resolvent of the operatorT. B6ª(T22T1)R(7 ic8,T2) is
a bounded operator defined on the dense subspaceR. Sinceb8,1, the Neumann series implie
that the bounded inverse of the closure 12B̃65(12B6); exists, so that the range of 12B6 is
dense. On the other hand,

12B6512~~T26 ic8!2~T16 ic8!!R~7 ic8,T2!

5~T16 ic8!R~7 ic8,T2!, ~5.38!

which shows that the range ofT16 ic8 is dense. Sincei•i1 andi•i2 define the same topology o
V, the range ofT16 ic8 is also dense with respect to the normi•i1 . The symmetry ofT1

completes the proof. h

Remark V.14:For Theorem V.13 it is sufficient that the topology defined byi•i2 is stronger
than that defined byi•i1 , i.e., i•i1<ci•i2 for somec.0.

Proposition V.15: Let

Pt
iso
ª$tPPtupganqgamÞta ,n,mPZ>1%, ~5.39!

and t,t8PPt
iso. Then L2(T,m(t)dm)W̊5L2(T,m(t8)dm)W̊ as a set. Furthermore, the identity ma

i: f ° f gives an isomorphism as a Banach space.
Proof: The inequality onT,

0,mt,t8<
m~ t!

m~ t8!
~h!<M t,t8,`, ~5.40!

leads toL2(T,m(t)dm)W̊5L2(T,m(t8)dm)W̊ as a set and

mt,t8
1/2i•i t8<i•i t<M t,t8

1/2i•i t8 . ~5.41!

h

Notice thatt0PPt
iso and that if t¹Pt

iso, then L2(T,m(t0)dm)W̊ÞL2(T,m(t)dm)W̊ as a set.
Thus we can not apply Theorem V.13 in this case. We temporally settPPt

iso for simplicity and
remedy it later.

Theorem V.16: Let (2l) be a minuscule weight or the quasi-minuscule weightu. Assume p,
q satisfy~5.19! and t5(ta)PPt

isoùPt
sym. If d(t,t0),e for sufficiently smalle.0, then Ŷl(t) is

essentially self-adjoint onM l
W̊ and semi-bounded below with respect to(•,•) t .
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Proof: We have shown thatŶl(t) is symmetric and semi-bounded below onL2(T,m(t)dm)W̊

with domainM l
W̊ . First we show the statement for a minuscule weight. It is sufficient to pr

that if d(t,t0),e for sufficiently smalle.0, then there exists 0,b,1 such that

i~Ŷl~ t0!2Ŷl~ t!! f i t0
<biŶl~ t0! f i t0

, f PD. ~5.42!

We estimate the left hand side of~5.42!:

Ŷl~ t0!2Ŷl~ t!5
1

uW̊lu
(

wPW̊

wS S tlm1~ t0!

m1~ t0!
2

tlm1~ t!

m1~ t!
D tlD

5
1

uW̊lu
(

wPW̊

wS d~ t!
tlm1~ t0!

m1~ t0!
tlD , ~5.43!

whered(t)PC(T) is given by

d~ t!ª12S tl

m1~ t!

m1~ t0! D S m1~ t0!

m1~ t! D . ~5.44!

Let f PD:

i~Ŷl~ t0!2Ŷl~ t!! f i t0
2 5I 1

uW̊lu
(

wPW̊

wS d~ t!
tlm1~ t0!

m1~ t0!
tlD f I

t0

2

5
1

uW̊lu2
E

T
U (

wPW̊

wS d~ t!
tlm1~ t0!

m1~ t0!
tl f DU2

m~ t0!

<
uW̊u

uW̊lu2
E

T
(

wPW̊

uwd~ t!u2UwS tlm1~ t0!

m1~ t0!
tl f D U2

uwm1~ t0!u2

5
uW̊u

uW̊lu2
(

wPW̊
E

T
uwd~ t!u2uwtl~m1~ t0! f !u2

<
uW̊u2

uW̊lu2
id~ t!imax

2 E
T
utl~m1~ t0! f !u2

5c~ t!E
T
utl~m1~ t0! f !u2

5c~ t!itl~m1~ t0! f !i2, ~5.45!

where

c~ t!ª(uW̊/W̊luid(t)imax)
2. ~5.46!

By substitutingf 5(mbmSm , bmPC, we evaluate the norm as follows:
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E
T
utl~m1~ t0! f !u25

1

uW̊u
E

T
U(

m
bmtlS ar̊DS am1 r̊

ar̊D
D D U2

5
1

uW̊u
E

T
U(

m
bmtl~am1 r̊ !U2

5
1

uW̊u
E

T
U(

m
bmS (

vPW̊

~21! l (v)q(luv(m1 r̊))ev(m1 r̊)D U2

5
1

uW̊u
(
m

ubmu2S (
vPW̊

q2(luv(m1 r̊))D . ~5.47!

Finally we have

i~Ŷl~ t0!2Ŷl~ t!! f i t0
2 <

c~ t!

uW̊u
(
m

ubmu2S (
vPW̊

q2(luv(m1 r̊))D . ~5.48!

Then we compute the right hand side of~5.42!. By Proposition V.11,

iŶl~ t0! f i t0
2 5I(

m
bm

1

uW̊lu
S (

wPW̊

q(luw(m1 r̊))D SmI
t0

2

5(
m

ubmu2
1

uW̊lu2
S (

wPW̊

q(luw(m1 r̊))D 2

. ~5.49!

Since

(
wPW̊

q2(luw(m1 r̊)),S (
wPW̊

q(luw(m1 r̊))D 2

, ~5.50!

we arrive at

i~Ŷl~ t0!2Ŷl~ t!! f i t0
,~ uW̊u1/2id~ t!imax!iŶl~ t0! f i t0

. ~5.51!

We can show thatd(t)→0 in C(T), whent→t0 in Pt . Equivalently, fort such thatd(t,t0),e for
sufficiently smalle.0,

~ uW̊u1/2id~ t!imax!<1, ~5.52!

which shows the essentially self-adjointness ofŶl(t) with Proposition V.15 and Theorem V.13
See the Appendix for detail about~5.52!.

For the quasi-minuscule weight2l5u, we perform a perturbation from an essentially se
adjoint operatorŶ0

l(t0) instead ofŶl(t0), i.e., we show there exista>0 and 0,b,1 such that

i~Ŷ0
l~ t0!2Ŷl~ t!! f i t0

<ai f i t0
1biŶ0

l~ t0! f i t0
, f PD. ~5.53!

A similar calculation yields

i~Ŷ0
l~ t0!2Ŷl~ t!! f i t0

<MYi f i t0
1~ uW̊u1/2id~ t!imax!iŶ0

l~ t0! f i t0
, f PD, ~5.54!
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whereMY is an upper bound ofŶ1
l(t) in Lemma IV.6. h

Corollary V.17: Under the same condition in Theorem V.16, Ŷl(t) consists of pure point
spectrum.

Proof: By the proof of Theorem V.13

R~ ic8,Ŷl~ t!;!5R~ ic8,Ŷ0
l~ t0!;!~12B̃2!21. ~5.55!

SinceŶ0
l(t0); consists of only point spectrum, its resolvent is a compact operator. Combinin

fact that compact operators form an ideal in bounded operators, we deduce that the re
R( ic8,Ŷl(t);) is compact and thusŶl(t) consists of pure point spectrum. h

Remark V.18:In Theorem V.5, we have roughly estimated a lower bound of the oper
Ŷl(t). We can estimate it more accurately. A lower bound of the operatorŶ0

l(t0) is obtained as

1

uW̊lu
(

wPW̊

q(luw(m1 r̊))>
uW̊u

uW̊lu
S )

wPW̊

q(luw(m1 r̊))D 1/uW̊u

5uW̊/W̊lu, for all mP P̊1 . ~5.56!

Thus for a minuscule weight, from~5.14!,

~Ŷl~ t! f , f ! t5
uW̊u

uW̊lu
E

T
u~tl/2~m1~ t! f !!~h!u2

>bl

uW̊u

uW̊lu
E

T
u~tl/2~m1~ t0! f !!~h!u2

>
bl

uW̊lu
~Ŷl~ t0! f , f ! t0

>
bl

uW̊lu
uW̊/W̊lu~ f , f ! t0

>
blmt0 ,t

uW̊lu
uW̊/W̊lu~ f , f ! t , ~5.57!

where

bl5min
T
Utl/2

m1~ t!

m1~ t0!
U2

>0. ~5.58!

If ta satisfies

pganqgam/2Þta , n,mPZ>1 , ~5.59!

thenbl is positive andŶl(t) is positive definite. As for the quasi-minuscule weight, from~5.18!,
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~Ŷl~ t! f , f ! t5
uW̊u

uW̊lu
E

T
u~tl/2~m1~ t! f !!~h!u21mYi f i t

2

>bl

uW̊u

uW̊lu
E

T
u~tl/2~m1~ t0! f !!~h!u21mYi f i t

2

5
bl

uW̊lu
~Ŷ0

l~ t0! f , f ! t0
1mYi f i t

2

>
1

uW̊lu
~blmt0 ,tuW̊/W̊lu1mYuW̊lu!~ f , f ! t . ~5.60!

We have postponed the caset¹Pt
iso. In this case,L2(T,m(t0)dm)W̊ÞL2(T,m(t)dm)W̊ as a

set. In fact, the identity mapi: f ° f is bounded and injective. The boundedness follows from
inequalityi•i t<M t,t0

1/2i•i t0
where the constantM t,t0

is from ~5.40!, and the injectivity follows from

the fact that the measures of the zeroes of the functionsm(t0) andm(t) are 0 with respect tom.

Moreover, we see that the range ofi is dense inL2(T,m(t)dm)W̊. Motivated by this observation
we need the following theorem which is a generalization of Theorem V.13.

Theorem V.19: Let V1 and V2 be Hilbert spaces respectively equipped with inner produ
(•,•)1 and (•,•)2 . Let i:V2→V1 be a bounded and injective linear operator such that the ran
of i is dense in V1 . Suppose that T1 and T2 are linear operators in V2 defined on a dense
subspaceD and thati+T1+i21ui(D) is symmetric in V1 with respect to(•,•)1 and T2 is essentially
self-adjoint in V2 with respect to(•,•)2 . If there exist a>0 and 0<b,1 such that

i~T22T1!ui2<aiui21biT2ui2 , uPD, ~5.61!

then i+T1+i21ui(D) is essentially self-adjoint oni(D) with respect to(•,•)1 .
Proof: First we notice that the image byi of a dense subspaceW in V2 is dense inV1 , which

is shown as follows. Take arbitraryu1PV1 and e.0. Then there existsu2PV2 such thatiu1

2i(u2)i1,e/2. For thisu2 , there existsu28PW such thatiu22u28i2,e/(2iii). Hence we have

iu12i~u28!i1<iu12i~u2!i11ii~u2!2i~u28!i1

<iu12i~u2!i11iiiiu22u28i2

,e. ~5.62!

By the proof of Theorem V.13 and Remark V.14, we see that the range ofT16 ic8 is dense inV2 .
Becausei+T1+i216 ic8IdV1

ui(D)5i+(T16 ic8IdV2
)+i21ui(D) , the assertion is proved. h

By Theorem V.19, we have removed the conditiontPPt
iso in Theorem V.16 and Corollary

V.17. We summarize the result obtained in this section.
Theorem V.20: Let (2l) be a minuscule weight or the quasi-minuscule weightu. Assume

H p,q, if l is a minuscule weight,

p,q2, otherwise
~5.63!

and t5(ta)PPt
sym. If d(t,t0),e for sufficiently smalle.0, then Ŷl(t) is essentially self-adjoint

on M l
W̊ and semi-bounded below with respect to(•,•) t . Ŷl(t) consists of pure point spectrum.

So far, we have discussed the self-adjointness of the operators obtained from the
Hamiltonians by gauge-transformation. We give the definitions of the Hamiltonians of the e
Ruijsenaars models by removing the weight functions. We define multiplication operators:
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m21/2:L2~T,dm!W̊→L2~T,mdm!W̊,
~5.64!

f ° f m21/2,

m1/2:L2~T,mdm!W̊→L2~T,dm!W̊,
~5.65!

f ° f m1/2.

These operators are bounded with normsim21/2i5im1/2i51 since

i f m21/2i t5i f i , f PL2~T,dm!W̊, ~5.66!

i f m1/2i5i f i t , f PL2~T,mdm!W̊, ~5.67!

where we have usedm$m50%50 for ~5.66!. In fact, m21/2 and m1/2 are unitary operators an
(m1/2)* 5m21/2. Then the compositeHl

ªm1/2+Ŷl+m21/2 is a densely defined linear operator wi

domainM l
W̊m1/2 on L2(T,dm)W̊.

Definition V.21:Fix an affine root systemXN
(r )ÞA2l

(2) . Let k,tP iR.0 . For aPD re, let ma

P iR be Ŵ-invariant constants such that^r̊m ,a∨&ÞZ/ga1tZ. The elliptic Ruijsenaars mode
associated with affine root systemXN

(r ) is a quantum many-body system onT5 h̊R /Q̊∨, and its
Hamiltonian is given byHl5m1/2+Ŷl+m21/2 and is expressed as

Hl5
1

uW̊lu
(

wPW̊

wS )
aPD̊1

(lua)52ga

q1~^a,h&2gama ;gat!

q1~^a,h&;gat! D 1/2

3tlS )
aPD̊1

(lua)52ga

q1~^a,h&1gama ;gat!

q1~^a,h&;gat! D 1/2

, ~5.68a!

for a minuscule weightl in XN
(r )ÞE8

(1) , F4
(1) , G2

(1) , E6
(2) or D4

(3) , and

H2u5
1

uW̊uu
(

wPW̊

wS S )
aPD̊1

(uua).0

q1~^a,h&2gama ;gat!

q1~^a,h&;gat! D S q1~^u,h&1k2mu ;t!

q1~^u,h&1k;t!
D D 1/2

3t2uS S )
aPD̊1

(uua).0

q1~^a,h&1gama ;gat!

q1~^a,h&;gat! D S q1~^u,h&2k1mu ;t!

q1~^u,h&2k;t!
D D 1/2

2
q1~2mu ;t!

q1~~ r̊muu!;t!
(

wPW̊

wS S )
aPD̊1

(uua).0

q1~^a,h&2gama ;gat!

q1~^a,h&;gat! D
3S q1~^u,h&1k1~ r̊muu!;t!

q1~^u,h&1k;t!
D D ~5.68b!

for the quasi-minuscule weightu in XN
(r )5E8

(1) , F4
(1) , G2

(1) , E6
(2) or D4

(3) .
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We return to the original variablest,k,ma and rewrite Theorem V.20 by using the unitarity
m21/2 andm1/2.

Theorem V.22: Let

Pm
sym

ª$m5~ma! u maP iR,0%, ~5.69!

and l be minuscule or quasi-minuscule. If

2uku,utu, XN
(r )5E8

(1) , F4
(1) , G2

(1) , E6
(2) or D4

(3) ,
~5.70!

uku,utu, otherwise,

and mPPm
sym satisfiesuma1ku,e for sufficiently smalle.0, then the Hamiltonian Hl (5.68) is

essentially self-adjoint and semi-bounded below with domainM l
W̊m1/2 on L2(T,dm)W̊ and con-

sists of pure point spectrum.
We summarize the constraints of parameterst,k,ma that appeared above.

~1! k,tP iR.0 , maP iR (aPD re),

~2! ^r̊m ,a∨&ÞZ/ga1tZ,

~3! maP iR,0 ,

uku,utu, if XN
(r )5E8

(1) , F4
(1) , G2

(1) , E6
(2) or D4

(3) ,

~4! 2uku,utu, if XN
(r )5E8

(1) , F4
(1) , G2

(1) , E6
(2) or D4

(3) ,

uku,utu, otherwise,
~5! uma1ku,e for sufficiently small e.0. More precisely,m is sufficient to satisfy

(uW̊u1/2id(t)imax)<1.

In these conditions, conditions 1 and 2 are necessary. Condition 1 is required for the H
tonian to be a formally self-adjoint, or Hermite. By condition 2, the Hamiltonian for the qu
minuscule weight is well-defined since the operator includes (r̊muu) in the denominator. Condition

3 is essential if we choose the domainM l
W̊m1/2 since this condition is necessary for the Ham

tonian to be symmetric. Condition 4 enables us to construct a complete set of eigenfuncti

Ŷl(t0) in M l
W̊m1/2. Conditions 5 is set by a technical reason, i.e., depends on the perturb

Condition 5 comes from the existence of the Neumann series in the perturbation. We may
chance to remove conditions 3 and 4 by introducing a proper domain, and condition 5 by
another way such as a perturbation from the trigonometric operators, i.e., the Macdonald
tors.

VI. ESSENTIAL SELF-ADJOINTNESS OF TYPE XN
„r …ÄA 2l

„2…

In this section, we show the essential self-adjointness of the elliptic Ruijsenaars model o
A2l

(2) . For most part, we omit proofs, since they are complicated but essentially the same as
previous sections. Sometimes we provide proofs or remarks. Throughout this section we
root system toA2l

(2) . Here are some data concerning to this root system:

a052, n21~u!52u∨, uP2P̊, a05 1
2 ~d2u!, a0

∨5K22u∨. ~6.1!

We begin with a general representation including Theorem IV.1. Letk,tP iR.0 . Let ma

P iR be Ŵ-invariant constants:m ŵ(a)5ma for ŵPŴ such that̂ r̊m ,a∨&Þ(Z1tZ)/ga , where
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r̊mª(
i P I̊

ma i
L i5

1

2 (
aPD̊1

maa. ~6.2!

Let gj ,gj8PR for j 50,1,2,3. FixjP h̊* such that̂ j,a∨&Þ(Z1tZ)/ga for all aPD re. We define
R̂aPEndCM for aPD re by the same form as~4.2!,

R̂aªHa~ma!2Ha~^j,a∨&!+sa , ~6.3!

whereHa(h) is a multiplication operator with the following function onH:

Ha~h!~h!ª5
q1~2ma ;t!

q1~2h;t!

q1~af~a!~h!2h;t!

q1~af~a!~h!;t!
, aPDm ,

q1~2ma ;t!

q1~2h;t! S (
j 50

3

gj

q j~af~a!~h!2h;t!

q j~af~a!~h!;t! D , aPDs ,

q1~22ma ;t!

q1~22h;t! S (
j 50

3

gj8
q j~af~a!~h!/222h;t!

q j~af~a!~h!/2;t! D , aPD l .

~6.4!

Theorem VI.1: The mapp:Ra°R̂a ,tl°tl induces a homomorphism fromR to EndCM.
These R-matrices satisfy the unitarity

R̂a R̂2a5u~t!IdM , ~6.5!

where u(t) is independent of hPH.
Analogous statements to Lemmas IV.2 and IV.6, and Theorems IV.3 and IV.4 hold fo

representation.
Lemma VI.2: Rˆ aPEndC(M0) (aPD̊). If k¹Z>1t, thenR̂(u1d)/2PEndC(Mu/2 ,M0).
Proof: From Lemma IV.2,R̂aPEndCM0 for aPD̊m . Thus it is sufficient to investigate long

rootsaPD̊ l . Note that only the terms forj 51,2 have poles onT. Let f PM0 . Then a possible
pole h0 on T is such that af(a)(h0)P2Z for j 51 and af(a)(h0)P2Z11 for j 52. By the
property~6.1! af(sa)(h0)5h02af(a)(h0)a∨[h0(modQ̊∨), and thus the pole onT vanishes.

We show the latter part. Ifk¹Z>1t and f PMu , the functionsH (u1d)/2(h)(h) in R̂(u1d)/2 ,
f (h) and f (h2(^u,h&1k)u∨) are holomorphic in the neighborhood ofT. h

Theorem VI.3: Let j52 r̊m . If k¹Z>1t, then Ŷ2u/2PEndC(M 2u/2
W̊ ,M 0

W̊).
In the following, we fixj52 r̊m .
Theorem VI.4:

Ŷ2u/25
1

uW̊uu
(

wPW̊

wS S )
aP(D̊m)1
(uua).0

q1~^a,h&2ma ;t!

q1~^a,h&;t! D S (
j 50

3

gj8
q j~^u,h&/222mu ;t!

q j~^u,h&/2;t!
D

3S (
j 50

3

gjS q j~^u,h&/21k/22ma0
;t!

q j~^u,h&/21k/2;t!
t2u/2

2
q1~2ma0

;t!

q1~~ r̊muu!;t!

q j~^u,h&/21k/21~ r̊muu!;t!

q j~^u,h&/21k/2;t!
D D D . ~6.6!

In A2l
(2) case, we can calculate the explicit form of the second term ofŶ2u/2 up to a constant

term.
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Lemma VI.5: Setm5ma , aPDm . The function

Ŷ1
2u/2~h!ª

q1~ma0
;t!

q1~~ r̊muu!;t!

1

uW̊uu
(

wPW̊

wS S )
aP(D̊m)1
(uua).0

q1~^a,h&2m;t!

q1~^a,h&;t! D
3S (

j 50

3

gj8
q j~^u,h&/222mu ;t!

q j~^u,h&/2;t!
D S (

j 50

3

gj

q j~^u,h&/21k/21~ r̊muu!;t!

q j~^u,h&/21k/2;t!
D D

5
q1~ma0

;t!q1~k;t!

q1~m;t!q1~k1m;t!
(
j 50

3

gjS S (
k50

3

gp j k
8

qk~k/212mu ;t!

qk~k/2;t!
D

3S )
aPD̊ l

q j~^a,h&/22k/22m;t!

q j~^a,h&/22k/2;t!

q j~2^a,h&/22k/22m;t!

q j~2^a,h&/22k/2;t! D D
1F~k,m,mu ,ma0

!, ~6.7!

where F(k,m,mu ,ma0
) is independent of h, and p j are the elements ofS4 defined byp15 id,

p25(12)(03),p35(13)(02),andp05(01)(23), is a function onh̊/(Q̊∨1tn21( P̊)). Moreover,

if k¹Z>1t, then Ŷ1
2u/2(h) is real-valued and continuous onT and thus has bounds

2`,mY<Ŷ1
2u/2~h!<MY,`, hPT. ~6.8!

Proof: The proof is similar to that of Lemma IV.6. We show the equation~6.7!. It is easy to see
that the right hand side is periodic with respect toQ̊∨1tn21( P̊). The multiplicities of the left
hand side are

1, h→h1b∨ ~b∨PQ̊∨!,
~6.9!

exp 2p i S (
aPD̊1

ma

ga
^a,u∨&^a,l&2^r̊m ,u∨&^u,l& D 51, h→h1tl ~lPn21~ P̊!!,

where we have used the properties ofu ~6.1! and

(
aPD̊1

ma

ga
^a,u∨&^a,l&5^r̊m ,u∨&^u,l&, ~6.10!

which will be implied by Lemma VI.6. By using$aPD̊m u (auu).0%5$(a1u)/2 u aPD̊ l ,a
Þ6u% and comparing the poles on both sides, we deduce the equality.

The latter part of the statement is clear from the right hand side. h

Lemma VI.6: Let L: h̊→ h̊ be a linear operator defined by

L:h° (
aPD̊1

ma

ga
n21~a!^a,h&. ~6.11!

Then L(h)5( r̊muu)h. In particular,

~u∨uL~l!!5 (
aPD̊1

ma

ga
^a,u∨&^a,l&5^r̊m ,u∨&^u,l&. ~6.12!
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Remark VI.7:In Lemmas IV.7 and VI.6 the difference of the existence of the termmu comes
from gu52 in A2l

(2) .
Remark VI.8:The explicit form of Ŷ1

l can be calculated due to the properties particular
A2l

(2) , such as$aPD̊m u (auu).0%5$(a1u)/2 u aPD̊ l ,aÞ6u%.
Lemma VI.9: Letn jPC, ( j 50,1,2,3).Set

n5(
j 50

3

n j , ~6.13!

f j5
q1~n j ;t!

q1~n;t! )
k50
kÞ j

3 qp j k
~nk ;t!

qp j k
~0;t!

5
q1~n j ;t!

q1~n;t!

p

q18~0;t! )
k50
kÞ j

3

qp j k
~nk ;t!. ~6.14!

Then the following identity holds:

(
j 50

3

f j

q j~x2n;t!

q j~x;t!
5)

j 50

3
q j~x2n j ;t!

q j~x;t!
. ~6.15!

Unfortunately, we do not have a weight function for the operatorŶ2u/2 due to the term
including a sum. However, if we employ the product form obtained in Lemma VI.9, we
construct a weight function. Letp5e2p i t, q5e2p ik, t5e22p im for aPDm , t j5e22p im j for a

PDs , andt j85e22p im j8 for aPD l and apply Lemma VI.9 so that 2mu5(m j andma0
5(m j8 .

The parametersm5(m,m0 ,m1 ,m2 ,m3 ,m08 ,m18 ,m28 ,m38) and t5(t,t0 ,t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t08 ,t18 ,t28 ,t38) are
supposed to move onPmª i (2`,`)9 and Ptª(0,̀ )9, respectively. Letm6 be meromorphic
functions onH defined by

m6~ t!ªe6 r̊m8 /k )
aP(D̊m)6

~ea;p,q!`

~ tea;p,q!`

~pqt21e2a;p,q!`

~pqe2a;p,q!`

3 )
aP(D̊ l )6

S S )
j 50

3
~~21!ajpbj /2ea/2;p,q!`

~~21!ajpbj /2t je
a/2;p,q!`

~~21!ajp12bj /2qtj
21e2a/2;p,q!`

~~21!ajp12bj /2qe2a/2;p,q!`
D

3S )
j 50

3
~~21!ajpbj /2q1/2ea/2;p,q!`

~~21!ajpbj /2q1/2t j8e
a/2;p,q!`

~~21!ajp12bj /2q1/2t j8
21e2a/2;p,q!`

~~21!ajp12bj /2q1/2e2a/2;p,q!`
D D ,

~6.16!

where

r̊m8ª
1

2 S (
aPD̊m

ma1 (
aPD̊ l

m11m21m181m28

2
a D , ~6.17!

and the constantsaj andbj are defined in~2.27!.
Proposition VI.10: We have

Ŷ2u/2~ t!5Ŷ0
2u/2~ t!1Ŷ1

2u/2~ t!, ~6.18!

Ŷ0
2u/2~ t!ª (

wPW̊

wS t2u/2m1~ t!

m1~ t!
t2u/2D . ~6.19!

Lemma VI.11: Assume pnÞq for nPZ>1 . Then Ŷ0
2u/2(t)PEndC(M 2u/2

W̊ ,M 0
W̊).
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Theorem VI.12: Let Pt
sym

ª$tPPt u 0,t,1,0,t j,p2bj /2,0,t j8,p2bj /2q21/2%,Pt and sup-

posetPPt
sym. If p,q, then Ŷ2u/2 is symmetric and semi-bounded below onM 2u/2

W̊ with respect
to (•,•) t , and thus admits a self-adjoint extension.

In contrast to the other root systems, we can choose several start points of the pertur

The essential self-adjointness ofŶ2u/2(tn) on M 2u/2
W̊ is shown directly in the case

0,p,qcn, ~6.20!

where

t0ª~q,1,1,1,1,1,q,q,1!, c0ª1, ~6.21a!

t1ª~q,1,1,1,1,q,q,q,1!, c1ª2, ~6.21b!

t2ª~q,1,1,1,1,1,q,q,q!, c2ª2, ~6.21c!

t3ª~q,1,1,1,1,q,q,q,q!, c3ª2. ~6.21d!

We define

Dnª )
aPD̊

~pgaea;pga!`35
1, if n50,

)
aPD l

~p1/2ea/2;p!` , if n51,

)
aPD l

~2p1/2ea/2;p!` , if n52,

)
aPD l

~pea;p2!` , if n53,

~6.22!

and

Sm,nª
1

uW̊u1/2

sm

Dn

, Dnª
1

Dn

C@ P̊#W̊, ~6.23!

wheresm is the same as in the previous section. Then, due to the condition~6.20!, one sees tha

Dn,M 2u/2
W̊ .

Proposition VI.13:Dn is dense in L2(T,m(t)dm)W̊. $Sm,n%,Dn form a complete orthonorma

system in L2(T,m(tn)dm)W̊ and are the eigenvectors of the leading term Yˆ
0
l(tn) for lP P̊2 :

Ŷ0
l~ tn!Sm,n5Em

l Sm,n , ~6.24!

where

Em
l 5

1

uW̊lu
(

wPW̊

q(luw(m1 r̊))PR.0 . ~6.25!

Theorem VI.14: Assume p,qcn. Then Ŷ2u/2(tn) is essentially self-adjoint onM 2u/2
W̊ and

semi-bounded below with respect to(•,•) tn
.
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Theorem VI.15: Assume p,qcn and tPPt
sym. If d(t,tn),e for sufficiently smalle.0, then

Ŷl(t) is essentially self-adjoint onM l
W̊ , semi-bounded below with respect to(•,•) t and consists

of pure point spectrum.
Using Lemma VI.9, the expression ofŶ1

2u/2 in ~6.7! and the identity

2)
j 50

3

q j~x!5q1~2x!
q18~0!

p
, ~6.26!

we have the following.
Defintion VI.16: Fix the affine root systemXN

(r )5A2l
(2) . Let k,tP iR.0 . Let m,m j ,m j8

P iR,( j 50,1,2,3) and

ma55
m, if aPDm ,

(
j 50

3

m j8 , if aPDs ,

(
j 50

3

m j /2, if aPD l ,

~6.27!

so that^r̊m ,a∨&Þ(Z1tZ)/ga . The elliptic Ruijsenaars model associated with affine root sys
A2l

(2) is a quantum many-body system onT5 h̊R /Q̊∨, and its Hamiltonian is given byH2u/2

5m1/2+Ŷ2u/2+m21/2 and is expressed as

H2u/25
1

uW̊uu
(

wPW̊

w~U0~m!1/2+t2u/2+U0~2m!1/2!1U1~m!1U2~m!, ~6.28!

where

U0~m!~h!ªS )
aP(D̊m)1
(uua).0

q1~^a,h&2m;t!

q1~^a,h&;t! D S )
j 50

3
q j~^u,h&/22m j ;t!

q j~^u,h&/2;t!

q j~^u,h&/21k/22m j8 ;t!

q j~^u,h&/21k/2;t! D ,

~6.29!

U1~m!~h!ª(
j 50

3 S p

q18~0;t! D
2 2

q1~m;t!q1~k1m;t! S )
k50

3

qk~mp j k
1k/2;t!qk~mp j k

8 ;t!D
3S )

aPD̊ l

q j~^a,h&/22k/22m;t!

q j~^a,h&/22k/2;t!

q j~2^a,h&/22k/22m;t!

q j~2^a,h&/22k/2;t! D , ~6.30!

andU2(m)ªF(k,m,mu ,ma0
) is a constant.

Theorem VI.17: Let

Pm
sym

ª$m5~m,$m j%,$m j8%!umP iR,0 , m j8P iR,bjIt/2 , m jP iR,bjIt/21Ik/2%, ~6.31!

and

m0ª2~k,0,0,0,0,0,k,k,0!, c051, ~6.32a!

m1ª2~k,0,0,0,0,k,k,k,0!, c152, ~6.32b!

m2ª2~k,0,0,0,0,0,k,k,k!, c252, ~6.32c!
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m3ª2~k,0,0,0,0,k,k,k,k!, c352. ~6.32d!

If cnuku,utu and mPPm
sym satisfies d(m,mn),e for some nP$0,1,2,3% and sufficiently smalle

.0, then the Hamiltonian H2u/2 ~6.28! is essentially self-adjoint and semi-bounded below w

domainM 2u/2
W̊ m1/2 on L2(T,dm)W̊ and consists of pure point spectrum.
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APPENDIX A: Equation „5.52…

Lemma A.1: Let xPC and mP iR. Then

uq1~x1m;t!2q1~x;t!u<uf~Ix,m;t!u, ~A1!

uq1~x1m;t!u<uw~Ix,m;t!u, ~A2!

where

f~y,z;t!ª4(
nPZ

expS ipS n2
1

2D 2

t D cosh~~2n21!py!sin~~2n21!pz!, ~A3!

w~y,z;t!ª4(
nPZ

expS ipS n2
1

2D 2

t D cosh~~2n21!py!cos~~2n21!pz! ~A4!

are holomorphic functions onC2.
Proof: For aPC andbPR, we have

usin~a1bi !2sinau5usina~coshb21!1 i cosa sinhbu

<~ usinau1ucosau!usinhbu

<2 cosh~Ia!usinhbu. ~A5!

Setp5exp(2pit). By using~2.24!,

uq1~x1m;t!2q1~x;t!u5U2(
nPZ

p(n21/2)2/2~sin~2n21!p~x1m!2sin~2n21!pm!U
<4(

nPZ
p(n21/2)2/2 cosh~~2n21!pIx!usinh~~2n21!pIm!u

5uf~Ix,m;t!u. ~A6!

The series converges uniformly absolutely on any compacts onC2. The latter part can be show
similarly. h

Lemma A.2: Let a,bPR and tP iR. Thenuq1(a1 ib;t)u>uq1( ib;t)u.
Proof: We can assumeb>0 without loss of generality. Letz5e2p i (a1 ib) andp5e2p i t. Then

uzu<1, 0,p,1 andu12pnzu>12pnuzu>0 for n>0 and, by using the product form, we hav
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uq1~a1 ib;t!u>p1/8uzu21/2~p;p!`~ uzu;p!`~puzu;p!`5uq1~ ib;t!u. ~A7!

h

Lemma A.3: Let ai ,biPC for 1< i<n. Then

U)
i 51

n

ai2)
i 51

n

biU<n~ max
1< i<n

uai2bi u!~ max
1< i<n

$uai u,ubi u%!n21. ~A8!

Proof: The statement is implied by the following equality:

)
i 51

n

ai2)
i 51

n

bi5(
j 51

n S )
i 51

j 21

ai D ~aj2bj !S )
i 5 j 11

n

bi D . ~A9!

h

Proposition A.4:d(t)→0 in C(T) as t→t0 in Pt .
Proof: First we show the cases for minuscule weights. LetDlª$aPD̊1u(lua)52ga%.

Recall that

d~ t!512 )
aPDl

q1~^a,h&2gama ;gat!

q1~^a,h&1gak;gat!
. ~A10!

By applying Lemmas A.1, A.3, and A2 we have

id~ t!imax<
uDluuf~rIk,d~m,m0!;t!uuw~rIk,d~m,m0!;t!u uDlu21

)aPDl
uq1~gak;gat!u

, ~A11!

wherer is from XN
(r ) and we have used the monotonicity off and w. Sinceuf(a,0;t)u50 and

uw(a,•;t)u is bounded in the neighborhood of the origin, it follows thatid(t)imax→0 asd(t,t0)
→0.

The case for the quasi-minuscule weight is similarly shown. h
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We will consider a supergeneralization of the Duffin–Kemmer–Petiau algebra. It
has been shown to be intimately related to the Lie super algebra osp(N,M ). We
will also discuss its representations. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1386928#

The Duffin–Kemmer–Petiau algebra~hereafter referred to as DKP algebra! in the
N-dimensional carrier space is defined by the relation

bmbnbl1blbnbm5dmnbl1dnlbm ~1!

for m,n,l51,2,. . . ,N. For the case ofN54, it is well known~see, e.g., the article1 by Krajcik
and Nieto for an interesting historical account of the subject! that dimensions of its irreducible
representations are restricted to one, five, and ten, and that the associated linear equation

S (
m51

4

bm

]

]xm
2mDc50

specifies the spin 0 and 1 Klein–Gordon equations, respectively, for cases of five- an
dimensional realizations.

Fishbachet al.2 have classified representations of the DKP algebra by reducing the proble
that of the Lie algebra so(N11) as follows. They first note that Eq.~1! implies the validity of

@@bm ,bn#,bl#5dnlbm2dmlbn ~2!

as well as

~bm!35bm . ~3!

Conversely, they show that Eqs.~2! and ~3! lead to Eq.~1!. Next, setting

Jmn5@bm ,bn#, ~4a!

J0m52Jm05bm , ~4b!

J0050, ~4c!

for m,n,l51,2,. . . ,N, it is easy to prove that Eq.~2! gives the so(N11) Lie algebra of

JAB52JBA, ~5a!

@JAB ,JCD#5gBCJAD1gADJBC2gACJBD2gBDJAC , ~5b!

a!Electronic mail: okubo@pas.rochester.edu
45540022-2488/2001/42(9)/4554/9/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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now for values ofA,B,C,D being 0,1,2,. . . ,N. Here, we have set

gAB5H dAB if A,BÞ0

21 if A5B50

0 otherwise .
~6!

Moreover, the constraint relation~3! is rewritten as

~J0m!35J0m , ~7!

which restricts possible representations of the so(N11). Fishbachet al.2 succeeded to specify a
irreducible representations of the DKP algebra in terms of those of the corresponding so(N11)
Lie algebra. Their results then can be more explicitly restated as follows. LetTa1a2 . . . am

for a
non-negative integerm to be a completely antisymmetric tensor for values ofa1 ,a2 , . . . ,am to be
0,1,2,. . . ,N. Then, the action ofJAB to the tensor is assumed to be given by

JABTa1a2 . . . am
5(

j 51

m

$gBaj
Ta1 . . . aj 21Aaj 11 . . . am

2gAaj
Ta1 . . . aj 21Baj 11 . . . am

%. ~8!

Moreover, ifN is odd andN1152m, then the tensor must be chosen3 to be either self-conjugate
or anti-self-conjugate for the representation to remain irreducible. In other words, we can im
the condition

Ta1a2 . . . am
56

1

m! (
b1 ,b2 , . . . ,bm51

2m

ea1 . . . amb1 . . . bm
Tb1b2 . . . bm

~9!

for the Levi-Civita symbolea1 . . . amb1 . . . bm
in 2m dimension. Similarly, we can restrict the value

of m to be 0<m< 1
2 (N11) for the general tensor, since the other cases ofm. 1

2 (N11) can be
reduced3 to the former by the use of the Levi–Civita symbol in a similar way.

In order to see more explicitly that this gives the realizations of the original DKP algebra
introduce two completely antisymmetric tensors of rankn andn11, respectively, form5n11 by

fm1 . . . mn11

(n11) 5Tm1m2 . . . mn11
, ~10a!

cm1 . . . mn

(n) 5T0m1m2 . . . mn
~10b!

for values ofm1 ,m2 , . . . ,mn11 to range now to be 1,2,. . . ,N. The possible values ofn which
specify the irreducible representations of the DKP algebra may be restricted to

0<n< 1
2 ~N21!. ~10c!

Then, from Eqs.~4b! and ~8!, the action ofbm’s to those tensors are given by

blcm1 . . . mn

(n) 5flm1 . . . mn

(n11) , ~11a!

blfm1m2 . . . mn11

(n11) 5 (
j 51

n11

~21! j 21dlm j
cm1 . . . m j 21m j 11 . . . mn11

(n) . ~11b!

We can readily verify that these relations are consistent with the validity of Eq.~1!. Moreover, for
the case ofN52n11 being odd, Eq.~11! can be replaced by a single relation of
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blcm1 . . . mn

(n) 56
1

n! (
n1n2 , . . . ,nn51

N

elm1 . . . mnn1 . . . nn
cn1 . . . nn

(n) ~12!

in view of Eq. ~9! now for 2n11 dimensional Levi-Civita symbolelm1 . . . nn
. For N54, these

give the five-dimensional representation space consisting ofc0 and fm for n50, and ten-
dimensional space spanned bycm and fmn with fmn52fnm for n51, reproducing the well
known fact of Ref. 1.

We have digressed into the representation theory of the DKP algebra in detail for the fo
ing reason. Let

emn52enm ~13!

be a constant symplectic tensor, and consider now

bmbnbl2blbnbm5emnbl2elnbm ~14!

for m,n,l51,2,. . . ,M . Here we used the letterM instead ofN for a reason which will become
clear soon. We may call the algebra generated bybm’s satisfying Eq. ~14! a para-Duffin–
Kemmer–Petiau algebra~hereafter referred to as PDKP algebra!. In contrast to the DKP algebra
the new PDKP is now infinite dimensional. In particular, we will not have a simple polyno
constraint such as Eq.~3!. Nevertheless, the analysis of the PDKP algebra will proceed an
gously to the DKP case, except for the fact that the role of the Lie algebra so(N11) is now
replaced by the Lie superalgebra osp(1,M ).4,5

First we note that Eq.~14! gives

@$bm ,bn%,bl#5enlbm1emlbn ~15!

instead of Eq.~2!, where$bm ,bn% is the anticommutator, i.e.,

$bm ,bn%5bmbn1bnbm . ~16!

We now introduceJAB by

Jmn5$bm ,bn%, ~17a!

J0m52Jm05bm , ~17b!

J0050, ~17c!

together withgAB for A,B50,1,2 . . . ,M by

gAB5H eAB if A,B51,2,. . . ,M

21 if A5B50

0 otherwise .
~18!

We next define

@JAB ,JCD%5JABJCD2~21!(s(A)1s(B))(s(C)1s(D))JCDJAB ~19!

as usual, wheres(A) is the grade~or parity! given by

s~A!5H 0 if A50

1 if A51,2,. . . ,M .
~20!
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From Eq.~15!, we can then verify the fact thatJAB’s now give the Lie super algebra osp(1,M ),
i.e.,

~ i! JAB52~21!s(A)s(B)JBA , ~21a!

~ ii ! @JAB ,JCD%5gBCJAD2~21!s(A)s(B)gACJBD2~21!s(C)s(D)gBDJAC

1~21!s(A)s(B)1s(C)s(D)gADJBC , ~21b!

~ iii ! gAB5~21!s(A)s(B)gBA , ~21c!

~ iv! gAB50 if s~A!Þs~B!. ~21d!

Before going into further details, it may be worthwhile to emphasize the fact4 that osp(1,M )
is the only simple Lie superalgebra possessing the nice property that any of its finite dimen
representation is always fully reducible. We also note that a representation of the PDKP alg
irreducible, if and only if the corresponding one of osp(1,N) is irreducible. Analogous to the DKP
case, we now consider the completely superantisymmetric tensorTa1a2 . . . am

, which satisfies

Ta1 . . . ajaj 11 . . . am
52~21!s(aj )s(aj 11)Ta1 . . . aj 11aj . . . am

~22!

for the interchange of two adjacent indicesaj and aj 11 for a1 ,a2 , . . . ,am50,1,2,. . . ,M . The
action ofJAB to this tensor is given by

JABTa1a2 . . . am
5(

j 51

m

~21!S j (A,B)$gBaj
Ta1 . . . aj 21Aaj 11 . . . am

2~21!s(A)s(B)gAaj
Ta1 . . . aj 21Baj 11 . . . am

% ~23a!

where we have set for simplicity

S j~A,B!5~s~A!1s~B!!~s~a1!1s~a2!1•••1s~aj 21!!. ~23b!

Equations~23a! and~23b! are the analogs of Eq.~8! of the DKP case. We have to verify the fa
that the tensorTa1 . . . am

supplies the representation space not only of the osp(1,M ) but also of the
PDKP algebra. For this, we first note thatTa1a2 . . . am

contain the zero index at most once in vie

of Eq. ~22!. We then introduce two tensorsfm1 . . . mn11

(n11) and cm1 . . . mn

(n) again by Eqs.~10a! and

~10b!. However, in contrast to the DKP case, they are now completely symmetri
m1 ,m2 , . . . ,mn11 instead of being completely antisymmetric because of Eq.~22!. Then, Eqs.
~17b! and ~23a! lead to

blcm1 . . . mn

(n) 5flm1 . . . mn

(n11) , ~24a!

blfm1 . . . mn11

(n11) 5 (
j 51

n11

elm j
cm1 . . . m j 21m j 11 . . . mn11

(n) , ~24b!

which replace Eq.~11!. We can explicitly verify now that Eqs.~24a! and~24b! are consistent with
the PDKP relation of Eq.~14!, i.e., they offer the desired irreducible realizations of the alge
Since both tensorsfm1 . . . mn11

(n11) and cm1 . . . mn

(n) are completely symmetric, there is no restrictio

such as in Eq.~10c! to the values ofn. In particular, the PDKP algebra has an infinite number
finite dimensional irreducible representations in contrast to the case of the DKP algebra, refl
the fact that the former is infinite dimensional. We also note that Rittenberg and Scheunert6 have
given a correspondence between representations of osp(1,2N) and so(2N11).
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We must yet prove that the PDKP algebra has no finite dimensional irreducible represen
other than those given by Eqs.~24a! and~24b! except for the trivial one ofbm50. Since there is
no analog of the relation such as Eq.~3!, this is more difficult to do. However, we could achiev
it by studying the representations of osp(1,M ) corresponding to general tensors, and then
showing its incompatibility with Eq.~14! except for the case of the completely superantisymm
tric realization. We will not go into details, however, since the demonstration is quite cumbers

At this point, we may speculate what will happen, if we consider the relation

bmbnbl2blbnbm5dmnbl2dlnbm ~25!

for m,n,l51,2,. . . ,M instead of Eq.~14!. At first glance, Eq.~25! would appear to be a mor
natural choice as the counterpart of the DKP algebra. We shall, however, prove in the foll
that Eq.~25! will admit only the trivial solutionbm50 identically, unlessM51. SuposeM>2.
Then for any two indexm, andl satisfyingmÞl, we choosem5nÞl, so that Eq.~25! gives

bm
2 bl2blbm

2 5bl if mÞl. ~26!

We will prove that the validity of Eq.~26! impliesbm50 as follows. We multiplybl to both sides
of Eq. ~26! from the left- and right-hand sides to find

bm
2 bl

22blbm
2 bl5bl

2 ,

blbm
2 bl2bl

2bm
2 5bl

2 .

Adding both, this gives

bm
2 bl

22bl
2bm

2 52bl
2 if mÞl. ~27!

Interchanging the role ofm andl, Eq. ~27! leads then to

bl
252bm

2 if mÞl.

In that case, the left-hand side of Eq.~26! is calculated to be

bm
2 bl2blbm

2 5~2bl
2!bl2bl~2bl

2!50

and hence Eq.~26! requires the validity ofbl50 identically.
We next show that both DKP and PDKP algebras are special cases of a larger superg

ization of the DKP algebra. Let us considerM1N indices 1,2,. . . ,M1N and divide them into
two sets of

V05$1,2,. . . ,N%, ~28a!

V15$N11,N12, . . . ,N1M % ~28b!

and assign

s~a!5H 0 if aeV0

1 if aeV1
~29!

so that V0 and V1 correspond, respectively, to bosonic and fermionic indices. Similarly,
introducegab for a,b51,2,. . . ,M1N by
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gab5H dmn if a5m, b5neV0

emn if a5m, b5neV1

0 otherwise,

~30!

which satisfies

~ i! gba5~21!s(a)s(b)gab , ~31a!

~ ii ! gab50 if s~a!Þs~b!. ~31b!

Suppose thatba for a51,2,. . . ,M1N now satisfy

babbbc1~21!S(a,b,c)bcbbba5gabbc1gbcba , ~32a!

where for simplicity we have set

S~a,b,c!5s~a!s~b!1s~b!s~c!1s~c!s~a!. ~32b!

We note that Eq.~32a! remains invariant undera↔c, if we note the validity of

gba5~21!S(a,b,c)gab ~33!

by Eqs.~31a! and~31b!. For special cases ofV150 ~or M50) andV050 ~or N50), Eqs.~32a!
and ~32b! reproduce Eqs.~1! and ~14!, respectively. We may call the algebra generated byba’s
satisfying Eqs.~32a! and~32b! the super DKP algebra or DKP superalgebra. We also note tha
~32a! is invariant underba→2ba andba→(21)s(a)ba .

Setting

Jab5babb2~21!s(a)s(b)bbba ~34!

and introducing the general commutator again by

@Jab ,bc%5Jabbc2~21!(s(a)1s(b))s(c)bcJab , ~35!

Eqs.~32a! and ~32b! give

@Jab ,bc%5gbcba2~21!s(a)s(b)gacbb . ~36!

We can now construct the Lie super algebra osp(N11,M ) as follows. We set

ba5J0a52Ja0 , ~37a!

J0050, ~37b!

as well as

g0a5ga050, g00521, s~0!50 ~37c!

for a51,2,. . . ,M1N. We note that the new index zero is a bosonic one and can be incorpo
into V0. The enlarged algebra forJAB with A,B50,1,2,. . . ,M1N satisfies Eq.~21!. Therefore, it
realizes the Lie superalgebra osp(N11,M ). The special cases ofM50 andN50 will reproduce
the Lie algebra so(N11) and osp(1,M ), respectively, of the DKP and PDKP algebras.

The realization of the super DKP algebra is again related to the completely superantisy
ric tensor representation. However, we will not go into details, since we will present anothe
more direct way to construct it, shortly.
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We remark that the Lie super algebra osp(N11,M ) based upon a similar construction has a
appeared in a study7 of para-statistics in which bosons and fermions no longer commute with
other. A simpler osp~1,2! algebra occurs8 as the Clebsch–Gordan algebra of combined spin1

2 and
1 representations of the angular momentum algebra so~3!.

Finally, we can construct the direct realization of the DKP superalgebra without recour
osp(N11,M ) as follows. Letgab be a constant tensor again satisfying the condition

~ i! gba5~21!s(a)s(b)gab , ~38a!

~ ii ! gab50 if s~a!Þs~b!. ~38b!

Suppose that a set of operatorsQa andQ̄a satisfy

QaQ̄bQc1~21!S(a,b,c)QcQ̄bQa5gabQc1gbcQa , ~39a!

Q̄aQbQ̄c1~21!S(a,b,c)Q̄cQbQ̄a5gabQ̄c1gbcQ̄a . ~39b!

If we introduce 232 matricesba by

ba5S 0 Qa

Q̄a 0 D , ~40!

it is easy to see that they define the DKP superalgebra, i.e.,

babbbc1~21!S(a,b,c)bcbbba5gabbc1gbcba . ~41!

We can find a realization of operatorsQa andQ̄a satisfying Eqs.~39a! and~39b! as general-
ized annihilation and creation operators by

QaQ̄b1~21!s(a)s(b)Q̄bQa5gab , ~42a!

QaQb1~21!s(a)s(b)QbQa50, ~42b!

Q̄a Q̄b1~21!s(a)s(b)Q̄b Q̄a50. ~42c!

Setting

Vo5$aus~a!50%, ~43a!

V15$aus~a!51%, ~43b!

Qa andQ̄b for a,beV0 with gab5dab then form the usual annihilation and creation operators
fermions, while those fora,beV1 with gab5eab correspond to quasibosonic system. However,
note that bosonic operators now anticommute with fermionic ones.

In order to construct representations of the super DKP algebra, we introduce the Fock
by

Qau0&50, ~44a!

Q̄a1
Q̄a2

. . . Q̄am
u0&5ua1 ,a2 , . . . ,am& ~44b!

from the vacuum stateu0&. We then calculate
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bcS ua1a2 . . . am&

ub1b2 . . . bn.
D 5S Qcub1b2 . . . bn&

uca1a2 . . . am.
D . ~45!

Moreover, we note

Qcub1b2 . . . bn&5(
j 51

n

~21!S jgcbj
ub1 . . . bj 21bj 11 . . . bn&, ~46a!

S j[ j 211s~c!~s~b1!1s~b2!1•••1s~bj 21!!. ~46b!

We see that a set consisting of such two-component state vectors withm5n11 for a fixed value
of n forms a representation space of the

DKP superalgebra. If we identify

ca1a2 . . . an

(n) 5S 0

ua1a2 . . . an&D , ~47a!

fa1 . . . an11

(n11) 5S ua1a2 . . . an11&

0 D , ~47b!

then Eqs.~45! and ~46! lead to

bcca1a2 . . . an

(n) 5fca1a2 . . . an

(n11) , ~48a!

bcfa1a2 . . . an11

(n11) 5 (
j 51

n11

~21!S jgcaj
ca1 . . . aj 21aj 11 . . . an11

(n) ~48b!

The special cases ofM50 andN50 will then reproduce Eqs.~11! and ~24!, respectively. How-
ever, the above-given representation may not be irreducible for some cases because of t
conjugate condition like Eq.~12! for antisymmetric tensor indices. The problem is somew
involved and will be discussed elsewhere.

Returning to Eq.~45!, consider now the case ofmÞn11. We must then double the numbe
of states by adding another two-component vectors now withm↔n11. However, this leads in
general to reducible representations.

There exists another realization of Eq.~39! in terms of the Cuntz algebra9 generated by a
single relation of

QaQb̄5gab . ~49!

In this case, Eq.~45! is now rewritten as

bcS ua1 . . . am&

ub1 . . . bn D 5S gcb1
ub2 . . . bn&

uca1a2 . . . am& D . ~50!

This gives, however, reducible representations even for the case ofm5n11.
In ending this note, consider anM1N dimensional supermanifold withN bosonic coordinate

x1 ,x2 , . . . ,xN and M fermionic Grassmann coordinatez1 ,z2 , . . . ,zM . We setzj5xj 1N for j
51,2,. . . ,M , and consider the wave equation
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S (
a51

N1M

ba

]

]xa
2mD j50. ~51!

Then, Eq.~41! will lead to the generalized Klein–Gordon equation

S (
m51

N
]2

]xm]xm
1 (

j ,k51

M

e jk

]2

]zj]zk
D j5m2j ~52!

assumingmÞ0.
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On the correlation functions of the vector bundle
generalization of the bc -system

Matthias Schorka)

FB Mathematik, J. W. Goethe-Universita¨t, 60054 Frankfurt, Germany
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It is shown that the determinants of the correlation functions of the generalized
bc-system introduced recently are given as pullbacks of the non-Abelian theta
divisor. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1388198#

I. INTRODUCTION

The usualbc-system appearing in bosonic string theory1,2 is very well understood1–4 and has
also been considered in a rigorous algebro-geometric way by Raina.5,6 Assuming some natura
physical axioms, Raina showed the existence and uniqueness of the correlation functions a
able to rederive the explicit expressions using the geometry of the theta divisor. It is import
note that one considers in this approach not the quantum fieldsb,c themselves~which should be
‘‘operator valued sections’’ of certain line bundles!, but their correlation functions inheriting th
symmetries of the operators. A closely related cousin of thebc-sytem based on a Hermitian vecto
bundle of rankr was introduced in Ref. 7 and the existence and uniqueness of correlation
tions was established for a particular class of bundles. The hope was that the correlation fu
of this bcr-system are determined completely by the geometry of the non-Abelian theta divis
complete analogy to the usual rank one case. Since at the time of writing the necessary fo
were lacking, this remained a hope, but in the meantime Ref. 8 appeared, providing some
results. Unfortunately, only the determinants of the correlation functions can be described w
help of the results of Ref. 8, so there is still much to be done to realize this hope and it is u
whether one will be able to do so along the lines pursued here.

In the second section we briefly recall the geometry of the system of rank one befo
consider the higher rank case in the third section. Some of the difficulties concerning the c
and the energy-momentum tensor are indicated. For the convenience of the reader we hav
the required result of Ref. 8 in an appendix. In the followingSg will be a Riemann surface o
genusg>2 with canonical bundleK[KSg

. The group of~isomorphism classes of! line bundles of
degree d will be denoted by Picd(Sg) and there is the canonical theta divisorQª$L
PPicg21(Sg) u h0(Sg ,L)Þ0%,Picg21(Sg). We will denote bya21 the inverse of the line
bundlea and byE∨ the dual of the vector bundleE.

II. THE bc -SYSTEM REVISITED

Let aPPicg21(Sg)\Q, i.e.,a is a line bundle of degreeg21 and satisfiesh0(Sg ,a)50. In
the associatedbc-system—given by an actionS;*b]̄c—the fieldc ~respectively,b! is a section
of a ~respectively,K ^ a21!; note that there will be zero modes of neitherb nor c due to our
assumption ona. The propagator̂b(z)c(w)& is then a meromorphic section of the line bund
(K ^ a21)�aªp1* (K ^ a21) ^ p2* (a) over Sg3Sg having a simple pole on the diagon
D,Sg3Sg ; herep i :Sg3Sg→Sg , for i 51,2, is the canonical projection onto thei th factor.
Using the mapfa :Sg3Sg→Picg21(Sg), given byfa„(z,w)…ªO(z2w) ^ a, we pull back the
theta divisor fromPicg21(Sg) to obtain5

a!Electronic mail: schork@math.uni-frankfurt.de
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fa* „O~Q!….~K ^ a21!�a ^ O~D!. ~1!

Thus, the propagator is a meromorphic section offa* „O(Q)…^ O(2D). Since the normalized
section offa* „O(Q)… is given by the~uniquely determined! theta function with characteristica,
i.e., by q@a#(z2w)/q@a#(0), and thenormalized section ofO(D) is given by the prime form
E(z,w), we get the desired result:

^b~z!c~w!&5
q@a#~z2w!

q@a#~0!E~z,w!
[Sa~z,w!. ~2!

In the case thata is an even theta characteristic, i.e.,a25K, the Szego¨-kernelSa—consequently
the propagator also—is antisymmetric in its arguments.

In an analogous fashion one has mapsfa
n :(Sg3Sg)n→Picg21(Sg), given by

fa
n
„~z1 ,w1!,...,~zn ,wn!…ªOS (

i 51

n

zi2(
i 51

n

wi D ^ a; ~3!

note thatfa
15fa from above. The pullback ofQ underfa

n is given by5,6

~fa
n !* „O~Q!…r .~K ^ a21!�a�¯�~K ^ a21!�a ^ O~Dn!, ~4!

whereDn is the divisor of poles and zeros

Dnª (
1< i , j <2n

~21! i 1 j 11D i j ~5!

and D i j is the divisor where thei th and j th coordinates coincide. Hence, the 2n-point function
^b(z1)¯c(wn)& is given as the normalized section of (fa

n)* „O(Q)…^ O(2Dn). Since the first
factor leads to a theta function and the second to a product of prime forms, we obtain an e
expression for the 2n-point functions. Comparing the expression for the four-point function w
the determinant of propagators~the bc-system is free, so the two expressions should coinc
according to Wick’s rule!, we obtain the trisecant identity of Fay.5,9 Now, let us turn to the higher
rank case.

III. THE bc r-SYSTEM

Let us denote byUg(r ,d) the moduli space of stable vector bundles of rankr and degreed on
Sg ; note thatUg(1,d)5Picd(Sg). In the case of higher rank we also have a natural ‘‘no
Abelian’’ theta divisor Q rª$FPUg„r ,r (g21)… u h0(Sg ,F)Þ0%,Ug„r ,r (g21)…; for this see,
e.g., Ref. 7 and the references given therein. The simplestbcr-system is the one where no ze
modes occur. For this to happen we have to chooseEPUg„r ,r (g21)…\Q r . Then the fieldc

~respectively,b! is a section ofE ~respectively,K ^ E∨) and the action is given byS;*b]̄Ec,
where a Hermitian metric onE is used to yield a good integrand. Consequently, the propag
^b(z)c(w)& is a meromorphic section of (K ^ E∨)�E over Sg3Sg having a simple pole on the
diagonalD. It is given7 by the non-Abelian Szego¨-kernelSE(z,w) as defined by Fay,10 but explicit
expressions are very difficult to obtain. In the following we will denote the highest nonvanis
exterior power of a vector bundleF by det(F). The determinant of the propagator is a section
det„(K ^ E∨)�E…5det(K^E∨)�det(E). SinceK is a line bundle andE∨ has rankr , we have

det~K ^ E∨!5K ^ r
^ det~E∨!, ~6!

so that the determinant of the propagator is a meromorphic section of

~K ^ r
^ det~E∨!!�det~E!. ~7!
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Now we need the geometric ingredients which are analogous to those used in the rank on
above. ForEPUg„r ,r (g21)… there is a map

fE :Sg3Sg→Ug„r ,r ~g21!…, ~8!

defined byfE„(z,w)…ªO(z2w) ^ E. Since tensoring with a line bundle preserves stability a
since deg(L ^ E)5rdeg(L)1deg(E) for any line bundleL, the mapfE is indeed well defined.
According to Ref. 8, the pullback of the non-Abelian theta divisor is given in complete analo
~1! by

fE* „O~Q r !….„K ^ r
^ det~E∨!…�det~E! ^ O~D! ^ r

@see Eq.~A2! in the Appendix#. Since we observed above~7! that the determinant of the propa
gator is a section of the line bundle„K ^ r

^ det(E∨)…�det(E)5fE* „O(Q r)…^ O(2D) ^ r , we can
summarize these observations as follows.

Proposition 1: Let EPUg„r ,r (g21)…\Q r and fE as in ~8!. Then the determinant of th
propagator^b(z)c(w)& of the associated bcr-system is a meromorphic section of the line bun
fE* „O(Q r)…^ O(2D) ^ r . In particular, one has for z;w the expected singularitydet̂ b(z)c(w)&
;(z2w)2r.

Note that the above method gives only the determinant of the propagator. The propag
given by ^b(z)c(w)&5SE(z,w), so that we identify the determinant of the non-Abelian Sze¨-
kernel as a pullback of the non-Abelian theta divisor:

det„SE~z,w!… is the meromorphic section offE* „O~Q r !…^ O~2D! ^ r .

In the rank one case we could use the fact that a section offa* „O(Q)… is given by a theta function
to obtain explicit expressions. The one-dimensionality of the space of theta functions~of level
one! is expressed byh0

„Picg21(Sg),O(Q)…51. It is a fundamental result of Ref. 11~and was
essential for the mathematical proofs of the Verlinde formula, cf. Ref. 12! that this can be gener
alized to ‘‘non-Abelian theta functions,’’ i.e., we haveh0

„Ug„r ,r (g21)…,O(Q r)…51. This may be
used to give an alternative proof of the existence and uniqueness of the propagator~and the higher
correlation functions!. On the other hand, it is well known12 that this space of non-Abelian thet
functions is very closely related to the space of conformal blocks of the Wess–Zumino–W
~WZW! model onSg with g5sl(r ,C) and levelk51. Thus, there is indeed a geometrical co
nection between thebcr-system and the above-mentioned WZW-model, as conjectured in Re

In the usualbc-system theU(1)-current j a is defined3 by j a(z)52:b(z)c(z):, where the
dots indicate a regularization, which consists of subtracting the singularity in the operator p
expansion ofb(z)c(w) before taking the limitw→z. Thus, the one-point function of the curre
is given by

^ j a~z!&ª2 lim
w→z

S ^b~z!c~w!&2
1

z2wD52a0~z;a!, ~9!

where we have used~2! and the expansion of the Szego¨-kernel,Sa(z,w)5 1/(z2w) 1a0(w;a)
1a1(w;a)(z2w)1¯ . Inserting the explicit expression fora0 given in Ref. 10, one recovers th
usual result.13 In the bcr-system associated toE the field b ~respectively,c! is a section ofK
^ E∨ ~respectively,E!, so we expect that the regularized productb(z)c(w) yields on the diagona
a section ofK ^ End(E). Defining the currentJE as above,

^JE~z!&ª2 lim
w→z

S ^b~z!c~w!&2
I

z2wD52 lim
w→z

S SE~z,w!2
I

z2wD ,

we can now use the expansion of Fay’s non-Abelian Szego¨-kernel, SE(z,w)5 I /(z2w)
1a0(w;E)1a1(w;E)(z2w)1¯ , to obtain
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^JE~z!&52a0~z;E!,

in complete analogy to the rank one case above. According to p. 29 in Ref. 10,a0(z;E) is indeed
a section ofK ^ End(E), as expected. In contrast to the rank one case, explicit expressions f
coefficientsai(z;E) are lacking. According to Raina14,15 the geometric interpretation of this sub
traction process requires that one considers the occuring bundles not on the diagoD
.Sg,Sg3Sg , but on the first infinitesimal neighborhood ofD. Following this approach he wa
able to give a complete treatment of the currentj a of the usualbc-system and rederive the explic
expressions known in the physical literature. It would be very beautiful if one had an analo
treatment of the currentJE of the bcr-system.

Let us now consider the 2n-point function^b(z1)c(w1)¯b(zn)c(wn)&, which is a meromor-
phic section of the vector bundle (K ^ E∨)�E�¯�(K ^ E∨)�E having simple poles~respec-
tively, zeros! whenever two arguments of different~respectively, same! type coincide. In close
analogy to the rank one case~3! we define a map

fE
n :~Sg3Sg!n→Ug„r ,r ~g21!…,

„~z1 ,w1!,...,~zn ,wn!…°OS (
i 51

n

zi2(
i 51

n

wi D ^ E;

note that againfE
15fE . According to Ref. 8, the pullback of the non-Abelian theta divisor is th

given in analogy to~4! by

~fE
n !* „O~Q r !….„K ^ r

^ det~E∨!…�det~E!�¯�„K ^ r
^ det~E∨!…�det~E! ^ O~Dn! ^ r ,

whereDn is the divisor defined in~5! @see Eq.~A1! in the Appendix#. Thus, using~6!, we see that
the ~appropriately interpreted! determinant of the 2n-point function is a section of
(fE

n)* „O(Q r)…^ O(2Dn) ^ r . We collect these observations in the following proposition.
Proposition 2: Let EPUg„r ,r (g21)…\Q r and fE

n :(Sg3Sg)n→Ug„r ,r (g21)… be the map
defined above. Then the determinant of the2n-point function^b(z1)¯c(wn)& of the associated
bcr-system is a meromorphic section of the line bundle(fE

n)* „O(Q r)…^ O(2Dn) ^ r .
Note that Proposition 2 reduces to Proposition 1 forn51, sinceD15D12[D. As mentioned

at the end of the last section, Raina was able to deduce the Fay identity from a comparison
different representations of the four-point functions.5,6 Since thebcr-system is a free system,
was conjectured in Ref. 7 that a similar procedure should lead to a ‘‘non-Abelian Fay iden
The above results are by far too weak to establish such an identity, but nevertheless might p
a nontrivial check. A very promising result into the desired direction is contained in Ref.
closely related result from a different point of view can be found in Ref. 16.

In the usualbc-system the four-point function̂b(z1)c(w1)b(z2)c(w2)& is very important,
since considering the limitsw1→z1 , w2→z2 of its regularized explicit form yields the two-poin
function ^ j a(z1) j a(z2)& of the current.13 Considering, furthermore, the regularized limitz2→z1 ,
one obtains the one-point function of the energy-momentum tensorTa :

^Ta~z!&ª
1

2
lim

w→z
S ^ j a~z! j a~w!&2

1

~z2w!2D5a1~z;a!2
1

2
]za0~z;a!; ~10!

in the second equation we have used again the coefficientsai of the Szego¨-kernelSa . Inserting the
explicit expressions for theai given in Ref. 10 yields the result of the physical literature.4,17,18

Raina and Biswas have managed to give an algebro-geometric description of the e
momentum tensor, this time using the second infinitesimal neighborhood of the diagonal.15,19 In
the bcr-system the associated energy-momentum tensorTE should be given as the limit of the
regularized two-point function of the currentJE , i.e.,TE(z);:JE(z) ^ JE(z):. Local computations
for the operator product expansion ofJE(z) ^ JE(w) suggest, that—due to the non-Abelian stru
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ture coming from the higher rank—additional terms with a simple pole will appear and have
subtracted, too. The main problem is that one does not have an explicit expression for th
point function. In particular, there seems to be no straightforward generalization of Wick’s
meaning here that one could calculate the four-point function as some kind of determin
propagators. One expects that a relation similar to~10!—involving this timea0(z;E),a1(z;E) and
]za0(z;E)—holds also in the higher rank case, where the additional tensor product structur
be involved. The naive expectation is that^TE(z)& is a section ofK ^ 2

^ End(E) ^ 2, but this is
already false in the rank one case. Due to the regularization procedure the conformal symm
lost,20 so that 12̂ Ta(z)& is a projective connection,21 transforming as some kind of ‘‘perturbed
quadratic differential. One may wonder whether there is an analogous geometric structure
behind^TE(z)&.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have seen that the determinants of the correlation functions of thebcr-system can be
written as pullbacks of the non-Abelian theta divisor. It is not clear whether one can describ
correlation functions themselves within the approach pursued here. The currentJE was defined by
JE(z);:b(z)c(z):, which can be written locally@where we write the fieldc as c5(c1 ,...,cr)

t

and similarly for b# as JE,i j (z);:bj (z)ci(z):. Locally one can also define currentsJi j
a

;:bj (Tac) i : for a simple Lie algebrag with generators$Ta%. It is well known that the traces o
Ja, i.e., j a

ªTr(Ja);:biTi j
a cj :, give rise to a current algebra, thus to representations of the a

Lie algebraĝ, ~see p. 646 in Ref. 22!. These affine Lie algebras correspond to WZW models
that one expects that a geometric definition of the currentsJa @together with theU(1)-currentJE#
should give a geometric interpretation of the non-Abelian bosonization.23

We hope that a further examination of thebcr-system will uncover more interesting conne
tions to the geometry of the non-Abelian theta divisor as well as to the corresponding W
model. As should be clear from the above remarks and the discussion in Ref. 7, the main o
for further progress is that a suitably generalized Wick’s rule lacks. If one had some kin
suitably generalized determinant DET for these matrices with matrix-valued entries, Wick’s
for the four-point function would mean that^b(z1)c(w1)b(z2)c(w2)&5DET„^b(zi)c(wj )&… and
that one could use the right-hand side for all the computations indicated above, in particular
energy-momentum tensor.

APPENDIX: A RESULT OF GÓ MEZ GONZÁLES AND PLAZA MARTI´N

Here we state a recent result of Go´mez Gonza´les and Plaza Martı´n concerning the pullback o
the non-Abelian theta divisorQ r under the ‘‘addition morphism’’; this is Theorem 3.1 in Ref.
From our point of view they are working not with a single system, but with a family parametr
by some schemeS. Their setup is as follows~we have slightly changed their notation to b
consistent with the one used above!. Let S be a scheme andSg an irreducible proper smooth
algebraic curve of genusg>2 overC ~i.e., a Riemann surface!. We denote byU g

ss(r ,d) the moduli
space of~equivalence classes of! semistable vector bundles of rankr and degreed on Sg ;
Seshadri proved thatU g

ss(r ,d) is the natural compactification ofUg(r ,d) from above.24 The clo-
sure ofQ r from above inU g

ss
„r ,r (g21)… is again a divisor, which we also denote byQ r . Let E

be a semistable bundle of rankr and degreer (g21) on Sg3S; we interpret this as a family
$Es%sPS ~with Es[EuSg3$s%) of semistable bundlesEsPU g

ss
„r ,r (g21)… on Sg3$s%.Sg . Let us

furthermore introduce a mapcE :S→U g
ss
„r ,r (g21)… by associating tosPS the restriction ofE to

Sg3$s%.Sg , i.e., cE(s)5Es . For eachnPN we now introduce the relative version of th
generalization of~3!, namely,

fE;S
n :~Sg3Sg!n3S→U g

ss
„r ,r ~g21!…,

„~z1 ,w1!,...,~zn ,wn!,s…°OS (
i 51

n

zi2(
i 51

n

wi D ^ Es .
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For 1< i<2n there are natural projectionspi ~respectively,p i) from (Sg3Sg)n3S onto Sg

~respectively,Sg3S!, where in both cases the imageSg is the i th component of (Sg3Sg)n. Let
us denote the highest exterior product of a bundleF by det(F).

Theorem „Gómez Gonzáles, Plaza Martı́n…: Let E be a semistable vector bundle onSg

3S of rank r and degree r(g21). Then there is an isomorphism of line bundles on(Sg3Sg)n

3S:

~fE;S
n !* „O~Q r !….O~Dn! ^ r

^ H %
i 51

n

@p2i 21* „det~E ∨!…^ p2i 21* ~K ^ r ! ^ p2i* „det~E!…#J
^ cE* „O~Q r !…,

where Dn is given in (5).
We will use this result in the very special case of a trivial family, i.e., we chooseS to be a

point $s0%. We identify p i and pi and neglect the trivial mapcE . Furthermore, the ‘‘family’’E
5$Es%sP$s0% parametrized by one point is just one bundleEs0

5EuSg3$s0% , which we denote byE.
Then the formula of the theorem reduces to

~fE
n !* „O~Q r !….O~Dn! ^ r

^ %
i 51

n

$p2i 21* „det~E∨! ^ K ^ r
…^ p2i* „det~E!…%

.O~Dn! ^ r
^ „K ^ r

^ det~E∨!…�det~E!�¯�„K ^ r
^ det~E∨!…�det~E!,

~A1!

where we have writtenfE
n
ªfE;$s0%

n . In particular, choosingn51 one obtains withD15D12

[D and the abbreviationfEªfE
1 the result

fE* „O~Q r !….O~D! ^ r
^ „K ^ r

^ det~E∨!…�det~E!. ~A2!
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Quasigraded Lie algebras on hyperelliptic curves
and classical integrable systems

T. Skrypnyka)

Institute for Theoretical Physics, Metrologichna st., 14 b, 03143, Kiev, Ukraine

~Received 27 September 2000; accepted for publication 28 February 2001!

A new family of infinite-dimensional Lie algebras on hyperelliptic curves is con-
structed. We show them to be quasigraded and explicitly find their central exten-
sions. We also show, that constructed algebras in the case of zero central charge
possess infinite number of invariant functions. Besides, they admit a decomposition
into the direct sum of two subalgebras. These two facts together enables one to use
them to construct new integrable systems. In such a way we find new integrable
Hamiltonian systems, which are direct higher rank generalizations of the integrable
systems of Steklov–Liapunov, associated with the e~3! algebra and Steklov–
Veselov associated with the so~4! algebra. Besides we give hyperelliptic Lax rep-
resentation for the generalized Euler tops. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1379066#

I. INTRODUCTION

The main purpose of the present paper is to introduce new integrable systems of E
Arnold-type on the finite-dimensional Lie algebras. It is known, that such systems admit Lax
representations~see Ref. 1!,

dL~ t !

dt
5@L~ t !,M ~ t !#, ~1!

whereL andM are some matrix depending on the dynamical variables.
Almost in all cases the Lax operator depends also on an additional parameter, the so

‘‘spectral parameter,’’w: L5L(w). This dependence permits to construct large number of i
grals of motion via the expansion of functionsI k(w)5Tr L(w)k in the series of the powers of th
spectral parameter. Usually dependence of the Lax operator onw is rational or elliptic.

The natural approach to construction of new types of integrable systems is the search
solutions of Lax equations with other~more complicated! dependence on the spectral parame
We will solve this problem for the case ofL(w) with the hyperelliptic dependence on the spect
parameter.

Our approach is based on the usage of infinite-dimensional Lie algebras. It is known~see
Refs. 2–4! that a group theoretical explanation of the integrability of Lax equations on fin
dimensional Lie algebras with the rational spectral parameters is based on the loop algebr
algebras of the formg^ P(l,l21). In the works~Refs. 5–7! it was shown, that the Lax equatio
with the elliptic spectral parameters on the algebra so~3! and some of its extensions could b
obtained from the infinite-dimensional Lie algebras of the elliptic functions with the value
so~3! via the Kostant–Adler scheme~Refs. 8 and 9, see also Refs. 2–4!.

We generalize construction of Ref. 6 on the case of classical matrix algebras of highe
and investigate corresponding finite-dimensional integrable systems. Growth of the rank of a
requires automatic growth of the genus of the curve. As a result we obtain algebras of gn)-,
so(n)-, and sp(n)-valued functions on the hyperelliptic curves of genusg, wheren52g12 or

a!Electronic mail: tskrypnyk@imath.kiev.ua
45700022-2488/2001/42(9)/4570/12/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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n52g11, or, to be more precise, on its double covering. Obtained algebras have man
properties. They are quasigraded. They possess infinite number of invariant functions. The
sess central extensions. In the rational degeneration of the curve they coincides with the o
loop algebras. So they could be viewed as ‘‘hyperelliptic’’ generalizations of the loop algeb

There exists other higher genus generalization of the loop algebras, the so-called Kric
Novikov algebras~Ref. 10! of the matrix-valued holomorphic functions on the Riemanian surfa
with two punctured points. But Krichiver–Novikov algebras do not admit Kostant–Adler sch
compatible with quasigrading~see Ref. 11!. Hence this generalization can not be used for prod
ing new integrable systems with the spectral parameter on the higher genus curves.

Contrary to the Krichiver–Novikov algebras our algebras admit the Kostant–Adler sch
and hence, could be used for constructing integrable systems.

Using our algebra as hidden symmetry algebra we obtain new integrable systems ong% g that
describe two interacting generalized rigid bodies. This system is a direct higher rank gene
tion of the integrable case of Steklov and Veselov~see Ref. 12! on so~4!5so~3!%so~3!. We also
obtain new integrable systems on the semidirect sumg1g, that generalize the integrable case
Steklov–Liapunov on e~3! ~see Ref. 13!. Both systems possess natural hyperelliptic Lax repres
tations. Besides, we find hyperelliptic Lax representation for the generalized Euler tops.

The structure of the discovered algebras provides the possibility of giving a two-dimens
generalization of the constructed integrable systems via the finite-gap extension method~see Refs.
5–7!. We will return to this problem in our subsequent publications.

II. QUASIGRADED ALGEBRAS ON HYPERELLIPTIC CURVES

A. Hyperelliptic curve embedded in Cn

Let us consider in the spaceCn with the coordinatesw1 ,w2 ,...,wn the following system of
quadrics:

wi
22wj

25aj2ai , i , j 51,n, ~2!

whereai are arbitrary complex numbers. Rank of this system isn21, so substitution

wi
25w2ai ,

solves these equations. Moreover if we puty5 P
i 51

n

wi we obtain the equation of the hyperellipt

curveH,

y25)
i 51

n

~w2ai !. ~3!

Hence Eqs.~2! define embedding of the hyperelliptic curveH into the linear spaceCn. Variablew
is a local parameter on the curve andai its branching points.

Example 1:In the n53 case all of these objects have a well-known analytical descrip
Indeed in this case curve under the consideration is elliptic. Its uniformization is made b
Weierstrassp-function and its derivative:w5p(u), y51/2p8(u). Functionswi are expressed via
Jacobi elliptic functions~see Ref. 14!, w151/sn(u), w25dn(u)/sn(u), w35cn(u)/sn(u).

B. Classical Lie algebras

Let g denote one of the classical matrix Lie algebras gl(n), so(n), and sp(n) over the field of
the complex numbers. For the subsequent we will need a special form of their bases.
explicitly construct them. LetI i j PMat(n,C) be a matrix defined as follows:

~ I i j !ab5d iad jb .
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Evidently, a basis in the algebra gl(n) could be built from the matricesXi j [I i j ,i , j P1,...,n. The
commutation relations in gl(n) will have the following standard form:

@Xi j ,Xkl#5dk jXil 2d i l Xk j .

The basis in the algebra so(n) could be chosen asXi j [I i j 2I j i , i , j P1,...,n, with the following
commutation relations:

@Xi j ,Xkl#5dk jXil 2d i l Xk j1d j l Xki2dkiXjl ,

and ‘‘skew-symmetry’’ propertyXi j 52Xji .
The basis in the algebra sp(n) consists of the matricesXi j 5I i j 2e ie j I 2 i 2 j , i , j P2n,...,

21,1,...,n, with the commutation relations

@Xi j ,Xkl#5dk jXil 2d i l Xk j1e ie j~d j 2 lXk2 i2dk2 iX2 j l !,

and additional propertyXi j 52e ie jX2 j 2 i , wheree j5sign j .

C. Algebras on the curve

For the basic elementsXi j of all three algebras gl(n), so(n), and sp(n) we introduce the
following algebra-valued functions on the curveH, or to be more precise on its double coverin

Xi j
1~w!5Xi j ^ wiwj , Xi j

2~w!5Xi j ^ w21wiwj . ~4!

Here we putw2 i[wi in the case of sp(n). We will need the following definition~Ref. 10!:
Definition 1: Infinite-dimensional Lie algebrag̃ is calledZ quasigraded if there exists suc

p,qPZ1 that

g̃5(
j PZ

g̃j , such that @ g̃i ,g̃j #, (
k52p

q

g̃i 1 j 1k . ~5!

The following theorem holds true:
Theorem 1: (i) Functions Xi j

1(w) and Xi j
2(w) generate infinite-dimensionalZ quasigraded

Lie algebrag̃H .
(ii) There exists a decomposition: g̃H5 g̃H

11 g̃H
2 , whereg̃H

1 and g̃H
2 are generated by Xi j

1(w) and
Xi j

2(w), correspondingly.
Proof: Let us introduce the following algebra-valued functions on the double covering o

curveH:

Xi j
n 5Xi j ^ wnwiwj .

To prove the theorem we will need the explicit form of their commutation relations:
Proposition 1: Elements Xi j

n form closed algebra with the following commutation relations:

~1! @Xi j
n ,Xi j

m#5dk jXil
n1m112d i l Xk j

n1m111aid i l Xk j
n1m2ajdk jXil

n1m for the gl~n!, ~6a!

~2! @Xi j
n ,Xi j

m#5dk jXil
n1m112d i l Xk j

n1m111d j l Xki
n1m112d ikXjl

n1m111aid i l Xk j
n1m2ajdk jXil

n1m

1aid ikXjl
n1m2ajd j l Xki

n1m for the so~n!, ~6b!

~3! @Xi j
n ,Xi j

m#5dk jXil
n1m112d i l Xk j

n1m111e ie j~d j 2 lXk2 i
n1m112d i 2kXj 2 l

n1m11!1aid i l Xk j
n1m

2ajdk jXil
n1m1aie ie j~aid i 2kXj 2 l

n1m2ajd j 2 lXk2 i
n1m! for the sp~n!. ~6c!

Let us put
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g̃H5SpanC$Xi j
m , mPZ%.

From Proposition 1 follows thatg̃H is quasigraded. Besides, let us define the following subspa

g̃H
15SpanC$Xi j

m ,m>0%,g̃H
25SpanC$Xi j

2m ,m.0%.

From Proposition 1 follows that they are subalgebras. Taking into account thatXi j
1(w)5Xi j

0 ,
Xi j

2(w)5Xi j
21 and Proposition 1, it is easy to see that elementsXi j

1(w) generate subalgebrag̃H
1 and

elementsXi j
2(w) generate subalgebrag̃H

2 . HenceXi j
1(w) and Xi j

2(w) generateg̃H . Theorem is
proved.

Example 2:Let g5so~3!. In this case the constructed algebra will coincide with the ‘‘eve
subalgebra of the algebra of hidden symmetry of Landau–Lifschits equations~Ref. 5!. Indeed,
putting Xk[e i jkXi j , we obtain the following commutation relations~Ref. 6!:

@Xi
n ,Xj

m#5e i jkXk
n1m111e i jkakXk

n1m .

Remark 1:From Proposition 1 follows, that in the rational degeneration ofH,

y25wn,

i.e., whenai50, we obtain, thatwi5Aw and, hence,g̃H5 g̃, whereg̃ is a loop algebra.
Remark 2:Although algebrag̃H was defined over the field of complex numbers, analog

construction, evidently, is also valid in the case when main field isR. We have only to require in
this case thataiPR.

III. CENTRAL EXTENSION

To have the full analogy with the loop algebra, and keeping in mind possible applicati
quantum integrable systems, in this subsection we define central extensions of the algebg̃H .
First we are reminded of the following definition~see Ref. 10!:

Definition 2: Cocyclex on the quasigraded algebra is called local if

x~Xi j
m ,Xkl

n !50, for all un1mu.K and for someKPZ1 .

Let (XuY)5cn tr XY, where cn52n for gl(n), cn5(n22) for so(n), cn5(2n12) for
sp(n), be a standard invariant form on the classical Lie algebras gl(n), so(n) or sp(n). Let us
define ong̃H the following bilinear form:

x~X~w!,Y~w!!5 R S X~w!U dY~w!

dw Ddw, ~7!

where 1-cycleg in the complex plane of variablew encircles pointw50. The following theorem
holds true:

Theorem 2: (i) Bilinear form x is skew-symmetric and satisfies the properties of the cocy
and hence, determines a central extension ofg̃H : ĝH5 g̃H1Cc by the following formula:

@X~w!1ac,Y~w!1bc#85@X~w!,Y~w!#1x~X~w!,Y~w!!c.

(ii) Cocycle x is local and its values on the bases elements are calculated by the follo
formulas:

x~Xi j
m ,Xkl

n !5xmn~ai ,aj !~Xi j uXkl!, ~8!

where

xmn~ai ,aj !5~n11!dn1m12,02~n11/2!~ai1aj !dn1m11,01naiajdn1m,o . ~9!
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Proof: Skew symmetry ofx follows from the symmetry of~ u ! and skew symmetry of the
operator of differentiation. The skew symmetry of the differentiation operator is easy to pro
partial integration. We need only to prove, that integrated function is one-valued. Indeed, und
arbitrary values of the indicesi,j,k,l, it is not true because it will contain square roots of the ty
wi56Aw2ai . But direct calculation of the values of the invariant form~ u ! on the bases vector
Xi j shows that expression~8! is not zero if and only ifi 5 l , j 5k or i 56k, j 56 l . Indeed:
(Xi j uXkl)52nd i l d jk for gl(n), (Xi j uXkl)5(n22)(d i l d jk2d ikd j l ) for so(n), (Xi j uXkl)5(2n12)
3(d i l d jk2e ie jd i 2kd j 2 l) for sp(n). Taking this into account we obtain

x~Xi j
m ,Xkl

n !5~Xi j uXkl!S R
g
wmwiwjd~wnwkwl ! D

5~Xi j uXkl!S R
g
d~wn1mwiwjwkwl !2 R

g
wnwkwld~wmwiwj ! D

52~XkluXi j !S R
g
wnwkwld~wmwiwj ! D

52x~Xkl
n ,Xi j

m!.

This proves skew symmetry of the differentiation operation under the integral on the basic v
and, hence on all algebrasg̃H . Let us prove the cocycle property,

x~@X~w!,Y~w!#,Z~w!#)1x~@Z~w!,X~w!#,Y~w!#)1x~@Y~w!,Z~w!#,X~w!#)50.

It is enough to consider the case when elementsX(w),Y(w),Z(w) coincide with the basis vectors
Let

F~Xi j
p ,Xkl

s ,Xmn
t ![x~@Xi j

p ,Xkl
s #,Xmn

t !]) 1x~@Xmn
t ,Xi j

p #,Xkl
s #)1x~@Xkl

s ,Xmn
t #,Xi j

p #).

Then taking into account the symmetry and AdG-invariance of~ u !, we obtain

F~Xi j
p ,Xkl

s ,Xmn
t !5~@Xi j ,Xkl#uXmn! R

g
d~wp1s1twiwjwkwlwmwn!.

Taking into account the explicit form of the commutation relation and invariant form, we see
function under the integration is one-valued. Hence, the correspondent integral is identically
to zero. Part~i! is proved. Formula~8! follows from the arguments used in proof of part~i!.
Explicitly,

xmn~ai ,aj !5S R
g
wmwiwjd~wnwiwj ! D 5n R

g
wi

2wj
2wn1m21dw11/2 R

g
~wi

21wj
2!wm1ndw.

Taking into account thatwi
25w2ai we obtain formula~9!. Locality of cocycle follows from its

explicit form. Theorem is proved.
Example 3:In the case of rational degenerationai50 we obtain the following cocycle on th

loop algebra:

x~Xi j
m ,Xkl

n !5~n11!dn1m12,0~Xi j uXkl!.

It passes to the standard one after passing to the standard basis by renaming the indicesm→m
21, n→n21.
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IV. COADJOINT REPRESENTATION AND ITS INVARIANTS

To define the coadjoint representation we have to defineg̃H* . We assume thatg̃H* ,g^ A,
where A is an algebra of function on the double covering of the curveH. Let us define the
invariant pairing betweenL(w)P g̃H* andX(w)P g̃H in the following way:

^X~w!,L~w!& f5cr resw50 f 21~w!y21~w!~X~w!uY~w!!, ~10!

wheref (w) is arbitrary function on the curveH. It is easy to show that element dual toXi j
2m with

respect to this pairing isYi j
m[(Xi j

2m)* 5@wm21f (w)y(w)/wiwj #Xi j* . Hence the general elemen
of the dual space has the following form:

L~w!5 (
mPZ

(
i , j 51

n

l i j
m wm21f ~w!y~w!

wiwj
Xi j* . ~11!

Coadjoint action of algebrag̃H on its dual spaceg̃H* coincides with commutator,

adX~w!
* L~w!5@L~w!,X~w!#. ~12!

Explicitly co-adjoint action of the algebra has the following form:

~1! @Xi j
n ,Ykl

m#5dk jYil
n1m112d i l Yk j

n1m111ajd i l Yk j
n1m2aidk jYil

n1m for the gl~n!,

~2! @Xi j
n ,Ykl

m#5dk jYil
n1m112d i l Yk j

n1m111d j l Yki
n1m112d ikYil

n1m111ajd i l Yk j
n1m2aidk jYil

n1m

1ajd ikYjl
n1m2aid j l Yki

n1m for the so~n!,

~3! @Xi j
n ,Ykl

m#5dk jYil
n1m112d i l Yk j

n1m111e ie j~d j 2 lYk2 i
n1m112d i 2kYj 2 l

n1m11!1ajd i l Yk j
n1m

2aidk jYil
n1m1e ie j~ajd i 2kYj 2 l

n1m2aid j 2 lYk2 i
n1m! for the sp~n!.

It is evident from the above formulas, thatg̃H* is a quasigradedg̃H-module,

g̃H* 5 (
mPZ

~ g̃H* !m ,

where (g̃H* )m5SpanC$Yi j
mu i , j 51,...,n%.

Remark 3:Putting f (w)5y(w) in the definition of the elements of dual space we obta
g̃H* 5 g̃H , i.e., dual element to each element ofg̃H belongs tog̃H . If f (w)Þy(w), then generally
speaking, spacesg̃H* and g̃H , considering as subspaces in the algebra of functions on the do
covering of the curveH, do not coincide.

Remark 4:If f 51 andg5so(n) elements ofg̃H1 g̃H* form a closed algebra. This will be a
analog of the algebra of hidden symmetry of Landau–Lifschits equations~see Ref. 5!. Unfortu-
nately, forn.4 it does not admit a Kostant–Adler scheme and cannot be used for the constr
of integrable systems. That is why we will not consider it here.

From the explicit form of coadjoint action~12! follows the next statement:
Proposition 2: Functions Im

k (L(w))5r esw50w2m21 Tr L(w)k, where mPZ, are invariants
of a coadjoint representation.

Hence constructed Lie algebras not only admit decomposition into a direct sum of two
algebras but also possess an infinite number of invariant functions. This permits us to use t
construction of integrable systems.
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V. INTEGRABLE SYSTEMS FROM HYPERELLIPTIC ALGEBRAS

A. First Lie–Poisson structure

In the spaceg̃H* it is possible to define many Lie–Poisson structures using different pair
We will use the pairing~10! with f (w)5w,

^X~w!,L~w!&215cn resw50 w21y21~w!~X~w!uY~w!!. ~13!

It defines brackets onP( g̃H* ) in the following way:

$F~L !,G~L !%5 (
l ,mPZ

(
i , j ,p,s51

n

^L~w!,@Xi j
2 l ,Xps

2m#&21

]G

] l i j
l

]F

] l ps
m . ~14!

From Proposition 2 follows the next statement:
Proposition 3: Functions Im

k (L(w)) are central for brackets$ , %.
Taking into account thatl i j

m5^L(w),Xi j
2m&21 it is easy to show that for the coordinate fun

tions l i j
m brackets~14! will have the following form:

~1! $ l i j
n ,l i j

m%5dk jl i l
n1m212d i l l k j

n1m211aid i l l k j
n1m2ajdk jl i l

n1m for the gl~n!, ~15a!

~2! $ l i j
n ,l i j

m%5dk jl i l
n1m212d i l l k j

n1m211d j l l ki
n1m212d ikl i l

n1m211aid i l l k j
n1m2ajdk jl i l

n1m

1aid ikl j l
n1m2ajd j l l ki

n1m for the so~n!, ~15b!

~3! $ l i j
n ,l i j

m%5dk jl i l
n1m212d i l l k j

n1m211e ie j~d j 2 l l k2 i
n1m212d i 2kl j 2 l

n1m21!1aid i l l k j
n1m

2ajdk jl i l
n1m1aie ie j~aid i 2kl j 2 l

n1m2ajd j 2 l l k2 i
n1m! for the sp~n!. ~15c!

From the explicit form of the Poisson brackets follows that Lie–Poisson brackets in the subs
( g̃H* )25Sm50

` ( g̃H* )2m and (g̃H* )15Sm51
` ( g̃H* )m , up to the reverse of the sign of the upper indic

repeat commutation relations of the algebrasg̃H
1 and g̃H

2 , correspondingly. This, evidently, is th
result of the following duality, (g̃H

1)* 5( g̃H* )2 , (g̃H
2)* 5( g̃H* )1 .

B. Second Lie–Poisson structure and Poisson subspaces

Let us introduce into the spaceg̃H* a new Poisson brackets$,%0 , which are a Lie–Poisson
brackets for the algebrag̃H

0 , whereg̃H
0 5 g̃H

2* g̃H
1 . Explicitly, the brackets have the following form

$ l i j
n ,l kl

m%052$ l i j
n ,l kl

m%, n,m.0, $ l i j
n ,l kl

m%05$ l i j
n ,l kl

m%, n,m<0,

$ l i j
n ,l kl

m%050, m<0, n.0 or n<0, m.0.

Let subspaceMs,p, g̃H* be defined as follows:

Ms,p5 (
m52s11

p

~ g̃H* !m .

Brackets$,%0 could be correctly restricted toMs,p . It follows from the next Proposition:
Proposition 4: SubspacesJp,s5(m52`

2p21 ( g̃H)m1(m5s
` ( g̃H)m are ideals ing̃H

0 .
Proof follows from the explicit form of commutation relations ing̃H

0 .
Now we are ready to prove the following important theorem:

Theorem 3: Functions$I m
k (L)% commutes with respect to the restriction of the brackets$,%0

on Ms,p .
Proof: It follows from the combination of Kostant–Adler scheme and previous Proposi

Indeed, due to the fact that$I m
k (L)% are Casimir functions ong̃H* they form a commutative
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subalgebra with respect to the brackets$,%0 ~see Ref. 4!. Hence they will stay commutative afte
the restriction toMs,p5( g̃H

0 /Jp,s)* , due to the fact, that projection onto quotient algebra i
canonical homomorphism. That proves the theorem.

C. Hamiltonian systems

We will consider Hamiltonian systems onMs,p of the following form:

dli j
k

dt
5$ l i j

k ,H~ l kl
m!%0 , ~16!

where the HamiltonianH is one of the functionsI m
k or their linear combination. These equatio

could be written in the Lax pair form~Ref. 4!,

dL~w!

dt
5@L~w!,M ~w!#, ~17!

where L(w)PMs,p , and the second operator is defined as follows:M (w)5(P2

2P1)¹H(L(w)). HereP6 are projection operators on the subalgebrag̃H
6 ,

¹H~L~w!!5 (
k52p

s21

(
i j 51

n
]H

] l i j
k Xi j

2k ~18!

is an algebra-valued gradient ofH.
Thus we have achieved our initial goal of constructing Hamiltonian systems admitting th

pair representation with the hyperelliptic spectral parameter and possessing a large num
mutually commuting~see Theorem 3! integrals of motion. In the next section we will consid
several important examples.

VI. INTEGRABLE SYSTEMS IN FINITE-DIMENSIONAL QUOTIENTS

The most interesting examples from the physical point of view usually arises in the s
Ms,p with small s andp. We will consider the caseus1pu<2. We will assume that curveH is
nondegenerated, i.e.,aiÞaj for iÞ j . This requirement is necessary for completeness of the fa
of constructed commuting functions.

The basic algebra in all examples will beg5so(n), but analogous results are valid forg
5gl(n) andg5sp(n). We chose for all examples the so(n) algebra because correspondent in
grable systems are the most direct generalizations of classical integrable systems connec
so~3!, so~4!, and e~3!.

A. Hyperelliptic Lax representation for the generalized Euler tops

Let us consider subspaceM0,1. It is evident thatM0,15( g̃H
1/J1,0)* 5g* . The corresponding

Lax operatorL(w)PM0,1 has the following form:

L~w!5w (
i , j 51,n

l i j
~1!

y~w!

wiwj
Xi j* .

Let us consider the most interesting caseg5so(n). In this case we have,Xi j* 5Xi j , l j i
(1)

52 l i j
(1) . Lie–Poisson brackets between the coordinate functionsl i j

(1) have the standard form,

$ l i j
~1! ,l kl

~1!%5dk jl i l
~1!2d i l l k j

~1!1d j l l ki
~1!2dkil j l

~1! .

Commuting integrals are constructed using expansions in the powers ofw of the functions,
I k(w)5Tr(L(w))k. We are especially interested in the quadratic Hamiltonians. Let
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h~w![I 2~w!5(
s52

n

hs~ l i j
~1!!ws5w2(

i j
S )

kÞ i , j
~w2ak! D ~ l i j

~1!!2.

We obtain

h25S)
k

akD (
i , j 51

n
~ l i j

1 !2

aiaj
,

¯

hn215 (
i , j 51

n S (
k51

n

ak2~ai1aj !D ~ l i j
~1!!2,

hn5 (
i , j 51

n

~ l i j
~1!!2.

The last function in this set is a Casimir function, previouslyn21 defined the nontrivial flows on
each coadjoint orbit ing* . For the Hamiltonian of the generalized rigid body we takeH( l i j

(1))
[1/2hn21( l i j

(1)). Equations of motion are

dL~w!

dt
5@L~w!,M ~w!#,

where theM operator has the following form:

M ~w!5(
i j

S (
k51

n

ak2~ai1aj !D l i j
~1!w21wiwjXi j .

To show explicitly, that this is indeed a generalization of the ordinary rigid body case, and w
consider the standard so~3! case:

Example 4:Let n53, i.e.,g5so~3! and corresponding curveH is elliptic. Let us pass to the
variablesl k5e i jk l i j

(1) which are dual to the standard basisXk5e i jkXi j in the algebra so~3! and
obtain the standard Lie brackets for coordinates of the momentum vector. In this case we ha
independent integrals—Casimir function and Hamiltonian,

h35 (
i , j 51

3

~ l i j
~1!!25 (

k51

3

l k
2, h25 (

i , j 51

3

~a11a21a32~ai1aj !!~ l i j
~1!!25 (

k51

3

akl k
2.

It is evident thath2 coincides with the standard rigid body~Euler top! Hamiltonian, whereak

5I k
21. Direct calculations give the following ellipticL2M pair for Euler top:

L~w!5w(
k51

3

l kwkXk , M ~w!5w21(
k51

3

akl k

y~w!Xk

wk
.

Correspondent Lax equations coincide with the equations of movement of the rigid body.

B. Generalized interacting tops

Let us consider subspaceM1,1. In the caseaiÞ0, as it follows from the arguments below
( g̃H

1/J1,1)'g% g. HenceM1,15(g% g)* . The corresponding Lax operatorL(w)PM1,1 has the
following form:
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L~w!5 (
i , j 51

n

~ l i j
~0!1wli j

~1!!
y~w!

wiwj
Xi j* .

Let us again consider the so(n) case and putXi j* 5Xi j . Lie–Poisson brackets between the co
dinate functionsl i j

(0) , l i j
(1) , wherel j i

(k)52 l i j
(k) , k50,1, have the following form:

$ l i j
~0! ,l kl

~0!%52aid i l l k j
~0!1ajdk jl i l

~0!2aid ikl j l
~0!1ajd j l l ki

~0! ,

$ l i l
~1! ,l kl

~1!%5dk jl i l
~1!2d i l l k j

~1!1d j l l ki
~1!2dkil j l

~1! ,

$ l i j
~0! ,l kl

~1!%50.

Puttingbi5ai
1/2 and making the change of variables,l i j 5 l i j

(1) , mi j 5 l i j
(0)/bibj , we obtain canonical

coordinates of the direct sum of two algebras so(n),

$mi j ,mkl%5dk jmil 2d i l mk j1d j l mki2dkimjl ,

$ l i j ,l kl%5dkil i l 2d i l l k j1d j l l ki2dkil j l ,

$ l i j ,mkl%50.

Commuting integrals are constructed using expansions in the powers ofw of the functions,
I k(w)5Tr(L(w))k. As in the previous example, we are mainly interested in the quadratic
grals. Let

h~w![I 2~w!5(
s50

n

hs~ l i j
~0! ,l i j

~1!!ws5(
i j

S )
kÞ i , j

~w2ak! D ~ l i j
~0!1wli j

~1!!2.

By straightforward calculations, making the described above replacement of variables we

h05~21!n22~b1
2b2

2
¯bn

2! (
i , j 51

n

mi j
2

h15~21!n21 (
i , j 51

n S (
kÞ i , j

b1
2b2

2
¯bn

2

bk
2 D ~mi j !

222
b1

2b2
2
¯bn

2

bibj
mi j l i j

¯

hn2152 (
i , j 51

n S (
k51

n

bk
22~bi

21bj
2!D l i j

2 22bibjmi j l i j

hn5 (
i , j 51

n

~ l i j !
2.

It is evident, that functionsh0 and hn are invariants. Functionsh1 ,...,hn21 generate nontrivial
Hamiltonian flows. For the Hamiltonian of the generalized interacting rigid bodies we can
eitherhn21 or h1 . CorrespondentM-operator and Lax equations are calculated straightforwar

Example 5:Let n53. In this case, making standard replacement of variablesl i5e i jk l i j , mi

5e i jkmi j we obtain the following set of commuting functions:

h05 (
k51

n

mk
2, h1S (

k51

n S b1b2b3

bk
2 D ~mk!

222bkmkl kD ,
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h25 (
i , j 51

n S bk
2l k

222
b1b2b3

bk
mkl kD , h35 (

k51

n

l k
2.

Hereh0 , h3 , invariant functions andh1 , h2 are two independent integrals discovered by Vese
~Ref. 12!. Commutation relations between coordinatesl k andmk of so~4! are standard,

$ l i ,l j%5e i jk l k , $mi ,mj%5e i jkmk , $mil j%50.

C. Generalized Steklov–Liapunov system

The last class of integrable systems we wish to consider here will be integrable system
generalize classical integrable system of Steklov–Liapunov on e~3!5so~3!1R3. Let us consider
subspaceM0,25( g̃H

1/J2,0)* . It is easy to show thatM0,25(g1g)* . Corresponding Lax operato
L(w)PM0,2 has the following form:

L~w!5wS (
i , j 51

n

~ l i j
~1!1wli j

~2!!
y~w!

wiwj
Xi j* D .

We will again be concentrating on theg5so(n) case and putXi j* 5Xi j . Lie–Poisson brackets
between coordinate functionsl j i

(1) , l j i
(2) , wherel j i

(k)52 l i j
(k) , k51,2, are the following:

$ l i j
~1! ,l i j

~1!%5dk jl i l
~1!2d i l l k j

~1!1d j l l ki
~1!2d ikl j l

~1!1aid i l l k j
~2!2ajdk jl i l

~2!1aid ikl j l
~2!2ajd j l l ki

~2! ,

$ l i j
~1! ,l i j

~2!%5dk jl i l
~2!2d i l l k j

~2!1d j l l ki
~2!2d ikl j l

~2! ,

$ l i j
~2! ,l i j

~2!%50.

Commuting integrals are constructed using expansion in the powers ofw of the functions,
I k(w)5Tr(L(w))k. We are again interested mainly in quadratic integrals. Let

h~w![I 2~w!5w2 (
s50

n

hs12~ l i j
~1! ,l i j

~2!!ws5w2(
i j

S )
kÞ i , j

~w2ak! D ~ l i j
~1!1wli j

~2!!2.

Direct calculations give

h25~21!n22 (
i , j 51

n
a1a2¯an

aiaj
~ l i j

~1!!2

¯

hn115~21!S (
i , j 51

n S (
k51

n

ak2~ai1aj !D ~ l i j
~2!!222l i j

~1!l i j
~2!D ,

hn125 (
i , j 51

n

~ l i j
~2!!2.

Change of variables,l i j
(1)5 l i j 21/2(ai1aj )pi j , l i j

(2)5pi j transform described above brackets to t
canonical brackets on the half-direct sum so(n)1so(n),

$ l i j ,l kl%5dk jl i l 2d i l l k j1d j l l ki2d ikl j l ,

$ l i j ,pkl%5dk jpil 2d i l pk j1d j l pki2d ikpjl ,
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$pi j ,pkl%50.

After such transformation we obtain the following set of Hamiltonians:

h25~21!n22 (
i , j 51

n
a1a2¯an

aiaj
~ l i j 21/2~ai1aj !pi j !

2

¯

hn115~21!S (
k51

n

akD S (
i , j 51

n

pi j
2 D 22S (

i , j 51

n

l i j pi j D ,

hn125 (
i , j 51

n

pi j
2 .

Last two functions are invariant functions. Firstn21 gives nontrivial flows ong* . We will choose
the functionH5h2 for the Hamiltonian function. The correspondentM operator is

M ~w!52 (
i , j 51

n
a1a2¯an

aiaj
~ l i j 21/2~ai1aj !pi j !w

21wiwjXi j .

The Lax equation has the standard form~1!.
Example 6: Let n53. In this case, after the replacement of variables:l k5e i jk l i j , pk

5e i jkpi j we obtain the standard Lie–Poisson brackets one~3!* ,

$ l i ,l i%5e i jk l k , $ l i ,pj%5e i jkpk , $pi ,pj%50,

and the following Hamiltonian:

H5~21!n22(
k51

n

ak~ l k21/2~a11a21a32ak!pk!
2.

Up to the rescaling of momentapi :pi→2spi HamiltonianH coincides with the Hamiltonian o
the Steklov–Liapunov system in the form of Kotter~Ref. 15!.
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Lie algebras associated with the exponential solutions
of nonautonomous linear differential equations
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A new free Lie algebra structure generated by a continuous set of operators is
introduced. The Friedrichs’ criterion, which is known for a finite~countable! num-
ber of generators, is extended to the continuous case. Based on Friedrichs’ criterion,
we obtain an explicit expression for the coefficients of the Magnus expansion,
which is central for one to get approximately the exponential solutions of nonau-
tonomous linear differential equations. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1383558#

I. INTRODUCTION

Consider the solution to the equation

dU

dt
5H~ t !u~ t ! ~1!

in the form

U~ t !5expV~ t !, ~2!

whereU(t), H(t) are operators andU(0)5I is the identity. The problem underlying this paper
to obtainV(t) in terms of the operatorH(t). Magnus1 found the solution to~1! and ~2! using a
recursive method to expressV(t) in the form of a series of multiple commutators2

V~ t !5E
0

t

H~ t1!dt11
1

2 E0

tE
0

t1
@H~ t1!,H~ t2!#dt1 dt2

1
1

6 E0

tE
0

t1E
0

t2
@@H~ t1!,H~ t2!#,H~ t3!#dt1 dt2 dt3

1
1

6 E0

tE
0

t1E
0

t2
@H~ t1!,@H~ t2!,H~ t3!##dt1 dt2 dt31¯ , ~3!

where@H1 ,H2#5H1H22H2H1 and the omitted terms are multiple integrals of the multiple co
mutators ofH, of increasing orders. This expression is called theMagnus expansion. Several
methods have been derived from the Magnus expansion which proved to be powerful too
solving time-dependent problems. Those methods have been successfully applied to d
fields of mathematics and physics.2–5 Therefore, it is important to count with formulas~or efficient
algorithms! to obtain the coefficients of the expansion~3!. Motivated by this reason, recursiv
expressions for then-order terms of the series were obtained5–7 using different techniques. In

a!Electronic mail: rsua@xanum.uam.mx
45820022-2488/2001/42(9)/4582/24/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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particular, there are explicit formulas for thefourth,5 fifth,8 and sixth9 order terms. As far as we
know the only explicit formula of all orders has been given by Mielnik and Pleban˜ski.10 One of the
objectives of this paper is to present a new formula~36!11 for the coefficients of the Magnu
expansion which results to be equivalent to the formula of Mielnik and Pleban˜ski.

On the other hand, the Magnus expansion is the continuous analog to theBaker–Campbell–
Hausdorff formula12–14

z5x1y1 1
2@x,y#1 1

12~@@x,y#,y#1@@y,x#,x# !1¯ . ~4!

This formula is derived by writingez5exey, wherex,yare elements of a noncommutative algeb
Friedrichs15 proved thatz is an element of the free Lie algebra generated by$x,y%. An interesting
problem is to prove an analogous result forV(t), that means, isV(t) an element of a Lie algebra
generated by$H(t):tPR%? In this paper we introduce certain algebraic structures which are u
to extend to the continuous case the most important results of the discrete case.16 The relation
between both problems is based on the following heuristic approach to the solution to proble~1!
using formula~4!:

Let 05s0,s1,...,sn5t be a partition of the interval@0,t#. If we considerH(t) constant and
equal toH(si) in the interval@si 21 ,si # and we define the operators

Un~ t !5exp~H~sn!Dsn!exp~H~sn21!Dsn21!...exp~H~s1!Ds1!, ~5!

whereDsi5si2si 21 , it follows thatUn(t)→U(t) if max Dsi→0. Now, if we denotez of ~4! by
x#y and we use operation # in~5!, we obtain that

Un~ t !5exp~H~sn!Dsn#H~sn21!Dsn21#¯#H~s1!Ds1!.

Observe thatVn(t)5H(sn)Dsn#H(sn21)Dsn21#¯#H(s1)Ds1 is contained in the Lie algebra
generated by$H(s1),H(s2),...,H(sn)%. Considering the limit whenn→` or Dsi→0, we have
that U(t)5expV(t), where

V~ t !5 lim
maxDs1→0

~H~sn!Dsn#H~sn21!Dsn21#...#H~s1!Ds1!.

Based on this heuristic idea,10 we introduce here an adequate mathematical framework
puts the work of Magnus1 in a precise form. To this end we extend the following results.16 First we
prove the continuous analog toFriedrichs’ criterion. This criterion is the simplest way to decid
when an element of an algebra is aLie element. Once one knows that an element is a Lie eleme
it is easier to determine it explicitly. By the use of Friedrichs’ criterion, we prove the Mag
theorem and propose a formula~proved in Saenz and Sua´rez11! for the coefficients of the expan
sion~theMagnus formula!. In this paper we concentrate on algebraic problems, however, a si
proof of the convergence of the Magnus’ expansion for a sufficiently smallt, provided thatH(t)
is a local integrable and bounded operator, is included. The local convergence issue of the M
expansion has been treated in several papers.4,6,17Very few attempts have been made with resp
to the global convergence problem.1,18–21

There are several other works where the mathematical formalization of the Magnus exp
has been addressed by considering different frameworks. Chen22 proposed a generalization of th
path integral. In particular, he proves that if a functionu(t) is a Lie element for everyt
P@a,b#, then both

E
a

b

u~ t !dt,
du~ t !

dt
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are also Lie elements. However, the proof of Magnus’ theorem, for that kind of path integr
is not constructive. In Huilletet al.23 the authors usegrupoidsto simplify notation, but Magnus
theorem was not proved. Formula~3! was taken from Magnus,1 since the paper is more in th
direction of considering the nonstationary evolution equations as a canonical factorization i
infinite product of exponentials.20 On the other hand, Strichartz24 is closely related to our work. It
involves an extension to the definitions considered in Jacobson16 for the discrete case. The prob
lem is that the obtained explicit formula is very complicated. Searching for a less computatio
involved formulation, Duleba25 introduced a method based on Hall basis. In our paper, the di
ence is the introduction of the ‘‘algebras of coefficients’’~Volterra series! which give us at least
two advantages: Local convergence of~3!, implied by local integrability and boundedness ofH(t)
~instead of the analyticity required in Strichartz24!, and second, the calculation of the expans
coefficients is straightforward. We choose, as was proposed in Mielnik and Pleban˜ski,10 the use of
‘‘algebras of coefficients’’ instead of ‘‘multiple commutators,’’ in order to expressV(t) as a series
whosen-order term is given by only one multiple integral. By this way, the problem is transfe
to the calculation of the series coefficients. It is worth mentioning that then-order coefficient can
be calculated@see formula~36!# without knowing the lower order coefficients.10 In the other
mentioned methods the terms of the expansion were calculated by a recursive algorithm.

A new and very interesting use of the Magnus expansion, initiated in Iserles and Nørse6 is
the solution of linear differential equations in Lie groups and homogeneous spaces. It conce
retention of the Lie group structure by the truncated approximations of~3!. For instance to solve
dynamical systems which stay on a prescribed manifold or classical Hamiltonian system26–28

Related to this idea, in the last few years, there has been an increasing interest in the de
efficient numerical integration techniques which preserve important qualitative properties o
ferential equations. It has been shown that a numerical method, based on M
expansions,9,26,29–31performs consistently better than the classical Runge–Kutta methods,
cially for systems with high oscillations or complicated asymptotic behavior.27,32,33

As was previously mentioned, formulas~3! and ~4! have been applied to different fields o
mathematics and physics. For example in the theory of groups,34–37 control theory,23,38,39partial
differential equations,40 nonlinear ordinary differential equations,3,32,41 Lie groups,6,30,42 and dif-
ferential geometry.22 In physics, they have been used in quantum mechanics, semiclassical a
collisions theory, neutron transport, laser physics, multiphoton excitation of molecules, p
magnetic resonance spectra, magnetic lenses, optical lenses, plasma physics, the solar
problem, high-resolution nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, and Hamiltonian syste~ce-
lestial mechanics!. There is an extensive list of references of applications to physics.2–5

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II contains the preliminary defini
In Sec. III we introduce the algebras and ordered linear spaces, which extend the defi
contained in Jacobson,16 in order to characterize in an algebraic way the sets to whichV(t)
belongs. Section IV provides Friedrichs’ criterion. In Sec. V we prove the Magnus expa
using Friedrichs’ criterion, and present an application of this formula to the determination o
uniform exponential stability of a nonautonomous linear systems. Finally, Appendices A a
include the proofs of the main results.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Let F be the field of real or complex numbers~R or C, respectively! andSn be the group of
permutations of ordern.

Definition 1: Thealgebra of permutations ofn elements,FSn , is the set of formal sums of th
form:

(
i 51

n!

r is i ,

where riPF, s iPSn , and s jÞsk if j Þk.
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The operations of addition, product, and multiplication by a scalar give toFSn the structure of
an associative algebra with unit overF. The identity ofFSn is the identity permutation ofSn

which we denote by 1.
Now, let X be a linear space overF, and lett.0 andnPN. We denote byF(Tn,X) the linear

space of integrable functionsa: Tn,Rn→X, whereT5@0,t#. Each permutationsPSn can be
identified with the following linear operator overF(Tn,X):

sa~ t1 ,...,tn!5a~ ts~1! ,...,ts~n!!. ~6!

Defining (s1s2)a5s1(s2a), the rule~6! agrees with the evaluation of the product of two pe
mutations from right to left. The rule~6! extends to the elements ofFSn linearly in the following
way: If aPF(Tn,X), then

S (
i 51

n!

r is i D a5(
i 51

n!

r is ia.

Let us define two special elementsDn andEn of FSn :

Dn5
1

n
~12C1,2!~12C1,3!...~12C1,n! ~7!

and

En5
1

n
~12C1,n

21!~12C1,n21
21 !...~12C1,2

21!, ~8!

where 1 denotes the identity permutation andC1,k is the following cyclic permutation inSn :

C1,k5S 1 2 ... k21 k

k 1 ... k22 k21D . ~9!

In particular, if B is an associative algebra overF, with HPF(Tn,B) and H(t1 ,...,tn)
5H(t1)...H(tn), we have thatDn corresponds to the next Lie array:10

Dn~H~ t1 ,...,tn!!5Dn~H~ t1!...H~ tn!!5
1

n
@ ...@@H~ t1!,H~ t2!#,H~ t3!#,...,H~ tn!#, ~10!

where@H1 ,H2#5H1H22H2H1 . As we can see,nDn corresponds to the linear transformationO
given in Jacobson16 for the discrete case. The most important property of the objectsDn andEn is
that they are idempotent, that is,

Dn
25Dn ~11!

and

En
25En . ~12!

A proof for ~11! is outlined in Magnuset al.43

Let Nn(t) be the commutative algebra overF of the functions ofF(Tn,F) which are zero
almost everywhere inTn5@0,t#n. It is easy to prove that
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FSn~Nn~ t !!5Nn~ t !.

In particular

En~Nn~ t !!,Nn~ t !. ~13!

III. ALGEBRAS AND ORDERED LINEAR SPACES OF CONTINUOUS RANGE

Definition 2: Let An(t) be a linear subspace of the Banach spaceLp of functions defined in
Tn5@0,t#n with values in F. For n50, A0(t)5F. The set of infinite sequences

A~ t !5 )
n50

`

An~ t !5$$an%n50
` :anPAn~ t !%

is called analgebra of coefficientsif it satisfies.
(1) For everysPSn and aPAn(t), we have thatsaPAn(t).
(2) Given aPAk(t) and bPAm(t), the function a+b is an element of Ak1m(t), where

~a+b!~ t1 ,...,tk1m!5a~ t1 ,...,tk!b~ tk11 ,...,tk1m!. ~14!

The algebraic operations in A(t) are defined in the following way: Let, a,bPA(t), a
5$an%n50

` , b5$bn%n50
` , with an, bnPAn(t), and aPF, then

a1b5$an1bn%n50
` ,

aa5$aan%n50
` ,

ab5$cn%n50
` ,

where cn5Sk50
n ak+bn2k . As it is easy to prove, the defined operations are closed in A(t).

Proposition 3: A(t) is an associative algebra with unit over F.
SinceAn(t),Lp , we understand that equality~14! is considered among elements inLp , that

is, ~14! is verified almost everywhere inTn. This convention will follow from now on.
Example 4: If An(t) is the linear space of continuous real functions of n variables, t

A(t)5Pn50
` An(t) satisfies conditions 1 and 2 of definition 2, thus it is an algebra of coefficie

The concept of algebra of coefficients is used in the definition of Volterra series whic
frequently applied to the solution of Control problems.44

The next definition is motivated by~13!.
Definition 5: Let n>2. An element aPAn(t) is called anordered coefficient of degreen if

Ena5a, ~15!

where En is given by (8).
In the finite case, as a consequence of the Dynkin–Specht–Wever’s theorem,16 Eq. ~15! is

satisfied by any Lie element.
Example 6: If a(t1 ,t2)5t12t2PA2(t), then a(t1 ,t2) is an ordered coefficient of degree two

E2~a~ t1 ,t2!!5~ 1
2~12C1,2

21!!a~ t1 ,t2!5 1
2~a~ t1 ,t2!2a~ t2 ,t1!!

5 1
2~ t12t22~ t22t1!!5t12t25a~ t1 ,t2!.
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But not necessarily every element of A2(t) must be an ordered coefficient, for example, b(t1 ,t2)
5t11t2PA2(t) is not an ordered coefficient of degree two:

E2~b~ t1 ,t2!!5~ 1
2~12C1,2

21!!b~ t1 ,t2!5 1
2b~~ t1 ,t2!2b~ t2 ,t1!!5 1

2~ t11t22~ t21t1!!50.

Denote byLn(t) the set of ordered coefficients of degreen in An(t) for n>2. Note thatLn(t)
is a linear subspace ofAn(t). This is deduced from the fact thatEn

25En by ~12!, and therefore
Ln(t)5En(An(t)).

Definition 7: Theordered linear spaceL(t) is the set of infinite sequencesPn50
` Ln(t), with

L0(t)5$0% and L1(t)5A1(t). Every element ofL(t) is called a sequence of ordered coeffi
cients.

Observe thatL(t) is a linear subspace ofA(t). Now, let us define the operatorE:A(t)
→A(t) as the linear transformation such that, ifa5$an%n50

` , we have that

E~a!5$bn%n50
` , ~16!

whereb050, b15a1 , andbn(t1 ,...,tn)5En(an(t1 ,...,tn)) for n>2.
By the definition of a sequence of ordered coefficients and the fact thatEn

25En we obtain the
next Proposition.

Proposition 8: The operator E is a projection, that is E25E, and the range of E is equal to
L(t).

The operatorE is anordering operator; this means thatE forces the elements of the algeb
A(t) to acquire the structure of a sequence of ordered coefficients. The concept of or
operator, as well as the analysis of other examples, can be found in Mielnik and Pleban˜ski.10

Let G be a Hilbert space over the fieldF andA be the algebra of continuous operators overG,
that is,A is the algebra of continuous linear transformations from the linear spaceG into itself.
Following Jacobson,16 let us define the free algebraA5F % A% (A^ A) % ... and its extension to
the formal seriesĀ, where% denotes the direct sum of linear spaces. The algebrasA andĀ are
associative algebras with unit. To avoid any confusion between the usual product of ope
defined inA with the free product given in the last two algebras we denote this last product b(.
The problem of convergence of series inĀ can be addressed using valuations.16 SinceG is a
Hilbert space, it has a norm associated with its inner product. On the other hand, this norm
us to define a standard norm in the algebra of operatorsA. This norm induces, in the natural wa
a norm in the homogeneous spaces45 A^ ...^ A. Let thenH:R→A be a continuous function which
becomes zero only in a finite set of points of the intervalT5@0,t#. It follows that every product
of the formH(t1)(...(H(tn) is a continuous function ofn variables. If we takeanPAn(t), we
obtain that the function ofn real variablesan(t1 ,...,tn)H(t1)(...(H(tn) is integrable overTn

5@0,t#n. Therefore the integral

E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1 ,...,tn!H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!dt1 ...dtn ~17!

is defined and it is a homogeneous element of degreen in Ā.
With all these considerations we formulate the following
Definition 9: Thealgebra of continuous rangeA(t) is the subset ofĀ whose elements can b

given in the form

a01 (
n51

` E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1 ,...,tn!H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!dt1 ...dtn , ~18!

where$an%n50
` PA(t).
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It is not difficult to see thatA(t) is a subalgebra ofĀ. In particular, the multiplication, defined
by ~14!, is closed inA(t).

Let us define the functionF:A(t)→A(t), for a5$an%n50
` PA(t), by

F~a!5a01 (
n51

` E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1 ,...,tn!H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!dt1 ...dtn . ~19!

F is an epimorphism between associative algebras with unit.
Note that, sinceH is continuous and null only on a finite set of points of@0,t# then, if for

everysP(0,t# it occurs that

E
0

s

¯E
0

s

an~ t1 ,...,tn!H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!dt1 ...dtn50,

necessarilyan50 ~in Lp!. Hence, every element ofA(t) is uniquely determined by the series~18!.
As F is an epimorphism betweenA(t) andA(t), we have the following Proposition.

Proposition 10: A(t) andA(t) are isomorphic as associative algebras with unit. The isom
phism is given byF.

Definition 11: Theordered linear space of continuous rangeG(t) is the subset of elements o
A(t) written in the form

(
n51

` E
0

t

¯E
0

t

un~ t1 ,...,tn!H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!dt1 ...dtn ,

where$un%n50
` PL(t) ~note that u050!. Every element ofG(t) is called anordered element.

SinceG(t)5F(L(t)), G(t) is a linear subspace ofA(t).
Remark 1:Every ordered element can be rewritten in the following way:

E
0

t

u1~ t1!H~ t1!dt11 (
n52

`
1

n E
0

t

¯E
0

t

un~ t1 ,...,tn!@ ...@H~ t1!,H~ t2!#,...,H~ tn!#dt1 ...dtn

~the Lie product@•# is defined with respect to the free product(!. This is a consequence of th
next equation that is satisfied by any ordered coefficientan ,

E
0

t

¯E
0

T

an~ t1,...,tn!H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!dt1...dtn5
1

n E0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1,...,tn!

3@ ...@@H~ t1!,H~ t2!#,H~ t3!#,...,H~ tn!#dt1 .

~20!

The proof of Eq.~20! follows by reordering the indexes ofan , using theFubini’s Theorem, and
transferring the permutations to the products of the operatorH in the following way
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E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1,...tn!H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!dt1...dtn

5E
0

t

¯E
0

t

En~an~ t1,...,tn!!H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!dt1...dtn

5
1

n E
0

t

¯E
0

tS S )
k52

n

~12C1,n2k12
21 !D ~an~ t1,...,tn!!D H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!dt1...dtn

5
1

n E
0

t

¯E
0

tS S 11(
i 52

n

~21! i 21 (
n> j i 21..... j 1>2

C1,j i 21

21 ...C1,j 1

21 D ~an~ t1,...,tn!!D
3H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!dt1...dtn

5
1

n E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1,...,tn!H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!dt1...dtn

1
1

n (
i 52

n

~21! i 21 (
n> j i 21..... j 1>2

E
0

t

¯E
0

t

~C1,j i 21

21
¯C1,j 1

21 ~an~ t1,...,tn!!!

3H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!dt1...dtn.

5
1

n E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1,...,tn!H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!dt1...dtn

1
1

n (
i 52

n

~21! i 21 (
n> j i 21..... j 1>2

E
0

t

¯E
0

t

C1,j 1
...C1,j i 21

~~C1,j i 21

21 ...C1,j 1

21 ~an~ t1,...,tn!!!

3H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!!dt1...dtn

5
1

n E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1,...,tn!H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!dt1...dtn

1
1

n (
i 52

n

~21! i 21 (
2< j 1,..., j i 21<n

E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1,...,tn!

3~C1,j 1
...C1,j i 21

~H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!!!dt1...dtn

5E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1,...,tn!S 1

n S 11(
i 52

n

~21! i 21 (
2< j 1,..., j i 21<n

C1,j 1
...C1,j i 21D

3~H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!!D dt1...dtn

5 E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1,...,tn!S S 1

n )
k52

n

~12C1,k!D ~H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!!D dt1...dtn

5
1

n E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1,...,tn!@ ...@@H~ t1!,H~ t2!#,H~ t3!#,...,H~ tn!#dt1...dtn . h

Finally we consider convergence problems in the algebra of operatorsA. We propose the
following definitions.
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Definition 12: The algebra of convergent coefficientsA(t) is the set of elements a
5$an%n50

` PA(t) such that the series

a0I 1 (
n51

` E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1 ,...,tn!H~ t1!...H~ tn!dt1 ...dtn ~21!

converges absolutely in A, where I is the identity operator.
A(t) is a subalgebra ofA(t). The Cauchy product of two series provides the closure of

product inA(t).
Let us consider now the functionJ:A(t)→A, defined fora5$an%n50

` PA(t), by

J~a!5a0I 1 (
n51

` E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1 ,...,tn!H~ t1!...H~ tn!dt1 ...dtn . ~22!

Definition 13: Thelinear space of convergent ordered coefficientsL(t) is defined asL(t)
5L(t)ùA(t); that is, the sequences of ordered coefficients such that the series~21! converges
absolutely in A. Every element ofL(t) is called asequence of convergent ordered coefficients

As an example of a coefficients algebra we introduce the finite dimensional coeffic
algebra which will be used in order to obtain a formula for the coefficients of the Mag
expansion.

Let us define the step function

ū~t!5H 1 if t.0

0 if t<0

and the functions ofn variables

u i , j~ t1 ,...,tn!5 ū~ t i2t j !, ~23!

for 1< i , j <n, with iÞ j . Notice thatu i , j512u j ,i almost everywhere inRn. Establish the func-
tions

u i,j
n ~ t1 ,...,tn!5u i 1 , j 1

...u i k , j k
,

wherei5( i 1 ,...,i k) and j5( j 1 ,...,j k), with 1<k<n21, and the indexes (i p , j p) are ordered in
the lexicographic sense. Also, letQ1

n(t1 ,...,tn)51. DefineAn
f (t) as the linear subspace of th

linear spaceLp over R generated by the restrictions ofQ1
n and u i,j

n to Tn. The multiplication
between elements ofAn

f (t) andAm
f (t) is defined in the same way as in~14!, that is, it is defined

for u i,j
n PAn

f (t) andu i8,j8
m PAm

f (t) as

u i,j
n +u i8,j8

m
5u i9,j9

n1m ,

wherei95( i 1 ,...,i k ,n1 i 18 ,...,n1 i r8) and j 95( j 1 ,...,j k ,n1 j 18 ,...,n1 j r8). Now, the product ex-
tends linearly.

Note thatAn
f (t) is a finite dimensional linear space. The coefficients algebraPn50

` An
f (t) is

called thefinite dimensional coefficients algebraand it is denoted byAf(t). Associated with this
coefficients algebra we denote byLn

f (t), L f(t), Af(t), G f(t), Af(t), andLf(t) the remainder
linear spaces. SinceLn

f (t),An
f (t), thenLn

f (t) is finite dimensional.

IV. FRIEDRICHS’ CRITERION

Following Jacobson~Ref. 16!, let us take the tensor product of the algebraA with itself, that
is, A^ A and its associated formal algebraA^ A. The elements ofA^ A are of the form
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(
n50

`

(
m50

`

dm,n2m , ~24!

wheredm,m2n5cn,m(am^ bn2m), with cn,mPF, andam ,bn2m are homogeneous elements ofA
of degreesm and n2m, respectively. If the elementdi , j is not null, we call it ahomogeneous
element of degree~i,j!. It follows immediately that every element ofA^ A can be written, in a
unique form, as a series~24! of homogeneous elements of different degrees~i,j!. The free product
given in Ā will be related to the new product given inA^ A in the usual way, that is, ifa,b,g,d
are inĀ one obtains

~a(b! ^ ~g(d!5~a ^ g!(~b ^ d!.

Remark 2: Taking advantage of the tensor notation let us consider the subalgebraA(t)
^ A(t) of A^ A as the algebra whose elements can be written in the following form:

a0,0~1^ 1!1E
0

t

a1,0~ t1!~H~ t1! ^ 1!dt11E
0

t

a0,1~ t1!~1^ H~ t1!!dt1)

1 (
n52

` S E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an,0~ t1 ,...,tn!~~H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!! ^ 1!dt1 ...dtn

1 (
m51

n21 E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an,m~ t1 ,...,tn!~H~ t1!(...(H~ tn2m!! ^ ~H~ tn2m11!(...(H~ tn!!dt1 ...dtn

1E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an,n~ t1 ,...,tn!~1^ ~H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!!!dt1 ...dtnD , ~25!

with an,mPAn(t). Note that every integral of~25! is a homogeneous element of degree(n
2m,m). h

For a5$an%n50
` in A(t) let the functionF8:A(t)→A(t) ^ A(t) be defined by

F8~a!5a0~1^ 1!1 (
n51

` E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1 ,...,tn!~H~ t1! ^ 111^ H~ t1!!(...(~H~ tn^ 111

^ H~ tn!!dt1 ...dtn .

It is easy to prove thatF8 is a homomorphism between associative algebras with unit.
Finally, we defineD:A(t)→A(t) ^ A(t) as the homomorphism that makes the followi

chart commutative:

A~ t ! �
F

F21

A~ t !

↘
F8 ∨AD

A~ t ! ^ A~ t !.

Another way to defineD is D5F8+F21 ~+ denotes composition!. Even more concretely,
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DS a01 (
n51

` E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1 ,...,tn!H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!dt1 ...dtnD
5a0~1^ 1!1 (

n51

` E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1 ,...,tn!~H~ t1! ^ 111^ H~ t1!!

(...(~H~ tn! ^ 111^ H~ tn!!dt1 ...dtn . ~26!

Observe thatD is a homomorphism between associative algebras with unit, because it i
composition ofF8 andF21. On the other hand,D is the continuous analog to thediagonal map
defined in Ref. 16.

We finish this section by presenting Friedrichs’ criterion, which is the continuous extensi
Friedrichs’ theorem.16

Theorem 14: (Friedrichs’ criterion). An elementa of A(t) is in G(t), that is, a is an ordered
element, if and only ifDa5a ^ 111^ a.

See the proof in Appendix B.

V. MAGNUS EXPANSION

Let us define, given an elementx of Ā or A^ A, the series

expx5e1x1
x2

2!
1¯1

xn

n!
1¯

and

log~e1x!5x2
x2

2
1

x3

3
2¯1~21!n11

xn

n
1¯ , ~27!

where e represents the identity element. Remember that ifx is in the bilateral idealĀ(1)

5A% (A^ A) % ..., then expx and log(11x) converge, that is, they are elements ofĀ. For con-
vergent cases we have the identities exp(log(11x))511x and log(expx)5x; furthermore, if
x(y5y(x, then expx( expy5exp(x1y) and log((11x)((11y))5log(11x)1log(11y).

In the following we are interested primarily in the log series. In order to apply the iden
presented before, we will consider only convergent series. For the elements ofA(t), written of the
form 11b with b in A(t)(1)5A(t)ùĀ(1), it gives a very important case of convergence inA(t)
under the series log which will be examined in the sequel.

Proposition 15: For everya in A(t) given in the form

a511 (
n51

` E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1 ,...,tn!H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!dt1 ...dtn ,

we have thatloga is an element ofA(t).
Proof: Denoteb5a21 by

b5 (
n51

` E
0

t

¯E
0

t

b1,n~ t1 ,...,tn!H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!dt1 ...dtn ,

whereb1,n5an for everyn>1. The successive powers ofb are given by the following expression

bm5 (
n51

` E
0

t

¯E
0

t

bm,n~ t1 ,...,tn!H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!dt1 ...dtn .
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Thus bm are elements ofA(t). Note that the homogeneous component of lowest degree inbm

must be at least of degreem. Therefore, by~27!, we have that loga is given by

loga5 (
n51

` E
0

t

¯E
0

tS (
m51

n
~21!m11

m
bm,n~ t1 ,...,tn!DH~ t1!(...(H~ tn!dt1 ...dtn ,

which is an element ofA(t) as we wanted to prove. j

SinceD is a homomorphism between associative algebras with unit, we have that, ifa
PA(t), then

D~ loga!5 log~Da!. ~28!

Until now we have consideredt fixed. Nevertheless, it is useful to consider the elements ofA(t)
andA(t) ^ A(t) as functions oft. Hence, we define the derivative with respect tot of a,da/dt, as
the derivative of each element. This derivative is not necessarily an element ofA(t) or A(t)
^ A(t), but certainly it is inĀ or in A^ A, respectively. Finally, the derivative of the tens
product of two elementsa(t) andb(t) of A(t) is given by the rule

d

dt
~a~ t ! ^ b~ t !!5

d

dt
a~ t ! ^ b~ t !1a~ t ! ^

d

dt
b~ t !. ~29!

The following is the Magnus theorem1 which is the continuous analog of the Bake
Campbell–Hausdorff’s theorem.16

Theorem 16: Let H(t) be a continuous function fromR to the linear space of bounde
operators over a Hilbert space G that is null only on a finite set of points. Let U(t) be the solution
of

dU

dt
5H~ t !U~ t !, U~0!5I , ~30!

where I denotes the identity operator. Then, if U(t) has a logarithmV(t) given by the series~27!
~putting I instead of e! and this series converges absolutely in A, there exists an elementc(t) of
Lf(t) (that is, a sequence of finite dimensional convergent ordered coefficients) such thatV(t)
5J(c(t)).

Proof: The solutionU(t) to ~28! is given by the series

U~ t !5I 1E
0

t

H~ t1!dt11E
0

tE
0

t1
H~ t1!H~ t2!dt1 dt2

1E
0

tE
0

t1E
0

t2
H~ t1!H~ t2!H~ t3!dt1 dt2 dt31¯ . ~31!

Let us examine the ‘‘differential’’ equation inĀ associated with~30!:

d

dt
a~ t !5H~ t !(a~ t !, a~0!51. ~32!

The solution to~32! is similar to ~31! and it is given by

a~ t !511E
0

t

H~ t1!dt11E
0

tE
0

t1
H~ t1!(H~ t2!dt1 dt2

1E
0

tE
0

t1E
0

t2
H~ t1!(H~ t2!(H~ t3!dt1 dt2 dt31¯ . ~33!
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This can be proved by derivating component to component. Rewriting~33! in the following way
~see~23!!:

a~ t !511E
0

t

H~ t1!dt11 (
n52

` E
0

t

¯E
0

t

u1,2...un21,nH~ t1!(...(H~ tn!dt1 ...dtn , ~34!

it becomes clear thata(t) is contained inAf(t). By Proposition 15 we have that loga(t)
PAf(t). By ~29!:

d

dt
~a~ t ! ^ a~ t !!5

d

dt
a~ t ! ^ a~ t !1a~ t ! ^

d

dt
a~ t !,

and from~32! we have

d

dt
~a~ t ! ^ a~ t !!5~H~ t !(a~ t !! ^ a~ t !1a~ t ! ^ ~H~ t !(a~ t !!

5~H~ t ! ^ 111^ H~ t !!(~a~ t ! ^ a~ t !!.

Therefore, we get

d

dt
~a~ t ! ^ a~ t !!5~H~ t ! ^ 111^ H~ t !!(~a~ t ! ^ a~ t !!,

with a(0)^ a(0)51^ 1, which compared to~32! and taking into account~34! implies directly

D~a~ t !!5a~ t ! ^ a~ t !. ~35!

So then, ifv(t)5 loga(t), applying successively~28! and ~35! we obtain

D~v~ t !!5D~ loga~ t !!5 log~D~a~ t !!!5 log~a~ t ! ^ a~ t !!

5 log~~a~ t ! ^ 1!(~1^ a~ t !!!

5 log~a~ t ! ^ 1!1 log~1^ a~ t !!

5~ loga~ t !! ^ 111^ loga~ t !5v~ t ! ^ 111^ v~ t !.

It follows, by Friedrichs’ criterion, thatv(t)5 loga(t) is an element contained inG f(t). Conse-
quently, c(t)5F21(v(t)) is an element ofL f(t). Finally, since it holds thatJ(c(t))5V(t)
5 logU(t), c(t) is an element ofAf(t), from where, we conclude thatc(t)PLf(t) and
J(c(t))5V(t). j

If H(t) andU(t) fulfill the conditions of Theorem 16 it is easy to get an expression forV(t)
in terms ofH(t). Remember thatU(t) is given by

U~ t !5I 1E
0

t

H~ t1!dt11 (
n52

` E
0

t

¯E
0

t

u1,2...un21,nH~ t1!...H~ tn!dt1 ...dtn .

Hence, applying the log series toU(t) and calculating up to the third term, we have thatV(t) is
as follows:

V~ t !5E
0

t

H~ t1!dt11E
0

tE
0

tS u1,22
1

2DH~ t1!H~ t2!dt1 dt2

1E
0

tE
0

tE
0

tS u1,2u2,32
1

2
u1,22

1

2
u2,31

1

3D3H~ t1!H~ t2!H~ t3!dt1 dt2 dt31¯ .
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Since the coefficients associated withV(t) are ordered, by~20! this allows one to rewrite the
previous series in the following way:

V~ t !5E
0

t

H~ t1!dt11
1

2 E0

tE
0

tS u1,22
1

2D @H~ t1!,H~ t2!#dt1 dt2

1
1

3 E0

tE
0

tE
0

tS u1,2u2,32
1

2
u1,22

1

2
u2,31

1

3D3@@H~ t1!,H~ t2!#,H~ t3!#dt1 dt2 dt31¯ .

Finally, integrating we obtain theMagnus expansion:

V~ t !5E
0

t

H~ t1!dt11
1

2 E0

tE
0

t1
@H~ t1!,H~ t2!#dt1 dt2

1
1

6 E0

tE
0

t1E
0

t2
@@H~ t1!,H~ t2!#,H~ t3!#dt1 dt2 dt3

1
1

6 E0

tE
0

t1E
0

t2
@H~ t1!,@H~ t2!,H~ t3!##dt1 dt2 dt31¯ .

Remark 3: From the fact thatv(t) is a Lie-element (Theorem 16) one can obtain an expl
expression for the coefficients of the Magnus expansionV(t), which we call theMagnus
formula:11

V~ t !5E
0

t

H~ t1!dt11 (
n52

`
1

n E
0

t

¯E
0

t

Ln@ ...@H~ t1!,H~ t2!#,...,H~ tn!#dt1 dt2 ...dtn , ~36!

where

Ln5(
i 51

n
~21! i 11

i (
j 1, j 2,..., j n2 i,n

)
m51

n2 i

u j mj m11 .

h

As a corollary of~36! we get the local convergence of the Magnus formula~see also Refs. 6
and 17!:

Proposition 17: Let H(t) be a continuous function fromR to the linear space of bounde
operators over a Hilbert space G that is null only on a finite set of points. Let M be a positive
number such thatiH(t)i<M for all t. Then, the Magnus expansion converges for al
P@0,1/(2M )).

Proof: It is easy to see that the coefficientLn provides 2n21 multiple integrals. Hence, we
have that

iV~ t !i< (
n51

`

2n21Mntn.

Applying the division criterion, we obtain thatV(t) converges if

t<
1

2M
.

h

As an example of a global result which follows immediately from the Magnus expansion
will present a simple proof of a well-known result for the stability of triangular systems.

Consider the following triangular system:
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5
ẋ15a11~ t !x11 a12~ t !x21...1 a1n~ t !xn

ẋ25 a22~ t !x21...1 a2n~ t !xn

] ]

ẋn5 ann~ t !xn

. ~37!

Let us represent~37! in the following way:

U̇~ t !5H~ t !U~ t !,

where

U~ t !5S x1

x2

]

xn

D , H~ t !5S a11~ t ! a12~ t ! ... a1n~ t !

0 a22~ t ! ... a2n~ t !

] ] ]

0 0 ... ann~ t !

D .

The triangular matrixH(t) can be represented as the sumH(t)5D(t)1N(t), whereD(t) is the
principal diagonal matrix andN(t) is the nilpotent superior triangular matrix. In order to obtain
exponential solution, we apply the Magnus expansion~36!. Thus we have

V~ t !5E
0

t

H~ t1!dt11
1

2 E0

tE
0

t1
@H~ t1!,H~ t2!#dt1 dt21...

5S E
0

t

a11~ t1!dt1 0

E
0

t

a22~ t1!dt1

0 �

E
0

t

ann~ t1!dt1

D 1N̂~ t !,

whereN̂(t) is a nilpotent superior triangular matrix. Therefore the matrix (1/t)V(t) is given in the
next form

~1/t !V~ t !5S 1

t E0

t

a11~ t1!dt1 *

1

t E0

t

a22~ t1!dt1

0 �

1

t E0

t

ann~ t1!dt1

D . ~38!

Since the eigenvalues of matrix~38! are the Lyapunov exponents

l i5
1

t E0

t

aii ~ t1!dt1 for i 51,...,n,

then, we have the following result:
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Proposition 18: System~37! is uniformly exponentially stable if there exist positive numbert,
n such that, for all t.t, (1/t)*0

t aii (t1)dt1<2n for i 51,...,n.
The proof follows from the next criterion on the uniform exponential stability of a nona

nomous linear system:46

Proposition 19: A sufficient condition for a linear system to be uniformly exponentially st
is that the eigenvalues of the n3n matrix (1/t)V(t) be bounded as functions of t and have re
parts <2n for all t .t for some positive numbersn and t.
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APPENDIX A: THE ALGEBRA OF PERMUTATIONS

In this Appendix we prove the properties of the permutationsC1,k which are relevant in the
proof of the main results of this paper.

Proposition 20: Let m.0 and i1,..., i m be any m positive integers. Now let us take t
( i m2m) positive integers smaller than im and different from the previous ones and let us call th
i m11,..., i i m

. Then

C1,i 1
...C1,i m

5S 1 2 ... m m11 ... i m

i m i m21 ... i 1 i m11 ... i i m
D . ~A1!

Proof: The proof follows by induction overm, assuming thati 1>2. The casei 151 follows
immediately from the factC1,151.

For m51 the equality holds~A1! since from~7!:

C1,i 1
5S 1 2 ... i 1

i 1 1 ... i 121D .

Suppose that~A1! holds form5k. We will prove it for m5k11.
Let i 1,..., i k11 with i k12,..., i i k11

be the firsti k11 positive integers. By the induction
hypothesis,

C1,i 1
...C1,i k

5S 1 2 ... k k11 ... i k

i k i k21 ... i 1 i k12 ... i i k11
D .

Note thati i k11
, i k, i k11 . Hence

C1,i 1
...C1,i k

C1,i k11
5S 1 2 ... k k11 ... i k

i k i k21 ... i 1 i k12 ... i i k11
D C1,i k11

,

From ~7!:

S 1 2 ... k k11 ... i k

i k i k21 ... i 1 i k12 ... i i k11
D C1,i k11

5S 1 2 ... k k11 ... i k

i k i k21 ... i 1 i k12 ... i i k11
D S 1 2 ... i k11

i k11 1 ... i k1121D
5S 1 2 ... k11 k12 ... i k11

i k11 i k ... i 1 i k12 ... i i k11
D .

j
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Corollary 21:

C1,2...C1,n5S 1 2 ... n21 n

n n21 ... 2 1D .

Corollary 22: Let n>m.0 and let i1,..., i m be m positive integers less or equal to n. Ta
now the n2m positive integers less or equal to n that are different from the previous ones an
us call them im11,..., i n . Then

C1,i 1
...C1,i m

5S 1 2 ... m m11 ... n

i m i m21 ... i 1 i m11 ... i n
D .

Proof: It follows from Proposition 20 noting thati k5k for k> i m11. j

From the above-given corollary one obtains the following results:
Corollary 23:

C1,i 1
...C1,i m

C1,2...C1,m5S 1 ... m m11 ... n

i 1 ... i m i m11 ... i n
D .

Corollary 24: C1,n
21...C1,2

21C1,i m
21 ...C1,i 1

215C1,i n
21...C1,i m11

21 .

Corollary 25: (C1,n)mC1,m
21...C1,2

21 C1,i m
21 ... C1,i 1

215C1,n2m
21 ...C1,2

21C1,i n
21...C1,i m11

21 .

The next Lemma is used in the proof of Friedrichs’ criterion.
Lemma 26: For n odd:

nEn2n5 (
i 51

@@n/2## F ~21! i~n2 i !)
k52

i

C1,i 2k12
21 1~21!n2 i i )

k5 i 11

n

C1,n2k1 i 11
21 Gsn,n21 ,

where En is given by~8!, @@•## is the ‘‘largest-integer-less-or-equal-than’’ function, and

sn,m5S )
k52

n2m

C1,n2m2k12
21 D rn,m ,

with

rn,m5 (
n> i n2m..... i 1>1

C1,i n2m

21 ...C1,i 1
21.

Proof: First, notice that givenC1,151 we can rewritern,m in a way more useful to our
purposes:

rn,m5 (
n> j n2m21..... j 1>2

C1,j n2m21

21 ...Ci , j 1

211 (
n> l n2m..... l 1>2

C1,l n2m

21 ...C1,l 1
21

~for m5n21 the first summation is reduced to be equal to 1!,

rn,m5 (
i 51

@@n/2## F ~21! i~n2 i !)
k52

i

C1,i 2k12
21 1~21!n2 i i )

k5 i 11

n

C1,n2k1 i 11
21 Gsn,n21

5 (
i 51

@@n/2## F ~21! i~n2 i !)
k52

i

C1,i 2k12
21 1~21!n2 i i )

k5 i 11

n

C1,n2k1 i 11
21 G S )

k52

i

C1,i 2k12
21 D rn,n21 .

As a consequence of Corollary 21 we have that (Pk52
i C1,i 2k12

21 )251. Moreover,
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)
k5 i 11

n

C1,n2k1 i 11
21 )

k52

i

C1,i 2k12
21 5)

k52

n

C1,n2k12
21 .

Hence

rn,m5 (
i 51

@@n/2## F ~21! i~n2 i !1~21!n2 i i )
k52

n

C1,n2k12
21 Grn,n21

5 (
i 51

@@n/2##

~21! i~n2 i !rn,n211 (
i 51

@@n/2##

~21!n2 i i )
k52

n

C1,n2k12
21 rn,n21 .

Replacing in the second summation the indexi by n2 i we obtain

rn,m5 (
i 51

@@n/2##

~21! i~n2 i !rn,n211 (
i 5@@n/2##11

n21

~2 i ! i~n2 i !)
k52

n

C1,n2k12
21 rn,i .

Now, as a consequence of Corollary 24, we have thatPk52
n C1,n2k12

21 rn,i5rn,n2 i . Hence

rn,m5 (
i 51

@@n/2##

~21! i~n2 i !rn,n211 (
i 5@@n/2##11

n21

~2 i ! i~n2 i !rn,n2 i

5 (
i 51

n21

~21! i~n2 i !rn,n2 i

5 (
i 51

n21

~21! i~n2 i !S (
n> j i 21..... j i>2

C1,j i 21

21 ...Ci , j 1

21

1 (
n> l i..... l 1>2

C1,l i
21...C1,l 1

21 D
5 (

i 51

n21

~21! i~n2 i ! (
n> j i 21..... j 1>2

Ci , j i 21

21 ...C1,j 1

21

1 (
i 51

n21

~21! i~n2 i ! (
n> l i..... l 1>2

Ci ,l 1
21...C1,l 1

21.

Replacing in the second double summation the indexi by i 21 we obtain

rn,m5 (
i 51

n21

~21! i~n2 i ! (
n> j i 21..... j i>2

C1,j i 21

21 ...Ci , j 1

21

1(
i 52

n

~21! i 21~n2 i 11! (
n> l i 21..... l 1>2

C1,l i 21

21 ...C1,l 1
21.

Changing now the indexesl k by j k we have
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rn,m5 (
i 51

n21

~21! i~n2 i ! (
n> j i 21..... j i>2

C1,j i 21

21 ...Ci , j 1

21

1(
i 52

n

~21! i 21~n2 i 11! (
n> j i 21..... j i>2

C1,j i 21

21 ...C1,j 1

21

52~n21!1 (
i 52

n21

~21! i~n2 i ! (
n> j i 21..... j 1>2

C1,j i 21

21 ...C1,j 1

21

1 (
i 52

n21

~21! i 21~n2 i 11! (
n> j i 21..... j 1>2

C1,j i 21

21 ...C1,j 1

21 1~21!n21)
k52

n

C1,n2k12
21

52~n21!1 (
i 52

n21

~~21! i~n2 i !1~21! i 21~n2 i 11!! (
n> j i 21..... j 1>2

C1,j i 21

21 ...C1,j 1

21

1~21!n21)
k52

n

C1,n2k12
21

52~n21!1 (
i 52

n21

~21! i 21~2n1 i 1n2 i 11! (
n> j i 21..... j 1>2

C1,j i 21

21 ...C1,j 1

21

1~21!n21)
k52

n

C1,n2k12
21

52~n21!1 (
i 52

n21

~21! i 21 (
n> j i 21..... j 1>2

C1,j i 21

21 ...C1,j 1

21 1~21!n21)
k52

n

C1,n2k12
21

52~n21!1(
i 52

n

~21! i 21 (
n> j i 21..... j 1>2

C1,j i 21

21 ...C1,j 1

21

5nEn2n.
j

APPENDIX B: PROOF OF FRIEDRICHS’ CRITERION

~⇒!
If aPG(t) then there existsa5$an%n50

` PL(t) such thata5F(a). Sincea is in L(t) we have
that a5E(a). This, by ~16!, implies thata050 andan5En(an), for n>2. Therefore,

a5F~a!5 (
n51

` E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1 ,...,tn!H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!dt1 ...dtn

5E
0

t

a1~ t1!H~ t1!dt11 (
n52

` E
0

t

¯E
0

t

En~an~ t1 ,...,tn!!H~ t1!

(...(H~ tn!dt1 ...dtn . ~B1!

Applying D @given by ~26!# to ~B1! we obtain
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Da5E
0

t

a1~ t1!~H~ t1! ^ 111^ H~ t1!!dt11 (
n51

` E
0

t

¯E
0

t

En~an~ t1 ,...,tn!!~H~ t1! ^ 111

^ H~ t1!!(...(~H~ tn! ^ 11 ^ H~ tn!!dt1 ...dtn .

By ~20!, every multiple integral can be reordered in the following way:

Da5E
0

t

a1~ t1!~H~ t1! ^ 111^ H~ t1!!dt11 (
n52

`
1

n E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1 ,...,tn!@ ...@H~ t1! ^ 111

^ H~ t1!, H~ t2! ^ 111^ H~ t2!#,...,H~ tn! ^ 111^ H~ tn!#dt1 ...dtn . ~B2!

The Lie product@•# is defined with respect to the free product(. By induction one can prove tha

@ ...@H~ t1! ^ 111^ H~ t1!,H~ t2! ^ 111^ H~ t2!#,...,H~ tn! ^ 111^ H~ tn!#

5@ ...@H~ t1!,H~ t2!#,...,H~ tn!# ^ 111^ @ ...@H~ t1!,H~ t2!#,...,H~ tn!#.

Applying this property to~B2!, one obtains

Da5E
0

t

a1~ t1!~H~ t1! ^ 111^ H~ t1!!dt11 (
n52

`
1

n E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1 ,...,tn!

3~@ ...@H~ t1!,H~ t2!#,...,H~ tn!# ^ 111^ @ ...@H~ t1!,H~ t2!#,...,H~ tn!# !dt1 ...dtn

5S E
0

t

a1~ t1!H~ t1!dt11 (
n52

`
1

n E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1 ,...,tn!@ ...@H~ t1!,H~ t2!#,...,H~ tn!#dt1 ...dtnD
^ 111^ S E

0

t

a1~ t1!H~ t1!dt11 (
n52

`
1

nE0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1,...,tn!

3 @ ...@H~ t1!,H~ t2!#,...,H~ tn!#dt1...dtnD .

Finally, using~20! it holds:

Da5S E
0

t

a1~ t1!H~ t1!dt11 (
n52

` E
0

t

¯E
0

t

En~an~ t1 ,...,tn!!H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!dt1 ...dtnD
^ 111^ S E

0

t

a1~ t1!H~ t1!dt11 (
n52

` E
0

t

¯E
0

t

En~an~ t1 ,...,tn!!H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!dt1 ...dtnD
5S (

n51

` E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1 ,...,tn!H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!dt1 ...dtnD
^ 111^ (

n51

` E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1 ,...,tn!H~ t1!(...(H~ tn!dt1 ...dtn5a ^ 111^ a.

~⇐!
Let a5F(a), a5$an%n50

` PA(t), as usual. CalculatingDa we find that:
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Da5a0~1^ 1!1 (
n51

` E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1 ,...,tn! )
m51

n

(~H~ tm! ^ 111^ H~ tm!!dt1 ...dtn

5a0~1^ 1!1E
0

t

a1~ t1!~H~ t1! ^ 111^ H~ t1!!dt1

1 (
n52

` E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1 ,...,tn!S S )
m51

n

(H~ tm!D ^ 1

1 (
m51

n21

(
Sj ,Jn
#Sj 5m

S S )
pPJn\Sj

(H~ tp! D ^ S )
qPSj

(H~ tq! D D 11^ )
m51

n

(H~ tm!D
3dt1 ...dtn ,

where Jn5$1,...,n%, Sj and Jn\Sj are ordered sets. Taking into account thata0(1^ 1)5a0^ 1
51^ a0 , integrating separately, and reordering it results

Da5a ^ 111^ a2a0~1^ 1!1 (
n52

` E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1 ,...,tn!S (
m51

n21

(
Sj ,Jn
#Sj 5m

S S )
pPJn\Sj

(H~ tp! D
^ S )

qPSj

(H~ tq! D D D dt1 ...dtn .

By hypothesis,Da5a ^ 111^ a. Then, we obtain

2a0~1^ 1!1 (
n52

`

(
m51

n21 E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1 ,...,tn!3 (
Sj ,Jn
#Sj 5m

S S )
pPJn\Sj

(H~ tp! D
^ S )

qPSj

(H~ tq! D Ddt1 ...dtn50. ~B3!

First, this implies thata050. On the other hand, it can be noted that every multiple integral of
previous expression represents a homogeneous element of different degree~i, j! in A^ A. There-
fore the equality~B3! holds if and only if every multiple integral is null. Hence,

E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1 ,...,tn! (
Sj ,Jn
#Sj 5m

S S )
pPJn\Sj

(H~ tp! D ^ S )
qPSj

(H~ tq! D Ddt1 ...dtn50 ~B4!

for n>2 and form between 1 andn21. We are interested now in the summation that is behind
integral sign. First, we have that for everySj , Jn\Sj5$ i 1 ,...,i n2m% and Sj5$ i n2m11 ,...,i n%;
more precisely,i 1,..., i n2m andi n2m11,..., i n , are all of them different, and together areJn .
Hence, using permutations and, from Corollary 23 in Appendix A:
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(
Sj ,Jn
#Sj 5m

S S )
pPJnSj

(H~ tp! D ^ S )
qPSj

(H~ tq! D D
5 (

i 1,..., i n2m
i n2m11,..., i n

S 1 ... n2m n2m11 ... n

i 1 ... i n2m i n2m11 ... i n
D

3S S )
p51

n2m

(H~ tp!D ^ S )
q5n2m11

n

(H~ tq!D D
5 (

1< i 1,..., i n2m<n
C1,i 1

...C1,i n2m
C1,2...C1,n2mS S )

p51

n2m

(H~ tp!D ^ S )
q5n2m11

n

(H~ tq!D D .

Substituting this in~B4! we obtain

E
0

t

¯E
0

t

an~ t1 ,...,tn! (
1< i 1,..., i n2m<n

C1,i 1
...C1,i n2m

C1,2...C1,n2mS S )
p51

n2m

(H~ tp!D
^ S )

q5n2m11

n

(H~ tq!D D dt1 ...dtn50.

Applying ~20! to the previous integral, and ordering the indexes in the product ofH(t) we get:

E
0

t

¯E
0

tS (
n> i n2m..... i 1>1

C1,n2m
21 ...C1,2

21C1,i n2m

21 ...C1,i 1
21~an~ t1 ,...,tn!! D S )

p51

n2m

(H~ tp!D
^ S )

q5n2m11

n

(H~ tq!D dt1 ...dtn50.

Conveying thatPk52
1 C1,12k12

21 51, another way to represent the previous equation is

E
0

t

¯E
0

tS )
k52

n2m

C1,n2m2k12
21 (

n> i n2m..... i 1>1
C1,i n2m

21 ...C1,i 1
21~an~ t1 ,...,tn!!D S )

p51

n2m

(H~ tp!D
^ S )

q5n2m11

n

(H~ tq!D dt1 ...dtn50.

Denoting by

rn,m5 (
n> i n2m..... i 1>1

C1,i n2m

21 ...C1,i 1
21

and

sn,m5S )
k52

n2m

C1,n2m2k12
21 D rn,m ,

we arrive at the fact that the previous integral vanishes if any only ifsn,m(an)50. Since this must
be satisfied for each integral, we obtain the following infinite system of equations:

sn,m~an!50 for n>2 and 1<m<n21.
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These equations are not independent among themselves. To reduce them, applying Corolla
results that

sn,i5~C1,n
m !sn,n2 i .

Therefore, the reduced system, denoting by@@•## the ‘‘largest-integer-less-or-equal-than’’ func
tion, is given by:

sn,m~an!50, for n>2 and m between F Fn11

2 G G and n21. ~B5!

From this it will infer thatEn(an)5an for n>2, or equivalently (nEn2n)an50 for n>2.

Recall that

nEn5)
k52

n

~12C1,n2k12
21 !511(

i 52

n

~21! i 21 (
n> j i 21..... j 1>2

C1,j i 21

21 ...C1,j 1

21

or equivalently

nE2n52~n21!1(
i 52

n

~21! i 21 (
n> j i 21..... j 1>2

C1,j i 21

21 ...C1,j 1

21 .

For n odd it yields:

nEn2n5 (
i 51

@@n/2## F ~21! i~n2 i !)
k52

i

C1,i 2k12
21 1~21!n2 i i )

k5 i 11

n

C1,n2k1 i 11
21 Gsn,n21 .

The proof that (nEn2n)an50 for the odd case, considering the system of Eqs.~B5!, is given in
Lemma 26 in Appendix A.

For n even we have:

nEn2n5 (
i 51

n/221 F ~21! i~n2 i !)
k52

i

C1,i 2k12
21 1~21!n2 i i )

k5 i 11

n

C1,n2k1 i 11
21 Gsn,n21

1~21!n/2
n

2 S )
k52

n/2

C1,n/22k12
21 Dsn,n/2 .

The proof that (nEn2n)an50 for the even case is similar to the odd case, thus, it will
omitted. Hence we concludeaPG(t), and the proof of Friedrichs’ criterion is complete. j
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Discontinuities in Dirac eigenfunction expansions
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An expansion, over a finite interval, of a two-component function in a basis of
eigenfunctions of a one-dimensional regular Dirac differential operator with sepa-
rated homogeneous boundary conditions imposed at ends of the interval is consid-
ered. It is shown that at the ends of the domain the expansion does not converge to
the expanded function unless the latter obeys at these points the same homogeneous
boundary conditions as the basis eigenfunctions. General results obtained in the
work are illustrated by an analytically solvable example. The problem is related to
the R-matrix theory for Dirac particles. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1389471#

I. INTRODUCTION

In theoretical physics one frequently encounters the situation that a given function, d
over some domain, is expanded in a functional basis. Among a variety of bases used i
expansions, those generated by differential eigenvalue problems are of major importance.
ties of expansions in series of eigenfunctions of differential operators were extensively in
gated by generations of mathematicians and mathematical physicists and their results a
tained in a vast literature of the subject~cf. Refs. 1–6 and references therein!.

Expansions, over a finite interval, of a given two-component function in a basis of eigen
tions of a one-dimensional regular Dirac differential operator with separated homogeneous b
ary conditions were studied, for instance, in Refs. 5 and 6. However, in these monographs
particular case, when at ends of an interval an expanded function obeys the same bo
conditions as basis eigenfunctions, was considered. One may imagine expansion probl
which at end points a two-component function to be expanded is admitted to satisfy bou
conditions that differ from those obeyed by basis eigenfunctions. Problems of that kind are
purely academic interest and are met in applications of relativistic quantum mechanics~e.g., in the
R-matrix theory for Dirac particles7–9!. It is also very likely that they may be encountered in
mathematical modeling of one-dimensional magnetohydrodynamical phenomena where di
tial operators of the Dirac type occur.10,11 We have not found any mathematical study of su
problems in available literature and it is a purpose of this work to fill in this gap to some ex
We concentrate on the interesting and important question concerning convergence of an
function expansion at ends of a domain. We prove that at these points the expansion do
converge to the expanded function unless the latter obeys there the same homogeneous b
conditions as the basis functions.~That result is by no means obvious since in an analog
problem concerning expansions of one-component functions in bases generated by secon
Sturm–Liouville eigensystems the expansions do converge at the end points except th
special case when basis eigenfunctions are forced to vanish at these points!! Still we show that
magnitudes of jumps in both components of the expansion may be precisely determined a
provide relevant expressions. These general results are illustrated by an analytically so
example.

a!Electronic mail: radek@mif.pg.gda.pl
46060022-2488/2001/42(9)/4606/12/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. THE PROBLEM

Consider the eigenproblem consisting of the Dirac differential system

S p~x!2lnr~x! 2d/dx1t~x!

d/dx1t~x! q~x!2lnr~x!
D S f n~x!

gn~x! D50 ~x1<x<x2! ~2.1!

augmented by the separated boundary conditions

f n~xi !cosa i1gn~xi !sina i50 ~ i 51,2!. ~2.2!

It is assumed that the interval@x1 ,x2#,R is finite, that p(x), q(x), t(x), and r(x) are real,
bounded and continuous functions of the variablexP@x1 ,x2#, with the additional constrain
r(x).0, and thata1 anda2 are real parameters. Under these assumptions the eigensystem~2.1!
and~2.2! has an infinite number of discrete nondegenerate real eigenvaluesln .5,6 The associated
eigenfunctions are orthogonal in the sense of

E
x1

x2
dxr~x!@ f n~x! f n8~x!1gn~x!gn8~x!#50 ~lnÞln8!. ~2.3!

If they are chosen to be real and normalized so that

E
x1

x2
dxr~x!@ f n~x! f n8~x!1gn~x!gn8~x!#5dnn8 , ~2.4!

they obey the closure relation

(
n52`

` S f n~x!

gn~x! D ~ f n~x8! gn~x8!!5
d~x2x8!

Ar~x!r~x8!
S 1 0

0 1D ~x1,x,x8,x2!, ~2.5!

whered(x2x8) is the Dirac delta function defined so that12–14

E
a

b

dx8d~x2x8!f~x8!5H 0 for x,a,b or a,b,x,

f~x! for a,x,b,

1

2
f~x! for a5x,b or a,x5b

~2.6!

for any interval@a,b#,R and any sufficiently regular functionf(x) defined on@a,b#.
Let (F(x) G(x))T be an arbitrary two-component function with continuous component

bounded variation in@x1 ,x2#. Its expansion in the set of eigenfunctions of the problem~2.1! and
~2.2! is defined as

S F̄~x!

Ḡ~x!
D 5 (

n52`

`

CnS f n~x!

gn~x! D ~x1<x<x2! ~2.7!

with the coefficients

Cn5E
x1

x2
dxr~x!@ f n~x!F~x!1gn~x!G~x!#. ~2.8!

The closure relation~2.5! implies that
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S F~x!

G~x! D5S F̄~x!

Ḡ~x!
D ~x1,x,x2!. ~2.9!

The validity of Eqs.~2.5! and ~2.9! is restricted to theopen interval (x1 ,x2). Since both
functions (F(x) G(x))T and (F̄(x) Ḡ(x))T are defined in theclosedinterval @x1 ,x2#, we ask
the question: how are these functions related at the end pointsx1 andx2?

III. THE SOLUTION

To answer the question posed above, we have to consider an extension of the closure
~2.5! to the case when one of the variables is fixed atxi . In analogy with~2.5!, we postulate

(
n52`

` S f n~xi !

gn~xi !
D ~ f n~x! gn~x!!5

d~x2xi !

r~xi !
S I i Ji

Ki Li
D ~x1<x<x2!, ~3.1!

where I i , Ji , Ki , and Li are yet unknown constants. Notice that, because of the boun
conditions~2.2!, these constants are not independent but are related through

Ji5Ki52I i cota i , Li5I i cot2 a i . ~3.2!

Hence, it follows that Eq.~3.1! may be rewritten in the form

(
n52`

` S f n~xi !

gn~xi !
D ~ f n~x! gn~x!!5

I id~x2xi !

r~xi !
S 1 2cota i

2cota i cot2 a i
D ~x1<x<x2!. ~3.3!

From Eqs.~2.7! and ~2.8! we have

S F̄~xi !

Ḡ~xi !
D 5E

x1

x2
dxr~x! (

n52`

` S f n~xi !

gn~xi !
D ~ f n~x! gn~x!!S F~x!

G~x! D , ~3.4!

and, on substituting here Eq.~3.3! and performing integration, we obtain

S F̄~xi !

Ḡ~xi !
D 5S 1

2 I iF~xi !2 1
2 I iG~xi !cota i

1
2 I iG~xi !cot2 a i2

1
2 I iF~xi !cota i

D . ~3.5!

Equation~3.5! implies

F̄~xi !cosa i1Ḡ~xi !sina i50, ~3.6!

which might be also inferred from Eqs.~2.7! and ~2.2!.
To answer completely the question raised at the end of Sec. II, we have to determi

constantsI 1 and I 2 . To this end, let us choose

S F~x!

G~x! D5S f k~x!

gk~x! D ~x1<x<x2!, ~3.7!

where the function on the right is an eigenfunction of the system~2.1! and ~2.2!. Because of the
orthonormality relation~2.4!, in this particular case from Eq.~2.8! we infer

Cn5dnk ~3.8!

and thus
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S F̄~x!

Ḡ~x!
D 5S f k~x!

gk~x! D ~x1<x<x2!. ~3.9!

Utilizing Eqs. ~3.7! and ~3.9! in Eq. ~3.5!, we arrive at the homogeneous algebraic system

S 1
2 I i21 2 1

2 I i cota i

2 1
2 I i cota i

1
2 I i cot2 a i21

D S f k~xi !

gk~xi !
D50. ~3.10!

Since f k(xi) andgk(xi) do not vanish simultaneously, one has

detS 1
2 I i21 2 1

2 I i cota i

2 1
2 I i cota i

1
2 I i cot2 a i21

D 50, ~3.11!

hence, it follows that

I i52 sin2 a i . ~3.12!

In Appendix A we present an alternative derivation of that result.
Having determined the constantsI i , from Eqs.~3.3!, ~3.5!, and~3.12! we deduce

(
n52`

` S f n~xi !

gn~xi !
D ~ f n~x! gn~x!!5

d~x2xi !

r~xi !
S 2 sin2 a i 2sin 2a i

2sin 2a i 2 cos2 a i
D ~x1<x<x2! ~3.13!

and

S F̄~xi !

Ḡ~xi !
D 5S F~xi !sin2 a i2

1
2 G~xi !sin 2a i

G~xi !cos2 a i2
1
2 F~xi !sin 2a i

D . ~3.14!

These two equations constitute the main result of this article.
If Eq. ~3.14! is rewritten in the form

S F̄~xi !

Ḡ~xi !
D 5S F~xi !2@F~xi !cosa i1G~xi !sina i #cosa i

G~xi !2@F~xi !cosa i1G~xi !sina i #sina i
D , ~3.15!

it is immediately seen that, since the sine and the cosine never vanish simultaneously, at
point x5xi one has

S F̄~xi !

Ḡ~xi !
D 5S F~xi !

G~xi !
D ~3.16!

if and only if

F~xi !cosa i1G~xi !sina i50, ~3.17!

i.e., if and only if the function to be expanded obeys at x5xi the same homogeneous bounda
condition as the basis eigenfunctions. If the boundary condition~3.17! is not satisfied, Eqs.~2.9!
and ~3.15! imply that atx5xi the eigenfunction expansion~2.7! has a discontinuity

lim
x→xi

S F̄~x!

Ḡ~x!
D 2S F̄~xi !

Ḡ~xi !
D 5S F~xi !cos2 a i1

1
2 G~xi !sin 2a i

1
2 F~xi !sin 2a i1G~xi !sin2 a i

D . ~3.18!
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This fact was not realized in early formulations of theR-matrix theory for Dirac particles7,8 which
resulted in errors corrected by Szmytkowski and Hinze.15,16

It should be emphasized that the previous results are specific for bases generated b
differential eigenproblems; the reader is asked to consult Appendix B on the analogous pr
for second-order Sturm–Liouville eigensystems.

It is interesting to consider Eqs.~3.13! and ~3.14! in two particular cases. The first case is

cosa i50⇒sina i561. ~3.19!

Then Eqs.~3.13! and ~3.14! become, respectively,

(
n52`

` S f n~xi !

gn~xi !
D ~ f n~x! gn~x!!5

d~x2xi !

r~xi !
S 2 0

0 0D ~x1<x<x2!, ~3.20!

S F̄~xi !

Ḡ~xi !
D 5S F~xi !

0 D . ~3.21!

It is seen that in this case the expansion converges atx5xi in the upper component but fails t
converge in the lower one unlessG(xi)50. The second case to be considered is

sina i50⇒cosa i561. ~3.22!

Then

(
n52`

` S f n~xi !

gn~xi !
D ~ f n~x! gn~x!!5

d~x2xi !

r~xi !
S 0 0

0 2D ~x1<x<x2! ~3.23!

and

S F̄~xi !

Ḡ~xi !
D 5S 0

G~xi !
D , ~3.24!

i.e., atx5xi the expansion converges in the lower component but fails to converge in the
one unlessF(xi)50.

IV. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

As an example illustrating the general results obtained earlier, in this section we discu
particular case when the Dirac eigenvalue problem~2.1! and ~2.2! is

S 2ln 2d/dx

d/dx 2ln
D S f n~x!

gn~x! D50 ~0<x<b!, ~4.1!

f n~0!50, fn~b!cosb1gn~b!sinb50. ~4.2!

Comparing Eqs.~4.1! and ~4.2! with ~2.1! and ~2.2!, one identifies

r~x![1, x150, x25b, a150, a25b. ~4.3!

Solving the system~4.1! and ~4.2!, one finds that its eigenvalues are

ln5
pn2b

b
, n50,61,62,..., ~4.4!

while corresponding eigenfunctions, normalized according to
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E
0

b

dx@ f n~x! f n8~x!1gn~x!gn8~x!#5dnn8 , ~4.5!

are

S f n~x!

gn~x! D5
1

Ab
S sinlnx
coslnxD ~0<x<b!. ~4.6!

A. The closure relation and its extension

To verify that eigensolutions to the system~4.1! and ~4.2! do obey Eqs.~2.5! and ~3.13!, we
should investigate the series

(
n52`

` S f n~x!

gn~x! D ~ f n~x8! gn~x8!!5S I ~x,x8! J~x,x8!

K~x,x8! L~x,x8!
D ~4.7!

in the domain 0<x,x8<b. We begin with considering the series

I ~x,x8!5 (
n52`

`

f n~x! f n~x8! ~4.8!

in the extended domain2`,x,x8,`. To sum it, we construct a sequence of finite sums

I N~x,x8!5 (
n52N

N

f n~x! f n~x8!5
1

b (
n52N

N

sin@~pn2b!x/b#sin@~pn2b!x8/b#. ~4.9!

Obviously, one has

I ~x,x8!5 lim
N→`

I N~x,x8!. ~4.10!

The sum in Eq.~4.9! is easily found to be

I N~x,x8!5
sin@p~2N11!~x2x8!/2b#

2b sin@p~x2x8!/2b#
cos@b~x2x8!/b#

2
sin@p~2N11!~x1x8!/2b#

2b sin@p~x1x8!/2b#
cos@b~x1x8!/b#. ~4.11!

With the aid of the formula

lim
N→`

sin~2N11!px

sinpx
5 (

n52`

`

d~x2n! ~NPN!, ~4.12!

which is well known in the theory of Fourier series,17 from Eqs.~4.10! and ~4.11! we infer

I ~x,x8!5 (
n52`

`

@d~x2x822nb!2d~x1x822nb!#cos 2nb. ~4.13!

Let us now restrict to the case when 0,x,x8,b. Then

2b,x2x8,b, 0,x1x8,2b. ~4.14!
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It is evident that under the constraints~4.14! the argument of the first delta in the summand in E
~4.13! may vanish if and only ifn50, while the argument of the second delta never vanish
Consequently, in this case all but one term on the right side of Eq.~4.13! are effectively zero and
the latter equation reduces to

I ~x,x8!5d~x2x8! ~0,x,x8,b!, ~4.15!

in agreement with the result that may be inferred from Eqs.~2.5! and ~4.3!.
Next we concentrate on the case 0<x<b andx850. This case is the simplest one since th

Eq. ~4.13! becomes

I ~x,0!5 (
n52`

`

@d~x22nb!2d~x22nb!#cos 2nb50 ~0<x<b!, ~4.16!

which agrees with the result that may be obtained from Eqs.~4.3! and ~3.13!.
Finally, we consider the most interesting casex85b. Then

I ~x,b!5 (
n52`

`

@d~x2~2n11!b!2d~x2~2n21!b!#cos 2nb

52 sinb (
n52`

`

d~x2~2n11!b!sin@~2n11!b# ~2`,x,`!. ~4.17!

If 0<x<b, the argument of the delta may vanish if and only ifn50; the remaining terms in the
series are effectively zero and Eq.~4.17! reduces to

I ~x,b!52 sin2 bd~x2b! ~0<x<b!, ~4.18!

which again agrees with the result that may be deduced from Eqs.~4.3! and ~3.13!.
The reader will find no difficulty in verifying that in the domain 0<x,x8<b the remaining

three matrix elements on the right side of Eq.~4.7! are identical with those deduced from Eq
~2.5!, ~4.3!, and~3.13!.

B. The expansion problem

Consider now the expansion of the two-component function

S F~x!

G~x! D5
1

Ab
S sinlx
coslxD ~0<x<b!, ~4.19!

wherel is a real parameter, in the basis~4.6!. The expansion is

S F̄~x!

Ḡ~x!
D 5 (

n52`

`
Cn

Ab
S sinlnx
coslnxD ~0<x<b! ~4.20!

with the expansion coefficients given by

Cn5
1

b E0

b

dx@sinlnx sinlx1coslnx coslx#5
sin~ln2l!b

~ln2l!b
. ~4.21!

On utilizing the relationship

sin~ln2l!b5
sin~lb1b!sinlnb

sinb
, ~4.22!
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which stems from elementary trigonometry and from the boundary condition~4.2!, the expansion
~4.20! becomes

S F̄~x!

Ḡ~x!
D 5

sin~lb1b!

Ab sinb
(

n52`

`
sinlnb

~ln2l!b
S sinlnx
coslnxD ~0<x<b!. ~4.23!

Below we shall attempt to sum the series on the right side of Eq.~4.23! at the end pointsx50 and
x5b.

Let us begin with the end pointx50. Then the expansion~4.23! becomes

S F̄~0!

Ḡ~0!
D 5

sin~lb1b!

Ab sinb
(

n52`

`
sinlnb

~ln2l!b
S 0
1D . ~4.24!

It is obvious thatF̄(0)50 while evaluation ofḠ(0) requires summation of the series

S15 (
n52`

`
sinlnb

~ln2l!b
. ~4.25!

To perform the summation, we rewriteS1 as follows:

S15 (
n52`

`
~2 !n11 sinb

pn2~lb1b!
5sinbF 1

lb1b
1 (

n51

`

~2 !n
2~lb1b!

~lb1b!22~pn!2G . ~4.26!

On making use of the known18 partial fraction expansion of 1/sinz,

1

sinz
5

1

z
1 (

n51

`

~2 !n
2z

z22~pn!2 , ~4.27!

we obtain

S15
sinb

sin~lb1b!
, ~4.28!

hence, it follows that

S F̄~0!

Ḡ~0!
D 5

1

Ab
S 0
1D . ~4.29!

The same result may be inferred from Eqs.~3.14!, ~4.3!, and~4.19!.
Next we turn to the case of the end pointx5b. Then the object of our interest is the serie

S F̄~b!

Ḡ~b!
D 5

sin~lb1b!

Absinb
(

n52`

`
sinlnb

~ln2l!b
S sinlnb
coslnbD . ~4.30!

To sum it, we have to consider the series

S25 (
n52`

`
sin2 lnb

~ln2l!b
, ~4.31!

S35 (
n52`

`
sinlnb coslnb

~ln2l!b
. ~4.32!
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Of these, onlyS2 has to be investigated since, because of Eqs.~4.2! and ~4.6!, we have

S352S2 cotb. ~4.33!

To deal with the seriesS2 , we rewrite it in the following way:

S25 (
n52`

`
sin2 b

pn2~lb1b!
52sin2 bF 1

lb1b
1 (

n51

`
2~lb1b!

~lb1b!22~pn!2G . ~4.34!

Hence, because of the known18 partial fraction expansion of cotz,

cotz5
1

z
1 (

n51

`
2z

z22~pn!2 , ~4.35!

we find

S252sin2 b cot~lb1b!. ~4.36!

Consequently, Eq.~4.30! becomes

S F̄~b!

Ḡ~b!
D 5

1

Ab
S 2sinb cos~lb1b!

cosb cos~lb1b! D . ~4.37!

The same result may be inferred from Eqs.~3.14!, ~4.3!, and~4.19!.
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APPENDIX A: AN ALTERNATIVE DERIVATION OF EQ. „3.12…

Consider an auxiliary inhomogeneous boundary value problem

S p~x!2lr~x! 2d/dx1t~x!

d/dx1t~x! q~x!2lr~x!
D S f ~x!

g~x! D50 ~x1<x<x2!, ~A1!

f ~xi !cosa i1g~xi !sina i5Ai ~ i 51,2!, ~A2!

where the functionsp(x), q(x), t(x) and r(x) are the same that appear in Eq.~2.1!, lPR, l
Þln , AiPR, andA1

21A2
2Þ0. We construct the series

S f̄ ~x!

ḡ~x!
D 5 (

n52`

`

cnS f n~x!

gn~x! D ~x1<x<x2! ~A3!

with the coefficients defined by

cn5E
x1

x2
dxr~x!@ f n~x! f ~x!1gn~x!g~x!#. ~A4!

It is obvious that, because of regularity of (f (x) g(x))T @implied by Eq.~A1!#, one has
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S f̄ ~x!

ḡ~x!
D 5S f ~x!

g~x! D ~x1,x,x2! ~A5!

@cf. Eq. ~2.9!# but, because of Eq.~2.2! and the definition~A3!,

f̄ ~xi !cosa i1ḡ~xi !sina i50. ~A6!

To find a convenient expression for the coefficients~A4!, we premultiply Eq. ~2.1! by
( f (x) g(x))T, Eq. ~A1! by ( f n(x) gn(x))T, subtract and integrate the result over the inter
@x1 ,x2#. This yields

~ln2l!E
x1

x2
dxr~x!@ f n~x! f ~x!1gn~x!g~x!#5@ f n~x!g~x!2 f ~x!gn~x!#ux1

x2, ~A7!

hence, on making use of the boundary conditions~2.2! and~A2! and the definition~A4!, it follows

cn5
A2f n~x2!

~ln2l!sina2
2

A1f n~x1!

~ln2l!sina1
. ~A8!

Next, let us operate from the left on both sides of Eq.~A9! with the differential operator
appearing in Eq.~A1!. Because of Eq.~2.1!, this gives

S p~x!2lr~x! 2d/dx1t~x!

d/dx1t~x! q~x!2lr~x!
D S f̄ ~x!

ḡ~x!
D 5r~x! (

n52`

`

cn~ln2l!S f n~x!

gn~x! D
~x1<x<x2! ~A9!

or, after utilizing the result~A8!,

F d

dx
1t~x!G f̄ ~x!1@q~x!2lr~x!#ḡ~x!5

A2

sina2
r~x! (

n52`

`

f n~x2!gn~x!

2
A1

sina1
r~x! (

n52`

`

f n~x1!gn~x!

~x1<x<x2! ~A10!

and

F2
d

dx
1t~x!G ḡ~x!1@p~x!2lr~x!# f̄ ~x!5

A2

sina2
r~x! (

n52`

`

f n~x2! f n~x!

2
A1

sina1
r~x! (

n52`

`

f n~x1! f n~x!

~x1<x<x2!. ~A11!

Right sides of Eqs.~A10! and ~A11! may be transformed if one makes use of Eq.~3.3!. This
results in

F d

dx
1t~x!G f̄ ~x!1@q~x!2lr~x!#ḡ~x!52

A2I 2 cota2

sina2
d~x2x2!1

A1I 1 cota1

sina1
d~x2x1!

~x1<x<x2!, ~A12!
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F2
d

dx
1t~x!G ḡ~x!1@p~x!2lr~x!# f̄ ~x!5

A2I 2

sina2
d~x2x2!2

A1I 1

sina1
d~x2x1!

~x1<x<x2!. ~A13!

In the following step, we integrate Eqs.~A12! and~A13! either fromx1 to x,x2 , passing then to
the limit x↓x1 , or fromx.x1 to x2 , passing then to the limitx↑x2 . The results may be compactl
written as

f ~xi !2 f̄ ~xi !5
AiI i cota i

2 sina i
, ~A14!

g~xi !2ḡ~xi !5
AiI i

2 sina i
. ~A15!

After supplementing Eqs.~A14! and ~A15! by the boundary condition~A6!, we obtain a set of
three linear algebraic equations for three unknownsI i , f̄ (xi) and ḡ(xi). Solving this set forI i ,
one obtains

I i52 sin2 a i , ~A16!

which coincides with Eq.~3.12!.

APPENDIX B: EXPANSIONS IN EIGENFUNCTIONS OF SECOND-ORDER
STURM–LIOUVILLE SYSTEMS

Consider the second-order Sturm–Liouville eigensystem

d

dx S p~x!
d fn~x!

dx D1q~x! f n~x!2lnr~x! f n~x!50 ~x1<x<x2!, ~B1!

f n~xi !cosa i1p~xi ! f n8~xi !sina i50 ~ i 51,2! ~B2!

on the finite interval@x1 ,x2#,R. Herep(x), q(x), andr(x) are real, bounded and continuou
functions of the variable xP@x1 ,x2#, with the additional constraintsr(x).0, p(x)
PC1(@x1 ,x2#), andp(x)Þ0, while a1 anda2 are real constants. Provided the eigenfunctions
the system~B1! and ~B2! have been normalized according to

E
x1

x2
dxr~x! f n~x! f n8~x!5dnn8 , ~B3!

it holds

(
n50

`

f n~x! f n~x8!5
d~x2x8!

Ar~x!r~x8!
~x1,x,x8,x2! ~B4!

and

(
n50

`

f n~xi ! f n~x!5
I id~x2xi !

r~xi !
~x1<x<x2!, ~B5!

where
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I i5H 2 for sina iÞ0

0 for sina i50.
~B6!

Equations~B5! and ~B6! may be obtained in a way similar to that in which Eq.~3.13! has been
derived.

Let F(x) be any continuous function of bounded variation in@x1 ,x2#. Then, it follows from
Eqs.~B4!–~B6! that its eigenfunction expansion, defined as

F̄~x!5 (
n50

`

f n~x!E
x1

x2
dx8r~x8! f n~x8!F~x8! ~x1<x<x2!, ~B7!

has the following properties:

F̄~x!5F~x! ~x1,x,x2!, ~B8!

F̄~xi !5H F~xi ! for sina iÞ0,

0 for sina i50.
~B9!
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Comment on ‘‘Exact constructions of square-root
Helmholtz operator symbols: The focusing quadratic
profile’’ †J. Math. Phys. 41, 4881 „2000…‡

P. M. Jordana)

Code 7181, Naval Research Laboratory, Stennis Space Center, Mississipi 39529

~Received 4 April 2001; accepted for publication 11 May 2001!

© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1388032#

In a recent article, Fishmanet al.1 gave the exact, standard and Weyl symbol constructions
both the inverse square root and the square-root Helmholtz operators for a position-dep
refractive index field of the form

K2~z!5K0
22v2z2, ~1!

where K(•) denotes the refractive index field,K0 , v are positive constants, and thez axis is
perpendicular to the propagation direction, which is along thex axis. The form ofK given in Eq.
~1! is known as the focusing quadratic profile.1

In Ref. 1, an extensive, in-depth analytical study is carried out and numerical resul
presented in the form of two-dimensional graphs illustrating cross sections of the real and
nary parts of the operator symbol surfaces over thepq plane. Unfortunately, a subsequent ree
amination of the numerical results given in Ref. 1 has revealed that the computer program u
generate the first five of the six figures corresponding to the standard operator symbol~Ref. 1,
Figs. 7–11!, hB

s (p,q), contained erroneous code.2 Of the five figures in question, however, it
only in the first three~Ref. 1, Figs. 7–9! that the effects of the flawed computer code are imm
diately apparent.@As we will see, the last two of these five figures~Ref. 1, Figs. 10 and 11! appear
to be virtually identical to their correct counterparts.#

The purpose of the present communication is to point out these erroneous figures and
their corrected versions for the record. To this end, we return to Ref. 1, Eq.~III.40! and evaluate
the contour integral appearing in that expression along the pathL5C 95G191G291G39 in the
complext plane in the indicated direction~see Ref. 1, Fig. 6!. After simplifying, we find that the
standard operator symbol corresponding to Eq.~1! is

hB
s ~p,q!5hB, 1

s ~p,q!1hB,2
s ~p,q!1hB,3

s ~p,q! ~YÞ0,1,2,3,...!, ~2!

wheret5x1 iy, Y5K0
2( k̄/v), p is the Fourier parameter,q replacesz as the transverse coord

nate, and

hB,1
s ~p,q!52 i~v/~ k̄p!!1/2E

0

1/Y

dx exp@Yx2~x/2!tanh@2x#1 iZ~sech@2x#21!#Asech@2x#

3$Y2x sech2@2x#22iZ sech@2x#tanh@2x#2tanh@2x#% x21/2, ~3!

a!Electronic mail: pjordan@nrlssc.navy.mil
46180022-2488/2001/42(9)/4618/6/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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hB,2
s ~p,q!5~2v/~ k̄p!!1/2E

0

2p

dy exp@Y~1/Y1 iy!2~x/2!tanh@2~1/Y1 iy!#

1 iZ~sech@2~1/Y1 iy!#21!#

3exp@2~1/Y1 iy!#2F1@1/2,1;1;2exp@24~1/Y1 iy!##

3$Y2x sech2@2~1/Y1 iy!#

22iZ sech@2~1/Y1 iy!#tanh@2~1/Y1 iy!#2tanh@2~1/Y1 iy!#%~1/Y1 iy!21/2, ~4!

hB,3
s ~p,q!52p21~v/ k̄!1/2exp@ ip~2Y13/4!#E

0

2p

dy F@exp@2ipY#,1/2,12 i~1/Y1 iy!/~2p!#

3exp@2~1/Y1 iy!#2F1@1/2,1;1;2exp@24~1/Y1 iy!##

3exp@Y~1/Y1 iy!2~x/2!tanh@2~1/Y1 iy!#1 iZ~sech@2~1/Y1 iy!#21!#

3$Y2x sech2@2~1/Y1 iy!#22iZ sech@2~1/Y1 iy!#tanh@2~1/Y1 iy!#

2tanh@2~1/Y1 iy!#%, ~5!

and where k̄(.0) is a reference wave number,x5 k̄(p21v2q2)/v, Z5 k̄pq, F@j,s,D#
5(n50

` jn/(D1n)s is the Lerch transcendent,3,4
2F1@a,b;c;j# is the hypergeometric function

defined in terms of the Gauss series,3,5 and we have taken R51/Y ~see Ref. 1, Fig. 6 and p. 4921!.
In the expression forhB

s (p,q) @i.e., Eq.~2!#, hB,1
s (p,q) denotes the contribution arising fromG19

1G39 , which was combined and simplified using the identity given in@Ref. 1, Eq.~III. 20!# with
m51, while the sumhB,2

s (p,q)1hB,3
s (p,q) represents the contribution from the single line se

mentG29 ~see Ref. 1, Fig. 6!.
Having expressedhB

s (p,q) as the sum of three, one-dimensional definite integrals, we are
in a position to numerically evaluate these integrals and plot the corrected figures. To acco
this, MATHEMATICA 4.0 ~see Ref. 3! was employed. This particular software package was cho

FIG. 1. ~corrected form of Ref. 1, Fig. 7!. hB
s (p,q) vs p for K2(q)5K0

22v2q2 with K05v51, q50.5, andk̄550.5. Bold
line: Re@hB

s (p,0.5)#. Thin line: Im@hB
s (p,0.5)#.
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because of its robust, adaptive numerical integration routines, it offers the Lerch transcende
the 2F1 hypergeometric as built-in functions that are tabulated for complex values of their
ments, and it is equipped with flexible graphics capabilities.

Obviously, forq50.5 andk̄550.5, 10.5 the differences between the correct figures, Fig
and 2, and the erroneous figures~Ref. 1, Figs. 7 and 8, respectively! are very pronounced, espe
cially in terms of their oscillatory behavior. Note, however, that as the value ofk̄ is reduced, the

FIG. 2. ~corrected form of Ref. 1, Fig. 8!. hB
s (p,q) vs p for K2(q)5K0

22v2q2 with K05v51, q50.5, andk̄510.5. Bold
line: Re@hB

s (p,0.5)#. Thin line: Im@hB
s (p,0.5)#.

FIG. 3. ~corrected form of Ref. 1, Fig. 9!. hB
s (p,q) vs p for K2(q)5K0

22v2q2 with K05v51, q50.5, andk̄53.5. Bold
line: Re@hB

s (p,0.5)#. Thin line: Im@hB
s (p,0.5)#.
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last two erroneous figures corresponding toq50.5 ~Ref. 1, Figs. 9 and 10! approach their correc
counterparts, Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. In fact, forq5 k̄50.5 the correct and erroneous figure
that is, Fig. 4 and Ref. 1, Fig. 10, respectively, are virtually indistinguishable. Moreover,
1–4, all of which were plotted forq50.5, exemplify the behavior ofhB

s (p,q) for the same value
of q within the profile’s well. Consider now Ref. 1, Fig. 11 and its correct counterpart Fig
which were plotted forq51.5 and therefore representhB

s (p,q) outside the well. Interestingly

FIG. 4. ~corrected form of Ref. 1, Fig. 10!. hB
s (p,q) vs p for K2(q)5K0

22v2q2 with K05v51, q50.5, andk̄50.5. Bold
line: Re@hB

s (p,0.5)#. Thin line: Im@hB
s (p,0.5)#.

FIG. 5. ~corrected form of Ref. 1, Fig. 11!. hB
s (p,q) vs p for K2(q)5K0

22v2q2 with K05v51, q51.5, andk̄510.5.
Bold line: Re@hB

s (p,1.5)#. Thin line: Im@hB
s (p,1.5)#.
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considering the relatively large value ofk̄(510.5) used, a comparison of these two figures reve
that they too are almost identical.

Finally, so as to give the reader a more complete picture, portions of the real and ima
parts of the operator symbol surface corresponding tohB

s (p,q) with k̄510.5 are given in Figs. 6~a!
and 6~b!, respectively. As mentioned earlier, Figs. 2 and 5 depict cross sections of the su
shown in Fig. 6 for fixed values ofq(50.5,1.5) while Ref. 1, Fig. 12 does the same~correctly! for
fixed p(50). When these cross sections are compared with the actual surfaces, howe
quickly becomes evident that the former provides very limited insight into the nature of the
Indeed, it appears quite difficult to grasp the intricate oscillatory structure exhibited by

FIG. 6. ~Color.! hB
s (p,q) vs p and q for K2(q)5K0

22v2q2 with K05v51 and k̄510.5. ~a! Re@hB
s (p,q)#. ~b!

Im@hB
s (p,q)#.
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surfaces by simply viewing a collection of various cross sections. The reader is referred to R
pp. 4922–4924 for details on the analytical properties of the surfaces appearing in Fig. 6.

The author was supported by a CORE/ONR/NRL Postdoctoral Fellowship~PE 602435 N!.
The author acknowledges several discussions with Professor Louis Fishman concerning th
ity of the figures presented in this communication and thanks him for the critical reading
earlier draft of this work.
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The one-dimensional matrix Schro¨dinger equation is considered when the matrix
potential is self-adjoint with entries that are integrable and have finite first mo-
ments. The small-energy asymptotics of the scattering coefficients are derived, and
the continuity of the scattering coefficients at zero energy is established. When the
entries of the potential have also finite second moments, some more detailed
asymptotic expansions are presented. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1398059#

I. INTRODUCTION

Consider the matrix Schro¨dinger equation

c9~k,x!1k2c~k,x!5Q~x!c~k,x!, xPR, ~1.1!

wherexPR is the spatial coordinate, the prime denotes the derivative with respect tox, k2 is the
energy,Q(x) is ann3n self-adjoint matrix potential, i.e.,Q(x)†5Q(x) with the dagger standing
for the matrix conjugate transpose, andc(k,x) is either ann31 or ann3n matrix function. We
use i•i to denote the~Euclidean! norm of a vector or the operator norm of a matrix. L
Lm

1 (R;Cn3n) with m>0 denote the Banach space of all measurablen3n matrix functionsf for
which (11uxu)mi f (x)i is integrable onR. If n51, we denote this space byLm

1 (R). In this paper
we always assume thatQ is self-adjoint and belongs toL1

1(R;Cn3n). Certain results will be
obtained under the assumption thatQPL2

1(R;Cn3n), but we will clearly indicate when this
stronger assumption is needed. We useC1 to denote the upper-half complex plane and writeC1

for C1øR.
Among then3n solutions of~1.1! are the so-called Jost solution from the left,f 1(k,x), and

the Jost solution from the right,f r(k,x), satisfying the asymptotic boundary conditions

e2 ikxf 1~k,x!5I n1o~1! and e2 ikxf l8~k,x!5 ikI n1o~1!, x→1`, ~1.2!

eikxf r~k,x!5I n1o~1! and eikxf r8~k,x!52 ikI n1o~1!, x→2`, ~1.3!

where I n denotes the identity matrix of ordern. The existence of the Jost solutions can
established as in the scalar (n51) case1,2 by using the appropriate integral equations3,4 @cf. ~2.2!,
~2.3!, and Theorem 2.1 in our paper#.

For eachkPR\$0% we have

f l~k,x!5a1~k!eikx1bl~k!e2 ikx1o~1!, x→2`, ~1.4!

a!Electronic mail: aktosun@math.msstate.edu
b!Electronic mail: klaus@math.vt.edu
c!Electronic mail: cornelis@krein.sc.unica.it
46270022-2488/2001/42(10)/4627/26/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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f r~k,x!5ar~k!e2 ikx1br~k!eikx1o~1!, x→1`, ~1.5!

whereal(k), bl(k), ar(k), andbr(k) are somen3n matrix functions ofk. These matrix functions
enter the scattering matrixS(k) defined in~2.22!, and our primary aim is the analysis of th
small-k behavior ofS(k).

The motivation for this paper comes from our interest in the inverse scattering proble
~1.1!, namely the recovery ofQ from an appropriate set of data involving the scattering matrix.
is known from the scalar case, it is important to have detailed information about the behav
S(k) for smallk. For example,1,2 this information is used to characterize the scattering data, s
to ensure that the potentialQ constructed from the data at hand belongs to a certain clas
functions such asL1

1(R) or L2
1(R). The inverse scattering problem for~1.1! whenn.1 has been

considered by several authors,4–10 but we are not aware of any in-depth study of the smak
behavior ofS(k). Not even the continuity of the scattering matrix atk50 seems to have bee
established whenQPL1

1(R;Cn3n); for example, in Ref. 6~p. 294!, the continuity atk50 of the
transmission coefficients isassumed. In the scalar case it is well known1,2,11,12that the continuity
of S(k) at k50 is easy to establish ifQPL2

1(R), but not if onlyQPL1
1(R). In the matrix case,

the situation is somewhat different. The decay ofQ(x) as x→6` plays an important role, bu
there are further complications due to the particular structure of the solution space of~1.1! at k
50. From the scalar case it is known1,2,11that the behavior of the solutions of~1.1! at k50 makes
it necessary to distinguish between two cases, thegeneric caseand theexceptional case, and that
the small-k behavior ofS(k) is different in each case. Ifn.1, the situation is more complicate
because the exceptional case gives rise to a variety of possibilities depending on the
structure of a certain matrix associated with the solution space of~1.1! at k50. In this paper we
clarify the connection between the solutions of~1.1! at k50 and the behavior ofS(k) neark
50. As a result, we are able to prove the continuity of the scattering matrix atk50 whenQ
PL1

1(R;Cn3n) and to obtain more detailed asymptotic expansions whenQPL2
1(R;Cn3n). The

inverse problem is not considered here; we may report on it elsewhere.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we establish our notations and review some

known results on the solutions of~1.1!. Since this material is standard, we refer the reader to
literature for proofs and more details. In Sec. II we also give various characterizations o
generic and exceptional cases. In Sec. III we prove the continuity of the scattering matrik
50 in the generic case, and we obtain some more detailed asymptotic results whQ
PL2

1(R;Cn3n). The exceptional case is treated in Sec. IV; the main results are contain
Theorem 4.6 whenQPL1

1(R;Cn3n) and in Theorem 4.7 whenQPL2
1(R;Cn3n), where we prove

the continuity and differentiability ofS(k) at k50, respectively. In Sec. V we discuss some spec
cases that illustrate the results of Sec. IV. Finally, the Appendix contains the proof of Propo
4.2, which is a key result needed to establish Theorems 4.6 and 4.7.

II. SCATTERING COEFFICIENTS AND A CASE DISTINCTION

In this section we review some basic results about those solutions of~1.1! that are relevant to
scattering theory, and we define the scattering coefficients and some related quantities. W
elaborate on the distinction between the generic case and the exceptional case which will
important role in the subsequent sections.

We define the Faddeev functionsml(k,x) andmr(k,x) by

ml~k,x!5e2 ikxf l~k,x!, mr~k,x!5eikxf r~k,x!. ~2.1!

From ~1.2!, ~1.3!, and~2.1! it follows that

ml~k,x!5I n1
1

2ik Ex

`

dy @e2ik~y2x!21#Q~y!ml~k,y!, ~2.2!
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mr~k,x!5I n1
1

2ik E2`

x

dy @e2ik~x2y!21#Q~y!mr~k,y!. ~2.3!

Some properties of the matrix functionsml(k,x) and mr(k,x) are summarized in the nex
theorem and its corollary. The proofs of these results can be obtained as in the scalar case
refer the reader to the literature;2–4,11in particular, see Theorem 1.4.1 in Ref. 3 and Theorem 1
Ref. 4. We denote differentiation with respect tok by an overdot and useC for suitable constants
that do not depend onx or k.

Theorem 2.1: If QPL1
1(R;Cn3n), then, for each xPR, the functions ml(k,x), mr(k,x),

ml8(k,x), and mr8(k,x) are analytic in kPC1 andcontinuous in kPC1; moreover

ml~k,x!5I n1o~1!, m18~k,x!5o~1/x!, x→1`, ~2.4!

mr~k,x!5I n1o~1!, mr8~k,x!5o~1/x!, x→2`,

iml~k,x!i<C@11max$0,2x%#, imr~k,x!i<C@11max$0,x%#, kPC1. ~2.5!

In addition, if QPL2
1(R;Cn3n), then ṁl(k,x) and ṁr(k,x) exist, are analytic inC1, continuous in

C1, and satisfy the estimates

iṁl~k,x!i<C~11x2!, iṁr~k,x!i<C~11x2!, kPC1.

In the following an asterisk will be used to denote complex conjugation. From~2.1! and
Theorem 2.1 we get the following.

Corollary 2.2: Assume QPL1
1(R;Cn3n). Then, for each fixed xPR, the four matrix functions

f l(2k* ,x)†, f r(2k* ,x)†, f 18(2k* ,x)†, and fr8(2k* ,x)† are analytic in kPC1 and continuous in
C1. Moreover, if QPL2

1(R;Cn3n), then these functions are differentiable with respect to
PC1.

The scattering coefficients will be defined in terms of certain Wronskians involving the
solutions. We first state a standard result about such Wronskians, which is a consequenc
selfadjointness ofQ. Let @F;G#5FG82F8G denote the Wronskian of two square matrix fun
tions F(x) andG(x).

Proposition 2.3: For kPC, let f(k,x) be any n3p solution andc(k,x) any n3q solution of
(1.1). Then the p3q Wronskian matrix@f(6k* ,x)†;c(k,x)# is independent of x.

As a result of Proposition 2.3 the matricesal(k), bl(k), ar(k), andbr(k) appearing in~1.4!
and ~1.5! can be expressed in terms of certain Wronskians of the Jost solutions as follows:

al~k!5
1

2ik
@ f r~2k* ,x!†; f l~k,x!#, kPC1\$0%, ~2.6!

ar~k!52
1

2ik
@ f 1~2k* ,x!†; f r~k,x!#, kPC1\$0%, ~2.7!

bl~k!52
1

2ik
@ f r~k,x!†; f l~k,x!#, kPR\$0%, ~2.8!

br~k!5
1

2ik
@ f 1~k,x!†; f r~k,x!#, kPR\$0%. ~2.9!

Alternatively, it is sometimes convenient to use the integral representations

al~k!5I n2
1

2ik E2`

`

dx Q~x!ml~k,x!, ~2.10!
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ar~k!5I n2
1

2ik E2`

`

dx Q~x!mr~k,x!, ~2.11!

bl~k!5
1

2ik E2`

`

dx e2ikx Q~x!m1~k,x!, ~2.12!

br~k!5
1

2ik E2`

`

dx e22ikx Q~x!mr~k,x!, ~2.13!

which follow from ~1.4!, ~1.5!, and~2.1!–~2.5!. Also, with the help of~1.2!–~1.5! and~2.6!–~2.9!,
we obtain

ar~2k* !†5al~k!, kPC1\$0%, ~2.14!

br~k!52bl~k!†, kPR\$0%, ~2.15!

al~k!†al~k!5bl~k!†bl~k!1I n , kPR\$0%, ~2.16!

ar~k!†ar~k!5br~k!†br~k!1I n , kPR\$0%, ~2.17!

al~2k!†bl~k!5bl~2k!†al~k!, kPR\$0%, ~2.18!

ar~2k!†br~k!5br~2k!†ar~k!, kPR\$0%. ~2.19!

We define the transmission coefficient from the left,Tl(k), and the transmission coefficien
from the right,Tr(k), by

Tl~k!5al~k!21, Tr~k!5ar~k!21, ~2.20!

provided the inverses on the right-hand sides exist, and we define the reflection coefficien
the left,L(k), and the reflection coefficient from the right,R(k), by

L~k!5bl~k!al~k!21, R~k!5br~k!ar~k!21. ~2.21!

From ~2.16! and ~2.17! we see thatal(k) andar(k) are nonsingular forkPR\$0%. In C1, al(k)
andar(k) are nonsingular except possibly at a finite number of points on the positive imag
axis where4 both detal(k)50 and detar(k)50; at these points,Tl(k) and Tr(k) have simple
poles8 corresponding to the bound states of~1.1!. For QPL2

1(R;Cn3n) the finiteness of the
number of bound states has already been established in Refs. 4 and 13. We note that
Q¹L2

1(R;Cn3n) but QPL1
1(R;Cn3n), the finiteness follows from the~operator! inequality

Q(x)>2iQ(x)i I n and the fact that in one dimension a scalar potential inL1
1(R) can support at

most a finite number of bound states. Alternatively, the finiteness of the number of bound
will follow from the results of this paper~cf. Theorems 3.1 and 4.6!, which show thatk50 cannot
be an accumulation point for poles of eitherTl(k) or Tr(k). Because of this latter property we wi
study the asymptotic behavior of the transmission coefficients ask→0 through values inC1. The
reflection coefficients, on the other hand, in general do not have analytic extensions off th
axis, so their asymptotics will be studied for realk only. Then3n matrix functionsTl(k), Tr(k),
R(k), andL(k) are referred to as scattering coefficients, and the 2n32n matrix

S~k!5FTl~k! R~k!

L~k! Tr~k!
G , ~2.22!

is called the scattering matrix.
From ~2.15!–~2.17!, we get
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Tl~k!†R~k!1L~k!†Tr~k!50, kPR\$0%,

Tl~k!†Tl~k!1L~k!†L~k!5I n , kPR\$0%, ~2.23!

Tr~k!†Tr~k!1R~k!†R~k!5I n , kPR\$0%, ~2.24!

and hence, forkPR\$0%, S(k) is unitary. Using~2.14! we obtain

Tr~k!5Tl~2k* !†, kPC1\$0%, ~2.25!

wheneverar(k) is nonsingular, and from~2.18! and ~2.19! we get

L~2k!†5L~k!, R~2k!†5R~k!, kPR\$0%.

In order to studyS(k) in the small-energy limit, we need to make an important case dist
tion which involves the solutions to~1.1! with k50, i.e., the solutions to

f9~x!5Q~x!f~x!, xPR. ~2.26!

We already know from~2.1! and Theorem 2.1 thatf l(0,x) is a solution of~2.26! satisfying
f l(0,x)5I n1o(1) and f l8(0,x)5o(1/x) as x→1`. According to basic asymptotic results fo
systems of linear differential equations~Theorem 1.5.1 of Ref. 3!, ~2.26! also has ann3n matrix
solution,f l(x), satisfying

f l~x!5xIn1o~x!, f l8~x!5I n1o~1!, x→1`.

Thus the columns off l(0,x) together with the columns off l(x) form a fundamental set of 2n
vector solutions for~2.26!. Any vector solutionf(x) of ~2.26! can be written as

f~x!5 f l~0,x!h11f l~x!h2 , ~2.27!

whereh1 ,h2PCn are uniquely determined byf(x). It follows from ~2.27! that a vector solution
of ~2.26! is bounded asx→1` if and only if h250, i.e., if and only iff(x)5 f l(0,x)h1 for some
h1PCn. Moreover, in this case limx→1` f(x)5h1 exists. This means that if a solution
bounded at1`, then it also has a limit asx→1`. Also, ~2.27! implies that any solution of~2.26!
that is o(x) as x→1` is necessarily bounded atx51` and any solution that iso(1) asx→
1` must be the zero solution. Similar results hold atx52`; in particular, any solution of~2.26!
that is o(x) as x→2` is necessarily bounded atx52` and has a limit asx→2`, and any
solution that iso(1) asx→2` must be the zero solution.

From ~2.1!–~2.3! we see thatf l(0,x) and f r(0,x) obey the integral equations

f l~0,x!5I n1E
x

`

dy ~y2x!Q~y! f l~0,y!, ~2.28!

f r~0,x!5I n2E
2`

x

dy ~y2x!Q~y! f r~0,y!. ~2.29!

In the subsequent analysis the two Wronskian matrices

D l5@ f r~0,x!†; f l~0,x!#, D r52@ f l~0,x!†; f r~0,x!#, ~2.30!

will play a key role. By Proposition 2.3,D l andD r are independent ofx, and from~2.30! it follows
that

D l5D r
† . ~2.31!
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The importance of these Wronskians lies in the fact that they are related to the transm
coefficients via~2.20! and

D l5 lim
k→0

2ikal~k!, D r5 lim
k→0

2ikar~k!, ~2.32!

where the limits are taken from withinC1; ~2.32! follows from ~2.6!, ~2.7!, and Corollary 2.2.
Evaluating the first Wronskian in~2.30! asx→2` and using~2.28! we obtain

D l5 lim
x→2`

f l8~0,x!52E
2`

`

dy Q~y! f l~0,y!. ~2.33!

Similarly, from ~2.29! and ~2.30!, letting x→1`, we get

D r52 lim
x→1`

f r8~0,x!52E
2`

`

dy Q~y! f r~0,y!. ~2.34!

From ~2.28! and ~2.29! we also infer that

f l~0,x!5xD l1o~x!, x→2`,

f r~0,x!52xD r1o~x!, x→1`. ~2.35!

Now we are ready to introduce the distinction between the exceptional case and the g
case. Let

N5$jPCn: f l~0,x!j is bounded onR%. ~2.36!

Then we say that the generic case occurs ifN5$0% and we say that the exceptional case occur
NÞ$0%. These two cases can be characterized in other ways. We choose the above defin
our starting point and will arrive at some other characterizations as we go along.

We observe that the generic case occurs if and only if~2.26! has no bounded nontrivia
solution. The exceptional case occurs if and only if there exists at least one nontrivial bo
solution. As the next theorem shows, we can alternatively characterize the two cases by m
the subspace

M5$xPCn: f r~0,x!x is bounded onR%. ~2.37!

Then the generic~exceptional! case occurs if and only ifM5$0% (MÞ$0%).
We mention that whenn51 the exceptional case occurs if and only iff l(0,x) and f r(0,x) are

linearly dependent, i.e., the Wronskian@ f r(0,x); f l(0,x)# is zero. In our paper we generalize th
characterization to the matrix case. In the scalar case it is also known that the generic~exceptional!
case occurs ifTl(0)50 (Tl(0)Þ0). This will also turn out be true in the matrix case, but we
not use this property as our primary characterization because it is implicitly based on the as
tion thatTl(k) is continuous atk50, something we first need to prove.

The next theorem further clarifies the relations among the two cases, the Wronskians in~2.31!,
and the subspacesN andM.

Theorem 2.4:Assume QPL1
1(R;Cn3n). Then we have

~i! The generic case occurs if and only ifD l , or equivalentlyD r , is nonsingular.
~ii ! N5Ker D l and M5Ker D r .
~iii ! dim N5dim M.

Proof: If D l is nonsingular, then~2.35! implies that every solution of~2.26! of the form
f l(0,x)h, with some nonzero vectorhPCn, becomes unbounded asx→2`. Hence, if D l is
nonsingular, then~2.26! has no bounded nontrivial solutions; so the generic case occurs.
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versely, suppose the generic case~i.e.,N5$0%! occurs andD l is singular. Then, by~2.35!, for any
nonzerojPKer D l , we havef l(0,x)j5o(x) asx→2`. Hence, by the remarks following~2.26!
and~2.27!, f l(0,x)j is bounded, i.e.,jPN and thusNÞ$0%. This is a contradiction. Therefore, i
the generic case,D l cannot be singular. This proves~i! for D l . In view of ~2.31!, the assertion also
holds if D l is replaced byD r . To prove~ii !, suppose thatjPKer D l . Then, by~2.35!, f l(0,x)j
5o(x) asx→2`. Hencef l(0,x)j is bounded and sojPN. Conversely, ifjPN, then f l(0,x)j
is bounded and, therefore, again by~2.35!, D lj50. This proves the first equality in~ii !. The
second equality is proved similarly. Finally,~iii ! follows immediately from~2.31!. j

III. SMALL- k BEHAVIOR IN THE GENERIC CASE

In this section we analyze the behavior of the scattering coefficients neark50 in the generic
case. In order to state the next theorem, which is the main result of this section, we introdu
matrices

El5E
2`

`

dx xQ~x!ml~0,x!, Er5E
2`

`

dx xQ~x!mr~0,x!, ~3.1!

Gl5E
2`

`

dx Q~x!ṁl~0,x!, Gr5E
2`

`

dx Q~x!ṁr~0,x!.

The quantitiesEl andEr will also play a role in Sec. IV.
Theorem 3.1: Assume Q is a generic potential in Lm

1 (R;Cn3n) for m51 or 2. Then the
scattering coefficients satisfy the following:

~i! If m51, then

Tl~k!52ikD l
211o~k!, Tr~k!52ikD r

211o~k!, k→0 in C1,

R~k!52I n1o~1!, L~k!52I n1o~1!, k→0 in R.
~ii ! If m52, then

Tl~k!52ikD l
211k2D l

21@4I n12iG l#D l
211o~k2!, k→0 in C1,

Tr~k!52ikD r
211k2D r

21@4I n12iG r#D r
211o~k2!, k→0 in C1,

L~k!52I n12ik@ I n1El#D l
211o~k!, k→0 in R,

R~k!52I n12ik@ I n2Er#D r
211o~k!, k→0 in R.

Proof: Using the fact that in the generic caseD l andD r are invertible,~i! is a consequence o
~2.6!–~2.9!, ~2.20!, ~2.21!, ~2.32!, and Corollary 2.2. WhenQPL2

1(R;Cn3n), expanding the inte-
grals in ~2.10!–~2.13! as

al~k!5
1

2ik
D l1I n1

i

2
Gl1o~1!, k→0 in C1, ~3.2!

bl~k!52
1

2ik
D l1El2

i

2
Gl1o~1!, k→0 in R, ~3.3!

ar~k!5
1

2ik
D r1I n1

i

2
Gr1o~1!, k→0 in C1, ~3.4!

br~k!52
1

2ik
D r2Er2

i

2
Gr1o~1!, k→0 in R, ~3.5!

and using~2.20! and ~2.21! we obtain~ii !. j
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For later use we remark that whenQPL2
1(R;Cn3n), El andEr can be expressed in terms o

certain Wronskians, namely

I n1El5 i @ ḟ r~0,x!†; f l~0,x!#, I n2Er52 i @ ḟ l~0,x!†; f r~0,x!#. ~3.6!

Note that the Wronskians in~3.6! are independent ofx becauseḟ l(0,x) and ḟ r(0,x) are also
solutions of~2.26!. The expressions in~3.6! follow easily from~2.28!, ~2.29!, and the correspond
ing integral equations forḟ l(0,x) and ḟ r(0,x) @cf. ~A.20!#. Moreover, we haveGr52Gl

† andEr

5El
†1 iG l

† , as can be seen by using~2.14!, ~2.15!, and~3.2!–~3.5!.
Theorem 3.1 shows that if the generic case occurs, thenTl(0)50. In the next section we will

see that the converse is also true.

IV. SMALL- k BEHAVIOR IN THE EXCEPTIONAL CASE

Recall that in the exceptional case~2.26! has at least one bounded nontrivial solution. In th
section we analyze how this affects the small-k properties ofS(k), and we prove in the exceptiona
case the continuity ofS(k) at k50 when QPL1

1(R;Cn3n) and its differentiability whenQ
PL2

1(R;Cn3n). It turns out that whenQPL1
1(R;Cn3n) the exceptional case gives rise to certa

technical complications that necessitate a careful study of certain asymptotic expansions. Si
proof of one result, namely Proposition 4.2, is especially long, that proof is given in the Appe

Recall the definitions of the subspacesN and M given in ~2.36! and ~2.37!, respectively.
There is a natural mapping fromN to M, which we denote byG, defined as follows. For every
jPN, let

x5 lim
x→2`

f l~0,x!j, ~4.1!

and put

x5Gj. ~4.2!

Note that, by~2.36!, f l(0,x)j is bounded and hence, by the discussion below~2.27!, the limit in
~4.1! exists. To see thatG mapsN into M, we note that~4.1! implies

lim
x→2`

@ f l~0,x!j2 f r~0,x!x#50.

Hencef l(0,x)j2 f r(0,x)x is a solution of~2.26! which approaches zero asx→2`; therefore, it
must be identically zero and we have

f l~0,x!j5 f r~0,x!x, xPR. ~4.3!

Hencef r(0,x)x is bounded, which impliesxPM.
Proposition 4.1: Assume QPL1

1(R;Cn3n). ThenG is a bijection betweenN and M.
Proof: We have already seen thatG mapsN into M. The mapG is injective, for if Gj50,

then, by~4.2! and~4.3!, f l(0,x)j50 for all xPR and hencej50. It is also onto, because for ever
xPM, lim

x→1`
f r(0,x)x5j exists, and hence~4.3! holds; thusx5Gj. j

The mappingG will make its appearance as a restriction toN of certain linear transformation
defined on all ofCn. One such representation immediately follows from~4.3!. We can pick anyx0

for which f r(0,x0) is invertible and write

G5@ f r~0,x0!21f l~0,x0!#uN , ~4.4!

where the symboluN denotes the restriction to the subspaceN. Recall that whenn51, G becomes
a constant, so that~4.4! expresses the fact that, in the exceptional case, the two Jost solutio
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kk50 are linearly dependent. Clearly,~4.4! is valid wheneverQPL1
1(R;Cn3n). Another repre-

sentation ofG that will play a role in this section is only valid whenQPL2
1(R;Cn3n). It follows

from ~2.28! which, for anyjPN, implies

x5 lim
x→2`

f l~0,x!j5j1E
2`

`

dy yQ~y!@ f l~0,y!j#, ~4.5!

where we have also used~2.33! and the fact thatD lj50. Note that the integral on the right-han
side of ~4.5! exists whenQPL1

1(R;Cn3n) becausef l(0,y)j is bounded. However, without th
vectorj in the integrand, the integral in general does not exist as a matrix-valued integral, be
some column vectors of the matrixf l(0,y) may grow linearly asy→2`. In fact, according to
~2.35!, this is always the case unlessD l50. On the other hand, ifQPL2

1(R;Cn3n), then the
integral in~4.5! without the vectorj in it exists as a matrix-valued integral and, in view of~3.1!,
we can writex5(I n1El)j. In other words, we have

G5~ I n1El!uN provided QPL2
1~R;Cn3n!. ~4.6!

We will also need representations forG21. To this end we assume, without loss of general
that f l(0,0) is invertible. If not, we can perform a shift of the origin and use the fact thatf l(0,x)
is invertible forx sufficiently large. We define

R5 f l~0,0!21f r~0,0!, ~4.7!

and note that, by~4.3!,

RuM5G21. ~4.8!

Another representation forG21 is obtained by using the integral relation forf r(0,x) given in
~2.29!. If QPL2

1(R;Cn3n), then, for anyxPM, by using~2.29!, ~2.34!, and the fact thatD rx
50, we obtain

j5 lim
x→1`

f r~0,x!x5x2F E
2`

`

dy yQ~y! f r~0,y!Gx,

and thus, by~3.1!, j5(I n2Er)x. Therefore,

G215~ I n2Er!uM provided QPL2
1~R;Cn3n!.

After these preparations we are ready to begin the analysis of the small-k asymptotics ofS(k)
in the exceptional case. We first consider the Wronskian

W~k!5@ f r~2k* ,x!†; f l~k,x!#, kPC1,

which appears in~2.6! and, as seen from~2.20!, is related to the transmission coefficientTl(k) by

Tl~k!52ikW~k!21. ~4.9!

The method employed here to studyW(k) is patterned after that used in Ref. 12 in the scalar ca
Unless otherwise stated, we will assume thatk is real. This suffices for all the auxiliary result
leading up to our main result given in Theorem 4.6. There we will extend the asymptotics fro
real axis toC1 with the help of a Phragme´n–Lindelöf theorem.

Using @ f l(0,x)†; f l(0,x)#50 we first writeW(k) in the form

W~k!5 f r~2k,0!†@ f l~0,0!†#21V11V2f l~0,0!21f l~k,0!,
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where we have defined

V15 f l~0,0!†f l8~k,0!2 f l8~0,0!†f l~k,0!,

V25 f r~2k,0!†f l8~0,0!2 f r8~2k,0!†f 1~0,0!.

The quantitiesV1 andV2 can be written as Wronskians by means of a new solution,w(k,x), of
~1.1!, which is defined by the initial conditions

w~k,0!5 f 1~0,0!, w8~k,0!5 f l8~0,0!, ~4.10!

so that

w~0,x!5 f 1~0,x!. ~4.11!

Then we have

W~k!5 f r~2k,0!†@ f l~0,0!†#21@w~k,x!†; f l~k,x!#1@ f r~2k,x!†;w~k,x!# f l~0,0!21f l~k,0!.
~4.12!

We mention that the particular choice of the solutionw(k,x) is motivated by the fact that there i
a crucial estimate, namely~A8! of the Appendix, for the difference@w(k,x)2w(0,x)#j with j
PN, which plays a key role in the proof of the next proposition. Since the proof of this pr
sition is lengthy, it is given in the Appendix.

Proposition 4.2: Assume QPLm
1 (R;Cn3n) for m51 or 2. Then, as k→0 in R we have

@w~k,x!†; f l~k,x!#5(
j 51

m

kjYj1o~km!, ~4.13!

where

Y15 i I n , Y25E
0

`

dz@ f l~0,z!†f l~0,z!2I n#,

and

@ f r~2k,x!†;w~k,x!#5 (
j 50

m21

kjXj1o~km21!, ~4.14!

with

X05D l , Xl5 i @ I n1El#.

For jPN we have

@ f r~2k,x!†;w~k,x!#j5(
j 51

m

kjX̌jj1o~km!, ~4.15!

X̌15 iG, X̌25E
2`

0

dz@ f r~0,z!†f r~0,z!2I n#G.

The notational differences between~4.14! and~4.15! are justified by the fact that in~4.15! the
coefficientX̌1 is used whenm51, while in ~4.14! the corresponding coefficientX1 is used only
whenm52. Of course, ifm52, thenX̌15X1uN , by ~4.6!.

Our first goal is to find the leading terms in the asymptotics ofW(k)21 as k→0. For this
purpose it is convenient to temporarily replace the factors multiplying the Wronskians in~4.12! by
their limits ask→0. That is, we consider the simpler expression
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Z~k!5R†@w~k,x!†; f l~k,x!#1@ f r~2k,x!†;w~k,x!#, ~4.16!

where we have used~4.7! via its adjoint. In order to further motivate the use ofZ(k), we note that
on account of~4.12! and ~4.16! we can write

W~k!215 f l~k,0!21f l~0,0!@Z~k!1Q1~k!1Q2~k!#21, ~4.17!

where

Q1~k!5R†@w~k,x!†; f l~k,x!#@ f l~k,0!21f l~0,0!2I n#, ~4.18!

Q2~k!5$ f r~2k,0!†@ f l~0,0!†#212R†%@w~k,x!†; f l~k,x!# f l~k,0!21f l~0,0!, ~4.19!

provided the second inverse on the right-hand side of~4.17! exists. The existence of this invers
will be established below, where we show thatZ(k)21 exists for sufficiently smallk and satisfies
Z(k)215O(1/k) ask→0. This, together with the fact that, in view of~4.13! and Corollary 2.2,
Q1(k) andQ2(k) are botho(k) ask→0, implies

W~k!215 f l~k,0!21f l~0,0!Z~k!21$I n1@Q1~k!1Q2~k!#Z~k!21%21, ~4.20!

where the inverse of the matrix inside the braces exists providedk is sufficiently small. This
explains why we focus onZ(k) in the next result, which is an immediate consequence of~4.16!
and Proposition 4.2.

Corollary 4.3: Suppose that QPLm
1 (R;Cn3n) for m51 or 2. Then, as k→0 in R

Z~k!5 (
j 50

m21

kjVj1o~km21!, ~4.21!

V05D l , V15 i @ I n1El1R†#.

Moreover, forjPN, we have

Z~k!j5(
j 51

m

kjV̌jj1o~km!, ~4.22!

V̌15 i @G1R†#,

V̌25R†E
0

`

dz@ f l~0,z!†f l~0,z!2I n#1E
2`

0

dz@ f r~0,z!†f r~0,z!2I n#G.

Now our task is to identify those matrix elements ofZ(k)21 that dominate ask→0. To do this
we choose a Jordan basis forD l as follows. We assume that there arek Jordan chains indexed b
a for a51,...,k, each consisting ofna vectorsua j , with j 51,...,na , satisfying the relations

H ~D l2la!ua150,

~D l2la!ua j5ua~ j 21! , j 52,...,na .
~4.23!

Herela is an eigenvalue ofD l ,ua1 is the corresponding eigenvector belonging to theath chain,
and the vectorsua j with j Þ1 are the generalized eigenvectors. We assume that the eigenva
of D l has geometric multiplicitym and algebraic multiplicityn; thus Sa51

m na5n and m
5dim N>1. We arrange the vectors of the Jordan basis in a list which is ordered according
rule thatua j comes beforeubs if and only if a,b or a5b and j ,s. In other words, this is the
‘‘dictionary order’’ of the two two-letter wordsa j andbs. It is necessary to specify an order o
the Jordan basis because later we will have to perform certain permutations on these basis
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We further assume that the firstm Jordan chains belong to the eigenvalue 0 ofD l so that
$u11,u21,...,um1% forms a basis for the kernel ofD l . We will also need the adjoint Jordan bas
$wa j% whose vectors, fora51,...,k, satisfywa j

† urt5dard j t , wheredab denotes the Kronecke
delta, and

H ~D r2la* !wana
50,

~D r2la* !wa j5wa~ j 11!, j 51,...,na21.

Thus the set$w1n1
,...,wmnm

% forms a basis for the kernel ofD r . The transition matrix from the
standard basis to the Jordan basis will be denoted byS. Given anyn3n matrix M in the standard
basis, we useM̃ , whereM̃5S21MS, to denote the matrix representation ofM in the Jordan basis

$ua j%. Then from~4.23! it follows that D̃ l has the appearance

D̃ l5 %
a51

k

Jna
~la!, ~4.24!

whereJna
(la) is the Jordan block withla appearing on the diagonal and 1 on the first supe

agonal.
In the notation introduced above we can view the paira j as a ‘‘block index’’ in the sense tha

a indicates the Jordan block~resp. the Jordan chain! to which the vectorua j belongs, andj
indicates the position within that block. Generalizing this notation, we will sometimes use b
indices to designate the matrix elements of matrices represented in the Jordan basis$ua j%. Then
the matrix elements ofM̃5S21MS in block index notation are given by

M̃bs;a j5wbs
† Mua j . ~4.25!

An important observation aboutZ̃(k) is that it hasm columns, namely those with ‘‘addresses’’a1
for a51,...,m which areO(k), and these are the only columns with this property. Any ot
column contains at least one element that tends to a nonzero limit ask→0. Now, as we shall see
below, the entries ofZ̃(k) which determine the leading asymptotic behavior ofZ̃(k)21 ask→0
form a submatrix ofZ̃(k) consisting of columnsa1 and rowsbnb , wherea andb both belong to
$1,...,m%. It is, therefore, convenient to perform suitable permutations of the columns and ro
Z̃(k) in order to collect these particular matrix elements in am3m diagonal block of a new
matrix, calledZ(k). The formal definition of these permutations and their implementation ar
follows. Let p1 be the permutation

p1 : ~1,...,n!°~q1 ,...,qn!,

where

qt5H n11¯1nt2111, t51,...,m,

t2m1a, t5m11,...,n,
~4.26!

andaP$1,...,m% is the unique integer such that, for givent andm,

n11n21¯1na212a1 j 5t2m,

for some j P$2,...,na%. Note that, sincena>1, the quantityn11n21¯1na212a is a nonde-
creasing function ofa. Similarly, let p2 be the permutation

p2 : ~1,...,n!°~s1 ,...,sn!,
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where

sa5H n11¯1na , a51,...,m,

a2m1r21, a5m11,...,n,
~4.27!

andrP$1,...,m% is the unique integer such that, for givena andm

n11n21¯1nr212r1s5a2m,

for somesP$2,...,nr%. To implement these permutations we letêj for j 51,...,n denote the column
vectors of the standard basis inCn and letP1 be then3n permutation matrix whosej th column
vector is êqj

, and letP2 be then3n permutation matrix whosekth row vector isêsk

† . Now

observe that, ifM is any n3n matrix, then the matrixP2MP1 can be thought of as bein
obtained fromM by a permutation of the columns according top1 and a permutation of the row
according top2 . In order to apply these operations toZ̃(k) we define

P15diag$P1 ,I n2n%, P25diag$P2 ,I n2n%,

Z~k!5P2Z̃~k!P15P2S21Z~k!SP1 , ~4.28!

and we partitionZ(k) as

Z~k!5FA~k! B~k!

C~k! D~k!
G , ~4.29!

where A(k) has sizem3m and, consequently,D(k) has size (n2m)3(n2m). Then A(k)
coincides with the submatrix ofZ̃(k) consisting of the elements in columnsa1 and rowssns ,
where 1<a<m and 1<s<m. As we have already indicated above, the matrixA(k) determines
the leading asymptotic behavior ofZ(k)21 as k→0. The next two propositions provide th
necessary information about the behavior of the four matrix blocks in~4.29!.

Proposition 4.4: Assume QPLm
1 (R;Cn3n) for m51 or 2. Then the matricesA(k), B(k),

C(k), and D(k) appearing in (4.29) behave near k50, with kPR, as

A~k!5(
j 51

m

kjAj1o~km!, B~k!5 (
j 51

m21

kjBj1o~km21!, ~4.30!

C~k!5(
j 51

m

kjCj1o~km!, D~k!5 (
j 50

m21

kjDj1o~km21!, ~4.31!

where in the expansion forB(k) the sum is absent when m51. Moreover, A1 and D0 are
invertible.

Proof: We give the proof only forB(k); the proofs for the other matrices are similar. Letej for
j 51,...,n denote the standard basis vectors inCn. Let sP$1,...,m% and first suppose thatp
P$1,...,n2m%. Then we have

B~k!sp5es
†Z~k!em1p5es

†P2Z̃~k!P1em1p5@ êss

† 0#Z̃~k!F êqm1p

0 G
5ess

† Z̃~k!eqm1p
5Z̃~k!ssqm1p

5Z̃~k!sns ;a j ,

wherea and j are determined by~4.26! with t5m1p<n; hence 2< j <na and 1<a<m. Thus
it follows from ~4.25! and Corollary 4.3 thatB(k)sp5o(1) if m51 andB(k)sp5kB1,sp1o(k) if
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m52. Specifically, we haveB1,sp5wsns

† V1ua j , whereV1 is given in~4.21!. It remains to consider

the matrix elements withpP$n2n11,...,n2m%. SinceP1em1p5em1p , we obtain

B~k!sp5Z̃~k!ss~m1p!5Z̃~k!sns ;a j5wsns

† Z~k!ua j ,

wherea and j are determined by the equationn11¯1na211 j 5m1p; note thatm1p.n and
thusa>m11. Sinces<m, by using Corollary 4.3, we conclude thatB(k)sp5o(1) if m51, and
B(k)sp5kB1,sp1o(k) with B1,sp5wsns

† V1ua j if m52.

To prove thatA1 is invertible we first note that fors and j P$1,...,m%, we have

A~k!s j5Z̃~k!ssqj
5Z̃~k!sns ; j 15wsns

† Z~k!uj 1 ,

and thus, by~4.21!

A1,s j5wsns

† V1uj 15 iwsns

† @G1R†#uj 1 . ~4.32!

We show that the kernel of the transformationA1 :Cm°Cm is trivial. Suppose there is a vecto
(c1 ,...,cm) such thatS j 51

m A1,s jcj50 for s51,...,m. Let j5S j 51
m cjuj 1 and x5Gj @cf. ~4.2!#.

SincexPM, it is a linear combination of the vectorsw1n1
,...,wmnm

and hencex†V1j50. On the
other hand, by using~4.7!, we obtain

x†V1j5 ix†@G1R†#j5 i ~ ixi21iji2!,

which is nonzero unlessc15¯5cm50. HenceA1 is invertible. Finally, from~4.28!, ~4.29!, and
Corollary 4.3, we get

D05diag$I n2m ,Jnm11
,...,Jnk

%, ~4.33!

whereJna
are the matrices appearing in~4.24!. Clearly,D0 is invertible. j

Next we study the behavior of the inverse of the matrix defined in~4.29! neark50.
Proposition 4.5: Assume QPLm

1 (R;Cn3n) for m51 or 2. Then as k→0 in R we have the
following:

~i! If m51, then

Z~k!215F ~1/k!A1
211o~1/k! o~1/k!

2D0
21C1A1

211o~1! D0
211o~1!

G . ~4.34!

~ii ! If m52, then

Z~k!215
1

k
Z211Z01o~1!, ~4.35!

where

Z215diag$A1
21,0%, ~4.36!

Z05F2A1
21A2A1

211A1
21B1D0

21C1A1
21 2A1

21B1D0
21

2D0
21C1A1

21 D0
21 G . ~4.37!

Proof: We exploit the fact that

F I m 2B~k!D~k!21

0 I n2m
GZ~k!F I m 0

2D~k!21C~k! I n2m
G5diag$U~k!,D~k!%, ~4.38!
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where

U~k!5A~k!2B~k!D~k!21C~k!.

By ~4.30!, ~4.31!, and Proposition 4.4, we have

B~k!D~k!21C~k!5o~k!, A~k!5kA11o~k!,

with det A1Þ0, and hence we conclude that, for small enough nonzerok, U(k) is invertible and

U~k!215H ~1/k!A1
211o~1/k!, m51,

~1/k!A1
212A1

21A2A1
211A1

21B1D0
21C1A1

211o~1!, m52.
~4.39!

As a result, from~4.38! we obtain

Z~k!215F U~k!21 2U~k!21B~k!D~k!21

2D~k!21C~k!U~k!21 D~k!21C~k!U~k!21B~k!D~k!211D~k!21G ,
and hence~4.34!–~4.37! follow by using ~4.30!, ~4.31!, and~4.39!. j

The primary conclusion of Proposition 4.5 is thatZ(k)21 has a 1/k-singularity atk50 if dim
N>1. Therefore,Z̃(k)21 andZ(k)21 have a similar behavior. Indeed, from~4.28! and~4.35! we
infer that

Z~k!215 (
j 50

m21

kj 21Zj 211o~km22!, k→0 in R, ~4.40!

where

Z215SP1Z21P2S21, Z05SP1Z0P2S21. ~4.41!

This leads us to the main result of this section. We will lift the restriction thatk be real and
allow kPC1 in the asymptotics of the transmission coefficients.

Theorem 4.6: Assume QPL1
1(R;Cn3n) and dim N>1. Then the scattering coefficients a

continuous at k50, and we have

Tl~k!52iZ211o~1!, Tr~k!522iZ21
† 1o~1!, k→0 in C1, ~4.42!

Im Tl~0!5Ker D1 , Ker Tl~0!5Im D1 , ~4.43!

Im Tr~0!5Ker D r , Ker Tr~0!5Im D r , ~4.44!

L~k!52I n1GTl~0!1o~1!, R~k!52I n1G21Tl~0!†1o~1!, k→0 in R, ~4.45!

Ker $I n1L~0!%5Ker Tl~0!, Ker Tr~0!5Ker $I n1R~0!%, ~4.46!

Im $I n1L~0!%5Im Tr~0!, Im$I n1R~0!%5Im Tl~0!. ~4.47!

Proof: For kPR, the continuity of the transmission coefficients and~4.42! follow immedi-
ately from ~2.25!, ~4.9!, ~4.20!, ~4.40!, and ~4.41!. To extend the asymptotic formulas in~4.42!
from kPR to kPC1 we first note that

detW~k!5@detZ~k!#@11o~1!#5@detZ~k!#@11o~1!#5C0km@11o~1!#, k→0 in R,

whereC05(21)n2m(detA1)(det D0)Þ0. This follows from~4.20!, ~4.28!, ~4.30!, ~4.36!, ~4.38!,
Proposition 4.4, and the fact that (detP1)(detP2)5(21)n2m. It follows that k2m detW(k)→C0 as
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k→0 along the real axis. Since detW(k) extends as an analytic function toC1, there is a constan

C such thatuk2m detW(k)u<Cuku2m for k near 0 inC1. Appealing to some theorems of Phragme´n–
Lindelöf ~e.g., Theorems 1.4.1–1.4.4 in Ref. 14! we conclude thatk2m detW(k)→C0 ask→0 in
C1. Thus there is a setSe5$kPC1: 0,uku,e%, with e sufficiently small, on whichudetW(k)u
>C1ukum for some constantC1 . Recalling the cofactor representation of the inverse of a matrix
conclude that

iW~k!21i<C2uku2m, kPSe ,

for some constantC2 . Since Tl(k)→Tl(0) as k→0 along the real axis, we can apply
Phragme´n–Lindelöf theorem to 2ikW(k)21 and conclude that, by~4.9!, Tl(k)→Tl(0) ask→0 in
C1. This, together with~2.25!, completes the proof of~4.42!.

To prove ~4.43! we note that~4.24! and ~4.26! imply Ker D̃ l5Span$eq1
,...,eqm

%. Thus, in
view of the form ofZ21 given in ~4.36!, we have

Im$P1Z21P2%5P1H Fu0G : uPCmJ 5P1Span$e1 ,...,em%5Ker D̃ l .

SinceD l5SD̃ lS21, the first equality in~4.43! follows from ~4.41! and~4.42!. To prove the second
equality we note that

Im D̃ l5Span$ek : k¹$s1 ,...,sm%%,

which follows from ~4.24! and ~4.25!. Therefore,

Ker$Z21P2%5 HwPCn: P2w5F0v G , vPCn2mJ
5$wPCn: ek

†P2w50, k51,...,m%

5$wPCn: esk

† w50, k51,...,m%

5Im D̃ l .

This implies Ker Tl(0)5Im Dl and thus the second equality in~4.43! is proved. The equalities in
~4.44! follow from ~4.43! by taking adjoints and using the fact that (KerM )'5Im M† for any
n3n matrix M.

To prove the remaining assertions we use

f l~k,x!Tl~k!5 f r~2k,x!1 f r~k,x!L~k!, kPR\$0%, ~4.48!

f r~k,x!Tr~k!5 f l~2k,x!1 f l~k,x!R~k!, kPR\$0%, ~4.49!

which can be derived with the help of~1.4! and ~1.5!. From ~4.48! and the continuity ofTl(k) it
immediately follows thatL(k) is continuous atk50 and we have

f r~0,x!@ I n1L~0!#5 f l~0,x!Tl~0!. ~4.50!

Now choosex such thatf r(0,x) is invertible and multiply~4.50! from the left byf r(0,x)21. Owing
to ~4.4! and the first equation in~4.43!, we can replacef r(0,x)21f l(0,x) by G. Hence the first
relation in~4.45! follows. Similarly, the second relation in~4.45! is obtained from~4.49!. The two
equalities in~4.46! are immediate consequences of~4.45!. Finally, ~4.47! follows from ~4.43!,
~4.45!, and Proposition 4.1. j
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From ~4.43!, ~4.44!, Proposition 2.4~i!, and Theorem 3.1 we infer that the exceptional ca
occurs if and only ifTl(0)Þ0. Moreover,~4.43!, ~4.46!, and Theorem 3.1 show thatL(0) and
R(0) each have eigenvalue21 if and only if D lÞ0. In view of ~2.23! and ~2.24! we also have
iL(0)i5iR(0)i51 if and only if D lÞ0. The caseD l50 can be called the purely exceptional ca
because then we haveN5M5Cn. This case is further analyzed in Example 5.4 of the n
section.

Theorem 4.7: Assume QPL2
1(R;Cn3n) and dimN>1. Then the scattering coefficients a

differentiable at k50 and

Tl~k!5Tl~0!1kṪl~0!1o~k!, k→0 in C1, ~4.51!

with

Ṫl~0!52i @Z02 f l
21~0,0! ḟ l~0,0!Z211 iH 11 iH 2#, ~4.52!

where Z21 and Z0 are given in (4.41) and

H15Z21R†f l
21~0,0! ḟ l~0,0!Z21 , H25Z21 ḟ r~0,0!†@ f l~0,0!†#21Z21 .

Moreover,

Tr~k!5Tl~0!†2k* Ṫl~0!†1o~k!, k→0 in C1,

L~k!52I n1~ I n1El!Tl~0!1kL̇~0!1o~k!, k→0 in R,

R~k!52I n1~ I n2Er!Tr~0!1kṘ~0!1o~k!, k→0 in R,

where El and Er are as in (3.1) and

L̇~0!5@ I n1El#Ṫl~0!1 i @ ḟ r~0,x!†; ḟ l~0,x!#Tl~0!,

Ṙ~0!5@ I n2Er#Ṫr~0!2 i @ ḟ l~0,x!†; ḟ r~0,x!#Tr~0!.

Proof: To prove~4.51! and ~4.52! for k→0 in R, we first note the expansions

f l~k,0!21f l~0,0!5I n2k f l~0,0!21 ḟ l~0,0!1o~k!,

f r~2k,0!†@ f l~0,0!†#215R†2k ḟ r~0,0!†@ f l~0,0!†#211o~k!,

Q1~k!52 ik2R†f l~0,0!21 ḟ l~0,0!1o~k2!,

Q2~k!52 ik2 ḟ r~0,0!†@ f l~0,0!†#211o~k2!,

which follow from ~4.18!, ~4.19!, together with~4.7! and Proposition 4.2. Inserting these expa
sions in ~4.20! and using~4.9! we obtain ~4.51! and ~4.52!. As with ~4.42! we can use a
Phragme´n–Lindelöf argument to extend the result toC1. To find the expansions forL(k) and
R(k) we first note that the existence ofṪl(0), together with~4.48! and ~4.49!, implies the exis-
tence ofL̇(0) andṘ(0). Differentiating~4.48! with respect tok and taking the Wronskian with
ḟ r(0,x)†, we obtain

@ ḟ r~0,x!†; f r~0,x!#L̇~0!5@ ḟ r~0,x!†; ḟ l~0,x!#Tl~0!1@ ḟ r~0,x!†; f l~0,x!#Ṫl~0!, ~4.53!
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where we have used@ ḟ r(0,x)†; ḟ r(0,x)#50. Using the integral relation~2.29! and that forḟ r(0,x)
@cf. ~A.20!# we obtain@ ḟ r(0,x)†; f r(0,x)#52 i I n . Inserting this together with~3.6! in ~4.53! and
using ~4.47! we get the expansion forL(k). The proof of the expansion forR(k) is similar. j

V. EXAMPLES

In this section we consider some special cases that illustrate various details of the ana
Sec. IV. With the exception of Example 5.4 we only considerTl(k).

Example 5.1:Let n51 with QPL2
1(R) and assume the exceptional case occurs. ThenZ(k)

5Z̃(k)5Z(k)5A(k), and these are all scalar functions. We choosej515w and putg5G
5 f l(0,0)/f r(0,0), where nowg is a real nonzero constant. SinceTl(k)5Tr(k), we denote the
transmission coefficient byT(k). By ~4.32! we haveA15 i (g211)/g,

A25g21E
0

`

dz@ f l~0,z!†f l~0,z!2I n#1gE
2`

0

dz@ f r~0,z!†f r~0,z!2I n#,

so that

T~k!5
2g

g211
1

2ikgJ

~g211!2 1o~k!, k→0 in C1, ~5.1!

where we have defined

J5g@ ḟ r~0,x!; ḟ l~0,x!#1E
0

`

dz@ f l~0,z!221#1g2E
2`

0

dz@ f r~0,z!221#.

In deriving ~5.1! we have used the identity

ḟ l~0,x!

f r~0,x!
1

ḟ r~0,x!

f l~0,x!
52 i @ ḟ r~0,x!; ḟ l~0,x!#, ~5.2!

which can be verified as follows. Sincef r(0,x) and ḟ r(0,x) are linearly independent solutions o
~2.26!, we can write

ḟ l~0,x!5c1f r~0,x!1c2 ḟ r~0,x!,

and evaluatec1 andc2 as

c152 i @ ḟ r~0,0!; ḟ l~0,0!#, c252
1

g
,

so that~5.2! follows. It seems that the expansion~5.1! is new under the assumptionQPL2
1(R).

Example 5.2:AssumeQPL1
1(R;Cn3n) and suppose thatD̃ l consists of one single Jorda

block of sizen>2 associated with the eigenvalue 0. Thusk51, m51, andn5n15n.
In this case we can simplify the notation by settingu1 j5uj , for j 51,...,n. Thenu1 is the

eigenvector for the eigenvalue 0 ofD l , that isN5Span$u1%. The adjoint basis is$w1 ,...,wn% and
we haveM5Span$wn%. The mappingG mapsu1 to a multiple ofwn , i.e., Gu15c3wn for some
c3Þ0. Moreover,A(k) is a scalar function and from~4.32! we obtain

A15
i

c3*
~ uc3u2iwni21iu1i2!,

where we have used~4.7! via Rwn5(1/c3)u1 . The permutation matrices appearing in~4.28! are
given by
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P15I n , P25F 0 0 ... 0 1

1 0 ... 0 0

] ] � ] ]

0 0 ... 0 0

0 0 ... 1 0

G .

Using ~4.41! and ~4.42! we obtain

T̃l~0!5F 0 0 ... 0 2/c4

0 0 ... 0 0

] ] � ] ]

0 0 ... 0 0

0 0 ... 0 0

G ,

where

c45
1

c3*
~ uc3u2iwni21iu1i2!, T̃l~0!5S21Tl~0!S.

Example 5.3:This example illustrates the situation whereD̃ l in ~4.24! consists of two Jordan
blocks. We assumeQPL1

1(R;Cn3n) and letn53, m52, n151, n252, n53, andk52, so thatD l

has the Jordan form

D̃ l5F 0 0 0

0 0 1

0 0 0
G .

The Jordan basis is$u11,u21,u22%, where $u11,u21% is a basis forN, and the adjoint basis is

$w11,w21,w22%, where $w11,w22% is a basis forM. In this case the rows ofZ̃(k) need to be
permuted according top2 : (1,2,3)°(1,3,2), whereas no permutation of the columns is requir
Thus we have

P15I 3 , P25F 1 0 0

0 0 1

0 1 0
G .

ThenA(k) is a 232 matrix and

A15Fw11
† V1u11 w11

† V1u21

w22
† V1u11 w22

† V1u21
G ,

whereV1 is given in ~4.21!. Hence we obtain

T̃1~0!5
1

detA1
F w22

† V1u21 0 2w11
† V1u21

2w22
† V1u11 0 w11

† V1u11

0 0 0
G .
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Example 5.4:This is the purely exceptional case mentioned above Theorem 4.7. We as
QPL1

1(R;Cn3n) with n.1. We haveD l50, which impliesm5n5k5n. ThenN5M5Cn, and
thus no restrictions are necessary in~4.4! and ~4.8!; that is, we haveR5G21. Moreover,P1

5P25I n . It follows that

A15 iS21@G1~G21!†#S,

and thus, sinceZ215A1
21, we obtain

Tl~0!52iS~SA1!2152G†~GG†1I n!21.

For the reflection coefficients, after some straightforward manipulations, we find

L~0!5~GG†2I n!~GG†1I n!21, R~0!5~ I n2G†G!~G†G1I n!21.

Example 5.5:SupposeQ(x) is even and belongs toL1
1(R;Cn3n). This implies thatf r(0,x)

5 f l(0,2x) and from~2.31!, ~2.33!, and ~2.34! we conclude thatD l is self-adjoint. HenceD l is
diagonalizable and there are no Jordan chains of length greater than 1. We havem5n, na51 for
1<a<k, andk5n. We also haveP15P25I n . It is possible thatD l has some nonzero eigen
values, som,n in general. IfjPN, then

f l~0,x!j5 f r~0,2x!j,

which implies thatf r(0,x)j is bounded. This meansjPM and henceN5M. Furthermore, using
~4.2! and ~4.3! we conclude that

f l~0,x!x5 f r~0,2x!x5 f l~0,2x!j, ~5.3!

wherejPN andx5Gj. Letting x→2`, we see thatGx5j, that is

G25I m . ~5.4!

It follows thatG is diagonalizable because (I m6G)p52p21(I m6G) for p>1 and has eigenvalue
61. Let e6 denote the corresponding multiplicities (e11e25m). Since na51, we put ua1

5ua for the vectors of the Jordan basis forD l and assume that they are normalized and arran
such that

Gua5ua , a51,...,e1,

Gua52ua , a5e111,...,m.

We also setwsns
5ws , so thatws

†ua5dsa for s51,...,n anda51,...,n. Note that as a consequenc
of ~5.3!, e1(e2) is the number of linearly independent bounded even~odd! solutions of~2.26!.
Then from~4.8! and ~5.4! we conclude that

ws
†R†ua5~G21ws!

†ua5~Gws!
†ua5ws

†G†ua , ~5.5!

where G† is the adjoint ofG as a mapping fromN to itself. Using ~5.5! in ~4.32! we obtain
A1,s j5 iws

†@G1G†#uj , and therefore

~A1
21!s j52 iws

†@G1G†#21uj .

As a result, from~4.36!, ~4.41!, and~4.42! we deduce that

Tl~0!5@2~G1G†!21# % 0,

where the direct sum refers to the direct decompositionCn5N% N 8 with
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N 85Span$um11 ,...,un%.
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APPENDIX: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4.2

Proof: Since the assertions of Proposition 4.2 concern the small-k asymptotics, we assume tha
k lies in a fixed interval@2d, d# with d.0. In the followingC is used to denote various constan
that may depend on the choice ofd but not onk or x.

The solutionw(k,x) of ~1.1! defined by the initial conditions~4.10! satisfies the integra
equation

w~k,x!5 f l~0,0!coskx1 f l8~0,0!S sinkx

k D1
1

k E0

x

dy sin@k~x2y!#Q~y!w~k,y!, ~A1!

which can be solved by iteration. A standard Gronwall inequality shows that

iw~k,x!i<C~11uxu!, xPR. ~A2!

Therefore, by using~A1! and ~A2!, it follows that for eachkPR\$0% we have

w~k,x!5a6~k!eikx1b6~k!e2 ikx1e6~k,x!, ~A3!

wheree6(k,x) ande68 (k,x) are botho(1) asx→6`, and where

a6~k!5
1

2
f l~0,0!1

1

2ik
f l8~0,0!1

1

2ik E0

6`

dy e2 ikyQ~y!w~k,y!, ~A4!

b6~k!5
1

2
f l~0,0!2

1

2ik
f l8~0,0!2

1

2ik E0

6`

dy eikyQ~y!w~k,y!.

From ~A3! and ~A4!, together with~1.2! and ~1.3!, it follows that:

@w~k,x!†; f l~k,x!#52ika1~k!†5 ik f l~0,0!†2 f l8~0,0!†2E
0

`

dz eikzw~k,z!†Q~z!, ~A5!

@ f r~2k,x!†;w~k,x!#52ika2~k!5 ik f l~0,0!1 f l8~0,0!2E
2`

0

dz e2 ikzQ~z!w~k,z!. ~A6!

In order to control the remainder terms in the subsequent asymptotic expansions, we will ne
estimates

iw~k,x!2w~0,x!i<C~11max$0,2x%!S kx

11ukuuxu D
2

, ~A7!

i@w~k,x!2w~0,x!#ji<CS kx

11ukuuxu D
2

iji , jPN. ~A8!

The term max$0,2x% in ~A7! accounts for the fact thatw(0,x) is in general unbounded andO(x)
as x→2`. In ~A8!, this term is absent becausew(0,x)j is bounded whenjPN. We omit the
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proofs of ~A7! and ~A8! here because~A7! follows from ~A1! by some standard estimates a
~A8! can be proved by mimicking the proof in the scalar case~see Lemma 2.2 in Ref. 12!.

Now consider the integral on the right-hand side of~A5! and write it as

E
0

`

dz eikzw~k,z!†Q~z!5A1~k!1A2~k!, ~A9!

where

A1~k!5E
0

`

dz eikzw~0,z!†Q~z!, ~A10!

A2~k!5E
0

`

dz eikz@w~k,z!†2w~0,z!†#Q~z!. ~A11!

Whenm51, from ~A.10! we get

H A1~k!5E
0

`

dzw~0,z!†Q~z!1 ikE
0

`

dz zw~0,z!†Q~z!1F~k!,

52 f l8~0,0!†1 ik@ f l~0,0!†2I n#1F~k!,
~A12!

where

F~k!5E
0

`

dz~eikz212 ikz!w~0,z!†Q~z!. ~A13!

Note thatF(k) is o(k) by ~4.11!, the boundedness off l(0,z) on @0,1`), and the estimate

ueikz212 ikzu<
Cz2

11z
, z>0.

In deriving ~A12! we have also used the relations

H E
0

`

dzw~0,z!†Q~z!52 f l8~0,0!†,

E
0

`

dz zw~0,z!†Q~z!5 f l~0,0!†2I n,
~A14!

which follow from ~2.28!. Using ~A7! in ~A11! we see that

A2~k!5o~k!. ~A15!

Combining~A5!, ~A9!, ~A12!, and~A15! we obtain

@w~k,x!†; f l~k,x!#5 ikI n1o~k!,

which agrees with~4.13! for m51.
Now consider~A5! for m52, that is, QPL2

1(R;Cn3n). In this case we can expand th
remainderF(k) in ~A12! as

F~k!5E
0

`

dz
~ ikz!2

2
w~0,z!†Q~z!1o~k2!, ~A16!

where we have used~A7!, ~A13!, and the estimate
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Ueikz212 ikz1
k2z2

2 U< C~ ukuz!3

11ukuz
, z>0.

The integral in~A16! can be expressed in a form that does not involveQ explicitly. To see this,
substitutew9(0,z)† for w(0,z)†Q(z) and replace the upper limit of integration byN. Then inte-
grate by parts twice and letN→1`. This gives

2
k2

2 F E
0

`

dz z2w9~0,z!G†

52
k2

2
lim

N→1`

GN
† 52k2E

0

`

dz@ f l~0,z!†2I n#,

where we have defined

GN5N2w8~0,N!22N@w~0,N!2I n#12E
0

N

dz@w~0,z!2I n#.

Thus

F~k!52k2E
0

`

dz@ f l~0,z!†2I n#1o~k2!. ~A17!

In the derivation of~A17! we have also used

w8~0,N!5o~1/N2!, w~0,N!2I n5o~1/N!, w~0,N!2I nPL1~R1;Cn3n!. ~A18!

These properties follow directly from~2.28! and ~4.11!. The expression~A17! for F(k) has the
advantage that it allows us to combineF(k) with another term that arises from the expansion
A2(k). To see this we return to~A11!. In order to expand the differencew(k,x)2w(0,x), we use
the variation of parameters formula in the form

w~k,x!5w~0,x!1 ik2f l~0,x!E
0

x

dz ḟl~0,z!†w~k,z!1 ik2 ḟ l~0,x!E
0

x

dz fl~0,z!†w~k,z!.

~A19!

We briefly mention some details of the derivation of~A19! because there is a useful identity th
falls out in the process. We write~2.26! as a first-order system with 2n components and note tha
a fundamental matrixC(x) for this system and its inverseC(x)21 are given by

C~x!5F f l~0,x! ḟ l~0,x!

f l8~0,x! ḟ l8~0,x!
G , C~x!215 i F ḟ l8~0,x!† 2 ḟ l~0,x!†

f l8~0,x!† 2 f l~0,x!†G .

By takingx→1` and using~2.4!, one can prove that detC(x)5i. For this and also later we nee
to use certain asymptotic information about the functionsḟ l(0,x) and ḟ l8(0,x). It suffices to men-
tion that ḟ l(0,x) is the unique solution of the integral equation

ḟ l~0,x!5 ixI n1E
x

`

dy ~y2x!Q~y! ḟ l~0,y!, ~A20!

which, incidentally, shows thatḟ l(0,x) is also a matrix solution of~2.26!. Moreover, a Gronwall
inequality gives

i ḟ l~0,x!i<C~11uxu!, xPR. ~A21!

The identityC(x)21C(x)5I 2n is easily verified by using the Wronskian relations
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@ f l~0,x!†; f l~0,x!#5@ ḟ l~0,x!†; ḟ l~0,x!#50,

@ f l~0,x!†; ḟ l~0,x!#5@ ḟ l~0,x!†; f l~0,x!#5 i I n ,

which follow from ~2.28!, ~A20!, and the first formula in~A18! which indicates thatf l8(0,x)
5o(1/x2) asx→1`. Then~A19! is an easy consequence of the variation of parameters form
for first-order systems. The useful identity alluded to above appears when we write out the id
C(x)C(x)215I 2n ~in this order!! in terms of the entries of the matrices involved. Among t
resulting identities we find

f l8~0,x! ḟ l~0,x!†1 ḟ l8~0,x! f l~0,x!†5 i I n ,

which will be useful later.
By iterating ~A19! once and using~4.11! we obtain

w~k,x!5w~0,x!1 ik2f l~0,x!E
0

x

dz ḟl~0,z!†f l~0,z!1 ik2 ḟ l~0,x!E
0

x

dz fl~0,z!†f l~0,z!1r~k,x!,

~A22!

wherer(k,x) obeys

ir~k,x!i<Ck2~11uxu!2S kx

11ukuxu D
2

. ~A23!

This estimate follows by using~A7! and ~A21!. Taking the adjoint ofA2(k) given in ~A11! and
expanding the exponential function there we get

A2~k!†5E
0

`

dz Q~z!@w~k,z!2w~0,z!#1o~k2!, ~A24!

where we have used~A7! to determine the order of the error term. Now we insert~A22! into ~A24!

and proceed as in the derivation of~A17!, using ḟ l9(0,x)5Q(x) ḟ l(0,x) and two integrations
by parts. We also use~A21!, ~A23!, and the propertyḟ l8(0,N)2 i I n5o(1/N) asN→1`, which
follows from ~A20!. The result is

E
0

`

dz Q~z!@w~k,z!2w~0,z!#5k2E
0

`

dz@ f l~0,z!2I n#2k2E
0

`

dz@ f l~0,z!†f l~0,z!2I n#1o~k2!.

~A25!

Combining~A9!, ~A12!, ~A17!, ~A24!, and~A25! we obtain

@w~k,x!†; f l~k,x!#5 ikI n1k2E
0

`

dz@ f l~0,z!†f l~0,z!2I n#1o~k2!,

which is the desired result in~4.13! for m52.
To prove~4.14! we return to the Wronskian in~A6!. If m51, we have

H E2`

0

dz e2 ikzQ~z!w~k,z!5E
2`

0

dz Q~z!w~0,z!1o~1!,

52D l1 f l8~0,0!1o~1!,
~A26!

where we have used~2.28! and~A14!. The order of the error term is again a consequence of~A7!.
Substituting~A26! in ~A6! we get~4.14! for m51. If m52, we have
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E
2`

0

dz e2 ikzQ~z!w~k,z!52D l1 f l8~0,0!2 ikE
2`

0

dz zQ~z!w~0,z!1o~k!, ~A27!

and, using~3.1!, ~A14!, and~A27! we obtain

E
2`

0

dz zQ~z!w~0,z!5I n1El2 f l~0,0!. ~A28!

Substituting this in~A6! we get

@ f r~2k,x!†;w~k,x!#5D l1 ik~ I n1El!1o~k!,

proving ~4.14! whenm52.
It remains to prove~4.15!. So pickjPN and assumem51. Thenw(0,x)j stays bounded as

x→2`, which has the same effect on the integral in~A6!, when it acts onj, as if m were 2. In
particular,~A28! now becomes

E
2`

0

dz zQ~z!@w~0,z!j#5Gj2 f l~0,0!j,

where we have used~2.28! and ~4.5!. SinceD lj50, from ~A27! we obtain

E
2`

0

dz e2 ikzQ~z!@w~k,z!j#5 f l8~0,0!j2 ikGj1 ik f l~0,0!j1o~k!.

Substituting this expression in~A6! we get

@ f r~2k,x!†;w~k,x!#j5 ikGj1o~k!,

which agrees with~4.15! for m51. If m52 andjPN, then we can carry the expansion in~A27!
further as in the case of~A9! and~A11!. To obtain the corresponding coefficients in the expans
we could proceed by using variation of parameters in terms of the solutionsf r(0,x) and ḟ l(0,x).
However, there is a simpler approach that exploits the connection between the left and rig
solutions for~1.1! under the substitutionx°2x, that is, under the transformationQ(x)°Q#(x),
whereQ#(x)5Q(2x). We use the superscript # to indicate that a given quantity pertains to~1.1!
with potentialQ#. It is straightforward to show that

f r~k,x!5 f l
#~k,2x!, f l~k,x!5 f r

#~k,2x!. ~A29!

We now introduce a solutionv(k,x) of ~1.1! satisfying the initial conditions

v~k,0!5 f r~0,0!, v8~k,0!5 f r8~0,0!.

Then it follows from~4.3! and ~4.10! that for jPN we have

w~k,x!j5v~k,x!x, ~A30!

wherex5Gj. Since, by~4.10! and ~A29!

w#~k,0!5 f 1
#~k,0!5 f r~k,0!, w#8~k,0!5 f 1

#8~k,0!52 f r8~k,0!,

we get w#(k,x)5v(k,2x), which, together with~A30!, yields w#(k,2x)x5w(k,x)j. In the
following argument we use the more elaborate notation.@G(k,x);H(k,x)# (x0) to denote the
Wronskian of two matrix functionsG(k,x) andH(k,x) evaluated atx5x0 . Then we have
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H @ f r~2k,x!†;w~k,x!#~x!j5@ f 1
#~2k,2x!†;w#~k,2x!#~x!x

52@ f 1
#~2k,x!†;w#~k,x!#~2x!x

5@w#~k,x!†; f 1
#~2k,x!#~2x!

† x

5@w#~2k,x!†; f 1
#~2k,x!#~x!

† x,

~A31!

where in the the last step we have used the fact that the Wronskian is constant and thatw(k,x) is
an even function ofk. The latter follows from the fact that the initial conditions in~4.10! are
independent ofk. Now the Wronskian on the right-hand side of~A31! is of the same form as tha
in ~4.13!. We can, therefore, apply the expansion given there. Then the integrand ofY2 involves
f 1

#(0,z) which can be rewritten in terms off r(0,z) by means of~A29!. Using also~4.2!, we obtain
~4.15!. The proof of Proposition 4.2 is now complete. j
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Continuum quantum systems as limits of discrete
quantum systems. III. Operators

Laurence Barkera)

Department of Mathematics, Bilkent University, 06533 Bilkent, Ankara, Turkey

~Received 29 September 2000; accepted for publication 12 July 2001!

Convergence of a ‘‘discrete’’ operator to a ‘‘continuum’’ operator is defined. As
examples, the circular rotor, the one-dimensional box, the harmonic oscillator, and
the fractional Fourier transform are realized as limits of finite-dimensional quantum
systems. Limits, thus defined, preserve algebraic structure. The results prepare for a
sequel in which some affine canonical transforms will be ‘‘discretized.’’ ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1398582#

I. INTRODUCTION

The continuum fractional Fourier transform of Namias1 is the limit of two discrete fractiona
Fourier transforms, namely, the Kravchuk function FRFT and the Harper function FRFT~see Refs.
2 and 3!. Some very straightforward continuum quantum systems, such as the circular roto
one-dimensional box and the harmonic oscillator, can easily be realized as limits of e
straightforward finite-dimensional systems whose Hamiltonians are difference operator
many purposes, the above assertions are clear enough without ‘‘limit’’ being understood to
any abstract meaning; nevertheless, the goal of this article is to assign an appropriate
meaning to ‘‘limit,’’ to state the above assertions precisely, and to prove them. It is not tha
object to the usual common sense techniques—on the contrary, we shall validate them
subsequently, in a sequel,4 some ideas pioneered by Atakishiyev–Chumakov–Wolf5 will be de-
veloped: continuum affine canonical transforms and continuum complex-order Fourier trans
will be realized as limits of analogous finite-dimensional transforms. In that application, com
sense would not suffice.

Consider a Hilbert spaceL` , and Hilbert spacesLn , where the indexn runs over some
infinite set of positive integers. In Sec. II, we shall interfaceL` with the spacesLn , and we shall
assign a meaning to equations of the form

K̂`5 lim
n

K̂n ,

whereK̂` is a bounded operator onL` , and eachK̂n is a bounded operator onLn . In Sec. III, we
shall assign a meaning to equations of the form

K`5 lim
n

Kn ,

whereK` andKn are quantum systems onL` andLn , respectively. Convergence of vectors h
already been discussed in two prequels to the present article. The first prequel6 explains howL`

is to be interfaced with the spacesLn , and gives meaning to equations of the form

c`5 lim
n

cn ,

a!Electronic mail: barker@fen.bilkent.edu.tr.
46530022-2488/2001/42(10)/4653/16/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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wherec`PL` and cnPLn . Some of the main definitions and results from Ref. 6 are brie
recalled later in Sec. II. The second prequel7 shows that widely used limiting techniques are
accordance with the definition of convergence.

With a view to applications, we might think ofL` as a ‘‘continuum’’ space, perhaps th
Hilbert space formed from the space of square-integrable functions on a differentiable ma
We might think of each spaceLn as a ‘‘discrete’’ space, perhaps a Hilbert space with a coordin
system such that the coefficients of a vector may be interpreted as sample-point value
function on the manifold. In the case where the manifold isR, Digernes–Varadara´jan–Varadhan8

established a continuum-discrete correspondence—characterized in terms of limits—by e
ding eachLn in L` . Our approach is more concerned with preservation of algebraic stru
~linearity, inner products, composition, tensor products!. We interfaceL` with the spacesLn by
realizing the sequence (Ln)n as an inductive resolution ofL` . The definition of an inductive
resolution~recalled in Sec. II! is entirely algebraic, and, by this virtue, it relieves us of any ne
to assign any abstract meaning to the jargon ‘‘continuum’’ and ‘‘discrete.’’~As every physicist
knows, these two terms often refer to different sides of the same coin.!

The preservation of algebraic structure will be crucial in Ref. 4, where we shall be consid
some Lie groups with several degrees of freedom. In subsequent work, we shall present
systematic study of a way in which ‘‘continuum’’~usually infinite-dimensional! representations o
Lie groups may be realized as limits of ‘‘discrete’’~usually finite-dimensional! representations
~Part of the motive for this is to seek criteria for a system of numerically calculated transfor
respect ‘‘continuum’’ composition laws.! The results we give later, in Sec. III, and the applicatio
we note in Sec. IV, all concern the special case of one-parameter groups. This special
helpful as a stepping-stone because some of the concerns that arise in the general case r
trivialities here.

However, one-parameter systems are of interest in their own right, and can natura
regarded as quantum dynamical systems, or, to use the language of Parthasarathy,9 quantum
stochastic processes.~Let us not quibble about the flexible definitions of these terms.! Thus, we are
led back to a question addressed by Digernes–Varadara´jan–Varadhan.8 To what extent are spectr
in the ‘‘continuum’’ scenario related to spectra in the ‘‘discrete’’ scenario? This question is
plored in Sec. V. The author would like to thank the referee for some useful suggestions co
ing Sec. V. Although the material there is still only an initial foray into the matter, it was ab
from the previous version of this article.

General motives for a continuum-discrete correspondence—characterized in terms of
and preserving algebraic structure—are noted in the prequels, Refs. 6 and 7. Some more e
references for applications may be found in those two papers. TheGedankenexperimentin Ref. 7,
Sec. 2, gives a heuristic introduction to our line of approach.

II. INDUCTION OF BOUNDED OPERATORS

By an operator on a Hilbert spaceL, we mean a linear mapD→L, where the domainD is
a dense subspace ofL. Every bounded operator onL extends uniquely to a bounded operator
L with domainL. Henceforth, all our bounded operators on a Hilbert spaceL shall be deemed to
have domainL. We writeU(L) for the group of unitary operators onL.

We must briefly review some of the definitions and results of Ref. 6. Consider a Hilbert s
L` , a dense subspaceS of L` , an infinite set of positive integersN, Hilbert spacesLn for each
nPN, and linear maps resn :S→Ln . ~The results below may easily be extended to the case w
N is any directed set, as in Ref. 6.!

The linear maps resn , called therestriction maps, are required to satisfy the reciprocit
condition

^fux&5 lim
nPN

^resn~f!uresn~x!&
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for all f,xPS. The sequence (Ln)n , equipped with the sequence (resn)n , is called aninductive
resolution of L` .

Given a vectorcPL` , and vectorscnPLn for sufficiently largenPN ~not necessarily for all
nPN!, we say that the sequence (cn)n convergesto c` provided the normsicni are bounded
and

^fuc`&5 lim
nPN

^resn~f!ucn&

for all fPS. The Riesz representation theorem guarantees that (cn)n converges to at most on
vector in L` . When (cn)n converges toc` , we call c` the limit of (cn)n , and we writec`

5 limnPN cn . Note thatf5 limnPN resn(f) for all fPS.
Let us recall some results that we shall need from Ref. 6.
Theorem 2.1:~Ref. 6, Theorem 2.4! Any vectorc`PL` is the limit of some sequence(cn)n ,

and, furthermore, the vectorscnPLn may be chosen such thatic`i5icni for all n.
Let B`5$b j ,` : j PJ`% be any enumerated orthonormal basis forL` . Here,J`5N if L` is

infinite-dimensional, whileJ`5$0,1,. . . ,d21% if L` has finite dimensiond. By Ref. 6, Theorem
3.1, there existBn , indexed bynPN, where eachBn is an enumerated orthonormal setBn

5$b j ,n : j PJn% in Ln , and

b j ,`5 lim
nPN

b j ,n

for all j PJ` . Note that, for each basis vectorb j ,` in L` , a corresponding basis vectorb j ,n in Ln

need not exist for alln, but theb j ,n must exist for sufficiently largen.
As explained in Ref. 6, Sec. 3, theBn cannot always be chosen such that eachBn is a basis.

~In all our applications in Sec. IV, each of our chosenBn is a basis. We also mention that, in a
these applications,L` is infinite-dimensional,N is a set of positive integers, and eachLn has finite
dimensionn.! We let L n

' denote the subspace ofLn orthogonally complementary to the span
Bn . Given a vectorc`PL` , we write

c`5(
j 50

`

cj ,`b j ,`

with the understanding thatcj ,n50 for all j PN2J` . GivencnPLn , we write

cn5cn
'1(

j 50

`

cj ,nb j ,n

wherecn
'PL n

' , andcj ,n50 for all j PN2Jn . ~Of course, ifBn is a basis, thencn
'50.! For later

convenience, we defineb j ,`ª0 when j PN2J` , and b j ,nª0 when j PN2Jn . Thus cj ,`

5^b j ,`uc`& andcj ,n5^b j ,nucn& for all j PN.
Theorem 2.2: ~Ref. 6, Theorem 3.4! Using the notation above, c`5 limnPN cn if and only if

the normsicni are bounded, and cj ,`5 limnPN cj ,n for all j PJ` .
We can now turn to convergence of operators. LetK̂` be a bounded operator onL` , and for

sufficiently largenPN, let K̂n be a bounded operatorLn . We say that the sequence (K̂n)n

convergesto K̂` provided the normsiK̂ni are bounded, and for allc`PL` , and all sequences
(cn)n with cnPLn andc`5 limnPN (cn), we have

K̂`c`5 lim
nPN

~K̂ncn!.

Theorem 2.1 ensures that the sequence (K̂n)n converges to at most one bounded operator onL` .
When (K̂n)n converges toK̂` , we call K̂` the limit of (K̂n)n , and we writeK̂`5 limnPN K̂n .
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Remark 2.3: Given bounded operators Kˆ
`5 limnPN K̂n and K̂8̀ 5 limnPN K̂n8 , and given

l,l8PC, thenlK̂`1l8K̂ 8̀ 5 limnPN (lK̂n1l8K̂n8) and K̂`K̂ 8̀ 5 limnPN K̂nK̂n8 .
Proof: This is obvious. h

Theorem 2.4:Given any bounded Kˆ
` on L` , then there exist bounded operators Kˆ

n on each

Ln such that K̂̀ 5 limnPN K̂n and iK̂ni5iK̂`i for all nPN.
Proof: Let B` andBn be as above. We define

K j ,k5^b j ,`uK̂`bk,`&

for all j ,kPN. ~Note thatK j ,k50 unlessj andk both belong toJ` .! On each spaceLn , we define
an operatorK̂n8 annihilatingL n

' and such that

K j ,k5^b j ,nuK̂n8bk,n&

for all j ,kPJn . Consider vectorsc`PL` andcnPLn such thatc`5 limn cn . Let the coefficients
cj ,` andcj ,n be as above. Then

iK̂n8cni25(
j 50

` U(
k50

`

K j ,kck,nU2

<iK̂`i2icni2.

So the normsiK̂n8i are bounded byiK̂`i . Givene.0, then there exists a positive integerN and
complex numbersc0 , . . . ,cN21 such that

(
j 50

N21 U (
k50

N21

K j ,kckU2

>~ iK̂`i2e!2 (
j 50

N21

ucj u2.

For sufficiently largenPN, we have $0, . . . ,N21%ùJ`#Jn , whereuponiK̂n8i>iK̂`i2e.
Therefore,iK̂`i5 limnPN iK̂n8i .

We claim thatK̂`5 limn K̂n8 . Let fPS. For eachn, let fnªresn(f). To prove the claim, it
suffices to show that

^fuK̂`c`&5 lim
n

^fnuK̂n8cn&.

For eachj PN, let aj ,`ª^b j ,`uf& andaj ,nª^b j ,nufn&. Thus

f5(
j 50

`

aj ,`b j ,` and fn5fn
'1(

j 50

`

aj ,nb j ,n ,

wherecn
'PL n

' . We have

^fnuK̂n8cn&5 (
j ,k50

`

ā j ,nK j ,kck,n

and a similar equation holds for^fuK̂`cn&. ~By absolute convergence properties, all the sums
consider can be rearranged.! We have

u^fuK̂`c`&2^fnuK̂n8cn&u<U (
j ,k50

`

ā j ,`K j ,k~ck,`2ck,n!U1U (
j ,k50

`

~ ā j ,`2ā j ,n!K j ,kck,nU.
~Using the boundedness ofK̂` , it is easy to check that these sums are absolutely converg!
Letting C be an upper bound for the normsicni , then
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(
j 50

` U(
k50

`

K j ,kck,nU2

<C2iK̂`i2

for sufficiently largen. Part of Ref. 6, Lemma 3.3, says that( j 50
` uaj ,`2aj ,nu2<e2 for sufficiently

largen. Hence

U (
j ,k50

`

~ ā j ,`2ā j ,n!K̂ j ,kck,nU<eCiK̂`i .

We may insist thatC>ic`i . Thereupon,

(
j 50

` U(
k50

`

K j ,k~ck,`2ck,n!U2

<4C2iK̂`i2

for sufficiently largen. The series( j 50
` uaj ,`u2 converges~to ifi2), so there exists a positive

integerM such that( j 5M
` uaj ,`u2<e2. We have

U (
j 5M

`

(
k50

`

ā j ,`K j ,k~ck,`2ck,n!U<2eCiK̂`i

for largen. To prove the claim, it now suffices to show that

U (
j 50

M21

(
k50

`

ā j ,`K j ,k~ck,`2ck,n!U5O~e!.

Let j PN. Suppose there exists somed.0 such that, for every positive integerL, there exist
complex numberscL ,cL11 , . . . satisfying

(
k5L

`

ucku2<1 and U(
k5L

`

K j ,kckU.d.

Then there exist complex numbersc0 ,c1 , . . . andintegers 05L0,L1,¯ such that eachK j ,kck

is a non-negative real, and

(
k5Lr 21

Lr21

ucku2<
1

n2 and (
k5Lr 21

Lr21

K j ,kck.
d

2n

for all positive integersr . The series(k50
` ucku2 converges while the series(k50

` K j ,kck diverges.
This contradicts the boundedness ofK̂` . We deduce that, for any positive realB, there exists a
positive integerL such that, for all complex numberscL ,cL11 , . . . satisfying(k5L

` ucku2<B, we
haveu(k5L

` K j ,kcku<e/M . For largen, we have(k50
` uck,`2ck,nu2<4C2. So there exists a posi

tive integerL such that, for largen, and for all j ,M , we have

U(
k5L

`

K j ,k~ck,`2ck,n!U<e/M .

Eachuaj ,`u<ifi , so

U (
j 50

M21

(
k5L

`

ā j ,`K j ,k~ck,`2ck,n!U<eifi

for largen. The claim will follow when we have shown that
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U (
j 50

M21

(
k50

L21

ā j ,`K j ,k~ck,`2ck,n!U5O~e!

for largen. By Theorem 2.2,ck,`5 limnPN ck,n . The claim is established.
To finish the argument, we must replace the operatorsK̂n8 with operatorsK̂n on Ln such that

iK̂ni5iK̂`i for all nPN. We may assume thatiK̂`i51. From the first paragraph of the argu
ment,iK̂n8i converges to 1. SoK̂nÞ0 for largen. WhenK̂n8Þ0, we putK̂n5K̂n8/iK̂n8i , otherwise
we put K̂n51̂. Then eachiK̂ni51, and iK̂n2K̂n8i→0. Since the normsicni are bounded,
iK̂ncn2K̂n8cni→0. It was shown in Ref. 6, Remark 2.3, that, foru`PL` andun ,xnPLn satis-
fying u`5 limnPN un and limnPN iun2xni50, we have u`5 limnPN xn . Therefore, K̂`c`

5 limnPN K̂ncn . h

Corollary 2.5: Given any bounded Hermitian operator Hˆ
` on L` , then there exist bounde

Hermitian operators Hˆ n on eachLn such that Ĥ̀ 5 limnPN Ĥn and iĤni5iĤ`i for each n
PN.

Proof: In the proof of Theorem 2.4, ifK̂` is Hermitian, then so is eachK̂n . h

In order to accommodate the possibility of working with a compound of several qua
stochastic processes~for example, a quantum system with several particles!, we must discuss
tensor products of inductive resolutions, and we must show how the limits of vectors and ope
are compatible with the tensor product. LetL8̀ be a Hilbert space, and letS8 be a dense subspac
of L8̀ . For eachnPN, let Ln8 be a Hilbert space, and let resn8 :S8→Ln be restriction maps. Then
L` ^ L8̀ has an inductive resolution with restriction maps resn^ resn8 :S^ S8→Ln^ Ln8 . Given
limits of vectorsc`5 limn cn andc 8̀ 5 limn cn8 in L` andL8̀ , respectively, it is clear that we hav
a limit of vectorsc` ^ c 8̀ 5 limn cn^ cn8 . By considering orthonormal coordinates and apply
Ref. 6, Theorem 3.4, it is easy to check that limits of bounded operators preserve tensor pr
in the same way.~Warning: we are not invoking Ref. 6, Theorem 3.4, gratuitously. Not ev
sequence inLn^ Ln8 converging toc` ^ c 8̀ has terms of the formcn^ cn8 .! These~rather trivial!
remarks show that the limits behave well in the~rather banal! case of a fixed finite number o
noninteracting processes. Presumably, they also behave well with respect to symmetric an
symmetric tensor products, and with respect to the construction of free, symmetric, and an
metric Fock spaces~see Ref. 9, Chap. II!. We leave that matter for further research.

III. CONVERGENCE OF QUANTUM SYSTEMS

Recall that a family$K̂(t):tPR% of operators on a Hilbert spaceL is said to bestrongly
continuous provided eachK̂(t) has domainL and, for allcPL, the functionR→L given by
t°K̂(t)c is continuous. If, furthermore,K̂(0)51̂ and eachK̂(t) is bounded, then we cal

$K̂(t):tPR% a quantum systemon L. In that case, we sometimes consider a family of vect
$c(t):tPR% such that

c~ t !5K̂~ t !c~0!.

A quantum systemU5$Û(t):tPR% on L is said to beunitary provided each operatorÛ(t) is
unitary. If, furthermore,

Û~ t !Û~ t8!5Û~ t1t8!

for all t,t8PR, then we say thatU is conservative.
The boundedness condition in our general definition of a quantum system is somewha

ficial, but convenient for our purposes. Our main concern is with conservative systems, and
have been thoroughly studied in various contexts and from various perspectives. For a d
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introduction to conservative systems as quantum stochastic systems, see Ref. 9, Chap. 1
recall some well-known properties of conservative systems~introducing some notation that will be
convenient in the proof of Theorem 3.5!.

Suppose thatU is conservative. Stone’s theorem asserts that there exists a unique Her
operatorĤ on L such that

U~ t !5exp~2 iĤ t !.

We call Ĥ theHamiltonian for U. Conversely, every Hermitian operator onL is the Hamiltonian
of a conservative quantum system. The bijective correspondenceĤ↔U allows us to characterize
conservative quantum systems by the Schro¨dinger equation

i
d

dt
c~ t !5Ĥc~ t !.

For the sake of rigor, we must mention that, as a definition,

exp~2 iĤ t !ªE
2`

`

e2 i tsdE~s!,

whereE is the spectral family forĤ. The notation on the right-hand side is as in Ref. 10, Ch
7. It may be worth explaining what this equation tells us. Introducing some notation that will
use in the proof of Theorem 3.5, let us consider an integerm, and writeÊm for the orthogonal
projection onL associated withE and the half-open interval@m,m11). @Intuitively, we might
think of Êm as the projection to the subspaceÊmL of L spanned by those ‘‘eigenvectors’’ whos
‘‘eigenvalues’’ are at leastm and less thanm11. The operatorĤ restricts to an operator on eac
subspaceÊmL. Vaguely, we might think ofÊm as a kind of ‘‘eigenspace,’’ whose associat
‘‘eigenvalue’’ is spread across the interval@m,m11).# Any vector in L is a sum of vectors
belonging to the spacesÊmL, so the unitary operator exp(2iĤt) is determined by the condition
that it restricts to an operator onÊmL given by

exp~2 iĤ t !c5(
l 50

`
~2 iĤ t ! l

l !
c

for all cPÊmL. ~The series converges becauseĤ restricts to a bounded operator onÊmL.!
Stone’s theorem may be found in Ref. 10, Theorem 7.38. The bijectivity of the corres

denceĤ↔U is given in Ref. 15, Theorem 7.37. See also Ref. 9, Theorem 13.1.
Given a quantum systemK`5$K̂`(t):tPR% on L` , and quantum systemsKn5$K̂n(t):t

PR% on Ln for sufficiently largenPN, we say that (Kn)n convergesto K` provided

K̂`~ t !5 lim
nPN

K̂n~ t !

for all tPR. Obviously, (Kn)n converges to at most one quantum system onL` . When (Kn)n

converges toK` , we callK` the limit of (Kn)n , and we writeK`5 limnPN Kn .
Remark 3.1: LetK`5$K̂`(t):tPR% andKn5$K̂n(t):tPR%, respectively, be quantum system

on L` and on eachLn . Write c`(t)5K̂`(t)c`(0) andcn(t)5K̂n(t)cn(0). Then we have a limit
of quantum systemsK`5 limnPN Kn if and only if, given any initial state vectorsc`(0) in L` and

cn(0) in each Ln with c`(0)5 limnPN (cn(0)), and writing c`(t)5K̂`(t)c`(0) and cn(t)
5K̂n(t)cn(0), we havec`(t)5 limnPN cn(t) for all t PR.

Proof: This is obvious. h
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In particular, Remark 3.1 tells us that if the limit holds for the quantum systems and fo
initial vectors, then the limit holds for all the time-evolved vectors. In case this seems cou
intuitive, we point out that, ifcn(t) is to be a ‘‘good approximation’’ toc`(t), one should first fix
t, and then choosen.

Theorem 3.2:Any quantum system onL` is the limit of a sequence of quantum systems on
spacesLn .

Proof: Let K`5$K̂`(t):tPR% be a quantum system onL` . For eachtPR, and j ,kPN, we
define

K j ,k~ t !ª^b j ,`uK̂`~ t !bk,`&.

Let K̂n(t) be the operator inLn constructed from the matrix entriesK j ,k(t) as in the proof of
Theorem 2.4. LetKn5$K̂n(t):tPR%. Using the condition thatK` is strongly continuous, it is eas
to check that eachKn is strongly continuous. h

Proposition 3.3: Let Ĥ` and each Hˆ n be bounded Hermitian operators onL` and Ln ,
respectively, and suppose that the normsiĤni are bounded. LetU` and eachUn be the conser-

vative systems with Hamiltonians Hˆ
` and Ĥn , respectively. ThenU`5 limnPN Un if and only if

Ĥ`5 limnPN Ĥn .
Proof: Write U`5$Û`(t):tPR% andUn5$Ûn(t):tPR%. For mPN, let

K̂m,`~ t !ª(
k50

m
~2 iĤ `t !k

k!
and K̂m,n~ t !ª(

k50

m
~2 iĤ nt !k

k!
.

Then Û`(t)5 limm→` K̂m,`(t) and Ûn(t)5 limm→` K̂m,n(t).
Let e.0. Consider vectorsfPS and c`PL` and cnPLn such thatc`5 limn cn . Write

fn5resn(f). Let A be an upper bound forifi andifni . Let B be an upper bound foriĤ`i and
iĤni . Let C be an upper bound foric`i and icni . Choosem such that

2AC(
k5m

`

uBtuk/k!<e.

Then iÛ`(t)2Km,`(t)i<e/2AC>iÛn(t)2Km,n(t)i for sufficiently largen. Hence

u^fuÛ`~ t !2K̂m,`~ t !uc`&2^fnuÛn2K̂m,n~ t !ucn&u<e.

If Ĥ`5 limn Ĥn , then, by Remark 2.3,K̂m,`5 limn K̂m,n , henceÛ`(t)c`5 limnPN Ûn(t)cn .
Conversely, suppose thatÛ`(t)c`5 limnPN Ûn(t)cn . Given t, we can pute5t2/2 ~and then

choosem!, where

u^fuK̂m,`~ t !c`&2^fnuK̂m,n~ t !cn&u5O~ t2!

for sufficiently largen. Equating coefficients oft ~the sums(k50
m uĤntuk/k! and the similar sum for

Ĥ` are bounded byeButu!, we obtainĤ`c`5 limn Ĥncn . h

Corollary 3.4: LetU` be a conservative system onL` with bounded Hamiltonian Hˆ
` . Then

there exist conservative systemsUn on Ln with bounded Hamiltonians Hˆ
n such that U`

5 limnPN Un and Ĥ`5 limnPN Ĥn .
Proof: This is immediate from Corollary 2.5 and Proposition 3.3. h

Theorem 3.5: Any conservative system onL` is the limit of a sequence of conservativ
systems on the spacesLn .
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Proof: Let U`5$Û`(t):tPR% be a conservative system onL` , let Ĥ` be the Hamiltonian for
U` , and letE be the spectral family forĤ` . For eachmPZ, let Êm be the orthogonal projection
as above, and letLm,`5ÊmL` . The Hermitian operatorĤ` restricts to a Hermitian operatorĤm,`

onLm,` . Let Um,`5$Ûm,`(t):tPR% be the conservative system onLm,` with HamiltonianĤm,` .
Any vectorc`PL` has a unique decomposition as a sum

c`5 (
mPZ

cm,`

where eachcm,`PLm,` . We haveĤ`cm,`5Ĥm,`cm,` and

Û`~ t !c`5 (
mPZ

Ûm,`~ t !cm,` .

It is easy to see that there exists an enumerated orthonormal basisB`5$b j ,` : j PJ`% such that
eachb j ,` belongs to one of the subspacesLm,` . The enumerated orthonormal setsBn , as in Sec.
II, may be chosen such that eachJn#J` . For eachmPZ, let

J`~m!ª$ j PJ` :b j ,`PLm,`% and Jn~m!ªJnùJ`~m!.

Let Lm,n be the subspace ofLn spanned by the vectorsb j ,n such thatj PJn(m). Any vectorxn

PLn has a unique decomposition as a sum

xn5xn
'1 (

mPZ
xm,n ,

wherexn
'PL n

' , and eachxm,nPLm,n . For j ,kPJ` , let

H j ,k5^b j ,`uĤ`bk,`&.

Note thatH j ,k5Hk, j , andH j ,k50 unlessj ,kPJ`(m) for somemPZ. Let Ĥm,n be the Hermitian
operator onLm,n such that

H j ,k5^b j ,nuĤm,nbk,n&

for j ,kPJn(m). Let Um,n5$Ûm,n(t):tPR% be the conservative system onLm,n with Hamiltonian
Ĥm,n . Let Ĥn be the Hermitian operator onLn such thatĤnxn

'50 andĤnxm,n5Ĥm,nxm,n . Let
Un5$Ûn(t):tPR% be the conservative system onLn with HamiltonianĤn . Then

Ûn~ t !xn5xn
'1 (

mPZ
Ûm,n~ t !xm,n .

We are to show thatÛ`(t)5 limnPN Ûn(t) for all tPR.
For eachnPN, let cnPLn , and suppose thatc`5 limnPN cn . Write

c`5(
j 50

`

cj ,`b j ,` and cn5cn
'1(

j 50

`

cj ,nb j ,n

as in Sec. II. Fix tPR, and let u`5Û`(t)c` and un5Ûncn . We are to show thatu`

5 limn un . Write
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u`5(
j 50

`

dj ,`b j ,` and un5un
'1(

j 50

`

dj ,nb j ,n

as we did forc` and cn . The normsiuni5icni are bounded. So, by Theorem 2.2, we are
show thatdj ,`5 limn dj ,n for all j PJ` . Fix j PJ` , and letm be such thatj PJ`(m). We have

dj ,`5 (
kPJ`(m)

^b j ,`uÛm,`~ t !bk,`&ck,` .

The equation still holds with the symboln instead of the symbol̀ . ReplacingĤ` with the
Hermitian operatorÊmĤ`5Ĥ`Êm does not changeĤm,` or Ĥm,n , so it does not changeÛm,` or
Ûn,m . So it does not changedj ,` or dj ,n . Therefore, we may assume thatĤm8,`50 for all integers
m8Þm. HenceĤm8,n50 for all m8Þm and all nPN. But now Ĥ` is bounded, indeediĤ`i
<umu11. Furthermore, the operatorsĤn are constructed fromĤ` just as the operatorsK̂n8 were
constructed fromK̂` in the proof of Theorem 2.4. SoĤ`5 limnPN Ĥn . Thanks to Proposition 3.3
the argument is now complete. h

Corollary 3.6: Any unitary operator onL` is the limit of a sequence of unitary operators o
the spacesLn .

Proof: Given a unitary operatorÛ` on L` , then by Ref. 10 Exercise 7.50, there exists
conservative system$Û`(t):tPR% such thatÛ`5Û`(1). Theorem 3.5 now gives the assertion.h

A more direct way to demonstrate Corollary 3.6 is to adapt the proof of Theorem 2.4,
the Gram–Schmidt process to modify the columns of the matrices (K j ,k) j ,kPJn

. The argument is
fairly routine, although it is complicated by the need to make some arbitrary choices whe
Gram–Schmidt process terminates prematurely.

The existence results above can be interpreted as saying that, in principle, any ‘‘contin
system~of a particular kind! is the limit of a sequence of ‘‘discrete’’ systems~of the same kind!.
The next result provides one way of actually recognizing that a given ‘‘continuum’’ system i
limit of a given sequence of ‘‘discrete’’ systems.

Proposition 3.7: LetU`5$Û`(t):tPR% be a conservative system onL` , and for each n

PN, let Un5$Ûn(t):tPR% be a conservative system onLn . Let Ĥ` and Ĥn , respectively, be the
Hamiltonians. LetB` and Bn be as in Sec. II. Suppose that, for each jPJ` , there exists a real
l j ,` such that

Ĥ`b j ,`5l j ,`b j ,` .

Suppose also that, for sufficiently large n, there exist realsl j ,n such that

Ĥnb j ,n5l j ,nb j ,n .

ThenU`5 limnPN Un if and only if l j ,`5 limnPN l j ,n for all j PJ` .
Proof: This follows quickly from Theorem 2.2. h

Proposition 3.7 yields an alternative~and very easy! proof of Theorem 3.5 in the special cas
of a conservative system onL` with a diagonalizable Hamiltonian.

IV. SOME EXAMPLES OF CONTINUUM LIMITS OF DISCRETE SYSTEMS

In all the examples to follow, we shall apply Proposition 3.7 to show that the given ‘‘c
tinuum’’ system is the limit of the given sequence of ‘‘discrete’’ systems. Each of the indu
resolutions is a sample-point inductive resolution, as in Ref. 6, Examples 2.A–2.F. Sample
inductive resolutions are examined also in Ref. 7.

Example 4.A: The circular rotor. The rotor, in one dimension, is a model for a particle movi
freely on a circle. Classically, the energy is proportional to the square of the angular mome
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Let S be the space of smooth functionsf:R→C such thatf has period unity andf is square-
integrable on a bounded domain. The inner product onS is given by integration over an interva
of length unity. Making a suitable choice of units, the HamiltonianĤ` of the rotor has domainS
and satisfies

Ĥ`f~x!52d2f~x!/dx2

for fPS andxPR. The completionL` of S has an orthonormal basisB`5$b j ,` : j PN% given by

b j ,`~x!5H& cos~p jx ! if j is even,

& sin~p~ j 11!x! if j is odd.

It is easy to check thatB` diagonalizesH` , indeed,Ĥ`b j ,`5l j ,`b j ,` , where

l j ,`5H p2 j 2 if j is even,

p2~ j 11!2 if j is odd.

Let N be the set of positive odd integers. For eachnPN, let Ln be then-dimensional inner
product space consisting of the functionsZ→C with periodn. The inner product onLn is given by
summation overn consecutive integers. We replace the differential operator2d2/dx2 with a
difference operatorĤn where

Ĥnc~X!5n2~2c~X21!12c~X!2c~X11!!

for cPLn andXPZ. Given an integerj with 0< j <n21, we put

b j ,n~X!5HA2/n cos~p jX/n! if j is even,

A2/n sin~p~ j 11!X/n! if j is odd.

It is easy to check that$b j ,n :0< j <n21% is an orthonormal basis forLn diagonalizingĤn .
Writing Ĥnb j ,n5l j ,nb j ,n , then

l j ,n5H 2n2~12cos~2p jX/n!! if j is even,

2n2~12cos~2p~ j 11!X/n!! if j is odd.

Let U` be the conservative system onL` with HamiltonianĤ` . For eachnPN, let Un be the
conservative system onLn with HamiltonianĤn . Of course, it is heuristically ‘‘obvious’’ thatU`

is some kind of ‘‘limit’’ of Un , but in order to formulate this observation mathematically, we m
realize (Ln)n as an inductive resolution ofL` . We define resn :S→Ln such that

resn~f!~X!5f~X/n!/An

for fPS andXPZ with 2n/2,X,n/2. It is easy to check that the sequence (Ln)n , equipped
with the sequence (resn)n , is indeed an inductive resolution ofL` . ~In fact, this is the precisely
the one-dimensional case of Ref. 6, Example 2.F.! Given j PN, then, for alln. j , we haveb j ,n

5resn(b j ,`). Therefore,b j ,`5 limnPN b j ,n . Since ln,`5 limnPN l j ,n , Proposition 3.7 tells us
that

U`5 lim
nPN

Un .

Example 4.B: The one-dimensional box. For eachj PN andxP@2 1
2,

1
2#, we write
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b j ,`~x!5H& cos~p~ j 11!x! if j is even,

& sin~p~ j 11!x! if j is odd.

Let L` be the Hilbert space with orthonormal basis$b j ,` : j PN%. Let S be the dense subspace
L` consisting of the smooth functions@2 1

2,
1
2#→C. The box, in one dimension, is the conservati

systemU` whose HamiltonianĤ` has domainS and is given by

Ĥ`f~x!52d2f~x!/dx2

for fPS. Evidently Ĥ`b j ,`5l j ,`b j ,` wherel j ,`5p2( j 11)2.
Again, let N be the set of positive odd integers. LetLn be then-dimensional inner produc

space consisting of the complex-valued functions on the integersX lying in the interval2n/2
,X,n/2. As in the previous example, we replace the differential operator2d2/dx2 with a
difference operatorĤn , but this time the sample-points indexed by (12n)/2 and (n21)/2 are to
be interpreted as end-points~they are no longer interpreted as being adjacent!. Writing n52l
11, we put

Ĥnc~X!5H n2~2c~2 l !2c~12 l !! if X52 l ,

n2~2c~X21!12c~X!2c~X11!! if 2 l ,X, l ,

n2~2c~ l 21!12c~ l !! if X5 l .

The operatorĤn is diagonalized by the orthonormal basisBn5$b j ,n :0< j <n21% of Ln , where

b j ,n~X!55A
2

n21
cosS p~ j 11!X

n11 D if j is even,

A 2

n11
sinS p~ j 11!X

n11 D if j is odd.

In fact, Ĥnb j ,n5l j ,nb j ,n wherel j ,n52(12cos(p(j11)/(n11))).
We realize (Ln)n as an inductive resolution ofL` by defining resn :S→Ln by the same

formula as in Example 4.A. A straightforward calculation yields, for allj PN, all xP@2 1
2,

1
2# and

all sequences (Xn)n of integers such thatx5 limnPN Xn /An, the point-wise convergence conditio

b j ,`~x!5 lim
nPN

Anb j ,n~Xn /n!.

The normsib j ,ni are all unity, and, in particular, they are bounded. In Ref. 7, Theorem 3.1, it
proved that point-wise convergence of vectors with bounded norms implies convergence;
ticular,

b j ,`5 lim
nPN

b j ,n .

Observing that eachl j ,`5 limnPN l j ,n , we again conclude from Proposition 3.7 that

U`5 lim
nPN

Un .

Example 4.C: The Harper function harmonic oscillator. In this example and the next, w
review some results from Refs. 11 and 12, and we show how that material can be strea
using Proposition 3.7. Recall thatL2(R) has an orthonormal basis$hj ,` : j PN% consisting of the
functionshj ,` :R→C, called theHermite–Gaussians, which are given by
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hj ,`~x!5Cje
2x2/2H j~x!,

whereH j is the Hermite polynomial of degreej , andCj is a positive real normalization constan
The continuum harmonic oscillator is defined to be the conservative systemU`5$Û`(t):t
PR% whose HamiltonianĤ` is given by Ĥ`c(x)5(2d2/dx21x2)c(x), or equivalently,
Ĥ`hj ,`5(2k11)hj ,` . Thus

Û`~ t !hj ,`5e2(2 j 11)i thj ,` .

Let N be an infinite set of positive integers such thatAn2 /n1PZ for all n1 ,n2PN with n1

<n2 . ~At one point in the discussion, we shall make use of this peculiar hypothesis onN, but the
assertions probably hold for any infinite setN of positive integers.! Given an elementnPN, let
Ln be then-dimensional inner product space consisting of the functionsZ→C with periodn. We
realize (Ln)n as an inductive resolution ofL2(R) by defining restriction maps resn :S(R)→Ln

such that

resn~f!~X!5~n/2p!21/4f~~n/2p!21/2X!

for fPS(R) and XPZ. After Harper,13 Namias,1 Pei–Yeh3 and others, we define theHarper
function harmonic oscillator to be the conservative systemUn on Ln with HamiltonianĤn such
that

Ĥnc~X!5
n

2p
~2c~X21!1~422 cos~2p iX/n!!c~X!2c~X11!!

for cPLn andXPZ. The definition and enumeration of the Harper functionsb0,n ,b1,n , . . . may
be found in Ref. 3; see also Refs. 11 and 12. The Harper functions comprise an orthonorma
for Ln , they are eigenvectors ofĤn , and by Ref. 12, Theorem 2.5,

hj ,`5 lim
nPN

b j ,n

for all j PN. ~It is here that the peculiar hypothesis onN is used.! Combining this result with Ref.
12, Lemmas 3.1 and 3.9, it is easy to show that the eigenvaluel j ,n of Ĥn associated withb j ,n

satisfies

2 j 115 lim
nPN

l j ,n .

Proposition 3.7 now yields

U`5 lim
nPN

Un .

As suggested in Ref. 7, Sec. 3, the peculiar hypothesis onN can perhaps be relaxed using resu
that were not available when Ref. 12 was written.

Example 4.D: The Harper function fractional Fourier transform. We continue to use the
notation from Example 4.C. After Namias, thecontinuum FRFT is defined to be the conservativ
systemF`5$F̂`

t :tPR% such that

F̂`
t hj ,`5e2p i j t hj ,` .

As Namias observed, the continuum FRFT and the continuum harmonic oscillator are rela
the equality
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Û`~ t !5e2 i t F̂`
2t/p .

Note thatF̂1/4 is the usual Fourier transform. TheHarper function FRFT comes in two versions
the import versionIn5$ Î n

t :tPR% and thedomesticversionDn5$D̂n
t :tPR%. The import version,

defined by

Î n
t b j ,n5e2p i j t b j ,n ,

is perhaps rather artificial~its eigenvalues being ‘‘imported’’ from the continuum FRFT!, but it has
the virtue thatF̂n

1/4 is the usual discrete Fourier transform. The domestic version, defined by

Ûn~ t !5e2 i t D̂n
2t/p ,

has the virtue that it has an explicit Hamiltonian, namely (Ĥn21)/2. By Proposition 3.7,

F`5 lim
nPN

In5 lim
nPN

Dn .

Example 4.E: The Kravchuk function harmonic oscillator. We retain the notation from Ex
amples 4.C and 4.D, except that we now letN be any set of positive integers. GivennPN, let us
write n52l 11, and letXn be the set consisting of theX such thatl 1X andl 2X are both natural
numbers. We writeL(Xn) to denote then-dimensional inner product space consisting of t
complex-valued functions onXn . As in Ref. 7, Secs. 4 and 5, we realize (L(Xn))n as an inductive
resolution ofL2(R) by defining resn :S(R)→L(Xn) such that

resn~f!~X!5 l 21/4f~ l 21/2X!

for fPS(R) andXPXn . Recall~or see Ref. 7, Sec. 5! that the Kravchuk functionshj ,n comprise
an orthonormal basis$hj ,n :0< j <n21% for L(Xn). The Kravchuk functions are discrete analo
of the Hermite–Gaussians, and arise from a binomial weight function in place of a Gau
weight function. By Ref. 7, Theorem 5.1,

hj ,`5 lim
nPN

hj ,n

for all j PN. After Ref. 14, theKravchuk function harmonic oscillator is defined to be the
conservative systemK̂n5$K̂n(t):tPR% on Ln such that

Ĥn~ t !hj ,n5e2(2 j 11)i thj ,n .

By Proposition 3.7,

U`5 lim
nPN

Kn .

Example 4.F: The Kravchuk function fractional Fourier transform. We retain the notation
from the previous three examples,N being any infinite set of positive integers. After Ref. 2, t
Kravchuk function FRFT is defined to be the conservative systemFn5$F̂n

t :tPR% such that

F̂n
t hj ,n5e2p i j t hj ,n .

Equivalently,Fn may be defined by

K̂n~ t !5e2 i t F̂n
2t/p .
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By Proposition 3.7,

F`5 lim
nPN

Fn .

Comment: Advantages of the Kravchuk function FRFT over the Harper function FRF. In
applications of the Harper function FRFT, one must select either the import version, w
eigenvalues are integer powers ofe2p i t , but whose Hamiltonian is not known explicitly, or els
one must select the domestic version, whose Hamiltonian is (Ĥn21)/2, but whose eigenvalues ar
not known explicitly. Either way, the eigenvectors—the Harper functions—lack a known ex
formula, and have to be calculated numerically. The eigenvectors of the Kravchuk function
Fn are integer powers ofe2p i t . As can be gleaned from Refs. 2 and 5, the Hamiltonian forFn has
a very simple description in terms of then-dimensional irreducible representation of the L
algebra su(2)~see also Ref. 4!. The eigenvectors ofFn—the Kravchuk functions—are given by
complicated but explicit formula.

V. SOME QUESTIONS AND REMARKS ON CONVERGENCE OF SPECTRA

An alternative description of a conservative system is provided by the spectral measure
ciated with the Hamiltonian. Throughout this section, we consider conservative systemU`

5$Û`(t):tPR% on L` andUn5$Ûn(t):tPR% on eachLn . Let Ĥ` andĤn be the Hamiltonians
for U` and Ûn , respectively. IfU`5 limnPN Un , how is the spectral measure for the Hermiti
operatorH` related to the spectral measure for the operatorsHn? Or, more simply, how is the
spectrums(Ĥ`) ~or the essential or residual spectrum! related to the spectras(Ĥn)?

On the one hand, it would be desirable to have techniques for investigating the spectru~or
spectral measure! of an infinite-dimensional system by examining limiting properties of the sp
tra of finite-dimensional approximations. On the other hand, finite-dimensional systems are
selves of interest.~As a vague principle, any closed system of finite extent in space can have
finitely many independent nondecaying states.! Finite-dimensional systems are not always mo
amenable than infinite-dimensional systems~difference equations often have richer solutions th
their analogous differential equations.! In connection with example 4.E, it is worth rememberi
that De Moivre, having established the correspondence between the Gaussian distribution
binomial distribution, then employed the Gaussian as an approximation to the binomial.
tinuum approximation to discrete phenomena has pervaded statistical techniques ever since
be expected that results relatings(Ĥ`) ands(Ĥn) could be usefully applied in either direction

As regards practical methods for relating the spectra of discrete and continuum system
results in this article are simply not in competition with those in Ref. 8. We do not know whe
or not their results can be extended to our more general context.~It should be mentioned that th
examples considered in Sec. 4 are all, essentially, in the situation they considered.! The following
result indictates that the questions above do have answers, and that our approach can be d
to yield alternative and more general methods.

Proposition 5.1: Suppose thatU`5 limn Un . Suppose also that Hˆ
` and each Hˆ n are bounded,

and that the normsiĤni are bounded. Then every pointlPs(Ĥn) is the limit l5 limn ln of

pointslnPs(Ĥn).
Proof: The conditionlPs(Ĥ`) is equivalent to the condition that there exists a seque

(fm)m of vectors inL` such thatifmi51 and i(Ĥ`2l)fmi→0 asm→` ~see, for instance
Ref. 15, Theorem 5.10!. SinceS is dense inL` , we may insist that eachfmPS. Let e.0, and fix
m such thati(Ĥ`2l)fmi<e/2. By Proposition 3.3, the convergence hypothesis onU` is equiva-
lent to the condition thatĤ`5 limn Ĥn . Noting that limn iresn(fm)i51, and putting cn

5resn(fm)/iresn(fm)i , we havei(Ĥn2l)cni<e for sufficiently largen. By a well-known
criterion for existence of spectral points in an interval~see Ref. 12, Theorem 5.9!, s(Ĥn)ù@l
2e,l1e#ÞB. h
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Corollary 5.2: In the situation of Proposition 5.1, suppose that the limitslimn mn of points

mnPs(Ĥn) comprise a discrete subset ofR. Then Ĥn is diagonalizable. h

It seems probable that the boundedness condition in Proposition 5.1 can be removed b
a refinement of the argument~and the rider to Stone’s theorem as recorded in Ref. 9, Theo
13.1!. A more systematic option would be to wait for that to become a corollary of a re
expressing the conditionU`5 limn Un in terms of the spectral measures. We end with a f
comments in this direction. Consider an intervalI in R. Write Ī and I ° for the closure and the
interior. LetEI ,` andEI ,n be the corresponding projections toL` andLn associated withĤ` and
Hn . To see that convergence of the sequence (Ĥn)n does not imply convergence of the sequen
(EI ,n)n , let a be an end-point ofI , and letĤn5(a1(22)n)1̂.

Question 5.A: Are the following conditions equivalent?

~1! U`5 limn Un .
~2! If c`5 limn cn with cnPEI ,nLn , thenc`PEĪ ,nL` .
~3! If c`5 limn cn with c`PEI °,nL` and ic`i5 limn icni , then limn i(1̂2ÊI ,n)cni50.
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We consider a family of four-dimensional nonlinear sigma models based on an
O~5! symmetric group, whose fields take their values on the 4-sphereS4. An
SO~4!-subgroup of the model is gauged. The solutions of the model are character-
ized by two distinct topological charges, the Chern–Pontryagin charge of the gauge
field and the degree of the map, i.e., the winding number, of theS4 field. The
one-dimensional equations arising from the variation of the action density subjected
to spherical symmetry are integrated numerically. Several properties of the solu-
tions thus constructed are pointed out. The only solution withunit Chern–
Pontryagin charge are the usual BPST instantons with zeroS4 winding number,
while solutions withunit S4 winding number have zero Chern–Pontryagin charge.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1396636#

I. INTRODUCTION

The model considered in this work is described by the Lagrangian onR4

L5
l0

24
uFmn

[ab] u21
l1

2
uDmfau21

l2

24
uDmfa3Dnfbu2

1
l3

72
uDmfa3Dnfb3Drfcu21V~f5,cosv!, ~1!

in terms of theS4 valued fieldsfa5(fa,f5) (a51,2,3,4) satisfying the constraint

fafa51,

and the SO~4! gauge connectionAm
[ab] with curvatureFmn

[ab] . The covariant derivatives in~1! are
defined by

Dmfa5]mfa1Am
[ab]fb, Dmf55]mf5. ~2!

~The brackets@¯# imply antisymmetrization of indices throughout.!
The Lagrangian~1! differs from that of the various models considered in Ref. 1, in

physically important respect that the kinetic termquadratic in the S4 field fa, which was absent
46690022-2488/2001/42(10)/4669/15/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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there,1 is present here. Without aquadratic kinetic term, it is not possible to infer fromfinite
action conditions, that that the matter field~in this case theS4 valued field! becomes asymptoti
cally a constant and hence consistent withvacuumfield. It would then be impossible to interpre
the resulting topologically stable finite action solution as an instanton. As a result of the D
scaling requirement, the system~1! features also a kinetic termsextic in the S4 valued field.~1!
differs from that in Ref. 1 also in the presence of the generic potentialV(f5,cosv)

V~f5,v!5l~cosv2f5!n, 0<v<p, n5 integer, ~3!

whose role it is to fix the asymptotic value of the fieldfa, rather like the pion-mass potential i
the usual three-dimensional O~4! Skyrme2 model. Like in that case,2 this term serves only the
purpose of fixing the asymptotics, and will be considered only in this limited context. More
anticipating our conclusions in Sec. II A, namely that only forv50 is it possible to construc
finite action solutions, the relevantV(f5,v50) is

V~f5,v50!5l~12f5!, ~4!

in analogy with the pion-mass2 potential. Notwithstanding, in Sec. II B we have described a mo
differing from ~1! and characterized by nonzerov ~in particular v5 p/2!, which can support
topologically stable finite action solutions. As will be seen there, the Lagrangian of such a m
does not feature the usual YM term and is therefore not studied further here.

Our topologically stable finite action solutions are interpreted as instantons, although the
are not always characterized by the second Chern–Pontryagin density, but also by theS4→S4

degree of theS4 valued field~which may or may not be integer!.
By adapting the methods formulated in Ref. 3 used in establishing the topological

bounds given by the degree of the mapS4→S4, a suitable such lower bound can be established
the action~1!, for all positive values ofl1 , l2 , l3 , andl0 . This will be established in Sec. II. In
Sec. III, the system~1! will be subjected to spherical symmetry, and thenceforth we will restric
the study of the ensuing one-dimensional equations numerically. The results of our num
work is presented in Sec. IV, and Sec. V is devoted to the summary and discussion of our r

In the work of Ref. 1, which employs the above model~1! with l15l350, it was found that
the action of the main SO~4! gauged O~5! model decreased with the Skyrme couplingl2 and
exhibited a bifurcation at a value very close to and above the action of the~pure! Yang–Mills
~YM ! instanton.4 Thus beyond a critical value of the couplingl2 , the system did not support
finite action solution, and more importantly the action could be made smaller by decreasinl2 .
Our main aim in the present work is the verification of these two properties of the solutions
l1.0 andl3.0. We have found that these properties of the solution persist, namely that in
tons can be constructed for values ofl2 ~holding l3 constant! up to some valuel2

cr , and for
values ofl3 ~holding l2 constant! up to some valuel3

cr . Also, the actions of these instanton
decrease withl2 andl3 , respectively, consistently with the Derrick scaling requirement. We
surprisingly that the action atl250 is nonzero, inspite of the vanishing of the topological low
bound at that point. We defer discussion of the possible physical significance of these prope
Sec. V.

Another objective here is to probe the nature of the topological lower bounds. In Ref.
were exclusively concerned with lower bounds stated in terms of the degree of the map ofS4

valued field, such that the corresponding solutions supportedvanishingChern–Pontryagin charge
Here we attempt to construct numerically, instantons withnonzeroPontryagin charge when theS4

field is nontrivial. We do not find such solutions and offer an analytic argument to support
nonexistence.

The boundary conditions employed for theS4 valued field are

lim
r→0

f5521, lim
r→`

f55cosv, ~5!
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but we will be restricting our numerical investigations to thev50 case. For the gauge field w
will adopt the vacuum behaviors

lim
r→0

Am50, lim
r→`

Am5qg ]mg21. ~6!

q50 leads to zero Pontryagin charge. Pure-gaugeq51, and half-pure-gaugeq5 1
2, both lead to

nonzero Pontryagin charges. The half-pure-gauge caseq5 1
2 pertains tovÞ0, which we do not

study numerically. The pure-gauge casesq50 andq51 both pertain tov50, and are studied
numerically. It turns out that instantons with nontrivial (S4 valued! matter field can only be
constructed for theq50 case.

II. LOWER BOUNDS

The work in this section follows very closely that in Ref. 3 and that in Sec. II of Ref. 1.
analysis in Refs. 3 and 1 was adapted to the definition of topological charges presenting
bounds on the actions, of systems supporting asymptotics withv50 in ~5!. Here, we extend this
analysis to include values of 0<v<p. In the generic case therefore, we would expect soluti
with a fractional analogue of the Baryon number in three dimensions,5 while in the limiting case1,3

v50 this will be the degree of the map of theS5 valued field taking anintegervalue.
We start with the definition of the winding number density

%05
1

64p2 «mnrs«abcde]mfa]nfb]rfc]sfdfe, ~7!

which is inadequate for our purposes here since it isgauge variant, and itsgauge invariantversion

%G5
1

64p2 «mnrs«abcdeDmfa Dnfb Drfc Dsfd fe, ~8!

whose volume integral cannot be evaluated by stating the asymptotic conditions, i.e., it
useful as a topological charge density.

The volume integral of~7! can indeed be evaluated by stating the asymptotic conditions~5!,
such that forv50 the value of this integral is integer, and is fractional forvÞ0. The normaliza-
tion ensures that in the spherically symmetric case this is the unit charge, or winding numbe
task is to define a suitable density which is~a! gauge invariant, and~b! its volume integral equals
the volume integral of the density%0 ~7!.

To this end we find the relation between the two densities~7! and~8!, in suitable form, such
that all gauge-variant terms appear as total divergences. Thus,

%G5%01]m~f5]nVnm1Ṽm!1
3

64p2 «mnrs«abgd

3@fa Dnfb Dmf5 Frs
gd2 1

8 f5~12 1
3 ~f!2!Fmn

abFrs
gd #, ~9!

where

Vnm5
3

64p2 «mnrs«abgdAsfa~2]rfb1~Arf!b!, ~10!

Ṽm5
3

128p2 «mnrs«abgdH f5S 12
1

3
~f!2DAn

gdF]rAs
ab2

2

3
~ArAs!abG J . ~11!

The volume integral of the~gauge-variant! total divergence terms in~9! can, after conversion to
two surface integrals, be evaluated using the asymptotic values~5! and ~6!. If these surface
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integrals vanished, then the volume integral of the remaining gauge-invariant terms cou
expressed in terms of the volume integral of%0 , namely the~integral or fractional! winding
number, leading to the definition of a gauge-invariant topological charge density.

This can be checked by substituting the spherically symmetric Ansatz~31! and ~32! in ~10!
and ~11!. One then sees immediately that the density~10! vanishes asymptotically by symmetr
while the density~11! yields a nonvanishing contribution to the corresponding surface inte
which depends on the asymptotic parameterv. Thus the definition of the charge density to b
given below isv-dependent.

Making use of the relation

1
4 «mnrs«abgdFmn

abFrs
gd5«mnrs«abgd]m$An

gd@]rAs
ab2 2

3 ~ArAs!ab#% ~12!

one can add and subtract the gauge-invariant density

cosv~cosv2 1
3cos2 v!«mnrs«abgdFmn

abFrs
gd

to ~9!, such that the nonvanishing surface contribution ofṼm is cancelled. After some rearrange
ment, the natural definition for the charge density% pertaining to a system characterized by t
asymptotic parameterv is

%5%G2
3

64p2 «mnrs«abgdH fa Dnfb Dmf5 Frs
gd2

1

8 Ff5S 12
1

3
~f!2D

2cosvS cosv2
1

3
cos2 v D GFmn

abFrs
gd J , ~13!

which is the manifestly gauge-invariant definition that is employed in establishing~Bogomol’nyi
type! lower bounds, and which is equivalent to the definition

%5%01]m~f5]nVnm1V̂m!, ~14!

in which Vnm is defined by~10! while V̂m is

V̂m5
3

128p2 «mnrs«abgdH Ff5S 12
1

3
~f!2D2cosvS cosv2

1

3
cos2 v D G

3An
gdF]rAs

ab2
2

3
~ArAs!abG J . ~15!

For the spherically symmetric fields~31! and ~32!, xmV̂m vanishes asymptotically, and since w
already know thatVnm vanishes asymptotically, we see that the volume integral of~14! equals the
~generic fractional! winding number. The~topological charge! density is gauge-invariant, and it
volume integral is just the winding number of theS4 valued field.

Not surprisingly the definition~13! for the two most prominent cases%(v50) and %(v
5 p/2), simplifies somewhat. After some manipulations one has

%~0!5%G1
3

64p2 «mnrs«abgdFf5 Dmfa Dnfb Frs
gd1

1

12
~~f5!321!Fmn

abFrs
gd G , ~16!

%S p

2 D5%G1
3

64p2 «mnrs«abgdf5FDmfa Dnfb Frs
gd1

1

12
~f5!2Fmn

abFrs
gd G . ~17!

In Secs. II A and II B we shall analyze models whose actions are bounded from below b
topological charges corresponding to~16!, pertaining tov50, and~17!, pertaining tov5 p/2.
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A. Model with vÄ0

The relevant gauge-invariant charge density in this case is~16!. The first term,%G can be
reproduced as a consequence of the inequality

Uk1Dmfa2
k3

3

3!
«mnrs«abcdeD [nfbD [rfcDs]] f

dfeU2

>0,

leading to

k1
2uDmfau21k3

6uD [nfbD [rfcDs]] f
du2>k1k3

3%G , ~18!

wherek1 andk3 are constants with the dimension of length. The next term in~16!,

«mnrs«abgdf5 Dmfa Dn
bFrs

gd ,

is reproduced by the inequality

Uk0
2Fmn

ab2
k2

2

2!2 «mnrs«abgdf5D [rfgDs]f
dU2

>0,

expanding which and adding the appropriate positive terms to the left-hand side yields

k0
4uFmn

abu21k2
4uD [mfaDn]f

bu2>k0
2k2

2«mnrs«abgdf5 Drfg Dsfd Fmn
ab . ~19!

Finally the last term in~16! can be reproduced by adding the two inequalities

~f5!2Uf5Fmn
ab2

1

2!2 Frs
gdU2

>0,

UFmn
ab1

1

2!2 Frs
gdU2

>0,

and then adding suitable positive quantities to the right-hand side to yield

k̄4
4uFmn

abu2>
1

3!
k̄4

4«mnrs«abgd@~f5!221#Fmn
abFrs

gd . ~20!

The constantsk0 , in k1 , k3 , andk̄0 in ~18!, ~19!, and~20!, all have the dimension of length.
Adding ~18!, ~19!, and~20!, we end up with an inequality whose left-hand side, up to so

redefinitions, is precisely the system~1!, without the potential termV. This Lagrangian is bounded
from below by the right-hand side, which will be a topological bound if the latter coincides
the topological charge density~16! ~up to a constant multiple!. This turns out to be the case
provided that the constantsk0 , in k1 , k3 , andk̄0 satisfy the following constraints:

k0
2k2

253k1k3
3 , 2k̄0

453k1k3
3 , ~21!

with the constant multiplying% ~16!, equal tok1k3
3. Thus the action~before redefining the

constants! is bounded from below as

S>k1k3
3N, ~22!

whereN is the winding number. The actionS is the four-volume integral of the Lagrange dens

L̂5~k0
41k̄0

4!uFmn
[ab] u21k1

2uDmfau21k2
4uDmfa3Dnfbu21k3

6uDmfa3Dnfb3Drfcu2, ~23!
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subject to the restrictions~21!, which is up to some redefinitions coincides with~1! without the
potential termV.

It is seen from~22! that the condition that this lower bound be nontrivial is that neither on
k1 andk3 should vanish. It could be thought that this meansk2 can be set equal to zero withou
violating this bound, but from the first member of the constraint equations~21! we see that this is
impossible. We conclude therefore that the lower bound remains valid only as long as a
constants (k0 ,k1 ,k2 ,k3 ,), and hence also the couplings (l0 ,l1 ,l2 ,l3 ,), remain positive and
nonzero.

As will be shown in Sec. III, the constantsl0 andl1 can be scaled away leaving only tw
independent coupling constantsl2 andl3 , both of which have to be positive and greater than z
if the lower bound~22! is to be preserved.

Before proceeding to the next section, we note that the Lagrangian~1! is not unique in being
bounded from below by the topological charge density~16!. Rather, it is the simplest system
motivated by the requirements that it features the YM term and thequadratickinetic term of the
scalar field. An inspection of the spherically symmetric restriction of the YM term, Eq.~33! below,
implies the finite action condition on the gauge field functiona(r )

lim
r→`

a~r !561,

which in the language of the asymptotic conditions~6! means thatq50 andq51, respectively. In
the first case, the Pontryagin charge vanishes, while in the second case it is equal to 1.

B. Model with vÄ pÕ2

The relevant gauge-invariant charge density in this case is~17!. Unlike in the previous section
however, here we do not proceed straightforwardly to construct the simplest density wh
bounded from below by~17!.

The reason is that whenvÞ0 ~as in the case case at hand withv5 p/2) the gauge group
SO~4! breaks down to SO~3! at infinity. This can easily be seen by rotating the asymptotic fieldfa

(a51,2,3,4) of lengthufa(`)u5sinv, to the constant vector field along thex4 axis, by means of
an appropriate SO~4! gauge transformation. The effect of this transformation on the so~4! gauge
connection is, that it develops a line singularity along thex4 axis, and its nonvanishing compo
nents then take their values in the residual so~3!. We do not give the details of the passage to t
Dirac gauge here, because this has been given in detail previously in Refs. 6 and 7, in the
of the SO~4!3U~1! gauged Higgs model. The analysis here is identical to that in Refs. 6 an
with the 4 component fieldfa here replacing the Higgs fieldF5g5gmx̂m of Refs. 6 and 7. Indeed
this is the case for alld-dimensional (d>3)SO(d) Higgs models withd-vector Higgs fields,8 of
which the most familiar is the Wu–Yang monopole ind53.

The relevant information that follows from the preceding discussion is, that the asym
connection fieldÃm

ab5(Ãi
ab ,Ã4

ab), (a5a,5) in the Dirac gauge decays exactly as 1/r , and its only
nonvanishing component is

Ãi
[ab]5

1

r ~12 x̂4!
~d i

ax̂b2d j
bx̂a!, ~24!

which takes its values in so~3!.
It follows that the corresponding asymptotic curvature field has the Coulomb decay 1/r 2, and

as a consequence the integral of the YM action density will diverge logarithmically in
dimensions. This simple fact can also be seen by inspecting the spherically symmetric YM
density in~33!. Thus, in constructing the density bounded from below by the topological ch
density~17!, it is not legitimate to employ the usual YM action density.

The remedy is to use instead the YM density constructed from the antisymmetrized prod
two curvature two-forms, namely,
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uFmnrs
abcd u25u~Fm[n

a[bFrs]
gd] 1Fm[n

[dg Frs]
b]a!u2.

This term arises naturally in reproducing the last term in the charge density~17!. To reproduce the
second term in the charge density, it is not legitimate to make use of inequality~19! since the latter
features the usual YM density. Given that for the instanton~vacuum! interpretation of the solution
we need to have the quadratic kinetic term of the scalar field, this necessitates the appear
the term

uF [mn
ab Dl]f

gu2.

Finally, to reproduce the first term,%G , in ~17!, the most economical option is to adopt th
inequality ~18!. ~This avoids the introduction of the additional and unnecessary t
uD [mfaDn]f

bu2 in the Lagrangian.!
Following the above arguments, we write down the three topological inequalities corres

ing to ~18!, ~19!, ~20! for the present case withv5 p/2. With ~18! unchanged, we just give th
second two

k̄1
2uD [mfau21k̄3

6uF [mn
ab Dl]f

gu2>3k̄1k̄3
3«mnrs«abgdf5 Drfg Dsfd Fmn

ab , ~25!

k̄4
8uFmnrs

abcd u21t2~f5!6>tk̄4
4 3

2 «mnrs«abgd~f5!3Fmn
abFrs

gd , ~26!

where the constantsk̄1 , k̄3 , andk̄4 all have the dimension of length, whilet is dimensionless.
Adding ~18!, ~25!, and~26! results in an inequality whose right-hand side can be identified~up

to a numerical factor! with the topological charge density~17!, provided that

k̄1k̄3
353k1k3

3 , 6tk̄4
45k1k3

3 . ~27!

The resulting topological inequality bounding the action from below, analogous to~22!, is

S̃>k1k3
3N, ~28!

in which the actionS̃ is the four-volume integral of

L̃5k̄4
8uFmnrs

abcd u21k̄3
6uF [mn

ab Dl]f
cu21k3

6uDmfa3Dnfb3Drfcu2

1~k1
21k̄1

2!uDmfau21t2~f5!6, ~29!

subject to the constraints~27!. Note that the potential~3! with v50 and n56 appears quite
naturally in~29!, and in this case its presence is mandatory if the lower bound on the action
be preserved.

Because~29! does not feature the usual YM term besides theF4 term, it is not likely to be of
any physical interest. Hence we do not analyze it numerically. We note that in the case
SO~4!3U~1! Higgs model,6,7 which also features theF4 YM term to the exclusion of the usualF2,
it could be argued that at high energies that system reduced to a conventional SO~4!3U~1! Higgs
system

Tr~l2Fmn
2 1l1 DmF21l0~F21h2!2!, ~30!

where the constanth is the VEV of the Higgs field, and all fields are anti-Hermitian. In oth
words, the SO~4!3U~1! Higgs model was interpreted as the low energy effective action of~30!.
Unfortunately, we do not have such an interpretation for the system~29!.
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III. SPHERICAL SYMMETRY

The spherically symmetric Ansatz employed is

Am
[ab]5

a~r !21

r
~dm

a x̂b2dm
b x̂a!, ~31!

fa5sin f ~r !x̂a, f55cosf ~r !. ~32!

As explained in Sec. II B, we will restrict our numerical analysis to the case ofv50, and
hence give the spherically symmetric reduction only of the terms in the system~1!, or ~23!,
pertaining tov50.

Substituting~31! and ~32! into the component terms of~1! we have, for each term

uFmn
abu2512F S a8

r D 2

1S a221

r 2 D 2G , ~33!

uDmfau25 f 8213S a2 sin2 f

r 2 D , ~34!

uDmfa3Dnfbu2512S a2 sin2 f

r 2 D F f 821S a2 sin2 f

r 2 D G , ~35!

uDmfa3Dnfb3Drfcu2536S a2 sin2 f

r 2 D 2F3 f 821S a2 sin2 f

r 2 D G . ~36!

In the following we will study the classical solutions of the model~1! and characterize them by th
classical actionS defined by means of

S5
1

8p2 E d4x L. ~37!

The reduced one-dimensional Lagrangian isr 3 times the sum, with the appropriate numeric
coefficients in~1!, of all the above four terms. We do not display this one-dimensional Lagran
nor the ordinary differential equations that follow.

The asymptotic values of the functionf (r ) corresponding to~5! translate to

lim
r→0

f ~r !5p, lim
r→`

f ~r !5v, ~38!

with v50, while the asymptotic values of the functiona(r ) for the casesq50 andq51 translate
respectively, to

lim
r→0

a~r !51, lim
r→`

a~r !51, ~39!

lim
r→0

a~r !51, lim
r→`

a~r !521. ~40!

Let us first point out that the embedded charge-one-BPST-instanton solutions4

aBPST~r !5
k22r 2

k21r 2 , f ~r !5np ~everywhere! ~41!
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~k is a real constant,n is an integer! exist irrespectively of the values ofl1,2,3 and leads to
SBPST5

4
3, corresponding to the action of the charge-one-instanton solution of the Yang–

theory.4 Here we are interested in classical solutions with nonconstantf (r ).
The number of four coupling constants can be reduced to two by using the following sc

argument. Transformingr→sr , we have

S~l1 ,l2 ,l3 ,l0!5S~l1s2,l2 ,l3s22,l0!5l1s2SS 1,
l2

l1s2 ,
l3

l1s4 ,
l0

l1s2D . ~42!

Choosings25l0 /l1 this gives

S~l1 ,l2 ,l3 ,l0!5l0SS 1,
l2

l0
,
l3l1

l0
2 ,1D . ~43!

In the following we will make use of the above scaling property and setl15l051.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We have studied numerically the solutions of the classical equations associated with~1! for
the v50 model, restricting to the one-dimensional spherically symmetric fields given by~33!–
~36!. Most of the work is carried out with the potential~4! decoupled, i.e., withl50.

In Ref. 1 the above equations have been studied in detail in the casel15l350. Here we want
to study the classical solutions for nonvanishingl1 ,l2 ,l3 . Using the standard Derrick scalin
argument, it is easily seen that regular classical solutions will exist only if the coupling cons
l1 ,l3 are both nonzero. On the other hand, the topological lower bound~22! derived in the
preceding section states that in addition tol1 andl0 ~which we have already set tol05l151 by
scaling!, bothl2 andl3 must be positive and nonzero. On the basis of the last statement, th
no guarantee that the solution persists whenl2 vanishes, even though this is consistent with t
Derrick scaling requirement.

As a result of our numerical studies, we have learned that with the asymptotics~39!, the
solution persists whenl2 vanishes. In this case there remains only one coupling constant to
l3 , which is a simpler case to study and this is presented in Sec. IV A. In Sec. IV B, again
the asymptotics~39!, we study the cases wherel2 is varied for fixed nonzero value ofl3 , and
also wherel3 is varied for fixed nonzero value ofl2 . These families of solutions all hav
Pontryagin charge equal to zero. In Sec.~IV C!, we present the results of our numerical search
solutions withunit Pontryagin charge and nontrivial scalar field, with asymptotics~40!. The result
is negative, and we have supplied an analytic construction in support of the nonexistence o
instantons.

A. Solutions with a„0…Äa„`…Ä1 and l2Ä0

With these boundary conditions, the Chern–Pontryagin charge would be zero and the
logical lower bound would be stated in terms of the degree of the map only.

Integrating the equations for small values ofl3 we were able to construct solutions with

a~0!51, a~`!51, f ~0!5p, f ~`!50. ~44!

The profiles of the functionsa, f of this solution are presented in Fig. 1 forl350.425 by the solid
lines. In the limitl350 the classical action tends to zero and the functiona(r ) tends to a con-
stant :a(r )51. Whenl3 increases, the functiona(r ) develops a local minimum~at r 5r m) which
becomes progressively deeper as indicated in Fig. 2. The general dependence ofr m on l3 is also
reported on Fig. 2. At the same time the classical action of the solution increases withl3 , and this
is illustrated in Fig. 3.

This situation persists up to a critical value ofl3 , sayl3
c , and numerically we found
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l3
c'0.426 61. ~45!

Corresponding to this critical value, we findr m'0.041, a(r m)'0.034, andS'1.3345. In par-
ticular the value of the action is slightly higher than the value 4/3 corresponding to the acti
the instanton solution of the Yang–Mills theory.4

In fact, a large part of this action comes from the Yang–Mills part of the Lagrangian an
contribution due to theS4 valued matter field is rather tiny~less than one percent! because, as
indicated by Fig. 1, the functionf (r ) becomes very steep in the region where the functiona(r )
has its minimum.

We found no solutions forl3.l3
c ; however, a careful analysis of the equations stron

suggests that a second branch of solution exists, as illustrated on Fig. 2. As far as the c

FIG. 1. The profiles of two solutionsa(r ) and f (r ) as functions ofr for l250 andl350.425 for the first branch~solid
line! and the second branch~dotted line!.

FIG. 2. l3 dependence ofr m and a(r m) for the two branches near the critical value ofl3 when l250.1. The global
dependence onr m is displayed in the window.
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action of the two branches is concerned they terminate into a cusp atl35l3
c , in a way very

similar to Fig. 9 of Ref. 1.
As suggested by Fig. 2, it is very likely that whenl3 decreases to belowl3

c on the second
branch, the minimuma(r m) has a tendency to approach zero while the derivativef 8(r m) of the
function f (r ) becomes infinite. For that reasons, the construction of the classical solution
this branch is numerically difficult and we we had to stop it atl3'0.4248.

Nevertheless, it seems that the profilea(r ) of the solution on the second branch is such t

liml3→l
3*
a~r !5uaBPST~r !u. ~46!

aBPST being the profile of the charge-1 instanton~41! for an appropriate value of the scalin
constantk. The numerical difficulties prevented the evaluation ofl3* but, according to Fig. 2, one
can expectl3* '0.42.

The solutions were constructed with the subroutine COLSYS9 ~see Appendix of Ref. 10 for a
short description! and with a high degree of accuracy: typically with an error less than 1028.

To finish this section we mention that the pattern of solutions presented above forl250
seems to persist forl2.0. For instance, forl251 we find l3

c'0.14, i.e., a much lower value
than in the casel250. More details are given in the next section.

B. Solutions with a„1…Äa„`…Ä1 with l2Ì0, l3Ì0

In this section we present numerical results for solutions with the same asymptotics as
IV A, but ~a! holdingl2 fixed atl250.1 and varyingl3 , and~b! holdingl3 fixed atl350.1 and
varying l2 .

As in Sec. IV A, the solutions do not appear to persist for arbitrarily largel3 ~when l2

50.1), and arbitrarily largel2 ~when l350.1). Unlike in Sec. IV A however, we have no
endeavoured to find accurate critical values for thel2 andl3 , respectively. The general feature
of the solutions remain unchanged whether or notl2 vanishes.

The action versusl3 ~with l250.1) is plotted in Fig. 3. The action versusl2 ~with l3

50.1) is plotted in Fig. 4. In both cases we note the remarkable feature that the action rises
above the BPST instanton action43. This feature is shared with the restricted model withl1

5l350 model studied in Ref. 1.

FIG. 3. l3 dependence of the action forl250 ~solid line! andl250.1 ~dotted line!.
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Figure 5 is the analogue of Fig. 2, where the progress ofr min and amin , the position of the
minimum and the value of the minimum of the functiona(r ), are plotted against increasingl2

~with l350.1 fixed!. Figures 2~respectively, Fig. 5! describes the manner in which the solutio
disappear as the value of thel3 ~respectively,l2) approaches a critical value.~The analysis
confirming the existence of two distinct branches is given only in Fig. 2.!

In addition to the above results, we have made a study of the generic system~1! with the
potential ~4! included. It turns out that decoupling the potential~4! results in no appreciable
qualitative changes in the values of the action, for all values of the coupling constantsl2 andl3 .
This property of the present model is shared by the usual~ungauged! Skyrme model.2

FIG. 4. l2 dependence of the action forl250.1.

FIG. 5. l2 dependence ofr m andam for l350.1.
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C. Solutions with a„0…ÄÀa„`…Ä1

Should solutions of this type exist, their Chern–Pontryagin charge would be nonzero. A
shall see below, the only such solutions are those with trivialS4 valued field, i.e., only the pure
YM4 instantons.

The set of boundary conditions

a~0!51, a~`!521, f ~0!5p, f ~`!50, ~47!

pertain tounit Chern–Pontryagin charge for the spherically symmetric configuration at hand
provide a natural alternative to the solution discussed above.

Although we could numerically exhibit regular configurations obeying these conditions
with an action slightly higher than 4/3, we have not succeeded in constructing a solution
equations with these conditions. We used both COLSYS and a relaxation method to find so
satisfying the boundary conditions~47! and all the numerical results accumulated leads us to
formulation of the following statement: the solutions of the equations of motion obeying~47! are
constituted by the functions

a~r !5
k22r 2

k21r 2 , kPR, f ~0!50, f ~r !5p, r .0 ~48!

considered in the limitk→0. The limiting configuration, which is determined in terms of st
functions, has actionS54/3.

We now give an analytic construction to show that no such smooth solutions exist. To d
we will consider a suitably chosen one parameter family of field configurations and show t
the limit where the parameter vanishes, the fieldf becomes a step function shrunk near the ori
and that the action reduces to the action of the instanton.

First of all let us write the expression for the action after performing the scalingr 5sx,

S5
1

2 E H l0S S ax

x D 2

1S a221

x2 D 2D1s2l1S f x
213S a2 sin2 f

x2 D D
1l2

a2 sin2 f

x2 S f x
21

a2 sin2 f

x2 D1
l3

s2 S a2 sin2 f

x2 D 2S 3 f x
21

a2 sin2 f

x2 D J x3 dx. ~49!

We then consider the following configuration: fora we take the usual instanton solution and w
call x0 the point wherea(x0)50. For f we take

f 5p if x<x02
e

2
, ~50!

f 5S x01
e

2
2xD p

e
if x02

e

2
<x<x01

e

2
, ~51!

f 50 if x>x01
e

2
. ~52!

We then notice that the support of the action density for the first three terms is the interv@x0

2 e/2 ,x01 e/2#. Moreover in that interval we can write

a5K~x2x0!1O~~x2x0!2!, ~53!

whereK is a constant. Defining
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Sa5E l0

2 S S ax

x D 2

1S a221

x2 D 2D r 3 dr ~54!

we can write

S5Sa1
1

2 Ex02e/2

x01e/2H s2l1x3S p2

e2 1
3

x2 K2~x2x0!2 sin2 f D
1l2x3S K2

x2 ~x2x0!2 sin2 f S p2

e2 1
K2

x2 ~x2x0!2 sin2 f D D
1

l3

s2 x3S K

x
~x2x0! D 2S 3

e2 p21
K2

x2 ~x2x0!2 sin2 f D J dx. ~55!

We can the replace sinf by 1 and perform each of the integrals to the lowest order ine which gives

S<Sa1s2
l1

2 S 1

e
x0p21K2x0e3D1l1s2O~e!1

l2

2
K2S x0

3
p2e1

K2e5

5~x01e/2! D1l2O~e3!

1
l3

2s2 K4S 3

~x01e/2!5 e31
K2

7~x01e/2!3 e7D1
l3

s2 O~e5! ~56!

choosings5e we have

lim
e→0

S5Sa ~57!

and in that limit the fieldf becomes singular, showing that there are no regular solutions with
boundary conditions. This is indeed what we observed when we tried to compute such so
numerically.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The coupling of nonlinear sigma models to gauge fields often leads to sets of classical
tions whose solutions obey various types of critical phenomena like bifurcations and/or pa
solutions terminating into a cusp. The classical equations associated with the Lagrangian~1!, in
the spherically symmetric Ansatz, are of this type. These solutions seem to follow the
pattern, irrespectively of the different Skyrme terms added, i.e., these patterns seem to b
pendent of the dynamical details.

In this paper, we have studied the classical solutions ensuing from the Lagrangian~1! for three
different sets of the two independent coupling constants (l2 ,l3). In spite of the fact that our
analysis in Sec. II~specifically in Sec. II A! leads to the establishment of a topological low
bound on the action provided that bothl2 andl3 be positive, we have found that in fact solution
persist atl250. A similar situation arises in the three-dimensional Skyrme model augmente
a sextic Skyrme term. In that case too, when the usual~quartic! Skyrme term is decoupled, thu
invalidating the topological lower bound, the solution persists11 notwithstanding. This most prob
ably means that our~Bogomol’nyi type! analysis in Sec. II is not far reaching enough for t
model at hand. For example, in the case of Hopf solitons, there exists no Bogomol’nyi type
bound on the energy, but instead one finds that a bound nevertheless can be established in
Sobolev type inequalities.12 We have not carried out the appropriate analysis here, but expec
this can be done. Accordingly we have treated the simplified model~1! with l250 as legitimate
and have carried out the detailed analysis of exhibiting the cusp structure alluded to in the pr
paragraph, for that model in Sec. IV A, which we summarize in the next paragraphs.

For thel250 model, clearly the two branches of solutions~the ones with nontrivialS4 valued
matter field! terminate into a cusp atl35l3

c . This is a typical situation met in catastrophe theo
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The spherically symmetric~BPST! instanton of the pure Yang–Mills theory4 plays a major
role and behaves as an attractor~at least when one of the coupling constants approaches a ce
value! of the solution which excites both the matter and the gauge fields. It is very likely tha
second branch of solutions bifurcates from the BPST branch at the critical valuel35l3* ,l3

c .
However, due to the absolute value in the limit~46!, the bifurcating solution does not occur in
standard, i.e. continuous way.

The qualitative features of the instanton of thel250 model just described were confirme
also in the generic model with nonvanishingl2 andl3 , in Sec. IV B, where the cusp resultin
from the existence of two distinct branches was not explicitly constructed.

In Sec. IV C, we verified that there existed no instantons withunit Pontryagin charge in this
model, irrespective of the value ofS4→S4 winding number. This is important since it tells us th
the zero Pontryagin charge instantons of this model are not the analogues of the triangle an
and hence that the nonperturbative quasiclassical effects they describe must be given
physical interpretation.~We return to this in the last paragraph.!

Before alluding to the possible physical relevance of the model, we note that nonvan
Pontryagin charge instantons can readily be constructed by changing the model to fea
symmetry breaking potential~3! as opposed to~4!. We have presented the simplest such mode
Sec. II B, but did not carry out a numerical study in that case because the model involve
rather remote from known physically relevant models.

In short, we have seen that the system consisting of the interacting YM and O~5! sigma
models supports instantons with vanishing Pontryagin charge, which do not describe quasic
effects analogous to the triangle anomaly, but which have theS4→S4 winding number as the
topological charge. Besides, the gauge group for this model is not that of the standard mod
the other hand, it is quite straightforward to construct an O~5! model interacting with the
SO~3!3SO~2! YM system that supports such instantons, by adapting the analysis of Sec. II t
case.~That remains a future project.! Moreover, the number of independentS4 valued fields is
equal to four, just as the number of the Higgs doublet in the standard model, thus an SO~3!3SO~2!
gauged O~5! model added to the standard model, could be regarded as a complicated low e
version of the latter, whose~axially symmetric! instantons can describe new nonperturbat
effects. In this sense, the SO~4! gauged O~5! model studied here can be regarded as a prototyp
a physically more relevant model.
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The so~2,1! Lie algebra is applied to three classes of two- and three-dimensional
Smorodinsky–Winternitz super-integrable potentials for which the path integral
discussion has been recently presented in the literature. We have constructed the
Green’s functions for two important super-integrable potentials inR2. Among the
super-integrable potentials inR3, we have considered two examples, one is maxi-
mally super-integrable and another one minimally super-integrable. The discussion
is made in various coordinate systems. The energy spectrum and the suitably nor-
malized wave functions of bound and continuous states are then deduced. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1396635#

I. INTRODUCTION

Ever since the success of the algebraic approach based on the noncompact groups i
lating the wave functions and the transition amplitudes for the hydrogen atom by Kleine1 a
renewed interest for this method has been emerging. Hence a large amount of physical pr
for which the Schro¨dinger equation reduces to the confluent hypergeometric equation have
treated in the framework of this approach. In particular, the radial harmonic oscillator, the
Coulomb and Morse oscillator potentials and the Natanzon confluent potentials,2 which generalize
the latter, have been discussed in a variety of SO~2,1! realizations.3–9

The above so~2,1! algebraic approach has also been applied to noncentral potentials su
the ring-shaped potential10 introduced by Hartmann11 to describe the molecular interaction o
cyclic polyenes and the so-called double ring-shaped oscillator12 which is the Quesne ring-shape
oscillator13 plus anr 22 sec2 u term.

The ~MS! variant of the algebraic method summarized in Sec. II has been develope
Milshtein and Strakhovenko14 to construct the Green’s function associated with the problem
Dirac electron in a static Coulomb field. The straightforward algebraic calculation of the Gr
function for a given potential represents an undeniable advantage which allowed this varian
given a great deal of attention, in recent years, following the development of path integ
techniques. Hence a remarkable set of potentials has been studied in this algebraic ap
Among them, we can quote potentials of practical interest, such as Morse’s,15 the radial harmonic
oscillator and the radial Coulomb potentials. The Hartmann ring-shaped potential,16 the compound
Coulomb plus Aharonov–Bohm potential17 and two highly singular nonisotropic potentials ass
ciated to a highly distorted spherical Coulomb field with an additional double ring well a
highly distorted cylindrical Coulomb field have also been studied in parabolic coord
systems.18 Within the framework of theR4 to R3 non-bijective Kustaanheimo–Stiefel mappin
the Kaluza–Klein monopole system19 and a noncentral potential20 which generalizes the Coulom
potential and the Hartmann ring-shaped potential and also, due to its close link with the latt
compound Coulomb plus Aharonov–Bohm potential have been treated by means of the
algebraic approach as Milshtein and Strakhovenko. Cylindrical parabolic coordinates hav
been used in discussion for the so~2,1! algebraic method of another type of noncent
46840022-2488/2001/42(10)/4684/23/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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potentials.21,22 All these potentials discussed with the help of the~MS! variant appear in the
general classification of potentials in two and three dimensions possessing dynamical inva
groups initiated about 30 years ago by Smorodinsky and co-workers,23 continued by Kibler and
Winternitz,24 and revived, in recent years, by Evans.25,26 This classification was established a
cording to the number of degrees of freedom, quadratic integrals of motion in the momen
coordinate systems in which the potential allows the separation of variables. The Hamil
systems with these potentials are called super-integrable. Generally, inn dimensions, a system i
called ‘‘minimally’’ super-integrable if it has (2n22) constants or integrals of motion~including
energy!, and it is called ‘‘maximally’’ super-integrable if it has (2n21) integrals of motion.27 A
list of minimally super-integrable and maximally super-integrable potentials with the corresp
ing constants of motion in the classical form and all separating coordinate systems ha
established by Evans.28 On the basis of this classification, Groscheet al.29 have recently presente
a detailed path integral discussion of the so-called Smorodinsky–Winternitz super-integrab
tentials in many coordinate systems. It is to be noted that almost all the potentials contained
classification involve centrifugal or angular barriers which possess point singularities. C
quently, following Kleinert30 the time sliced path integral for these potentials does not exist in
coordinate system. So, it is necessary to regularize the system in question by an appropriat
new coordinates in order to find a path integral expression without collapse. This problem do
occur in the framework of the~MS! variant of the so~2,1! algebraic approach owing to its loca
~differential! character. This constitutes a great advantage in studying the problem o
Smorodinsky–Winternitz potentials in this framework.

The plan of this article is as follows. We briefly review the so~2,1! Lie algebra and its use in
calculating Green’s functions in Sec. II. We study a set of two potentials in two dimens
algebraically obtain the Green’s function in the various separating coordinate systems and
the energy spectrum as well as the corresponding normalized wave functions in Sec. III. Se
IV and V deal with two examples of three-dimensional potentials. The construction of the Gr
functions is made in different coordinate systems. The energy spectrum and the normalize
functions are evaluated. Section VI will be a conclusion.

II. GREEN’S FUNCTION AND so „2,1… LIE ALGEBRA

Let’s briefly review the main features of so~2,1! Lie algebra and its use in the calculation
the Green’s functions to make this paper self-contained. A set of three operators$T1 ,T2 ,T3%
characterized by the commutation relations31 define it:

@T1 ,T2#52 iT1 , @T2 ,T3#52 iT3 , @T1 ,T3#52 iT2 . ~1!

Because of the type of potentials we shall deal with in this paper, we have to use the foll
differential realization of the operators:

T1~x!52
\2

2M S ]2

]x2 2
m~m21!

x2 D , T2~x!52
i

2 S x
]

]x
1

1

2D , T3~x!5
M

4\2 x2, ~2!

with 0,x,`.
By using Schwinger’s integral representation,32 the Green’s function associated to a potent

V(x) with the SO~2,1! group symmetry is given by

G~x,x8;E!5E
0

`

dSexpF iS

\
~E1 i0!GK~x,x8;S!, ~3!

where
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K~x,x8;S!5expH 2
iS

\ F2
\2

2M
¹x

21V~x!G J d~x2x8!

5expH 2
iS

\
@T1~x!12\2v2T3~x!#J d~x2x8!. ~4!

The calculation of this kernel is based upon the use of two Baker–Campbell–Hau
formulas33

expH 2
iS

\
@T112\2v2T3#J 5exp~2 iaT3!exp~2 ibT2!exp~2 icT1!, ~5!

where

a52\v tan~vS!, b52Ln@cos~vS!#, c5
1

\v
tan~vS!, ~6!

and

exp~2 iaT3!exp~2 ibT2!exp~2 igT1!5exp~2 icT1!exp~tT3!, ~7!

with

a5
i t

12 i tc/2
, b52LnS 12

i tc

2 D , g5
c

12 i tc/2
. ~8!

Here, we also have to use the Laplace transform of the Dirac distribution

d~x2x8!5
M

2\2

xmx812m

2ip E
2 i`1d

i`1d
dt expF M

4\2 ~x22x82!tG , d,0, ~9!

in order to obtain a manageable result as follows:

exp~2 igT1!xm5F12 igT11
1

2!
~2 igT1!21¯ Gxm5xm. ~10!

Using relations~9!, ~5! and ~7!, the kernel~4! can now be written

K~x,x8;S!5
M

2\2 x812m exp~2 iaT3!exp~2 ibT2!xm expS iMx2

2\2c D

3E
2 i`1d

i`1d
dt

expS 2
Mx82

4\2 t DexpS Mx2

\2c2

1

t12i /cD
S 12

i tc

2 D m1 1/2 , ~11!

where the well-known formula

exp~2 ibT2! f ~x!5expS 2
b

4 D f~e2 b/2x! ~12!

has also been used.
The integral can be calculated thanks to the residue theorem after the exp((Mx2/\2c2)@1/

(t12i /c)#) series has been effected. Hence, we obtain
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K~x,x8;S!5
Mv

i\sin~vS!
Axx8expF iM v

2\
~x21x82!cot~vS!G3I lS Mvxx8

i\ sin~vS! D , ~13!

wherel5m2 1
2 and I l(x) is the modified Bessel function.

We can now use~13! for any coordinate in a multi-dimensional system, provided that
(H2E)21 inverse resolvent operator can be transformed into a linear combination of the a
mentionedTi ( i 51,2,3) operators.

III. TWO-DIMENSIONAL MAXIMALLY SUPER-INTEGRABLE POTENTIALS

We shall study here a set of two important potentials belonging to a class of two-dimen
Smorodinsky–Winternitz potentials. They are characterized by the existence of three functi
independent integrals of motion, which means that there is a pair of quadratic operators
sponding to these integrals of motion which commute with the system’s Hamiltonian. The nu
of such integrals being superior to that of degrees of liberty, they are thus called maxi
super-integrable potentials.
A. Let us study the potential

V1~rW !52
a0

Ax1
21x2

2
1

\2

4M

1

Ax1
21x2

2 S k1
22 1

4

Ax1
21x2

21x1

1
k2

22 1
4

Ax1
21x2

22x1
D , ~14!

with positive a0 , k1 and k2 constants. It admits the following three functionally independ
integrals of motion:

H15
P2

2M
1V1~rW !, I 15

L3
2

2M
1

\2r2

8M S k1
22 1

4

x1
2 1

k2
22 1

4

x2
2 D ,

~15!

I 25
$L3 ,P2%

4M
1

a~h2j!

jh
2

2~k1
22 1

4!

j2 1
2~k2

22 1
4!

h2 .

This potential is exactly solvable in two coordinate systems, namely parabolic and pola
k15k25 1

2, Eq. ~14! can be reduced to the Coulomb potential treated with a path inte
approach.34,35 The algebraic solution to this potential via the~MS! variant is easier to establis
using the parabolic coordinates or even the Levi-Cevita variables36 defined byx15u1

22u2
2 , x2

52u1u2 (2`,u1 ,u2,1`). The Green’s functionG(rW ,r8W ;E) associated to the potential~14!,
in Schwinger’s integral representation, is given by

G~rW ,r8W ;E!5E
0

` dS

4r
expH 2

iS

\ F 1

4r (
j 51

2 S 2
\2

2M S ]2

]uj
2 2

kj
22 1

4

uj
2 D D 2

a0

r
2E2 i0G J

3)
j 51

2

d~uj2uj8!. ~16!

By applying the time transformationS→t defined byt5 S/4r , the Green’s function~16! can
be written

G~rW ,r8W ;E!5E
0

`

dt expF i

\
~4a01 i0!t G)

j 51

2

K~uj ,uj8 ;t!, ~17!

where

K~uj ,uj8 ;t!5expH 2
i t

\
@T1~uj !12\2v2T3~uj !#J d~uj2uj8!, ~18!
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with m j5
1
26kj andv5A2 8E/M .

Using the Eq.~13!, we can write the propagators~18! as follows:

K~uj ,uj8 ;t!5
MvAujuj8

i\sin~vt!
expF iM v

2\
~uj

21uj8
2!cot~vt!G I 6kj

S Mvujuj8

i\sin~vt!
D . ~19!

1. Parabolic coordinates

In the parabolic coordinatesj5&u1 , h5&u2 and after changingv→2v andt→ t/2 and
by taking into account~19!, the Green’s function~17! becomes

G~rW ,r8W ;E!5E
0

`

dt expF i

\
~2a01 i0!tGK~j,h,j8,h8;t!, ~20!

where

K~j,h,j8,h8;t!5S Mv

i\sin~vt! D
2

Ajj8hh8 expF iM v

2\
~j21h21j821h82!cot~vt!G

3I 6k1S Mvjj8

i\sin~vt! D I 6k2S Mvhh8

i\ sin~vt! D , ~21!

with

v5A2
2E

M
. ~22!

To find the energy spectrum and the normalized wave functions of the bound states, we
use of the Hille and Hardy formula37

1

12z
expF2z

x1y

12zG I aS 2Axyz

12z D 5~xyz!a/2(
n50

`
n!

G~n1a11!
Ln

a~x!Ln
a~y!zn, uzu,1, ~23!

where theLn
a(x) are the Laguerre polynomials, and the integration overS yields the quantization

condition

n11n26
k1

2
6

k2

2
1p50, ~24!

wherep52 a0 /\v . Therefore, the Green’s function~20! can be written as

G~rW ,r8W ;E!5 i\ (
n1 ,n250

` Cn1 ,n2
~j1 ,h2!Cn1 ,n2

* ~j18 ,h28!

E1 i02En1 ,n2

, ~25!

with the normalized wave functions (a5 \2/Ma0 is the Bohr radius!

Cn1 ,n2
~j,h!5F 2

a2N3

n1!n2!

G~n16k111!G~n26k211!G
1/2S j2

aND 1/46~k1/2!S h2

aND 1/46~k2/2!

3expF2
j21h2

2aN GLn1

6k1S j2

aNDLn2

6k2S h2

aND , ~26!

and the discrete energy spectrum given by
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En1,n2
52

Ma0
2

2\2N2 , N5n11n26
k1

2
6

k2

2
11. ~27!

To determine the energy spectrum and the wave functions of the continuous states, let’s go
the expression~21! and use the dispersion formula38

2pAxy

sina
exp@2~x1y!cota#I 2mS 2Axy

sina D 5E
R
dp

G~ 1
2 1m1 ip !G~ 1

2 1m2 ip !

G2~2m11!
Mip,m

3~22ix !M 2 ip,m~2iy !. ~28!

Given x5 (Mv/2i\) j82, y5 (Mv/2i\) j2 anda5vt, we obtain

K~j,h,j8,h8;t!5
1

Ajj8hh8p2G2~16k1!G2~16k2!
E

2`

` E
2`

`

dpj dph

3GS 1

2
6

k1

2
1 ipjDGS 1

2
6

k1

2
2 ipjDGS 1

2
6

k2

2
1 iphDGS 1

2
6

k2

2
2 iphD

3e(p22vt)(pj1ph)M 2 ipj ,6~k1/2!S Mv

\
j2D Mipj ,6~k1/2!S Mv

\
j82D

3M 2 iph ,6~k2/2!S Mv

\
h2D Miph ,6~k2/2!S Mv

\
h82D . ~29!

If we now transfer~29! into ~20!, we shall obtain the poles of the continuous state Green’s func
by integration on thet variable. They will be defined by

v~pj1ph!2
ia0

\
50. ~30!

If we convert this into energy via~22!, the values of the energy will be

Ep5
\2p2

2M
with p5

1

a~pj1ph!
. ~31!

Let’s now change the variables defined by

pj5
1

2p S 1

a
1§ D and ph5

1

2p S 1

a
2§ D . ~32!

In this case, we can write the Green’s function as follows:

Gc~j,h,j8,h8;E!5 i\E
0

`

dpE
2`

`

d§
Cp,§~j,h!Cp,§* ~j8,h8!

E1 i02Ep
, ~33!

with the wave functions given by

Cp,§~j,h!5

UGS 1

2
6

k1

2
1

i

2p S 1

a
1§ D DGS 1

2
6

k2

2
1

i

2p S 1

a
2§ D D U

2pG~16k1!G~16k2!Ajh

ep/2ap

Ap
M 2 ~ i /2p!(1/a 1§),6~k1/2!

3~2 ipj2!M 2 ~ i /2p!(1/a 2§),6~k2/2!~2 iph2!. ~34!
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2. Polar coordinates

Let’s use the~r, f! polar coordinates defined by

j5&u15A2r cos
f

2
, h5&u25A2r sin

f

2
, ~35!

and the addition theorem formula39

z

2
I n~zsina sinb!I m~zcosa cosb!

5~sina sinb!n~cosa cosb!m (
n50

`

~n1m12n11!

3
n!

G~n1n11!

G~n1m1n11!

G~m1n11!

3I m1n12n11~z!Pn
(n,m)~cos~2a!!Pn

(n,m)~cos~2b!!. ~36!

This will give us the following form of the Green’s function~20!:

G~rW ,r8W ;E!5 (
n50

`

Gn~r,r8;E!Fn
(6k2 ,6k1)S f

2 DFn
(6k2 ,6k1)S f8

2 D , ~37!

where the angular wave functions are those defined in function of thePn
(6k2 ,6k1)(cosf) Jacobi

polynomials by

Fn
(6k2 ,6k1)

~f!5F2~2n6k16k211!
n!G~n6k16k211!

G~n6k111!G~n6k211!G
1/2

3~sinf!1/26k2~cosf!1/26k1Pn
(6k2 ,6k1)

~cos~2f!!. ~38!

The radial Green’s functionGn(r,r8;E) included in~37! is defined by

Gn~r,r8;E!5
Mv

i\ E
0

` dt

sin~vt!
expF i

\
~2a01 i0!tG

3expF iM v

2\
~r1r8!cot~vt!G I 2lS 2MvArr8

i\sin~vt!
D , ~39!

with l5n1 1
2(16k16k2).

Then, thanks to the formula40

E
0

`

dq
e22pq

sinhq
expF2

1

2
~x1y!cothqG I 2gS Axy

sinhqD 5
G~p1g1 1

2!

G~2g11!Axy
M 2p,g~x!W2p,g~y!, ~40!

valid for Re(p1g11
2).0, Re(g).0, andy.x, whereM 2p,g(x) andW2p,g(y) are the Whittaker

functions, we can write~39! as follows:

Gn~r,r8;E!5
G~p1l1 1

2!

2ivG~2l11!Arr8
M 2p,lS 2Mv

\
r8DW2p,lS 2Mv

\
r D , ~41!

with p52 a0 /\v , v5A2 2E/M , andr.r8.
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From ~41! and ~37!, we can deduce that the complete Green’s function is given by

G~rW ,r8W ;E!5 (
n50

`

Fn
(6k2 ,6k1)S f

2 DFn
(6k2 ,6k1)S f8

2 D G~p1l1 1
2!

2ivG~2l11!Arr8

3M 2p,lS 2Mv

\
r8DW2p,lS 2Mv

\
r D . ~42!

The normalized wave functions and the energy spectrum of the bound states are giv
expression~23! applied toGn(r,r8;E) as defined in~39! provided we make the adequate chan
of variables and thus obtain:

Cm,n~r,f!5F m!

a2~m1l1 1
2!

3G~m12l11!
G1/2S 2r

a~m1l1 1
2!
D l

3expS 2
r

a~m1l1 1
2!
D Lm

2lS 2r

a~m1l1 1
2!
D Fn

(6k2 ,6k1)S f

2 D , ~43!

Em,n52
Ma0

2

2\2~m1l1 1
2!

2
. ~44!

In order to evaluate the contribution of the continuous spectrum to the Green’s function
write ~41! as follows:

Gn~r,r8;E!5
i\

4pG~2l11!Arr8
R

C

dz

E1 i02
\2z2

2M

G~p1l1 1
2!

3M 2p,lS 2Mv

\
r8DW2p,lS 2Mv

\
r D , ~45!

whereC is the closed contour,

C: H z5k; kP@2R,R#,
z5Reif, fP~p,2p!. ~46!

At the R→` limit, taking the asymptotic behavior of the Whittaker functions41 into account, it is
easy to demonstrate that the integral over the semicircle vanishes, which leads to

Gn~r,r8;E!5
i\

4pG~2l11!Arr8
E

2`

` dk

E1 i02
\2k2

2M

G~p1l1 1
2!

3M 2p,l~22ikr8!W2p,l~22ikr!. ~47!

By using the following formulas42

Ml,m(z)5e2 ip(m1
1
2 )M 2l,m~2z!, with 2mÞ21,22,23, . . . , ~48!

and
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Ml,m~z!5G~2m11!eiplF W2l,m~2z!

G~m2l1 1
2!

1e2 ip(m1
1
2)

Wl,m~z!

G~m1l1 1
2!

G , ~49!

valid for argzP]2 3p/2 , p/2@ , and 2mÞ21,22,23, . . . , theexpression~45! can be written

Gn~r,r8;E!5
i\

4pG2~2l11!Arr8
E

0

`

dEk

Ck,n~r!Ck,n* ~r8!

E1 i02Ek
~50!

whereEk5\2k2/2M and the radial wave functions given by

Ck,n~r!5S M

4p\2kD 1/2uG~p1l1 1
2!u

G~2l11!

eipp/2

Ar
M 2p,l~22ikr!, ~51!

with p52 i /ak .

B. Let us now study the potential

Let us now study the potential

V2~rW !52
a0

Ax1
21x2

2
1

b1
AAx1

21x2
21x11b2

AAx1
21x2

22x1

Ax1
21x2

2
, ~52!

with real b1 and b2 constants. This potential has the following three functionally indepen
integrals of motion:

H25
P2

2M
1V2~rW !, I 15

$L3 ,P1%

4M
2

a~j2h!1b1hAj/22b2jAh/2

j1h
,

~53!

I 25
$L3 ,P1%

4M
2

a~j2h!1~b11b2!~hAj/22jAh/2!

j1h
.

For given parabolic coordinatesx15 1
2(j

22h2), x25jh, (js0 andhPR), in the Schwing-
er’s integral representation, the Green’s function associated to this potential can be expres

G~rW ,r8W ;E!5E
0

`

dSexpF iS

\
~E1 i0!GexpF2

iS

\
H2~j,h!G d~j2j8!d~h2h8!

2r
, ~54!

where

H2~j,h!52
\2

2M

1

2r S ]2

]j2 1
]2

]h2D2
a0

r
1

1

r
~b1j1b2h!, ~55!

with r5 1
2(j

21h2).
If we now perform the time transformation defined bys5 S/2r 5 S/(j21h2) to separate the

j and h variables and use the mutually orthogonal parabolic coordinates (j̃,h̃)→(j
2 (b1 /E) ,h2 (b2 /E)), we arrive at

G~rW ,r8W ;E!5E
0

`

ds expF is

\ S 2a02
b1

21b2
2

E
1 i0D GK~ j̃,j̃8;s!K~ h̃,h̃8;s!, ~56!

where each of kernelsK( j̃,j̃8;s) andK(h̃,h̃8;s) can be treated with the so~2,1! Lie algebra and
we have
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K~x,x8;s!5
1

2 (
m50

1

expH 2
is

\
@T1~x!12\2v2T3~x!#J d~x2x8!

5A Mv

2ip\sin~vs!
expH iM v

2\ F ~x21x82!cot~vs!2
2xx8

sin~vs!G J , ~57!

with x[( j̃ or h̃) andv5A2 2E/M .
Substituting~57! into ~56!, we obtain

G~rW ,r8W ;E!5
Mv

2ip\ E
0

` ds

sin~vs!
expF is

\ S 2a02
b1

21b2
2

E
1 i0D G

3expH iM v

2\
F ~ j̃21h̃21 j̃821h82!cot~vs!2

2~ j̃ j̃81h̃h̃8!

sin~vs!
G J . ~58!

In order to determine the energy spectrum and the normalized wave functions of the
states of the physical system, let’s apply the Mehler formula43

1

A12a2
expH 2

1

2~12a2!
@~x21x82!~11a2!24xx8a#J

5expF2
1

2
~x21x82!G (

n50

`
1

n! S a

2D n

Hn~x!Hn~x8!. ~59!

With the help of an adequate change of variables, the poles of the Green’s function~58! will
be obtained thanks to an integration overs; the discrete energy spectrum is found by solving
equation

v32
2a0

N\
v222

b1
21b2

2

NM\
50, or as well EN52

MvN
2

2
, ~60!

with N5n11n211. a0 being positive, then this cubic equation has one real root:

vN5
2a0

3N\
1l11l2 , ~61!

where

l j5F S 2a0

3N\ D 3

1
b1

21b2
2

NM\
1~21! jAb1

21b2
2

NM\ S b1
21b2

2

NM\
12S 2a0

3N\ D 3D G1/3

; ~62!

with ( j 51,2).
We may obtain the normalized wave functions of the bound states from the residues

integrated expression of the Green’s function~58!,

Cn1 ,n2
~j,h!5

M

\ S 1

2Nn1!n2!Np
lim

v→vN

v3~v22vN
2 !

v32
2a0

N\
v222

b1
21b2

2

NM\
D 1/2

3expF2
MvN

2\
~j̃21h̃2!GHn1

SAMvN

\
j̃ DHn2

SAMvN

\
h̃ D . ~63!

Here, it is obvious that only states with an even total number of oscillator quanta contribut
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To find the wave functions of the continuous states, let’s go back to the Green’s function~58!
and make use of the following relation:

1

A2p sina
exp~2~x1y!cota!expS 2Axy

sina D
5

1

~2p!2 E
2`

`

dp e(p22a)pFUGS 1

4
1 ip D U2

E
2

1
2 12ip

(0)

3~e2 ip/42Ax!E
2

1
2 22ip

(0)
~eip/42Ay!1UGS 3

4
1 ip D U2

E
2

1
2 12ip

(1)

3~e2 ip/42Ax!E
2

1
2 22ip

(1)
~eip/42Ay!G , ~64!

which is established from the dispersion formula~28!. TheEn
(0)(z) andEn

(1)(z) are even and odd
parabolic cylinder functions with respect to the variablez, respectively.44 The poles of the con-
tinuous state Green’s function will be obtained by integration on thet variable. They will be given
by

v~pj1ph!2
i

\ S a02
b1

21b2
2

E D 50. ~65!

Then, by performing the change of variables (pj ,ph)→@(1/2p) ((1/ã) 1§), (1/2p) ((1/ã)
2§)# where ã5 \2/M (a02M (b1

21b2
2)/\2p2), it is possible to write the contribution of th

continuous part to the Green’s function as

Gc~j,h,j8,h8;E!5 i\E
2`

`

dpE
2`

`

d§
Cp,§* ~j8,h8!Cp,§~j,h!

E1 i02Ep
, ~66!

whereEp52 (Mv2/2) 5 (\2p2/2M ), and the continuous functionsCp,§(j,h) have the form

Cp,§~j,h!5
ep/2ãp

4p& S GS 1

4
1

i

2p
S 1

ã
1§ D D E2 1/21 i /p(1/ã 1§)

(0) ~e2 ip/4A2pj̃ !

GS 3

4
1

i

2p
S 1

ã
1§ D D E2 1/21 i /p(1/ã 1§)

(1) ~e2 ip/4A2pj̃ !
D

3S GS 1

4
1

i

2p
S 1

ã
2§ D D E2 1/21 i /p(1/ã 2§)

(0) ~e2 ip/4A2ph̃ !

GS 3

4
1

i

2p
S 1

ã
2§ D D E2 1/21 i /p(1/ã 2§)

(1) ~e2 ip/4A2ph̃ !
D . ~67!

IV. THREE-DIMENSIONAL MAXIMALLY SUPER-INTEGRABLE POTENTIALS

In three-dimensional Euclidean space, Smorodinsky and co-workers have found a set
potentials which have five functionally independent integrals of motion. These three-dimen
potentials are called maximally super-integrable potentials. At least, each potential of the so
class of Smorodinsky–Winternitz potentials can be treated in two coordinate systems throu
so~2,1! Lie algebraic approach. Here, we shall restrict ourselves to study the potential
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V3~rW !52
a0

r
1

\2

2M S k1
22 1

4

x1
2 1

k2
22 1

4

x2
2 D . ~68!

The integrals of motion are

H35
p2

2M
1V3~rW !, I 15

L3
2

2M
1

\2

2M
S k1

22 1
4

cos2f
1

k2
22 1

4

sin2f
D ,

I 25
L2

2

2M
1

\2

2M

k1
22 1

4

tan2u cos2f
, I 35

LW 2

2M
1

\2

2Msin2u
S k1

22 1
4

cos2f
1

k2
22 1

4

sin2f
D , ~69!

I 45
1

4M
~ I x1x2

1I x2x1
!2~j2h!F a

j1h
2

\2

2Mjh
S k1

22 1
4

cos2f
1

k2
22 1

4

sin2f
D G ,

whereI i j 5$Li ,Pj%5Li Pj1PjLi with ( i , j )[(x1 ,x2 ,x3).
This potential is a generalization of the Coulomb potential analyzed by various authors

path integral45–56 and algebraic approach57,58 contexts. As it features singularities forx150 and
x250, all we need is to discuss it in the 0,x1 , x2,` andx3PR area. It is possible to evaluat
the Green’s function

G~rW,r 8W ;E!5E
0

`

dSexpF2
iS

\
~H32E2 i0!Gd~rW2r 8W ! ~70!

in parabolic and spherical coordinates.

A. Parabolic coordinates

For given parabolic coordinatesx15jh cosf, x25jh sinf, x35 1
2(j

22h2), j,h.0 and 0
<f,2p, the Green’s function~70! can be written

G~rW,r 8W ;E!5E
0

`

dSexpF2
iS

\
~H̃32E2 i0!G d~j2j8!d~h2h8!d~f2f8!

jh~j21h2!
, ~71!

with

H̃352
\2

2M F 1

j21h2 S ]2

]j2 1
1

j

]

]j
1

]2

]h2 1
1

h

]

]h D1
1

j2h2

]2

]f2G2
2a0

j21h2

1
\2

2M

1

j2h2 S k1
22 1

4

cos2f
1

k2
22 1

4

sin2f
D . ~72!

Separating the angular part of the expression~71! by a time transformation defined byt
5 S/j2h2, we can deduce that

G~rW,r 8W ,E!5E
0

`

dtK~j,h,j8,h8;t!K~f,f8;t!, ~73!

where

K~j,h,j8,h8;t!5expH 2
i t

\
@H3~j,h!2Ej2h22 i0#J jh

j21h2 d~j2j8!d~h2h8!, ~74!

and
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K~f,f8;t!5expH 2
i t

\

\2

2M
S 2

]2

]f2 1
k1

22 1
4

cos2f
1

k2
22 1

4

sin2f
D J d~f2f8!

5 (
n50

`

Fn
(6k2 ,6k1)

~f!Fn
(6k2 ,6k1)

~f8!expS 2
i

\

\2l1
2

2M
t D , ~75!

with l152n6k16k211.
It is to be noted that the explicit construction of the kernelK(f,f8;t) thanks to the~MS!

variant of the algebraic technique is being investigated and will be the subject of our forthco
publication.

Introducing~75! into ~73! and applying thet→S inverse time transformation will allow us to
write ~73! as follows:

G~rW,r 8W ;E!5 (
n50

`

Fn
(6k2 ,6k1)

~f!Fn
(6k2 ,6k1)

~f8!E
0

`

dSexpF iS

\
~E2 i0!G

3expH 2
iS

\
@H̃3~j,h!#J d~j2j8!d~h2h8!

jh~j21h2!
, ~76!

where

H̃3~j,h!52
\2

2M

1

j21h2 S ]2

]j2 1
1

j

]

]j
1

]2

]h2 1
1

h

]

]h D2
2a0

j21h2 1
\2l1

2

2Mj2h2 . ~77!

If we now eliminate the (1/j)(]/]j) and (1/h)(]/]h) operators by applying (]2/]j2)
1 (1/j)(]/]j) and (]2/]h2) 1 (1/h)(]/]h) on d(j2j8)/Ajj8 and d(h2h8)/Ahh8, respec-
tively, we can then proceed with a newS→s time transformation defined bys5 S/(j21h2),
which will allow us to write

G~rW,r 8W ;E!5 (
n50

`

Fn
(6k2 ,6k1)

~f!Fn
(6k2 ,6k1)

~f8!E
0

`

ds expF i

\
~2a01 i0!sG

3Kn~j,j8;s!Kn~h,h8;s!, ~78!

with

Kn~u,u8;s!5
1

Auu8
expH 2

is

\
F2

\2

2M
S ]2

]u2 2
l1

22 1
4

u2 D 2Eu2G J d~u2u8!, ~79!

whereu[(j or h).
So, it is possible to give the kernel~79! in function of the so~2,1! Lie algebra operators

Indeed, by following the equations~2! and ~13!, we obtain

Kn~u,u8;s!5
1

Auu8
expH 2

is

\
@T1~u!12\2v2T3~u!#J d~u2u8!

5
Mv

i\sin~vs!
expF iM v

2\
~u21u82!cot~vs!G I l1S Mvuu8

i\sin~vs! D , ~80!

with v5A2 2E/M . The Green’s function~78! can now be written
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G~rW,r 8W ;E!5 (
n50

`

Fn
(6k2 ,6k1)

~f!Fn
(6k2 ,6k1)

~f8!Gn~j,h,j8,h8;E!, ~81!

with

Gn~j,h,j8,h8;E!5S Mv

i\ D 2E
0

` ds

sin2~vs!
expF i

\
~2a01 i0!s G

3expF iM v

2\
~j21h21j821h82!cot~vs!G

3I l1S Mvjj8

i\sin~vs! D I l1S Mvhh8

i\sin~vs! D . ~82!

Thanks to the Hille and Hardy formula~23! for the discrete part and thanks to the scatter
relation~28! for the continuous part, the Green’s function~81! can be developed into partial wave
as follows:

G~rW,r 8W ;E!5 i\ (
n50

` H (
n1 ,n250

` Cn1n2 ,n~j,h,f!Cn1 ,n2 ,n* ~j8,h8,f8!

E1 i02EN

1E
0

`

dpE
2`

`

dk
Cp,k,n~j,h,f!Cp,k,n* ~j8,h8,f8!

E1 i02Ep
J . ~83!

Hence, for bound states, the normalized wave functions and energy spectrum will be

Cn1 ,n2 ,n~j,h,f!5F 2

a3N4

n1!n2!

G~n11l111!G~n21l211!G
1/2S jh

aND l1

3expS 2
j21h2

2aN DLn1

l1S j2

aNDLn2

l1S h2

aNDFn
(6k2 ,6k1)

~f!, ~84!

EN52
Ma0

2

2\2N2 , N5n11n21l111, ~85!

and, for the continuous states, the normalized wave functions and the energy spectrum w

Cp,k,n~j,h,f!5

UGS 1

2
1

l1

2
1

i

2p S 1

a
1k D DGS 1

2
1

l1

2
1

i

2p S 1

a
2k D D U

2pG2~l111!jh

3
ep/2ap

Ap
M 2 i /2p[ ~1/a! 1k], ~l1/2!~2 ipj2!M 2 i /2p[ ~1/a!2k], l1/2~2 iph2!

3Fn
(6k2 ,6k1)

~f!, ~86!

Ep5
\2p2

2M
. ~87!

B. Spherical coordinates

To study the problem in this coordinate system, we shall use the expression of the
Green’s function~82! and use the following change of variables:
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~j,h!→SA2r cos
u

2
,A2r sin

u

2D . ~88!

The partial Green’s function~86! then can be written

Gn~r ,u,r 8,u8;E!5 (
m50

`

~m1l11 1
2!

G~m12l111!

m!
Pm1l1

2l1 ~cosu!

3Pm1l1

2l1 ~cosu8!E
0

` ds

sin~vs!
expF i

\
~2a1 i0!sG

3expF iM v

\
~r 1r 8!cot~vs!G I 2m12l111S 2MvArr 8

i\sin~vs!
D . ~89!

We have used here the addition theorem~36!, the connection between hypergeometric functio
and the Jacobi polynomials59

2F1S l 1a1b11,2 l ;11a;
12t

2 D5
l !G~a11!

G~ l 1a11!
Pl

(a,b)~ t !, ~90!

as well as the relation between the hypergeometric functions and the Legendre polynomials60 and
eventually the link betweenPn

2m(x) andPn
m(x) ~Ref. 61!.

In order to perform the integration on thes time variable, we shall use the formula~40!.
Consequently, the final expression of the Green’s function in spherical coordinates will be

G~rW,r 8W ;E!5 (
n50

`

(
m50

` S m1l11
1

2D G~m1l111!

m!

G~p1m1l111!

G~2m12l112!

3
1

ivrr 8
M 2p,m1l11

1
2S 2Mv

\
r 8DW2p,m1l11

1
2S 2Mv

\
r D

3Pm1l1

2l1 ~cosu!Pm1l1

2l1 ~cosu8!Fn
(6k2 ,6k1)

~f!Fn
(6k2 ,6k1)

~f8!, ~91!

wherer sr 8 andp52 a0 /\v .
The Hille and Hardy formula~23! and an analytic proceeding consisting in using t

Sommerfeld-Watson transformation62 will help us to write the Green’s function~91! in the form of
a partial wave development consisting of two contributions of a discrete and a continuous

G~rW,r 8W ;E!5 i\ (
n,m50

` H (
l 50

`
C l ,m,n~r ,u,f!C l ,m,n* ~r 8,u8,f8!

E1 i02EN

1E
0

`

dk
Ck,m,n~r ,u,f!Ck,m,n* ~r 8,u8,f8!

E1 i02
\2k2

2M
J , ~92!

with, for bound states, the poles located around the values ofE and the normalized wave func
tions, respectively, given by

EN52
Ma0

2

2\2N2 , N5 l 1m1l111, ~93!
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C l ,m,n~r ,u,f!5F ~m1l11 1
2!l !G~m1l111!

a3~ l 1l21 1
2!

4m!G~ l 12l211!
G 1/2S 2r

a~ l 1l21 1
2!

D l22
1
2

3expS 2
r

a~ l 1l21 1
2!

D Ll
2l2S 2r

a~ l 1l21 1
2!

D
3Pm1l1

2l1 ~cosu!Fn
(6k2 ,6k1)

~f!. ~94!

For continuous states, the normalized wave functions and energy spectrum are, respectivel
by

Ck,m,n~r ,u,f!5
1

A2p
F S m1l11

1

2D G~m1l111!

m! G1/2UGS 1

2
1l22

i

akD U
G~2l211!

3
ep/2ak

r
M ~ i /ak! ,l2

~22ikr !Pm1l1

2l1 ~cosu!Fn
(6k2 ,6k1)

~f!. ~95!

V. THREE-DIMENSIONAL MINIMALLY SUPER-INTEGRABLE POTENTIALS

There are nine three-dimensional potentials which belong to the class of minimally s
integrable Smorodinsky–Winternitz potentials, that is to say three-dimensional potentials c
terized by the existence of four functionally independent integrals of motion. Among them
seven potentials which have SO~2,1! as a dynamical group and thus their exact solution can
given via the~MS! variant of the algebraic approach in different coordinate systems. A
example, we shall discuss the potential

V4~rW !52
a0

r
1

\2

2M ~x1
21x2

2!
S k1

2x3

r
1FS x2

x1
D D , ~96!

with k1 a positive constant. The corresponding observables have the form

H45
PW 2

2M
1V4~rW !, I 15

Lz
2

2M
1F~ tanf!, I 25

Pz
2

2M
1

\2

2M

k1
2 cosu1F~ tanf!

sin2u
,

~97!

I 35
1

4M
~ I x1x2

1I x2x1
!2a0

j2h

j1h
1

\2

2M S 1

h
2

1

j D ~k1
21F~ tanf!!,

whereI i j 5$Li ,Pj%5Li Pj1PjLi with ( i , j )[(x1 ,x2 ,x3).
The Green’s function for this potential can be explicitly evaluated in the parabolic and sp

cal coordinate systems. ForF(y/x)5g2 and g a real constant, this potential reduces to t
ring-shaped potential proposed by Hartmann as a model for the ring-shaped molecules. It h
analyzed by many authors in the framework of path integrals63–67 and through the algebrai
approach.68–75We can also notice the close link of the latter with the Coulomb potential plus
barrier created by the solenoid of Aharonov–Bohm76 treated with the path integrals77–79 and via
the algebraic technique80. To give the solution for the potential~96! via the ~MS! variant of the
so~2,1! algebraic approach, we will use the Kustaanheimo–Stiefel transformation81 $x1 ,x2 ,x3%
→$uj , j P@1,4#% corresponding to the surjectionR4→R3, which can be defined as
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S x1

x2

x3

D 5~A!S u1

u2

u3

u4

D , ~A!5S u3 u4 u1 u2

2u4 u3 u2 2u1

2u1 2u2 u3 u4

2u2 u1 2u4 u3

D ~98!

with the constraint

dx452~2u2 du11u1 du22u4 du31u3 du4!50, ~99!

allowing to define a fourth coordinate

x452Es

~2u2u̇11u1u̇22u4u̇31u3u̇4!ds. ~100!

Moreover, we can show that

S ]

]x1

]

]x2

]

]x3

1

2r

]

]x4

D 5
1

2r
~A!S ]

]u1

]

]u2

]

]u3

]

]u4

D . ~101!

The ~KS! transformation allows us to write the Laplacian¹W 2 in R3 in terms of the Laplacian
h2 in R4 as

¹W 25
1

4r
h22

1

4r 2

]2

]x4
2 , h25(

j 51

4
]2

]uj
2 , ~102!

wherer 5(x1
21x2

21x3
2)

1
25u1

21u2
21u3

21u4
2 .

Using the Schwinger’s integral representation, the Green’s function relative to the pot
V4(rW) is written

G~rW,r 8W ;E!5E
0

`

dSexpH 2
iS

\ F2
\2

2M
¹W 21V4~rW !2E2 i0G J d~rW2r 8W !. ~103!

It is possible to introduce an additional variablex4 by means of the well-known identity

E
2`

`

expF i

\ S \2S

8Mr 2

]2

]x4
2D Gd~x4!dx451, ~104!

and to show that expression~103! can be written as

G~rW,r 8W ;E!5E
2`

`

dx4 G~rW,x4 ,r 8W ,0;E!, ~105!

where
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G~rW,x4 ,r 8W ,0;E!54r E
0

`

dSexpH 2
iS

\
@HT2E2 i0#J d~rW2r 8W !d~x4!, ~106!

with

HT52
\2

2M S ¹W 21
1

2r 2

]2

]x4
2D 1V4~rW !. ~107!

Using ~102! and ~98!, the Jacobian of this transformation given b
](x1 ,x2,x3,x4)/](u1 ,u2 ,u3 ,u4) 516r 2, and the time transformationt5 S/4r , the Green’s func-
tion ~106! can be set in the form

G~rW,x4 ,r 8W ,0;E!5
1

4r E0

`

dt expF i

\
~4a01 i0!tGexpH 2

i t

\ F2
\2

2M
h21V~u!G J )

j 51

4

d~uj2uj8!,

~108!

where

V~u!5
\2k1

2

2M S 1

u1
21u2

2 2
1

u3
21u4

2D 1
\2

2M S 1

u1
21u2

2 1
1

u3
21u4

2DFS u2u32u1u4

u1u31u2u4
D24Er. ~109!

The evaluation of this expression is possible in two coordinate systems.

A. Parabolic coordinates

Going on to the double polar coordinates

~u1 ,u2!→~h,f1!:u15
h

&
cosf1 , u25

h

&
sinf1 ,

~110!

~u3 ,u4!→~j,f2!:u35
j

&
cosf2 , u45

j

&
sinf2 ,

the Green’s function~108! becomes

G~rW,x4 ,r 8W ,0;E!5
1

2r E0

`

dt expF i

\
~2a01 i0!tGexpF2

i t

\
HpG

3
d~j2j8!d~h2h8!

Ajj8hh8
d~f12f18!d~f22f28!, ~111!

where

Hp52
\2

2M S ]2

]j2 1
]2

]h2 1
1

j

]

]j
1

1

h

]

]h
1

1

j2

]2

]f1
2 1

1

h2

]2

]f2
2D 1Vp , ~112!

with

Vp52
\2k1

2

2M S 1

j2 2
1

h2D1
\2

2M S 1

j2 1
1

h2DF~ tan~f12f2!2E~j21h2!. ~113!

Here we have applied the rescaling of 2t to t.
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At this point, we notice that the separation of variables is not possible. To achieve it,
necessary to perform the integration on the variablex4 by using the Euler’s anglesf15(a
1f)/2 , f25(a2f)/2 , (0<f,2p, 0<a,4p).

Then, it is easy to see thatdx45r da and that by integration overa we are led to 4pdn,0 . It
follows that the Green’s function~103! can be written

G~rW,r 8W ;E!5E
0

`

dt expF i

\
~2a01 i0!tGKjh~f,f8;t!K~j,h,j8,h8;t!, ~114!

where

Kjh~f,f8;t!5expH 2
i t

\

\2

2M S 1

j2 1
1

h2D F2
]2

]f2 1F~ tanf!G J d~f2f8! ~115!

and

K~j,h,j8,h8;t!5
1

Ajj8hh8
expF2

i t

\
H~j,h!Gd~j2j8!d~h2h8!, ~116!

with

H~j,h!52
\2

2M S ]2

]j2 1
]2

]h2D2
\2

2M S k1
22

1

4D S 1

j2 2
1

h2D24E~j21h2!. ~117!

In order to bring to a constant the mass appearing in the Hamiltonian contained the ker
expression~115! let’s perform the time transformationt→s defined bys5t@(1/j2) 1 (1/h2)#.
Then, it follows that

Kjh~f,f8;t!5expH 2
is

\

\2

2M F2
]2

]f2 1F~ tanf!G J d~f2f8!

5E dElf
expF2

i

\ S 1

j2 1
1

h2DElf
tGClf

~f!Clf
* ~f8!, ~118!

with Elf
5 \2lf

2 /2M . Here, we have assumed that the propagator associated with the po
F(tanf) is known.

Let’s now insert~118! and ~116! in the expression~114!, we obtain

G~rW,r 8W ;E!5E dElf
Clf

~f!Clf
* ~f8!

1

Ajhj8h8
E

0

`

dt expF i

\
~2a01 i0!tG

3K~j,j8;t!K~h,h8;t!, ~119!

where

K~u,u8;t!5expH 2
i t

\
F2

\2

2M
S ]2

]u2 2
lf

2 7k1
22 1

4

u2 D 2Eu2G J d~u2u8!

5expH 2
i t

\
@T1~u!12\2v2T3~u!#J d~u2u8!;~u[j,h!, ~120!

with v5A2 2E/M .
Following formula~13!, the kernels~120! are written
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K~u,u8;t!5
Mv

i\sin~vt!
expF iM v

2\
~u21u82!cot~vt!G I l7

S Mvuu8

i\sin~vt! D , ~121!

with l75Alf
2 7k1

2.
Inserting~121! into ~114! and by a procedure similar to that which has led to result~83!, we

obtain

G~rW,r 8W ;E!5 i\E dElfH (
n1 ,n250

` Cn1 ,n2 ,lf
~j,h,f!Cn1 ,n2 ,lf

* ~j8,h8,f8!

E1 i02EN

1E
0

`

dpE
2`

`

d§
Cp,§,lf

~j,h,f!Cp,§,lf
* ~j8,h8,f8!

E1 i02Ep
J , ~122!

with the normalized wave functions and the energy spectrum for the bound states,

Cn1 ,n2 ,lf
~j,h,f!5F 2

a3N4

n1!n2!

G~n11l211!G~n21l111!G
1/2S j

aND l2/2S h

aND l1/2

3expS 2
j21h2

2aN DLn1

l2S j2

aNDLn2

l1S h2

aNDClf
~f!, ~123!

EN52
Ma0

2

2\2N2 , N5n11n21 1
2 ~l21l1!11, ~124!

for the continuous states,

Cp,§,lf
~j,h,f!5

UGS 1

2
~11l1!1

i

2p S 1

a
1§ D DGS 1

2
~11l2!1

i

2p S 1

a
2§ D D U

2pG~11l1!G~11l2!

3
ep/2ap

Apjh
M 2 ~ i /2p![ ~1/a! 1§], ~l2/2!~2 ipj2!

3M 2 ~ i /2p![ ~1/a! 2§], ~l1/2!~2 iph2!3Clf
~f!, ~125!

Ep5
\2p2

2M
. ~126!

B. Spherical coordinates

With the help of the change of variables defined by

~j,h!→SA2r cos
u

2
,A2r sin

u

2D , ~127!

and by applying the Bateman’s expansion formula~26!, expression~119! is rewritten
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G~rW,r 8W ;E!5E dElf
Clf

~f!Clf
* ~f8! (

n50

`

Fn
(l1 ,l2)S u

2D
3Fn

(l1 ,l2)S u8

2 D 1

Asinu sinu8
E

0

`

dt
Mv

i\sin~vt!
expF i

\
~2a01 i0!tG

3expF iM v

\
~r 1r 8!cot~vt!G I 2n1l11l211S 2MvArr 8

i\sin~vt!
D . ~128!

Performing the integration over the time variablet with the help of formula~30!, we obtain
the following final form:

G~rW,r 8W ;E!5E dElf
Clf

~f!Clf
* ~f8! (

n50

`
1

Asinu sinu8
Fn

(l1 ,l2)S u

2D
3Fn

(l1 ,l2)S u8

2 D 1

2ivrr 8

G~p1n1 1
2 ~l11l2!11!

G~2n1l11l212!

3M 2p,n1
1
2~l11l211!S 2Mv

\
r 8DW2p,n1

1
2~l11l211!S 2Mv

\
r D , ~129!

wherer sr 8 andp52 a0 /\v .
Following the calculation procedure in Sec. IV B, one shows that

G~rW,r 8W ;E!5 i\E dElf (n50

` H (
l 50

` C l ,n,lf
~r ,u,f!C l ,n,lf

* ~r 8,u8,f8!

E1 i02EN

1E
0

`

dk
Ck,n,lf

~r ,u,f!Ck,n,lf
* ~r 8,u8,f8!

E1 i02
\2k2

2M
J , ~130!

where the normalized wave functions and the energy spectrum are given by

C l ,n,lf
~rW !5

1

a~ l 1l11 1
2!

2 F 2l !

aG~ l 12l111!G
1/2S 2r

a~ l 1l11 1
2!
D l12 1/2

3expS 2
r

a~ l 1l11 1
2!
D Ll

2l1S 2r

a~ l 1l11 1
2!
DA 2

sinu
Fn

(l1 ,l2)S u

2DClf
~f!,

~131!

EN52
Ma0

2

2\2N2 , N5 l 1l11 1
2, and l15n1 1

2 ~l11l211!, ~132!

for the bound states and

Ck,n,lf
~rW !5

UGS 1

2
1l12

i

akD U
G~2l111!

ep/2ak

r
M 2 ~ i /ak! ,l1

~22ikr !
1

A2sinu
Fn

(l1 ,l2)S u

2DClf
~f!,

~133!
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Ek5
\2k2

2M
, ~134!

for the continuous states.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have analyzed through the Milshtein and Strakhovenko variant of the s~2,1!
Lie algebra a set of potentials belonging to three different classes of Smorodinsky–Wint
potentials. The use of the second order differential operators of this algebra allows to wri
Hamiltonian of these physical systems in form of a linear combination of the latter. Usin
Schwinger’s integral representation and with the help of two Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff fo
las allowing the separation of theTi operators and thus simplifying their action on a Lapla
transform of a well chosen Dirac distribution, we have shown that we can construct the G
functions in compact form in different coordinate systems. This method can be compared
approach of the Schro¨dinger equation and to the Feynman’s path integral technique. It giv
local view of the problem under consideration like the Schro¨dinger approach, but its advantage
in the computation of the explicit and compact form of the Green’s function from which
energy spectrum and the suitably normalized wave functions are simultaneously extracted
bound states and for the continuous states if they exist at one and the same time.

The advantage of the path integral approach in comparison with the algebraic method
it provides a global view of the dynamics of the physical system, but a problem of singular
often to be found at the origin of coordinates, and it requires a regularization which is r
complicated to perform. From this point of view, we can assert that this algebraic method h
advantage of not presenting this problem owing to the fact that it is local.

The method of Milshtein and Strakhovenko could become a powerful alternative approa
the path integral technique if we manage to extend its use to the treatment of the Po¨schl–Teller
potential class.
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Avoided crossings in mesoscopic systems: Electron
propagation on a nonuniform magnetic cylinder

P. Exnera)

Nuclear Physics Institute, Academy of Sciences, CZ–25068 Řežnear Prague
and Doppler Institute, Czech Technical University, Brˇehová7, CZ-11519 Prague

A. Joyeb)

Institut Fourier, Universite´ de Grenoble 1, F-38402 Saint-Martin d’Heres, France

~Received 26 January 2001; accepted for publication 5 July 2001!

We consider an electron constrained to move on a surface with revolution symme-
try in the presence of a constant magnetic fieldB parallel to the surface axis.
Depending onB and the surface geometry the transverse part of the spectrum
typically exhibits many crossings which change to avoided crossings if a weak
symmetry breaking interaction is introduced. We study the effect of such perturba-
tions on the quantum propagation. This problem admits a natural reformulation to
which tools from molecular dynamics can be applied. In turn, this leads to the study
of a perturbation theory for the time dependent Born–Oppenheimer approximation.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1396834#

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in experimental physics have made it possible to produce two-dime
conducting surfaces of mesoscopic size. In such devices, the mean free path often exce
system size so the electron motion is ballistic and quantum coherence effects play a cruci
This gives a motivation to strive for a complete understanding of the quantum mechan
corresponding processes. In particular, conducting carbon ‘‘nanotubes’’ which are more o
uniform cylinders, belong to the family of surfaces that are nowadays experimentally w
reach.1 Since their discovery, lots of studies have been devoted to the elucidation of the sp
and transport properties of such devices, in a variety of situations and approximations, se
Refs. 2, 3, 4, and references therein. Nanotubes of different types can be combined, a
coupled to other carbon structures such as fullerene molecules,5 producing a variety of cylindrical
surfaces.

In this paper we study quantum propagation in an ‘‘imperfect nanotube’’ subject to a con
magnetic field parallel to the tube axis within a simple model. Our model assumes that a
electron is confined to a surface of revolution with slow variation of the radius along the re
tion axis. Moreover, we assume that the rotational symmetry is weakly violated, either b
impurity or by an external field. In other words, the used idealization amounts to neglectin
atomic structure of the tube as well as the interaction between the electrons, but takin
account the gross shape of the device. Our aim is to study the propagation of the electron
such an imperfect nanotube in a homogenous magnetic field by means of the time-dep
Schrödinger equation, starting with an initially localized wave packet, and paying a partic
attention to the transitions between angular levels caused by the symmetry breaking pertur

To understand the peculiarities of this quantum mechanical problem, it is useful to re
briefly its classical counterpart; this is done in Sec. II. The first question in the quantum case
meaning of the fact that the electron is confined to a surface. The most natural approach,
opinion, is to consider the surface as a limiting situation of a thin hard-wall layer. This idea

a!Electronic mail: exner@ujf.cas.cz
b!Electronic mail: alain.joye@ujf-grenoble.fr
47070022-2488/2001/42(10)/4707/32/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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back to Refs. 6–8 and requires a renormalization in which the transverse contribution
energy—blowing-up in the limit—is removed. One gets in this way an additional curva
dependent term, in general attractive, to the potential. For the sake of completeness rec
there has been other recent works treating particle motion on revolution surfaces, see Refs
11, and references therein. The last two papers aim at solvable models of compact s
~neglecting the curvature-dependent term!, while Ref. 9 treats the Schro¨dinger and wave equation
on noncompact cylindrical surfaces without a magnetic field from the PDE point of view.

Having thus found the Hamiltonian of our quantum system, we can analyze its sp
properties. When the rotational symmetry is preserved, we can perform~using a suitable gauge!
the partial-wave decomposition. We can compute the angular part of the spectrum which d
on the actual cylinder radius varying along the tube axis. This brings to mind analogy wit
molecular dynamics in which each angular state corresponds to an ‘‘electronic’’ level an
longitudinal coordinate measured along the axis corresponds to the one-dimensional ‘‘nu
configuration coordinate. Furthermore, when the rotational symmetry is broken by a perturb
the above analogy remains valid and we may invoke the time-dependent Born–Oppen
approximation to describe the propagation along coupled angular levels according to Refs.
Recall that the theory in molecular systems involves a small parameter which is given by the
ratio between ‘‘electrons’’ and ‘‘nuclei.’’ In our mesoscopic system, it is replaced by the param
e defined as the inverse of the length scale over which the variation of the radius of the nan
takes place. Note, however, that we cannot directly apply the theory of Refs. 12–14 i
perturbative context and a modification is needed as we shall explain in Sec. IV.

The result of the analysis presented below gives a complete and rigorous description
leading order of the wave function when the dynamics makes the electron go through a
where a perturbation couples angular levels. The basic picture is as follows. As long a
perturbed angular levels along the trajectory remain well isolated, the components of the
function referring to the corresponding eigenstates are unchanged, to leading order. Wh
unperturbed angular levels display a crossing or an avoided crossing, transitions betwe
perturbed angular eigenstates may become non-negligible as in the mentioned molecular a
according to the well known mechanism of Landau–Zener transitions, see Ref. 13. At a he
level, when the electron meets an avoided crossing, we may replace the quantum mec
degree of freedomx by a classical trajectory of the typex°x01tv, wherev is a velocity which
can be considered as constant. This approximation leads to an effective time-dependent tw
system governing the transitions between the considered levels. The choice of a suitable tim
making the classical kinetic energymv2/2 constant and nonzero as the inverse length scae
→0 corresponds to the adiabatic limite→0 in the above mentioned effective two-level Ham
tonian. Therefore, the transition probabilityP is then given by the Landau–Zener formulaP
.e2cd2/e, whered is the minimum gap and the constantc is explicit.

We are going to consider precisely the situation where the transition amplitudes are of
one, under perturbations of orderAe. In such cases, an initial wave function having a nonz
component in a single angular eigenspace before the~avoided! crossing splits in a nontrivial way
between the corresponding angular eigenstates according to the Landau–Zener formula, a
leading order.

Let us note here that since the considered perturbations can arise from deformations
external fields, both allowed to vary over a wide range of values, situations where the typica
of the perturbation scales like the square root of the inverse length scale are certainly realis
choose to focus on these situations because they cause the most dramatic effects on the
tion. Indeed, we get from the Landau–Zener formula that other scaling laws make the av
crossing either similar to a true crossing (P.1) or to a set of well separated levels (P.0).

We have already mentioned that despite being based on the paper,13 our description is not a
direct application of the molecular time-dependent Born–Oppenheimer approximation. Inde
the rigorous derivations of this approximation, the ‘‘electronic’’ spectrum and the eigenstate
the spectrum at fixed coordinate along the rotation axis in our setting, are taken as given da
the approximate solution to the molecular Schro¨dinger equation is constructed from this inform
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tion, see Refs. 12–14. In our situation, by hypothesis, we only have access to that spectru
perturbative sense, and thus we need to develop a perturbative version of the time-dep
Born–Oppenheimer approximation that only requires knowledge of the leading terms o
Rayleigh–Schro¨dinger perturbation series. This is done in Sec. V, where the main technical
of the paper is stated in Theorem V.7. We believe that it is of an independent interest.

Precise statements of our results require a certain amount of notation and are therefor
below in Proposition IV.2 and Theorem V.7.

II. CLASSICAL MECHANICS

Let us start by describing the classical dynamics of the system. We consider a particle o
m and chargee constrained to move on a smooth surfaceS with revolution symmetry around the
axis OX in a homogeneous magnetic fieldB5Bex , B>0, parallel to this axis.

Using cylindrical coordinates, the surface is characterized by the smooth positive real v
function R{x°R(x)PR1* such that

x5x
y5R~x!cos~u!

z5R~x!sin~u!
, ~2.1!

where (x,u)PR3S1. The squared length element onS is ds25(11R8(x)2)dx21R(x)2du2, so
the corresponding metric tensorgi j (x,u) is given by

gi j ~x,u!5S 11R8~x!2 0

0 R2~x!
D . ~2.2!

Using the circular gauge, we express the vector potential at the surface as

A„r …5 1
2 B`r5

R~x!B

2 S 0
2sin~u!

cos~u!
D • ~2.3!

This makes it possible to compute the Lagrangian function of the system,

L~r , ṙ …5 1
2 mṙ21eṙA„r …

5
1

2
m~ ẋ2~11R8~x!2!1R2~x!u̇2!1

eBR2~x!u̇

2
. ~2.4!

The system is integrable; we find that the momentumpu5(]L/]u̇) and the kinetic energyT are
two constants of motion,

pu5mR2~x!u̇1
eBR2~x!

2
, ~2.5!

T5 1
2 m~ ẋ2~11R8~x!2!1R2~x!u̇2!. ~2.6!

Using ~2.5! to expressu̇ as a function ofx in ~2.6!, we deduce
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T5
1

2
mẋ2~11R8~x!2!1

1

2m S pu
2

R2~x!
2pueB1

e2B2

4
R2~x! D

~27!

5
1

2
mẋ2~11R8~x!2!1V~R~x!!.

The effective potentialR1* {R°V(R)PR1 admits a unique minimum atR0 such that

R05A2upuu
ueuB

and V~R0!5H 0 if epu>0

uepuuB
m

if epu,0
. ~2.8!

Note that ifpu50, the potentialV(R) is harmonic onR1* . From these considerations we dedu
easily, in particular, that motions characterized byẋ(t)50 correspond either to (x(t),u(t))
5(x0 ,u0) for any initial conditions (x0 ,u0), or to (x(t),u(t))5(x0 ,u02 (eB/m) t), where
ueuB/m5..vc is the cyclotronic frequency, for any initial conditions (x0 ,u0), or finally to
(x(t),u(t))5(x0 ,u01vt), where v is any constant, for initial conditions (x0 ,u0) such that
R8(x0)50. In caseR8(x0)Þ0, the first two motions are stable, whereas in the last one the sta
depends on the local properties ofR aroundx0 . In a similar way one can treat the general ca
with ẋ(t)Þ0. The motion is governed by the effective potential determined by the shape ofS, and
the potential minima correspond to the points where the angular motion has the cyclo
frequency.

Furthermore, notice that the addition of a supplementary exterior potentialW, depending onx
only, does not effect the functional dependence ofpu and its value remains independent of tim
It is just the second constant of motion which is changed in the sense that the total eneE
5T1W is now constant.

Finally, let us also give the corresponding Hamiltonian function of the system for fu
purposes. Withpx5]L/] ẋ we compute

H~x,u,px ,pu!5S px
2

2m~11R8~x!2!
1

1

2mR2~x! S pu2
eBR2~x!

2 D 2D . ~2.9!

In the sequel we shall consider our charged particle to be an electron,e52ueu,0, and use the
rational units in whichueu5m51 as well as\5c51.

III. QUANTUM MECHANICS

Consider now the same system in the framework of quantum mechanics. For the purp
this section, the functionR:R→R1 defining the surfaceS is supposed to be strictly positive an
C3; later we shall impose stronger requirements.

The Hilbert space of such a system is thusL2(S). To construct the Hamiltonian, however,
is not sufficient to replace the classical variables in~2.9! by the corresponding canonical operato
The most natural quantization consists in taking a particle confined to a cylindrical layer buil
S and squeezing its thickness to zero, c.f. Refs. 6–8. One has of course to renormalize the
in the limit, by subtracting the blowing-up part corresponding to the transverse motion.

In the absence of magnetic field, one arrives in this way to the Hamiltonian which is equ
the sum of the respective Laplace-Beltrami operator~times 1/2 in our units! and the curvature-

induced potentialV(x)52 1
8 (%1(x)212%2(x)21)2, where% j (x), j 51,2, are the principal cur-

vature radii at the given point. The second part is of a purely quantum nature and has no cl
counterpart. In the present case the locally elliptical intersection ofS with the normal plane has th
radius%1(x)5R(x), while for the intersection with the axial plane we find

%2~x!52
~11R8~x!2!3/2

R9~x!
; ~3.1!
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the signs of%1 , %2 coincide if both the osculation radii point the same side of the surf
Consequently, the curvature-induced potential equals

V~x!52
1

8R~x!2 S 11
R~x!R9~x!

~11R8~x!2!3/2D 2

. ~3.2!

To express the kinetic~Laplace–Beltrami! part, 2 1
2 ugu21/2] i ugu1/2gi j ] j , we use~2.2! and the

corresponding contravariant tensor onS,

gi j ~x!5S ~11R8~x!2!21 0

0 R~x!22D . ~3.3!

The Hamiltonian in the presence of magnetic field is then obtained by replacing the an
momentum operatorpu52 i ]u by pu2A(x)R(x), whereA(x)ªAu(r ); it acts as

H52
1

2R~x!A11R8~x!2
]x

R~x!

A11R8~x!2
]x1

1

2R~x!2 S 2 i ]u1
BR~x!2

2 D 2

2
1

8R~x!2 S 11
R~x!R9~x!

~11R8~x!2!3/2D 2

~3.4!

on an appropriate domain inL2(R3S1,R(x)A11R8(x)2dxdu). Due to the rotational symmetry i
has a simple partial-wave decomposition; itsHm component is obtained replacing2 i ]u by its
eigenvaluem. In this way the spectral analysis ofH is reduced to a family of one-dimension
Sturm–Liouville problems. The magnetic term also has a natural meaning; we have

A~x!R~x!5
BR~x!2

2
5

F~x!

2p
5f~x!, ~3.5!

wheref is the magnetic flux value measured in the standard units (2p)21, or the number of flux
quanta passing through the cross section of the cylinder.

It may be convenient to get rid of the weight factor replacing the operatorH above by an
operator H̃ on L2(R) ^ L2(S1). This is achieved by the unitary transformationc°R1/2(1
1R82)1/4c. The only term in~3.4! which changes is the first one: by a straightforward compu
tion we find

H̃52]x

1

2~11R8~x!2!
]x1

1

2R~x!2 S 2 i ]u1
BR~x!2

2 D 2

1V21~x!1V22~x! ~3.6!

with

V21~x!52
1

8R~x!2 S 11
R~x!R9~x!

~11R8~x!2!3/2D 2

~3.7!

and

V22~x!5S 2
R82

8R2~11R82!
2

7

8

R82R92

~11R82!3 1
R91R~R8R-1R92!

4R~11R82!2 D ~x!. ~3.8!

Spectral properties of the Hamiltonian are influenced by the geometry ofS. Suppose, e.g., tha
the latter has asymptotically constant radius, limuxu→` R(x)5R0 . In the absence of magnetic fiel
the problem is similar to that of a locally deformed Dirichlet strip15,16 ~it is simpler, however,
unless a mode-coupling perturbation is introduced!. In thes-wave part the effective potentialV21
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creates a potential well whenS is locally squeezed and a barrier in case of a protrusion. For hig
partial waves and nonzero magnetic field, of course, the effective potential consists of s
competing contributions.

IV. QUANTUM PROPAGATION

Our main interest in this paper is not so much the spectrum of the Hamiltonian~3.4! than the
way in which an electron propagates over the surface of the cylinder. We will be particu
interested in the limiting situation when the radius modulation is gentle. This is conventio
described by means of the scaling transformationx°ex which turnsH̃ into H(e) and by consid-
ering the asymptotic behavior ase→0. This can be considered as a semiclassical limit since
e→0 the wave packet size becomes ultimately much smaller than the length scale of the
variations.

It is clear from the preceding section that the effective potentialV25V211V22 is then domi-
nated by the first term. Moreover, the operators~3.4! and ~3.6! coincide to leading order, which
will be the object of the following investigation. We write the action ofH(e) as

H~e!52
e2

2
]x

1

11e2V1~x!
]x1V2~x,e!1

1

2R2~x! S 2 i ]u1
BR2~x!

2 D 2

~4.1!

on a suitable domain ofL2(R) ^ L2(S1), where R(x), V1(x)5R8(x)2 are smooth onR and
V2(x,e) is smooth onR3@2e0 ,e0#, for somee0.0. Introducing anR-dependent operatorh(R)
for RPR1* by

h~R!5
1

2R2 S 2 i ]u1
BR2

2 D 2

~4.2!

on a suitable domain ofL2(S1), we can regardH(e) as an operator onL2(R,L2(S1)) which we
write as

H~e!52
e2

2
]x

1

11e2V1~x!
]x1V2~x,e!1h~R~x!!. ~4.3!

The spectral analysis ofh(R) is straightforward and yields a family of simple eigenvalues,

s~h~R!!5$ln~R!,nPZ%5H 1

2R2 S n1
BR2

2 D 2

,nPZJ , ~4.4!

with the corresponding eigenvectors,

wn~u!5exp~ inu!/A2p, nPZ. ~4.5!

Note that the eigenvaluesln(R) correspond to the classical effective potentialV(R) in ~2.7! with
nPZ in place ofpu . For nÞm we have

ln~R!2lm~R!5
~n2m!

2 S ~n1m!

R2 1BD ~4.6!

so that

ln~R!5lm~R!⇔n1m,0 and R5Rn,m5A2~n1m!

B
. ~4.7!

Moreover,
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ln~Rn,m!52
B

2

~n2m!2

~n1m!
.0. ~4.8!

Hence any pair of levels (ln(R),lm(R)) with n1m,0 exhibits one and only one crossing asR
varies, whereas other pairs never cross. The crossing points are well separated,

$Rn,m : ~n,m!PN2, n1m,0%5HAk

B
: kPN* J , ~4.9!

with Ak/B5Rn,2(k1n) , nPN, and the values of the different pairs of levels crossing atAk/B, for
k fixed, are also well separated since

ln~Rn,2(k1n)!5
B

2

~2n1k!

k
. ~4.10!

We note also thatln(R)2l2n(R)5Bn.
Thus, depending on our choice of the functionR(x), the spectrum ofh(R(x)) may display

real or avoided crossings of an arbitrary width. Our aim is to adapt the techniques develo
Ref. 13 to describe the propagation of Gaussian wave packets~in the variablex! through these
~avoided! crossings and, in particular, the splitting of the solution among the different ang
levelsln(R(x)) involved. In particular, we can also suppose that the shape of the tube is g
changing in the way described above with the parametere entering in the definition ofR; in any
case, it will then turn out that the natural scale for the phenomena we want to described
5Ae. We henceforth adoptd as our small parameter and consider smooth functionsR(x,d)
defined onR3@2d0 ,d0#. This means, in particular, that both the functionV1 and the operatorh
will depend on bothx andd in a smooth fashion.

However, the model discussed so far cannot exhibit transitions because of the rota
invariance which forbids passages between different levelsln . To get a nontrivial result, we
perturb our system by introducing a real valued potentialdW(x,u,d), which is smooth onR
3S13@2d0 ,d0# and violates the symmetry. For example, we can add a constant electric fie
the directiond5sin(a)ez1cos(a)ex , wherea¹Zp. As a consequence, we lose integrability of t
system on the classical level, whereas in the quantum setting transitions between the d
perturbed eigenstates become possible. By assumption, when considered as a~bounded! operator
on L2(S1) for (x,d) fixed, the operatordW(x,u,d) does not commute withh(R(x,d)), and
therefore it perturbs the spectrums(h(R(x,d)). Note that for (x,d) fixed, the above mentioned
electric field gives rise to a bounded operator onL2(S1). For the time being, let us keep th
general formdW(x,u,d) for the perturbation and describe the differences and similarities of
present case with respect to the paper.13

We introduce the operatorg on ~a suitable domain of! L2(R,L2(S1)) by

g~x,d!5h~R~x,d!!1V2~x,d!1dW~x,u,d! ~4.11!

so that the perturbed full Hamiltonian reads~with a slight abuse of notation!

H~d!52
d4

2
]x

1

11d4V1~x,d!
]x1g~x,d!. ~4.12!

Without loss of generality, we can assume that*S1W(x,u,d)du50 by modifying V2(x,d) if
necessary. We require the different potentials introduced so far to be smooth so that the fol
regularity hypothesis is fulfilled.
H0: The operator g is strongly C` in (x,d) in R3@2d0 ,d0#.
We want to approximate the solutions to the Schro¨dinger equation in a suitable time scale,
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id2
]c

]t
5H~d!c, ~4.13!

for t in a finite time interval, asd→0, for initial conditions of a ‘‘coherent state’’ type, which w
shall describe in detail below.

The first difference in comparison with Ref. 13 comes from the fact that the kinetic term g
rise to a perturbed Laplacian,

2
d4

2
]x

1

11d4V1~x,d!
]x52

d4

2
]x

21
d8

2
]x

V1~x,d!

11d4V1~x,d!
]x

[2
d4

2
]x

21Y~x,]x ,d!, ~4.14!

where

Y~x,]x ,d!52d4
V1~x,d!

11d4V1~x,d!

~2 id2]x!
2

2
2

d4

2 S 2 id2]x

V1~x,d!

11d4V1~x,d! D ~2 id2]x!.

~4.15!

We assume
H1:

sup
xPR,udu<d0

uV1
(k)~x,d!u,`, k50,1. ~4.16!

The factord8 in front of the operatorY makes it possible to show that the influence of this te
is negligible on the propagation of Gaussian states, so that the approximation given in R
remains valid. This claim is the main result of this section and will be made precise in Propo
IV.2 below.

The second difference in comparison with Ref. 13 is that unless we have an explicitly so
situation—and such situations are rare—in general we do not know the exact eigenvalu
eigenstates of the operatorg(x,d). However, the approximation derived in Ref. 13 is construc
on the basis of this exact knowledge. A way out is to use an incomplete information coming
the perturbation theory. Our second result, Theorem V.7, stated in Sec. V says that it is eno
know the first few terms in the perturbation series in order to construct an approximation
describes the propagation, even in the presence of avoided crossings, and that the result is
as the one derived in Ref. 13.

The rest of this section is organized as follows. We proceed with the description o
ingredients needed for our approximation, in analogy with Ref. 13, assuming that we kno
exact diagonal form ofg(x,d). Then we prove that the perturbation of the Laplacian by
operatorY does not effect the validity of this approximation. The next section will be devote
the perturbative aspects mentioned above.

We will denote bymn(x,d) the eigenvalue ofg(x,d) such thatmn(x,d)2ln(R(x,d))→0 as
d→0, for x such thatR(x,d) is far fromRn,m . The corresponding eigenvector will be denoted
Fn(x,d). If R(x,d) lies in a neighborhood ofRn,m , we will denote bymA(x,d)>mB(x,d) the
almost degenerate perturbed eigenvalues with the corresponding eigenvectorsFA(x,d) and
FB(x,d). The reason for such a convention is that the unperturbed eigenvaluesln(R(x,d) may or
may not cross, are therefore the labeling of them’s in terms of the indicesn and m is not
straightforward. LetQn(x,d) be the one-dimensional spectral projection ofg(x,d) corresponding
to mn(x,d) in the first case andP(x,d) be the two-dimensional spectral projection ofg(x,d)
corresponding tomA(x,d)>mB(x,d) in the second case.

The situation we will study is that of avoided crossings of minimum width of orderd. Without
loss of generality, we can assume the avoided crossing takes place in a neighborhood ox50.
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More precisely we suppose that:
H2: The eigenvaluesmA(x,d) and mB(x,d) are such that(mA2mB)(21)$0%5(0,0) in a neigh-
borhood of~0,0! and infxPI(mA(x,d)2mB(x,d))5cudu.0 for dÞ0, where c is a constant and
is a small interval containing0.
We also set

gi~x,d!5g~x,d!P~x,d!, ~4.17!

g'~x,d!5g~x,d!~I2P~x,d!!. ~4.18!

We know from Ref. 17 that locally around~0,0! there exists an orthonormal basis, denoted
$c1(x,d),c2(x,d)%, of P(x,d)L2(S1), which is regular in (x,d) around~0,0!. It is constructed in
the standard Gram–Schmidt way: we choose an orthonormal basis$c1 ,c2% of P(0,0)L2(S1) and
set

f1~x,d!5
P~x,d!c1

iP~x,d!c1i , ~4.19!

f2~x,d!5
~I2uf1~x,d!&^f1~x,d!u!P~x,d!c2

i~I2uf1~x,d!&^f1~x,d!u!P~x,d!c2i . ~4.20!

Moreover, there exists a (x,d) independent unitary transformU such that in the orthonormal basi

c j~x,d!5Uf j~x,d!, j 51,2, ~4.21!

the matrixgi(x,d) takes the form

gi~x,d!5g1~x,d!1V̄~x,d!

5S b~x,d! g~x,d!1 is~x,d!

g~x,d!2 is~x,d! 2b~x,d!
D 1V̄~x,d!, ~4.22!

whereV̄(x,d)5trace(g(x,d)P(x,d))/2 is a regular function of (x,d) around the origin and

b~x,d!5b1x1b2d1O~2!,

g~x,d!5c2d1O~2!,
~4.23!

s~x,d!5O~2!,

V̄~x,d!5O~0!,

whereb1.0,c2.0,b2PR, and the following notation is used for the sake of brevity:

O~m!5O~~x21d2!m/2!. ~4.24!

In order to get rid of thed-dependence in the leading order ofb(x,d) in ~4.22!, we introduce
new variables,

x85b1x1b2d, d85c2d, t85b1
2/c2

2t. ~4.25!

In terms of these variables, the Schro¨dinger Eq.~4.13! for

f~x8,t8!5c~x~x8,d8!,t~ t8!! ~4.26!
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becomes

id82
]

]t8
f~x8,t8!52

d84

2
]x8

1

11d84V18~x8,d8!
]x8f~x8,t8!1

c2
4

b1
2 g~x~x8,d8!,d~d8!!f~x8,t8!

~4.27!

in the limit d8→0, with

V18~x8,d8!5V1~x~x8,d8!,d~d8!!/c2
4 , ~4.28!

gi~x~x8,d8!,d~d8!!5S x18 d8

d8 2x18
D 1O~2!1V̄~x~x8,d8!,d~d8!!, ~4.29!

whereV̄(x(x8,d8),d(d8)) andV18(x8,d8) are regular in (x8,d8) around~0,0! andO(2) refers to
x8 andd8. We introduce the fixed parameterr 5c2

4/b1
2.0 andhenceforth drop the primes on th

new variables. We assume thatg1(x,d) has the form~4.22! with the following local behavior
aroundx50 andd50:

b~x,d!5rx1O~2!,

g~x,d!5rd1O~2!,
~4.30!

s~x,d!5O~2!,

V̄~x,d!5O~0!

with r .0.
Let us next describe the building blocks of our Born–Oppenheimer states.
We begin with the definition of the semiclassical ‘‘nuclear’’ wave packets denoted

w j (A, B, \, a, h, x). This definition comes from Ref. 18; we have specified it to our setting wh
xPR. Since Ref. 18 provides a detailed discussion of these wave packets, we refrain from p
all their properties here.

We assumeaPR, hPR and\5d2.0. Let us stress that while the last symbol is useful wh
adapting the results of Ref. 18, it has nothing to do with the Planck’s constant. We also assum
A andB are nonzero complex numbers that satisfy

ReĀB51. ~4.31!

This condition guarantees that ReBA21 is positive, since (ReBA21)215uAu2.
Our definition ofw j (A, B, \, a, h, x) is based on the following raising operator:

A~A,B,\,a,h!* 5
1

A2\
F B̄~x2a!2Ā S 2 i\

]

]x
2h D G . ~4.32!

Definition: For the index j 50, we define the normalized complex Gaussian wave pa
~modulo the sign of the square root! by

w0~A, B, \, a, h, x!5p21/4\21/4A21/23exp$2B A21~x2a!2/~2\!1 ih~x2a!/\%.
~4.33!

Then for any positive integerj we define

w j~A, B, \, a, h, • !5
1

Aj !
~A~A,B,\,a,h!* ! jw0~A,B, \, a, h, • !. ~4.34!
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Remarks:

~1! For A5B51, \51, anda5h50, thew j (A, B, \, a, h, •) are just the standard harmonic
oscillator eigenstates with energiesj 11/2;

~2! For eachA, B, \, a, andh, the set$ w j (A, B, \, a, h, • )% is an orthonormal basis forL2(R);
~3! The position and momentum uncertainties of thew j (A, B, \, a, h, •) areA( j 11/2)\ uAu and

A( j 11/2)\uBu, respectively;
~4! When we solve approximately the Schro¨dinger equation, the choice of the sign of the squ

root in the definition ofw0(A, B, \, a, h, •) is determined by continuity int after an arbitrary
initial choice;

~5! Defining the scaled Fourier transform to be

@F\C #~j!5~2p\!21/2E
R
C~x!e2 i jx/\dx, ~4.35!

then

@F\w l~A,B,\,a,h, • !#~j!5~2 i ! l e2 iha/\w l~B,A,\,h,2a,j!. ~4.36!

We also define

VB
A
~x,d!5V̄~x,d!6Ab2~x,d!1g2~x,d!1s2~x,d!, ~4.37!

wherexPR, d.0. Let aC(t) andhC(t) be the solutions of the classical equations of motion,

d

dt
aC~ t !5hC~ t !, ~4.38!

d

dt
hC~ t !52¹VC~aC~ t !,d!, C5A,B,

~4.39!

d

dt
SC~ t !5hC~ t !2/22VC~aC~ t !,d!,

with the initial conditions

aC~0!50,
~4.40!

hC~0!5h0~d!,

where

h0~d!5h01O~d!, h0.0,
~4.41!

SC~0!50.

The error termO(d) depends here on whetherC is A or B. In case of an isolated eigenvaluemn ,
VC5Vn5mn .

We further introduce complex numbers which are defined by means of classical quantitie
AC(t) andBC(t) be the solutions of the linear system,
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d

dt
AC~ t !5 iBC~ t !,

~4.42!
d

dt
BC~ t !5 iVC(2)~aC~ t !,d!AC~ t !,

whereaC(t) is the solution of~4.38! and ~4.40!, with the initial conditions

AC~0!5A0 ,
~4.43!

BC~0!5B0 ,

andVC(2) denotes the Hessian matrix ofVC. It is easy to see that these quantities actually desc
the linearized classical flow around the trajectory (aC(t),hC(t)). The above convention regardin
C applies ifmn is isolated in the spectrum. The asymptotics of these classical quantities for
t andd are described in detail in Sec. II of Ref. 13.

The determination of the ‘‘electronic’’ part of the Born–Oppenheimer wave packet~B–O
state, for short! is as follows. Although the ‘‘electronic’’ Hamiltonian is independent of time, it
convenient, since we deal with the time dependent Schro¨dinger equation, to choose specific tim
dependent ‘‘electronic’’ eigenvectors. Since they may become singular when the correspo
eigenvalues are degenerate, or almost degenerate, we shall define them fort in the outer regime,
that is whena(t) is far enough from 0. This outer regime is characterized by timest such that~see
Ref. 13!,

d12j<utu<T, j,1/3. ~4.44!

We shall have two sets of eigenvectors, denoted byFC
6(x,t,d), where the label6 refers to

positive and negative times. Of course, this distinction is irrelevant if we consider an iso
eigenvaluem.

Let hC(t) be the momentum solution of the classical equations of motion~4.38! and ~4.40!.
The normalized eigenvectorsFC

6(x,t,d) are the solutions of

^FC
6~x,t,d!u~]/]t1hC~ t !]x!FC

6~x,t,d!&[0 ~4.45!

for C5A,B andt:0. Since the eigenvaluesmA(x,d) andmB(x,d) are nondegenerate for any tim
t small enough, such vectors exist, are unique up to an overall time independent phase facto
are eigenvectors ofg1(x,d) associated withEC(x,d) for any time. More precisely, we define th
anglesw(x,d) andu(x,d) by

b~x,d!5Ab2~x,d!1g2~x,d!1s2~x,d! cos~u~x,d!!, ~4.46!

g~x,d!5Ab2~x,d!1g2~x,d!1s2~x,d!sin~u~x,d!!cos~w~x,d!!, ~4.47!

s~x,d!5Ab2~x,d!1g2~x,d!1s2~x,d!sin~u~x,d!!sin~w~x,d!!, ~4.48!

and construct static eigenvectors. Let

FA
2~x,d!5eiw(x,d) cos~u~x,d!/2!c1~x,d!1sin~u~x,d!/2!c2~x,d!, ~4.49!

FB
2~x,d!5e2 iw(x,d) cos~u~x,d!/2!c2~x,d!2sin~u~x,d!/2!c1~x,d!, ~4.50!

be the eigenvectors ofg1(x,d) associated withmC(x,d), C5A,B, for p/2,u(x,d)<p, and

FA
1~x,d!5cos~u~x,d!/2!c1~x,d!1e2 iw(x,d) sin~u~x,d!/2!c2~x,d!, ~4.51!

FB
1~x,d!5cos~u~x,d!/2!c2~x,d!2eiw(x,d) sin~u~x,d!/2!c1~x,d! ~4.52!
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be the eigenvectors ofg1(x,d) for 0<u(x,d),p/2. The solutions of~4.45! are of the form

FC
6~x,t,d!5FC

6~x,d!eilC
6(x,t,d), H t.0

t,0
, ~4.53!

wherelC
6(x,t,d) is a real valued function satisfying the equation,

i
]

]t
lC

6~x,t,d!1 ihC~ t !]xlC
6~x,t,d!1^FC~x,d!uhC~ t !]xFC~x,d!&50. ~4.54!

We can get an expression forlC
6 and its derivatives as follows. We fix values of the indic

and drop them in the notation. We introduce the new variable

v[x2a~ t ! ~4.55!

and the notation

l r~v,t,d![l~v1a~ t !,t,d!, ~4.56!

F r~v,t,d![F~v1a~ t !,d!. ~4.57!

In terms of these new variables, Eq.~4.54! for l r reads

i
]

]t
l r~v,t,d!52^F r~v,t,d!u

]

]t
u F r~v,t,d!& ~4.58!

with

]

]t
F r~v,t,d!5h~ t !]xF~v1a~ t !,d!. ~4.59!

By integration we get

l r~v,t,d!52E t

h~ t8!^F~v1a~ t8!,d!u]xF~v1a~ t8!,d!&dt81l r0~v,d!, ~4.60!

where we are free to set the integration constantl r0(v,d)[0.
The ‘‘nuclear’’ wave function is localized around the classical trajectory in the semiclas

regime. In view of the genericity conditionh0.0, in the outer temporal region, the major part
the ‘‘nuclear’’ wave function will be supported away from the neighborhood where the le
almost cross. Hence we can introduce a cutoff function which does not significantly alte
solution and forces the support of the wave function to be away of this neighborhood. LetF be a
C` cutoff function,

F:R1→R, ~4.61!

such that

F~r !51 . . . 0<r<1

F~r !50 . . . r>2
. ~4.62!

The wave functions we construct below in the outer regime will be multiplied by the regular
factor,

F~ ix2aC~ t !i /d12d8!, ~4.63!
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where 0,d8,j, for C5A,B.
Remark:On the support ofF the relation,

x5h0~d!t1O~d12d81t2! ~4.64!

holds true, and sinceh0(d)5h01O(d), whereh0.0, we find that

uxu.cutu, ~4.65!

uniformly in d.
A Born–Oppenheimer statec j

C6(x,d,t) is defined by

c j
C6~x,d,t !

5F~ ix2aC~ t !i /d12d8!w j~AC~ t !, BC~ t !, d2, aC~ t !, hC~ t !,x!eiSC(t)/d2
FC

6~x,t,d!. ~4.66!

It is a good approximation to the solution of the Schro¨dinger equation~4.13! asd→0 far enough
of the crossing region, i.e., in the outer time regime~4.44!, and when the operatorY defined in
~4.15! is absent, as shown in Ref. 13 Proposition IV.2 below shows this is still true whenY is
present.

In the inner time regime, characterized by the inequality~see Ref. 13!,

2d12j<t<d12j, j,1/3, ~4.67!

we look for an approximation constructed by means of the classical quantities associated w
potentialV̄(x,d), the average ofmA(x,d) andmB(x,d). Let a(t) andS(t) be the corresponding
classical quantities satisfying the initial conditions

a~0!50,

h~0!5h0, ~4.68!

S~0!50.

It is suitable to use the rescaled variables

y5~x2a~ t !!/d

s5t/d.
~4.69!

It is shown in Ref. 13 that a good approximationc I of solutions to~4.13! in that regime, whenY
is absent, is given by

c I~y,s,d!5F~ iyidd8!expS i
S~ds!

d2 1 i
h~ds!y

d Dx~y,s,d!, ~4.70!

with

x~y,s,d!5 f 0~y,s!c1~a~ds!1dy,d!1g0~y,s!c2~a~ds!1dy,d!, ~4.71!

where f 0 ,g0 are complex-valued functions solutions to

i
]

]s S f 0~y,s!

g0~y,s! D5r S h0s1y 1

1 2~h0s1y!
D S f 0~y,s!

g0~y,s! D . ~4.72!

The general solution to this equation is
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S f 0~y,s!

g0~y,s! D5C1~y!S ~12 i !

2
A r

h0Dir /2h0 21S ~211 i !A r

h0 ~h0s1y! D
Dir /2h0S ~211 i !A r

h0 ~h0s1y! D D 1C2~y!

3S D2 ir /2h0S 2~11 i !A r

h0 ~h0s1y! D
2

~11 i !

2
A r

h0 D2 ir /2h0 21S 2~11 i !A r

h0 ~h0s1y! D D , ~4.73!

where theDn are parabolic cylinder functions. The coefficientsC1(y) and C2(y) have to be
determined by matching with the incoming solutions of the B–O type at the border of the
and outer time regimes.

In particular, assuming for definiteness that the incoming B–O statecOI is associated with the
index l for the ‘‘nuclear’’ component and theB level with the initial momentumhB(0)5h0, i.e.,
that

cOI~x,t,d!5c l
B2~x,t,d!, 2T<t<2d12j, ~4.74!

we have

C1~y![0 ~4.75!

and

C2~y!52d21/2w l~A0 ,B02 irA 0 /h0,1,0,0,y!e2~pr /8h1
0
! expS ir

2h0 ~y222y! D
3expS i

S0
B~d,2 !

d2 1
ir

4h0 ~113 ln~2h0!1 ln r 24 lnd! D , ~4.76!

whereS0
B(d,2) is real and can be computed explicitly, see Ref. 13.

The analysis of Ref. 13 shows that in this situation, we get an outgoing solution given
linear combination of B–O states, with explicit coefficients, associated with the same indexl for
the ‘‘nuclear’’ component but with both levels. The initial momentum is chosen ashA(0)5h0

22rd/h0 for the A level and the outgoing solutioncOO is of the form,

cOO~x,t,d!52e2pr /2h1
0
c l

A1~x,d,t !1e2pr /4h0Apr

h0

eil(d)

GS 11
ir

2h0D c l
B1~x,d,t ! ~4.77!

providedd12j<t<T, where

l~d!5p/41S0
A~2,d!/d21

r

2h0 ~113 ln~2h0!1 ln r 24 lnd!. ~4.78!

Here again,S0
A(d,2) is real and can be computed explicitly from Ref. 13.

Moreover, the function obtained by pasting the approximations constructed in the oute
inner temporal regions is an approximate solution to the Schro¨dinger equation when the pertu
bationY of the Laplacian is absent@see~4.14!#. Similar explicit formulas are valid if the ingoing
state is associated with theA level. Hence, the propagation through avoided crossings ca
iterated.
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We are going to show that the perturbation of the Laplacian in~4.14! does not affect the
propagation of B–O states. The general strategy is simple: we write

H~d!52
d4

2
Dx1g~x,d!1Y~x,]x ,d!

[H0~d!1Y~x,]x ,d! ~4.79!

and denote byC l(x,t,d) the approximation given bycOI ,c I ,cOO in their respective time domain
constructed in Ref. 13,

C l~x,t,d!5H cOI~x,t,d! ¯ 2T<t<2d12j

c I~x,t,d! ¯ 2d12j<t<d12j

cOO~x,t,d! ¯ d12j<t<T

. ~4.80!

We definez l by

j l~x,t,d!5 id2] tC l~x,t,d!2H~d!C l~x,t,d!

5 id2] tC l~x,t,d!2H0~d!C l~x,t,d!2Y~x,]x ,d!C l~x,t,d!

5z l
0~x,t,d!1z l

1~x,t,d!, ~4.81!

wherez l
0 is the error term controlled in Ref. 13 by means of the following abstract lemma.

Lemma IV.1: Suppose H(\) is a family of self-adjoint operators labeled by\.0. Suppose that
c(t, \) belongs to the domain of H(\), is continuously differentiable in t, and solves approxi-
mately the Schro¨dinger equation in the sense that

i\
]c

]t
~ t,\!5H~\! c~ t, \!1z~ t,\!, ~4.82!

wherez(t, \), satisfies

iz~ t, \!i <m~ t, \!. ~4.83!

Then,

ie2 i tH (\)/\ c~0,\!2c~ t, \!i < \21E
0

t

m~s, \! ds ~4.84!

holds true for t.0 and the analogous statement is valid for t,0.
Using the same lemma to estimate the norm ofz l

1 , we get
Proposition IV.2: Under the hypotheses (H0)–(H2), the functionC l(x,t,d) defined by~4.80!

is for any T.0 an approximation to the solutionc(x,t,d) of the Schro¨dinger equation (4.13) such
that

c~x,t,d!5C l~x,t,d!1O~dp! ~4.85!

holds in the L2(R) sense for some p.0 and all tP@2T,T#.
The proof of this technical proposition is given in the Appendix.

V. PROPAGATION OF PERTURBED B–O STATES

Let us now turn to the second indicated step and replace the above B–O approximatio
construction making use of a perturbative knowledge of the exact eigenvectors and eigenva
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the operatorgi defined by~4.22!. In particular, this needs to be done for the quantities appea
in ~4.38!, ~4.42! determined by means of a classical potential given by an approximation o
spectrum ofgi . We will show that it is enough to know the second order perturbation expan
in order to construct an approximation of the solution that is a perturbed version of our initial
states and still describes accurately the transitions between the ‘‘electronic’’ levels.

In order to make some explicit formulas simpler and to stress the effect of the perturbatio
will assume in this section that both the operatorsh and W are d independent, i.e., we sha
consider

g~x,d!5h~R~x!!1V2~x!1dW~x,u!, ~5.1!

whereV2 commutes withh whereasW does not. This means thath(x) is assumed to have
degeneracy atx50 in the considered part of its spectrum that is lifted byW to leading order ind.
This is the generic situation we set out to investigate when the avoided crossing results
weak symmetry-breaking violation of a true eigenvalue crossing. Note, however, that we ar
to accommodate the general situation considered so far, at the cost of more complicated
bation formulas.

Let us state a simple lemma which is at the basis of our constructions and which says
approximation of an approximate solution is an approximate solution.

Lemma V.1: Let H(d) be for all dP(0,d0) a self-adjoint operator densely defined in a Hilbe
spaceH, and letca(t,d)PH, wa(t,d)PH be time dependent vectors with the following proper
there exists c,p1 ,p2.0 such that the relations

ie2 iH (d)t/d2
ca~0,d!2ca~ t,d!i<cdp1 ~5.2!

and

iwa~ t,d!2ca~ t,d!i<cdp2 ~5.3!

hold for all t from an interval I,R and 0,d,d0 . Then,

ie2 iH (d)t/d2
wa~0,d!2wa~ t,d!i<3cdmin(p1 ,p2),

ie2 iH (d)t/d2
ca~0,d!2wa~ t,d!i<3cdmin(p1 ,p2). ~5.4!

Proof: uses just the unitarity of the evolution group and the Cauchy–Schwarz inequalith

Our approximate B–O states will require classical quantities defined by means of an ap
mationṼC of the potentialVC used in~4.38!, ~4.42!. We have to estimate the error induced by th
approximation. In order to do that, we make use of Gronwall’s lemma~see e.g., Ref. 19! that we
recall below.

Lemma V:2: Let E be a Banach space, U,E be open, I be an interval ofR, and fPC1(I
3U;E) be such that there exists K.O with sup(t,x)PI 3UiD2f (t,x)iL(E)<K. Let g:I 3U→E be
continuous and such that there exists G.0 with

sup
~ t,x!PI 3U

ig~ t,x!i<G. ~5.5!

If a and b are C1 maps from J→U ~where J#I ! satisfying for tPJ,

a8~ t !5 f ~ t,a~ t !!, ~5.6!

b8~ t !5 f ~ t,b~ t !!1eg~ t,b~ t !!, ~5.7!

then
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ia~ t !2b~ t !i<ia~ t0!2b~ t0!ieKut2t0u1eG~eKut2t0u21!/K. ~5.8!

For convenience let us recall here our definition~4.66! of a Born–Oppenheimer stat
c j

C(x,d,t) in the exterior regime,

c j
C~x,d,t !5F~ ix2aC~ t !i /d12d8!w j~AC~ t !, BC~ t !, d2, aC~ t !, hC~ t !, x!eiSC(t)/d2

FC
6~x,t,d!.

~5.9!

We want to comparec j
C(x,d,t) with an altered but similar definition based on approximate qu

tum and classical quantities forc̃ j
C(x,d,t),

c̃ j
C~x,d,t !5F~ ix2ãC~ t !i /d12d8!w j~ÃC~ t !, B̃C~ t !, d2, ãC~ t !, h̃C~ t !, x!eiS̃C(t)/d2

F̃C
6~x,t,d!.

~5.10!

All ‘‘tilded’’ classical quantities are generated by Eqs.~4.38!, ~4.42! with an approximate potentia
ṼC(x,d) in place ofVC(x,d). The vector

F̃C
6~x,t,d!5F̃C

6~x,d!ei l̃C
6(x,t,d) ~5.11!

depends on the approximate classical quantities through the phasel̃C
6 and on an approximate

normalized quantum eigenstateF̃C
6(x,d). Note that we keep the same Gaussian functionw j to

construct the ‘‘nuclear’’ wave packet.
Our next goal is to apply Lemma V.1 to estimate the errors in terms of the difference be

ṼC andVC.
Lemma V.3: The following inequality holds in the outer time regime for the L2(R) norm:

ic j
C6~x,d,t !2c̃ j

C6~x,d,t !i

<cS uÃ~ t !2A~ t !u1uB̃~ t !2B~ t !u1uã~ t !2a~ t !u/d2

1uh̃~ t !2h~ t !u/d21
utu
d2 sup

sP@0,t#

~ uh̃~s!2h~s!u1uṼ~a~s!!2V~a~s!!u

1 sup
xP[ ã(s),a(s)]

u]xṼ~x!uuã~s!2a~s!u!1 sup
~x,t,d!

uF~ ix2ã~ t !i /d12d8!F̃C
6~x,t,d!

2F~ ix2a~ t !i /d12d8!FC
6~x,t,d!u.D ~5.12!

with some constant c.
Proof: The indexC being fixed in this context, it will now be omitted. Other irreleva

parameters will also be dropped in the arguments. Note that since the functionF is smooth, we can
write

F~ ix2ã~ t !i /d12d8!5F~ ix2a~ t !i /d12d8!1O~~ ã~ t !2a~ t !!/d12d8! ~5.13!

and that theL2(S1)-norm of the vectorsFC
6(x,t,d) equals one. Since

Ṽ~ ã!2V~a!5Ṽ~ ã!2Ṽ~a!1Ṽ~a!2V~a! ~5.14!

andh and h̃ are uniformly bounded, we infer
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S̃~ t !5E
0

t

~ h̃2~s!/22Ṽ~ ã~s!!ds!

5S~ t !1OS utu sup
sP@0,t#

S uh̃~s!2h~s!u1uṼ~a~s!!2V~a~s!!u

1 sup
xP[ ã(s),a(s)]

u]xṼ~x!uuã~s!2a~s!u D D . ~5.15!

Then we compute

w l~Ã,B̃,d2,ã,h̃,x!2w l~A,B,d2,a,h,x!

5ei h̃(x2ã)/d2
~w l~Ã,B̃,d2,ã,0,x!2w l~A,B,d2,a,0,x!!

1w l~A,B,d2,a,0,x!~ei h̃((a2ã)/d2)2ei (h2h̃)(x2a)/d2
!ei h̃(x2a)/d2

. ~5.16!

From Lemma 3.1 in Ref. 13 we learn that asÃ→A and B̃→B,

w l~Ã,B̃,d2,ã,0,x!5w l~A,B,d2,a,0,x!1O~ uÃ2Au1uB̃2Bu1uã2au/d!

holds in theL2(R) sense, which takes care of the first term. Then we note that theL2 norm of the
remaining term is equal to

iw l~A,B,d2,a,0,x!ei h̃((a2ã)/d2)2w l~A,B,d2,a,h2h̃,x!i

5iw l~B,A,d2,0,2a,x!ei h̃(a2ã)/d2
2e2 i (h2h̃)a/d2

w l~B,A,d2,h2h̃,2a,x!i

5O~~ ã2a!/d21~ h̃2h!/d2! ~5.17!

by using the Plancherel formula, the properties of thew j under Fourier transform,iw j i51 and the
above lemma again. Then, gathering these estimates and using the facts thatA(t) and B(t) are
uniformly bounded, we get the result. h

In order to use this lemma, we see that it is necessary to approximateVC to an error of order
o(d2) and to show that this induces errors of the same order in the classical trajectory (ãC,h̃C) and
errors of ordero(1) in the linearized classical flow (ÃC,B̃C). Moreover, the corresponding eigen
statesF̃C

6 should be at most at a distanceo(1) from FC
6 .

When we consider times away of the matching regime, i.e.,t<utu<T, wheret is independent
of d, it is easy to show the following result, just by using Gronwall’s lemma and regular pe
bation theory. We thus omit the proof.

Lemma V.4: Let the time interval(t,T) be such that the solutions to (4.38), (4.40) satisfy
condition,

0¹$aC~ t !ut<t<T, 0,d,d0%[P, ~5.18!

where the corresponding potential,

VC~x,d!5mC~x,d!, xPP, ~5.19!

is the nondegenerate eigenvalue of g(x,d) corresponding toFC(x,d). Let

ṼC~x,d!5m0
C~x!1dm1

C~x!1d2m2
C~x!, xPP, ~5.20!
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be the second-order perturbation expansion formC(x,d). We define a˜ C,h̃C,ÃC,B̃C,S̃C as above with
the conditions,

ãC~t!5aC~t!1o~d2!, h̃C~t!5hC~t!1o~d2!, ~5.21!

ÃC~t!5AC~t!1o~1!, B̃C~t!5BC~t!1o~1!, ~5.22!

S̃C~t!5SC~t!1o~d2!, ~5.23!

and

F̃C~x,t,d!5FC~x,0!ei l̃C(x,t,d), ~5.24!

wherel̃C(x,t,d) is given by (4.54) withFC(x,0) in place ofFC(x,d) and

l̃C~x,t,d!5lC~x,t,d!1o~1!. ~5.25!

Then there exists a solutionc(x,t,d) to Eq. (4.13) such that

c~x,t,d!5F~ ix2ãC~ t !i /d12d8!w j~ÃC~ t !, B̃C~ t !, d2, ãC~ t !, h̃C~ t !, x !eiS̃C(t)/d2
F̃C~x,t,d!1o~1!

~5.26!

holds true in the L2-sense and for allt<t<T.
Remark:We have the familiar explicit formulas,

m0
C~x!5mC~x,0!, ~5.27!

m1
C~x!5^FC~x,0!uW~x!FC~x,0!&, ~5.28!

m2
C~x!52^FC~x,0!uW~x!~h~x!2mC~x,0!!r

21W~x!FC~x,0!&, ~5.29!

where the reduced resolvent is given by

~h~x!2mC~x,0!!r
215(

j ÞC

uF j~x,0!&^F j~x,0!u
~m j~x,0!2mC~x,0!!

. ~5.30!

The above result has to be modified for times close to the matching regime, since in tha
degenerate perturbation theory is required to define the potential. Indeed, the approximate
tial chosen in the lemma diverges asx→0, so that Gronwall’s lemma cannot be used as it stan
Let us find the modified potential from perturbation theory.

The two eigenvalues ofg(x,d) which are of interest to us,mA(x,d) andmB(x,d), are given
by the spectrum ofP(x,d)(h(x)1dW(x)1V2(x)). This operator is represented in the smoo
orthonormal eigenbasis~4.21! by the matrix~4.22!, which we can expand to second order ind for
any x in a neighborhood of the origin, since the projectionP(x,d) entering the definition of the
basis~4.21! is regular. Hence we can write

gi~x,d!5S b~x,d! g~x,d!1 is~x,d!

g~x,d!2 is~x,d! 2b~x,d!
D 1V̄~x,d!, ~5.31!

where

b~x,d!5b0~x!1db1~x!1d2b2~x!1O~d3![B3~x,d!1O~d3!, ~5.32!

g~x,d!5g0~x!1dg1~x!1d2g2~x!1O~d3![G3~x,d!1O~d3!, ~5.33!
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s~x,d!5s0~x!1ds1~x!1d2s2~x!1O~d3![S3~x,d!1O~d3!, ~5.34!

V̄~x,d!5V̄0~x!1dV̄1~x!1d2V̄2~x!1O~d3![V3~x,d!1O~d3!, ~5.35!

with the errorO(d3) beingC` in x, and@see~4.30!#,

b0~x!5rx1O~x2!, b1~x!5O~x!, ~5.36!

g0~x!5O~x2!, g1~x!5r 1O~x!, ~5.37!

s0~x!5O~x2!, s1~x!5O~x!. ~5.38!

Let us set

s~x,d!5A~B3~x,d!!21~G3~x,d!!21~S3~x,d!!2 ~5.39!

and define our~explicit! modified potential by

ṼC~x,d!56s~x,d!1V3~x,d!, ~5.40!

where the sign is chosen according to the value ofC. It is easy to check that by construction,

VC~x,d!2ṼC~x,d!5O~d3! ~5.41!

asx→0. As above, we employ tilde to mark the values generated by the modified potentia
only consider the dynamics for positive times, the other case being similar.

To define the perturbed classical trajectory, we will start integrating Newton’s equations
a positivet0(d)5dk, for some 2/3,k,1, using as initial condition the explicit asymptotic e
pansion given in Corollary 2.1 of Ref. 13,

Corollary V.5: In the outer regimed→0, t→0, utu/d→` and t3/d2→0, we have

aB
A
~ t !52]xV̄3~0,d!

t2

2
1h0~d!t6

r

h0~d!
dt

7r F t2

2
1

d2 ln utu
2~h0~d!!2 1

d2

4~h0~d!!2 ~112 ln~2h0~d!!!2
d2 ln d

2~h0~d!!2G
1O~ t3!1O~d4/t2!.

The asymptotics forhC(t) in the same regime is obtained by termwise differentiation of the ab
formulas up to errorsO(t2)1O(d4/t3).
The choice oft0(d) ensures that

ã~ t0!5a~ t0!1o~d2!, ~5.42!

h̃~ t0!5h~ t0!1o~d!. ~5.43!

Whereas the error is small enough for the position, it is not the case for the momentum. Hen
resort to energy conservation in order to determine the momentum with sufficient accuracy

Let us first note that due to the uniform boundedness of the force induced by the potentiVC

andṼC, there existst.0, small but independent ofd, and constants 0,C1,C2,`, such that as
long astP@2t,t#,

C1,hC~ t !,C2 , ~5.44!

and similarly forh̃C.
The unperturbed energy is given by
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EC~d!5~hC~ t !!2/21VC~aC~ t !,d!5~h0
C~d!!2/21VC~0,d!

[ẼC~d!1VC~0,d!2ṼC~0,d!, ~5.45!

where the perturbed energyẼC(d) is explicit. Hence

hC~ t !5A2~EC~d!2VC~aC~ t !,d!!.0 ~5.46!

holds for tP@2t,t#, and we can defineh̃C(t) by energy conservation so that

h̃C~ t !ªA2~ẼC~d!2ṼC~ ãC~ t !,d!!

5hC~ t !1O~ṼC~ ãC~ t !,d!2VC~aC~ t !,d!!1O~ṼC~0,d!2VC~0,d!!

5hC~ t !1OS sup
x→0

uṼC~x,d!2VC~x,d!u1ãC~ t !2aC~ t ! D . ~5.47!

Thus using formula~5.47!, we make an error inhC of the same order as the error we make inaC

andVC.
Next we turn to the approximationsÃC(t) and B̃C(t). They are defined as solutions to th

system~4.42! with ṼC in place ofVC and initial conditions att56t0 , given by

S ÃB
A
~ t !

B̃B
A
~ t !

D 5S A~0!

B~0!7sign~ t !irA ~0!/~h0~d!!
D . ~5.48!

It remains finally to consider the perturbed eigenvectorsF̃C(x,t,d) ~where we dropped the inde
referring to the sign oft). The restrictions to the support ofF mentioned in lemma V.3 and th
estimate~5.44! imply that if we impose the condition

12d82k.0, ~5.49!

we can write

x5a~ t !1O~d12d8!>ct~11O~d12d82k!>cdk ~5.50!

for some positive constantc, and the same estimate is true witha replaced byã.
Hence in the considered regime the eigenvaluesmC(x,0) of P(x,0)(h(x)1V2(x)) display a

gap that is at least of orderx5O(dk)—see the behavior~4.30!—and we call the correspondin
eigenvectorsxC(x). We define our perturbed static eigenvectors by

F̃C~x,d!5xC~x! ~5.51!

and similarly, the phase corresponding to time dependent perturbed eigenvectorsF̃C(x,t,d)—in
view ~5.11!—by

l̃Cr~v,t,d!5 i E
t0(d)

t

dsh̃~s!^F̃C~v1ã~s!,d!u]xF̃C~v1ã~s!,d!&, ~5.52!

where we used the new variables~4.56! and ~4.60!.
The next lemma tells us that our definitions of (ãC(t),h̃C(t)), (ÃC(t),B̃C(t)), andF̃C(x,d,t)

are accurate enough for our purpose. The proof can be found in the Appendix.
Lemma V.6: With the definitions above, there exists a positivet such that for all t

P@ t0(d),t# we have
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ãC~ t !5aC~ t !1o~d2!, ~5.53!

h̃C~ t !5hC~ t !1o~d2!, ~5.54!

ÃC~ t !5AC~ t !1o~1!, ~5.55!

B̃C~ t !5BC~ t !1o~1!, ~5.56!

F̃~x,t,d!5F~x,t,d!1o~1!. ~5.57!

Hence, with the definitions made above, we have a perturbed B–O state given by~5.10! that
is explicitly expressed by means of perturbation theory ind ~modulo finding the solution of the
classical equations of motion, of course! and which yields an approximation of the solution to t
Schrödinger equation~4.13! for finite time intervals asd→0. In particular, putting together ou
results, we get the following statement:

Theorem V.7: Adopt the hypotheses (H1) and (H2) and assume the behaviors (4.30). Su

that 2/3,k,1 andt is as in the above lemma. Letc̃ j
C6(x,d,t) with utu>dk be a perturbed B–O

state according to (5.10) constructed by means of the approximate quantities considered in
V.4 if utu>t and in lemma V.6 ifdk,utu,t, subject to the condition that all classical quantitie
agree at the instants t56t. Let c(x,d,t) be a solution to Eq. (4.13) withc(x,d,2T)
5c̃ j

B2(x,d,2T). Then,

c~x,d,t !5c̃ j
B2~x,d,t !1o~1!, ~5.58!

holds asd→0 for all 2T<t<2dk, while

c~x,d,t !52e2pr /2h0
c̃ j

A1~x,d,t !1e2pr /4h0Apr

h0

eil(d)

GS 11
ir

2h0D c̃ j
B1~x,d,t !1o~1!

~5.59!

holds for all dk<t<T, with l(d) given by (4.78).
Remarks:

~1! As a direct corollary, we get that to leading order, the transition probabilityP from the initial
level B to the levelA is given by the Landau–Zener formula,

P5e2pr /h0
1o~1! ~5.60!

as d→0, wherer is defined by the behavior~4.30! of the ‘‘molecular’’ Hamiltonian around the
avoided crossing andh0 is the initial classical momentum, see~4.40!.
~2! It is possible also to give an explicit approximation of the wave function in the inner
regime, 2dk<t<dk, in terms of quantities coming from perturbation theory. However,
temporal region being so short, it is not crucial for most applications to have a detailed ap
mation there.
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APPENDIX

Proof of Proposition IV.2:It is enough to show that the norm ofz l
1 in ~4.81! is small and to

apply to Lemma IV.1. Expression~4.15! together with~H1! show that we only need to control th
effect of p52 id2]x andp25(2 id2]x)

2 on C l(x,t,d), since for anyc we have

iY~x,]x ,d!ci<C~d4ip2ci1d6ipci !. ~A1!

First consider the outer temporal region and the form~4.66!. We know from the computations in
Ref. 18 that

i~p2h!w l~A, B, d2, a, h, • !i5uBudAl 11/2, ~A2!

i~p2h!2w l~A, B, d2, a, h, • !i5uBu2d2A~6l 216l 13!/4. ~A3!

Moreover, we estimate

upF~ ix2aC~ t !i /d12d8!u<c1d11d8, ~A4!

up2F~ ix2aC~ t !i /d12d8!u<c2d2(11d8), ~A5!

where the constantsc1 ,c2 depend onF only. Away from the crossing region, the ‘‘electronic
eigenvectors are well defined and smooth in (x,d). Hence we only need to consider what is goi
on in the neighborhood ofx50 to get an upper bound on the effect ofp andp2 on the eigenvec-
tors FC

6(x,t,d) given by ~4.53!. We drop the indices and consider

F~x,t,d!5eil(x,t,d)F~x,d!, ~A6!

whereF(x,d) denote some static eigenvectors andl(x,d,t) the corresponding real valued func
tion defined by~4.54!. We compute

]xF~x,t,d!5eil(x,t,d)@]xF~x,d!1~ i ]xl~x,t,d!!F~x,d!#, ~A7!

]x
2F~x,t,d!5eil(x,t,d)@]x

2F~x,d!12~ i ]xl~x,t,d!!]xF~x,d!$ i ]x
2l~x,t,d!

2~]xl~x,t,d!!2%F~x,d!#. ~A8!

As h,c j ,]xc j ,]x
2c j ,]x

3c j are allO(0) as (x,t)→(0,0) in the support ofF, we have

]xF~x,d!5O~]xu~x!1]xw~x!!1O~0!, ~A9!

]x
2F~x,d!5O~~]xu~x!!21~]xw~x!!21]x

2u~x!1]x
2w~x!!1O~0! ~A10!

in the norm of the ‘‘electronic’’ Hilbert space. In expression~4.60! for l, we first check by
inspection that in all cases,

^Fu]xF&5O~]xw!1O~0! ~A11!

~see, e.g.,~3.50! in Ref. 13! since all functions ofu andf are uniformly bounded and, moreove
the factor of]xw is a function ofu only. Hence, by further differentiation we get

]x^Fu]xF&5O~]x
2w1]xw1]xw]xu1]xu!1O~0!, ~A12!

]x
2^Fu]xF&5O~]x

3w1]x
2w]xu1]xw]x

2u1~]xw!2

1]x
2w]xw]xu1]x

2u1~]xu!21]xu1]xw!1O~0!. ~A13!
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It remains to estimate]xw and]xu. We have

w~x,d!5arctan~s~x,d!/g~x,d!! ~A14!

providedg(x,d) is different from zero. Hence using~4.30! we get

]xw~x,d!5
g~x,d!]xs~x,d!2s~x,d!]xg~x,d!

g2~x,d!1s2~x,d!
, ~A15!

so that with the help of estimates of the typeugu/Ag21s2<1 we arrive at

]xw5OS ]xg1]xs

Ag21s2 D . ~A16!

By similar operations we eventually obtain

]x
2w5OS ]x

2g1]x
2s

Ag21s2 D 1OS ~]xg!21~]xs!21]xg]xs

g21s2 D ~A17!

and

]x
3w5OS ]x

3g1]x
3s

Ag21s2 D 1OS ]x
2g]xs1]x

2s]xg1]x
2g]xg1]x

2s]xs

g21s2 D
1OS ~]xg!2]xs1~]xs!2]xg1~]xg!31~]xs!3

Ag21s23 D . ~A18!

Assuming further that

ixi5O~dk!, j,2/3,k,12j,1, ~A19!

we get from the behavior~4.30! in this region

]xw5OS 1

d12kD , ~A20!

]x
2w5OS 1

d D , ~A21!

]x
3w5OS 1

d22kD . ~A22!

Then we consider

u~x,d!5arccosS b~x,d!

Ab2~x,d!1g2~x,d!1s2~x,d!
D . ~A23!

By computing derivatives and estimating as above, we easily get

]xu5OS ]xb

b21g21s2D1OS ]xg1]xs

A~b21g21s2!~g21s2!
D , ~A24!
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]x
2u5OS ]x

2b

b21g21s2D 1OS ]x
2g1]x

2s

A~b21g21s2!~g21s2!
D 1OS ]xb~]xg1]xs!

~b21g21s2!A~g21s2!
D

1OS ~]xg!21~]xs!21]xg]xs

A~b21g21s2!~g21s2!
D 1OS ~]xb!2

Ab21g21s23D . ~A25!

Using ~4.65!, dkC>utu>d12j, and~A19!, we thus find

]xu5OS 1

d2(12j)D , ~A26!

]x
2u5OS 1

d3(12j)D . ~A27!

Gathering the different pieces, we obtain for the derivatives ofl in the regime just described

l~x,t,d!5O~ t/d12k!5O~1/d122k!, ~A28!

]xl~x,t,d!5O~1/d322j22k!, ~A29!

]x
2l~x,t,d!5O~1/d424j2k!, ~A30!

so that we obtain the following estimates for the derivatives of the vectorF(x,t,d):

]xF~x,t,d!5O~1/d222j!, ~A31!

]x
2F~x,t,d!5O~1/d424j!. ~A32!

We are now in a position to estimate the effect ofp andp2 on the B–O states in the outer tim
regime,

ipc l
Ci5i~pF!w lF

C1F~pw l !F
C1Fw l~pFC!i

<c~d11d81i~p2hC!w l i1uhCu1d2u]xF
Cu!

<c~ l !~d11d81dBC1uhCu1d2j!. ~A33!

We have already used above the fact thatuhCu is uniformly bounded asd andt go to zero, and the
same is true forBC—see Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 in Ref. 13. Finally we get in the o
temporal regime,

ipc l
Ci<c~ l ! ~A34!

asd→0, wherec( l ) is some constant independent of time. By similar manipulations we also
in the same regime

ip2c l
Ci<c~ l !. ~A35!

Note that the nonvanishing term comes only from the action ofp on the Gaussian statew l , which
yields essentiallyhC as expected, whereas the contribution from the derivatives of the ‘‘electro
eigenvectors and cutoff function vanish. From the definition ofY we get a supplementaryd4

which more than compensates for the denominatord2 appearing in~4.84!,
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1

d2 E
d12j

T

iY~x,]x ,d!c l
C~x,t,d!idt<c~ l !d4. ~A36!

We now need to perform the same type of analysis on the approximate wave fun
c I(y,s,d) given by~4.70! adopted in the inner temporal region. There we use the variables~4.69!
so that the relations

]y5d]x and p52 id]y ~A37!

have to be employed to compute the derivatives of the different pieces in the definitio
c I(y,s,d). In this case we need to show that

1

d2 E
2d12j

d12j

iY~x,]x ,d!c I~y~x,t !,s~ t !,d!idt

5
1

d E2d2j

d2j H E uY~dy1a~sd!,d]y ,d!c I~y,s,d!u2ddyJ 1/2

ds

<
2

d11j sup
2d2j<s<d2j

H E uY~dy1a~sd!,d]y ,d!c I~y,s,d!u2ddyJ 1/2

~A38!

is of order dp for some positivep as d→0. As above, we denoted at that the norm in t
‘‘electronic’’ Hilbert space by a modulus. The estimates~A4!, ~A5! remain valid and we have

upeih(sd)y/du5uh~sd!u<C, ~A39!

up2eih(sd)y/du5uh2~sd!u<C, ~A40!

since h(t) is uniformly bounded in the inner temporal regime. Noting thatx5a(ds)1dy
5O(d12j), we also get from the regularity of the orthonormal basis$c1(x,d),c2(x,d)% around
~0,0! that

upc j~a~ds!1dy,d!u5O~d2!, ~A41!

up2c j~a~ds!1dy,d!u5O~d4! ~A42!

for j 51,2. Finally, the functionsf 0(y,s) and g0(y,s) determined in~4.73!–~4.76! and their
derivatives can be estimated using the following remark. Up to phases, these functions are
as products of a Gaussian, a polynomial iny, a parabolic cylinder function, and a factor 1/d1/2

coming from the normalization of the functionw l . Asymptotically, these parabolic cylinder func
tions, their first and second derivatives are of orderO((s1iyi)0), O((s1iyi)), and
O((s1iyi)2), respectively, wheres5O(d2j). Hence we can write

u f 0~y,s!u<P1~y!e2y2/2uA0u2d21/2, ~A43!

up f0~y,s!u<P2~y!e2y2/2uA0u2d21/2112j, ~A44!

up2f 0~y,s!u<P3~y!e2y2/2uA0u2d21/21222j, ~A45!

whereA0 is the initial condition~4.43! andPj , j 51,2,3, are polynomials iny, the coefficients of
which are independent ofd. They depend onl , the index of the chosen B–O state. Simil
estimates are valid forg0 in place of f 0 . Having
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pc I5eiS(ds)/d2
eih(sd)y/d@~pF1Fh!~ f 0c11g0c2!1F~~p f0!c1

1~pg0!c2f 0~pc1!1g0~pc2!!# ~A46!

and the above estimates, we can write

upc I~y,s,d!u<P4~y!e2y2/2uA0u2d21/2~d11d8111d21d12j! ~A47!

with another polynomialP4 . Hence the right hand-side of~6.38! can be further estimated to giv

1

d11j sup
2d2j<s<d2j

H E upc I~y,s,d!u2ddyJ 1/2

<c~ l !/d11j. ~A48!

By similar manipulations we also get

1

d11j sup
2d2j<s<d2j

H E up2c I~y,s,d!u2ddyJ 1/2

<c~ l !/d11j. ~A49!

We note that here the leading order contribution comes from the action ofp on the phase eihy/d

which givesh. The supplementary factord4 in ~6.1! yields the final estimate

1

d2 E
2d12j

d12j

iY~x,]x ,d!c I~y~x,t !,s~ t !,d!idt<c~ l !d32j. ~A50!

Hence the proposition holds withp532j. h

Proof of Lemma V.6:As noted above, we cannot directly use Gronwall’s lemma as state
the text. Hence we need to prove that the two evolutions stay close enough to each other b
times t0(d) and t, wheret will be small but independent ofd by a more refined analysis. W
consider the indexA and drop it in the notation.

First, it is easy to check the following asymptotic properties as (x,d)→(0,0),

s~x,d!2Ab2~x,d!1g2~x,d!1s2~x,d!5O~d3!, ~A51!

]xs~x,d!2]xAb2~x,d!1g2~x,d!1s2~x,d!5OS d3

Ax21d2D , ~A52!

s~x,d!5rAx21d2 ~11O~x1d!!, ~A53!

]xs~x,d!5O~1!, ~A54!

]x
2s~x,d!5

rd2

~x21d2!3/21O~1!. ~A55!

We collect some preliminary observations on the solutionã(t) to the equation,

ä̃~ t !52]xṼ~ ã~ t !,d! ~A56!

for tP@ t0 ,t# with initial condition satisfying~5.42!. We can chooset.0 independent ofd, such
that

a~ t !2a~ t0~d!!>c0~ t2t0~d!!, ~A57!

for somec0.0 and alltP@ t0(d),t#. This implies easily by means of~5.42! that
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ã~ t !2ã~ t0~d!!>c1~ t2t0~d!! ~A58!

for all tP@ t0(d),t# with a uniform constant. Hence we can write

x21d2uu t
>c3~dk1~ t2t0~d!!!2, ;u tP@ ã~ t !,a~ t !#. ~A59!

Consider now the identities~dropping thed dependence in the arguments!,

ä̃~ t !2ä~ t !5]xV~a~ t !!2]xṼ~ ã~ t !!

5]xAb21g21s2~a~ t !!1]xV̄~a~ t !!2]xs~ ã~ t !!2]xV3~ ã~ t !!

5]x~Ab21g21s2~a~ t !!2s~a~ t !!!1]x~V̄~a~ t !!2V3~a~ t !!!

2]x
2s~u t!~ ã~ t !2a~ t !!1]x

2V3~u t!~ ã~ t !2a~ t !!, ~A60!

whereu tP(ã(t),a(t)). Now the first order derivatives are of orderd3/(dk1(t2t0(d)), whereas
the second order ones are of orderd3/(dk1(t2t0))3—see~A55! and ~A59!.

Hence introducingd(t)5ã(t)2a(t) we get an ODE of the form

d̈~ t !5 f ~d~ t !,t !d~ t !1g~d~ t !,t !, ~A61!

where we have thea priori bounds,

E
t0

t

u f ~d~s!,s!uds<cd2E
t0

t

1/~dk1~s2t0!!3ds<cd2(12k), ~A62!

and since we can assume without loss thatdk1(t2t0(d)),1,

E
t0

t

ug~d~s!,s!u<E
t0

t cd3

~dk1~s2t0!!3 ds<cd3~ u ln~dk!u1u ln~dk1~ t2t0!u!

5O~d3 ln~d!!. ~A63!

Equation~A61! is equivalent to

d~ t !5d~ t0!1~ t2t0!ḋ~ t0!1E
t0

t

dsE
t0

s

du~ f ~d~u!,u!d~u!1g~d~u!,u!!. ~A64!

Let us denote

D~ t !5 sup
sP@ t0 ,t#

ud~s!u. ~A65!

We deduce from the above bounds

ud~ t !u<ud~ t0!u1~ t2t0!uḋ~ t0!u1cE
t0

t

dsD~s!d2(12k)1cd3u ln~d!u

<cS ud~ t0!u1uḋ~ t0!u1d3u ln~d!u1E
t0

t

dsD~s!d2(12k)D ~A66!

and, asD is not decreasing,
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D~ t !<cS ud~ t0!u1uḋ~ t0!u1d3u ln~d!u1E
t0

t

dsD~s!d2(12k)D
<c~ ud~ t0!u1uḋ~ t0!u1d3u ln~d!u1D~ t !d2(12k)!. ~A67!

Sinced2(12k)→0, we find that

D~ t !<c~ ud~ t0!u1uḋ~ t0!u1d3u ln~d!u!. ~A68!

Plugging this into~A64! finally yields

d~ t !5d~ t0!1~ t2t0!ḋ~ t0!1O~d2(12k)~ ud~ t0!u1uḋ~ t0!u!1d3u ln~d!u!. ~A69!

As an immediate consequence of this result and~5.47! we have for anytP@ t0(d),t# with our
choice oft0(d) and initial conditions~5.42!,

ã~ t !2a~ t !5o~d2!, ~A70!

h̃~ t !2h~ t !5o~d2!. ~A71!

Turning to (A(t),B(t)) and their approximations, we first note that by Ref. 13, p. 102,
have with our choice oft0(d),

S Ã~ t0!

B̃~ t0!
D 2S A~ t0!

B~ t0! D5o~1!. ~A72!

Then we consider the equation@equivalent to~4.42! and ~4.43!#,

S A~ t !
B~ t ! D5S A~ t0!

B~ t0! D1E
t0

t S O i

i ]x
2V~a~ t !! 0D S A~s!

B~s! D ~A73!

and a similar one for the approximations with the tilded symbols everywhere. Introducing

D~ t !5S Ã~ t !

B̃~ t !
D 2S A~ t !

B~ t ! D ,

we compute

D~ t !5D~ t0!1E
t0

t S 0 0

i ]x
2Ṽ~ ã~s!!2]x

2V~a~s!! 0D S Ã~s!

B̃~s!
D ds1E

t0

t S 0 i

i ]x
2V~a~s!! 0DD~s!ds.

~A74!

But i(
B̃(t)

Ã(t)
)i5O(1) by Ref. 13,* t0

t ]x
2Ṽ(ã(s))ds5O(d2(12k)) and similarly for the untilded quan

tities. Hence using the same type of manipulations as above, we deduce

iD~ t !i<c~d2(12k)1iD~ t0!i !. ~A75!

It follows that

S Ã~ t !

B̃~ t !
D 2S A~ t !

B~ t ! D5o~1! ~A76!

holds for anytP@ t0(d),t#.
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In order to deal with the ‘‘electronic’’ eigenvectors we consider the perturbation series fo
resolvent (h(x)1V2(x)1dW(x)2z)21 when the argumentz runs through the circle of radiu
umA(x,0)2mB(x,0)u/4 centered at any of the eigenvaluemC(x,0). Integration on this circle yields
the eigenprojectorQj (x,d), j 5A,B, and the estimates

Qj~x,d!5Qj~x,0!1O~dW~x!/umA~x,0!2mB~x,0!u!5Qj~x,0!1O~d/x!, ~A77!

]xQj~x,d!5]xQj~x,0!1O~d/umA~x,0!2mB~x,0!u2!5]xPj~x,0!1O~d/x2!. ~A78!

This, in turn, yields the following estimates on the eigenvectorsF j (x,d) of the perturbed operato
h(x)1dW(x):

F j~x,d!5x j~x!1O~d/x!, ~A79!

]xF j~x,d!5]xx j~x!1O~d/x2!. ~A80!

Now we consider one eigenvectorx j (x) and drop the indexj . We note here that Eq.~3.58! in Ref.
13 shows that

l r~v,t,d!5O~ t/d12k!, ~A81!

so thatl r(v,t0(d),d)5O(d2k21)→0 with d. On the other hand, using the fact thatx(x) is
smooth and thath̃(t) is uniformly bounded on@ t0(d),T# we find

E
t0(d)

t

idsh~s!^F~v,s,d!u]xF~v1a~s!,d!&

5E
t0(d)

t

ids~ h̃~s!1o~d2!!3^~F̃~v,s,d!

1O~d/~a~ t !1v!!!u~]xF̃~v1ã~s!,d!1O~d/~a~s!1v!2!!!&

5E
t0(d)

t

idsh̃~s!^F̃~v,s,d!u]xF̃~v1ã~s!,d!&1o~1!

10~d ln~~ t1v!/~ t01v!!!1O~d~1/~ t0~d!1v!21/~ t1v!!!. ~A82!

Having v5O(d12d8) and ~5.49!, the error terms above can be estimated by

o~1!1O~d ln~d!1d12k! ~A83!

which goes to zero asd→0. It follows then that

l̃~x,t,d!2l~x,t,d!5o~1! ~A84!

and in turn we get

F̃~x,t,d!2F~x,t,d!5o~1!, ~A85!

which concludes the proof. h
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Perturbation theory free from secular terms for the
equations of motion of anharmonic oscillators

Francisco M. Fernándeza)

CEQUINOR (Conicet), Departamento de Quı´mica, Facultad de Ciencias Exactas,
Universidad Nacional de la Plata, Calle 47 y 115, Casilla de Correo 962, 1900 La Plata,
Argentina

~Received 2 January 2001; accepted for publication 23 July 2001!

We develop a time–independent perturbation theory in operator form for the equa-
tions of motion of classical and quantum-mechanical anharmonic oscillators. The
method focuses on the frequency of the motion in the former case and in a fre-
quency operator in the latter, producing a power series in a small coupling constant.
The resulting expressions are free from secular instabilities that commonly appear
in perturbation treatments of nonlinear problems. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1402175#

I. INTRODUCTION

Straightforward application of perturbation theory to classical equations of motion comm
produces secular terms that are unbounded even for periodic motion. For that reason, rese
have developed several alternative approaches that correct or completely overcome this fa
perturbation theory at large time. For example, methods like Lindstedt–Poincare´, renormalization,
and multiple scales have been known for a long ago.1–3 There has recently been great interest
similar approaches for quantum mechanics; the method of multiple scales4,5 and the construction
of minimal normal forms by means of near identity transformations6 prove suitable for simple
models such as anharmonic oscillators.

At first sight those approaches seem to become rather cumbersome even at moderate
orders of perturbation theory. For this reason, here we propose an alternative procedure tha
opinion is more straightforward, and at the same time provides a more systematic treatm
classical and quantum-mechanical perturbation theory. It is based on a recent discussion
structure of the eigenvalues of nonlinear oscillators.7 In Sec. II we consider classical anharmon
oscillators in one dimension, and in Sec. III we show that the method also applies to qua
mechanical models almost without modification.

II. CLASSICAL MECHANICS

In order to simplify the discussion we restrict ourselves to one-dimensional models an
the following notation to indicate dependence of a dynamical variableF on time: F(t)
5F(q(t),p(t)), F(0)5F(q(0),p(0))5F(q,p), whereq(t) andp(t) are the instantaneous va
ues of the coordinate and momentum, respectively, andq andp are their initial values att50.

We believe that rewriting classical equations of motion in terms of operators facilitate
following discussion. For a given functionF(q,p) we construct the differential operator

F̂5
]F

]q

]

]p
2

]F

]p

]

]q
~1!

so that F̂G is the well-known Poisson bracket$F,G%.3,8 If the HamiltonianH(q,p) does not
depend explicitly on time we solve the time-evolution equation

a!Electronic mail: framfer@isis.unlp.edu.ar
47390022-2488/2001/42(10)/4739/10/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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d

dt
F~ t !52ĤF~ t ! ~2!

formally as3,8

F~ t !5exp~2tĤ !F~0!. ~3!

The present method is based on the assumption that it is possible to obtain a nonzero d
cal variableA(q,p) that satisfies

ĤA5 iVA, ~4!

whereV5V(q,p) is a constant of the motion:

ĤV50. ~5!

Notice that for periodic motionV is real and thereforeA is complex. Taking into account tha
ĤA* 52 iVA* one easily proves thatuAu2 is a constant of the motion. Moreover, the tim
evolution ofA,

A~ t !5exp~2 i tV!A~0!, ~6!

clearly exhibits the dependence of the period of the motiont5 2p/V on the values ofq andp.
One easily verifies that ifA is a solution of Eq.~4!, thenK(H)A will also be a solution for any
arbitrary functionK of H with exactly the same value ofV. In order to determineA uniquely we
add an arbitrary~and convenient! normalization condition. Notice thatV ~as any other property o
the system! is independent of normalization.

For example, for the well-known harmonic oscillator

H5
p2

2m
1

mv2q2

2
~7!

we have3

A5Amv

2 S q1
ip

mv D , V5v, ~8!

where we see that the period is independent ofq andp. In this case we have arbitrarily normalize
the functionA in such a way that$A,A* %52 i .

Except for a few trivial models, one cannot solve Eqs.~4! and~5! exactly, and therefore one
resorts to approximate methods like perturbation theory. If we can write

H5H01lH8, ~9!

wherelH8 is a small perturbation to the exactly solvable HamiltonianH0 , then it is reasonable to
look for approximate solutions in the form of Taylor series

A5(
j 50

`

Ajl
j , V5(

j 50

`

V jl
j . ~10!

It follows from Eqs.~4! and ~5! that the coefficients of the series~10! satisfy

Ĥ0V j52Ĥ8V j 21 , ~11!
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~Ĥ02 iV0!Aj5 i (
k51

j

VkAj 2k2Ĥ8Aj 21 . ~12!

As already noted, we assume that we can exactly solve the unperturbed equations

Ĥ0V050, ~Ĥ02 iV0!A050. ~13!

From now on we call zero eigenspace of an operatorĜ the set of all functionsZ(q,p) that
satisfy ĜZ50. If there are no elements of the zero eigenspaces ofĤ0 and Ĥ02 iV0 on the
right-hand side of Eqs.~11! and ~12!, respectively, we can solve them formally as

V j52Ĥ0
21Ĥ8V j 211gj , ~14!

Aj5~Ĥ02 iV0!21S i (
k51

j

VkAj 2k2Ĥ8Aj 21D 1hj , ~15!

wheregj (q,p) andhj (q,p) are arbitrary elements of the zero eigenspaces ofĤ0 and Ĥ02 iV0 ,
respectively. BecausegjA0 belongs to the zero eigenspace ofĤ02 iV0 , we can choosegj in order
to remove all elements of the zero eigenspace ofĤ02 iV0 from the right-hand side of Eq.~12!;
and therefore Eq.~15! makes sense. On the other hand,hj enables us to select an appropria
normalization condition for the dynamical variableA(q,p) ~such as, for example,$A,A* %52 i !.

If exp(tĜ)q and exp(tĜ)p are bounded for allt, then we can invert the operatorĜ @e.g.,Ĝ
5Ĥ0 andĜ5Ĥ02 iV0 in Eqs.~11! and ~12!, respectively# as follows:

~Ĝ1a!215E
2`

0

exp@~Ĝ1a!t#dt, a.0,

~16!
Ĝ215 lim

a→0
~Ĝ1a!21.

Taking into account that

lim
a→0

a~Ĝ1a!21Z5Z ~17!

for any elementZ(q,p) of the zero eigenspace ofĜ, we realize that

lim
a→0

a~Ĝ1a!21U ~18!

extracts elements of the zero eigenspace ofĜ from U(q,p). We apply this recipe to Eq.~15! in
order to determine the appropriategj . This approach requires suitable expressions for exp(tĤ0)q
and exp(tĤ0)p, which we easily obtain as follows:

exp~ tĤ0!q5q cos~vt !2
p sin~vt !

mv
,

~19!
exp~ tĤ0!p5p cos~vt !1mvq sin~vt !.

Moreover, for any functionU(q,p) we have exp(tĤ0)U(q,p)5U(etĤ0q,etĤ0p). In order to illustrate
the application of Eq.~18!, we choose the following simple example:Ĝ5Ĥ0 , andU5q2. It is not
difficult to verify that
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E
2`

0

exp@ t~Ĥ1a!#q2 dt5
m2a2q212m2v2q212maqp12p2

m2~a214v2!a
,

~20!

lim
a→0

aE
2`

0

exp@ t~Ĥ1a!#q2 dt5
m2v2q21p2

2m2v2 .

Notice that the right-hand side of Eq.~20! is the part ofq2 that commutes withH0 as stated
previously, and it is therefore an element of the zero eigenspace of the operatorĤ0 .

Once we solve Eqs.~14! and~15! for j 51,2,..., weeasily obtain the period of the motion a
a l-power series

t5
2p

V01V1 l1V2l21V3l31¯

52
p

V0
S 12

V1

V0
l2

~V2V02V1
2!

V0
2 l22

~V3V0
222V1V2V01V1

3!

V0
3 l31¯ D . ~21!

As a simple illustrative example we consider the anharmonic oscillator given by

H05
p2

2m
1

mv2q2

2
, H85q4. ~22!

Notice that Eq.~8! gives usA0 andV0 for this choice ofH0 . The calculation is straightforward
but tedious; fortunately available software for symbolic computation, likeMAPLE,9 greatly facili-
tates the process. Notice that Eqs.~14! and ~15! are suitable for programming according to Eq
~16!–~18!. ~MAPLE worksheets and programs are available upon request.! For the anharmonic
oscillator~22! we easily obtain the following expressions for the frequency coefficients in term
the initial coordinate and momentum:

V15
3

2

~m2v2q21p2!

m3v3 ,

V252
3

16

46m2v2p2q2123p417m4v4q4

m6v7 , ~23!

V35
3

32

449m4v4q4p21633p4m2v2q2127m6v6q61211p6

m9v11 .

Notice that we can rewriteV1 as a function ofH0 ,

V153
H0

m2v3 , ~24!

because$H0 ,V1%50, but we cannot do the same with the coefficientsV j for j .1.
Choosing for simplicity the arbitrary zero-eigenspace elementshj (q,p) equal to zero we

obtain

A15
&Am v@9mvqp215m3v3q323i ~p315m2v2q2p!#

16m4v5 ,
~25!
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A252
&

32~m6v8Amv!
@122m3v3p2q3165mvp4q113m5v5q5

2 i ~13p5186m2v2q2p31101m4v4pq4!#.

In order to verify the above-mentioned results we apply them to Duffing’s equation1,2

ü~ t !1u~ t !14lu~ t !350. ~26!

Choosing the initial conditionsu(0)5x0 , v(0)5u̇(0)50, and expanding the exact period1 in
powers ofl, we obtain

t52p23px0
2l1

57px0
4l2

8
2

315px0
6l3

16
1¯ . ~27!

On the other hand, if we substitutem5v51, p50, andq5x0 into Eq. ~23!, then Eq.~21! gives
exactly Eq.~27! as one easily verifies.

III. QUANTUM MECHANICS

The method outlined previously for classical mechanics applies to quantum mechanics
without modification. In this case the dynamical variables are linear operators$Â,B̂,Ĉ,...%. For
every linear operatorF̂ we define a superoperatorF9 that acts on the vector space of line
operators as follows:F9 Ĉ5@ F̂,Ĉ#5F̂Ĉ2ĈF̂.3,10 If the Hamiltonian operatorĤ is independent of
time we solve the time-evolution equation

dP̂~ t !

dt
5

i

\
@Ĥ,P̂~ t !#5

i

\
H9 P̂~ t !, ~28!

formally as follows:3,10

P̂~ t !5expS i tĤ

\
D P̂ expS 2

i tĤ

\
D 5expS i tH9

\
D P̂, ~29!

where we writeP̂(0)5 P̂.
For simplicity and concreteness we consider the dimensionless Hamiltonian operatorĤ(â,â†)

for a one-dimensional anharmonic oscillator in terms of the annihilationâ and creationâ† opera-
tors that satisfy the bosonic commutation relation@ â,â†#51̂. From now on we set\51 in order
to have dimensionless equations of motion, and omit the identity operator 1ˆ . As in the classical
counterpart discussed previously, the key of the approach is to construct an operatorb̂(â,â†) such
that

H9 b̂52V̂b̂, ~30!

whereV̂ is a constant of the motion

H9 V̂50. ~31!

In the case of bounded motion the frequency operatorV̂ is Hermitian (V̂†5V̂) andb̂†b̂ results in
a constant of the motion. Moreover, the operatorb̂ changes in time according to

b̂~ t !5exp~2 i t V̂!b̂. ~32!
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Exactly as in classical mechanics, Eq.~30! does not determineb̂ completely, and we require a

normalization condition. The operatorV̂ is independent of the normalization condition chosen a
can therefore be considered to be a property of the system. The quantum-mechanical ver
present method is exactly the one developed recently for the discussion of the structure of
values of nonlinear oscillators;7 the main difference is that here we concentrate on perturba
theory instead of on the semiclassical limit. Moreover, we compare several normalization c
tions for b̂.

As in the classical case, it is not possible to solve Eqs.~30! and~31! exactly except for some
simple models such as the harmonic oscillator. In nontrivial cases we resort to approx
methods; here we choose perturbation theory and write

Ĥ5Ĥ01lĤ8 ~33!

provided that we can solve

H9 0b̂052V̂0b̂0 ,H9 0V̂050 ~34!

exactly. If we expand the solutions to Eqs.~30! and ~31! in Taylor series of the perturbatio
parameterl:

b̂5(
j 50

`

b̂ j~ â,â†!l j , V̂5(
j 50

`

V̂ j~ â,â†!l j , ~35!

we easily obtain

~H9 01V̂0!b̂ j52H9 8b̂ j 212 (
m51

j

V̂mb̂j 2m , ~36!

H9 0V̂ j1H9 8V̂ j 2150. ~37!

We formally solve Eqs.~36! and ~37! as follows ~we write them in the order they should b
solved!:

V̂ j5H9 0
21@V̂ j 21 ,Ĥ8#1N̂j , ~38!

b̂ j5~H9 01V̂0!21S @ b̂ j 21 ,Ĥ8#1 (
m51

j

V̂mb̂j 2mD 1N̂j8 , ~39!

whereN̂j andN̂j8 are zero-eigenspace elements that satisfyH9 0N̂j50 and (H9 01V̂0)N̂j850 respec-

tively. At every perturbation orderj we chooseV̂ j to remove all elements of the zero eigenspa

of H9 01V̂0 from the right-hand side of Eq.~36! before we apply the superoperator (H9 0

1V̂0)21.
For the particular case that

Ĥ05â†â1 1
2 , ~40!

we have

b̂05a, V̂051, ~41!

and
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N̂j5ĝ j~ â†â!, N̂j85 f j~ â†â!â†, ~42!

where ĝ j (â
†â) and f̂ j (â

†â) are arbitrary functions of the number operatorâ†â. As indicated
previously we chooseĝ j in order to remove all zero-eigenspace elements from the right-hand
of Eq. ~36!. On the other hand,f̂ j is determined by a normalization condition on the operatorb̂.
We discuss some examples in the following.

The application of Eqs.~38! and~39! is straightforward whenĤ0 is given by Eq.~40!, and the
perturbation is a polynomial function of the boson operators. In principle, we may apply a m
similar to the one outlined in Eqs.~16!–~18!. However, in what follows we proceed in a differe
way, and take into account thatF(H9 0)â†mân5F(m2n)â†mân for any functionF(x) in order to
systematically solve Eqs.~38! and~39!, where we haveF(x)5x21 andF(x)5(x11)21, respec-
tively. We have performed this calculation by hand, because we found it difficult to implemen
necessary operator equations inMAPLE.

It is always instructive to study exactly solvable models; for that reason, in what follow
choose the case in whichĤ0 is given by Eq.~40! and the perturbation is quadratic:Ĥ85 1

2(â
2

1â†2). We easily obtain

V̂5V5A12l2,
~43!

b̂5
l

A2A12l2~12A12l2!
S â1

12A12l2

l
â†D ,

provided that the normalization condition is@ b̂,b̂†#51.
It is not difficult to verify that the above-outlined perturbation method exactly gives the Ta

expansions forV and b̂ that converge for allulu,1. In this case the constant of the motionb̂†b̂

is a linear function ofĤ:

b̂†b̂5
1

A12l2 S Ĥ2
A12l2

2 D , ~44!

and the time evolution ofb̂ is remarkably simple:

b̂~ t !5exp~2 iVt !b̂. ~45!

In principle, we can improve the convergence properties of the perturbation series
appropriate choice ofĤ0 .3 Consider, for example, the operator

Ĥ5â†â1
1

2
1

l

2
~ â1â†!2. ~46!

The radius of convergence of thel-power series for

V̂5V5A112l ~47!

is determined by a square-root branch point atl52 1
2.

If, on the other hand, we splitĤ as

Ĥ5~11l!S â†â1
1

2D1
bl

2
~ â21â†2!, ~48!

then the Taylor series aboutb50 converges for all
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b2,
~11l!2

l2 .

Choosingb51 in order to recover the original operator~46!, we conclude that this alternativ
approach converges for alll.2 1

2, which is certainly better than the conditionulu, 1
2 that follows

from the straightforward expansion aboutl50 discussed previously. We see that the pres
approach facilitates the discussion of the convergence properties of the normal forms.

As a nontrivial example we choose one of the anharmonic oscillators discussed by
authors:6 Ĥ0 given by Eq.~40! and

Ĥ85 1
16 ~ â1â†!4. ~49!

We believe it worthwhile to compare different normalization conditions for the operatorb̂. In the
first place we choose@ b̂,b̂†#51, so that the coefficientsb̂ j and b̂ j

† satisfy

(
m50

j

@ b̂m ,b̂ j 2m
† #5d j 0 . ~50!

This condition, which makes the transformation$â,â†%→$b̂,b̂†% canonical, is different from the
ones chosen recently by other authors.6,7

Solving the perturbation equations of first and second order we easily obtain

V̂15ĝ15 3
4 ~ â†â11!,

b̂15 1
4 ~ 1

4â
†31 3

2â
†2â1 3

2â
†2 1

2â
3!, ~51!

f̂ 150,

and

V̂25 3
16 ~ 1

4â
†41â†3â1 3

2â
†21â†â31 1

4â
41 3

2â
2!1ĝ2 ,

ĝ252 3
64 ~17â†2â2151â†â124!,

~52!
b̂25 3

64 ~ 1
6â

†52 3
4â

†4â2 21
2 â†3â22 3

2â
†32 63

2 â†2â16â†â42 27
2 â†1 3

4â
5112â3!1 f̂ 2â,

f̂ 25 27
512~ â†â!21 27

256â
†â1 9

256 ,

respectively. By means of Eq.~51! and the properties of the boson operators we easily derive
of the results of Kahn and Zarni:6

b̂~ t !u0&5le2 i tF3

8
expS 2

3l i t

2 D u1&1
A6

16
exp~23l i t !u3&G1O~l2!, ~53!

whereun&,n50,1,..., are theeigenvectors of the number operatorâ†â. The difference in the sign
of the exponents is due to the fact that Kahn and Zarni chose an uncommon equation of mo
the creation and annihilation operators: dâ(t)/dt 5 i â1¯ .6 Notice that if we add corrections o
second order tob̂(t), then it is not that easy to obtain a simple expression forb̂(t)un& because the

operatorsV̂1 andV̂2 that appear in the exponent do not commute. This was presumably the r
why Kahn and Zarmi6 ~as well as other authors4,5! did not include such terms in their calculation

For the second normalization condition we follow Kahn and Zarmi6 and require that
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V̂5ab̂†b̂1b, ~54!

where

a5(
j 50

`

a jl
j , b5(

j 50

`

b jl
j . ~55!

On expanding Eq.~54! in a Taylor series aboutl50 we obtain

V̂ j5 (
m50

j

(
k50

m

a j 2mb̂k
†b̂m2k1b j . ~56!

Taking into account the above-mentioned results forV̂0 andV̂1 we easily obtaina050, b051,
a15b15 3

4. At this point f 1 is still undetermined. From Eq.~56! for j 52 we obtainĝ2 in terms
of a2 , b2 , f̂ 1 and the boson operators. Settingf̂ 1 in order to remove zero-space elements from
right-hand side of Eq.~36! for j 52 we obtain

f̂ 152 17
32â

†â,

~57!
a252 153

64 , b252 9
8 ,

and exactly the above-given expression forĝ2 .
In principle, this variant of the near-identity transformation should be identical to the on

Kahn and Zarmi;6 however, our expressions

V̂5~ 3
4 l2 153

64 l21¯ !b̂†b̂111 3
4 l2 9

8 l21¯ , ~58!

@ b̂,b̂†#512
17l

8
â†â1¯ , ~59!

do not exactly agree with theirs, presumably because of the previously-mentioned sign diffe
We believe that our equations are correct as they have passed all the consistency tests; t
say, they satisfy Eqs.~36!, ~37!, and~56!.

In order to stress the flexibility of present approach still further, we try other normaliza

conditions. For example, it is possible to set the operatorsf̂ j so that@ b̂,b̂†#5V̂; that is to say:

(
m50

j

@ b̂m
† ,b̂ j 2m#5V̂ j . ~60!

In this case we obtainĝ1 and ĝ2 as before, and

f̂ 15 3
16 ~ â†â12!,

~61!
f̂ 252 1

256~25â†2â21135â†â1153!.

It is not difficult to verify that the normalization condition@ b̂,b̂†#5V̂ just discussed is equivalen
to the one chosen by Speliotopoulos:7 Ĥ5b̂†b̂1e, wheree is a real number. Taking into accoun
the operator coefficientsb̂ j , andb̂ j

† , derived previously, one easily obtains the coefficients o

e5(
j 50

`

ejl
j ; ~62!
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the first ones are:

e05 1
2 , e15 3

16 , e252 21
128 . ~63!

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have discussed a simple time-independent perturbation theory that leads to pertu
series for time-dependent dynamical variables in classical and quantum mechanics that a
from secular terms. The approach focuses on the frequency of the motion in the former ca
on a frequency operator in the latter. We believe that our method is sufficiently clear, straig
ward, and systematic, and that it is a useful complement to other procedures proposed ea
the same purpose.4–6The approach is suitable for symbolic programming9 through Eqs.~16!–~18!,
and remarkably flexible as it allows one to easily choose the most convenient normali
condition to completely determine the solutions. A noticeable advantage of the present me
that it is based on time-independent equations, which not only facilitate the calculation of p
bation corrections, but also the analysis of convergence of the series. We have also dis
problems that may hinder the application of nonsecular perturbation methods at pertur
orders greater than unity. The present method resembles the multiple-scale approach in tha
equations apply to classical and quantum mechanics,4,5 but in our opinion the equations in ou
method are considerably simpler.
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The disorder deviation in the deconfined phase
G. A. Kozlova)

Bogoliubov Laboratory of Theoretical Physics, Joint Institute for Nuclear Research,
141980 Dubna, Moscow Region, Russia

~Received 20 February 2001; accepted for publication 24 April 2001!

A systematic study of the strongly interacting matter under extreme conditions via
the form of the thermal ratio of the disorder deviation is presented. The evolution of
Fermi and Bose particles~quarks and gluons! is studied in the framework of multi-
particle correlation and distribution functions to predict the size of the finite-
temperature deconfined phase. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1387467#

I. INTRODUCTION

The existence of a deconfined phase of gluons and quarks has been predicted by q
chromodynamics~QCD!.1 Aspects of QCD at finite density are very important as well as instr
tive in the sense of the observation of quark-gluon plasma~QGP!, especially from the heavy
vector meson~HVM ! suppression, strangeness enhancement, hadron yield distributions v
temperature and dilepton excess. There is large amount of consistency among the differen
tures of deconfined phase transition to a new excited state of matter. In the case of HVM su
sion ~e.g.,cc̄ bound state suppression!, the CERN-SPS experiments clearly show that it is visi
in high energy nuclear collisions starting from a definite value of the energy density in the
range. Enhanced strange particle production in high energy nuclear collisions offers anothe
cation for the phase transition: in the deconfined phase strange quarks are more easily pr
The threshold for producing strange quarks is much lower than that for strange hadro
addition, the mass of the strange quark goes down in the case of the restoration of the
symmetry. Hence, the observation of large ratios for strange particles is considered as a rem
the unconfined phase. The dilepton abundance, while well explained by ordinary sources
other cases, for Pb–Pb collisions is instead observed as a neat excess.

There is a very popular point of view in literature that a deconfinement phase transit
predicted to occur at the typical energy scale involved,Tc.LQCL.mp.ms.140 – 200 MeV,
whereTc, LQCD, mp, andms are the critical temperature, the scale of QCD, the pion mass a
mass of the strange quark, respectively. Putting all above-mentioned indications together, t
of a high density state of matter onsetting at a critical temperature around 170 MeV is reas
suitable.

Among the issues related to QGP, we attract attention to the problem of deconfined
through the calculation of correlation and distribution functions2 in the thermal theory of quantize
fields. We consider the semiphenomenological model for the deconfinement existence with
framework of the Langevine-type equation. To do this, we follow the standard theory of quan
fields, replacing

~1! the asymptotic field operators and
~2! the vacuum expectation values

by

~1! the thermal field operators and
~2! the thermal statistical averages,

a!Electronic mail: kozlov@thsun1.jinr.ru
47490022-2488/2001/42(10)/4749/8/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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respectively, in order to formulate correlation and distribution functions of produced particle
The method of the Langevine equation and its extensions to the quantal case hav

suggested and considered in Refs. 3–5 and 6–8, respectively. We propose that real p
processes that happen in the finite-temperature QCD should be replaced by a one-constitue~e.g.,
gluon or quark! propagation provided by a special kernel operator~in the master evolution equa
tion! to be considered as an input of the model and disturbed by the random forceF. We assume
F to be the external source proposed as both a c-number function and an operator. The
equation is an operator one, so that there appear new additional issues about the comm
relations and the ordering of operators, which do not exist in the classical case.8

Based on the thermal operator-field technique, we introduce a thermal ratio of the dis
deviation~TRDD!, reflecting the degree of deviation, from unity, of the ratio of the two-part
thermal momentum-dependent distribution to two one-particle thermal distribution functio
produced particles, gluons and/or quarks~g/q! in a partly deconfined phase state. We study
four-momentum correlations of identical particles which can be both useful and instructive to
the shape of the particle emitter-source. We estimate the sensitivity of the TRDD functions
size of the emitter. Within these features, the canonical formalism in a stationary state
thermal equilibrium~SSTE! is formulated, and a closed structural resemblance between the S
and standard quantum field theory is revealed.

To clarify the internal structure of the disordering of particles, we use the consistent app
based on the evolution of dynamical variables as well as the extension to different modes pr
by virtual transitions.

II. DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS. EVOLUTION EQUATION

Let us consider a hypothetical system of the quark-gluon excited local thermal phase in
where a canonical operatora and its Hermitian conjugatea1 occur. We formulate the distribution
functions ~DF! of produced particles~gluons and quarks! in terms of point-to-point equal time
temperature-dependent thermal correlation functions~CFs! of two operators

w~kW ,kW8,t;T!5^a1~kW ,t !a~kW8,t !&

5Tr@a1~kW ,t !a~kW8,t !e2Hb#/Tr~e2Hb!.

Here,^ . . . & means the procedure of thermal statistical averaging;kW and t are, respectively, mo-
mentum and time variables,e2Hb/Tr(e2Hb) stands for the standard density operator in the eq
librium and the Hamiltonian H is given by the squared form of the annihilationap and creationap

1

operators for Bose and Fermi particles, H5(pepap
1ap ~the energyep and operatorsap , ap

1 carry
some indexp,9 wherepa52p na /L,na50,61,62, . . . ;V5L3 is the volume of the system con
sidered!; b is the inverse temperature of the environment, andb51/T. The standard canonica
commutation relation

@a~kW ,t !,a1~kW8,t !#65d3~kW2kW8!

at every timet is used as usual for Bose (2) and Fermi (1) operators.
The probability to find two particles, gluons or quarks, with momentakW andkW8 in the same

event at the timet normalized to the single spectrum of these particles is

R~kW ,kW8,t !5W~kW ,kW8,t !/@W~kW ,t !•W~kW8,t !#.

Here, the one-particle thermal DF is defined as

W~kW ,t !5^b1~kW ,t !b~kW ,t !&,

where
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b~kW ,t !5a~kW ,t !1f~kW ,t !

under an assumption of occurrence of the random source-functionf(kW ,t) being an operator, in
general. The two-particle DFW(kW ,kW8,t) looks like

W~kW ,kW8,t !5^b1~kW ,t !b1~kW8,t !b~kW ,t !b~kW8,t !&.

The evolution properties of propagating particles in a randomly distributed environment
from the evolution equations

i ] tb~kW ,t !1A~kW ,t !5F~kW ,t !1P, ~1!

2 i ] tb
1~kW ,t !1A* ~kW ,t !5F1~kW ,t !1P, ~2!

where bothb andb1 are the special mode operators of the quark and gluon fields,10 and P and
F(kW ,t) stand for the stationary external force and the random one, respectively, both acting
the environment. The only operatorF has a zeroth value of the statistical average,^F&50. The
interaction of the particles considered with the surrounding ones as well as providing the p
gation is given by the operatorA(kW ,t), which can be defined as the one closely related to
dissipation force:

A~kW ,t !5E
2`

1`

K~kW ,t2t!b~kW ,t!dt. ~3!

An interplay of quarks and gluons with surrounding particles is embedded into the intera
complex kernelK(kW ,t), while the real physical transitions are provided by the random so
operatorF(kW ,t) @see Eqs.~1! and ~2!#. The random evolution field operatorK(kW ,t) in ~3! stands
for the random noise and it is assumed to vary stochastically with ad-like equal time correlation
function10

^K1~kW ,t!K~kW8,t!&52~pr!1/2kd~kW2kW8!,

where both the strength of the noisek and the positive constantr→` define the effect of the
Gaussian noise on the evolution of quarks and gluons in the thermalized environment.

The formal solution of~1! in the operator form inS(R4) @km5(v5k0,kj )# is

b̃~km!5ã~km!1f̃~km!,

where the operatorã(km) is expressed via the Fourier transformed operatorF̃(km) and the Fourier
transformed kernel functionK̃(km) @coming from~3!# as

ã~km!5F̃~km!•@K̃~km!2v#21,

while the functionf̃(km);P•@K̃(km)2v#21. The random force operatorF(kW ,t) can be ex-
panded by using the Fourier integral

F~kW ,t !5E
2`

1` dv

2p
c~km!ĉ~km!e2 ivt, ~4!

where the formc(km)• ĉ(km) is just the Fourier operatorF̃(km)5c(km)• ĉ(km) and the canonica
operatorĉ(km) obeys the commutation relation
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@ ĉ~km!,ĉ1~km8 !#65d4~km2km8 !.

The functionc(km) in ~4! is determined by the condition10

E
2`

1` dv

2p F c~km!

K̃~km!2v
G 2

51.

III. TRDD AND THE SPACE–TIME SIZE

The enhanced probability for emission of two identical particles is given by the ratioR of DF
in S(R4) as follows:

Rb/ f~km ,km8 ;T!5
W̃~km ,km8 ;T!

W̃~km!•W̃~km8 !
, ~5!

whereW̃(km ,km8 ;T)5^b̃1(km)b̃1(km8 )b̃(km)b̃(km8 )& andW̃(km)5^b̃1(km)b̃(km)&. Using the Fou-
rier solution of Eq.~1! in S(R4), one can getR-ratios for DF obeying Bose particles

Rb~km ,km8 ;T!511Db~km ,km8 ;T! ~6!

and Fermi particles

Rf~km ,km8 ;T!5Rb~km ,km8 ;T!22
J~km!•J~km8 !

W̃~km!•W̃~km8 !
, ~7!

where

Db~km ,km8 !5
J~km ,km8 !@J~km8 ,km!1f̃1~km8 !f̃~km!#1J~km8 ,km!f̃1~km!f̃~km8 !

W̃~km!•W̃~km8 !
~8!

and the two-particle CFJ(km ,km8 ) looks like

J~km ,km8 !5^ã1~km!ã~km8 !&

5
c* ~km!•c~km8 !

@K̃* ~km!2v#•@K̃~km8 !2v8#
•^ĉ1~km!ĉ~km8 !&. ~9!

Using the Kubo–Martin–Schwinger condition~m is the chemical potential!

^a~kW8,t8!a1~kW ,t !&5^a1~kW ,t !a~kW8,t2 ib!&•exp~2bm!,

the thermal statistical averages for theĉ(km)-operator should be presented in the following for

^ĉ1~km!ĉ~km8 !&5d4~km2km8 !•n~v,T!,

^ĉ~km!ĉ1~km8 !&5d4~km2km8 !•@16n~v,T!#

for Bose (1) and Fermi (2) statistics, wheren(v,T)5$exp@(v2m)b#61%21. Inserting CF~9!
into ~8! and taking into account that thed4(km2km8 )-function should be changed by the smoo
sharp functionV(r )•exp(2q2/2), one can get the following expression for theDb-function:
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Db~km ,km8 ;T!5l~km ,km8 ;T! exp~2q2/2!

3@n~v̄,T!V~r !exp~2q2/2!1f̃* ~km8 !f̃~km!1f̃* ~km!f̃~km8 !#, ~10!

where

l~km ,km8 ;T!5
V~r !

W̃~km!•W̃~km8 !
•n~v̄,T!, v̄5

1

2
~v1v8!.

The function V(r )•n(v;T)•exp(2q2/2) describes the space–time size of the QGP fireb
Choosing thez-axis along the two-heavy-ion collision axis, one can put

q25~r 0•Q0!21~r z•Qz!
21~r t•Qt!

2,

Qm5~k2k8!m , Q05ekW2ekW8 , Qz5kz2kz8 , Qt5@~kx2kx8!21~ky2ky8!2#1/2,

V~r !;r 0•r z•r t
2 ,

where r 0 , r z and r t are timelike, longitudinal and transverse ‘‘size’’ components of the Q
fireball. Formally, the functionDb ~10! is the positive one ranging from 0 to 1. The quantitati
information ~longitudinal r z and transverser t components of the QGP spherical volume, t
temperatureT of the environment! could be extracted by fitting the theoretical formula~10! to the
measured TRDD function and estimating the errors of the fit parameters. Formula~10! indicates
that a chaotic g/q source emanating from the thermalized g/q fireball exists. Hence, the me
ment of the space–time evolution of the g/q source would provide information of the g/q em
process and the general reaction mechanism. In formula~10! for theDb-function, the temperature
of the environment enters through the two-particle CFJ(km ,km8 ;T). If T is unstable, the
Rb/ f-functions~5! will change due to a change of DFW̃ which, in fact, can be considered as a
effective density of the g/q source. Formula~6! looks like the following expresion for the exper
mentalR-ratio using a source parametrization:

RT~r !511lT~r !•exp~2r t
2
•Qt

2/22r z
2
•Qz

2/2!,

where r t(r z) is the transverse~longitudinal! radius parameter of the source with respect to
beam axis andlT stands for the effective intercept parameter~chaoticity parameter! which has a
general dependence of the mean momentum of the observed particle pair. Here, the depend
the source lifetime is omitted. Since 0,lT,1, one can conclude that the effective functionlT can
be interpreted as a function of the core particles to all particles produced. The chaocity par
lT is the temperature-dependent and the positive one defined by

lT~r !5
uV~r !n~v̄;T!u2

W̃~km!•W̃~km8 !
.

Comparing~8! and ~10! one can identify

J~km ,km8 !5V~r !•n~v̄;T!•exp~2q2/2!.

There is no satisfactory tool to derive the precise analytical form of the random source fun
f̃(km) in ~8!, but one can put@see~9! and taking into accountf̃(km) ;P•@K̃(km)2v#21# ~Refs.
11 and 10!

f̃~km!5@a•J~km!#1/2,
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wherea is of the orderO(P2/n(v,T)•uc(km)u2). Thus,

Db~q2;T!5
l̃1/2~v̄;T!

~11a!~11a8!
e2q2/2@ l̃1/2~v̄;T!e2q2/212~aa8!1/2#. ~11!

It is easy to see that in the vicinity ofq2'0 one can get the full correlation ifa5a850 and
l̃(v̄;T)51. Puttinga5a8 in ~11! we find the formal lower bound on the space–time dimensi
less size of the fireball for the Bose system:

qb
2> ln

l̃~ v̄;T!

@A~a11!21a22a#2
.

In the case of Fermi particles, the following restriction onqf
2 is valid @see~7!#:

ln
l̃~ v̄;T!

@A2a~a11!132a#2
<qf

2< ln
l̃~ v̄;T!

@Aa2122a#2
.

In fact, the functionDb(km ,km8 ;T) in ~10! could not be observed because of some model un
tainties. In the standard consideration, the TRDD function has to contain a background co
tion as well as other physical particles~resonances! which have not been included in the calcul
tion of the Db-function. In order to be close to the experimental data, one has to expan
Db-function as projected on some well-defined function@in S(R4)# of the relative momentum o
two particles produced in heavy-ion collisionsDb(km ,km8 ;T)→Db(Qm

2 ;T). Thus, it will be very
instructive to use the polynomial expansion which is suitable to avoid any uncertainties as w
characterize the degree of deviation from the Gaussian distribution, for example. In (2`,1`), a
complete orthogonal set of functions can be obtained with the help of the Hermite polynom
the Hilbert space of the square integrable functions with the measuredm(z)5exp(2z2/2)dz. The
function Db corresponds to this class if

E
2`

1`

dq exp~2q2/2!uDb~q!un,`, n50,1,2, . . . .

The expansion in terms of the Hermite polynomialsHn(q),

Db~q!5l(
n

cn•Hn~q!•exp~2q2/2!, ~12!

is well suited for the study of possible deviation from both the experimental shape and the
theoretical form of the TRDD functionDb in ~10!. The coefficientscn in ~12! are defined via the
integrals over the expanded functionsDb because of the orthogonality condition

E
2`

1`

Hn~x!Hm~x! exp~2x2/2!dx5dn,m .

Thus, the observation of the two-particle correlation~both for Bose and Fermi symmetrization!
enable us to extract the properties of the structure ofq2, i.e., the space–time size of QGP form
tion.

In order to be close to an experiment one has to replaceRb, f functions~6! and~7! with respect
to the cylindrical symmetry anglesu andf which are nonobservable ones at fixedQt :

Rb, f~km ,km8 ;T!→R̄b, f~Qt ;T!5N21E dqtdQzdudf W̃~km ,km8 ;T!,
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where

N5E dqt dQzdudfW̃~km! W̃~km8 !,

qt5
1

cosu1sinu H kx1ky7
1

2
Qt@cos~u1f!1sin~u1f!#J .

Then,R̄b, f(Qt ;T)511D̄b, f(Qt ;T) with

D̄b~Qt ;T!5
N̄21~T!

~11a!~11a8!
exp@2~r tQt!

2# Fb~Qt ;T!,

D̄ f~Qt ;T!5
1

~11a!~11a8!
$N̄21~T!exp@2~r tQt!

2# Fb~Qt ;T!22%,

Fb~Qt ;T!5E dqt dQz du df n2~v̄;T! e2b0Z@112Aaa8l̃21~v̄;T! eq2/2#,

b0Z[~r 0Q0!21~r zQz!
2,

N̄~T!5E dqt dQz du df n~v;T! n~v8;T!.

To avoid the trivial result, one should restrict thea-parameter as

a>l̃21/2~v̄;T!eq2/22 1
2 l̃1/2~v̄;T! e2q2/2.

In conclusion of this section, the experimental data are quite desired to make the analysis
particle fluctuation via TRDD.

IV. CONCLUSION

~1! We investigated the finite temperature DF~of produced identical particles, gluons and quar!
which can be both useful and instructive to infer the shape of the gluon/quark source-e
In fact, we have presented the method of extracting the intercept and source paramete
the shape of the TRDD function.

~2! The relations between the CFJ(km ,km8 ) ~9! and the fullR-functions for Bose~6! and Fermi
~7! particles at the stage of the freeze-out are obtained. We have shown the sensitivity
correlation functions to the space–time geometry of the source-emitter~10!. The TRDD
function Db describes the size and shape of the space–time domain where the sec
observed particles are generated.

~3! One can conclude that, formally, the deconfined phase size scale can be determined
evolution behavior of the field operators and the critical temperatureT5Tc @see formula~10!#.

~4! Since, the TRDD functionDb is the positive one and restricted by 1, we expect that
R-ratio at too small values ofQm starts from the fixed pointR(Qm→0)522e (e→10) and
then falls down~with the Gaussian shape! up to unity over some momentum scale interval
an order of the inverse source size.
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Creation operators and Bethe vectors of the osp „1z2…
Gaudin model

P. P. Kulisha) and N. Manojlovićb)
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Gambelas, 8000 Faro, Portugal
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A Gaudin model based on the orthosymplectic Lie superalgebra osp~1u2! is studied.
The eigenvectors of the osp~1u2! invariant Gaudin Hamiltonians are constructed by
algebraic Bethe ansatz. Corresponding creation operators are defined by a recur-
rence relation. Furthermore, explicit solution to this recurrence relation is found.
The action of the creation operators on the lowest spin vector yields Bethe vectors
of the model. The relation between the Bethe vectors and solutions to the
Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov equation of the corresponding super-conformal field
theory is established. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1398584#

I. INTRODUCTION

Classifying integrable systems solvable in the framework of the quantum inverse scat
method1,2 by underlying dynamical symmetry algebras, one could say that the Gaudin mode
the simplest ones being related to loop algebras and classicalr-matrices. More sophisticate
solvable models correspond to Yangians, quantum affine algebras, elliptic quantum groups

Gaudin models3,4 are related to classicalr-matrices, and the density of Gaudin Hamiltonia

H ~a!5 (
bÞa

r ab~za2zb! ~1.1!

coincides with ther-matrix. Condition of their commutativity@H (a),H (b)#50 is nothing else but
the classical Yang–Baxter equation~YBE!.

The Gaudin models~GM! associated to classicalr-matrices of simple Lie algebras wer
studied in many papers~see Refs. 4–11 and references therein!. The spectrum and eigenfunction
were found using different methods~coordinate and algebraic Bethe ansatz,4,5 separated
variables,6 etc.!. A relation to the Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov equation of conformal field theo
was established.8–10

There are additional peculiarities of Gaudin models related to classicalr-matrices based on
Lie superalgebras due toZ2-grading of representation spaces and operators. The study o
osp~1u2! invariant Gaudin model corresponding to the simplest nontrivial super-case o
osp~1u2! invariant r-matrix12 started in Ref. 13. The spectrum of the osp~1u2! invariant Gaudin
HamiltoniansH (a) was given, the antisymmetry property of their eigenstates was claimed, a
two site model was connected with some physically interesting one~a Dicke model!.

The creation operators used in the sl~2! Gaudin model coincide with one of theL-matrix
entry.4,5 However, in the osp~1u2! case, as we will show, the creation operators are complic
polynomials of the two generatorsX1(l) and v1(m) of the loop superalgebra. We introduc
B-operators belonging to the Borel subalgebra of the loop superalgebraL~osp~1u2!! by a recur-
rence relation. Acting on the lowest spin vector~bare vacuum! the B-operators generate exa

a!Electronic mail: kulish@pdmi.ras.ru On leave of absence from Steklov Mathematical Institute, Fontanka 27, 1910
Petersburg, Russia.

b!Electronic mail: nmanoj@ualg.pt
47570022-2488/2001/42(10)/4757/22/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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eigenstates of the Gaudin HamiltoniansH (a), provided Bethe equations are imposed on para
eters of the states. For this reason theB-operators are sometimes refereed to as the crea
operators and the eigenstates as the Bethe vectors, or simplyB-vectors. Furthermore, the recu
rence relation is solved explicitly and the commutation relations between theB-operators and the
generators of the loop superalgebraL~osp~1u2!! as well as the generators of the global superal
bra osp(1u2),L(osp(1u2)) are calculated. We prove that the constructed states are lowes
vectors of the global finite dimensional superalgebra osp~1u2!, as it is the case for many invarian
quantum integrable models.14 Moreover, a striking coincidence between the spectrum of
osp~1u2! invariant Gaudin Hamiltonians of spins and the spectrum of the Hamiltonians of the sl~2!
Gaudin model of the integer spin 2s is found.

A connection between theB-states, when the Bethe equations are not imposed on thei
rameters, of the Gaudin models for simple Lie algebras to the solutions to the Knizh
Zamolodchikov equation was established in Refs. 8 and 9. An explanation of this connection
on Wakimoto modules at critical level of the underlying affine algebra was given in Ref. 9
explicit form of the Bethe vectors in the coordinate representation was given in both papers.8,9 The
coordinate Bethe ansatz for theB-states of the osp~1u2! Gaudin model is obtained in our article a
well. Using commutation relations between theB-operators and the transfer matrixt(l), as well
as the HamiltoniansH (a), we give an algebraic proof of the fact that explicitly constructedB-states
yield a solution to the Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov equation corresponding to a super-confo
field theory. This connection permits us to calculate the norm of the eigenstates of the G
Hamiltonians. An analogous connection is expected between the quantum osp~1u2! spin system
related to the graded Yang–Baxter equation12,15,16 and the quantum Knizhnik–Zamolodchiko
equation following the lines of Ref. 17. We point out possible modifications of the Gaudin Ha
tonians and corresponding modifications of the Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov equation, similar t
case of the sl~2! Gaudin model which was interpreted in Refs. 18 and 19 as a quantization o
Schlesinger system.

The norm and correlation functions of the sl~2! invariant Gaudin model were evaluated in Re
6 using Gauss factorization of a group element and the Riemann–Hilbert problem. The st
this problem for the Gaudin model based on the osp~1u2! Lie superalgebra is in progress. Howeve
we propose a formula for the scalar products of the Bethe states which is analogous to th~2!
case.

The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II we recall the main data of the quantum os~1u2!
spin system: the osp~1u2! invariant solution to the graded Yang–Baxter equation~R-matrix!, mono-
dromy matrixT(l), the transfer matrixt(l)51/2strT(l), its eigenvalues and the Bethe equ
tions. However, the eigenvectors of this quantum integrable spin system can be constructe
by a complicated recurrence procedure20 which is not given here. Nevertheless, it is useful
recall the main data of the quantum integrable spin system because some characteristic
corresponding Gaudin model can be obtained easily as a quasi-classical limit of these da
osp~1u2! Gaudin model and its creation operatorsBM are discussed thoroughly in Sec. III. Some
the most important properties of these operators are formulated and demonstrated: antisy
with respect to their arguments, commutation relations with the loop superalgebra gene
commutation relations with the generating functiont(l) of the Gaudin Hamiltonians, a differentia
identity, valid in the case of the Gaudin realization of the loop superalgebra. Using these pro
of theB-operators we prove in Sec. IV that, acting on the lowest spin vectorV2 , these operators
generate eigenvectors of the generating function of integrals of motion, provided the Bethe
tions are imposed on the arguments of theB-operators. Possible modifications of the Gaud
Hamiltonians are pointed out also. An algebraic proof is given in Sec. V that constructed
vectors are entering into solutions of the Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov equation of super-confo
field theory. A quasi-classical asymptotic with respect to a parameter of the Knizh
Zamolodchikov equation permits us to calculate the norm of the eigenstates of the Gaudin H
tonian. Further development on possible evaluation of correlation functions is discussed
conclusion.
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II. OSp„1z2…-INVARIANT R-MATRIX

Many properties of the Gaudin models can be obtained as a quasi-classical limit o
corresponding quantum spin systems related to solutions to the Yang–Baxter equation

R12~l2m!R13~l2n!R23~m2n!5R23~m2n!R13~l2n!R12~l2m!. ~2.1!

Here the standard notation of the quantum inverse scattering method1,2 is used to denote space
Vj , j 51,2,3, on which correspondingR-matricesRi j ,i j 512,13,23, act nontrivially. In the quas
classical limith→0

R~l;h!5I 1hr ~l!1O~h2!,

some relations simplify and therefore can be solved explicitly, providing more detailed resu
the Gaudin model.

The graded Yang–Baxter equation2,12 differs from the usual Yang–Baxter equation~2.1! by
some sign factors due to the embedding ofR-matrix into the space of matrices acting on t
Z2-graded tensor productV1^ V2^ V3 . At this point our aim is to reach a fundamental osp~1u2!
invariant solution. The rank of the orthosymplectic Lie algebra osp~1u2! is one and its dimension
is five. The three even generators areh, X1, X2 and the two odd generators arev1,v2.21 The
~graded! commutation relations between the generators are

@h,X6#562X6, @h,v6#56v6,

@X1,X2#5h, @v1,v2#152h, ~2.2!

@X7,v6#5v7, @v6,v6#1562X6,

together with@X6,v6#50. Notice that the generatorsh andv6 considered here in~2.2! differ by
a factor of 2 from the ones used in Refs. 21 and 12. Thus the Casimir element is

c25h212~X1X21X2X1!1~v1v22v2v1!5h22h14X1X212v1v2. ~2.3!

For further comparison with the sl~2! Gaudin model4,5 and due to the chosen set of generat
~2.2! we parametrize the finite dimensional irreducible representationsV( l ) of the osp~1u2! Lie
superalgebra by an integerl, so that their dimensions 2l 11 and the values of the Casimir eleme
~2.3! c25 l ( l 11) coincide with the same characteristics of the integer spinl irreducible represen-
tations of sl~2!.

We proceed to write down the osp~1u2! invariant solution of the graded Yang–Baxter equati
and the main data of the corresponding quantum spin system: theL-operator, the transfer matrix
t(l), the eigenvalue of the generating function of the integrals of motiont(l) and the Bethe
equations.

The fundamental irreducible representationV of osp~1u2! is three dimensional. We choose
gradation~parity! of the basis vectorsej ; j 51,2,3 to be~0,1,0!.

The invariantR-matrix is a linear combination,12

R5lS l1
3h

2 D I 1hS l1
3h

2 DP2hlK, ~2.4!

of the three OSp~1u2! group invariant operators

@g^ g,X#50, gPOSp~1u2!, XPEnd~V^ V!, ~2.5!

acting onV^ V: the identityI, the permutationP and a rank one projectorK. In the equation~2.4!
l is the spectral parameter, andh is a quasi-classical parameter.
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Using the projectors on the irreducible representation components in the Clebsch–G
decompositionV^ V5V(2)

^ V(1)
^ V(0),

P25 1
2~ I 1P!, P15 1

2~ I 2P22K !, P05K, ~2.6!

one can represent theR-matrix ~2.4! in the form

R~l,h!5~l1h!S l1
3h

2 D S P21
l2h

l1h
P11

l23h/2

l13h/2
P0D . ~2.7!

Deforming these projectors to the quantum superalgebra ospq(1u2) projectors22,23 Pi→Pi(q) and
substituting rational functions by trigonometric ones@(l6h)→sinh(l6h)#, one arrives at a trigo-
nometric solution to the graded Yang–Baxter equation, in the braid group form, and correspo
anisotropic models.23,24

TheL-operator of the quantum spin system on a one-dimensional lattice withN sites coincides
with R-matrix acting in a tensor productV0^ Va of auxiliary spaceV0 and the space of states
site a51,2,...,N,

L0a~l2za!5R0a~l2za!, ~2.8!

whereza is a parameter of inhomogeneity~site dependence!.1,2 Corresponding monodromy matri
T is an ordered product of theL-operators

T~l;$za%1
N!5L0N~l2zN!¯L01~l2z1!5 )

a51
←

N

L0a~l2za!. ~2.9!

The commutation relations of theT-matrix entries follow from the FRT relation1

R12~l2m!T1~l!T2~m!5T2~m!T1~l!R12~l2m!. ~2.10!

Multiplying ~2.10! by R12
21 and taking the super-trace overV1^ V2 , one gets commutativity of the

transfer matrix

t~l!5(
j

~21! j 11Tj j ~l;$za%1
N!5T112T221T33 ~2.11!

for different values of the spectral parametert(l)t(m)5t(m)t(l).
The choice of theL-operators~2.8! corresponds to the following space of states of

osp~1u2!-spin system,

H5 ^

a51

N

Va .

The eigenvalue of the transfer matrixt(l) in this space is12

L~l;$m j%1
M !5a1

~N!~l;$za%1
N!)

j 51

M

S1~l2m j !2a2
~N!~l;$za%1

N!)
j 51

M

S1S l2m j1
h

2 D
S21~l2m j1h!1a3

~N!~l;$za%1
N!)

j 51

M

S21S l2m j1
3h

2 D , ~2.12!

where
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a j
~N!~l;$za%1

N!5 )
b51

N

a j~l2zb!, j 51,2,3,

a1~l!5~l1h!N~l13h/2!N, a2~l!5lN~l13h/2!N, ~2.13!

a3~l!5lN~l1h/2!N, Sn~m!5
m2nh/2

m1nh/2
.

Although according to~2.12! the eigenvalue has formally two sets of poles atl5m j2h/2 and
l5m j2h, the corresponding residues are zero due to the Bethe equations12

)
a51

N S m j2za1h/2

m j2za2h/2D5)
k51

M

S1~m j2mk!S22~m j2mk!. ~2.14!

If we take different spinsl a at different sites of the lattice and the following space of sta

H5 ^

a51

N

Va
~ l a! ,

then the factors on the left hand side of~2.14! will be spin dependent too:

m j2za1h l a/2

m j2za2h l a/2
.

The osp~1u2! invariantR-matrix ~2.4! has more complicated structure than the sl~2! invariant
R-matrix of C. N. Yang,R5lI 1hP. As a consequence the commutation relations of the en
Ti j (l) of the T-matrix ~2.9! are more complicated and construction of the eigenstates of
transfer matrixt(l) by the algebraic Bethe ansatz can be done only using a complicated r
rence relation expressed in terms ofTi j (mk) @Ref. 20; see also Ref. 15 for the case of osp~1u2!#. It
will be shown later that, due to a simplification of this relation in the quasi-classical limh
→0, one can solve it and find the creation operators for the osp~1u2! Gaudin model explicitly.
Furthermore, the commutation relations between the creation operators and the generator
loop superalgebra as well as the generating functiont(l) of the Gaudin Hamiltonians will be
given explicitly.

III. OSp„1z2… GAUDIN MODEL AND CORRESPONDING CREATION OPERATORS

As in the case of any simple Lie algebra, the classicalr-matrix of the orthosymplectic Lie
algebra osp~1u2! can be expressed in a pure algebraic form using a~reduced! Casimir element in
the tensor product osp(1u2)^ osp(1u2):12

r̂ ~l!5
1

l
c2

^ ,

~3.1!
c2

^ 5h^ h12~X1
^ X21X2

^ X1!1~v1
^ v22v2

^ v1!.

The matrix form of the Casimir elementr̂ in the fundamental representationp of osp~1u2!
follows from ~3.1! by substituting appropriate 333 matrices instead of the osp~1u2! generators
~2.2!21 and taking into account theZ2-graded tensor product of even and odd matrices.12 Alterna-
tively, the same matrix form ofr̂ can be obtained as a term linear inh in the quasi-classica
expansion of~2.4! and ~2.7!,
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r ~l!5
1

l
~P2K !,

whereP is a graded permutation matrix andK is a rank one projector. Let us write explicitly th
matrix form of r 05P2K in the basise1^ e1 ,e1^ e2 ,e1^ e3 ,...,e3^ e3 of the tensor product of
two copies of the fundamental representationV^ V:

r 05lr ~l!5P2K51
1

0 1

21 21 2

1 0

1 0 21

0 1

2 1 21

1 0

1

2 ~3.2!

with all the other entries of this 939 matrix being identically equal to zero.
A quasi-classical limith→0 of the FRT-relations~2.10! results in a matrix form of the loop

superalgebra relation (T(l;h)5I 1hL(l)1O(h2)):

@L
1
~l!,L

2
~m!#52@r 12~l2m!,L

1
~l!1L

2
~m!#. ~3.3!

Both sides of this relation have the usual commutators of even 939 matricesL
1
(l)5L(l)

^ I 3 , L
2
(m)5I 3^ L(m) and r 12(l2m), whereI 3 is 333 unit matrix andL(l) has loop super-

algebra valued entries:

L~l!5S h~l! 2v2~l! 2X2~l!

v1~l! 0 v2~l!

2X1~l! v1~l! 2h~l!
D . ~3.4!

The relation~3.3! is a compact matrix form of the following commutation relations between
generatorsh(l),v6(m),X6(n) of the loop superalgebra under consideration,

@h~l!,X6~m!#572
X6~l!2X6~m!

l2m
, @h~l!,v6~m!#57

v6~l!2v6~m!

l2m
,

@X1~l!,X2~m!#52
h~l!2h~m!

l2m
, @X6~l!,v7~m!#52

v6~l!2v6~m!

l2m
, ~3.5!

@v1~l!,v2~m!#15
h~l!2h~m!

l2m
, @v6~l!,v6~m!#1572

X6~l!2X6~m!

l2m
,

together with@X6(l),v6(m)#50.
Actually these commutation relations~3.5! define the positive partL1(osp(1u2)) of the loop

superalgebra. The usual generatorsYn of a loop algebra parametrized by a non-negative inte
are obtained from the expansion ofY(l),
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Y~l!5 (
n>0

Yn

ln11 .

In particular, taking allYn50 for n.0, one gets anL-operatorL(l)5L0 /l, whereL0 is an
osp~1u2!-valued matrix. ThisL0 similar to r 0 satisfies a cubic characteristic equation with t
osp~1u2! Casimir element~2.3! as coefficient:

L0
312L0

22~c221!L02c2I 50. ~3.6!

A Gaudin realization of the loop algebra~3.5! can be defined through the generatorsY
5(h,v6,X6),

Y~l!5 (
a51

N
Ya

l2za
, YaPEnd~Va!, ~3.7!

whereYa are osp~1u2! generators in an irreducible representationVa
( l a) of the lowest spin2 l a

associated with each sitea.4,5 Then theL-operator~3.4! has the form

L~l;$za%1
N!5 (

a51

N
La

l2za
. ~3.8!

Here$za%1
N are parameters of the model@cf. ~2.8! and~2.9!#. It follows from the relation~3.8! that

the first term in the asymptotic expansion nearl5` defines generators of the glob
osp(1u2),L1(osp(1u2)),

Lgl5 lim
l→`

lL~l!5 (
a51

N

La , ~3.9!

where

Lgl5S hgl 2vgl
2 2Xgl

2

vgl
1 0 vgl

2

2Xgl
1 vgl

1 2hgl

D . ~3.10!

Moreover, from the equation~3.3! we get

FLgl
1

,L
2
~m!G52F r 0 ,L

2
~m!G , ~3.11!

hereLgl
1

5Lgl ^ I 3 , e.g.,@hgl ,v
1(m)#5v1(m).

Let us consider the loop superalgebraL1(osp(1u2)) as the dynamical symmetry algebra, i.
as the algebra of observables. In order to define a dynamical system besides the alg
observables we need to specify a Hamiltonian. It is a well-known fact that due to ther-matrix
relation ~3.3!, the so-called Sklyanin linear brackets, the elements

t~l!5 1
2strL2~l!5h2~l!12@X1~l!,X2~l!#11@v1~l!,v2~l!#2

5h2~l!1h8~l!14X1~l!X2~l!12v1~l!v2~l! ~3.12!

commute for different values of the spectral parametert(l)t(m)5t(m)t(l). Thus, t(l) can be
considered as a generating function of integrals of motion.

It is straightforward to calculate the commutation relations between the operatort(l) and the
generators of the loop algebraX1(m) andv1(m):
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@ t~l!,X1~m!#54
X1~m!h~l!2X1~l!h~m!

l2m
2

v1~l!v1~m!2v1~m!v1~l!

l2m
, ~3.13!

@ t~l!,v1~m!#52
v1~m!h~l!2v1~l!h~m!

l2m
24

X1~m!v2~l!2X1~l!v2~m!

l2m
. ~3.14!

These relations will be important for the proof of Lemma 3.6 as well as the proof of the
theorem.

A direct consequence of the equation~3.11! is an invariance of the generating function
integrals of motiont(l) under the action of the global osp~1u2!:

@ t~l!,Lgl#50. ~3.15!

Preserving some generality we can consider the representation spaceHph of the dynamical
algebra to be a lowest spinr~l! representation of the loop superalgebra with the lowest spin ve
V2 ,

h~l!V25r~l!V2 , v2~l!V250. ~3.16!

In particular, a representation of the Gaudin realization~3.8! can be obtained by considerin
irreducible representationsVa

( l a) of the Lie superalgebra osp~1u2! defined by a spin2 l a and a
lowest spin vectorva such thatva

2va50 andhava52 l ava . Thus,

V25 ^

a51

N

va and r~l!5 (
a51

N
2 l a

l2za
. ~3.17!

It is a well-known fact in the theory of Gaudin models4,5 that the Gaudin Hamiltonians

H ~a!5 (
bÞa

c2
^~a,b!

za2zb
5 (

bÞa

1

za2zb
~hahb12~Xa

1Xb
21Xa

2Xb
1!1~va

1vb
22va

2vb
1!! ~3.18!

can be obtained as the residue of the operatort(l) at the pointl5za using the expansion

t~l!5 (
a51

N S l a~ l a11!

~l2za!2 12
H ~a!

l2za
D . ~3.19!

To construct the set of eigenstates of the generating function of integrals of motiont(l) we
have to define appropriate creation operators. The creation operators used in the sl~2! Gaudin
model coincide with one of theL-matrix entry.4,5 However, in the osp~1u2! case the creation
operators are complicated functions of the two generators of the loop superalgebraX1(l) and
v1(m).

Definition 3.1: Let BM(m1 ,...,mM) belong to the Borel subalgebraB of the osp~1u2! loop
algebraL1(osp(1u2)) such that

BM~m1 ,...,mM !5v1~m1!BM21~m2 ,...,mM !12X1~m1!(
j 52

M
~21! j

m12m j
BM22

~ j ! ~m2 ,...,mM !,

~3.20!

with B051, B1(m)5v1(m) and BM50 for M,0. The notation adopted here is that upper ind
of BM22

( j ) (m2 ,...,mM) means that the argumentm j is omitted.
Remark 3.1: It may be useful to write down the explicit expressions for the first few cre

operators
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B051, B1~m!5v1~m!, B2~m1 ,m2!5v1~m1!v1~m2!12
X1~m1!

m12m2
,

B3~m1 ,m2 ,m3!5v1~m1!B2~m2 ,m3!12X1~m1!S v1~m3!

m12m2
2

v1~m2!

m12m3
D , ~3.21!

B4~m1 ,m2 ,m3 ,m4!5v1~m1!B3~m2 ,m3 ,m4!12X1~m1!

3S B2~m3 ,m4!

m12m2
2

B2~m2 ,m4!

m12m3
1

B2~m2 ,m3!

m12m4
D .

The creation operatorsBM(m1 ,...,mM) together withh(n) generate the Borel subalgeb
B,L1 . As we will show later, theB-operators are such that the Bethe vectors are generate
their action on the lowest spin vectorV2 ~3.16!. To prove this result we will need some importa
properties of theB-operators which are summarized in the following seven lemmas.

Lemma 3.1: The creation operators BM(m1 ,...,mM) are antisymmetric functions of thei
arguments

BM~m1 ,...,mk ,mk11 ,...,mM !52BM~m1 ,...,mk11 ,mk ,...,mM !, ~3.22!

here1<k,M andM>2.
Sometimes an alternative formulation of the recurrence relation~3.20! can be useful.
Lemma 3.2: Alternatively, the recurrence relation (3.20) can be written in the following fo,

BM~m1 ,...,mM !5BM21~m1 ,...,mM21!v1~mM !12 (
j 51

M21

~21!M2 j 21

3
X1~m j !

m j2mM
BM22

~ j ! ~m1 ,...,mM21!, ~3.23!

with B051, B1(m)5v1(m) and BN50, for N,0.
In the subsequent lemmas we will calculate the commutation relations between the gen

of the loop superalgebraL~osp~1u2!! and theB-operators. In order to simplify the formulas we w
omit the arguments and denote the creation operatorBM(m1 ,...,mM) by BM . We suppose that it
will not be difficult to restore the appropriate set of arguments.

Lemma 3.3: The commutation relations between the generatorv1(l) of the loop superalge-
bra and the creation operator BM are given by

v1~l!BM5~21!MBMv1~l!12(
j 51

M

~21! j
X1~l!2X1~m j !

l2m j
BM21

~ j ! . ~3.24!

Here as in the previous lemma the upper index of BM21
( j ) means that the argumentm j is omitted.

Lemma 3.4: The generator h(n) has the following commutation relation with the BM elements

h~l!BM5BMS h~l!1(
i 51

M
1

l2m i
D

1(
i 51

M
~21! i

l2m i S v1~l!BM21
~ i ! 12X1~l!(

j 51
j Þ1

M
~21! j 1Q~ i 2 j !

m i2m j
BM22

~ i , j ! D . ~3.25!

Here Q( j ) is the Heaviside function,
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Q~ j !5H 1 if j .0,

0 if j <0,

and the meaning of the upper indices of BM22
( i , j ) is that the parametersm i ,m j are omitted.

Lemma 3.5: The generatorv2(l) of the loop superalgebra has the following commutati
relation with the B-operators:

v2~l!BM5~21!MBMv2~l!1(
j 51

M

~21! j 21BM21
~ j ! S h~l!2h~m j !

l2m j
1 (

k51
kÞ j

M
1

~l2mk!~mk2m j !D
1v1~l! (

i , j 51
i , j

M

~21! i 2 j 21
BM22

~ i , j !

m i2m j
S 1

l2m i
1

1

l2m j
D . ~3.26!

Already at this point we can make some useful observations.
Remark 3.2: The commutation relations between the generators of the globalosp~1u2! ~3.10!

and the BM elements follow from Lemmas 3.3–3.5. To see this we multiply (3.24)–(3.26) byl and
then take the limitl→`. In this way we obtain

vgl
1BM5~21!MBMvgl

122(
j 51

M

~21! jX1~m j !BM21
~ j ! , ~3.27!

hglBM5BM~hgl1M !, ~3.28!

vgl
2BM5~21!MBMvgl

21(
j 51

M

~21! jBM21
~ j ! S h~m j !1(

kÞ j

M
1

m j2mk
D . ~3.29!

The subsequent lemma is one of the most important results. The proof of the main theo
based on the following.

Lemma 3.6: The generating function of integrals of motion t(l) (3.12) has the following
commutation relation with the creation operator BM(m1 ,...,mM):

t~l!BM5BMt~l!12BMS h~l!(
i 51

M
1

l2m i
1 (

i , j 51
i , j

M
1

~l2m i !~l2m j !D
12(

i 51

M
~21! i

l2m i S v1~l!BM21
~ i ! 12X1~l!(

j 51
j Þ i

M
~21! j 1Q~ i 2 j !

m i2m j
BM22

~ i , j ! D b̂M~m i !

14(
i 51

M
~21! i

l2m i
BM21

~ i ! ~X1~l!v2~m i !2X1~m i !v
2~l!!. ~3.30!

Here we use the following notation for the operator:

b̂M~m i !5h~m i !1(
j 51
j Þ i

M
1

m i2m j
.

In the Gaudin realization~3.7! the creation operatorsBM(m1 ,...,mM) have some specific
analytical properties.

Lemma 3.7: The B-operators in the Gaudin realization (3.7) satisfy an important differe
identity,
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]

]za
BM5(

j 51

M
]

]m j
S ~21! j

m j2za
S va

1BM21
~ j ! 12Xa

1(
kÞ j

M
~21!k1Q~ j 2k!

m j2mk
BM22

~ j ,k! D D . ~3.31!

This identity will be a fundamental step in establishing a connection between the Bethe v
and the Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov equation.

The proofs of the lemmas are based on the induction method. As illustrations, we
explicitly lemmas 3.1 and 3.3.

Proof of Lemma 3.1:We prove Lemma 3.1 by induction. ConsiderM52:

B2~m1 ,m2!5v1~m1!v1~m2!12
X1~m1!

m12m2
.

Using the commutation relations~3.5! it is straightforward to check thatB2(m1 ,m2) is antisym-
metric:

B2~m1 ,m2!52B2~m2 ,m1!.

AssumeBN(m1 ,...,mN) is antisymmetric forM.N>2. We have to prove thatBM(m1 ,...,mM) is
antisymmetric also.

Consider j >2. The antisymmetry ofBM(m1 ,...,mM) with respect tom j and m j 11 follows
directly from the recurrence relation~3.20! and our assumption. Namely, the termsBM22

( j )

3(m2 ,...,mM)/(m12m j ) andBM22
( j 11)(m2 ,...,mM)/(m12m j 11) enter with the opposite sign.

Therefore we only have to show the antisymmetry ofBM(m1 ,...,mM) with respect to the
interchange ofm1 andm2 . To see this we have to iterate the recurrence relation~3.20! twice and
combine the appropriate terms

BM~m1 ,...,mM !5S v1~m1!v1~m2!12
X1~m1!

m12m2
DBM22~m3 ,...,mM !

12v1~m1!X1~m2!(
j 53

M
~21! j 11

m22m j
BM23

~ j ! ~m3 ,...,mM !

12v1~m2!X1~m1!(
j 53

M
~21! j

m12m j
BM23

~ j ! ~m3 ,...,mM !

14X1~m1!X1~m2!(
j 53

M
~21! j

m12m j
(
k53

M
~21!k1Q~ j 2k!

m22mk
BM24

~ j ,k! ~m3 ,...,mM !,

~3.32!

whereBM24
( j ,k) (m3 ,...,mM) means that the argumentsm j and mk are omitted. Sincev1(m) com-

mutes withX1(n), the antisymmetry of the right hand side of~3.32! with respect tom1 andm2

follows. Hence we have demonstrated the lemma. h

We proceed now to prove Lemma 3.3.
Proof of Lemma 3.3:In particular, whenM51 the expression~3.24! is just the anticommu-

tator betweenv1(l) and v1(m). Using the recurrence relations~3.20! it is straightforward to
check that the formula~3.24! holds forM52:

v1~l!B2~m1 ,m2!5B2~m1 ,m2!v1~l!22
X1~l!2X1~m1!

l2m1
v1~m2!

12
X1~l!2X1~m2!

l2m2
v1~m1!. ~3.33!
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Therefore we can proceed to demonstrate Lemma 3.3 by induction. Assume that the relation~3.24!
holds forBN , M>N>2. Then we have to show the formula~3.24! is valid for M11. We use the
recurrence relations~3.20! to write

v1~l!BM115v1~l!S v1~m1!BM12X1~m1! (
j 52

M11
~21! j

m12m j
BM21

~ j ! D
52v1~m1!v1~l!BM22

X1~l!2X1~m1!

l2m1
BM

12X1~m1! (
j 52

M11
~21! j

m12m j
v1~l!BM21

~ j ! . ~3.34!

Now we can substitute the expressions forv1(l)BM and v1(l)BM21
( j ) . After rearranging the

terms in an appropriate way we have

v1~l!BM115~21!M11BM11v1~l!12 (
j 51

M11

~21! j
X1~l!2X1~m j !

l2m j
BM

~ j ! . ~3.35!

This completes the proof of the lemma. h

Subsequently we demonstrate Lemma 3.2.
Proof of Lemma 3.2: The first step in this proof is to use the antisymmetry property Lem

3.1. The second step is to use the defining recurrence relations. Then we use Lemma
finally after some cancellations we get the right hand side of the equation~3.23!:

BM~m1 ,...,mM ! 5
~3.22!

~21!M21BM~mM ,m1 ,...,mM21!

5
~3.20!

~21!M21v1~mM !BM21~m1 ,...,mM21!

1~21!M212X1~mM ! (
j 51

M21
~21! j 21

mM2m j
BM22

~ j ! ~m1 ,...,mM21!

5
~3.24!

BM21~m1 ,...,mM21!v1~mM !

1~21!M212 (
j 51

M21

~21! j
X1~mM !2X1~m j !

mM2m j

3BM22
~ j ! ~m1 ,...,mM21!1~21!M212X1~mM ! (

j 51

M21
~21! j 21

mM2m j

3BM22
~ j ! ~m1 ,...,mM21!

5BM21~m1 ,...,mM21!v1~mM !12 (
j 51

M21

~21!M2 j 21
X1~m j !

m j2mM
BM22

~ j !

3~m1 ,...,mM21!.
h

The proofs of the other lemmas are analogous to the proofs of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3.
these proofs do not contain illuminating insights and are considerably longer than the two w
seen we will omit them.
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The recurrence relation~3.20! can be solved explicitly. To be able to express the solution
the recurrence relation in a compact form it is useful to introduce a contraction operatord.

Definition 3.2: Let d be a contraction operator whose action on an ordered pro
) j 51

→
M v1(m j ), M>2, is given by

d~v1~m1!v1~m2!...v1~mM !!52 (
j 51

M21

X1~m j ! (
k5 j 11

M
~21!s~ jk !

m j2mk
)

mÞ j ,k
→

M

v1~mm!, ~3.36!

wheres( jk) is the parity of the permutation

s:~1,2,...,j , j 11,...,k,...,M !→~1,2,...,j ,k, j 11,...,M !.

Thed operator can be applied on an ordered product) j 51
→

M v1(m j ) consecutively several times. A

an illustration, we explicitly apply the contraction operatord two times in the case whenM
54:

d2~v1~m1!v1~m2!v1~m3!v1~m4!!

5d~d~v1~m1!v1~m2!v1~m3!v1~m4!!!

52X1~m1!S d~v1~m3!v1~m4!!

m12m2
2

d~v1~m2!v1~m4!!

m12m3
1

d~v1~m2!v1~m3!!

m12m4
D

12X1~m2!S d~v1~m1!v1~m4!!

m22m3
2

d~v1~m1!v1~m2!!

m22m4
D12X1~m3!

d~v1~m1!v1~m2!!

m32m4

58X1~m1!S X1~m3!

~m12m2!~m32m4!
2

X1~m2!

~m12m3!~m22m4!
1

X1~m2!

~m12m3!~m22m4! D .

It follows that the contraction operatord can be applied on an ordered product) j 51
→

M v1(m j ) up to

@M /2# times consecutively. The symbol@M /2# denotes the integer part ofM /2.
Theorem 3.1: Explicit solution to the recurrence relation (3.20) is given by

BM~m1 ,...,mM !5)
j 51
→

M

v1~m j !1 (
m51

@M /2#
1

m!
dm)

j 51
→

M

v1~m j !. ~3.37!

Here d is the contraction operator defined above~3.36!.
The properties of the creation operatorsBM studied in this section will be fundamental too

in determining some of the most important characteristics of the osp~1u2! Gaudin model. Our
primary interest is to obtain the spectrum and the eigenvectors of the generating funct
integrals of motiont(l) ~3.12!.

IV. SPECTRUM OF THE OSp„1z2… GAUDIN MODEL AND ITS MODIFICATIONS

With the help of the creation operatorsBM it is possible to obtain the eigenvectors as well
the corresponding eigenvalues of the Gaudin Hamiltonians. This result is a direct conseque
the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1:The lowest spin vectorV2 ~3.16! is an eigenvector of the generating functio
of integrals of motiont~l! (3.12) with the corresponding eigenvalueL0(l):
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t~l!V25L0~l!V2 , L0~l!5r2~l!1r8~l!. ~4.1!

Furthermore, the action of the B-operators on the lowest spin vectorV2 yields the eigenvectors

C~m1 ,...,mM !5BM~m1 ,...,mM !V2 ~4.2!

of the t(l) operator

t~l!C~m1 ,...,mM !5L~l;$m j% j 51
M !C~m1 ,...,mM !, ~4.3!

with the eigenvalues

L~l;$m j% j 51
M !5L0~l!12r~l!(

k51

M
1

l2mk
12(

k, l

1

~l2mk!~l2m l !
, ~4.4!

provided that the Bethe equations are imposed on the parameters$m j% j 51
M :

bM~m j !5r~m j !1(
kÞ j

M
1

m j2mk
50. ~4.5!

Proof: The equation~4.1! can be checked by a direct substitution of the definitions of
operatort(l) and the lowest spin vectorV2 , the equations~3.12! and ~3.16!, respectively.

To show the second part of the theorem, we use the equation~4.2! to express the Bethe vector
C(m1 ,...,mM)

t~l!C~m1 ,...,mM !5t~l!BM~m1 ,...,mM !V2 . ~4.6!

Our next step is to use Lemma 3.6 and the definition of the lowest spin vectorV2 , the equation
~3.16!, in order to calculate the action of the operatort(l) on the Bethe vectors when the Beth
equations~4.5! are imposed:

t~l!BMV25BMt~l!V212S r~l!(
i 51

M
1

l2m i
1(

i , j

M
1

~l2m i !~l2m j !
DBMV2 . ~4.7!

We can express the first term on the right hand side since we know how the operatort(l) acts on
the vectorV2 , the equation~4.1!,

t~l!BMV25S L0~l!12S r~l!(
i 51

M
1

l2m i
1(

i , j

M
1

~l2m i !~l2m j !
D DBMV2 . ~4.8!

The eigenvalue equation~4.3! as well as the expression for the eigenvalues~4.4! follow from the
equation~4.8!. h

Corollary 4.1: In the Gaudin realization of the loop superalgebra given by the equations (
and (3.17) the Bethe vectorsC(m1 ,...,mM) (4.2) are the eigenvectors of the Gaudin Hamiltonia
(3.18),

H ~a!C~m1 ,...,mM !5EM
(a)C~m1 ,...,mM !, ~4.9!

with the eigenvalues

EM
(a)5 (

b51
bÞa

N
l al b

za2zb
1(

j 51

M
l a

m j2za
, ~4.10!

when the Bethe equations are imposed:
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bM~m j !5r~m j !1(
kÞ j

M
1

m j2mk
5 (

a51

N
2 l a

m j2za
1(

kÞ j

M
1

m j2mk
50. ~4.11!

Proof: The statement of the corollary follows from residue of the equation~4.3! at the point
l5za . The residue can be determined using~3.19!, ~4.4! and ~4.1!. h

The eigenvalue~4.4! of the operatort(l) and the Bethe equations~4.5! can be obtained also
as the appropriate terms in the quasi-classical limith→0 of the expressions~2.12! and ~2.14!.

Comparing the eigenvaluesEM
(a) ~4.10! of the Gaudin Hamiltonians and the Bethe equatio

~4.11! with the corresponding quantities of the sl~2! Gaudin model4,5 we arrive to an interesting
observation.

Remark 4.1: The spectrum of theosp~1u2! Gaudin model with the spins la coincides with the
spectrum of thesl~2! Gaudin system for the integer spins (cf. an analogous observation
partition functions of corresponding anisotropic vertex models in Ref. 23).

Remark 4.2: The Bethe vectors are eigenstates of the global generator hgl ,

hglC~m1 ,...,mM !5S 2 (
a51

N

l a1M DC~m1 ,...,mM !. ~4.12!

Moreover, these Bethe vectors are the lowest spin vectors of the globalosp~1u2! since they are
annihilated by the generatorvgl

2

vgl
2C~m1 ,...,mM !50, ~4.13!

once the Bethe equations are imposed (4.11). These conclusions follow from Remark3.2, the
equations (3.28) and (3.29) and the definition of the Bethe vectors (4.2).

Hence, action of the global generatorvgl
1 on the lowest spin vectorsC(m1 ,...,mM) generates

a multiplet of eigenvectors of the operatort(l):

~vgl
1!mC~m1 ,...,mM !, m51,2,...,2S (

a51

N

l a2M D . ~4.14!

One can repeat the arguments of Refs. 14 and 1 to demonstrate combinatorially complete
the constructed states.

As was pointed out already in Ref. 4 for the sl~2! case, there are several modifications of t
Hamiltonians~3.18!. One of them is the Richardson’s pairing-force Hamiltonian.25 These modifi-
cations can be formulated in the framework of universalL-operator andr-matrix formalism~3.3!.5

Due to invariance of ther-matrix ~3.1!,

@r ~l!,Y^ I 1I ^ Y#50, YPosp~1u2!, ~4.15!

one can add to theL-operator any element of osp~1u2!,

L~l!→L̃~l!5gY1L~l!, ~4.16!

preserving commutation relations~3.3!. If we chooseY5h, then

t̃ ~l!5 1
2 strL̃2~l!5t~l!12gh~l!1g2 ~4.17!

will have the commutativity property, i.e.,t̃ (l) t̃ (m)5 t̃ (m) t̃ (l). Hence we can taket̃ (l) to be
the generating function of the~modified! integrals of motion:

t̃ ~l!5 (
a51

N S c2~a!

~l2za!2 12
H̃ ~a!

l2za
D 1g2, ~4.18!
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H̃ ~a!5gha1 (
bÞa

c2
^~a,b!

za2zb
. ~4.19!

Notice that the global osp~1u2! symmetry is now broken down to globalu(1):

@ t̃ ~l!,hgl#5F t̃ ~l!,(
a51

N

haG50. ~4.20!

In this case the eigenstatesCM are generated by the sameB-operators. However, correspondin
eigenvalues and Bethe equations are now given by

L̃~l;$m j% j 51
M !5L~l;$m j% j 51

M !12gr~l!12g(
j 51

M
1

l2m j
1g2, ~4.21!

ẼM
(a)5EM

(a)1g~2 l a!, ~4.22!

2g1 (
a51

N
l a

m j2za
5(

kÞ j

M
1

m j2mk
. ~4.23!

The crucial step in the proof of these equations is the observation that the commutation re
between the operatort̃ (l) ~4.17! and the creation operatorsBM are equal to the commutatio
relations~3.30! but with modified operatorb̂M(m j )→b̂M(m j )1g. To see this, notice the similar
ity between the terms withv1(l)BM21

( i ) operators and withX1(l)BM22
( i , j ) operators in Lemma 3.4

the equation~3.25!, and in Lemma 3.6, the equation~3.30!.
A Richardson-like Hamiltonian25 can be obtained as a coefficient in thel→` expansion

t̃ ~l!5g21
2g

l (
a51

N

ha1
1

l2 S 2g(
a51

N

zaha1c2~gl !D 1OS 1

l3D . ~4.24!

The first coefficient in this expansion ishgl , globalu(1) symmetry generator~4.20!. Let us denote
the second coefficient by 2Hg . Using the global osp~1u2! algebra generators one can write th
Hamiltonian in the form

Hg5g(
a51

N

zaha12Xgl
1Xgl

21vgl
1vgl

2 , ~4.25!

where we have omitted the termhgl(hgl21). The eigenvalues of the HamiltonianHg are given by

HgCM~m1 ,...,mM !5EgCM~m1 ,...,mM !, Eg5(
j 51

M

m j2 (
a51

N

l aza . ~4.26!

A realization of the generators in terms of fermionic oscillators in the sl~2! case yields a
Richardson Hamiltonian.25 In the osp~1u2! case, which we consider here, there are extra fermio
degrees of freedom due to the termvgl

1vgl
2 and constraints (vgl

6)25X6.
One can realize Sklyanin bracket~3.3! using anL-operator with bosonic and fermionic osci

lator entries,

Losc~l!5S l 2g 2b

g1 0 l

2b1 g1 2l
D , ~4.27!
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where

@b,b1#51, @g,g1#151, g25~g1!250. ~4.28!

It is straightforward to see that the corresponding realization of the loop superalgebra will
only two nonzero commutators. Hence, one can consider a combination of Gaudin and os
realizations:

L̃~l!5Losc~l!1L~l!. ~4.29!

Intergals of motion can be obtained using

t̃ ~l!5 1
2 str~Losc

2 ~l!12Losc~l!L~l!1L2~l!!

5t~l!1l212~bb11b1b!1~g1g2gg1!12~lh~l!12~bX1~l!1b1X2~l!!

1~g1v2~l!2gv1~l!!!. ~4.30!

CorrespondingB-operators can be constructed using

ṽ1~l!5g11v1~l!, X̃1~l!5b11X1~l!. ~4.31!

Finally, the eigenvaluesL̃ and the Bethe equations are given by

L̃~l;$m j% j 51
M !5L~l;$m j% j 51

M !12~lr~l!11!1(
j 51

M
2l

l2m j
1l2, ~4.32!

2m j1 (
a51

N
l a

m j2za
5(

kÞ j

M
1

m j2mk
. ~4.33!

Further modifications can be obtained considering the quasi-classical limit of the qua
spin system with nonperiodic boundary conditions and corresponding reflection equation.

The expression of the eigenvector of a solvable model in terms of local variables parame
by sites of the chain or by space coordinates is known as coordinate Bethe ansatz.4 The coordinate
representation of the Bethe vectors gives explicitly analytical dependence on the parameters$m i%1

M

and $za%1
N useful in a relation to the Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov equation~Sec. V!. Using the

Gaudin realization~3.7! of the generators

v1~m!5 (
a51

N va
1

m2za
, X1~m!5 (

a51

N Xa
1

m2za
,

and the definition of the creation operators~3.37!, one can get the coordinate representation of
B-operators:

BM~m1 ,m2 ,...,mM !5(
p

~va1

1
¯vaM

1 !p )
a51

N

w~$mm
(a)%1

uKau ;za!, ~4.34!

where the first sum is taken over ordered partitionsp of the set (1,2,...,M ) into subsetsKa , a
51,2,...,N, including empty subsets with the constraints

ø
a

Ka5~1,2,...,M !, KaùKb5B for aÞb.

The corresponding subset of quasi-momenta is
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~m1
(a)5m j 1

,m2
(a)5m j 2

,...m uKau
(a) 5m j uKau ; j mPKa!,

whereuKau is the cardinality of the subsetKa , and j k, j k11 , entering into the coordinate wav
function

w~$nm%1
uKu ;z!5 (

sPSuKu
~21!p~s!~~ns~1!2ns~2!!~ns~2!2ns~3!!¯~n uKu2z!!21.

Due to the alternative sum over permutationssPSuKu , this function is antisymmetric with respec
to the quasi-momenta. Finally, the first factor in~4.34!,

~va1

1
¯vaM

1 !p ,

means that forj mPKa corresponding indices ofvajm

1 are equal toa so thatvajm

1 5va
1 . One can

collect these operators into product)a51
N (va

1) uKau; consequently we have an extra sign facto
(21)p(p).

This coordinate representation is similar to the representations obtained in Refs. 8–10
Gaudin models related to the simple Lie algebras~see also Ref. 26!. The Z2-grading results in
extra signs, while the complicated structure of theBM-operators@for the sl~2!-GM they are just
products ofB1-operatorsB1(m j )5X1(m j )# is connected with the fact that (v j

1)25Xj
1Þ0, while

for j Þk v j
1 andvk

1 anticommute.

V. SOLUTIONS TO THE KNIZHNIK–ZAMOLODCHIKOV EQUATION

Correlation functionsc(z1 ,...,zn) of the two dimensional conformal field theory satisfy th
Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov equation27

k
]

]za
c~z1 ,...,zn!5S (

bÞa

Ya
a

^ Yb
a

za2zb
Dc~z1 ,...,zn!, ~5.1!

whereYa
a are generators of an orthonormal basis of a simple Lie algebra in a finite dimens

irreducible representationVa andc(z1 ,...,zn) is a function ofN complex variables taking value
in a tensor product̂

a51
N Va . The first term on the right hand side of~5.1! is a Gaudin Hamiltonian

~1.1!.
A relation between the Bethe vectors of the Gaudin model related to simple Lie algebra

the solutions to the Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov equation is well known for sometime.8,9 The ap-
proach used here to obtain solutions to the Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov equation correspond
superconformal field theory and Lie superalgebra osp~1u2! starting fromB-vectors~4.2! is based
on Ref. 8.

A solution in question is represented as a contour integral over the variablesm1 ,...,mM ,

c~z1 ,...,zN!5 R ¯ R f~mW uzW !C~mW uzW !dm1¯dmM , ~5.2!

where an integrating factorf(mW uzW) is a scalar function

f~mW uzW !5)
i , j

M

~m i2m j !
1/k )

a,b

N

~za2zb! l al b /kS )
k51

M

)
c51

N

~mk2zc!
2 l c /kD , ~5.3!

andC(mW uzW) is a Bethe vector~4.2! where the corresponding Bethe equations are not impose
As a first step in the proof thatc(z1 ,...,zN) given by ~5.2! is a solution of~5.1! we differ-

entiate the productfC with respect toza and obtain
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]za
~fC!5]za

~f!C1f]za
~C!. ~5.4!

Using ~5.3! the first term on the right hand side can be calculated explicitly:

k]za
f5S (

b51
bÞa

N
l al b

za2zb
2(

j 51

M
l a

za2m j D f5EM
(a)f. ~5.5!

Furthermore, taking a residue of~3.30! at l5za we have

H ~a!C5EM
(a)C1(

j 51

M
~21! j

za2m j
bM~m j !C̃

~ j ,a!, ~5.6!

where

C̃~ j ,a!5S va
1BM21

( j ) 12Xa
1(

kÞ j

M
~21!k1Q~ j 2k!

m j2mk
BM22

( j ,k) DV2 . ~5.7!

Hence~5.4! can be written as

k]za
~fC!5H ~a!~fC!1f(

j 51

M
~21! j

m j2za
bM~m j !C̃

~ j ,a!1kf]za
~C!. ~5.8!

Moreover, from~5.3! we also have

k]m j
f5S (

a51

N
2 l a

m j2za
1(

j 51
j Þk

M
1

m j2mkD f5bM~m j !f, ~5.9!

and from Lemma 3.7 follows

]za
C5(

j 51

M

~21! j]m j
S C̃~ j ,a!

m j2za
D . ~5.10!

Thus, using~5.9! and ~5.10!,

k]za
~fC!5H ~a!~fC!1k(

j 51

M

]m j S ~21! j

m j2za
fC̃~ j ,a!D . ~5.11!

A closed contour integration offC with respect tom1 ,...,mM will cancel the contribution from
the terms under the sum in~5.11! and thereforec(z1 ,...,zN) given by~5.2! satisfies the Knizhnik–
Zamolodchikov equation.

Conjugated Bethe vectors (BMV2)* are entering into the solutionc̃(z1 ,...,zN) of the dual
Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov equation,

2k
]

]za
c̃~z1 ,...,zN!5c̃~z1 ,...,zN!H ~a!. ~5.12!

The scalar product (c̃(z1 ,...,zN),c(z1 ,...,zN)) does not depend on$zj%1
N and its quasi-classica

limit k→0 gives the norm of the Bethe vectors due to the fact that the stationary points o
contour integrals fork→0 are solutions to the Bethe equations:10
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]S

]m j
5 (

a51

N
2 l a

m j2za
1(

j 51
j Þk

M
1

m j2mk
50, ~5.13!

S~mW uzW !5k ln f5 (
a,b

N

l al b ln~za2zb!1(
i , j

M

ln~m i2m j !2 (
a51

N

(
j 51

M

l a ln~za2m j !. ~5.14!

According to the remark at the end of Sec. IV, analytical properties of the Bethe vectors
osp~1u2! Gaudin model coincide with the analytical properties of the sl~2! Gaudin model. Thus, the
expression for the norm of the Bethe vectorsC in ~4.2! obtained as the first term in the asympto
expansionk→0 coincides also

~C,C!5detS ]2S

]m j]mk
D , ~5.15!

]2S

]m j
2 5 (

a51

N
l a

~m j2za!22(
kÞ j

M
1

~m j2mk!
2 ,

]2S

]m j]mk
5

1

~m j2mk!
2 , for j Þk. ~5.16!

Finally we notice that the modification of the Gaudin Hamiltonians we discussed at the end
previous section can be easily transferred to the corresponding modification of the Kniz
Zamolodchikov equations. The modification~4.16! for the sl~2! Gaudin model was studied in Re
19 as a quantization of the Schlesinger system~see also Ref. 18!. Both modifications are related
with extra factors in the integrating scalar function~5.3!,

f j5expS Sj

k D , j 50,1,2, ~5.17!

whereS05S in ~5.14! and

S15S01g(
j 51

M

m j2g(
a51

N

l aza , ~5.18!

S25S01
1

2 (
j 51

M

m j
22

1

2 (
a51

N

l aza
2, ~5.19!

correspond to the first~4.16! and second~4.29! modification, respectively.

VI. CONCLUSION

The Gaudin model corresponding to the simplest nontrivial Lie superalgebra osp~1u2! was
studied. A striking similarity between some of the most fundamental characteristics of this s
and the sl~2! Gaudin model was found. Although explicitly constructed creation operatorsBM in
~3.37! of the Bethe vectors are complicated polynomials of theL-operator entriesv1(l) and
X1(l), the coordinate form of the eigenfunctions defers only in signs from the correspon
states in the case of sl~2! model. Moreover, the eigenvalues and the Bethe equations coin
provided that the sl~2! Gaudin model with integer spins is considered.

Let us point out that by the method proposed in this article one can construct exp
creation operators of the Gaudin models related to trigonometric Izergin–Korepinr-matrix20 and
trigonometric osp~1u2! r-matrix24 which have the same matrix structure as~3.2!. Similarly to the
simple Lie algebra case, solutions to the Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov equation were constr
from the Bethe vectors using algebraic properties of the creation operatorsBM and the Gaudin
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realization of the loop superalgebraL1~osp(1u2)). This interplay between the Gaudin model a
the Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov equation enabled us to determine the norm of eigenfunctions
Gaudin Hamiltonians

iC(m1 ,...,mM ;$za%1
N)i25detS ]2S

]m j]mk
D .

The difficult problem of correlation function calculation for general Bethe vectors

C($n j%1
M ;$m i%1

M ;$lk%1
K)5S V2 ,BM* ~n1 ,...,nM !)

k51

K

h~lk!BM~m1 ,...,mM !V2D
was solved nicely for the sl~2! Gaudin model in Ref. 6 using the Gauss factorization of the lo
algebra group element and the appropriate Riemann–Hilbert problem. Although the corresp
factorization is known even for the quantum superalgebra ospq(1u2),28 the final expression of the
correlation functions is difficult to obtain due to the complicated structure of the creation ope
BM(m1 ,...,mM)5Poly(v1,X1) in ~3.37!. The study of this problem is in progress and the f
lowing expression for the scalar product of the Bethe states is conjectured~cf. Ref. 6!:

~V2 ,BM* ~n1 ,...,nM !BM~m1 ,...,mM !V2!5 (
sPSM

~21!p~s! detMs,

where the sum is over symmetric groupSM andM3M matrix Ms is given by

Mj j
s 5

r~m j !2r~ns~ j !!

m j2ns~ j !
2(

kÞ j

M
1

~m j2mk!~ns~ j !2ns~k!!
,

Mjk
s 5

1

~m j2mk!~ns~ j !2ns~k!!
, for j ,k51,2,...,M .
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Anomalies and Schwinger terms in NCG field
theory models

E. Langmann, J. Mickelsson, and S. Rydha)

Theoretical Physics, Royal Institute of Technology, SE-10044, Stockholm, Sweden
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We study the quantization of chiral fermions coupled to generalized Dirac operators
arising in NCG Yang–Mills theory. The cocycles describing chiral symmetry break-
ing are calculated. In particular, we introduce a generalized locality principle for
the cocycles. Local cocycles are by definition expressions which can be written as
generalized traces of operator commutators. In the case of pseudodifferential op-
erators, these traces lead in fact to integrals of ordinary local de Rham forms. As an
application of the general ideas we discuss the case of noncommutative tori. We
also develop a gerbe theoretic approach to the chiral anomaly in the Hamiltonian
quantization of NCG field theory. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1385174#

I. INTRODUCTION

The non-Abelian chiral anomaly appears in two different~but related! ways. First, it modifies
the structure of current algebra. Historically, this was the way quantum mechanical sym
breaking was first observed,1 but it took some time before a clear mathematical formulation of
phenomenon was obtained.2 On the other hand, the anomaly appears in the path integral fo
lation as a lack of gauge invariance of the effective action.3 In either way, the anomaly can b
thought of as an element of an appropriate group~or Lie algebra! cohomology group.

The non-Abelian gauge anomaly arises from a left–right nonsymmetric coupling of v
potentials to a Dirac fermion field. This process can be generalized in a straight-forward w
noncommutative geometry models. Instead of a standard Dirac operator one considers self
~invertible! unbounded operatorsD with the property that 1/uDup is ‘‘almost’’ trace-class for a
given real numberp>1. ‘‘Almost’’ means that the spectral integral*0

L(ulup1e)21dm(l) is at
most logarithmically divergent atL→`, for any positive numbere. After fixing such an operator
we study generalized Dirac operatorsDA5D1A whereA is any Hermitian bounded perturbation

We stress that our considerations are very general: The family of Dirac operators cou
example arise from a coupling of vector potentials through a star product~generalized Moyal
brackets!. All that is needed is that theLp estimate mentioned above is valid. This has been pro
to hold in a class of star product quantizations4 defined by a constant antisymmetricu matrix. We
shall study some consequences of this in Sec. VII.

Our starting point for a construction of a NCG field theory model is a triple (D,* ,B), where
D is the Dirac operator acting in a Hilbert spaceH, B is an associative algebra of operators inH
such that@D, b# is bounded for allbPB. In addition, there is an ‘‘integration,’’ or a generalize
trace map, from operators~‘‘ p-forms’’! of the typev5b0@e,b1#@e,b2#¯@e,bp#, or alternatively
uDu2pb0@D,b1#¯@D,bp#, to complex numbers;5 see also the discussion around Definition 10.8
Ref. 6 for more details. Heree5D/uDu is the sign of the Dirac operator. In some cases~but not
always! one can prove an equality between the integrals of the two alternative expressions5 The
generalized vector potentials are then linear combinations of 1-formsA5b0@D,b1#, or sometimes
a5b0@e,b1#.

We study the BRST double complex based on de Rham forms on the space of vector

a!Electronic mail: samuel@theophys.kth.se
47790022-2488/2001/42(10)/4779/23/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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tials A with values in the space of the above operatorp-forms v, with p50,1,2,... . The NCG
BSRT complex has been previously studied from different points of view in Ref. 7 and
recently in Ref. 8.

One of the central results in the present paper concerns the question of locality of the
cocycles. In abstract NCG models it is nota priori clear what this could mean because in t
operator approach there is in general no space–time manifold to define local fields. Howe
the ordinary space–time geometric setup many of the basic quantities can be written as ‘‘t
of commutators of pseudodifferential operators. For example, this holds for non-Ab
Schwinger terms9 and the gauge anomaly in the path integral formulation.10 It turns out that these
traces are in fact integrals of local differential forms. We adopt this as our starting point: We
that in the NCG field theory models there is a ‘‘local’’ anomaly formula expressing the B
cocycles as traces of commutators of nontrace-class operators.

The second main result concerns the description of the Hamiltonian anomaly in gerbe
retic terms in which the basic object is a 3-cohomology class, the Dixmier–Douady class
results are largely generalizations of the corresponding considerations for the standard coup
local vector potentials to chiral fermions.11 However, there is one important technicality whic
makes a difference between the ‘‘classical’’ and the NCG case. In the classical case the Dix
Douady class defines a de Rham form on the space of gauge orbitsA/G. This is a smooth
manifold when one restricts to the case of so-called based gauge transformationsG0 . In the NCG
models the concept of based gauge transformations is not well-defined and the space o
orbits has singularities.

In order to avoid these singularities we realize the space of NCG gauge potentials f
Schatten indexp as loops in gauge potentials for indexp21. Correspondingly, the group of gaug
transformations for indexp is the group of smooth loops in the gauge group for the case of in
p21 which allows us to define based gauge transformations in the usual way as loops throu
neutral element at a fixed value of the argument. This leads then to a construction of a ger
its Dixmier–Douady class as a de Rham form in a standard way.

We want to thank Go¨ran Lindblad for drawing to our attention to Ref. 12.

II. THE GENERAL SETUP FOR NCG DESCENT EQUATIONS AND ANOMALIES

Let D0 be an unbounded self-adjoint operator in a complex Hilbert spaceH such that
uD0u21PLp1 , that is,uD0u2pPL11 for somep>1. HereL11 is the Dixmier ideal in the algebra
of bounded operators inH. A positive operatorT is in L11 if it is compact and

1

logN (
k51

N

lk

has a finite limit, wherel1>l2>¯ are the eigenvalues ofT. We also assume for simplicity tha
D0 is invertible. However, the following discussion can be easily generalized to the case whD0

is a finite rank perturbation of an invertible operator.
We shall work with bounded perturbations of the ‘‘free Dirac operator’’D0 , denoteDA

5D01A whereA is a bounded self-adjoint operator inH such that@ uD0u,A# is bounded. We shal
denoteFA a smoothed sign operator associated toDA . The technical complication is that the ma
A°DA /uDAu is not continuous whenDA has zero modes. Instead, we can take a smooth func
f: R→R1 such thatf (x)2uxu approaches zero faster than any power ofx as uxu°` and f (x)
>m for some positive constant, and we defineFA5DA / f (DA). For example, takef (x)

51Ax21e2x2
. ThenA°FA is norm continuous. IfDA is the classical Dirac operator associat

to a vector potentialA on a compact manifold then the differenceDA /uDAu2FA is an infinitely
smoothing pseudodifferential operator and in particular a trace class operator.

The sign operatorDA /uDAu defines a Fock space representation of the canonical anticom
tation relations algebra CAR. The generators in the CAR algebra are denoted bya(v), a* (v),
wherevPH. The algebra is defined by the basic relations
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a~u!a~v !1a~v !a~u!505a* ~u!a* ~v !1a* ~v !a* ~u!,
~2.1!

a* ~u!a~v !1a~v !a* ~u!5^v,u&,

where the Hilbert space inner product^•,•& is antilinear in the first argument. The Dirac repr
sentation is then fixed by the requirement that there is avacuum vectoruA&PFA such that

a* ~u!uA&505a~v !uA&, for uPH2~A! and vPH1~A!, ~2.2!

whereH5H1(A) % H2(A) is the polarization to the spectral subspacesDA>0, DA,0, respec-
tively.

Because of the potential zero modes of the Dirac operator the Dirac vacuum cannot in g
be defined as a continuous function ofA. Instead, we must be content with a choice of a pol
ization H5W(A) % W(A)' such thatW(A);H1(A), where the equivalence is defined by th
condition that the projection operators to the given subspaces differ only by Hilbert–Sc
operators. The Hilbert–Schmidt condition comes from the requirement that the CAR repre
tions defined by the two polarizations should be equivalent; for a review on CAR represent
see Ref. 13. LeteW5pW2pW' be the grading operator defined by the orthogonal projec
pW :H→W. TheneW(A)2eH1(A) is Hilbert–Schmidt andeH1(A)2FA is trace-class and soFA is
an approximation ofeW(A) modulo Hilbert–Schmidt operators. The advantage of working withFA

is that it is easier to produce explicit formulas~as we saw above!, compared with the grading
operatorseW(A) .

As an operator functionDA / f (DA) of DA , the operatorFA satisfiesg21FAg5FAg, with
Ag5g21Ag1g21@D0 ,g# for a unitary transformationg such that@D0 ,g# is bounded. Denote by
B the algebra of bounded operatorsb in H such that@D0 ,b# and@ uD0u,b# are bounded. Then al
the operatorsA5b0@D0 ,b1#, for biPB, satisfy the condition@ uD0u,A# is bounded. We denote b
Up1 the group of unitary elements inB. Any elementgPUp1 satisfies@e,g#PLp1 where e
5D0 /uD0u.

Lemma 2.3: FA2ePLp1 for any bounded operator A such that@ uD0u,A# is bounded.
Proof: ~1! We first prove thatuD01Au2uD0u is bounded. We have assumed thatD0 is invert-

ible, so uD0u>m for some positive constantm. We use the norm estimateiuXu2uYui<uiuX* X
2Y* Yu1/2i ; see for example@Ref. 12, Sec. X.2#. Set G5D0A1AD0 and split G5G11G2

whereG1 commutes withe andG2 anticommutes withe. The linear equation,

G5uD0uZ1ZuD0u,

can be solved asZ5Z11Z2 , with Z15A1e and

Z25E
0

`

e2tuD0u@ uD0u,eA2#2tuD0u dt,

and thus Z is bounded, since ie2tuD0ui<e2tm and since @ uD0u,eA2#5e@ uD0u,A2#
is bounded by assumption. SettingX5D0A and Y5uD0u1Z in the above norm esti-
mate we observe thatuD01Au2u uD0u1Zu is bounded. In the case wheniZi<m the op-
erator uD0u1Z is positive and so iD0u1Zu5uD0u1Z and it follows that
uD01Au2uD0u5(uD01Au2u uD0u1Zu)1(u uD0u1Zu2uD0u) is bounded. In the general case, r
place D0°D85D01 ia for a real numbera. Clearly uD1 iau2uD0u and uD01A1 iau2uD0

1Au are bounded, so the question of whetheruD01Au2uD0u is bounded is equivalent to whethe
uD81Au2uD8u is bounded. NowuD8u>uau and so we haveiZi>uD8u when we choosea large
enough and the proof reduces to the special case above.
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~2! We may assume without essential restriction thatD01A is invertible so we can selec
f (x)5uxu and

FA2e5~D01A!21uD01Au2D0
21uD0u

5~11D0
21A!21D0

21uD01Au2D0
21uD0u

5$~11D0
21A!2121%e1~11D0

21A!21D0
21T,

for some bounded operatorT. The second term on the right is then inLp1 sinceD0
21PLp1 and

the first term is of the form„(11S)2121…e with SPLp1 and thus it belongs also toLp1 . h

The following discussion is based on a parametrization of the fermionic Fock space b
operatora5FA2e. Thus the Dirac vacuum for the vector potentialA is given by any grading
operatorea which differs frome1a by a Hilbert–Schmidt operator. Geometrically, this leads
the construction of a smooth infinite-dimensional vector bundleF over the parameter spaceA of
generalized vector potentials. The fiberFa is the Fock space defined by the grading operatorea .
The quantized Dirac operatorD̂A acts as an unbounded positive operator in the fiber.

The groupUp1 acts in the base space of the bundle. The problem arises as to wheth
action can be lifted to the total space such thatg21D̂Ag5D̂Ag. In case of smooth vector potential
A5gkAk , and a massless Dirac operator it is known that the answer is negative. Instead, t
an extensionĜ of the group of gauge transformationsG which acts in the total space. Th
obstruction to theG action is the extension term in the commutation relations of the Lie alg
Lie~G!. This extension~Schwinger term! is a 2-cocyclecn,2 of Lie~G! in the module of complex
functions of the variableA. In the case of one space dimension,n51, the cocycle does not depen
on A and one may restrict to the module of constant functions.

There is an equivalent alternative way to view the obstruction. The standard construct
canonical quantization leads naturally to a bundlePF of projective Fock spaceswhich do not
depend on any choices of the grading operatorea . The existence of a Fock bundle which give
PF as its projectivization is then related to triviality of aDixmier–Douadyclass inH3(A/G,Z).11

The main content of the present article is to explain how the local formulas for gauge an
lies, Schwinger terms, the Dixmier–Douady class, and all the cocycles related to these throu
standard BRST descent equations extend to certain cocycles on the space of bounded opeA
and the Lie algebra Lie(Up1) such that a restriction to the classical case gives standard
formulas. A central ingredient is to use~noncyclic! extensions of the trace functional to nontrac
class operators.

The ‘‘infinitesimal version’’ of the gauge transformationA°Ag in terms of the parametera is

dXa5@a,X#1@e,X#, for XPup5Lie~Up1!. ~2.4!

Let us recall the basic definitions in NCG differential calculus for Fredholm modules.5 The
differentials of ordern are linear combinations of operators of the typeb0@e,b1#¯@e,bn# where
biPB. One denotesdb5@e,b# for bPB. If fPVn is a differential of ordern thendf5ef1
(21)n11fe. This gives a mapd:Vn→Vn11 with d250. The cohomology of this complex i
trivial.

The coboundary operator associated to infinitesimal gauge transformations is denotedd.
We work with cochains of orderk,tPVk , consisting of functionst(a;X1 ,...,Xk) of aPV1 and
of Lie algebra elementsXiPup , linear in eachXi and totally antisymmetric in the argumentsXi .
The standard Lie algebra coboundary operator is defined by

~dtn!~a;X1 ,...,Xn11!5(
i

~21! i 21dXi
t~a;X1 ,...,X̂i ,...,Xn11!

1(
i , j

~21! i 1 jt~a;@Xi ,Xj #,..,X̂i ,...,X̂j ,...,Xn11!, ~2.5!
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where the hat means that the corresponding argument is deleted anddXi
is the Lie derivative acting

on functions ofa, the action on the argument being given by~2.4!. We remind that the multilinear
formst on a Lie algebra can be interpreted as left invariant differential forms on the correspo
Lie group ~and vice versa! through the standard identification of a Lie algebra as left invar
vector fields.

We shall also work with a (d,d) double complex consisting ofd forms taking values in thed
complexV* , using the standard BRST sign convention. The BRST ghostv can be interpreted a
the Maurer–Cartan 1-form on the gauge group, that is, at the identity element it is th
tautological 1-form sending a Lie algebra element onto itself,v5g21 dg . The sign conventions
are encoded into the algebraic rules,

d25d25dd1dd50,

d~v !52v25dv1vd,

d~a!52@a,v#12v25da1ad, ~2.6!

d~v !5@e,v#15dv1vd,

d~a!5@e,a#15da1ad.

We denote@a,b#15ab1ba.
Here a remark on notation is in order. We want to treat at the same time both the even a

Fredholm modules~related to odd/evenk.! To obtain the correct signs in~2.6!, we need to make
a reinterpretation ofx5v, d, e anda.

Even Fredholm module. In this case we have, by definition, a Hermitian operatorG in H with
G251 which anticommutes withe anda, and the correct signs are accounted for if we interp
the ghost asGv. To be precise, one should distinguish betweenv, d, e anda and

s~v !5Gv, s~d!5Gd,
~2.7!

s~e!5e, s~a!5a.

Odd Fredholm module. We do not have aG at hand but we introduce it by doubling th
original Hilbert space,H°H ^ C2, and introducing the usual Pauli sigma matricess3 and s1

acting on the second factor. We can then define

s~v !5v ^ s1 , s~d!5d ^ s1 ,
~2.8!

s~e!5e ^ s3 , s~a!5a^ s3 .

In particular, the formulasd(v)5@e,v#1 andd(a)5@e,a#1 mean

d„s~v !…5@s~e!,s~v !#15@e,v# ^ s3s1 ,

d„s~a!…5@s~e!,s~a!#15@e,a#1 ^ s3
25@e,a#1 ^ 1,

where the sigma matrices account for the correct signs. We stress that the auxiliary space
tool to keep track of the signs~the even and odd case could actually be handled in a un
manner, but we choose to utilizeG in the even case!.

In both cases, the symbolsx5v, d, e anda in ~2.6! should actually be interpreted ass(x) as
specified above, and only for simplicity of the notation we writex instead ofs(x). We will
sometimes also use this simplified notation below, in particular in the Appendix, but we
always clearly point this out.

In the standard discussion of anomalies in quantum field theory one constructs cocyclcn,k

in the (V* ,d) complex by integrating de Rham formsvn,k in V
*
n over a compact manifold o

dimensionn. In the NCG setting integration of forms is replaced by applying an appropriate
functional to the operator valued forms. In fact, in the case of an odd Fredholm modul
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integral is normally defined as the trace trC f where the conditional trace is defined as trC(X)
5 1

2tr(X1eXe). However, in our notation we have to take the trace also in the auxiliary spacC2,
and the correct definition is

E f5
1

2
trCs3f. ~2.9!

In the case of an even Fredholm module the standard definition of the integral is trC(Gf) whereas
with our conventions the operator expressionf is already equipped~for odd k! with the G factor
and we set

E f5trC f. ~2.10!

In the case of evenk ~in an even module! the integral vanishes.
The translation from the classical to NCG setting is straight-forward. The de Rham ex

derivation is replaced by the operationd described above~to the forms after the symbol ‘‘*’’ !. All
the formal manipulations are done exactly in the same way as in the classical BRST compl
course, the nontriviality of the cohomology classes depends on what is meant by the trace@and the
definition of the trace is intertwined by the choice of (H,D0 ,B)#.

The construction of a family of cocyclescj ,k over a Fredholm module starts from the~NCG!
operator valued Chern classFn, whereF5d(a)1a2PV2 is the curvature. The Chern–Simon
form is defined by

c2n21,0~a!5E nE
0

1

dt a@ td~a!1t2a2#n21,

where td(a)1t2a25F(t) is the curvature associated withta ~a path connectinga and 0!. The
other terms in the complex~starting from the Chern class! are given by similar formulas where on
has the curvature associated withd1d and a path of vector potentials connectinga1v and 0,

c2n2k21,k5E nE
0

1

dt~a@ td~a!1t2a21~12t !d~v !#n21!u@k# , k50,...,n21,

where now the curvature in the square brackets is obtained starting from the vector potenta
1v, and (̄ )u@k# means the projection onto those terms which are of degreek in the ‘‘ghost’’ v,
and similarly,

c2n2k21,k5E nE
0

1

dt~v@ td~v !1~ t22t !v2#n21!u@k# , k5n,...,2n,

where now the curvature is associated withtv. We stress that in the previous formulas f
c2n2k21,k , we use the simplified notation wherex5v,a is short fors(x) as discussed above.~We
also recall that one can obtain different but equivalent formulas forc2n2k21,k depending on the
choice of patha1v→0, and we find it convenient to use the path consisting of two straight l
a1v→v andv→0 leading to cocycles with lowest possible powers ofa.!14

The crucial property are the cocycle relationsdcj ,k50 for all j and k. In the standard case
these are a consequence of the fact that the cocycles are integrals of traces of matrix va
Rham forms,cj ,k5*Mtrv j ,k , which are linked by the so-called descent equations. These equa
start with a relations connecting the Chern class and the Chern–Simons form,Fn5dv2n21,0

1(¯), and then continue,

d~v2n212k,k!1d~v2n21,k11!5~¯ !, k50,...,2n21,
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where ~¯! are terms which have zero trace; they are explicitly commutators of matrix fo
Since all but the first term on the l.h.s. in these latter equations vanish under the combine
and integral~the second term on the l.h.s. vanishes due to Stokes theorem! and d*5*d, one
obtains the cocyle relations. In fact, in the standard case one usually applies to these d
equations the matrix trace, and therefore the terms~¯! on the r.h.s. become zero. In the NC
generalizations, an analog of the separate matrix trace is usually not available~the matrix trace and
the ordinary integration are combined in the abstract integral!, and it is therefore natural to als
keep the terms~¯!.7 In fact, as we will show, the terms~¯! contain interesting information: in
case of the double complex based in a spectral triple they allow us to connect the formsv j ,k and
v j 12,k in different dimensions~d degree! but identical form degree, which, for example, provid
an important link of the Schwinger terms in different dimensions~Theorem A4! and, in general,
will allow us to obtain local forms of the NCG cocyles~Theorem 3.1!.

As an example, the second Chern form is in the classical case the matrix trace ofF2, where
F5d(A)1A2 is the curvature form associated to a connectionA5Am dxm . In general, one then
can check by straightforward algebraic manipulations,

F25d~v3,0!1@a,ṽ3,0#1 ,

wherev3,05
1
2@d(a),a#11 2

3a
3 is the three-dimensional Chern–Simons form~before applying the

trace functional! and ṽ3,05
1
3@d(a),a#11 1

2a
3 is another 3-form. Note that for standard de Rha

forms, the second term vanishes under the matrix trace. If we apply this relation in the Fre
module setting we use*F25trC(GF2), and sinceG@a,ṽ#15@Ga,ṽ# the second term becomes
trace of a commutator which vanishes for appropriatep. Of course, in the classical case also t
integral of the first term is zero in the case of a manifold without boundary. The other de
equations are, in the simplified notation wherex5a,v,v32k,k , etc. is short fors(x) as in Eqs.
~2.7!–~2.8!,

d~v3,0!1d~v2,1!52 1
3 @a,v2,1#12@v,v3,0#1 ,

d~v2,1!1d~v1,2!52 2
3 @a,v1,2#12@v,v2,1#1 ,

d~v1,2!1d~v0,3!52@v,v1,2#1 ,

d~v0,3!52 1
2 @v,v0,3#1 ,

where

v2,15
1
2 @a,d~v !#1 , v1,25

1
2 @d~v !,v#1 , v0,352 1

3 v3,

all of them can be checked by straight-forward algebraic manipulations. As we have alread
the BRST ghostv can be interpreted as the Maurer–Cartan form on a group manifold, and thu
to be evaluated along tangent vectorsXj at the neutral element~i.e., Lie algebra elements!.
Moreover, in the end we are interested in integrals of the operator forms and we need to tr
cases of odd or even Fredholm modules separately, as discussed above.

For example, the formv1,2 when evaluated for Lie algebra elementsX, Yand integrated in an
odd module of appropriate Schatten indexp, gives

E v1,2~X,Y!5 1
2 trC~@d~X!,Y#12@d~Y!,X#1!,

whered(X)5@e,X#, andv0,3 leads to

E v0,3~X,Y,Z!52trC@@X,Y#,Z#1 ,
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andv2,1 in an even module~appropriatep! leads to

E v2,1~X!52
1

2
trC@a,Gd~X!#15

1

2
trC G@a,d~X!#.

III. ‘‘LOCAL’’ NCG ANOMALIES AND SCHWINGER TERMS

In the case of the classical BRST complex all the cocyclescj ,k are given in terms of differ-
ential forms which are differential polynomials in variablesa,v. The Fredholm module cocycle
involve terms like@e,v#,ea1ae, and therefore are nonlocal in nature; when evaluated using
symbol calculus of pseudodifferential operators they contain terms of arbitrary high order
partial derivatives.

However, even in the case of the Fredholm module cocycles~for classical vector potentials
and gauge transformations! the locality is preserved in a certain sense. Namely, it turns out tha
cocyclescj ,k are equivalent~in the BRST cohomology! to cocyclescj ,k8 which can be written as
renormalized traces of commutators of PSDO’s. In the case of Schwinger terms this was ob
in Ref. 9 and the same principle was applied to the calculation of the gauge anomaly for the
Dirac determinant in Ref. 10. The trace of a commutator depends only on the term i
asymptotic expansion of a PSDO which has order equal to2dim M , and for this reason one need
to take into account only a finite number of derivatives of the symbols~since each differentiation
in a homogeneous term decreases the order by one!. In this sense the trace of a commutator is
local expression. In a more general setup, beyond the PSDO calculus, we take this as adefinition
of locality: cocycles which are traces of commutators in the algebra are called local.

We set up the following assumptions. There is a complex linear functional TR on the al
generated byD0 , uD0u andB such that~1! it is equal to the ordinary trace for trace class operato
~2! it has the property that TR@A,B#50 whenAB,BAPL11 and ~3! TR@e,W#50 ~odd case!,
TR@Ge,W#50 ~even case!, for bounded operatorsW, with e5D0 /uD0u.

Example 1:Set p51 and consider the cocyclec(X,Y)5trCX@e,Y#, for X,YPB. Here ev-
erything is defined in the original Hilbert spaceH and not inH ^ C2. We can write

c1,2~X,Y!5 1
4 tre@e,X#@e,Y#5trCX@e,Y#5 1

2 TR X@e,Y#5 1
2 TR@Xe,Y#2 1

2 TRe@X,Y#.

The last term is the coboundary of the cochainu(X)5 1
2TReX and therefore the class ofc1,2 is

given by

cloc~X,Y!5 1
2 TR@Xe,Y#.

One can also check by a direct computation thatcloc is a cocycle:

2~dcloc!~X,Y,Z!5TR$†@X,Y#e,Z‡1cycl.%

5TR$†@X,Y#,@e,Z#‡1cycl.%

5TR@e,†@X,Y#,Z‡#1TR@Y,†@e,X#,Z‡#2TR@X,†@e,Y#,Z‡#1cycl.

By ~3! the first term on the right vanishes and by~2! the second and third terms vanish. In the ca
when X, Y are multiplication operators, by smooth functions, on the circleS1 the local cocycle
becomes the central term in an affine Lie algebra,

cloc~X,Y!5
1

2p i ES1
trXdY,

where the trace under the integral sign is a finite-dimensional matrix trace for the matrix v
functionsX, Y.
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The cocyclec1,2 ~or cloc! arises in canonical quantization in the following way. To each pai
basis vectorsei , ej in H there corresponds an operatorêi j 5a* (ei)a(ej ) in the Fock representa
tion. We may label the basis vectors such thateiPH1 for i 50,1,2,..., andeiPH2 for i 521,
22,..., whereH65 1

2(16e)H. Then a matrix (a i j ) in this basis has the canonical quantization
the operatorâ5(a i j êi j . For infinite matrices this might diverge. Actually, that happens alre
when a is the unit matrix. To circumvent this one introduces the normal orderingêi j °êi j

2d i j u(2 i ) with u(x)5x for x>0 and u(x)50 for x,0. With these new operatorsêi j the
operatorâ is defined in a dense domain for any bounded operatora such that@e,a# is Hilbert–
Schmidt and the commutation relations are given by

@â,b̂#5@a,b̂#1c1,2~a,b!

~Ref. 15!.
Example 2:Here we consider the problem arising from quantization of gauge currents in

space dimensions. Typically,@e,X# is not Hilbert–Schmidt but it belongs to the idealL31,L4 .
For this reason the expression for the 2-cocycle in the previous example does not conve
3-dimensional gauge currents. Instead, one has to introduce a renormalization of the 2-co

c3,2~a;X,Y!5 1
8 trCa†@e,X#,@e,Y#‡,

with a5FA2e. One can check by a direct calculation that this is a cocycle in the sense th

c3,2~a;@X,Y#,Z!1dXc3,2~a;Y,Z!1cyclic perm. of X,Y,Z50.

Let nexth(a;X)5 1
8TRea@e,X#. By a direct calculation one can check thatc3,25dh1cloc where

now

8cloc~a;X,Y!5TR†Y,ea@e,X#‡2TR†X,ea@e,Y#‡12 TR@Xe,Y#22 TR@Ye,X#

is explicitly a generalized trace of a sum of commutators. Using the ‘‘bare’’ BRST nota
~without the auxiliary spaceC2! we can writecloc5

1
4TR@ve,v#2 1

8TR†v,ea@e,v#‡.
In this example the canonical quantization of gauge currents is ill-defined even after n

ordering, precisely because@e,X# is not Hilbert–Schmidt. However, there is an operator theor
interpretation for second quantizedX̂,Ŷ. These are now generators for unitary transformati
between Fock spaces carrying inequivalent representations of the CAR algebra. Geome
there is a bundle of Fock spaces parametrized by the external fielda and the gauge transformation
act as unitary maps between the fibers.16

Example 3:As a final example we discuss the gauge anomaly in two space–time dimen
Here we are in the even case and we haveGe52eG and we consider gauge transformationsX
which commute withG. Thenc2,1(a;X)5trCGa@e,X# is a cocycle,

dXc2,1~a;Y!2dYc2,1~a;X!2c2,1~a;@X,Y# !50,

using the fact that trC@e,•#50. In this case,

c2,1~a;X!5TR@Gae,X#1~dh!~a!,

whereh(a)5TR Gae. In BRST notation, for an even module,cloc5TR@ae,s(v)#. We leave it
as an exercise for the reader to show that when insertinge5D0 /uD0u, D052 i (k51

2 gk]k, DA

5D01(gkAk(x) and a5DA /uDAu2e one obtains the standard formula for the non-Abel
gauge anomaly in two space–time dimensions,

cloc5
1

4p E tr~A1 ]2X2A2 ]1X!,
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for a smooth infinitesimal gauge transformationX of compact support.
In the general case we have the following result
Theorem 3.1:Let n51,2,...,and k50,1,2,...,and let the cocycle c2n212k,k be computed from

the descent equations in Sec. II. Then for even k the cohomology class@c2n212k,k# is represented
by a cocycle c2n212k,k

loc which is a generalized trace of a sum of commutators; each commu
is a polynomial in the operators a, e and Xj (the latter operators correspond to the tangent vecto
at which the ghosts were evaluated). In the case of odd k one has to add a term proportion
generalized trace ofv0,k .

This theorem is a reformulation of Theorems A4 and A5 in the Appendix, which also g
more explicit formulas.

IV. A MODEL FOR AÕG
WhenA is the space of classical smooth vector potentials on a compact manifoldM andG0 is

the group of based smooth gauge transformations@based means thatg(p)51 at some given point
pPM # then the quotientX5A/G0 is a smooth infinite-dimensional Banach manifold. If one tr
to generalize this to the NCG setting, by replacingA by all bounded perturbations of the fre
Dirac operator and takingG as the group of unitaries in the algebraB, one encounters the problem
that there is no natural way to define what is meant by based gauge transformations; this l
the difficulty thatX is not a manifold, it has a lot of singularities since at a generic point inA the
action ofG is not free. Here we shall construct a model forA andG such that the quotient will be
free of singularities.

Our construction is essentially based on Bott periodicity. Recall that the inductive limitU(`)
of the groupSU(N) asN°` has an odd homotopy type: All its homotopy groupsp2k11U(`)
are isomorphic toZ whereas the even homotopy groups are trivial. For this reason the gro
based gauge transformationsf :M→U(N), in the limit N°`, for M5S2n is homotopic toU(`).
In the odd-dimensional case,M5S2n11, the group of gauge transformations has an even ho
topy type: All the even homotopy groups are isomorphic toZ and the odd homotopy groups a
trivial. Denoting the gauge group in the even case byG @which has the homotopy type ofU(`)#
then the group of gauge transformations in the odd case is the group of based loopsVG. This later
group has the homotopy type ofUp8 for any p>1 whereUp8 is defined in the following way: Let
e be a grading operator~it could be the sign of a Dirac operator! in a Hilbert space, with
eigenvalues61, both eigenspaces infinite dimensional. SetUp8(H)5$gPU(H)u@e,g#PLp%. Here
U(H) is the~contractible! group of all unitaries in the Hilbert spaceH. Recall thatUp1(H) is the
group of unitary elements in the algebraB. All elementsg in Up1(H) satisfy @e,g#PLp1 .

Let now Dp , p an even integer, be a Hermitian operator inH such that 1/uDpuPLp1 and let
G be a Hermitian operator inH such thatG251 andGDp52DpG. Let Dp115 iG(d/dt)1Dp .
This operator is self-adjoint in an appropriate dense domain in the Hilbert spaceH5L2(S1,H)
and has the property 1/uDp11uPL (p11)1 .

A generalized vector potential is defined as a Hermitian time dependent bounded op
A(t) in H. The ‘‘Dirac operator’’ coupled toA(t) is thenDp111A(t). The vector potential can be
split asA5A01A1 , whereA0 commutes withG ~the ‘‘time component’’ ofA! andA1 anticom-
mutes withG ~this is the ‘‘space component’’ ofA!. The time dependent gauge transformations
smooth functionsg(t) with values in the groupUp1(H,G) of unitary operatorsgPUp1(H) such
that @G,g#50. We can splitH5H1% H2 to eigenspaces ofG corresponding to eigenvalues61.
Since gPUp1(H,G) commutes withG we can writeg as a direct sum of linear operato
gi :Hi→Hi , i 51,2.

The groupUp1(H,G) is a subgroup of the groupUp18 (H,G) which consists of unitary op-
eratorsg such that@e,g#PLp1 and Gg5gG. These conditions mean thatg5g1% g2 with g2

2eg1ePLp1 . Thus the groupUp18 is parametrized by pairs of unitary operators (g2 ,h) with g2

an arbitrary unitary operator inH2 and h5g2
21eg1e an unitary operator inH2 such thath21

PLp1 ; we denote the group of these elements byUp1(H2). Thus by Kuiper’s theorem
Up18 (H,G) is homotopy equivalent toUp1(H2). A similar result holds for the subgrou
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Up1,Up18 . In this case one chooses as parametersg2 and h̃5g2
21D1

21g1D1 and the conditions
are as before. HereD1 :H2→H1 is the restriction ofDp to H2 . @If D1 has zero modes, replac
D1

21 by D2 /(D2D111).#
For each time dependent perturbation there is a unique~nonperiodic! gauge transformation

g(t) such thatg(0)51 andA8(t)5g21Ag1g21@Dp ,g#1 ig21 ] tg is in the generalized tempora
gauge, i.e., the even componentA0850. It follows that the quotientA/G0 , whereG0 is the group
of periodic gauge transformationsg(t) with g(0)51, is equal to the productA13Up1(H,G).
Here A1 is the space of bounded operatorsA in H such thatGA52GA and the coordinateg
PUp1(H,G) comes from the holonomyg5g(2p) around the circle.

SinceA1 is an affine space,A/G0 is homotopy equivalent toUp1(H,G).
We end this section by a remark on the homotopy type of the various groups involved.

the condition@e,g#PLp1 is replaced by@e,g#PLp we obtain the groupUp8(H,G),Up18 (H,G).
Note that alsoUp1,Up1a8 for any a.0. Similarly one can defineUp with Up,Up1,Up1a.
According to Palais,17 the groupsUp for all p>1 are homotopy equivalent withU(`). Similarly
Up8(H) is homotopy equivalent to the groupU08(H) of unitary operatorsg such that@e,g# is of
finite rank. It is plausible that the same holds for the groupsUp1 andUp1, but the proof in Ref.
17 cannot directly be applied to these cases. The topology of these groups is determined by
topology on the operator idealsLp1 .

The natural norm onLp1 for p.1 is given as

iTip15 sup
N>1

N1/p21sN~T!,

wheresN(T) is the sum of theN largest eigenvalues ofuTu. In the casep51 the factorN1/p21 is
replaced by (logN)21.

V. THE GERBE OVER AÕG0

Each APA and l¹Spec(DA) defines a fermionic Fock spaceFA,l with a Dirac vacuum
uA,l&. To begin with, we have the polarizationH5H1(A,l) % H2(A,l) to a pair of infinite-
dimensional subspaces, defined by the spectral projectionsDA.l and DA,l. Then the Fock
spaceFA,l is generated by the algebra of creation and annihilation operatorsa* (u),a(u) with the
relations~2.1! and the characterization of the vacuumuA,l& as in ~2.2!.

The Fock spaces depend on the choice of the vacuum levell. However, forl, m¹Spec(DA)
there is a natural projective isomorphismFA,l[FA,m . This construction is equivariant with re
spect to the gauge group action, leading to a projective bundlePF over A/G0 . The ques-
tion is whether there exists a true vector bundleF over X5A/G0 such thatPF is the projectiv-
ization of F.

In general, there is an obstruction to the existence ofF. The obstruction can be described
terms of an elementv in H3(A/G0 ,Z). This may or may not correspond to a nontrivial d
Rham cohomology class. However, in the present setting there is a nontrivial obstruction a
Rham form.

A more geometric way to describe the obstruction problem is to construct a family of
complex line bundles DETll8 over Ull85UlùUl8 with Ul5$APA/G0ul¹Spec(DA)%. Here
DETll8 is the top exterior power of the~finite-dimensional! spectral subspace ofDA correspond-
ing to the open interval (l,l8) ~with l,l8!. These line bundles have a set of natural isom
phisms,

DETll8^ DETl8l95DETll9 ,

which give the relations needed to definea gerbeover A/G0 . The gerbe is trivial if there is a
family of local line bundles DETl over the open setsUl such that DETll85DETl

21
^ DETl8 .

Physically, these latter bundles are the local fermionic vacuum bundles. The nontriviality o
gerbe is measured by the nontriviality of theDixmier–Douady classv.18
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The nontriviality of the obstruction as a de Rham form follows from the consideration
Refs. 11 and 19. The setting in the latter paper was similar to the present case except that a
base space,G1 of unitaries which differ from the identity by a trace class operator, was consid
instead ofUp1(H,G).

On the groupG1 the obstruction form is particularly simple. It is given as the left
variant form

v~X,Y,Z!5
i

8p2 trX@Y,Z#,

whereX,Y,ZPLie(G1). This is normalized such that its integral over a fundamental 3-cycl
U3(H).U38(H,G) is equal to one. As it stands,v does not extend toUp8(H,G) for p.3. Instead,
we have to construct another representative for the cohomology class which extends toUp8(H,G),
and actually also to the larger groupUp1(H,G). SinceUq1(H,G),Up8(H,G) for q,p, we get a
normalized representative for the cohomology class also in the former group.

We shall treat both the even and odd cases at the same time andUp8 stands forUp8(H,G) in the
case of an even Fredholm module andUp85Up8(H) in the odd case. In both cases we denote
left invariant Maurer–Cartan 1-form on the group byg21 dg.

Next we consider the (d,d) BRST bicomplex on the group manifoldUp8 . As before,d is the
exterior differentiation on the group manifold with a choice of signs when acting ond forms such
that dd1dd50. We setD5d1d, sog21 Dg5g21@e,g#1g21 dg and the second component
the Maurer–Cartan 1-form on the group, i.e., the BRST ghostv.

The form

uk2 j , j5E ~g21 Dg!ku@ j #

is closed in thed cohomology complex for anyk50,1,2,... . Here (̄ )u@ j # denotes the componen
of d degree~5ghost degree! j. In order that the integral is defined as a~graded! trace we have to
assume thatk2 j >p.

Actually uk2 j , j50 for all evenk’s. This follows from the anticommutator relations ford, d
and from the cyclic properties of the integral. The closedness for oddk follows from

du5E d~g21 Dg!k5E D~g21 Dg!k52E ~g21 Dg!k1150,

sincek11 is even.
For j 5k and with a proper normalizationuk, j is the generator ofHk(Up8 ,Z) whereas forj

50 the integral gives the Fredholm index ofP1gP1 , whereP15 1
2(11e).

The casej 53 is of interest to us. In this casek2 j 52n is even, sou2n,3 is an integral of an
evend-form. We check that this is a nontrivial cohomology class. For that purpose, chooseH as
the Hilbert space of square integrable sections in a tensor product of a Dirac spinor bundl
the torusT2n5(S1)2n and a trivialCN bundle with the naturalU(N) action in the fibers. The gaug
transformationsg:T2n→U(N) act as multiplication operators on the spinor fields. ChoosingD0 as
the Dirac operator defined by the metric on the torus and the trivial vector potentialA50 in the
CN bundle, one has,5,20

trCGa0@e,a1#¯@e,a2n#5
1

n! ~2p i !n E
T2n

tra0 da1¯da2n ,

for smooth functionsaj :T2n→g, whereg is the Lie algebra ofU(N) in its fundamental repre-
sentation and ‘d’ on the right means the de Rham exterior derivative. It follows that, for any m
g(•):S3→Map„T2n,U(N)…, we have
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E
S3

u2n,35
1

n! ~2p i !n E
S33T2n

tr~g21 dg!2n13,

where g is thought of as aU(N) valued function onS33T2n. In particular, for largeN, this
integral is equal to 24p23 a nonzero integer wheng represents a nontrivial homotopy class
p312n„U(N)….Z. Sinceu2n,3 is nontrivial on the subgroup of smooth gauge transformation
U2n1(H,G) it must represent a nonzero cohomology class of the latter group and therefore a
the moduli spaceX5A/G0 .

Specializing from the result of Theorem 3.1~cf. Lemma A3 in the Appendix! to the flat case
a5g21@e,g# we observe that the formsu2n,3 can be written as sums of generalized traces
commutators plus a properly normalized 3-form TR(g21 dg)3, modulo exact forms.

VI. SCHWINGER TERMS FROM THE DIXMIER–DOUADY CLASS

In this section we shall work with the Fredholm modules based on the idealsLp instead of
Lp1 , and likewise with the groups of the typeUp8 . This is because we want to use availab
information~based on results in Ref. 17! on the homotopy type of the infinite-dimensional group

Let u3 be a closed integral 3-form onX5A/G0 . The pull backp* u35c3 with respect to the
canonical projection is a closed 3-form on the contractible spaceA and thereforec35dc2 for
some 2-formc2 . ~In this sectiond means always the de Rham exterior derivative.!

Let Ua be an open contractible subset ofX and writeu35du2,a on Ua . We define

ha5c22p* u2,a

on p21(Ua). Now dha5c32dp*u2,a5c32p* du,2a5c32p*u350.
If Ub is another open subset ofX then onUaùUb we haveha2hb5p* (u2,a2u2,b). From

this it follows, by the definition of the pull back map, thatha andhb agreewhen evaluated along
gauge orbits. Thus there is a vertical 2-formh on A, defined everywhere onA, but which is
closed only along gauge directions.

The vertical formh defines an extension of the Lie algebra ofG by the Abelian Lie algebraa
consisting of functionsf :A→C. The commutators are defined by

@~X, f !,~Y,g!#5„ @X,Y#,dxg2dYf 1h~X,Y!….

On the right the Lie algebra elementsX,Yare interpreted as vertical vector fields onA. The Jacobi
identity is precisely the condition thath is closed along vertical directions.

We can computeh more explicitly. LetPG denote the group of smooth paths in a groupG
originating from the identity inG. The product is defined as a pointwise multiplication alo
paths. AnyAPA splits uniquely asA5A01A1 to even and odd components with respect toG.
The even componentA0 is equal to ig(t)21 ] tg(t) for a uniquely defined smooth functio
g:@0,1#→Up8(G,H) with g(0)51. As in Sec. IV, we can writeA5A13PUp8(G,H) and A/G0

5A13Up8(G,H).
SinceA1 is a vector space, any closed form onA1 is exact and we may assume without lo

of generality thatu3 is a pull back of a form onUp8(G,H) with respect to the projection on th
second factor.

By a direct calculation one can check thatdc25p* u3 whenc2 is defined as

c2~u,v !5E
0

1

u3„g
21 ] tg,u0~ t !,v0~ t !…dt,

where the componentsu0 ,v0 of the tangent vectorsu,vPA are given as paths in the Lie algeb
of Up8(G,H). Along vertical directionsh is equal toc2 and thus
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h~g;X,Y!5E
0

1

u3„g
21 ] tg,X~ t !,Y~ t !…dt,

for periodic functionsX(t),Y(t) with values in Lie„Up8(G,H)….
Sincep2„Up8(G,H)…50, the groupG0 of ~based! loops inUp8(G,H) is simply connected. On

the other hand,p2„LkUp8(G,H)…5p3„Up8(G,H)…5Z for any of the connected componentsLk of
the groupLUp8 of smooth loops inUp8 . By Hurewicz’ theorem,H2

„LkUp8(G,H),Z…5Z. In fact, the
2-form h restricted to a gauge orbit gives a representative for the basic class inH2(LkUp8 ,Z).

We shall work only in the connected component of identityL0Up8 . The group extension o
L0Up8(G,H) corresponding to the Lie algebra extension above can be explicitly constructed
same way as was done in Ref. 21 in the case of groups of classical gauge transformation

The construction starts from the Cartesian productP(L0Up8)3Map(A,S1). The product is
defined as

~ f 1 ,a1!~ f 2 ,a2!5S f 1f 2 ,a1a2
f 1 expS 2p i E

K
h D D ,

wheref 1f 2 is just the point-wise product in the path group,a f is the function obtained forma by
gauge transforming~using the right action! the argument byf (1)PL0Up8 . The phase is evaluate
by integrating the vertical 2-formh over a 2-surfaceK in the fiber atAPA. The surface is chosen
such that its boundary consists of the pathsA• f 1(t), A• f 1(1) f 2(t) andA• f 1(t) f 2(t). The value
of the phase factor does not depend on the choice ofK since the difference in the exponent is 2p i
times an integral of the integral 3-formv3 over a closed 3-surface inUp8 and this is an integer.

The extensionL0Up8̂ is now defined as

P~L0Up8!3Map~A,S1!/Q,

whereQ is the group of based loops~at the identity! in L0Up8 and the right action ofQ is defined
as the point-wise right action onP(L0Up8) and as the simultaneous phase shifta→a8,

a8~A!5a~A!expS 2p i E
S
h D ,

whereS is the 2-surface in the fiber throughA, bounded by the loopA•g(t),gPQ.

VII. THE CASE OF A NONCOMMUTATIVE TORUS

In this section we want to apply the general results for computing cocycles on a nonco
tative torus. We start by recalling the basic definitions.22

Consider an algebra consisting of finite linear combinations of ‘‘noncommutative Fo
modes’’ur , wherer 5(r 1 ,...,r n) is a vector of integers,

ur5ep i ( j ,ku jkr j r ku1
r 1
¯un

r n

and the relations in the algebra are given as

uiuj5e22p iu i j ujui , ~7.1!

whereu is a real antisymmetric matrix. These relations lead to the multiplication formula

ur
•ur 85l~r ,r 8!ur 1r 8, ~7.2!

with l(r ,r 8)5exp(2pi(r jujkrk8).
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There is an antilinear conjugation defined by (ur)* 5u2r and a tracet such thatt(ur)50 if
rÞ0 andt(u0)5t(1)51. We define a Hilbert spaceH by tensoring the above algebra with th
spinor and internal symmetry spaceV5C@(n11)/2#

^ CN and completing with respect to the inne
product defined bŷur ,ur 8&5t„(ur)* ur 8

…5d rr 8 . Here@a# is the integer part of a real numbera.
The trace is extended to the tensor product of the torus algebra and of EndV by the matrix trace
on EndV. The adjoint of a multiplication operator by the elementur is (ur)* 5u2r .

There is a commutative family of derivationsd j ( j 51,2,...,n) defined byd j (u
r)5r ju

r . These
derivations are represented by unbounded operatorsPj in the Hilbert spaceH through Pju

r

5r ju
r which means that@Pj ,ur #5r ju

r for the corresponding multiplication operatorsur ~we use
the same notation for elements in the noncommutative torus algebra and vectors in the
space!.

The ~free! Dirac operator is defined by

D05(
k

gkdk ,

where the gamma matrix algebra is defined using the standard Euclidean metric,g ig j1g jg i

52d i , j .
As in the case of pseudodifferential operators on an ordinary torus we can introduce a s

calculus. Consider first classical PSDO symbolsf 5 f (p) which are functions of the momentapj

only and which have an asymptotic expansionf ; f N1 f N211¯ as a series of homogeneou
symbolsf j of orderj in the momenta, i.e.,f j (lp)5l j f (p) for l.1 and for large momenta. Eac
such symbol defines an~in general unbounded! operator inH through f ur5 f (r )ur . More gener-
ally, we consider operators

f 5(
r

ur f ~r !,

where eachf (r ) is a classical symbol of the above type tensored with a matrix operating inV. The
definition makes sense even for infinite linear combinations assuming that the seq
u f (r )(p)u is rapidly decreasing asur u→` for all values ofp. From the definitions it follows that

u2r f ~p!ur5 f ~p1r !, ~7.3!

and therefore the product of a pairf,g of operators is defined by the ‘‘star product’’

~ f * g!~r !~p!5(
s

f ~r 2s!~p!g~s!~p1s!l~r 2s,s!. ~7.4!

The only difference as compared to the commutative torus is the appearance of co
phasesl on the right hand side. The trace of the operatorf ~when it is defined! is given by

tr f 5 (
pPZn

tr f ~0!~p!,

where the trace on the right is the ordinary matrix trace inV. As usual,f is trace-class if and only
if ord( f ),2n. The borderline case ord(f )52n is of special interest to us.

For complex numbersz with an enough large real part one can define

z~z; f !5tr ~ uPu11!2z f . ~7.5!

If f is trace-class thenz is holomorphic atz50 and trf 5z(0; f ). If ord( f )>2n, the functionz
has in general a pole atz50. The pole depends only on the componentf 2n . The proof of this
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statement follows from the corresponding result for PSDO’s on the commutative torus sin
spectrum off (0) is exactly the same as in the commutative case. For the same reason the r
at z50 can be calculated as a momentum space integral,

Res~ f !5resz50z~z; f !5E
upu51

tr f 2n
~0! ~p!dp. ~7.6!

For classical PSDO’s on a compact manifold there is a useful formula relating the reno
ized ~noncyclic! trace of a commutator to an operator residue. This formula was used fo
calculation of Schwinger terms in Refs. 9 and 23 and later generalized in Ref. 24 to a wide
of operators. First one defines a renormalized trace for nontraceclass PSDO’s by

TRA5 lim
z→0

S tr AuDu2z2
1

z
ResAD . ~7.7!

The lack of cyclicity of TR is given by

TR@A,B#5ResA@ l ,B#, ~7.8!

wherel 5 loguD0u5loguPu. We check that the same formula holds in the case of a noncommut
torus. By linearity, it is sufficient to prove the formula for each Fourier mode separately. S
takeA5ur f (p) andB5usg(p). By the definition of the trace, TRAB is nonzero only whens
52r , so we assume this. But now TRAB5TRl(r ,s) f̃ g, where f̃ (p)5 f (p2r ). Sincel(r ,s)
51 whens52r , the trace formula for NC torus reduces to the formula on commutative torus
thus ~7.8! holds.

Let us look closer at the casen53. We have seen that the Schwinger term in three dimens
is equivalent~modulo coboundaries! to the ‘‘local’’ expression

8v3,25TR$†X,ea@e,Y#‡2†Y,ea@e,X#‡22@Xe,Y#12@Ye,X#%.

We now apply the residue formula in the case of noncommutative multiplication operatorsX,Yand
we obtain

8v3,252Resea@e,Y#@ l ,X#1Resea@e,X#@ l ,Y#. ~7.9!

Taking a5F2e and F5(D01A)uD01Au21, the sign of a Dirac operator defined by
potentialA5skAk on the noncommutative torus, a straight-forward computation gives

v3,25
ip

6
t~A†@D0 ,X#,@D0 ,Y#‡!5

ip

3
e i jkt~Ai„d j~X!dk~Y!2d j~Y!dk~X!…!. ~7.10!

We have used the expansion

F5e1A/uPu2eAkPk /uPu21O~1/uPu2!

and the formulas

@e,u~r !#5u~r !~u~2r !eu~r !2e!

5u~r !S ~Pk1r k!s
k

uP1r u
2

Pks
k

uPu D
5u~r !

„r ks
k/uPu2ePkr

k/uPu21O~1/uPu2!…,

and similarly
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@ l ,u~r !#5u~r !Pkr
k/uPu21O~1/uPu2!.

The derivation of~7.10! is then completed by taking into account

tr s is jsk52i e i jk and Res
pipj

upu5 5
4p

3
d i , j .

APPENDIX: NONCOMMUTATIVE DESCENT EQUATIONS

We assume linear operatorsd and d acting on polynomials generated bya, v, d(a), d(v),
d(a) andd(v), such thatd2505d25dd1dd. These operations are then uniquely fixed by
additional rules in~2.6! together withe25I . As mentioned in the text, we will use the simplifie
notationx5a, e, v andd short fors(x) defined in~2.7!, resp.~2.8!, for even, resp. odd, Fredholm
modules throughout this Appendix except in the Remark at the end.

We now state and give a proof of the noncommutative descent equations. We define

F~ t !5td~a!1t2a21~12t !d~v !,

F8~ t !5~ t22t !v21td~v !

and

v2n215E
0

1

dtC2n21~ t !, ṽ2n215E
0

1

dt tC2n21~ t !,

and similarly forv2n218 and ṽ2n218 , where

C2n21~ t !5 (
n50

n21

F~ t !n212naF~ t !n,

C2n218 ~ t !5 (
n50

n21

F8~ t !n212nvF8~ t !n.

The noncommutative descent equations can be summarized by the following algebraic
tities.

Lemma A1:

d~v2n21!1d~v2n21!52@v,v2n21#12@a,ṽ2n21#11Fn2„d~v !…n,
~A2!

d~v2n218 !1d~v2n218 !52@v,ṽ2n218 #11„d~v !…n,

where F5d(a)1a2.
Comparing equal powers ofv we obtain from~A2!,

d~v2n21,0!52@a,ṽ2n21,0#11Fn,

d~v2n2k,k21!1d~v2n212k,k!52@v,v2n2k,k21#12@a,ṽ2n2k21,k#1 ,

k51,...,n21,
~A3!

d~vn,n21!1d~vn21,n!52@v,vn,n21#1 ,

d~v2n2k,k21!1d~v2n2k21,k!52@v,ṽ2n2k,k21#1 ,

k5n11,...,2n21,
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d~v0,2n21!52@v,ṽ0,2n21#1 ,

where thek in v2n2k21,k is the ghost degree, i.e., power inv, and

v2n215v2n21,01v2n22,11¯1vn,n211¯ ,

v2n218 5vn21,n1vn22,n111¯1v0,2n211¯

@note that the equation fork5n is obtained by combining the two equations

d~vn,n21!52@v,vn,n21#12„d~v !…n,

d~vn21,n!5„d~v !…n,

obtained from the first and the second relation in Eq.~A2!, respectively#.
Proof of Lemma A1: (A2):We observe that

F~ t !5~e1d1ta1v !22I ,

implying ] t„F(t)…5@e1d1ta1v,a#1 , and therefore

Fn2„d~v !…n5E
0

1

dt] t~F~ t !!n

5E
0

1

dt(
n50

n21

F~ t !n212n@e1d1ta1v,a#1F~ t !n

5E
0

1

dt@e1d1ta1v,C2n21#1

@we used thate1d1ta1v commutes withF(t)#, implying the first identity in Eq.~A2!. In a
similar manner,

F8~ t !5~e1d1tv !22I ,

implies ] t„F8(t)…5@e1d1tv,v#1 and thus

„d~v !…n5E
0

1

dt ] t„F8~ t !…n

5E
0

1

dt(
n50

n21

F8~ t !n212n@e1d1tv,v#1F8~ t !n

5E
0

1

dt@e1d1tv,C2n218 #1 ,

yielding the second identity in Eq.~A2!. h

Some applications:A simple special case of Eqs.~A3! is the following result. We point out
that here,x5a ande need notto be interpreted ass(x) but can be taken directly as operators
H.

Lemma A2: For flat a, i.e., a5g21@e,g#5@g21e,g# for some invertible operator g, the
following holds true:

a2n1154a2n2112@e,a2n21e#2@a,ea2n21#, ~A4!
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for all positive integers n.
Proof: For flat a we haveF5d(a)1a250, and thus the first equation in~A3! implies

@e,v2n21,0#152@a,ṽ2n21,0#1 where v2n21,0 is obtained fromv2n21 above by substituting
F(t)5(t22t)a2, i.e., v2n21,05*0

1dtn(t22t)n21a2n21[cna2n21, and similarly ṽ2n21,0

5*0
1dt tn(t22t)n21a2n21[ c̃na2n21. Note that

2c̃n2cn5E
0

1

dt n~2t21!~ t22t !n2150,

implying

2@e,a2n21#152@a,a2n21#1 .

Multiplying this identity bye we obtain

2e@e,a2n21#154a2n2112@e,a2n21e#52e@a,a2n21#152@e,a#1a2n211@a,ea2n21#.

Inserting@e,a#15d(a)52a2 we obtain Eq.~A4!. h

Note that the lemma gives as a byproduct a simple proof of the known index formula fo
Fredholm index indP1gP1 , wheregPUp8(H1 % H2) andP1 is the projection toH1 . Namely,
since according to Ref. 17 the connected components ofUp8 are labeled by the Fredholm index o
P1gP1 , the index is a homotopy invariant, and the multiplication operator by the func
f (x)5einx on the unit circle 0<x<2p has index indP1 f P15n ~by a simple exercise in Fourie
analysis!, it is sufficient to check that

n5 1
2 tr f 21@e, f #,

and the general formula

ind P1gP1522p tr~g21@e,g# !p

follows for odd positive integersp.
Local cocyles:The basic result implying the existence of the local cocycles is the follow
Lemma A3: The forms defined above obey

e@v,v2n2k,k21#11e@a,ṽ2n2k21,k#1.cn,kv2n2k11,k , k51,...,n21,

e@v,vn,n21#1.cn,nvn11,n , ~A5!

e@v,ṽ2n2k,k21#1.cn,kv2n2k11,k , k5n11,...,2n,

where

cn,k5
2n112k

n11
,

and ‘‘ .’’ means‘‘ equal up to commutator terms.’’
Proof: To prove the first relation in Eq.~A5! we observe

e@v,v2n2k,k21#11e@a,ṽ2n2k21,k#15@e,v#1v2n2k,k211@e,a#1ṽ2n2k21,k1@ev2n2k,k21 ,v#

1@eṽ2n2k21,k,a#.d~v !v2n2k,k211d~a!ṽ2n2k21,k ,

and thus what we actually need to prove is
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d~v !v2n2k,k211d~a!ṽ2n2k21,k.
2n112k

n11
v2n2k11,k . ~A6!

For that it is convenient to define an ordering symbol$ % so that

(
N50

`

~a11a21¯ak!
N
ª (

m1 ,m2 ,...,mk50

`

$a1
m1,a2

m2,...,ak
mk%,

for all operatorsaj ~we regard this as generating function defining all possible$a1
m1,a2

m2,...,ak
mk%!.

We observe that this definition implies

a1$a1
m1,a2

m2,...,ak
mk%.

m111

m11m21¯1mk11
$a1

m111,a2
m2,...,ak

mk%.

We can thus writev2n2k21,k5*0
1dtV2n2k21,k and ṽ2n2k21,k5*0

1dt tV2n2k21,k , where

V2n2k21,k5$uk,~p1q!n2k21,a%5 (
l 50

n2k21

$uk,pn2k2 l 21,ql ,a%,

with u[(12t)d(v), p[td(a) andq[t2a2. To prove Eq.~A6! we thus need to show that

2n112k

n11 E
0

1

dt$uk,pn2k2 l ,ql ,a%.E
0

1

dtS u

12t
$uk21,pn2k2 l ,ql ,a%1p$uk,pn2k2 l 21,ql ,a% D ,

which follows from

E
0

1

dtS 2n112k

n11
2

k

~n11!~12t !
2

n2k2 l

n11 D tn2k2 l t2l~12t !k

5
1

n11 E0

1

dt ] t„t
n112k1 l~12t !k

…50.

The proof of the second and third relations in Eq.~A5! is similar but simpler: Recallingu
5(12t)d(v) we get

e@v,vn,n21#1.d~v !vn,n215E
0

1

dt
1

12t
u@un21,a#1

5E
0

1

dt
1

12t

n

n11
@un,a#1

5E
0

1

dt@un,a#15cn,nvn11,n ,

since

n

n11 E0

1

dt~12t !n215E
0

1

dt~12t !n,

and finally, withr[td(v) ands[(t22t)v2,
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e@v,ṽ2n2k,k21#1.d~v !ṽ2n2k,k21

5E
0

1

dt r$r 2n2k,sk212n,v%

.E
0

1

dt
2n112k

n11
$r 2n112k,sk212n,v%5cn,kv2n2k11,k .

h

We obtain a generalization of Lemma A2.
Theorem A4: Let

v2n212k,k8 5Cn,kv2n212k,k , where Cn,k5~21!n
~2n212k!!!

2nn!
.

Then

v2n112k,k8 .v2n212k,k8 2
Cn,k

2Cn,k21
d~ev2n2k,k218 !. ~A7!

Proof: Using the lemmas above, we observe that

2d~ev2n2k,k21!12v2n212k,k.2cn,kv2n112k,k , k51,2,...,2n21, ~A8!

where we have used thated(v)5e@e,v#1.2v. By multiplying this with (1/2)Cn,k and using the
recursion relation

2 1
2 cn,kCn,k5Cn11,k ,

we get Eq.~A7!. h

Theorem A5: For even k the k-cocyle,

v2n112k,k
loc 5v2n112k,k1dB2n2k,k21 ,

is local for some cochain B2n2k,k21 , i.e., a sum of commutator terms. In the case when k is
one has to add a term proportional tov0,k to the right hand side of the equation.

Proof: Equation~A8! implies

v2n112k,k.2
2

cn,k
v2n212k,k2

1

cn,k
d~v2n2k,k21!

. (
l 850

l

~21! l 811
2l 8

cn,kcn21,k¯cn2 l 8,k
d~v2n22l 82k,k21!

1~21! l 11
2l

cn,kcn21,k¯cn2 l ,k
v2n2122l 2k,k .

In particular,

v2n1122k,2k. (
l 850

n2k

~21! l 811
1

2

~n11!! ~n22k2 l 8!!

~n2 l 8!! ~n22k!!
d~v2n22l 822k,2k21!

and
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v2n22k,2k11. (
l 850

n2k21

~21! l 811
1

2

~n11!! ~n22k2 l 821!!

~n2 l 8!! ~n22k21!!
d~v2n22l 822k21,2k!

1~21!n2k
1

2 S n11
k Dv0,2k11 ,

which also gives an explicit formula forB2n2k,k21 . h

Remark:Theorem A5 does not yet imply Theorem 3.1: we recall that we worked on
abstract BRST level here andx5a, e, v andd, etc. was short fors(x) as in Eq.~2.7!, resp.~2.8!.
As discussed in the text, to obtain formsv2n212k,k(a;X1 ,...,Xk) one has to evaluate the ghostsv
at tangent vectorsXj and, in the case of an odd Fredholm module, take the trace in the aux
space with the Pauli matrixs3 . To complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 one needs to check tha
commutators mentioned in Theorem A5—which are on the abstract BRST level—turn int
commutators on the operator level mentioned in Theorem 3.1. We now show that this is inde
case. For that we need to distinguishs(x) from x. The commutators referred to in Theorem A5 a
then of the form@s(a),s(b)# wheres(a) ands(b) are monomials ins(v), s(a) ands(e).

In the case of an even Fredholm module, there is no extra auxiliary space@cf. ~2.7!#, and the
BRST commutators@s(a),s(b)# immediately become operator commutator after the evalua
of the ghosts at the tangent vectors.

We thus can concentrate on odd Fredholm modules. Letna be the ghost degree ofa @the
number ofs(v)# andda the sum of the numbers ofs(e) ands(a) ~which is of course only defined
modulo 2!, and similarly forb. Thens(a)56a ^ s3

das1
na and similarly forb, and thus

@s~a!,s~b!#56„~21!nadbab2~21!danbba…^ s3
da1dbs1

na1nb.

In the odd case the ghost degreek5na1nb is even andda1db is odd. Evaluating@s(a),s(b)#
for Lie algebra elementsXj , we obtain~up to an irrelevant overall factor!

(
PPSk

signP„a~XP~1! ,...,XP~na!!b~XP~na11!,...,XP~k!!

2~21!nanb~21!nadb1danbb~XP~na11! ,...,XP~k!!a~XP~1! ,...,XP~na!!…,

whereSk is the permutation group ofk elements and signP gives the parity of a permutationP.
One now needs to show that this always corresponds to a sum of commutators. For that w
only to check that the exponentnanb1nadb1nbda is always even. But this follows from the fac
that herena1nb is even andda1db is odd.
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Supersymmetry~SUSY! in quantum mechanics is extended from square-integrable
states to those satisfying the outgoing-wave boundary condition, in a Klein–
Gordon formulation. This boundary condition allows both the usual normal modes
and quasinormal modes with complex eigenvaluesv. The simple generalization
leads to three features: The counting of eigenstates under SUSY becomes more
systematic; the linear-space structure of outgoing waves~nontrivially different from
the usual Hilbert space of square-integrable states! is preserved by SUSY; and
multiple states at the same frequency~not allowed for normal modes! are also
preserved. The existence or otherwise of SUSY partners is furthermore relevant to
the question of inversion: Are open systems uniquely determined by their complex
outgoing-wave spectra? ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1388900#

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Outline

Supersymmetry~SUSY! in quantum field theory1,2 relates bosons to fermions. Its analog
quantum mechanics3,4 is interesting in its own right, and relates two~typically one-dimensional!

HamiltoniansH and H̃ with the same spectrum of normal modes~NMs!, or the same spectrum
apart from one state. The classical limit5 relates a one-parameter family of HamiltoniansH(j).
Although interest in SUSY quantum mechanics has in recent years been prompted by the
gous and important developments in field theory, the method is essentially the theory of Da
transformations for second-order linear differential equations6 and is also closely related to th
factorization method.7

This paper generalizes SUSY in quantum mechanics to open systems and in particular
quasinormal modes~QNMs!, which are eigenfunctions satisfying the outgoing-wave condit
~OWC! at infinity. The generalization itself is straightforward, and we focus on the novel fea
that ensue. After a brief introduction to open systems and QNMs in the rest of this section
paper presents three main results.

a!Electronic mail: kyoung@cuhk.edu.hk
48020022-2488/2001/42(10)/4802/19/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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First, in the conventional discussion for the Schro¨dinger equation, spectrum preservation c
be conveniently expressed in terms of the number of NMsn(E) for H andñ(E) for H̃ at the same
energyE, namely, thatn(E)5ñ(E) for all realE except a privileged valueE0 ~usually chosen to
be E050!. At this value, the difference is given by the Witten index3

D~E0!5n~E0!2ñ~E0!, ~1.1!

which can be11, 0, or21. For open systems with the OWC, time-reversal invariance is bro
and it is appropriate to consider a Klein–Gordon equation~KGE! instead—in effect replacing
] t°] t

2 or E°v2 in the time-independent equation, and distinguishing1v from 2v ~since
reversing the two converts an outgoing to an incoming wave!.8 Section II shows that the equalit
of spectrum for the KGE extends to the complexv-plane except at the two privileged frequenci
6V56AE0, namely,

n~v!5ñ~v!, vÞ6V. ~1.2!

At 6V, one needs to consider

D~6V!5n~6V!2ñ~6V!. ~1.3!

These are again11, 0, or21, but withD(V)52D(2V) determined by the asymptotic behavi
of the SUSY generator, to be defined below. In other words, underH°H̃, if a state is removed
~added! at V, then a state is added~removed! at 2V. This relationship, which also applies t
conservative systems and NMs provided we take the KGE point of view, sharpens the inform
provided by~1.1!.

Secondly, SUSY preserves norms and inner products. However, for outgoing waves the
norms and inner products are not useful. For example, an outgoing wave of frequencyv goes as
exp@iv(uxu2t)# at spatial infinity. With Imv,0 for QNMs ~see Sec. I B!, the exponential growth in
uxu renders the wave function not normalizable in the usual sense. A generalized norm for Q
was first introduced by Zeldovich9 many years ago, and shown to be useful for time-indepen
perturbation theory~of the complexeigenvalues!.10 An associated generalized inner product c
also be defined.11 The time-evolution operator turns out to be symmetric under this product~the
analog of self-adjoint!. Section III shows that SUSY preserves these generalized norms and
products—a pleasant surprise, since their construction is totally unrelated to SUSY.

Thirdly, for non-conservative systems, there is no guarantee that the Hamiltonian c
completely diagonalized; in general the best that one can do is to decompose it into Jordan
~JBs!.12 Each blockj , say of sizeM j3M j , is associated with an eigenfrequencyv j , with M j

51 being the usual case of a QNM. Section IV shows that SUSY preserves the JB stru
except forv j56V, a block of sizeM j maps to a block also of sizeM j at the same frequencyv j .
In fact, if we generalize the definition ofn(v j ) to be the orderM j of the block, then the relation
ship betweenn(v) and ñ(v) @cf. ~1.2! and ~1.3!# remains valid even forn,ñ.1.

Examples are given in Sec. V and a discussion is presented in Sec. VI, including a ske
some issues for potentials with tails—which can lead to situations withnegative nand ñ that are
nevertheless accommodated in the same formalism.

B. Quasinormal modes

In open systems, waves are not confined, but can escape: acoustic waves from a m
instrument, electromagnetic waves from a laser, and linearized gravitational waves fr
Schwarzschild background~to infinity and into the horizon!. These systems are often describ
~e.g., in the case of gravitational waves13! by the KGE

@] t
22]x

21V~x!#f~x,t !50, ~1.4!

or ~e.g., in the case of optics14! by the closely related11 wave equation
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@r~x!] t
22]x

2#f~x,t !50. ~1.5!

This paper deals only with the KGE, both because it is readily related to the Schro¨dinger equation
in terms of which SUSY is usually formulated,3,4 and also because it~unlike the wave equation!
admits NMs which are interesting in the present discussion.

Except for Sec. VI D, we shall assume thatV(x) @or r(x)21 in the case of the wave equatio
~1.5!# has finite support on the intervalI 5@2a,a#, which is natural for describing a system o
limited extent, surrounded by a trivial medium such as vacuum.

We assume that the loss is only due to the boundary conditions. In particular, the potenV
is real. Absorption may be described by a complexV, but causality then requires dispersion; t
necessary generalization15 will not be discussed here.

Among the solutions of~1.4!, we consider the spaceG of states satisfying the OWC. We leav
the time-domain definition to Sec. III; in the frequency domain, a function is inG if

f~x!;e1 ivuxu, uxu→`. ~1.6!

BecauseV is trivial outsideI , the asymptotic conditions~1.6! can be stated atx56a instead:

f8~x!

f~x!
56 iv, x56a. ~1.7!

The imposition of two boundary conditions in~1.7! forces the eigenvalues to be discrete, a
these fall into two classes. First, there could be bound states or NMs;16 these must~from the
Schrödinger point of view! haveE5v2,0, and hencev is purely imaginary. Since bound-sta
wave functions vanish at infinity,~1.6! dictates that Imv.0. Second, there could be QNMs wit
complex eigenvaluesv2. Because these waves escape,f decreases, so Imv,0.17 Provided
RevÞ0, they occur in pairs:v2 j52v j* , as is readily shown by conjugating the defining equ
tion and boundary conditions. Those with Rev50 need not be paired; thesezero modes18 will be
of particular importance below. Consider the potential shown by the broken line in Fig. 1~a!; its
NMs and QNMs are shown in Fig. 1~b!. In this example, there is one NM~triangle! and a
sequence of QNMs~crosses!, including a zero mode. In contrast to the Schro¨dinger formulation,
the use of the KGE and the introduction ofG allows NMs and QNMs to be discussed together
and at least in this example the latter manifestly carry much richer information.

Even though QNM eigenfunctions are not square-integrable and do not form a conven
Hilbert space, they are useful for analyzing outgoing waves. Importantly, the complex Q
frequencies are often directly observable: e.g., the central frequency and width of an optic
observed from a laser cavity, or the rates of repetition and decay of a gravitational-wave sign
may within the next decade be detected by instruments such as LIGO.19 In fact, the spectrum is
often so rich that, under some broad conditions, namely, thatV(x) vanishes outside@2a,a# and
has singularities atx56a, the eigenstatesf j of G arecompletefor xPI ,20 so that fort>0 the
observed wave signal can be represented as21

f~x,t !5 (
j PG

ajf j~x!e2 iv j t. ~1.8!

In cases where thef j ’s are not complete, it may still be possible to characterize the remain
which could be, for example, a power law int for long times.22,23Moreover, when the eigenstate
are complete, one can set up a formalism that closely parallels the conservative case~see Refs. 11
and 24 and Sec. III B!. One can even second-quantize using these eigenstates as a basis~e.g., to
discuss thermal effects and atom–field interactions in an optical cavity!.25 These development
have been reviewed.26 We shall see that much of the mathematical structure is preserved u
SUSY.
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II. FORMALISM

A. Supersymmetric quantum mechanics

In this paper we consider SUSY in the one-dimensional KGE~1.4!, and especially in the
corresponding eigenvalue problem

Hf j~x!5v j
2f j~x!, ~2.1!

FIG. 1. ~a! A square-barrier potentialV ~solid line! and its SUSY partner potentialṼ ~broken line!. Both potentials
are symmetric and only thex.0 part is shown. The SUSY transformation is constructed by using the state atV5v1

520.181i @circle in ~b!# as the generator.~b! The complexv-plane showing the QNMs common to both potentia

~crosses!; the mode present only inV ~circle!, which corresponds to the generatorF; and the mode present only inṼ

~triangle!, which corresponds toF̃5F21.
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where

H52]x
21V~x!. ~2.2!

The boundary conditions will be specified later. Insofar as the interest centers on the
independent problem~2.1! and the spectrum, the Schro¨dinger equation, to which reference
usually made,3,4 is included if we simply relabelv2°E.

If there exists another system

H̃52]x
21Ṽ~x!, ~2.3!

with the same spectrum~or the same spectrum apart from one state!, and moreover if the states i
the two systems are related by

f̃~x!5Af~x!, ~2.4!

where

A5]x1W~x!,
~2.5!

2A†5]x2W~x!,

then the two systems are said to be SUSY partners. In particular, iff j (x) is an eigenfunction of
H, thenf̃ j (x) ~provided it does not vanish! is an eigenfunction ofH̃ with the same eigenvalue
Normalization is deferred to Sec. III.

In order for ~2.4! to preserve the spectrum, one needs

AH5H̃A, ~2.6!

from which it follows that:

V~x!5W~x!22W8~x!1V2,
~2.7!

Ṽ~x!5W~x!21W8~x!1V2,

with W(x) ~called the SUSY potential! as in~2.5! and for some constantV2. Since bothV andṼ
have to be real,W andV2 are also real. Moreover, the Hamiltonians can be represented as

H5A†A1V2,

H̃5AA†1V2. ~2.8!

The two partner systems can be put into one linear space by introducing Pauli spinors
the SUSY HamiltonianHS5(2]x

21W2) ^ 12W8^ sz5diag(H2V2,H̃2V2) and the super-
charges Q5As2 , Q†5A†s1 satisfying the commutation and anticommutation relatio
$Q,Q†%5HS and$Q,Q%5$Q†,Q†%5@Q,HS#5@Q†,HS#50.

Upon reversing the sign ofW, ~a! V↔Ṽ @cf. ~2.7!#, and ~b! A↔2A† @cf. ~2.5!#; thus the
mapping fromH̃ back toH is ~up to a sign! achieved byA†. Note however that the mapping is th
‘‘inverse’’ only in a loose sense:A†A is not the identity butH2V2 @cf. ~2.8!#.

We may regard~2.7! as a Riccati equation forW in terms of the givenV. For uxu.a, bothV

and Ṽ vanish, soW252V2. The first-order Riccati equation forW can satisfy two boundary
conditions~at x56a! only at special values ofV2; this condition becomes familiar if we defin
a generatorF(x) by
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W~x!52
F8~x!

F~x!
. ~2.9!

Then ~2.7! implies

HF~x!5V2F~x!. ~2.10!

B. Boundary conditions

All the above may be regarded as a review of the familiar SUSY formalism for the Sc¨-
dinger equation3,4 if we put E5v2, E05V2 and in particular shiftV(x) so thatE050. Conven-
tionally the discussion refers to wave functions which vanish at infinity~or, more precisely, are
square-integrable!. Here we considerall eigenfunctions inG, including both NMs and QNMs, with
the former in the upper and the latter in the lower half of the frequency plane.

We should check immediately thatfPG implies f̃PG. For x.a, if f(x)5Ceivx then
f̃(x)5Af(x)5( iv1W1)Ceivx, where

W~x56a!5W6 ~2.11!

are the constant values forx.a andx,2a, respectively. Thusf andf̃ always satisfy the same
type of boundary conditions, and the number of eigenstates inG is preserved under SUSY
n(v)5ñ(v) @cf. ~1.2!#—except whenA or A† destroys a state, to be discussed below.

C. Generator

The various SUSY transformations are related, in a one-to-one manner, to solutions of~2.10!
for the generatorF. First, supposeV2.0, so thatV is real. Then outsideI , F is oscillatory: either
complex~e.g.,eiVx), inadmissible since it leads to a complexW; or real ~e.g., sinVx!, inadmis-
sible since its nodes lead to singularities inW. Thus,V2,0, and we denoteK[uVu.

At each spatial extreme (uxu.a), F is in general a sum of increasing and decreasing fu
tions, i.e.,

F~x!5ceKuxu1de2Kuxu. ~2.12!

If both c,dÞ0 ~to be called the mixed type!, then the logarithmic derivative is~e.g., forx.a!

W~x!52K1
2dK

c
e22Kx1¯ , ~2.13!

so thatṼ5V12W8 acquires an exponential tail.~In the special caseV50, the tail is not expo-
nential but asymptotically inverse-square.! Thus, if we insist thatṼ also has finite support, the
mixed type is not allowed and at each extremeF must be either purely decreasing~F}e2Kuxu,
denoted as D! or purely increasing~F}eKuxu, denoted as I!. OutsideI , the logarithmic derivative
is then exactly6K, so W850, implying Ṽ50. When both extremes are considered togetherF
must be one of three types, conveniently labeled with the parameter

x5 1
2@sign~W1!2sign~W2!#, ~2.14!

wherex511, 21, and 0, respectively, for the DD, II, and DI/ID cases~in obvious notation!. In
the DI/ID case, the generator is purely incoming from one extreme and purely outgoing
other, hence is a total-transmission mode~TTM!. The relaxation to allow exponential tails forV

and/orṼ will be briefly mentioned in Sec. VI D.
The generator is annihilated by SUSY:AF50, trivially from ~2.5! and ~2.9!. Furthermore,

since reversing the sign ofW interchanges the partners@cf. below ~2.8!#, in view of ~2.9! the
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transformation fromH̃ back toH is generated byF̃5F21; this is guaranteed to be an eigenfun

tion of H̃, also with eigenvalueV2. ~Despite the notation,F̃ is not the SUSY partner ofF: F̃

ÞAF.! The boundary conditions forF̃5F21 interchange D and I, so the reverse transformat
is characterized byx̃52x.

These observations allow a simple statement of the changes in the number of state

H°H̃. If x51 @cf. below ~2.14!#, an NM F is destroyed atV5 iK @D( iK )51# and a QNMF̃
is created at2V52 iK @D(2 iK )521#. If x521, a QNM F is destroyed atV52 iK

@D(2 iK )51# and an NMF̃ is created at2V5 iK @D( iK )521#. If x50, no eigenstates ofG

are created or destroyed@D( iK )5D(2 iK )50#, sinceF and F̃ are TTMs rather than NMs o
QNMs. Thus, all three cases satisfy

D~ iK !52D~2 iK !5x, ~2.15!

where we emphasize the conventionV56 iK with K.0. The casesx561 lead to Hamiltonians
whose spectra inG differ by one state~said to be essentially isospectral!, whereas the casex
50 leads to Hamiltonians whose spectra inG are identical~said to be strictly isospectral!.

These remarks provide a more complete picture of the mapping of eigenstates inG under
SUSY: States do not simply appear or disappear, but are mapped to the mirror point
complex plane.

Not all NMs, QNMs, or TTMs are eligible as the generator. First,V2 must be real, which
restricts QNMs to zero modes. Second,F cannot have nodes, or elseW would acquire singulari-
ties. In the case of NMs, this restrictsF to the ground state. For QNMs, nodes are not required
general theorems. At least for repulsive potentials, each eigenfunction can haveat mostone node
or antinode; thus, for a symmetric repulsiveV, even-parity eigenfunctions can have no nod
There is consequently much more freedom in choosing a QNM~as opposed to an NM! as the
generator. Some general statements concerning nodes in QNMs are given in the Appendi

III. ORTHONORMALITY

A. Orthonormality for NMs

For conservative systems, SUSY preserves orthonormality. There are two issues: Ortho
ity is preserved because the transformed NMs are eigenvectors of the self-adjoint operatorH̃; and
normalization is preserved if the transformation is changed to

f j°fĨ j5Nj f̃ j5NjAf j , ~3.1!

with

Nj
225

^f̃ j uf̃ j&

^f j uf j&
. ~3.2!

Equation~3.1! applies to each eigenstatej other than the generatorF itself, namely, the ground
state. It is readily shown thatNj

225v j
22V2, a result that can also be read off as a special cas

the derivation below for states inG. Sincev j
22V2 is the eigenvalue ofA†A @see~2.8!#, ~3.1! can

be written in the operator form

f°fĨ 5A~A†A!21/2f, ~3.3!

valid for any statef, not just frequency eigenfunctions.~This and similar formulas below ar
restricted to the subspace orthogonal toF.! This makes it formally easy to verify the preservatio
of inner products:
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^cĨ ufĨ &5^cu~A†A!21/2A†A ~A†A!21/2uf&5^cuf&. ~3.4!

However, when operating on a general wave functionf, the factor (A†A)21/2 can only be evalu-
ated by projectingf onto the eigenfunctions, and scaling each component byNj . Thus, in
practice, the significant result is the evaluation of this factor. We now generalize these conc
states inG, in particular QNMs.

B. Normalization and inner product for QNMs

It is necessary to digress and review the concepts of orthogonality and normalizatio
QNMs. The central issue is that with the OWC,H is not self-adjoint in the usual sense, an
different QNMs arenot orthogonal under the usual inner product. Likewise, the norm* uf j u2dx is
divergent, since the wave function grows exponentially at infinity.

An appropriate normalizing factor for QNMs was first introduced by Zeldovich,9 and later
generalized and applied to other situations,10 including models of linearized waves propagating
a Schwarzschild background:27

~f j ,f j !52v jE
2a

a

f j~x!2 dx1 i @f j~2a!21f j~a!2#. ~3.5!

This expression goes asf j
2 rather thanuf j u2, and is in general not real. The limits of the integr

and the surface terms can be shifted from6a to anyb6 , where6b6.a, without affecting the
value of ~3.5!. This definition also applies to NMs: The surface terms vanish if we takeb6→
6`, recovering the conventional norm apart from a factor of 2v j . In the QNM case,~3.5! is the
correct normalizing factor in the sense that, e.g., under a perturbationV°V1DV, the complex
QNM eigenvalues change by

D~v j
2!5

E f j~x!2DV~x!dx

~f j ,f j !
. ~3.6!

Since one no longer has positivity, there is the possibility that (f j ,f j )50. This exceptional case
can be separately taken care of,28 and some interesting aspects are dealt with in Sec. IV.

To go beyond the normalizing factor and discuss an analog of orthogonality, one has t
regard each state as a two-component vectorc 5(c1,c2)T[(c,] tc)T, which is most easily
motivated by noticing that the dynamics requires two sets of initial data. The spaceG is then
defined as allc satisfying

c2~6a!57]xc
1~6a!. ~3.7!

For an eigenstate,fj5(f j ,2 iv jf j )
T, and~1.7! would follow from ~3.7!.

In terms of the two-component vector, one can define a bilinear map11,26

~c,f!5 i H E
2a

a

@c1~x!f2~x!1c2~x!f1~x!#dx1@c1~2a!f1~2a!1c1~a!f1~a!#J , ~3.8!

to take the place of the usual inner product. For an eigenfunction, (fj ,fj ) agrees with~3.5!. The
dynamics can be written in the first-order formi ] tf5Hf, with

H5 i S 0 1

]x
22V 0D . ~3.9!

Importantly,H is symmetric:
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~Hc,f!5~c,Hf!, ~3.10!

in the proof of which the surface terms generated upon integration by parts exactly cancel a
those in~3.8!. The relation~3.10! is the analog of self-adjointness, and leads to the usual proof
for two eigenvectors,

~fk ,fj !50 ~3.11!

whenevervkÞv j . Provided that (fj ,fj )Þ0,28 one can normalize these eigenfunctions in t
usual way, i.e., by requiring~3.11! to be 2vkdk j in general@cf. ~3.5! for this factor#. We henceforth
refer to this property as orthonormality@and to ~3.11! alone as orthogonality#. It also follows
trivially that, provided this orthonormal system is complete~which is the case under fairly broa
assumptions; see Sec. I B!, time evolution is given by

f~ t !5(
j

ajfj e2 iv j t, ~3.12!

generalizing~1.8! to two components, and

aj5
„fj ,f~ t50!…

~fj ,fj !
. ~3.13!

The preservation of orthonormality under SUSY should therefore be sought in terms of the
ear map~3.8!.

C. Normalized SUSY transformation for QNMs

We first present a derivation of orthonormality that does not explicitly require the
component formalism. With orthogonality already guaranteed by~3.11!, it remains to compute the
normalizing factor

~f̃ j ,f̃ j !52v jE
2a

a

@~]x1W!f j #
2dx1 i @f̃ j~2a!21f̃ j~a!2#. ~3.14!

Integrate by parts to convert (]xf)2 to 2(]x
2f)f plus a surface term, express the second der

tive in terms ofV2v j
2 by means of the eigenvalue equation, and write the potential asV5W2

2W81V2. Then, apart from a term}v j
22V2, the integrand becomes a total derivati

]x(Wf2). UsingW(6a)252V2 and]xf j (6a)56 iv jf j (6a) then leads to

~f̃ j ,f̃ j !

~f j ,f j !
5v j

22V2. ~3.15!

Incidentally, the conservative case~nodal conditions at the ends of the interval16! is recovered by
simply dropping all surface terms.

Since the ratio~3.15! is the eigenvalue ofA†A, we can again write the normalized transfo
mation for each eigenfunction as~3.3!.

D. SUSY for two-component form

For eigenstates, the two components are trivially related, but in order to perform S
transformations on general wave functions inG ~e.g., given a time-dependent state, to find
partner at all times!, the second component must be considered explicitly.

Since SUSY must commute with time evolution andf25] tf
1, both components must trans

form in the same way. Thus, the~unnormalized! SUSY transformation on two-component vecto
is A5diag(A,A), which satisfies
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~Ac,f!5~c,A †f!, ~3.16!

whereA †[diag(A†, A†). In deriving ~3.16!, one has to integrate by parts:]x changes sign so tha
A turns into A †. The surface terms are seen to work out by using, e.g.,f2(a)5] tf

1(a)
52]xf

1(a), and the known values ofW6 . Note thatA †A5(H2V2) ^ 1, AA †5(H̃2V2)
^ 1, i.e., the products do not relate to the two-componentH.

With ~3.16!, it is straightforward to show that the normalized SUSY transformation

f °fĨ 5A ~A †A!21/2f, ~3.17!

defined on the subspace orthogonal toF, preserves the bilinear map, in a manner that exa
parallels~3.4!. In the exceptional case of SUSYs that generate a doubled state~see Sec. IV!, the
subspace has to exclude thetwo states on whichH2V2 vanishes.

The linear-space structure for open systems~e.g., the replacement of inner products by bili
ear maps! has an intrinsic geometric meaning for all outgoing states, not just QNMs.29 It is
therefore pleasing that this structure is preserved by SUSY, a superficially unrelated conce

IV. JORDAN BLOCKS

A key concept in SUSY is the preservation of the spectrum. However, dissipative sy
~such as waves satisfying the OWC! admit a spectral property not found for conservative syste
In terms of the WronskianJ(v) to be defined below, this is exhibited as anM th-order zero (M
.1). Such a multiple zero emerges naturally whenM QNM eigenvalues coalesce as syste
parameters are tuned, so thatM21 eigenvectors are ‘‘lost’’30 and must be replaced by othe
degrees of freedom. Thus, the Hamiltonian cannot be written as a diagonal matrix in the~bior-
thogonal! basis of eigenstates, but can only be decomposed into~Jordan! blocks12 of size
M3M . When this happens, (fj ,fj ) will vanish for somej , invalidating the formalism in Sec. III
@see, e.g.,~3.6! and~3.13!#. These issues have been discussed in detail with reference to wav
open systems.28

The simplest example of a JB~with M52! is a harmonic oscillator going through critica
damping. The eigenvaluesv656vR2 ig coalesce whenvR→0. With one eigenvalue lost, th
dynamics is not given by a sum of eigenfunctions with time dependence exp(2iv6t), but by only
onesuch eigenfunction, plus another term whose time dependence carries a prefactort.

Our purpose in this Section is to establish that SUSY maps a JB inH into a JB in H̃,
preserving the orderM except when the eigenvalue coincides with6V.

A. Wronskian

In this subsection we introduce the WronskianJ(v), define JBs in terms of its multiple zero
and describe the mapping of JBs under SUSY by a relation betweenJ(v) and its counterpart
J̃(v).

In the original systemH, define solutions of the wave equationf (v,x) andg(v,x) satisfying
the boundary conditionsf (v,2a)51, f 8(v,2a)52 iv, g(v,a)51, g8(v,a)5 iv, where
85]x . The function values are arbitrary normalizations, while the derivatives impose the OW
the left and right, respectively. An eigenstatef j in G satisfies the boundary condition onboth the
left ~as for f ! and the right~as forg!: f j} f (v j ,x)}g(v j ,x). Thus, the zeros of the~position-
independent! Wronskian

J~v!5 f 8~v,x!g~v,x!2 f ~v,x!g8~v,x! ~4.1!

identify the eigenvalues inG. It can be shown@see~4.7! below# that (f j ,f j )}dJ(v j )/dv, so an
M th-order zero ofJ(M.1) corresponds to the generalized norm being zero, and is precisel
JB phenomenon that we wish to investigate.

It is natural to generalize the definition ofn(v) to be the order of the zero, viz.,
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n~v!5
1

2p i R dJ~v8!/dv8

J~v8!
dv8, ~4.2!

on a contour of winding number11 enclosingv. This definition makes it clear that the tota
number of states~but not necessarily of eigenstates! within a contour is preserved under contin
ous changes of the system parameters. We note for future reference~see Sec. VI D! that poles of
J ~which can only occur ifV does not have finite support! count as negative values ofn.

Now consider the analogous construction in the partner systemH̃ , obtained, for example, by
using an NMF of H as the generator, i.e., forx51. By our convention,F is associated with a
frequencyV5 iK , andW657 iV. The SUSY transformation gives31

f̃ ~v,x!5~]x1W! f ~v,x!

~4.3!

g̃~v,x!5~]x1W!g~v,x!,

leading to the Wronskian

J̃u~v!5 f̃ 8~v,x!g̃~v,x!2 f̃ ~v,x!g̃8~v,x!. ~4.4!

When ~4.4! is written out using~4.3!, some terms cancel by usingJ850, the second deriva
tives can be eliminated by the defining equation, andV is expressed in terms ofW andV2. Some
arithmetic then leads to

J̃u~v!5~v22V2! J~v!. ~4.5!

This Wronskian is however unnormalized~as indicated by the superscript!, since onlyC f̃ and
Dg̃ satisfy the normalization conventions at2a and 1a, respectively, whereC52D

5 i (v2V)21. Thus the normalized WronskianJ̃(v)5CDJ̃u(v) is

J̃~v!5
v1V

v2V
J~v!. ~4.6!

The central result~4.6! neatly summarizes the correspondence between the two spect
x51. @Similar formulas for the other cases can all be consolidated by changingV° ixK in ~4.6!,
and will not be separately discussed.# ~a! For vÞ6V, the spectra ofH andH̃ are the same: A JB
of order M in H maps to a JB also of orderM in H̃ at the same frequency. This should be
surprise since up to the point of coalescence~for M>2!, the eigenvalues of the two systems a
guaranteed~cf. Sec. II! to be in one-to-one correspondence; in a sense, the result here m
demonstrates that the limit is not singular.~b! Moreover,at the special frequencies6V, M states
at V ~of which onlyoneis an eigenstate! are mapped intoM21 states atV plus one state at2V.
In other words, we recover~2.15! even for JBs, i.e., even whenn,ñ.1. Anticipating the possi-
bility of poles in J ~cf. Sec. VI D!, we note that~4.6! implies that such poles are also preserv
under SUSY, and would be accommodated by~1.2!, ~1.3!, and~2.15! with negativen, ñ.

Incidentally, ~3.15! on the change in normalization under SUSY follows simply from~4.5!,
since the bilinear map is related to the Wronskian by26,32

„f ~v j !,g~v j !…52FdJ~v!

dv G
v j

. ~4.7!
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B. Doubling of states by SUSY

We have seen that~say forx51! one hasñ(2 iK )2n(2 iK )51. Where this increases from
0 to 1, the situation is straightforward—a QNM is created. When the increase is from 1 to
situation is more subtle and merits a detailed examination.@The general case where this increas
from M to M11 (M>1) will not be shown.#

Consider a systemH with an NM F at V5 iK and accidentally also a QNMC j at 2V8

'2V. If V8ÞV, there aretwo corresponding QNMs in theH̃-system, namely,F̃5F21 at 2V

andC̃ j5AC j at 2V8. Now tune the parameters ofH so thatV8→V; in the limit we must have

C̃ j}F̃,28,30 as is readily verified. The proportionality constant can be evaluated by

C̃ j

F̃
5

C̃ j~2a!

F̃~2a!
52iVC j~2a!F~2a!

5
C̃ j~a!

F̃~a!
522iVC j~a!F~a!. ~4.8!

The agreement of these two expressions can also be seen without invoking SUSY. One no
F and Cj , being eigenfunctions ofH with distinct eigenvalues, are orthogonal. In the biline
map, the integral term vanishes because the frequencies are opposite, leaving only the
terms. Thus one finds 05(Cj ,F)5 i @C j (2a)F(2a)1C j (a)F(a)#.

Now the frequency2V in H̃ must be associated with a doubled state. This can be seen in
ways:~a! Until the limit V85V, there are two distinct states;~b! from the key relation~4.6!, J̃ has
a second-order zero. With the two QNMs collapsed into one, there has to be another basis
to which we now turn.

Using the normalization of f , one has C j (x)5C j (2a) f (2V,x), implying C̃ j (x)

5C j (2a) f̃ (2V,x). @Analogous formulas forF and F̃ follow from ~4.8!.# The double zero of
J̃(v) at v52V means thatf̃ (v,x) satisfies the OWC atx5a not only at v52V, but also to
first order away from the zero. This makes it plausible that, in the QNM expansion,]v f̃ (v,x)u2V

takes the place of the ‘‘missing’’ eigenfunction whenF̃ and C̃ j coincide, which has been con

firmed in detail.28 One thus defines, for an arbitrarya, a pair of functionsC̃ j ,n , wheren50,1 is
an intra-block index:

C̃ j ,0~x!5C̃ j~x!,

C̃ j ,1~x!5C j~2a!]v f̃ ~v,x!u2V1aC̃ j~x!, ~4.9!

and the second function satisfies

~H̃2V2!C̃ j ,1522VC̃ j ,0 . ~4.10!

Using this, one verifies that an outgoing solution is given byC̃ j ,1(t)[(C̃ j ,12 i t C̃ j ,0)e
iVt.

This time dependence shows that the associated second component should bC̃ j ,1
2

52 i (2VC̃ j ,11C̃ j ,0). The prefactort and its counterpart if any in theH-system will be further
explored below.

Next consider the bilinear map and normalization for these functions. For a double zer

always has (C̃j ,0 ,C̃j ,0)50; cf. ~4.7! @a choice ofa in ~4.9! such that also (C̃j ,1 ,C̃j ,1)50 would
be useful in wave function expansions#. The JB is normalized by one overall factor, the biline
map between the two basis states28
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~C̃j ,1 ,C̃j ,0!

~Cj ,Cj !
5F2 1

2d
2J̃u~v!/dv2

2dJ~v!/dv
G

2V

522V, ~4.11!

where in the numerator we have used the result analogous to~4.7! for a double zero.
Finally the reverse transform33 generated by2A† satisfies the following properties.~a!

A†C̃ j ,0}A†F̃50. ~b! Hence inA†C̃ j ,1(t), the term}teiVt is annihilated.~c! The remaining term

in A†C̃ j ,1 is cC j , readily seen by observing that

~H2V2!~A†C̃ j ,1!5A†~H̃2V2!C̃ j ,15A†~22VC̃ j ,0!50, ~4.12!

so thatA†C̃ j ,1 is an eigenfunction ofH with eigenvalueV2. In particular, the time dependence
eiVt without any prefactort. A straightforward computation shows thatc522V.

SinceA†A is not the identity, two different states in theH-system can be associated wi

C̃ j ,1 . The first isA†C̃ j ,1 as discussed above. The second is the SUSY pre-image ofC̃ j ,1 underA,
which is readily found by noticing that34

C̃ j ,1~x!5C j~2a!3]v@~]x1W! f ~v,x!#2V5A C j~2a!]v f ~v,x!u2V . ~4.13!

However,C j (2a)]v f (v,x)u2V is not outgoing to1`, sinceJ(v) only has a first-order zero a
2V, and consequentlyf (v,x) satisfies the OWC atx51a only at 2V, but not to first order
away from it.

These remarks completely resolve the puzzle related to the prefactort in the time evolution in
the H̃-system. Namely, of the two corresponding wave functions ofH, one has an exponentia
time dependence, while the other is not inG.

V. EXAMPLES

The formalism developed in this paper is general, in that givenV(x) with finite support,
SUSY partners can be constructed whenever there are nodeless generator candidates. N
less, some simple examples will suffice for an illustration.

Let V be a square barrier of heightV0 on I ; without loss of generality hencefortha51. In the
even sector there are two zero modes for small values ofV0 ; e.g., for V050.16 they occur at
v1520.181i , v2522.500i . The wave functions aref j (x)5coshajx within I ~with a1

50.242,a252.506!, and a real exponential foruxu.a; clearly eachf j has no nodes.
This example already illustrates, as unexceptional, the existence of several nodeles

modes—any one of which can be used as the generatorF. We choose the state atV5v1 ; since
F is purely increasing at both extremes,x521. Figure 1~a! showsV ~solid line! and Ṽ ~dotted
line!. Figure 1~b! shows the spectra in the complexv-plane: Most eigenvalues are commo
~crosses!; one QNM exists only inH ~circle!, while one NM exists only inH̃ ~triangle!—the two
systems are essentially isospectral. Another essentially isospectral partner can be construct
the state atv2 as the generator. The reverse transformations are characterized byx̃51.

As V0 increases, the two zero modes move closer together and merge atV050.291, forming
a JB in H ~with M52!. This example illustrates the general results of Sec. IV~with H and H̃
interchanged!.

As another example, consider a symmetric multi-step square barrier, withV(x) being210 for
uxu,0.1, 1 for 0.1,uxu,1 and zero foruxu.1 @solid line in Fig. 2~a!#. In this example, there is a
TTM at V520.990i @square in Fig. 2~b!#—in fact a parity doublet with one propagating from th
left (TTML) and one propagating from the right (TTMR). We choose the former as the genera
for a x50 transformation. The partner potentialṼ is shown by the broken line in Fig. 2~a!. Since
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the generator is not symmetric, neither isṼ. The states inG are exactly preserved@crosses in Fig.
2~b!#.

In this example it is interesting to consider not just the states inG, but also TTMs~see also
Sec. VI C!. By arguments similar to those in Sec. II, one TTML F is destroyed and one TTMR
F̃5F21 is created at the same frequencyV @square in Fig. 2~b!#. However, in this example

becauseV is symmetric, there is also a TTMR C(x)5F(2x) at V, and its partnerC̃5AC is
again a TTMR in the H̃-system. Thus, in theH̃-system, there is adoubledTTMR state atV. The
situation can again be analyzed in terms of the double zero of a WronskianJ̃R(v), but in this case

FIG. 2. ~a! A multi-step potentialV ~solid line! and its SUSY partner potentialṼ ~broken line!. The SUSY transformation
is constructed by using the TTML at V520.990i @square in~b!# as the generator.~b! The complexv-plane showing the
NM and QNMs common to both potentials~crosses!. The square indicates a TTML and a TTMR in V, and a doubled TTMR
in Ṽ.
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JR andJ̃R refer to TTMR’s. For example,JR is now defined in terms of a functionf satisfying the
outgoing-wave condition atx52a and a functiong satisfying the incoming-wave condition a
x5a. The obvious adaptation of the discussion in Sec. IV will not be given.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Summary

In this paper, we have extended the usual discussion of SUSY as a relation between N
partner systems to include the QNMs as well. By viewing all these together in the spaceG, a more
complete picture emerges. For example, in the usual discussion for NMs only, essentially is
tral transformations are said to lose or gain one state; now we see that~for x561! when an NM
appears~disappears!, a corresponding QNM disappears~appears!.

Furthermore, we have shown that the nontrivial linear-space structure for QNMs an
possible JBs are preserved by SUSY—the latter being a feature not found in conservative s

QNMs differ from NMs in two further regards. First, they have complex frequencies; ne
theless, even with twice as many constraints, matching the spectra turns out to be not an
difficult. Second, QNMs need not have an increasing number of nodes, and it is often poss
find several nodeless QNMs which generate distinct SUSY transformations—whereas the
gous operation for NMs would restrict the generator to the nodeless ground state.

These wider perspectives are gained only because attention is paid to the Klein–Gordon
than the Schro¨dinger equation, since the concept of outgoing waves has no meaning in an eq
that is first order in time.

Two further important properties are also preserved.~a! If V has a singularity say atx56a

~e.g., a step!, thenṼ will have the same type of singularity, but with the opposite sign, as ca
seen from~2.7! by noticing that the most singular part isW8. ~b! If V has finite support, then
providedF is not of the mixed type,Ṽ would likewise have no tail. These two properties a
precisely the conditions for the eigenstates inG to be complete.26 Thus, SUSY maps a complet

basis to a complete basis~if, for the x561 cases,F°F̃ is included as well!.

B. Inversion

This work partially answers the question of QNMinversion. It is well known35 that on a finite
interval, two sets of real NM frequencies uniquely determine the potentialV. Doesone set of
complexeigenfrequencies inG also uniquely determineV? The answer is negative: There can
strictly isospectral potentials if a TTM with purely imaginary frequency exists and can be us
a x50 generator; Fig. 2 provides one such example. However, the following scenario is n
ruled out. If we consider a half-line problem 0,x,` ~say corresponding to the radial variable
a three-dimensonal system!, imposing a nodal condition atx50 and the OWC forx.a, can one
set of QNM frequencies uniquely determine the potential? SUSY transformations~2.4! do not
directly resolve this possibility—for which there is some numerical evidence36—since these one
sided systems do not feature an analog of TTMs with which one could construct strictly iso
tral partners. Moreover, by~2.7! and ~2.9! the nodal condition maps a regularV to Ṽ;2/x2 for
x→01 ~generalizing the well-known result that SUSY increases the angular momentum b
unit in the hydrogen atom!. It would, therefore, be interesting to see if an enlarged class
transformations can address this question.

C. Total-transmission modes

The present paper refers in the main to states inG, i.e., states that satisfy the OWC at bo
extremes. One could develop the same formalism for TTMs; see, e.g., the end of Sec. V. No
we here consider TTMs as states on which SUSY acts, rather than as (x50) generators. To be
more specific, the SUSY transformation acts on the spaceGL of TTML’s

f~x!;eivx, uxu→`, ~6.1!
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or ~equivalently, underv°2v! the spaceGR of TTMR’s

f~x!;e2 ivx, uxu→`. ~6.2!

One significant difference is that ax561 transformation preserves the eigenvalues in th
spaces, whereas ax50 transformation may shift one state.

D. Tails

So far we have only considered potentials with finite support. We end with an outline of
issues that arise for long-range potentials.

The most obvious difference is that ifV and/or Ṽ are allowed to have tails that deca
exponentially or slower inuxu, then the mixed-type SUSY transformation is allowed, and ther
a continuouschoice of generators.

However, there are a range of more subtle issues. First, the very definition of an ou
wave requires care. At the numerical level, special treatment is needed to ensure converg37

but there are matters of principle as well when the OWCf(v,x);e1 ivuxu is imposed only as
uxu→`. In that limit, the condition as stated becomes vacuous for Imv,0, since admixture of an
~exponentially smaller! incoming solution would not alter this behavior. Rather, it is necessar
define the OWC in the upper half-plane inv and analytically continue to the lower half-plane.
wave f(v,x) is incoming if f(2v,x) is outgoing;8 this is equivalent to saying that incomin
waves are defined first in the lower and continued to the upper half-plane. The necessity fo
procedures makes it possible that~at certain singular pointsv! a wave function can beboth
incoming and outgoing.

Singularities in the one-sided functions38 can only occur because of the need to integrate
defining equation over an infinite range. Those values ofv for which these functions~say the left
function f ! are singular are said to beanomalous; if the potential is not oscillating, anomalou
points can only occur on the imaginary axis—precisely where possible SUSY generators ar
found. The case of an exponential tailV(x);V1e2luxu is of particular interest because the anom
lous points~at vm52 iml/2, m51,2,...! can be studied by the Born approximation, which in th
case is equivalent to a power-series expansion inz5e2luxu. More generally, if

V~x!5 (
k51

`

Vke
2kluxu, ~6.3!

then for particular choices of the coefficientsVk , one ~or more! of the generically anomalou
pointsvm may turn out to be regular—a situation we refer to asmiraculous. The anomalous and
miraculous properties for the one-sided functionsf and g are inherited by their WronskianJ,
which is central to the formalism. These concepts have been discussed in relation to a pa
application.39

As far as SUSY is concerned, we only make one remark: Such singularities lead to po
J(v), thus are associated with negative values ofn(v), and are related in SUSY partners b
~2.15!. The Pöschl–Teller potential40 V(x)5V sech2(x/b) illustrates many interesting feature
including the existence of double poles ofJ(v) which can merge with two zeros and lead
‘‘nothing’’—a potential that has total transmission atall energies.41

Anomalous points are exceptional~in the case of exponential tails being a discrete set
measure zero in thev-plane! and miraculous cancellation of singularities doubly exceptional. O
might therefore think that these are not important. Surprisingly however, the problem of linea
gravitational waves propagating on a black-hole background42 is precisely miraculous in this
sense, at the so-called algebraically special frequencyV.43 A generator atV leads to a SUSY
transformation that exactly relates the axial and polar sectors, which are, therefore, isospe
G. Among the more intriguing results is the following:39 At V, there is a mode in the polar secto
that is simultaneously a QNManda TTM ~i.e., at radial infinity it is purely outgoing but into th
event horizon it is both outgoing and incoming!, while no modes exist in the axial sector.
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The subtle and perhaps counter-intuitive nature of these concepts demands a separ
rigorous examination, to which the foregoing is meant only as a preview—and as further ill
tion of the utility of SUSY in dealing with waves in open systems.
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APPENDIX: NODES IN QNM WAVE FUNCTIONS

Nodeless eigenstates play a special role in SUSY: They are candidates for the generatF. It
is, therefore, useful to highlight the differences between NMs and QNMs in this regard, espe
to contrast with the well-known property that there can beonly onenodeless NM.

First of all, we show that for QNMs with RevÞ0, there can be at most one node or antino
This is not surprising: Since the eigenvalue is complex, the wave function has a changing
and it would be ‘‘unlikely’’ that the real and imaginary parts~or their derivatives! would vanish
together. To prove this formally, take the Schro¨dinger point of view, so that the eigenvalue isE
5v2 with a nonzero imaginary part. Now consider a time-dependent QNM and suppose that
nodes or antinodes at two pointsx1 ,x2 . At these two points, the current

J5 i @f* ~]xf!2~]xf* !f# ~A1!

vanishes. Then, flux conservation implies that the total probability in the interval@x1 ,x2# is
constant in time. Yet the wave function is either growing or decaying, since ImEÞ0, which is,
therefore, a contradiction.

From the perspective of SUSY it is unfortunate that the above proof excludes the c
imaginary axis. However, on that axis the statement remains valid for repulsive potentials, o
generally for potentials which are so weakly attractive thatV2v2 is positive definite.44 Namely,
let f be a solution with two~anti!nodes. By taking the real or imaginary part, we may assumf
to be real. Now between two nodesf would have an extremum, i.e.,f9f,0 which is incom-
patible with the KGE. Similarly, an antinode can only be a global maximum or minimum,
cluding the presence of any other nodes or antinodes.

Thus, except for the imaginary axis in the case of attractive potentials, QNMs can ha
most one node or antinode. For symmetric potentials, in the even sectorx50 is already an
antinode, so there can be no nodes anywhere.

For zero modes, i.e., QNMs with Rev50, nodes are more ‘‘likely’’: The eigenvalue is re
and the wave function has a constant phase~say purely real!, so a node requires onlyonecondi-
tion, rather than two. Nevertheless, in contrast to the conservative case, the proof that there
only one nodeless eigenstate can be bypassed.

The interlacing nodal structure of NM eigenfunctions follows from well-established Stu
Liouville theory. For the present purpose, we do not need the full apparatus. Consider, fo
plicity, a finite interval@2a,a# and suppose there are two distinct nodeless eigenfunctionsf1 ,f2 ,
both real. Then they can both be chosen to be positive, which violates the orthogonality con
for NMs

E
2a

a

f1~x!f2~x! dx50. ~A2!

We can attempt to transplant the argument to QNMs. For zero modes, the wave functio
again be chosen to be real, and if they are nodeless, positive definite. However, the analog~A2!
for two eigenfunctions with eigenvaluesv j52 ig j is
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2~g11g2!E
2a

a

f1~x!f2~x! dx1@f1~2a!f2~2a!1f1~a!f2~a!#50. ~A3!

Note in particular the signs of the two terms. Withg j.0, this condition doesnot preclude both
eigenfunctions from being positive definite.

Thus, we can make three remarks.~a! For NMs, there can beonly onenodeless state.~b! For
QNMs with Rev50, therecould bemore than one state with no node.~c! For QNMs with
RevÞ0, or with Rev50 but V2v2 positive definite, each eigenfunction can have at most
node or antinode, and for symmetric potentials,everyeven eigenfunction is nodeless.

Case~b! in particular opens up the possibility of multiple SUSY transformations.
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The sufficient conditions under which the S-matrix
orthogonal part is real and even
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The sufficient conditions under which the S-matrix orthogonal partU(k) is real and
even are proved. These conditions are required for generalization of the projection
matrices method in theN3N Riemann–Hilbert boundary value problem,
N52,3,...,N,1`. The dependence of the analytical properties of the orthogonal
matrix U(k) on the S-matrix diagonal part is thoroughly considered. The examples
in which the sufficient conditions are not realized and ReU(k)Þ0, U(2k)
52U(k) are demonstrated. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1401137#

I. INTRODUCTION

The S-matrix belongs to a unitary matrix class and it is widely applied in the scattering th
and the inverse problem Refs. 1–3. As any unitary matrix, the S-matrix can be diagonaliz
orthogonal matrixU(k) on the realk axis. However, on the basis of this fact, it is impossible to
more about analytical properties ofU(k).

There is a wide variety of different applications in which it is assumed that the equalitie

U* ~k!5U~k!, Im k50, ~1!

U~2k!5U~k!, Im k50, ~2!

are true; in this case the proof is not considered. As a rule, the reason is that the equalities~1! and
~2! can easily be verified by calculations.

However, this approach is not adequate for generalization of fundamental mathematical
ods as the mathematical generality of methods can be lost. Moreover, the amount of s
problems can be decreased too.

Properties~1! and~2! play a really significant part in solving Riemann–Hilbert matrix boun
ary value problem by projection matrices method Refs. 4–7. This method allows solvin
boundary value problem without using the system of the singular integral equations. Cond
~1! and~2! form the basis for the construction procedure of the projection matrices. Neverth
the individual proof of these equalities had never been carried out. It was because the eq
automatically resulted from the special assumptions for the S-matrix form and dimension.

For the above mentioned reasons generalization of the projection matrices method is
sible without detailed research of sufficient conditions under which the matrixU(k) is real and
even in case ofN3N dimension,N52,3,...,N,1`. For the projection matrices method to b
promising, these conditions must define rather a wide unitary matrix class. Furthermor
S-matrix is the fundamental object in the scattering theory and inverse problem. For these r
the dependence of the analytical properties of the orthogonal matrixU(k) on the S-matrix diag-
onal part is of great interest and it should be treated as a separate problem.

a!Fax: 8462-380965. Electronic mail: muravyev@tfs.ru
48210022-2488/2001/42(10)/4821/6/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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The conditions under which the S-matrix orthogonal part is real are considered in Sec. I
conditions under which the matrixU(k) is even are proved in Sec. III. To illustrate the achiev
results, at the end of Secs. II and III we consider the examples in which the sufficient cond
are not realized and ReU(k)Þ0, U(2k)52U(k).

II. THE SUFFICIENT CONDITION AT WHICH THE MATRIX U„k … IS REAL

Let us consider the unitary matrixS(k) on the realk axis atkP(2R,R),R.0, i.e.

~S* ~k!!T5S21~k!, kP~2R,R!. ~3!

Let us assume that the matrixS(k) has the form

S~k!5U~k!S~0!~k!UT~k!, kP~2R,R!, ~4!

where

U21~k!5UT~k!, kP~2R,R!, ~5!

@S~0!~k!#ab5dab exp~ i2da~k!!, a,b51,2,...,N, kP~2R,R!, ~6!

Im da~k!50, da~2k!52da~k!, a51,2,...,N, kP~2R,R!, ~7!

dab5H 1, a5b,

0, aÞb,
a,b51,2,...,N.

Here the symbolda(k) designates some scalar function anddab is Kronecker delta.
Lemma 1. If conditions~3!–~7! are true and

;aÞb, 'k0 , da~k0!2db~k0!Þ6p l , l 50,1,2,..., l ,1`, k0P~2R,R!, ~8!

then

U* ~k!5U~k!, kP~2R,R!. ~9!

Let us prove property~9!. Using conditions~3!–~7! we can write

S~k!~S* ~k!!T5S~k!S* ~k!5E, kP~2R,R!, ~10!

whereE is the matrix unit. Let us designate asC(k) the following matrix combination:

C~k!5UT~k!U* ~k!, kP~2R,R!. ~11!

From formula~10! we easily obtain the following equality:

S~0!~k!C~k!~S~0!~k!!* 5C~k!, kP~2R,R!. ~12!

Using formulas~6! and ~7! we can rewrite~12! in the following form:

@C~k!#abexp~ i2da~k!2 i2db~k!!5@C~k!#ab , a,b51,2,...,N, kP~2R,R!. ~13!

Let us discuss Eq.~13! in detail.
If a5b then~13! is true. Let us consider the case whenaÞb. On the strength of condition

~8! we can conclude that Eq.~13! will be true in the only case when

@C~k!#ab50, aÞb, a,b51,2,...,N, kP~2R,R!. ~14!
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Let us calculate the value of the matrix element@C(k)#aa , a51,2,...,N. Formulas~5! and
~11! show us that the matrixC(k) is orthogonal atkP(2R,R), i.e.,

(
g51

N

@C~k!#ag@CT~k!#gb5 (
g51

N

@C~k!#ag@C~k!#bg5dab , a,b51,2,...,N, kP~2R,R!.

~15!

Then from Eqs.~14! and ~15! we can conclude that:

~@C~k!#aa!251, a51,2,...N, kP~2R,R!.

Thus

@C~k!#aa561, a51,2,...,N, kP~2R,R!. ~16!

Using formula~11! let us rewrite the left part of Eq.~16! in detail. We obtain the following
results:

@C~k!#aa5 (
g51

N

@UT~k!#ag@U* ~k!#ga5 (
g51

N

@U~k!#ga@U* ~k!#ga , k P~2R,R!. ~17!

Since

@U~k!#ga@U* ~k!#ga5u@U~k!#gau2>0, a,g51,2,...,N, kP~2R,R!,

then from~17! it follows that:

@C~k!#aa>0, a51,2,...,N, kP~2R,R!. ~18!

Taking into account formula~14! and comparing conditions~16! and ~18! we can conclude that

@C~k!#ab5dab , a,b51,2,...,N, k P~2R,R!.

Then formula~11! has the form

E5UT~k!U* ~k!, kP~2R,R!. ~19!

On the whole property~9! results from~19!, i.e., the lemma is proved now. It is evident th
property ~1! can be obtained from~9! at R→1`. Thus, the sufficient conditions at which th
S-matrix orthogonal part is real are proved.

Let us consider the simple example when condition~8! is not realized. Let us assume that th
S-matrix orthogonal part has the form:

S~0!~k!5S exp~ i2d1~k!! 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1
D , kP~2R,R!,

i.e., condition~8! is not realized for the matrix elements@S(0)(k)#22,@S(0)(k)#33. It allows con-
structing the orthogonal matrixU(k) that is not real

U~k!5
1

Ak22b2 S 1 0 0

0 k ib

0 2 ib k
D , kP~2R,R!, b.0.
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Here we can use any sheet of Riemann surface forAk22b2 because it is unimportant in this cas
Although, properties~3!–~7! of the S-matrix are true, the matrixU(k) is not real and it can be
singular atk15b, k252b, b,R now.

III. THE SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS AT WHICH THE MATRIX U„k … IS EVEN

Let us designate asA(2R,R) the class of continuous matrix atkP(2R,R) ~i.e., the matrix
elements are continuous functions!.

Lemma 2. If conditions~3!–~8! are true and

S~2k!5S21~k!, kP~2R,R!, ~20!

U~k!PA~2R,R! , kP~2R,R!, ~21!

then

U~2k!5U~k!, kP~2R,R!. ~22!

Let us prove property~22!. Using the matrixS(2k) instead of the matrixS* (k) and the
matrix:

C~k,2k!5UT~k!U~2k!, kP~2R,R!, ~23!

instead ofC(k) in the formulas~10!, ~12!, ~13!, and~15!, we can obtain the following results:

@C~k,2k!#ab50, aÞb, a,b51,2,...,N, kP~2R,R!, ~24!

@C~k,2k!#aa561, a51,2,...,N, kP~2R,R!. ~25!

The formulas~24! and ~25! are analogous in derivation to~14! and ~16!, respectively.
Taking into account Eq.~23! let us rewrite the left part of~25! in detail

@C~k,2k!#aa5 (
g51

N

@UT~k!#ag@U~2k!#ga5 (
g51

N

@U~k!#ga@U~2k!#ga,

a51,2,...,N, kP~2R,R!. ~26!

Let us assume thatk50 in the Eq.~26!. According to lemma conditions, the matrix elements
U(k) are the continuous functions atkP(2R,R) @see formula~21!#. It means that:U(10)
5U(20). Thus, Eq.~26! has the form

@C~0,0!#aa5 (
g51

N

~@U~0!#ga!2, a51,2,...,N, ~27!

now. Moreover, lemma conditions show us that~9! is true. Consequently, we can write

~@U~0!#ga!2>0, a,g51,2,...,N. ~28!

Then from~27! and ~28! it follows that:

@C~0,0!#aa>0, a51,2,...,N. ~29!

Let us return to Eq.~25! now. On the strength of Eqs.~21! and ~23! we can conclude tha
matrix elements ofC(k,2k) are continuous functions atkP(2R,R), i.e., C(k,2k)PA(2R,R) .
Consequently, from two equalities

@C~k,2k!#aa51, a51,2,...,N, kP~2R,R!, ~30!
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@C~k,2k!#aa521, a51,2,...,N, kP~2R,R!, ~31!

only one must be true. Taking into account~29! we can conclude that Eq.~30! is true and Eq.~31!
is false. Thus, on the basis of Eqs.~24! and ~30! we can write

@C~k,2k!#ab5dab , a,b51,2,...,N, kP~2R,R!.

Then formula~23! has the following form:

E5UT~k!U~2k!, kP~2R,R!. ~32!

On the whole property~22! results from Eq.~32!. It is evident that property~2! can be obtained
from ~22! at R→1`. Thus, the sufficient conditions at which the S-matrix orthogonal part is e
are proved.

In order to demonstrate the significance of condition~21! we shall consider the following
example. Let us assume that the matrixU(k) has the form:

U~k!5
1

Ak21A3 k2
S k A3 k

2A3 k k
D , kP~2R,R!, ~33!

and S-matrix diagonal part satisfies the conditions~6! and~7!. Neither~9! nor ~21! is true for the
matrix U(k) @see formula~33!# in general case. This is because the matrix elements ofU(k) are
combinations of the 2-sheet and 3-sheet functions. However, using special conditions f
sheets of Riemann surface we can satisfy condition of~9!. Since

A3 k5uA3 kuexpF i

3
~argk12p l !G , kP~2R,R!, l 50,1,2,

then we can fix the sheets of Riemann surface in the following way:

A3 k5uA3 ku, kP~0,R!, argk50, l 50, ~34!

A3 k52uA3 ku, kP~2R,0!, argk5p, l 51. ~35!

In this case the matrixU(k) satisfies condition~9!.
Let us prove that:

@U~10!#12Þ@U~20!#12. ~36!

In order to do this we calculate@U(k)#12 at kP(0,R) in detail. On the basis of Eqs.~33! and~34!
we can write

@U~k!#125
A3 k

Ak21A3 k2
5

uA3 ku

Auku21uA3 ku2
5

uA3 ku

AuA3 ku2Auk2/3u211
, kP~0,R!. ~37!

In this case we can use any sheet of Riemann surface for the functionAuA3 ku2. Let us assume tha

AuA3 ku25uA3 ku, kP~2R,R!, ~38!

then

@U~k!#125
uA3 ku

uA3 kuAuk2/3u211
5

1

Auk2/3u211
, kP~0,R!. ~39!
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Using ~35! and ~38! it is easy to demonstrate that

@U~k!#125
2uA3 ku

uA3 kuAuk2/3u211
5

21

Auk2/3u211
, kP~2R,0!. ~40!

Let us assume thatk→10 in Eq. ~39! andk→20 in Eq. ~40!. Thus

@U~10!#1251, @U~20!#12521,

whence follows the proof of Eq.~36!.
We can obtain the analogous result for@U(k)#21, i.e.,

@U~10!#21521, @U~20!#2151.

Using ~34!, ~35!, and~38! we can conclude that

@U~10!#115@U~20!#1150, @U~10!#225@U~20!#2250.

The above introduced considerations show that conditions~3!–~8!, and ~20! are true. How-
ever, the condition~21! is not realized atk50. On the basis of the Eqs.~33!–~35! we can see tha

U~2k!52U~k!, kP~2R,R!,

i.e., the matrixU(k) is odd.

IV. THE CONCLUSION

To prove the conditions under which the matrixU(k) is real we have done the following. On
additional condition~8! has been added to the standard properties of the S-matrix~3!–~7! ~at R
→1`!. From the physical standpoint it means that processes described by the functionsda(k),
db(k) a, b51,2,...,N are not identical.

In addition to formulas~3!–~7!, three complementary conditions~8!, ~20!, and~21! have been
required to prove property~22!. The essence of~8! has been discussed above. Formula~20!
describes the standard property of the S-matrix for the elastic scattering atR→1`. As for
condition ~21!, it has been introduced for mathematical reasons. However, there are many
cations where this condition is realized automatically.

Thus, conditions~3!–~8!, ~20!, and~21! define rather a wide class of the unitary matrix whi
can be used in applications and in generalization of projection matrices method. Beside
reflect dependence of analytical properties of the orthogonal matrixU(k) on the S-matrix diagona
part.
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n -symplectic algebra of observables in covariant
Lagrangian field theory

L. K. Norris
Department of Mathematics, North Carolina State University,
Raleigh, North Carolina 27695-8205

~Received 16 February 2001; accepted for publication 5 July 2001!

n-symplectic geometry on the adapted frame bundlel:LpE→E of an n5(m
1k)-dimensional fiber bundlep:E→M is used to set up an algebra of observables
for covariant Lagrangian field theories. Using the principle bundler:LpE→J1p
we lift a LagrangianL:J1p→R to a LagrangianLªr* (L):LpE→R, and then use
L to define a ‘‘modifiedn-symplectic potential’’ûL onLpE, the Cartan–Hamilton–
Poincare´ ~CHP! Rn-valued 1-form. If the lifted Lagrangian is nonzero, then
(LpE,dûL) is ann-symplectic manifold. To characterize the observables we define
a lifted Legendre transformationfL from LpE into LE. The image QL

ªfL(LpE) is a submanifold ofLE, and (QL ,d( ûuQL
)) is shown to be an

n-symplectic manifold. We prove the theorem thatûL5fL* (uuQL
), and pull back

the reduced canonicaln-symplectic geometry onQL to LpE to define the algebras
of observables on then-symplectic manifold (LpE,dûL). To find the reduced
n-symplectic algebra onQL we set up the equations ofn-symplectic reduction, and
apply the general theory to the model of ak-tuple of massless scalar fields on
Minkowski space–time. The formalism set forth in this paper lays the ground work
for a geometric quantization theory of fields. ©2001 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1396835#

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to set up a quantization scheme for Lagrangian field theories modeled o
Kostant–Souriau theory of geometric quantization1,2 one needs to find an analog of the algebra
observablesC`(M ,R) under the Poisson bracket and the isomorphic algebra of connection
serving vector fields on a line bundleL3→M over a symplectic manifold (M ,v). In this paper
we construct an algebra of observables for covariant Lagrangian field theories usin
n-symplectic theory3–9 as the engine for the construction. In a companion paper10 the algebra
constructed here is used as the basis for setting up a Kostant–Souriau geometric quan
scheme for covariant Lagrangian field theories. For other geometric approaches to quantiza
fields see the work of Kanatchikov11 who bases his work on the polysymplectic geometry
Günther,12 and also Hrabak,13 whose work is based on the multisymplectic geometry of Go
et al.14

Let L:J1p→R be a field Lagrangian for a section of ann5m1k dimensional fiber bundle
p:E→M over them dimensional manifoldM . To use then-symplectic theory to construct a
algebra of observables we lift the Lagrangian onJ1p to the bundle of adapted linear framesLpE,
the subbundle ofLE that arises15,8,9due to the fiber structure ofE→M . ~Throughout the paper we
use the index range conventioni , j 51,2,. . . ,m, A,B5m11,m12, . . . ,m1k, and a,b
51,2,. . . ,m1k.! A point in LpE is a triple (e,ei ,eA), whereePE and (ei ,eA) is a linear frame
for the tangent space toE at e in which the lastk vectors (eA) are vertical onp:E→M . The
lifting of L:J1p→R to LpE is natural sinceLpE is known9 to be anH5GL(m)3GL(k) prin-
cipal fiber bundle overJ1p. If r:LpE→J1p then we putLªr* (L). Using a lifted Legendre
transformation we construct the Cartan–Hamilton–Poincare´ ~CHP! 1-forms ûL first introduced in
48270022-2488/2001/42(10)/4827/19/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Ref. 9, and prove the theorem that (LpE,dûL) is ann-symplectic manifold provided the Lagrang
ian is nonzero. The observables of the theory are then the^

pRn-valued functionsf̂ on LpE that
satisfy then-symplectic structure equation,

d f̂52p!Xf̂ 4dûL ~1.1!

for some ^
p21Rn-valued vector fieldX̂ f̂ . ~Here 4 denotes a tensor product in the range a

interior product in the domain.! We will show that the set of allowable observables carrie
natural graded Poisson algebra structure, and that the set of all corresponding vector
Hamiltonian vector fieldsX̂ f̂ has a natural Lie algebra structure as well.

The plan of the paper is the following. In Sec. II we develop the algebraic structure th
defined by ann-symplectic structure on anN-dimensional manifoldP. Such a structure is define
by anRn-valued 2-formv̂ that is both closed and nondegenerate. We will refer to (P,v̂) as an
n-symplectic manifold. To illustrate the theory we will carry along the canonical example o
bundle of linear framesP5LE ~Refs. 3, 4, 5 6! and its canonically definedn-symplectic structure
v̂5dû, whereû is theRn-valued soldering 1-form. In the general case we show thatv̂ defines a
Poisson algebraSHF of ^ (sym)

p Rn-valued functions onP, the observables of the theory, togeth
with a Lie algebra of vector-valued Hamiltonian vector fields. WhenP5LE and v̂5dû the
observables are symmetric polynomials in theRn-valued momentap̂a with coefficients that are
constant on the fibers ofl:LE→E. The homogeneous polynomial observables in this case
respond uniquely to symmmetric contravariant tensor fields onE, and the Poisson bracket of tw
such observables onLpE corresponds6 to the Schouten–Nijenhuis bracket16,17 of the correspond-
ing tensor fields onE. There is a corresponding development for^ (skew)

p Rn-valued functions on
P, which turns out to be a graded Poisson algebra. The direct sum of these two algebras is
graded Poisson algebra.

In Sec. III we present the relevant details of the canonicaln-symplectic geometry onLE, and
the reduced subbundle of adapted linear framesLpE. In Sec. IV we recall the bundle structur
r:LpE→J1p and the definition9 of the modified soldering 1-forms onLpE, which we refer to as
the Cartan–Hamilton–Poincare´ ~CHP! Rn-value 1-form. The CHP 1-form is defined herein as t
pull-back, under a lifted Legendre transformation, of the canonicalRn-valued soldering 1-form on
LE to LpE. We then prove the theorem that (LpE,dûL) is ann-symplectic manifold provided tha
L is nonzero. The algebra of observables defined by a Lagrangian is then the graded P
algebra defined by thisn-symplectic structure.

In order to find the observables defined by a specific Lagrangian we consider in Sec.
imageQL,LE of LpE under the lifted Legendre transformation. To characterize then-symplectic
observables on (QL ,dû) we carry out a reduction of the canonicaln-symplectic geometry onLE
to QL . Our method leads to a system of PDE’s that characterize thosen-symplectic observables
on (LE,dû) that restrict the observables on (QL ,d( ûuQL

)). In Sec. VI we apply the theory to th
masslessn-tuple of scalar fields on Minkowski space–time. Section VII contains a brief summ
of our results and some ideas for future work.

II. n -SYMPLECTIC GEOMETRY

Let P be anN-dimensional manifold, and let (r̂ a) denote the standard basis ofRn, with 1
<n<N. We suppose there exists onP an n-symplectic structure, namely, anRn-valued 2-form
v̂5va

^ r̂ a that satisfies the following two conditions:

~C21! dva50 ;a51,2,. . . ,n, ~2.1!

~C22! X4v̂50⇔X50. ~2.2!

Definition II.1: The pair(P,v̂) is an n-symplectic manifold.
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Remark:In Refs. 3–9,15 the termn-symplectic structure refers to the two-form that is t
exterior derivative of theRn-valued soldering 1-form on frame bundles or subbundles of fra
bundles. Gu¨nther12 was perhaps the first to consider a manifold with a nondegenerateRn-valued
2-form, and he used the termspolysymplectic structureandpolysymplectic manifoldfor the non-
dengenerate 2-form and manifold, respectively. In addition, when one adds a few extra con
to conditions C-1 and C-2 one arrives at ak-symplectic manifold. Specifically, ifP is required to
support annp-dimensional distributionV such that

~C23! N5p~n11!,

~C24! v̂uV3V50,

then P is a k-symplectic manifoldas defined by both de Le´on et al.19 and also by Awane.18 To
make this identification one needs to make the notational changesn→k and p→n in the above
discussion. Thus allk-symplectic manifolds aren-symplectic, but not converserly. The canonic
frame bundle example (LE,dû) of an n-symplectic manifold introduced in the next paragraph
also ak-symplectic manifold. On the other hand the important example of the adapted f
bundleLpE that is central to this paper isn-symplectic, but notk-symplectic. The problem is tha
the k-symplectic dimensional requirementN5p(n11) cannot be satisifed onLpE.

We will continue to use the namen-symplectic geometry for the structure in definition II
order to emphasize the geometrical and algebraic developments that our approach provid

Remark:In this section we will carry along the canonical exampleP5LE, whereLE is the
(n21n)-dimensional bundle of linear frames of then-dimensional manifoldE. The bundle of
framesLE supports a canonically definedn-symplectic formv̂5dû, whereû is theRn-valued
soldering 1-form, and is defined as follows. IfX is a tangent vector toLE at u5(e,ea), then

ûu~X!5ea~l* ~X!! r̂ a , ~2.3!

where (ea) denotes the coframe dual to the frame (ea). The soldering form is evidently the fram
bundle counterpart of the canonical 1-formu on T* E. It has been shown4 that much of the
canonical symplectic geometry onT* E can be derived from then-symplectic geometry onLE.

A. Canonical coordinates

Awane18 has proved a generalized Darboux theorem fork-symplectic geometry. Thus in th
neighborhood of each pointuPP one can find canonical~or Darboux! coordinates (pa

a ,zb),
a,b51,2,. . . ,k anda,b51,2,. . . ,n. With respect to such canonical coordinatesv̂ takes the form

v̂5~dpa
a`dza! ^ r̂ a . ~2.4!

Hence we have the following locally defined equations:

dpa
a52

]

]za 4va, dza5
]

]pa
a 4va, ~S” a !. ~2.5!

Remark:The approach used here to characterize algebras of observables requires the ex
of such canonical coordinates. From the results in Ref. 3 we know that not all function
allowable n-symplecticobservables, even in the canonical case of frame bundles. Thus, fo

ample, whether or not there exist pairs (f̂ a1a2 ¯ ap,X
f̂

a1a2 ¯ ap21), p51,2, . . . that satisfy Eq.

~2.8! below for a generaln-symplectic manifold is an existence question, and must be dem
strated for eachn-symplectic manifold. The formulas~2.5! will provide local examples of rank 1
solutions of then-symplectic structure equations~2.8! when either the geometry is specialized
k5n-symplectic geometry where a Darboux theorem holds, or when canonical coordinat
simply known to exist. Fortunately in the cases we will consider later in this paper, an
particular on the adapted frame bundleLpE, canonical coordinates are known to exist.
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Example: On the bundle of linear framesl:LE→E one can introduce canonical coordinat
in the following way. Let (za) be a local chart onU,E. Then onŨ5l21(U) define coordinate
functions (pb

a ,z̃m) by

pb
a~u!ªeaS ]

]zb U
l(u)

D ;u5~e,ea!PŨ,

z̃a~u!ªza~l~u!!;uPŨ. ~2.6!

Following standard notational conventions we will drop the ‘‘over tilde’’ on the lifted coordina
z̃a and write simplyza for both sets of coordinates. With respect to such a coordinate syste
LE the soldering 1-formû has the local coordinate expression,

û5~pb
adzb! ^ r̂ a . ~2.7!

The n-symplectic 2-formdû clearly has the canonical form~2.4! in such a coordinate system.

B. The symmetric Poisson algebra defined by v̂

Throughout this section we let (P,v̂) be ann-symplectic manifold as defined above. It
convenient to introduce the multi-index notation,

r̂ a1a2 ¯ an2m
5 r̂ a1

^ sr̂ a2
^ s•••^ sr̂ an2m

, 0<m<n21.

In addition round brackets around indices (abg) denotes symmetrization over the enclosed in
ces.

Definition II.2: For each p>1, let SHFp denote the set of all( ^ s)
pRn-valued functions fˆ

5( f̂ a1a2 ¯ ap)5( f̂ (a1a2 ¯ ap)) on P that satisfy the equations

d f̂a1a2 ¯ ap52p!X
f̂

(a1a2 ¯ ap21
4vap) ~2.8!

for some set of vector fields(X
f̂

a1a2 ¯ ap21). We then set

SHF5 % p>1SHFp. ~2.9!

f̂ PSHFp will be referred to as a symmetric Hamiltonian function of rank p.
Example:The locally defined functionsf̂ that satisfy~2.8! for the canonicaln-symplectic

manifold (LE,dû) were given in Ref. 3. In particular, contrary to the situation in symple
geometry, not all (̂ s)

pRn-valued functions onLE are compatible with Eq.~2.8!. The p51,2
cases will clarify the structure. LetSTp(LE) denote the vector space of symmetr
( ^ s)

pRn-valued GL(n)-tensorial functions onLE that correspond uniquely to symmetric rankp
contravariant tensor fields onE. Similarly let C`(E,(^ s)

pRn) denote the set of smooth
( ^ s)

pRn-valued functions onLE that are constant on fibers ofLE. Then,

SHF15T1~LE!1C`~E,Rn!, ~2.10!

SHF25ST2~LE!1T1~LE! ^ sC
`~E,Rn!1C`~E,Rn

^ sR
n!. ~2.11!

For example, iff̂ 5( f̂ a)PSHF1 and f̂ 5( f̂ ab)PSHF2, then in canonical coordinates (pb
a ,zg) the

functions f̂ a and f̂ ab have the general forms

f̂ a5Aapa
a1Ba, f̂ ab5Amnpm

apn
b1Bm(apm

b)1Cab, ~2.12!
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whereAa, Ba, Amn5A(mn), Bmn andCmn5C(mn) are all constant on the fibers ofl:LE→E and
hence are pull-ups of functions defined onE.

Remark:The analogous results for then-symplectic form given in~2.4! above are straight-
forward to work out in canonical coordinates. For thep51 andp52 symmetric cases, one find

f̂ a5A apa
a1B a, f̂ ab5A abpa

apb
b1B a(apa

b)1C ab, ~2.13!

where now all coefficients are functions of the coordinatesza.
Remark:Although v̂ is nondegenerate in the sense given in Eq.~2.2! above, because of th

symmetrization on the right-hand side in~2.8! the relationship betweenf̂ and (X
f̂

a1a2 ¯ ap21) is

not unique unlessp51. Given a pair (f̂ a1a2 ¯ ap,X
f̂

a1a2 ¯ ap21) that satisfies~2.8! one can

always add toX
f̂

a1a2 ¯ ap21 vector fieldsYa1a2 ¯ ap21 that satisfy the kernel equation

Y(a1a2 ¯ ap21
4v̂ap)50 ~2.14!

to obtain a new pair (f̂ a1a2 ¯ ap,X̄
f̂

a1a2 ¯ ap21) that also satisfies~2.8!, where

X̄
f̂

a1a2 ¯ ap21
5X

f̂

a1a2 ¯ ap21
1Ya1a2 ¯ ap21.

Hence we associate withf̂ PSHFp an equivalence class of (̂s)
p21Rk-valued vector fields, which

we denote byvX̂ f̂ b5vX
f̂

a1a2 ¯ ap21r̂ a1a2 ¯ ap21
b . We will see below that even though we obta

equivalence classes of Hamiltonian vector fields rather than vector fields, the geometry still
natural algebraic structures.

Definition II.3: For each p>1 let SHVp denote the vector space of all equivalence classe

( ^ s)
p21Rk-valued vector fieldsvX̂ f̂ b5vX

f̂

a1a2 ¯ ap21r̂ a1a2 ¯ ap21
b on P that satisfy Eqs. (2.8

for some fˆ5 f̂ a1a2 ¯ apr̂ a1a2 ¯ ap
PSHFp. We then set

SHV5 % p>1SHVp. ~2.15!

vX̂ f̂ b will be referred to as the generalized rank p Hamiltonian vector field defined by fˆ.
Example:The Hamiltonian vector fieldX̂ f̂ for the rank 1 element in~2.12! is unique, and has

the form

X̂ f̂5Aa
]

]za 2S ]Ab

]zg pb
a1

]Ba

]zg D ]

]pg
a . ~2.16!

The equivalence class ofRn-valued Hamiltonian vector fields corresponding to the rank 2 elem
in ~2.12! on LE has representatives of the form,

X̂
f̂

a
5~Amnpm

a1Bna!
]

]zn 2
1

2 S ]Amb

]zg pm
apb

n 1
]Bm(a

]zg pm
n)1

]Can

]zg D ]

]pg
n 1Yg

an
]

]pg
n , ~2.17!

whereYg
ab are functions subject to the constraint

Yg
(ab)50,

but are otherwise completely arbitrary. The fact thatYa5Yn
am (]/]pn

m) is purely vertical on
l:LE→E follows from ~2.14!.

Remark:For then-symplectic rank 2 symmetric observable given above in~2.13!, one can
check easily that the local coordinate form of a representativeX

f̂

a
of the equivalence class o

Hamiltonian vector fieldsvX̂ f̂ ba that satisfies~2.8! has the form,
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Xa5~A abpa
a1B ba!

]

]zb 2
1

2 S ]A ab

]zd pa
apb

s1
]B a(a

]zd pa
s)1

]C as

]zd D ]

]pd
s 1Ya. ~2.18!

Poisson brackets:
Definition II.4: For p,q>1 define a map$,%:SHFp3SHFq→SHFp1q21 as follows. For fˆ

5 f a1a2 ¯ apr̂ a1a2 ¯ ap
PSHFp and ĝ5gb1b2 ¯ ¯ bqr̂ b1b2 ¯ bq

PSHFq,

$ f̂ ,ĝ%a1a2 ¯ ap1q21
ªp!X

f̂

(a1a2 ¯ ap21~ ĝapap11 ¯ ap1q21)!, ~2.19!

where X̂
f̂

a1a2 ¯ ap21 is any set of representatives of the equivalence classvX̂ f̂ b .

We need to make certain that$ f̂ ,ĝ% is well-defined. Suppose we have two representati

X
f̂

a1a2 ¯ ap21 and X̄
f̂

a1a2 ¯ ap21
5X

f̂

a1a2 ¯ ap21
1Ya1a2 ¯ ap21 of vX̂ f̂ b . Then it follows easily

from ~2.14! that

X̄
f̂

(a1a2 ¯ ap21~ ĝapap11 ¯ ap1q21)!5X̂
f̂

(a1a2 ¯ ap21~ ĝapap11 ¯ ap1q21)!.

Hence the bracket is independent of choice of representatives. That$ f̂ ,ĝ% actually is inSHFp1q21

will follow from corollary ~2.6! below.

Definition II.5: Let vX̂ f̂ b5vX
f̂

a1a2¯ap21r̂ a1a2¯ap21
b and vX̂ĝb5vX

ĝ

a1a2¯ap21r̂ a1a2¯ ap21
b

denote the equivalence classes of vector-valued vector fields determined by fˆPSHFp and ĝ
PSHFq, respectively. Define a bracketv ,b :SHVp3SHVq→SHVp1q21 by

v vX̂ f̂ b ,vX̂ĝb b5v@X̂
f̂

(a1a2¯ap21 ,X̂
ĝ

apap11¯ap1q22)
# r̂ a1a2¯ap1q22

b , ~2.20!

where the ‘‘inside’’ bracket on the right-hand side is the ordinary Lie bracket of vector fi
calculated using arbitrary representatives. (Notice the symmetrization over all the upper indic
this equation.!

We again need to show that this bracket is well-defined. This is shown in the follo
lemma, in which we will need the formula

LX(Jva)50 ~2.21!

which follows easily from~2.8! and the formulaLXv5X 4dv1d(X 4v). In ~2.21! J denotes the
multiindex a1a2¯ap21 , andXJ denotes a representative of a rankp Hamiltonian vector field
satisfying Eq.~2.8!. The next lemma shows that the bracket defined in~2.20! is ~i! independent of
choice of representatives, and~ii ! closes on the set of equivalence classes of vector-valued Ha
tonian vector fields.

Lemma II.6: LetvX̂ f̂ b and vX̂ĝb denote the equivalence classes of vector-valued vector fi

determined by fˆPSHFp and ĝPSHFq, respectively. Then

v vX̂ f̂ b ,vX̂ĝb b5
~p1q21!!

p!q!
vX̂$ f̂ ,ĝ%b ~2.22!

Proof: We introduce the multiindex notationI 5a1a2¯ap21 andJ5b1b2 ¯bq21 , so that

we may use the shorthand notationX
f̂

a1a2 ¯ap21
5X

f̂

I
and X

ĝ

b1b2 ¯bq215Xĝ
J . Then using the

identity LX(Y 4v)5X 4(LYv)1@X,Y# 4v for any vector fieldsX,Y and any 2-formv, we find
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@X̂
f̂

(I
,X̂ĝ

J# 4va)5LX̂
f̂

(I~X̂ĝ
J
4va)!2X̂

f̂

(I
4~LX̂

ĝ
Jva)!

5LX̂
f̂

(I~X̂ĝ
J
4va)! @by formula ~2.21!]

5X̂
f̂

(I
4d~X̂ĝ

J
4va)!1d~X̂

f̂

(I
4X̂ĝ

J
4va)!

5d~X̂
f̂

(I
4X̂ĝ

J
4va)! ~since d~X̂ĝ

(J
4va)!5d2ĝJa50!

52
1

q!
d~X̂

f̂

(I
4dĝJa)! @by ~2.8!#

52
1

p!q!
d~$ f̂ ,ĝ% IJa! @by ~2.8!#.

Hence we have shown that for arbitrary representatives ofvX̂ f̂ b and vX̂ĝb ,

d~$ f̂ ,ĝ% IJa!52~p!q! !@X̂
f̂

(I
,X̂ĝ

J# 4va). ~2.23!

Comparing this result with~2.8! we see that

p!q!

~p1q21!!
@X̂

f̂

(I
,X̂ĝ

J)# r̂ IJPvX̂$ f̂ ,ĝ%b ~2.24!

holds for arbitrary representatives. The lemma follows. j

Corollary II.7:

$ f̂ ,ĝ%PSHFp1q21.

Proof: The corollary follows from~2.23!. j

Theorem II.8: (SHV,v ,b) is a Lie Algebra.
Proof: The bracket defined in~2.20! is clearly antisymmetric. To check the Jacobi identity w

note that we only need check it for arbitrary representatives, and we may use the very de
~2.20! for the calculation. Since the bracket on the right-hand side in~2.20! is the ordinary Lie
bracket for vector fields, we see that the bracket defined in~2.20! also must obey the identity o
Jacobi. j

We can now show thatSHF is a Poisson algebra under the bracket defined in~2.19!.
Theorem II.9: (SHF,$,%) is a Poisson algebra over the commutative algebra(SHF,^ s).
Proof: The bracket defined in~2.19! is evidently antisymmetric. To check the Jacobi ident

one proceeds exactly as in Ref. 3, which used a generalization of a proof given in Ref. 20
proof of the Jacobi identity is given in the Appendix.

Now the symmetrized tensor product^ s makesSHF into a commutative algebra. If we now
consider again elementsf̂ PSHFp, ĝPSHFq, andĥPSHFr , then by using definition~2.19! one
may show that

$ f̂ ,ĝ^ sĥ%5$ f̂ ,ĝ% ^ sĥ1ĝ^ s$ f̂ ,h%. ~2.25!

Thus the bracket defined in~2.19! acts as a derivation on the commutative algebra. j

Example:In the canonical caseP5LE the brackets just defined have a well-known interp
tation. As mentioned above the homogeneous elements inSHFp make up the spaceSTp(LE), the
symmetric rankp GL(n)-tensorial functions that correspond to symmetric rankp contravariant
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tensor fields onE. Then ST5 % p>1STp,SHF, and the bracket$,%:STp3STq→STp1q21 has
been shown6 to be the frame bundle version of the Schouten–Nijenhuis bracket16,17 of the corre-
sponding symmetric tensor fields onE.

Remark:There is also a Schouten–Nijenhuis bracket for antisymmetric contravariant t
fields onE, and as one might expect this bracket also extends toLE. This leads to a graded
n-symplectic Poisson algebra of tensor-valued functions onLE.5

III. THE CANONICAL n-SYMPLECTIC STRUCTURE ON L pE

In this section we present a few additional details about canonicaln-symplectic geometry on
frame bundles that will be needed later. An adapted frame atePE is a frame where the lastk basis
vectors are vertical. Note that coordinate frames that come from adapted coordinates are
frames. The adapted frame bundle ofp, denotedLpE, consists of all adapted frames forE,

LpE5$~e,$ei ,eA%!:ePE,$ei ,eA% is a basis forTeE, and dup~eA!50%.

We will use the same notationl:LpE→E to denote the restriction of the projection fromLE to
LpE.

LpE is a reduced subbundle ofLE,15 the frame bundle ofE. As such it is a principal fiber
bundle overE. Its structure group isGv , the nonsingular block lower triangular matrices,

Gv5H S A 0

C BD :APGL~m!,BPGL~k!,CPRkmJ .

Gv acts onLpE on the right by

~e,$ei ,eA%!•S A 0

C BD 5$~e,$eiAj
i 1eACj

A ,eABB
A%!.

Coordinates onLpE:
If ( za)5(xi ,yA) are adapted coordinates on an open setU#E, then one may induce severa

different coordinates on l21(U). Coframe or n-symplectic momentum coordinate
(za,p j

i ,p j
A ,pB

A) on l21(U) are defined as follows. Letu5(e,$ei ,eA%) denote a general point in
LpE. Then

za~u!5za~e!, p j
i ~u!5ei S ]

]xj D , pB
A~u!5eAS ]

]yBD , p j
A~u!5eAS ]

]xj D . ~3.1!

Here (ei ,eA) is the coframe dual to (ei ,eA), and as is customary we have retained the sa
symbolsza for the induced horizontal coordinates. Note that the remaining coordinate func
pA

i (u)5ei(]/]yA) are identically zero onLpE.
Frame orn-symplectic velocity coordinates (za,v j

i ,v j
A ,vB

A) on l21(U) are defined by

za~u!5za~e!, v j
i ~u!5ej~xi !, vB

A~u!5eB~yA!, v j
A~u!5ej~yA!. ~3.2!

The v coordinates, viewed together as a block triangular matrix, form the inverse of thp
coordinates above. The blocks have the following relations:

v j
i pk

j 5dk
i , v j

Apk
j 1vB

Apk
B50, vB

ApC
B5dC

A .

Finally we define Lagrangian coordinates, which are constructed from the previous tw
ordinate systems,

za~u!5za~e!, uj
i 5p j

i , uB
A5pB

A , uj
A5v i

Ap j
i 52vB

Ap j
B . ~3.3!
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The name Lagrangian coordinates refers to the fact, shown in Ref. 9, that theuj
A coordinates are

pull-ups, under the projectionr defined in the next setion, of the standard jet coordinates onJ1p.
Later in the paper we will need the following formulas for the fundamental vertical ve

fields Eb*
a on LpE in Lagrangian coordinates,

Ej*
i52uk

i ]

]uk
j , EB*

A52uC
A ]

]uC
B , EA*

i5uk
i vA

B ]

]uk
B . ~3.4!

IV. THE MODIFIED n-SYMPLECTIC STRUCTURE DEFINED BY A LAGRANGIAN L

To bring the Lagrangian into then-symplectic picture, McLean and Norris9 showed thatLpE
is a principalH5GL(m)3GL(k) bundle over the bundleJ1p of 1-jets of sections ofp. Letting
r:LpE→J1p denote the projection, McLean and Norris then defined the CHP 1-formsuL

a on LpE
as follows. IfL is a Lagrangian onJ1p, the lifted Lagrangian is L5r* (L). DefineuL

a by

uL
i
ªtLu i1EA*

i~L !uA, ~4.1!

uL
A
ªuA, ~4.2!

wheret5t(m) is a positive constant depending only on the dimensionm of the base manifoldM ,
andEA*

i denotes the fundamental vertical vector field onLpE @see~3.4! above# corresponding to
the elementEA

i in the standard basis (Eb
a) of gl(n). The quantitiesEA*

i(L), referred to as the
‘‘covariant canonical momenta’’ in Ref. 9, are globally defined onLpE. In local canonical coor-
dinates (za,pn

m), these quantities have the local expressions,

EA*
i~L!5p j

i pB
j vA

B , pB
j 5

]L

]uj
B , ~4.3!

and clearly are the frame components of the ‘‘canonical field momenta’’pB
j 5]L/ ]uj

B . For differ-
ent values oft one can obtain the de Donder–Weyl theory21,22and the Caratheodory theory23,22as
special cases of the formalism presented in Ref. 9. The significance of these CHP 1-fo
regards other geometrical theories was also considered by MacLean and Norris. In Ref. 9
shown that one may construct the CHPm-form on J1p from the CHP 1-forms onLpE. In this
regard see also Refs. 5, 8, 15.

It is clear from the definitions~4.1! and ~4.2! that the CHP 1-forms have the property that

X 4uL
a50;a51,2,. . . ,n⇔dl~X!50.

Because of this property we can think of the CHP 1-forms as ‘‘modified soldering 1-for
although theuL

a may not have the same transformation property under right translation as d
ua because of the presence of the LagrangianL. However, by restricting attention to theH bundle
r:LpE→J1p, we can show that theuL

a are tensorial with respect toH transformations.
Lemma IV.1: For all hPH the CHP 1-formsuL

a satisfy the tensorial transformation law,

Rh* ~uL
a!5~h21!b

auL
b . ~4.4!

Proof: The CHP 1-forms given in~4.1! and ~4.2! can be expressed, using the Lagrang
coordinates defined in~3.3! above, in the form,

u i5uj
i ~2Hk

j dxk1pB
j dyB!, ~4.5!

uA5uB
A~2uk

Adxk1dyB!, ~4.6!

where we have introduced the definitions,
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Hj
i
ªpA

i uj
A2tLd j

i , pA
i
ª

]L

]ui
A . ~4.7!

Using the additional definitions

~hb
a!5S 2Hj

k pA
k

2uj
E dA

ED , ~~Du!b
a!5S uj

k 0

0 uA
ED , ~4.8!

Eqs.~4.5! and ~4.6! can be written in the following compact form:

uL
a5~~Du!b

a!hg
bdzg. ~4.9!

The matrix ((Du)b
a) in ~4.9! transforms under the groupH of the bundler:LpE→J1p while the

second factor (hb
a) is H-invariant. In particular,Rh* ((Du)m

a)5(h21)b
a(Du)m

b . The lemma follows.
j

The lemma shows that the CHP 1-forms do behave like modified soldering 1-forms
respect to the bundler:LpE→J1p. The geometrical significance of the lemma is that the CH
forms define a set of type 1–1 tensor fields on the jet bundleJ1p. To see this we recall that th
canonical soldering 1-formsua define the type 1–1identity tensor fieldon E. The construction is
as follows. Letu5(e,eb)PLE be an arbitrary point in the bundle of frames ofE. The coframe to
(eb) may be written as (eb5pa

b(u)dza). Thenû5(ua) defines the identity type 1–1 tensor fie
on E as follows:

û~u!5~pb
adzb!~u! ^ r a→pb

a~u!dzb
^ eb5eb

^ eb5I e . ~4.10!

The tensorial transformation property ofû on LE or any of its subbundles guarantees that the 1
tensor field defined in~4.10! is well-defined. We can use a similar construction to define a 1
tensor field onJ1p based on the CHP 1-forms.

Let u5(e,eb)PLpE be an arbitrary point in the bundle of adapted linear frames ofE, and let
v5r(u)PJ1p be the projection toJ1p. Then we define a 1–1 tensor fieldT on J1p as follows:

ûL~u!→T~v !5uL
i ~u! ^ ei1tL~u!uL

A
^ eA

5~~Du!b
i !~u!hg

b~u!dzg
^ ei1tL~u!~~Du!b

A!~u!hg
b~u!dzg

^ eA . ~4.11!

Notice the inclusion of theH-invariant factortL(u) in the definition.
It is easy to show from the definitions that ((Du)b

i )(u)ei5db
i ((]/]xi) 1ui

A(v) (]/]yA)) and
((Du)b

A)(u)eA5db
A (]/]yA). Using these results together with the definition~4.7! in the last equa-

tion we can rewrite it as

T~v !5~2Hj
i !dxk

^
]

]xi 2~uk
BpB

j uj
A!dxk

^
]

]yA 1~pA
j !dyA

^
]

]xj 1~pB
j uj

A1tLdB
A!dyB

^
]

]yA .

~4.12!

T is well-defined since the right-hand side of the definition ofT(v) is H-invariant. Hence the CHP
1-forms define a type 1–1 tensor field onJ1p, whose independent components with respect to
canonical chart onLpE are, after omitting minus signs:

~a! ~Hj
i !dxk

^
]

]xi the energy-momentum tensor of the field, ~4.13!

~b! ~pA
j !dyA

^
]

]xj the canonical field momentum, ~4.14!
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~c! ~uk
BpB

j uj
A!dxk

^
]

]yA the canonical field momentum summed with field velocities

~4.15!

~d! ~pB
j uj

A1tLdB
A!dyB

^
]

]yA a new energy-momentum-type field.

These tensor fields will be of importance in the application presented in Sec. VI.
The Legendre transformation: One can define the CHP 1-forms using a frame bun

version of the Legendre transformation. Given a LagrangianL:LpE→R we obtain a mapping
fL :LpE→LE given by

fL~u!5fL~e,ei ,eA!5S e,
1

tL~u!
ei ,eA2

1

tL~u!
EA*

a~L !~u!eaD . ~4.16!

The condition that this mapping end up inLE is that the Lagrangian benonzero, andfor the rest
of this paper we will assume this condition. We will refer to this mapping as then-symplectic

Legendre transformation. Our goal is to prove Theorem~IV.6!, namely, thatûL5fL* ( û), whereû
is the canonical soldering 1-form on the image offL . This will follow easily once we exhibit the
manifold structure ofQL .

Lemma IV.2: If the lifted Lagrangian is nonzero, then the Legendre transformation~4.16! is
one-one.

Proof: If fL(u)5fL(ū) then the two adapted frames must project to the same point inE.
Equating vectors in the frame we find@1/tL( ū)#ēi5@1/tL(u)# ei and ēA2 @1/tL( ū)# EA*

a(L)
3(ū)ēa5eA2 @1/tL(u)# EA*

a(L)(u)ea . Using the first of these relations in the second and re
ranging we obtain

ēA2eA5~EA*
a~L !~ ū!2EA*

a~L !~u!!
1

tL~u!
ei .

Since bothēA and eA are vertical onE this implies that (EA*
a(L)(ū)2EA*

a(L)(u))50. Hence
ēA5eA and @1/tL( ū)#ēi5@1/tL(u)# ei . This implies thatū5u•h for hPH,GV . But since the
Lagrangian L is lifted, it isH invariant and soL(ū)5L(u), which implies thatū5u. j

To clarify the meaning of the Legendre transformation~4.16! we introduce a new manifoldP̃
as follows. LetJ denote the subgroup of GL(n) consisting of matrices of the form,

S I j

0 I D jPRm3k.

Define P̃ by

P̃5LpE•J5$~ei ,eA1jA
j ej !u~ei ,eA!PLpE,jPRm3k%. ~4.17!

Lemma IV.3: P˜ is a open dense submanifold of the bundle of frames LE of E.
Proof: Private communication from Mike McLean. j

Lemma IV.4: There is a canonical diffeomorphism from P˜ to the product manifold LpE
3Rm3k.

Proof: If ( e,ei ,eA) is a point inLpE, then we letẽi5p* (ei). From the structure ofLpE it
is clear that (ẽi) is a linear frame for the tangent space to M atp(e). Let (ẽi) denote the coframe
dual to (ẽi). Now supposeū5(ēi ,ēA)5(ei ,eA1jA

j ej ) is an arbitrary point inP̃. Then we have
p* (ēi)5ẽi . Using the fact that eacheA is vertical we havep* (ēA)5jA

i ẽi . Hence,
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jA
i 5ẽi~p* ~ ēA!!. ~4.18!

Define a mapping fromP̃ to LpE3Rm3k by

ū5~ ēi ,ēA!→~~ei ,eA!,jA
i !5~~ ēi ,ēA2ẽj~p* ~ ēA!!ēj !,ẽ

i~p* ~ ēA!!!. ~4.19!

The mapping~4.19! is easily shown to be 1–1, and it is clearly smooth. The inverse mapping i
multiplication mappingm:LpE3Rm3k→ P̃ defined by

m~~ei ,eA!,jB
j !5~ei ,eA1jA

j ej !. ~4.20!

This inverse is evidently smooth. j

Remark:The coordinate expression for this mapping is

ū5~ ēi ,ēA!→~~ei ,eA!,jA
i !5~~ ēi ,ēB2p̄A

j ~ ū!V̄B
A~ ū!ēj !,2p̄A

j ~ ū!V̄B
A~ ū!!, ~4.21!

where V̄B
A(ū)5vB

A(u) are the components of the matrix inverse of the matrix (p̄B
A(ū))

5(pB
A(u)), which must necessarily be nonsingular because of the structure ofLpE. In the fol-

lowing we let r̄:LpE3Rm3k→LpE be the natural projection.
Suppose we are given a Lagrangian L onLpE. Then it is easy to see that the Legend

transformation~4.16! can be expressed as the compositionfL5m+f2+f1 , wherem is the multi-
plication map defined in~4.20! above,f1 is the bundle automorphism

f1 :LpE→LpE, f1~ei ,eA!5S 1

tL~u!
ei ,eAD , ~4.22!

and the mappingf2 is the global section ofr̄ given by

f2~u!5f2~ei ,eB!5S ~ei ,eB!,2
EA*

j~L !~u!

tL~u!
D . ~4.23!

The mappingf1 is 1–1 since the LagrangianL is invariant under the subgroupH, and ū
5f1(u)5u•h for

h5S tL~u!I 0

0 I D .

QL is then the image ofLpE in P̃ under theC` Legendre transformation. In particular,QL is
the smooth image under the multiplication map of the global sectionf2(LpE) of r̄:LpE
3Rm3k→LpE, and hence is a smooth manifold. The inverse of the Legendre transformat
then the compositionfL

215f1
21+f2

21+m21, where f2
21 is the projection r̄ restricted to

m21(QL ,) andf1
21(ū)5f1

21(ēi ,ēA)5(L( ū)ēi ,ēA). The inverse is thus alsoC`, and we have:
Lemma IV.5: If the Lagrangian L is nonzero, then the Legendre transformationfL :LpE

→QL is a diffeomorphism.
Theorem IV.6: Let L be the pull-up of a nonzero LagrangianL on J1p, and letfL denote the

Legendre transformation defined above in~4.16!. Then,

ûL5fL* ~ û !. ~4.24!

Proof: A straightforward calculation.
Remark:This theorem has an obvious analog in symplectic mechanics, where the symp

form on the velocity phase spaceTE is, for a regular Lagrangian, the pull back under the Legen
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transformation of the canonical 1-form onT* M . There is also a similar theorem in multisymple
tic geometry where the CHPm- form on J1p is known14 to be the pull back of the canonica
multisymplecticm-form on J1* p.

Now QL , being a submanifold ofLE, supports the restrictionûuQL
of theRn-valued soldering

1-form û. It is easy to verify that the closedRn-valued 2-formdûuQL
is also nondegenerate, an

hence (QL ,d( ûuQL
)) is ann-symplectic manifold. Using the fact thatQL andLpE are diffeomor-

phic under the Legendre transformation, we obtain the following corollary to Theorem IV.6
Corollary IV.7: (LpE,dûL) is an n-symplectic manifold.
Remark:It is also not difficult to show by direct calculation thatdûL is nondegenerate.
We would now like to be able to find then-symplectic observables defined by th

n-symplectic structuredûL on LpE. However, since the newn-symplectic structure is not in
canonical form in standard canonical coordinates (za,pn

m), it is rather difficult to find the observ-
ables. This fact can be clarified as follows.

The local forms given above in~2.12! of the canonicaln-symplectic algebras onLE were
given in Ref. 3, and were found by solving the equations

LX
f̂

(I dua)50 ~4.25!

for the locally n-symplectic Hamiltonian vector fields. Lawson15 used the same technique
characterize the reduced algebra onLpE by solving the equations

LX
f̂

(I d~uuLpE!a)50. ~4.26!

In both cases the equations were tractable because then-symplectic forms could be written in
canonical coordinates. On the other hand the equationsLX

f̂

(I duL
a)50 are very complicated and ar

not easily solved. To get around this problem we will use Corollary~IV.7!. If we identify the
n-symplectic algebra on then-symplectic manifold (QL ,d( ûuQL

)), then we can use the Legend

transformation to transform back toLpE. In particular, if f̂ and X̂ f̂ satisfy the equation

d f̂52X̂ f̂ 4d~ û ! ~4.27!

on QL , thenfL* ( f̂ ) andfL*
21(X̂ f̂) satisfy the equation

d~fL* ~ f̂ !!52fL*
21~X̂ f̂ ! 4d~fL* ~ û !! ~4.28!

on LpE.

V. n -SYMPLECTIC REDUCTION

In order to characterize then-symplectic observables on (QL ,d( ûuQL
)) we will find a reduc-

tion of the n-symplectic geometry of (P̃,dû) to (QL ,d( ûuQL
)). Let i :QL→ P̃ be the inclusion

mapping, and letf̂ : P̃→Rn be anRn-valued observable for the canonicaln-symplectic geometry
on (P̃,dû) such that its Hamiltonian vector fieldX̂ f̂ is tangent toQL at points ofQL . Then onQL

we have

d~ i * f̂ !52X̂ f̂ 4d~ i * û !. ~5.1!

This follows from the fact thati * ( i
*
21(X̂ f̂))5X̂ f̂ at points ofQL when X̂ f̂ is tangent toQL . Let

SHFuQL
be the restriction toQL of the subset ofSHF on P̃ such that the corresponding Hami
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tonian vector fields are tangent toQL at points ofQL . The setSHFuQL
will be the reduced

symmetricn-symplectic algebra defined by the LagrangianL. To find the reduced algebra we wi
derive the equations thatX̂ f̂ must satisfy in order to be tangent toQL .

Define new coordinates onQL using the Legendre transformation to pull back the Lagrang
coordinates (za,uj

i ,uk
A ,uB

A) define in~3.3! above. We let

ũa5za+fL
21, ũ j

i 5uj
i +fL

21 , ũB
A5uB

A+fL
21 , ũ j

A5uj
A+fL

21. ~5.2!

Then the local vector fields

]

]ũa ,
]

]ũ j
i ,

]

]ũ j
A,

]

]ũB
A ~5.3!

form a local basis of the tangent spaces ofQL . Any vector field that is tangent toQL can be
expressed locally in terms of this local basis. We first consider a rank 1 Hamiltonian vecto
on P̃ given by @see~2.16!#

X̂ f̂5 f a
]

] z̄a 2S ] f b

] z̄g p̄b
aD ]

]p̄g
a ~5.4!

corresponding to the observablef̂ a5 f b(e)p̄b
a . We suppose that this vector field can be expan

in the basis 5.3 and write

X̂ f̂5Xa
]

]ũa 1Xj
i ]

]ũ j
i 1XB

A ]

]ũB
A 1Xj

A ]

]ũ j
A . ~5.5!

Equating these two forms forX̂ f̂ and using the fact@see~4.9!# that p̄b
a+fL5(Du)s

ahb
s we find

Xa5 f a and

2
] f s

] z̄b p̄s
a5Xs

]hb
k̃

]zs ~Dũ!k
a1Xj

i d i
ahb

j̃ 1XB
AdA

ahb
B̃1Xk

A~Dũ!k
a

]hb
k̃

]uk
A , ~5.6!

where the ‘‘over tildes’’ indicate that the term is to be evaluated in the new coordinates~5.2!.
These equations can be solved for the coefficientsXj

i , XB
A , andXk

A in terms of the components o
]hb

k /]uk
A , plus the following constraint equation:

2
d fs

dz̄B h̃s
b5 f s

]pB
b̃

]zs 2
d fb

dz̄i p̃B
i 2

1

tL
S f s

]L̃

]zs 1
d fs

z̄k p̃A
i h̃s

AD p̃B
b1

d fs

dz̄k h̃s
A

]pB
b̃

]uk
A . ~5.7!

We next consider a rank 1 Hamiltonian vector field onP given by @see~2.16!#

X̂ f̂5
]ja

] z̄g

]

]p̄g
a ~5.8!

corresponding to the observablef̂ a5ja(e). Carrying out the same calculuation that we did f
f̂ a5 f b(e)p̄b

a above we find the constraint equation

2tL
]ja

] z̄D 5 p̃D
e S 2

dja

dz̄e 1ũb
a djE

dz̄k ṽE
A~2 p̃A

k de
b1 p̃A

bde
k! D1tL

djE

dz̄k ṽE
Aũb

a
]pD

b̃

]uk
A . ~5.9!

An n-symplectic observablef̂ 5( f bp̄b
a1ja)r a on P̃ will be in SHFuQL

if and only if it
satisfies the two constraint Eqs.~5.7! and ~5.9!.
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VI. APPLICATION: k -TUPLE OF MASSLESS SCALAR FIELDS ON FLAT SPACE–TIME

As an application of the general theory we will study the rank-1n-symplectic subalgebra o
observables that is defined by the simple model of ak-tuple of massless scalar fields o
Minkowski space–time. Analysis of the more complicated higher rank portions of the algebr
be left for future work. For thek-tuple of massless scalar fields the bundlep:E→M over
Minkowski space–timeM is a trivial vector bundle with standard fiberRk. Such a system has
lifted Lagrangian of the formL5 1

2g
abdABua

Aub
B , wheregab are the contravariant components

the Minkowski metric tensor in arbitrary coordinates on the space–time manifold anddAB are the
components of the Euclidean metic tensor for the internal spaceRk. Since global inertial coordi-
nates exist on Minkowshi space–time, we will for the calculations restrict attention to cano
coordinates onLE that are induced by such inertial coordinates on space–time. Then the co
nents of the metric tensor field will take the constant Minkowski form (hab)5diag(21,1,1,1), and
the Lagrangian will be

L5 1
2 habdABua

Aub
B . ~6.1!

Using this Lagrangian for thek-tuple of scalar fields on Minkowski space–time we find t
standard result

pA
i 5h i j dABuj

B . ~6.2!

We observe that for this Lagrangian Eqs.~5.7! and ~5.9! are satisfied byf a5Ca5constant and
ja5Ka5constant.

Theorem VI.1: The rank-1 n-symplectic Hamiltonian vector field (2.16) for the n-symplectic

manifold ( P̃,dû) will satisfy the reduction Eqs. (5.7) and (5.9) for the Lagrangian of the k-tuple
of massless scalar fields on Minkowski space–time if

f a5Ca5constant,ja5Ka5constant. ~6.3!

Remark:We recall from Eq.~2.10! that the rank-1 algebraHF15T1(LE) % C`(E,Rm1k) is
the direct sum of the rank-1 tensorial functionsT1(LE) on LE that correspond uniquely to vecto
fields onE, with theRm1k-valued functionsC`(LE,Rm1k) that are constant on fibers ofLE, i.e.,
C`(E,Rm1k). The above theorem tells us that the subalgebra corresponding to the ten
functions is a copy of the translation symmetry groupRm1k of the base manifoldE5Rm1k. Hence
we may interpret the tensorial part of the rank-1 subalgebra corresponding tof a5Ca5constant as
the space of translational Killing vectors for the metricsh on M and d on the fibers ofE. The
other part of the algebra, characterized byja5Ka5constant, can be identified also withRm1k.
The part of the rank-1 algebraSHF1uQL

on QL determined by the theorem is therefore

G5Rm1k
% Rm1k. ~6.4!

There is an alternative interpretation of the tensorial part of the rank-1 subalgebra in ter
‘‘ n-symplectic momentum mapping.’’ In Ref. 5 it was pointed out that the translation groupRm1k

lifts from E5Rm1k to LE to define ann-symplectic momentum mapping, and that for ea
(za)PRn the corresponding ‘‘momentum’’ iszapa

b r̂ b . Notice thatzapa
b r̂ b is preciselyẑ, i.e., it

is the tensorial function corresponding to the vector fieldza (]/]za) on E. Hence the tensorial par
of the rank-1 subalgebra can also be thought of as the ‘‘set of all momenta’’ that arise fro
n-symplectic momentum map defined by the lift ofRm1k to LE.

The algebra of observables onLpE:
To obtain then-symplectic algebra onLpE we must pull-back the observablesf̂ and use the

inverse Legendre transformation to map the corresponding Hamiltonian vector fieldsX̂ f̂ to LpE.
Letting Ca andKa denote constants, we have found rank 1 observables onLpE of the form,
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F̂ªfL* ~Cap̄a
b1Ka!r a5~CafL* ~p̄a

b!1Ka!r a .

From ~4.9! and ~4.24! one can infer thatfL* (p̄b
a)5(Du)s

ahb
s . Hence the rank 1 observables o

LpE have the form,

F̂5~~Cb~Du!s
ahb

s!1Ka!r a . ~6.5!

Mapping the Hamitonian vector fieldX̂ f̂5Ca (]/] z̄a) corresponding to (Cap̄a
b1Ka)r a to LpE

using (fL
21)* one finds in this special case the simple result

~fL
21!* S Ca

]

] z̄aD5Ca
]

]za . ~6.6!

Hence for fixed values ofCa andKa we have then-symplectic rank 1 equation on (LpE,dûL),

d~Cb~Du!s
ahb

s!1Ka)52S Cb
]

]zbD 4duL
a . ~6.7!

BecauseKa are constants, this equation can be rewritten as

Cbd~~Du!s
ahb

s!)52S Cb
]

]zbD 4duL
a . ~6.8!

We recall that in Sec. IV we observed that the CHP 1-formsuL
a5(Du)s

ahb
sdzb define the

physical type 1–1 tensor fields onJ1p given in Eq. ~4.13!–~4.16!. The part F̂
5((Cb(Du)s

ahb
s)) r a of the rank 1 observable~6.5! will thus correspond to linear combinations o

these type 1–1 tensor fields onJ1p; that is, linear combinations of field velocities, momentu
and energy-momentum tensors.

Remark: Notice that onQL the Hamiltonian vector field for the observablef̂ 5(Capa
b

1Kb) r̂ b is Ca (]/] z̄a), independent of the constantsKa. In fact the kernel of the mapping
HF1→HV1 is the set of observablesKa r̂ a , whereKa are all constants. Thus the mapping fro
the Lie algebra of rank-1 observables to the Lie algebra of rank-1 Hamiltonian vector fields
an isomorphism. In Ref. 5 it was shown that this kernel for rank 1 observables can be remo
lifting the theory to the bundle of affine frames ofE, thereby obtaining the desired isomorphis
from observables to the vector fields that will serve as the Hamiltonian operators in a geo
quantization theory.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The formulation of ann-symplectic algebra of observables for a covariant Lagrangian fi
theory set forth in this paper lays the foundations for a Kostant–Souriau geometric quanti
theory of fields. The paper has three main parts. Part one is Sec. II of this paper, in whi
developed then-symplectic Poisson and graded Poisson algebras of observables defined
abritraryn-symplectic manifold. These algebras paralleled the algebras presented in Ref. 3
special case of the bundle of linear frames of ann-dimensional manifold. In part two of the pape
consisting of Secs. III–IV, we set up then-symplectic covariant field theory onLpE for a La-
grangian field theory. The theory includes the definition of ann-symplectic Legendre transforma
tion, and the subsequent definition of the CHP 1-formsuL

a as the pull-back, under the Legend
transformation, of the canonical soldering 1-forms on LE. We then showed that (LpE,dûL) is an
n-symplectic manifold, and set up the equations ofn-symplectic reduction on (QL ,d( ûuQL

) in
order to identify the observables onLpE. The third part of the paper, Sec. VI, presents a sim
application of the theory to the model of ak-tuple of massless scalar fields on Minkowski spac
time. We found that the rank 1 observables contain the translational Killing vectors o
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Minkowski space–time and the Euclidean fibers. When pulled back toLpE these observable
correspond to linear combinations of the field velocities, momentum and energy-momentu
sors onJ1p.

We have pointed out that in the general theory onLpE the mapping from the Lie algebra o
observables to the Lie algebra of Hamiltonian vector fields is not an isomorphism, the ker
the mapping being the set of all constantRn-valued functions onLpE. This is the analog of wha
occurs on a symplectic manifold. In a geometric quantization theory one needs an isomorph
order to geometrize the Dirac quantization rules. In the present case one can establish s
isomorphism by lifting the theory to an appropriate affine frame bundle using the results in R
where it was shown how to establish this isomorphism for the rank-1n-symplectic algebras. This
result was extended by Cartin to alln-symplectic observables in Ref. 24. We have theref
arrived at the frontiers of a geometric quantization theory of fields based onn-symplectic geom-
etry.
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APPENDIX: PROOF OF THE JACOBI IDENTITY FOR THEOREM 2.9

Let X̂
f̂

I
, X̂ĝ

J and X̂
ĥ

K
denote arbitrary sets of representatives of the equivalence class

Hamiltonian vector fields determined byf̂ PSHFp, ĝPSHFq, andĥPSHFr , respectively, where
I ,J,K denote the multi-indices I 5a2a3¯ ap , J5ap11ap12 ¯ap1q21 , and K
5ap1qap1q11¯ap1q1r 22 . Then by usingdv̂50 and the standard identity for evaluatin
dv(X,Y,Z) for v a 2-form we obtain

053dv (a~X̂
f̂

I
,X̂ĝ

J ,X̂
ĥ

K)
!

5X̂
f̂

(I
va~X̂ĝ

J ,X̂
ĥ

K)
!1X̂ĝ

(Jva~X̂
ĥ

K
,X̂

f̂

I )
!1X̂

ĥ

(K
va~X̂

f̂

I
,X̂ĝ

J)!

2v (a~@X̂
f̂

I
,X̂ĝ

J#,X̂
ĥ

K)
!2v (a~@X̂

ĥ

K
,X̂

f̂

I
#,X̂ĝ

J)!

2v (a~@X̂ĝ
J ,X̂

ĥ

K
#,X̂

f̂

I )
!. ~A1!

Equations~2.8! and ~2.19! can be combined to yield the identity,

v (a~X̂
f̂

I
,X̂ĝ

J)!5
1

2p!q!
$ f̂ ,ĝ%aIJ. ~A2!

Using this formula and formula~2.21! in ~A1! we obtain

05X̂
f̂

(I S 1

2q! r !
$ĝ,ĥ%JKa)D1X̂

ĥ

(JS 1

2p!q!
$ f̂ ,ĝ% IJa)D1X̂ĝ

(KS 1

2p! r !
$ĥ, f̂ %KIa)D

2
~p1q21!!

p!q!
v (a~X

$ f̂ ,ĝ%

IJ
,X̂

ĥ

K)
!2

~p1r 21!!

p! r !
v (a~X

$ĥ, f̂ %

KI
,X̂ĝ

J)!2
~q1r 21!!

q! r !
v (a~X

$ĝ,ĥ%

JK
,X̂

f̂

I )
!.

Next we use the definition~2.19! in the first three terms and formula~A2! in the last three terms
to obtain
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05
1

2p!q! r !
$ f̂ ,$ĝ,ĥ%%L1

1

2p!q! r !
$ĥ,$ f̂ ,ĝ%%L1

1

2p!q! r !
$ĝ,$ĥ, f̂ %%L

2
~p1q21!!

p!q! S 1

2~p1q21!! r !
$$ f̂ ,ĝ%,ĥ%LD

2
~p1r 21!!

p! r ! S 1

2~p1r 21!!q!
$$ĥ, f̂ %,ĝ%LD

2
~q1r 21!!

q! r ! S 1

2~q1r 21!! p!
$$ĝ,ĥ%, f̂ %LD ,

where the multi-indexL denotes (aIJK). Cancelling the common factor 1/p!q! r ! we obtain

05 1
2 $ f̂ ,$ĝ,ĥ%%L1 1

2 $ĥ,$ f̂ ,ĝ%%L1 1
2 $ĝ,$ĥ, f̂ %%L2 1

2 $$ f̂ ,ĝ%,ĥ%L2 1
2 $$ĥ, f̂ %,ĝ%L2 1

2 $$ĝ,ĥ%, f̂ %L

5$ f̂ ,$ĝ,ĥ%%L1$ĥ,$ f̂ ,ĝ%%L1$ĝ,$ĥ, f̂ %%L.

Hence then-symplectic bracket defined in~2.19! obeys the identity of Jacobi. j
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On the stochastic mechanics of the free relativistic
particle
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Given a positive energy solution of the Klein–Gordon equation, the motion of the
free, spinless, relativistic particle is described in a fixed Lorentz frame by a Markov
diffusion process with nonconstant diffusion coefficient. Proper time is an increas-
ing stochastic process and we derive a probabilistic generalization of the equation
(dt)252(1/c2)dXn dXn . A random time-change transformation provides the
bridge between thet and thet domain. In thet domain, we obtain anM4-valued
Markov process with singular and constant diffusion coefficient. The square modu-
lus of the Klein–Gordon solution is an invariant, nonintegrable density for this
Markov process. It satisfies a relativistically covariant continuity equation.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1401135#

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to discuss a possible scenario for the free, spinless, rela
particle, extending on Nelson’s stochastic mechanics. This challenging problem has gen
considerable interest in the past twenty years, see Refs. 1–10, and references therein. As
known, the main difficulty in this generalization stems from the nonexistence of nontrivial Ma
diffusion processes possessing the required relativistic covariance.11,12A number of attempts have
been made to circumvent this problem, for instance by considering different classes of sto
processes, see, e.g., Refs. 2, 3, 5, 10.

In this paper we propose a new approach. Corresponding to a positive energy solution
Klein–Gordon equation, motion of the particle is described in a fixed Lorentz frame b
R3-valued Markov diffusion process withnonconstant diffusion coefficient~local covariance ma-
trix!. The role ofproper timeis played here by an increasing stochastic process, namely aqua-
dratic variation process. We also derive a natural probabilistic generalization of the equ
(dt)252(1/c2)dXndXn . A random time-change transformationprovides the bridge between th
t and thet domain. In thet domain, we obtain anM4-valued Markov process with singular an
constant diffusion coefficient. The fourth component is proportional to a stopping time. The s
modulus of the Klein–Gordon solution is an invariant, nonintegrable density for this Ma
process. It satisfies a relativistically covariant continuity equation.

II. BACKGROUND ON DIFFUSION PROCESSES

In this section, we review some essential concepts and results of the kinematics of sto
mechanics. We refer to Refs. 13–16 for a thorough account. In order to avoid any conf
stochastic processes will be denoted by capital letters, as is customary in probability. Let~V,E,P!
be a probability space. A stochastic process$X(t);t0<t<t1% mapping@ t0 ,t1# into Ln

2(V,E,P) is
called afinite-energy diffusionwith constant diffusion coefficientI ns2 if the pathX(v) belongs
a.s. toC(@ t0 ,t1#;Rn) ~n-dimensional continuous functions! and

a!Electronic mail: pavon@dei.unipd.it
48460022-2488/2001/42(10)/4846/11/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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X~ t !2X~s!5E
s

t

b~t!dt1s@W1~ t !2W1~s!#, t0<s,t<t1 , ~2.1!

where theforward drift b(t) is at each timet a measurable function of the past$X(t);0<t
<t%, and W1(•) is a standard,n-dimensionalWiener processwith the property thatW1(t)
2W1(s) is independent of$X(t);0<t<s%. Moreover,b must satisfy the finite-energy conditio

EH E
t0

t1
b~ t !•b~ t !dtJ ,`. ~2.2!

In Ref. 17, Fo¨llmer has shown that a finite-energy diffusion also admits a reverse-time d
ential. Namely, there exists a measurable functiong(t) of the future $X(t);t<t<t1% called
backward drift, and another Wiener processW2 such that

X~ t !2X~s!5E
s

t

g~t!dt1s@W2~ t !2W2~s!#, t0<s,t<t1 . ~2.3!

Moreover,g satisfies

EH E
t0

t1
g~ t !•g~ t !dtJ ,`, ~2.4!

andW2(t)2W2(s) is independent of$X(t);t<t<t1%. Let us agree that dt always indicates a
strictly positive variable. For any functionf defined on@ t0 ,t1#, let

d1 f ~ t !ª f ~ t1dt !2 f ~ t !

be theforward incrementat time t, and

d2 f ~ t !5 f ~ t !2 f ~ t2dt !

be thebackward incrementat timet. For a finite-energy diffusion, Fo¨llmer has also shown in Ref
17 that the forward and backward drifts may be obtained as Nelson’s conditional deriva
namely

b~ t !5 lim
dt↘0

EH d1X~ t !

dt UX~t!,t0<t<tJ , ~2.5!

and

g~ t !5 lim
dt↘0

EH d2X~ t !

dt UX~t!,t<t<t1J , ~2.6!

the limits being taken inLn
2(V,B,P). It was finally shown in Ref. 17 that the one-time probabil

density r(•,t) of X(t) ~which exists for everyt.t0! is absolutely continuous onRn and the
following relation holds;t.0:

E$b~ t !2g~ t !uX~ t !%5s2¹ logr~X~ t !,t !. ~2.7!

Let us introduce thecurrent drift v(t)ª(b(t)1g(t))/2 and theosmotic drift u(t)ª(b(t)
2g(t))/2. Notice that, whens tends to zero,v tends toẊ, andu tends to zero. The finite-energ
diffusion X(•) is called Markovian if there exist two measurable functionsb1(•,•) and
b2(•,•) such thatb(t)5b1(X(t),t) a.s. andg(t)5b2(X(t),t) a.s., for all t in @ t0 ,t1#. The
duality relation~2.7! now reads
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b1~X~ t !,t !2b2~X~ t !,t !5s2¹ logr~X~ t !,t !. ~2.8!

This immediately gives theosmotic equation

u~x,t !5
s2

2
¹ logr~x,t !, ~2.9!

whereu(x,t)ª(b1(x,t)2b2(x,t))/2. The probability densityr(•,•) of X(t) satisfies~at least
weakly! the Fokker–Planck equation

]r

]t
1¹•~b1r!5

s2

2
Dr.

The latter can also rewritten, in view of~2.8!, as theequation of continuityof hydrodynamics

]r

]t
1¹•~vr!50, ~2.10!

wherev(x,t)ª(b1(x,t)1b2(x,t))/2.
Nelson’s stochastic mechanics13,16,14,18is a quantization procedure for classical dynami

systems based on diffusion processes. Given a quantum evolution$c(x,t);t0<t<t1%, namely a
solution of the Schro¨dinger equation

]c

]t
5

i\

2m
Dc2

i

\
V~x!c, ~2.11!

satisfying Carlen’sfinite action condition

i¹ci2
2PL loc

1 @~ t0 ,1`!#, ~2.12!

it is possible to construct a measure on path-space under which the canonical coordinate
X is a finite-energy Markov diffusion process. Writingc(x,t)5expR(x,t)1(i/\)S(x,t), we have
that the processX has current and osmotic drift fields given, respectively, byv(x,t)
5(1/m)¹S(x,t), andu(x,t)5(\/m)¹R(x,t). In particular, the~forward! Ito differential of X is
given by

dX~ t !5F \

m
¹~R logc~X~ t !,t !1I logc~X~ t !,t !!Gdt1A\

m
dW1~ t !, ~2.13!

see Ref. 19 and Ref. 18, Chap. IV, and references therein. Moreover, the probability d
r(•,t) of x(t) satisfies

r~x,t !5uc~x,t !u2, ;tP@ t0 ,t1#. ~2.14!

We now need to recall the generalization to Markov processes with diffusion coefficient o
form I ns(x,t)2, with s(x,t)PR, the above-mentioned kinematics, see, e.g., Refs. 20–23.
$X(t);t0<t<t1% be ann-dimensional Markov diffusion process whose increments admit the
representations

d1X~ t !5b1~X~ t !,t !dt1s1~X~ t !,t !d1W1~ t !, ~2.15!

d2X~ t !5b2~X~ t !,t !dt1s2~X~ t !,t !d2W2~ t !, ~2.16!
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where the drifts and diffusion coefficients are sufficiently regular. Here,W1 andW2 are standard,
n-dimensional Wiener processes adapted to the past and the future, respectively, of the proX.
Then, the following relations hold:

s1~x,t !5s2~x,t !5s~x,t !, ~2.17!

b1~x,t !2b2~x,t !5
1

r
¹~s~x,t !2r~x,t !!. ~2.18!

Letting, as usual,vª(b11b2)/2 denote the current drift, we have, as before, that
Fokker–Planck equation can be rewritten as the continuity equation~2.10!. Let R(x,t)
ª

1
2 log(s(x,t)2r(x,t)). Then, observing that~2.18! can be rewritten as

b1~x,t !2b2~x,t !5s~x,t !2¹ log~s~x,t !2r~x,t !!,

we get the following expression for the osmotic driftu:

u~x,t !5s~x,t !2¹R~x,t !. ~2.19!

III. DESCRIPTION IN A FIXED INERTIAL FRAME

For the definitions and results about continuous martingales that occur in this section, w
the reader to the Appendix and, for a thorough treatment, to Refs. 24 and 25. Letwªexp@R
1(i/\)S# be a solution of the Klein–Gordon equation

Dw2
1

c2

]2

]t2 w5
m2c2

\2 w ~3.1!

on @0,̀ !, such thatS satisfies on the same time interval

]S

]t
1cAm2c21¹S•¹S50. ~3.2!

This is precisely the family of solutions that was considered in Ref. 8. Indeed, let

r~x,t !5
i\

2mc2 S w̄
]w

]t
2w

]w̄

]t D ~x,t !5uw~x,t !u23S 2
1

mc2

]S

]t
~x,t ! D , ~3.3!

j ~x,t !5
\

2mi
~ w̄¹w2w¹w̄!~x,t !5uw~x,t !u23S 1

m
¹S~x,t ! D . ~3.4!

First of all, observe that because of~3.1!, the pair (r,j ) satisfies a continuity-type equation

]r

]t
1¹"j50.

Moreover, from~3.2! it also follows that

r>0, ~3.5!

j "j2c2r252c2uwu4. ~3.6!

The latter two conditions are equivalent to~5.10! in Ref. 8 ~p. 4705!. This class of solutions
is nonempty. It contains at least all positive-frequency plane-wave solutions, namely solutio
the form
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w~x,t !5exp@~ i /\!~p"x2p0t !#,

where

p051cAp"p1m2c2.

Let

r0~x!ª
i\

2mc2 S w̄
]w

]t
2w

]w̄

]t D ~x,0!5uw~x,0!u23S 2
1

mc2

]S

]t
~x,0! D .

It follows from ~3.2! that r0(x)>0. Let us suppose thatr0 integrates to one. Suppose th
$X(t);t>0% is a Markov diffusion process such thatX(0) is distributed according tor0 , and
having forward differential

d1X~ t !5S 1

m
¹S1

\

m
¹R

2
1

mc2

]S

]t

D ~X~ t !,t !dt1A\

m

1

A2
1

mc2

]S

]t
~X~ t !,t !

d1W1~ t !, ~3.7!

whereW1(•) is a standard, three-dimensional Wiener process. In the previous notation, we

s2~x,t !ª
\

2
1

c2

]S

]t
~x,t !

.

A standard calculation26 shows thatr(x,t) in ~3.3! satisfies the Fokker–Planck equatio
corresponding to~3.7!. Hence,r(x,t) is the probability density ofX(t). Moreover, the current
drift of X is

v~X~ t !,t !ªS 1

m
¹S

2
1

mc2

]S

]t

D ~X~ t !,t !, ~3.8!

and the osmotic drift is given by

u~X~ t !,t !5S \

m
¹R

2
1

mc2

]S

]t

D ~X~ t !,t !. ~3.9!

Let us define

Mi~ t !ªE
0

t 1

A2
1

mc2

]S

]s
~X~s!,s!

d1W1
i ~s!, t>0, i 51,2,3. ~3.10!

The stochastic processes$Mi(t);t>0% are continuouslocal martingales24,25 with the samequa-
dratic variation
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^M &~ t !5^Mi&~ t !ªE
0

t 1

2
1

mc2

]S

]s
~X~s!,s!

ds. ~3.11!

Moreover, theircross variationssatisfy

^Mi ,M j&~ t !50, 1< iÞ j <3, ;t>0. ~3.12!

Observe that̂M &(t) is a strictly increasing process with differentiable sample paths. It satisfie
view of ~3.2! and ~3.8!,

d^M &~ t !5
1

2
1

mc2

]S

]t
~X~ t !,t !

dt

5A m2c2

m2c21¹S~X~ t !,t !•¹S~X~ t !,t !
dt

5A12
¹S~X~ t !,t !•¹S~X~ t !,t !

m2c21¹S~X~ t !,t !•¹S~X~ t !,t !
dt

5A12
v~X~ t !,t !•v~X~ t !,t !

c2 dt. ~3.13!

If for some t and v we havev(X(t,v),t)50, then d^M &(t)5dt. We can therefore think of
d^M &(t) as of an increment of the particlerandom proper time. Notice that~3.13! implies

d^M &~ t !

dt
<1, a.s.

Hence,

^M &~ t !<t, a.s., ;t>0. ~3.14!

Furthermore, we have the following property ofd^M &(t). Let us first recall that, in view of~2.5!
and ~2.6!, we have

v~X~ t !,t !5 lim
dt↘0

EH dsX~ t !

dt UX~ t !J , ~3.15!

where thesymmetric incrementof X at time t is defined by

dsX~ t !ª
d1X~ t !1d2X~ t !

2
5

X~ t1dt !2X~ t2dt !

2
.

We can therefore rewrite~3.13! as follows:
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c2@d^M &~ t !#252@~ ic !21v~X~ t !,t !•v~X~ t !,t !#~dt !2

52F S d~ ict !

dt D 2

1v~X~ t !,t !•v~X~ t !,t !G~dt !2

52@~d~ ict !!21E$dsX~ t !uX~ t !%•E$dsX~ t !uX~ t !%1o~~dt !2!#.
~3.16!

Let us introduce

Xn~ t !5S X~ t !
ict D .

Then ~3.16! can be written as follows:

@d^M &~ t !#252
1

c2 E$dsXn~ t !uXn~ t !%•E$dsXn~ t !uXn~ t !%1o~~dt !2!, ~3.17!

generalizing the relation (dt)252(1/c2)dXndXn of classical relativistic mechanics.

IV. FROM THE t TO THE t FORMULATION: A RANDOM TIME CHANGE

An important consequence of Levy’s characterization of the Wiener process, see, e.g., R
p. 82, is that any continuous local martingale may be viewed as a time-changed Wiener p
cf. Theorem A.2 in the Appendix. Fort>0, let us introduce thestopping time

T~t!ª inf $s>0:^M &~s!>t%.

@In the case when the probability of the event$v: limt→`^M &(t,v)5`% is strictly less than one
the stopping timeT(t) has to be suitably modified, see Ref. 24, pp. 174–175.# Notice that

^M &~T~t!!5t, T~^M &~ t !!5t. ~4.1!

Then, the processes

W̃1
i ~t!ªMT~t!

i , i 51,2,3,

are standard, one-dimensional Wiener processes. Moreover, in view of property~3.12!, we can
apply a theorem of Knight~see Theorem A.3 in the Appendix!, and conclude that the process
W̃1

i (t) are pairwise independent, and can, consequently, be viewed as the componen
standard, three-dimensional Wiener processW̃1(t). Let us introduce the stochastic process

X̃~t!ªX~T~t!!, t>0.

In view of ~3.7!, ~3.11!, and~4.1!, the forward differential ofX̃ is given by

d1X̃~t!5S 1

m
¹S1

\

m
¹RD ~X̃~t!,T~t!!dt1A\

m
d1W̃1~t!. ~4.2!

Notice thatX̃(t) is a non-MarkovianR3-valued diffusion process with constant diffusion coef
cient (\/m)I 3 . The Markov property has therefore been destroyed by the random time ch
From the first relation in~4.1!, we get
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dT~t!

dt
5Fd^M &

dt
~T~t!!G21

.

In view of ~3.11!, we then get

dT~t!

dt
52

1

mc2

]S

]t
~X̃~t!,T~t!!. ~4.3!

Let us now defineX̃4(t)ª icT(t), S̃(xn)5S̃(x,x4)ªS(x,t), andR̃(xn)5R̃(x,x4)ªR(x,t).
Equations~4.2! and ~4.3! can now be rewritten as

d1X̃~t!5S 1

m
¹S̃1

\

m
¹R̃D ~X̃~t!,X̃4~t!!dt1A\

m
d1W̃1~t!, ~4.4!

d1X̃4~t!5
1

m

]S̃

]x4 ~X̃~t!,X̃4~t!!dt. ~4.5!

Notice thatX̃n(t) defined by

X̃n~t!5S X̃~t!

X̃4~t!
D

is an M4-valued Markovian stochastic process with marginal density att50 given by r0(x)
•d(x4) sinceT(0)50 a.s. Let us introduce the diffusion matrix

S2
ªS \

m
I 3 0

0 0
D .

Then ~4.4! and ~4.5! can be rewritten in the form

d1X̃n~t!5S 1

m
¹nS̃1S2¹nR̃D ~X̃n~t!!dt1Sd1W̃n~t!, ~4.6!

whereW̃n is any standard, four-dimensional Wiener process whose first three components
W̃1 . The Fokker–Plank equation is then

]rn

]t
1¹n•F S 1

m
¹nS̃1S2¹nR̃D rnG5

1

2
S2Dnrn . ~4.7!

Because of~3.1!, w(xn)ªexp@R̃(xn)1(i/\)S̃(xn)# satisfies

¹n•¹nw5
m2c2

\2 w.

The latter is equivalent to the system of p.d.e.s

2
1

2m
¹nS̃•¹nS̃1

\2

2m
@¹nR̃•¹nR̃1¹n•¹nR̃#5

mc2

2
, ~4.8!

1

m
¹nS̃•¹nR̃1

1

2m
¹n•¹nS̃50. ~4.9!
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Let

r̃~xn!5uw~xn!u2.

From ~4.9!, we get thatr̃(xn) satisfies~4.7!. Thus,m(dxn)ª r̃(xn)dxn is an invariant ~s-finite!
measurefor ~4.4! and ~4.5!. Notice thatr̃(xn) also satisfies the manifestly convariant equation

¹n•S r̃
1

m
¹nS̃D50.

If we give m(dxn)ª r̃(xn)dxn as initial measure to~4.6!, the probabilistic picture is lost
Nevertheless, it is possible to make sense of the time-reversed diffusion along the lines of R
~pp. 44 and 45!. Moreover, consider thegeneratorof X̃n acting on smooth functions with compa
support

S 1

m
¹nS̃1S2¹nR̃D •¹n1

1

2
S2Dn .

The adjoint of this operator with respect to the measurem(dxn) ~Ref. 13, p. 104! is given by

S 1

m
¹nS̃2S2¹nR̃D •¹n2

1

2
S2Dn .

Hence, in spite of the lack of a probabilistic picture we can still think of (1/m)¹nS̃ as a bilateral
velocity field associated with the equilibrium measurem(xn). Then, recalling that~3.2! implies

¹nS̃~xn!•¹nS̃~xn!52m2c2,

we get at-domain counterpart of relation~3.17!.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Although the process~4.4!–~4.5! is not relativistically covariant, our description does n
appear to be in conflict with classical relativistic mechanics nor with Nelson’s nonrelativ
theory. Indeed, in the case when we let the noise intensity in~3.7! tend to zero, we recover th
equations of classical special relativity. In particular, the quadratic variation^M& defined by~3.11!
tends to proper timet andT(t) tends tot(t). On the other hand, whenv•v!c2, motion of the
particle in a fixed inertial frame is described by a Markov diffusion process with diffusion c
ficient nearly equal to\/m. The Schro¨dinger equation is then recovered through some approp
procedure neglecting terms multiplied by\2/c, cf. Ref. 8, p. 4708.
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APPENDIX: CONTINUOUS MARTINGALES

We collect in this Appendix a few basic facts about continuous martingales. We refe
reader to Refs. 24 and 25 for the proofs and more information. Let (V,A,P) be a probability
space, and letFª(Ft),tP@ t0 ,t1#, be a nondecreasing family of subs-algebras ofA. It will be
always assumed thatFt0

contains all the zero-probability sets inA, and that the filtration is
right-continuous, namely$ùFt ,t.s%5Fs , for every s. A stochastic processXª$X(t);t
P@ t0 ,t1#% is said to becontinuousif it has continuous trajectoriesX(t,v),tP@ t0 ,t1#, with prob-
ability one. It is calledF-adaptedif, for every t in @ t0 ,t1#, X(t) is Ft-measurable. In that case,
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is customary to writeX5(X(t),Ft) tP@ t0 ,t1# . The stochastic processM5(M (t),Ft) tP@ t0 ,t1# is
called amartingale~with respect to thefiltration Ft ,tP@ t0 ,t1#! if it satisfies the two following
conditions:

~1! E$uM (t)u%,`, ;t,
~2! E$M (t)uFs%5M (s), t>s.

The continuous martingaleX5(X(t),Ft) tP@ t0 ,t1# is calledsquare-integrableif E$X(t)2%,`, ;t

in @ t0 ,t1#. Let X5(X(t),Ft) tP@ t0 ,t1# be a continuous, square-integrable martingale withX(t0)
50 with probability one. Then, the celebrated Doob–Meyer decomposition theorem implie
there exists a unique representation forX(t)2,

X~ t !25^X&~ t !1M ~ t !, tP@ t0 ,t1#,

where^X& is an adapted, continuous, increasing process with^X&(t0)50, andM is a continuous
martingale withM (t0)50. The procesŝX& ~•! is called thequadratic variationof X(•). Consider
now two continuous, square-integrable martingalesX5(X(t),Ft) tP@ t0 ,t1# and Y

5(Y(t),Ft) tP@ t0 ,t1# . Their cross-variation procesŝX,Y& is defined fortP@ t0 ,t1# by

^X,Y&~ t !ª 1
4@^X1Y&~ t !2^X2Y&~ t !#.

The cross variation ofX and Y is characterized by the fact thatXY2^X,Y& is a continuous
martingale.

A non-negative random variableT(v) is called aMarkov timeor a stopping time~relative to
the filtration Ft ,tP@ t0 ,t1#! if, for all t in @ t0 ,t1#,

$v:T~v!<t%PFt .

Let T be a stopping time relative toFt ,tP@ t0 ,t1#. Then, thes-field FT of events determined prio
to the stopping time Tconsists of those eventsAPA for which @Aù$v:T(v)<t%#PFt , for every
t in @ t0 ,t1#.

The stochastic processM5(M (t),Ft) t>0 , is called alocal martingale if there exists an
increasing sequence of stopping times~with respect toF! $Tn%, n51,2,... such that

~1! P(lim Tn5`)51;
~2! for any n, the ‘‘stopped process’’ (M (t∧Tn),t>0, is a martingale.

The decomposition result for the product of two square-integrable martingale extends to
martingales as follows. LetX5(X(t),Ft) tP@ t0 ,t1# and Y5(Y(t),Ft) tP@ t0 ,t1# be two continuous,
local martingales. Then there is a unique adapted process^X,Y& such thatXY2^X,Y& is a con-
tinuous local martingale. We writêX& instead of^X,X&. We can now state Levy’s martingal
characterization of the Wiener process.

Theorem A.1: Let M5(M (t),Ft) t>0 be a continuous local martingale with M(0)50 a.s.
and quadratic variation̂ M &(t)5t. Then M is a standard Wiener process.

As a corollary to this theorem, we have the following result showing that continuous
martingales can be viewed as time-changed Wiener processes.

Theorem A.2: Let M5(M (t),Ft) t>0 be a continuous local martingale with M(0)50 a.s.
Suppose thatlimt→`^M &(t)5` with probability one. Define, fort>0, the stopping time T(t)
ª inf$t>0:^M &(t).t%. Then the time-changed process W5$W(t)ª(M (T(t)),GtªFT(t))t>0%
is a standard Wiener process and we have, with probability one,

M ~ t !5W~^M &~ t !!, t>0.

The multivariate extension of this theorem is due to Knight~Ref. 24, p. 179!.
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Theorem A.3: Let M5$M (t)5(M1(t),...,Mn(t)),Ft) t>0% be a continuous process wit
M (0)50 a.s. Suppose that the components Mi are local martingales satisfying the two followin
conditions:

~1! limt→`^Mi&(t)5`, i 51,...,n a.s.;
~2! ^Mi ,M j&(t)50, iÞ j ,t>0.

Let Ti(t)ª inf $t>0:^Mi&(t).t%,t>0,i 51,...,n. Then the Wi(t)ªMi(Ti(t)),t>0,i 51,...,n are
independent, standard Wiener processes.

The nontrivial content of this theorem is that, although theMi are not independent, applyin
first the appropriate time changes, and then forgetting the time changes, we get indep
Wiener processes. Forgetting the time changes consists in replacing the filtrations$Gt

i % with the

poorer filtrations$Ft
Wi

%.
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Stationary quantum source coding
Dénes Petza) and Milán Mosonyib)

Mathematical Institute, Budapest University of Technology and Economics,
H-1521 Budapest XI. Sztoczek u. 2, Hungary
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In this article the quantum version of the source coding theorem is obtained for a
completely ergodic source. This result extends Schumacher’s quantum noiseless
coding theorem for memoryless sources. The control of the memory effects re-
quires some earlier results of Hiai and Petz on high probability subspaces. Our
result is equivalently considered as a compression theorem for noiseless stationary
channels. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1398335#

I. INTRODUCTION

Although it is difficult to define a discipline, to give some idea we can say that the obje
of quantum information theory is the transmission and manipulation of information store
systems obeying quantum mechanics. A quantum channel has a source that emits sys
quantum states to the channel. For example, the source could be a laser that emits ind
monochromatic photons and the channel could be an optical fiber. The noisy signal output
channel arrives at the receiver. In principle, there are two very different problems about qu
channels. The sender has a quantum system in an unknown state and wants to have the
end up with a similar system in the same state. In this case we speak of a pure quantum c
which has a quantum mechanical input and output. On the other hand, one might want
quantum states to carry classical information, roughly speaking, a sequence of zeros an
Now both the input and the output are classical; however, there is a quantum mechanical
in between. The classical information is encoded into a quantum state and this is sent do
channel. The higher the channel noise is, the more redundant the encoding must be in o
restore the original signal at the receiver, where the quantum signal is converted into cla
information. In this article we do not deal with the problem of how such a scheme ca
realistically implemented; practical quantum encoding and decoding requires a sophisticate
ity to manipulate quantum states. However, we are interested in the amount of classical in
tion getting through the channel which is assumed to be noiseless. It was emphasized alre
Shannon that a computer memory is a communication channel.~Quantum or classical depends o
the type of computer.! In an optimal situation the computer memory is free of any noise and
is the case we are concentrating on in the present work. We want to consider rather g
noiseless quantum channels~with possibly memory effects but strong ergodic properties!, and our
aim is to discuss the quantum source coding theorem. As a general reference on quantum
mation theory we suggest Ref. 1, but the really necessary definitions are given here.

To each classical input messagexi there corresponds a signal statew i of the quantum com-
munication system. The quantum statesw i are functioning as code words of the messages.
signal statesw i could be pure and orthogonal in the sense of quantum mechanics, but, for exa
in quantum cryptography nonorthogonal states are used intentionally in order to avoid eave
ping. At the moment we do not impose any condition on the signal states; they could be ar
pure or mixed states. In the stochastic model of communication, one assumes that eac
messagexi appears with certain probability. Letpji be the probability that the messagexi is sent
andyj is received. The joint distributionpji yields marginal probability distributionspi andqj on

a!Electronic mail: petz@math.bme.hu
b!Electronic mail: mosonyi@chardonnay.math.bme.hu
48570022-2488/2001/42(10)/4857/8/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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the set of input and output messages. According to Shannon the mutual information

I 5(
i , j

pj i log
pji

piqj

measures the amount of information going through the channel from Alice to Bob. Of cours
relation of I to the quantum encoding and decoding should be made clear. This comes nex

The messagexi hasa priori probability pi and the mixed quantum state of the channel is

w5(
i

piw i .

This might be considered as the statistical operator of themessage ensemble; for example, when
w i is a pure stateu i &^ i u, thenw5( i pi u i &^ i u acts on the input Hilbert spaceH. The distribution
of the output is determined by a measurement, which is nothing else but a physical wo
decoding. To each output message there corresponds an observableAj on the output Hilbert space
K. It is customary to assume that 0<Aj , ( jAj5 id ~id stands for the identity operator! and
pji 5piw i(Aj ). The so-calledKholevo bound2 provides an upper bound on the amount of info
mation accessible to Bob in terms of von Neumann entropies:

I<S~w!2(
i

piS~w i !.

@Whenl1 ,l2 ,... are theeigenvalues of the statistical operator of a quantum statec, thenS(c)
52(klk log(lk).# In particular, if all signal statesw i are pure, thenS(w i)50 and we haveI
<S(w). In this way the von Neumann entropy gets an information theoretical interpreta
Kholevo’s bound is actually not very strong; it is attained only in trivial situations.3

The basic problem of communication theory is to maximize the amount of information
ceived by Bob from Alice. However, up to now this problem is not well posed in our discus
yet. Let us deal with messages of lengthn; they aren-term-sequences of 0 and 1.~So, the size of
this message set is 2n.! For each message lengthn we carry out the above procedure of coding a
decoding and the amount of information going through the channel isI n . SinceI n is presumably
proportional ton, the good information quantity isI n /n, that is, the transmitted information pe
letter. Since Shannon’s theory is not only stochastic but asymptotic as well, we are going tn
to `. In this way we need to repeat the above information transmission scheme for eachn. The
message set, the input Hilbert spaceH(n), our coding, the channel statew (n), the output Hilbert
spaceK(n), and the observables applied in the measurement are all depending on the paramn.

The subject of the present article is faithful signal transmission, which bears the name
less channel. In place of faithful transmission, one can think of information storage. In this
the aim is to use the least possible number of Hilbert space dimensions per signal for codin
new feature of the noiseless channel we are studying is the memory effect. Mathematica
means that the channel state~of the n-fold channel! is not of product type, but we assum
stationarity and good ergodic properties. In Sec. II we use the standard formalism of sta
mechanics to describe such a channel. It turns out that the mean von Neumann entropy, f
also from statistical mechanics, gives the optimal coding rate. The proof of our main r
Theorems 1 and 2, is similar to the proof presented in Ref. 4 for Schumacher’s coding the
However, instead of typical sequences we use the high-probability subspace of strongly e
stationary states, a subject studied by Hiai and Petz in Ref. 5. We note for the interested rea
most of the concepts used in the present article are treated in detail in Ref. 6.

II. AN INFINITE SYSTEM SETTING OF THE SOURCE

If H is a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, then (A,B)°Tr(A* B) defines an inner product o
B(H), so for every linear functionalw onB(H) there exists a uniqueDwPB(H) with the property
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w(A)5Tr(DwA). Whenw is a state, thenDw is the corresponding density matrix. LetXn denote
the set of all messages of lengthn. If xnPXn is a message, then a quantum statew(xn) of the
n-fold quantum system corresponds with it. The Hilbert space of then-fold system is then-fold
tensor productH^ n andw(xn) has a statistical operatorD(xn). If messages of lengthn are to be
transmitted, then our quantum source should be put in the statewn5(xnp(xn)w(xn) with statis-
tical operatorDn5(xnp(xn)D(xn), wherep(xn) is the probability of the messagexn. Since we
want to letn→`, it is reasonable to view all then-fold systems as subsystems of an infinite on
In this way we can conveniently use a formalism standard in statistical physics~see Chap. 15 of
Ref. 6!.

Let an infinitely extended system be considered over the latticeZ of integers. The observabl
confined to a lattice sitekPZ form the self-adjoint part of a finite-dimensional matrix algebraAk ,
that is, the set of all operators acting on the finite-dimensional spaceH. It is assumed that the loca
observables in any finite subsetL,Z are those of the finite quantum system

AL5 ^
kPL

Ak .

The quasilocal algebraA is the norm completion of the normed algebraA`5øLAL , the union
of all local algebrasAL associated with finite intervalsL,Z.

A statew of the infinite system is a positive normalized functionalA→C. It does not make
sense to associate a statistical operator to a state of the infinite system in general. Howw
restricted to a finite-dimensional local algebraAL admits a density matrixDL . We regard the
algebraA@1,n# as the set of all operators acting on then-fold tensor product spaceH^ n. Moreover,
we assume that the densityDn from the first part of this section is identical withD @1,n# . Under this
assumptions we call the statew the state of the~infinite! channel. Roughly speaking, all the stat
used in the transmission of messages of lengthn are marginals of thisw. Coding, transmission, and
decoding could be well formulated using the stateswn[w@1,n# . However, it is more convenient to
formulate our setting in the form of an infinite system, particularly because we do not wa
assume that the channel statew is a product type. This corresponds to the possibility that
quantum source has a memory effect.

The right shift on the setZ induces a transformationg on A. A statew is calledstationaryif
w+g5w. The statew is calledergodic if it is an extremal point in the set of stationary state
Moreover,w is completely ergodicwhen it is an extreme point for everymPN in the convex set
of all statesc such thatc+gm5c. By a completely ergodic stationary quantum sourcewe simply
mean a completely ergodic stationary statew of the infinite systemA. Of course, a stationary
product state, corresponding to a memoryless channel, is completely ergodic. The emphas
on other states here.

Next we show an example of a completely ergodic stationary quantum source from
context of algebraic states. For the details, see Ref. 7.

Example 1: LetAªM3(C), BªM2(C), moreover let$Ei j % i , j 51
e be the usual matrix units o

M3(C). Set

V1ªF 1

&
0

0 0
G , V2ªF 0 0

1

&
0G , V3ªF0 1

0 0G .
Then( i 51

3 Vi* Vi5I B .
Let r be a state onB with density matrix

F 2
3 0

0 1
3

G .
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DefineS:A^ B→B by S(Ei j ^ x)ªVi* xVj . It is easy to check thatS is a completely positive
unital map andr„S(I A^ x)…5r(x),xPB.

Then the algebraic statew generated by~B, S, r! is given by

w~Ei 1 j 1
^¯^ Ei nj n

!5r~Vi 1
*¯Vi n

* Vj n
¯Vj 1

!.

It is shown in Ref. 7 thatw is completely ergodic. Of course, it is not a product state.
It is well known in quantum statistical mechanics that, due to the subadditivity of the

Neumann entropy~proven first in Ref. 8 by Lieb and Ruskai!, the limit

lim
n→1`

1

n
S~wn!5 inf

1

n
S~wn!ªh

exists for any stationary state and this quantity is called themean entropyof w. ~See Ref. 6 for a
textbook treatment of the subject or Ref. 9 for some related properties of the mean entrop!

III. SOURCE CODING

For a while we fix a message lengthn and we denote byd the dimension of the Hilbert spac
H. Assume that ourn-fold composite quantum system is operating as a quantum source and
the quantum statesD (1),D (2),...,D (m) with a priori probabilitiesp1 ,p2 ,...,pm . ~Therefore the
state of the system isDn5( i piD

( i ).! By source coding we mean an association

D ~ i !°D̃ ~ i !,

where D̃ ( i ) is some other statistical operator on the Hilbert spaceH^ n. ~This definition allows
D ( i )5D ( j ) but D̃ ( i )ÞD̃ ( j ). However, in the coding constructed in the proof of Theorem 1
cannot happen.!

We denote byKn the subspace spanned by the eigenvectors corresponding to all no
eigenvalues of all statistical operatorsD̃ ( i ),1< i<m. The goal of source coding is to keep th
dimension ofKn to be small and to fulfill some fidelity criterium.~A mathematically demanding
survey about quantum coding is Ref. 10.! The source coding rate

lim sup
n→`

log dim~Kn!

n

expresses the resolution of the encoder in qubits per input symbol.~It is actually more precise to
speak about ‘‘qunats’’ per input symbol, but the difference is only a constant factor.!

The distortion measure is a number which allows us to compare the goodness or bad
communication systems. Thefidelity of the coding scheme was introduced by Schumacher:11

Fª(
i

piTrD ~ i !D̃ ~ i !,

wherepi is a probability distribution on the input andD̃ ( i ) is the density used to encode the dens
D ( i ). Note that 0<F<1 andF51 if and only if D ( i )5D̃ ( i ) are pure states.

First we present our positive source coding theorem for a completely ergodic source
result says that the source coding rate may approach the mean entropy while we can k
fidelity arbitrarily good.

Theorem 1: Let H be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, andw be a completely ergodic stat
on B(H) ^ `. Then for every«,d.0 there exists n«,dPN such that for n>n«,d there is a subspace
Kn(«,d) of H^ n such that

~i! log dimKn(«,d),n(h1d) and
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~ii ! for every extremal decomposition Dn5( i 51
m piD

( i ) one can find an encoding D( i )°D̃ ( i )

with density matrices D˜ ( i ) supported in Kn(«,d) such that the fidelity F

ª( i 51
m piTrD ( i )D̃ ( i ) exceeds12«.

The negative part of the coding theorem tells that the source coding rate cannot exce
mean entropy when the fidelity is good.

Theorem 2: Let H be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, andw be a completely ergodic stat
on B(H) ^ `. Then for everyd.0 there exist0,h,1 and ndPN such that for n>nd

~i! for all subspacesKn of H^ n with the propertylog dimKn<n(h2d) and

~ii ! for every decomposition Dn5( i 51
m piD

( i ) and for every encoding D( i )°D̃ ( i ) with density

matrices D̃( i ) supported inKn , the fidelity Fª( i 51
m piTrD ( i )D̃ ( i ) is smaller thanh.

The detailed proofs are given in the next section. Now we make some comments o
fidelity F. It is possible thatF,1 althoughD ( i )5D̃ ( i ). This fact might suggest to use anoth
concept of fidelity. SinceD1/2>D holds for a density matrix, we have

Tr D1
1/2D2

1/25TR D1
1/4D2

1/2D1
1/4>Tr D1

1/4D2D1
1/45Tr D2

1/2D1
1/2D2

1/2

>Tr D2
1/2D1D2

1/25Tr D1D2 .

This implies that

F8ª(
i

piTr@D ~ i !#1/2@D̃ ~ i !#1/2>F.

Both our positive and negative source coding theorems hold ifF is replaced byF8. ~In the case of
Theorem 1, this follows from the inequalityF8>F and, in the proof of Theorem 2, we will show
F8<h.!

IV. HIGH-PROBABILITY SUBSPACE

The proof of Shannon’s original source coding theorem is based on the typical sequ
~Ref. 12, Chap. 1!. The quantum extension of this result obtained by Schumacher still ben
from the classical result. When the channel state is a product, the densitiesDn commute and
simultaneous diagonalization is possible. If the memory effects are present, then these dens
not commute and in some sense we are in a really quantum mechanical noncommutative si
Nevertheless, the high-probability subspace can be used, but new techniques are required

Let K be a Hilbert space andD be a density matrix onK. D has a Schatten decompositio
D5( il i u f i&^ f i u, whereu f i& ’s are eigenvectors and the eigenvaluesl i are numbered decreasingly
l1>l2>¯ . Choose and fix 0,«,1. Let n(«) be the smallest integer such that

(
i 51

n~«!

l i>12«.

The subspace HP(D,«) spanned by the eigenvectorsu f 1&,...,u f n(«)& is called thehigh-probability
subspacecorresponding to the level«. Note that HP(D,«) is not completely well defined. If there
are multiplicities in the spectrum ofD, then the Schatten decomposition is not unique. Howe
the dimensionn(«) of HP(D,«) is determined. The term ‘‘high-probability subspace’’ is borrow
from Ref. 13 and its role in macroscopic uniformity was discussed in Ref. 14.

In the following,w will be a completely ergodic state onA^ `. For «P(0,1) let

b«,nª inf $ log Trn~q!!:qPP~A^ n!,wn~q!>12«%,
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where P(A^ n) denotes the set of projections ofA^ n. ~expb«,n is the dimension of the high
probability subspace.! It was shown in Ref. 5~and formulated in terms of relative entropy! that

lim sup
n→1`

1

n
b«,n>h, ~1!

lim inf
n→1`

1

n
b«,n>

1

12«
h2

«

12«
logd. ~2!

From this one can deduce the following.
Proposition: For every positived
(i) and for every positive« there exists N«,dPN such that for every n.N«,d there exists a

projection qn(«,d) in A^ n such that

log~Trn„qn~«,d!…!,n~h1d! and wn~q!>12«,

(ii) and there exists1.h.0 and NdPN such that for every n.Nd and for every projection
q in A^ n

log„Trn~q!…<n~h2d!

implieswn(q)<h.
Part~i! of the proposition is a plain reformulation of~1!. In order to see~ii ! we first note
that

1

h
h2

12h

h
logd→h as h→1.

Hence givend.0 we choose 0,h,1 such that

1

h
h2

12h

h
logd.h2d.

Next we replace« by 12d in ~2!:

lim inf
n→1`

1

n
inf $ log Trn~q!!:qPP~A^ n!,wn~q!>12h%>

1

h
h2

12h

h
logd.h2d. ~3!

In this way we arrived at~ii !.
Next we prove the source coding theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1:Use part ~i! of the proposition and setqnªqn(«/2,d), Kn(«,d)

ªRanqn , wheren.n(«,d)ªN«/2,d . Given an external decompositionDn5( i 51
k piD

( i ), that is,
D ( i )5uxi&^xi u for some vectorsxi , we construct the coding densitiesD̃ ( i ). Let

x̃iª
qnxi

iqnxi i
, a iªiqnxi i , b iªi~ I 2qn!xi i ,

and letx be any unit vector such thatqnx5x. Then we set

D̃ ~ i !
ªa i

2ux̃i&^x̃i u1b i
2ux&^xu.

Sincex̃i ,xPKn(«,d), we have suppD̃ ( i ),Kn(«,d). Furthermore,
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Tr D ~ i !D̃ ~ i !5^xi ,D̃ ~ i !xi&5a i
2u^xi ux̃i&u21b i

2u^xi ,x&u2

>a i
2u^xi ux̃i&u25a i

4>2a i
221

52 TrqnD ~ i !21.

We need to sum overi:

(
i

piTr D ~ i !D̃ ~ i !>(
i

pi~2TrqnD ~ i !21!52TRDnqn2152wn~qn!21>12«.

Proof of Theorem 2:For the givend we chooseh andn(d) according to the proposition. Le
q be the projection onto the subspaceKn . We want to use the Schwarz inequality in the form

U(
i

piTrxiyiU<F(
i

piTRxi* xi G1/2F(
i

piTRyi* yi G1/2

for xi5@D ( i )#1/2q and yi5@D̃ ( i )#1/2. Since@D̃ ( i )#1/25q@D̃ ( i )#1/2 follows from the hypothesis, we
have

F85(
i 51

m

pi Tr@D ~ i !#1/2@D̃ ~ i !#1/25(
i 51

m

pi Tr@D ~ i !#1/2q@D̃ ~ i !#1/2

>F(
i 51

m

pi TrD ~ i !qG1/2F(
i 51

m

pi TrD ~ i !G1/2

5wn~q!1/2<Ah.

This estimate completes the proof.
It was also shown in Ref. 7 that for strongly mixing algebraic states~especially for product

states!

lim
n→1`

1

n
b«,n5h,

and, in this case, the negative part of the coding theorem holds in a stronger form: For ev«,
d.0 there existsn«,dPN such that forn>n«,d for all subspacesKn of H^ n with the property
log dimKn,n(h2d) and for every decompositionDn5( i 51

m piD
( i ) and for every encoding

D ( i )↔D̃ ( i ) with density matricesD̃ ( i ) supported inKn(«,d), the fidelityFª( i 51
m piTrD ( i )D̃ ( i ) is

smaller than«.
There is a seemingly slight difference between the two theorems. The statistical operaDn

has an external decomposition in the first one and arbitrary decomposition in the secon
difference between the pure and mixed message ensembles is discussed in Ref. 15.

V. DISCUSSION

In this article a theory of quantum source coding subject to a fidelity criterion or quantum
compression is presented. The minimum of the source coding rate is studied under the con
that Schumacher’s fidelity must exceed 12« and the quantum mechanical state of the channel
a strong ergodic property. This latter condition allows many states with memory effect. Fo
mathematical model and in the proof of the main result techniques of quantum statistical me
ics are used. We prove that the minimal source coding rate is the mean entropy of the c
state, and, to some extent, it is independent of the message ensemble.
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The present paper studies the symmetries of the Hubbard model of electrons with
generallyn-fold orbital degeneracy. It is shown thatSUd(2n) andSUc(2n) sym-
metries hold, respectively, for the model with completely repulsive or attractive
on-site interaction and that with partly attractive interactions. An extended Lieb–
Mattis transformation is given to map these two symmetries into each other. The
subsymmetrySUd

(e)(n) ^ SUd
(o)(n) is found to be shared by the two models with

arbitrary chemical potentialm. By assuming at most two electrons on each site it is
found thatSUd(2n)P andSUc(2n)P both exist in each kind of the two models and
consequently lead to a larger symmetrySUd(2n)P3SUc(2n)P . Another underly-
ing symmetry (SUc

(e)(2)P3¯3SUc
(e)(2)P) ^ (SUc

(o)(2)P3¯3SUc
(o)(2)P) is

also revealed for the unifiedU model under the excluding. The symmetry is valid
for the partially attractive model with chemical potentialm52U. © 2001 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1402956#

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, considerable attention has been directed to studies on correlated electrons
presence of orbital degrees of freedom, which is relevant to transitional-metal oxides,1–5 C60

materials,6 and artificial quantum dot arrays.7 Apart from the numerical8 and perturbative9 works,
theories based on symmetries were presented for one-dimensional models of these syste
SU(4) theory describing spin systems with orbital degeneracy was proposed10,11 for a theoretical
understanding of the observed unusual properties. The ground-state phase diagrams for the
with a symmetry breaking ofSU(4)→SU(2)3SU(2) were discussed in Refs. 9 and 12. For t
two-fold orbital degenerate Hubbard model a recent paper13 presented theSU(4) theory and
showed the underlyingSUd(4) symmetry of spin-orbital double and a chargeSUc(4) symmetry
with an extended Lieb–Mattis transformation mapping those twoSU(4) generators into each
other. On the basis of elementary degenerate perturbative theory, it was also shown t
effective Hamiltonian is equivalent to theSO(6) andSU(4) Heisenberg models, respectively,
half-filling and quarter-filling with strong coupling. In Ref. 14, the one-dimensionalSU(4) Hub-
bard model is extensively studied on the basis of Bethe ansatz solution. As for the sym
theory of the one-dimensional Hubbard model without orbital degeneracy, it has been well
tigated. Yang introduced the pairing operators and so constructed the symmetrySU(2)
3SU(2).15 Based on the symmetry Eßleret al.16 discussed the completeness of the Bethe an

a!Electronic mail: zjying@zimp.zju.edu.cn
48650022-2488/2001/42(10)/4865/8/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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solutions, Pernici17 showed the off-diagonal long-range order, Uglov and Korepin presented
Yangian symmetry Y(sl(2))% Y(sl(2)),18 and Eßler and Frahm considered the dens
correlations.19 And it has been argued that the two-dimensional single-band Hubbard mode
approximateSO(5) symmetry.20 But research on the Hubbard model with orbital degenerac
still being accumulated. In the present paper we study the symmetries of the Hubbard mo
electrons with generallyn-fold orbital degeneracy. We show and clarify that theSUd(2n) and
SUc(2n) symmetries hold, respectively, unlike in the simple Hubbard model for which both o
symmetries are valid, for the model with unified on-site interaction and that with partly attra
interactions. But the subsymmetrySUd

(e)(n) ^ SUd
(o)(n) is found to be valid for the two model

and for arbitrary chemical potentialm. An extended Lieb–Mattis transformation as in Ref. 13
given to map these two symmetries into each other. By assuming at most two electrons o
site, we find that theSUd(2n)P and SUc(2n)P symmetries both exist in each kind of the tw
models so we have a larger symmetrySUd(2n)P3SUc(2n)P . Under the exclusion another un
derlying symmetry (SUc

(e)(2)P3¯3SUc
(e)(2)P) ^ (SUc

(o)(2)P3¯3SUc
(o)(2)P), which is not

included in theSUd(2n)P3SUc(2n)P , is also revealed for the unifiedU model withm5U so
that the model totally possesses the symmetrySUd(2n)P3SUc(2n)P3@(SUc

(e)(2)P3¯

3SUc
(e)(2)P) ^ (SUc

(o)(2)P3¯3SUc
(o)(2)P)#. The underlying symmetry is also valid for th

partially attractive model withm52U.
Consider then-fold orbital degenerate electrons with states

u1&5u1,↑&, u2&5u1,↓&,

. . . ,

u2n21&5un,↑&, u2n&5un,↓&, ~1!

where in a stateu l ,s& l denotes thel th orbital component ands5↑,↓ label the spin components
We start with a general Hamiltonian withn-fold orbital degeneracy expressed by

H52(
x,x8

(
a

~ txx8Ca
1~x!Ca~x8!1txx8

* Ca
1~x8!Ca~x!!1(

x
(

aÞa8
Uaa8na~x!na8~x!2m(

x,a
na~x!,

~2!

where Ca
1(x) creates a fermion of stateua& at site x and na(x) is the corresponding particle

number operator. The notation of site is not restricted to one-dimensional case.

II. SUD„2n … AND SUC„2N… SYMMETRIES

Besides theU(1) symmetry there exist two kinds ofSU(2n) symmetries for the orbita
degenerate Hubbard model. We define

Ess85(
x

Cs
1~x!Cs8~x!,

~3!

Dm5Nm2Nm11 , Nm5(
x

Cm
1~x!Cm~x!,

they fulfill the commutation relations

@Ess8 ,Ett8#5ds8,tEst82ds,t8Ets8 ,
~4!

@Dm ,Ess8#5~dm,s2dm,s82dm11,s1dm11,s8!Ess8 .

These operators can construct anSU(2n) Lie algebra
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SUd~2n!:$Dm ,Ess8um51, . . . ,2n21;1<sÞs8<2n%, ~5!

with n(2n21) of Ess8 and there are totally (2n)221 of generators.$Dm% forms the commuting
Cardan subalgebra of rank 2n21. TheEs(s11)’s are the generators related to the simple roots.
any of txx8 and m, all generators ofSUd(2n) commute with the Hamiltonian~2! with unified
on-site interactionUaa85U, so we haveSUd(2n) symmetry of spin-orbital double in this case

Let us define another set of operators

Fa2k21
5(

x
f ~x!C2k21

1 ~x!C2k
1 ~x!,

Fa2k
5(

x
f ~x!C2k~x!C2k11~x!, ~6!

Qm5
1

2 (
x

@Cm
1~x!Cm~x!1Cm11

1 ~x!Cm11~x!21#,

wherek51, . . . ,n, m51, . . . ,2n21, f (x)251, andf (x1d)52 f (x) for any sitex and nearest-
neighborx1d. The above-mentioned operators can realize anotherSU(2n) Lie algebra which we
shall denote bySUc(2n):

$Qm ,Fa ,F2a%. ~7!

$Qm% is the Cardan subalgebra. TheFa2k21
andFa2k

are the generators related to the simple roo
other generators relating to positive roots can be obtained byFa i1a j

5@Fa i
,Fa j

#, the generators
with negative roots will beF2a5(Fa)†. If we assume that the on-site couplingUaa85U for the
states labeled bya,a8 with different spin components whileUaa852U for states with the same
spin components

Uaa85U for odd even paira,a8,
~8!

Uaa852U for odd–odd or even–even paira,a8,

and the amplitudestxx8 of odd-neighbor hopping are real and those of even-neighbor hoppin
imaginary

txx8
* 5txx8 when x-x8 is odd neighbor,

~9!
txx8
* 52txx8 when x-x8 is even neighbor,

we will have the following relations:

@H,Fa2k
#52~m2U !Fa2k

, @H,Fa2k21
#522~m2U !Fa2k21

. ~10!

If the chemical potentialm5U, the Hamiltonian will commute with all the generators ofSUc(2n)
so the model has the chargeSUc(2n) symmetry. In terms of the partially attractive~8!, it can be
easily proved that such a Hamiltonian withm5U has the half-filled form

H52(
x,x8

(
a

~ txx8Ca
1~x!Ca~x8!1txx8

* Ca
1~x8!Ca~x!!1(

x
(

aÞa8
Uaa8S na~x!2

1

2D S na8~x!2
1

2D .

~11!
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The usual Hubbard model with the nearest-neighbor hopping is included in the class o~9!.
Whetherf (x) can be well defined depends on the lattice structures, if in a lattice any sum o
nearest-neighbor paird1d8 is not a nearest neighbor and there are even sites on every pe
dicular direction,f (x) can be well defined as

f ~x!5exp~ ip"x!, p5~p,p, . . . !, x5~x1 ,x2 ,...!. ~12!

xi is the i th components of the site coordinate in the lattice basis. Such lattices~bipartite lattice!
can be simple squared, centered squared in two-dimension; simple cubic and body-centere
in three-dimension. For the one-dimensional case and even total sites,f (x)5exp(ipx).

According to~10! for mÞU, Fa2k
andFa2k21

are energy-shifting operators

H~Fa2k
cE!5@E12~m2U !#~Fa2k

cE!,

~13!
H~Fa2k21

cE!5@E22~m2U !#~Fa2k21
cE!,

wherecE is the eigenstate of the partially attractive Hamiltonian:HcE5EcE .
It should be noted that theSUd(2n) does not commute with the partially attractive Ham

tonian which has only theSUc(2n) symmetry, neither doesSUc(2n) with the unifiedU model
which possesses theSUd(2n) symmetry. The two kinds of symmetries can be mapped into e
other by an extended Lieb–Mattis transformation

Ca~x!°exp~ ip"x!Ca
1~x! for even a,

~14!
Ca~x!°Ca~x! for odd a.

The transformation leaves the hopping term~9! invariant and changes the sign ofUaa8 with
odd–even paira,a8 in ~11! so maps the model~11! into the unifiedUaa852U model.

The particle number of each state and the total spin can be expressed by

N2n5S Ne2 (
m51

2n21

mDmD /2n,

~15!

Nj5 (
m5 j

2n21

Dm1S Ne2 (
m51

2n21

mDmD /2n, j ,2n,

Stotal5 (
m51

n

D2m21/2, ~16!

whereNe is the number of total electrons.

III. SUD
„E…

„N…‹SUD
„O…

„N… SYMMETRY

Unlike in the traditional Hubbard model for which both of the two symmetries are valid
on-site attractive and repulsive interactions, as we can see in Sec. II, for the orbital-dege
Hubbard model theSUd(2n) symmetry of spin-orbital double only holds for the unifiedU Hub-
bard model with arbitrary chemical potentialm whereas the chargeSUc(2n) symmetry merely
exists in the other partly attractive half-filled model of which the chemical potential ism5U. But
considering thatSUd(2n) andSUc(2n) share some common generatorsE2n,2n8 andE2n21,2n821 ,
we will find the shared subsymmetrySUd

(e)(n) ^ SUd
(o)(n) yields for the two models with
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SUd
(e)~n!:$D2n,2n12 ,E2n8,2n9un<n21,1<n8Þn9<n%,

~17!
SUd

(o)~n!:$D2n21,2n11,E2n821,2n921 ,un<n21,1<n8Þn9<n%,

whereDm,m125Nm2Nm12 . In particular, we shall illustrate that the symmetry is valid for t
partially attractive model with arbitrary chemical potentialm.

As the hopping term in the Hamiltonian and the chemical potential termm(x,a na(x) are
SUd(2n) invariant, whether the Hubbard model possessesSUd(2n) symmetry depends on th
commutation relation of the on-site interacting term and theSUd(2n) generators:

FEm
k , (

aÞa8
Uaa8na~x!na8~x!G5Cm

1~x!Cm1k~x!S (
a8Þm1k

na8~x!Um1k,a82 (
a8Þm

na8~x!Um,a8D
1S (

aÞm1k
na~x!Ua,m1k2 (

aÞm
na~x!Ua,mDCm

1~x!Cm1k~x!,

~18!

where

Em
k 5(

x
Cm

1~x!Cm1k~x!.

Surely for the case of unifiedUaa85U we easily find that the above-mentioned commutat
vanishes so that we have theSUd(2n) symmetry in this case, as obtained in the Sec. II. Althou
for the partially attractive model the above-mentioned commutator does not go null for allk8s and
consequently we do not haveSUd(2n) symmetry, the case with evenk will be an exception. From
the partially attractive~8! we find for evenk’s

Ua,m1k5Ua,m52U,

S (
aÞm1k

na~x!Ua,m1k2 (
aÞm

na~x!Ua,mD 5nm~x!Um,m1k2nm1k~x!Um1k,m

5~nm~x!2nm1k~x!!~2U !.

Then Eq.~18! becomes

FEm
k , (

aÞa8
Uaa8na~x!na8~x!G5Cm

1~x!Cm1k~x!~nm~x!2nm1k~x!!~2U !1~nm~x!

2nm1k~x!!Cm
1~x!Cm1k~x!~2U !

5~2Cm
1~x!Cm1k~x!1Cm

1~x!Cm1k~x!!~2U !50,

where we have used the following relations:nmCm5Cm
1nm50, nmCm

15Cm
1 , Cmnm5Cm . Em

k

with evenk’s and odd~or even! m’s corresponding to theSUd
(o)(n) ~or SUd

(e)(n)) generators. As
a result, theSUd

(e)(n) ^ SUd
(o)(n) generators in~17! commute with the Hamiltonian of the partiall

attractive model for any chemical potentialm. Therefore theSUd
(e)(n) ^ SUd

(o)(n) symmetry is
shared by the two models both for arbitrarym.

IV. AT MOST TWO ELECTRONS ON EACH SITE

The application of Bethe ansatz method to the one-dimensional degenerate Hubbard m
based on such an assumption that prevents scattering process involving three or more elec
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one site.14,21,22For the traditional Hubbard model the configurations of more than two electron
one site are excluded automatically by the Pauli principle. In the continuum limit and for s
densities orU@t in the lattice model, the unwanted configurations in degenerate Hubbard m
become negligible, so the Hamiltonian with three-electron configurations excluded will des
the system well. If we exclude more than two electrons on each site, we will find tha
Hamiltonian has bothSUd(2n)P andSUc(2n)P symmetries and furthermore a larger symme
SUd(2n)P3SUc(2n)P . In addition, we will find an underlying symmetry (SUc

(e)(2)P3¯

3SUc
(e)(2)P) ^ (SUc

(o)(2)P3¯3SUc
(o)(2)P).

ConsiderUaa85U case, the Hamiltonian reads

H52t (
^x,x8&

(
a

PCa
1~x!Ca~x8!P1U(

x
(

aÞa8
na~x!na8~x!2m(

x,a
na~x!, ~19!

where^x,x8& represents the nearest-neighbor sites and let us define

Fa2k21
5(

x
exp~ ip"x!PC2k21

1 ~x!C2k
1 ~x!P, ~20!

Fa2k
5(

x
exp~ ip"x!PC2k~x!C2k11~x!P, ~21!

where the operatorP projects onto the subspace of states having at most two electrons on
site.22 Other generators are also modified from theSUc(2n) in Sec. II. TheP operator excludes
such terms asnsCs8

1Cs9
1 , CsCs8ns9 with three differents,s8, ands9 so that

FPCs
1~x!Cs8

1
~x!P,(

x8
(

aÞa8
na~x8!na8~x8!G522PCs

1~x!Cs8
1

~x!P, ~22!

thus we have the relations similar to~10!

@H,Fa2k
#52~m2U !Fa2k

, @H,Fa2k21
#522~m2U !Fa2k21

. ~23!

For mÞU, Fa2k
and Fa2k21

are energy-shifting operators forH as in ~13!. Set m5U and the
Fa2k21

andFa2k
will commute with theH. Fa2k21

, Fa2k
, andNs2Ns8 can generate theSUc(2n)P

symmetry so thatH has bothSUd(2n)P andSUc(2n)P symmetries,

SUc~2n!P :$Qm ,Fa%, ~24!

SUd~2n!P :$Dm ,E ss8%, ~25!

whereQm5PQmP and theSUd(2n) generators are correspondingly revised to be

E ss85PEss8P, Dm5PDmP. ~26!

The commutation relations are also modified,E ss8 and E tt8 commute except for the case ofs
5t8 ands85t, other commutations remain the same. And it is similar forFa . The two modified
symmetries are notSU(2n), their subsymmetries involving only two states areSU(2).

It also can be similarly shown that both of the symmetries hold for theP-modified model with
partially attractiveUaa85U, 2U. As the two symmetries both hold for each of the models we
construct the larger symmetrySUd(2n)P3SUc(2n)P for each of them. If we do not exclude mor
than two electrons on each site, these two symmetries, respectively, belong to different m

BesidesSUd(2n)P3SUc(2n)P there exist some less obvious symmetries. Define
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F2k,2k8
(1)

5(
x

exp~ ip"x!PC2k
1 ~x!C2k8

1
~x!P, F2k,2k8

(2)
5~F2k,2k8

(1)
!†, ~27!

F2k21,2k821
(1)

5(
x

exp~ ip"x!PC2k21
1 ~x!C2k821

1
~x!P, F2k21,2k821

(2)
5~F2k21,2k821

(1)
!†, ~28!

such generators are not included in~24! which contains pairing operatorsF ss8
(6) only with odd–

even pairss8. It can be easily verified that these operators also commute with the unifiedU model
~19! with m5U so we find an underlying symmetry (SUc

(e)(2)P3¯3SUc
(e)(2)P) ^ (SUc

(o)(2)P
3¯3SUc

(o)(2)P) with

SUc
(e)~2!P :$Q2k,2k8 , F2k,2k8

(1) , F2k,2k8
(2) %, kÞk8, k,k851, . . . ,n, ~29!

SUc
(o)~2!P :$Q2k21,2k821 , F2k21,2k821

(1) , F2k21,2k821
(2) %, kÞk8, k,k851, . . . ,n. ~30!

There are, respectively,Cn
25n(n21)/2 of theSUc

(e)(2)P andSUc
(o)(2)P symmetries, and they ar

all SU~2!. The extended Lieb–Mattis transformation~14! maps the above-mentioned symmet
into itself. A revised Lieb–Mattis transformation mapping into the correspondingSUd

(e)(2)P and
SUd

(o)(2)P will involve a third kind of Hamiltonians with partially attractiveUaa8 , which differs
from what we discussed before. So finally we have the symmetrySUd(2n)P3SUc(2n)P
3@(SUc

(e)(2)P3¯3SUc
(e)(2)P) ^ (SUc

(o)(2)P3¯3SUc
(o)(2)P)# for ~19! with m5U. But for

Uaa85U,2U case the underlying symmetry is valid for another chemical potential. The Ha
tonian under that exclusion is

H 852 (
^x,x8&

(
a

tPCa
1~x!Ca~x8!P1(

x
(

aÞa8
Uaa8na~x!na8~x!2m(

x,a
na~x!, ~31!

where the partially attractive interactionUaa8 is also defined by~8!. Compared with~10! the
commutation relations are different

@H 8,F2k,2k8
(1)

#522~m1U !F2k,2k8
(1) , ~32!

@H 8,F2k,2k8
(2)

#52~m1U !F2k,2k8
(2) . ~33!

The different sign ofU comes fromU2k,2k852U while in Eq. ~10! it is U2k,2k615U. Therefore
the symmetry (SUc

(e)(2)P3¯3SUc
(e)(2)P) ^ (SUc

(o)(2)P3¯3SUc
(o)(2)P) holds form52U.

It should be noted the underlying symmetry is valid under the exclusion, without
P-exclusion its generators will commute with neither of the two kinds of models. And un
SUd

(o)(n) ^ SUd
(e)(n),SUd(2n) in Sec. III, none of theSUc

(o)(2)P or SUc
(e)(2)P is any subsym-

metry of SUc(2n)P . Without the P-exclusion, theSUc
(e)(2) and SUc

(o)(2) are subgroups o
SUd(2n)3SUc(2n), since the generators ofSUc

(e)(2) and SUc
(o)(2) can be obtained by the

commutation product ofFa and Ess8 . But SUc
(o)(2)P or SUc

(e)(2)P cannot be generated by th
commutations ofFa andE ss8 which commute with each other under theP-exclusion, so none of
the underlyingSUc

(o)(2)P or SUc
(e)(2)P is the subsymmetry ofSUd(2n)P3SUc(2n)P . Owing to

the noncommuting relations as

@Qm ,E ss8#5 1
2 E ss8 ,

where m5s but m11Þs8, the enlarged symmetry still cannot be written in a direct prod
SUd(2n)P^ SUc(2n)P but SUd(2n)P3SUc(2n)P . This is also a difference from the single-ban
Hubbard model, the symmetry for the single-band case in our notation is a direct product
two SU(2)’s: i.e., SO(4).SUd(2)^ SUc(2) on which the discussion on the completeness of
Bethe ansatz solution and the off-diagonal long-range order is based.16,17
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V. BRIEF SUMMARY

In summary, we studied the symmetries of the Hubbard model ofn-fold orbital degenerate
electrons. We show and clarify that theSUd(2n) andSUc(2n) symmetries hold, respectively, fo
the model with unified on-site interaction and that with partly attractive interactions. An exte
Lieb–Mattis transformation is given to map these two symmetries into each other. But the
symmetrySUd

(e)(n) ^ SUd
(o)(n) is found to be possessed by the two models and both for arbit

chemical potentialm. By excluding more than two electrons on the same sites we find
SUd(2n)P andSUc(2n)P symmetries both exist in each kind of the two models, so we have
enlarged symmetrySUd(2n)P3SUc(2n)P . Under this exclusion, another underlying symme
(SUc

(e)(2)P3¯3SUc
(e)(2)P) ^ (SUc

(o)(2)P3¯3SUc
(o)(2)P) is also found for the unifiedU

model with chemical potentialm5U, and consequently this model has the symme
SUd(2n)P3SUc(2n)P3@(SUc

(e)(2)P3¯3SUc
(e)(2)P) ^ (SUc

(o)(2)P3¯3SUc
(o)(2)P)#. The

underlying symmetry is valid for the partially attractive model with chemical potentialm52U.
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Proof of a conjecture on the conductivity of checkerboards
Graeme W. Milton
Department of Mathematics, The University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah 84112-0090

~Received 7 November 2000; accepted for publication 18 April 2001!

In 1985 Mortola and Steffe´ conjectured a formula for the effective conductivity
tensor of a checkerboard structure where the unit cell of periodicity is square and
subdivided into four equal squares each having a different conductivity. In this
article their conjecture is proven. The key idea is to superimpose suitably reflected
potentials to obtain the solution to the dual problem. This is then related back to the
original problem using a well known theorem of Keller, thereby proving the con-
jecture. The analysis also yields formulas relating the potentials in the four squares.
Independently, Craster and Obnosov have obtained a completely different proof of
the conjecture. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1385564#

I. INTRODUCTION

There are relatively few microstructures which yield explicit formulas for their effec
electrical conductivity. Such formulas are useful as benchmarks for testing numerical codes
examples for illustrating more general theoretical results. One family of microstructures whic
received considerable attention in this regard are checkerboards. Dykhne1, using a duality argu-
ment, found that the effective conductivitys* of the standard checkerboard with squares
conductivitys1 ands2 is simply

s* 5As1s2. ~1!

This solution was subsequently used2,3 to show that the effective conductivity of a thre
dimensional checkerboard~i.e., a face centered cubic arrangement of touching cubes! is 2As1s2

in the asymptotic limit when the ratios1 /s2 of the conductivity of the two phases is large. T
result provided a crucial test showing the current limitations of a numerical method4 based on fast
Fourier transforms. Asymptotic and numerical results3,5–7 for the effective conductivity of rectan
gular and parallelogram checkerboards were also obtained. The geometry consisting of a
array of squares oriented at 45° to the unit cell, which becomes a checkerboard when the
touch, has become a test case for checking numerical methods.8–12

The explicit solution for the electric potential solving the conductivity equations in the s
dard two-dimensional checkerboard was obtained by Berdichevskii.13 Subsequently, Mityushev
and Zhorovina14 and Obnosov15,16obtained explicit solutions for rectangular and triangular che
erboards.

Random checkerboards with the phases having a large contrast in their conductivities
studied by Sheng and Kohn,17 Kozlov,18 Berlyand and Golden19 and Golden and Kozlov.20

Miller,21,22 Beran and Silnutzer23 and Silnutzer24 obtained bounds on the effective conductivi
and bulk modulus for a class of materials called cell materials, where space is divided into
and each cell is assigned randomly as phase 1 or phase 2, weighted according to what
fraction one desires to achieve. The bounds depend on a certain parameter~denoted asG8 in two
dimensions andG in three dimensions!. This parameter has been evaluated for square cells25 and
cubic cells,26 thereby providing bounds on the effective conductivity and bulk modulus two-
three-dimensional random checkerboards. Numerical results for the conductivity of random
and hexagonal checkerboards were obtained by Torquato, Kim and Cule27 and Suquet and
Moulinec.28
48730022-2488/2001/42(10)/4873/10/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Berdichevskii29 applied a duality result to show that the two effective shear modulim
*
(1) and

m
*
(2) ~corresponding to shears at 45° to each other! of a periodic checkerboard of two incompres

ible isotropic phases have the same product as the product of the two shear modulim1 andm2 of
the two isotropic phases. When both phases share the same two-dimensional bulk moduk it
follows30–32 that

~1/m
*
(1)11/k!~1/m

*
(2)11/k!5~1/m111/k!~1/m211/k!. ~2!

Berlyand and Kozlov33 obtained asymptotic solutions for the effective elastic moduli of chec
boards in the limit where there is a large contrast in the stiffnesses of the two phases. Intere
they found that such checkerboards would have an effective Poisson’s ratio close to zero
stretched in a diagonal direction.

Over 15 years ago an interesting conjecture regarding the conductivity of four phase c
erboards was made by Mortola and Steffe´.34 The checkerboard they studied is periodic with
square unit cell of periodicity of side length 4h. The unit cell is subdivided into four equa
subsquares of side length 2h each filled with a different phase. These phases are numbered
3 and 4 going clockwise around the unit cell. The resulting checkerboard structure is illustra
Fig. 1.

The equation of electrical conductivity takes the form

¹•s~x,y!¹f~x,y!50, ~3!

wheref(x,y) is the electric potential ands(x,y) is the locally isotropic conductivity field taking
the values j in phasej 51,2,3,4. Alternatively, one can work with the system of equations

¹• j50, j ~x,y!5s~x,y!e~x,y!, e5S 2
]f

]x
,2

]f

]y D , ~4!

wherej (x, j ) is the current field ande(x,y) is the electric field. By finding periodic fieldsj ande
which solve the equations~4! one can determine the effective conductivity tensors* through the
relation between the average current and average electric field which is governed by the e
constitutive law,

^ j &5s* ^e&, ~5!

where the angular brackets denote averages over the unit cell of periodicity. Now whe
average electric field is applied in thex direction, symmetry considerations imply that the lin
x5h andx52h in Fig. 1 are lines of constant electric potential, while the linesy5h and y5

FIG. 1. The two-dimensional checkerboard structure. When the average electric field is applied in thex direction the
electric potential is constant along the linesx5h andx52h, while the linesy5h andy52h are lines of current flow.
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2h are lines of current flow. Similarly when the average electric field is applied in they direction,
the linesx5h andx52h are lines of current flow, while the linesy5h andy52h are lines of
constant electric potential. As observed by Mortola and Steffe´34 these considerations imply that th
effective tensor is diagonal

s* 5S s* x 0

0 s* y
D . ~6!

Mortola and Steffe´ obtained upper and lower bounds on boths* x ands* y and they conjectured
that the exact values would be given by the square root of the product of their upper and
bounds, resulting in the formulas

s* x5As1s2s3s4~1/s111/s211/s311/s4!~s11s2!~s31s4!

~s11s21s31s4!~s11s4!~s21s3!
, ~7!

s* y5As1s2s3s4~1/s111/s211/s311/s4!~s11s4!~s21s3!

~s11s21s31s4!~s11s2!~s31s4!
. ~8!

They showed that these formulas were consistent with many analytical results. For example
s1s35s2s4 the formulas agree with an exact result of Marino and Spagnolo35 for the effective
conductivity tensor, and whens35s1 ands45s2 the formulas reduce to Dykhne’s result~1! for
the effective conductivity of a two-phase checkerboard. Mortola and Steffe´ also provided numeri-
cal calculations in support of the conjecture in the special case when

s15s25s351, s45d, ~9!

corresponding to a two-phase composite comprised of a square array of squares of conducd
occupying a volume fraction of14 in a matrix of conductivity 1. In this case, the effective condu
tivity tensor is isotropic and their conjecture implies

s* x5s* y5A~113d!/~31d!. ~10!

This result was proved by Obnosov,16 who also found explicit formulas for the potentials whic
solve the conductivity equations, and generalized the result to rectangular arrays of rect
Whend5100 the formula~10! givess* 51.709 482 406 194 2. Johan Helsing~private commu-
nication!, using formulas~7! and ~8! of Ref. 36, has numerically calculated the result to bes*
51.709 482 4061(8) ~digit within parenthesis not converged!. So the agreement between theo
and numerical calculations is outstanding. It should be added that Helsing’s computations ty
have this accuracy no matter what the geometry of the two-phase two-dimensional com
Clearly such high accuracy results reduce the need for exact solutions. For the square a
squares at other volume fractions Cole, Li and Bak37 obtained experimental results, Perrins38

Meidell,39 and Lukkassen40 obtained numerical results, and Kozlov and Vucans41 have obtained an
implicit formula for s* whens150.

In this paper I prove that the conjectured formulas~7! and~8! are indeed correct. Craster an
Obnosov,42 whose work I found about after my proof was complete, have also proved the co
ture. Our proofs are quite different. They apply conformal transformations to the solution
basic problem involving four joined quarter planes, each with a different conductivity. This al
them to also solve the problem of a four-phase rectangular checkerboard. My solution is
explicit, but on the other hand only involves linear algebra, and the idea of superimposing su
reflected potentials.
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II. PROOF OF THE CONJECTURE

It suffices to prove the formula~7! for s* x since the formula~8! for s* y follows from it, by
interchanging the roles of phases 2 and 4. Therefore we will assume that the applied electr
is in thex direction. We letf1 andf2 denote the constant values that the electric potential ta
along the linesx5h and x52h, respectively. The linesy5h and y52h are lines of current
flow. Due to symmetry it suffices to consider the equations in the square regionR bounded by
these four lines, as illustrated in Fig. 2~a!.

We begin with some standard analysis. Since the fieldj is divergence free we can express it
terms of a current potentialh:

j5S 2
]h

]y
,
]h

]x D . ~11!

The continuity of h ensures continuity of the normal component of the current across
interface. Indeed, ifn is the normal to the interface, then the current fluxj•n is equal to the
gradient ofh in the direction tangential to the interface, which will be continuous across
interface. Rather than keeping track of the condition of continuity of the current flux across
interface, it is much simpler to keep track of the condition of continuity of the potentialh across
each interface. Also the fact that the linesy5h andy52h are lines of current flow implies tha
the current potential is constant along these lines, taking valuesh1 and h2 , respectively. It is
convenient to introducez5x1 iy and the complex potential

v5f1 ic where c5h/s. ~12!

The constitutive lawj5se implies thatf and c satisfy the Cauchy–Riemann equations, a
consequentlyv is an analytic function ofz within each of the four phases. We letv j (z)5f i(z)
1 ic i(z) denote its value within phasej .

At the interfaces between the phases the continuity of the potentialsf andh5sc imposes the
constraints

f15f2 , s1c15s2c2 , when y50, 0<x<h,

f25f3 , s2c25s3c3 , when x50, 0>y>2h,
~13!

f35f4 , s3c35s4c4 , when y50, 0>x>2h,

f45f1 , s3c35s1c1 , when x50, 0<y<h.

Also the fact thatx5h andx52h are lines of constant electrical potentialf implies that

FIG. 2. ~a! The regionR bounded by the four linesx56h andy56h, showing the complex potentials and conductiviti
within each phase, and the boundary conditions along each edge ofR. ~b! By taking new potentials in each quadrant whic
are linear combinations of the old potential in that quadrant and the old potentials in the three other quadrants,
reflected, one obtains another solution to the problem but with new complex potentials and conductivities in th
squares and new boundary conditions along the edges ofR.
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f15f1 , when x5h, 0<y<h,

f25f1 , when x5h, 0>y>2h,
~14!

f35f2 , when x52h, 0>y>2h,

f45f2 , when x52h, 0<y<h,

while the fact thaty5h andy52h are lines of constant current potentialh implies that

s1c15h1 , when y5h, 0<x<h,

s2c25h2 , when y52h, 0<x<h,
~15!

s3c35h2 , when y52h, 0>x>2h,

s4c45h1 , when y5h, 0>x>2h.

Now the potentialsf2(f12f2)x/(2h) and h2(h12h2)y/(2h) are periodic and since
the gradient of a periodic potential has average value zero it follows that

^e&5~2~f12f2!/~2h!,0!, ^ j &5~2~h12h2!/~2h!,0!. ~16!

Consequently it is the ratio of the two potential drops which determines the effective conduc
in the x direction:

s* x5
h12h2

f12f2
. ~17!

The key idea behind the present proof of the formula~7! for s* x is to consider new potential
in each quadrant which are linear combinations of the old potential in that quadrant and t
potentials in the three other quadrants, suitably reflected. With appropriate choices of the
combinations, we will see that these new potentials solve a conductivity problem of the sam
but with different conductivitiess18 , s28 , s38 , ands48 in the four squares, as illustrated in Fi
2~b!. Accordingly, let us introduce new complex potentials,

v18~z!5f18~z!1 ic18~z!5a11v1~z!1a12v2~ z̄!1a13v3~2z!1a14v4~2 z̄!,

v28~z!5f28~z!1 ic28~z!5a21v1~ z̄!1a22v2~z!1a23v3~2 z̄!1a24v4~2z!,
~18!

v38~z!5f38~z!1 ic38~z!5a31v1~2z!1a32v2~2 z̄!1a33v3~2z!1a34v4~ z̄!,

v48~z!5f48~z!1 ic48~z!5a41v1~2 z̄!1a42v2~2z!1a43v3~ z̄!1a44v4~z!,

which are analytic functions ofz, each defined within that subsquare ofR containing phase 1, 2
3, or 4, respectively.

We want to ensure that the new electrical potentialf8 and the new current potentialh8
5s8c8 are continuous across the interfaces between phases. In particular, the continuity o
potentials across the interface between phases 1 and 2 requires that

a11f11a12f21a13f31a14f45a21f11a22f21a23f31a24f4 ,
~19!

s18~a11c12a12c21a13c32a14c4!5s28~2a21c11a22c22a23c31a24c4!,
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when y50 and 0<x<h, where the minus signs in the latter equation arise because o
appearance of complex conjugates in~18!. In view of the continuity conditions~13! on the
potentialsf andsc across the interface these constraints reduce to

~a111a122a212a22!f11~a131a142a232a24!f350,
~20!

~s18s2a112s18s1a121s28s2a212s28s1a22!c1 /s21~s18s4a132s18s3a141s28s4a23

2s28s3a24!c3 /s450,

and will be satisfied provided the coefficients in brackets vanish. By similar considerations a
to the remaining interfaces between phases we arrive at the set of equations

a111a122a212a2250, a131a142a232a2450,

a311a322a412a4250, a331a342a432a4450,
~21!

a211a242a312a3450, a221a232a322a3350,

a111a142a412a4450, a121a132a422a4350,

which ensure continuity of the electrical potentialf8, and at the set of equations

s18s2a112s18s1a121s28s2a212s28s1a2250, s18s4a132s18s3a141s28s4a232s28s3a2450,

s38s2a312s38s1a321s48s2a412s48s1a4250, s38s4a332s38s3a341s48s4a432s48s3a4450,

~22!

2s28s4a211s28s1a242s38s4a311s38s1a3450, s28s3a222s28s2a231s38s3a322s38s2a3350,

s18s4a112s18s1a141s48s4a412s48s1a4450, 2s18s3a121s18s2a132s48s3a421s48s2a4350,

which ensure continuity of the current potentialh85s8c8.
It is easy to check that when~21! and ~22! are satisfied, then the new electrical potentialf8

is constant along the linesx5h andx52h, while the new current potentialh8 is constant along
the linesy5h andy52h. Specifically, as illustrated in Fig. 2~b!, we have

f5f18 when x5h, f85f28 when x52h,
~23!

h85h18 when y5h, h85h28 when y52h,

where

f18 5~a111a12!f11~a131a14!f2 ,
~24!

f28 5~a311a32!f11~a331a34!f2 ,

and

h18 5@~a11/s12a14/s4!h11~2a12/s21a13/s3!h2!]s18 ,
~25!

h28 5@~2a21/s11a24/s4!h11~a22/s22a23/s3!h2!]s28 .
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Provided we can find a solution to the 16 equations~21! and~22! with a nonzero value of the
potential dropf18 2f28 the new material with conductivitiess18 , s28 , s38 , and s48 must have
effective conductivity

s
* x8 5

h18 2h28

f18 2f28
~26!

in the x direction. If we consider the 16 coefficientsai j and the four conductivitiess18 , s28 , s38 ,
ands48 to be unknowns, then there are more unknowns than equations and so we certainly
many solutions. This is the basic idea. Finding an appropriate solution is the only difficulty

Let us set

s1851/s2 , s2851/s3 , s3851/s4 , s4851/s1 . ~27!

Then the new material corresponds to taking the original material, replacing all conductiviti
their reciprocals, and then rotating the entire structure anticlockwise by 90°. Due to a theor
Keller43 ~see also Refs. 44, 1, and 45! this new dual material has effective conductivity

s
* x8 51/s* x ~28!

in the x direction. We will see that this equation in conjunction with~26! provides the desired
formula for s* x .

Making the substitutions~27! and using an algebraic manipulator, such as Maple, one solu
to the equations is found to be

a115~s11s3!~s41s1!~s31s4!~s11s2!s2 ,

a1250,

a1350,

a145~s41s1!~s31s4!~s4s12s3s2!s2 ,

a215s2~s12s3!~s11s3!~s41s1!~s31s4!,

a225~s11s3!~s41s1!~s31s4!~s21s3!s2 ,

a235~s21s3!~s41s1!~s4s12s3s2!s3 ,

a245~s41s1!~s4s22s3
2!~s4s12s3s2!,

~29!
a315~s1

22s4s2!~s31s4!~s1s22s4s3!,

a325~s31s4!~s1s22s4s3!s2~s41s1!,

a335s3~s41s1!~s3s2s11s3s1s412s4s1s212s3s4s21s4s2
21s4

2s2!,

a345s4~s12s3!~s3s2s11s3s1s412s4s1s212s3s4s21s4s2
21s4

2s2!,

a415s1~s11s2!~s31s4!~s1s22s4s3!,

a4250,

a4350,
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a445~s31s4!s1~s3s2s11s3s1s412s4s1s212s3s4s21s4s2
21s4

2s2!.

There are other solutions to the equations, but they all lead to the same result providef18
2f28 is nonzero. This solution was picked because of its relative simplicity. By inserting
solution ~29! in ~24! and ~25! one finds that the associated potential drops are

f18 2f28 5s1s2s3s4~1/s111/s211/s311/s4!~s11s2!~s31s4!~f12f2!,
~30!

h18 2h28 5~s11s21s31s4!~s11s4!~s21s3!~h12h2!.

Substituting these back in~26! and using~17! yields the desired relation between the effecti
conductivitiess

* x8 ands* x ,

s
* x8 5

~s11s21s31s4!~s11s4!~s21s3!

s1s2s3s4~1/s111/s211/s311/s4!~s11s2!~s31s4!
s* x , ~31!

which in conjunction with~28! proves thats* x is given by~7!.

III. RELATIONS BETWEEN THE POTENTIALS AND EQUIVALENT CHECKERBOARDS

Some conclusions about the potentials in the four phases also follow from this analys
M (s1 ,s2 ,s3 ,s4 ,s18 ,s28 ,s38 ,s48) denote the 16 by 16 matrix associated with the homogene
system of equations~21! and ~22!. Using Maple one can readily verify that

rank@M ~s1 ,s2 ,s3 ,s4 ,s18 ,s28 ,s38 ,s48!#<14. ~32!

In other words, the homogeneous system of equations~21! and~22! has a nonzero solution for th
set of coefficientsai j for any choice of the new conductivitiess18 , s28 , s38 , ands48 . However,
unless the new conductivities satisfy the condition that

rank@M ~s1 ,s2 ,s3 ,s4 ,s18 ,s28 ,s38 ,s48!#<13, ~33!

the resulting potential dropsf18 2f28 andh18 2h28 both turn out to be zero, and the potentialsf8
andh8 must therefore be constant everywhere, that is, one has obtained trivial potentials tha
the conductivity equations in the second checkerboard problem. By adding suitable const
the original potentialsf and h one can ensure that the resulting potentialsf8 and h8 are both
zero, implying certain linear relations among the four complex potentialsv1(z), v2( z̄),
v3(2z) andv4(2 z̄) that hold for allz. Such relations can be used to reduce the equations~21!
and~22! to a system of eight equations with eight unknowns, if desired. When the condition~33!
is satisfied we will say that the two materials with conductivitiess(x,y) ands8(x,y) are equiva-
lent checkerboards. The equivalence holds in the sense that the potentials solving one c
board problem provide through~18! a nontrivial solution for the potentials in the other check
board problem.

To see how this works in a particular case, let us consider the special situation solv
Obnosov16 wheres15s25s351 ands45d, as in~9!. Then for any choice of the conductivitie
s18 , s28 , s38 , ands48 the equations~21! and ~22! are solved with

a115a135c11c2 /s18 , a125c12c2 /s18 , a145c1d2c2 /s18 ,

a215a235c12c2 /s28 , a225c11c2 /s28 , a245c1d1c2 /s48 ,
~34!

a315a335c11c2 /s38 , a325c12c2 /s38 , a345c1d2c2 /s38 ,

a415a435c12c2 /s48 , a425c11c2 /s48 , a425c1d1c2 /s48 .
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wherec1 andc2 are arbitrary constants. By substituting these formulas back in~24! and~25! one
finds that

f28 5f18 5c1@2f11~11d!f2#, h28 5h18 5c2@~111/d!h112h2#. ~35!

So the associated potential drops are zero.
Now, by adding appropriate constants to the electrical potential and conjugate electric

tential we can assume, without loss of generality, that

f152~11d!f2/2, h1522h2 /~111/d!. ~36!

Then the resulting potentialsf28 , f18 , h28 , andh18 given by ~35! are zero. Consequently, th
potentialsv18(z), v28(z), v38(z) andv48(z) are zero for allz, and by substituting~34! back in~18!
we obtain the relations

v1~z!1v2~ z̄!1v3~2z!1dv4~2 z̄!50,
~37!

v1~z!2v2~ z̄!1v3~2z!2v4~2 z̄!50.

These identities allow us to expressv2 andv4 in terms ofv1 andv3 :

v2~z!52~11d!~v1~ z̄!1v3~2 z̄!!/~12d!,
~38!

v4~z!52~v1~2 z̄!1v3~ z̄!!/~12d!522v2~2z!/~11d!.

Thus there are some very simple relations among the potentials in the four subsquares.
Using Maple one can check that the condition~33! for equivalence will be satisfied if

d5 f ~s18 ,s28 ,s38 ,s48![
b15a1c

b23a
, or d51/f ~s18 ,s28 ,s38 ,s48!5

b15a2c

b23a
, ~39!

where

a5s18s38/~s28s48!1s28s48/~s18s38!22,

b5~s181s281s381s48!~1/s1811/s2811/s3811/s48!, ~40!

c54u1/~s18s38!21/~s28s48!uA~s181s28!~s281s38!~s381s48!~s481s18!,

The two values ofd given by ~39! are reciprocals of each other. Thus any given checkerbo
~with arbitrary positive conductivitiess18 , s28 , s38 , and s48) is equivalent to a square array o
squares at a volume fraction of1

4 @with conductivitiess15s25s351, ands45d where d is
given by~39!#. In other words, Obnosov’s solution16 for the square array of squares could be us
to generate the solution for the potentials in the given checkerboard, using~18!, where the set of
coefficientsai j is any solution to the equations~21! and ~22! that is independent of the solution
~34!. Such a solution can be easily found using Maple, but the expressions are not suffic
concise to justify their reproduction here, especially in view of the explicit solution obtaine
Craster and Obnosov.42

More generally, a checkerboard with four arbitrary conductivitiess1 , s2 , s3 , and s4 is
equivalent to a checkerboard with conductivitiess18 , s28 , s38 , ands48 @in the sense that~33! is
satisfied# if and only if they are each equivalent to a checkerboard with conductivities 1,1,1 ad
for some choice ofd, i.e., if and only if

f ~s1 ,s2 ,s3 ,s4!5 f ~s18 ,s28 ,s38 ,s48!. ~41!
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The conductivities~27! satisfy this criterion of equivalence, which is what makes this proo
Mortola and Steffe´’s conjecture possible.
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Graphical representation of the partition function
of a one-dimensional d-function Bose gas

Go Katoa) and Miki Wadatib)
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Hongo 7-3-1, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-0033, Japan

~Received 12 March 2001; accepted for publication 5 July 2001!

The one-dimensional repulsived-function bose system is studied. By only using the
Bethe ansatz equation,n-particle partition functions are exactly calculated. From
this expression for then-particle partition function, then-particle cluster integral is
derived. The results completely agree with those of the thermal Bethe ansatz
~TBA!. This directly proves the validity of the TBA. The theory of partitions and
graphs is used to simplify the discussion. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1396836#

I. INTRODUCTION

We study statistical mechanics of a one-dimensional gas of Bose particles interacting th
a repulsive delta function potential. The Hamiltonian for the system withn particles reads

Hn52(
i 51

n
]2

]xi
2 12c(

i . j
d~xi2xj !. ~1.1!

Throughout the paper, we set\51, 2m51 and assume the potential is repulsive,c.0.
The eigenvalues and the eigenstates are obtained by the Bethe ansatz~BA! method,1,2 and the

quantum inverse scattering method~QISM!.3–8As a periodic boundary condition, the Bethe ans
~BA! equation is derived. Using the BA equation, thermodynamic quantities are calculated
thermal Bethe ansatz~TBA!.9,10 In the TBA, an ‘‘interpretation’’ of the particle density and th
state density enables us to define the entropy ofn-particle system in the thermodynamic limit.

With the quantum Gelfand–Levitan equation,3,7 the field operator is expressed as a series
the terms each of which is a product of creation and annihilation operators in the scatterin
space. The grand partition function is written as a field operator.5 Creamer, Thacker
and Wilkinson4 calculated the grand partition function using creation and annihilation oper
of this system, but the analysis involves a delicate regularization that 2pd(0) is replaced by the
volumeL.

To be rigorous, it is desirable to examine these results by a different approach. In this
we present a method to calculate the thermodynamical quantities only by use of the BA eq
which is derived exactly as a periodic boundary condition from both QISM and BA method
calculate then-particle partition function and evaluate then-particle cluster integral.

The paper is organized as follows: Then-particle partition function and then-particle cluster
integral are derived with a method, which we call a direct method, in Sec. II. This meth
shown explicitly forn53. In Sec. III, we consider then-particle case, and reformulate the resu
in graphical expressions. The last section is devoted to concluding remarks and discussio
avoid complexities, the details of a mathematical proof are summarized in Appendix A.

a!Electronic mail: kato@monet.phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
b!Electronic mail: wadati@phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
48830022-2488/2001/42(10)/4883/11/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. DIRECT METHOD

We assume a finite system sizeL and the periodic boundary condition. It is known that t
total energyE and the wave numberskj of the system~1.1! are determined by the following
relations:

E5(
j 51

n

kj
2 , ~2.1!

kjL52pmj1 (
j 8Þ j

D~kj 82kj !, ~2.2!

wheremj are integers or half-integers, andD(k) is the phase shift of two-particle scattering,

mjPH Z if N5odd

Z1 1
2 if N5even,

~2.3!

mj,mj 11 , ~2.4!

D~k!52 arctanS k

cD , ~2.5!

2p,D~k!,p.

Equation~2.2! is called the Bethe ansatz~BA! equation. Main objects to be calculated are t
n-particle partition functionZn ,

Zn5Tr e2bHn, b51/kBT, ~2.6!

and then-particle cluster integralbn ,

(
n>1

bnzn5 logS (
n>0

ZnznD , ~2.7!

wherez5ebm with the chemical potentialm. By definition,Z051 and we simply have

b15L21Z15E dk

2p
e2bk2

. ~2.8!

We explain a direct method to evaluate the partition function for 3-particle case. T
explicit, the total energy is

E5k1
21k2

21k3
2 , ~2.9!

and the BA equation is

k1L52pm11D~k22k1!1D~k32k1!,

k2L52pm21D~k12k2!1D~k32k2!,

k3L52pm31D~k12k3!1D~k22k3!, ~2.10!

m1,m2,m3PZ. ~2.11!

By use of these relations~2.9!–~2.11!, we can calculate the partition functionZ3 as follows:
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Z35 (
m1,m2,m3

e2b(k1
2
1k2

2
1k3

2)5
1

6 (
m1 ,m2 ,m3

e2b(k1
2
1k2

2
1k3

2)2
1

2 (
m1 ,m25m3

e2b(k1
2
1k2

2
1k3

2)

1
1

3 (
m15m25m3

e2b(k1
2
1k2

2
1k3

2)

5
1

6 (
m̃1 ,m̃2 ,m̃3

E dm1dm2dm3e2b(k1
2
1k2

2
1k3

2)12p i (m1m̃11m2m̃21m3m̃3)

2
1

2 (
m̃18 ,m̃28

E dm18 ,dm28e
2b(2k18

2
1k28

2)12p i (m18m̃181m28m̃28)1
1

3 (
m̃9

E dm9e2b(3k2)12p im9m̃9

5
1

6 (
m̃1 ,m̃2 ,m̃3

E dk1dk2dk3U]m

]k Ue2b(k1
2
1k2

2
1k3

2)1 iL (k1m̃11k2m̃21k3m̃3)

3S k12k21 ic

k12k22 ic D m̃22m̃1S k22k31 ic

k22k32 ic D m̃32m̃2S k32k11 ic

k32k12 ic D m̃12m̃3

2
1

2 (
m̃18 ,m̃28

E dk18 ,dk28U]m8

]k8
Ue2b(2k18

2
1k28

2)1 iL (k18m̃181k28m̃28)S k182k281 ic

k182k282 ic D m̃222m̃1

1
1

3 (
m̃9

E dk9
]m9

]k9
e2b(3k2)1 iLk9m̃9, ~2.12!

where u]m/]ku, u]m8/]k8u, and ]m9/]k9 are the Jacobians to be explained shortly. We h
written explicitly all the steps of calculations which are common to those for generaln.11–13In the
second equality, we use a symmetry of the BA equation with respect to the exch
mi ,ki↔mi 8 ,ki 8 , in the third equality, we apply the Poisson’s summation formula, and in the
equality, we change variables of integration fromm to k.

The relation betweenk andm is defined by the BA equation. In~2.12!, k8, m8, k9, andm9 are
related as follows:

k18L52pm1812D~k282k18!,

k28L52pm281D~k182k28!, ~2.13!

k9L52pm9. ~2.14!

Thus, the Jacobians,u]m/]ku, u]m8/]k8u, and]m9/]k9, are given by

~2p!3U]m

]k U5L312L2K~k12k2!12L2K~k22k3!12L2K~k32k1!13LK~k22k1!K~k32k1!

13LK~k12k2!K~k32k2!13LK~k12k3!K~k22k3!, ~2.15!

~2p!2U]m8

]k8
U5L213LK~k12k2!, ~2.16!

]m9

]k9
5

1

2p
L, ~2.17!

where
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K~k![
dD~k!

dk
5

2c

k21c2 . ~2.18!

It is readily shown that all terms exceptm̃i50, m̃i850 and m̃950 in ~2.12! exponentially
decay asL gets large. Although the discussion may include these decaying terms, we her
consider the expressions in the thermodynamic limit. Then,Z3 becomes

Z35
1

6 E dk1

2p

dk2

2p

dk3

2p
~L316L2K~k12k2!19LK~k22k1!K~k32k1!!e2b(k1

2
1k2

2
1k3

2)

2
1

2 E dk18

2p

dk28

2p
~L213LK~k12k2!!e2b(2k18

2
1k38

2)1
1

3 E dk9

2p
Le2b(3k2). ~2.19!

It is much easier to show

Z25
1

2 E dk18

2p

dk28

2p
~L212LK~k12k2!!e2b(k18

2
1k38

2)2
1

2 E dk9

2p
Le2b(2k92). ~2.20!

From ~2.8!, ~2.19!, and~2.20!, the cluster integralb3 is given by

b35
1

L S Z32Z2Z11
1

3
Z1

3D5
3

2 E dk1

2p

dk2

2p

dk3

2p
K~k22k1!K~k32k1!e2b(k1

2
1k2

2
1k3

2)

2
3

2 E dk18

2p

dk28

2p
K~k12k2!e2b(2k18

2
1k38

2)1
1

3 E dk9

2p
e2b(3k2). ~2.21!

Thanks to the effective interactionK(k), b3 consists of only 3 terms. In the next section, we sh
that Zn andbn can be calculated in the same way.

III. PARTITION FUNCTION AND GRAPHS

A. Partition function

In order to present a general structure of the partition function, we need to explain
terminology in the theory of partition;14 the partially ordered set~poset, for short!.

Let P(S) denote a set of all partitions of a finite setS. In what follows, @n# means a set
$1,2,...,n%, and writePn for P(@n#). We define partially order inP(S) by refinement, that is,
definex<yPP(S) if every block ofx is contained in a block ofy. For example, ifxPP9 has
blocks 137-2-46-58-9 andyPP9 has blocks 13467-2589, thenx<y. Special elements inP(S)
are 0̂S and 1̂S such thatx>0̂S andx<1̂S for all xPP(S). We write 0̂n and 1̂n for 0̂[n] and 1̂[n] .
Figure 1 shows the partially ordered elements inP3 , that is,1-2-3,1-23, 2-13, 3-12,123. In

FIG. 1. Vertices of this graph are the elements ofP3 , and if x,y theny is drawn ‘‘above’’x ~i.e., with a higher vertical
coordinate!. It is called theHasse diagram~Ref. 14! of P3 .
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addition, we define Mo¨bius function ofP(S) inductively as follows:

m~x,x!51 for all xPP~S!,

m~x,y!52 (
x<z,y

m~x,z! for all x,y in P~S!. ~3.1!

By use of those definitions, we can show some useful relations. For brevity,N andC stand,
respectively, non-negative integers and complex numbers.~1! Let f̂ ,ĝ:P(S)→C, then,

ĝ~x!5(
y>x

f̂ ~y!, for all xPP~S!,

if and only if

f̂ ~x!5(
y>x

m~x,y!ĝ~y!, for all xPP~S!. ~3.2!

This is called the Mo¨bius inversion formula.~2! Let ĝ,Ĵ:P(S)→C and f ,h:N→C. If

(
n>0

h~n!
un

n!
5expS (

n>1
f ~n!

un

n! D , ~3.3!

h~NS!5 (
xPP(S)

m~ 0̂S ,x!ĝ~x!, ~3.4!

ĝ~x!5 (
jPP(x)

)
yPj

Ĵ~y!, ~3.5!

then

f ~n!5 (
xPPn

m~ 0̂n ,x!Ĵ~x!. ~3.6!

We prove this relation in the Appendix.
With these two relations, we can derive the partition functionZn and the cluster integralbn in

a compact way. First we definef ,h:N→C and ĥ,ĝ:P(S)→C,

f ~n![n!Lbn , ~3.7!

h~n![n!Zn , ~3.8!

ĥ~x![ (
m18Þ¯Þml8

e2b(k1
2
1¯1kn

2), ~3.9!

ĝ~x![ (
m18 ,¯ ,ml8

e2b(k1
2
1¯1kn

2), ~3.10!

where

xPP~S!, s i{sj⇒mi85mj , x5$s1 ,...,s l%, S5$s1 ,...,sn%. ~3.11!
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Recall thatm andk are related by the BA equation. We see that Eq.~3.3! holds from the definition
of cluster integralbn , Eq. ~2.7!. From the definition~3.8!–~3.10!, it is easy to show that

ĝ~x!5(
y>x

ĥ~y!, ~3.12!

ĥ~ 0̂n!5h~n!. ~3.13!

Due to the Mo¨bius inversion formula~3.2!, ~3.12! is equivalent to

ĥ~x!5(
y>x

m~x,y!ĝ~y!. ~3.14!

Substituting 0ˆ n for x in this equation, we obtain

h~n!5 (
yPPn

m~ 0̂n ,y!ĝ~y!. ~3.15!

This is nothing but condition~3.4!.
As we have mentioned in the previous section, we do not include exponentially dec

terms. Then,~3.10! is written as

ĝ~x!5E )
sPx

dms8e2b(k1
2
1k2

2
1¯1kn

2) ~3.16!

5E )
sPx

dks8U]m8

]k8
Ue2b((sPxNsks8

2). ~3.17!

The transformation matrix and the Jacobian are given as follows:

]ms8

]ks8
8

5
1

2p
3H L1 (

s9Þs

Ns9K~ks9
8 2ks8 ! if s5s8

2Ns8K~ks8
8 2ks8 ! if sÞs8

~3.18!

s,s8,s9Px

U]m8

]k8
U5 (

jPP(x)
)
yPj

L

~2p!Ny S (
sPy

NsD (
tPV(y)

S )
sPy

Ns
n(s,t)21D

3S )
bPJ(t)

K~ks1(b)8 2ks2(b)8 ! D . ~3.19!

We explain the notations in~3.18! and ~3.19!. The number of elements in a sets is denoted by
Ns . V(S) denotes a set of all undirectedtreeswith a vertexsetS. For instance, all the element
in V($s1 ,s2 ,s3%) are depicted in Fig. 2. We call a connection of two vertices abranch. J(t)
denotes a set of all branches contained in a treet. n(s,t) is the number of branches with whic
the vertexs are connected in the treet. s1(b) ands2(b) denote two end-vertices connected
a branchb.

A remaining task is a consistency with~3.5!. We define a functionĴ:P(S)→C by

Ĵ~x![E )
sPx

dks8U]m8

]k8
U

c

e2b((sPxNsks8
2), ~3.20!
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where

U]m8

]k8
U

c

[
L

~2p!Nx S (
sPx

NsD (
tPV(x)

S )
sPx

Ns
n(s,t)21D S )

bPJ(t)
K~ks1(b)8 2ks2(b)8 ! D . ~3.21!

We can change the expression of the Jacobianu]m8/]k8u from ~3.19! into a sum of forests, that is
sets of trees. On the other hand, the right-hand side of~3.21! is a sum of connected forests, that
trees. Therefore, we put a subscriptc asu]m8/]k8uc . With this definition, we see that the conditio
~3.5! follows from ~3.17!.

In this way, three conditions~3.3!–~3.5! are shown to be satisfied, which indicates that E
~3.6! holds. We write Eq.~3.6! explicitly,

bn5
1

n!L (
xPPn

m~ 0̂n ,x!E )
sPx

dks8U]m8

]k8
U

c

e2b((sPxNsks8
2). ~3.22!

In fact, ~3.15! is equivalent to

Zn5
1

n! (
xPPn

m~ 0̂n ,x!E )
sPx

dks8U]m8

]k8
Ue2b((sPxNsks8

2). ~3.23!

The Jacobians in~3.22! and ~3.23! are, respectively,~3.21! and ~3.19!. The explicit form of
m(0̂n ,x) can be derived from~3.1!,

m~ 0̂n ,x!5 )
sPx

~21!Ns21~Ns21!! ~3.24!

It is easily shown12,13that the cluster integralsbn agree with those derived from the thermal Bet
ansatz~TBA!. It is also possible to derive the integral equation in TBA from~3.22!.13

We give two remarks here. First, the Jacobianu]m8/]k8u is essentially the inner product of th
Bethe wave functions.8 Second, the cluster integrals consist of only a finite number of terms

B. Graph representation

We further develop a graphical representation of the cluster integral and the partition fun
We draw anl times rolled coil for a Boltzmann weighte2b lk2

~Fig. 3!. We call it l -toron following
Montroll and Ward.15,16 The tree consists of a toron or torons connected by branches. Theforest
consists of the trees. We denote byVn a set of all the trees which satisfy the following tw
conditions:~1! all the vertices of the tree are made of torons, and~2! the sum of rolled number o

FIG. 2. A set of undirected trees,V($s1 ,s2 ,s3%), contains three elements.

FIG. 3. l -toron.
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torons composing the tree isn. Figure 4 shows all the elements inV3 . Wn is a set of all the forests
which satisfy the following two conditions:~1! all the vertices of the forest are made of torons, a
~2! the sum of rolled number of torons composing the forest isn. Simply, Vn is a subset ofWn .
Figure 5 exhibits all the elements inW3 .

In terms of these terminologies, we may rewrite~3.23! and ~3.22! as

Zn5 (
f PWn

Sym~ f !

n! )
t in the forest f

S~ t !, ~3.25!

bn5 (
tPVn

Sym~ t !

n!L
S~ t !. ~3.26!

Here,Sym(t) andSym( f ) indicate symmetrical factors of graphs. In the casetPVn or f PWn ,
Sym(t) or Sym( f ) means the number of different ways in which a set$1,...,n% can be distributed
to all the vertices oft or f at a time, on the condition thatl elements are placed in a vertex ma
of l -toron. For example,

~3.27!

~3.28!

~3.29!

From ~3.22! and ~3.23!, we can show thatS(t) in ~3.25! and ~3.26! is given as follows:

S~ t ![L(
v

NvS)
v

~21!Nv21~Nv21!!Nv
n(v,t)21D

3E )
v

dkv

2p S )
bPJ(t)

K~ks1(b)2ks2(b)! De2b((vNvkv), ~3.30!

whereNv denotes the rolled number of toronv, and(v ~or )v! denotes a sum~or a product! with
respect to all the toronv in the treet. For example,

FIG. 4. A set of the trees,V3 , contains three elements.

FIG. 5. A set of the forests,W3 . Three graphs in the first line are not trees because the vertices are not connec
partially connected by branch~es!.
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~3.31!

Substitution of~3.28! and ~3.31! gives the second term in~2.21!.
As examples, we list a graphical representation of the cluster integralsb1;b4 ,

~3.32!

~3.33!

~3.34!

~3.35!

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this paper, we have studied a one-dimensionald-function bose gas,~1.1!, and have derived
directly the partition function and the cluster integral,~3.23! and ~3.22!, from the Bethe ansatz
equation,~2.2!. This should be regarded as a proof of the thermal Bethe ansatz~TBA!. The
derivation is simplified by use of the partially ordered set in the theory of partition.

This direct method has some advantages. First, the method is rigorous. In the quantu
theoretic method, calculation is done at the infinite volume, therefore an interpretation of 2pd(0)
as the volume is unavoidable. In the TBA, it is necessary to define then-particle entropy. This
procedure is based on an interpretation of the particle and state densities. In this sense, bo
theoretic method and TBA remained to be proved. On the other hand, the direct method
from such interpretations, and all calculations are traceable step by step.

Second, the method has a wide applicability. It should be remarked that in the direct m
all the dependencies on the systems come only from the BA equation. In other words, the
method may have the generality at least as well as TBA.

We conclude that the direct method will be useful and important in calculating the the
dynamic quantities in various integrable systems.

APPENDIX: A PROOF OF „3.6…

We use the same notation as in Sec. III A. It can be shown that, on condition thath, f :N
→C, we have

(
n>0

h~n!
un

n!
5expS (

n>1
f ~n!

un

n! D ~A1!

if and only if

h~n!5 (
xPPn

)
sPx

f ~Ns!, ~A2!

h~0!51. ~A3!

This is known as the cumulant expansion formula. Equation~A2! is equivalent to

)
sPx

h~Ns!5(
y<x

)
sPy

f ~Ns!. ~A4!
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For Ĥ,F̂:P(S)→C, the following relation holds:

Ĥ~x!5(
y<x

F̂~y!⇔F̂~x!5(
y<x

m~x,y!Ĥ~y!. ~A5!

This is the Möbius inversion formula, which is a dual form of~3.2!. With this formula, Eq.~A4!
becomes

)
sPx

f ~Ns!5(
y<x

m~y,x! )
sPy

h~Ns!. ~A6!

Substitution of 1ˆ n for x in ~A6! yields

f ~n!5 (
x<1̂n

m~y,1̂n! )
sPy

h~Ns!. ~A7!

We suppose the existence ofĝ:P(S)→C which satisfies

h~NS!5 (
xPP(S)

m~ 0̂S ,x!ĝ~x!. ~A8!

Using this relation, Eq.~A6! is written as

f ~n!5 (
xPPn

m~x,1̂n! )
sPx

(
yPP(s)

m~ 0̂s ,y!ĝ~y!5 (
xPPn

m~ 0̂n ,x! (
jPP(x)

m~j,1̂x!)
yPj

ĝ~y!.

~A9!

In the second equality, we have used the following two relations:

(
xPPn

F~Nx! )
sPx

(
yPP(s)

Ĝ~y!5 (
xPPn

(
jPP(x)

F~Nj!)
yPj

Ĝ~y!, ~A10!

for F:N→C, Ĝ:P(S)→C, and

m~ 0̂n ,x!5 )
sPx

m~ 0̂Ns
,1̂Ns

!, ~A11!

for xPPn . And, we suppose the existence of a mapĴ:P(S)→C which satisfies

ĝ~x!5 (
jPP(x)

)
yPj

Ĵ~y!. ~A12!

Then, a main part of the right-hand side of Eq.~A9! becomes

(
jPP(x)

m~j,1̂x!)
yPj

ĝ~y!5 (
jPP(x)

m~j,1̂x!)
yPj

(
zPP(y)

)
zPz

Ĵ~z!

5 (
zPP(x)

S (
lPP(z)

m~l,1̂z! D )
zPz

Ĵ~z!5 Ĵ~x!. ~A13!

The third equality is due to the following relation:
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(
xPP(S)

m~x,1̂S!5d~1,NS!. ~A14!

By use of relation~A13!, ~A9! becomes

f ~n!5 (
xPPn

m~ 0̂n ,x!Ĵ~x!, ~A15!

which is ~3.6!. To summarize, using~A1!, ~A8!, and~A12!, we have proved~3.6!.
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The Lax pairs for elliptic Cn and BC n

Ruijsenaars–Schneider models and their spectral curves
Kai Chena) and Bo-yu Houb)

Institute of Modern Physics, Northwest University, Xi’an 710069, People’s Republic of
China

Wen-li Yangc)

Physikalisches Institut der Universitat Bonn, Nussallee 12, 53115 Bonn, Germany

~Received 1 March 2001; accepted for publication 17 May 2001!

We study the ellipticCn andBCn Ruijsenaars–Schneider models which are elliptic
generalization of systems given in previous paper by the present authors@Chen
et al., J. Math. Phys.41, 8132 ~2000!#. The Lax pairs for these models are con-
structed by Hamiltonian reduction technology. We show that the spectral curves can
be parametrized by the involutive integrals of motion for these models. Taking
nonrelativistic limit and scaling limit, we verify that they lead to the systems
corresponding to Calogero–Moser and Toda types. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1389091#

I. INTRODUCTION

The Ruijsenaars–Schneider~RS! and Calogero–Moser~CM! models, as integrable many
body models, recently have attracted remarkable attention and have been extensively s
They describe one-dimensionalN-particle systems with pairwise interaction. Their importance
in various fields ranging from lattice models in statistics physics,1,2 to the field theory and gaug
theory,3,4 to the Seiberg–Witten theory,5 etc. In particular, the study of the RS model is of gre
importance since it is the integrable relativistic generalization of the corresponding CM mo6,7

The Lax pairs for the CM models in various root systems have been constructed by O
netsky, and Perelomov8 using reduction on symmetric space, and are further given by Inozem
in Ref. 9 without spectral parameter. It was almost 20 years until D’Hoker and Phong10 con-
structed the Lax pairs with a spectral parameter for each of the finite dimensional Lie algebra
the untwisted and twisted Calogero–Moser systems were introduced. Subsequently, B
et al.11–13succeeded in giving two types of Lax pairs associated to all of the Lie algebra: the
type and the minimal type, with and without spectral parameters. Even for all of the Co
group, the construction has been obtained in Ref. 14. In Ref. 15, Hurtubise and Markman u
a so-called ‘‘structure group,’’ which combines a semisimple group and Weyl group, to con
CM systems associated with the Hitchin system, which in some degree generalizes the re
Refs. 10–14. Furthermore, the quantum version of the generalization has been developed
16 and 17 at least for degenerate potentials of trigonometry after the works of Olshanets
Perelomov.18

So far as for the RS model, only the Lax pair of theAN21 type RS model was obtained6,2,19–22

and succeeded in recovering it by applying the Hamiltonian reduction procedure on a
dimensional current group.23 Although the commutative operators for the RS model based
various type Lie algebras have been given by Komori and co-workers,24,25 Diejen,26,27 and Hase-
gawaet al.,1,28 the Lax integrability~or Lax pair representation! of the other type of RS model is
still an open problem5 except for a few degenerate cases.27,30

a!Electronic mail: kai@phy.nwu.edu.cn
b!Electronic mail: byhou@phy.nwu.edu.cn
c!Electronic mail: wlyang@th.physik.uni-bonn.de
48940022-2488/2001/42(10)/4894/21/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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In Refs. 29 and 30, we succeeded in constructing the Lax pair forCn andBCn RS systems
only with the degenerate case~without spectral parameters!. Ther -matrix structure for them have
been derived by Avanet al.31 In this paper, we study the Lax pair for the most generalCn andBCn

RS models—the ellipticCn andBCn RS models. We shall give the explicit forms of Lax pairs f
these systems by Hamiltonian reduction. We calculate the spectral curves for these systems
are shown to be parametrized by a set of involutive integrals of motion. In particular, taking
nonrelativistic limit and scaling limit, we shall recover the systems of corresponding CM and
types, respectively. The other various degenerate cases are also be discussed and the co
between the Lax pair with a spectral parameter and the one without the spectral param
commented on.

The paper is organized as follows. The basic materials of theAN21 RS model are reviewed in
Sec. II, where we propose a Lax pair associating with the Hamiltonian which has a refle
symmetry with respect to the particles in the origin. This includes construction of a Lax pa
theAN21 RS system together with its symmetry analysis. The main results are shown in Se
and IV. In Sec. III, we present the Lax pairs for the ellipticCn andBCn RS models by reducing
theAN21 RS model. The explicit forms for the Lax pairs are given in Sec. IV. Section V is dev
to deriving the spectral curves for these systems and their nonrelativistic counterpar
Calogero–Moser model and scaling limit of the Toda model. Section VI shows the variou
generate limits: the trigonometric, hyperbolic, and rational cases. The last section is a brie
mary and discussion.

II. THE A NÀ1-TYPE RUIJSENAARS–SCHNEIDER MODEL

As a relativistic-invariant generalization of theAN21-type nonrelativistic Calogero–Mose
model, theAN21-type Ruijsenaars–Schneider systems are completely integrable. The sy
integrability was first shownd by Ruijsenaars.6,7 The Lax pair for this model has been construct
in Refs. 6, 2, 19–22. Recent progress has shown that the compactification of higher dim
SUSY Yang–Mills theory and Seiberg–Witten theory can be described by this model.5 Instanton
correction of the prepotential associated with thesl2 RS system has been calculated in Ref. 3

A. Model and equations of motion

Let us briefly give the basics of this model. In terms of the canonical variablespi , xi( i , j
51,...,N) enjoying the canonical Poisson bracket

$pi ,pj%5$xi ,xj%50, $xi ,pj%5d i j , ~II.1!

the Hamiltonian of theAN21 RS system reads

HAN21
5(

i 51

N S epi )
kÞ i

f ~xi2xk!1e2pi )
kÞ i

g~xi2xk! D , ~II.2!

where

f ~x!ª
s~x2g!

s~x!
,

~II.3!
g~x!ª f ~x!ug→2g , xikªxi2xk ,

andg denotes the coupling constant. Here,s(x) is the Weierstrasss function which is an entire,
odd and quasiperiodic function with a fixed pair of the primitive quasiperiods 2v1 and 2v3 . It can
be defined as the infinite product

s~x!5x )
wPG\$0%

S 12
x

wD expF x

w
1

1

2 S x

wD 2G ,
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whereG52v1Z12v3Z is the corresponding period lattice. Defining a third dependent qua
eriod 2v2522v122v3 , one has

s~x12vk!52s~x!e2hk(x1vk), z~x12vk!5z~x!12 hk , k51,2,3,

where

z~x!5
s8~x!

s~x!
, `~x!52z8~x!,

andhk5z(vk) satisfyh1v32h3v15p i /2.
Notice that in Ref. 6 Ruijsenaars used another ‘‘gauge’’ of the momenta such that tw

connected by the following canonical transformation:

xi→xi , pi→pi1
1

2
ln )

j Þ i

N
f ~xi j !

g~xi j !
. ~II.4!

The Lax matrix for this model has the form~for the general elliptic case!

L~l!5 (
i , j 51

N
F~xi2xj1g,l!

F~g,l!
exp~pj !bjEi j , ~II.5!

where

F~x,l!ª
s~x1l!

s~x!s~l!
, bjª)

kÞ j
f ~xj2xk!, ~Ei j !kl5d ikd j l ~II.6!

andl is the spectral parameter. It is shown in Refs. 21, 33, 34 that the Lax operator satisfi
quadratic fundamental Poisson bracket

$L1 ,L2%5L1 L2 a12a2 L1 L21L2 s1 L12L1 s2 L2 , ~II.7!

whereL15LAN21
^ Id,L25Id ^ LAN21

and the four matrices read

a15a1w, s15s2w,
~II.8!

a25a1s2s* 2w, s25s* 1w.

The forms ofa,s,w are

a~l,m!52z~l2m!(
k51

N

Ekk^ Ekk2(
kÞ j

F~xj2xk ,l2m!Ejk ^ Ek j ,

s~l!5z~l!(
k51

N

Ekk^ Ekk1(
kÞ j

F~xj2xk ,l!Ejk ^ Ekk , ~II.9!

w5(
kÞ j

z~xk2xj !Ekk^ Ej j .

The asterisk means

r * 5PrP with P5 (
k, j 51

N

Ek j ^ Ejk . ~II.10!
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Noticing that

L~l!21
i j 5

s~g1l!s~l1~N21!g!

s~l!s~l1Ng!
3 (

i , j 51

N
F~xi2xj2g,l1Ng!

F~2g,l1Ng!
exp~2pi !bj8Ei j ,

~II.11!

bj8ª)
kÞ j

g~xj2xk! ~II.12!

~the proof of the above-given identity is sketched in the Appendix! one can get the characterist
polynomials ofLAN21

~Refs. 35 and 34!,

det~L~l!2v•Id !5(
j 50

N

F~g,l!2 j~2v !N2 j
H j

1

s j~g!
3

s~l1 j g!

s~l!
, ~II.13!

and that ofLAN21

21 by using formula given in Eq.~A8!,

detS s~l!s~l2Ng!

s~l2g!s~l2~N21!g!
3L~l2Ng!212v•Id D

5(
j 50

N

F~2g,l!2 j~2v !N2 j3
~H j

2!

s j~2g!

s~l2 j g!

s~l!
, ~II.14!

where (H 0
6)AN21

5(H N
6)AN21

51, and

~H i
1!AN21

5 (
J,$1,...,N%

uJu5 i

expS (
j PJ

pj D )
j PJ

kP$1,...,N%\J

f ~xj2xk!, ~II.15!

~H i
2!AN21

5 (
J,$1,...,N%

uJu5 i

expS (
j PJ

2pj D )
j PJ

kP$1,...,N%\J

g~xj2xk!. ~II.16!

Defining

~Hi !AN21
5~H i

1!AN21
1~H i

2!AN21
, ~II.17!

from the fundamental Poisson bracket Eq.~II.7!, we can verify that

$~Hi !AN21
,~Hj !AN21

%5$~H i
«!AN21

,~H j
«8!AN21

%50, «,«856, i , j 51,...,N. ~II.18!

In particular, the Hamiltonian Eq.~II.2! can be rewritten as

HAN21
[H15~H 1

1!AN21
1~H 1

2!AN21

5(
j 51

N

~epjbj1e2pjbj8!

5TrS L~l!1
s~l!s~l1Ng!

s~g1l! s~l1~N21!g!
L~l!21D . ~II.19!

It should be remarked that the set of integrals of motion Eq.~II.17! has a reflection symmetry
which is the key property for the later reduction toCn andBCn cases, i.e., if we set
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pi↔2pi , xi↔2xi , ~II.20!

then the Hamiltonians flows (Hi)AN21
are invariant with respect to this symmetry.

The canonical equations of motion associated with the Hamiltonian flowsH 1
1 in its generic

~elliptic! form read

ẍi5(
j Þ i

ẋi ẋ j~V~xi j !2V~xji !!, i 51,...,N, ~II.21!

where the potentialV(x) is given by

V~x!5z~x!2z~x1l!, ~II.22!

in which z(x)5 s8(x)/s(x). Here, xi5xi(t), pi5pi(t), and the superimposed dot denotest
differentiation.

B. The construction of Lax pair for the A NÀ1 RS model

As for theAN21 RS model, a generalized Lax pair has been given in Refs. 6, 2, and 19
But there is a common character that the time evolution of the Lax matrixLAN21

is associated with

the Hamiltonian (H 1
1)AN21

. We will see in Sec. III that the Lax pair cannot reduce from that k
of forms directly. Instead, we give a new Lax pair in which the evolution ofLAN21

is associated
with the HamiltonianHAN21

,

L̇AN21
5$LAN21

,HAN21
%5@MAN21

,LAN21
#, ~II.23!

whereMAN21
can be constructed with the help of (r ,s) matrices as follows:

M
AN21

5Tr2S ~s12a2!S 1^ S L~l!2
s~l!s~l1Ng!

s~g1l! s~l1~N21!g!
L~l!21D D D . ~II.24!

The explicit expression of entries forMAN21
is

Mi j 5F~xi j ,l!epjbj2F~xi j ,l1Ng!e2pibj8 , iÞ j , ~II.25!

Mii 5~z~l!1z~g!!epibi2~z~l1g!2z~g!!e2pibi8 ~II.26!

1(
j Þ i

~~z~xi j 1g!2z~xi j !!epjbj

1
F~xji 1g,l!

F~g,l!
F~xi j ,l1Ng!e2pibj8). ~II.27!

III. HAMILTONIAN REDUCTION OF Cn AND BC n RS MODELS FROM A NÀ1-TYPE
MODELS

Let us first mention some results about the integrability of Hamiltonian~II.2!. In Ref. 7
Ruijsenaars demonstrated that the symplectic structure of theCn- andBCn-types of RS systems
can be proved integrable by embedding their phase space to a submanifold of theA2n21 andA2n

type RS ones, respectively, while in Refs. 26, 27, and 25, Diejen and Komori, respectively
a series of commuting difference operators which led to their quantum integrability. How
there are not any results about their Lax representations so far except for the special deg
case.29,30 In this section, we concentrate our treatment on the exhibition of the explicit form
generalCn andBCn RS systems.
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For the convenience of analysis of symmetry, let us first give vector representation ofAN21

Lie algebra. Introducing anN-dimensional orthonormal basis ofRN,

ej•ek5d j ,k , j ,k51,...,N. ~III.1!

Then the sets of roots and vector weights ofAN21 type are,

D5$ej2ek : j ,k51,...,N%, ~III.2!

L5$ej : j 51,...,N%. ~III.3!

The dynamical variables are canonical coordinates$xj% and their canonical conjugate mo
menta $pj% with the Poisson brackets of Eq.~II.1!. In a general sense, we denote them
N-dimensional vectorsx andp,

x5~x1 ,...,xN!PRN, p5~p1 ,...,pN!PRN,

so that the scalar products ofx and p with the rootsa•x, p•b, etc., can be defined. Th
Hamiltonian of Eq.~II.2! can be rewritten as

HAN21
5 (

mPL
S exp~m•p! )

D{b5m2n
f ~b•x!1exp~2m•p! )

D{b52m1n
g~b•x! D . ~III.4!

Here, the conditionD{b5m2n means that the summation is over rootsb such that for'n
PL,

m2n5bPD. ~III.5!

So does forD{b52m1n.

A. The Cn model

The set ofCn roots consists of two parts, long roots and short roots:

DCn
5DLøDS , ~III.6!

in which the roots are conveniently expressed in terms of an orthonormal basis ofRn:

DL5$62ej : j 51,...,n%,
~III.7!

DS5$6ej6ek ,: j ,k51,...,n%.

In the vector representation, vector weightsL are

LCn
5$ej ,2ej : j 51,...,n%. ~III.8!

The Hamiltonian of theCn model is given by

HCn
5

1

2 (
mPLCn

S exp~m•p! )
DCn

{b5m2n
f ~b•x!1exp~2m•p! )

DCn
{b52m1n

g~b•x!D .

~III.9!

From the above-mentioned data, we notice that either forAN21 or Cn Lie algebra, any roota
PD can be constructed in terms with vector weights asa5m2n where m,nPL. By simple
comparison of representation betweenAN21 andCn , one can find that if replacingej 1n with 2ej
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in the vector weights ofA2n21 algebra, we can obtain the vector weights ofCn algebra. This also
holds for the corresponding roots. This gives us a hint that it is possible to get theCn model by this
kind of reduction.

For theA2n21 model let us set restrictions on the vector weights with

ej 1n1ej50, for j 51,...,n, ~III.10!

which correspond to the following constraints on the phase space of theA2n21-type RS model
with

Gi[~ei 1n1ei !•x5xi1xi 1n50,
~III.11!

Gi 1n[~ei 1n1ei !•p5pi1pi 1n50, i 51,...,n.

Following Dirac’s method,36 we can show

$Gi ,HA2n21
%.0, for ; i P$1,...,2n%, ~III.12!

i.e.,HA2n21
is the first class Hamiltonian corresponding to the constraints in Eq.~III.11!. Here the

‘‘weak equal’’ symbol.represents that only after calculating the result of the left-hand side o
identity could we use the conditions of constraints. It should be pointed out that the most n
sary condition ensuring Eq.~III.12! is the symmetry property of formula~II.20! for the Hamil-
tonian Eq.~II.2!. So for an arbitrary dynamical variableA, we have

Ȧ5$A,HA2n21
%D5$A,HA2n21

%2$A,Gi%D i j
21$Gj ,HA2n21

%

.$A,HA2n21
%, i , j 51,...,2n, ~III.13!

where

D i j 5$Gi ,Gj%52S 0 Id

2Id 0 D , ~III.14!

and $,%D denotes the Dirac bracket. By straightforward calculation, we have the nonzero
brackets of

$xi ,pj%D5$xi 1n ,pj 1n%D5 1
2 d i , j ,

~III.15!

$xi ,pj 1n%D5$xi 1n ,pj%D52 1
2 d i , j .

Using the above-mentioned data together with the fact thatHAN21
is the first class Hamiltonian

@see Eq.~III.12!#, we can directly obtain a Lax representation of theCn RS model by imposing
constraintsGk on Eq.~II.23!,

$LA2n21
,HA2n21

%D5$LA2n21
,HA2n21

%uGk ,k51, . . . ,2n ,

~III.16!
5@MA2n21

,LA2n21
#uGk ,k51, . . . ,2n5@MCn

,LCn
#,

$LA2n21
,HA2n21

%D5$LCn
,HCn

%, ~III.17!

where

HCn
5 1

2HA2n21
uGk ,k51, . . . ,2n ,
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LCn
5LA2n21

uGk ,k51, . . . ,2n , ~III.18!

MCn
5MA2n21

uGk ,k51, . . . ,2n ,

so that

L̇Cn
5$LCn

,HCn
%5@MCn

,LCn
#. ~III.19!

Nevertheless, the (H 1
1)AN21

is not the first class Hamiltonian, so the Lax pair given by ma
authors previously cannot reduce to theCn case directly in this way.

B. The BC n model

The BCn root system consists of three parts: long, middle, and short roots:

DBCn
5DLøDøDS , ~III.20!

in which the roots are conveniently expressed in terms of an orthonormal basis ofRn:

DL5$62ej : j 51,...,n%,

D5$6ej6ek : j ,k51,...,n%, ~III.21!

DS5$6ej : j 51,...,n%.

In the vector representation, vector weightsL can be

LBCn
5$ej ,2ej ,0: j 51,...,n%. ~III.22!

The Hamiltonian of theBCn model is given by

HBCn
5

1

2 (
mPLBCn

S exp~m•p! )
DBCn

{b5m2n
f ~b•x!1exp~2m•p! )

DBCn
{b52m1n

g~b•x!D .

~III.23!

By similar comparison of representations betweenAN21 andBCn , one can find that if replacing
ej 1n with 2ej ande2n11 with 0 in the vector weights of theA2n Lie algebra, we can obtain th
vector weights of theBCn one. The same holds for the corresponding roots. So by the s
procedure as theCn model, we could get the Lax representation of theBCn model.

For theA2n model, we set restrictions on the vector weights with

ej 1n1ej50 for j 51,...,n,
~III.24!

e2n1150,

which correspond to the following constraints on the phase space of theA2n-type RS model with

Gi8[~ei 1n1ei !•x5xi1xi 1n50,

Gi 1n8 [~ei 1n1ei !•p5pi1pi 1n50, i 51,...,n,
~III.25!

G2n118 [e2n11•x5x2n1150,

G2n128 [e2n11•p5p2n1150.
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Similarly, we can show

$Gi ,HA2n
%.0, for ; i P$1,...,2n11,2n12%, ~III.26!

i.e., HA2n
is the first class Hamiltonian corresponding to the above-mentioned constraint

~III.25!. SoLBCn
andMBCn

can be constructed as follows:

LBCn
5LA2n

uG
k8 ,k51, . . . ,2n12 ,

~III.27!
MBCn

5MA2n
uG

k8 ,k51, . . . ,2n12 ,

while HBCn
is

HBCn
5 1

2 HA2n
uGk ,k51, . . . ,2n12 , ~III.28!

due to the similar derivation of Eqs.~III.13!–~III.19!.

IV. LAX REPRESENTATIONS OF THE Cn AND BC n RS MODELS

A. The Cn model

The Hamiltonian of theCn RS system is Eq.~III.9!, so the canonical equations of motion a

ẋi5$xi ,H%5epibi2e2pibi8 , ~IV.1!

ṗi5$pi ,H%5(
j Þ i

n

~epjbj~h~xji !2h~xj1xi !!1e2pjbj8~ ĥ~xji !2ĥ~xj1xi !!!

2epibiS 2h~2xi !1(
j Þ i

n

~h~xi j !1h~xi1xj !!D
2e2pibi8S 2ĥ~2xi !1(

j Þ i

n

~ ĥ~xi j !1ĥ~xi1xj !!D , ~IV.2!

where

h~x!ª
d ln f ~x!

dx
, ĥ~x!ª

d ln g~x!

dx
,

bi5 f ~2xi ! )
kÞ i

n

~ f ~xi2xk! f ~xi1xk!!, ~IV.3!

bi85g~2xi ! )
kÞ i

n

~g~xi2xk!g~xi1xk!!.

The Lax matrix for theCn RS model can be written in the following form:

~LCn
!mn5en•pbn

F~~m2n!•x1g,l!

F~g,l!
, ~IV.4!

which is a 2n32n matrix whose indices are labeled by the vector weights, denoted bym,n
PLCn

, MCn
can be written as
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MCn
5D1Y, ~IV.5!

whereD denotes the diagonal part andY denotes the off-diagonal part

Ymn5en•pbnF~xmn ,l!1e2m•pbn8F~xmn ,l1Ng!, ~IV.6!

Dmm5~z~l!1z~g!!em•pbm2~z~l1g!2z~g!!e2m•pbm8

1 (
nÞm

S ~z~xmn1g!2z~xmn!!en•pbn1
F~xnm1g,l!

F~g,l!
F~xmn ,l1Ng!e2m•pbn8D

~IV.7!

and

bm5 )
DCn

{b5m2n
f ~b•x!,

bm8 5 )
DCn

{b5m2n
g~b•x!, ~IV.8!

xmnª~m2n!•x.

The LCn
,MCn

satisfies the Lax equation

L̇Cn
5$LCn

,HCn
%5@MCn

,LCn
#, ~IV.9!

which is equivalent to the equations of motion~IV.1! and ~IV.2!. The HamiltonianHCn
can be

rewritten as the trace ofLCn
,

HCn
5tr LCn

5
1

2 (
mPLCn

~em•pbm1e2m•pbm8 !. ~IV.10!

B. The BC n model

The Hamiltonian of theBCn model is expressed in Eq.~III.23!, so the canonical equations o
motion are

ẋi5$xi ,H%5epibi2e2pibi8 , ~IV.11!

ṗi5$pi ,H%5(
j Þ i

n

~epjbj~h~xji !2h~xj1xi !!1e2pjbj8~ ĥ~xji !2ĥ~xj1xi !!!

2epibiS h~xi !12h~2xi !1(
j Þ i

n

~h~xi j !1h~xi1xj !!D
2e2pibi8S ĥ~xi !12ĥ~2xi !1(

j Þ i

n

~ ĥ~xi j !1ĥ~xi1xj !!D 2b0~h~xi !1ĥ~xi !!,

~IV.12!

where
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bi5 f ~xi ! f ~2xi ! )
kÞ i

n

~ f ~xi2xk! f ~xi1xk!!,

bi8g~xi !g~2xi ! )
kÞ i

n

~g~xi2xk!g~xi1xk!!, ~IV.13!

b05)
i 51

n

f ~xi !g~xi !.

The Lax pair for theBCn RS model can be constructed as the form of Eqs.~IV.4!–~IV.8!
where one should replace the matrices labels withm,nPLBCn

, and roots withbPDBCn
.

The HamiltonianHBCn
can also be rewritten as the trace ofLBCn

,

HBCn
5tr LBCn

5
1

2 (
mPLBCn

~em•pbm1e2m•pbm8 !. ~IV.14!

V. SPECTRAL CURVES OF THE Cn AND BC n RS SYSTEMS

It has recently been pointed out in Refs. 4, 5, 37 and 38, that the SU(N) RS model is related
to five-dimensional gauge theories. In the context of Seiberg–Witten theory, the elliptic RS
grable system can be linked with the relevant low energy effective action when a compactifi
from five dimension to four dimension is imposed with all of the fields belonging to the ad
representation of the SU(N) gauge group.5 More evidence for this correspondence between
SYM and RS models is depicted by calculating instanton correction of prepotential for S~2!
Seiberg-Witten theory in Ref. 32.

As for the spectral curve and its relation to the Seiberg–Witten spectral curve, much pro
has been made in the correspondence of ‘‘Calogero-Moser integrable theories and gauge th
See the recent reviews in Refs. 39 and 40, and references therein. In the following we will gi
spectral curves forCn andBCn systems, which are shown to be parametrized by the integra
motion of the corresponding system. We will also see that the elliptic Calogero–Moser,
~affine and nonaffine! ones are particular limits of these systems.

A. Spectral curve of the Cn RS system

Given the Lax operator with spectral parameter for the Calogero–Moser system and of t
system associated with Lie algebrasG, the spectral curve for the given system is defined as

G:R~v,l!5det~L~l!2v•Id ![0. ~V.1!

It is natural that the functionR(v,z) is invariant under time evolution,

d

dt
R~v,l!5$H,R~v,l!%50. ~V.2!

Thus,R(v,l) must be a function of only then independent integrals of motion, which in supe
Yang–Mills theory play the role ofmoduli, parametrizing the supersymmetric vacua of the ga
theory. This has been confirmed in the case of the elliptic Calogero–Moser system for gene
algebra in Refs. 41 and 42 and in the case of the elliptic SU(N) RS system for the perturbativ
limit and some nonperturbative special point.5

As for theCn RS system, the spectral curve can be generated by the Lax matrixL(l)Cn
as

follows:
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det~L~l!Cn
2v•Id !5(

j 50

2n
~s~l!!( j 21)s~l1 j g!

~s~g1l!! j ~2v !2n2 j~H j !Cn
50, ~V.3!

where (H0)Cn
5(H2n)Cn

51 and (Hi)Cn
5(H2n2 i)Cn

who Poisson commute

$~Hi !Cn
,~Hj !Cn

%50, i , j 51, . . . ,n. ~V.4!

This can be deduced by verbose but straightforward calculation to verify that the (Hi)A2n21
,

i 51, . . . ,2n is the first class Hamiltonian with respect to the constraints~III.11!, using Eqs.
~II.18!, ~III.13! and the first formula of Eq.~III.18!.

The explicit form of (Hl)Cn
is

~Hl !Cn
5 (

J,$1,...,n%, uJu< l
« j 561,j PJ

exp~p«J! F«J;Jc UJc,l 2uJu , l 51,...,n ~V.5!

with

p«J5(
j PJ

« j pj ,

F«J; K5 )
j , j 8PJ
j , j 8

f 2~« j xj1« j xj ! )
j PJkPK

f ~« j xj1xk! f ~« j xj2xk!)
j PJ

f ~2« j xj !, ~V.6!

UI ,p5 (
I 8,I

uI 8u5[ p/2]

)
j PI 8

kPI \I 8

f ~xjk! f ~xj1xk!g~xjk!g~xj1xk!H 0, ~p odd!

1, ~p even!
.

Here,@p/2# denotes the integer part ofp/2. As an example, for theC2 RS model, the independen
Hamiltonian flows (H1)C2

and (H2)C2
generated by the Lax matrixLC2

are29

~H1!C2
5HC2

5ep1f ~2x1! f ~x12! f ~x11x2!1e2p1g~2x1! g~x12!g~x11x2!

1ep2f ~2x2! f ~x21! f ~x21x1!1e2p2g~2x2! g~x21!g~x21x1!, ~V.7!

~H2!C2
5ep11p2f ~2x1! ~ f ~x11x2!!2f ~2x2!1e2p12p2g~2x1! ~g~x11x2!!2g~2x2!

1ep12p2f ~2x1! ~ f ~x12!!2f ~22x2!1ep22p1g~2x1! ~g~x12!!2g~22x2!

12 f ~x12! g~x12! f ~x11x2!g~x11x2!. ~V.8!

Similar to the form of ‘‘gauge’’ transformation of Eq.~II.4!, we can check that the involutive
Hamiltonians of Eq.~V.5! are identical to the one given by Diejen in Ref. 26 with the followi
transformation

xi→xi , pi→pi1
1

2
lnS f ~2xi !

g~2xi !
)
j Þ i

n
f ~xi j ! f ~xi1xj !

g~xi j !g~xi1xj !
D . ~V.9!

B. Spectral curve of the BC n model

Similar to the calculation of theCn case, the spectral curve of theBCn RS system can be
generated by Lax matrixL(l)BCn

as follows
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det~L~l!BCn
2v•Id !50. ~V.10!

The explicit form of the spectral curve is

det~L~l!BCn
2v•Id !5 (

j 50

2n11
~s~l!!( j 21)s~l1 j g!

~s~g1l!! j ~2v !2n112 j~Hj !BCn
50, ~V.11!

where (H0)BCn
5(H2n)BCn

51 and (Hi)BCn
5(H2n112 i)BCn

Poisson commute

$~Hi !BCn
,~Hj !BCn

%50, ; i , j P$1, . . . ,n%. ~V.12!

This can be deduced similarly to theCn case to verify that (Hi)A2n
, i 51, . . . ,2n is the first class

Hamiltonian with respect to the constraints~III.25!.
The explicit forms of (Hl)BCn

are

~Hl !BCn
5 (

J,$1,...,n%, uJu< l
« j 561, j PJ

exp~p«J! F«J;JcUJc,l 2uJu , l 51,...,n ~V.13!

with

p«J5(
j PJ

« j pj ,

F«J;K5 )
j , j 8PJ
j , j 8

f 2~« j xj1« j8
xj 8! )

j PJ
kPK

f ~« j xj1xk! f ~« j xj2xk!)
j PJ

f ~2« j xj !)
j PJ

f ~« j xj !,

~V.14!

UI ,p5 (
I 8,I

uI 8u5[ p/2]

)
j PI 8

kPI\I 8

f ~xjk! f ~xj1xk!g~xjk!g~xj1xk!5 )
i PI \I 8

f ~xi !g~xi !, ~p odd!

)
i PI

f ~xi !g~xi !, ~p even!

.

It is similar to theCn case for the relation between (Hl)BCn
with the one given in Ref. 26:

xi→xi , pi→pi1
1
2 lnS f ~xi !

g~xi !

f ~2xi !

g~2xi !
)
j Þ i

n
f ~xi j ! f ~xi1xj !

g~xi j !g~xi1xj !
D . ~V.15!

Remarks:So far we have Lax matrices with the spectral parameter of Eq.~IV.4! for theCn and
BCn RS models, and the corresponding spectral curve equation of Eqs.~V.3! and ~V.11!. It is
expected that they will be useful to study the relation between the 5d SUSY gauge theory and
these integrable models which have been pointed out in Ref. 5. More exactly, it is expecte
these spectral curves would be identical to the complex curve in the context of SUSY gauge
associated with the corresponding gauge group. On the other hand, these nonsimple laced
may be potential candidates which are connected with orientifold in brane theory, correspond
the fact that theAn21 RS model is connected with orbifold. This exact correspondence in t
directions is missed and certainly desires further investigation.
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C. Limit to the Calogero–Moser system and Toda system

The Calogero–Moser system can be achieved by taking the so-called ‘‘nonrelativistic li
The procedure is by rescalingpm°bpm , g°bg and lettingb°0, followed by making a ca-
nonical transformation

pm°pm1g (
D{h5m2n

z~h•x!. ~V.16!

Herepm5m•p, such that

L°Id1bLCM1O~b2!, ~V.17!

and

H°N12b2HCM1O~b2!, ~V.18!

whereN52n for the Cn model andN52n11 for BCn model.
LCM can be expressed as

LCM5p•H1X, ~V.19!

where

Hmn5mdmn , Xmn5gF~xmn ,l!~12dmn!. ~V.20!

The HamiltonianHCM of the CM model can be given by

HCM5
1

2
p22

g2

2 (
aPD

`~a•x!5
1

4
tr L21const, ~V.21!

where

const52
N~N21!g2

4
`~l!.

All of the above-mentioned results are identified with the results of Refs. 8, 10, 12–15
a suitable choice of coupling parameters. Now the degenerate RS spectral curve reduces

G: R~v,l!5det~L~l!CM2v•Id ![0, ~V.22!

which is exactly identified with the spectral curve analyzed in Refs. 39 and 41.
Starting from the CM system to the Toda system is more directly due to the progress th

limit to Toda for the general Lie algebra has been studied extensively in Refs. 43–45. The
idea is making a suitable scaling limit with the following parametrization:

v152 ip, v3PR1 , t[
v3

v1
5 iv3 /p, ~V.23!

and shifting the dynamical variablex,

x→Q22v3 d r∨, p→P,
~V.24!

l→ logZ2v3 , ZPR1 ,
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in which hG is the Coxeter number for the corresponding root systemG, r∨ the dual of the Weyl
vector defined asr∨5 1

2 SaPD1
2a/a2, andd satisfiesd<1/hG .

For convenience, we give the basics of these root systems as shown in Table I.
As for theCn model, selectingr∨5rCn

∨ , g5 im ev3d, one has the nonaffineCn Toda model

from the Hamiltonian of the CM model Eq.~V.21!,

HCn

Toda5
1

2
P21m2(

j 51

n21

eQj 2Qj 111m2 e2Qn, ~V.25!

for d,1/hCn
andCn

(1) Toda model

HC
n
(1)

Toda
5

1

2
P21m2e22Q11m2(

j 51

n21

eQj 2Qj 111m2e2Qn ~V.26!

for d51/hCn
.

The same holds for theBCn model. Selectingr∨5rBCn

∨ , g5 im ev3d, one has the nonaffine

Bn Toda model from the Hamiltonian of the CM model Eq.~V.21!,

HBn

Toda5
1

2
P21m2(

j 51

n21

eQj 2Qj 111m2 eQn ~V.27!

for d,1/hBCn
andBCn Toda model

HBCn

Toda5
1

2
P21m2e22Q11m2(

j 51

n21

eQj 2Qj 111m2eQn ~V.28!

for d51/hBCn
.

If we use the following gauge forF(x,l):46

F~x,l!→ s~x1l!

s~l!s~x!
exp~z~l!x!, ~V.29!

it does not destroy the validity45 for the Lax pair, We have the following limit forgF(a•x,l):

TABLE I. Root system ofAn21 , Cn andBCn types.

G All roots Simple rootsP hG Dual Weyl vectorr~ Vector weights

An21 6ei6ej ,
1< i , j <n,
iÞ j

ei2ei 11 ,
i 51,...,n21

n ( j 51
n (n2 j )ej ei ,

i 51,...,n

Cn 6ei6ej ,62ei ,
1< i , j <n,
iÞ j

ei2ei 11,2en ,
i 51,...,n21

2n ( j 51
n (n1

1
22 j )ej

ei ,2ei ,
i 51,...,n

BCn 6ei6ej ,62ei ,6ei

1< i , j <n,
iÞ j

ei2ei 11 ,en ,
i 51,...,n21

2n11 ( j 51
n (n112 j )ej

~define!
ei ,2ei ,0,
i 51,...,n
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gF~a•x,l!→2m expS a•Q

2 D for aPP ~d<1/hG!

→mZexpS 2
a•Q

2 D for a5ah ~d51/hG!

→0 otherwise,

gF~2a•x,l!→m expS a•Q

2 D for aPP~d<1/hG!

→2
m

Z
expS 2

a•Q

2 D , for a5ah~d51/hG!

→0 otherwise. ~V.30!

So the Lax operator now reads

LToda5P•H2 im (
aPP

expS a•Q

2 D @E~a!2E~2a!#1 im expS a0•Q

2 D @ZE~2a0!2Z21E~a0!#,

~V.31!

where E(a)mn5dm2n,a . This Lax operator holds for all the root systems ofAn21(An21
(1) ),

Cn(Cn
(1)), Bn(BCn) and coincides with the standard form given in Ref. 8. It is not difficult to fi

that the parameterZ now plays the role of a spectral parameter for the affine Toda model base
G(1). When we refer to the Toda models based on a finite Lie algebraG, we should only drop the
terms containing the affine roota0 .

So the degenerate spectral curve for the TodaAn21
(1) , Cn

(1) , and BCn(A2n
(2)) systems can be

defined

G:R~v,l!5det~L~l!Toda2v•Id ![0, ~V.32!

which is identical to the one given in Refs. 47 and 48.

VI. DEGENERATE CASES

Let us now consider the other various special degenerate cases. As is well known, if
both of the periods of the Weierstrass sigma functions(x) become infinite, there will occur thre
degenerate cases associated with trigonometric, hyperbolic, and rational systems. The deg
limits of the functionsF(x,l), s(x), andz(x) will give corresponding Lax pairs which includ
spectral parameter. Moreover, when the spectral parameter value is on a certain limit, the La
without spectral parameter will be derived.

A. Trigonometric limit

The limit can be obtained by sendingv3 to i` with v15p/2 , so that

s~x!→e~1/6! x2
sinx,

~VI.1!
z~x!→cotx1 1

3 x,

and the function

F~x,l![
s~x1l!

s~x!s~l!
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reduces to

F~x,l!→~cotl2cotx!e~1/3! xu. ~VI.2!

By replacing the corresponding functionsF(x,l), s(x), andz(x) with the above-given form
for the Lax pairs, we will get the corresponding spectral parameter dependent Lax pair
simplicity, we notice that the exponential part of the above-mentioned functions can be rem
by applying suitable ‘‘gauge’’ transformation of the Lax matrix on which condition the functi
can be valued as follows:

s~x!→sinx,

z~x!→cotx, ~VI.3!

F~x,l!→~cotl2cotx!.

As for the spectral parameter independent Lax pair, furthermore, we can take the lil
→ i`, so the function

F~x,l!→ 1

sinx
, ~VI.4!

while the corresponding Lax matrix becomes

Lmn5en•pbn

sing

sin~~m2n!•x1g!
, ~VI.5!

which is exactly the same as the spectral parameter independent Lax matrix given in Ref.

B. Hyperbolic limit

In this case, the periods can be chosen by sendingv1 to i` with v35p/2 , so following all
the procedures in achieving the result of the trigonometric case, we can find the hyperbol
pairs by simple replacement of the functions appearing in the trigonometric Lax pair as fol

sinx→sinhx,

cosx→coshx, ~VI.6!

cotx→cothx.

The same as for the trigonometric case, we can get the Lax pairs with and without sp
parameter.

C. Rational limit

As far as the form of the Lax pair for the rational-type system is concerned, we can ac
it by making the following substitutions:

s~x!→x,

z~x!→ 1

x
, ~VI.7!

F~x,l!→ 1

x
1

1

l
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for the spectral parameter dependent Lax pair, while furthermore, taking the limitl→ i`, we can
obtain the spectral parameter independent Lax pair. The explicit form of Lax matrix wit
spectral parameter is

Lmn5en•pbn

g

~m2n!•x1g
. ~VI.8!

which completely coincides with the spectral parameter independent Lax matrix given in Re
Remark:As for the various degenerate cases for the CM and Toda systems, one can follo

same procedure as for the RS model@please refer to Eqs.~VI.1!–~VI.8!#.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have proposed the Lax pairs for ellipticCn andBCn RS models. The spectra
parameter dependent and independent Lax pairs for the trigonometric, hyperbolic, and r
systems can be derived as the degenerate limits of the elliptic potential case. The spectra
of these systems are given and shown depicted by the complete sets of involutive consta
grals of motion. They are expected be related to the five-dimensional gauge theory4,5 and even to
brane theory, which desires further study. In the nonrelativistic limit~scaling limit!, these systems
lead to CM~Toda! systems associated with the root systems ofCn andBCn . There are still many
open problems. For example, it seems to be a challenging subject to carry out a Lax pair w
many independent coupling constants as independent Weyl orbits in the set of roots, as d
the Calogero–Moser systems~see Refs. 8, 11–15!. What is also interesting is to generalize th
results obtained in this paper to the systems associated with all other Lie Algebras even to
associated with all the finite reflection groups.14 Moreover, the issue of getting ther -matrix
structure for these systems is deserved due to the success of calculating for the trigonometBCn

RS system by Avanet al. in Ref. 31.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix we prove the identity equation~II.11! and then derive the relation between t
Lax operatorL(l) and its inverse ofL(l)21.

Using the result given in Ref. 6 of Eq.~B5!, we have the following conclusion:
Let

Ci j 5
s~qi2r j1l!

s~qi2r j1m!
, i , j 51, . . . ,N, ~A1!

then one has

det~C!5s~l2m!N21s~l1~N21!m1S!3)
i , j

s~qi2qj !s~r j2r i !)
i , j

1

s~qi2r j1m!
,

~A2!

where

S5(
i 51

N

~qi2r j !. ~A3!
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So it is straightforward to compute the inverse of matrixC,

~C21! i j 5the cofactor ofC with respect toCji

5
s~l1~N22!m1qi2qj !

s~l2m!s~l1~N21!m!s~qi2qj2m!

3
) ls~qj2ql1m!) ls~qi2ql2m!

)kÞ is~qi2qk!)kÞ js~qj2qk!
. ~A4!

From Eq.~II.5!, we have

L~l!5 (
i , j 51

N
F~xi j 1g,l!

F~g,l!
exp~pj !bjEi j

5
1

F~g,l! (
i , j 51

N
s~xi j 1g1l!

s~xi j 1g!s~l!
exp~pj !bj

5
1

F~g,l! (
i , j 51

N

Gi j exp~pj !bj , ~A5!

where

Gi jªF~xi j 1g,l!5
s~xi j 1g1l!

s~xi j 1g!s~l!
,

with the help of Eq.~A4!, one has

~G21! i j 5
s~l1~N21!g1xi j !

s~l1Ng!s~xi j 2g!
3

)ks~xjk1g!)ks~xik2g!

)kÞ is~xik!)kÞ js~xjk!
, ~A6!

so that

L~l!21
i j 5F~g,l!~G21! i j bj

21 exp~2pi !)Ei j

5
2s~g!2 s~l1g!s~l1~N21!g1xi j !

s~l!s~g!s~l1Ng!s~xi j 2g!
3exp~2pi !)

kÞ j

s~xjk1g!

s~xjk!

5
s~g1l! s~l1~N21!g!

s~l!s~l1Ng!
3

F~xi j 2g,l1Ng!

F~2g,l1Ng!
exp~2pi !bj8Ei j .

~A7!

By comparing the forms ofL(l) andL(l)21
i j , we findL(l)21

i j can be expressed withL(l) as

L~l!21
i j 5L~l! i j ug→2g,l→l1Ng3

s~g1l! s~l1~N21!g!

s~l!s~l1Ng!
exp~2pi2pj !. ~A8!
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Working in the framework of Abrikosov’s theory, we propose a mathematical defi-
nition of the phase diagram and prove mathematically the validity of what is usu-
ally drawn in the physical literature. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1402630#

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1953 V. Ginzburg and L. Landau proposed a modelization for describing the states
superconducting material. They introduced a functional depending on a wave functionf and a
magnetic potential vectorA whose local minima will describe the properties of the material,ufu2

representing the local density of superconducting electrons. Abrikosov1 has introduced a specia
modelization which predicts the periodic structure for the zeros off which was subsequently
observed in some experiments. Our aim is to give a mathematical analysis of some aspect
theory. For simplicity we restrict ourselves to the two-dimensional case and consider a case
the material is submitted to a constant external magnetic fieldHext which will be identified to a
function. Then if (f,A) is in the Sobolev spaceH loc

1 (R2;C)3H loc
1 (R2;R2) the density of the

Ginzburg–Landau functional is

1
2i ik21

“f1Afi21 1
4~12ufu2!21 1

2~curl A2Hext!
2 ~1!

and is inL loc
1 (R2); the constantk is called the Ginzburg–Landau parameter (k.0). Furthermore,

this density is invariant under the gauge transform (f8,A8)5(feikg,A1“g) with gPH loc
2 (R2).

All other physically significant quantities like the densityufu2 and the field curlA are left
invariant by these gauge transforms.

We takeL1 a two-dimensional lattice ofR2 with fundamental domainV1 of area 1. We
consider the dilated lattice:Ll5AlL1 with fundamental domainVl5AlV1 . Following Abriko-
sov, we choosel in R1 and restrict the variational space to the spaceVl of pairs (f,A) which are
gauge periodic with respect toLl .1 This means that, for allvPLl , there existsgvPH loc

2 (R2)
such that

f~z1v !5eikgv~z!f~z!,
~2!

A~z1v !5A~z!1“gv~z!.

Consequently, all the considered physical quantities areLl-periodic. We denote byuVlu the area
of Vl which is actually equal tol.

It is then a classical consequence of~2! that there existdPZ such that

2pd5kE
Vl

curl A. ~3!

a!Electronic mail: Mathieu.Dutour@wanadoo.fr
49150022-2488/2001/42(10)/4915/12/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Then we will analyze the problem obtained by fixing some quantizationdPZ and assuming tha
~3! is satisfied. This defines a smaller variational spaceVl,d . The Ginzburg–Landau functional i
obtained by integration of the local density over the fundamental domainVl and division by
uVlu. This gives

F~f,A!5
1

uVlu EVl

F1

2
i ik21

“f1Afi21
1

4
~12ufu2!21

1

2
~curl A2Hext!

2Gdx. ~4!

This should consequently be understood as a mean energy. The analysis for fixedl of the minima
of the functional whend50 is simple and one finds that the infimum of the functional is obtai
for the so-called pure statef51 andA50. This energy, which is independent ofl, is called the
pure state energy and will be denoted byEP . We have

EP5
Hext

2

2
. ~5!

The cased50 is worthless for explaining the appearance of zeros for some value of (k,Hext) and
this leads us to the consideration of the casedÞ0. From now on we assumeHext.0 and d
PN* ~one can indeed show that the cased,0 is not energetically interesting!. Let us define

Ek,Hext
5 inf

l.0
inf

~f,A!PVl,d

F~f,A!. ~6!

We emphasize that the infimum is also taken with respect tol, that is that we also minimize on th
size of the domain. Let us now compute the energy of the so-called normal state correspon
f50 and curlA5Hext. An explicit solution is given by

A5
Hext

2 S 2y
x D , ~7!

and we observe that condition~3! imposes that this state belongs toVl,d with l52pd/kHext. The
corresponding energy will be called the normal energy and is equal to

EN5 1
4. ~8!

This leads immediately to the following inequality:

Ek,Hext
<EN . ~9!

We come back to the comparison with the pure energyEP . We will show in Corollary II.2 that,
although the pure state is not in the variational spaceVl,d whendÞ0, we still have

Ek,Hext
<EP . ~10!

For a given (k,Hext)PR1* 3R1* , the questions are as follows.

~i! What is the infimumEk,Hext
over l,f,A of the functional?

~ii ! Is this infimum attained?
~iii ! In this last case, what are the properties of the minimizers?

This leads us to introduce three sets inR1* 3R1* :

N5$~k,Hext!PR1* 3R1* s.t. Ek,Hext
5EN%,

P5$~k,Hext!PR1* 3R1* s.t. Ek,Hext
5EP%, ~11!
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M5$~k,Hext!PR1* 3R1* s.t.Ek,Hext
, inf~EP ,EN!%.

The setM is the complementary ofPøN in R1* 3R1* . In the last case one can show that t
infimum is attained for some triplet (l,f,A). In this case, (f,A) is neither a pure state nor
normal state and is usually called a mixed state. The phase diagram is the picture correspon
the description ofN, P, andM. Our main theorem gives a precise description of the bounda
of N, P, andM.

Theorem I.1: There exist two continuous functions k°Hc1(k) and k°Hc2(k) on R1 satis-
fying

~1! ;k<1/& we have Hc1(k)51/&,
~2! k°Hc1(k) is decreasing andlimk→`Hc1(k)50,
~3! Hc2(k)5max(k,1/&).

Then

N5$~k,Hext!, s.t. Hext>Hc2~k!%,

P5$~k,Hext!, s.t. Hext<Hc1~k!%, ~12!

M5$~k,Hext!, s.t. Hc1~k!,Hext,Hc2~k!%.

Let us remark that ifk<1/&, we haveHc1(k)5Hc2(k)51/&, which is called the thermody
namic field. Our article is organized as follows: In the next section we make a change of va
and of unknowns which make the whole problem more easily tractable.

In Sec. III, we write the Bochner–Kodaira–Nakano formula for the rescaled functional w
leads to a lower bound of the energy and we analyze the critical points. Then in Sec. IV we
the monotonicity theorems which play an important role for analyzing the structure ofN, P, and
M. In Sec. V, we give the qualitative form of the phase diagram.

II. RENORMALIZATION OF THE PROBLEM

We denote byH int5(1/l)*Vl
curl A the mean internal magnetic field induced byA. The

quantization relation~3! rewrites as

2pd5klH int . ~13!

It is also a classical result~see Ref. 2 or 3 or Ref. 4, p. 21–29! that we can associate to the pa
(f,A), another pair (f8,A8) with the same Ginzburg–Landau energy but satisfying

;vPLl , H f8~z1v !5eikgv~z!f8~z!

A8~z1v !5A8~z!1“gv~z!
with gv~x,y!5

H int

2
~vxy2vyx! ~14!

and divA850. This reduction is rather involved and is performed by a suitable gauge trans
and a translation inx. This is actually linked to the classification of complex line bundles over
torus. We will work with the vector bundleEl,d whoseC` sections are described by

C`~El,d!5$f:R2→C s.t. ;~x,y!PR2,;v5~vx ,vy!PLl ,

f„~x,y!1v…5ei ~pd/l!~vxy2vyx!f~x,y!%. ~15!

In order to respect~13! we introduce
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Bd55
~f,A!PH loc

1 ~El,d!3H loc
1 ~R2,R2! s.t. 'H int.0

with 2pd5klH int , A5
H int

2p
A01P

with P Ll-periodic, divP50 and E
Vl

P50

~16!

with A05p(x
2y) and analyze the problem restricted toBd .

Let us start to computeF(f,A). With the expressionA5(H int/2p)A01P, we easily get:

1

uVlu EVl

1

2
~curl A2Hext!

25
1

uVlu EVl

1

2
~curl P!21

1

2
~H int2Hext!

2. ~17!

This leads to the simple expression

F~f,A!5F int~f,P!1 1
2~H int2Hext!

2 ~18!

with

F int~f,P!5
1

uVlu EVl

1

2 I ik21
“f1S H int

2p
A01PDf I 2

1
1

4
~12ufu2!21

1

2
~curl P!2. ~19!

The functionalF int is called internal energy and depends only onH int , k, f, andP. The second
term on the rhs of~17! is a very simple magnetic energy: 1/2(H int2Hext)

2.
We want to analyze the properties of the minimizers in function of two parametersk andHext

as explained in the Introduction and we recall thatH int andl are linked by~13!. We first start with
a change of variables and of functions:

u~x!5fS xA 2p

kHint
D

~20!

a~x!5A2pk

H int
FA2

H int

2p
A0G S xA 2p

kHint
D 5A2pk

H int
AS xA 2p

kHint
D 2A0~x! and m5

H int

2pk
.

In this change, the latticeLl becomesLd5AdL1 with fundamental domainVd5AdV1 of aread.
The energy will obviously depend on the geometry of the latticeL1 . It is a physical conjecture
supported by many numerical results5,6 that the minimal energy is attained when varying t
geometry by the hexagonal lattice. Note that this remains a mathematical conjecture!

The C` sectionsu of the new vector bundleEd satisfy

;~x,y!PR2,;vPLd , u„~x,y!1v…5eip~vxy2vyx!u~x,y!, ~21!

and the potential vectora belongs to the space

H aPH loc
1 ~R2;R2! such that diva50, a is Ld-periodic and E

Vd

a50J . ~22!

We denote byAd the space of all pairs (u,a) with u being aH loc
1 section ofEd ~21! and a

belonging to the space~22!.
Let us define the functionalEH int ,k over Ad by
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EH int ,k~u,a!5
1

d EVd

H int

4pk
i i“u1~A01a!ui21

1

4
~12uuu2!21

H int
2

2~2p!2 ucurl au2

5
1

d EVd

m

2
i i“u1~A01a!ui21

1

4
~12uuu2!21

m2k2

2
ucurl au2. ~23!

After the change introduced in~20!, the GL functional becomes

F~f,A!5Ek ,Hext
~H int ,u,a!5EH int,k

~u,a!1 1
2~H int2Hext!

2. ~24!

The problem of minimizing the Ginzburg–Landau functionalF is then split into two minimizing
problems, one forEH int ,k over Ad and another one for the functional

R1→R,

H int°mE~H int ,k!1 1
2~H int2Hext!

2, ~25!

with

mE~H int ,k!5 inf
~u,a!PAd

EH int ,k~u,a!. ~26!

The quantization relation has disappeared and is now encoded in the functional spaceAd @defined
in ~21! and ~22!#.

The functionH int°mE(H int ,k) is increasing. We also observe thatEk,Hext
introduced in~6!

satisfies

Ek,Hext
5 inf

H intPR1
*

mE~H int ,k!1 1
2~H int2Hext!

2. ~27!

The infimum of the Ginzburg–Landau functional is also obtained by taking the infimum o
map

~H int ,u,a!°Ek,Hext
~H int ,u,a!5EH int ,k~u,a!1 1

2~H int2Hext!
2 ~28!

over R1* 3Ad . Using the fact thatEH int ,k is increasing withH int , one can show that

Ek,Hext
5 inf

H intP]0,Hext]
mE~H int ,k!1 1

2~H int2Hext!
25 inf

H intP]0,Hext],~u,a!PAd

Ek,Hext
~H int ,u,a!. ~29!

With the above renormalization we can prove thatEP is effectively obtained. We first show th
following.

Proposition II.1: We havelimH int→0
mE(H int ,k)50.

Proof: We have

EH int ,k~u,0!5
1

d EVd

H int

4pk
i i“u1A0ui21

1

4
~12uuu2!2. ~30!

Let e.0. Starting fromu51 in Vd , it is easy to find a functionue with compact support inVd

which satisfies

E
Vd

~12uueu2!2,2de. ~31!
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This ue can be extended toR2 by using the property~21!.
Then we can findh.0 s.t.,;H intP]0,h],

1

d EVd

H int

4pk
i i“ue1A0uei2<

e

2
, ~32!

and we have obtainedEH int ,k(ue,0),e for H intP]0,h]. The proposition is then proved. QED
Coming back to the original problem and using~28!, we obtain the following.

Corollary II.2: There exists a sequencefln
of sections of C`(Eln ,d) with ln→` such that

limn→`F(fln
,(2pd/kln

2)A0)5Hext
2 /2.

III. THE FUNCTIONAL EHint ,k

Let us now analyze the functional introduced in~23!. We have the basic property.
Proposition III.1: If (u,a)PAd , then EH int ,k(u,a),`.
Proof: The basic Sobolev imbeddings give us

~u,a!PL loc
p ~R2;C!3L loc

p ~R2;R2! if p,`. ~33!

So, the conclusion is obtained using standard Ho¨lder estimates.7 QED
Let us observe that, using the same estimates, one can in fact show thatEH int ,k is Fréchet

differentiable. There is a Bochner–Kodaira–Nakano formula forEH int ,k ~see Refs. 8–10 for re
lated formulas and results!. We setC5A01a and we have

Cx52py1ax , Cy5px1ay and curl C52p1curl a. ~34!

Let us defineA1 by

A1~u,a!5
1

d EVd

m

2
uD1uu21

1

4
um curl C2~12uuu2!u2, ~35!

where

m5
H int

2pk
~36!

and

D15
]

]x
1 i

]

]y
1Cy2 iCx . ~37!

Theorem III.2 „Bochner–Kodaira –Nakano…: If k51/& then, for all (u,a)PAd , we have

EH int,1/&
~u,a!5mp2~mp!21A1~u,a!. ~38!

Proof: We perform computations with smooth functions and then extend by density:
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2d~A1~u,a!2EH int,1/&
~u,a!!5E

Vd

mF S ]u

]x
2 iCxuD S i

]u

]y
1CyuD 1S ]u

]x
2 iCxuD S i

]u

]y
1CyuD

2~curl C!~12uuu2!G1
m2

2 E
Vd

$ucurl Cu22ucurl au2%

5mE
Vd

]

]x H ūS i
]u

]y
1CyuD J 2

]

]y H ūS i
]u

]x
1CxuD J

2E
Vd

m~curl C!1
m2

2 E
Vd

$ucurl Cu22ucurl au2%

5mE
Vd

div W12~mp!222mp. ~39!

The vector fieldW appearing in~39! is defined by

W5S ūS i
]u

]y
1CyuD

2ūS i
]u

]x
1CxuD D ~40!

and isLd-periodic onR2. This implies that*Vd
div W50 and we immediately obtain~38!.

QED
Let us observe as a consequence of~38! that

mES H int ,
1

&
D >mp2~mp!25

H int

&
2S H int

& D 2

. ~41!

In fact it is possible to computemE(H int,1/&) ~see Ref. 4, p. 127!.
The spectral theory ofH5@ i“1A0#2 is especially important~see, for example, Ref. 11 o

Ref. 4, p. 48!. His spectrumsp(H) is discrete andsp(H)52p14pN. The multiplicity of 2p is
equal tod.

We are interested in the minima ofEH int ,k and we would also like to study the local stabili
of the pair~0, 0!.

Proposition III.3: The pair~0, 0! is a critical point for the functional EH int ,k .

The quadratic form D(0,0)
2 EH int ,k(du,da) is positive definite if and only if k,H int .

Proof: The first differential at (u,a) is the linear form

D ~u,a!EH int ,k~u8,a8!5
1

d EVd

Re@ ū8$m@ i“1~A01a!#2u2~12uuu2!u%#

1
1

d EVd

a8$m Re@ ū~ i“u1~A01a!u!#1k2m2curl* curl a%. ~42!

We easily getD (0,0)EH int ,k50.
The second differential at (u,a) is the bilinear form defined onAd3Ad by
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~u1 ,a1!,~u2 ,a2!�
1

d EVd

Re$mu1@ i“1A#2u2%12
1

d EVd

ReFmE
Vd

@a2u11a1u2#•~ i“u1Cu!G
1

1

d EVd

2~12uuu2!Reu1u212 Re~ ūu2!Re~ ūu1!

1
1

d EVd

ma1•a2uuu21m2k2curl a1•curl a2 , ~43!

with C5A01a.
We get at~0, 0! the bilinear form

D ~0,0!
2 EH int ,k :Ad3Ad→R, ~44!

~u1 ,a1!,~u2 ,a2!→ 1

d E Vd Re$u1~m@ i“1A0#221!u2%1
1

d EVd

m2k2 curl a1 curl a2 .

The associated quadratic form is

D ~0,0!
2 EH int ,k~u8,a8!5

1

d EVd

u8~m@ i“1A0#221!u81m2k2ucurl a8u2. ~45!

The term*Vd
ucurl a8u2 is positive definite as one can show using the definition ofAd .

The operatorm@ i“1A0#221 is positive definite if and only if 2mp21.0, i.e., if and only if
k,H int . QED

IV. THE MONOTONICITY THEOREMS

Theorem IV.1: If (k,Hext)PP, then if k8<k and Hext8 <Hext, one has(k8,Hext8 )PP.
Proof: Let (k,Hext)PP. We haveEk,Hext

5Hext
2 /2. By definition~6! and~27! of Ek,Hext

, we have

;H int.0,;~u,a!PAd , EH int ,k~u,a!1
1

2
~H int2Hext!

2>
Hext

2

2
. ~46!

The inequality~46! is equivalent to;H int.0, ;(u,a)PAd ,

H 1

d EVd

H int

4pk
i i“u1~A01a!ui21

1

4
~12uuu2!21

H int
2

2~2p!2 ucurl au2J 1
H int

2 22H intHext

2
>0.

~47!

If k is decreasing, then 1/k is increasing; the integrals being positive, the left-hand side of~47! is
increasing. IfHext is decreasing, then the quantity22H intHext is increasing and so the left-han
side is increasing again. Consequently, ifk8<k and Hext8 <Hext, we get the inequality
Ek8,H

ext8 (H int ,u,a)>Hext82/2, ;(u,a)PAd and, taking the infimum,Ek8,H
ext8 >Hext82/2. QED

Theorem IV.2: If (k,Hext)PN and k8>k, then„k8,(k8/k)Hext…PN.
Proof: Let (k,Hext)PN. We haveEk,Hext

51/4. Let us denote byHext8 5(k8/k)Hext the new
magnetic field. By definition of the setN and ofEk,Hext

@see~11! and ~23!#, we obtain

;H int.0,;~u,a!PAd ,
~48!

H 1

d EVd

H int

4pk
i i“u1~A01a!ui21

1

4
~12uuu2!21

H int
2

8p2 ucurl au2J 1
1

2
~H int2Hext!

2>
1

4
.
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The inequality we wish to prove is

;H int8 .0, ;~u,a!PAd ,
~49!

H 1

d EVd

H int8

4pk8
i i“u1~A01a!ui21

1

4
~12uuu2!21

H int82

8p2 ucurl au2J 1
1

2
~H int8 2Hext8 !2>

1

4
.

We write in analogy withHext8 , H int8 5(k8/k)H int and we obtain

H int

k
5

H int8

k8
. ~50!

It is enough to show

;H int.0, ;~u,a!PAd ,
~51!

H 1

d EVd

H int

4pk
i i“u1~A01a!ui21

1

4
~12uuu2!21S k8

k D 2 H int
2

8p2 ucurl au2J 1S k8

k D 2 1

2
~H int2Hext!

2

>
1

4
.

This inequality is implied by~48! sincek8>k. QED
Theorem IV.3: If (k,Hext)PN, then if Hext8 >Hext we have(k,Hext8 )PN.
Proof: Let (k,Hext)PN. By definitions~11! and ~27! of Ek,Hext

, we have

;H int.0,mE~H int ,k!1 1
2~H int2Hext!

2>EN . ~52!

At H int5Hext this inequality implies

mE~Hext,k!>EN . ~53!

We have to show inequality~52! with Hext replaced byHext8 . If H int<Hext, we trivially obtain

~H int2Hext!
2<~H int2Hext8 !2. ~54!

Then inequality~52! is shown withH intP]0,Hext] and Hext replaced byHext8 .
If H int.Hext, then we get from~53! and by monotonicity ofmE

mE~H int ,k!>mE~Hext,k!>EN . ~55!

Consequently, inequality~52! is shown withH intP]Hext,`@ andHext replaced byHext8 . QED
Let us consider the special case whenk5Hext51/&. We have the following lemma:
Lemma IV.4: The value ofE1/&,1/& is 1/4 and (1/&,1/&)PPùN.
Proof: We setk51/&. By the equality~29!, it is sufficient to show

;H intPG0,
1

&
G ,mE~H int ,k!1

1

2 S H int2
1

&
D 2

>
1

4
. ~56!

Using ~41! we remark that inequality~56! is implied by the inequality

;H int<
1

&
, FH int

2k
2S H int

2k D 2G1
1

2 S H int2
1

&
D 2

>
1

4
. ~57!
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But this inequality is in fact an equality and we get the claim.
The energy of normal state isEN51/4. The energy of the pure state isEP51/2(1/&)2

51/4. QED
Theorem IV.5 „Type I superconductors…: If k<1/&, then

Ek,Hext
55 EP if Hext<

1

&
,

EN if Hext>
1

&
.

~58!

Proof: Lemma IV.4 combined with Theorem IV.1 gives the result in the caseHext<1/&.
In particular, if k<1/&, we have (k,1/&)PP and soEk,1/&5EP51/2(1/&)251/4. This is the
energyEN . Then Theorem IV.3 gives the conclusion in the caseHext>1/&. QED

Theorem IV.6 „Type II superconductors…: If H ext>k>1/&, then

Ek,Hext
5EN . ~59!

In this case the infimum of the functional is attained by the normal state. In the case k>1/& and
Hext,k we have(k,Hext)¹N.

Proof: Lemma IV.4 combined with Theorems IV.2 and IV.3 gives the first result.
We have the functional equality

Ek,Hext
~Hext,u,a!5EHext ,k

~u,a! ~60!

with k,Hext5H int . So the stateu50, a50 is not a local minimum of the functional by Propo
sition III.3 and so the normal state is not minimizing. QED

V. PHASE DIAGRAM

We define the following pure and normal setsPk and Nk using the definition of pure and
normal states~11!:

Pk5$HextPR1* s.t. Ek,Hext
5EP%,

~61!
Nk5$HextPR1* s.t. Ek,Hext

5EN%.

By Theorems IV.5 and IV.6, we know thatNk5@sup(k,1/&),1`@ . So it remains to determine
Pk . Here our results are not complete. However, we can show the following properties.

Theorem V.1: The setPk is of the form]0,Hc1(k)] where Hc1(k) is a continuous decreasing
function of k and

infS 1

2k
,

1

&
D <Hc1~k!<

1

&
. ~62!

Proof:
Step 1: By Theorem IV.5 we know that in the casek<1/&, we have ]0,1/&] 5Pk .
Step 2: We supposek>1/&. By the preceding definitions~61!, we have

HextPPk⇔;H int ,u,a,EH int ,k~u,a!1
1

2
~H int2Hext!

2

>
Hext

2

2
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⇔;H int ,u,a,
1

H int
EH int ,k~u,a!1

H int

2
>Hext

⇔5
;H int.0,;~u,a!PAd

H int

2
1

1

4pdk EVd

i i“u1~A01a!ui2

1
1

4dHint
E

Vd

~12uuu2!21
H int

2d~2p!2 E
Vd

ucurl au2>Hext.

~63!

But the function defined fora, b.0,

R1* →R,
~64!

t°at1
b

t
,

has a minimum of 2Aab. So we obtain

HextPPk⇔Hext< inf~u,a!PAdH 1

4pdk EVd

i i“u1~A01a!ui2

1AF1

2
1

1

2d~2p!2 E
Vd

ucurl au2GF1

d EVd

~12uuu2!2G J , ~65!

and soPk5]0,Hc1(k)] with

Hc1~k!5 inf~u,a!PAdH 1

4pdk EVd

i i“u1~A01a!ui2

1AF1

2
1

1

2d~2p!2 E
Vd

ucurl au2GF1

d EVd

~12uuu2!2G J . ~66!

Step 3:From the expression~66! it follows thatHc1(k) is a decreasing function andkHc1(k)
is an increasing function. From the first step we know thatHc1(1/&)51/&. Then;k>1/& we
have

FIG. 1.
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Hc1~k!<
1

&
and kHc1~k!>

1

2
. ~67!

The inequalities~62! are then proved.
Step 4: Hc1 is a decreasing function ofk so the limits

l 25 lim
k→k0 ,k,k0

Hc1~k! and l 15 lim
k→k0 ,k.k0

Hc1~k! ~68!

exist and satisfyl 1< l 2 . The functionkHc1(k) is increasing sok0l 2<k0l 1 and we conclude tha
Hc1 is continuous. QED

The proof thatHc1(k)→0 ask→` is contained in Ref. 4, p. 143. The exact value ofHc1(k)
seems impossible to compute; nevertheless, an analysis neark51/2 of the phase diagram wil
appear in a subsequent paper.

The phase diagram is a picture in the plane (k,Hext)PR1* 3R1* on which all the three pre-
ceding states are drawn. We have proved that its qualitative shape is that in Fig. 1, which d
on the numberd introduced in~3!. This is the diagram encountered in the physical literature.12–15

In Ref. 4 there is a more precise analysis of the special cased51. Among other things there
is a bifurcation analysis in the limitHext neark ~Ref. 4, p. 79!.5,16–18An asymptotic estimate of the
energy gap between normal and mixed state extending results from Ref. 19 is available in~Ref. 4
p. 130!, using these bifurcated states.
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Calogero–Moser systems with periodic and doubly
periodic interaction potentials and loop algebras

M. Fleurya)

Lycée Camille Gue´rin, 33 rue de la Gibauderie B.P. 611 86022 Poitiers Cedex France

~Received 15 May 2001; accepted for publication 19 July 2001!

For a finite number of particles on the line pairwise interacting with 1/r 2 potential,
the positions are given by the eigenvalues of some time-dependent matrix. Infinite
periodic or doubly periodic replication of the particles yields Calogero–Moser
systems with periodic or doubly periodic interaction potential. We are thus led to
consider matrices of infinite order, which are identified with Fourier series with
matrix coefficients, depending on an additional parameter. These distributional
loops of matrices~tori of matrices in the doubly periodic case! are shown to obey
simple~partial! differential equations, which allow us to determine them explicitly.
Thus we obtain the already known solution of the Calogero–Moser system on the
circle, and provide a new insight for the system on the torus. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1401136#

I. INTRODUCTION

Calogero–Moser systems were introduced long ago and were proven to be completel
grable by Lax pairs technics, see Ref. 1. The systems with 1/r 2 and 1/sin2 r interaction potentials
received in Ref. 2 an enlightening geometric interpretation through Marsden–Weinstein red
of geodesic flows on Lie algebras or Lie groups. However, the system with a WeierstraP
function interaction potential remains less understood. The two-particle system has been so
Ref. 3, and the only known integration scheme in the general case was provided by Kriche
Ref. 4, through the solitonic solutions of the Kadomtsev–Patviashvili~KP! equation.

The present work starts from the solution of the system with 1/r 2 interaction potential and
proceeds by infinite replication. Calogero and Franc¸oise had previously used a duplication sche
to produce new integrable systems and their solutions from the system on the line in Ref. 5
we have in mind the Eulerian development of 1/sin2 and proceed by infinite replication by tran
lations of the system on the line. The corresponding matrices are infinite dimensional an
interpreted as distributional elements of some loop algebra. The striking fact is that these
butions are just elementary differential operators. This allows us to give a new proof o
solution of the system with 1/sin2 r interaction potential.

Then, we apply a doubly infinite replication to investigate the system with WeierstraP
function interaction potential, which leads us to a partial differential operator on the spa
doubly periodic functions with values inCn. Though this operator is very simple looking and ve
similar to the preceding one, it is indeed much more involved to determine its spectrum an
is beyond the author’s reach. We connect this problem to some finite difference equation in a
of simply periodic analytic functions.

II. INFINITE REPLICATION

It is known that the Calogero–Moser system on the real line with 1/r 2 pairwise interaction
potential can be integrated in the following way.2

Let x1 ,x2 ,...,xn denote the initial positions of the particles, andy1 ,...,yn their initial veloci-
ties,

a!Electronic mail: marc.fleury6@freesbee.fr
49270022-2488/2001/42(10)/4927/11/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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A5S ix1 0 ... 0

0 � � ]

] � � 0

0 ... 0 ixn

D ,

B5S iy1
1

x22x1
...

1

xn2x1

1

x12x2
� � ]

] � �

1

xn2xn21

1

x12xn
...

1

xn212xn
iyn

D ,

so that

@A,B#5M5S 0 2 i ... 2 i

2 i � � ]

] � � 2 i

2 i ... 2 i 0

D .

The position of particles at timet are then the eigenvalues ofA1tB, divided by i.
We also recall that the positions at timet of the Calogero–Moser system on the circle w

pairwise interaction potential 1/sin2(r/2) ~also called the Sutherland system! are the arguments o
the eigenvalues of the matrix exp(A)•exp(tC), whereC5(ck,l) with ck,l5 i /ei (xl2xk)21 for kÞ l
andck,k5 iyk ,

Our first aim is to show that the solution of the system on the circle can be deduced f
system on the line with infinitely many particles.

Let us recall the Eulerian expansion:

1

sin2 r
5(

kPZ

1

~r 2kp!2 .

According to this formula, one can write the Hamiltonian

H5
1

2 (
i

yi
21

1

2 (
iÞ j

1

4 sin2
xj2xi

2

in the form

H5
1

2 (
i

yi
21

1

2 (
iÞ j

(
kPZ

1

~xj2xi22kp!2

5
1

2 (
i

yi
21

1

2 (
iÞ j

lim
N→1`

1

2N (
k,l P@2N,N#

1

@~xj12kp!2~xi12lp!#2 .

For all i PZ, let us writei 5kn1r with 1<r<n and setxi5xr12kp and yi5yr . The Hamil-
tonian takes thus the form
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H5 lim
N→1`

1

2N F1

2 (
2nN< i<nN

yi
21

1

2 (
2nN< i , j <nN

iÓ j @n#

1

~xj2xi !
2G .

Therefore, then-body Sutherland system on the circle is analogous to the infinitely m
body system on the line obtained by associating to each particle on the circle infinitely
particles on the line, 2p-distant of each other and animated with the same velocity.

We thus form the infinite dimensional matricesÃ, M̃ , andB̃ indexed byZ3Z where

Ã5S �

A22ipI 0 0

0 A 0

0 0 A12ipI

�

D ,

B̃5S �

P0 P21 P22

P1 P0 P21

P2 P1 P0

�

D , M̃5S �

M M M

M M M

M M M

�

D ,

where

Pk5S iy1dk,0
1

x22x112kp
...

1

xn2x112kp

1

x12x212kp
� � ]

] � �

1

xn2xn2112kp

1

x12xn12kp
...

1

xn212xn12kp
iyndk,0

D
so that@Ã,B̃#5M̃ .

III. LOOP ALGEBRAIC INTERPRETATION

The matricesÃ and B̃ will be considered as linear operators on the space of one-per
Cn-valued functionsf :u°(kPZ f ke

2ikpu.
Writing f as

f 5S ]

f 21

f 0

f 1

]

D ,

one gets
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Ãf 5S ]

22ip f 211A f21

A f0

2ip f 11A f1

]

D 5 f 81A f ,

where the prime designates derivation with respect to the variableu, and

B̃f 5S ]

¯1P0f 211P21f 01P22f 11¯

¯1P1f 211P0f 01P21f 11¯

¯1P2f 211P1f 01P0f 11¯

]

D 5L f ,

whereL(u)5¯1P21e22ipu1P01P1e2ipu1¯ .
We now proceed to the computation ofL.
The equation@Ã,B̃#5M̃ can be rewritten in the following way:;kPZ APk2Pk(A

22ikpI )5M .
Multiplying each member bye2ikpu, we get after summation:

A(
kPZ

Pke
2ikpu2(

kPZ
Pke

2ikpuA1(
kPZ

2ikpPke
2ikpu5M (

kPZ
e2ikpu.

Thus @A,L(u)#1L8(u)5Md0 .
In order to solve this equation on the circle, we first solve the associated equation on th
@A,L(u)#1L8(u)5M(kPZ dk ~cf. Poisson summation formula!

and we will retain the one-periodic solutions.
The associated homogeneous equation is

L8~u!52@A,L~u!#,

the general solution of which isL(u)5e2uAKeuA ~K constant matrix!.
The solution of the complete equation is obtained by varying the constantK, which satisfies

the equatione2uAK8euA5M(kPZ dk .
Therefore,K is constant on each interval ]k,k11@ (kPZ) and has Heaviside singularities

integer points. All that we need is the value ofK on #0, 1@. In order to get this value, we just writ

B5P05E
0

1

L~u!du5E
0

1

e2uAKeuA du.

Writing K5(Kk,l)1<k,l<n , we get

e2uAKeuA5~eiu~xl2xk!Kkl!1<k,l<n

and thusiyk5Bk,k5Kk,k and forkÞ l,

1

xl2xk
5Bk,l5

ei ~xl2xk!21

i ~xl2xk!
Kk,l ,

which yieldsKk,l5 i /ei (xl2xk)21.
ThusK is the matrixC of the Kazdhan–Kostant–Sternberg theory2 andL(u)5e2uACeuA.
Recall that the positions of the particle at timet are, in the finite case, the eigenvalues ofA

1tB divided by i. We conjecture that in the case at hand, they are the eigenvalues of d/du1(A
1tL(u)) id ~divided by i!, acting on the space of one-periodic functions.
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SinceL is continuous except at integer points where it has Heaviside singularities, we loo
the one-periodic, differentiable except at integer points, but everywhere continuous solutio
this equation.

On #0, 1@, this equation reads

f 81~A1e2uACeuA! f 5l f .

Set f (u)5elue2uAg(u). The preceding differential equation is equivalent to

g8~u!1tCg~u!50

or

f ~u!5elue2uAe2tuCf 0

with constantf 0 .
This equation is satisfied by a nonzero, one-periodic and continuous function if only ife2l is

an eigenvalue ofe2Ae2tC

Thus, the eigenvalues ofÃ1tB̃ are the~pure imaginary! complex numbers the exponentials
which are eigenvalues ofetCeA, which are the same as the eigenvalues ofeAetC.

This agrees with the solution given in Ref. 2.

IV. DOUBLY PERIODIC POTENTIAL

A. The operator

We apply the same scheme when the pairwise interaction potential is the WeierstrP
function,

P~z!5
1

z2 1 (
~k,l !Þ~0,0!

S 1

~z22kp22i l vp!22
1

~2kp12i l vp!2D .

We will use for this purpose matrices of infinite order indexed by (Z3Z)2 instead ofZ2, and
the underlying Lie algebra will be the complexification ofu(n), that isgln(C).

Vectors ofCZ3Z will be identified withCn-valued doubly periodic functions~with periods 1
and 1/v with respect to variablesu andf!,

f ~u,f!5(
k,l

jk,le
2ikpue2i l pvf.

The matrixÃ now has the block decomposition

Ã5~Aklk8 l 8!k,l ,k8,l 8PZ

with Aklk8 l 85A1(2ikp12lvp)I if k5k8 and l 5 l 8 andAk,l ,k8,l 850 otherwise. It is identified
with the operator

~Ãf !~u,f!5A f~u,f!1(
k,l

jk,l~2ikp22lvp!e2ikpue2i l pvf

5A f~u,f!1
] f

]u
2

1

i

] f

]f

5A f~z!12
] f

] z̄
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~by writing z5u1 if).
In the same way, we identifyB̃ with the multiplication operatorf °L f whereL is a doubly

periodicgln(C)-valued function.
With M having the same meaning as before,L satisfies the partial differential equation

@A,L#12
]L

] z̄
5MdO

whereO denotes the origin of the torus.
As before, we start by solving the equation onC,

@A,L#12
]L

] z̄
5M(

k,l
dk1 i l /v,

rather than the equation on the torus, and then we will go back to the initial equation.
The solution of the homogeneous equation are the functions of the form

z°e2 z̄A/2Kez̄A/2,

whereK is any holomorphic matrix valued entire function.
We solve the complete equation by varying the ‘‘constant’’K, which satisfies

2e2 z̄A/2
]K

] z̄
ez̄A/25M(

k,l
dk1 i l /v ,

]K

] z̄
5

1

2 (
VPR

dVeV̄A/2Me2V̄A/2,

where

R5Z1
i

v
Z.

The solutions of this equation are the meromorphic functions whose poles are simple a

the points of the networkR, the residue atV being (1/2p)eV̄A/2Me2V̄A/2.
But L is also doubly periodic, and therefore

;VPR e2~ z̄1V̄!A/2K~z1V!e~ z̄1V̄!A/25e2 z̄A/2K~z!ez̄A/2,

K~z1V!5eV̄A/2K~z!e2V̄A/2.

Therefore, the diagonal coefficients ofK are pole free~because the diagonal coefficients ofM
are null! elliptic functions, and thus they are constant. In the same way as mentioned e
writing B5**@0,1#2L, we getKk,k5 iyk ; and the off-diagonal coefficientsKk,l of K are meromor-
phic functions which satisfy

Kk,l~z1V!5eV̄ i ~xk2xl !/2Kk,l~z!

and with simple polesVPR and residues (1/2ip)eV̄ i (xk2xl ).
As we prefer to deal with~simply! periodic functions, we set

P~z!5e2zA/2K~z!ezA/2.

One has for allVPR,
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P~z1V!5e2~z1V!A/2eV̄A/2K~z!e2V̄A/2e~z1V!A/2

5e2~V2V̄!A/2P~z!e~V2V̄!A/2.

ThusP is periodic with period 1 and

P~z1 i /v!5e2 i /vAP~z!ei /vA.

The diagonal coefficients ofP are those ofK. They are constants:Pk,k5 iyk .
The off-diagonal coefficients ofP are meromorphic with simple poles on the network a

residue at zero: 1/2ip.
They satisfy

Pk,l~z11!5Pk,l~z! Pk,l~z1 i /v!5e~xk2xl !/vPk,l~z!. ~1!

Let us recall the definition of Riemann’s theta functions~see for instance Ref. 6!

qFabG~z!5 (
mPZ

eip@t~m2a!212~m2a!~z2b!#,

where Im(t).0 and a,bPC. This defines an entire function which satisfies the fundame
relation

qFabG~z1pt1q!5eip~22pz2p2t12pb22aq!qFabG~z!,

;p,qPZ and the zeros ofq@b
a# are simple and located at the (a2 1

2)t1b2 1
21tb1q,p,qPZ.

Sett5 i /v. The function

Q5

qFabG
qFa8

b8G
satisfies

QS z1
i

v
p1qD5eip~2~p/v!~b2b8!22~a2a8!q!Q~z!.

This matches with~1! if we choosea,b,a8,b8 such that

a2a850, b2b852 i
xk2xl

2pv

and the location of poles matches ifa85b85 1
2.

ThenPk,l /Q is an elliptic function with at most one simple pole in the fundamental cell~since
theta functions have just one simple zero in the fundamental cell!, thus it is constant and equal t
its value at zero.

Hence,
                                                                                                                



Pk,l~z!5
1

2ip
3

q8F1/2
1/2G~0!

1/2
3

qF 1/2

1

2
2 i

xk2xl

2pv
G ~z!

qF1/2G~z!

h

or

-
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qF 1

2
2 i

xk2xl

2pv
G ~0! 1/2

5
1

2ip
3

q18~0!

q1S i
xk2xl

2pv D 3

q1S z1 i
xk2xl

2pv D
q1~z!

,

where we have set

q15qF1/2
1/2G

~Jacobi’s notation!.
We have another way for expressing the off-diagonal coefficients ofP.
Let dP]0,2p@ . Consider the series

f ~z!5(
j PZ

e2 j d

12e22 j p/ve2ipz .

This series converges normally on all compact ofC\R and defines a meromorphic function wit
period 1 that verifiesf (z1 i /v)5ed f (z). Its only poles are simple and are the points ofR. Its
residue at 0 is 1/22ip.

In the same way, fordP] 22p,0@ , the series

f ~z!5(
j PZ

e2 j d

12e2 j p/ve22ipz

defines a meromorphic function with period 1 that verifiesf (z1( i /v))5ed f (z). Its residue at 0
is 1/2ip.

Suppose thatx1,x2,¯,xn,x112p. Then one can write

if k, l Pk,l~z!5(
j PZ

e2 j ~xk2xl !/v

12e2 j p/ve22ipz ,

if k. l Pk,l~z!52(
j PZ

e2 j ~xk2xl !/v

12e22 j p/ve2ipz .

B. The spectrum

We conjecture that the positions of the particles at timet are the eigenvalues of the operat

A12
]

] z̄
1tL~z!

acting on the space of doubly periodic functions~with periods 1 andi /v!.
Let l be some~pure imaginary! complex number andf some doubly periodic function satis

fying
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A f12
] f

] z̄
1tL f 5l f .

Set f (z)5el z̄/2e2 z̄A/2g(z)
The preceding equation becomes

2el z̄/2e2 z̄A/2
]g

] z̄
1te2 z̄A/2K~z!ez̄A/2el z̄/2e2 z̄A/2g~z!50,

which amounts to

2
]g

] z̄
1tK~z!g~z!50.

Recall that K is holomorphic except at the points of the networkR. Set g(z)
5e2t z̄K(z)/2h(z).

The preceding equation amounts to]h/] z̄50, except at the points of the network. Therefo
except at these points,f takes the form

f ~z!5el z̄/2e2 z̄A/2e2t z̄K~z!/2h~z!,

whereh is holomorphic.
The functionf is doubly periodic. This means that for allV in the network,

f ~z1V!5 f ~z!.

Since

f ~z1V!5el~ z̄1V̄!/2e2 z̄A/2e2V̄A/2e2t~ z̄1V̄!K~z1V!/2h~z1V!

5el~ z̄1V̄!/2e2 z̄A/2e2t~ z̄1V̄!K~z!/2e2V̄A/2h~z1V!,

we get

h~z1V!5e2lV̄2eV̄A/2etV̄K~z!/2h~z!.

Set thenh(z)5etzK(z)/2k(z) and recall thatK(z1V)5eV̄A/2K(z)e2V̄/2.
The preceding condition reads

eV̄A/2et~z1V!K~z!/2e2V̄A/2k~z1V!5e2lV̄/2eV̄A/2etV̄L~z!/2etK~z!/2k~z!,

which simplifies to

k~z1V!5e2lV̄/2eV̄A/2et~V̄2V!K~z!/2k~z!.

Then setk(z)5e2lz/2ezA/2f(z). The preceding condition reads thus

e2l~z1V!/2e~z1V!A/2f~z1V!5e2lV̄/2eV̄A/2et~V̄2V!K~z!/2e2lz/2ezA/2f~z!,

which simplifies to

f~z1V!5el~V2V̄!/2e2~z1V2V̄!A/2et~V̄2V!K~z!/2ezA/2f~z!.

Therefore we look for analytic functions onC\R satisfyingf is periodic with period 1 and
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f~z1 i /v!5eil/ve2~z12i /v!A/2e2 i t /vK~z!ezA/2f~z!5eil/vL~z!f~z!, ~2!

where

L~z!5e2~z12i /v!A/2e2 i t /vK~z!ezA/25e2 i /vAe2 i t /vP~z!.

We conjecture that the correct condition is thatf, which coincides withf on the real axis,
should have no singularity there.

Sincef is then holomorphic on the domainuIm(z)u,1, we can writef(z)5( j PZ f je
2ip jz,

this expansion being valid in the same domain.
SinceL(x2 i /2) is a smooth one-periodic function of the real variablex, we can writeL(x

2( i /2))5( j PZ L je
2ip jx.

Condition~2! is satisfied if and only if it is satisfied on the lineR2 i /2 ~because only analytic
functions are involved!, and this reads:

; j PZ e2p jf j5eil(
kPZ

L j 2ke
pkfk ,

that is e2 il5ex is an eigenvalue of the infinite matrixT5(Tj ,k) ~block decomposition! with
Tj ,k5ep( j 1k)L j 2k .

Our problem is to express the Fourier expansion ofx°L(x2 i /2), which is beyond our reach
in the general case. However, some remarks can be made.

q1 is odd, therefore

Pk,l~2z!52Pl ,k~z! if kÞ l .

The series expansion ofP yields also

Pk,l~ z̄!52Pl ,k~z!.

For xPR, we have forkÞ l :Pk,l(x2 i /2)52Pl ,k(x2 i /2)52Pl ,k(x1 i /2)52exl2xkPl ,k(x
2 i /2) and this holds also fork5 l sincePk,k is a pure imaginary number.

Therefore,e2 iA/vP(x2 i /2) is skew-Hermitian, and thus,2 i tP/v is Hermitian with respect
to the Hermitian form with matrixe2 iA. Thus so ise2 i tP/v and thusL5e2 iA/ve2 i tP/v is Hermit-
ian ~at x2 i /2 for realx!.

Therefore for all integerj,

L j5E
0

1

e22ip jxLS x2
i

2Ddx5E
0

1

e22ip jxF L̄S x2
i

2D G†

dx

5F E
0

1

e2ip jxLS x2
i

2DdxG†

5@ L̄2 j #
†,

where the dagger denotes transposition, and thus the infinite matrixT is Hermitian.
Numerical-simulations confirm our conjectures. Quite surprisingly, finite submatrices of s

order of the infinite matrixT give very accurate results. Using a submatrix of order 14, in
two-particle case at time 1, we obtained four digit agreement with the positions given by Ru
Kutta integration.

V. CONCLUSION

Our infinite replication scheme has succeeded in reinvestigating the Calogero–Moser s
with 1/sin2 r potential, but made the system with elliptic potential more mysterious than eve
connecting it to a new finite difference equation. Many questions remain open. Does this pr
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have a close form solution? How is it connected with the solution given by Krichever4 through the
KP equation? And is there a geometric interpretation of the system analogous to the one gi
Kazdhan, Kostant, and Sternberg5 for 1/sin2 r potential?

1F. Calogero, ‘‘Exactly solvable one-dimensional many-body problems,’’ Lett. Nuovo Cimento Soc. Ital. Fis.13, 411–416
~1975!.

2D. Kazdhan, B. Kostant, and S. Sternberg, ‘‘Hamiltonian group actions and dynamical systems of Calogero
Commun. Pure Appl. Math.XXXI , 481–507~1978!.

3D. V. Chudnovsky, ‘‘Meromorphic solutions of nonlinear partial differential equations and many-particle comp
integrable systems,’’ J. Math. Phys.20, 2416–2422~1979!.

4I. M. Krichever, ‘‘Elliptic solutions of the Kadomtsev–Petviashvili equation and integrable systems of particles,’’ F
Anal. Appl. 14, 282–290~1980!.

5F. Calogero and J. P. Francoise, ‘‘Integrable dynamical systems obtained by duplication,’’ Ann. I.H.P. Phys. The57,
167–181~1992!.

6O. Debarre, ‘‘Tores et varie´tés abéliennes complexes,’’ Socie´té Mathématique de France, EDP Sciences 199
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Relation between the solitons of Yang–Mills–Higgs fields
in 2¿1 dimensional Minkowski space–time
and anti-de Sitter space–time

Zixiang Zhoua)

Institute of Mathematics, Fudan University, Shanghai 200433, People’s Republic of China

~Received 2 April 2001; accepted for publication 12 July 2001!

The Yang–Mills–Higgs–Bogomolny equations in both 211 dimensional
Minkowski space–time and 211 dimensional anti-de Sitter space–time are known
to be integrable and their soliton solutions have already been obtained. In this
article, we show that there is a natural relation between the Lax pairs and soliton
solutions in these two space–times when the curvature changes from 0 to21. The
changes of the asymptotic behaviors of the solitons are also discussed. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1398585#

I. INTRODUCTION

The Yang–Mills–Higgs–Bogomolny equations in both 211 dimensional Minkowski space–
time and 211 dimensional anti-de Sitter space–time are known to be integrable.1–4 There are
several ways to solve them explicitly. The Darboux transformation method is one of them, w
gives an easy way to obtain explicit soliton solutions.5,6 Since the Lax pairs in both Minkowsk
and anti-de Sitter cases are known, the Darboux transformations can be constructed sepa
these two cases.

The standard anti-de Sitter space–time has curvature21. Naturally we can consider th
anti-de Sitter space–time with constant curvature21/r2(r.0). Whenr→1`, the space–time
tends to the Minkowski space–time. In this article, we consider the following problem: Whr
changes from 1 to1`, do the solitons in the anti-de Sitter space–time change to solitons in
Minkowski space–time?

In Sec. II, the Yang–Mills–Higgs–Bogomolny equations and their Lax pairs for generalr are
considered. Whenr51 andr→1`, they become the known equations and their Lax pairs
the Minkowski and anti-de Sitter cases. In Sec. III, the Darboux transformation is discussed.
the Darboux transformation, we construct solitons in the SU(2) case in Sec. IV and give
examples. Whenr changes from 1 to1`, the shape of the solitons changes a lot. However, w
the coordinates of the space–time depend onr suitably, the position of the solitons keeps in
finite region and the solitons in part of the anti-de Sitter space–time change to the solitons
Minkowski space–time.

II. YANG–MILLS–HIGGS–BOGOMOLNY EQUATIONS AND THEIR LAX PAIRS

Let M be a three dimensional Lorentz manifold with metricg5(gmn). $Am u m51,2,3% is a
gauge potential andF is a ~scalar! Higgs field, both of which are valued in the Lie algebra of
N3N matrix Lie groupG.

The Yang–Mills–Higgs–Bogomolny equation1,7 is

DF5* F, ~2.1!

or, written in terms of the components,

a!Electronic mail: zxzhou@guomai.sh.cn
49380022-2488/2001/42(10)/4938/9/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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DmF5
1

2Augu
gmnenabFab , ~2.2!

where the action of the covariant derivativeDm5]m1Am on F is DmF5]mF1@Am ,F#, ]m

5]/]xm. $Fmn% is the curvature corresponding to$Am%, henceFmn5@Dm ,Dn#.
The 211 dimensional anti-de Sitter space–time of constant curvature21/r2 (r.0) is the

hyperboloidU21V22X22Y25r2 in R2,2 with the metric

ds252dU22dV21dX21dY2. ~2.3!

By defining

r 5
r

U1X
2r11, x5

Y

U1X
, t52

V

U1X
, ~2.4!

a part of the 211 dimensional anti-de Sitter space–time withU1X.0 is represented by the
Poincare´ coordinates (r ,x,t) with r .2r11 and the metric is

ds25
r2

~r 1r21!2 ~2dt21dr21dx2!5
r2

~r 1r21!2 ~dr21du dv !, ~2.5!

whereu5x1t andv5x2t. Clearly, whenr→1`, the metric on this part of the 211 dimen-
sional anti-de Sitter space–time tends to the flat Minkowski metric on the wholeR2,1. In order to
consider the change of the solitons with respect tor, we only need to consider the solutions in th
part.

With the metric~2.5! and the orientation (v,u,r ), ~2.2! becomes

DuF5
r 1r21

r
Fur , DvF52

r 1r21

r
Fvr , DrF52

2~r 1r21!

r
Fuv . ~2.6!

Whenr51, it is reduced to

DuF5rF ur , DvF52rF vr , DrF522rF uv . ~2.7!

Reference 4 showed that it had a Lax pair

~rD r1F22~z2u!Du!c50, S 2Dv1
z2u

r
Dr2

z2u

r 2 F Dc50, ~2.8!

whereDmc5]mc1Amc andz is a complex spectral parameter. That is,~2.7! is the integrability
condition of the overdetermined system~2.8!.

Whenr.0, the Yang–Mills–Higgs–Bogomolny equation~2.6! can be derived from~2.7! by
substitutingr→r 1r21 andF→rF. Moreover, sincez is a constant in~2.8!, we can replacez
by rz. After the substitution

r→r 1r21, F→rF, z→rz, ~2.9!

~2.8! leads to the Lax pair of~2.6!:

~~r 1r21!Dr1rF22~rz2u!Du!c50,
~2.10!

S 2Dv1
rz2u

r 1r21
Dr2

r~rz2u!

~r 1r21!2 F Dc50.
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It is easy to check directly that the integrability condition of~2.10! is the Yang–Mills–Higgs–
Bogomolny equation~2.6!.

Whenr→1`, the metric~2.5! becomes the standard Minkowski metric

ds252dt21dr21dx25dr21du dv, ~2.11!

the Yang–Mills–Higgs–Bogomolny equation~2.6! becomes

DuF5Fur , DvF52Fvr , DrF522Fuv , ~2.12!

and the Lax pair~2.10! becomes

~Dr1F22zDu!c50,
~2.13!

~2Dv1zDr2zF!c50.

Remark 1: If we substitute

r→x, z→ 1

l
, u→y1t, v→y2t, ~2.14!

then (2.13) is changed to

~lDx2Dt2Dy1lF!c50, ~lDt2lDy2Dx1F!c50, ~2.15!

which is just the Lax pair given by Ref. 2.

III. DARBOUX TRANSFORMATIONS

For r→1` andr51, Refs. 5 and 6 gave the construction of the Darboux matrix separ
based on a general method.8 Here we show that these are the two special cases for generalr.

For r51, the Darboux transformation is given as follows.6 Let Z5diag(z1,...,zN) be a diag-
onal matrix that satisfies

] rZ2
2~Z2u!

r
~]uZ!50, ]vZ1

Z2u

2r
~] rZ!50, ~3.1!

H5(h1 ,...,hN) wherehj is a solution of~2.8! with z5z j . ThenG5z2HZH21 is a Darboux
matrix for ~2.8!. That is, for any solutionc of the Lax pair~2.8!, c̃5Gc satisfies

~rD̃ r1F̃22~z2u!D̃u!c̃50, S 2D̃v1
z2u

r
D̃r2

z2u

r 2 F̃ D c̃50, ~3.2!

whereD̃m5]m1Ãm andF̃,Ãm are other functions in the Lie algebra ofG.
Whenr.1, a similar conclusion is obtained by the substitution~2.9! andZ→rZ. Hence the

Darboux matrix is given by

G~r ,u,v,z!5z2
u

r
2S~r ,u,v !, S~r ,u,v !5HS Z2

u

r DH21, ~3.3!

whereZ5diag(z1,...,zN) satisfies

] rZ2
2~rZ2u!

r 1r21
]uZ50, ]vZ1

rZ2u

2~r 1r21!
] rZ50, ~3.4!

H5(h1 ,...,hN) andhj is a solution of~2.10! with z5z j . It can be checked thatS satisfies
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~r 1r21!~] rS1@Ar ,S# !22r~]uS1@Au ,S# !S1r@F,S#22S50,
~3.5!

2~]vS1@Av ,S# !1
r

r 1r21
~] rS1@Ar ,S# !S2

r2

~r 1r21!2 @F,S#S50.

By direct computation, we know that for any solutionc of ~2.10!, c̃5Gc satisfies

~~r 1r21!D̃r1rF̃22~rz2u!D̃u!c̃50,
~3.6!

S 2D̃v1
rz2u

r 1r21
D̃r2

r~rz2u!

~r 1r21!2 F̃ D c̃50

with D̃m5]m1Ãm (m5u,v,r ),

Ãu5Au ,

Ãv5Av1
r

2~r 1r21!
~] rS1@Ar ,S# !2

r2

2~r 1r21!2 @F,S#,

~3.7!

Ãr5Ar2
11r~]uS1@Au ,S# !

r 1r21
,

F̃5F2
11r~]uS1@Au ,S# !

r
.

HenceG is really a Darboux matrix for~2.10!.
According to~3.4!, eachz j ( j 51,...,N) is a constant or a nonconstant solution of

] rz2
2~rz2u!

r 1r21
]uz50, ]vz1

rz2u

2~r 1r21!
] rz50. ~3.8!

The general nonconstant solution is given implicitly by

v2
~r 1r21!2

rz2u
5C1~z,r!, ~3.9!

whereC1 is an arbitrary function, which is meromorphic toz and smooth torP(0,1`).
In order to consider the limit forr→1`, we rewrite~3.9! as

v2
~r 1r21!2

rz2u
1

r21

z
5C~z,r!. ~3.10!

HereC(z,r) is also an arbitrary function, which is holomorphic toz and smooth tor. Moreover,
suppose that lim

r→1`
C(z,r) exists.

Whenr51, ~3.10! becomes

v2
r 2

z2u
5C~z,1!, ~3.11!

which is given by Ref. 6. Whenr→1`, ~3.10! becomes

v2
u

z2 2
2r

z
5C~z,1`!2

1

z
. ~3.12!
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When the groupG5U(N), there should be more constraints onz j ’s andhj ’s in the construc-
tion of the Darboux matrix. They are

z j5z0 or z̄0 for certain fixedz0 ,
~3.13!

hj* hk50 if z jÞzk ,

as mentioned in Refs. 5 and 6. If so, after the Darboux transformation,F̃Pu(N), ÃmPu(N)
provided thatFPu(N), AmPu(N).

IV. SOLITON SOLUTIONS IN SU „2… CASE

Single soliton solutions are given by Darboux transformations from the trivial seed sol
F50, Au5Av5Ar50. In the construction ofS5H(Z2u/r)H21, Z5diag(z1,...,zN), wherez j is
a constant or a nonconstant solution of~3.8!, hj is a column solution of~2.10! with z5z j .

With the action of the Darboux matrixG5z2u/r2S, ~3.7! gives

Ãu50, Ãv5
r] rS

2~r 1r21!
, Ãr52

11r]uS

r 1r21
, F̃52

11r]uS

r
. ~4.1!

Here we only consider the case where allz j ’s are constants. Whenz j ’s are nonconstan
solutions of~3.8!, we can obtain solutions in similar ways. However, in the latter case, solu
may only be defined whent is larger than some constant.6 Now hj satisfies

] rhj2
2~rz j2u!

r 1r21
]uhj50, ]vhj1

rz j2u

2~r 1r21!
] rhj50. ~4.2!

The general solution is

hj5v~z j !, ~4.3!

where

v~z!5v2
~r 1r21!2

rz2u
1

r21

z
. ~4.4!

Whenr51,

v~z!5v2
r 2

z2u
, ~4.5!

which is the same as the result in Ref. 6. Whenr→1`,

v~z!→v2
u

z2 2
2r

z
1

1

z
. ~4.6!

With the substitution~2.14!,

v~l21!→~12l2!y2~11l2!t22lx1l. ~4.7!

This coincides with Ref. 5.
WhenG5SU(2), theconditions~3.13! should be satisfied. Hence we wantz15z0 , z25 z̄0

for somez0PC and
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FIG. 1. r51.

FIG. 2. r52.

FIG. 3. r55.
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H5S a~t! 2b~t!

b~t! a~t!
D , ~4.8!

wherea, b are two holomorphic functions oft5v(z0). Let s(t)5b(t)/a(t). Then

S5
z02 z̄0

11usu2 S 1 s̄

s usu2D 1 z̄02
u

r
, ~4.9!

F̃52]uS2
1

r
5

z02 z̄0

~11usu2!2 S ~ usu2!u s̄2su2s̄u

s2s̄u2su 2~ usu2!u
D ~4.10!

and

2trF̃25
8~ Im z0!2

~11usu2!2 u]usu2. ~4.11!

Whens(z) is a given meromorphic function ofz which is independent ofr, then by~4.6! and
~4.5!,

FIG. 4. r520.

FIG. 5. r51`.
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FIG. 6. r51.

FIG. 7. r530.

FIG. 8. r51`.
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s~t!ur→1`5sS v2
u

z0
2 2

2r

z0
1

1

z0
D , s~t!ur515sS v2

r 2

z02uD . ~4.12!

Hence whenr→1` andr51, the solutions tend to the soliton solutions in the Minkowski a
anti-de Sitter space–time, respectively.

These are single soliton solutions. Each solution depends on a complex constantz0 and a
meromorphic functions. Multi-soliton solutions can be constructed by successive Darb
transformations.5,6 For simplicity, here we only consider the change of single soliton solut
with respect tor.

Example 1:s(t) is a polynomial oft without multiple zero. In this case, the solutions a
always localized. Whenr51, the behavior of the asymptotic solution ast→` varies according to
the roots ofs(t).6 Supposet0 is a root ofs(t). Then~1! if uIm t0u!1, it corresponds to a ridge

in the graph of2trF̃2; ~2! if Im t0@1, it corresponds to a peak;~3! if Im t0!21, it corresponds
to nothing. However, whenr→1`, each root ofs(t) corresponds to a peak.5 Figures 1–5 show
the change of the solution with respect tor for fixed t510, wherez052i ,

s~t!5~t22!~t26!~t16!~t22i !~t26i !~t16i !. ~4.13!

In these figures the vertical axis is (2trF̃2)1/16.
Example 2:s(t)5sin(t/20). For both finite and infiniter, the solution is always nonlocal

ized. For finiter, it behaves in a very complicated manner. However, for infiniter, ~4.12! shows
that the solution is invariant if (x,r ) is changed to (x8,r 8) with Re@(12z0

22)(x82x)22z0
21(r8

2r)#540pk ~k is an arbitrary integer!. Hence the solution is periodic in one direction. Figur
6–8 show this solution forr51,30,1` with t510, z052i . In these figures the vertical axis i

(2trF̃2)1/8.
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The classification of plane symmetric spacetimes
by isometries
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A complete classification of plane symmetric Lorentzian manifolds according to
their additional isometries and metrics~or classes of metrics! is obtained by solving
the Killing equations. We obtain all metrics~or classes of metrics!, that admit the
group of motionsGr ~wherer 53,4,5,6,7 and 10) containingSO(2)+R2, the mini-
mal symmetry inherited by the plane symmetric manifolds. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1385175#

A plane symmetric spacetime is a Lorentzian manifold possessing a physical stress–
tensor and admittingSO(2)+R2, which we shall henceforth denote byG3 , as the minimal
isometry group in such a way that the group orbits are spacelike surfaces of constant cur
The symmetry assumptions reduce the general metric of a Lorentzian manifold to the form1

ds25e2n(t,x) dt22e2l(t,x) dx22e2m(t,x)~dy21dz2!. ~1!

Our aim is to further classify this metric according to the additional isometries it admits.
can be achieved by following the methods developed in Ref. 2 with the modification introduc
Ref. 3. The procedure is to solve the Killing equations~KEs!,

gab,ck
c1gack,b

c 1gbck,a
c 50 ~a,b,c, . . .50,1,2,3!, ~2!

where ‘‘,a’’ denotes partial derivatives with respect to the variablesxa5(x05t,x15x,x25y,x3

5z). The metric coefficients,gab , are as given in Eq.~1! and the Killing vector~KV ! field, K
5ka]/]xa, is arbitrary. This amounts to solving a system of 10 quasi-linear partial differe
equations in seven unknown functions: the four functions of four variables,ka(a50,1,2,3); and
the three functions of two variablesn(t,x),l(t,x) andm(t,x).

For the metric~1!, Eqs.~2! can be integrated to giveK in terms ofy and z explicitly. The
expressionska depend upon three arbitrary constants, corresponding to the minimal isom
inherent in~1!, and five arbitrary functions of integration depending upont andx apart from the
three functionsn(t,x),l(t,x) andm(t,x). A complete solution of these equations is given, p
viding all possible metrics admitting higher symmetries than the minimalG3 , along with the
generators of KVs,K .

It turns out that all metrics withṁ50Þm8 admitting higher than the minimal symmetr
group are plane symmetric metrics given~below! by the Eqs.~3!, ~5!, ~13!, ~17!, ~20!, ~22!. All
these metrics, except the metric given by Eq.~17!, admit a timelike KV,]/]t.4,5 The metrics with
ṁÞ05m8 admitting higher~than the minimal! symmetry groups are given by Eqs.~4!, ~6!, ~14!,
~18!, ~21!, ~23!. These metrics except the metric given by the Eq.~18! admit a spacelike KV,]/]x.
The metrics withṁ505m8, admitting higher symmetries are all Bertotti–Robinson type met
given by Eqs.~7!, ~8!, ~9!, ~10!, ~11!, ~12!.4,5 The metrics withṁÞ0Þm8 admitting higher
symmetries are given by Eqs.~15!, ~16!, ~19!, ~24!.

A complete list of metrics along with their KVs, corresponding Lie algebras and symm
groups are provided here for the sake of completeness. All metrics other than those given

a!Electronic mail: ashqadir@kfupm.edu.sa
49470022-2488/2001/42(10)/4947/9/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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admit only the symmetry groupG3 . For example the plane-fronted gravitational waves solutio
one of these infinitely many metrics admitting only the minimal symmetry.

The plane symmetric Lorentzian manifolds admittingG10 as the maximal isometry group
other than the Minkowski metric, are:~Ia! the anti-deSitter spacetime,

ds25e2x/a~dt22dy22dz2!2dx2 ~a5constÞ0!, ~3!

with generators of the Lie algebra admitted by the metric~3!,

X05]/]t, X15]/]y, X25]/]z, X35z]/]y2y]/]z,

X45tz]/]t2az]/]x1yz]/]y1 1
2~z22y21t22a2e2 2x/a!]/]z,

X552ty]/]t1ay]/]x1 1
2~z22y22t21a2e2 2x/a!]/]y2yz]/]z,

X65z]/]t1t]/]z, X75y]/]t1t]/]y,

X852
1

2a
~z21y21t21a2e2 2x/a!]/]t1t]/]x2

ty

a
]/]y2

tz

a
]/]z,

X952
t

a
]/]t1]/]x2

y

a
]/]y2

z

a
]/]z,

satisfying theSO(2,3) Lie algebra

@X0 ,X4#5X6 , @X0 ,X5#52X7 , @X0 ,X6#5X2 , @X0 ,X7#5X1 ,

@X0 ,X8#5X9 , @X0 ,X9#52
1

a
X0 , @X1 ,X3#52X2, @X1 ,X4#5X3 ,

@X1 ,X5#5aX9 , @X1 ,X7#5X0 , @X1 ,X8#52
1

a
X7 , @X1 ,X9#52

1

a
X1 ,

@X2 ,X3#5X1 , @X2 ,X4#52aX9 , @X2 ,X5#5X3 , @X2 ,X6#5X0 ,

@X2 ,X8#52
1

a
X6 , @X2 ,X9#52

1

a
X2 , @X3 ,X4#5X5 , @X3 ,X5#52X4 ,

@X3 ,X6#52X7 , @X3 ,X7#5X6 , @X4 ,X6#5aX8 , @X4 ,X9#5
1

a
X4 ,

@X5 ,X7#52aX8 , @X5 ,X9#5
1

a
X5 , @X6 ,X7#5X3 , @X6 ,X8#52

1

a
X4 ,

@X7 ,X8#5
1

a
X5 , @X8 ,X9#5

1

a
X8 , @Xi ,Xk#50 ~otherwise!;

and ~Ib! the deSitter spacetime,

ds25dt22e2t/a~dx21dy21dz2! ~aÞ0!, ~4!

with the generators
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X05]/]x, X15]/]y, X25]/]z, X35z]/]y2y]/]z,

X452az]/]t1xz]/]x1yz]/]y1 1
2~z22y22x21a2e2 2t/a!]/]z,

X55ay]/]t2xy]/]x1 1
2~z22y21x22a2e2 2t/a!]/]y2yz]/]z,

X652z]/]x1x]/]z, X752y]/]x1x]/]y,

X85x]/]t1
1

2a
~z21y22x22a2e2 2t/a!]/]x2

xy

a
]/]y2

xz

a
]/]z,

X95]/]t2
x

a
]/]x2

y

a
]/]y2

z

a
]/]z,

satisfying theSO(1,4) Lie algebra

@X0 ,X4#52X6 , @X0 ,X5#5X7 , @X0 ,X6#5X2 , @X0 ,X7#5X1 ,

@X0 ,X8#5X9 , @X0 ,X9#52
1

a
X0 , @X1 ,X3#52X2 , @X1 ,X4#5X3 ,

@X1 ,X5#5aX9 , @X1 ,X7#52X0 , @X1 ,X8#52
1

a
X7 , @X1 ,X9#52

1

a
X0 ,

@X2 ,X3#5X1 , @X2 ,X4#52aX9 , @X2 ,X5#5X3 , @X2 ,X6#52X0 ,

@X2 ,X8#52
1

a
X6 , @X2 ,X9#52

1

a
X2 , @X3 ,X4#5X5, @X3 ,X5#52X4 ,

@X3 ,X6#52X7 , @X3 ,X7#5X6 , @X4 ,X6#5aX8 , @X4 ,X9#5aX4 ,

@X5 ,X7#52aX8 , @X5 ,X9#5
1

a
X5 , @X6 ,X7#52X3 , @X6 ,X8#5

1

a
X4 ,

@X7 ,X8#52
1

a
X5 , @X8 ,X9#5

1

a
X8 , @Xi ,Xk#50 ~otherwise!.

Both the metrics given by Eqs.~3! and ~4! are Einstein spaces (Rab}gab) with constant
curvature.2

There do not exist Lorentzian metrics admittingG9 andG8 as the maximal isometry groups.6,7

The metrics admittingG7 as the maximal group of motions are:~IIa! the anti-Einstein metric,

ds25dt22dx22e2x/a~dy21dz2! ~aÞ0!, ~5!

X05]/]t, X15]/]y, X25]/]z, X35z]/]y2y]/]z,

X45ay]/]x1 1
2~z22y21a2e2 2x/a!]/]y2yz]/]z,

X552az]/]x1yz]/]y1 1
2~z22y22a2e2 2x/a!]/]z,

X65a]/]x2y]/]y2z]/]z,
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@X1 ,X3#52X2 , @X1 ,X4#5X6 , @X1 ,X5#5X3 , @X1 ,X6#52 X1 ,

@X2 ,X3#5X1 , @X2 ,X4#5X3 , @X2 ,X5#52X6 , @X2 ,X6#52 X2 ,

@X3 ,X4#52X5 , @X3 ,X5#5X4 , @X4 ,X6#5 X4 , @X5 ,X6#5 X5 ,

@Xi ,Xk#50 ~otherwise!,

with symmetry structureSO(1,3)^ R; ~IIb! the metric,

ds25dt22dx22e2t/a~dy21dz2! ~aÞ0!, ~6!

X05]/]x, X15]/]y, X25]/]z, X35z]/]y2y]/]z,

X45ay]/]t1 1
2~z22y22a2e2 2t/a!]/]y2yz]/]z,

X552az]/]t1yz]/]y1 1
2~z22y21a2e2 2t/a!]/]z,

X65]/]t2
y

a
]/]y2

z

a
]/]z,

with the same Lie algebra.
The metrics admittingG6 as the maximal isometry group are:~IIIa!,

ds25cosh2
x

a
dt22dx22dy22dz2 ~aÞ0!, ~7!

X05]/]t, X15]/]y, X25]/]z, X35z]/]y2y]/]z,

X452tanh
x

a
sin

t

a
]/]t1cos

t

a
]/]x,

X55tanh
x

a
cos

t

a
]/]t1sin

t

a
]/]x,

@X0 ,X4#52
1

a
X5 , @X0 ,X5#5

1

a
X4 , @X1 ,X3#52X2 , @X2 ,X3#5X1 ,

@X4 ,X5#5
1

a
X0 , @Xi ,Xk#50 ~otherwise!,

and isometry groupG3^ SO(1,2); ~IIIb !,

ds25cos2
x

a
dt22dx22dy22dz2 ~aÞ0!, ~8!

X05]/]t, X15]/]y, X25]/]z, X35z]/]y2y]/]z,

X45tan
x

a
sinh

t

a
]/]t1cosh

t

a
]/]x,
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X55tan
x

a
cosh

t

a
]/]t1sinh

t

a
]/]x,

@X0 ,X4#5
1

a
X5 , @X0 ,X5#5

1

a
X4 , @X1 ,X3#52X2 , @X2 ,X3#5X1 ,

@X4 ,X5#5
1

a
X0 , @Xi ,Xk#50 ~otherwise!,

with isometry groupG3^ SO(2,1); ~IIIc !,

ds25e2x/a dt22dx22dy22dz2 ~aÞ0!, ~9!

X05]/]t, X15]/]y, X25]/]z, X35z]/]y2y]/]z,

X452
1

2a
~ t21a2e2 2x/a!]/]t1t]/]x, X552

t

a
]/]t1]/]x,

@X0 ,X4#5X5 , @X0 ,X5#52
1

a
X0 , @X1 ,X3#52X2 , @X2 ,X3#5X1 ,

@X4 ,X5#5
1

a
X4 , @Xi ,Xk#50 ~otherwise!,

isometry groupG3^ SO(1,2); ~IIId !,

ds25dt22cosh2
t

a
dx22dy22dz2 ~aÞ0!, ~10!

X05]/]x, X15]/]y, X25]/]z, X35z]/]y2y]/]z,

X45cos
x

a
]/]t2tanh

t

a
sin

x

a
]/]x,

X55sin
x

a
]/]t1tanh

t

a
cos

x

a
]/]x,

@X0 ,X4#52
1

a
X5 , @X0 ,X5#5

1

a
X4 , @X1 ,X3#52X2 , @X2 ,X3#5X1 ,

@X4 ,X5#5
1

a
X0 , @Xi ,Xk#50 ~otherwise!,

isometry groupG3^ SO(1,2); ~IIIe!,

ds25dt22cos2
t

a
dx22dy22dz2 ~aÞ0!, ~11!

X05]/]x, X15]/]y, X25]/]z, X35z]/]y2y]/]z,

X45cosh
x

a
]/]t1tan

t

a
sinh

x

a
]/]x,
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X55sinh
x

a
]/]t1tan

t

a
cosh

x

a
]/]x,

with a Lie algebra identical to that of the metric~8! and the isometry group isG3^ SO(2,1); ~IIIf !,

ds25dt22e2t/a dx22dy22dz2 ~aÞ0!, ~12!

X05]/]x, X15]/]y, X25]/]z, X35z]/]y2y]/]z,

X45x]/]t2
1

2a
~x21a2e2 2t/a!]/]x, X55]/]t2

x

a
]/]x,

@X0 ,X4#5X5 , @X0 ,X5#52
1

a
X0 , @X1 ,X3#52X2 , @X2 ,X3#5X1 ,

@X4 ,X5#5
1

a
X4 , @Xi ,Xk#50 ~otherwise!,

isometry groupG3^ SO(1,2); ~IIIg !,

ds25e2n(x)~dt22dy22dz2!2dx2, ~13!

X05]/]t, X15]/]y, X25]/]z, X35z]/]y2y]/]z,

X45z]/]t1t]/]z, X55y]/]t1t]/]y,

@X0 ,X4#5X0 , @X0 ,X5#5X1 , @X2 ,X3#5X1 , @X1 ,X3#52X2 ,

@X3 ,X4#52X5 , @X1 ,X5#5X0 , @X2 ,X4#5X0 , @X4 ,X5#5X3 ,

@Xi ,Xk#50 ~otherwise!;

~IIIh !,

ds25dt22e2l(t)~dx21dy21dz2!, ~14!

X05]/]x, X15]/]y, X25]/]z, X35z]/]y2y]/]z,

X452z]/]x1x]/]z, X552y]/]x1x]/]y,

@X0 ,X4#5X2 , @X0 ,X5#5X1 , @X1 ,X3#52X2 , @X1 ,X5#52X0 ,

@X2 ,X3#5X1 , @X2 ,X4#52X0 , @X3 ,X4#52X5 , @X3 ,X5#5X4 ,

@Xi ,Xk#50 ~otherwise!;

~IIIi !,

ds25e2 f (x)@dt22e2t/a~dy21dz2!#2dx2 ~aÞ0!, ~15!

X052a]/]t1y]/]y1z]/]z, X15]/]y, X25]/]z, X35z]/]y2y]/]z,

X452az]/]t1yz]/]y1 1
2~z22y21a2e2 2t/a!]/]z,

X55ay]/]t1 1
2~z22y22a2e2 2t/a!]/]y2yz]/]z,
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@X0 , X1#52X1 , @X0 , X2#52X2 , @X0 , X4#5X4 , @X0 , X5#5X5 ,

@X1 , X3#52X2 , @X1 , X4#5X3 , @X1 , X5#52X0 , @X2 ,X3#5X1 ,

@X2 , X4#5X0 , @X2 , X5#5X3 , @X3 , X4#5X5 , @X3 , X5#52X4 ,

@Xi , Xk#50 ~otherwise!;

~IIIj !,

ds25dt22e2 f (t)@dx21e2x/a~dy21dz2!# ~aÞ0!, ~16!

X052a]/]x1y]/]y1z]/]z, X15]/]y, X25]/]z, X35z]/]y2y]/]z,

X452az]/]x1yz]/]y1 1
2~z22y22a2e2 2x/a!]/]z,

X55ay]/]x1 1
2~z22y21a2e2 2x/a!]/]y2yz]/]z,

with a Lie algebra identical to that of the metric~15!; ~IIIk !,

ds25e2n(t1x) dt22e2l(t1x) dx22e2x/a~dy21dz2! ~aÞ0!, ~17!

subject to the constraint

e2(l2 x/a)5e2(n2 x/a)2 S 2

aD E e2(n2 x/a)dt,

X05]/]t2]/]x1
y

a
]/]y1

z

a
]/]z, X15]/]y,

X25]/]z, X35z]/]y2y]/]z,

X452y]/]t1y]/]x1F 1

2a
~z22y2!1

a

2
e2(l2 x/a)2

a

2
e2(n2 x/a)G]/]y2

yz

a
]/]z,

X55z]/]t2z]/]x1
yz

a
]/]y1F 1

2a
~z22y2!2

a

2
e2(l2 x/a)1

a

2
e2(n2 x/a)G]/]z,

@X0 ,X1#52
1

a
X1 , @X0 ,X2#52

1

a
X2 , @X0 ,X4#5

1

a
X4 , @X0 ,X5#5

1

a
X5 ,

@X1 , X3#52X2 , @X1 ,X4#52X0 , @X1 ,X5#5
1

a
X3 , @X2 ,X3#5X1 ,

@X2 ,X4#5
1

a
X3 , @X2 ,X5#5X0 , @X3 ,X4#5X4 , @X3 ,X5#52X5 ,

@Xi ,Xj #50 ~otherwise!;

~IIIl !,

ds25e2n(t1x) dt22e2l(t1x) dx22e2 2t/a~dy21dz2! ~aÞ0!, ~18!

subject to the constraint
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e2(l1 t/a)5e2(n1 t/a)2S 2

aD E e2(n1 t/a)dt,

X05]/]t2]/]x1
y

a
]/]y1

z

a
]/]z, X15]/]y,

X25]/]z, X35z]/]y2y]/]z,

X452y]/]t1y]/]x1F 1

2a
~z22y2!1

a

2
e2(l1 t/a)2

a

2
e2(n1 t/a)G]/]y2

yz

a
]/]z,

X55z]/]t2z]/]x1
yz

a
]/]y1F 1

2a
~z22y2!2

a

2
e2(l1 t/a)1

a

2
e2(n1 t/a)G]/]z,

and a Lie algebra identical to that of the metric~17!; ~IIIm !,

ds25e2n(t1x) dt22e2l(t1x) dx22e2[ ~ t2x!/a]~dy21dz2! ~aÞ0!, ~19!

subject to the constraint

e2[l1 ~ t2x!/2a]5e2[n1 ~ t2x!/2a]2S 2

aD E e2[n1 ~ t2x!/2a]dt,

X05]/]t2]/]x1
y

a
]/]y1

z

a
]/]z, X15]/]y,

X25]/]z, X35z]/]y2y]/]z,

X452y]/]t1y]/]x1F 1

2a
~z22y2!2

a

2
e2[n1 ~ t2x!/2a]1

a

2
e2[l1 ~ t2x!/2a] G]/]y2

yz

a
]/]z,

X55z]/]t2z]/]x1
yz

a
]/]y1F 1

2a
~z22y2!1

a

2
e2[n1 ~ t2x!/2a]2

a

2
e2[l1 ~ t2x!/2a] G]/]z,

with a Lie algebra identical to that of the metric~17!.
The metrics admittingG5 as the maximal isometry group are:~IVa!,

ds25e2x/a dt22dx22e2x/b~dy21dz2! ~aÞ0ÞbÞa!, ~20!

X05]/]t, X15]/]y, X25]/]z, X35z]/]y2y]/]z,

X452
t

a
]/]t1]/]x2

y

b
]/]y2

z

b
]/]z,

@X0 ,X4#52
1

a
X0 , @X1 ,X3#52X2 , @X1 ,X4#52

1

b
X1 , @X2 ,X3#5X1 ,

@X2 ,X4#52
1

b
X2 , @Xi ,Xk#50 ~otherwise!,

and isometry groupG3^ R2; and ~IVb!,
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ds25dt22e2t/a dx22e2t/b~dy21dz2! ~aÞ0ÞbÞa!, ~21!

X05]/]x, X15]/]y, X25]/]z, X35z]/]y2y]/]z,

X45]/]t2
x

a
]/]x2

y

b
]/]y2

z

b
]/]z,

with a Lie algebra identical to that of the metric~20!.
The metrics admittingG4 as the maximal isometry group are:~Va!,

ds25e2n(x) dt22dx22e2m(x)~dy21dz2!, ~22!

X05]/]t, X15]/]y, X25]/]z, X35z]/]y2y]/]z,

@X1 ,X3#52X2 , @X2 ,X3#5X1 , @Xi ,Xk#50 ~otherwise!,

admittingG3^ R with a timelikeR; ~Vb!,

ds25dt22e2l(t) dx22e2m(t)~dy21dz2!, ~23!

X05]/]x, X15]/]y, X25]/]z, X35z]/]y2y]/]z,

with the same Lie algebra and a spacelikeR; ~Vc!,

ds25dt22dx22e2m(t6x)~dy21dz2!, ~24!

X05]/]t6]/]x, X15]/]y, X25]/]z, X35z]/]y2y]/]z,

with the same Lie algebra and a nullR.
This completes the classification of plane symmetric Lorentzian manifolds according to

isometries and metrics.
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Using gyroscopes we generalize results, obtained for the gravitomagnetic clock
effect in the particular case when the exterior space–time is produced by a rotating
dust cylinder, to the case when the vacuum space–time is described by the general
cylindrically symmetric Lewis space–time. Results are contrasted with those ob-
tained for the Kerr space–time. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1402632#

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently Bonnor and Steadman1 calculated and analyzed the gravitomagnetic clock eff
which is the difference in periods of a test particle moving in prograde and retrogade ci
geodesic orbits around the axis of a rotating body. They applied their results to a cylindr
symmetric system produced by van Stockum metric2 describing a rotating dust cylinder. Th
exterior space–time, containing two parameters, is a particular case of the general vacuu
tionary cylindrically symmetric Lewis metric2–4 containing four parameters. We extend some
their results to the general Lewis space–time by using the results obtained by us5 for the gyro-
scope precession in cylindrically symmetric space–times. The clock effect and the gyro
precession amount to similar physical processes. However, as it will be seen, using gyro
allows for a wider class of possible ‘‘gedanken’’ experiments. Indeed, we have to face two d
ent effects: one is the influence of the rotation of the source on the gravitational field whe
gyroscope is placed~the gravitomagnetic effect!, which of course is absent in Newtonian theor
the other is related to the fact that the frame of the gyroscope may be rotating, produc
precession in the gyroscope~Thomas-like precession!.

II. PRECESSION OF A GYROSCOPE MOVING IN A CIRCLE AROUND THE AXIS OF
SYMMETRY

The Lewis metric can be written as

ds252 f dt212kdtdf1em~dr21dz2!1 ldf2, ~1!

where

f 5ar12n2
c2r 11n

n2a
, ~2!

k52A f , ~3!

a!Postal address: Apartado 80793, Caracas 1080A, Venezuela. Electronic mail: laherrera@telcel.net.ve
b!Electronic mail: nos@cbpf.br
49560022-2488/2001/42(10)/4956/7/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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l 5
r 2

f
2A2f , ~4!

em5r ~n221!/2, ~5!

with

A5
cr11n

na f
1b. ~6!

The parametersn, a, b, and c can be either real or complex, and the corresponding solut
belong to the Weyl or Lewis class, respectively. Here we restrict our study to the Weyl clas~not
to confound with Weyl metrics representing static and axially symmetric space–times!.

The parametersn and a are proportional to the Newtonian energy per unit length and
topological defect, respectively, whileb and c describe the stationarity of the source and a
proportional to the angular momentum of the source producing a topological defect an
vorticity of the source, respectively.

Now it is important to stress that the transformations6

dt5Aa~dt1bdf!, ~7!

df̄5
1

n
@2cdt1~n2bc!df# ~8!

cast the Weyl class of the Lewis metric into the Levi-Civita cylindrical metric~static!. However,
the transformations in~7! and~8! are not valid globally, and therefore both metrics are equiva
only locally, a fact that can be verified by calculating the corresponding Cartan scalars.7 In order
to globally transform the Weyl class of the Lewis metric into the static Levi-Civita metric, we h
to makeb50. Indeed, ifb50 andc is different from zero,~7! gives an admissible transformatio
for the time coordinate and~8! represents the transformation to a rotating frame@implying thereby
that the frame of~1! is itself rotating#. In other words, ifb50, ~1! is just the exterior line elemen
of a static cylinder, as seen by a rotating observer. However, since rotating frames~as in special
relativity! are not expected to cover the whole space–time, and, furthermore, since the new
coordinate ranges from2` to `, it has been argued in the past7 that bothb andc have to vanish
for ~7! and~8! to be globally valid. This point of view is also reinforced by the fact that, assum
that onlyb has to vanish in order to globally cast~1! into Levi-Civita, we are lead to the intriguing
result that there is no dragging outside rotating cylinders. We shall recall this question late

The rotationV of the compass of inertia, or the gyroscope, with respect to a rotating fr
with angular velocityv moving around the axis of symmetry given by metric~1! can be easily
calculated by using the Rindler–Perlick method.8

This consists in transforming the angular coordinatef by

f5f81vt, ~9!

wherev is a constant@observe that~8!, with b50, defines a rotation in the sense opposite to t
in ~9!#. Then the transformed metric is written in a canonical form

ds252e2C~dt2v idxi !21hi j dxidxj , ~10!

with Latin indexes running from 1 to 3 andC, v i , andhi j depend on the spatial coordinatexi only
~we are omitting primes!. Then, it may be shown that the four-accelerationAm and the rotation
three-vectorV i of the congruence of world linesxi5const are given by
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Am5~0,C ,i !, ~11!

V i5 1
2e

C~dethmn!
21/2e i jkvk, j , ~12!

where the comma denotes partial derivative. It is clear from the above that ifC ,i50, then particles
at rest in the rotating frame follow circular geodesics. On the other hand, sinceV i describes the
rate of rotation with respect to the proper time at any point at rest in the rotating frame, relat
the local compass of inertia, then2V i describes the rotation of the compass of inertia~the
gyroscope! with respect to the rotating frame. Applying~9! to the original frame of~1!, with t
5t8, r 5r 8, andz5z8, we cast~1! into the canonical form~10!, and obtain@see~43! in Ref. 5#

V5MNr ~12n2!/4S M2ar12n2
N2r 11n

n2a D 21

, ~13!

where

M511bv, N5nv2c~11bv!. ~14!

From ~13! we can ask if there arev’s for which the gyroscope precession is null.
We see from~13! that the gyroscope does not precess ifM50 or N50, thus producingV

50 and implying respectively for the angular velocity of the frame

vM52
1

b
, vN5

c

n2bc
. ~15!

The physical meaning of this result will be discussed later. A similar result has been obtain
Ref. 1, but in the particular context of van Stockum solution, while our result is genera
independent of the source.

The tangential velocityW of the gyroscope moving around the axis of symmetry for metric~1!
is given by@see~53! in Ref. 9#

W5
v~ f l 1k2!1/2

f 2vk
. ~16!

Substituting~2!–~5! into ~16!, we obtain

W5
nvx

~11bv!~12c2x2!1ncvx2 , ~17!

where

x5
r n

na
. ~18!

The angular velocities~15! give, respectively, from~17!, the tangential velocities

WM5
1

cx
, WN5cx, ~19!

and we observe that these velocities do not depend uponb in spite of the corresponding angula
velocities depend uponb.

The Newtonian energy per unit lengths is given, in terms ofn, by

s5 1
4~12n!, ~20!
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and we consider the range 1.n.21 or 0,s, 1
2. This range produces physically reasonab

cylindrically symmetric sources.7 However, no circular timelike geodesics exist forn,0, and,
furthermore, it is not clear thatn,0 represent cylinders.10

From ~19! we see that asr→0, for 1.n.0, WM1→` and WN1→0; while for 0.n
.21, WM2→0 andWN2→2`. We discardWM1 andWN2 as being unphysical.

Now, let us suppose that 1.n.0. ThenV vanishes forv5vN . If, furthermore,b50, then it
follows at once from~8!, that transformation~9! brings the system back to the nonrotating fram
~the frame in which the line element is static!, thereby explaining the vanishing of the precessi
The remarkable fact, however, is thatV vanishes forvN , even ifb is different from zero. As for
vM , we do not have a reasonable interpretation, unless we accept that~1! describes a cylinder
only if 1.n.0.

Now we study the case of infinite precession,V→`, for the gyroscope moving around th
axis of symmetry. From~13! we have then

r n5
Mna

N
, ~21!

and, considering~14!, we can rewrite~21! for the angular velocity of the rotating frame,

v5
11cx

nx2b~11cx!
. ~22!

The corresponding tangential speed of the gyroscope becomes, using~16!, ~17!, and~22!,

W51, ~23!

which means that the gyroscope attains infinite precession when its tangential velocity arou
axis becomes the light velocity.

III. PRECESSION OF A GYROSCOPE AT REST

If the gyroscope is at rest in the original lattice, then we have@see~32! in Ref. 5#

V5
cr ~12n!~n23!/4

a~12c2x2!
. ~24!

Observe that it is the absolute value ofV what appears in~31!–~34! in Ref. 5. We see that the
precession is infinite ifcx51. It is remarkable thatcx51, if the gyroscope is moving around th
axis of symmetry, produces a tangential speed of light~19!, WN151, with null precession; on the
other hand, in this same casecx51, while at rest its precession becomes infinite.

On the other hand, whenb50 andc50, i.e., when the Weyl class of Lewis metric becom
the static Levi-Civita cylindrical space–time, the precession of a gyroscope moving aroun
axis of symmetry results in

V5
nvr ~12n!~n23!/4

a~12n2v2x2!
, ~25!

with a tangential velocity obtained from~17!,

W5nvx. ~26!

We observe that the gyroscope precession is the same in both cases,~24! and~25!, if the angular
velocity of the gyroscope, in the Levi-Civita space–time, is related to the vorticity of Le
space–time by
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v5
c

n
. ~27!

These two equal precessions,~24! and~25!, suggest that~if b50! it is equivalent to measure th
precession of a gyroscope at rest with respect to the rotating Lewis source or moving arou
corresponding static source. This situation, in turn, is a reminiscense of the non-Machian be
of Newtonian gravity, where gravitomagnetic effects are absent.

IV. PRECESSION OF A GYROSCOPE IN A LOCALLY NONROTATING FRAME

Using the transformation

df5df̄1vdt, ~28!

wherev is

v52
k

l
, ~29!

the Lewis metric~1! transforms into a diagonal form nearr 5r 0 . This frame is called locally
nonrotating.11,12 From ~28! for the Lewis metric~1! we have

v5
n3a2c22n2a2bc21~bc2n!c3r 0

2n1n4a4br0
22n

n4a222n3a2bc12n2a2b2c22~n2bc!c2r 0
2n2n4a4b2r 0

22n , ~30!

which can be rewritten with~18!,

v5
~n2bc!cx0

21b

~n2bc!2x0
22b2 , ~31!

wherex05x(r 0). The tangential velocity~17! with ~31! becomes

W5
~n2bc!cx0

21b

nx0
, ~32!

and the precession~13! with ~31! becomes

V5
b~n2bc!r 0

~12n!~n23!/4

a@~n2bc!2x0
22b2#

. ~33!

From~31! we see that there are two cases wherev does not depend upon a particular radiusr 0 and
produces no precession according to~33!. These cases are, forb50,

v5
c

n
, W5cx0 ; ~34!

and, forbc5n,

v52
1

b
, W5

1

cx0
, ~35!

where we have included, from~32!, the corresponding tangential velocities. We see from~34! that
the result corresponds to what we obtained forvN in ~15! and agrees with the analysis of th
gyroscope at rest~24! compared to the precession in Levi-Civita’s space–time~25!. However, the
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case~35!, while producing a similar result compared tovM in ~15!, imposes the relationb
5n/c. WhenbÞ0 andbÞn/c the locally nonrotating frame produces non-null precession.

V. THE KERR SPACE–TIME

It is instructive to compare the situation described previously with that in the Kerr spac
In Boyer–Lindquist coordinates withu5p/2, the Kerr metric has the form~the Kerr param-

etera, describing angular momentum per unit mass, not to be confounded with the parameta of
the Lewis metric!

ds252S 12
2m

r Ddt22
4am

r
dtdf1

1

P
dr21S r 21a21

2a2m

r Ddf2, ~36!

where

P512
2m

r
1

a2

r 2 . ~37!

Then, applying the Rindler–Perlick method, one obtains after some lengthy calculations

e2C5L, ~38!

v i5~0,0,vf!, ~39!

vf5
1

L Fv~r 21a2!2
2am

r
~12av!G , ~40!

hrr 5
1

P
, ~41!

hff5
P

L
r 2, ~42!

with

L512v2~r 21a2!2
2m

r
~12av!2. ~43!

Substituting~38!–~42! into ~12! we obtain

V5
2

L Fv2
3m

r
v~12av!1

am

r 3 ~12av!2G . ~44!

The value of the angular velocityv for which there is no precession (V50) is easily obtained
from ~44! to be

v52
r 2~r 23m!22ma22Ar 4~r 23m!224ma2r 3

2ma~3r 21a2!
; ~45!

this is the same value for which prograde and retrograde circular geodesics have the
period,13 and which leads to the condition of no clock effect in Ref. 1, after replacingv by its
expression for a circular geodesic. This result was obtained before14 and ~together with other
properties! led some authors to suggest that natural nonrotating observers are those movin
angular velocity~45! ~see Ref. 13 and references therein!. This identification, however, is no
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necessarily correct. In fact, observe that a gyroscope at rest in the frame of~36! (v50) will
precess unlessa50, reflecting the well-known fact that the original frame of~36! is itself rotating
with respect to a compass of inertia.8 Therefore, the vanishing ofV for observers rotating with
angular velocity~45! only shows that the gravitational dragging effect of the source exa
cancels the Thomas-like precession due to the rotation of the frame where the gyroscope is
a frame which, as shown in Ref. 1, rotates relative to distant stars. Under these circumsta
becomes difficult to accept that those observers represent ‘‘the most natural standard o
rotation.’’

VI. CONCLUSION

We have seen that a gyroscope at rest in the frame of~1! will precess independently ofb, and
in a similar way as a gyroscope moving around a static source with angular velocity given by~27!.
This result, together with the fact that transformations~7! and~8! cast~1! into a static cylindrical
Levi-Civita line element ifb50, would indicate that the rotation of the source does not affect
gyroscope. However, for the gyroscope moving around the source, there exist two possible a
velocities for which there is no precession. The physical meaning of one of them (vM) is not
understood by the authors, unless the range ofn is restricted to 1.n.0, in which case it is
discarded. The situation withvN is clear ifb50, in which case~9! is just a transformation to the
nonrotating frame ifv5vN . However, ifb is not vanishing, then the reasons for the vanishing
V are obscure. Finally, if we define a locally nonrotating frame according to~28! and~29!, then we
see that a gyroscope at rest in such a frame will precess according to~33!. The origin of this
precession is rather surprising if we note that it appears even ifn5a51 ~Minkowski! and c
50. But under these conditions~1! is not the Minkowskian line element corresponding to
rotating frame. So the question here is, what is the nature ofb that makes the gyroscope preces

In the Kerr case we have seen that the frame in whichV50 can hardly be called nonrotating
The difference with the Lewis case~with b50! becomes intelligible, if we note that the frame
~36! with m50 does not represent a rotating Minkowskian observer, a conclusion confirme
the fact that~44! with m5v50 yieldsV50. However, as mentioned before, the frame of~36! is
rotating with respect to a compass of inertia ifmÞ0 ~yielding VÞ0!. This is in contrast with the
Lewis case, whereV is not vanishing for the gyroscope at rest in~1! in the casen51
~Minkowski!. This conspicuous difference in the relation between the source of the field an
rotation, in both cases, seems to suggest, loosely speaking, that the behavior of the Kerr m
more ‘‘Machian’’ than that of Lewis.
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Radiating sources in higher-dimensional gravity
Hongya Liua)

Department of Physics, Dalian University of Technology,
Dalian, 116024, People’s Republic of China

Paul S. Wessonb)

Department of Physics, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1, Canada
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We study a time-dependent five-dimensional~5D! metric which contains a static
four-dimensional~4D! sub-metric whose three-dimensional~3D! part is spherically
symmetric. An expansion in the metric coefficient allow us to obtain close-to
Schwarzschild approximation to a class of spherically symmetric solutions. Using
Campbell’s embedding theorem and the induced-matter formalism we obtain two
4D solutions. One describes a source with the stiff equation of state believed to be
applicable to dense astrophysical objects, and the other describes a spherical source
with a radial heat flow. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1401139#

I. INTRODUCTION

Campbell showed the theorem that any solution of the Einstein equations inN dimensions can
be locally embedded in a Ricci-flat manifold of (N11) dimensions whose field equations in term
of the Ricci tensor areRAB50 (A,B50,1,...,N).1 Tavakol and co-workers have recently noted t
relevance of this to the embedding of lower-dimensional~possibly quantizeable! gravity in 4D
Einstein gravity,2 and the technique is clearly applicable to the recovery of solutions of 4D ge
relativity from 10D superstrings, 11D supergravity and M-theory.3–6A major application of Camp-
bell’s theorem is to induced-matter theory, wherein solutions of the 4D Einstein equations
matter are recovered from the 5D Kaluza–Klein equations in apparent vacuum.7 This approach
has been applied to cosmology,8 clusters of galaxies9 and the solar system,10,11 where there is
agreement with observational data. It is valuable in application to general relativity, since sol
of the Kaluza–Klein equations can yield new solutions of the Einstein equations. With rega
the latter, spherically symmetric sources such as stars can be modeled in the simplest way
interior and exterior Schwarzschild solutions. But to include the radiation outside a star,
complicated solutions are required.12 These include the Vaidya metric which uses a retarded t
coordinate to describe a radiating atmosphere,13 the metrics of Herrera and co-workers where
spheres of matter are matched to exterior space–times,14–16 and the metrics of Glass and Krisc
which extend the Vaidya solution to include both a radiation field and a string fluid.17 However,
despite extensive work on starlike solutions of the 4D equations and the existence of Cam
theorem which shows that such can be embedded in theND equations, not much work has bee
done on spherically symmetric solutions of the 5D equations. Notable exceptions are so
which have an isothermal equation of state in 4D9 and ones which are flat in 5D but curved
4D.18 We will, therefore, present an analysis of a class of 5D metrics, and illustrate their rele
by isolating two 4D solutions. One describes a source with the stiff equation of state believ
be applicable to dense astrophysical objects, and the other describes a spherical sour
radiation.

a!Electronic mail: hyliu@dlut.edu.cn
b!Electronic mail: wesson@astro.uwaterloo.ca
49630022-2488/2001/42(10)/4963/8/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. 5D METRICS WITH 4D SPHERICAL SOURCES

In this section we let upper-case Latin indices run 0–4 and lower-case Greek indices ru
We absorb the speed of light and the gravitational constant through the choices of unitsc51,
8pG51. The coordinates arexA5t, r, u, f, y with dV2[du21sin2 udf2 with ~3D! spherical
symmetry.

Consider the 5D line element with interval

dS25gABdxAdxB5F2ds22F24dy2, ~1!

ds25gabdxadxb, ~2!

wheregab5gab(xm) andF5F(xm). This metric is broad in scope and has been used in o
contexts.19 It also has the advantage that the 5D field equationsRAB50 break down neatly into a
set involving the 4D Ricci tensor and a conservation-type equation for the scalar fieldg44

52F24)

Rab56F22FaFb , ~3!

FF ;a
a 2FaFa50. ~4!

HereFa5gabFb , F ;a
a 5gabFa;b andRab in ~3! is made ofgab . Equations~3! and ~4! admit

many different types of solution, but here we choose a time-dependent scalar field and a st
geometry

F5F~ t !, ~5!

ds25B~r !dt22A~r !dr22r 2dV2. ~6!

These require that the left-hand side~lhs! of ~3! should be independent oft and the rhs of~3!
should be independent ofr. Therefore both sides should equal to a constant, say, 6l2. So we must
have

F5elt. ~7!

Substituting this into Eq.~4!, we find that~4! is satisfied. Using~6! and ~7! in ~3! gives the
nonvanishing components

R005
B9

2A
2

B8

4A S A8

A
1

B8

B D1
1

r

B8

A
56l2, ~8!

R1152
B9

2B
1

B8

4B S A8

A
1

B8

B D1
1

r

A8

A
50, ~9!

R225sin22 uR33512
1

A
1

r

2A S A8

A
2

B8

B D50, ~10!

with A8[dA/dr. These are three equations in two unknowns, and determine a class of sol
which is time-dependent in 5D via~7! but static in 4D and spherically symmetric in 3D.

Let us manipulate~8!–~10!. The sum ofAB21R00 of ~8! andR11 of ~9! gives

A8

A
1

B8

B
56l2r

A

B
. ~11!

And we can rewrite~10! as
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A8

A
2

B8

B
52

2

r
~A21!. ~12!

Using ~11! and~12!, we verify that~8! and~9! are satisfied. Therefore, we need to solve~11! and
~12! for A andB. Now ~12! can be written as (d/dr)ln(A/B)522(A21)/r. Integrating this we get

B5A expF2E
r 0

r A21

r
drG . ~13!

Substituting this into~11!, we obtain

A8

A
1

A21

r
53l2r expF22E

r 0

r A21

r
drG . ~14!

Without loss of generality, let us introduce a mass function20,21 via

A5S 12
2m~r !

r D 21

. ~15!

Then ~14! becomes

m85
3

2
l2r ~r 22m!expF2E

r 0

r S 1

r
2

1

r 22m DdrG . ~16!

Here r 0 is a fiducial radius that can be chosen as appropriate to a physical situation. Thur 0

→` we expect to recover the Schwarzschild case. The latter is indeed recovered forl50, when
m5M5constant and~13! reads

B5A expF2 È r A21

r
drG512

2M

r
. ~17!

That is,l50 specifies the Schwarzschild limit of a class of solutions determined by~16! and one
or the other of~11! and ~12!.

III. CLOSE-TO-SCHWARZSCHILD APPROXIMATION

We can study close-to-Schwarzschild approximation by expanding the mass functionm(r ) of
~15! for ulu small ~i.e., ulu21@M !. Thus we write

m~r !5 (
n50

`

mn~r !, ~18!

with m05M . Herem0 is the zero-order approximation ofm, (m01m1) is the first-order approxi-
mation, and so on. To obtainm1 we substitutem0 for m in the rhs of~16! to obtainm18 . Integrating
m18 givesm1 . Then we substitute (m01m1) for m in the rhs of~16! to obtainm28 . In this way we
obtain the following recursion formulas for evaluatingmn(r )
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m0850,

m1852m081
3

2
l2r ~r 22M !expF2E

r 0

r S 1

r
2

1

r 22M DdrG ,
~19!

mn852 (
m50

n21

mm8 1
3

2
l2r S r 22 (

m50

n21

mmD expH 2E
r 0

r F1

r
2S r 22 (

m50

n21

mmD 21GdrJ .

From this we find

m185
3

2
l2S 12

2M

r 0
D 2 r 3

r 22M
, ~20!

and so

m15
3

2
l2S 12

2M

r 0
D 2E

r 0

r r 3dr

r 22M
. ~21!

In the regionr @2M and r 0@2M , we find

m1' 1
2l

2r 3, ~22!

where we have absorbed a constant term inm0 without loss of generality, so the first-orde
approximation ofA(r ) in ~15! is

A'S 12
2M

r
2l2r 2D 21

. ~23!

Substituting this equation into~13!, keeping only terms up to first order inl2 as well as inM, and
neglecting a constant factor inB, we find

B'12
2M

r
12l2r 2. ~24!

From this coefficient and that of~23! we obtain the first order close-to-Schwarzschild approxim
tion of the 5D solution as

dS2'e2ltF S 12
2M

r
12l2r 2Ddt22S 12

2M

r
2l2r 2D 21

dr22r 2dV2G2e24ltdy2. ~25!

This metric is time-dependent. Whenl→0, it tends to the 5D Schwarzschild solution. So we c
~25! the close-to-Schwarzschild approximation for smallulu, implying that the time-variation of
the field should be very slow. We also find that the solution~25! belongs to the Type D class of th
general time-dependent 5D metrics.22 As regards the 4D part inside the square bracket in~25!, it
is interesting to note that it doesnot define the 4D Schwarzschild–de Sitter solution. In the lat
A andB both contain a termLr 2/3 whereL is the cosmological constant. By contrast, whereasl2

has the same physical dimensions asL ~namely time22 or length22!, A and B in ~23! and ~24!
contain terms with different signs and different sizes. This situation is analogous to anot
Kaluza–Klein theory, where the exact solution of the 5D field equations for a charged point
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does not exactly reproduce the 4D Reissner–Nordstrom solution.23 Since the 5D equations ar
richer than the 4D ones, such situations may be expected; but even so,~25! defines a new solution

IV. TWO EXACT 4D SOLUTIONS

There are, of course, many other solutions than those which are close to Schwarzsch
general, we have a class of solutions ofRAB50 with a metric

dS25e2lt@Bdt22Adr22r 2dV2#2e24ltdy2, ~26!

whose space–time potentialsA, B are determined by~11! and ~12!. Alternatively, they are deter
mined by~16! and one or the other of~11! and~12!. We should recall, however, that while~8!, ~9!,
and~10! are 4D relations and can be used as such, the class of metrics~26! is 5D in nature. This
means that we can use Campbell’s theorem1 and the induced-matter formalism7 to generate 4D
solutions of Einstein’s equations with their appropriate matter. We now proceed to show ho
5D metric ~26! produces two exact 4D solutions.

A. Solution with a stiff fluid

The first is obtained by splitting off the part inside square brackets in~26!. The 4D metric is
then

ds25gabdxadxb5Bdt22Adr22r 2dV2, ~27!

and is static. We, therefore, expect that the source necessary to balance Einstein’s equati
also be static. As mentioned above, the Kaluza–Klein equationsRAB50 (A,B50,123,4) contain
as a subset the Einstein equationsRab2Rgab/25Tab (a,b50,123). HereTab is the 4D energy-
momentum tensor, which can always be constructed from the 5D geometry1,2 and whose form is
now well known.7–9 For the present case,Rab is given by~3!, so the induced energy-momentu
tensor is

Tab5Rab2 1
2gabR56F22~FaFb2 1

2gabFmFm!. ~28!

Using ~7! and ~27!, we find that the nonvanishing components of this in mixed form are

T0
052T1

152T2
252T3

353l2B21. ~29!

This as expected represents a static source, which we can model as a perfect fluid with

Tab5~r1p!uaub2pgab . ~30!

Herer is the density,p is the pressure and the 4-velocity isua5(u0,0,0,0). Combining~29! and
~30!, we see that the source has

r5p53l2B21. ~31!

This is the stiff equation of state in which the speed of sound waves approaches the speed
and has been applied in previous studies14,16,21to astrophysical situations such as collapsed s
and proto-galactic fluctuations.

B. Two-fluid solution with radiation and heat flow

The second solution we look at is obtained by splitting off the whole of the first part of~26!.
The 4D metric is then

ds̃25g̃abdxadxb5e2lt@Bdt22Adr22r 2dV2#, ~32!
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and is time dependent. We, therefore, expect that the source necessary to balance E
equations will also be time dependent. It should be noted that this property cannot in gene
removed by a coordinate transformation based on Birkhoff’s theorem, because the 4D metr~32!
will have a source constructed from the 5D geometry that will in general not be vacuum
because the 4D metric~32! is part of a 5D metric~26! and it is known that Birkhoff’s theorem in
its standard form breaks down in the transition from 4D to 5D,24,25 as evidenced by the existenc
of both static and time-dependent soliton solutions.24,26 To investigate the time-dependence
~32!, let us make the coordinate transformation

elt512l t̃ . ~33!

This brings~32! into the form

ds̃25g̃abdx̃adx̃b5Bd t̃22~12l t̃ !2~Adr21r 2dV2!. ~34!

We can use this withf[F225e22lt5(12l t̃ )22 to evaluate the induced matter properties us
the standard technique.7–9 We note that

R̃ab5f21fa;b̃, ~35!

R̃5f21f ;a
ã 50, ~36!

which can be used to form the induced energy-momentum tensor

T̃ab5R̃ab2 1
2g̃abR̃5f21fa;b̃. ~37!

The nonvanishing components of this in mixed form are

T̃0
056l2B21~12l t̃ !22, ~38!

T̃1
15T̃2

25T̃3
3522l2B21~12l t̃ !22, ~39!

T̃0
15g00g

11T̃1
05lA21B21B8~12l t̃ !23. ~40!

We see from~38! that the density is inhomogeneous viaB5B(r ) and is time dependent, as is th
pressure by~39! though the latter is isotropic. We also see from~40! that there is an off-diagona
component. The latter can be accommodated by introducing a two-fluid model

T̃ab5T̃ab
~1!1T̃ab

~2! , ~41!

which as in other work12,16 we take to be the sum of a perfect fluid and a radial heat flow

T̃ab
~1!~ r̃1 p̃!uaub2 p̃g̃ab , ~42!

T̃ab
~2!5qaub1uaqb . ~43!

The heat-flux vector and the 4-velocity must obey the orthogonality condition

qaua50. ~44!

This we satisfy by taking

ua5~u0,0,0,0!, u05B21/2, ~45!
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qa5~0,q1,0,0!, ~46!

where in~45! we have used the facts thatr is a comoving coordinate and that the 4-velocities
normalized viagabuaub5Bu0u051. Substituting~45! and~46! into ~42! and~43! and these into
~41! gives the nonvanishing components of the last in mixed form

T̃0
05 r̃, ~47!

T̃1
15T̃2

25T̃3
352 p̃, ~48!

T̃0
15B1/2q1. ~49!

Comparing these with~38!, ~39!, and~40! gives us the density, pressure and heat flow in expl
form

r̃53p̃56l2B21~12l t̃ !22, ~50!

q15lA21B23/2B8~12l t̃ !23. ~51!

The equation of state is that of radiation or ultra-relativistic matter, and has been appl
previous studies16,27 to astrophysical situations such as fermion soliton stars and the early
verse.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have taken a 5D metric~1! which contains a 4D sub-metric~6! whose 3D part is spheri
cally symmetric. An expansion in the metric coefficient allows us to recover the Schwarzs
case of general relativity in~17! as the zeroth approximation and a close-to-Schwarzschild ca
~25! as the first order approximation to a class of spherically symmetric solutions. Any soluti
the 5D Kaluza–Klein equations in apparent vacuum can be written as a solution of the 4D Ei
equations with matter. Two solutions have then been shown, with matter properties corresp
to those of a stiff fluid~31!, and radiation or ultra relativistic particles with heat flow~50! and~51!.
These solutions can be applied to astrophysics, but are merely illustrative examples.

In the wider scheme, it is clear that~local! embedding theorems are powerful tools, wheth
applied toN,4 ~possibly quantizeable! gravity,2 4D Einstein theory,12 5D Kaluza–Klein theory,28

or 10D superstrings, 11D supergravity and M-theory.3–6 Campbell’s theorem ensures that a
solution in ND can be embedded in a Ricci-flat solution in (N11)D.1 The Schwarzschild solution
in 4D can of course be embedded in a flat space ofN>6.29 And any solution in 4D can be
embedded in a flat space ofN>10.30 The implications of embedding theorems are diverse. If
aim is to find new solutions of general relativity, the higher-dimensional field equations are
surprisingly tractable, and the method of reduction to 4D is straightforward.2 If the aim is to give
meaning to higher-dimensional theories, the same method of reduction will inform about p
cality in the 4D world. We should recall that field equations like those of Einstein or Kaluza–K
allow the dimensionality to be freely chosen, which should be done partly with a view to
physics it is desired to describe and partly with a view to what technical constraints are inv
In the latter regard, it is well known thatN,4 theories run into problems of formulation which a
connected with the degenerate nature of lower-dimensional Riemannian spaces. ForN.4 theo-
ries, problems arise with the physics if the spaces are subject to arbitrary tec
constraints.7,31,32 Our opinion, therefore, is that future work should be focused on hig
dimensional, fully covariant theory.
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In this work we present a new function to represent the approximate solution of a
system of three charged particles. This function is based on an extension to two
variables of the confluent hypergeometric function1F1 of Kummer and can be
obtained using a method similar to that used by Appell and Kampe´ de Fériet. We
analyze the general properties of the function such as integral representations,
series expansions, and asymptotic limits. We also show that the proposed functions
verify a relation similar to that satisfied by the exponential and trigonometric–
hyperbolic ones. A generalization ton-dimension is also presented. The mathemati-
cal properties of the functions indicate that they are suitable to be included in
computation of electronic emission in collision processes. ©2001 American In-
stitute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1396634#

I. INTRODUCTION

Many functions, very common in the solution of wave equations of various kinds, are sp
cases of the hypergeometric functions~Whittaker and Watson,1 Sneddon2! or its close relative the
confluent hypergeometric function. A few examples are the Bessel functions, the Laguerre
tions, and the Airy functions. In particular, the solution for one of the most important problem
physics, the two-body Coulomb problem, comes in terms of hypergeometric functions.3,4 The
dynamics of the problem in the different regions of the coordinates space can be analyzed t
the different properties of the Kummer functions.3–5 On the other hand, different approximate
solutions for the three-body Coulomb problem are written in terms of hypergeom
functions.6–9 The approximate solution known as C3 is given by the product of three two-b
Coulomb problems and in this way its dynamical properties depend on the Kummer fun
properties. Recently, the authors and co-workers introduced a new approximate solution
three-body problem that can be written in terms of the degenerate Appell functions calledF2 by
Horn.10,11 The functionF2 can be obtained by a confluence process starting from the Ap
hypergeometric functionF1 or F2 ~Ref. 12! and in this way is a confluent hypergeometric functi
in two variables that can be interpreted as the two-variables generalization of the Kummer
tion.

From the mathematical point of view, Erde´lyi performed a detailed study of theF2 hyper-
geometric function given different integral representations and asymptotic forms.13 In 1941,
Burchnall and Chaundy presented a method to express different hypergeometric functi
expansions in terms of Kummer functions.14
49710022-2488/2001/42(10)/4971/13/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Based on the works of Appell and Kampe´ de Fériet,10 Erdélyi,13 and Burchnall and Chaundy,14

it is possible to perform a carefull study of the dynamical properties of the three-body Cou
problem modeled by theF2 approach.9,15 This function fulfills the Redmond asymptotic cond
tions for Coulomb potentials. The reduction to the two-body Coulomb problem is also ve
when each of the charges are switched off. Nevertheless this function does not completely
the Kato cusp’s conditions that relate the wave function and its derivatives when one o
coordinates goes to zero.16 TheF2 state is regular at the origin of coordinates, but does not ve
these conditions on the derivatives.

In this work we propose a new hyperbolic–hypergeometric function based on physical
ments which retains the mentioned properties and improves the model including the Kato
conditions in both the coordinate and momentum space. The new hyperbolic–hypergeo
function ~called Fc! gives rise to other three related functions (Fs ,F6). We present a brief
statement of the problem in Sec. I. In Sec. II we obtain theFc function and show the relation
with theF2 function of two variables. We describe different properties of the new functions,
particular emphasis in the asymptotic behavior ofFc . Also we derive different integral represen
tations and series expansions. In Sec. III the functionsFs , F1, andF2 are obtained from the
analysisFc . In Sec. IV the derivatives of the functionsFc , Fs , F1, andF2 and the connection
between them and the hyperbolic–trigonometric functions is presented. Finally we outlook f
extensions and applications of this set of functions. The appendix outlines the method to
alize these functions to more variables.

II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Let us consider a system of three charged particles in the continuum, labeled byi 51,2,3. The
relative coordinater i represents the distance between the particlesj andk. The exact wave func-
tion describing the evolution of this systemC(r1 ,r2 ,r3) is not known in the general case an
some physically based approximations are needed. Furthermore, all the approximate sta
tained should verify the correct boundary conditions of the Coulomb potential. When all par
are far from each other, the wave function must satisfy the Redmond’s conditions.17 In the case of
outgoing waves, we have

C~r1 ,r2 ,r3!5)
j 51

3

exp~ ia j ln~kj r j2k j•r j !!. ~1!

On the other hand, the wave function should be regular at the origin of coordinatesr j50. In 1951,
Kato showed that there exists a solution of the Schro¨dinger equation for a system of charge
particles. This equation presents as many singular points as particles involved in the system
points corresponds to the conditionsur j u50, j 51, 2 or 3. Besides the solutionsC(r1 ,r2 ,r3)
should be regular in the coordinate space, that is to say,

C~r i50!5C,

whereC is a finite number. A second condition related with the momenta of the particles in
singular points can be stated as

]C̄~r1 ,r2 ,r3!

]r i
G

r i50

5ZiC~r i50!,

where C̄(r1 ,r2 ,r3) represents the wave function averaged over a small sphere of radiusr !1
centered at the singular pointur j u50:

C̄~r1 ,r2 ,r3!5
1

2 E C~r1 ,r2 ,r3!dSG
r i→0

.
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There are only a few approximate solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation for the three-body Cou
lomb problem. The first proposal relies on a completely separable approximation of the
equation written in parabolic coordinates. The solution is simply a product of three two-
Coulomb functions for each pair of particles.4,18

TheF2 approach can be considered as the next step in the approximated solution of the
equation for a two heavy and one light particles system. In this solution the motion of the h
partners is described by a two-body function, while the electron–ions interactions are descr
a correlated way through the Erde´lyi F2 hypergeometric function.8,13 This function has been
successfully included in undistorted and distorted wave treatments of the ion–atom co
process.4,19 The only drawback of this function is that it does not verify the Kato cusps cond
already mentioned. The introduction of the correlation between the motions of the particle
plies the generalization of the simple two-body solution given by the Kummer function.

The simplest way to perform this is to include more parameters, giving rise to thepFq

generalized functions. These functions are well documented in the literature.20 On the other hand,
we can generalize the Kummer functions by increasing the number of variables. Starting
series expansion21

1F1~b,c,x!5 (
m50

`
~b!m

~c!m

xm

m!

we can write the product of1F1(b,c,x) times1F1(b8,c8,y) as follows:

1F1~b,g,x!1F1~b8,g8,y!5 (
m50

`

(
n50

`
~b!m~b8!n

~g!m~g8!n

xm

m!

yn

n!
, ~2!

where (b)m is the Pochhammer symbol given byb(b11)¯(b1m21).
This series does not give us anything new since it is simply the product of two Kum

functions. However, if one or more of the two pairs of products

~b!m~b8!n ~g!m~g8!n

are replaced by a composed product of the general type

~g!m1n ~3!

we are lead to some entirely new functions. This procedure has been followed by Appell and
to derive the complete set of second order two-variables hypergeometric functions.11 If we replace
~3! in ~2! we get the confluent hypergeometric function calledF2 by Horn:11

F2~b,b8,g,x,y!5 (
m50

`

(
n50

`

Am,n

xm

m!

yn

n!
~4!

with

Am,n5
~b!m~b8!n

~g!m1n
.

Other confluent hypergeometric function can be obtained using~2! or the product of confluent and
Gauss functions and replacing appropriately different pairs of pochhammers.

Burchnall and Chaundy14 using an operational technic gave a set of 26 expansions of hy
geometric functions, with some of them of confluent type. They showed that theF2 power series
~4! can be rewritten as follows in terms of Kummer functions:
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F2~b,b8,g,x,y!5 (
m50

`

Am~2xy!m
1F1~b1m,g12m,x! 1F1~b81m,g12m,y!, ~5!

where

Am~b,b8,g!5
~b!m~b8!m

m! ~g211m!m~g!2m
.

This function has been used several times in physical problems. Olsson applied it in n
physics.22 Recently, the author and co-workers made use of theF2(b,b8,g,x,y) as a partially
separable approximated solution for the three-body Coulomb problem~called theF2 model!.8,9

The study of the physical properties of theF2 model has shown that the Kato’s cusp conditio
are partially satisfied. The condition imposed by Kato over the first order derivative of the
function means that the coefficient in the power expansion~4! should satisfy the following rela-
tion:

A1n5b8A0n , Am15bAm0

which is not satisfied by theF2 function.
To obtain a function with correct Kato conditions, we introduce a new kind of generaliza

similar to the one discussed before. Replacing the product of Kummer functions in the ser~5!
by its generalized formF2 in the following form:

~21!m
1F1@b1m,g12m,x#1F1@b81m,g12m,y#→F2~b1m,b81m,g12m,x,y!, ~6!

where the (21)m is included to solve the problem with the Kato condition, we get a new kind
hypergeometric function:

Fc~b,b8,g,x,y!5 (
m50

`

Am~xy!mF2~b1m,b81m,g12m,x,y! ~7!

which we will call Fc(b,b8,g,x,y). We should note that by the same method we can introdu
complete set of hypergeometric functions starting by the set given by Burchnall and Chau14

III. PROPERTIES OF THE Fc FUNCTION

Some simple properties of theFc function when the parameters or the variables are zero
be obtained using the reduction properties of theF2 one:

Fc~b50!5F2~0,b8,g,x,y!51F1~b8,g,y!,

Fc~b850!5F2~b,0,g,x,y!51F1~b,g,y!,

Fc~x5y50!5F2~b,b8,g,0,0!51,

Fc~x50!5F2~b,b8,g,0,y!51F1~b8,g,y!,

Fc~y50!5F2~b,b8,g,x,0!51F1~b,g,x!.

Introducing a useful relation satisfied by theF2 function

F2~b,b8,g,x,x!51F1~b1b8,g,x!

we get the following series expansion in the case in which the variables satisfy the condix
5y:
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Fc~x5y!5 (
m50

`

Amx2m
1F1~b1b812m,g12m,x!.

A. Asymptotic expansion

In this section we introduce expressions for the different asymptotic regions. First we an
the asymptotic form ofFc for large values ofuxu, uyu, andux2yu. Then, we present expressions f
the situation in whichuyu→` andx remains small.

1. Large arguments

To analyze these regions we use the asymptotic form of the functionF2(b,b8,g,x,y) for
large arguments, that is to sayuxu, uyu andux2yu→`. Following Erdélyi,13 we write the asymptotic
form of Fc(b,b8,g,x,y) in terms of Whittaker-type functionsz̄4 ,z̄5 ,z̄6 .

Using the asymptotic expression of theF2 and replacing it in~7! we get

Fc~b,b8,g,x,y!5
G~g!

G~g2b2b8!
eip~b1b8!z̄41

G~g!

G~b!
eip~b12b82g!z̄51

G~g!

G~b8!
eip~b82g!z̄6 ,

~8!

where

z̄45x2by2b8F4~b,b8,g,x,y!,

z̄55~2x!b1b82g~y2x!2b8exF5~b,b8,g,x,y!,

z̄65~x2y!2b~2y!b1b82geyF6~b,b8,g,x,y!,

with

F4~b,b8,g,x,y!5 (
m50

`

Am~g!mF4S b1b82g11,b1m,b81M ,2
1

x
,2

1

yD ,

F5~b,b8,g,x,y!5 (
m50

`
Am~g!m

~b!m
S xy

y2xD m

F4S 12b2m,g2b2b8,b81m,
1

x
,

1

x2yD ,

F6~b,b8,g,x,y!5 (
m50

`
Am~g!m

~b8!m
S xy

x2yD m

F4S 12b82m,b1m,g2b2b8,
1

y2x
,
1

yD ,

the functionsz̄4 ,z̄5 ,z̄6 are similar to those ones used by Erde´lyi, replacing the functionsF i by the
generalizedFi with i 54, 5 or 6. From the asymptotic limit~8! it can be easily verified that theFc

function satisfies the Redmond asymptotic conditions17 since the leading order forx, y→` is

Fc~b,b8,g,x,y!→x2by2b8

which is equivalent to~1!.

2. Small x ,y\`

From Eq.~7! and using the asymptotic form of theF2 in the case in whichy→` and x5

remains small

F2~b,b8,g,x,y!5
G~g!eipb8

G~g2b8!
z71

G~g!eip~b82g!

G~b8!
z6 ,
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where

z65~x2y!2b~2y!b1b82geyF4S 12b8,b,g2b2b8,
1

y2x
,
1

yD ,

z75y2b8F5S b,b8,g2b8,x,
1

yD .

Taking into account Eq.~7! we get

Fc~b,b8,g,x,y!5
G~g!

G~g2b8!
eipb8z̄71

G~g!

G~b8!
eip~b82g!z̄6 ,

where

z̄7~b,b8,g,x,y!5y2b8G5~b,b8,g,x,y!,

with

G55(
~21!m~g!m

~g2b8!m
AmxmF5S b1m,b81m,g2b81m,x,

1

yD .

A similar expression for smalluyu and largeuxu can be obtained.

B. Integral representation

In this section we analyze two kinds of integral representations based on the two given f
F2 hypergeometric function. This integral representations can be used to obtain analytical
tion matrices for a variety of collision processes in atomic physics.

1. Single integral

We start rewriting Fc(b,b8,g,x,y) using the following integral representation for th
F2(b,b8,g,x,y) function:

F2~b,b8,g,x,y!5
G~g!

2p i E ess2gF1Fg,b,b8,g,
x

s
,
y

sGds,

where

F1Fg,b1m,b81m,g,
x

s
,
y

sG5S 12
x

sD
2b2mS 12

y

sD
2b82m

represent the Appell10 function for a special case of the parameters. Replacing this expressi
~7! we obtain

Fc5
G~g!

2p i E ds ess2g (
m50

`

~g!2mAmS x

sD
mS y

sD
m

F1Fg12m,b1m,b81m,g12m,
x

s
,
y

sG .
Defining the new function
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FN~a,b,b8,g,x,y!5( ~a!2mAmxmymF1~a12m,b1m,b81m,g12m,x,y!

5( ~a!2mAmxmym
2F1~a12m,b1m,g12m,x!

32F1~a12m,b81m,g12m,y!,

we can rewrite

Fc5
G~g!

2p i E ess2gFNS g,b,b8,g,
x

s
,
y

sDds.

The function 2F1(a,b,c,x) represents the Gauss function,21 and the function
FN(a,b,b8,g,x,y) can be obtained from

F1~a,b,b8,g,x,y!5(
~21!m~a!2m~b!m~b8!m

m! ~g211m!m~g!2m
xmym

3F2~a12m,b1m,b81m,g12m,g12m,x,y! ~9!

by the substitutions

F1~a,b,b8,g,x,y!→FN~a,b,b8,g,x,y!,

F2~a12m,b1m,b81m,g12m,g12m,x,y!

→~21!mF1~a12m,b1m,b81m,g12m,g12m,x,y!

on the left-hand and right-hand sides of Eq.~9!. The symbolF2(a,b,b8,g,g8,x,y) represents the
other four Appell10 functions.

2. Double integral

Starting from the integral representation of theF2 function

F25U~b,b8,g!E
0

1

duE
0

1

dv eux1vyK~b,b8,g,u,v !,

where

U~b,b8,g!5
G~g!

G~b!G~b8!G~g2b2b8!
,

K~b,b8,g,u,v !5ub21vb821~12u2v !g2b2b821,

and replacing it inFc @Eq. ~7!#, we get

Fc5U~b,b8,g!E
0

1

duE
0

1

dv eux1vyK~b,b8,g,u,v !(
1

m! ~g211m!m
~xyuv !m.

The series which appear in the last equation can be added, giving the following result:

(
m50

`
~xyuv !m

m! ~g211m!m
5H 1

g21 1F2S g21,
1

2
~g21!,

g

2
,
uvxy

4 D , gÞ1,2,

cosh~Auvxy!, g51,2.

~10!
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In caseg51 and 2 we can finally write

Fc~b,b8,g,x,y!5U~b,b8,g!E
0

1

duE
0

1

dv eux1vy cosh~Auvxy!K~b,b8,g,u,v !. ~11!

IV. THE HYPERBOLIC–HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

In this section we study the function~11! obtained in the last section corresponding tog

51 and 2. It is possible to verify that the function1F2(g21,1
2(g21),g/2,uvxy/4) can be written

in terms of the functions cosh(Auvxy) and sinh(Auvxy). Thus, the functionFc given for g.2
can be rewritten in terms of theFc function forg equal to 1 and 2. That is to say, it is possible
obtain continuity relations similar to the ones obtained for the hypergeometric functionF2 and use
them to write the functionFc as a sum of functions corresponding tog51 and 2.

Using the relation between exponential and hyperbolic–trigonometric functions it is pos
to rewrite ~11! as follows:

Fc~b,b8,g,x,y!5 1
2@F1~b,b8,g,x,y!1F2~b,f8,g,x,y!#, ~12!

where

F6~b,b8,g,x,y!5UE
0

1E
0

1

du dv eux1vye6AuvxyK~b,b8,g,u,v !. ~13!

From this equation we can define the function

Fs~b,b8,g,x,y!5 1
2@F1~b,b8,g,x,y!2F2~b,b8,g,x,y!#

5UE
0

1E
0

1

du dv eux1vy sinh~Auvxy!K~b,b8,g,u,v !

for g51,2 ~14!

that is similar to the starting point of this work.
The hypergeometric functionsFs ,Fc ,F6 constitute a set similar to the corresponding to t

exponential and trigonometric–hyperbolic functions:

F6~b,b8,g,x,y!5Fc~b,b8,g,x,y!6Fs~b,b8,g,x,y!.

Using the series expansion for the exponential function in the definitions forF1 andF2 we can
write

F6~b,b8,g,x,y!5U (
m50

`
~61!m

m!
~xy!m/2E

0

1E
0

1

du dv eux1vy~uv !m/2K~b,b8,g,u,v !.

Using now the relations

~uv !m/2K~b,b8,g,u,v !5KS b1
m

2
,b81

m

2
,g1m,u,v D

and
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E
0

1E
0

1

du dv fKS b1
m

2
,b81

m

2
,g1m,u,v D

5US b1
m

2
,b81

m

2
,g1mDF2S b1

m

2
,b81

m

2
,g1m,x,yD ,

we get

F6~b,b8,g,x,y!5 (
m50

`

~61!m
~b!m/2~b8!m/2

m! ~g!m
~xy!m/2F2S b1

m

2
,b81

m

2
,g1m,x,yD ,

which are the series expansions for the functionsF6(b,b8,g,x,y) in terms of the hypergeometri
functionF2(b,b8,g,x,y). Furthermore, using the series expansion for the hyperbolic function21 it
is possible to write~14!

Fs~b,b8,g,x,y!5 (
m50

`
~b!m11/2~b8!m11/2

~2m11!! ~g!2m11
~xy!m11/2

3F2S b1m1
1

2
,b81m1

1

2
,g12m11,x,yD .

A. Derivatives of FÁ and Fc ,s functions

In this section we will write the derivatives ofF6 for the case in whichg51,2. Denoting

x65eux1vy6Auvxy,

the derivative of the functionF1 is given by

dF6

dx
5UF E

0

1E
0

1

du dvS u6
uvy

2Auvxy
D x6K~b,b8,g,u,v !G

and, using

uK~b,b8,g,u,v !5K~b11,b8,g11,u,v !,

~uv !1/2K~b,b8,g,u,v !5K~b1 1
2,b81 1

2,g11,u,v !,

we can write

dF6

dx
5UE

0

1E
0

1

du dv x6K~b11,b8,g11,u,v !

6
1

2
UAy

x E0

1E
0

1

du dv x6KS b1
1

2
,b81

1

2
,g11,u,v D .

Then

dF6

dx
5

~b!1

~g!1
F6~b11,b8,g11,x,y!6

1

2
Ay

x

~b!1/2~b8!1/2

~g!1
F6S b1

1

2
,b81

1

2
,g11,x,yD .
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With these expressions we can write the derivative ofFc(b,b8,g,x,y):

dFc

dx
5

1

2

~b!1

~g!1
Fc~b11,b8,g11,x,y!1

1

4
Ay

x

~b!1/2~b8!1/2

~g!1
FsS b1

1

2
,b81

1

2
,g11,x,yD .

In a similar way, for theFs(b,b8,g,x,y) we can get

dFs

dx
5

1

2

~b!1

~g!1
Fs~b11,b8,g11,x,y!1

1

4
Ay

x

~b!1/2~b8!1/2

~g!1
FcS b1

1

2
,b81

1

2
,g11,x,yD .

We can see through the obtained expressions, that the derivatives ofFs and Fc satisfy
relations which mix the trigonometric and the hypergeometric ones. For example, the deriva
Fs is written in terms of the same hypergeometric but with the parameters added in one
besides depend on theFc . The first term is a typical form for the derivative of a hypergeome
function; the second a typical trigonometric relation.

B. Expansion in terms of Kummer functions

In this section we will introduce a series expansion for the functionFc(b,b8,g,x,y) in terms
of the Kummer function. Starting from~7! and using~5! we obtain

Fc5(
n

`

(
k

`

~21!kAn~b,b8,g!Ak~b1n,b81n,g12n!

3~xy!n1k
1F1@b1n1k,g12~n1k!,x#1F1@b81n1k,g12~n1k!,y#.

Now, applying the general relation:12

(
n

`

(
k

`

Ck,n5(
n

`

(
k

n

Ck,n2k

to our particular case we get forFc(b,b8,g,x,y),

Fc5(
n

`

Bn~xy!n
1F1@b1n,g12n,x#1F1@b81n,g12n,y#, ~15!

where

Bn5 (
k50

n

~21!kAn2k~b,b8,g!Ak~b1n2k,b81n2k,g12~n2k!!. ~16!

The obtained expansion in terms of Kummer functions has some advantages in comp
with the power series one. The convergence is fast and only a few terms are necessary for
the physical interest. By the other side, the representation~15! allows us to compute transition
matrices for ion–atom collision by using the same procedure used in previous works.15,19 In Fig.
1 we show the calculation of the double differential cross section for the ionization of heliu
proton impact. The energy of the incoming proton is 1.5 MeV. We plot the energy of the ion
electrons as a function of its energy and for two different angles of emission. We compa
result obtained by using the continuum correlated wave model based in theFc wave function19

plotted with full line with the well-known continuum distorted wave–eikonal initial state~CDW!23

with broken line. We see that some differences around the electron capture to the continuu
but we are not sure if this effect is due to the inclusion of the Kato cusp conditions or due
correlation introduced in the wave function. In the autoionization of atoms excited by ion im
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process the Kato cusp conditions are more relevant than in ionization itself, so we are work
that process to perform in future works a comparative analysis between the CDW, theF2 model
and theFc one.

V. SUMMARY

In this work we have introduced a new set of functions through a substitution method s
to the used by Appell and Lauricella.10 The functionFc is well founded on physical grounds. Th
other threeFs andF6, were introduced resulting from the study of theFc one.

We have analyzed different properties like reduction in terms of coefficients and variable
have introduced different integral representation and series expansion, and the derivative
the functions were showed as well as the connection between them.

These functions verify the required physical conditions of a Coulomb many-particle syste
can be derived from their mathematical properties. In particular, they fullfil the Kato cusp c
tions that were not satisfied by previous generalizations of the Kummer function. Besides
Redmond asymptotic behavior and the reduction to a two-body Coulomb problem when e
the charges are fixed equal to zero.

We have applied this wave function calculating the double differential cross section for s
ionization of He by proton impact. Furthermore, we have contrasted our results with the
known CDW–EIS theory.

FIG. 1. DDCS for the collision 1.5 MeV H1→He where angle of the ionized electrons is 10 and 40 degres. Full
CCWEIS model based in theFc wave function~Ref. 19!; broken line, CDWEIS model.
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Following a similar method to that given in the present work, it would be possible to gen
a complete set of hypergeometric function starting from the list given by Burchnall
Chaundy.14

APPENDIX

A possible generalization of the functionsFc , Fs , F1, andF2 to the case of three and mor
variables can be done using the bounded integral representation. For example, the genera
of the Fc to three variables is

fc
~3!5U ~3!E

0

1E
0

1E
0

1

du dv dw eux1vy1wz cosh~Auvwxyz!K~b,b8,b8,g,u,v,w!,

where we define

K~b1 ,b2 ,...,bn ,g,u1 ,u2 ,...,un!5S 12(
i 51

n

ui D g2( i 51
n b i21

)
i 51

n

ui
b i21

and

U ~n!5
G~g!

G~g2( i 51
n b i !) i 51

n G~b i !
.

Using the power series for the cosh~x!, we get

Fc
~3!5U ~3! (

m50

`
1

~2m!!
~xyz!mE

0

1E
0

1

du dv eux1vy1wzK~b1m,b81m,b81m,g13m,u,v,w!.

Replacing the integral representation ofF2
(3)(b,b8,b8,g,x,y,z):5

F2
~3!~b,b8,b9,g,x,y,z!5U ~3!E

0

1E
0

1

du dv eux1vy1wzK~b,b8,b8,g,u,v,w!,

we obtain the three-dimensional series expansion in terms ofF2
(3)(b,b8,b8,g,x,y,z) for the

function Fc
(3)(b,b8,b8,g,x,y,z):

Fc
~3!~b,b8,b9,g,x,y,z!5 (

m50

`
~b!m~b8!m~b8!m

~2m!! ~g!3m
~xyz!m

3F2
~3!~b1m,b81m,b81m,g13m,x,y,z!

or alternatively, using~10! results in

Fc
~3!~b,b8,b9,g,x,y,z!5 (

m50

`
~b!m~b8!m~b9!m

m! ~g211m!m~g!3m
~xyz!m

3F2
~3!~b1m,b81m,b91m,g13m,x,y,z!

for g51,2. General expressions for arbitraryg result by the same method using~10!.
The three-dimensional integral formFs , F1, andF2 are
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Fs
~3!~b,b8,b9,g,x,y,z!5U ~3!E

0

1E
0

1E
0

1

du dv dw eux1vy1wz sinh~Auvwxyz!

3K~b,b8,b9,g,u,v,w!,

F~3!
6 ~b,b8,b9,g,x,y,z!5U ~3!E

0

1E
0

1

du dv eux1vy1wz6AuvwxyzK~b,b8,b9,g,u,v,w!.

On the other hand, then-dimensional form forFc
(n) is

Fc
~n!~b1 ,b2 ,...,bn ,g,x1 ,x2 ,...,xn!5U ~n!E

0

1E
0

1

¯E
0

1

du1 du2¯dun e( i 51
n uixi

3coshSA)
i 51

n

uixi D K~b1 ,b2 ,...,bn ,g,u1 ,u2 ,...,un!.

Similar expressions can be written forFs
(n) , F (n)

1 , andF (n)
2 .
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New solutions of the Jacobi equations
for three-dimensional Poisson structures
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A systematic investigation of the skew-symmetric solutions of the three-
dimensional Jacobi equations is presented. As a result, three disjoint and comple-
mentary new families of solutions are characterized. Such families are very general,
thus unifying many different and well-known Poisson structures seemingly unre-
lated which now appear embraced as particular cases of a more general solution.
This unification is not only conceptual but allows the development of algorithms
for the explicit determination of important properties such as the symplectic struc-
ture, the Casimir invariants and the Darboux canonical form, which are known only
for a limited sample of Poisson structures. These common procedures are thus
simultaneously valid for all the particular cases which can now be analyzed in a
unified and more economic framework, instead of using a case-by-case approach.
In addition, the methods developed are valid globally in phase space, thus amelio-
rating the usual scope of Darboux’ reduction which is only of local nature. Finally,
the families of solutions found present some new nonlinear superposition principles
which are characterized. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1402174#

I. INTRODUCTION

Poisson structures1,2 have an important presence in all fields of Mathematical Physics.1–35 A
Poisson description of a given system is often the basis for the obtainment of fruitful insigh
information through the use of a plethora of well-known adapted tools.1,2,7,9,17,34,36–42

The present work is devoted to finite-dimensional Poisson structures. These, when exp
in terms of a system of local coordinates on ann-dimensional manifold, take the form

ẋi5(
j 51

n

Ji j ] jH, i 51,...,n. ~1!

Here and in what is to follow] j means]/]xj . TheC1 and real-valued functionH(x) in ~1! is a
constant of motion of the system, which plays the role of Hamiltonian. TheJi j (x), called structure
functions, are alsoC1 and real-valued and constitute the entries of an3n structure matrixJ. The
Ji j (x) have the property of being solutions of the Jacobi equations

(
l 51

n

~Jli ] lJjk1Jl j ] lJki1Jlk] lJi j !50. ~2!

In ~2! indicesi , j ,k run from 1 ton. The structure functions also verify the additional condition
being skew-symmetric

a!Present address: Universite´ Libre de Bruxelles~ULB!, Service de Physique The´orique et Mathe´matique, Campus
Plaine–CP 231, Boulevard du Triomphe, B-1050 Bruxelles, Belgium. Electronic mail: bhernan@cso.ulb.ac.be
49840022-2488/2001/42(10)/4984/13/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Ji j 52Jji for all i , j . ~3!

One of the reasons justifying the importance of the Poisson representation is the local e
lence between Poisson systems and classical Hamiltonian systems, as stated by D
Theorem.1

Theorem 1.1„Darboux…: Consider ann-dimensional Poisson manifold for which the rank
the Poisson structure has constant value 2r everywhere. Then at each point of the manifold the
exist local coordinates (p1 ,...,pr ,q1 ,...,qr ,z1 ,...,zn22r) in terms of which the equations of mo
tion become

TABLE I. Some Poisson structures reported in the literature which are particular cases of solution~14!. The original
notations have been maintained for the parameters.

System Reference~s! c i(xi) f i(xi) h(x)

Euler top @2, pp. 397–398# 1 xi 1
Kermack–McKendrick @10, J1 in Eq. ~177!#; 1 1 rx1x2

@23, Eq.~5!#
Lorenz ~1! @9, Table III# 1 f15(r /s)x1e(12s)t 1/2

f252x2e(s21)t

f35x3e(123s)t

Lotka–Volterra @10, J1 in Eq. ~87!#; xi f1521 1
@22, Eq.~18!# f252bc

f35c
Lotka–Volterra @10, J2 in Eq. ~87!#; c15cx1 f15x1 1

@22, Eq.~19!# c25x2 f252(x21n)
c35x3 f35ax31m

Lotka–Volterra @13, Eq.~11!#; xi f15K23 1
and Generalized @26, Eq.~10!# f25K31

Lotka–Volterra f35K12

Maxwell–Bloch @7, Case 3# 1 f15nx1 1
f25mx2

f35n1mx3

Ravinovich~1! @9, Table III# 1 f152x1/4 1
f25x2/4
f35(x3/2)e22nt

Ravinovich~2! @9, Table III# 1 f15(x1/4)e2nt 1
f25(x2/4)e2nt

f352h/2
Ravinovich~4! @9, Table III# 1 f152(x1/2)e2nt 1

f252(x2/2)en1t

f35hen1t

Ravinovich~5! @9, Table III# 1 f15(x1/2)en2t 1
f25(x2/2)e2n2t

f352hen2t

RTW interaction~1! @9, Table III# 1 f15x1 1
f25x2

f35(1/2)e22t

RTW interaction~3! @9, Table III# 1 f152x1e2t 1
f252x2e2t

f35e2t

RTW interaction~4! @9, Table III# 1 f152x1egt 1
f252x2egt

f35e2(21g)t

RTW interaction~5! @9, Table III# 1 f15dx1e22t 1
f25dx2e22t

f35d/2
Spin system @19, Eq.~14!# 1 xi 1
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q̇i5
]H

]pi
, ṗi52

]H

]qi
, i 51,...,r ,

żj50, j 51,...,n22r .

An interesting consequence of Darboux Theorem which will be reconsidered later is tha
Poisson structures of the same dimension and rank can be transformed locally into each o
a suitable change of coordinates.1 Both the Darboux Theorem and the previous remark are imp
tant for what follows.

The possibility of describing a given vector field not explicitly written in the form~1! in terms
of a Poisson structure is an obvious question of fundamental importance in this context to
important efforts have been devoted in past years in a variety of approaches.5–17,19,21–28This
explains, together with the intrinsic mathematical interest of the problem, the permanent att
deserved in the literature by the obtainment and classification of skew-symmetric solutions
Jacobi equations,3–18,20–24,26,27,29both in the case ofn-dimensional solutions3,4,13,14,18,20,26,29as
well as in the important and better understood situation of dimension three.7–12,17,22,23,27In the
three-dimensional case the strategy for finding suitable skew-symmetric solutions of the
equations makes use of very diverse—often problem-dependent—methods, and the state o
is certainly more elaborate than the one existing in general dimensionn. Moreover, it is worth
recalling that the three-dimensional scenario is particularly relevant for several reasons: F
large number of three-dimensional systems arising in very diverse fields have a Poisson st
~see Tables I–IV for a sample!. Therefore, three-dimensional Poisson structures are the na
framework for their analysis. Second, dimension three corresponds to the first nontrivia
where Poisson structure does not imply symplectic structure, i.e., it is the simplest mean
kind of Poisson structures which is not symplectic. And third, three is the lowest dimensio
which the Jacobi identities are not always identically verified. Since the complexity of equa
~2! and ~3! is increasing with the dimensionn, the three-dimensional case is the simplest n
trivial one as well as a natural first approach to the full problem of analyzing systems~2! and~3!.

In this work a systematic investigation of the skew-symmetric solutions of the th
dimensional Jacobi Eqs.~2! and ~3! is presented. As we shall see, three disjoint categorie

TABLE II. Some Poisson structures reported in the literature which are particular cases of solution~20!. The original
notations have been maintained for the parameters.

System Reference j(x1 ,x2)5w(x)/v(x) h(x)5v(x)

Circle maps @10, J1 in Eq. ~120!# 2(x2 /x1)2 (x1x3)2

May–Leonard @10, J1 in Eq. ~152!# (x2 /x1)a (a21)21x2
2a

Ravinovich~6! @9, Table III# (x1 /x2)e2(n22n1)t 2(x2/2)e(n122n2)t

Ravinovich~7! @9, Table III# (x1 /x2)e2(n22n3)t (x2/2)e2n2t

3D with a known first integral @12, Eq.~18!# 2 f 2(x1 ,x2 ,t)/ f 1(x1 ,x2 ,t) 2 f 1(x1 ,x2 ,t)

TABLE III. Some Poisson structures reported in the literature which are particular cases of solution~21!. The original
notations have been maintained for the parameters.

System Reference~s! z(x1 ,x3)5u(x)/w(x) h(x)5w(x)

Kermack–McKendrick @10, J2 in Eq. ~177!#; rx1 /a 2ax2

@23, Eq.~6!#
Lorenz @10, J1 in Eq. ~139!# 2(2x1)21 2x1/2
Lorenz ~3! @9, Table III# 2(s/x1)e(2s21)t 2(x1/2)e2st

Lorenz ~5! @9, Table III# 2x1
21et 2(x1/2)e2t

Maxwell–Bloch @7, Case 1# x1
21 nx1

Maxwell–Bloch @10, J2 in Eq. ~159!# (k/2g)x1
122gx3

2k21 k21x1
gx2

12gx3
122k

Two-level @10, Eq.~165!# x1 /x3 x3 /(2x1)
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solutions of the problem appear naturally. For each of them, a new family of solutions is f
Such families are extremely general. This explains that many well-known three-dimensiona
son structures and dynamical systems now happen to appear embraced as particular ca
wider family, as we shall see in detail. Therefore, a first outcome is that of the unification of
different Poisson structures seemingly unrelated. Moreover, this unification is not only conce
In fact, the new families are amenable to explicit and detailed analysis, in spite of their gene
In particular, it is possible to develop algorithms for the determination of important properties
as the symplectic structure and the Darboux canonical form. The advantage of these co
strategies is that they are simultaneously valid for all the particular cases which can no
analyzed in a unified and very economic way, instead of using a case-by-case approa
addition, the methods developed are valid globally in phase space, thus ameliorating the
scope of Darboux’ theorem which does only guarantee, in principle, a local reduction.1 The
possibility of constructing the Darboux canonical form is also remarkable in view that the pra
determination of Darboux’ coordinates is a complicated task in general, which has been carr
only for a very limited sample of systems.2,6,13,14,19Finally, the families of solutions found hav
unexpected properties, such as the presence of simple nonlinear superposition principles
will be characterized.

For the sake of conciseness, in what follows we shall use the following notation for the e
of the three-dimensional structure matrix:

u~x!ªJ12~x!, v~x!ªJ31~x!, w~x!ªJ23~x!. ~4!

Now, if in the casen53 we simplify the Jacobi identities~2! with the help of~3! and substitute
also definition~4! the joint systems~2! and ~3! take the form

u]1v2v]1u1w]2u2u]2w1v]3w2w]3v50. ~5!

The three-dimensional version of systems~2! and~3! shall be written in the compact form~5! in
the rest of this work.

The structure of the article is as follows. In Secs. II–IV, respectively, three different, dis
and complementary families of solutions are developed including their derivation and proper
well as examples. To conclude, Sec. V contains some final remarks.

II. FIRST FAMILY OF SOLUTIONS

For the characterization of the first family of solutions, it is convenient to begin with
establishment of an important general property of Eq.~5!.

Theorem 2.1: Let $u(x),v(x),w(x)% be a set ofC1(V) functions solution of Eq.~5! in an
open domain V,R3, and let m(x):V→R be an arbitrary C1(V) function. Then
$u* (x),v* (x),w* (x)%5$m(x)u(x),m(x)v(x),m(x)w(x)% is also a solution of Eq.~5!.

Proof: It can be verified after direct substitution of$m(x)u(x),m(x)v(x),m(x)w(x)% into Eq.
~5!. Q.E.D.

TABLE IV. Some Poisson structures reported in the literature which are particular cases of solution~22!. The original
notations have been maintained for the parameters.

System Reference x(x2 ,x3)5v(x)/u(x) h(x)5u(x)

Circle maps @10, J2 in Eq. ~120!# 2(x3 /x2)2 (x1x2)2

Lorenz @10, J2 in Eq. ~139!# x2 /x3 2x3/2
Maxwell–Bloch @7, Case 2# x2 /x3 mx3

May–Leonard @10, J2 in Eq. ~152!# (x3 /x2)a (a21)21x3
2a

Ravinovich~3! @9, Table III# (x2 /x3)e2(n32n)t (x3/2)e2n3t
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It is important to stress that this theorem is not valid in general in dimensions higher
three, as it can be easily verified. In order to physically interpret the result contained in The
2.1 it is necessary to first formalize the concept of time reparametrization:6

Definition 2.2: Let V,R3 be an open subset. A reparametrization of time is defined
transformation of the form

dt5
1

m~x!
dt, ~6!

wheret is the initial time variable,t is the new time andm(x):V→R is aC1(V) function which
does not vanish inV.

In addition, let

dx

dt
5J•¹H ~7!

be an arbitrary three-dimensional Poisson structure defined in an open domainV,R3. Then,
every reparametrization of time of the form~6! leads from~7! to the differential system:

dx

dt
5mJ•¹H. ~8!

Consequently, in the three-dimensional case reparametrizations~6! preserve the existence of
Poisson structure in the system, this time with structure matrixmJ in ~8!. On the contrary, such
transformations in general destroy the Poisson structure in higher dimensions because for
J which is a structure matrix,mJ is not necessarily a solution of~2! and ~3!.

We proceed now to characterize a first family of solutions of Eq.~5!. For this, we shall assum
that none of the solution functions$u(x),v(x),w(x)% is identically zero~the relaxation of this
condition will lead to the other two families of solutions, as we shall see in Sec. III and IV!.

Definition 2.3: For every open domainV,R3, we shall denote byG [u,v,w] (V) the set of
solutions of Eq.~5! defined inV which are of the form$u(x),v(x),w(x)%, with u(x), v(x) and
w(x) nonvanishing inV andC1(V).

We have the following result:
Theorem 2.4:Consider the family of functions of the form

H u~x! 5 h~x!c1~x1!c2~x2!f3~x3!

v~x! 5 h~x!c1~x1!f2~x2!c3~x3!

w~x! 5 h~x!f1~x1!c2~x2!c3~x3!

, ~9!

defined in an open setV,R3, where$h,c i ,f i%, i 51,2,3, are arbitraryC1(V) functions of their
respective arguments which do not vanish inV. Then the family of functions~9! belongs to
G [u,v,w] (V).

Proof: For solutions belonging toG [u,v,w] (V), we can equivalently write~5! as

u2]1S v
uD1w2]2S u

wD1v2]3S w

v D50. ~10!

From ~10! it is clear that$u(x),v(x),w(x)% are solutions if

v
u

5a~x2 ,x3!⇒H u 5 u1~x2 ,x3!c1~x!

v 5 v1~x2 ,x3!c1~x!
, ~11!
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u

w
5b~x1 ,x3!⇒H u 5 u2~x1 ,x3!c2~x!

w 5 w2~x1 ,x3!c2~x!
, ~12!

w

v
5g~x1 ,x2!⇒H v 5 v3~x1 ,x2!c3~x!

w 5 w3~x1 ,x2!c3~x!
. ~13!

In ~11!–~13! the functions$a,b,g,ui ,v i ,wi ,c j%, with i P$1,2,3% and j 51,2,3, areC1(V) and
nonvanishing arbitrary functions of their respective arguments. A family of solutions of
~11!–~13! is found if we assume thatc j (x)[c j (xj ) for all j 51,2,3. Then, taking also into
account Theorem 2.1 and Definition 2.3 we arrive to result~9!. Q.E.D.

Corollary 2.5: For every open domainV,R3, solution~9! can be written as

Ji j ~x!5h~x!c i~xi !c j~xj !(
k51

3

e i jkfk~xk!, ~14!

where indexesi , j run from 1 to 3,$h,c i ,f i% are arbitraryC1(V) functions of their respective
arguments which do not vanish inV ande is the Levi-Civita symbol.

Definition 2.6:For every open domainV,R3, the subset ofG [u,v,w] (V) composed of those
solutions of Eq.~5! characterized by Theorem 2.4 will be denotedD(V).

The family of solutionsD(V) is very general, therefore, containing numerous previou
known structure matrices of very diverse three-dimensional systems as particular cases, a
be seen in detail in Table I. Of special relevance are the Lie–Poisson structure matrix ass
to the Lie algebra so~3! @for which c i(xi)51, f i(xi)5xi and h51# as well as the separabl
matrices14 @f i(xi)5constant,h51#. It is worth recalling that the time dependence of some of
structure matrices enumerated in Table I is immaterial in this context, since the Jacobi equ
are time-independent and therefore time plays the only role of a parameter in the solution

As anticipated in Sec. I, the generality of solutions~14! is not an obstacle in what regards th
characterization of their main properties. We begin by the symplectic structure and the C
invariant.

Proposition 2.7:For every open subsetV,R3, the rank of the Poisson structures belonging
D(V) is constant inV and equal to 2, and a Casimir function of the family of solutions~14!
forming D(V) is

C~x!5(
i 51

3 E f i~xi !

c i~xi !
dxi . ~15!

Moreover, the Casimir invariant~15! is globally defined inV andC2(V).
Proof: The rank is constant inV and has value 2 as a consequence of the nonvanis

properties of functions$h,c i ,f i%. In addition, according to the Pfaffian method,41 which is the
simplest in this case, the Casimir function is found to be the solution of the system

(
i 51

3
f i~xi !

c i~xi !
dxi50.

The integration is immediate and leads to~15!. The remaining properties of the Casimir invaria
also arise from those of functionsf i andc i . Q.E.D.

It is interesting to notice thath(x) does not affect neither the symplectic structure nor
form of the Casimir invariant. This is to be expected from the fact that it is a common factor o
structure functions.

We proceed now to construct globally the Darboux canonical form.
Theorem 2.8:For every three-dimensional Poisson system
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dx

dt
5J•¹H,

defined in an open domainV,R3 and such thatJPD(V), the Darboux canonical form is
accomplished globally inV in the new coordinate system$z1 ,z2 ,z3% and the new timet, where
$z1 ,z2 ,z3% is related to$x1 ,x2 ,x3% by the diffeomorphism globally defined inV

z1~x1!5E f1~x1!

c1~x1!
dx1 , z2~x2!5E f2~x2!

c2~x2!
dx2 , z3~x!5(

i 51

3 E f i~xi !

c i~xi !
dxi ,

and the new timet is given by the time reparametrization of the form~6!

dt5h~x~z!!f1~x1~z!!f2~x2~z!!f3~x3~z!!dt.

Proof: We begin by noticing that the Darboux theorem is applicable to family~14! because its
members have constant rank 2 everywhere inV, as seen in Proposition 2.7. This is a key necess
condition2 which is verified in the case ofD(V). Recall also that, after a general diffeomorphis
y5y(x), a given structure matrixJ(x) is transformed into another oneJ 8(y) according to the
tensor rule

Ji j8 ~y!5 (
k,l 51

n
]yi

]xk
Jkl~x!

]yj

]xl
. ~16!

The reduction can be carried out in three steps:

~i! Step 1: We perform a first change of variables, which is globally diffeomorphic inV

yi~xi!5E fi~xi!

ci~xi!
dxi , i 51,2,3.

According to~16! we arrive to:

J 8~y!5h̃~y!S 0 1 21

21 0 1

1 21 0
D , ~17!

whereh̃(y)5h(x(y))f1(x1(y1))f2(x2(y2))f3(x3(y3));
~ii ! Step 2: we can make use of the CasimirC5y11y21y3 of J 8 in ~17! and perform a

second change of variables globally diffeomorphic inR3.V85y(V):

z15y1, z25y2, z35y11y21y3.

The new structure matrix can be found by means of~16!

J 9~z!5ĥ~z!S 0 1 0

21 0 0

0 0 0
D ,

whereĥ(z)5h̃(y(z));
~iii ! Step 3: Finally, we can make a reparametrization of time of the form~6!, namely dt

5ĥ(z)dt, where t is the new time andĥ(z) is easily seen to be nonvanishing inV9
5z(y(V)) and C1(V9). The result is, according to Theorem 2.1 and~7! and ~8!, a new
Poisson system with matrix

JD~z!5S 0 1 0

21 0 0

0 0 0
D , ~18!
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and timet. Consequently, the structure matrixJD in ~18! is already the one corresponding to th
Darboux canonical form. The reduction is thus globally completed. Q.E

According to the remarks made in the Introduction in connection with Darboux Theorem
worth noting an interesting corollary of Theorem 2.8, namely that all the diverse structures s
in Table I can actually be seen1 as the global representation of the same basic Poisson stru
~namely the Darboux one! in different systems of coordinates. This is obviously a consequenc
the tensor transformation rule~16!. However, in the case of Theorem 2.8 this equivalence
demonstrated globally inV, thus exceeding the usual scope of Darboux theorem. Notice also
this is founded on the fact that the rank of the structure matrix remains constant inV, which is
ensured by the nonvanishing conditions verified by the solutions. Consideration of a po
variability in the value of the rank would lead to additional geometric issues1 not regarded in this
work for the sake of conciseness.

We conclude the exposition of the properties of the family of solutions~14! with a brief
discussion of its associated nonlinear superposition principles. We have the starting result

Proposition 2.9:For every open domainV,R3, let $u,v,w% and $u* ,v* ,w* % be two ele-
ments ofD(V). Then the setD(V) has the structure of abelian group with respect to the opera
of inner sum% given by

% : D~V!3D~V!→D~V!

~$u,v,w%,$u* ,v* ,w* %!→$u,v,w% % $u* ,v* ,w* %5$uu* ,vv* ,ww* %. ~19!

Proof: It is a consequence of the factorized form of the solutions~14!. Q.E.D.
In what follows it will become evident why in this context the natural definition for opera

~19! is that of a sum. For this, we need a previous definition:
Definition 2.10:For every open domainV,R3, the subset ofD(V) composed of solutions

$u,v,w% such thatu(x).0, v(x).0 andw(x).0 for all xPV will be denotedD1(V).
Notice that due to the nonvanishing character of the solutions formingD(V), the definition of

D1(V) is not very restrictive. In fact, most examples of Table I belong toD1(V) or do have
admissible ranges of the system parameters or variables for which the Poisson structur
D1(V). It is now possible to establish the following:

Theorem 2.11:For every open domainV,R3, let $u,v,w% and$u* ,v* ,w* % be two elements
of D1(V) and leta be a real number. Then the setD1(V) has the structure of real vector spa
with respect to the two operations of inner sum% given by

% : D1~V!3D1~V!→D1~V!

~$u,v,w%,$u* ,v* ,w* %!→$u,v,w% % $u* ,v* ,w* %5$uu* ,vv* ,ww* %

and product̂ by scalars

^ : R3D1~V!→D1~V!

~a,$u,v,w%!→a^ $u,v,w%5$ua,va,wa%.

Proof: It is an extension of the proof of Proposition 2.9. Q.E.
Notice the interest of the fact that the results of the operations% and ^ belong toD1(V):

According to Definition 2.10 this means that the results of those operations are also solutio
the same kindD1(V)—of Eq. ~5!. It is also remarkable that the nonlinear superposition princ
just described has such a general linear algebraic structure. This is certainly infrequent
domain of nonlinear PDEs.

The description of the first family of solutions is thus completed. We now proceed to exa
a second, complementary case.
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III. SECOND FAMILY OF SOLUTIONS

The second family of solutions arises when we consider the case in which one of the so
functions$u,v,w% is identically zero, while the remaining two are not.

Definition 3.1:For every open domainV,R3, we shall denote byG [v,w] (V), G [u,w] (V) and
G [u,v] (V) the sets of solutions$u,v,w% of Eq. ~5! defined in V which are of the forms
$0,v(x),w(x)%, $u(x),0,w(x)% and$u(x),v(x),0%, respectively, whereu(x), v(x), andw(x) are,
when present,C1(V) and nonvanishing inV.

Theorem 3.2:For every open subsetV,R3, the general solutions of Eq.~5! corresponding to
G [v,w] (V), G [u,w] (V) andG [u,v] (V) are, respectively,

G [v,w]~V!⇒$u50,v5h~x!,w5h~x!j~x1 ,x2!%, ~20!

G [u,w]~V!⇒$v50,w5h~x!,u5h~x!z~x1 ,x3!%, ~21!

G [u,v]~V!⇒$w50,u5h~x!,v5h~x!x~x2 ,x3!%, ~22!

where functions$h,j,z,x% appearing in~20!–~22! are arbitrary,C1(V) with regard to their
respective arguments and nonvanishing inV.

Proof: It is immediate from Eq.~5!. Q.E.D.
Accordingly, for example in the caseu50 we have found structure matrices of the form

J5h~x!S 0 0 21

0 0 j~x1 ,x2!

1 2j~x1 ,x2! 0
D , ~23!

whereh andj areC1(V) and nonvanishing inV. As it can be seen, the overall factor consider
in Theorem 2.1 already appears explicitly in~23! and needs not be addeda posteriori.

Again, numerous well-known systems from diverse fields have Poisson structures whi
particular cases of~20!, ~21!, or ~22!, as it is displayed in Table II forG [v,w] (V), in Table III for
G [u,w] (V) and in Table IV forG [u,v] (V).

Following the same scheme than in the previous section, we now proceed to develop th
properties of the solutions just found. For the sake of conciseness this shall be done only
caseG [v,w] (V), given that all the corresponding algorithms and results are entirely analogou
G [u,w] (V) andG [u,v] (V).

We shall begin with the symplectic structure and Casimir invariants. Again, the Pfa
method41 seems to be the simplest one in order to characterize these properties. From~23! the
Pfaffian system to be solved is easily seen to bej(x1 ,x2)dx11dx250. Clearly, this system canno
be solved without some additional information because it is very generic. In order to circum
this difficulty, it is worth introducing a definition:

Definition 3.3:Let V,R2 be an open domain and letj:V→R be aC1(V) function which
does not vanish inV. We shall say thatj(x1 ,x2) is separable inV if it can be written in the form

j~x1 ,x2!5
j1~x1!

j2~x2!
, ~24!

for all (x1 ,x2)PV, wherej1(x1) andj2(x2) areC1(V) and do not vanish inV.
Now note that all specific systems found in practice~see Table II! verify the property that

j(x1 ,x2) is separable@notice that the only exception is the last item of Table II, but this is no
specific system but a generic situation which does not correspond to any particular vecto
and therefore it does not affect the generality of~24!#. An analogous property is verified for a
entries of Tables III and IV. Consequently, it seems well justified to conclude that, typically,j will
be separable in the form indicated in Definition 3.3.
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Proposition 3.4:For every open domainV,R3, if a solution of the form~20! belonging to
G [v,w] (V) has aj(x1 ,x2) which is separable inV according to~24!, then the rank of such Poisso
structure is constant inV and has value 2, and a Casimir function of the structure is

C~x1 ,x2!5E j1~x1!dx11E j2~x2!dx2 . ~25!

In addition, the Casimir invariant~25! is globally defined inV andC2(V).
Proof: The rank is constant and of value 2 inV due to the nonvanishing properties ofh, j1

and j2 . Additionally, taking ~24! into account the Pfaffian system to be solved41 becomes
j1(x1)dx11j2(x2)dx250. This leads to the Casimir function immediately. The remaining pr
erties of the Casimir invariant are a consequence of those ofj1 andj2 . Q.E.D.

The Darboux canonical form can also be computed under similar assumptions:
Theorem 3.5:For every three-dimensional Poisson system

dx

dt
5J•¹H,

defined in an open subsetV,R3 and such thatJPG [v,w] (V) is given by~20! and j(x1 ,x2) in
~20! is separable inV according to~24!, the Darboux canonical form is accomplished globally
V in the new coordinate system$y1 ,y2 ,y3% and the new timet, where$y1 ,y2 ,y3% is related to
$x1 ,x2 ,x3% by the diffeomorphism globally defined inV

y15E j1~x1!dx11E j2~x2!dx2 , y25x2 , y35x3 , ~26!

and the new timet is given by the time reparametrization of the form~6!

dt5h~x~y!!
j1~x1~y!!

j2~y2!
dt.

Proof: Notice first that the Darboux theorem is applicable in this case2 because solutions o
G [v,w] (V) of the forms~23! and ~24! have constant rank 2 everywhere inV, as anticipated in
Proposition 3.4. The reduction can be carried out in two steps:

~i! Step 1: The change of variables~26!, which is globally diffeomorphic inV, is introduced.
Notice that~26! is not the only possibility but it would be similar, for instance, to choo
$y15x1 ,y25C(x1 ,x2),y35x3%. From ~16!, ~23!, ~24!, and~26! we are led to:

J 8~y!5h̃~y!S 0 0 0

0 0 1

0 21 0
D ,

whereh̃(y)5h(x(y))j(x(y))5h(x(y))j1(x1(y))/j2(y2).
~ii ! Step 2: A reparametrization of time of the kind~6!, i.e., dt5h̃(y)dt, wheret is the new

time andh̃(y) is clearly nonvanishing inV85y(V) andC1(V8). The resulting structure
matrix is

JD~y!5S 0 0 0

0 0 1

0 21 0
D . ~27!

SinceJD in ~27! corresponds to the Darboux canonical form, the reduction has been accomp
globally. Q.E.D.

To complete this section, we now consider the issue of nonlinear superposition principle
have the following first result:
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Proposition 3.6: For every open domainV,R3, let $0,v,w% and$0,v* ,w* % be two elements
of G [v,w] (V). Then the setG [v,w] (V) has the structure of Abelian group with respect to t
operation of inner sum% given by

% : G [v,w]~V!3G [v,w]~V!→G [v,w]~V!

~$0,v,w%,$0,v* ,w* %!→$0,v,w% % $0,v* ,w* %5$0,vv* ,ww* %.

Proof: It is similar to that of Proposition 2.9. Q.E.D
The corresponding results forG [u,w] (V) and G [u,v] (V) are completely analogous. An add

tional definition is required at this stage:
Definition 3.7:For every open domainV,R3, the subset ofG [v,w] (V) composed of solutions

$0,v,w% such thatv(x).0 andw(x).0 for all xPV will be denotedG [v,w]
1 (V).

Of course, Definition 3.7 can be extended straightforwardly to characterize the setsG [u,w]
1 (V)

and G [u,v]
1 (V). This is omitted for the sake of brevity, as usual. As it was done in the prev

section, it is worth noting that the nonvanishing character of the functions constitutingG [v,w] (V),
G [u,w] (V), andG [u,v] (V) implies that the definitions ofG [v,w]

1 (V), G [u,w]
1 (V), andG [u,v]

1 (V) are
not very restrictive in practice, as it can be verified in the examples lists provided in Tables I
respectively. It is now possible to establish the main result:

Theorem 3.8:For every open domainV,R3, let $0,v,w% and$0,v* ,w* % be two elements of
G [v,w]

1 (V) and leta be a real number. Then the setG [v,w]
1 (V) has the structure of real vector spa

with respect to the two operations of inner sum% given by

% : G [v,w]
1 ~V!3G [v,w]

1 ~V!→G [v,w]
1 ~V!

~$0,v,w%,$0,v* ,w* %!→$0,v,w% % $0,v* ,w* %5$0,vv* ,ww* %,

and product̂ by scalars

^ : R3G [v,w]
1 ~V!→G [v,w]

1 ~V!~a,$0,v,w%!

→a^ $0,v,w%5$0,va,wa%.

Proof: It is formally analogous to that of Theorem 2.11. Q.E.
Notice that statements similar to Theorem 3.8 can be developed in parallel forG [u,w]

1 (V) and
G [u,v]

1 (V). Such results are obviously in correspondence with those established in Theorem
of Sec. II for the nonlinear superposition principles inD1(V). Most observations made there a
translatable into the present context in a straightforward way and are therefore disregarde

Our analysis of the solutions of~5! can now be completed. This is the aim of the next secti

IV. THIRD FAMILY OF SOLUTIONS

Following the previous considerations, the last possibility is to look for solutions of~5! such
that two of the three functions$u,v,w% are identically zero, while the remaining one is not.

Definition 4.1:The sets of solutions$u,v,w% of Eq. ~5! defined in an open domainV,R3

which are of the forms$u(x),0,0%, $0,v(x),0% and $0,0,w(x)%, whereu(x), v(x) andw(x) are
C1(V) and nonvanishing inV, will be denotedG [u] (V), G [v] (V), andG [w] (V), respectively.

Since all the results which are going to be examined are completely analogous forG [u] (V),
G [v] (V) andG [w] (V), we shall concentrate without lack of generality on the analysis ofG [w] (V).

Theorem 4.2:For every open domainV,R3, the general solution of Eq.~5! corresponding
to G [w] (V) consists of the sets of functions of the form$u50,v50,w(x)%, wherew(x) is an
arbitrary function belonging toC1(V) and nonvanishing inV. Analogous results hold forG [u] (V)
andG [v] (V).

Proof: It is immediate from Eq.~5!. Q.E.D.
Accordingly, for example in the case ofG [w] (V) we have arrived to solutions of the form
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J~x!5h~x!S 0 0 0

0 0 1

0 21 0
D , ~28!

with h(x) a functionC1(V) and nonvanishing inV. Notice that the multiplication by a globa
factor considered in Theorem 2.1 needs not be taken into account here, since it is already
in ~28!. Note also that solutions described by Theorem 4.2 correspond to structure matrices
are just time reparametrizations of the Darboux canonical form. Consequently, this kind of
tions is very simple and is only considered here for the sake of completeness: The anal
properties such as the Casimir invariants, the Darboux canonical form or the existence of
position principles becomes a straightforward version of those considered in Secs. II and I
can, therefore, be omitted. In spite of such simplicity, examples of Poisson structures belong
G [u] (V), G [v] (V), or G [w] (V) are not uncommon in the literature.7 In addition, it is worth
mentioning that there is an important category of particular cases of~28! which are present in
diverse systems, namely the structure matrices associated to the Lie algebra so~3! when expressed
in certain noncartesian coordinates. The simplest possibility is probably that of sph
coordinates:2

Jso(3)~r,u,w!52
1

r sinw S 0 0 0

0 0 1

0 21 0
D .

Additional instances of~28! arising from the Lie algebra so~3! for other choices of the coordinat
system are also of customary use.19

V. FINAL REMARKS

Some new families of skew-symmetric solutions of the three-dimensional Jacobi equ
have been presented. They have been developed according to a systematic plan cons
examining solutions of Eq.~5! such that~i! none of the functions$u,v,w% is identically zero~Sec.
II !; ~ii ! one of them is identically zero~Sec. III!; ~iii ! two of them are identically zero~Sec. IV!.
This structuration of the solutions naturally embraces all nontrivial possibilities. The three r
ing families have some remarkable properties already anticipated:

~i! They generalize many already known Poisson structures from well-known systems,
now become particular cases. Therefore the new solutions unify in a common frame
those structures, which seemed to be unrelated. Several lists of such systems are p
in Tables I–IV;

~ii ! This unification allows the development of simultaneous methods of analysis vali
every particular system, thus avoiding a case-by-case strategy. Specifically, it has
shown how to construct explicitly the Casimir invariant and the Darboux canonical f
This is interesting, as far as the determination of the Darboux coordinates is a non
task only known for a limited sample of systems. Moreover, in this work such coordin
have been charazerized globally in phase space, therefore beyond the usual scope
boux’ theorem, which only ensures a local reduction;

~iii ! This unifying approach has uncovered the existence of nonlinear superposition prin
within the families of solutions of~5!. Such principles obey well defined linear algebra
structures, which is a uncommon property in the framework of nonlinear PDEs.

These results seem to indicate that the direct search of solutions of the Jacobi equatio
sensible line of research not only from a purely theoretical or a classification perspective, b
from the point of view of the analysis of Poisson structures, as well as mathematically inter
as an example of nonlinear system of PDEs. Of course, the three-dimensional scenario is p
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the simplest nontrivial representative case in all those senses, but it is worth recalling that a
strategy has already produced some novel results in the most generaln-dimensional situation.14

Therefore, it seems justified to conclude that this philosophy will be a source of further adv
in the understanding of finite-dimensional Poisson structures.
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Two restrictedC@q,q21#-forms of the well knownq-boson algebra are introduced
and the corresponding restrictedq-Fock spaces defined. All of the irreducible high-
est weight representations, including the infinite dimensional ones, ofUe

res(sl2) of
type 1 are constructed through the restrictedq-Fock spaces. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1389089#

I. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS

In this article we takeq andq21 to be two indeterminates. We denote byC(q) the field of
rational functions of the indeterminateq and denote byC@q,q21# the ring of Laurent polynomials
in the indeterminatesq andq21. As usual, the integer and non-negative integer sets are den
by Z andZ1, respectively, while the positive integer set, or the natural number set, is denot
N. For nPZ,mPN we use the following notations

@n#q5
qn2q2n

q2q21 , @m#q! 5@m#q@m21#q¯@1#q ,

F n
mG

q

5
@n#q@n21#q¯@n2m11#q

@m#q!
.

For an integerm that is not inN, we adopt the convention

F n
mG

q

50.

For ePC, @m
n #e denotes the complex number obtained from@m

n #q by substitutingq5e into the
expression, as the symbol suggests.

Let Uq be an associative algebra overC(q). Naively, it is natural to think ofUq as a family
of algebras depending on a ‘‘parameter’’q. Mathematically, this can be made precise as follow
If ePC is transcendental, one can specialize the indeterminateq to e by defining Ue5Uq

^ C(q)C, via the algebra homomorphismC(q)→C that takesq to e. Whene is algebraic the above
homomorphism fromC(q) to C is not available and this direct specialization ofUq might not
make sense. Nevertheless, one can proceed by first constructing aC@q,q21#-form, or integral
form, of Uq , namely, aC@q,q21#-subalgebraŨq of Uq such thatUq5Ũq^ C[q,q21]C(q). Then
one defines the specializationUe of Uq as Ũq^ C[q,q21]C, via the algebra homomorphism
C@q,q21#→C that takesq to e.

The quantum algebraUq(g) associated to a Kac–Moody algebrag is an associative algebr
over C(q). When e is not a root of unity the representation theory ofUe(g) has been well

a!Electronic mail: liuxf@pku.edu.cn
49970022-2488/2001/42(10)/4997/9/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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established.1 To deal with the case wheree is a root of unity twoC@q,q21#-forms of Uq(g),
namely, the ‘‘nonrestricted’’ form and the ‘‘restricted’’ form, have been introduced. In the ‘‘n
restricted’’ form, one takesŨq(g) to be theC@q,q21#-subalgebra ofUq(g) generated by the
Chevalley generatorsei , f i and some other elements ofUq(g). In this case, the finite dimensiona
representations ofUe(g) have been studied by De Concini, Kac and Procesi, wheng is finite
dimensional, and by Beck and Kac, wheng is untwisted affine.2,3 The restrictedC@q,q21#-form
Uq

res(g) of Uq(g) is introduced by Lusztig.4 The study of representation theory ofUe
res(g) is

pioneered also by Lusztig and developed by Chari and Pressley.5–7

Theq-boson realization method has been widely used to construct representations of qu
algebras in both the generic case and the root of unity case.8–16 Especially, cyclicq-boson algebra
has been introduced to obtain the so called cyclic representations ofUe(g) associated with the
nonrestrictedC@q,q21#-form of Uq(g).15,16 In this article, we will introduce two restricted
C@q,q21#-forms of the well knownq-boson algebra and define the restrictedq-Fock spaces
correspondingly. Then we will construct all irreducible highest weight representations ofUe(sl2)
of type 1 on the restrictedq-Fock spaces.

II. SOME BASIC FACTS ABOUT Ue
res

„sl 2…

Let us recall some definitions and basic facts. For details we refer readers to Ref. 1. Th
out this article we use the notationA5C@q,q21#.

Definition 2.1:The quantum algebraUq(sl2) is the associative algebra overC(q) with gen-
eratorse, f , K andK21 and the following relations:

KK215K21K51,

KeK215q2e, K f K215q22f ,

@e, f #5
K2K21

q2q21 .

Definition 2.2:The algebraUA
res(sl2) is the A-subalgebra ofUq(sl2) generated by the ele

mentse(r ), f (r ), K61 (r PN) for r>1, wheree(r )5er /@r #q! and f (r )5 f r /@r #q! .
From now on we assume thate is a primitive pth root of unity, wherep is odd and greater

than 1. When necessary,C is considered asA-module via the the algebra homomorphismA
→C that takesq to e. By definition, the restricted specialization ofUq(sl2) is

Ue
res~sl2!5UA

res~sl2! ^ AC.

For simplicity, e(r )
^ A1,f (r )

^ A1 andK61
^ A1 will be identified withe(r ), f (r ) andK61, respec-

tively.
If V is a representation ofUe

res(sl2) on whichK is diagonalizable andK6p51, it is said to be
of type 1.

Definition 2.3:Let m be an integer. The weight spaceVm of a Ue
res(sl2)-moduleV of type 1

is defined by

Vm5H vPVuKv5emv, FK;0
p G

q
v5Fmp G

e
vJ ,

where

FK;0
p G

q

5)
s51

p
Kq12s2K21qs21

qs2q2s

belongs toUA
res(sl2) and is identified with@p

K;0#q^ A1.
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For any integern, write n5n01pn1 , wheren0 and n1 are integers and 0<n0,p. It is
readily verified that

FnpG
e

5n1 .

Then by definition,vPVm is a weight vector of weightm and we have

Kv5em0v, FK;0
p G

q
v5m1v.

A Ue
res(sl2)-moduleV is called a highest module of type 1 if it is generated by a weight ve

vPVl with lPZ such thatev5e(p)v50. It follows by the usual argument that such aV has a
unique irreducible quotient module.1

Denote byVe
res(l) the irreducible highest weightUe

res(sl2)-module of type 1 and of highes
weight l. Then by the Verma module construction one can prove the following proposition.1

Proposition 2.1: Ve
res(l) is isomorphic toVe

res(m) if and only if l5m.

III. RESTRICTED q-FOCK SPACES

The q-boson algebraBq(n) of rank n is the associative algebra overC(q) generated by the
elementsai , ai

1 , Ki
61,1 (i 51,2,...,n) with the following relations:

aiai
12q2ai

1ai51, @ai ,aj
1#50 ~ iÞ j !,

@ai ,aj #5@ai
1 ,aj

1#50,

Kiaj
1Ki

215qd i j aj
1 , KiajKi

215q2d i j aj ,

KiKi
215Ki

21Ki51,

where 1 is the unit.
We introduce the notations

ai
(n)5

ai
n

@n#q!
, ai

1(n)5
ai

1n

@n#q!

and the following definition.
Definition 3.1:The type 1 restrictedq-boson algebraBq

res1(2) of rank 2 is theA-subalgebra of
Bq(2) generated by the elementsai , ai

1(r ) , Ki
61,1 (i 51,2;r PN). The type 2 restrictedq-boson

algebraBq
res2(2) of rank 2 is theA-subalgebra ofBq(2) generated by the elementsa1 , a1

1(r ) ,
a2

(r ) , a2
1 , K1

61 , K2
61,1 (r PN).

By induction one can prove the following three lemmas without difficulty.
Lemma 3.1:

F r
kG

q

5q2kF r 21
k G

q

1qr 2kF r 21
k21G

q

for r>k>0.

Lemma 3.2:

F r
kG

q

PC@q,q21# for r>k>0.
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Lemma 3.3:

ai
nai

1(m)5(
s50

m

qn(s1m)q(s2m)(s1m11)/2F n
m2sG

q

a1(s)an2m1s,

ai
(n)ai

1m5(
s50

m

qn(s1m)q(s2m)(s1m11)/2Fms G
q

a1sa(n2m1s).

Proposition 3.1: $a1
1(r 1)a2

1(r 2)a1
s1a2

s2K1
t1K2

t2ur i ,siPZ1,t iPZ; i 51,2% is an A-basis of

Bq
res1(2);$a1

1(r 1)a2
1r 2a1

s1a2
(s2)K1

t1K2
t2ur i ,siPZ1,t iPZ; i 51,2% is anA-basis ofBq

res2(2).
Proof: It follows directly from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3.
Corollary: Bq

res1(2) andBq
res2(2) are two integral forms ofBq(2).

ConsiderBq
res1(2) as aBq

res1(2)-module as well asC@q,q21#-algebra. LetI be the left ideal
of Bq

res1(2) generated by the elements

K121, K221, a1 ,a2 .

Obviously, I is a Bq
res1(2)-submodule. LetFA

1 (2) denote the quotient moduleBq
res1(2)/I . It fol-

lows from Proposition 3.1 thatFA
1 (2) is a freeA-module and

F A
1 ~2!5spanA$a1

1(r 1)a2
1(r 2)u0&ua1u0&5a2u0&50, K1u0&5K2u0&5u0&;r 1 ,r 2PZ1%,

where $a1
1(r 1)a2

1(r 2)u0&ur 1 ,r 2PZ1% is a basis ofFA
1 (2). FA

1 (2) is called anA-Fock module
associated withBq

res1(2). TheA-Fock moduleFA
2 (2) associated withBq

res2(2) can be defined in a
similar way:

F A
2 ~2!5spanA$a1

1(r 1)a2
1r 2u0&ua1

r u0&5a2
(r )u0&50, r PN;K1u0&5K2u0&5u0&;r 1 ,r 2PZ1%.

It is easy to see thatF A
1 (2)^ AC(q)5F A

2 (2)^ AC(q),Fq(2) is the ordinaryq-Fock space
associated withBq(2). It is a vector space over the fieldC(q). If we regardFq(2) as an
A-module, then by identifyingF A

1 (2) with F A
1 (2)^ A1, F A

1 (2) becomes a submodule ofFq(2),
andF A

2 (2) likewise becomes a submodule ofFq(2). Forconvenience, in the subsequent discu
sion we will use the following notations:

f ~r 1 ,r 2!5a1
1(r 1)a2

1(r 2)u0&,

g~r 1 ,r 2!5a1
1(r 1)a2

1r 2u0&.

We define

F e
1~2!5F A

1 ~2! ^ AC,

F e
2~2!5F A

2 ~2! ^ AC,

and identify f (r 1 ,r 2) ^ A1 andg(r 1 ,r 2) ^ A1 with f (r 1 ,r 2) and g(r 1 ,r 2), respectively.F e
1(2)

and F e
2(2) will be referred to as restrictedq-Fock spaces. In the following sections, we w

construct irreducible representations ofUe
res(sl2) on the restrictedq-Fock spaces.

IV. FINITE DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF Ue
res

„sl 2… VIA RESTRICTED q-FOCK
SPACE

We recall thatUq(sl2) has the following realization onFq(2):8

e5K2
21a1

1a2 , f 5K1
21a1a2

1 ,
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K5K1K2
21 , K215K1

21K2 .

Remark:The above realization looks different from that presented in Ref. 8. This is bec
the generators of theq-boson algebra adopted in this article are slightly different from thos
Ref. 8.

By the natural actionFq(2) becomes aUq(sl2)-module through this realization. Then nat
rally it becomes aUA

res(sl2)-module through the realization

e(r )5q2 r (r 21)/2K2
2ra1

1(r )a2
r , f (r )5q2 r (r 21)/2K1

2ra2
1(r )a1

r .

It turns out thatFA
1 (2) is aUA

res(sl2)-submodule. In fact, the action ofUA
res(sl2) on FA

1 (2) reads
as follows:

K f ~r 1 ,r 2!5qr 12r 2f ~r 1 ,r 2!, K21f ~r 1 ,r 2!5qr 22r 1f ~r 1 ,r 2!,

e(r ) f ~r 1 ,r 2!5F r 1r 1

r G
q

f ~r 11r ,r 22r !,

f (r ) f ~r 1 ,r 2!5F r 1r 2

r G
q

f ~r 12r ,r 21r !.

Here we have used Lemma 3.3 and the formula

ai
1(m)ai

1(n)5Fm1n
m G

q

ai
1(m1n) for i 51,2; m,nPN.

Thus it follows thatUA
res(sl2)FA

1 (2),FA
1 (2). This proves the claim.

Clearly,F e
1(2) is aUA

res(sl2)-module. It then follows that it is also aUe
res(sl2)-module. Here

the action ofUe
res(sl2) on F e

1(2) is induced from that ofUA
res(sl2) by identifying q with e.

Explicitly, we have

K f ~r 1 ,r 2!5e r 12r 2f ~r 1 ,r 2!, K21f ~r 1 ,r 2!5e r 22r 1f ~r 1 ,r 2!,

e(r ) f ~r 1 ,r 2!5F r 1r 1

r G
e

f ~r 11r ,r 22r !,

f (r ) f ~r 1 ,r 2!5F r 1r 2

r G
e

f ~r 12r ,r 21r !.

We observe that formPN the subspace

Vm,spanC$ f ~r 1 ,r 2!ur 11r 25m%

of F e
1(2) is a Ue

res(sl2)-submodule. Define v i
(m)5 f (m2 i ,i ) for i 50,1,...,m. Then

$v0
(m) , ...,vm

(m)% is a basis ofVm .
The action ofUe

res(sl2) on Vm is given by

Kv r
(m)5em22rv r

(m) , K21v r
(m)5e2r 2mv r

(m) ,

ev r
(m)5@m2r 11#ev r 21

(m) , f v r
(m)5@r 11#ev r 11

(m) ,

e(p)v r
(m)5~~m2r !111!v r 2p

(m) , f (p)v r
(m)5~r 111!v r 1p

(m) .
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Herev i
(m) is understood as the zero vector ifi ,0 or i .m. We notice thatVm is none other than

the so called Weyl moduleWe
res(m) with maximal weightm. Consequently, we have the followin

result.
Proposition 4.1: Vm is irreducible if and only if eitherm,p or m05p21. If Vm is reducible,

it is not completely reducible.
A sketch of the proof of this proposition can be found in Ref. 1. The main point is

observation that

V8,spanC$v r
(m)um0,r 0,p, r 1,m1%

is the unique properUe
res(sl2)-submodule ofVm .

Remark:It is an established fact that every finite dimensional irreducibleUe
res(sl2)-module of

type 1 is a quotient module of Weyl module. As we have realized the Weyl moduleWe
res(m) for an

arbitrarymPN via theq-Fock space, we have actually presentedq-Fock space construction for a
finite dimensional irreducible representations of type 1 ofUe

res(sl2).

V. INFINITE DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF Ue
res

„sl 2… VIA RESTRICTED
q-FOCK SPACE

In this section let us turn to considerq-Fock space construction for some infinite dimensio
irreducible representations ofUe

res(sl2). To this end, we need to use anotherq-boson realization of
Uq(sl2). Our starting point is the following well-knownq-boson realization ofUq(sl2) on
Fq(2):13

K5q21K1
21K2

21 , K215qK1K2 ,

e5K1
21K2

21a1a2 , f 52a1
1a2

1 .

By definitionFq(2) is aUq(sl2)-module, and thus aUA
res(sl2)-module, the action onFq(2) being

the natural one. We have

e(r )5q2r (r 21)K1
2rK2

2ra1
r a2

(r ) , f (r )5~21!ra1
1(r )a2

1r .

Then it follows from Lemma 3.3 that

e(r )g~r 1 ,r 2!5F r 2

r 22r G
q

g~r 12r ,r 22r !,

f (r )g~r 1 ,r 2!5~21!rF r 1r 1

r G
q

g~r 11r ,r 21r !,

namely, UA
res(sl2)F A

2 (2),F A
2 (2). Consequently, F A

2 (2), and hence F e
2(2), is a

UA
res(sl2)-module. Finally,F e

2(2) becomes aUe
res(sl2)-module in the obvious way. Explicitly, the

action ofUe
res(sl2) on F e

2(2) is as follows:

Kg~r 1 ,r 2!5e2(r 11r 211)g~r 1 ,r 2!, K21g~r 1 ,r 2!5e (r 11r 211)g~r 1 ,r 2!,

e(r )g~r 1 ,r 2!5F r 2

r 22r G
e

g~r 12r ,r 22r !,

f (r )g~r 1 ,r 2!5~21!rF r 1r 1

r G
e

g~r 11r ,r 21r !.

On F e
2(2), wehave
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FK;0
p G

q

5)
s51

p
Kq12s2K21qs21

qs2q2s 5)
s51

p K1
21K2

21q2s2K1K2qs

qs2q2s .

Thus

FK;0
p G

q

g~r 1 ,r 2!5F2r 12r 221
p G

e

g~r 1 ,r 2!52~r 11r 211!1g~r 1 ,r 2!

Hence,g(r 1 ,r 2) is a weight vector of the weight2(r 11r 211) andF e
2(2) is aUe

res(sl2)-module
of type 1.

For an arbitrary integers, define

Vs5spanC $g~r 1 ,r 11s!ur 1PZ1%.

We observe thatVs is a Ue
res(sl2)-submodule and there is the following decomposition:

F e
2~2!5 (

sPZ
% Vs.

For s that satisfiess050, namely,s56rp(r PZ1), we have the following result.
Proposition 5.1:For r PZ1, V6rp is isomorphic toVe

res(2(rp11)).
Proof: We only need to consider the case ofVrp. The other case is similar. We first show th

Vrp is an infinite dimensional irreducibleUe
res(sl2)-module. FormPZ1 define g(m)5g(m,m

1rp). Then$g(m)umPZ1% is a basis ofVrp. We have

eg~m!5@m#eg~m21!, f g~m!52@m11#qg~m11!

and

e(p)g~np!5ng~~n21!p!, f (p)g~np21!5~n21!g~~n11!p21!

for nPN. Using these relations, one can easily show that as aUe
res(sl2)-module Vrp can be

generated by an arbitrary vector in it. The irreducibility is thus proved.
As shown above,g(0) is a weight vector of the weight2(11rp). It is easy to see that it is

actually a highest weight vector. On the other hand, it is clear thatVrp is a highest weight module
Vrp5 Ue

res(sl2)g(0). Theclaim then follows from the irreducibility ofVrp.
Now let us studyVs with s0Þ0. Whens.0, definevm5g(m,m1s) and the subspaceV8 of

Vs:

V85spanC$vmup.m0>p2s0%.

Whens,0, we useWs to denoteVs for convenience. Then

Ws5spanC$g~r 11usu,r 1!ur 1PZ1%.

We definewm5g(m1usu,m) and the subspaceW8 of Ws:

W85spanC$wmu0<m0,p2s0%.

It is not difficult to see thatV8 andW8 are proper submodules ofVs andWs, respectively.
Proposition 5.2: V8 is isomorphic toVe

res(l) with l52(p2s01(s111)p11).
Proof: By the explicit action ofUe

res(sl2) on F e
2(2), it is not difficult to see thatV8 is

irreducible andV85Ue
res(sl2)vp2s0

. Sincevp2s0
is the highest weight vector ofV8 of the weight

2(p2s01(s111)p11), the proposition then follows.
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Proposition 5.3: V8 is the unique maximal properUe
res(sl2)-submodule ofVs with s.0 and

s0Þ0.
Proof: Let V9 be an arbitrary properUe

res(sl2)-submodule ofVs. To prove the proposition, we
only need to show that it is included inV8. We observe thatV9 has the vector space decompo
tion

V95 (
lPLs

% ~Vl
sùV9!,

whereLs stands for the weight set ofVs. Supposev is a vector inV9. Define

Ls85$lPLsul0>p2s0%,

Ls95$lPLsul0,p2s0%.

Then we can writev5v11v2 where

v1P (
lPLs9

% Vl
s , v2P (

lPLs8
% Vl

sPV8.

Now due to the above vector space decomposition ofV9, we havev1PV9. On the other hand, if
v1 is a nonzero vector, it is not difficult to show thatUe

res(sl2)v15Vs. Consequently,v150 asV9
is a properUe

res(sl2)-submodule by assumption. This meansv5v2PV8, namely,V9,V8. The
proposition is thus proved.

Corollary: For Vs with s.0 ands0Þ0, Vs/V8 is isomorphic toVe
res(2(s11)).

Proof: SinceV8 is a maximal proper submodule,Vs/V8 is irreducible. Moreover,Vs/V8 is a
highest module with the highest vectorv̄0,v01V85g(0,s)1V8 of the weight2(s11). The
corollary thus follows.

Remark:Obviously, the above studiedUe
res(sl2)-modulesVnp, V8 andVs/V8 are all infinite

dimensional. We notice that they are isomorphic to the modulesVe
res(l) with l negative. This

should be the case. Actually, ifl is a positive integerVe
res(l) must be finite dimensional.

In the same way, we can prove the following result.
Proposition 5.4: W8 is isomorphic toVe

res(2(usu11)); Ws/W8 is isomorphic toVe
res(l) with

l52(p2usu01(11usu1)p11).
From Proposition 5.1, the corollary to Proposition 5.3 and the remark at the end of Sec.

come to the conclusion that we have constructed all the representationsVe
res(l) of Ue

res(sl2) with
lPZ via the restrictedq-Fock spaces. According to Proposition 2.1 they have exhausted a
irreducible highest representations ofUe

res(sl2) of type 1. Obviously, the method presented in th
article can readily be generalized to be applicable to the case ofUe

res(sln).
It might be interesting to probe the unitarity of the representations presented in this articl

this problem we wish to make the following comment. First, in the case of quantum algebra
problem of unitarity of representations is not so important as in the case of Lie groups. On
clearly see this point from the literature of quantum algebras. Second, whether a represent
a unitary one depends not only on the inner product on the side of the representation spa
also on the so-called*-structure on the side of the quantum algebra. Besides, in our article, mo
the irreducible representations that we present are defined on the quotient spaces of the re
Fock spaces. Hence, it might be too simplistic to think that the question of unitarity ca
addressed by simply asking whethera† is the true adjoint ofa.
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Chains of extended Jordanian twists are studied for the universal enveloping alge-
bras U(so(M )). The carrier subalgebra of a canonical chainFB0apmax

cannot cover
the maximal nilpotent subalgebraN1(so(M )). We demonstrate that there exist
other types of Frobenius subalgebras in so(M ) that can be large enough to include
N1(so(M )). The problem is that the canonical chainsFB0ap

do not preserve the
primitivity on these new carrier spaces. We show that this difficulty can be over-
come and the primitivity can be restored if one changes the basis and passes to the
deformed carrier spaces. Finally, the twisting elements for the new Frobenius sub-
algebras are explicitly constructed. This gives rise to a new family of universal
R-matrices for orthogonal algebras. For a special case ofg5so(5) and its defining
representation we present the corresponding matrix solution of the Yang–Baxter
equation. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1402177#

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantizations of triangular Lie bialgebras with antisymmetric classicalr -matricesr 52r 21

satisfying the classical Yang–Baxter equation~CYBE! form an important class of triangular Hop
algebrasA(m,D,S,h,e;R), with R-matrix satisfying the unitarity conditionR21R51. These
quantizations are defined by the twisting elementsF5( f (1)^ f (2)PA^ A that satisfy the twist
equations:1

~F!12~D ^ id!F5~F!23~ id^ D!F, ~e ^ id!F5~ id^ e!F51. ~1!

The knowledge of the twisting element is quite important in applications giving~twisted!
R-matrix RF5F21RF21 and twisted coproductDF5FDF21.

Although for the general antisymmetricr -matrix the solution of the equation~1! was given in
Ref. 1 in terms of Campbell–Hausdorf series quite few twisting elements were known i
explicit form: the Reshetikhin~Abelian! twists2 and the Jordanian twist.3,4 The explicit expressions
of the more complicated twisting elementsF were found in Ref. 5, for the carrier algebrasL with
special properties of their triangular decompositions. In the minimal case such algebras ar
dimensional. They can be considered as enlarged Heisenberg algebras with the defining r

a!Electronic mail address: lyakhovs@snoopy.phys.spbu.ru; RFBR Grant No. 00-01-00500.
b!Electronic mail address: astolin@math.chalmers.se
c!Electronic mail address: kulish@pdmi.ras.ru. On leave of absence from Steklov Mathematical Institute, Fonta
191011, St. Petersburg, Russia.
50060022-2488/2001/42(10)/5006/14/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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@H,E#5E, @H,A#5aA, @H,B#5bB,
~2!

@A,B#5E, @E,A#5@E,B#50, a1b51.

If the generators ofL have primitive coproducts, the following group two-cocycle~twist! can
be found as a solution of the Drinfeld equation~1!:

FE(a,b)5FE(a,b)F j ~3!

with the Jordanian twist3

F j5exp$H ^ s%, s5 ln~11E!, ~4!

and the additional twisting factor5,6

FE(a,b)5exp$A^ Be2bs%. ~5!

Such solutions~3! are called the extended Jordanian twists. They define the deformed
algebraL E(a,b) with the costructure

DE(a,b)~H !5H ^ e2s11^ H2A^ Be2(b11)s,

DE(a,b)~A!5A^ e2bs11^ A,
~6!

DE(a,b)~B!5B^ ebs1es
^ B,

DE(a,b)~E!5E^ es11^ E5E^ 111^ E1E^ E.

In the simple Lie algebras of rank greater than 2 one can find not only the subalgebraL but
also its multidimensional analogLK (K50,1,. . . ).5,7 To construct the subalgebraL0,g it is
sufficient to choose an initial rootl0 and consider the setp of its constituent roots

p5$l8,l9ul81l95l0 , l81l0 ,l91l0¹L~g!%,
~7!

p5p8øp9, p8ùp950, p85$l8%,p95$l9%.

The subalgebraL0 is generated by the elements$El0
,ElulPp% and the Cartan generatorHl0

dual
to l0 . The solutionFE0J0

of the twist equations corresponding to the carrier subalgebraL0 is a
multidimensional analog of~3!. It also can be decomposed into the product of two factors,
Jordanian twist and the extension:

FE0J0
5FE0

•FJ0
5 )

l8Pp8
exp$El8^ El02l8e

2 ~1/2! sl0%•exp$Hl0
^ sl0

%. ~8!

Heresl0
5 ln(11El0

) and @Hl0
,El0

#5El0
.

Each carrier subalgebraLK is a semidirect sumLK5L %̇ LK21 . Thus the multidimensiona
subalgebrasLK can be constructed successively. To find a multidimensional carrierL1 in the
simple algebrag consider the subsetL

l
0
0

'
of roots orthogonal tol0

0 and the corresponding suba

gebrag
l

0
0

'
,g. In g

l
0
0

'
a new initial rootl0

1 can be chosen and its constituent rootsp1,L(g
l

0
0

'
) can

be found according to the rules~7!. The corresponding generators$Hl
0
1,El

0
1,El1ul1Pp1% form

the subalgebraL (g
l

0
0

'
) andL15L (g

l
0
0

'
) %̇ L0 . The subalgebraL (g

l
0
0

'
) commutes withHl

0
0,El

0
0 and

acts on$ElulPp05p%,L0 as on an ideal.
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It was shown in Ref. 7 that for the classical Lie algebrasg one can always find a subalgeb
g1 in gl0

' whose generators become primitive after the twistFE0J0
. The root diagramsL(g1) and

L(g) are of the same type. So, it is always possible to the find the rootl0
1 and the setp1 in

L(g1). Repeating this procedure we get the sequence of injectionsgp,¯,g1,g05g and the
corresponding sequence of subalgebrasLK . The coproduct primitivization ofgk,gk21 ~called the
Matreshka effect! makes it possible to compose chains of extended twists of the type~8!,

FB0ap
5FEpJp

•••••FE0J0

5 )
l8Ppp8

exp$El8^ El
0
p2l8e

2 ~1/2! sl0
p%•exp$Hl

0
p^ sl

0
p%

• )
l8Ppp218

exp$El8^ El
0
p212l8e

2 ~1/2! sl0
p21%•exp$Hl

0
p21^ sl

0
p21%

•...

• )
l8Pp08

exp$El8^ El
0
02l8e

2 ~1/2! sl0
0%• exp$Hl

0
0^ sl

0
0%. ~9!

Consider the Bruhat decompositiong5N11H1N25B11N2. As it was demonstrated ea
lier, there exists the systematic structure governing the twists with the carriers in the Bore
algebraB1 of g. On the other hand, it follows from our studies in Ref. 7 that this structur~a
chain of extended twists! is insufficient to compose a solution of Drinfeld equations when
carrier algebra of the classicalr -matrix is greater thanB1. In the latter case the twisting eleme
will contain the chain as a factor but as a whole the structure will be considerably different
that of a chain. Thus the twists that can be described by chains have their carriers inB1. Now let
us look at the Cartan subalgebraH of g. In general the number of links of a chain is less th
rank(g). For example, for sl(N) the number of links is@N/2#. Consider the largest possible twi
for sl(N) with the structure of a chain. Its carrier containsN1. Still, in such chain theN
2@N/2#21 Cartan generators remain uninvolved. This means that to characterize the size
chain one must compare its carrier with the maximal nilpotent subalgebraN1 of g. This is why we
call the chainsfull if their carriers containN1. In the caseg5sl(N) the subalgebrasgk ~they
remain primitive after the twisting byFEk21Jk21

! coincide with glk21

' . The result is that the

maximal canonical chainFB0apmax
for g5sl(N) is full, and its carrier subalgebra contains all t

generators of the nilpotent subalgebraN1(g).
For the orthogonal simple algebras the situation is different. In this caseglk21

' 5gk

% sl(k)(2) and the coproducts of generators in the spaceglk21

' .gk are nontrivially deformed by

the twistFEk21Jk21
. The next extended twistFEkJk

does not contain these generators in its car
space. Such a chain cannot be full.

The canonical twists~9! correspond to solutions of the CYBE related with Frobenius su
gebras ing described by the coboundary bilinear formsvp

15(k50
p E

l
0
k* (@ , #).8 In this article we

show that for the orthogonal algebras these forms can be modified. The Frobenius subalgeb
be enlarged in order to include all nonzero root generators fromglk21

' .gk . ~Sec. II!.

The problem is how to find the corresponding twists, i.e., to solve the equations~1! for the
subalgebraglk21

' that contains the generators with deformed coproductsDFEkJk
.

In Ref. 9 it was demonstrated that under certain conditions~while the coproducts ing are
nontrivially twisted byF! one can find inUF(g) the deformed carrier subspace that is primiti
and generates a subalgebra ofg. Below we show that this effect is in some sense universal.
corresponding deformed spaces for orthogonal algebras can be found for any extende
FEk21Jk21

. As a result the canonical chain of twistsFB0ap
can be extended using some addition
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factors ~the deformed Jordanian twists!. For the maximal value ofp the corresponding chain
FG0ap

becomes full and the corresponding carrier space contains all the generators ofN1(g) ~Sec.
III !.

In Sec. IV we discuss the possible applications of the composed twists. The explicit fo
the parametrizedR-matrix in the defining representation of so(5) is given in the Appendix.

II. FROBENIUS SUBALGEBRAS

Here we deal with the universal enveloping algebras for simple classical Lie algebras ov
field of characteristic zero. In particular we consider the complex orthogonal algebrg
5so(M ) of the seriesBN ~for M52N11! andDN ~for M52N!. The root systemL(g) will be
fixed as follows:

L~g!5H 6ei , 6ej6ek for g5so~2N11!,

6ei6ej for g5so~2N!,
~10!

i , j ,k51, . . . ,N.

Let Ei , j be the ordinary matrix units,

@Ei , j ,Ek,l #5d jkEi ,l2d i l Ek, j ,

andMi , j be the antisymmetric ones,

@Ma,b ,Mc,d#5dbcMa,d1dadMb,c2dacMb,d2dbdMa,c .

The generators ofg5so(M ) can be realized as follows. The Cartan subalgebraH(g) is generated
by

H j5S 2
i

2D M2 j 21,2j , j 51, . . . ,N. ~11!

For Cartan generators we shall also use the notation

H j 6( j 11)5S 2
i

2D ~M2 j 21,2j6M2 j 11,2j 12!. ~12!

To the roots ofL(so(M )) we attribute the generators

Ei 1 j5
1
2 ~2M2i ,2j1 iM 2i ,2j 211 iM 2i 21,2j1M2i 21,2j 21!;

Ei 2 j5
1
2 ~2M2i ,2j2 iM 2i ,2j 211 iM 2i 21,2j2M2i 21,2j 21!;

E2 i 1 j5
1
2 ~1M2i ,2j2 iM 2i ,2j 211 iM 2i 21,2j1M2i 21,2j 21!;

E2 i 2 j5
1
2 ~1M2i ,2j1 iM 2i ,2j 211 iM 2i 21,2j2M2i 21,2j 21!;

6 i , j ; ~13!

and

E6k5
1

&
~6M2k,2N112 iM 2k21,2N11!, k<N, for so~2N11!. ~14!

The Borel subalgebrasB(g) are generated by the sets$Hi ,Ei ,Ei 6 j% for g5so(2N11) and
$Hi ,Ei 6 j% for g5so(2N). To describe the chains of Frobenius subalgebras we shall also nee
alternative realization of these generators through the ordinary matrix units. To get it l
renumerate the generators:
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Ai , j[2Ei 2 j ,
Ai ,2N122 j[2Ei 1 j ,

Ai ,N11[2Ei ,
J for so~2N11! ~15!

and

Ai , j[2Ei 2 j ,
Ai ,2N112 j[2Ei 1 j ,J for so~2N!. ~16!

In these terms the Borel subalgebraB(so(M )) is spanned by the set$Ai , j u i< j % and we can
also use the following matrix realization:

Hi5
1
2 ~Ei ,i2EM112 i ,M112 i !,

~17!
Ai , j5Ei , j2EM112 j ,M112 i .

The canonical chains of twists~9! for orthogonal simple Lie algebras are based on the
quence of injections

U~so~M !!.U~so~M24!!.¯.U~so~M24k!!.¯ . ~18!

Each link of such chains@see~9!# contains the Jordanian twistFJk
5exp$Hl

0
k^sl

0
k% based on one

of the long roots:

l0
k5e1

k1e2
k ~ for bothDN and BN!. ~19!

The hyperplaneV
l

0
k

'
orthogonal tol0

k coincides with the root space of the subalgebrag
l

0
k

'

5so(M24(k11))% so(k11)(3). Foreach subalgebragk115so(M24(k11)) we can again con-
sider independently its root systemLk11 and choose the next initial root to be

l0
k115e1

k111e2
k11 .

On each step we can fix two vector subrepresentationsdv(a) in the restriction~to gk11! of the
adjoint representation adgk

:

dgk11

v(a) ,adgk↓gk11
, a51,2.

It is easy to check that the constituent roots form the weight diagrams for these represen
The representation space fordgk11

v(a) is spanned by the generators

$Ea ,Ea6 l% with the roots$ea
k , ea

k6el
kPpk%

for M24k52N11 and

$Ea6k% with the roots$ea
k6el

kPpk%

for M24k52N. In both casesl 53,...,N.
For the representationsdgk11

v(a) and dgk11

v(a)
^ dgk11

v(b) the following scalar and tensor invariant

I M24k
a and I M24k

a^ b ~with a,b51,2!, will be used in the construction of twists and twisted copro
ucts:
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I 2N11
a 5

1

2
Ea

21(
l 53

N

~Ea1 lEa2 l !,

I 2N11
a^ b 5Ea^ Eb1(

l 53

N

~Ea1 l ^ Eb2 l1Ea2 l ^ Eb1 l !, ~20!

I 2N11
a∧b 5Ea∧Eb1(

l 53

N

~Ea1 l∧Eb2 l1Ea2 l∧Eb1 l !,

I 2N
a 5(

l 53

N

~Ea1 lEa2 l !,

I 2N
a^ b5(

l 53

N

~Ea1 l ^ Eb2 l1Ea2 l ^ Eb1 l !, ~21!

I 2N
a∧b5(

l 53

N

~Ea1 l∧Eb2 l1Ea2 l∧Eb1 l !.

The set of initial roots defines a natural gradation in the root space of the subal
N1(so(M )),so(M ):

L~N1~so~M !!!5øk50
pmax~l0

køpk!, ~22!

wherepmax5@M/4#1@(M11)/4#.
The inverse of the map defined by the classicalr -matrix is the Frobenius bilinear form. Let u

study the Frobenius subalgebras inB(so(M )).
Proposition 1: LetL be a semi-direct sum of a subalgebraS and a commutative idealN. Then

L is Frobenius if and only if the following conditions hold:

(i) L acts transitively on the spaceN* with the generic point A* .
~ii ! The stationary subalgebraSA* 5$sPS:A* (@s,x#)50, for any xPN% is Frobenius with a
Frobenius homomorphism f0 :SA* →C.

Moreover, in this case f5 f 0% A* is a Frobenius homomorphism forL .
This statement can be obtained as a consequence of Proposition 1 and the Remark a

Ref. 10. Here is how it can be used in the case of orthogonal simple Lie algebras.
Lemma 1: LetL1,B(so(M )) be a subalgebra generated by the set$H1 ,H2 ,Ai , j ,i 51,2%.

ThenL1 is Frobenius.
Proof: In L1 the following subalgebras can be fixed:N15$A1,j% andS15$H1 ,H2 ,A2,j%. The

generators of the dual spaceN1* can be identified with the matrices$Ai ,1% defined according to the
rule ~17! and connected withA1,j through the bilinear form̂A,B&5tr (A,B) or by a Killing form
in the general setting. Since dimN15dimS1 it suffices to find a pointA* PN1* such thatSA*
50. One can check directly thatA0* 5( i 52

n21Ai1 satisfies this condition. j

This pointA0* is not unique. IfG(S1) is the subgroup of SO(M ) corresponding to the algebr
S1 , then for anygPG(S1) the point Ad* (g)(A0* )5(A0* )g satisfies the conditionS(A

0* )g50 since

S(A
0* )g5g21SA

0*
g50. For our purposes it is convenient to chooseA0* 5A2,11AM21,1 ~One can

check that this point satisfies the conditions of the Proposition 1.!
Lemma 2: LetLK,M be a subalgebra of B(so(M )) generated by the set

$Hi ,Ai , j u i 51, . . . ,2K; j 51, . . .M ; i , j ;2K<@M /2#%.
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ThenLK,M is Frobenius.
Proof: The algebraLK,M has the structure of a semidirect sum:

LK,M5SK,M %̇ NK,M ,

where

NK,M5$$Hi u i 51, . . . ,2K;%$Ai , j u i 52, . . . ,2K; j 51, . . .M ; i , j %%.

Evidently LK,M acts transitively onNK,M* with the generic pointA1* 5A2,11AM21,1. One can
easily check that

~SK,M !(A
0* )5$Hi ,Ai , j u i 53, . . . ,2K; i , j %.

Thus

~SK,M !(A
0* )>LK21,M24,B~so~M24!!.

Obvious induction shows thatLK,M is Frobenius due to the Proposition 1. j

The algebraLK,M has a nontrivial second cohomology groupH2(LK,M). The latter contains
L2(HK,M* ) where HK,M* is the space dual to the Cartan subalgebra inLK,M ,HK,M*
5LK,MùH(so(M )),B(so(M )). It is easy to see that all bilinear formsHi* ∧H j* are two-
cocycles and not coboundaries. HereHi* PHK,M* . ConsequentlyAK,M* 1z i j Hi* ∧H j* are the non-
degenerate two-cocycles onLK,M . The mapAK,M* is a Frobenius homomorphism,AK,M* :LK,M

→C, becauseAK,M* (@x,y#) is a nondegenerate bilinear form onLK,M . The induction procedure
shows thatAK,M* can be chosen in the following form:

AK,M* 5~A211A431A651¯ !1~AM21,11AM23,31AM25,51¯ !. ~23!

In the case of the orthogonal simple Lie algebras, chains of twists~9! introduced in Ref. 7
refer to the Frobenius subalgebras@contained in the correspondingB(so(M ))# with the cobound-
ary nondegenerate bilinear forms,8

vp
15 (

k50

p

gk~E112
(k) !* ~@ , # !, ~24!

wherep is the number of links in the chainFB0ap
and the parametersgk50,1 indicate that we

describe here the set of forms. It is obvious that the forms~24! ignore the subspaces of so(k)(3)
subalgebras that appear on each step of the sequence of injections in~22!. According to the
formula ~23!, to describe the maximal Frobenius subalgebras inB(so(M )) the following form
must be considered:

vp
65 (

k50

p

~gk~E112
k !* 2dk~E122

k !* !~@ , # !. ~25!

Here both parameters are discrete:gk ,dk50,1. ~Notice that this does not lead to the undesira
terms in the corresponding carrier space because in the Borel subalgebraB(so(M )) ~fixed by the
choice of $l0

k%! there are no constituent roots fore1
k2e2

k . The form vp
6 is considered on

B(so(M )). In terms of the integral root systemL(so(M )) ~not split in the subsystemsL (k)! the
generatorsE112

(k) andE122
(k) form the sequence

$E112 ,E122 ,E314 ,E324 , . . . ,E(2p11)1(2p12) ,E(2p11)2(2p12)%

'$A1,M21 ,A1,2,A3,M23 ,A3,4, . . .A2p11,M2(2p11) ,A2p11,2p12 ,%.
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Thus we come to the conclusion that there must be two sets of chains of twists fo
orthogonal algebras corresponding to the two sets of the coboundary forms~24! and~25!. The first
set is the canonical chain of twists~9!, whose twisting element can be rewritten in terms
invariants~20! and ~21!:

FB0ap
5exp$I M24p

1^ 2 ~1^ e2 ~1/2! s112
p

!%

•exp$H112
(p)

^ s112
p %•exp$I M24(p21)

1^ 2 ~1^ e2 ~1/2! s112
p21

!%•exp$H112
(p21)

^ s112
p21%

•...

•exp$I M
1^ 2~1^ e2 ~1/2! s112

0
!%•exp$H112

(0)
^ s112

0 %

5 )
k5p

0

exp$I M24k
1^ 2 ~1^ e2 ~1/2! s112

k
!%•exp$H112

(k)
^ s112

k % ~26!

@heresl
0
k are denoted bys112

k 5 ln(11E112
(k) ) according to~19! and for simplicity we putg l51#.

When dealing with the formsvp
6 the problem is that in the process of twisting by a chain~26!

the costructure of the subalgebras so(k) ~3! is considerably changed and the twist equations~1!
become extremely difficult to solve.

III. CONSTRUCTION OF THE FULL CHAINS OF TWISTS

According to the general structure of a chain of twists7 we can study its links separately. Le
us assume that we have constructed thek21 links of a chain and found the Matreshka effect. Th
means that after the chain twisting withk21 links we get the subalgebrag(k)5so(M24k) with
primitive generators. We shall show that it is possible to construct the next link of the chain s
the twist will correspond to the enlarged formvp

6 @see~25!#. To start the construction of thekth
link we have to choose the initial rootl0

k @as in ~19!# and the subalgebraLK,M24k described in
Lemma 2 ~with 2K5@M /2#!. First we apply the following Jordanian twist to the subalgeb
LK,M24k :

FJk
5exp~H112

k
^ s112

k !. ~27!

This results in the following deformed coproducts:

DJk
~H112

k !5H112
k

^ e2s112
k

11^ H112
k ,

DJk
~E112

k !5E112
k

^ es112
k

11^ E112
k ,

DJk
~Ea6 l

k !5Ea6 l
k

^ e1/2s112
k

11^ Ea6 l
k ,

l 53,...,N; a51,2.

For M52N11 we also get

DJk
~Ea

k!5Ea
k

^ e~1/2! s112
k

11^ Ea
k .

Notice that the generators$H122
k ,E122

k ,E221
k % remain primitive.

The second twisting factor must be the full canonical extension5 for the Jordanian twistFJk

~27!:

FEk
5exp~ I M24k

1^ 2 ~1^ e2 ~1/2! s112
k

!!. ~28!
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The successive application of these two factors performs the extended Jordanian twisting
elementFEk

FJk
that leads to the following costructure inLK,M24k :

DEkJk
~H112

k !5H112
k

^ e2s112
k

11^ H112
k 2~1^ e2 ~3/2! s112

k
!I M24k

1^ 2 ,

DEkJk
~H122

k !5H122
k

^ 111^ H122
k ,

DEkJk
~E112

k !5E112
k

^ es112
k

11^ E112
k ,

DEkJk
~E16k

k !5E16k
k

^ e2 ~1/2! s112
k

11^ E16k
k ,

DEkJk
~E26k

k !5E26k
k

^ e~1/2! s112
k

1es112
k

^ E26k
k ,

DEkJk
~E122

k !5E122
k

^ 111^ E122
k 1~1^ e2 ~1/2! s112

k
!I M24k

1^ 1 1I M24k
1

^ ~e2s112
k

21!,

DEkJk
~E221

k !5E221
k

^ 111^ E221
k 1~es112

k
21! ^ I M24k

2 e2s112
k

1~1^ e2 ~1/2! s112
k

!I M24k
2^ 2 .

And in the case ofM52N11 for the short root generators we get

DEkJk
~E1

k!5E1
k

^ e2 ~1/2! s112
k

11^ E1
k ,

DEkJk
~E2

k!5E2
k

^ e~1/2! s112
k

1es112
k

^ E2
k .

It would be necessary to have the coproducts for some of the invariants@see~20! and ~21!#:

DEkJk
~ I M24k

1 !5I M24k
1

^ e2s112
k

11^ I M24k
1 1I M24k

1^ 1 ~1^ e2 ~1/2! s112
k

!, ~29!

DEkJk
~ I M24k

2 e2s112
k

!5I M24k
2 e2s112

k
^ 11es112

k
^ I M24k

2 e2s112
k

1I M24k
2^ 2 ~1^ e2 ~1/2! s112

k
!.

~30!

We have two generators ofLK,M24k that are not yet incorporated in the carrier subalgebra
the twist: H122

k andE122
k . The coproduct of the latter is deformed. So the canonical Jorda

factor cannot be used here. In Ref. 9 it was indicated that the reason for the nonprimitivity
coproductDEkJk

(E122
k ) is that the generatorE122

k belongs to the long series of the initial roo

l0
k5e1

k1e2
k . It was shown there that in such a case the deformed carrier subspace must exi

primitive basic elements. In our situation such ‘‘deformed’’ generators must have the form

G122
k 5E122

k 2I M24k
1 ,

~31!
G221

k 5E221
k 2I M24k

2 e2s112
k

.

Using the coproducts~29! and ~30!, it is easy to check that bothG122
k andG221

k are primitive,

DEkJk
~G122

k !5DEkJk
~E122

k !2DEkJk
~ I M24k

1 !

5G122
k

^ 111^ G122
k ,

DEkJk
~G221

k !5DEkJk
~E221

k !2DEkJk
~ I M24k

2 !~e2s112
k

^ e2s112
k

!

5G221
k

^ 111^ G221
k .
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Together withH122
k the elements~31! generate a three-dimensional spaceVG

k of primitive
elements in the algebraUEkJk

(so(M24k)). Both G122
k andG221

k commute withU(so(M24(k

11))) aswell asH122
k whose dual vector is orthogonal to the roots of so(M24(k11)).

The subspaceVG
k spanned by$H122

k ,G122
k ,G221

k % is algebraically closed:

@H122
k ,G122

k #5G122
k ,

@H122
k ,G221

k #52G221
k ,

@G122
k ,G221

k #52H122
k .

Let us denote this algebra by soG
(k)(3). Clearly it is primitive, commutes withU(so(M24(k

11))) and isrealized on a deformed subspace.~This space is not orthogonal toH112
k . Moreover,

G221
k ,G122

k are not any longer eigenvectors of adH
112
k .!

Another subalgebra which remains primitive after the compositionFEk
FJk

of twists ~27! and
~28! is so(M24(k11)) ~due to the Matreshka effect!. We come to the conclusion that the twiste
UEkJk

(so(M24k)) contains the primitive subalgebrag
l

0
k

'
,

UEkJk
~so~M24k!!.g

l
0
k

'
5so~M24~k11!! % soG

(k)~3!.

Its Borel subalgebra isLK,M24(k11)% B(soG
(k)(3)) and it isFrobenius~see Sec. II!.

Remember that the subalgebrag
l

0
k

'
has a structure of direct sum. Further, twisting by the n

factors~such asFEk1s
FJk1s

) cannot affect the primitive subalgebra soG
(k)(3). Each step produce

~in the correspondingg
l

0
k

'
) the additional subalgebra soG

(k)(3), k51,...,p. The primitive subalge-

bras that can be found in an orthogonal algebra after the chain twisting~26! with p links contain
not only so(M24(p11)) but also a direct sum ofp copies of soG(3):

UB0ap
~so~M !!.D5 % k51

p soG
(k)~3!.

The main consequence is that in the twistedUB0ap
(so(M )) one can perform further twis

deformations with the carrier subalgebra inD. The most interesting among them are the Jordan
twists defined by

FJ k

G 5exp~H122
k

^ sG
k ! ~32!

that can be attributed to any number of copies soG(3). HeresG
k 5 ln(11G122

k ). Thus in the genera
expression for the twisting element~26! one can insert in the appropriatek places the additiona
factors which are the Jordanian twisting elements on the deformed carrier spaces. This me
we can perform a substitution

FEk
FJk

⇒FJ k

G FEk
FJk

5FGk
,

exp$I M24k
1^ 2 ~1^ e2 1/2s112

k
!%•exp$H112

k
^ s112

k %

⇒exp~H122
k

^ sG
k !•exp$I M24k

1^ 2 ~1^ e2 1/2s112
k

!%•exp~H112
k

^ s112
k !.

Thus the full chainhas the following form:

FG0ap
5 )

k5p

0

FGk
5 )

k5p

0

exp~H122
k

^ sG
k !• exp$I M24k

1^ 2 ~1^ e2 1/2s112
k

!%•exp$H112
k

^ s112
k %.

~33!
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This result means that we have constructed the explicit quantizations with a triangula
versalR-matrix

RG0ap
5~FG0ap

!21~FG0ap
!21

for the following set of classicalr -matrices:

r G0ap
5 (

k50

p

hk~H112
k ∧E112

k 1jkH122
k ∧E122

k 1I M24k
1∧2 !.

Here all the parameters are independent and continuous. Elementary computations show th
full chains ~33! correspond to the coboundary forms~25!. To illustrate these quantizations w
present in the Appendix the matrixRG0ap

for the algebra so~5! in the defining representation.

In Sec. II we proved that addingz i j Hi* ∧H j* to the forms of type~25! we obtain new nonde-
generate two-cocycles, which are not coboundaries. We can also construct the corresp
twists for these modified cocycles:

vp
65 (

k50

p

~gk~E112
k !* 2dk~E122

k !* !~@ ,# !1 (
i , j 50; iÞ j

p

z i j Hi* ∧H j* . ~34!

Notice that the subalgebras soG
(k)(3) commute not only with so(M24(k11)) but also with any

$E112
(s) u s<k%. This means that after having twistedU(so(M )) by the chain~33! we obtainp

11 pairs of commuting primitive elements$s112
k ,sG

k uk50, . . . ,p%. Therefore we can apply the
Reshetikhin twist

FR5exp~z i j s i ^ s j !, s iP$s112
k ,sG

k u k50, . . . ,p% ~35!

to the algebraUG0ap
(so(M )).

Thus the element

FRFG0ap

defines also a twist forU(so(M )). It leads to the deformed Hopf algebraURG0ap
(so(M )) with the

universal element

RRG0ap
5~FRFG0ap

!21~FG0ap
!21~FR!21

and the classicalr -matrix

r RG0ap
5 (

k50

p

hk~H112
k ∧E112

k 1jkH122
k ∧E122

k 1I M24k
1∧2 !1 (

i , j 50; iÞ j

p

z i j Es
i ∧Et

j ;

Es
k ,Et

kP$E112
k ,E122

k uk50, . . . ,p%.

The dimensions of the nilpotent subalgebrasN1(so(M )) in the sequence
g

l
0
p

'
,g

l
0
p21

'
,¯,g

l
0
0

'
,g are subject to the following simple relation:

dim~N1~so~M !!!2dim~N1~so~M24!!!52~dim dso(M24)
v 11!. ~36!

Taking this into account we conclude@from the formula ~22!# that the chains~33! are full.
Furthermore, this means that forp5pmax5@M/4#1@(M11)/4# the corresponding carrier space
contain all the generators of the nilpotent subalgebraN1(so(M )). WhenM is even-odd one can
always find in so(M ) one independent Cartan generator which cannot be included in the c
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subalgebra of a chain. WhenM is even-even or odd the total number of Jordanian twists i
maximal full chainFG0ap max

is equal to the rank of so(M ). Thus in the latter case the carrie
subalgebra is equal to the Borel subalgebra.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The family of explicit twisting elements was constructed for the universal enveloping alge
A5U(so(M )) ~seriesB and D! with full nilpotent subalgebrasN1(so(M )) included in the
corresponding carrier spaces.

There are a variety of applications for explicitly known twisting elementsF. Using a particu-
lar ~e.g., fundamental! representation for one of the factors ofA^ A we get from the universa
R-matrix the L-operator of the FRT-formalism and this results in explicit relations among
generators of the original universal enveloping algebra and the FRT-generators of the twiste

Twisting of the coalgebra inA induces changes in Clebsch–Gordan coefficients of base
the tensor products of irreducible representationscV^ dW . The evaluation of these coefficients
given by the direct action of the matrixF @F is the value of the twisting element in the corr
sponding representation:F5cV^ dW(F)# on the original CG coefficients.11

Due to the embedding of the simple Lie algebrasg into the corresponding Yangians~as Hopf
subalgebras! U(g),Y(g) ~Ref. 12!, the YangianR-matrix RY can be twisted by the sameF
defined forg.13 As a result, for the case of orthogonal algebrag5so(M ) the R-matrix @in the
defining representationd,Mat(M ,C) ^ Mat(M ,C)# will be changed:

ud~1^ 1!1P2
u

u211M /2
K → ud~F21F 21!1P2

u

u211M /2
d~F21!Kd~F 21!.

~Here u is a spectral parameter and the operatorK is obtained from the permutationP by
transposing its first tensor factor.! For the canonical chainsF5FB0ap

the deformed solutions o
the YBE were given in the explicit form in Ref. 14. Similarly to the case of canonical chains~9!
the twistsFG0ap

produce the sets of deformed Yangians and the new integrable Hamiltonian@cf.
the sl~2!-case.11#.
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APPENDIX

The simplest case where the full chain differs nontrivially from the canonical~the deformed
carrier space is to be used! is g5so(5). Three deformation parameters can be intoduced in
corresponding chain of twists. Two of them~j andz! are continuous and describe the deformat
scales in the Jordanian twisting factors. The discrete parameterk50,1 testifies that the extensio
factor in the chain can be switched off. The twisting element

FG0ap
~j,z,k!5exp~H122^ s

G
~j,z,k!!•exp$~jk!I 5

1^ 2~1^ e2 ~1/2! s112!%

•exp$H112^ s112~j!% ~A1!

contains two Jordanian factors with

s112~j!5 ln~11jE112! and s
G
~j,z,k!5 ln~11z~E1222 1

2 jkE1
2!!.

The corresponding universalR-matrix is
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RG0ap
~j,z,k!5~FG0ap

~j,z,k!!21~FG0ap
~j,z,k!!21.

We shall consider it in the defining five-dimensional representationd of so~5!. This means that the
following matrix realization will be used:

Hi5
1
2 ~Ei ,i2E62 i ,62 i !,

Ai , j5Ei , j2E62 j ,62 i ; ~A2!

i , j 51, . . . ,5.

As a result we get the solutiond(RG0ap
(j,z,k)) of the matrix Yang–Baxter equation that can

written in terms of tensor products of 535 matrix unitsEi , j :

d~RG0ap
~j,z,k!!5d~FG0ap

~j,z,k!!21d~FG0ap
~j,z,k!!21

5I ^ I 1~E4,52E1,2! ^
1
8 z~4~E1,12E2,21E4,42E5,5!12z~E4,52E1,2!1jzkE1,5!

1~E4,51E1,2! ^ ~2 1
8 jz!~zE1,512~E2,51E1,4!!1~E3,52E1,3! ^ jk~E2,32E3,4!

1~E3,42E2,3! ^ jk~E3,52E1,3!1~E2,52E1,4! ^
1
4 j~2~E1,11E2,22E4,42E5,5!

1j~E2,52E1,4!!1~E2,51E1,4! ^
1
8 jz~j~k21!E1,522~E4,51E1,2!!

1~E1,11E2,22E4,42E5,5! ^
1
2 j~E1,42E2,5!1~E1,12E2,21E4,42E5,5!

^
1
2 z~E1,22E4,5!1E1,3^ ~2 1

2 jzk!E1,31E3,5^ ~2 1
2 jzk!E3,51E2,5

^ ~2j2k~E1,4!2 1
2 j2zk~E1,5!!~ 1

2 j2kE2,42
1
4 j2zkE1,4

2 1
4 jz~k11!~E1,12E2,2!1 1

4 jz~12k!~E4,42E5,5!! ^ E1,51E1,5

^ ~ 1
4 zjk~E1,12E2,21E4,42E5,5!2 1

4 jz~E1,12E2,22E4,41E5,5!1 1
2 j2kE2,4

1 1
8 j2z~3k11!E1,41

1
8 j2z~k11!E2,51

1
8 jz2~k11!E4,5

1 1
8 jz2~12k!E1,21

1
16 j2z2~3k11!E1,5!.

This expression presents the two-dimensional set ofR-matrices. One can consider the subma
folds corresponding to the special values of the parameters. Forz50, without the last~deformed!
Jordanian factor, we get theR-matrix for the extended Jordanian twisted algebraUEJ(so(5)). For
k50 we obtain the two-JordanianR-matrix for UJ1J0

(so(5)).This is the result of two indepen
dent Jordanian twists@corresponding to two orthogonal long roots of so~5!#. For z50 with k
50 and forj50 we have two pure JordanianR-matrices equivalent up to the renumeration of t
generators.
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An algebraic approach to Macdonald–Koornwinder
polynomials: Rodrigues-type formula and inner
product identity

Akinori Nishinoa) and Yasushi Komorib)

Department of Physics, Graduate School of Science, University of Tokyo,
Hongo 7-3-1, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-0033, Japan

~Received 17 October 2000; accepted for publication 11 July 2001!

We study Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials in the context of double affine
Hecke algebras. Nonsymmetric Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials are con-
structed by use of raising operators provided by a representation theory of the
double affine Hecke algebra associated withA2l

(2)-type affine root system. This
enables us to evaluate diagonal terms of scalar products of the nonsymmetric poly-
nomials algebraically. The Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials are expressed by
linear combinations of the nonsymmetric counterparts. We show a new proof of the
inner product identity of the Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials without
Opdam–Cherednik’s shift operators. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1398334#

I. INTRODUCTION

Macdonald introduced a new class of orthogonal polynomials,1–3 which are associated with
root systems and are considered asq-deformations of Heckman–Opdam’s Jacobi polynomials.4–6

Since then, the Macdonald polynomials and their descendants have appeared in various
mathematics and physics and are studied from several viewpoints.7–13 Macdonald gave some
conjectures for his polynomials, i.e., constant terms, inner products, evaluations, and
Cherednik clarified an algebraic structure of the Macdonald polynomials by means of affine H
algebras.14–17 He indeed proved several of the conjectures through a representation theory
affine Hecke algebra. Among them, the shift operator approach, which was first develop
Opdam in the case of Jacobi polynomials, was generalized in the framework of double
Hecke algebras to give a proof of Macdonald’s inner product identity.

In our previous papers,18–21we presented Rodrigues-type formulas which give algebraic ex
pressions for the nonsymmetric polynomials corresponding to the Jacobi and the Macd
polynomials by use of raising operators. It is remarkable that our raising operators are provid
a representation theory of Cherednik’s double affine Hecke algebras in a natural way and en
to calculate diagonal terms of scalar products for the nonsymmetric polynomials except for
of their constant terms. Moreover we showed that Weyl-symmetrization of the nonsymm
polynomials gives the Jacobi and the Macdonald polynomials algebraically and we evaluate
inner products without Opdam–Cherednik’s shift operators.

Koornwinder introduced multivariable generalizations of the Askey–Wilson polynomia22

Koornwinder’s polynomials reduce to two types of Macdonald polynomials associated w
BC-type nonreduced root system through a specialization of their parameters, which is a
why they are called the Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials nowadays. An explicit comm
tive family of difference operators which characterizes the Macdonald–Koornwinder polyno
and some properties of the polynomials in the self-dual point were investigated by van Dieje23,24

a!Electronic mail: nishino@monet.phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
b!Current address: Institute of Physics, University of Tokyo, Komaba 3-8-1, Meguro-Ku, Tokyo 153-8902, Japan;

electronic mail: komori@gokutan.c.u-tokyo.ac.jp
50200022-2488/2001/42(10)/5020/27/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Noumi showed that Cherednik’s affine Hecke algebraic approach can also be applied
Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials,25 which was originally proposed by Macdonald26 and was
extensively studied by other people later.27–30

Although the Macdonald and Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials share the similar a
Hecke algebraic approach we have mentioned previously, it seems that a unified approach
polynomials has not been established. This is because, as for the latter polynomials, the r
ship with root systems has not been clarified enough; namely, Noumi employed Lusztig’s
sentation of theC(1)-type Hecke algebra to study the Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials w
Koornwinder first introduced them asBC-type Askey–Wilson polynomials. Macdonald
C∨C-type nonreduced affine root system seems to give a solution on this problem.26,29,30However,
in studying the Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials with theC∨C-type root system, one has t
consider the nonextended affine Weyl group and hence the Hecke algebra, since, if one exte
Hecke algebra to the affine one, two degrees of freedom in parameters of the polynomials a
due to a nontrivial automorphism of the Dynkin diagram. In this paper, we introduce an a
Hecke algebra associated with an affine root system in an analogous way to Refs. 31 and 32
our point of view, affine Hecke algebras employed by Cherednik in the study of the Macd
polynomials are associated with affine root systems of nontwisted affine Lie algebras. An
Hecke algebra associated with theA2l

(2)-type affine root system enables us to treat the Macdona
Koornwinder polynomials. We thus obtain a new and unified viewpoint for the Macdonald
Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials. To give a new proof of an inner product identity for
Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials is a goal of this paper.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we briefly summarize known facts on affine
systems of affine Lie algebras33 and introduce extended affine Weyl groups in such a way that
preserve the affine root systems.31,32,34We define the affine Hecke algebra as a deformation
group algebra of the extended affine Weyl group of typeXN

(r ) and refer to it as the affine Heck
algebra of typeXN

(r ) . The Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials are associated with the a
Hecke algebra of typeA2l

(2) as we have described previously. In giving a representation of
affine Hecke algebra of typeA2l

(2) , we encounter a special situation discussed by Lusztig,35 which
is investigated in detail in the Appendix. After introducing the double affine Hecke algeb
A2l

(2)-type in analogy with Cherednik’s works,14–17we give its representation in the endomorphis
of the Laurent polynomial ring~Theorem 2.16!. In Sec. III, we consider nonsymmetri
Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials which are joint eigenvectors of commutative Chere
operators. In a way similar to our previous papers, we provide a Rodrigues-type formula
nonsymmetric polynomials~Theorem 3.14! and evaluate diagonal terms of their scalar produ
explicitly ~Theorem 3.15 and Proposition 3.16!. We construct the Macdonald–Koornwinder pol
nomials through the Weyl-symmetrization of the nonsymmetric polynomials~Proposition 3.21 and
Corollary 3.22!, and prove their inner product identities~Theorem 3.24!. Section IV is devoted to
concluding remarks.

II. DOUBLE AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS

A. Affine root systems and extended affine Weyl groups

We start to review affine root systems of affine Lie algebras.33 Let g be the affine Lie algebra
of type XN

(r ) associated with a generalized Cartan matrixA5(ai j ) i , j PI whereIª$0,1,2,...,l % is a
set of indices, and letS(A) be its Dynkin diagram. We denote by$ai u i PI % the set of numerical
labels ofS(A) and by$ai

∨u i PI % that ofS( tA). Let h be the Cartan subalgebra ofg. Let R,h* be
the affine root system. We take the set of simple rootsPª$a i u i PI %,h* and the set of simple
corootsP∨

ª$a i
∨u i PI %,h such that^a i ,a j

∨&5ai j . Define the central elementK of g and a
null-root dPR by Kª( i PI ai

∨a i
∨ and dª( i PI aia i , respectively. We fix elementsL0

∨Ph and
L0Ph* satisfying

^a i ,L0
∨&5d0i , ^L0 ,a i

∨&5d0i , for 0< i< l , ^L0 ,L0
∨&50. ~2.1!
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We introduce the root latticeQ, the coroot latticeQ∨, the weight latticeP, and the coweight lattice
P∨, respectively, as

Qª%
i PI

Za i,Pª%
i PI

ZL i % Cd,h* ,

~2.2!
Q∨

ª%
i PI

Za i
∨,P∨

ª%
i PI

ZL i
∨

% CK,h,

where the fundamental weightsL i and coweightsL i
∨ satisfy^a i ,L j

∨&5^L i ,a j
∨&5d i j . We intro-

duce a nondegenerate symmetric bilinearC-value form~.u.! on h, from which we have an isomor
phismn:h→h* defined by

^n~h!,h8&5~huh8! for h,h8Ph,

and the induced bilinear form~.u.! on h* . We have ai
∨n(a i

∨)5aia i , n(K)5d and n(L0
∨)

5a0L0.
Let I̊ª$1,2,...,l % be another set of indices, and letP̊ª$a i u i P I̊ %(,P) and P̊∨

ª$a i
∨u i P I̊ %

(,P∨). Let h̊ ~respectively,h̊R! denote the linear span overC ~respectively,R! of P̊∨. The dual
notions h̊* and h̊R* are defined similarly. SethR5 h̊R1RK1RL0

∨ and hR* 5 h̊R* 1RL01Rd. We
define the ‘‘classical’’ root system byR̊ªRù h̊* , which corresponds to a root system for
finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra, and fix its decomposition by the disjoint unioR̊

5R̊1øR̊2 , whereR̊1(,R̊) is the set of positive roots relative toP̊ andR̊2ª2R̊1 . The sets of
short and long roots inR̊ are, respectively, denoted byR̊s andR̊l . We use the notationQ̊, Q̊∨, P̊,
and P̊∨ for the classical root, the classical coroot, the classical weight, and the classical cow
lattices,

Q̊ª%
i P I̊

Za i, P̊ª%
i P I̊

ZL̄ i, h̊* ,

~2.3!
Q̊∨

ª%
i P I̊

Za i
∨, P̊∨

ª%
i P I̊

ZL i
∨, h̊,

wherel̄ means the orthogonal projection oflPh* ~respectively,lPh! on h̊* ~respectively,h̊!.
Let Q̊1 , P̊1 , Q̊1

∨ and P̊1
∨ denote the corresponding lattices withZ1 instead ofZ.

The set of real rootsRre,R are given by

Rre
ªH $a1ngaduaPR̊,nPZ% if A is not of type A2l

~2!

$a1ngaduaPR̊,nPZ%

ø$ 1
2~a1~2n11!d!uaPR̊l ,nPZ% if A is of type A2l

~2!

, ~2.4!

wherega5r if aPRl and ga51 otherwise. Define the set of positive affine roots byR1ª$a
1ndPRreuaPR̊,n.0%øR̊1 . Let uªd2a0a0(PQ̊). One sees that (uuu)52a0 , u5a0n(u∨)
and (u∨uu∨)52a0

21.
Next we consider Weyl groups which act on the root systems. Define a reflection onh* with

respect to the hyperplane orthogonal toaPRre by

sa~l!ªl2^l,a∨&a for lPh* .

Simple reflections$siªsa i
u i PI % are related to each other by braid relations~Coxeter relations!

(sisj )
mi j 51,36 wheremi j 52,3,4,6 if a i and a j are connected by 0, 1, 2, 3 laces in the Dynk
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diagramS(A), respectively. The reflections$sauaPP% generate the affine Weyl group, which w
denote byW. The affine Weyl group includes the Weyl groupW̊, which is generated by$saua
PP̊%, as a subgroup. Fora,bªd2haPRre with someh, one sees

sasb~l!5l1^l,K&n~b∨!2~^l,b∨&1 1
2ub∨u2^l,K&!d for lPh* .

Motivated by this formula, we introduce the following endomorphismtm ,(mP h̊* ) of h* :

tm~l!5l1^l,K&m2~~lum!1 1
2umu2^l,K&!d for lPh* .

They satisfy the additivity propertytltm5tl1m , (l,mP h̊* ). It is known that the affine Weyl
group is isomorphic to the semidirect productW.W̊›tM whereMªn(Z(W̊(u∨))), h̊* .

Definition 2.1 (Extended affine Weyl groups): Let M˜
ª$lP h̊* uaPRre,(aul)PgaZ%. The ex-

tended affine Weyl group of type XN
(r ) is the semidirect product W˜

ªW̊›t M̃ .31,32

Indeed the latticeM̃ is given by

M̃5H n~ P̊∨! if r 51

P̊ otherwise.
~2.5!

Then we take a basis$l i u i P I̊ % of M̃ asl i5n(L i
∨) if r 51 andl i5L i otherwise. One finds tha

W̃ is defined so as to preserve the affine root systemR.
Proposition 2.2: Let C∨ª$lPhR* u(lua i)>0 for 0< i< l % be the fundamental chamber an

let Vª$wPW̃uw(C∨)5C∨%. The extended affine Weyl group is isomorphic to the semid

product W̃.V›W.
Let O be the set of indices of the image ofa0 by the automorphism of the Dynkin diagram

S(A). It is known that the elements inV are indexed byr PO14–16 and eachv rPV is distin-
guished byv r(a0)5a r .

Define hs*ª$lPhR* u^l,K&5s% for sPR. The action ofW̃ on h21* mod Rd is faithful. We
identify h21* modRd with h̊R* by projection and obtain an isomorphism af fromW̃ onto a group of
affine transformationWaf of h̊R* . Then we have the action ofWaf on l̄P h̊R* ,

af~w!~ l̄ !5w~l! for lPh21* ,

from which we observe forlP h̊R* that

af~w!~l!5w~l! for wPW̊, af~tm!~l!5l2m for mPM̃ .

The action ofWaf induces a function (l1nd)(m)5(lum)2n on h̊R* satisfying

~w~l1nd!!~m!5~l1nd!~af~w21!~m!! for l1ndPh0* , mP h̊R* .

We define a length of an elementwPW̃ by

l ~w!ªuRwu where RwªR1ùwR2 . ~2.6!

HereRw is the set of positive roots which become negative roots by the action ofw21. If we take
a reduced expression ofwPW̃ asw5si 1

si 2
...si k

v r ,(l (w)5k), the setRw is explicitly given by
Rw5$a (1)5a i 1

,a (2)5si 1
(a i 2

),...,a (k)5si 1
si 2

...si k21
(a i k

)%, which is independent of the decom

position ofw. For w5t2l , (lP h̊* ), we have
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2 2 2

if A is of type A2l
~2! ~2.7!

We denote the set of distinct weights lying in theW̊-orbit of mPM̃ by W̊(m) and a unique
dominant weight inW̊(m) by m1(PM̃ 1). Define the isotropy groupW̊mª$wPW̊uw(m)5m% for
mPM̃ 1 . In factW̊m is genetrated by simple reflectionssi which it contains. Let$si u i P J̊(, I̊ )% be
the set of simple reflections fixingmPM̃ 1 and letW̊m

ª$wPW̊ul (wsi).l (w) for all i P J̊%.
Proposition 2.3 (cf. Ref. 36): Given wPW̊ and mPM̃ 1 , there is a unique uPW̊m and a

uniquevPW̊m such that w5uv.
The above-given proposition shows that, for a general weightmPM̃ , there exists a unique

elementwPW̊m1
such thatw(m1)5m.

B. Double affine Hecke algebras

We introduce affine Hecke algebras associated with affine root systems in an analogou
to Lusztig’s works.35 Let B be the braid group with generatorsTw ,(wPW̃) satisfying braid
relations:

Twv5TwTv if l ~wv !5l ~w!1l ~v ! for w,vPW̃. ~2.8!

We write Ti ,(i PI ) for Tsi
. One sees that, if a reduced expression ofwPW̃ is taken asw

5si 1
si 2

¯si k
v r , the corresponding element of the braid groupB has an expressionTw

5Ti 1
Ti 2

¯Ti k
Tvr

. Among the elements$TwPBuwPW̃%, we define a set of elements$YlPBul
PM̃ % by

~ i ! Yl5Tt2l
for lPM̃ 1 ,

~2.9!
~ i i ! Yl5Ym~Yn!21 if l5m2nPM̃ and m,nPM̃ 1 .

The elements$Yl% are well defined for alllPM̃ . By definition ~2.8!, one has the additivity
propertyYl1m5YlYm, (l,mPM̃ ), which provides the following significant proposition:

Proposition 2.4: The elements$YlPBulPM̃ % are mutually commutative, and hence the bra

group B includes a commutative subgroup generated by$YlulPM̃ %.
Proposition 2.5: The elements$Yl,Ti ulPM̃ ,i P I̊ % generate B as a group.
In what follows, we restrict our discussions to the affine root system of typeA2l

(2) since we are
now interested in the Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials; what it means here will soo
clear. Recall that there is no nontrivial automorphism of the Dynkin diagramS(A) for the
A2l

(2)-type affine root system, that is,V5$1%, while the corresponding Coxeter diagram has
nontrivial automorphism. The extended affine Weyl group of typeA2l

(2) is isomorphic to the
~nonextended! affine Weyl group of typeCl

(1) , that is, W̃5W, but structures of weight and
coweight lattices they act on are different. We introduce the set of indeterminates$tauaPRre% such
that ta5tw(a) for wPW̃. Indeed there exist three kinds of indeterminates corresponding to
following sets of real roots with different lengths:

~Rre!s5$ 1
2~a1~2n11!d!uaPR̊l ,nPZ%,
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~Rre!m5$a1nduaPR̊s,nPZ%,

~Rre! l5$a12nduaPR̊l ,nPZ%.

We denote the orthogonal projection ofRre on h̊* by Rre, which is nothing but theBCl-type
nonreduced root system. Note thatRre has three kinds of root length, i.e., long, middle, and sh
roots. LetCt5C($ta

1/2%) denote the field of rational functions overC in square roots of these
indeterminates$ta%.

Definition 2.6 (affine Hecke algebra): The affine Hecke algebra H(W̃) is the quotient of the
group algebraCt@B# by the two-sided ideal generated by

~Ti2t i
1/2!~Ti1t i

21/2! for 0< i< l ,

where we write ti for ta i
.

The inverse element ofTi in H(W̃) is given byTi
215Ti2(t i

1/22t i
21/2). One sees that the

affine Hecke algebraH(W̃) is indeed generated over the fieldCt by $Ti u i PI % satisfying

~i! ~Ti2t i
1/2!~Ti1t i

21/2!50 for 0< i< l ,
~2.10!

~ii ! TiTjTi¯5TjTiTj¯ , mi j factors on each side.

Proposition 2.7: LetlPM̃ . In H(W̃), one sees

~ i ! TiY
l5YlTi if ^l,a i

∨&50 for a iPP̊,

~ ii ! TiY
si ~l!Ti5Yl if ^l,a i

∨&51 for a i¹2M̃ , ~2.11!

~ iii ! Ysi ~l!Ti2Ti
21Yl1~ t ã i

1/22t ã i

21/2!Yl2~1/2!a i50 if ^l,a i
∨&51 for a iP2M̃ .

Here ãPRre is the root associated with the reflection sã5vsav21 wherev is the automorphism
of the Coxeter diagram corresponding to the Dynkin diagram S(A).

We give a proof of Proposition 2.7 in Appendix.
Proposition 2.8: The affine Hecke algebra H(W̃) is also generated by the elemen

$Ti ,Ylu i P I̊ ,lPM̃ % satisfying (2.10) and (2.11).35

By using Proposition 2.7 recursively, we have the following relations:
Proposition 2.9: ForlPM̃ , one has

TiY
l2Ysi ~l!Ti5

~ ť ã i

1/22 ť ã i

21/2!Y2~1/2!a i1t i
1/22t i

21/2

Y2a i21
~Ysi ~l!2Yl! f or 1< i< l , ~2.12!

in H(W̃). Here we have put tˇ
a5ta if aP(Rre) l and ťa51 otherwise.

Corollary 2.10: The element Yl1Ysa(l),(lPM̃ ,aPP̊) commutes with Tsa
.

Hence it is clear that elements from theW̊-invariant Laurent polynomial ringCt@Y#W̊ are in
the center of the affine Hecke algebraZ(H(W̃)). In fact, the following stronger statement
known:

Theorem 2.11„G. Lusztig…: Z(H(W̃))5Ct@Y#W̊.
We now define the double affine Hecke algebraH(W̃) associated with theA2l

(2)-type affine
root system. We introduce another set ofW̃-invariant indeterminates$uauaPRre% such thatua

51 if aP(Rre)m, and putuiªua i
. We take the fieldKªC(q1/2,$ta

1/2,ua
1/2%) of rational functions

over C in square roots of indeterminates$q,ta ,ua%.
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Definition 2.12 (double affine Hecke algebra): The double affine Hecke algebraH(W̃) is

generated over the fieldK by $Ti ,Xmu i PI ,mP P̊% satisfying

~ i ! the relations ~2.10! for $Ti%,

~ ii ! Xm1n5XmXn for m,nP P̊,

~ iii ! TiX
m5XmTi if ^m,a i

∨&50 for a iPP̊,

T0Xm5XmT0 if ^m,2u∨&50,

~ iv! Xsi ~m!Ti
212TiX

m2~uã i

1/22uã i

21/2!Xm2~1/2!a i50 if ^m,a i
∨&51 for a iPP̊,

Xs0~m!T0
212T0Xm2~ul

1/22ul
21/2!Xm2a050 if ^m,2u∨&51, ~2.13!

where

Xm5qh)
i P I̊

~XL i !m i for m5(
i P I̊

m iL i1hdP P̊%
1

2
Zd.

Proposition 2.13: FormP P̊, one has

TiX
m2Xsi ~m!Ti5

~uã i

1/22uã i

21/2!X~1/2!nia i1t i
1/22t i

21/2

Xnia i21
~Xsi ~m!2Xm! for 0< i< l , ~2.14!

where$nauaPRre% is defined by

naªH 2 if aP~Rre!s,

1 otherwise,
niªna i

for 0< i< l .

Proposition 2.14: The double affine Hecke algebraH(W̃) is also generated by the elemen

$Ti ,Xm,Ylu i P I̊ ,mP P̊,lPM̃ %.
Proposition 2.15: There exists the following map which can be extended to the anti-invo

* :H(W̃)→H(W̃):

* : Ti°Ti
21, XL i°X2L i, Yl i°Y2l i for 1< i< l ,

q°q21, ta°ta
21, ua°ua

21. ~2.15!

We present a representation of the double affine Hecke algebraH(W̃) in the endomorphism of
the Laurent polynomial ring of variables$xL iu i P I̊ % overK, which we denote by End (K@ P̊#). To
begin with, we putxd5q and define the action ofwPW̃ on K@ P̊# by

w~xm!ªxw~m! for xmPK@ P̊#, ~2.16!

in particular,tl(xm)5q2(lum)xm, (lPM̃ ).
Next, we introduce multiplication operators$X̂m̂PEnd(K@ P̊#)um̂5m1hdP P̊%

1
2Zd%,

X̂m̂~ f !5qhxm f f or f PK@ P̊#, ~2.17!

and the Demazure–Lusztig operators$T̂iPEnd(K@ P̊#)u i PI %:25,35
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T̂i fªt i
1/2si~ f !1

~uã i

1/22uã i

21/2!x~1/2!nia i1t i
1/22t i

21/2

xnia i21
~si~ f !2 f ! for f PK@ P̊#. ~2.18!

Indeed the Demazure–Lusztig operators are induced from Proposition 2.13.
Theorem 2.16:~cf. Refs. 25 and 35!:
~i! The mapp:H(W̃)→End(K@ P̊#) defined by

p:Xm°X̂m, Ti°T̂i for 0< i< l ,

induces aK-linear homomorphism fromH(W̃) to End(K@ P̊#).
~ii ! The mapp provides a faithful representation ofH(W̃).

Definition 2.17: The representationp gives rise to a commutative family of difference ope

tors $Ŷl
ªp(Yl)PEnd(K@ P̊#)ulPM̃ % which we call the Cherednik operators.

In Refs. 27, 29, and 30, a double affine Hecke algebra and the Cherednik operators are
with a specific coordinate system for the corresponding root system. Note that we have d
them without using such a specific coordinate system. One sees shortly that the Dem
Lusztig operators~2.18! include parameters we need for studying the Macdonald–Koornwin
polynomial.25 We remark that, only in the representation of the double affine Hecke algeb
type A2l

(2) , we can consider such additional parameters other than$ta%.
Definition 2.18: Define the orderd on P̊ by

ndm,~m,nP P̊!⇔H if m1Þn1 then n1,m1

if m15n1 then n<m,
~2.19!

where

n,m⇔m2nPQ̄15n~Q̊1
∨ !.

We show the triangularity of the Cherednik operators$ŶlulPM̃ % in K@ P̊#.14,17,29,37Here the
triangularity means that, in the expansion ofŶlxm, only the termsxn appear whose weightsn are
equal to or smaller than the original weightm with respect to the orderd. Define$Ga i

6
ªT̂i

61si

PEnd(K@ P̊#)u i PI %. Since$Ga
6uaPP% have a propertywGa

6w215Gw(a)
6 , they can be associ

ated with all the real roots$aPRre%,

Ga
15ta

1/21
~uã

1/22uã
21/2!x~1/2!naa1ta

1/22ta
21/2

xnaa21
~12sa!,

~2.20!
Ga

25Ga
12~ ta

1/22ta
21/2!sa .

Lemma 2.19: A reduced expressiont2l5si 1
si 2

¯si k
PW̃ gives an expression Yl

5Ti 1

«1Ti 2

«2
¯Ti k

«kPH(W̃) where« iP$61% are determined by the set of affine roots Rt2l
, that is,

« i51 if the corresponding affine root is of the forma ( i )5a1hd, (aPR̊1) and « i521 other-
wise.

From this lemma, we have an expression of the Cherednik operators,

Ŷl5T̂i 1

«1T̂i 2

«2
¯T̂i k

«k5G
a~1!

«1 G
a~2!

«2
¯G

a~k!

«k t2l ,

wheret2l5si 1
si 2

¯si k
PEnd(K@ P̊#). Note that the affine roots$a ( i )u i P$1,2,...,k%% appearing in

the above-given expression run through the setRt2l
. We consider the Cherednik operators wi

lPM̃ 1 ; in this case, all« i511, (1< i<k). Since each operatorGa
1 acts onK@ P̊# as
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Ga
1xm5H ta

1/2xm1 lower terms w.r.t.a if ^m,a∨&>0

ta
21/2xm1 lower terms w.r.t.a if ^m,a∨&,0,

~2.21!

one finds that the Cherednik operatorsŶl,(lPM̃ 1) have the triangularity inK@ P̊#,

Ŷlxm5cmmxm1 lower terms w.r.t.a . ~2.22!

The coefficient of the top termxm is given by

cmm5q~lum* !,

m*ªm1
1

2 (
aPR̊1

~ka1 ǩã!ga
21a2 (

aPR̊1

^m,a∨&,0

~ka1 ǩã!ga
21a5m1wm~rk!.

Here we have putta5qka, ťa5qǩa, and

rkª
1

2 (
aPR̊1

~ka1 ǩã!ga
21a,

and we have denoted bywm a unique element inW̊m1
such thatwm

21(m)P P̊1 to definerk(m)
ªwm(rk). We can also show the triangularity ofŶl with general elementslPM̃ by the help of
the decompositionŶl5Ŷm(Ŷn)21 such thatm,nPM̃ 1 .

Proposition 2.20: The Cherednik operators$ŶlulPM̃ % have the triangularity inK@ P̊#:

Ŷlxm5xmq~lum1rk~m!!1 (
nam

cmnxn for mP P̊, cmnPK. ~2.23!

We remark that$Ga
6% satisfy the defining relation of Cherednik’s root algebra,38 which is

considered as a generalization of the Yang–Baxter relation. A representation of the root a
obtained by one of us produces the elliptic Ruijsenaars operators associated with affin
systems.31,32,34,39

III. MACDONALD–KOORNWINDER POLYNOMIALS

Macdonald gave a classification of his orthogonal polynomials in terms of irreducible ad
sible pairs.2 The Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials, which were not included in Macdona
classification, were introduced as multivariable generalizations of the Askey–Wilson polyno
and they have five parametersa, b, c, d, tapart fromq.22 Macdonald proposed in his semina
notes that Cherednik’s affine Hecke algebraic approach can be also applied to the Macd
Koornwinder polynomials.26 By using the Demazure–Lusztig operators for theC(1)-type Hecke
algebra and Theorem 2.11 in Sec. II, Noumi actually constructed a set of commutative ope
which characterizes the Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials as their joint eigenvectors.25 How-
ever his construction is slightly different from Cherednik’s theory for the Macdonald polynom
in the sense that he used a~nonextended! affine Weyl group of typeC, and hence it seems to b
hard to give a unified viewpoint for both of them. In Sec. II, we defined the affine Hecke alg
such that the corresponding extended affine Weyl group preserves the affine root system.
setting, the representation of the affine Hecke algebra associated withA2l

(2)-type affine root system
gave the Demazure–Lusztig operators~2.18! including parameters we need. Thus we obtain
classification of the Macdonald and Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials in terms of affine
systems as
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Affine root systems Polynomials

Xl
(1) Xl-type Macdonald

A2l
(2) Macdonald–Koornwinder

~BCl-type Macdonald!

We remark that Macdonald also implied this classification in Ref. 2. Cherednik studie
Macdonald polynomials associated with pairs (R̊,R̊∨) for nonsimply laced classical roo
systems,16 which, in this classification, correspond to twisted affine root systems other than of
A2l

(2) .

A. Nonsymmetric Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials

First we consider the nonsymmetric Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials.18,27,29 Let i be
involution i:K@ P̊#→K@ P̊# defined by

i:q°q21, ta°ta
21, ua°ua

21, xm°xm,

and let2 be bar-involution2:K@ P̊#→K@ P̊# defined by

2:q°q, ta°ta , ua°ua , xm°x2m.

We define the following scalar products inK@ P̊#:

^ f ,g&q,t,u8 ª@ f ḡimq,t,u#0 , ~ f ,g!q,t,u8 ª@ f ḡim̃q,t,u#0 , ~3.1!

where@ f #0 stands for the constant term~the coefficient ofx0! of f. The weight functionmq,t,u is
given by

mq,t,uª )
aPR1

re

12xnaa

~12ta
1/2uã

1/2x~1/2!naa!~11ta
1/2uã

21/2x~1/2!naa!
, ~3.2!

and m̃q,t,u5mq,t,u /@mq,t,u#0 .
Proposition 3.1: Coefficients ofmq,t,u are in the algebraC@$ta

1/2,ua
1/2%#@@q1/2## of formal

power series in q1/2 over polynomials in$ta
1/2,ua

1/2%.
Proof: We give a proof of the proposition above following Ref. 2. Put

x0ªxa05q1/2x2~1/2!u, xiªxa i for 1< i< l 21, xlªx~1/2!a l,

and consider the polynomial ringC@x0 ,...,xl #. Due to u5( i P I̊ aia i52( i 51
l 21 a i1a l , we have

xu5x0
2x1

2
¯xl

2. Thenq1/25x0x(1/2)u5x0x1¯xl . We see that, foraPR̊1
l and i PN,

qix~1/2!a5x0
2ixiu1~1/2!a, qi 11/2x~1/2!a5x0

2i 11x~ i 11/2!u1~1/2!a,

qi 11x2~1/2!a5x0
2~ i 11!x~ i 11!u2~1/2!a, qi 11/2x2~1/2!a5x0

2i 11x~ i 11/2!u2~1/2!a,

are monomials inC@x0 ,...,xl # sincea<u. For aPR̊m and i PN,

qixa5x0
2ixiu1a, qi 11x2a5x0

2~ i 11!x~ i 11!u2a,

are also monomials inC@x0 ,...,xl #. Hence the weight functionmq,t,u can be rewritten as

mq,t,u5 (
bPNl 11

bb~ t,u!xb,
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with xb
ªx0

b0x1
b1
¯xl

b lPC@x0 ,...,xl # and bb(t,u)PC@$ta
1/2,ua

1/2%#. Moreover, from xb

5q(1/2)b0x1
b12b0

¯xl
b l2b0(PK@ P̊#), we have

mq,t,u5 (
mP P̊

am~q,t,u!xm,

where am(q,t,u)5(b0>0 q(1/2)b0bb(t,u)PC@$ta
1/2,ua

1/2%#@@q1/2## and b is determined fromm

P P̊ andb0PN by the condition 2m52( i 51
l 21(b i2b0)a i1(b l2b0)a l . As a consequence, we se

that the coefficients ofmq,t,u are inC@$ta
1/2,ua

1/2%#@@q1/2##. h

In terms of the classical root systemR̊ corresponding toR, the weight function is rewritten as

mq,t,u5 )
aPR̊1

l

~xa,qx2a;q!`

~ax~1/2!a,bx~1/2!a,cx~1/2!a,dx~1/2!a,aqx2~1/2!a,bqx2~1/2!a,cx2~1/2!a,dx2~1/2!a;q!`

3 )
aPR̊1

s

~xa,qx2a;q!`

~ taxa,taqx2a;q!`
, ~3.3!

where we have puta5t l
1/2u0

1/2, b52t l
1/2u0

21/2, c5t0
1/2ul

1/2q1/2, d52t0
1/2ul

21/2q1/2 in a way similar
to Ref. 22 and have employed theq-shifted factorials

~z;q!`ª)
i 50

`

~12zqi !, ~z1 ,z2 ,...,zk ;q!`ª)
i 51

k

~zi ;q!` .

Lemma 3.2 (cf. Refs. 40, 41). The constant term ofmq,t,u is given by

^1,1&q,t,u8 5 )
aPR̊1

l

~abcdq0,a82 ;q!`
2

~qq0,a8 ,abqq0,a8 ,acq0,a8 ,adq0,a8 ,bcq0,a8 ,bdq0,a8 ,cdq0,a8 ,abcdq0,a8 ;q!`

3 )
aPR̊1

s

~qq0,a82 ;q!`
2

~ taqq0,a
2 ,ta

21qq0,a
2 ;q!`

, ~3.4!

where q0,aªq(1/2)(aurk), q0,a8 ªq(1/2)(aurk8) and rk8ª(1/2)(aPR̊
1
s kaa.

We admit this lemma which is verified from Gustafson’s constant term identity,40,42

^1,1&q,t,u5)
i 51

l
~ t,abcdt2l 2 i 21;q!`

~q,t l 2 i 11,abtl 2 i ,actl 2 i ,adtl 2 i ,bctl 2 i ,bdtl 2 i ,cdt2 i ;q!`
, ~3.5!

together with Macdonald’s identity for the Poincare´ polynomials.41 The definition of the inner
product^•,•&q,t,u in ~3.5! will appear shortly~3.22!. In order to see their explicit relation, we nee
the following identities:

)
j ,k

~ tk2 j ,qtk2 j ;q!`

~ tk2 j 11,qtk2 j 21;q!`
5)

i 51

l
~ t,qtl 2 i ;q!`

~q,t l 2 i 11;q!`
,

)
j ,k

~abcdt2l 2 j 2k,abcdq21t2l 2 j 2k;q!`

~abcdt2l 2 j 2k11,abcdq21t2l 2 j 2k11;q!`
5)

i 51

l
~abcdt2l 22i 21,abcdq21t l 2 i ;q!`

~abcdtl 2 i 21,abcdq21t2~ l 2 i !;q!`
,

where we putt5t i , (1< i< l 21). Another proof of the constant term identity is established
use of the shift operator.29
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Definition 3.3 (nonsymmetric Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials): The (monic) nonsym

metric Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials EmªEm(x;q,$ta ,ua%)PK@ P̊#,(mP P̊) are
uniquely defined by the following conditions:

~ i ! Em5xm1 (
nam

wmn xn for wmnPK,

~3.6!
~ ii ! ~Em ,xn!q,t,u8 50 if nam.

The weight functionmq,t,u for the nonsymmetric Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials we
first introduced in Ref. 29. We remark that, by settingua51 andna51 in the weight function
~3.2!, we can also define nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials associated with both nontw
and twisted affine root systems other than of typeA2l

(2) .
Proposition 3.4: The adjoint operators of$T̂i ,Ŷl,X̂mPEnd(K@ P̊#)u i PI ,lPM̃ ,mP P̊% with

respect to the scalar products (3.1) are given by

~ T̂i !* 5T̂i
21, ~Ŷl!* 5Ŷ2l, ~X̂m!* 5X̂2m.

Proof: (X̂m)* 5X̂2m is straightforward from the definition of the scalar products~3.1!. We
show that (T̂i)* 5T̂i

21. Since (t i)* 5t i
21, it is sufficient to prove (Ti2t i

1/2)* 5Ti2t i
1/2. Indeed,

we see that

si* 5mq,t,u
21 simq,t,u5

~12x2nia i !~12t i
1/2uã i

1/2x~1/2!nia i !~11t i
1/2uã i

21/2x~1/2!nia i !

~12xnia i !~12t i
1/2uã i

1/2x2~1/2!nia i !~11t i
1/2uã i

21/2x2~1/2!nia i !
si ,

and hence we obtain

~ T̂i2t i
1/2!* 5~si* 21!t i

1/2
~12t i

21/2uã i

21/2x2~1/2!nia i !~11t i
21/2uã i

1/2x2~1/2!nia i !

12x2nia i

5~si* 21!t i
21/2

~12t i
1/2uã i

1/2x~1/2!nia i !~11t i
1/2uã i

21/2x~1/2!nia i !

12xnia i

5T̂i2t i
1/2. ~3.7!

We see that (Ŷl)* 5Ŷ2l from its definition and (T̂i)* 5T̂i
21. h

Theorem 3.5:The nonsymmetric Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials EmPK@ P̊# are joint

eigenvectors of the Cherednik operators$ŶlPEnd(K@ P̊#)ulPM̃ %,

ŶlEm5q~lum1rk~m!!Em . ~3.8!

Proof: Consider the nonsymmetric Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomial operated by
Cherednik operatorŶlEm ,(lPM̃ ,mP P̊). Due to the unitarity of the Cherednik operator (Ŷl)*
5Ŷ2l ~Proposition 3.4! and their triangularity inK@ P̊# ~2.23!, the polynomialŶlEm satisfies
condition ~ii ! in ~3.6! and have the form~i! in ~3.6! up to a constant factorq(lum1rk(m)). The
uniqueness of the nonsymmetric Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials shows that, forl

(PM̃ ),ỸlEm coincides withEm up to the constant factor, which proves the theorem. h

Note that, since all the eigenvalues$q~lum1rk(m))ulPM̃ % determine the weightmP P̊ uniquely,
all the simultaneous eigenspaces of the Cherednik operators$ŶlulPM̃ % are one dimensional
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Moreover, we see a proposition in the following.
Proposition 3.6 (cf. Refs. 27, 29): (i) We have the orthogonality of the nonsymm

Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials:

~Em ,En!q,t,u8 50 if mÞn. ~3.9!

In fact, the non-symmetric Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials form an orthogonal basis

K@ P̊# with respect to the scalar product(•,•)q,t,u8 in (3.1).
(ii) Conditions (i) in (3.6) and (3.9) also determine the nonsymmetric Macdonald–Koornwinder
polynomials Em uniquely.

Proposition 3.7: Applying the Demazure–Lusztig operators Tˆ
i ,(1< i< l ) to Em ,(mP P̊), we

obtain

T̂iEm5

¦

t i
1/22t i

21/21~ ť ã i

21/22 ť ã i

21/2!qm,i
21

12qm,i
22 Em1t i

1/2Esi ~m! if ^m,a i
∨&,0

t i
1/2Em if ^m,a i

∨&50

t i
1/22t i

21/21~ ť ã i

1/22 ť ã i

21/2!qm,i
21

12qm,i
22 Em

1
t i

21/2~12t i
1/2ť ã i

1/2qm,i
21!~11t i

1/2ť ã i

21/2qm,i
21!~12t i

21/2ť ã i

21/2qm,i
21!~11t i

21/2ť ã i

1/2qm,i
21!

~12qm,i
22!2 Esi ~m! if ^m,a i

∨&.0,

~3.10!

where qm,iªq(1/2)(a i um1rk(m)).
Proof: Let fª(zT̂i11)Em for ^m,a i

∨&Þ0. z is determined so thatf has the same eigenvalue
of $Ŷl% as those ofEsi (m) . Each coefficient is determined by comparing their top terms. The

^m,a i
∨&50 follows from definition~3.6! and unitarity (T̂i)* 5T̂i

21. h

Proposition 3.8 (cf. Ref. 27): The map« defined by

«:Ti°Ti
21, XL i°YL i, YL i°XL i, for 1< i< l ,

q°q21, t i°t i
21, ui°ui

21 for 1< i< l , ~3.11!

t0°u0
21, u0°t0

21,

can be extended to the involution«:H(W̃)→H(W̃).
Proof: It is directly verified from the relations between generators ofH(W̃) ~2.13! and their

image by the map«. h

We have omitted details of the proof since the involution« is essentially the same as th
proved by Sahi for his double affine Hecke algebra.27 The involution« also provides

«~T0!5«~Tsu

21Y~1/2!u!5Tsu
X~1/2!u5Y~1/2!uT0

21X~1/2!u5..U0
21, ~3.12!

which satisfy the following quadratic relation: (U02u0
1/2)(U01u0

21/2)50.
Proposition 3.9: LetlPM̃ . In H(W̃), we have

U0Yl2Ys0~l!U05
~ul

1/22ul
21/2!Y2a01u0

1/22u0
21/2

Y22a021
~Ys0~l!2Yl!, ~3.13!

where Yd5q21.
Definition 3.10: We call the following elements$SiPH(W̃)u i PI % intertwiners:16,18,27
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S0ªU0
21Y2a02~ul

1/22ul
21/2!Ya02U0 ,

~3.14!
SiªTi

21Ya i2~ ť ã i

1/22 ť ã i

21/2!Y~1/2!a i2Ti for 1< i< l .

Lemma 3.11: The elements$SiPH(W̃)u i PI % satisfy

~ i ! SiSjSi¯5SjSiSj¯ , mi j factors on each side,

~ ii ! Si
25t i

21~12t i
1/2ť ã i

1/2Y~1/2!a i !~11t i
1/2ť ã i

21/2Y~1/2!a i !~12t i
1/2ť ã i

1/2Y2~1/2!a i !

3~11t i
1/2ť ã i

21/2Y2~1/2!a i ! for 1< i< l ,

S0
25u0

21~12u0
1/2ul

1/2Ya0!~11u0
1/2ul

21/2Ya0!~12u0
1/2ul

1/2Y2a0!~11u0
1/2ul

21/2Y2a0!. ~3.15!

Proof: We verify relations~i! and ~ii ! by applying the compositep+« to $Si u i PI %,

p+«~Si !52t i
1/2~11t i

21/2~uã i

1/22uã i

21/2!x2~1/2!nia i2t i
21x2nia i !si .

h

The concept of intertwiners in Hecke algebras has a long history, and intertwiners in d
affine Hecke algebras were first introduced by Cherednik.15,16Motivated by Noumi’s work,25 Sahi
introduced a set of intertwiners which gives a linear isomorphism between simultaneous
spaces of the Cherednik operators~Definition 2.17! to define the nonsymmetric Macdonald
Koornwinder polynomials.27 In our previous paper,18 we defined intertwiners by improving Sahi
operators so as to satisfy the braid relation~i! in Lemma 3.11, and we presented a Rodrigues-t
formula of the nonsymmetric Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials with a specific coord
system for the associated affine root system. Here we have defined the intertwiners~3.14! to give
the Rodrigues-type formula without using such a specific coordinate system.

Definition 3.12: For a reduced expression w5si 1
si 2

¯si k
PW̃, (k5l (w)), we define Sw

ªSi 1
Si 2

¯Si k
(PH(W̃)) which is well defined for all wPW̃ due to i! in Lemma 3.11. In particular,

we write AmªSt2m
for mP P̊1 . We call$Âmªp(Am)PEnd(K@ P̊#)% the raising operators.

Proposition 3.13: For wPW̃ and lPM̃ , we have SwYl5Yw(l)Sw .
Proof: The relations for$Si u i PI % are verified from direct calculations, and hence they

extensible to the relations for$SwuwPW̃%. h

Theorem 3.14 „Rodrigues-type formula…: (i) For mP P̊1 , we obtain the nonsymmetri

Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomial Em by applying the raising operators$ÂmumP P̊1% to the
reference state E0ª1,

Em5dm
21ÂmE0 , ~3.16!

where the coefficient of the top term is given by

dm5q2~1/2!~murk! )
aPRtm

ta
1/2~qnaa~rk!21!,

and (a1nd)(rk)5(aurk)2n.
(ii) For mP P̊, we obtain the nonsymmetric Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomial Em by applying

the operator Sˆ wm
ªp(Swm

), (wmPW̊m1
,wm

21(m)5m1P P̊1) to Em1,

Em5dwm

21Ŝwm
Em1, ~3.17!
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where the coefficient of the top term is

dwm
ª )

aPRwm
21

2ta
21/2~12ta

21/2ť ã
21/2qm1,a!~11ta

21/2ť ã
1/2qm1,a!~12ta

1/2ť ã
21/2qm1,a!~11ta

1/2ť ã
1/2qm1,a!

12qm1,a
2 ,

and qm1,a5q(1/2)(aum11rk).
Proof: ~i! Let E8ªÂmEn ,(m,nP P̊1). Due to Proposition 3.13, we have

ŶlE85ŶlÂmEn5ÂmŶtm~l!En5q~lum!ÂmŶlEn5q~lum1n1rk!E8.

Since all the simultaneous eigenspaces ofŶl are one dimensional,E8 coincides with the nonsym
metric Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomialEm1n up to a constant factor. Next we calcula
coefficients of the top termdm . Using a reduced expressiont2m5si 1

si 2
¯si k

, (l (t2m)5k), we
take a set of weights$m (m)%5$m (m)5af(si m11

si m12
¯si k

)(0)u1<m<k%. For a i m
PP associated

with the simple reflectionsi m
, we have

a i m
~m~m!!5~si 1

¯si m
~a i m

!!~m!52~si 1
¯si m21

~a i m
!!~m!52a~m!~m!,0,

sincea (m)5si 1
¯sm21(a i m

)PRt2m
,R1

re . Hence, in applying the operatorŜi m
to the polynomial

Em(m), only the caseŝm (m),a i m
∨ &,0, (i mÞ0) and ^m (m),2u∨&,a0

21,(i m50) appear. Then we

have

ÂmE05 )
$mu i m50%

q2~1/2!~uurk~m~m!!! )
m51

k

t i m
1/2~qni m

a i m
~m~m!1rk~m~m!!21!Em

5 )
$mu i m50%

q2~1/2!~uurk~m~m!!! )
m51

k

t i m
1/2~qni m

~si k
¯si m11

~a i m
!!~rk!21!Em

5q2~1/2!~murk! )
aPRtm

ta
1/2~qnaa~rk!21!Em .

~ii ! We see thatE9ªŜwm
Em1 coincides with the nonsymmetric Macdonald–Koornwinder polyn

mial Em up to a constant factor, since Proposition 3.13 gives

ŶlE95ŶlŜwm
Em15Ŝwm

Ŷwm
21

~l!Em15q~wm
21

~l!um11rk!E95q~luwm~m11rk!!E9.

Coefficients of the top termdwm
can be also calculated in a way similar to~i!. h

It should be remarked thatŜiEm50 for siPW̃ such thatsi(m)5m. We have constructedEm

in two steps to avoid such situations. Indeed, for an expressionAm5Si 1
Si 2

¯Si k
, one seesi k50

sincel (t2msi)5l (t2m)11, (mP P̊1 ,i P I̊ ).
The Rodrigues-type formula we have obtained enables us to evaluate diagonal terms o

products for the nonsymmetric Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials.
Theorem 3.15:For a dominant weightmP P̊1 , we have the scalar product:

^Em ,Em&q,t,u8 5 )
aPR̊1

l

~abcdqm,a82 ;q!`
2

~qqm,a8 ,abqqm,a8 ,acqm,a8 ,adqm,a8 bcqm,a8 ,bdqm,a8 ,cdqm,a8 ,abcdqm,a8 ;q!`

3 )
aPR̊1

s

~qqm,a
2 ;q!`

2

~ taqqm,a
2 ,ta

21qqm,a
2 ;q!`

, ~3.18!
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where qm,a5q(1/2)(aum1rk(m)) and qm,a8 5q(1/2)(aum1rk8(m)).
Proof: First we calculate (Em ,Em)q,t,u8 in K. Define$N(a)PH(W̃)uaPRre% by

N~a!ª t̃ a~12 t̃ a
21/2ũã

21/2Y~na/2!a!~11 t̃ a
21/2ũã

1/2Y~na/2!a!~12 t̃ a
21/2ũã

21/2Y2~na/2!a!

3~11 t̃ a
21/2ũã

1/2Y2~na/2!a!, ~3.19!

where we putt̃ aª«(ta) and ũaª«(ua). They satisfy the following properties:

N~a i !5Si
2, SwN~a!5N~w~a!!Sw for wPW̃.

If we take a reduced expressiont2m5si 1
si 2

¯si k
the productAm* AmPH(W̃) is written as

Am* Am5Si k
*¯Si 2

* Si 1
* Si 1

Si 2
¯Si k

5Si k
¯Si 2

N~a i 1
!Si 2

¯Si k
5 )

aPRtm

N~a!.

Thus we see that the operatorsÂm* Âm can be diagonalized by the nonsymmetric Macdona
Koornwinder polynomials. The scalar product is calculated as

~Em,Em!q,t,u8

5~dm
21ÂmE0 ,dm

21ÂmE0!q,t,u8 5dm
21~dm

21!i~E0 ,Âm* ÂmE0!q,t,u8

5 )
aPRtm

~12 t̃ a
1/2ũã

1/2q2~na/2!a~rk!!~11 t̃ a
1/2ũã

21/2q2~na/2!a~rk!!~12 t̃ a
21/2ũã

21/2q2~na/2!a~rk!!~11 t̃ a
21/2ũã

1/2q2~na/2!a~rk!!

~12q2naa~rk!!2

5 )
aPR̊1

l
)
n51

~1/2!~aum!
~12t l

21/2t0
21/2q~1/2!~aurk!1n!~11t l

21/2t0
1/2q~1/2!~aurk!1n!~12t l

1/2t0
1/2q~1/2!~aurk!1n!~11t l

1/2t0
21/2q~1/2!~aurk!1n!

~12q~aurk!12n!2

3
~12u0

21/2ul
21/2q~1/2!~aurk!1n21/2!~11u0

21/2ul
1/2q~1/2!~aurk!1n21/2!~12u0

1/2ul
1/2q~1/2!~aurk!1n21/2!~11u0

1/2ul
21/2q~1/2!~aurk!1n21/2!

~12q~aurk!12n21!2

3 )
aPR̊1

s
)
n51

~aum!
~12ta

21q~aurk!1n!~12taq~aurk!1n!

~12q~aurk!1n!2 .

By use of the constant term identity~3.4!, we have

^Em ,Em&q,t,u8

5 )
aPR̊1

l

~12qqm,a
2 ;q!`

2

~ t l
21/2t0

21/2qqm,a ,2t l
21/2t0

1/2qqm,a ,t l
1/2t0

1/2qqm,a ,2t l
1/2t0

21/2qqm,a ;q!`

3
1

~u0
21/2ul

21/2q1/2qm,a ,2u0
21/2ul

1/2q1/2qm,a ,u0
1/2ul

1/2q1/2qm,a ,2u0
1/2ul

21/2q1/2qm,a ;q!`

3 )
aPR̊1

s

~qqm,a
2 ;q!`

2

~ ta
21qqm,a

2 ,taqqm,a
2 q!`

. ~3.20!

Hence we obtain~3.18! by rewriting this witha, b, c, andd. Note that we define the right-han
side of ~3.20! by expanding them inC@$ta

1/2,ua
1/2%#@@q1/2##. h

Proposition 3.16: For a weightmP P̊ lying in the W̊-orbit of m1P P̊1 , we have
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^Em ,Em&q,t,u8

^Em1 ,Em1&q,t,u8

5 )
aPRwm

21

~12qm1,a
2

!2

~12ta
1/2ť ã

1/2qm1,a!~11ta
1/2ť ã

21/2qm1,a!~12ta
21/2ť ã

21/2qm1,a!~11ta
21/2ť ã

21/2qm1,a!
,

~3.21!

where qm1,a5q(1/2)(aum11rk).
Proof: For a reduced expressionwm5si 1

si 2
¯si k

PW̊, we have

Swm
* Swm

5Si k
*¯Si 2

* Si 1
* Si 1

Si 2
¯Si k

5Si k
¯Si 2

N~a i 1
!Si 2

¯Si k
5 )

aPRwm
21

N~a!.

Using the Rodrigues-type formula~3.17!, we calculate the scalar product,

^Em ,Em&q,t,u8 5^dwm

21Ŝwm
Em1,dwm

21Ŝwm
Em1&q,t,u8

5dwm

21~dwm

21!i^Em1,Ŝwm
* Ŝwm

Em1&q,t,u8

5dwm

21~dwm

21!i^Em1,Em1&q,t,u8 )
aPRwm

21
ta

21~12ta
1/2t ã

1/2qm1,a!~11ta
1/2t ã

21/2qu1,a!

3~12ta
1/2t ã

1/2qm1,a
21

!~11ta
1/2t ã

21/2qm1,a
21

!,

from which we obtain~3.21!. h

B. Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials

We turn to the main object of our interest, the Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials. D

the following symmetric inner products in theW̊-invariant Laurent polynomial ringK@ P̊#W̊:

^ f ,g&q,t,uª
1

uW̊u
@ f ḡDq,t,u#0 , ~ f ,g!q,t,uª

1

uW̊u
@ f ḡD̃q,t,u#0 , ~3.22!

where the weight functionDq,t,u is given by

Dq,t,uªDq,t,u
1 Dq,t,u

1 ,

Dq,t,u
1

ª )
aPR̊1

l
)
n50

`
~12xa12nd!~12xa1~2n11!d!

~12t l
1/2u0

1/2x~1/2!a1nd!~11t l
1/2u0

21/2x~1/2!a1nd!~12t0
1/2ul

1/2x~1/2!a1~n11/2!d!~11t0
1/2ul

21/2x~1/2!a1~n11/2!d!

3 )
aPR̊1

s
)
n50

`
12xa1nd

12taxa1nd

5 )
aPR̊1

l

~xa;q!`

~ax~1/2!a,bx~1/2!a,cx~1/2!a,dx~1/2!a;q!`
)

aPR̊1
s

~xa;q!`

~ taxa;q!`
, ~3.23!

and D̃q,t,uªDq,t,u /@mq,t,u#0 .
Definition 3.17 (Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials): The (monic) Macdonald–

Koornwinder polynomials PmªPm(x;q,$ta ,ua%)PK@ P̊#W̊, (mP P̊1)22 are uniquely defined by
the following conditions:
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~ i ! Pm5mm1 (
nam

wmnmn for wmnPK,

~3.24!
~ ii ! ~Pm ,mn!q,t,u50 if nam,

where mm(x)ª(nPW̊(m)x
nPC@ P̊#W̊ is orbit sum.

Proposition 3.18 (T. H. Koornwinder): (i) We have the orthogonality of the Macdona–
Koornwinder polynomials:

~Pm ,Pn!q,t,u50 if mÞn. ~3.25!

In fact, the Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials form an orthogonal basis inK@ P̊#W̊ with
respect to the inner product(•,•)q,t,u in (3.22).
(ii) Conditions (i) in (3.24) and (3.25) also determine the Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials
Pm uniquely.

To prove the above-mentioned proposition, one needs Koornwinder’s difference op
which is Hermitian with respect to the inner products~3.22! and uniquely characterizes th
Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials as its eigenvectors.22 An explicit commutative family of
difference operators including the Koornwinder’s operator were obtained in Ref. 23.

Lemma 3.19: For f,gPK@ P̊#W̊, we have

~ f ,g!q,t,u8 5W~ t !~ f ,gi!q,t,u ,

where

W~ t !5 (
wPW̊

)
aPRw21

ta . ~3.26!

Proof: We decomposemq,t,u as

mq,t,u5Dq,t,u )
aPR̊1

~12ta
1/2uã

1/2x2~1/2!a!~11ta
1/2uã

21/2x2~1/2!a!

12x2a .

Then we see that

~ f ,g!q,t,u8 5
1

uW̊u
(

wPW̊
@w~ f ḡi!m̃q,t,u#0

5
1

uW̊u
(

wPW̊
@ f ḡiw~m̃q,t,u!#0

5
1

uW̊u
F f ḡiD̃q,t,u (

wPW̊

wS )
aPR̊1

~12ta
1/2uã

1/2x2~1/2!a!~11ta
1/2uã

21/2x2~1/2!a!

12x2a D G
0

5
1

uW̊u
F f ḡiD̃q,t,u (

wPW̊
)

aPR̊1

~12ta
1/2uã

1/2x2~1/2!w~a!!~11ta
1/2uã

21/2x2~1/2!w~a!!

12x2w~a! G
0

5
1

uW̊u
@ f ḡiD̃q,t,u#0 (

wPW̊
)

aPRw21

ta . ~3.27!

In the last equality of~3.27!, we have used the following identity:
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W~ t !5 (
wPW̊

)
aPR̊1

~12ta
1/2uã

1/2x2~1/2!w~a!!~11ta
1/2uã

21/2x2~1/2!w~a!!

12x2w~a! 5 (
wPW̊

)
aPRw21

ta . ~3.28!

This identity is obtained from expressions of the Poincare´ polynomials associated withBC1-type
nonreduced root systemRre,41

W~v !5 (
wPW̊

)
aP~Rre!1

12v2a
1/2vax2w~a!

12v2a
1/2x2w~a! 5 (

wPW̊
)

aPR̄w21

va , ~3.29!

wherev2a51 if 2a¹Rre. Indeed, by the following change of the indeterminates:

va→tauã
21, v ~1/2!a→uã for aPR̊,

we can verify~3.28!. h

We remark thatW(t) does not depend onua and agrees with the Poincare´ polynomial
associated with the Weyl group of typeCl .

Corollary 3.20: Proposition 3.1 with Lemma 3.19 shows that coefficients ofDq,t,u are in the
algebraC($ta

1/2,ua
1/2%)@@q1/2## of formal power series in q1/2 over the field of rational functions in

$ta
1/2,ua

1/2%.
The Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials (Pm) i mapped by involutioni satisfy the defining

relations~3.24!, since the weight function has the property (Dq,t,u) i5 f 3Dq,t,u,( f PK). Hence
(Pm) i5Pm from their top term. This fact and Lemma 3.19 show that, in defining the Macdon
Koornwinder polynomials, we can employ the scalar product (•,•)q,t,u8 instead of the inner produc
(•,•)q,t,u .

Proposition 3.21: Let Pm ,(mP P̊1) be the following linear combination of the nonsymmet

Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials En ,(nP P̊):

Pm5 (
nPW̊~m!

amnEn , ~3.30a!

where

amnª )
aPRwn

21

11ta
21/2~ ť ã

1/22 ť ã
21/2!qm,a2ta

21qm,a
2

12qm,a
2 . ~3.30b!

The polynomials Pm are elements inK@ P̊#W̊. In fact, Pm satisfy the definition of the Macdonald–
Koornwinder polynomials (3.24).

Proof: We use the fact that conditionsT̂i Pm5t i
1/2Pm ,(1< i< l ) are equivalent toPm

PK@ P̊#W̊ ~see, for example, Ref. 17!. If we take the expansion~3.30a!, the coefficientsamnPK are
uniquely determined under the conditionsT̂i Pm5t i

1/2Pm , (1< i< l ) and amm51. Indeed, if we
require

T̂i Pm5amnT̂iEn1amn8T̂iEn81¯5t i
1/2~amnEn1amn8En81¯ !,

for n,n85si(n)(PW̊(m)) satisfyingn8,n<m,(mP P̊1), we have

amn8
amn

5
11t i

21/2~ ť ã i

1/22 ť ã i

21/2!qn,i2t i
21qn,i

2

12qn,i
2 ,
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from ~3.10!. To consideramn with a general weightn5wn(m) where wnPW̊m such that
wn

21(n)P P̊1 , we take a reduced expressionwn5si 1
si 2

¯si k
and putm (n)

ªsi n
si n11

¯si k
(m),

(1<n<k11). We find

amn5 )
n51

k
amm~n!

amm~n11!

5 )
n51

k 11t i n
21/2~ ť ã i n

1/22 ť ã i n

21/2!qm~n11!,i n
2t i n

21qm~n11!,i n

2

12qm~n11!,i n

2

5 )
n51

k 11t i n
21/2~ ť ã i n

1/22 ť ã i n

21/2!qm,si k
si k21

¯si n11
~a i n

!2t i n
21qm,si k

si k21
¯si n11

~a i n
!

2

12qm,si k
si k21

¯si n11
~a i n

!
2 .

One sees that the roots$si k
si k21

¯si n11
(a i n

)% run through the setRw
n
21 and hence does not depen

on decomposition ofwn . ThenPm are of the form~i! in ~3.24!. They satisfy relation~ii ! in ~3.24!
due to~3.6! and Lemma 3.19. h

Corollary 3.22: As a corollary of Proposition 3.14 and 3.21, we obtain algebraic express

of the Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials Pm ,(mP P̊1):

Pm5 (
nPW̊~m!

amndwn

21dm
21Ŝwn

ÂmE0 . ~3.31!

Now we consider the inner product identity of the Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomial
the case ofl 51, it reduces to that of the Askey–Wilson polynomials.43 As for the higher rank
setting, the identity is first proved at its self-dual point with expansion formulas24 and a proof
beyond the self-dual setting is given by combining van Diejen’s work24 and a duality of the
polynomials.27 Opdam–Cherednik’s shift operator approach is also applied to the identity.29 Al-
though the shift operator approach is so powerful that it contains a proof of the constan
identity, its applications is restricted to the inner product identity with parameters satisfyinta

5qka, ua5qha, (ka ,haPN) because of their properties. Our new proof shown here can
applied to the identity with indeterminates$q1/2,ta

1/2,ua
1/2%, that is, we provide a proof of the

identity in the algebraC($ta
1/2,ua

1/2%)@@q1/2## of formal power-series inq1/2 over the field of rational
functions in$ta

1/2,ua
1/2%.

We remark that, for certain renormalized nonsymmetric Macdonald–Koornwinder polyn
als, there is an analytic approach to relate diagonal terms of their scalar products to residue
weight function.29,30 Using so-called symmetrizers, the results of the nonsymmetric polynom
lead to those of renormalized Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials. However, in order to se
explicit inner product identity of monic Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials~i.e., in the form of
Theorem 3.24!, it is necessary to use evaluation formulas of the polynomials and to put tog
residues of the weight function and several coefficients appearing in that process. Our ap
gives direct and explicit calculation of the inner products for the monic Macdonald–Koornw
polynomials~3.24! from Theorem 3.15, Proposition 3.16, 3.21 and Lemma 3.19, and hence it
not rely on the evaluation formula. Furthermore we can see that coefficients appearing
process are nicely combined to produce the final result thanks to the following lemma.

Lemma 3.23: LetmP P̊1 . We have
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(
nPW̊~m!

)
aPRwn

21

ta~12ta
21/2ť ã

21/2qm,a!~11ta
21/2ť ã

1/2qm,a!

~12ta
1/2ť ã

1/2qm,a!~11ta
1/2ť ã

21/2qm,a!

5W~ t ! )
aPR̊1

12qm,a
2

~12ta
1/2ť ã

1/2qm,a!~11ta
1/2ť ã

21/2qm,a!
. ~3.32!

Proof: There exists aK-homomorphismw:C(q1/2,$ta
1/2%)@$ua

1/2%, 1
2Q̊#→C(q1/2,$ta

1/2%) defined
by

w:x2~1/2!a i°q~1/2!~a i um1rk!5qm,a i
for i P I̊ , ua→ ťa .

SinceW(t)PC(q1/2,$ta
1/2%)@$ua

1/2%, 1
2Q̊# does not depend on$ua

1/2,x1/2a i% as ~3.28!, we have

w~W~ t !!5W~ t !

5 (
wPW̊

)
aPR̊1

wS ~12ta
1/2uã

1/2x2~1/2!w~a!!~11ta
1/2uã

21/2x2~1/2!w~a!!

12x2w~a! D
5 (

wPW̊
)

aPR̊1

~12ta
1/2ť ã

1/2qm,w~a!!~11ta
1/2ť ã

21/2qm,w~a!!

12qm,w~a!
2

5 (
wPW̊

)aPRw
~12ta

1/2ť ã
1/2qm,a

21 !~11ta
1/2ť ã

21/2qm,a
21 !)aPR̊1

\Rw
~12ta

1/2ť ã
1/2qm,a!~11ta

1/2ť ã
21/2qm,a!

)aPRw
~12qm,a

22 !)aPR̊1\Rw
~12qm,a

2 !

5
(wPW̊)aPRw

ta~12ta
21/2ť ã

21/2qm,a!~11ta
21/2ť ã

1/2qm,a!)aPR̊1\Rw
~12ta

1/2ť ã
1/2qm,a!~11ta

1/2ť ã
21/2qm,a!

)aPR̊1
~12qm,a

2 !
.

Thus we obtain the following relation immediately:

(
wPW̊

)
aPRw21

ta~12ta
21/2ť ã

21/2qm,a!~11ta
21/2ť ã

1/2qm,a!

~12ta
1/2ť ã

1/2qm,a!~11ta
1/2ť ã

21/2qm,a!

5W~ t ! )
aPR̊1

12qm,a
2

~12ta
1/2ť ã

1/2qm,a!~11ta
1/2ť ã

21/2qm,a!
. ~3.33!

We show that the sum on the left-hand side of the equation above can be replaced by the
nPW̊(m). Consider the isotropy groupW̊m5$vPW̊uv(m)5m% for the dominant weightm
P P̊1 . Since an elementvPW̊m\$ id% can be written by the product of simple reflections fixingm,

$si u i P J̊, I̊ % ~see Ref. 36!, there exists at least one simple roota iPP̊ associated with the
reflectionsi in the setRv21 if W̊mÞ$ id%. Hence, forvPW̊m\$ id%, we have

)
aPRv21

~12ta
21/2ť ã

21/2q~1/2!~aum1rk!!

5~12t i
21/2ť ã i

21/2q~1/2!~a i um1rk!! )
aPRv21\$a i %

~12ta
21/2ť ã

21/2q~1/2!~aum1rk!!

5~12t i
21/2ť ã i

21/2t i
1/2ť ã i

1/2! )
aPRn21\$a i %

~12ta
21/2ť ã

21/2q~1/2!~aum1rk!!50.
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For wPW̊, there is a uniqueuPW̊m and a uniquevPW̊m such thatw5uv. The formulaRw21

5Rv21øv21Ru21 shows that, ifvÞ id, the product onaPRw21 in ~3.33! vanishes. Thus we
obtain the lemma above since the sum onwPW̊ on the left-hand side of~3.33! can be replaced by
that onuPW̊m which is equivalent to that onnPW̊(m).

Theorem 3.24„inner product identity …: Let m,nP P̊1 . We have

^Pm ,Pn&q,t,u

5dmn )
aPR̊1

l

~abcdq21qm,a82 ,abcdqm,a82 ;q!`

~qqm,a8 ,abqm,a8 ,acqm,a8 ,adqm,a8 ,bcqm,a8 ,bdqm,a8 ,cdqm,a8 ,abcdq21qm,a8 ;q!`

3 )
aPR̊1

s

~qm,a
2 ,qqm,a

2 ;q!`

~ taqm,a
2 ,ta

21qqm,a
2 ;q!`

, ~3.34!

where qm,a5q(1/2)(aum1rk) and qm,a8 5q(1/2)(aum1rk8).
Proof: The orthogonality in the case ofmÞn follows from Lemma 3.19 and Proposition 3.6

Using the relation~3.26!, the expansions~3.30a!, and the definition ofEn ,(nP P̊) ~3.6!, we obtain

^Pm ,Pm&q,t,u5W~ t !21^Pm ,Pm&q,t,u8

5W~ t !21 (
nPW̊~m!

amn~amn!i
^En ,En&q,t,u8

^Em ,Em&q,t,u8
^Em ,Em&q,t,u8

5W~ t !21 (
nPW̊~m!

)
aPRwn

21

ta~12ta
21/2ť ã

21/2qm,a!~11ta
21/2ť ã

1/2qm,a!

~12ta
1/2ť ã

1/2qm,a!~11ta
1/2ť ã

21/2qm.a!
^Em ,Em&q,t,u8

5 )
aPR̊1

12qm,a
2

~12ta
1/2ť ã

1/2qm,a!~11ta
1/2ť ã

21/2qm,a!
^Em ,Em&q,t,u8 ,

where the fourth equality follows from the Lemma 3.23. h

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented an algebraic approach to the Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomia
us summarize our results in this paper. First we have introduced the extended affine Weyl
which acts on the affine root system of typeXN

(r ) to define the affine Hecke algebra of typeXN
(r ) .

The affine Hecke algebra of typeXN
(r ) has provided a new and unified viewpoint for the Macdon

and Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials. Introducing the double affine Hecke algebra of
A2l

(2) , we have given its representation in End(K@ P̊#), i.e., the Demazure–Lusztig operator
Second we have considered the nonsymmetric Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials. We
provided the Rodrigues-type formula for the nonsymmetric Macdonald–Koornwinder polyn
als by use of the raising operators. The formula enables us to evaluate diagonal terms o
products for the nonsymmetric polynomials in an algebraic manner. Third we have algebra
constructed the Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials through the Weyl-symmetrization o
nonsymmetric polynomials. Their inner product identity has been proved by the W
symmetrization of the scalar products of the nonsymmetric polynomials together with an e
sion of the Poincare´ polynomials.

As we have already described, the Macdonald–Koornwinder polynomials include the
donald polynomials associated with admissible pairs (BCl ,Bl) and (BCl ,Cl) for the BCl-type
nonreduced root system.2,22 Indeed we can see the relations by putting

q5xd, a5u0 , b5t lu0
21, t05ul51 for ~BCl ,Bl !
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q25xd, a5u05ul , b5t lu0
215t0ul

21 for ~BCl ,Cl !,

in the first expression of the weight function~3.23!. Then Rodrigues-type formulas, scalar pro
ucts, Weyl-symmetrization of the nonsymmetric polynomials corresponding to theBCl-type Mac-
donald polynomials immediately follow from the replacement above.

It is well-known fact that the Askey–Wilson polynomials play a role of a master family
orthogonal polynomials with one-variable in the Askey scheme.44 The Macdonald–Koornwinde
polynomials also give some known orthogonal polynomials through limit transitions and/or
cialization of their parameters.45–47 It is of interest to investigate multivariable extension of t
Askey scheme for both symmetric and nonsymmetric cases from its algebraic structure like
affine Hecke algebras.
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APPENDIX: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.7

We present a proof of Proposition 2.7 following Lusztig.35

In what follows, we consider only the affine root systemR of type A2l
(2) , which contains real

roots with three kinds of~square! lengths 1, 2, and 4. We use the following formulas for the len
of an element ofW̃:

Lemma A.1: For wPW̃,

~ i ! l ~w21!5l ~w!,

~ ii ! l ~wsi !5H l ~w!11 if w~a i !PR1

l ~w!21 if w~a i !PR2 ,
l ~siw!5H l ~w!11 if w21~a i !PR1

l ~w!21 if w21~a i !PR2 ,

~ iii ! l ~v rw!5l ~w! for r PO,wPW̃,

~ iv ! l ~tl!5 (
aPR̊1

u~lua!u,

~v ! l ~tl1m!5l ~tl!1l ~tm! for l,mPM̃ 1 .

Lemma A.2: LetlPM̃ 1 ,aPP̊ be such that(lua)5..p.0. Let s5sa , w5stlstl . One sees
~i! l (tls)5l (tl)21,
~ii ! l8ªs(l)1lPM̃ 1 and l (w)52l (tl)22p,
~iii ! l (tlstl)52l (tl)22p11,
( iv) TsTst2l

5Tt2l
, Tw21Ts5Tt2lst2l

,
(v) Tt2l

Tst2l
5Tt2lst2l

for p51.
Proof: ~i! We havetl(a)5a2(lua)d5a2pdPR2 . Then~i! follows using Lemma A.1.
~ii ! We havew5ts(l)1l5t2l2(2p/uau2)a5tl8 and^l8,b∨&52^l,b∨&2(2p/uau2)^a,b∨& for

bPP̊. One seeŝl,b∨&>0 sincelPM̃ 1 . If aÞb, then^a,b∨&,0 so ^l8,b∨&.0. If a5b,
then ^l,b∨&52p/uau2 and ^a,b∨&52 show^l8,b∨&50. Hence we findl8PM̃ 1 .

Using Lemma A.1, we have
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l ~w!5 (
bPR̊1

u~s~l!1lub!u

5 (
bPR̊1

~lus~b!!1 (
bPR̊1

~lub!

52 (
bPR̊1

~lub!22~lua!

52l ~tl!22p.

~iii ! Using Lemma A.1 withw21(a)5t2l8(a)5aPR1 , we havel (tlstl)5l (sw)5l (w)
11.
~iv! From l (s)1l (st2l)5l (t2l) and l (w21)1l (s)5l (w21s)5l (t2lst2l), we have

TsTst2l
5Tt2l

, Tw21Ts5Tt2lst2l
.

~v! Setp51. Froml (t2l)1l (st2l)5l (t2lst2l), we haveTt2l
Tst2l

5Tt2lst2l
.

h

Recall the definition of the latticeM̃ in ~2.5!. One sees easily thataP2M̃ for aP(Rre) l ,
which is very special situation discussed by Lusztig. We note that this situation does not oc
the Cl

(1)-type affine root system.
Lemma A.3: Assume thataP2M̃ . Tere is a unique elementlPM̃ such that(lua)52 and

(lub)50 for all bPP̊\$a%. Moreover, in B, there exists elements w8,w9PW̃ and ãPR such that

Tt2lst2l
5Tw8Tw9 , Tt22l1~1/2!a

5Tw8Tsã
Tw9 , Tt2l

Tst2l
5Tw8Tsã

2 Tw9 .

We give a proof of Lemma A.3 in several steps. For theA2l
(2)-type affine root system, we hav

M̃5 P̊. Let W̃15W̊›n( P̊∨). The length of the elements ofW̃ is extended to that ofW̃1 through
the original definition~2.6!. Let B1 be the braid group corresponding toW̃1 . Then one sees tha
W̃,W̃1 andB,B1 in a natural way; moreover, ifV1 denotes the set of elements of length 0
W̃1 , thenV15$1,v% is a group of order 2 which is a complement ofW̃ in W̃1 and $1,Tv% is a
complement ofB in B1 . In fact conjugation byv stands for the nontrivial automorphism of th
Coxeter diagram corresponding to the Dynkin diagramS(A). Hence one seesvsav215sãPW̃
andvTsa

v215Tsã
PB for ã5v(a)PR.

Lemma A.4: Letl1Pn( P̊∨) such that(l1ua)51 and (lub)50 for all bPP̊\$a%. Let w8

5t23l11(1/2)avPW̃1 , w95vst2l1
PW̃1 and l 15l (tl1

). Then w8,w9PW̃ and

l ~t2l2~1/2!a!54l 122, l ~tlstl!54l 123, l ~w8!53l 122, l ~w9!5l 121.

Proof: We havel1¹ P̊ since, if we havel1P P̊, then it follows fromaP2P̊ that (l1ua)
P2Z. SinceP̊ has index 2 inn( P̊∨), we have 2l1P P̊. In fact, if we setl52l1 , then (lua)
52 and (lub)50 for all bPP̊\$a%. Uniqueness of this elementl is obvious since, if we have
two such elementsl,mP P̊, (lÞm), then (l2mub)50 for all bPP̊, contradictinglÞm. From
l1Pn( P̊∨)\ P̊, we havetl1

PvW̃ andt3l1
PvW̃. Hencew8,w9PW̃.

Using Lemma A.1 and A.2 withp51, we have 2l1 , 2l12 1
2a5s(l1)1l1P P̊1 . Then

l ~t2l2~1/2!a!5l ~t2l1
!1l ~t2l12~1/2!a!5l ~t2l1

!1l ~ts~l1!1l1
!52l 112l 12254l 122.

If we setp52 in ~iii ! of Lemma A.2, then we have
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l ~tlstl!54l ~tl!241154l 123.

Using Lemma A.1 and A.2, we see

l ~w8!5l ~t23l11~1/2!av!5l ~t2l1
!1l ~t22l11~1/2!a!5l 112l 12253l 122,

l ~w9!5l ~vst2l1
!5l ~t2l1

!215l 121.

h

Proof of Lemma A.3:We have already shown thatw8,w9PW̃ in Lemma A.4. We have

w8w95t23l11~1/2!ast2l1
5t22l1

~t2l11~1/2!as!t2l1
5t22l1

~st2l1
!t2l1

5t2lst2l .

Since Lemma A.2 and A.4 give rise tol (w8w9)5l (w8)1l (w9)54l 123, we can verify
Tt2lst2l

5Tw8Tw9 .
In a way similar to Lemma. A.4, we find

w8sãw95t23l11~1/2!avsãvst2l1
5t24l11~1/2!a5t22l1~1/2!a ,

and l (w8sãw9)5l (w8)1l (sã)1l (w9)54l 122. Then we haveTt22l1(1/2)a
5Tw8Tsã

Tw9 .
We verify the last relation as

Tt2l
Tst2l

5Tt2l1
~Tt2l1

Tst2l1
!Tt2l1

5Tt2l1
Tt2l1

st2l1
Tt2l1

5Tt2l1
~Tw21Ts!~TsTst2l1

!

5Tt23l11~1/2!a
T

s
2Tst2l1

5Tw8T
sã

2 Tw9 .

In the first equality, we have usedTt2l
5Tt2l1

Tt2l1
andTst2l

5Tst2l1
Tt2l1

from ~v! in Lemma

A.1 and l (t2l)5l (st2l1
)1l (t2l1

)52l 121, respectively. In the second and third equali
we have employed~v! and~iv! in Lemma A.2, respectively. The last equality follows immediate
from vTsa

v215Tsã
. h

Proposition A.5:Let l,mPM̃ andaPP̊,
~i! YlYm5Yl1m

~ii ! TsY
l5YlTs if (lua)50,

~iii ! TsY
s(l)Ts5Yl if (lua)51 for a¹2M̃ .

~iv! There exist elements b8,b9PB such that
Ys(l)Ts5b8b9, Yl2(1/2)a5b8Tsã

b9, Ts
21Yl5b8Tsã

2 b9,

if (lua)52 for aP2M̃ .
Proof: ~i! follows from the definition ofYl.
~ii ! Using the definition ofB and l (t2lsa)5l (sat2l)5l (t2l)11, we have

YlTsa
5Tt2l

Tsa
5Tt2lsa

5Tsat2l
5Tsa

Tt2l
5Tsa

Yl.

~iii ! Using Lemma A.2, we have

TsY
s~l!Ts5Ts~Y2lYl8!Ts5TsTt2l

21 ~Tw21Ts!5TsTt2l

21 Tt2lst2l
5TsTt2l

21 ~Tt2l
Tst2l

!5Yl.
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~iv! Setb85Tt2l

21 Tw8 andb95Tw9 . Froml,s(l)1lPM̃ 1 , we have

Ys~l!5~Yl!21Ys~l!1l5Tt2l

21 Tw215Tt2l

21 Tt2lst2l
Ts

215Tt2l

21 Tw8Tw9Ts
21.

ThenYs(l)Ts5Tt2l

21 Tw8Tw95b8b9.

From l2 1
2aPM̃ 1 and l (t2l)1l (t2l1(1/2)a)5l (t22l1(1/2)a), we have

Yl2~1/2!a5Tt2l1~1/2!a
5Tt2l

21 Tt22l1~1/2!a
5Tt2l

21 Tw8Tsã
Tw95b8Tsã

b9.

In a similar way,

Yl5Tt2l
5TsTst2l

5TsTt2l

21 Tw8Tsã

2 Tw95Tsb8Tsã

2 b9.

HenceTs
21Yl5b8Tsã

2 b9.

h

Proof of Proposition 2.7:The relations~i! and~ii ! follow immediately from Proposition A.5.
If we apply Proposition A.5 to case~iii !, we have

Ysi ~l!Ti2~ t ã i

1/22t ã i

21/2!Yl2~1/2!a i2Ti
21Yl5b8~12~ t ã i

1/22t ã i

21/2!Tsã i
2Tsã i

2 !b9.

The last expression has image equal to zero inH(W̃). Hence we get~iii !. h
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Quantal two-center Coulomb problem treated by means
of the phase-integral method. I. General theory
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The present paper concerns the derivation of phase-integral quantization conditions
for the two-center Coulomb problem under the assumption that the two Coulomb
centers are fixed. With this restriction we treat the general two-center Coulomb
problem according to the phase-integral method, in which one uses ana priori
unspecifiedbase function. We consider base functions containing three unspecified
parametersC,C̃, andL. When the absolute value of the magnetic quantum number
m is not too small, it is most appropriate to chooseL5umuÞ0. When, on the other
hand,umu is sufficiently small, it is most appropriate to chooseL50. Arbitrary-
order phase-integral quantization conditions are obtained for these choices ofL.
The parametersC andC̃ are determined from the requirement that the results of the
first and the third order of the phase-integral approximation coincide, which makes
the first-order approximation as good as possible. In order to make the paper to
some extent self-contained, a short review of the phase-integral method is given in
the Appendix. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1399294#

I. INTRODUCTION

The two-center Coulomb problem, that is, the problem of solving the Schro¨dinger equation for
the motion of an electron with the charge2e (e.0) in the field of two fixed Coulomb center
with chargesZ1e andZ2e at the distancer 12 from each other, plays an important role in seve
fields of theoretical physics, e.g., in the theory of diatomic molecules, in scattering theory, a
the three-body problem. The two-center Coulomb problem has therefore been the sub
extensive studies both by numerical and by approximate analytical methods, and hence the
ture on this problem is very comprehensive. In spite of this fact it is still of interest to continu
treatment of this problem for arbitrary values ofZ1 , Z2 , andr 12. One reason for this is that th
numerically exact solution of the problem meets with difficulties whenuZ12Z2u increases. Also,
numerical difficulties appear for large values ofr 12. For a general review of the problem we ref
to Eyring et al.,1 Herzberg,2 Slater,3 and Rosen.4

Ignoring the finiteness of the mass of the protons, Bateset al.5 obtained important numerica
results for the hydrogen molecule ion. Corresponding numerical results were obtained by
and Hulburt6 for the homonuclear one-electron two-center problem, by Bates and Carson7 for the
ion HeH21(Z151,Z252), by Wind8 for the ground state of the hydrogen molecule ion, by Pe9

for the states 1ssg and 2psu of the hydrogen molecule ion, and by Ponomarev and Puzynina10,11

a!Present address: Department of Physics, Government Arts College, Ariyalur-621 713, India.
b!Electronic mail: lakshman@bdu.ernet.in
50510022-2488/2001/42(11)/5051/26/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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for several states of the Coulomb two-center system withZ151 andZ252,3,. . . ,8. Hunter and
Pritchard12 used a numerical procedure to compute nonadiabatic energies for the firs
rotation–vibration levels of2Sg H2

1 , 2S HD1, and 2Sg D2
1 . For the hydrogen molecule ion

Rosenthal and Bright Wilson, Jr.13 calculated an accurate value of the ground state energy w
is in agreement with the values obtained by Wind8 and Peek.9 For different internuclear distance
Bates and Reid,14 Murai,15 and Murai and Takatsu16 calculated electronic energies for variou
states of the hydrogen molecule ion under the assumption of infinite proton mass. For a
range of internuclear distances Winteret al.17 made very accurate calculations for the lowest
states of the molecule ion HeH21. Klaus18 studied the electronic energy of the ground state of
hydrogen molecule ion for small internuclear separationr 12 and confirmed the remarkable disco
ery by Byers Brown and Steiner19 that the electronic energy cannot be expanded in powers or 12

alone, but that powers of lnr12 must also be included. Klaus18 also obtained for the hydroge
molecule ion further terms in the series given by Byers Brown and Steiner19 for the general
two-center Coulomb problem.

There exist also various approximate analytical methods for solving the quantal two-c
Coulomb problem. Such approximate methods have great relevance for understanding the
physical aspects of the problem and also for the derivation of suitable accurate analytical e
sions for physical quantities. In one of these methods one uses the quasiclassical approxi
that is, the first order of the phase-integral approximation. In using this method, one encou
in the early papers difficulties associated with the divergence of the phase-integral due
inappropriate choice of the phase integrand~also called the quasimomentum!, which is not deter-
mined quite uniquely. Different authors have mastered these difficulties in different ways, b
single unifying method has until now been proposed for the two-center Coulomb problem
essential feature in our method is the use of the phase-integral approximation generated f
unspecified base function; see the Appendix.

The semiclassical quantization of the low-lying electronic states of the hydrogen molecu
was treated by Strand and Reinhardt.20 Pajunen21 calculated the energy levels of the hydrog
molecule ion~under the assumption of infinitely heavy nuclei! in the first and the third order of the
phase-integral approximation. Although he refers to one of the papers~his Ref. 10! in which the
phase-integral approximation generated from an unspecified base function was introduced,
not use the freedom to choose optimum expressions for the functions that he denotes byQmod(m)
andQmod(n), and that in the present paper correspond to the more general base functionsQ̃(j)
andQ(h), respectively. In the present paper we shall make full use of the possibility to ch
Q̃(j) andQ(h) most conveniently.

The phase-integral method, in which one uses the phase-integral approximation gen
from an unspecified base function,22 offers a method for mastering the previously mention
difficulties in a unified way for an arbitrary order of the phase-integral approximation. In
present paper we shall apply this method to the quantal two-center Coulomb problem with
Coulomb centers. For the convenience of the reader a short review of the phase-integral
and formulas to be used are given in the Appendix.

Bearing in mind the relative ease of obtaining nowadays highly accurate values with th
of computers, one may ask for the purpose of treating the two-center Coulomb problem w
aid of the phase-integral method. When considering this question one should, however, rem
that in the numerical methods there occur difficulties for large values ofr 12 as well as for large
values uZ12Z2u. The phase-integral formulas are, however, in general most accurate for
values ofr 12 and roughly as accurate for small as for large values ofuZ12Z2u. It may therefore be
advantageous to use the phase-integral formulas for large values ofr 12 and uZ12Z2u instead of
numerical results. These formulas can be expressed in terms of complete elliptic integrals,
can be evaluated easily with the use of standard computer programs. The latter formulas al
the advantage of making it possible to obtain for the energy and the separation constant a
analytical expressions that for certain needs may be more useful than purely numerical r
They can, directly or after series expansion, be used to study the dependence of inte
physical quantities on the parameters of the problem. It seems possible that by means o
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analytical expressions one could refine the interesting investigations by Ponomarev23 on configu-
ration interaction of terms in the two-center Coulomb system and by Komarov and Solov’ev24 on
quasi-intersection of terms in the problem of two Coulomb centers with strongly different cha
The present work may thus be carried further to throw new light on interesting physical prop
of the two-center Coulomb system.

A hydrogen atom in an electric field can be considered as the limiting case of an elect
the field of two Coulomb centers that lie far away from each other and have strongly diff
charges. It is therefore of interest to note the efficiency and accuracy of the phase-integral m
in applications to the Stark effect of a hydrogen atom. For a state of a hydrogen atom wi
principal quantum number 25 and the magnetic quantum number 1 in an electric field of
V/cm Fröman and Fro¨man25 obtained by means of the phase-integral method the energy with
digits already in the third-order approximation. For the same state Silverstone and Koch26 had
obtained the energy with six digits by the use of 24th-order Rayleigh–Schro¨dinger perturbation
theory combined with a@12/12# Padéapproximant, but the phase-integral results indicated that
last one of these digits was wrong by one unit. For a state of a hydrogen atom with the pri
quantum number 30 and the magnetic quantum number 0 in an electric field of 800 V/cm, F¨man
and Fröman25 obtained by means of the phase-integral method the energy with nine digits al
in the third-order approximation. For the same state, Damburg and Kolosov25 obtained by means
of an efficient purely numerical method the same energy with nine digits, but the phase-in
results indicated that the last one of these digits was wrong by one unit. For the same
Silverstone and Koch26 had earlier obtained the energy with six digits by the use of 24th-o
Rayleigh–Schro¨dinger perturbation theory combined with a@12/12# Padéapproximant, but the las
digit was wrong by three units. One can therefore expect that states of the two-center Co
system that correspond to states of a hydrogen atom in an electric field with high prin
quantum numbers, low magnetic quantum numbers, and large values ofuZ12Z2u should be fa-
vorable for phase-integral treatment.

For particular single-well potentials one obtains the eigenvalues exactly from the p
integral quantization condition of any order by determining the base function~which is defined in
the Appendix! such that the eigenvalues coincide in the first- and third-order approximations
Refs. 27–30. This is not possible for the two-center Coulomb problem, but by choosing th
base functions in this problem such that the values of the energy, as well as the values
separation constant, coincide in the first- and third-order approximations, one obtains op
results from the first-order quantization conditions. The study of the behavior of physical q
ties can thus be performed with the use of the first-order formulas but with the accuracy
more complicated third-order formulas. It is not possible to achieve this result if one use
JWKB approximation, since there appears noa priori unspecified base function in that approx
mation. By making the above-mentioned exactness fulfilled in the limit of a parameter valu
which the phase-integral results without this adaptation would not be good, one can also
the region of validity of the phase-integral treatment; see p. 12 in Ref. 30.

The present paper, referred to as paper I, constitutes the basis for further work by At
et al.,31 ~paper II!, and Athavanet al.32 ~paper III!, in which the contour integrals, occurring in th
quantization conditions, will be expressed in terms of complete elliptic integrals, analogous
papers by Lakshmanan and Kaliappan33 and Lakshmananet al.34,35 In papers II and III calcula-
tions are made for the states 1ss and 2ps of the hydrogen molecule ion (Z15Z251), for two
states withZ151 andZ252, for two states withZ151 andZ255, and for two states withZ1

51 andZ258. For the hydrogen molecule ion (Z15Z251) and the ion withZ151 andZ252
the phase-integral method cannot compete in terms of accuracy with the methods that hav
used to obtain the extremely accurate numerical results for these ions, but the possibility o
the analytical phase-integral formulas expressed in terms of complete elliptic integrals is an
native that for certain purposes may be preferable to the use of very accurate numerical
For other ions the phase-integral method will probably yield results that for large values ofr 12 are
more accurate than the results that have been obtained numerically, as can be seen from
III–VI in paper III. In fact, the phase-integral method constitutes an important compleme
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perturbation theory and numerical methods. It can sometimes be used with significant adv
for problems where highly accurate numerical methods would be difficult to apply or wher
analytical phase-integral formulas can give a deeper understanding of physical process
provide guidance for numerical work. The investigations published in the present series of
papers give new information concerning the phase-integral method and also its potential po
applications to a wider class of physical problems.

II. SEPARATION OF THE SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION IN ELLIPTIC COORDINATES

We start by quoting some well-known results. The time-independent Schro¨dinger equation for
the motion of an electron of massm and charge2e (e.0) in the field of two fixed Coulomb
centers with chargesZ1e andZ2e takes the following form:

S 2
\2

2m
D rW2

Z1e2

r 1
2

Z2e2

r 2
DC~rW !5EC~rW !, ~2.1!

wherer 1 andr 2 are the distances of the electron from the two centers,rW is the position vector of
the electron, andE is the electronic energy. To obtain the total energy one must add the pot
energy of the two fixed charges, getting

Etotal5
Z1Z2e2

r 12
1E, ~2.2!

wherer 12 is the distance between the two centers. The differential equation~2.1! is separable in
elliptic coordinates. If one introduces the variables

j5
r 11r 2

r 12
, 1<j,1`, ~2.3a!

h5
r 12r 2

r 12
, 21<h<11, ~2.3b!

and puts

C~rW !5X~j!Y~h!eimf, ~2.4!

wherem is the magnetic quantum number~positive or negative integer or zero!, and f is the
corresponding angle, the separation yields, in atomic units (\5e5m51), the following two
differential equations:

d

dj S ~j221!
dX

dj D1S 2p2j21b8j1A2
m2

j221DX50, ~2.5a!

d

dh S ~12h2!
dY

dh D1S p2h21bh2A2
m2

12h2DY50, ~2.5b!

whereA is the separation constant and

p252 1
2 r 12

2 E, ~2.6a!

b85r 12~Z21Z1!, ~2.6b!

b5r 12~Z22Z1!. ~2.6c!

Putting
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X~j!5
f ~j!

~j221!1/2, ~2.7a!

Y~h!5
g~h!

~12h2!1/2, ~2.7b!

we can transform the differential equations~2.5! into

S d2

dj2 1R̃~j! D f ~j!50, ~2.8a!

S d2

dh2 1R~h! Dg~h!50, ~2.8b!

where

R̃~j!52p21
b8j1A8

j221
2

m221

~j221!2 , ~2.9a!

R~h!52p21
bh2A8

12h2 2
m221

~12h2!2 , ~2.9b!

with

A85A2p2. ~2.10!

The differential equations~2.8! are of the Schro¨dinger type. By solving them simultaneously und
the boundary conditions thatf (11)5 f (1`)50 and g(21)5g(11)50, one can obtain the
energy and the separation constant as functions of the distancer 12 and the quantum numbers.

WhenZ15Z2 every bound-state wave functionY(h) is either an even or an odd function o
h, and whenrW is reflected at the center of symmetry for the two-center Coulomb problem
wave function~2.4! remains unchanged whenY(h) andm are both even or both odd, while th
wave function~2.4! changes sign when one ofY(h) andm is even and the other is odd.

III. APPLICATION OF THE PHASE-INTEGRAL METHOD

The essential features of the phase-integral method are briefly sketched in the Append
phase-integral solutions of the differential equations~2.8a! and ~2.8b!, respectively, are linea
combinations of the phase-integral functions

q̃2 1/2~j!expH 6 i E j

q̃~j!djJ ~3.1a!

and

q2 1/2~h!expH 6 i Eh
q~h!dhJ , ~3.1b!

respectively, whereq̃(j) andq(h), respectively, are generated according to~A5a!, ~A5b!, ~A6a!–
~A6c!, ~A3!, and ~A2! in the Appendix, withR(z),Q(z) replaced by the appropriate function
R̃(j),Q̃(j) andR(h),Q(h), respectively, the quantities pertaining to thej-equation being char-
acterized by a tilde.
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A. Base functions generating phase-integral solutions

As is seen from~2.9a! and ~2.9b!, the functionsR̃(j) and R(h) have poles atj561 and
h561, respectively; these poles are of the second order ifmÞ61, but of the first order ifm
561. Furthermore, we note that whenmÞ0 the coefficients of the second-order poles differ fro
1
4, while for m50 they are equal to14.

There are two main alternatives, discussed in the Appendix for the case of the radial S¨-
dinger equation, for choosing the base functions generating the phase-integral functions~3.1a! and
~3.1b!. Unifying these two alternatives, we choose the squares of the base functions to be

Q̃2~j!52p21
A82C̃1b8j

j221
2

L2

~j221!2 , ~3.2a!

Q2~h!52p21
2A81C1bh

12h2 2
L2

~12h2!2 , ~3.2b!

whereC, C̃, andL are parameters, the choice of which we shall discuss in the following.
introduction of these parameters essentially increases the flexibility of the phase-integral fo
to be obtained.

By choosingC5C̃51/4 one correctly obtains in the limit whenr 12→0 the energyE and the
reduced separation constantA8 from the first-order phase-integral quantization conditions~to be
derived in Sec. III B!. For arbitrary values ofr 12 it is most appropriate to determineC and C̃ as
functions ofr 12 such that one obtains the same value ofp2 ~i.e., of the energy! and also ofA8 in
the first and in the third order of the phase-integral approximation. One thereby achiev
optimum accuracy obtainable from the first-order quantization conditions. We emphasize th
can be achieved by the use of the phase-integral approximation generated from an unspecifi
function ~described in the Appendix!, but cannot be achieved by means of the JWKB approxim
tion, in which there is no unspecified base function. The decisive properties of the phase-in
approximation in question versus the JWKB approximation have been explained in some de
Dammert and Fro¨man36 and by Fro¨man and Fro¨man.22

When umu is not too small, we chooseL5umuÞ0, but whenumu is sufficiently small we
chooseL50. For m50 one should always chooseL50. The two alternativesL5umuÞ0 and
L50 yield solutions with different properties. WhenL5umuÞ0 the phase integral solutions o
the differential equations~2.8a! and ~2.8b! remain valid asj→61 and h→61, respectively.
WhenL50 the phase-integral solutions of the differential equations in question break dow
j→61 and h→61, respectively, but the regular solutions of thej- and h-equations can be
obtained at some distances from those points by the use of the connection formula descr
Sec. 2 b of the Appendix, when one there replacesl by (umu21)/2; cf. ~2.9a! and~2.9b!. The wave
functions obtained in that way are expected to be more accurate the stronger the Coulomb
larities of R̃(j) andR(h) at j561 andh561 are. However, even if the Coulomb singulariti
are strong, these wave functions are not expected to be good ifumu is too large, in which case on
should chooseL5umuÞ0, as mentioned in the beginning of this paragraph.

Using the terminology ‘‘classically allowed region’’ and ‘‘classically forbidden region’’ in
generalized sense, viz. to characterize regions whereQ̃2(j) or Q2(h) is larger than zero and les
than zero, respectively, we shall now discuss the wave functions pertaining to thej-equation and
the h-equation.

1. Wave functions pertaining to the j-equation

According to~3.2a! the function2Q̃2(j), where 1<j,1`, always corresponds to a single
well potential.

For L5umuÞ0 there are four zeros ofQ̃2(j), which we denote byj1 ,j2 ,j3 , andj4 ; see Fig.
1~a!. The zerosj1 andj2 may be real and both less than 1, or they may be complex conjugate
zerosj3(.1) andj4(.j3) are real. There is thus a classically allowed region betweenj3 andj4 ,
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but classically forbidden regions for 1,j,j3 and j.j4 . The phase-integral wave function
generated fromQ̃(j) are good atj51, and we can use the arbitrary-order connection form
given by~A13! and~A14!, for tracing the physically acceptable wave function from the classic
forbidden region between 1 andj3 to the classically allowed region, that is, the region betweenj3

andj4(.j3) whereQ̃2(j).0; see Fig. 1~a!.
For L50 there are two zeros ofQ̃2(j), which we denote byj3(,j4) and j4(.1). The

classically allowed region lies betweenj3 and j4 when j3.1, but between 1 andj4 when j3

,1; see Fig. 1. The phase-integral wave function is not good atj51, but for the physically
acceptable wave function one can obtain a phase-integral expression in the interior of the
cally allowed region, whenj3.1 and the classically forbidden region between 1 andj3 is
sufficiently large, by means of the arbitrary-order connection formula given by~A13! and~A14!,
and whenj3,1 by means of the connection formula presented in Sec. 2 b of the Appendix

Both whenL5umuÞ0 and whenL50 the wave function, obtained in the classically allow
region to the left ofj4 as described previously, can be joined to the physically acceptable
function traced from the classically forbidden region to the right ofj4 into the classically allowed
region to the left ofj4 with the aid of the arbitrary-order connection formula given by~A13! and
~A14!. In this way, alternative quantization conditions, corresponding toL5umuÞ0 andL50,
can be obtained. They can be combined into one quantization condition. Figure 1 illustrat
two possible situations where the classically allowed region is delimited either byj3 andj4 @Fig.
1~a!# or by the pole atj511 and the turning point atj5j4 @Fig. 1~b!#.

2. Wave functions pertaining to the h-equation

The function2Q2(h) may correspond either to a single-well potential or to a double-w
potential.

FIG. 1. Schematic pictures of2Q̃2(j) for j.1 and of the contours of integration in the complexj-plane. The cuts are

indicated by wavy lines. On the upper lip of the cutQ̃(j) is positive. Only those zeros ofQ̃2(j) that are relevant for the
contours of integration are shown. ForL5umuÞ0 ~a! always applies, and the relation between the integrals associated

the contoursL L̃ andL L̃8 is L̃85L̃1 umu/2; the zerosj1 andj2 of Q̃2(j), which are not shown, may be real or comple

conjugate. ForL50 there are only two zeros,j3 andj4 , of Q̃2(j), and either~a! or ~b! may apply.
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For L5umuÞ0 the phase-integral solution is valid at the polesh561 ~which delimit clas-
sically forbidden regions! and can be traced into the classically allowed region closest to the
in question with the aid of the connection formula given by~A13! and~A14!. When there is only
one classically allowed region, one obtains the quantization condition by identifying the
expressions for the wave function in that region. This case applies when2Q2(h) is a single-well
potential~Fig. 2!, or when the energy lies so far above the top of an underdense barrier@Fig. 4~b!#
that it is appropriate to disregard the presence of the complex conjugate zerosh2 and h3 of
Q2(h). When2Q2(h) corresponds to a double-well potential, the wave function can be tr
from the region on one side of the barrier to the region on the other side with the aid o
arbitrary-order connection formula for a barrier described in Sec. 3 of the Appendix; see F
and 4. Joining the two expressions for the wave function thus obtained to each other, one
the quantization condition.

WhenL50 @Fig. 2 or Fig. 4~b!# the phase-integral wave function is not good ath561, but
at some distance from these points physically acceptable solutions can be obtained in th
classically allowed region by the use of the connection formulas presented in Secs. 2 and 3

FIG. 2. Schematic pictures of2Q2(h) for 21,h,1 and of the contours of integration when2Q2(h) in the interval
21,h,1 is a single-well potential, which may occur forL5umuÞ0 as well as forL50. The cut is indicated by a wavy
line, on the upper lip of whichQ(h) is positive. The contourLL8 can be used only whenL5umuÞ0, and the relation
between the integrals associated with the contoursLL andLL8 is thenL85L1umu. The quantization conditions, expresse
in terms of complete elliptic integrals, for the situation withL5umuÞ0 are the same as the corresponding quantizat
conditions for the situation in Fig. 4~a!. The quantization condition for the case given here withL50 has so far not
appeared in the applications.
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Appendix. Thus one obtains two expressions for the wave function, and by identifying
expressions one obtains a quantization condition.

B. Quantization conditions

1. Quantization conditions pertaining to the j-equation

For the differential equation~2.8a! the physically relevant interval is 1,j,`. The phase-
integral quantization condition for the situation in Fig. 1~a! involves a contour integral in the
complex j-plane encirclingj3 and j4 , while the phase-integral quantization condition for t
situation in Fig. 1~b! involves a contour integral encircling the simple pole atj51 and the
generalized classical turning pointj4 . The quantization condition~A31! applies to the first situ-
ation, and the quantization condition~A32! applies to the second situation. Introducing the no
tions

L̃5 (
n50

N

L̃ (2n11), ~3.3a!

L̃ (2n11)5
1

2 EL L̃

q̃(2n11)~j!dj, ~3.3b!

L̃85 (
n50

N

L̃8(2n11), ~3.4a!

FIG. 3. Schematic pictures of2Q2(h) for 21,h,1 and of the contours of integration in the complexh-plane, when
2Q2(h) corresponds to a double-well potential with a superdense barrier~subbarrier!. In ~a! L5umuÞ0 and in ~b! L
50. The cuts are indicated by wavy lines, and the parts of the contours of integration that lie on Riemann sheets
to the complexh-plane under consideration are dashed. In the left-hand classically allowed regionQ(h) is positive. Only
those zeros ofQ2(h) that are relevant for the contours of integration are shown. We recall the relations~3.18a! which mean
that a85a1 Lp/2 andb85b1Lp/2.
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L̃8(2n11)5
1

2 EL L̃8

q̃(2n11)~j!dj, ~3.4b!

whereq̃(j) is obtained according to~A5a!, ~A5b!, ~A6a!–~A6c!, ~A3!, and~A2!, andL L̃ andL L̃8
are the appropriate contours of integration pertaining toj3.1 andj3,1, respectively, and shown
in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, respectively, we can write the two quantization conditions correspondin
j3.1 andj3,1 as follows:

L̃5~ s̃1 1
2!p, j3.1, ~3.5a!

L̃85S umu
2

1 s̃1
1

2Dp, j3,1, ~3.5b!

FIG. 4. Schematic pictures of2Q2(h) for 21,h,1 and of the contours of integration in the complexh plane, when
2Q2(h) corresponds to a double-well potential with an under-dense barrier~superbarrier!. In ~a! L5umuÞ0 and in~b!
L50. The cuts are indicated by wavy lines, and the parts of the contours of integration that lie on Riemann sheets
to the complexh-plane under consideration are dashed. In the left-hand classically allowed regionQ(h) is positive. Only
those zeros ofQ2(h) that are relevant for the contours of integration are shown. If the energy lies sufficiently far abo
top of the barrier, one may treat the double-well potential problem as a single-well potential problem with the clas
allowed region betweenh1 andh4 in ~a! and between the poles ath521 andh511 in ~b!. One then introduces new
cuts@betweenh1 andh4 in ~a! and between21 and11 in ~b!#, on the upper lips of whichQ(h) is positive, and uses the
contoursLL and LL8 . In ~a! the relation between the corresponding integrals isL85L1umu. In both ~a! and ~b! L is
related toa andb by the relationL5a1b.
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wheres̃ is an integer. If, whenL5umuÞ0 and hencej3.1, we enlarge the contour of integratio
L L̃ in Fig. 1~a!, so that the new contourL L̃8 encloses the turning pointsj3 andj4 as well as the
pole atj51, and if we compensate in~3.5a! along with~3.3a! and~3.3b! for this change by taking
the residue of the integrand atj51 into account, we obtain a general quantization condition, v
for both casesj3.1 andj3,1, i.e., for both situations depicted in Fig. 1, viz.

L̃85S umu
2

1 s̃1
1

2Dp, j3.1or j3,1. ~3.6!

Besides condensing the two alternative quantization conditions~3.5a! and ~3.5b! nicely into one
formula, the quantization condition~3.6! has the further merit that, if the integration along t
contour is made numerically~in cases where expressions in terms of complete elliptic integrals
not available!, it may be advantageous to use the contourL L̃8 instead ofL L̃ whenj3.1.

The quantization condition~3.6! yields the value of the reduced separation constantA8 as a
function of p2 and C̃; see~3.2a!.

2. Quantization conditions pertaining to the h-equation

In the physically relevant interval21,h,1 the function2Q2(h) may correspond to a
single-well potential~Fig. 2! or to a double-well potential with a superdense~Fig. 3! or underdense
~Fig. 4! barrier. When, in the case of an underdense barrier, the energy lies sufficiently far
the top of the barrier, it may be preferable to disregard the barrier and to treat the doubl
potential problem as a single-well potential problem.

WhenL5umuÞ0 or L50, and2Q2(h) is or can be considered as a single-well potent
and the classically allowed region is delimited by two simple zeros ofQ2(h), as shown in Figs.
2 and 4~a!, we obtain from~A31! the single-well quantization condition

L5~s1 1
2!p, s5non-negative integer, ~3.7!

where by definition

L5
1

2 ELL

q~h!dh, ~3.8!

LL being a closed contour encircling the generalized classical turning points. Note that
derivation of ~3.7! we have considered the classically forbidden regions to be thick also w
L50 ~Fig. 2!. WhenL5umuÞ0 we can with the aid of residue calculus write~3.7! along with
~3.8! as

L85~ umu1s1 1
2!p, ~3.9!

whereL8 is defined by

L85
1

2 ELL8

q~h!dh, ~3.10!

LL8 being a closed contour encircling21 and11; see Figs. 2 and 4~a!.
WhenL50, and the classically allowed region is delimited by two first-order poles ofQ2(h),

as shown in Fig. 4~b!, and the energy lies far above the top of the barrier, one can con
2Q2(h) as a single-well potential. From~A33! one then obtains the quantization condition~3.9!
with L8 defined by~3.10!, whereLL8 is now the contour in Fig. 4~b!.

We disregard the possibility thatL50 and the residues ofQ2(h) at h521 andh511 have
different signs, since this case has so far not appeared in the applications.
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When2Q2(h) corresponds to a double-well potential~Figs. 3 and 4!, which is usually the
case, the quantization condition~A39! gives

cos~a1b1f̃22a!5
cos~a2b!

@11exp~22pK̄ !#1/2
, ~3.11!

where

a5
p

2
when L5umuÞ0, ~3.12a!

a5~ umu11!
p

2
when L50, ~3.12b!

a5 (
n50

N

a (2n11), ~3.13a!

a (2n11)5Re
1

2 ELa

q(2n11)~h!dh, ~3.13b!

b5 (
n50

N

b (2n11), ~3.14a!

b (2n11)52Re
1

2 ELb

q(2n11)~h!dh, ~3.14b!

K̄5 (
n50

N

K̄2n , ~3.15a!

K̄2n5
i

2p E
LK

q(2n11)~h!dh. ~3.15b!

For the superbarrier case~Fig. 4! we can instead of~3.15b! use the alternative formula

K̄2n522 Im
1

2p E
La

q(2n11)~h!dh

522 Im
1

2p E
Lb

q(2n11)~h!dh, ~3.15b8!

which is useful in connection with the transformation to complete elliptic integrals. With the
of ~3.13a!, ~3.13b!, ~3.14a!, ~3.14b!, ~3.15a!, and~3.15b8! each one of the quantitiesa, b, andK̄
is then obtained as the real or imaginary part of an integral over the contourLa or Lb . The
contours of integrationLa ,Lb , and LK for subbarrier and superbarrier energies are shown
Figs. 3 and 4. The analytic expression for the quantityf̃ is given in terms ofK̄ andK̄2n by ~A28!

and~A29a!–~A29c!. The quantityf̃ is of decisive importance for energies in the neighborhood
the top of the barrier. The quantitiesa andb are positive. The quantityK̄0 is positive whenh2 and
h3 are real, it is equal to zero whenh2 andh3 coincide, and it is negative whenh2 andh3 are
complex conjugate. The quantityK̄2 may be positive or negative irrespective of whetherh2 and
h3 are real or complex conjugate.
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Analogously as we changed the original contourL L̃ into L L̃8 , when dealing with the quan
tization condition~3.5a!, we can, whenL5umuÞ0, change the contoursLa andLb depicted in
Figs. 3~a! and 4~a!, so that, instead of letting them enclose onlyh1 ,h2 andh3 ,h4 , respectively,
we make each one of them enclose also a pole,h521 or h511, respectively. Calling the new
contoursLa8 andLb8 @see Figs. 3~a! and 4~a!# and defining

a85 (
n50

N

a8(2n11), ~3.16a!

a8(2n11)5Re
1

2 ELa8

q(2n11)~h!dh, ~3.16b!

b85 (
n50

N

b8(2n11), ~3.17a!

b8(2n11)52Re
1

2 ELb8

q(2n11)~h!dh, ~3.17b!

and recalling that the functionsY2n are regular analytic ath561 whenL5umuÞ0, we find with
the use of residue calculus that forL5umuÞ0

a82a5b82b

5Lp/2, ~3.18a!

a82b85a2b

52
bp

2p
. ~3.18b!

With the aid of~3.18a! and ~3.18b! we obtain from~3.11! along with ~3.12a! for L5umuÞ0 the
following quantization condition:

cos@a81b81f̃2~ umu11!p#5
cos@bp/~2p!#

@11exp~22pK̄ !#1/2
, ~3.19!

which has the same merits, relative to the original form of the quantization condition, i.e.,~3.11!
with ~3.12a!, as were mentioned in connection with the quantization condition~3.6!, pertaining to
the j-equation. WhenL50 we define

a85 (
n50

N

a8(2n11), ~3.20a!

a8(2n11)5a (2n11), ~3.20b!

b85 (
n50

N

b8(2n11), ~3.21a!

b8(2n11)5b (2n11), ~3.21b!

and note that~3.18a! is obviously valid also forL50. With the use of the theory of comple
integration one finds that also~3.18b! is valid for L50. Then it follows from~3.11!, ~3.12b!,
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~3.18a!, and ~3.18b! that the quantization condition~3.19! is valid also whenL50. The quanti-
zation condition~3.19! thus covers in a unified and convenient form both casesL5umuÞ0 and
L50.

The quantization condition~3.19! can be rewritten as

a81b81f̃2~ umu11!p56arccos
cos@bp/~2p!#

@11exp~22pK̄ !#1/2
12s8p, ~3.22!

wheres8 is an integer. As already mentioned,~3.18b! is valid for L5umuÞ0 as well as forL
50. When the plus sign in~3.22! applies, we use~3.18b! to expressb8 in terms ofa8, and when
the minus sign in~3.22! applies, we use~3.18b! to expressa8 in terms ofb8. Replacings8 by sa

or sb , we thus obtain from~3.22! and ~3.18b! the two quantization conditions

a85S umu

2
1sa1

1

2
D p2

f̃

2
2

bp

4p
1

1

2
arccos

cos@bp/~2p!#

@11exp~22pK̄ !#1/2
, ~3.23a!

b85S umu

2
1sb1

1

2
D p2

f̃

2
1

bp

4p
2

1

2
arccos

cos@bp/~2p!#

@11exp~22pK̄ !#1/2
, ~3.23b!

where we choose the branch of arccos such that the last two terms on the right-hand side of~3.23a!

and~3.23b! cancel in the limitK̄→1`, that is, when the barrier becomes infinitely thick. In th
limit, the formulas~3.23a! and ~3.23b! simplify to

a85S umu
2

1sa1
1

2Dp, ~3.24a!

b85S umu
2

1sb1
1

2Dp. ~3.24b!

For the particular case that we have a symmetric two-center Coulomb problem, i.e., thZ1

5Z2 , as is the case for the ion H2
1 , the double-well potential pertaining to theh-equation

becomes symmetric (b50), and the quantization conditions~3.23a! and~3.23b! can be simplified:

a85S umu
2

1sa1
1

2Dp2
f̃

2
1

1

2
arctan exp~2pK̄ !, ~3.25a!

b85S umu
2

1sb1
1

2Dp2
f̃

2
2

1

2
arctan exp~2pK̄ !. ~3.25b!

The reduced separation constantA8, obtained from~3.23a! and ~3.23b! in the general case an
from ~3.25a! and ~3.25b! in the symmetric case, is a function ofp2 andC.

3. Comments on the quantization conditions

In the existing semiclassical treatments, the quantization conditions derived on assum
valid for mÞ0 are in general extrapolated tom50 ~corresponding to a particularization of ou
caseL50! without any motivation. It is, however, not allowed one to obtain a quantiza
condition corresponding tom50 from a quantization condition corresponding tomÞ0 by letting
m take continuous values and tend to zero by a limiting procedure. That the formulas obtain
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such an extrapolation are valid is ana posteriori conclusion. The correct justification of th
quantization conditions forL50 rests on the use of the connection formula in Sec. 2 b of
Appendix.

For given values ofr 12, m andE one can, as already mentioned, obtain the possible va
of the reduced separation constantA8 in the differential equation~2.8a! with ~2.9a! by applying
phase-integral quantization conditions for a single-well potential, while to obtain the pos
values of the reduced separation constantA8 in the differential equation~2.8b! with ~2.9b! one has
to use quantization conditions either for a single-well potential or for a double-well potential
appropriate quantization condition for thej-equation determinesA8 as a function ofp2 and C̃.
The appropriate quantization condition for theh-equation determinesA8 as a function ofp2 and
C. The eigenvalues ofp2, and hence the energy eigenvaluesE, are obtained from the requiremen
that these two expressions forA8 must be equal to each other. One then obtainsA8 from the
quantization condition for thej-equation or theh-equation. The value thus obtained forA8

depends obviously on the choice ofC andC̃. One should choose these parameters as function
r 12 in such a way that very accurate values ofp2 andA8 are obtained already in the first order
the phase-integral approximation. A practically useful criterion for this can be formulate
follows. For every value ofr 12 one determinesC and C̃ such that the first-order approximatio
gives the same value as the third-order approximation forp2 ~and hence for the energy! as well as
for A8. In this way one can make all calculations within the framework of the phase-inte
method.
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APPENDIX: PHASE-INTEGRAL METHOD

Since the present paper is based on phase-integral formulas that are scattered in d
publications, we collect in this Appendix the background material that is necessary for readi
paper.

The phase-integral method for solving differential equations of the type

d2c

dz2 1R~z!c50 ~A1!

involves the following items.

~1! Arbitrary-order phase-integral approximation generated from an unspecified base fu
Q(z), as described in Chap. 1 of Ref. 22; see also Dammert and Fro¨man.36

~2! The method for solving connection problems developed by Fro¨man and Fro¨man,37 generalized
to apply to the phase-integral approximation referred to in the above-given item.

~3! Supplementary quantities, expressed analytically in terms of phase-integrals. An exam
the quantityf̃, which is a new notation for the quantity22s in Frömanet al.,38 and which
is of decisive importance, when two transition zeros lie close to each other.

We shall first briefly describe the phase-integral approximation referred to in item~1!. Then we
collect connection formulas pertaining to a single transition point@first-order zero or first-order
pole of Q2(z)# and to a real potential barrier, which can be derived by means of the me
mentioned in item~2! combined with comparision equation technique for obtaining the sup
mentary quantityf̃ mentioned in item~3! and appearing in the connection formula for a re
barrier. Finally we present quantization conditions for single-well and double-well poten
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which can be derived by means of the connection formulas just mentioned. These quant
conditions are used in our treatment of the two-center Coulomb problem.

1. Phase-integral approximation generated from an unspecified base function

For a detailed description of the phase-integral approximation generated from an unsp
base function we refer to Chap. 1 in Ref. 22. A brief description is given in the following.

In the arbitrary-order phase-integral approximation in question there appears an unsp
functionQ(z) called thebase function. This function is often chosen to be equal toR1/2(z), but in
many physical problems it is important to use the possibility of choosingQ(z) differently when
there exist certain exceptional points, e.g., the origin in connection with the radial Schro¨dinger
equation, and, correspondingly, the poles ofQ̃2(j) and Q2(h) at j51 andh561 in the two-
center Coulomb problem. In the present paper we introduce in the base functions a paramL,
chosen such that eitherL5umuÞ0 or L50, and two parametersC andC̃ to be determined such
that the first- and third-order results coincide, in order that the first-order approximation be as
as possible.

To be able to write the phase-integral approximation generated from an unspecified
function in condensed form one introduces the new independent variable

z5Ez

Q~z!dz ~A2!

and the function

«05Q2 3/2~z!
d2

dz2 Q2 1/2~z!1
R~z!2Q2~z!

Q2~z!
. ~A3!

It can be shown that in a local region of the complexz-plane, where the absolute value of«0 is
small, the differential equation~A1! has the approximate solutions

c5q2 1/2~z!exp@6 iw~z!#, ~A4a!

w~z!5E
z0

z

q~z!dz, ~A4b!

where the lower limit of integrationz0 is an unspecified constant, and the functionq(z), pertain-
ing to the phase-integral approximation of the order 2N11, is given by

q~z!5 (
n50

N

q(2n11)~z!, ~A5a!

q(2n11)~z!5Q~z!Y2n , ~A5b!

with the first few functionsY2n given by

Y051, ~A6a!

Y25 1
2 «0 , ~A6b!

Y452
1

8
«0

22
1

8

d2«0

dz2 . ~A6c!

The choice of the functionQ(z) does not affect the expressions forY2n in terms of«0 andz; only
the expressions for«0 andz as functions ofz are affected.
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It is an essential advantage of the phase-integral approximation described previously
the Carlini39 ~JWKB! approximation in higher order that the former approximation contains
unspecified base functionQ(z), which one can take advantage of in several ways.~As regards the
motivation for the terminology Carlini approximation we refer to Ref. 39.! A criterion for the
determination of the base function is that the function«0 be in some sense small in the region
the complexz-plane that is relevant for the problem under consideration. However, this crite
does not determine the base functionQ(z) uniquely; it turns out that, within certain limits, th
results are not very sensitive to the choice ofQ(z), when the approximation is used in high
orders. With a convenient choice ofQ(z) already the first-order approximation can be very go
On the other hand an inconvenient, but possible, choice ofQ(z) introduces in the first-orde
approximation an unnecessarily large error that, however, in general becomes corrected alr
the third-order approximation.

The freedom that one has in the choice of the base functionQ(z) will be illuminated in a
concrete way in the following. For a radial Schro¨dinger equation the usual choice ofQ2(z) is

Q2~z!5R~z!2
1

4z2 . ~A7a!

However, the replacement of~A7a! by

Q2~z!5R~z!2
1

4z2 2
const

z
, ~A7b!

where the coefficient of 1/z should be comparatively small, does not destroy the great accura
the results usually obtained with the phase-integral approximation in higher orders. There
a whole set of base functions that may be used, and there are various ways in which one c
advantage of this nonuniqueness to make the choice of the base function well adapted
particular problem under consideration. For instance, by adapting the choice ofQ2(z) to the
analytical form ofR(z) one can sometimes achieve the result that the integrals occurring i
phase-integral approximation can be evaluated analytically. To give an example we assum
R(z) contains only exp(z) but notz itself. In this case it is convenient to replace the choice~A7b!
by the choice

Q2~z!5R~z!2
1

4~ez21!2 2
const

ez21
. ~A7c!

By a convenient choice, for instance of the unspecified coefficient in~A7b! or ~A7c!, one can
sometimes attain the result that, for example, eigenvalues or phase shifts are obtained exa
some particular parameter value in every order of the phase-integral approximation. As a
mentioned in Sec. I, by making this exactness fulfilled in the limit of a parameter value, for w
the phase-integral result without this adaptation would not be good, one can actually exte
region of validity of the phase-integral treatment; see p. 12 in Ref. 30. When the differe
equation contains one or more parameters, the accurate calculation of the wave functio
require different choices of the base functionQ(z) for different ranges of the parameter values.
illustrate this fact we consider the radial Schro¨dinger equation. For sufficiently large values of t
angular momentum quantum numberl we obtain an accurate phase-integral approximation~valid
also close toz50! if we chooseQ2(z) according to~A7a! or ~A7b!. If the value ofl is too small,
this phase-integral approximation is not good. It can be considerably improved~except close to
z50!, when the absolute value of the coefficient of 1/z in R(z) is sufficiently large, if one choose
instead

Q2~z!5R~z!1
l ~ l 11!

z2 . ~A7d!
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The corresponding phase-integral approximation is not valid close toz50, but the wave function
that is regular and tends tozl 11 asz→0 can be obtained sufficiently far away fromz50 by means
of the connection formula that will be presented in Sec. 2 b of this Appendix.

The appearance of the unspecified base functionQ(z) in the phase-integral approximation
thus very important from several points of view. In our treatment of the two-center Cou
problem we use two essentially different kinds of base function@corresponding toL5umuÞ0 and
L50 in ~3.2a! and ~3.2b!#, which yield approximate solutions with different regions of validit

When the first-order approximation is used, it is often convenient to choose the constant
limit of integrationz0 in ~A4b! to be a zero or a first-order pole ofQ2(z). This is, however, in
general not possible when a higher-order approximation is used, since the integral in~A4b! would
then in general be divergent. Ifz0 is an odd-order zero or an odd-order pole ofQ2(z), it is
therefore convenient to replace the definition~A4b! of w(z) by the definition

w~z!5
1

2 EGz0
(z)

q~z!dz, ~A8!

whereGz0
(z) is a path of integration that starts at the point corresponding toz on a Riemann shee

adjacent to the complexz-plane under consideration, encirclesz0 in the positive or in the negative
sense, and ends atz. It is immaterial for the value of the integral in~A8! if the path of integration
encirclesz0 in the positive or in the negative sense, but the end point must bez. For the first-order
approximation the definitions~A4b! and ~A8! are identical.

It is useful to introduce a short-hand notation for the integral in the right-hand member of~A8!
by the definition

E
(z0)

z

q~z!dz5
1

2 EGz0
(z)

q~z!dz. ~A9!

For the first order of the phase-integral approximation one can replace (z0) by z0 in the left-hand
member of~A9! and thus get an ordinary integral fromz0 to z instead of half of the integral along
the contourGz0

(z). In analogy to~A9! one defines a short-hand notation for an integral in wh
the upper limit of integration is an odd-order zero or an odd-order pole ofQ2(z). When one has
two transition points of that kind as limits of integration, one requires that the contours of
gration pertaining to the lower and upper limits of integration are encircled in the same dire
and the definition of the short-hand notation with both limits within parentheses implies the
the integral is equal to half of the integral along a closed loop enclosing both transition points
simplified notation in the left-hand member of~A9! for the integral in the right-hand member o
~A9! was introduced by Fro¨manet al.,40 pp. 160–161. It makes it possible to use, for an arbitr
order of the phase-integral approximation, a similar simple notation and almost the same
language~although in a generalized sense! as for the first order of the phase-integral approxim
tion. One thus achieves a great formal and practical simplification in the treatment of co
problems, when an arbitrary order of the phase-integral approximation is used.

We remark that the above-used notations differ from the notations in the original p
published up to the beginning of the 1980s in the respect thatQ2(z) andQmod

2 (z) in those papers
correspond in the present paper toR(z) andQ2(z), respectively.

2. Connection formulas associated with a single transition point

a. Connection formulas pertaining to a first-order, real transition zero

Before the phase-integral approximation generated from an unspecified base functio
been introduced, Fro¨man41 derived arbitrary-order connection formulas associated with a turn
point for the particular phase-integral approximation of arbitrary order corresponding toQ2(z)
5R(z). After the phase-integral approximation generated from an unspecified base functio
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been introduced, it turned out that these connection formulas remain valid also whenQ2(z)
ÞR(z). In the following we shall present the general connection formulas.

The functionsR(z) andQ2(z) are assumed to be real on the realz-axis ~the x-axis!. On this
axis there is a generalized classical turning pointt, i.e., a simple zero ofQ2(z), and there is, in a
generalized sense, a classically allowed region on one side oft, i.e., a region whereQ2(x).0, and
a classically forbidden region on the other side oft, i.e., a region whereQ2(x),0. Defining

w~x!5E
(t)

x

q~z!dz, ~A10!

we can write the connection formula for tracing a phase-integral solution of~A1! from the clas-
sically allowed to the classically forbidden region as

Auq2 1/2~x!uexpH i F uw~x!u1
p

4 G J 1Buq2 1/2~x!uexpH 2 i F uw~x!u1
p

4 G J
→~A1B!uq2 1/2~x!uexp@ uw~x!u#, ~A11!

where A and B are constants, which are arbitrary except for the requirement that (A1B)/
(uAu1uBu) must not be too close to zero. As a consequence of~A11! we have the connection
formula

uq2 1/2~x!ucosF uw~x!u1d2
p

4 G→sinduq2 1/2~x!uexp@ uw~x!u#, ~A12!

whered is a real phase constant that must not be too close to a multiple ofp. The connection
formula for tracing a phase-integral solution of~A1! from the classically forbidden to the class
cally allowed region is

uq2 1/2~x!uexp@2uw~x!u#1Cuq2 1/2~x!uexp@ uw~x!u#

→2uq2 1/2~x!ucosF uw~x!u2
p

4 G , ~A13!

and it is valid provided that the condition

C exp@ uw~x!u#&exp@2uw~x!u# ~A14!

is fulfilled. For a numerical study of the accuracy and the properties of the connection fo
~A13! with C50 we refer to Fro¨man and Mrazek.42 We emphasize the one-directional character
the connection formulas~A11!–~A13!, which means that the tracing of a solution must always
made in the direction of the arrow. This property of the connection formulas has been thoro
investigated and even illustrated numerically by Fro¨man43 for the first order of the Carlini39

~JWKB! approximation. The whole discussion in Ref. 43 applies in principle to the conne
formulas for the higher orders of the phase-integral approximation as well. The above-men
connection formulas for the phase-integral approximation of any order may in many cases b
for obtaining very accurate solutions of physical problems, when the classical turning poin
well separated, and when there are no other transition points near the real axis in the region
complexz-plane of interest. Within their range of applicability the connection formulas are
useful because of their simplicity and the great ease with which they can be used.

b. Connection formula pertaining to a first-order transition pole

Now we assume that in a certain region of the complexz-plane around a first-order transitio
pole t, i.e., a first-order pole ofQ2(z), we have
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R~z!52
l ~ l 11!

~z2t !2 1
B

z2t
1a regular function ofz, ~A15!

Q2~z!5
B̄

z2t
1a regular function ofz, ~A16!

where 2l 11 is a non-negative integer. We assume that the absolute values ofB and B̄ are
sufficiently large, while the absolute value ofB2B̄ and the absolute value of the differenc
between the two regular functions in~A15! and~A16! are sufficiently small. There is one particu
lar curve on whichw(z), defined as

w~z!5E
(t)

z

q~z!dz, ~A17!

is real. For the first order of the phase-integral approximation this is the anti-Stokes line
emerges fromt. Therefore we use, also when a higher order of the phase-integral approxim
is used, the terminology ananti-Stokes line that emerges from tin a generalized sense to deno
the anti-Stokes line on whichw(z), defined in~A17!, is real. For the first-order approximatio
~and under certain unnecessarily restrictive assumptions! Fröman and Fro¨man37 obtained a phase
integral formula@their Eq.~7.28!#, valid sufficiently far away fromt on the anti-Stokes line tha
emerges fromt, for the particular solutionc(z) of ~A1! that fulfills the condition

lim
z→t

c~z!

~z2t ! l 11 51. ~A18!

This formula can be generalized to be valid for an arbitrary order of the phase-integral ap
mation generated from an unspecified base function and can then be formulated as follows.
lip of the anti-Stokes line emerging fromt, where argw(z) is smallest, the solution of~A1! that
fulfills the condition~A18! is, sufficiently far away fromt, given by the phase-integral formula

c~z!5S pc
w~z!

uw~z!u D
2 1/2

q2 1/2~z!cosF uw~z!u2S l 1
3

4DpG , ~A19!

wherec is the residue of@c(z)#22 at z5t and is thus determined by the expansion ofc(z) in
powers ofz2t, and the sign of

Fpc
w~z!

uw~z!uG
21/2

has to be chosen conveniently. For the special case thatl 50 one finds thatc5B. Formula~A19!
can easily be particularized to the case thatR(z) andQ2(z) are real on the realz-axis ~thex-axis!
and t lies on that axis.

3. Connection formula for a real, smooth, single-hump potential barrier

Our starting point is a paper by Fro¨man and Fro¨man.44 Although it was assumed in th
treatment there thatQ2(z)5R(z) with the notations in the present paper, the results obtained
valid also whenQ2(z)ÞR(z). In the present paper it is convenient to introduce partly ot
notations than in Ref. 44. Thus we now denote byt8 andt9 the two relevant zeros ofQ2(z), i.e.,
the two generalized classical turning points in the subbarrier case (t8,t9) and the two complex
conjugate transition zeros in the superbarrier case (Imt8<0,Im t9>0). Letx8, calledx1 in Ref. 44,
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be a point in the classically allowed region of the realz-axis to the left of the barrier, and letx9,
calledx2 in Ref. 44, be a point in the classically allowed region of the realz-axis to the right of
the barrier. We introduce the notations

u5uF22uexp~K !, ~A20a!

q5argF22, ~A20b!

f̃522s5
p

2
2argF12, ~A20c!

where F12 and F22 are defined in Ref. 44, andK is defined by Eq.~12! in Ref. 44. In the
definitions~A20a!–~A20c! it is assumed that the phase ofq1/2(z) is chosen as shown in Fig. 1 i
Ref. 44. We shall, however, in the following write the formulas in such a way that they re
unchanged if one changes the phase ofQ1/2(z) and hence the phase ofq1/2(z); see~A5a! and
~A5b!. The quantityK in ~A20a! is then given by

K5
1

2
i E

L
q~z!dz

5 i E
(t8)

(t9)
q~z!dz, ~A21!

whereL @not to be confused with the parameterL in the base functionQ(h)# is a closed contour
of integration encircling botht8 and t9, but no other transition point, and the integration
performed in the direction that in thefirst-order approximationyieldsK.0 for energies below the
top of the barrier andK,0 for energies above the top of the barrier. If higher-order approxi
tions are used, the quantityK may become negative also for energies below~but not too far from!
the top of the barrier; see Table I in Ref. 45. We have replaceds, defined by Eq.~28! in Ref. 44,
by 2 f̃/2 @cf. ~A20c!# in order to get better agreement with a notation used by other authors
for instance Child.46 Now we define

B85A1 expS 2 i
p

4 D , ~A22a!

A85B1 expS 1 i
p

4 D , ~A22b!

where the notations in the right-hand members are those used in Ref. 44. Using the sho
notation defined in~A9!, we obtain from Eqs.~25a! and ~9a!, with x1 replaced byx8, in Ref. 44
and ~A22a! and ~A22b! in the present paper

c~x8!5A8uq2 1/2~x8!uexpS 1 iUReE
(t8)

x8
q~z!dzU D

1B8uq2 1/2~x8!uexpS 2 iUReE
(t8)

x8
q~z!dzU D , ~A23a!

and from Eqs.~25b! and~23!, with x2 replaced byx9, in Ref. 44 and~A20a!–~A20c!, ~A22a!, and
~A22b! in the present paper
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c~x9!5A9uq2 1/2~x9!uexpS 1 iUReE
(t9)

x9
q~z!dzU D

1B9uq2 1/2~x9!uexpS 2 iUReE
(t9)

x9
q~z!dzU D , ~A23b!

where

S A9
B9 D5M̃ S A8

B8 D , ~A24!

M̃5S u expF2 i S p

2
1q D G ~u211!1/2exp~1 i f̃ !

~u211!1/2exp~2 i f̃ ! u expF1 i S p

2
1q D G D , ~A25a!

detM̃521. ~A25b!

It is seen from~A23a! and ~A23b! that the coefficientsA8 and A9 are associated with wave
traveling away from the barrier, while the coefficientsB8 and B9 are associated with wave
incoming toward the barrier. From~A25a! and ~A25b! we obtain

M̃ 215S u expF2 i S p

2
2q D G ~u211!1/2exp~1 i f̃ !

~u211!1/2exp~2 i f̃ ! u expF1 i S p

2
2q D G D . ~A26!

One thus obtainsM̃ 21 from M̃ by replacingq by 2q. We emphasize that the above-mention
formulas are in principle exact, provided that one knows the quantitiesu, q, andf̃, which depend
slightly on x8 andx9. Furthermore, the two transition zeros associated with the potential ba
need not lie far away from other possibly existing transition points; see Ref. 44. However,
one introduces foru, q, and f̃ the approximate values that will be given in the following, t
barrier is assumed to be well separated~in the sense just described! from all transition points that
are not associated with the barrier.

WhenA8 andB8 are given constants, associated with a wave function that is given at the
x8, the coefficientsA9 andB9, which are obtained from~A24! along with~A25a!, depend slightly
on x8 andx9 via the quantitiesu, q, andf̃. One obtains the derivatives ofc(x8) andc(x9) from
~A23a! and ~A23b! by consideringA8,B8,A9 andB9 f ormally as constants.

When the transition points that arenot associated with the barrier lie sufficiently far awa
from t8 and t9, it follows from Eq. ~43a! in Ref. 44 and~A20a! and ~A20b! that

u'exp~K !, ~A27a!

q'0. ~A27b!

The quantityf̃ is particularly important when the energy is close to the top of the barrier
it is important also for energies well below the top, if one with the use of higher orders o
phase-integral approximation wants to obtain very accurate results. In practice one cannot
useful expressions forf̃ from the exact formula~A20c!. Under the assumption thatd2R(z)/dz2 is
not too close to zero at the top of the barrier, Fro¨manet al.47 derived by means of comparisio
equation technique, adapted to yield formulas for supplementary quantities in the phase-i
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method, an approximate, but very accurate, formula in the (2N11)th order of the phase-integra
approximation@their eqs.~5.5.30!, ~5.5.25a!–~5.5.25g!, ~5.4.23!, and~5.4.21!#, from which we can
obtain the formula

f̃5argGS 1

2
1 iK̄ D2K̄ ln uK̄0u1 (

n50

N

f (2n11), ~A28!

where

f (1)5K̄0 , ~A29a!

f (3)52
1

24K̄0

, ~A29b!

f (5)52
7

2880K̄0
3

1
K̄2

24K̄0
2

2
K̄2

2

2K̄0

, ~A29c!

with

K̄2n5
1

2p i EL
Y2nQ~z!dz, n50,1,2,. . . ,N, ~A30a!

K̄5 (
n50

N

K̄2n5
K

p
, ~A30b!

L being the previously described contour of integration encirclingt8 andt9 but no other transition
point, with the integration performed in the direction that makesK̄0 positive whent8 and t9 are
real, i.e., when the barrier is superdense, but negative whent8 andt9 are complex conjugate, i.e
when the barrier is underdense.@Note that we perform the integrations in~A21! and ~A30a! in
opposite directions in order to make these formulas agree with Eq.~12! in Ref. 44 and Eq.~5.4.21!
in Ref. 47, respectively.# The result given by~A28!, ~A29a!–~A29c!, and~A30a! and~A30b! can
also be obtained from Ref. 38, where22s is the same as ourf̃.

We emphasize again that for the validity of~A28! with the expressions~A29a!–~A29c! for
f (2n11) the essential restriction is thatu d2R(z)/dz2 u must not be too small at the top of th
barrier, which means that close to its top the barrier is approximately parabolic. However,
the energy is close to the top of the barrier, it is the slight deviation from parabolic shape cl
the top of the barrier that determines the values of the quantitiesK̄2n ,n.0, and one needs accura
values of these quantities for obtaining accurate values off̃ in higher orders of the phase-integr
approximation.

The barrier connection formula presented in this section is valid uniformly for all ener
below and above the top of the barrier. We would also like to emphasize that while the conn
formulas pertaining to an isolated turning point~Fröman41! are one-directional, the barrier con
nection formula~A23a! and~A23b! with ~A24! and~A25a!, which is valid when the barrier is wel
isolated and has an approximately parabolic top, is bidirectional. However, the neighborhood
energy that corresponds to a resonance requires a careful discussion.

4. Quantization conditions for single-well and double-well potentials

In this section we shall present quantization conditions for general single-well potential48–50

and double-well potentials,38,50–52valid for any conveniently chosen order of the phase-integ
approximation, in forms especially adapted to the two-center Coulomb problem. In the qua
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tion conditions pertaining to the double-well potential there appears the supplementary quanf̃,
which was discussed in Sec. 3 of this Appendix, and which is of particular importance for e
eigenvalues in the neighborhood of the top of the barrier; cf. numerical results in Ref. 38,
Q2, Qmod

2 , ands correspond toR, Q2, and2 f̃/2, respectively, in the present paper. Compa
sion with numerical results38 shows that all energy eigenvalues, also the low-lying ones and t
in the neighborhood of the top of the barrier, are obtained very accurately from the phase-in
quantization conditions when the third- or fifth-order approximation is used.

Since arbitrary-order phase-integral quantization conditions for the single-well and fo
double-well potential problems have been given in previous works, we restrict ourselves to
ing those results and taking into account the fact that we are dealing with the special pot
pertaining to the two-center Coulomb problem.

a. Quantization conditions for single-well potentials

We assume thatR(z) andQ2(z) are real on the realz-axis ~thex-axis! and that there are two
transition pointst8 and t9 (.t8) on this axis, each one of which may be either a first-or
transition zero, i.e., a first-order zero ofQ2(z), or a first-order transition pole, i.e., a first-ord
pole ofQ2(z). These transition points are assumed to lie far away from all other transition po
On the real axis betweent8 and t9 it is assumed thatQ2(x) is positive. With the aid of the
connection formulas in Sec. 2 of this Appendix we can derive the quantization conditions tha
be presented in the following.

When botht8 and t9 are first-order transition zeros, we obtain the quantization condition48,49

U E
(t8)

(t9)
q~z!dzU5S s1

1

2Dp, s50,1,2 ,. . . . ~A31!

When one of the transition pointst8 and t9 is a first-order transition zero, and the other is
first-order transition pole in the neighborhood of whichR(z) andQ2(z) can be expanded accord
ing to ~A15! and ~A16! with l 5 (umu21)/2, i.e., l ( l 11)5 (m221)/4, we obtain under the as
sumptions introduced below those expansions the quantization condition49

U E
(t8)

(t9)
q~z!dzU5S umu

2
1s1

1

2Dp, ~A32!

wherem is an integer~positive, negative or zero!, ands is also an integer.
When both transition pointst8 and t9 are first-order transition poles, in the neighborhood

which R(z) andQ2(z) can be expanded according to~A15! and ~A16! with l 5 (umu21)/2, i.e.,
l ( l 11)5 (m221)/4 for both transition poles but possibly with different coefficientsB andB̄ for
the two transition poles, we obtain under the assumptions introduced below~A15! and~A16! the
quantization condition30

U E
(t8)

(t9)
q~z!dzU5S umu1s1

1

2Dp, ~A33!

wherem is an integer~positive, negative, or zero!, ands is also an integer.

b. Quantization conditions for double-well potentials

We assume thatR(z) andQ2(z) are real on the realz-axis~thex-axis! and that there are eithe
two generalized classical turning pointst8 and t9 (.t8) @real, simple zeros ofQ2(z)# associated
with a superdense potential barrier or two complex conjugate simple transition zerost8 and t9
@simple zeros ofQ2(z); Im t8,0, Im t9.0# associated with an underdense potential barrier.
classically allowed region to the left of the barrier is to the left delimited by a transition point2

~on the real axis!, and the classically allowed region to the right of the barrier is to the r
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delimited by a transition pointt1 ~on the real axis!, wheret2 and t1 are both either generalize
classical turning points, i.e., simple zeros ofQ2(z), or first-order transition poles, i.e., first-orde
poles ofQ2(z). The pointst2 andt1 , as well as other possibly existing transition points that
not associated with the barrier, are assumed to lie far away fromt8 and t9. When t2 and t1 are
simple transition poles we assume that in the neighborhood oft6 we have

R~z!5
~12m2!

4~z2t6!2 1
B6

z2t6
1a regular function ofz, ~A34!

Q2~z!5
B̄6

z2t6
1a regular function ofz, ~A35!

where m is an integer~positive, negative, or zero!, B6 and B̄6 are sufficiently large to their
absolute values, while the absolute values ofB62B̄6 , as well as the difference between th
regular functions in~A34! and~A35!, is not too large. Under the above-mentioned assumptions
obtain with the aid of connection formulas in Secs. 2 and 3 in this Appendix the quantiz
condition

tanS UReE
(t2)

(t8)
q~z!dzU1 f̃

2
2aD tanS UReE

(t1)

(t9)
q~z!dzU1 f̃

2
2aD

5
@11exp~22K !#1/221

@11exp~22K !#1/211
, ~A36!

where

K5
1

2i EL
q~z!dz, ~A37!

L being a closed contour, enclosingt8 and t9, along which the integration is performed in th
direction that makes the first-order contribution toK positive when the barrier is superdense b
negative when the barrier is underdense, and

a5H p

2
when t2 and t1 are transition zeros

~ umu11!
p

2
when t2 and t1 are transition poles .

~A38!

The quantization condition~A36! can be rewritten into the form

cosS UReE
(t2)

(t8)
q~z!dzU1UReE

(t1)

(t9)
q~z!dzU1f̃22aD

5
cos~ uRe* (t2)

(t8) q~z!dzu2uRe* (t1)
(t9) q~z!dzu!

@11exp~22K !#1/2 . ~A39!
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Quantal two-center Coulomb problem treated by means
of the phase-integral method. II. Quantization
conditions in the symmetric case expressed in terms
of complete elliptic integrals. Numerical illustration
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The contour integrals, occurring in the arbitrary-order phase-integral quantization
conditions given in a previous paper, are in the first- and third-order approximations
expressed in terms of complete elliptic integrals in the case that the charges of the
Coulomb centers are equal. The evaluation of the integrals is facilitated by the
knowledge of quasiclassical dynamics. The resulting quantization conditions in-
volving complete elliptic integrals are solved numerically to obtain the energy
eigenvalues and the separation constants of the 1ss and 2ps states of the hydro-
gen molecule ion for various values of the internuclear distance. The accuracy of
the formulas obtained is illustrated by comparison with available numerically exact
results. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1399295#

I. INTRODUCTION

In a previous paper1 the general two-center Coulomb problem was treated according to
phase-integral method, briefly described in the appendix of that paper, and arbitrary-order
tization conditions were given, valid uniformly for all energies.

The symmetric case, where the charge numbersZ1 and Z2 of the two Coulomb centers ar
equal, represents forZ15Z251 the hydrogen molecule ion H2

1. This case has for natural reaso
been studied more extensively than the general two-center problem. Thus, the H2

1 ion was already
the subject of treatments with the aid of the old quantum theory2 and in the early days of quantum
mechanics.3,4 The simplicity of the hydrogen molecule ion grants it an analogous unique pos
in molecular physics as the hydrogen atom possesses in atomic physics. For instance, H2

1 plays a
role of fundamental significance in the theory of chemical bonding, and it is also of importan
the study of stellar atmospheres.

For the background of the present paper we refer to Ref. 1. In Sec. II of the present pap
present the quasiclassical dynamics of the associated particle system by setting up the equ
motion for a particle moving in the relevant potential and express the solution in terms of Jac
elliptic functions. In Secs. III and IV we express the quantization conditions given in Ref.
terms of complete elliptic integrals by using the solution in Sec. II. We introduce, analogou
Lakshmanan and Kaliappan,5 Lakshmananet al.,6 and Lakshmananet al.,7 convenient transfor-
mations to elliptic functions, in order to be able to express both the real and the complex c
integrals, occurring in the quantization conditions, in terms of complete elliptic integral
choosing our transformations we exploit the symmetry of the functionsR(h) andQ2(h), intro-
duced in Ref. 1, from the beginning of the calculations, since this is much simpler tha

a!Present address: Department of Physics, Government Arts College, Ariyalur-621 713, India.
b!Electronic mail: lakshman@bdu.ernet.in
50770022-2488/2001/42(11)/5077/19/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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particularize formulas for the general case of arbitrary nuclear charge numbersZ1 andZ2 to the
caseZ15Z2 . Thus we obtain simple expressions for the quantities appearing in the quantiz
conditions in Ref. 1. It should be remarked that if one particularizes theh-quantization conditions
involving complete elliptic integrals that are valid for arbitrary charge numbersZ1 andZ2 ~to be
derived in the subsequent paper8! to the caseZ15Z2 , one must in general make further cumbe
some transformations in order to bring the quantization conditions in question into the same
as those obtained by assuming from the begining thatZ15Z2 . The functionsR̃(j) and Q̃2(j),
introduced in Ref. 1, do not display an analogous symmetry asR(h) andQ2(h) whenZ15Z2 .
The treatment of thej-equation is thus the same whetherZ15Z2 or Z1ÞZ2 , and it is analogous
to the treatment of theh-equation in the general case whenZ1 may be different fromZ2 , which
is treated in the third paper8 in our series of papers concerning the phase-integral treatment o
quantal two-center Coulomb problem. All the contour integrals needed in the calculation
expressed in terms of complete elliptic integrals, corresponding to the use of the first- and
order phase-integral approximations. Since complete elliptic integrals can easily be evalua
means of standard computer programs, computational difficulties that may arise in direct n
cal calculations~especially of higher-order terms! are thereby eliminated. One achieves also
possibility of being able to utilize well-known properties of complete elliptic integrals, for insta
series expansions, for analytic studies on the basis of the quantization conditions. Some
first-order contour integrals have previously been given in terms of complete elliptic integra
Strand and Reinhardt,9 but to the best knowledge of the present authors, even in the first-o
approximation only partial results have been given.

The phase-integral formulas derived in this paper are quite flexible due to the presence
arbitrary parametersC andC̃ introduced in the base functionsQ(h) andQ̃(j) in Eqs.~3.2b! and
~3.2a!, respectively, in Ref. 1. In accordance with the discussion in Sec. III A of Ref. 1 we ch
C and C̃ such that the first-order results are exactly equal to the third-order results, an
investigate in Sec. V of the present paper the accuracy of our phase-integral quantization
tions for the 1ss and 2ps states of the hydrogen molecule ion.

II. QUASICLASSICAL DYNAMICS

We have seen in Sec. III of Ref. 1 that the quantization conditions require the evaluat
various contour integrals. In the present section we shall restrict ourselves to theh-equation. The
shape of the contours depends on the choice ofL and on the real or complex nature of the zer
of Q2(h); see Figs. 2–4 in Ref. 1.

Letting, when2Q2(h) is a double-well potential, the zeros ofQ2(h) beh1 ,h2 ,h3 ,h4 when
L5umuÞ0 andh2 ,h3 whenL50, we shall evaluate the integralsa5b andK̄ in the following
cases separately.

~1! L5umuÞ0:
~a! Subbarrier case~superdense! ~h152h4 andh252h3 are real!.
~b! Superbarrier~under-dense! case~h1 ,h4 are real andh2 ,h3 are complex conjugate!.

~2! L50:
~a! Subbarrier~superdense! case~only two zeros,h252h3 ; they are real!.
~b! Superbarrier~under-dense! case~only two zeros,h2 andh3 ; they are complex conjugate!.

In each one of these cases the evaluation of the contour integrals in terms of complete
integrals is facilitated by the knowledge of the associated quasiclassical dynamics. In particu
relevant substitution for the integration variable in the various contour integrals can be ob
with the help of, for example, Byrd and Friedman.10 However, the meaning of these substitutio
can be attributed to the associated solution of the equation of motion of the corresponding cl
problem as in the case of three-dimensional anharmonic oscillators.7

To illustrate what has been said previously, we shall consider the subbarrier case ofL5umu
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Þ0. ~For the other cases the analysis can be carried out in a similar way.! The base functionQ(h)
for this case is

Q~h!5p
@~a22h2!~h22b2!#1/2

12h2 , ~2.1!

wherea5h452h1 , b5h352h2 , andp252(1/2)Er12
2 . Let us define a new integration var

able ū by writing

ū5Eh dh

~12h2!Q~h!
; ~2.2!

then

dh

dū
5~12h2!Q~h!5Q̂~h!. ~2.3!

Before solving~2.3!, we shall relate this differential equation to the equation of motion for
quasiclassical motion of a particle with a massm in a certain potential by differentiating~2.3! with
respect toū, getting

d2h

dū2 5
1

2

dQ̂2

dh
. ~2.4!

Defining now the ‘‘time’’ variableu as

u5ūAm, ~2.5!

we obtain the equation of quasiclassical motion

m
d2h

du2 52
dU~h!

dh
, ~2.6a!

U~h!52 1
2Q̂

2~h!. ~2.6b!

We can consider~2.6a! as representing the motion of a particle in the potentialU(h). We shall
now solve the differential equation~2.3! in terms of Jacobian elliptic functions whenQ(h) is
given by ~2.1!. The potentialU(h) is then given by

U~h!52 1
2Q̂

2~h!

52 1
2~12h2!2Q2~h!

52 1
2p

2~a22h2!~h22b2!, ~2.7!

and according to~2.3! and ~2.1!

dh

dū
5pA~a22h2!~h22b2!. ~2.8!

By solving ~2.8! with respect toh we obtain

h~ ū!5
b

dnFp

a
~ ū2ū0!G , ~2.9!
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whereū0 is an integration constant, and the modulusk of the Jacobian elliptic function is given b

k2512
b2

a2 . ~2.10!

Similarly we can for all other cases interpret the corresponding quasiclassical dynamics
above-mentioned type of treatment.

III. CASE LÄzm zÅ0

In order to express the contour integrals, occurring in the quantization conditions pertain
the j-equation and theh-equation, in terms of complete elliptic integrals, we transform the in
grals in question from thej- or h-plane to another complex plane, theu-plane, on which the
Jacobian elliptic functions cnu, snu, and dnu are defined. We make frequent use of formulas
Ref. 10. As mentioned previously the transformation in question can be attributed to quasicla
dynamics.

A. Four real zeros of Q2
„h… and Q̃2

„j…

1. The quantities aÄb and K̄ pertaining to the h-equation: Subbarrier case [Fig. 3(a)
in Ref. 1]

Puttingh452h15a andh352h25b, we have the base function~2.1!, that is,

Q~h!5p
@~a22h2!~h22b2!#1/2

12h2 . ~3.1!

Using the appropriate transformation on p. 54 in Ref. 10, or equivalently the quasiclassica
tion given in Sec. II, we put

h5
b

dnu
5

b

~12k2sn2 u!1/2, k2512
b2

a2 . ~3.2!

Noting that the looph2→h1→h2 , that is2b→2a→2b, in theh-plane, denoted byG2b,2a ,
represents the contourLa in Fig. 3~a! of Ref. 1 which corresponds in theu plane to 0→K
→2K, whereK is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind, we obtain for the first-ord
contribution toa the following transformation of the original integral in theh-plane into an
integral in theu-plane:

a~1!5
1

2 ELa

Q~h!dh5
1

2 EG2b,2a

Q~h!dh

5
p

g

1

2 E0

2KS dh

du D 2 du

12h2

5p
k4b2

12b2

1

2 E0

2K sn2 u~12sn2 u!

~12k2 sn2 u!~12n2 sn2 u!
du, ~3.3!

which, after decomposition of the integrand into partial fractions and use of recurrence formu
Ref. 10, yields

a~1!5
p

g FE~k!2S 12
k2

n2DK~k!1k2S 12
1

n2DP~n2,k!G , ~3.4a!

where
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n25
a22b2

a2~12b2!
5

k2

12b2 , g5
1

a
, k25

a22b2

a2 . ~3.5!

Here K(k), E(k), and P(n2,k) are complete elliptic integrals of first, second, and third kin
respectively. Similarly we obtain for the third-order contribution toa @see Eqs.~3.13b!, ~A5b!,
~A6b!, ~A3!, ~2.9b!, and~3.2b! of Ref. 1#,

a~3!5
1

2 ELa

q~3!~h!dh

5
1

2 ELa

F S 2C1
1

12h2D 1

2Q~12h2!
2

1

8
Q23~h!S dQ~h!

dh D 2Gdh, ~3.6!

whereC is the parameter introduced in the base functionQ(h) in Eq. ~3.2b! of Ref. 1. After
evaluation of the integrals we obtain

a~3!52
gC

2p
K~k!1

g

2p~12b2!n2 @k2K~k!1~n22k2!P~n2,k!#

2
g~12b2!

8pb2k4 @P1K~k!1P2E~k!1P3P~n2,k!#, ~3.4b!

where

P15 1
3@29k41k2~815n2!14n228#, ~3.7a!

P25 1
3@k2~242n2!1~824n2!# ~3.7b!

and

P354~n22k2!2. ~3.7c!

Analogous calculations can be performed to evaluate the quantityK̄. For this purpose we
make use of the appropriate transformation on p. 58 in Ref. 10, that is

h25b2 sn2 u. ~3.8!

The first-order@see Eqs.~3.15b!, ~A5b!, ~A6a!, and~3.2b! of Ref. 1# and the third-order@see Eqs.
~3.15b!, ~A5b!, ~A6b!, ~A3!, ~2.9b!, and~3.2b! of Ref. 1# contributions toK(5pK̄) are

pK̄05
i

2 ELK

Q~h!dh

5
pn2

g E
0

2K cn2 u dn2 u

12n2 sn2 u
du

5
p

g FE~k!1k2S 12
1

n2DK~k!1~n22k2!S 12
1

n2DP~n2,k!G , ~3.9a!

and
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pK̄25
i

2 ELK

q~3!~h!dh5
i

2 ELK

F S 2C1
1

12h2D 1

2Q~12h2!
2

1

8
Q23~h!S dQ~h!

dh D 2Gdh

5
Cg

p
K~k!2

g

p
P~n2,k!1

g

4b2p F 1

3k86 ~23n2k62k418n2k227n211!E~k!

1
3n221

3k82 K~k!14n2P~n2,k!G , ~3.9b!

where

n25b2, g5
1

a
, k25

b2

a2 , k82512k25
a22b2

a2 . ~3.10!

The integralsa8 andb8 for the contoursLa8 andLb8 in Fig. 3~a! in Ref. 1 are obtained from
the formulasa85a1Lp/2 andb85b1Lp/2, see Eq.~3.18a! in Ref. 1.

2. The quantities L˜ and L̃ 8 pertaining to the j-equation [Fig. 1(a) in Ref. 1]

Denoting the four real zerosj1,j2,1,j3,j4 of Q̃2(j) by the simpler notationsd,c
,1,b,a, respectively, used in Ref. 10, we have

Q̃~j!5p
@~a2j!~j2b!~j2c!~j2d!#1/2

j221
. ~3.11!

Using the appropriate transformation on p. 120 in Ref. 10, we obtain~cf. Sec. II!

j5
b2cn1

2 sn2 u

12n1
2 sn2 u

, n1
25

a2b

a2c
,1. ~3.12!

Noting that the loopj3→j4→j3 , that isb→a→b, in the j-plane, denoted byGb,a , represents
the contourL L̃ in Fig. 1~a! of Ref. 1 and corresponds to 0→K→2K in theu-plane, and using the
transformation~3.12!, we obtain the first-order contribution toL̃ through the following transfor-
mation of the original integral in thej-plane to theu-plane:

L̃ ~1!5
1

2 EL L̃

Q̃~j!dj

5
1

2 EGb,a

Q̃~j!dj

5
p

2g E0

2KS dj

duD 2 du

j221

5
2p~n2

22n1
2!~n3

22n1
2!

g E
0

2K sn2 u~12sn2 u!~12k2 sn2 u!

~12n1
2 sn2 u!2~12n2

2 sn2 u!~12n3
2 sn2 u!

du, ~3.13!

where

n1
25

a2b

a2c
, n2

25
11c

11b
n1

2, n3
25

12c

12b
n1

2, ~3.14!

g5
2

@~a2c!~b2d!#1/2, k25
~a2b!~c2d!

~a2c!~b2d!
. ~3.15!
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Note thata, b, c, d, and hence alson1 , n2 , n3 , g, k, depend on the choice of the parameterC̃ in
the base functionQ̃(j); cf. Eq. ~3.2a! in Ref. 1. Decomposing the integrand in~3.13! into partial
fractions, and using recurrence formulas in Ref. 10, we obtain the final formula

L̃ ~1!52H ~1!~n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,g,k,C̃! ~3.16a!

5
2p

g F S 122k21
3k2

n1
2 DK~k!23E~k!

1S 2~11k2!2n1
22

3k2

n1
2 DP~n1

2,k!2(
i 51

3

CiSi G , ~3.16b!

where we have introduced the ‘‘universal’’ functionH (1), and

C15
2@2n2

2n3
22n1

2n2
22n1

2n3
2#

~n2
22n1

2!~n1
22n3

2!
, ~3.17a!

C25
2n2

2~n3
22n1

2!

~n2
22n1

2!~n3
22n2

2!
, ~3.17b!

C35
2n3

2~n2
22n1

2!

~n3
22n1

2!~n2
22n3

2!
, ~3.17c!

Si5
1

3k2 F ~n i
212n i

2k223k2!K~k!2~n i
21n i

2k223k2!E~k!

1
3k2

n i
2 ~12n i

2!~k22n i
2!@P~n i

2,k!2K~k!#G , i 51,2,3, ~3.18!

which can also be written as

Si5
k82

3 Fn i
2 K~k!2E~k!

k2 1
~322n i

2!E~k!

k82 23PS k22n i
2

12n i
2 ,kD G , i 51,2,3, ~3.188!

the last formula being valid ifn i
2 andk2 fulfill the conditions stated in Sec. 117.03 in Ref. 10.

Similarly we get for the third-order contribution toL̃:

L̃ ~3!5
1

2
E

L L̃
F S C̃1

1

j221
D 1

2Q̃~j!~j221!
2

1

8
Q̃23~j!S dQ̃

dj
D 2Gdj,

that is
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L̃ ~3!52H ~3!~n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,g,k,C̃! ~3.16c!

52
g

64p~n2
22n1

2!~n3
22n1

2!
F(

i 51

4

Ci8K~k!1(
i 51

4

DiE~k!G
2

g

4p F C̃1
n1

2~n2
22n3

2!

4n2
2~n1

22n3
2!

1
n1

2~n2
22n3

2!

4n3
2~n2

22n1
2!GK~k!, ~3.16d!

whereH (3) is another ‘‘universal’’ function,C̃ is the parameter in the base functionQ̃(j) @cf. Eq.
~3.2a! in Ref. 1#, and

C185
4

3k82 @k412k2221~2n1
21n2

21n3
2!~122k2!1$2n1

2~n2
21n3

2!1n2
2n3

21n1
4%~423k2!#

1
4

3k82 F2$2n1
2n2

2n3
21n1

4~n2
21n3

2!%
11210k2

k2 1
n1

4n2
2n3

2

k4 ~1426k227k4!G , ~3.19a!

C285
4

n2
2n3

2 F2n2
4n3

41n1
4n2

41n1
4n3

422n1
4n2

2n3
22

2n1
2n2

4n3
4

k2 S 22
n1

2

3 D 1
4n1

4n2
4n3

4

3k4 G , ~3.19b!

C385
8n2

2n3
2

3k4 ~3k426n1
2k212n1

41k2n1
4!, ~3.19c!

C48516F2~n1
2n2

21n2
2n3

21n3
2n1

2!2
n1

4n2
2n3

2

k4 ~21k2!1
n1

2

k2 ~n1
2n2

21n1
2n3

214n2
2n3

2!G , ~3.19d!

D15
4

3k84 @223k223k412k62~2n1
21n2

21n3
2!~124k21k4!#

1
4

3k84 @2$2n1
2~n2

21n3
2!1n2

2n3
21n1

4%~11k2!#

1
4

3k84 F ~11220k2111k4!$2n1
2n2

2n3
21n1

4~n2
21n3

2!%

k2

2
n1

4n2
2n3

2

k4 ~14213k2213k4114k6!G , ~3.20a!

D25
16n1

2n2
2n3

2

3k4 @3k22n1
2~11k2!#, ~3.20b!

D35D2 , ~3.20c!

D45
16n1

2

k2 F2~n1
2n2

21n1
2n3

214n2
2n3

2!1
2n1

2n2
2n3

2

k2 ~11k2!G . ~3.20d!

The integralL̃8 for the contourL L̃8 in Fig. 1~a! in Ref. 1 is obtained from the formulaL̃8

5L̃1(umu/2)p. ThereforeL̃8(1) and L̃8(3) can be obtained from~3.16a!–~3.16d!.
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B. Two real and two complex conjugate zeros of Q2
„h… and Q̃2

„j…

1. The quantities aÄb, K̃ , L , and L 8 pertaining to the h-equation: Superbarrier case
[Fig. 4(a) or Fig. 2 in Ref. 1]

Puttingh452h15a, h25h3* 52 ia1 , we have

Q~h!5p
@~a22h2!~a1

21h2!#1/2

12h2 . ~3.21!

Using the appropriate transformation on p. 133 of Ref. 10, that is,

h25a2 cn2 u, ~3.22!

we now utilize the fact that the Jacobian elliptic functions are doubly periodic, one of the pe
being complex. Thus, the looph1→h2→h1 , that is2a→2 ia1→2a, in the h-plane, denoted
by G2a,2 ia1

, represents the contourLa in Fig. 4~a! of Ref. 1, and it corresponds in theu-plane to

0→K1 iK 8→2K12iK 8 whereK85K(k8). Denoting by 2Ḡ(2n11) the integral occurring in the
definitions~3.13b! and (3.15b8) in Ref. 1 whenZ15Z2 , we have the following first-order expres
sion:

Ḡ~1!5
1

2 ELa

Q~h!dh

5
1

2 EG2a,2 ia1

Q~h!dh, ~3.23!

which when transformed to the variableu becomes

Ḡ~1!5
pa2

2g E
0

2K12iK 8 sn2 u dn2 u

12a2 cn2 u
du. ~3.24!

After evaluation of the integral in~3.24! we obtain

Ḡ~1!5
p

g FE~k!1
k2

a2 ~12a2!K~k!2S k2

a2 1k82DP~n2,k!G
2

p

g
i $E~k8!1~k21a2k82!@P~12n2,k8!2K~k8!#%, ~3.25a!

where

n25
a2

a221
, g5

1

~a21a1
2!1/2, k25

a2

a21a1
2 , k82512k2. ~3.26!

Similarly one obtains
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Ḡ~3!52
Cg

2p
K~k!1H g

2p~12a2!
1

~n221!g

4p J FP~n2,k!2
p

2
Aa2~12a2!

k82a21k2G
2

g

8n2p F1

3
~24k214n221!K~k!1

1

3k82 ~28k418k2~12n2!1117n2!E~k!G
1 i H 2

Cg

2p
K~k8!1F g

2p~12a2!
1

~n221!g

4p GF ~12a2!K~k8!2n2P~n221,k8!2
p

2 G
2

g

8n2p F1

3
~24k214n221!K~k8!

1
1

3k82 ~28k418k2~12n2!1117n2!@K~k8!2E~k8!#G J . ~3.25b!

Recalling the definition ofḠ(2n11) above~3.23! in the present paper, one sees that accord
to ~3.13b! in Ref. 1 the first- and third-order contributions toa are

a~1!5ReḠ~1!, ~3.27a!

a~3!5ReḠ~3!, ~3.27b!

and that according to (3.15b8) in Ref. 1 the first- and third-order contributions toK(5pK̄) are

pK̄0522 Im Ḡ~1!, ~3.28a!

pK̄2522 Im Ḡ~3!. ~3.28b!

The integralsa85b8 associated with the contoursLa8 and Lb8 in Fig. 4 in Ref. 1 are
obtained from the integralsa5b by means of the relations~3.18a! in Ref. 1, that isa85b8
5a1Lp/25b1Lp/2. The integralsL andL8 associated with the contoursLL andLL8 in Fig.
4~a! in Ref. 1 can be obtained from the integralsa5b by means of the formulasL5a1b
52a andL85L1umu.

The only essential difference between2Q2(h) in Fig. 4~a! in Ref. 1 and2Q2(h) in Fig. 2
in Ref. 1 is that in the former figure there is an underdense barrier of2Q2(h), while in the latter
figure 2Q2(h) has a single minimum. For the case in Fig. 2 one has therefore the for
L (2n11)5a (2n11)1b (2n11)52a (2n11), with expressions~3.27a! and ~3.27b! for a (1) and a (3),
and the formulaL8(2n11)5L (2n11)1umudn,0 . The case in Fig. 2 has, however, not appeared in
applications.

2. The quantities L˜ and L̃ 8 pertaining to the j-equation [Fig. 1(a) in Ref. 1]

Denoting byj35b andj45a the real zeros ofQ̃2(j), and byc andc* the complex conjugate
zerosj1 andj2 of Q̃2(j), we have

Q̃~j!5p
@~a2j!~j2b!~j2c!~j2c* !#1/2

j221
. ~3.29!

Defining

c5b12 ia1 , c* 5b11 ia1 , ~3.30!

A5@~a2b1!21a1
2#1/2, B5@~b2b1!21a1

2#1/2, ~3.31!
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and using the appropriate transformation on p. 133 in Ref. 10, we get

j5
aB1bA1~bA2aB!cnu

A1B1~A2B!cnu
. ~3.32!

Noting that the loopb→a→b in thej-plane~denoted byGb,a for the contourL L̃! corresponds to
the path 0→2K→4K in the u-plane, and using the transformation~3.32!, we obtain for the
first-order contribution toL̃ the formula@see Fig. 1~a! in Ref. 1#,

L̃ ~1!5
1

2 EL L̃

Q̃~j!dj

5
1

2 EGb,a

Q̃~j!dj

5
p~n12n2!~n12n3!

g E
0

4K sn2 u dn2 u

~11n1 cnu!21~11n2 cnu!~11n3 cnu!
du, ~3.33!

where

n15
A2B

A1B
, n25

~11b!A2~11a!B

~11b!A1~11a!B
, n35

~12b!A2~12a!B

~12b!A1~12a!B
, ~3.34!

g5
1

AAB
, k25

~a2b!22~A2B!2

4AB
. ~3.35!

By evaluating the last integral in~3.33!, and introducing a new ‘‘universal’’ functionH̄ (1), given
by Eqs.~2.19!, ~2.20a!–~2.20c!, and~2.21! in Ref. 8 with j 50, we obtain

L̃ ~1!522 ReH̄ ~1!~n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,g,k,C̃!@with j 50# ~3.36a!

5
2p

g H 1

n1
2 F S 2k21

n1
2

12n1
2DPS n1

2

n1
221

,kD
1~n1

222k2!K~k!22n1
2E~k!1n1kpG1(

i 51

3

C̄i J̄iJ , ~3.36b!

where

C̄15
n1

2~2n3n22n1n32n1n2!

~n12n2!~n12n3!
, ~3.37a!

C̄25
~n12n3!n2

3

~n12n2!~n22n3!
, ~3.37b!

C̄35
~n12n2!n3

3

~n12n3!~n32n2!
, ~3.37c!
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J̄i5ReS̄i~with j 50!

5
1

n i
4 Fk2~12n i

2!K~k!1n i
2E~k!2~k21n i

2k82!PS n i
2

n i
221

,kD G
1

1

2kn i
3 Fk2~n i

221!2
n i

2

2 Gp,i 51,2,3; ~3.38!

cf. the definition ofS̄i in Eq. ~2.21! in Ref. 8. The third-order contribution toL̃ is

L̃ ~3!522 ReH̄ ~3!~n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,g,k,C̃! @with j 50# ~3.39a!

52
g

8p H S 4C̃1
n1

2~n22n3!2

n2n3~n12n3!~n22n1!
DK~k!

1
1

~n12n3!~n12n2!
@XK~k!1YE~k!#J , ~3.39b!

whereH̄ (3) is another ‘‘universal’’ function, given by Eqs.~2.22! and ~2.23a!–~2.23c! in Ref. 8
with j 50, and where thus

X52
~114k2!

3
1

~314k82!

3
~n1

212n1n212n1n31n2n3!2
k82

3k2 ~1724k2!n1
2n2n3

22n1~n11n21n3!12n2n31n1
2S n2

n3
1

n3

n2
D , ~3.40a!

Y5
1

3k82 ~118k228k4!1
4

3
~2k221!~n1

212n1n212n1n31n2n3!

1
n1

2n2n3

3k2 ~1728k218k4!. ~3.40b!

The integralL̃8 associated with the contourL L̃8 in Fig. 1~a! in Ref. 1 is obtained from the
formula L̃85L̃1(umu/2)p. One has therefore the formulasL̃8(1)5L̃ (1)1(umu/2)p and L̃8(3)

5L̃ (3) with L̃ (1) and L̃ (3) given by ~3.39a! and ~3.39b!, respectively.

IV. CASE LÄ0

A. Two real zeros of Q2
„h… and Q̃2

„j…

1. The quantities aÄb and K̄ pertaining to the h-equation: Subbarrier case [Fig. 3(b)
in Ref. 1]

Puttingh352h25b as before, we have

Q~h!5pF ~h22b2!

12h2 G1/2

. ~4.1!

Using ~3.2! with a51, the first- and third-order contributions toa become

a~1!5p@E~k!2~12k2!K~k!#, ~4.2a!

a~3!5
1

2pk2 F ~12Ck2!K~k!2E~k!2
1

12S ~3k228!K~k!2~7k228!
E~k!

k82 D G , ~4.2b!
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wherek2512b2.
The first- and third-order contributions toK(5pK̄) are

pK̄052p@E~k!2~12k2!K~k!#, ~4.3a!

pK̄25
1

p FCK~k!2
E~k!

k82 1
1

12k2 S 7k211

k82 E~k!2~3k211!K~k! D G , ~4.3b!

wherek25b2.

2. The quantities L˜ and L̃ 8 pertaining to the j-equation [Fig. 1 in Ref. 1]

If the real zeros ofQ̃2(j) arej35c(,a) andj45a, we have

Q̃~j!5pF ~j2c!~a2j!

~j11!~j21!G
1/2

. ~4.4!

We shall treat the three cases 1,c,a, 21,c,1,a, andc,21,1,a separately.
a. Case1,c,a [Fig. 1(a) in Ref. 1]. For this case we use the transformation on p. 120

Ref. 10 and the formula in Sec. 256.19 with a suitable choice of parameters to obtain the firs
third-order contributions toL̃ as

L̃ ~1!5E
c

a

Q̃~j!dj

5p
~a2c!~c21!g

2n2~n22k2!
@~2n22n42k2!P~n2,k!2n2E~k!2~n22k2!K~k!#, ~4.5a!

L̃ ~3!5
C̃gK~k!

2p
1

g

2~c221!p F2n2

k4 ~k22n2!K~k!1
1

k4k82 ~k2~k22n422n2!12n4!E~k!G
2

g

24n4p~c21!
@~221k212n22n4!K~k!12~k42~11n21n4!k22n212n411!E~k!#,

~4.5b!

where

n25
a2c

a21
, g5

2

@~a21!~c11!#1/2, k25
2~a2c!

~a21!~c11!
. ~4.6!

To obtain L̃8 one can use the formulaL̃8(2n11)5L̃ (2n11)1(umu/2)dn,0 with L̃ (1) and L̃ (3)

given by ~4.5a! and ~4.5b!.
b. Case21,c,1,a [Fig. 1(b) in Ref. 1]. We use in the appropriate transformation on

120 of Ref. 10 and the formula in Sec. 256.17~with b51 andd521! to obtain the first- and
third-order contributions toL̃8 @see Fig. 1~b! in Ref. 1# as

L̃8~1!5
2p

g F S 12
k2

n2DK~k!2E~k!1S n222k21
k2

n2DP~n2,k!G , ~4.7a!
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L̃8~3!5
gC̃K~k!

2p
1

g

4pn2~12c! F S 12
n4

k2DK~k!1~k2~2k22122n2!1n4!
E~k!

k2k82G
2

g

16~12c!pn2 F 4

3k2 ~~21n412n2!k223k422n4!K~k!

1
8

3k82 S 2~n41n221!1k2~n42n212!1
n4

k2DE~k!G , ~4.7b!

where

n25
a21

a2c
, g5S 2

a2cD 1/2

, k25
~11c!~a21!

2~a2c!
. ~4.8!

c. Case c,21,1,a [Fig. 1(b) in Ref. 1]. Using the transformation on p. 120 of Ref. 1
and the formula in Sec. 256.20 with a suitable choice of parameters, we obtain the firs
third-order contributions toL̃8 as

L̃8~1!5
~a2c!~12c!gp

2n4 @2n2E~k!1~n21k2!K~k!1~n42k2!P~n2,k!#, ~4.9a!

L̃8~3!5
C̃gK~k!

p
1

g

4pn2 F S 122n21
n4

k2DK~k!2S 11
n4

k2DE~k!G
2

g

32pn2 H 4

3k2k82 @2k41k2~22n422n2!2n4#K~k!

1
8

3k2k84 @2k61k4~n22n4!1k2~n41n221!2n4#E~k!J , ~4.9b!

with

n25
a21

a11
, g5

2

@~a11!~12c!#1/2, k25
~a21!~2c21!

~a11!~12c!
. ~4.10!

B. Two complex conjugate zeros of Q2
„h…

The case of two complex conjugate zeros of the square of the base function occurs only
h-equation.

The quantitiesa5b and K̄ pertaining to theh-equation: Superbarrier case [Fig. 4(b) in Re
1]. With h252 ia1 andh35 ia1 we have

Q~h!5p
@~12h2!~a1

21h2!#1/2

12h2 5pS a1
21h2

12h2 D 1/2

. ~4.11!

Specializing to the casea51 in ~3.27a! and ~3.27b! and ~3.28a! and ~3.28b! along with ~3.25a!
and ~3.25b!, we obtain the first- and third-order contributions toa as

a~1!5ReḠ~1!, a~3!5ReḠ~3! ~4.12!

and the first- and third-order contributions toK(5pK̄) as

pK̄0522 Im Ḡ~1!, pK̄2522 Im Ḡ~3!, ~4.13!

where
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Ḡ~1!5
p

g
$E~k!1 i @K~k8!2E~k8!#%, ~4.14a!

Ḡ~3!5
g

2p F ~12C!K~k!2E~k!2
1

12S 4K~k!1
~8k227!

k82 E~k! D G
1 i

g

2p F2CK~k8!1E~k8!2
1

12S 4K~k8!1
~8k227!

k82 $K~k8!2E~k8!% D G ~4.14b!

with

g5
1

~11a1
2!1/2, k25

1

11a1
2 . ~4.15!

The integralL8 associated with the contourLL8 in Fig. 4~b! in Ref. 1 is obtained from the
formula L85a1b52a.

V. ACCURACY OF THE PHASE-INTEGRAL QUANTIZATION CONDITIONS FOR THE
1s s AND 2p s STATES OF THE HYDROGEN MOLECULE ION

For the 1ss and 2ps states of the hydrogen molecule ion one has to putL50. The quanti-
zation conditions in Ref. 1 for the 1ss state are~3.5a! with s̃50 @Fig. 1~a! in Ref. 1# and ~3.9!
with s5m50 @Fig. 4~b! in Ref. 1# when r 12 is sufficiently small, but~3.5b! with s̃5m50 @Fig.
1~b! in Ref. 1# and~3.25b! with sa5sb5m50 @Fig. 3~b! in Ref. 1# whenr 12 is sufficiently large.
The quantization conditions in Ref. 1 for the 2ps state are~3.5a! with s̃50 @Fig. 1~a! in Ref. 1#
and~3.9! with s51 andm50 @Fig. 4~b! in Ref. 1# whenr 12 is sufficiently small, but~3.5b! with
s̃5m50 @Fig. 1~b! in Ref. 1# and ~3.25a! with sa5sb5m50 @Fig. 3~b! in Ref. 1# when r 12 is
sufficiently large. After having expressed these quantization conditions in the first order and
order of the phase-integral approximation in terms of complete elliptic integrals, as describ
the previous sections, we have used these quantization conditions to calculate the energyE and the
reduced separation constantA8. We have determinedC andC̃ as function ofr 12 such that the first-
and third-order quantization conditions give the same values of bothE andA8. For the values of
C andC̃ thus obtained, the choice of the base functionsQ(h) andQ̃(j) is optimum in the sense
that the most accurate first-order values ofE andA8 are obtained, since the first- and third-ord
approximations give the same values ofE and A8. In this connection we remark that there a
quantal systems for which one can obtain exact values of the energy by choosing the base f
such that the first- and third-order results coincide; see p. 1826 in Ref. 11 and p. 16 in Re

By determiningC andC̃ for each value ofr 12 such that the first- and third-order quantizatio
conditions give the same value ofE as well as ofA8, we have obtained the results in Table I f
the 1ss state and in Table II for the 2ps state of the hydrogen molecule ion; see also Figs. 1
2. Especially for large values ofr 12 the phase-integral values ofE andA8 in Tables I and II are in
reasonable agreement with the numerically exact values obtained by Murai and Takatsu,13,14 as is
best seen from Fig. 1 for the state 1ss and from Fig. 2 for the state 2ps. For these states th
phase-integral method cannot compete with the numerical method used by Murai and Taka
the possibility of using the analytical phase-integral formulas expressed in terms of com
elliptic integrals is an alternative that may sometimes be preferable to the use of the very ac
numerical results.

It is seen that in Figs. 1 and 2 there are sometimes some irregularities in the values ofC, C̃,
uE2EMTu and uA82AMT8 u for low r 12 values. It should also be noted thatC and C̃ approach the
correct limiting value 1/4 asr 12→0.

To obtain the numerical results in Sec. V a general FORTRAN computer program using
rapid library routines was written at the Centre for Nonlinear Dynamics, Department of Ph
                                                                                                                



TABLE I. For the state 1ss of H2
1 t first- and third-order phase-integral results coincide forE as well as forA8. With the

use of these values ofC andC̃, the ions that are appropriate depending on whetherr 12 is sufficiently small or sufficiently
large. The numerically exact value MT andAMT8 .

r 12 C T A8 AMT8 A82AMT8

Sufficiently smallr 12

0.6 0.409 176 18 0 0 060 275 20.199 240 748 9 20.199 230 000 0 20.000 010 748
0.8 0.443 152 899 0 0 280 098 20.324 914 201 9 20.327 900 000 0.002 985 799
1.0 0.468 177 174 4 0 27 729 20.470 687 972 1 20.475 946 916 1 0.005 258 944

Sufficiently larger 12

2.0 0.525 508 000 0 0 15 958 21.385 866 329 21.393 538 844 0.007 672 515
3.0 0.534 795 590 0 0 30 69 22.451 736 492 22.458 030 452 0.006 293 96
4.0 0.525 543 652 0 0 3 671 23.564 275 870 23.569 090 310 0.004 814 44
5.0 0.509 534 415 3 0 57 25 24.673 981 394 24.677 559 936 0.003 578 542
6.0 0.494 233 156 6 0 80 568 25.759 202 308 25.761 839 130 0.002 636 822
7.0 0.482 991 774 0 0 10 761 26.817 236 218 26.819 239 945 0.002 003 727
8.0 0.475 824 570 0 0 56 149 27.854 452 399 27.856 077 820 0.001 625 421
9.0 0.471 507 673 0 0 64 543 28.878 337 258 28.879 752 233 0.001 414 975

10.0 0.468 895 318 4 0 07 251 29.894 343 735 29.895 643 269 0.001 299 534
15.0 0.464 171 046 0 0 95 015 214.932 033 45 214.933 152 05 0.001 118 65
20.0 0.462 583 431 7 0 59 786 219.948 917 64 219.949 960 67 0.001 043 03
25.0 0.461 735 080 0 0 43 085 224.958 994 30 224.959 984 43 0.000 990 13
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he values ofC andC̃ have been obtained from the requirement that the

values ofE andA8 have then been obtained from the quantization condit
s obtained by Murai and Takatsu~Refs. 13 and 14! are given in the columnsE

C̃ E EMT E2EM

.495 364 356 0 21.618 424 439 21.671 484 714 5 0.053

.488 457 984 4 21.545 199 993 21.554 480 091 5 0.009

.490 208 142 0 21.455 314 042 21.451 786 313 0 20.003 5

.505 790 336 8 21.109 450 173 21.102 634 215 0 20.006 8

.514 686 014 0 20.914 626 887 0 20.910 896 197 4 20.003 7

.519 150 688 0 20.798 198 554 4 20.796 084 883 7 20.002 11

.521 027 659 1 20.725 677 545 1 20.724 420 295 2 20.001 2

.521 361 748 5 20.679 416 283 8 20.678 635 715 1 20.000 7

.520 850 534 0 20.648 961 908 9 20.648 451 147 1 20.000 5

.519 946 280 0 20.627 926 537 2 20.627 570 388 6 20.000 3

.518 905 760 0 20.612 571 107 4 20.612 306 564 0 20.000 2

.517 856 861 6 20.600 785 980 7 20.600 578 728 9 20.000 2

.513 368 645 0 20.566 810 620 7 20.566 715 605 2 20.000 0

.510 789 280 8 20.550 074 045 2 20.550 014 259 3 20.000 0

.508 920 020 0 20.540 048 885 5 20.540 005 800 8 20.000 0

                                                                                                                  



TABLE II. For the state 2ps of H2
1 t- and third-order phase-integral results coincide forE as well as forA8. With the

use of these values ofC andC̃, the v s that are appropriate depending on whetherr 12 is sufficiently small or sufficiently
large. The numerically exact value andAMT8 .

r 12 C A8 AMT8 A82AMT8

Sufficiently smallr 12

0.2 0.263 395 978 0 7 97 22.005 074 078 22.004 020 000 0.001 054 078
0.4 0.268 855 028 0 9 708 22.018 393 631 22.016 330 000 0.002 063 631
0.6 0.275 068 547 0 0 442 22.041 072 959 22.037 690 000 0.003 382 959
0.8 0.282 634 031 0 85 793 22.075 482 537 22.069 270 000 0.006 212 537
2.0 0.343 572 840 4 0 623 22.523 233 873 22.521 958 177 0.001 275 696
3.0 0.391 523 598 0 49 563 23.202 554 526 23.196 382 289 0.006 172 237

Sufficiently larger 12

4.0 0.427 994 195 0 50 542 24.029 227 017 24.025 940 635 0.003 286 382
5.0 0.448 161 632 0 49 428 24.942 443 752 24.941 274 459 0.001 169 293
6.0 0.459 123 373 0 99 907 25.903 631 412 25.903 659 889 20.000 028 477
7.0 0.464 457 921 0 38 563 26.890 343 283 26.890 997 919 20.000 654 636
8.0 0.466 614 486 0 80 969 27.889 744 744 27.890 707 161 20.000 962 417
9.0 0.467 126 491 0 32 66 28.894 778 515 28.895 880 333 20.001 101 818

10.0 0.466 877 089 0 93 989 29.901 798 495 29.902 954 530 20.001 156 035
15.0 0.464 139 540 0 94 875 214.932 144 72 214.933 261 11 20.001 116 39
20.0 0.462 583 050 0 59 785 219.948 918 96 219.949 961 91 20.001 042 95
25.0 0.461 735 070 0 43 085 224.958 994 32 224.959 984 45 20.000 990 13
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the values ofC andC̃ have been obtained from the requirement that the firs

alues ofE andA8 have then been obtained from the quantization condition
s obtained by Murai and Takatsu~Refs. 13 and 14! are given in the columnsEMT

C̃ E EMT E2EMT

0.246 516 819 0 20.502 072 030 3 20.502 680 000 0 20.000 60
0.234 829 974 20.509 130 292 8 20.510 790 000 0 20.001 65
0.209 525 191 20.523 174 558 1 20.524 305 000 0 20.001 13
0.147 093 588 0 20.552 425 793 5 20.542 740 000 0 0.009 6
0.552 431 948 9 20.657 183 769 2 20.667 534 392 2 20.010 35
0.526 004 845 9 20.701 567 896 1 20.701 418 333 4 0.000 1

0.524 934 545 0 20.696 001 180 8 20.695 550 639 4 0.000 4
0.523 892 464 0 20.677 741 041 4 20.677 291 613 2 0.000 4
0.522 676 096 0 20.657 710 466 4 20.657 310 559 0 0.000 3
0.521 416 248 0 20.639 467 418 3 20.639 128 855 4 0.000 3
0.520 178 914 0 20.623 887 034 6 20.623 606 015 6 0.000 2
0.518 998 550 0 20.610 887 601 2 20.610 654 940 6 0.000 2
0.517 893 123 0 20.600 095 056 9 20.599 901 068 6 0.000 1
0.513 568 940 0 20.566 803 604 6 20.566 708 729 0 0.000 0
0.510 789 280 0 20.550 073 982 0 20.550 014 197 7 0.000 0
0.508 920 010 0 20.540 048 885 0 20.540 005 800 3 0.000 0
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FIG. 1. Plots for the 1ss state of the ion H2
1 of ~a! C vs r 12 , ~b! C̃ vs r 12 , ~c! log uE2EMTu vs r 12 , and ~d! log uA8

2AMT8 u vs r 12 , whenC and C̃ are determined as functions ofr 12 from the requirement that the first-order phase-integ
results coincide with the third-order results. HereE andA8 are the phase-integral values obtained in Table I, whileEMT and
AMT8 are the corresponding numerically exact values obtained by Murai and Takatsu~Refs. 13 and 14! and quoted in Table
I. There is a break in each curve between the regions where the quantization conditions for sufficiently sm
sufficiently large values ofr 12 have been used.

FIG. 2. Plots for the 2ps state of the ion H2
1 of ~a! C vs r 12 , ~b! C̃ vs r 12 , ~c! log uE2EMTu vs r 12 , and ~d! log uA8

2AMT8 u vs r 12 , whenC and C̃ are determined as functions ofr 12 from the requirement that the first-order phase-integ
results coincide with the third-order results. HereE andA8 are the phase-integral values obtained in Table II, whileEMT

andAMT8 are the corresponding numerically exact values obtained by Murai and Takatsu~Refs. 13 and 14! and quoted in
Table II. There is a break in each curve between the regions where the quantization conditions for sufficiently sm
sufficiently large values ofr 12 have been used.
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Bharathidasan University, Tiruchirapalli, India. We have carried out the numerical calculatio
Silicon Graphics Power Indigo 2 XZ Graphics Workstation~R8000, 64bit processor! using FOR-
TRAN 77 compiler.

Some years ago, a direct numerical integration of the contour integrals in the phase-in
quantization conditions for the hydrogen molecule ion was carried out by Fil. lic. Anders Ho¨kback
at the Department of Theoretical Physics, University of Uppsala, Sweden. By means o
numerical material it was possible to make valuable checks of the correctness of the phase-
quantization conditions expressed in terms of complete elliptic integrals.
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Quantal two-center Coulomb problem treated by means
of the phase-integral method. III. Quantization
conditions in the general case expressed in terms
of complete elliptic integrals. Numerical illustration

N. Athavana) and M. Lakshmananb)

Centre for Nonlinear Dynamics, Department of Physics, Bharathidasan University,
Tiruchirapalli 620 024, India

N. Fröman
Department of Theoretical Physics, University of Uppsala,
Box 803, S-751 08 Uppsala, Sweden

~Received 27 July 2000; accepted for publication 16 July 2001!

In this paper we take up the quantal two-center problem where the Coulomb centers
have arbitrary positive charges. In analogy with the symmetric case, treated in the
second paper of this series, we use the knowledge on the quasiclassical dynamics to
express the contour integrals in the first- and third-order approximations of the
phase-integral quantization conditions, given in the first paper of this series of
papers, in terms of complete elliptic integrals. For various values of the distance
between these charges the accuracy of the formulas obtained is illustrated by com-
parison with available numerically exact results. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1399296#

I. INTRODUCTION

In this third paper in a series of papers concerning the two-center Coulomb problem w
up the general case in which the charge numbersZ1 and Z2 of the two Coulomb centers ar
arbitrary. The study of such general systems is of considerable importance in the field of mo
physics and elementary particle physics. For example, the calculation of eigenvalues an
tronic wave functions for one-electron diatomic molecules with fixed internuclear separation
starting point for an accurate description of molecular vibrations and rotations and of ion–
scattering.1–4 Also the calculation of radiative transition probabilities for ap2 meson moving in
the Coulomb field of two fixed nuclei5 is a good example of the two-center Coulomb proble
dealt with in elementary particle physics. Such calculations are of physical interest in conn
with experimental6–8 and theoretical9 research on the absorption ofp2 mesons stopped in sub
stances containing hydrogen.

In the second paper in this series10 the symmetric case,Z15Z2 , was considered. Using for th
two-center Coulomb problem the general phase-integral quantization conditions derived in th
paper,11 the relevant contour integrals for the first- and third-order approximations were expr
in terms of complete elliptic integrals so that numerical evaluation of energy eigenvalue
separation constants can easily be carried out. The evaluation of the various contour integr
facilitated through suitable transformations of thej- andh-variables, which can be related to th
quasiclassical motion of a particle. In the symmetric case,Z15Z2 , the squared base functio
Q2(h) has a symmetry, as discussed in Ref. 10. As a result of this, the evaluation of the qua

a5b, L, L8, and K̄ pertaining to theh-quantization conditions was performed with the use

particular transformations in a rather simple way, while for the quantityL̃ in the j-quantization

a!Present address: Department of Physics, Government Arts College, Ariyalur-621 713, India.
b!Electronic mail: lakshman@bdu.ernet.in
50960022-2488/2001/42(11)/5096/20/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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condition rather general transformations are necessary. However, in the general case, wZ1

may be different fromZ2 , no such symmetric structure exists forQ2(h), andQ2(h) andQ̃2(j),
given by Eqs.~3.2a! and~3.2b! in Ref. 11, can have, besides the poles, the following structur
the zeros.

~1! CaseL5umuÞ0:
~a! Four real zeros.
~b! Two real and two complex conjugate zeros.

~2! CaseL50:
~a! Two real zeros.
~b! Two complex conjugate zeros ofQ2(h).

As a consequence, the evaluation of the contour integrals in the cases of thej-equation and the
h-equation are analogous, except that certain coefficients change in the different subcase
allows one to use the ‘‘universal’’ functionsH (2n11) and H̄ (2n11), n50 or 1, valid for the (2n
11) th-order approximation, which were defined in Secs. III A 2 and III B 2 of Ref. 10. Th
functions depends on five parametersn1 , n2 , n3 , g, andk, which are expressed in terms of th
zeros of eitherQ2(h) or Q̃2(j), and on the parameterC or C̃ in the base functionQ(h) or Q̃(j),
respectively; see Eqs.~3.2a! and~3.2b! in Ref. 11. Different choices of these parameters allow o
to express the relevant quantitiesa, b ~which may now be different froma!, L, L8, K̄, andL̃ in
the first- and third-order phase integral approximation~apart possibly from a sign or a consta
factor! as the appropriate ‘‘universal’’ function or its real or imaginary part with the appropr
parameters inserted. When the contour integrals are evaluated, one can solve the quan
conditions to obtain the energy levels accurately.

In principle one can specialize the results of the general case whenZ1 may be different from
Z2 to the particular case whenZ15Z2 in order to obtain the results of Ref. 10, but in practice t
is cumbersome due to the different transformation formulas used for theh-part of the quantization
conditions in Ref. 10. For thej-part such a specialization implies only thatZ11Z2 is replaced by
2Z1 but no essential simplification.

The plan of the present paper is as follows. In Sec. II A we expressa, b, L, L8, K̄, andL̃ in
terms of the ‘‘universal’’ functions appropriate for the subbarrier case withL5umuÞ0. In Sec. II B
a similar treatment is given for the superbarrier case. In Sec. III an analogous procedure is a
to the caseL50. Finally, in Sec. IV a detailed numerical analysis of the phase-integral quan
tion conditions is carried out forZ151 and different values ofZ2 ~52, 5, and 8!, and comparision
is made with existing numerically exact results for the energy and the reduced separation co

II. CASE LÄzm zÅ0

In this section we utilize for the case of four zeros ofQ2(h) or Q̃2(j) the ‘‘universal’’
functionsH (2n11), n50 or 1, introduced in Ref. 10 and related to the (2n11) th-order contribu-
tion, and the ‘‘universal’’ functionsH̄ (2n11), n50 or 1, which will be introduced in Sec. II B 1. In
the different cases one finds, as explained in Sec. I, that the forms of the evaluated c
integrals are similar, except for changes of the parameters. One obtains the expressions
‘‘universal’’ functionsH (1), H (3), H̄ (1), andH̄ (3) by integrating one specific integral in each ca
explicitly and then modifying the definition of the parameters in these functions to obtain the
required quantities.

A. Four real zeros of Q2
„h… or Q̃2

„j…

1. The quantities a, b, and K̄ pertaining to the h-equation: Subbarrier case [Fig. 3(a) in
Ref. 11]

Denoting the zerosh1 , h2 , h3 , andh4 by a, b, c, andd, we write the base function for this
case as
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Q~h!5p
@~h2a!~b2h!~c2h!~d2h!#1/2

12h2 . ~2.1!

Using the transformation on p. 103 in Ref. 12, we obtain

h5
a2dn1

2 sn2 u

12n1
2 sn2 u

, ~2.2!

the parametern1
2 being defined in~2.4!. Noting that the loopa→b→a, that ish1→h2→h1 in the

h-plane, denoted byGa,b , which represents the contourLa in Fig. 3~a! of Ref. 11, corresponds to
0→K→2K in the u-plane, one finds that the first-order contribution toa is

a~1!5
1

2 ELa

Q~h!dh

5
1

2 EGa,b

Q~h!dh

5
p

2g E0

2KS dh

du D 2 du

12h2

5
2p~a2d!2n1

4

g~12a2!
E

0

2K sn2 u~12sn2 u!~12k2 sn2 u!du

~12n1
2 sn2 u!2~12n2

2 sn2 u!~12n3
2 sn2 u!

, ~2.3!

where

n1
25

a2b

d2b
, n2

25
11d

11a
n1

2, n3
25

12d

12a
n1

2, ~2.4!

g5
2

@~d2b!~c2a!#1/2, k25
~d2c!~b2a!

~d2b!~c2a!
. ~2.5!

Decomposing the integrand in~2.3! into partial fractions and evaluating the integrals
means of recurrence formulas in Ref. 12, we obtain

a~1!5H ~1!~n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,g,k,C!, ~2.6!

where H (1) is the ‘‘universal’’ function defined in Eqs.~3.16a!, ~3.16b!, ~3.17a!–~3.17c!, and
~3.18! of Ref. 10 but withC̃ replaced byC and the parametersn i , i 51,2,3, given by~2.4!, andg
andk2 given by~2.5!. The evaluation of the quantitya (1) in the present case is thus similar to th
evaluation of the quantityL̃ (1) in Sec. III A 2 of Ref. 10.

Proceeding in a similar way, the third-order contribution toa is found to be

a~3!5
1

2 ELa

S 2C1
1

12h2D dh

2Q~h!~12h2!
2

1

16ELa

Q23~h!S dQ

dh D 2

dh

5H ~3!~n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,g,k,C!, ~2.7!

where H (3) is the ‘‘universal’’ function given in Eqs.~3.16c!, ~3.16d!, ~3.19a!–~3.19d!, and
~3.20a!–~3.20d! of Ref. 10 but withC̃ replaced by2C and the parametersn i , i 51,2,3, given by
~2.4!, andg andk2 given by ~2.5!.
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In a similar manner as previously we proceed for the calculation of the first- and third-
contributions tob. The loopd→c→d, that ish4→h3→h4 in the h-plane, denoted byGd,c and
represented by the contourLb in Fig. 3~a! of Ref. 11, corresponds to 0→K→2K in the u-plane,
and hence the first- and third-order contributions tob are

b~1!5
1

2 ELb

Q~h!dh

5
1

2 EGd,c

Q~h!dh

5H ~1!~n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,k,C!, ~2.8a!

and

b~3!5H ~3!~n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,g,k,C!, ~2.8b!

where now

n1
25

d2c

d2b
, n2

25
11b

11c
n1

2, n3
25

12b

12c
n1

2, ~2.9!

andg andk2 are given by~2.5!.
Similarly one obtains

pK̄05H ~1!~n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,g,k,C!, ~2.10a!

pK̄25H ~3!~n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,g,k,C!, ~2.10b!

where now

n1
25

c2b

d2b
, n2

25
11d

11c
n1

2, n3
25

12d

12c
n1

2, ~2.11!

andg is the same as given in~2.5! andk2 is now given by

k25
~c2b!~d2a!

~d2b!~c2a!
. ~2.12!

According to Eq.~3.18a! in Ref. 11 the integralsa8 andb8 for the contoursLa8 andLb8 in
Fig. 3~a! in Ref. 11 are obtained from the formulasa85a1Lp/2 andb85b1Lp/2.

2. The quantities L˜ and L̃ 8 pertaining to the j-equation [Fig. 1 in Ref. 11]

The formulas for the first- and third-order contributions toL̃ andL̃8 are derived and presente
in Sec. III A 2 of Ref. 10, and they remain unchanged in the present case.

B. Two real and two complex conjugate zeros of Q2
„h… or Q̃2

„j…

When there are two real and two complex conjugate zeros ofQ2(h), the situation of either
Fig. 4~a! or Fig. 2 in Ref. 11 may occur. However, the latter situation has so far not appear
our applications, and therefore we disregard it in our treatment in the following of theh-equation.
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1. The quantities a, b, K̄ , L , and L 8 pertaining to the h-equation: Superbarrier case
[Fig. 4(a) in Ref. 11]

Denoting the real zeros ofQ2(h) by h15a andh45d and the complex conjugate zerosh2

andh3 by c andc* , we have the base function

Q~h!5p
@~a2h!~h2d!~h2c!~h2c* !#1/2

12h2 . ~2.13!

Defining

c5b12 ia1 , c* 5b11 ia1 , ~2.14!

A5@~a2b1!21a1
2#1/2, ~2.15a!

B5@~d2b1!21a1
2#1/2, ~2.15b!

and using the transformation on p. 133 in Ref. 12, we get

h5
aB1dA1~dA2aB!cnu

A1B1~A2B!cnu
. ~2.16!

Here we exploit the fact that the Jacobian elliptic functions are doubly periodic, one o
periods being complex. Thus the loopd→a11 ib1→d, that is h4→h3→h4 in the h-plane,
denoted byGd,c* , for the contourLb in Fig. 4~a! of Ref. 11, corresponds in theu-plane to the path
0→K1 iK 8→2K12iK 8, whereK andK8 are complete elliptic integrals of the modulusk, given
in ~2.18e!, and of the complementary modulusk85A12k2, respectively. Making use of the
transformation~2.16!, we obtain for the integral in the first-order expression forb,

1

2 ELb

Q~h!dh5
1

2 EGd,c*
Q~h!dh

52
p~n12n2!~n12n3!

2g E
0

2K12iK 8 sn2 u dn2 u du

~11n1 cnu!2~11n2 cnu!~11n3 cnu!
,

~2.17!

where

n15
A2B

A1B
, ~2.18a!

n25
~11d!A2~11a!B

~11d!A1~11a!B
, ~2.18b!

n35
~12d!A2~12a!B

~12d!A1~12a!B
, ~2.18c!

g5
1

AAB
, ~2.18d!
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k25
~a2d!22~A2B!2

4AB
. ~2.18e!

Similarly one can treat the corresponding integrals in the first-order expressions fora, K, andL̃.
When one then evaluates the integrals containing the elliptic functions@cf. ~2.17!#, one finds that
all these integrals can be expressed in terms of a ‘‘universal’’ functionH̄ (1) that is given by

H̄ ~1!~n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,g,k,C!52
p

g H 1

n1
2 F S 2k21

n1
2

12n1
2DPS n1

2

n1
221

,kD 1~n1
222k2!K~k!22n1

2E~k!

1n1k~2 j 11!p2
n1

2~122k2!12k2

@~12n1
2!~k21n1

2k82!#1/2

n1

2
j pG

1(
i 51

3

C̄i S̄i1 i F S 2k21
n1

2

12n1
2DPS 1

12n1
2 ,k8D 22k2K~k8!12E~k8!G J ,

~2.19!

whereC̄1 , C̄2 , andC̄3 are given by Eqs.~3.37a!–~3.37c! in Ref. 10, that is,

C̄15
n1

2~2n3n22n1n32n1n2!

~n12n2!~n12n3!
, ~2.20a!

C̄25
~n12n3!n2

3

~n12n2!~n22n3!
, ~2.20b!

C̄35
~n12n2!n3

3

~n12n3!~n32n2!
, ~2.20c!

and

S̄i5
1

n i
4 Fk2~12n i

2!K~k!1n i
2E~k!2~k21n i

2k82!PS n i
2

n i
221

,kD G1
1

2kn i
3

3F S k2~n i
221!2

n i
2

2 D ~2 j 11!p1k@~12n i
2!~k21k82n i

2!#1/2j pG
1

i

n i
2 H 2~k21n i

2k82!FPS 1

12n i
2 ,k8D 2K~k8!G2E~k8!J , i 51,2,3, ~2.21!

j being an integer21, 0, or 11, depending upon whether the quantityb (1), L (1), or a (1),
respectively, is evaluated, and originating from terms tan21 ~sdu! and cos21 (dnu) while applying
the limits of integration. Note that the quantityL̃ (1), given by Eq.~3.36a! in Ref. 10, is just
22 ReH̄(1) with j 50. ForK, which is expressed in terms of the imaginary part ofH̄ (1), the value
of j, which appears only in the real part ofH̄ (1), does not matter.

Similarly we also introduce the ‘‘universal’’functionH̄ (3) given by
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H̄ ~3!~n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,g,k,C!5
g

16p F S 24C1
n1

2~n22n3!2

n2n3~n12n3!~n22n1!
DK~k!

1
1

~n12n3!~n12n2! S XK~k!1YE~k!1
2Z j

k
p D G

1 i
g

16p F S 24C1
n1

2~n22n3!2

n2n3~n12n3!~n22n1!
DK~k8!

1
1

~n12n3!~n12n2!
$XK~k8!1Y@K~k8!2E~k8!#%G , ~2.22!

whereC is the parameter in the square of the base functionQ(h) in Eq. ~3.2b! of Ref. 11, and

X52
114k2

3
1

314k82

3
~n1

212n1n212n1n31n2n3!2
k82

3k2 ~1724k2!n1
2n2n3

22n1~n11n21n3!12n2n31n1
2S n2

n3
1

n3

n2
D , ~2.23a!

Y5
1

3k82 ~118k228k4!1
4

3
~2k221!~n1

212n1n212n1n31n2n3!

1
n1

2n2n3

3k2 ~1728k218k4!, ~2.23b!

Z52n1~n1n21n1n314n2n3!, ~2.23c!

where the parametersn1 , n2 , n3 , g, andk2 are defined in~2.18a!–~ 2.18e!.
Then the first- and third-order contributions to the quantitiesa, b, andK(5pK̄) are

a~1!5ReH̄ ~1! with j 51, ~2.24!

b~1!5ReH̄ ~1! with j 521, ~2.25!

pK̄0522 Im H̄ ~1!, ~2.26!

a~3!5ReH̄ ~3! with j 51, ~2.27!

b~3!5ReH̄ ~3! with j 521, ~2.28!

pK̄2522 Im H̄ ~3!, ~2.29!

wheren1 , n2 , n3 , g, andk2 are still defined by~2.18a!–~2.18e!. Sincej appears only in the rea
part of H̄ (2n11), we need not specify a value ofj in ~2.26! and ~2.29!.

The integralsa8 andb8 associated with the contoursLa8 andLb8 in Fig. 4~a! in Ref. 11 are
obtained froma andb by means of the relations~3.18a! in Ref. 11, that is,a85a1Lp/2 and
b85b1Lp/2. The integralsL andL8 associated with the contoursLL andLL8 in Fig. 4~a! in
Ref. 11 can be obtained froma andb by means of the formulasL5a1b andL85L1umu.
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2. The quantities L˜ and L̃ 8 pertaining to the j-equation [Fig. 1(a) in Ref. 11]

The formulas for the first- and third-order contributions toL̃ and L̃8 remain the same as th
ones presented in Sec. III B 2 of Ref. 10.

III. CASE LÄ0

A. Two real zeros of Q2
„h… or Q̃2

„j…

One should be able to obtain the formulas pertaining to the caseL50 by considering the
limits of the ‘‘universal’’ functionsH (1) and H (3) when a→21 andd→11 in the case of the
h-equation. These specialization procedures are, however, much more cumbersome than th
calculation of the quantities in question, and so we do not carry them out here. Instead w
evaluate these quantities directly, and therefore no ‘‘universal’’ functions will appear in Sec.

1. The quantities a, b, and K̄ pertaining to the h-equation: Subbarrier case [Fig. 3(b) in
Ref. 11]

We denote the two real zeros ofQ2(h) by h25b andh35c and use transformations on pp
103, 120, and 112 in Ref. 12 for calculating the first- and third-order contributions toa, b, andK,
respectively. Here the base function reads

Q~h!5pF ~h2b!~c2h!

12h2 G1/2

. ~3.1!

The first- and third-order contributions toa are

a~1!5
2p

gn2 @n2E~k!2~k21n2!K~k!1~k22n4!P~n2,k!#, ~3.2a!

and

a~3!52
gCK~k!

p
1

g

4pn2 F S 122n21
n4

k2DK~k!2S 11
n4

k2DE~k!G
2

g

32pn2 H 1

3k82 F 1

k2 ~4n426n2!15n414n2182k2~413n4!2
6n4

k4 GK~k!

1
1

3k84 F28k41~218n214n4!k22812n41n22
1

k2 ~2n4112n2!1
12n4

k4 GE~k!J ,

~3.2b!

where

n25
c11

c21
, k25

~12b!~11c!

~11b!~12c!
, g5

2

@~12c!~11b!#1/2. ~3.3!

Similarly the first- and third-order contributions tob are

b~1!5
2p

gn2 @n2E~k!1~k22n2!K~k!1~n42k2!P~n2,k!#, ~3.4a!

and
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b~3!52
gCK~k!

2p
1

g

4pn2~12c! H S 12
n4

k2DK~k!1@k2~2k22122n2!1n4#
E~k!

k2k82J
2

g

16~12c!pn2 H 4

3k2 @~21n412n2!k223k422n4#K~k!

1
8

3k82 S 2~n41n221!1k2~n42n212!1
n4

k2DE~k!J ~3.4b!

with

n25
12b

12c
~3.5!

andk2 andg defined in~3.3!.
The first- and third-order contributions toK(5pK̄) are

pK̄05
2p

gk2 @~k22n2!K~k!2n2E~k!2~n422n21k2!P~n2,k!#, ~3.6a!

and

pK̄252
CgK~k!

2p
1

g

2~c221!p F2n2

k4 ~k22n2!K~k!1
1

k4k82 $k2~k22n422n2!12n4%E~k!G
2

g

24n4p~c21!
$~221k21n22n4!K~k!12@k42~11n21n4!k22n212n411#E~k!%,

~3.6b!

with

n25
b2c

b11
, k25

2~b2c!

~11b!~12c!
~3.7!

andg defined in~3.3!.

2. The quantities L˜ and L̃ 8 pertaining to the j-equation [Fig. 1 in Ref. 11]

The formulas for the first- and third-order contributions toL̃ and L̃8 are the same as thos
derived and presented in Sec. IV A 2 of Ref. 10.

B. Two complex conjugate zeros of Q2
„h…

The situation of two complex conjugate transition zeros can occur only forQ2(h) but not for
Q̃2(j).

The quantitiesa, b, and K̄ pertaining to theh-equation: Superbarrier case [Fig. 4(b) in Re
11]. Specializing the general formulas~2.19! and ~2.22! by puttinga521, d511, we obtain

H̄ ~1!5
p

g H E~k!2K~k!1
1

12n2 FPS n2

n221
,kD2S n2~12n2!

k21~12k2!n2D 1/2

~2 j 11!p G J
1 i

p

g FK~k8!2E~k8!1
n2

12n2 PS 1

12n2 ,k8D G ~3.8a!

and
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H̄ ~3!5
g

16p H S 24C1
4n2

n221DK~k!1
1

n221 S X̄K~k!1ȲE~k!2
16n j

k
p D

1 i F S 24C1
4n2

n221DK~k8!1
1

n221
~X̄K~k8!1Ȳ@K~k8!2E~k8!# !G J ~3.8b!

where

n5
A2B

A1B
, g5

1

AAB
, k25

42~A2B!2

4AB
~3.9!

with

A5@~12b1!21a1
2#1/2, B5@~11b1!21a1

2!] 1/2 ~3.10!

and

X̄52
1

3k2 @k2~1419n2!117n2#, ~3.11a!

Ȳ5
1

3k2k82 @24k4~11n2!1k2~5121n2!217n2#. ~3.11b!

We now have

a~1!5ReH̄ ~1! with j 51, ~3.12a!

a~3!5ReH̄ ~3! with j 51, ~3.12b!

b~1!5ReH̄ ~1! with j 521, ~3.13a!

b~3!5ReH̄ ~3! with j 521, ~3.13b!

pK̄0522 Im H̄ ~1!, ~3.14a!

pK̄2522 Im H̄ ~3!. ~3.14b!

The integralL8 associated with the contourLL8 in Fig. 4~b! in Ref. 11 is obtained from the
formula L85a1b.

IV. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION OF THE ACCURACY OF THE QUANTIZATION
CONDITIONS

For the numerical illustration of the asymmetric case we have chosenZ151 and considered
three different values ofZ2 , viz. Z252, 5, and 8. The corresponding physical systems are the
peHe21, peB51, and peO81, respectively, where p is a proton and e is an electron. For each o
these systems we have calculated the eigenvaluep and the reduced separation constantA8 for two
different s-states and various values ofr 12.

For the ion peHe21 we have calculated the eigenvaluep and the reduced separation consta
A8 for the 1ss and 2ps states and various values ofr 12, with appropriate quantization condition
and parameters. The quantization conditions in Ref. 11 for the 1ss state are~3.5a! with s̃50 @Fig.
1~a! in Ref. 11# and ~3.9! with s5m50 @Fig. 4~b! in Ref. 11# when r 12 is sufficiently small, but
~3.5b! with s̃5m50 @Fig. 1~b! in Ref. 11# and~3.23b! with sb5m50 @Fig. 3~b! in Ref. 11# when
r 12 is sufficiently large. The quantization conditions in Ref. 11 for the 2ps state are~3.5a! with
                                                                                                                



TABLE I. For the sta ment that the first- and third-order phase-integral results coincide forp

as well as forA8. Wi antization conditions that are appropriate depending on whetherr 12 is
sufficiently small or s can, and Lane~Ref. 4! and obtained as private communication from
Professor Winter~see

r 12 C A8 AWDL8 A82AWDL8

Sufficiently smallr 12

0.2 0.429 63 20.040 174 248 0 20.049 553 118 6 0.009 378 87
0.4 0.493 86 20.167 459 05 20.175 244 393 5 0.007 785 348
0.6 0.501 45 20.340 429 782 1 20.347 538 152 2 0.007 108 37
0.8 0.502 36 20.541 765 53 20.547 374 893 8 0.005 609 36
1.0 0.503 27 20.757 259 45 20.762 414 748 1 0.005 155 3
2.0 0.505 91 21.870 558 067 21.866 548 007 20.004 010 06

Sufficiently larger 12

3.0 0.495 16 22.918 225 629 22.914 992 386 20.003 233 243
4.0 0.490 44 23.938 607 817 23.937 060 587 20.001 547 23
5.0 0.487 81 24.950 729 976 24.949 835 242 20.000 894 734
6.0 0.486 15 25.958 842 182 25.958 257 005 20.000 585 177
7.0 0.485 01 26.964 658 345 26.964 245 417 20.000 412 928
8.0 0.484 18 27.969 033 663 27.968 726 708 20.000 306 955
9.0 0.483 54 28.972 444 904 28.972 207 821 20.000 237 083
10.0 0.483 04 29.975 179 205 29.974 990 618 20.000 188 587
11.0 0.482 64 10.977 419 91 210.977 266 35 20.000 153 56
12.0 0.482 31 11.979 289 63 211.979 162 18 20.000 127 45
13.0 0.482 04 12.980 873 44 212.980 765 98 20.000 107 46
14.0 0.481 80 13.982 232 27 213.982 140 45 20.000 091 82
15.0 0.481 80 14.983 410 87 214.983 331 513 20.000 079 36
20.0 0.503 20 19.987 542 06 219.987 499 42 20.000 042 64
40.0 0.501 58 39.993 759 65 239.993 749 96 20.000 009 69
60.0 0.501 05 59.995 837 79 259.995 833 32 20.000 004 47
80.0 0.500 78 79.996 877 47 279.996 874 99 20.000 002 48
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te 1ss of the ion peHe21 ~Z151, Z252! the values ofC andC̃ have been obtained from the require

th the use of these values ofC and C̃ the values ofp and A8 have then been obtained from the qu
ufficiently large. The numerically exact values~accurate to all digits quoted! calculated by Winter, Dun
p. 288–289 in Ref. 4!, are given in the columnspWDL andAWDL8 .

C̃ p pWDL p2pWDL

6 290 0 0.498 615 930 0 0.291 383 595 7 0.290 953 422 8 0.000 430 173
1 021 0 0.499 134 204 7 0.554 673 563 1 0.554 404 047 7 0.000 269 516
2 965 0 0.502 193 641 8 0.794 973 025 6 0.794 506 105 6 0.000 466 92
7 219 5 0.504 529 183 1 1.018 520 819 1.018 366 017 20.000 154 802
9 341 8 0.506 153 913 2 1.231 430 173 1.231 534 107 20.000 103 934
4 555 0 0.508 360 674 0 2.241 478 757 2.241 514 227 20.000 035 47

5 115 0 0.509 990 487 0 3.241 389 959 3.241 868 168 20.000 478 209
0 911 0 0.509 430 828 0 4.243 060 447 4.243 211 413 20.000 150 966
9 713 0 0.508 527 279 0 5.244 268 024 5.244 326 655 20.000 058 631
8 619 0 0.507 663 201 0 6.245 131 490 6.245 159 553 20.000 028 063
4 520 0 0.506 911 980 0 7.245 774 185 7.245 789 653 20.000 015 468
0 140 0 0.506 273 720 0 8.246 269 561 8.246 278 979 20.000 009 418
5 672 0 0.505 732 525 0 9.246 662 366 9.246 668 544 20.000 006 178
7 591 0 0.505 271 252 0 10.246 981 13 10.246 985 42 20.000 004 29
6 613 0 0.504 875 107 0 11.247 244 80 11.247 247 92 20.000 003 12 2

7 160 0 0.504 532 116 0 12.247 466 43 12.247 468 78 20.000 002 35 2

1 888 0 0.504 232 758 0 13.247 655 26 13.247 657 09 20.000 001 83 2

8 600 0 0.503 969 520 0 14.247 818 04 14.247 819 49 20.000 001 45 2

8 600 0 0.503 736 437 0 15.247 959 78 15.247 960 97 20.000 001 19 2

5 646 0 0.502 884 623 0 20.248 460 92 20.248 461 08 20.000 000 16 2

1 890 0 0.501 502 700 0 40.249 224 10 40.249 224 14 20.000 000 04 2

0 490 0 0.501 015 330 0 60.249 481 50 60.249 481 48 20.000 000 02 2

6 200 0 0.500 766 500 0 80.249 610 66 80.249 610 66 20.000 000 00 2

                                                                                                                                    



TABLE II. For the st ment that the first- and third-order phase-integral results coincide forp

as well as forA8. Wi antization conditions that are appropriate depending on whetherr 12 is
sufficiently small or s can, and Lane~Ref. 4!, and obtained as private communication from
Professor Winter~see

r 12 C A8 AWDL8 A82AWDL8

Sufficiently smallr 12

0.2 0.529 48 22.009 318 372 22.013 114 367 0.003 795 995
0.4 0.548 17 22.049 183 021 22.053 824 124 0.004 641 103
0.6 0.592 83 22.120 325 324 22.125 935 288 0.005 609 964 0
0.8 0.649 32 22.226 301 818 22.234 147 173 0.007 845 355
1.0 0.691 82 22.382 017 327 22.381 560 387 20.000 456 94
2.0 0.729 18 23.839 201 840 23.846 791 567 0.007 589 727

Sufficiently larger 12

3.0 0.793 12 25.443 294 571 25.444 185 235 0.000 890 664
4.0 0.836 84 27.447 320 938 27.448 941 809 0.001 620 871
5.0 0.943 94 29.524 254 856 29.526 950 457 0.002 695 601
6.0 0.771 08 11.586 707 82 211.615 699 23 0.028 991 41
7.0 0.708 07 13.633 853 83 213.686 965 69 0.053 111 86
8.0 0.670 97 15.676 830 67 215.736 659 89 0.059 829 22
9.0 0.644 91 17.713 140 08 217.771 068 69 0.057 928 61

10.0 0.625 24 19.742 854 83 219.796 296 10 0.053 441 27
11.0 0.609 80 21.767 156 93 221.815 923 89 0.048 766 96
12.0 0.597 34 23.787 269 83 223.831 846 80 0.044 576 97
13.0 0.587 08 25.804 162 11 225.845 121 32 0.040 959 21
14.0 0.578 47 27.818 547 86 227.856 398 10 0.037 850 24
15.0 0.571 14 29.830 949 19 229.866 114 05 0.035 164 86
20.0 0.512 36 39.875 040 33 239.899 835 85 0.024 795 52
40.0 0.484 44 79.937 707 97 279.949 990 45 0.012 282 48
60.0 0.475 57 119.958 467 1 2119.966 664 8 0.008 197 7
80.0 0.471 19 159.968 799 1 2159.974 999 4 0.006 198 7
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ate 2ps of the ion peHe21 ~Z151, Z252! the values ofC andC̃ have been obtained from the require

th the use of these values ofC and C̃ the values ofp and A8 have then been obtained from the qu
ufficiently large. The numerically exact values~accurate to all digits quoted! calculated by Winter, Dun
p. 288 and 289 in Ref. 4!, are given in the columnspWDL andAWDL8 .

C̃ p pWDL p2pWDL

3 195 2 0.502 917 361 9 0.151 793 028 3 0.150 799 407 8 0.000 993 621
3 649 2 0.510 283 746 3 0.302 891 038 2 0.306 268 040 620.003 377 002
7 408 1 0.527 910 282 7 0.468 491 904 0.469 837 259 720.001 345 355
9 651 8 0.538 028 183 7 0.642 918 371 0.641 603 874 7 0.001 314 497
7 652 3 0.540 018 392 6 0.819 207 383 0.818 028 770 0 0.001 178 613
4 714 2 0.541 064 392 9 1.641 039 285 1.640 235 157 0.000 804 128

9 854 7 0.542 632 985 6 2.304 295 844 2.303 194 434 0.001 101 41
3 296 1 0.542 917 392 1 2.869 430 632 2.872 046 343 20.002 615 711
6 795 0 0.542 739 369 0 3.398 416 434 3.395 848 335 0.002 568 099
1 278 0 0.542 203 532 0 3.913 851 362 3.901 954 918 0.011 896 4442

8 157 0 0.540 749 433 0 4.425 841 569 4.404 864 367 0.020 977 2022

0 956 0 0.538 958 544 0 4.933 037 475 4.909 225 930 0.023 811 5452

2 530 0 0.537 037 760 0 5.438 128 294 5.414 760 984 0.023 367 31 2

1 766 0 0.535 115 051 0 5.942 311 467 5.920 460 066 0.021 851 4012
1 785 0 0.533 264 016 0 6.445 985 745 6.425 795 942 0.020 189 8032
7 656 0 0.531 520 860 0 6.949 277 104 6.930 614 764 0.018 662 34 2

4 103 0 0.529 899 278 0 7.452 239 113 7.434 919 206 0.017 319 9072
5 907 0 0.528 400 535 0 7.954 909 402 7.938 760 040 0.016 149 3622
9 580 0 0.527 019 580 0 8.457 321 437 8.442 196 146 0.015 125 2912
7 730 0 0.521 586 120 0 10.965 975 37 10.954 972 57 0.011 002 8002

9 000 0 0.511 755 000 0 20.981 890 02 20.976 244 19 0.005 645 83 2

4 500 0 0.507 995 500 0 30.987 803 27 30.983 886 96 0.003 916 312

5 900 0 0.506 062 800 0 40.990 805 30 40.987 811 64 0.002 993 662
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TABLE III. For the state 1ss of the ion peB51 ~Z151, Z255! the values ofC and C̃ have been obtained from the
requirement that the first- and third-order phase-integral results coincide forp as well as forA8. With the use of these

values ofC and C̃ the values ofp andA8 have then been obtained from the quantization conditions that are approp
depending on whetherr 12 is sufficiently small or sufficiently large. The numerically exact values obtained by Ponom
and Puzynina~Ref. 13! are given in the columnspPP andAPP8 . Whenr 12 is so large that the phase integral values ofp and
A8 are approximately as accurate or more accurate than the corresponding values in Ref. 13 we do not give va
p2pPP andA82APP8 , but denote them by three asterisks.

r 12 C C̃ p pPP p2pPP A8 APP8 A82APP8

Sufficiently smallr 12

0.2 0.518 32 0.483 29 0.576 736 0.571 80 0.004 9420.102 639 20.106 339 0.003 700
0.4 0.515 68 0.489 37 1.093 781 1.093 19 0.000 5920.318 422 20.312 917 0.005 505
0.6 0.513 79 0.495 83 1.597 092 1.597 5420.000 49 20.539 704 20.533 666 20.006 038
0.8 0.510 57 0.499 61 2.097 826 2.098 2720.000 44 20.753 875 20.749 331 20.004 544
1.0 0.508 47 0.501 37 2.598 201 2.598 4720.000 27 20.962 648 20.959 583 20.003 065
2.0 0.504 56 0.502 73 5.099 079 5.099 0610.000 02 21.980 607 21.979 97 20.000 64

Sufficiently larger 12

3.0 0.503 20 0.502 31 7.599 399 7.599 3610.000 04 22.986 865 22.986 66 20.000 21
4.0 0.502 30 0.501 92 10.099 513 10.099 5 *** 23.990 163 23.990 00 20.000 16
5.0 0.500 81 0.501 64 12.599 680 12.599 6 *** 24.991 936 24.992 00 10.000 06
6.0 0.500 90 0.501 41 15.099 774 15.099 7 *** 25.993 175 25.993 33 10.000 16
7.0 0.500 82 0.501 24 17.599 832 17.599 7 *** 26.994 086 26.994 28 10.000 19
8.0 0.500 81 0.501 11 20.099 870 20.099 8 *** 27.994 774 27.995 00 10.000 23
9.0 0.500 80 0.501 00 22.599 897 22.599 8 *** 28.995 344 28.995 56 10.000 22

10.0 0.500 80 0.500 90 25.099 916 25.099 8 *** 29.995 783 29.995 63 20.000 15
11.0 0.500 70 0.500 83 27.599 930 27.599 8 *** 210.996 136 210.996 0 ***
12.0 0.500 70 0.500 80 30.099 941 30.099 8 *** 211.996 448 211.996 4 ***
13.0 0.500 60 0.500 67 32.599 950 32.599 8 *** 212.996 740 212.996 6 ***
14.0 0.500 70 0.500 60 35.099 957 35.099 8 *** 213.996 981 213.996 9 ***
15.0 0.500 60 0.500 60 37.599 962 37.599 9 *** 214.997 142 214.997 1 ***
16.0 0.500 62 0.500 59 40.099 873 40.099 9 *** 215.997 511 215.997 3 ***
17.0 0.500 59 0.500 55 42.599 883 42.599 9 *** 216.997 657 216.997 4 ***
18.0 0.500 56 0.500 53 45.099 889 45.099 9 *** 217.997 782 217.997 6 ***
19.0 0.500 50 0.500 40 47.599 912 47.599 9 *** 218.997 964 218.997 7 ***
20.0 0.500 60 0.500 50 50.099 978 50.099 9 *** 219.997 796 219.997 8 ***
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TABLE IV. For the state 3ss of the ion peB51 ~Z151, Z255! the values ofC and C̃ have been obtained from the
requirement that the first- and third-order phase-integral results coincide forp as well as forA8. With the use of these

values ofC and C̃ the values ofp andA8 have then been obtained from the quantization conditions that are approp
depending on whetherr 12 is sufficiently small or sufficiently large. The numerically exact values obtained by Ponom
and Puzynina~Ref. 13! are given in the columnspPP andAPP8 . Whenr 12 is so large that the phase integral values ofp and
A8 are approximately as accurate or more accurate than the corresponding values in Ref. 13 we do not give va
p2pPP andA82APP8 , but denote them by three asterisks.

r 12 C C̃ p pPP p2pPP A8 APP8 A82APP8

Sufficiently smallr 12

0.2 0.469 00 0.444 00 0.197 728 0.196 72310.001 005 0.118 904 0.077 870 10.041 034
0.4 0.431 00 0.426 00 0.386 620 0.386 53810.000 082 0.277 525 0.286 919 20.009 394
0.6 0.426 20 0.422 80 0.572 037 0.572 06820.000 031 0.570 774 0.579 790 20.009 016
0.8 0.428 00 0.422 80 0.754 729 0.754 72110.000 008 0.916 385 0.921 649 20.005 264
1.0 0.431 10 0.424 60 0.935 242 0.935 21310.000 029 1.290 323 1.293 12 20.002 80
2.0 0.445 50 0.436 80 1.817 203 1.817 20 0.000 00 3.347 775 3.348 4520.000 68

Sufficiently larger 12

3.0 0.456 80 0.447 62 2.680 126 2.680 08 10.000 05 5.536 925 5.536 64 10.000 29
4.0 0.464 00 0.456 00 3.533 310 3.533 28 10.000 03 7.777 719 7.777 53 10.000 19
5.0 0.468 70 0.462 35 4.380 874 4.380 88 20.000 01 10.045 943 10.046 1 20.000 2
6.0 0.473 20 0.467 30 5.224 967 5.224 94 10.000 03 12.331 720 12.331 4 10.000 3
7.0 0.476 08 0.471 19 6.066 647 6.066 62 10.000 03 14.627 793 14.627 6 10.000 2
8.0 0.478 20 0.474 30 6.906 648 6.906 65 20.000 00 16.931 213 16.931 3 ***
9.0 0.480 42 0.476 85 7.745 476 7.745 46 10.000 02 19.240 602 19.240 5 ***

10.0 0.482 02 0.478 98 8.583 369 8.583 35 10.000 02 21.553 777 21.553 7 ***
11.0 0.483 37 0.480 77 9.420 559 9.420 55 *** 23.870 068 23.870 0 ***
12.0 0.484 60 0.482 30 10.257 201 10.257 2 *** 26.188 828 26.188 8 ***
13.0 0.485 53 0.483 56 11.093 399 11.093 4 *** 28.509 499 28.509 5 ***
14.0 0.486 61 0.484 71 11.929 252 11.929 2 *** 30.831 947 30.831 8 ***
15.0 0.487 20 0.485 70 12.764 781 12.764 8 *** 33.155 366 33.155 4 ***
16.0 0.488 24 0.486 54 13.600 085 13.600 1 *** 35.480 058 35.480 1 ***
17.0 0.488 85 0.487 36 14.435 173 14.435 2 *** 37.805 656 37.805 7 ***
18.0 0.489 42 0.488 05 15.270 089 15.270 1 *** 40.132 040 40.132 1 ***
19.0 0.489 92 0.488 67 16.104 854 16.104 8 *** 42.459 078 42.459 1 ***
20.0 0.490 15 0.489 23 16.939 489 16.939 5 *** 44.786 712 44.786 7 ***
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TABLE V. For the state 1ss of the ion peO81 ~Z151, Z258! the values ofC and C̃ have been obtained from the
requirement that the first- and third-order phase-integral results coincide forp as well as forA8. With the use of these

values ofC and C̃ the values ofp andA8 have then been obtained from the quantization conditions that are approp
depending on whetherr 12 is sufficiently small or sufficiently large. The numerically exact values obtained by Ponom
and Puzynina~Ref. 13! are given in the columnspPP andAPP8 . Whenr 12 is so large that the phase integral values ofp and
A8 are approximately as accurate or more accurate than the corresponding values in Ref. 13 we do not give va
p2pPP andA82APP8 , but denote them by three asterisks.

r 12 C C̃ p pPP p2pPP A8 APP8 A82APP8

Sufficiently smallr 12

0.2 0.501 93 0.480 91 0.857 612 0.855 32310.002 289 20.137 649 20.142 128 10.004 479
0.4 0.503 94 0.494 37 1.661 131 1.661 4410.000 09 20.366 556 20.361 348 20.005 208
0.6 0.503 80 0.498 90 2.461 700 2.461 8720.000 17 20.576 667 20.573 808 0.002 859
0.8 0.503 35 0.500 43 3.261 920 3.261 9720.000 05 20.782 022 20.780 407 20.001 615
1.0 0.502 80 0.501 00 4.062 060 4.062 06 0.000 0020.985 331 20.984 350 20.000 981
2.0 0.501 70 0.501 20 8.062 283 8.062 2610.000 02 21.992 407 21.992 19 20.000 22

Sufficiently larger 12

3.0 0.501 30 0.501 00 12.062 372 12.0623 *** 22.994 818 22.994 79 20.000 03
4.0 0.500 83 0.500 78 16.062 383 16.0624 *** 23.996 148 23.996 09 20.000 06
5.0 0.500 50 0.500 70 20.062 566 20.0624 *** 24.996 555 24.996 87 10.000 32
6.0 0.500 43 0.500 53 24.062 567 24.0624 *** 25.997 131 25.997 24 10.000 11
7.0 0.500 50 0.500 50 28.062 564 28.0624 *** 26.997 498 26.997 64 10.000 14
8.0 0.500 40 0.500 40 32.062 561 32.0624 *** 27.997 818 27.997 93 10.000 11
9.0 0.500 50 0.500 40 36.062 557 36.0624 *** 28.998 017 28.998 16 10.000 15

10.0 0.500 00 0.500 40 40.062 432 40.0624 *** 29.998 458 29.998 34 20.000 12
11.0 0.500 40 0.500 30 44.062 551 44.0624 *** 210.998 401 210.998 5 ***
12.0 0.500 00 0.500 30 48.062 446 48.0624 *** 211.998 716 211.998 6 ***
13.0 0.500 00 0.500 30 52.062 451 52.0625 *** 212.998 804 212.998 7 ***
14.0 0.500 10 0.500 30 56.062 455 56.0625 *** 213.998 861 213.998 8 ***
15.0 0.499 99 0.500 210 60.062 459 60.0625 *** 214.998 981 214.998 9 ***
16.0 0.500 24 0.500 23 64.062 466 64.0625 *** 215.999 028 215.999 0 ***
17.0 0.500 23 0.500 22 68.062 469 68.0625 *** 216.999 082 216.999 0 ***
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TABLE VI. For the state 4ds of the ion peO81 ~Z151, Z258! the values ofC and C̃ have been obtained from the
requirement that the first- and third-order phase-integral results coincide forp as well as forA8. With the use of these

values ofC and C̃ the values ofp andA8 have then been obtained from the quantization conditions that are approp
depending on whetherr 12 is sufficiently small or sufficiently large. The numerically exact values obtained by Ponom
and Puzynina~Ref. 13! are given in the columnspPP andAPP8 . Whenr 12 is so large that the phase integral values ofp and
A8 are approximately as accurate or more accurate than the corresponding values in Ref. 13 we do not give va
p2pPP andA82APP8 , but denote them by three asterisks.

r 12 C C̃ p pPP p2pPP A8 APP8 A82APP8

Sufficiently smallr 12

0.5 0.642 180 0.532 950 0.567 784 0.569 16620.001 382 26.466 968 26.457 64 20.009 328
1.0 0.630 180 0.528 101 1.597 590 1.161 9220.002 16 27.813 621 27.822 20 10.008 58
2.0 0.622 300 0.517 900 2.248 680 2.245 6410.003 04 211.571 664 211.589 9 10.018 2

Sufficiently larger 12

3.0 0.556 340 0.506 960 3.260 659 3.260 9620.000 30 215.145 897 215.1384 20.0075
4.0 0.543 400 0.509 000 4.265 089 4.265 1820.000 09 218.414 485 218.4123 20.0022
5.0 0.535 700 0.511 400 5.265 926 5.265 9720.000 04 221.567 077 221.5660 20.0011
6.0 0.530 300 0.512 700 6.265 543 6.265 5210.000 02 224.662 029 224.6617 20.0003
7.0 0.526 200 0.513 140 7.264 703 7.264 6810.000 02 227.725 910 227.7257 20.0002
8.0 0.522 600 0.513 100 8.263 735 8.263 74 0.000 00230.771 316 230.7710 20.0003
9.0 0.520 450 0.512 760 9.262 851 9.262 8310.000 02 233.804 409 233.8043 ***

10.0 0.518 610 0.512 300 10.261 986 10.262 0 *** 236.829 957 236.8297 ***
11.0 0.517 000 0.511 800 11.261 223 11.261 2 *** 239.849 843 239.8497 ***
12.0 0.515 200 0.511 300 12.260 537 12.260 5 *** 242.865 768 242.8656 ***
13.0 0.514 200 0.510 750 13.259 930 13.259 9 *** 245.878 744 245.8787 ***
14.0 0.513 180 0.510 270 14.259 369 14.259 4 *** 248.889 604 248.8896 ***
15.0 0.512 210 0.509 820 15.258 859 15.258 9 *** 251.898 778 251.8987 ***
16.0 0.511 740 0.509 390 16.258 398 16.258 4 *** 254.906 636 254.9066 ***
17.0 0.511 050 0.508 990 17.257 987 17.258 0 *** 257.913 363 257.9133 ***
18.0 0.510 440 0.508 620 18.257 608 18.257 6 *** 260.919 214 260.9191 ***
19.0 0.509 890 0.508 260 19.257 265 19.257 3 *** 263.924 359 263.9243 ***
20.0 0.509 400 0.507 900 20.256 969 20.256 9 *** 266.928 793 266.9288 ***
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s̃50 @Fig. 1~a! in Ref. 11# and ~3.9! with s51 and m50 @Fig. 4~b! in Ref. 11# when r 12 is
sufficiently small, but~3.5b! with s̃5m50 @Fig. 1~b! in Ref. 11# and~3.23a! with sa5m50 @Fig.
3~b! in Ref. 11# when r 12 is sufficiently large.

For the ion peB51 we have computed the eigenvaluep and the reduced separation constantA8
for the 1ss and the 3ss states and various values ofr 12, with appropriate quantization condition
and parameters. The quantization conditions in Ref. 11 for the 1ss state are~3.5a! with s̃50 @Fig.
1~a! in Ref. 11# and ~3.9! with s5m50 @Fig. 4~b! in Ref. 11# when r 12 is sufficiently small, but
~3.5b! with s̃5m50 @Fig. 1~b! in Ref. 11# and~3.23b! with sb5m50 @Fig. 3~b! in Ref. 11# when
r 12 is sufficiently large. The quantization conditions in Ref. 11 for the 3ss state are~3.5a! with
s̃52 @Fig. 1~a! in Ref. 11# and~3.9! with s5m50 @Fig. 4~b! in Ref. 11# whenr 12 is sufficiently
small, but~3.5b! with s̃5m50 @Fig. 1~b! in Ref. 11# and~3.23b! with sb5m50 @Fig. 3~b! in Ref.
11# when r 12 is sufficiently large.

For the ion peO81 we have calculated the eigenvaluep and the reduced separation constantA8
for the 1ss and the 4ds states and various values ofr 12, with appropriate quantization condition
and parameters. The quantization conditions in Ref. 11 for the 1ss state are~3.5a! with s̃50 @Fig.
1~a! in Ref. 11# and ~3.9! with s5m50 @Fig. 4~b! in Ref. 11# when r 12 is sufficiently small, but
~3.5b! with s̃5m50 @Fig. 1~b! in Ref. 11# and~3.23b! with sb5m50 @Fig. 3~b! in Ref. 11# when
r 12 is sufficiently large. The quantization conditions in Ref. 11 for the 4ds state are~3.5a! with

FIG. 1. Plots for the 1ss state of the ion peHe21 ~Z151, Z252! of ~a! C vs r 12 , ~b! C̃ vs r 12 , ~c! logup2pWDLu vs r 12 ,

and ~d! loguA82AWDL8 u vs r 12 , whenC andC̃ are determined as functions ofr 12 from the requirement that the first-orde
and the third-order phase-integral results forp as well as forA8 coincide. Herep and A8 are the phase-integral value
obtained in Table I, whilepWDL andAWDL8 are the corresponding numerically exact values~accurate to all digits quoted!
calculated by Winter, Duncan, and Lane~Ref. 4, see pp. 288 and 289! and quoted in Table I. There is a break in each cur
between the regions where the quantization conditions for sufficiently small and sufficiently large values ofr 12 have been
used.
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s̃51 @Fig. 1~a! in Ref. 11# and ~3.9! with s52 and m50 @Fig. 4~b! in Ref. 11# when r 12 is
sufficiently small, but~3.5b! with s̃5m50 @Fig. 1~b! in Ref. 11# and ~3.23b! with sb52 andm
50 @Fig. 3~b! in Ref. 11# when r 12 is sufficiently large.

In the calculations for the above-mentioned three ions we used the quantization cond
expressed in terms of complete elliptic integrals, obtained in the present paper, that corresp
the above-mentioned quantization conditions in Ref. 11.

We have determined the values ofC and C̃ for several values ofr 12 such that the first- and
third-order quantization conditions give the same value ofp as well as ofA8. These values are
tabulated and compared with the numerically exact results obtained by Winteret al.4 for the ion
peHe21 and by Ponomarev and Puzynina13 for the ions peB51 and peO81. In Tables I and II we
give the results for the system peHe21. Although the phase-integral values ofp andA8 are very
accurate for the 1ss state of the ion peH21 and large values ofr 12, the phase-integral metho
cannot compete as regards accuracy with the method used by Winteret al.4 to obtain the numeri-
cally exact values quoted in our Tables I and II. However, the possibility of using the anal
phase-integral formulas expressed in terms of complete elliptic integrals is an alternativ
sometimes may be preferable to the use of very accurate numerical results. Tables III a
present the results for the ion peB51. For the ion peO81 the results are tabulated in Tables V a
VI. From these four tables it is seen that for large values ofr 12 the phase-integral results are

FIG. 2. Plots for the 2ps state of the ion peHe21 ~Z151, Z252! of ~a! C vs r 12 , ~b! C̃ vs r 12 , ~c! logup2pWDLu vs r 12 ,

and ~d! loguA82AWDL8 u vs r 12 , whenC andC̃ are determined as functions ofr 12 from the requirement that the first-orde
and the third-order phase-integral results forp as well as forA8 coincide. Herep and A8 are the phase-integral value
obtained in Table II, whilepWDL andAWDL8 are the corresponding numerically exact values~accurate to all digits quoted!
calculated by Winter, Duncan, and Lane~Ref. 4, see pp. 288 and 289! and quoted in Table II. There is a break in each cur
between the regions where the quantization conditions for sufficiently small and sufficiently large values ofr 12 have been
used.
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FIG. 3. Plots for the 1ss state of the ion peB51 ~Z151, Z255! of ~a! C vs r 12 , ~b! C̃ vs r 12 , when C and C̃ are
determined as functions ofr 12 from the requirement that the first-order and the third-order phase-integral results fop as
well as for A8 coincide ~see Table III!. There is a break in each curve between the regions where the quantiz
conditions for sufficiently small and sufficiently large values ofr 12 have been used.

FIG. 4. Plots for the 3ss state of the ion peB51 ~Z151, Z255! of ~a! C vs r 12 , ~b! C̃ vs r 12 , when C and C̃ are
determined as functions ofr 12 from the requirement that the first-order and the third-order phase-integral results fop as
well as for A8 coincide ~see Table IV!. There is a break in each curve between the regions where the quantiz
conditions for sufficiently small and sufficiently large values ofr 12 have been used.

FIG. 5. Plots for the 1ss state of the ion peO81 ~Z151, Z258! of ~a! C vs r 12 , ~b! C̃ vs r 12 , when C and C̃ are
determined as functions ofr 12 from the requirement that the first-order and the third-order phase-integral results fop as
well as forA8 coincide~see Table V!. There is a break in each curve between the regions where the quantization cond
for sufficiently small and sufficiently large values ofr 12 have been used.
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accurate or more accurate than the results that have been obtained numerically. In fact, the
integral values ofp are at least as accurate as the numerically exact values ofp13 in Table III for
r 12.3, in Table IV for r 12.10, in Table V for r 12.2, and in Table VI forr 12.9, and the
phase-integral values ofA8 are at least as accurate as the numerically exact values ofA813 in Table
III for r 12.10, in Table IV for r 12.7, in Table V for r 12.10, and in Table VI forr 12.8. The
results in Tables I–VI are presented graphically in Figs. 1–6.
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Multi-resolution analysis and fractional quantum Hall
effect: An equivalence result
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In this article we prove that any multi-resolution analysis ofL2(R) produces, for
some values of the filling factor, a single-electron wave function of the lowest
Landau level~LLL ! which, together with its~magnetic! translation, gives rise to an
orthonormal set in the LLL. We also discuss the inverse construction. Moreover, we
extend this procedure to the higher Landau levels and we discuss the analogies and
the differences between this procedure and the one previously proposed by J.-P.
Antoine and the author. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1407281#

I. INTRODUCTION

The role of wavelets in various applications of mathematics and to some physical pro
like signal analysis is now completely established: the existence of a wide literature on this
is sufficient to give an idea of the amount of people involved in this and related topics. For a
reading on this subject a standard quotation is Ref. 1. Reference 2 is an updated book whe
interesting aspects of wavelets are discussed. What cannot be found in many textbooks,
still to be understood, is the relevance of wavelets in quantum mechanics: at this moment,
knowledge, very few of the applications proposed in this field~Ref. 3–8 among the others!.

One of the most useful features of wavelets concerns their localization properties in
configuration and frequency space. This fact is at the basis of a series of papers3–6 where different
families of orthonormal~o.n.! bases inL2(R) are used in the search for the ground state o
two-dimensional electron gas~2DEG! in a uniform positive background and subjected to a u
form electro-magnetic field. This is the physical system which produces the well-known frac
quantum Hall effect~FQHE!. The key fact behind this approach is the existence of an unitary
betweenL2(R) and the lowest Landau level~LLL !, that is, the subspace ofL2(R2) corresponding
to the lowest eigenvalue of the free Hamiltonian of the 2DEG. This implies that any o.n. ba
L2(R) ~not necessarily a wavelet one!! produces an o.n. basis in the LLL; for this reason the r
of wavelets does not seem so crucial. We will comment again on this approach in Sec. V.

In this articles we establish a deeper connection between wavelets and FQHE. In particu
will show that any multi-resolution analysis~MRA! of L2(R) producesautomaticallya wave
function inL2(R) and, as a second step, a wave function in the LLL which turns out to be o.
its own ~magnetic! translation. This procedure, which works for an even value of the inv
filling factor, is only possible when we start from a MRA, contrary to what happens in Ref. 3
can also be inverted: to any o.n. basis in the LLL which is generated by a single wave functi
the action of magnetic translations can be associated a MRA.

The article is organized as follows:
In the next section we quickly review some of the main properties of a MRA and of

kq-representation,9 which turns out to be a technical tool useful to implement the orthonorma
condition.

a!Electronic mail: bagarell@unipa.it
51160022-2488/2001/42(11)/5116/14/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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In Sec. III we state the problem of orthonormality of the single electron wave function
connection with the FQHE.

In Sec. IV we show how, for fillings factorsn51/2L, LPN, a MRA produces in a completely
natural way a wave function for the 2DEG with the desired orthonormality requirement. We
discuss the inverse procedure.

Section V is devoted to the comparison between this approach and the one proposed in
In particular, the example of the Haar o.n. basis is considered in detail. We also exten
procedure to higher Landau levels.

Section VI contains the conclusions and the plans for the future.

II. MATHEMATICAL TOOLS

In order to keep the article self-contained we now quickly review, for the reader’s co
nience, the main properties of the mathematical tools we will use in the rest of the article.

A. Multi-resolution analysis

The main result in the theory of MRA is the recipe which allows us to construct an ortho
mal basis inL2(R) starting from a single functionc and acting onc with dilation and translation
operators, generating the set

$c j ,k~x![2 j /2c~2 j x2k!, j ,kPZ%. ~2.1!

Such a basis has the good properties of wavelets, including spaceand frequency localization.
This is the key to their usefulness in many physical and mathematical applications. Let u
sketch the construction of these o.n. bases of wavelets. The full story may be found, for ins
in Ref. 1.

A multi-resolution analysisof L2(R) is an increasing sequence of closed subspaces

¯,V22,V21,V0,V1,V2,¯ , ~2.2!

with ø j PZVj dense inL2(R) andù j PZVj5$0%, and such that

~1! f (x)PVj⇔ f (2x)PVj 11 .
~2! There exists a functionfPV0 , called ascalingfunction, such that$f(x2k),kPZ% is an o.n.

basis ofV0 .

Combining~1! and~2!, one gets an o.n. basis ofVj , namely$f j ,k(x)[2 j /2f(2 j x2k),kPZ%. The
role of Vj as an approximation space and in the direct decomposition ofL(R) is discussed in Ref.
1.

Here we only need to know that the theory asserts the existence of a functionc, called the
mother of the wavelets, explicitly computable fromf, such that$c j ,k(x)[2 j /2c(2 j x2k), j ,k
PZ% constitutes an orthonormal basis ofL2(R): these are theorthonormal wavelets.

The construction ofc proceeds as follows. First, the inclusionV0,V1 yields the relation

f~x!5& (
n52`

`

hnf~2x2n!, hn5^f1,nuf&. ~2.3!

Taking Fourier transforms, this gives

f̂~v!5mo~v/2!f̂~v/2!, ~2.4!

where

mo~v!5
1

&
(
2`

`

hne2 inv ~2.5!
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is a 2p-periodic function. Iterating~2.4!, one gets the scaling function as the~convergent!! infinite
product

f̂~v!5~2p!21/2)
j 51

`

mo~22 jv!. ~2.6!

Then one defines the functioncPW0,V1 by the relation

ĉ~v!5eiv/2 mo~v/21p! f̂~v/2!, ~2.7!

or, equivalently,

c~x!5& (
n52`

`

~21!n21h2n21f~2x2n!, ~2.8!

and proves that the functionc indeed generates an o.n. basis with all the required properties
Actually, this procedure does not produce a unique result. Another possibility, which is th

we will use in the example given later in this work, gives for the mother wavelet the follow
expansion:

c~x!5& (
n52`

`

~21!nh2n11f~2x2n!. ~2.9!

Various additional conditions may be imposed on the functionc ~hence on the basis wave
lets!: arbitrary regularity, several vanishing moments~in any case,c has always meant zero!, fast
decrease at infinity, even compact support. For instance,c has compact support if only finitely
manyhn differ from zero.

Simple examples of this construction are the Haar basis, which comes from the s
function f(x) equal to 1 for 0<x,1 and 0 otherwise, the spline functions,1 and so on.

What is more interesting for our purposes is the role of the coefficients$hn% defining the
two-scale relation~2.3!. These are complex quantities which, iff(x) is normalized, must satisfy
the following relation:

(
nPZ

uhnu251. ~2.10!

Furthermore, it can be proved using the 2p-periodicity of the functionmo(v), together with the
orthogonality of the set$f(x2k)% for kPZ, that

umo~v!u21umo~v1p!u251 ~2.11!

almost everywhere.1 This equation can be written in two equivalent forms where the coeffici
hn explicitly appear:

(
nPZ

hnhn12k5dk,0 , ;kPZ, ~2.12!

or

(
n,kPZ

hnhn12ke
2,ikv51, a.e., ~2.13!

or yet, in a more convenient form,
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1

2 (
n,l PZ

hnhle
i ~ l 2n!v~11~21! l 1n!51, a.e. ~2.14!

We end this rapid excursus on MRA with the following remark: the set of coefficients$hn%
can be considered as the main ingredient of a MRA since it generatesmo(v), f̂(v) and, finally,
the mother waveletc(x).

B. kq-representation

The relevance of kq-representation in many-body physics has been established since
appearance.9 What was originally a physical tool has become, during the years, also a mathe
cal interesting object, widely analyzed in the literature,~see Refs. 10 and 11, for instance!. We give
here only a few definitions and refer to Refs. 9 and 11–13 for further reading and for applica

The genesis of the kq-representation consists in the well-known possibility of a simulta
diagonalization of any two commuting operators. In Ref. 12 it is shown that the following d
butions,

ckq~x!5A2p

a (
nPZ

eiknad~x2q2na!, kP[0,a[, qPF0,
2p

a F , ~2.15!

are ~generalized! eigenstates of bothT(a)5eipa andt(2p/a)5eix2p/a. Herea is a positive real
number which plays the role of a lattice spacing.

How it is discussed in Ref. 12, theseckq(x) are Bloch-like functions corresponding to infi
nitely localized Wannier functions. They also satisfy orthogonality and closure properties.
implies that, roughly speaking, they can be used to define a new representation of the
functions by means of the integral transformZ:L2(R)→L2(h), where h5@0,a@3@0,2p/a@ ,
defined as follows:

h~k,q!ª~ZH!~k;q!ªE
R
dvckq~v!H~v!, ~2.16!

for all functionsH(v)PL2(R). The result is a functionh(k,q)PL2(h).
To be more rigorous,Z should be defined first on the functions ofC0

`(R) and then extended to
L2(R) using its continuity.10 In this way it is possible to give a rigorous meaning to formu
~2.16!.

From now on we will work in the following hypothesis:

a252p, ~2.17!

which, also in view of the next section, will correspond to fixing the spacing of the la
underlying the 2DEG.

Replacingckq(x) with its explicit expression, formula~2.16! produces

h~k,q!5~ZH!~k,q!ª
1

Aa
(
nPZ

e2 iknaH~q1na!, ~2.18!

which can be inverted and gives thex-representationH(v)PL2(R) of a function h(k,q)
PL2(h) as follows:

H~v!5~Z21h!~v!5E
h

dkdqckq~v!h~k,q!. ~2.19!

Due to ~2.15!, this equation gives
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H~x1na!5
1

Aa
E

0

a

dkeiknah~k,x!, ;xP@0,a@ , ;nPZ. ~2.20!

In all the literature concerning kq-representation, the role of the boundary conditions is w
discussed, also in connection with the continuity properties of the functions. For instance, i
14, a functionh(k,q)PL2(h) is said to be continuous if it is the restriction to the kq-cell of
function continuous in theextendedkq-plane (k,qPR), and if it satisfies the following boundar
conditions:

h~k1a,q!5h~k,q!,
~2.21!

h~k,q1a!5eikah~k,q!,

which are typical of any function in kq-representation and which will always be assumed h

III. STATING THE PROBLEM

In this section we will discuss a many-body model of the FQHE looking, in particular, for
single-electron wave function which generates the ground state of the physical system in th
described next. This system is simply a two-dimensional electron gas, 2DEG~that is a gas of
electrons constrained in a two-dimensional layer!, in a positive uniform background and subject
to a uniform magnetic field alongz and an electric field alongy.

The Hamiltonian of the system can be written as

H ~N!5H0
~N!1l~Hc

~N!1HB
~N!! ~3.1!

whereH0
(N) is the sum ofN contributions:

H0
~N!5(

i 51

N

H0~ i !. ~3.2!

HereH0( i ) describes the minimal coupling of the electrons with the fields:

H05
1

2
„pI 1AI ~r !…25

1

2 S px2
y

2D 2

1
1

2 S py1
x

2D 2

. ~3.3!

Notice that we are adopting here the symmetric gaugeAI 51/2(2y,x,0) and the same unit as i
Ref. 15.Hc

(N) is the canonical Coulomb interaction between charged particles:

Hc
~N!5

1

2 (
iÞ j

N
1

urI i2rI j u
~3.4!

andHB
(N) is the interaction of the charges with the background, whose explicit form can be f

in Ref. 15.
In the following we will consider, as it is usually done in the literature,l(Hc

(N)1HB
(N)) as a

perturbation of the free HamiltonianH0
(N) , and we will look for eigenstates ofH0

(N) in the form of
Slater determinant built up single electron wave functions. This approach is known to give
results for low electron~or hole! densities.15 The easiest way to attack this problem consists
introducing the new variables

P85px2y/2, Q85py1x/2. ~3.5!

In terms ofP8 andQ8 the single electron Hamiltonian,H0 , can be written as
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H05 1
2~Q821P82!. ~3.6!

The transformation~3.5! can be seen as a part of a canonical map from (x,y,px ,py) into
(Q,P,Q8,P8) where

P5py2x/2, Q5px1y/2. ~3.7!

These operators satisfy the following commutation relations:

@Q,P#5@Q8,P8#5 i , @Q,P8#5@Q8,P#5@Q,Q8#5@P,P8#50. ~3.8!

It is shown in Refs. 16 and 17 that a wave function in the~x,y!-space is related to its
PP8-expression by the formula

C~x,y!5
eixy/2

2p E
2`

` E
2`

`

ei ~xP81yP1PP8!C~P,P8! dP dP8. ~3.9!

The usefulness of thePP8-representation stems from the expression~3.6! of H0 . Indeed, in this
representation, the single electron Schro¨dinger equation admits eigenvectorsC(P,P8) of H0 of
the formC(P,P8)5 f (P8)h(P). Thus the ground state of~3.6! must have the formf 0(P8)h(P),
where

f 0~P8!5p21/4e2P82/2, ~3.10!

and the functionh(P) is arbitrary, which manifests the degeneracy of the LLL. Withf 0 as above,
formula ~3.9! becomes

c~x,y!5
eixy/2

&p3/4E2`

`

eiyPe2~x1P!2/2h~P! dP. ~3.11!

It is worthwhile to stress that at this stage the Coulomb interaction has not yet been cons
~and it will not in this article!, but the common belief is that the explicit form ofh(P) should be
fixed by this interaction.

Now the problem arises of how to construct the ground state of the freeN-electron Hamil-
tonianH0

(N) . We use a suggestion coming from the classical counterpart of this quantum pro
It is very well known that the ground state for a classical 2DEG is a~triangular! Wigner crystal:
the classical electrons are sharply localized on the sites of a lattice whose lattice spacing i
by the electron density. What we expect, and what was proven in Ref. 15, is that, at lea
certain regions of the filling factor, the quantum ground state should not be very different from
classical picture. Here we only sketch the procedure which is analyzed in more detail Refs.
3.

We start introducing the so-called magnetic translation operatorsT(aW i) defined by

T~aW i ![exp~ iPW c•aW i !, i 51,2, ~3.12!

wherePW c[(Q,P) andaW i are the lattice basis vectors@aW 15a(1,0), aW 25(a/2)(1,)) for a trian-
gular lattice#.

From now on, for simplicity we will work in a square lattice with unit cell of area 2p:

aW 15a~1,0!, aW 25a~0,1!, a252p. ~3.13!

This choice is quite useful to keep the notation simple: moreover, its generalization to lattic
arbitrary shape is only a technical step.

The aboverationality condition on the area has the following useful consequence:
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@T~aW 1!,T~aW 2!#50. ~3.14!

This is not the only commutativity condition satisfied by the magnetic translations. Due t
commutation relations~3.8!, we also find

@T~aW 1!,H0#5@T~aW 2!,H0#50. ~3.15!

With the choice~3.13! of the lattice’s basis the magnetic translations take a simple form

T1ªT~aW 1!5eiaQ, T2ªT~aW 2!5eiaP, ~3.16!

and they act on a generic functionf (x,y)PL2(R2) as follows

f m,n~x,y!ªT1
mT2

nf ~x,y!5~21!mnei ~a/2!~my2nx! f ~x1ma,y1na!. ~3.17!

We see from this formula that, if for instancef (x,y) is localized around the origin, thenf m,n(x,y)
is localized around the lattice sitea(2m,2n).

Now we have all the ingredients to construct the ground state ofH0
(N) mimiking the classical

procedure. We simply start from the single electron ground state ofH0 given in ~3.11!, c(x,y).
Then we construct a set of copiescm,n(x,y) of c as in ~3.17!, with m,nPZ. All these functions
still belong to the lowest Landau level for any choice of the functionh(P) due to~3.15!. N of
these wave functionscm,n(x,y) are finally used to construct a Slater determinant for the fin
system:

c~N!~r 1 ,r 2 ,...,r N!5
1

AN! U cm1 ,n1
~r 1! cm1 ,n1

~r 2! ... cm1 ,n1
~r N!

cm2 ,n2
~r 1! cm2 ,n2

~r 2! ... cm2 ,n2
~r N!

• • ... •

• • ... •

• • ... •

cmN ,nN
~r 1! cmN ,nN

~r 2! ... cmN ,nN
~r N!

U . ~3.18!

It is known15 that in order to get̂c (N),c (N)&51 we need to have

^cmi ,ni
cmj ,nj

&5dmi ,mj
dninj

. ~3.19!

In fact, if these translated functions were not o.n., then we would getic (N)i511O(N), which is
obviously divergent forN diverging. It is clear, therefore, that if we want to perform easily
thermodynamical limit, orthonormality between differently localized single electron wave f
tions must be required!

In the rest of this section we will discuss how the requirement~3.19! can be handled and, in
particular, we will show that the use of kq-representation is quite a useful tool since it produ
very simple constraint. Some of the results we are now going to describe in this section a
due to G. Morchio and F. Strocchi,18 while the original idea of using kq-representation in conn
tion with an orthonormality constraint is already contained in Ref. 13 in the proof of complete
of lattice states proposed by the authors.

Let c(x,y) be as in~3.11! and cm,n(x,y)5T1
mT2

nc(x,y)5(21)mnei (a/2)(my2nx)c(x1ma,y
1na). After few computations and using the rationality conditiona252p we obtain

cm,n~x,y!5
ei ~xy/2!1 iamy

&p3/4 E
2`

`

dPei ~y1na!P2~x1ma1P!2/2h~P!. ~3.20!
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We are interested now in finding some conditions onh(P) such that condition~3.19!, or its
equivalent form

Sm,nª^c0,0,cm,n&5dm,0dn,0 , ~3.21!

is satisfied. With the previous definitions we find

Sm,n5E
2`

`

dpeinap h~p1ma!h~p!, ~3.22!

which restates the problem of the orthonormality of the wave functions in terms of
PP8-representation. In particular we see that, form5n50, this equation implies thatc in nor-
malized inL2(R2) if and only if h(P) is normalized inL2(R). This reflects the unitarity of the
transformation~3.9!, which, more in general, implies that any o.n. set inL2(R) is mapped in an
o.n. set inL2(R2).

In order to use now kq-representation it is convenient to split the integral overR into an
infinite sum of integrals restricted to@ra,(r 11)a@ ,r PZ, use the kq-representation, and, the
write everything in terms of a single integral over the unit cellh. We have, using~2.20! and the
well-known equality

(
l PZ

eixl ~2p/c!5c(
l PZ

d~x2cl !, ~3.23!

Sm,n5 (
r PZ

E
ra

~r 11!a
dpeinaph~p1ma!h~p!

5 (
r PZ

einra2E
0

a

dpeinaph~p1~r 1m!a!h~p1ra !

5 (
r PZ

1

a E
0

a

dqE
0

a

dkE
0

a

dk8eir ~k2k8!aeinaq2 ik8mah~k,q!h~k8,q!,

so that

Sm,n5E
h

dkdqeinaq2 ikmauh~k,q!u2. ~3.24!

Due to the completeness of the set$einaq2 ikma,n,mPZ% in the unit cell h, we conclude that
Sm,n5dm,0dn,0 if and only if h(k,q) is a phase, so thatuh(k,q)u is independent ofk andq. This
result can be considered as a slight generalization of the procedure discussed in Ref. 13
FQHE for filling factorn51.

It is easy to generalize this result to a fillingn51/2. The idea is the following:
A filling factor n51 corresponds to all the sites of our square lattice~of spacinga5A2p!

occupied. An51/2 2DEG can be seen, on the other hand, as if the same lattice was only pa
occupied: one lattice site is free and the other is occupied. If we require the orthonormality
related set of single electron wave functions, it is enough to ask forSm,2n5dm,0dn,0 . This is
equivalent also to choose a different lattice, with a unit cell twice that before and basis v
a(1,0) and 2a(0,1). Of course, we would as well have chosen another lattice with basis ve
a(0,1) and 2a(1,0), or also any other lattice with unit cell of area 4p. We use the first choice jus
to fix ideas. Equation~3.24! gives

Sm,2n5E
h

dkdqei2naq2 ikmauh~k,q!u25dm,0dn,0 , ~3.25!
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which can be rewritten as

1

2 Eh
dkdqeinaq2 ikmaXUhS k,

q

2D U2

1UhS k,
q1a

2 D U2C. ~3.26!

This implies, again using the completeness of the functionseinaq2 ikma,n,mPZ, in h, that

J2~k,q!ªUhS k,
q

2D U2

1UhS k,
q1a

2 D U2

5
1

p
, almost everywhere fork,qPh. ~3.27!

The generalization ton51/M is straightforward: we simply require the orthonormality of t
wave functions located at a distance ofM sites:

Sm,Mn5E
h

dkdqeiMnaq2 ikmauh~k,q!u25dm,0dn,0

and, proceding as above, we deduce thath(k,q) must satisfy the equality

JM~k,q!ªUhS k,
q

M D U2

1UhS k,
q1a

M D U2

1¯1UhS k,
q1~M21!a

M D U2

5
M

2p
, ~3.28!

almost everywhere fork,qPh.
The extension to a fillingn5L/M , with L and M relatively prime, can be performed b

imposing that conditionSm,n5dm,0dn,0 holds only for those~m,n! corresponding to a square lattic
in which only L amongM lattice sites are occupied. We will not consider this extension in
article.

IV. WHAT WE GET FROM MRA

In this section we will describe how two subjects which are so different, at a first sight, a
MRA and the orthonormality condition for a 2DEG discussed previously, are indeed very c

Let us consider a given MRA ofL2(R). We have seen in Sec. II that to this MRA is associa
a certain set of square-summable complex numbers$hn%nPZ satisfying, for instance, condition
~2.12!. This set produces a 2p-periodic functionmo(v) and, through this, the scaling functio
f̂(v) and the mother wavelet.

Now we use the sequence$hn%nPZ to define the following function, which strongly reminds u
of mo(v):

T2~v!5H 1

Aa
(
l PZ

hle
2 i l va, vP@0,a@ ,

0, otherwise.

~4.1!

It is clear thatT2(v) is square integrable and is not periodic. In particular, due to the norma
tion condition ~2.10!, we haveiT2i2

25*RuT2(v)u2 dv51. Therefore the kq-transform of thi
function, t2(k,q)5(ZT2)(k,q), is well defined inL2(h).

In particular, using~2.18! we find

t2~k,q!5
1

Aa
(
nPZ

e2 iknaT2~q1na!. ~4.2!

The boundary conditions~2.21! are obviously satisfied:t2(k1a,q)5t2(k,q) and t2(k,q1a)
5eikat2(k,q). It is easy to check thatt2(k,q) satisfies also the orthonormality conditions~3.27!.
In fact, since we are interested to the value oft2(k,q) only in h, and sinceT2(v) is different from
zero only forvP@0,a[, we conclude that, for (k,q)Ph,
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J2~k,q!5
1

a XUTS q

2D U2

1UTS q1a

2 D U2C5 1

a2 (
l ,s

hlhse
i ~s2 l !qa/2

„11~21! l 1s
…,

which is equal to 1/p a.e. ink,qPh, due to~2.14!. This implies thatt2(k,q) gives rise to a family
of functionscm,n(x,y) in the LLL mutually orthonormal and corresponding ton5 1

2. We will find
the explicit form of thesecm,n(x,y) in the next section, where we will also compare these res
with the ones obtained in Ref. 3.

The above-mentioned procedure can be easily extended to fillingsn51/2L. The extension to
odd denumerator is not so straightforward and will be given elsewhere.

The starting point is again the set$hn%nPZ , producing a MRA ofL2(R), satisfying condition
~2.12!. Now we define

T2L~v!5H 1

Aa
(
l PZ

hle
2 i l vLa, vP@0,a@ ,

0, otherwise.

~4.3!

Again, this is a square-integrable function satisfyingiT2Li251. Defining t2L(k,q)5(ZT2L)
3(k,q) we have, fork,qPh, t2L(k,q)5(1/Aa)T2L(q)5(1/a)( l PZhle

2 i lqLa. We also stress tha
t2L(k,q) satisfies the correct boundary conditions. With these definitions, using the ratio
conditions a252p and collecting contributions of the formut2L(k,q/2L)u2, ut2L(k,(q
12a)/2L)u2,..., and the ‘‘odd ones,’’ut2L(k,(q1a)/2L)u2,ut2L(k,(q13a)/2L)u2,..., weobtain

J2L~k,q!ªUt2LS k,
q

2L
D U2

1Ut2LS k,
q1a

2L
D U2

1¯1Ut2LS k,
q1~2L21!a

2L
D U2

5LXUt2LS k,
q

2L
D U2

1Ut2LS k,
q1a

2L
D U2C

5
L

a2 (
l ,s

hlhse
i ~s2 l !qa/2

„11~21! l 1s
…, ~4.4!

which is again independent ofk andq since it is equal toL/p a.e. inh, due to condition~2.14!.
Finally, Eq. ~3.28! is a consequence of the equalityn215M52L. We conclude thatt2L(k,q)
produces, in the configuration space, a set of mutually orthonormal wave functions spanni
LLL for n51/2L.

This result, which is in a certain sense rather unexpected because it relates two distan
as MRA and FQHE, is only half of the surprise. In fact, in the rest of this section, we will
show that this relation works in the opposite direction. More in detail, we will show how
construct, starting from a functionh(k,q) which produces an o.n. set of translated functions in
LLL, a set of coefficients$hn% satisfying condition~2.14!, and, therefore, generating a MRA.

The recipe is rather simple and requires only few lines: let us suppose to have a fu
h(k,q) belonging toL2(h) satisfying the boundary conditionsh(k1a,q)5h(k,q) and h(k,q
1a)5eikah(k,q) and such that

uh~k,q/2!u21uh(k,~q1a!/2)u25
1

p
a.e. in h. ~4.5!

This means that in the configuration space the related set$cm,n(x,y)% is an o.n. set. Let us now
define

hn~k!5E
0

a

dqeinaqh~k,q!, kP@0,a@ . ~4.6!
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Even if hn(k) is, in general, a function ofk, it is straightforward to check that if we takeh(k,q)
coinciding witht2(k,q) in ~4.2!, thenhn(k)5hn for all nPZ. This means that the dependence
k may disappear in some relevant situation. It is not so surprising, therefore, to chec
(nPZhn(k)hn12l(k) does not depend onk for any choice of h(k,q), if the equality ~4.5! is
satisfied. In fact, using equality~3.23! and condition~4.5!, we find

(
nPZ

hn~k!hn12l~k!5aE
0

a

dquh~k,q!u2e22i laq

5
a

2 E0

a

dqe2 i laq(uh~k,q/2!u21uh~k,~q1a!/2!u2)

5
a

2p E
0

a

dqe2 i laq5d l ,0 . ~4.7!

This result shows that any o.n. basis in the LLL for a filling factorn51/2 produces a set o
coefficients satisfying the summation rule~2.12! and, therefore, the basic condition giving rise
a MRA of L2(R) ~which, in general, will depend on an external parameterkP@0,a@!. The exten-
sion to a fillingn51/2L, LPN, is straightforward.

V. EXTENSION TO HIGHER LANDAU LEVELS AND FURTHER REMARKS

In the first part of this section we analyze the relation between the approach we have dis
here with the one originally proposed in Ref. 3 and further developed in Refs. 4 and 5. In
papers we used wavelet analysis in connection with the FQHE as we have done here. In Re
particular, we discussed a toy model suggesting the relevance of single electron wave fu
arising from wavelet theory in the construction of a Slater-like ground state for a 2DEG.
construction was carried out in detail for the FQHE in Refs. 3 and 4 using the canonical tra
mation~3.11! and thePP8-representation to generate an o.n. basis of functions in the LLL sta
from an o.n. set of wavelets inL2(R). This procedure is only apparently close to the one propo
in this article. The first difference is related to the possibility of extending the approach in R
to anyo.n. basis ofL2(R), a possibility which does not exist here since the procedure propos
this article only works for an o.n. basis generated by a MRA. The second difference concer
nature of the operators acting on themotherfunction which generates the o.n. set in the LLL:
Refs. 3 and 4 these operators are dilation and translation operators. Here, on the other h
use the magnetic translations defined in~3.12!.

Since, however, these two procedures have something in common, we expect that the re
wave functions should not be very different. And, in fact, this is the outcome of this section, w
we will explore the details of the easiest example: the Haar wavelet. For this choice th
$hn%nPZ reduces toh05h151/&, and all the other coefficients are zero. We have shown in R
3 that this choice produces a function in the LLL localized around the origin which looks li

H00~x,y!5
e2 ixy/2e2y2/2

2p1/4 H 2fS x2 iy11/2

&
D 2fS x2 iy

&
D 2fS x2 iy11

&
D J , ~5.1!

wheref(z)ª(2/Ap)*0
ze2t2 dt is the error function.19 The whole setHmn(x,y) is discussed in

Ref. 3, where its asymptotic behavior is also discussed in connection with the localization
electrons. Here we only state the result which will be compared with the one resulting b
approach proposed here. We have

H00~x,y!.
eixy/2e2x2/2

2p1/4 A2

p S 1

x2 iy
1

e21/22x1 iy

x2 iy11
22

e21/82~x2 iy !/2

x2 iy11/2 D , ~5.2!

which displays the Gaussian localization of the wave function in the variablex and shows the
rather poor localization iny.
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Let us now proceed in a different way. For a fillingn51/2 and a generic MRA, the function
T2 which produces an o.n. set of translates in the LLL is given in~4.1!. Using the transformation
rule ~3.11! we obtain

T2~x,y!5
eixy/2

&p3/4E2`

`

eiyQ2~x1Q!2/2T2~Q!5
Aaeixy/2

2p3/4 (
l PZ

hlE
0

a

eiQ~y2 la !2~x1Q!2/2,

which, for the above choice of coefficients corresponding to the Haar wavelet, gives

T2~x,y!5
Aaeixy/2

23/2p5/4 E
0

a

eiQy2~x1Q!2/2~11e2 iQa! dQ. ~5.3!

HereT2 can be written in terms of error functionf(z) as follows:

T2~x,y!5
Aae2 ixy/22y2/2

4p3/4 XfS x1a2 iy

&
D 1fS x1a2 i ~y2a!

&
D 2fS x2 iy

&
D

2fS x2 i ~y2a!

&
D C, ~5.4!

whose asymptotic behavior can be found with the help of Ref. 19:

T2~x,y!.
Aae1 ixy/22x2/2

23/2p5/4 S 1

x2 iy
1

ep2 ia~x2 iy !

x2 i ~y2a!
2

e2p2a~x2 iy !

x1~a2 iy !
2

e2a~x2 iy !~11 i !

x1a2 i ~y2a! D . ~5.5!

This formula shows that, even if the two procedures produce different results, the asym
behaviors, that is, the localization features of the electrons, coincide forH00 andT2 . This result
can be considered as a consequence of the Balian–Low theorem applied to the present s
~see Refs. 1 and 6! and of the Battle theorem for our previous proposal~see Refs. 3, 20, and 6!.
Both these theorems give severe constraints on the localization properties of a wave functio
orthonormality requirements of a different kind are imposed. We refer to Ref. 6 for a r
complete review of the localization problem in a generic Landau level.

The functionT2 can be used to construct a Slater determinant for theN-electron system as
sketched above: we start considering its~magnetic! translated as in~3.17!,

~T2!m,n~x,y!5
Aae2 ixy/22 ianx2~y1na!2/2

4p3/4 H fS x1~m11!a2 i ~y1na!

& D2fS x1ma2 i ~y1na!

& D
1fS x1~m11!a2 i ~y1~n21!a!

& D2fS x1ma2 i ~y1~n21!a!

& D J .

These are the functions used to build up the antisymmetric wave function

T~N!~r 1 ,r 2 ,...,r N!5
1

AN! U ~T2!m1 ,n1
~r 1! ~T2!m1 ,n1

~r 2! ... ~T2!m1 ,n1
~r N!

~T2!m2 ,n2
~r 1! ~T2!m2 ,n2

~r 2! ... ~T2!m2 ,n2
~r N!

• • ... •

• • ... •

• • ... •

~T2!mN ,nN
~r 1! ~T2!mN ,nN

~r 2! ... ~T2!mN ,nN
~r N!

U ,

where (mi ,ni) are those indexes compatible with an electron densityn51/2.
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It is evident that our procedure produces many possibleN-electron wave functions in the LLL
one for each different MRA ofL2(R). Among all these possibilities, the one physically relevan
that choice which minimizes the Coulomb energy. Of course, before comparing these resul
those obtained using the Laughlin wave function, we first need to generalize our procedu
triangular lattice. The details of this extension will be considered in a future work.

In the last part of this section we extend the orthonormality constraint~3.21! to levels higher
than the lowest.

We begin this analysis with a general remark, which already suggests the final result:
normality is required on a set of functions obtained by a single wave function via the action
magnetic translationsTi . On the other hand, the passage from a Landau level to the oth
obtained with the action of the raising and lowering operatorsA8† andA8 defined by

A85
Q81 iP8

&
, ~5.6!

whereQ8 andP8 are given in~3.5!. We have already remarked that the translationsTi commute
with Q8 andP8, and withA8 andA8† as a consequence, so that it is reasonable to expect tha
orthonormality constraint does not change very much moving from the lowest to some h
Landau level. This is exactly what happens, as we will now show explicitly for the first exc
level.

All the wave functions of the first Landau level, ILL, are given by formula~3.9! with
C(P,P8)5 f 1(P8)h(P). Here f 1(P8)5(&/p1/4)P8e2P82/2 is the first excited function of the
harmonic oscillator. Performing the integration inP8 we obtain

c~x,y!5
ie2 ixy/2

p3/4 E
2`

`

eiyPe2P2/2Ph~P2x! dP. ~5.7!

Acting on c(x,y) with Ti as in ~3.17! and definingSm,n as in ~3.21! we obtain

Sm,n5
1

p3/2E d2r E
2`

`

dpE
2`

`

dp8e2 ianx2 iyp1 i ~y1na!p82~p21p82!/2pp8h~p2x!h~p82x2ma!

5
2

Ap
E

2`

`

dxE
2`

`

dqeinaqh~q!h~q2ma!~q1x!2e2~q1x!2

5E
2`

`

dpeinaph~p1ma!h~p!,

which coincides with the result obtained for the LLL. This means that, when passing t
kq-representation, the wave function originating the o.n. set in the ILL is exactly the same fun
originating the o.n. set in the LLL. Needless to say, this does not imply that in the configur
space the two different o.n. sets coincide, because they are generated by differentc(P,P8),
belonging to different Landau levels.

Even if the above-mentioned result has been obtained only for the ILL, it gives a s
indication that the orthonormality condition in terms ofh(P) takes exactly the same form for a
the Landau levels. This also follows form our original remark on the commutativity amongTi and
A8†.

VI. OUTCOME

In this article we have proven a deep connection between a MRA ofL2(R) and the FQHE. In
particular we have shown how a single electron wave function, which, together with its mag
translates, produces an o.n. set in the LLL, can be constructed starting from a MRA. This
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dure works forn51/2L,LPN. We have also shown that this procedure can be essentially inv
since to any o.n. basis of translated functions of the LLL~corresponding ton51/2L! corresponds
a set of coefficients satisfying the main condition of a MRA ofL2(R). Moreover, we have
compared this approach with a similar one, Ref. 3, which is close for the final result but is
different for the philosophy. We have finally extended this procedure to other Landau level

What is still to be done is a computation of the energy of the 2DEG for such a basis, in
to see if this procedure can give some hints about the ground state for the FQHE. We also
extend this procedure to fillingn of the formn51/(2L11) and, more generally,n5L/L8, with L
andL8 relatively prime natural numbers.
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Berry phase in homogeneous Ka ¨hler manifolds with linear
Hamiltonians
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We study the total@dynamical plus geometrical~Berry!# phase of cyclic quantum
motion for coherent states over homogeneous Ka¨hler manifoldsX5G/H, which
can be considered as the phase spaces of classical systems and which are, in
particular cases, coadjoint orbits of some Lie groupsG. When the Hamiltonian is
linear in the generators of a Lie group, both phases can be calculated exactly in
terms ofclassicalobjects. In particular, the geometric phase is given by the sym-
plectic area enclosed by the~purely classical! motion in the space of coherent
states. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1396837#

I. INTRODUCTION

Let us consider a quantum statec(t) whose evolution follows a time-dependent Schro¨dinger
equation. If the final statec(T) coincides with the initial onec(0), then the representative sta
vectorsuc(0)& and uc(T)& differ one from another just by a phase factor exp(ia). This phase
factor can be split into two partsa5b1g, called, respectively, dynamical phase and geometr
phase. Bothb andg are important characteristics of the evolution of the system under cons
ation.

In particular the geometric phase turns out to depend on the Hamiltonian in a rather in
way, as it is determinedonly by the closed loop traversed by the state in the state space.
geometrical phase associated to any quantum cyclic motion with time-dependent Hamilt
appears, in addition to the well-known dynamical phase, due to the natural curvature of th
bundle over the projective Hilbert space of states. This was found by Berry1 for adiabatic motion,
interpreted by Simon2 as above, and extended by Aharonov–Anandan in Ref. 3~see also Refs. 4
and 5 for arbitrary cyclic motion!. However, there are very few cases in which the calculation
be performed explicitly, and it would be nice to exhibit examples where the phases of a
quantum motion can be calculated in closed terms.

We shall consider the important cases in which the HamiltonianH(t) is linear in the genera-
tors of a Lie algebraG acting through some unitary irreducible representationTl in a Hilbert space
H l, wherel labels the representation. The aim of this paper is to show that in these cases, e
expressions for bothb andg can be given in terms of a relatedclassicaldynamical system. This
is achieved by using the generalized coherent state technique,6–8 and is done in a frame genera
enough to cover a wide variety of examples and particular cases, including the well-k
situation for evolution of a spin 1/2 in a magnetic field, a standard example which is howev
oversimplified one, because its quantum state space is the Riemann sphereCP1.

Therefore all information ondynamical and geometrical phasesfor these quantum system

a!Electronic mail: luisjo@posta.unizar.es
b!On leave of absence from the Institute for Theoretical and Experimental Physics, 117259 Moscow, Russia. El

mail: perelomo@dftuz.unizar.es
c!Electronic mail: santander@fta.uva.es
51300022-2488/2001/42(11)/5130/13/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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can be obtained by studying the motion of apurely classicalsystem in a suitable phase space.
we shall see these are the Ka¨hler ~and hence naturally symplectic! homogeneous spacesX
5G/H, with G the Lie group of the Lie algebraG. Important examples of such spaces are
orbits of the coadjoint representation of compact semisimple Lie groups. ForG5U(n) the generic
~maximal dimension! coadjoint orbit is U(n)/U(1)n; this space is called a flag manifold, and pla
an important role in many areas.9,10

The setup of this paper is as follows: in Sec. II we present the main ideas leading to c
expressions for dynamical and geometrical phases, in terms of motion in the spaceX taken as a
classicalspace. This is possible when the quantum Hamiltonian is linear in the generators of
representation of a Lie algebraG and besidesX is an homogeneous Ka¨hler manifold of the Lie
groupG. In Sec. III we describe some homogeneous Ka¨hler manifolds; they include~i! coadjoint
orbits of semisimple compact Lie groups,~ii ! the so-called bounded symmetric domains which
not compact, and~iii ! some other cases, like the Heisenberg ‘‘plane.’’

Finally in Appendix A we collect explicit expressions for the kernels which determine
Kähler potential, and we give some differential and topological information on Ka¨hler manifolds,
including the Poincare´ polynomials. A resume´ of relevant details on coherent states, extrac
from Ref. 8 is also included as Appendix B.

II. THE GROUP THEORETICAL COMPUTATION OF PHASES

Let us consider the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation

i
d

dt
uc~ t !&5Ĥ~ t !uc~ t !&, ~2.1!

with a Hamiltonian of the form

Ĥ~ t !5(
j

aj~ t !Xj
l , Xj

l5T l~Xj !, ~2.2!

whereT l is a unitary irreducible representation of the Lie algebraG, whose generatorsXj are
represented inT l by the ~anti-Hermitian! operatorsiX j

l , andaj (t) is the arbitrary real functions
of time. We consider here only those cases when the representation Hilbert spaceH l may be
realized as a spaceF l of holomorphic functions on a complex homogeneous spaceX5G/H
which is also a Ka¨hler one. We assume also that the initial state is a generalized coherent staux0&
labeled by the pointx0PX; for details, see Ref. 8.

In this case, under time evolution the initial coherent state remains a coherent state

ux~ t !&5U~ t,0!ux~0!& ~2.3!

and thenx(t) is a solution of the Hamilton equation for the correspondingclassicalsystem

ẋ5$H~ t !,x%l, ẋ5
dx

dt
, ~2.4!

where$,%l is the Poisson bracket induced onX by the representationT l.
The mappingX→H l which associates the pointx0PX to the coherent stateux0& allows an

isomorphic identification of actual quantum ‘‘trajectories’’ starting fromux0& and obeying the
usual Schro¨dinger equation

i
d

dt
ux~ t !&5Ĥ~ t !ux~ t !& ~2.5!

to someclassical motions in X ~taken as aclassical phase space, not a configuration spac!,
satisfying~2.4!. Under this identification, ifG is a closed loop inX with periodT, it is still close
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in the projective Hilbert spaceH̄l, which should be considered as thetrue state space, but no
necessarily in the linear Hilbert spaceH l. In this cyclic motion, the statevectorpicks up a phase

uc~T!&5exp~ ia!uc~0!&, a5b1g. ~2.6!

This can also be seen as follows.4 Let G be a closed path~loop! in the projective Hilbert space
H̄5CP` of states; letuc&5uc(t)& be a generic point inG. There is a tautological line bundle
whereby each point carries its vectors; this line bundle is Hermitian, by the Hermitian prod
H. Let P(t) be in the fiber overuc(t)&. The HamiltonianĤ works inH, and by projection inH̄
also, so the time evolution carriesP(0)→P(t) and projects to U(0,t):uc(0)&→uc(t)&. As P(T)
is the fibre overc(T) which coincides with the fibre overc(0), wemust have

P~T!5exp~ ia!P~0!, ~2.7!

wherea is the total phase for the cyclic motion. The lift of the pathG through the connection o
the line bundleLl would produce an U(1) holonomyg ; this is thegeometric phase, and the
difference,b5a2g is the dynamical phase. As explained in detail in Ref. 2, we have
following explicit expressions for both parts of the total phasea:

b5E ^c~ t !uĤ~ t !uc~ t !&dt, g5E ^c8~ t !uS 2 i
d

dtD uc8~ t !&dt, ~2.8!

where uc8(t)& is a trivializing section, i.e., there is no dynamical phase for the whole loop,
Refs. 4 and 11. The connection 1-form of this line bundleul is related locally to the symplectic
2-form asvl5dul, and this symplectic 2-form is in turn induced by the imaginary part of
Hermitian scalar product inH l.

Under the conditions stated, both phases can be computed directly in terms of the cl
motion in X. For the dynamical part we have

b5E ^c~ t !uĤ~ t !uc~ t !&dt5E ^x~ t !uĤ~ t !ux~ t !&dt5E aj~ t !Xj
l~ t !dt, ~2.9!

whereXj
l(t)5^x(t)uXj

lux(t)&.
The geometric phaseg is given as the integral alongG of the connection 1-formul which

depends on the representation. Due to the Abelian nature of the U(1) group, the Stokes th
applies and gives

g5gcl5E
G
ul5E

S
vl, ~2.10!

wherevl5dul andS is any surface havingG5]S as its boundary. Hence, we give the expre
sion for the geometric phase in terms of symplectic area of any surface whose boundary
given ~classical! closed circuit in our Ka¨hler manifoldX.

Thus formula~2.10! is valid for arbitrary homogeneous Ka¨hler manifolds. Now ifFl denotes
the Kähler potential,12,13the expressions for the connection and curvature forms are~see Appendix
A!

ul5
1

i S ]Fl

]zm
dzm2

]Fl

] z̄m
dz̄mD , vl5

i

2

]2Fl

]zm] z̄n
dzm`] z̄n5dul, ~2.11!

and the Ka¨hler potential itself is related to the kernel, which generalizes Bergmann’s kernel

F~z,z̄!5 ln~K~z,w̄!!uw5z . ~2.12!
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The simplest closed loops are geodesic triangles. For them we can give explicit expressio
Let us first consider the simplest caseG5su(2),whereX5CP15SU(2)/U(1) is theRiemann

sphere, and U(1)→SU(2)5S3→S2 is the second Hopf sphere bundle. In this case there
single complex coordinatez, related with the pointx on the sphere by the usual stereograp
projection, and the Bergmann’s kernel is given by

K~z,w̄!511zw̄. ~2.13!

It is clear that any vertex can be carried to a prescribed point on the sphere, say the Nort
corresponding toz50. Let ux&,uy& denote the two coherent states determining the remain
triangle vertices, corresponding to pointsx,y on the sphere, and let us denotez,w the complex
coordinates corresponding tox,y. The closed expression for the geometric phase associated t
closed loop is

g5
1

2i
ln

K~ z̄,w!

K~z,w̄!
5

1

2i
ln

11 z̄w

11zw̄
5

1

2i
ln

^xuy&

^yux&
. ~2.14!

ForG5su(2) this result for the phase has been given already in Ref. 6~see also Ref. 8!. In this
case the symplectic area is proportional to the Riemannian area for the standard Riem
structure onS2; this proportionality is however accidental and may be misleading because
does not hold in higher dimensions; for instance inCPn (n.1) the symplectic area of any finit
triangle is not proportional to its Riemannian Fubini–Study area.

Let us now consider the general case where the generatorsXj
l close to a unitary irreducible

representation of the Lie algebraG. The symplectic area of any closed loop inH̄ is completely
determined by the loop; this does not hold for the ‘‘Riemannian’’ area determined by a ge
Kähler metric, which depends essentially on the two-dimensional surface whose boundary
prescribed loop. In this general case~with groupG!, it suffices again to give a closed expressi
for the symplectic area of a triangular loop. If one vertex is carried to a prescribed point o
Kähler homogeneous manifoldX ~say determined by the complex coordinateszm50!, the remain-
ing verticesx,y will correspond to the complex coordinateszm ,wn . The same argument as befo
leads in this case to the expression

g}
1

2i
ln

K~ z̄,w!

K~z,w̄!
. ~2.15!

Appendix A contains explicit expressions for the kernelsK(z,w̄) for Hermitian symmetric
spaces, taken from Ref. 8, where further details on the construction of the kernelK(zm ,w̄n) for
homogeneous Ka¨hler manifolds can be found.

In the case of complex Grassmannians, the usual choice for complex coordinates are
Pontrjagin coordinates and can be arranged as a complex rectangular matrixZ. After substituting
for the relevant kernel, the basic expression~2.15! reduces to

g}
1

2i
ln

det~ I1ZW†!

det~ I1WZ†!
~2.16!

and coincides with the formula for the geometric phase derived through explicit computati
Berceanu, who also points out the validity of a similar formula for any Hermitian symm
space.14 However, the arguments given in Ref. 8 appear to hold unrestrictedly for arbitrary h
geneous Ka¨hler manifoldX, and not only for Hermitian symmetric spaces.

In the well understood example~see, e.g., Refs. 15 and 16!, of a spin 1/2 particle in a magneti
field,

i
d

dt
uc~ t !&52mB~ t !•Suc~ t !&, ~2.17!
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the Hamiltonian is a linear combination of three operators which span a Lie algebra su(2), and
quantum evolution can be thus translated into a classical motion of a point on the homoge
space SU(2)/U(1), theRiemann sphere again. The coadjoint orbits are 2-spheres andx5x is a
unit vector inR3, so at any fixed timeĤ(t) splits into two parts:

Ĥ~ t !5Ĥ i1Ĥ' , ~2.18!

where

Ĥ'ux~ t !&50, Ĥ iux~ t !&5E~ t !ux~ t !&. ~2.19!

The longitudinal part produces only a dynamical phase, as the ray ofux& and ofE(t)ux& are the
same. The geometrical phase comes entirely from the transverse part. In particular, if the
constant in direction:

H~ t !5B~ t !sz ~2.20!

and the initial state isux&5cos(u/2)u1&1sin(u/2)u2&, the solution is readily obtained

uc~ t !&5a~ t !u1&1b~ t !u2&, ~2.21!

where a(t)5a(0)exp(2i*B(t)dt), b(t)5b(0)exp(i*B(t)dt). For u50 or u5p we have a purely
dynamical phase, while foru5p/2 the phase is purely geometrical.

For arbitraryB(t) there is also a local splitting, and the ‘‘parallel’’H i and ‘‘perpendicular’’
H' parts of the Hamiltonian carry, respectively, the dynamical and geometric phases.

III. HOMOGENEOUS SYMPLECTIC MANIFOLDS AND KÄ HLER MANIFOLDS

Relative to the definition of a symplectic manifold, see Ref. 17.
Definition: A symplectic manifold(M ,v) is called homogeneous if there exists on it a tra

sitive actionFg :M→M of some Lie group G5$g% which acts as a group of symplectic tran
formations, i.e., it leaves invariant the formv, Fg* v5v.

Theorem:18 Any homogeneous symplectic manifold on which a connected Lie group G
transitively and by symplectic transformations is locally isomorphic to an orbit of a coad
representation of this group G or of a central extension of G byR.

Thus any coadjoint orbit of the groupG is an homogeneous symplectic manifold.
Among the class of all homogeneous symplectic manifolds, the main important subcl

those of coadjoint orbits ofsemisimpleLie groups. These have an additional Ka¨hler homogeneous
structure. A Ka¨hler manifold is defined as a complex manifoldM endowed with a Ka¨hler metric
h, whose imaginary part is a closed 2-form. A Ka¨hler metric is an Hermitian metrich which
comes from a functionF(z,z̄) called the Ka¨hler potential:

ds25hmn̄ dzm dz̄n, hmn̄~z,z̄!5]m]n̄F~z,z̄!, ]m5
]

]zm
, ]n̄5

]

] z̄n
. ~3.1!

The imaginary part of this metric is a symplectic 2-form

v5
i

2
hmn̄~z,z̄!dzm`dz̄n, dv50. ~3.2!

The connection between orbits of the coadjoint representation of compact simple Lie g
and Kähler homogeneous manifolds is stated in the following important result of Borel:
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Theorem:19 Any orbit of the coadjoint representation of a compact simple Lie group
compact Ka¨hler homogeneous simply connected manifold, and any compact Ka¨hler homogeneous
simply connected manifold is some orbit of the coadjoint representation of the some co
simple Lie group.

Orbits of the coadjoint representation of a compact Lie group are even rational manifo20

Topologically they are compact and simply connected manifolds. Their topology is describe
example, in the review.9 In the Appendix A we give some pertinent results.

Many examples of Ka¨hler homogeneous manifolds with a compact groupG are known; these
spaces are compact, even-dimensional, simply connected and oriented. As the cohomolog
@v#Þ0, all the even Betti numbers are nonzero. Let us recall some simple examples.

For G5SU(2)5Spin(3);SO(3), thegeneric coadjoint orbits in su(2)'R3 are spheresS2;
there is an isolated orbit consisting of a single point, the origin. For each sphere the 2-form
the area~volume! form, automatically closed by dimensionality. It is a complex~one-dimensional!
manifold, the Riemann sphere.

For G5SU(3), there are three types of coadjoint orbits in su(3)'R8: the origin, four-
dimensional orbits isomorphic toCP25SU(3)/SU(2)3U(1), andsix-dimensional maximal or-
bits, isomorphic to the flag manifoldF35SU(3)/U(1)3U(1).

For G5SU(n), the description of the orbits is essentially given by the partitions ofn ~see
Ref. 21!.

The general calculation of Ka¨hler metrics on the coadjoint orbits for any compact simple
group ~the classical and exceptional structures of Cartan! was expelled in Ref. 21.

The main reason why these manifolds are Ka¨hler is that the homogeneous structure is a
obtained from the complex extensionGC of G. The role of the subgroupH here is played by some
triangular~Borel! subgroupB; bothGC andB are analytic manifolds, and so isGC/B which turns
out to be isomorphic toG/H. The spaceX is also obviously simply connected, becauseG can be
taken simply connected~for anyX! andH is connected. This constructionX5G/H5GC/B is also
basic in the Borel–Weil–Bott theory of analytic construction of irreducible representations ofG as
sections in some holomorphic bundles.

When G is a general simple or semisimple compact Lie group, the orbits of the coad
representation exhausts all the compact homogeneous Ka¨hler manifolds.

Other examples of~noncompact! Kähler manifolds are the so-called bounded symmetric
mains~see Ref. 22!. Recall that a bounded domainD,Cn is called symmetric if each point inD
is fixed by an involutive holomorphic diffeomorphism ofD. These are characterized by the resu

Theorem: @Helgason,22 p. 310# (i) Each bounded symmetric domain D, when equipped with
the Bergmann metric, is a Hermitian symmetric space of the noncompact type. In particu
bounded symmetric domain is neccesarily simply connected.

(ii) Let M be a Hermitian symmetric space of the noncompact type. Then there ex
bounded symmetric domain D and a holomorphic diffeomorphism of M onto D.

The paradigmatic example is the Lobachevsky plane. This is a Ka¨hler manifold which is
noncompact, and of constant negative curvature.

A complete classification of Ka¨hler manifolds is still lacking. Hermitian symmetric space
which are completely classified, are examples of Ka¨hler manifolds, while the remaining non
Hermitian symmetric spaces are not Ka¨hler ~e.g., the even dimensional spheresS2n,n.1 are
homogeneous and symmetric, but obviously not Ka¨hler!.

Some nonsemisimple groups also provide other Ka¨hler manifolds. A very basic example i
that obtained from the Heisenberg–Weyl algebra hw(1) generated by the usual operatorsp,q,1,
by quotient by the subgroup generated by the subalgebra 1. This space is the basic ‘‘qua
spaceq,p, whose noncompact Ka¨hler character becomes obvious after introduction of the co
plex coordinatez5p1 iq.

APPENDIX A: KÄ HLER HOMOGENEOUS MANIFOLDS

We start by listing some examples of compact Ka¨hler homogeneous manifolds. More deta
can be found in Refs. 19 and 21.
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~1! G5SO(3);SU(2) is the rotation group of a three-dimensional vector spaceR3. Here the
sign ; means a locally isomorphic group andG* is the dual space to the Lie algeb
G* 5$xux5(x1 ,x2 ,x3)%'R3. There is a zero-dimensional orbit~the origin! while the
remaining orbits are generic and are two-dimensional spheresSr

25$xux25x1
21x2

21x3
2

5r 2%.
~2! G5SU(3). Here we have three types of coadjoint orbits in su(3)'R8: First, the origin

x50. Second, four-dimensional orbits~isomorphic toCP2!

O5
SU~3!

SU~2!3U~1!
, ~A1!

and third, six-dimensional orbits isomorphic to the complex flag spaceF3

O5
SU~3!

U~1!3U~1!
. ~A2!

~3! G5SU(n). Here, in addition to the trivial zero-dimensional orbit, we have orbits isom
phic to the complex projective spaceCPn21,

O5
SU~n!

SU~n21!3U~1!
;CPn21. ~A3!

There are also orbits isomorphic to the complex GrassmanniansCGm,n ,

O5
SU~m1n!

SU~m!3SU~n!3U~1!
;CGm,n , ~A4!

and finally the generic maximal orbits are isomorphic to the complex flag manifoldFn,

O5
SU~n!

U~1!3U~1!3¯3U~1!
;Fn. ~A5!

~4! For compact simple Lie algebras, the coadjoint orbits of minimal nonzero dimension
investigated in Ref. 23, and are given in the following table:

G dim Omin H

An SU(n11) 2n An213U(1)
Bn SO(2n11) 2(2n21) Bn213SO(2)
Cn Sp(n) 2(2n22) Cn213U(1)
Dn ,nÞ2 SO(2n) 2(2n22) Dn213SO(2)
G2 10 A13SO(2)
F4 30 C33SO(2)
E6 32 D53SO(2)
E7 54 E63SO(2)
E8 114 E73SO(2)

1. Kernels for some Hermitian symmetric spaces

In this section we give the explicit expressions24 for kernels of the Hermitian symmetri
spaces of classical type, either compact or noncompact~bounded symmetric domains!. They
belong to four families, which in the Cartan notation areAIII ,CI ,D III andBDI(q52).22 There are
two further exceptional Hermitian symmetric spaces,EIII ,EVII related to exceptional Lie algebra

AIIIc:
For the complex GrasmanniansCGp,q of p-planes inCp1q:

X5SU~p1q!/~SU~p! ^ SU~q! ^ U~1!!, p>q, ~A6!

in terms of thepq complex coordinates arranged in a rectangularp3q complex matrixZ:

K~z,w̄!5det~ I (p)1ZW†!. ~A7!

AIIInc:
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The noncompact Cartan duals of the complex Grassmannians are the spaces:

X5SU~p,q!/~SU~p! ^ SU~q! ^ U~1!!, p>q, ~A8!

which can be realized as the bounded domainI (p)2ZZ†>0 with Z as above; its kernel is

K~z,w̄!5det~ I (p)2ZW†!. ~A9!

CIc:
For the manifold of Lagrangianp-spaces inC2p, which is the compact symmetric Hermitia

space,

X5Sp~p!/U~p!, ~A10!

the kernel is given in terms ofp(p11)/2 complex coordinates arranged in ap3p complex
symmetric matrixZ as

K~z,w̄!5det~ I (p)1ZW†!. ~A11!

CInc:
The Cartan dual to the previous space:

X5Sp~2p,R!/U~p! ~A12!

can be realized as the bounded domainI (p)2ZZ†>0 in terms of the coordinate matrixZ as above;
its kernel is

K~z,w̄!5det~ I (p)2ZW†!. ~A13!

D IIIc:
The kernel for the compact Hermitian symmetric space:

X5SO~2p!/U~p! ~A14!

is given in terms ofp(p21)/2 complex coordinates arranged in a rectangularp3p complex
skew-symmetric matrixZ as

K~z,w̄!5det~ I (p)1ZW†!. ~A15!

D IIInc:
For the noncompact Cartan dual space:

X5SO* ~2p!/U~p! ~A16!

realized as the bounded domainI (p)2ZZ†>0 in terms of the coordinatesZ as above, the kerne
is

K~z,w̄!5det~ I (p)2ZW†!. ~A17!

BDIc:
The real GrasmannianRG2,p of 2-planes inRp12:

X5SO~p12!/~SO~p! ^ SO~2!!. ~A18!

In terms ofp complex coordinates arranged as ap31 row complex vectorz, with z8 denoting the
transpose 13p column complex vector, then

K~z,w̄!511~z•z8!~w̄•w̄8!12~z•w̄8!. ~A19!
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BDInc:
The noncompact dual space:

X5SO~p,2!/~SO~p! ^ SO~2!! ~A20!

can be realized as the bounded domain

uz•z8u,1, 11uz•z8u222z̄•z8.0, ~A21!

where thep complex coordinates are arranged as ap31 row complex vectorz, as above; the
kernel is

K~z,w̄!511~z•z8!~w̄•w̄8!22~z•w̄8!. ~A22!

The two exceptional Hermitian symmetric spaces can be dealt with similarly, by usi
33 octonionic matrices, as discussed by Hirzebruch.25

2. Topology of orbits

Orbits of a coadjoint representation of compact Lie groups are compact simply conn
manifolds; this follows from the exact homotopy sequence. They have a nontrivial second h
topy groupp2(X) because they are compact symplectic manifolds. Further information on
topology may be found, for example, in the review.9

Let PX(t)5( j 50
N bj t

j be the Poincare´ polynomial of manifoldX, bj being the Betti numbers
of the manifoldX of dimensionN. In our caseX5G/H, whereH is some compact semisimpl
subgroup ofG, and rankH5rank G5r . In this case, the Hirsch formula~see Ref. 9! is valid

PX~ t !5
) j 51

r ~12t2nj !

) j 51
r ~12t2mj !

, ~A23!

wherenj andmj are the degrees of basic invariants of the Weyl groupW of the groupsG andH
~see Ref. 26!. Let us give a few applications of this formula. We have

~i! For the complex projective space:
X5CPn, PX~ t !5Pn~ t ![11t21t41¯1t2n. ~A24!

~ii ! For the complex flag manifoldFn:

X5Fn5
SU~n!

U~1!3¯3U~1!
, PX~ t !5P1~ t !P2~ t !¯Pn21~ t !, ~A25!

where the polynomialPn(t) was defined above.

~iii ! An example of a real GrassmannianRG3,2:

X5
SO~5!

SO~3!3SO~2!
, PX~ t !5P3~ t !. ~A26!

~iv! An example of a real ‘‘flag-like’’ manifold:

X5
SO~5!

SO~2!3SO~2!
, PX5P1~ t !P3~ t !. ~A27!

~v! For the minimal orbits of the coadjoint representation ofG2 ,

X5
G2

SU~2!3U~1!
, PX5P5~ t !. ~A28!
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~vi! For the octonionic ‘‘flag-like’’ coadjoint orbit ofG2 :

X5
G2

U~1!3U~1!
, PX5

~12t4!~12t12!

~12t2!~12t2!
5P1~ t !P5~ t !. ~A29!

~vii ! For the complex Grassmann manifoldsCGm,n

X5CGm,n5
SU~m1n!

SU~m!3SU~n!3U~1!
, ~A30!

PX5
~12t4!¯~12t2(m1n)!

~12t2!@~12t4!¯~12t2m!#@~12t4!¯~12t2n!#
. ~A31!

For example, for the lowest dimensional complex Grassmann manifold,CG2,2, we have

X5CG2,25
SU~4!

SU~2!3SU~2!3U~1!
, ~A32!

PX5
~12t6!~12t8!

~12t2!~12t4!
5~11t4!~11t21t4!511t212t41t61t8. ~A33!

~viii ! For the octonionic Cayley plane,

X5
F4

C33SO~2!
, PX5

~12t16!~12t24!

~12t2!~12t8!
, ~A34!

PX5~11t8!~11t21t41¯1t22!511t21t41¯12t812t101¯12t221t241¯1t30.

APPENDIX B: COHERENT STATES

As discussed in Sec. II, we consider here classical Hamiltonian systems which corresp
quantum systems of a special type for which the quantum properties are expressed simply i
of classical ones.

Let (X,v) be a compact simply connected symplectic manifold on which the semisim
compact Lie groupG act transitively.

As it was shown by Borel,19 this class of manifolds coincides with the class of orbits o
coadjoint or~what is equivalent! adjoint representation of the compact semisimple Lie groupG.
These manifolds are Ka¨hler homogeneous manifolds, and have even dimension. This mean
they admit a HermitianG-invariant metric, as given in~3.1!, whose imaginary part is a close
2-form given in~3.2!. Both are determined by a single functionF(z,z̄), called the potential of the
Kähler metric, which may be found from the Gauss decomposition of the groupG.

The G-invariant Hermitian metric~and theG-invariant symplectic structure! on the orbits of
coadjoint actions is not uniquely determined. The most general ones are a linear combinati
number r of basic metrics or symplectic forms, the numberr being equal to the rank of the
manifold.

Let us recall now the construction of unitary irreducible representations of simple compa
groups G of rank r . Such representation is characterized by anr -dimensional vectorl
5(l1 ,...,l r)—the so-called highest weight:T(g)5Tl(g), wherel5(l jwj , wj are the funda-
mental weights andl j are non-negative integers.

Correspondingly, in the representation spaceH l, there exists a vector~the highest vector! ul&
satisfying the conditions

Êaul&50, aPR1 , Ĥ j ul&5l j ul&, ~B1!

whereÊa and Ĥ j are operators inH l which represent the Chevalley basis forGC.
In the spaceH l, there exists a basis$um&%, wherem is a weight vector, i.e., an eigenvector

all operatorsH j :

H j um&5m j um&. ~B2!
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A general representationTl(g) characterized by the highest weightl5(l1 ,...,l r) corresponds to
a fiber bundle overX5G/H5GC/B15X2 , with the circle as a fiber, with connection and cu
vature forms:

ul5
1

2i S ]Fl

]zm
dzm2

]Fl

] z̄m
dz̄mD , vl5

1

2i

]2Fl

]zm] z̄n
dzm`] z̄n5dul, ~B3!

where F5( ll lF
l , l 51,2,...,r . The representationTl(g) with the highest weightl may be

realized in the space of polynomialsF l over X2 . Namely,

Tl~g! f ~z!5al~z,g! f ~zg!, ~B4!

where the quantitiesal(z,g) andzg may be found from the Gaussian decomposition

zg5z1h1z1 , ~B5!

zg5z1 , al~z,g!5d1
l1
¯d r

lr . ~B6!

The invariant scalar productF l is introduced by the formulas

~ f 1 , f 2!5dlE f̄ 1~z! f 2~z!dml~z!, ~B7!

wheredl is the dimension of the representationTl. In this case we have

Tl~g! f ~z!5exp@ iSl~z,g!# f ~zg!, ~B8!

where

Sl~z,g!5E
0

z

~ul2g* •ul!1Sl~0,g!, ~B9!

and the Ka¨hler potential is

Fl5( l lFl
l~z,z̄!52 ln^luTl~zz1!ul&, ~B10!

which determines after~B3! the connectionul and curvaturevl forms in the fiber bundle with
baseX, a circle as a fiber, and related to the representationTl(g).

A similar construction works also for degenerate representations for which the highest w
l is singular, i.e., (l,a)50 for one or several rootsa. Then theisotropysubgroupB̃ of a vector
uc0& is one of the so-called parabolic subgroups. This means thatB̃ contains the Borel subgrou
B, i.e., the maximal solvable subgroup. The coset spaceX5GC/B̃ is the degenerate orbit of th
coadjoint representation, but this space is still the homogeneous Ka¨hler manifold.19 Hence the
construction considered above is valid completely also in this case.

Following Refs. 6–8, let us now construct the coherent state~hereafter CS! systems for an
arbitrary compact Lie group.

To this aim one has to take an initial vectoru0& in the spaceH l. Note first of all that the
isotropy subgroupHm for any stateum& corresponding to weight vectorm contains the Cartan
subgroupH5U(1)3¯3U(1)5Tr , wherer is the number of U(1) factors entering inH, and is
called the rank of groupG. For generic weight vectors subgroupHm coincides withH.
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In general, the isotropy subgroup for a linear combination of weight vector is a subgro
the Cartan subgroup. Therefore it is convenient to choose a weight vectorum& as an initial element
of the CS system. In the general case, the isotropy subgroupHm is isomorphic to the Cartan
subgroupH, and a CS is characterized by a point ofX5G/H.

For the degenerate representation, where the highest weightl is orthogonal to some roo
a:(l,a)50, the isotropy subgroupHm may be larger thanTr for some state vectorum&. Then any
CS ux& is characterized by a point of a degenerate orbit of the adjoint representation. Indeed
cases,

H j8ux&5@T~g!H jT
21~g!#ux&5m j ux&, ux&5T~g!um&. ~B11!

Therefore if we take a state vectorum& as the initial vectoru0&, then the coherent stateux& is
characterized by a point of an orbit of adjoint representation, and the orbit may be degene

Now suppose thatTl(g) is a nondegenerate representation of the compact Lie groupG with
the highest weightl, i.e., (l,a)Þ0 for any aPR. We take the vector with the lowest weigh
u2l& as the initial vectoru0& for the CS system. Let us consider the action on this state
operatorsH j , Ea , andE2a(aPR1) representing the Lie algebraG C. One can see that subalge
bra B25$H j ,E2a%,aPR1 is the isotropy subalgebra for the vectorul&. The corresponding
groupB2 is a subgroup ofGC.

Taking the lowest weight vectorul& asu0&, applying operatorsTl(g) and using the Gaussia
decompositiong5zhz, with zPZ1 , we obtain the CS system

uz&5NTl~z!u0&5N expS (
aPR1

zaEaD u0&, N5^0uTl~g!u0&, ~B12!

or in another form

uz&5D~j!u0&, D~j!5expF( ~jaEa2 j̄aE2a!G . ~B13!

Note that the unitary operatorsD(j) do not form a group but their multiplication law is

D~j1!D~j2!5D~j3!expS i(
j

w jH j D . ~B14!

Note also that these CS are eigenstates of operators

T~g!H jT
21~g!5H̃ j , H̃ j ux&52l j ux&. ~B15!

The last equations determine the CS up to a phase factor exp(ia). The constructed CS system ha
all properties of a general CS system. Some of the most important ones are noted below.

~1! OperatorsTl(g) transform one CS into another,
Tl~g!ux&5exp~ifl~x,g!!uxg&, ~B16!

wherefl(x,g) is a phase shift.
~2! CS are not mutually orthogonal. The scalar product is

^z1uz2&5N1N2^0uT1~z1!T~z2!u0&5N1N2^0uT~z1
1z2!u0&5Kl~z1

1z2!@Kl~z1
1z1!Kl~z2

1z2!#
21/2,

~B17!
where

Kl~z1
1z2!5D1

l1~z1
1z2!¯Dr

lr~z1
1z2!

and quantitiesD j may be found from the Gaussian decomposition. For the groupG5SU(n),
GC5SL(n,C), the quantityD j is the lower angular minor of orderj of the matrixz1

1z2 .
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Quantum physical systems as classical systems
Antonio Cassaa)
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A physical system showing a classical~deterministic! behavior to an observer can
appear to be a quantum system to another observer unable to distinguish between
some distinct states. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1402957#

I. INTRODUCTION

Summary 1:Quantum mechanics is a very precise and powerful physical theory but i
companied with the negative hypothesis that the measuring process can have only an ess
statistical, nondeterministic character.

It is hard to believe that in the future this assumption will not be overcome or reduced in
way by new experiments or new theories: it does not seem there is any conclusive rea
exclude it.

But is a theory conceivable where the outcomes of the measurements are uniquely defin
the statistical previsions of quantum mechanics exactly respected?

From a mathematical viewpoint it is not difficult to produce an object with these prope
More difficult would be to justify in physical terms the artificial construction we propose; h
ever, we give a general argument showing how the interplay between the classical and qu
mechanics we offer is interpretable as the difference between an imaginary very expert ob
and another nonexpert observer compelled to confuse different states or different observa

The main goal of this article is precisely to give a rigorous meaning to this interplay a
proof that the general quantum system, with all its states and observables, can be obtaine
some classical system.

We cannot offer any physical representation for this classical system; we confine here p
that besides the well known theorems concerning the impossibility of hidden variables~Refs. 1
and 2! there is also room for a result in favor of the possibility.

All this is made inside the usual descriptions of the standard quantum physical system
quantum logic~Refs. 3–5, etc.! and, except for the requirement of hidden variables, does not r
to any nonorthodoxical physical theory.

II. REDUCTION

Definition 2:A ~model for a! classical physical systemis a couple (S,L) of a setS ~the set
of pure states! and a familyL of subets ofS ~the family ofpropositions of S! distinguishing the
elements ofS ~that is for every couple of different states there is a proposition inL not containing
both of them!.

Every L in L represents the subset where a proposition~an observable taking only the valu
0 and 1! is true.

The hypothesis thatL distinguishes the elements ofS is made to simplify the situation; we ca
always suppose this hypothesis verified because otherwise we pass to consider as states th
of the following equivalence relation: two elements ofS are equivalent if every time a propositio
contains one of them it contains them both.

a!Electronic mail: cassa@alpha.science.unitn.it
51430022-2488/2001/42(11)/5143/7/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Example 3:Usually L, in the classical case, is the set of all parts ofS or the set of all
measurable Borel subset of a Borel family.

We are not going to make any restriction on the familyL.
Definition 4:An observablefor a classical system (S,L) is a functionf :S→R such that for

every Borel subsetB in the Borel familyB(R) of R the inverse imagef 21(B) is in L.
Example 5:In particular the characteristic functions of the subsetsL in L are observable

functions.
Let us denote byF the set of all the observable functions of the system (S,L).
Remark 6:If f is an observable function of (S,L) and g:R→R is a Borel function, the

function g+ f :S→R is an observable. In fact, for every Borel subsetB the set (g+ f )21(B)
5 f 21(g21(B)) is in L.

These definitions are given to idealize the situation of an observer~that we will call the precise
observer! able to prepare with extreme precision a physical system in a variety of different~pure!
states and to perform on the system several measures in such a way that when he prepares
s and performs the observablef he can get the exact valuef (s). Our observer knows all the time
and exactly what state is preparating and what observable is performing.

To have a more precise idea of this kind of situation let us suppose that the precise ob
has a very huge and efficient laboratory where he can prepare every sort of state of the p
system under consideration and use every sort of measuring apparatus: all he has to do is
to the laboratory’s computer a ‘‘string’’ specifying completely and exactly the state to prepar
another ‘‘string’’ specifying the observable to measure and the fantastic laboratory does a
work.

The observer checks that given a ‘‘state string’’ and an ‘‘observable string’’ he always ge
same value and so he can state with certainty that the physical system considered is c
~deterministic!.

Let us consider now another observer~that we will call the imprecise observer! studying the
same physical system but with a poorer ability; this second observer can produce all the sta
observables of the previous one but he does not know exactly what he makes: he gives a
cedure’’ to produce a certain state and another ‘‘procedure’’ to produce the measuring app
but if he repeats the given procedures he can get different values in a random and, fo
unavoidable way.

Let us suppose, moreover, that the precise observer can describe precisely what the pro
with the imprecise observer: when this second one chooses a ‘‘procedure’’ he produces
among several different ones in a given class of equivalence ofS with a certain probability: there
is an equivalence relation~the confusion relation! R on the classical system (S,L) and a prob-
ability measuremp on every equivalence classp in the quotient setP5S/R. When the imprecise
observer tries to prepare the system with a given procedurep he does not know which one of th
states in the classp5@s# he is really preparing, therefore when he evaluates the observablef he
can get any one of the values in the subsetf (@s#). Making several trials he experiments all the
values with different frequencies arriving in the end at the conclusion that the measure
observablef on the ‘‘preparation’’p has a statistical character and that he cannot get anyt
more that the probabilityp( f ,p,B) that the measure off on p lies in the Borel subsetB of R.

For the precise observer it is obvious that

p~ f ,p,B!5mp~ f 21~B!ùp!.

If the imprecise observer is left unaware of his ‘‘confusion’’ and convinced that he canno
any more information on the system, he will decide, coherently, not to distinguish between p
rations or measuring apparatuses giving the same probabilities. Therefore, he will defi
following concept:

Definition 7:A ~model for a! statistical physical systemis a triple (P,O,p) of a setP ~the
set of statisicalstates!, another setO ~the set of statisticalobservables! and a function:
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p:O3P3B~R!→@0,1# ~theprobability that the measure of an observable on a state lies in a B
subset ofR! such that

~1! p(T8,p,B)5p(T9,p,B) for everyp in P andB in B(R) implies T85T9 and
~2! p(T,p8,B)5p(T,p9,B) for everyT in O andB in B(r ) implies p85p9.

From the viewpoint of the precise observer this means that two statess8 ands9 are equivalent
in the equivalence relation of confusion if and only if

m [s8]~ f 21~B!ù@s8# !5m [s9]~ f 21~B!ù@s9# !

for every f in F and everyB in B(R).
Moreover, the precise observer makes a discovery: the imprecise observer confuses n

the states but also the observables.
The set of statistical observablesO is the quotient set ofF modulo the equivalence relatio

stating that two functionsf 8 and f 9 of F are equivalent if

m [s]~ f 821 ~B!ù@s# !5m [s]~ f 921 ~B!ù@s# !

for everys in S and everyB in B(R).
Therefore, the precise observer can give the following:
Definition 8:A confusion relation for a classical system (S,L) is given assigning an equiva

lence relationR on S and a probability measuremp on every equivalence class in such a way th
for every couple of inequivalent elementss8 ands9 in S there exists a propositionL in L with
m [s8] (Lù@s8#)Þm [s9] (Lù@s9#).

It is clear that for every confusion relationR there is also defined an equivalence relationM
on the setF of observable functions by takingf 8Mf 9 if

m [s]~ f 821 ~B!ù@s# !5m [s]~ f 921
~B!ù@s# !

for everys in S and everyB in B(R).
Therefore a statistical system is well defined by taking

~1! Ŝ5S/R,
~2! F̂5F/M,
~3! m̂:F̂3Ŝ3B(R)→@0,1# given by m̂(@ f #,@s#,B)5m [s] ( f 21(B)ù@s#).

Definition 9: Given a classical system (S,L) and a confusion relation (R,$mp%pPS/R), the
statistical system (F/M,S/R,m̂) is called thesystem reducedby the confusion relation.

Remark 10:We call the procedure given above the reduction just because we pass from
space to another making a quotient along~essentially! one-dimensional fibers as when we redu
a contact manifold producing a symplectic manifold.

When a statistical system can be obtained as a reduced system of a classical system th
least a mathematical reason to talk ofhidden variables ~the ‘‘variables’’ describing the element
in each equivalence class of the state set of the classical system!: under every statistical statep
5@s# are ‘‘hidden’’ the elements of@s#, the ‘‘true states.’’

It is possible to make precise this assertion considering the following~Ref. 6, p. 262!:
Definition 11: Let (O,P,p) be a statistical system. Amodel for a system with hidden

variables with respect to (O,P,p) is given assigning
~1! a setS ~the space of hidden states! a surjective mapr:S→P ~associating to a ‘‘hidden

state’’ its ‘‘apparent state’’!;
~2! for each ‘‘apparent’’ statepPP a probability measuremp on S ~representing the probabil

ity to find in a measurable subset ofS a ‘‘hidden state’’ representingp!; and
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~3! for each observableTPO a functionf T :S→R ~representing a classical observable givi
the values that appear randomly for the statistical observableT! such that for every Borel subse
B of R:

p~T,p,B!5mp~ f T
21~B!!

~that is the probability that the value ofT on p lies in B is given by the probability to find a hidde
state ofp between the states where the observablef T takes a value inB!.

In fact, in the case of a reduced system, we can take asr:S→P the quotient map and fo
everyp in P as probability measuremp , the measuremp seen as a measure on allS and not only
on r21(p).

We are going to prove that the general quantum system~given by a Hilbert space! is a reduced
system of a classical system.

This kind of property is sometimes considered impossible to be proved or in contrad
with the principles of the standard quantum mechanics.

On the contrary, the same property can be considered ‘‘well known’’ and quite obvious: i
want a ‘‘hidden variable’’ function giving the right statistical outcomes for a self-adjoint oper
T of the Hilbert spaceH simply take the ‘‘quasi-inverse’’ functionf :P(H)3]0,1@→R ~cf. the
proof of the following theorem! defined by

f ~@h#,t !5sup$u:^E] 2`,u]
T &h>t%.

It seems that all depends on what you mean. In this section we have just tried to sug
plausible interpretation that can save determinism in observations.

III. THE QUANTUM SYSTEM AS A REDUCED SYSTEM

Definition 12:The ~model! for the ~irreducible! quantum systemis given assigning:
~1! the ~complex! projective spaceP(H) of a Hilbert spaceH ~of dimension at least two! as

state space;
~2! the setSA(H) of self-adjoint operators onH as observable space; and
~3! the functionp:SA(H)3P(H)3B(R)→@0,1# defined by

p~T,@h#,B!5^EB
T&h5

^h,EB
T~h!&

^h,h&

~where EB
T5xB+T is the projector operator associated to the Borel subsetB of R in the

spectral measure ofT! as probability function.
Theorem 13: The quantum system is the reduced system of a classical system.
Proof: For every@h# in P(H) let us consider a complete separable metric spaceS[h] with a

Borel measurem [h] such thatm [h] (S[h] )51 andm [h] ($s%)50 for everys in S[h] . For every such
space there is a measurable mapf [h] :S[h]→]0,1@ such thatf [h] * (m [h] )5l, wherel denotes the
Lebesgue measure on the interval~cf. Ref. 7, Theorem 9, p. 327!.

Let S be the disjoint union of the$S[h]% [h] PP(H) . We will call a subsetL of S a proposition if
LùS[h] is a measurable set for every@h# in P(H) and if there exists a projectorE of H such that
m [h] (LùS[h] )5^E&h for every @h# in P(H).

Let L be the set of all propositions inS.
Every propositionL determines the set of all@h# wherem [h] (LùS[h] )51 and therefore the

projectorE. If we denote byE the set of all projectors ofH, it is a map«:L→E associating to a
proposition its projector is well defined.

The map« is surjective; fixedE is enough to take inS[h] a measurable subsetL [h] such that
m [h] (L [h]ùS[h] )5^E&h and then takeL as the disjoint union of all theL [h] . It is not difficult to
prove, in a similar way, that the propositions distinguish the elements inS.
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Let us denote byF, as usual, the set of all observable functions for (S,L); we want to prove
that to each of these functionsf is associated a self-adjoint operatorT such that

m [h]~ f 21~B!ùS[h] !5^EB
T&h

for every @h# in P(H) andB in B(R).
For every real numbert the propositionLt5 f 21(#2`,t]) determines a projectorEt . The

family $Et% tPR is a spectral family of projectors ofH @cf. Ref. 8, Definition~7.11!, p. 180#; in fact,
^Et&h5 5( f uS[h] *

m [h] )(#2`,t]) for every h and therefore the monotonicity, the left-continui
and the convergence to 0 and 1 properties for the projection operators follow from the ana
properties of cumulative distribution functions for Borel probabilitity measures~cf. Ref. 7, Lemma
10, p. 262!.

Hence the spectral family$Et% tPR defines a self-adjoint operatorT such that for everyt in R,

m [h]~ f 21~ #2`,t#)ùS[h] )5^E] 2`,t]
T &h ,

and therefore for every Borel subsetB of R,

m [h]~ f 21~B!ùS[h] !5^EB
T&h .

The operatorT is unambiguously defined by the functionf . Let us denote byt:F→SA(H) the
map so defined. Let us prove this map is surjective.

For every @h# let us denote by F [h] :R→]0,1@ the distribution function F [h] (u)
5^E] 2`,u]

T &h ; its induced Borel measurenF [h]
has the property thatnF [h]

(B)5^EB
T&h for every

Borel subsetB.
Its quasi-inverseF [h]̃ : ]0,1@→R verifies F [h]̃ * (l)5nF [h]

~cf. Ref. 9, Theorem 4, p. 94! and
therefore (F [h]̃sf [h] * (m [h] )5nF [h]

, that is,

~F [h]̃sf [h] * ~m [h] !~ #a,b5F [h]~b!2F [h]~a!5^E]a,b]
T &h

for everya,b in R.
The functionf :S→R defined byf (s)5F [h]̃ (f [h] (s)) ~where@h# containss! has the desired

property:t( f )5T.
Let us prove that the reduced system of (S,L) is the quantum system. Two elementsr in @h#

ands in @k# are equivalent if and only ifm [h] (LùS[h] )5m [k] (LùS[k] ) for every propositionL,
therefore, if and only if̂ E&h5^E&k for every projectorE of H, that is, if and only if@h#5@k#.

Two functionsf andg in L are equivalent if and only if̂EB
t( f )&h5^EB

t(g)&h for everyh andB.
This means EB

t( f )5EB
t(g) for every B, that is, t( f )5t(g). In the end, m̂(@ f #,@h#,B)

5m [h] ( f 21(B)ùS[h] )5^EB
t( f )&h5p(t( f ),@h#,B). j

From now on we will denote by (S,L) a classical system giving the~irreducible! quantum
system as reduction, byF its set of observable functions and byr:S→P(H), t:F→SA(H) and
«:L→E the quotient maps.

Remark 14:If L is in L, then also (S\L) is in L and«(S\L)5I 2«(L).
Remark 15:If T is a self-adjoint operator with spectral measure$B°EB% andg:R→R is a

Borel function, then a self-adjoint operatorg(T) with spectral measure$B°Eg21(B)% is well
defined.

Theorem 16: If f is an observable function of a classical system(S,L) reducing to the
quantum system and g:R→R is any Borel function, it holdst(g+ f )5g(t( f )).

Proof: The function f gives the operatort( f )5T with spectral measure$B°EB

5«( f 21(B))%. The observable functiong+ f defines the spectral measure$B°«( f 21(g21(B)))%
and this is exactly the spectral measure ofg(T). j

Theorem 17: If f is an observable function of a classical system(S,L) reducing to the
quantum system and g:R→R is any Borel function, it holds
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~1! ^g(t( f ))&h5*0
1g( f (@h#,t))•dl(t),

~2! ^t( f )&h5*0
1f (@h#,t)•dl(t).

Proof: The point~2! follows from ~1! taking g5 idR . Let us prove~1!:

^g~t~ f !!&h5E
R
g~u!•dn^E] 2`,.]

t( f ) &h
5E

R
g~u!•~d f [h] * l ]0,1[!5E

]0,1[
g~u!+ f [h]•dl,

cf. Ref. 8, Theorem 7.14~e! and Ref. 9, Corollary 3, p. 93 for the passages. j

Theorem 18: Given two projectors E and F, if there exist two propositions L and M inL
such that

(1) the (finite) Boolean algebra of subsetsA generated by L and M is contained inL and
(2) the map«:A→E sends L in E, M in F transforming the operatioǹ in ù, ~ in ø and

the complementation in the orthogonality,

then the projectors E and F are compatible (that is commute).
Proof: The unionLøM5Lø(CLùM )5Mø(CMùL) belongs toL and

«~LøM !5E~F5«~Lø~CLùM !!5E~~E8`F !5«~Mø~CMùL !!5F~~F8`E!.

This proves thatE andF are compatible~cf. Ref. 4, Problem 2 of 5–8, p. 87!. j

Remark 19:Therefore, whenever you consider two noncommuting projectorsE and F it is
impossible to find two propositionsL and M with the properties~1! and ~2! of the previous
theorem.

Definition 20:Let E1 ,E2 andF1 ,F2 be two couples of projectors inE. We will say that the
couplesadmit proposition intersections if there are two couples of propositionsA1 ,A2 and
B1 ,B2 with «(Ai)5Ei and «(Bj )5F j for i , j 51,2 and such that the 16 intersectionsAiùBj ,
CAiùBj , AiùCBj , CAiùCBj are all in L and «(AiùBj )5Ei`F j ,«(CAiùBj )5(I 2Ei)
`F j , «(AiùCBj )5Ei`(I 2F j ), and«(CAiùCBj )5(I 2Ei)`(I 2F j ).

Notation 21:In this situation we will consider the self-adjoint operators

Ti j ~E,F !5Ei`F j1~ I 2Ei !`~ I 2F j !2~ I 2Ei !`F j2Ei`~ I 2F j !

5«~AiùBj !1«~CAiùCBj !2«~CAiùBj !2«~AiùCBj !.

Theorem 22: If E1 ,E2 and F1 ,F2 are two couples of projectors inE admitting proposition
intersections, then for every h inH\$0% it holds the inequality

u^T11~E,F !&h2^T12~E,F !&hu1u^T21~E,F !&h1^T22~E,F !&hu<2.

Proof: The functions:f i j 5xAiùBj
1x (S\Ai )ù(S\Bj )

2x (S\Ai )ùBj
2xAiù(S\Bj )

are functions onS

with *0
1f i j (@h#,t)•dl(t)5^Ti j (E,F)&h . It is not difficult to check inS the following equality:

u f 112 f 12u1u f 211 f 22u52.
Therefore,

u^T11~E,F !&h2^T12~E,F !&hu1u^T21~E,F !&h1^T22~E,F !&hu

5u*0
1f 11~@h#,t !•dl~ t !2*0

1f 12~@h#,t !•dl~ t !u1u*0
1f 21~@h#,t !•dl~ t !1*0

1f 22~@h#,t !•dl~ t !u

<*0
1~ u f 112 f 12u1u f 211 f 22u!~@h#,t !•dl~ t !52.

j

Remark 23:The proof of the previous theorem mimics the usual one given to prove one o
Bell inequalities and, in fact, if you take in a quantum system two couples of projection
verifying the Bell inequality for some state, you have two couples of projections not adm
proposition intersections.
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Problem 24:When we have two couples of projections not admitting proposition intersec
we can consider the system as the reduction of a classical system and replace the pr
E1 ,E2 ,F1 ,F2 with some propositionsA1 ,A2 ,B1 ,B2 , but we do not dispose of for example, th
propositionA1ùB1 ~or this intersection does not correspond to the projectorE1`F1!.

The absence ofA1ùB1 is in contrast with the possibility, considered natural in a class
physical theory, to check ‘‘in the same time’’ two properties of a system.

This is undoubtly strange and uncomfortable; however, if we take seriously the hypothe
the precise observer, any objection to this eventuality cannot be considered definitive
expressed in terms of his physics: in other words, we should be able first to know his desc
of the physical reality and how he can explain, for example, a possible absence of interse

1J. von Neumann,Mathematical Foundations of Quantum Mechanics~Princeton U.P., Princeton, NJ, 1955!.
2J. M. Jauch and C. Piron, ‘‘Can hidden variables be excluded in quantum mechanics?’’ Helv. Phys. Acta36, 827–837
~1963!.

3G. Mackey,Mathematical Foundations of Quantum Mechanics~Benjamin, New York, 1963!.
4J. M. Jauch,Foundations of Quantum Mechanics~Addison–Wesley, Reading, MA, 1968!.
5G. Ludwig, Foundations of Quantum Mechanics, Vol. I~Springer-Verlag, New York, 1983!.
6M. Jammer,The Philosophy of Quantum Mechanics~Wiley, New York, 1974!.
7H. L. Royden,Real Analysis~Macmillan, London, 1968!.
8J. Weidmann,Linear Operators in Hilbert Spaces~Springer-Verlag, New York, 1980!.
9J. K. Kelley and T. P. Srinivasan,Measure and Integral~Springer-Verlag, New York, 1988!.

10I. Calvino, The Nonexistent Knight~Harcourt, London, 1988!.
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Existence of multivortex solutions in the self-dual
Chern–Simons–Higgs theory in a background metric

Kwangseok Choea)

School of Mathematical Sciences, Seoul National University, Seoul 151-747, Korea
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In this paper we show the existence of the multiple multivortex solutions of the
self-duality equations of (211) dimensional Chern–Simons–Higgs model in a
background metric of the formgmn5diag(1,2b(x),2b(x)) with b(x)5O(uxu2 l)
as uxu→` for somel .2. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1402176#

I. INTRODUCTION

The first Abelian Chern–Simons–Higgs model in the (211) dimensional gauge theory wa
obtained by Hong, Kim, and Pac,1 and Jackiw and Weinberg2 independently. In Ref. 3, Schif
reformulated the Chern–Simons–Higgs model in the background metric of the formgmn

5diag(1,2b,2b), b5b(x1,x2), and obtained self-dual equations by choosing the same H
potential as that of Refs. 1 and 2.

The Lagrangian in Schiff’s theory is given by~after a rescaling of constants!

L5
k

4Ag
emnrFmnAr1gmn~Dmf!~Dnf!* 2

1

k2 ufu2~12ufu2!2,

whereA5Am dxm is a gauge field,Fmn5]mAn2]nAm is its curvature tensor,Dm5]m2 iAm is the
gauge covariant derivative,f is a complex scalar field called the Higgs field,emnr is a totally
skew-symmetric tensor withe01251, k.0 is a Chern–Simons coupling constant, andgmn

5diag(1,2b,2b) is a background metric.
The corresponding Euler–Lagrange equations are

k

2Ag
emnrFmn5Jr, Jr5 igmr~f~Dmf!* 2f* ~Dmf!!,

~1.1!

Dm~AggmnDnf!52
1

k2Ag~ ufu221!~3ufu221!f.

.

We seek the static solution of~1.1!, i.e.,Am andf are functions of (x1,x2) only. If r50, we obtain
a Chern–Simons Gauss law

kF12522bA0ufu2. ~1.2!

Let F be the total magnetic flux andQ be the electric charge,

F5E d2xF12, Q5E d2xAgJ0.

Taking ~1.2! into account,Q5kF. The energy-momentum tensorTmn is given by

a!Electronic mail: kschoe@math.snu.ac.kr
51500022-2488/2001/42(11)/5150/13/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Tmn5~Dmf!~Dnf!* 1~Dmf!* ~Dnf!2gmngab~Daf!~Dbf!* 1gmn

1

k2 ufu2~12ufu2!2.

If we assume thatufD1fu1ufD2fu5o(uxu21) as uxu→`, the energy is given by

E5E d2xAg T005E d2xS buD0fu21uD1fu21uD2fu21
1

k2 bufu2~12ufu2!2D
5E d2xH U kF12

2Abufu
U 6

Ab

k
ufu~ ufu221!U2

1uD1f6 iD 2fu2J 6E d2xF12

>6E d2xF12.

Without loss of generality we may assume that the conserved quantity*d2xF12 is non-negative, so
we choose the upper sign. Then the minimun is saturated if and only if (A,f) satisfy the following
self-duality equations:

D1f1 iD 2f50,
~1.3!

F121
2

k2 bufu2~ ufu221!50.

Whenb[1, the energy densityT00 implies that the finite energy solution of~1.2! and ~1.3!
satisfies eitherf→0 ~nontopological solution! or ufu→1 ~topological solution! as uxu→`. For
the nontopological solution, Spruck and Yang4 obtained a radially symmetricN-vortex solution
(A,f) with

uf~x!u25O~ uxu2(2N141b)! as uxu→` ~1.4!

for some constantb.0. In Ref. 5, Chenet al. showed that for everybP(0,̀ ), ~1.3! admits a
radially symmetricN-vortex solution satisfying~1.4!. Recently, Chae and Imanuvilov6 showed
that for arbitraryN-vortices, there is a constantb0.0 such that for eachbP(0,b0), the system
~1.2!–~1.3! admits a solution with the decay~1.4!.

For the system withb[1 and the periodic boundary condition, Caffarelli and Yang7 showed
there is a critical valuekc such that the system~1.3! admits a maximal solution if 0,k,kc .
Later, Tarantello8 showed that ifk5kc ~1.3! admits a solution and ifk,kc ~1.3! admits a
‘‘mountain pass’’ type solution different from the maximal one. Furthermore, she gave
asymptotic behavior of the second solution ask→0 whenN51.

When b is non-negative, Ho¨lder continuous, andb(x)5O(uxu2 l) as uxu→` for somel .2,
Kurata9 showed that if 0<N<1 then for each 2(N22),a,min$0,l 24% there exists a solution
of ~1.3! such thatuf(x)u25O(uxua) as uxu→`. He considered a variational formulation in th
weighted space introduced in Ref. 10 and used the Moser–Trudinger inequality, which res
the values ofN anda.

In this paper, we show that the values ofN and a in Ref. 9 can be extended. We use t
supersubsolution method to show that for eachN>0 anda<0, ~1.3! admits a maximal solution
(A,f) such thatufu5O(uxua) as uxu→`. More precisely, we have

Theorem 1.1: Suppose that b is non-negative, Ho¨lder continuous, b(0).0 and b(x)
5O(uxu2 l) for some l.2 as uxu→`. For a<0 and p1 ,...,pNPR2, there exists a critical value

kaPS 0,A *b dx

2p~2N2a!
D
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such that for0,k<ka the system (1.2)–(1.3) admits a solution(Ak ,fk) with the following
properties:

(i) The zeros offk are p1 ,¯ ,pN .
(ii) (Ak ,fk) satisfies the decay estimates

ufku25O~ uxua!, F125O~ uxu2 l 1a! as uxu→`.

Moreover, if a,0 then uD1fku21uD2fku25O(uxu221a) as uxu→` and if a50 then uD1fku2

1uD2fku25O(uxu2222t) for every t,min$l22,1% as uxu→`.
(iii) The energy, the magnetic flux, and the electric charge are given by

E5F5p~2N2a!, Q5pk~2N2a!.

(iv) (Ak ,fk) is maximal in the sense thatufku takes the largest possible value among t
solutions of (1.2)–(1.3) with the same zero set.

(v) If b.0 then ufku→1 pointwise a.e. and]1A2
(k)2]2A1

(k)→2p( j 51
N dpj

in the measure

sense ask→0.
Furthermore, if N2a.0 and 0,k,ka , there exists a second solution(Ãk ,f̃k) of (1.2)–

(1.3) such thatuf̃ku,ufku in R2\$p1 ,¯ ,pN%.
Theorem 1.1 is our main result. This theorem will be proved with the help of a reductio

~1.3! to a single elliptic equation. Following Jaffe and Taubes,11 we find that the set of zeros off
is discrete. Furthermore, for any setZ(f)5$p1 ,...,pN% of zeros off, the system~1.3! reduces to
a single elliptic equation

Du5
4

k2 beu~eu21!14p(
i 51

N

dpi
~1.5!

with unknownu5 lnufu2. Conversely ifu is a solution of~1.5!, then the solution (A,f) is recov-
ered by

f~x!5expS 1

2
u~x!1 i (

j 51

N

arg~x2pj !D ,

A152Re~2i ]* ln f!, A252Im~2i ]* ln f!, ~1.6!

A05
1

k
~ ufu221!,

where]* 5(]11 i ]2)/2.
Let us define some background functions

u0~x!5(
j 51

N

lnS ux2pj u2

11ux2pj u2
D , w0~x!5(

j 51

N

ln~11ux2pj u2!,

ua~x!5 ln~11uxu2!a/2, aPR.

Setl54/k2 andv5u2u02ua . Thenv satisfies

Dv5lbUaev~Uaev21!1 f a , ~1.7!

whereUa5eu01ua and f a5D(w02ua).
Equation~1.7! is the main equation to study in this paper. We shall establish the followi
Proposition 1.1: Suppose that b>0, b(0).0, bPCloc

n , and b(x)5O(uxu2 l) as uxu→` for
some l.2. For a<0 and p1 ,...,pNPR2, there is a constantla>8p(2N2a)/*b dx such that:
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(i) If l.la then (1.7) has a maximal bounded solution and ifl,la then (1.7) has no
nontrivial bounded solution. Ifl5la then (1.7) has a bounded solutionv* .

(ii) If N 2a.0 and l.la then (1.7) has at least two bounded solutionsv2 and v̄l,a such
that v̄l,a is maximal andv2, v̄l,a .

Furthermore, for each t,min$1,l 222a% and a bounded solutionv of (1.7), there exists a
constant C such that

i~11uxu2!(t11)/2¹viL`(R2)<C. ~1.8!

Proposition 1.2: Suppose that b is positive. The maximal bounded solutionv̄l,a of (1.7)
satisfies

(i) v̄l,a→2u02ua a.e. inR2 as l→`.
(ii) lbUaev̄l,a(12Uaev̄l,a)→4p( j 51

N dpj
in the measure sense asl→`.

(iii) iu01ua1 v̄l,aiC2,n(V)→0 as l→` for any compact domainV,R2\$p1 ,...,pN%. In
fact, there exist positive constants cj5cj (V), j 51,2 such that

iu01ua1 v̄l,aiC2,n(V)<c1e2c2Al. ~1.9!

The proof of Proposition 1.1 is mainly based on the supersubsolution method and the
tional method used in Ref. 8.

For a bounded solutionvl,a of ~1.7!, the pair (Am ,f) defined as~1.6! with u5u01ua

1vl,a gives rise to a solution of~1.2!–~1.3! such that

ufu25eu5O~ uxua!,
~1.10!

F125
l

2
beu~12eu!5O~ uxu2 l 1a! as uxu→`.

Furthermore ifa,0 then

uD1fu21uD2fu25 1
2 euu¹uu25O~ uxu221a! as uxu→` ~1.11!

and if a50 then

uD1fu21uD2fu25O~ uxu2222t! as uxu→` ~1.12!

for everyt,min$1,l 22%. Moreover, in view of~1.3!, ~1.8! and~1.10!–~1.12!, the energy is finite
and given by

E5E
R2

l

2
beu~12eu! dx5 lim

R→`
E

uxu5R

1

2

]

]n
~w02ua2vl,a!ds5p~2N2a!,

where]/]n denotes the outward normal derivative.
Thus we conclude that Theorem 1.1 is an immediate consequence of Propositions 1.1 a

In Sec. II we will prove Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 in several steps.

II. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1

We recall some results about weighted spaceMs,d
2 which is the closure ofC0

`(R2) with respect
to the norm

ifiM
s,d
2 5 (

uau<s
is (d1uau)]x

afiL2,
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where s(x)5(11uxu2)1/2, s is a non-negative integer,dPR, and fPC0
`(R2). Ms,d

2 has the
following properties.

Lemma 2.1:
McOwen—Refs. 12 and 10.
(a) Ms8,d8

2
,Ms,d

2 if s8>s andd8>d. If s8.s andd8.d, the inclusion is compact.
(b) If 21,d,0 then the LaplacianD, D:M2,d

2 →M0,d12
2 is an injection with closed range

$ f PM0,d12
2 u*R2f 50%, and iuiM

2,d
2 <CiDuiM

0,d12
2 with C independent of u.

Cantor—Ref. 13:
(c) For anyd,l PR, the map f° f s l is a continuous map from M2,d

2 into M2,d2 l
2 .

(d) Let s.1 and d,1. There is a constant C.0 such thati f sdiL`<Ci f iM
s,0
2 for all f

PC0
` . Therefore, ifd.21 and fPM2,d

2 then i f sbiL`<Ci f iM
2,d
2 for b,11d.

With the help of the function spaceMs,d
2 , we present the asymptotic behavior at infinity of t

bounded solution of~1.7!.
Lemma 2.2: Suppose l.2, a<0 and vPCloc

2 is a solution of (1.7).
(i) If bU aev(Uaev21) belongs to M0,d12

2 for somedP(21,0), there exist constantsb and
v` such thatv satisfies the asymptotic behavior

v~x!5b lnuxu1v`1o~ uxug! as uxu→` ~2.1!

for everyg.212d and

E
R2

bUaev~12Uaev!dx5
2p

l
~2N2a2b!.

(ii) Suppose that uªu01ua1v is bounded above. Ifa,0 then u,0. If a50 and N.0 then
u,0 and limuxu→` u(x),0.

Remark:It follows from Lemma 2.2 that if~1.7! admits a nontrivial bounded solution the
necessarilyl.8p(2N2a)/*b dx.

Proof of Lemma 2.2:Define

b5
1

2p E
R2

lbUaev~Uaev21!dx12N2a.

Then Lemma 2.1 implies that there existswPM2,d
2 ,C0(R2) such that

Dw5lbUaev~Uaev21!1 f a1b ,

where f a1b5 f a2Dub , ub(x)5 ln(11uxu2)b/2.
Then v5ub1w1h for some harmonic functionh. Since bUaev(Uaev21) belongs to

M0,d12
2 , h must be constant. The decay estimate ofw is an immediate consequence of lemma 2

This proves~i!.
~ii ! can be proved from maximum principle and we will prove only the second part of~ii !. For

sufficiently largeR.0, choose a smooth functionc.0 such thatc[1 for uxu,R, c[0 for
uxu.2R, andi¹ciL`<2/R. Then we obtain

0<E
R2

u1cDu dx52E
R2

cu¹u1u2 dx2E
R<uxu<2R

u1¹c•¹u dx,

whereu15max$u,0%. Lemma 2.1~i! implies that there are constantsb<0 andv` such that

u5u01ub1j1v` ,

wherejPM2,d
2 for some21,d,0. Without loss of generality, we may assume thatb50. Then
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U E
R<uxu<2R

u1¹c•¹u dxU<CE
R<uxu<2R

uxu222du1u¹juuxu11d dx1CR22

<CdR212d~11iu1iL`ijiM
2,d
2 !.

Letting R→`, we obtainu1[0, which implies thatu,0.
Suppose that limuxu→` u(x)50. Fix a constantgP(max$21,2 l 12%,0) and introduce a com

parison functionw5C0uxug/2.
There exists anR.0 such that

D~u1w!5lbeu~eu21!1
g2

4
uxu22w>lb~u1w! for uxu.R.

It follows from maximum principle thatu1w<(u1w)u uxu5R,0 for uxu.R if C0 is sufficiently
small. But this leads to a contradiction sinceu(x)5o(uxug) as uxu→` from ~i!. h

We now construct a supersolution of~1.7!. Consider the following:

Dv5lb~Uaev21!1 f a . ~2.2!

It is easily seen that the bounded solution of~2.2! is a supersolution of~1.7!. Moreover it follows
from maximum principle that every bounded solutionv of ~2.2! satisfies thatUaev,1 in R2.

Lemma 2.3: For eacha, l 22, there is a constantb0>0 such that ifl.b0 then Eq. (2.2)
has a unique bounded solutionvl,a

1 PCloc
2,n with the following properties:

(i) vl,a1

1 1ua1
.vl,a2

1 1ua2
if a2,a1, l 22.

(ii) For each l, vl,b
1 →vl,a

1 uniformly on any bounded domain asb→a. Moreover, ifa<0
then

(iii) vl,a
1 .vm,a

1 if l.m.
(iv) If vl,a is a bounded solution of (1.7), thenvl,a,vl,a

1 .
The proof of Lemma 2.3 is based on the following theorem and maximum principle.
Theorem 2.2:
McOwen—Ref. 12. If K<0 in R2, K(0),0 and K(x)>2Cuxu2 l near ` for some constant

l .2, then for every0,b, l 22, there exists a solution u of

Du1Keu50 in R2 ~2.3!

and a constant ù such that

u~x!5b lnuxu1u`1O~ uxug! as uxu→` ~2.4!

for everyg.max$21,22 l 1b%.
Cheng and Ni—Ref. 14. For each0,b, l 22, (2.3) possesses a unique solution u satisfy

(2.4).
In view of Theorem 2.2 we can prove Lemma 2.3.
Proof of Lemma 2.3:Define

b05maxH 0,
2p~2N2a!

*R2b~y!dy J
and assume thatl.b0 . Define a functionh by

h~x!5
1

2p E
R2

lnux2yu b~y! dy.

Let g522N1 (l/2p) *R2b. Sinceh satisfies the asymptotic behavior
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h~x!5S 1

2p E
R2

b~y!dyD lnuxu1O~1! as uxu→`,

the function defined byKl5lbUaew02ua2lh satisfies the decay estimate

Kl~x!5O~ uxu2( l 1g)! as uxu→`.

Sincel 1g.2, theorem 2.2 implies that

Du2Kleu50 in R2

has a unique solutionũ such that

ũ~x!5~g1a!lnuxu1u`1o~1! as uxu→`

for some constantu` . Thenvl,a
1 5ũ1w02ua2lh is the unique bounded solution of~2.2! and

elliptic regularity estimate implies thatvl,a
1 PCloc

2,n .
Let wl,a

1 5vl,a
1 1ua . Thenwl,a

1 satisfies

Dwl,a
1 5lb~eu01wl,a

1

21!1Dw0 in R2. ~2.5!

It follows from maximum principle thatwl,a
1 .wl,b

1 for a.b, which proves~i!.
We can prove~ii ! from standard diagonal process and Rellich theorem. Indeed, for

sequence$bn% converging toa, Sobolev embedding theorem and Schauder estimates imply
iwl,bn

1 iC2,n(V̄)<C(a,V) for any bounded domainV. Then there exists a subsequence$wn
1% of

$wl,bn

1 % andw1PC2(B1(0)) such thatwn
1 converges tow1 in C2(B1(0)).

Any sequence$wn
i %,C2(Bi(0)) converging to wiPC2(Bi(0)) contains a subsequenc

$wn
i 11% converging towi 11PC2(Bi 11(0)). Rellich theorem implies thatwi5wi 11 in Bi(0) for

all i>1.
For xPBN(0), definew* (x)5wN(x). Thenw* is a well-definedC2-solution of Eq.~1.7!. As

shown implicitly in Lemma 2.2, every bounded solution of~2.2! satisfies~2.1! with b50 andg
.max$21,2 l 12%. Then it is easily seen from~i! that w* satisfies

w* ~x!5a lnuxu1O~1! near `,

and wl,bn

1 converges tow* uniformly on any bounded domain. Since$bn% is arbitrary and the

bounded solution of~2.2! is unique, we obtain~ii !.

Note thatUaevl,a
1

,1 for a<0. Then it follows from maximum principle thatwl,a1

1 .wm,a2

1 if

l.m anda2,a1<0. Then~iii ! is an immediate consequence of~ii ! and maximum principle.
Suppose thata<0 andvl,a is any bounded solution of Eq.~1.7!. Let wl,a5vl,a1ua and

choose abP(a,l 22). Since

D~wl,a2wl,b
1 !>lbeu0~ewl,a2ewl,b

1

! in R2,

~wl,a2wl,b
1 !~x!,0 if uxu is sufficiently large,

maximum principle implies thatwl,a,wl,b
1 in R2. Then~ii ! and maximum principle imply~iv!.h

We now construct a subsolution of~1.7! for eacha<0. Choose a smooth functionra and an
open setV such that (suppra),V,(suppb)\$p1 , . . . ,pN% and *R2( f a2ra)50. Let v2 be a
bounded solution of

Dv5 f a2ra in R2. ~2.6!

Since the bounded solution of~2.6! is unique up to an additive constant, we can choosev2 so that
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Uaev2
<1/2, v2,vm,a

1 for some m.b05
2p~2N2a!

*R2b dx
.

Then

bUaev2
~Uaev2

21!<C0,0 in V

for some constantC0 . Thus if l>m is sufficiently large, thenv2,vl,a
1 and

Dv25 f a2ra>lbUaev2
~Uaev2

21!1 f a in V.

Moreover,

Dv25 f a>lbUaev2
~Uaev2

21!1 f a in R2\V

for all l.0. Thereforev2 is a subsolution of Eq.~1.7! andv2,vl,a
1 if l is sufficiently large.

We are now ready to construct a maximal bounded solution of~1.7!. Let us consider the
following boundary value problem:

H Dv5lbUaev~Uaev21!1 f a , V,

v5vl,a
1 , ]V,

~2.7!

whereV is a smooth bounded domain.
Lemma 2.4: There exists a solutionvV of (2.7) satisfyingv2<vV<vl,a

1 if l is sufficiently
large.

Proof: Let d53libiL`11 and apply the following iterative scheme

~D2d!vn115lbUaevn~Uaevn21!2dvn1 f a , V ~n50,1,2,...! ~2.8!

vn115vl,a
1 , ]V

v05vl,a
1 .

For eachn51,2,..., ~2.8! has a solutionvnPC2(V̄) satisfying v2<vn11<vn in V. Standard
bootstrap argument shows thatvV5 limn→` vn is a solution of~2.7!. h

We can construct a solutionv̄l,a of ~1.7! from $vV% by means of standard diagonal proce
and Rellich theorem. Moreover,v̄l,a is maximal. Indeed, ifvl,a is another bounded solution o
Eq. ~1.7!, thenvl,a,vl,a

1 in R2 by Lemma 2.3~iv!. From the iteration process~2.8!, we can show
that vl,a<vn in each step and conclude thatvl,a<vV for any bounded domainV. SinceV is
arbitrary,vl,a< v̄l,a in R2.

Therefore we conclude that ifl is sufficiently large, then~1.7! has a maximal solutionv̄l,a .
Following Caffarelli and Yang,7 we can also verify that for eacha<0 there exists a critical value
la>8p(2N2a)/*R2b dx such that ifl.la , Eq. ~1.7! has a maximal bounded solution and
l,la , ~1.7! has no nontrivial bounded solution.

Moreover,v̄l,a satisfies the following monotonicity property.
Lemma 2.5: Suppose thatl.m.la . If a,0, then there holds

v̄l,a. v̄m,a and lim
uxu→`

v̄l,a~x!. lim
uxu→`

v̄m,a~x!. ~2.9!

Equation (2.9) remains true ifa50 and N.0.
Proof: We can usev̄m,a ~respectivelyvl,a

1 ! as a subsolution~respectively, supersolution! of
~1.7! to constructv̄l,a such thatv̄m,a, v̄l,a,vl,a

1 , which proves the first inequality.
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If a,0 there exists anR such thatUaev̄l,a,1/2 for uxu.R. Choosee.0 such thatw
ª v̄m,a2 v̄l,a1e,0 for uxu5R. Let c be the smooth function such thatc[1 for uxu<R, c[0
for uxu.2R, andi¹ciL`<2/R.

It follows from Lemma 2.2 that there exists a constantc` such thatw5j1c` for somej
PM2,d

2 with 21,d,min$0,l 232a%. Then we obtain

0<E
uxu>R

w1cDw dx52E
uxu>R

cu¹w1u2 dx2E
R<uxu<2R

w1¹c•¹w dx,

wherew15max$w,0%. Letting R→`, we obtain the result.
If a50 andN.0 chooseR such thatR.supi upi u. Let

K5
~U0ev̄m,0~U0ev̄m,021!2U0ev̄l,0~U0ev̄l,021!!

v̄m,02 v̄l,0
.

Note that uKu<1 and U0ev̄l,0(U0ev̄l,021)<2C0,0 for uxu.R. Choosee.0 such thatw
ª v̄m,02 v̄l,01e,0 for uxu5R and22me1(l2m)C0.0. Then we obtain

Dw2mb~K11!w5b@2em~K11!2m~ v̄m,02 v̄l,0!1~m2l!U0ev̄l,0~U0ev̄l,021!#

>0 for uxu.R. ~2.10!

Multiplying both sides of~2.10! by cw1 and integrating by parts, we obtain the desired resulh

Lemma 2.5 enables us to obtain a function given by

v* ~x!5 inf
l.la

v̄l,a~x!.

Lemma 2.6:v* belongs to Cloc
2,n and it is a bounded solution of (1.7) forl5la .

Proof: By a result of Brezis and Merle15 it is possible to show that$v̄l,a%la,l,2la
is uni-

formly bounded on a compact domain ofR2. Indeed, if we definezl,a5 v̄l,a1ua2w0 , thenzl,a

satisfies

2Dzl,a5lbeu01w01zl,a~12eu01w01zl,a!.

Moreover,lbeu01w0(12eu01w01zl,a) is uniformly bounded inBr and *Br
ezl,a<Cr for eachr

.0. Then$zl,a% has a subsequencezn5zln ,a ~ln→la asn→`! satisfying the following alter-
native:

~a! zn is bounded onBr .
~b! zn→2` uniformly on Br .
~c! There exists a setS5$a1 ,...,am%,Br and sequencesxn

i →ai ( i 51,...,m) such that
zn(xn

i )→` andzn→2` uniformly on compact subsets ofR2\S.
Note that

bUaev̄l,a~12Uaev̄l,a!<b in R2. ~2.11!

In view of ~2.11!, Lemma 2.2~i!, and the monotonicity property~2.9!, ~b! and~c! are excluded and
we conclude that$zl,a% is uniformly bounded onBr for eachr .0. Then the diagonal process an
standard elliptic theory imply thatv* belongs toCloc

2,n and it is a solution of~1.7! whenl5la .
Moreover, Lemma 2.2 implies thatv* satisfies

v* ~x!5d lnuxu1v`1o~1! asuxu→`

and
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E
R2

bUaev* ~12Uaev* !5
2p

la
~2N2a2d!

for some constantsd andv` . It follows from dominated convergence theorem thatd50, which in
turn implies thatv* is bounded. h

We now show that ifa<0, N2a.0, andl.la then there exists a second solutionv2 of
~1.7! such thatv2, v̄l,a .

Given l .2, fix eP(2,min$l,4%) and defineh(x)5(11uxu2)2e/2. We recall some results abou
the weighted spaceH10 which is the Hilbert space ofL loc

2 -functions for which

iviH5~ i¹viL2(dx)
2

1iviL2(dm)
2

!1/2,`, ~2.12!

where dm5h dx. Note thatH,M1,2e/2
2 .

Let H85$vPHu*R2v dm50%.
Lemma 2.7:
McOwen—Ref. 10.
(i) Let h.0. Then there exists a constant Ch such that

iviM
0,212h
2 <Chi¹viL2

for everyvPH8.
(ii) For bP(0,min$4p,2p(e22)%), there exists a constant Cb such that

E
R2

euvu dm<Cb expS 1

4b
i¹viL2

2 D
for everyvPH8.

Note that Eq.~1.7! has a variational structure. In a similar way as in Tarantello,8 we consider
the functional

I l~v !5
1

2
i¹viL2

2
1

l

2 E
R2

K~Uaev21!2 dm1E
R2

Fv dm

defined on the set

L5$ vPHuv>v* a.e. %,

whereK5bh21, F5 f ah21, andv* 5 infl.la
v̄l,a . It is easily verified thatI l is bounded below,

coercive and lower semicontinuous onL. Then there existsv0PL such that I l(v0)
5 infvPL I l(v). It can be shown8 that v0 is a C2-solution of ~1.7! andv0.v* .

Fix tP(0,211e/2). Let us denoteV the Banach space ofC1-functions for which

iviV5~ is11t¹viL`1iviL`!,`, s~x!5~11uxu2!1/2.

Note thatI l is well defined onV as well asH.
Lemma 2.8: The functionv0 is a local minimum of Il in H.
Proof: We follow Ref. 8 and argue by contradiction. Suppose that for eachn51,2,..., there

existsvnPH such that

I l~v0!.I l~vn!5 infivn2v0iH<1/nI l~v !.

Thenvn satisfies

2Dvn1lbUaevn~Uaevn21!1 f a5hn~2D~vn2v0!1h~vn2v0!!. ~2.13!
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Clearly hn<0. We rewrite~2.13! as

D~vn2v0!5
l

11uhnu
bUa

2~e2vn2e2v0!2
l

11uhnu
bUa~evn2ev0!1

uhnu
11uhnu

h~vn2v0!

ªjn in R2.

Sincejn belongs toM0,e/2
2 , there existfnPC1ùM2,221e/2

2 ,C0(R2) and a constantcn such that

vn2v05
bn

2
ln~ uxu211!1fn1cn

with

bn5
1

2p E
R2

jn dx.

Sincevn2v0PH, bn50. Note that by the inequalityues21u<usueusu, sPR, jn satisfies

ujnu<Chuvn2v0u~e2uvn2v0u11!.

Decomposevn2v05wn1an , wnPH8, and anPR. Then we havei¹wniL21uanu<C/n
from our assumption.

It follows from Lemma 2.1 that

is tfniL`
2 <CifniM

2,221e/2
2

2
<CijniM

0,e/2
2

2
<CE

R2
~ uwnu21uanu2!e4(uwnu1uanu)dm

<C~ iwniL2(dm)1uanu2!S E
R2

e10(uwnu1uanu)dm D 1/2

<C~ i¹wniL21uanu2!exp~Ci¹wniL2
2

!<C/n.

Moreover we obtain

E
R2

uvn2v0u2 dm5E
R2

ucn1fnu2 dm>E
R2

S cn
2

2
2ifniL`

2 Ddm,

which implies thatucnu<C/An.

Given x0PR2, let V5$yPR2u 1
2ux0u,uyu, 3

2ux0u% if ux0u.1 and letV5$yPR2uuyu,2% if
ux0u<1. Then we obtain

s~x0!u¹fn~x0!u<C~supVufnu1s2~x0!supVuDfnu!

<C~ ufn~y!u1s2~x0!h~z!ucn1fn~z!u! for some y,zPV̄

<
C

An
~s2t~y!1s2~x0!s2e~z!!

<
C

An
s2t~x0!

with C independent ofx0 andn. Sincex0PR2 is arbitrary, we obtainis11t¹fniL`<C/An.
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Thereforevn2v0 belongs toV and ivn2v0iV→0 asn→`, which leads to a contradiction
since v0 is a local minimum ofI l in V. Indeed, note thatbUaev0(Uaev021)1 f a belongs to
M0,e/2

2 . Then we can prove thatv0PV by using the argument similar to the one above. Moreo
a slight modification of the proof of Lemma 2.5 shows that limuxu→` v0(x). limuxu→` v* (x). h

We may assume that the maximal solutionv̄l,a is a local minimum of I l in H and
I l( v̄l,a), infiv2v0iH5r I l(v) for somer .0.

Note that the functionalI l has a mountain pass structure, i.e.,I l( v̄l,a1c)→2` as c→
2`. Moreover, it can be shown similar to Ref. 8 thatI l satisfies the Palais–Smale condition inH.
Therefore we obtain a second solutionv2PH of ~1.7! such that

I l~v2!5 inf
sPP

max
tP[0,1]

I l~s~ t !!

where P5$s:@0,1#→Hus is continuous,s(0)5 v̄l,a , and s(1)5 v̄l,a1cl% and cl is a fixed
constant so thatI l( v̄l,a1cl),I l( v̄l,a). Maximum principle implies thatv2, v̄l,a .

We are ready to prove Proposition 1.1.
Proof of Proposition 1.1:We have only to prove the inequality~1.8!. If v is a bounded

solution of ~1.7!, then lbUaev(Uaev21)1 f a belongs toM0,d12
2 for every 21,d,min$0,l

2a23%. Then a slight modification of the proof of Lemma 2.8 proves the inequality~1.8!. h

Proof of Proposition 1.2:Since~i! and ~ii ! are similarly proved as in Ref. 8, we prove~iii !
only. Let ūl,a5u01ua1 v̄l,a . Let d5 1

3dist($pj%,V).0 and V r5$xPR2udist(x,V),r % for r
.0. Define two constants

m15 inf
xPV2d

ūla ,a , m25 inf
xPV2d

b~x!.

Hence ifl.la then

beūl,a~eūl,a21!,m2e2m1ūl,a in V2d .

Letting m5m2e2m1, we obtainDūl,a2lmūl,a,0 in V2d .
Given x0PVd , define

w~x!5~12m1!expSAlm

4d
(ux2x0u22d2) D , ux2x0u<d.

If l.2/md2 , w satisfies

Dw2lmw5S lm

4d2 Ux2x0U21
Alm

d
2lmDw,0 in Bd~x0!.

Then we obtain

D~ ūl,a1w!2lm~ ūl,a1w!,0, Bd~x0!

ūl,a1w.0, ]Bd~x0!.

Maximum principle implies thatūl,a.2w in Bd(x0). In particular, this inequality holds fo
x5x0 and hence we obtain

ūl,a.2~12m1! expS 2
Alm

4
dD in Vd ,
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sincex0PVd is arbitrary. SinceiDūl,aiL2(Vd)<c1e2c2Al for some constantscj5cj (V).0 ( j

51,2), then Sobolev embedding theorem and interior Schauder estimate imply~1.9!. h

The proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete.
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To what extent do the classical equations of motion
determine the quantization scheme?

J. Cislo and J. Lopuszański
Institute of Theoretical Physics, University of Wroclaw,
pl. M. Borna 9, 50-205 Wroclaw, Poland

~Received 3 January 2001; accepted for publication 2 August 2001!

A simple example of one particle moving in a (111) space–time is considered. As
an example we take the harmonic oscillator. We confirm the statement that the
classical equations of motion do not determine at all the quantization scheme. To
this aim we use two inequivalent Lagrange functions, yielding Euler–Lagrange
equations, having the same set of solutions. We present in detail the calculations of
both cases to emphasize the differences occuring between them. ©2001 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1405125#

I. INTRODUCTION

In classical physics the content of dynamical process is mainly characterized by the equ
of motion of the physical system. It may happen that these equations can be derived from a
Lagrange function as the Euler–Lagrange equations. If this is the case we may expect tha
can be many~even infinitely many!! nonequivalent Lagrange functions linked to these equati
of motion, yielding the same set of solutions—so called s-equivalent equations. This fact i
known.1,2

Two nonequivalent but s-equivalent Lagrange functions lead to two distinct Hamilton f
tions and distinct canonical momentum variables. If we take as the starting point for our co
eration these two Hamilton functions as well as these two sets of canonical momenta and
quantize them in a standard way we get, in general, two distinct quantization schemes, di
essentially from each other, althought both having common roots coming from the same equ
of motion. This fact is not new and well known to some physicists,1,2 but—strange enough—no
much attention was paid by them to this problem.

From what was said so far we may infer that the answer to the question posed in the
that the equations of motion do not determine the quantization scheme.

Below we shall present an elucidating example in favor of the statement made above.
One remark is in order here. If we choose two inequivalent but s-equivalent Lagrange

tions, say,L, andL8, we get two sets of canonical variables

S x,p[
]L

] ẋ D and S x,p8[
]L8

] ẋ D . ~1.1!

Notice that those canonical variables are not connected to each other by a canonical tran
tion, viz.

~x,p!→~X~x,p!,P~x,p!!. ~1.2!

Should they be linked to each other by a point transformation

~x,p!→~x,p8~x,p!! ~1.3!

it would follow from the canonical Poisson brackets that
51630022-2488/2001/42(11)/5163/14/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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p85p1 f ~x!, f ~x!2arbitrary function, ~1.4!

which is not the case considered by us in this note.

II. THE CASE OF ONE CLASSICAL PARTICLE IN A „1¿1… SPACE–TIME. THE MASTER
EQUATION FOR H8„x ,p 8…

To buttress the above observations and make plain the goal of this note, we shall inve
a very simple problem of classical mechanics. So let us restrict ourselves to the case
classical particle, moving in a (111) space–time. Let us take sufficiently smooth equation
motion

ẍ5 f ~x,ẋ,t !, ~2.1!

wherex(t) denotes the location of the particle andẋ[dx/dt and ẍ[d2x/dt2 denote its velocity
and acceleration, respectively,t being the independent time variable. To every such equa
belongs a Lagrange function,2,3 L(x,ẋ,t). Let us further restrict ourselves for simplicity reasons
automonous Lagrange functions. It is known2,4 that the most general expression for Lagran
function L8(x,ẋ), s-equivalent toL(x,ẋ), is

L85 ẋE
c

ẋ dS~H !

dH

]2L

] ẋ2 u ẋ5udu2S~H !, ~2.2!

whereS(H) is an arbitrary differentiable function ofH, different from zero a.e., and

H[ ẋ
]L

] ẋ
2L, ~2.3!

the Hamilton function. The constantc is so chosen that the integral on the rhs of~2.2! does not
diverge. It is easy to see that we have

]L8

]x
2 ẋ

]2L8

] ẋ]x
2 ẍ

]2L8

] ẋ2 5
dS~H !

dH S ]L

]x
2 ẋ

]2L

] ẋ]x
2 ẍ

]2L

] ẋ2 D . ~2.4!

@The presence ofdS(H)/dH in ~2.4! causes the set of solutions of equation on the lhs of~2.4! and
the one on the rhs to differ by a set of measure zero.# ThusL8 is, indeed, s-equivalent toL. We
have

H8[ ẋ
]L8

] ẋ
2L85S~H !. ~2.5!

We get also

p8[
]L8

] ẋ
. ~2.6!

It is trivial to find H8 and p8 for given S andL as functions ofx and ẋ. It is, however, not so
simple to getH8 as a function ofx and p8. To get that let us observe that from~2.6! and ~2.2!
follows

15
dS

dH

]2L

] ẋ2

] ẋ~x,p8!

]p8
. ~2.7!

Taking into account the relation
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]H8~x,p8!

]p8
5 ẋ~x,p8! ~2.8!

we get from~2.7! and ~2.8!

]2H8~x,p8!

]p82 5
] ẋ~x,p8!

]p8
5S dH8

dH

]2L

] ẋ2 U
ẋ5]H8/]p8

D 21

. ~2.9!

This is the master equation forH8 as a function ofp8 andx; it is, in general, nonlinear.
The solutions of this master equation have to satisfy a physically justified requirement thp8

has to tend to zero asẋ tends to zero and vice versa, or, in other words,

]H8

]p8
U

p850

50. ~2.10!

III. APPLICATION OF THE MASTER EQUATION

To make use of this master equation one has, of course, to specify whatL andS are. This will
be done now. We choose

L5 1
2ẋ

22V~x!, ~3.1!

whereV(x) is a non-negative function ofx and

S~H !5H85A2H. ~3.2!

@In caseV(x) is just bounded from below we may make it non-negative for eachx by adding to
it a suitably choosen positive constant.#

Square root means non-negative root.@The equality~3.2! should be understood as follows:

H85aA2H, a2const.

As H8 as wellH should have the same dimensions it follows that the constanta has to have the
dimension

@a#5g1/2 cm/s.

The equation~3.3! reads

]2H8

]p2 5
1

a2m
H8

asL in ~3.1! becomes

L5 1
2mẋ22V~x!,

wherem denotes the mass of the particle. In this note we put

a5m51.]

For this choice ofL andS Eq. ~2.9! reduces to

]2H8

]p82 5H8. ~3.3!
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The solution of~3.3! reads

H85a~x!sinhp81b~x!coshp8. ~3.4!

This solution has to satisfy the requirement~2.10! and therefore

a~x!50. ~3.5!

From ~3.1! and the Hamilton equation, we obtain

d

dt

]H8

]p8
5 ẍ52

]V

]x
. ~3.6!

If we insert in ~3.6!

ẋ5b~x!sinhp8, ~3.7!

ṗ852
]H8

]x
52

]b

]x
coshp8, ~3.8!

following from the Hamilton equations, we obtain

1

2

]

]x
b25

]V

]x

or

b56A2~V1C!, ~3.9!

C being a constant. Hence

H856A2~V~x!1C! coshp8. ~3.10!

According to our choice~3.2! taking into account~3.9!, we should have

6A2~V1C! coshp85A2~ ẋ2/21V!. ~3.11!

To keep both sides of the relation~3.11! compatible with each other we have to choose the~1!
sign on the lhs of~3.11!. Since forp8 tending to zeroẋ should also tend to zero we conclude th
C50. Thus eventually we have

H85A2V~x! coshp8. ~3.12!

Notice that we could as well choose in the definition on the rhs of~3.2! the ~2! sign in front
of the root or use both signs suitable for certain nonoverlapping intervals of the variablex. This
would cause a change of our model. In each case, mentioned earlier, the Hamilton equati
s-equivalent to original equations of motions and the Hamilton functions are constants of m

The original Hamilton function reads

H5 1
2 p21V~x!. ~3.13!

IV. EXAMPLE OF THE HARMONIC OSCILLATOR

For the case of the harmonic oscillator

V~x!5 1
2 x2, ~4.1!
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and we choose the model

H85Ax2 coshp8. ~4.2!

@Relation~4.2! has to be understood as follows

H85Amvax coshS p8

Ama
D

as we haveL5 1
2 mẋ22 1

2 mv2x2, @v#51/s. We putm5a5v51.# H8 is bounded from below.
As H8 is a conserved quantity the singularity of the trajectory appears atx50. It can be easily
removed by taking as the potential

V~x!5 1
2 x21a, ~4.3!

a an arbitrary positive constant. We are not going to use this procedure as it would esse
complicate our further calculations. For the case~4.2! the classical trajectories would be given b

Ax2 coshp85b, b2a const. ~4.4!

For b.0 the phase trajectory lies in the strip 0,x<b and2b<x,0, while 2`,p8,1`. If
uxu→b, thendp8/dx→`. In the following we shall use one branch,

x coshp85b, ~4.5!

for simplicity reasons.
It is easy to see that~4.2! gives rise to the equation

ẍ1x50. ~4.6!

Indeed, we have

]H8

]x
5coshp852 ṗ8,

]H8

]p8
5x sinhp85 ẋ. ~4.7!

Then

ẍ5 ẋ sinhp81 ṗ8x coshp85x~sinhp8!22x~coshp8!252x. ~4.8!

V. QUANTIZATION

Let us now try to quantizeH andH8. We assume that the operators (x,p̂) and (x,p̂8) satisfy
the standard canonical commutation relations. Thenp̂ as well asp̂8 can be replaced by

2 i ]x ~5.1!

in formulas~3.13! and ~3.12!, respectively. We get the following differential expressions, viz.

HQ52 1
2 ~]x!

21V~x! ~5.2!

HQ8 5A1
2 V~x! cos~]x!1cos~]x!A1

2 V~x!. ~5.3!

These expressions applied toC0
`(R) define symmetric operators inL2(R). ~As it is well known,

HQ can be extended to a self-adjoint operator.! Notice that the operator~5.3! is not local, viz.
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cos~]x!C~x!5 1
2 ~C~x1 i !1C~x2 i !! ~5.4!

and therefore~we denote the operator also byHQ8 !

HQ8 C~x!5
1

&
~AV~x!1AV~x1 i !!C~x1 i !1

1

&
~AV~x!1AV~x2 i !!C~x2 i !. ~5.5!

VI. HARMONIC OSCILLATOR

The potential is given by~4.1!. As it is well known the eigenvalues forHQ are

n1 1
2 , n2natural number or 0, ~6.1!

and the eigenfunctions are the Hermitian functions

Cn5exp~2x2/2!Hn~x!, ~6.2!

whereHn are the Hermitian polynomials.5

For the caseHQ8 we have@see~5.3!#

HQ8 5 1
2 ~x cos~]x!1cos~]x!x!. ~6.3!

The case of nonlocalHQ8 will be investigated in Sec. VII.
It seems more convenient to start the discussion by using different canonically con

variables, namely~hereafter we shall use the letterp instead ofp8!

2 i ]x→p and x→ i ]p . ~6.4!

Notice that the two systems of variables are linked by a Fourier transformation.
Let us denote the new Hamilton operator byK. Then we get from~6.3!

K5
i

2
~]p cosh~p!1cosh~p!]p!. ~6.5!

The differential expression~6.5! when applied toC0
`(R) defines a symmetric operator i

L2(R), which we shall also denote byK. This statement as well as the following results a
dicussedin extensoin the Appendix. It is shown that for realg,

0<g,2, ~6.6!

the system of functions

$C2n1g~p!%nPZ , ~6.7!

where

C2n1g~p!5
1

Ap coshp
exp~2 i ~2n1g!arctan sinhp! ~6.8!

are the solution of the equations

KC2n1g~p!5~2n1g!C2n1g~p!, ~6.9!

is an orthonormal basis forL2(R). Thus for each fixedg of the interval~6.6! K has a self-adjoint
extensionKa , a[ exp(2igp).
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VII. FOURIER TRANSFORM OF THE EIGENFUNCTIONS

In this section we investigate Fourier transforms of eigenfunctions of the Hamilton ope
~6.5!. We find an expression for the Fourier transform in the case when eigenvalues are e
n11/2, wheren is an integer. However, we do not see how to solve the problem for o
eigenvalues. We show that in the considered case the Fourier transforms are eigenfunct
nonlocal Hamilton operator~6.3!. These eigenfunctions form two bases in the Hilbert space. T
are expressed by the polynomial of Meixner and Pollaczek.

Let us rewrite the result~6.8!. The normalized eigenfunction belonging to the eigenvalul
reads

Cl~p!5
1

Ap coshp
exp~2 il arctan sinhp!. ~7.1!

We start with two identities:

1

Acoshp
expS 2

i

2
arctan sinhpD5

11 i

11 iep ep/2, ~7.2!

exp~2 i arctan sinhp!5 i
12 iep

11 iep . ~7.3!

To check these identities it is most simple to compare the moduli and arguments of the co
number on both sides of the equalities.

Mulitiplying the first identity by thenth power of the second identity we obtain

Cn11/2~p!5
1

Ap
S i

12 iep

11 iepD n 11 i

11 iep ep/2. ~7.4!

To get the Fourier transform of~7.4!,

Fl~x![
1

A2p
E

2`

1`

Cl~p!eipxdp, ~7.5!

we employ the method of generating function. We define

C~p,t ![ (
n50

`

Cn11/2~p!tn5
1

Ap

11 i

~12 i t !1 i ~11 i t !ep ep/2. ~7.6!

The computation of~7.6! amounts to summing up the geometrical series covergent forutu,1. The
Fourier transform of the generating function~7.6! yields the generating function for the Fourie
transforms of the eigenfunctions:

F~x,t ![
1

A2p
E

2`

1`

C~p,t !eipxdp5 (
n50

`

Fn11/2~x!tn. ~7.7!

To evaluate the integral~7.7! we shall use the method of complex analysis. Let us conside
function

1

A2p
C~p,t !eipx ~7.8!
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as the function of a complex variablep and let us compute the integral of function~7.8! along the
contour of the rectangle with the vertices located at the points (2a,0), (a,0), (a,2p i ),
(2a,2p i ), a.0, running in the counter-clockwise direction. In the limit whena tends to infinity,
the integral along the lower side yieldsF(x,t). To get the integral along the upper side of t
rectangle we exploit the relation

1

A2p
E

2`

1`

C~p12p i ,t !ei (p12p i )xdp52F~x,t !e22px, ~7.9!

which follows from the property

C~p12p i ,t !52C~p,t !. ~7.10!

In the limit the contributions from both remaining sides of the rectangle vanish. Then the in
along the rectangle in the limit is equal to

F~x,t !1F~x,t !e22px. ~7.11!

Function~7.6! is a meromorphic function and has inside of the rectangle a simple pole at the

p̃5
ip

2
22i arctant. ~7.12!

We can express the integral of the function~7.6! along the rectangle by residuum of th
function at the pointp̃ which is equal to

2
i

p
e2px/2

1

A11t2
exp~2x arctant !. ~7.13!

The integral~7.11! is the product of 2p i and the residuum~7.13!. Finally, we get

F~x,t !5
2e2px/2

11e22px

1

A11t2
exp~2x arctant !. ~7.14!

Let us set

W~x,t ![
1

A11t2
exp~2x arctant !5 (

n50

`

Wn~x!
tn

n!
. ~7.15!

The formula~7.15! defines the sequence of polynomialsWn(x). Degree of the polynomialWn(x)
equalsn. The polynomialsWn(x) are even functions for evenn and odd functions for oddn.

Comparing definitions~7.7! and ~7.15! and the formula~7.14! we can write

Fn11/2~x!5
2e2px/2

11e22px

Wn~x!

n!
5F1/2~x!

Wn~x!

n!
. ~7.16!

This formula holds for non-negative integern. From the definition of the Fourier transformatio
~7.5! and from the relation

C2l~p!5Cl~p! ~7.17!

follows

F2l~x!5Fl~2x!. ~7.18!
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Thus for non-negative integern we have

F2n21/2~x!5~21!n
2epx/2

11e2px

Wn~x!

n!
5~21!nF21/2~x!

Wn~x!

n!
, ~7.19!

which supplements relation~7.16!.
Let us investigate the polynomialsWn(x). For this aim we differentiateW(x,t), given by

~7.15!, with respect tot. We get

]W~x,t !

]t
5

2x2t

11t2 W~x,t !. ~7.20!

If we multiple both sides of~7.20! by (11t2) and compare the coefficients of the same powe
t on both sides of~7.20!, we obtain

W0~x!51,

W1~x!52x,

W2~x!54x221, ~7.21!

W3~x!58x3210x,

W4~x!516x4256x219, etc.,

as well as recurrence formula

Wn11~x!1n2Wn21~x!52xWn~x!, n.0. ~7.22!

Now we are going to show that the Fourier transformed functionsFn11/2 are eigenfunctions
of the nonlocal Hamilton operator~6.3!:

HQ8 Fn11/2~x![
i

2 S 1

2
2 ix DFn11/2~x1 i !2

i

2 S 1

2
1 ix DFn11/2~x2 i !5~n11/2!Fn11/2~x!.

~7.23!

We shall prove~7.23! for non-negative integern; for negative ones the proof is very similar to th
for non-negative.

Taking into account the relation

F1/2~x6 i !57 iF1/2~x! ~7.24!

and the formula~7.16! we conclude that~7.23! holds iff

hWn~x![ 1
2 ~ 1

2 2 ix !Wn~x1 i !1 1
2 ~ 1

2 1 ix !Wn~x2 i !5~n11/2!Wn~x!. ~7.25!

To prove relation~7.25! let us apply the expressionh uponW(x,t), namely,

hW~x,t !5
1

2 S 1

2
2 ix DW~x1 i ,t !1

1

2 S 1

2
1 ix DW~x2 i ,t !

5S 1

2
1t

2x2t

11t2 DW~x,t !5
1

2
W~x,t !1t

]W~x,t !

]t
. ~7.26!

The last equality follows from the formula~7.20!. If we compare the coefficients of the sam
power of t on both sides of~7.26!, we get~7.25!. This completes the proof.
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Let us return to the consideration of the previous section. There we learned that for any
l the functionsC2n1g , n50,61,62,63, . . . , form an orthonormal basis inL2(R). It is known
that the Fourier transformation maps an orthonormal basis into a new orthonormal basis.

We have found the Fourier transforms of the eigenfunctions only forg51/2 andg53/2.
Further, we chooseg51/2 and consider an orthonormal basis:

F2n11/2, n50,61,62,63, . . . . ~7.27!

Taking into account the definition~7.16! and ~7.18! and property of polynomialsWm(2x)
5(21)mWm(x) we get for non-negative integern andk

E
2`

1`

F2n11/2~x!F2k11/2~x!dx5E
2`

1` 1

2
~F2n11/2~x!F2k11/2~x!1F2n11/2~2x!F2k11/2~2x!!dx

5E
2`

1` W2n~x!

~2n!!

W2k~x!

~2k!!

dx

coshpx
. ~7.28!

Similar computation for positive integersn andk gives

E
2`

1`

F22n11/2~x!F22k11/2~x!dx5E
2`

1` W2n21~x!

~2n21!!

W2k21~x!

~2k21!!

dx

coshpx
. ~7.29!

Functions on the left sides of~7.28! and ~7.29! are orthonormal. Therefore for non-negativ
integern andk, both odd or even, we have

E
2`

1` Wn~x!Wk~x!

coshpx
dx5~n! !2dn,k . ~7.30!

If n is odd andk is even, then the integrated function is odd and the integral vanish.
We may regard the set of polynomialsWn(x) as the system of orthogonal polynomials wi

respect to the scalar product

^ f ,g&[E
2`

1` f ~x!g~x!

coshpx
dx. ~7.31!

We may prove orthogonality relation~7.30! directly, not refering to Fourier transformation
We are going to use the generating functionW(x,t).

Let us calculate in two different ways an integral

E
2`

1` W~x,s!W~x,t !

coshpx
dx. ~7.32!

On the one hand, we have

(
n50

`

(
k50

`

sntkE
2`

1` Wn~x!Wk~x!

coshpx
dx. ~7.33!

On the other hand, we have

E
2`

1` exp~2x~arctans1arctant !!

A11s2A11t2 coshpx
dx5

1

12st
5 (

n50

`

sntn. ~7.34!
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Comparing the coefficent of the same powers and t in the formulas~7.33! and ~7.34! we get
~7.30!. To compute the integral~7.34! we exploit the relations

E
2`

1` e2xu

coshpx
dx5

1

cosu
, 2

p

2
,u ,

p

2
, ~7.35!

and

cos~arctans1arctant !5
12st

A11s2A11t2
. ~7.36!

The integral~7.35! we can calculate using the complex analysis method in a very similar wa
the way we calculated the Fourier transform of the generating function~7.7!. We exploit the
following property of integrated functionf (x)[exp(2xu)/coshpx:

f ~x1 i !52 f ~x!e2iu. ~7.37!

VIII. FINAL REMARKS

~1! Let us define the expression:

R f~x![
i

2 S 1

2
2 ix D f ~x1 i !2

i

2 S 1

2
1 ix D f ~x2 i !1x f~x!. ~8.1!

ThenR behaves as a ‘‘creation operator’’

@h,R#5R, ~8.2!

whereh is defined by formula~7.25!. Therefore,

h f5l f implies hR f5~l11!R f. ~8.3!

That confirms the designation ‘‘creation operator’’ forR. More exactly, we have

RWn5Wn11 . ~8.4!

~2! The equation

i

2 S 1

2
2 ix DF~x1 i !2

i

2 S 1

2
1 ix DF~x2 i !5

1

2
F~x! ~8.5!

is not only solved by the function

F1/2~x!5
2e2px/2

11e22px , ~8.6!

but also by the function

F~x![F1/2~x1a!. ~8.7!

The Fourier transform ofF reads

C~p!5
1

A2p
E

2`

1`

F~x!e2 ipxdx5C1/2~p!e2 ipa, ~8.8!

where
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C1/2~p!5
11 i

11 iep ep/2. ~8.9!

We have

KC~p!5~ 1
2 1a coshp!C~p!, ~8.10!

and foraÞ0 the functionC(p) is not an eigenfunction ofK.
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APPENDIX

Let us start with~6.5!, viz.

K5
i

2
~]p cosh~p!1cosh~p!]p!. ~A1!

This differential expression when applied toC0
`(R) defines a symmetric operator inL2(R) as

stated in Sec. VI. We shall denote this operator also byK. Indeed, ifC andF belong toC0
`(R),

then

E
2`

1`

C~p!KF~p!dp2E
2`

1`

KC~p!F~p!dp5 i E
2`

1` d

dp
~cosh~p!C~p!F~p!!dp

5 i cosh~p!C~p!F~p!u2`
1`50. ~A2!

Let l belong toC. Then the equation

KCl~p!5lCl~p! ~A3!

has the solution

Cl~p!5Cl

1

Acoshp
exp~2 il arctan sinhp!, ~A4!

which is unique up to the multiplicative constantCl . We may use this constant to normalizeCl .
Clearly Cl belongs to L2(R) as ~for l, mPR and lÞm we have *2`

1`Cl(p)Cm(p)dp
5ClCm @sin(l2m)p/2#/@(l2m)p/2#)

E
2`

1`

C~p!C~p!dp5uClu2E
2`

1` dp

coshp
5uClu2p. ~A5!

Thus the defect subspaces for the adjoint operator,K1, are one dimensional and the defe
indices are$21,1%. HenceK has the one-parameter family of self-adjoint extensions, which
be defined as follows. Let

aPC, uau51, ~A6!

and define
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Ma5 HFPC`~R!: lim
p→2`

~AcoshpF~p!!5a lim
p→1`

~AcoshpF~p!!J . ~A7!

Let us further define the operatorKa as

KaF~p!5
i

2 S sinh~p!12 cosh~p!
d

dpDF~p!, FPMa . ~A8!

The operatorKa is essentially self-adjoint. To see this we observe that

Ran~Ka6 i 1!

is dense inL2(R). Indeed, taking

C5C6 i ,

we see that~A2! does not hold for allFPMa . ThusC do not belong to the domainD(Ka
1) of

Ka
1 . Consequently, ifCPD(Ka

1), then

KC5Ka
1C56 iC implies C50. ~A9!

This implies that if

~C,~Ka7 i 1!F!5~~Ka
16 i 1!C,F!50 ~A10!

for all FPMa , thenC50 and hence

Ran~Ka6 i 1! ~A11!

is dense andKa is essentially self-adjoint. We shall denote the closure ofKa by Ka.
Let us now consider the function~A4!. For reall we have

lim
p→2`

~Acoshp C2n1g~p!!5a lim
q→1`

~Acoshp C2n1g~p!!, ~A12!

where

a5eipg.

We conclude that for any 0<g,2 the functions

$C2n1g%nPZ ~A13!

form a system of eigenvectors for the self-adjoint operator

Ka, a5e2 igp. ~A14!

The corresponding eigenvalues are

$2n1g%nPZ. ~A15!

It follows from ~A5! that if C2n1g51/Ap, thenC2n1g are normalized. We show that for an

0<g,2

the system

$C2n1g%nPZ
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is an orthonormal basis forL2(R). It is sufficient to show that for any

f PL2~R!

there is

(
nPZ

u~ f ,C2n1g!u25i f i2, ~A16!

where(.,.) andi .i denote the inner product and the norm inL2, respectively. To prove~A16! let
us observe that

~ f ,C2n1g!5
1

Ap
E

2`

1`

f ~p!~coshp!21/2exp~2 i ~2n1g!arctan sinhp!dp. ~A17!

Let us change the variables as follows

sinhp5tan
u

2
, 2p<u<p,

~A18!

coshp5
1

cosu/2
, dp5

du

cosu/2
.

Then ~A17! takes the form

~ f ,C2n1g!5
1

2Ap
E

2p

1p

f S arcsinh tan
u

2D S cos
u

2D 2 1/2

expS 2 igu

2 Dexp~2 inu!du. ~A19!

We get further

(
nPZ

u~ f ,C2n1g!u25
1

4p (
nPZ

U E
2p

p

f̃ ~u!e2 inuduU2

5
1

2 E2p

p

u f̃ ~u!u2du5E
2`

1`

u f ~q!u2dq5i f i2,

~A20!

where

f̃ ~u![ f S arcsinh tan
u

2D S cos
u

2D 21/2

eigu/2. ~A21!

Formula~A20! is the Parseval equality.
Note: Notice that the model linked to formula~4.5! is not s-equivalent to the initial model.

1We quote here only a sample of papers as a guide line of the problem: H. Helmholtz, J. Reine Angew. Math.100, 137
~1887!; J. Douglas, Trans. Am. Math. Soc.50, 71 ~1941!; J. C. Houard, J. Math. Phys.18, 502 ~1977!; R. Santilli, The
Inverse Problem in Newtonian Mechanics, ~Springer-Verlag, New York, 1978!; V. Dodonov, V. Man’ko, and V. Skarzhin-
sky, Hadronic J.4, 1734 ~1981!; Nuovo Cimento Soc. Ital. Fis., B69B, 185 ~1982!; Hadronic J.6, 159 ~1983!; M.
Henneaux, Ann. Phys.~N.Y.! 140, 45 ~1982!; M. Henneaux and L. C. Shepley, J. Math. Phys.23, 2101~1982!; F. Pardo,
ibid. 30, 2054~1989!; J. Cisło, J. Łopuszan´ski, and P. C. Stichel, Fortschr. Phys.43, 733, 745~1995!; 46, 45 ~1998!; J.
Łopuszan´ski and P. C. Stichel,ibid. 45, 79 ~1997!.

2J. Łopuszan´ski, The Inverse Variational Problem in Classical Mechanics~World Scientific, Singapore, 1999!.
3See, e.g., F. Bolza,Lectures on Calculus of Variations~New York, 1931!.
4G. Darboux,Leçons sur la The´orie Général de Surface~Paris, 1894!; C. G. Jacobi,Zur Theorie der Variationsrechnung
und Differentialgleichungen, Work Vol. 4; A. Hirsh, Math. Ann.49, 49 ~1897!; G. Hamel, ibid. 57, 231 ~1903!; J.
Kuerschak,ibid. 60, 157 ~1905!; E. Engels, II Nuovo Cimento Soc. Ital. Fis., B26B, 481 ~1975!.

5A similar problem for the case of harmonic oscillator, using, however, a different approach, was investigated b
Stichel in his article~in Chap. 2! in Proceedings of the XII Max Born Symposium 1998, ~Springer-Verlag New York,
2000!.
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Trions in a periodic potential
Wojciech Floreka)

A. Mickiewicz University, Institute of Physics, ul. Umultowska 85, 61–614 Poznan´, Poland

~Received 1 September 2000; accepted for publication 17 August 2001!

The group-theoretical classification of trion states~charged excitonsX6! is pre-
sented. It is based on considerations of products of irreducible projective represen-
tations of the two-dimensional translation group. For a given BvK periodN degen-
eracy of obtained states isN2. TrionsX6 consist of two identical particles~holes or
electrons!, so the symmetrization of states with respect to particles transposition is
considered. There areN(N11)/2 symmetric andN(N21)/2 antisymmetric states.
Completely antisymmetric states can be constructed by introducing antisymmetric
and symmetric spin functions, respectively. Two symmetry-adapted bases are con-
sidered: The first is obtained from a direct conjugation of three representations,
whereas in the second approach the states of an electrically neutral pair hole–
electron are determined in the first step. The third possibility, a conjugation of
representations corresponding to identical particles in the first step, is presented
elsewhere. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1409350#

I. INTRODUCTION

The quantum Hall effect and high temperature superconductivity have given rise to inter
properties of the two-dimensional electron gas subjected to electric and magnetic field
observation of~negatively! charged excitons1 has recalled a 40-year-old concept of excitons ‘‘t
ons’’ or ‘‘charged excitons’’ introduced by Lampert in 1958.2 Recently, such excitons, consistin
of two holes and an electron or two electrons and hole~denotedX6, respectively!, have been
investigated both experimentally and theoretically.3–5

In this paper classification based on translational symmetry in the presence of a pe
potential and an external magnetic field is presented. To perform this task the so-called ma
translation operators, introduced by Brown6 and Zak,7 are used. These operators commute with
standard Hamiltonian of an electron in the magnetic fieldH5¹3A and a periodic potentialV(r ),

H5
1

2m S p1
e

c
AD 2

1V~r !. ~1!

Brown and Zak’s concepts can be generalized to a local gauge of the vector potentiaA,8,9

N-dimensional lattices,10,11 and the spatially inhomogeneous magnetic field.12 This paper exploits
the fact that after imposing the Born–von Ka´rmán ~BvK! periodic conditions the magnetic tran
lations form a finite-dimensional projective representation of the two-dimensional~2D! translation
group. Kronecker products of irreducible projective representations can be applied to desc
of multiparticle states.13,14

Considering problems which involve the magnetic fieldH determined by the vector potentia
A, one has to keep in mind that some results may depend on a chosen gauge, though p
properties should be gauge independent. Two gauges are most frequently used in the descr
2D electron systems: the Landau gauge withA5@0,xH,0# and the antisymmetric one withA
5(HÃr )/2. The relations between these gauges were discussed in the earlier article,9 so this
problem is left out in the present considerations. However, it should be underlined that

a!Electronic mail: florek@amu.edu.pl
51770022-2488/2001/42(11)/5177/8/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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representation matrices depend on the chosen gauge and, moreover, obtained representa
inequivalent, which means, among other things, that their bases are not related by a
transformation. This question is briefly discussed in Sec. IV.

II. IRREDUCIBLE PROJECTIVE REPRESENTATIONS OF THE 2D TRANSLATION
GROUP

All finite-dimensional irreducible projective representations of the 2D translation for a g
BvK period N are labeledn,l ,k1 ,k2 , wheren is a divisor ofN, 0, l ,n is mutually prime with
n, andk5(k1 ,k2) labels irreducible representations of 2D translation group with the BvK pe
N/n, so k1 ,k250,1,. . . ,(N/n)21. In the special casen5N matrix elements are given by th
following formula:14

D jk
l @n1 ,n2#5d j ,k2n2

vN
ln1 j , ~2!

wherel is mutually prime withN, vN5exp(2pi/N), j ,k,n1 ,n250,1,. . . ,N21 ~so all expressions
are calculated moduloN!, and @n1 ,n2# denotes a vector of the 2D translation group~strictly
speaking, their coordinates in the lattice basis$a1 ,a2%!. For the sake of simplicity the conside
ations are limited to this case and the results presented correspond to the limit of high ma
fields, i.e., there is no mixing of the Landau levels. The other special casen51 leads to the
standard~vector! representations of the translation group, i.e.,

Dk@n1 ,n2#5vN
k1n11k2n2. ~3!

It has been shown in the earlier paper14 that for a given magnetic fieldH the indicesl andn are
related to the charge of a moving particle. In the considered case it is assumed that the re
tationDl corresponds to a hole, whereasD2 l corresponds to an electron. The vector representa
Dk corresponds to a neutral particle or to an electron–hole pair, which is a case considere
Hence, trionsX6 correspond to the Kronecker product of three representations:D6 l

^ D6 l

^ D7 l .

III. TRION STATES AND THEIR SYMMETRIZATION

A. Direct conjugation

The trionsX6 are charged excitons with the charge6e equal to that of a single hole o
electron, so, from the group-theoretical point of view, their states have to transform as vec
the irreducible projective representationD6 l . Since representationsD6 l areN-dimensional then
the following decomposition is true~see also Ref. 14!:

D6 l
^ D6 l

^ D7 l5N2D6 l . ~4!

This relation expressed in terms of the basis vectors has a form

uw&6
pq5(

stu
astu,w

pq ustu&667 , ~5!

wheres,t,u,w,p,q50,1,. . . ,N21, uw&6 is a state of the trionX6, ustu&667 is a three-particle
state withs,t labeling states of two holes~electrons!, u being a label of a single electron~hole!,
and the pairp,q plays a role of a repetition index. The stateuw&6 should behave as a basis vect
of the representationD6 l , so

D6 l@n1 ,n2#uw&65vN
6 ln1(w2n2)uw2n2&6 ; ~6!

it is satisfied ifastu,w
pq 5ds,w1pd t,w1qdu,w1p1q , or
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uw&6
pq5u~w1p! ~w1q! ~w1p1q!&667 . ~7!

Namely, for each pairp,q the product~4! acts on a ketuw&6
pq as follows:

D6 l
^ D6 l

^ D7 l@n1 ,n2#uw&6
pq5D6 l@n1 ,n2#uw1p&D6 l@n1 ,n2#uw1q&D7 l@n1 ,n2#uw1p1q&

5vN
6 ln1(w2n2)u~w1p2n2!~w1q2n2!~w1p1q2n2!&667

5vN
6 ln1(w2n2)uw2n2&6

pq .

For p5q the states obtained are symmetric with respect to the transposition of identical pa
~holes or electrons!. In the other cases (pÞq) it is easy to form symmetric and antisymmetr
combinations:

uw&6
pq65221/2~ uw&6

pq6uw&6
qp), ~8!

where nowq.p50,1,. . . ,N21. In this way one obtainsN(N21)/2 antisymmetric states an
~together with those forp5q! N(N11)/2 symmetric ones. Completely antisymmetric states
be constructed by introducing symmetric and antisymmetric spin functions, respectively. N
teracting trions, therefore, will be described by a similar Hamiltonian as for free holes~electrons!
@cf. Eq. ~1!# with a modified effective mass and, if necessary, an appropriate potentialV(r ).
However, the degeneracy of energy levels isN2 times larger.

Another form of the irreducible basis can be obtained when one considers at first conju
of two representations and next conjugation of the resultant representation with the third on
first step can be done in two ways:~i! two identical representations are conjugated, i.e.,
considers a productDl

^ Dl or D2 l
^ D2 l and ~ii ! states of a pair hole–electron are determin

The first method is more interesting since it can be used in problems where pairs of ide
particles come into play~e.g., superconducting states!. However, the considerations are a bit mo
complicated since the parity ofN has to be taken into account.15 Hence, in this paper the secon
possibility will be investigated, whereas the first is presented elsewhere.16

B. States of a hole–electron pair

We start the considerations from constructing states of a hole–electron pair~in a general case
a particle–antiparticle pair!. Since such a pair has the charge zero, then its behavior in the ext
magnetic field should be similar~up to effective mass, etc.! to this of a noncharged particle. I
means that in the algebraic picture ordinary~vector! representations of the translation group ha
to appear. This is confirmed by the brief outlook presented previously: Projective represen
used to labeling of electron and hole states differ in the sign ofl only. When both particles move
in the same magnetic field then corresponding representations areD1 l and D2 l ~of course, the
BvK periodN is identical in both cases!. In this case matrix elements of these representations
given by ~2! and those of their product are

~D1 l
^ D2 l ! j j 8,kk8@n1 ,n2#5D jk

1 l@n1 ,n2#D j 8k8
2 l

@n1 ,n2#5d j ,k2n2
d j 1k8,k1 j 8vN

ln1( j 2 j 8) . ~9!

The product of representationsD1 l
^ D2 l is a reducible representation, which can be decompo

into the irreducible one-dimensional vector representations~3!,

D1 l
^ D2 l5 %

k

Dk. ~10!

There is no need to use the repetition index, because each representation appears only o
are looking for suchN2 linear combinations
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u0&k5(
s,t

ast
k us&1ut&2 ,

each of which behaves as a basis vector of a given irreducible representationDk. It can be shown
that ast

k 5d t,s2xk1
vN

sk2 , wherex is the inverse ofl moduloN ~sincel is mutually prime withN,
thenx is well determined!, i.e., xl51modN. Namely one obtains

~D1 l
^ D2 l !@n1 ,n2#u0&k5(

s
vN

sk2 D1 l@n1 ,n2#us&1D2 l@n1 ,n2#us2xk1&2

5(
s

vN
sk2 vN

ln1(s2n2)us2n2&1vN
ln1(n21xk12s)us2xk12n2&2

5vN
k1n11k2n2(

s8
vN

s8k2us8&1us82xk1&2

5Dk@n1 ,n2#u0&k .

C. Trion states

The results presented in the previous section yield

u0&k5(
s

vN
sk2us ~s2xk1!&12 , xl51 modN. ~11!

Therefore,

D1 l
^ D2 l

^ D6 l5 %
k

Dk
^ D6 l

and trion statesuw&6
k , w50,1,. . . ,N21, can be written as

uw&6
k 5 (

s,t,u
bstu

w;kustu&126 ,

wheres,t label states of a pair andu those of the second hole~electron! for a trion X6. The
repetition indexk follows from the way in which the final states are constructed: at first statesus&1

and ut&2 are conjugated to the statesu0&k according to Eq.~11! and next linear combinations o
pairs u0&kuu&6 are considered. Therefore, one can write

uw&6
k 5(

u
cu

w;ku0&kuu&6 .

Since for eachk5(k1 ,k2), k1 ,k250,1,. . . ,N21 one has13,14

Dk
^ D6 l5D6 l ,

then each such product yields statesuw&6 , but the coefficientscu
w depend onk and are given as

cu
w;k5vN

2wk2du,w7xk1
,

where, again,xl51 modN, so
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uw&6
k 5vN

2wk2u0&kuw7xk1&6 . ~12!

Taking into account Eqs.~3! and ~6! one obtains

~Dk
^ D6 l !@n1 ,n2#uw&6

k 5vN
2wk2Dk@n1 ,n2#u0&kD

6 l@n1 ,n2#uw7xk1&6

5vN
2(w2n2)k2vN

6 ln1(w2n2)u0&kuw7xk12n2&6

5vN
6 ln1(w2n2)uw2n2&65D6 l@n1 ,n2#uw&6 .

Equations~11! and~12! lead to the final expression~xl51 modN, N21/2 is a normalization factor!

uw&6
k 5N21/2vN

2wk2(
s

vN
sk2us ~s2xk1! ~w7xk1!&126 . ~13!

In such a state there is a kind of symmetry between an electron and a hole forming the neut
electron–hole, but there is no symmetry between two holes~electrons! in the trionX6. Since there
areN2 trion states labeled byw then it is possible to construct states symmetric and antisymm
with respect to transposition of particles. One of the possible ways is presented in Sec. III
it is easy to determine a transformation between the basis obtained earlier and that pre
previously.

Let us consider states of a trionX1. The results of Sec. III A read

uw&1
pq5u~w1p! ~w1q! ~w1p1q!&112 , ~14!

where the first two indices correspond to the states of a hole and a third one to the state
electron. In the above-presented formula~13! holes are labeled by the first and the third indice
whereas the middle one corresponds to an electron. Therefore, to calculate scalar produ
order of indices has to be changed in one of these formulas. Having this done one obtains

1
k ^wuw&1

pq5N21/2vN
wk2(

s
vN

2sk2
121^s ~s2xk1! ~w2xk1!u~w1p! ~w1p1q! ~w1q!&121

5N21/2vN
2pk2dq1xk1,0 . ~15!

In the simplest caseN52 this formula yields@the unique representation is obtained forl
5x51; k5(k1 ,k2)#

uw&1
005221/2~ uw&1

(0,0)1uw&1
(1,0)),

uw&1
015221/2~ uw&1

(0,0)2uw&1
(1,0)),

uw&1
105221/2~ uw&1

(0,1)1uw&1
(1,1)),

uw&1
115221/2~ uw&1

(0,1)2uw&1
(1,1)).

The second and the third formulas can be symmetrized, which yields

uw&1
0115221~ uw&1

(0,0)2uw&1
(1,0)1uw&1

(0,1)1uw&1
(1,1)),

uw&1
0125221~ uw&1

(0,0)2uw&1
(1,0)2uw&1

(0,1)2uw&1
(1,1)).
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IV. OTHER GAUGES

A trivial factor systemu ~of an extension of groups or a projective representation! is deter-
mined by any mappingf:G→U(1) by9,17

u~R,R8!5f~R!f~R!/f~R1R8!;

the factor systemu is standard iff(0)51. If m8(R,R8)5m(R,R8)u(R,R8) then factor systemsm
andm8 are called equivalent. It can be easily shown9 that these factor systems lead to the sa
value of the magnetic flux encircled by a loop formed by the vectorsR, R8, 2R, and2R8 and,
therefore, is related to the magnitude of the magnetic field and is gauge independent~i.e., does not
depend on the vector potentialA!. Let u be a standard trivial factor system determined by
mappingf and letD be a projective representation with a factor systemm, i.e.,

D~R!D~R8!5m~R,R8!D~R1R8!.

A new representationD8 determined asD8(R)5f(R)D(R) has an equivalent factor systemm8
5um. On the other hand, for any unitary operatorS andD9(R)5SD(R)S21 one obtains

D9~R!D9~R8!5m~R,R8!D9~R1R8!,

so equivalentrepresentations haveidentical factor systems. It means that bases introduced
representations with equivalent~but different! factor systems arenot related to each other by
means of aglobal unitary transformation.17 The relation between representationsD and D8 is
local, since it depends on a vectorR of the translation group.

These considerations give rise to the problem in which way bases obtained for dif
choices of the vector potential~different gauges! are related to each other. The most popu
gauges, i.e., the Landau and the symmetric ones, are the special cases of the so-calle
gauge,11 which in the 2D case has the form

A~r !5H@2by,~12b!x#,

where H is a magnitude of the magnetic fieldH5@0,0,H#. The relation between the vecto
potentialA and the factor system of a projective representation shown in Ref. 8 yields thb
50 corresponds to the representation~2!, whereasb51 andb51/2, determining the other form
of the Landau gauge and the~anti!symmetric oneA5(HÃr )/2, lead to matrices

1D jk
l @n1 ,n2#5d j ,k2n2

vN
ln1k , 1/2D jk

l @n1 ,n2#5d j ,k2n2
vN

ln1( j 1k)/2 .

In a general case one obtains

bD jk
l @n1 ,n2#5dk2 j ,n2

vN
ln1[(12b) j 1bk]

5dk2 j ,n2
vN

ln1( j 1bn2)
5vN

ln1n2b 0D jk
l @n1 ,n2#. ~16!

The action of operatorsbDl for vectors@n1,0# and @0,n2# on the basis vectors yields

bDl@n1,0#u j &5vN
ln1 j u j &, bDl@0,n2#u j &5u j 2n2&.

Therefore, they behave in the same way for all real numbersb. The differences can only be
noticed for general translations@n1 ,n2# and, moreover, the nonzero matrix elements obtained
different b appear in the same places~it is controlled by thedk2 j ,n2

!, but are multiplied by

different powers ofvN
l . Let us recall the former name of projective representations, used e

cially by physicists~see, e.g., Ref. 6!. They were calledray representations, which was strong
related to the notion ofrays in quantum mechanics.18 Since only a module of a bracket^ j uk& has
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a physical meaning, then vectors~complex functions! u j &, uk& are determined up to factorsl
PU(1). Therefore, a chosen stateu j & represents in fact a ray, i.e., the setuu j &&5$lu j &ul
PU(1)%. In a general case

bD jk
l @n1 ,n2#5^ j ubDl@n1 ,n2#uk&5dk2 j ,n2

vN
2 ln1 j b

vN
ln1 j

vN
ln1kb .

Therefore, replacing each vectoru j & by an element of the same rayu j 8&5vN
2 ln1 j b one obtains

^ j 8ubDl@n1 ,n2#uk8&5vN
ln1( j 2k)b

^ j ubDl@n1 ,n2#uk&5dk2 j ,n2
vN

ln1 j
50D jk

l @n1 ,n2#.

However, this transformation islocal, because it depends onn1 and, in fact,n2 , sincek2 j 5n2

for nonzero matrix elements. If can be verified that Eq.~7! is invariant under this transformation
so all relations derived here for the Landau gauge are valid for other linear gauges.

V. FINAL REMARKS

The presented considerations have shown that free trions should behave in a similar
free electrons or holes. However, due to their internal structure the degeneracy is higher an
are many possibilities to construct statesuw&6 , two of which have been discussed previously.
these simplified considerations there are no interactions between trions or mixing of Landau
and the spin or angular momentum numbers have not been considered. Taking into accou
will allow one to construct states completely antisymmetric with respect to the permuta
symmetry. Such problem has been discussed lately by Dzyubenkoet al.5 for the case of free trions
~i.e., without a periodic potential, so there is no discrete translational symmetry!. A sum of indices
on the right-hand side of~14!, taking into account signs of charges, is (2w1p1q)2(w1p
1q)5w, which is equal to the index on the left-hand side of this equation. This is the same
as presented in Ref. 5, where the total angular momentum projection of a trion equals (n12m1)
1(n22m2)2(n32m3), where (nj2mj ) is the total angular momentum projection for holesj
51,2) and an electron (j 53), with n andm being the Landau level and the oscillator quantu
numbers, respectively. It is interesting that Dzyubenkoet al. obtained their results in the antisym
metric gaugeA5(HÃr )/2, whereas in the presented considerations the Landau gauge has
used. It confirms that the physical properties are gauge independent. On the other hand, th
form of wave functions is not discussed here, but the relations between representations an
product are taken into account only. These relations are independent of the matrix represen
and, similarly, the form of resultant basis is independent of the function form: for a given
periodN and any linear gauge irreducible projective representations areN-dimensional and their
action on basis vectors are similar~up to a factor system!.6,7,9,19
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We consider the (l/4!) (w1
41w2

4) model on ad-dimensional Euclidean space,
where all but one of the coordinates are unbounded. Translation invariance along
the bounded coordinate,z, which lies in the interval@0,L#, is broken because of the
boundary conditions~BCs! chosen for the hyperplanesz50 andz5L: DD and
NN, where D denotes Dirichlet and N Neumann, respectively. The renormalization
procedure up to one-loop order in the two-point function is applied, obtaining two
main results. The first is the fact that the renormalization program requires the
introduction of counterterms which are surface interactions. The second one is that
the tadpole graphs forDD andNN have the samez dependent part in modulus but
with opposite signs. We investigate the relevance of this fact to the elimination of
surface divergences. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1398060#

I. INTRODUCTION

In this article we consider an interacting quantum field theory model in the presen
boundaries. We shall assume that the system is finite along one dimensionzP@0,L#, and infinitely
extended along the remaining (d21) directions.

The presence of geometric restrictions on the domain of one of the coordinates of the s
demands the introduction of classical boundary conditions, to be satisfied by the fields on th
hypersurfaces atz50 andz5L. If we restrict ourselves to a real scalar field, Hermiticity of t
Hamiltonian leads us to five different~inequivalent! choices for the BCs, namely,DD, NN, DN,
periodic and antiperiodic. The last two choices are usual in the finite-temperature literatur
shall not be dealt with here since they do not break translation invariance, which is the ph
enon we are concerned with.

Physical systems will be, in general, finite along several directions. For the sake of simp
we will consider ad-dimensional layered geometry. Although the highly idealized case of pl
boundaries misses a whole series of features that are present in the general, curved bound
for more general shapes the multiple reflection method can be used to find the correlation
tions of the model.1

Most of the papers in the literature deal with periodic or antiperiodic boundary condit
where translation symmetry is maintained and surface effects avoided. Moreover, in qu
systems where translation symmetry is broken, the renormalization procedure is more in
than for translation invariant systems, either bounded or unbounded. The diagrammatic exp
and the renormalization program for an unbounded system are conveniently performed in m
tum space. On the other hand, whenDD or NN BCs are implemented, one may still work wit
Green’s functions at fixed (d21)-dimensional momenta, since there is translation symmetry a
those dimensions. In this case a convenient representation for the Green functions is a mixepW ,z)
space.

It is well known that the electromagnetic field confined between two parallel plates has a
51850022-2488/2001/42(11)/5185/10/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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renormalized stress-tensor near the boundaries without surface divergences. In the Casim
traction, one finds that when̂0uEW 2u0& and^0uBW 2u0& are added their boundary singularities canc
In this article we reexaminate this result and we will use two different facts to rederive it:

~i! First it was shown that for an electromagnetic field confined in a perfectly condu
cavity it is possible to treat the electric and magnetic modes separately where eac
satisfies Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions, respectively.2

~ii ! Second is the fact that the size-dependent parts of the tadpole forDD andNN BC have the
same functional form and opposite signs.

Consequently, the study of two mutually noninteracting scalar fields subject to diff
boundary conditions reproduces exactly the electromagnetic case. It is a different way to re
the case of finiteness of the renormalized electromagnetic stress-tensor near a perfectly con
plate.

In this article we will consider a massive scalar theory subject to two different classical
DD andNN ~the mass acts just as an infrared regulator!. Besides the lack of translational invar
ance, we shall face the problem of surface divergences. One way to avoid them is to smo
the plates surface. But in this case an ambiguity appears, since loop-graphs will depend onad
hoc model assumption, namely, the particular features of the smooth walls. Consequent
prefer to maintain the hard walls assumption. In the context of the Casimir energy of mini
coupled scalar fields, many authors used soft, hard and semi-hard BCs.3 Different questions
sometimes require more complicated BCs, like the quantum mechanical treatment of the bo
conditions presented by Ford and Svaiter,4 a device implemented to solve a long standing para
concerning the renormalized energy of minimally and conformally coupled scalar fields.

For translation invariant systems, because of Poincare´ invariance, one should expect th
overlapping divergences will not obstruct the implementation of the renormalization program5 In
systems where Poincare´ invariance does not hold, these proofs do not apply, and one must
that it is still possible to implement such program. A technical difficulty is also met here, sinc
presence of geometric restrictions makes Feynman diagrams harder to compute than is o
quantum field theory in unbounded systems. A crucial work on this subject has been presen
Symanzik.6 Of particular importance are also the papers by Nemirovsky and Freed, and Krec
Dietrich.7

The organization of the article is as follows: In Sec. II we discuss the slab configura
dealing with the two-point and four-point functions, both forDD and NN BCs. In Sec. III we
analyze the divergences of the translational invariant part of the tadpoles. Section IV dea
the analysis of the ultraviolet and infrared divergences of thez-dependent part of the tadpole
Finally, Sec. V contains our conclusions. Throughout this article we use\5c51.

II. FINITE SIZE EFFECTS AND CLASSICAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Let us consider ad-dimensional Euclidean space with the anisotropic Landau–Ginzb
model for anN52 component order parameter with a Lagrange densityL5L01Lint , where

L0~w1 ,w2!5 1
2 ~]w1!21 1

2 ~]w2!21 1
2 m2w1

21 1
2 m2w2

2 ~1!

and

Lint5
l

4!
~w1

41w2
4!. ~2!

As discussed before, we will assume that the system is confined between two parallel
localized at z50 and z5L, and use the Cartesian coordinatesxm5(rW,z) where rW is a
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(d21)-dimensional vector perpendicular to thez direction. For the cubic anisotropic model, w
define the boundary conditions over the plates for the fieldsw1(x) andw2(x). For thew1(x) field
we assume Dirichlet–Dirichlet boundary conditions, i.e.,

w1~rW,z!uz505w1~rW,z!uz5L50, ~3!

and for thew2(x) we will assume Neumann–Neumann boundary conditions, i.e.,

]

]z
w2~rW,z!Uz505

]

]z
w2~rW,z!U

z5L

50. ~4!

It is well known that4He films close to thel transition satisfyDD BCs. Another well known
example of such kind of boundary conditions is the electromagnetic field. It was shown that
electromagnetic field confined in a perfectly conducting cavity, it is possible to treat the el
and magnetic modes separately, where each one satisfies Dirichlet and Newmann
respectively.2 Going back to our discussion, since the translational invariance is not preserve
us use a Fourier expansion of the fields in the following form:

w~rW,z!5
1

~2p!~d21!/2 E dd21p(
n

fn~pW !eipW .rWun~z!, ~5!

where theun(z) are the normalized eigenfunctions of the operator2 d2/dz2 satisfying the com-
pleteness and orthonormality relations, i.e.,

(
n

un~z!un* ~z8!5d~z2z8!, ~6!

E
0

L

dzun~z!un8
* ~z!5dn,n8 , ~7!

and finally

2
d

dz2 un~z!5kn
2un~z!, ~8!

wherekn5np/L , n51,2,..., forDD BCs andn50,1,2,...,forNN BCs.
Coming back to the case ofDD andNN boundary conditions, the eigenfunctions are, resp

tively,

un~z!5A2

L
sinS npz

L D , n51,2,..., ~9!

and

un~z!5A2

L
cosS npz

L D , n51,2,... . ~10!

For NN BCs, we also have the zeroth modeu0(z)5 1/AL. The free propagator can be express
in the following form:

G0
(2)~rW,z,z8!5

1

~2p!d21 E dd21p(
n

eipW .rWun~z!un* ~z8!G0,n~pW !, ~11!

where it is not difficult to show thatG0,n(pW ) is given by
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G0,n~pW !5~pW 21kn
21m2!21. ~12!

As we discussed before, for translational invariant systems we haveG0
(2)(x,x8)5G0

(2)(x
2x8) and from coordinate space Feynman rules we can go to momentum space represe
which is the more convenient framework to analyze the divergences of the theory. Trans
invariance is reflected in momentum conservation conditions. Since our system possesses
tion invariance along the direction parallel to the plates, the parallel momentum,pW , is conserved.
In this case a convenient representation is a mixed (pW ,z) space. The Feynman rules for differe
boundary conditions were derived in many references and we will not repeat the rules here
careful study of Feynman rules in such systems, see, for example, Ref. 8. Let us stu
one-loop correction to the bare two-point functionG0

(2)(x,x8), both for theDD and NN cases.
Using the Feynman rules~see Fig. 1! we have

G0
(2)~l,rW1 ,z1 ,rW3 ,z3!5

l

2 E dd21r 2E
0

L

dz2G0
(2)~rW1 ,z1 ;rW2 ,z2!

3G0
(2)~rW2 ,z2 ;rW2 ,z2!G0

(2)~rW2 ,z2 ;rW3 ,z3!. ~13!

Each of these expressions can, for the case ofDD BCs, be expanded as

G0
(2)~rW12rW2 ,z1 ,z2!5

2

L

1

~2p!d21 (
n51

`

sinS npz1

L D sinS npz2

L D E dd21p
eipW .(rW12rW2)

~pW 21~np/L !21m2!
.

~14!

G0
(2)~rW22rW3 ,z2 ,z3!5

2

L

1

~2p!d21 (
n851

`

sinS npz2

L D sinS npz3

L D E dd21p
eipW .(rW22rW3)

~pW 21~n8p/L !21m2!
,

~15!

and finally using the notationG0
(2)(rW2 ,z2 ;rW2 ,z2)5G0

(2)(0W ,z2) we have

G0
(2)~0W ,z2!5

2

L

1

~2p!d21 (
n951

`

sin2
n9pz2

L E dd21p
1

~pW 21~n9p/L !21m2!
. ~16!

Although the functionsG0
(2)(rW12rW2 ,z1 ,z2) and G0

(2)(rW22rW3 ,z2 ,z3) are singular atrW15rW2 , z1

5z2 and rW25rW3 , z25z3 , the singularities are integrable~for points outside the plates!, conse-
quently only the tadpole is divergent and needs a regularization and renormalization proced
straightforward calculation yields the orderl correction to the bare two-point function in th
one-loop approximation:

FIG. 1. The two-point function forw1(x).
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G0
(2)~l,rW12rW3 ,z1 ,z3!5

2

L2

1

~2p!d21 E
0

L

dz2 (
n,n851

`

sinS npz1

L D
3sinS npz2

L D sinS n8pz2

L D sinS n8pz3

L D
3E dd21p

eipW (rW12rW3)

~pW 21~np/L !21m2!~pW 21~n8p/L !21m2!
TDD~L,m,d,z2!,

~17!

where, since we will use dimensional regularization, we introduce a dimensional parameterm, and
defineg5lm42d. The expression for the tadpoleTDD(L,m,d,z) is then

TDD~L,m,d,z!5
2g

L

1

~2p!d21 (
n51

`

sin2S npz

L D E dd21p
1

~pW 21~np/L !21m2!
. ~18!

The tadpole graph in the case ofNN BCs can also be easily found, and it is given by

TNN~L,m,d,z!5
g

L

1

~2p!d21 E dd21k
1

~kW21m2!

1
2g

L

1

~2p!d21 (
n51

`

cos2 S npz

L
D E dd21p

1

~pW 21~np/L !21m2!
. ~19!

Note that bothTDD(L,m,d,z) andTNN(L,m,d,z) diverge in their continuum momenta integra
and also in then summation. In the next section we will analyze the ultraviolet behavior of
bare two-point functions, i.e.,TDD(L,m,d,z) andTNN(L,m,d,z).

III. ANALYSIS OF THE ULTRAVIOLET DIVERGENCES OF TDD„L ,m ,d ,z… AND
TNN„L ,m ,d ,z…

The aim of this section is to analyze the structure of the divergences of the bare two
functions for cases of bothDD andNN boundary conditions. Let us start from the expression
the vacuum activity for the case ofDD boundary conditions, i.e.,

TDD~L,m,d,z!5
2g

L

1

~2p!d21 (
n51

`

sin2S npz

L D E dd21p
1

~pW 21~np/L !21m2!
. ~20!

Using trigonometric identities and also the relation9

(
n51

`
cosnx

n21a2 52
1

2a2 1
p

2a

cosha~p2x!

sinhpa
, ~21!

which is valid for 0<x<2p, it is easy to show that the vacuum activity in the case ofDD BCs
is given by

TDD~L,m,d,z!5
g

2L

1

~2p!d21 (
n52`

` E dd21p
1

~pW 21~np/L !21m2!
2g f2~d,L,m,z!, ~22!

where
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f 2~L,m,d,z!5
1

2

1

~2p!d21 E dd21p
1

~pW 21m2!1/2

cosh~~L22z!~pW 21m2!1/2!

sinh~L~pW 21m2!1/2!
. ~23!

In an analogous way, it is also possible to calculate the vacuum activity for theNN BCs, i.e.,
TNN(L,m,d,z) and we obtain

TNN~L,m,d,z!5
g

2L

1

~2p!d21 (
n52`

` E dd21p
1

~pW 21~np/L !21m2!
1g f2~L,m,d,z!. ~24!

SinceTDD(L,m,d,z) andTNN(L,m,d,z) have the same functional form, both have the same k
of ultraviolet divergences. Let us definef 1(L,m,d) by

f 1~L,m,d!5
1

2L

1

~2p!d21 (
n52`

` E dd21p
1

~pW 21~np/L !21m2!
. ~25!

The equation above has ultraviolet divergences, but it is~formally! proportional to the tadpole in
finite temperature field theory, after the identification:b[2L. To deal with the divergences of th
one-loop two-point function at finite temperature we have to do frequency sums
(d21)-dimensional integrals for the continuum momenta. The most popular method to dea
Matsubara sums is analytic extension away from the discrete complex energies down to re
with the replacement of the energy sums by contour integrals.10 We prefer to use dimensiona
regularization in the continuum,11 and afterwards to analytically extend the modified Epstein z
function which appears after the dimensional regularization.12 Since the formalism has alread
been developed by Malbouisson and Svaiter in Ref. 13, we will only sketch the procedure
First we have to use a well known result of dimensional regularization, i.e.,

E ddk

~k21a2!s 5
pd/2

G~s!
GS s2

d

2D 1

a2s2d , ~26!

and let us define the modified Epstein zeta functionz(z,a) by

z~z,a!5 (
n52`

`
1

~n21a2!z , a2.0, ~27!

which is analytic for Re(z). 1
2. It is possible to analytically extend the modified Epstein z

function where the integral representation is valid for Re(z),114

(
n52`

`

~n21a2!2z5a122zFAp

GS z2
1

2D
G~z!

14 sinpzE
1

` ~ t221!2zdt

e2pat21
G . ~28!

Using Eqs.~26! and~28! in Eq. ~25!, we get a polar part~size independent! plus a size dependen
analytic correction. It is clear that the mass counterterm generated byf 1(L,m,d) is size indepen-
dent, as the finite temperature field theory has no temperature dependent counterterm. T
interesting result of the article is given by Eqs.~22! and ~24!. The tadpole graphs expressed
TDD(L,m,d,z) andTNN(L,m,d,z) have the samez dependent part in modulus but with oppos
signs. From the previous discussion it is possible to understand the finiteness of the renorm
stress-tensor of an electromagnetic field near a flat prefectly conducting plate. Although t
pectation values of the squared electric and magnetic field are divergent, a delicate canc
makes the renormalized stress-tensor finite. As the size dependent parts ofTDD(L,m,d,z) and
TNN(L,m,d,z) have the same functional form and opposite signs, and recalling that it is pos
to treat the electric and magnetic modes separately~where one obeysDD and the otherNN BCs!,
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we automatically obtain a finite result for the vacuum expectation value of the stress-tensor
electromagnetic field. It is important to stress that when the conducting boundary is curve
energy density diverges on the boundary.15

We shall deal with the renormalization program in the one-loop approximation in the
section, also discussing, for the sake of completeness, the issue of infrared~IR! divergencies in
different numbers of dimensions.

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE ULTRAVIOLET AND INFRARED DIVERGENCES OF THE
z-DEPENDENT PART OF THE TADPOLES

Let us use the fact thatdd21p5pd22dpdVd21 and *dVd2152p (d21)/2/G((d21)/2). It
should be noted that, had we chosenm250, the ultraviolet divergences would have kept the sa
polar structure. Consequently, for simplicity let us choose againm50, and, for reasons that wil
become evident later, we first assumed.3. The special cased53 is discussed at the end of th
section. Definingh2(d) by

h2~d!5
1

2d22

1

p~d21!/2

1

G~~d21!/2!
, ~29!

it is possible to writef 2(L,m,d,z)um50 as

f 2~L,m,d,z!um505
1

2
h2~d!E

0

`

dkkd23 cothkL cosh 2kz2h2~d!E
0

`

dkkd23 coshkzsinhkz.

~30!

In a general way, the regularization process is achieved by introducing exponential cut-off
lators and after that the identification of the poles of the regularized quantity by means
Laurent series expansion around some point, i.e., the negative power portion of such serie
that instead of imposing renormalization conditions over the 1PI correlation functions, we
simply subtract the singular part of the Laurent series around some point, by the introduct
the counterterms. Let us assumezÞ0 andzÞL. A straightforward calculation gives

f 2~L,m,d,z!um505
1

2
h2~d!F E

0

`

dkkd23~cothkL21!cosh 2kz

1E
0

`

dkkd23~cosh 2kz2sinh 2kz!G . ~31!

In the first integral for largek, (cothkL21) has the behavior (cothkL21);e22kL. Moreover, the
second integral in Eq.~31! is ultraviolet finite forzÞ0. Let us definex5kL andq5kz in the first
and second integrals above, respectively. Then Eq.~31! becomes

f 2~L,m,d,z!um505
1

2
h2~d!

1

Ld22 E
0

`

dxxd23~cothx21! coshS 2z

L
xD

1
1

2
h2~d!

1

zd22 E
0

`

dqqd23~cosh 2q2sinh 2q!. ~32!

The second term in the above equation gives us the well known result that for a massless m
coupled scalar field̂w2(x)& diverges as 1/z2 if we approach the plate.16 In order to analyze the
polar part off 2(L,0,d,z), we use the definition of the gamma function. Let us defineI 1(n,m) and
I 2(m,b) by
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I 1~m,n!5E
0

`

dxxm21e2nx5
1

nm G~m!, Re~m!.0, Re~n!.0, ~33!

and

I 2~m,b!5E
0

`

dxxm21e2bx~cothx21!5212mG~m!zS m,
b

2
11D , Re~b!.0, Re~m!.1,

~34!

wherez(z,a) is the Riemann zeta function defined by9

z~z,a!5 (
n50

`
1

~n1a!z , Re~z!.1, aÞ0,21,22 ,... . ~35!

Then, using Eqs.~33!–~35! in Eq. ~32! we have that

f 2~L,m,d,z!um505
1

2
h2~d!

1

Ld22 F222dG~d22!S zS d22,
z

L
11D

1zS d22,2
z

L
11D D G1

1

~2z!d22 h2~d!G~d22!. ~36!

Using the definition of the zeta function, it is evident that

1

Ld22 S zS d22,
z

L
11D1zS d22,2

z

L
11D D

5
1

Ld22 (
n50

`
1

~n1~11 z/L !!d22 1
1

~L2z!d22 1
1

Ld22 (
n51

`
1

~n1~12 z/L !!d22 . ~37!

We see that the regularizedf 2(L,0,d,z) has two poles of order (d22) in z50 and inz5L. Note
that the residues of the poles inz50 and in z5L are L independent. Since the domain o
analyticity of the zeta function isd.3, the cased53 must be studied separately. Differe
treatments ford53 andd54 simply express the fact that infrared divergences are more seve
lower dimensions.

We will go back to Eq.~23!, studying the casem2Þ0, to see how the IR divergences pop u
in them2→0 limit. It is important to stress that, only in theNN BC case, we have IR divergence
for massless fields, coming from the termn50, i.e., Eq.~22! is IR finite for m50. A straightfor-
ward calculation yields

f 2~L,m,d,z!5
1

2
h2~d!E

0

`

dr
rd22

~r21m2!1/2

cosh~~L22z!~r21m2!1/2!

sinh~L~r21m2!1/2!
. ~38!

Defining s5(r21m2)1/2 and using the fact thatd53, we have

f 2~L,m,d,z!ud535
1

2
h2~3!F E

m

`

ds~cothsL21!cosh 2sz1E
m

`

ds~cosh 2sz2sinh 2sz!G .
~39!

The second integral in the above expression is convergent forzÞ0, and, definingv52sz, it
becomes
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1

4z
h2~3!E

2mz

`

dve2v5
1

4z
h2~3!G~1,2mz!, ~40!

where G(a,x) is the incomplete gamma function. Consequently, we have a simple polez
50. Again, the residue of this pole isL independent. To complete the regularization procedure
now have to analyze the first integral of Eq.~39!:

1

2
h2~3!E

m

`

ds~cothsL21! cosh 2sz5
1

8L
h2~3!E

2mL

`

du
e~z/L ! u

eu21
1

1

8L
h2~3!E

2mL

`

du
e2 ~z/L ! u

eu21
.

~41!

The second integral on the right side of Eq.~41! is convergent and the first one has a simple p
at z5L, again with anL independent residue.

As we have already taken care of the ultraviolet divergences, let us study the infrared
gent piece~for m50! of f 2(L,m,d,z)ud53 . Let us call this piecef 2* (L,m,d,z)ud53 . Note that we
introduce an ultraviolet cut-off in order to use the Bernoulli representation of the integrand

f 2* ~L,m,d,z!ud535
1

4L
h2~3!S E

mL

2p

du
e~z/L ! u

eu21
1E

mL

2p

du
e2 ~z/L ! u

eu21 D . ~42!

Writing the integrand using the Bernoulli polynomials it is not difficult to show that

f 2* ~L,m,3,z!5
1

2L
h2~3!B0S z

L D ln S 2p

mLD1regular part ~ f 2* ~L,m,z!!. ~43!

From the previous discussion, we can conclude that, in order to eliminate the ultra
divergences of the theory we have to introduce counterterms as surface interactions, and
quently the full action will have the following form for both fieldsw1 andw2 :

S~w!5E
0

L

dzE dd21r S 1

2
~]w!21

1

2
m2w21

1

4!
lw4D1E dd21r ~c1w2~rW,0!1c2w2~rW,L !!.

~44!

We have seen that, to renormalize the theory, counterterms corresponding to surface inter
are required. We conjecture that one can avoid this difficulty by equipping the model with aw1

2w2
2

interaction. Then, thez dependent pieces of each tadpole may cancel each other out, and th
fields develop a size dependent massDm2 proportional togL22, as for the singlew4 model at
finite temperature. The study of theO(2) symmetric model is under investigation by the autho

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we studied finite size effects in an interacting field theory, with broken tra
tion invariance. We calculated the vacuum activity for an anisotropic model, between two pa
plates in ad dimensional Euclidean space. It has been possible to obtain closed expressio
^w1

2(x)& and^w2
2(x)&, for fields satisfyingDD andNN BCs, respectively. We presented a mod

having the interesting property that thez-dependent part of the tadpole graphs forDD and NN
BCs have the same modulus and opposite signs. This fact could explain the boundednes
renormalized vacuum expectation value of the energy-stress tensor of the electromagnetic
the Casimir-like configuration.

There are several directions in which the finite size effects for systems with breakin
translational invariance which may deserve further research. They are, to mention a few of
the study ofinteracting fermions, the nonlinears model in domains with one finite direction an
(d21) infinite directions,17 and, finally, as a straightforward extension of this work, the study
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the O(2) symmetric model at the two-loop approximation. As discussed in the Introduction
should prove that the the renormalization program can be implemented beyond the on
approximation, where overlapping divergences emerge.
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Cosmological implications of a nonseparable 5D solution
of the vacuum Einstein field equations

Takao Fukui,a) Sanjeev S. Seahra,b) and Paul S. Wessonc)

Department of Physics, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1, Canada

~Received 29 March 2001; accepted for publication 13 August 2001!

An exact class of solutions of the 5D vacuum Einstein field equations~EFEs! is
obtained. The metric coefficients are found to be nonseparable functions of time
and the extra coordinatel and the induced metric onl 5const hypersurfaces has the
form of a Friedmann–Robertson–Walker cosmology. The 5D manifold and 3D and
4D submanifolds are in general curved, which distinguishes this solution from
previous ones in the literature. The singularity structure of the manifold is explored:
some models in the class do not exhibit a big bang, while others exhibit a big bang
and a big crunch. For the models with an initial singularity, the equation of state of
the induced matter evolves from radiation-like at early epochs to Milne-like at late
times and the big bang manifests itself as a singular hypersurface in 5D. The
projection of comoving 5D null geodesics onto the 4D submanifold is shown to be
compatible with standard 4D comoving trajectories, while the expansion of 5D null
congruences is shown to be in line with conventional notions of the Hubble expan-
sion. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1407836#

I. INTRODUCTION

The vacuum EFEs for space–time plus an extra dimension are given in terms of the
tensor byRAB50 (A,B50 – 3,4). These contain the field equations of general relativity, whic
terms of the Einstein tensor and an induced energy-momentum tensor areGab58pTab (a,b
50 – 3). The latter is obtained by a well-known technique.1 Mathematically it can depend ong4a ,
g44 and derivatives ofgab with respect tox45 l , while physically it can describe a perfect flui
with densityr and pressurep. If there is no dependency onl , the equation of state is that o
radiation or ultrarelativistic particles,p5r/3.2 If there is dependency onl , a wide range is
available for the equation of state.3 What are often referred to as the standard 5D cosmolog
models were found as a class of solutions ofRAB50 by Ponce de Leon.4 These solutions are
separable in the time (t), space (r ,u,f) and the extra coordinate (l ). On the hypersurfacesl
5const, which we labelS l ; they reduce to the standard Friedmann–Robertson–Walker~FRW!
models of 4D cosmology with flat space sections (k50). The class depends on one dimensionl
parameter which fixes the scale-factora for the dynamics and the equation of state for the mat
It includes thea5t2/3, p50 Einstein–de Sitter solution for the late universe, and thea5t1/2, p
5r/3 radiation solution for the early universe. However, the Ponce de Leon solutions ar
unique as the 5D analysis of the standard 4D FRW solutions.

In Sec. II, we obtain a nonseparable solution of the scale factor. Sections III and IV
devoted to cosmological implications, i.e., singularities and geodesics, respectively. Sectio
for comments.

II. NONSEPARABLE SOLUTION

A class of solutions which is mathematically different and physically reasonable has a 5D
element given by

a!Electronic mail: fukui@sciborg.uwaterloo.ca Permanent address: Dokkyo University, Soka, Saitama 340-0042, J
b!Electronic mail: ssseahra@sciborg.uwaterloo.ca
c!Electronic mail: wesson@astro.uwaterloo.ca
51950022-2488/2001/42(11)/5195/7/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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dS25sH dt22a2F dr2

~12kr2!
1r 2dV2G J 1eb2dl2. ~1!

Herek561,0 describes the 3D curvature,dV2[du21sin2 udf2 describes the 2D spherical ge
ometry, ande561 describes the nature of the extra dimension. The functionss5s( l ), a
5a(t,l ), b5b(t,l ) are to be fixed by the 5D field equations. We have studied the latter, par
larly with regard to the 4D properties of matter. Hereafter we employc5G51 unit system, that
is, L5M5T.

A simple class of solutions ofGAB50 is obtained if we writes5const[s0, â[]a/] l
5 f ( l )b ~here and henceforth, we use hats to denote]/] l !. Then the scale factors for ordinar
space–time and the extra dimension are

a5A2Ft21gt1h, ~2!

b5
22es0f f̂ t21ĝt1ĥ

2 f a
. ~3!

HereF[es0f 21k, g5g( l ) andh5h( l ) are functions, so includingf 5 f ( l ) we have three such
There exists a relation between these, set by the field equations. It is

h52
g21k

4F
, ~4!

wherek is a constant with the physical dimensions of~length!2. In terms of this, the 3D scale
factor ~2! is given by

a252
@~2Ft2g!21k#

4F
. ~5!

The extra-dimensional scale-factor~3! is given by

b52
@4es0f f̂ Ft222ĝF2t1gĝF2es0f f̂ ~g21k!#

4a f F2 . ~6!

The new solutions have some properties in common with the Ponce de Leon cosmologie4 and
some which are different. The Ponce de Leon solutions only exist fore521, but the new ones
havee561 so the extra dimension can be spacelike or timelike. Other~wavelike! solutions are
known fore511,5 but the new solutions open the way to testing the signature of the 5D man
by observations of the 4D properties of matter as given by~8! and ~9!. The solution~6! is in
general somewhat complicated, but we will not be much concerned with it because it is~5! which,
via the Friedmann equations, determines the properties of matter. These for perfect fluid me
Einstein’s equations read as usual

Gab58pTab58p@~r1p!uaub2pgab#. ~7!

Here the four-velocitiesua[dxa/ds are defined in terms of the 4D intervals, which is included
in S of ~1!, and we haveua5(1,0,0,0). Then the density and pressure are given by

8pr

3
52

e f 2

a2 2
k

4s0a4 , ~8!

8pp5
e f 2

a2 2
k

4s0a4 . ~9!

We recover FRW-like models onS l that contain an exotic type of induced matter, with an equa
of state which follows from~8! and ~9!,
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p5
r

3 F12
8es0a2f 2

~4es0a2f 21k!G . ~10!

This equation of state is manifestly dependent on time and completes the formal part
analysis, which a fast computer package6 has confirmed. The form of these relations sugges
two-fluid model as used in solutions of straight general relativity. The first terms in~8! and~9! by
themselves imply (r13p)50, which is the 4D signature of matter with zero gravitation
density.1,7 This kind of matter has been suggested as relevant to cosmic strings, i.e., open
with subrelativity transverse motions,8 and K-matter which existence mentions the possibility o
universe dominated by cosmic strings,9 to zero-point fields required by quantum theory10,11and to
extreme sources for the Reissner–Nordstro¨m metric which require that the material contents of t
sphere has no effect on gravitational interactions at its center.12 The second terms in~8! and~9! by
themselves implyp5r/3, which of course means photon-like matter. These identifications
supported by the behavior of the scale-factor~2! or ~5!, where the latter may vary ast1/2 in the
radiation model or ast in the empty~Milne! model. They become exact when in~8! and ~9! f
→0, andk→0, respectively. Or on a givenS l hypersurface, we find in~2! that ast→`, a(t,l )
→`—provided thatF,0—which implies in~10! that p→2r/3. This is the equation of state o
the Milne, or empty universe where the gravitational density of matter is zero. Hence, it mig
understood that the 4D cosmologies on theS l hypersurface are asymptotically empty ast→`.
However, it should be noted thatr, p of ~8! and~9! refer to the total density and pressure, and t
any split is in general arbitrary in the absence of information about the particles which ma
the matter. Some of the latter may, in principle, be of nonstandard type, sinceg445eb2(t,l )
describes a 3D homogeneous scalar-field.1 This can manifest itself in 4D as a time-depende
cosmological ‘‘constant,’’ as required to harmonize astrophysical data on the age o
universe.13,14A time-dependent scalar field generalizes the constant vacuum of Einstein’s th
whose density and pressure are given in terms of the cosmological constant byr52p5L/8p.
The positiveL is concluded by revisiting the Tinsley diagram with the recent determination
the Hubble constants.15

III. SINGULARITIES

The age of the universe is defined in 4D models as the time elapsed since the big bang,
latter concept has to be treated carefully in 5D models. In solutions of the 5D field equa
which are flat in 5D but contain a curved space which is singular in 4D, the big bang has
identified as a defect of the geometry.1,4

To analyze the early behavior of the 4D cosmologies embedded in~1!, we need to establish
whether or not these models contain big bang singularities. Related to this issue is the natur
singularity structure of 5D manifold as related to the singularity structure of the 4D submani
It is well known that the 5D Ponce de Leon cosmological metrics contain 4DS l hypersurfaces tha
precisely mimic standard FRW cosmologies complete with a big bang singularity. Howeve
5D manifold is flatRBCD

A 50, which suggests that the 4D big bang is merely a consequence o
way in which theS l hypersurfaces are embedded in 5D Minkowski space, or, equivalently
choice of 5D coordinates. The Ponce de Leon solutions are flat in 3D, curved in 4D and~perhaps
surprisingly! flat in 5D.1,16 That is, the Riemann–Christoffel tensors for 5D and 4D areRBCD

A

50 andRbgd
a Þ0, so a flat manifold smoothly embeds a curved one~locally!, like 3D Euclidean

space embeds the 2D surface of the Earth. We wish to address the issue of whether or
present manifold~1! is curved or flat, and whether or not it contains a genuine singularity.

A direct attack on the problem could entail the calculation of the 5D Kretschmann curv
invariantK[RABCDRABCD for ~1!. The divergence of this quantity is usually interpreted as be
indicative of a curvature singularity in the manifold.1,17 However, the calculation ofK for ~1! is
difficult, even by computer. We can make some headway by considering a special case defi

e521, k50, f ~ l !51/A2s0, g~ l !5 l . ~11!
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In this model we have

a~ t,l !5A~ t1 l !21k

2
. ~12!

The associated curvature invariant is

K5
72k2

s0
2@~ t1 l !21k#4 . ~13!

The scale factora(t,l ) goes to zero and the Kretschmann scalarK becomes infinity along the
hypersurfaces

05t1 l 6A2k. ~14!

Clearly, there will be no curvature singularity fork.0. Therefore, for at least one specific cas
we find that the manifold~1! is curved in 5D and singular where the scale factora(t,l ) vanishes,
in sharp contrast with the Ponce de Leon solutions. For the present model, the density and p
of ~8! and ~9! will diverge in general asa→0 along the hypersurfaces of~14!.

It is interesting to note thatK50 for k50 in the model presented above. Indeed, an anal
of the general metric~1! via computer shows thatRBCD

A 50 for k50. In this eventuality, the scale
factor ~2! with ~4! becomes

a~ t,l !5
g~ l !t12h~ l !

2h1/2~ l !
, ~15!

which is linear in time, just like the scale factor for the Milne universe~indeed, the equation o
state of the induced matter isp52r/3!. So thek50 case entails induced matter with ze
gravitational density, is curved in 4D and is flat in 5D. However, it bears repeating that whk
Þ0, it is possible to have curved 5D solutions.

Now, by analogy with the standard FRW model, it is obvious that the 4D submanifolds oS l

will be singular for timest* ( l ) such thata(t* ,l )50, an epoch commonly referred as the b
bang. Solvinga(t* ,l )50 in ~5! for t* gives two solutions:

t
*
6~ l !5

g~ l !6A2k

2F
. ~16!

Two things are apparent from this result. First, there can be no 4D big bang ifk.0. This is in
agreement with the special case presented above, where the scale factor can only vank
<0. Second, we see that ifk,0, there are two separate singularities, or, in other words, two
bangs inF,0. These 4D events are located on the two 4D hypersurfaces defined by~16!. In the
neighborhood of the big bang,a2(t

*
61dt,l );a* ( l )dt wherea* ( l ) is some function ofl at t

5t
*
6 . The equation of state of the cosmological matter is then

p5
r

3 Fk2ã* ~ l !dt

k1ã* ~ l !dt G5
r

3
2O~dt !, ~17!

whereã* ( l ) is some other function ofl . As dt→0, we recoverp5r/3. So, near the big bang~s!,
the induced matter behaves like radiation while at late times it behaves like the matter in the
model.

Finally, we consider the caseF.0, which is guaranteed fore51 andk50,1 since we must
haves0.0. If we also havek,0, it is clear that onS l , a(t,l ) is real only betweent

*
2 and t

*
1 .

This is a cosmological model with both a big bang and a big crunch, similar to the standk
511 FRW metrics. There therefore exists a hiearchy of 4D cosmologies on theS l hypersurfaces.
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If k,0, then the issue of whether each of the cosmologies is forever expanding or destined
in a big crunch is entirely determined by the value off ( l ) on that hypersurface. Ifk>0, the
quantity inside the radical in the definition ofa(t,l ) in ~5! will be less than or equal to zero for a
times, which makesa(t,l ) complex and has the effect of switching the signature of the (x1,x2,x3)
coordinates from spacelike to timelike~this also happens fort¹@ t

*
2 ,t

*
1# if k,0!. Table I sum-

marizes all the cases discussed in this section for both the global 5D geometry and the t
cosmology embedded on theS l hypersurfaces.

IV. GEODESICS

The possibility the test particles move on higher dimensional geodesics has been stud
many authors.1,18–20In particular, it has recently been demonstrated that particles that are ma
in 5D appear to be massive in 4D.21 In this section, we examine the 5D null and comovi
geodesics of the metric~1! for the e521 case and identify the 4D GR limit.

We takee521 and defineS2[s0 . Then, the metric~1! may be written as

dS25@Sdt1b~ t,l !dl#@Sdt2b~ t,l !dl#2S2a2~ t,l !ds3
2 , ~18!

whereS2a2(t,l )ds3
2 represents the spatial three-metric, with

ds3
25

dr2

12kr2 1r 2dV2. ~19!

Now, since the terms in square brackets represent a two-dimensional manifold, which m
conformally flat, it is in principle possible to find a coordinate transformation

h5h~ t,l !, j5j~ t,l ! ~20!

that will cast the metric in the form

dS25C~h,j!dhdj2S2a2~h,j!ds3
2 . ~21!

Then, the null geodesics of the manifold that are spatially comoving (ds3
250) are just thedh

50 or dj50 trajectories. However, the transformation~20! is not immediately obvious. There
fore, we must be content with an indirect analysis of the properties of the 5D null-comoving p

Consider the vectors

kA]A5
1

&S
] t1

1

&b~ t,l !
] l , ~22!

NA]A5
1

&S
] t2

1

&b~ t,l !
] l . ~23!

They satisfy

kAkA50, NANA50, kANA51. ~24!

TABLE I. Characteristics of the 5D manifold and the 4D cosmologies embedded on theS l hypersurfaces.

F,0 F.0

k.0 andRBCD
A Þ0 in general no big bang a(t,l ) is complex

k50, RBCD
A 50 one big bang a(t,l ) is complex

k,0 andRBCD
A Þ0 in general two big bangs big bang and big crunch
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Both kA andNA are tangent to null geodesics and can be thought of as the principal and aux
vectors of a null congruence. They both share the same parametrization, defined by

dt

dl
5

1

&S
,

dl

dl
51

1

&b~ t,l !
~ for kA!,

52
1

&b~ t,l !
~ for NA!. ~25!

In order to determine ifl is a 5D affine parameter, we calculate

kA¹AkB5F 1

&S

]

]t
ln b~ t,l !GkB, ~26!

with a similar expression forNA. ¹A is the 5D covariant derivative operator. This shows thatl is
not a 5D affine parameter. However, it is easy to see that the 4D projections ofkA andNA ontoS l

satisfy the 4D geodesic equation for timelike geodesics. Therefore,l is the 4D proper timet
5St comoving geodesics~up to a constant prefactor!. This is an excellent example of how a nu
path in 5D can appear to be the trajectory of a massive particle in 4D.

We now explore the possibility that galaxies travel along 5D trajectories described by~22! or
~23!. The tangent space to the null vectorskA andNA is necessarily three dimensional and has
metric

qAB5gAB2kANB2kBNA , ~27!

which gives

qABdxAdxB52S2a2~ t,l !ds3
2 . ~28!

It is clear that the tangent space ofkA andNA is equivalent to thet5const,l 5const three-surface
of the 5D manifold. Hence, observers traveling along 5D null-comoving geodesics 4D com
geodesics~confined toS l) share the same tangent space, which suggests that they will obser
world around them in the same manner. In particular, we can calculate the expansionQ of a
congruence of 5D geodesics with tangent vectorkA. For nonaffinity parametrized geodesics,Q is
given by

Q5¹AkA2NBkA¹AkB. ~29!

Plugging in expression forkA andNA, we get

Q5
3

a S 1

&S

]a

]t
1

1

&b~ t,l !

]a

] l D 5
3

a

da

dl
. ~30!

Since the expansion scalar represents the fractional rate of change in the three-volumedV of the
congruence, i.e.,Q5(dV)21d(dV)/dl, we see thatdV;a3(l) as expected. That is, an observ
in a galaxy traveling along a 5D null-comoving geodesic will see the other galaxies receding
in a Hubble-like expansion with scale factora(l) ~recall thatl5&t).

We are now in a position to identify the 4D limit of the theory. The geodesic paths desc
by kA and NA would be identical to 4D geodesics ifdl50, that is, they are confined toS l

hypersurfaces. This will be true ifudl/dtu5b21(t,l )!1, which can be physically interpreted a
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demanding that large changes in the 4D proper timet be accompanied by small changes in t
extra coordinatel . This can be accomplished in thee521 case by choosingf ( l ) ands0 such that
u f ( l )u!1 and @ f 2( l )s02k#.0, which ensures thata(t,l ) is real ast→`. In terms of the toy
model ~11!, we recover the 4D limit forS→`.

V. COMMENTS

The new nonseparable solution~2! gives a physical meaning of the coefficientsK1 and K2

which appear in the solution of the scale factor.22 That is, these constants and the coefficient oft2

as well are originated inf ( l ),g( l ) andh( l ) on the hypersurfaceS l . This helps us to consider th
special case~11!.

The physical big bang in 4D is a hypersurface in 5D. This kind of behavior has been obs
in other 5D solutions, e.g., in a ‘‘wavelike’’ class of exact cosmological solutions which look
waves propagating in the fifth dimension.23 For the example just considered, the 4D big bang
akin to a 5D shock wave.24 It is different to what happens in the Ponce de Leon cosmologi4

because of the nonseparable nature of the solutions. In general, 5D cosmologies where the
bang is a geometrical effect have major implications for the early universe, notably in rega
particle masses during the inflationary epoch25 and the thermalization of photons by the partic
mass varying quadratically with the time during the subsequent radiation epoch.26 The 5D cos-
mologies imply the variability of the masses of all particles.1 The precise nature of the transfo
mation~20! for general choices off ( l ),g( l ) andh( l ) will naturally give us closed form solution
for the comoving null geodesic equation and enable us to study those cosmological phenom
the early universe. These studies and a study of timelike 5D geodesics (e51) are left for future
work.
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Batalin–Tyutin quantization of the spinning particle model
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The spinning particle model for anyon is analyzed in the Batalin–Tyutin scheme of
quantization in extended phase space. Here additional degrees of freedom are in-
troduced in the phase space such that all the constraints in the theory are rendered
first class, that is, commuting in the sense of Poisson brackets. Thus the theory can
be studied without introducing the Dirac brackets which appear in the presence of
noncommuting or second class constraints. In the present case the Dirac brackets
make the configuration space of the anyon noncanonical and also, being dynamical
variable dependent, poses problems for the quantization program. We show that
previously obtained results~e.g., gyromagnetic ratio of anyon being 2! are recov-
ered in the Batalin–Tyutin variable independent sector in the extended space. The
Batalin–Tyutin variable contributions are significant and are computable in a
straightforward manner. The latter can be understood as manifestations of the non-
commutative space–time in the enlarged phase space. ©2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1405847#

I. INTRODUCTION

Theoretical models for anyons,1 excitations of arbitrary spin and statistics
211-dimensions, have been proposed from different perspectives, the most popular one
the point-charge Chern–Simons gauge field interacting theory2 and the later symplectic model
~SMs!3,4 and the spinning particle models~SPMs!.5,6 The SM and SPM can be related to the any
field equation proposed in Ref. 7. It has been questioned8 whether the former interacting theory
a minimal description of the anyon. The latter models are free from complications of this typ
both of them agree regarding results@such as rigidity of the angular momentum and the gyrom
netic ratio~g! being equal to 2# for free anyons as well as anyons interacting with Abelian exte
gauge field, respectively.

However, the SMs or SPMs are also interesting from another point of view. They have a
connection with the noncommutative space–time theories, which have created a lot of in
lately.9

In SMs,4 the symplectic structure has been posited, which gives rise to the noncommuta
in the particle configuration space. On the other hand, in SPMs,5,6 the above mentioned feature
a result of the constraint structure of the model. The set of second class constraints~SCCs!, with
noncommuting Poisson brackets~PBs! ~in the sense of Dirac classification scheme10!, induces
nontrivial Dirac brackets~DBs! among the coordinate variables. Since we will concentrate
SPMs6 in the present work, these comments will be elaborated.

Let us now impose a bit of caution on the methodology of evaluation of theg value of anyon
in SMs and SPMs. One compares the Hamiltonian~in the former4! and equations of motion~in the
latter6! with the corresponding expressions obtained for a charged particle with spin in backg
electromagnetic fieldin conventional (commuting) configuration space. The validity of this match-
ing procedure can be questioned on the grounds that the nature of the configuration space
two systems that are being compared are qualitatively different. But more importantly, the
tization procedure runs into trouble due to operator ordering ambiguities in the DBs in SP

a!Electronic mail: sghosh@isical.ac.in
52020022-2488/2001/42(11)/5202/10/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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SPMs. This complication arises since in theories with nonlinear constraints, the DBs can in
dynamical variables, which is true for the present case. When these DBs are elevated to c
tation relations in the process of quantization, the above mentioned feature creates proble

Finally ~as has been pointed out before5,6!, the induced nonvanishing DB algebr
@Aa(x,t), Ab(y,t)# between supposedly ‘‘external’’ electromagnetic field variables makes us w
der as to how far the treatment of the gauge fields being nondynamical is justified. The pro
related to the noncanonical nature of the coordinate system have also been discussed in

Now we come to the motivation of the present work. All of the above problems ca
naturally addressed in the Batalin–Tyutin~BT! quantization scheme12 ~which is a particular type
of the more general quantization method13!, where additional phase space degrees of freedom~BT
variables! are introduced in such a way that existing SCCs are converted into~Abelian! first class
constraints~FCCs, see Ref. 10!, thereby enhancing the gauge symmetry of the extended sys
Thus the problematic DBs can be avoided. One can resort to Dirac quantization of FCC sy
by requiring that the physical states obey the FCCs~i.e., FCCuphysical state&50!. Or else one can
work in a convenient gauge where the problematic DBs do not appear. Later on we will u
first alternative.

Apart from the above reasons, we will find that by its own right, the problem of BT exten
of SPMs has several interesting features, some of them not addressed in the literature. F
SCC system in SPMs can be expressed5,6 in a covariant~and neat! form which, however, is
reducible, that is, the SCCs, are not independent. The BT formulation has been develop
irreducible or independent set of SCCs only. This forces us to choose an independent set o
thereby losing manifest covariance. As an unsolved problem, it will be interesting to study th
extension of a generic reducible SCC system.

Let us put the present work in its proper perspective. We have developed a framewo
treating the spinning particle model as an FCC system in a BT-extended phase space wh
background space–time is normal~that is, commuting!, so that comparison between results o
tained for anyons and analogous models in conventional space–time do not pose any am
~In particular, we will recover the result that for anyonsg52, but will indicate the presence o
correction terms as well.! Also the canonical quantization program is rigorous since DBs do
appear and so operator ordering problems are absent in the canonical commutation relatio

Lastly we note that the present BT extension is classical in the sense that operator or
problems in the extended system have not been addressed.14

The article is organized as follows: in Sec. II we briefly reproduce the skeleton of BT for
ism. This will also help us to fix the notations. We quickly introduce the SPM in Sec. III
completeness. Section IV is devoted to developing the BT extension of SPMs. This constitu
main body of our work. Section V deals with the quantization procedure and recoverin
previous results. In Sec. VI we conclude with a discussion and some future lines of work.

II. BATALIN–TYUTIN FORMULATION

In this section we state the main results of BT prescription12 to be used. The basic idea behin
the scheme is to introduce additional phase space variables~BT variables! fa

a , besides the exist-
ing physical degrees of freedom (q,p), such thatall the constraints in the extended system a
reduced to FCCs. This means that one has to modify the original constraints and Hamil
accordingly by putting BT-extension terms in them. The way to achieve this at the classica
has been proved in Ref. 12. Let us consider a set of constraints (Qa

a ,C l) and a Hamiltonian
operatorH with the following Poisson Bracket~PB! relations,

$Qa
a~q,p!,Qb

b~q,p!%'Dab
ab ~q,p!Þ0, $Qa

a~q,p!,Cb
l ~q,p!%'0,

~1!

$C l~q,p!,Cn~q,p!%'0, $C l~q,p!,H~q,p!%'0.
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In the above (q,p) are referred to as physical variables and ‘‘'’’ means that the equality holds o
the constraint surface and$pa ,xb%5gab ; gab5diag(1,21,21). ClearlyQa

a andC l are SCC and
FCC,10 respectively. The latter are responsible for gauge invariance and the former can be u
operator identities provided one uses the DBs10 as defined:

$A~q,p!,B~q,p!%DB5$A,B%2$A,Qa
a%Dab

ab$Qb
b ,B%, Dab

ab Dbc
bg5dc

adg
a . ~2!

However, in systems with nonlinear SCCs, in general the DBs can become dynamical va
dependent5,6,15 due to the$A,Qa

a% andDab
ab terms, leading to problems for the quantization p

gram. To cure this type of pathology, BT formalism is a systematic framework where one
duces the BT variablesfa

a , obeying

$fa
a ,fb

b%5vab
ab52vba

ba , ~3!

wherevab
ab is a constant~or at most a c-number funtion! matrix, with the aim of modifying the

SCCQa
a(q,p) to Q̃a

a(q,p,fa
a) such that

$Q̃a
a~q,p,f!,Q̃b

b~q,p,f!%50, Q̃a
a~q,p,f!5Qa

a~q,p!1Sn51
` Q̃a

a(n)~q,p,f!, Q̃a(n)'O~fn!.
~4!

The explicit terms in the above expansion are12

Q̃a
a(1)5Xab

ab fb
b , Dab

ab 1Xag
ac vcd

gdXbd
bd50, ~5!

Q̃a
a(n11)52

1

n12
fd

dvdg
dcXcb

gbBba
ba(n) , n>1, ~6!

Bba
ba(1)5$ũb

b(0) ,ũa
a(1)%(q,p)2$ũa

a(0) ,ũb
b(1)%(q,p) , ~7!

Bba
ba(n)5Sm50

n $ũb
b(n2m) ,ũa

a(m)%(q,p)1Sm50
n $ũb

b(n2m) ,ũa
a(m12)% (f) , n>2. ~8!

In the above, we have defined

Xab
ab Xbc

bg5vab
ab vbc

bg5da
gdc

a . ~9!

A very useful idea is to introduce the improved variablef̃ (q,p) ~Ref. 12! corresponding to each
f (q,p),

f̃ ~q,p,f![ f ~ q̃,p̃!5 f ~q,p!1Sn51
` f̃ ~q,p,f!(n), f̃ (1)52fc

bvbg
cb Xbd

gd$ud
a , f %(q,p) , ~10!

f̃ (n11)52
1

n11
fc

bvbg
cb Xbd

gdG~ f !d
d(n) , n>1, ~11!

G~ f !b
b(n)5Sm50

n $ũb
b(n2m) , f̃ (m)%(q,p)1Sm50

(n22)$ũb
b(n2m) , f̃ (m12)%(f)1$ũb

b(n11) , f̃ (1)% (f) , ~12!

which have the property$Q̃a
a(q,p,f), f̃ (q,p,f)%50. It can be proved that extensions of th

original FCCC l and HamiltonianH are simply

C̃ l5C~ q̃,p̃!, H̃5H~ q̃,p̃!. ~13!

One can also reexpress the converted SCCs asQ̃a
a[Qa

a(q̃,p̃). The following identification theo-
rem,
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$Ã,B̃%5$A,B̃%DB , $Ã,B̃%uf505$A,B%DB , 0̃50, ~14!

will play a crucial role in our later application. Hence the outcome of the BT extension is
closed system of FCCs with the FC Hamiltonian given by

$Q̃a
a ,Q̃b

b%5$Q̃a
a ,C̃ l%5$Q̃a

a ,H%50, $C̃ l ,C̃n%'0, $C̃ l ,H%'0. ~15!

We will see that due to the nonlinearity in the SCCs, the extensions in the improved variable~and
subsequently in the FCCs and FC Hamiltonian! turn out to be infinite series. This type of situatio
has been encountered before.15

III. SPINNING PARTICLE MODEL REVISITED

The SPM proposed by us6 where an anyon interacts with aU(1) gauge field in
211-dimensions is given by the Lagrangian

L5S m2UaUa1
j 2

2
sabsab1m jeabcUasbcD 1/2

1eUaAa, ~16!

where

Ua5
dxa

dt
, sab5

1

2
eabcsc5Lc

a dLcb

dt
, Lc

aLcb5Lc
aLbc5gab.

Here (xa, Lab) is a Poincare´ group element and also a set of dynamical variables of the the
The canonical momenta are defined in the following way:5,6

pa52
]L

]Ua
[pa2eAa, Sab52

]L

]sab
[

1

2
eabcSc . ~17!

The phase space algebra is

$xa ,xb%50, $pa ,xb%5gab , $pa ,pb%5eFab5e~]aAb2]bAa!, ~18!

$Sa,Sb%5eabcSc , $Sa,L0b%5eabcL0
c , $L0a,L0b%50. ~19!

In the free theory, one encounters the following set of FCC and SCC, respectively:

C1[papa2m2'0, C2[p.S2
m j

2
'0,

Q1
a[L0a2

pa

m
'0, u2

a[Sabpb5eabcpbSc'0.

In the free theory,C1 andC2 are respectively the mass-shell condition and the Pauli–Luba
relation.

In the interacting theory, one obtains toO(e) the following set of FCCs and SCCs:

C1[papa2m21
2eFabp

a

p2 Q2
b'0, C2[p.S2

m j

2
1

e jFabp
a

2mp2 Q2
b'0, ~20!

Q1
a[L0a2

pa

m
'0, u2

a[Sabpb5eabcpbSc'0. ~21!
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Actually one can check thatSaSa5 j 2/4 , but this is not independent ofC l given above~20!. To
verify the constraint algebra after computing the PBs, one has to invoke the relatioSa

5( j /2m) pa, which is consistent with the SCCQ2
a and the normalization agrees with the fre

theory. The above relation is valid also at the level of DBs.6

Note that in the above set of SCCs,Q1
a has been imposed from outside such that the ang

coordinates are properly restricted. It is easy to ascertain that the SCCsQa
a form a reducible set,

since

paQ1a52 1
2 mQ1aQ1a , paQ2a50.

~With e50, these features are true for the free theory stated earlier.! However, one works with this
reducible set because the manifestly covariant structure simplifies calculations and on
invert5,6 the SCC algebra matrix perturbativly to get the DBs. ToO(e) we obtain the DB between
two generic field as6

$A,B%DB5$A,B%1
eFab

m2 $A,Q2
a%$Q2

b ,B%2
1

2
eabcSc$A,Q1a%$Q1b ,B%

1
1

2m
$A,Q2

a%$Q1a ,B%2
1

2m
$A,Q1

a%$Q2a ,B%. ~22!

In particular, the following DB,

$xa,xb%DB52
1

2m2 eabcSc1O~e!, ~23!

gives rise to the noncommutative space–time, which in turn generates the arbitrary spin co
tion in the angular momentum. Note that the algebra~23! is nontrivial in the free theory as well
Fixing the gauge conditionx05t as the proper time and usingC1 one ends up with the Hamil
tonian,

H5~m22p ip i !
1/22eA0 , ~24!

where the Q2
a dependent term has been dropped since we used DBs.6,5 To O(e) the

211-dimensional analog of the 311-dimensional Bargmann–Michel–Telegdi equation16 is

Ṡa5$H,Sa%DB5
e

m
FabSb . ~25!

Comparison with the original equation16 reveals thatg52 for the particle.
As we have mentioned before, the comparison has been carried out between the

system in noncommutative configuration space and the original Bargmann–Michel–Telegdi
tion in normal coordinate system.

The connection between our result and that of the SM4 is very direct but subtle. Remembe
that in SMs,4 a modified expression@with anO(eF) term# for the ‘‘mass-shell’’ condition is used
@In our analysis, an analogousQ2

a-dependent term in~24! was ‘‘strongly’’ put to zero since it was
proportional to the SCCs and we use DBs.# The analysis in the SM is for the FCC system
according to Dirac, where one demands that the FCCs annihilate the physical states.~In our BT
extended theory, we will also follow this route.! Now in Ref. 4, one solves perturbatively, fo
small e, the noncanonical symplectic algebra~which is equivalent to our DBs!, in terms of a set
of canonical phase space variables, and rewrites the Hamiltonian in terms of thesenewvariables
and finally compares this expression with the Hamiltonian of a charged particle in ord
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space–time. Again theg52 result4 is reproduced. Obviously this derivation4 also suffers from the
same conceptual drawback as the previous one.6 With this background, we now move on to the B
extension of the SPM.

IV. BATALIN–TYUTIN EXTENSION OF THE SPINNING PARTICLE MODEL

This section comprises of the main body of our work where we introduce the BT machin12

in order to take into account the SCCs of the theory but at the same time avoid using a n
nonical coordinate. As mentioned before, we now use a smaller set of SCCs which are irred
Also note that in the extended space the constraints will be modified and we can no longer u
original constraints to simplfy the SCC algebra. ChoosingQa

i as the irreducible set of SCCs, th
PB algebra is

$Qa
i ,Qb

j %5Dab
i j , ~26!

D11
i j 5

eFi j

m2 , ~27!

D12
i j 52F ~p.L!gi j 2p iL0 j1

e

m
e jbcFi

bScG52D21
j i , p.L5paL0a, ~28!

D22
i j 5@p0~p.S!e i j 1e~Fi j S21SbFbiSj1SiF jbSb#, S25SaSa. ~29!

Next, following ~5!, we need to computeXab
i j as the whole calculational scheme rests on t

quantity and its inverse. This we do perturbatively by first considering the free theory~i.e., e
50!, where

Q1
i [L0i2

pi

m
, Q2

i [e ibcpbSc , ~30!

$Qa
i ,Qb

j %5Dab
i j 5S 0 2~~p.L!gi j 2piL0 j !

~~p.L!gi j 2pjL0i ! p0~p.S!e i j D . ~31!

For the free theory we propose

Xab
i j ue50[xab

i j 5S 0 2~~p.L!gi j 2piL0 j !

gi j 1

2
p0~p.S!e i j D . ~32!

One can check thatxab
i j satisfies~5! for the free theory, provided we choosevab

ab5eabgab , e12

51. Since there is some arbitrariness involved inxab
i j and vab

ab , their choices are dictated b
convenience. The inverse is defined

xi j
abxbg

jk 5dg
agk

i ,
~33!

xjk
gd5S p0~p.S!

2~p.L! S e jk2
e j l plL0k

p0L00
D gjk

2
1

~p.L! S gjk1
pjL0k

p0L00
D 0

D .

This is an exact result. Now, for the interacting theory, we find toO(e),

Xab
i j 5xab

i j ~pa→pa!1eyab
i j , ~34!
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y11
i j 5

Fil L0l p
j

m2p0L00~pkL0k!
; y22

i j 5
1

2
~S0!2Fi j , ~35!

y21
i j 5

S0e rl F0rSl

p0~p.S!
gi j , ~36!

y12
i j 52

1

m
Fi

be jbcSc1
Fil L0l pke

jkp0~p.S!

2m2p0L00~pkL0k
1

S0e rl F0rSl

p0~p.S!
~~p.L!gi j 2piL0 j !. ~37!

The inverse, toO(e), is of the form

Xi j
ab5xi j

ab~pa→pa!2exik
am~p!ymn

kl ~p!xl j
nb~p!. ~38!

In the present work the explicit form ofXi j
ab will not be utilized. From the relation

Q̃a
i (1)5Xab

i j f j
b , ~39!

the explicit expressions forQ̃a
i (1) ~i.e., one BT variable extension term! are

Q̃1
i (1)52~gik~p.L!2p iL0k!fk

21e~y12
ik fk

21y11
ik fk

1!, ~40!

Q̃2
i (1)5 1

2 p0~p.S!e ikfk
21f1i1e~y21

ik fk
11y22

ik fk
2!. ~41!

We emphasize that the series forQ̃1
i andũ2

i do not terminate and the higher order terms inf i
a

can be derived by a straightforward but extremely tedious calculation. However, to check w
our target of converting SCCs to FCCs has really been achieved~to O(e)!, one can convince
oneself that

$~Qa
i 1Q̃a

i (1)!,~Qb
j 1Q̃b

j (1)!%501O~f!.

To check the cancellation ofO(f) terms,Qa
i (2) terms are required.

Now we move on to theone BT extensionof the physical degrees of freedom, i.e., t
improved variables. The BT extensions of the BT variables themselves will vanish. Let us st
constructing the extensions forpa. From the generic expression given in~10!, we have

p̃a(1)52fc
bvbg

cb Xbd
gd$Qd

d ,pa%(q,p)

5
e

m
~f2 j xj i

112f1 j xj i
21!Fia2ef i

2e ideSeFd
a

5
e

m
FiaF S f2 j

p0~p.S!

2~p.L! S e j i 2
e j l plL

0
i

p0L00
D1f i j

1

~p.L! S gi j 1
pjL0i

p0L00
D D G2ef i

2e ideSeFd
a .

~42!

In a straightforward manner, one can compute the rest of the improved variables, from the
tures given here:

x̃a(1)52fc
bvbg

cb Xbd
gd$Qd

d ,xa%(q,p)5
gai

m
~f2 j xj i

112f1 j xj i
21!1eaicSc~f2 jXji

122f1 jXji
22!, ~43!

S̃a(1)52fc
bvbg

cb Xbd
gd$Qd

d ,Sa%(q,p)

5eaicL0c~2f1 jXji
211f2 jXji

11!2~gai~p.S!2Sipa!~f2 jXji
122f1 jXji

22!, ~44!
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L̃0a(1)52fc
bvbg

cb Xbd
gd$Qd

d ,L0a%(q,p)5~gai~p.L!2L0ipa!~f1 jXji
222f2 jXji

12!. ~45!

These improved variables also comprise of infinite sequences of higher orderf i
a terms. As a

nontrivial consistency check, we have tested the validity of the assertion that, toO(f), Q̃a
a

[Qa
a(q̃,p̃) holds. To examine thetwo-f-term,O(f2)-terms inQ̃a

i and f̃ (q,p) are required. In the
next section we will make use of these results to redetermine theg-value for the anyon in the
extended phase space. However, as we have stressed before, the main achievement
consistent framework has been provided wherein quantization of the SPM is unambiguou
derivation of the previous results are more transparent.

V. APPLICATION— g IN EXTENDED SPACE

Let us start by recovering the ‘‘mass shell’’ conditionC̃1 in BT extended space, which i
simply given by

C̃1[p̃ap̃a2m21
2eF̃abp̃

a

p̃2 Q̃2
b'0. ~46!

Remembering thatall the improved variables are of the form

Ã~q,p,f!5A~q,p!1O~f!1..., F̃5F~ x̃!5F~x!1~]F !f1...,

and neglecting]F terms, it is clear thatf-independentpolynomialexpressions of relevant opera
tors will remain intact and, so, up to non-f terms, the previous relations survive. Hence proce
ing in the same way as before, in the extended space, one can compare the Schro¨dinger equation
to deriveg521O(f) for anyons. However, more work is to be done to ascertain whether
f-terms can contribute tog even in the nonrelativistic limitp0'm@upu used in Ref. 4. Notice tha
the Pauli–Lubanski relation is modified to

C̃2[p̃.S̃2
m j

2
1

e jF̃abp̃
a

2mp̃2 Q̃2
b'0.

This discussion corresponds to the SM model.4

Returning to our SPM model,6 we follow the discussion in Sec. III and introduce the gau

fixing condition forC̃1 to be x̃02t50 and obtain the Hamiltonian as

H̃5~m22p̃ ip̃ i1Q̃2
a2term!1/22eÃ0 . ~47!

We immediately notice that the Hamiltonian in extended space is not a rational function o
phase space variables and also that theQ2

a term cannot be dropped. But the theorem in~14! comes
to the rescue. TheQ2

a can contribute to the equations of motion of the generic formA8 5$H̃,Ã% by

terms proportional toQ̃2
a only since PBs in extended space withQ̃a

i vanish. So long as we ar
concerned with computing PBs, the theorem~14! can be applied without going to the details of th
explicit structure of the respective operators in the PB. Hence utilizing~14!, we can simply
transform the BMT equation of motion for the spin variable,6 in terms of the improved variables
and get

S8 a5
e

m
F̃abS̃b'

e

m
FabS̃b . ~48!

This is our cherished Bargmann–Michel–Telegdi equation for anyon in BT-extended space
viously in the the BT-extended space, the expression forg is modified tog521O(f) for anyons,
with the additional terms coming from the BT-variable dependent terms.
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To facilitate a comparison with the results obtained in the physical variable sector~without
introducing BT variables!, we can rewrite the improved variables by their physical counterpart
the BT extension terms. Since the phase space PB algebra~18!, ~19!, and~3! is trivially known, we
can computeṠa from ~51! in a straightforward way. Obviously it will be of the form

S8 a'
e

m
FabS̃b1O~f!. ~49!

In a restricted way, we can eliminate the BT variables in terms of the physical variables
adopt the Dirac quantization prescription for systems with FCCs only, where the physical se
Hilbert space is required to satisfyFCC uphysical state&50.17 In the present case, this reduces

Q̃a
i uph. st.&5C̃ l uph. st.&50. ~50!

Since we are interested in substituting the BT variables in the expression of the Hamilton
~47!, we can solve the constraints fore50 as the terms involving BT variables are already
O(e). This leads to the set of equations

Q̃1
i ue505Q1

i ue502~gi j ~p.L!2piLo j!f j
250,

~51!
Q̃2

i ue505Q2
i ue501f1i1 1

2 m2S0e ikfk
250.

From the solutions of the above equations, we find

f1i52Q2
i 2 1

2 m2S0e i j f j
2 ,

~52!

f2i5
Q1 j

~p.L! S gi j 1
piL0 j

p0L00
D .

Notice that the BT variables in this restricted derivation, being proportional toQa
i , are non-

vanishing even in the free theory since in the extended sectorQa
i are no longer the constraints.

should be emphasized that this is not the whole story sinceQ̃a
i consists of an infinite number o

terms. Also there are indications that higher order terms will survive even if, on top of our s
e restriction, we incorporate the nonrelativistic limit~that is,p0'm@upu, as has been done in Re
4!. On the other hand, putting these expressions in the BMT equation shows the leading t
g52 survives but there can be nontrivial velocity dependent corrections. Putting the BT var
back in ~49! we get the BMT equation completely in the physical sector.

VI. CONCLUSION

To conclude, in the present work we have formulated an extension of the spinning pa
model for anyon6 along the lines of Batalin–Tyutin quantization scheme.12 The reason behind
working in the extended phase space lies in the presence of nonlinear second class const
the model, which induce a noncanonical structure in the particle coordinate. Specificall
position coordinates become noncommuting, which creates a problem for the quantizatio
grams. Also this makes the comparison between results obtained here and in conventional
time models difficult. The gyromagnetic ratio of anyon was obtained to be 24,6 by invoking
precisely this type of matching.

To avoid this type of nontrivial structure in the space–time, the Batalin–Tyutin formalism12 is
adopted where extra BT variables are introduced in the phase space in such a way that
constraints become first class in the extended space and the problematic Dirac brackets
avoided. Hence the commuting space–time structure is kept intact. However, the price to
that the extensions of the constraints and relevant variables turn out to be infinite series~even to
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lowest order ine, the electromagnetic coupling!, with higher powers of BT variables. One has
be very careful in taking the nonrelativistic limit4 anda prior it is difficult to determine whether
the series will terminate or not.

In the present work we have computed explicitly the one-f extensions ofall the constraints
and degrees of freedom. From the nature of the extensions, it is clear the BT-variable indep
relations remain the same as the original ones. Hence one might say that the BT terms are
of the noncommuting space–time algebra. However, we note that these results are partia
sense that higher BT-variable terms may also contribute to this order of accuracy. One
immediate goals in this area is to compute explicitly effect of the BT-variable terms in obser
quantities, e.g.,g.

From another point of view, this work is significant since it may provide a mapping betw
theories innoncommutingspace–time on one hand, and theories in conventional configur
space with extraspin degrees of freedom. Subsequently, Batalin–Tyutin extension can be i
duced and one can check if results of simple noncommutative models9 are reproduced.

Another interesting problem of the formal kind is to develop the Batalin–Tyutin schem
reducible second class constraint systems, such as the spinning particle model in ma
covariant form. One has to be careful in introducing the BT variables since reducibility in
system will be reflected in the number of these degrees of freedom.

1See, for example, F. Wilczek,Fractional Statistics and Anyon Superconductivity~World Scientific, Singapore, 1990!.
2D. P. Arovas, P. Scrieffer, F. Wilczek, and A. Zee, Nucl. Phys. B251, 117 ~1985!; C. Hagen, Phys. Rev. D31, 2135
~1985!; G. W. Semenoff, Phys. Rev. Lett.61, 517 ~1988!.

3M. S. Plyuschay, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A7, 7045~1991!.
4C. Chou, V. P. Nair, and A. P. Polychronakos, Phys. Lett. B304, 105 ~1993!.
5A. J. Hanson and T. Regge, Ann. Phys.~N.Y.! 87, 498 ~1974!.
6S. Ghosh, Phys. Lett. B338, 235 ~1994!; Phys. Rev. D51, 5827~1995!; J. Phys. A30, L821 ~1997!.
7R. Jackiw and V. P. Nair, Phys. Rev. D43, 1933~1991!; M. S. Plyuschay, Phys. Lett. B262, 71 ~1991!; S. Ghosh and
S. Mukhopadhyay, Phys. Rev. D51, 6843~1995!.

8R. Jackiw and S.-Y. Pi, Phys. Rev. D42, 3500~1990!.
9See, for example, A. Connes, hep-th/9711162; V. P. Nair and A. Polychronakos, hep-th/0011172.

10P. A. M. Dirac,Lectures on Quantum Mechanics~Yeshiva University Press, New York, 1964!.
11I. B. Khriplovich, hep-th/0009218.
12I. A. Batalin and I. V. Tyutin, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A6, 3255~1991!.
13E. S. Fradkin and G. A. Vilkovisky, Phys. Lett. B55, 224~1975!; I. A. Batalin and E. S. Fradkin, Nucl. Phys. B279, 51

~1987!.
14I. A. Batalin, E. S. Fradkin, and T. E. Fradkina, Nucl. Phys. B314, 158 ~1989!.
15See, for example, N. Banerjee, R. Banerjee, and S. Ghosh, Nucl. Phys. B417, 257~1994!; Phys. Rev. D49, 1996~1994!;

Ann. Phys.~N.Y.! 241, 237 ~1995!; M.-U. Park and Y.-J. Park, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A13, 2179~1998!.
16V. Bargmann, L. Michel, and V. L. Telegdi, Phys. Rev. Lett.2, 435 ~1959!.
17See, for example, W. Oliveira and J. A. Neto, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A12, 4895~1997!; B. Chakraborty, R. P. Malik, and S

Ghosh, Nucl. Phys. B600, 351 ~2001!.
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Sequential quantum measurements
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A quantum effect is an operatorA on a complex Hilbert spaceH that satisfies 0
<A<I . We denote the set of quantum effects byE(H). The set of self-adjoint
projection operators onH corresponds to sharp effects and is denoted byP(H). We
define the sequential product ofA,BPE(H) by A+B5A1/2BA1/2. The main purpose
of this article is to study some of the algebraic properties of the sequential product.
Many of our results show that algebraic conditions onA+B imply that A and B
commute for the usual operator product. For example, ifA+B satisfies certain
distributive or associative laws, thenAB5BA. Moreover, if A+BPP(H), then
AB5BA andA+B5B or B+A5B if and only if AB5BA5B. A natural definition
of stochastic independence is introduced and briefly studied. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1407837#

I. INTRODUCTION

Two measurementsA and B cannot be performed simultaneously in general, so they
frequently executed sequentially. We denote byA+B a sequential measurement in whichA is
performed first andB second. We restrict our attention to yes–no measurements that have on
possible results usually taken to be 0 and 1. A paradigm situation is an optical bench in w
beam of particles prepared in a certain state is injected at the left and then subjected to a se
of filters F1 ,...,Fn . An individual particle either passes through a filterFi or does not so the filters
can be thought of as yes–no measurements. Particles that pass through all the filters
detection device at the right ofFn and are counted. Because of quantum interference, the ord
placement of the filters usually makes a difference. The resulting sequential measuremenF1

+F2+¯+Fn and the probability that a particle is detected is denoted byP(F1+F2+¯+Fn). In
practice, this probability is usually approximated by a relative long-run frequency. Thus, if a
numberNin of particles is injected andNout particles are detected, then

P~F1+F2+¯+Fn!'
Nin

Nout
.

Following the standard terminology, we call yes–no measurementseffects.1–3 For effectsA
andB, it is reasonable to assume that

P~A+B!5P~A!P~BuA!. ~1.1!

For a classical system,A and B are represented by sets andP is represented by a probabilit
measure. In this case we have

P~A+B!5
P~A!P~AùB!

P~A!
5P~AùB!

a!Electronic mail: sgudder@cs.du.edu
b!Electronic mail: nagy@math.ksu.edu
52120022-2488/2001/42(11)/5212/11/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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whenP(A)Þ0. Hence,A+B is represented byAùB and we writeA+B5AùB. But then

A+B5AùB5BùB5B+A

and this does not describe quantum interference. For this reason, we must abandon c
probability theory and we are forced to employ quantum probability theory. For example, letA and
B be polarizing filters in planes perpendicular to the particle beam, whereA polarizes vertically
andB at a 45° angle. If the incoming beam is prepared in a state of horizontal polarization
A+B will transmit no particles, whileB+A will transmit particles. In this case,A+BÞB+A.

In quantum mechanics, sharp effects are represented by self-adjoint projection operato
complex Hilbert spaceH and general effects that may be unsharp~imprecise! are represented by
operators onH satisfying 0<A<I .1–3 This latter condition means that

0<^Ax,x&<^x,x&

for all xPH and it easily follows thatA is self-adjoint. We denote the set of sharp effects byP(H)
and the set of general effects byE(H). If WPE(H) is of trace class and satisfies tr(W)51, then
W is called adensity operator. We denote the set of density operators byD(H). Each W
PD(H) represents a quantum state andPW(A)5tr(AW) is the probability that the effectA occurs
~has value 1! when the system is prepared in the stateW.

For A,BPE(H),WPD(H), we define theconditional probability of B given A by

PW~BuA!5
tr~BA1/2WA1/2!

tr~AW!
5

tr~A1/2BA1/2W!

tr~AW!
~1.2!

when tr(AW)Þ0.1,4,5 As usual,A1/2 is the unique positive square root ofA. Equation~1.2! gen-
eralizes the well-known von Neumann–Lu¨ders formula6

PW~BuA!5
tr~BAWA!

tr~AW!

for A,BPP(H). Applying Eqs.~1.1! and ~1.2! we have

PW~A+B!5PW~A!PW~BuA!5tr~A1/2BA1/2W!5PW~A1/2BA1/2!. ~1.3!

Notice thatA1/2BA1/2PE(H) because

0<^A1/2BA1/2x,x&5^BA1/2x,A1/2x&<^A1/2x,A1/2x&5^Ax,x&<^x,x&.

Since~1.3! holds for everyWPD(H), we defineA+B5A1/2BA1/2 and we have just shown tha
A+B<A. We callA+B the sequential product of A andB.

We say thatA,BPE(H) arecompatible if AB5BA. The sequential product illustrates why
is important to consider unsharp effects. Even ifA,BPP(H) are sharp,A+B5ABA¹P(H) unless
A andB are compatible. In this article, we shall study various properties of the sequential pro
Many of our results show that if one tries to impose classical conditions onA+B, then it forcesA
andB to be compatible.

II. SEQUENTIAL INDEPENDENCE

It is clear that the sequential product satisfies 0+A50, I +A5A, A+(B1C)5A+B1A+C
wheneverB1C<I , and (lA)+B5A+(lB)5l(A+B) for every 0<l<1. We shall show thatA
+B has practically no other algebraic properties unless compatibility conditions are impose
illustrate the fact thatA+B does not have properties that one might expect, we now show thA
+B5A+C does not implyB+A5C+A even for A,B,CPP(H). In H5C2, consider A,B,C
PP(H) given by the following matrices:
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A5
1

2 F1 1

1 1G , B5F1 0

0 0G , C5F0 0

0 1G .
We then have

A+B5ABA5 1
2A5ACA5A+C.

However,

B+A5BAB5 1
2BÞ 1

2C5CAC5C+A.

This example also shows thatA+B<” B in general, even though we always haveA+B<A.
We say thatA,BPE(H) aresequentially independentif A+B5B+A. It is clear that ifA and

B are compatible, then they are sequentially independent. To prove the converse, we shall n
following result due to Fuglede–Putnam–Rosenblum.7

Theorem 2.1: If M, N, T are bounded linear operators on H with M and N normal, th
MT5TN implies M* T5TN* .

Although the next result was given in Ref. 5 we include the proof because it is very sh
Corollary 2.2: For A,BPE(H), A+B5B+A implies AB5BA.
Proof: SinceA+B5B+A, we have

A1/2B1/2B1/2A1/25B1/2A1/2A1/2B1/2.

Hence,M5A1/2B1/2 andN5B1/2A1/2 are normal. LettingT5A1/2, we haveMT5TN. Applying
Theorem 2.1 we conclude thatB1/2A5AB1/2. It immediately follows thatBA5AB. h

Sequential independence for three or more effects was considered in Ref. 5 and a
general result was proved. Our next result shows that ifA+B is sharp, thenA andB are compatible
~and hence, sequentially independent!.

Theorem 2.3:For A,BPE(H), if A+BPP(H), then AB5BA.
Proof: Assume thatA1/2BA1/25A+BPP(H). Suppose thatA+Bx5x whereixi51. We then

have ^BA1/2x,A1/2x&51. By Schwarz’s inequality we haveBA1/2x5A1/2x and, hence,Ax5A
+Bx5x. Sincex is an eigenvector ofA with eigenvalue 1, the same holds forA1/2. Thus,A1/2x
5x so thatBA1/2x5A+Bx. We conclude thatBA1/2x5A+Bx for every x in the rangeR(A+B).
Now suppose thatA+Bx50. We then have

iB1/2A1/2xi25^B1/2A1/2x,B1/2A1/2x&5^A+Bx,x&50

so thatB1/2A1/2x50. Hence,BA1/2x50 and it follows thatBA1/2x5A+Bx for everyx in the null
spaceN(A+B). We conclude thatBA1/25A+B. Hence,

BA1/25A+B5~A+B!* 5A1/2B

so thatAB5BA. h

Simple examples show that the converse of Theorem 2.3 does not hold. However, th
verse does hold for sharp effects.

Corollary 2.4: For A,BPP(H),A+BPP(H) if and only if AB5BA.
This last result shows thatP(H) is not closed under sequential products. Theorem 2.3 ca

stated in the following equivalent form. ForA,BPE(H), if ABAPP(H), then AB5BA. It is
interesting to note that this form does not hold for arbitrary bounded self-adjoint operators

Example:In C3 consider the self-adjoint operatorsB5diag(0,1,1) and

A5F 0 1 0

1 0 0

0 0 0
G .
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ThenABÞBA but ABA5diag(1,0,0)PP(H). h

It follows from Corollary 2.4 that forA,BPP(H) we haveA+B5B if and only if AB5BA
5B. We now generalize this result to arbitrary effects.

Theorem 2.5: For A,BPE(H) the following statements are equivalent. ~a! A+B5B. ~b! B
+A5B. ~c! AB5BA5B.

Proof: It is clear that~c! implies both~a! and~b!. It then suffices to show that~a! and~b! each
imply ~c!. If A+B5B we have

A1/2B2A1/25A1/2BA1/2BA5B2A.

Taking adjoints givesB2A5AB2. It follows thatAB5BA5B. If B+A5B, then for anyxPH we
have

^AB1/2x,B1/2x&5^B+Ax,x&5^Bx,x&5iB1/2xi2.

If B1/2xÞ0, then

K A
B1/2x

iB1/2xi ,
B1/2x

iB1/2xi L 51.

It follows from Schwarz’s inequality thatAB1/2x5B1/2x. Hence, AB1/25B1/2 so that AB1/2

5B1/2A5B1/2. We conclude thatAB5BA5B. h

Theorem 2.5~a! cannot be strengthened to the caseA+B<B. That is,A+B<B does not imply
AB5BA.

Example:In C2 let

A5
1

4 F1 1

1 1G , B5F 3
4 0

0 1
4

G .

ThenA+B<B but ABÞBA. h

The next result strengthens Theorem 2.5 for certain special cases.
Theorem 2.6: ~a! For A,BPP(H) we have A+B<B if and only if AB5BA. ~b! For A,B

PP(H) we have A+B>B if and only if AB5BA5B. ~c! If A,BPE(H) with dimH,` and A
+B>B, then AB5BA5B.

Proof: ~a! Clearly,AB5BA implies A+B<B. Conversely, if

ABA5A+B<B,

then it follows that

BABA5ABAB5ABA.

Now ABAPP(H) because

ABAABA5ABABA5BABA5ABA.

Applying Theorem 2.3 we haveAB5BA.
~b! Again it is clear thatAB5BA5B implies A+B>B. Conversely, if

ABA5A+B>B,

then we have

BABA5ABAB5B.
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As before, (A+B)25BABA5B so thatA+B5B. Hence,AB5BA5B. ~c! Let x1 ,...,xn be an
orthonormal basis of eigenvectors ofA1/2 with corresponding eigenvaluesl1 ,...,ln . Since

^Bxi ,xi&<^BA1/2xi ,A1/2xi&5l i
2^Bxi ,xi&

we haveBxi50 if l i,1. Moreover, ifl i51, we have

^~A1/2BA1/22B!xi ,xi&50. ~2.1!

Hence,~2.1! holds for i 51,2,...,n. SinceA1/2BA1/22B>0, we conclude that (A+B2B)xi50 for
i 51,2,...,n. Hence,A+B5B and the result follows from Theorem 2.5~a!. h

Theorem 2.6~c! says that when dimH,` we cannot amplify an effect by preceding it b
another effect. It is an open problem whether this result holds when dimH5`.

III. ASSOCIATIVITY

For a unit vectorxPH, we denote the self-adjoint projection onto the one-dimensional
space spanned byx by Px . We first prove a lemma that is needed for the following theorem
associativity.

Lemma 3.1:~a! If u^y,x&u5u^z,x&u for every xPH, then y5cz whereucu51. ~b! If f :H
→C,T is a nonzero bounded linear operator on H, and Mx5 f (x)Tx is linear, then f(x)5 f (y) for
every x,yÞ0.

Proof: ~a! The result clearly holds ify50 so suppose thatyÞ0. We then have

iyi25^y,y&5u^z,y&u5u^y,z&u5^z,z&5izi2.

Hence,iyi5izi and we haveu^y,z&u5iziiyi . We conclude thaty5cz with ucu51.
~b! For aPC we have

a f ~ax!Tx5 f ~ax!T~ax!5M ~ax!5aMx5a f ~x!Tx.

Hence,f (ax)5 f (x) for everyaPC with aÞ0. Moreover,

f ~x1y!Tx1 f ~x1y!Ty5M ~x1y!5Mx1My5 f ~x!Tx1 f ~y!Ty.

If Tx and Ty are linearly independent, we conclude thatf (x)5 f (y). Suppose thatTxÞ0 and
TyÞ0 are linearly dependent. IfT has one-dimensional range, thenT is essentially a linear
functional and the result follows. Otherwise, there exists azPH such thatTz andTx are linearly
independent and henceTz andTy are linearly independent. But thenf (y)5 f (z)5 f (x). h

Theorem 3.2:For A,BPE(H) we have A+(B+C)5(A+B)+C for every CPE(H) if and only
if AB5BA.

Proof: If AB5BA, then clearlyA+(B+C)5(A+B)+C for every CPE(H). Conversely, sup-
pose thatA+(B+C)5(A+B)+C for every CPE(H). Then A+(B+Px)5(A+B)+Px for every unit
vectorxPH. For anyx,yPH with ixi51 we have

u^B1/2A1/2y,x&u25^B1/2A1/2y,x&^x,B1/2A1/2y&5^PxB
1/2A1/2y,B1/2A1/2y&5^A+~B+Px!y,y&

5^~A+B!+Pxy,y&5^~A1/2BA1/2!1/2Px~A1/2BA1/2!1/2y,y&

5^Px~A1/2BA1/2!1/2y,~A1/2BA1/2!1/2y&5u^~A1/2BA1/2!1/2y,x&u2.

Applying Lemma 3.1~a!, we conclude that

~A1/2BA1/2!1/2x5 f ~x!B1/2A1/2x

for everyxPH where f :H→C satisfiesu f (x)u51. It follows from Lemma 3.1~b! that
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~A1/2BA1/2!1/25cB1/2A1/2

for some cPC with ucu51. Taking adjoints givescB1/2A1/25c* A1/2B1/2. Hence, A1/2B1/2

5B1/2(dA1/2) where udu51. Applying Theorem 2.1, we haveA1/2B1/25B1/2(d* A1/2) so that
dB1/2A1/25d* B1/2A1/2. Hence, eitherB1/2A1/250 or d5d* . In the first case,

B1/2A1/25A1/2B1/250

so thatAB5BA. In the second case,d is real so thatd561. If d51, we again haveAB5BA. If
d521, we haveA1/2B1/252B1/2A1/2. But then A1/2B1/2A1/252B1/2A which implies AB1/2

5B1/2A. Hence,AB5BA. h

The fact thatA+(B+C)Þ(A+B)+C, in general, presents a puzzling quantum paradox. In
plications, one always uses

A+~B+C!5A1/2B1/2CB1/2A1/2

to describe a sequential measurement~A,B,C!. This prescription for~A,B,C! states thatA is mea-
sured first and then the sequential measurementB+C is performed. The expression

~A+B!+C5~A1/2BA1/2!1/2C~A1/2BA1/2!1/2

is never used to describe~A,B,C!. This latter prescription states that the sequential measure
A+B is performed first and thenC is measured. Physically, one would expect that these
procedures should give the same result. The fact that the results may be different mathem
indicates that both of these procedures should be described byA+(B+C) and that (A+B)+C is
simply a nonphysical mathematical construct. However, if it turns out that (A+B)+C does have a
physical meaning, then the fact that these two procedures are different would be quite inter

We have seen that the associative lawA+(B+C)5(A+B)+C holds for everyCPE(H) if and
only if A and B are compatible. It is interesting that we obtain a stronger result ifA+(C+B)
5(A+C)+B for everyCPE(H). In order to prove this result we shall need a preliminary theor

Lemma 3.3: Ifa i ,b i ,g iPR, i 51,2,...,n, satisfy

S (
j 51

n

dj t j D S (
k51

n

bktkD 5S (
j 51

n

g j t j D S (
k51

n

tkD ~3.1!

for all t iPR, i 51,2,...,n, then eithera15a25¯5an or b15b25¯5bn .
Proof: Identifying coefficients~or taking second partial order derivatives!, ~3.1! gives

a jbk1akb j5g j1gk

for all j ,kP$1,...,n%. In particular, we haveg j5a jb j for all j P$1,...,n%. Hence, ifj Þk we obtain

~a j2ak!~b j2bk!5~a jb j1akbk!2~a jbk1akb j !50.

Thus, eithera j5ak or b j5bk for all j ,kP$1,...,n%. Now let M#$1,...,n% be a maximal set of
indices such that eithera j5ak for all j ,kPM or b j5bk for all j ,kPM . Suppose thatM
Þ$1,...,n% and let mP$1,...,n%\M . Assume without loss of generality thata j5ak for all j ,k
PM . By the maximality ofM, we have thatamÞa j for all j PM but this forcesb j5bm for all
j PM . Since b j5bk for all j ,kPMø$m%, this contradicts the maximality ofM. Hence,M
5$1,...,n%. h

Theorem 3.4:Let A,B,C be bounded self-adjoint operators on a complex Hilbert space H
the property

^Ax,x&^Bx,x&5^Cx,x& ~3.2!
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for all xPH with ixi51. Then A5cI or B5cI for some cPR.
Proof: Notice that~3.2! has the following equivalent version,

^Ax,x&^Bx,x&5^Cx,x&^x,x&, ~3.3!

for all xPH. We first assume thatH is finite dimensional. In this case, we can diagonalizeC and
representA,B,C by self-adjoint matricesA5@a jk#, B5@b jk#, C5diag(g1,...,gn) on Cn where
g1 ,...,gnPR. Then~3.3! becomes

S (
j ,k51

n

a jkl̄ jlkD S (
j ,k51

n

b jkl̄ jlkD 5S (
j 51

n

g j ul j u2D S (
j 51

n

ul j u2D ~3.4!

for every (l1 ,...,ln)PCn. Suppose thatj Þk and letlm50 for all mP$1,...,n%\$ j ,k%. Then~3.4!
gives

~a j j uvu21akkuwu21a jkv̄w1ā jkvw̄!~b j j uvu21bkkuwu21b jkv̄w1b̄ jkvw̄!

5~g j uvu21gkuwu2!~ uvu21uwu2!

for all v,wPC. If we takew51 anduvu51, the previous equation becomes

~u01u1v̄1ū1v !~z01z1v̄1 z̄1v !52~g j1gk! ~3.5!

for all vPC with uvu51, whereu05a j j 1akk , z05b j j 1bkk , u15a jk , z15b jk . But ~3.5! im-
plies thatu15z150 and we conclude that

a jk5b jk50, j Þk. ~3.6!

Applying ~3.6!, ~3.4! becomes

S (
j 51

n

a j j ul j u2D S (
j 51

n

b j j ul j u2D 5S (
j 51

n

g j ul j u2D S (
j 51

n

ul j u2D .

Applying Lemma 3.3, it follows that eithera115¯5ann or b115¯5bnn . Hence, the result
holds if H is finite dimensional.

We now assume thatH is infinite dimensional. Denote byF(H) the set of all finite dimen-
sional subspaces inH. For everyFPF(H) we definePF to be the orthogonal projection ontoF
and we define the self-adjoint operatorsAF5PFAPF , BF5PFBPF andCF5PFCPF . For every
FPF(H) and everyxPF with ixi51, ~3.2! gives

^AFx,x&^BFx,x&5^Ax,x&^Bx,x&5^Cx,x&5^CFx,x&.

It follows from our work in the previous paragraph that either there exists anaFPR such that
AFx5aFx for every xPF or there exists abFPR such thatBFx5bFx for every xPF. Thus,
eitherAF5aFPF or BF5bFPF . For everyFPF(H), define

lF5H aF if AF5aFPF ,

iAi11 otherwise,
mF5H bF if BF5bFPF ,

iBi otherwise.

It is clear thatlF<iAi11 andmF<iBi11. If we orderF(H) by inclusion, we have a bounde
net (lF,mF) in R2. By compactness, this net has a convergent subnet. Hence, there ex
directed set~S, <! and a mapf:S→F(H) such that for everyFPF(H) there exists asFPS
such thatF<f(s) for everysF<s and

lim
sPS

~lf~s! ,mf~s!!5~a,b!
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for some (a,b)PR2. If aÞiAi11, then fors sufficiently large we havelf(s)5af(s)<iAi . In
this caseAf(s)5af(s)Pf(s) . Since the netPf(s) converges in the strong operator topology toI,
it follows that the netAf(s) converges in the strong operator topology toA. It follows that A
5aI . If a5iAi11, then fors sufficiently large we must havelf(s)5iAi11. Hence,mf(s)

ÞiBi11 somf(s)5bf(s) . Arguing as before, we conclude thatB5bI . h

We now apply this theorem to prove the following result about associativity.
Theorem 3.5: For A,BPE(H), the following statements are equivalent. ~a! A+(C+B)5(A

+C)+B for every CPE(H). ~b! C+(A+B)5(C+A)+B for every CPE(H). ~c! ^A+Bx,x&5^Ax,x&
3^Bx,x& for every xPH with ixi51. ~d! A5cI or B5cI for some0<c<1.

Proof: If ~a! holds, thenA+(Px+B)5(A+Px)+B holds for every unit vectorxPH. If A1/2x
Þ0, let y5A1/2x/iA1/2xi . We then have for everyzPH that

A+~Px+B!z5A1/2PxBPxA
1/2z5^A1/2z,x&A1/2PxBx5^A1/2z,x&^Bx,x&A1/2x5^Bx,x&iA1/2xi2Pyz.

Hence,A+(Px+B)5^Bx,x&iA1/2xi2Py . Moreover,

A+Pxz5A1/2PxA
1/2z5^A1/2z,x&A1/.2x5 iA1/2xi2Pyz

so thatA+Px5iA1/2xi2Py . Hence,

~A+Px!+B5~A+Px!
1/2B~A+Px!

1/25iA1/2xi2PyBPy .

We conclude thatPyBPy5^Bx,x&Py . It follows that

^Bx,x&y5PyBy5^By,y&y

so that^Bx,x&5^By,y&. Sincey5A1/2x/iA1/2xi , this last expression becomes

^A+Bx,x&5^Ax,x&^Bx,x&,

so ~a! implies ~c!.
If ~b! holds, then for any unit vectorxPH we have

~A+Bx,x!Px5Px~A+B!Px5Px+~A+B!5~Px+A!+B5~PxAPx!
1/2B~PxAPx!

1/2

5^Ax,x&PxBPx5^Ax,x&^Bx,x&Px .

Hence,~b! implies ~c!. It follows from Theorem 3.4 that~c! implies ~d!. Finally, it is clear that~d!
implies both~a! and ~b!. h

IV. STOCHASTIC INDEPENDENCE AND TOTAL PROBABILITY

We say thatA,BPE(H) are stochastically independent relative to the stateWPD(H) if
PW(A+B)5PW(A)PW(B). We can also write this condition in the form

tr@~A+B!W#5tr~AW!tr~BW!. ~4.1!

In the case of a pure stateW5Px , ~4.1! becomes

^A+Bx,x&5^Ax,x&^Bx,x&. ~4.2!

Notice that~4.2! appears in condition~c! of Theorem 3.5
Corollary 4.1: For A,BPE(H) the following statements are equivalent. ~a! A and B are

stochastically independent relative to every state WPD(H). ~b! A and B are stochastically inde
pendent relative to every pure state Px . ~c! A5cI or B5cI for some0<c<1.

Proof: This follows directly from Theorem 3.5. h
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It is interesting to note that the classical counterpart to Corollary 4.1 holds. Recall tha
bounded random variablesf,g areuncorrelated relative to a probability measure m if * f gdm
5* f dm*gdm.

Theorem 4.2:Two bounded random variables f,g are uncorrelated relative to every proba
ity measure on their sample space if and only if f or g is constant.

Proof: It is clear that iff or g is constant, then they are uncorrelated. Conversely, assume
f,g are uncorrelated relative to every probability measure and thatg is not constant. Then ther
exist anx andy in their sample spaceV such thatg(x)Þg(y). Let m be the probability measure
m51/2dx11/2dy wheredx denotes the Dirac measure concentrated atx. We then have

1

2
f ~x!g~x!1

1

2
f ~y!g~y!5E f gdm5E f dmE gdm5

1

4
@ f ~x!1 f ~y!#@g~x!1g~y!#.

It follows that

f ~x!g~x!1 f ~y!g~y!5 f ~y!g~x!1 f ~x!g~y!.

Hence,

f ~x!@g~x!2g~y!#5 f ~y!@g~x!2g~y!#

so thatf (x)5 f (y). Let zPV with zÞx,zÞy. Then eitherg(z)Þg(x) or g(z)Þg(y). In either
case, by the previous reasoning we havef (z)5 f (x). Hence,f is constant. h

Stochastic independence appears to be quite rare. One case in which it does occur
tensor product spaceE(H ^ H). In this case any two effects of the formA^ I ,I ^ B are stochasti-
cally independent relative to a pure tensor statex^ y. Indeed,

^~A^ I !+~ I ^ B!x^ y,x^ y&5^Ax^ By,x^ y&

5^Ax,x&^By,y&

5^A^ Ix ^ y,x^ y&^I ^ Bx^ y,x^ y&.

Another case is whenx is a unit eigenvector ofA. In this caseA,B are stochastically independen
relative toPx for everyBPE(H). The next result generalizes this situation.

Theorem 4.3: ~i! The following statements are equivalent. ~a! PW(A)51. ~b! WA5AW
5W. ~c! PW(A+B)5PW(B) for every BPE(H). ~ii ! PW(A)5PW(B)51 if and only if PW(A
+B)51.

Proof: ~i! Suppose that~a! holds. Ifl i , i 51,2,..., are the nonzero eigenvalues ofW ~including
multiplicity! andxi are the corresponding unit eigenvectors, then(l i51 and

( l i^Axi ,xi&5tr~AW!51.

It follows that ^Axi ,xi&51 and henceAxi5xi , i 51,2,.... Thus,AWxi5Wxi . It follows that
AW5WA5W so ~a! implies ~b!. If ~b! holds, we have for everyBPE(H) that

PW~A+B!5tr~BA1/2WA1/2!5tr~BWA!5tr~BW!5PW~B!.

Hence,~b! implies ~c!. Finally ~c! implies ~a! because we can letB5I .
~ii ! If PW(A)5PW(B)51, then by~c! we havePW(A+B)5PW(B)51. Conversely ifPW(A

+B)51, then sinceA+B<A we havePW(A)51. By ~c! we havePW(B)5PW(A+B)51. h

Notice that Theorem 4.3~c! says that ifPW(A)51, thenA andB are stochastically indepen
dent relative toW for everyBPE(H). The next example shows that ifPW(A)51, then we need
not have thatPW(B+A)5PW(B). Moreover,PW(B+A)ÞPW(B)PW(A) so B and A are not sto-
chastically independent relative toW. This shows that stochastic independence is not a symm
relation.
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Example:Let dim H>2 and letx andy be linearly independent, nonorthogonal, unit vecto
Letting W5Px we have

PW~Px!5tr~Px!51.

We then obtain

PW~Px+Py!5PW~Py!5u^x,y&u2Þ0,1.

However,

PW~Py+Px!5^PyPxPyx,x&5u^x,y&u4Þu^x,y&u25PW~Py!.
h

The simplest version of the law of total probability would say that

PW~B!5PW~A!PW~BuA!1PW~ I 2A!PW~BuI 2A!.

In terms of the sequential product this can be stated as

PW~B!5PW~A+B!1PW~~ I 2A!+B!5PW~A+B1~ I 2A!+B!.

Does this equation hold for everyWPD(H)? Equivalently, does the following equation hold?

B5A+B1~ I 2A!+B. ~4.3!

The next result is proved in Ref. 8. However, our proof is slightly different and perh
simpler.

Theorem 4.4:For A,BPE(H), (4.3) holds if and only if AB5BA.
Proof: It is clear that~4.3! holds if AB5BA. Conversely, assume that~4.3! holds and write it

as

B5A1/2BA1/21~ I 2A!1/2B~ I 2A!1/2.

Multiplying by A1/2 on the left and right, we obtain

A1/2BA1/25ABA1A1/2~ I 2A!1/2B~ I 2A!1/2A1/2

5ABA1~ I 2A!1/2A1/2BA1/2~ I 2A!1/2

5ABA1~ I 2A!1/2@B2~ I 2A!1/2B~ I 2A!1/2#~ I 2A!1/2

5ABA2~ I 2A!B~ I 2A!1~ I 2A!1/2B~ I 2A!1/2

5ABA2~ I 2A!B~ I 2A!1B2A1/2BA1/2.

Hence,

2A1/2BA1/25ABA2~ I 2A!B~ I 2A!1B5AB1BA. ~4.4!

Using the commutator notation@X,Y#5XY2YX ~4.4! gives

@A1/2,@A1/2,B##5A1/2~A1/2B2BA1/2!2~A1/2B2BA1/2!A1/25AB22A1/2BA1/21BA50.

If follows that for every spectral projectionE of A we have

@E,@A1/2,B##50.

By the Jacobi identity
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@E,@A1/2,B##1@B,@E,A1/2##1@A1/2,@B,E##50

we have that@A1/2,@E,B##50. As before we obtain@E,@E,B##50. Hence,

05E~EB2BE!2~EB2BE!E5EB1BE22EBE,

which we can write as

EB52EBE2BE.

Multiplying on the left byE givesEB5EBE. Hence,

EB5~EBE!* 5BE.

It follows that AB5BA. h

Although the sequential product is always distributive on the right, Theorem 4.4 shows
is not always distributive on the left. That is, (A1B)+CÞA+C1B+C in general, whenA1B
<I . Indeed, ifACÞCA, then by Theorem 4.4 we have

A+C1~ I 2A!+CÞC5~A1~ I 2A!!+C.

Example:One might conjecture that the following generalization of Theorem 4.4 hold
A1B<I and (A1B)+C5A+C1B+C, thenCA5AC or CB5BC. However, this conjecture is
false. Suppose thatCBÞBC. Nevertheless, we have

~ 1
2B1 1

2B!+C5B+C5 1
2B+C1 1

2B+C5~ 1
2B!+C1~ 1

2B!+C.

h

We close with an open problem that generalizes Theorem 4.4. Suppose thatAiPE(H), i
51,...,n, with (Ai5I and thatB5(Ai+B. Does this imply thatBAi5AiB, i 51,...,n? Notice that
the answer is affirmative ifAiPP(H), i 51,...,n. In fact, we only needAiPP(H), i 51,...,n, and
(Ai<I . In this case, we haveAiAj5AjAi50 for iÞ j . Hence, ifB5(Ai+B, then AiB5BAi

5Ai+B, i 51,...,n. It is shown in Ref. 8 that the answer is affirmative whenB has discrete
spectrum with a strictly decreasing sequence of eigenvalues.
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We present some exact global solutions with values in unit sphere for two-
dimensional Landau–Lifshitz equations with initial-boundary conditions, and ob-
tained a continuum which can be made from those solutions of a tuft of Landau–
Lifshitz equations. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1402955#

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1986, Zhou and Guo1 proved the global existence of weak solution for generaliz
Landau–Lifhsitz equations without Gilbert term in multidimensions. They considered the h
geneous boundary problem

uW ~x,t !50, for xP]V, 0<1<T ~1!

with the initial value condition

uW ~x,0!5f~x!, for xPV ~2!

for the system of ferromagnetic chain with several variables

uW t5uW 3DuW 1 fW~x,t,uW !, ~3!

where fW(x,t,uW ) is a given three-dimensional vector function inxPRn, tPR1, uW PR3. f(x) is a
given three-dimensional initial value function onV̄, V is a bounded domain inn-dimensional
Euclidean spaceRn. Under some conditions onfW(x,t,uW ) and f(x), they proved that the initial
homogeneous boundary problem~1!, ~2! with the system of ferromagnetic chain~3! has at least
one global weak solution

uW ~x,t !PL`~0,T;H0
1~V!!ùC(0,1/(31[n/2]))~0,T;L2~V!!.

Whether the global existence of the smooth solution for a Landau–Lifshitz equation in mu
mensions (n>2) is still an important open problem.

In 1999, Chang, Shatah, and Uhlenbeck2 considered the following initial value problem fo
the two-dimensional cylindrical symmetric Landau–Lifshitz equations:

ZW t5ZW 3ZW rr 1
1

r
ZW 3ZW r . ~4!

a!Electronic mail: guobl@mail.iapcm.ac.cn
52230022-2488/2001/42(11)/5223/5/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Under the small energy initial condition, they proved that there exists one global smooth so
for Eq. ~4!. We constructed one exact blow-up solution for two-dimensional Landau–Lifs
equations~4! in Ref. 4. In Ref. 3, we constructed some exact blow-up solutions forn-dimensional
Landau-Lifshitz equations:

ZW t5ZW 3ZW rr 1
n21

r
ZW 3ZW r , n>2 ~5!

and

ZW t5ZW 3DZ ~6!

where

D5(
i 51

n
]2

]xi
2 , n>2.

In this paper, we will construct some exact nontrivial global solutions with values in
sphere for Eq.~4!, and get a continuum from those global smooth solutions of a tuft of Land
Lifshitz Equations on unit sphere.

II. SOME EXACT GLOBAL SOLUTIONS OF „4…

Theorem 1: Let Va5(0,a)(0,a,`), S5$(u1 ,u2 ,u3)uu1
21u2

21u3
251,u1 ,u2 ,u3PR%, if n

52, for every nonzero constant C,

ZW ~r ,t !5S cos
Cr2

4A11C2t2

A11C2t2
,

sin
Cr2

4A11C2t2

A11C2t2
,

Ct

A11C2t2
D , ~7!

is an exact global solution of (4) with the initial-boundary conditions:
(i) Initial condition,

ZW ~r ,0!5S cos
Cr2

4
,sin

Cr2

4
,0DPS, ~r ,0!PVa3$0%,

(ii) boundary conditions,

ZW ~0,t !5S 1

A11C2t2
,0,

Ct

A11C2t2D , ~0,t !P$0%3@0,̀ !,

ZW ~a,t !5S cos
Ca2

4A11C2t2

A11C2t2
,

sin
Ca2

4A11C2t2

A11C2t2
,

Ct

A11C2t2
D , ~a,t !P$a%3@0,̀ !,

and ZW (r ,t) satisfy
(iii)

ZW ~r ,t !PC`~Va3~0,̀ !!, ~;0,a,`!.
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(iv) Let

E~ t !5E
0

`

uZr u2rdr .

Then

E~ t !5
C2a4

4~11C2t2!2

and

sup
tP@0,̀ !

E~ t !5E~0!5 1
4 C2a4,

(v)

lim
t→`

ZW ~r ,t !5~0,0,1!PS, ~;CÞ0!

and ~0, 0, 1! is a trivial solution of (4).
(vi)

ZW ~r ,t !PS, ~r ,t !P@0,a#3@0,̀ #.

Proof: We only verify thatZW (r .t) are all solutions of~4!, for all nonzero constantsC,

ZW t5
S 2

C2t cos
Cr2

4A11C2t2

A~11C2t2!3
1

C3r 2t sin
Cr2

4A11C2t2

4~11C2t2!2
,2

C2t sin
Cr2

4A11C2t2

A~11C2t2!3

2

C3r 2t cos
Cr2

4A11C2t2

4~11C2t2!2
,

C

A~11C2t2!3
D ,

ZW r5
S 2

Cr sin
Cr2

4A11C2t2

2~11C2t2!
,

Cr cos
Cr2

4A11C2t2

2~11C2t2!
,0D ,

ZW rr 5S 2

C sin
Cr2

4A11C2t2

2~11C2t2!
2

C2r 2 cos
Cr2

4A11C2t2

4A~11C2t2!3
,

C cos
Cr2

4A11C2t2

2~11C2t2!

2

C2r 2 sin
Cr2

4A11C2t2

4A~11C2t2!3
,0D .

Therefore,
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ZW 3ZW rr 1
1

r
ZW 3ZW r

5S 2

C2t cos
Cr2

4A11C2t2

A~11C2t2!3
1

C3r 2t sin
Cr2

4A11C2t2

4~11C2t2!2
,2

C2t sin
Cr2

4A11C2t2

A~11C2t2!3

2

C3r 2t cos
Cr2

4A11C2t2

4~11C2t2!2
,

C

A~11C2t2!3
D 5ZW t .

Consequently~8! satisfy ~4!. h

One can verify following general theorem
Theorem 2: Let

A5S a11 a12 a13

a21 a22 a23

a31 a32 a33

D
be any fixed third-order constant orthogonal matrix, then for every nonzero constant C,

ZW ~r ,t !5S cos
Cr2

4A11C2t2

A11C2t2
,

sin
Cr2

4A11C2t2

A11C2t2
,

Ct

A11C2t2
D A ~8!

is an exact global solution of (4) with the initial-boundary conditions:
(i) Initial condition,

ZW ~r ,0!5S cos
Cr2

4
,sin

Cr2

4
,0DAPS, r PVa ,

(ii) boundary conditions,

ZW ~0,t !5S 1

A11C2t2
,0,

Ct

A11C2t2D A, tP@0,̀ !,

ZW ~a,t !5S cos
Ca2

4A11C2t2

A11C2t2
,

sin
Ca2

4A11C2t2

A11C2t2
,

Ct

A11C2t2
D A, tP@0,̀ !,

and ZW (r ,t) satisfy
(iii)

ZW ~r ,t !PC`~Va3~0,̀ !!, ~;0,a,`!.

(iv) Let

E~ t !5E
0

`

uZr u2r dr .
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Then

E~ t !5
C2a4

4~11C2t2!2

and

sup
tP@0,̀ !

E~ t !5E~0!5 1
4 C2a4.

(v)

lim
t→`

ZW ~r ,t !5~a31,a32,a33!PS, ~;CÞ0!

and ~a31,a32,a33! is a trivial solution of (4).
(vi)

ZW ~r ,t !PS, ~r ,t !P@0,a#3@0,̀ !.

Remark 1: Theorems 1 and 2 reply partly to the open problem about the existence of
smooth solution for multidimensional Landau–Lifshitz equations under the initial-boundary con
ditions.

Remark 2: In Landau–Lifshitz equations ZW is the spin field, it describes the evolution of sp

field in continuum ferromagnets, ZW rr 1 (1/r )ZW r is an effective field. Theorem 1 shows that the
exists at least a global smooth solution, though the initial energy is not small. Theorem 2 im
that there exists a continuum which can be made from those global smooth solutions of a
Landau–Lifshitz equations on unit sphere.

1Y. Zhou and B. Guo, ‘‘The weak solution of ferromagnetic chain with several variable,’’ Sci. Sinica A4, 337 ~1986!.
2N. Chang, J. Shatah, and K. Uhlanbeck, Schro¨dinger maps~unpublished!.
3B. Guo, Y. Han, and G. Yang, ‘‘Exact blow-up solutions for multidimensional Landau–Lifshitz equations,’’ Adv. M
30, 91 ~2001!.

4B. Guo, Y. Han, and G. Yang, ‘‘Blow up problem for Landau–Lifshitz equations in two dimensions,’’ Comm. Nonli
Sci. Numerical Simulation5, 43 ~2000!.
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We study the spectrum of the Salpeter HamiltonianH5bAm21p21V(r ), where
V(r ) is an attractive central potential in three dimensions. IfV(r ) is a convex
transformation of the Coulomb potential21/r and a concave transformation of the
harmonic-oscillator potentialr 2, then both upper and lower bounds on the discrete
eigenvalues ofH can be constructed, which may all be expressed in the formE
5minr.0@bAm21 P2/r 21V(r )# for suitable values ofP here provided. At the
critical point r 5 r̂ the relative growth to the Coulomb potentialh(r )521/r must
be bounded by dV/dh,2b/p. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1405848#

I. INTRODUCTION

We study the~semirelativistic! ‘‘spinless-Salpeter’’ Hamiltonian

H5bAm21p21V~r !, b.0, ~1!

in which V(r ) is a central potential in three spatial dimensions. The eigenvalue equation o
operator is called the ‘‘spinless Salpeter equation.’’ This equation of motion arises as a
defined standard approximation to the Bethe–Salpeter formalism1 for the description of bound
states within a~relativistic! quantum field theory and is arrived at by the following simplifyin
steps:

~1! Eliminate all timelike variables by assuming the Bethe–Salpeter kernel that describe
interactions between the bound-state constituents to be static, i.e., instantaneous; the r
this reduction step is called the ‘‘instantaneous Bethe–Salpeter equation’’ or the ‘‘Sa
equation.’’2

~2! Neglect the spin of the bound-state constituents, assume the Bethe–Salpeter kernel t
convolution type~as is frequently the case!, and consider merely positive-energy solutionsc,
in order to arrive at the so-called ‘‘spinless Salpeter equation’’Hc5Ec, with a Hamiltonian
H of the form ~1!. ~For two particles, this form of the HamiltonianH holds only for equal
massesm of the bound-state constituents.!

~For a more detailed account of the reduction of the Bethe–Salpeter equation to the s

a!Electronic mail: rhall@mathstat.concordia.ca
b!Electronic mail: wolfgang.lucha@oeaw.ac.at
c!Electronic mail: franz.schoeberl@univie.ac.at
52280022-2488/2001/42(11)/5228/10/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Salpeter equation, consult, e.g., the introductory sections of Refs. 3 and 4.! This wave equation
describes the bound states of spin-zero particles~scalar bosons! as well as the spin-average
spectra of the bound states of fermions.

In this article we consider potentials which are at the same time convex transforma
V(r )5g(h(r )) of the Coulomb potentialh(r )521/r and concave transformations of th
harmonic-oscillator potentialh(r )5r 2. The reason for this is that spectral information is know
for these two ‘‘basis’’ potentialsh(r ). Thus the class of potentials is thoseV(r ) that have a dual
representation

V~r !5g(1)S 2
1

r D5g(2)~r 2!,

in which g(1) is convex (g(1)9.0) andg(2) is concave (g(2)9,0). An example of a potential in
this class is

V~r !52
c1

r
1c2 lnr 1c3r 1c4r 2, ~2!

where the coefficients$ci% are not negative and are not all zero. Thus tangent lines to the t
formation functiong(h) are of the formah1b and are either Coulomb potentials lying belowV,
or harmonic-oscillator potentials lying aboveV. This geometrical idea is the basis for our a
proach to the spectral problem posed byH. We recall the application of this idea to the~nonrel-
ativistic! Schrödinger problem in Sec. III. The general envelope formalism for the derivatio
upper and lower bounds on the eigenvalues of the semirelativistic Salpeter HamiltonianH of Eq.
~1! is established in Sec. IV.

It is fundamental to our method that we first know something about the spectrum ofH in those
cases whereV(r ) is one of the basis potentials, i.e., the Coulomb and the harmonic oscil
These two spectra are discussed in Sec. II. In Sec. V we look at the example of the Cou
plus-linear potential.

II. THE COULOMB AND HARMONIC-OSCILLATOR POTENTIALS

A. Scaling behavior

Since the two basis potentials are both pure powers, it is helpful first to determine what c
learned about the corresponding eigenvalues by the use of standard scaling arguments.
ploying a wave functionf(cr) depending on a scale variablec.0, we find the following scaling
rule for the eigenvalues corresponding to attractive pure power potentialsv sgn(q)rq. The Hamil-
tonian

H5bAm21p21v sgn~q!r q

has the~energy! eigenvaluesE(v,b,m), where

E~v,b,m!5bmES v
bm11q,1,1D , q>21.

The scaling behavior described by the above formula allows us to consider the one-pa
unit-mass special casem5b51 initially, that is to say, to work w.l.o.g. with the operator

H5A11p21v sgn~q!r q.
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B. Coulomb potential

In the case of the Coulomb potentialV(r )52v/r it is well known5 that the HamiltonianH
has a Friedrichs extension provided the coupling constantv is not too large. Specifically, it is
necessary in this case thatv is smaller than a critical valuevc of the coupling constant:

v,vc5
2

p
.

With this restriction, a lower bound to the bottom of the spectrum is provided by Herbst’s for

E0>A12~sv !2, s[
p

2
. ~3!

By comparing the spinless Salpeter problem to the corresponding Klein–Gordon equation,
and Roy6 have shown that if the coupling constant is further restricted byv, 1

2, then an improved
lower bound is provided by the expression

E0>A11A124v2

2
, v,

1

2
. ~4!

It turns out that our lower-bound theory has a simpler form when the Coulomb eigenvalue fo
has the form of Eq.~3! rather than that of Eq.~4!. For this reason, we have derived from Eq.~4!
a family of Coulomb bounds which, by rather elementary methods, is found to read

E0>A12~sv !2, v<
As221

s2 ,
1

2
. ~5!

All these~lower! bounds are slightly weaker than the Martin–Roy bound~4! but above the Herbs
bound~3!. We note that these functions of the coupling constantv are all monotone andconcave.

C. Harmonic-oscillator potential

In the case of the harmonic-oscillator potential, i.e.,V(r )5vr 2, much more is known.7,8 In
momentum-space representation the operatorp becomes ac-variable and, thus, from the spectr
point of view, the HamiltonianH5A11p21vr 2 is equivalent to the Schro¨dinger operator

H52vD1A11r 2. ~6!

Since the potentialV(r ) increases without bound, the spectrum ofH is entirely discrete.9 We
denote its eigenvalues byEnl(v), wheren51,2,3, . . . ‘‘counts’’ the radial states in each angula
momentum subspace labeled by l50,1,2,. . . . Later we shall either approximate the eigenvalu
E(v) analytically or assume them to be known numerically. The eigenvaluesE(v) of such Schro¨-
dinger operators areconcavefunctions of the coupling constantv.10,11

D. The spectral comparison theorem

For the class of interaction potentials given by~2! with the coefficient of the Coulombic term
not too large, that is, for all potentials which satisfy the constraint limr→0r 2V8(r ),2b/p, the
semirelativistic Salpeter HamiltonianH is bounded below and is essentially self-adjoint.5 Conse-
quently, the discrete spectrum ofH is characterized variationally9 and it follows immediately from
this that, if we compare two such HamiltoniansH having the potentialsV(1)(r ) and V(2)(r ),
respectively, and we know thatV(1)(r ),V(2)(r ), then we may conclude that the correspondi
discrete eigenvaluesEnl satisfy the inequalitiesEnl

(1),Enl
(2) . We shall refer to this fundamenta

result as the ‘‘spectral comparison theorem.’’ In the more common case of nonrelativistic dy
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ics, i.e., for a~nonrelativistic! kinetic term of the formbp2/2m in the HamiltonianH, a constraint
similar to the above would hold for the coefficient of a possible additional~attractive! 21/r 2 term
in the potentialV(r ).

III. GENERAL ENVELOPE THEORY OF SCHRÖ DINGER OPERATORS

In nonrelativistic envelope theory,11–13 if the potentialV is a smooth transformationV(r )
5g(sgn(q)rq) of the power-law potential sgn(q)rq, the eigenvalues ofH52D1V(r ) are approxi-
mated by

Enl'min
r .0

FPnl
2 ~q!

r 2 1V~r !G . ~7!

The numbersPnl(q) can be derived from the eigenvalues of2D1sgn(q)rq.13 If g is convex
(g9.0), Eq. ~7! yields lower bounds; ifg is concave (g9,0), the results are upper bounds.

As an immediate application we consider the~nonrelativistic! Schrödinger Hamiltonian~6! for
the ~relativistic! Salpeter harmonic-oscillator problem~1!. Here we haveH52vD1V(r ), with
V(r )5bAm21r 2; hence, the potential is a convex transformation of a linear potential a
concave transformation of a harmonic-oscillator potential. We conclude therefore from~7!

min
r .0

Fv
Pnl

2 ~1!

r 2 1bAm21r 2G<Enl~v !<min
r .0

Fv
Pnl

2 ~2!

r 2 1bAm21r 2G ; ~8!

the numbersPnl(1) are given in Table 1 of Ref. 14, andPnl(2)52n1 l2 1
2. Interestingly the upper

and lower bounds~8! are equivalent to the corresponding bounds obtained in Ref. 8; how
these earlier specific bounds were not derived as part of a general theory.

IV. GENERAL ENVELOPE THEORY OF SALPETER HAMILTONIANS

Let us now turn to our main topic and consider the spinless-Salpeter Hamiltonian of Eq~1!,

H5bAm21p21V~r !,

and its eigenvaluesE. We shall assume that the potentialV(r ) is a smooth transformationV(r )
5g(h(r )) of another potentialh(r ) and thatg has definite convexity so that we obtain bounds
the energy eigenvaluesE. We suppose that the ‘‘basis’’ potentialh(r ) generates a ‘‘tangential’
Salpeter problem

H5bAm21p21vh~r !,

for which the eigenvaluese(v), or bounds to them, are known. We shall follow here as closely
possible the development in Refs. 11–13 for the corresponding Schro¨dinger problem. We expres
our results in the form of two theorems.

~1! The approximations we shall use from Sec. II, regarded as functions of the couplingv, and
also the~unknown! energy functionse(v) of the ‘‘tangential’’ Salpeter problem are allcon-
cave: e9(v),0. The latter result represents the principal claim of Theorem 1.

~2! In Theorem 2 we begin by using an envelope representation for the potentialV(r ) and then
demonstrate that all the spectral formulas that follow possess a certain structure.

Finally, as an application, we specialize to the case of pure power-law ‘‘basis’’ potentialsh(r ) and,
more particularly, to the Coulomb potential and the harmonic-oscillator potential for which, a
time, we have spectral information~cf. the discussions in Secs. II B and II C!.
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A. Convexity of the energy function

We begin by proving the following.
Theorem 1: The function e(v) is concave, that is, e9(v),0.
Proof: Suppose the exact eigenvalue and~normalized! eigenvector for the problem posed b

H5bAm21p21vh(r ) aree(v) andc(v,r ). By differentiating (c,Hc) with respect tov we find
e8(v)5(c,hc). If we now applyc(v,r ) as a trial vector to estimate the energy of the opera
bAm21p21uh(r ), in which v has been replaced byu, we obtain an upper bound toe(u) which
may be written in the forme(u)<e(v)1(u2v)e8(v). This inequality tells us that the functio
e(u) lies beneath its tangents; that is to say,e(u) is concave. h

B. The principal envelope formula

With the help of Theorem 1 we are able to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2„principal envelope formula…: Suppose that the operatorbAm21p21vh(r ) has

the exact lowest eigenvalue e(v), and suppose that the operatorbAm21p21g(h(r )) has the
exact lowest eigenvalue E. Then

E'E[min
v.0

@e~v !2ve8~v !1g~e8~v !!#. ~9!

If g is concave (that is, g9,0), then E<E; if g is convex (that is, g9.0), then E>E.
Proof: All tangential potentials we shall employ have the formV(t)(r )5a(t)h(r )1b(t),

where the coefficientsa(t) andb(t) are given by

a~ t !5
V8~ t !

h8~ t !
5g8~h~ t !!, b~ t !5V~ t !2a~ t !h~ t !5g~h~ t !!2g8~h~ t !!h~ t !,

andr 5t is the point of contact of the potentialV(r ) and its tangentV(t)(r ). If, for definiteness, we
assume thatV5g(h) with g concave~i.e., g9,0), we obtain a family of upper bounds given b

E<«~ t !5e~a~ t !!1b~ t !.

The best of these is given by optimizing overt:

E<«~ t̂ !5e~a~ t̂ !!1b~ t̂ !,

where t̂ , the value oft which optimizes these bounds, is to be determined as the solution o

e8~g8~h~ t̂ !!!5h~ t̂ !.

In the spirit of the Legendre transformation15 we now consider another problem which has t
same solution; this second problem is the one that provides us with our basic eigenvalue fo
We consider

E5min
v.0

@e~v !2ve8~v !1g~e8~v !!#,

which is well defined sincee(v) is concave. The solution has the critical pointv̂5g8(e8( v̂)). If
we now apply the correspondenceh( t̂ )5e8( v̂), the critical pointv̂ becomesv̂5g8(h( t̂ )) and the
tangential-potential coefficientsa andb become

a~ t̂ !5g8~e8~v !!5v, b~ t̂ !5g~e8~v !!2ve8~v !, v5 v̂. ~10!

Meanwhile, the original critical~energy! value is given by
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«~ t̂ !5e~a~ t̂ !!1b~ t̂ !5e~v !2ve8~v !1g~e8~v !!, v5 v̂.
h

From the proof of Theorem 2 it follows immediately that, if theexactenergy functione(v)
corresponding to the basis potentialh is not available, then, forg(h) concave, concaveupper
approximationseu(v).e(v) or, for g(h) convex, concavelower approximationsel(v),e(v)
may be used instead of the exact energy functione(v) in the principal envelope formula~9!. Then
all the lower tangents will lie even lower and all the upper tangents will lie even higher. Ifg is
convex, we obtain a lower bound; ifg is concave, we obtain an upper bound; because of
concavity of e(v), this extremum is a minimum inboth cases. If we wish to use numerica
solutions to the ‘‘basis’’ problem@generated byh(r )], or if a completely new energy-boun
expression becomes available, the principal envelope formula~9! is what would be used first.

Interestingly, in the formula~9! the tangential-potential apparatus is no longer evident; o
the correct convexity is required. As in the Schro¨dinger case,11 once we have the basic result, th
reformulation in terms of ‘‘kinetic potentials’’ is often useful: the kinetic potentialh̄(s) corre-
sponding to some basis potentialh(r ) is given by the Legendre transformation15

h̄~s!5e8~v !, s5e~v !2ve8~v !.

Meanwhile the envelope approximation has the kinetic-potential expressionV̄(s)'g(h̄(s)).
For both the Coulomb lower bounds~3! or ~5! and the harmonic-oscillator upper bounds~8!

which we have at present, we may express our general results in a special common form
will now be derived.

C. The Coulomb lower bound

We consider first the Coulomb lower bound in which we assume that the potentialV(r ) is a
convex transformationV(r )5g(h(r )) of the Coulomb potentialh(r )521/r . According to Sec.
II B, in this case all the ‘‘lower’’ el(v) have been arranged—with the parametersb and m
returned—in the form

el~v !5bmA12S sv
b D 2

.

From this it follows by elementary algebra that if we define a new optimization variabler by
el8(v)5h(r )521/r , we have

el~v !2vel8~v !5bAm21
P2

r 2 , P[
1

s
.

Consequently, the lower bound on the energy eigenvaluesE of the spinless Salpeter equatio
becomes

E>min
r .0

FbAm21
P2

r 2 1V~r !G , v,bvP . ~11!

Here the boundary valuevP of the Coulomb couplingv is given, when simply determined by th
requirement of boundedness from below of the operator~1!, by the critical couplingvc ,

vP5vc5
2

p
,

and, when arising from the region of validity of our Coulomb-like family of lower bounds~5!, via
P51/s, by
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vP5PA12P2, 1
2 . ~12!

$P,vP% pairs may be easily generated from the upper bound on the couplingv in Eq. ~12!. The
meaning of the Coulomb-coupling constraint isa( t̂ ),bvP , wherea is the coefficient in the
tangential Coulomb potential given by~10!.

D. The harmonic-oscillator upper bounds

Next, let us turn to the harmonic-oscillator upper bounds. Our main assumption here
V(r )5g(r 2), with g9,0. In this case the only difficulty is that the basis problemh(r )5r 2 is
equivalent to a Schro¨dinger problem whose solutionEnl(v) is not known exactly. Following the
discussion after the proof of Theorem 2, let us call the upper bound provided by Eq.~8! eu(v) and
let us introduce the shorthand notationPnl(2)52n1 l2 1

25P. Then we have the following para
metric equations foreu(v):

eu~v !5v
P2

r 2 1bAm21r 2, v5
br 4

2P2Am21r 2
, eu8~v !5

P2

r 2 .

By substituting these expressions into the fundamental envelope formula~9! we obtain the fol-
lowing upper bound on all the eigenvaluesEnl of the spinless-Salpeter problem with potent
V(r )5g(r 2) andg9,0:

Enl<min
r .0

FbAm21
P2

r 2 1V~r !G , P5Pnl~2!52n1 l2
1

2
. ~13!

V. THE COULOMB-PLUS-LINEAR „OR ‘‘FUNNEL’’ … POTENTIAL

In order to illustrate the above results by a physically motivated example, let us apply
considerations to the Coulomb-plus-linear or~in view of its shape! ‘‘funnel’’ potential

V~r !52
c1

r
1c2r , c1>0, c2>0.

~This potential provides a reasonable overall description of the strong interactions of qua
hadrons. For the phenomenological description of hadrons in terms of both nonrelativisti
semirelativistic potential models, see, e.g., Refs. 16 and 17.! By choosing as basis potentia
h(r )521/r , we may writeV(r )5g(h(r )) with

g~h!5c1h2
c2

h
,

which is clearly a convex function ofh,0: g9.0. Thus the convexity condition is satisfie
However, we are not free to choose the coupling constantsc1 andc2 as large as we please. It i
immediately obvious that, for a particular$P,vP% pair, we must in any case havec1,bvP . For
the full problem the coefficientc2 of the linear term will also be involved. The couplingv we are
concerned about is given by~10!. We have

v5g8~e8~v !!5
bP2

rAm21~P/r !2
5c11

c2

h2 5c11c2r 2.

From this we obtain, for given values of the parametersm andb and for a given$P,vP% pair, as
a sufficient condition forv,bvP the ‘‘Coulomb coupling constant constraint’’ on the two co
pling strengthsc1 andc2 in the funnel potential:
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c11
P2

m2 S P2

vP
2 21D c2,bvP . ~14!

In the case$P51/&,vP5 1
2% and b5m51 this condition reduces toc11 1

2c2, 1
2. For Herbst’s

lower bound~3!, i.e., P5vP5vc52/p, this constraint clearly yieldsc1,bvP . There is no es-
caping this feature of all energy bounds involving the Coulomb potential: the constraint de
from the fundamental observation that the Coulomb couplingv must not be too large, so that th
~relativistic! kinetic energy is able to counterbalance the Coulomb potential in order to mai
the Hamiltonian~1! with V(r )52v/r bounded from below.

For example, if we seek the largest allowed value of the parameterP by solving Eqs.~12! and
~14! together, we find that this largestP is given by

c2 sin4 t

cos2 t~bsint cost2c1!
5m2, P[sint. ~15!

For the Coulomb-plus-linear potentialV(r )52c1 /r 1c2r under consideration, Fig. 1 show
the lower and upper bounds on the lowest energy eigenvalueE of the spinless Salpeter equatio
given by the envelopes of the lower and upper families of tangential energy curves~11! and~13!.
In the case of the lower bound~11!, we have used for eachm the best possibleP(m) provided by
~15!. As m→0, the ‘‘basis’’ Coulomb problemH5bAm21p22v/r has energye(m)→0; thus the
Coulomb lower bound for a non-Coulomb problem becomes very weak for small values ofm. Of
course, Eq.~13! provides us with rigorous upper bounds foreveryenergy level.

In order to get an idea of the location of the exact energy eigenvaluesE, Fig. 1 also shows the
ground-state energy curveE(m) obtained by the Rayleigh–Ritz variational technique9 with the

FIG. 1. Lower bounds~L!, according to~11!, and upper bounds~U!, according to~13!, on the energy eigenvalueE of the
ground state@(n, l)5(1,0)# of the spinless Salpeter equation with a Coulomb-plus-linear potentialV(r )52c1 /r 1c2r , for
b51, c150.1, andc250.25. The lower bound is given by the general result~11! with the ‘‘best’’ P(m) provided by~15!.
In order to satisfy the Coulomb coupling constraint~15!, the massm must fulfil m.A5/4. For comparison, a~very
accurate! Rayleigh–Ritz variational upper boundE is depicted, too.
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Laguerre basis states for the trial space defined in Ref. 18. Strictly speaking, this energy
represents only an upper bound to the precise eigenvalueE. However, from the findings of Ref. 18
the deviations of these Laguerre bounds from the exact eigenvalues may be estimated,
superposition of 25 basis functions used here, to be of the order of 1%.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this analysis we have studied the discrete spectrum of semirelativistic ‘‘spinless-Salp
HamiltoniansH, defined in Eq.~1!, by an approach which is based principally on convexity. W
have at our disposal very definite information concerning, on the one hand, the bottom
spectrum ofH for the Coulomb potential,h(r )521/r , and, on the other hand, the entire spectru
of H for the harmonic-oscillator potential,h(r )5r 2. The class of potentials that are at the sa
time a convex transformation of21/r and a concave transformation ofr 2 includes, for example,
arbitrary linear combinations of Coulomb, logarithmic, linear, and harmonic-oscillator terms
envelope technique applied here takes advantage of the fact that all ‘‘tangent lines’’ to the
action potentialV(r )5g(h(r )) in H are potentials of the formah(r )1b, and that, by convexity
and the comparison theorem recalled in Sec. II D, the energy eigenvalues corresponding t
‘‘tangent’’ potentials provide rigorous bounds to the unknown exact eigenvaluesE of H. If e(v)
denotes the energy function—or a suitable bound to it—corresponding to the problem pose
‘‘basis’’ potential vh(r ), wherev is a positive coupling parameter, the envelopes of upper
lower families of energy curves may be found with the help of the ‘‘principal envelope form

E'min
v.0

@e~v !2ve8~v !1g~e8~v !!#.

Here, a sign of approximate equality is used to indicate that, for a definite convexity ofg(h), the
envelope theory yields lower bounds for convexg(h) and upper bounds for concaveg(h). With
the above principal envelope formula at hand, all new spectral pairs$h(r ),e(v)% which may
become available at some future time can immediately be used to enrich our collection of e
bounds. If the basis potentialh(r ) is a pure power, these bounds can be written as

Enl'min
r .0

FbAm21
Pnl

2

r 2 1V~r !G ,

where the numbersPnl are obtained from the corresponding underlying basis problems. The p
of this technique is illustrated, in Sec. V, by our application to the so-called funnel pote
V(r )52c1 /r 1c2r . For this problem, we have employed both the semirelativistic Coulomb
harmonic-oscillator problems to calculate, respectively, lower and upper bounds on the e
eigenvalues of the spinless Salpeter equation.

We expect that such results would provide bounds on the energy eigenvalues for g
theoretical discussions, or be used as guides for more tightly focused analytic or numerical
of the spectra of semirelativistic ‘‘spinless-Salpeter’’ Hamiltonians.
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Generalized Yang–Mills actions from Dirac operator
determinants

Edwin Langmanna)

Mathematical Physics, Department of Physics, KTH, SCFAB, SE-106 91 Stockholm,
Sweden

~Received 8 April 2001; accepted for publication 17 July 2001!

We consider the quantum effective action of Dirac fermions on four-dimensional
flat Euclidean space coupled to external vector- and axial Yang–Mills fields, i.e.,
the logarithm of the~regularized! determinant of a Dirac operator on flatR4 twisted
by generalized Yang–Mills fields. According to physics folklore, the logarithmic
divergent part of this effective action in the pure vector case is proportional to the
Yang–Mills action. We present a simple explicit computation proving this fact and
extending it to the chiral case. We use an efficient computation method for quantum
effective actions which is based on calculation rules for pseudo-differential opera-
tors and which yields an expansion of the logarithm of Dirac operators in local and
quasi-gauge invariant polynomials of decreasing scaling dimension. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1399297#

I. INTRODUCTION

Determinants of differential operators arise as~exponentials of! effective actions in quantum
field theory. The precise definition and investigation of such objects is an interesting and
lenging mathematical problem which has led to an active and fruitful interplay between m
ematics and physics.

In this paper we compute the logarithmic divergent part,Slog(A), of the logarithm of the
regularized determinant for Dirac operatorsDA describing Dirac fermions coupled to a generaliz
Yang–Mills fieldA on four-dimensional spacetime. For simplicity we assume spacetime to b
R4 with Euclidean signature and the natural spin structure. The Yang–Mills fields we con
contain, besides the vector partV, also a chiral~axial! part C @for precise definitions see Eq.~7!
ff. below#; we writeA5(V,C). Our definition ofSlog is motivated by physical considerations an
will be explained further below. To indicate the mathematical significance of our calculation
note thatSlog(A) is ~essentially! the noncommutative residue@Wodzicki ~1985!# of the logarithm of
DA @see Eq.~3! for the precise statement#. A main motivation for this work is to present
computation method for effective fermion actions which at the same time is mathemat
rigorous, close to standard Feynman diagram computations in quantum field theory@see, e.g.,
Itzykson and Zuber~1985! and Weinberg~1996!#, and simple to use. We believe that this meth
is a useful alternative to other methods like thez-function regularizations or the heat kern
expansions@see, e.g., Gilkey~1995! and Berlineet al. ~1992!#. We, therefore, made some effort t
present this method in a self-contained way, in the hope that this is useful also for readers w
mainly interested in learning how to compute effective actions.

We now discuss our computation method@parts of this method were used previously by us
Langmann~1995! and Langmann and Mickelsson~1996!#. We regard the Dirac operatorDA as a
PSDO~pseudo-differential operator! on a Hilbert space of square-integrable functions onR4. Our
starting point is the following definition for the regularized effective fermion action:

SL~A!ªTrLS logS DA1 im

L0
D2 logS D01 im

L0
D D , ~1!

a!Electronic mail: langmann@theophys.kth.se
52380022-2488/2001/42(11)/5238/19/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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wherem is a real parameter which has the physical interpretation of a fermion mass, andL is a
positive regularization parameter which we call UV~ultraviolet! cutoff. The role of the nonzero
and complex parameterL0 is twofold. Firstly, it makes the argument of the logarithm dimensio
less, and secondly, settingL05uL0u/(11 i01) avoids possible ambiguities due to the branch c
of the logarithm which otherwise can arise.~Of course, all results must be independent ofuL0u,
and this is a useful check.! This definition above has three ingredients. Firstly, a definition of
log of an operatora as an integral of the resolvent ofa. Secondly, some basic facts about PSD
which imply a simple and powerful formula for the symbol of the resolvent of the Dirac ope
DA . And thirdly, a definition of a regularized Hilbert space trace TrL ~where removing the regu
larization corresponds to the limitL→`!. Combining these ingredients we obtain an expansion
SL(A) in local and quasi-gauge invariant polynomials of decreasing scaling dimension. We

SL~A!5L2S(2)~A!1 logS L

umu DSlog~A!1S(0)~A!1O~L21!, ~2!

and this provides our definition ofSlog(A). Our results forSlog(A) andS(2)(A) will be presented in
the next Section. We shall also demonstrate on our way thatSlog(A) is proportional to the non-
commutative residue Wodzicki~1985! of the logarithm of the Dirac operatorDA :

Slog~A!54 ResS logS DA1 im

L0
D2 logS D01 im

L0
D D . ~3!

The logarithm of the regularized trace of the determinant of the Dirac operator can then be d
as

S(0)~A!5TRS logS DA1 im

L0
D2 logS D01 im

L0
D D , ~4!

where TR is the renormalized trace which we will define, and we will provide all mathema
tools necessary for computingS(0)(A) explicitly.

We note that our computation method is closely related to methods which have been u
the physics literature for a long time@see, e.g., DeWitt~1965!, Itzykson and Zuber~1985!, and
Weinberg~1996!#. The regularization we use is simple and close to how regularizations are
done in Feynman diagram computations, i.e., by introducing a sharp UV cutoff@see Eq.~32!#. We
believe, however, that we can offer some improvements in detail which make computations
more transparent in structure, but nevertheless such that each step can be easily justifi
mathematical rigor.

We now discuss some motivation for our computation from a quantum field theory poi
view. As was known already to Schwinger for the Abelian case, the effective action of ferm
coupled to a Yang–Mills field A5V ~i.e., C50! contains a logarithmic divergence
log(L/m) Slog(A), andSlog(A) ~for C50! is proportional to the usual Yang–Mills~YM ! action

SYM~A!5
1

2g2 E
R4

d4xtr FmnF mn,

@see, e.g., Itzykson and Zuber~1985! Eq. ~12.123! where 1/e corresponds to log(L/m)#. This is
important since it implies that a change in the cutoff in the gauge theory,L→L8, leads to a finite
change of the effective fermion action which can be absorbed by changing the Yang–
coupled constant,g22→(g8)225g221const. log(L8/L). The logarithmic dependence of th
Yang–Mills coupling constant on the UV cutoff is remarkable and distinguishes four space
dimensions from all others.

Our computation is closely related to more recent ideas which have led to a deeper geo
understanding of the standard model of elementary particle physics~including Higgs sector!. This
approach is based on Connes’ NCG@noncommutative geometry; textbooks on this subject
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Connes~1994! and Gracia-Bondiaet al. ~2001!#. One important ingredient of this approach is
define a generalized Dirac operatorDA , and this Dirac operator not only specifies the fermion p
of the action of the model but also the Yang–Mills partSYM(A): There is a definition ofSYM(A)
in terms of DA @see Chamseddine and Connes~1997! and references therein#. Our discussion
above suggests a simple physical interpretation of thisspectral action principle@Chamseddine and
Connes~1997!#: The logarithmic divergence of the fermion effective action is potentially ‘‘da
gerous’’ since it can make the model ambiguous: There is no preferred choice for the cut-o
changing it generates a term proportional toSlog(A). However, the fact thatSlog(A) is proportional
to the Yang–Mills action resolves this problem for the standard~purely vector! Yang–Mills theory
on R4, as discussed above. It, therefore, is natural torequire that the Yang–Mills action is
proportional to the logarithmic divergent part of the fermion effective action in any gauge th
models. In particular this suggests the following definition of the generalized~vector and chiral!
Yang–Mills action in terms of the generalized Dirac operatorsDA

SYM~A!ªconst.
1

2g2 Slog~A!, ~5!

~for one fermion flavorconst.524p2!. Equation~3! shows that for flat Euclidean spaceR4, this
definition is equivalent to the one given in Chamseddine and Connes~1997!. We conjecture that
this is true for other four dimensional spin manifolds as well.

The plan of this paper is as follows. We summarize our notation and results in Sec. II. S
III contains a summary of the mathematical prerequisites, i.e., the three ingredients of our m
mentioned above. The computations ofSlog(A) is presented in Section IV with some computati
details deferred to Appendix B. We conclude with some remarks in Sec. V. Appendix A con
some discussion on regularized traces and the noncommutative residue.

Notation:We write glN for the complexN3N matrices and GLN for the invertible matrices in
glN . We sometimes writeI V or I for the identity operator on a vector spaceV but often abuse
notation and do not distinguish betweencI andc for complex numbers. ForV, W vector spaces
and a an operator onV, we often use the same symbolsa to also denote the correspondin
operatora^ I W and I W^ a on V^ W andW^ V, respectively. The real part of a complex numb
c is denoted asRc.

II. DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS

For simplicity we assume spacetimeM45R4 with Euclidean signature~the extension of our
calculation to other four–dimensional spin manifolds should be possible using symbol calcu
pseudo–differential operators@Hörmander~1995!#!.

We consider the Hilbert

H5L2~R4! ^ Cspin
4

^ Ccolor
N , ~6!

which has the physical interpretation as space of the one–particle states of the fermions. W
introduce the spaceD of functions inH which are smooth~i.e., C`! andL1; D is a convenient
dense domain inH.

The Dirac operators of interest to us are of the form

D̂A5gn~2 i]n1Vn~x!1 ig5Cn~x!!, ~7!

where A5(V,C) ~repeated indicesn,m...51,2,3,4 are summed over;x5(x1,x2,x3,x4)PR4!,
with ]n5]/]xn andgn the Dirac spin matrices acting onCspin

4 and obeying

gmgn1gngm52hmn, ~8!

for m,n51,2,3,4, wherehmn5hmn5diag(1,1,1,1) is the metric tensor, and
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g5ªg1g2g3g4, ~9!

as usual~for the convenience of the reader, explicit formulas for these matrices are giv
Appendix A 1!.

For simplicity we assume that the functionsVn andCn , R4→glN , areregular, i.e., they are
C` and vanish likeO(uxu242«), for some«.0, asuxu→` ~the latter condition is to ensure tha
integrals of regular functions overR4 absolutely converge!.

In particular, the free Dirac operator is defined by the differential operator

D̂052 ign]n . ~10!

We define thegauge groupG as follows. Let GLN be the group of all invertible matrices i
glN . ThenG is the group of all GLN-valued functionsU on R4 such thatU(x)21 is a regular
function. Note that one can write

D̂A5 1
2~12g5!gn~2 i]m1Vm1 iCm!1 1

2~11g5!gn~2 i]m1Vm2 iCm!,

whereVm6 iCm are thechiral components of the gauge field. This representation shows that
natural to consider two kinds of gauge transformations,

Vm6 iCm→~U6!21~Vm6 iCm!U62 i~U6!21]mU6 , U6PG. ~11!

For U15U25U we denote these asvector gauge transformation, otherwise aschiral gauge
transformation.

Note that D̂A in Eq. ~7! is well-defined on the domainD,H, and we find it useful to
distinguish this formally self-adjoint differential operator in notation from the corresponding
adjoint extension onH which we denote asDA , i.e., (DAf )(x)5D̂Af (x) for all f (x)PD. We also
write

DA5D01A, ~12!

whereD0 is the free Dirac operator~i.e., self-adjoint extension ofD̂0! andA the operator defined
by multiplication with the generalized Yang–Mills field

Â~x!5gn~Vn~x!1 ig5Cn~x!!. ~13!

We will compute the fermion effective actionSL(A) defined in Eq.~1!, and we will show that
it can be expanded as in Eq.~2!. As discussed, TrL is a Hilbert space trace with an UV cuto
L.0, andL0 is an arbitrary, in general complex, parameter making the argument of the loga
dimensionless. Moreover, the real~positive or negative! parameterm corresponds to a fermion
mass and serves as an infrared~IR! regulator in our computation. Our main result is an expli
formula for Slog(A).

Proposition: The logarithmic divergent piece Slog(A) of the logarithm of the (regularized
determinant of the Dirac operatorDA equals

Slog~A!5
1

24p2 E
M4

d4xtrN~ 1
2F mn

1 ~F 1!mn1 1
2F mn

2 ~F 2!mn26m2CmCm!, ~14!

wheretrN is the usual matrix trace inglN and (@a,b#ªab2ba)

F mn
6
ª]mAn

62]nAm
61 i@Am

6 ,An
6#, Am

6
ªVm6Cm , ~15!

is the curvature associated with the chiral component A6 of the Yang–Mills field.
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~Proof in Sec.IV with some details deferred to Appendix B.!
For C50 ~no chiral field! we obtain

Slog~A!5
1

24p2 E
M4

d4xtrNFmnF mn,

with

Fmn5]mVn2]nVm1 i@Vm ,Vn#, ~16!

which is the standard Yang–Mills action. Note thatFmn5 i@Dm ,Dn# with

Dnª2 i]n1Vn~x!, ~17!

the covariant derivative, and similarly

F mn
6 5 i@Dm6 iCm ,Dn6 iCn#. ~18!

It is important to note that form50, Slog(A) in Eq. ~14! this is manifestly invariant under al
gauge transformations Eq.~11!. For mÞ0, there is also a mass term}CmCm for the chiral gauge
field which is only invariant under vector gauge transformations, i.e., only the transformation
~11! with U15U25U. The parameter in front of this term is fixed by the fermion mass. Ther
no similar term for the vector gauge field~note that such a term would spoil vector gau
invariance!.

It is interesting to note that the result of our computation in Sec. IV suggests that for m
folds M4 with boundary]M4, Slog(A) has an additional contribution

DSlog~A!5
1

24p2 E
M4

d4x]mtrNJm , ~19!

with

Jm ª2Cmi@Dn ,Cn#22Cni@Dn ,Cm#12i@Dm ,CnCn#. ~20!

This is a boundary term~by Stokes’s theorem!. Note that this term is also invariant under vect
gauge transformations, and it vanishes if the axial Yang–Mills fieldCm is zero.

It is also worth noting that, as a by-product, we also obtain the explicit expression fo
quadratic divergent part of the effective action:

S(2)~A!5
1

16p2 E
M4

d4xtrN~2VmVm1CmCm!. ~21!

In contrast toSlog(A) this term is not gauge invariant~as already mentioned, the term}VmVm

spoils vector gauge invariance!! This highlights the fact that the regularization procedure we
is not manifestly gauge invariant but only quasi-gauge invariant. It shows that the vector
invariance of our result forSlog is somewhat remarkable. It is also interesting to note that
Vm56Cm , S(2)(A)50.

III. CALCULATION TOOLS

In this Section we collect the mathematical prerequisites for our computation. We will ex
the three ingredients for our method: Firstly, a definition of the logarithm of operatorsa in terms
of an integral of the resolvent ofa. Secondly, a few basic definitions for PSDO which imply
simple and elegant formula for the symbol of the resolvent of Dirac operatorsDA . And finally, a
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definition of a regularized Hilbert space trace TrL ~corresponding to introducing an UV cutoffL!.
In the next Section we will put these ingredients together and obtain an expansion of the ef
action as described in the Introduction.

A. The logarithm of operators

Let a be a bounded operator on a Hilbert spaceH with norm less than one. Then~I 5I H is the
identity operator!

log~ I 1a!5E
0

1 ds

s
~ I 2~ I 1sa!21!, ~22!

as can be seen by a Taylor expansion,

log~ I 1a!5 (
n51

`
~21!n21

n
an52 (

n51

` E
0

1 ds

s
~2sa!n,

interchanging summation and integration, and using the geometric series.
We take this as a motivation todefine

logS DA1 im

L0
DªE

0

1 ds

s S I 2S I 1sFDA1 im

L0
2I G D 21D , ~23!

whereL0 is a some complex number. This representation of the logarithm as integral of a
vent will be convenient for us since there is a simple formula for the resolvent of~generalized!
Dirac operators, as discussed below.

B. Pseudo–differential operators

1. Generalities

We summarize some basic facts about pseudo-differential operators~PSDO! on R4 @a discus-
sion for general manifolds can be found, e.g., in Ho¨rmander~1985!#. We consider PSDOa on H
which can be represented by theirsymbols@a#(p,x), i.e., a gl4^ glN–valued functions on phas
spaceR43R4 defined such that@Hörmander~1985!#

~a f !~x!5E
R4

d4p

~2p!4 E
R4

d4y eip•(x2y)s@a#~p,x! f ~y!, ~24!

for all f (y)PD ~matrix multiplication is understood;p•x5xnpn!. In particular,D0 and A are
PSDO with symbols

s@D0#~p,x!5p”ªgnpn , s@A#~p,x!5Â~x!. ~25!

Eq. ~24! implies the following equation which encodes the product of operators in term
their symbols:

s@ab#~p,x!5E
R4

d4q

~2p!4 E
R4

d4y ei(x2y)•(p2q)s@a#~q,x!s@b#~p,y!. ~26!

We will encounter PSDOa which allow an asymptotic expansion

s@a#;(
j 50

`

sK2 j@a#, ~27!
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where sK2 j@a#(p,x) is homogeneous of degreeK2 j in p, @i.e., sK2 j@a#(sp,x)
5sK2 jsK2 j@a#(p,x) for all s.0 and upu.0# and behaves asupuK2 j for upu→` (upu
ªAp•p). We write

s@a#~p,x!5(
j 50

n

sK2 j@a#~p,x!1O~ upuK2n21!, ~28!

for all integersn. Eq. ~26! implies

s@ab#~p,x!; (
n50

`
~2 i!n

n!

]ns@a#~p,x!

]pi 1
¯]pi n

]ns@b#~p,x!

]xi 1
¯]xi n

. ~29!

This equation allows to determine the asymptotic expansions ofs@ab# ands@a21# from the ones
of s@a# ands@b#.

2. The symbol of the resolvent

Equation~23! expresses log(DA1 im) as an integral of resolvents of the Dirac operatorDA ,
i.e., of operators (c1I 1c2DA)21 with c1,2 complex numbers. We will therefore need the symbol
such a resolvent. To determine this we note that

s@c1I 1c2DA#~p,x!5c11c2@p”1Â~x!#. ~30!

We then could use Eq.~29! to find the expansion fors@(c1I 1c2DA)21#(p,x). We now present a
useful result summarizing this expansion in a simple formula.

Lemma: The following holds for all c1 ,c2PC

s@~c1I 1c2DA!21a#~p,x!5~c11c2@p”1D̂A# !21s@a#~x,p!. ~31!

Remark:The proper interpretation of this equation is as follows:

s@~c1I 1c2DA!21a#~p,x!; (
n50

`

~21!n~c11c2p” !21@D̂A~c11c2p” !21#ns@a#~x,p!,

where the differential operators]n in D̂A52 igm]n1Â(x) act to the right on the functionsÂ(x)
according to the Leibniz rule. We note that we will need this equation only fora5I .

Proof of the Lemma:One can check Eq.~31! by using Eqs.~27! and ~29!, taking c1I
1c2DA for a and @c1I 1c2DA#21a for b, and inserting Eq.~30!. A simpler argument avoiding
tedious expansions is as follows: Note that by definition, (DAf )(x)5@D̂01Â(x)# f (x) for all f
PD, thus

~~c1I 1c2DA!a f !~x!5~c11c2@D̂01Â~x!# !~a f !~x!5E
R4

d4p

~2p!4 E
R4

d4y eip•(x2y)~c11c2@p”

1D̂01Â~x!# !s@a#~p,x! f ~y!,

where we used Eq.~24! and the Leibniz rule. Replacinga in this equation by (c1I 1c2DA)21a,
we see that this is equivalent to Eq.~31!. @Note that this argument implies the interpretation of E
~31! as given above!# h

Remark:We believe that our expansion in powers of the differential operatorD̂A is very
natural for at least two reasons. Firstly, since under a vector gauge transformationD̂A

→U21D̂AU, such an expansion is close to being manifestly gauge invariant~we will discuss this
point in more detail below!. Secondly, it is natural from the point of view of power counting:
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contrast to an expansion inÂ, thenth order term in our expansion includes precisely those lo
polynomials inVm and Cn ~and derivatives thereof! which all have the same scaling dimensio
42n.

Remark:Loosely speaking, PSDO are useful since they allow to interpolate between Fo
and position space: Generically in quantum theory one deals with operatorsH on some Hilbert
space ofL2-functions onRn which are a sum of a free partH0 diagonal in Fourier space,@ f̂ (p)
5*Rndnx eip•xf (x) denotes the Fourier transform#, (H0f )̂ (p)5E0(p) f̂ (p), and a potential termV
diagonal in position space, (V f )(x)5V(x) f (x). The symbol ofH is then simply the sum of
E0(p) and V(x), which is an attractive feature. The price one has to pay is that the symb
~‘‘nice’’ ! functionsF of H are somewhat complicated: In a first approximation,s@F(H)#(p,x)
;F(E0(p)1V(x))1¯ , but there are correction terms̄ depending on derivatives. The Lemm
above is a special case of the following formula,

s@F~H !#~p,x!;F~E0~p2 i]!1V~x!!1,

nicely summarizing the systematic derivative expansion of functions ofH.

C. Regularized traces and the noncommutative residue

We now define the regularized trace which we will use. We first note that due to our tech
assumptions on the gauge fields all operatorsa which we will encounter are PSDO which hav
symbolss@a#(p,x) which go at least likeO(uxu242«), some«.0, for fixed p and uxu→`, and
are finite for finitep. Thus

TrL~a!ªE
upu<L

d4p

~2p!4 E
R4

d4x tr s@a#~x,p!, ~32!

where tr is the full matrix trace~including the trace trn in gl4 and the trace trN in glN!, is
well-defined forL,`, and this defines a regularized Hilbert space trace: Ifa is a trace–class
operator then TrL(a) has a well-defined limitL→` which is equal to the Hilbert space trace
a @Hörmander~1985!#. More generally one can consider PSDOa for which TrL(a) can be
expanded as

TrL~a!5c(K)~a!LK1c(K21)~a!LK211¯1c(1)~a!L1clog~a!logS L

umu D1c(0)~a!1O~L21!,

~33!

with K some non-negative integer.
We recall that the noncommutative residue@Wodzicki ~1985!# of a PSDO a with an

asymptotic expansion as in Eq.~27! can be defined as@see, e.g., Eq.~2.7! in Varilly and Gracia-
Bondia ~1993!#

Res~a!ª
1

4 ER4

d4p

~2p!4 d~ upu21!E
R4

d4xtrs24@a#~x,p!, ~34!

and for PSDOa as above:

Res~a!5 1
4 clog~a!, ~35!

i.e., the residue is equal, up to a constant, to the logarithmic divergent part of the regularize
of a. ~An elementary proof of this latter fact is outlined in Appendix A.!

Remark:In our definition of TrL we use a sharp cutoff, i.e.,
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TrL~a!5E
R4

d4p

~2p!4 f S upu
L D E

upu<L
d4x trs@a#~x,p!, ~36!

wheref (t) equals the Heaviside step functionu(12t). In principle one could define a regularize
trace using Eq.~36! and choosing any non-negative, piece-wise smooth, functionf (t) which
vanishes exponentially fast forutu→` and is such thatf (0)51. For example, the choicef (t)
5exp(2t2) would correspond to the standard heat kernel regularization.

We will show in Appendix A thatclog(a) is in fact independent off .
Using any such regularization one can define therenormalized traceas the finite part of the

regularized trace:

TR~a!ªc0~a!, ~37!

but this is not quite independent of the regularization: As also discussed in Appendix A, cha
the regularization functionf→ f̃ amounts to changing

TR~a!→TR~a!1 log~s! clog~a!, ~38!

with some constants.0 depending onf and f̃ : The logarithmic divergent piece accounts for t
regularization dependence of the renormalized trace, and this is the reason for our interest
discussed in the Introduction.

Remark:We note Eq.~36! is equivalent to

TrL~a!5Tr~PLa!, PLª f ~ uD0u/L!, ~39!

~using the spectral theorem for self-adjoint operators!. This naturally extends the definition of TrL

from PSDO to a large class of operators onH. More generally, one could change the regulariz
tion by changingD0→DB in the definition ofPL , for some fixed Yang–Mills fieldB. One can
show that this would change TR(a) by a term proportional to Res(@ log(DB)2 log(D0)#a) @see,
e.g., Eq.~1.6! in Cardonaet al. ~2000!#. It would be interesting to explore this possibility in mo
detail.

IV. COMPUTATION OF EFFECTIVE FERMION ACTION

In this Section we present the explicit computation of the effective fermion action and
prove the proposition in Sec. II. Our computation amounts to a quasi-gauge invariant gr
expansion, which is essentially an expansion in powers of the UV cutoffL. This allows us to
extract, in a simple manner, the quadratic and logarithmic divergent pieces which is what w
interested in.

A. Quasi-gauge covariant expansion

We write

SL~A!5E
upu<L

d4p

~2p!4 E
R4

d4xtr S~x,p! 1, ~40!

where S(x,p) is obtained by computing the symbol of the operator log(DA1 im)/L02 log(D0

1 im)/L0 as explained in the last Section, i.e.,

S~x,p!5E
0

1 ds

s
~@12s1sp”̃1sa” #212@12s1sp”̃ #21!

5E
0

` du

u
~@11up”̃1ua” #212@11up”̃ #21!, ~41!

where we used Eqs.~22! and ~31!, introduced the convenient short-hand notion
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p”̃ª
p”1 im

L0
, a”ª

2 i]”1Â

L0
, ~42!

and changed integration variables,s5u/(11u). The 1 on the right-hand side~r.h.s.! of Eq. ~40!
is the symbol of the identity operator. As explained in more detail below,S here is to be regarded
as a differential operator acting on 1. It is straightforward to expand the integrand in this eq
in powers ofa” :

S5 (
n51

L

~21!n21Sn1RL11 , ~43!

where

Sn5~21!n21E
0

` du

u

1

11up”̃
S ua”

1

11up”̃
D n

~44!

and

RL115E
0

` du

u

1

11up”̃
S ua”

1

11up”̃
D L

ua” @11u~p”̃1a” !#21, ~45!

is a remainder term.
In the following we find it convenient to use the short-hand notation and write:

D̂A5 (
s50,5

gs
nDn

s ~46!

where

Dn
0
ªDn Dn

5
ªCn ~47!

and

g0
n
ªgn, g5

n
ª igng5 . ~48!

We then define

M n;s1¯sn

n1¯nn
ª~L0!2nE

upu<L

d4p

~2p!4
trnE

0

`

duun21
1

11up”̃
gs1

n1
1

11up”̃
¯gsn

nn
1

11up”̃
, ~49!

wheresj50,5 andn j51,2,3,4. This allows us to write

SnªE
upu<L

d4p

~2p!4 E
R4

d4xtr Sn~x,p!5(
sI

M n;sI
n1¯nnE

R4
d4xtrNDn1

s1
¯Dnn

sn : ~50!

here and in the following,sI is short for (s1 ,..,sn).
The following Lemma simplifies the computation significantly: It implies that theSn for odd

integersn all vanish, and that a series expansion in the massm only has nonzeroevenpowers.
Lemma: The coefficientsM n;sI

nI in Eq. (49) are nonzero only for even integers n, and they are
invariant under m→2m, i.e., they are independent of the sign of the mass.
(Proof in Appendix B.)

Remark:We now can explain why we denote our expansion quasi–gauge invariant. T
because the operatorsDn

s transform gauge covariantly under a vector gauge transformationU,
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Dn
s→U21Dn

sU. This implies that the differential operators defined in Eq.~50! all are gauge
invariant. However, the action is a polynomial which is obtained by applying these differenti
operators to 1@cf. Eqs.~40!# using Leibniz rule and]n150, e.g.,

Dn15Vn~x!,

Dn1
Cn2

152 i@]n1
Cn2

~x!#1Vn1
~x!Cn2

~x!, ~51!

Dn1
Dn2

152 i@]n1
Vn2

~x!#1Vn1
~x!Vn2

~x!,

etc. The result will be gauge invariant only if the differential operator in Eq.~50! is already a
polynomial. This happens, e.g., if the differential operatorsDn only appear in combinations
@Dn ,Dm# and@Dn ,Cm#. This is not obvious. However, we will see below that this happens for
terms leading to logarithmic divergent part.

B. Expansion in powers of the UV cutoff

We now show that our expansion above is essentially an expansion in powers of the UV
L. Our computation can be simplified by the following argument~this argument is refined an
justified in detail in Appendix B!. As mentioned,m serves as a particular IR cutoff for momentu
integrals. We expect that our result is independent of the precise form of the IR regulariz
Thus we use instead the following, simpler one: we setm50 in p”̃ but restrict integrations overp
to m<upu<L. We stress that we use this simplification in the main text only to ease our pr
tation, and that it is appropriate only for computing the diverging contributions to the regular
determinant: The computation of the finite part should be done with the method explain
Appendix B. Below we shall see that this simplified procedure gives an IR regularization prov
we also setL05uL0u/(11 i01) ~a justification of this can be also found in the Appendix B!. Using
then

1

11up”̃
5

1

12u2upu2~L0!22 @12up” ~L0!21#,

and rescalinguupu(L0)21→u(11 i01) we see thatMn in Eq. ~49! becomes~we use the different
symbolM̃n to indicate that these numbers are obtained with a simplified IR regularization.!

M̃n;sI
nI 5

1

8p2 E
umu

L

dupuupu32nJ n;sI
nI ~p!, ~52!

where

J n;sI
n1¯nn

ªE
0

`

duun21S 1

12@u~11 i01!#2D n11

^trn~12uj” !gs1

n1~12uj” !¯gsn

nn~12uj”j!&, ~53!

and we used (2p)24*m<upu<Ld4p g(p)5(8p2)21* umu
L dupuupu3^g(upuj)& with

^g~j!&ª
1

2p2 E
R4

d4j

~2p!4 d~ uju21! g~j!, ~54!

the angular average~i.e., integration over the unit sphere inR4!. We now see thatL05uL0u/(1
1 i01) is needed to specify how to treat the singularity in theu-integral. Theseu-integrals are
then finite@see Eqs.~56! and~57! below#. The result we get is independent ofuL0u, as expected.
It shows explicitly that our expansion leads to an expansion of the action in powers ofL. We are
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interested inL→`. In this limit, M̃n}uLun24 for n,4 and}umu42n for n.4: The former terms
are divergent in the UV~i.e., for L→`!, the latter in the IR~i.e., for m→0!. It is precisely the
‘‘boundary case’’n54 which gives rise to the logarithmic divergence.

This result obtained with the simplified IR treatment is correct only in leading order inL. In
Appendix B we show how to do the computation without this simplification, and that

Mn5M̃n1O~m2L22n!, n.2, ~55!

showing that the simplified IR treatment gives the correct result for the diverging terms forn
but n52. For n52 there are corrections}m2 log(L/m) which contribute toSlog and which we,
therefore, have to compute exactly.

C. Computation of diverging parts of the effective action

We now proceed to compute the coefficientsJn Eq. ~53! for those terms we are interested i
i.e., forn51,2,3,4. Using Eq.~52! this is straightforward: One only needs to evaluate the integ

Nn,k5E
0

`

duun1k21~12@u~11 i01!#2!2n21, ~56!

the angular averageŝjn1
¯jnk

&, and traces of products of Dirac matrices. The integrals in
~56! are @cf., e.g., Eq. 3.251~11.! in Gradshteyn and Ryzhik~1980!#

Nn,k52~21!(n2k)/2BS n1k

2
,
n2k

2
11D , ~57!

whereB(x,y)5G(x)G(y)/G(x1y). We only need

N2,05
1
4 , N2,252 1

4,

N4,05
1

24, , N4,252 1
24 , N4,45

1
8 .

The computation of the traces of Dirac matrices is simplified using the following relations:

~12uj” !gn5gn~11uj” !22ujn, n51,2,3,4,

g5j”g552j” , j” 25uju2, ~58!

which follow from Eq.~8!. We also need

^1&51, ^jm1
jm2

&5 1
4 hm1m2

^jm1
jm2

jm3
jm4

&5 1
24 ~hm1m2

hm3m4
1hm1m3

hm2m4
1hm1m4

hm2m3
!, ~59!

and that the angular average for a product of an odd number of componentsjm j
is zero. Moreover,

trn~gm1gm2!54hm1m2,

trn~gm1gm2gm3gm4!54~hm1m2hm3m42hm1m3hm2m41hm1m4hm2m3!, ~60!

trn~g5gm1gm2gm3gm4!54em1m2m3m4,

where em1m2m3m4 is the completely antisymmetric symbol withe123451. Note that trn(gm
s )

5trn(gm
s1 gm

s2 gm
s3 )50 always.
1 2 3
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It is now easy to see thatJ 1,s
m 5J 3;s1s2s3

m1m2m350, thus

S15S350. ~61!

The simplest nonzero terms are forn52. Combining the formulas given above it is easy to s
that

J2;s1s2

m1m2 5
1

8p2 As1s2
hm1m2,

A5552A0051, A505A0550. ~62!

Thus

S̃25L2
1

16p2 E d4xtrN~2DmDm1CmCm!. ~63!

This is a gauge invariant differential operator. When acting on 1@cf. Eq. ~51!# we obtain the
quadratic divergent part of the effective action Eq.~21! which is not gauge invariant.

As mentioned,S̃(2) is only the leading order contribution toS (2). A more careful computation
without the simplified IR regularization gives~see Appendix B!

S25S̃22m2 logS L

umu D 1

8p2 E d4xtrN~CmCm!1¯ , ~64!

where ‘‘̄ ’’ are terms which remain finite forL→`. We see that the subleading term which w
missed by the naive IR regularization contributes toSlog . As discussed in Sec. II, this term i
gauge invariant.

We now turn to the casen54 which leads to the logarithmic divergence. All relations need
to compute theJ sI

n1n2n3n4 were listed above. The result can be written as follows:

J sI
n1n2n3n45 1

3 ~AsIh
n1n2hn3n41BsIh

n1n3hn2n41CsIh
n1n4hn2n31DsIe

n1n2n3n4!, ~65!

wheresI5(s1 ,s2 ,s3 ,s4). The numbersAsI ,BsI ,CsI ,DsI are all given in Table I.~We have checked
this result extensively using the symbolic programming languageMAPLE.! We note that the num-
bersAsI ,BsI ,CsI (DsI) all are real~purely imaginary! and nonzero only if an even~odd! number of
the sj equal 5.

Combining these results we find

S̃45 logS L

umu D 1

24p2 E
R4

d4xtrN@PR1PI #, ~66!

where

TABLE I. Parameters in Eq.~65! wheresI5(s1 ,s2 ,s3 ,s4).

s1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 5 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 5
s2 1 1 5 5 1 1 5 5 1 1 5 5 1 1 5 5
s3 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5
s4 1 5 5 1 5 1 1 5 5 1 1 5 1 5 5 1
AsI 0 22 22 2 22 22 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BsI 22 2 2 0 4 2 2 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CsI 2 22 0 2 22 0 22 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DsI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 i 2 i i i i i 2 i 2 i
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PR5(
sI

~AsIh
n1n2hn3n41BsIh

n1n3hn2n41CsIh
n1n4hn2n3!Dn1

s1Dn2

s2Dn3

s3Dn4

s4

PI5(
sI

DsIe
n1n2n3n4Dn1

s1Dn2

s2Dn3

s3Dn4

s4 , ~67!

with the coefficients given in Table I.PR is a sum of 19 nonzero terms. We now claim that it
possible to writePR5PR,11PR,2 where

PR,152@Dm,Dn#@Dm ,Dn#2@Cm,Cn#@Cm ,Cn#1@Dm,Dn#@Cm ,Cn#1@Cm,Cn#@Dm ,Dn#

12@Dm,Cn#@Dm ,Cn#12@Dm,Cn#@Cm ,Dn# ~68!

and

PR,25 i@Dm,Jm#1@@Dm,Dn#,@Cm ,Cn##22@Cm,@Dm ,Dn#Cn# ~69!

with Jm given in Eq.~20!. Similarly

PI5
i

2
en1n2n3n4@@Dn1

,Dn2
#1@Cn1

,Cn2
#,@Dn3

,Cn4
##. ~70!

@The proof of Eqs.~68!–~70! are straightforward calculation which we skip.#
We see that,PR,1 equals 1

2(F mn
1 (F 1)mn1F mn

2 (F 2)mn) with F mn
6 defined in Eq.~15!. The

remaining terms are linear combinations of commutators! Using the cyclicity of the matrix
we thus obtain

trNPR,25]mtrNJm , trNPI50. ~71!

This implies Eqs.~14!–~20! and completes our computation. h

Remark:Note thatPR andPI are not differential operators but polynomials@i.e., there are no
terms (̄ )Dm#. This implies that both these terms are gauge covariant which, as we belie
remarkable.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The regularization which we used was simple but not manifestly gauge invariant. Fo
result computed in this paper the latter property is irrelevant: since the logarithmic diverge
regularization dependent one can compute it using any regularization. However, we believ
our method is useful even for computing the finite part of the effective action, i.e.,S(0)(A) in Eq.
~4!. We stress again that the simplified IR regularization used in the main text is not appropr
this computation but the formulas given in Appendix B should be used. We conjecture thatS(0)(A)
computed in this way is gauge invariant.

As mentioned in the Remark at the end of Sec. 3, we defined a renormalized trace TRuD0u using
the free Dirac operatorD0 . More general we could use the Dirac operatorDB with some fixed
nontrivial Yang–Mills fieldB. In particular, we expect that the standardz-function regularization
of the logarithm of the determinant ofDA should be identical with

TRuDAu logS DA1 im

L0
D ,

where the regularization function isf (t)5exp(2t2). The latter definition has the advantage tha
is manifestly gauge invariant, but it seems less easy to use for explicit computations as ou
natural to expect that the difference between the latter definition andS(0)(A) in Eq. ~4! is also
proportional toSlog(A).
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Effective action computations are used in many applications of quantum field theory
believe that the methods which we presented should be useful in other such contexts as w
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APPENDIX A: MORE ON REGULARIZED TRACES

In this Appendix we outline elementary proofs of some facts about regularized traces sta
the main text.

1. The logarithmic divergence

We compute the regularized trace in Eq.~36! for an operatora with a symbol allowing for an
asymptotic expansion as in Eq.~27!. It is easy to see that the contribution ofsk@a#(p,x) to TrL(a)
is

E
0

`

dupuupuk13f S upu
L D E

R4

d4j

~2p!4 d~ uju21!E
R4

d4x trsk@a#~j,x!,

where we used the homogeneity ofsk@a#. Changing variables,upu→u5upu/L, and comparing
with Eq. ~33! we see that for allk>23

ck14~a!5NkE
R4

d4j

~2p!4 d~ uju21! trsk@a#~j,x!, ~A1!

with Nk5*0
`duuk13f (u) constants depending onf . For k524 the computation above does n

make sense~the constantN24 diverges!, but we can computeclog(a) as follows. We first subtrac
from the symbol ofa the diverging part which we already accounted for and define

s23
' @a#~p,x!ªs@a#~p,x!2 (

j 50

K13

sK2 j@a#~p,x!5s24@a#~p,x!1O~ upu25!. ~A2!

Equation~33! then suggests that

clog~a!5 lim
L→`

1

log~L!
E

R4

d4p

~2p!4 f S upu
L D E

R4
d4xtr s@a#23

' ~p,x!.

Computing this using L’Hospital’s rule we obtain

clog~a!5 lim
L→`

LE
R4

d4p

~2p!4 f 8S upu
L D S 2

upu
L2D E

R4
d4xtr s@a#23

' ~p,x!

5 lim
L→`

S E
R4

d4p

~2p!4 S 2 f 8S upu
L D upu

L D E
R4

d4xtr s@a#24~p,x!1O~L21! D .

Changing variables etc. as above and using*0
`du(2 f 8(u))5 f (0)51 ~independent off ! ! we

obtain

clog~a!5E
R4

d4j

~2p!4 d~ uju21!E
R4

d4xtrs24~a!~j,x!. ~A3!
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Recalling Eq.~34! we obtain Eq.~35!. h

2. Renormalized traces

It is obvious that changing the regularization functionsf (t)→ f̃ (t)5 f (t/s) for some fixeds
.0, amounts to changingL→sL, and thus changesc(0)→c(0)1 log(s) clog . Thus~33! is obvious
for this special case. For more general changesf (t)→ f̃ (t) of the regularization function, Eq.~33!
can be shown using

E
R4

d4p

~2p!4 f S upu
L D E

R4
d4xtr s@a#23

' ~p,x!5clog~a!logS L

umu D1c(0)~a!1O~L21!,

which follows from our discussion above.

APPENDIX B: COMPUTATION DETAILS

In this Appendix we present some details concerning our computations discussed in th
text. In particular, we give explicit formulas for the Dirac matrices, and we also show show
to compute the structure constantsMn in Eq. ~49! exactly, i.e., without the simplified IR regular
ization. We also prove the Lemma in Sec. IV A and Eq.~55!, and we give some details about th
computation yielding Eq.~64!.

1. Dirac matrices

A convenient representation for the Dirac matrices is as follows:

g j5S 0 s j

s j 0 D , j 51,2,3, g45S 0 i1

2 i1 0D , g55S 1 0

0 21D , ~B1!

where1 and0 are the 232 unit- and zero matrices and

s15S 0 1

1 0D , s25S 0 2 i

i 0 D , s35S 1 0

0 21D ,

the Pauli sigma matrices as usual.

2. Details about the gradient expansion

We start by rewriting theMn in a convenient form. We define

P«ª
1

2 S 11«
p”

upu D , «56, ~B2!

which are orthogonal projections,P«P2«50 andP«
25P« , satisfyingP11P251. We then can

write

~12up”̃ !215 (
«56

P«

1

11u
«upu1 im

L0

,

which we insertn11 times in Eq.~49!
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M n;s1¯sn

n1¯nn 5~L0!2nE
upu<L

d4p

~2p!4 E
0

`

duun21

3 (
«1 ,...,«n1156 S )

j 51

n11
1

11u
« j upu1 im

L0

D trn~P«1
gs1

n1P«2
¯gsn

nnP«n11
!.

We thus obtain

M n;s1¯sn

n1¯nn 5 (
«1 ,...,«n1156

In;«1 ,...,«n11
trn^P«1

gs1

n1P«2
¯gsn

nnP«n11
&, ~B3!

with

In;«1 ,...,«n11
5In;k , k such that (

j 51

n11

« j5n1122k ~B4!

and

In;k5~L0!2n
1

8p2 E
0

L

dupuupu3E
0

`

duun21S 1

11u
upu1 im

L0

D n112kS 1

11u
2upu1 im

L0

D k

.

RescalinguL/L0→u and introducingj5upu/L yields

In;k5~L!42n
1

8p2 E
0

1

djj3E
0

`

duun21S 1

11uFj1 i
m

LG D n112kS 1

11uF2j1 i
m

LG D k

. ~B5!

Proof of the Lemma in Sec. IV A:We note that

trn^P«1
gs1

n1P«2
¯gsn

nnP«n11
&5..T«I ,sI

nI ,

is invariant under« j→2« j @since the latter transformation amounts to the variable changj
→2j in the integral Eq.~54! defining the angular average#. Moreover, the cyclicity of trace and
g5

251 implies thatT«I ,sI
nI does not change if we replace allP« j

andgsj

n j by g5P« j
g5 andg5gsj

n jg5 ,

respectively. Usingg5P«g55P2« and g5gs
ng552gs

n we obtainT«I ,sI
nI 5(21)nT2«I ,sI

nI , and using
T2«I ,sI

nI 5T«I ,sI
nI this proves thatT«I ,sI

nI — and thusMn in Eq. ~49!—is nonzero only for evenn.
From Eq. ~B4! it is obvious that« j→2« j corresponds tok→n112k, and thusT«I ,sI

nI

5T2«I ,sI
nI implies that we can replaceIn;k by @In;k1In;n112k#/2 in Eq.~B3!. We can write the latter

as a sum of the terms which are even and odd under the change of the sign of the masm→
2m. A simple change of variables shows thatu-integrals in the odd term

1
4 @In;k~m!1In;n112k~m!2In;k~2m!2In;n112k~2m!#,

can be written as follows~n even!:

1

4 E2`

`

duun21S 1

11uFj1 i
m

LG D n112kS 1

11uF2j1 i
m

LG D k

,
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plus the same integral but withk andn112k interchanged. The latter integrals can be compu
using Cauchy’s theorem: The poles of the integrand are inu521/(j1 im/L) and u51/(j
2 im/L) and thus both always in the same half of the complexu-plane~upper or lower, depending
on the sign ofm!. Computing the integral by closing the integration path in the half plane w
the integrand is analytic~which is possible since the integrand vanishes likeO(uuu22) for uuu
→`) one sees that the integral is zero. This impliesMn(2m)5Mn(m). h

Proof of Eq. (55):Our discussion above implies that we can replaceIn;k in Eq. ~B3! by
RIn;k5@In;k(m)1In;k(2m)#/2.

We are interested in the terms which diverge forL→`. To isolate them it is convenient to
determine]Mn /]L. We thus compute

]

]L
RIn;k5L32n

1

8p2 I n,kS m

L D , ~B6!

where we introduced the functions

I n,k~h!5RE
0

`

duun21S 1

11u@11 ih# D
n112kS 1

11u@211 ih# D
k

. ~B7!

Note that the functionsI n,k(h) are well-defined for all realhÞ0, have a finite limitI n,k(0
1) as

h→0, and they have series expansions inh2. @To see this note thatI n,k(h)5R*0
`ds(1/(s11

1 ih))n112k(1/(s211 ih))k.#
It is easy to see that with the simplified regularization used in the main text we can ob

formula for M̃n;s1¯sn

n1¯nn as in Eqs.~B3! and ~B4! but with In;k replaced by

Ĩn;k5
1

8p2 E
0

L

dupuupu32nI n;k~01!. ~B8!

We thus get

]

]L
~In;k2Ĩn;k!5

1

8p2 L32nS I n;kS m

L D2I n;k~01! D5O~m2L12n!, ~B9!

which proves Eq.~55!. h

Remark:We now can explain the reason for our choiceL05uL0u/(11 i01) in the main text:
This yields a regularization specifying the otherwise undefined integralsI n;k(0), andfrom Eq.
~B9! it is clear that this is the regularization yielding a result identical with the one obtained
the proper regularization, up to lower order terms.

Computation ofS2 : For n52 we need to computeM2 in Eq. ~49! exactly, using the formulas
given above.

Similarly as explained in the main text we compute@cf. Eq. ~B3!#

trn^P«1
gs1

n1P«2
¯gs2

n2P«3
&5d«1 ,«3

hn1n2~12«1«2~21!s1!.

Moreover, the integrals defined in Eq.~B7! for n52 andk50,1 are

I 2,0~h!5R
1

2~11 ih!2 5
1

2
2

3

2
h21O~h4!,

I 2,1~h!5R
1

4~11 ih! S ~11 ih!logS 11 ih

12 ih D22D5
1

2
1

1

2
h21O~h4!,
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and with Eqs.~B6!, ~B3!, and ~B4! we can compute]M2 /]L. Straightforward computations
yield

M 2;s1s2

n1n2 5ds1s2
hn1n2

1

16p2 S L2As1s2
1m2 logS L

umu DAs1s2

(0) 1O~L0! D ,

A5552A0051, A55
(0)522, A00

(0)50, ~B10!

and with Eq.~50! we obtain Eqs.~63!–~64!.
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On the classification of N-extended supersymmetric
quantum mechanical systems
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In this paper some properties of the irreducible multiplets of representation for the
N5(p,q)-extended supersymmetry in one dimension are discussed. Essentially
two results are presented. At first a peculiar property of the one dimension is
exhibited, namely that any multiplet containing 2d ~d bosonic andd fermionic!
particles inM different spin states is equivalent to a$d,d% multiplet of just two spin
states~all bosons and all fermions being grouped in the same spin!. Later, it is
shown that the classification of all multiplets of this kind carrying an irreducible
representation of theN-extended supersymmetry is in one-to-one correspondence
with the classification of real-valued CliffordG-matrices of Weyl type. In particular,
p1q is mapped intoD, the space–time dimensionality, while 2d is determined to
be the dimensionality of the correspondingG-matrices. The implications of these
results to the theory of spinning particles are analyzed. ©2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1409349#

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently we have assisted in renewing interest in the theory of supersymmetric and
conformal quantum mechanics due to different physical motivations and viewpoints. Supe
metric and superconformal1 ~see also Ref. 2! quantum mechanical models succeed in describ
the low-energy effective dynamics, as well as the moduli space, of a certain class of black
Particle models with extended world-line supersymmetries naturally describe the related
etries, see Ref. 3. Another scenario involving supersymmetric quantum mechanics~SQM! con-
cerns the light–cone quantization of supersymmetric theories.4 Besides that, SQM models offer
natural setup for testing, under a rigorous mathematical framework, some conjectures~like the
AdS/CFT correspondence for AdS2! or properties and consequences of dimensionally redu
supersymmetric field theories5 and such phenomena as their spontaneous supersymm
breaking,6,7 including the partial breaking.8,9 Having this in mind, the importance of the invest
gation of largeN-extended~SQM! models cannot be overestimated. Indeed, since the red
version to a one~temporal! dimension of a supersymmetric 4d theory gets four times the numbe
of supersymmetries of the original model,N52,4 super-Yang–Mills are reduced to, respective
N58 andN516 SQM models, while theN58 supergravity is associated with theN532 SQM
theory.

However, not much attention has been paid to such large-N SUSY quantum models and onl
partial results are known.10,5The reason however is clear—N54 is the largest number of extende
supersymmetry for which a superfield formalism is known. Investigating theN.4 case requires
the use of component fields and computations soon become cumbersome.

In this paper we attack the problem of investigating largeN SQM models from a different

a!Electronic mail: pashnev@thsun1.jinr.ru
b!Electronic mail: toppan@cbpf.br
52570022-2488/2001/42(11)/5257/15/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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viewpoint. We are able to classify the irreducible multiplets of representations of theN extended
supersymmetry. We prove at first that all such multiplets are associated with fundamenta
multiplets in which all bosons and all fermions are accommodated into just two spin states
consequence of that, differently presented dynamical systems turn out to be expressions
same algebraic structure. Later, we give the full classification of the short multiplets. We fu
mention how the above-mentioned results find application to the theory of the particles with

The closest references to the results presented here are given in Refs. 11 and 12 in wh
classification of~in our language! the short multiplets for the Euclidean supersymmetry w
derived, i.e., representations of the~1.2! algebra with positive eigenvalues only. See also Ref.
for explicit constructions of multiplets of extended supersymmetries.

In our work we further prove that all multiplets fit into equivalence classes characterize
the short multiplets. Besides that, we extend the classification of Refs. 11 and 12 to the p
Euclidean supersymmetry@arbitrary signatures of the eigenvalues of thev i j matrix in formula
~1.2!#. Indeed, as we will prove in the following, it is in this larger class that symmetries of
particles with spin moving in a Minkowskian or AdS-like background should be looked for.
analysis which follows is based on the results for the classification of real-valued Clifford alg
as presented in Ref. 14.

It is well known that the SQM, being the simplest example of a theory which inclu
simultaneously commuting and anticommuting variables, realizes as its symmetry group th
dimensional supersymmetry. In general this supersymmetry is generated byN supercharges
Qi ,i 51,2,...,N and the Hamiltonian

H52 i
]

]t
~1.1!

with the following algebra:

$Qi ,Qj%5v i j H, ~1.2!

where the constant tensorv i j hasp positive andq negative eigenvalues. Usually all eigenvalu
are positive and the above-mentioned algebra is named theN-extended one-dimensional supe
symmetry. Nevertheless, in general, reasons can exist leading to an indefinite tensorv i j .15 In the
following, without loss of generality, the algebra of superchargeQi ’s will be conveniently diago-
nalized and normalized in such a way that the tensorv i j can be expressed as

v i j 5h i j , ~1.3!

whereh i j is a pseudo-Euclidean metric with the signature (p,q).
The representation of the algebra~1.2! is formed by commuting~Bosonic! and anticommuting

~Fermionic before the quantization and Clifford after it! variables. Some of them are true physic
variables, others play an auxiliary role. Usually all these variables are taken to be the comp
of irreducible superfields.

The simplest way to construct a classical Lagrangian for the SQM inD dimensions is to
consider the superfields (A51,2,...,D),

FA~t,ha!5FA
0~t!1haFAa

1 ~t!1ha1ha2FAa1a2

2 ~t!1¯1ha1ha2
¯haNFAa1a2¯aN

N ~t!,

~1.4!

in the superspace (t,ha) with one bosonic coordinatet andN Grassmann coordinatesha. Such
superfields for generalN are highly reducible and only lower values ofN were investigated in
detail. The first components of the superfields are the usual bosonic coordinatesFA

0(t), the next
onesFAa

1 (t) are the Grassmann coordinates. All the other components of the superfield
auxiliary. So, the classical Lagrangian of the SQM describes the evolution of bosonic and
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tional Grassmann degrees of freedom, which after quantization become generators of the C
algebra. This fact naturally leads to the matrix realization of the Hamiltonian and superchar
SQM.6,16,17

The dimensionality of such realization depends on the total number of Grassmann var
In the case of scalar superfields~1.4! the dimensionality is 2[DN/2]. So, it rapidly grows for
extended supersymmetry. The way out of this difficulty is to use more complicated represen
of the extended supersymmetry.18–23The simplest of them is given by the chiral superfield, wh
contains one complex bosonic andN/2 complex Grassmann fields. The Lagrangian for su
superfield naturally describes the two-dimensional SQM. The ratio of numbers~Fermi/boson! in
this case isN/2 instead ofN as for scalar superfields. For more complicated representations
ratio grows even more slowly.19–23This fact has an essential influence on the dimensionality of
matrix realizations of the Hamiltonian and supercharges—they are smaller for the same num
bosonic coordinatesFA

0 . The distinguishing feature of such representations is the fact tha
lowest componentsFA

0(t) (A51,2,...,D) of the superfields~1.4! all togetherform an irreducible
representation of some subgroup of the automorphism group of the algebra~1.2!. The correspond-
ing actions are also invariant under the transformations of this subgroup, which thus plays th
of space~or space–time! rotations. In particular the inclusion of the time coordinatet(t) along
with the space onesxa(t) in an irreducible representationFA

0(t) of such subgroup means tha
such a subgroup, as well as the whole automorphism group of the algebra~1.2!, is
pseudo-Euclidean.15 In consequence of that the metric tensorh i j in ~1.3! is pseudo-Euclidean too

So, the number of bosonic and fermionic physical components and, correspondingl
dimensionality of quantum Hamiltonian and supercharges realized as matrices, crucially d
on the choice of the irreducible superfield or, equivalently, irreducible representation of the a
~1.2!. In this sense the classification of all such representations is very useful.

II. THE EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS

In this section we analyze the structure of the supermultiplets of theN-extended supersym
metry in one-dimensional space. We will show in which sense all irreducible representatio
equivalent to the representations with a definite structure of the multiplets. To fix the notatio
N denote the number of extended supersymmetries and 2d ~d bosons andd fermions! the dimen-
sionality of the corresponding multiplet,~may be reducible!, carrying theN-extended SUSY
representation. In general such multiplet can be represented in the form of a chain

Fa0

0 , Fa1

1 ,...,FaM21

M21 , FaM

M ~2.1!

whose componentsFaI

I , (aI51,2,...,dI) are real. All the components with evenI have the same

Grassmann parity as that ofFa0

0 , while the components with odd values ofI have the opposite

one. Such structure of the multiplet is closely related to the superfield representations; the
index I , numbering the elements of the chain, corresponds to their place in the superfield e
sion ~1.4! or to their dimensionality which decreases by 1/2 at each step along the chain
chooses

dim~t!51, dim~h!5 1
2 . ~2.2!

The numberM11 is the length of the supermultiplet,M being subjected to the constraintM
<N since, for example in the case of irreducible representations, not all the components
superfield~1.4! are independent—some of the higher components are expressed in terms o
derivatives of the lower ones.

For the supermultiplet~2.1! we will also use the short notation$d0,d1,...,dM%. As an ex-
ample, in the case ofN52 one can consider the irreducible representations$1,2,1% ~real superfield!
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F5F~t,h1 ,h2!5F0~t!1 ihaFa
1~t!1 ih1h2F2~t!, ~2.3!

and $2,2% ~chiral superfield!

F̃~t,h,h̄ !5F̃0~t!1hF̃1~t!1
i

2
h̄hḞ̃0~t!, ~2.4!

where h5h11 ih2 , h̄5h12 ih2 are complex Grassmann coordinates. The last compone
expression~2.4! is proportional to the time derivative of the first one. BothF̃0(t) andF̃1(t) in
~2.4! are complex. Obviously, in both cases~2.3! and ~2.4!, ( I dI52 separately for real bosoni
and fermionic components.

Due to dimensionality arguments the supersymmetry transformation law for the compo
FaI

I is of the following form~« i are infinitesimal Grassmann parameters!:

d«FaI

I 5« i~Ci
I !aI

aI 11FaI 11

I 11 1« i~C̃i
I !aI

aI 21
d

dt
FaI 21

I 21 . ~2.5!

Evidently, due to the absence in~2.1! of the components withI 521, I 5M11, the transformation
laws for the end components of the chain are simpler:

d«Fa0

0 5« i~Ci
0!a0

a1Fa1

1 , d«FaM

M 5« i~C̃i
M !aM

aM21
d

dt
FaM21

M21 . ~2.6!

The transformation law for the last component of the multiplet reads that it transforms as a
derivative. It is a very essential property, because the integral of this component is invariant
the supersymmetry transformations and can be used to construct invariant actions.

Another very important consequence of the transformation law of the last compone
present only in one dimension. Just in this case one can redefine this component

FaM

M 5
d

dt
CaM

M22 ~2.7!

in terms of some functionsCaM

M22. This correspondence is exact up to some constantsCaM

M which

describe the trivial representations of the supersymmetry algebra. The dimensionality of th
componentsCaM

M22 coincides with the dimensionality of the componentsFaM22

M22 . Moreover, their

transformation law is of the same type—they transform through the componentsFaM21

M21 and

FaM23

M23 ~with vanishing coefficients before the time derivative of the latter!,

d«CaM

M225« i~C̃i
M !aM

aM21FaM21

M21 . ~2.8!

So, we have shown that up to trivial representations of the supersymmetry algebra the sup
tiplet $d0,d1,...,dM22,dM21,dM% is equivalent to the supermultiplet$d0,d1,...,dM22
1dM ,dM21,0%. It means that the initial supermultiplet of lengthM11 is equivalent to a shorte
multiplet of lengthM . Evidently, the total number of bosonic and fermionic components in b
supermultiplets is the same. This procedure can obviously be repeatedM21 times, so that at the
end one reaches the shortest multiplet of length 2—the multiplet$d,d%.

The simplest example of such shortening of the length is given in the case ofN52. The
componentF2(t) in the real superfield~2.3! transforms as a total derivative of some new fie
C0(t) which, together withF0(t), forms the complexF̃0(t) of ~2.4!. A more complicated
example is furnished by theN54 representation multiplets$1,4,3%, $2,4,2%, and$3,4,1% which were
used in Refs. 19, 20, and 8 for one-dimensional,23 two-dimensional,21,22 and three-dimensiona
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SQM, respectively. The corresponding components of these representations are interconne
the transformation~2.7!. To our knowledge, the multiplet~4,4! which should be useful in the
four-dimensional case was not considered in the literature.

In principle, one can consider the inverse procedure—the lengthening of the multiplet st
from the one for$d,d%. Only the first step is trivial—the transition from the$d,d% multiplet to the
$d2d1,d,d1% multiplet can always be done with the help of the transformation inverse to~2.7!
applied to an arbitrary numberd1<d of the first components of the initial multiplet. The poss
bility of further lengthening must be analyzed separately in each particular case and will be s
discussed at the end of the paper.

It should be noticed thatd15d is allowed. The corresponding transformation links tw
length-2 multiplets, the one in which bosons have higher spin, to the one in which fermions
higher spins. Explicitly we have

d«Fa5« i~Ci !a
bCb , d«Ca5« i~C̃i !a

b d

dt
Fb , ~2.9!

while for Ja5(d/dt) Ca we get

d«Ja5« i~Ci !a
bFb , d«Fa5« i~C̃i !a

b d

dt
Jb . ~2.10!

We finally comment that, due to the previous considerations, the classification of all superm
lets of length 2 automatically provides the classification of all supermultiplets of length 3. In m
physical applications of interest, this is quite sufficient.

III. EXTENDED SUPERSYMMETRIES AND REAL-VALUED CLIFFORD ALGEBRAS

The main result of Sec. II is that the problem of classifying allN-extended supersymmetri
quantum mechanical systems is reduced to the problem of classifying the irreducible repre
tions ~2.1! of length 2. Having this in mind we simplify the notations. Let the indicesa,a
51,...,d number the bosonic~and, respectively, fermionic! elements in the SUSY multiplet. All of
them are assumed to depend on the time coordinatet ~Xa[Xa(t), ua[ua(t)!.

In order to be definite and without loss of generality let us take the bosonic elements to
first ones in the chain$d,d%, which can be conveniently represented also as a column

C5S Xa

ua
D . ~3.1!

Equation~2.5! is reduced to the following set of equations:

d«Xa5« i~Ci !a
aua[ i ~« iQiC!a ,

~3.2!

d«ua5« i~C̃i !a
b d

dt
Xb[ i ~« iQiC!a ,

where, as a consequence of~1.2!,

CiC̃j1CjC̃i5 ih i j ~3.3!

and

C̃iCj1C̃jCi5 ih i j . ~3.4!

Since« i ,Xa ,ua are real, the matricesCi , C̃i have to be imaginary and real, respectively.
we set~just for normalization!
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Ci5
i

&
s i ,

~3.5!

C̃i5
1

&
s̃ i

and accommodates i ,s̃ i into a single matrix

G i5S 0 s i

s̃ i 0 D , ~3.6!

they form a set of real-valued CliffordG-matrices of Weyl type~i.e., block antidiagonal!, obeying
the ~pseudo-! Euclidean anticommutation relations

$G i ,G j%52h i j . ~3.7!

Conversely, given a set of~pseudo-! Euclidean real-valued CliffordG-matrices of Weyl type, one
can invert the above-mentioned procedure and reconstruct the superchargesQi ,

Qi5
1

&
S 0 s i

s̃ i•H 0 D , ~3.8!

in the basis~3.1!.
In addition to the matricesG i ~3.6! in the space of vectors~3.1! the further matrixGN11,

which anticommutes with the supercharges and corresponds to the fermionic number, exis

GN115S 1 0

0 21D . ~3.9!

Altogether the matrices~3.6! and~3.9! form the real-valued representationG I of the ~pseudo-!
Euclidean Clifford algebra with the signature (p11,q).

Instead of~3.5! one can take

Ci5
i

&
s i ,

~3.10!

C̃i52
1

&
s̃ i ,

and accommodates i ,s̃ i into the matrices~3.6!, which now obey the~pseudo-! Euclidean anti-
commutation relations

$G̃ i ,G̃ j%522h i j ~3.11!

with opposite to~3.7! sign of the right-hand side. Together with fermion number matrix~3.9! the

new matrix G̃ i forms the real-valued representation of the~pseudo-! Euclidean Clifford algebra
with the signature (q11,p). This fact means that the representations ofCp11,q andCq11.p should
be connected one with the other. Indeed, this connection is established by the correspond
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G̃ i5GN11G i . ~3.12!

Thus, the representations of the (p,q)- extended supersymmetry algebra~1.2! are in one-to-
one correspondence with the real-valued representations of the Clifford algebraCp11,q

;Cq11,p .
In general the real Clifford algebras were classified in Ref. 24~for the compact caseq50! and

in Ref. 25~for the noncompact case!. The construction along the lines~3.2!–~3.9! for representa-
tions of the type$d,d% in the case of positively definite signature (p,q)5(N,0) was performed in
Ref. 11~see also Ref. 12! where the dimensionalities as well as realizations of theG-matrices~3.6!
were described. In the case of pseudo-Euclidean metric with signature (p,q) such construction
extensively uses the considerations of Ref. 14. The results will be presented in Sec. IV.

IV. CLASSIFICATION OF THE IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS

According to the results of Sec. III the classification of irreducible multiplets of represent
of a (p,q) extended supersymmetry is in one-to-one correspondence with the classification
real Clifford algebrasCp,q with the further property that theG matrices can be realized in Wey
~i.e., block antidiagonal! form.

For what concerns real matrix representations of the Clifford algebras we borrow the res
Ref. 14. Three cases have to be distinguished for real representations, specified by the type
general solution allowed for a real matrixS commuting with all the CliffordG i matrices, i.e.,

~i! the normal case, realized whenS is a multiple of the identity,
~ii ! the almost complex case, forS being given by a linear combination of the identity and

a realJ2521 matrix,
~iii ! finally the quaternionic case, forS being a linear combination of real matrices satisfying t

quaternionic algebra.

Real irreducible representations of normal type exist whenever the conditionp2q
50,1,2 mod 8 is satisfied~their dimensionality being given by 2[N/2], whereN5p1q!, while the
almost complex and the quaternionic type representations are realized in thep2q53,7 mod 8 and
in thep2q54,5,6 mod 8 cases, respectively. The dimensionality of these representations is
in both cases by 2[N/2]11.

We further require the extra condition that the real representations should admit a
antidiagonal realization for the CliffordG matrices. This condition is met forp2q50 mod 8 in
the normal case~it corresponds to the standard Majorana–Weyl requirement!, p2q57 mod 8 in
the almost complex case andp2q54,6 mod 8 in the quaternionic case. In all these cases the
irreducible representation is unique.

The above-mentioned results can be summarized as follows, expressing the dimension
the irreducible representations of the algebra~1.2! @independently of the lengthM11 of the chain
~2.1!# as function of the signature (p,q). Let q58k1m, 0<m<7, and p58l 1m1n, 1<n
<8 ~l 521 whenk50 andp<q!. Then, the dimensionalities of the bosonic~fermionic! spaces
are given by

d524k14l 1m
•G~n!, ~4.1!

where the so-called Radon–Hurwitz functionG(n) is defined with the help of the table which ca
be encountered in Ref. 12

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

G~n! 1 2 4 4 8 8 8 8
. ~4.2!

In words,G(n)52r , wherer is the nearest integer which is greater or equal to log2 n.
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Conversely, a second useful table expresses which kind of signatures (p,q) are possible for a
given dimensionality of the bosonic and fermionic spaces. In order to do so it is convenie
introduce the notion of maximally extended supersymmetry. TheCp,q (p2q56 mod 8) real rep-
resentation for the quaternionic case can be recovered from the 7 mod 8 almost complexCp11,q

representation by deleting one of theG matrices; in turn the latter representation is recovered fr
the Cp12,q normal Majorana–Weyl representation by deleting anotherG matrix. The dimension-
ality of the three representations mentioned previously being the same, the normal Majo
Weyl representation realizes the maximal possible extension of supersymmetry compatibl
the dimensionality of the representation. In search for the maximal extension of supersym
we can therefore limit ourselves to consider the normal Majorana–Weyl representations, as
the quaternionic ones satisfying thep2q54 mod 8 condition.

Therefore letp58l 1m1814e andq58k1m, where the range of values fork,l ,m is the
same as before, whilee assumes two values, distinguishing the Majorana–Weyl (e50) and the
quaternionic case (e51). A space ofd52t bosonic andd52t fermionic states can carry th
following set of maximally extended supersymmetries:

~p5t24z1523e,q5t14z1e23!, ~4.3!

where the integerz5k2 l must take values in the interval

1
4 ~32t2e!<z< 1

4 ~ t1523e! ~4.4!

in order to guarantee thep>0 and q>0 requirements. It is also convenient to represent
answer by the following table:

d (p,q)

24l (8l 24k11,4k11),(8l 24k22,4k12)
24l 11

24l 12
(8l 24k12,4k12),(8l 24k21,4k13)
(8l 24k14,4k),(8l 24k13,4k13)

~4.5!

24l 13 (8l 24k18,4k),(8l 24k15,4k11),

wherek is an integer satisfying the conditionsp>0, q>0.
For the lowest values of dimensionalityd the solutions are given by the table:

d (p,q)

1 ~1,1!
2 ~2,2!
4
8

~4,0!,~3,3!,~0,4! ~4,6!
~8,0!,~5,1!,~4,4!,~1,5!,~0,8!

~4.6!

16 ~9,1!,~6,2!,~5,5!,~2,6!,~1,9!
32 ~10,2!,~7,3!,~6,6!,~3,7!,~2,10!.

As already recalled, obviously the representations (p8,q8) with p8<p,q8<q also exist for the
same dimensionalityd. These representations are also irreducible unless eitherp8 or q8 becomes
too small. For example, thed516-dimensional representations are irreducible not only for
signature (p,q)5(5,5), but also for the pairs~5,4!,~5,3!,~5,2!,~4,5!,~3,5!,~2,5!, while the irreduc-
ible representations for the signatures~5,1!,~4,4!,~1,5! are encountered ind58 dimensions.
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V. EXAMPLES OF REPRESENTATIONS FOR SUPERCHARGES

For the case (p,q)5(4,0) the following matrices realize four supercharges:

Q15
1

&U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 H 0 0 0 0

0 0 H 0 0 0 0 0

0 H 0 0 0 0 0 0

H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

U ,

Q25
1

&U 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 21 0 0

0 0 H 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 2H 0 0 0 0

H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 2H 0 0 0 0 0 0

U ,

~5.1!

Q35
1

&U 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 21 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21

H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 H 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 2H 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 2H 0 0 0 0

U ,

Q45
1

&U 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 21 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 2H 0 0 0 0 0 0

H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 H 0 0 0 0

0 0 2H 0 0 0 0 0

U .

These supercharges act in the space with four bosonic and four fermionic coordinates form
representation$4,4%. The automorphism group SO(p,q) of the algebra~1.2! is now SO(4).
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Besides the transformations of the automorphism groupQi85L i
jQj the algebra of super

charges is invariant under the more general transformations of the type

Qi85UQiU
21 ~5.2!

with block-diagonal 838 matricesU. When the matrixU is nonsingular and real the transfo
mation~5.2! simply means a change of basis in bosonic and fermionic sectors. On the othe
this transformation drastically changes the representation whenU depends on the operatorH5
2 id/dt. In this case the transformation~5.2! is in general nonlocal. Nevertheless, transformatio
exist which do not lead to any nonlocality. In particular, in the framework of the example~5.1! one
can take

U15diag$1,1,1,H,1,1,1,1% ~5.3!

and obtain the new realization for the operatorsQi ,

Q15
1

&U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 H 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 H 0 0 0 0 0

0 H 0 0 0 0 0 0

H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

U ,

Q25
1

&U 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 2H 0 0

0 0 H 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 21 0 0 0 0

H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 2H 0 0 0 0 0 0

U ,

~5.4!

Q35
1

&U 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 21 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2H

H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 H 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 2H 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 21 0 0 0 0

U ,
                                                                                                                



Q45
1

&U 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 21 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21

0 0 0 0 0 0 H 0

0 2H 0 0 0 0 0 0

H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0U
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0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 2H 0 0 0 0 0

in which all the elements of the last column in the left off-diagonal block have lost the multi
H. Instead, all the elements of the last arrow in the right off-diagonal block acquiredH as a
multiplier. This representation of the supercharges corresponds to the irreducible superm
$3,4,1% which was used in Refs. 21 and 22 for constructing the three-dimensionalN54 extended
SQM. The supermultiplets$2,4,2% and$1,4,3% are derived with the help of the following matrice
U:

U25diag$1,1,H,H,1,1,1,1%, U35diag$1,H,H,H,1,1,1,1%. ~5.5!

The next one in this sequence

U45diag$H,H,H,H,1,1,1,1% ~5.6!

again gives the supermultiplet$4,4% but with the opposite grading—the first in the chain is t
fermionic subspace. This completes the classification of the irreducible supermultiplets ofN
54 extended SQM. One can show that all the irreducible supermultiplets of the (p,q) extended
SQM are of length which does not exceed 3 when the constraint

d<p1q ~5.7!

is fulfilled. The determination of the possible values of the lengths of irreducible supermulti
as well as their detailed structure, in the case when~5.7! is not fulfilled needs a separate inves
gation.

A simple example of an irreducible supermultiplet of length 4 is given by the (p,q)5(3,0)
case, in which the irreducible representation has alsod54 and supercharges in the$4,4% repre-
sentation are given byQ1 ,Q2 ,Q3 in ~5.1!. Taking

U55diag$1,H,H,H,1,H,1,1% ~5.8!

one derives the expressions for all four supercharges

Q15
1

&U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 H 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 H 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 H 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

U ,
                                                                                                                



Q25
1

&U 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2H

0 0 0 0 H 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 21 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 2H 0 0 0 0 U ,
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H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 21 0 0 0 0 0 0
~5.9!

Q35
1

&U 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 2H 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2H

H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 H 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 21 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 21 0 0 0 0

U ,

Q45
1

&U 0 0 0 0 0 H21 0 0

0 0 0 0 2H 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2H

0 0 0 0 0 0 H 0

0 21 0 0 0 0 0 0

H2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 21 0 0 0 0 0

U
from which one can easily see that the fourth superchargeQ4 becomes singular after the tran
formation. Indeed, just the first three supercharges in~5.9! are realized in the irreducible repre
sentation$1,3,3,1% of length 4.

The Weyl-typeC0,4 representation has been explicitly presented in Ref. 14. Due to the m
property ofG matrices, it allows, together withC4,0, one to construct all quaternionic represe
tations of Weyl type for the allowed values of (p,q). For what concerns the Majorana–We
representations, an algorithm to explicitly construct them can be found, e.g., in Ref. 26. Mor
the following symmetry property

G i
T5H G i , i<p

2G i , ~p11!< i<~p1q!
~5.10!

can always be assumed to be valid.

VI. AN APPLICATION: SUPERSYMMETRIES OF THE FREE KINETIC LAGRANGIANS OF
THE ‘‘SPINNING’’ PARTICLE

We present for completeness the analysis of the extended supersymmetric invariances
simplest action of the ‘‘spinning’’ particle model, given by the free kinetic term. We use
quotation marks in the word ‘‘spinning’’ because actually the considered actions describe pa
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with spin and are different from the spinning particle models in which both fermions and bo
are space–time vectors and bosons, in addition, are scalars with respect to the supersy
transformations.

In general the most significant dynamical systems ares-models presenting a nonlinear kinet
term; for such systems the extended supersymmetries put constraints on the metric of the
We avoid entering this problem here and just limit ourselves to illustrate how invariances
pseudo-Euclidean supersymmetries can arise. We show in fact that a ‘‘spinning’’ particle ev
in a non-Euclidean background in general admits invariances under pseudo-Euclidean sup
metries.

We consider the models involvingd bosonic fieldsXa and d spinorsQa collected in the
vectorC ~3.1! ~no auxiliary fields are present!.

The free kinetic action is given by

SK5E dt L5
1

2 E dtCTLC5
1

2 E dt~X,Q!S l1H2 0

0 l2H D S X
Q D ~6.1!

5
1

2 E dt~Ẋal1
abẊb2 iQal2

abQ̇b!, ~6.2!

where the structure of the matrixL is dictated by the conservation of the fermion number and
dimensional arguments. Bothl1 ,l2 should be symmetrical in addition:lM

T 5lM .
The invariance of the action under the supersymmetry transformations~3.2!,

dSK5
i

&
« iXa~l1s i2s̃ i

Tl2!aaH2Qa50, ~6.3!

means that the following property ofl’s,

l1s i2s̃ i
Tl250, ~6.4!

should be valid, in accordance with~5.10!

s̃ i
T5h i i s i . ~6.5!

It means that in the case of Euclidean supersymmetry (q50) we get

l15l25I , ~6.6!

where I is a d dimensional identity matrix~see also Ref. 12!. In the general case (q>1) the
following representation for theG i matrices14 is useful

Gm5S 0 gm

gm 0 D , m51,2,...,p1q21, Gp1q5S 0 I

2I 0D , ~6.7!

wheregm form a real valued representation of the Clifford algebraCp,q21 with the symmetry
property~5.10!. So, the conditions~6.4! give, in particular,l152l2[C and

Cgm1gm
TC50, ~6.8!

which means that the matrixC is the charge conjugation matrix for the Clifford algebraCp,q21 .
The additional property of symmetry for this matrixCT5C limits the possible signatures (p,q)
for which the free action~6.1! is invariant under allp1q supersymmetries. These possible s
natures (p,q) can be represented by the following table:
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p\q 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 1 1 1 1 1 ~6.9!
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

which together with the modulo-8 periodicity gives the total answer. Therefore, for the cas
empty entries of the table it should be checked separately for each specific choice of the m
l1 ,l2 which supersymmetries survive as invariances of the action.

The first nontrivial example concerns a two-dimensional ‘‘spinning’’ particle (d52). Its two
bosonic and two fermionic degrees of freedom carry the$2,2% representation of~2,2! extended
supersymmetry. However, due to the condition~6.4! only half of these supersymmetries can
invariances of the action. We obtain in fact invariance under either the~2,0! or the~1,1! extended
supersymmetries, whether the target space is, respectively, Euclidean or Minkowskian. Th
already for the two-dimensional Minkowskian ‘‘spinning’’ particle we observe the arising of
pseudo-Euclidean supersymmetry invariance.

More generally, in all the cases except the Euclidean one~q50 or p50!, exactly half of the
eigenvalues of the charge conjugation matrixC are negative. It means that the action~6.1! de-
scribes the free motion in the space–time with signature (d/2,d/2) with equal numbers of space
like and timelike coordinates. Both of them transform as irreducible spinors of the isomorp
group SO(p,q) generated by

Jik5 1
4 @G i ,Gk#. ~6.10!

If one wants to have another space–time signature, some of the bosonic coordinates
converted into the auxiliary ones with the help of the procedure described at the end of S
Formally it means that in the action~6.1! the time derivatives of some bosonic coordinatesẊa are
replaced by new auxiliary variablesFa .

The resulting representation$D,d,d2D% can, for example, contain only 1 timelike andD
21 spacelike bosonic dynamical coordinates. Its corresponding action describes the ‘‘spin
particle with all its space–time coordinates belonging toone irreducible representation of th
extended supersymmetry. All the additionald2D bosonic coordinates are auxiliary. The examp
of such description of the four-dimensional spinning particle with~4,4! extended supersymmetr
was given in Ref. 15.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented some results concerning the representation theory for irred
multiplets of the one-dimensionalN5(p,q)-extended supersymmetry. As pointed out in the te
a peculiar feature of the one-dimensional supersymmetric algebras consists in the fact t
supermultiplets formed byd bosonic andd fermionic degrees of freedom accommodated in
chain with M11 (M>2) different spin states such as~2.1! uniquely determines a two-chai
multiplet of the form $d,d% which carries a representation of theN extended supersymmetry
Furthermore, it is shown that all such two-chain irreducible multiplets of the (p,q) extended
supersymmetry are fully classified; when, e.g., the conditionp2q50 mod 8 is satisfied, their
classification is equivalent to those of Majorana–Weyl spinors in any given space–time
numberp1q of extended supersymmetries being associated with the dimensionalityD of the
space–time, while the 2d supermultiplet dimensionality is the dimensionality of the correspond
G matrices. The more general case for arbitrary values ofp andq has also been fully discussed
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These mathematical properties can find a lot of interesting applications in connection wi
construction of supersymmetric and superconformal quantum mechanical models. These t
are vastly studied due to their relevance in many different physical domains. To name just
we mention the low-energy effective dynamics of black-hole models, the dimensional reduct
higher-dimensional superfield theories, which are a laboratory for the investigation of the s
neous breaking of the supersymmetry~for such investigations the extended supersymmetry is
essential ingredient!, as well as many others. As recalled in Sec. I, it is very crucial to b
extended supersymmetric models realized with the lowest-dimensional representations.

Another area in which we have started applying the tools here elaborated is that o
supersymmetric integrable hierarchies in 111 dimensions. They are globally supersymmet
nonlinear nonrelativistic theories, the one-dimensional susy’s being realized through charg
tained by integrating the supercurrents along the spatial line.
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Four-dimensional lattice gauge theory with ribbon
categories and the Crane–Yetter state sum
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Lattice Gauge Theory in four-dimensional Euclidean space–time is generalized to
ribbon categories which replace the category of representations of the gauge group.
This provides a framework in which the gauge group becomes a quantum group
while space–time is still given by the ‘‘classical’’ lattice. At the technical level, this
construction generalizes the spin foam model dual to lattice gauge theory and
defines the partition function for a given triangulation of a closed and oriented
piecewise-linear four-manifold. This definition encompasses both the standard for-
mulation ofd54 pure Yang–Mills theory on a lattice and the Crane–Yetter invari-
ant of four-manifolds. The construction also implies that certain classes of spin
foam models formulated using ribbon categories are well-defined even if they do
not correspond to a topological quantum field theory. ©2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1398063#

I. INTRODUCTION

The formulation of gauge theory on a lattice1 combines manifest gauge symmetry with t
path integral approach although space–time cannot be retained as a smooth manifold
replaced instead by a discrete structure. In the present article lattice gauge theory~LGT! always
refers to pure gauge theory in Euclidean space–time.

LGT offers a number of generalizations that do not have a naı¨ve continuum analogy such a
gauge theory with finite gauge groups. Furthermore, in three dimensions it is possible to
LGT for quantum groups.2,3 Combining the various actions and Boltzmann weights with suita
‘‘gauge groups’’~finite groups, Lie groups or quantum groups!, this model has several speci
cases that belong to different branches of physics and mathematics. It is at the center
relation between LGT with Yang–Mills1 or with Chern–Simons action,4,5 the Turaev–Viro invari-
ant of three-manifolds,6,7 a purely algebraic construction of Topological Quantum Field Theor4,6

and three-dimensional Euclidean quantum gravity without or with cosmological constant.8

At least some of the above constructions are known to have analogies in four dimen
Even though the question of which is a suitable unified model remains unsolved in full gene
some of the relations known from three dimensions persist also in four dimensions. In the p
article we concentrate on the standard formulation of LGT and on the Crane–Yetter state s9,10

We present a definition which encompasses both and generalizes four-dimensional LGT to
tum groups. Technically this is realized for ribbon categories which arise as the categor
representations of certain quantum groups and which replace the category of representation
gauge group of LGT.

The main result of the present article is the existence of such a generalized LGT in
dimensional Euclidean space–time using ribbon categories. This model contains the Crane
state sum as a special case for a particular Boltzmann weight and agrees on the other hand
spin foam model which is strong-weak dual to LGT if the ribbon category is the catego

a!Electronic mail: h.pfeiffer@damtp.cam.ac.uk
52720022-2488/2001/42(11)/5272/34/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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finite-dimensional representations of a compact Lie group. Beyond this, it provides a definit
spin foam models ind54 using ribbon categories which includes in particular the proof that
construction is well-defined even in cases in which the model does not correspond to a Topo
Quantum Field Theory.

At the technical level, the construction of these spin foam models using ribbon categorie
be motivated from the following observations. From the study of nonperturbative quantum g
it has emerged that LGT admits a reformulation as a spin foam model—see, for example, R
11, and 12. Many models of interest in quantum gravity are either Topological Quantum
Theories and use ‘‘delta-functions’’ as Boltzmann weights~for example, Ref. 13!, or they are
topological up to constraints which do not change the weights, but restrict the set of adm
representations. This is the case for some versions of the Barrett–Crane model.14

LGT, however, admits more general Boltzmann weights,

w:G→R, g°exp~2s~g!!. ~1.1!

Here the compact Lie groupG is the gauge group, the~local! actions:G→R is a real, bounded
andL2-integrable class function, and the Boltzmann weightw(g) is evaluated for each plaquett
of the lattice. This model encompasses lattice Yang–Mills theory, for example using Wil
action, but it is not restricted to this case. For general background on LGT the reader is refe
standard textbooks, for example, Refs. 15 and 16.

The spin foam model corresponding to the standard formulation of LGT on a hyper
lattice was constructed in detail in Ref. 17, where it was found that it generalizes the strong
dual of LGT which had been known only in the Abelian case18,19and for SU(2) ind53 ~Ref. 20!
before. The Boltzmann weight~1.1! enters the spin foam model via the coefficientsŵr of its
character expansion,

w~g!5 (
rPR

ŵr x (r)~g!, ŵr5dimVr E
G

x (r)~g!w~g! dg. ~1.2!

Herex (r):G→C denotes the character of the finite-dimensional irreducible representationVr , the
sum is over equivalence classes of finite-dimensional irreducible representations ofG, and*G is
the normalized Haar measure onG.

The way the coefficientsŵr appear in the spin foam model dual to LGT17 compared with the
Ooguri state sum13 indicates that there exists a unified construction encompassing both. In
tion, the fact that the Crane–Yetter state sum9,10 can be understood as a generalization of
Ooguri model to quantum groups suggests the construction given in the present article.

The strategy for the definition ofd54 LGT using ribbon categories is as follows. The co
struction is based on a triangulation of a closed and oriented piecewise-linear four-manifoM
which is specified by an abstract combinatorial complex. In the special case of a Lie
symmetry, the definition shall coincide with the spin foam model dual to LGT if that LGT
formulated on the two-complex dual to the triangulation~note that we formulate the spin foam
model on the triangulation itself, following Ref. 10!. In the Lie group case, both pictures a
available: the spin foam model on the triangulation and LGT on the dual two-complex. The
dual to each other in the sense of Ref. 17. Physically this means strong-weak duality betwee
and the spin foam model while on the mathematical side the two models are related by a Tan
Krein-like reconstruction theorem relating LGT~formulated in terms of the gauge groupG! with
the spin foam model~formulated in terms of the category of representations RepG!. For details
on quantum groups, ribbon categories and the reconstruction theorems, the reader is ref
standard textbooks such as Refs. 21 and 22.

The generalization takes place in the spin foam picture where the category RepG is replaced
by a suitable ribbon categoryC. Loosely speaking, using the reconstruction theorems, this prov
a definition of LGT in which the gauge group is replaced by a quantum group. Technically
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notion of gauge group is lost, but one can think of replacing the algebra of representation fun
Calg(G) by a noncommutative algebra~a suitable ribbon Hopf algebra! while space–time is still
given by the ‘classical’ lattice.

The generalization from RepG to a generic ribbon categoryC involves choices of the order
ing of tensor factors and choices of the braiding whenever tensor factors are exchanged
choices are not at all obvious from the Lie group case which involves only the symmetric cat
RepG.

The method to achieve a consistent definition in the spin foam picture is to choose a
order of vertices for the combinatorial complex and to define the partition function in a way
employs special choices and that refers explicitly to that order. It is then possible to show
second step that the partition function is actually independent of the order~combinatorially in-
variant! and is thus well-defined for a given triangulation. This approach can be seen as a
alization to four dimensions of the strategy which Barrett and Westbury7 employ in their approach
to the Turaev–Viro invariant.6

Another point of view on the definition given in the present article is related to the cons
tion of the Crane–Yetter state sum in Ref. 10. The authors of Ref. 10 first show that the sta
is independent of the triangulation, which in our terminology relies on the choice of a parti
Boltzmann weight. Triangulation independence then implies combinatorial invariance and
establishes that the state sum is well-defined. As an alternative proof, it is conceivable to
combinatorial invariance in the first step. This holds for any choice of Boltzmann weights.
could then prove in a second step that the choice of special Boltzmann weights implies tr
lation independence by standard arguments as in Refs. 9, 10, and 13. The construction pr
in the present article can be viewed as the first of these two steps.

Finally, we would like to mention D. V. Boulatov’s approach to LGT for quantum group
three dimensions.2 His construction makes use of the general result of Reshetikhin and Tur23

establishing a functor from the category of ribbon graphs inR3 to the ribbon categoryC. The
strategy in Ref. 2 is to construct a suitable ribbon graph in the triangulated manifold which
yields a well-defined partition function as the quantum trace of a ribbon morphism.

A related definition ofd53 LGT for quantum groups was developed by R. Oeckl3 in which
the duality between LGT and its dual spin foam model is understood entirely in terms of ma
lations of ribbon graphs. The approach of Ref. 3 also develops the correspondence of
categories with suitable quantum groups, namely coribbon Hopf algebras, in a way that tra
ently generalizes the duality transformation of the Lie group case.

However, since the Reshetikhin–Turaev functor is available only for ribbon graphs inR3,
these approaches do not have a direct generalization to higher dimension. In the present art
use the functor mainly to justify diagrammatic calculations.

The present article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review some mathematical
ground on the Peter–Weyl theory for compact Lie groups and on ribbon categories, an
introduce our notation for combinatorial and simplicial complexes. The duality transformatio
LGT with Lie gauge groups which was derived in Ref. 17 on a cubic lattice is reviewed in Se
and formulated there on a two-complex. In Sec. IV, we define the spin foam model genera
the dual of LGT to suitable ribbon categories. This section contains the definition of the pa
function, the proof that it is well-defined and comments on the construction of observables a
the role played by the gauge transformations in the spin foam model. In Sec. V, we indicat
these definitions specialize to the standard formulation of LGT with a compact Lie group~or a
finite group! as the gauge group and to the Crane–Yetter invariant. We also comment on po
generalizations and relations with other spin foam models. Section VI contains a conclusio
comments on open questions.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Peter–Weyl theory

In this section, we briefly summarize definitions and basic statements related to the alge
representation functionsCalg(G) of G whereG is a compact Lie group~or a finite group!. These
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results are needed in Sec. III in order to present the duality transformation relating LGT an
spin foam model. For more details, the reader is referred to the Introduction of Ref. 17
textbooks such as Refs. 24 and 25.

1. Representation functions

Finite-dimensional complex vector spaces on whichG is represented are denoted byVr and
by r:G→AutVr the corresponding group homomorphism. LetR̃ denote a set containing on
unitary representative of each class of finite-dimensional representations andR the subset of
irreducible representations. For a representationrPR̃, the dual representation is denoted byr* ,
and the dual vector space ofVr by Vr* . The dual representation is given byr* :G°AutVr* ,
wherer* (g):Vr* →Vr* , h°h+r(g21), i.e., (r* (g)h)(v)5h(r(g21)v) for all vPVr . There
exists a one-dimensional ‘‘trivial’’ representation ofG which is denoted byV[1]>C.

For the unitary representationsVr , rPR̃, there exist standard sesquilinear scalar produ
^•;•& and orthonormal bases (v j ) in such a way that the basis (v j ) of Vr is dual to the basis (h j )
of Vr* , i.e., h j (vk)5dk

j . Duality is here given by the scalar product, i.e.,^v j ;vk&5h j (vk) and
^h j ;hk&5hk(v j ), 1< j ,k<dimVr .

The complex-valued functions

th,v
(r) :G→C, g°h~r~g!v !, ~2.1!

whererPR̃, vPVr andhPVr* , are calledrepresentation functionsof G. They form a commu-
tative and associative unital algebra overC,

Calg~G!ª$ th,v
(r) : rPR̃,vPVr ,hPVr* %, ~2.2!

whose operations are given by

~ th,v
(r) 1tq,w

(s) !~g!ªth1q,v1w
(r % s) ~g!, ~2.3a!

~ th,v
(r)

•tq,w
(s) !~g!ªth ^ q,v ^ w

(r ^ s) ~g!, ~2.3b!

for r,sPR̃ and vPVr , wPVs , hPVr* , qPVs* and gPG. The zero element ofCalg(G) is
t0,0
[1] (g)50 and its unit elementth,v

[1] (g)51 where the normalization is such thath(v)51.
The algebraCalg(G) is furthermore equipped with a Hopf algebra structure employing

coproductD:Calg(G)→Calg(G) ^ Calg(G)>Calg(G3G), the co-unit«:Calg(G)→C and the anti-
podeS:Calg(G)→Calg(G), which are defined by

Dth,v
(r) ~g,h!ªth,v

(r) g~•h!, ~2.4a!

«th,v
(r)

ªth,v
(r) ~1!, ~2.4b!

Sth,v
(r) ~g!ªth,v

(r) ~g21!, ~2.4c!

for rPR̃ and vPVr , hPVr* and g,hPG. For unitary representations, the antipode relate
representation with its dual which is just the conjugate representation,

Stmn
(r)~g!5tnm

(r* )~g!5tnm
(r)~g!. ~2.5!

The bar denotes complex conjugation.

2. Peter –Weyl decomposition and theorem

The structure of the algebraCalg(G) can be understood ifCalg(G) is considered as a repre
sentation ofG3G by combined left and right translation of the function argument.
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Theorem 2.1 „Peter–Weyl decomposition…: Let G be a compact Lie group~or a finite
group!.

~1! There is an isomorphism

Calg~G!>G3G%
rPR

~Vr* ^ Vr! ~2.6!

of representations ofG3G. Here the direct sum is over one unitary representative of e
equivalence class of finite-dimensional irreducible representations ofG. The direct summands
Vr* ^ Vr are irreducible as representations ofG3G.

~2! The direct sum in~2.6! is orthogonal with respect to theL2-scalar product onCalg(G),
which is formed using the Haar measure onG on the left hand side, and using the standard sc
products on the right hand side, namely

^th,v
(r) ;tq,w

(s) &L25E
G

th,v
(r) ~g!•tq,w

(s) ~g! dg5
1

dimVr
drs^h;q&^v;w&, ~2.7!

where r,sPR are irreducible. The Haar measure is denoted by*G and normalized such tha
*G dg51.

Each representation functionf PCalg(G) can thus be decomposed according to~2.6! such that
its L2-norm is given by

i f iL2
2

5 (
rPR

1

dimVr
i f ri2, ~2.8!

where f rPVr* ^ Vr>Hom(Vr ,Vr), rPR, and all except finitely manyf r are zero.
Theorem 2.2„Peter–Weyl theorem…: Let G be a compact Lie group. ThenCalg(G) forms a

dense subset ofL2(G).
The charactersx (r):G→C associated with the finite-dimensional unitary representationr

PR̃ of G are given by the traces,

x (r)
ª (

j 51

dim Vr

t j j
(r) . ~2.9!

Each class functionf PCalg(g) can be character-decomposed

f ~g!5 (
rPR

x (r)~g! f̂ r , where f̂ r5dimVr E
G

x (r)~g! f ~g! dg, ~2.10!

such that the completion ofCalg(G) to L2(G) is compatible with this decomposition.

3. The Haar measure

The Haar measure onG can be understood in terms of the Peter–Weyl decomposition~2.6! as
follows.

Proposition 2.3:Let G be a compact Lie group~or a finite group! and rPR̃ be a finite-
dimensional unitary representation ofG with the orthogonal decomposition

Vr> %
j 51

k

Vt j
, t jPR,kPN, ~2.11!
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into irreducible componentst j . Let P( j ):Vr→Vt j
#Vr be theG-invariant orthogonal projectors

associated with the above decomposition. Assume that precisely the firstl componentst1 ,...,t l ,
0< l<k, are equivalent to the trivial representation. Then the Haar measure of a represe
function tmn

(r) , 1<m,n<dimVr , is given by

E
G

tmn
(r)~g! dg5(

j 51

l

P( j )mPn
( j ) , P( j )m5hm~w( j )!, Pn

( j )5q ( j )~vn!. ~2.12!

Here (vn) and (hm) are dual bases ofVr andVr* , thew( j ) are normalized vectors inVt j
#Vr , and

q ( j ) denotes the linear form dual tow( j ).

B. Ribbon categories

Ribbon categories are used in the present article as a generalization of the category o
sentations of the gauge group. A ribbon category is a braided monoidal category with
additional structure. In this section, we summarize the basic definitions with emphasis on
venient diagrammatic notation. We refer the reader to the literature for more details, for exa
to Refs. 21 and 22. Our presentation is similar to that of Ref. 3; we essentially follow Ref. 22
use the diagrams of Ref. 21. Also relevant in the context of the present article are the res
Reshetikhin and Turaev.23,26

1. Basic definitions

Definition 2.4:A strict monoidal categoryis a categoryC together with a covariant functo
^ :C3C→C and aunit object1 such that

U ^ ~V^ W!5~U ^ V! ^ W, ~2.13a!

V^ 15V51^ V, ~2.13b!

for all objectsU,V,W.
Definition 2.5:A strict braided monoidal categoryis a strict monoidal category with natura

isomorphisms~the braiding!,

cV,W :V^ W→W^ V, ~2.14!

such that

cU ^ V,W5~cU,W^ idV!+~ idU ^ cV,W!, ~2.15a!

cU,V^ W5~ idV^ cU,W!+~cU,V^ idW!, ~2.15b!

cV,15 idV5c1,V , ~2.15c!

for all objectsU,V,W. The category is calledsymmetricif in addition

cW,V+cV,W5 idV^ W . ~2.16!

Definition 2.6:A strict monoidal categoryC is calledrigid if for each objectV there exists an
objectV* ~the left dual! and if there are natural isomorphisms

evV :V* ^ V→1, ~evaluation!, ~2.17a!

coevV :1→V^ V* ~co-evaluation!, ~2.17b!

which satisfy for all objectsV,
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idV5~ idV^ evV!+~coevV^ idV!, ~2.18a!

idV* 5~evV^ idV* !+~ idV* ^ coevV!. ~2.18b!

For a given morphismf :V→W, the dual morphismf * :W* →V* is defined by

f *ª~evW^ idV* !+~ idW* ^ f ^ idV* !+~ idW* ^ coevV!. ~2.19!

Left duality thus defines a contravariant functor* :C→C.
Definition 2.7:A strict ribbon categoryC is a strict rigid braided monoidal category wit

natural isomorphisms~the twist!,

nV :V→V, ~2.20!

such that for all objectsV,W,

nV^ W5~nV^ nW!+cW,V+cV,W , ~2.21a!

~nV!* 5nV* , ~2.21b!

n15 id1 . ~2.21c!

It is now possible to construct right duals* V from the braiding, the twist and the left dual
The right dual objects agree in this case with the left duals,* V5V* , and right evaluation and
right co-evaluation are given by

eṽV :V^ V* →1, eṽVªevV+cV,V* +~nV^ idV* !, ~2.22a!

coeṽV :1→V* ^ V, coeṽVª~nV* ^ idV!+cV,V* +coevV . ~2.22b!

Finally, right and left duals can be employed in order to define the analog of trace and dime
Definition 2.8:Let C be a strict ribbon category,V an object ofC and f :V→V.
~1! The quantum traceof f is defined by

qtr~ f !ªeṽV+~ f ^ idV* !+coevV . ~2.23!

~2! The quantum dimensionof V is defined by

qdimVªqtr~ idV!5eṽV+coevV . ~2.24!

Note that the quantum trace satisfies qtr(g+ f )5qtr( f +g) for f :V→W andg:W→V. Further-
more, for h:V→V and k:W→W, qtr(h^ k)5qtr(h)+qtr(k) and qdim(V^ W)5qdimV+qdimW,
where the compositions are in Hom(1,1).

All monoidal categories defined above, starting from Definition 2.4, are strict. If a non-s
category is given, there exists an equivalent strict version23 which can be used instead. As
consequence of the coherence conditions on associativity and unit constraints in the defin
a ~nonstrict! monoidal category, it would also be possible to make a choice of parentheses
definitions and to insert the constraints in a consistent way in all equations. The same would
to the calculations and results presented in the following sections of this paper.

Furthermore, all categories of interest in this article, areC-linear ~for details see, for example
Refs. 21 and 27!. This means that there is the notion of a~finite! direct sum of objects, that
furthermore, for given objectsV,W the sets Hom(V,W) form C-vector spaces and that compos
tion of morphisms isC-bilinear. Additionally, there are notions of monomorphism and epim
phism which have the usual properties known from linear algebra. The reader might think
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case where all objects areC-vector spaces. Finally, the additional structures such as tensor pro
braiding, duality and twist are required to be compatible with theC-linear structure, in particular
Hom(1,1)>C such that composition corresponds to multiplication.

As a consequence, Hom(U ^ V,W)>Hom(V,W^ U* ) are isomorphic asC-vector spaces. We
also need the dual space of Hom(V,W). One can make use of a nondegenerateC-bilinear pairing

Hom~V* ,W* ! ^ CHom~V,W!→C, f ^ g°evW+~g^ f !+coeṽV , ~2.25!

in order to define the dual space Hom(V,W)* up to isomorphism. Here we use Hom(V* ,W* )
rather than Hom(W,V) because some diagrams in the following sections are then related
mirror symmetry.

All conditions that are required for the construction of the spin foam model are summariz
the following definition.

Definition 2.9:An admissibleribbon category is aC-linear strict ribbon category which sa
isfies the following conditions.

~1! For all objectsV, W of C the space Hom(V,W) is finite-dimensional as aC-vector space.
~2! The pairing~2.25! is nondegenerate for all objectsV, W of C.

A set of colorsC0 is a countable set of objects ofC such that

~1! no two elements ofC0 are isomorphic, and
~2! for each objectVPC0 , the setC0 also contains an object which is isomorphic toV* .

There are two cases in which one wants to require stronger conditions. First, in order to
a correspondence of the spin foam model with LGT, one seeks a categorical version
Peter–Weyl theorem and of the Haar measure.

The role of the irreducible representations in the Peter–Weyl theory is now played b
simple objects:

Definition 2.10:Let C be aC-linear strict ribbon category.

~1! An objectV of C is calledsimpleif each nonzero monomorphismf :U→V is an isomorphism
and each nonzero epimorphismf :V→W is an isomorphism.

~2! C is calledsemi-simpleif each objectV of C is isomorphic to a~finite! direct sum of simple
objects.

~3! C is calledfinitely ~countably! semi-simpleif C is semi-simple and if there are only finitel
~countably! many simple objects up to isomorphism.

Corollary 2.11:Let C be a countably semi-simple and admissible ribbon category such tha
unit object1 is simple and such that for each simple objectJ we have Hom(J,J)>C. Let C0

denote a set containing one representative per equivalence class of simple objects ofC and letV,
W be objects ofC. Then the natural map given by composition of morphisms,

%
JPC0

Hom~V,J! ^ CHom~J,W!→Hom~V,W!, ~2.26!

is an isomorphism ofC-vector spaces.
The direct sum in~2.26! plays the role of the Peter–Weyl decomposition~2.6! in the categori-

cal framework.
Remark 2.12:Under the conditions of Corollary 2.11, there exists furthermore for each na

transformationf V :V→V another natural transformation (T f )V :V→V which is defined by the
projection onto the direct summand labeled byJ51 in ~2.26!,

T:Hom~V,V!→Hom~V,1! ^ Hom~1,V!#Hom~V,V!. ~2.27!
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These (T f )V satisfy, for example, (T f )J50 for all simple objectsJ which are not isomorphic to
the unit object1.

The projectionT can be viewed as the translation of the Haar measure* :Calg(G)→C into the
categorical language, cf.~2.12!.

A detailed explanation of how Corollary 2.11 and Remark 2.12 are related with Peter–
decomposition and Haar measure in the Lie group case can be found in Ref. 3. In the pic
Ref. 3, the algebra of representation functionsCalg(G) of the Lie groupG co-acts on the vecto
spaces dual to the representationsVr of G.

A second situation in which one sometimes requires semi-simplicity is the case when th
foam model defines a topological invariant; see, for example, Ref. 10. Recall, however, th
categories of finite-dimensional representations of the quantum groupsUq(g), q a root of unity,
which form important examples, are not semi-simple.21 I thank R. Oeckl for pointing out that the
weaker notions of quasi-dominance and dominance~Chapt. XI of Ref. 26! can be used to establis
a uniform treatment of all interesting cases.

The problem of the definition of the spin foam model with ribbon categories which is
subject of the present article is, however, not affected by these subtleties since it relies o
Definition 2.9.

2. Ribbon diagrams

There exists a very convenient notation for morphisms of a ribbon categoryC in terms of
ribbon diagrams~Fig. 1!. The diagrams consist of ribbons which have a white side~normally
facing up! and a black side~facing down!. They are directed which is denoted by arrows, and th
are labeled with objects ofC.

The identity morphism idV is represented by a ribbon labeledV with the arrow pointing down.
The identity morphism idV* of the dual object has the same labelV, but an arrow pointing up. The
diagrams are generally read from top to bottom. Putting diagrams below each other d
composition of morphisms while putting them next to each other denotes the tensor prod

FIG. 1. Some basic ribbon diagrams: The identity morphisms idV and idV* , evaluation evV and coevaluation coevV , the
braidingcV,W , the twistnV and their inverses, cf. Definitions 2.4–2.7.

FIG. 2. The conditions~2.18a! and ~2.18b! on evaluation and coevaluation are depicted in diagrams~a! and ~b!. A
morphism f :V→W is represented by a coupon as in~c!. Diagram~d! shows the definition of the dual morphismf * as
given by ~2.19!.
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morphisms. Figure 1 also shows the natural isomorphisms evV , coevV of ~2.17!, the braidingcV,W

of ~2.14!, the twistnV of ~2.20! and their inverses, respectively. The unit object1 is invisible in the
diagrams which is justified by~2.13b!, ~2.15c! and ~2.21c!.

Figure 2 shows the conditions~2.18a! and ~2.18b! on evaluation and coevaluation in~a! and
~b!. Morphismsf :V→W are represented by acouponlabeledf with an incoming and an outgoing
ribbon as in~c!. Figure 2 also shows the definition of the dual morphism~2.19! in diagram~d!.

The conditions~2.21a! and~2.21b! on the twistnV in a ribbon category are depicted in Fig.
Figure 4 shows the definition of right duals via ev˜V and coev˜V of ~2.22!, the quantum trace~2.23!
and the quantum dimension~2.24!.

The main purpose of the ribbon diagrams presented in this section is that they ha
immediate translation into algebraic language in terms of morphisms of the ribbon categoryC and
at the same time provide an intuitive way of dealing with the algebraic manipulations. On
imagine that the ribbons shown in the diagrams are embedded inR3. The obvious isotopies then
correspond to relations inC. This is a direct consequence of the functor constructed by Reshet
and Turaev in Ref. 23 where more details can be found. In the following, we present
calculations in the diagrammatic language. If required, they can be translated at any stage
corresponding algebraic expressions.

In the remaining parts of the article, we employ a simplified notation in which the ribbon
represented by single directed lines, and it is understood that their white side always faces u
is known asblackboard framing. It is particularly convenient here because it turns out that
relevant diagrams in the following sections can be drawn without twists.

3. Quantum groups and ribbon categories

The ribbon categories arising in Ref. 23 are constructed as the categories of finite-dimen
representations of suitable ribbon Hopf algebras~see also Refs. 21, 22, and 26!.

FIG. 3. The conditions~2.21a! and ~2.21b! on the twistnV in diagrammatic notation.

FIG. 4. Definition of right duality, ev˜V and coev˜V of ~2.22!, the quantum trace~2.23! and the quantum dimension~2.24!.
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An alternative picture is developed in Ref. 3. It is dual to the former in the sense that it
the dual Hopf algebra co-acting on the dual spaces of the representations. It is thus ba
coribbon Hopf algebras and their ribbon category of corepresentations. This point of view is
closer to the duality transformation for LGT with Lie groups~see Sec. III or Ref. 17! since the
algebra of representation functionsCalg(G) of the gauge group naturally coacts on the dual spa
of the representations ofG and can be replaced by a suitable coribbon Hopf algebra.3

C. Combinatorial and simplicial complexes

1. Triangulations

For the construction of the spin foam model using ribbon categories, we need combin
complexes and simplicial complexes. Combinatorial complexes contain the information of w
simplices are contained in the boundary of a given simplex while simplicial complexes
provide a linear order of the vertices and keep track of all relative orientations. This termin
follows Ref. 7. In order to construct a spin foam model for ribbon categories, we aim
definition of the partition function which takes the relative orientations into account, but w
does not depend on the linear order of vertices.

For the purpose of the present article, it is furthermore sufficient to deal with abstract
plexes. The details of how their simplices are mapped to the given manifold are not discusse
except for a few restrictions that apply if the complex corresponds to a closed and or
manifold.

Definition 2.13:For a given setL of vertices, acombinatorial complexL (* ) is a nonempty set
of subsets ofL,

BÞL (* )#PL, ~2.28!

such that for eachvPL, $v%PL (* ) and for each setXPL (* ), all its nonempty subsets are als
contained inL (* ), i.e.,

XPL (* ) and BÞY#X ⇒ YPL (* ). ~2.29!

The setsXPL (* ) are calledsimplices. The subsetsBÞY#X are thefaces of X. The elements of
the set

L (k)
ª$XPL (* ): uXu5k11%, kPN, ~2.30!

are calledk-simplices. Hereu•u denotes the cardinality of a set. Acombinatorial k-complexis a
combinatorial complex for whichL ( j )5B for all j .k. For eachk-simplexXPL (k), its boundary
is defined as the collection of (k21)-simplices,

]Xª$Y#X: uYu5k%. ~2.31!

A combinatorial complex is calledfinite if L (* ) is a finite set.
Definition 2.14:A simplicial complex(L (* ),,) is a combinatorial complexL (* ) with a linear

order (,) of the verticesL. The k-simplicesXPL (k) can then be represented by (k11)-tuples
(v0 ,v1 ,...,vk) of verticesv jPL in standard orderv0,v1,...,vk . In the freeZ-module gener-
ated byL (* ), the boundary of ak-simplex is given as a sum over the (k21)-simplices in]X,

]~v0 ,v1 ,...,vk!ª(
j 50

k

~21! j ~v0 ,v1 ,...,v̂ j ,...,vk!, ~2.32!

where the hat (̂) indicates that a symbol is omitted. An abbreviated notation is

~01̄ k!ª~v0 ,v1 ,...,vk!. ~2.33!
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In the following we also use the notation (v0 ,v1 ,...,vk) with arbitrary vertex order. In the
simplicial complex this denotes an orientedk-simplex sgnt•(vt(0) ,...,vt(k)) where the sign de-
pends on the sign of the permutationtPSk11 which is required to sort the vertices such th
vt(0),...,vt(k) .

The triangulations of a compact piecewise-lineark-manifold M can be chosen to have onl
finitely many simplices. In this case their combinatorics are described by a finite combina
k-complex for which there always exists a linear order of vertices.

For a simplicialk-complex which corresponds to the triangulation of a closed and orie
k-manifoldM , the relative orientation of each simplexs with respect toM is given, i.e., whether
1s or 2s is isomorphic to a simplex inM . Observe further that in this case each (k21)-simplex
is contained in the boundary of exactly twok-simplices: once with positive and once with negati
relative orientation.

2. The dual two-complex

In the present article the spin foam model is defined on a combinatorial complexL (* ). This
point of view agrees with, Refs. 7 and 10, but is dual to the definition given in Ref. 12.

In order to compare the spin foam model onL (* ) with LGT, this LGT has to be formulated
on the two-complex dual toL (* ). In this section, we define a generalized notion of two-comple
which includes polygons rather than just triangles and which makes the cyclic ordering of
around the polygons explicit. This ordering is necessary to arrange the factors of the
products which are used in the definition of LGT.

Definition 2.15:A finite generalized two-complex with cyclic structure(V,E,F) consists of
finite setsV ~vertices!, E ~edges! andF ~polygons! together with maps

]1 :E→V ~end point of an edge!, ~2.34a!

]2 :E→V ~starting point of an edge!, ~2.34b!

N:F→N ~number of edges in the boundary of a polygon!, ~2.34c!

] j :F→E ~the jth edge in the boundary!, ~2.34d!

« j :F→$21,11% ~its orientation! ~2.34e!

such that

]2« j f
] j f 5]« j 11f] j 11f , 1< j <N~ f !21, ~2.35a!

]2«N( f ) f]N( f ) f 5]«1f]1f , ~2.35b!

for all f PF.
The conditions~2.35! state that the edges in the boundary of a polygonf PF are in cyclic

ordering from]1f to ]N( f ) f where one encounters the edges with a relative orientation give
2« j f , ~see Fig. 5!. Observe that~2.35! can be used to generalize the condition]+]50 to the
situation where the edges are labeled with noncommutative variables.

Given a finite simplicialk-complexL (* ), one can construct the dual two-complex (V,E,F) in
the standard way: The dual vertices are just thek-simplices,VªL (k). The dual edges are th
(k21)-simplices,EªL (k21), and the dual polygons are given by the (k22)-simplices,F
ªL (k22). Observe that the (k22)-simplicesL (k22) are in general contained in the boundaries
more than three (k21)-simplices which implies that the polygonsF have in general more tha
three edges. The maps] j , « j , etc. of ~2.34! can be constructed inductively from the bounda
relation of the simplicial complex.
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In the calculations of the next section, the following abbreviations are convenient: For a
edgeePE, the sets

e1ª$ f PF: e5] j f , « j f 5~11! for some j , 1< j <N~ f !%, ~2.36a!

e2ª$ f PF: e5] j f , « j f 5~21! for some j , 1< j <N~ f !%, ~2.36b!

contain all polygons that have the edgee in their boundary with positive (1) or negative (2)
orientation. For a given polygonf PF, the set

f 0ª$vPV: v5d2d j f for some j , 1< j <N~ f !% ~2.37!

denotes all vertices that are contained in the boundary of the polygonf . Finally, the sets

f 1ª$ePE: e5] j f , « j f 5~11! for some j , 1< j <N~ f !%, ~2.38a!

f 2ª$ePE: e5] j f , « j f 5~21! for somej , 1< j <N~ f !%, ~2.38b!

denote all edges in the boundary of the polygonf with positive (1) or negative (2) orientation.

III. THE DUALITY TRANSFORMATION

In this section, we recall the duality transformation relating LGT for Lie groups on the
generalized two-complex (V,E,F) with a spin foam model. This transformation was carried ou
Ref. 17 on a hypercubic lattice and is formulated here for generic two-complexes.

The calculation is presented entirely in terms of the two-complex (V,E,F) and does not refer
to the simplicial complexL (* ). Its relation withL (* ) will be discussed in the following section
The calculation is furthermore valid in arbitrary dimensiond>2.

Definition 3.1:Let G be a compact Lie group~or a finite group!. The partition function of
LGT on the finite generalized two-complex (V,E,F) with cyclic structure is defined by

Z5S )
ePE

E
G

dgeD )
f PF

w~gf !, gfªg]1f
«1f

¯g]N( f ) f
«N( f ) f . ~3.1!

Here*G denotes the normalized Haar measure onG, w:G→R is the Boltzmann weight~1.1!, and
gf is the cyclicly ordered product of the group elements attached to the edges in the bound
the polygonf PF.

Remark 3.2:~1! Observe that even though this definition explicitly refers to the cyclic str
ture, the value ofZ is actually independent of it. The starting point for the cyclic numbering
edges in the boundary of a polygon does not matter because the Boltzmann weight is give
class function and thus invariant under cyclic permutation of the factors ofgf . Reversal of the
orientation is also a symmetry because it replacesgf by gf

21 which yields the complex conjugat
of the class function, but this function is real.

~2! Let h:V→G,v°hv associate a group element to each vertex. The weightw(gf) in ~3.1!
is invariant under thelocal gauge transformations,

FIG. 5. The maps] j and« j and the conditions~2.35!. HereN( f )53, «1f 511, «2f 511 and«3f 5(21).
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ge°h]1e•ge•h]2e
21 . ~3.2!

In order to prove this invariance, one has to make use of the conditions~2.35!.
The first step of the duality transformation is to insert the character expansion~1.2! of the

Boltzmann weight into~3.1!,

Z5S )
ePE

E
G

dgeD )
f PF

(
r fPR

ŵr f (
nf51

dimVr f

tnfnf

(r f ) ~gf !. ~3.3!

The trace of the character is responsible for summations over one indexnf per polygonf PF. The
application of coproduct and antipode@Eqs.~2.4a! and~2.4c!# to the productgf @Eq. ~3.1!# yields
further vector index summations. In total there is one summation per polygon and per ver
that polygon. These summation variables are denoted byn( f ,v) where f PF andvP f 0 ,

Z5S )
ePE

E
G

dgeD )
f PF

(
r fPR

ŵr f (
n( f ,]2]1f )51

dimVr f

¯ (
n( f ,]2]N( f ) f )51

dimVr f

tn( f ,]1]1f ),n( f ,]2]1f )
(r f ) ~g]1f

«1f
!¯tn( f ,]1]N( f ) f ),n( f ,]2]N( f ) f )

(r f ) ~g]N( f ) f
«N( f ) f

!. ~3.4!

Recall that the conditions~2.35! of the two-complex apply here. The above expression can now
reorganized, moving all summations to the left,

Z5S )
ePE

E
G

dgeD S )
f PF

(
r fPR D S )

f PF
ŵr f D S )

f PF
)

vP f 0

(
n( f ,v)51

dimVr f D
)
f PF

S )
eP f 1

tn( f ,]1e),n( f ,]2e)
(r f ) ~ge! D S )

eP f 2

t
n( f ,]2e),n( f ,]1e)
(r f* )

~ge! D . ~3.5!

Here the notation

S )
f PF

(
r fPR Dª (

r fPR
¯ (

r fPR
~3.6!

denotes one summation per polygonf PF. Sorting the product of representation functions by ed
rather than by polygon amounts to just a slight change in the enumeration of polygons and

Z5S )
f PF

(
r fPR D S )

f PF
ŵr f D S )

f PF
)

vP f 0

(
n( f ,v)51

dimVr f D
)
ePE

E
G

dgeF )
ePE

S )
f Pe1

tn( f ,]1e),n( f ,]2e)
(r f ) ~ge! D S )

f Pe2

t
n( f ,]2e),n( f ,]1e)
(r f* )

~ge! D G . ~3.7!

The integrals can now be evaluated using the formula~2.12!,

~3.8!

wherePe denotes a basis of orthogonalG-invariant projectors onto the trivial components in t
complete decomposition of
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S ^
f Pe1

r f D ^ S ^
f Pe2

r f* D . ~3.9!

The curly brackets in~3.8! indicate that there is one indexn( f ,]1e) for eachf Pe1 etc. Finally,
the sums over projectors are moved to the left of the expression,

~3.10!

This formula can now be reorganized and yields the final result:
Theorem 3.3: The partition function~3.1! of LGT on the finite generalized two-comple

(V,E,F) with cyclic structure is equal to the expression

Z5S )
f PF

(
r fPR D S )

ePE
(

P(e)PPe
D S )

f PF
ŵr f D S )

vPV
C~v ! D . ~3.11!

HerePe denotes a basis of orthogonalG-invariant projectors onto the trivial components in t
complete decomposition of~3.9!. The weights per polygonŵr f

are the coefficients of the charact
expansion~1.2! of the original Boltzmann weight. The weights per vertexC(v) are given by a
trace involving representations and projectors in the neighborhood of the vertexvPV,

~3.12!

Remark 3.4:~1! The projectors onto the trivial representations,

P(e): S ^
f Pe1

r f D ^ S ^
f Pe2

r f* D→C, ~3.13!

can be replaced via the isomorphisms Hom(V^ W* ,C)>Hom(V,W) by representation morphism

w (e): ^
f Pe1

r f → ^
f Pe2

r f . ~3.14!

The partition function then contains a sum over a basis of the space of representation mor
for each edgeePE,

HomS ^
f Pe1

r f , ^
f Pe2

r f D . ~3.15!

~2! The expressionC(v) is a trace in the category of finite dimensional representati
RepG, cf. Fig. 6~a!. Observe that all vector indicesnf are contracted. The complexity of theC(v)
depends on the number of edges which containvPV in their boundary. In order to generalize th
spin foam model to ribbon categories,C(v) has to be replaced by a quantum trace. The m
motivation for formulating LGT on the two-complex dual to a triangulation is that it is n
guaranteed that in dimension 4 there are always precisely five edges which containv. Without this
restriction, the generalization ofC(v) to the ribbon case would be much harder.

~3! Observe that forG5SU(2) in three dimensions, theC(v) are essentially the 6j -symbols
of SU(2).
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The generic observables of LGT that have nonvanishing expectation values under th
integral arespin networks, the generalization of Wilson loops to the non-Abelian case.

Definition 3.5:Let G be a compact Lie group~or a finite group!, (V,E,F) be a finite gener-
alized two-complex with cyclic structure andZ denote the partition function ofLGT of Definition
3.1. Let t:E→R assign a unitary finite-dimensional irreducible representationte to each edge
ePE and for each vertexvPV, let

Q(v): ^
ePE:

v5]1e

te→ ^
ePE:

v5]2e

te ~3.16!

denote a representation morphism. Thespin networklabeled byte and Q(v) associates to eac
configurationE→G,e°ge the value

~3.17!

For more details on this definition and for the proof of the following result, we refer the re
to Ref. 17.

Theorem 3.6: Let G be a compact Lie group~or a finite group! and (V,E,F) be a finite
generalized two-complex with cyclic structure. Lette and Q(v) define a spin network as in
Definition 3.5. The expectation value of the spin network,

^W~t,Q!&5S )
ePE

E
G

dgeD FW~t,Q!)
f PF

w~gf !G , ~3.18!

FIG. 6. The neighborhood of a vertexvPV on the dual two-complex in the three-dimensional case. The dotted l
denote the four edges attached to the vertex. Diagram~a! shows the weightC(v) per vertexvPV occurring in the spin
foam model where the full dots denote projectorsP(e), and the solid lines the representationsVr . Diagram~b! visualizes
the weightC̃(v) in the spin network expectation value. HereQ(v) is the morphism attached tov, and the dashed lines
denote the representationste .
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is equal to

~3.19!

HereP̃e is a basis of orthogonalG-invariant projectors onto the trivial components in the compl
decomposition of

S ^
f Pe1

r f D ^ S ^
f Pe2

r f* D ^ te . ~3.20!

The weights per polygonŵr f
are the coefficients of the character expansion~1.2! of the original

Boltzmann weight. The weights per vertexC̃(v) are given by the trace

~3.21!

Remark 3.7:~1! The Theorem 3.6 is an example for an explicit calculation how the spin fo
that are the configurations in the partition function couple to the spin networkW(t,Q). Figure
6~b! visualizes the trace which gives the weights per vertexC̃(v).

~2! If the set of edges for which the representationste are nontrivial forms a closed loop, the
W(t,Q) is nonzero only if the non-trivialte are all isomorphic. The morphismsQ(v) are then
unique up to normalization. In this caseW(t,Q) describes a Wilson loop.

IV. THE SPIN FOAM MODEL FOR RIBBON CATEGORIES

In Sec. III, the spin foam model dual to LGT was derived for the case in which the g
group G is a Lie group. If LGT is defined on the two-complex dual to the triangulation,
partition function of the spin foam model consists of a sum over all labelings of triangles
irreducible representations~simple objects! and of all tetrahedra with invariant projectors~repre-
sentation morphisms! ~see Table I!.

This spin foam model shall be generalized to a ribbon categoryC which replaces the categor
of representations RepG of the gauge groupG. The partition function will contain the sum ove
all colorings of triangles with simple objects explicitly while the sum over all colorings of te
hedra with morphisms will be implemented as a trace over suitable state spaces.

TABLE I. The partition function of the spin foam model dual to LGT~3.11!
is a sum over all colorings where the summands contain certain weights.
Here colorings and weights are given for LGT living on the two-complex
dual to the triangulation.

Triangulation Dual two-complex Coloring Weights

four-simplex vertex - C(v)
tetrahedron edge morphism -
triangle polygon simple object ŵr

edge - - -
vertex - - -
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The definition of the spin foam model is formulated in a first step for a given simpl
four-complex. The definition thus refers explicitly to the linear order of vertices. In a second
we will prove that it does not depend on that order and that it is thus well-defined for
combinatorial complex that corresponds to the triangulation of a closed and oriented piec
linear four-manifold.

A. Definition of the partition function

First we define the colorings which will be explicitly summed over in the partition funct
Definition 4.1: Let L (* ) denote a simplicial complex,C be an admissible ribbon categor

~Definition 2.9! andC0 be a set of colors.
~1! A coloring V:L (2)→C0 associates an objectV(v0 ,v1 ,v2)PC0 to each triangle

(v0 ,v1 ,v2)PL (2) with standard vertex orderv0,v1,v2 .
~2! For any permutationsPS3 ~acting on$0,1,2%) define

V~vs(0) ,vs(1) ,vs(2)!ªH V~v0 ,v1 ,v2!, if sgns51,

V~v0 ,v1 ,v2!* , if sgns521.
~4.1!

For given verticesv0 ,v1 ,v2PL, we use the abbreviated notation

V012ªV~v0 ,v1 ,v2!, V021ªV~v0 ,v2 ,v1!, ~4.2!

and so on, for example,V0215V012* .
Recall that (V* )* >V is isomorphic inC, but in general not equal. The Definition 4.1 ther

fore describes an action of the symmetric groupS3 only up to isomorphism.
The state spaces are defined in the next step. A trace over these spaces will yield the s

tion over colorings of the tetrahedra with morphisms.

FIG. 7. ~a! The coupons denoting morphismsw0123PH0123and their dualsw0123* ~4.4a! as well as~b! morphisms of the dual
state spaces,w̄0123PH0123* and their dualsw̄0123* ~4.3b!. Diagram ~c! shows the pairing~4.5!. All ribbons are drawn in
blackboard framing.

FIG. 8. The definition of the morphismsw1023ªt0*
21(w̄0123)PH1023 and w̄1023ªt0(w0123)PH1023* for given w̄0123

PH0123* andw0123PH0123 @see~4.6a!#.
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Definition 4.2:Let V:L (2)→C0 denote a coloring. Thestate spaceassociated with a tetrahe
dron (v0 ,v1 ,v2 ,v3) with arbitrary vertex order is defined by

H (V)~v0 ,v1 ,v2 ,v3!ªHom~V~v1 ,v2 ,v3! ^ V~v0 ,v1 ,v3!,V~v0 ,v1 ,v2! ^ V~v0 ,v2 ,v3!!.
~4.3a!

The dual state space is then given up to isomorphism by the pairing~2.25!,

H (V)~v0 ,v1 ,v2 ,v3!*ªHom~V~v0 ,v1 ,v3!* ^ V~v1 ,v2 ,v3!* ,V~v0 ,v2 ,v3!* ^ V~v0 ,v1 ,v2!* !.

~4.3b!

The following abbreviated notation is used,

H01235Hom~V123^ V013,V012^ V023!, ~4.4a!

H0123* 5Hom~V013* ^ V123* ,V023* ^ V012* !, ~4.4b!

so that the pairing~2.25! reads in this case

^•,•&0123:H0123* ^ H0123→C,~ w̄0123,c0123!°^w̄0123,c0123&0123. ~4.5!

The ribbon diagrams corresponding to a morphismw0123PH0123 and its dualw0123* are de-
picted in Fig. 7~a!. The morphism of the dual state spacew̄0123PH0123* and its dualw̄0123* are
represented diagrammatically as in Fig. 7~b!. Dual morphisms are denoted by a star~* ) whereas
we indicate by a bar (̄) that a morphism belongs to a dual state space. Figure 7~c! shows the
pairing ~4.5! for morphismsw̄0123PH0123* andc0123PH0123. In Fig. 7 and in the following we use
blackboard framing~see Sec. II B 2!.

Remark 4.3:~1! Definition 4.2 applies to any order of vertices. In particular, the definition
H0123 involvesV(v0 ,v1 ,v2) etc., as given by~4.1!.

~2! The definition ~4.3b! implements a special choice of isomorphism betweenH0123 and
H0123* via the pairing~4.5!. This choice is used consistently in the following.

The state spaces of Definition 4.2 for different vertex order are related by linear isomorp
which are defined in the next step.

Definition 4.4: Let H0123 and H0123* denote the state space and its dual for a tetrahed
(v0 ,v1 ,v2 ,v3). The linear maps

t0 :H0123→H1023* , t0*
21:H0123* →H1023, ~4.6a!

t1 :H0123→H0213* , t1*
21:H0123* →H0213, ~4.6b!

t2 :H0123→H0132* , t2*
21:H0123* →H0132, ~4.6c!

are defined by the diagrams in Figs. 8–10.

FIG. 9. The definition of the morphismsw0213ªt1*
21(w̄0123)PH0213 and w̄0213ªt1(w0123)PH0213* for given w̄0123

PH0123* andw0123PH0123 @see~4.6b!#.
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Note that t j exchanges thej th and the (j 11)-th vertices of the four arguments o
H(v0 ,v1 ,v2 ,v3), counting from zero. These need not be the vertices with numberj and j 11, for
example,

t0 :H1234→H2134* , t1 :H0214→H0124* . ~4.7!

Lemma 4.5:Let t j , 0< j <2, denote the linear maps of Definition 4.4.
~1! The t j satisfy t j*

21+t j5 id and t j +t j*
215 id. In particular, thet j and t j*

21 form linear
isomorphisms.

~2! The t j satisfy ^t j*
21(c0123),t j (w̄0123)&10235^w̄0123,c0123&0123 for all w̄0123PH0123* and

c0123PH0123 which motivates the notationt j*
21.

Proof: ~1! The relationst j*
21+t j5 id can be verified diagrammatically using the identities th

hold in ribbon categories. Figure 11 shows the calculation fort1*
21+t15 idH0123

. The other cases
are analogous.

~2! This claim can also be verified diagrammatically. It is essentially a consequence of th
that the mapst j on the dual state spaces in Figs. 8–10 are given by the mirror images of the
on the original state spaces. h

Remark 4.6:In analogy with the three-dimensional case, one could conjecture that tht j

generate an action of the symmetric groupS4 on some collection of state spaces. This is not
case. Only in the final step we will have an action of the symmetric group when it is proved
the partition function is well-defined.

At this point, the coloringsVjkl and the spacesH jklm are defined for a generic vertex orde
The summation over all coulorings of tetrahedra with morphisms, which is part of the par
function, will be implemented as a trace. This trace is over the tensor product of mapsZ01234

(V) for
all four-simplices (v0 ,...,v4)PL (4). These building blocksZ01234

(V) are defined first.
Definition 4.7:Let V:L (2)→C0 be a coloring and the state spaces for the tetrahedra be g

by Definition 4.2.

FIG. 10. The definition of the morphismsw0132ªt2*
21(w̄0123)PH0132 and w̄0132ªt2(w0123)PH0132* for given w̄0123

PH0123* andw0123PH0123 @see~4.6c!#.

FIG. 11. Diagrammatic proof of the identityt1*
21+t15 idH0123

in Lemma 4.5. Herew0123PH0123.
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~1! For any four-simplex (v0 ,...,v4) whose relative orientation in the manifoldM is positive,
define the four-simplex map

Z01234
(V),(1) :H0234̂ H0124→H1234̂ H0134̂ H0123 ~4.8a!

to be the linear map that is related by the pairing~2.25! to the quantum trace

Z012348(V),(1) :H1234* ^ H0234̂ H0134* ^ H0124̂ H0123* →C, ~4.8b!

which is depicted in Fig. 12~a!.
~2! For any four-simplex with negative relative orientation inM , the four-simplex map

Z01234
(V),(2) :H1234̂ H0134̂ H0123→H0234̂ H0124 ~4.9a!

is defined by the quantum trace

Z012348(V),(2) :H1234̂ H0234* ^ H0134̂ H0124* ^ H0123→C, ~4.9b!

which is depicted in Fig. 12~b!.
Remark 4.8:~1! The assignment of theH jklm to domain or codomain and the assignment

duality stars (* ) in the above definitions is according to the orientation of the tetrahedra in
boundary of the four-simplex,

]~01234!5~1234!2~0234!1~0134!2~0124!1~0123!. ~4.10!

~2! Observe that Fig. 12~b! is the mirror image of~a! with all arrows reversed. This is differen
from the quantum trace of the dual morphism which would also replace the over-crossing
under-crossing.

FIG. 12. ~a! The quantum trace~4.8b! defining the four-simplex map for a four-simplex with positive relative orientat
in M . ~b! The quantum trace~4.9b! for negative relative orientation. The morphisms are denoted byw jklmPH jklm and
w̄ jklmPH jklm* and represented by the coupons of Fig. 7.
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In order to obtain a summation over a basis of each state spaceH jklm , the partition function
is defined as a trace over the tensor product of all four-simplex maps.

Definition 4.9:Let L (* ) be a finite combinatorial four-complex corresponding to a triangu
tion of a closed oriented piecewise-linear four-manifoldM . Choose a fixed linear order of th
vertices ofL. Let V:L (2)→C0 be a coloring and let the four-simplex mapsZjklmn

(V),(6) be given by
Definition 4.7.

The partition function per coloringis defined as

Z(V)
ªtrHFP+S ^

~v0 ,...,v4)PL(4)

Z01234
(V),(«01234)D G . ~4.11!

Here«01234P$11,21% denotes the relative orientation of the four-simplex (v0 , . . . ,v4)PL (4) in
M . Since every tetrahedron occurs precisely twice in the boundary of a four-simplex, once
positive and once with negative relative orientation, both domain and codomain of the t
product over theZ01234

(V),(6) are permutations of the tensor factors of

Hª ^
(v0 ,v1 ,v2 ,v3)PL(3)

H (V)~v0 ,v1 ,v2 ,v3!. ~4.12!

The permutation operatorP in ~4.11! is the unique permutation which sorts the tensor factors
the codomain such that their ordering agrees with the ordering of factors in the domain.

Remark 4.10:The trace over the tensor productH in the above definition essentially contain
the quantum traces~4.8b! or ~4.9b! for all four-simplices plus an additional summation over ba
of all state spaces. In the partition function the traces generalize the weightsC(v), cf. Table I and
~3.12!. Figure 12 is the four-dimensional analogue of Fig. 6~a! with a particular choice of over-
and under-crossings.

Definition 4.11:Let L (* ) be a finite combinatorial four-complex corresponding to a trian
lation of a closed oriented piecewise-linear four-manifoldM . Choose a fixed linear order of th
vertices ofL. For each coloringV:L (2)→C0 , let the partition function per coloring,Z(V), be given
by Definition 4.9. Thepartition functionis defined as

Zª (
V:L(2)→C0

S )
(v0 ,v1 ,v2)PL(2)

ŵ~v0 ,v1 ,v2!~V012!D Z(V). ~4.13!

The weightsŵ(v0 ,v1 ,v2):C0→R assign a real number to the object associated with the tria
(v0 ,v1 ,v2)PL (2) and are required to satisfy thereality condition,

ŵ~v0 ,v1 ,v2!~V* !5ŵ~v0 ,v1 ,v2!~V!, ~4.14!

and to be functions on equivalence classes of isomorphic objects, i.e.,

ŵ~v0 ,v1 ,v2!~V!5ŵ~v0 ,v1 ,v2!~Ṽ! if V>Ṽ. ~4.15!

Section IV B is devoted to proving that this definition is actually independent of the li
order of vertices and of the choice of colorsC0 up to isomorphism. The partition function i
therefore well-defined for a combinatorial complex that corresponds to the triangulation
closed and oriented manifold. In Sec. V, we discuss some relevant special cases in more de
are covered by~4.13!, in particular the relation with the standard formulation of LGT for L
groups and the Crane–Yetter state sum. There, we also comment on the convergence of~4.13! if
C0 is not a finite set.

B. Properties of the partition function

First we show that the partition function~4.13! does not depend on the choice of colorsC0 up
to isomorphism.
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Theorem 4.12:Let V:L (2)→C0 denote a coloring, and for each triangle (v0 ,v1 ,v2)PL (2),
v0,v1,v2 , let

F~v0 ,v1 ,v2!:V~v0 ,v1 ,v2!→Ṽ~v0 ,v1 ,v2! ~4.16!

be an isomorphism inC for some objectṼ(v0 ,v1 ,v2). Then the partition functions per colorin
~4.11! for V and Ṽ agree,

Z(V)5Z(Ṽ). ~4.17!

Proof: Using the standard abbreviations, the given isomorphisms are of the formF012:V012

→Ṽ012 for all triangles (v0 ,v1 ,v2) with standard vertex orderv0,v1,v2 . For any permutation
sPS3 we define isomorphismsFs(0)s(1)s(2) :Vs(0)s(1)s(2)→Ṽs(0)s(1)s(2) by

Fs(0)s(1)s(2)ªH F012:V012→Ṽ012, if sgns51,

F* 012
21 :V012* →Ṽ012* , if sgns521.

~4.18!

Observe that this assignment is compatible with Definition 4.1. These definitions provide u
isomorphismsF012:V012→Ṽ012 and with their dual mapsF012* :Ṽ012* →V012* for all triangles
(v0 ,v1 ,v2) with arbitrary vertex order.

Furthermore, there are induced linear isomorphisms of the state spaces,

F0123:Hom~V123^ V013,V012^ V023!→Hom~Ṽ123^ Ṽ013,Ṽ012^ Ṽ023!,
~4.19a!

w0123°~F012^ F023!+w0123+~F123
21

^ F013
21!,

and

F0123* :Hom~Ṽ013* ^ Ṽ123* ,Ṽ023* ^ Ṽ012* !→Hom~V013* ^ V123* ,V023* ^ V012* !,
~4.19b!

w̄0123°~F023* ^ F012* !+w̄0123+~F* 013
21

^ F* 123
21!.

A convenient abbreviated notation for these maps isF0123:H0123→H̃0123, F0123* :H̃0123* →H0123*
writing H̃0123ªHom(Ṽ123^ Ṽ013,Ṽ012^ Ṽ023) etc. Now the following diagram for the trace
Z012348(V),(1) commutes:

To see this, imagine Fig. 12~a! drawn for mapsw̃ jklmPH̃ jklm etc. and insert the definitions of th
linear isomorphismsF jklm of ~4.19!. Then the isomorphisms inC, F jkl :Vjkl→Ṽjkl , appear twice
in each ribbon in a way such that they cancel.

Let ^•,•&˜ :H̃0123* ^ H̃0123→C denote the pairing~4.5! applied to the state spaces which use
coloring Ṽ. We find
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^F* 0123
21 ~ w̄0123!,F0123~c0123!&˜5^w̄0123,c0123&, ~4.20!

for all w̄0123PH0123* and c0123PH0123. As a consequence the following diagram involving t
four-simplex maps themselves also commutes:

Analogous diagrams are available forZ01234
(V),(2) and Fig. 12~b! in the case of opposite orientation

Finally, each tetrahedron occurs precisely twice in the boundaries of four-simplices, onc
positive and once with negative relative orientation. Therefore the tensor product of all
simplex maps in~4.11! is conjugated by a linear isomorphismF which can be obtained from a
tensor product of theF jklm ,

P+S ^
sPL(4)

Zs
(V),(«s)D 5F F P+S ^

sPL(4)

Zs
(Ṽ),(«s)D G F21. ~4.21!

SinceZ(V) is the trace of~4.21!, it agrees withZ(Ṽ). h

Corollary 4.13:The partition function~4.13! does not depend on the choice of colorsC0 up to
isomorphism.

Proof: Consider another set of colorsC̃0 such that each coloringV:L (2)→C0 induces a col-
oring Ṽ:L (2)→C̃0 for which V012>Ṽ012 are isomorphic inC for all triangles (v0 ,v1 ,v2)PL (2).
The partition function~4.13! defined usingC0 agrees with that one defined usingC̃0 because the

weights satisfyŵ(v0 ,v1 ,v2)(V012)5ŵ(v0 ,v1 ,v2)(Ṽ012) and becauseZ(V)5Z(Ṽ) according to
Theorem 4.12. h

In order to prove the independence of the partition function~4.13! of the linear order of
vertices, a generic four-simplex~01234! is considered. It is proved that any permutation of
vertices that results in different four-simplex mapsH jklm according to Definitions 4.2 and 4.7 doe
not change the partition function~4.13!.

This statement is verified for the four elementary transpositions ofS5 ~acting on the vertices
$0,1,2,3,4%!. The following lemmas prepare the proof. They establish diagrammatical isoto
which permute the coupons in Fig. 12~a! in order to reach a configuration similar to Fig. 12~b!.
Recall that the orientation of the four-simplex changes if an odd permutation is applied
vertices.

Lemma 4.14: For any coloring V:L (2)→C0 and morphismsw jklmPH jklm and w̄ jklm

PH jklm* , the quantum trace in Fig. 12~a! is equal to the quantum trace in Fig. 13.
Proof: The calculation is described in diagrammatic language and can be translate

equalities for morphisms of the ribbon categoryC as described in Sec. II B. First, a number
coupons are moved around in the plane without twisting or braiding any ribbons: Mov
couponw0124 to the left and place it abovew̄1234, then movew̄0134down and to the right and plac
it below and right ofw0234. Move w̄0123 to the right and place it beloww̄0123 and below and left
of w̄0134. Rotate the couponw̄0123 by 360 degrees in order to place its ribbons as depicted in
13. Finally, lift the ribbon labeledV014 out of the plane, move it across the entire diagram, a
place it as shown in Fig. 13. h
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Lemma 4.15: For any coloring V:L (2)→C0 and morphismsw jklmPH jklm and w̄ jklm

PH jklm* , the quantum trace in Fig. 12~a! is equal to the quantum trace in Fig. 14.
Proof: The proof is again explained diagrammatically: Start with Fig. 12~a!. Lift the ribbon

V012 out of the plane and move it across the couponw1234so thatV012 now over-crossesV123, V134

andV124 rather thanV234. Then the coupons can be moved around in the plane without intro
ing twists or braidings such that the configuration in Fig. 14 is obtained. h

There exist two more lemmas that deal with the elementary transpositions~23! and ~34! as
well as four lemmas dealing with the case of opposite relative orientation. They are not
explicitly here since they are very similar and completely analogous to prove.

The results of the preceding lemmas, Figs. 13 and 14, are furthermore related to the qu
trace of Fig. 12~b! for a four-simplex with a different order of vertices. This is stated in
following lemmas.

Lemma 4.16:Let t5(01) and consider the four-simplex~01234!. Let V:L (2)→C0 denote a

coloring. Then there exists another coloringṼ with isomorphic objects for each triangle,Ṽ012

>V012, such that the following diagram commutes:

FIG. 13. This diagram is isotopic to the quantum traceZ012348(V),(1) in Figure 12~a!, cf. Lemma 4.14 and Lemma 4.16. Th
morphisms in the dashed boxes are by definition oft0 ~Definition 4.4! just morphismsw̄1024PH1024* , w1034PH1034 and
w1023PH1023. With these replacements this quantum trace is similar to Figure 12~b! definingZ10234

(V),(2) for opposite relative
orientation with a non-standard order (10234) of vertices. Note that the permutation (01)PS5 also replacesV012, V013 and
V014 by their duals according to Definition 4.1.
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HereZ01234
(V),(1) is the four-simplex map of Definition 4.7, the mapst0 are given in Definition 4.4,

and the bottom horizontal map is determined, using the pairing~4.5!, by the four-simplex map

Z10234
(Ṽ)(2) :H0234̂ H1034̂ H1023→H1234̂ H1024. ~4.22!

Proof: Consider Fig. 13 whose quantum trace agrees withZ012348(V),(1) of Fig. 12~a! according to
Lemma 4.14. The linear isomorphismst0 of Definition 4.4 can now be used to replace the das
boxes of Fig. 13 by morphisms of the state spacesH jklm with a different vertex order. The resu
is very similar to the traceZ102348(V)(2) of Fig. 12~b! for the four-simplex~10234!.

Observe, however, that in Fig. 12~b! the arrows of the ribbons corresponding to the triang
~012!, ~013! and~014! are reversed compared with Fig. 13. We can reverse these arrows in F
if we label them instead byV012* , V013* andV014* , respectively.

FIG. 14. This diagram is isotopic to the quantum trace definingZ01234
(V),(1) in Figure 12~a!, cf. Lemma 4.15 and Lemma 4.17
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Consider the triangle~012!. If ( v0 ,v1 ,v2) is an even permutation of the standard vertex ord
then Fig. 13 containsV0125V for some objectVPC0 , i.e., upon reversal of the arrows this lab
changes toV012* 5V102. This is the same label as the label arising inZ102348(V)(2) .

If, however, (v0 ,v1 ,v2) is an odd permutation of the standard vertex order, then Fig
containsV0125V* for some objectVPC0 , i.e., upon arrow reversal this becomesV012* 5(V* )* .
This is in general not identical, but still isomorphic toV which arises inZ102348(V)(2) in this case. This
is the reason why the present lemma holds only for a coloringṼ with isomorphic objects at al
triangles.

Let (w0 ,w1 ,w2) denote any triangle in standard vertex order,w0,w1,w2 . Define the col-
oring Ṽ by

Ṽs(0)s(1)s(2)ªH ~V012* !* , if sgns51,

V012* , if sgns521,
~4.23!

if $w0 ,w1 ,w2%P$$v0 ,v1 ,v2%,$v0 ,v1 ,v3%,$v0 ,v1 ,v4%% and by Ṽs(0)s(1)s(2)ªVs(0)s(1)s(2) for
the other triangles. Then the quantum trace of Fig. 13 with arrows~012!, ~013! and~014! reversed
agrees with the trace of Fig. 12~b! for the coloringṼ. The following diagram therefore commute

Using Lemma 4.5, this implies the commutativity of the diagram claimed in the present lemh

Lemma 4.17:Let t5(12) andV:L (2)→C0 be a coloring. Then there exists another coloringṼ
with isomorphic objects for each triangle such that the following diagram commutes:

Here thet j are the isomorphisms given in Definition 4.4, and the bottom horizontal ma
determined, using the pairing~4.5!, by the four-simplex map

Z02134
(Ṽ),(2) :H2134̂ H0234̂ H0213→H0134̂ H0214. ~4.24!

Proof: Consider Fig. 14 whose quantum trace agrees withZ012348(V),(1) of Fig. 12~a! according to
Lemma 4.15. The linear isomorphismst0 andt1 of Definition 4.4 can now be used to replace t
dashed boxes of Fig. 14 by morphisms of the state spacesH jklm with a different vertex order. The

result is the traceZ021348(Ṽ),(2) of Fig. 12~b! for the four-simplex~02134! up to the choice of isomor-
phic objects for the triangles~012!, ~123! and ~124!. These isomorphisms arise from doub
dualization as in Lemma 4.16.
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The following diagram therefore commutes:

Employing Lemma 4.5, this proves the claim. h

There exist similar lemmas for the other elementary transpositions~23! and~34! as well as for
the corresponding statements with opposite relative orientations, i.e., whereZ(V),(1) andZ(V),(2)

are exchanged. Their proofs are entirely analogous.
Theorem 4.18:The partition function~4.13! does not depend on the choice of the linear or

of vertices.
Proof: Equip the set of vertices with a different linear order which is induced from the g

one by a permutationt of the vertices. The partition function using this new order can be
pressed in terms of the original order ift is applied both to the vertices and to the coloring,

Zt5 (
V:L(2)→C0

S )
(v0 ,v1 ,v2)PL(2)

ŵ~vt21(0) ,vt21(1) ,vt21(2)!~~tV!012!D Zt
(tV) . ~4.25!

Here

Zt
(tV)5trHFP+S ^

sPL(4)

Zt(s)
(tV),(«t(s))D G ~4.26!

replaces the partition function per coloring in the case of the new vertex order,t(s) denotes
(t21(0)¯t21(4)) for agiven four-simplexs5(01234), andtV is the coloring induced byt, i.e.,
(tV)0125Vt21(0)t21(1)t21(2) for all triangles (v0 ,v1 ,v2)PL (2).

The permutationt replaces triangles~012! by (t21(0)t21(1)t21(2)) and therefore just
permutes the factors of the product in~4.25!. This product can be reorganized so that we obta

Zt5 (
V:L(2)→C0

S )
(v0 ,v1 ,v2)PL(2)

ŵ~v0 ,v1 ,v2!~V012!D Zt
(tV) , ~4.27!

where the vertex order of the triangles does not matter because of the reality condition~4.14!.
Any permutationt which just permutes the four-simplices but does not change the ve

order of these four-simplices, permutes the tensor factors in~4.26! and therefore leaves the trac
invariant. It is thus sufficient to prove invariance under permutationst that change the vertex orde
for fixed four-simplices.

Consider a four-simplexs5(01234) and and lett be an elementary transposition,t
P$(01),(12),(23),(34)%. The colouringtV associates with each triangle (w0 ,w1 ,w2)PL (2) ei-
ther the objectV(w3 ,w4 ,w5) assigned to some triangle (w3 ,w4 ,w5)PL (2) or the dual of that
object.

Since the set of colorsC0 contains for each given objectV exactly one object that is isomor
phic to V* , there exists a unique coloringV̄:L (2)→C0 such thatV̄012>(tV)012 for all triangles.
Moreover, sincet is a transposition, (tV̄)012>V012 so thatt induces an involution on the set o
coloringsL (2)→C0 . We can now sum overV̄ rather thanV in ~4.27! and obtain
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Zt5 (
V:L(2)→C0

S )
(v0 ,v1 ,v2)PL(2)

ŵ~v0 ,v1 ,v2!~V012!D Zt
(V) , ~4.28!

Zt
(V)5trHFP+S ^

sPL(4)

Zt(s)
(V),(«t(s))D G , ~4.29!

where we have used~4.14! and where we have writtenV instead ofV̄ for simplicity.
In the preceding lemmas we have constructed linear isomorphisms which form the ve

maps in commutative diagrams of the following form:

Here theH ( j ) are suitable state spaces such that the bottom horizontal map is related

four-simplex mapZt(s)
(Ṽ)(2) by the pairing~4.5!. The coloringṼ is such thatṼ012>V012 for all

triangles~012!.
Since each tetrahedron occurs twice in the boundary of some four-simplices, once with

tive and once with negative relative orientation, each state spaceHt( jklm) occurs twice among the
H ( j ), once asHt( jklm) and once as the dual state spaceHt( jklm)* . In both cases, the correspondin
map F j is the same, either one of thet i or the identity. Therefore the tensor product of
four-simplex maps is conjugated by a linear isomorphismF which can be obtained from a tenso
product of theseF j ,

P+S ^
sPL(4)

Zs
(V),(«s)D 5F FP+S ^

sPL~4!

Zt~s!

~V!,~«t~s!!D G F21. ~4.30!

Observe that here«t(s)52«s and that the coloringṼ can be replaced byV as a consequence o
Theorem 4.12.

SinceZt
(V) is the trace over~4.30!, we findZt

(V)5Z(V) and thereforeZt5Z. h

C. Gauge symmetry

In order to understand the gauge symmetry of LGT in the picture of the spin foam m
consider first the case in whichC is the category of finite-dimensional representations of the ga
groupG. The group then acts on its representations via natural equivalences (tg

(V))V , gPG, i.e.,
natural isomorphismstg

(V) :V→V for all objectsV.
In LGT on the two-complex (V,E,F) dual to the simplicial complexL (* ), consider a gauge

transformation involving only one vertexvPV. This means that the group elementsge attached to
the edgesePE are transformed as

ge°ge•hv
21 , if v5]2e, ~4.31a!

ge°hv•ge , if v5]1e, ~4.31b!

for hvPG while all other variablesge remain unchanged. For each polygon containing the ve
v in its boundary, precisely two edges are affected in such a way that the effect of the tra
mation cancels for the polygon.
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In the spin foam picture, only the four-simplex dual to the vertexvPV is affected. Let
(v0 ,v1 ,v2) denote the triangle to which a polygon is dual. The gauge transformation then in
natural isomorphismstg

(V012) and (tg
(V012))21 into the ribbon corresponding to that triangle, i.e.,

the ribbon labeled by the objectV012. These isomorphisms cancel.
In the categorical picture, however, this symmetry can be understood in other terms. Le

C denote any admissible ribbon category and choose a coloringV:L (2)→C0 . Consider a morphism
w0123PH0123, i.e., w0123:V123^ V013→V012^ V023. Then for any natural equivalence (t (V))V ,
naturality means

w01235~ t (V013) ^ t (V012)!+w0123+~ t (V123)21
^ t (V013)21!. ~4.32!

If this transformation for the natural equivalence (t (V))V is applied simultaneously to all mor
phismsw jklm in Fig. 12~a! or 12~b!, the isomorphismst (Vjkl ) cancel pairwise in each ribbon, an
the quantum trace remains unchanged.

In the categorical description of the spin foam model, the gauge symmetry is therefore
matically implemented. It is just the naturality property of natural equivalences together wit
fact that all ribbon diagrams used in the definition of the partition function are quantum tra

D. Wilson loop and spin networks

Having generalized the partition function of LGT to ribbon categories, it is desirabl
understand the corresponding generalization for the observables of LGT, namely for Wilson
and spin networks~Definition 3.5!.

In order to define the expectation value of a spin network, recall that the quantum tra
Fig. 12 generalize the four-dimensional version of Fig. 6~a!. One should therefore extend Fig. 1
and include five additional ribbons and one coupon for the spin network as Fig. 6~b! suggests.
However, it seems to be impossible to find a ribbon diagram which has the symmetries requ
Sec. IV B.

A possible explanation is the following argument. In the Lie group case, the spin net
~3.17! attaches representations to the edges and morphisms to the vertices of the two-c
(V,E,F). Its generalization to the ribbon case should therefore be given by a ribbon graph i
dimensions. In four dimensions, however, there is no canonical way of associating to each
graph a morphism in the ribbon categoryC because there is no four-dimensional analogs of
Reshetikhin–Turaev functor. It is conceivable that the notion of a spin network in four dimen
using ribbon categories is not a good definition.

For the constructions of observables that generalize Definition 3.5 to the case of r
categories, one therefore has to choose a linear order of vertices on which the result wi
depend in a crucial way. Spin network observables are thus defined for simplicial complexe
not in general for combinatorial complexes.

These restrictions are important if one wants to construct particular physical models whi
based on a spin foam model using ribbon categories. It remains to be studied under
conditions one can define at least a certain class of observables and how the dependenc
vertex order can be interpreted. The reader is also referred to the diagrammatic appro
observables in three dimensions in Ref. 3.

V. SPECIAL CASES AND GENERALIZATIONS

The partition function~4.13! of the spin foam model using ribbon categories covers a num
of special cases which were already known in other contexts. In this section, we comment
relations between these models.
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A. Lattice gauge theory

The categoryC5RepG of finite-dimensional representations of a compact Lie groupG forms
a semi-simple admissible ribbon category. The relation of the spin foam model with LGT ho
the set of colorsC0 is a set containing one representative of each equivalence class of s
objects.

In this case one can use the generic Boltzmann weight~1.1! for any action which is local, i.e.
evaluated once for each polygon, and which is a real and boundedL2-integrable class function o
G. In particular, the standardWilson actionand theheat kernelor generalized Villain actionare of
this form. For details about these actions and about their character expansion, we refer the
to standard textbooks such as Refs. 15 and 16.

In general the set of representativesC0 of the simple objects is countably infinite. Howeve
the partition function ~4.13! is a convergent series because the Boltzmann weight is
L2-function, and its character expansion therefore forms a square summable series due
Peter–Weyl theorem. For more details, see Refs. 17 and 25.

In this case both pictures, LGT and the spin foam model, are well-defined and are dual t
other in the sense of Ref. 17. A comparison of the spin foam model dual to LGT~3.11! and the
generalization~4.13! shows the following correspondences, cf. Table I. The sum over coloring
triangles/polygons and the weightsŵ are explicitly contained in the partition function. The su
over colorings of tetrahedra/edges with morphisms is explicit in~3.11! and it is the result of the
trace over the tensor productH in ~4.11!. The weightsC(v) per four-simplex/vertex are given b
the formula~3.12! and agree with the quantum traces of Fig. 12 which appear as a result o
trace over the four-simplex maps in~4.11!.

For standard actions of LGT such as Wilson’s action or the heat kernel action, the cha
expansion coefficients behave qualitatively like exp((1/b) s* (Vr)) if the Boltzmann weight is of
the form exp(bs(g)). Hereb is the inverse temperature, s(g) denotes the action ands* (Vr) the
dual action, a function assigning a real number to each finite-dimensional irreducible repres
tion of G. The transformation between LGT and the spin foam model thus realizes a
temperature–high temperature duality or a strong-weak duality in the bare couplingg0 if b
51/g0

2.
For the heat kernel action, the dual actions* (Vr);Cr

(2) is essentially given by the secon
order Casimir operatorCr

(2) of the representation. One can thus sort the configurations of the
foam model by the sum of the Casimir eigenvalues over all triangles, and recovers the full
coupling expansion of non-Abelian LGT.

Observe finally that LGT was formulated here on the two-complex dual to a generic tria
lation. In order to obtain the usual continuum limit, the Boltzmann weightŵ(v0 ,v1 ,v2) should
now depend on the geometry of the triangle (v0 ,v1 ,v2) in a suitable way.

B. Gauge theory with finite groups

If C5RepG is the category of representations of a finite groupG, all comments of Sec. V A
still apply. In this case, there are only finitely many simple objects up to isomorphism an
partition functions in both pictures, in LGT and in the spin foam model, are well-defined.

It is now also possible to study the ‘‘topological’’ Boltzmann weight

w~g!5d~g!ªH uGu, if g51,

i.e., ŵr5dimVr .

0 else,

~5.1!

With suitable prefactors, the partition function is then independent of the triangulation and
forms a topological invariant which is well known and depends only on the gauge group a
the first fundamental group of the manifold. See, for example, the comments in Sec. 2.2 of R
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C. The Crane–Yetter state sum

Let C be a finitely semi-simple and admissible ribbon category satisfying the condition
Corollary 2.11 andC0 be a set containing one representative for each equivalence class of s
objects. This case is beyond the standard formulation of LGT, and only the spin foam model~4.13!
makes sense. The partition function is a finite sum. It is again possible to choose ‘‘topolo
Boltzmann weights which here means the quantum dimension of the simple objects,

ŵ~V!5qdimV. ~5.2!

With suitable prefactors the partition function~4.13! agrees with the Crane–Yetter invariant.10 For
a comparison of Fig. 12~a! with the main diagram in Ref. 10, observe that the state spacesH0123

used in the present article can be further decomposed employing semi-simplicity~2.26!, for ex-
ample,

H01235Hom~V123^ V013,V012^ V023!> % JPC0
Hom~V123^ V013,J! ^ Hom~J,V012^ V023!.

~5.3!

If this decomposition is applied to the state spaces associated with all tetrahedra, one has
in addition the tetrahedra with simple objects@the J in ~5.3!# and the tetrahedra~0123! with two
types of morphisms, Hom(V123^ V013,J) and Hom(J,V012^ V023). These colorings are used in th
standard formulation of the Crane–Yetter state sum in Ref. 10. Note that the additional weigJ
per tetrahedron in Ref. 10 is a consequence of the choice of bases of Hom(V123^ V013,J) and
Hom(J,V012^ V023).

D. The generic case

The construction presented generalizes LGT and the Crane–Yetter state sum, but also c
the generic case. HereC is any admissible ribbon category, in particular not required to
semi-simple, and the weightsŵ(V) for given simple objectsV can be quite freely chosen. If th
set of colorsC0 is finite, the partition function is a finite sum and thus well-defined for any cho
of weights. IfC0 is a countable set, similar convergence issues arise as for Lie groups.17 Note that
here it is also necessary to examine the quantum traces of Fig. 12 in order to prove conve
of the partition function.

E. Generalizations and the Barrett–Crane model

If C5RepG for a compact Lie group, for example,G5SU(2), and if theBoltzmann weight
is chosen to be ‘‘topological,’’

w~g!5d~g!, ŵ~Vr!5dimVr , ~5.4!

the partition function is just a~divergent! formal expression. This is the case for the Oog
model13 which can be formulated in the LGT or in the spin foam picture.

The simplest version of a spin foam model of Barrett–Crane type14 is obtained from the
Ooguri model for SO(4) in the spin foam picture by restricting the representations in all su
the simplerepresentations of SO(4). Simple here means that the representation is of the formV
^ V as a representation of SU(2)3SU(2) for some irreducible representationV of SU(2).

In order to implement this restriction one can choose the set of colorsC0 to contain one
representative per isomorphism class of simple representations of SO(4). However, in addition
one has to restrict the sum overJ in ~5.3! to simple representations. As a consequence the s
spacesH0123 are certain subspaces of Hom(V123^ V013,V012^ V023).

The results of the present article can be generalized to state spaces that are subsp
Hom(V123^ V013,V012^ V023) as long as the pairing~4.5! and the mapst j of Definition 4.4 can be
consistently restricted to these subspaces. The correspondence with LGT with a partition fu
~3.1! is, however, lost as a consequence of this generalization.
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VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The spin foam model for ribbon categories defined in the present article generalizes th
foam model dual to lattice gauge theory~LGT! and can be used as a definition of LGT for gau
groups which are quantum groups rather than Lie groups. Furthermore, the definition pre
here encompasses state sum models that are of interest both in topology and in quantum
The definition presented provides a bridge between the standard~Lie group! formulation of LGT
and the Crane–Yetter invariant which uses ribbon categories. It can also be used to constru
spin foam models that do not correspond to topological quantum field theories and provides
that they are well-defined. This work might finally help to make the relation of LGT and the
foam models used in other areas more transparent and the common concepts and open q
more accessible.

If one seeks to construct even more general spin foam models than defined here, it is
pointing out that consistency of the definition restricts the quantum traces of Fig. 12 very ti
The introduction of further weights, however, seems to be much easier to achieve.

The definition of LGT with ribbon categories presented here is restricted to four dimens
Technically, this is due to the fact that the key diagrams in Fig. 12 are handmade for this
struction. Due to the generality of ribbon categories it involves choices of over- or un
crossings, and only with a good choice is the partition function well-defined. While the c
sponding approaches ind532,3 are canonical in the sense that their construction is well-defi
due to general principles, thed54 construction presented here involves choices and one h
verify a posteriori that it is consistent. It is not obvious whether the result of Ref. 29 in arbit
dimension in the Lie group case can be generalized to ribbon categories. It is, in any c
striking observation that there exist constructions ind53 ~Ref. 3! and ind54 ~presented here!
which both generalize the spin foam model dual to LGT. Notice, however, that thed53 case can
be handled with spherical categories7 which are more general than ribbon categories. For
construction ind54, we make explicit use of ribbon categories because the basic diagrams i
12 always contain a crossing. If ribbon categories are used in the construction ind53, all spin
network observables can be defined3 whereas ind54 there are no canonical expressions for t
spin network observables anymore. It therefore seems that one has to use more and more
tive structures if one wishes to increase the dimension.
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A new class of entanglement measures
Oliver Rudolph
Kielmannseggstraße 132, 22043 Hamburg, Germany
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We introduce new entanglement measures on the set of density operators on tensor
product Hilbert spaces. These measures are based on the greatest cross norm on th
tensor product of the sets of trace class operators on Hilbert space. We show that
they satisfy the basic requirements on entanglement measures discussed in the
literature, including convexity, invariance under local unitary operations and non-
increase under local quantum operations and classical communication. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1398062#

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is devoted to the study of entanglement of quantum states, which is one of th
decisively nonclassical features in quantum theory. The question of quantifying entanglem
the case of mixed quantum states represented by density operators on finite dimensional
spaces has recently been studied extensively in the context of quantum information theo
e.g., Refs. 1–10, and references therein.

An entanglement measureis a real-valued function defined on the set of density operator
some tensor product Hilbert space subject to further physically motivated conditions, see
Refs. 3–7 and below. A number of entanglement measures have been discussed in the lit
such as the von Neumann reduced entropy, the relative entropy of entanglement,4 the entangle-
ment of distillation and the entanglement of formation.2 Several authors proposed physica
motivated postulates to characterize entanglement measures, see below. These postulates~although
they vary from author to author in the details! have in common that they are based on the conce
of the operational formulation of quantum mechanics.11 We shall discuss one version of the
operational characterizationsof entanglement measures in Sec. IV.

In this paper we introduce new entanglement measures based on the greatest cross n
the tensor product of the sets of trace class operators on Hilbert space~see Secs. V and VI!. We
shall show that the measures introduced in this work satisfy all the basic requirements f
tanglement measures. These include convexity, invariance under local unitary transformatio
nonincrease under procedures composed of local quantum operations and classical com
tion.

Throughout this paper the set of trace class operators on some Hilbert spaceH is denoted by
T(H) and the set of bounded operators onH by B(H). A density operator is a positive trace cla
operator with trace one.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section we collect some basic definitions and results which are used in the cou
this paper.

In the present paper we restrict ourselves mainly to the situation of a composite qu
system consisting of two subsystems with Hilbert spaceH1^ H2 whereH1 and H2 denote the
Hilbert spaces of the subsystems~except in Sec. VI!. The states of the system are identified w
the density operators onH1^ H2 .

Definition 1: LetH1 andH2 be two Hilbert spaces of arbitrary dimension. A density opera
r on the tensor productH1^ H2 is calledseparableor disentangledif there exist a family$v i% of
53060022-2488/2001/42(11)/5306/9/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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positive real numbers, a family$r i
(1)% of density operators onH1 and a family$r i

(2)% of density
operators onH2 such that

r5(
i

v ir i
(1)

^ r i
(2) , ~1!

where the sum converges in trace class norm.
The set of states is a convex set and its extreme points, which are also calledpure states, are

the projection operators. Every pure state obviously corresponds to a unit vectorc in H1^ H2 . We
denote the projection operator onto the subspace spanned by the unit vectorc by Pc .

The Schmidt decomposition is of central importance in the characterization and quantifi
of entanglement associated with pure states.

Lemma 2: LetH1 andH2 be Hilbert spaces of arbitrary dimension and letcPH1^ H2 . Then
there exist a family of non-negative real numbers$pi% i and orthonormal bases$ai% i and $bi% i of
H1 and H2 , respectively, such that

c5(
i

Apiai ^ bi .

The family of positive numbers$pi% i is called the family ofSchmidt coefficientsof c. For pure
states the family of Schmidt coefficients of a state completely characterizes the amount
tanglement of that state. A pure statec is separable if and only ifc5a^ b for someaPH1 and
bPH2 .

The von Neumann~vN! reduced entropyfor density operatorss on a tensor product Hilber
spaceH1^ H2 is defined as

SvN~s!ª2TrH1
~TrH2

s ln~TrH2
s!!, ~2!

where TrH1
and TrH2

denote the partial traces overH1 andH2 , respectively. In the case of pur
statess5Pc , it can be shown that2TrH1

(TrH2
Pc ln(TrH2

Pc))52TrH2
(TrH1

Pc ln(TrH1
Pc))

52( i pi ln pi where$pi% i denotes the family of Schmidt coefficients ofc. However, for a genera
mixed states we have TrH1

(TrH2
s ln(TrH2

s))ÞTrH2
(TrH1

s ln(TrH1
s)).

III. EFFECTS AND OPERATIONS

In this section we recall some of the fundamental concepts and definitions in the opera
approach to quantum theory and in quantum measurement theory.11–15 The quantum mechanica
stateof a quantum system is described by a density operatorr on the system’s Hilbert spaceH,
i.e., by a positive trace class operator with trace one. LetK be another Hilbert space. Anoperation
is a positive linear mapT:T(H)→T(K) such thatT is trace nonincreasing for positive trace cla
operators, i.e., 0<Tr(T(s))<Tr(s) for all positivesPT(H). Following Refs. 2 and 7 we adop
the point of view that allowed operations in a laboratory are~O1! adding an ancilla,~O2! tracing
out part of the system,~O3! performing unitary operations, and~O4! performing possibly selective
yes–no experiments. It can be shown~for a detailed proof see, e.g., Ref. 16! that the class of
operationsT:T(H)→T(K) composed out of operations of the form~O1!–~O4! coincides with the
class of trace nonincreasingcompletely positiveoperations, i.e., has the property that for alln
>0 the mapTn on T(H^ Cn) defined byTnªT^ 1n , where 1nPB(Cn) denotes the unit matrix
is positive. For a further physical motivation of the requirement of complete positivity see,
Ref. 11. In the sequel it is always understood that all operations are completely positive. IfH and
K are both finite dimensional Hilbert spaces, then it follows from the Choi–Kraus represen
theorem for operations11,13,17 that for every operationT:T(H)→T(K) there exists a family of
bounded operators$Ak :H→K%k with (kAkAk

†<1K such thatT can be expressed as
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T~s!5(
k

Ak
†sAk , ~3!

for all sPT(H). If H5K, the Choi–Kraus representation is also valid for infinite dimensio
Hilbert spaces~all sums converge in trace class norm!. The family$Ak%k is not unique. However,
the operatorEª(kAkAk

†5T* (1) is independent of the family$Ak%k chosen and is called th
effectcorresponding to the operationT and its associated yes-no measurement~T* denotes the
adjoint ofT11!. Generally, an operatorE is called aneffect operatorif E is bounded and Hermitea
and if 0<E<1. Effect operator valued measuresare then the most generalobservablesin the
theory.14 They are also calledpositive operator valued (POV) measures. A Lüders–von Neumann
operationis an operation of the formTL(s)5(kPksPk where$Pk%k is a set of mutually orthogo-
nal projection operators onH. Lüders–von Neumann operations are repeatable. In the case
general operation, it is possible to view the terms in its Choi–Kraus representation as repre
different possible measurement outcomes. In the terminology of operational quantum theo
individual terms in the Choi–Kraus representation~3! form a set of operations corresponding
coexistent effects, see Refs. 11 and 14: Two effect operatorsE1 and E2 are calledcoexistentif
there exist effect operatorsF,G,H with F1G1H<1 such thatE15F1G and E25F1H ~in
generalF,G, and H will not be unique, however!. Therefore, in general two coexistent effe
operatorsE1 and E2 do not correspond to mutually complementary measurement outcome
instead may have some ‘‘overlap’’ represented by the operatorF even if E11E2<1. Coexistent
effect operators need not commute.

IV. ENTANGLEMENT MEASURES

An entanglement measure is a functionalE defined on the set of density operators on t
Hilbert space of a composite quantum system measuring the degree of entanglement o
given density operator. Every measure of entanglementE should satisfy the following
requirements:2–4,6,7

~E0! An entanglement measure is a positive real-valued functionalE which for any given two
systems is well-defined on the setD(H1^ H2) of density operators on the tensor produ
H1^ H2 of the Hilbert spaces of the two systems. Moreover,E is expansible, i.e.,
wheneverrPD(H1^ H2),D(H1^ H2) with embeddingsH1�H1 andH2�H2 of Hil-
bert spacesH1 and H2 into larger Hilbert spacesH1 and H2 respectively, then
EuH1^ H2

(r)5EuH1^ H2
(r);

~E1! if s is separable, thenE(s)50;
~E2! local unitary transformations leaveE invariant, i.e.,

E~s!5E~~U1^U2!s~U1
†

^U2
†!!

for all unitary operatorsU1 andU2 acting onH1 or H2 respectively,
~E3! entanglement cannot increase under procedures consisting of local operations on t

quantum systems and classical communication. IfT is an operation which is trace
preserving on positive operators and can be realized by means of local operation
classical communication, i.e., is composed out of local operations of the form~O1!–
~O4! and classical communication, then

E~T~s!!<E~s!, ~4a!
for all sPD(H1^ H2). It is clear that every procedure acting on an individual sin
quantum systemH1^ H2 composed only of local operations and classical commun
tion can formally be represented as a finite sequence of operations of the forT1

^ T2 , whereT1 andT2 are local operations onH1 andH2 , respectively. The require
ment that entanglement cannot increase under local operations and classical com
cation is thus equivalent to

E~~T1^T2!~s!!<E~s!, ~4b!

for all sPD(H1^ H2).
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Remark 3: Equation 4(b) stipulates that local operations cannot increase entanglement.
quantum information literature most authors replace Eqs. (4a) and (4b) by the stronger req
ment

(
i

piE~si!<E~s!. ~5!

Equation (5) stipulates that after the measurement the entanglement (as measured by E! averaged
over the possible output statess i is less than or equal to the original entanglement. Herei
denotes the probability that the final states i occurs. In the literature Eq. (5) is normally taken a
the formal expression for the paradigm that it is impossible to create or increase entanglem
performing procedures composed of local quantum operations and classical communi
alone. A disadvantage of Eq. (5) is that it makes sense only in measurement situations and
‘‘possible output states’’ corresponding to a given operation T are not uniquely defined. M
ematically this corresponds to the fact that the Choi–Kraus representation of an operation T is i
general not unique. The difference between Eqs. (4a) and (5) is that Eq. (5) stipulate
entanglement cannot increase on average under local operations and classical communic
(for a detailed discussion of this point see Ref. 7). In contrast Eq. (4a) says that entangl
cannot increase for any operation which acts on individual systems and is composed o
operations and classical communication. If one takes up the former (ensemble) point of v
Eq. (5), then Eq. (4b) does no longer represent the most general condition because fro
ensemble point of view the most general operations composed out of local operations an
sical communications can contain correlations between terms of the Choi–Kraus representations
of subsequent local operations. A precise definition can be found, e.g., in Ref. 16. Some a
consider also other classes of local operations, most prominently the class ofseparableoperations
considered in Ref. 3;

~E4! mixing of states does not increase entanglement, i.e.,E is convex
E~ls1~12l!t!<lE~s!1~12l!E~t!

for all 0<l<1 and alls,tPD(H1^ H2).

Apart from the requirements~E0!–~E4! on entanglement measures many authors add fur
requirements to the definition of entanglement measures but we are not going to discuss t
this paper. For details, see Ref. 16. In the sequel we exclude the trivial functionalE[0 which also
satisfies~E0!–~E4!.

Remark 4: Postulate (E2) is an immediate consequence of (E3).
Remark 5: It has been argued in Ref. 8 that the entanglement of distillation ED introduced in

Ref. 2 does vanish for certain nonseparable states (so-called bound entangled states). Th
it has been pointed out in Ref. 6 that replacing (E1) by the stronger requirement that for
entanglement measure E(s)50 if and only if s is separable might exclude interesting entang
ment measures. For more information the reader is referred to the references.

Example 6: Post selection of a subensemble means selecting a (non-normalized) outp
of a quantum operation and normalizing its trace to 1. This procedure can lead to an increa
entanglement. This can be seen by considering a very simple example. Consider a com
quantum system composed of two three-level quantum systems and the state

r«5~12«!u00&^00u1
«

2
~ u12&2u21&)~^12u2^21u!.

For « small it is intuitively obvious that this state does not contain ‘‘much’’ entanglement
every entanglement measure should reflect this. Indeed consider, for example, the relative
of entanglement introduced in Ref. 3 defined by:
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ES~s!ª inf
r

~Tr~s ln s2s ln r!!, ~6!

where the infimum runs over all separable statesr for whichTr(s ln r) is well-defined and finite.
Elementary estimates using the results of Ref. 3 show that

ES~r«!<« ln 2.

If we subject the system to an operation testing whether or not the system is in the stateu00& and
select after the measurement the subensemble corresponding to the negative outcome (s
not in the stateu00&!, then clearly the final state after the operation and post selection is give
1
2(u12&2u21&)(^12u2^21u). Notice that this operation can be achieved by local operations
classical communication. We find

ES~ 1
2 ~ u12&2u21&)~^12u2^21u!!5 ln 2.ES~r«!.

Similarly it can be shown that the entanglement measurei•ig to be introduced below may in
crease under post selection of subensembles. Therefore, we see that we must not rep
operation in Eq. (4a) by some normalized nonlinear operationr° T(r)/Tr(T(r)) corresponding
to post selection of a subensemble.

V. A NEW CLASS OF ENTANGLEMENT MEASURES

Consider the situation that the two Hilbert spacesH1 andH2 are both finite dimensional an
consider the spacesT(H1) andT(H2) of trace class operators onH1 andH2 , respectively. Both
spaces are Banach spaces when equipped with the trace class normi•i1

(1) or i•i1
(2) , respectively,

see, e.g., Schatten.18 In the sequel we shall drop the superscript and writei•i1 for both norms,
slightly abusing the notation; it will always be clear from the context which norm is meant.
algebraic tensor productT(H1) ^ algT(H2) of T(H1) andT(H2) is defined as the set of all finite
linear combinations of elementary tensorsu^ v, i.e., the set of all finite sums( i 51

n ui ^ v i where
uiPT(H1) andv iPT(H2) for all i .

It is well known that we can define a cross norm onT(H1) ^ algT(H2) by19

i tigª infH (
i 51

n

iui i1iv i i1Ut5(
i 51

n

ui ^ v iJ , ~7!

where tPT(H1) ^ algT(H2) and where the infimum runs over all finite decompositions oft into
elementary tensors. It is also well known thati•ig majorizes any subcross seminorm onT(H1)
^ algT(H2). We denote the completion ofT(H1) ^ algT(H2) with respect toi•ig by T(H1)
^ gT(H2). T(H1) ^ gT(H2) is a Banach algebra.19

As bothH1 andH2 are finite dimensional,T(H1)5B(H1) andT(H2)5B(H2) andB(H1)
^ algB(H2)5B(H1^ H2), see, e.g., Ref. 20, Example 11.1.6. In finite dimensions all Ban
space norms onB(H1^ H2), in particular the operator normi•i , the trace class normi•i1 , and
the normi•ig , are equivalent, i.e., generate the same topology onB(H1^ H2).

For later reference we compute the value ofiPcig for one-dimensional projection operato
Pc5uc&^cu on H1^ H2 in terms of the coefficients in the Schmidt representation ofuc&. In this
section we make extensive use of the Dirac bra-ket notation.

Proposition 7: Letuc&PH1^ H2 be a unit vector anduc&5( iApi uf i& ^ ux i& its Schmidt
representation, where$uf i&% i and $ux i&% i are orthonormal bases ofH1 and H2 , respectively and
where pi>0 and ( i pi51. Let Pc denote the one-dimensional projection operator onto the s
space spanned byuc&. Then

iPcig5(
i j

Apipj5S (
i

Api D 2

.
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Proof: Without loss of generality we assume thatH15H2 which can always be achieved b
possibly suitably enlarging one of the two Hilbert spaces. Further, we identifyH15H2 with Cn,
wheren5dimH1 , i.e., we fix an orthonormal basis inH1 which we identify with the canonica
real basis inCn. With respect to this canonical real basis inCn we can define complex conjugate
of elements ofH1 and the complex conjugate as well as the transpose of a linear operator
on H1 . From the Schmidt decomposition it follows that:

Pc5uc&^cu5(
i j

Apipj uf i&^f j u ^ ux i&^x j u. ~8!

From the definition ofi•ig it is thus obvious thatiPcig<( i j Apipj . Now consider the Hilbert
spaceH of Hilbert–Schmidt operators onH1^ H2 equipped with the Hilbert–Schmidt inne
product^ f ug&5Tr( f †g). Equation~8! induces an operatorAc on H as follows. Every elementz in
H can be writtenz5(kxk^ yk wherexk andyk are trace class operators onH1 andH2 , respec-
tively. ThenAc is defined onz asAc(z)ª( i jkApipj^x i* uxkux j* &uf i&^f j u ^ yk whereux i* & denotes
the complex conjugate of the vectorux i& with respect to the canonical real basis inCn. Proposition
11.1.8 in Ref. 20 implies thatAc(z) is independent of the representation ofz. Consider a repre-
sentationPc5( i 51

r ui ^ v i of Pc as sum over simple tensors. Denote the transpose ofv i by v i
T .

Then the operator defined by

Ac~z!ª (
i ,k51

r

Tr~v i
Txk!ui ^ yk , ~9!

is equal toAc ~by virtue of Proposition 11.1.8 in Ref. 20!. We denote the trace norm onT(H) by
t(•). The operatorAc is of trace class and the right-hand side of Eq.~8! is the so-called polar
representation ofAc which impliest(Ac)5( i j Apipj , see Ref. 18.Ac admits also many othe
representationsAc5( i f i ^ gi with families of operators$ f i% and $gi% acting onH1 and H2 ,
respectively. It is well known that

t~Ac!5 infH(
i

i f i i2igi i2UAc5(
i

f i ^ gi J <iPcig ,

wherei•i2 denotes the Hilbert–Schmidt norm and where the latter inequality follows fromizi2

<izi1 and from the fact that each decomposition ofAc corresponds in an obvious one-to-on
fashion to a decomposition ofPc . This proves the proposition. h

Corollary 8: Letr be a density operator onH1^ H2 , whereH1 andH2 are finite dimensional
Hilbert spaces. Ifr5( i j ai j uf i&^f j u ^ ux i&^x j u, then irig5( i j uai j u.
An immediate corollary of Proposition 7 is that a pure stateuc&PH1^ H2 is separable if and only
if iPcig51. In Ref. 1 it has been proven that more generally all separable density matrices c
characterized byi•ig .

Theorem 9: Let H1 andH2 be finite dimensional Hilbert spaces andr be a density operator
on H1^ H2 . Thenr is separable if and only ifirig51.
In Ref. 1 it has been tentatively suggested thati•ig can be considered as a quantitative measur
entanglement. In the present work we substantiate this claim by proving

Proposition 10: The function

Eg~s!ªisig logisig ,

satisfies the criteria(E0) – (E4) for entanglement measures.
Proof: ~E1! is an immediate consequence of Theorem 9 and~E0! and~E2! are clear.~E3!: Let

T be an operation composed of local operations, and classical communication. As we have
above every suchT can be realized as a sequence of operations of the formT1^ T2 whereT1 and
T2 are local operations on system 1 and 2, respectively. We show thati(T1^ T2)(s)ig<isig . By
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linearity of T1^ T2 every decomposition ofs into finite sums of simple tensorss5( i 51
r xi ^ yi ,

wherexi andyi are trace class operators onH1 andH2 , respectively, induces a decomposition
(T1^ T2)(s) into a sum of simple tensors (T1^ T2)(s)5( i 51

r T1(xi) ^ T2(yi). Thus

i~T1^ T2!~s!ig5 infH (
i 51

r

iXi i1iYi i1U~T1^ T2!~s!5(
i 51

r

Xi ^ YiJ
< infH (

i 51

r

iT1~xi !i1iT2~yi !i1Us5(
i 51

r

xi ^ yiJ
<iT1iiT2i infH (

i 51

r

ixi i1iyi i1Us5(
i 51

r

xi ^ yiJ
< infH (

i 51

r

ixi i1iyi i1Us5(
i 51

r

xi ^ yiJ
5isig ,

where we have used that bothT1 andT2 are bounded maps on the space of trace class oper
on H1 andH2 , respectively and that

iTi i5sup$Tr~Ti~r!!urPT~Hi !,r>0 and Tr~r!51%<1,

see, e.g., Lemma 2.2.1 in Ref. 12.~E3! follows from the fact that@1,̀ @{s°s logs is monotone.
Finally, ~E4! follows from the facts thati•ig is subadditive and that@1,̀ @{s°s logs is mono-
tone and convex. h

Remark 11: It follows from the proof of Proposition 10 that if f is a convex, monotono
increasing function on@1,̀ @ with f(1)50, then

Ef~s!ª f ~ isig!,

is an entanglement measure satisfying the requirements(E0) – (E4). A possible choice is f1(x)
5x21 leading to the entanglement measure Ef 1

(s)5isig21. This shows that indeed (a

claimed in Ref. 1) the functionisig21 is an entanglement measure on the space of den
operators. Other possible choices for f are f2(x)5x ln x2x11, f 3(x)5ea(x21),a.0 and so forth.

Corollary 12: The entanglement measures constructed in Remark 11 (including the me
Eg from Proposition 10) satisfy that Ef(s)50 if and only if s is separable.

Proof: This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 9. h

Proposition 13: Let T1 and T2 be two trace-preserving Lu¨ders–von Neumann operations o
finite dimensional Hilbert spacesH1 andH2 , respectively, and letTL5T1^ T2 denote the corre-
sponding Lu¨ders–von Neumann operation acting locally onH1^ H2 . Let T1(s1)5( i Pis1Pi and
T2(s2)5( jQjs2Qj be Choi–Kraus representations of T1 and T2 , respectively, in terms of fami
lies $Pi% and $Qj% of, respectively, mutually orthogonal projection operators. Then the entan
ment measure Ef 1

5i•ig21 as in Remark 11 satisfies

(
i j

pi j ~ is i j ig21!<isig21,

where pi jªTr((Pi ^ Qj )s(Pi ^ Qj )) and s i j 5(Pi ^ Qj )s(Pi ^ Qj )/pi j and wheres is a density
operator onH1^ H2 .
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Proof: Let P and P8 be orthogonal projection operators. TheniPxP1P8yP8i15iPxPi1

1iP8yP8i1 for all operatorsx,y. This follows from considering the spectral resolutions ofPxP
and P8yP8. Hence ( i iPixkPi i15i( i PixkPi i1<ixki1 . A similar argument shows tha
( j iQjz̃Qj i1<i z̃i1 for all z̃PB(H2). Hence

(
i j

pi j ~ is i j ig21!< infH(
i jk

iPixkPi i1iQjykQj i1Us5(
k

xk^ ykJ 21

< infH(
k

ixki1iyki1Us5(
k

xk^ ykJ 21

5isig21.
h

It is known that some physically interesting entanglement measures coincide with th
Neumann reduced entropy on pure states, for instance the relative entropy of entangle4

However, it follows immediately from Proposition 7 thatEg does not coincide with the von
Neumann reduced entropy on pure states: It follows from Ref. 4 that the entropy of entangl
for a pure state of the formuf&5au00&1bu11& is equal to2uau2 lnuau22ubu2 lnubu2, whereas it
follows from Proposition 7 thatEg(uf&^fu)52(uau1ubu)2 ln(uau1ubu). Therefore, we have ex
plicitly constructed an entanglement measure satisfying a physically reasonable set of re
ments which is not equal to the von Neumann reduced entropy on pure states. We have p

Proposition 14: Eg and SvN do not coincide on pure states.
In Ref. 16 necessary and sufficient conditions for an entanglement measure to coincid

SvN on pure states were derived. It is easy to see that, e.g.,Eg does not satisfy the additivity
condition ~P4! considered in Ref. 16.

VI. HIGHER TENSOR PRODUCT HILBERT SPACES

So far we restricted ourselves to tensor product Hilbert spaces of two finite dimens
Hilbert spaces. It is straightforward, however, to generalize our results to the situation of
products of more than two, but at most finitely many, finite dimensional Hilbert spaces. To thi
consider the tensor productH5H1^¯^ Hn of n finite dimensional Hilbert spacesH1 ,...,Hn .
The obvious generalization of the definition ofi•ig is

i tig
(n)
ª infH (

i 51

r

iui
(1)i1¯iui

(n)i1Ut5(
i 51

r

ui
(1)

^¯^ ui
(n)J , ~10!

wheret is a trace class operator onH.
It is straightforward to generalize the main result of Ref. 1 ton-fold tensor product Hilbert

spacesH5H1^¯^ Hn.
Definition 15: LetH1 ,...,Hn be Hilbert spaces of arbitrary dimension. A density operator

on the tensor productH1^¯^ Hn is calleddisentangledor separable(with respect toH1 ,...,Hn!
if there exist a family$v i% of positive real numbers, and families$r i

(k)% of density operators onHk

respectively, where1<k<n, such that

r5(
i

v ir i
(1)

^¯^ r i
(n) , ~11!

where the sum converges in trace class norm.
Theorem 16:Let H1 ,...,Hn be finite dimensional Hilbert spaces andr be a density operator

on H5H1^¯^ Hn . Thenr is separable if and only ifirig
(n)51.
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We now consider the situation thatH is them-fold tensor product ofH1^ H2 with two finite
dimensional Hilbert spacesH1 andH2 . The functionalEg from Proposition 10 admits an obviou
extension

Eg~s!ªisig
(n) lnisig

(n) , ~12!

for all trace class operatorss on H.
Proposition 17: The functional defined by Eq. (12) satisfies the criteria(E0) – (E4) for en-

tanglement measures.

VII. CONCLUSION

To conclude, in this paper we have introduced a new class of entanglement measures
space of density operators on tensor product Hilbert spaces. Our entanglement measures a
on the greatest cross normi•ig on the set of trace class operators on the tensor product Hi
space. We showed that our entanglement measures satisfy a number of physically desir
quirements, in particular that they do not increase under local quantum operations.
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Superalgebras for the Penning trap
Neil Russell
Physics Department, Northern Michigan University, Marquette, Michigan 49855
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The Hamiltonian describing a single fermion in a Penning trap is shown to be
supersymmetric in certain cases. The supersymmetries of interest occur when the
ratio of the cyclotron frequency to the axial frequency is3

2 and the particle has
anomalous magnetic moment4

3 or 2
3. At these supersymmetric points, the spectrum

shows uniformly spaced crossed levels. The associated superalgebras are su(2u1)
and su(1u1). The phase space for this problem has an osp(2u6) structure and
contains all the degeneracy superalgebras. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1404386#

I. INTRODUCTION

The Penning trap1,2 is an impressive tool for precision spectroscopy of charged partic
High-precision measurements conducted on particles in a Penning trap include a compar
the anomalous magnetic moments for the electron and positron to a precision of 10212,3 a mea-
surement of the charge-to-mass ratio for protons and antiprotons to 10210,4 and a search for time
dependence in the anomaly frequency of a trapped electron.5 Comparable precisions have bee
attained in measurements of the mass ratio of the proton to the electron,6 the masses of molecula
ions,7 and bounds on the anisotropy of space.8 Recent theoretical investigations indicate th
Penning-trap experiments can constrain Lorentz and CPT violation at the level of 10220 in the
context of a general standard-model extension.9 Numerous other applications of Penning tra
exist.10

In the present article, we investigate the symmetries of the Hamiltonian describing a
charged fermionic particle confined in a Penning trap with hyperbolic electrodes. The sym
depends on the relative values of the magnetic and electric fields and on the gyromagnetic
the trapped particle. For certain values of these parameters, superalgebras11 arise.

There are relatively few physical manifestations of superalgebras. One arises in n
physics.12 Another exists in atomic systems,13,14 where a broken quantum-mechanical supersy
metry has been shown to underlie the properties of the chemical elements. It has recent
suggested that a supersymmetry also exists in the context of traps.15 In this case, a radial super
symmetry for the trap wave functions provides a description of a small cloud of particles in a
via an effective single-particle formalism. The associated parallels between traps and atoms
context of quantum-mechanical supersymmetry have been studied in some detail.16 Some other
results in quantum-mechanical supersymmetry are reviewed in Ref. 17.

The supersymmetries discussed in this article for the Penning trap are of a different typ
idea is to consider the full Hamiltonian written in terms of creation and annihilation operators
~anti!commutation relations satisfied by quadratic combinations of these operators define t
peralgebras relevant to the problem.

In Sec. II, the relevant features of the Penning trap are reviewed and some definitio
given. The relative strengths of the trapping fields required for degeneracies to occur are dis
in Sec. III. The central algebra common to all cases is given in Sec. IV, and each of th
relevant superalgebras are presented in turn in Secs. V–IX. In Sec. X we summarize and
the results.
53150022-2488/2001/42(11)/5315/14/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. THE PENNING TRAP

In most situations, the dynamics of a particle in a Penning trap is dominated by its intera
with a uniform magnetic fieldB. For convenience, we work in cylindrical coordinates (r,f,z)
with B5Bẑ. A suitable choice of vector potential isA5(Br/2)f̂.

The quadrupole electric field of the trap is produced by electrodes in one of several po
forms.18,19We restrict attention to the case with electrode surfaces given in cylindrical coordi
by the expressions

z25r2/26d2, ~1!

whered is a constant. The upper equation is a hyperboloid of two sheets and describes the
surfaces, which intersect thez axis atz56d and have potentialV/2. The remaining electrode
surface has potential2V/2 and has shape determined by the lower sign in Eq.~1!. It is a hyper-
boloid of one sheet encircling thez axis with waist radius&d in thez50 plane. The electrostatic
potential is

f~r,f,z!5
V

2d2 ~z22r2/2! ~2!

in the trapping region.
Let the trapped particle have chargeq and massm. We assume thatq andV have the same

sign, thereby ensuring axial trapping. Defining the axial frequencyvz5(qV/md2)1/2 and the
cyclotron frequencyvc5uqBu/m, the Hamiltonian forq.0 is

H̃52
\2

2m
“

21
1

8
mV2r21

1

2
mvz

2z21
1

2
\vci

]

]f
, ~3!

whereV5(vc
222vz

2)1/2. Forq,0, the last term would be negative. The algebraic structure of
problem turns out to be independent of the sign ofq, and to avoid carrying two signs in th
expressions that follow, we restrict attention to the caseq.0.

Equation ~3! separates by definingC(r,f,z)[(r 0 /r)1/2W(r)Q(u,z), where r 0

5(\/mvc)
1/2. The equation inr is

H 2
\2

2m

d2

dr2 1
\2

2m

~M̂22 1
4!

r2 1
1

8
mV2r22FE2S K̂1

1

2D\vz1
1

2
M̂\vcG J W~r!50, ~4!

whereM̂ and K̂ are separation constants taking valuesM̂50,61,62,... andK̂50,1,2,... . The
energy eigenvaluesE for this problem are

EN,K̂,M̂5
\

2
@VN12vzK̂2vcM̂1~V1vz!#, ~5!

where N takes valuesN5uM̂ u,uM̂ u12,uM̂ u14,... . The full solution to the stationary proble
H̃C5EC involves generalized Laguerre and Hermite polynomials,

CN,K̂,M̂~r,f,z!5CN,K̂,uM̂uS r

r 0
D uM̂ u

expF2
k

4 S r

r 0
D 2

2
1

2 S z

s0
D 2

1 iM̂ fG
3L

N/22uM̂ u/2
(uM̂ u) S k

2 S r

r 0
D 2DHK̂S z

s0
D , ~6!

wherek5V/vc , s05(\/mvz)
1/2, and the normalization coefficient is
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CN,K̂,uM̂ u5F Ak

r 0
2 s0 2K̂p3/2 S k

2
D uM̂ u11/2

G~N/22uM̂ u/211!

G~N/21uM̂ u/211!G~K̂11!
G 1/2

. ~7!

For the special casek50, the coefficient of ther2 term in Eq.~4! would vanish and the abov
solutions would change. We exclude this case because it does not allow long-term confinem
the initial stages of trapping before significant cooling has occurred, the motion of the partic
be understood classically. The possible trajectories are either circles about the central
curves that exit the trap. The former are unstable to radial perturbations. We therefore r
attention to the range of values 0,k<1, or, equivalently, 0,V<vc .

The HamiltonianH̃ can be expressed in terms of creation and annihilation operator
transformation of the phase space yields six dimensionless operators

a,a†5
r 0

A2k
~6]x1 i ]y!1Ak

8

1

r 0
~x6 iy !,

b,b†5
r 0

A2k
~7]x1 i ]y!2Ak

8

1

r 0
~x7 iy !, ~8!

c,c†56
s0

&
]z1

1

& s0

z.

They commute with each other except for the cases

@a,a†#51, @b,b†#51, @c,c†#51. ~9!

The transformation~8! preserves the canonical properties of the phase space, including the
mutation relations for the momentum and position operators. Therefore, it is symplectic.20

The symplectic transformation casts the Hamiltonian into the form

H̃5\v1~a†a1 1
2!2\v2~b†b1 1

2!1\vz~c†c1 1
2!, ~10!

wherev15(vc1V)/2 andv25(vc2V)/2 are called the modified cyclotron frequency and t
magnetron frequency, respectively. The negative sign in Eq.~10! reveals an inverted oscillator in
the system, which in principle could lead to an instability in the presence of radiation. How
in practical situations this energy loss is controlled by ensuringv1@v2 , so particles may be
trapped ‘‘indefinitely.’’18

For particles with spin1
2, a termH8 must be added to the Hamiltonian~3!,

H8[2mW •B52
g

4
\vcs3 , ~11!

whereg is the Lande´ factor relating the spin to the magnetic dipole moment ands3 is the third
Pauli matrix. The operatorsf [(s11 is2)/2 and f †[(s12 is2)/2 have one nonzero anticommu
tation relation,

$ f , f †%[ f f †1 f †f 51, ~12!

and they provide a formalism for describing the spin degree of freedom. The additional term
Hamiltonian isH85\vg( f †f 2 1

2), wherevg5uguvc /2. The sign of this term assumesgq.0.
Combining the bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom we obtain the full HamiltoniaH

[H̃1H8 in operator form:
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H5\v1~a†a1 1
2!2\v2~b†b1 1

2!1\vz~c†c1 1
2!1\vg~ f †f 2 1

2!. ~13!

The basis states for this problem can be denoted byuNa ,Nb ,Nc ,Nf&, where Na ,Nb ,Nc

P$0,1,2,...% are the eigenvalues of the number operatorsa†a, b†b, and c†c, and whereNf

P$0,1% is the eigenvalue off †f .
The energy eigenvalues of the system follow from Eq.~13!:

E~Na ,Nb ,Nc ,Nf ;vc ,vz ,g!/\[v1~Na1 1
2!2v2~Nb1 1

2!1vz~Nc1 1
2!1vg~Nf2

1
2!. ~14!

The quantum numbers used here are related to the ones in Eq.~5! by Na5(N2M̂ )/2, Nb5(N
1M̂ )/2, andNc5K̂.

The relative values of the frequencies in Eq.~14! play an important part in the superalgeb
structures considered later in this work. To this end, it is useful to define the ratios of the
cyclotron and axial frequencies,

s[vc /vz5S qB2d2

mV D 1/2

. ~15!

This parameter contains information about the relative values ofB andV. For experiments with
single trapped electrons, typical values18 are d.0.3 cm, B.6 T, and V.10 V, giving s.3
3103. In this limit of s@1, the motion of the trapped particle is dominated by its interaction w
the magnetic field, and Eq.~14! becomes

lim
s→`

E~Na ,Nb ,Nc ,Nf ;vc ,vz ,g!5\vcF S Na1
1

2
gNf D2

1

2 S g22

2 D G . ~16!

For experiments with single trapped protons, typical values18 ared.0.1 cm, B.5 T, andV
.50 V, giving the lower values.8. As s is decreased, the confining effect of the magnetic fi
is weakened, and trapping becomes impractical whens5&. This corresponds to the exclude
casek50. Exceptional measurement precisions are possible: for trapped protons, cycl
frequency precisions are at the 90 parts per trillion level,4 making it feasible to probe minuscul
effects such as Lorentz violation.21

III. DEGENERACY SUPERALGEBRAS AND FREQUENCY EQUALITIES

The algebraic structures that arise for the single-particle Penning trap are superalgeb
cause both fermionic and bosonic operators are involved. We focus ondegeneracysuperalgebras
formed from operators that commute with the Hamiltonian, thereby linking degenerate eigen

All the symmetries we consider are based on the Hamiltonian~13!. Superalgebras arise fo
special values of the two parametersg and s, which in turn determine the four characterist
frequenciesv6 , vz , andvg up to an overall factor. As an illustrative example, consider the c
of g5 2

3 ands5 3
2. The Penning-trap Hamiltonian is

H/\vz5~a†a1c†c11!2 1
2~b†b2 f †f 11!, ~17!

and there are two distinct frequencies,v15vz52v252vg . The generatorb†f increasesNb by
one unit while decreasingNf by the same amount. It commutes with the Hamiltonian becaus
the equality ofvg andv2 .

In the most general case,v6 , vz , andvg are distinct. There are four generators construc
from quadratic combinations of creation and annihilation operators that commute with the H
tonian:a†a, b†b, c†c, and f †f . They generate an Abelian algebra u(1)3u(1)3u(1)3u(1) and
form a complete set of commuting operators. Their interpretation as constants of the mo
considered in the next section. The generators of this Abelian algebra commute with the H
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tonian and with any other degeneracy operators regardless of the values ofg ands. Therefore, all
the degeneracy superalgebras considered below contain this four-dimensional central alge

Even with four distinct frequencies, degeneracies in the energies can occur. Consider th
of s5 9

4 andg5 2
3. The corresponding Hamiltonian is

H/\vz52~a†a1 1
2!2 1

4~b†b1 1
2!1~c†c1 1

2!1 3
4~ f †f 2 1

2!. ~18!

The point is that the associated frequencies are all rational multiples of each other. By
combinations higher than quadratic in the creation or annihilation operators, generators
constructed that commute with the Hamiltonian. Take, for example, the operatora†c2. It increases
Na by one unit and decreasesNc by two units. This ensures commutation with the Hamiltoni
because the associated frequenciesv1 andvz are in the ratio 2:1. Other generators that comm
with this Hamiltonian area(c†)2, (b†)4c†, b4c, ab8, a†(b†)8, andbc f†. A detailed study of the
algebraic structures associated with cubic and higher combinations of creation or annih
operators lies beyond the scope of the present work.

Next, consider the case of three distinct frequencies. For a superalgebra to arise,vg must be
equated with another frequency. We give a few examples. Fors5 9

4 and g5 2
9, we find that the

ratio v1 :v2 :vz :vg is 8 : 1 : 4 : 1, sothat vg5v2 . For s5 11
6 andg5 18

11, the frequency ratio
is 9 : 2 : 6 : 9, sothat vg5v1 . For s5 9

4 andg5 8
9, the frequency ratio is 8 : 1 : 4 : 4, sothat

vg5vz . The superalgebras that arise are all isomorphic and are discussed in Sec. V.
Next, consider ways in which the single-particle Penning-trap system can have two d

characteristic frequencies in a rational ratio. Of these, we focus on the simplest possible rati
It turns out that there are only two cases. One arises forg5 2

3 and s5 3
2 and the corresponding

Hamiltonian is given in Eq.~17!. This case is considered in Sec. VI. The other arises fors5 3
2 and

g5 4
3. It is the intersection point of the curvesv1 , vz , andvg as functions ofs, and is illustrated

in Fig. 1. For this case, the frequencies arev15vz5vg52v2 and the associated supersymm
tries are considered in detail in Sec. VII.

It is not possible to equate all four frequencies to yield a single characteristic frequency f
system. This can be seen in Fig. 1, which shows thatvz cannot equalv2 .

The two cases with two distinct characteristic frequencies are special. They represe
largest possible superalgebras that can be constructed from quadratic generators for the
particle Penning trap. Both cases haves5 3

2, but differ in the values ofg.

IV. CONSTANTS OF THE MOTION FOR THE SUPERSYMMETRIC CONFIGURATION

For the supersymmetric points5 3
2, the Hamiltonian can be written in terms of four consta

of the motionHr , Hf , Hz , andH f to be defined next:

H5Hr1Hf1Hz1H f . ~19!

These operators have simple physical interpretations.
The first one is the energy operator of a harmonic oscillator in thexy plane with frequency

vz/4:

Hr[2
\2

2m S ]r
21

1

r
]r1

1

r2 ]f
2 D1

1

2
mS vz

4 D 2

r2

5
\vz

4
~a†a1b†b11!. ~20!

The operatorHf is a rotational energy about thez axis:

Hf[ 1
2 \vci ]f52 1

2 vcLz , ~21!
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wherevc53vz/2. This term has negative eigenvalues forLz in the 1z direction. This is consis-
tent with the presence of an inverted harmonic oscillator in the Penning trap. The angula
mentum about thez axis can be expressed in terms of the creation and annihilation operator22 as

Lz5\~b†b2a†a!. ~22!

The operatorHz is the energy operator of a harmonic oscillator with frequencyvz on thez
axis:

Hz[2
\2

2m
]z

21
1

2
mvz

2z25\vzS c†c1
1

2D . ~23!

The operatorH f is the energy operator for the splitting between the two spin projections
the z axis:

H f[\vg~ f †f 2 1
2!. ~24!

The four operatorsHr , Hf , Hz , and H f form an alternative complete set of commutin
operators for the single-particle Penning trap. They form a basis of the Abelian center of a
degeneracy superalgebras for this system, and their associated energies are independen
other.

FIG. 1. The four Penning-trap frequenciesv1 , v2 , vg , andvz as functions of the parameters5vc /vz . The dashed

lines showvg for g5
4
3 andg5

2
3. For g5

4
3, there are three equal frequenciesv15vz5vg52v2 at the supersymmetric

point s5
3
2. For g5

3
2, there are two pairs of distinct equal frequencies at the supersymmetric point. The frequenciv1

andv2 have infinite slopes where they meet ats521/2.
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V. THREE DISTINCT FREQUENCIES

For this case,vg must equal one of the other frequencies and the remaining two freque
must each be distinct from this value and from each other. This can occur in numerous wa
an example, consider the case withs5 11

6 andg5 18
11 mentioned in Sec III. The Hamiltonian is

H/\vz5
3
2~a†a1 f †f !2 1

3~b†b1 1
2!1~c†c1 1

2!. ~25!

Define the operators

J[a†a1 f †f ,

J̄[a†a2 f †f 11,
~26!

F11[a†f ,

F21[a f†.

Note from Eq.~8! that they depend on the value ofk, and that for this casek5As222/s5 7
11.

They commute with the Hamiltonian and generate a superalgebra. The only nonzero relatio

@ J̄,F61#562F61 , $F11 ,F21%5J. ~27!

This algebra has a nontrivial ideal spanned byJ,F61 and so is not simple. The ideal is th
nilpotent superalgebra su(1u1) with Lie part u(1) generated byJ. The operatorJ̄ does not
commute with the odd operatorsF61 , so we denote the superalgebra by u(1)�su(1u1) to indicate
the absence of a direct product.

The full degeneracy algebra for the Hamiltonian Eq.~25! includes elements which complet
the basis of the center. The structure is u(1)3u(1)3u(1)�su(1u1), generated byb†b, c†c, J̄,
and$J,F61%.

Given a pairF61 of mutually Hermitian-conjugate generators,~self-!Hermitian generators are
obtained by the combinationsT15(F111F21)/2 and T25 i (F112F21)/2. We define non-
Hermitian ladder generators because they are useful for calculations. The actual Hermitia
erators within the superalgebras can always be constructed by this method.

Another way to obtain a supersymmetry with three distinct frequencies in the system is
vg5v2 . Consider the example mentioned in Sec. III withg5 2

9 ands5 9
4, which corresponds to

k5 7
9. The Hamiltonian is

H/\vz52~a†a1 1
2!2 1

4~b†b2 f †f 11!1~c†c1 1
2!. ~28!

We define four operators that commute with the Hamiltonian:

K[b†b1 f †f ,

K̄[b†b2 f †f 11,
~29!

F12[b†f †,

F22[b f .

They generate a superalgebra with nonzero relations

@K,F62#562F62 , $F12 ,F22%5K̄. ~30!
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Comparison of these relations with those in Eq.~27! shows that the two algebras are isomorph
The full superalgebra for this example is u(1)3u(1)3u(1)�su(1u1), generated bya†a, c†c, K,
and$K̄,F62%.

One might expect different superalgebras to arise for the Hamiltonians~25! and~28! because
of the opposite signs ofa†a and b†b relative to f †f . However, this is not the case, and th
isomorphism relating the operators in Eqs.~26! and ~29! is given explicitly by

a↔b, a†↔b†, f↔ f †. ~31!

It follows from this observation that theonly superalgebra that can arise for three distinct frequ
cies is u(1)�su(1u1). In all cases of this type, the full symmetry is u(1)3u(1)
3u(1)�su(1u1).

This supersymmetry is relevant to experiments with electrons or positrons, wheres@1 and
g.2. Takingg52, the Hamiltonian fors@1 is

H/\'vc~a†a1 f †f !1vz~c†c1 1
2!2v2~b†b1 1

2!, ~32!

with vc@vz@v2 . However, the supersymmetry is broken because in the physical situationg is
slightly larger than 2, sov1 is always slightly less thanvg no matter how strong the magnet
field. The value of theg factor determines the degree to which this supersymmetry is broken i
strong-B limit. In this regime, the particle experiences a uniform magnetic field and has asso
supercoherent states.23 If g were exactly equal to 2, the anomalyae5(g22)/2.1023 would be
zero, and the spin-up and spin-down ladders would have no relative energy shift.24

VI. TWO PAIRS OF EQUAL FREQUENCIES: v¿ÄvzÄ2vÀÄ2vg

For g5 2
3 ands5 3

2, the Penning-trap Hamiltonian is given in Eq.~17!. Four linearly indepen-
dent generators constructed froma, a†, c, andc† that commute with this Hamiltonian are

L̄[a†a1c†c11,
~33!

L[ 1
2~a†a2c†c!, E12[a†c, E22[ac†.

The generatorL̄ commutes with the other three, forming a u(1) subalgebra. The generatorsE12

andE22 are Hermitian conjugates and are themselves non-Hermitian. They are ladder ope
which together withL give the Lie algebra so(3):

@L,E62#56E62 , @E12 ,E22#52L. ~34!

The remaining generators of the superalgebra areK, K̄, andF62 defined in Eq.~29!, but with
k5 1

3. They span the superalgebra u(1)�su(1u1) with nonzero relations given in Eq.~30!.
Combining the relations of Eqs.~34! and ~30!, the full degeneracy superalgebra for th

Hamiltonian in~17! is u(1)3so(3)3u(1)�su(1u1), generated byL̄, $L,E62%, K̄, and$K,F62%.
It is implicit that for this casek5 7

9 in the definitions~29!.
For gq,0, the second term of the Hamiltonian~17! becomes2(b†b1 f †f )/2. A full set of

generators that commute with the Hamiltonian is obtained from Eq.~33! and by making the
replacementsf→ f † and f †→ f in Eq. ~29!. This operation is an automorphism, leaving the re
tions ~30! and ~34! unchanged.

From a given stateuNa ,Nb ,Nc ,Nf&, the elements defined in Eqs.~29! and ~33! generate all
the states in the degenerate subspace. The Lie algebra so(3) generates states differing iNa

andNc eigenvalues. For example,

E12uNa ,Nb ,Nc ,Nf&;uNa11,Nb ,Nc21,Nf&. ~35!
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In contrast, the subsuperalgebra su(1u1) acts to give states differing only inNb and Nf . For
example,

F12uNa ,Nb ,Nc ,Nf&;~~Nf11!mod 2!uNa ,Nb11,Nc ,~Nf11!mod 2&. ~36!

Insight into the physical implications of the superalgebra can be gained from Fig. 2. It plo
energy levels of the Penning trap versuss for the states with quantum numbersNa50,1,2,Nb

50,...,3,Nc50,1, andNf50,1. At s5 3
2, the Hamiltonian has the form of Eq.~17!. The coeffi-

cients of the two terms show that the frequencies are in the ratio 2:1. This gives the un
spacing of the energy levels and creates the sharply defined crossing features at this super
try point on the plot.

Figure 2 also reveals the set of evenly spaced degenerate levels ats52.25, for which the
Hamiltonian has the form in Eq.~18!.

The operatorsL, L̄, K, and K̄ form a complete set of commuting operators for the syste
They can be expressed in terms of the more physical operators defined in Sec. IV:

\vzL̄52Hr1 2
3Hf1Hz , ~37!

\vzL5Hr1 1
3Hf2 1

2Hz , ~38!

\vzK̄52Hr2 2
3Hf22H f , ~39!

\vzK52Hr1 2
3Hf12H f . ~40!

FIG. 2. Penning-trap energies as a function ofs for various states, withg5
2
3. There are conspicuous degeneracies of

levels at the supersymmetric points5
3
2, arising from the superalgebra structure discussed in Sec. VI. Another degen

occurs ats52.25. In this plot,\51.
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VII. THREE EQUAL FREQUENCIES: v¿ÄvzÄvgÄ2vÀ

Three frequencies can be equated by settingg5 4
3 ands5 3

2, giving the Hamiltonian

H/\vz5~a†a1c†c1 f †f 1 1
2!2 1

2~b†b1 1
2![M2 1

2M̄ . ~41!

The generatorsM andM̄ , defined by the expressions in parentheses, commute with each othe
with H. They therefore form an independent u(1)3u(1) subalgebra of the full degeneracy sup
ralgebra.

In addition toM andM̄ , there are four independent even elements given by

L̃[ 1
2~a†a1c†c!1 f †f ~42!

and byL,E62 defined in Eq.~33!. The generatorL̃ commutes with the even elementsL,E62 ,
which in turn satisfy the commutation relations~34! for the compact Lie algebra su(2).

There are four odd elements that commute with the Hamiltonian:F61 as defined in Eq.~26!
but with k5 1

3, and

F13[c†f , F23[c f†. ~43!

Their nonzero anticommutation relations are

$F11 ,F21%5L̃1L, $F13 ,F23%5L̃2L, $F61 ,F73%5E62 , ~44!

and their nonzero commutation relations with the even elements are

@ L̃,F61#57 1
2F61 , @ L̃,F63#57 1

2F63 ,

@L,F61#56 1
2F61 , @L,F63#57 1

2F63 , ~45!

@E62 ,F63#56F61 , @E62 ,F71#57F73 .

The superalgebra with generators given in Eqs.~33!, ~42!, and~43! is su(2u1), with Lie part
u(1)3su(2). Thefirst component is generated byL̃ and the second by$L,E62%. The action of
these generators on the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian is similar to that displayed in Eqs.~35! and
~36!, except that here the values ofNa , Nc , andNf are affected.

The full degeneracy structure of the Hamiltonian~41! is u(1)3u(1)3su(2u1). It has three
subalgebras, generated by the sets$M̄ %, $M %, and$L,L̃,E62 ,F61 ,F63%.

The Hamiltonian forgq,0 is found by replacing (f †f 2 1
2)→2( f †f 2 1

2) in ~41!. To obtain the
generators commuting with this Hamiltonian, the replacementsf→ f † and f †→ f are made in the
definitions for all the operators. This automorphism leaves unchanged the superalgebra re
Thus, the algebraic structure is again independent of the sign ofgq for the trapped particle.

Figure 3 plots the energy levels versuss for the states with quantum numbersNa50,1,2,
Nb50,1,2,Nc50,1, andNf50,1. Because the frequencies are in a rational ratio, the super
metry point has uniformly spaced crossings ats5 3

2.
The operatorsM̄ , M , L̃, andL form a complete set of commuting operators for the syste

They can be expressed in terms of the alternative basis of Sec. IV:

\vzM̄52Hr2 2
3Hf , ~46!

\vzM52Hr1 2
3Hf1Hz1H f , ~47!

\vzL̃5Hr1 1
3Hf1 1

2Hz1H f , ~48!
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\vzL5Hr1 1
3Hf2 1

2Hz . ~49!

These expressions can be inverted. For example, the spin-splitting operatorH f can be shown to be
H f5\vz(2L̃2M ).

VIII. HYPOTHETICAL CASE OF FOUR EQUAL FREQUENCIES

The largest possible degeneracy superalgebra in a system of the form of~13! would arise if all
the frequencies could be set equal. No choices ofg ands allow this in the Penning trap, as can b
seen from Fig. 1. Nonetheless, it is of interest to consider the degeneracy superalgebra tha
arise from a Hamiltonian of the form

H0[a†a2b†b1c†c1 f †f , ~50!

where f and f † are fermionic and the other operators are bosonic, because this supera
contains all the superalgebras discussed in Secs. V–VII as subsuperalgebras. This supera
u(1)3su(2,1u1), as shown later in this work.

The HamiltonianH0 forms an independent u(1) subalgebra by definition. There are e
other independent generators commuting with this Hamiltonian that are constructed only
bosonic operators. Expressed in the Cartan–Weyl basis, they areE62 already defined in Eq.~33!,
and

H1[b†b1c†c11, H2[a†a1b†b11,

E11[b†c†, E21[bc, ~51!

FIG. 3. Penning-trap energies as a function ofs for various states, withg5
4
3. The evenly spaced crossings at th

supersymmetric points5
3
2 are discussed in Sec. VII. For this plot,\51.
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E13[a†b†, E23[ab,

and they satisfy the nonzero commutation relations

@H1 ,E61#562E61 , @H1 ,E62#57E62 , @H1 ,E63#56E63 ,

@H2 ,E61#56E61 , @H2 ,E62#56E62 , @H2 ,E63#562E63 ,
~52!

@E62 ,E73#57E71 , @E63 ,E71#57E62 , @E61 ,E62#57E63 ,

@E11 ,E21#52H1 , @E12 ,E22#52H11H2 , @E13 ,E23#52H2 .

These generators provide a description of the Lie algebra su~2,1!.
Including the two fermionic operatorsf and f † allows the introduction of seven more ge

erators that commute with the Hamiltonian~50!, of which one,

H3[a†a2b†b1c†c13 f †f 21, ~53!

is even and commutes with the eight other even generators. The six others are odd gen
defined earlier:F61 , F62 , andF63 . They satisfy anticommutation relations, of which the on
nonzero ones are

$F62 ,F63%5E61 , $F61 ,F73%5E62 , $F61 ,F62%5E63 ,

$F11 ,F21%52 1
3H11 2

3H21 1
3H3 ,

~54!
$F12 ,F22%5 1

3H11 1
3H22 1

3H3 ,

$F13 ,F23%5 2
3H12 1

3H21 1
3H3 .

Note that these anticommutators yield elements within the even part of the superalgeb
expected. Commutation relations between even and odd generators produce generators in
part of the superalgebra. The nonzero cases are

@H3 ,F61#572F61 , @H3 ,F62#562F62 , @H3 ,F63#572F63 ,

@H1 ,F62#56F62 , @H1 ,F63#56F63 ,

@H2 ,F61#56F61 , @H2 ,F62#56F62 , ~55!

@E61 ,F72#57F63 , @E61 ,F73#57F62 ,

@E63 ,F71#57F62 , @E63 ,F72#57F61 ,

and the last two relations of~45!. The fifteen-dimensional superalgebra su(2,1u1) considered here
has Lie subalgebra u(1)3su(2,1), with the first component generated byH3 . The su(2,1) subal-
gebra has eight dimensions, with basis given in Eq.~51!.

Including the u(1) algebra generated byH0 , the full degeneracy superalgebra for the Ham
tonian ~50! is u(1)3su(2,1u1).

IX. PHASE-SPACE SUPERALGEBRA

The degeneracy superalgebras considered above are subsuperalgebras of a still large
algebraA, where the generators are formed fromall possible independent quadratic combinatio
of creation or annihilation operators. This algebra is not a degeneracy superalgebra, alth
contains the degeneracy superalgebras mentioned in the previous sections. In the superalgA,
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there are 12 odd generators formed by pairing each of the six bosonic operatorsa,a†,b,b†,c,c†,
with each of the fermionic operatorsf , f †. There are 21 even generators formed from pairs
bosonic operators including, for example,a†a†,a†b,bb,bc†. These generate an sp(6) subalgeb
A further even generator,f †f , is formed from the fermionic operators. Taken together, the
generators define the superalgebra osp(2u6), which has even part sp(6)3so(2).

The osp(2u6) superalgebraA is not unique to the Penning-trap system, since it would a
for any combination of signs for the number operators in the Hamiltonian~13!. The point is that
A exists even before a potential for the physical problem is defined. The only requirementA
to be a relevant algebra is that the system describe a single fermion in a phase space wi
space and three momentum dimensions. Thus, the superalgebra osp(2u6) describes the propertie
of the phase space for the problem.

The Hamiltonian for the Penning trap is fixed by specifying the parametersvc , vz , andg.
For each of the cases in Secs. V–VII, the degeneracy superalgebra is a subsuperalgebr
phase-space superalgebra. We therefore find a hierarchy of nested superalgebA
5osp(2u6).so(2,1u1).D, whereD is any of the degeneracy superalgebras of Secs. V–VII

We have considered only structures arising fromquadraticcombinations of creation or anni
hilation operators. The issue of the role played by higher-order combinations, such as
commuting with Eq.~18!, is related to Clifford-algebra theory25 but lies outside the scope of thi
article.

X. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Several superalgebras are associated with the single-particle Penning trap. The variou
depend on the gyromagnetic ratio of the trapped particle and the relative strengths of the m
and electric fields. This article considers the degeneracy superalgebras of operators that c
with the Hamiltonian. The relevant superalgebras are summarized in Table I.

In general, superalgebra descriptions might be expected for trap systems having energ
rations between spin states equal to the separations between the bosonic oscillator leve
guarantees the existence of odd generators that commute with the Hamiltonian. Traps in wh
spin cannot be reversed, such as the TOP or Ioffe-Pritchard traps,15 are therefore unlikely to have
superalgebra structures of the type described here. Superalgebras of this kind are also unli
traps where the spin states are independent of a magnetic field, as is the case for the Pau15

However, supersymmetries of another type do appear in these systems.15

Some other issues beyond the scope of this article are of potential interest. In particul
spectrum-generating superalgebras would be relevant to a complete study of the propertie
Penning trap. Furthermore, higher-rank combinations of operators, such as those mentioned
s5 9

4 point in Fig. 1, can be expected to arise in a study of the relevant Clifford algebras.

TABLE I. Penning-trap superalgebras for the supersymmetric configurations5
3
2. The particleg factor is given in the first

column, and the four frequencies in units ofvz are given in the next four columns. The algebraic structures found and
sections where they are discussed are given in the final two columns. The symbol� is defined in Sec. V. The bottom row
represents the hypothetical case with four equal frequencies.

g v1 v2 vz vg Structure Section

2
9 2

1
4 1 1

4 u(1)3u(1)3u(1)�su(1u1) V
2
3 1

1
2 1 1

2 u(1)3so(3)3u(1)�su(1u1) VI
4
3 1

1
2 1 1 u(1)3u(1)3su(2u1) VII

1 1 1 1 u(1)3su(2,1u1) VIII
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Classical Calogero–Moser models with rational potential are known to be superin-
tegrable. That is, on top of ther involutive conserved quantities necessary for the
integrability of a system withr degrees of freedom, they possess an additional set
of r 21 algebraically and functionally independent globally defined conserved
quantities. At the quantum level, Kuznetsov uncovered the existence of a quadratic
algebra structure as an underlying key for superintegrability for the models based
on A type root systems. Here we demonstrate in a universal way the quadratic
algebra structure for quantum rational Calogero–Moser models based on any root
systems. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1404387#

I. INTRODUCTION

Calogero–Moser models1–3 with the rational potentials, without the harmonic confining forc
have the simplest and best understood dynamical structures among models with the other t
potentials. Their superintegrability, that is the existence of 2r 21 global, functionally independen
conserved quantities~constants of motion! for a system ofr degrees of freedom, is one of the mo
striking features. It was found at the classical level by Wojciechowski4 and at the quantum level b
Kuznetsov5 and Ujino–Wadati–Hikami6 for models based on theA type root systems. Kuznetsov5

uncovered an interesting algebraic structure, the so-calledquadratic algebraas a hidden symmetry
of the superintegrability. Ujino–Wadati–Hikami6 introduced a similar algebraic structure. Th
concept of superintegrability is closely related with that ofalgebraic linearizabilityformulated by
Caseiro–Franc¸oise7 and developed further by Caseiro–Franc¸oise–Sasaki8 for the models based on
any root systems. We follow the notation of our previous paper unless otherwise stated.

In this article we show, at the quantum level, that the quadratic algebra is ‘‘universal,’’ nam
it is enjoyed by all the rational Calogero–Moser models based onany root systems including the
noncrystallographic ones. The same assertion at the classical level simply follows as the c
limit of replacing the quantum commutator by the Poisson bracket. The generators of the qu
algebra are the above mentioned conserved quantities of the superintegrable theory. Amon
the involutive subset ofr conserved quantities, which characterize the Liouville integrability
the system withr degrees of freedom, constitute the Cartan subalgebra and an ideal amo
conserved quantities. Commutators among the additional conserved quantities turn out
bi-linear ~quadratic! combinations of the two types of conserved quantities. This nonlinear alg
seems to be closely related to theW-algebras,9 extensions of the Virasoro algebra, or to th
algebras related with theR-matrices of integrable theories,10 but the precise relationship remain
to be clarified.

Calogero–Moser models for any root systems were formulated by Olshanetsky
Perelomov,11 who provided Lax pairs for the models based on the classical root systems, i.e
A, B, C, D and BC type root systems. A universalclassical Lax pair applicable to all the
Calogero–Moser models based on any root systems including theE8 and the noncrystallographi
53290022-2488/2001/42(11)/5329/12/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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root systems was derived by Bordner–Corrigan–Sasaki12 which unified various types of Lax pair
known at that time.13,14 A universal quantumLax pair applicable to all the Calogero–Mos
models based on any root systems and for degenerate potentials was derive
Bordner–Manton–Sasaki15 which provided the basic tools for the present article.

The purpose of the present article is twofold. First, it is to derive and present thequadratic
algebra for rational Calogero–Moser models based on any root systems in its fullest univer
based on the universal Lax pair.15 Extracting detailed information from the quadratic algebra
elucidate dynamical properties of each specific system would require formulations suitable
particular systems. This would not be discussed here. Second, we formulate and pres
quantum versions of various concepts and formulas related to the algebraic linearizability
duced and developed in Ref. 8. As has been noticed from the earliest days of Calogero–
models, the quantum and classical integrability are very closely related. Many formulas rela
the algebraic linearizability take the same form at the classical and quantum levels, with
notable exceptions as will be mentioned in the article.

This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce the model and notations wi
emphasis on the difference between the quantum and classical versions. The quantum the
the algebraic linearizability for the rational model is derived based on the Lax pair formalis
Sec. III we evaluate fundamental commutation relations which are necessary for the qu
algebra. This will be carried out with the help of the Dunkl operators, or the so-called l oper
which are equivalent to the quantumL operator. The quantum theorem of the algebraic linea
ability for the higher Hamiltonians of the rational model is derived. In Sec. IV the quad
algebra for rational Calogero–Moser models is derived and presented in its fullest univer
Section V gives the quantum version of the algebraic linearizability of the rational potential m
with harmonic confining force. The problem of quantum integrability of rational Calogero–M
model with quartic interactions is not yet settled. In Sec. VI we present a partial result tha
quantum equations of motion can be cast into Lax type matrix equations. The existence of
tum conserved quantities, however, does not follow from these matrix equations. The final s
is for comments on the Hermiticity of the algebra generators.

II. QUANTUM CALOGERO–MOSER MODELS WITH RATIONAL POTENTIAL

Let us start with the Hamiltonian ofquantumCalogero–Moser model with rational potenti
based on any root system, which could be any one of the crystallographic root systems,Ar , Br ,
Cr , Dr , (BCr), E6 , E7 , E8 , F4 andG2 or the noncrystallographicH3 , H4 andI 2(m), which is
the dihedral root system associated with a regularm-gon. The existing works on the quadrat
algebras are all for theAr root system.5,6,16 Let us denote byD a root system of rankr . The
dynamical variables are the coordinatesqi ,i 51, . . . ,r , and their canonically conjugate momen
pi ,i 51, . . . ,r , with the canonical commutation relations:

@qj ,pk#5 id jk , @qj ,qk#5@pj ,pk#50, j ,k51,...,r . ~2.1!

As usual the momentum operator,pj acts as a derivative operator on a~wave! function f of q:

f→pj f : ~pj f !~q!52 i
] f ~q!

]qj
, j 51,...,r .

The Hamiltonian for thequantumCalogero–Moser model with rational potential is very simp

H5
1

2
p21

1

2 (
rPD1

guru~guru21!uru2

~r•q!2 , D1 :set of positive roots, ~2.2!

in which the real coupling constantsguru.0 are defined on orbits of the corresponding fin
reflection group, i.e., they are identical for roots in the same orbit. The only difference wit
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classical Hamiltonian is the coupling constant dependence,guru(guru21) instead ofguru
2 in the

classical case. The Hamiltonian is invariant under reflections of the phase space variables
hyperplane perpendicular to any root

H~sa~p!,sa~q!!5H~p,q!, ;aPD, ~2.3!

with the action ofsa on any vectorgPRr defined by

sa~g!5g2~a∨
•g!a, a∨[2a/uau2. ~2.4!

The integrability is best understood in terms of the quantum Lax pair15 or the Dunkl
operators,17,18which are known to be equivalent with the Lax operator.19 Let us choose a set ofRr

vectorsR5$m (k)PRr , k51,...,D%, which form a single orbit of the Coxeter group withD
elements, that is, they are permuted under the action of the Coxeter group. For example,
choose the set of vector~minimal! weights forAr or Dr , or the set of short~long! roots forBr ,
Cr or F4 , G2 , or the set of all roots forE6 to E8 . Then the Lax operators areD3D dimensional
matrices

L~p,q!5p•Ĥ1X~q!, X~q!5 i (
rPD1

guru
r.Ĥ

r•q
ŝr ,

~2.5!

M ~q!52
i

2 (
rPD1

guru
uru2

~r.q!2 ~ ŝr2I !,

consisting of operators$Ĥ j%, ( j 51,....,r ), $ŝr% and the identity operatorI . Their matrix elements
are defined by

~Ĥ j !mn5m jdmn , ~ ŝr!mn5dm,sr(n)5dn,sr(m) , m,nPR. ~2.6!

The Lax operators are Coxeter covariant:

L~sa~p!,sa~q!!5 ŝaL~p,q!ŝa , M ~sa~q!!5 ŝaM ~q!ŝa , ~2.7!

andL is HermitianL†5L andM is anti-HermitianM†52M .
We see that the Heisenberg equations of motion are equivalent to a matrix equation15,19

dL

dt
[L̇5 i @H,L#5@L,M #, ~2.8!

in which the matrix elements are quantum operators. This means that in general thetrace of the
product of two matrix operatorsA(p,q) and B(p,q) is not commutative, TrABÞTrBA, or
Tr@A,B#Þ0, implying that TrLn is not conservedin quantum theory. However, thanks to th
special property of the aboveM matrix

(
mPR

Mmn5 (
nPR

Mmn50, ~2.9!

the total sumof the powers of the Lax operatorL defined by

F j5Ts~L j ![ (
n,mPR

~L j !mn , j 50,1,....,D21, ~2.10!

is conserved:
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d

dt
Ts~L j !5 (

m,nPR
@~L jM !mn2~ML j !mn#

5 (
m,n,kPR

@Lmk
j Mkn2MmkLkn

j #

5 (
m,kPR

Lmk
j S (

nPR
MknD 2 (

n,kPR S (
mPR

MmkDLkn
j 50.

It is easy to see from~2.7! that $F j% ’s are Coxeter invariant. These form the involutive set
conserved quantities of the theory. Not all of them are independent. As is well-known, the
pendent conserved quantities appear for suchj as 1 plusexponentof the root system,~see, for
example, Refs. 19 and 20!. For some choice of the set of vectorsR for some root systemD, F j can
be vanishing for certainj ’s. For example, ifR contains a vectorm and2m at the same time, then
Fodd[0.

The Hamiltonian~2.2! is proportional toF2 ,

H5
1

2CR
F25

1

2CR
Ts~L2!, ~2.11!

in which the coefficientCR is defined by

Ts~Ĥ j Ĥk!5 (
mPR

m jmk5d jkCR . ~2.12!

Following the line of argument of Ref. 8 we define

Q5q•Ĥ, Gj5Ts~QLj !, Gj
(2)5Ts~Q2L j !, j 50,1,....,D21, ~2.13!

in which the last quantityQ2L j was introduced by Ran˜ada.21 Under the reflection,Q transforms in
the same way asL andM , ~2.7!:

q→sa~q!, Q~sa~q!!5 ŝaQ~q!ŝa . ~2.14!

ThusGj andGj
(2) are Coxeter invariant, too. The time evolution ofQ is exactly the same as in th

classical case8

Q̇5@Q,M #1L, ~2.15!

leading to the corresponding result:

Ġj5Ts~Q̇L j1QL̇j !

5Ts~QMLj2MQLj1L j 111QLjM2QMLj !

5Ts~L j 11!2 (
n,kPR S (

mPR
MmkD ~QLj !kn1 (

m,kPR
~QLj !mkS (

nPR
MknD

5Ts~L j 11!5F j 11 . ~2.16!

Like $F j% ’s not all of $Gj% ’s are independent. Independent$Gj% appear when$ j % are the exponents
of D. This provides the algebraic linearization of the quantum models. Like in the classical th
we have the following.

Proposition II.1:The quantum Calogero–Moser system~2.2! is superintegrable for any roo
system.
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Proof: On top of theD first integralsFk which are in involution, we have theD(D21)/2
extra first integrals defined by

Hk,k85Fk11Gk82Fk811Gk , ~2.17!

Ḣk,k85 i @H,Hk,k8#50. ~2.18!

Like in our previous paper for the classical systems,8 we do not demonstrate that theseD(D
21)/2 $Hk,k8% ’s containr 21 algebraically independent ones. That would require detailed exh
tive arguments for each root system. We refer to Ref. 20 for general arguments of independe
$F j% type conserved quantities.

For the quantum models based on theA type root system, a similar result was derived
Gonera16 based on a sl(2,R) representation. The time evolution ofGj

(2) is slightly complicated:

Ġj
(2)5Ts~Q̇QLj !1Ts~QQ̇L j !1Ts~Q2L̇ j !

5Ts~LQLj !1Ts~QLj 11!. ~2.19!

Since L and Q do not commute in quantum theory, the classical relationĠj
(2)52Tr(QLj 11)

52Gj 11 does not hold any longer. In quantum theory we have

QL2LQ5 idklĤkĤ l1 iK , K[ (
rPD1

guru~r•Ĥ !~r∨
•Ĥ !ŝr . ~2.20!

The right hand side gives the ‘‘quantum corrections.’’ Thus we arrive at

Ġj
(2)52Ts~QLj 11!2 idklTs~ĤkĤ lL

j !2 iTs~KL j !. ~2.21!

The second term is easy to evaluate, since

dklTs~ĤkĤ lL
j !5dkl (

m,nPR
~mkm l~L j !mn!5m2Ts~L j !, ~2.22!

in which m2 is the same for allmPR. The third term reads

Ts~KL j !5 (
rPD1

(
m,nPR

guru~r•m!~r∨
•m!~L j !mn ,

and for any vectormPRr we have

(
rPD1

guru~r•m!~r∨
•m!5

2

r
m2 (

rPD1

guru , ~2.23!

in which

2

r (
rPD1

guru ~2.24!

can be considered as adeformed Coxeter number. For guru[1 it reduces to the Coxeter numbe
Thus we arrive at a quantum formula
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Ġj
(2)52Gj 112 im2S 11

2

r (
rPD1

guru DF j

52Gj 112 im2
2

r
Ẽ0F j . ~2.25!

Here, the coefficient of the quantum corrections termẼ0 is defined by

Ẽ05
r

2
1 (

rPD1

guru , ~2.26!

which characterizes the ground state energy of the rational Calogero–Moser model with ha
confining force@see, for example,~2.21! of Ref. 19#. This fact is closely related with the sl(2,R)
algebra for rational Calogero–Moser models discussed by many authors~see, for example, Refs
22–24, 18, and 16!. We will not discussGj

(2) any longer in this article, except for some commen
in the final section.

III. BASIC COMMUTATION RELATIONS

Typical generators of the quadratic algebra are$F j% ’s ~2.10! and$Hk,l% ’s ~2.17!. Namely they
are either linear in$F j% ’s or bi-linear combinations of$F j% ’s and$Gk% ’s. As will be clear in later
discussions, see, for example,~4.10!, the set of$F j% ’s must be understood in the broadest sense
include the dependent ones. That is, any polynomials in the independentr involutive conserved
quantities are allowed. For example,F j for j Þ11exponentor j .h ~the Coxeter number! enter
into the theory naturally. Likewise, the set of$Gj% ’s include the dependent ones, which a
independent ones times any polynomial in$Fk% ’s. In order to explore and present the full conte
of the quadratic algebra, we need to evaluate the commutators such as

@F j ,Fk#, @F j ,Gk#, @Gj ,Gk#. ~3.1!

For this purpose the Dunkl operators17 or l operators which are thevector version of the Lax
matrix operatorL ~Ref. 19! are useful:

lm5 l•m5p•m1 i (
rPD1

guru
r.m

r.q
šr , mPR, ~3.2!

in which another reflection operatoršr acts on a~wave! function f of q as

f→ šr f : ~ šr f !~q!5 f ~sr~q!!. ~3.3!

The l operator is linear inm, Coxeter covariant and Hermitian:

šrlmšr5 lsr(m) , lm5 lm
† , ;rPD. ~3.4!

It is shown19 that the Hilbert space of any quantum Calogero–Moser system consists of Co
invariant wavefunctions. That is, they satisfy

šrc5c, ;rPD. ~3.5!

It is well-known that the l operators for the rational Calogero–Moser models commute:

@ lm , ln#50, ;m,nPR. ~3.6!

The relationship betweenL and l is simple. For any Coxeter invariant functionc, Fkc andGkc
are Coxeter invariant, too, and we have19
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Fkc[Ts~Lk!c5 (
mPR

lm
k c, ;kPZ1 , ~3.7!

Gkc[Ts~QLk!c5 (
mPR

q•m lm
k c, ;kPZ1 . ~3.8!

The involution of$F j% ’s is a simple consequence of~3.6! and ~3.7!:

@F j ,Fk#50, ; j ,kPZ1 , ~3.9!

which is a well-known result.
For the evaluation of the second and third types of commutators in~3.1! we need to know in

general

@ lm
n ,q•n ln

m#. ~3.10!

It is straightforward to show by induction

@ lm
j ,q•n#52 i F j m•n lm

j 211 (
rPD1

guru~r•m!~r∨
•n!

lm
j 2 lsr(m)

j

lm2 lsr(m)
šrG , ~3.11!

starting from

@ lm ,q•n#52 i Fm•nI 1 (
rPD1

guru~r•m!~r∨
•n!šrG , ~3.12!

and

@ lm
2 ,q•n#52 i F2~m•n!lm1 (

rPD1

guru~r•m!~r∨
•n!

lm
2 2 lsr(m)

2

lm2 lsr(m)
šrG . ~3.13!

Here the fraction of operators, lm
j 2 lsr(m)

j / lm2 lsr(m) , is well defined since the l operators commu

with each other,~3.6!. For example, we have lm
2 2 lsr(m)

2 / lm2 lsr(m)5 lm1 lsr(m) . Thus we arrive at

@ lm
j ,q•n ln

k#5@ lm
j ,q•n# ln

k

52 i F j m•n lm
j 21ln

k1 (
rPD1

guru~r•m!~r∨
•n!

lm
j 2 lsr(m)

j

lm2 lsr(m)
lsr(n)
k šrG . ~3.14!

The second term on the right hand side of~3.14! vanishes when summed overm:

V[ (
mPR

guru~r•m!~r∨
•n!

lm
j 2 lsr(m)

j

lm2 lsr(m)
lsr(n)
k šr50. ~3.15!

This can be seen as follows. The setR is Coxeter invariant, i.e.,sr(R)5R. Consider the change
of variablesm85sr(m). Thenm5sr(m8) and
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V5 (
m8PR

guru~r•sr~m8!!~r∨
•n!

lsr(m8)
j

2 lm8
j

lsr(m8)2 lm8
lsr(n)
k šr

5 (
m8PR

guru~2r•m8!~r∨
•n!

lm8
j

2 lsr(m8)
j

lm82 lsr(m8)
lsr(n)
k šr52V.

By summing overm andn, we obtain from~3.14!

F (
mPR

lm
j , (

nPR
q•n ln

kG52 i j (
m,nPR

~m•n!lm
j 21ln

k . ~3.16!

The right hand side is a Coxeter invariant polynomial in lm , which corresponds to a polynomial i
$F j% to be denoted byFk, j :

(
m,nPR

~m•n!lm
j 21ln

kc[Fk, jc, c: Coxeter invariant. ~3.17!

Thus we arrive at

i @F j ,Gk#5 jF k, j ~3.18!

@Fn ,Fk, j #50, ;nPZ. ~3.19!

When the set of vectorsR consists of orthonormal vectors, for example, the vector repre
tation of Ar embedded in anr 11 dimensional space, or vector representations ofCr andDr , or
the set of short roots ofBr , the aboveFk, j has a simpler expression. In such cases, onlym
56n terms in~3.17! survive and we have

(
m,nPR

~m•n!lm
j 21ln

k5H CR (
nPR

ln
j 1k21,

0,

~3.20!

in which CR is defined by~2.12!. That is,~3.18! is replaced by a more explicit formula

i @F j ,Gk#5 jCRF j 1k21 , ~3.21!

which was reported in Kuznetsov’s paper forAr case5 (CR51). ~In the above formula we assum
that neitherF j nor Gk vanish.! As for the extra exponent atr 21 in Dr theory, the corresponding
F andG operators are best expressed by l operators in the orthonormal basis:

Fr 8↔ l1¯ lr , Gr 821↔(
j 51

r

qj l1¯ l̃ j¯ lr , ~3.22!

in which l̃j means that the factor is missing.
The general commutation relations~3.18! and~3.19! provide the algebraic linearization of th

Hamiltonian systems generated by the higher conserved quantities$F j%.
Proposition III.1: The Hamiltonian system generated by the higher conserved quantitF j

~2.10! of quantum Calogero–Moser system~2.2! is superintegrable for any root system.
Proof: On top of theD first integralsFk , we have theD(D21)/2 extra first integrals for the

HamiltonianF j :
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Hk,k8
( j )

5Fk, jGk82Fk8, jGk , ~3.23!

dHk,k8
( j )

dtj
5 i @F j ,Hk,k8

( j )
#50. ~3.24!

IV. QUADRATIC ALGEBRA

In order to evaluate the commutators among various$Hk,k8
( j ) % ’s we need the knowledge of th

third type of commutators in~3.1!, that is,@Gj ,Gk#. From ~3.14! we have

@q•m lm
j ,q•n ln

k#

5q•m@ lm
j ,q•n ln

k#1@q•m,q•n ln
k# lm

j

52 i H ~m•n! j ~q•m!lm
j 21ln

k1 (
rPD1

guru~q•m!~r•m!~r∨
•n!

lm
j 2 lsr(m)

j

lm2 lsr(m)
lsr(n)
k šrJ

1 i H ~m•n!k~q•n!ln
k21lm

j 1 (
rPD1

guru~q•n!~r•n!~r∨
•m!

ln
k2 lsr(n)

k

ln2 lsr(n)
lsr(m)
j šrJ .

~4.1!

As in the previous case~3.15!, the coupling constant dependent terms, that is the second
fourth terms in~4.1!, cancel with each other when summed overm andn:

F (
mPR

~q•m!lm
j , (

nPR
~q•n!ln

kG52 i (
m,nPR

$ j ~n•m!~q•m!lm
j 21ln

k2k~m•n!~q•n!ln
k21lm

j %.

~4.2!

Both terms on the right hand side are Coxeter invariant polynomials inq and l which are linear in
q and of degreej 1k21 in l. Therefore, they are expressible as linear combination of$Gl% ’s or
polynomials in$Fm% ’s multiplied on them. This can be checked by direct calculation or by us
the Jacobi identity on the left hand side. Thus we express

(
m,nPR

~m•n!~q•m!lm
j 21ln

kc[Gj ,kc,

c: Coxeter invariant.

(
m,nPR

~m•n!~q•n!lm
j ln

k21c[Gk, jc,

~4.3!

We arrive at the following general commutation relation

i @Gj ,Gk#5 jG j ,k2kGk, j . ~4.4!

These$Gj ,k% ’s satisfy the same type of commutation relations as above.
When the set of vectorsR consists of orthonormal vectors, we have

(
m,nPR

~m•n!~q•m!lm
j 21ln

k5 (
m,nPR

~m•n!~q•n!lm
j ln

k215H CR (
nPR

~q•n!ln
j 1k21,

0.

~4.5!

This leads to a simplified commutation relation

i @Gj ,Gk#5~ j 2k!CRGj 1k21 , ~4.6!
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which was reported in Kuznetsov’s paper forAr case5 (CR51).
To sum up, we have obtained the following general commutation relations:

@F j ,Fk#50, ~4.7!

i @F j ,Gk#5 jF k, j , ~4.8!

i @Gj ,Gk#5 jG j ,k2kGk, j . ~4.9!

By using these the operators$F j% ’s and$Hk,l
(m)% ’s defined by

Hk,l
(m)5Fk,mGl2Fl ,mGk , Hk,l

(m)52Hl ,k
(m) , ~4.10!

generate a quadratic algebra

@F j ,Fk#50, ~4.11!

i @F j ,Hk,l
(m)#5 j ~Fk,mFl , j2Fl ,mFk, j !, ~4.12!

i @Hk,l
(m) ,Hk8,l 8

(m8)
#5quadratic in Hr ,s

(n) and Ft . ~4.13!

This is the quadratic algebra of the quantum rational Calogero–Moser models based on a
systems. For the classical root systems it can be simplified by using the relations~3.21! and~4.6!
to the forms given in Kuznetsov’s paper.5 It characterizes the superintegrability structure of qu
tum models. In applications for specific models, the indices of$F% ’s and$G% ’s and$H% ’s must be
chosen properly. This would give more specific forms of the quadratic algebra relations.

V. RATIONAL POTENTIAL MODEL WITH HARMONIC CONFINING FORCE

The arguments for the algebraic linearization for thequantumrational potential model with
harmonic confining force go almost parallel with the classical ones. So we present only th
formulas. We have to note the coupling dependence is changed fromguru

2 ~classical! to guru(guru
21) ~quantum! and instead oftrace ~Tr, classical! we need thetotal sum~Ts, quantum!. The
Hamiltonian is now

Hv5
1

2
p21

1

2
v2q21

1

2 (
rPD1

guru~guru21!uru2

~r•q!2 . ~5.1!

With the same matrix operatorsL, M andQ as in the rational case the equations of motion can
expressed in matrix forms:

L̇5@L,M #2v2Q, Q̇5@Q,M #1L. ~5.2!

Introduce the matrices

L65L6 ivQ ~5.3!

whose time evolution reads

L̇65@L6,M #6 ivL6. ~5.4!

They can be cast into a Lax form forL5L1L2 as

L̇5@L,M #. ~5.5!

Consider then the functions
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Fk5Ts~L1L k!, Gk5Ts~L2L k!. ~5.6!

The time evolution yields

Ḟk5 ivFk , Ġk52 ivGk . ~5.7!

Thus these functions provide the algebraic linearization of the quantum system.

VI. RATIONAL MODEL WITH A QUARTIC POTENTIAL

As proved by Franc¸oise and Ragnisco25 for the models based on theA type root systems and
by us8 for the models based on any root systems, the rational Calogero–Moser model c
deformed into an integrable system by adding a quartic potential at theclassical level. Here we
provide a partial result at the quantum level. The equation of motion can be cast into Lax
equations but they fail to produce conserved quantities.

Define again the same matricesL, Q, X andM . Let

h~Q!5aQ1bQ2 ~6.1!

be a matrix quadratic inQ; (a,b) are just two new independent parameters. The pertur
Hamiltonian is now

Hh}Ts~L21h~Q!2!. ~6.2!

Like in the classical theory, the equations of motion can be cast into matrix forms by defin

L65L6 ih~Q!, L15L1L2, L25L2L1. ~6.3!

Though care is needed for the quantum noncommutativity, the calculation is essentially the
as in the classical theory and we arrive at the time evolution ofL6 andL1 , L2 :

L̇65@L6,M #6 i 1
2 ~h8~Q!L61L6h8~Q!!, ~6.4!

L̇15FL1 ,M2
i

2
h8~Q!G , L̇25FL2 ,M1

i

2
h8~Q!G . ~6.5!

Because of the term6( i /2) h8(Q) added to theM matrix, it loses the sum up to zero proper
~2.9! and thusneither trace nor total sumof the powers ofL1,2 are conserved at the quantum leve

For the superintegrability of the trigonometric~hyperbolic! potential models, we refer to Refs
26 and 27.

VII. COMMENTS ON THE HERMITICITY OF ALGEBRA GENERATORS

In quantum mechanics physical quantities or the observables are described by Her
operators in Hilbert space.16 The hermiticity ofF j , ~2.10!, is obvious from that ofL. The original
definition of Gj , ~2.13!, is not Hermitian. With the following redefinition of HermitianGj ,

Gj5Ts(
k50

j

~LkQLj 2k!/~ j 11!, ~7.1!

it satisfies the same formula~2.16!. Whereas the definition ofFk, j ~3.17! remains the same, that o
Hk,k8

( j ) ~3.23! should be changed to a Hermitian form

2Hk,k8
( j )

5Fk, jGk81Gk8Fk, j2Fk8, jGk2GkFk8, j . ~7.2!

A formulation with explicitly HermitianGj could have been achieved by
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Gj 21} i @q2,F j #, ~7.3!

which is closely related with the extension of the sl(2,R) algebra.22–24,6,18,16This also explains the
assertion that independent$Gj% ’s appear atj 5exponent.

We chose the current presentation in order to avoid excessively complicated looking for
and to allow an easy comparison with the original work, Ref. 5, on the quadratic algebra.
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A symmetry classification of possible interactions in a diatomic molecular chain is
provided. For nonlinear interactions the group of Lie point transformations, leaving
the lattice invariant and taking solutions into solutions, is at most five-dimensional.
An example is considered in which subgroups of the symmetry group are used to
reduce the dynamical differential-difference equations to purely difference ones.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1398583#

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this article is to analyze possible interactions in a long one-dimens
molecule consisting of two types of atoms. The model we consider is a very general one, des
by the equations

E1[ ẍn2Fn~jn ,t !2Gn~hn21 ,t !50,
~1.1!

E2[ ÿn2Kn~jn ,t !2Pn~hn ,t !50,

where the overdots denote time derivatives andxn , yn can be interpreted as the displacement
the nth atom of typeX or Y, respectively, from their equilibrium positions. We define

jn[yn2xn , hn[xn112yn ~1.2!

andt is time. The functionsFn , Gn , Kn andPn are as yet unspecified smooth functions. Inde
our aim is to classify such systems according to the Lie point symmetries that they allow, t
to classify these functionsFn , Gn , Kn andPn .

The assumptions built into the model are the following.

~1! The atoms of typeX and Y alternate along a fixed uniform one-dimensional chain w
positions labeled by the integersn ~see Fig. 1!.

~2! Only nearest neighbor interactions are considered, i.e., the atomXn interacts only withYn21

andYn , andYn interacts only withXn andXn11 ~see Fig. 1!.
~3! The system is invariant under a uniform translation of all atoms in the molecule and also

a Galilei transformations of the chain.

a!Electronic mail: lafortus@math.arizona.edu
b!Electronic mail: tremblay@crm.umontreal.ca
c!Electronic mail: wintern@crm.umontreal.ca
53410022-2488/2001/42(11)/5341/17/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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~4! The systems are strongly coupled, i.e., we assume
]Fn

]jn
Þ0,

]Gn

]hn21
Þ0,

]Kn

]jn
Þ0,

]Pn

]hn
Þ0. ~1.3!

~5! In the bulk of the article we assume that the interactions are nonlinear, i.e., at least one
four functionsFn , Gn , Kn or Pn depends nonlinearly on the argumentj or h, respectively.
The linear case will be treated separately.

~6! A discrete symmetry is built into the model. Indeed, the two equations~1.1! are permuted by
the transformation

xn→yn , yn→xn11 ,
~1.4!

Fn→Pn , Gn→Kn , Kn21→Gn , Pn21→Fn .

Models of this type have many applications in classical mechanics, in molecular physi
mathematical biology.1–3 In applications, the form of the functions in Eq.~1.1! are usuallya priori
fixed.

The formalism used in this article is the one called ‘‘intrinsic method’’ in earlier articles.4,5 It
has already been applied to monoatomic molecular chains6 and to a model with two species, o
two types of atoms, distributed along a double chain.7

In this approach the dependent variablesx andy depend on one discrete variablen and one
continuous variablet. Symmetry transformations, taking solutions into solutions, act on the v
ablesx, y and t, not, however, on the lattice variablen. The Lie algebra of the symmetry grou
is realized by vector fields of the form

X̂5t~xn ,yn ,t !] t1fn~xn ,yn ,t !]xn
1cn~xn ,yn ,t !]yn

. ~1.5!

The functionst,fn andcn are determined from the requirement that the second prolongatio
the vector fieldX̂ should annihilate Eqs.~1.1! on their solution surface. Explicitly we have4–7

pr(2)X̂5t~ t,xn ,yn!] t1 (
k5n21

n11

fk~ t,xn ,yn!]xk
1 (

k5n21

n11

ck~ t,xn ,yn!]yk
1fn

tt] ẍn
1cn

tt] ÿn

~1.6!

with

fn
tt5Dt

2fn2~Dt
2t! ẋn22~Dtt! ẍn ,

~1.7!
cn

tt5Dt
2cn2~Dt

2t! ẏn22~Dtt! ÿn

~Dt is the total time derivative!. In Eq.~1.6! we have spelled out only those terms which act on E
~1.1!.

The use of this formalism is not obligatory. Indeed, the group transformations can also
the lattice8–11and generalized symmetries can be very useful.12 In this article we restrict ourselve
to the intrinsic formalism, described earlier in this work.

The present article is organized as follows. In Sec. II we establish the general form o
vector fields~1.5! that realize the symmetry algebra of Eq.~1.1!. We also derive the determinin

FIG. 1. Interactions between atoms of typeX andY along a molecular chain.
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equations for the symmetries and introduce a ‘‘group of allowed transformations.’’ Allowed t
formations take equations of the type~1.1! into other equations of the same type. They can cha
the functionsFn , Gn , Kn and Pn into other functions of the same arguments. As in previo
articles, we classify equations into symmetry classes under the action of all
transformations.6,7,13,14We also establish that Eqs.~1.1! are invariant under a two-dimension
Abelian group for any functionsFn ,...,Pn . Section III is devoted to Abelian symmetry algebra
We denote themAj ,k,, whereA means Abelian,j denotes the dimension andk51,2,3,... enumer-
ates algebras of the same dimension. For each interaction we list only the maximal sym
algebra. Section IV is devoted to nilpotent symmetry algebras, denoted byNj ,k with the same
conventions as in Sec. III. In Sec. V we find all solvable symmetry algebras with non-Ab
nilradicals (SNj ,k). In Sec. VI we find those with Abelian nilradicals (SAj ,k). All nonsolvable
symmetry algebras are listed in Sec. VII (NSj ,k). In Secs. III–VII we consider only nonlinea
interactions. Symmetries of the linear case are discussed in Sec. VIII. Conclusions and
applications of the symmetries are summed up in Sec. IX.

II. DETERMINING EQUATIONS AND ALLOWED TRANSFORMATIONS

The algorithm for finding the symmetry algebra of Eq.~1.1! is

prX̂ EauEb5050, a51,2, b51,2. ~2.1!

The coefficients of all terms of the typeẋn
p ẏn

q must vanish independently and we find that t
vector field~1.5! must actually have the form

X̂5t~ t !] t1F S a1
ṫ~ t !

2 D xn1ln~ t !G]xn
1F S a1

ṫ~ t !

2 D yn1mn~ t !G]yn
, ~2.2!

wherea is a constant andln(t),mn(t) andt(t) are functions of the indicated variables. This for
~2.2! is valid for any interactionsFn , Gn , Kn andPn in Eq. ~1.1!. Moreover, we have

t5t01t1 t1t2 t2, ~2.3!

wheret0 ,t1 andt2 are constants.
The constantsa, t i and the functionsln(t) andmn(t) are subject to two further determinin

equations that involve the interaction functions explicitly. They are

l̈n1S a2
3

2
ṫ D ~Fn1Gn!1Fln2mn2S a1

ṫ

2D jnGFn,jn
1Fmn212ln2S a1

ṫ

2Dhn21GGn,hn21

2t~Fn,t1Gn,t!50, ~2.4!

m̈n1S a2
3

2
ṫ D ~Kn1Pn!1Fln2mn2S a1

ṫ

2D jnGKn,jn
1Fmn2ln112S a1

ṫ

2DhnGPn,hn

2t~Kn,t1Pn,t!50. ~2.5!

Our task is to perform a complete analysis of Eqs.~2.4! and ~2.5!. Conceptually, this is very
similar to the problem considered in Ref. 7. However, the functions figuring in Eq.~1.1! are less
general than those of Ref. 7, hence the computations are simpler.

We shall classify the equations of type~1.1! into equivalence classes under the action o
group of ‘‘allowed transformations.’’ These are transformations of the form

xn5Fn~ x̃n ,ỹn , t̃ !, yn5Cn~ x̃n ,ỹn , t̃ !, t5T~ t̃ ! ~2.6!
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that transform Eqs.~1.1! into equations of the same form, but do not preserve the functions o
right hand side of Eq.~1.1!. The requirement that no first derivatives should appear and tha
transformed functionsF̃n andK̃n should depend only onj̃n and t̃ , andG̃n and P̃n only on t̃ and
h̃n21 or h̃n , respectively, implies that the transformations actually have the form

S xn~ t !
yn~ t ! D5q t821/2S x̃n~ t̃ !

ỹn~ t̃ !
D 1S an~ t !

bn~ t ! D , ~2.7!

t̃ 5
c1 t1c2

c3 t1c4
, c1c42c2c351, qÞ0, ~2.8!

whereq,c1 ,...,c4 are constants andan andbn are arbitrary functions ofn and t.
The transformed system is

ẍ̃n~ t̃ !5F̃n~ j̃n , t̃ !1G̃n~ h̃n21 , t̃ !,
~2.9!

ÿ̃n~ t̃ !5K̃n~ j̃n , t̃ !1 P̃n~ h̃n , t̃ !,

with

S F̃n1G̃n

K̃n1 P̃n
D 5

t823/2

q F S Fn~jn ,t !1Gn~hn21 ,t !
Kn~jn ,t !1Pn~hn ,t ! D2S än~ t !

b̈n~ t ! D G , ~2.10!

where

jn5yn2xn5q t821/2~ x̃n2 ỹn!1an~ t !2bn~ t !, ~2.11!

hn5xn112yn5q t821/2~ x̃n112 ỹn!1an11~ t !2bn~ t !, ~2.12!

t5
c4 t̃2c2

2c3 t̃1c1

. ~2.13!

The vector fieldX̂ of Eq. ~2.2! is transformed into a similar field with

t̃~ t̃ !5t~ t~ t̃ !! t8, ã5a, ~2.14!

S l̃n~ t̃ !

m̃n~ t̃ !
D 5

t81/2

q F S a1
ṫ

2D S an

bn
D2tS ȧn

ḃn
D 1S ln

mn
D G . ~2.15!

The transformed functions and constants must satisfy the same determining equation~2.4!
and ~2.5!.

As mentioned in the Introduction, translational and Galilei invariance are built into the m
That is easy to check. Indeedln5mn51, a50, t(t)50 and ln5mn5t, a50, t(t)50 are
solutions of Eqs.~2.4! and ~2.5! for Fn , Gn , Kn and Pn arbitrary. No other symmetries exis
unless some constraints on the interactions are imposed.

We shall use the allowed transformations to simplify the vector fields that occur. In parti
the coefficientt(t) of a given vector field can be transformed into one of the following exp
sions: 0, 1,t or t211.

Our strategy will be to first find all Abelian symmetry algebras, then all nilpotent~non-
Abelian! ones. Once these are known, we can determine all solvable ones, having the corre
ing Abelian or nilpotent ones as nilradicals.15 Finally, all nonsolvable symmetry algebras will b
determined, making use of their Levi decomposition.15
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Any symmetry algebra will contain the algebra

A2,1: X̂15]xn
1]yn

, X̂25t~]xn
1]yn

!, ~2.16!

as a subalgebra. Allowed transformations leave the algebra~2.16! invariant. Any further element
of the symmetry algebra can be transformed into one of the following ones:

Ŷ15] t1a~xn ]xn
1yn ]yn

!, a50,1, ~2.17!

Ŷ25t ] t1~a1 1
2!~xn ]xn

1yn ]yn
!, ~2.18!

Ŷ35~ t211! ] t1~a1t !~xn ]xn
1yn ]yn

!, ~2.19!

Ŷ45ln~ t !~]xn
1]yn

!, l̈nÞ0, ln11Þln , ~2.20!

Ŷ55ln~ t ! ]xn
1ln11~ t ! ]yn

, l̈nÞ0, ln11Þln . ~2.21!

The interactions that allow these additional terms can easily be determined from Eqs.~2.4! and
~2.5!. Once this is done, we determine whether the considered interactions allow further sy
tries. For each interaction, we shall only list the maximal symmetry algebra allowed, not lo
dimensional subalgebras.

III. ABELIAN SYMMETRY ALGEBRAS

The lowest dimensional maximal symmetry algebra isA2,1 of Eq. ~2.16!, present for any
interactions in Eq.~1.1!. This algebra can be enlarged into a higher dimensional Abelian alg
by adding elements of the type~2.20! or ~2.21!. The determining equations for a nonlinear syste
allow at most four commuting symmetry generators. Moreover, the three-dimensional sym
algebras are never maximal.

Finally, we obtain two different four-dimensional Abelian symmetry algebras together
the interactions that allow them. They are

A4,1: X̂15l1,n~ t !~]xn
1]yn

!, X̂25l2,n~ t !~]xn
1]yn

!,

X̂35]xn
1]yn

, X̂45t~]xn
1]yn

!,

Fn5Fn~jn ,t !, Gn5
l̈1,n

l1,n2l1,n21
hn21 ,

Kn5Kn~jn ,t !, Pn5
l̈1,n

l1,n112l1,n
hn ,

l̈1,nÞ0, l̈2,nÞ0, l1,n11Þl1,n ,

l̈2,n

l̈1,n

5
l2,n2l2,n21

l1,n2l1,n21

5
l2,n112l2,n

l1,n112l1,n

;

A4,2: X̂15l1,n~ t !]xn
1l1,n11~ t !]yn

, X̂25l2,n~ t !]xn
1l2,n11~ t !]yn

,
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X̂35]xn
1]yn

, X̂45t~]xn
1]yn

!,

Fn5
l̈1,n

l1,n112l1,n
jn , Gn5Gn~hn21 ,t !,

Kn5
l̈1,n11

l1,n112l1,n
jn , Pn5Pn~hn ,t !,

l̈1,nÞ0, l̈2,nÞ0, l1,n11Þl1,n ,

l̈2,n

l̈1,n

5
l2,n2l2,n21

l1,n2l1,n21

5
l2,n112l2,n

l1,n112l1,n

.

The algebrasA4,1 and A4,2 are actually related by the discrete symmetry~1.4!. Algebra A4,1 is
transformed intoA4,2 by the substitutions

Fn~jn!→Pn~hn!, Gn~hn21!→Kn~jn!,

Kn21~jn21!→Gn~hn21!, Pn21~hn21!→Fn~jn!, ~3.1!

sn~ t ! ]xn
→sn11~ t ! ]yn

, sn~ t ! ]yn
→sn~ t ! ]xn

.

The functionsl1,n(t) andl2,n(t) in algebrasA4,1, A4,2 satisfy the equations

l̈2,n

l̈1,n

5
l2,n2l2,n21

l1,n2l1,n21

5
l2,n112l2,n

l1,n112l1,n

. ~3.2!

These equations can be solved and we obtain

l1,n5 f ~ t !l2,n1g~ t !, l2,n5
gn

ḟ ~ t !1/2
2

1

2 ḟ ~ t !1/2
E

t0

t g̈~s!

ḟ ~s!1/2
ds,

~3.3!
ḟ ~ t !Þ0, gn11Þgn ,

where f (t), g(t) are arbitrary smooth functions oft andgn is an arbitrary function ofn.
Notice that the quantitiesl1,n(t) and l2,n(t) @or f (t), g(t) and gn# figure explicitly in the

interaction functionsGn andPn of A4,1, or respectively inFn andKn of A4,2. The two algebras
are thus indeed four-dimensional and completely specified.

IV. NILPOTENT NON-ABELIAN SYMMETRY ALGEBRAS

Nilpotent Lie algebras exist for all dimensions dimL>3. For dimL53 only one type exists,
namely the Heisenberg algebra. It has a two-dimensional Abelian ideal. Maximality require
this ideal be the algebraA2,1 of Eq. ~2.16!. The Heisenberg algebra is obtained by adding
operatorT̂5] t . We then calculate the interaction allowing this symmetry algebra, and obta

N3,1: X̂15]xn
1]yn

, X̂25t~]xn
1]yn

!, T̂5] t ,

Fn5 f n~jn!, Gn5gn~hn21!,
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Kn5kn~jn!, Pn5pn~hn!.

We mention that this algebra is invariant under the substitution~3.1!.
Every nilpotent non-Abelian Lie algebra contains the Heisenberg algebra as a subalgeb

can hence proceed by adding further operators toN3,1. Moreover, they can only be added to th
Abelian ideal. The determining equations~2.4! and ~2.5! allow us to add at most two operator
Maximality requires that we add precisely two. We thus obtain two mutually isomorphic
dimensional nilpotent Lie algebras with four-dimensional Abelian ideals, namely,

N5,1: X̂15]xn
1]yn

, X̂25t~]xn
1]yn

!, T̂5] t ,

X̂35~sn1t2!~]xn
1]yn

!, X̂45S snt1
t3

3 D ~]xn
1]yn

!,

Fn5 f n~jn!, Gn5
2

sn2sn21
hn21 ,

Kn5kn~jn!, Pn5
2

sn112sn
hn , sn11Þsn ,

wheresn is an arbitrary function ofn.

The second algebraN5,2 is obtained fromN5,1 by the substitution~3.1!. We mention that the
interactions allowing the symmetry algebraN5,1 are special cases of those allowing the Abeli
algebraA4,1. Similarly for N5,2 andA4,2.

V. SOLVABLE NON-NILPOTENT SYMMETRY ALGEBRAS WITH NON-ABELIAN
NILRADICALS

A solvable Lie algebraL always has a uniquely defined maximal nilpotent ideal, the nilrad
NR(L).15 If a solvable symmetry algebra of the system~1.1! has a non-Abelian nilradical, it mus
be N3,1, N5,1 or N5,2 of Sec. IV, or a four-dimensional subalgebra ofN5,1 or N5,2.

The determining equations~2.4! and ~2.5! do not allow any extension of the four and five
dimensional nilpotent symmetry algebras to solvable ones.

The Heisenberg algebraN3,1, on the other hand, leads to three different four-dimensio
solvable symmetry algebras. The Lie algebras are given by four basis elements,X̂1 , X̂2 andT̂ of
N3,1 and an additional operatorŶ. Below we list these elementsŶ together with the invariant
interactions that allow the corresponding symmetry groups. In each case we present a mA

defining the action ofŶ on the nilradicalN3,1 ~i.e., @X̂,Ŷ#5Ai1X̂1Ai2T̂1Ai3X̂2).

SN4,1: Ŷ5t] t1~a1 1
2!~xn]xn

1yn]yn
!,

Fn5~jn!~2a23!/~2a11! f n , Gn5~hn21!~2a23!/~2a11!gn ,

Kn5~jn!~2a23!/~2a11!kn , Pn5~hn!~2a23!/~2a11!pn ,

A5diag~a1 1
2 , 1,a2 1

2!, aÞ2 1
2 , 3

2 ;

SN4,2: Ŷ5t] t1~2xn1t2!]xn
1~2yn1t2!]yn

,

Fn5 f n1 1
2 ln~jn!, Gn5 1

2 ln~hn21!,
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Kn5kn1 1
2 ln~jn!, Pn5 1

2 ln~hn!,

A5S 2 0 0

0 1 2

0 0 1
D ;

SN4,3: Ŷ5t] t1s1,n]xn
1s2,n]yn

,

Fn5 f n expS 2jn

s1,n2s2,n
D , Gn5gn expS 22hn21

s1,n2s2,n21
D ,

Kn5kn expS 2jn

s1,n2s2,n
D , Pn5pn expS 22hn

s1,n112s2,n
D ,

A5diag~0,1,21!, s1,nÞs2,n , s1,n11Þs2,n .

The quantitiesf n ,gn ,pn ,kn ,s1,n ands2,n depend onn alone.
The transformation~3.1! does not lead to any new algebras or interactions. In the case o

algebraSN4,3 we may haves2,n115s2,n . Then s2 can be transformed intos2,n5s50, and
similarly, for s2,n11Þs2,n , but s1,n115s1,n[s, we can transforms1 into s15s50.

VI. SOLVABLE NON-NILPOTENT SYMMETRY ALGEBRAS WITH ABELIAN NILRADICALS

A large number of symmetry algebras of the system~1.1! are of this type. To identify and
classify them, we use several known results on the structure of solvable Lie algebras.15

~1! The nilradicalNR(L) is unique and its dimension satisfies

dimNR~L !> 1
2 dimL. ~6.1!

~2! Any solvable Lie algebraL can be written as the algebraic sum of the nilradicalNR(L) and
a complementary linear spaceF, i.e., L5F1̇NR(L).

~3! The derived algebra is contained in its nilradical:@L,L##NR(L).

~4! For an Abelian nilradical$X̂1 ,...,X̂n%, the commutation relations can be written as

@X̂i ,Ŷk#5~Ak!ij X̂j , @Ak ,Al#50, @Ŷi ,Ŷk#5cik
l X̂l , @X̂i ,X̂k#50, ~6.2!

where the elementsŶk are the non-nilpotent elements~outside the nilradical!. The matricesAk

commute and are linearly nilindependent~i.e., no nontrivial linear combination of them is
nilpotent matrix!. If only one elementŶ outside the nilradical exists, the non-nilpotent matrixA
can be taken in Jordan canonical form.

In our case we can add that the Abelian nilradical must be one of the algebras found in Sec
principle, the nilradical could be a three-dimensional subalgebra ofA4,1, or A4,2, containingA2,1

as a subalgebra. However, it turns out that all choices of this type lead to symmetry algebr
are not maximal for the interactions that they allow.

The following solvable symmetry algebras occur.

A. dim NR „L…Ä2

The only two-dimensional nilradical that leads to solvable Lie algebras that are maxim
the obtained interaction isA2,1. The solvable Lie algebras are always three-dimensional. A b
for them consists ofX̂1 andX̂2 of Eq. ~2.16! and an additional elementŶ. In each case we give th
elementŶ and the matrixA representing the action ofŶ on the nilradical:
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SA3,1: X̂15]xn
1]yn

, X̂25t~]xn
1]yn

!, Ŷ5] t1xn]xn
1yn]yn

,

Fn5jnf n~vn!, Gn5hn21gn~zn21!,

Kn5jnkn~vn!, Pn5hnpn~zn!,

vn5jne2t, zn5hne2t, A5S 1 21

0 1 D ;

SA3,2: X̂15]xn
1]yn

, X̂25t~]xn
1]yn

!, Ŷ5t] t1~a1 1
2!~xn]xn

1yn]yn
!,

Fn5t22jnf n~vn!, Gn5t22hn21gn~zn21!,

Kn5t22jnkn~vn!, Pn5t22hnpn~zn!,

vn5jnt2(a1 1/2), zn5hnt2(a1 1/2), A5diag~a2 1
2 ,a1 1

2!;

SA3,3: X̂15]xn
1]yn

, X̂25t~]xn
1]yn

!, Ŷ5~ t211!] t1~a1t !~xn]xn
1yn]yn

!,

Fn5~ t211!22jnf n~vn!, Gn5~ t211!22hn21gn~zn21!,

Kn5~ t211!22jnkn~vn!, Pn5~ t211!22hnpn~zn!,

vn5jn~ t211!21/2exp@2a arctan~ t !#, zn5hn~ t211!21/2exp@2a arctan~ t !#,

A5S a 21

1 a D .

These three algebras are nonisomorphic~since the corresponding matricesA are not mutually
conjugate!. Each of these three cases is self-conjugate under the substitution~3.1!.

B. dim NR „L…Ä4

The nilradical could be three-dimensional, however the obtained solvable Lie algebra is
maximal. We only need to deal with four-dimensional Abelian ideals of the formA4,1 andA4,2. An
extension to a solvable Lie algebra is only possible for special cases of the functionsl1,n(t) and
l2,n(t) figuring in the vector fields and interactions. Next we list all inequivalent extension
A4,1. There are precisely nine of them. The corresponding extensions ofA4,2 are obtained by the
substitution~3.1!. The action ofŶ on $X̂1 ,...,X̂4% is represented by the matrixA:

SA5,1: X̂15]xn
1]yn

, X̂25t~]xn
1]yn

!,

X̂35snet~]xn
1]yn

!, X̂45sne2t~]xn
1]yn

!,

Ŷ5] t1a~xn]xn
1yn]yn

!,

Fn5jnf n~vn!, Gn5
sn

sn2sn21
hn21 ,

Kn5jnkn~vn!, Pn5
sn

sn112sn
hn ,
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vn5jne2at, sn11Þsn , A5S a21 0 0 0

0 a11 0 0

0 0 a 0

0 0 21 a

D ;

SA5,2: X̂15]xn
1]yn

, X̂25t~]xn
1]yn

!,

X̂35sn cos~ t !~]xn
1]yn

!, X̂45sn sin~ t !~]xn
1]yn

!,

Ŷ5] t1a~xn]xn
1yn]yn

!,

Fn5jnf n~vn!, Gn5
2sn

sn2sn21
hn21 ,

Kn5jnkn~vn!, Pn5
2sn

sn112sn
hn ,

vn5jne2at, sn11Þsn , A5S a 1 0 0

21 a 0 0

0 0 a 0

0 0 21 a

D ;

SA5,3: X̂15]xn
1]yn

, X̂25t~]xn
1]yn

!,

X̂35~sn1t2!~]xn
1]yn

!, X̂45S snt1
t3

3 D ~]xn
1]yn

!,

Ŷ5] t1a~xn]xn
1yn]yn

!,

Fn5jnf n~vn!, Gn5
2hn21

sn2sn21
,

Kn5jnkn~vn!, Pn5
2hn

sn112sn
,

vn5jne2at, sn11Þsn , A5S a 0 0 22

21 a 0 0

0 0 a 0

0 0 21 a

D ;

SA5,4: X̂15]xn
1]yn

, X̂25t~]xn
1]yn

!,

X̂35snta~]xn
1]yn

!, X̂45snt12a~]xn
1]yn

!,

Ŷ5t] t1~a1 1
2!~xn]xn

1yn]yn
!,
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Fn5t22jnf n~vn!, Gn5a~a21!t22
sn

sn2sn21
hn21 ,

Kn5t22jnkn~vn!, Pn5a~a21!t22
sn

sn112sn
hn ,

vn5jnt2(a1 1/2), sn11Þsn , aÞ0,1,

A5diag~a2a1 1
2 ,a1a2 1

2 ,a1 1
2 ,a2 1

2!;

SA5,5: X̂15]xn
1]yn

, X̂25t~]xn
1]yn

!,

X̂35snt1/2 ln~ t !~]xn
1]yn

!, X̂45snt1/2~]xn
1]yn

!,

Ŷ5t] t1~a1 1
2!~xn]xn

1yn]yn
!,

Fn5t22jnf n~vn!, Gn52 1
4 t22

sn

sn2sn21
hn21 ,

Kn5t22jnkn~vn!, Pn52 1
4 t22

sn

sn112sn
hn ,

vn5jnt2(a1 1/2), sn11Þsn , A5S a 21 0 0

0 a 0 0

0 0 a1 1
2 0

0 0 0 a2 1
2

D ;

SA5,6: X̂15]xn
1]yn

, X̂25t~]xn
1]yn

!,

X̂35snt1/2cos@ ln~ t !#~]xn
1]yn

!, X̂45snt1/2sin@ ln~ t !#~]xn
1]yn

!,

Ŷ5t] t1~a1 1
2!~xn]xn

1yn]yn
!,

Fn5t22jnf n~vn!, Gn52
5

4
t22

sn

sn2sn21
hn21 ,

Kn5t22jnkn~vn!, Pn52
5

4
t22

sn

sn112sn
hn ,

vn5jnt2(a1 1/2), sn11Þsn , A5S a 1 0 0

21 a 0 0

0 0 a1 1
2 0

0 0 0 a2 1
2

D ;

SA5,7: X̂15]xn
1]yn

, X̂25t~]xn
1]yn

!,
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X̂35@sn2 ln~ t !#~]xn
1]yn

!, X̂45t@sn1 ln~ t !#~]xn
1]yn

!,

Ŷ5t] t1~a1 1
2!~xn]xn

1yn]yn
!,

Fn5t22jnf n~vn!, Gn52t22
hn21

sn2sn21
,

Kn5t22jnkn~vn!, Pn52t22
hn

sn112sn
,

vn5jnt2(a1 1/2), sn11Þsn , A5S a1 1
2 0 1 0

0 a2 1
2 0 21

0 0 a1 1
2 0

0 0 0 a2 1
2

D ;

SA5,8: X̂15]xn
1]yn

, X̂25t~]xn
1]yn

!,

X̂35l1,n~ t !~]xn
1]yn

!, l1n5sn~ t211!1/2exp@a arctan~ t !#,

X̂45l2,n~ t !~]xn
1]yn

!, l2n5sn~ t211!1/2exp@2a arctan~ t !#,

Ŷ5~ t211!] t1~a1t !~xn]xn
1yn]yn

!,

Fn5~ t211!22jnf n~vn!, Gn5~a211!~ t211!22
sn

sn2sn21
hn21 ,

Kn5~ t211!22jnkn~vn!, Pn5~a211!~ t211!22
sn

sn112sn
hn ,

vn5jn~ t211!21/2exp@2a arctan~ t !#, sn11Þsn , aÞ0,

A5S a2a 0 0 0

0 a1a 0 0

0 0 a 1

0 0 21 a

D ;

SA5,9: X̂15]xn
1]yn

, X̂25t~]xn
1]yn

!,

X̂35sn~ t211!1/2~]xn
1]yn

!, X̂45sn~ t211!1/2arctan~ t !~]xn
1]yn

!,

Ŷ5~ t211!] t1~a1t !~xn]xn
1yn]yn

!,

Fn5~ t211!22jnf n~vn!, Gn5~ t211!22
sn

sn2sn21
hn21 ,
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Kn5~ t211!22jnkn~vn!, Pn5~ t211!22
sn

sn112sn
hn ,

vn5jn~ t211!21/2exp@2a arctan~ t !#, sn11Þsn , aÞ0,

A5S a 0 0 0

21 a 0 0

0 0 a 1

0 0 21 a

D .

In all cases the interaction termsGn andPn are specified, whereasFn andKn each involve an
arbitrary function of one variablevn . The time dependence of the variablevn and the functions
Fn andKn depends on the form of the generatorŶ.

After the substitution~3.1! we have altogether 18 five-dimensional Lie algebras. No furt
symmetry generators can be added, at least in the nonlinear case studied so far.

VII. NONSOLVABLE SYMMETRY ALGEBRAS

Any finite dimensional Lie algebraL that is not solvable is either semisimple, or has
nontrivial and unique Levi decomposition

L5SxR, ~7.1!

whereS is semisimple andR is the radical, i.e., the maximal solvable ideal. The only semisim
Lie algebra that can be realized in terms of the vector fields~2.2! is actually simple, namely
sl(2,R). Up to allowed transformations the realization is unique~and given below by the operator
Ŷ1 , Ŷ2 and Ŷ3!. The determining equations~2.4! and ~2.5! can be used to obtain the interactio
invariant under the corresponding group SL(2,R). Equations~1.1! will then be invariant under a
five-dimensional group that contains the subalgebraA2,1. We have

NS5,1: Ŷ15] t , Ŷ25t] t1
1
2 ~xn]xn

1yn]yn
!, Ŷ35t2] t1t~xn]xn

1yn]yn
!,

X̂15]xn
1]yn

, X̂25t~]xn
1]yn

!,

Fn5jn
23 f n , Gn5hn21

23 gn ,

Kn5jn
23 kn , Pn5hn

23 pn .

The Lie algebraNS5,1 is isomorphic to the special affine algebra saff(2,R). This is the only
maximal nonsolvable symmetry algebra that occurs.

This completes our analysis of possible symmetries of the system~1.1! with nonlinear inter-
actions.

VIII. SYMMETRIES OF LINEAR INTERACTIONS

In Secs. III–VII we have excluded the case of linear interactions. Let us turn to this case
We specify Eqs.~1.1! to be

ẍn5An~ t ! jn1Bn~ t ! hn211Un~ t !,
~8.1!

ÿn5Cn~ t ! jn1Dn~ t ! hn1Vn~ t !.
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The system is still strongly coupled, i.e., the functionsAn ,Bn ,Cn ,Dn are all nonzero. The deter
mining equations reduce to

l̈n2~mn2ln!An2~ln2mn21!Bn1~a2 3
2 ṫ !Un2tU̇n50, ~8.2!

m̈n2~mn2ln!Cn2~ln112mn!Dn1~a2 3
2ṫ !Vn2tV̇n50, ~8.3!

2ṫAn1tȦn50, ~8.4!

2ṫBn1tḂn50, ~8.5!

2ṫCn1tĊn50, ~8.6!

2ṫDn1tḊn50, ~8.7!

t5t01t11t2 t2, ~8.8!

since the coefficients ofjn , hn , hn21 and 1 vanish separately.
For An(t),...,Dn(t) generic, we obtaint50 and then only Eqs.~8.2! and ~8.3! ~with t50!

survive. These equations can be solved in the generic case and we obtain two types of sym
both just a consequence of linearity.

~1! We takea50 and denote (lh,n ,mh,n) the general solution of the homogeneous equations,
Eq. ~8.1! with Un5Vn50. The vector field is

X̂h5lh,n~t! ]xn
1mh,n~t! ]yn

. ~8.9!

~2! For aÞ0 we choosea521 and denote some chosen particular solution of the inhomo
neous system~8.1! (lp,n ,mp,n). The vector field is

X̂p5@xn2lp,n~t!#]xn
1@yn2mp,n~t!#]yn

. ~8.10!

In particular, if we haveUn5Vn50, then we takelp,n5mp,n50 in Eq. ~8.10!.

The symmetry~8.9! only means that we can add any solution of the homogeneous equa
to a solution of Eq.~8.1!. The symmetry~8.10! corresponds to the fact that a solution of t
homogeneous system can be multiplied by a constant.

Let us now assume that a further symmetry generator exists. It is of the form~2.2! with t(t)
as in Eq.~8.8!. Allowed transformations can be used to transformt into one of four cases. Let u
consider them separately.

A. tÄ0

No symmetries beyond the generic ones are obtained.

B. tÄ1

Using allowed transformations we simplify the additional vector field into

T̂5] t1a~xn ]xn
1yn ]yn

!. ~8.11!

The determining equations restrict the time dependence of the coefficients in Eq.~8.1! and the
system reduces to
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ẍn5 f n jn1gn hn211uneat,
~8.12!

ÿn5kn jn1pn hn1vneat.

C. tÄt

The additional vector field and invariant equations are reduced to

D̂5t ] t1~a1 1
2!~xn ]xn

1yn ]yn
!, ~8.13!

ẍn5
f n

t2 jn1
gn

t2 hn211unta2 3/2,

~8.14!

ÿn5
kn

t2 jn1
pn

t2 hn1vnta2 3/2.

D. tÄt 2¿1

The additional vector field and invariant equations are

Ĉ5~ t211!] t1~a1t !~xn]xn
1yn]yn

!, ~8.15!

ẍn5
f n

~ t211!2 jn1
gn

~ t211!2 hn211
un

~ t211!3/2exp@a arctan~ t !#,

~8.16!

ÿn5
kn

~ t211!2 jn1
pn

~ t211!2 hn1
vn

~ t211!3/2exp@a arctan~ t !#.

In all casesf n , gn , kn , pn , un andvn are independent oft. No further symmetries exist fo
any of the interactions~8.12!, ~8.14! or ~8.16!.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

Let us sum up the results obtained earlier.
For nonlinear interactions the symmetry algebra is at most five-dimensional. The follo

cases occur.

~1! The nonsolvable algebraNS5,1 of Sec. VII. The dependence of the right hand side of Eq.~1.1!
on jn and hn is completely specified by an inverse cube relation. The dependence o
discrete variablen remains arbitrary. The interactions are time independent.

~2! The solvable Lie algebras with Abelian nilradicalsSA5,1,...,SA5,9 @and SA5,10,...,SA5,18 by
the substitution~3.1!# of Sec. VI B. The interactions are all ‘‘semilinear.’’ By this we mean th
the dependence on one variablehn is specified to be linear, whereas the dependence ojn

remains arbitrary~and vice versa forSA5,10,...,SA5,18!. The time dependence of the nonline
terms in the interaction depends crucially on the form of the non-nilpotent elementŶ. Any
attempt to enlarge the symmetry algebra by further elements leads to linear interaction

~3! The nilpotent five-dimensional Lie algebrasN5,1 and the related algebraN5,2 of Sec. IV. For
N5,1 the interaction is again semilinear withGn andPn linear in hn21 andhn , respectively,
and Fn and Kn arbitrary functions ofjn ~and vice versa forN5,2!. The interaction is time
independent.

~4! Four-dimensional maximal symmetry algebras are either Abelian, or solvable with the He
berg algebra as a nilradical. ForA4,1 and A4,2 the interaction is semilinear with an arbitrar
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time dependence in the nonlinear terms. ForSN4,1, SN4,2 andSN4,3 the dependence onjn and
hn is completely specified as being monomial, logarithmic or exponential, respectively. T
is no time dependence.

~5! A three-dimensional maximal symmetry algebra is either nilpotent, or solvable with an
lian nilradical. ForN3,1, the Heisenberg algebra, the interaction is time independent, othe
arbitrary. The model, studied by Campaet al.,1 namely,

Fn~jn!5
1

M1
~k1jn1«b1jn

2!, Kn~jn!52
M1

M2
Fn~jn!,

Gn~hn21!52
1

M1
~k2hn211«b2hn21

2 !, Pn~hn!52
M1

M2
Gn11~hn11!,

is of this type. ForSA3,1, SA3,2 andSA3,3 the interactions involve four arbitrary functions o
one variable. The interaction is entirely specified by the elementŶ.

~6! As mentioned earlier, the general interaction in Eq.~1.1! is invariant under the group of globa
translations and Galilei transformations, corresponding to the algebraA2,1 of Eq. ~2.16!.

The symmetries found in this article can be used to perform symmetry reduction on one
and to obtain new solutions from known ones on the other.

Let us look at the example of algebraNS5,1. The system~1.1! in this case reduces to

ẍn5
f n

jn
3 1

gn

hn21
3 , ÿn5

kn

jn
3 1

pn

hn
3 . ~9.1!

The algebra sl(2,R) has three inequivalent one-dimensional subalgebras, namelyŶ1 , Ŷ2 and Ŷ3

1Ŷ1 . Each of them can be used to reduce the system~9.1! to a system of two difference
equations. Let us look at the three individual cases separately.

A. Subalgebra Ŷ1

This algebra leads to stationary solutions. We have

xn5xn,0 , yn5yn,0 ~9.2!

and hence

jn,05S 2
f n

gn
D 1/3

hn21,05S 2
kn

pn
D 1/3

hn,0 . ~9.3!

B. Subalgebra Ŷ2

The reduction formulas in this case are

xn5xn,0At, yn5yn,0At ~9.4!

and the recursion relations are

2
xn,0

4
5

f n

jn,0
3 1

gn

hn21,0
3 , 2

yn,0

4
5

kn

jn,0
3 1

pn

hn,0
3 . ~9.5!

C. Subalgebra Ŷ3¿Ŷ1

We put

xn5xn,0At211, yn5yn,0At211 ~9.6!
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and obtain the recursion relations

xn,05
f n

jn,0
3 1

gn

hn21,0
3 , yn,05

kn

jn,0
3 1

pn

hn,0
3 . ~9.7!

In all three cases we can expressjn in terms ofhn and obtain a two term recursion relation fo
hn . These can be solved, but we will not go into the details here.
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There are studied in detail the structure properties of integral submanifold imbed-
ding mapping for a class of algebraically Liouville integrable Hamiltonian systems
on cotangent phase spaces and related with it so called Picard–Fuchs type equa-
tions. It is shown that these equations can be in general regularly constructed
making use of a givena priori system of involutive invariants and proved that their
solutions in the Hamolton–Jacobi separable variable case give rise exactly to the
integral submanifold imbedding mapping being as known a main ingredient for
Liouville–Arnold integrability by quadratures of the Hamiltonian system under
regard. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1409961#

I. INTRODUCTION

We consider a completely integrable via Liouville–Arnold1,2 Hamiltonian system on a cotan
gent canonically symplectic manifold (T* (Rn),v (2)), nPZ1 , possessing exactlynPZ1 function-
ally independent and Poisson commuting algebraic polynomial invariantsH j :T* (Rn)→R, j
51,n. Due to the Liouville–Arnold theorem1,2 this Hamiltonian system can be completely int
grated by quadratures in quasiperiodic functions on its integral submanifold when taken co
It is equivalent to the statement that this compact integral submanifold is diffeomorphic to a
Tn, which makes it possible to formulate the problem of integrating the system by mea
searching the corresponding integral submanifold imbedding mappingph :Mh

n→T* (Rn), where
by definition

Mh
n
ª$~q,p!PT* ~Rn!: H j~q,p!5hjPR, j 51,n%. ~1.1!

SinceMh
n.Tn, and the integral submanifold~1.1! is invariant subject to all Hamiltonian flow

K j :T* (Rn)→T(T* (Rn)), j 51,n, where

i K j
v (2)52dHj , ~1.2!

there exist1,2 corresponding ‘‘action-angle’’-coordinates (w,g)P(Tg
n ,Rn) on the torusTg

n.Mh
n ,

specifying its imbeddingpg :Tg
n→T* (Rn) by means of a set of smooth functionsgPD(Rn),

where

a!Electronic mail: prikarpa@wms.mat.agh.edu.pl
b!Electronic mail: ufuk.taneri@emu.deu.tr
53580022-2488/2001/42(11)/5358/13/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Tg
n
ª$~q,p!PT* ~Rn!: g j~h!5g jPR, j 51,n%. ~1.3!

The induced by~1.3! mappingg:Rn{h→Rn is of great interest for many applications an
was studied still earlier by Picard and Fuchs subject to the corresponding differential equat
satisfies:

]g j~h!/]hi5Fi j ~g;h!, ~1.4!

wherehPRn and Fi j :Rn3Rn→R, i , j 51,n, are some smooth almost everywhere functions.
the case when the right-hand side of~1.4! is a set of algebraic functions onCn3Cn{(g;h), all
Hamiltonian flowsK j :T* (Rn)→T(T* (Rn)), j 51,n, are said to be algebraically complete
integrable3–6 in quadratures. In general equations like~1.4! were studied in Refs. 7, 3, and 8,
recent interesting example can be found in Refs. 9 and 10. It is necessary to mention here
problem of describing integral submanifold imbedding mappings within the canonical transfo
tion approach subject to algebraically integrable Hamiltonian systems onT* (Rn) had arisen some
time before in artful articles,3,11,4,12,5where in particular these mappings were called ‘‘quasi-po
transformations.’’ The main impact into understanding the role of Picard–Fuchs equatio
equations on moduli space of the corresponding algebraic curves was done by Francoi9,3,13

There was devised an effective differential-geometric approach to treating the correspond
tegral submanifold imbedding mappings by means of specially constructed vector fields o
moduli space of algebraic curves naturally related with a given algebraically integrable H
tonian system. His construction was further developed and substantially improve
Tsiganov14–16 in the framework of his general approach to separation of variables.

II. CANONICAL TRANSFORMATIONS PROPERTIES

It is clear enough that Picard–Fuchs equations~1.4! are related to the associated canoni
transformation of the symplectic two-formv (2)PL2(T* (Rn)) in a neighborhoodU(Mh

n) of the
integral submanifold Mh

n,T* (Rn). To make it more precise, denotev (2)(q,p)
5dpr* a (1)(q;p), where for (q,p)PT* (Rn)

a (1)~q;p!ª(
j 51

n

pj dqj5^p,dq&PL1~Rn! ~2.1!

is the canonical Liouville one-form onRn, ^•,•& is the usual scalar product inRn, pr:T* (Rn)
→Rn is the bundle projection. One can now define a mapping

dSq :Rn→Tq* ~Rn!, ~2.2!

such that dSq(h)PTq* (Rn) is an exact one-form for allqPMh
n andhPRn, yielding

~dSq!* ~dpr* a (1)!5~dSq!* v (2)
ªd2Sq[0. ~2.3!

Thereby the mapping~2.2! defines a so-called generating function1,2 Sq :Rn→R, satisfying onMh
n

the relationship

pr* a (1)~q;p!1^t,dh&5dSq~h!, ~2.4!

wheretPRn is the set of evolution parameters. From~2.4! one gets right away that the equalit

Sq~h!5E
q(0)

q

^p,dq&U
M

h
n

~2.5!
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holds for anyq,q(0)PMh
n . On the other hand, one can define a one more generating fun

Sm :Rn→R, such that

dSm :Rn→Tm* ~Mh
n!,

wheremPMh
n. ^ j 51

n Sj
1 are global separable coordinates existing onMh

n owing to the Liouville–
Arnold theorem. Thus one can write down the following canonical relationship:

^w,dm&1^t,dh&5dSm~h!, ~2.6!

wherewjªwj (m j ;h)PTm j
* (Sj

1) for every j 51,n. Whence one follows readily that

Sm~h!5(
j 51

n E
m j

(0)

m j
w~l;h!dl, ~2.7!

satisfying onMh
n ,T* (Rn) the following relationship:

dSm1dLm5dSquq5q(m;h) ~2.8!

for some mappingLm :Rn→R. As a result of~??! and~2.8! one gets that the following importan
expressions

t i5]Sm~h!/]hi , ^p,]q/]m i&5wi1]Lm /]m i ~2.9!

hold for all i 51,n. A construction similar to the above-mentioned one can be done subject t
imbedded torusTg

n,T* (Rn):

dS̃q~g!ª(
j 51

n

pj dqj1(
i 51

n

w i dg i , ~2.10!

where owing to~2.2! S̃q(g)ªSq(j•g), j•g(h)5h, for all (q;g)PU(Mh
n). For angle coordinates

wPTg
n one obtains from~2.10! that

w i5]S̃q~g!/]g i ~2.11!

for all i 51,n. As w iPR/2pZ, i 51,n, from ~2.12! one derives that

1

2p R
s j

(h)
dw i5d i j 5

1

2p

]

]g i
R

s j
(h)

dS̃q~g!5
1

2p

]

]g i
R

s j
(h)

^p,dq& ~2.12!

for all canonical cycless j
(h),Mh

n , j 51,n, constituting a basis of the one-dimensional homolo
groupH1(Mh

n ;Z). Thereby, owing to~2.12!, it follows that for all i 51,n ‘‘action’’ variables can
be found as

g i5
1

2p R
s i

(h)
^p,dq&. ~2.13!

Recall now thatMh
n .Tg

n are diffeomorphic also tô j 51
n Sj

1 , whereSj
1 , j 51,n, are some one-

dimensional real circles. The evolution along any of vector fieldsK j :T* (Rn)→T(T* (Rn)), j
51,n, on Mh

n,T* (Rn) is known17,18 to be a linear winding around the torusTg
n , that can be

interpreted also in the following way: The above-introduced independent of each other g
coordinates on circlesSj

1 , j 51,n, are such that the resulting evolution undergoes a quasiper
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motion. These coordinates—still being called Hamilton–Jacobi—prove to be very importa
accomplishing the complete integrability by quadratures via solving the corresponding Pic
Fuchs type equations.

Let us denote these separable coordinates on the integral submanifoldMh
n . ^ j 51

n Sj
1 by m j

P Sj
1 , j 51,n, and define the corresponding imbedding mappingph :Mh

n→T* (Rn) as

q5q~m;h!, p5p~m;h!. ~2.14!

Such a general kind of imbedding mappings was also considered before in Refs. 12, 17–20
exist two important cases subject to the imbedding~2.14!.

The first caseis related to the integral submanifoldMh
n,T* (Rn), which can be parametrize

as a manifold by means of the base coordinatesqPRn of the cotangent bundleT* (Rn). This can
be explained as follows: The canonical Liouville one-forma (1)PL1(Rn), in accordance with the
diagram

T* ~Mh
n! . T* ~ ^ j 51

n Sj
1! ←

p̄h*

T* ~Rn!

pr↓ pr↓ pr↓ ~2.15!

Mh
n . ^ j 51

n Sj
1 →

p̄h

Rn

is mapped by the imbedding mappingp̄h5pr•ph :Mh
n→Rn not depending on a set of paramete

hPRn, into the one-form

ah
(1)5p̄h* a (1)5(

j 51

n

wj~m j ;h!dm j , ~2.16!

where (m,w)PT* ( ^ j 51
n Sj

1). ^ j 51
n T* (Sj

1). The imbedding mappingp̄h : Mh
n→Rn due to the

equality ~2.16! makes the functionLm :Rn→R to be zero giving rise to the generating functio
Sm :Rn→R, enjoying the condition

dSm5dSquq5q(m) , ~2.17!

where as before

Sm~h!5(
j 51

n

pj dqj1(
j 51

n

t j dhj ~2.18!

and detuu]q(m)/]muuÞ0 almost everywhere onMh
n for all hPRn. Similarly to ~2.9!, one gets from

~2.18! that

t j5]Sm~h!/]hj ~2.19!

for j 51,n. Concerning the second part of the imbedding mapping~2.14! we arrive at the follow-
ing simple result due to the equality~2.16!:

pi5(
j 51

n

wj~m j ;h!]m j /]qi , ~2.20!

wherei 51,n and detuu]m/]quuÞ0 almost everywhere onp(Mh
n) due to the local invertibility of the

imbedding mappingp:Mh
n→Rn. Thus, we can claim that the problem of complete integrability

the first case is solved if the only imbedding mappingp:Mh
n→Rn,T* (Rn) is constructed. This
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case was in detail considered in Ref. 21 where the corresponding Picard–Fuchs type eq
were built based on a one extension of Galissot–Reeb~see the Theorem of Galissot–Reeb in R
6! and modern Francoise results.9,3,13 Namely, similar to~1.4!, these equations are defined
follows:

]wj~m j ;h!/]hk5Pk j~m j ,wj ;h!, ~2.21!

wherePk j :T* ( ^ j 51
n Sj

1)3Cn→C, k, j 51,n, are some algebraic functions of their arguments.
Concerningthe second casewhen the integral submanifoldMh

n,T* (Rn) cannot beimbedded
almost everywhere into the base spaceRn,T* (Rn), a relationship like~2.18! does not take place
and we are forced to consider the usual canonical transformation fromT* (Rn) to T* (Rn) based on
a mapping dLq : ^ j 51

n Sj
1→T* (Rn), whereLq : ^ j 51

n Sj
1→R enjoys for allmP ^ j 51

n Sj
1.Mh

n{q the
following relationship:

pr* a (1)~q;p!5(
j 51

n

wj dm j1dLq~m!. ~2.22!

In this case we can derive for anymP ^ j 51
n Sj

1 the introduced before hereditary generating funct
Lm :Rn→T* ( ^ j 51

n Sj
1) as

dLm5dLquq5q(m;h) , ~2.23!

satisfying evidently the following canonical transformation condition:

dSq~h!5(
j 51

n

wj~m j ;h!dm j1(
j 51

n

t j dhj1dLm~h! ~2.24!

for almost allmP ^ j 51
n Sj

1 andhPRn. Based on~2.24! one can derive the following relationship

]Lm~h!/]hj5^p,]q/]hj&uM
h
n ~2.25!

for all j 51,2, mP ^ j 51
n Sj

1 andhPRn. Whence the following important analytical result

ts5(
j 51

n E
m j

(0)

m j
~]wj~l;h!/]hs!dl,

~2.26!

(
j 51

n

pj~m;h!~]qj /]ms!5ws1]Lm~h!/]ms

holds for all s51,2 andm,m (0)P ^ j 51
n Sj

1 with parametershPRn being fixed. Thereby we have
found a natural generalization of the relationships~2.20! subject to the extended integral subma
fold imbedding mappingph :Mh

n→T* (Rn) in the form ~2.14!.
Assume now that functionswj :C3Cn→C, j 51,n, satisfy in general Picard–Fuchs equatio

like ~2.21!, having due to Refs. 7, 3, 22 the following algebraic solutions:

wj
nj1 (

k50

nj 21

cj ,k~l;h!wj
k50, ~2.27!

wherecj ,k :C3Cn→C, k50,nj21, j 51,n, are some polynomials inlPC. Each algebraic curve
of ~2.27! is known to be in general topologically equivalent due to the Riemann theorem7,22 to
some Riemannian surfaceGh

( j ) of genusgjPZ1 , j 51,n. Thereby, one can realize the loc
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diffeomorphismr:Mh
n→ ^ j 51

n Gh
( j ) , mapping homology group basis cycless j

(h),Mh
n , j 51,n,

into homology subgroupH1( ^ j 51
n Gh

( j ) ;Z) basis cycless j (Gh),Gh
( j ) , j 51,n, satisfying the fol-

lowing relationships:23

r~s j
(h)!5 (

k51

n

njksk~Gh!, ~2.28!

wherenjkPZ, k51,j and j 51,n, are some fixed integers. Based on~2.28! and ~2.23! one can
write down, for instance, expressions~2.13! as follows:

g i5
1

2p (
j 51

n

ni j R
s j (Gh)

wj~l;h!dl, ~2.29!

wherei 51,n. Subject to the evolution onMh
n,T* (Rn) one can easily obtain from~2.25! that

dt i5(
j 51

n

~]wj~m j ;h!/]hi !dm j ~2.30!

at dhi50 for all i 51,n, giving rise evidently to a globalt parametrization of the set of circle
^ j 51

n Sj
1, ^ j 51

n Gh
( j ) , that is one can define some inverse algebraic functions to Abelian

integrals~2.23! as

m5m~t;h!, ~2.31!

where as before,t5(t1 ,t2 , . . . ,tn)PRn is a vector of evolution parameters. Recalling now e
pression~2.14! for integral submanifold mappingph :Mh

n→T* (Rn), one can at last write down
final expressed by ‘‘quadratures’’ mappings for evolutions onMh

n,T* (Rn) as follows:

q5q~m~t;h!!5q̃~t;h!, p5p~m~t;h!!5 p̃~t;h!, ~2.32!

where obviously a vector (q̃,p̃)PT* (Rn) is quasiperiodic in each variablet iPt, i 51,n. Thus the
following theorem holds.

Theorem 2.1: Every completely integrable Hamiltonian system admitting an algebraic s
manifold Mh

n,T* (Rn) possesses a separable canonical transformation (2.24) which is desc
by differential algebraic Picard–Fuchs type equations whose solution is a set of algebraic cu
(2.27).

Therefore, the main ingredient of this scheme of integrability by quadratures is findin
Picard–Fuchs type equations~2.21! corresponding to the integral submanifold imbedding mapp
~2.14! depending in general onRn{h-parameters for the case when the integral submani
Mh

n,T* (Rn) cannot be imbedded into the base spaceRn,T* (Rn) of the phase spaceT* (Rn).
Similar to the differential-geometric approach developed in Refs. 9, 21, and 13, one ca

one-formshj
(1)PL1(T* (Rn)), j 51,n, enjoying the following identity onT* (Rn):

v (2)~q,p!ª(
j 51

n

dpj`dqj5(
j 51

n

dH j`hj
(1) . ~2.33!

The one-formshj
(1)PL1(T* (Rn)), j 51,n, possess the following important properties wh

pulled back to the integral submanifold~1.1!:

ph* hj
(1)
ªh̄ j

(1)5dt j , ~2.34!

where h̄ j
(1)PL1(Mh

n), and ph* d/dt j5K j•ph for all j 51,n. Expression~2.34! combined with
~2.30! gives rise easily to the following set of relationships:
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h̄ j
(1)5(

j 51

n

~]wj~m j ;h!/]hi !dm j ~2.35!

at dhj50 for all j 51,n on Mh
n

^ j 51
n Sj

1, ^ j 51
n Gh

( j ) for all j 51,n. Since we are interested in th
integral submanifold imbedding mapping~2.11! being locally diffeomorphic in a neighborhoo
U(Mh

n),T* (Rn), the Jacobian deti]q(m;h)/]miÞ0 almost everywhere inU(Mh
n). On the other

hand, as was shown in Refs. 9, 21, and 13, the set of one-formsh̄ j
(1)PL1(Mh

n), j 51,n, can be, in
general, represented inU(Mh

n) as

h̄ j
(1)5 (

k51

n

h̄jk
(1)~q,p!dqkuM

h
n, ~2.36!

where h̄ jk
(1) :T* (Rn)→R, k, j 51,n, are some algebraic expressions of their arguments. The

one easily finds from~2.36! and ~2.35! that

]wi~m i ;h!/]hj5 (
k51

n

h̄jk
(1)~q~m;h!,p~m;h!!~]qk~m;h!/]m i ! ~2.37!

for all i , j 51,n. Subject top-variables in~2.37! we must owing to~2.26! use the expressions

(
j 51

n

pj~m;h!~]qj /]ms!5ws1]Lm~h!/]ms ,

~2.38!
]Lm~h!/]hj5^p,]q/]hj&uM

h
n,

being true fors51,n and all mP ^ j 51
n Sj , hPRn in the neighborhoodU(Mh

n),T* (Rn) chosen
before. Thereby, we arrived at the following form of~2.37!:

]wi~m i ;h!/]hj5 P̄j i ~m,w;h!, ~2.39!

where for alli , j 51,n,

P̄j i ~m,w;h!ª(
k51

n

h̄jk
(1)~q~m;h!,p~m;h!!]qk /]m i) ~2.40!

depend correspondingly only onÞh
,( i ){(m i ,wi)-variables for eachi P$1,n% and all j 51,n. This

condition can be evidently written down as follows:

] P̄j i ~m,w;h!/]mk50 ~2.41!

for j ,iÞkP$1,n% at almost allmP ^ j 51
n Sj

1 andhPRn. The set of conditions~2.37! gives rise in
general to a system of algebraic-differential equations subject to the imbedding ma
prph :Mh

n→Rn defined analytically by~2.14! and the generating function~2.23!. As a result of
solving these equations we obtain, evidently owing to~2.39! and ~2.41!, the following system of
Picard–Fuchs type equations:

]wi~m i ;h!/]hj5Pji ~m i ,wi ;h! ~2.42!

where, in general, the mappings

Pji :Gh
( i )3Rn→C ~2.43!
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are some algebraic expressions. Since the set of algebraic curves~2.27! must enjoy the Picard–
Fuchs type system~2.42!, we can retrieve this set just solving them. The latter gives rise du
~2.25! and~2.14! to the integrability of all flows onMh

n,T* (Rn) by quadratures as was mentione
in Sec. 1.

Theorem 2.2:Let there be given a completely integrable Hamiltonian system on the coad
manifold T* (Rn) whose integral submanifold Mh

n,T* (Rn) is described by Picard–Fuchs type
algebraic equations (2.42). The corresponding imbedding mappingph :Mh

n→T* (Rn) (2.14) is a
solution of a compatibility condition subject to the differential-algebraic relationships (2.41
the canonical transformations generating function (2.23).

In the following we shall show that the scheme described previously really leads t
algorithmic procedure of constructing the Picard–Fuchs type equations~2.42! and the correspond
ing integral submanifold imbedding mappingsph :Mh

n→T* (Rn) in the form~2.14! applying it to
the so called Henon–Heiles and truncated Focker–Plank Hamiltonian systems on the cano
symplectic cotangent spaceT* (R2).

III. EXAMPLES

A. The Henon–Heiles system

This flow is governed by the Hamiltonian

H15 1
2p1

21 1
2p2

21q1q2
21 1

3q1
3 ~3.1!

on the canonically symplectic phase spaceM45T* (R2) with the symplectic structure

v (2)5(
j 51

2

dpj∧dqj . ~3.2!

As is well known, there exists the following additional invariant that commutes with~3.1!:

H25p1p211/3q2
31q1

2q2 , ~3.3!

that is$H1 ,H2%50 on the entire spaceM4. PutH j5hjPR, j 51,2, thereby defining the integra
submanifold

Mh
2
ª$~q,p!PM4:h~H j !5hjPR, j 51,2%,

if compact and connected, being diffeomorphic to the standard torusT2.S13S1 owing to the
Liouville–Arnold theorem. One can therefore find cyclic~separable! coordinatesm jPS1, j
51,2, on the torusT2 such that the symplectic structure~6.2! will take the form:

v (2)5(
j 51

2

dwj`dm j , ~3.4!

where the conjugate variableswjPT* (S1), j 51,2, on Mh
2 depend only on the correspondin

variablesm jPSj
1 , j 51,2. In this case it is evident that the evolution alongMh

2 will be separable
and representable by means of quasiperiodic functions of the evolution parameters. To sho
recall that the fundamental determining equations~2.41! are based on the one-formsh̄ j

(1)

PL(Mh
2), j 51,2, satisfying the identity

(
j 51

2

dH j` j h̄ j
(1)5(

j 51

2

dpj`dqj . ~3.5!

Here
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h̄ j
(1)5 (

k51

2

h̄ jk~q,p!dqk , ~3.6!

where j 51,2. Substituting~3.7! into ~3.6!, one obtains

h̄1
(1)5

p1dq1

p1
22p2

2 1
p2dq2

p1
22p2

2 , h̄2
(1)5

p2dq1

p21
2 2p1

2 1
p1dq2

p1
22p2

2 . ~3.7!

On the other hand, the following implication holds onMh
2,M4:

ah
(1)5(

j 51

2

wj~m j ;h!dm j⇒(
j 51

2

pj dqj ªa (1), ~3.8!

where we have assumed that the integral submanifoldMh
2 admits the local coordinates in the ba

manifoldR2 endowed with the canonical one-formah
(1)PL(Mh

2) as given in~3.9!. Thus, making
use of the imbedding mappingph :Mh

2→T* (R2) in the form

qj5qj~m!, pj5pj~m!, ~3.9!

j 51,2, one readily finds that the equalities

pj5 (
k51

2

wk~mk ;h!]mk /]qj ~3.10!

hold for j 51,2 on the entire integral submanifoldMh
2 .

Substituting~3.11! into ~3.8! and using the characteristic relationships~2.41!, one obtains after
simple but cumbersome calculations the following differential-algebraic expressions:

]q1 /]m12]q2 /]m150, ]q1 /]m21]q2 /]m250, ~3.11!

whose simplest solutions are

q15~m11m2!/2, q25~m12m2!/2. ~3.12!

Using ~3.11! one finds that

p15w11w2 , p25w12w2 , ~3.13!

where

w15Ah11h224/3m1
3, w25Ah12h224/3m2

3. ~3.14!

Consequently, one obtains the separable11,17,14Hamiltonian functions~3.1! and~3.3! in some open
vicinity of the cotangent spaceT* (Mh

2):

h15 1
2 w1

21 1
2 w2

21 2
3 ~m1

31m2
3!, h25 1

2 w1
22 1

2 w2
21 2

3 ~m1
32m2

3!, ~3.15!

which generate the following separable motions onMh
2,T* (R2):

dm1 /dtª]h1 /]w15Ah11h224/3m1
3,

~3.16!
dm2 /dtª]h1 /]w25Ah12h224/3m2

3

for the Hamiltonian~3.1!, and
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dm1 /dxª]h2 /]w15Ah11h224/3m1
3,

~3.17!
dm2 /dtª]h1 /]w252Ah12h224/3m2

3

for the Hamiltonian~3.3!, wherex,tPR are the corresponding evolution parameters.
Analogously, one can show that there exists12,17,18,20an integral submanifold imbedding map

ping in the form~2.14! for the following integrable modified Henon–Heiles involutive system

H15 1
2 p1

21 1
2 p2

21q1q2
21 16

3 q1
3 ,

~3.18!
H259p2

4136q1p2
2q2

2212p1p2q2
322q2

4~q2
216q1

2!,

where$H1 ,H1%50 on the entire phase spaceM45T* (R2). Based on considerations similar to th
above-mentioned ones, one can deduce the following17,18,20expressions:

q152
1

4
~m11m2!2

3

8 S w11w2

m12m2
D 2

,

q2
2522Ah2/~m12m2!, w15A2/3m1

324/3Ah228h1,
~3.19!

p15
1

2A26~m11m214q1)
F 22Ah2

m12m2
2m1m214~m11m2!q1132q1

2G ,
p25Ah2~m11m214q1!/~3~m12m2!!, w25A2/3m2

314/3Ah228h1,

thereby solving explicitly the problem of finding the corresponding integral submanifold im
ding ph :Mh

2→T* (R2) that generates separable flows in the variables (m,w)PT* (Mh
2).

B. A four-dimensional truncated Focker–Plank Hamiltonian system

Let us consider the flow

dq1 /dt5p11a~q11p2!~q21p1!, dq2 /dt5p2 ,
dp1 /dt52~q11p2!2a@q2p111/2~p1

21p2
21q2

2!#,
dp2 /dt52~q21p1!,

J 5K1~q,p!, ~3.20!

whereK1 :T* (R2)→T(T* (R2)) is the corresponding vector field onT* (R2){(q,p), tPR is an
evolution parameter, called a truncated four-dimensional Focker–Plank flow. It is easy to
that functionsH j :T* (R2)→R, j 51,2, where

H151/2~p1
21p2

21q1
2!1q1p21a~q11p2!@q2p111/2~p1

21p2
21q2

2!# ~3.21!

and

H251/2~p1
21p2

21q2
2!1q2p1 ~3.22!

are functionally independent invariants with respect to the flow~3.21!. Moreover, the invariant
~3.21! is the Hamiltonian function for~3.21!, that is the relationship

i k1
v (2)52dH1 ~3.23!

holds onT* (R2), where the symplectic structurev (2)PL2(T* (R2)) is given as follows:
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v (2)
ªdpr* a (1)5(

j 51

2

dpj`dqj , ~3.24!

with a (1)PL1(R2) being the canonical Liouville form onR2:

a (1)~q;p!5(
j 51

2

pj dqj ~3.25!

for any (q,p)PT* (R2).Lq
1(R2).

The invariants~3.22! and~3.23! evidently commute with each other subject to the associa
Poisson bracket onT* (R2):

$H1 ,H2%50. ~3.26!

Thereby, owing to the Abelian Liouville–Arnold theorem1,2 the dynamical system~3.21! is com-
pletely integrable by quadratures onT* (R2), and we can apply the scheme devised in Sec. I
the commuting invariants~3.22! and ~3.23! subject to the symplectic structure~3.25!. One easily
calculates that

v (2)5(
i 51

2

dHiLhi
(1) , ~3.27!

where the corresponding one-formsph* hi
(1)
ªh̄i

(1)PL1(Mh
2), i 51,2, are given as

h̄1
(1)5

p2dq12~p11q2!dq2

p1p22~p11q2!~q11p2!2ah2~p11q2!
,

~3.28!

h̄2
(1)5

2@~q11p2!~11ap2!1ah2#dq11~p11a@h21~q21p1!~q11p2!# !dq2

p1p22~q21p1!~ah21q11p2!
,

and an invariant submanifoldMh
2,T* (R2) is defined as

Mh
2
ª$~q,p!PT* ~R2!:Hi~q,p!5hiPR,i 51,2% ~3.29!

for some parametershPR2. Based now on expressions~3.29! and~2.37! one can easily construc
functionsP̄i j (w;h), i , j 51,2, in ~2.39!, defined onT* (Mh

2).T* ( ^ j 51
2 Sj

1) subject to the integra
submanifold imbedding mappingph :Mh

2→T* (R2) in coordinatesmP ^ j 51
2 Sj

1, ^ j 51
2 Gh

( j ) , which
we do not write down in detail due to their a bit long and cumbersome form. Having applied
the criterion~2.41!, we arrive at the following compatibility relationships subject to the mappi
q:( ^ j 51

2 Sj
1)3R2→R2 andp:( ^ j 51

2 Sj
1)3R2→Tq* (R2):

]q1 /]m12]q2 /]m250,

]w1 /]h1~]q1 /]h1!5]w2 /]h1~]q2 /]h1!,

]w1 /]h2~]q1 /]h2!5]w2 /]h2~]q2 /]h2!, ~3.30!

w1]w1 /]h12w2]w2 /]h250,

]~w1]w1 /]h2!/]m11a]q1 /]m150

and so on, for allmP ^ j 51
2 Sj

1 . Solving equations like~3.11!, one can find right away that

p15w1 , p25w2 ,
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q15c11m12w2~m1 ;h!, ~3.31!

q25c21m22w1~m2 ;h!,

wherecj (h1 ,h2)PR1, j 51,2, are constant, hold onT* (Mh
2), giving rise to the following Picard–

Fuchs type equations in the form~2.42!:

]w1~m1 ;h!/]h151/w1 ,

]w1~m1 ;h!/]h252a/m1 ,
~3.32!

]w2~m2 ;h!/]h150,

]w2~m2 ;h!/]h251/w2 .

The Picard–Fuchs equations~3.33! can be easily integrated by quadratures as follows:

w1
21k1~m1!22h150,

~3.33!
w2

21k2~m2!22h250,

where kj :Sj
1→C, j 51,2 are still unknown functions. For the to be determined explicitly, it

necessary to substitute~3.12! into expressions~3.22! and ~3.23!, making use of~3.34! that
amounts to the following results:

k15m1
21ah2 , k25m2

2 ~3.34!

under the condition thatc150, c250. Thereby, we have constructed, owing to~3.34!, the corre-
sponding~2.27! algebraic curvesGh

( j ) , j 51.2, in the explicit form:

Gh
(1)
ª$~l,w1!:w1

21l21lh222h1!50%,
~3.35!

Gh
(2)
ª$~l,w2!:w2

21l222h250%,

where (l,wj )PC3C, j 51,2, andhPR2 are arbitrary parameters. Making use now of expressi
~3.36! and~3.32!, one can construct in explicit form the integral submanifold imbedding map
ph :Mh

2→T* (R2) for the flow ~3.21!:

q15m12A2h22m2
2, p15w1~m1 ;h!,

~3.36!
q25m22A2h122h2m12m1

2, p25w2~m2 ;h!,

where (m,w)P ^ j 51
2 Gh

( j ) . As was mentioned before in Sec. II,~3.37! together with explicit ex-
pressions like~2.26! make it possible right away to find solutions to the truncated Focker–P
flow ~3.21! by quadratures, thereby completing its integrability.
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Asymptotic expansion of 2F1„a,b ; c ; x … in terms of
confluent hypergeometric functions
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We have developed a new asymptotic formula for2F1(a,b;c;x) in which a andc
are finite,ubu tends to infinity and the argumentx tends to zero. We make use of
this result to obtain asymptotic expansions of the electric dipole (E1) quantal
differential excitation function for the adiabaticity parameterj5h f2h i and the
Sommerfeld parameterh f tending to infinity simultaneously, while the parameter
h i remains finite. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1407835#

I. INTRODUCTION

The motivation and some of the groundwork for the present article derive from an e
article,1 henceforth referred to as I.

We begin our discussion with the quantal expression2,3 of the differential excitation function,

df E1~u,h i ,j!5
8p3h ih f

9j2

e7puju

sinh~ph i !sinh~ph f !

d

dx S 2x
d

dx
u2F1~2 ih i ,2 ih f ;1;x!u2DdV,

~1.1!

which determines the angular distribution of inelastically scattered particles in Cou
excitation.4,5 We make explicit the distinction between the repulsive and attractive cases by w
j as 7uju. We can convert the repulsive case (h i.0) to the attractive case (h i,0) by simply
switching the signs ofh i , h f andj. The total effect of this transformation is to replace the fac
of exp(2puju), for repulsive potentials, by a factor of exp(1puju) for attractive potentials. The
argumentx is defined by

x52
4h ih f

j2 sin2S u

2D , ~1.2!

where u is the deflection angle of the scattered particle. Gauss’ hypergeometric fun

2F1(a,b;c;z) is defined by

2F1~a,b;c;z!5 (
n50

`
~a!n~b!n

n! ~c!n
zn ~1.3!

within the circle of convergence of this series (uzu,1) and by analytic continuation elsewhere. W
will henceforth omit the subscripts and write2F1(¯ ) simply asF(¯). The dimensionless
Sommerfeld parameterh i is defined by

h i5
Z1Z2e2

\v i
5Z1Z2AM

Ei
, ~1.4!

whereZ1(Z2) is the charge number of the projectile~atomic system!, v i is the relative velocity,M
is the reduced mass in electron-mass units, andEi is the initial kinetic energy of relative motion
measured in Rydbergs~13.6 eV!. The dimensionless adiabaticity parameterj is defined by

a!Electronic mail. mchidich@math.uwaterloo.ca
53710022-2488/2001/42(11)/5371/8/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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j5h f2h i5h iF S 12
Ei f

Ei
D 21/2

21G5Z1Z2AM

Ei
F S 12

Ei f

Ei
D 21/2

21G , ~1.5!

where the indicesi and f refer to the initial and final states, respectively, andEi f 5Ei2Ef . In
order to evaluate Eq.~1.1!, we first expand the derivatives

d

dx S 2x
d

dx
uFu2D5

d

dx F2x
d

dx
~FF* !G5

d

dx F2xS dF

dx
F* 1F

dF*

dx D G52FdF

dx
F* 1F

dF*

dx G
2xFd2F

dx2 F* 12
dF

dx

dF*

dx
1F

d2F

dx2 G522ReS dF

dx
F* D22xReS d2F

dx2 F* D
22xUdF

dxU
2

. ~1.6!

We notice thatF* (a,b;c;z)5F(a* ,b* ;c* ;z* ), so that

F* ~2 ih i ,2 ih f ;1;x!5F~ ih i ,ih f ;1;x!. ~1.7!

With this in place, we can perform the differentiation using equation 15.2.2 of Ref. 6,

dn

dzn 2F1~a,b;c;z!5
~a!n~b!n

cn
2F1~a1n,b1n;c1n;z!, ~1.8!

to obtain

df E1~u,h i ,j!5
8p3~h ih f !

2

9j2

e7puju

sinh~ph i !sinh~ph f !
3$2Re@F~12 ih i ,1

2 ih f ;2;x!F~ ih i ,ih f ;1;x!#1x@Re$~12 ih i !~12 ih f !

3F~22 ih i ,22 ih f ;3;x!F~ ih i ,ih f ;1;x!%

22h ih f uF~12 ih i ,12 ih f ;2;x!u2#%dV. ~1.9!

Using Gauss’ relations for contiguous functions and eq. 15.3.3 of Ref. 6 in the previous eq
yields

df E1~u,h i ,j!5
16p3~h ih f !

2

9j2

e7puju

sinh~ph i !sinh~ph f !
3H ReF S 11

4h ih f sin2~u/2!

j2 D 12 i (h i1h f )

3@~12 ih f !3F~12 ih i ,22 ih f ;2;x!F~12 ih i ,12 ih f ;2;x!

1 ih fF
2~12 ih i ,12 ih f ;2;x!#2S 11h f

21~12 ih i !~12 ih f !
4h ih f sin2~u/2!

j2 D
3F~12 ih i ,22 ih f ;2;x!F~11 ih i ,11 ih f ;2;x!1 ih f~11 ih f !

3S 11
4h ih f sin2~u/2!

j2 D3F~11 ih i ,21 ih f ;2;x!F~12 ih i ,12 ih f ;2;x!G
1~11h f

2!S 11
4h ih f sin2~u/2!

j2 D uF~12 ih i ,22 ih f ;2;x!u2

1h f
2uF~12 ih i ,12 ih f ;2;x!u2J dV. ~1.10!

It is now possible to take the limit asu→0 in Eqs.~1.9! and~1.10!, respectively, provided we als
assume thatjÞ0, i.e., the collision is inelastic. Under these conditionsx50, and since all of the
hypergeometric functions then have the value of unity, we obtain the following result
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d fE1~u50,h i ,j!5
16

9

p3~h ih f !
2

j2

e7puju

sinh~ph i !sinh~ph f !
dV. ~1.11!

In the limiting caseEf→0 anduÞ0, the parametersh f , j both tend tò simultaneously, wherea
the parameterh i remains finite and the argumentx→0. We first obtain an expansion for th
ordinary hypergeometric function in terms of confluent hypergeometric functions. One shou
aware that some leading and first-order terms cancel out in the subexpressions of Eq.~1.10!, and
quadratic factors inj mean that the second-order terms inj21 become important asj→`.

We used the symbolic computation programMAPLE VI7 in order to carry out the algebra in thi
work. Numerical results of Eq.~1.10!, for moderate values ofj, obtained withMAPLE and the
FORTRAN code written by Burgess8 agree to six-decimal figures.

II. EXPANSION FOR HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION

It is well-known ~Ref. 9 §2.3.2 and §6.1, Ref. 10 §1.1, and Ref. 11 §3.1! that

lim
b→`

FS a,b;c;
z

bD51F1~a,c;z!, ~2.1!

where1F1(a,c;z) is the confluent hypergeometric function.
We now derive a second-order correction to this result.
By definition

FS a,b;c;
z

bD5 (
n50

`
~a!n

~c!nn!
zn

~b!n

bn , ~2.2!

but, as was discussed in paper I~§II of Ref. 1!

~b!n

bn 5 )
r 51

n21 S 11
r

bD511
1

2
n~n21!

1

b
1n~n21!F1

3
~n22!1

1

8
~n22!~n23!G 1

b2 1¯ ,

~2.3!

so

FS a,b;c;
z

bD5 (
n50

`
~a!n

~c!nn!
znH 11

1

2
n~n21!

1

b
1n~n21!F1

3
~n22!1

1

8
~n22!~n23!G 1

b2 J
1¯ . ~2.4!

Interchanging the two summations, we see that the first term sums tof (z)51F1(a,c;z). To
sum the second, third and fourth terms, we note that

z2f 9~z!5 (
n50

`

n~n21!
~a!n

~c!nn!
zn,

z3f-~z!5 (
n50

`

n~n21!~n22!
~a!n

~c!nn!
zn, ~2.5!

z4f (4)~z!5 (
n50

`

n~n21!~n22!~n23!
~a!n

~c!nn!
zn.

We can use the differentiation formula~equation 13.4.9 of Ref. 6! to obtain the following
expressions forf 9(z), f-(z) and f (4)(z):
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f 9~z!5
d2

dz2 1F1~a,c;z!5
a~a11!

c~c11! 1F1~a12,c12;z!,

f-~z!5
d3

dz3 1F1~a,c;z!5
a~a11!~a12!

c~c11!~c12! 1F1~a13,c13;z!, ~2.6!

f (4)~z!5
d4

dz4 1F1~a,c;z!5
a~a11!~a12!~a13!

c~c11!~c12!~c13! 1F1~a14,c14;z!.

So, we have the asymptotic expression

FS a,b;c;
z

bD;1F1~a,c;z!1
a~a11!

c~c11!

z2

2 1F1~a12,c12;z!
1

b
1Fa~a11!~a12!

c~c11!~c12!

z3

3 1F1~a13,

c13;z)1
a~a11!~a12!~a13!

c~c11!~c12!~c13!

z4

8 1F1~a14,c14;z!
1

b2 , ~2.7!

for ubu large.

III. SPECIALIZATION TO THE PRESENT CASE

Equations~1.9! and ~1.10! have hypergeometric functions with the following form

F~a2 ih i ,b2 ih f ;g;x!5F~a2 ih,b2 i ~h1j!;g;x!, ~3.1!

or those of the form

F~a1 ih i ,b1 ih f ;g;x!5F~a1 ih,b1 i ~h1j!;g;x!. ~3.2!

The form ~3.1! may be converted to that of~3.2! by making the substitutionh→2h andj
→2j. For this reason, we concern ourselves with expanding only the form~3.1! and make use of
this transformation in order to deal with the form~3.2!.

Applying ~2.7! to ~3.1! gives

F~a2 ih,b2 i ~h1j!;g;x!;1F1~a2 ih,g;z!1
~a2 ih!~a112 ih!

2g~g11!
z2

31F1~a122 ih,g12;z!
1

b2 i ~h1j!

1H ~a2 ih!~a112 ih!~a122 ih!

3g~g11!~g12!
z3

31F1~a132 ih,g13;z!

1
~a2 ih!~a112 ih!~a122 ih!~a132 ih!

8g~g11!~g12!~g13!
z4

31F1~a142 ih,g14;z!J 1

@b2 i ~h1j!#2 , ~3.3!

where

z5@b2 i ~h1j!#x,
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and the argumentx is defined by Eq.~1.2!. The termz is a nonconstant function ofj. Thus, in
addition to the limiting process associated with the expansion of the hypergeometric fun
there are additional terms associated with the variation ofz asj→`. We note that

z54ih sin2S u

2D24~b22ih!sin2S u

2D h

j
24~b2 ih!sin2S u

2D h2

j2 . ~3.4!

We also expand, to second-order in powers ofj21, quantities related toz andx and obtain

zx;216i
h2

j
sin4S u

2D116
h2

j2 ~b23ih!sin4S u

2D ,

zx2;64i
h3

j2 sin6S u

2D , ~3.5!

zx3;2256
h4

j2 sin8S u

2D .

Using the differentiation formula~13.4.9! of Ref. 6 and expanding the hypergeometric functions
Eq. ~3.3! as a Taylor series aboutz054ih sin2(u/2), leads to the asymptotic behavior

F~a2 ih,b2 i ~h1j!;g;x!;1F1~a2 ih,g;z0!24
h

j
sin2S u

2D ~a2 ih!

g H ~b22ih!1F1~a11

2 ih,g11;z0!12ih sin2S u

2D ~a112 ih!

~g11! 1F1~a122 ih,g

12;z0!J 14
h2

j2 sin2S u

2D ~a2 ih!

g H 2~b2 ih!1F1~a112 ih,g

11;z0!12 sin2S u

2D ~b22ih!2
~a112 ih!

~g11! 1F1~a122 ih,g

12;z0!12 sin2S u

2D ~a112 ih!

g11 F ~b23ih!1F1~a122 ih,g

12;z0!14ih sin2S u

2D ~b22ih!
~a122 ih!

~g12! 1F1~a132 ih,g

13;z0!G18h sin4S u

2D ~a112 ih!~a122 ih!

~g11!~g12! F i
2

3 1F1~a13

2 ih,g13;z0!2h sin2S u

2D ~a132 ih!

~g13! 1F1~a142 ih,g

14;z0!G J , ~3.6!

for h/j!1.

IV. APPLICATION TO DIPOLE EXCITATION FUNCTION

Upon applying the asymptotic expansion of the hypergeometric function@Eq. ~3.6!# to Eq.
~1.10! we find, for an attractive Coulomb field, the zeroth-order approximation
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df E1~u,h,j→`!5
64

9
p3h2 exp~22ph!@12exp~22ph!#213FReH expF24ih sin2S u

2D G
3F ~1F1~12 ih,2;z0!!212ih~12 ih! sin2S u

2D 1F1~22 ih,3;z0!1F1~1

2 ih,2;z0!J G22h sin2S u

2DRe$ i ~11 ih!1F1~21 ih,3;2z0!1F1~12 ih,2;z0!%

28h2 sin4S u

2DRe$~11 ih!1F1~21 ih,3;2z0!1F1~12 ih,2;z0!%

14h2 sin2S u

2D @ u1F1~12 ih,2;z0!u21~11h2!u1F1~22 ih,3;z0!u2#GdV, ~4.1!

wherez054ih sin2(u/2).
Using the leading order of Eq.~3.6! in Eq. ~1.9! gives the equivalent limit of the exact quant

excitation function asj→`,

FIG. 1. Asymptotic differential excitation function for an attractive Coulomb field. The functions df E1(u,h,j→`)/dV are
plotted as a function ofu for fixed values ofh. As h→` the function becomes more and more sharply peaked, eventu
attaining the singular behavior of the semiclassical approximation.
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d fE1~u,h,j→`!5
64

9
p3h2 exp~22ph!@12exp~22ph!#213ReH 1F1~12 ih,2;z0!1F1~ ih,1;

2z0!12ih~12 ih!sin2S u

2D 1F1~22 ih,3;z0!31F1~ ih,1;2z0!

14h2 sin2S u

2D u1F1~12 ih,2;z0!u2J dV. ~4.2!

At this point, we can easily take the limit asu→0 in Eqs.~4.1! and ~4.2!, and the result is

d fE1~u50,h,j→`!5 64
9 p3h2 exp~22ph!@12exp~22ph!#21, ~4.3!

which is identical to Eq.~1.11!, taken in the limit asj→`. In the repulsive case, the excitatio
function is everywhere 0, asj→`. This is expected, since, in that case, the projectile w
function is excluded from being very near the target by the Coulomb barrier. Equations~4.1! and
~4.2! are also finite atu5p.

In Fig. 1 we present results for the quantal differential excitation function, using
asymptotic expression@Eq. ~4.1!#, for different values of the parameterh. As h→`, the function
becomes more and more sharply peaked, eventually attaining the singular behavior of the
classical approximation, viz.,

df E1

dV
~u,h→`,j→`!5H 0, 0<u,p,

`, u5p.
~4.4!

In Fig. 2, we show values of the exact expression@Eq. ~1.10!#, for h55 and different values

FIG. 2. Differential excitation functions, for an attractive Coulomb field, plotted as a function ofu. 22, functions
df E1(u,h55,j)/dV for fixed values ofj; 2, asymptotic function df E1(u,h55,j→`)/dV.
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of the parameterj, and the asymptotic expression@Eq. ~4.1!#. In the limit of large values forj,
the differential excitation function approaches values obtained using theasymptoticdifferential
function.
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Checkerboard composites with separated phases
R. V. Craster
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Recently the authors have developed a method@SIAM J. Appl. Math.61, 1839–
1556 ~2001!# capable of solving, in closed form, boundary value problems for
four-phase doubly periodic checkerboard composites with continuity between the
different phases. The method is based upon a novel conformal mapping that pre-
serves the doubly periodic nature of the physical problem. The aim of the current
article is to explore generalizations of that approach where we now replace conti-
nuity between some phases by nonconducting or perfectly conducting strips,
thereby modeling debonding or electrodes in electrochemical devices. The specific
objective is to determine effective resistivities and related parameters for these
four-phase objects in a concise and explicit form. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1398336#

I. INTRODUCTION

We shall consider doubly periodic boundary value problems in electrostatics, or other a
gous subjects whose underlying governing equation is Laplace’s equation. There are many
cations in physics: heat transfer, electrostatics, flow in porous media and composite ma
explicit closed-form solutions for model structures are useful benchmarks and can demo
theoretical ideas and relations useful either for refining numerical work, or of interest in their
right. We concentrate upon checkerboard structures, and in each repeating checkerboard
shall have distinct differing phases and we aim to calculate effective properties, such as ef
resistivities and dissipation, when the medium is subjected to some external applied field.
the problems are harmonic, the most natural approach is to use complex variable tech
however, there is a fundamental difficulty in that it is very difficult to satisfy all the continuity
boundary conditions between the distinct phases while simultaneously maintaining the perio
conditions. It is this difficulty that our efforts have been focused upon.

If we have, say, a two-phase material and one phase is perfectly conducting, or of in
resistivity, then much progress can be made using standard conformal mapping techniques1 or the
method of images.2 But outside these limits, distinct phases pose a considerable challenge a
only exact solutions to boundary value problems, and corresponding formulas for effective
erties, of this doubly periodic class are the classical Rayleigh3 and Maxwell4 solutions, and for
checkerboard two-phase geometries previous analyses exist for square,5 or rectangular,6,7 cells.
These checkerboard analyses rest upon solving complicated Markushevich conjugate Rie
Hilbert problems. Recently the authors8,9 have bypassed this approach and have been ab
consider three- and four-phase rectangular checkerboard geometries. This enabled the
authors to prove the Mortola and Steffe´10 conjecture for the effective resistivities of a four-pha
square checkerboard structure as an interesting subcase of rectangular checkerboards
checkerboards have the advantage of some additional geometrical symmetry, and for two
this has led to the well-known geometric mean law and generalizations that emerge from

a!Present address: Department of Mathematics and Statistics, Sultan Qaboos University, Al-Khod 123, P.O. B
Sultanate of Oman.
53790022-2488/2001/42(11)/5379/10/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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reciprocal relations.11–13Very recently Milton14 extended this approach to also prove the Mort
and Steffe´ conjecture using a method completely independent of ours.

Our recent approach rests upon a piece of mathematical origami using conformal ma
into a simple object, on a two-sheeted Riemann surface, from the doubly periodic boundary
problem. The purpose of the present article is to explore this further, by considering some
to be separated by nonconducting or perfectly conducting slits, thereby modeling delamina
electrochemical devices,15 albeit in a simple model.

It should also be mentioned that an analytical approach using complex analysis is by no
the only avenue open for tackling this type of problem. Estimates of effective paramete
important in several areas of physics and engineering, thus numerical,16–18asymptotic,19 network
analogies,20 variational bounds,21 and other approaches complementary to ours have been d
oped, although in most cases two-phase structures have been considered, and the inse
nonconducting or superconducting strips is a further complication that appears not to hav
attempted. In some cases these approaches allow extensions to nonlinear composites.22 Nonethe-
less, it is important and, we think, interesting to have some benchmark closed-form sol
available.

II. FORMULATION

We begin from the governing equations for a static electric fieldE: ¹•(sE)50, ¹3E50,
with the conductivity,s, constant in each homogeneous region; hereon we exclusively us
language of electrostatics. Then at an interface between dissimilar media we have no jump
tangential component of the field or the normal component of the current density leadin
vsEnb50, vEtb50, where thev b denote jumps in a quantity and the subscriptst, n denote
tangential and normal components of the field,E5(En ,Et). As the conductivity,s, is constant in
each cell we can define a potentialf such thatE52¹f and thus¹2f50; f is harmonic and this
motivates the complex variable approach.

We choose to use a vectorw5sE, and thus¹•w50, ¹3(rw)50, with r as the resistivity,
constant in each cell. The vectorw has interface conditionsvrwtb50, vwnb50. In each phase
distinguished by the subscriptk where we number the phases clockwise andk51,...,4, we find it
is most convenient to utilize complex variables, that is,z5x1 iy and wk(z)5wkx2 iwky where
wk5(wkx ,wky).

In each problem that we shall consider we apply mean fluxes,a, b in ~2.1!, across each cel
~see for instance the geometry of Fig. 1!, W5@2 l ,l #3@2h,h#, and then calculate the effectiv
resistivities,rx,y as defined in~2.2!, that in turn can be utilized to find the dissipation and
resistivity tensor. In our evaluations we take integrals for the effective resistivities along the
themselves, although there is no loss of generality in doing so. That is,ry is the same if calculated
as the integral fromy52h to y5h for any 2 l ,x, l , and similarly forrx integrated overx
52 l ,l for 2h,y,h. This has some bearing upon our later analysis as we shall, for non
ducting boundary conditions along2 l ,x,0, y56nh, have three unknowns and apparently on

FIG. 1. The geometry for a doubly periodic four-phase checkerboard with a nonconducting strip, the thicker line
along2 l ,x,0, y56nh, n50,1,..., inserted between phases 3 and 4.
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two imposed mean fluxes; the extra constraint is that the potential,f, is continuous at the ends o
the nonconducting strips and thusrx is independent ofy. A similar constraint holds for supercon
ducting strips.

For the applied mean fluxes we use¹•wk50 in each subcell, with the divergence theorem
show that

E
W8

¹•wk dV5E
S8

wk•n dS50

for any closed surfaceS8 enclosing areaW8, with outward pointing normaln, within a subcell
Wk . Utilizing the continuity conditions across each cell~or wy50 on2 l ,x,0, y56nh for the
nonconducting strips! it is clear that

E
S9

wk•n dS50

with S9 as a closed surface within the cell. After utilizing the double periodicity, it is evident
the mean fluxesa andb defined as

a5
1

2h E2h

h

Re@wk~x1 iy !#dy, b5
1

2l E2 l

l

Im@wk~x1 iy !#dx, ~2.1!

are independent ofx5x0 and y5y0 , for x0 , y0 constant, respectively, which is a statement
conservation of charge in each cell.

For the effective resistivities we first define vectorsqk5(rkwky ,2rkwkx) in each phase and
from ¹3(rkwk)50, noting that¹•qk50, we have

E
S9

qk•n dS50

around the whole cell. Strictly speaking we should subdivide the region into the subcells, but
continuity means that all those contributions disappear. Utilizing the periodicity and continu
the edges of the cell, the effective resistivitiesrx andry defined as

rx5
1

2la E
2 l

l

Re@rkwk~x1 iy !# dx, ry5
1

2hb E2h

h

Im@rkwk~x1 iy !# dy, ~2.2!

are independent ofy5y0 andx5x0 ~for x0 , y0 constant!, respectively. If we insert nonconductin
strips along2 l ,x,0, y56nh, then

rxuy0.02rxuy0,05@f~0,y!#y502
y5012@f~2 l ,y!#y502

y501 , ~2.3!

and from continuity off this is zero andrx is still independent ofy. We use this constraint as a
additional condition that our later solution must obey.

Thus, trivially, we have the effective resistivity tensorr as

r5E
W

rkwk~z! dVY E
W

wk~z! dV[
arx2 ibry

a2 ib
. ~2.4!

To calculate the dissipation we define vectorspk in each phase aspk52(fwkx ,fwky); notably
¹•pk5rk(wkx

2 1wky
2 ) and thus using the divergence theorem, double periodicity, and the c

tions across the phases, the dissipation is
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D5
1

4lh E
W

rkuwk~z!u2 dV5
1

4lh E
S
pk•n dS, ~2.5!

whereS is the boundary of the whole cell enclosing areaW. Using periodicity across the cell,

4lhD52E
2h

h

@f~x,y!#x52 l
x5 l wx dy2E

2 l

l

@f~x,y!#y52h
y5h wy dx, ~2.6!

and the jumps in the potential across the cell follow from the definition ofrx , ry and the
dissipation is found to be

D5a2rx1b2ry . ~2.7!

These reductions of the resistivity tensor and dissipation to line integrals mean that these ar
general results for doubly periodic systems and the explicit evaluation of various area integ
unnecessary.

Thus for four-phase rectangular checkerboards, with each phase a different constant res
and connected via continuity conditions, for which we have previously calculated8 rx andry as

rx5
s~l,12m!

s~l,m! F ~r21r3!~r41r1!

~r11r2!~r31r4!G
1/2S s3

s1
D 1/2

, ~2.8!

ry5
s~l,m!

s~l,12m! F ~r11r2!~r31r4!

~r21r3!~r41r1!G
1/2S s3

s1
D 1/2

, ~2.9!

the dissipation and resistivity now follow instantly; the Mortola and Steffe´ conjecture is proved by
settingl 5h°m5 1

2 in Eqs.~2.8! and ~2.9!. These general formulas depend upon the resistivi
and the geometry in a nontrivial manner and contain several functions and parameters that
definition: The parameterss1,...,4 ~s2 , s4 are required later! are given entirely in terms of the
resistivities as

s15r11r21r31r4 , s25r1r32r2r4 ,
~2.10!

s35r1r2r31r1r2r41r1r3r41r2r3r4 , s45r1
2~r21r3!1r2

2~r11r4!.

An important parameter in the general formulas iss(l,m) defined as

s~l,m!5
~2/p!K~m!

Pl/221/2~122m!
, ~2.11!

wherein we use the Legendre function of the first kind,Pn(122m), andK(m) is the complete
elliptic integral of the first kind withm implicitly defined fromK(m)/K(12m)5 l /h. The ratio
s(l,m)/s(l,12m) is ubiquitous in the expressions associated with effective parameters a

s~l,m!

s~l,12m!
5

l

h

Pl/221/2~2m21!

Pl/221/2~122m!
; ~2.12!

the geometric dependence in this ratio is encapsulated in thel /h terms and, of course, inm, and
the material dependence in each phase is encapsulated inl defined from

cospl5122D2, D25
s2

2

s1s31s2
2 . ~2.13!

Similar functions and parameters also appear in later calculations.
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III. INTERFACIAL GENERALIZATION

Our previous article8 was a progression from earlier works on checkerboards,5–7 but we
developed the novel concept9 that much of the previous analysis could be sidestepped b
conformal mapping at the outset of the analytical work. In all of these papers the basic geo
consists of two-, three-, or four-phase rectangles all linked by continuity across their adjo
interfaces. However, real materials in contact may debond due to applied stresses, or t
stresses during/after fabrication, and the net effect may be to alter these continuity conditio
extreme example would be to have a nonconducting~or super-conducting! barrier appear betwee
some of the phases. We model this in order to assess the importance of the interface con
upon the formulas for the effective parameters, and also to assess how easily we can ge
our earlier study.

A. The mapping

We consider the geometry shown in Fig. 1 where four phases exist, but between the
labeled as 3 and 4 there lies a nonconducting barrier, or for Sec. III C a superconducting s

We can map this checkerboard geometry, together with the periodicity conditions, into
joined quarter planes on a two-sheeted Riemann surface. As in our earlier papers8,9 we search for
a doubly periodic function that maps horizontal boundaries to adjoining segments of the re
in the z plane and, in addition, maps the vertical boundaries to the imaginary axis in thez plane.
If we can achieve this, then we can simply solve a basic four-quarter plane solution and dedu
checkerboard solution. The mapping required is8,9

z~z!5F12cn~@2K~m!z/ l #um!

11cn~@2k~m!z/ l #um! G1/2

, ~3.14!

where the cn are the Jacobi elliptic cosinus functions. For more details on these functions, s
instance, Ref. 23. This mapping is built using the initial mapping of the rectangular region
sisting of four cells into a four-quarter plane structure using the elliptic sinus

snS K~m!z

l UmD .

But importantly this does not map the continuity conditions on the vertical boundaries corr
and a further manipulation of this is required that leads to~3.14!. The noteworthy feature of this
mapping is that we get a two-sheeted Riemann surface, where the boundary conditions o
overlying interface are the same on each sheet. This is important as it allows us to utilize a s
solution for four joined quarter planes. If this were not the case, we would be severely ham
and it is not clear if such problems would be solvable. An example would be to consider the
geometry, but to omit alternating nonconducting barriers, that is, remove those aty562nh for n
integer. Further details of the required mapping can be found in Ref. 8.

B. Basic solution

For four joined quarter planes, with a nonconducting barrier inserted along the negativ
axis, and in terms of our complex variable approach, the boundary conditions are that

Im@ i „r1w1~x!2r2w2~x!…#50, Im@w1~x!2w2~x!#50, on 0,x,`, ~3.15!

Im@w3~x!#5Im@w4~x!#50, on2`,x,0, ~3.16!

Im@ i „w4~ iy!2w1~ iy!…#50, Im@r4w4~ iy!2r1w1~ iy!#50, on 0,y,`, ~3.17!

Im@ i „w2~ iy!2w3~ iy!…#50, Im@r2w2~ iy!2r3w3~ iy!#50, on 2`,y,0. ~3.18!
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Following Appendix A of Ref. 8 with minor changes, the solution is found by solving a Riema
Hilbert problem for four joined quarter planes, and the solution emerges as

wk~z!5C0wk01C1Ak~l~nc!!zl~nc!
1C2Ak~l~nc!!z2l~nc!

, k51,...,4. ~3.19!

There is considerable notation embedded within this closed form solution. Since we have
sets of solutions and formulas associated with either continuous interface conditions, o
inserted superconducting, nonconducting strips, we introduce a superscript notation to disti
them; we use~nc! and~c! for nonconducting and superconducting cases, respectively, and w
not label the formulas for the continuous case.

The general solution~3.19! contains arbitrary real constantsC0 ,C1 ,C2 , to be determined in
terms of the applied mean fluxes and continuity off, and thewk0 are explicitly

w105w405r2 , w205w305r1 .

The powersl (nc) follow from

e7 ipl~nc!
5

s32s472iAs3s4

s31s4
, ~3.20!

where 0,l (nc)<1. TheAk(l
(nc)) are

A1~l~nc!!5
r2s22 iAs3s4

s31s4
, A2~l~nc!!5

r1s22 iAs3s4

s31s4
,

~3.21!

A3~l~nc!!52eipl~nc! r2

r21r3
, A4~l~nc!!5e2ipl~nc! r1

r11r4
.

Given this general solution we use the doubly periodic mapping~3.14! to perform the mathemati
cal origami folding this four joined quarter plane solution into the doubly periodic cells. T
~3.19! is the solution to the doubly periodic problem, but withz(z) given by~3.14! and the three
unknown constantsC0,1,2 that we need to determine. We do this by prescribing mean fluxesa and
b and using continuity off which leads torx being independent ofy. We also require various
integrals from Obnosov,6 which we use freely.

The upshot, after some algebra, is that

C05
2a

~r11r2!1a~m!s2
, C1,25a

a~m!~s31s4!

@~r11r2!1a~m!s2#

s~l~nc!,12m!

~r11r2!

7bAs31s4

s4
s~l~nc!,m!, ~3.22!

where

a~m!5
s~l~nc!,m!

s~l~nc!,12m!

s2

As3~s31s4!
.

C. Perfectly conducting strips

A doubly periodic array of perfectly conducting strips inserted between the phases cou
used to model arrays of microelectrodes,15 and is a simple extension of the last section. If we n
replace the nonconducting strips by perfect conductors~electrodes!, we need only change th
boundary conditions on2`,x,0 to Im(iw3)50, Im(iw4)50, in the simplified quarter plane
problem~3.15!–~3.18!. The general solution of the problem has the same form as~3.19!, but now
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w105w205 ir3r4 , w305 ir2r4 , w405 ir1r3

and

A1~l~c!!5
bAr1r2s12 ir1s2

r1~r11r2!~r21r3!
, A2~l~c!!5

bAr1r2s12 ir2s2

r2~r11r2!~r21r3!
,

A3~l~c!!52 i
~r11r4!

~r21r3!
eipl~c!

, A4~l~c!!5 ie2ipl~c!
,

with

b5As31s42r1r2s1.

The powers in the general solution change to

e7 ipl~c!
5

r1r2s12b272ibAr1r2s1

s31s4
, ~3.23!

and the superscript~c! used here denotes those solutions, and formulas, associated with pe
conducting strips. If the full solution is required to, for instance, draw lines of equipotential,
also requires the constants

C052b
r11r2

b2 , C1,25
r21r3

b
Ar1r2

s1
S as~12m!7bs~m!

s2~r11r2!

bAs31s4
D . ~3.24!

D. Effective properties

Given the general solution together with the constants~3.22! and~3.24!, we can evaluate the
effective resistivities using the definitions~2.2!, the first of which gives

rx
~nc!5

s4

@r11r21a~m!s2#~r11r2!
, rx

~c!5
r1r2

~r11r2!

s~l~c!,12m!

s~l~c!,m!
Fs31s4

r1r2s1
G1/2

. ~3.25!

The first of these,rx
(nc) , is quite different from the situation with continuous interface conditio

rx , as the factors(l (nc),12m)/s(l (nc),m) is now embedded within the formularx
(nc) , rather

than as a rescaling prefactor, which implies a more involved dependence upon the cell dime
h and l. Another notable point is that, for the continuous cases,rx,y , there exists a solution
independent of the aspect ratio,h/ l ; this emerges ifr1r35r2r4 as thenl50. For this relation
between the resistivities the solution forrx

(nc) is also independent ofl /h. For ry
(nc) the prefactor

s(l (nc),12m)/s(l (nc),m) emerges again and we find that

ry
~nc!5

s~l~nc!,m!

s~l~nc!,12m!
F ~r11r2!s3

~r11r4!~r31r4!G
1/2

,

ry
~c!5

~r11r2!2

b2 S r3r41
s2

2

~r11r2!

s~m!

s~12m!
A r1r2

s1~s31s4!
D ~3.26!

with no aspect ratio independence forr1r35r2r4 . If r3 ~or r4! → `, that is, one of the phase
sandwiched between the nonconducting strips is itself completely nonconducting, then the e
sionsrx,y andrx,y

(nc) are equal, as we would also expect. Similarly if we replace eitherr3 or r4 by
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zero, so that phase is perfectly conducting,rx,y[rx,y
(c) . The practical computation of these formu

las is straightforward; it requiresm, found using a standard rootfinding algorithm, and the eva
ation of the Legendre functions, using quadrature.

For comparison with numerical simulations, and also from the point of view of phys
interpretation, it is useful to consider the extreme limits of very elongated short or long strips
is, h@ l , h! l .

For short strips, whereh@ l we can extract asymptotic formulas, from~3.25! and ~3.26!, for
the effective resistivities

rx
~nc!,~c!5

~r11r4!~r21r3!

~r11r21r31r4!
, ry

~nc!,~c!5S r2r3

r21r3
1

r1r4

r11r4
D , ~3.27!

to orderO( l /h), if required, and those leading order corrections can be found as in Ref.
leading order these results are exactly those which would be obtained if the strips were abs
replaced by continuity. Theseh@ l results can be interpreted in terms of resistors in parallel, se
and combinations thereof.

For long strips,h! l , and the nonconducting strips now play a major role, and one finds

rx
~nc!5

r1r2

~r11r2!
1

r3r4

~r31r4!
, ry

~nc!5~r11r2!. ~3.28!

Notably, to leading order the result forry
(nc) is that which would be obtained if regions 3 and

were completely replaced by regions of infinite resistivity. The resistivity in the direction of tx
axis is that we would obtain if the nonconducting strips were replaced by continuity condi
suggesting thatrx is not strongly affected by the change in interface conditions, at least fh
! l . For perfectly conducting strips, andh! l , we obtain

rx
~c!5

r1r2

~r11r2!
, ry

~c!5
~r41r3!~r11r2!

~r11r21r31r4!
; ~3.29!

now, conversely torx,y
(nc) , the former is identical to situation where regions 3 and 4 are comple

replaced, now, by regions of zero resistivity, and the latter identical withry in this limit.
If the checkerboards are square (h5 l ), we no longer have theh,l dependence andm5 1

2. The
results are then that

rx
~nc!5

s4As3~s31s4!

~r11r2!@s2
21~r11r2!As3~s31s4!#

, ry
~nc!5F ~r11r2!s3

~r11r4!~r31r4!G
1/2

, ~3.30!

rx
~c!5Fr1r2~r11r4!~r21r3!

~r11r2!s1
G1/2

,

ry
~c!5@r3r4~r11r2!As1~s31s4!1s2

2Ar1r2#
~r11r2!

b2As1~s31s4!
. ~3.31!

For continuous interface conditions using~2.8! and ~2.9!, and limiting to square checkerboard
one can interchange the phasesr2 andr4 to translate betweenrx andry . Clearly the insertion of
perfectly conducting or nonconducting strips removes this simple symmetry. The formul
~3.30! and ~3.31! are the generalizations of the classical Dykhne12 formulas, or the Mortola and
Steffé10 conjecture, to four-phase media, but additionally with perfectly conducting or non
ducting strips inserted.

Comparing the situation with and without nonconducting strips, the effective resistivity in
x direction is, in general, not too severely affected. However, in they direction the strips com-
pletely block the field between phases 3 and 4, and the effective resistivity rises. A s
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calculation demonstrating the large changes that can potentially occur is shown in Fig. 2 f
situation when one phase~3! is of low resistivity while the others are all equal to unity. F
perfectly conducting strips the converse occurs; the effective resistivity in they direction is
relatively unaffected whereas that in thex direction can vary considerably.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Conductive and nonconductive strips inserted in doubly periodic structures are simple m
for debonding or perfect transmission across interfaces for composite structures. Estimates
changes in effective properties away from those found with continuous conditions are th
missing from the literature, as are formulas for four distinct phases; the current article pro
those formulas explicitly for four-phase model checkerboard media. Apart from providing ge
formulas valid for all aspect ratios we also provide simple formulas valid for the useful lim
cases of very elongated geometries and square checkerboards. Many other limiting and
cases emerge from these results, for instance, reductions to three, two, or single phase m
easily possible; in the last case we recover the well-known results for an array of crac
antiplane elasticity, namely thatrx

(nc)5r, that is, it is unaffected by the cracks. The results givi
the general solution can also be exploited to show lines of equipotential or any other
required.

A useful reduction of the power dissipation integral to a line integral is also briefly descr
this should be of wide utility in related situations.
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We study the nonstandardq-deformation Uq8(so4) of the universal enveloping alge-
bra U~so4! obtained by deforming the defining relations for skew-symmetric gen-
erators of U~so4!. This algebra is used in quantum gravity and algebraic topology.
We construct a homomorphismf of Uq8(so4) to the certain nontrivial extension of
the Drinfeld–Jimbo quantum algebra Uq(sl2) ^ 2 and show that this homomorphism
is an isomorphism. By using this homomorphism we construct irreducible finite-
dimensional representations of the classical type and of the nonclassical type for the
algebra Uq8(so4). It is proved that forq not a root of unity each irreducible finite-
dimensional representation of Uq8(so4) is equivalent to one of these representations.
We prove that every finite-dimensional representation of Uq8(so4) for q not a root of
unity is completely reducible. It is shown how to construct~by using the homo-
morphismf! tensor products of irreducible representations of Uq8(so4). @Note that
no Hopf algebra structure is known for Uq8(so4).# These tensor products are decom-
posed into irreducible constituents. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1402631#

I. INTRODUCTION

In Ref. 1 aq-deformation of the universal enveloping algebra U(son) was introduced which
uses a realization of the Lie algebra son by skew-symmetric matrices~rather than by root element
and the diagonal Cartan subalgebra!. If I i j 5Ei j 2Ei j are the skew-symmetric matrices of son ,
where (Ei j )srªd isd j r , then son is generated by the matricesI 21,I 32,...,I n,n21 ~other basis matri-
ces are obtained by taking commutators of these matrices!. The following Serre-type theorem i
true ~see Ref. 2!: The universal enveloping algebraU(son) is isomorphic to the associativ
algebra generated by (abstract) elements I21,I 32,...,I n,n21 satisfying the relations

I i ,i 21
2 I i 11,i22I i ,i 21I i 11,i I i ,i 211I i 11,i I i ,i 21

2 52I i 11,i ,

I i ,i 21I i 11,i
2 22I i 11,i I i ,i 21I i 11,i1I i 11,i

2 I i ,i 2152I i ,i 21 ,

I i ,i 21I j , j 215I j , j 21I i ,i 21 for u i 2 j u.1.

Now we q-deform these relations by 2→@2#q[q1q21. As a result, we obtain the associativ
algebra generated by elementsI 21,I 32,...,I n,n21 satisfying the relations

I i ,i 21
2 I i 11,i2~q2q21!I i ,i 21I i 11,i I i ,i 211I i 11,i I i ,i 21

2 52I i 11,i ,

I i ,i 21I i 11,i
2 2~q1q21!I i 11,i I i ,i 21I i 11,i1I i 11,i

2 I i ,i 2152I i ,i 21 ,
53890022-2488/2001/42(11)/5389/28/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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I i ,i 21I j , j 215I j , j 21I i ,i 21 for u i 2 j u.1.

We denote this algebra by Uq8(son). Associative algebras isomorphic to Uq8(son) appear in quan-
tum gravity,3–5 in discrete Schro¨dinger equation,6 in algebraic topology,7,8 in the theory of
q-orthogonal polynomials,9 and in the theory of q-Laplace operators andq-harmonic
polynomials.10 For this reason, studying the algebra Uq8(son) ~especially for small numbersn! is of
great importance. There are several problems which have to be solved. The most important
following ones:

~a! relation of Uq8(son) to Drinfeld–Jimbo quantum algebras;
~b! structure of the algebra Uq8(son) ~including explicit form of the center, Casimir element

automorphism group, etc.!; and
~c! construction and classification of irreducible finite-dimensional representations.

Parts of the main problems are solved. For example, it is shown~see Refs. 11 and 12! that Uq8(son)
can be embedded as a subalgebra into the Drinfeld–Jimbo quantum algebra Uq(sln). @Recall that
the Drinfeld–Jimbo quantum algebra Uq(son) is not contained in Uq(sln).# The main classes o
irreducible finite-dimensional representations of Uq8(son) are constructed forq not a root of unity
~see Refs. 13 and 14! and for q a root of unity ~see Refs. 12 and 15!. But the corresponding
classification theorem for the representation theory of Uq8(son) is not proved. Casimir element
were constructed forq not a root of unity~see Refs. 16 and 17! and forq a root of unity~see Ref.
18!. But it is not known whether they generate the center.

Most problems are solved19–22 for the algebra Uq8(so3). In particular, it was shown tha
Uq8~so3! can be embedded into a certain extension of the Drinfeld–Jimbo algebra Uq~sl2! @but
Uq8~so3! is not isomorphic to Uq~sl2!#. The classification theorem for representation theory
Uq8~so3! were proved.22 It was shown that the automorphism group of Uq8~so3! contains a group
isomorphic to the modular group SL(2,Z).

The aim of this article is to solve the main problems for the algebra Uq8(so4) naturally
appearing in algebraic topology.8 @Note that, unlike the classical case, the algebra Uq8(so4) is not
isomorphic to the product of two copies of Uq8~so3!.# The algebra Uq8(so4) and its irreducible
finite-dimensional representations were studied in several paper.23–25Nevertheless, the main prob
lems were not solved. The main results of this article are the following:

~I! We construct a homomorphism from Uq8(so4) to some extension of the Drinfeld–Jimb
quantum algebra Uq(sl2) ^ 2[Uq(sl2) ^ Uq(sl2). It is shown that this homomorphism is injectiv
Thus, Uq8(so4) is embedded into this extension of Uq(sl2) ^ 2. This solves for Uq8(so4! the problem
~a!.

~II ! The theorem classifying irreducible finite-dimensional representations of Uq8(so4! is
proved, whenq is not a root of unity. According to this theorem, irreducible representations o
classical type~q-analog of the irreducible representations of the Lie algebra so4! and irreducible
representations of the nonclassical type~these representations do not have any classical analo!
exhaust all irreducible finite-dimensional representations of Uq8(so4!. This solves for Uq8(so4!,
whenq is not a root of unity, the problem~c!.

~III ! It is proved that ifq is not a root of unity, then any finite-dimensional representation
Uq8(so4! is completely reducible.

~IV ! It is shown how to construct tensor products of irreducible finite-dimensional repre
tations of Uq8(so4!. @Note that no Hopf algebra structure is known on Uq8(so4!.#

In Secs. II–IVq is any complex number different from61. In other sections it is assumed th
q is not a root of unity.

II. THE ALGEBRA U q8 „so4…

We first define theq-deformed algebra Uq8~so3! which is a subalgebra of Uq8(so4). The algebra
Uq8~so3! is obtained26 by a q-deformation of the standard commutation relations
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@ I 21,I 32#5I 31, @ I 32,I 31#5I 21, @ I 31,I 21#5I 32

of the Lie algebra so3. So, the algebra Uq8~so3! is the complex associative algebra~with unit
element! generated by the elementsI 21, I 32, I 31 satisfying the defining relations

@ I 21,I 32#qªq1/2I 21I 322q21/2I 32I 215I 31. ~1!

@ I 32,I 31#qªq1/2I 32I 312q21/2I 31I 325I 21, ~2!

@ I 31,I 21#qªq1/2I 31I 212q21/2I 21I 315I 32. ~3!

Note that by~1! the elementI 31 is not independent: it depends on the elementsI 21 and I 32.
Substituting the expression~1! for I 31 into ~2! and ~3! we obtain the relations

I 21I 32
2 2~q1q21!I 32I 21I 321I 32

2 I 2152I 21, ~4!

I 32I 21
2 2~q1q21!I 21I 32I 211I 21

2 I 3252I 32. ~5!

The relations~4! and~5! restore the relations~2! and~3! if we introduce the elementI 31 defined by
~1!. The algebra Uq8~so3! can be defined as the associative algebra generated by the elemeI 21

and I 32 satisfying the defining relations~4! and ~5!.
Starting from the definition of Uq8~so3! by relations~4! and~5!, we give the following defini-

tion of theq-deformed algebra Uq8(so4). It is an associative algebra~with unit element! generated
by the elementsI 21, I 32, I 43 satisfying the defining relations

I 21I 32
2 2~q1q21!I 32I 21I 321I 32

2 I 2152I 21, ~6!

I 32I 21
2 2~q1q21!I 21I 32I 211I 21

2 I 3252I 32, ~7!

I 32I 43
2 2~q1q21!I 43I 32I 431I 43

2 I 3252I 32. ~8!

I 43I 32
2 2~q1q21!I 32I 43I 321I 32

2 I 4352I 43, ~9!

I 21I 432I 43I 2150. ~10!

It is clear that Uq8(so4) contains at least two subalgebras isomorphic to Uq8~so3!. The first one is
generated byI 21 and I 32, and the second one byI 32 and I 43.

We can introduce in Uq8(so4) the elementsI 31, I 42, andI 41. They are defined as in~1!:

I 31ª@ I 21,I 32#q , I 42ª@ I 32,I 43#q , I 41ª@ I 21,I 42#q5@ I 31,I 43#q ,

where@A,B#qªq1/2AB2q21/2BA is theq-commutator ofA andB. Then the elementsI i j , 4> i
. j >1, satisfy the relations13

@ I 21,I 32#q5I 31, @ I 32,I 31#q5I 21, @ I 31,I 21#q5I 32, ~11!

@ I 32,I 43#q5I 42, @ I 43,I 42#q5I 32, @ I 42,I 32#q5I 43, ~12!

@ I 31,I 43#q5I 41, @ I 43,I 41#q5I 31, @ I 41,I 31#q5I 43. ~13!

@ I 21,I 42#q5I 41, @ I 42,I 41#q5I 21, @ I 41,I 21#q5I 42. ~14!

@ I 21,I 43#50, @ I 32,I 41#50, @ I 42,I 31#5~q2q21!~ I 21I 432I 32I 41!. ~15!
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As in the case of the algebra Uq8~so3!, the relations~11!–~15! are equivalent to the relation
~6!–~10!. Note that the relations~11!–~15! define the algebra appearing in algebraic topology8

Four sets of relations~11!–~14! gives four subalgebras of Uq8(so4) isomorphic to Uq8~so3!.
They are generated by triples (I 21,I 32,I 31), (I 32,I 43,I 42), (I 31,I 43,I 41), and (I 21,I 42,I 41), respec-
tively.

The Poincare´–Birkhoff–Witt theorem is true for Uq8(so4). It can be formulated as:The ele-
ments I31

m31I 32
m32I 41

m41I 42
m42I 43

m43I 21
m21, mi j 50,1,2,...,form a basis ofUq8(so4). This theorem is proved by

means of the diamond lemma~see Ref. 27, subsection 4.1.5!. As in the case of an ordinary simpl
Lie algebra, the same theorem holds for any other ordering of the six generators.

We shall need Casimir elements of Uq8(so4). In order to give them we introduce also th
elementsI 31

2
ª@ I 21,I 32#q21, I 42

2
ª@ I 32,I 43#q21, and I 41

2
ª@ I 31,I 43#q21, where@A,B#q21ªq21/2AB

2q1/2BA. Then16

C45q21I 21I 432I 31I 421qI32I 41,

C485q22I 21
2 1I 32

2 1q2I 43
2 1q21I 31I 31

2 1qI42I 42
2 1I 41I 41

2

are two independent elements of the center of the algebra Uq8(so4). Using the Poincare´–Birkhoff–
Witt theorem the elementC48 can be represented in the form

C485q2I 21
2 1I 41

2 1I 32
2 1q22~ I 43

2 1I 21
2 1I 31

2 !2~q2q21!q23/2~ I 31I 32I 211I 31I 41I 43!

2~q2q21!q1/2~ I 32I 42I 431I 41I 42I 21!1~q2q21!2I 32I 41I 43I 21.

III. THE ALGEBRA U q„sl 2…
‹2,ext

Let e1 , f 1 , qH1 ande2 , f 2 , qH2 be generating elements of two copies of the quantum alge
Uq~sl2! satisfying the relations

qHiei5qeiq
Hi, qHi f i5q21f iq

Hi, @ei , f i #5
q2Hi2q22Hi

q2q21 .

The expressions

ci5ei f i1
q2Hi211q22Hi11

~q2q21!2 , i 51,2,

give Casimir elements of these algebras Uq~sl2!. The comultiplicationD is given in Uq~sl2! by the
formulas

D~q6Hi !5q6Hi ^ q6Hi, D~ei !5ei ^ qHi1q2Hi ^ ei , D~ f i !5 f i ^ qHi1q2Hi ^ f i .

Let us consider the polynomials

pi~xi !5q21xi
42ci~q2q21!2xi

21q,

whereci are the Casimir elements. They are irreducible in Uq~sl2!, that is, there exists no elemen
aPUq~sl2! such thatpi(a)50. Therefore, we can define the quartic algebraic extension Uˆ

q~sl2! of
the algebra Uq~sl2! by means of the elementxi commuting with all elements of Uq~sl2!:

Ûq~sl2!5$a3xi
31a2xi

21a1xi1a0uajPUq~sl2!%,

assuming thatpi(xi)50, that is,xi
45qci(q2q21)2xi

22q2. This equation is equivalent to th
following one
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ci5
xi

2q211xi
22q

~q2q21!2 . ~16!

Note that the elementxi has an inverse in Uˆ
q~sl2! sincexi(2xi

3q211ci(q2q21)2xi)q
2151, that

is,

xi
215„2xi

3q211ci~q2q21!2xi…q
21. ~17!

We consider two algebras Uˆ
q~sl2! generated by the elementse1 , f 1 , q6H1, x1 and by the

elementse2 , f 2 , q6H2, x2 , respectively. Let Uˆ q(sl2) ^ 2 be the tensor product of these algebr
Then we extend~in the sense of Ref. 28! this algebra Uˆ q(sl2) ^ 2 by adding to it the commuting
elements

~qH1qH2qj1q2H1q2H2q2 j !21, ~qH1q2H2qj1q2H1qH2q2 j !21, j 50,61,62,... . ~18!

This extended algebra will be denoted by Uˆ
q(sl2) ^ 2,ext. It is the associative algebra generated

the elementsei , f i , q6H1, xi , i 51,2, and by elements~18! such thate1 , f 1 , q6H1, x1 ande2 ,
f 2 , q6H2, x2 satisfy the relations determined in the algebra Uˆ

q~sl2!, each of the elementse1 , f 1 ,
q6H1, x1 commute with each of the elementse2 , f 2 , q6H2, x2 , each of the elementsq6H1 and
q6H2 commutes with each of elements~18!, and

~qH11H21 j1q2H12H22 j !21ei5ei~qH11H21 j 111q2H12H22 j 21!21,

~qH11H21 j1q2H12H22 j !21f i5 f i~qH11H21 j 211q2H12H22 j 11!21,

~qH12H21 j1q2H11H22 j !21ei5ei~qH12H21 j 1«1q2H11H22 j 2«!21,

~qH12H21 j1q2H11H22 j !21f i5 f i~qH12H21 j 2«1q2H11H22 j 1«!21,

~qH11H21 j1q2H12H22 j !21~qH11H21 j1q2H12H22 j !51,

~qH12H21 j1q2H11H22 j !21~qH12H21 j1q2H11H22 j !51,

where«51 if i 51 and«521 if i 52.
Let us find irreducible finite-dimensional representations of the algebra Uq(sl2) ^ 2,ext for q not

a root of unity. For these values ofq the algebra Uq~sl2! has finite-dimensional irreducible repre

sentationsTl[Tl
(1) , Tl

(21) , Tl
~i! , Tl

~2i! , l 50,1
2,1,32,..., acting on the vector spaceHl with basisul,

m&, m52 l ,2 l 11,...,l . These representations are given by the formulas

Tl
~1!~qH!u l ,m&5qmu l ,m&, Tl

~1!~e!u l ,m&5@ l 2m#u l ,m11&, ~19!

Tl
~1!~ f !u l ,m&5@ l 1m#u l ,m21&, ~20!

where numbers in square brackets meanq-numbers determined by

@a#5
qa2q2a

q2q21 ,

and by the formulas

Tl
~21!~qH!u l ,m&52qmu l ,m&, Tl

~21!~X!5Tl
~1!~X!, X5e, f , ~21!

Tl
~ i!~qH!u l ,m&5 iqmu l ,m&, Tl

~ i!~e!5Tl
~1!~e!, Tl

~ i!~ f !52Tl
~1!~ f !, ~22!
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Tl
~2 i!~qH!u l ,m&52 iqmu l ,m&, Tl

~2 i!~e!5Tl
~1!~e!, Tf

~2 i!~ f !52Tl
~1!~ f ! ~23!

~see, for example, Ref. 27, Chap. 3!. The representationsTl
(1) ,Tl

(21) ,Tl
~i! ,Tl

~2i! , l 50,1
2,1,32,..., are

pairwise nonequivalent and any irreducible finite-dimensional representation of Uq~sl2! is equiva-
lent to one of these representations. Values of the Casimir elementc on these representations a
given by

Tl
~1!~c!5Tl

~21!~c!5
q2l 111q22l 21

~q2q21!2 , Tl
~ i !~c!5Tl

~2 i !~c!52
q2l 111q22l 21

~q2q21!2 .

Since the Casimir element of Uq~sl2! is multiple to the unit operator on the spaceHl , then

each of the representationsTl
(1) ,Tl

(21) ,Tl
~i! ,Tl

~2i! , l 50,1
2,1,32,..., can be extended to a representat

of Ûq~sl2!. In order to determine these extensions we have to determine the operatorsTl
(«)(x),

«561, 6i, corresponding to the elementx from ~16!. It follows from ~16! that

Tl
~«!~c!5

Tl
~«!~x!2q211Tl

~«!~x!22q

~q2q21!2 .

If some operatorTl
(«)(x) is a solution of this equation, then the operators

T̃l
~«!~x!52Tl

~«!~x!, Tl
~«!~x!21q, 2Tl

~«!~x!21q

are also its solutions. Each of them can be taken for extension of the representationTl
(«) of Uq~sl2!.

Since the elementx commutes with all elements of Uq~sl2!, then different extensions ofTl
(«)

~obtained by using different solutions of the previous equation! do not essentially differ from each
other. For this reason, we shall use only the solutionTl

(«)(x)5q2 l I , whereI is the unit operator.
We denote the extended representations of Uˆ

q~sl2!, extended by using the solutionTl
(«)(x)

5q2 l I , by the same symbolsTl
(1) ,Tl

(21) ,Tl
~i! ,Tl

~2i! .
It is clear that irreducible finite-dimensional representations of Uˆ

q~sl2!
^2 are equivalent to the

following ones:

Tl
~«!

^ Tl 8
~«8! , l ,l 850,1

2,1,32,..., «,«851,21, i,2i,

whereTl
(«) andTl 8

(«8) are irreducible representations of two copies of the algebra Uˆ
q~sl2!, respec-

tively. Now we wish to extend these representations of Uˆ
q~sl2!

^2 to representations of the algeb
Ûq~sl2!

^2,ext by using the relation

~Tl
~«!

^ Tl 8
~«8!

!„~qH11H21 j1q2H12H22 j !21
…

5„qjTl
~«!~qH1! ^ Tl 8

~«8!
~qH2!1q2 jTl

~«!~qH1! ^ Tl 8
~«8!

~q2H2!…21,

~Tl
~«!

^ Tl 8
~«8!

!„~qH12H21 j1q2H11H22 j !21
…

5„qjTl
~«!~qH1! ^ Tl 8

~«8!
~q2H2!1q2 jTl

~«!~q2H1! ^ Tl 8
~«8!

~qH2!…21.

Clearly, only those irreducible representationsTl
(«)

^ Tl 8
(«8) of Ûq~sl2!

^2 can be extended to repre

sentations of Uˆ q~sl2!
^2,ext for which all the operators

qjTl
~«!~qH1! ^ Tl 8

~«8!
~qH2!1q2 jTl

~«!~q2H1! ^ Tl 8
~«8!

~q2H2!, j 50,61,...,
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qjTl
~«!~qH1! ^ Tl 8

~«8!
~q2H2!1q2 jTl

~«!~q2H1! ^ Tl 8
~«8!

~qH2!, j 50,61,...,

are invertible. From formulas~19!–~23! it follows that these operators are always invertible for t

representationsTl
(«)

^ Tl 8
(«8) such that«,«851,21 or «, «85 i,2i, and also for all the representa

tionsTl
(«)

^ Tl 8
(«8) such thatl 1 l 8 is a half-integral~but not integral! number and«561, «856 i or

«56 i, «8561. For the representationsTl
(«)

^ Tl 8
(«8) with «561, «856 i or «56 i, «8561 and

l 1 l 8PZ some of these operators are not invertible since they have zero eigenvalue. Denot
extended representations by the same symbols, we can formulate the following assertion:

Theorem 1: If q is not a root of unity, then the algebraÛq~sl2) ^ 2,ext has irreducible finite-
dimensional representations

Tl
~«!

^ Tl 8
~«8! , l ,l 850, 1

2,1, 3
2 ,..., «,«8561 or «,«856 i,

Tl
~«!

^ Tl 8
~«8! , l 1 l 8P 1

2 Z, l 1 l 8¹Z, «561,«856 i or «56 i, «8561

(all four combinations of signs are possible). Up to values of the operators corresponding

elements x1
k

^ x2
s , k, s51,2,3,any irreducible finite-dimensional representation ofÛq~sl2) ^ 2,ext is

equivalent to one of these representations.

IV. THE ALGEBRA HOMOMORPHISM U q8 „so4…\Ûq„sl 2…
‹2,ext

The aim of this section is to give in an explicit form the algebra homomorphism of Uq8(so4) to
Ûq~sl2) ^ 2,ext. This homomorphism is given by the following theorem:

Theorem 2: There exists a unique algebra homomorphismf: Uq8~so4)→Ûq~sl2!
^2,extsuch that

f~ I 21!5 i@H11H2#q , f~ I 43!5 i@H12H2#q , ~24!

f~ I 32!52
x1

21q2H2111x1qH221

~qH11H2211q2H12H211!~qH12H2111q2H11H221!
E2

1
x1

21qH2111x1q2H221

~qH11H2111q2H12H221!~qH12H2211q2H11H211!
F2

1
x2

21q2H1111x2qH121

~qH11H2211q2H12H211!~qH12H2211q2H11H211!
E1

2
x2

21qH1111x2q2H121

~qH11H2111q2H12H221!~qH12H2111q2H11H221!
F1 . ~25!

Proof: We have to show that three elementsf(I 21), f(I 32), andf(I 43) from ~24! and ~25!
satisfy the defining relations~6!–~10!. It is made by direct verification. Namely, we substitute t
expressions~24! and~25! for f(I 21),f(I 43),f(I 32) into ~6!–~10! and then permute the generatin
elements (qHi)61,ei , f i in numerators@using the defining relations of the algebra Uq~sl2!#, reduc-
ing them to the form (qH1) r(qH2)se1

a1e2
b1f 1

a2f 2
b2,r ,sPZ. a1 ,b1 ,a2 ,b2PZ1 . Then it is directly

seen that the relations~7!, ~8!, and~10! are fulfilled. So, we have to prove the relations~6! and~9!.
We cancel in these relations separately terms ending withe1

2, e2
2, f 1

2, and f 2
2. Now in the relation

~6! we cancel terms ending withe1e2 , f 1f 2 , f 1e2 and in the relation~9! terms ending with
e1f 2 , f 1e2 . Then we multiply both sides of~6! by

~qH11H2211q2H12H211!21~qH11H2111q2H12H221!21

and both sides of~9! by
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~qH12H2211q2H11H211!21~qH12H2111q2H11H221!21.

After that we cancel in~6! terms ending withe1f 2 and in ~9! terms ending withe1e2 and f 1f 2 .
Now we have in~6! and~9! only the terms ending withe1f 1 ande2f 2 and terms without anyej f k ,
j Þk. We replacee1f 1 ande2f 2 by the expressions following from the expression for the Casi
elements, that is, byci2(q2Hi211q22Hi11)/(q2q21)2, respectively, and multiply both sides o
both relations by

~qH11H2211q2H12H211!~qH11H2111q2H12H221!~qH11H21q2H12H2!~qH12H221

1q2H11H211)~qH12H2111q2H11H221!~qH12H21q2H11H2!.

We obtain the relations, both sides of which are cancelled. The theorem is proved.

V. PROPERTIES OF REPRESENTATIONS OF Uq8 „so4…

We assume everywhere below thatq is not a root of unity.
Our aim is to obtain irreducible finite-dimensional representations of Uq8(so4) by using the

homomorphism of Theorem 2. But before we need some statements on such representa
Uq8(so4).

Let Uq8~so3!1 and Uq8~so3!2 denote the subalgebras of Uq8(so4) generated byI 21,I 32 and by
I 32,I 43, respectively. It is known that the restriction of a finite-dimensional representationT of
Uq8(so4) to any of these subalgebras is a completely reducible representation since any
dimensional representation of Uq8~so3! for q not a root of unity is completely reducible~see Ref.
29!. Let

T↓Uq8~so3!15R1% R2%¯% Rk , ~26!

T↓Uq8~so3!25R18% R28%¯% Rk8
8 . ~27!

Next we shall prove some assertions characterizing these decompositions. Using the c
cation of irreducible finite-dimensional representations of Uq8~so3! for q not a root of unity~see
Ref. 22!, we can state that each of the irreducible representationsRi andRj8 in ~26! and~27! is a
representation of the classical type or a representation of the nonclassical type.

Proposition 1: The decomposition (26), as well as the decomposition (27), contains only
irreducible representations of the classical type or only irreducible representations of the non
sical type.

Proof: Let us prove our proposition for the decomposition~26!. It follows from the results of
Ref. 30 that the operatorsT(I 41),T(I 42),T(I 43) form a tensor operator transforming under t
vector ~three-dimensional! representation of Uq8~so3!1. It is known from Ref. 21 that a tenso
product of a classical-~nonclassical! type irreducible representation by the vector representa
contains in the decomposition classical-~respectively, nonclassical! type representations. For thi
reason, if, for example, the representationR1 in ~26! is of the classical type andu l 1 ,m1&, m1

52 l 1 ,2 l 111,...,l 1 , are basis elements of its representation subspace, then according
Wigner–Eckart theorem30 for vector tensor operator$T(I 41),T(I 42),T(I 43)%, the vectors
T(I 4i)u l 1 ,m1&, i 51, 2, 3, are linear combinations of vectors belonging to subspaces of irredu
representations of Uq8~so3!1 of the classical type. The same assertion is true for vectors belon
to subspaces of representations of the nonclassical type: that is, ifR1 is of the nonclassical type
then the vectorsT(I 4i)u l 1 ,m1& are linear combinations of vectors belonging to subspace
irreducible representations of the nonclassical type. Thus, if in the decomposition~26! there exists
an irreducible representation of the classical type, then acting upon vectors of the corresp
subspace by the operatorsT(I 4i), i 51, 2, 3, we obtain vectors belonging to subspaces on wh
irreducible representations of the classical type are realized. Since the representationT of Uq8(so4)
is irreducible, then in this case the decomposition~26! contains only irreducible representations
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the classical type. If the decomposition~26! does not contain an irreducible representation of
classical type, then all representations in this decomposition are of the nonclassical typ
proposition is proved.

Proposition 2: Both decompositions (26) and (27) contain irreducible representations o
same type (classical or nonclassical).

Proof: In order to prove this proposition we note~see Ref. 22! that eigenvalues of the operato
R(I 21) of an irreducible representationR of Uq8~so3! are of the form i@m#, i@m21#,... with integral
or half-integralm,m21,... if R is of the classical type, and of the form6@m#1 ,6@m21#1 ,...
with only half-integral6m,6m21,... if R is of the nonclassical type, where

@m#15
qm1q2m

q2q21 . ~28!

Let the decomposition~26! consist of irreducible representations of the classical type. T
eigenvalues of the operatorsRi(I 21) are of the form i@m#, i@m21#,... . We state that then the
operatorsRi(I 32) can be diagonalized and their eigenvalues are also of this form. Really
algebra Uq8~so3!1 has the automorphismt such thatt(I 21)5I 32 andt(I 32)5I 21. Since TrRi(I 21)
5TrRi(I 32)50 ~this equality characterizes21 irreducible representations of the classical type!, then
the representationsRi85Ri+t are of the classical type. Moreover,Ri8;Ri ~since up to equivalence
there exists a single irreducible representation of the classical type with a fixed dimension!. Then
the operatorsRi8(I 21)5Ri(I 32) are diagonalizable and the spectrum ofRi(I 32) coincides with that
of Ri(I 21). Our statement concerning the operatorRi(I 32) is proved.

Now we consider the decomposition~27!. The operatorT(I 32)5( i % Ri(I 32) coincides with
the operatorT(I 32)5( i % Ri8(I 32). We have found a form of the spectrum of the operatorT(I 32).
Now we can conclude that the operatorsRi8(I 32) have eigenvalues of the form i@m#, i@m
21#,... . This means that the irreducible representationsRi8 in ~27! are of the classical type.

If the decomposition~26! consists of irreducible representations of the nonclassical type
decomposition~27! consists of representations of the same type. Really, if the decomposition~27!
would consist of representations of the classical type, then conducting the above reasoning
converse order, we would conclude that the decomposition~26! consists of representations of th
classical type. The proposition is proved.

Corollary: If T is an irreducible finite-dimensional representation ofUq8(so4), then both op-
erators T(I 21) and T(I 43) can be simultaneously diagonalized and eigenvalues of both t
operators are either of the formi@m#, i@m21#,... with integral or half-integral m,m21,... or of
the form@m#1 ,@m21#1 ,... with half-integral m,m21,... .

Proof: The operatorsT(I 21) andT(I 43) can be simultaneously diagonalized since the ope
torsRi(I 21) andRj8(I 43) in the decompositions~26! and~27! can be simultaneously diagonalize
@Note that elementsI 21 and I 43 are commuting in Uq8(so4).# Since decompositions~26! and ~27!
consist only of irreducible representations of the classical type or only irreducible represent
of the nonclassical type, then the second assertion of the corollary follows. Corollary is pro

VI. IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF U q8 „so4… OF THE CLASSICAL TYPE

If T is a representation of the algebra Uˆ
q~sl2) ^ 2,ext on a finite-dimensional linear spaceH, then

the mapping

R:Uq8~so4!→L~H! ~29!

@whereL~H! is the space of linear operators onH# defined by the compositionR5T+f ~wheref
is the homomorphism of Theorem 2! is a representation of Uq8(so4). Let us consider the represen
tations

Rj j 8[Rj j 8
~1,1!

5~Tj
~1!

^ Tj 8
~1!

!+f, j , j 850,1
2,1,32,..., ~30!
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of Uq8(so4), whereTj
(1)

^ Tj 8
(1) are irreducible representations of Uˆ

q~sl2) ^ 2,ext from Theorem 1.

Using formulas for the representationsTj
(1)

^ Tj 8
(1) of Ûq~sl2) ^ 2,ext from Theorem 1 and the

expressions~24! and ~25! for f(I i ,i 21), i 52,3,4, we find that

Rj j 8~ I 21!uk,l &5 i@k1 l #uk,l &, ~31!

Rj j 8~ I 43!uk,l &5 i@k2 l #uk,l &, ~32!

Rj j 8~ I 32!uk,l &5
1

~qk1 l1q2k2 l !~qk2 l1q2k1 l !
$2~qj 2 l1q2 j 1 l !@ j 82 l #uk,l 11&

1~qj 1 l1q2 j 2 l !@ j 81 l #uk,l 21&1~qj 82k1q2 j 81k!@ j 2k#uk11,l &

2~qj 81k1q2 j 82k!@ j 1k#uk21,l &%, ~33!

where numbers in square brackets are correspondingq-numbers anduk, l& denote the basis vecto

uk,l &[u j ,k& ^ u j 8,l &

of the spaceHj ^ Hj 8 of the representationTj
(1)

^ Tj 8
(1) of Ûq~sl2!

^2,ext.
Remark:Taking instead ofTj

(1)
^ Tj 8

(1) the irreducible representations with other values of
operators corresponding to the elementsx1

k
^ x2

s , k, s51,2,3 ~see Theorem 1!, we would obtain
representations of Uq8(so4) equivalent toRj j 8 .

The representationRj j 8 of Uq8(so4) is equivalent to the representationTrs , r 5 j 1 j 8, s5 j

2 j 8 from Ref. 24 which in the Uq8~so3! basisu j 9,m&, usu< j 9<r , m52 j 9, 2 j 911,...,j 9, is given
by the formulas

Trs~ I 21!u j 9,m&5 i @m#u j 9,m&, ~34!

Trs~ I 32!u j 9,m&5
1

qm1q2m ~@ j 92m#u j 9,m11&2@ j 91m#u j 9,m21&), ~35!

Trs~ I 43!u j 9,m&5 i
@r 11#@s#@m#

@r 9#@ j 911#
u j 9,m&1

@r 2 j 9#@ j 91s11#

@ j 911#@2 j 911#
u j 911,m&

2
@r 1 j 911#@ j 92s#@ j 92m#@ j 91m#

@ j 9#@2 j 911#
u j 921,m& ~36!

@note that our basis elementsu j 9,m& differ from the basis elements in formula~19! of Ref. 24 by
the appropriate multipliers; for this reason, formula~36! differs from formula~19! in Ref. 24#. It
was shown24 that under diagonalization of the operatorTrs(I 43) we obtain a new basis$ux,m&% on
which the operatorsTrs(I 21),Trs(I 43),Trs(I 32) are given by formulas

Trs~ I 21!ux,m&5 i@m#ux,m&, Trs~ I 43!ux,m&5 i@x#ux,m& ~37!

and by formula~33! in Ref. 24. Under the renotation of the basis elements and multiplying t
by the appropriate multipliers we obtain formulas for the representationRj j 8 obtained earlier in
this work. This proves the equivalence stated earlier.

The irreducible representationsRj j 8 are called representations ofthe classical type.14 If q
→1, then the operatorsRj j 8(I i ,i 21), i 52,3,4, tend to the corresponding operators of the irred
ible representations of the Lie algebra so4.
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VII. IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF U q8 „so4… OF THE NONCLASSICAL TYPE

Now we apply the method of the previous section to the irreducible representationsTj
~2i!

^ Tj 8
(1) of the algebra Uˆ q~sl2!

^2,ext with j half-integral andj 8 integral or with j integral andj 8
half-integral. Then we obtain the representations

Rj j 8
~2 i,1!

5~Tj
~2 i!

^ Tj 8
~1!

!+f, ~38!

of Uq8(so4) with

j 5 1
2 , 3

2 , 5
2 ,..., j 850,1,2,..., or j 50,1,2,..., j 85 1

2 , 3
2 , 5

2 ,... . ~39!

Using formulas for the representationsTj
(2 i) andTj 8

(1) of Uq(sl2) and the expression~24! and~25!
for f(I i ,i 21), i 52,3,4, we find that

Rj j 8
~2 i,1!

~ I 21!uk,l &5@k1 l #1uk,l &, ~40!

Rj j 8
~2 i,1!

~ I 43!uk,l &5@k2 l #1uk,l &, ~41!

Rj j 8
~2 i,1!

~ I 32!uk,l &5
1

@k1 l #@k2 l #~q2q21!
$2 i@ j 2 l #@ j 82 l #uk,l 11&1 i@ j 1 l #@ j 81 l #uk,l 21&

2 i@ j 82k#@ j 2k#uk11,l &1 i@ j 81k#@ j 1k#uk21,l &%, ~42!

where the numbers in square brackets are the correspondingq-numbers,@a#1 are defined in~28!,
and uk, l& denotes the basis vectors

uk,l &5u j ,k& ^ u j 8,l & ~43!

of the spaceHj ^ Hj 8 of the representationTj
(2 i)

^ Tj 8
(1) of Ûq(sl2) ^ 2,ext. Note that bothj 1 j 8 and

k1 l are half-integral.
In this case we have the equalities@k1 l #15@2k2 l #1 , @k2 l #15@2k1 l #1 and for this

reason the operatorsRj j 8
(2 i,1)(I 21) andRj j 8

(2 i,1)(I 43) have multiple eigenvalues. Namely, all pairs
the vectorsuk, l& and u2k,2 l & have the same eigenvalues:

Rj j 8
~2 i,1!

~ I 21!uk,l &5@k1 l #1uk,l &, Rj j 8
~2 i,1!

~ I 43!uk,l &5@k2 l #2uk,l &,

Rj j 8
~2 i,1!

~ I 21!u2k,2 l &5@k1 l #1u2k,2 l &, Rj j 8
~2 i,1!

~ I 43!u2k,2 l &5@k2 l #1u2k,2 l &.

The representationRj j 8
(2 i,1) is reducible. In order to show this we distinguish two case:

~a! j is half-integral andj 8 integral and
~b! j is integral andj 8 half-integral.

We consider first the case~a!. In order to decomposeRj j 8
(2 i,1) into irreducible constituents we

choose a new basis in the representation space consisting of the vectors

uk,l &15uk,l &1~21! l u2k,2 l &, k.0,

uk,l &25uk,l &1~21! l 11u2k,2 l &, k.0.

Using formulas~40!–~42! we easily find that

Rj j 8
~2 i,1!

~ I 21!uk,l &65@k1 l #2uk,l &6, Rj j 8
~2 i,1!

~ I 43!uk,l &65@k2 l #1uk,l &6, ~44!
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Rj j 8
~2 i,1!

~ I 32!uk,l &15
1

@k1 l #@k2 l #~q2q21!
$2 i@ j 2 l #@ j 82 l #uk,l 11&11 i@ j 1 l #@ j 81 l #uk,l 21&1

2 i@ j 82k#@ j 2k#uk11,l &11 i@ j 81k#@ j 1k#uk21,l &1%, kÞ 1
2 , ~45!

Rj j 8
~2 i,1!

~ I 32!U12 ,l L 1

5
21

@ l 1 1
2#@ l 2 1

2#~q2q21!
H 2 i@ j 2 l #@ j 82 l #U12 ,l 11L 1

1 i@ j 1 l #@ j 81 l #U12 ,l 21L 1

2 i@ j 82 1
2#@ j 2 1

2#U32 ,l L 1

1 i@ j 81 1
2#@ j 1 1

2#~21! lU12 ,2 l L 1J . ~46!

The operatorRj j 8
(2 i,1)(I 32) acts on the vectorsuk,l &2 by formulas~45! and ~46! if to replace all

uk,l &1 by the correspondinguk,l &2, and in~46! to replace (21)l by (21)l 11.
Let H1 andH2 be the subspaces of the representation space ofRj j 8

(2 i,1) spanned by the vector
uk,l &1 and by the vectorsuk,l &2, respectively. We see from the previous formulas that th
subspaces are invariant with respect to the representationRj j 8

(2 i,1) . We denote the restrictions o
Rj j 8

(2 i,1) to H1 andH2 by Rj j 8
(1,1,1) andRj j 8

(1,1,2) , respectively. Note that

Rj j 8
~1,1,1 !

~ I 32!U12,0L 1

5
1

@ 1
2#

2~q2q21!
H 2 i@ j #@ j 8#U12,1L 1

1 i @ j #@ j 8#U12 ,21L 1

2 i@ j 82 1
2#@ j 2 1

2#

3U32,0L 1

1 i @ j 81 1
2#@ j 1 1

2#U12,0L 1J , ~47!

that is, the operatorRj j 8
(1,1,1)(I 32) has nonzero diagonal element

1K 1

2
,0URj j 8

~1,1,1 !
~ I 32!U 1

2
,0L 1

5 i
@ j 81 1

2#@ j 1 1
2#

@ 1
2#

2~q2q21!
.

In the same way it is shown that

2K 1

2
,0URj j 8

~1,1,2 !
~ I 32!U 1

2
,0L 2

52 i
@ j 81 1

2#@ j 1 1
2#

@ 1
2#

2~q2q21!
.

Now we consider the case~b!. The new basis of the representation space is

uk,l &15uk,l &1~2k! l u2k,2 l &, l .0,

uk,l &25uk,l &1~21!k11u2k,2 l &, l .0.

Then formulas forRj j 8
(2 i,1)(I 21) and Rj j 8

(2 i,1)(I 43) are the same as in case~a!. Formula~45! is the
same, but we have consider it forlÞ1/2. Instead of~46! we have the formula
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Rj j 8
~2 i,1!

~ I 32!Uk,
1

2L 1

5
1

@k1 1
2#@k2 1

2#~q2q21!
H 2 i@ j 2 1

2#@ j 82 1
2#Uk,

3

2L 1

1 i@ j 1 1
2#@ j 81 1

2#~21!k

U2k,
1

2L 1

2 i@ j 82k#@ j 2k#Uk11,
1

2L 1

1 i@ j 81k#@ j 1k#Uk21,
1

2L 1J .

~48!

The operatorRj j 8
(2 i,1)(I 32) acts on the vectorsuk,l &2 by formulas~45! and ~48! if to replace all

uk,l &1 by uk,l &2, respectively, and in~48! to replace (21)k by (21)k11.
We denote the subspaces spanned by the vectorsuk,l &1 and by the vectorsuk,l &2 asH1 and

H2 , respectively. As we see from the previous formulas, these subspaces are invariant with
to the representationRj j 8

(2 i,1) . We denote the corresponding subrepresentations byRj j 8
(1,1,2) and

Rj j 8
(1,1,1) , respectively. In particular, we have

Rj j 8
~1,1,2 !

~ I 32!U0,
1

2L 1

5
21

@ 1
2#

2~q2q21!
H 2 i@ j 2 1

2#@ j 82 1
2#U0,

3

2L 1

1 i@ j 1 1
2#@ j 81 1

2#U0,
1

2L 1

2 i@ j 8#@ j #U1,
1

2L 1

1 i@ j 8#@ j #U21,
1

2L 1J , ~49!

that is, the operatorRj j 8
(1,1,2)(I 32) has nonzero diagonal element

1K 0,
1

2 URj j 8
~1,1,2 !

~ I 32!U0,
1

2L 1

52 i
@ j 81 1

2#@ j 1 1
2#

@ 1
2#

2~12q21!
.

For the operatorRj j 8
(1,1,1)(I 32) we have

2K 0,
1

2 URj j 8
~1,1,1 !

~ I 32!U0,
1

2L 2

5 i
@ j 81 1

2#@ j 1 1
2#

@ 1
2#

2~12q21!
.

Now we consider in the same way the representations

Rj j 8
~2 i,21!

5~Tj
~2 i!

^ Tj 8
~21!

!+f

of Uq8(so4). As a result, we obtain for these representations formulas~40!–~42! in which the
right-hand sides of~40! and ~41! are multiplied by21 and the right-hand side of~42! is left
without any change. These representations are reducible and we have

Rj j 8
~2 i,21!

5Rj j 8
~2,2,1 !

% Rj j 8
~2,2,2 ! ,

where the representationsRj j 8
(2,2,1) andRj j 8

(2,2,2) act on such subspaces as in the previous c
with these difference that

Rj j 8
~2,2,6 !

~ I 21!52Rj j 8
~1,1,6 !

~ I 21!, Rj j 8
~2,2,6 !

~ I 43!52Rj j 8
~1,1,6 !

~ I 43!,

that is,

Rj j 8
~2,2,6 !

~ I 21!uk,l &652@k1 l #1uk,l &6, Rj j 8
~2,2,6 !

~ I 43!uk,l &652@k2 l #1uk,l &6.

The operatorsRj j 8
(2,2,Z6)(I 32) coincide with the corresponding operatorsRj j 8

(1,1,6)(I 32).
Similarly, the representationRj j 8

~i,1!
5(Tj

~i!
^ Tj 8

(1))+f of Uq8(so4) is reducible and decomposes
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Rj j 8
~ i,1!

5Rj j 8
~2,2,1 !

% Rj j 8
~2,2,2 ! ,

whereRj j 8
(2,2,6) are such as earlier in this work, and the representationRj j 8

(i,21)
5(Tj

~i!
^ Tj 8

(21))+f of
Uq8(so4) is reducible and decomposes as

Rj j 8
~ i,21!

5Rj j 8
~1,1,1 !

% Rj j 8
~1,1,2 ! ,

whereRj j 8
(1,1,6) are such as earlier in this work.

Let us consider the representation

Rj 8 j
~1,i!

5~Tj 8
~1!

^ Tj
~ i!!+f

of Uq8(so4) ~for convenience we take first the indexj 8 and thenj!. We have

Rj 8 j
~1,i!

~ I 21!u l ,k&52@k1 l #1u l ,k&, Rj 8 j
~1,i!

~ I 43!u l ,k&5@k2 l #1u l ,k&,

Rj 8 j
~1,i!

~ I 32!u l ,k&5
1

@k1 l #@ l 2k#~q2q21!
$2 i@ j 2 l #@ j 82 l #u l 11,k&1 i@ j 1 l #@ j 81 l #u l 21,k&2 i@ j 8

2k#@ j 2k#u l ,k11&1 i@ j 81k#@ j 1k#u l ,k21&%.

In order to have a similarity with formulas~40!–~42! we denote the vectorsul, k& by uk, l& and the
representationRj 8 j

~1,i! by R̂j j 8
~i,1! .

The operatorsR̂j j 8
~i,1!(I 21) and R̂j j 8

~i,1!(I 43) have multiple common eigenvectorsuk, l& and

u2k,2 l &. The representationR̂j j 8
~i,1! is analyzed as the representationRj j 8

~2i,1! given earlier and we

have the following result. The representationR̂j j 8
~i,1! is reducible and decomposes into irreducib

subrepresentations as

R̂j j 8
~ i,1!

5Rj j 8
~2,1,1 !

% Rj j 8
~2,1,2 ! ,

where the representationsRj j 8
(2,1,6) differ from the representationsRj j 8

(1,1,6) , respectively, only by
the operatorRj j 8

(2,1,6)(I 21) and

Rj j 8
~2,1,6 !

~ I 21!52Rj j 8
~1,1,6 !

~ I 21!.

Similarly, the representation

Rj 8 j
~1,2 i![R̂j j 8

~2 i,1!
5~Tj 8

~1!
^ Tj

~2 i!!+f

of Uq8(so4) is reducible and decomposes into irreducible components as

R̂j j 8
~2 i,1!

5Rj j 8
~1,2,1 !

% Rj j 8
~1,2,2 ! ,

where the representationsRj j 8
(1,2,6) differ from the representationsRj j 8

(1,1,6) , respectively, only by
the operatorRj j 8

(1,2,6)(I 43) and

Rj j 8
~1,2,6 !

~ I 43!52Rj j 8
~1,1,6 !

~ I 43!.

We do not consider other representationsRj 8 j
(61,6 i)

5(Tj 8
(61)

^ Tj
~6i!) since they do not give new

irreducible representations of Uq8(so4).
Thus, for every value ofj and j 8 such that

j 50,1,2,..., j 85 1
2 , 3

2 , 5
2 ,..., or j 5 1

2 , 3
2 , 5

2 ,..., j 850,1,2,... .
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we constructed eight representationsR
j j 8

(«1 ,«2 ,«3)
, « i56. These representations act on the line

spaceH with the basis

uk,l &, k5 j , j 21,...,1
2 , l 5 j 8, j 821,...,2 j 8

if j 8 is integral, and with the basis

uk,l &, k5 j , j 21,...,2 j , l 5 j 8, j 821,...,1
2

if j is integral. The representations are given by the formulas

R
j j 8

~«1 ,«2 ,«3!
~ I 21!uk,l &5«1@k1 l #1uk,l &, ~50!

R
j j 8

~«1 ,«2 ,«3!
~ I 43!uk,l &5«2@k2 l #1uk,l &, ~51!

R
j j 8

~«1 ,«2 ,«3!
~ I 32!uk,l &5

1

@k1 l #@k2 l #~q2q21!
$2 i@ j 82 l #@ j 2 l #uk,l 11&1 i@ j 81 l #@ j 1 l #uk,l 21&

2 i@ j 82k#@ j 2k#uk11,l &1 i@ j 81k#@ j 1k#uk21,l &%, ~52!

wherekÞ 1
2 if j is half-integral andlÞ 1

2 if j 8 is half-integral, and by

R
j j 8

~«1 ,«2 ,«3!
~ I 32!U12 ,l L 5

1

@ l 1 1
2#@ l 2 1

2#~q2q21!
H 2 i@ j 2 l #@ j 82 l #U12 ,l 11L 1 i@ j 1 l #@ j 81 l #

3U12 ,l 21L 2 i@ j 82 1
2#@ j 2 1

2#U32 ,l L 1 i@ j 81 1
2#@ j 1 1

2#«3~21! lU12 ,2 l L J
~53!

if j is half-integral and by

R
j j 8

~«1 ,«2 ,«3!
~ I 32!Uk,

1

2L 5
1

@k1 1
2#@k2 1

2#~q2q21!
H 2 i@ j 2 1

2#@ j 82 1
2#Uk,

3

2L 1 i@ j 1 1
2#@ j 81 1

2#«3

~21!kU2k,
1

2L 2 i@ j 82k#@ j 2k#Uk11,
1

2L 1 i@ j 81k#@ j 1k#Uk21,
1

2L J
~54!

if j 8 is half-integral.

It is seen from formulas for representations that the representationsR
j j 8

(«1 ,«2 ,«3)
and

R
j 8 j

(«1 ,2«2 ,«3)
are equivalent. The equivalence operatorA is given by the formulaAuk,l &5u l ,k&. For

this reason, we consider the representationsR
j j 8

(«1 ,«2 ,«3)
only for j > j 8.

Theorem 3: The representations R
j j 8

(«1 ,«2 ,«3)
, j > j 8, are irreducible and pairwise nonequiva

lent.
Proof: Irreducibility of these representations will be proved in Sec. VIII. In order to pr

their pairwise nonequivalence we note that finite-dimensional representationsT andT8 of Uq8(so4)
cannot be equivalent if for at least one pairT(I i ,i 21), T8(I i ,i 21), i 52,3,4, we have TrT(I i ,i 21)

ÞTrT8(I i ,i 21). For this reason, the representationsR
j j 8

(«1 ,«2 ,«3)
and R

ss8

(«18 ,«28 ,«38)
with («1 ,«2 ,«3)

Þ(«18 ,«28 ,«38) or/and with (j , j 8)Þ(s,s8) are not equivalent.
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Irreducible representationsR
j j 8

(«1 ,«2 ,«3)
are calledrepresentations of the nonclassical type. They

have no classical analogue. They are characterized by the property that the operatorsR
j j 8

(«1 ,«2 ,«3)

3(I i ,i 21), i 52,3,4, have a nonzero trace. Note that there exist eight nontrivial one-dimens
representations of the nonclassical type. They coincide with the representationsR(1/2)0

(«1 ,«2 ,«3) .

VIII. THE CLASSIFICATION THEOREM

The main aim of this section is to prove that previously constructed irreducible represent
of the classical type and of the nonclassical type exhaust all irreducible finite-dimensional
sentations of the algebra Uq8(so4). We also prove that pairs of the irreducible representation
Theorem 3 are not equivalent. But first we study some auxiliary operators.

Let R be a finite-dimensional representation of Uq8(so4) on a linear vector spaceH. We
suppose that the operatorsR(I 21) andR(I 43) have eigenvalues only of the classical type, that is
the form i@m#, where@m# means aq-number. Letuk, l& be an eigenvector such that

R~ I 21!uk,l &5 i@k1 l #uk,l &, R~ I 43!uk,l &5 i@k2 l #uk,l &.

We associate with this eigenvector the operators

X1
~k,l !52R~ I 41!1q22kR~ I 32!2 iq2k2 l 11/2R~ I 42!2 iq2k1 l 21/2R~ I 31!, ~55!

X2
~k,l !52R~ I 41!1q2kR~ I 32!1 iqk1 l 11/2R~ I 42!1 iqk2 l 21/2R~ I 31!, ~56!

X3
~k,l !5R~ I 41!1q22lR~ I 32!1 iq2k2 l 11/2R~ I 42!2 iqk2 l 21/2R~ I 31!, ~57!

X4
~k,l !5R~ I 41!1q2lR~ I 32!2 iqk1 l 11/2R~ I 42!1 iq2k1 l 21/2R~ I 31!. ~58!

Note that later we shall use the explicit form of the operatorsX1
(k,l ) , X2

(k,l ) , X3
(k,l ) , X4

(k,l ) under
action on the vectoruk, l&. In this case we may consider formulas~55!–~58! as a system of linea
equations with unknown vectorsR(I 32)uk,l &, R(I 31)uk,l &, R(I 42)uk,l &, andR(I 41)uk,l &. The de-
terminant of this system can be easily calculated:

detS 21 q22k 2 iq2k2 l 11/2 2 iq2k1 l 21/2

21 q2k iqk1 l 11/2 iqk2 l 21/2

1 q22l iq2k2 l 11/2 2 iqk2 l 21/2

1 q2l 2 iqk1 l 11/2 iq2k1 l 21/2

D 5~qk1 l1q2k2 l !~qk2 l1q2k1 l !.

If q is not a root of unity, then this determinant does not vanish for any integral or half-integk
and l. This means that the system of above equations can be solved and we can find h
operatorsR(I 32), R(I 31), R(I 42), andR(I 41) act on the vectoruk, l&. This reasoning will be used
below.

Lemma 1: The vectors Xi
(k,l )uk,l & are eigenvectors of the operators R(I 21) and R(I 43):

R~ I 21!~X1
~k,l !uk,l &)5 i@k1 l 11#~X1

~k,l !uk,l &), R~ I 43!~X1
~k,l !uk,l &)5 i@k2 l 21#~X1

~k,l !uk,l &),

R~ I 21!~X2
~k,l !uk,l &)5 i@k1 l 21#~X2

~k,l !uk,l &), R~ I 43!~X2
~k,l !uk,l &)5 i@k2 l 11#~X2

~k,l !uk,l &),

R~ I 21!~X3
~k,l !uk,l &)5 i@k1 l 11#~X3

~k,l !uk,l &), R~ I 43!~X3
~k,l !uk,l &)5 i@k2 l 11#~X3

~k,l !uk,l &),

R~ I 21!~X4
~k,l !uk,l &)5 i@k1 l 21#~X4

~k,l !uk,l &), R~ I 43!~X4
~k,l !uk,l &)5 i@k2 l 21#~X4

~k,l !uk,l &).

Proof: The lemma is proved by direct calculation using the defining relations for the elem
I i j PUq8(so4), i . j . For example, by using relations~11!–~14! we have
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R~ I 21!~X1
~k,l !uk,l &)5R~2qI411q22k21I 322 iq2k2 l 21/2I 422 iqk1 l 11/2I 31!R~ I 21!uk,l &

1R~ iq2k2 l I 412 iql 2kI 321q1/2I 421q22k21/2I 31!uk,l &

5 i@k1 l 11#~X1
~k,l !uk,l &).

The lemma is proved.
Lemma 1 means that the operatorsX1

(k,l ) and X3
(k,l ) increasek and l in the eigenvalues of

R(I 21) andR(I 43), respectively, and the operatorsX2
(k,l ) andX4

(k,l ) decrease these numbers in the
eigenvalues. Symbolically we write this in the form

X1 : l→ l 11, X2 : l→ l 21,

X3 : k→k11, X4 :k→k21.

Lemma 2: The operators (55)–(58) have the properties

X3
~k,l 11!X1

~k,l !uk,l &5X1
~k11,l !X3

~k,l !uk,l &, X4
~k,l 21!X2

~k,l !uk,l &5X2
~k21,l !X4

~k,l !uk,l &,

X4
~k,l 11!X1

~k,l !uk,l &5X1
~k21,l !X4

~k,l !uk,l &, X3
~k,l 21!X2

~k,l !uk,l &5X2
~k11,l !X3

~k,l !uk,l &.

Proof: The first of these relations is proved as follows. Using the expressions~55! and~57! for
X1 andX3 we express@by using relations~11!–~15!# the elementsX3

(k,l 11)X1
(k,l ) andX1

(k11,l )X3
(k,l )

as a linear combination of the basis elements from Poincare´–Birkhoff–Witt theorem. As a result
we receive the first relation. Other relations are proved in the same way. The lemma is pro

Lemma 2 means that the pairs of operatorsX1 andX3 , X2 andX4 , X1 andX4 , andX2 andX3

~with appropriate upper indices! commute under action on the vectoruk, l&.
Lemma 3: The operators (55)–(58) have the properties

X2
~k,l 11!X1

~k,l !uk,l &5~C482~q2l 111q22l 21!C41@2l #@2~ l 11!# !uk,l &,

X1
~k,l 21!X2

~k,l !uk,l &5~C482~q2l 211q22l 11!C41@2l #@2~ l 21!# !uk,l &,

X4
~k11,l !X3

~k,l !uk,l &5~C481~q2k111q22k21!C41@2k#@2~k11!# !uk,l &,

X3
~k21,l !X4

~k,l !uk,l &5~C481~q2k211q22k11!C41@2k#@2~k21!# !uk,l &,

where C4 andC48 are the Casimir elements ofUq8(so4) from Sec. II.
The proof is given in the same way as that of Lemma 2, taking into account expressio

the Casimir elements.
Lemma 3 can be used for evaluation of eigenvalues of Casimir elementsC4 and C48 on

irreducible representationsR when the operatorsR(I 21) andR(I 43) have eigenvalues of the clas
sical type. Eigenvectorsuk, l& of the operatorsR(I 21) andR(I 43) are calledweight vectorsof the
representationR. A weight vectoru j , j 8& is calleda highest weight vectorif

X1
~ j , j 8!u j , j 8&50, X3

~ j , j 8!u j , j 8&50.

If R is an irreducible representation with classical-type eigenvalues of the operatorsR(I 21) and
R(I 43), then we apply both sides of the first and the third relations of Lemma 3 to the vect
highest weightu j , j 8&. The left-hand sides send this vector to zero, and then the right-hand
~equating to zero! give the following eigenvalues forC4 andC48 :

C45@ j 1 j 811#@ j 82 j #I ,

C485$~q2 j 111q22 j 21!@ j 2 j 8#@ j 1 j 811#2@2 j #@2 j 12#%I ,
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where I is the unit operator on the representation space. In particular, such eigenvalues
Casimir operators of the classical-type representationRj j 8 .

Later in this work where we prove assertions concerning finite-dimensional representati
Uq(so4), we shall have in mind the following properties of the operatorsXi

(k,l ) from ~55!–~58!,
which are derived from Lemmas 1–3:

~A! Let uk,l& be such as in Lemma 1. Acting onuk,l& by the operatorsXi , i 51,2,3,4, with
appropriate upper indices, we can obtain a vectoruk,l &8 with eigenvalues of the operatorsR(I 21)
andR(I 43) coinciding with those of the vectoruk,l&. Thenuk,l &85auk,l & for some complex numbe
a.

~B! Let uk,l& be such as in Lemma 1. IfX1
(k,l )uk,l &5uk,l 11&50 anduk8,l & is another weight

vector of the operatorsR(I 21) andR(I 43) obtained by action of the operatorsXi , i 51,2,3,4, with

appropriate upper indices, thenX1
(k8,l )uk8,l &5uk8,l 11&50. The same assertion is valid for th

vectorsX2
(k,l )uk,l &, X3

(k,l )uk,l &, andX4
(k,l )uk,l &. This means that by acting onuk, l& by the operators

Xi , i 51,2,3,4, with appropriate upper indices, we obtain the set of nonzero vectorsuk8,l 8& such
that their values (k8,l 8) constitute a parallelogram with vertices (j , j 8), ( j ,2 j 8), (2 j , j 8), and
(2 j ,2 j 8) under some values ofj and j 8.

Now let R8 be a finite-dimensional representation of Uq8(so4) on a linear spaceH8. Suppose
that the operatorsR8(I 21) andR8(I 43) have eigenvalues only of the nonclassical type, that is
the form 6@m#1 , where @m#15(qm1q2m)/(q2q21) and m are half-integral. Ifuk,l& is an
eigenvector such that

R8~ I 21!uk,l &5«1@k1 l #1uk,l &, R8~ I 43!uk,l &5«2@k2 l #2uk,l &,

then we associate with it the operators

X1
~k,l !5R8~ I 41!1q22kR8~ I 32!2q2k2 l 11/2R8~ I 42!2q2k1 l 21/2R8~ I 31!, ~59!

X2
~k,l !5R8~ I 41!1q2kR8~ I 32!2qk1 l 11/2R8~ I 42!2qk2 l 21/2R8~ I 31!, ~60!

X3
~k,l !52R8~ I 41!2q22lR8~ I 32!1q2k2 l 11/2R8~ I 42!1q2k2 l 21/2R8~ I 31!, ~61!

X4
~k,l !52R8~ I 41!2q2lR8~ I 32!1qk1 l 11/2R8~ I 42!1q2k1 l 21/2R8~ I 31!. ~62!

Next we shall consider relations~59!–~62! as a system of linear equations. The determinan
the matrix of this system is equal to

detS 1 q22k 2q2k2 l 11/2 2q2k1 l 21/2

1 q2k 2qk1 l 11/2 2qk2 l 21/2

21 2q22l q2k2 l 11/2 qk2 l 21/2

21 2q2l qk1 l 11/2 q2k1 l 21/2

D 5~qk1 l2q2k2 l !~qk2 l2q2k1 l !.

If q is not a root of unity, then this determinant does not vanish for any half-integralk6 l . Hence,
the previous system of equations can be solved and we can find how the operatorsR8(I 32),
R8(I 31), R8(I 42), andR8(I 41) act on the vectoruk,l&.

Next we formulate three lemmas for these operators analogous to Lemma 1–3. Proofs o
lemmas are the same as in the case of Lemmas 1–3 and we omit them.

Lemma 4: The vectors Xi
(k,l )uk,l & are eigenvectors of the operators R8(I 21) and R8(I 43):

R8~ I 21!~X1
~k,l !uk,l &)5«1@k1 l 11#1~X1

~k,l !uk,l &),

R8~ I 43!~X1
~k,l !uk,l &)5«2@k2 l 21#1~X1

~k,l !uk,l &),
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R8~ I 21!~X2
~k,l !uk,l &)5«1@k1 l 21#1~X2

~k,l !uk,l &),

R8~ I 43!~X2
~k,l !uk,l &)5«2@k2 l 11#1~X2

~k,l !uk,l &),

R8~ I 21!~X3
~k,l !uk,l &)5«1@k1 l 11#1~X3

~k,l !uk,l &),

R8~ I 43!~X3
~k,l !uk,l &)5«2@k2 l 11#1~X3

~k,l !uk,l &),

R8~ I 21!~X4
~k,l !uk,l &)5«1@k1 l 21#1~X4

~k,l !uk,l &),

R8~ I 43!~X4
~k,l !uk,l &)5«2@k2 l 21#1~X4

~k,l !uk,l &).

Lemma 5: The operators (59)–(62) have the properties

X3
~k,l 11!X1

~k,l !uk,l &5X1
~k11,l !X3

~k,l !uk,l &, X4
~k,l 21!X2

~k,l !uk,l &5X2
~k21,l !X4

~k,l !uk,l &,

X4
~k,l 11!X1

~k,l !uk,l &5X1
~k21,l !X4

~k,l !uk,l &, X3
~k,l 21!X2

~k,l !uk,l &5X2
~k11,l !X3

~k,l !uk,l &.

Lemma 6: For the operators (59)–(62) we have

X2
~k,l 11!X1

~k,l !uk,l &5„C482~q2l 111q22l 21!C41@2l #@2~ l 11!#…uk,l &,

X1
~k,l 21!X2

~k,l !uk,l &5„C482~q2l 211q22l 11!C41@2l #@2~ l 21!#…uk,l &,

X4
~k11,l !X3

~k,l !uk,l &5„C482~q2k111q22k21!C41@2k#@2~k11!#…uk,l &,

X3
~k21,l !X4

~k,l !uk,l &5„C482~q2k211q22k11!C41@2k#@2~k21!#…uk,l &,

where C4 and C48 are the Casimir elements ofUq8(so4) from Sec. II.
Lemma 6 can be used for evaluation of eigenvalues of Casimir elementsC4 and C48 on

irreducible representationsR8 when the operatorsR8(I 21) and R8(I 43) have eigenvalues of the
nonclassical type. Eigenvectorsuk, l& of the operatorsR8(I 21) andR8(I 43) are calledweight vectors
of the representationR8. A weight vectoru j , j 8& is calleda highest weight vectorif

X1
~ j , j 8!u j , j 8&50, X3

~ j , j 8!u j , j 8&50.

If R8 is an irreducible representation with nonclassical type eigenvalues of the operatorsR8(I 21)
andR8(I 43), then applying both sides of the first and third relations of Lemma 6 to the vect
highest weightu j , j 8& we derive that

C45@ j 1 j 811#1@ j 2 j 8#1I ,

C485$~q2 j 111q22 j 21!@ j 2 j 8#1@ j 1 j 811#12@2 j #@2 j 12#%I ,

whereI is the identity operator on the representation space. In particular, such eigenvalue
Casimir operators of the nonclassical type representationR

j j 8

«1 ,«2 ,«3.

The operatorsXi
(k,l ) from ~59!–~62! have the properties similar to the properties~A! and~B!.

Proof of the first part of Theorem 3:Let R
j j 8

«1 ,«2 ,«3 be a representation of the nonclassical ty

on the vector spaceH. Then the commuting operatorsR
j j 8

«1 ,«2 ,«3(I 21) andR
j j 8

«1 ,«2 ,«3(I 43) are simul-
taneously diagonalized. Sinceq is not a root of unity, the eigenvalues («1@k1 l #1 ,«2@k2 l #1) for
the corresponding vectoruk, l& are of multiplicity 1. LetH8 be a nontrivial invariant subspace o
the representation spaceH, and letSk,lak,l uk,l & be a nonzero vector fromH8. Since eigenvalues
(«1@k1 l #1 ,«2@k2 l #1) are of multiplicity 1, then eachuk, l& from this linear combination belong
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to H8. Let uk8,l 8& be one of these vectors. Applying the operatorsX1 andX3 ~with appropriate
upper indices! to uk8,l 8& we obtain the vector of highest weightu j , j 8& of the representation
R

j j 8

«1 ,«2 ,«3. Applying to u j , j 8& the operatorsX2 andX4 ~with appropriate indices! we obtain all basis

vectors of the spaceH. Hence, the representationR
j j 8

«1,«2,«3 is irreducible. The theorem is proved
Now we can prove the theorem on classification of irreducible finite-dimensional repres

tions of Uq8(so4).
Theorem 4: If q is not a root of unity, then each irreducible finite-dimensional representa

R ofUq8(so4) is equivalent to one of the irreducible representations of the classical type or to
of the irreducible representations of the nonclassical type.

Proof: Let us first prove the following assertion:if eigenvalues of the operators R(I 21) and
R(I 43) of an irreducible finite-dimensional representation R ofUq8(so4) are of the classical type
(that is, of the form i@m#, mP 1

2Z!, then R is equivalent to one of the irreducible representatio
of the classical type. We diagonalize both operatorsR(I 21) andR(I 43) and represent their eigen
vectors in the formuk, l&, where

R~ I 21!uk,l &5 i @k1 l #uk,l &, R~ I 43!uk,l &5 i @k2 l #uk,l &.

~These eigenvectors are called weight vectors.! Due to Lemmas 1 and 2, there exists an eigenv
tor of highest weight~we denote it byu j , j 8&!, that is such that

R~ I 21!u j , j 8&5 i @ j 1 j 8#u j , j 8&, R~ I 43!u j , j 8&5 i @ j 2 j 8#u j , j 8&,

X1
~ j , j 8!u j , j 8&50, X3

~ j , j 8!u j , j 8&50.

Applying the first and third relations of Lemma 3 to the vectoru j , j 8& we find eigenvalues of the
Casimir operatorsR(C4) andR(C48) on the representationR:

R~C4!5@ j 1 j 811#@ j 82 j #, ~63!

R~C48!5~q2 j 111q22 j 21!@ j 2 j 8#@ j 1 j 811#2@2 j #@2 j 12#. ~64!

Acting on the vectoru j , j 8& by the operatorsX2 ~with appropriate upper indices! we construct
recursively the vectors

u j , j 82s&ªX2
~ j , j 82s11!

¯X2
~ j , j 821!X2

~ j , j 8!u j , j 8&, s50,1,2,... .

Since the representationR is finite dimensional and~by Lemma 1! these vectors have differen
eigenvalues, there exists smallest positive integern such that

u j , j 82n&ªX2
~ j , j 82n11!u j , j 82n11&50. ~65!

Similarly, between vectors

u j 2r , j 8&ªX4
~ j 2r 11,j 8!

¯X4
~ j 21,j 8!X4

~ j , j 8!u j , j 8&, r 50,1,2,...,

there exists a nonzero vector with smallest positive integerm such that

u j 2m, j 8&ªX4
~ j 2m11,j 8!u j 2m11,j 8&50. ~66!

Then using the second and fourth relations of Lemma 3, we find from~63!–~66! that

X1
~ j , j 82n!X2

~ j , j 82n11!u j , j 82n11&5@n#@n22 j 821#~qj 82 j 2n1q2 j 81 j 1n!~qj 1 j 82n11

1q2 j 2 j 81n21!u j , j 82n11&50,
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X3
~ j 2m, j 8!X4

~ j 2m11,j 8!u j 2m11,j 8&5@m#@m22 j 21#~qm2 j 2 j 8211q2m1 j 1 j 811!~qm2 j 1 j 8

1q2m1 j 2 j 8!u j 2m11,j 8&50.

Therefore,@n22 j 821#50 and@m22 j 21#50, that is,

m52 j 11, n52 j 811.

Now we act successively on the vectorsu j , j 8&,u j , j 821&,u j , j 822&,...,u j ,2 j 8& by the opera-
tors X4 with the appropriate upper indices. As a result, we construct the vectors

u j , j 8&, u j 21,j 8&, ..., 2 j , j 8&,

u j , j 821&, u j 21,j 821&, ..., u2 j , j 821&,

... ... ... ...

u j ,2 j 8&, u j 21,2 j 8&, ..., u2 j , j 8&,

for which

R~ I 21!uk,l &5 i @k1 l #uk,l &, R~ I 43!uk,l &5 i @k2 l #uk,l &.

We can find how the operatorsXi , i 51,2,3,4, with appropriate indices act on these vectors:

X2
~k,l !uk,l &5uk,l 21&, X4

~k,l !uk,l &5uk21,l &,

X1
~k,l !uk,l &5X1

~k,l !X2
~k,l 11!uk,l 11&5„R~C48!2~q2l 111q22l 21!R~C4!1@2l 12#@2l #…uk,l 11&,

X3
~k,l !uk,l &5X3

~k,l !X4
~k11,l !uk11,l &5„R~C48!1~q~2k11!1q22k21!R~C4!1@2k12#@2k#…uk11,l &.

Putting here the explicit expression for the Casimir operators, substituting these expressio
Xi

(k,l )uk,l & to ~55!–~58!, and considering~55!–~58! as a system of linear equations with unknow
R(I 32)uk,l &, R(I 31)uk,l &, R(I 42)uk,l &, andR(I 41)uk,l &, we solve this system and find that

R~ I 32!uk,l &5
1

~qk1 l1q2k2 l !~qk2 l12k1 l !
$uk21,l &1uk,l 21&2~qj 2 l1qj 1 l !~qj 1 l 111q2 j 2 l 21!

3@ j 82 l #@ j 81 l 11#uk,l 11&2~qj 82k1qj 1k!~qj 81k111q2 j 82k21!

3@ j 2k#@ j 1k11#uk11,l &%.

Thus, the vectorsuk,l &, 2 j <k< j , 2 j 8< l< j 8, constitute a basis of the representation spaceH.
Introducing a new basis$uk,l &8% such that

uk,l &5~21!k1 l )
r 52 j

k

~qj 81r1q2 j 82r !21@ j 1r #21 )
s52 j 8

k

~qj 1s1q2 j 2s!21@ j 81s#21uk,l &8,

we shall obtain forR(I 21), R(I 32), andR(I 43) the operators of the irreducible representationRj j 8
of the classical type from Sec. IV. Thus, in this case the theorem is proved.

Now we prove the second part of the theorem which can be formulated as follows:if eigen-
values of the operators R(I 21) and R(I 43) of an irreducible finite-dimensional representation R a
of the nonclassical type, that is, of the form6@m#1 ,mP 1

2Z,m¹Z, then R is equivalent to one o
the irreducible representations of the nonclassical type.
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We first prove that if eigenvalues of the operatorsR(I 21) and R(I 43) are of the form@m#1

~only sign 1 is taken!, then R is equivalent to one of the irreducible representations of
nonclassical type. A proof is similar to that of the previous case and for this reason we do no
details.

Due to Lemmas 4 and 5, there exists an eigenvector of highest weightu j , j 8& such that

R~ I 21!u j , j 8&5@ j 1 j 8#1u j , j 8&, R~ I 43!u j , j 8&5@ j 2 j 8#1u j , j 8&,

X1
~ j , j 8!u j , j 8&5X3

~ j , j 8!u j , j 8&50.

Applying relations of Lemma 6 tou j , j 8& we find eigenvalues of the Casimir operatorsR(C4) and
R(C48):

R~C4!5@ j 1 j 811#1@ j 2 j 8#1 , ~67!

R~C48!5~q2 j 111q22 j 21!@ j 2 j 8#1@ j 1 j 811#12@2 j #@2 j 12#. ~68!

Now we construct recursively the vectors

u j 2r , j 82s&ªX4
~ j 2r 11,j 82s!

¯X4
~ j , j 82s!X2

~ j , j 82s11!
¯X2

~ j , j 821!X2
~ j , j 8!u j , j 8&, ~69!

r ,s50,1,2,... .

By Lemma 4, for these vectors we have

R~ I 21!uk,l &5@k1 l #1uk,l &, R~ I 43!uk,l &5@k2 l #1uk,l &. ~70!

These vectors satisfy the relations

X2
~k,l !uk,l &5uk,l 21&, X4

~k,l !uk,l &5uk21,l &, ~71!

X1
~k,l !uk,l &5X1

~k,l !X2
~k,l 11!uk,l 11&

5„R~C48!2~q2l 111q22l 21!R~C4!1@2l 12#@2l #…uk,l 11&, ~72!

X3
~k,l !uk,l &5X3

~k,l !X4
~k11,l !uk11,l &

5„R~C48!2~q~2k111q22k21!R~C4!1@2k12#@2k#…uk11,l &. ~73!

Since the operatorsX1
(k,l ) , X2

(k,l ) , X3
(k,l ) , andX4

(k,l ) acting on the vectoruk, l& determine the
action of the operatorsR(I 32), R(I 31), R(I 42), andR(I 41) on this vector, then the vectors

u j , j 8&, u j 21,j 8&, u j 22,j 8&, ...,

u j , j 821&, u j 21,j 821& u j 22,j 821&, ...,

u j , j 822&, u j 21,j 822&, u j 22,j 822&, ...,

... ... ... ...

span an invariant subspace in the representation spaceH. Since the representationR is irreducible,
they span the whole spaceH. It follows from ~70! that only pairs of vectorsuk, l& and u2k,2 l &
have the same eigenvalues for the operatorsR(I 21) andR(I 43).

In order to determine which possibilities exist for the representationR, we proceed as follows
For definiteness we suppose thatj is half-integral. Using formula~69! we first create the set of al
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possible vectorsuk, l&, which does not contain pairsuk, l& andu2k,2 l &. For example, we create a

the vectorsuk, l& with k.0. This set contains the vectoru 1
2,0&. There are two possibilities:

~a! The vectorsu 1
2,0& and u2 1

2,0& are linearly dependent, that is,X4
(1/2,0)u 1

2,0&5au 1
2,0&.

~b! The vectorsu 1
2,0& and u2 1

2,0& are linearly independent.

In the case~a! all pairs uk, l& and u2k,2 l & consist of linearly dependent vectors. The reason
this is that

X1
~k,l !5X2

~2k,2 l ! , X3
~k,l !5X4

~2k,2 l ! ~74!

@as it follows from expressions~59!–~62! for the operatorsXi , i 51,2,3,4#. Therefore, for every
positive integralr ands the vectors

X3
~r 11/2,s!

¯X3
~r 11/2,0!X1

~r 21/2,0!
¯X1

~1/2,0!u 1
2,0&,

X4
~2r 21/2,2s!

¯X4
~2r 21/2,0!X2

~2r 11/2,0!
¯X2

~21/2,0!u 1
2,0&

are linearly dependent with the same constanta. The constanta can be explicitly calculated
Namely, sinceX4

(1/2,0)u1/2,0&5u21/2,0&5au1/2,0& andX3
(21/2,0)5X4

(1/2,0), we have

X3
~21/2,0!u2 1

2,0&5X3
~21/2,0!X4

~21/2,0!u 1
2,0&5R~C4822C421!u 1

2,0&

5X3
~21/2,0! au 1

2,0&5aX4
~1/2,0!u 1

2,0&5a2u 1
2,0&,

that is,a25R(C4822C421). This means thata is determined up to a sign. Using expressions
values of the Casimir elements of Uq8(so4) on irreducible representations with highest weig
vector u j , j 8&, we find that a5«3(q2q21)@ j 1 1

2#@ j 81 1
2#, where «3 takes one of the value

6 1.
Thus, we received the following set of linear independent vectors of the representation

H:

u j , j 8&, u j 21,j 8&, ¯ , u 1
2 , j 8&,

u j , j 821&, u j 21,j 821&, ¯ , u 1
2 , j 821&,

... ... ... ...

u j ,2 j 8&, u j 21,2 j 8&, ¯ , u 1
2 ,2 j 8&.

These vectors constitute a basis of the spaceH. We introduce a new basis$uk,l &8% such that

uk,l &5 )
r 51/2

k

~qj 81r2q2 j 82r !21@ j 1r #21 )
s52 j 8

k

~qj 1s2q2 j 2s!21@ j 81s#21uk,l &8.

Rewriting the relations~71!–~73! for this new basis we obtain a system of linear equations w
unknownR(I 32)uk,l &8, R(I 42)uk,l &8, R(I 41)uk,l &8, andR(I 31)uk,l &8. Solving this system we find
that the operatorR(I 32) acts on the basis vectors by the formulas for the irreducible nonclas
type representationRj j 8

(1,1,1) or the irreducible nonclassical type representationRj j 8
(1,1,2) .

Now we consider case~b!. Due to the relation~74! we conclude that the vectors

uk,l &, k5 j , j 21,j 22,̄ ,2 j , l 5 j 8, j 821,j 822,̄ ,2 j 8,
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are linearly independent and constitute a basis of the representation spaceH. Solving the system
of linear equations~71!–~73! we obtain a representation of Uq8(so4) equivalent to one of the
representationsRj j 8

(6 i,61) or Rj j 8
(61,6 i) from Sec. VI. These representations are reducible. So, cas~b!

is not possible for our irreducible representationR.
We have considered the case when all eigenvalues of the operatorsR(I 21) andR(I 43) are of

the form @m#1 ~with sign 1!. However, due to automorphismsc1 andc2 , mappingI 21→2I 21

and I 43→2I 43, respectively, and conserving all other generating elements in$I 21,I 32,I 43%, to
every such irreducible representationR there correspond the representationsR(1,2)5R+c2 ,
R(2,1)5R+c1 , R(2,2)5R+c1c2 such that

R~1,2 !~ I 21!uk,l &5@k1 l #1uk,l &, R~1,2 !~ I 43!uk,l &52@k2 l #1uk,l &, ~75!

R~2,1 !~ I 21!uk,l &52@k1 l #1uk,l &, R~2,1 !~ I 43!uk,l &5@k2 l #1uk,l &, ~76!

R~2,2 !~ I 21!uk,l &52@k1 l #1uk,l &, R~2,2 !~ I 43!uk,l &52@k2 l #1uk,l &. ~77!

Conversely, to any of the representationsR(1,2),R(2,1),R(2,2) with these properties there corre
sponds a unique representationR such that

R~ I 21!uk,l &5@k1 l #1uk,l &, R~ I 43!uk,l &5@k2 l #1uk,l & ~78!

for all eigenvactorsuk,l&. This means that the classification of irreducible representationsR with
property~78! automatically leads to the classification of irreducible representations with any o
properties~75!–~77! and vice versa. Therefore, any of irreducible representations of Uq8(so4) with
one of the properties~75!–~77! is equivalent to one of the irreducible representations of
nonclassical type. The theorem is proved.

In Sec. IV we constructed the homomorphismf:Uq8(so4)→Ûq(sl2)
^ 2,ext ~see Theorem 2!.

Now we are able to prove a stronger assertion:
Corollary: If q is not a root of unity, then the homomorphismUq8(so4)→Ûq(sl2)

^ 2,ext of
Theorem 2 is injective.

Proof: If the assertion of our corollary is not true, then there exists nonzero elemea
PUq8(so4) such thatf(a)50. Then for any finite-dimensional representationT of the algebra
Ûq(sl2)

^ 2,ext we haveT„f(a)…50. Taking the representationsTj j 8
(61,61) , Tj j 8

(6 i,61) and Tj j 8
(61,6 i) ,

where T
j j 8

(6«1 ,6«2)
[Tj

(6«1)
^ T

j 8

(6«2)
~see Secs. VI and VII!, as a representationT, we obtain

Tj j 8
(61,61)

„f(a)…50, Tj j 8
(6 i,61)

„f(a)…50, andTj j 8
(61,6 i)

„f(a)…50 for all admissible values ofj and
j 8. As we have previously seen, any irreducible finite-dimensional representation of Uq8(so4) is
equivalent to the representationTj j 8

(1,1)
+f with appropriate values ofj and j 8 or to one of the

irreducible constituents of the representationsTj j 8
(6 i,61)

+f andTj j 8
(61,6 i)

+f. This means thatR(a)
50 for any irreducible finite-dimensional representation of Uq8(so4). But it was shown in Ref. 13
~see also Ref. 2! that irreducible finite-dimensional representations of Uq8(so4) separate element
of this algebra. Thus, for our elementa there exists an irreducible finite-dimensional represen
tion R such thatR(a)Þ0. This contradiction proves the corollary.

IX. COMPLETE REDUCIBILITY OF FINITE-DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATIONS

It was proved in Ref. 29 that ifq is not a root of unity, then every finite-dimensional repr
sentation of the algebra Uq8(so3) is completely reducible. The aim of this section is to prove
corresponding theorem for the algebra Uq8(so4).

We denote values of the Casimir operatorsC4 and C48 on irreducible representations of th
classical and nonclassical types as follows:

C4~Rj j 8!5Cj j 8 , C48~Rj j 8!5Cj j 8
8 , C

4
~R

j j 8

~«1 ,«2 ,«3!
!5C̃j j 8 , C48~R

j j 8

~«1 ,«2 ,«3!
!5C̃j j 8

8 .
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Then the valuesCj j 8 andCj j 8
8 are given by formulas~63! and~64! whereasC̃j j 8 andC̃j j 8

8 are given
by ~67! and ~68!. The following assertion will be used for proving the theorem on comp
irreducibility.

Proposition 3: If for irreducible representations Rj j 8 and Rkk8 we have Cj j 85Ckk8 and Cj j 8
8

5Ckk8
8 , then these representations are equivalent, that is, ( j , j 8)5(k,k8). If for irreducible rep-

resentations R
j j 8

(«1 ,«2 ,«3)
and R

kk8

(«18 ,«28 ,«38)
we have C˜ j j 85C̃kk8 and C̃j j 8

8 5C̃kk8
8 , then ( j , j 8)

5(k,k8). For any irreducible representations Rj j 8 and R
kk8

(«1 ,«2 ,«3)
the simultaneous equalitie

Cj j 85C̃kk8 and Cj j 8
8 5C̃kk8

8 are not possible.
Proof: We prove only the first part of the proposition~other ones are proved similarly!. Let

Cj j 85Ckk8 andCj j 8
8 5Ckk8

8 . We have from~63! and ~64! that

Ckk8
8 52~q2k111q22k21!Ckk82@2k#@2k12#.

Substituting hereCkk85Cj j 8 we obtain fromCj j 8
8 5Ckk8

8 that

2~q2 j 111q22 j 21!Cj j 82@2 j #@2 j 12#52~q2k111q22k21!Cj j 82@2k#@2k12#.

It can be simplified and factorized to the following form:

~qk1 j 112q2k2 j 21!~qk2 j2q2k1 j !~qj 81k111q2 j 82k21!~qj 82k1q2 j 81k!50.

Sinceq is not a root of unity andj , j 8,k must be non-negative and integral or half-integral, t
equality is true only fork5 j . The relationCjk85Cj j 8 can also be factorized and we obta
(qk81 j 8112q2k82 j 821)(qj 82k82q2 j 81k8)50. Using similar argumentation, we derive from he
that j 85k8. The proposition is proved.

Theorem 5: If q is not a root of unity, then each finite-dimensional representation ofUq8(so4)
is completely reducible.

Proof: In order to prove this theorem it is enough to show that every finite-dimensi
representationR of Uq8(so4), containing only two irreducible constituents, is completely reducib

Let R be a finite-dimensional representation of Uq8(so4) containing only two irreducible con
stituentsR8 andR9. It is known that ifC4(R8)ÞC4(R9) or C48(R8)ÞC49(R9), thenR is a direct
sum of its subrepresentationsR8 and R9. Thus, we have to consider only the case wh
C4(R8)5C4(R9) andC48(R8)5C48(R9). According to Proposition 3, we have to prove the the
rem for two cases:

~a! Both constituentsR8 andR9 are equivalent and belong to the classical type.

~b! Both constituentsR8 andR9 are of the nonclassical type and are of the formR
j j 8

(«1 ,«2 ,«3)
and

R
j j 8

(«18 ,«28 ,«38)
.

Each case will be proved separately.
Case (a). We denote our constituents byRj j 8 andRj j 8

8 , respectively. Since restriction of th
representationR to the subalgebra Uq8(so3) is completely reducible, there exists a basis in the sp
of the representationR consisting of eigenvectors for both operatorsR(I 21) and R(I 43). In this
basis there exist exactly two vectors of highest weight. Letu j , j 8& andu j , j 8&8 be these vectors. We
create two sets of vectors

X2
r X4

t u j , j 8&, r ,t50,1,2, . . . , and X2
r X4

t u j , j 8&8, r ,t50,1,2, . . . ,

where each of the operatorsX2 and X4 is taken with the appropriate upper indices. Due to
properties of the operatorsX2 andX4 , these two sets span two subspacesV1 andV2 which are
invariant with respect to the operatorsR(I 21), R(I 32), and R(I 43). Moreover, we haveV5V1

% V2 and the theorem is proved in this case.
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Case (b). We distinguish here the following subcases:
~I! two constituents are equivalent;

~II ! two constituents areR
j j 8

(«1 ,«2 ,«3)
andR

j j 8

(«18 ,«28 ,«38)
, where«1Þ«18 or/and«2Þ«28 ; and

~III ! two constituents areR
j j 8

(«1 ,«2 ,«3)
andR

j j 8

(«1 ,«2 ,2«3)
.

For subcase~I! a proof is such as in case~a!. Let us consider subcase~II !. Let «1Þ«18 . In the
representation spaceV, there exist two linearly independent vectorsu j , j 8& and u j , j 8&8 which are
of highest weights, that is,

X1
~ i , j 8!u j , j 8&5X1

~ j , j 8!u j , j 8&850, X3
~ j j 8!u j , j 8&5X3

~ j j 8!u j , j 8&850,

and such that

R~ I 21!u j , j 8&5«1@ j 1 j 8#1u j , j 8&, R~ I 21!u j , j 8&85«18@ j 1 j 8#1u j , j 8&.

We create two sets of vectors

X2
r X4

t u j , j 8&, r ,t50,1,2,̄ , and X2
r X4

t u j , j 8&8, r ,t50,1,2,...,

where the operatorsX2 andX4 are taken with the appropriate upper indices. No nonzero vecto
the first set is a multiple of some vector of the second set~since otherwise these two sets span
same vector subspace of the representation spaceV!. These two sets of vectors span two invaria
linear subspacesV1 andV2 of V. SinceV5V1% V2 , then the representationR is a direct sum of

the subrepresentationsR
j j 8

(«1 ,«2 ,«3)
andR

j j 8

(«18 ,«28 ,«38)
.

Let us prove the theorem in subcase~III !. We suppose that the representationR
j j 8

(«1 ,«2 ,«3)
is

realized on an invariant subspaceV1 and denote weight vectors for this representation byuk, l&. We

haveR(I 32)u
1
2,0&5«3au 1

2,0&1¯ , wherea is the appropriate constant, and a linear combination

weight vectors with weights, different from that of the vectoru 1
2,0&, is denoted by dots. In the

spaceV of the representationR there exists another vectoru 1
2,0&8 such that

R~ I 32!u
1
2,0&852«3au 1

2,0&81r u 1
2,0&1¯ ,

where dots mean the same as earlier. Then we easily verify that

R~ I 32!S U12,0L 8
2

r

2a«3
U12,0L D52a«3S U12,0L 8

2
r

2a«3
U12,0L D1¯

with the same meaning for dots. Denoting the vectoru 1
2,0&82(r /2a«3)u 1

2,0& by u 1
2,0&9 we create the

vectors

X1
r X3

t u 1
2,0&9, r ,t50,1,2,...,

then take the vector of highest weight in this set~we denote it byu j , j 8&9! and create the vector

X1
r X3

t u j , j 8&9, r ,t50,1,2,...

~the operatorsX1 and X3 are taken with the appropriate upper indices!. The linear subspaceV2

spanned by the last vectors is invariant and irreducible. SinceV5V1% V2 , the theorem is proved
also in this subcase.
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X. TENSOR PRODUCTS OF REPRESENTATIONS

As in the case of the algebra Uq8(so3) ~see Ref. 21!, the homomorphism of Theorem 2 allow
us to determine tensor products of irreducible finite-dimensional representations of the a
Uq8(so4) and decompose them into irreducible constituents.

Let us explain this on the example of the classical type irreducible representations of Uq8(so4).
Let Tj j 8

(1,1)
5Tj

(1)
^ Tj 8

(1) be the irreducible representation of Uq(sl2)
^ 2,ext. Then the tensor produc

Tj j 8
(1,1)

^ Tss8
(1,1) is a well-defined representation of the algebra Uq(sl2)

^ 2. Thus, we have to determin
the operators (Tj j 8

(1,1)
^ Tss8

(1,1))(xi), i 51, 2. For this we use the determined operators (Tj j 8
(1,1)

^ Tss8
(1,1))(ci), i 51, 2, whereci are Casimir elements from Sec. III. We define the opera

(Tj j 8
(1,1)

^ Tss8
(1,1))(xi) as solutions of quartic equations

q21$~Tj j 8
~1,1!

^ Tss8
~1,1!

!~xi !%
42~Tj j 8

~1,1!
^ Tss8

~1,1!
!~ci !~q2q21!2$~Tj j 8

~1,1!
^ Tss8

~1,1!
!~xi !%

21q50 ~79!

~see the equation for the elementsxi in Sec. III!. In order to find these solutions we may diag
nalize the operators (Tj j 8

(1,1)
^ Tss8

(1,1))(ci), which is always possible because the representa
Tj j 8

(1,1)
^ Tss8

(1,1) is completely reducible. These operators turn to the block diagonal form with
tiples of identity on the diagonal and the solutions of Eqs.~79! can be easily calculated. Th
solutions (Tj j 8

(1,1)
^ Tss8

(1,1))(xi) have the same form and therefore clearly commute with all o
operators which now have block diagonal form. Composing the representationTj j 8

(1,1)
^ Tss8

(1,1) of
Uq(sl2)

^ 2,ext with the homomorphismf from Theorem 2 we obtain the representation

Rj j 8^ Rss85$Tj j 8
~1,1!

^ Tss8
~1,1!%+f,

which is treated as the tensor product of irreducible representationsRj j 8 andRss8 of the algebra
Uq8(so4).

For the representationTj j 8
(1,1)

^ Tss8
(1,1) of Uq(sl2)

^ 2,ext we have the decomposition

Tj j 8
~1,1!

^ Tss8
~1,1!

5 %
k5u j 2su

j 1s

%
k85u j 82s8u

j 81s8
Tkk8

~1,1! .

Composing the left- and the right-hand sides of this relation with the homomorphismf from
Theorem 2,

Tj j 8
~1,1!

^ Tss8
~1,1!)+f5S %

k
%

k

Tkk8
~1,1!D +f,

we obtain the decomposition of the tensor productRj j 8^ Rss8 :

Rj j 8^ Rss85 %
k5u j 2su

j 1s

%
k85u j 82s8u

j 81s8
Rkk8 .

As in the case of the algebra Uq8(so3) in Ref. 21, we can also determine in a similar way ten
products of irreducible representations of the classical and the nonclassical types and
products of irreducible representations of the nonclassical type.
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Transformation formulas for double hypergeometric series
related to 9- j coefficients and their basic analogs

S. Lievensa) and J. Van der Jeugtb)

Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science, University of Ghent,
Krijgslaan 281-S9, B-9000 Gent, Belgium

~Received 4 May 2001; accepted for publication 2 August 2001!

In a recent paper, Alisˇauskas deduced different triple sum expressions for the 9-j
coefficient of su(2) and suq(2). For asingly stretched 9-j coefficient, these reduce
to different double sum series. Using these distinct series, we deduce a set of new
transformation formulas for double hypergeometric series of Kampe´ de Fériet type
and their basic analogs. These transformation formulas are valid for rather general
parameters of the series, although a common feature is that all the series appearing
here are terminating. It is also shown that the transformation formulas deduced here
generate a group of transformation formulas, thus yielding an invariance group or
symmetry group of particular double series. ©2001 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1405126#

I. INTRODUCTION

The Wigner 9-j coefficients~or 9-j symbols! arise as recoupling coefficients in the couplin
~tensor product! of four irreducible representations of su(2), andplay an important role in the
quantum theory of angular momentum.1–3 Although the relation between recoupling coefficien
such as the 3-j coefficient and the 6-j coefficient, and hypergeometric series or~discrete! or-
thogonal polynomials of hypergeometric type is well understood,3–6 the 9-j coefficient remains
somewhat a mystery in this respect. There are many known expressions for the 9-j coefficient as
a multiple hypergeometric series. The most compact formula is the so-called triple sum
originally derived by Ališauskas and Jucys,7 and rederived in Ref. 8. Whether a triple sum e
pression is really the best one can do for the 9-j coefficient is not known; specialists in the fie
still guess that a double sum series might exist.9

The triple sum series of Alisˇauskas and Jucys was recognized as a special case5,10 of a triple
hypergeometric series defined by Srivastava.11 It was used to speed up the numerical computat
of 9- j coefficients,10 and to derive certain summation and reduction formulas for hypergeom
series by using particular classes of 9-j coefficients.12–14

Ališauskas and Jucys’s triple sum series was recently rederived in two ways. In Re
Rosengren deduced the triple sum series for 9-j coefficients@of su(1,1) rather than of su(2)#
based upon the use of coupling kernels; in Ref. 16, he showed that the same formula
deduced starting from the classical expansion of the 9-j coefficient in terms of 6-j coefficients
and performing Dougall’s summation formula17 for a very well-poised4F3(21) series. In a recen
paper,18 Ališauskas realized that this technique can be applied for several distinct expansi
the 9-j coefficient in terms of 6-j coefficients. Thus he obtained seven different triple s
formulas for the 9-j coefficient of su(2). At thesame time, he showed that this technique ha
basic analogue~or q-analog!, depending upon aq-analog of Dougall’s summation formula.19 So,
he also obtained seven triple sum formulas for the 9-j coefficient of suq(2), i.e., for theq-9- j
coefficients.

The study of these different triple sum formulas from the point of view of multiple hyperg

a!Electronic mail: Stijn.Lievens@rug.ac.be
b!Electronic mail: Joris.VanderJeugt@rug.ac.be
54170022-2488/2001/42(11)/5417/14/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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metric series would be interesting, though rather tedious because of the complicated struc
the formulas. However, when considering the class of singly stretched 9-j coefficients~i.e., one of
the arguments in the 9-j coefficient is the sum of two others!, most of these triple sum formula
reduce to double sum formulas which are less complicated and easier to handle. Alisˇauskas
actually wrote down these double sum formulas~Ref. 18, Sec. IV B!, and used them to derive
certain rearrangement formulas of double sum series and their basic analogs.

In the present article we shall show that the double sum formulas for the singly stretchej
coefficient actually give rise to a fairly complete theory of transformation formulas for termina
double hypergeometric series of Kampe´ de Fériet type. This is particularly interesting becau
until now not many transformation formulas for multiple hypergeometric series are known,
though transformation formulas for hypergeometric series of a single variable play an imp
role.17,20 The double hypergeometric series appearing in this context are proper Kampe´ de Fériet
functionsFq:s;s

p:r ;r with q1s52 andp1r 53. Such functions have been defined in Refs. 21 and
and studied by Srivastava and Karlsson,23 whose notation we follow. This notation is a rath
straightforward extension of that for single hypergeometric series, e.g.,

F0:2;2
1:2;2Fe:

:
a,b
c,d

;
;
a8,b8
c8,d8

;
; x,yG5 (

j ,k50

`

~e! j 1k

~a! j~b! j

~c! j~d! j

~a8!k~b8!k

~c8!k~d8!k

xj

j !

yk

k!
, ~1!

and

F1:1;1
1:2;2Fe

d
:
:
a,b
c

;
;
a8,b8

c8
;
; x,yG5 (

j ,k50

`
~e! j 1k

~d! j 1k

~a! j~b! j

~c! j

~a8!k~b8!k

~c8!k

xj

j !

yk

k!
. ~2!

Herein, (a)k is the classical Pochhammer symbol,17,20

~a!k5a~a11!¯~a1k21!; ~3!

a,b,... arereferred to as the parameters of the series, andx, y as the variables. Observe th
factors of the form (d) j 1k or (e) j 1k are responsible for the fact that such double series ca
simply be written as the product of two single hypergeometric series. The Kampe´ de Fériet series
appearing in the context of double sums related to the 9-j coefficients are those of typeF0:2;2

1:2;2,
F1:1;1

1:2;2 andF1:1;1
0:3;3.

Convergence properties of such Kampe´ de Fériet series have been considered in Ref. 24.
this article, however, all the series dealt with areterminating series and hence there are n
convergence conditions. Note that the termination of Kampe´ de Fériet series such as~1! or ~2! can
be assured in two ways:

~i! A common numerator parameter equals a negative integer: e.g.,e52n, with n a positive
integer, in ~1! or ~2! yields a terminating series irrespective of the value of the ot
parameters.

~ii ! Two separate numerator parameters are equal to negative integers: e.g.,a52n and a8
52m in ~1! or ~2!, with m andn positive integers.

In both cases the denominator parameters of the Kampe´ de Fériet series should not be negativ
integers. If some of the denominator parameters are nevertheless negative integers, th
should be smaller~or equal! than the parameters responsible for the termination of the serie

The transformation formulas deduced here from the double sum expressions for 9-j coeffi-
cients turn out to be of a quite general nature. Apart from the parameter~s! responsible for the
termination, the remaining parameters of the series are completely general. Furthermo
transformation formulas, together with trivial permutation symmetries, are shown to gene
symmetry groupfor the double hypergeometric series. In other words, we shall show that for
of the double hypergeometric series considered here, there exists a whole set of transfo
formulas related to a group action on the parameters of the double series.
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In the paper by Alisˇauskas,18 the emphasis is on theq-9- j coefficients, i.e., the 9-j coeffi-
cients of suq(2). So it would be interesting to see if the transformation theory developed
could be generalized to the basic analog~i.e., theq-analogue!. This is indeed the case. We sha
give and prove a set of new transformation formulas for basic double series. For the no
related toq-series and single basic hypergeometric series, we refer to the standard book of G
and Rahman.25 The double series appearing in this context, however, are special cases of g
basic double series defined by Srivastava and Karlsson~Ref. 23, p. 349!.

II. THE STRETCHED 9-j COEFFICIENT AND DOUBLE SERIES

Ališauskas18 considers the stretched 9-j coefficient denoted by

H j 1 j 2 j 12

j 3 j 4 j 34

j 13 j 24 j 121 j 34

J , ~4!

which is a transformation coefficient connecting two different ways in which four angular
mentaj 1 , j 2 , j 3 and j 4 can be coupled. Since they stand for angular momenta, all the argum
in ~4! are non-negative integers or half-integers. In fact, in Ref. 18, theq-analogs of such 9-j
coefficients are considered, but here we first treat the classical case (q51).

In Ref. 18, Sec. IV B, a list of double sum expressions is determined for~4!. It is not difficult
to rewrite these in terms of double hypergeometric series of Kampe´ de Fériet type. For example,
from Ref. 18,~4.3d!, one deduces

H j 1 j 2 j 12

j 3 j 4 j 34

j 13 j 24 j 121 j 34

J
5CF0:2;2

1:2;2F2 j 12 j 21 j 12: 2 j 22 j 41 j 24,2 j 22 j 42 j 2421 ; j 132 j 11 j 311,2 j 12 j 31 j 13;

: 22 j 2 ,2 j 22 j 41 j 121 j 342 j 13 ; 22 j 1 , j 42 j 12 j 341 j 1311 ;
1,1G ,

~5!

whereC is some constant. Similarly, Ref. 18,~4.4b!, yields

H j 1 j 2 j 12

j 3 j 4 j 34

j 13 j 24 j 121 j 34

J
5C8F1:1;1

1:2;2

3F 2 j 12 j 21 j 12 :2 j 22 j 41 j 24,11 j 42 j 21 j 24; j 132 j 11 j 311,2 j 12 j 31 j 13;

12 j 12 j 341 j 132 j 21 j 24: 22 j 2 ; 22 j 2 ;
1,1G,
~6!

whereC8 is another constant. Upon equating the rhs’s of~5! and~6!, using the actual values ofC
andC8, and relabelling the parameters of the series, one finds

F0:2;2
1:2;2F2n : a,b ; a8,b8 ;

: c,d ; c8,d8 ;
1,1G5

~d2a1n21!! ~d21!!

~d2a21!! ~d1n21!!
F1:1;1

1:2;2F 2n : a,c2b ; a8,b8 ;

d81a : c ; c8 ;
1,1G .

~7!

Herein, the parameters satisfyd1d8512n, so there are in total eight free parameters@as there
are in ~4!#. Since all the parameters in~4! are non-negative integers or half-integers, the para
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eters in~7! in first instance all correspond to integers. In particular,2n corresponds to a negativ
integer~due to triangular conditions satisfied by the angular momentum coefficients!. However,
once the equation is rewritten in the form~7!, with

~d2a1n21!! ~d21!!

~d2a21!! ~d1n21!!
5

~d2a!n

~d!n
,

it is obvious that this is arational identity in the remaining parametersa, b, c, d, a8, b8, c8 and
d8, once2n is a fixed negative integer. Therefore,~8a! holds for arbitrary parametersa, b, c, d,
a8, b8, c8 and d8 ~but still subject to the constraintd1d8512n!. As such, we have found a
rather general transformation formula between two terminating Kampe´ de Fériet series. This
proves the first formula of the following theorem:

Theorem 1: Let n be a non-negative integer and a, b, c, d, a8, b8, c8 and d8 arbitrary
parameters with d1d8512n. Then the following transformation formulas hold:

F0:2;2
1:2;2F2n : a,b ; a8,b8 ;

: c,d ; c8,d8 ;
1,1G5

~d2a!n

~d!n
F1:1;1

1:2;2F 2n : a,c2b ; a8,b8 ;

d81a : c ; c8 ;
1,1G ~8a!

5
~d2b1b8!n

~d!n
F0:2;2

1:2;2F2n : c2a,b ; c82a8,b8 ;

: c,d82b81b ; c8,d2b1b8 ;
1,1G , ~8b!

and

F1:1;1
1:2;2F2n : a,b ; a8,b8 ;

d : c ; c8 ;
1,1G5

~d2b2b8!n

~d!n
F1:1;1

1:2;2F 2n : c2a,b ; c82a8,b8 ;

12n2d1b1b8 : c ; c8 ;
1,1G .

~9!

Proof: The transformation formula~8b! was deduced recently in a different context.26 This equa-
tion can now also be seen in the context of the stretched 9-j coefficient. In fact, it corresponds t
a symmetry of this 9-j coefficient@namely a transposition of the first and second column in~4!#,
reexpressed by means of~5!. Finally, applying~8a! to the rhs of~8b! and equating the resulting
expression with the rhs of~8a! yields ~9! ~after appropriate relabelling of the parameters!. h

Observe that in this section all Kampe´ de Fériet series are terminating because a comm
numerator parameter equals a negative integer. In the following section we shall conside
transformation formulas, also deduced from the stretched 9-j coefficient, for Kampe´ de Fériet
series that are terminating because of the appearance of two negative integers as separate
tor parameters.

III. KAMPÉ DE FÉRIET SERIES WITH TWO NEGATIVE INTEGERS AS PARAMETER

Though the transformation formulas with a single common numerator parameter as a ne
integer~i.e., Theorem 1! are new, there do exist some transformation formulas for Kampe´ de Fériet
series with two separate numerator parameters as negative integers. One of these formulas
by Singh,27 and reads

F1:1;1
0:3;3F : 2n,a,b ; 2m,a8,b8 ;

d : c ; c8 ;
1,1G

5
~c2a!n~c82a8!m

~c!n~c8!m
F1:1;1

0:3;3F : 2n,a,b8 ; 2m,a8,b ;

d : 11a2c2n ; 11a82c82m ;
1,1G , ~10!

where n and m are non-negative integers andb1b85d. This, and some other transformatio
formulas of similar type, can be found in or deduced from Ref. 18, Appendix C.
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Let us first consider some transformation formulas that express a Kampe´ de Fériet series of
type F0:2;2

1:2;2 into a series of a different type:
Theorem 2: Let m and n be non-negative integers, and a, b, c, d, a8, b8 and c8 be arbitrary

parameters with c1c8511d. Then

F0:2;2
1:2;2Fd : 2n,a ; 2m,a8 ;

: b,c ; b8,c8 ;
1,1G

5
~b2a!n~12c!m

~b!n~c8!m
F1:1;1

0:3;3F : 2n,a,2d1c ; 2m,b82a8,d ;

c2m : 2n1a2b11 ; b8 ;
1,1G ~11a!

5
~12c!m

~c8!m
F1:1;1

1:2;2F d : 2n,a ; 2m,b82a8 ;

c2m : b ; b8 ;
1,1G . ~11b!

The proof of~11a! follows by comparing Eqs.~4.3c! and~4.3e! of Ref. 18, making appropriate
relabellings, and using the same rational expression argument as in the proof of Theorem
similar way,~11b! follows from ~4.3b! and ~4.4c! of Ref. 18.

It is worth mentioning that transformation formulas~8a! and ~11b! are formally equivalent
@after rewriting the Pochhammer symbols in terms of gamma functions and using the con
12c5c82d to eliminatec from the gamma functions in~11b!#.

We can now present three results, giving transformation formulas for Kampe´ de Fériet series
of a particular type into series of the same type, for each of the typesF0:2;2

1:2;2, F1:1;1
1:2;2 andF1:1;1

0:3;3.
Theorem 3: Let n and m be non-negative integers and a, b, c, a, b8, c8 and d be arbitrary

parameters with c1c5d11. Then

F0:2;2
1:2;2Fd : 2n,a ; 2m,a8 ;

: b,c ; b8,c8 ;
,1,1G

5
~21!m~d!n~b2a!n~a8!m

~b!n~c8!m~b8!m~c!n2m

3F0:2;2
1:2;2F2m2c811 : 2n,2n2b11 ; 2m,2a81b8 ;

: 2n1a2b11,2n2d11 ; 2m2a811,2m1n1c ;
1,1G ~12a!

5
~21!m~d!m~b2a!n~a8!m

~b!n~b8!m~c8!m

3F0:2;2
1:2;2F2m2c811 : 2n,a ; 2m,12m2b8 ;

: 2n1a2b11,c ; 12m2a8,12m2d ;
1,1G . ~12b!

Proof: The first formula,~12a!, follows by comparing expressions~4.3a! and~4.3d! of Ref. 18,
and using the rational expression argument. The second formula is derived using~11a! and Singh’s
formula ~10!. h

In ~12a! the differencen2m might be negative, and thencn2m5(21)m2n/(12c)m2n ,
which is the natural extension of the Pochhammer symbol.

Using the above two formulas and~11b! yields the following.
Theorem 4: Let n and m be non-negative integers and let a, b, a8, b8, c and d be arbitrary

parameters. Then
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F1:1;1
1:2;2Fc : 2n,a ; 2m,a8 ;

d : b ; b8 ;
1,1G

5
~c!n1m~b2a!n~b82a8!m

~d!n1m~b!n~b8!m

3F1:1;1
1:2;2F d2c : 2n,2n2b11 ; 2m,2m2b811 ;

2n2m2c11 : 2n1a2b11 ; 2m1a82b811 ;
1,1G ~13a!

5
~b2a!n~b82a8!m

~b!n~b8!m
F1:1;1

1:2;2Fd2c : 2n,a ; 2m,a8 ;

d : 2n1a2b11 ; 2m1a82b811 ;
1,1G .

~13b!

As a third and final result, we give the transformation formulas for Kampe´ de Fériet series of
type F1:1;1

0:3;3. The first formula follows from~12a! and ~11a!; the second is just Singh’s formul
~10!.

Theorem 5: Let n and m be non-negative integers and let a, b, c, a8, b8, c8 and d be arbitrary
parameters such that b1b85d. Then

F1:1;1
0:3;3F : 2n,a,b ; 2m,a8,b8 ;

d : c ; c8 ;
1,1G

5
~b8!n1m~a!n~c82a8!m

~d!n1m~c!n~c8!m

3F1:1;1
0:3;3F : 2n,c2a,12n2m2d ; 2m,2c82m11,b ;

2n2m112b8 : 2n2a11 ; 2m1a82c811 ;
1,1G

~14a!

5
~c2a!n~c82a8!m

~c!n~c8!m
F1:1;1

0:3;3F : 2n,a,b8 ; 2m,a8,b ;

d : 11a2c2n ; 11a82c82m ;
1,1G . ~14b!

IV. SYMMETRY GROUPS OF TERMINATING KAMPÉ DE FÉRIET SERIES

In the previous sections we have determined transformation formulas between~terminating!
Kampéde Fériet series of the same type. It is known that transformation formulas of hyper
metric series of a single variable can give rise to a transformation group.28 This transformation
group, known as the symmetry group or invariance group of the series, arises as a finite
acting on the parameters of the series. The existing transformation formulas are then expre
the invariance of a certain hypergeometric series under the action of group elements on its
eters. For single hypergeometric series~and basic series!, this idea has been expanded in Ref. 2

So, it would be interesting to see whether there are any invariance groups behind the
formation formulas for double hypergeometric series, as the ones we are dealing with i
article. One such invariance group for a double series has recently been discussed.26 This concerns
the invariance group related to the transformation formula~8b!. Observe that~8b! gives a trans-
formation between two series of the typeF0:2;2

1:2;2. Apart from this transformation, there are als
trivial transformations for

F0:2;2
1:2;2F2n : a,b ; a8,b8 ;

: c,d ; c8,d8 ;
1,1G with d1d8512n, ~15!

namely the transposition ofa and b, or the transposition ofa8 and b8, or the exchange of al
primed with the corresponding unprimed parameters. It was shown in Ref. 26 that super
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such trivial transformations with~8b! gives rise to a set of 64 transformations for the seriesF0:2;2
1:2;2

~with one common numerator parameter equal to2n!. These 64 transformations correspond to
groupG of order 64, which we shall briefly describe because it also plays a role in other t
formations considered in this article.

First, consider the permutation groupS8 acting on (x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x4 ,x18 ,x28 ,x38 ,x48), and its sub-
groupD83D88 . Herein,D8 stands for the dihedral group29 ~sometimes denoted byD4! consisting
of the eight symmetries of the square~i.e., those permutations ofx1 ,...,x4 that preserve the squar
whose sides are labeled byx1 ,...,x4!. Similarly, D88 is the same dihedral group but acting on t
primed labelsx18 ,...,x48 . The groupD83D88 consists of 64 elements; superposing on this gro
the interchange of primed and unprimed elements yields a group of order 128, denotedS2

3(D83D88). This is the invariance group of two squares whose sides are labeled as follow

The groupG now consists of those 64 elements ofS23(D83D88) that preserve the constraint

x11x31x181x382x22x42x282x4850, ~16!

i.e., those elements that mapX5x11x31x181x382x22x42x282x48 into 6X by permuting the
indices. The following proposition26 then describes the invariance group generated by the tr
formation ~8b!:

Proposition 6: Let xi , xi8 ( i 51,...,4) be arbitrary parameters such that x11x31x181x38
5x21x41x281x48 and let n be a non-negative integer. Then the expression

f 1~x!5S 12n

2
1x22x28D

n

3F0:2;2
1:2;2F 2n : x21x3 ,x11x2 ; x281x38 ,x181x28 ;

: (
i

xi ,
12n

2
1x22x28 ; (

i
xi8 ,

12n

2
1x282x2 ;

1,1G
is (up to a sign) invariant under the action of G. The action of an element g of G is by permuti
the indices of x1 ,...,x48 , and we can write

f 1~g•x!5enf 1~x!,

wheree561 is determined by g(X)5eX.
When determining the invariance group of the series

F1:1;1
1:2;2F2n : a,b ; a8,b8 ;

d : c ; c8 ;
1,1G ~17!

the following relabeling is appropriate:
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a5x21x3 , b5x11x2 , c5(
i

xi ,

~18!

a85x281x38 , b85x181x28 , c85(
i

xi8 , d5
12n

2
1x21x28 .

Here again,2n is a negative integer andx1 ,...x48 are arbitrary parameters satisfying~16!. Using
this relabeling in~17!, the transformation~9! corresponds~apart from a factor! to the permutation
g15(x1 x2)(x3 x4)(x18 x28)(x38 x48). The trivial transposition ofa andb in ~17! corresponds to the
permutationg25(x1 x3). And the interchange of primed and unprimed parameters in~17! corre-
sponds to the permutationg35(x1 x18)(x2 x28)(x3 x38)(x4 x48). It is now easy to see that the ele
mentsg1 , g2 andg3 generate the groupG described earlier. Thus we have the following resu

Proposition 7: Let xi , xi8 ( i 51,...,4) be arbitrary parameters such that x11x31x181x38
5x21x41x281x48 and let n be a non-negative integer. Then the expression

f 2~x!5S 12n

2
1x21x28D

n

F1:1;1
1:2;2F 2n : x21x3 ,x11x2 ; x281x38 ,x181x28 ;

12n

2
1x21x28 : (

i
xi ; (

i
xi8 ;

1,1G
is (up to a sign) invariant under the action of G, i.e., f 2(g•x)5enf 2(x), wheree561 is deter-
mined by g(X)5eX.

So the invariance groups of~15! and ~17! are the same: both series have 64 symmetr
Moreover, the two nontrivial transformations~8b! and ~9! both correspond to the same eleme
namelyg1 , of G.

Now we shall show that also the transformations with two numerator parameters2n and2m
being negative integers give rise to an interesting symmetry group. It will be convenient to
describe the group, and then show that under a certain relabeling of the parameters it is ind
symmetry group of the transformations given in Theorems 3–5.

Consider a prism with an equiangular triangle as basis and edges orthogonal to this bas
sides of the triangles are labeled byx1 , x2 , x3 andx18 , x28 , x38 ; the three edges are labeled byx19 ,
x29 , x39 . For convenience we shall also label the basis triangle byn and the opposite triangle bym:

The symmetry groupH of this prism is generated by four planes of symmetry: the three plane
symmetry through an edgexi9( i 51,2,3) and the plane of symmetry parallel with the basis.
r i( i 51,2,3) denote the reflection about a plane of symmetry through an edgexi9 , and letr 0 denote
the reflection about the plane of symmetry that is parallel with the basis. These four refle
map the prism into itself, and they generate the symmetry group of the prism. This sym
groupH is a group of order 12, and it is easy to verify that it is isomorphic to the dihedral g
D12 ~i.e., the symmetries of the hexagon!. The generating reflections correspond to permutati
of x1 ,x2 ,...,x39 ~and possibly an interchange ofn andm!:
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r 1 :~x2 x3!~x28 x38!~x29 x39!,

r 2 :~x1 x3!~x18 x38!~x19 x39!,

r 3 :~x1 x2!~x18 x28!~x19 x29!,

r 0 :~x1 x18!~x2 x28!~x3 x38!~n m!.

It turns out that the transformations given in Theorems 3–5 all have the same symmetry
described byH. Thus we can state the following:

Proposition 8: Let m and n be nonnegative integers, and let xi , xi8 , xi9 ( i 51,2,3)be arbitrary
parameters such that( i 51

3 xi50, ( i 51
3 xi850, ( i 51

3 xi950. Then the following expressions,

g1~x!

5S 2~12n!

3
2x1D

n
S 222n1m

3
2x29D

n
S 2~12m!

3
2x18D

m
S 222m1n

3
2x39D

m

3F0:2;2
1:2;2F12n2m

3
1x19 : 2n,

12n

3
1x2 ; 2m,

12m

3
1x38 ;

:
2~12n!

3
2x1 ,

222n1m

3
2x29 ;

2~12m!

3
2x18 ,

222m1n

3
2x39 ;

1,1G,

~19!

g2~x!5S 2~12n2m!

3
1x29D

n1m
S 2~12n!

3
2x3D

n
S 2~12m!

3
2x38D

m

3F1:1;1
1:2;2F 12n2m

3
2x39 : 2n,

12n

3
1x2 ; 2m,

12m

3
1x28 ;

2~12n2m!

3
1x29 :

2~12n!

3
2x3 ;

2~12m!

3
2x38 ;

1,1G , ~20!

g3~x!

5S 2~12n2m!

3
2x19D

n1m
S 2~12n!

3
1x2D

n
S 2~12m!

3
1x38D

m

F1:1;1
0:3;3

3F : 2n,
12n

3
2x1 ,

12n2m

3
1x29 ; 2m,

12m

3
2x18 ,

12n2m

3
1x39 ;

2~12n2m!

3
2x19 :

2~12n!

3
1x2 ;

2~12m!

3
1x38 ;

1,1G,

~21!

are (up to a sign) invariant under the action of H, the symmetries of the prism, i.e., g1(h•x)
5(21)l 0(n1m)g1(x), g2(h•x)5(21)l (n1m)g2(x) and g3(h•x)5(21)l 0(n1m)g3(x), where l is
the number of reflections r1 , r 2 , r 3 in the expression of h and l0 is the number of reflections r0 ,
r 1 , r 2 , r 3 in the expression of h.

Proof: Consider~19!. Equation~12a! of Theorem 3 expresses thatg1(h1•x)5g1(x), with
h15(x1 x3 x2)(x18 x38 x28)(x19 x39 x29). Similarly, Eq. ~12b! of Theorem 3 expresses thatg1(h2•x)
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5(21)m1ng1(x), with h25(x1 x3)(x18 x38)(x19 x39). Apart from the two transformations given i
Theorem 3, there is of course also the trivial transformation interchanging2n,a,b,c with
2m,a8,b8,c8; this expresses thatg1(h3•x)5g1(x) with h35(x1 x18)(x2 x38)(x3 x28)(x29 x39)
3(n m). It is now easy to verify thath1 , h2 andh3 generateH, i.e., the same group as generat
by r i ( i 50,1,2,3). Thus the symmetry statement for~19! follows. The remaining cases~20! and
~21! follow in a similar way from Theorems 4 and 5. h

V. BASIC ANALOGS OF SOME TRANSFORMATION FORMULAS

In this section we shall be dealing with the basic analogs~or q-analogs! of some of the
transformation formulas for double hypergeometric series considered in Secs. II and III.
general introduction and background to basic hypergeometric series, see Ref. 25, whose n
we follow: thusq is a parameter withuqu,1; (a;q)n is theq-shifted factorial; (a,b,c;q)n stands
for (a;q)n(b;q)n(c;q)n ; p11Fp is the common notation for a basic hypergeometric series in
variable; etc.

The double basic hypergeometric series appearing in the present context is a special
general double basic series defined by Srivastava and Karlsson~Ref. 23, p. 349!. So, we use their
notation to define the series

F0:2;2
1:2;2Fe : a,b ; a8,b8 ; q;x,y

: c,d ; c8,d8 ; l,m,nG
5 (

j ,k50

`

ql j ( j 21)/21mk(k21)/21n jk~e;q! j 1k

~a;q! j~b;q! j

~c;q! j~d;q! j

~a8;q!k~b8;q!k

~c8;q!k~d8;q!k

xj

~q;q! j

yk

~q;q!k
; ~22!

the definition ofF1:1;1
1:2;2 andF1:1;1

0:3;3 is completely analogous. For double basic series such as~22!,
n is usually taken to be 0, in which case this is a straightforward double series analog of the
series3F2 . However, also the cases withn511 or n521 appear in the literature,27,30 and will
play a role in the transformation formulas given here.

The main purpose of this section is to show that the different expressions ofq-9- j coefficients
of Ref. 18, in the singly stretched case, give rise to new transformation formulas for double
hypergeometric series of the typeF0:2;2

1:2;2, F1:1;1
1:2;2 andF1:1;1

0:3;3. Ališauskas actually realized that h
expressions gave rise to ‘‘rearrangement formulas of double sums’’~see Ref. 18, Appendix C!, but
he did not write them as transformation formulas of series of the type~22!. Furthermore, he did
not recognize that some of these formulas allow for a set of very general parameters.

In this section we shall discuss some of theq-analogs of theorems given in Secs. II and I
Rather than derive theseq-analogs from the different double series expressions of Alisˇauskas,18 a
direct proof is given. It turns out that the direct proofs of such transformation formulas are
easy, and all rely on the same technique.

We know of two genuine transformation formulas for double basic hypergeometric serie
have appeared in the literature~by a genuine transformation formula, we mean a formula expr
ing a basic double series of a particular type into another series of the same type!. One of these
was given by Singh:27 if m andn are non-negative integers, anda,b,c,a8,b8,c8 andd arbitrary
parameters withbb85d, then

F1:1;1
0:3;3F : q2n,a,b ; q2m,a8,b8q ; cdqn/ab,c8dqm/a8b8

d : c ; c8 ; 0,0,1 G
5

~c/a;q!n~c8/a8;q!m

~c;q!n~c8;q!m
F1:1;1

0:3;3F : q2n,a,b8 ; q12m,a8,b;q ; q,q

d : q12na/c ; q12ma8/c8 ; 0,0,0G . ~23!

The other was the topic of a recent paper:26 if n is a non-negative integer, anda,b,c,d,a8,b8,c8
andd8 are arbitrary parameters withdd85q12n, then
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F0:2;2
1:2;2Fq2n : a,b;a8,b8 ; q;cdqn/ab,c8d8qn/a8b8

: c,d;c8,d8 ; 0,0,21 G
5

~d8b/b8;q!n

~d8;q!n
b2n F0:2;2

1:2;2Fq2n : c/a,b ; c8/a8,b8 ; q;q,q

: c,d8b/b8 ; c8,db8/b ; 0,0,0G . ~24!

Observe that~23! is the basic analog of~14b!, and~24! is the basic analog of~8b!.
We shall now indicate how such formulas, and others, can be derived directly. First, we

deduce two basic analogs of~8a!; namely, ifdd85q12n, then

F0:2;2
1:2;2Fq2n : a,b ; a8,b8;q ; cdqn/ab,y

: c,d ; c8,d8 ; 0,0,21 G5
~d/a;q!n

~d;q!n
F1:1;1

1:2;2Fq2n : a,c/b ; a8,b8 ; q;q,ay

ad8 : c ; c8 ; 0,0,0 G ,
~25!

and

F0:2;2
1:2;2Fq2n : a,b ; a8,b8 ; q;q,y

: c,d ; c8,d8 ; 0,0,0G5
an~d/a;q!n

~d;q!n
F1:1;1

1:2;2Fq2n : a,c/b ; a8,b8;q ; bq/d,y

ad8 : c ; c8 ; 0,0,0 G , ~26!

Herein, as usual,n is a non-negative integer,a,b,c,d,a8,b8,c8 and d are arbitrary parameter
~subject todd85q12n!, andy is an arbitrary variable.

For a proof, expand the lhsL of ~25! into a double series:

L5(
j ,k

~q2n;q! j 1k~a,b;q! j~a8,b8;q!k

~q,c,d;q! j~q,c8,d8;q!k
S cdqn

ab D j

ykq2 jk

5(
k

~q2n,a8,b8;q!k

~q,c8,d8;q!k
yk

3F2Fq2n1k,a,b ;

c,d ; q,cdqn2k/abG .
Now apply Sears’ transformation formula@Ref. 25,~III.13!#, and expand again:

L5(
k

~q2n,a8,b8;q!k

~q,c8,d8;q!k
yk

~d/a;q!n2k

~d;q!n2k
3F2F q2n1k,a,c/b ;

c,aq12n1k/d ;
q,qG

5(
j ,k

~q2n;q! j 1k~a,c/b;q! j~a8,b8;q!k

~q,c,aq12n1k/d;q! j~q,c8,d8;q!k
ykqj

~d/a;q!n2k

~d;q!n2k
. ~27!

Using d85q12n/d, and elementary properties ofq-shifted factorials, there comes

1

~aq12n1k/d;q! j~d8;q!k

~d/a;q!n2k

~d;q!n2k
5

ak

~aq12n/d;q! j 1k

~d/a;q!n

~d;q!n
.

Plugging this in~27! yields the rhs of~25!. The proof of~26! is completely analogous.
Now we can give the basic analog of~9!:
Proposition 9: Let n be a non-negative integer and a,b,c,a8,b8,c8 and d be arbitrary param-

eters. Then

F1:1;1
1:2;2Fq2n : a,b ; a8,b8 ; q;q,dc8qn/a8b8

d : c ; c8 ; 0,0,0 G
5

bn~d/bb8;q!n

~d;q!n
F1:1;1

1:2;2F q2n : c/a,b ; c8/a8,b8 ; q;b8aq/d,q

q12nbb8/d : c ; c8 ; 0,0,0 G . ~28!
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Proof: This is now straightforward: apply~25! to the lhs of~24! and ~26! to the rhs of~24!.
Comparing these expressions yields~28!. h

With this, we have given basic analogs of all transformation formulas of Sec. II. Also fo
transformation formulas with two separate numerator parameters as negative integers, g
Sec. III, the basic analogs can be deduced. The proof of such formulas uses similar s
illustrated in the proof of~25!:

~a! Rewrite the double sum as a single sum over a term containing a3F2 series.
~b! Perform one of Sears’ transformation formulas on the3F2 and rewrite the result as a doub

sum.
~c! Make certain simplifications, using the constraint~if present! between the parameters.
~d! If necessary, repeat~a!, ~b! and~c! on the double sum obtained so far, and finally rewrite

in the standard notation of a double basic hypergeometric series.

Detailed proofs of the remaining formulas in this section will not be given, since the
follow the above technique. In fact, we will not even give the basic analogs of all of the form
of Sec. III, but just list those corresponding to the transformation formulas of Theorems 3,
5.

Here are the basic analogs of~12a! and ~12b!, given in Theorem 3. The first,~12a!, has two
basic analogs, namely,

F0:2;2
1:2;2Fd : q2n,a ; q2m,a8 ; q;bcqn/ad,b8c8qm/a8d

: b,c ; b8,c8 ; 0,0,21 G
5

~21!m~d;q!n~b/a;q!n~a8;q!m~b8/a8c!m~c/d!nqSm11
2 D2mn

~b;q!n~c8;q!m~b8;q!m~c;q!n2m

3F0:2;2
1:2;2Fq12m/c8 : q2n,q12n/b ; q2m,b8/a8 ; q;aqm11/c,dqn11/b8

: aq12n/b,q12n/d ; q12m/a8,cqn2m ; 0,0,21 G ~29!

and

F0:2;2
1:2;2Fd : q2n,a ; q2m,a8 ; q;q,q

: b,c ; b8,c8 ; 0,0,0G
5

~21!m~d;q!n~b/a;q!n~a8;q!m~d/c!manqSm11
2 D

~b;q!n~c8;q!m~b8;q!m~c;q!n2m

3F0:2;2
1:2;2Fq12m/c8 : q2n,q12n/b ; q2m,b8/a8 ; q;q,q

: aq12n/b,q12n/d ; q12m/a8,cqn2m ; 0,0,0G , ~30!

where in both formulascc85qd. The basic analog of~12b! is

F0:2;2
1:2;2Fd : q2n,a ; q2m,a8 ; q;cbqn/ad,y

: b,c ; b8,c8 ; 0,0,21 G
5

~21!m~b/a;q!n~a8,d;q!mq2 Sm11
2 Dym

~b;q!n~b8,c8;q!m

3F0:2;2
1:2;2Fq12m/c8 : q2n,a ; q2m,q12m/b8 ; q;q,b8qm12/a8cy

: c,aq12n/b ; q12m/a8,q12m/d ; 0,0,0 G , ~31!

where againcc85qd.
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The basic analogs of the formulas in Theorem 4 are given by

F1:1;1
1:2;2F c : q2n,a ; q2m,a8 ; q;bdqn/ac,q

d : b ; b8 ; 0,0,0 G
5

~b/a;q!n~b8/a8;q!m~c;q!n1m~a8!m~d/c!n

~b;q!n~b8;q!m~d;q!n1m

3F1:1;1
1:2;2F d/c : q2n,q12n/b ; q2m,q12m/b8 ; q;aq12m/d,q

q12n2m/c : aq12n/b ; a8q12m/b8 ; 0,0,0 G ~32!

and

F1:1;1
1:2;2F c : q2n,a ; q2m,a8 ; q;dbqn/ac,q

d : b ; b8 ; 0,0,0 G
5

~a8!m~b/a;q!n~b8/a8;q!m

~b;q!n~b8;q!m
F1:1;1

1:2;2Fd/c : q2n,a ; q2m,a8 ; q;q,cq/b8

d : aq12n/b8 ; a8q12m/b8 ; 0,0,0 G .
~33!

Finally, the basic analogs of the transformation formulas~14a! and ~14b! of Theorem 5 are
given by

F1:1;1
0:3;3F : q2n,a,b ; q2m,a8,b8 ; q;q,q

d : c ; c8 ; 0,0,0G
5

~a8!mbn~b8;q!n1m~a8;q!n~c8/a8;q!m

~d;q!n1m~c;q!n~c8;q!m

3F1:1;1
0:3;3F : q2n,c/a,q12n2m/d ; q2m,q12m/c8,b ; q;q,q

q12n2m/b8 : q12n/a ; q12ma8/c8 ; 0,0,0G ~34!

and ~23!, wherebb85d in both formulas.
This completes the list ofq-analogs of the transformation formulas of Kampe´ de Fériet series

with two non-negative integers as parameters, as given in Theorems 3–5.

VI. SUMMARY

Using the different double sum expressions of Alisˇauskas18 for a singly stretched 9-j coeffi-
cient of su(2) or suq(2), we have deduced a set of new transformation formulas for dou
hypergeometric series of Kampe´ de Fériet type and their basic analogs. An important observat
is that these transformation formulas are valid for quite general parameters, even thou
original 9-j coefficients assume only non-negative integer or half-integer values as argum
The transformation formulas given here for double hypergeometric series of Kampe´ de Fériet type
are all terminating, which means that either a common numerator parameter or else two s
numerator parameters are negative integers.

The transformation formulas seem to inherit some of the symmetries of the 9-j coefficient. In
particular, we have shown that the given transformation formulas for a double series of a par
type generate a symmetry group, acting on the parameters of the series. These symmetry
are explicitly determined and described as subgroups of permutation groups, or as sym
groups of some geometric object.
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In the case of basic double hypergeometric series, corresponding to different express
9- j coefficients of suq(2), therelevant series is a doubleq-series as defined in Ref. 23. Also fo
these series, the transformation formulas are listed, and we have shown that an independe
of such transformations is easy.
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We study the biparametric quantum deformation of GL~2!^GL~1! and exhibit its
cross-product structure. We derive explicitly the associated dual algebra, i.e., the
quantized universal enveloping algebra employing theR-matrix procedure. This
facilitates construction of a bicovariant differential calculus which is also shown to
have a cross-product structure. Finally, a Jordanian analog of the deformation is
presented as a cross-product algebra. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1407280#

I. INTRODUCTION

The biparametric quantum deformation of GL~2!^GL~1! was introduced in Ref. 1 as a nove
Hopf algebra involving five generators$a,b,c,d,f% and two deformation parameters$r,s%. From
among the five generators, four$a,b,c,d% correspond to GL~2! and the fifth onef is related to
GL~1!. These can be arranged in the matrix of generators

T5S f 0 0

0 a b

0 c d
D ~1!

with the labelling 0, 1, 2. The associated solution of the quantum Yang–Baxter equation is

R5S r 0 0 0

0 S21 0 0

0 L S 0

0 0 0 Rr

D ~2!

in block form, i.e., in the order~00!, ~01!, ~02!, ~10!, ~20!, ~11!, ~12!, ~21!, ~22! ~which is chosen
in conjunction with the block form of theT-matrix! where

Rr5S r 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 L 1 0

0 0 0 r

D ; S5S s 0

0 1D ; L5S l 0

0 l
D ; l5r 2r 21.

The RT T relations

RT1T25T2T1R ~3!

~whereT15T^ 1 andT251^ T ) give the commutation relations between the generatorsa, b, c, d,
and f

a!Electronic mail: deepak.parashar@mis.mpg.de
54310022-2488/2001/42(11)/5431/13/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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ab5r 21ba, bd5r 21db,

ac5r 21ca, cd5r 21dc, ~4!

bc5cb, @a,d#5~r 212r !bc,

and

a f5 f a, c f5s f c,
~5!

b f5s21f b, d f5 f d.

Note that the first set of these relations is exactly theq-deformation of GL~2! with deformation
parameterr while the second set involves the fifth generatorf and the second deformation param
eter s. This results in a biparametricq-deformation of GL~2!^GL~1!, say,Ar ,s . The coproduct
and counit is given as

D~T !5T^ T,
~6!

«~T !51.

The Casimir operatord5ad2r 21bc is invertible and determines the antipode

S~ f !5 f 21, S~a!5d21d, S~b!52d21rb, S~c!52d21r 21c, S~d!5d21a. ~7!

The quantum determinantD5d f is grouplike but not central. Some of the interesting features
the above quantum deformation are the following:

~i! If we write the set of generators$a,b,c,d,f% as$ f Na, f Nb, f Nc, f Nd% ~N being a fixed nonzero
integer!, i.e., reducing the five-dimensional set to the four-dimensional set, then we obtain an
realization of the biparametric~p,q!-deformation of GL~2!, i.e., GLp,q(2) subject to the relations

p5r 21sN and q5r 21s2N. ~8!

This realization also reproduces the full Hopf algebraic structure underlying GLp,q(2).
~ii ! Another interesting feature of theAr ,s deformation is that it can be contracted~by means

of the contraction procedure2 based on the concept of singular limit of a similarity transformatio!
to yield the corresponding biparametric Jordanian deformation of GL~2!^GL~1!, which in turn
provides a complete realization of the biparametric (h,h8)-deformation of GL~2!, i.e., GLh,h8(2)
in a manner similar to that for theq-deformed case.3

~iii ! Both the biparametric quantum and Jordanian deformations of GL~2!^GL~1! admit col-
ored extensions3 which also commute with the contraction procedure.

~iv! The physical interest in studyingAr ,s lies in the observation that when endowed w
a *-structure, this specializes to its compact form, i.e., provides a biparametricq-deformation of
SU~2!^U~1!, which is precisely the gauge group for the theory of electroweak interactions.

Another deformation similar toAr ,s has also been recently given in Ref. 4, though in
different context. In the present article, we give an explicit description of the algebra dual toAr ,s

as a starting point in further investigation of this quantum group structure. Motivated by
relation of this deformation with gauge theory, we also construct a bicovariant differential cal
since gauge theories have an obvious differential geometric description. This would then p
insights into possible scenarios for constructingq-gauge theories based on this deformation.
pursuing our aim, we follow the convenientR-matrix approach.5,6 In Sec. II, we give the cross
product structure and go over to theR-matrix duality in Sec. III. The constructive calculus
presented in Sec. IV, while Sec. V is a brief description of the Jordanian analog. The resu
discussed in Sec. VI.
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II. CROSS-PRODUCT STRUCTURE

The biparametricq-deformationAr ,s can also be considered as the semidirect or cross-pro
GLr(2)’

s
C@ f , f 21# built on the vector space GLr(2)^ C@ f , f 21# where GLr(2)5C@a,b,c,d#

modulo the relations~4! andC@ f , f 21# has the cross relations~5!. Then,Ar ,s can also be inter-
preted as a skew Laurent polynomial ring GLr@ f , f 21;s# wheres is the automorphism given by
the action of elementf on GLr(2). Knowing properties of cross-product algebras~general theory
given in Refs. 7 and 8!, we already know that the algebra dual toAr ,s would be the cross-
coproduct coalgebraUr ,s5Ur~gl~2!!’

s
C@@f## with f as an element dual tof. If we let A

5GLr(2) andH5C@ f , f 21#, thenA is a left H-module algebra and the action off on GLr(2) is
given by

f xa5a, f xb5sb, f xc5s21c, f xd5d. ~9!

As a vector space, the dual isUr ,s5Ur~gl~2!!^U~u~1!!. Now, the duality relation between
^GLr(2),Ur~gl~2!!& is already well known,9 while that between̂C@ f , f 21#,U~u~1!!& is given by
^ f ,f&51, i.e., U~u~1!!5C@@f##. More precisely, we work algebraically withC@sf,s2f# where
^ f ,sf&5s ~this is a standard notational convention which we adopt!. This induces duality on the
vector space tensor products and the left action dualizes to the left coaction. This results
dual algebra being a cross-coproductUr ,s5Ur~gl~2!!’

s
C@@f##. Let us recall9 that Ur~gl~2!!, the

algebra dual to GLr(2), is isomorphic to the tensor product Ur~sl~2!!^ Ũ~u~1!! where Ur~sl~2!!

has the usual generators$H,X6% andŨ(u(1))5C@@j##5C@r j,r 2j# with j central. Therefore,Ur ,s

is nothing but Ur~sl~2!! and two central generatorsj andf, wherej is the generating element o
Ũ~u~1!! and f is the generating element of U~u~1!!. Also note thatsf ~s being the second
deformation parameter! is dually paired with the elementf of Ar ,s . Defining the left coaction
Ur~gl~2!!→U~u~1!!^Ur~gl~2!! we have

X1→sf
^ X1 , X2→s2f

^ X2 , H→1^ H, j→1^ j. ~10!

It can be checked that this gives the correct duality pairings. For example, we have forX1

K DL~X1!,1^ S a b

c dD L 5K sf
^ X1,1^ S a b

c dD L 5^sf,1&K X1 ,S a b

c dD L 5S 0 1

0 0D ,

K DL~X1!, f ^ S a b

c dD L 5K sf
^ X1 , f ^ S a b

c dD L 5^sf, f &K X1 ,S a b

c dD L 5sS 0 1

0 0D ,

~11!

K X1 , f xS a b

c dD L 5K X1 ,S a sb

s21c d D L 5sS 0 1

0 0D .

Therefore, the coalgebra structure ofUr ,s is given as

D~X1!5X1 ^ r H/21r 2H/2sf
^ X1 , ~12!

D~X2!5X2 ^ r 2H/21r H/2s2f
^ X1 , ~13!

D~H !5H ^ 111^ H, ~14!

D~j!5j ^ 111^ j, ~15!

D~f!5f ^ 111^ f. ~16!
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In this way, we have obtained the Drinfeld–Jimbo form of the dual algebraUr ,s using the cross-
product construction. Given other approaches to the problem of duality for quantum group
also construct explicitly the dual algebra using theR-matrix procedure.

III. R-MATRIX DUALITY

The biparametric~r,s!-deformation,Ar ,s , of GL~2!^GL~1! has been defined in the previou
section at the group level, i.e., as theq-deformation of algebra of functions on GL~2!^GL~1!. In
this section, we derive explicitly the corresponding quantised universal enveloping algebra,
dual within the framework of theR-matrix formulation. We first construct functionals~matrices!
L1 and L2 which are dual to the matrix of generators in the fundamental representation
linear functionals (L6)b

a ~following the method of Refs. 5 and 7! are defined by their value on th
elements of the matrix of generatorsT

^~L6!b
a ,T d

c&5~R6!bd
ac , ~17!

where

~R1!bd
ac5c1~R!db

ca , ~18!

~R2!bd
ac5c2~R21!)bd

ac , ~19!

andc1,c2 are free parameters. Matrices (L6)b
a satisfy

^~L!b
a ,uv&5^~L6!c

a
^ ~L6!d

c ,u^ v&5~L6!c
a~u!~L6!d

c~v !, ~20!

i.e., D~L6!b
a5~L6!c

a
^ ~L6!b

c .

For Ar ,s , the (R1) and (R2) matrices read

~R1!5c1S r 0 0 0

0 S L 0

0 0 S21 0

0 0 0 Rr
T

D ; ~R2!5c2S r 21 0 0 0

0 S 0 0

0 2L S21 0

0 0 0 Rr
21
D , ~21!

where Rr , L, and S are the same as before andRr
215Rr 21. Before proceeding further, it is

pertinent to make the following remark about theL6 functionals. Let A(R) be a bialgebra or a
Hopf algebra underlying a 333 quantum matrix and letŨ(R) be a similar matrix bialgebra with
two full matricesL6 of generators. These may be viewed as functionals A(R)→C via ~17!, but
duality pairing at this level may be degenerate. So, we look at appropriate quotients of thes
that the pairing is non degenerate. In our case, upon quotienting A(R) would descend toAr ,s , and
likewise Ũ(R) to the dual ofAr ,s . The quotient on A(R) is obtained by setting certain entries
the T-matrix to zero. The most general 333 quantum matrix has nine elements

T5S T 0
0 T 1

0 T 2
0

T 0
1 T 1

1 T 2
1

T 0
2 T 1

2 T 2
2
D . ~22!

Now, let T 1
0505T 2

0 and T 0
1505T 0

2. Checking the coideal property~via coproduct ofT !, we
have

D~T 1
0!5T 0

0
^ T 1

01T 1
0

^ T 1
11T 2

0
^ T 1

2,
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D~T 2
0!5T 0

0
^ T 2

01T 1
0

^ T 2
11T 2

0
^ T 2

2,
~23!

D~T 0
1!5T 0

1
^ T 0

01T 1
1

^ T 0
11T 2

1
^ T 0

2,

D~T 0
2!5T 0

2
^ T 0

01T 1
2

^ T 0
11T 2

2
^ T 0

2.

These generate biideals. Therefore, setting them to zero gives the quotient of A(R)

T5S T 0
0 0 0

0 T 1
1 T 2

1

0 T 1
2 T 2

2
D 5S f 0 0

0 a b

0 c d
D 5T~Ar ,s!. ~24!

Similarly, the quotient onŨ(R) is obtained by setting certain entries ofL6 matrices to zero.
Starting with

L15S L0
10 L1

10 L2
10

L0
11 L1

11 L2
11

L0
12 L1

12 L2
12
D , L25S L0

20 L1
20 L2

20

L0
21 L1

21 L2
21

L0
22 L1

22 L2
22
D , ~25!

we make the ansatz

L1
12505L2

21,
~26!

L1
105L2

105L0
115L0

1250,

L1
205L2

205L0
215L0

2250,

and, similar to the above for A(R), check the coideal property. We also verify explicitly7 that this
ansatz is compatible with the duality pairing

^L1
12,T j

i &5R1 j
12i5Rj 1

i250,
~27!

^L2
21,T j

i &5R2 j
21i5~R21!2 j

1i 50,

and so on for their pairing with products of theT j
i . Therefore, setting these elements to zero yie

a quotient bialgebra U(R) of Ũ(R)

L15S L0
10 0 0

0 L1
11 L2

11

0 0 L2
12
D , L25S L0

20 0 0

0 L1
21 0

0 L1
22 L2

22
D . ~28!

Therefore, the initial pairinĝA(R),Ũ(R)& descends tôAr ,s ,U(R)&. So, forUr ,s @or U(R)# we
make the following ansatz for theL6 matrices:

L15c1rS s21/2~ F̃2H221!r 1/2~ F̃2H121! 0 0

0 s21/2~ F̃2H111!r 1/2~2F̃1H221! r 21lC̃

0 0 s21/2~ F̃1H121!r 1/2~2F̃2H221!

D ,

L25c2r 21S s21/2~ F̃2H221!r 21/2~ F̃2H121! 0 0

0 s21/2~ F̃2H111!r 21/2~2F̃1H221! 0

0 2rlB̃ s21/2~ F̃1H121!r 21/2~2F̃2H221!

D ,
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whereH15Ã1D̃, H25Ã2D̃, and $Ã,B̃,C̃,D̃,F̃% is the set of generating elements of the du
algebra. This is consistent with the action on the generators ofAr ,s and gives the correct duality
pairings. More conveniently,

L15S J 0 0

0 M P

0 0 N
D and L25S J8 0 0

0 M 8 0

0 Q N8
D , ~29!

where

J5s2~1/2!~ F̃2H221!r ~1/2!~ F̃2H111!,

M5s2~1/2!~ F̃2H111!r ~1/2!~2F̃1H211!,

N5s2~1/2!~ F̃1H121!r ~1/2!~2F̃2H211!,
~30!

J85s2~1/2!~ F̃2H221!r 2~1/2!~ F̃2H111!,

M 85s2~1/2!~ F̃2H111!r 2~1/2!~2F̃1H211!,

N85s2~1/2!~ F̃1H121!r 2~1/2!~2F̃2H211!,

and

P5lC̃,
~31!

Q52lB̃.

These can also be arranged in terms of smallerL1 andL2 matrices:

L15c1S J 0

0 L1D , where L15S M P

0 ND ,

~32!

L25c2S J8 0

0 L2D , where L25S M 8 0

Q N8
D .

A. Commutation relations of the dual

The dual algebra is generated byL6 functionals which satisfy theq-commutation relations
~the so-calledRLL relations!

R12L2
6L1

65L1
6L2

6R12, ~33!

R12L2
1L1

25L1
2L2

1R12, ~34!

whereL1
65L6

^ 1 and L2
651^ L6. SinceAr ,s is a quotient Hopf algebra, it is necessary

amend theR-matrix to eliminate relations that are inconsistent with the quotient structure.
sequently, theR-matrix for theRLL relations is different from the one used in theRT T relations.
The RLL relations are constructed with theR-matrix:
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R125c2^L2,T&215S r 0 0 0

0 S21 0 0

0 0 S 0

0 0 0 Rr

D . ~35!

EvaluatingL1
6 ,L2

6 matrices and substituting in the aboveRLL-relations yields the dual algebr
commutation relations. FromR12L2

2L1
25L1

2L2
2R12 andR12L2

1L1
15L1

1L2
1R12 we obtain

RrL2
2L1

25L1
2L2

2Rr , ~36!

RrL2
1L1

15L1
1L2

1Rr , ~37!

MJ5JM, M 8J85J8M 8,

NJ5JN, N8J85J8N8, ~38!

PJ5sJP, J8Q5sQJ8,

where

RrL2
2L1

25L1
2L2

2Rr⇒QM85rM 8Q, N8Q5rQN8, and N8M 85M 8N8

~39!
RrL2

1L1
15L1

1L2
1Rr⇒PM5rM P, NP5rPN, and NM5MN.

In addition, the cross relationR12L2
1L1

25L1
2L2

1R12 yields

NJ85J8N, MJ85J8M , PJ85sJ8P,
~40!

N8J5JN8, M 8J5JM8, JQ5sQJ,

andRrL2
1L1

25L1
2L2

1Rr which further implies

QP2PQ52l~N8M2NM8!. ~41!

Simplifying the above, we get the following commutation relations

@Ã,B̃#5B̃, @Ã,C̃#52C̃,

@D̃,B̃#52B̃, @D̃,C̃#5C̃, ~42!

@Ã,D̃#50, @ F̃,•#50,

and

@B̃,C̃#5
r Ã2D̃s2F̃2r 2~Ã2D̃ !s2F̃

r 2r 21 5
r g F̃

r 2r 21 @r Ã2D̃2r 2~Ã2D̃ !#, ~43!

whereg5(ln s/ln r). So, we obtain a single-parameter deformation of U(gl(2)^ U~u!~1!! as an
algebra. Including the coproduct, we again obtain a semidirect product Ur~gl~2!!’

s
U~u~1!!, as

expected.
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IV. CONSTRUCTIVE CALCULUS

In order to investigate the differential geometric structure of the~r,s!-deformation,Ar ,s , of
GL~2!^GL~1!, we use Jurcˇo’s constructive procedure6 based on theR-matrix formulation. This
method has so far been applied only to full matrix quantum groups, but we demonstrate he
it works equally well for appropriate quotients of these. ForAr ,s , we obtain a first-order bicova
riant differential calculus employing the ansatz forL6 introduced in Sec. III.

A. One-forms

Let $v% be the basis of all left-invariant quantum one-forms. So, we have

DL~v!51^ v. ~44!

This defines the left action on the bimoduleG ~space of quantum one-forms!. The bimoduleG is
further characterized by the commutation relations betweenv andaPA([Ar ,s),

va5~ f * a!v. ~45!

The left convolution product is

f * a5~1^ f !D~a!, ~46!

where f PA8@5Hom(A,C)# belongs to the dual. This means

va5~1^ f !D~a!v. ~47!

Now the linear functionalf is defined in terms of theL6 matrices as

f 5S~L1!L2. ~48!

Thus we have

va5@„1^ S~L1!L2
…D~a!#v. ~49!

In terms of components,

v i j a5@„1^ S~ l ki
1!l j l

2!D~a!]vkl ~50!

using the expressionsL65 l i j
6 andv5v i j wherei , j 51,...,3. ForG to be a bicovariant bimodule

the right coaction is given by

DR~v!5v ^ M ~51!

where functionalsM are defined in terms of the matrix of generatorsT.

M5TS~T !. ~52!

Again, in component form, we can write

DR~v i j !5vkl ^ tkiS~ t j l !. ~53!

Using the above formulas, we obtain the commutation relations of all the left-invariant one-
with the generating elements$a,b,c,d,f% of Ar ,s :

v0a5av0, v0b5bv0,

v1a5r 22av1, v1b5bv1,
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v1a5r 21av1, v1b5r 21bv12lr 21av1, ~54!

v2a5r 21av22lr 21bv1, v2b5r 21bv2,

v2a5av22lbv1, v2b5r 22bv22lr 21av21l2bv1,

v0c5cv0, v0d5dv0,

v1c5r 22cv1, v1d5dv1,

v1c5r 21cv1, v1d5r 21dv12lr 21cv1, ~55!

v2c5r 21cv22lr 21dv1, v2d5r 21dv2,

v2c5cv22ldv1, v2d5r 22dv22lr 21cv21l2dv1,

v0f 5r 22f v0,

v1f 5 f v1,

v1 f 5s fv1, ~56!

v2 f 5s21f v2,

v2f 5 f v2,

wherev05v11, v15v22, v15v23, v25v32, v25v33 and the componentsv12,v13,v21,v31

have null contribution, given the structure of theT matrix ~i.e., t125t135t215t3150!.

B. Vector fields

The linear spaceG ~space of all left invariant one-forms! contains a bi-invariant elementt
5( iv i i which can be used to define a derivative onA. For aPA, one sets

da5ta2at. ~57!

Now

v i i a5@„1^ S~ l ki
1!l i l

2
…D~a!#vkl . ~58!

So,

da5@~1^ xkl!D~a!#vkl , ~59!

wherexkl5S( l ki
1) l i l

22dkl«,« being the counit. Denote

x i j 5S~ l ik
1!l k j

22d i j « ~60!

or more compactly

x5S~L1!L221« ~61!

the matrix of left-invariant vector fieldsx i j on A. The action of the vector fields on the generati
elements is

x i j a5„S~ l ik
1!l k j

22d i j «…a, ~62!
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x i j a5^S~ l ik
1!l k j

2 ,a&2d i j «~a!. ~63!

Explicitly, we obtain

x0~a!50, x0~b!50,

x1~a!5r 2221, x1~b!50,

x1~a!50, x1~b!50, ~64!

x2~a!50, x2~b!52~r 2r 21!,

x2~a!50, x2~b!50,

x0~c!5, x0~d!50,

x1~c!50, x1~d!5~r 2r 21!2,

x1~c!52~r 2r 21!, x1~d!50, ~65!

x2~c!50, x2~d!50,

x2~c!50, x2~d!5r 2221,

x0~ f !5r 2221,

x1~ f !50,

x1~ f !50, ~66!

x2~ f !50,

x2~ f !50,

wherex05x11, x15x22, x15x23, x25x32, x25x33 and again~by previous argument! the
componentsx12,x13,x21,x31 have null contribution. The left convolution products are given

x0* a50, x0* b50,

x1* a5~r 2221!a, x1* b5„~r 2r 21!2
…b,

x1* a52~r 2r 21!b, x1* b50, ~67!

x2* a50, x2* b52~r 2r 21!a,

x2* a50, x2* b5~r 2221!b,

x0* c50, x0* d50,

x1* c5~r 2221!c, x1* d5~~r 2r 21!2!d,

x1* c52~r 2r 21!d, x1* d50, ~68!

x2* c50, x2* d52~r 2r 21!c,
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x2* c50, x2* d5~r 2221!d,

x0* f 5~r 2221! f ,

x1* f 50,

x1* f 50, ~69!

x2* f 50,

x2* f 50.

C. Exterior derivatives

Using da5S i(x i* a)v i for aPA, we obtain the action of the exterior derivatives:

da5~r 2221!av12lbv1, ~70!

db5l2bv12lav21~r 2221!bv2, ~71!

dc5~r 2221!cv12ldv1, ~72!

dd5l2dv12lcv21~r 2221!dv2, ~73!

df 5~r 2221! f v0, ~74!

wherel5r 2r 21. The exterior derivatived:A→G satisfies the Leibniz rule anddA generatesG
as a leftA-module. This then defines a first-order differential calculus (G,d) on Ar ,s . Further-
more, the calculus is bicovariant due to the coexistence of the left and the right actions,

DL :G→A^ G, ~75!

DR :G→G ^ A, ~76!

sinced has the invariance property

DLd5~1^ d!D, ~77!

DRd5~d^ 1!D. ~78!

The bicovariance holds also due to the existence of the bi-invariant elementt5S iv i i @Eq. ~57!# of
the linear space of left-invariant one-forms. If we rewrite the derivatives$da,db,dc,dd,df % as
$d( f Na),d( f Nb),d( f Nc),d( f Nd)%, i.e., reducing from the five-dimensional to the fou
dimensional algebra, then the latter set of exterior derivatives provides a realization of the
ential calculus on the biparametric~p,q!-deformation of GL~2!, i.e., GLp,q(2), with the defining
relations between the two sets of deformation parameters~p,q! and ~r,s! as before. Furthermore
the differential calculus also respects the cross-product structure ofArs . It can be checked~using
the Leibniz rule! that

d~a f2 f a!50, d~c f2s f c!50, d~b f2s21f b!50, d~d f2 f d!50, ~79!

which is consistent with the cross relations~5!.
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V. JORDANIAN ANALOG

It was shown in Ref. 3 that theAr ,s deformation could be contracted~by means of singular
limit of similarity transformations! to obtain a nonstandard or Jordanian analog, sayAm,k , with
deformation parameters$m,k% and the associatedR-matrix is triangular. In analogy withAr ,s ,Am,k

can also be considered as the semidirect or cross-product GLm(2)’
k
C@ f , f 21# where GLm(2)

5C@a,b,c,d# modulo the relations

@c,d#52mc2, @c,b#52m~ac1cd!52m~ca1dc!,
~80!

@c,a#52mc2, @d,a#52m~d2a!c52mc~d2a!,

@d,b#52m~d22d!,
~81!

@b,a#52m~d2a2!,

whered5ad2bc1mac5ad2cb2mcd, andC@ f , f 21# has the cross relations

@ f ,a#5kc f, @ f ,b#5k~d f2 f a!,
~82!

@ f ,c#50, @ f ,d#52kc f.

Thus, Am,k.GLm(2)’
k
C@ f , f 21# can also be interpreted as a skew Laurent polynomial r

GLm@ f , f 21;s# wheres is the automorphism given by the action of elementf on GLm(2). The
~left! action is given by

f xa5a1kc, f xb5b1k~d2a!2k2c, f xc5c, f xd5d2kc. ~83!

VI. DISCUSSION

In this article, we have investigated the algebro-geometric structure of the biparametric
tum deformation of GL~2!^GL~1!, namely,Ar ,s . A particular feature of this deformation is that
has an interpretation as a semidirect or cross-product algebra. We exhibit this cross-produc
ture and establish a picture of duality in this setting. Using theR-matrix formalism, we have given
an explicit derivation of the corresponding dual algebra, i.e., the quantized universal enve
algebra, and also constructed a bicovariant differential calculus. The dual algebra obtain
R-matrices is isomorphic to the dual algebra obtained by the cross-product construction. W
that the differential calculus satisfies the required axioms, contains the calculus on GLq(2), and
our results match with those given in Ref. 10. Besides, the calculus is also consistent w
cross-product structure ofAr ,s . We expect that the calculus could as well be obtained by pro
tion from the calculus on multiparameterq-deformed GL~3!. The differential calculus obtained o
Ar ,s enables us to investigate the associated gauge theory from a noncommutative perspe
would be useful to repeat the analysis presented in this article for the biparametric Jord
deformation of GL~2! ^GL~1! obtained in Ref. 3 and also to investigate corresponding hy
~q, h!-deformations.11,12Furthermore, it would indeed be interesting to generalize the setting to
case of colored quantum and Jordanian deformations.
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Weakly primitive vectors of Kac-modules of the Lie
superalgebras sl „mÕn…
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It was conjectured by Hugheset al. @J. Math. Phys.33, 470–491~1992!# that there
exists a bijection between the composition factors of a Kac-module and the so-
called permissible codes. In a previous paper it was proved that to any unlinked
code, there corresponds a composition factor of the Kac-module. Here it is proved
that to any linked code, there corresponds a composition factor of the Kac-module.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1409347#

I. INTRODUCTION

Lie superalgebras are important generalizations of Lie algebras, of interest to both mat
ticians and physicists. In the classification of finite-dimensional modules of the basic classic
superalgebras,1–3 Kac distinguished between typical and atypical modules. He also introduce
Kac-moduleV̄(L), which was shown to be simple if and only ifL is typical. For L being
atypical, the problem of the structure ofV̄(L), or equivalently, the character of the simple modu
V(L), has been the subject of intensive study.3–7 More generally, the problem of classifyin
indecomposable modules has received much attention in the literature.8–10 Kac obtained a char-
acter formula for typical modules.3 The problem for atypicalsl(m/n)-modules has seemed to b
difficult, though several partial solutions have been achieved.6,11

Serganova4 found a solution for the characters of simplegl(m/n)-modules, which described
the multiplicitiesaLS of composition factorsV(S) of V̄(L) in terms of Kazhdan–Lusztig poly
nomials. However, her algorithm of describingaLS turns out to be rather complicated. Th
structure ofV̄(L) is still not so apparent. Hugheset al.11 derived an algorithm to determine all th
composition factors ofsl(m/n)-Kac-modulesV̄(L). They conjectured that there exists a bijecti
between the composition factors ofV̄(L) and the permissible codes. This conjecture clea
describes the structure ofV̄(L). In Ref. 12, the authors proved that to any unlinked code, th
corresponds a composition factor ofV̄(L), by constructing explicitly a primitive vector corre
sponding to the unlinked code. Here we first determine the bottom composition factor o
Kac-moduleV̄(L), then prove that to any linked code, there corresponds a composition fa
Thus, this will give a half proof of the conjecture. Our main results are summarized in Theo
3.2, 3.5, 3.7, and 4.1.

II. THE LIE SUPERALGEBRA sl „m¿1Õn¿1…

We shall only give necessary definitions and notations. For detail, please refer to Re
DenoteG5sl(m11/n11)5$x5(CD

AB)ustr(x)5tr(A)2tr(D)50%, where A,B,C,D are (m11)
3(m11),(m11)3(n11),(n11)3(m11),(n11)3(n11) matrices, respectively. LetG0̄

5$(0D
A0)%, G1̄5$(C0

0B)%. Let H be the Cartan subalgebra ofG, H* the dual ofH spanned by

a!Electronic mail: yacai–su@mathstat.concordia.ca
54440022-2488/2001/42(11)/5444/13/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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ea (a51,...,m11),eb8 (b51,...,n11), where ea :x→Aaa , eb8 :x→Dbb for x5(CD
AB), with

(a51
m11 ea2(b51

n11 eb850; it has an inner product:̂eaueb&5dab ,^eaueb8&50,̂ ea8ueb8&52dab . Let
D,D0 ,D1 be sets of roots, even, odd roots, respectively. Set

I 15$m̄,...,1̄%, I 25$1,...,n%, I 5I 1ø$0%øI 2 , where ı̄ 52 i for i PZ1 . ~2.1!

Choose a basis for H: hi5Em1 i 11,m1 i 112Em1 i 12,m1 i 12 ,i PI 1øI 2 ,h05Em11,m11

1Em12,m12 . The simple roots inH* are: a i5em1 i 112em1 i 12 ,i PI 1 ,a05em112e18 ,a i5e i8
2e i 118 ,i PI 2 . Thusa0 is the only odd simple root. The symmetric inner product satisfies

^a i ua i&52, i PI 1 , ^a0ua0&50, ^a i ua i&522, i PI 2 ,
~2.2!

^a i 21ua i&521, i PI 1 , ^a0ua61&561, ^a i ua i 11&51, i PI 2 ,

and ^a i ua j&50, j Þ i ,i 61, and hi(a j )5a j (hi)5^a i ua j&,i<0 or 2^a i ua j&,i .0. Let
D6(D0

6 ,D1
6) be sets of positive/negative roots~even, odd roots!. Let a i j 5(k5 i

j ak , then D0
6

5$6a i j u i< j ,i , j PI 1 or i , j PI 2%, D1
65$6a i j u i PI 1ø$0%, j P$0%øI 2%. The root vectors ei j

5e(a i j ), f i j 5 f (a i j )5e(2a i j ) and the elementshi j of H are

ei j 5Em1 i 11,m1 j 12 , f i j 5Em1 j 12,m1 i 11 , hi j 5Em1 i 11,m1 i 112~21!s i j Em1 j 12,m1 j 12 ,

~2.3!

wheres i j 50 or 1⇔a i j is even or odd. Setei5eii , f i5 f i i . The set$ei j , f i j ,hi u i , j PI ,i< j % yields
a basis forG, with the following nontrivial relations:

@ei j ,ej 11,l #5ei l , @ f i j , f j 11,l #52 f i l , @ei j , f i j #5hi j ,

@ei j , f ik#5H 2~21!s i j s ik f j 11,k if j ,k

2~21!s i j s ikek11,j if j .k
,

@eik , f jk#5H ei , j 21 if i , j

f j ,i 21 if i . j
,

@hi j ,ekl #5mekl , @hi j , f kl #52m f kl , m5d i ,k2d i ,l 112~21!s i j d j ,k211~21!s i j d j ,l .

~2.4!

Set G0
65span$e(a)uaPD0

6%,G615span$e(b)ubPD1
6%,G65G0

6
% G1

6 . Note that G1
6

5G61 ,G0̄5G0
2

% H % G0
1 ,G5G2

% H % G1. For lPH* , define its Dynkin labels to be ai

5l(hi),i PI . These uniquely determinel, which can then be represented asl
5@am̄ ,...,a1̄ ;a0 ;a1 ,...,an#. l is calleddominantif ai>0 for all iÞ0, integral if aiPZ for all
iÞ0.

Let V0(L) be the simpleG0̄-module with integral dominant highest weightL and vectorvL .
ExtendV0(L) to be aG0̄% G11 module by settingG11V0(L)50. TheKac-module3 is

V̄~L!5IndG0% G11

G V0~L!5U~G! ^ G0% G11
V0~L!, ~2.5!

where U(G) is the universal enveloping algebra ofG. Since U(G)5U(G21) ^ U(G0)
^ U(G11), it implies V̄(L)>U(G21) ^ V0(L). Set M5$vPV̄(L)uvL¹U(G)v%, then V(L)
5V̄(L)/M is a finite-dimensional simple module with highest weightL. Define r5r02r1 ,
wherer05 1

2 (aPD
0
1 a,r15 1

2 (bPD
1
1 b.

Definition 2.1:L,V̄(L),V(L) are calledtypical if ^L1rub&Þ0 for all bPD1
1 . If bPD1

1

such that̂ L1rub&50, thenL,V̄(L),V(L) are calledatypicalandb is anatypical rootfor L. If
there exist preciselyr distinct atypical roots forL, we callL,V̄(L),V(L) r -fold atypical.
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It is proved3 that every finite-dimensional simpleG-module is isomorphic to aV(L), char-
acterized by its integral dominant highest weightL and thatV̄(L) is simple⇔L is typical.

A composition seriesof V̄(L) is a sequenceV̄(L)5V0.V1.¯ with eachVi /Vi 11 isomor-
phic to some simple moduleV(S), called acomposition factorof V̄(L). A conjecture was made
in Ref. 11, giving all the composition factors ofV̄(L). We aim to prove the existence of all thes
composition factors; for this, important concepts are those defined as follows.

Definition 2.2:A vector vÞ0 in a G-moduleV is calledweakly G-primitive if there exists a
G-submoduleU of V such thatv¹U andG1v,U. If U50, v is calledG-primitive.

We are only concerned with finite-dimensional modules and so we always supposeL is an
integral dominant weight. Thus, weaklyG0̄-primitive vectors are in factG0̄-primitive and integral
dominant. Acyclic moduleis an indecomposable module generated by a weakly primitive ve
A weakly primitive vectorv will determine a cyclic submoduleU(G)v and a composition factor
An important construct in classifying composition factors is the following concept.

Definition 2.3:The atypicality matrix A(L) is the (m11)3(n11) matrix with (b,c)-entry
A(L)bc5^L1rubbc&5(

k5m2b11

0 ak2(k51
c21 ak1m2b2c12, wherebbc5am2b11,c21 .

For example, forG5sl(3/5), L5@31;0;0020# is three-fold atypical and

A~L!5S 6 5 4 1 0

2 1 0 3̄ 4̄

0 1̄ 2̄ 5̄ 6̄
D . ~2.6!

If L is r -fold atypical, we label the atypical rootsg1,¯,g r according to the partial ordering
l,mPH* : l>m⇔l2m5( i PI kia i with all ki>0. For 1<s,t<r , denote byxst the entry in
A(L) at the intersection of the column containing thegs zero with the row containing theg t zero,
andhst the number of steps to go from thegs zero viaxst to theg t zero with the zeros themselve
included in the count. Important concepts in the classification of composition factors ar
following ~we give these concepts in term of mathematical expressions and refer the rea
Refs. 11 and 12 for descriptions and examples if these are not familiar to the reader!.

Definition 2.4:Let L be r -fold atypical with atypical roots$g1 ,...,g r%,1<s,t<r . Define:
~1! gs ,g t are calledn-, q-, or c-related⇔xst.hst21, xst5hst21, or xst,hst21.
~2! The nqc-type nqc(L) of L is a triangular array ofr columns such that for 1<s<t<r ,

the (r 2t11,s)-entrynqc(L)st is zero ifs5t andnqc(L)st5n,q,c⇔gs ,g t aren-, q-, c-related
if s,t.

~3! A codeSc for L is an array of lengthr , each element of the array consisting of a nonem
column of increasing labels taken from$0,1,. . . ,r % subject to the order relation 1,¯ ,r ,0,
such that the (s,t)-entry is either empty~in this case, we setcst5B! or cst with 0<cst<r
satisfying the following rules:

~i! c1s50, s, or a with s,a<r ; andc1s5a⇒nqc(L)sa5q.
~ii ! s,t,nqc(L)st5¯5nqc(L) t21,t5c andc1t5a>t⇒' u.1, cus5a andc1sÞ0,a.
~iii ! u,v, cuw5sÞ0, andcvw5t⇒s,t, c1t5t andnqc(L)st5c.
~iv! cuv5cwxÞB,0 andcu11,vÞB⇒cw11,x5cu11,v .
~v! s,t,u,nqc(L)st5nqc(L) tu5q, andc1s5c1uÞ0⇒c1tÞ0.
~vi! s,t,u,v, c1s5c1u5aÞ0 andc1t5c1v5bÞ0⇒' w,x, cws5cxu5b if a,b, or cwt

5cxv5a if a.b.

~4! A codeSc is called alinkedcode if there existgs ,g t which are linked, i.e., columnss and
t have the same nonzero top entry~and in this case we say columns is linked tocolumnt in code
Sc!. Otherwise, it is called anunlinkedcode.

~5! A code is calledindecomposableif all nonzero columns contain a common nonzero en
~6! Denote D5$(b,c)u1<b<m11,1<c<n11%, GL5$(bs ,cs)us51,...,r % the set of, re-

spectively, positions, positions of zeros, ofA(L) ~so gs5bbs ,cs
,s51,...,r ) and define K̂
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5$bbcu(b,c)PK% for any subsetK of D ~so D̂5D1
1 and ĜL5$g1 ,...,g r%!. For 1<s<r , set

WL
e ~s!5H ~b,c!PDU1<c<cs ,b5bs1 (

t5c

cs21

atJ ,

SL
e ~s!5H ~b,c!PDUbs<b<m11,c5cs2 (

t5bs

b21

a
m2t11J ,

WL~s!5$~b,c!PWL
e ~s!ub,d or c,e, ; ~d,e!PSL

e ~s!% ø$~bs ,cs!%, ~2.7!

SL~s!5$~d,e!PSL
e ~s!ub,d or c,e, ; ~b,c!PWL

e ~s!%ø$~bs ,cs!%,

SWL~s!5WL~s!øSL~s!.

SWL(s) is called thesouthwest chainemanating from (bs ,cs) andSWL5øs51
r SWL(s) is called

the set of all south west chains.
~7! For an unlinked codeSc with nonzero columnsCs1

,...,Csp
, defineDS5B if p50 or

ø i 51
p SWL(si) otherwise. Theweight corresponding toSc is defined byS5L2(bPD̂S

b.

~8! For 1<t<r , supposeWL(t),SL(t) end at (dt ,et),(dt8 ,et8), respectively,dt8>dt ,et8
>et . DefineD(t) to be the region ofD within or on the boundary consisting ofSWL(t), the
vertical line joining (dt8 ,et) to (dt ,et) and the horizontal line joining (dt8 ,et) to (dt8 ,et8). Then it
is proved in Ref. 12 that the indecomposable unlinked codes are in 1–1 correspondence witD(t)
for 1<t<r .

For the example given in~2.6!, r 53 with g15b31,g25b23,g35b15, and

nqc~L!5

q n 0

c 0

0

.

Below we list all seven codes and indicate positions of the chainSWL(s) by s:

000 100 003 103 120 123 303

2 2
, A~L!→S . . . 3 3

2 2 2 . .

1 2 . . .
D , ~2.8!

where the first six codes are unlinked codes corresponding to weightsL, L2b31, L2(b14

1b15), L2b312(b141b15), L2b312(b211b221b231b32), L2b312(b211b221b231b32)
2(b141b15), respectively. It is proved12 that an unlinked code corresponds to a primitive vec
thus a composition factor ofV̄(L). In this paper, we shall prove that a linked code correspond
a weakly primitive vector, and is thus a composition factor.

III. THE BOTTOM COMPOSITION FACTOR

Now we are in a position to prove a result about the bottom composition factor of a
module; this will play an important role in the proof of the existence of weakly primitive vec
corresponding to linked codes. SupposeL is a r -fold atypical with atypical rootsg1 ,...,g r . As in
Ref. 12, without loss of generality, we can supposeg r5b1,n11 ~recall thatbbc5a

m2b11,c21
!. Let

S2
c be the code such thatDS2

5SWL @cf. Definition 2.4~7!#, i.e.,S2
c is the unique code containin

all numbers 1,...,r , thereforeS25L2(bPSŴL
b. By Definition 2.4, this is clearly an unlinked

code, and so, as proved in Ref. 12, it corresponds to a primitive vectorvS2
.
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Define a total ordering onD: a i j ,akl⇔ j 2 i , l 2k or j 2 i 5 l 2k but i .k. It implies that
bbc,bde⇔c2b,d2e or c2b5d2e but b.d. Recalling the notation~2.3!, choose a basisB
of U(G21):B5$b5)bPS f (b)uS,D1

1%, where the productb5 f (b1)¯ f (bs) is written in the
proper order: b1,¯,bs . Define a total ordering onB by b.b85 f (b18)¯ f (bs8

8 )⇔s.s8 or
s5s8 but bk.bk8 andb i5b i8,1< i<k21 for somek, whereb,b8 are in proper order. Recall tha
an elementvPV̄(L) can be uniquely written as

v5b1y1vL1b2y2vL1•••biPB,b1.b2.¯,0ÞyiPU~G0
2!. ~3.1!

Clearly,vÞ0⇔t50. If vÞ0, we callb1y1vL the leading termand we call a termbiyivL a prime
term if yi is a nonzero scalar. Define a partial ordering onD by: (b,c)a(d,e)⇔(b,c) is located
below and to the left of (d,e), i.e., b.d,c<e or b5d,c,e.

Lemma 3.1:Given any (b,c)PD, let K be any subset ofD\SWL satisfying: ~i! (d,e)
PK⇒(d,e)a(b,c); ~ii ! (d,e)PK⇒(d8,e8)PKøSWL for all (d8,e8)a(d,e). Then we have

e~bbc! )
bPK̂

f ~b!vS2
50. ~3.2!

Proof: We shall use induction on #K. If #K50, i.e.,K5B, then it is obvious sincevS2
is a

primitive vector. Suppose now #K>1, and suppose that~3.2! holds for all K8 such that #K8
,#K. Choose (d,e)PK first to be topmost and then to be rightmost inK. Let K85K\$(d,e)%,
then clearlyK8 still satisfies~i! and ~ii !; by the inductive hypothesis we have

e~bbc! )
bPK̂

f ~b!vS2
5@e~bbc!, f ~bde!# )

bPK̂8

f ~b!vS2
, ~3.3!

which is equal to zero if bothdÞb andeÞc. Suppose nowd5b and hencee,c ~the case for
d.b ande5c is similar!. Then by~2.4!,

@e~bbc!, f ~bde!#5e~ae11,c! is a positive root vector. ~3.4!

Write )bPK̂8 f (b)vS2
in the form of ~3.1!,

)
bPK̂8

f ~b!vS2
5b1y1vL1b2y2vL1¯ , ~3.5!

where yiPU(G0
2),b1,b2,¯; then by property~ii ! of K8 one can see that everybi can be

written as~up to a sign!

bi5 )
bPK̂8

f ~b! )
bPÊi

f ~b!5 )
bPD̂i

f ~b!, D̂ i5K̂8øÊi ~3.6!

for someÊi,D̂, whereDi satisfies the following property:

~d8,e8!PDi and ~d8,e8!a~b,c!⇒~d9,e9!PDi for all ~d9,e9!a~d8,e8!. ~3.7!

Now applying~3.4! to ~3.5!, noting that applying~3.4! to vS2
is zero, we see that the right-han

side of ~3.3! is a linear combination of the form

@e~ae11,c!, f ~b!# )
b8PK̂8\$b%

f ~b8!vS2
, bPK̂8. ~3.8!

Using ~3.5!, ~3.6!, and~3.7!, we see that~3.8! can be written as a linear combination of the for
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@e~ae11,c!, f ~b!# )
b8PD̂i \$b%

f ~b8!yivL , bPK̂8. ~3.9!

Note that by~2.4!, for (d8,e8)PK8,b5bd8,e8PK̂8, @e(ae11,c), f (b)# is either zero or up to a
sign equal to f (bd9,e9) for some (d9,e9)a(d8,e8); by ~i! (d8,e8)a(b,c), thus by ~3.7!
(d9,e9)PD̂ i \$b%, and sof (bd9,e9) appears twice, therefore we obtain that~3.9! is zero. This
proves~3.2!. j

Theorem 3.2:vS2
is contained in every submodule ofV̄(L). Thus it is the primitive vector

corresponding to the bottom composition factor.
Proof: Set

vS2
8 5 )

(b,c)¹SWL

e~bbc!T2vL , where T25 )
(b,c)PD

f ~bbc!. ~3.10!

By rewriting vS2
8 , we have~up to a sign!

vS2
8 5 )

(b,c)¹SWL

e~bbc! )
(b,c)¹SWL

f ~bbc! )
(b,c)PSWL

f ~bbc!vL

5 )
(b,c)¹SWL

e~bbc! )
(b,c)¹SWL

f ~bbc!vS2
, ~3.11!

where the second equality follows from the fact that when writingvS2
in the form of~3.1!, other

than its leading term, each term contains some factorf (bbc) with (b,c)¹SWL , which therefore
appears twice and so vanishes. From~3.11!, we have

vS2
8 5 )

(b,c)¹SWL ,bÞ1
e~bbc!e~b11!¯e~b1k! f ~b1k!¯ f ~b11! )

(b,c)¹SWL ,bÞ1
f ~bbc!vS2

5 )
(b,c)¹SWL ,bÞ1

e~bbc!e~b11!¯e~b1,k21!

3@e~b1k!, f ~b1k!# f ~b1,k21!¯ f ~b11! )
(b,c)¹SWL ,bÞ1

f ~bbc!vS2
, ~3.12!

where we have supposed$(1,c)¹SWL%5$(1,1),...,(1,k)%, and where the last equality follow
from Lemma 3.1. Recall thatbbc5am2b11,c21 , by ~2.4!,

h85@e~b1k!, f ~b1k!#5hm̄,k215hm̄1¯1h0̄2h12¯2hk21 . ~3.13!

Note that in~3.12!, h85@e(b1k), f (b1k)# precedes an element ofV̄(L) which has the weightl
5L22r11b1k . A straightforward computation gives~recall Definition 2.3!

l~h8!5A~L!1k2~n2k11!. ~3.14!

Recall that we assume thatg r5b1,n11 , we have A(L)1,n1150 and by ~2.7!, (1,c)
PSWL⇔A(L)1,c5n2c11 and (1,c)¹SWL⇔A(L)1,c.n2c11, thus~3.14! is nonzero. There-
fore we can replace@e(b1k), f (b1k)# in ~3.12! by a nonzero scalar. Using induction onk, we have

vS2
8 5c )

(b,c)¹SWL ,bÞ1
e~bbc! )

(b,c)¹SWL ,bÞ1
f ~bbc!vS2

, ~3.15!
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for some nonzerocPC. By repeating the process, we obtain thatvS2
8 5c8vS2

for some nonzero

c8PC. Since every submoduleU of V̄(L) containsT2vL , and therefore by~3.10!, it contains
vS2
8 , and so containsvS2

. This proves the theorem. j

Using Theorem 3.2, we can prove a theorem, which appears as a conjecture in Ref. 1
we give the notion of the northeast chains,11 which will also be important in establishing th
relation between linked codes and weakly primitive vectors in Sec. IV.

Definition 3.3:~cf. Definition 2.4~6!.! For 1<s<r , set

EL
e ~s!5H (b,c)PDucs<c<n11,b5bs2 (

t5cs

c21

atJ ,
NL
e ~s!5H (b,c)PDu1<b<bs ,c5cs1 (

t5b

bs21

am2t11J ,

EL~s!5$~b,c!PEL
e ~s!ub.d or c.e,;~d,e!PNL

e ~s!%ø$~bs ,cs!%, ~3.16!

NL~s!5$~d,e!PNL
e ~s!ub.d or c.e,;~b,c!PEL

e ~s!%ø$~bs ,cs!%,

NEL~s!5EL~s!øNL~s!.

NEL(s) is called the set ofnortheast chainsemanating from (bs ,cs). Denote NEL5øs51
r

NEL(s).
For the example given in~2.6!, the northeast chains can be expressed by

A~L!→S . . . . 3

. 1 2 . .

1 1 1 . .
D . ~3.17!

Remark 3.4:Similar to codes, we can defineopposite codescorresponding to northeast chains
and defineD8(t) to be the region ofD within or on the boundary consisting ofNEL(t), the
vertical line joining (ut ,v t) to (ut8 ,v t) and the horizontal line joining (ut8 ,v t8) to (ut8 ,v t), where
(ut ,v t),(ut8 ,v t8) are, respectively, the end points ofEL(t),NL(t),ut>ut8 ,v t>v t8 . Then indecom-
posable unlinked opposite codes are in 1–1 correspondence withD8(t) for 1<t<r @cf. Definition
2.4~8!#.

Theorem 3.5:The lowestG0̄-highest weightP of V(L) is L21(bPNÊL
b, whereL25L

22r1 .
Proof: Set P15L1(bPNÊL

b. We have11 NEL5SWP1
and hence by Theorem 3.2,L

5P12(bPSŴP1

b is the highest weight of the bottom composition factor ofV̄(P1). So P

5P122r1 ~the lowest G0̄-highest weight ofV̄(P1)) is the lowestG0̄-highest weight of
V(L). j

Definition 3.6:Let S1
c ,Sc be two codes forL. We call S1

c a subcodeof Sc ~denoted byS1
c

<Sc and denoted byS1
c,Sc if S1

c<Sc andS1
cÞSc), if each nonzero entry in a column ofS1

c is
contained as an entry in the same column ofSc and if this column ofSc corresponding to a
nonzero element ofS1

c is linked to another column ofSc, then these columns are linked inS1
c .

For example, the first five codes in~2.8! are subcodes of the sixth but no code except the first
is a subcode of the seventh. Another example is that 0230, 44

4234. For any unlinked codeSc, we
can write it asSc5S1

c
¯Sk

c such that eachS i
c is indecomposable. SuchS i

c are calledindecom-
posable componentsof Sc. For a codeSc for L, to avoid confusion, sometimes, we need to denote
it as Sc(L) and denote the corresponding weight asS(L). For example, ifSc5S1

cS2
c and

Sc,S1
c ,S2

c are unlinked, then we have primitive weightsS,S1 ,S2 of L, and we have codeS1
c(S2)

and primitive weightS1(S2) of S2 .
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Theorem 3.7: Let S1
c ,Sc be unlinked codes forL such thatS1

c<Sc. SupposevS1
,vS are

primitive vectors ofV̄(L) corresponding toS1
c ,Sc, respectively, thenvSPU(G2)vS1

.
Proof: By Serganova’s Theorem,13 an r -fold atypical indecomposable module oversl(m

11/n11) is equivalent to anr -fold atypical indecomposable module oversl(r /r ); in particular,
the structure of anr -fold atypical Kac-module oversl(m11/n11) is equivalent to the structur
of an r -fold atypical Kac-module oversl(r /r ). Thus we can suppose thatG5sl(r /r ) and thatL
is an r -fold atypical weight with atypical rootg1,¯,g r such thatgs5b r 112s,s5as21̄,s21 ,s
51,...,r .

First we would like to make the following remark. In the proof of Theorem 6.6 of Ref. 12,
constructed two weight vectorsvS and ṽS and proved that at least one of them is primitive. No
in our case here, sinceG5sl(r /r ), by symmetry, we see that both vectors are primitive. Sin
both vectors have the same prime term~i.e., the leading term! up to a nonzero scalar, by Lemm
5.1~ii ! of Ref. 12, we see thatvS5 ṽS up to a nonzero scalar.

Now we shall use induction onr . If S1
c5Sc or Sc5S2

c , then the proof is trivial. Thus
supposeS1

c,Sc,S2
c .

Case 1:Sc is indecomposable.
Subcase~i!: Columnr of Sc is zero. Then as in the proof of Theorem 6.6 in Ref. 12, we

regardSc as a code of the weightL (r 21/r 21) @which is the restriction ofL to G(r 21/r 21)5sl(r
21/r 21)#. The atypicality matrixA(L (r 21/r 21)) is obtained fromA(L) by removing the first row
and the last column. SoL (r 21/r 21) is (r 21)-fold atypical, and the theorem is obtained by indu
tion on r .

Subcase~ii !: Column r of Sc is nonzero. SinceSc is an indecomposable unlinked code a
ScÞS2

c , every nonzero column ofSc must containr , so column 1 ofSc must be zero. LetI 8
5I \$1̄,0,1%. Let G8 be the Lie supersubalgebra ofG generated by$ei , f i ,e085e1̄,1 , f 085 f 1̄,1u i
PI 8% ~i.e., we regarda085a 1̄1a01a1 as the odd simple root inG8 and simple rootsa 1̄ ,a1 of G
are eliminated inG8). Thus obviously,G8>sl(r 21/r 21) andH85span$hi ,h085h1̄1h02h1u i
PI 8% is the Cartan subalgebra ofG8. We see thatL85LuH8 is an (r 21)-fold atypical weight of
G8 whose atypicality matrixA(L8) is obtained fromA(L) by removing the first column and th
last row. ThusSc corresponds to a codeS8c of G8 such that columni of S8c is obtained from
column (i 11) of Sc with each nonzero labelc substituted byc21 for i 51, . . . ,r 21. For
example,G5sl(3/3),L5@02;0;20# and Sc5 3

023, thenG85sl(2/2),L85@0;0;0# and S8c52
12,

and we have the atypicality matrices as follows:

A~L!5S 4 1 0

3 0 1̄

0 3̄ 4̄
D →S . 3 3

. 2 3

1 . .
D ,

A(L8)5(01̄
10)→(12

22), where in the final array, we have specified all positions of the southw
chains ofL and L8 ~keeping this example in mind will help understand the arguments
follow!. Similarly, S1

c corresponds to a codeS81
c of G8 andS81

c,S8c ~for the example we just
mentioned, we haveS1

c5020, thenS81
c510,S8c5 2

12). Observe that theG8-submodule gener-
ated byvL in V̄(L) is theG8-Kac-moduleV̄(L8). Thus there existsgS

18
,gS8PU(G82) such that

vS
18
5gS

18
vL ,vS85gS8vL are G8-primitive vectors, and by inductive assumption,vS8

PU(G82)vS
18
, i.e., there existsg8PU(G82) such thatvS85g8vS

18
5g8gS

18
vL . Note that by the

proof of Theorem 6.6 of Ref. 12, we see that we can label the roots associated with the po
in DS

18
by bp5am̄p ,np

,p51, . . . ,s, wheres5#DS
18
, such thatL05L,Lp5L2(q51

p bq , and

vLp
5xJp

(mp11/np11)f (bp)vLp21
for p51, . . . ,s, and S185Ls ,vS

18
5vLs

. Here Jp

5$mp2yp11, . . . ,2̄;2, . . . ,np2xp11%,I 8, wherexp ,yp are defined as thosex,y in ~6.2! of
Ref. 12@cf. ~6.4! of Ref. 12, note that since inG8, a085a 1̄1a01a1 and we do not have simple
roots a 1̄ ,a1 in G8, thus we do not have elements 1,̄1 in Jp#. Similarly, g8 can be written as a
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product of the form)p51
s8 x

J
p8 ,Cp

(mp811,np811)
f (bp8) for someJp8,I 8 and someCpPC^ #Jp8 @cf. ~6.5a! of

Ref. 12#, where s85#(DS8\DS
18
) and bp85am̄

p8 ,n
p8

are roots associated with the positions

DS8\DS
18
, for p51, . . . ,s8, such thatg8 commutes withG80

1 . Now if we setJ̃p5Jpø$1̄,1% and

let ṽLp
5x

J̃p

(mp11/np11)
f (bp)vLp21

, then by the proof of Theorem 6.6 of Ref. 12 and the remark

the second paragraph of the proof, we see thatṽS
18
5 ṽLs

is precisely theG-primitive vector

corresponding to the codeS1 of G. Similarly, if we set J̃p85Jp8ø$1̄,1% and let g̃8

5)p51
s8 x

J̃
p8 ,C̃p

(mp811,np811)
f (bp8) for someC̃pPC^ #J̃p8 ~such that thei th coordinate ofC̃p is the same as

the i th coordinate ofCp for all i PJp8), theng̃8 commutes withG0
1 . Now setṽS85g̃8ṽS

18
, we see

that ṽS8 has the same~up to a nonzero scalar! prime terms as those ofvS8 , so it is nonzero. By
our construction,ṽS8 must be theG-primitive vectorvS corresponding to the codeSc of G @since
ṽS8 has the same~up to a nonzero scalar! prime terms as those ofvS ~in fact, the only prime term
is the leading term!, and they both areG0-primitive, thus by Lemma 5.1~ii ! of Ref. 12, they must
be equal up to a nonzero scalar#, and we have the theorem in this case.

Case 2: Suppose thatSc5S8cS9c is decomposable and bothS8c,S9c are subcodes ofSc.
Then we can also writeS1

c5S81
cS91

c ~one ofS81
c ,S91

c may be zero! such thatS81
c<S8c and

S91
c<S9c. The codeS81

c(S9) for S9 is a subcode ofS8c(S9). Thus inV̄(S9), by induction on
number of indecomposable components, we have

vS8c(S8)PU~G2!vS81
c(S9) . ~3.18!

As in Ref. 12, define the module homomorphismV̄(S9)→V̄(L) by mappingvS9 in V̄(S9) to

vS9(L) in V̄(L) @Note that3 every highest weight module with highest weightS9 is a quotient
module of the Kac-moduleV̄(S9) and U(G2)vS9(L) is a highest weight module with highes
weight S9, thus there exists a module homomorphismV̄(S9)→U(G2)vS9(L),V̄(L)#. From the
proof of Theorem 6.12 of Ref. 12, we see that if we setS0 to be the primitive weight ofL
corresponding to codeS81

cS9c, then the primitive vectorsvS ,vS0
of V̄(L) are precisely the

images ofvS8c(S9) ,vS81
c(S9) . Thus by~3.18!,

vSPU~G2!vS0
. ~3.19!

On the other hand, inV̄(L), the proof of Theorem 6.12 of Ref. 12 shows that there ex
gS9 ,gS

19
,gS8PU(G2) such that

vS95gS9vL , vS
19
5gS

19
vL , vS0

5gS
18
vS9 , vS1

5gS
18
vS

19
. ~3.20!

By case 1 and induction on number of indecomposable components,vS9PU(G2)vS
19
, i.e., we can

write gS95g9gS
19

for someg9PU(G2). Then we have

vS0
5gS

18
vS95gS

18
gS9vL5c1gS9gS

18
vL5c1g9gS

19
gS

18
vL

5c2g9gS
18
gS

19
vL5c2g9vS1

PU~G2!vS1
, ~3.21!
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for somec1 ,c2PC, where the third, fifth equalities follow from Lemma 5.1 of Ref. 12 since th
are primitive vectors of the same weights with the same prime terms~i.e., the leading term! up to
scalars. Now the proof is completed by~3.19!, ~3.21!. j

IV. WEAKLY PRIMITIVE VECTORS

Our main result in this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1:To any linked codeSc for L, there corresponds a weakly primitive vectorvS

in V̄(L). Furthermore, ifS1
c<Sc, thenvSPU(G2)vS1

.
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 3.7, we supposeG5sl(r /r ) andL is an r -fold atypical

weight with atypical rootg1,¯,g r such thatgs5b r 112s,s5as21,s21 ,s51,...,r .
By introducing the Young diagram forL, it was proved in Ref. 11 that all codes~linked or

unlinked! for L are in 1–1 correspondence with the standard boundary strip removals in the Y
diagram forL. In Diagram 1, we list the Young diagrams for someL and some codesSc, and
specify all positions on the boundary removals corresponding to columni of codeSc by an entry
i for i 51,2,. . . ,r . Observe that in Diagram 1~i!, columns is wrapped by columnt for all s and
t with s,t ~we say columns is wrapped bycolumnt for s,t if the top entry of columnt appears
somewhere below the top entry in columns!; in Diagram 1~ii !, column 1 is linked to column 2 and
these two columns are wrapped by columns 3 and 4, in this case we say that this linkis wrapped
by column 4; in Diagram 1~iii !, columns 1, 2, and 3 appear to be linked to columns 4, 5, an

Diagram 1.
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respectively, however, the shape of the corresponding boundary removals of the Young d
just looks like that of Diagram 1~ii !: In general if columns is linked to columnt for s,t and
columnu is linked to columnv for s,u,t,v, then by rule~vi! of code definition, the link of
columns to columnt is wrapped by columnv. This leads us to the following definition:

For any codeSc, we denote byS̃c the array obtained fromSc obeying the rule: ifs,t,u

,v andc1s5c1u5a,b5c1t5c1v @cf. Definition 2.4~3.vi!#, then columnt of S̃c is set to be zero.

We call S̃c the reduced codeof Sc and denoteSc;S̃c. In particular,Sc5S̃c if Sc is an unlinked

code. In general,S̃c is not a code by Definition 2.4~3!.
Using this definition, the code in Diagram 1~iii ! can be better reinterpreted as: Column 1

linked to column 4 and this link is wrapped by columns 5 and 6. Thus we have the reduced
in the right-hand side of the symbol;, which is simply the same code as in Diagram 1~ii ! if we
delete the columns which are zero~i.e., columns 2 and 3!. Similarly, we have other reduced code
in Diagram 1. By the definition of reduced codes, we obtain the following observation.

Observation 1:Suppose 1<s<u<t such that columns is linked to columnt in a reduced

codeS̃c, then columnu cannot be linked to columnv for any v such thatv,s or v.t.
We set

BS̃c5$~s,t !u1<s,t<r , columns s and t of S̃c contain a common nonzero top entry%.

~4.1!

Define thelink numberto be i S̃c5#BS̃c. We shall prove the theorem by induction oni S̃c. If i S̃c

50, thenS̃c is an unlinked reduced code, thusSc5S̃c, and soSc corresponds to a primitive
vector.12 If S1

c<Sc, thenS1
c is also an unlinked code and the second statement of Theorem

follows from Theorem 3.7.
Now supposei S̃c.0. Define a total ordering onBS̃c by

~s,t !<~u,v !⇔t,vor t5v but s.u. ~4.2!

Choose (s,t)PBS̃c to be the smallest pair with respect to the ordering~4.2!. Let u be the smallest

number such thats,u,t and such that columnu of S̃c is nonzero. If suchu does not exist, we
setu5t.

Case 1:u5t or u,t but columnu contains the top entry of columnt as an entry@thus column
v is wrapped by columnt for u<v,t by rule ~ii ! of code definition#. For anyw with s,w,u ~if
suchw exists!, by rule ~v! of code definition,nqc(L)wtÞq, and by rule~ii !, nqc(L)wtÞc; thus
nqc(L)wt5n and so nqc(L)sw5c ~since nqc(L)st5q). This shows that D8(s)
5S i 5s

u21 NEL( i ) corresponds to an opposite~unlinked! code forL, andL85L1S (b,c)PD8(s)bbc is
an integral dominantr -fold atypical root. For example, if the pair (L,Sc) is shown in Diagram
1~iii !, 1~vi!, or 1~viii !, thenL8 is shown in Diagram 1~i!, 1~vii ! or 1~ix!, respectively~to indicate
the boxes in the Young diagram forL8 corresponding to the northeast chainD8(s), the boxes on
the right-bottom corner of the Young diagram labeled as

should be re-labeled as
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respectively!. Now for the weightL8, by construction, we havenqc(L8)w,u215c for all s<w
,u21. Note that we have

Claim 1. Suppose 1<s,u8<r such thatD8(s)5S i 5s
u8 NEL( i ) corresponds to an opposit

~unlinked! code forL, andL85L1S (b,c)PD8(s)bbc is an integral dominantr -fold atypical root.

Then there exists an unlinked codeS0
c(L8) for L8, such thatDS0(L8)5S i 5s

u8 SWL8( i ) is equal to
D8(s).

To obtain this claim, we can restrict our attention toG(u8/u8)5sl(u8/u8) so that we can
supposeu85r . Furthermore, by lettingG8 be the Lie supersubalgebra ofG(u8/u8) generated by
$ei , f i ,e085es21,s21 , f 085 f s21,s21u i 5s, . . . ,u821% as in the proof of Theorem 3.7, we can su
poses51. But then,D8(s) is simply the set of northeast chains and the claim is obtained from
proof of Theorem 3.5.

By Claim 1, there exists an unlinked codeS0
c(L8) for L8, such that DS0(L8)

5S i 5s
u21 SWL8( i ) is equal toD8(s). For the example we have just given,

S0
c~L8!5

1 2 3

2 3

3

,
1 2 3

3 3
or

1 2

2
,

respectively. From this and Ref. 12, we obtain the following important fact.
Fact 1: L is the primitive weight ofL8 corresponding to the codeS0

c(L8).
Similarly, we havenqc(L8)vt5c for all s<v,t and there exists a codeSc(L8) for L8

which is obtained from the codeS0
c(L8) and the codeSc by the following rules:

~i! if w>t or w,s, then columnw of Sc(L8) is the same as columnw of Sc.
~ii ! if s<v<t21, then columnv of Sc(L8) contains all nonzero entries of columnv of

S0
c(L8) and also containsa as an entry, wherea is the top entry of columnt of Sc ~thus

contains all entries of columnt of Sc).

Note that these rules uniquely determine the codeSc(L8). For the example we have just give
the codeSc(L8) is given in Diagram 1~i!, 1~vii !, or 1~ix!, respectively. Now the link number fo
Sc(L8) is i S̃c(L8)5 i S̃c21. By induction, there exists a weakly primitive vectorvSc(L8)

PV̄(L8). As in the proof of Theorem 3.7, we define a module homomorphismV̄(L)→V̄(L8)
which mapsvL in V̄(L) to vS0(L8) in V̄(L8). Under this homomorphism the preimage ofvS(L8)

is a weakly primitive vector ofV̄(L) corresponding to the codeS @sinceS0
c(L8)<Sc(L8) and so

vS(L8)PU(G2)vS0(L8)!. SupposeS1
c<Sc. Then as above we can write a codeS1

c(L8) for L8

such thatS0
c(L8)<S1

c(L8)<Sc(L8) and sovS(L8)PU(G2)vS1(L8),U(G2)vS0(L8) . Thus we
obtain the second statement of Theorem 4.1.

Case 2:u,t and columnu does not contain the top entry of columnt as an entry. Letv
,t be the largest number such that the top entry of columnt does not appear as an entry in colum
v. Let S8c<Sc be the subcode ofSc such that forw,u or w.v, columnw is zero and foru
<w<v, columnw consists of those entriesa of columnw of Sc such thatu<a<v ~if there is
no sucha, then columnw is set to be zero!. Let L8 be the primitive weight ofV̄(L) correspond-
ing to codeS8c. Let Sc(L8) be a code forL8 obtained fromSc by removing all entries appearin
in S8c ~if in a column there is no entry after removing, then this column is set to be zero!. By code
definition, one can verify thatSc(L8) is indeed a code forL8 ~note that in the codeSc since the
top entry of columnt does not appear in columnw for all w with u<w<v, columnw of Sc can
only contain those entriesa with u<a<v by code definition; thus columnw of Sc(L8) is in fact
zero for allw with u<w<v!. For example, if the pair (L,Sc) is given in Diagram 1~iv! or 1~v!,
thenS8c500300 or 02300 and the pair (L8,Sc(L8)) is shown in Diagram 1~iii ! or 1~vi!, respec-
tively. Now Sc(L8) is a code in Case 1, therefore, there exists a weakly primitive vectorvS(L8)
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in V̄(L8). Define a module homomorphism:V̄(L8)→V̄(L) mapping vL8 in V̄(L8) to vS8c

~having the same weightL8! in V̄(L). We claim that the image ofvS(L8) is nonzero by calculating
the coefficient of the leading term as we did in Ref. 12. This image is then the weakly prim
vector corresponding to the codeSc for L. Similarly, we obtain the second statement of Theor
4.1. j
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Soliton solutions of XXZ lattice Landau–Lifshitz equation
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Department of Fundamental Sciences, Kyoto University,
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Multisoliton solutions of the partially isotropic~classical! lattice Landau–Lifshitz
equation are constructed. A trigonometric version of the dressing method is pro-
posed to this aim. The dressing matrix is a matrix valued periodic function of the
spectral parameter, and takes almost the same form as theL-matrix except for the
number of poles. Both the easy-axis (J15J2,J3) and easy-plane (J1,J25J3)
cases can be treated in a parallel way. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1407839#

I. INTRODUCTION

The Landau–Lifshitz~LL ! equation is an equation that describes the motion of the clas
ferromagnetic spins on a continuous space. It is known that the LL equation is a universal eq
in the sense that it reduces to integrable systems in special cases, such as the sine-Gord~SG!
model and the nonlinear Schro¨dinger ~NLS! equation. Sklyanin established that the LL equat
itself is a completely integrable Hamiltonian system by constructing the Lax pair.1

For an application to the theory of condensed-matter physics, it will be more natural th
spins are configured on a lattice rather than on a continuous space. Although the solitary
tions in one-dimensional magnets have been extensively studied from that point of view,2 it is
known that a ‘‘naive’’ discretization does not inherit the complete integrability of the
equation.3 A completely integrable lattice version of the LL equation~the LLL equation! has been
proposed by an approach from ther -matrix.4,5 The lattice version, like the continuous cas
contains a lattice SG model6 and a lattice versions of NLS equation7,8 as its special cases.

In this article, we construct the soliton solutions of the LLL equation by a dressing me
Because the Lax formalism of the LLL equation~as well as the continuous LL equation! contains
elliptic functions of the spectral parameters, the usual dressing method9 has to be modified.
Bobenko developed such a variant of the dressing method to construct multisoliton solutions
continuous LL equation.10 Volkov applied Bobenko’s method to the LLL equation and obtain
the one-soliton solution,11 but did not present an explicit form of multisoliton solutions. This w
probably be due to technical difficulties—in Bobenko’s approach, multisoliton solutions are
tained by a sequence of dressing transformations, which becomes more complicated as o
ceeds. We propose a new dressing method to overcome this difficulty.

Our approach is based on a single dressing matrix rather than a sequence of dressin
formations. This dressing matrix is characterized by several analytic properties, which we
derive from those of theL-matrix. In order to make the calculations not too complicated,
consider the partially isotropic~XXZ ! LLL equation. The dressing matrix for this case is a line
combination of the trigonometric functions, and the coefficients are determined by a proc
similar to the usual dressing method.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we provide a brief review of the LLL equa
and its Lax pair. In Sec. III we illustrate the construction of the multisoliton solution of
easy-axis LLL equation by the dressing method. The easy-plane case is also mentioned in S
Section V is for conclusion and discussion.

a!Electronic mail: sadakane@math.h.kyoto-u.ac.jp; Permanent address: 26-206 Hashimoto Kurigadani, Yaw
Kyoto 614-8327, Japan
54570022-2488/2001/42(11)/5457/15/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. LATTICE LANDAU–LIFSHITZ EQUATION

A. The equation

The Landau–Lifshitz equation

] tSW ~x,t !5SW ~x,t !xx3SW ~x,t !2JSW ~x,t !3SW ~x,t !

is a classical equation for nonlinear spin waves in a ferromagnet. Here,Jl ( l 51,2,3) are coupling
constants, andJ5diag(J1,J2,J3).

The LLL equation is formulated4 with an auxiliary real variableS0n(t) besides the three spi
variablesS1n(t), S2n(t), andS3n(t). The integern is the index of a lattice site and unrestricte
~i.e., the lattice is infinite!. The four variables (S0n(t),S1n(t),S2n(t),S3n(t)) are required to obey
the constraints

k05S1n
2 1S2n

3 1S3n
2 , ~1!

k15S0n
2 2~J1S1n

2 1J2S2n
2 1J3S3n

2 !, ~2!

where k0 and k1 are positive parameters, andJ1 , J2 , and J3 are coupling constants of two
neighboring spins. We assume that

J1<J2<J3 , k11J3k0>0,

so that Eqs.~1! and ~2! have a solution inR4. In the isotropic case (J15J25J3), the LLL
equation reduces to the so called Heisenberg spin chain model.12 We investigate two partially
isotropic cases, easy-axis (J15J2,J3) and easy-plane (J1,J25J3).

We use the three functions of a complex parameterl,

w1~l!5r/sn~l,k0!,

w2~l!5rdn~l,k0!/sn~l,k0!,

w3~l!5rcn~l,k0!/sn~l,k0!,

where sn, cn, and dn are Jacobi’s elliptic functions, andk0 is the modulus of elliptic functions
(0<k0<1). The constantsr andk0 are defined by the equations

r5AJ32J1, ~3!

k05AJ22J1

J32J1
. ~4!

Let l0 be a solution of

k11k0~~wa~l0!!21Ja!50. ~5!

We introduce the vector variables at lattice-siten,

SW n~ t !5~S1n~ t !,S2n~ t !,S3n~ t !!T,

TW n~ t !5W~l0!SW n~ t !,

whereVT is the transpose of the vectorV, andW(l)5diag(w1(l),w2(l),w3(l)). Here and below,
t will be omitted. The LLL equation4 is then written as follows:
                                                                                                                



] tS0n52 detW~l0!S TW n11

hn11
1

TW n21

hn
D •S 1

J3
2 2

1

J2
2

1

J1
2 2

1

J3
2 D TW n , ~6!
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1

J2
2 2

1

J1
2

] tTW n52 detW~l0!S S S0n11

hn11
1

S0n21

hn
D ~W 22~l0!TW n!3TW n2S0n~W 22~l0!TW n!

3S TW n11

hn11
1

TW n21

hn
D D , ~7!

where ‘‘•’’ and ‘‘ 3’’ stand for the scalar and vector products, and

hn5S0,n21S0,n2 (
a51

3

wa
2~l0!Sa,n21Sa,n .

In fact,

H52 (
n2`

`

loghn

is the Hamiltonian of this system.4 We assume thathnÞ0 because the situation wherehn50 is
physically nonsense.

B. Lax formalism

In order to write the LLL equation in the Lax formalism, we defineLn(l) and Mn(l) as
follows:4

Ln~l!5S0n11 i(
l 51

3

wl~l!Slns l , ~8!

Mn~l!5
1

hn
(
l 51

3

~wl~l2l0!M̂ ln~l0!1wl~l1l0!M̂ ln~2l0!!s l . ~9!

Here

M̂ l 3 ,n~l!5 iwl 3
~l!~S0,n21Sl 3 ,n1Sl 3 ,n21S0,n!2 iwl 1

~l!wl 2
~l!~Sl 1 ,n21Sl 2 ,n2Sl 2 ,n21Sl 1 ,n!

with ( l 1 ,l 2 ,l 3) being a cyclic permutation of~1,2,3!, and l being a time-independent spectr
parameter.

The LLL equation is then equivalent to the Lax equation

] tLn~l!5Mn11~l!Ln~l!2Ln~l!Mn~l! ~10!

of the linear equations

Cn11~l!5Ln~l!Cn~l!, ~11!

] tCn~l!5Mn~l!Cn~l!. ~12!
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Equation~10! is the so called compatibility condition of Eqs.~11! and~12!. Namely Eqs.~11! and
~12! have a nontrivial solution if and only if Eq.~10! is satisfied. Suppose that Eqs.~11! and~12!
have a nontrivial solution. Then by calculating] tCn11(l) in two different ways as

] tCn11~l!5~] tLnl1Ln~l!Mn~l!!Cn~l!

and

] tCn11~l!5Mn11~l!Ln~l!Cn~l!,

one obtains Eq.~10!. The inverse is also true~though we do not need it in the subseque
consideration!.

C. Trigonometric case

If k0 equals zero, i.e.,J15J2,J3 , Jacobi’s elliptic functions reduce to trigonometric fun
tions. TheL-matrix then takes the form

Ln~l!5S0n11 i
r

sinl
~S1ns11S2ns21coslS3ns3!, ~13!

and enjoys the symmetry properties

s3Ln~l!s35Ln~l1p!, ~14a!

s2Ln~l!s25~Ln~l* !!* , ~14b!

lim
y→1`

s1Ln~x1 iy !s15 lim
y→1`

Ln~x2 iy ! ~xPR!. ~14c!

Equations~14a! and~14c! stem from the double periodicity of the matrix elements ofLn(l) in the
totally anisotropic case. Because of Eq.~14a!, the diagonal elements ofLn(l) are periodic func-
tions with periodp; the off-diagonal elements ofLn(l) are antiperiodic functions with periodp
( f (z1p)52 f (z)). Equation~14b! implies thatSln ( l 50,1,2,3) are real valued.

III. DRESSING METHOD

In this section, we construct solutions of the easy-axis partially isotropic (k050) LLL equa-
tion. The construction is achieved by three steps. First, an analytic form of the dressing ma
determined by its quasi-periodicity and its properties of the poles. The residues of the dr
matrix at the poles are free parameters. Second, a set of linear algebraic equations for the r
of the dressing matrix and its inverse matrix is derived and solved. Last, the~n,t! dependence of
these residues is specified.

A. The first step

Let us consider the vacuum solution of the LLL equation,

SW n5~0,0,Ak0!T.

The L- andM -matrices take the form

L (0)~l!5Ak11J3k011
iAk0r

tanl
s3 , ~15!

M (0)~l!52iAk11J3k0

k0

1

11 ~1/r2!@~k11J1k0!/k0#sin2 l
s3 . ~16!
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An associated solution of the linear equations~11! and ~12! is given by

Fn~l!5L (0)~l!n exp~M (0)~l!t !. ~17!

The dressing methods seek a nontrivial solution by ‘‘dressing’’ this bare solution. We intro
Cn(l) as

Cn~l!5Wn~l!Fn~l!. ~18!

We call Wn(l) the dressing matrix. The dressing matrix is determined such thatCn(l) be a
solution of the linear equations~11! and ~12!.

For Eq. ~18! to be consistent with Eq.~11!, we follow Mikhailov’s idea13 and require that
Wn(l) satisfies the following three conditions parallel to Eqs.~14a!–~14c!:

s3Wn~l!s35Wn~l1p!, ~19a!

s2Wn~l!s25~Wn~l* !!* , ~19b!

s1Wn~ i`!s15Wn~2 i`!. ~19c!

See the remark at the end of this section. Furthermore, by Eqs.~11! and ~12!, detWn(l) is
independent ofn and t, thereby a function of onlyl. Thus, without loss of generality, we ca
assume that

lim
y→1`

detWn~ iy !51 ~20!

~see Appendix B!.
To construct a soliton solution, we impose the following additional conditions:
~C-I! Each matrix element ofWn(l) is a meromorphic function ofl. The poles in the strip

D5$lu0<Rel,p% are located atN mutually distinct nonreal numbersa1 ,...,aN and their com-
plex conjugatesa1* ,...,aN* . Thea j* ’s are writtenaN1 j in the following.

~C-II! There exists ay0 ~independent of Rel! such that each element ofWn(l) is bounded in
the domainuIm lu.y0.

~C-III ! The residue matrices ofWn(l) at l5a j ( j 51,...,2N) have rank 1.
Some comments are in order. Equation~19a! implies that the diagonal elements ofWn(l) are

periodic functions with periodp, and the off-diagonal elements are antiperiodic functions w
periodp. The condition C-II guarantees that the elements ofWn(l) are uniformly bounded in the
limit Im l→`. Equation~20! is a normalization condition; the condition atl52 i` follows from
Eqs.~19c! and ~20!. Owing to the condition C-III, it is guaranteed that all the poles of detWn(l)
at l5a j ( j 51,...,2N) are simple. If the rank of the residue matrix ata j is 2, then detWn(l) has
a double pole atl5a j ; if the residue has rank 0,Wn(l) shall not have a pole atl5a j . Under
these conditions, the following results are deduced by complex analytic discussion~see Appendi-
ces A and B!:

~1! Wn(l) can be written

Wn~l!5dn011(
j 51

2N S dn j11 icn js3

tan~l2a j !
1

ian js11 ibn js2

sin~l2a j !
D . ~21!

Note that Eq.~21! takes the same form as theL-matrix has except for the coefficient of1. The
coefficientsdn j ( j 51,...,2N) have to obey the relation

(
j 51

2N

dn j50 ~22!
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as a consequence of Eq.~19c!.
~2! detWn(l) is a periodic function with periodp, and has 2N simple poles ata1 ,...,a2N in

D and the same number of zeros atb1 ,...,b2N . Accordingly,

detWn~l!5
) j 51

2N sin~l2b j !

) j 51
2N sin~l2a j !

. ~23!

Moreover,b iÞa j (modp). The restriction

(
j 51

2N

a j5(
j 51

2N

b j ~mod 2p! ~24!

follows from Eqs.~19c! and ~20!, and the inverse is also true.
~3! If the b j ’s are mutually distinct, thenWn

21(l) can be written

Wn
21~l!5d̃n011(

j 51

2N S d̃n j11 i c̃n js3

tan~l2b j !
1

i ãn js11 i b̃n js2

sin~l2b j !
D , ~25!

which takes the same form asWn(l).

B. The second step

Since the residues are rank 1 matrices, there exist column two-vectorsun j ,ũn j and row
two-vectorsvn j ,ṽn j ( j 51,...,2N) such that

dn j11 ian js11 ibn js21 icn js35un jvn j ,

d̃n j11 i ãn js11 i b̃n js21 i c̃n js35ũn jṽn j .

Moreover, since the residues ofWn(l)Wn
21(l) at l5a j ,bk (1< j ,k<2N) have to vanish, we

have the relations

un jvn jWn
21~a j !50, ~26a!

Wn~bk!ũnkṽnk50. ~26b!

We seek a nontrivial solution of these equations.
Let un j

( l ) and ũn j
( l ) (vn j

( l ) and ṽn j
( l )) be thel th components (l 51,2) of un j and ũn j ~vn j and ṽn j),

respectively.un
( l ) and ũn

( l ) ~vn
( l ) and ṽn

( l )! denote row~column! vectors whosej th components (j
51,...,2N) areun j

( l ) and ũn j
( l ) (vn j

( l ) and ṽn j
( l )), respectively. With this notation, the foregoing equ

tions can be rewritten

dn0ũn
( l )1un

( l )Xn
( l )50, ~27a!

d̃n0vn
( l )2Xn

( l )ṽn
( l )50, ~27b!

whereXn
( l )( l 51,2) are 2N32N matrices with the (j ,k) elements

$Xn
(1)% j ,k5

vn j
(1)ũnk

(1)

tan~bk2a j !
1

vn j
(2)ũnk

(2)

sin~bk2a j !
, ~28a!

$Xn
(2)% j ,k5

vn j
(1)ũnk

(1)

sin~bk2a j !
1

vn j
(2)ũnk

(2)

tan~bk2a j !
. ~28b!
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Here and later, we assume thatXn
( l ) are nonsingular matrices, so thatun

( l ) andṽn
( l ) are uniquely

determined bya j ’s, b j ’s, vn j
( l )’s, andũn j

( l )’s.
By Cramer’s rule, we obtain the following expressions for the entries ofWn(l) andWn

21(l):

Wn~l!5dn0S 1

uXn
~1!u

1

uXn
~2!u

D S U 1 ũn
~1!

Tn
~1!~l! Xn

~1!U U 0 ũn
~1!

Sn
~2!~l! Xn

~1!U
U 0 ũn

~2!

Sn
~1!~l! Xn

~2!U U 1 ũn
~2!

Tn
~2!~l! Xn

~2!U D , ~29!

Wn
21~l!52d̃n0S U21 T̃n

~1!~l!

vn
~1! Xn

~1! U U 0 S̃n
~1!~l!

vn
~2! Xn

~2! U
U 0 S̃n

~2!~l!

vn
~1! Xn

~1! U U21 T̃n
~2!~l!

vn
~2! Xn

~2! U D S 1

uXn
~1!u

1

uXn
~2!u

D , ~30!

whereSn
( l ) andTn

( l ) ~S̃n
( l ) and T̃n

( l )! are column~row! 2N-vectors with thej th components

$Sn
( l )~l!% j5

vn j
( l )

sin~l2a j !
, $Tn

( l )~l!% j5
vn j

( l )

tan~l2a j !
, ~31!

$S̃n
( l )~l!% j5

ũn j
( l )

sin~l2b j !
, $T̃n

( l )~l!% j5
ũn j

( l )

tan~l2b j !
. ~32!

The leading coefficientsdn0 andd̃n0 can be determined by the normalization condition~20!. Since
Eq. ~20! implies that

lim
y→1`

detWn~x6 iy !5dn0
2 1S (

j 51

2N

cn jD 2

51,

combining this with the identityWn(l)Wn
21(l)51, we find that

dn056d̃n05
1

A11~ uvn
( l )

0

X
n
( l )

ũn
( l )

u/uXn
( l )u!2

, ~33!

where the denominator is invariant under the choice of the labell 51,2.

C. The last step

Let us now determine the (n,t) dependence ofvn j and ũn j .
Equations~11! and ~12! yield the equations

Wn11~l!L (0)~l!Wn
21~l!5Ln~l!, ~34a!

] tWn~l!Wn
21~l!1Wn~l!M (0)~l!Wn

21~l!5Mn~l! ~34b!

for Wn(l). Since the residues of the lhs atl5a j ,bk (0< j ,k<2N) should vanish, one obtain
the equations

un11 jvn11 jL
(0)~a j !Wn

21~a j !50, ~35a!
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Wn11~bk!L
(0)~bk!ũnkṽnk50, ~35b!

un j~] tvn j1vn jM
(0)~a j !!Wn

21~a j !50, ~35c!

Wn~bk!~] tũnk2M (0)~bk!ũnk!ṽnk50. ~35d!

A solution of Eqs.~35! is given by

vn j~ t !5v0 jL
(0)~2a j !

n exp~2m~a j !s3t !, ~36a!

ũnk~ t !5L (0)~bk!
n exp~m~bk!s3t !ũ0k , ~36b!

wherev0 j and ũ0k ( j ,k51,...,2N) are constant vectors andm(l) is the coefficient ofs3 on the
rhs of Eq.~16!,

m~l!52iAk11J3k0

k0

1

11 ~1/r2!@~k11J1k0! /k0#sin2 l
. ~37!

Equation~19b! implies that

s2~un jvn j!* s25unN1 jvnN1 j ,

s2~ ũn jṽn j!* s25ũnN1 j ṽnN1 j .

These equations are satisfied if we choose the constant vectorsv0 j and ũ0 j ( j 5N11,...,2N) as

v0N1 j5v0 j* s2 , ũ0N1 j5s2ũ0 j* .

We can thus determine the dressing matrixWn(l) and its inverse matrixWn
21(l).

D. Spin variables

Evaluating the residues of both sides of Eq.~34a! at l50 gives

(
l 51

3

Slns l5Ak0Wn11~0!s3Wn
21~0!, ~38!

which determines the spin variables (S1n ,S2n ,S3n).
The auxiliary variableS0n can be read off from the boundary values atl56`:

S0n16S3ns35
1

r
Wn11~6 i`!L (0)~6 i`!Wn

21~6 i`!.

E. Remarks

~1! We summarize the differences between the XXZ case and the isotropic case. Th
difference is the number of the linear algebraic equations. We have encountered two differe
of linear algebraic equations—one forXn

(1) and the other forXn
(2) . This is a new feature of the

present setting. In the isotropic case, we have a single set of linear algebraic equations;
consistent with the fact that bothXn

(1) andXn
(2) tend to a matrix in the isotropic limit of the XXZ

case. The second is the restriction of the positions of the poles, Eq.~24!. In fact, this restriction is
inherited from the corresponding property on zeros and poles of elliptic functions. In the iso
limit, there is no such restriction because the spectral curve becomes rational.

~2! Equation~38! gives a 2N-soliton solution in general. This solution is a nonlinear sup
position of one-soliton solutions. In fact, one can find the one-soliton solutions associated wia j 0
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by settingũn j0
(1) ũn j0

(2)Þ0 and ũnk
(1)ũnk

(2)50 (k51,...,j 021,j 011,...,N); one should setvn j0
(1)vn j0

(2)Þ0

andvnk
(1)vnk

(2)50 (k51,...,j 021,j 011,...,N) to obtain one-soliton solutions associated withb j 0
.

In general, settingũn j0
(1) ũn j0

(2)50 annihilates the soliton associated witha j 0
, and settingvn j0

(1)vn j0
(2)

50 annihilates the soliton associated withb j 0
. Thus, one can obtain anM -soliton solution by

setting an appropriate initial condition ifM<2N.
~3! It is easy to find an asymptotic form of the 2N-soliton solution forN. Two one-soliton

solutions associated withg are obtained depending on either component (l 51,2) of row~column!
vectorvn j0

(ũn j0
) is set to be zero. The one for which the first component is set to be zero

part in the asymptotic form ast→6` if vg(g)Im g:0. The asymptotic form of theM -soliton
solution as utu→` is indeed a superposition of those one-soliton solutions associated
a1 ,...,a2N andb1 ,...,b2N .

~4! Equation~19b! could be replaced by

Wn~l!†5~Wn~l* !!21. ~39!

For this construction to work, however,N has to be greater than one, and the distribution of po
of Wn(l) andWn

21(l) is required to obey the restrictions

b j5a j* , (
j 51

N

a j5(
j 51

N

b j . ~40!

IV. EASY-PLANE PARTIALLY ISOTROPIC CASE

In this section, we discuss the easy-plane partially isotropic case, i.e.,k051 (J1,J25J3).
We use the same notation as in Sec. III.

A. The first step

The L-matrix

Ln~l!5S0n11 i
r

sinhl
~coshlS1ns11S2ns21S3ns3! ~41!

has the following symmetries:

s1Ln~l!s15Ln~l1 ip!, ~42a!

s2Ln~l!s25~Ln~l* !!* , ~42b!

lim
x→1`

s3Ln~x1 iy !s35 lim
x→2`

Ln~x1 iy !. ~42c!

Under conditions similar to that in Sec. III A, the form of the dressing matrixWn(l) is
determined by the same discussion as in Appendix A:

Wn~l!5dn011(
j 51

2N S dn j11 ian js1

tanh~l2a j !
1

ibn js21 icn js3

sinh~l2a j !
D , ~43!

Wn
21~l!5d̃n011(

j 51

2N S d̃n j11 i ãn js1

tanh~l2b j !
1

i b̃n js21 i c̃n js3

sinh~l2b j !
D . ~44!

The restriction for the distribution of the poles and zeros is
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(
j 51

2N

a j5(
j 51

2N

b j ~mod 2p i !, ~45!

where aN1 j5a j* , and bN1 j5b j* ( j 51,...,N). In the following subsections, we construct
one-soliton solution by the same way as in Sec. III.

B. The second step

Because the residue ofWn(l) at l5a j is written by a column two-vectorun j and a row
two-vectorvn j as

S dn j1 icn j ian j1bn j

ian j2bn j dn j2 icn j
D 5S un j

(1)vn j
(1) un j

(1)vn j
(2)

un j
(2)vn j

(1) un j
(2)vn j

(2)D ,

the variablesan j , bn j , cn j , anddn j can be written in terms of the components ofun j andvn j :

dn j5
1
2 ~un j

(1)vn j
(1)1un j

(2)vn j
(2)!, ~46a!

ian j5
1
2 ~un j

(1)vn j
(2)1un j

(2)vn j
(1)!, ~46b!

bn j5
1
2 ~un j

(1)vn j
(2)2un j

(2)vn j
(1)!, ~46c!

icn j5
1
2 ~un j

(1)vn j
(1)2un j

(2)vn j
(2)!. ~46d!

The variablesãn j , b̃n j , c̃n j , andd̃n j have relations withũn j and ṽn j similar to Eqs.~46!.
Since the residues ofWn(l)Wn

21(l) at a1 ,...,a2N and b1 ,...,b2N vanish, we have two
algebraic relations:

vn jWn
21~a j !50,

Wn~bk!ũnk50.

These equations are rewritten as follows:

d̃n0vn
(6)2Xn

(6)ṽn
(6)50, ~47a!

dn0ũn
(6)1un

(6)Xn
(6)50, ~47b!

whereXn
(6) are the 2N32N matrices with the (j ,k) elements

$Xn
(1)% jk5

vn j
(1)ũnk

(1)

tanh~bk2a j !
1

vn j
(2)ũnk

(2)

sinh~bk2a j !
, ~48a!

$Xn
(2)% jk5

vn j
(1)ũnk

(1)

sinh~bk2a j !
1

vn j
(2)ũnk

(2)

tanh~bk2a j !
. ~48b!

Here, we introducedvn j
(6) and ũnk

(6) as

vn j
(6)5

1

&
~vn j

(1)6vn j
(2)!, ũn j

(6)5
1

&
~ ũn j

(1)6ũn j
(2)!.

Note that Eqs.~47! have the same form as that of Eqs.~27!.
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One can solve the linear algebraic equations~47! by Cramer’s rule. Therefore, the elements
Wn(l) are expressed in terms ofvn j

(6) , ũn j
(6) , a j , andb j ( j 51,...,2N). The result is shown in

Appendix C.

C. The last step

We now consider the (n,t) dependence of the vectorsvn j
(6) andũn j

(6) . TheL- andM -matrices
for the vacuum solution

SW n5~0,0,Ak0!T

are

L (0)~l!5Ak11J3k011
iAk0r

sinhl
s3 , ~49!

M (0)~l!52iAk11J3k0

k0

coshl

11 ~1/r2!@~k11J3k0!/k0#sinh2 l
s3 . ~50!

The (n,t) dependence of the vectorsvn j
(6) and ũn j

(6) is determined by the linear system~35!. A
solution of the system is given by

vn j5v0 jL
(0)~2a j !

n exp~2m~a j !ts3!, ~51!

ũnk5L (0)~bk!
n exp~m~bk!ts3!ũ0k , ~52!

wherem(l) is the coefficient ofs3 on the rhs of Eq.~50!. If we assume thatv0 j
(1)v0 j

(2)Þ0 and
ũ0 j

(1)ũ0 j
(2)Þ0, it follows from Eqs.~51! and ~52! that

vn j
(1)~ t !

vn j
(2)~ t !

52cothS 1

2
j~a j !n1m~a j !t1d j D , ~53!

ũn j
(1)~ t !

un j
(2)~ t !

52cothS 1

2
j~b j !n1m~b j !t1 d̃ j D . ~54!

Here,

d j5
1

2
log

v0 j
(2)

v0 j
(1) , d̃ j5

1

2
log

ũ0 j
(1)

ũ0 j
(2) ,

ej(g)5
Ak11k0J31 irAk0/sinhg

Ak11k0J32 irAk0/sinhg
.

One can see that the (n,t) dependence ofWn(l) is determined only by the ratiosvn j
(1)/vn j

(2)

andũn j
(1)/ũn j

(2) . Therefore, the multisoliton solution depends onn andt via the hyperbolic function

coth(12j(g)n1m(g)l). Thus, the spin components do not oscillate in this case, as opposed
easy-axis case whereS1 andS2 oscillate. In other words, the soliton on the easy-plane spins
no carrier wave: The profiles of all spin components travel at the same velocity without cha
their shape. On the other hand, the soliton on the easy-axis spins has a carrier wave
envelope wave.
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V. CONCLUSION

We constructed multisoliton solutions of the XXZ-LLL equation by a variant of the dres
method. Our method may be called a ‘‘trigonometric dressing method,’’ because the dre
matrix is a matrix valued trigonometric function of the spectral parameterl. Remarkably, the
dressing matrix has almost the same structure as theL-matrix. This is a natural consequence of t
construction: The analytic properties of theL-matrix on thel plane imply similar properties of the
dressing matrix, which in turn determine the functional form of the dressing matrix uniquely.
can thus express the dressing matrix as a linear combination of trigonometric functions
coefficients are then determined, just as in the ordinary dressing method, by a set of
algebraic equations. We have, however, observed that these linear algebraic equations are
different from those of the ordinary dressing method based on a rational dressing matrix.

Let us also mention the issue of space–time discretization of the LL equation. A space
discretized LL equation is proposed by Dateet al.14 They use the theory oft-functions and free
fermions. Nijhoff and Papageorgiou15 presented another space–time discretization of the LL eq
tion in the Lax formalism~along with a space–time discretized anisotropic principal chiral fi
model16!. Since the latter two models have the sameL-matrix as the lattice LL equation, ou
trigonometric dressing method and its ‘‘elliptic’’ version can be applied to these models as
We discuss this issue in Ref. 17.
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APPENDIX A: THE FORM OF Wn„l…

Let us expressWn(l) as a linear combination of the unit matrix1 and the Pauli matricess l

( l 51,2,3):

Wn~l!5dn~l!11 ian~l!s11 ibn~l!s21 icn~l!s3 .

We first determine the functional form ofan(l). Equation~19a! implies thatan(l) is an
antiperiodic function with periodp. Because of the condition C-I in Sec. III A,an(l) has poles at
l5a j1mp i (mPZ, j 51,...,2N). Thus,an(l) acquires the form

an~l!5(
j 51

2N
an j

sin~l2a j !
1 f ~l!,

where thean j’s are l-independent numbers, andf (l) is an entire function ofl. We show that
f (l)50. Becausef (l) is an entire periodic function ofl, it is bounded on the simply connecte
domainuIm lu<y0. On the other hand, owing to the condition C-II,f is uniformly bounded outside
this domain. Thus,f (l) is a bounded entire function ofl, i.e., f (l) is a constant. Owing to the
antiperiodicity, the constant equals zero. After all,

an~l!5(
j 51

2N
an j

sin~l2a j !
.

The form ofdn(l) is determined in the same manner. Equation~19a! implies thatdn(l) is a
periodic function with periodp. Owing to the condition C-I,dn(l) has poles atl5a j1mp i
(mPZ, j 51,...,2N). Thus, with an entire function ofl, one can writedn(l) as follows:

dn~l!5(
j 51

2N
dn j

tan~l2a j !
1~entire function of l!.
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Because of the condition C-II, the entire function at the second term is bounded in the lil
→6`. Therefore the entire function equals a constant. Letdn0 be this constant. Then, we hav
obtained Eq.~21!. The other two functions,bn(l), cn(l) can be determined also in the same w

Because of Eq.~19c!, the relation

dn02 i (
j 51

2N

dn j5dn01 i (
j 51

2N

djn

holds, therefore we obtain Eq.~22!.

APPENDIX B: DETERMINANT OF Wn„l…

Since it follows from Eqs.~1!, ~2!, ~9!, and~13! that

detLn~l!5detL (0)~l!5k11J3k01
r2k0

tan2 l
, ~B1!

trMn~l!5trM (0)~l!50, ~B2!

detWn(l) is a function of onlyl.
Now, we calculate detWn(l) under the conditions in Sec. III A. Equation~19a! implies that

detWn(l) is a periodic function with periodp. Owing to the condition C-I, detWn(l) has simple
poles atl5a j1mp i (mPZ, j 51,...,2N). With nonzero constantsAj ( j 51,...,2N), detWn(l)
is written as

detWn~l!5(
j 51

2N
Aj

sin~l2a j !
1~entire function of l!. ~B3!

Reduce Eq.~B3! to a common denominator and letb j ( j 51,...,m) be the zeros onD of the
numerator. Then

detWn~l!5 f ~l!
) j 51

m sin~l2b j !

) j 51
2N sin~l2a j !

,

where f (l) is an entire periodic function ofl without zeros. Then,bkÞa j follows from the
condition C-III. The integerm equals 2N because detWn(iy) tends to a nonzero finite number i
the limit y→1`. As a consequence of Eq.~20!, f (l) is identically equal to one, and the restri
tion Eq. ~24! must be satisfied. At last, Eq.~23! is obtained. In the limit Iml→6`, detWn(l)
tends to one independently of Rel.

If Eq. ~21! satisfies the conditions in Sec. III A and Eq.~24!, then in the limitl→6 i`,

Wn~l!→S dn07(
j

dn j D16(
j

cn js3 . ~B4!

Equations~B4!, ~19c!, and~20! imply that

S dn07(
j

dn j D 2

2S (
j

cn j D 2

51,

which leads Eq.~22!. With this result, one can conclude that soliton solutions can be constru
from the free parametersa j ’s andb j ’s if they satisfy Eq.~24!.
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APPENDIX C: THE ELEMENTS OF Wn„l… FOR THE EASY-PLANE CASE

Let Sn
(6) andTn

(6) (S̃n
(6) and T̃n

(6)) be column~row! 2N-vectors with thej th component

$Sn
(6)~l!% j5

vn j
(1)

sinh~l2a j !
6

vn j
(2)

tanh~l2a j !
, ~C1!

$Tn
(6)~l!% j5

vn j
(1)

tanh~l2a j !
6

vn j
(2)

sinh~l2a j !
, ~C2!

$S̃n
(6)~l!% j5

ũn j
(1)

sinh~l2b j !
6

ũn j
(2)

tanh~l2b j !
, ~C3!

$T̃n
(6)~l!% j5

ũn j
(1)

tanh~l2b j !
6

ũn j
(2)

sinh~l2b j !
. ~C4!

~1! Matrix elements ofWn(l):

$Wn~l!%115
dn0

2uXn
(1)u U 1 ũn

(1)

Tn
(1)~l! Xn

(1)U1
dn0

2uXn
(2)u U 1 ũn

(2)

Sn
(1)~l! Xn

(2)U, ~C5a!

$Wn~l!%125
dn0

2uXn
(1)u U 0 ũn

(1)

Tn
(2)~l! Xn

(1)U1
dn0

2uXn
(2)u U 0 ũn

(2)

Sn
(2)~l! Xn

(2)U, ~C5b!

$Wn~l!%215
dn0

2uXn
(1)u U 0 ũn

(1)

Tn
(1)~l! Xn

(1)U2
dn0

2uXn
(2)u U 0 ũn

(2)

Sn
(1)~l! Xn

(2)U, ~C5c!

$Wn~l!%225
dn0

2uXn
~1 !u U 1 ũn

~1 !

Tn
~2 !~l! Xn

~1 !U2
dn0

2uXn
~2 !u U 21 ũn

~2 !

Sn
~2 !~l! Xn

~2 !U . ~C5d!

~2! Matrix elements ofWn
21(l):

$Wn
21~l!%115

2d̃n0

2uXn
(1)u U 21 T̃n

(1)~l!

vn
(1) Xn

(1) U2
d̃n0

2uXn
(2)u U 21 S̃n

(1)~l!

vn
(2) Xn

(2) U , ~C6a!

$Wn
21~l!%125

2d̃n0

2uXn
(1)u U 0 T̃n

(1)~l!

vn
(1) Xn

(1) U1
d̃n0

2uXn
(2)u U 0 S̃n

(1)~l!

vn
(2) Xn

(2) U , ~C6b!

$Wn
21~l!%215

2d̃n0

2uXn
(1)u U 0 T̃n

(2)~l!

vn
(1) Xn

(1) U2
d̃n0

2uXn
(2)u U 0 S̃n

(2)~l!

vn
(2) Xn

(2) U , ~C6c!

$Wn
21~l!%225

2d̃n0

2uXn
(1)u U 21 T̃n

(2)~l!

vn
(1) Xn

(1) U1
d̃n0

2uXn
(2)u U 1 S̃n

(2)~l!

vn
(2) Xn

(2) U . ~C6d!
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Families of particular solutions to multidimensional partial
differential equations

A. I. Zenchuka)

Department of Mathematics, The University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721

~Received 22 September 2000; accepted for publication 11 July 2001!

Dressing methods are known as productive tools for construction of the particular
solutions to the big class of nonlinear partial differential equations~PDEs! which
are integrable by the inverse scattering technique. Recently the modification of the
dressing method based on the system of algebraic equations has been suggested
which allows us to find the families of particular solutions to certain types of
nonintegrable~in classical sense! nonlinear PDEs. This modification represents
PDEs as closure reductions of an appropriate differential-difference system. In this
article we study the dressing procedure in more detail. Particularly, we consider
different families of particular solutions available through the dressing method
based on the algebraic system. We give two examples of the differential-difference
systems and related PDEs and point to other possible generalizations of the dress-
ing method. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1398337#

I. INTRODUCTION

Dressing method has been developed as a special technique for solving the nonlinea
grable partial differential equations~PDEs!.1–4 Many modifications of the dressing method ha
been found.5–8An important field of application of the dressing methods is the investigation o
(n11)-dimensional (n.2) integrable systems.8–12

Recently13 the algebraic system ofN(c) equations

L~cm![cm2(
i 51

N~c!

c i (
n51

N~r !

cinRnm5hm , m51,...,N~c! or

~1!
L~c![c2cCR5h, c5@c1¯cN~c!#, h5@h1¯hN~c!#

had been suggested as an auxiliary equation for construction of the particular solutions to th
of a certain types. In Eq.~1! we use constantN(c)3N(r ) ~N(c)ÞN(r ) in general! matrix C
5$cin% to provide the possibility to use rectangular~not only square! N(r )3N(c) matrix R
5$Rnm%. Although the algebraic system can be taken as a starting point for the following di
sion, it is important to emphasize its relation with the classical dressing method. For simplici
refer to the]̄-problem,5,6 since the above system of algebraic equations can be considered
discrete version of this problem. In fact, the]̄-problem represents the relation between solutions
the nonlinear PDE and solutions of the following linear integral equation:14

c~l!2E c~n!c~n,m!R~m,l!dm∧dm̄dn∧dn̄5h~l!, ~2!

whereR is a kernel of the integral operator andh is a normalization function. Parametersn, m, l
are complex. The additional parametersx5(x1 ,...,xM) are introduced in the kernelR by the
formulas

a!Electronic mail: azenchuk@math.arizona.edu
54720022-2488/2001/42(11)/5472/21/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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] iR~m,l!5 (
k51

Ni

f k
~ i !~m!gk

~ i !~l!, i 51,...,M , ~3!

which are compatible provided

] i (
k51

Nj

f k
~ j !~m!gk

~ j !~l!5] j (
k51

Ni

f k
~ i !~m!gk

~ i !~l!, i , j 51,...,M . ~4!

The link to the particular system of nonlinear PDEs is produced by the special structure
functions f k

( j )(m) andgk
( j )(l). Parametersx are independent variables of this system.5,6 Since the

conditions~4! should be satisfied for all admitted values of the parametersm andl, there is no
functional relations between functionsf k

( j )(m) andgk
( j )(l). This conclusion makes restrictions o

the admitted form of the functionsf k
( j )(m) and gk

( j )(l). For this reason integral equation~2! is
related only with completely integrable systems of nonlinear PDEs.

The situation becomes different if one considers the solution of Eq.~2! on the set of discrete
pointsn i ,mn ,lm ( i ,m51,...,N(c),n51,...,N(r )) on the complex planes of parametersn, m, l and
introduces matricesC andR with the entries

cin[c~n i ,mn!, Rnm[R~mn ,lm!.

Then one gets the algebraic system~1! with the following discrete version of the equations~3! and
~4!

] iRnm5 (
k51

Ni

f nk
~ i !gkm

~ i ! , n51,...,N~r !, m51,...,N~c!, i 51,...,M , or

~5!

] iR5 (
k51

Ni

f~ ik !g~ki !, f~ ik !5@ f 1k
~ i !
¯ f N~r !k

~ i !
#T, g~ki !5@gk1

~ i !
¯gkN~c!

~ i !
#,

] i (
k51

Nj

f nk
~ j !gkm

~ j !5] j (
k51

Ni

f nk
~ i !gkm

~ i ! , i , j 51,...,M , or

~6!

] i (
k51

Nj

f~ jk !g~k j !5] j (
k51

Ni

f~ ik !g~ki !

where

f nk
~ j !5 f k

~ j !~mn!, gkm
~ j !5gk

~ j !~lm!.

It turned out that the discrete version has a set of properties which makes it very adapta
applications to different systems of nonlinear PDEs. The basic reason for this is the abse
complex continuous parameters in the equations~6!, which become bilinear differential equation
on the functionsf nk

( j ) andgkm
( j ) which are functions of parametersx only. In general the associate

systems of nonlinear PDEs are not integrable, but integrable systems are situated among
One can recognize that the equations~1! and ~2! can be combined into the following one:

cm~l!2E dm∧dm̄dn∧dn̄(
k51

N~c!

ck~n! (
n51

N~r !

ckn~n,m!Rnm~m,l;x!5hm~l!, m51,...,N~c!,

~7!

with
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] iRnm~m,l!5 (
k51

Ni

f nk
~ i !~m!gkm

~ i ! ~l!. ~8!

Equation~7! will not be discussed in this article.
For our purpose we require the following properties of the matrixR:13

~1! The nonhomogeneous equation~1! has the unique solution,c5@c1¯cN(c)#.
~2! Thex dependence@x5(x1 ,...,xM), M is dimension ofx-space# is introduced by the formulas

~5!.
~3! The equations~5! are compatible, i.e., the set of conditions~6! is held which is the system o

PDEs imposed on the functionsf nk
( i ) andgkm

( i ) .
~4! The set of self-consistent constraints is imposed on the functionsg(ki) in the form of the

system of PDEs

(
ik

L̂ikm
~g! g~ki !50, m51,...,P ~9!

~whereL̂ ikm
(g) are scalar linear differential operators andg(ki) is 13N(c) row!. These constraints

should be consistent with the compatibility conditions~6!. We will use operatorsL̂ ikm
(g) with

constant coefficients for simplicity.

The consequence of the first requirement is the fact that homogeneous algebraic system w
same matrixR has only the trivial solution, i.e.,

L~f!50⇔f[0. ~10!

Equations~1! and~5! produce the following system of algebraic equations~with the same matrix
R and different right-hand sides! for the functions] jc, ] j

nc and)s51
M ]s

nsc:

~11!

~12!

Cn
p5

p!

n! ~n2p!!
,

LS )
s51

M

]s
nsc D 5hn1 ...nM

, ~13!

hn1 ...nM
5]mhn1 ...~nm21!...nM

1 (
k51

Nj S (
p150

n1

¯ (
pm50

nm21

¯ (
pM50

nM

~21!( i 51
M pi

3S )
s51,sÞm

M

Cns

ps]s
ns2psD Cnm21

pm ]m
nm2pm21Up1 ,...,pM

~ jk ! g~ jk !D ,

where

Un1 ...nM

~ ik ! 5 (
n51

N~c!

cn (
m51

N~r ! S )
s51

M

]s
nsD cnmf mk

~ i ! [cCS )
s51

M

]s
nsD f~ ik !,

i 51,...,M , k51,...,Ni . ~14!
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Using these algebraic systems together with the original system~1! and applying the superpositio
principle for linear nonhomogeneous algebraic systems, one can provideM (L) differential opera-
tors M̂ j such thatL(M̂ jc)50 or in accordance with Eq.~10!

M̂ jc50, j 51,...,M ~L !, M ~L !>1. ~15!

One considers Eqs.~15! as the system of linear PDEs on the functionc. In addition we require the
independence of the operatorsM̂ k , i.e., there is no nonzero set of differential operatorsD̂ j , j

51,...,M (L), such that( j 51
M (L)

D̂ j M̂ j50.
The functionsUn1 ,...,nM

( ik) defined by Eq.~14! are solutions of the appropriate system

differential-difference equations, which can be derived from the linear system~15! ~where each
equation is 13N(c) row! by multiplying it by theN(c)31 vector

vn1...nM

ik [CS )
s51

M

]s
nsD f~ ik !. ~16!

Let U be the set of all matrices~14!. Then the nonlinear system is the system of scalar equat
of the general form

M̂ jcvn1,...,nM

ik [M̃n1 ,...,nM

ik j ~U!50, j 51,...,M ~L !, i 51,...,M , k51,...,Ni . ~17!

By construction the total number of discrete parameters equals the number of continuous
etersM in the system~17!.

The system~17! represents the general system of differential-difference equations, whi
related with the algebraic system~1!. The system~17! is the system of pure PDEs if there a
numbersM ( ik js)>0 (s51,...,M ) such that the~sub!set of the equations~17! with subscripts

~n1 ,...,nM !<~M ~ ik j 1!,...,M ~ ik jM !!, j 51,...,M ~L !, i 51,...,M , k51,...,Ni

~each entry on the left-hand side does not exceed the correspondent entry on the right-han!
represents the complete system of PDEs.

Otherwise, the system of pure PDEs can be derived from the system~17! by imposing the
reductions which introduce the relation among different discrete parametersnj and reduce their
number fromM to M̃,M in such a way that the~sub!system of the system~17! forms the
complete system of pure nonlinear PDEs, i.e., the numbersM ( ik js)>0 (s51,...,M̃ ) should exist
such that the~sub!set of the equations~17! with subscripts

~n1 ,...,nM̃ !<~M ~ ik j 1!,...,M ~ ik jM̃ !!

forms the complete system of pure PDEs. To clarify the general form of these reductions, no
each discrete parameternj is associated with the derivative] j f

( ik). It means that one needs t
impose the relations among thederivativesof the functionsf( ik). Then one gets the relation
among the functionsUn1 ...nM

( ik) with fixed superscripts~ik! and different subscripts (n1 ,...,nM) and,

consequently, the relations among the discrete parameters. It means that the reductions
interest have the general form

(
in

L̃ ikm
~ f ! f~ ik !50, m51,...,P, ~18!

whereL̂ ikm
( f ) are the scalar linear differential operators~with constant coefficients for simplicity!.

Both systems~9! and ~18! should be self-consistent and compatible with the system~6!. It is
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important to emphasize that the reductions which have the form ofalgebraic relations among
different functionsf( ik) do not reduce the number of discrete parameters in the system.

The significant difference between integrable PDEs and ones considered in this article
the integrable nonlinear systems have operator representation as the compatibility condition
appropriate overdetermined linear system of equations with variable coefficients~zero curvature
representation!. The nonlinear PDEs under consideration are related with the systems of
equations~15! as well, but correspondent operator representation for them has not been foun

In the next section~Sec. II! we develop the general approach for construction of the partic
solutions for the systems of nonlinear PDEs, associated with the algebraic system~1!. In Sec. III
we consider the examples of the nonintegrable generalizations of the modified Kadom
Petviashvili equation~mKP! with several families of particular solutions~some of them are given
in Ref. 13!. In Sec. IV we apply new dressing method to find the possible relations am
different integrable hierarchies, for instance, between two different mKP hierarchies. Som
eralizations of the dressing method based on the algebraic systems are discussed in Sec. V.
mention about the algebraic system~1! with non-unit right-hand side, which serves, for examp
the generalizations of the Kadomtsev–Petviashvili equation~KP! ~see the Appendix!. Conclusions
are given in Sec. VI.

II. FAMILIES OF PARTICULAR SOLUTIONS

Next we discuss the available families of particular solutions to the nonlinear PDE re
with the algebraic system~1!. The main problem in construction of particular solutions is to sat
the compatibility condition~6! together with constrains~9! and ~18! for all pairs of variables
(xi ,xj ),x. In general, forM-dimensional space one has to satisfy (M21)M /2 conditions each
represented byN(r )3N(c) equations. But under assumption that all products of the funct
f nk

( i )gkm
( i ) in ~5! depend on complete set of variables,x, the number of independent condition

becomes equal toM21, i.e., the system~6! can be replaced, for instance, with the following on

]1(
k51

Nj

f~ jk !g~k j !5] j (
k51

N1

f~1k!g~k1!, j 52,...,M . ~19!

We consider only such matricesR which give rise to the solutionc5@c1 ,...,cN(c)# of the alge-
braic system~1! composed of linearly independent functionscm ,m51,...,N(c):

functions cm ~m51,...,N~c!! in the solution c

5@c1 ,...,cN~c!# of the system~1! are linearly independent. ~20!

The basic factor which defines the variety of the solutions is the allowed dimensionsN(r ) andN(c)

of the matrixR in the algebraic system~1!. Although the form of nonlinear PDEs does not depe
on them, the admitted values of these dimensions are related essentially with the particula
ation and are defined by both the equations~6! and the relations~9! and~18!. In general, different
families of particular solutions can be characterized by the four numbers,Nmin

(r) , Nmax
(r) , Nmin

(c) , Nmax
(c) ,

which represent the minimum and maximum possible values for the parametersN(r ) and N(c),
respectively, so thatNmin

(r) <N(r)<Nmax
(r) andNmin

(c) <N(c)<Nmax
(c) . For our convenience we combine a

functionsf( ik) andg(ki) related with each family in the manifoldsFN
min
(r) N

max
(r)

i
andGN

min
(c) N

max
(c)

i
, respec-

tively. Note that condition~20! requires that parametersNmin
(r) , Nmax

(r) , Nmin
(c) , Nmax

(c) do not depend on
i, i 51,...,M21. We collect these two sets of manifolds in two general manifoldsF5ø

i
FN

min
(r) N

max
(r)

i

andG5ø
i

GN
min
(c) N

max
(c)

i
. Functions from these manifolds we callf- andg-functions, respectively.

We consider three steps of the investigation of the particular solutions, which can be a
to any nonlinear PDE, generated by the algebraic system~1!. More detailed investigation can b
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specifically performed for each particular system. Subscriptsn andm run the values from 1 toN(r )

and from 1 toN(c), respectively, in all formulas below, unless otherwise specified.
Step 1.(Criterion for application of the dressing method.)First of all, one needs to check i

the compatibility conditions~19! can be satisfied at least forN(r )5N(c)51. If this is possible, then
the related system of nonlinear PDEs can be treated by the dressing method and one has
a family of particular solutions for whichf- andg-functions are collected in the manifoldsF1,1

i and
G1,1

i .
After that we have to study the possibility to satisfy Eqs.~19! with N(r ).1 and/orN(c).1. In

general the system~19! is nonlinear and it is difficult to solve it. But one can separate the fam
of particular solutions for this system which can be received by ‘‘splitting’’ the equations~19! into
the set of linear differential~or algebraic! equations on thef- and g-functions ~or their Fourier
amplitudes!. We assume that allf- andg-functions depend on the whole set of variablesx. Due to
the reductions~9! and ~18! the equations~19! may involve the partial derivatives off- and
g-functions with respect to different sets of variablesx1 andx2 , respectively (x1 ,x2#x). Step 2
regards the situation when at least one of the setsx1 or x2 coincides withx.

Step 2.Let us impose the set of reductions~9! and~18!, assume thatx1[x ~the casex2[x can
be considered in the analogous way, see Sec. III!. Then the system~19! can be represented as th
sum of the products:

(
k51

Pi

Fnk
i Gkm

i 50, i 51,...,M21,

Fnk
i 5Fk

i ~ f np
~ j ! , j 51,...,M , p51,...,Nj !, ~21!

Gkm
i 5Gk

i ~gpm
~ j ! , j 51,...,M , p51,...,Nj !

where we denoteFnk
i and Gkm

i the linear combination of the functionsf np
( j ) and gpm

( j ) ( j
51,...,M ,p51,...,Nj ), respectively, and their derivatives ini th equation of the system~19!. Let us
put Nmin

(r) 51. To findNmin
(c) andNmax

(c) , let us fixn51 in the system~21!:

(
k51

Pi

F1k
i Gkm

i 50, i 51,...,M21, m51,...,N~c!, ~22!

and consider the last system as a system of equations on the functionsF1k
( i ) .

Let us introduce several definitions. We call the set of functions$Fnk
i , i is fixed, k

51,...,Gi
(g)% independent if for any permitted value of parametern there is an appropriate set o

functions f̃ n,$ f nk
( i ) ,i 51,...,M ,k51,...,Ni% with the same length such that one can establish

uniquely invertible map$Fnk
i %↔ f̃ n . Analogously, we call the set of functions$Gkm

i , i is fixed,
k51,...,Di

( f )% linearly independent, if for any admitted value of parameterm there is an appropri-
ate set of functionsg̃m,$gkm

( i ) ,i 51,...,M ,k51,...,Ni% with the same length such that one c
establish the uniquely invertible map$Gkm

i %↔g̃m . Let Di
(g) be the minimum number of indepen

dent functionsFk
i for each fixedi andD (g)5min(Di

(g)). One can always reenumerate functionsFk
i

in such a way that functionsFk
i are independent fork51,...,Di

(g) . We impose two requirements

~1! D (g)>M21, otherwise the succeeding consideration in the scopes ofStep 2leads to the
nonlinear equations ong-functions.

~2! All functions Fk
i with k51,...,D (g) and i 51,...,M21 are independent, i.e., one has (M

21)D (g) independent functions altogether.

Then for any numberD̃ (g)<D (g) the system~22! with m51,...,D̃ (g) is the linear system on the
functionsFk

i ~or on f-functions!, which can be resolved provided an appropriate choice of
arbitraryg-functions is made. In this way we have fixedNmin

(c) 5Nmax
(c) 5D̃(g) in the system~21!. Let
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us denote D̃ i
( f ) the number of independent solutions of the equations~22! with D̃ ( f )

5min(D̃i
(f )). ThenNmin

(r) 51 andNmax
(r) 5D̃(f ). So, f- andg-functions are combined in the manifold

F
1D̃( f )
i

andG
D̃(g)D̃(g)
i

~D̃ (g)51,...,D (g) and D̃ ( f ) depends onD̃ (g)!. The matrixR in the algebraic

system ~1! is represented by its elementsRnm5] i
21Sk51

Ni f nk
( i )gkm

( i ) with some fixedi and f( ik)

PF
1D̃( f )
i

,g( ik)PG
D̃(g)D̃(g)
i

. We emphasize that allg-functions are arbitrary functions of the set
variablesx in the above formulas.

In the previous consideration we separated the part of the system~22! with m<D̃ (g). Now let
us consider the part of the system~22! with m.D̃ (g). If we are able to provideÑ equations in this
system, which are compatible with the first part of the system and appropriate functionsgkm

( i ) are
linearly independent with functionsgkm

( i ) , m<D̃ (g), then the parameterNmax
(c) will become equal to

D̃ (g)1Ñ. In fact, let us consider the subsystem of the system~22! with m51,...,D̃ (g) as an
algebraic system, resolvable for the functionsFk

i ~i 51,...,M21, k51,...,Pi!. Let n run values from
1 to D̃* ( f )<D̃ ( f ). Substitute the solution of this subsystem into the equations of the system~21!

with m.D̃ (g) and consider the resultant system as the set of identities for alln51,...,D̃* ( f ). It
leads to either the linear or nonlinear equations ong-functions. IfÑ is the number of solutions o
this system linearly independent withg-functions fixed before, thenNmax

(c) 5D̃(g)1Ñ. So,
g-functions belong to the manifoldsG

D̃(g)(D̃(g)1Ñ)

i
, with D̃ (g)51,...,D (g), where Ñ depends on

D̃* ( f ). f-functions belong to the manifoldsF
1D̃* ( f )
i

.
Even if one of the setsx1 or x2 coincides withx, it is not necessary that the system~19! be

treated by theStep 2. It happens, for instance, ifD (g),M21. The solutions provided by the nex
step are available always if only thecriterion is satisfied.

Step 3. Since the constrains~9! and ~18! are given by the linear differential equations wi
constant coefficients, one can representf- andg-functions in terms of Fourier integrals

f nk
~ i !5E ank

~ i !~kn!eknx11 k̃nx̃1 dkn , ~23!

gkm
~ i ! 5E bkm

~ i ! ~vm!evmx21ṽmx̃2 dvm , ~24!

kn5~kn1 ,...,kn dim~x1!!, k̃n5~kn dim~x1!11 ,...,knM!, ~25!

vm5~vm1 ,...,vm dim~x2!!, ṽm5~vm dim~x2!11 ,...,vmM!,

dvm5dvm1 ...dvm dim~x2! , dkn5dkn1 ...dkn dim~x1! ,

xiù x̃i5B, xiø x̃i5x,

wherek̃n(kn) andṽn(vn) represent the dispersion relation for the linear differential equations~9!
and~18!. In order to satisfy the compatibility conditions~21! in the nonintegrable case, one nee
to provide the possibility to establish the relations between spectral parameterskn and vn . For
this purpose one needs to replace at least one of the equations~23! or ~24! by the finite Fourier
series. Namely, the two following representations forf- andg-functions can be used~for the sake
of simplicity we take the single Fourier harmonic instead of the finite series!:

f nk
~ i !5ank

~ i !eknx11 k̃nx̃1, gkm
~ i ! 5E bkm

~ i ! ~vm!evmx21ṽmx̃2dvm ~26!

and
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f nk
~ i !5E ank

~ i !~kn!eknx11 k̃nx̃1 dkn , gkm
~ i ! 5bkm

~ i ! evmx21ṽmx̃2. ~27!

The examination of each of these representations is equivalent, so that we study only the fir
The compatibility conditions~21! become the system of algebraic equations on the param

ank
( i ) , kn j,bkm

( i ) , wm j :

(
k51

Pi

Fk
i ~an ,kn!Gk

i ~bm ,vm!50, i 51,...,M21, ~28!

an5~ank
~ i ! , i 51,...,M , k51,...,Ni !, ~29!

bn5~bkn
~ i ! , i 51,...,M , k51,...,Ni !, ~30!

with knÞkm and vnÞvm if nÞm in order to satisfy the requirement~20!. This system admits
following families of solutions:

~1! Let us keep independent continuous parametersvmk with different k @k51,...,dim(x2)#
and m in the representation~26!. AssumeNmin

(r) 5Nmin
(c) 51 and find out the appropriate values f

Nmax
(r) andNmax

(c) . First of all let us fixn51 in the above system, so that it can be written in the fo

(
k51

Pi

Fk
i ~a1 ,k1!Gk

i ~bm ,vm!50, i 51,...,M21. ~31!

Since parametersvmk are independent, the above equations represent the relations among p
etersbkm

( i ) . So, one hasM21 relations among these parameters for each particular value o
parameterm. This means that if the system~31! is consistent for some fixedm, then it is consistent
for any m, i.e., Nmax

(c) 5` and theg-functions belong to the manifoldG1`
( i ) . Otherwise the system

~31! is inconsistent. Assuming the consistence of the system~31!, let us defineNmax
(r) . Suppose that

Nmax
(r) .1 and consider two equations~28! with n51 andn5p<N(r ). Subtract one equation from

another to get

(
k51

Pi

„Fk
i ~a1 ,k1!2Fk

i ~ap ,kp!…Gk
i ~bm ,vm!50, i 51,...,M21. ~32!

Since this equation should be satisfied for all admitted values of the parameterm, one gets the se
of algebraic equations on parametersap

( i ) andkp :

„Fk
i ~a1 ,k1!2Fk

i ~ap ,kp!…50, k51,...,Pi , i 51,...,M21. ~33!

If set (ap ,kp),p51,...,ñ11, represents solutions of this system with different spectral param
~i.e.,knÞkp if nÞp for n,p51,...,ñ11!, thenNmax

(r) 5ñ11 andf-functions belong to the manifold
F1(ñ11)

( i ) .
We assumed that parametersvmk with different k are independent in the formulas~31!–~33!,

which is not always possible@see Sec. III A, Eqs.~70!–~72!#. The following family of solutions is
not based on this assumption.

~2! For this family of solutions we impose the additional relations among parametersvmk with
different k. These relations can be established in the following way. Let us consider the s
~31!. For each particularm we selectM̃<M21 equations of these systems to impose the relati
amongm̃b parametersbkm

( i ) andm̃<dim(x2) parametersvmk(m̃b1m̃5M̃ ), i.e., split the complete
system~31! into two subsystems,
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(
k51

Pi

Fk
i ~a1 ,k1!Gk

i ~bm ,vm!50, i 51,...,M̃ , ~34!

(
k51

Pi

Fk
i ~a1 ,k1!Gk

i ~bm ,vm!50, i 5M̃11,...,M21, ~35!

and consider the first system as an algebraic system of equations form̃b parametersbkm
( i ) and m̃

parametersvm j . This means thatNmin
(c) 51. If m̃,dim(x2) and the system~34! is resolvable for

some particularm, then it is resolvable for arbitrarym with „dim(x2)2m̃… arbitrary parameters
vmk for each particularm, i.e.,Nmax

(c) is infinity, g-functions belong to the manifoldsG1`
( i ) , and the

integral in ~26! becomes„dim(x2)2m̃…-dimensional. Ifm̃5dim(x2), then there are no arbitrar
parametersvmk , integration disappears from the Eq.~26!, and the maximum dimensionNmax

(c) is
defined by the numberm0 of the solutions of the system~32! with different spectral parameter
vm : vmÞvp if mÞp for all m,p51,...,m0 . Consequentlyg-functions belong to the manifold
G1m0

( i ) . Now we have to satisfy the system~35!. First of all one needs to substitute the establish

relations among parametersbm
( i ) andvm into the system~35! to end up with the system of the form

(
k51

P̃i

F̃k
i ~a1 ,k1!G̃k

i ~bm ,vm!50, i 5M̃11,...,M21. ~36!

Considering this system as a set of identities for all admittedm one gets the following system o
equations for parametersa1 andk1 :

F̃k
i ~a1 ,k1!50, k51,...,P̃i , i 5M̃11,...,M21.

If this system is consistent, then the imposed relations amongbkm
( j ) andvmi are allowed at least for

Nmin
(r) 51.

To find Nmax
(r) one has to assume thatNmax

(r) .1 in ~28!, substitute all found relations amon
parameters into the equations of the system~28! with 1,n<Nmax

(r) , and consider them as identitie
for all m. One gets the system of algebraic equations on the parametersan andkn . The number of
its solutionsñ with differentkn ~knÞkp if nÞp, n,p51,...ñ11! defines the maximum dimensio
Nmax

(r) : Nmax
(r) 5ñ11. So,f-functions belong to the manifoldsF1,ñ11

( i ) .
~3! To establish the relations among parametersbkm

( i ) andvmk one can take the subsystem ofn0

equations out of the system~28! with n51,...,n0 . The algorithm is exactly the same. One c
establishM̃ relations amongm̃b parametersbkm

( i ) and m̃<dim(x2) parametersvmk for each par-
ticular m (m̃b1m̃5M̃ ). If the remainingn0(M21)2M̃ equations are compatible, one gets t
relations among parametersank

( i ) and knk (n51,...,n0), which mean thatNmin
(r) 5n0. To find Nmax

(r)

one needs to assume thatNmax
(r) .n0, substitute all found relations into the equation~28! with n0

,n<Nmax
(r) , consider them as identities for allm, and solve the appropriate system of algebr

equations on the parametersank
( i ) andknk . If the set (ap ,kp), p51,...,ñ1n0 , represents solutions

of this system with different spectral parameterskp ~i.e., knÞkp if nÞp and n,p51,...,ñ1n0!,
thenNmax

(r) 5ñ1n0 and f-functions are in the manifoldsFn0 ,ñ1n0

( i ) . g-functions belong to the mani

folds G1`
( i ) or G1m0

( i ) if m̃5dim(x2). In the last casem0 is the number of solutions (bm ,vm) to the

system~28! ~n51,...,n0 , i 51,...,M̃ ! with different vm .

III. „3¿1…-DIMENSIONAL GENERALIZATION OF mKP

In this section we use the algorithm described above to derive the (311)-dimensional non-
integrable generalization of mKP. We use (311)-dimensional equations to show how this alg
rithm works in multidimension, where the classical integrability theory is applicable onl
special types of PDEs. There is no formal restriction on the dimension of PDEs, which c
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treated by the method considered in this article. One can construct (211)-dimensional noninte-
grable generalizations of mKP which will involve different types of nonlinearity. Although
general nonlinear equations@see Eqs.~47! and ~48!# are rather cumbersome, they admit a set
reductions which reduce the general system into the simpler equations like Eqs.~61!–~63!,13

which may be regarded as the simplest generalizations of mKP~64!.
To start with, let us takeM54 ~Ref. 13! and normalizationhm51, m51,...,N(c), in the

system~1!. Introducex-dependence by the set of equations~5!

]1R5f~11!g~1!, ]2R5f~21!g~2!, ]3R5f~31!g~1!1f~32!]1g~1!,

]4R5f~41!g~2!1f~42!]2g~2!1f~43!]2
2g~2!, ~37!

g~ i !5@g1
~ i !
¯gN~c!

~ i !
#, f~ ik !5@ f 1k

~ i !
¯ f N~r !k

~ i !
#T.

To construct the auxiliary linear system, let us write down the set of linear algebraic sy
~11!–~13!, which is generated by the original system~1! and Eqs.~37!:

L~]1c!5U0,0,0,0
~11! g~1!, ~38!

L~]1
2c!5~2]1U0,0,0,0

~11! 2U1,0,0,0
~11! !g~1!1U0,0,0,0

~11! ]1g~1!, ~39!

L~]2c!5U0,0,0,0
~21! g~2!, ~40!

L~]2
2c!5~2]2U0,0,0,0

~21! 2U0,1,0,0
~21! !g~2!1U0,0,0,0

~21! ]2g~2!, ~41!

L~]2
3c!5~3]2

2U0,0,0,0
~21! 23]2U0,1,0,0

~21! 1U0,2,0,0
~21! !g~2!

1~3]2U0,0,0,0
~21! 2U0,1,0,0

~21! !]2g~2!1U0,0,0,0
~21! ]2

2g~2!, ~42!

L~]3c!5U0,0,0,0
~31! g~1!1U0,0,0,0

~32! ]1g~1!, ~43!

L~]4c!5U0,0,0,0
~41! g~2!1U0,0,0,0

~42! ]2g~2!1U0,0,0,0
~43! ]2

2g~2!, ~44!

Un1 ,n2 ,n3 ,n4

~ ik ! 5 (
m51

N~r !

cm(
n51

N~c!

cmn]1
n1]2

n2]3
n3]4

n4f nk
~ i ![cC]1

n1]2
n2]3

n3]4
n4f~ ik !, ~45!

c5@c1 ...cN~c!#.

Then the linear system~15! has the form

M1c[]3c1V1]1
2c1V2]1c50,

~46!
M2c[]4c1W1]2

3c1W2]2
2c1W3]2c50

with

V152U0,0,0,0
~32! /U0,0,0,0

~11! , V25„2U0,0,0,0
~31! 2V1~2]1U0,0,0,0

~11! 2U1,0,0,0
~11! !…/U0,0,0,0

~11! ,

W152U0,0,0,0
~43! /U0,0,0,0

~21! , W25„2U0,0,0,0
~42! 2W1~3]2U0,0,0,0

~21! 2U0,1,0,0
~21! !…/U0,0,0,0

~21! ,

W35„2U0,0,0,0
~41! 2W1~3]2

2U0,0,0,0
~21! 23]2U0,1,0,0

~21! 1U0,2,0,0
~21! !2W2~2]2U0,0,0,0

~21! 2U0,1,0,0
~21! !…/U0,0,0,0

~21! .

In fact, one can check directly thatL(Mic)50, i 51,2. Note that each of the equations~46! is a
matrix 13N(c) equation with scalar coefficientsVi and Wi . To get a nonlinear system let u
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multiply them by theN(c)31 vector functionsC]1
n1]2

n2]3
n3]4

n4f( i j ) and use the definition of poten
tials Un1,n2,n3,n4

( ik) given by~45!. One result is the following differential-difference system with fo
continuous and four discrete parameters:

]3Un1 ,n2 ,n3 ,n4

~ i j ! 2Un1 ,n2 ,n311,n4

~ i j ! 1V1~]1
2Un1 ,n2 ,n3 ,n4

~ i j ! 22]1Un111,n2 ,n3 ,n4

~ i j ! 1Un112,n2 ,n3 ,n4

~ i j ! !

1V2~]1Un1 ,n2 ,n3 ,n4

~ i j ! 2Un111,n2 ,n3 ,n4

~ i j ! !50, ~47!

]4Un1 ,n2 ,n3 ,n4

~ i j ! 2Un1 ,n2 ,n3 ,n411
~ i j ! 1W1~]2

3Un1 ,n2 ,n3 ,n4

~ i j ! 23]2
2Un1 ,n211,n3 ,n4

~ i j ! 13]2Un1 ,n212,n3 ,n4

~ i j !

2Un1 ,n213,n3 ,n4

~ i j ! !1W2~]2
2Un1 ,n2 ,n3 ,n4

~ i j ! 22]2Un1 ,n211,n3 ,n4

~ i j ! 1Un1 ,n212,n3 ,n4

~ i j ! !

1W3~]2Un1 ,n2 ,n3 ,n4

~ i j ! 2Un1 ,n211,n3 ,n4

~ i j ! !50, ~48!

~ i j !5~11!, ~21!, ~31!, ~32!, ~4p!, p51,2,3.

This differential-difference system of equations is a general system generated by the alg
system~1! with unit right-hand side andx-parameters introduced by the formulas~37!.

Now let us impose reductions of the form~18! on the functionsf nk
( j ) to decrease the number o

discrete parameters and reduce the system~47! and ~48! to the complete system of pure PDE
Below we consider the set of such reductions which eventually leads to mKP~64!.

Reduction 1. Introduce the following relations among the functionsf( i j ):

]2f~ i j !5]1f~ i j !, ]3f~ i j !52]1
2f~ i j !, ]4f~ i j !5]1

3f~ i j !. ~49!

Appropriate relations among the functionsUn1 ,n2 ,n3 ,n4

( i j ) read

Un1 ,n2 ,n3 ,n4

~ i j ! 5~21!n3Un11n212n313n4,0,0,0
~ i j ! [~21!n3Un11n212n313n4

~ i j ! . ~50!

Under this reduction the system~47! and ~48! becomes of the form

]3Un
~ i j !1Un12

~ i j ! 1V1~]1
2Un

~ i j !22]1Un11
~ i j ! 1Un12

~ i j ! !1V2~]1Un
~ i j !2Un11

~ i j ! !50, ~51!

]4Un
~ i j !2Un13

~ i j ! 1W1~]2
3Un

~ i j !23]2
2Un11

~ i j ! 13]2Un12
~ i j ! 2Un13

~ i j ! !1W2~]2
2Un

~ i j !22]2Un11
~ i j ! 1Un12

~ i j ! !

1W3~]2Un
~ i j !2Un11

~ i j ! !50, ~52!

~ i j !5~11!, ~21!, ~31!, ~32!, ~4p!, p51,2,3,

where

V152U0
~32!/U0

~11! , V25„2U0
~31!2V1~2]1U0

~11!2U1
~11!!…/U0

~11! ,

W152U0
~43!/U0

~21! , W25„2U0
~42!2W1~3]2U0

~21!2U1
~21!!…/U0

~21! ,

W35„2U0
~41!2W1~3]2

2U0
~21!23]2U1

~21!1U2
~21!!2W2~2]2U0

~21!2U1
~21!!…/U0

~21! .

The complete system of nonlinear PDEs is represented by the system~51! and~52! where indexn
runs the values 0, 1, 2 in Eq.~51! and 0, 1 in Eq.~52!.

Reduction 2. Impose another reduction:

f~11![f~1!, f~21![f~2!, f~31!52]1f~32![2]1f~3!,
~53!

f~41!5]1
2f~43![]1

2f~4!, f~42!52]1f~43![2]1f~4!,
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or

Un
~11![Un

~1! , Un
~21![Un

~2! , Un
~31!52Un11

~32! [2Un11
~3! ,

~54!
Un

~41!5Un12
~43! [Un12

4 , Un
~42!52Un11

~43! [2Un11
~4! ,

which reduces the system~51! and ~52! into the following one:

]3Un
~ i !1Un12

~ j ! 1V1~]1
2Un

~ i !22]1Un11
~ i ! 1Un12

~ i ! !1V2~]1Un
~ i !2Un11

~ i ! !50, ~55!

]4Un
~ i !2Un13

~ i ! 1W1~]2
3Un

~ i !23]2
2Un11

~ i ! 13]2Un12
~ i ! 2Un13

~ i ! !1W2~]2
2Un

~ i !22]2Un11
~ i ! 1Un12

~ i ! !

1W3~]2Un
~ i !2Un11

~ i ! !50, i 51,2,3,4, ~56!

where

V152U0
~3!/U0

~1! , V25„U1
~3!2V1~2]1U0

~1!2U1
~1!!…/U0

~1! ,

W152U0
~4!/U0

~2! , W25„U1
~4!2W1~3]2U0

~2!2U1
~2!!…/U0

~2! ,

W35„2U2
~4!2W1~3]2

2U0
~2!23]2U1

~2!1U2
~2!!2W2~2]2U0

~2!2U1
~2!!…/U0

~2! .

The system~55! and ~56! represents the complete system of nonlinear PDEs if indexn runs the
values 0, 1, 2 in Eq.~55! and 0, 1 in Eq.~56!.

Reduction 3. Assume now

f~3!5f~1!, f~4!5f~2!, or Un
~3!5Un

~1! , Un
~4!5Un

~2! . ~57!

The system~55! and ~56! becomes of the form

]3Un
~ i !2]1

2Un
~ i !12]1Un11

~ i ! 1V2~]1Un
~ i !2Un11

~ i ! !50, ~58!

]4Un
~ i !2]2

3Un
~ i !13]2

2Un11
~ i ! 23]2Un12

~ i ! 1W2~]2
2Un

~ i !22]2Un11
~ i ! 1Un12

~ i ! !1W3~]2Un
~ i !2Un11

~ i ! !

50, i 51,2, ~59!

where

V252]1U0
~1!/U0

~1! , W253]1U0
~2!/U0

~2! ,

W35„3]2
2U0

~2!23]2U1
~2!2W2~2]2U0

~2!2U1
~2!!…/U0

~2! .

This system represents the complete system of PDEs ifn50,1 in Eq.~58! andn50 in Eq. ~59!.
Reduction 4. The next possible reduction is

f~1!5f~2!5f or Un
~1!5Un

~2!5Un. ~60!

Then the system~58! and ~59! becomes of the form

]3Un2]1
2Un12]1Un111V2~]1Un2Un11!50, ~61!

]4Un2]2
3Un13]2

2Un1123]2Un121W2~]2
2Un22]2Un111Un12!1W3~]2Un2Un11!50,

~62!

where
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V252]1U0 /U0 , W253]2U0 /U0 , W35„3]2
2U023]2U12W2~2]2U02U1!…/U0 .

This system13 represents the complete system of PDEs ifn50,1 in Eq.~61! andn50 in Eq.~62!.
It can be rewritten as

ux3
2ux1x1

12vx1
1ux1

2 50, vx3
2vx1x1

12wx1
22vvx1

50,

~63!
ux4

2ux2x2x2
13vx2x2

23wx2
13ux2

ux2x2
2ux2

3 23ux2
vx2

13vvx2
50,

whereU05expu, U15vU0 , andU25wU0 .
Reduction 5. Finally,13 the reduction]2[]1 reduces the (311)-dimensional system~63! into

mKP:

]4v21/4 ]1
3v13/2 v2]1v13/2 ]1v]1

21]3v23/4 ]1
21]3

2v50, v5]1U0 /U0 . ~64!

In this way we have demonstrated that the general system~47! and ~48! can be regarded as th
differential-difference generalization of mKP with four continuous and four discrete parame

A. Construction of particular solutions

As we mentioned earlier, the main problem in construction of the particular solutions i
compatibility conditions~6! or ~19!. We start with the solutions to the general differenti
difference system~47! and ~48!. The condition~19! is represented by the system of three eq
tions:

]2f m
~1!gm

~1!1 f n1
~1!]2gm

~1!2]1f n1
~2!gm

~2!2 f n1
~2!]1gm

~2!50, ~65!

~]3f n1
~1!2]1f n1

~3!!gm
~1!2~ f n1

~3!1]1f n2
~3!!]1gm

~1!1 f n1
~1!]3gm

~1!2 f n2
~3!]1

2gm
~1!50, ~66!

~]4f n1
~2!2]2f n1

~4!!gm
~2!2~ f n1

~4!1]2f n2
~4!!]2gm

~2!2~ f n2
~4!1]2f n3

~4!!]2
2gm

~2!1 f n1
~2!]4gm

~2!2 f n3
~4!]2

3gm
~2!50,

~67!

so that one hasx15x25(x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x4). This system can be considered as the linear system on
functions f nk

( j ) . It is not difficult to understand that this system is resolvable forN(r )5N(c)51 ~or
n5m51, step1!, when it can be treated as the system on the functionsf 11

( j ) , j 52,3,4. All other
functions can be taken as arbitrary ones. It means that the whole nonlinear system~47! and ~48!
can be treated by the dressing method.

Let us fix Nmax
(c) 51 and show that the appropriateNmax

(r) 5`. In fact, for each particularn one
can solve the system~65!–~67! for the functionsf n1

( j ) , j 52,3,4. It means thatf- andg-functions
belong to the manifoldsF1`

( i ) andG11
( i ) with arbitrary functionsg1

( i ) ( i 51,2), f n1
(1) , f n2

( j ) ( j 53,4), f n3
( j )

( j 54), n51,2,....
Similarly, the system~65!–~67! is consistent forN(c)52 ~step 2!. In fact, in this casegm

( j )

(m51,2) can be taken as arbitrary functions ofx. Then for each particular value of the parame
n the whole system is the linear system of six PDEs for seven functionsf nk

( j ) , ( jk)
5(1,1),(2,1),(3,1),(3,2),(4,1),(4,2),(4,3). One of these functions~say f n1

(4)! can be arbitrary. So
each of the equations~65!–~67! is a PDE whose solution depends on the arbitrary functionsgm

( j )

(m51,2) andf n1
(4) . This means thatNmax

(r) 5`. From this we conclude thatg-functions form mani-
folds G22

( i ) , while f-functions form manifoldsF1`
( i ) .

The analysis of the caseN(c)53 leads to thenonlinear four-dimensional PDE onf- and
g-functions.

Let us consider the set of particular solutions in more detail, related with one of the r
sentations~26! or ~27! of the f- andg-functions~step 3!. We take the representation~26!, which
reads in our case
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f nm
~ i ! 5anm

~ i ! e2knx12knx22kn
2x32kn

3x4, ~68!

gm
~ i !5E bm

~ i !~vm1 ,vm2 ,vm3 ,vm4!evm1x11vm2x21vm3x31vm4x4 dvm1dvm2dvm3dvm4 . ~69!

This representation reduces the system~65!–~67! into the system of algebraic equations. Belo
we discuss particular solutions to the nonlinear PDEs~47! and ~48! with reductions 1–4.

Consider the system~51! and ~52! associated withreduction 1. The equations~65!–~67!
become of the form

an1
~1!bm

~1!~kn2vm2!1an1
~2!bm

~2!~vm12kn!50, ~70!

an1
~1!~kn

22vm3!1~an1
~3!1an2

~3!vm1!~vm12kn!50, ~71!

an1
~2!~kn

32vm4!1~an1
~4!1an2

~4!vm21an3
~4!vm2

2 !~vm22kn!50. ~72!

The following families of particular solutions are available:
~1! ~Criteria!. If N(c)5N(r )51 in ~70!–~72!, the system is resolvable forb1

(2) , v13, andv14,
so thatf- andg-functions belong to the manifoldsF11

( i ) andG11
( i ) , respectively, and~69! becomes of

the form

g1
~ i !5E b1

~ i !~v11,v12!e
v11x11v12x21v13x31v14x4 dv11dv12, ~73!

wherev13 andv14 are functions ofv11 andv12.
~2! Let us take the system~70!–~72! with n51 (Nmin

(r) 51) to fix relations among the param
etersbm

( j ) ( j 51,2), vmk (k51,2,3,4):

bm
~2!5

a11
~1!bm

~1!~k12vm2!

a11
~2!~k12vm1!

, ~74!

vm35~k1
2a11

~1!2k1a11
~3!1~a11

~3!2k1a12
~3!!vm11a12

~3!vm1
2 !/a11

~1! , ~75!

vm45~k1
3a11

~2!2k1a11
~4!1~a11

~4!2k1a12
~4!!vm21~a12

~4!2k1a13
~4!!vm2

2 1a13
~4!vm2

3 !/a11
~2! . ~76!

Here vm1 , vm2 are integration parameters in Fourier representation~73!, which means that
Nmin

(c) 51 and Nmax
(c) 5`. One can check that the system~70!–~72! does not have solutions with

differentknÞk1 , i.e.,Nmax
(r) 51. So,f- andg-functions are collected in the manifoldsF11

( i ) andG1`
( i ) ,

respectively.
~3! Consider~70!–~72! with n51,2 (Nmin

(r) 52) to expressbm
(2) , vm j , j 51,2,3, throughvm1

andbm
(1) . Then along with~74!–~76! one has from the equation~70!

vm25
k1k2~a21

~1!a11
~2!2a11

~1!a21
~2!!1~q1a11

~1!a21
~2!2q2a21

~1!a11
~2!!vm1

~q12vm1!a21
~1!a11

~2!2~q22vm1!a11
~1!a21

~2! , ~77!

from the equation~71!

a12
~3!5„~k11k2!a11

~1!2a11
~3!
…/k2 , ~78!

a22
~3!5

a21
~1!

a11
~1! a12

~3! , ~79!
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a21
~3!5

a21
~1!

k2a11
~1! „~k2

22k1
2!a11

~1!1k1a11
~3!
…, ~80!

and from the equation~72!

a13
~4!5

1

k2
2 ~a11

~2!~k1
21k1k21k2

2!2a11
~4!2k2a12

~4!!, ~81!

a23
~4!5a21

~2!a13
~4!/a11

~2! , ~82!

a22
~4!5~a21

~2!a13
~4!~k22k1!1a21

~2!a12
~4!!/a11

~2! , ~83!

a21
~4!5a21

~2!~a11
~4!1~k22k1!a12

~4!1a13
~4!k2~k22k1!!/a11

~2!. ~84!

One can check that the system~70!–~72! together with formulas~74!–~84! has no solutions with
knÞk1 ,k2 . This means thatNmin

(r) 5Nmax
(r) 52, Nmin

(c) 51, Nmax
(c) 5`, f- and g-functions belong to the

manifolds F22
( i ) and G1`

( i ) , and vm1 is an integration parameter in Fourier representation
g-functions:

gm
~ i !5E bm

~ i !~vm1!evm1x11vm2x21vm3x31vm4x4 dvm1 . ~85!

~4! Consider Eqs.~70!–~72! with n51,2,3 to fix the parametersbm
(2) , vm j , j 51,2,3,4. One

gets

vm15„k1k2a31
~1!~a21

~1!a11
~2!2a11

~1!a21
~2!!1k1k3a21

~1!~a11
~1!a31

~2!2a31
~1!a11

~2!!1k2k3a11
~1!~a31

~1!a21
~2!

2a21
~1!a31

~2!!…„a21
~1!a31

~1!a11
~2!~q22q3!1a11

~1!a31
~1!a21

~2!~q32q1!1a11
~1!a21

~1!a31
~2!~q12q2!…21

~86!

along with ~74!–~77!. Then the equations~70!–~72! with n.3 admit an infinite number of solu
tions, parametrized, for example, byan1

(1) , kn . The dimensionsNmin
(c) 5Nmax

(c) 51, Nmin
(r) 53, Nmax

(r)

5` and integration in~85! disappears:

gm
~ i !5bm

~ i !evm1x11vm2x21vm3x31vm4x4. ~87!

Heref- andg-functions belong to the manifoldsF3`
( i ) andG11

( i ) . In this case the representation~68!
for f-functions can be replaced by the Fourier integral@see~27!#.

Analogous families of particular solutions are available for the nonlinear systems~55! and
~56!, and ~58! and ~59! related toreductions 2and 3, respectively~which mean appropriate
reductions on the parametersank

( i )!.
Under reduction 2one has

an1
~1!5an

~1! , an1
~2!5an

~2! , an1
~3!5an

~3!kn , an2
~3!5an

~3! ,
~88!

an1
~4!5an

~4!kn
2, an2

~4!5an
~4!kn , an3

~4!5an
~4! .

The system~70!–~72! becomes of the form

an
~1!bm

~1!~kn2vm2!1an
~2!bm

~2!~vm12kn!50, ~89!

an
~1!~kn

22vm3!1an
~3!~vm1

2 2kn
2!50, ~90!

an
~2!~kn

32vm4!1an
~4!~vm2

3 2kn
3!50. ~91!
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Reduction 3gives

an
~3!5an

~1! , an
~4!5an

~2! ~92!

and one has

an
~1!bm

~1!~kn2vm2!1an
~2!bm

~2!~vm12kn!50, ~93!

vm1
2 2vm350, vm2

3 2vm450 ~94!

instead of Eqs.~89!–~91!.
Reduction 4(an

(1)5an
(2)) keeps Eq.~94! unchanged and reduces Eq.~93! into the following

one:

bm
~1!~kn2vm2!1bm

~2!~vm12kn!50, ~95!

which has been considered in Ref. 13. It admits the family of solutions withNmin
(c) 5Nmax

(c) 51,
Nmin

(r) 51, Nmax
(r) 5`, where vm1 , vm2 are integration variables in~69!. f- and g-functions are

collected in the manifoldsF11
( i ) andG1`

( i ) .
Finally, reduction 5assumesbm

(1)5bm
(2) , vm15vm2 and reduces the system of nonlinear PD

~63! into the completely integrable equation mKP~64!.

IV. RELATION BETWEEN DIFFERENT INTEGRABLE HIERARCHIES

The dressing method based on the algebraic system~1! allows one to establish the relation
between solutions of different integrable hierarchies. To demonstrate this let us consider tw
of parametersx5(x1 ,...) andy5(y1 ,...) which are independent variables in two different int
grable hierarchies of nonlinear PDEs. These parameters are introduced by the system w
similar to the system~5!:

]xi
R5 (

k51

Nxi

f~xi ,k!g~k,xi !, ]yi
R5 (

k51

Nyi

f~yi ,k!g~k,yi !, ~96!

fzi ,k5@ f 1k
~zi !

¯ f
N~r !k

~zi ! #T, gk,zi5@gk1
~zi !

¯g
kN~c!

~zi ! #, ~97!

where zi is either xi or yi . Since each of the equations~96! serves an integrable system, th
compatibility conditions (]xixj

2]xjxi
)R50 and (]yiyj

2]yj yi
)R50 are satisfied so that the onl

compatibility condition which should be considered is the following one@see note above the Eq
~19!#:

~]x1y1
2]y1x1

!R50. ~98!

The equation~98! gives rise to the relations amongf- andg-functions.
Let

Mn
~1!c50, Mm

~2!c50, n51,..., m51,..., c5@c1 ...cN~c!# ~99!

be the linear overdetermined systems related with two hierarchies pointed out earlier. The
functions U(1)5$Un1...

(1ik)5cC()s]xs

ns)f(xi ,k)% satisfies the first hierarchy of nonlinear equatio

while the set of functionsU(2)5$Un1...

(2ik)5cC()s]ys

ns)f(yi ,k)% satisfies the second hierarchy of no

linear equations. The relation between these two hierarchies is described by the nonlinear
on the ‘‘mixed’’ functionsU5$Un1...

(12ik) ,Un1...

(21ik)%, where
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Un1 ,...,m1 ,...
~12ik ! 5cCS)

s
]xs

nsD S)
r

]yr

mr D f~xi ,k!, Un1 ,...,m1 ,...
~21ik ! 5cCS)

s
]xs

nsD S)
r

]yr

mr D f~yi ,k!.

As an example let us consider two different mKP hierarchies, associated with two diff
sets of independent variables:x5(x1 ,...) andy5(y1 ,...). Thedependence on these variables
introduced by the following equations:

]x1
R5f~1!g~1!, ]x2

R5f~1!]x1
g~1!2]x1

f~1!g~1!, ~100!

]x3
R5f~1!]x1

2 g~1!2]x1
f~1!]x1

g~1!1]x1

2 f~1!g~1!, ~101!

]y1
R5f~2!g~2!, ]y2

R5f~2!]y1
g~2!2]y1

f~2!g~2!, ~102!

]y3
R5f~2!]y1

2 g~2!2]y1
f~2!]y1

g~2!1]y1

2 f~2!g~2!, ~103!

]xj
g~1!5]x1

j g~1!, ]xj
f~1!5~21! j]x1

j f~1!, ~104!

]yj
g~2!5]y1

j g~2!, ]yj
f~2!5~21! j]y1

j f~2!, ~105!

f~ i !5@ f 1
~ i !
¯ f N~r !

~ i !
#T, g~ i !5@g1

~ i !
¯gN~c!

~ i !
#, i 51,2. ~106!

The compatibility condition~98! has the form

]y1
~ f~1!g~1!!5]x1

~ f~2!g~2!!. ~107!

The investigation of this condition is analogous to the investigation of the conditions~65!–~67!.
We do not represent it here. The linear system associated with parametersx1 ,x2 ,x3 andy1 ,y2 ,y3

follows:

]x2
c2]x1

2 c1V1
~1!]x1

c50, ~108!

]x3
c2]x1

3 c1W1
~1!]x1

2 c1W2
~1!]x1

c50, ~109!

]y2
c2]y1

2 c1V1
~2!]y1

c50, ~110!

]y3
c2]y1

3 c1W1
~2!]y1

2 c1W2
~2!]y1

c50, ~111!

where

V1
~1!52]x1

U0,0
~1!/U0,0

~1! , W1
~1!53]x1

U0,0
~1!/U0,0

~1! , ~112!

W2
~1!5„3]x1

2 U0,0
~1!23]x1

U1,0
~1!2W1

~1!
„2]x1

U0,0,
~1!2U1,0

~1!)…/U0,0
~1! ~113!

V1
~2!52]y1

U0,0
~2!/U0,0, W1

~2!53]y1
U0,0

~2!/U0,0
~2! , ~114!

W2
~2!5„3]y1

2 U0,0
~2!23]y1

U0,1
~2!2W1

~2!~2]y1
U0,0

~2!2U0,1
~2!!…/U0,0

~2! , ~115!

Un,m
~ j ! 5cC]x1

n ]y1

m f~ j !, j 51,2.
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The system of nonlinear PDEs, which relates two hierarchies, results from the equations~108! and
~110! if one multiplies them by the vectorsC]x1

n ]y1

m f( i ) (f( i )5@ f 1
( i ) , ...,f N(r )

( i )
#T, i 51,2):

]x2
Un,m

~ i ! 2]x1

2 Un,m
~ i ! 12]x1

Un11,m
~ i ! 1V1

~1!~]x1
Un,m

~ i ! 2Un11,m
~ i ! !50, n50, m50,1, ~116!

]y2
Un,m

~ i ! 2]y1

2 Un,m
~ i ! 12]y1

Un,m11
~ i ! 1V1

~2!~]y1
Un,m

~ i ! 2Un11,m
~ i ! !50, n50,1, m50. ~117!

Possible reductions are the following ones,

f~1!5f~2!, or Un,m
~1! 5Un,m

~2! , ~118!

and reductions which establish the relation between the discrete parametersn andm. For example,
the reduction

]y1
f~ i !5]x1

f~ i ! ~119!

eliminates one of the discrete parameters in the system~116! and ~117!.

V. POSSIBLE GENERALIZATIONS OF THE DRESSING METHOD

We give some remarks about two generalizations of the algorithm represented in this p

~1! Similarly to the ]̄-problem~2!, which admits different normalization functionsh,6 the alge-
braic system~1! also admits different functionsh on the right-hand side. For example, th
algebraic system~1! can be replaced with the following one:L(c (nm))5g(nm). Generalization
of KP is an example of the related system of nonlinear PDEs~see the Appendix!.

~2! ~Discrete version of the matrix]̄-problem.7! Instead of the scalar system ofN(c) equations~1!,
one can take matrixK13K2 algebraic system ofN(c) equations~or tensor equation!. In this
case each entry of the matricesC andR is represented byK13K ~K is an arbitrary integer!
andK3K2 matrices, respectively, and the system~5! which introduces the independent var
ablesx reads:] iRnm5Sk51

Ni fnk
( i )gkm

( i ) , ~n51,...,N(r ), m51,...,N(c)!, where fnk
( i ) are K3K1 and

gkm
( i ) areK13K2 matrices for all possible values of the indexesi,k,n,m. All scalar equations of

the previous sections become theK13K2 matrix equations. This generalization is beyond t
scope of this article.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The introduced modification of the dressing method is aimed at the construction of
classes of either integrable or nonintegrable equations together with families of particular
tions. The families of particular solutions are parametrized either by the arbitrary functio
independent variables or constant parameters. The maximum possible number of these a
functions~or parameters! can be taken as the characteristic of the related nonlinear system
other characteristic is the maximum possible dimensionsN(r ) and/orN(c) of the matrixR in the
algebraic system~1!. The introduced nonintegrable generalizations of the integrable system
nonlinear PDEs can be applied in studies of the physical phenomena in systems with
parameters.

Another question which should be studied is the relation of this method with the H
method.15–18 In both cases one relates the original nonlinear PDEs with the bilinear syste
equations@Eqs. ~6! in our case#. But in our casef- and g-functions are also subjected to th
equations~9! and ~18!, which put additional restrictions on these functions.
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APPENDIX: GENERALIZATION OF KP

In this section we consider the example of the (211)-dimensional system of nonlinear PDE
related with the first generalization of the dressing method, mentioned in Sec. V. Namely,
consider the linear algebraic system of the form

L~c~p!!5g~p!, p51,2, c~p!5@c1
~p!

¯cN~c!
~p!

#, g~p!5@g1
~p!

¯gN~c!
~p!

#, ~A1!

with M53. Introduce variablesx1 ,x2 ,x3 by the following formulas:

]1R5f~11!g~1!, ]2R5f~21!g~2!1f~22!]1g~2!,
~A2!

]3R5f~31!g~3!1f~32!]1g~3!1f~33!]1
2g~3!, f~nk!5@ f 1k

~n!
¯gN~r !k

~n!
#T.

The algebraic system~A1! and equations~A2! generate the following set of algebraic systems w
different nonhomogeneous parts@compare with Eqs.~11!–~13!#:

L~]1c~p!!5U0,0,0
~p11!g~1!1]1g~p!, ~A3!

L~]1
2c~p!!5~2]1U0,0,0

~p11!2U1,0,0
~p11!!g~1!1U0,0,0

~p11!]1g~1!1]1
2g~p!, ~A4!

L~]1
3c~p!!5~3]1

2U0,0,0
~p11!23]1U1,0,0

~p11!1U2,0,0
~p11!!g~1!1~3]1U0,0,0

~p11!2U1,0,0
~p11!!]1g~1!1U0,0,0

~p11!]1
2g~1!

1]1
3g~p!, ~A5!

L~]2c~p!!5U0,0,0
~p21!g~2!1U0,0,0

~p22!]1g~2!1]1
2g~p!, ~A6!

L~]3c~p!!5U0,0,0
~p31!g~3!1U0,0,0

~p32!]1g~3!1U0,0,0
~p33!]1

2g~3!1]1
3g~p!, ~A7!

Un1 ,n2 ,n3

pnk 5c~p!C]1
n1]2

n2]3
n3f~nk!. ~A8!

By using the set of systems~A1! and~A3!–~A7!, one can construct the linear system~15! of PDEs
on the functionsc (p) which has the form

]2c~p!2]1
2c~p!1V1

~p!]1c~1!1V2
~p!]1c~2!1V3

~p!c~1!1V4
~p!c~2!50, ~A9!

]3c~p!2]1
3c~p!1W1

~p!]1
2c~1!1W2

~p!]1
2c~3!1W3

~p!]1c~1!1W4
~p!]1c~3!1W5

~p!c~1!1W6
~p!c~3!50,

~A10!

whereVi andWi are related with functionsUn1 ,n2 ,n3

(pi j ) by the following formulas:

V1
~p!2U0,0,0

~p11!50, V2
~p!1U0,0,0

~p22!50,

V3
~p!2~2]1U0,0,0

~p11!2U1,0,0
~p11!!1V1

~p!U0,0,0
~111!1V2

~p!U0,0,0
~211!50,

V4
~p!1U0,0,0

~p21!50, W1
~p!2U0,0,0

~p11!50, W2
~p!1U0,0,0

~p33!50,

W3
~p!2~3]1U0,0,0

~p11!2U1,0,0
~p11!!1W1

~p!U0,0,0
~111!1W2

~p!U0,0,0
~311!50, W4

~p!1U0,0,0
~p32!50, ~A11!

W5
~p!2~3]1

2U0,0,0
~p11!23]1U0,0,0

~p11!1U2,0,0
~p11!!1W1

~p!~2]1U0,0,0
~111!2U1,0,0

~111!!1W2
~p!~2]1U0,0,0

~311!2U1,0,0
~311!!

1W3
~p!U0,0,0

~111!1W4
~p!U0,0,0

~311!50, W6
~p!1U0,0,0

~p31!50.
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The appropriate nonlinear system on the functionsUn1 ,n2 ,n3

pnk ~A8! can be received by multiplying

each equation of the above linear system~A9! and~A10! ~which are 13N(c) matrix equations! by
the N(c)31 vectorC]1

n1]2
n2]3

n3f(nk). One obtains

]2Un1 ,n2 ,n3

~pkn! 2Un1 ,n211,n3

~pkn! 2]1
2Un1 ,n2 ,n3

~pkn! 12]1Un111,n2 ,n3

~pkn! 2Un112,n2 ,n3

~pkn! 1V1
~p!~]1Un1 ,n2 ,n3

~1kn!

2Un111,n2 ,n3

~1kn! !1V2
~p!~]1Un1 ,n2 ,n3

~2kn! 2Un111,n2 ,n3

~2kn! !1V3
~p!Un1 ,n2 ,n3

~1kn! 1V4
~p!Un1 ,n2 ,n3

~2kn! 50,

~A12!

]3Un1 ,n2 ,n3

~pkn! 2Un1 ,n2 ,n311
~pkn! 2]1

3Un1 ,n2 ,n3

~pkn! 13]1
2Un111,n2 ,n3

~pkn! 23]1Un112,n2 ,n3

~pkn! 1Un113,n2 ,n3

~pkn! 1W1
~p!

3~]1
2Un1 ,n2 ,n3

~1kn! 22]1Un111,n2 ,n3

~1kn! 1Un112,n2 ,n3

~1kn! !1W2
~p!~]1

2Un1 ,n2 ,n3

~3kn! 22]1Un111,n2 ,n3

~3kn!

1Un112,n2 ,n3

~3kn! !1W3
~p!~]1Un1 ,n2 ,n3

~1kn! 2Un111,n2 ,n3

~1kn! !1W4
~p!~]1Un1 ,n2 ,n3

~3kn! 2Un111,n2 ,n3

~3kn! !

1W5
~p!Un1 ,n2 ,n3

~1kn! 1W6
~p!Un1 ,n2 ,n3

~3kn! 50, ~A13!

~pkn!5~p11!, ~p31!, ~p32!, ~p4s!, p51,2, s51,2,3.

This differential-difference system involves three continuous and three discrete paramete
reduce it to the system of pure nonlinear PDEs one needs to put some additional relations
functions f nk

( j ) . For example, consider the followingReduction 1:

]2f~ jk !52]1
2f~ jk !, ]3f~ jk !5]1

3f~ jk !, ~A14!

f~21!52]1f~22!, f~32!52]1f~33!, f~31!5]1
2f~33!, ~A15!

or

Un1 ,n2 ,n3

~pkn! 5~21!n2Un112n213n3,0,0
~pkn! [~21!n2Un112n213n3

~pkn! , ~A16!

Uk
~p11![Uk

~p1! , Uk
~p21!52Uk11

~p22![2Uk11
~p2! , ~A17!

Uk
~p32!52Uk11

~p33![2Uk11
~p3! , Uk

~p31!5Uk12
~p33![Uk12

~p3!. ~A18!

Then the system@~A12!,~A13!# becomes of the form

]2Uk
p j2]1

2Uk
p j12]1Uk11

p j 1U0
~p1!~]1Uk

~1 j !2Uk11
~1 j ! !2U0

~p2!~]1Uk
~2 j !2Uk11

~2 j ! ! ~A19!

1~2]1U0
~p1!2U1

~p1!2U0
~p1!U0

~11!1U0
~p2!U0

~21!!Uk
~1 j !1U1

~p2!Uk
~2 j !50, k50,1,

]3Uk
~p j !2~]1

3Uk
~p j !23]1

2Uk11
~p j ! 13]1Uk12

~p j ! !1W1
~p!~]1

2Uk
~1 j !

22]1Uk11
~1 j ! 1Uk12

~1 j ! !1W2
~p!~]1

2Uk
~3 j !22]1Uk11

~3 j ! 1Uk12
~3 j ! ! ~A20!

1W3
~p!~]1Uk

~1 j !2Uk11
~1 j ! !1W4

~p!~]1Uk
~3 j !2Uk11

~3 j ! !1W5
~p!Uk

~1 j !1W6
~p!Uk

~3 j !50,

p51,2, j 51,2,3,

W1
~p!5U0

~p1!, W2
~p!52U0

~p3!,

W3
~p!53]1U0

~p1!2U1
~p1!2U0

~p1!U0
~11!1U0

~p3!U0
~31!, W4

~p!5U1
~p3!,

W5
~p!53]1

2U0
~p1!23]1U1

~p1!1U2
~p1!2U0

~p1!~2]1U0
~11!2U1

~11!!
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1U0
~p3!~2]1U0

~31!2U1
~31!!2~3]1U0

~p1!2U1
~p1!2U0

~p1!U0
~11!

1U0
~p3!U0

~31!!U0
~11!2U1

~p3!U0
~31!, W6

~P!52U2
~p3!.

Using anotherReduction 2

f~11!5f~22!5f~33![f, g~11!5g~21!5g~31![g, or Uk
~p j ![Uk ~A21!

one reduces the nonlinear system@~A19!,~A20!# into KP on the functionu5]1U0:

ux3
2 1

4ux1x1x1
13uux1

- 3
4]x1

21ux2x2
50. ~A22!

Different Reduction 3

f~11!5f~33!52f~22![f, g~11!5g~21!5g~31![g ~A23!

reduces the nonlinear system@~A19!,~A20!# into the following nonintegrable one

]2Uk2]1
2Uk12]1Uk1112U0~]0Uk2Uk11! ~A24!

12~]1U02U12U0U0!Uk50, k50,1 ~A25!

]3U02]1
3U013]1

2U123]1U213]1U0~]1U02U1!13~]1
2U02]1U1!U023U0U0]1U050.

One can demonstrate that the compatibility condition~6! can be satisfied~at least forN(c)

5N(r )51) for all nonlinear equations considered in the Appendix, i.e., the dressing meth
applicable to them.
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The list of changes is the following one.
~1! Astract, line 4: should be ‘‘cosmological-type solution~in 11-dimensional model with two

4-forms!’’ instead of ‘‘cosmological solution toD511 supergravity.’’
~2! Section I. Third line from the end: should be ‘‘in 11-dimensional model’’ instead of

D511 supergravity.’’
~3! Section IV. Formula~4.8! with the surrounding sentence and two sentences after shou

replaced by ‘‘ There exists an example of the solution with theA-matrix ~4.1! for 11-dimensional
model governed by the action

S5E d11zAugu H R@g#2
1

4!
~F4!22

1

4!
~F4* !2J , ~4.8!

where rankF45rankF4* 54. HereD5$4,4* %. We consider a configuration with two magnet
5-branes corresponding to the formF4 and one electric 2-brane corresponding to the formF4* .
We denote S5$s1 ,s2 ,s3%, as1

5as3
54, as2

54* and vs1
5vs3

5m, vs2
5e, where d(I s1

)
5d(I s3

)56 andd(I s2
)53.’’

~4! Formula~4.11! should be replaced by the following one:

F45
dH

dt
$ns1

t3`t4`t51ns3
t1`t5%, F4* 5

dH

dt

ns2

H2 dt`t4`t5 . ~4.11!

~5! Formula~4.14! with the surrounding sentence should be omitted.
~6! After the formula~4.17! should be inserted ‘‘We remind thatD511 supergravity is gov-

erned by the action~in the bosonic sector!

S5E d11zAugu H R@g#2
1

4!
~F4!2J 1cE A3`F4`F4, ~4.17a!

wherec5const,F45dA3.’’
~7! At the end of Sec. IV should be inserted ‘‘The solution~4.20!–~4.23! satisfies not only

equations of motion for the truncated model~without the Chern–Simons term!, but also the
equations of motion for the ‘total’ model~4.17a!, since the only modification related to ‘Max
well’s’ equationsd* F45constF4`F4 is trivial due toF4`F450 ~sincet i `t i50).’’
54930022-2488/2001/42(11)/5493/1/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Scalar quantum field coupled to boundaries
and to a background magnetic field

A. A. Actora)

Department of Physics, The Pennsylvania State University, Fogelsville, Pennsylvania 18051

I. Benderb)

Institut für Hochenergiephysik, Universita¨t Heidelberg, Philosophenweg 16,
D-69120 Heidelberg, Germany

~Received 5 January 2001; accepted for publication 4 September 2001!

The stationary states of a charged scalar quantum field interacting with a back-
ground consisting of both boundaries and a static magnetic field are investigated.
Following the development of some general theory, the example of a uniform
magnetic field perpendicular to two parallel Dirichlet boundaries is worked through
in detail. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1413521#

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we investigate the stationary states of a charged scalar quantum field cou
a static background magnetic field. The study of this problem began many years ago,1–3 and of
course substantial literature has come into existence~see, e.g., Refs. 4–13!. Essentially all efforts
have been directed toward uniform magnetic fields coupled to charged~spinor and scalar! quan-
tum fields in free, infinite space. There seem to be very few calculations involving quantum
which are modified by the presence of background objects~i.e., Casimir-type systems! as well as
being coupled to background electromagnetic fields. One such study14 presents a global calcula
tion of the Casimir energy of a charged scalar field confined between parallel boundary plane
acted on by a uniform magnetic field perpendicular to these planes.

One purpose of the present article is to begin the local investigation of such system
present a Schro¨dinger-picture analysis of a charged scalar field coupled to a general backg
described by a static potentialV(x), as well as to an arbitrary static magnetic field. Then we w
through the detailed mathematics of a nontrivial problem with two parallel planar Dirichlet
faces perpendicular to a uniform magnetic field.

As long as the background magnetic field is not time dependent one is free to assum
background electric field is exactly zero. Then the system has a stable vacuum. Magnetic
deflect, but do not transfer energy to or from charged particles. No pairs are produced fro
vacuum by magnetic fields. Therefore, stationary state methods can be used for an a
arrangement of static boundaries and static background magnetic fields.

The problem of a charged scalar field coupled to a background electric field is far
complex because a sufficiently strong background electric field causes pair production fro
vacuum. Consequently the vacuum is unstable and the system is never in equilibrium. S
speaking, stationary state methods are not adequate for describing such systems—at leas
following their time evolution. However, the Schro¨dinger picture provides a nonstationary fram
work within which one can attempt to deal with the highly nontrivial time evolution of s
systems~see e.g., Ref. 15!. In a separate paper we intend to pursue this direction of study.

II. CHARGED SCALAR FIELD IN A BACKGROUND MAGNETIC FIELD

A charged scalar fieldf consists of two real scalar fieldsf1,2. We shall writef5(f1

1 i f2)/&, where the convenience of the factor 1/& will become apparent later. Most books

a!Electronic mail: aaa2@psu.edu
b!Electronic mail: bender@thphys.uni-heidelberg.de
54990022-2488/2001/42(12)/5499/23/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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QFT develop the theory of charged scalar fields in terms of the complex fieldf. The complex field
f* is treated as an independent variable, even thoughf and f* satisfy the constraint (f* )cc

5f, cc denoting complex conjugation. While this has certain notational advantages, one e
ters notational ambiguities as well. Such ambiguities are eliminated by using the real var
f1,2 as we shall do in all of our main calculations. However, it will be useful to employ thef, f*
notation as well, particularly when plane wave modes are to be used. Thus we shall chang
one notation to the other as convenience dictates.

A. The field representation

The field representation belongs to the Schro¨dinger picture. One introduces at a specified tim
~say t50! a complete set of eigenstates$uf&% of the scalar field operatorf̂(x)[f̂(x,0),

f̂~x!uf&5f~x!uf&, ~II.1!

assumingd-functional normalization

^f8uf&5d@f82f#5)
x

d~f8~x!2f~x!!, ~II.2!

where two-dimensionald-functions appropriate for complex numbers are understood on the r
hand side.

Then an arbitrary field stateuC(t)& can be expressed as a functional integral,

uC~ t !&5E @df#C@f,t#uf&, ~II.3!

where later more will be said about the functional integration measure. Here the wave func
C@f,t#5^fuC(t)& is the analog of the wave function in quantum mechanics. Specific
C@f,t# is the probability amplitude that, with the field in stateuC(t)&, a measurement of the fiel
f̂ everywhere in space at the timet will find the configurationf(x).

Already in this statement an awkwardness of the complex variablef has emerged. Not being
real, f is not observable; however,f1,2 are, enablingf to be constructed. Strictly speaking
would be preferable to introduce field configuration statesuf1 ,f2& with

f̂1,2~x! uf1 ,f2&5f1,2~x!uf1 ,f2&,

with d-functional normalization and the wave functional

C@f1 ,f2 ,t#5^f1 ,f2uC~ t !&.

However, these differences are so slight that as a general notation~II.1!–~II.3! seems adequate.
Let us now couple the charged scalar field to a static background gauge potentialAm(x)

5(0,A(x)) representing an arbitrary static background magnetic fieldB5“3A and vanishing
electric field. The Lagrangian density of the system is

L5~Dmf!* Dmf2@m21V~x!#f* f, ~II.4!

whereDm5]m2 iAm. Here and throughout this paperAm and the magnetic fieldB contain the
electric chargee. In L the static potentialV(x)>0 has been introduced to represent an arbitr
background force of nonelectromagnetic origin acting on the scalar field. The Hamiltonian d
corresponding toL is

H5u]0fu21uDfu21@m21V~x!#ufu2. ~II.5!
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Identifying in the field representation,

P~x!5]0f* ~x!→P̂~x!52 i
d

df~x!
,

P* ~x!5]0f~x!→P̂†52 i
d

df* ~x!
,

and

f~x!→f̂~x!5f~x!,

the latter statement meaning thatf̂(x) is simply a multiplicative operator, one obtains the Ham
ton operator,

H5E dxH 2
d2

df* df
1f* @2D21m21V# fJ . ~II.6!

Here uDfu252f* D2f1divergence term is used and the divergence term is discarded. A
level of the Hamiltonian this is allowed, because the divergence term does not influenc
equations of motion. However, at the level of densities@e.g.,Tmn(x)# the same step is not allowed
as will be quite evident in the examples of Sec. III.

Now it is easy to separateH into a collection of harmonic oscillator~hereafter, HO! Hamil-
tonians. For this purpose we define a complete, orthonormal set of complex spatial modes$wn(x)%
and associated frequencies$vn% by the spectral equation,

@2D21V~x!#wn~x!5vn
2wn~x!. ~II.7!

Because the operator on the left is Hermitian, the spectrumvn
2 on the right is real. Here we ar

introducing a formal discrete notation. The mode labeln represents three sublabels in three spa
dimensions. At least one of these is continuous in infinite space. However, if we make
compact and finite, as we shall do in later calculations, then the notation here is comp
appropriate.

Note also that the magnetic vector potentialA(x) and the potentialV(x) make their principal
contribution to the mathematics in Eq.~II.7!. Both A(x) andV(x) influence the spectral problem
~II.7! in their separate ways, and thereby shape the spectral ingredients$wn% and$vn% from which
observable quantum functions will ultimately be constructed.

Now we expand an arbitrary complex field configurationf(x) in terms of the complete se
$wn(x)%,

f~x!5(
n

f̃n wn~x!,

f̃n5E dxwn* ~x!f~x!, ~II.8!

d

df~x!
5(

n
wn* ~x!

]

]f̃n

,

where the variablesf̃n are complex. For immediate use we write

f̃n5~f̃1n1 i f̃2n!/&,
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wheref̃1n , f̃2n are real. Because

E dx f* ~x!f~x!5(
n

f̃n* f̃n5
1

2 (
n

~f̃1n
2 1f̃2n

2 !, ~II.9!

E dx
d2

df* ~x!df~x!
5(

n

]2

]f̃n* ]f̃n

5
1

2
(

n S ]2

]f̃1n
2

1
]2

]f̃2n
2 D , ~II.10!

the Hamiltonian~II.6! becomes a sum of elementary HO Hamiltonians,

H5(
n

~H1n1H2n!,

~II.11!

Ha n5
1

2 H 2
]2

]f̃an
2

1@vn
21m2#f̃an

2 J a51,2.

Consequently the wave functionalC@f,t# factorizes

C@f,t#5)
n

c1n~f̃1n ,t ! c2n~f̃2n ,t !, ~II.12!

and the field evolution problem

HC5 i ] tC ~II.13!

reduces to an infinite set of individual HO problems,

Hancan~f̃an ,t !5 i ] tcan~f̃an ,t !. ~II.14!

Here 2`,f̃an,` is like a coordinate axis, andcan(f̃an ,t) is a normalized solution of Eq
~II.14!. The normalization requirement oncan arises from the condition,

15^C~ t !uC~ t !&5E @df#uC@f,t#u25)
n

È`

)
a51,2

df̃anucan~f̃an ,t !u2. ~II.15!

Here we see in more detail what is meant by the functional integration measure. With
~II.11!–~II.14! we have reached a simple formulation of the time evolution problemHuC(t)&
5 i ] tuC(t)& of the quantum field in terms of solutions of the HO Eq.~II.14!, using real field
variablesf̃an and complex spatial modeswn(x) which satisfy Eq.~II.7!. In fact, since one knows
the solutions of the HO equation~II.14!, we have solved the time evolution problem. There s
remains the question of selecting, from all possible Hamiltonian eigenstates~II.12!, the ones which
are eigenstates of the charge operator. To address this problem we now specialize the discu
stationary field states.

B. Stationary field states

The stationary solutions of the HO Schro¨dinger equation~II.14! are

can~f̃an ,t !5e2 i (pan1 ~1/2!) ent xpan
~Aenf̃an!, en

25vn
21m2, pan50,1,..., ~II.16!

where~suppressing subscripts!
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xp~Aex![F 1

2pp!
Ae

pG1/2

e2 ~1/2!ex2
Hp~Aex!, ~II.17!

and Hancan5(pan1 1
2)encan . The Hp(z) are Hermite polynomials satisfyingHp922zHp8

12pHp50. By inserting the stationary modes~II.16! into the wave functional~II.12! with an
arbitrary integerpan for each factorcan , one obtains a complete orthonormal basis set of stat
ary wave functionals for the system, all of these being eigenstates of the Hamiltonian~II.11!. Let
us give this basis set the shorthand name

C~$pan%![functional ~ II.12! with can as in Eq. ~ II.16!. ~II.18!

Then,

HC~$pan%!5E~$pan%!C~$pan%!, ~II.19!

with energy eigenvalues

E~$pan%!5(
n

~p1n1p2n11!en . ~II.20!

However, the Hamiltonian eigenstates~II.18! are not eigenstates of the charge operator. To see
we recall that the current operator associated with the Lagrangian~II.4! is

j m5
]L
]Am 5 if* Dmf2 i ~Dmf!* f. ~II.21!

This current density is conserved,]m j m50, by virtue of the equation of motion,

~Dm Dm1m21V!f50 ~II.22!

obtained fromL. The charge density is therefore

j 05 i @P* f* 2Pf#5(
n,m

wn~x!wm* ~x!Qnm , ~II.23!

where

Qnm5f̃m*
]

]f̃n*
2f̃n

]

]f̃m

5
1

2 F f̃1m

]

]f̃1n

2f̃1n

]

]f̃1m

1~1→2!G
1

i

2 F f̃1m

]

]f̃2n

1f̃1n

]

]f̃2m

2~1↔2!G . ~II.24!

The total charge operator is

Q5E dxj 0~x!5(
m

Qmm. ~II.25!

Acting on the wave functional~II.12! it gives

Q C@f,t#5(
m

Qmm)
n

c1nc2n5(
m

Qmmc1mc2m )
nÞm

c1nc2n , ~II.26!

where
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i Qmmc1m c2m5f̃2mc1m8 c2m2f̃1mc2m8 c1m

5f̃2m ]1mHp1m
~Aemf̃1m! Hp2m

~Aemf̃2m!

2f̃1m ]2mHp2m
~Aemf̃2m! Hp1m

~Aemf̃1m!, ~II.27!

with the short-hand notation]1mª]/]f̃1m .
Clearly, the only way one can make Eq.~II.26! into an eigenvalue equation is to choose all t

p1,2m50, in which case the right-hand side vanishes. This selects the vacuum functionalC0@f,t#
consisting entirely of factors~II.16! with pan50 as the only wave functional in the basis s
~II.18! having definite charge, namely,Q50.

To identify simultaneous eigenstates of the HamiltonianH5(nHn @with Hn5H1n1H2n as in
Eq. ~II.11!# and the charge operatorQ5(nQnn @with Qnn as in Eq.~II.24!# we now focus our
attention on the two-dimensional~2D! functional subspace (f̃1n , f̃2n) associated with a single
modewn(x). If we arbitrarily introduce a third axisf̃3n perpendicular to the plane (f̃1n , f̃2n) for
the purpose of constructing a fictitious 3D ‘‘mode subspace,’’ then obviously

2Qnn5
1

i S f̃1n

]

]f̃2n

2f̃2n

]

]f̃1n
D 5L3n ~II.28!

can be identified with the third component of the angular momentum operator in this sub
Thus in each mode subspace separately, the task of finding simultaneous eigenstates ofH andQ
reduces to the task of identifying simultaneous eigenstates ofHn and Qnn5L3n . The latter is a
solved problem in quantum mechanics~see, e.g., Ref. 16, p. 727!. We now briefly sketch this
solution using the usual coordinate language of quantum mechanics.

In the 2D harmonic oscillator problem, a complete set of normalized stationary eigensta

H5 1
2$2]x

22]y
21@v21m2# (x21y2)% andL3 is given by16

cpq5
1

AM !N!
~aR

† !M ~aL
†!N c00e2 i (p11)b2t, ~II.29!

whereM , N are non-negative integers andp5M1N, q5N2M ,

aR,L
† 5

1

2 Fb~x6 iy !2
1

b
~]x6 i ]y!G5

1

2
e6 iuFbr 2

1

b

]

]r
7

i

br

]

]uG , ~II.30!

with b45v21m2 andx5r cosu, y5r sinu. The ground state is

c005
b

Ap
e2b2r 2/2 e2 ib2t

andaR,L c0050. Because

H5@aR
†aR1aL

†aL11# b2 ~II.31!

and

Lz5aR
†aR2aL

†aL ~II.32!

while

@aR , aR
† #5@aL , aL

†#51
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with other commutators vanishing, one easily verifies

Hcpq5~p11!b2cpq ~II.33!

and withQª2L3 ,

Qcpq52qcpq . ~II.34!

Note that2p<q<p in steps ofDq52. Thus forp51 we have statesc1,61 , for p52 the states
c2,62 andc20, for p53 the statesc3,63 andc1,61 , and so on. The following general formula ca
be given~for N5p, M50 or N50, M5p!:

cp,6p5ei (p11)b2t
b

App!
e6 ipu ~br !p e2b2r 2/2. ~II.35!

For uqu,p it is more difficult to obtain general formulas. We note that forN5M51,

c2,05e2 i3b2t
b

Ap
@~br !221# e2b2r 2/2, ~II.36!

and forN52, M51 or N51,M52,

c3,615e2 i4b2t e6 iu
b2

A2p
r @~br !222# e2b2r 2/2. ~II.37!

Returning to our QFT problem we can now replace the wave functional expression~II.12! by

C~$pn ,qn%!5)
n

cpnqn
~f̃1n ,f̃2n ,t ! ~II.38!

with the correspondencex↔f̃1n , y↔f̃2n , b↔en and r n
25f̃1n

2 1f̃2n
2 , un5arctan(f̃2n /f̃1n).

Clearly the functional~II.38! is a simultaneous eigenfunctional ofH andQ with energy eigenvalue

E~$pn%!5(
n

~pn11! en ~II.39!

and charge

Q52(
n

qn . ~II.40!

Thus we are now in possession of a complete set of physical stationary wave functionals
system, each with definite energy and charge, representing all possible stationary states
arbitrary number of particles having arbitrary charge compatible with the particle number.
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C. Field expectation values

One field expectation value of interest is that of the charge density operator,

^C~$pn ,qn%!u j 0~x!uC~$pn ,qn%!&

5E )
n

df̃1ndf̃2n C* ~$pn ,qn%!(
l ,m

w lwm* QlmC~$pn ,qn%!

5 (
l ,m

lÞm

E df̃1ldf̃2ldf̃1mdf̃2m w lwm* cplql
* cpmqm

* Qlm cplql
cpmqm

1(
m

E df̃1mdf̃2m wmwm* cpmqm
* Qmmcpmqm

52(
m

qm uwm~x!u2. ~II.41!

Here in the second equality every term withlÞm contributes zero by symmetry arguments. F
lÞm, Qlm is odd underf̃ j l →2f̃ j l ( j 51,2) while the remaining factors in the integrand~includ-
ing the integration measure! are even under this replacement. Thus the area integrals ove
upper and lower half of thef̃1l –f̃2l-plane cancel. However in those terms withl 5m, the eigen-
value equationQmmcpmqm

52qmcpmqm
eliminatesQmm, leaving a trivial integration over nor

malized wave functions. For normalizable modeswn(x), Eqs.~II.40! and~II.41! are in agreement
In Eq. ~II.41! we see that the charge of a real particle in themth mode is distributed~in general
nonuniformly! throughout all the space occupied by the spatial modewm(x).

Formulas such as~II.41! are problematic in infinite space where one has to deal with n
normalizable modes. For example, if the modes are plane wavesw(x)→(2p)23/2exp(ik"x) with
d-function normalization, then in Eq.~II.41! there is a contribution2q(2p)23/2 to the density
^ j 0(x)& from each real excitation. Such a term in^ j 0(x)& leads to infinite chargeQ, and the
discrete mode notation we are using fails. This difficulty is eliminated if one makes free bo
aryless space compact, say by means of toroidal compactification,

w~x!→@L1L2L3#21/2ei2p[x1n1 /L11x2n2 /L21x3n3 /L3] ,

where theni run over all integers and the toroidal compactification lengthsLi are independen
parameters. Then the contributions to the charge density^ j 0(x)& from individual particle excita-
tions are2q/L1L2L3 , and the corresponding contribution toQ is 2q, as in Eq.~II.40!.

Another important expectation value is that of the stress-energy-momentum tensorTmn . For
the scalar field theory in question the canonical, symmetricTmn is

Tmn5~Dmf!* Dnf1~Dnf!* Dmf2hmnL, ~II.42!

whereL is the Lagrange density~II.4!. Using the equation of motion@D21m21V(x)#f50 and
the corresponding complex conjugate equation one finds

]mTmn5Fmn j m1~]nV!f* f, ~II.43!

where j m is the current density~II.21! andFmn5]m An2]n Am . Appropriately,Tm0 is conserved
only if Fi050, i.e., if no background electric field is present. The static potentialV(x) does not
influence the conservation ofTm0 .

To calculate the expectation valueTmn@C#[^CuTmnuC& for any field stateuC& of interest
one needs certain basic matrix elements. One of these is
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^$pn ,qn%uf̂* ~x!f̂~y!u$pn ,qn%&5E )
n

@df̃1n df̃2n#ucpnqn
u2

1

2(
c,d

wc* ~x!wd~y!

3~f̃1c2 i f̃2c!~f̃1d1 i f̃2d!

5(
n

A~pnqn! wn* ~x!wn~y!, ~II.44!

where

A~pn ,qn!5
1

2 E df̃1n df̃2n ucpnqn
u2 ~f̃1n

2 1f̃2n
2 !5

~pn11!

2en
. ~II.45!

Symmetry arguments similar to those leading to the final equation in~II.41! yield the final equality
in Eq. ~II.42!, and the second equality in Eq.~II.45! follows immediately from the virial theorem
applied to the harmonic oscillator.

Another basic matrix element is

^$pn ,qn%uP̂* ~x! P̂~y!u$pn ,qn%&52E )
n

@df̃1n df̃2n# Cpnqn
*

1

2
(
c,d

wc~x!wd* ~y!

3F ]

]f̃1c

1 i
]

]f̃2c
G F ]

]f̃1d

2 i
]

]f̃2d
G Cpnqn

5(
n

B~pnqn! wn~x! wn* ~y!, ~II.46!

where

B~pn ,qn!5
1

2
E df̃1n df̃2n cpnqn

* F2
]2

]f̃1n
2

2
]2

]f̃2n
2 G cpnqn

5 1
2~pn11!en . ~II.47!

Again symmetric area integration is used to reach the second equality in Eq.~II.46!. We pause
briefly to explain the two integrals~II.45! and ~II.47!.

According to the virial theorem of quantum mechanics one has, for any stationary stat
expectation value identity,

^u~r "“ !Vu&5^p2&. ~II.48!

For the 2D harmonic oscillator problem withV5 (e2/2) (x21y2), Eq. ~II.48! becomes^V&
5^T&5^p2/2&. Since^T&1^V&5E it follows that ^V&5^T&5E/2. Equations~II.45! and ~II.47!
express this latter result for the statescpnqn

.
Now it is easy to express the elements ofTmn($pn ,qn%) in mode-sum form,

T00~$pnqn%!5^$pn ,qn%u2P†P2Lu$pn ,qn%&5(
n

~pn11! en uwn~x!u22L~$pn ,qn%!,

~II.49!

where
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L~$pn ,qn%!5^ $pnqn%uP†P2uDfu22~m21V!ufu2u $pnqn% &

5
1

2 (
n

1

en
~pn11!$@en

22m22V#uwnu22uDwnu2%

5
1

2 (
n

1

en
~pn11!$wn* ~2D2!wn2uDwnu2%; ~II.50!

also

Tii ~$pn ,qn%!5^$pn ,qn%u2 ~Dif!* ~Dif!1Lu$pn ,qn%&

5(
n

pn11

en
uDiwnu21L~$pn ,qn%!, i 51,2,3, ~II.51!

Ti j ~$pn ,qn%!5(
n

pn11

2en
$~Diwn!* D jwn1~D jwn!* Diwn% iÞ j . ~II.52!

It is important to observe that

Tmn~$pn ,qn%!5Tmn@C0#1(
n

pnTnmn , ~II.53!

whereTnmn represents the contribution from one real particle in thenth mode toTmn . As long as
(npn,` ~i.e., the field state contains only a finite number of real particles! only the vacuum
contributionTmn@C0# can be UV divergent. Thus onlyTmn@C0# needs renormalization.

III. EXAMPLES

The first example is that of a uniform magnetic fieldB in empty space~compactified appro-
priately so that the field modes are normalizable!. This is hardly a new problem except that we a
able to giveTmn not only for the vacuum stateC0 , but also for all stationary excited field state
C($pn ,qn%). Then we observe that factorization enables one to introduce an arbitrary
potentialV depending only onx1, if we choose our coordinate system so thatB5(B,0,0). Indeed,
if one can solve the Casimir problem posed by a given background structure along, say,
directionx1, then one can also solve this Casimir problem with added background magnetic
B5(B, 0, 0). As an example we present results for two parallel planar Dirichlet boundaries
these planes perpendicular to the uniform magnetic fieldB.

A. Uniform magnetic field in empty space

To introduce a uniform background magnetic fieldB5(B,0,0) we choose the vector potentia

A5~A1, A2, A3!5~0, 0,Bx2!. ~III.1!

Note that the spatial directionsx2,3 are treated differently by this gauge choice, and thatx2 plays
a preferred role in what follows. Because we are going to keepx2 noncompact, whilex3 will be
compactified~see below!, the usual gauge freedom displayed by

A5~0,2ax3B, bx2B!, ~III.2!

with a1b51 is not available here. There are a number of things to be said about this
example, the gauge transformationl5ax2x3B linking the potentials~III.1! and~III.2! cannot be
performed for compactx3, because it introduces nonperiodic dependence onx3 into the scalar
field. Only if we makex3 noncompact does this conflict disappear, and the gauge potential~III.2!
then becomes available.
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Alternatively, one can ask if the potential~III.2! is physically acceptable. The answer is—
evidently not, as long asx3 is compact, because~bosonic! physical functions should be periodi
aroundx3, and the potential~III.2! does not fulfill this criterion unlessa50. The reader should
also note that we are compactifyingx1 which further reduces the gauge invariance one usu
associates with the uniform magnetic fieldB. In Sec. III D, we discuss the question of gau
invariance in somewhat more detail.

In empty spaceV(x) vanishes. The labeln in our general notation is replaced by (k1 ,n,k3).
The modeswk1nk3

are

wk1nk3
~x!→ 1

AL1

eik1x1
cnk3

~x2!
1

AL3

eik3x3
, ~III.3!

wherek1,352pn1,3/L1,3 with n1,3 running over all integers. In order to have normalizable mo
we have compactified thex1 andx3 spatial directions. Then the mode Eq.~II.7! reduces to the 1D
HO equation~as noted by Landau many years ago17!

F2]2
21B2 S x21

k3

B D 2G cnk3
~x2!52 B ~n1 1

2!cnk3
~x2!, ~III.4!

whose complete orthonormal stationary solutions are~with n50, 1, 2,...!

cnk3
~x2!5xnSABS x21

k3

B D D ~III.5!

as specified by Eq.~II.17!. In the general notation of Eq.~II.7! the eigenvaluesvn
2 now become

k1
212B(n1 1

2).
Setting all the excitation valuespn50 in Eqs.~II.49!–~II.52! we obtain the vacuum stres

tensorTmn@C0#. Thus using various formulas from Appendix A we find

T00@C0#1L@C0#5
1

L1L3
(

n1 ,n3
(

n
@2B~n1 1

2!1k1
21m2#1/2 ucnk3

~x2!u2

52E
0

`

dt ~4pt !22 e2t m2 B

sinhBt
f 1~ t ! f 3~ tux2!, ~III.6!

where

f 1~ t !5112(
n51

`

e2n2L1
2/4t, ~III.7!

f 3~ tux2!511 (
n51

`

e2n2BL3
2/4 tanhBt2 cos~nx2BL3!; ~III.8!

and

L@C0#5E
0

`

dte2tm2
~4pt !21 f 1~ t !

1

L3
(
n3

(
n50

`

e22B(n1
1
2)t$2cnk3

cnk3
9 2~cnk3

8 !2% ~III.9!

52~4p!22E
0

`

dt e2tm2
t21f 1~ t !

B

2 sinhBt
]2

2f 3 , ~III.10!

where]25]/]x2. Note thatL@C0# is finite. Also
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T11@C0#2L@C0#5
1

L1L3
(

n1 ,n3
(

n
@2B~n1 1

2!1k1
21m2#2 ~1/2! k1

2ucnk3
~x2!u2

5E
0

`

dt~4pt !22 e2tm2 B

sinhBt
g1~ t ! f 3~ tux2!, ~III.11!

where

g1~ t !5112(
n51

` F12
n2L1

2

2t G e2n2L1
2/4t; ~III.12!

T22@C0#2L@C0#5
1

L1L3
(

n1 ,n3
(

n
@2B~n1 1

2!1k1
21m2#2 ~1/2!ucnk3

8 ~x2!u2

5
1

~4p!2 E
0

`

dt e2t m2
t21

B2 coshBt

sinh2 Bt
f 1~ t !

3H f 3~ tux2!1
sinhBt

2B coshBt
]2

2f 3~ tux2!J , ~III.13!

or more simply,

T22@C0#5S B

4p D 2 E
0

`

dt e2tm2
t21 f 1~ t !

coshBt

sinh2 Bt
f 3~ tux2!; ~III.14!

T33@C0#2L@C0#5
1

L1L3
(

n1 ,n3
(

n
@2B~n1 1

2!1k1
21m2#2 ~1/2!~k31Bx2!2ucnk3

~x2!u2

5
1

~4p!2 E
0

`

dt e2tm2
t21

B2 coshBt

sinh2 Bt
f 1~ t !H f 3~ tux2!1

coshBt

2B sinhBt
]2

2f 3~ tux2!J .

~III.15!

One readily verifies thatTi j @C0#50 for iÞ j .
Tmn@C0# of course requires renormalization. Because

B

sinhBt
5

1

t
2

B2t

6
1

7B4t3

360
2¯

coshBtS B

sinhBtD
2

5
1

t2 1
B2

6
2

7B4t2

120
1¯ ~III.16!

one can easily regularizeTmn@C0# by subtracting fromTmn@C0# the divergent terms

T00@C0#div52T11@C0#div52E
0

`

dt~4pt !22 e2tm2 F1

t
2

B2t

6 G , ~III.17!

T22@C0#div5T33@C0#div5E
0

`

dt
1

~4p!2t
e2tm2 F 1

t2 1
B2

6 G . ~III.18!

Thus we define

Tmn
ren[Tmn@C0#2Tmn@C0#div . ~III.19!
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Note that

Tmn@C0#div5Tmn@C0#B501Tmn
B C,

whereT00
B 52T11

B 5T22
B 5T33

B 52B2/8p is the classical stress tensor for the background magn
field B5(B,0,0) andC is a divergent constant. This allows the absorption of theO(B2) terms in
Eqs.~III.17!, ~III.18! into Tmn

B .
Returning toTmn($pn ,qn%) for an excited field state, the renormalization procedure just

scribed renormalizes all of these tensors as well, as long as the excitation numberspn decrease
sufficiently rapidly with increasingn so thatTmn($pn ,qn%)2Tmn@C0# is finite. The contribution
of one real particle toT00 and to the charge densityj 0 areTn005enuwnu2 and j 052qnuwnu2, where

uwn~x!u25
1

L1L32nn!
AB

p
e2B(x21k3 /B)2

@Hn~AB~x21k3 /B!!#2.

To those unfamiliar with the Landau modes~III.3! this expression may look peculiar.uwn(x)u2

represents~in quantum mechanical language! a layer of probability density uniformly distribute
in the directionsx1 and x3, centered at the planex252k3 /B and thinning exponentially away
from this central plane. This probability layer with thicknessDx2'1/AB is as close as wave
mechanics can come to reproducing the spiral classical trajectory of a charged particle
uniform magnetic fieldB5(B,0,0). Circular motion in the (x2x3) plane is suggested in the mode
Eq. ~III.3! by the exponential decrease in probabilty amplitude away fromx252k3 /B. At the
same time, translation invariance alongx3 and along the magnetic field directionx1 are built into
the modes~III.3!. The preferred role played byx2 in Eq. ~III.3! is merely a consequence of ou
gauge choice~III.1!. If we were to choose other gauges we would rotate the ‘‘probability layer
the x2x3 plane about some axis parallel to the magnetic field. Thex1 dependence in Eq.~III.3!
would be uneffected. In the example to follow similar comments can be made about the c
bution of real particles toTmn . Only thex1 mode factors need to be modified. Thus we shall
say more about this in Secs. III B and III C.

What effect, exactly, does the background magnetic fieldB have on states of the quantu
field? This question is rarely addressed—we know of no discussion in the literature—alth
surely many have thought about it. Quantum fluctuations of the charged scalar fieldf̂ can be
visualized in particle terms as electric dipoles. A dipole of vanishing size emerges from
fluctuating vacuum, grows to some maximum size, and shrinks again to nothing. In empty
with B50 these dipoles have all possible orientations. In the presence ofBÞ0 the dipoles
oriented parallel toB are unaffected. However, dipoles oriented perpendicular toB are strongly
effected. They change from linear dipole-like fluctuations to transient current loops. These
sient current loops tend to be oriented such that their magnetic fields opposeB. ThusB modifies
and significantly organizes the quantum fluctuations of the charged scalar fieldf̂. The charged-
particle vacuum responds like a diamagnetic material.

The factorsf 1(t) in T00,22,33and g1(t) in T11 resulting from the compactification ofx1 go
smoothly to 1 in the limitL1→`. More interesting is the factorf 3(tux2) common to all nonzero
components ofTmn@C0#. Surprisingly, perhaps, this factor is a Fourier cosine series inx2 with
periodDx252p/BL3 ~as was mentioned elsewhere13,18 in a related context!. This periodic behav-
ior in the noncompactcoordinatex2 is a consequence of both the background magnetic field
the compactification of the perpendicular directionx3. In either of the limitsL3→` or B→0 we
see thatf 3(tux2)→1. Evidently one is encountering here a physical quantum effect akin to
quantum Hall effect, with vacuum currents flowing around the compactx3 direction. To verify this
we compute the vacuum current density,
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j 3@C0#5^C0u i f̂* ~D3f̂ !2 i ~D3f̂ !* f̂uC0&

5
1

L1L3
(

n1 ,n3
(

n
@k1

212B~n1 1
2!1m2#21/2~k31Bx2!ucnk3

u2

5E
0

`

dt e2tm2
~4pt !21 f 1~ t !

B coshBt

4p sinh2 Bt
]2f 3 , ~III.20!

which is indeed nonzero. However, the other components of the vacuum current v
j 1,2@C0#50. In the limit L3→` when f 3→1, the current density~III.20! vanishes exponentially
Clearly, vacuum currents around the compact directionx3 are involved. Quantum fluctuations
visualized as vacuum pairs, can appear on one side of thex3 circle and annihilate on the other sid
by traveling in opposite directions. Such vacuum currents are only possible forL3,`. The
perpendicularB field organizes these vacuum currents into a band structure periodic inx2.

From the conservation formula~II.43! we see that

2]2T225F32 j 35B j3. ~III.21!

The formulas~III.14!, ~III.20! for T22 and j 3 obviously satisfy this relation.

B. Uniform magnetic field with parallel background force

The factorization in Eq.~III.3! ~where thex1 dependent mode factor is independent ofx2,3 and
n,k3! enables one to introduce rather arbitrary background structure alongx1, without disturbing
the rest of the calculation. Accordingly, in mode equation~II.7!, we choose a potential of the form
V(x)5V(x1) and replace the plane wave factors exp(ik1x

1)/AL1 in Eq. ~III.3! by unknown func-
tions up(x1). Now the mode equation~II.7! reduces to

F2
d2

dx12 1V~x1!G up~x1!5lp
2 up~x1! ~III.22!

in addition to Eq.~III.4! which is uneffected by the introduction ofV(x1). In our general notation
vn

2→lp
212B(n11/2) with lp

2 replacing k1
2 . Equation ~II.44! for the vacuum field stateC0

becomes

^C0uf̂* ~x!f̂~y!uC0&5
1

2G~s!
E

0

`

dte2tm2
ts21h~ tux1,y1!(

n
e2tB(2n11)

3
1

L3
(
n3

e2 ik3(x32y3) cnk3
~x2!cnk3

~y2!, ~III.23!

with s51/2, where

h~ tux1,y1!5(
p

e2tlp
2
up* ~x1!up~y1! ~III.24!

is the heat kernel associated with the spectral problem~III.22!.

Similarly ^C0uP̂* (x)P̂(y)uC0& is given by the right-hand side of Eq.~III.23! with s52 1
2.

Now it is straighforward to evaluate the basic mode sums needed forTmn@C0# in terms of the
still general heat kernelh,

(
n

enuwnu252
2Ap

~4p!2 E
0

`

dt e2tm2
t2 ~3/2!

B

sinhBt
h~ tux1,x1! f 3 , ~III.25!
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(
n

1

en
uD1wnu25

4Ap

~4p!2 E
0

`

dt e2tm2
t2 ~1/2!

B

sinhBt
@]x1]y1h~ tux1,y1!#x15y1 f 3 , ~III.26!

(
n

1

en
uD2wnu25

2Ap

~4p!2 E
0

`

dt e2tm2
t2 ~1/2!

B2 coshBt

sinh2 Bt
h~ tux1,x1!H f 31

sinhBt

2B coshBt
]2

2f 3J ,

~III.27!

(
n

1

en
uD3wnu25

2Ap

~4p!2 E
0

`

dt e2tm2
t2 ~1/2!

B2 coshBt

sinh2 Bt
h~ tux1,x1!H f 31

coshBt

2B sinhBt
]2

2f 3J ,

~III.28!

L52E
0

`

dt e2tm2
~4pt !21/2

B

4p sinhBt
$~]y1

2
1]x1]y1!h~ tux1,y1!ux15y1 f 31h~ tux1,x1! 1

2]2
2f 3%,

~III.29!

where f 35 f 3(tux2) is the function~III.8!. Again we have used equations from the Appendix.
Note that in the limitL3→` when f 3→1 the mode sums

1

en
(

n
uD2,3wnu2

become identical, insuring thatT22@C0#5T33@C0# for any background potentialV(x1). However,
T22@C0#ÞT33@C0# for finite L3 .

One easily verifies

T225E
0

`

dt e2tm2
~4pt !21/2

B

4p sinhBt
f 3H h B

coshBt

sinhBt
2~]y1

2
1]x1]y1!hux15y1J , ~III.30!

T125(
n

1

2en
@~]1wn!* ]2wn1~]2wn!* ]1wn#

5E
0

`

dte2tm2
~4pt !21/2

B

8p sinhBt
~]x11]y1!hux15y1]2f 3 , ~III.31!

T115(
n

1

en
u]1wnu21L

5E
0

`

dt e2tm2
~4pt !21/2

B

4p sinhBt H ~]x1]y12]y1
2

!h f32
1

2
h ]2

2f 3J
x15y1

, ~III.32!

while T2350. Similarly T1350 if ]x1h5]y1h for x15y1, as we do assume. For the vacuu
currents we have

j 35E
0

`

dt e2tm2
~4pt !21/2hux15y1

B coshBt

4p sinh2 Bt
]2f 3 , ~III.33!

while j 250, andj 150 under the same assumption that makesT13 vanish. The nontrivial parts o
the conservation rule~II.43! are

2]1T112]2T215]1V ^f* f&, ~III.34!
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2]1T122]2T225F32 j 3. ~III.35!

One can verify that both relations are satisfied by our preceding quite specific and non
results.

For brevity we do not discuss the renormalization ofTmn@C0#, other than to say that this i
done essentially as in the free space example of Sec. III A. The vacuum current~III.33! does not
need renormalization.

C. Uniform magnetic field perpendicular to two Dirichlet planes

Now let us consider the Casimir problem of parallel Dirichlet planes atx150, L with a
uniform background magnetic field perpendicular to them.

For B50 the planes attract; how doesBÞ0 influence the Casimir force? Between the plan
the mode factorsup(x1) are

up~x1!5A2

L
sinp

px1

L
, p51, 2, 3,..., 0<x1<L, ~III.36!

with eigenvaluelp
25(pp/L)2 in Eq. ~III.22!. Because of our compactification of coordinatex1 in

0<x1<L1 the region ‘‘outside’’ the planes has lengthL12L, where obviously we are assumin
L1.L. For the purpose of visualization one may as well assume thatL1 is substantially larger than
L. Nonetheless our calculations will be exact. Outside the planes the mode factorsup(x1) are

up~x1!5A 2

L12L
sinp

p ~x12L !

L12L
, p51, 2, 3, ..., L<x1<L1 . ~III.37!

In other words, we have exactly the same calculations to perform in the internal and ex
regions. Thus in the following we can concentrate on the internal region, and simply quote r
from the external region when they are needed.

The heat kernel~III.24! for up(x1) in Eq. ~III.36! is

h~ tux1,y1!5~4pt !21/2 (
n52`

`

@e2(n 2L1x12y1)2/4t2e2(n 2L1x11y1)2/4t#. ~III.38!

Now all we have to do is substitute thish into the various formulas in the preceding subsection
obtain final expressions forTmn and j m . For brevity we concentrate onT11 and the Casimir force
on the boundary planes.

In the integral~III.32! for T11 we have the integrand factor

~]x1]y12]y1
2

! hux15y15~4pt !21/2(
n

1

t F12
2

t
~nL!2G e2n2L2/t. ~III.39!

As expected, the part ofT11 which survives the limitL3→` is independent ofx1, in accordance
with Eq. ~III.34! above. For the internal region,

T115E
0

`

dt e2tm2
~4pt !21/2

B

sinhBt

3H (
n52`

` F12
2

t
~nL!2G e2n2L2/t f 3~ tux2!2

t

2
h~ tux1,x1!]2

2f 3~ tux2!J . ~III.40!

The local force/area on the plane atx150 is
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F1/A5 lim
e→0

@T11~x152e!2T11~x15e!#

5
1

~4p!2 E
0

`

dt t22e2tm2 B

sinhBt
f 3~ tux2!

32(
n51

` H F2

t
~n L!221Ge2(n L)2/t2F2

t
~n DL !221Ge2n2DL2/tJ , ~III.41!

whereDL5L12L. For m50, B50 andL1@L this force/area reduces~as it should! to

F1

A
52F 3

~4p!2L4 z~4!G , ~III.42!

where the quantity in the bracket is the attractive Casimir force/area between parallel Dir
planes for a real massless scalar field. Looking at Eq.~III.41! we see thatBÞ0 weakens the
Casimir force exponentially~relative to theB50 case! by damping thet→` part of the integral.
This was previously noticed in Ref. 14.

In Appendix B we compute the Casimir force/area~III.41! using the traditional method of th
global Casimir energy. The answer obtained—Eq.~B10!—agrees with Eq.~III.41! except thatf 3

is replaced by 1, i.e., the value off 3 in the limit L3→`, which is also the average value off 3 for
finite L3 . The reason for this seems clear. A global calculation cannot see spatial dependenc
as the periodicx2 dependence off 3(tux2).

The expected boundary divergences are present inTmn except forT11 where they cancel away
In general one can separate quantum functions likeTmn(x) into ‘‘bulk field’’ ( F) and ‘‘boundary’’
(B) terms:Tmn5Tmn

F 1Tmn
B . TheF terms require UV renormalization and are finite at boundar

The B terms donot require UV renormalization and diverge as boundaries are approached
structure is plainly evident inTmn@C0# above.

D. Gauge invariance

Something more should perhaps be said about the gauge invariance of the preceding c
tions. We began with the background gauge potentialA5(0,0,Bx2) which led us to the set o
empty-space Landau modeswk1nk3

(x) in Eq. ~III.3!. Individually, these modes represent a layer
stationary probability density, centered atx252k3 /B and uniform in thex1 andx3 directions. In
this gauge, when the magnetic fieldB5(B,0,0) is turned on, each plane-wave mode of theB
50 system~uniformly filling space, of course! shrinks down to the Landau mode selected by
momentum componentk3 .

If x3 is noncompact the Landau modes form a continuum alongx2 and there is nox2 period-
icity in Tmn or in other local quantum functions. However, when 0<x3<L3 is compact so that
k35n3(2p/L3) is discrete, the Landau modes become a discrete set of probability density
centered atx252n3 (2p/BL3). Because all local quantum functions such asTmn are constructed
from these discrete modes, the periodicity alongx2 displayed by our local results seems ma
ematically understandable—even inevitable.

For L35` the preferred role played by the coordinatex2 in all of this is a consequence of ou
gauge choice. If we had chosen the gaugeA5(0,2Bx3,0) which leads to the same magnetic fie
B5(B,0,0), the spatial modes would be

wk1k2n~x!5
1

AL1

eik1x1 1

AL2

eik2x2
cnk2

~x3!,

where the HO wave function satisfies
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F2]3
21B2S x32

k2

B D 2G cnk2
~x3!52B ~n1 1

2!cnk2
~x3!. ~III.43!

Now the Landau modes are probability density layers arranged along thex3 axis. Physically there
is no difference between the two gauges, as must be the case. The only difference is
coordinate rotation in thex2x3 plane, about the magnetic field direction. The orientation of
x2x3 plane about the field direction is completely arbitrary, of course.

As soon as coordinatex3 is made compact, the minor gauge freedom just described disap
entirely. For this reason all the principal (L3,`) calculations in this paper are gauge invariant.
x2 is noncompact andx3 is compact, rotations mixing these two coordinates are not possible.
gauge ~III.1! is the only possible choice for introducing the background magnetic fielB
5(B,0,0). The more general potential~III.2! is not periodic inx3 ~for a.0! and therefore is not
acceptable. Equation~III.43! makes the same point in a different way. This HO Schro¨dinger
equation is meaningless for a compact variablex3. It only becomes meaningful whenx3 is made
noncompact.

For noncompactx2 and x3 we can use the gauge potential~III.2!. Then the mode equation
~II.7! appears to be more complicated than before,

@2]1
22~]22 iax3B!22~]32 ibx2B!2# wn5vn

2 wn . ~III.44!

However, theansatz,

wn→eiax2x3B wk1nk3
~x! ~III.45!

with wk1nk3
(x) as in Eq.~III.3! reduces Eq.~III.44! to the HO equation~III.4!, and the essentia

mathematics is unchanged. Equation~III.45! is just the appropriate gauge transform of the mod
~III.3! of course.

IV. DISCUSSION

General theory has been developed for arbitrary~charged and uncharged! stationary states o
a charged quantum scalar fieldf̂ coupled to an arbitrary static background magnetic fieldB(x).
An unusual feature of this general theory is the simultaneous coupling off̂ to B(x) and to a static
background potentialV(x).

Although we have not discussed this aspect at all, it is a straightforward matter to exte
analysis in Secs. II and III to nonstationary states of the quantum field. For this one uses n
tionary solutions of the HO equation~II.14!. We hope to say more about this elsewhere.

For explicit calculations we chose a uniform magnetic fieldB5(B,0,0) and considered~oth-
erwise! empty space, and also space with two parallel Dirichlet planes perpendicular toB. For
both systems the exact vacuum stress tensor throughout space was calculated. In order
normalizable modes we compactified a spatial direction (x3) perpendicular toB. We found that
this compactification leads to the presence of a sustained current densityj 3 in the vacuum.

In this paper we have only considered static magnetic fieldsB(x). Such a background field
cannot transfer energy to/from real or virtual charged particles. Of course, neither can a
dependent magnetic fieldB(x,t), no matter how extreme the time dependence ofB(x,t) may be.
However, a time dependentB(x,t) cannot exist independently from the induced electric fi
E(x,t) prescribed by Maxwell’s equations. In this way, the laws of classical electromagne
dictate thatB(x,t) also produces pairs from the vacuum—via the inducedE(x,t) rather than
directly.

Static background electric fields pose a much greater challenge than do static back
magnetic fields. The reason, of course, is that background electric fields ongoingly transfer
to/from charged~real and virtual! particles, and in particular cause pair production from
vacuum. Indeed, there do not exist stable, true stationary states of a charged quantum fiel
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presence of any background electric field. An exact description of the states of the ch
quantum field must necessarily be a nonstationary one. In subsequent work we intend to pr
Schrödinger picture study of such systems.
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APPENDIX A: USEFUL FORMULAS

Here we collect and discuss formulas used in the examples in Sec. III. From the genQ
function identity,

(
m52`

`

e2x(m1g)2
e2iphm5e22p ighAp

x (
n52`

`

e2p2 (n1h)2/x e22ipgn ~A1!

we find for k152pn1 /L1 ;

1

L1
(

n152`

`

e2tk1
2
5~4pt !21/2 f 1~ t ! ~A2!

with

f 1~ t ![ (
r 52`

`

e2r 2L1
2/4t ~A3!

and

1

L1
(

n152`

`

k1
2e2tk1

2
5

1

2t
~4pt !21/2g1~ t ! ~A4!

with

g1~ t ![ (
r 52`

`

@12r 2L1
2/2t#e2r 2L1

2/4t. ~A5!

For k352pn3 /L3 we have

1

L3
(

n352`

`

e2B(x21k3 /B)2tanhBt5F B

4p tanhBtG
1/2

f 3~ tux2!, ~A6!

where

f 3~ tux2![11(
r 51

`

e2r 2BL3
2/4 tanhBt2 cos~rx2BL3!. ~A7!

Applying ]25]/]x2 yields

1

L3
(
n3

~k31Bx2! e2B(x21k3 /B)2 tanhBt52
1

2 F B

4pG1/2

~ tanhBt!23/2]2f 3 , ~A8!

which vanishes exponentially asL3→`, and
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2B tanhBt
1

L3
(
n3

S x21
k3

B D 2

e2B(x21 ~k3 /B!)2 tanhBt5F B

4p tanhBtG
1/2H f 31

coshBt

2B sinhBt
]2

2f 3J .

~A9!

The stationary HO wave functioncnk3
(x2)5wn(AB(x21k3 /B)) is given by Eq.~II.17!. It is

normalized to one and satisfies

1

L3
(
n3

(
n50

`

e2Bt(2n11) ucnk3
~x2!u25

B

4p sinhBt
f 3~ tux2!, ~A10!

1

L3
(
n3

(
n50

`

e2Bt(2n11) ucnk3
8 ~x2!u25

1

8p
B2

coshBt

sinh2 Bt H f 3~ tux2!1
sinhBt

2B coshBt
]2

2f 3~ tux2!J ,

~A11!

1

L3
(
n3

(
n50

`

e2Bt(2n11) S x21
k3

B D 2

ucnk3
~x2!u25

1

8p

coshBt

sinh2 Bt H f 3~ tux2!1
coshBt

2B sinhBt
]2

2f 3~ tux2!J ,

~A12!

1

L3
(
n3

(
n50

`

e2Bt(2n11) cnk3
cnk3

9 5
B2 coshBt

8p sinh2 Bt H 2 f 31
sinhBt

2B coshBt
]2

2f 3J , ~A13!

1

L3
(
n3

(
n50

`

e2Bt(2n11) cnk3
cnk3

8 5
B

8p sinhBt
]2f 3 . ~A14!

The easiest derivation of Eqs.~A10!–~A14! is via the formula~Ref. 19, p. 194!

(
n50

`

e2tB(2n11)cnk3
~x2!cnk3

~y2!5F B

2p sinh 2BtG
1/2

e2 ~1/2! B(x22y2)2 coth 2Bt

3e2B(x21 ~k3 /B!)(y21 ~k3 /B!)tanhBt. ~A15!

APPENDIX B: GLOBAL CASIMIR ENERGY

Here we summarize the global Casimir energy calculations for the examples in Sec.
these calculations the basic problem is to compute the mode sum,

E@C0#5E5(
n

en5V
B

2p (
p,n

Flp
212B S n1

1

2D1m2G1/2

~B1!

representing the unrenormalized vacuum energy. Here, as in Sec. III B, the frequenciesvn are

given by @lp
212B(n1 1

4)#1/2 with the x1 axis spectrumlp
2 defined by Eq.~III.22!.

In the global sum~B1! V represents the~relevant! volume of space, and(p has dimension
(length)21 like *dk1 . Then E is an energy andE/V is an average energy density. Famili
manipulations enable one to rewrite Eq.~B1! in the form,

E52VE
0

`

dt~4pt !23/2h1~ t ! e2tm2 B

sinhBt
, ~B2!

whereh1(t)5(p exp(2tlp
2) is the global version of the local 1D heat kernel~III.24!.
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1. Free infinite space

For noncompact2`,x1,` we havelp
2→k1

2 with 2`,k1,` and(p→(2p)21 *dk1 , so
that h1(t)5(4pt)21/2. Thus

E52VE
0

`

dt~4pt !22 e2tm2 B

sinhBt
~B3!

which reduces forB→0 to the usual~divergent! vacuum energy expression for infinite free spa
This justifies the normalization (B/2p) (n of the HO sum in Eq.~B1! and establishes the corre
spondence,

B

2p (
n

↔ 1

2p E dk2dk3 . ~B4!

Because

B

sinhBt
5

1

t
2B2

t

6
1B4

7

360
t31¯

we see that the vacuum energy shiftE2E(B50) associated with the magnetic field is st
logarithmically divergent. The logarithmic divergence is proportional toB2 and can therefore be
absorbed into the energy of the backgroundB field, leaving the finite Casimir energy density,

ECas/V52E
0

`

dt ~4pt !22 e2tm2 F B

sinhBt
2

1

t
1B2

t

6G . ~B5!

2. Free cylindrical space

For compact 0<x1<L1 , we have the spectrumlp
2→(n12p/L1)2 with n150,61,... and

(p→(L1)21(n . Thush1(t)5(4pt)21f 1(t) with f 1(t) given by Eq.~A3!, and

E~L1! free52A L1 E
0

`

dt ~4pt !22 e2tm2 B

sinhBt
f 1~ t !, ~B6!

where V5A L1 and A is the area of the (x2x3) cross section of space. The Casimir ener
contained within Eq.~B6! is defined exactly as in Eq.~B5!.

3. Dirichlet planes at x 1Ä0 and L

Now let us insert parallel Dirichlet planes atx150 and x15L. Between these planes (
<x1<L) we have discretek15n1(p/L) with n151, 2, 3, ... and

h1~ t !5
1

L (
n151

`

e2t (n1p/L)2
52

1

2L
1~4pt !21/2 (

r 52`

`

e2r 2L2/t. ~B7!

The ~unrenormalized! vacuum energy between the planes is, from Eq.~B2!,

E~L !52AE
0

`

dt ~4pt !23/2e2tm2 B

sinhBt H 2
1

2
1~4pt !21/2L (

r 52`

`

e2r 2L2/tJ . ~B8!

To find the vacuum energy outside the planes~i.e., in L<x1<L1! we simply have to replaceL
→L12L. Thus an obvious first attempt at defining the Casimir energy of the system is
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DE~L,L1![E~L !1E~L12L !2E~L1! free

52A E
0

`

dt~4pt !22 e2tm2 B

sinhBt H 2~4pt !1/212L(
r 51

`

e2r 2L2/t

12~L12L !(
r 51

`

e2r 2(L12L)2/t22L1(
r 51

`

e2r 2L1
2/4tJ , ~B9!

where as expected the most singular terms have cancelled away. The only remaining singu
is the one$2(4pt)1/21¯% in the curly bracket. Since this term is independent ofL andL1 we
simply discard it in Eq.~B9!. The finite remaining energy is then, as far as variations of bound
positionL are concerned, the global Casimir energy of the system.

The Casimir force/area exerted by the distorted quantum field vacuum on the Dirichlet b
aries,

F~L,L1!/A5
d

dL
DE~L,L1!/A

52E
0

`

dt~4pt !22 e2tm2 B

sinhBt (
r 51

` H 2@e2r 2L2/t2e2r 2(L12L)2/t#

2
4

t
r 2@L2e2r 2L2/t2~L12L !2e2r 2(L12L)2/t#J ~B10!

depends on plane separationL and on thex1 circumferenceL1 . This force/area vanishes forL1

52L as it should, because the planes are then the same distance apart in either direction
the x1 circle ~unstable equilibrium!. In the limit L1→` one obtainsF/A without finite ~spatial!
size effects. The two Dirichlet planes experience a mutually attractive Casimir force, weaken
the effects of~i! finite massm and ~ii ! the background magnetic field. We recover the famil
Casimir force,

F~L,`!/Aum5B5052F 3z~4!

~4p!2L4G ~B11!

for m5B50 by performing a simple calculation using the analytic continuation formula

E
0

`

dt ts21 e2r 2L2/t5~rL !2sG~2s!.

This leads to the Casimir energy,

DE~L,`!um5B5052F2
Az~4!

~4p!2L3G , ~B12!

and differentiation then yields Eq.~B11!.
Equations~B11! and ~B12! are, correctly, twice the Casimir force and energy of areal m

50 scalar field confined between parallel Dirichlet planes.
It is important to notice that, because of the lack of explicit dependence onk3 in the spectrum

summed over in Eq.~B1!, these global calculations cannot be sensitive to the compactificatio
x3. In other words, they are necessarilyL35` calculations. As we see in Sec. III by comparis
with local calculations, this expectation is in fact correct.
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It is proved that the fermionic topological charge of SU~N! lattice gauge fields on
the four-torus, given in terms of a spectral flow of the Hermitian Wilson–Dirac
operator or, equivalently, as the index of the overlap Dirac operator, reduces to the
continuum topological charge in the classical continuum limit when the parameter
m0 is in the physical region 0,m0,2. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1415087#

I. INTRODUCTION

Let T4 denote the Euclidean four-torus with fixed edge lengthL and fundamental domain
@0,L#4,R4. A gauge potential on an SU~N! bundle overT4 can be viewed as an su~N!-valued
gauge fieldAm(x) on R4 satisfying

Am~x1Len!5V~x,n!Am~x!V~x,n!211V~x,n!]mV~x,n!21, ~1.1!

whereen is the unit vector in the positiven-direction andV(x,n), n51,2,3,4, are the SU~N!-
valued monodromy fields which specify the principal SU~N! bundle overT4. These also satisfy a
cocycle condition which ensures thatAm(x1Len1Ler) is unambiguous and that Eq.~2.4! in this
work is consistent. It is always possible to make a gauge transformation so thatV(x,n)51 for
n51,2,3 andV(x,4) is periodic inx1 ,x2 ,x3 . Then for fixedx4 V(x,4) determines a mapT3

→SU~N!. The degree of this map@which is independent ofx4 sinceV(x,4) depends smoothly on
x4# equals the Pontryargin number of the SU~N! bundle overT4. The Pontryargin number of the
bundle is encoded in the gauge field as its topological charge:

Q5
21

8p2 E
T4

tr~F`F !5
21

32p2 E d4xemnrstr~Fmn~x!Frs~x!!. ~1.2!

The sectionsc(x) in the standard spinor bundle overT4 twisted by the SU~N! bundle can be
viewed as spinor fields onR4 satisfying

c~x1Len!5V~x,n!c~x!. ~1.3!

The Dirac operator]”A5gm(]m1Am) acts on these, and the Index Theorem1 gives

Q5 index]”A. ~1.4!

The index]”A is equal to the spectral flow of the Hermitian operator2g5( i ]”A2m) asm increases
from any negative to any positive value@note that eigenvalues can only cross the origin atm
50 since (g5( i ]”2m))25]” 21m2.#

The spectral flow description ofQ motivates a fermionic definition of topological chargeQlat

in lattice gauge theory,2–4 which has been extensively studied numerically in its various gui

a!Electronic mail: dadams@staff.maths.adelaide.edu.au
55220022-2488/2001/42(12)/5522/12/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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see, e.g., Refs. 2 and 4–11. The purpose of this article is to analytically prove thatQlat reduces to
Q in the classical continuum limit.~This result was announced in Ref. 12 although the argum
we give here is simpler and more direct than the one sketched there.!

II. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT

Put a hyper-cubic lattice onR4 with sitesaZ4. We consider only the lattice spacingsa for
which L/a is a whole number. Furthermore, we restrict to lattice spacings with the prop
a1Z4,a2Z4 for a2,a1 . This implies that ifxPR4 is a lattice site in the lattice with spacinga,
then it is also a lattice site in all the other lattices with spacinga8,a. In the following, in
statements concerninga→0 limits ~in particular Proposition 2 to follow! the variablex always
denotes such a point inR4; it is fixed in R4 and does not change as we go from one lattice
another.

The lattice transcript ofA,

Um~x!5T expS E
0

1

aAm~x1taem!dtD ~2.1!

(T5t2ordering), satisfies

Um~x1Len!5V~x,n!Um~x!V~x1aem ,n!21. ~2.2!

Given such a lattice, letC denote the infinite-dimensional complex vectorspace of lattice sp
fields c(x) ~i.e., functions on the lattice sites taking values inC4

^ CN) and define the inner
product

^c1 ,c2&5a4 (
xPaZ4

c1~x!* c2~x!, ~2.3!

where a contraction of spinor and color indices is implied. LetH,C denote the Hilbert space o
spinor fields withici,` and letCL,C denote the finite-dimensional subspace of spinor fie
satisfying the lattice version of~1.3!:

c~x1Len!5V~x,n!c~x!, ;xPaZ4. ~2.4!

The fieldscPCL are determined by their restriction toFLª the set of lattice sites contained i
@0,L)4,R4. We define an inner product inCL by

^c1 ,c2&L5a4 (
xPFL

c1~x!* c2~x!. ~2.5!

The covariant forward~backward! finite difference operators (1/a) ¹m
1((1/a) ¹m

2) are defined onC
by

¹m
1c~x!5Um~x!c~x1aem!2c~x!, ~2.6!

¹m
2c~x!5c~x!2Um~x2aem!21c~x2aem!. ~2.7!

These are bounded (i¹m
6i<2) and therefore mapH to H. They also preserve~2.4! and therefore

mapCL to CL . Note that

~¹m
6!* 52¹m

7 ~2.8!

on H andCL . The lattice version ofi ]”A is the Wilson–Dirac operator:
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Dw5 i
1

a
¹” 1

r

2
aS 1

a2 D D , r .0, ~2.9!

where (1/a) ¹” 5(mgm 1
2(¹m

11¹m
2) is the naive lattice Dirac operator and (1/a2) D

5 (1/a2) (m(¹m
21¹m

1)5 (1/a2) (m(¹m
1)* ¹m

15(1/a2) (m(¹m
2)* ¹m

2 is the lattice Laplace opera
tor. We are following the mathmatical convention where thegm’s are anti-Hermitian@this explains
the factori in i (1/a) ¹” in ~2.9! which is not usually present in the physics literature where thegm’s
are Hermitian#. Then¹” is Hermitian due to~2.8! andD is Hermitian and positive.@The Wilson
term, i.e., the second term in~2.9!, which formally vanishes in thea→0 limit, is included to avoid
the fermion doubling problem: a degeneracy of the nullspace of¹” which is a lattice artifact
unrelated to the continuum theory.13,14# The lattice version ofg5( i ]”2m) is the Hermitian operator
(1/a) Hm :

1

a
Hm5g5S Dw2

rm

a D , ~2.10!

Hm5g5~ i¹” 1r ~ 1
2 D2m!!. ~2.11!

It can be shown that the spectrum ofHm is symmetric and without zero for allm,0. Hence the
spectral flow of2Hm asm increases from any negative value to some positive valuem0 is equal
to half the spectral asymmetry of2Hm0

.3,4 This suggests the following fermionic definition of th
topological charge of the lattice gauge fieldUm(x):

Qlat5Qm0
ª2

1

2
TrS Hm0

uHm0
u D , ~2.12!

whereHm0
is acting onCL . The spectral flow ofHm was first studied numerically in Ref. 2. Th

definition ~2.12! arose in the overlap formulation of chiral gauge theory on the lattice.3,4 Qm0
also

arises as an index:Qm0
5 index(Dm0

)ªTr(g5ukerDm0
) where D5 (1/a) (11g5 (H/uHu)) is the

overlap Dirac operator.15

Unlike in the continuum case, the spectral flow of2Hm depends on the final valuem0.0 of
m. Numerical studies have shown that for reasonably smooth lattice gauge fields, e.g.,
Um(x) is the lattice transcript of a smooth continuum gauge field and the lattice is reasonabl
the eigenvalue crossings of2Hm are localized aroundm50,2,4,6,8.2,8 Furthermore, when the
lattice gauge field is the lattice transcript of a continuum field the spectral flow due to cros
close tom50 was found to reproduce the continuum topological chargeQ. In this article we
complement the previous numerical studies with the following analytical result:

Theorem: In the above setting, whereUm(x) is the lattice transcript~2.1! and
m0¹$0,2,4,6,8%, there exists ana0.0 @depending onAm(x) andm0# such that

Qm0
5I ~m0!Q for all lattice spacingsa,a0 , ~2.13!

where

~2.14!

Remarks:( i ) The dependence onm0 in ~2.13! and ~2.14! coincides with that found in the
above-mentioned numerical studies with smooth lattice gauge fields. (i i ) The definition~2.12! of
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Qm0
is only meaningful whenHm0

does not have zero-modes. In the present case this is gu
teed whenm0¹$0,2,4,6,8% and a is sufficiently small. Indeed, it is known that wheni1
2U(p)i,e for all lattice plaquettesp, whereU(p) is the product of the link variablesUm(x)
aroundp, then there is a lower boundHm0

2 .b, depending only one andm0 , such that for fixed

m0¹$0,2,4,6,8%b.0 whene is sufficiently small. This bound was established in Ref. 16~and
improved in Ref. 17! for the case where 0,m0,2 and can be generalized to arbitra
m0¹$0,2,4,6,8%.18 In the present case, whereUm(x) is the lattice transcript~2.1!, we have

12U~px,mn!5a2Fmn~x!1O~a3!~x! ~2.15!

leading to

i12U~p!i;O~a2!. ~2.16!

Hence the above-mentioned lower boundHm0

2 .b.0 holds for all sufficiently smalla. Here and

in the following O(ap)(x) denotes a function on the lattice sitesxPFL such that the operato
norm of O(ap)(x), considered as a multiplication operator onC, satisfiesiO(ap)(x)i<apK for
all xPFL whereK is a constant independent ofa andx. @In ~2.15! O(ap)(x) takes values in the
space of linear maps onCN; sometimesO(ap)(x) will just be aC-valued function ofx, in which
case we haveuO(ap)(x)u<apK.# We discuss the derivation of~2.15! and~2.16!, and other bounds
used in the following, in the appendix. In general, to conclude~2.16! from ~2.15! we need the
O(a3)(x) term to satisfyiO(a3)(x)i<a3K for all xPaZ4. For general gauge fieldAm(x) on R4

this holds wheniAm(x)i andi]mAn(x)i are bounded onR4 ~cf. the Appendix!. In the present case
the condition~1.1! generally results in divergence ofAm(x) at infinity ~for topologically nontrivial
field!. Nevertheless we still have~2.16! in this case: it is a consequence of~2.2! @note that
iUm(x)i51 sinceUm(x) is unitary# and the fact that theO(a3)(x) term satisfiesiO(a3)(x)i
<a3K whenx is restricted to be in the fundamental domainFL .

III. PROOF OF THE THEOREM

The strategy for proving the theorem is to expressQm0
as the sum of a density,

Qm0
5a4 (

xPFL

qL~x!, ~3.1!

and show that

qL~x!5I ~m0!qA~x!1O~a!~x! ~xPFL!, ~3.2!

where

qA~x!5
21

32p2 emnrstrFmn~x!Frs~x!. ~3.3!

Then lima→0Qm0
5I (m0)Q, and sinceQm0

is integer it follows thatQm0
must coincide with

I (m0)Q for small nonzeroa as stated in the theorem.
To specify the densityqL(x) in ~3.1! we introduce the following definitions. We decompo

C5C sc
^ (C4

^ CN), H5H sc
^ (C4

^ CN) where C sc, H sc denote the corresponding spaces
scalar lattice fields.H sc has the orthonormal basis$ dx /a2 %xPaZ4 wheredx(y)5dxy . For linear
operatorOH on H we defineOH(x,y)5 (1/a4) ^(dx /a2) ,OH(dy /a2)&; this is a linear operator on
C4

^ CN satisfying

OHc~x!5a4 (
yPaZ4

OH~x,y!c~y! ;cPH. ~3.4!
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There is also an obvious decompositionCL5C L
sc

^ (C4
^ CN) with C L

sc having the basis$fx%xPFL

wherefx(y)5 (1/a2) dxy for yPFL and is extended toaZ4 in accordance with~2.4!:

fx~y1Ln!5
1

a2 V (n)~x!dxy , V (n)~x!5)
n

V~x,n!nn, nPZ4. ~3.5!

For linear operatorOL on CL we defineOL(x,y)5 (1/a4) ^fx ,OLfy&L for x,yPFL ; this is a
linear operator onC4

^ CN satisfying

OLc~x!5a4 (
yPFL

OL~x,y!c~y! ; cPCL , xPFL . ~3.6!

The Cauchy–Schwarz inequality givesiOH(x,y)i< (1/a4) iOHi and iOL(x,y)i
< (1/a4) iOLiL .

The definition~2.12! of Qm0
can now be rewritten as~3.1! with

qL~x!52
1

2
trS H

AH2D
L

~x,x!, ~3.7!

whereH5Hm0
and the trace is over spinor and color indices~i.e., overC4

^ CN). The strategy for

deriving ~3.2! and ~3.3! is now to relateqL(x) to qH(x), defined by replacing (H/AH2)L by
(H/AH2)H in ~3.7!. ~The latter is defined via the spectral theory for bounded operators on Hi
space.! This approach was suggested to me by Martin Lu¨scher.19 The point is that~3.2! and~3.3!
are relatively easy to derive forqH(x); in fact, this has essentially already been done in previ
works.20–23 One potentially problematic aspect with regards to these previous calculations i
in the present caseAm(x) can diverge foruxu→`. However, we will get around this by exploitin
the locality property of (H/AH2)H ,16 which will allow us to replaceAm(x) by a gauge field which
vanishes outside a bounded region ofR4.

The relation betweenqL(x) andqH(x) is as follows:
Proposition 1:

S H

AH2D
L

~x,y!5 (
nPZ4

S H

AH2D
H

~x,y1Ln!V (n)~y! ~x,yPFL!, ~3.8!

whereV (n)(x) is defined in~3.5!. In particular, settingy5x and substituting in~3.7! we get

qL~x!5qH~x!2
1

2 (
nPZ42$0%

trS H

AH2D
H

~x,x1Ln! V (n)~x!. ~3.9!

Proof: We begin by deriving a relation betweenOL(x,y) andOH(x,y) for bounded operators
O on C which leaveCL invariant. The proposition will then follow by exploiting the fact th
(H/AH2)L and (H/AH2)H can be simultaneously approximated by such operators. The app
mation part is necessary sinceH/AH2 is not a well-defined operator on the whole ofC; the
technicalities are related to the fact thatCL,” H, i.e., elements inCL can have infinite norm.

Let O be a bounded operator onC which mapsCL to itself. Then it follows from the above
definitions and~3.5! that, forx,yPFL ,
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OL~x,y!5
1

a4 ^fx ,Ofy&L

5 (
zPFL

fx~z!~Ofy!~z!

5
1

a2 ~Ofy!~x!5a2 (
zPaZ4

OH~x,z!fy~z!

5 (
nPZ4

OH~x,y1Ln! V (n)~y!. ~3.10!

We now exploit the fact16 that 1/AH2 has a power series expansionk(k50
` tkPk(H

2) norm-
convergent to (1/AH2)L and (1/AH2)H onCL andH, respectively.Pk(•) is a Legendre polynomia
of orderk; iPk(H

2)i<1; t5e2u; and the constantsk,u.0 depend only on the~strictly positive!
lower and upper bounds onH2.16 @We are assuming thata is sufficiently small so thatH2 has a
lower boundb.0 cf. remark~ii ! above#. Set

P(N)
ªHS k(

k50

N

tkPk~H2!D .

For arbitrary finiteN this is a bounded operator onC which mapsCL to itself. In light of ~3.10!, to
prove the proposition it suffices to show that (H/AH2)L(x,y)2PL

(N)(x,y) and
(nPZ4@(H/AH2)H(x,y1Ln)2PH

(N)(x,y1Ln)#V (n)(y) both vanish in theN→` limit. The
former is obvious. To show the latter it suffices to show that(nPZ4(k5N11

` tkiPk(x,y1Ln)i
vanishes in theN→0 limit. ~We have setPk(x,z)5@Pk(H

2)#(x,z).! For simplicity we show this
for y5x @the relevant case for~3.9!#; the argument in the general case is a straightforw
generalization. SincePk(H

2) is of orderk in H2, andH couples only nearest neighbor sites, w
have Pk(x,x1Ln)50 when (L/a) (munmu.2k. Since iPk(x,z)i< (1/a4) iPk(H

2)i<a4 it fol-
lows that

(
nPZ4

(
k5N11

`

tkiPk~x,x1Ln!i<
1

a4 tNS (
nPZ4,L/2a (munmu<N

(
k51

`

tkD
1

1

a4 S (
nPZ4,1/2a (munmu.N

t ~~L/2a! (munmu!(
k51

`

tkD . ~3.11!

The first sum overn vanishes asN4tN for N→`, while the second clearly vanishes forN→`
since it is convergent for finiteN. This completes the proof of the proposition.

We now derive a smalla bound on the second term in~3.9!. The facts thatPk(x,x1Ln)
50 for (L/a) (munmu.2k and iPk(H

2)i<1 imply the following locality property of
(1/AH2)H :16

I S 1

AH2D
H

~x,x1Ln!I< Ik (
k> ~L/2a!(munmu

tkPk~x,y!I
<k t (~L/2a!(munmu)(

k50

`

tk
1

a4 5k̃
1

a4 expS 2u
L

2a (
m

unmu D , ~3.12!

wherek̃ªk/(12e2u). For sufficiently smalla this gives
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I (
nPZ42$0%

S 1

AH2D
H

~x,x1Ln!I< (
nPZ42$0%

k̃

a4 )
m

expS 2u
L

2a
unmu D

<
k̃

a4 )
m

F2E
1/2

`

expS 2u
L

2a
tmD dtmG5k̃S 4

uL D 4

expS 2
uL

a D .

~3.13!

The second inequality follows from the fact that*1/2
` exp(2 (uL/2a) t) dt > exp(2 (uL/2a)) for

sufficiently smalla. It now follows from ~3.9! that qL(x)5qH(x)1O(e2r/a) for sufficiently
small a. ~This had already been noted by M. Lu¨scher in the Abelian case in Ref. 24 although t
derivation was not provided there.!

To prove the theorem it now suffices to show~3.2! and~3.3! for qH(x) instead ofqL(x), i.e.,
to show

qH~x!5I ~m0!qA~x!1O~a!~x! for xPFL . ~3.14!

To simplify the derivation we exploit the fact thatqH(x) is local in the gauge field.16 Because of
this it suffices to show~3.14! in the case whereAm(x) is replaced by another SU~N! gauge field
Ãm(x) on R4 with Ãm(x)5Am(x) in a neighborhood of@0,L#4 and Ãm(x)50 outside a bounded
region ofR4. Specifically, we can takeÃm(x)5l(x)Am(x) wherel(x) is a smooth function on
R4 equal to 1 on@2d,L1d#4 (d.0) and vanishing outside a bounded region. To see this, leH

and H̃ denote the operators defined by~2.11! with lattice gauge fieldsU and Ũ being the lattice
transcripts@defined by~2.1!# of A andÃ, respectively. Then, for smalla, just as forH2 we have

H̃2.b.0 and an expansion (1/AH̃2)H5k(k50
` tkP̃k where P̃k5Pk(H̃

2). SinceH and H̃ only
couple nearest neighbor sites,Pk(H

2) and Pk(H̃
2) can only couple a lattice site in@0,L#4 to

another lattice site in@0,L#4 via a site outside of@2d,L1d#4 if k>2(d/2a). Therefore,
Pk(x,y)5 P̃k(x,y) for x,yPFL whenk,d/a, and we find by an analogous argument to the o
leading to~3.12! that, forx,yPFL ,

I S 1

AH2D
H

~x,y!2S 1

AH̃2
D

H

~x,y!I<k (
k>d/a

`

tkiPk~x,y!2 P̃k~x,y!i<
2k̃

a4
e2ud/a. ~3.15!

This together with the ultra-locality ofH and H̃ implies

qH~x!5q̃H~x!1OS 1

a4 e2r/aD ~x! for xPFL ~3.16!

In light of this, the theorem now follows from~a special case of! the following:
Proposition 2:Let Am(x) be a general smooth SU~N! gauge field onR4 with the property that

iAm(x)i , i]nAm(x)i , andi]s]nAm(x)i are all bounded. LetH5Hm0
be defined as in~2.11! with

the lattice gauge field being the lattice transcript~2.1! of Am(x). Then qH(x)
52 1

2 tr(H/AH2)H(x,x) satisfies qH(x)5I (m0)qA(x)1O(a)(x) for all xPaZ4, where
iO(a)(x)i<aK for some constantK independent ofx and smalla.

Clearly the gauge fieldÃm(x) introduced above satisfies the conditions of the proposi
~since it vanishes outside a bounded region!. Combining the proposition with~3.16! then gives
~3.14!, proving the theorem.

To prove Proposition 2 we use an integral representation to expand 1AH2 as a power series
following Refs. 12 and 21.~This gives a more explicit power series expansion than the expan
in Legendre polynomials16 discussed earlier.! Henceforth all operators are assumed to be acting
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H and we drop the subscript ‘‘H’’ in the notation. Also, from now onO(ap)(x) denotes a term
with iO(ap)(x)i<apK for all xPaZ4 ~not just forxPFL). We first decompose

H25L2V, ~3.17!

where

L52¹21r 2~ 1
2 D2m0!2, ~3.18!

V55 ir 1
2 gmVm2 1

4 @gm ,gn#Vmn , ~3.19!

with

Vm5
1

2 F ~¹m
11¹m

2!,(
n

~¹n
22¹n

1!G , ~3.20!

Vmn5 1
4 @~¹m

11¹m
2!,~¹n

11¹n
2!#. ~3.21!

As pointed out in Ref. 16, the norms of the commutators of the¹m
6’s are bounded by maxpi1

2U(p)i. The bound~2.16! on i12U(p)i is valid when the conditions of Proposition 2 a
satisfied~cf. the Appendix!, hence

iVi;O~a2!. ~3.22!

It follows that for smalla we haveiVi,b/2 whereb is the lower bound onH2 mentioned earlier
in remark ~ii !. This in turn implies the lower boundL.b/2.0 for the positive operatorL in
~3.18!. Thus for sufficiently smalla the operatorL is invertible,iL21i•iVi,1, and we can make
the expansion

H

AH2
5HE

2`

` ds

p

1

H21s2 5HE
2`

` ds

p S 1

12~L1s2!21VD S 1

L1s2D5E
2`

` ds

p (
k50

`

H~GsV!kGs ,

~3.23!

whereGsª(L1s2)21. Note that theg-matrices in~3.17! are all contained inV. Since the trace
of g5 times a product of less than fourg-matrices vanishes, thek50 andk51 terms in~3.23! give
vanishing contribution toqH(x). On the other hand, the terms withk>3 satisfy the following
bound:

I E
2`

` ds

p (
k53

`

@H~GsV!kGs#~x,x!I<
1

a4 iHi E
2`

` ds

p (
k53

`

iGsik11iVik

<a2K3iHiF E
2`

` ds

p

1

~b/21s2!4G (
k50

` S 2

b
a2K D k

,

~3.24!

where we have used~3.22! and the boundsGs,(b/21s2)21<2/b. This is O(a2) since the
integral and sum are finite and remain so in thea→0 limit. Hence only thek52 term in ~3.23!
contributes in thea→0 limit:

qH~x!5qH
(2)~x!1O~a2!~x!, ~3.25!

where
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qH
(2)~x!52

1

2 E2`

` ds

p
tr@HGsVGsVGs#~x,x!. ~3.26!

For lattice operatorsO which are polynomials in¹m
6 we denote byO (0) the operator obtained

by setting U51 in ~2.6! and ~2.7!. Standard arguments give~cf. the Appendix! iH2H (0)i
;O(a) and iL2L (0)i;O(a). The latter impliesiGs2Gs

(0)i;O(a); this follows from Gs

2Gs
(0)5Gs

(0)(L (0)2L)Gs sinceGs and Gs
(0) are bounded from above by 2/b when a is suffi-

ciently small. This allows us to replaceH andGs by H (0) andGs
(0) in ~3.26! at the expense of an

O(a)(x) term. Furthermore, we havei@L (0),V#i;O(a3) ~cf. the Appendix!. This leads to
i@Gs

(0) ,V#i;O(a3) as follows: The boundi¹m
6i<2 and triangle inequalities lead to a

a-independent upper boundL,c which allows us to expand

Gs5S 1

c1s2D S 1

12 ~c2L !/~c1s! D5
1

c1s2 (
m50

` S c2L

c1s2D m

.

Now, since

i@~c2L (0)!m,V#i<mi@L0,V#i•ic2Lim21<m~a3K !~c2b/2!m21,

we get

i@Gs
(0) ,V#i<

a3K

c2 (
m50

`

~m11!S c2b/2

c D m

,

and this is;O(a3) since the sum converges~since 0,b/2,c). Taking this into account in~3.26!,
it follows from ~3.25! that

qH~x!52
1

2 E2`

` ds

p
tr@H (0)V2~Gs

(0)!3#~x,x!1O~a!~x!

52
1

2
trFH (0)V2E

2`

` ds

p

1

~L (0)1s2!3G~x,x!1O~a!~x!

5
23

16
tr@H (0)V2~L (0)!25/2#~x,x!1O~a!~x!. ~3.27!

Evaluating the trace over spinor indices we find@with ¹m5 1
2(¹m

11¹m
2)]

qH~x!5
23r

16
emnrstrF S 2¹m

(0)~VnVrs1VnrVs!1S 1

2
D (0)2m0DVmnVrsD ~L (0)!25/2G~x,x!

1O~a!~x!, ~3.28!

whereVm andVmn are given by~3.20! and ~3.21!. Calculations give~cf. the Appendix!

@¹m
6 ,¹n

6#c~x!5~a2Fmn~x!1O~a3!~x!!c~x6aem6aen!, ~3.29!

@¹m
6 ,¹n

7#c~x!5~a2Fmn~x!1O~a3!~x!!c~x6aem7aen!. ~3.30!

These determine the relevant contributions ofVm andVmn in ~3.28!.
We now exploit the fact that there is a Fourier transformation onH sc ~5the space of scala

lattice fields withifi25(xPaZ4uf(x)u2,`); in particular,dx has the Fourier expansion
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dx5E
2p

p d4k

~2p!4 e2 ikx/afk , ~3.31!

wherefk(y)ªeiky/a. For a general operatorO this leads to

OH~x,x!5
1

a4 K dx

a2 ,O dx

a2L 5
1

a4 E
2p

p d4k

~2p!4 e2 ikx/a
1

a4 ^dx ,Ofk&

5
1

a4 E
2p

p d4k

~2p!4 e2 ikx/a~Ofk!~x!. ~3.32!

In the case where

O5emnrs~2¹m
(0)~VnVrs1VnrVs!1~ 1

2 D (0)2m0!VmnVrs!~L (0)!25/2, ~3.33!

a calculation using~3.20! and ~3.21! with ~3.29! and ~3.30! gives

~Ofk!~x!532p2 a4 l~k;r ,m0!~qA~x!1O~a!~x!!fk~x!, ~3.34!

where

l~k;r ,m0!5
)n coskn~2m01(m~12coskm!2(m~sin2 km /coskm!!

@(m sin2 km1r 2~2m01(m~12coskm!!2#5/2 . ~3.35!

It follows from ~3.28! and ~3.32! that

qH~x!5I ~r ,m0!qA~x!1O~a!~x!, ~3.36!

where

I ~r ,m0!5
23r

8p2 E
2p

p

d4k l~k;r ,m0!. ~3.37!

This integral was evaluated earlier in Refs. 21 and 23. It was found to be independent ofr .0 and
a locally constant function ofm0 with values given by~2.14!. This completes the proof o
Proposition 2.

Remark:It is straightforward to generalize the results of this paper to SU~N! gauge fields on
the 2n-torus for arbitraryn>2 and to U(1) gauge fields on the two-torus.

Finally, following the suggestion of a referee, we emphasize that a key point in this wo
that it is the topological charge~i.e., the integrated Chern character! rather than the topologica
density that is shown to have the correct continuum limit. In this respect the treatment differs
all earlier treatments which are essentially limited to small~hence topologically trivial! fields.
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APPENDIX

In this Appendix we recall, for completeness, certain standard facts concerning the
transcript of a smooth continuum gauge field onR4 which lead to the bounds used in this articl
The lattice transcript~2.1! can be written as
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Um~x!5 (
n50

`

anE
0<t1<¯<tn<1

dtn¯dt1 Am~x,tn!¯Am~x,t1!, ~A1!

whereAm(x,t)5Am(x1(12t)aem). WhenA is bounded, i.e.,iAm(x)i<K for all x,m, we have

i (
n5p

`

anE
0<t1<¯<tn<1

dtn¯dt1 Am~x,tn!¯Am~x,t1! i< (
n5p

`

an
1

n!
Kn<apKpeaK ; O~ap!.

~A2!

Therefore, to derive theO(ap) andO(ap)(x) bounds used in the text it suffices to consider on
a finite number of terms in the expansion~A1! ~typically just the first few terms!. An immediate
consequence of~A2! with p51 is the following: If A is bounded, then for any operatorP
5P(¹m

6) which is a polynomial in the covariant finite difference operators~2.6! and~2.7! we have

iP2P(0)i;O~a!.

The boundsiH2H (0)i;O(a) and iL2L (0)i;O(a) are particular examples of this. If we fur
thermore assume that the first order partial derivatives ofA are bounded, i.e.,i]mAn(x)i<K for
all x,m,n, we have

i@¹m
6(0) ,Un#i;O~a!. ~A3!

To see this, note that

@¹m
1(0) ,Un#c~x!5~Un~x1aem!2Un~x!!c~x1aem!

5S aE
0<t<1

dt~An~x1aem ,t !2An~x,t !!1O~a2! Dc~x1aem!. ~A4!

By the middle-value theorem,

An~x1aem ,t !2An~x,t !5]mAn~x1saem ,t !

for somesP@0,1#. Sincei]mAni is bounded~A3! now follows from~A4!. The bound~A3! has the
following easy generalization: LetP5P(¹m

6) be a polynomial of degreek in the¹m
6’s; then, if all

the partial derivatives ofA of order<k are bounded, we have

i@P(0),Un#i;O~a!. ~A5!

Moreover, with the same boundedness assumptions onAm(x) and]mAn(x), straightforward cal-
culations using the middle-value theorem give

12U~px,m,n!5a2Fmn~x!1O~a3!~x!. ~A6!

Noting that16

@¹m
1 ,¹n

1#c~x!5~12U~px,mn!!Um~x!Un~x1aem!c~x1aem1aen! ~A7!

and similar formulas for the other commutators, a straightforward refinement of the argu
leading to~A5! and ~A6! shows

i@P(0),@¹m
6 ,¹n

6##i;O~a3!, i@P(0),@¹m
6 ,¹n

7##i;O~a3!. ~A8!

The requirement for this is thatA and all its partial derivatives up to orderr be bounded, where
r 5min$k,2%. SinceV is a linear combination of commutators of the¹m

6’s we have, in particular,
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i@L (0),V#i;O(a3) when A and its partial derivatives up to order 2 are bounded. Finally,
remark that~3.29! and~3.30! follow from combining~A7! and the corresponding formulas for th
other commutators with~A6!.
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Some navigation rules for D-brane monodromy
Paul S. Aspinwall
Center for Geometry and Theoretical Physics, Box 90318, Duke University, Durham,
North Carolina 27708-0318
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We explore some aspects of monodromies of D-branes in the Ka¨hler moduli space
of Calabi–Yau compactifications. Here a D-brane is viewed as an object of the
derived category of coherent sheaves. We compute all the interesting monodromies
in some nontrivial examples and link our work to recent results and conjectures
concerning helices and mutations. We note some particular properties of the
0-brane. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1409963#

I. INTRODUCTION

There has been something of an evolution in our ideas about how a D-brane sho
considered. For the purposes of this article we are interested only in the even-dimensional
in a type II string ~so-called ‘‘B-branes’’!. The sequence of ideas has progressed roughly
follows

~1! A D-brane is something on which an open string may end.
~2! A D-brane is a U(N) gauge theory living on a subspace with scalar fields spanning the no

bundle.
~3! A D-brane should be viewed as coming from K-theory.1,2

~4! A D-brane should be viewed as an object of the derived category of coherent sheaves3,4 ~see
also Ref. 5!. ~In this article the derived category will always be bounded at both ends.!

We could also add that for nontrivialH field a D-brane should be viewed as an object of
derived category of sheaves of modules over an Azumaya algebra.6 We will assumeH is trivial
and so view D-branes as an object of the derived category of coherent sheaves. We will co
our target space to be a Calabi–Yau threefoldX and we denote the derived category in question
D(X). For the purposes of this article we ignore any issues concerning the stability of D-br
Our D-branes, which are objects ofD(X), were called ‘‘topological D-branes’’ in Ref. 4 wher
issues of stability were discussed.

The reason thatD(X) is ‘‘better’’ than K-theory is that it contains so much more informatio
For exampleany 0-brane onX corresponds to the same single element of K-theory whereas
object ofD(X) corresponding to a 0-brane knowswherethis point is. That is, K-theory measure
the charge of the D-brane butD(X) tells us more and possibly all we could wish to know abou
particular D-brane.

As well as being knowledgeable about D-branes,D(X) is also very knowledgeable aboutX
itself. This should not be too surprising as if we know about all the 0-branes onX, then we know
about all the points onX and so we should know aboutX itself. Indeed, for a very large class o
algebraic varieties it was shown by Bondal and Orlov7 that X is completely determined, as a
algebraic variety, byD(X). While this process does not quite work for Calabi–Yau varieties
easy to speculate that adding such data as the spectrum of central charges while in a ‘‘Cala
phase’’ may provide the missing information. This would allow the target space to be constr
only given worldsheet information. Clearly, therefore, the derived category should be of
physicalas well as mathematical interest.

An interesting question, also studied in Ref. 7, concerns in how many ways one may ass
a derived category to a fixedX. An ‘‘autoequivalence’’ of a derived category is a map from t
category to itself preserving all the intrinsic algebraic structure associated to the category.
55340022-2488/2001/42(12)/5534/19/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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map need not preserve D-branes themselves. For example, an object representing a 2-br
become something which more resembles a 4-brane under such a transformation. In te
string theory, these autoequivalences can arise from monodromy in the moduli space
complexified Kähler form as first observed by Kontsevich.3 Indeed, the fact that this monodrom
action onD(X) can be understood at all is one the appealing aspects of the derived categ
was suggested in Ref. 8 that the derived category should play a role in the heterotic stri
similar reasons.

Since many interesting questions aboutD(X) are associated to these monodromies, the p
pose of this article is to explore some of the aspects of these monodromies. The anal
monodromies when the moduli space of complexified Ka¨hler forms has only one complex dimen
sion is pretty easy as we review in Sec. 3. Most of the interesting properties of monodromy
appear until we explore higher-dimensional moduli spaces. We do this in the later sections

One should note that many of these problems can be, and have been, performed us
method of solving the Picard–Fuchs equations and using analytic continuation~see Refs. 9–13
etc.!. These methods have been used in the context of D-branes in such papers as Refs.
Instead we will use the language of derived categories where, we believe, the structure is
simpler to understand. In this way, computation of the monodromy is extremely easy~at least on
the cohomology classes! and does not require the aid of a computer. Note that we are not bei
all original in using the derived category—computations along these lines have been done in
18–21, for example. Our work differs from the latter only in the way we probe more deeply
the moduli space addressing such questions as monodromy around Landau–Ginzburg p
multi-parameter examples. Monodromy using the derived category approach has also been
recently in papers such as Ref. 22.

Some interesting papers~Refs. 23–25! have appeared recently which compute the fin
monodromy associated to orbifold theories by using the method of ‘‘helices and mutatio
exceptional sheaves.’’ One of the motivations of this article was to better understand this con
tion in the language of the derived category. We discuss the connection~and differences! in Sec.
IV. We also study the case of reducible exceptional divisors in Sec. VI B, which appears, a
at first sight, to lie somewhat outside the method of helices.

At least in the context of Batyrev-type Calabi–Yau varieties associated to toric geometr26 it
seems possible to rigorously classify all types of monodromy. Indeed Horja20 has achieved this in
the neighborhood of the large radius limit. Rather than attempt such a classification we will s
go through some examples which appear to demonstrate most of the interesting things wh
happen.

Our analysis is closely tied to the ‘‘phase picture’’27,28 of the moduli space. One has variou
limit points in the moduli space, each of which lies in the center of some phase. Ther
naturally embeddedP1’s in the moduli space which connect adjacent limit points. We are c
cerned with monodromy within, or almost within, suchP1’s. Most of the ‘‘interesting’’ questions
one could ask about monodromy appear to be contained in this structure.

In Sec. V we exhaustively study a two-parameter example obtaining all interesting mon
mies associated to this model. In Sec. VI we study some aspects of another couple of ex
which exhibit some properties not seen in Sec. V.

Because of the prominent roˆle played by the 0-brane in the construction of Bondal and Or
we discuss some of its properties under monodromies in Sec. VII.

II. AUTOEQUIVALENCES AND THE FOURIER–MUKAI TRANSFORM

In this section we will quickly review the language we use for the derived category. See
29 and 30 for more information about the derived category itself and Refs. 19 and 31 for mo
some of the notation used later in this work.

Douglas4 has argued that the even-dimensional D-branes on a Calabi–YauX should be asso-
ciated with objects in the derived category of coherent sheaves onX. The morphisms in this
category are associated to open strings. Given a particular objectK of D(X3X) we associate
projections
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~1!

and the Fourier–Mukai transform32,33

TK~F !5Rp2* ~K ^

L

p1* F !, ~2!

for any objectF of D(X).
If K is chosen carefully~see Refs. 7 and 34 for details!, then the Fourier–Mukai transform

will be an ‘‘autoequivalence’’ ofD(X). Namely, it mapsD(X) back to itself while preserving the
important algebraic structure associated to the ‘‘distinguished triangles.’’ What this means fo
that the physics should remain invariant under such a transformation.

There are two cases of suchK ’s which are of particular interest which will be denotedK B

and K K. First let L be a line bundle~or invertible sheaf! over X and let j :X→X3X be the
diagonal embedding. Then letK L

B ~where the superscriptB stands for ‘‘B-field’’ for reasons to
become clear! be the object ofD(X3X) given by

¯→0→ j * L→0→¯ , ~3!

such that the nontrivial term is at the zeroth position.
Now consider the object ofD(X) given by a sheaf at zeroth position:

¯→0→F→0→¯ . ~4!

If we apply to ~4! the Fourier–Mukai transform associated toK L
B , we obtain

¯→0→F^ L→¯ . ~5!

To relate this to string theory, letF be a sheaf supported over some subspace ofX. That is, we
have a D-brane wrapping this subspace. All we have done by applying this transform is to c
the field strength of the U~1! gauge bundle over the D-brane. Gauge invariance forces the
binationF2B to be appear in the action of the D-brane. The above transformation must the
be equivalent toB°B1L. @Note that we useL to denote the line bundle, the associated divi
class, and the dual two-formc1(L).#Thus we may assert~as was also done in Ref. 20! that the
transformations associated toK L

B are those of a B-field shift B°B1L.
Another transformation of interest is that of Seidel and Thomas19 given by

K E
K5Cone$E ∨�E→ j * Ox%, ~6!

whereOX is the structure sheaf ofX. The superscriptK stands for ‘‘Kontsevich’’ who was the firs
to use this kind of transformation in the context of string theory.18 Here the notationA�B is short
for p1* A^ p2* B. The objectE is any object ofD(X) which satisfies the sphericity conditions give
in Ref. 19. We refer to Ref. 30 for a nice description of the cone construction.

Now the associated Fourier–Mukai transform simplifies to the following:19

TK
g
K~F !5Cone$Hom~E ,F ! ^ E→

f

F %, ~7!

wheref is the obvious evaluation map.
It is worth pointing out a subtle but potentially important point. The cone construction is

a particularly well-defined functor in the context of the derived category. We refer to Sec. 1
Chap. 5 of Ref. 29 for a discussion of the problems. By writing the transformation in the form~7!
we potentially expose ourselves to such ambiguities. One should always bear in mind, ho
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that the transformation exists as a Fourier–Mukai transform~2! which yields a perfectly well-
defined functor fromD(X) to itself. In particular, the cone appearing in~6! is only definingK E

K

as an object and no functorial properties of the cone are required there.
It is difficult to understand the physical meaning of the transformation associated toK E

K

working directly in the derived category. Instead we take Chern characters to see the eff
cohomology. From~7! one deduces that19

ch„TK
g
K~F !…5ch~F !2^E ,F &ch~E !, ~8!

where

^E ,F &5(
i

~21! idim Homi~E ,F !5E
X

i

ch~E ∨!ch~F !td~T X!, ~9!

andT X is the tangent sheaf ofX.
Now it is generally believed that the~skew-symmetric! inner product̂ E , F & on X is equal to

the ~equally skew-symmetric! intersection form for three-cycles on the mirrorY.14,35,36According
to this analogy, the transformation~8! is nothing more than a Picard–Lefschetz transformation
one would associate to monodromy around a vanishing three-sphere inY.19,36 Because of this it
seems natural to expect this kind of transformation to be associated to monodromy in the m
space of complex structures around some parts of the discriminant locus.

III. A ONE-PARAMETER CASE

In this section we will review a computation apparently first done by Kontsevich.18

We consider the case whereX is the quintic hypersurface inP4. As is very well known9 the
moduli space of complexified Ka¨hler forms can be taken to beP1 with three interesting point.
These point are as follows:

P0 : The Gepner point. Metrically it lies at an orbifold pointC/Z5 .
P1 : The ‘‘conifold point.’’ The mirror ofX acquires a conifold singularity. The conformal fie

theory associated toX is singular.
P` : The large radius limit. This point is an infinite distance away from the above two po
Let H denote the homology class of the four-cycle given by the hyperplane section o

quintic threefold. We will also useH to denote its Poincare´ dual which generatesH2(X,Z). We
then have

td~T X!5
~H/12e2H!5

„5H/~12e25H!…
,511

5

6
H2, ~10!

and

E
X
H355. ~11!

The monodromy aroundP0 is expected to be of order 5 because of theZ5 quantum symmetry
of the Gepner model. The monodromy aroundP` is known to correspond toB°B1H. In other
words, we expect it to be given by the transformationK O(H)

B . We will denote this byK H
B for

short.
Kontsevich conjectured that the monodromy aroundP1 is given by the Fourier–Mukai trans

form K E
K of the previous section whereE is given by the structure sheafOX . We denote thisK 0

K

for short. We will return to this conjecture in a more precise form in Sec. V.
It follows from the topology of a sphere with three punctures that the product of the m

dromy aroundP` and the monodromy aroundP1 should equal the monodromy aroundP0 and
hence should be of order 5.~Note that we are required to take the loops aroundP1 andP` in the
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‘‘same direction’’ in order for their product to be a loop aroundP0 . Throughout this article we will
have orientation problems such as this. We will not concern ourselves at all with such deta
all the examples we do, we simply find the right combination which gives the expected res!
We may verify that this is consistent with the Chern character of any starting D-brane.

Let us start withF given byOX and apply the desired sequence of monodromy transfor
tions. From~8! we obtain the following:

ch~F !51,

ch~K H
B

F !5eH,

ch~K 0
KKH

B
F !5eH25,

~12!
ch~K H

B
K 0

K
K H

B
F !5e2H25eH,

]

ch„~K 0
K

K H
B !5F …511~eH21!551,

asH450 in X. This is therefore consistent.
It would be interesting to check that (K 0

K
K H

B)5 gives the identity transform when applie
directly to D(X) rather than just applied to cohomology. We will not attempt this here.

Note that it is easy to apply the same method to other one-parameter examples as listed
37, for example.

IV. HELICES AND MUTATIONS

The purpose of this section is to briefly point out similarities and differences betwee
above computation for the quintic and the notion of helices and exceptional sheaves. The
who is not directly interested in such things can skip this section.

It is easiest to describe mutations and helices directly in the derived category. See Ref.
example, for more information. Let us consider the spaceV5P4 and letH denote the hyperplane
class. Now consider the exceptional collection of sheaves$O,O(H)%. We may use a mutation to
pull O(H) to the left throughO. Let E(H) denote the resulting object inD(P4). One can compute
ch„E(H)…5eH25.

Similarly we may begin with the set$O,O(H),O(2H)% and pullO(2H) throughO(H) and
O to obtainE(2H), etc. The result of such mutations appears remarkably similar to the m
dromy transformations we considered in the previous section. Indeed one obtains

ch„E~nH!…5ch„~K 0
K

K H
B !nF …, for 50,...,4. ~13!

This correspondence fails forn55, however. In this case we havech„E(5H)…50. This
disagreement should come as no surprise. The language of mutations of helices can be r
the form of the Fourier–Mukai transforms of Sec. II. The key point, however, is that the alge
variety in question is the ambientP4 itself rather than the Calabi–Yau hypersurfaceX. Indeed
exceptional sheaves cannot exist onX.

A Fourier–Mukai transformation doesnot yield an autoequivalence ofD(P4) as it fails the
canonical class constraint of Ref. 34. That is why the fifth application of the supposed monod
transformation can kill the object inD(P4).

The language of mutations of helices was used in Refs. 23–25 successfully to obtain
dromies because Eq.~13! holds true. Note, however, that the procedure of going fromE(nH) to
E„(n11)H… cannot generally be identified with monodromy around the Gepner point becau
the more general failure of this relation.
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V. A TWO-PARAMETER CASE

The structure of monodromies becomes considerably more interesting when one starts
at moduli spaces of more than one dimension. In this case, the ‘‘discriminant locus’’ of
conformal field theories is a subvariety of the moduli space with dimension one or more.

We wish to see if the Fourier–Mukai transforms considered earlier can also be applied in
more complicated situations. Note that this problem has been studied by Horja20 and by Seidel and
Thomas.19 Horja gave extensive results for monodromy loops which are ‘‘close’’ to the la
radius limit in some sense. We will be interested in relations obtained by venturing further in
moduli space. The Fourier–Mukai transforms we will consider follow closely the constructio
Seidel and Thomas.19 Reference 39 has appeared very recently which shows that these me
are essentially a special case of Horja’s construction.

Our goal in this section will be to obtain a similar result to Sec. III in a two-param
example. Namely, can we find a sequence of monodromies which give a loop around som
which looks like a Gepner point, and hence has finite order?

Because the moduli space is two-dimensional there is no notion of ‘‘monodromy arou
point.’’ Given a complex curve in our moduli space we can define a monodromy. We will use
notions extensively later in the text and we wish to emphasize the difference here to
confusion. We will often refer to monodromyarounda curve for a loop in the two-dimensiona
moduli space which lies external to the curve. We will also refer to the completely different n
of monodromywithin the curve around a specific point. The words ‘‘around’’ and ‘‘within’’ wi
always have the above meaning.

Our example is whereX is a blown-up hypersurface of degree 18 in the weighted proje
spaceP9,6,1,1,1

4 . This space was studied extensively in Ref. 12 and analyzed in relation to D-b
in Ref. 17. The two generators ofH2(X,Z) ~and their Poincare´ dual divisors! will be calledH and
L consistent with Ref. 12. If we put homogeneous coordinates@z1 ,...,z5# on P9,6,1,1,1

4 , then the
divisor class ofz150 is given by 3H, the class ofz250 is given by 2H. The class ofz350 or
z450 or z550 ~after the blow-up! is given byL. This weighted projective space has a curve
singularities which intersects the hypersurface at one point. Locally this point looks like
orbifold C3/Z3 . We blow this up to produce an exceptional divisorE.P2. In terms of homology
classes,E5H23L.

The remaining topological information required forX is as follows.H2,HL,L2 live in H2(X)
or H4(X) subject to the constraintH(H23L)50. H0(X) or H6(X) has a single generator w
denotep, and H359p, H2L53p, HL25p, L350. Obviously any monomial of degree 4 o
higher inH or L vanishes. Finally,

td~F x!511 1
2 L21 1

4 HL. ~14!

The mirror,Y, of X has defining equation

a0z1z2z3z4z51a1z1
21a1z1

21a2z3
181a4z3

181a4z4
181a6z3

6z4
6z5

6. ~15!

The ‘‘algebraic’’ coordinates on the moduli space are then given by

x5
a1

3a2
2a6

a0
6 , y5

a3a4a5

a6
3 . ~16!

We may then define the discriminant as an expression inx and y which vanishes whenY
becomes singular. If the data can be presented torically as in this case, then Sec. 3.5 of
gives a nice efficient way of computing this discriminant. In our example, the discriminant
torizes into two parts:
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D05612x3y1~432x21!3,
~17!

D1527y11.

We want to picture the moduli space in two different ways. First we use the ‘‘phase’’ des
tion of Refs. 27 and 28. See also Sec. 3 of Ref. 41. We project the discriminant intoR2 by plotting
2 log uyu against2 log uxu. We show the result in Fig. 1. The result is that the two-plane is divi
into four ‘‘phases.’’ We chose our algebraic coordinates~16! so that the Calabi–Yau phase appea
in the positive quadrant. The limit point of this phase is the large radius limit. The pos
quadrant may also be viewed as the Ka¨hler cone ofX where the classH gives the horizontal
direction andL gives the vertical direction.

The other phases are pictured as follows. There is an orbifold phase whose limit point h
orbifold singularityC3/Z3 but the Calabi–Yau has infinite volume. There is aP2 phase whereX
collapses onto aP2. This can happen asX is an elliptic fibration overP2. In the limit, this elliptic
fiber has zero area and theP2 has infinite volume. Finally, we have a Landau–Ginzburg ph
with the Gepner point as the limit point.

The other way of drawing the moduli space is as a complex surface. The phase picture
1, i.e., thesecondary fanof X, is viewed as the fan of a toric varietyM as described in Ref. 28
The coordinatesx andy are then naturally coordinates over a patch of the moduli spaceM. ~This
is identified by associating the dual of the cone in the positive quadrant with SpecC@x,y#.! In this
caseM is a surface with two quotient singularities. The discriminant is a divisor inM.

We sketchM in Fig. 2 by drawing complex dimensions as real. Our limit points appea
dots in the diagram. We draw the curvesC1 ,...,C4 as theP1’s joining adjacent phase limits
Torically these curves are associated to the lines in Fig. 1 which separate the phases. Figur
shows how the discriminant intersects these curves. Note thatD0 andD1 are themselves smoot
curves inM. The extra circles around the LG and orbifold point denote the fact that both of t
points lie at a quotient singularity of the formC2/Z3 in M.

If we followed the analysis of Ref. 12 we would now blow-upM so that it was smooth and
that the intersections of the discriminant with the curvesCi were transverse. This requires seve
blow-ups. Rather than do this, we find it easier to work directly inM.

We would now like to take each of the curvesC1 ,...,C4 in turn and do a similar computatio
to that of Sec. IIIwithin that curve~or nearly so! to check our monodromy predictions. Note th
each curveCi has three special points on it—the two limit points and a third point where

FIG. 1. The four phases of the two-parameter example.
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discriminant hits the curve in some way. Thus, just as in Sec. III, we will show that the produ
the monodromy around one of the limit points and around the discriminant is equal to the m
dromy around the other limit point.

A. C1

Let us fix a basepoint near the large Calabi–Yau limit point. Because we have identifie
cone of this phase with the Ka¨hler cone ofX we immediately know the monodromies aroundC1

andC2 . Each must be a shift in theB-field. To be precise, a loop aroundC1 will correspond to
B°B1L and hence corresponds toK L

B . Similarly a loop aroundC2 is given byK H
B .

SinceC1 andC2 intersect transversely, the monodromy around the Calabi–Yau point w
C1 corresponds to going aroundC2 and is thus given byK H

B . In other wordsch(F )°eHch(F ).
What about the monodromy withinC1 around the point in the middle where the discrimina

hits? A method for computing this was presented in Ref. 20 but we will proceed a little differe
First we need to decide how to go around a generic part ofD0 . Note thatD0 is the irreducible
component of the discriminant corresponding to the appearance of singularities in~15! for nonzero
z1 ,...,z5 . This was dubbed the ‘‘A-discriminant’’ in.42 ~Perhaps rather confusingly, Ref. 42 us
the term ‘‘principalA-determinant’’ for the full discriminantD0D1 . Even more confusingly,D0

has sometimes been called the ‘‘principal component’’ of the discriminant.20! We will call it the
‘‘ primary’’ component of the discriminant. One could also define this as the component wh
computed by finding solutions to Eqs.~3.45! of Ref. 40. We then state the following conjectu
which appears to be due to Horja, Kontsevich, and Morrison in some form or another.18,20,43

Conjecture 1: For a suitable choice of basepoint near the Calabi–Yau limit point, a loop
around the primary component of the discriminant is given byK 0

K5K E
K , with E5OX .

This is certainly consistent with Sec. III where the primary component was the entire
criminant.

Assuming this conjecture to be true, we still have a complication that makes the compu
a little less straightforward. Namely,C1 does not intersectD0 transversely but rather intersects
tangentially with multiplicity 3. This means that we cannot say that the monodromy withinC1

around the discriminant is given by Conjecture 1.
To proceed with the computation we can put a small three-sphereS3 around the intersection

of D0 andC1 . SinceD0 andC1 are both smooth, it follows thatL15S3ùC1 andL25S3ùD0 are
both unknotted circles. Because of the tangential intersection, these circles are linked three
We may remove a point ofS3 and imagine the link inR3. We show this in Fig. 3.

Next we need to describep1„S
32(L1øL2)…. To do this we use the Wirtinger presentatio

~see Ref. 44, for example!. Imaging fixing a basepoint above the sheet of paper. The arrowa in

FIG. 2. The moduli spaceM.
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Fig. 3 then represents the element ofp1 looping under the left circle in the direction indicated b
the arrow. Similarly, we defineb for the right circle. We then have further elementsei as shown in
the figure. Crossing relations then determine

e15b21ab,

e25b21a21bab,

e35b21a21b21abab, ~18!

e45b21a21b21a21babab,

e55b21a21b21a21b21ababab,

but clearlye55a which yields the relation

ababab5bababa. ~19!

~Our order convention is thatab represents the pathb followed by the patha.! Indeedp1„S
3

2(L1øL2)… is given by the group on two generators~a,b! subject to the single relation~19!.
Deform the path withinC1 around the discriminant point a little so that it lies outsideC1 .

This is the path around which we wish to compute the monodromy. This is the~clockwise! path
which follows closely the circleS3ùC1 . Such a path is homotopic toe1e3e55b22ababa. But a
is nothing more than a generic loop aroundD0 and so is given byK 0

K , and similarlyb is given
by K L

B . Therefore we claim that monodromy around the discriminant point withinC1 is given by
(K L

B)22K 0
K

K L
B

K 0
K

K L
B

K 0
K .

Let Q1 denote the monodromy withinC1 around theP2 limit point. As this is equal to the
combined monodromy around the discriminant point and the Calabi–Yau limit point, we
Q15K H

B(K L
B)22K 0

K
K L

B
K 0

K
K L

B
K 0

K .
Passing from the Calabi–Yau limit point to theP2 limit point represents collapsing a larg

radius elliptic fiber to a Landau–Ginzburg orbifold theory in a manner very similar to the coll

FIG. 3. The triply linked circles.
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of the quintic in Sec. III. This Landau–Ginzburg theory is aZ6-orbifold and thus has aZ6 quantum
symmetry. It should therefore follow thatQ1

651 in complete analogy with the Landau–Ginzbu
point in Sec. III. This is a highly nontrivial check of our picture:

ch~OX!51,

ch~Q1OX!5eH23eH2L13eH22L,

ch~Q1
2OX!5e2H23e2H2L13e2H22L2eH, ~20!

]

ch~Q1
6OX!5e6H23e6H2L13e6H22L2e5H2e4H13e4H2L23e4H22L

13e3H2L23e3H22L1e2H1eH23eH2L13eH22L51.

B. C2

So far we have only usedE5OX in the Fourier–Mukai transformK E
K . In this section we use

a less trivial choice. The curveC2 represents the process of blowing-up theC3/Z3 singularity while
keeping the rest of the Calabi–Yau at infinite volume. We will attempt to ‘‘localize’’ the com
tations to around the exceptional divisorE>P2.

Let us consider the general case of an irreducible exceptional divisorE in a Calabi–Yau space
X of arbitrary dimension. Let the normal bundle be denoted byN. Let us assume that the zer
locus of a generic section ofN∨ gives an irreducible varietyW,E of complex dimension two less
than X. W is automatically Calabi–Yau. In our example,W would be a cubic curve inP2. We
therefore have two inclusions

i :E�X, j :W�E. ~21!

Now consider two objectsE ,F PD(E) associated to sheaves onE. In terms of our inner produc
on X we may apply the Grothendieck–Riemann–Roch theorem to yield the following localiza

^ i * E ,i * F &X5E
x
„ch~ i * E !…∨ch~ i * F !tdS T X5E

E
D „ch~ i * E !…∨ch~F !td~T E!

5E
W
„ch~ j * E !…∨ch~ j * F !

td~J E!

td~N∨!

5E
W
„ch~ j * E !…∨ch~ j * F !td~J W!5^ j * E , j * F &W . ~22!

Therefore, we may compute the inner product between objects ofD(X) which arei * of something
in D(E) purely in terms of the local geometry of the blow-up.

We may now apply Conjecture 1 toW. In our exampleW is an elliptic curve and has only on
deformation of complexified Ka¨hler form. The discriminant is then a point and therefore prim
with respect toW. The associated Fourier–Mukai transform for monodromy is then given byK E

K

for E5OW5 j * OE . This naturally motivates the following.
Conjecture 2: The monodromy around a component of the discriminant associated w

irreducible divisor E collapsing to a point is given byK E
K for E5 i * OE , where i is the inclusion

map.
Note thati * OE is the structure sheaf ofE extended by zero over the rest ofX. It can thus be

denoted byOE itself.
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In our example we therefore associateD1 with K E
K for E5OE where the class ofE is given

by H23L. Let us useK 1
K to denote this transform. Another application of Grothendiec

Riemann–Roch quickly yields

ch~OE!512e3L2H, ~23!

@and soch(OE
∨)512eH23L#.

We are now in a position to compute all the monodromies forC2 . Around the Calabi–Yau
limit we haveK L

B . The componentD1 hits C2 transversely and so the monodromy around
discriminant point is given byK 1

K .
Let us useQ25K 1

K
K L

B to refer to monodromy around the orbifold limit point. AC3/Z3

orbifold has aZ3 quantum symmetry, so one might naı¨vely guess thatQ2
351. Instead we find

ch~OX!51,

ch~Q2OX!5eL,
~24!

ch~Q2
2OX!5e2L,

ch~Q2
3OX!5eH.

This suggests the relationQ2
35K H

B . To see why this is so, let us examine more carefully
geometry of the moduli space near the orbifold limit point. As mentioned earlier, this poi
actually locally the singularityC2/Z3 . We may therefore surround this limit point, not by a sphe
but by a lens space M5S3/Z3 . Now C2 and C3 are both smooth curves and therefore th
intersectM in unknotted circles.

Consider the freeZ3 quotient mapq:S3→M . The intersection ofC2 andC3 with M both lift
to single circles inS3 underq21. These circles are linked once and sop1 of the complement of
these circles inS3 is the Abelian productZ3Z. Let G denotep1 of the complement ofC2 andC3

in M. Sinceq is a normal cover we have

1→Z3Z→G→Z3→1. ~25!

A more detailed analysis of the geometry shows thatG>Z3Z where there is a particular eleme
gorbPG which cannot be lifted to a loop inS3 but such thatgorb

3 lifts to a loop inS3 which loops
around bothC2 andC3 .

To understand the monodromy we need to deform the loop ‘‘inside’’C2 around the orbifold
point a little so that it does not intersectC2 or C3 . There is no unique way to do this. Th
homotopy class of such a deformation is given bygorb times an arbitrary number of winding
around C2 . One might argue that the most natural lift is to reduce this extra winding arounC2

and say that the desired loop is simply given bygorb.
Identifying Q2 with gorb it should then follow that the monodromyQ2

3 is given by a loop
aroundC2 followed by a loop aroundC3 . We see thatQ2

35K H
B is entirely consistent with this so

long asthe monodromy around C3 is trivial. We also see that our natural deformation of the lo
within C2 is the correct one.

We have therefore understood the monodromy in~24! and argued that the monodromy arou
C3 is trivial.

For a true localization to the orbifold point we may putH50. This has the effect of sendin
that component of the Ka¨hler form of to infinity. Thus the target space looks like a resolution
C3/Z3 . In this case the monodromy around the orbifold point really is of order 3. This fact
also determined directly using the Picard–Fuchs system in Ref. 15. Note also that any ob
D(X) which can be written asi * of something inD(E) is brought back to itself exactly afte
looping three times around the orbifold point.
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C. C3

Consider first the loop around the orbifold point withinC3 . In order to understand the
monodromy we need again to deform this loop a little as in Sec. V B. It turns out that the sim
deformation of this loop is homotopic to the same classgorb as shown earlier. Figure 2 certainl
makes this statement counterintuitive! At first sight it looks like a loop withinC2 is like a loop
aroundC3 and a loop withinC3 looks like a loop aroundC2 and these are certainly not equal.
is the quotient singularity which stops this argument from working. Both the loop withinC2 and
the loop withinC3 must deform to elements ofG which map to the same element ofZ3 in ~25!.
The most natural deformation of these two loops actually makes the loops homotopic.

Therefore, monodromy around the orbifold point withinC3 is given byQ25K 1
K

K L
B . The

loop around the discriminant point withinC3 is easy. SinceD0 intersectsC3 transversely, the
monodromy is given byK 0 . The monodromy around the LG point is then given by

Q35K 0
K

K 1
K

K L
B . ~26!

What properties should we expect forQ3? The geometry around the LG point is very simil
~up to orientation questions! to the geometry around the orbifold point. In particular one may sh
that the loop corresponding toQ3 is such that its third power is homotopic to a loop aroundC3 and
C4 . Now we know that a loop aroundC3 induces no monodromy from Sec. V B. The fact thatC4

intersectsC1 transversely at a smooth point inM tells us that the loop aroundC4 is given byQ1

from Sec. V A. ThusQ3
3 should have the same properties asQ1 . We saw in Sec. V A thatQ1 was

of order 6.It follows that Q3 is of order 18.
We may confirm this explicitly, e.g.,

ch~OX!51,

ch~Q3OX!5eL23,

ch~Q3
2OX!5e2L23eL13,

ch~Q3
3OX!5eH23e2L13eL21,

ch~Q3
4OX!5eH1L23eH13e2L2eL,

~27!
ch~Q3

5O!5eH12L23eH1L13eH1L1eH2e2L,

ch~Q3
6OX!5e2H23eH12L13eH1L2eH21,

ch~Q3
7OX!5e2H1L23e2H13eH2L2eH1L2eL13,

]

ch~Q3
18OX!5e6H23e5H12L13e5H1L2e5H2e4H13e3H12L23e3H1L

13e2H12L23e2H1L1e2H1eH23e2L13eL51.

Comparing closely~20! and~27! we see thatQ3
3 is not quite the same thing asQ1 , although their

effect is very similar. As we have described the loops corresponding to these transformation
actually differ by a change in basepoint and soQ1 andQ3

3 are only equivalent up to conjugation
The sequence of transformations given in~27! is identical to the sequence predicted by Re

23–25 in the language of helices and mutations. There one begins with a sequence of exce
sheaves onP$9,6,1,1,1%

4 of the form $O,O(L),O(2L),O(H),O(H1L),O(H12L),O(2H),...,
O(5H12L)%. One then mutates all the bundles to the left to reverse their order, giving a seq
of objects whose Chern characters are exactly given by~27!. It is not hard to see why this is so
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Roughly speaking the transformationQ35K 0
K

K 1
K

K L
B may be described as follows.K L

B takes
the sheafO(nL) to O„(n11)L…. NextK 1

K leavesO(mH1L) or O(mH12L) invariant but takes
O(mH13L) to O„(m11)H)…. Finally K 0

K is a ‘‘left mutation’’ just as it was for the quintic in
Sec. IV.

This gives a natural explanation for the funny ‘‘jump’’ seen in the required sequenc
exceptional sheaves fromO(mH12L) to O„(m11)H…. It is effectively caused by the action o
K 1

K . Note again the following shortcoming of the method of using sheaves onP$9,6,1,1,1%
4 . If we

extend this process by addingO(6H) to the above sequence of sheaves, then the 18th tran
mation of O would have Chern character equal to 0 rather than 1. Again this is becaus
corresponding Fourier–Mukai transform onP$9,6,1,1,1%

4 is not invertible.

D. C4

Finally we do the monodromy computation withinC4 . This actually yields nothing new. Le
Q4 be the monodromy given by the loop withinC4 around the LG point. Because the LG point
an orbifold point, one can show that this loop~or at least a small deformation of it! is the same as
the loop withinC3 around the LG point for reasons essentially identical to the discussion in
V B. This immediately impliesQ45Q3 .

Indeed monodromy around theP2 point within C4 is given byK L
B ; and monodromy around

the discriminant point requires loops around bothD1 andD0 as seen in Fig. 2. Thus we seeQ4

5K 0
K

K 1
K

K L
B consistent with the above paragraph.

Consider trying to generalize the results of this example. One can show that the sp
structure of the monodromy seen in this example depends mainly on the fact thatX is a fibration.
For example, we could consider a more complicated example with three Ka¨hler moduli such as the
resolved hypersurface of degree 24 inP$1,1,2,8,12%

4 . This is an elliptic fibration over a Hirzebruc
surface which itself is aP1-fibration overP1. In this example one has a curve in the moduli spa
which is the analog ofC4 above. It connects the Landau–Ginzburg phase with theP1 phase.
Monodromy around the LG point can then be shown to be of a formK 0

K
K 1

K
K 2

K
K L

B . This will
then reproduce the results of Sec. 9.3 of Ref. 25, for example. Note, however, that the fib
structure is essential here.

VI. OTHER EXAMPLES

The example of Sec. 5 demonstrated many features of monodromy, but there are man
important possibilities which did not appear. In this section we discuss some examples wh
exhibit these effects.

A. Surfaces shrinking to curves

All the monodromies around components of the discriminant have been given by a Fo
Mukai transform of the form~6! studied by Seidel and Thomas. Here we discuss an example
falls outside this class.

Let us consider the resolved hypersurfaceX of degree 8 inP$2,2,2,1,1%
4 . We refer to Ref. 11 for

extensive details of this model. The spaceX can be thought of as a K3-fibration overP1 or as the
resolution of a singular space with a curve of singularities of the formC2/Z2 . This model has the
same moduli space as that of Sec. 5 except for the following aspects:

~i! The P2 phase is renamed aP1 phase as this is the base of the fibration.
~ii ! The LG and orbifold limit points are now at orbifold points locally of the formC2/Z2 .
~iii ! The D0 component of the discriminant now intersectsC1 at a point of multiplicity two

rather than three.

When we compute the monodromies around the discriminant the real difference appear
we considerD1 . Let E be the exceptional divisor inX coming from the resolution of the curve o
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singularities.E is a product of a genus 3 curveZ andG>P1. We associateD1 with the collapse of
E down toZ. The discussion in Sec. V B concerned an exceptional divisor contracting to apoint
and so cannot be applied to monodromy aroundD1 .

The computation of the monodromy on Chern characters was computed in Ref. 45. The
may be rephrased as follows. For a divisorE collapsing to a curveZ of genusg, monodromy
aroundD1 is given by

ch~F !°ch~F !2^OE1~12g!OG ,F &ch~OG!1^OG ,F &ch~OE!, ~28!

whereG>P1 is the inverse image of a point for the blow-down.
The Fourier–Mukai transform given by~6! is incompatible with~28!. A more general form

which is consistent is given by Horja in Refs. 20 and 39.@I thank P. Horja for confirming that his
construction is consistent with~28!.# We refer to these references for more details.

Given the form of the monodromy~28! it is easy to reproduce all the corresponding results
Sec. V for this example.

B. A reducible exceptional divisor

One might have gotten the impression from the localization argument in Sec. V B that w
understand the monodromy associated to an orbifold singularity by studying the little Calab
W living inside the exceptional divisorE. Indeed this argument shows that the analysis we did
Sec. V for a Calabi-Yau threefold would also apply locally to a Calabi–Yau fivefold which h
Z18 orbifold singularity given by the action

~z1 ,z2 ,z3 ,z4 ,z5!°~a9z1 ,a6z2 ,az3 ,az4 ,az5!, ~29!

wherea5exp(2pi/18). This is because the resolvedP$9,6,1,1,1%
4 is the exceptional divisor for this

five-dimensional orbifold.
While this is useful in some circumstances, it does not mean that any orbifold analysis c

reduced to a Calabi–Yau computation in lower dimensions. The problem is that the excep
divisor for an orbifold singularity may bereducible. Indeed one generically expects an exceptio
divisor be to reducible. In this case the notion of the Calabi–Yau ‘‘inside’’ the exceptional div
makes no sense.

At least in the context of toric cases we can make some general statements about the
ence between a reducible and irreducible exceptional divisor. The impression one might hav
left with from the above examples is that each particular exceptional divisorE is associated with
its own componentDE of the discriminant divisor. In this case one then associates monodr
aroundDE with a process involving the collapse ofE.

In the Batyrev26 way of describing Calabi–Yaun-folds, one has a set of points,A, lying in a
hyperplane inRn12. Vectors from the origin to these points generate the one-dimensional edg
a fan. By the usual algorithm in toric geometry this fan gives the canonical line bundle over
(n11)-dimensional varietyV. X is then the ‘‘little Calabi–Yau’’ living insideV.

Let Q be the convex hull ofA. One can show~see Chap. 10 of Ref. 42! that the irreducible
components of the discriminant are determined by faces ofQ of various dimensions. For a
nontrivial component we require at leastk12 points in ak-dimensional face.

If each face ofQ has at most one point in its interior, then each divisor associated to
interior point gets its own component of the discriminant. This was the case for the exa
studied earlier and was the case for all the examples studied in Refs. 23–25. It is precisely
we have a reducible exceptional divisor that this fails.

We will consider an example of this. For a change we will use a K3 surface rather th
Calabi–Yau threefold. The results generalize easily to the threefold case.

Consider the surfaceX of degree 12 inP$4,3,3,2%
3 . This hasC2/Z2 singularities at three points

andC2/Z3 singularities at four points. EachZ2 singularity is resolved by a singleP1 and eachZ3

singularity is resolved by a sum of twoP1’s intersecting at a point. The fact that the K3
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embedded in the given ambient space ties the blow-ups of the points of similar type tog
There are, in fact, only four Ka¨hler degrees of freedom—the overall size of the initial weigh
projective space, one blow-up of all theZ2 fixed points, and two blow-ups for all theZ3 fixed
points.

We list the coordinates of the pointsA in Table I. We also show the divisor classes in term
of a basis~H,A,B,C! associated to these vectors. These divisor classes restrict to form a p
basis ofH2(X)5H2(X). We then demand that the Ka¨hler form of X lies in the span of these
generators. This basis has been chosen so that the resulting slice of the Ka¨hler cone is the positive
orthant.

We will only concern ourselves with monodromies associated to theZ3 blow-ups. To do this
we only consider variations in theA andB components of the Ka¨hler form. The two divisor classe
of interest are those associated toa5 anda6 having classes 2H22A1B andA22B, respectively.
These each intersectX in four copies ofP1. EachP1 from one set intersects one member from t
other set ofP1’s in one point. Together these form the resolutions of the fourZ3 fixed points. Note
that the set$a4 ,a5 ,a6 ,a1% lies on a straight line.

Let us fix algebraic coordinates

x5
a4a6

a5
2 , y5

a1a5

a6
2 . ~30!

In terms of these, the component of the discriminant associated with the line$a4 ,a5 ,a6 ,a1% is

D1527x2y2218xy2114x14y. ~31!

There are two other components of the discriminant—the primary component and one ass
to the threeZ2 fixed points.D1 is the part intrinsically associated to theC2/Z3 resolution.

The discriminant~31! divides the (2 logx,2logy) into four phases as shown in Fig. 4. On
has the resolved phase, theZ3 orbifold phase, and two phases where one of the pair ofP1’s has
been blown up to partially resolve theZ3 fixed point to something that looks locally like aZ2 fixed
point. We will call the latter two phasesZ2

(A) andZ2
(B) since they are associated to blowing dow

using theA or B component of the Ka¨hler form, respectively.
Note again that there is only asingle irreducible component,D1 , of the divisor associated to

this picture. The same component of the discriminant is responsible for blowing down either
P1’s.

Now, of course, the moduli space is really four-dimensional. We want to think of Fig.
representing a slice of the moduli space, where theH andC components of the Ka¨hler form have
been taken to infinity. Equivalently, think of Fig. 4 as the toric fan of a two-dimensional subs
of the moduli space associated to this limit.

Let Oa5
be the sum of the four structure sheaves of theP1’s associated toa5 . Similarly Oa6

is supported only over the fourP1’s associated toa6 . Now consider theP1 in the moduli space
connecting the large radius limit to theZ2

(A) limit point where theP1’s associated toa5 are blown

TABLE I. The point-setA for the K3 example.

a0 0 0 0 1 22H
a1 0 0 1 1 B
a2 1 0 0 1 C
a3 1 2 0 1 C
a4 23 23 22 1 2H1A
a5 22 22 21 1 2H22A1B
a6 21 21 0 1 A22B
a7 1 1 0 1 H22C
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down. Let us denote this byCA . We know the monodromy around the large radius limit withinCA

multiplies the Chern characters byeA. SinceD1 hits CA transversely we expect that monodrom
around the discriminant point is given byK Oa5

K which induces

ch~F !°ch~F !2 1
4 ^Oa5

,F &Oa5
, ~32!

where the factor 1/4 appears becauseOa5
is associated tofour irreducible divisors.@It is not hard

to convince yourself that such a factor is necessary to get the monodromies to come out co
It would be nice to explain this factor more completely. Presumably this is similar to a askin
a better understanding of~28!.#

TheZ2
(A) limit point is associated to aZ2 orbifold point and so we expect going twice aroun

this point gives something simple. One can show that applyingK Oa5

K
K A

B twice induces multipli-

cation by exp (2H1B) on the Chern characters. This should be viewed in the same way as in
V B.

What about the curveCB which connects the large radius limit to theZ2
(B) limit point? In this

case the discriminant point induces monodromy given byK Oa6

K which induces

ch~F !°ch~F !2 1
4 ^Oa6

,F &Oa6
. ~33!

One can then show that applyingK Oa6

K
K B

B twice induces multiplication by exp(A) on the Chern

characters.
This is all very well except thatK Oa5

K and K Oa6

K are both monodromies around thesame

component of the discriminant. The reason they are different is that if we fix a base point ne
large radius limit, then the loop aroundD1 inside CA is not homotopic to the loop aroundD1

inside CB . This can happen becauseD1 itself is not smooth. It has a cusp at the point (x,y)
5(1/3,1/3). If we draw anS3 around this cusp, then we obtain a trefoil knot in the intersection
is well known that, for a fixed basepoint, loops around different parts of this knot are not h
topic to each other. This allows for the difference betweenK Oa5

K andK Oa6

K . Note that this is the

very same cusp as the one studied by Argyres and Douglas.46

Finally, let us see how to compute the effect of monodromy going three times around tZ3

limit point. Let CA2 be the curve connecting theZ2
(A) limit point to the Z3 limit point. The

monodromy withinCA2 around theZ2
(A) limit point is identical to the monodromy withinCA

around theZ2
(A) limit point for the reasons given in Sec. V C. TheD1 component of the discrimi-

FIG. 4. TheC2/Z3 resolution phase space.
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nant intersectsCA2 transversely. Since this is associated with collapsing the divisor associat
a6 , we will assume that monodromy around this discriminant point is given byK Oa6

K . We

therefore claim that monodromy with CA around theZ3 limit point is given byK Oa6

K
K Oa5

K
K A

B .

We may check that this cubes to something nice. Indeed the effect on the Chern cha
implies that

^K Oa6

K ,K Oa5

K
K A

B&35~K H
B !4. ~34!

One can show that this is consistent with the global geometry of the moduli space and
monodromies all have the expected properties.

VII. DISCUSSION OF THE 0-BRANE

We have given various rules for how to compute the effect of monodromy on the C
character of a D-brane. In this last section we will discuss the consequences for a 0-brane

The 0-brane is of particular interest as it is the basic object used in the construction of B
and Orlov7 to build the target space from the derived category. The fact that the 0-bran
transform into something else under monodromy is one reason why the Bondal and Orlo
struction is ambiguous for a Calabi–Yau space.

Note again that the following results could have been guessed using the Picard–Fuchs
ential equations. In that language the 0-brane often appears as a constant solution to the d
tial equations.41 The derived category provides a much simpler picture, however.

For a Calabi–Yau threefoldX, let P be an object inD(X) which corresponds to a 0-brane. Th
immediately implies thatch(P)5p, wherepPH6(X) is Poincare´ dual to a point. Under mono
dromy aboutD0 we have

p°p1E
x
p∧td~X!5p11. ~35!

That is, the 0-brane always picks up a 6-brane charge upon an orbit aroundD0 .
Now consider the other monodromies in this article. They all involve taking the struc

sheafOE of some collapsing cycleE and computinĝOE,P&. If E is of dimension less than 6, the
this inner product is always zero. Thus the 0-brane undergoes no monodromy about these k
components in the discriminant.

We therefore make the following conjecture.
Conjecture 3: The 0-brane undergoes monodromy if and only if we circle the primary

ponent, D0 , of the discriminant.
If we begin in a large-radius smooth Calabi–Yau phase, which other phases may we

without crossing a wall in the phase diagram which containsD0? In other words, over what are
of the phase diagram can we fix a choice of 0-brane without worrying about monodromy
answer consists of the so-called ‘‘geometric phases’’ or ‘‘partially enlarged Ka¨hler moduli space’’
of Ref. 28.

The phases correspond to triangulations of Batyrev’s reflexive polytope.26,28 The statement
that a phase is geometric corresponds to every simplex in the triangulation having the uniqu
in the interior of the polytope as a vertex.

Comparing to the example in Sec. V, for example, the geometric phases consist of the C
Yau phase and the orbifold phase where we have a three complex dimensional picture of th
space. Indeed, these phases are separated only byD1 around which the 0-brane has no mon
dromy.

The geometric phases consist of those reached from the Calabi–Yau phase only by b
down subspaces. If one reduces the overall dimension of the target space, then one must
wall containingD0 . There are also exotic ‘‘exoflop’’ transitions28 where part of the target spac
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remains three-dimensional but a lower-dimensional part grows out of the side of the target
These exoflops also involve crossing aD0 boundary and are not considered geometric.

Proving the statement about these phases is an application of the combinatorics discu
Chap. 11 of Ref. 42. There is an objecthT which is a function on the cones of the secondary f
If hT changes as you pass to a neighboring cone, then the wall containedD0 . It is easy to show
that hT changes as you pass from a geometric phase to a nongeometric phase. This r
essentially contained in corollary 4.5 of Chap. 11 of Ref. 42. It is a more tedious exercise to
that passing between geometric phases of threefolds keepshT constant.

This result appears to agree nicely with the Bondal and Orlov construction. We may c
tently tie the derived category to a target space interpretation so long as we confine ourse
geometric phases. Once we leave these phases, then the 0-brane undergoes monodrom
acquire an ambiguity in the way we construct the target space.

Finally, we should note that there can still be an ambiguity in what exactly is called a 0-b
in the geometric phases. If there are two or more smooth phases related by flops, then eac
has its own 0-branes. The exact way these branes are related to each other was g
Bridgeland.47
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Multidimensional phase space and sunset diagrams
A. Bashir,a) R. Delbourgo,b) and M. L. Robertsc)

School of Mathematics and Physics, University of Tasmania, Hobart, Australia 7001

~Received 30 January 2001; accepted for publication 20 September 2001!

We derive expressions for the phase space of a particle of momentump decaying
into N particles, that are valid for any number of dimensions. These are the imagi-
nary parts of so-called ‘‘sunset’’ diagrams, which we also obtain. The results are
given as a series of hypergeometric functions, which terminate for odd dimensions
and are also well suited for deriving the threshold behavior. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1416887#

I. INTRODUCTION

With so much attention focused on the properties of branes embedded in higher dimen
it is of interest to examine the way in which the phase space changes as the space–
enlarged, since this is what primarily determines the statistical properties of multiparticle sys
only when amplitudes are accentuated or suppressed along certain directions in space is
pronounced effect on the phase space. This paper is devoted to the topic of multidimen
phase space. We assume that extra dimensions are spatial—though one may envisage th
like coordinates can be handled by Euclidean continuation—and that all particles propaga
the bulk. Not only that, we suppose that the space–time is flat so that we can neglect topo
aspects. If conditions arise that constrain the particles to some subspace, then one may ob
reduced phase space by altering the numberD21 of spatial dimensions rather trivially; or else
topological effects become important we may be able to sum over discrete modes alo
directions. Thus in almost every respect we are simply investigating the dimensional contin
of standard four-dimensional expressions for the decay of a system carrying momentump into any
number Nof particles.

There has been much early work in this area,1 but it is mostly in the context of four dimen
sions~or lower! and has often been confined to few particles~like two, three, or four!. The most
pertinent recent results in this connection are those of Grooteet al.2 and of Davydychev and
Smirnov3 because they are the most general. Our own results apply to any value ofN andD and
are also singularly well suited for deriving threshold expansions asAp2→(m11m21¯1mN).
Because phase spacer is nothing but the imaginary part of the ‘‘sunset diagram’’ forp→p1

1p21¯pN , our procedure will be to start with this sort of diagram and then obtainrN from its
discontinuity in p2 as we cross the threshold.~Pseudothreshold singularities of these diagra
exist, too, but are not relevant for physical phase space.!

In Sec. II, we give the most convenient Feynman parametric description of the genera
gram for any dimensionD52l and show how one may readily derive the leading thresh
behavior by expanding about the minimum of the combined denominator; although one m
principle derive the next to leading behavior by this method, and so on, we do not pursu
parametric approach any further, as there is a much better way of handling the problem, w
described in the following sections. First, in Sec. III, we derive some special cases of the r
~small N! by making use of phase space recurrence methods1 and next show how they may mor
easily be found by Fourier transformation of the propagator products in Sec. IV. This is our c
tackling the most general situation, but because the form of our expressions makes it tricky

a!Permanent address: University of Michoacan, Morelia, Mexico; electronic mail: adnan@itzel.ifm.umich.mx
b!Electronic mail: Bob.Delbourgo@utas.edu.au
c!Electronic mail: Martin.Roberts@utas.edu.au
55530022-2488/2001/42(12)/5553/12/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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the massless limit of any individual particle we specifically suppose thatM of the particles are
massless andN2M are massive. Our results, stated in Sec. V, are given as a series of hyp
metric terms having the form~hereafterF stands for the usual2F1 function!

rN} (
j 5M (3/22l )12N(l 21)2l 11/2

dj~p22s2! jF~a,b;c;12p2/s2!,

wheres is the sum of the masses. An agreeable property of this expansion is that it termina
odd D and is tailored for deriving the threshold behavior.

II. FEYNMAN PARAMETRIC FORM

In 2l dimensions, sunset diagrams withN internal lines, produce integrals of the type4

I N~p;$n%!5 i S )
i 51

N E iG~n i !

~pi
22mi

2!n i
d̄2l pi D d̄2l S p2(

i
pi D . ~1!

We have included a gamma function in each numerator since the propagator powers usual
via momentum or mass derivatives of the casen51, and it simplifies the subsequent expressio
By attaching a Feynman parametera to each internal line, one may combine denominators in
standard fashion and integrate over the internal momenta to establish5 that

I N~p;$n%!5
~21!N

~24p!(N21)l S )
i 51

N E
0

1 da i

a i
n i2l 11D G~( in i1l 2Nl !d~12( ia i !

@p22( i~mi
2/a i !#

( in i1l 2Nl , ~2!

but it is easier to prove the result by induction in fact. Suppose that~2! is true for N; the case
N11 represents a further convolution:

I N11~p;$n%!5 i E d̄2l k IN~k;$n%!G~nN11!/@~k1p!22mN11
2 #nN11

so introduce an extra Feynman parameterb. Combining the new denominator with~2! and inte-
grating over intermediate loop momentumk, one remains with

I N11~p!5
~21!N11

~24p!Nl S )
i 51

N E
0

1 da i

a i
n i2l 11D

3E
0

1

db
G~( i 51

N11 n i2Nl !d~12( i a i !~12b!nN1121b l 2nN1121

@p2~12b!2( i~mi
2/a i !2mN11

2 ~12b!/b#( in i2Nl 1nN11
.

Now all one need do is rescalea i5b i /(12b) for i 51 to N and callb[bN11 . A final relabeling
of b→a reproduces~2! for N→N11. Since we know the result~2! is correct forN52—it is very
familiar to graphologists as the simplest self-energy calculation—we have thereby prove
result inductively for anyN.

The singularities ofI N(p) in p2 will arise when p2 equals the combinationM2(a)
[( i 51

N (mi
2/a i), so let us examine the behavior ofM2(a) in the region of integration 0<a i

<1, subject to the condition( i a i51. For definiteness, we shall assume for the rest of this sec
that all masses are nonzero. By introducing a Lagrangian multiplier for the last constraint
easy to see thatM2(a) is minimized in the physical region when the Feynman parameters e
a i0[mi /( j 51

N mj[mi /s, whereuponM2(a0)5(( j 51
N mj )

25s2. Other values ofa i are possible
~by reversing one or other of the signs ofa i0! but they correspond to pseudothresholds and
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outside the integration region. It is then clear that the magnitude ofI N(p) will be dominated bya i

values in the vicinity ofa i0 , so it is sensible to expand about these minima if we wan
determine the leading behavior near threshold.

This procedure can be developed systematically~see the Appendix for the exampleN52 with
n15n251! but as there is an alternative and preferable way of tackling the problem, whic
defer to the following sections, here we shall simply extract the leading threshold beh
because this can be done rather quickly and painlessly. Begin with~2! and note that

M2~a!5s21(
i

~a i2a i0!2s3/mi2(
i

~a i2a i0!3s4/mi
21¯ .

One sees that for 12p2/s2[D2 small the integral is dominated by values ofa near the minimum
a0 . Therefore writea i5a i01Dj i , so that the denominator of~2! reads

2D2s2F11s(
i

j i
2/mi2Ds2(

i
j i

3/mi
21O~D2!G .

Since the integrals ina can be made to run between 0 and`, because of the delta-functio
constraint, the integral overj i runs from2mi /sD to `. So, in the limit asD→0, we can takej i

to run from 2` to ` @the correction to the integral is exponentially small as exp(21/D2)# and
expand the product of thea i about the minimum. Assuming all masses are nonzero~see later
sections for a relaxation of this condition! we are thereby led to the leading behavior,

I N~p,$n%!5cNl D (N21)(2l 11)22( i n iS)
i

mi
l 2n i21D Y ~4p! l (N21)s (22N)l 2N1( i n i, ~3!

where

cNl .S)
i
E dj i D ~21!N2( i n i

d~( i j i !G~( i n i2~N21!l !

@11s( ij i
2/mi #

( in i2(N21)l .

If one now represents the delta function and the denominator by integrals, the coefficientcNl can
be explicitly evaluated as follows:

cNl 5
1

2p S)
i
E dj i D E

2`

`

dkE
0

`

da a( i n i212(N21)l e2a2k2/4a

3~21!N2( i n i)
i

expF2
as

mi
S j i2

ikmi

2as D 2G
5~21!N2( i n iÃ1/2p (N21)/2s2N/2GS (

i
n i2~ l 11/2!~N21! D ,Ã[)

i
mi .

So, all told, the leading threshold behavior is dominated by

I N~p,$n%!5~21!N2( in i
p (N21)/2

~4p!(N21)l

G~( i n i2~N21!~ l 11/2!!) imi
l 2n i21/2

s (22N)l 2N/21( in i

3 D (N21)(2l 11)22( in i. ~4!

The case of greatest interest isn i51, all i , when~4! reduces to

I N~p!5
p (N11)/2

~4p!(N21)l

G~~N21!/22l ~N21!!

Ã3/22l sN/21l (22N) ~12p2/s2! l (N21)2(N11)/2. ~5!
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We may then continue this expression above threshold (p2>s2), in order to obtain the behavio
of the N-body phase space as the discontinuity:

rN~p!52II N~p!.
p (N11)/2

~4p!(N21)l

Ã l 23/2

sN/21l (22N)

~p2/s221! l (N21)2(N11)/2

G~~N21!~ l 21/2!!
. ~6!

This result agrees with the answer obtained by Davydychev and Smirnov3 and reduces to the
well-known four-dimensional behavior found by Hagedorn and Almgren,1 when we setl 52,
namely

rN~p!;Q(3N25)/2,

whereQ5Ap22s is the energy release. However~6! supplies the answer in any dimension wi
the appropriate coefficient.

III. EXACT RESULTS

We now consider phase space in general and derive some precise results for anyl ,N as they
arise from recurrence relations between phase space expressions for smallerN and not necessarily
around threshold. Begin with the definition of theN-body phase space integral,

rN~p![rp→1121¯N[)
i

S E d̄2l piu~pi !d̄~pi
22mi

2! D d̄2l S p2(
i 51

N

pi D . ~7!

The measures d2l 21pW 5upW u2l 22dupW u.(sinu)2l 23du.2p l 21/G(l 21)5upW u2l 22dupW u.2p l 21/2/G(l

21/2), come in useful if one were able to integrate over angles. Thus the two-body res
readily evaluated in this way to be

r2~p!5
p~4p!1/22l q2l 23

G~ l 21/2!Ap2
,

whereq is the center of mass spatial momentum, so thatAq21m1
21Aq21m2

25Ap2. Tidying up,
the result can be expressed covariantly as

rp→1125
p12l G~ l 21!l2l 23

22l 21~p2! l 21G~2l 22!
, l[Ap41m1

41m2
422m1

2m2
222p2m1

222p2m2
2. ~8!

The three-body phase space can also be evaluated by brute force methods and redu
triangular integral over three Mandelstam variables:

rp→112135
2p~p2!12l

~4p!2l G~2l 22!
E E E ds dt du d~s1t1u2m1

22m2
22m3

32p2!

3@F~s,t,u!# l 22u~F!,

whereF(s,t,u) is the Kibble6 cubic ~simply a Gram determinant!,

F~s,t,u![stu2s~m2
2m3

21p2m1
2!2t~m3

2m1
21p2m2

2!2u~m1
2m2

21p2m3
2!

12~m1
2m2

2m3
21p2m1

2m2
21p2m2

2m3
21p2m3

2m1
2!

52p2l2~ upW 1u2,upW 2u2,upW 3u2!.

By changing variables tos andt2u, one integration may be performed and the problem redu
to the single integral,7
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rp→112135
~32p!222l

~G~ l 21/2!!2~p2! l 21 E
(m11m2)2

(Ap22m3)2

s12l D l 23/2ds, ~9!

whereD5@s2(m31Ap2)2#@s2(m32Ap2)2#@s2(m11m2)2#@s2(m12m2)2#. When we are in
four dimensions (l 52) the integral is nothing but the area within the Dalitz plot but its evalua
for arbitrary masses is easier said than done, because~9! is an elliptic function in general! How-
ever in three dimensions the integration over the region becomes possible because it
converted into

r3~p!→ 1

32pAp2 E(m11m2)2

(Ap22m3)2 ds

As
5

1

16p S 12
m11m21m3

Ap2 D .

In fact the three-body phase space integration is tractable for all oddD dimensions, because on
remains with a polynomial in half-integral powers ofs which is readily handled.8 Two other cases
are amenable to an exact treatment in terms of ‘‘elementary’’ functions for anyl and N53,
namely ~i! two masses are set to zero, or~ii ! one mass vanishes and the two other masses
equal. In case~i! put m25m350, m15m so D→(s2p2)2(s2m2)2 whereupon the three-bod
phase space reads

r3~p!→ p122l ~p2/m221!4l 25@G~ l 21!#2

24l 21~m2!322l G~4l 24!
FS 3l 23, 2l 22;4l 24;12

p2

m2D u~p22m2!,

while in case~ii ! put m350, m15m25m so thatD→s(s2p2)2(s24m2) and

r3~p!→ p3/222l G~ l 21!~p224m2!3l 27/2

26l 23G~3l 25/2!~p2! l 21m
FS 1

2
,l 2

1

2
, 3l 2

5

2
;12

p2

4m2D u~p224m2!.

Of course we can also proceed to the limitm→0 in either case. Any other set of masses produ
‘‘elliptic’’ results1,7 for evenD or integrall .

A more systematic way of arriving at Lorentz invariant answers, without resorting to inte
tions over spatial momenta in the standard approach and interpreting them covariantly, is to
Almgren’s method. In that method one partitions the set of outgoing particles into subsets~call
themA,B, etc.! and obtainsr via mass integration convolutions; for instance the three-body re
~9! can be construed as

rp→112135E rp→A13rA→112d̄mA
2 ,

where s is interpreted as the intermediatemA
2 . More generally, one may evaluate theN-body

phase space through the double integral

rp→1121¯1 j 1( j 11)¯1N5E rp→A1BrA→1121¯ jrB→( j 11)1¯1Nd̄mA
2 d̄mB

2 . ~10!

Although this is quite a satisfactory numerical way of calculatingr, it does not shed a great de
of analytical light on the nature of the problem; but it does serve as a nice check of ana
results obtained in a different manner, which we will now exhibit.

IV. COORDINATE SPACE METHOD

The sunset diagram having alln51 is nothing but the 2l -dimensional Fourier transform o
the product ofN causal functions:
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I N~p!52 i E d2l x exp~ ip.x!)
i 51

N

@ iDc~xumi !#, ~11!

and the phase space integral is simply given by

rp→1121¯1N52II N~p!,

which is nonvanishing forp2>(m11m21¯1mN)2. Of course~11! is easier stated than don
except in the simplest cases~like N52 or 3! because the causal function is a Bessel function
general,9

iDc~xum!5
1

~2p! l S m

r D l 21

K l 21~mr!, r[A2x21 i e.

In the massless limit, whenm→0, the sunset diagram reduces to a ‘‘superpropagator’’ with inte
index since

iDc~xu0![ iD c~x!5G~ l 21!/4p l r 2l 22.

However, as noted and indeed emphasized by Berendset al.10 and by Grooteet al.,2 one can make
considerable progress using coordinate space methods in the odd-dimensional massive
because the Bessel function reduces to an exponential times a polynomial.

Let us begin systematically by considering the most trivial casewhen all intermediate masse
vanish. Carrying out the angular integration in~11!, the sunset integral reduces to

I N~p!→2~2p! l q12l E
0

`

dr r l Jl 21~qr !F G~ l 21!

4p l r 2l 22GN

, q2[2p2, ~12!

which can be evaluated straightforwardly.11 Thus one finds that

lim
mi→0

I N~p!52~4p! l (12N)
@G~ l 21!#NG~ l 1N2Nl !

G~Nl 2N!
~2p22 i e!Nl 2l 2N, ~13!

so the massless phase space integral reduces, in 2l dimensions, to12

lim
mi→0

rN~p!52II N~p!5
~4p!11l 2Nl @G~ l 21!#N

2G~Nl 2N!G~~N21!~ l 21!!
~p2!Nl 2l 2Nu~p2!. ~14!

Both ~13! and ~14! are exact, too. One may readily check that the casesN51,2,3 produce the
correct answers, by taking appropriate limits of earliers results. Also it is very instructive to c
that the Almgren recurrence formulas, such as~10!, are properly obeyed, not only in their mo
mentum dependence, but in their multiplicative coefficients.

Now it turns out that the integral of two Bessel functions with an exponential can als
handled.11 Therefore one can improve on above and calculate analytically the sunset integ
one particle massive (m) and the remainingN-1 particles massless. In those circumstances on
led to13
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I N~p!52S q

mD 12l E
0

`

dr r 2(N21)(12l )11Jl 21~qr !K l 21~mr!.S G~ l 21!

4p l D N21

52
@G~ l 21!#N21G~ l 1N2Nl !G~N2Nl 12l 21!

22l (N21)p l (N21)~m2!N1l 2Nl G~ l !

3FS l 1N2Nl ,N2Nl 12l 21;l ;
p2

m2D . ~15!

Noting that in respect of the variablez the hypergeometric functionF(a,b;c;z) for reala,b,c has
a branch point atz51 and that the discontinuity across the cut~which runs to1`! is

IF~a,b;c;z!52
pG~c!~z21!c2a2bu~z21!

G~a!G~b!G~12a2b1c!
F~c2a,c2b;c2a2b11;12z!, ~16!

we deduce the phase space result,

rN~p!5
p12l (N21)@G~ l 21!#N21~p22m2!2Nl 22l 22N11u~p22m2!

22l (N21)21~m2!Nl 2N2l 11G~2~N21!~ l 21!!

3FS N~ l 21!,~N21!~ l 21!;2~N21!~ l 21!;12
p2

m2D . ~17!

The pair of expressions~16! and~17! are precise as well. Contrast~17! with the expression found
by Beneke and Smirnov14 for a one-loop vertex diagram with two massive and one mass
particle. By taking the limitm→0 of ~16! and~17! and suitably maneuvering the hypergeomet
function15 one can show that they collapse into~13! and ~14!. Additionally we may deduce the
particular casesN52,3 previously by direct substitution; for instance, in four dimensionsl

52), one gets

rN~p!5
2p~p22m2!2N23

~16p2!N21~m2!N21G~2N22!
FS N,N21;2~N21!;12

p2

m2D u~p22m2!,

so the three-body phase space with a single massive particle (p2>m2) brings in a logarithmic
function:

r3~p!5
~p22m2!3

768p3m4 FS 3,2;4;12
p2

m2D5
m4

256p3p2 F S p4

m4 21D22
p2

m2 lnS p2

m2D G .
V. HYPERGEOMETRIC EXPANSIONS

As soon as we have at least two massive particles, we come across integrals involving
ucts of three Bessel functions with different arguments and a power ofr . This is not given in the
standard texts,16 though it is surely some generalization of a hypergeometric function for
definitely know how to evaluate theN52 case directly in momentum space; but for largerN it
would seem that the coordinate space method stalls. Only whenp50, which corresponds to a
vacuum ‘‘watermelon diagram,’’ can the integrations sometimes be carried out.17 However, we
will now present a method which is still suitable for handling the general problem and w
works wonderfully well in odd-dimensional spaces. It relies on the observation that the mo
Bessel function possesses an asymptotic representation (m[4n2),

Kn~z!;Ap

2z
e2zF11

m21

8z
1

~m21!~m29!

2!~8z!2 1
~m21!~m29!~m225!

3!~8z!3 1¯G
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that terminates forn or l half-integral, corresponding toD odd. Even for integrall or even
dimensions, we shall see that it provides a very nice threshold expansion in terms of hyp
metric functions.18 To show how this works, assume first that all the intermediate particles
massive. Since

iDc~xum!5
1

~2p! l S m

r D l 21A p

2mr
e2mr(

j 50

`
G~ l 1 j 21/2!

j !G~ l 2 j 21/2!
~2mr!2 j , ~18!

the product of causal Green functions produces the series

)
j 51

N

iDc~xumj !5S p1/22l

2l 11/2r l 21/2D N

)
j 51

N

mj
l 23/2.e2r ( j mjF11

~2l 21!~2l 23!

8r (
j 51

N
1

mj
1¯G .

The leading~and in 3D the only! term of the right-hand side above yields the leading behavio
the sunset diagram,

I N
0 ~p!52

~2p! l 2Nl 1N/2

ql 21Ã3/22l E
0

`

dr r l 2Nl 1N/2e2rsJl 21~qr !

52
212Nl 2N/2p l 2Nl 1N/2G~~22N!l 1N/2!

G~ l !s (22N)l 1N/2Ã3/22l

3FS 2l 2Nl 1N/2

2
,
2l 2Nl 1N/211

2
;l ;

p2

s2D , ~19!

whereÃ[) i mi , s[( i mi . The imaginary part then produces the leading contribution to
phase space integral,

rN
0 ~p!5

22l (12N)11p l (12N)1(N11)/2~p22s2! l (N21)2(N11)/2

Ã3/22l sNl 212N/2G~ l ~N21!2~N11!/2!
u~p22s2!

3FS Nl 2N/2

2
,
Nl 212N/2

2
;l ~N21!2

N21

2
;12

p2

s2D . ~20!

It should be noted that expressions~19! and ~20! represent thecompleteresults for three dimen-
sions~3D!, when they reduce, respectively, to

I N~p!→2
p3/22NG~32N!

22N22s32NAp
FS 32N

2
,
42N

2
;
3

2
;

p2

s2D
and

rN~p!→ p22N~p22s2!N22

23N24sN21G~N21!
FS N

2
,
N21

2
;N21;12

p2

s2D5
p~Ap22s!N22u~p22s2!

~4p!N21G~N21!Ap2
.

The singularity inI N(p) for integerN>3 is a reflection of the fact that there exist subdivergen
in such multiloop 3D integrals, which must be regulated, e.g., using dimensional continuati
in ~19!.

Nonleading behaviors~for values ofl Þ3/2! of I N andrN can be found from expansion~18!;
for instance to the next order we encounter the terms,
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I N
1 ~p!5

~2l 21!~2l 23!p l ((12N)1N/2)G~2l 212Nl 1N/2!

221Nl 1N/2Ã3/22l s l (22N)1N/221G~ l !m

3FS 2l 2Nl 1N/221

2
,
2l 2Nl 1N/2

2
;l ;

p2

s2D , ~21!

rN
1 ~p!5

~2l 21!~2l 23!p l (12N)1(N11)/2~p22s2! l (N21)1(12N)/2

22l (N21)13Ã3/22l sN(l 21/2)mG~ l ~N21!1~32N!/2!
u~p22s2!

3FS Nl 112N/2

2
,
Nl 2N/2

2
;l ~N21!1

32N

2
;12

p2

s2D , ~22!

where 1/m[( j1/mj ; and so on for higherI N
k ,rN

k . The method is entirely systematic and one m
proceed to as high an orderk as needed. Observe that the resulting series is a sort of thre
expansion because the powers of (p22s2) which multiply F(a,b;c;12p2/s2) keep on increas-
ing as we raisek while the denominators are associated with sums of the type( j (1/mj )

k.
However these expansions are deficient in one respect: it is very tricky to consider the li

one or several masses vanishes, because the approximation~18! is fairly useless for massles
propagators; in that case we should be using directlyiD c(x)}r 222l , rather than the asymptoti
expansion~18!. Finally then we will consider the case whereM of the N particles are massive
while the remainingN2M are massless; this covers essentially all cases of interest. The s
integral is givenab initio by

I N~p!52
~2p! l

ql 21 E
0

`

dr r l Jl 21~qr !S G~ l 21!

4p l r 2l 22D N2MS ~pr !1/22l

2l 11/2 D M

e2rsÃ l 23/2

3F11
~2l 21!~2l 23!

8rm
1¯G , ~23!

where the symbols now refer simply to the massive intermediate particles; therefoÃ
[) j 51

M mj , s[( j 51
M mj , 1/m[( j 51

M (1/mj ). The integrals in~23! are readily performed and th
leading term of the full answer is

I N
0 ~p!

52
22(M2N)112M l 2M /2p l (12N)1M /2@G~ l 21!#N2MG~ l ~22M !1~M2N!~2l 22!1M /2!

Ã3/22l s l (22M )1(M2N)(2l 22)1M /2G~ l !

3FS l ~22M !1M /2

2
1~M2N!~ l 21!,

l ~22M !111M /2

2
1~M2N!~ l 21!;l ;

p2

s2D .

~24!

Taking its discontinuity, the leading phase space behavior is@c[M (3/22l )12N(l 21)2l

11/2 andp2>s2 in the following#,

rN
0 ~p!5

22l (12N)11p l (12N)1(M11)/2@G~ l 21!#N2M~p22s2!M (3/22l )12N(l 21)2(l 11/2)

Ã3/22l sM (7/223l )12(M1N)(l 21)21G~c!

3FS ~ l 21!~N2M !1
M ~2l 21!

4
,~ l 21!~N2M !1

M ~2l 21!

4
2

1

2
;c;12

p2

s2D .

~25!
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All the previous cases fall out of~24! and~25! by making the relevant substitutions forM andl .
Of course one may also derive nonleading termsI N

k ,rN
k in exactly the same way as before and th

correspond to higher order threshold corrections. Again, these corrections entrain higher po
(p22s2) and terminate for half-integrall .

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Before we can comprehend the statistical effects of phase space on brane physics, it is
understand phase space in flatD-dimensional space–time for any number of particles, with a
trary masses. This paper has been devoted to that subject and we have arrived at results forN(p)
and I N(p) that have culminated in formulas~14!, ~23!, ~24!, and~25!. These comprise the high
energy and low-energy characteristics and at any energy in-between. We believe that the
lytical expressions are as compact as one can make them and will turn out to be practically
Otherwise one will be obliged to resort to numerical methods.
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APPENDIX: AT THE THRESHOLD OF A SUNSET

In this appendix we show explicitly how the threshold expansion can be carried out in
mentum space via Feynman parameters. We illustrate the caseN52 for any dimension 2l to keep
the algebra simple, when the sunset integral is just

I 2~p!5
G~22l !

~24p! l E
0

1

da1E
0

1

da2

d~a11a221!

@p2a1a22m1
2a22m2

2a1#22l .

Never mind the fact thatI 2 can be expressed as a linear combination of two hypergeom
functions (a5l 21, b522l , c5l ) with arguments 1/2@(m1

22m2
26p2)/l11# or that it can

be accorded an exact geometrical interpretation;19 our purpose here is to show how one may arr
at a systematic threshold expansion, by expanding about the minimum of the denomina
garded as a function ofa. Thus change variables to

a i5
mi

m11m2
1Dr i , p2[~m11m2!2@12D2#.

The delta-function constraint ona corresponds tor152r2[r, whereupon the sunset integr
reduces to

I 2~p!5
G~22l !

~4p! l D2l 23E
2 m1 /[ ~m11m2)D#

m2 /@(m11m2)D# dr

@m1m21r2~m11m2!2~12D2!2Dr~m1
22m2

2!#22l .

The leading behavior is found by settingD50 in the denominator of the integrand and extend
the limits to6`. Since

E
0

` dr

@m1m21r2~m11m2!2#22l 5
~m1m2! l 23/2

2~m11m2!
E

0

` dv v21/2

~11v !22l 5
~m1m2! l 23/2

2~m11m2!

ApG~3/22l !

G~22l !
,

it follows that
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I 2
0~p!5

~m1m2D2! l 23/2Ap

~4p! l ~m11m2!
G~3/22l !.

However we are keen to obtain all the nonleading terms and this can be accomplish
rewriting the sunset integral as

I 2~p!5
G~22l !~m1m2D2! l 23/2

~4p! l Ap2 E
u2

u1

du@11u22uh# l 22,

where the new integration variable isu5rAp2/m1m2, the limits are

u15
m2

~m11m2!D
A p2

m1m2

and

u252
m1

~m11m2!D
A p2

m1m2
,

and the new expansion variable is

h[
D~m1

22m2
2!

Ap2m1m2

.

The series inh reads

I 2~p!5
~m1m2D2! l 23/2

~4p! l Ap2 (
n50

`
G~21n2l !

n!
hnUn, Un[E

u2

u1

du ~11u2! l 222nun.

In evaluating the coefficientsUn , we make use of the fact that the limits are large and we sho
distinguish between the cases ofn even andn odd. Forn even, we split the integral into

Un5S 2E
0

`

2E
uu2u

`

2E
uu1u

` D du un~11u2! l 222n

5
G~~n11!/2!G~~31n!/22l !

G~21n2l !
2S E

uu2u

`

1E
uu1u

` D du u2l 242n~111/u2! l 222n,

where we may expand the latter two integrals in powers of 1/u2—which provides a further
subexpansion in powers ofD. Thus we get

G~21n2l !Un5G~n11/2!G~~31n!/22l !1 (
k50

`
~2 !kG~21n1k2l !

k! ~2l 232n22k!

3@ uu1u2l 232n22k1uu2u2l 232n22k#.

On the other hand, the case of oddn can be treated directly by expanding the integrand below
powers of 1/v:

Un5
1

2 Eu2
2

u1
2

dv v l 2(51n)/2~111/v ! l 222n

so
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G~21n2l !Un5 (
k50

`
~2 !kG~21n1k2l !

k! ~2l 232n22k!
@ uu1u2l 232n22k2uu2u2l 232n22k#.

Again one encounters a subseries inD. ~The two series make up the ‘‘h–h’’ and ‘‘ p–p’’ contri-
butions of Ref. 3 at one stroke.! In short we see that the sunset integral, and of necessit
imaginary part, can be systematically expanded as a series inD which is proportional to theQ
value of the reaction by appropriately handling the Feynman parametric representation
possible to treat the sunset diagram withN intermediate particles in a similar way, but the meth
becomes rather unwieldy, which is why we turned to coordinate space methods in Secs.
V.20,21
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Generalized Weyl–Wigner map and Vey quantum
mechanics
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The Weyl–Wigner map yields the entire structure of Moyal quantum mechanics
directly from the standard operator formulation. The covariant generalization of
Moyal theory, also known as Vey quantum mechanics, was presented in the litera-
ture many years ago. However, a derivation of the formalism directly from standard
operator quantum mechanics, clarifying the relation between the two formulations,
is still missing. In this article we present a covariant generalization of the Weyl
order prescription and of the Weyl–Wigner map and use them to derive Vey quan-
tum mechanics directly from the standard operator formulation. The procedure
displays some interesting features: it yields all the key ingredients and provides a
more straightforward interpretation of the Vey theory including a direct implemen-
tation of unitary operator transformations as phase space coordinate transforma-
tions in the Vey idiom. These features are illustrated through a simple
example. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1415086#

I. INTRODUCTION

The Weyl–Wigner map1,2 yields the Moyal formulation of quantum mechanics,3–8 alternative
to the more conventional standard operator9–12 and path integral formulations. The main featur
of Moyal quantum mechanics are that it is formulated in terms of phase space functions a
dynamics is based on a deformation of the Poisson bracket, named the Moyal bracket.3,13–15This
formulation of quantum mechanics has been receiving increased attention namely in the con
the fields of the semiclassical limit of quantum mechanics,5,14–19 quantum chaos,20,21 hybrid
dynamics22,23 and also inM -theory.24–26

The Weyl–Wigner isomorphism between operators and phase space functions~symbols! pro-
vides the entire structure of Moyal quantum mechanics directly from the standard operato
mulation. Let us choose a set of fundamental operators (q̂i ,p̂i) and the corresponding set o
canonical variables (qi ,pi),i 51,...,N, for an arbitraryN dimensional dynamical system. Th
Weyl–Wigner mapW(q,p) :Â→A(T* M ) attributes to a given operatorÂ in the quantum algebra
Â a unique element of the algebra of functions over the phase spaceT* M :

W(q,p)~Â!5E dNyWe2 ipW •yW K qW 2
\

2
yW UÂUqW 1

\

2
yW L , ~1!

where we used the compact notation:

yW[~y1 ,...,yN!; dNyW[dy1¯dyN ; pW [~p1 ,...,pN! qW [~q1 ,...,qN!,

and the subscript (q,p) means that the corresponding object~the Weyl–Wigner map in this case!
is defined in the variables (qW ,pW ). This specification seems redundant now but is important for
sequel. The Weyl–Wigner map is bijective and unequivocal. Moreover, it is an isomorp

a!Electronic mail: nuno.dias@ulusofona.pt
b!Electronic mail: joao.prata@ulusofona.pt
55650022-2488/2001/42(12)/5565/15/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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between the quantum (Â,•,@ ,#) and the ‘‘classical’’ (A,* ,@ ,#M) algebras. The quantum algebraÂ
is based on the operator product• and the quantum commutator@,#, whereas the classical algebra
structures are the ‘‘star’’ product* and the Moyal bracket@ ,#M . The Weyl–Wigner map is a
morphism in the sense that

W(q,p)~Â•B̂!5W(q,p)~Â!* (q,p)W(q,p)~B̂!,
~2!

W(q,p)S 1

i\
@Â,B̂# D5@W(q,p)~Â!,W(q,p)~B̂!#M (q,p)

, ;Â,B̂PÂ ,

and it yields the functional structure of the star product and Moyal bracket:

A* (q,p)B5Ae~ i\/2!Ĵ(q,p)B, @A,B#M (q,p)
5

2

\
A sinS \

2
Ĵ(q,p)DB, A,BPA, ~3!

whereĴ(q,p) is the ‘‘Poisson’’ operator:

Ĵ(q,p)[(
i 51

N S ]Q

]qi

]W

]pi
2

]Q

]pi

]W

]qi
D ,

the derivatives]Q and ]W acting onA and B, respectively. Alternatively,Ĵ(q,p) can be written as
Ĵ(q,p)5]Q kJ(q,p)

kl ]W l , where J(q,p)
kl is the klth element of the symplectic matrix in the variabl

(qW ,pW ):

J(q,p)5S 0N3N 21N3N

1N3N 0N3N
D . ~4!

We introduced the compact notation,Ok5pk ,k51,...,N; Ok5qk2N ,k5N11,...,2N; ]/]Ok

5]k , and sum over repeated indices is understood.
From Eq.~3! it is trivial to obtain the following expansion in powers of\:

A* (q,p)B5A•B1
i\

2
A]Q kJ(q,p)

kl ]W lB1
1

2 S i\

2 D 2

A]Q k]Q sJ(q,p)
kl J(q,p)

sn ]W l]WnB1¯ . ~5!

The Weyl–Wigner transform of the density matrix operator is the Wigner distribution funct2

f W(qW ,pW ;t)5 (1/2P\)W(q,p)(uc(t)&^c(t)u), which is the fundamental mathematical object
Moyal quantum mechanics. Its time evolution is given by the dynamical equation

ḟ W~qW ,pW ;t !5@H~qW ,pW !, f W~qW ,pW ;t !#M (q,p)
, H5W(q,p)~Ĥ !, ~6!

whereĤ is the quantum Hamiltonian. We see that the mathematical structure of Moyal qua
mechanics is very similar to that of classical statistical mechanics. However, these simil
should not be taken too seriously. The procedure by which physical relevant information
tained is a lot more elaborate. In classical statistical mechanics the fundamental predictions
probabilities for finding the system in an arbitrary configuration (qW 0 ,pW 0), which are given by the
values of a true probability distribution functionr(qW 5qW 0 ,pW 5pW 0).

On the contrary, in Moyal quantum mechanics the value off W(qW 5qW 0 ,pW 5pW 0) cannot be given
such straightforward interpretation, given the fact thatf W(qW ,pW ) might take on negative values. Th
fundamental physical predictions of Moyal quantum mechanics are obtained through a pro
analogous to that of standard operator quantum mechanics. Given a general observableA(qW ,pW ) we
should solve the star-genvalue equation,8,27,28

A~qW ,pW !* (q,p)ga
n~qW ,pW !5aga

n~qW ,pW !, ~7!
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wheren is a degeneracy index, to obtain the probability for a measurement ofA at the timet
yielding the valuea:

P~A~qW ,pW ;t !5a!5(
n

E dNqW E dNpW ga
n~qW ,pW ! f W~qW ,pW ;t !, ~8!

where we assumed that the degeneracy index is discrete. If this is not the case, then the sn
is replaced by a~set of! integral~s! in n. For the fundamental observablesqi andpi , i 51,...,N, Eq.
~8! reduces to a more ‘‘classical type’’ result:

P~qi~ t !5q0!5E dNqW E dNpW f W~qW ,pW ;t !d~qi2q0!;

~9!

P~pi~ t !5p0!5E dNqW E dNpW f W~qW ,pW ;t !d~pi2p0!,

the same happening to the average value ofA(qW ,pW ):

^A~qW ,pW ;t !&5E dNqW E dNpW A~qW ,pW ! f W~qW ,pW ;t !. ~10!

An important subject in any dynamical theory is the study of its invariances. Just like sta
operator quantum mechanics the Moyal formulation is invariant under the action of genera
tary transformations and, contrary to what happens in classical mechanics, is not invariant
the action of a significant set of coordinate transformations. In fact, most unitary operator
formations are not implemented as phase space coordinate transformations in the Moyal i

Many years ago Vey29 presented a generalization of the star product that renders M
quantum mechanics fully invariant under phase space coordinate transformations. The o
motivation was not to enlarge the invariance properties of Moyal quantum mechanics,
derive the general form of the Poisson algebra deformations for curved phase spaces
original developments have been used in investigations aiming at two major directions: Fi
provide a consistent classical interpretation of Moyal dynamics,14,15 and second, in more math
ematically oriented research, to generalize the Moyal–Weyl–Wigner quantization proced
nonflat phase space manifolds. In Refs. 14 and 15 the problem of constructing an associat
product in a general sympletic manifold was considered. The question of existence of s
product was completely solved in Ref. 30. The same problem for Poisson–Lie groups wa
sider in Ref. 31. In Refs. 32–34 an alternative construction of star products for a general sym
manifold was proposed. This construction is given in pure geometrical terms and is thus qu
appealing framework to study the invariance properties of phase space quantum mecha
Ref. 33 the action of unitary transformations is implemented, in geometrical terms, as sym
morphisms of the phase space manifold.

To our knowledge, however, a complete study of the relation between Vey covariant qua
mechanics and standard operator quantum mechanics casting Vey theory at the same
completeness as Moyal quantum mechanics has not yet been presented. Take, for insta
Weyl–Wigner map. Although trivial, the covariant generalization of this map is still missing in
literature.

In this article we emphasize the relation between standard operator quantum mechan
Moyal quantum mechanics and attempt to derive the Vey formulation in a similar fashion. T
are two main virtues in this approach: first, it clarifies the relation between the standard op
and Vey quantum mechanics~providing, for instance, a new point of view for the analysis of t
invariance properties of covariant phase space quantum mechanics!. Second, it yields a~previ-
ously missing! covariant generalization of some key ingredients of phase space quantum me
ics, such as the Weyl–Wigner map, the Weyl order prescription, the average and the m
probability distribution functionals and the star-genvalue equation.
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This article is organized as follows: in Sec. II we start by reviewing some well kno
properties concerning the action of canonical and coordinate transformations in the Moyal fo
ism. We then present~Sec. III! a covariant generalization of the Weyl–Wigner map. The new m
makes it possible to implement a general unitary transformation of standard operator qu
mechanics as a coordinate transformation in the Moyal idiom. In Sec. IV we use the new m
derive the covariant star product and, as a by-product, the dynamical structure of Vey qu
mechanics. In Sec. V we present a summary of the structure of covariant quantum mec
including the generalizations of the star-genvalue equation, the average value and the pro
functionals. Finally, in Sec. VI some of the features of the formalism are illustrated throu
simple example.

Before proceeding let us make an important remark: from the outset we shall restric
attention to the simpler case of dynamical systems displaying a phase space with the struc
a flat manifold.

II. CANONICAL AND COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS

In classical mechanics all canonical transformations are phase space coordinate tran
tions. Their action is of the form~we shall take the passive point of view!

T:T* M→T* M ;~qW ,pW !→~qW 5qW ~QW ,PW !,pW 5pW ~QW ,PW !!, ~11!

where (QW ,PW ) and (qW ,pW ) are two sets of canonical variables.T yields a transformation of a genera
observable given by

T:A~qW ,pW !→A8~QW ,PW !5A~qW ~QW ,PW !,pW ~QW ,PW !!, ~12!

and for two general observablesA8(QW ,PW )5T$A(qW ,pW )% andB8(QW ,PW )5T$B(qW ,pW )% we have

$A~qW ~QW ,PW !,pW ~QW ,PW !!,B~qW ~QW ,PW !,pW ~QW ,PW !!%(q,p)5$A8~QW ,PW !,B8~QW ,PW !% (Q,P) , ~13!

and thus the Hamiltonian equations of motion in the variables (qW ,pW ) and (QW ,PW ) are fully equiva-
lent: they yield identical mathematical solutions and thus identical physical predictions.

This picture does not translate to Moyal quantum mechanics. To see this explicitly let
back to standard operator quantum mechanics and consider, to make it simpler, the unitar
formation:

qŴ [qŴ ~QŴ ,PŴ !5ÛQŴ Û21, pŴ [pŴ ~QŴ ,PŴ !5ÛPŴ Û21, Â~qŴ ,pŴ ![ÛÂ~QŴ ,PŴ !Û215Â8~QŴ ,PŴ !.
~14!

The two sets of fundamental variables provide two Weyl-Wigner maps:

W(Q,P)~Â!5E dNYW e2 iPW •YW K QW 2
\

2
YW UÂUQW 1

\

2
YW L ,

~15!

W(q,p)~Â!5E dNyWe2 ipW •yW K qW 2
\

2
yW UÂUqW 1

\

2
yW L ,

from which we can derive the action of unitary transformations in the Moyal formalism.
fundamental variables transform trivially,

T:~qW ,pW !→~qW 5W(Q,P)~qŴ ~QŴ ,PŴ !!5qW ~QW ,PW !,pW 5W(Q,P)~pŴ ~QŴ ,PŴ !!5pW ~QW ,PW !!, ~16!

and a general observable transforms as
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T:A~qW ,pW !5W(q,p)~Â~qŴ ,pŴ !!→A8~QW ,PW !

5W(Q,P)~Â8~QŴ ,PŴ !!

5U~QW ,PW !* (Q,P)A~QW ,PW !* (Q,P)U
21~QW ,PW !, ~17!

which, in general, does not correspond to the action of a coordinate transformation~except ifT is
linear! since

A8~QW ,PW !ÞA~qW ~QW ,PW !,pW ~QW ,PW !!, ~18!

even though the transformation is canonical. For two general observablesA(qW ,pW ) andB(qW ,pW ) we
have

@A8~QW ,PW !,B8~QW ,PW !#M (Q,P)
5T~@A~qW ,pW !,B~qW ,pW !#M (q,p)

!, ~19!

and thus the Moyal dynamical equations in the variables (QW ,PW ) and (qW ,pW ),

Ȧ~qW ,pW ;t !5@A~qW ,pW ;t !,H~qW ,pW !#M (q,p)
and Ȧ8~QW ,PW ;t !5@A8~QW ,PW ;t !,H8~QW ,PW !#M (Q,P)

, ~20!

yield two mathematical solutions, related by

A~ t !5F~qW ,pW ,t ! and A8~ t !5F8~QW ,PW ,t !5U* (Q,P)F~QW ,PW ,t !* (Q,P)U
21, ~21!

which, in general, are not the same phase space function:F8(QW ,PW ,t)ÞF(qW (QW ,PW ),pW (QW ,PW ),t),
albeit providing the same physical predictions: Eqs.~8!–~10!. We see that no physical meanin
can be attached to a single value of the observableA since this value is dependent of the particu
representation chosen. Take, for instance, the Wigner distribution function that may be p
defined in one representation and become negative under a unitary transformation.

On the other hand, most coordinate transformations act noncanonically in the Moyal fo
ism ~the exceptions, once again, are linear transformations!: consider the transformationT in Eq.
~16! and the two general phase space functionsG(qW ,pW ) andF(qW ,pW ). In general we have

@G~qW ~QW ,PW !,pW ~QW ,PW !!,F~qW ~QW ,PW !,pW ~QW ,PW !!#M (q,p)

Þ@G~qW ~QW ,PW !,pW ~QW ,PW !!,F~qW ~QW ,PW !,pW ~QW ,PW !!#M (Q,P)
, ~22!

which is a consequence of the fact that the star product~sometimes expressed in terms of t
symmetric bracket13! is also not invariant under a general coordinate transformation:

G~qW ~QW ,PW !,pW ~QW ,PW !!* (q,p)F~qW ~QW ,PW !,pW ~QW ,PW !!

ÞG~qW ~QW ,PW !,pW ~QW ,PW !!* (Q,P)F~qW ~QW ,PW !,pW ~QW ,PW !!. ~23!

These features of the Weyl-Wigner map and consequently of the star product are well know
have been extensively studied in the past~see, for instance Refs. 14 and 15!. Namely, it was
proved that the set of observables invariant under general unitary transformations is the set
order polynomials in the fundamental variables and the coordinate transformations that pr
the Moyal star product are the linear transformations. These properties restrict the validity
deformation quantization procedure to those phase space manifolds where a global Darbou
can be naturally defined and thus completely exclude the possibility of extending this quanti
procedure to nonflat phase space manifolds. In this context they motivated the original de
ments by Vey29 and subsequently by Bayenet al.,14,15 aiming at producing a more robust, coo
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dinate invariant formulation of the deformed structures. This work culminated with the resu
Fedosov33,34 where a pure geometrical implementation of the star product was proposed.

Our analysis of the next sections differs in the approach but not in the final goals. Inste
working directly in the context of Wigner quantum mechanics~like in the previous references! we
focus on the relation between standard operator and phase space quantum mechanics. F
analysis leading to Eq.~18! and Eqs.~22! and ~23! we see that the behavior of Moyal quantu
mechanics under the action of canonical and coordinate transformations can be seen as a
quence of the definition of the Weyl–Wigner map~15!. This motivates the purpose of the ne
section where we will present a generalization of the Weyl–Wigner map and use it to prov
unitary operator transformations can be implemented as coordinate transformations in the
formalism. Furthermore, we will see in Sec. IV that the new map provides a derivation of
covariant quantum mechanics directly from standard operator quantum mechanics.

III. GENERALIZED WEYL–WIGNER MAP

We start by introducing a new Weyl–Wigner map in the variables (QW ,PW ) ~which are not
required to be canonical! that copies the Weyl–Wigner map in the variables (qW ,pW ):

Definition: Generalized Weyl–Wigner map:Let W(q,p) be the standard Weyl–Wigner map@in
the variables (qW ,pW )# from the algebra of linear operatorsÂ(H) acting on the physical Hilber
spaceH to the algebra of observables in the phase spaceT* M . For the variables (QW ,PW ), assumed
in one-to-one correspondence with the canonical variables (qW ,pW ), we define a newgeneralized
Weyl–Wigner map:

W(Q,P)8 :Â~H!→A~T* M !; W(Q,P)8 ~Â!5W(q,p)~Â!, ;ÂPÂ(H) . ~24!

For each new choice of the canonical variables (qW ,pW ) we obtain a new Weyl–Wigner map in th
variables (QW ,PW ). If the transformation from (qW ,pW ) to (QW ,PW ) is a polynomial of first degree, the
W(Q,P)8 5W(Q,P) . Otherwise the two maps differ.

The aim of this section is to obtain the explicit expression forW(Q,P)8 . We start by deriving the
generalizations of the Weyl order and Weyl symbol prescriptions.

A generic dynamical operatorÂ can be cast in a fully symmetrized form according to Wey
prescription:

ÂW(q,p)5Â~qŴ ,pŴ !5E dNxWdNyWa~xW ,yW !eixW•qŴ 1 iyW•pŴ , ~25!

where the subscriptW(q,p) means thatÂ is displayed as a fully symmetrized functional of th

variables (qŴ ,pŴ ), andxW•qŴ 1yW•pŴ [( j 51
N (xj q̂j1yj p̂j ). If Â is Hermitian, then the numerical~usu-

ally singular! function a(xW ,yW ) is subject to the constrainta* (xW ,yW )5a(2xW ,2yW ). The Weyl sym-
bol, W(q,p)(Â), associated with the operatorÂ in Eq. ~25! is the c-function of 2N phase space
variables (qW ,pW ) given by

A~qW ,pW ![W(q,p)@Â~qŴ ,pŴ !#5E dNxWdNyWa~xW ,yW !eixW•qW 1 iyW•pW . ~26!

Let now (QŴ ,PŴ ) be another complete set of variables in one-to-one correspondence with (qŴ ,pŴ ) and

let us display the variables (qŴ ,pŴ ) in a completely symmetrized order in the basis (QŴ ,PŴ ), i.e.,

qŴ [E dNzWdNwW rq~zW,wW !eizW•QŴ 1 iwW •PŴ ,
~27!
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pŴ [E dNxWdNyWrp~xW ,yW !eixW•QŴ 1 iyW•PŴ .

The new variables are not necessarily canonical: in general,@Q̂i ,P̂j #Þ i\d i j . The (QW ,PW )-Weyl
symbols associated with~27! are

qW [W(Q,P)~qŴ !5E dNzWdNwW rq~zW,wW !eizW•QW 1 iwW •PW ,

~28!

pW [W(Q,P)~pŴ !5E dNxWdNyWrp~xW ,yW !eixW•QW 1 iyW•PW .

Let us now consider again the operatorÂ given by Eq.~25!. In the (QŴ ,PŴ ) representationÂ is

written asÂ5Â(qŴ (QŴ ,PŴ ),pŴ (QŴ ,PŴ ))5Â8(QŴ ,PŴ ) and the explicit functional form ofÂ8 is given by
the generalized Weyl prescription:

ÂW8(Q,P)5Â8~QŴ ,PŴ !5E dNxWdNyWa~xW ,yW !eixW•qŴ (QŴ ,PŴ )1 iyW•pŴ (QŴ ,PŴ ), ~29!

whereqŴ (QŴ ,PŴ ) andpŴ (QŴ ,PŴ ) are given~in a fully symmetrized order! by Eq.~27! and the subscript

W8(Q,P) means thatÂ is displayed as a functional of the variables (QŴ ,PŴ ) in a fully symmetrized

order in the variables (qŴ ,pŴ ). Notice that the numerical functiona(xW ,yW ) is the same as in Eq.~25!.
The standard (qW ,pW )-Weyl symbol associated withÂ is given by Eq.~26! and thus, using the
definition ~24!, it is straightfoward to conclude that the generalized Weyl symbol associated
Â is given by

A8~QW ,PW ![W(Q,P)8 @Â8~QŴ ,PŴ !#5E dNxWdNyWa~xW ,yW !eixW•qW (QW ,PW )1 iyW•pW (QW ,PW ), ~30!

and one immediately realizes thatA8(QW ,PW )5A(qW (QW ,PW ),pW (QW ,PW )) as it should.
Finally, we want to derive the covariant generalization of the Weyl–Wigner map given by

~1!. We start by rewritingW(q,p) as follows:

A~qW ,pW !5W(q,p)~Â!5E dNxWE dNyWe2 ipW •yWd~xW2qW !F~xW ,yW !, ~31!

whereF(xW ,yW )5^xW2 \
2yW uÂuxW1 \

2yW & and uxW6 \
2yW & are eigenstates ofqŴ . The functionF(xW ,yW ) is in-

variant under change of representation:

F~xW ,yW !5 K xW2
\

2
yW UÂ~qŴ ,pŴ !UxW1

\

2
yW L 5 K xW2

\

2
yW UQÂ~qŴ ~QŴ ,PŴ !,pŴ ~QŴ ,PŴ !!UxW1

\

2
yW L

Q

, ~32!

where the subscript ‘‘Q’’ makes it explicit that the eigenstates ofqŴ are displayed in theQŴ

representation. Furthermore, it is trivial to realize that

A~qW ~QW ,PW !,pW ~QW ,PW !!5E dNxWE dNyWe2 ipW (QW ,PW )•yWd~xW2qW ~QW ,PW !!F~xW ,yW !, ~33!

and thus we get the explicit expression for the covariant Weyl–Wigner map:
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W(Q,P)8 ~Â!5E dNxWE dNyWe2 ipW (QW ,PW )•yWd~xW2qW ~QW ,PW !!K xW2
\

2
yW UQÂUxW1

\

2
yW L

Q

~34!

satisfying definition~24!.
To illustrate the features of the new map let us consider the unitary transformation~14!. The

generalized map yields a different phase space version of this transformation. The analog
~17! is given by

T:A~qW ,pW !5W(q,p)~Â~qŴ ,pŴ !!→A8~QW ,PW !5W(Q,P)8 ~Â8~QŴ ,PŴ !!, ~35!

and we get

W(Q,P)8 ~Â8~QŴ ,PŴ !!5W(Q,P)8 ~ÛÂ~QŴ ,PŴ !Û21!

5E dNxWE dNyWe2 ipW (QW ,PW )•yWd~xW2qW ~QW ,PW !!

3 K xW2
\

2
yW UÛ21~ÛÂ~QŴ ,PŴ !Û21!ÛUxW1

\

2
yW L

5A~qW ~QW ,PW !,pW ~QW ,PW !!, ~36!

where qW (QW ,PW ) and pW (QW ,PW ) are given by Eq.~16! and uxW6 \
2yW & are eigenstates ofQŴ and thus

ÛuxW6 \
2yW & are eigenstates ofqŴ , displayed in theQŴ representation, and with associated eigenval

xW6 \
2yW . As expected, the previous result means that the unitary transformation is mapped

generalized Weyl–Wigner map to a phase space coordinate transformation.

IV. COVARIANT STAR PRODUCT

The new Weyl–Wigner map yields a new star product through the definition

W(Q,P)8 ~Â•B̂!5W(Q,P)8 ~Â!* (Q,P)8 W(Q,P)8 ~B̂!; ;Â,B̂PÂ(H) , ~37!

and one immediately recognizes that the new product satisfies

W(Q,P)8 ~Â!* (Q,P)8 W(Q,P)8 ~B̂!5W(Q,P)8 ~ÂB̂!5W(q,p)~ÂB̂!5W(q,p)~Â!* (q,p)W(q,p)~B̂!. ~38!

If W(q,p)(Â)5A(qW ,pW ), thenW(Q,P)8 (Â)5A(qW (QW ,PW ),pW (QW ,PW ))5A8(QW ,PW ) and thus

A8~QW ,PW !* (Q,P)8 B8~QW ,PW !5A~qW ~QW ,PW !,pW ~QW ,PW !!* (q,p)B~qW ~QW ,PW !,pW ~QW ,PW !! ;A,BPA(T* M ) .
~39!

The former result immediately implies that the new product is also a noncommutative, asso
product for the algebra of functions over the classical phase space. Moreover, using th
product we can define a new bracket~named generalized Moyal bracket! alternative to the stan
dard Moyal bracket:

@A,B#M
(Q,P)8 5

1

i\
~A* (Q,P)8 B2B* (Q,P)8 A!. ~40!

It follows from Eq. ~39! that this is also a Lie bracket.
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Neither the new star product nor the new Moyal bracket display the same functional stru
as the standard ones* (Q,P) and@ ,#M (Q,P)

. The aim of the rest of this section is to derive the expli
form of the new product and in the sequel of the new bracket from the generalized Weyl–W
map. Let us start by introducing the notation:

Ôk5 p̂k , k51,...,N; Ô8k5 P̂k , k51,...,N;

Ôk5q̂k2N , k5N11,...,2N; Ô8k5Q̂k2N , k5N11,...,2N;

and the symbolsOk[W(q,p)(Ô
k), O8k[W(Q,P)(Ô8k). Consider the two following operators dis

played in the generalized Weyl order~sum over repeated indices is understood!:

ÂW8(Q,P)5Â8~QŴ ,PŴ !5E d2NaW a~aW !eiakÔk(Ô8s),

~41!

B̂W8(Q,P)5B̂8~QŴ ,PŴ !5E d2NbW b~bW !eibl Ô
l (Ô8r ),

whereaW 5(a1 ,...,a2N), bW 5(b1 ,...,b2N). Let us then calculateW(Q,P)8 (Â•B̂) explicitly and ex-
press the result in terms of the symbolsA8(QW ,PW )5W(Q,P)8 (Â) andB8(QW ,PW )5W(Q,P)8 (B̂):

W(Q,P)8 ~Â•B̂!5E d2NaW d2NbW a~aW !b~bW !W(Q,P)8 $eiakÔk(Ô8s)
•eibl Ô

l (Ô8r )%

5E d2NaW d2NbW a~aW !b~bW !W(q,p)$e
iakÔk(O8s)

•eibl Ô
l (O8r )%

5E d2NaW d2NbW a~aW !b~bW !@eiakOk(O8s)#* (q,p)@eiblO
l (O8r )#. ~42!

Using the explicit expression of the (qW ,pW ) star product in Eq.~5!, we obtain the following expan-
sion in powers of\:

W(Q,P)8 ~Â•B̂!5 (
k50

`
1

k! S i\

2 D kE d2NaW d2NbW a~aW !b~bW !@eiatO
t(O8s)#Ĵk@eiblO

l (O8r )#, ~43!

where

Ĵk5]Q i 1
¯]Q i k

J(q,p)
i 1 j 1

¯J(q,p)
i kj k ]W j 1

¯]W j k
. ~44!

At this point we recall that the phase space is assumed to have the structure of a flat manifo
introduce the 2N32N ‘‘Euclidean’’ metric,

~gi j !5S a1N3N 0N3N

0N3N b1N3N
D , ~45!

and the associated covariant derivative¹ i ,

¹ iA5] iA,
~46!

¹ i¹ jA5] i] jA2G i j
k ]kA, i , j ,k51,...,2N,

where the Christoffel symbolsG i j
k are fully determined by the metric:
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G jk
i 5 1

2 gil ~]kgl j 1] jglk2] lgjk!, i , j ,k51,...,2N. ~47!

Obviously, in the coordinates (qW ,pW ) we haveG jk
i 50, ; i , j ,k51,...,2N and thus¹ i5] i . ~a andb

are arbitrary constants introduced to ensure the correct dimensions.!
Under the general coordinate transformationOi→Oi(O8s) ( i 51,...,2N) the symplectic ma-

trix and the covariant derivative transform according to

J(Q,P)8 i j 5
]O8 i

]Ok

]O8 j

]Ol J(q,p)
kl 5$O8 i ,O8 j%(q,p)5O8 iĴ(q,p)O8 j , ~48!

G jk8
i5Gbc

m ]O8 i

]Om

]Ob

]O8 j

]Oc

]O8k 1
]O8 i

]Ob

]2Ob

]O8 j]O8k 5
]O8 i

]Ob

]2Ob

]O8 j]O8k . ~49!

Moreover, the terms@eiatO
t(O8s)#Ĵk@eiblO

l (O8r )# are scalars and thus are left invariant:

@eiatO
t(O8s)#]Q i 1

¯ ]Q i k
J(q,p)

i 1 j 1
¯ J(q,p)

i kj k ]W j 1
¯ ]W j k

@eiblO
l (O8r )#

5@eiatO
t(O8s)#¹Q i 1

8 ¯ ¹Q i k
8 J(Q,P)

8 i 1 j 1
¯ J(Q,P)

8 i kj k ¹W j 1
8 ¯ ¹W j k

8 @eiblO
l (O8r )#, ~50!

where the new covariant derivative¹8 is given by

¹ i8A5] i8A,
~51!

¹ i8¹ j8A5] i8] j8A2G i j8
k]k8A, ] i85]/]O8 i ; i , j ,k51,...,2N.

Substituting the result~50! in Eq. ~43! and taking into account~41!, it is trivial to obtain
W(Q,P)8 (Â•B̂)5W(Q,P)8 (Â)* (Q,P)8 W(Q,P)8 (B̂) where the new star product is given by

A8~QW ,PW !* (Q,P)8 B8~QW ,PW !5A8~QW ,PW !e~ i\/2! ¹Q i8J(Q,P)8 i j ¹W j8B8~QW ,PW !, ~52!

and we recovered the covariant formulation of the star product first introduced by Vey.29 The
covariant formulation ensured the invariant nature of the numerical value for the star-prod
two observables in any coordinate system. However, in general, the functional form of the p
is altered under an arbitrary coordinate transformation.

We should point out that our construction of the covariant star product being based u
sympletic and a metric structure over the phase space manifold slightly differs from the con
tion of Bayenet al., Fedosov and others, where the covariant star product is built upon a sym
structurew and a Poisson connection¹, satisfying ¹w50. This difference, however, is only
apparent since our metric uniquely determines the Poisson connection and vice versa.

Finally, we can easily obtain the functional form of the new bracket:@A8,B8#M
(Q,P)8

5 (1/i\) W(Q,P)8 (@Â,B̂#):

@A8~QW ,PW !,B8~QW ,PW !#M
(Q,P)8 5

2

\
A8~QW ,PW !sinS \

2
¹Q i8J(Q,P)8 i j ¹W j8DB8~QW ,PW !, ~53!

and if (QW ,PW ) is a set of canonical variables this is equally a deformation of the Poisson bra

@A8,B8#M
(Q,P)8 [

1

i\
~A8* (Q,P)8 B82B8* (Q,P)8 A8!5$A8,B8%(Q,P)1O~\2!. ~54!
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V. COVARIANT VEY QUANTUM MECHANICS AND DISCUSSION

The covariant formulation of Moyal quantum mechanics lives on the classical phase
T* M with the structure of the tangent bundle of the configuration space, where a symp
structureJi j and a metric structuregi j ~or alternatively a Poisson connection! can be naturally
defined.

The fundamental mathematical objects of the theory are the Wigner distribution fun
f W8 (QW ,PW ;t) and the observablesA8(QW ,PW ). They all are scalar functions over (T* M ,Ji j ,gi j ), and
are related with the mathematical objects of standard operator quantum mechanics throu
generalized Weyl–Wigner map:f W8 (QW ,PW ;t)5 (1/2p\) W(Q,P)8 (uc(t)&^c(t)u) and A8(QW ,PW ;t)
5W(Q,P)8 (Â). The time evolution of the Wigner function is given by the dynamical equation

ḟ W8 5@H8, f W8 #M
(Q,P)8 , ~55!

which transforms covariantly under arbitrary phase space difeomorphisms yielding, in any
dinates, identical mathematical solutions and thus identical physical predictions.

Finally, the covariant form of Eqs.~7! and ~8! yield the physical relevant predictions. Th
Moyal star-genvalue equation can be obtained, through the Weyl–Wigner map, from the sta
operator eigenvalue equation:Âuca

n&^ca
nu5auca

n&^ca
nu ~where n is the degeneracy index!. We

follow the same procedure but use the generalized Weyl–Wigner map and obtain

A8~QW ,PW !* (Q,P)8 ga8
n~QW ,PW !5aga8

n~QW ,PW !. ~56!

It is trivial to check thatga8
n(QW ,PW )5ga

n(qW (QW ,PW ),pW (QW ,PW )) wherega
n(qW ,pW ) is the solution of the

original star-genvalue equation. Futhermore, the probabilistic functionals are just the coor
transform of the original ones:

P~A8~QW ,PW ;t !5a!5(
n
E dNQW E dNPW ~detJ(Q,P)8 i j !21/2ga8

n~QW ,PW ! f W8 ~QW ,PW ;t !, ~57!

and finally the average value prediction is also trivially covariantized:

^A8~QW ,PW ;t !&5E dNQW E dNPW ~detJ(Q,P)8 i j !21/2A8~QW ,PW ! f W8 ~QW ,PW ;t !. ~58!

The covariant formulation of phase space quantum mechanics is a familiar field of mathe
cal physics. The invariance properties of the theory are well studied even for the case of n
sympletic manifolds. The main point of this work was not to derive these results once again
focus on the relation between standard operator quantum mechanics and phase space
mechanics. Such a relation given by the generalized Weyl–Wigner map provided a new p
departure to derive the covariant generalization of phase space quantum mechanics and
the nature of the invariance properties of the theory.

Let us then summarize our results: we presented an original generalized~covariant! formula-
tion of the Weyl-order operator prescription and of the Weyl–Wigner map yielding the e
structure of Vey quantum mechanics directly from standard operator quantum mechanics. A
ingredients of the theory were derived in this fashion, thus casting Vey quantum mechanics
same level of completeness as Moyal quantum mechanics. Furthermore, we studied the a
standard operator transformations in the Moyal formalism and concluded that through the
alized Weyl–Wigner map these transformations can be implemented as phase space co
transformations in the Moyal idiom. It is now easy to realize that the group of ‘‘canoni
transformations of Vey quantum mechanics~those that preserve the bracket structure! is the sub-
group of the symplectic transformations which are also isometries, i.e., the coordinate trans
tions Oi→Oi(O8s) such that
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J(Q,P)8 i j 5
]O8 i

]Ok

]O8 j

]Ol J(q,p)
kl 5J(q,p)

i j ,

~59!

G jk8
i5

]O8 i

]Ob

]2Ob

]O8 j]O8k 50,

and notice that in the limit\→0 the requirement on the isometry character of the canon
transformations disappears, as it should, and we recover the standard sympletic group of c
mechanics.

Finally, let us make a small remark concerning possible future applications of the gener
Weyl–Wigner map. Recently there has been a considerable interest in developing a fully cl
interpretation for Moyal dynamics.14,15,19This is a difficult task for several reasons of which t
most important are that Moyal dynamics is nonlocal and there is no general criterion to unde
what is meant by ‘‘classical.’’ Very recently, however, the authors presented a proposal
classicality criterion and proved that it is fully compatible with the Weyl–Wigner map.18,19One of
the problems that was left unsolved was how to understand the highly nonclassical behavio
allegedly Moyal classical dynamics, under the action of canonical transformations. This pro
has been previously considered in Refs. 14 and 15 using an approach based on a privilege
observables.

We may now expect that if the results of Ref. 19~concerning the compatibility between th
classicality criteria and the Weyl–Wigner map! turn out to be extendable to the covariant Wey
Wigner map, then they will most likely open the path for a consistent classical interpretation
action of canonical transformations in Moyal dynamics. This will be the subject of a future wo35

VI. EXAMPLE

To illustrate some of the features of the formalism let us consider the system of two int
ing particles described by the Hamiltonian

Ĥ5
p̂2

2M
1

ŷ2

2m
1kq̂ŷ2, ~60!

where (q̂,p̂) are the fundamental variables of the particle of massM , (x̂,ŷ) are the ones of the
particle of massm andk is a coupling constant.

A. Standard description in the original variables

In the Heisenberg picture the time evolution of the former system is given by

q̂~ t !5q̂1
p̂

M
t2

k

2M
ŷ2t2,

p̂~ t !5 p̂2kŷ2t,
~61!

x̂~ t !5 x̂1H ŷ

m
12kq̂ŷJ t1

k

M
p̂ŷt22

k2

3M
ŷ3t3,

ŷ~ t !5 ŷ.

The standard Weyl–Wigner transform yields the Moyal description of the system. The H
tonian is trivially obtained,

H5W(q,x,p,y)~Ĥ !5
p2

2M
1

y2

2m
1kqy2, ~62!
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and the Moyal time evolution of the system is given by the dynamical equations

Ȧ5@A,H#M (q,x,p,y)
, ~63!

which yield the following solutions~to make it simpler let us concentrate on the dynamics of
particle of massM !:

q~ t !5q~0!1
p~0!

M
t2

k

2M
y~0!2t2,

~64!
p~ t !5p~0!2ky~0!2t.

Notice that the same predictions can be obtained by applying the Weyl–Wigner map t
solutions~61!.

B. Canonical transformation and the standard description in the new variables

Let us now consider the canonical transformation:

q̂5q̂, x̂5 ln Q̂,
~65!

p̂5 p̂, ŷ5 1
2~Q̂P̂1 P̂Q̂!.

In the new variablesĤ takes the form

Ĥ5
p̂2

2M
1

~Q̂P̂1 P̂Q̂!2

8m
1

k

4
q̂~Q̂P̂1 P̂Q̂!2, ~66!

and it yields the Heisenberg picture time evolution~still just for the particle of massM !:

q̂~ t !5q̂1
p̂

M
t2

k

8M
~Q̂P̂1 P̂Q̂!2t2

~67!

p̂~ t !5 p̂2
k

4
~Q̂P̂1 P̂Q̂!2t

To obtain the Moyal formulation of the system in the variables (q,Q,p,P) the first step is to use
the standard Weyl–Wigner map to get the phase space representation of the transformatio~65!:

q5W(q,Q,p,P)~ q̂!5q, x5W(q,Q,p,P)~ x̂~Q̂,P̂!!5 ln Q,
~68!

p5W(q,Q,p,P)~ p̂!5p, y5W(q,Q,p,P)~ ŷ~Q̂,P̂!!5QP.

We then express the Hamiltonian using the standard Weyl order prescription:

ĤW(q,Q,p,P)5
p̂2

2M
1

~ P̂2Q̂2!S

2m
1kq̂~Q̂2P̂2!S1

k

4
\2q̂1

\2

8m
, ~69!

where we used the fact that1
4(Q̂P̂1 P̂Q̂)W(q,Q,p,P)

2 5( P̂2Q̂2)S1\2/4 ~the subscripted ‘‘S’’ standing
for the full symmetrization of the operator!, and so1

4(Q̂P̂1 P̂Q̂)2 can be expressed in the standa
Weyl order@Eq. ~25!# by makinga(a,b,c,d)5d(a)d(b)$d9(c)d9(d)1\/4d(c)d(d)%, wherea,
b, c, d are the integration variables associated to the fundamental operatoresq̂,p̂,Q̂,P̂, respec-
tively. The standard Weyl–Wigner transform ofĤ is thus
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H5W(q,Q,p,P)~Ĥ !5
p2

2M
1

P2Q2

2m
1kqQ2P21

k

4
\2q1

\2

8m
. ~70!

Finally, the Moyal dynamical equations in the variables (q,Q,p,P) yield

q~ t !5q~0!1
p~0!

M
t2

k

2M
Q~0!2P~0!2t22

k\2

8M
t2

p~ t !5p~0!2kQ~0!2P~0!2t2
k\2

4
t2. ~71!

Notice that equivalent results can be obtained by applying the Weyl–Wigner transform to the
evolution operator equations~67!. Furthermore, we realize that the transformation~65! does not
act as a coordinate transformation in the Moyal formalism. Taking, for instance, the Hamilto
we haveH(q,p,x(Q,P),y(Q,P))ÞW(q,Q,p,P)(Ĥ), the left-hand side being given by Eq.~62! and
the right-hand side by Eq.~70!. Consequently, the two phase space orbits@Eqs.~64! and~71!# are
not the coordinate transformation of each other.

C. Covariant formulation

Finally, let us use the generalized Weyl–Wigner map. In the generalized Weyl order pre
tion Eq. ~29!, we makea(a,b,c,d)52d(a)d(b)d(c)d9(d), where, this time,a,b,c,d are the
integration variables associated to the fundamental operatorsq̂,p̂,x̂(Q̂,P̂),ŷ(Q̂,P̂), and we obtain

1
4 ~Q̂P̂1 P̂Q̂!W8(q,Q,p,P)

2
5 1

4 ~Q̂P̂Q̂P̂1Q̂P̂2Q̂1 P̂Q̂2P̂1 P̂Q̂P̂Q̂!, ~72!

and thus

H8~q,Q,p,P!5W(q,Q,p,P)8 ~Ĥ !5
p2

2M
1

Q2P2

2m
1kqQ2P2, ~73!

which, as expected, is the coordinate transformation of the observableH given by Eq.~62!. The
new star product and the new bracket are given by Eqs.~52! and ~53!, respectively, where
J(Q,P)8 i j 5J(q,p)

i j and the covariant derivatives are associated to the Christoffel symbols:

G118
1521/Q; G118

25P/Q2; G128
25G218

251/Q, ~74!

all the others being zero~we used the notation:O15x; O25y; O815Q; O825P; O835O3

5q; O845O45p!. Notice that using the new product we can go back and obtain the Hamilto
H8 through a slightly different procedure, by making

W(q,Q,p,P)8 $ 1
2 ~Q̂P̂1 P̂Q̂! 1

2 ~Q̂P̂1 P̂Q̂!%

5W(q,Q,p,P)8 $ 1
2 ~Q̂P̂1 P̂Q̂!%* (q,Q,p,P)8 W(q,Q,p,P)8 $ 1

2 ~Q̂P̂1 P̂Q̂!%

5QP* (q,Q,p,P)8 QP5Q2P2, ~75!

where in the last step we used the explicit expression for the new star product~52! and~74!. It is
now easy to check that the generalized Moyal dynamical equations,Ȯ8 i5@O8 i ,H8#M

(q,Q,p,P)8 , yield

solutions that are just the coordinate transformation of the original ones~64!. Equivalent results
can obviously be obtained by applying the generalized Weyl–Wigner map to the operato
evolution equations~67!.
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Spherically symmetric solutions of the sixth order SU „N…

Skyrme models
I. Floratosa) and B. M. A. G. Pietteb)
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Durham DH1 3LE, United Kingdom
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Following the construction described by Ioannidouet al. @J. Math. Phys.40, 6353
~1999!#, we use the rational map ansatz to construct analytically some topologically
nontrivial solutions of the generalized SU~3! Skyrme model defined by adding a
sixth order term to the usual Lagrangian. These solutions are radially symmetric
and some of them can be interpreted as bound states of Skyrmions. The same
ansatz is used to construct low-energy configuration of the SU(N) Skyrme model.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1415742#

I. INTRODUCTION

The Skyrme model1 is widely accepted as an effective theory to describe the low-en
properties of nucleons. It was indeed shown2–4 that in the largeNc limit, the Skyrme model is the
low-energy limit of QCD. The classical static solutions of the model describe the bound sta
nucleons and every configuration is characterized by a topological charge which, follo
Skyrme’s idea, is interpreted as the baryon charge.

The Skyrme model can be used to predict the properties of the nucleons within 10% to 23,4

To improve these phenomenological predictions various extensions of the model have bee
posed mostly by adding higher order terms5–8 or extra fields9 to the Lagrangian.

The study of the classical solutions of the Skyrme model has been done mostly using n
cal methods, but recently Houghtonet al.10 showed that the classical solutions of the SU~2! model
can be well approximated by using an ansatz that involves the harmonic maps fromS2 to S2. The
harmonic map describes the angular distribution of the solution while a profile function des
its radial distribution. This construction was later generalized11 for the SU(N) model using har-
monic maps fromS2 to CPN21. Moreover, it was shown that using a further generalization of
ansatz one can construct exact spherically symmetric solutions of the SU(N) Skyrme model.

The same method was also used in Ref. 12 to construct solutions of another SU(N) fourth
order Skyrme model. In this article, we use the same generalized ansatz to construct solut
the sixth order SU~3! Skyrme model and low-energy configurations of the SU(N) models defined
in Ref. 13.

II. THE SIXTH ORDER SKYRME MODEL

The Skyrme model is described by an SU(N) valued fieldU(xW ,t) which, to ensure finitenes
of the energy, is required to satisfy the boundary conditionU→I as uxW u→`, whereI is the unit
matrix. This boundary condition implies that the three dimensional Euclidean space on whi
model is defined can be compactified intoS3 and, as a result, the Skyrme fieldU corresponds to
mappings fromS3 into SU(N). As p3(SU(N))5Z each configuration is characterized by
winding number, or topological charge, which can be obtained explicitly by evaluating the ex
sion

a!Electronic mail: ioannis.floratos@durham.ac.uk
b!Electronic mail: b.m.a.g.piette@durham.ac.uk
55800022-2488/2001/42(12)/5580/16/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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B5
1

24p2 E
R3

dxW3« i jk Tr~Ri Rj Rk!, ~1!

where Rm5(]mU)U21 is the right chiral current. Skyrme’s idea was to interpret the wind
number associated with these topologically nontrivial mappings as the baryon charge.

The generalized sixth order Skyrme model is defined by the Lagrangian

E52
1

12p2 E dxW3S 1

2
TrRi

21
12l

16
Tr@Ri ,Rj #

21
1

96
lTr@Ri ,Rj #@Rj ,Rk#@Rk ,Ri # D , ~2!

where this parametrization of the model is chosen such thatlP@0,1# is a mixing parameter
between the Skyrme term and the sixth order term: whenl50 the model reduces to the usual pu
Skyrme model while forl51 the Skyrme term vanishes and the model reduces to what we
to in what follows as the pure Sk6 model.

The Euler–Lagrange equations derived from~2! for the static solutions are given by

] i~Ri2
1
4 ~12l!@Rj ,@Rj ,Ri ##2 1

16 l@Rj ,@Rj ,Rk#@Rk ,Ri ## !50, ~3!

and the following inequality holds for every configuration:

E>A12lB. ~4!

The multi-Skyrmion solutions of the SU~2! Skyrme model have been studied in Ref. 13 whe
it was shown that they have the same symmetry as the pure Skyrme model. It was also sho
the harmonic map ansatz gives a good approximation to the solutions.

In the next section we describe the harmonic map ansatz. In the third section we prov
due to a constraint coming from the sixth order term, the multi-projector harmonic map a
provides exact solutions only for the SU~3! generalized model. We then show that one can n
ertheless use the ansatz to construct low-energy configurations of the SU(N) models. In the fourth
section we look at these configurations for the SU~4! model, while in the last section we look a
some special ansatz for the SU(N) model.

III. HARMONIC MAP ANSATZ

The rational map ansatz, introduced by Houghtonet al.,10 is a generalization of the hedgeho
ansatz found by Skyrme,1 to approximate multi-Skyrmion solution of the SU~2! model. The ansatz
was later generalized by Ioannidouet al.14 to approximate solutions of the SU(N) Skyrme model
using harmonic maps fromS2 into CPN21. This generalized ansatz is given by

U~r ,u,w!5e2i f (r )(P(u,w)2I /N)5e22i f (r )/N~ I 1~e2i f (r )21!P~u,w!!, ~5!

where r ,u and w are the usual polar coordinates. The profile functionf (r ) must satisfy the
boundary conditionsf (0)5p and limr→` f (r )50 andP(u,w) is a projector inCN which must be
a harmonic map fromS2 into CPN21 or equivalently a classical solution of the two dimension
CPN21 s model. These solutions are well known15,16 and to construct them it is convenient
introduce the complex coordinatej5tan(u/2)eiw which corresponds to the stereographic proje
tion of the unit sphere onto the complex plane.

In these coordinates,P must satisfy the equation

P
]P

]j
50, ~6!

and the solutions of that equation are given by any projector of the form
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P~ f !5
h^ h†

uhu2 , ~7!

wherehPCN is holomorphic

]h

]j̄
50. ~8!

The topological charge for the ansatz~5!, with the prescribed boundary conditions forf (r ), is
given by the winding number of theS2→CPN21. This winding number is itself given by the
degree of the harmonic functionh15,16 which must then be a rational function ofj.

To approximate a solution, one plugs the ansatz~5! into the energy~2! and notices that ifP
satisfies~6!, the integration over the polar angles and the radius decouple. One then h
minimize the integral over the polar angles of an expression which depends only onP. Taking for
P the most general harmonic map of the desired degree, one then has to find the paramete
general map which minimize that integral. Having done this, the profile functionf is obtained by
solving the Euler Lagrange equation derived from the effective energy.

A special case of this construction is the so-called hedgehog ansatz for the SU~2! model
corresponding to one Skyrmion. In this case, we haveh5(1,j) t and after inserting~7! into ~2! the
energy reduces to

E5
1

3p E drS f r
2 r 212 sin2 f ~11~12l! f r

2!1~12l!
sin4 f

r 2 1l
sin4 f

r 2 f r
2D , ~9!

and the equation forf is given by

f rr S 112 ~12l!
sin2 f

r 2 1l
sin4 f

r 4 D1
2

r
f r S 12l

sin4 f

r 4 D
1

sin 2g

r 2 S ~12l! f r
2211

sin2 f

r 2 ~l f r
2211l! D50. ~10!

This actually corresponds to an exact solution of the model and it is radially symmetric. In F
we present thel dependence of the energy and in Fig. 2 we show the profile functionf and the
energy density for the pure Skyrme model,l50, and the pure Sk6 model,l51.

FIG. 1. Total energy of the 1 Skyrmion solution.
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IV. SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC SOLUTIONS FOR THE SU „N… MODEL

In this section we will follow the construction described in Ref. 14, to attempt to cons
solutions of the extended SU(N) Skyrme model using a generalization of the harmonic map an
~5!.

To build the new ansatz we need to introduce an operatorP1 which acts on any complex
vectoruPCN and is defined as

P1u5]ju2u
u† ]ju

uuu2 . ~11!

Taking a holomorphic vectorh(j) we then defineP0
1h5h and by induction Vk5P1

k h
5P1(P1

k21h). TheseN vectors are mutually orthogonal16 and so the corresponding projectors

Pk5P~P1
k h!5

P1
k h~P1

k h!†

uP1
k hu2

k50, . . . ,N21, ~12!

satisfy the orthogonality relations

PkPj5d i j Pk ,
~13!

(
k50

N21

Pk51,

as well as other properties discussed in detail in Ref. 14.
The generalized harmonic map ansatz is then defined as

U5expH ig0S P02
I

ND1 ig1S P12
I

ND2 . . .1 igN22S PN222
I

ND J
5e2 ig0 /N~ I 1A0P0! e2 ig1 /N~ I 1A1P1! ¯e2 igN22 /N~ I 1AN22PN22!, ~14!

where gk(r ) are N21 profile functions andAk5eigk21. Moreover, for the ansatz to be we
defined, the profile functionsgk(r ) must be a multiple of 2p at the origin and at infinity.

To proceed with our construction, it is convenient to rewrite the Euler–Lagrange equatio
the model~3! using the usual spherical coordinates

FIG. 2. Function profilef and energy density for the 1 Skyrmion solution of the pure Skyrme model,l50, and the pure
Sk6 model,l51.
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] r H r 2Rr1
12l

4 S Auru1
1

sin2 u
AwrwD1

1

16
l F 1

sin2 u
~Buuwrw1Bwwuru!G J

1
1

sinu
]uH sinuFRu1

12l

4 S Arur1
1

r 2 sin2 u
AwuwD G1

l

16r 2 sin2 u
~Brr wuw1Bwwrur !J

1
1

sin2 u
]wH Rw1

12l

4 S Arwr1
1

r 2 AuwuD1
l

16r 2 ~Brr uwu1Buurwr !J 50, ~15!

whereAji j [@Rj , @Ri , Rj ## andBj jkik[@Rj , @Rj ,Rk# @Ri ,Rk##. It is fairly easy to show that

Rr5 i (
j 50

N22

ġ j S Pj2
I

ND , ~16!

where ġ j is the derivative ofgj (r ) with respect tor . Using the complex coordinatesj and j̄
introduced before we have

Rj5 (
i 51

N21

@ei (gi2gi 21)21#
Vi Vi 21

†

uVi 21u2
, ~17!

and the derivatives with respect tou andw are given by

]u5
11uju2

2Auju2
~j ]j1 j̄ ] j̄!, ]w5 i ~j ]j2 j̄ ] j̄!. ~18!

Substituting the above into Eqs.~15! we get

] rF r 2Rr1~12l!
~11uju2!2

8
~Aj̄ r j1Aj r j̄ !G1

~11uju2!2

2
~~Rj̄ !j1~Rj!j̄!

1~12l!
~11uju2!3

8r 2 ~j Aj j j̄2 j̄ Aj̄ j j̄ !1~12l!
~11uju2!4

16r 2 ~@Aj j j̄# j̄
2@Aj̄ j j̄#j

!

1~12l!
~11uju2!2

8
~@Ar j̄ r #j

1@Ar j r # j̄
!1

l

16H ] rF ~11uju2!4

4
~Bj̄ j j̄ r j̄2Bj j j̄ r j̄ !G

1
~11uju2!2

4r 2 ~]j̄@~11uju2!2 Br r j j j̄#2]j@~11uju2!2 Br r j̄ j j̄# !

1
~11uju2!2

2uju2 r 2 S j]jF ~11uju2!2

4uju2 ~2jjjBj j r j r !G1 j̄] j̄F ~11uju2!2

4uju2 ~2 j̄ j̄ j̄Bj̄ j̄ r j̄ r !G D
1

~11uju2!2

8r 2 ~]j@~11uju2!2~Bj j̄ r j̄ r1Bj̄ j r j̄ r2Bj̄ j̄ r j r !#1]j̄@~11uju2!2

3~2Bj j r j̄ r1Bj j̄ r j r1Bj̄ j r j r !# !J 50. ~19!

In Ref. 14 it is shown that if one takes the special holomorphic vector

V05h5~h0 ,h1 , . . . ,hN21! t, ~20!

where
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hk5jkACk
N21 ~21!

andCk
N21 denotes the binomial coefficients, then the terms in~19! coming from the usual Skyrme

model, i.e., all the terms except the ones proportional tol/16, are all proportional toPi2Pi 21 and
Pi2 I /N. Using ~13! one can get rid of the projectorPN21 and ~19! will then be the sum of the
N21 termsPi2 I /N for i 50, . . .,N22, with coefficients that depend only onr . This implies that
the equations for the Skyrme model reduce toN21 ordinary differential equations for the profil
functionsgi and their solutions, if they exist, will provide us with exact solutions of the SU(N)
Skyrme model.

In what follows we will show that the angular dependence of the terms proportional tol in
~19!, i.e., the terms coming from the sixth order term, is also coming exclusively from
projectorsPi2 I /N or Pi2Pi 21 , but that we have to impose an extra constraint on the pro
functionsgi .

We start by noting that

@Rj ,Rj̄#52 (
i 51

N21

ai
2 uVi u2

uVi 21u2 S ViVi
†

uVi u2
2

Vi 21Vi 21
†

uVi 21u2 D , ~22!

@Rr ,Rj#5 i (
i 51

N21

~ ġiai2ġi 21ai !
ViVi 21

†

uVi 21u2
5 (

i 51

N21

Ki

ViVi 21
†

uVi 21u2
, ~23!

@Rr ,Rj̄#5 i (
i 51

N21

~ ġiai2ġi 21ai !
Vi 21Vi

†

uVi 21u2 5 (
i 51

N21

Ki

Vi 21Vi
†

uVi 21u2 , ~24!

whereai5ei (gi2gi 21)21. It is then straightforward to check that

Bj̄jj̄r j2Bjjj̄r j̄5 (
i 51

N21 S bi

uVi 21u2

uVi 22u2
uVi u2

uVi 21u2
1ci

uVi u4

uVi 21u4
1di

uVi 11u2

uVi u2
uVi u2

uVi 21u2D ~Pi2Pi 21!,

~25!

wherebi ,ci anddi are functions ofgk only. However, as shown in Ref. 14, ifV0 is given by~20!
and ~21!, thenuVi u2/uVi 21u2 }(11uju2)22 and thus

~11uju2!4

4
~Bj̄ j j̄ r j2Bj j j̄ r j̄ !}~Pi2Pi 21!. ~26!

Furthermore, we have

Br r j j j̄5 i (
i 51

N21 S ei

uVi u2

uVi 21u2
1si

uVi 21u2

uVi 22u2D ViVi 21
†

uVi 21u2
~27!

with ei5e(gi) andsi5s(gi). But in Eq. ~19! this term appears as

]j̄@~11uju2!2Br r j j j̄#52j ~11uju2!Br r j j j̄1~11uju2!2 ]j̄ ~Br r j j j̄!. ~28!

Since]j̄uVi u2/uVi 21u2 }22j (11uju2)23 the only parts of~28! that are nonzero are the ones th
involve the derivatives ofViVi 21

† /uVi 21u2 with respect toj̄. Since it can be shown that the latte
are proportional to( i 21

N21Ci(11uju2)22(Pi2Pi 21) whereCi5C(gi), then one sees that the ter
that involvesBr r j j j̄ in ~19! is proportional to (Pi2Pi 21).

Using similar arguments, it is easy to check that the terms involvingBr r j̄ j j̄ , Bj j̄ r j̄ r ,
Bj̄ j r j̄ r , Bj̄ j̄ r j r , Bj j r j̄ r , Bj j̄ r j r andBj̄ j r j r factorize in the same way.

There are a few terms in~19! which we still have to consider. They involve the expressio
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Bj j r j r5 (
i 53

N21

~aiKi 21Ki 222ai 22KiKi 21!
ViVi 23

†

uVi 23u2
, ~29!

Bj̄ j̄ r j̄ r5 (
i 53

N21

~aiKi 21Ki 222ai 22KiKi 21!.
Vi 23Vi

†

uVi 23u2
, ~30!

whereKi5 i (ġiai2ġi 21ai). It is clear that these terms will always give aj,j̄ dependence beside
the projectorsPi and, hence, if we want~19! to reduce toN21 equations that involve only the
profile functionsgi , then we have to make sure that~29! and~30! vanish i.e., we must impose th
conditions

aiKi 21Ki 222ai 22KiKi 2150 ⇔ ġi 222ġi 235ġi2ġi 22 . ~31!

This last constraint, which is a result of the addition of the sixth order term, implies that we
only consider two profile functionsg0 andg1 and that we should thus have only two equatio
Unfortunately we haveN21 equations which are not compatible with each other. From this
see that the ansatz~5! will provide exact solutions of the generalized Skyrme model for the SU~2!
and the SU~3! model only. For larger values ofN, the ansatz will nevertheless give some lo
energy radially symmetric configurations. The SU~2! case is nothing but the usual hedgeh
ansatz and we will focus on the solutions of the SU~3! model in the next section.

In order to derive the equations for the profile functions, it is convenient to write the en
density of the model in terms of (j,j̄):

E52
i

12p2 E r 2dr djdj̄ Tr S 1

~11uju2!2 Rr
21

1

r 2 uRju21
12l

4r 2 @Rr ,Rj#@Rr ,Rj̄#

2~12l!
~11uju2!2

16r 4 @Rj̄ ,Rj#
21l

~11uju2!2

64r 4 @@Rr ,Rj̄#,@Rr ,Rj##@Rj ,Rj̄# D . ~32!

Defining

Fi5gi2gi 11 for i 50, . . . ,N23,
~33!

FN225gN22 ,

as well asWi5(uVi u2/uVi 21u2) (12cos(F)) andWN215(uVN21u2/uVN22u2) (12cos(g)), the terms
in the above expression can be rewritten as

Tr Rr
25

1

N S (
i 50

N22

ġi D 2

2 (
i 50

N22

ġi
2 , ~34!

TruRju2522 (
i 51

N21

Wi , ~35!

Tr@Rr ,Rj#@Rr ,Rj̄#522 (
k51

N21

WkḞk21
2 , ~36!

Tr@Rj̄ ,Rj#
254S W1

21 (
i 51

N22

~Wi2Wi 11!21WN21
2 D , ~37!
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Tr@@Rr ,Rj̄#,@Rr ,Rj#@Rj ,Rj̄# #54S Ḟ0
2W1

21 (
i 51

N22

~ Ḟ i 21Wi2Ḟ iWi 11!21ḞN22
2 WN21

2 D . ~38!

In Ref. 14 it was shown that
uVku2

uVk21u2
5k~N2k!~11uju2!22, ~39!

and from this we see that all the terms in~32! are proportional to (11uju2)22 and that after
integrating out the angular dependence the energy reduces to

E5
1

6p E r 2drH 2
1

N S (
i 50

N22

ġi D 2

1 (
i 50

N22

ġi
21

2

r 2 (
k51

N21

Zk1
~12l!

2r 2 (
k51

N21

~ ġk2ġk21!2Zk

1
~12l!

4r 4 S Z1
21 (

k51

N22

~Zk2Zk11!21ZN21
2 D

1
l

16r 4 S Ḟ0
2 Z1

21 (
k51

N22

~ Ḟk21 Zk2Ḟk Zk11!21ḞN22
2 ZN21

2 D J , ~40!

whereZk5k(N2k)(12cos(Fk21)).
In Ref. 14 the fieldsFi defined by~33! were used, and very special solutions were obtained

taking F05F15 ¯ 5FN22 . It was observed that whenFi(0)52p andFi(`)50 this solution
of the SU(N) pure Skyrme model has a topological chargeB5 (N/6) (N221) and has an energ
equal exactly to (N/6) (N221) times the energy of the single Skyrmion solutions. It is easy
show that, if one uses the same ansatz for the sixth order Skyrme model, the profilef 5F0/2
satisfies the hedgehog profile equation~10! and the energy of the configuration is given b
E(l)54E0(l) whereE0(l) is the energy of the hedgehog solution for the generalized mo
These configurations are not exact solutions, except for the SU~3! model.

To consider the most general ansatz, one can derive from~40! the following equations for the
profile functionsFl , l 50,...,(N22):

2
2~ l 11!

N (
i 50

N22

~ i 11!F̈ i12(
k50

l

(
i 5k

N22

F̈ i1
~12l!

r 2 F̈ l~ l 11!~N2 l 21!~12cosFl !

1
2

r S 2
2~ l 11!

N (
i 50

N22

~ i 11!Ḟ i12(
k50

l S (
i 5k

N22

Ḟ i D D 1
~12l!

2r 2 Ḟ l
2~ l 11!~N2 l 21!sinFl

2
2

r 2 ~ l 11!~N2 l 21! sinFl2
~12l!

r 4 ~ l 11!2~N2 l 21!2~12cosFl !sinFl

1
~12l!

2r 4 ~ l 11!~N2 l 21!sinFl@ l ~N2 l !~12cosFl 21!1~ l 12!~N2 l 22!~12cosFl 11!#

1
l

8r 4 $2 F̈ l~ l 11!2~N2 l 21!2~12cosFl !
22F̈ l 21l ~ l 11!~N2 l !~N2 l 21!~12cosFl 21!

3~12cosFl !2F̈ l 11~ l 11!~ l 12!~N2 l 21!~N2 l 22!~12cosFl !~12cosFl 11!%

1
2l

4r 5 $2 Ḟ l~ l 11!2~N2 l 21!2~12cosFl !
22Ḟ l 21l ~ l 11!~N2 l !~N2 l 21!~12cosFl 21!

3~12cosFl !2Ḟ l 11~ l 11!~ l 12!~N2 l 21!~N2 l 22!~12cosFl !~12cosFl 11!%

1
l

8r 4 $2 Ḟ l
2~ l 11!2~N2 l 21!2~12cosFl !sinFl2Ḟ l 21

2 l ~ l 11!~N2 l !~N2 l 21!sinFl 21

3~12cosFl !2Ḟ l 11
2 ~ l 11!~ l 12!~N2 l 21!~N2 l 22!~12cosFl !sinFl 11%50. ~41!
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WhenN53, the solution of the two equations lead to exact solutions of the model, whil
larger values ofN, the ansatz~14! corresponds to low-energy configurations.

We would like to point out at this stage that as proved in Ref. 14, the topological charg
the configuration~14! is given by

B5 (
i 50

N22

Dk~Fi2sinFi !r 50
r 5` , ~42!

where

Dk52 i
1

4p2 E uP1
k11hu2

uP1
k hu2 djdj̄ ~43!

takes integer values given by the degree inj of the wedge product16 of h and its derivatives

Dk5
1

2p
deg~h(k)!, h(k)5h`]1h` ¯`]1

k h, k50,...,N21. ~44!

Each configuration is thus characterized by the boundary conditions for the profile functiFi

and we can without loss of generality impose the condition limr→`Fi(r )50. For the configuration
to be well-defined at the origin we must also impose a condition of the type

Fi~0!5ni 2p, ~45!

whereniPN.

V. RADIALLY SYMMETRIC SU „3… SOLUTIONS

To describe the solution of the SU~3! model, we use the profileF5F0 and g5F1 and the
energy~40! simplifies to

E5
1

6p E r 2drH 2

3
~ ġ21Ḟ21ġ Ḟ !1

1

r 2 ~~12cosF !~~12l!Ḟ214!1~12cosg!

3~~12l!ġ214!!1~12l!
2

r 4 ~~12cosF !22~12cosF !~12cosg!1~12cosg!2!

1
l

2r 4 ~ Ḟ2 ~12cosF !21ġ2~12cosg!22~12cosF !~12cosg!ġḞ !J . ~46!

The equations for the profile functionF andg are then given by

grr 1
1

2
Frr 1

Fr

r
12

gr

r
1

3

2r 2 S ~12l!~12cosg!grr 1
1

2
sing~~12l!gr

224! D
1

1

2
sing~~12l!gr

224!1~12l!
3

2r 4 ~~12cosF !22~12cosg!!sin~g!1
3l

8r 4 ~12cosg!

3S 2S singgr
21~12cosg!S grr 22

gr

r D D2sinFFr
22~12cosF !S Frr 22

Fr

r D D50, ~47!
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Frr 1
1

2
grr 12

Fr

r
1

gr

r
1

3

4r 2 ~sinF~~12l!Fr
224!12~12l!~12cosF !Frr !

2~12l!
3

2r 4 ~2~12cosF !2~12cosg!!sinF1
3l

8r 4 ~12cosF !

3S 12S sinF Fr
21~12cosF !S Frr 22

Fr

r D D2sing gr
22~12cosg!S grr 22

gr

r D D50.

~48!

The topological charge of the solution now reads

B5
1

p
~~F2sinF !ur 50

r 5`1~g2sin~g!!ur 50
r 5`! ~49!

and, if we take the boundary conditions

F~0!5nF2p,
~50!

g~0!5ng2p,

wherenF andng are integers, we haveB52(nf1ng). WhennF andng are of opposite signs, we
can interpret the solutions as a mixture of Skyrmions and anti-Skyrmions.

In Table I, we give the energy of the hedgehog solution (B51) for the SU~2! model. This
solution is an embedded solution of any SU(N) model and it is the solution with the lowes
energy. We thus use it as the reference energy for all the other solutions.

In Table II we present the properties of the different solutions for the SU~3! models. The first
two columns specify the boundary condition of the solution, and the third column gives
topological charge of that solution. In columns 4 and 5 we give the energy of the solutions f
pure Skyrme model and the pure Sk6 model while columns 6 and 7 give the corresponding r
energy per Skyrmion, that is, the energy divided by the energy of the single Skyrmion and th
number of Skyrmions. For the solutions corresponding to the superposition of Skyrmion
anti-Skyrmion, we define the total number of Skyrmions as the total number of Skyrmion
anti-Skyrmions. Notice that the casesng50,nF51 and ng51,nF50 correspond to the sam
solution modulo an internal rotation.

In Fig. 3, we present the energy of the three different types of solution as a function ol.

TABLE I. Topological charge and energy of the hedgehog SU~2! solution.

SU~2! Energy

ng B E(0) E(1)

1 1 1.2315 0.9395

TABLE II. Topological charge and energy of some SU~3! solutions.

SU~3! Total energy Relative energy

nF ng B E(0) E(1) EB(0)/(uBuE1(0)) EB(1)/(uBuE1(1))

1 1 4 4.928 3.758 1 1
1 0 2 2.377 1.819 0.965 0.968
0 1 2 2.377 1.819 0.965 0.968
1 21 2-2 3.862 3.191 0.784 0.849
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VI. LOW-ENERGY SU„4… CONFIGURATIONS

As was shown in the last two sections, the ansatz~14! provides an exact solution of the sixt
order model only for the SU~3! model, or whenl50, that is for the usual Skyrme model. For th
SU(N) model withN>4, the ansatz still produces low-energy configurations. In particular, w
l is small, we can expect the ansatz to be very close to an exact solution. In this section w
at some configurations of the SU~4! model. For this model, we have three profile functionsF0 , F1

andF2 and the energy for the general ansatz~14! is explicitly given by

E5
1

6p E r 2drH 1

4
~3Ḟ0

214Ḟ1
213Ḟ2

214Ḟ0Ḟ114Ḟ1Ḟ212Ḟ0Ḟ2!1
2

r 2 @3~12cosF0!

14~12cosF1!13~12cosF2!#1~12l!H 1

2r 2 @3Ḟ0
2~12cosF0!14Ḟ1

2~12cosF1!

13Ḟ2
2~12cosF2!#1

1

2r 4 $9 ~12cosF0!2116~12cosF1!219 ~12cosF2!2

212~12cosF0!~12cosF1!212~12cosF1!~12cosF2!%J 1
l

8r 4 $9Ḟ0
2~12cosF0!2

116Ḟ1
2~12cosF1!219Ḟ2

2~12cosF2!2212F0F1~12cosF0!~12cosF1!

212F1F2~12cosF1!~12cosF2!%J ~51!

from which we can derive the following equations:

S 3l~12cosF0!2

2r 4 1
2~12l!~12cosF0!

r 2 11D F̈01S 2

3
2

l~12cosF0!~12cosF1!

r 4 D F̈11
1

3
F̈2

2
4 sinF0

r 2 1
6 Ḟ014Ḟ112Ḟ2

3r
1

~12l!Ḟ0
2 sinF0

r 2 1~12l!
sinF0

r 4 ~4~12cosF1!

26~12cosF0!!1l
~12cosF0!

r 4 S 3

2
Ḟ0

2 sinF02Ḟ1
2 sinF1D2l

~12cosF0!

r 5 ~3Ḟ0~12cosF0!

22 Ḟ1~12cosF1!!50, ~52!

FIG. 3. Energy of the SU~3! solution for the boundary conditions~a! nF50,ng51, ~b! nF51,ng50, ~c! nF51,ng521, ~d!
nF51,ng51.
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S 1

2
2

3l~12cosF0!~12cosF1!

4r 4 D F̈01S 11
2l~12cosF1!2

r 4 1
2~12l!~12cosF1!

r 2 D F̈1

1S 1

2
2

3l~12cosF1!~12cosF2!

4r 4 D F̈21
~12l!Ḟ1

2 sinF1

r 2 1
Ḟ012 Ḟ11Ḟ2

r
24

sinF1

r 2

1~12l!
sinF1

r 4 ~3~12cosF0!13~12cosF2!28~12cosF1!!2
l

r 5 ~12cosF1!

3S 4 Ḟ1~12cosF1!2
3

2
Ḟ0~12cosF0!2

3

2
Ḟ2~12cosF2! D1

l

r 4 ~12 cosF1!

3S 2 Ḟ1
2 sinF12

3

4
Ḟ0

2 sinF02
3

4
Ḟ2

2 sinF2D50, ~53!

and

S 2

3
2

l~12 cosF1!~12 cosF2!

r 4 D F̈11S 3l~12 cosF2!2

2r 4 1
2~12l!~12 cosF2!

r 2 11D F̈2

1
1

3
F̈01

2Ḟ014Ḟ116 Ḟ2

3r
24

sinF2

r 2 1
~12l!Ḟ2

2 sinF2

r 2 1~12l!
sinF2

r 4 ~4~12F1!

26~12F2!!2l
~12 cosF2!

r 5 ~3 Ḟ2~12 cosF2!22 Ḟ1~12 cosF1!!

1l
~12 cosF2!

r 4 S 3

2
Ḟ2

2 sinF22Ḟ1
2 sinF1D50. ~54!

Describing the boundary condition for the profile functions as before,Fi(0)5ni2p, the topologi-
cal charge is given by

B53n014n113n2 . ~55!

FIG. 4. Energy density of the Su~4! multi-projector ansatz~a! n050, n150, n251; ~b! n051, n150, n250; ~c! n0

50, n151, n250; ~d! n051, n150, n251; ~e! n051, n151, n250; and~f! n050, n151, n251.
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In Table III we present the energy values of various types of configurations whenl50 and
l51. We notice that whenl50, the solutions are symmetric under the exchangef 0↔ f 2 , but that
the sixth order term breaks the symmetry. This results in a difference of energy betwee
configuration withn050,n150,n251 andn051,n150,n250 as well as between the configu
rations withn051,n151,n250 andn050,n151,n251. In Fig. 4, we present the curve for th
energy of the configurations as a function ofl.

VII. SU„N… LOW-ENERGY CONFIGURATION

After inserting the ansatz~5! in the full equation for the SU(N) model, we found that we had
only two independent profile functionsg0 andg1 and that the ansatz would only provide solutio
for the SU~3! model. One can nevertheless use the SU(N) ansatz to compute low-energy config
rations. For example, if we consider the reduced ansatz defined by~5! together with the constrain
ġi 222ġi 235ġi2ġi 22 and define the profilesF5g02g1 and g5gN22 we can minimize the
energy~40! and solve the equations forF andg for various boundary conditions. We found th
to get configurations corresponding to a bound state, i.e., a configuration with an energ
Skyrmion smaller than the energy of the hedgehog solution, we must takenF50 andng51. The
energies that we found are given in Table IV.

In Figs. 5 and 6 we present the profile and the energy density for different values ofN and for
l50.5. It shows that the energy density has the shape of a hollow sphere of radiusr 50.7AN. The
profile g has the same shape for all values ofN but is shifted to the right asN increases. The
profile F, on the other hand, is also shifted as the shell radius increases, but its amp
decreases like 1/N2. Note that in Fig. 6, the profiles forN5100 andN5200 have been multiplied
by 100 to make them visible. For other values ofl the graphics look very much the same exce
that the shell radius and width are slightly different, but the conclusions remain the same.

Figure 6~b! suggests to simplify the ansatz further for largeN by takingF(r )50. This implies
that gi5g ; i and the multi-projector ansatz~5! becomes

U5exp~2 ig~PN212I /N!!, ~56!

wherePN21 can also be written as

TABLE III. Topological charge and energy of some SU~4! configurations.

SU~4! Total energy Relative energy

n0 n1 n2 B E(0) E(1) EB(0)/(uBuE1(0)) EB(1)/(uBuE1(1))

0 0 1 3 3.517 39 2.666 53 0.952 10 0.945 98
1 0 0 3 3.517 39 2.729 15 0.952 10 0.968 19
0 1 0 4 4.788 07 6.333 22 0.972 04 1.685 07
1 0 1 6 7.224 64 6.046 04 0.977 80 1.072 44
1 1 0 7 8.452 19 6.629 98 0.980 52 1.008 02
0 1 1 7 8.452 19 7.280 58 0.980 52 1.106 94
1 1 1 10 12.311 9.396 05 1 1

TABLE IV. Topological charge and energy for the reduced ansatz withnF50 andng51.

Model B

Total energy Relative energy

E(0) E(1) EB(0)/(uBuE1(0)) EB(1)/(uBuE1(1))

SU~3! 2 2.377 1.819 0.965 0.968
SU~4! 3 3.624 2.759 0.981 0.979
SU~5! 4 4.811 3.632 0.977 0.966
SU~6! 5 6.015 4.518 0.977 0.962
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PN215
h̃h̃†

uh̃u2
, ~57!

whereh̃ is equal, up to a unitary rotation, to the complex conjugate of the holomorphic vectoV0

defined in~20! and~21!: h̃5AV̄0 for someA PSU(N) with ]jA5]j̄A50. This is shown by using
the fact thatPN21 is an antiholomorphic projector16 and that solving~39! recursively we have

uVku25
k! ~N21!!

~N212k!!
u11uju2uN2122k ~58!

and souVN21u25(N21)!2u11uju2u12N. Knowing that up to an overall coefficientuVN21u2 is a
polynomial in j̄ of degreeN21, we can conclude that up to a unitary iso-rotation,VN21 is equal
to the complex conjugate ofV0 .

FIG. 5. Energy density of the multi-projector solution withnF50, ng51, l50.5. ~a! N510, ~b! N520, ~c! N550, ~d!
N5100, and~e! n5200.

FIG. 6. Profile~a! g and ~b! F of the multi-projector solution withnF50, ng51, l50.5. ~a! F for N510, ~b! F for N
520, ~c! F for N550, ~d! 1003F for N5100, and~e! 1003F for N5200.
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The topological charge of the antiholomorphic projectorPN21 is equal to 12N and as the
profile function is2g, the baryon number for this configuration isN21. The ansatz~56! is not a
solution, but its energy

E5
1

6pE r 2drH N21

N
ġ21

1

2r 2 1~N21!~12cosg!~~12l!ġ214!

1
1

2r 4 ~N21!2~12cosg!2S ~12l!1
l

4r 4ġ2D J , ~59!

can easily be computed by solving the equation

2grr 14
gr

r
1

N

r 2 S ~12l!~12cosg!grr 1
1

2
sing~~12l!gr

224! D1
l

4r 4 N~N21!~12cosg!

3S singgr
21~12cosg!S grr 22

gr

r D D50. ~60!

In Fig. 7, we present the relative energy,E(l)/(EB51(l)(N21)), of this configuration as a
function ofN for different values ofl. We see that this configuration corresponds to a bound s
of Skyrmions and that the energy per Skyrmion decreases withN. The energy of this configuration
corresponds to an upper bound for the energy of theB5N21 radially symmetric solution of the
SU(N) model and these configurations correspond to bound states of Skyrmions for all val
N and all values ofl. As every SU(p) solution can be trivially embedded in an SU(q) solution
whenp <q we can claim that for everyB,N the SU(N) model has a radially symmetric solutio
of chargeB corresponding to a bound state. With the exception of the hedgehog solutions,
solutions are expected to be unstable when the radial symmetry is broken as their energ
larger than the known SU~2! solutions.13

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we have shown how to construct some radially symmetric solutions of the S~3!
sixth order Skyrme model. The construction is similar to the one used for the pure Skyrme
in Ref. 14 except that, because of an extra constraint, the construction only works for the~3!

FIG. 7. EnergyE/(EB51(N21)) for the SU(N), configuration~56! for ~a! l50, ~b! l50.25,~c! l50.5,~d! l50.75, and
~e! l51.
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model. The same ansatz can nevertheless be used to compute low-energy configuration
SU(N) model. In particular we showed that for everyN there is a radially symmetric solution o
chargeB,N which corresponds to a bound state of Skyrmions.
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Gradient corrections for semiclassical theories
of atoms in strong magnetic fields
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This paper is divided into two parts. In the first one the von Weizsa¨cker term is
introduced to the magnetic Thomas–Fermi theory and the resulting MTFW func-
tional is mathematically analyzed. In particular, it is shown that the von Weizsa¨cker
term produces the Scott correction up to magnetic fields of orderB!Z2, in accor-
dance with a result of Ivrii on the quantum mechanical ground state energy. The
second part is dedicated to gradient corrections for semiclassical theories of atoms
restricted to electrons in the lowest Landau band. We consider modifications of the
Thomas–Fermi theory for strong magnetic fields~STF!, i.e., for B!Z3. The main
modification consists in replacing the integration over the variables perpendicular
to the field by an expansion in angular momentum eigenfunctions in the lowest
Landau band. This leads to a functional~DSTF! depending on a sequence of one-
dimensional densities. For a one-dimensional Fermi gas the analogue of a Weiz-
säcker correction has a negative sign and we discuss the corresponding modifica-
tion of the DSTF functional. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1415744#

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we study gradient correction terms for semiclassical theories describin
ground state energies of heavy atoms in strong homogeneous magnetic fields. Such an ato
N electrons of charge2e and massme and nuclear chargeZe is described by the nonrelativisti
Pauli Hamiltonian

HN5 (
1< j <N

H ~~2 i¹ ( j )1A~xj !!•s j !22
Z

uxj u
J 1 (

1< i , j <N

1

uxi2xj u
, ~I.1!

acting on the Hilbertspace∧1< j <NL2(R3,C2) of electron wave functions. The units are chos
such that \52me5e51. The magnetic field isB5(0,0,B), with vector potentialA5 1

2B
3(2x2 ,x1,0), whereB is the magnitude of the field in units ofB05me

2e3c/\3 52.353109 G, the
field strength for which the cyclotron radiusl B5(\c/(eB))1/2 is equal to the Bohr radiusa0

5\2/(mee
2). The ground state energy is

EQ~N,Z,B!5 inf$~c,HNc!:cPdomain HN ,~c,c!51%. ~I.2!

In Ref. 1 Lieb, Solovej, and Yngvason approximated~1.2! by means of the MTF~magnetic
Thomas–Fermi! functional

EMTF@r#5E tB~r!2E Vr1D~r,r!, ~I.3!

whereV(x)5Z/uxu andD(r,r)5 1
2(r,uxu21* r). The magnetic energy densitytB is, by definition,

the Legendre transform of the pressurePB , i.e.,

a!Electronic mail: hainzl@thp.univie.ac.at
55960022-2488/2001/42(12)/5596/30/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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tB~ t !5 sup
w>0

@ tw2PB~w!#, ~I.4!

with

PB~w!5
B

3p2 S w3/222 (
i 51

`

u2iB2wu2
3/2D . ~I.5!

The corresponding energy

EMTF~N,Z,B!5 infH E MTF@r#Ur>0,rPDMTF,E r<NJ ~I.6!

was proved by Lieb, Solovej, and Yngvason to be asymptotically exact, as shown in the follo
Theorem:

Theorem I.1 ~Ref. 1, Theorem 5.1!: If Z→` with N/Z fixed and B/Z3→0, then

EQ~N,Z,B!/EMTF~N,Z,B!→1.

In the limit B→` the functiontB is the kinetic energy describing particles confined to
lowest Landau band, i.e.,

t`~ t !5
4p4

3
t3/B2,

which results in the STF~strong Thomas–Fermi! functional

ESTF@r#5
4p4

3B2 E r32E Vr1D~r,r!. ~I.7!

The corresponding energyESTF is quantum mechanically exact in the limitZ→` for Z4/3!B
!Z3 ~Ref. 1, Proposition 4.16!, which emphasizes the fact~Ref. 2, Theorem 1.2! that for B
@Z4/3 the electrons are to leading order confined to the lowest Landau band.

A. Corrections to the leading order of the full Hamiltonian „I.1…

The best result to date concerning corrections to the leading order of~I.2! is presented by
Victor Ivrii in Ref. 3, Theorem 0.2:

Theorem I.2 ~Ref. 3, Theorem 0.2!: Let B<Z3 and N;Z, then

uEQ~N,Z,B!2EMTF~N,Z,B!2 1
4 Z2u<R11R2 , ~I.8!

with

R15CZ4/3~N1B!1/3, R25CZ3/5B4/5. ~I.9!

Recall the order of the energy,EQ;Z7/3@11B/Z4/3#2/5.
We make a few comments concerning Ivrii’s proof. Let

HA5@~2 i¹1A~x!!•s#2 ~I.10!

denote the free Pauli Hamiltonian and

fMTF5Zuxu212rMTF* uxu21 ~I.11!
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the self-consistent magnetic TF potential. The main part of the estimate~I.8! is given by the
difference between

Tr@HA2fMTF1m#2 , ~I.12!

the sum of all negative eigenvalues of the operatorHA2fMTF1m, and its semiclassical approx
mation

E PB~fMTF2m!. ~I.13!

For those who are familiar with microlocal analysis we should remark that Ivrii does not r
considerfMTF but a smooth mollification, which we also denote withfMTF for simplicity. In order
to derive accurate estimates of

UTr@HA2fMTF1m#22E PB~fMTF2m!U, ~I.14!

Ivrii essentially divides the domain into two main zones, forB>Z4/3, namely

x15$xu0<uxu<B/Z% and x25$xuB/Z<uxu<r S5Z1/5B22/5%. ~I.15!

A corresponding partition of unity is given by two functionsw1 and w2 , with w11w251 on
x1øx2 and w i essentially supported inx i . Using scaling arguments and semiclassical spec
asymptotics Ivrii treats each zone separately. In the inner zonex1 , where all Landau levels are
taken into account and the MTF potential is very similar to the usual TF potential, he gets

x1 : UTr~w1@HA2fMTF1m#2!2E w1PB~fMTF2m!2
1

4
Z2U<R1 . ~I.16!

We see that inx1 the Scott correction is recovered. Moreover, we should note that the mach
of semiclassical spectral asymptotics can only be applied tox1 under the conditionZ/B@1/Z,
which means that~I.16! is only valid forB<Z22d, with arbitraryd.0. ForB>Z2 a semiclassical
approximation is no longer possible and the terms~I.12! and~I.13! have to be estimated separate
SinceR2 overcomesZ2 for B>Z7/4, we should point out that the Scott correction in~I.8! only
provides the next to leading order forB!Z7/4, but in the domainx1 it nevertheless makes sens
up to B!Z2 according to~I.16!.

In the outer zonex2 only the lowest Landau band is occupied, which implies that in
region the MTF energy is represented by the STF energy corresponding to the functional~I.7!. In
x2 Ivrii derives the estimate

x2 : UTr~w2@HA2fMTF1m#2!2E w2PB~fMTF2m!U<R2 , ~I.17!

where the main contribution of~I.17! really stems from the edge of the STF atomr S

;Z1/5B22/5.
For low magnetic fields (B<Z) V. Ivrii even improves ~I.8! and recovers Dirac and

Schwinger corrections as well.
Theorem I.3 ~Ref. 3, Theorem 0.3!: If B<Z then

UEQM~N,Z,B!2EMTF~N,Z,B!2
1

4
Z21cDSE ~rTF!4/3U<CN5/3~~11B!/N!d ~I.18!

holds with somed.0 and an appropriate parameter cDS.
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The von Weizsa¨cker term introduced to MTF. The von Weizsa¨cker correction term was suc
cessfully introduced to the TF theory in the sense that it reproduces the Scott correction~rigor-
ously proven in Refs. 4 and 5!, i.e.,

ETFW5ETF1O~Z2!1o~Z2!. ~I.19!

In addition to theZ2 correction, the TFW theory remedies some defects of the TF theory:
corresponding TFW density is finite at the nuclei, binding of atoms occurs and negative io
stable, furthermore the density has exponential fall off at infinity, at least for neutral atom
molecules.

In the limit B→0 the functiontB is the kinetic energy density in zero magnetic field, i.e.

t0~ t !5 3
5 ~3p2!2/3t5/3.

Since for small values ofB the introduction of the von Weizsa¨cker term to the MTF functional is
justified, we will further check up to which values ofB this definition makes sense. We get th
functional

E MTFW@r#5AE u¹r1/2u21E tB~r!2E Vr1D~r,r!, ~I.20!

with a suitably chosen parameterA. The functional~I.20! can be treated analogously to the usu
TFW functional in Ref. 6. So we will just sketch the proofs of the main propositions.

It turns out that forB!Z2 the von Weizsa¨cker term still produces the Scott correction, b
makes no longer sense for higher magnetic fields. We will derive the following Theorem:

Theorem I.4: For all B,Z and N/Z fixed

uEMTFW2EMTF2O~Z2!u<CB4/5Z3/51o~Z2!. ~I.21!

Remark:The estimate~I.21! is clearly useful ifB<Z7/4. Theorem I.4 will be proved in Sec
II B.

The Scott correction, just like in TFW theory, comes from distances of order 1/Z near the
nucleus, whereas the boundCB4/5Z3/5 comes from the edge of the MTF atom and dominates
Scott correction forB>Z7/4. Moreover,~I.21! is in accordance with Theorem I.2, which justifie
a posteriori the introduction of the von Weizsa¨cker term to the MTF functional.

B. Physics in the lowest Landau band

The quantum mechanical ground state energy of particles confined to the lowest Landa
is given by

Econf
Q ~N,Z,B!5 inf

ici251
~c,P0

NHNP0
Nc!, ~I.22!

whereP0 represents the projector on the lowest Landau band, given by the kernel

P0~x,x8!5
B

2p
expH i

2
~x'3x'8 !•B2

1

4
~x'2x'8 !2BJ d~x32x38!P↓ , ~I.23!

whereP↓ denotes the projection onto the spin down component, andP0
N denotes theNth tensorial

power ofP0 . The leading order ofEconf
Q , asB,Z→` with B!Z3, is given byESTF, the ground

state energy of the functional~I.7!. In a companion work we show what is expected by Ivri
Theorem I.2,

uEconf
Q 2ESTFu<CB4/5Z3/5. ~I.24!
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As we have argued previously the main contribution to the estimate~I.24! comes from the edge o
the STF atom, r S;Z1/5B22/5. Recall the order of ESTF, ESTF@N,Z,B#
5Z3(B/Z3)2/5ESTF@N/Z,1,1#, so that the estimate is only of interest forB!Z3.

As a better approximation toEconf
Q , valid also for B>Z3, Lieb, Solovej, and Yngvason

suggested a density matrix functional defined as

E DM@G#5E
R2

TrL2(R)@2]3
2Gx'

#dx'2ZE uxu21rG~x!1D~rG ,rG!.

Its variable is an operator valued function

G:x'→Gx'
,

whereGx'
is an integral operator onL2(R), given by a kernelGx'

(x3 ,y3) and satisfying

0<Gx'
<~B/2p!I ~I.25!

as an operator onL2(R). The energy

EDM~N,Z,B!5 infH E DM@G#U G satisfies ~ I.25! and E rG<NJ
turns out to be asymptotically exact for magnetic fields in the following precise sense:

Theorem I.5 @Ref. 2, Theorems 5.1 and 7.1 and Eqs.„7.3… and „8.5…#: For some constants,
Cl and Cl8 , we have

RU>Econf
Q ~N,Z,B!2EDM~N,Z,B!>2RL , ~I.26!

with

RL5Cl min$Z17/15B2/5,Z8/3@11~ ln~B/Z3!!2#% ~I.27!

and

RU5Cl8 min$Z5/3B1/3,Z8/3@11 ln~Z!1~ ln~B/Z3!!2#5/6%.

We remark that the STF energy is the natural semiclassical approximation of the DM e
More precisely, the DM energy can be written as

B

2p E dx' TrL2(R)@2]z
22fx'

DM2mDM#21mDMN2D~rDM,rDM!, ~I.28!

whereas the STF energy is given by the corresponding semiclassical expression

B

2p E dx'E E dp dz@p22fx'

STF2mSTF#21mSTFN2D~rSTF,rSTF!. ~I.29!

With the decompositionL2(R3,dx;C2)5L2(R2,dx') ^ L2(R,dz) ^ C2 the projectorP0 can be writ-
ten as

P05 (
m>0

ufm&^fmu ^ 1^ P↓ , ~I.30!

wherefm denotes the function in the lowest Landau band with angular momentum2m<0, i.e.,
using polar coordinates (r ,w),
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fm~x'!5A B

2p

1

Am!
S Br2

2 D m/2

e2 imwe2Br2/4. ~I.31!

Using this andHAFm50, we can write

P0HAP05 (
m>0

ufm&^fmu ^ ~2]z
2! ^ P↓ . ~I.32!

Based on this decomposition the author and R. Seiringer introduced in Ref. 7 a natural modifica-
tion of the DM functional calleddiscrete density matrix functional~DDM!

E B,Z
DDM@G#5 (

mPN0

S Tr@2]z
2Gm#2ZE Vm~z!rm~z!dzD1D̃~r,r!, ~I.33!

where

D̃~r,r!5
1

2 (
m,n

E Vm,n~z2z8!rm~z!rn~z8!dz dz8, ~I.34!

and the potentialsVm andVm,n are given by

Vm~z!5E 1

uxu
ufm~x'!u2 dx' ,

~I.35!

Vm,n~z2z8!5E ufm~x'!u2ufn~x'8 !u2

ux2x8u
dx' dx'8 .

HereG is a sequence of fermionic density matrices acting onL2(R,dz),

G5~Gm!mPN0
, ~I.36!

with corresponding densitiesr5(rm)m , rm(z)5Gm(z,z). Note thatE B,Z
DDM depends onB via the

potentialsVm andVm,n . The corresponding energy is given by

EDDM~N,Z,B!5 infH E B,Z
DDM@G#U(

m
Tr@Gm#<NJ . ~I.37!

It is shown in Ref. 7 thatEDDM correctly reproduces the confined ground state energyEconf
Q apart

from errors due to the indirect part of the Coulomb interaction energy:
Theorem I.6 „Ref. 7, Theorem 1.2…: For some constant cl depending only onl5N/Z,

0>Econf
Q ~N,Z,B!2EDDM~N,Z,B!>2RL , ~I.38!

with

RL5cl min$Z17/15B2/5,Z8/3~11@ ln~B/Z3!#2!%. ~I.39!

Since the functional~I.33! can also be seen as a reduced Hartree–Fock functional, in the
of Ref. 8, it does not surprise that the upper bound in~I.38! is an improvement to~I.26!, the
relation betweenEDDM andEconf

Q . In addition to better estimates, the DDM theory remedies
defect of the DM theory having a sharply cut ground state density supported in th
$xu uxu<A2N/B%, for the respective three-dimensional DDM density,
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rDDM~x!5(
m

rm
DDM~z!fm

2 ~x'!, ~I.40!

has exponential fall off at infinity. Furthermore, since the DDM energy describesEconf
Q correctly

apart from errors due to the indirect part of the Coulomb interaction energy, the DDM en
could give rise to even recover the exchange term, by means of an improved lower bound
two-body Coulomb repulsion for particles in the lowest Landau band. For the exchange ene
anticipated to be of order ln(B/Z4/3)Z7/5B1/5 for B!Z3, which in Ref. 9 by the author~C. H.! and
R. Seiringer is conjectured to be given by the term

c(
i

lnS B1/2*r i
DDM

*~r i
DDM!2 D E ~r i

DDM!2. ~I.41!

This would lead to the relation

Econf
Q 5EDDM2c(

i
lnS B1/2E r i

DDM

*~r i
DDM!2

D E ~r i
DDM!21o~ ln~B/Z4/3!Z7/5B1/5!, ~I.42!

with c appropriately chosen.
We have stated previously that the STF functional is the natural semiclassical approxim

of the DM functional. Hence, we can ask for the natural semiclassical approximation of the
functional, of which the answer is given by the so-called DSTF functional

E DSTF@r#5 (
mPN0

S kE rm
3 ~z!2ZE Vm~z!rm~z!dzD1D̃~r,r!, ~I.43!

wherer is a sequence of one-dimensional densities,r5(rm)mPN0
, k5p2/3, and the respective

DSTF energy is defined as

EDSTF~N,Z,B!5 infH E DSTF@r#U(
m

E rm<NJ . ~I.44!

In Section III B 2 we will argue that the DSTF functional is even the natural semiclassica
proximation of the ground state energyEconf

Q itself.

C. Gradient corrections for semiclassical lowest Landau band theories

1. The Tomishima –Shinjo correction term

For higher magnetic fields, where only the lowest Landau band has to be taken into ac
Tomishima and Shinjo10 obtained the gradient correction term

eTS@r#5
2p4

B3 r~¹'r!22
1

3
~¹ ir1/2!2, ~I.45!

i.e.,

E TS@r#5
2p4

B3 E r~¹'r!22
1

3 E ~¹ ir1/2!21E STF@r#, ~I.46!

by perturbation expansion of the canonical density matrix. In 1995 the authors of Ref. 11 r
ered the TS theory within the framework of current density functional theory. Since~I.46! has a
negative gradient correction along the magnetic field the TS functional is no longer bounded
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below. Hence the corresponding energy cannot, as usual, be defined by minimizing over a s
domain of definition, but only through the solutions of the corresponding Euler–Lagrange
tion under the restriction*r5N, i.e.,

4p4

B2 r22
p4

B3 @~¹'r!212rD'r#2
1

12r F 1

2r
~¹ ir!22D irG5V2r*

1

uxu
2m~N!. ~I.47!

A direct attack on this complicated equation does not look promising, but a rough estimate
corrections to STF can be obtained by inserting the density

r~r !5H rSTF~B21/2! for r<B21/2,

rSTF~r ! for r>B21/2,
~I.48!

into ~I.46!. The negative gradient term gives a correction2O(B4/5Z3/5) coming from the edge of
the STF atom. From~I.24! we know that

uEconf
Q 2ESTFu<CB4/5Z3/5, ~I.49!

where the main contribution also stems fromr S;Z1/5B22/5, the edge of the STF atom.
On the other hand the positive gradient correction orthogonal to the magnetic field in~I.46!

produces a correctionO(B1/4Z3/2) at a distance of orderB21/2 from the nucleus. This part of the
correction can also be obtained from anisotropic Tomishima functional, defined as

E IT@r#5E STF@r#1
2p4

B3 E r~¹r!2. ~I.50!

The functional~I.50! has all the good properties of the usual TF theories, such as convexity
boundedness from below. The study of this functional, which we do in detail in Sec. III A, sh
help us to get a deeper understanding of the nature of the positive correction term in~I.46!. For the
ground state energy of~I.50! we will derive the following theorem.

Theorem I.7: For all B,Z and N/Z fixed

EIT~N,Z,B!2ESTF~N,Z,B!5O~B1/4Z3/2!1o~B1/4Z3/2!. ~I.51!

Furthermore we will argue in Sec. III A that ther(¹r)2 term remedies the defect of the ST
theory that the full Coulomb potential is used although the particles in the lowest Landau ba
not see the full singularity, since they are smeared over a region of radiusB21/2. In contrast to
TFW theory, where the maximal numberNc of electrons that can be bound is strictly larger th
Z, it will as a slight surprise turn out that in IT theoryNc5Z, just like in the STF theory itself.
Also, the radius of atoms in IT theory is finite, as in STF theory. These features confirm th
r(¹r)2 term essentially only effects the density close to the nucleus.

2. Gradient correction for the discrete STF theory

As discussed previously, the gradient term;r(¹'r)2 in ~I.46! produces essentially a smea
ing of the Coulomb singularities over a distance of the radiusB21/2. The same effect was obtaine
by replacing STF by DSTF.

Thus, it appears natural to look for a negative gradient term that has an analogous ef
DSTF as the negative gradient term in~I.46! has in STF theory, i.e., provides corrections at t
edge of the atom.

The DSTF theory is effectively a theory of coupled one-dimensional problems. Analo
arguments as lead to the von Weizsa¨cker term for a three-dimensional Fermi gas give for
one-dimensional Fermi gas a gradient correction—1

3(¹r1/2)2, cf. Ref. 12. Hence we suggest th
definition of adiscrete von Weizsa¨cker functional:
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E DW@r#5 (
mPN0

S 2
1

3 E u]zArm~z!u21kE rm
3 ~z!2ZE Vm~z!rm~z! D1D̃~r,r!. ~I.52!

By denotingArm5cm we arrive, at under the restriction(m*cm
2 5N, the corresponding TF

equation

~1/3!]z
2cn~z!13kcn

5~z!5@wn~z!2m~N!#cn~z!, ;nPN0 , ~I.53!

with

wn~z!5ZVn~z!2(
m

E cm
2 ~z8!Vm,n~z2z8!dz8.

These coupled equations are probably somewhat easier to deal with than~I.47!.
If we reduce~I.52! to the angular momentum channelm50 and drop the Coulomb repulsio

term, we get the one-dimensional functional

E 1DW@r#52
1

3 E u]zAr~z!u21kE r3~z!2ZE V0~z!r~z!. ~I.54!

This simplified functional will be studied in Sec. III C 2. In particular, we shall show that
negative gradient term reproduces the right QM correction to the energy without the gradien

II. THE MAGNETIC TFW THEORY

A. Mathematical analysis of the MTFW functional

In this section we are going to mathematically analyze the MTFW functional

E MTFW@r#5AE u¹r1/2u21E tB~r!2E Vr1D~r,r!. ~II.1!

Since the mathematical propositions do not depend on the parameterA, we let A be 1 in this
section. The most important features oftB(t) which will be used in our calculations are~compare
Ref. 1, Lemma 4.1!:

tB8 ~ t !<k1t2/3, tB~ t !< 3
5 k1t5/3, ~II.2!

with k15(4p2)2/3.
Since the MTFW functional does not differ very much from the functional in Ref. 6, where

authors used a kinetic energy densityt(r)5(1/p)rp, our procedure in analyzing~I.20! will be in
analogy to their work. We are thus concerned with the minimizing problem

MinH E MTFW@r#ur>0,rPL1ùL loc
5/3,¹r1/2PL2 and E r5NJ , ~II.3!

whereN is a positive constant, which physically is the total charge number. Our main result
following:

Theorem II.1: There is a critical number0,Nc,`, so that

(1) if N<Nc (II.3) has a unique minimizer,
(2) if N.Nc (II.3) has no minimizer,
(3) Nc.Z.

Similar to Ref. 6 we first examine the problem
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Min$E MTFW@r#urPD% ~II.4!

with

D5$rur>0,tB~r!,`,rPL3,¹r1/2PL2,D~r,r!,`% ~II.5!

and prove the existence of a unique minimizerr0 . SinceD contains the domain of~II.3! we have
to show r0PL1(R3) in order to guaranteeNc,`. Furthermore we will deriveNc.Z, which
shows that this theory allows negative ions. The proofs will be based on the Euler–Lag
equation forc5Ar0.

First we consider some basic properties of~II.1!.
Lemma II.2: For D defined in (II.5) we have

D,$rur>0,rPL3ùL loc
5/3,¹r1/2PL2,D~r,r!,`%[D̄. ~II.6!

Proof: According to Ref. 1~4.19! one gets for allV,R3,

E
V

r~x!5/3dx<
1

k3
E

V1

tB~r~x!!dx1C Vol~V2!,`

with V5V1øV2 .
Proposition II.3: The absolute minimum ofE MTFW@r# is achieved for a uniquer0PD.
Proof (cf. Ref. 6, Lemmas 2–5): Recall that, by definition~I.4!, tB(t) is strictly convex, hence

E MTFW@r# is strictly convex.
Let rn be a minimizing sequence. There exists a constantC such that

irni3<C,E tB~rn!<C,i¹rn
1/2i2<C,D~rn ,rn!<C.

By the Banach–Alaoglu theorem we can extract a subsequence, still denoted asrn , with

rn⇀r0 weakly in L3, ~II.7!

¹rn
1/2⇀¹r0

1/2 weakly in L2. ~II.8!

Since by use of Ho¨lder’s inequality irn
1/2iH1(V)<C(V) and H1(V) is relatively compact in

L2(V), if V is a bounded smooth domain,rn
1/2 has a subsequence converging inL2(V). Using

Cantor’s diagonal trick on a sequence of increasingV’s we arrive at

rn
1/2→r0

1/2 a.e. ~II.9!

By Fatou’s Lemma we get

lim infE tB~rn!>E tB~r0! and lim infD~rn ,rn!>D~r0 ,r0!.

SinceLp norms are weakly lower semicontinuous,

lim infE u¹rn
1/2u2>E u¹r0

1/2u2.

Moreover, one can show, in analogy to Proposition III.3, that

E Vrn→E Vr0 ,
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so we altogether arrive at

lim infE MTFW@rn#>E MTFW@r0#. ~II.10!

The uniqueness follows from the strict convexity ofE MTFW@r#. h

For the minimizingr0 we now can derive an Euler–Lagrange equation. Denotec5Ar0.
Proposition II.4: The minimizingc25r0 satisfies

2Dc1tB8 ~c2!c5wc, ~II.11!

in the sense of distributions, withw5V2c2* 1/uxu.
Proof (cf. Ref. 6 Lemma 6):Note thatc2PD implieswc,tB8 (c2)cPL loc

1 , which gives~II.11!
a meaning in the sense of distributions. Consider the set

D̃[$zuzPL6ùL loc
10/3,¹zPL2 and D~z2,z2!,`%. ~II.12!

If zPD̃ thenr5z2PD and

EMTFW@r#5E u¹zu21E tB~z2!2E Vz21D~z2,z2![f~z!.

We find f(c)<f(z) for all zPD̃. Let hPC0
` . Using the fact that (d/dt) f(c1th)u t5050, we

easily arrive at

2E cDh1E tB8 ~c2!ch5E wch. ~II.13!

h

Starting from Eq.~II.11! we can now step by step gain several properties forc.
Lemma II.5:c is continuous onR3, more preciselycPCloc

0,a for all a<1.
Proof (cf. Ref. 6, Lemma 7):Since ~II.11! yields 2Dc<wc, with wcPL loc

22d , one getsc
PL loc

` ~e.g., by applying a result of Stampaccia in Ref. 13!. Again using~II.11! the proposition
follows by means of standard elliptic regularity theory~see Ref. 14, Theorem 10.2!. h

Proposition II.6:cPL2(R3).
Proof (cf. Ref. 6, Lemma 8):Assume, by contradiction,*c25`. Then we can choose anr ,

such that

E
uxu<r

c2~x!>Z12d,

for somed.0. Therefore

c2* uxu21>E
uxu<r

c2~x!~ uxu1uyu!21 dy>~Z12d!/~ uxu1r !,

which gives us

w~x!5V~x!2c2* uxu21<
Z

uxu2r
2

Z12d

uxu1r
,

with uxu.r . Thus there exists anr 1.r , such that foruxu.r 1 ,

w~x!<2duxu21. ~II.14!

From ~II.11! we get
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2Dc1duxu21c<0 ~II.15!

for uxu.r 1 . Now we choose a comparison density

c̃~x!5Me22(duxu)1/2
,

which satisfies

2Dc̃1duxu21c̃>0. ~II.16!

Hence by~II.15! and ~II.16!

2D~c2c̃ !1duxu21~c2c̃ !<0

for uxu>r 1 . We fix M such that

c~r 1!<c̃~r 1!.

If c→0 for uxu→`, we immediately get

c<c̃ for uxu.r 1 ~II.17!

from the maximum principle. The fact that*c̃2,` and cPL loc
` contradicts our assumption

Unfortunately, we only know thatc→` asuxu→` in a weak sense, namelycPL6, so the authors
in Ref. 6 used a variant of Stampaccia’s method to verify the statement of the Lemma, whic
works in our case. h

Mimicking the proof of Ref. 6, Lemma 10 and using the fact thattB8 (c2)c2wc is continuous
but not differentiable we get

Lemma II.7:c.0 everywhere andcPC2, except at x50.
Using ~II.2! in the proof of Ref. 6, Lemma 11 and afterwards following the proof of Lem

13 we additionally get
Proposition II.8: Nc5*c2.Z.
Before concluding the proof of Theorem II.1, we need a final lemma, which is the equiv

to Ref. 6, Lemma 14.
Lemma II.9: For every N.0 we haveinf$E MTFW@r#urPD̄ and*r5N%5 inf$E MTFW@r#ur

PD̄ and*r<N%.
Proof of Theorem II.1:For everyN we set

E~N![ infH E MTFW@r#UrPD̄ andE r<NJ .

ObviouslyE(N) is nonincreasing and convex. The same proof as in Proposition II.3 shows
there exists arNPD̄ with *rN<N and

E MTFW@rN#5E~N!.

With Nc5*c2 it is clear thatE(N) is constant forN.Nc :E(N)5E(Nc), while E(N) is strictly
decreasing on the interval@0,Nc#. For N<Nc :*rN5N, which implies that~II.3! has a unique
solution. On the other hand we deduce from Lemma II.9 that forN.Nc ~II.3! has no solution,
which concludes the proof of Theorem II.1. h

After having guaranteed the existence of a minimizing densityrN for ~II.3!, we can derive an
Euler–Lagrange equation under the variational restriction*r5N.

Proposition II.10: Denotec5rN
1/2, with rN the minimizing density for
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infH E MTFW@r#UrPD̄,E r5NJ
under the restriction N<Nc . Then we have

2Dc1tB8 ~c2!c2wc5m~N!c, ~II.18!

where

m~N!5
d

dN
E~N!. ~II.19!

Proof: The derivation of~II.18! works analogously to~II.11! apart from the difference thatm
is the Lagrange parameter for the restriction*r5N. We can infer

d

dt
E MTFW@ tr1~12t !rN#U

t50

5m~N!E ~rN2r!, ~II.20!

which implies by means of convexity of the functional

E MTFW@rN#2E MTFW@r#>m~N!E ~rN2r!,

or equivalently for everyN8,

E~N!2E~N8!>m~N!~N2N8!. ~II.21!

On the other hand we derive from~II.20!

E MTFW@ tr1~12t !rN#2E MTFW@rN#5tm~N!E ~rN2r!1o~ t !,

which yields withr52rN andr51/2rN , respectively,

E~N6tN!2E~N!<6m~N!tN1o~ t !. ~II.22!

Hence~II.21! and ~II.22! together imply~II.19!. h

Next we take a look at the behavior at infinity of the minimizing densitiesrN . At least for
N,Nc one gets exponential decay.

Proposition II.11: (a) Letm,0, which is equivalent to N,Nc , then for everyd.0, with m
,2d, there exists a constant M, such that, for the corresponding minimizerc5rN

1/2,

c<Me2d1/2uxu. ~II.23!

(b) Let N5Nc , then for everyd,Nc2Z there is a constant M, such that

c<Me22(duxu)1/2
. ~II.24!

Proof: Note that we have not yet shown thatc→0 asuxu→` in a strong sense, for we onl
knowcPL2. From Eq.~II.18! we derive2Dc<Vc, which implies (2D1I )c<(V1I )c. Since
we know (V1I )cPL2, recall that (V1I )PL21L` andcPL2ùL`, we conclude from

c<~2D1I !21@~V1I !c#, ~II.25!

that c→0 at infinity, e.g., from the well-known fact~Ref. 15, Lemma II.25! that the convolution
f * g of two functionsf PLp,gPLg, with 1/p11/q51, goes to 0 at infinity.
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~a! ~See Ref. 16, Theorem 7.24.! Let d,2m. From ~II.18! we get

~2D1d!c5@2tB8 ~c2!1w1m1d#c ~II.26!

and

c5~2D1d!21@2tB8 ~c2!1w1m1d#c. ~II.27!

SinceV,c→0 asuxu→`, there is anr 1 , such that@2tB8 (c2)1w1m1d#,0 for uxu.r 1 . This
implies

c~x!<E
uyu<r 1

~4pux2yu!21e2d1/2ux2yu~@2tB8 ~c2!1w1m1d#c!~y!dy,`, ~II.28!

and ~II.23! with

M5supx ed1/2r 1 E
uyu<r 1

~4pux2yu!21~@2tB8 ~c2!1w1m1d#c!~y!dy. ~II.29!

~b! This follows directly from~II.17! and the fact thatc→0 asuxu→`. h

We state a final proposition concerning the behavior of the chemical potential atN50 ~which
is 2` in the usual TF theory!, because of the simple and illuminating proof.

Proposition II.12: Let e052 1
4Z

2 be the smallest eigenvalue of the Schro¨dinger operator
2D2Z/uxu. Then

m~0!5
d

dN
E~N!N505e0 . ~II.30!

Proof (cf. Ref. 6, Lemma 15):Let w(x) be the normalized eigenvector of2D2Z/uxu belong-
ing to the lowest eigenvaluee052 1

4Z
2 and letrN5Nw(x)2. Then

E~N!<E MTFW@rN#5E u¹rN
1/2u22E VrN1E tB~rN!1D~rN ,rN!

5N@~w,2Dw!2Z~w,uxu21w!#

1E tB~rN!1D~rN ,rN!<Ne01C1N5/31C2N2.

On the other hand we have

E~N!> inf*r5NH E u¹r1/2u22E VrJ 5Ninf spec$2D2Zuxu21%5Ne0 ,

which altogether implies

lim
N→10

E~N!

N
5e0 .

Taking into account thatE(0)50 this is equivalent to~II.30!. h

B. The Scott correction

If one takes a look at Lieb’s proof16 that in the usual TF theory without magnetic fields the v
Weizsäcker term produces the Scott correction, one realizes that the main correction come
distances of orderZ21 from the nucleus. It is thus reasonable to guess that in the MTF theor
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von Weizsa¨cker term produces the Scott correction as long asrMTF, the density corresponding t
the MTF energy~1.6!, is well approximated by the usual TF densityrTF up to distances of orde
Z21 from the nucleus. This condition is equivalent to the demand thattB8 (r) is proportional tor2/3

for r;Z21 and this is the case forB!Z2. In other words, forB!Z2 the von Weizsa¨cker term
produces aZ2 correction at the distance of orderZ21 from the nucleus. At the edge of the MT
atom, the radius is known1 to be proportional toZ1/5B22/5 and the lowest Landau band is occupie
which leads totB8 (rMTF)54p4B22(rMTF)2 in the outer region. Hence, one computes very eas
by usingrMTF as comparison density, that the correction coming from the edge of the atom
orderB4/5Z3/5.

Proof of Theorem I.4:First of all notice that there is anr B , such that forr>r B the density
rMTF corresponds to the lowest Landau band, i.e.,

tB8 ~rMTF~r !!5
4p4

B2 ~rMTF~r !!2 for r>r B , ~II.31!

and for r<r B we have

k3~rMTF~r !!2/3<tB8 ~rMTF~r !!<k1~rMTF~r !!2/3, ~II.32!

with k350.83(3p2)2/3, which we get from Ref. 1, Lemma 4.1. Using~II.31! and ~II.32! one
realizes that if one fixes any«.0 with B<Z22« there is ad.0 such thatr B>Zd21.

First we treat the caseB<Z7/4.

Lower bound:We know from Sec. II A that there exists ar0 satisfying

EMTFW5E MTFW@r0#5E tB~r0!1E u¹r0
1/2u22E Vr01D~r0 ,r0!. ~II.33!

DenoteZuxu215V5Ṽ1H, with

H5Z/r 2Z2/b for r ,b/Z and 0 otherwise,

Ṽ5Z2/b for r ,b/Z and Z/r otherwise.

Now let us rewrite the energy functional in the following way:

E MTFW@r0#5E tB~r0!2E r0
1/2Dr0

1/22E r0
1/2Ṽr0

1/22E Hr01D~r0 ,r0!.

Observe that2D2H > infr$(¹r1/2,¹r1/2)2(r1/2,Hr1/2)%, which by using Sobolev’s inequality
can be bounded from below by

2D2H> infr$iri3
32iri3iHi3/2%.

SinceiHi3/2;b we can guarantee2D2H>0 with b small enough. Choosing such ab we derive

EMTFW>E MTF@r0 ,Ṽ#>EMTF@Ṽ#5E tB~ r̃ !2E r̃Ṽ1D~ r̃,r̃ !>EMTF@V#1E H r̃.

The densityr̃ minimizesE MTF@r,Ṽ# and therefore fulfills the TF equation:

tB8 ~ r̃ !5Ṽ2 r̃* uxu21.
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From Ref. 1, Lemma 4.1 we know that~II.32! is valid for all t with t> (1/&p2) B3/2. So it
is easy to see thatr̃ fulfills ~II.32! at least forr<1/Z and B<Z2. Therefore we get that*H r̃
5O(Z2) for B<Z2, which yields

EMTFW>EMTF1O~Z2!. ~II.34!

Upper bound:In order to get an upper bound we use a variational densityr in the following
way:

r~r !5H r̄TF~Z21! for r ,Z21

r̄TF~r ! for Z21<r<r B

rMTF~r ! for r>r B ,

~II.35!

wherer̄TF indicates that in the surrounding ofr 51/Z we use the usual TF densityrTF. Only in the
region r 1<r<r B , with r 1>1/Z12d, we eventually have to modifyrTF, such that

uEMTF2E MTF@r#u<O~Z2!. ~II.36!

In fact we can constructr by following the way of Ref. 3, and taking a~at leastC2! modification
W of the effective potentialfMTF and defining 4pr̄TF5D(W2Zuxu21). We setW5fTF for r
<r 1 . This radiusr 1 is given by the maximum value ofr̄ such that

E
1/Z<uxu< r̄

u¹~fTF2fMTF!u2<o~Z2!, ~II.37!

since3 ~0.55! tells us that

uEMTF2E MTF@r#u5O~Z2!1CE
1/Z<uxu<r B

u¹~W2fMTF!u2. ~II.38!

For B!Z2, r 1 can be guaranteed to be@1/Z ~see Ref. 3, Proposition 1.6!.
By this construction we are sure that the gradient term produces aZ2-correction at the radius

r;1/Z. For largerr we just have to chooseW such that the oscillations are not too large. For
>r B let W be equal tofMTF which is evenC` as long asfMTF.0. Betweenr 1 and r B we just
have to constructW such that

E
1/Z<uxu<r B

u¹~W2fMTF!u2<o~Z2! ~II.39!

under the condition thatW is at leastPC2 ~but only ¹C3 on a finite set of surfacesr 5uxu) and

E
r 1<uxu<r B

u¹~DW!1/2u2<o~Z2!, ~II.40!

which is arrived by smoothingfMTF. Sor is at least continuous and we get

E
r<r B

u¹r1/2u25O~Z2!, ~II.41!

E
r>r B

u¹r1/2u25O~B4/5Z3/5!. ~II.42!

For B<Z7/4 this leads to
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EMTFW<EMTF1O~Z2!.

In the caseB>Z7/4 the correction from the edge of the atom overcomes the Scott correction
using a similar variational density as in~II.35! ~recall that forB;Z2, r B;1/Z) we get the simple
estimate

0<EMTFW2EMTF<O~B4/5Z3/5!. ~II.43!

h

III. GRADIENT CORRECTIONS FOR STF-TYPE THEORIES

A. The functional „I.50…

The starting point in this section is the functional

E IT@r#5
1

B2 E r31
1

B3 E ~¹r3/2!22E Vr1D~r,r!, ~III.1!

with V andD(r,r) defined as in~I.3!. Compared to~I.50! we rewrite

1

B3 E r~¹r!25
4

9B3 E ~¹r3/2!2,

and for simplicity forget about the numerical constant, which does not affect any mathem
statements. The corresponding energy is defined as

E~N,Z,B!5 infH E IT@r#UrPD̃,E r<NJ , ~III.2!

where the domainD̃ is given by

D̃5$rur>0,rPL1ùL3,¹r3/2PL2%.

In analogy to Sec. II we first consider the problem

Min$E IT@r#u rPD%, ~III.3!

with

D5$rur>0,rPL3,¹r3/2PL2,D~r,r!,`% ~III.4!

and show that the minimum is achieved for a uniquer0 . By means of the corresponding Euler
Lagrange equation we shall deduce thatr0 is in L1(R3), more precisely*r05Z.

First of all, we collect some properties of~III.1!.
Lemma III.1: There are positive constantsa, C, so that

E IT@r#>aS iri31E tB~r!1i¹r3/2i2
21D~r,r! D2C, ~III.5!

Proof: This is a consequence of Lemma 2 in Ref. 6, which tells us that for every«.0 there
exists a constantC« so that

E Vr<«iri31C«D~r,r!1/2

for everyr>0. h

Lemma III.2:E IT@r# is strictly convex inr.
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Proof: This follows immediately from the strict convexity of (¹r3/2)2 andE STF. h

By means of these Lemmas we can prove the existence of a unique minimizer inD̃.
Proposition III.3: The minimum ofE IT@r# is achieved by a uniquer0PD̃.
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Proposition II.3. Letrn be a minimizing sequence. B

Lemma III.1 we have

irni3
3<C, i¹rn

3/2i2
2<C, D~rn ,rn!<C. ~III.6!

With Banach–Alaoglu theorem we therefore extract a subsequence, still denoted byrn , such
that

rn⇀r0 weakly inL3, ~III.7!

¹rn
3/2⇀¹r0

3/2 weakly inL2. ~III.8!

Actually ~III.6! implies¹rn
3/2⇀ f weakly inL2, for a functionf PL2. But for wPCc

` we conclude
with ~III.7!

E f w5 lim
n→`

E ¹rn
3/2w52 lim

n→`
E rn

3/2¹w52E r0
3/2¹w5E ¹r0

3/2w. ~III.9!

Furthermorern
3/2 is bounded inH1, which implies that there exists a further subsequen

again denoted asrn , with

rn
3/2→r0

3/2 a.e.

@This relies on the fact that for a smooth bounded domainV, H1(V) is relatively compact in
L2(V).# Hence, using Fatou’s Lemma we get

lim inf D~rn ,rn!>D~r0 ,r0!,

and by the weak lower semicontinuity ofLp-norms we deduce

lim inf E ~¹rn
3/2!2>E ~¹r0

3/2!2,

lim inf E rn
3>E r0

3 .

In order to prove*Vrn→*Vr0 , we decomposeV5V11V2 such that both functions are i
C`. With V1PL3/2, ~III.7! implies

E V1rn→E V1r0 .

On the other handV2 fulfills

E V2rn5E V2@2D~rN* uxu21!#5E ~2DV2!~rn* uxu21!,

which converges to

E ~2DV2!~r0* uxu21!5E V2r0
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for 2DV2PL6/5 andirn* uxu21i6 is bounded.@Note that the boundedness ofirn* uxu21i6 together
with ~III.7! imply that rn* uxu21⇀r0* uxu21 weakly in L6.#

Thus

lim inf E IT@rn#>E IT@r0#.

The uniqueness is an immediate consequence of the strict convexity of the functional. h

For this minimizingr0 we can derive an Euler–Lagrange equation.
Proposition III.4: The minimizingc5r0

3/2 satisfies

~2D1B!c5
B3

3
wc21/3, ~III.10!

with w5V2c2/3* 1/uxu, in the sense of distributions, on the set wherec.0.
Proof: The uniqueness of the minimum, the spherical symmetry of the functional~III.1!, and

the fact thatcPH1 imply the continuity ofc away from the origin. WithwPL loc
2 Eq. ~III.10! has

a meaning in the sense of distributions on the domain$xuc(x).0%. Consider the set

D̄5$huhPH1,D~h2/3,h2/3!,`%.

If hPD̄, thenr5(h2)1/3PD and

E IT@r#5
1

B2 E h21
1

B3 E ~¹h!22E Vh2/31D~h2/3,h2/3![f~h!.

For all hPD̄ we find f(c)<f(h).
Let jPC0

` , then using (d/dt) f(c1tj)u t5050 we infer

2E cDj1BE cj5
B3

3 E wc21/3j.

h

Proposition III.5: c is bounded andc is in C` away from the origin and possible points wit
c(x)50.

Proof: Denote

Ve5$xuc~x!>e%.

On this domain we have

~2D1B!c5 f ,

with f PL loc
2 , sincewPL loc

2 . So we conclude from standard elliptic arguments~e.g.,@LL # Sec. 10
that c is bounded, hence continuous everywhere. From

Dw54p~c2/3~x!2Zd~x!!

we get the two times differentiability ofw away from the origin and as long asc.0. By means of
~III.10! and a standard bootstrap argument we concludecPC`. h

Theorem III.6: *c2/35Z.
Proof: Suppose by contradiction*c2/35lÞZ. We do not assumel to be finite. Then, as in

~II.14!, we get that there is somer 1 and ane.0, such that

uw~x!u>e/r 5e/uxu, ~III.11!
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for uxu>r 1 . @Actually ~III.11! follows for l.Z. For l,Z we use Newton’s theorem.#
We know cPL2 and c(x)5c(uxu)5c(r ). Therefore, let us chooseM5$r uc(r )

<M /r 3/2%,R for an arbitrary but fixedM.0. This leads to

`.E
R3

uc~x!u2dx54pE
M

uc~r !u2r 2dr14pE
M85R\M

uc~r !u2r 2dr

>4pE
M

uc~r !u2r 2dr14pM2E
M8

1/rdr . ~III.12!

Consequently*M81/rdr ,` and*M1/rdr 5`.
Next we take an auxiliary functionn(r )51/(11r 2), which is obviously inH1(R3), multiply

~III.10! by n(uxu) and integrate overR3. We get

E ¹c•¹n1BE cn5
B3

3 E wc21/3n. ~III.13!

It is a well known fact thatw changes sign at most once. So, eitherw(r ).e/r and the right side
of ~III.13! reads

E
R3

wc21/3n>eM 21/3E
M

n~r !r 21/2r 2dr5`, ~III.14!

or w(r )>2e/r for r<r 1, then

E
R3

wc21/3n<const.2eM 21/3E
Mùuxu>r 1

n~r !r 21/2r 2dr52`. ~III.15!

Both cases are a contradition toc andnPH1. h

Remark III.7: Theorem III.6 is interesting, since gradient corrections usually give ris
binding of additional electrons. The reason that this is not the case in III.6 relies on the ne
exponent ofc on the right-hand side of~III.10!. This fact forces the potentialw to fall off much
faster thanO(1/r ).

Since we only consider atoms with a point nucleus, we get the following remark fo
minimizing r0 .

Proposition III.8: r0 is a symmetric nonincreasing function ofuxu.
Proof: As we have already argued, the symmetry ofr0 follows from the symmetry of the

functional and the uniqueness ofr0 .
Denoter0* the nonincreasing rearrangement ofr0 . ~For a definition see, e.g., Ref. 14, Se

3.3.! From the fact that*r0<Z and Ref. 16, Theorem 2.12 we getE STF@r0* #<E STF@r0#.14 Lemma
7.17 implies

E u¹~r0
3/2!* u2<E u¹~r0

3/2!u2 ~III.16!

and again from Ref. 14, 3.3~v! we get (r0
3/2)* 5(r0* )3/2, which proves the statement. h

Proposition III.9: c has compact support.
Proof: InsertingDw5c2/3 into ~III.10! yields the following equation for the potential, awa

from the origin:

~Dw!1/2@D~Dw!3/2#5~Dw!22w, ~III.17!

where we replaced the constants by one. Sincew is spherical symmetric we can use the ans
w5(1/r ) x(r ) and obtain by~III.17! the following fourth-order equation:
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2F 1

r 4 x922
2

r 3 x9x-1
1

r 2 x-2G2

1F1

r
x9G2F1

r
x-8G2

1F 1

r 4 x922
2

r 3 x9x-1
1

r 2 x-2GF1

r
x9GF1

r
x-8G

5
4

9 F 1

r 2 x22
2

r 3 xx921S 1

r
x9D 4G . ~III.18!

We can see that in the surrounding of each pointr 0.0 there exists a local solution

x5a6~r 2r 0!61O~~r 2r 0!7!,

with a65(const)r0
2. Sincex[0 is also a solution of~III.18!, every composed function

x5a6~r 2r 0!61O~~r 2r 0!7! for r<r 0 , x[0 for r .r 0

is a local solution aroundr 0 .
Away from 0 the solutions can be uniquely continued up tor 50. Hence, there exists

solutionx and ar 1.0, such thatx(0)5Z and suppx5@0,r 1#.
Repeating the argument of Ref. 16, Theorem 2.6, one can show that a solution of~III.10!, with

cPH1 and*c2/3,`, (c2)1/3 uniquely determines the minimum of the functional~III.1!. There-
fore x(r ) uniquely determines the self-consistent potentialf5x/r , which implies thatc5r0

3/2

5(Df)3/2 has compact support, too. h

Remark III.10:The preceding three propositions are equivalent to those for the STF th
This confirms that ther(¹r)2 term only amounts to changes close to the nucleus.

By the convexity of the functional~III.1! one easily derives the following properties for th
energyEIT(N,Z,B):

Proposition III.11: EIT(N,Z,B) is convex as a function of N and strictly monoton decreas
on the interval@0,Z#. For N.Z we get EIT(N,Z,B)5EIT(Z,Z,B).

Next we prove Theorem I.7.
Proof of Theorem I.7: Upper bound:We use the comparison densityr̄, with

r̄~r !5H rSTF~ l B! for r< l B5B21/2

rSTF~r ! otherwise
~III.19!

and immediately get

EIT<ESTF1O~Z3/2B1/4!.

Lower bound:Let r be the minimizer of the energy~III.2!, for givenB,Z,N. We can rewrite

EIT5E IT@r#5
k

B2 E r31
1

B3 E u¹r3/2u22E H̃r2E Ṽr1D~r,r!,

whereH̃5 Z/r 2 B1/2Z/b for r<blB and 0 otherwise,Ṽ5 B1/2Z/b for r<blB andZ/r otherwise.
Looking at the term

1

B3 E u¹r3/2u22E H̃r,

we infer by means of the Sobolev inequality the estimate

1

B3 E u¹r3/2u22E H̃r>
4

9B3 iri9
32iH̃i9/8iri9 . ~III.20!

SinceiH̃i9/8;b15/9 we can chooseb such that~III.20!.0. Hence
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EIT>
k

B2 E r32E Ṽr1D~r,r!>ESTF@Ṽ#5E STF@Ṽ,r̃ #>ESTF1E r̃H̃.

Since*r̃H̃5O(Z3/2B1/4) we prove the proposition. h

We see that the main contribution of the correction~1.50! comes from the radiusl B5B21/2, in
other words the gradient correction repairs the infinity of the STF density at a distanceB21/2 from
the nucleus. This infinity stems from the fact that in the STF theory the fulluxu21 potential is
involved, although particles in the lowest Landau band, which are smeared over a radius of
B21/2, never see the full Coulomb singularity.

Moreover, the Tomishima–Shinjo correction~1.46! orthogonal to the magnetic field remedie
the singularity of the Coulomb potential in a similar way as the isotropic gradient term. We
see that the same effect, as caused by~III.1! and ~1.46!, is also naturally obtained by using th
DSTF functional.

B. A discrete von Weizsa ¨cker functional

1. The DSTF functional

First of all we are going to collect some information about the DSTF functional~which is
rigorously proved in a companion work!. The DSTF functional

E DSTF@r#5 (
mPN0

S kE rm
3 ~z!2E Vm~z!rm~z!dzD1D̃~r,r!, ~III.21!

with Vn andVm,n as in ~I.35!, is defined on the domain

D5H rU(
m

E rm
3 ,`,(

m
E rm,`,D̃~r,r!,`J ~III.22!

with corresponding energy

EDSTF~N,Z,B!5 infH E DSTF@r#UrPD and(
m

E rm<NJ . ~III.23!

Following the considerations of Ref. 1 one can easily see that~III.21! is convex and bounded from
below onDN5$rurPD, (m*rm<N% and derive the following Theorem:

Theorem III.12: With N<Z fixed there exists a unique minimizerrN for E DSTF, under the
restriction (m*rm<N, i.e., EDSTF(N,Z,B)5E DSTF@rN#. Moreover, rN satisfies(m*rm

N5N.
Furthermore each minimizerrN obeys the coupled TF equations

3k~rm
N~z!!25FZVm~z!2(

n
E Vm,n~z2z8!rn

N~z8!1m~N!G
1

;~mPN0!, ~III.24!

wherem(N) is the Lagrange parameter belonging to the restriction(m*rm5N and @ #1 , with
@ t#15t for t>0 and@ t#150 otherwise, corresponds to the fact that the functional is only va
over positive functions, i.e.,rn>0;nPN0 .

By means of the notation

ZVm~z!2(
n
E Vm,n~z2z8!rn

N~z8!1m~N!5weff
(m)~z! ~III.25!

and inserting in the TF equation we can rewrite the energyEDSTF(N,Z,B)5E DSTF@rN# as
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EDSTF~N,Z,B!5(
m

E E @p22weff
(m)~z!#2

dpdz

2p
1Nm2D̃~rN,rN!. ~III.26!

2. Semiclassical approximation of E conf
Q

First of all we want to state a useful theorem concerning the sum of the negative eigen
of the one-particle operatorP0@HA1w#P0 , whereHA5((2 i¹1A(x))•s)2 andw is an axially
symmetric potentialw(r ,z) with r 5ux'u.

Theorem III.13: Let w5w(r ,z) be axially symmetric. Then one can write the trace of
negative part of the operatorP0@HA1w#P0 as the sum of one-dimensional traces, i.e.,

Tr@P0@HA1w#P0#25 (
mPN0

TrL2(R)@2]z
21w (m)~z!#2 , ~III.27!

with

w (m)~z!5E w~x!ufm~x'!u2dx' . ~III.28!

Proof: Let Lz denote the angular momentum operator parallel to the magnetic field. S
w5w(r ,z), we have

@P0@HA1w#P0 ,Lz#50, ~III.29!

which implies that the eigenvectors of the operatorP0@HA1w#P0 are of the form um,i &
5fm(x') f m

i (z).
Hence we can write the sum of the negative eigenvalues as

Tr@P0@HA1w#P0#25(
m,i

^m,i u@P0@HA1w#P0#um,i &

5(
m

S (
i

~ f m
i ,@2]z

21w (m)~z!# f m
i ! D , ~III.30!

showing that thef m
i ’s are the eigenvectors of the one-dimensional operator2]z

21w (m)(z).
Proposition III.14: Let N,Z,B be fixed. Then

Econf
Q ~N,Z,B!<EDSTF~N,Z,B!1R11R21R3 , ~III.31!

Econf
Q ~N,Z,B!>EDSTF~N,Z,B!2R12CE rc

4/3, ~III.32!

with

R15U (
mPN0

S TrL2(R)@2]z
22weff

(m)~z!#22E E @p22weff
(m)~z!#2

dpdz

2p DU, ~III.33!

R25D~rc2 r̃,rc2 r̃ !, ~III.34!

R35 (
lN,l i,m(N)

u~l i2m~N!!u, ~III.35!

wherel i and r̃ are defined in the proof.
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Proof: Upper bound:First of all we note that for any Slater determinantc and fixed integerN
we get

Econf
Q <~c,P0

NHNP0
Nc!<(

i 51

N

~c,P0
N@HA~xi !2Zuxi u21#P0

Nc!1D~rc ,rc!, ~III.36!

with

rc~x!5N(
si

E uc~x,x2 ,..,xN ;s1,..,sN!u2dx2 ...dxN .

If we set r̃(x)5(mufm(x')u2rm
N(z), add and subtractr̃* uxu212m(N) in the scalar product, and

use c5 (1/AN!) f1`¯ `fN , where f i is the eigenvector corresponding to thei th lowest
eigenvaluel i of the one-particle operator

P0~HA2Zuxu211 r̃* uxu212m~N!!P0 , ~III.37!

as comparison wave function,~III.36! reads

Econf
Q <Tr@P0~HA2Zuxu211 r̃* uxu212m~N!!P0#222D~rc ,r̃ !1D~rc ,rc!1Nm~N!

1 (
lN,l i,m(N)

u~l i2m~N!!u. ~III.38!

Applying Theorem III.13 and~III.26! to the above-mentioned inequality, we finally arrive at t
upper bound~III.36!.

Lower bound:Let c denote the minimizer of~I.22!, i.e.,c5cconf. So after again adding an
subtractingr̃* uxu212m(N) and using the Lieb–Oxford inequality,17 we can write the lower
bound onEconf

Q as follows:

Econf
Q 5~c,P0

NHNP0
N!>(

i 51

N

~c,P0
N@HA~xi !2Zuxi u211 r̃* uxi u212m~N!#P0

Nc!1D~rc ,rc!

1Nm~N!22D~rc ,r̃ !2CE rc
4/3

>Tr@P0~HA2Zuxu211 r̃* uxu212m~N!!P0#21Nm

2D~ r̃,r̃ !2CE rc
4/3. ~III.39!

Using ~III.26! we arrive at~III.32!.
Remark III.15:Due to ~III.31! and ~III.32! the main contribution to the difference betwee

Econf
Q andEDSTF is given by

R15U (
mPN0

S TrL2(R)@2]z
22weff

(m)~z!#22E E @p22weff
(m)~z!#2

dpdz

2p DU, ~III.40!

which, by definition, shows thatEDSTF is the natural semiclassical approximation ofEconf
Q .

As a corollary, e.g., by following the way of Ref. 1 and using coherent states and the a
mentioned estimates, or simply by estimating the difference betweenEDSTF andESTF one gets

Corollary III.16: If Z→` with N/Z fixed and B/Z3→0, then Econf
Q (N,Z,B)/EDSTF(N,Z,B)

→1.
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The DSTF theory is equivalent to a three-dimensional functional usingmodifiedCoulomb
potentials,

Vx~x!5(
n

xn~x'!Vn~z! ~III.41!

replacing the attractive Coulomb potential and

(
m,n

Vn,m~z2z8!xn~x'!xm~x'8 ! ~III.42!

replacing the Coulomb repulsion, with

xn~x'!5H 1 for A~2n!/B<ux'u<A2~n11!/B

0 otherwise.
~III.43!

For example, for the respective minimizing density of a resulting MSTF functional, we
rMSTF(x)5 (B/2p) (mrm

DSTF(z)xm(x') as well asEMSTF5EDSTF for the energy.
SinceVx(0);B1/2, Vx(x) can be regarded as a cutoff Coulomb potential

V̄~x!5H B1/2 for uxu<B21/2,

uxu21 for uxu>B21/2.
~III.44!

Hence, it is obvious that the main contribution to the differenceEDSTF2ESTF stems from the
Coulomb potential in the regionr<B21/2, given by the term

BE
0<r<B21/2

ufSTFu3/25O~B1/4Z3/2!, ~III.45!

which leads to the relation

EDSTF~N,Z,B!2ESTF~N,Z,B!5O~B1/4Z3/2!. ~III.46!

The comparison with Theorem I.7 shows that the DSTF theory has the same effect as the
duction of the gradient correction in~I.50! as well as in~I.46!.

C. The discrete von Weizsa ¨cker functional

The variable of the DSTF functional is given by a sum of one-dimensional densities, em
sizing the character of lowest Landau band particles, whose positions orthogonal to the ma
field are ‘‘frozen’’ and they therefore only move parallel to the magnetic field. Now taking
account the result~see, e.g., Shao12! that the first-order correction to the semiclassical descrip
of the one-dimensional free Fermi gas is given by2(1/3)*(]zAr(z))2, we are motivated to
propose the already mentioneddiscrete von Weizsa¨cker functional

E DW@r#5 (
mPN0

S 2
1

3 E u]zArm~z!u21kE rm
3 ~z!2ZE Vm~z!rm~z! D1D̃~r,r!.

~III.47!

Since the von Weizsa¨cker term appears with negative sign,~III.47! has the same defects as th
Tomishima–Shinjo functional~I.46!, i.e. it is not bounded from below and not convex. Precis
these two features~boundedness and convexity! of the semiclassical TF functionals, as well th
~M!TFW functional, provided not only the existence of a minimizer but the existence of a sol
of the corresponding TF equation.
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As a way out of this problem we can define the energy corresponding to~III.47! by means of
stationary solutionsrN, whose variational derivative vanishes under the restriction(m*rm5N
andr>0. In order to avoid the assumption of positivity we concentrate on real functionsc, with
c25r and consider the functional

E@c#5 (
mPN0

S 2
1

3 E u]zcm~z!u21kE cm
6 ~z!2ZE Vm~z!cm

2 ~z! D1D̃~c2,c2!. ~III.48!

Let

D5H cU(
m

E cm
2 ,`, ( E cm

6 ,`, and (
m

E ~]zcm!2,`J ~III.49!

be the domain of~III.48!. The question for stationary points inD, under the restriction(m*cm
2

5N, is equivalent to the existence of a Lagrange parameterm(N) and acN, so that

d

dt S E@cN1th#1m~N!E ~cN1th!2DU
t50

50, ~III.50!

for eachhPD. ~III.50! yields the Euler–Lagrange equation, denotingcN5c,

~1/3!]z
2cm~z!13kcm

5 ~z!5@weff
(m)~z!2m~N!#cm~z! ;mPN0 . ~III.51!

Starting from~III.48!, ~III.51! a priori only exists in the sense of distributions, but if there is
solution for~III.48! then one can conclude that it is even inC`(R\$0%). If there is a solutioncN

for NP@0,Nc#, with Nc>Z, then we can define the corresponding energy by

EDW~N,Z,B!5E@cN#5E DW@~cN!2#. ~III.52!

1. Recovering the exchange term

Now we even go a step further. Following the reflections of Sec. I C 1 concerning the
nitude of the negative von Weizsa¨cker term we guess thatE DW is equivalent to the DDM func-
tional ~1.33! for B!Z3. Hence looking at~I.42! we suggest another functional,

E DWHF@r#5 (
mPN0

S 2~1/3!E U]zArm~z!U21kE rm
3 ~z!2ZE Vm~z!rm~z!

2c lnS B1/2*rm

*rm
2 D E rm

2 D 1D̃~r,r!, ~III.53!

where we recover the exchange energy, which could be compared with the Thomas–F
Dirac–von Weizsa¨cker functional16 in the B50 case.

2. The one-dimensional DW functional

In this section we study a toy model obtained by reducing~I.52! to a one-dimensional func
tional and dropping the Coulomb repulsion, which leads to the functional

E 1DW@r#52
1

3 E u]zAr~z!u21kE r3~z!2ZE V0~z!r~z!. ~III.54!

First of all we consider the corresponding TF functional

E B,Z
1D @r#5kE r3~z!2ZE V0~z!r~z!, ~III.55!
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for which we easily get the following lemma:
Lemma III.17:E B,Z

1D @r#, with rPL3(R), is bounded from below, and there exists a uniq
minimizing densityr0PL3, with E B,Z

1D @r0#5E1D(Z,B).
Proof: Since*V0r<iV0i3/2iri3 , we get

E B,Z
1D @r#>iri3

32iV0i3/2iri3 . ~III.56!

Minimizing over iri3 , we get the first part of the lemma. The proof of second part wo
analogously to Proposition III.3. h

For the minimizing densityr0 we get the simple TF equation

3kr0
2~z!5ZV0~z!. ~III.57!

By the definition~I.35! one easily sees the relation

V0~z![V0
B~z!5B1/2V0

1~B1/2z!, ~III.58!

which implies an interesting scaling relation for the energyE1D(Z,B):
Lemma III.18:

E1D~Z,B!5Z3/2B1/4E1D~1,1!. ~III.59!

Proof: Using the scaling relation~III.58! and defining

r~z!5B1/4Z1/2r̄~B1/2z!, ~III.60!

we get

E B,Z
1D @r#5B1/4Z3/2E 1,1

1D@ r̄#. ~III.61!

h

In the next Theorem we point out that forB!Z2, the energy~III.59! is the semiclassica
approximation of Tr@2]z

22ZV0(z)#2 , the sum of all negative eigenvalues of2]z
22ZV0(z).

Theorem III.19: Let B<Z2 and cPC0
`(B(0,B21/2)). Then

Tr~c@2]z
22ZV0~z!#2!5Z3/2B1/4E E dzdp

2p
c@p22V0

1~z!#22O~B3/4Z1/2!, ~III.62!

and there is a constant C, such that

uTr@2]z
22ZV0~z!#22Z3/2B1/4E1D~1,1!u<CB3/4Z1/2. ~III.63!

Proof: Let us rewrite

2]z
22ZV0

B~z!5B1/2Z@2~B1/2Z!21]z
22V0

1~B1/2z!# ~III.64!

and define the unitary operator

~U~ l !c!~z!5 l 1/2c~ lz!. ~III.65!

With l 5B21/2 and the fact that unitary transformations do not change traces we derive

Tr@2]z
22ZV0

B~z!#25B1/2Z Tr@2h2]z
22V0

1~z!#2 , ~III.66!

where

h5B1/4Z21/2. ~III.67!
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So we have the self-adjoint Schro¨dinger operator

H52h2]z
22V0

1~z!, ~III.68!

and its symbol

h~z,p!5p22V0
1~z!. ~III.69!

Using the relation

u]nV0
1~z!u<Cn onB~0,2!5$zu uzu,2% ~III.70!

and by means of some cutoff functioncPC0
` ,18 Theorem 6.1 yields

Tr~c~z!@2h2]z
22V0

1~z!#2!5h21 E E dpdz

2p
c~z!@p22V0

1~z!#22O~h!, ~III.71!

which together with~III.66! and~III.67! immediately implies~III.62!. Recall, that by@ t#25t for
t<0 and 0 otherwise.

In order to tackle the outer zone$zu1<uzu<`%, we note that the potential fulfills

u]nV0
1~z!u<Cnuzu2n for uzu>1. ~III.72!

So by definition of the scaling functionsl (z)5uzu and f (z)51, we can use18 Theorem 7.1, which
states that with a cutoff functioncPC`(B(1,̀ )), we get

UTr~c@2h2]z
22V0

1~z!#2!2h21 E E dpdz

2p
c@p22V0

1~z!#2U<hE
1

`

dz l22<h. ~III.73!

Combining~III.71! and~III.73! together with~III.66! and~III.67! completes the proof of Theorem
III.19.

Turning back to the functional~III.54!, we recall that the corresponding energy has to
defined by means of the solution of the TF equation

]z
2c~z!13kc5~z!2ZV0

B~z!c~z!50. ~III.74!

Introducing the scaling relations

c~z!5B1/8Z1/4w~zB1/2!, z→zB1/2, ~III.75!

~III.74! can be written as

B1/2

Z
]z

2w~z!13kw5~z!2V0
1~z!50. ~III.76!

We set«[B1/2/Z!1 and make the ansatzw5w01«w1 to get an approximate solution of~III.76!.
Rescaling and inserting into~III.54! yields

E1DW5E 1DW@c2#5Z3/2B1/4E1D~1,1!2O~B3/4Z1/2!, ~III.77!

which is in accordance with~III.62! and justifiesa posteriorithe introduction of the negative vo
Weizsäcker term in~I.52! and ~III.54!.
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IV. SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS

Throughout this paper we have studied, among others, two functionals, the MTFW, w
represents an approximation to the full quantum mechanical energyEQ, and the DW functional,
which should approximate the ground state energyEconf

Q of particles in the lowest Landau band
Now we can ask for the magnitude ofB, for which the use of DW becomes more reasonable t
MTFW. This question is connected with the estimation of

uEQ~N,Z,B!2Econf
Q ~N,Z,B!u. ~IV.1!

For B!Z3 this can be compared with the difference of the corresponding semiclassical ap
mations

UBE fMTF~x!u1
3/2dx12B(

i>1
E ufMTF~x!22iBu1

3/2dx2BE ufSTF~x!u1
3/2dxU

<CE uZuxu2122Bu1
3/2dx<CZ3/B1/2. ~IV.2!

From the preceding sections we guess, on the one hand,

uEDW2Econf
Q u<o~B4/5Z3/5!, ~IV.3!

and on the other hand we know

uEMTFW2EQu<O~Z2!1O~B4/5Z3/5!. ~IV.4!

Hence, one might expect the DW theory to give the better description of the quantum mech
energy, ifZ3/B1/2<B4/5Z3/5, or, in other words,B>Z24/13.

Summing up, we suggest to use MTFW theory forB<Z24/13 and DW forZ24/13<B!Z3.
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Upper bounds on the density of states of single Landau
levels broadened by Gaussian random potentials

Thomas Hupfer,a) Hajo Leschke, and Simone Warzel
Institut für Theoretische Physik, Universita¨t Erlangen-Nu¨rnberg, Staudtstraße 7,
D-91058 Erlangen, Germany
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We study a nonrelativistic charged particle on the Euclidean planeR2 subject to a
perpendicular constant magnetic field and anR2-homogeneous random potential in
the approximation that the corresponding random Landau Hamiltonian on the Hil-
bert spaceL2(R2) is restricted to the eigenspace of a single but arbitrary Landau
level. For a wide class ofR2-homogeneous Gaussian random potentials we rigor-
ously prove that the associated restricted integrated density of states is absolutely
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. We construct explicit upper
bounds on the resulting derivative, the restricted density of states. As a conse-
quence, any given energy is seen to be almost surely not an eigenvalue of the
restricted random Landau Hamiltonian. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1401138#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent decades considerable attention has been paid to the physics of qua
dimensional electronic structures.1–5 Some of the occurring phenomena, like the integer quan
Hall effect,6 are believed to be microscopically explainable in terms of a Fermi gas of noni
acting electrically charged particles in two dimensions subject to a perpendicular constan
netic field and a static random potential. For these phenomena it should therefore be suffic
study a single nonrelativistic spinless particle on the Euclidean planeR2 modeled by therandom
Landau Hamiltonian, which is informally given by

H~V~v!!ªH~0!1V~v!. ~1!

As a random Schro¨dinger operator it acts on the Hilbert spaceL2(R2) of Lebesgue square
integrable complex-valued functions on the planeR2. For any realizationvPV of the random-
ness the potentialV(v) mimics the disorder present in a real sample. Throughout, we will ass

a!Electronic mail: thomas.hupfer@theorie1.physik.uni-erlangen.de
56260022-2488/2001/42(12)/5626/16/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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that V is homogeneous on the average with respect to Euclidean translations ofR2. The unper-
turbed part in~1! is theLandau Hamiltonian. It represents the kinetic energy of the particle and
informally given ~in the symmetric gauge! by the differential expression

H~0!ª
1

2 F S i
]

]x1
2

B

2
x2D 2

1S i
]

]x2
1

B

2
x1D 2G5

B

2 (
l 50

`

~2l 11!Pl , ~2!

in physical units where the mass and the charge of the particle, and Planck’s constant divi
2p are all equal to one. Moreover,B.0 denotes the strength of the magnetic field andi 5A21
stands for the imaginary unit. The second equality in~2! is the spectral resolution ofH(0). It dates
back to Fock7 and Landau.8 The energy eigenvalue (l 11/2)B is called thel th Landau leveland
the corresponding orthogonal eigenprojectionPl is an integral operator with continuous comple
valued kernel~in other words: position representation!

Pl~x,y!ª
B

2p
expF i

B

2
~x2y12x1y2!2

B

4
ux2yu2GLl

~0!S B

2
ux2yu2D . ~3!

Here and in the following,ux2yu2ª(x12y1)21(x22y2)2 denotes the square of the Euclide
distance between the pointsx5(x1 ,x2)PR2 and y5(y1 ,y2)PR2. Moreover, Ll

(k)(j)ª( j 50
l

(21) j ( l 2 j
l 1k)j j / j !, with j>0 and kPN02 lª$2 l ,2 l 11,2 l 12,...%, is a generalized Laguerr

polynomial, see Sec. 8.97 in Ref. 9. The diagonalPl(x,x)5B/2p is naturally interpreted as th
degeneracy per area of thel th Landau level.

A quantity of basic interest in the study of the random Landau Hamiltonian~1! is its inte-
grated density of statesn(#2`,E@) as a function of the energyEPR. The underlying positive
Borel measuren on the real lineR is called thedensity-of-states measureof H(V). If the random
potential is not onlyR2-homogeneous but alsoisotropic, that is, if all finite-dimensional distribu-
tions associated with the probability measureP on V, which governs the randomness, are invaria
also under in-plane rotations~with respect to the origin!, the density-of-states measuren can be
decomposed according to

n5
B

2p (
l 50

`

n̂ l , n̂ l~ I !ª
2p

B
E@~Plx I~H~V!!Pl !~x,x!#, I PB~R!, ~4!

see Refs. 10, 11, and references therein. HereE denotes the expectation induced byP and
x I(H(V(v))) is the spectral projection operator ofH(V(v)) associated with the energy regimeI
PB(R). The contributionn̂ l related to theLandau-level index lis a probability measure on th
Borel setsB(R) in the real lineR. It is actually independent ofxPR2 due to the homogeneity
of V.

In the limit of a strong magnetic field, the spacingB between successive Landau leve
approaches infinity and the magnetic lengthB21/2 tends to zero. Therefore, the effect of so-call
level mixing should be negligible if either the strength of the random potentialV, typically given
by the square root of its single-site varianceE@V(0)2#2(E@V(0)#)2, is small compared to the
level spacing or if the~smallest! correlation length ofV is much larger than the magnetic lengt
In both casesn̂ l(I ) should be well approximated by 2pE@(Plx I(PlH(V)Pl)Pl)(x,x)#/B. Indeed,
this approximation is exact12 if V is a spatially constant random potentialx°V(v)(0). Since the
first part of thel th restricted random Landau Hamiltonian, PlH(V)Pl5( l 11/2)BPl1PlVPl ,
causes only a shift in the energy, one may equivalently study the probability measure

n l~ I !ª
2p

B
E@~Plx I~PlVPl !Pl !~x,x!#, I PB~R!. ~5!

We call it the l th restricted density-of-states measureand its distribution functionE°n l(#
2`,E@) the l th restricted integrated density of states. Again, they are independent ofxPR2 due
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to the homogeneity ofV. From the physical point of view most interesting is the restriction to
lowestLandau level, corresponding tol 50. If the magnetic field is strong enough, all particl
may be accommodated in the lowest level without conflicting with Pauli’s exclusion princ
since the degeneracy~per area! B/2p increases withB. Up to the energy shiftB/2, the measure
Bn0/2p should then be a good approximation ton, since the effects of higher Landau levels a
negligible if B is large compared to the strength of the random potential, see Proposition 1 in
13 in case of a Gaussian random potential.

Neglecting effects of level mixing by only dealing with the sequence of restricted oper
(PlVPl) l PN0

is a simplifying approximation which is often made. The interest in these oper
relates to the existence of pure-point components in their spectra14–17 and, what is simpler, to
properties of their restricted density-of-states measures (n l). The aim of the present paper is t
supply conditions under whichn l is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue meas
Actually, in the physics literature this differentiability of the restricted integrated density of s
n l(#2`,E@) with respect toE is usually taken for granted so that one deals from the outset
its derivative, thel th restricted density of states

E°wl~E!ª
dn l~ #2`,E@ !

dE
5

n l~dE!

dE
, ~6!

see, e.g., Refs. 1–6, 10, 12, 18–25. Due to the involved averaging, the disorder is indee
believed to broaden each Landau level to aLandau bandin such a way that the resulting restricte
integrated density of states is sufficiently smooth. Example 1 in the following, however, wh
taken from Ref. 12, illustrates that this belief is wrong without further assumptions. It even s
that for any givenl>1 it may happen that there is no broadening at all so that the operatorPlVPl

is zero almost surely~althoughV is nonzero! and hencen l is singular. For the formulation of the
example we need some preparation. Without losing generality, we will always assume th
homogeneous~but not necessarily isotropic! random potentialV has zero mean,E@V(0)#50. The
variances l

2 of n l is then given by12

s l
2
ªE

R
n l~dE!E25

2p

B
E@~PlVPl !

2~0,0!#5
2p

B
~PlCPl !~0,0!<C~0!, ~7!

wherex°C(x)ªE@V(x)V(0)# is thecovariance functionof V. When sandwiched between tw
projections,C is understood as a~bounded! multiplication operator acting onL2(R2). The stan-
dard deviations lªAs l

2 may physically be interpreted as the width of thel th Landau band. We
note that the widths0 of the lowest Landau band is always strictly positive, provided that
covariance function is continuous and obeysC(0).0. This follows from the formulas l

2

5*R2C̃(d2k)exp(2uku2 /2B)@Ll
(0)(uku2/2B)#2. Here the so-calledspectral measure C˜ which, ac-

cording to the Bochner–Khintchine theorem~Theorem IX.9 in Ref. 26!, is the unique finite
positive ~and even! Borel measure onR2 yielding the Fourier representationC(x)
5*R2C̃(d2k)exp(ik•x) wherek•xªk1x11k2x2 denotes the standard scalar product onR2.

Example 1:If V possesses the oscillating covariance functionC(x)5C(0)J0(&uxu/t), where
t.0 andJ0 is the Bessel function of order zero,9 then

s l
25C~0!expS 2

1

Bt2D FLl
~0!S 1

Bt2D G2

. ~8!

Choosing the squared length ratio 1/(Bt2) equal to a zero ofLl
(0) , which exists if l>1, one

achieves thats l
250. Chebyshev’s inequality then implies thatn l is Dirac’s point measure at th

origin, informally wl(E)5d(E). Therefore,PlV
(v)Pl50 for P-almost allvPV.

In the present paper we provide conditions under which exotic situations as in Exam
cannot occur. More precisely, we prove that~6! indeed defineswl as a bounded probability densit
for a wide class ofGaussianrandom potentials, see Theorems 1 and 2 in the following. Moreo
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we construct explicit upper bounds onwl for these potentials. As an implication, we prove that
any B.0 and the class of Gaussian random potentials considered, any given energyEPR is
almost surely not an eigenvalue of the operatorPlVPl . In particular, these Gaussian rando
potentials completely lift the infinite degeneracy of the Landau-level energy~here shifted to zero!
for any strength of the magnetic field. This stands in contrast to situations with random
impurities considered in Refs. 19, 16, 27, 28, 17.

The present paper was partially motivated by results of Ref. 29 where the~unrestricted!
density-of-states measuren of the random Landau Hamiltonian is proven to be absolutely c
tinuous with a locally bounded density for a certain class of random potentials~including the
Gaussian ones considered in Theorem 1! and where any given energyEPR is shown to be almos
surely not an eigenvalue ofH(V). While absolute continuity ofn immediately implies by~4! that
of n̂ l for all l PN0 ~for isotropicV!, in itself it does not imply that ofn l .

II. THE DENSITY OF STATES OF A SINGLE BROADENED LANDAU LEVEL

A. The restricted random Landau Hamiltonian and its integrated density of states

Let iFiªsup$u^w,Fw&u:wPL2(R2),^w,w&51%,` denote the~uniform! norm of a self-
adjoint bounded operatorF acting on the Hilbert spaceL2(R2). The restrictionPlFPl of F to the
eigenspacePlL

2(R2),L2(R2) corresponding to thel th Landau level is an integral operator wit
kernel (x,y)°(PlFPl)(x,y)ªB^c l ,x ,Fc l ,y&/2p which is jointly continuous thanks to the cont
nuity of the usual scalar product^•, •& on L2(R2) and the strong continuity of the mappingR2

{x°c l ,xPPlL
2(R2). Here, the two-parameter family of normalized, complex-valued functi

~‘‘coherent states’’! is defined by

y°c l ,x~y!ªA2p

B
Pl~y,x!, xPR2, ^c l ,xc l ,x&51. ~9!

Let ~V, A, P! be a complete probability space. By arandom potentialwe mean a random field
V:V3R2→R,(v,x)°V(v)(x) which is jointly measurable with respect to the sigma-algebraA of
event sets inV and the sigma-algebraB(R2) of Borel sets in the Euclidean planeR2.

The next proposition provides conditions under which the~in general unbounded! integral
operatorPlVPl , the ~shifted! l th restricted random Landau Hamiltonian, is almost surely essen
tially self-adjoint on the Schwartz spaceS(R2) of arbitrarily often differentiable complex-value
functions onR2 with rapid decrease~Definition on p. 133 in Ref. 26!.

Proposition 1: Let V be anR2-homogeneous random potential and assume there exis
constant M,` such thatE@ uV(0)u2k#<(2k)! M2k for all kPN. Then for all lPN0 it holds:

~1! The restricted operator PlV
(v)Pl is essentially self-adjoint onS(R2) for all v in some

subsetV0PA of V with full probability, P(V0)51.
~2! The mappingV0{v°PlV

(v)Pl is measurable in the sense of Definition V.1.3 in Ref..
~3! The restricted density-of-states measuren l , defined in~5!, is a probability measure on the

sigma-algebraB(R) of Borel sets in the real line. Moreover, the following (weak) operator iden
holds

E@Plx I~PlVPl !Pl #5n l~ I !Pl , I PB~R!. ~10!

Remark:As far as we know, the operator identity~10! for generalR2-homogeneousV and
generall PN0 was first shown in Ref. 20, see also Ref. 24.

Proof of Proposition 1:~1! The assumed limitation on the growth of the even mome
E@ uV(0)u2k# as a criterion for the almost-sure essential self-adjointness ofPlVPl is taken from the
proof of Theorem 2.1 in Ref. 14, which is based on Nelson’s analytic-vector theorem~Theorem
X.39 in Ref. 31!, see also Ref. 32.

~2! By truncating the large fluctuations of the random potential we construct a sequen
restricted random operators (PlVn

(v)Pl)nPN , whereVn
(v)(x)ªV(v)(x)Q(n2uV(v)(x)u) is bounded

and measurable for alln. HereQªx ]0,`@ denotes Heaviside’s unit-step function. ForP-almost all
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vPV we have the strong convergencePlVn
(v)Plw→PlV

(v)Plw asn→` for all wPS(R2). Con-
sequently, Theorem VIII.25 in Ref. 26 implies that the sequence converges towardPlV

(v)Pl in the
strong resolvent sense implying that the latter operator is also measurable thanks to Prop
V.1.4 in Ref. 30.

~3! Since 0<^c l ,x ,x I(PlV
(v)Pl)c l ,x&<^c l ,x ,xR(PlV

(v)Pl)c l ,x&51 for all xPR2, all I
PB(R), andP-almost allvPV, the right-hand side of~5! indeed defines a probability measu
on B(R). For the proof of~10! we introduce the family ofmagnetic translation operators
$Tx%xPR2 which are unitary onL2(R2) and defined by

~Txw!~y!ªexpF i
B

2
~x1y22x2y1!Gw~y2x!, wPL2~R2!. ~11!

They constitute an irreducible representation of the Heisenberg–Weyl group onPlL
2(R2).20 Since

V is R2-homogeneous, it follows that

Tx
†E@Plx I~PlVPl !Pl #Tx5E@Plx I~PlVPl !Pl # ~12!

for all xPR2 and allI PB(R). A suitable variant of Schur’s lemma~Proposition 4 of § 3, Chap. 5
in Ref. 33! then gives the claimed result. h

In Theorems 1 and 2, we will assume thatV is a Gaussian random potential in the sense
Definition 1: A Gaussian random potentialis a Gaussian34,35 random field V which is

R2-homogeneous, has zero mean,E@V(0)#50, and is characterized by a covariance functionR2

{x °C(x)ªE@V(x)V(0)# which is continuous at the origin where it obeys 0,C(0),`.
Remarks:~1! Our continuity requirement for the covariance functionC of a Gaussian random

potential implies thatC is uniformly continuous and bounded byC(0). Consequently, there exist
a separable version ofV which is jointly measurable, see Theorem 3.2.2 in Ref. 36. W
speaking about a Gaussian random potential, we will tacitly assume that only this version is
with.

~2! A Gaussian random potential fulfills the assumption of Proposition 1 withM5AC(0) by
the usual ‘‘Gaussian combinatorics’’ to be found, for example, in Lemma 5.3.1 in Ref. 34.

B. Existence and boundedness of the restricted density of states

Wegner estimates37 have turned out to be an efficient tool for proving the absolute contin
of density-of-states measures for certain random operators and for deriving upper bounds o
respective Lebesgue densities. One method to derive estimates of this genre usesone-parameter
spectral averaging. It provides upper bounds on the averaged spectral projections of a self-a
operator which is perturbed by a bounded positive operator with fluctuating coupling strengt
abstract version of such an averaging, which we will use, is due to Combes and Hislop.38 It is
rephrased as

Lemma 1: Let K, L, and M be three self-adjoint operators acting on a Hilbert spaceH with
scalar product ^•,•&. Moreover, let K and M be bounded such thatk
ª infKwÞ0^w,Mw&/^w,K2w&.0 is strictly positive. Finally, let gPL`(R) be a Lebesgue-
essentially bounded function on the real line, igi`ªess supjPRug(j)u,`. Then the inequality

E
R
djug~j!u^w,Kx I~L1jM !Kw&<uI u

igi`

k
^w,w& ~13!

holds for all wPH and all IPB(R).
Proof: See Corollary 4.2 in Ref. 38 and Lemma 3.1 in Ref. 29. h

If one focuses only on the absolute continuity of the measuren l without aspiring after sharp
upper bounds on the resulting Lebesgue density, a straightforward application of Lemma 1
the following:
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Theorem 1: Let V be a Gaussian random potential in the sense of Definition 1. Suppose
there exists a finite signed Borel measurem on R2 such that the covariance function C of V obe

0<Cm~x!ªE
R2

m~d2y!C~x2y!,`, E
R2

m~d2y!Cm~y!51 ~14!

for all xPR2. Then the lth restricted density-of-states measuren l is absolutely continuous with
respect to the Lebesgue measure and the resulting Lebesgue probability density wl , the restricted
density of states, is uniformly bounded according to

wl~E!ª
n l~dE!

dE
<

1

A2piPlCmPl i
~15!

for Lebesgue-almost all energies EPR. Moreover, any given EPR is not an eigenvalue o
PlV

(v)Pl for P-almost allvPV.
Remarks:~1! The second equality in~14! is just a convenient normalization ofm. The measure

m allows one to optimize the upper bound in~15! ~see Example 2! as well as to apply Theorem
to Gaussian random potentials with certain covariance functionsC, also taking on negative values
One such example isC(x)5C(0)exp@2uxu2/(2t2)#@127uxu2/(16t2)1uxu4/(32t4)# with arbitrary
length scalet.0. This may be seen by choosing the Gaussian measurem(d2x)5d2xN
3exp@2uxu2 /(8t2)# with a suitable normalization factorN.0. Of course, for the oscillating cova
riance function of Example 1 nom exists yielding the positivity condition~14!.

~2! We note that 0,^c l ,0 ,Cmc l ,0&<iPlCmPl i,`. The first ~strict! inequality follows from
the assumptions onC in Definition 1, Eq.~14!, and the explicit form~9! of c l ,0 .

Proof of Theorem 1:The proof consists of two parts. In the first part, we use the fact tha
Gaussian random potentialV admits a one-parameter decomposition into a standard Gau
random variablel and a nonhomogeneous zero-mean Gaussian random fieldU which are defined
by

l~v!
ªE

R2
m~ddy!V~v!~y!, U ~v!~x!ªV~v!~x!2l~v!Cm~x!. ~16!

The positive bounded functionCm is defined in~14!. SinceE@lU(x)#50 for all xPR2, l andU
are stochastically independent. We now multiply both sides of~10! from the left and right byK
ª(PlCmPl)

1/2 and take the quantum-mechanical expectation with respect to an arbitrary no
wPPlL

2(R2) to obtain

n l~ I !^w,K2w&5E@^w,Kx I~PlVPl !Kw&#

5EF E
R
dj

e2j2/2

A2p
^w,Kx I~PlUPl1jK2!Kw&G

<uI u
^w,w&

A2p
. ~17!

For the second equality we used the one-parameter decomposition~16! and the stochastic inde
pendence ofl andU. The Lebesgue integral in~17!, which constitutes a partial averaging, is th
bounded with the help of~13! uniformly in v. The absolute continuity ofn l with respect to the
Lebesgue measure is now a consequence of~17! and the Rado´n–Nikodým theorem. Minimizing
the upper bound onn l(I ), coming from~17!, with respect towPPlL

2(R2) yields the claimed
inequality ~15!.

In the second part, we note that~10! implies the equivalence:n l has no pure points, that is
n l($E%)50 for all EPR, if and only if E@^w,x$E%(PlVPl)w&#50 for all EPR and all w
PPlL

2(R2). Given an orthonormal basis$wk%kPN in PlL
2(R2), there hence exists for everyk
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PN someVkPA with P(Vk)51 such that̂ wk ,x$E%(PlV
(v)Pl)wk&50 for all vPVk . As a

consequence,x$E%(PlV
(v)Pl)50 for all vPùkPNVk , henceP-almost allvPV. h

Remarks:~1! If the spectral measureC̃ has a~positive! Lebesgue density,C admits the
representationC(x)5*R2d2yg(x1y)g(y) with some gPL2(R2). If furthermore there exists
somef PL2(R2) with ^ f , f &51 such that 0<u(x)ª*R2d2y f(x1y)g(y),` anduÞ0, one may
replaceCm in ~15! by u to obtain another upper bound onwl for the given Gaussian random
potentialV. Roughly speaking, the idea is to writeV asV(v)(x)5*R2d2yg(x1y)W(v)(y), where
W is the standard delta-correlated~generalized! Gaussian random field onR2 informally charac-
terized byE@W(x)#50 andE@W(x)W(y)#5d(x2y). The Gaussian random potentialV hence
admits a one-parameter decomposition into the standard Gaussian random variabll (v)

ª*R2d2y f(y)W(v)(y) and the nonhomogeneous Gaussian random fieldU (v)(x)ªV(v)(x)
2l (v)u(x), which is stochastically independent ofl.

~2! The essential ingredients of the above-given proof are the operator identity~10! and the
fact that the ~not necessarily Gaussian! random potential admits a one-parame
decomposition39,29 V(v)(x)5U (v)(x)1l (v)u(x) into a positive functionu, a random fieldU, and
a random variablel whose conditional probability measure with respect to the sub-sigma-alg
generated by the family of random variables$U(x)%xPR2 has a bounded Lebesgue densityr.
Following the lines of reasoning of the above-given proof, the restricted density of states ma
be shown to be bounded according to

wl~E!5
n l~dE!

dE
<

iri`

iPluPl i
~18!

for Lebesgue-almost allEPR. Moreover, any givenEPR is not an eigenvalue ofPlV
(v)Pl for

P-almost allvPV.
~3! The energy-independent estimate~15! is rather rough, because one expectswl(E) to fall

off to zero for energiesE approaching the edges6` ~if s l
2.0! of the almost-sure spectrum o

PlVPl . More precisely, in the present case of a Gaussian random potentialV it follows from
arguments in Ref. 12 that the leading asymptotic behavior of the restricted integrated den
states foruEu→` is Gaussian according to

lim
E→2`

ln n l(] 2`,E[)

E2 5 lim
E→`

ln n l(]E,`[)

E2 52
1

2G l
2 , ~19!

where thedecay energyG l is the solution of the maximization problem

G l
2
ª sup

wPPlL
2~R2!

^w,w&51

g2~w!, g2~w!ªE@^w,Vw&2#5E
R2

d2xE
R2

d2yuw~x!u2uw~y!u2C~x2y!.

~20!

We recall from Ref. 12 the inequalitiess l
4/C(0)<G l

2<s l
2.

Gaussian random potentials with positive covariance functions nicely illustrate Theorem
Example 2:If 0<C(x),` for all xPR2, the optimalm in ~15! belongs to the class o

positive measures of the formm(d2x)g(w)5d2xuw(x)u2 with wPPlL
2(R2), ^w,w&51, andg~w!

as defined in~20!. Optimizing with respect tow yields

wl~E!<
1

A2pG l
2

, ~21!

whereG l is the decay energy of the restricted integrated density of states. In particular, fo
Gaussian covariance functionC(x)5a2 exp@2uxu2/(2t2)#/(2pt2) with correlation lengtht.0 and
single-site varianceC(0)5a2/(2pt2).0, one has explicitly12
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G l
25g2~w l ,2 l !5

a2

2pt2 S Bt2

Bt212D l 11

Pl S ~Bt211!211

~Bt211!221D , ~22!

where the maximizerw l ,2 l is given in ~31! and Pl(j)ª(1/l !2 l)(dl /dj l)(j221)l is the l th Leg-
endre polynomial.9

Remarks:~1! That the class of measures referred to in Example 2 contains indeed the op
one, derives from the Fourier representation

^w,Cmw&5E
R2

C̃~d2k!S E
R2

d2xuw~x!u2eik•xD S E
R2

m~d2y!e2 ik•yD ~23!

valid for all wPL2(R2). SinceC̃ is positive, the claim follows from~23! with the help of the
Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and the positivity ofC.

~2! In the physics literature one often considers the limit of adelta-correlatedGaussian
random potential informally characterized byC(x)5a2d(x) with somea.0. It emerges from the
Gaussian random potential with the Gaussian covariance function given between~21! and~22! in
the limit t↓0. In this limit ~22! reduces toG l

25(a2B/4p)(2l )!/( l !2 l)2 and the variance ofn l

becomes, by~7!, independent of the Landau-level index,s l
25s0

25a2B/(2p). Remarkably, in this
limit explicit expressions forw0 and wl , in the additional high Landau-level limitl→`, are
available. The first result is due to Wegner18 and reads

w0~E!5
2

p3/2s0

exp~h2!

11@2p21/2*0
hdj exp~j2!#2 , hª

E

s0
, ~24!

also see Refs. 19, 20, 13. Of course, when specializing the bound in~21!, it is consistent with~24!
because 2,p. As for the second result, it is known21,22 that wl approaches forl→` a semi-
elliptic probability density,

lim
l→`

wl~E!5
1

2ps0
U~42h2!A42h2, h5

E

s0
. ~25!

Unfortunately, in the delta-correlated limit the bound in~21! diverges asymptotically like
l 1/4/(p1/4s0) as l→`.

~3! Different from ~25!, for the above-mentioned Gaussian covariance function with a str
positive correlation lengtht.0, the high Landau-level limit~informally! reads liml→` wl(E)
5d(E). This follows from Chebyshey’s inequality and the fact that the Landau-level broade
vanishes in this limit ift.0: liml→` s l

250.12 In agreement with that, the bound in~21! diverges
in this case, as may be seen either from 0<G l

2<s l
2, valid12 for any covariance function, o

directly from ~22!.
~4! The existence of a boundedw0 in the delta-correlated limit of a Gaussian random poten

stands in contrast to situations with random point impurities,V(v)(x)5( j l j
(v)d(x2pj

(v)). To our
knowledge, the following four cases have been considered so far:

~a! the impurity positions pjPR2 randomly located according to Poisson’s distribution and
coupling strengthsl jPR nonrandom, strictly positive, and all equal.19,28

~b! pjPR2 randomly located according to Poisson’s distribution andl jPR independently iden-
tically distributed19 according to a probability measure whose support is a compact inte
containing the origin.27

~c! pjPZ2 nonrandom andl jPR independently, identically distributed according to a bound
probability density whose support is a compact interval containing the origin.16

~d! pj5 j 1dj with j PZ2 nonrandom and thedisplacements djPR2 independently, identically
distributed according to a bounded probability density with support contained in the
square ]21/2,1/2@2,R2. Moreover,l jPR as in the previous case.17
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In any of these cases, it has been shown thatP0V(v)P0 has an infinitely degenerate eigenval
at zero energy forP-almost allvPV, if the magnetic-field strengthB is sufficiently large.

C. Gaussian upper bound on the restricted density of states

As already pointed out, the estimate~15! is rather rough, because it does not depend on
energy. Fortunately, under an additional isotropy assumption and with more effort one ma
struct an energy-dependent estimate.

Theorem 2: Suppose the situation of Theorem 1 and that the there-defined convolutionm is
spherically symmetric (with respect to the origin). Then the lth restricted density of states wl is
bounded by a Gaussian in the sense that

wl~E!<
1

A2p^c l ,0 ,Cmc l ,0&
expS 2

E2

2C~0! D ~26!

for Lebesgue-almost all energies EPR. @Here c l ,0 is defined in (9).#
Remarks:~1! Equality holds in~26! @and ~27! in the following# with ^c l ,0 ,Cmc l ,0&5AC(0)

5s l5G l for the simple extreme case of a spatially constant Gaussian random potentialV, that is,
if C(x)5C(0) for all xPR2. Of course,V is not ergodic in this case. For a lucid discussion
ergodicity and related notions in the theory of random~Schrödinger! operators, see Ref. 40.

~2! In view of ~19!, we conjecture the true leading decay ofwl(E)5dn l(#2`,E@)/dE for
uEu→` to be Gaussian with decay energyG l . This energy is strictly smaller thanAC(0), if not
C(x)5C(0) for all xPR2.

~3! Using exp(2E2/2C(0))<1 in ~26!, one obtains an energy-independent estimate whic
general is weaker than~15! becausê c l ,0 ,Cmc l ,0&<iPlCmPl i . In particular this is true in the
delta-correlated limit in which the energy dependence of the bound in~26! disappears anyway.

Gaussian random potentials with positive, spherically symmetric covariance functions
trate Theorem 2.

Example 3:For a positive covariance function 0<C(x),`, which is additionally spherically
symmetric, the prefactor of the Gaussian in~26! is minimized by taking m(d2x)g(c l ,0)
5d2xuc l ,0(x)u2 so that^c l ,0 ,Cmc l ,0&5g(c l ,0). By the Fourier representation~23! and Jensen’s
inequality, with C̃/C(0) as the underlying Borel probability measure onR2, one finds that
g2(c l ,0)>s l

4/C(0). Therefore, the estimate~26! may be weakened to the following more explic
one:

wl~E!<
C~0!

s l
2

1

A2pC~0!
expS 2

E2

2C~0! D , ~27!

wheres l
2 is the variance ofn l , see~7!. Alternatively,~27! may be obtained directly from~26! by

choosingm(d2x)AC(0)5d2xd(x) so thatCm(x)5C(x)/AC(0).
Remark:For the Gaussian covariance functionC(x)5C(0)exp@2uxu2/(2t2)#, it is known23,12

that g2(c0,0)5G0
25C(0)Bt2/(Bt212), also see~22!. Theorem 2 together with the minimizin

result mentioned in Example 3 therefore gives the estimate

w0~E!<ABt212

Bt2

1

A2pC~0!
expS 2

E2

2C~0! D ~28!

for the restricted density of states of the lowest Landau band. In this settingw0 has been approxi-
mately constructed using a continued-fraction approach.25 In accordance with the first remar
below ~26!, a comparison with this approximation supports the fact that the estimates~28!, ~27!,
and ~26! are the sharper, the longer the distance is over which the fluctuations of the Ga
random potential are significantly correlated, more precisely, the larger the squared lengt
Bt2 is.
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III. PROOF OF THE GAUSSIAN UPPER BOUND

The proof of Theorem 2 requires two major ingredients, an approximation result~Proposition
2! and a Wegner-type of estimate~Proposition 3!. We defer the details and proofs of these resu
to Secs. III B and III C. Taking these results for granted, the arguments for the validity of The
2 are as follows.

Proof of Theorem 2:Since the restricted density-of-states measure is even for a~zero-mean!
Gaussian random potential, that is,n l(I )5n l(2I ) for all I PB(R), and since we already know
from Theorem 1 that the density of stateswl exists and is bounded by a constant which does
exceed the prefactor of the Gaussian in~26!, it is sufficient to considern l on the strictly negative
half-line #2`, 0@.

We now use Proposition 2 to show that a suitably defined sequence of probability me
(n l ,n)nPN @see~45!# converges weakly ton l asn→`. Given E1,E2<0, we introduce the open
interval Iª]E1 ,E2@ . Then we have

n l~ I !< lim inf
n→`

n l ,n~ I !, ~29!

by the portmanteau theorem~Theorem 30.10 in Ref. 41!. We now use Proposition 3 to estimate th
prelimit expression and obtain

n l~ I !<
uI u

A2p^c l ,0 ,Cmc l ,0&
expS bE1

b2

2
C~0! D , ~30!

for all EP@E2,0# and allb>0. Choosingb52E/C(0)>0 gives the claimed upper bound onwl

for E,0. h

Before we proceed with the proofs of the approximation result and the Wegner-type o
mate, which were needed in the above-given proof, we collect some preparations in the follo

A. Angular-momentum eigenfunctions

The functions

x°w l ,k~x!ªA l !

~ l 1k!! FAB

2
~x11 ix2!G k

Ll
~k!S Buxu2

2 D A B

2p
expS 2

Buxu2

4 D ~31!

constitute7 with kP$2 l ,2 l 11,...% an orthonormal basis in thel th Landau-level eigenspac
PlL

2(R2). In fact, w l ,k is an eigenfunction of the (perpendicular component of the canoni
angular-momentumoperatorL3ª i (x2]/]x12x1]/]x2) corresponding to the eigenvaluek, that is,
L3w l ,k5kw l ,k .

Lemma 2: Let u:R2→@0,̀ @ be a measurable, positive, bounded, and spherically symm
function. Then the operator inequality

PluxPl>^c l ,0 ,uc l ,0&c l ,x^c l ,x ,•& ~32!

holds for all xPR2. Here the function ux(•)ªu(•2x) is the x-translate of u andc l ,x^c l ,x ,•&
denotes the orthogonal projection operator onto the one-dimensional subspace spanned bc l ,x ,
see (9).

Proof: Since the functionu is spherically symmetric, the operatorPluPl is diagonal in the
angular-momentum basis such that

PluPl5 (
k52 l

`

^w l ,k ,uw l ,k&w l ,k^w l ,k ,•&>^w l ,0 ,uw l ,0&w l ,0̂ w l ,0 ,•&. ~33!
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The shifted operatorPluxPl5TxPluPlTx
† results from the left-hand side of~33! by a unitary

transformation with the magnetic translationTx , see ~11!. The proof is hence completed b
observing thatw l ,05c l ,0 andc l ,x5Txc l ,0 . h

Subsequently, we will consider then-dimensional subspacesPl ,nL2(R2),PlL
2(R2) spanned

by the firstn angular-momentum eigenfunctions. The orthogonal projectionPl ,n is therefore de-
fined by

Pl ,nª (
k52 l

n2 l 21

w l ,k^w l ,k ,•&, nPN. ~34!

The completeness of$w l ,k% in PlL
2(R2) implies the strong-limit relations-limn→` Pl ,n5Pl on

L2(R2). The projectionsPl ,n are integral operators with~continuous! kernelsPl ,n(x,y), whose
diagonals are given byPl ,n(x,x)5BGl ,n(Buxu2/2)/2p<B/2p. Here the function

Gl ,n~j!ªe-j (
k52 l

n2 l 21
l !

~k1 l !!
jk~Ll

~k!~j !!2, j>0, nPN, ~35!

is approximately one and approximately zero forj smaller and larger thann21/2, respectively.
Moreover, the length of the interval on which its values differ significantly from one and zero
not depend onn, also see the remark after the following

Lemma 3: Let Gl ,n be defined by (35). Then the following scaling-limit relation holds

lim
n→`

Gl ,n~nj!5H 1 if 0,j,1

0 if 1,j,`
. ~36!

Moreover, for every lPN0 there exist an NlPN and a real Al.0, such that 0<Gl ,n(nj)
<Ale

2j for all j>0 and all n>Nl .
Remark:With more effort one may even prove that for everyl PN0 there exists some poly

nomial z°Pol(z,l ) of maximal degree 2l 11 such that

0<Gl ,n~~An21/21z!2!<e2z2
Pol~z,l ! ~37!

for all nPN and allz>0. Moreover,

12e2z2
Pol~2z,l !<Gl ,n~~An21/22z!2!<1 ~38!

for all nPN1 l and all 0<z<An21/2.
Proof of Lemma 3:The proof is based on the following recurrence relation:

Gl ,n~j!2Gl 21,n~j!52e2j
~ l 21!!

~n21!!
jn2 lL l 21

~n21!~j !Ll
~n2 l !~j !5..Dl ,n~j! ~39!

for all l>1. It follows from the fact thatDl ,n may be written as a telescope sum according to

Dl ,n~j!5e2j (
k52 l 11

n2 l
~ l 21!!

~k1 l 21!!
jkFk1 l 21

j
Ll 21

~k21!~j !Ll
~k21!~j !2Ll 21

~k! ~j !Ll
~k!~j !G . ~40!

Equation 8.971~4! in Ref. 9 may be written as (k1 l 21)Ll 21
(k21)(j)5jLl 21

(k) (j)1 lL l
(k21)(j). Us-

ing this together with Eq. 8.971~5! in Ref. 9, the difference in the square brackets in~40! is seen
to be equal to (Ll

(k21)(j))2l /j2(Ll 21
(k) (j))2. Splitting the sum into two parts yields~39!. The

proof of ~36! then follows by mathematical induction onl PN0 . In casel 50 we write
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G0,n~j!5e2j (
k50

n21
jk

k!
5..e2jen~j!2e2j

jn

n!
~41!

in terms of the incomplete exponential functionen ~Eq. 6.5.11 in Ref. 42!. By Stirling’s estimate
n!>A2pnnne2n for the factorial ~Eq. 6.1.38 in Ref. 42! and the elementary inequalityj21
2 ln j>0, the second term on the right-hand side of~41! vanishes in the scaling limit~36! such
that the claim reduces to the content of Eq. 6.5.34 in Ref. 42 forl 50. For the induction clause, w
use the following exponential, hence rough, growth limitation for Laguerre polynomials:

uLl
~k!~j !u5U(

j 50

l

~21! j S l 1k
l 2 j D j j

j ! U<(
j 50

l

~ l 1k! l 2 j
j j

j !
<~ l 1k! lej/~ l 1k! ~42!

which is valid for k>12 l and obtained by bounding the binomial coefficients. Using ag
Stirling’s estimate, this yields the inequality

uDl ,n~nj!u<~ l 21!!e3jS n

j D l

e2~j212 ln j!n ~43!

for all l>1 and alln>2. Sincej212 ln j.0 for all jÞ1, we have limn→` Dl ,n(nj)50 and
hence limn→` Gl ,n(nj)5 limn→` Gl 21,n(nj) for all jÞ1, which completes the proof of~36!.

For a proof of the exponential bound 0<Gl ,n(nj)<Ale
2j with someAl.0 and n large

enough, we first recall that

0<Gl ,n~j!<Gl ,`~j!51 ~44!

for all j>0, l PN0 , and nPN. Using nk<(n21)ke for 0<k<n21 in ~41!, one obtains
G0,n(nj)<e12j for all j>0. The claimed exponential bound for alll PN0 then follows from~43!
and ~39!. h

B. Approximating sequence of probability measures on the real line

Employing the n3n random Hermitian matricesPl ,nV(v)Pl ,n , we define a sequenc
(n l ,n)nPN of probability measures by

n l ,n~ I !ª
1

n
E$Tr@Pl ,nx I~Pl ,nVPl ,n!Pl ,n#%, I PB~R!. ~45!

Here the trace Tr@Pl ,nx I(Pl ,nV(v)Pl ,n)Pl ,n# is equal to the~random! number of eigenvalues
~counting multiplicity! of Pl ,nV(v)Pl ,n in the Borel setI. For rather general random potentials t
sequence (n l ,n) approximates the restricted density-of-states measuren l . This is the first ingredi-
ent of the proof of Theorem 2.

Proposition 2: Let V be anR2-homogeneous random potential withE$uV(0)u%,`. Moreover,
assume that PlV

(v)Pl and Pl ,nV(v)Pl ,n for all nPN are self-adjoint on L2(R2) for P-almost all
vPV. Then

n l5 lim
n→`

n l ,n ~46!

in the sense of weak convergence of finite measures.
Remark:The assumptions of the proposition are fulfilled for a Gaussian random potent

the sense of Definition 1, becausePlVPl is almost surely essentially self-adjoint onS(R2) by
Proposition 1. Moreover, the random matrix operatorPl ,nVPl ,n is almost surely self-adjoint for al
nPN because of the almost-sure finitenessu^w l , j ,Vw l ,k&u,` for all j ,kPN02 l .
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Proof of Proposition 2:The claimed weak convergence of~finite! measures is equivalent t
pointwise convergence of their Stieltjes transforms, that is,

lim
n→`

E
R

n l ,n~dE!

E2z
5E

R

n l~dE!

E2z
~47!

for all zPC\R, see, for example, Proposition 4.9 in Ref. 43. The spectral theorem and~10! show
that the latter convergence follows from

lim
n→`

1

n
E$uTr@Pl ,n~~Pl ,nVPl ,n2z!212~PlVPl2z!21!Pl ,n#u%50. ~48!

As a self-adjoint operator of finite rank,Pl ,nV(v)Pl ,n is defined on the whole spaceL2(R2) for
P-almost allvPV, so that we may use the~second! resolvent equation.44 Together with the fact
that (Pl ,nV(v)Pl ,n2z)21 andPl ,n commute with each other, the absolute value of the trace in~48!
is hence seen to be equal to

uTr@Pl ,n~Pl ,nV~v!Pl ,n2z!21Pl ,nV~v!~Pl2Pl ,n!~PlV
~v!Pl2z!21Pl ,n#u

<i~Pl ,nV~v!Pl ,n2z!21ii~PlV
~v!Pl2z!21iiPl ,nV~v!~Pl2Pl ,n!i1

<uIm zu22iPl ,nV~v!~Pl2Pl ,n!i1 . ~49!

Here we employed Ho¨lder’s inequality for the trace normiAi1ªTr(A†A)1/2 and Imz denotes the
imaginary part ofz. The trace norm in~49! is in turn estimated as follows:

iPl ,nV~v!~Pl2Pl ,n!i15 I B

2p E
R2

d2xV~v!~x!c l ,x,n^c l ,x2c l ,x,n,•&I
1

<
B

2p E
R2

d2xuV~v!~x!uic l ,x,n^c l ,x2c l ,x,n ,•&i1

5E
R2

d2xuV~v!~x!uAPl ,n~x,x!@Pl~x,x!2Pl ,n~x,x!#, ~50!

where we introduced the sequence of two-parameter families of complex-valued functions

y°c l ,x,n~y!ª~Pl ,nc l ,x!~y!, xPR2. ~51!

Note that these functions are not normalized,^c l ,x,n ,c l ,x,n&52pPl ,n(x,x)/B5Gl ,n(Buxu2/2)
<1. Combining~49! and~50!, using Fubini’s theorem and the homogeneity of the random po
tial, the left-hand side of~48! is seen to be bounded from above by

lim
n→`

E@ uV~0!u#
nuIm zu2 E

R2
d2xAPl ,n~x,x!@Pl~x,x!2Pl ,n~x,x!#

5
E@ uV~0!u#

uIm zu2
lim

n→`
E

0

`

djAGl ,n~nj!@12Gl ,n~nj!#50. ~52!

Here we employed the definition ofGl ,n @see the text above~35!#, performed the angular integra
tion, changed variablesnjªBuxu2/2 in the remaining integral, and used Lemma 3 and
dominated-convergence theorem. h
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C. A Wegner-type of estimate

The second ingredient for the proof of Theorem 2 is the following:
Proposition 3: In the situation of Theorem 2 let E1,E2<E<0 and put Iª]E1 ,E2@ . Then

n l ,n~ I !<S uI u

A2p^c l ,0 ,Cmc l ,0&
1sl ,nD expS bE1

b2

2
C~0! D , ~53!

for all b>0. Here sl ,nª*1
` dj Gl ,n(nj) converges to zero as n→`.

Proof: By the definition ofn l ,n and the spectral theorem one has

n l ,n~ I !<
ebE

n
E$Tr@Pl ,ne2bPl ,nVPl ,nx I~Pl ,nVPl ,n!Pl ,n#%. ~54!

We evaluate the trace in an orthonormal eigenbasis ofPl ,nV(v)Pl ,n and apply the Jensen–Peier
inequality45 to bound the probabilistic expectation in~54! from above by

E$Tr@Pl ,ne2bVPl ,nx I~Pl ,nVPl ,n!Pl ,n#%

5
B

2p E
R2

d2xE$e2bV~0!^c l ,x,n ,x I~Pl ,nV~•2x!Pl ,n!c l ,x,n&%, ~55!

where we used Fubini’s theorem and theR2-homogeneity ofV. The Lebesgue integral in~55! over
the plane may be split into two parts with domains of integration inside and outside a disk ce
at the origin and with radiusA2n/B.

To estimate the inner part, we use the one-parameter decomposition~16! of the Gaussian
random potentialV. SinceU and l are stochastically independent, we may estimate the co
tional expectation of the integrand in~55! relative to the sub-sigma-algebra generated
$U(y)%yPR2 with the help of Lemma 1. Taking thereg(j)5exp(2bjCm(0)2j2/2)/A2p, K
5c l ,x,n^c l ,x,n ,•&/^c l ,x,n ,c l ,x,n&, and M5Pl ,nCm(•2x)Pl ,n>^c l ,0 ,Cmc l ,0&^c l ,x,n ,c l ,x,n&K

2,
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 2 and the positivity as well as the sphe
symmetry ofCm , we obtain anv- andx-independent bound according to

E
R
dj

e2j2/2

A2p
e2bjCm~0!^c l ,x,n ,x I~Pl ,nU ~v!~•2x!Pl ,n1jPl ,nCm~•2x!Pl ,n!c l ,x,n&

<
uI u

A2p^c l ,0 ,Cmc l ,0&
expS b2

2
~Cm~0!!2D . ~56!

Using E@exp(2bU(0))#5exp(b2(C(0)2(Cm(0))2)/2), the inner part of the integral in~55!, may
hence be estimated as follows:

E
uxu2<2n/B

d2xE$e2bV~0!^c l ,x,n ,x I~Pl ,nV~•2x!Pl ,n!c l ,x,n&%

<
2pn

B

uI u

A2p^c l ,0 ,Cmc l ,0&
expS b2

2
C~0! D . ~57!

This gives the first part of the claimed inequality~53!.
To complete the proof, we estimate the outer part of the integral in~55! as follows:
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E
uxu2>2n/B

d2xE$e2bV~0!^c l ,x,n ,x I~Pl ,nV~•2x!Pl ,n!c l ,x,n&%

<E$e2bV~0!%E
uxu2>2n/B

d2x^c l ,x,n ,c l ,x,n&5
2pn

B
E$e2bV~0!%E

1

`

djGl ,n~nj!. ~58!

Here we employed~51! and changed variablesnjªBuxu2/2 to obtain the last equality. Thanks t
Lemma 3, the last integral in~58!, and hencesl ,n , converges to zero asn→` by the dominated-
convergence theorem. h
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Investigation of the relativistic equivalent Hamiltonian
in the LS coupling scheme

R. Karazijaa) and V. Jonauskas
State Institute of Theoretical Physics and Astronomy,
A. Goštauto 12, 2600 Vilnius, Lithuania
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Armstrong’s method of relativistic description of atoms inLS coupling using the
equivalent operator is developed. Its form in terms of standard unit operators acting
within a space of one shell is obtained. The interpretation of separate terms of
equivalent Breit operator is investigated in a general case of nonequivalent elec-
trons. The relativistic Dirac–Fock equations for the level and term inLS coupling
are derived. The equivalent operator is applied to obtain the averages of relativistic
operators too. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1415429#

I. INTRODUCTION

Relativistic effects become rather important for heavy atoms, however, even within thef N

open electronic shell in actinidies the coupling remains closer toLS than to thej j scheme.1 There
are two ways to perform calculations in the relativisticLS coupling: to transform relativistic wave
functions from j j to LS coupling2,3 or to use a relativistic equivalent operator.4–6 The transfor-
mation matrices fromj j to LS coupling have rather complex form, because such transforma
requires one not only to change the coupling of moments, but also to separate all equ
electrons by fractional parentage coefficients of one scheme and then to join them by the
sponding coefficients of the other scheme or to use the recurrence relations.7 This method was
implemented in the computer code.8 However, the other method proposed in Ref. 4 and elabor
in Refs. 5 and 6 also deserves attention: the introduction of an equivalent operator which
evaluated with respect to nonrelativistic wave functions to produce the same result as obtai
evaluating the relativistic Hamiltonian with respect to relativistic wave functions. Such ope
was obtained in Ref. 5 for the Breit equation using the summation rules for 3n j symbols and later
by the more effective method of second quantization in Ref. 6. Advantages of this method
simplicity of the calculation of matrix elements in the appropriate nonrelativistic scheme as w
the possibility to have additional insight into the properties of various parts of the Hamiltonia
in this way to introduce some approximations. The mixing of various relativistic configura
arising from the same nonrelativistic configuration is taken into account automatically by
method.

The aim of this work is to express the equivalent operator in terms of standard ope
acting within the space of one shell and to consider the asymptotic of its terms in a genera
~Sec. II! as well as to apply this operator to obtain the Dirac–Fock equations inLS coupling~Sec.
III ! and averages of relativistic operators~Sec. IV!.

II. EXPRESSIONS FOR THE EQUIVALENT OPERATOR

We will consider the relativistic Dirac–Breit Hamiltonian:

H rel5Ha1
1Ha2

1Hb1Hg1Hd , ~1!

where

a!Electronic mail: karazija@itpa.lt
56420022-2488/2001/42(12)/5642/10/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Ha1
5(

i
~~a i pi !1~b i21! mc2!,

Ha2
52(

i

Ze2

r i
, Hb5(

i , j

e2

r i j
, ~2!

Hg52
e2

2 (
i , j

~a i•a j !

r i j
, Hd52

e2

2 (
i , j

~a i•r i j !~a j•r i j !

r i j
3 .

Here the usual notations are employed. The rest mass of electrons is excluded from~1! in order to
have the Hamiltonian corresponding to its nonrelativistic analogue.

The way to obtain the equivalent operatorOi corresponding to the relativistic operatorHi as
stated in Ref. 5 is as follows. The one-electron (H1) and two-electron (H2) relativistic operators
are presented in the second quantization form:

H15 (
n1l 1 j 1m1
n2l 2 j 2m2

qm1

( j 1)1
~n1l 1 j 1m1uh1un2l 2 j 2m2!qm2

( j 2) , ~3!

H25 (
$ni l i j imi %

qm1

( j 1)1qm2

( j 2)1
~n1l 1 j 1m1n2l 2 j 2m2uh2un3l 3 j 3m3n4l 4 j 4m4!qm4

( j 4)qm3

( j 3) , ~4!

whereqm
( j )1 is a creation operator producing the one-electron stateunl jm) andqm

( j ) is an annihi-
lation operator destroying such a state;$ni l i j imi% means all sets withi 51 – 4. Expressions~3! and
~4! also contain one- and two-electron matrix elements with respect to non-antisymmetrized
functions. The relativistic single-electron state has the form:

unl jm)5S unl jm&

i un l̄ jm& D , ~5!

where l̄ 5 l 61 as j 5 l 6 1
2. unl jm& can be treated as a nonrelativistic state6 ~relativistic states are

indicated by a rounded ket and the nonrelativistic ones by an angular ket!. Operatorsqm
( j )1 and

q̃m
( j )5(21) j 2mq2m

( j ) are transformed like the components of a spherical tensor of rankj .
According to~5! the relativistic operatorsq( j )1 andq̃( j ) of creation or annihilation of electron

can be expressed in terms of nonrelativistic operatorsa( j )1 and ã( j ), and the latter can be trans
formed into thels coupling scheme using Clebsch–Gordan coefficients:

am
( j )15 (

mlms
F l s j

ml ms mGamlms

( ls)1 , ãm
( j )5 (

mlms
F l s j

ml ms mG ãmlms

( ls) . ~6!

It is useful to introduce the standard operatorW(k1k2k) with the orbital rankk1 , spin rankk2 ,
and total rankk. In the second quantization form of coupled operatorsa1 and ã the operator
W(k1k2k) is represented

W(k1k2k)52@k1 , k2#21/2 (
n1l 1n2l 2

@a( l 1s)13ã( l 2s)# (k1k2k)^n1l 1siw(k1k2)~n1l 1 ,n2l 2!in2l 2s&, ~7!

where @k1 , k2# means (2k111) (2k211). The reduced matrix element of the one-electron
erator~7! is defined

^nal asiw(k1k2)~n1l 1 ,n2l 2!inbl bs&5@k1 ,k2#1/2d~n1 ,na!d~ l 1 ,l a!d~nb ,n2!d~ l b ,l 2!. ~8!

Then
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W(k1k2k)52 (
n1l 1n2l 2

@a( l 1s)13ã( l 2s)# (k1k2k)5 (
n1l 1n2l 2

W(k1k2k)~n1l 1 ,n2l 2!. ~9!

At n1l 1[n2l 2 the operator

W(k1k2k)~n1l 1 ,n2l 2![W(k1k2k)~n1l 1! ~10!

is obtained. It is acting in the space ofn1l 1
N1 shell and equals to the sum of one-electron opera

( i 51
N1 wi(n1l 1).

Application of the Wigner–Eckart theorem to the matrix elements in~3! and~4!, coupling of
a1, ã operators, and summation of all Clebsch–Gordan coefficients over the projections o
ments result in the expressions for the equivalent operatorsO1 andO2 .

Contrary to the suggestion given in Ref. 5 the derivation of an equivalent operator doe
amount to ignoring the coupling of small components of the wave function. The correspo
terms with the operatorsamlms

( ls)1 and ãmlms

( ls) vanish when considering the interaction within th

particular shells@due to the presence ofd functions in ~8!#. Thus these terms can be omitte
without making any additional approximations.

The expressions for various one-electron equivalent operators were given in Refs. 4–6,
Its general form for the Hamiltonian with total rank equal to 0 is

O15 (
jkn1l 1n2l 2

~21! l 211/21 j 1k@ j ,k#1/2H l 1 1/2 j

1/2 l 2 kJ ~n1l 1 j ih1in2l 2 j !W(kk0)~n1l 1 ,n2l 2!.

~11!

This expression is valid not only for a single configuration, but also for configuration intera
approximation.

In the case of two-electron Hamiltonian of the general type

H25(
i , j

(
k

~gi
(k)
•gj

(k)!, ~12!

where k is a rank with respect to the total momentum, the corresponding equivalent op
obtains the following expression:

O25
1

2 (
k

$ni l i j i %

@k#21~n1l 1 j 1n2l 2 j 2ig1
(k)g2

(k)in3l 3 j 3n4l 4 j 4!

3H (
k1K1k2K2

@k1 ,K1 ,k2 ,K2 , j 1 , j 2 , j 3 , j 4#1/2H l 1 l 3 k1

1/2 1/2 K1

j 1 j 3 k
J H l 2 l 4 k2

1/2 1/2 K2

j 2 j 4 k
J

3~W(k1K1k)~n1l 1 ,n3l 3!•W(k2K2k)~n2l 2 ,n4l 4!!2d~n2 ,n3!d~ l 2 ,l 3!d~ j 2 , j 3!d~ j 1 , j 4!

3(
k1

~21!k11 l 11 j 311/2@k#@k1#1/2H 1/2 1/2 k1

l 1 l 4 j 1
J W(k1k10)~n1l 1 ,n4l 4!J . ~13!

The second term appears from the transposition of operatorsa( l 2s)1 andã( l 3s). Equation~13! was
derived in Ref. 6, but the functiond( j 1 , j 4) was omitted in its second term.

Expression~13! is applicable in the configuration interaction as well as in the sing
configuration approximations. For the latter case it is more convenient to use the single
reduced matrix elements of operatorW(k1k2k)(nl) ~10! as standard quantities for the calculation
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matrix elements. Consequently, in single-configuration approximation Eq.~13! is useful only for
the interaction within a shell of equivalent electrons. The direct and the exchange intera
betweenn1l 1

N1 andn2l 2
N2 shells are described by the following equivalent operators:

O2
d5 (

kk1K1k2K2
j 1 j 2 j 3 j 4

@k#21@k1 ,K1 ,k2 ,K2 , j 1 , j 2 , j 3 , j 4#1/2~n1l 1 j 1n2l 2 j 2ig1
(k)g2

(k)in1l 1 j 3n2l 2 j 4!

3H l 1 l 1 k1

1/2 1/2 K1

j 1 j 3 k
J H l 2 l 2 k2

1/2 1/2 K2

j 2 j 4 k
J ~W(k1K1k)~n1l 1!•W(k2K2k)~n2l 2!!, ~14!

O2
ex5 (

kkk1K1k2K2
j 1 j 2 j 3 j 4

~21!k1k@k1 ,K1 ,k2 ,K2 , j 1 , j 2 , j 3 , j 4#1/2~n1l 1 j 1n2l 2 j 2ig1
(k)g2

(k)in2l 2 j 4n1l 1 j 3!

3H l 1 l 1 k1

1/2 1/2 K1

j 1 j 3 k
J H l 2 l 2 k2

1/2 1/2 K2

j 2 j 4 k
J H j 1 j 3 k

j 2 j 4 k J ~W(k1K1k)~n1l 1!•W(k2K2k)~n2l 2!!.

~15!

The ranks of operators in the orbital and spin spaces can be joined into the common rank

~W(k1K1k)
•W(k2K2k)!5(

u
@k# @u#1/2~21!k21K11uH k1 K1 k

K2 k2 uJ @W(k1K1)3W(k2K2)# (uu0).

~16!

The equivalent operatorsOb , Og , andOd are obtained in a simple way from~13! to ~15!
while substituting the corresponding formulas for the reduced matrix elements given in R
and 10 into these equations.

For Ob :

~n1l 1 j 1n2l 2 j 2ig1
(k)g2

(k)in3l 3 j 3n4l 4 j 4!b5e2E E ~n1l 1 j 1ih1
(k)in3l 3 j 3!

3~n2l 2 j 2ih2
(k)in4l 4 j 4!

r ,
k

r .
k11 dr 1dr 2 ~17!

with

~n1l 1 j 1ih(k)in3l 3 j 3!5~21! l 11 l 32 j 311/2@ j 1 , j 3#1/2S j 1 k j3

21/2 0 1/2D
3@D~ l 1l 3k!P1P31D~ l̄ 1 l̄ 3k!Q1Q3#, ~18!

where P and Q are, respectively, the large and small components of radial wave function
D( l 1l 3k) means the condition that the parametersl 1 , l 3 , andk form a triangle and their sum is
even.Pi[Pni l i j i

(r ); Qi[Qni l̄ i j i
(r ).
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For Og :

~n1l 1 j 1n2l 2 j 2ig1
(k)g2

(k)in3l 3 j 3n4l 4 j 4!g

5
e2

2 (
t
E E ~21!k1t

r ,
t

r .
t11 ~n1l 1 j 1i@C1

(t)3a1
(1)# (k)in3l 3 j 3!

3~n2l 2 j 2i@C2
(t)3a2

(1)# (k)in4l 4 j 4!dr 1dr 2 ~19!

with

~n1l 1 j 1i@C(t)3a (1)# (k)in3l 3 j 3!

5 i @k, j 1 , j 3#1/2~21! l 11 l 31 j 11 j 31kH ~21! l 111&S 1 t k

21 0 1D S j 1 j 3 k

21/2 21/2 1D
3@D~ l 1 l̄ 3t !P1Q31D~ l̄ 1l 3t !Q1P3#1~21! j 311/21tS 1 t k

0 0 0D S j 1 j 3 k

21/2 1/2 0D
3@D~ l 1 l̄ 3t !P1Q32D~ l̄ 1l 3t !Q1P3#J . ~20!

For Od :

~n1l 1 j 1n2l 2 j 2ig1
(k)g2

(k)in3l 3 j 3n4l 4 j 4!d

5
e2

6 (
t
E E ~n1l 1 j 1i@C1

(t)3a1
(1)# (k)in3l 3 j 3!~n2l 2 j 2i@C2

(t)3a2
(1)# (k)in4l 4 j 4!

3~21!k1t
r ,

t

r .
t11 dr 1dr 21

5e2

2 (
tpq

F~ tqp!H 1 1 2

q p kJ
3E

0

`

dr 2F E
0

r 2
dr 1

r 1
t

r 2
t11 ~n1l 1 j 1i@C1

(q)3a1
(1)# (k)in3l 3 j 3!~n2l 2 j 2i@C2

(p)3a2
(1)# (k)in4l 4 j 4!

1E
r 2

`

dr 1

r 2
t

r 1
t11 ~n1l 1 j 1i@C1

(p)3a1
(1)# (k)in3l 3 j 3!~n2l 2 j 2i@C2

(q)3a2
(1)# (k)in4l 4 j 4!G ~21!

with

F~ tqp!55
F 8t~ t11!~2t11!

15~2t21!~2t13!G
1/2

, if q5p5t,

2F t~ t21!~2t23!~2t11!

5~2t21! G1/2

, if q5t22, p5t,

F ~ t11!~ t12!~2t11!~2t15!

5~2t13! G1/2

, if q5t, p5t12.

~22!

In Ref. 6 the multipliert was written instead oft11 for F(t t t12).
It was shown in Ref. 5, that various terms of operatorsOa , Ob , Og , andOd asymptotically

turn into the operators of relativistic corrections in the Breit–Pauli approximation. For such
tification the small component of relativistic wave function is expressed by the large compo
After some transformations of radial integrals only the terms of the lowest order~up to a2! are
retained. In Ref. 5 such identification was accomplished for the equivalent electrons.
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It follows from the second quantization form for operatorH2 ~4! that for such investigation in
a general case it is sufficient to obtain the asymptotic relations for the two-electron matri
ments. Their expressions for various Breit–Pauli operators in the case of nonequivalent ele
were presented in Refs. 11–13. The final results are presented in Table I. They mainly corr
to the identification given in Ref. 5 but some restrictions for the ranks of operators are remo
a general case. The additional terms for the nonequivalent operators appear: the terms ofOb , Og ,
andOd with the ranksk15k25k, K151, K250 corresponding to the spin-other-orbit interacti
as well as the terms ofOb with k15k25k, K15K251, which do not give contribution of orde
a2. The terms ofOg andOd corresponding to spin–spin and spin–spin–contact interactions
give the additional operator, whose matrix elements vanish in the general case~direct and ex-
change parts of the matrix element cancel each other!.

Some terms of the equivalent operators give the contributions to various Breit–Pauli o
tors: the terms ofOa2

with k50 and ofOb with k15k25k, K15K250 containing large com-
ponents of orbitals turn into the operators of Coulomb interaction2Ze2/r and e2/r 12. On the
other hand, the same terms of these operators with small components of orbitals turn in
Darwin and mass corrections. The term ofOa1

with the rankk50 in ordera0 gives the operator
of kinetic energy and in ordera2 gives contribution to the mass correction; the part of t
operator with the rankk51 vanishes in the Breit–Pauli approximation. The part of the equiva

TABLE I. Correspondence of the terms of equivalent operators to the nonrelativistic and Breit–Pauli interaction op

Equivalent
operator

Ranks

Breit–Pauli interaction operatork k

Oa1
0 0 Kinetic energy and mass correction
1 1 Does not give contribution of ordera0,a2

Oa2
0 0 2Ze2/r , Darwin and mass correction
1 1 Spin–orbit

Equivalent
operator

Ranks

Breit–Pauli interaction operatork1 K1 k2 K2

Ob k 0 k 0 e2/r 12 , Darwin and mass correction
k 0 k 1 Spin–other–orbit
k 1 k 0 Spin–other–orbit
k 0 k21 1 Spin–other–orbit
k 0 k11 1 Spin–other–orbit
k21 1 k 0 Spin–other–orbit
k11 1 k 0 Spin–other–orbit
k 1 k 1 Does not give contribution of ordera2

k21 1 k21 1 Does not give contribution of ordera2

k21 1 k11 1 Does not give contribution of ordera2

k11 1 k21 1 Does not give contribution of ordera2

k11 1 k11 1 Does not give contribution of ordera2

Og , Od k21 1 k11 1 Spin–spin
k11 1 k21 1 Spin–spin
k 0 k 0 orbit–orbit
k 0 k 1 Spin–other–orbit
k 1 k 0 Spin–other–orbit
k 0 k21 1 Spin–other–orbit
k 0 k11 1 Spin–other–orbit
k21 1 k 0 Spin–other–orbit
k11 1 k 0 Spin–other–orbit
k21 1 k21 1 Spin–spin–contact~at u50! or
k 1 k 1 does not give contribution
k11 1 k11 1 of ordera2 ~at u>1!
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operatorsOg andOd with orbital ranksk15k2 equal tok, k61 and spin ranksK15K251 turns
at u50 into the operator of spin–spin–contact interaction but atu51,2 does not give contribution
of ordera2.

The terms ofOg andOd corresponding to spin–spin and spin–spin–contact interactions
give some additional operators, whose matrix elements vanish in a general case.

The expressions for matrix elements of equivalent operators are obtained by applyin
formulas presented in Refs. 14 and 15.

III. RELATIVISTIC DIRAC–FOCK EQUATIONS FOR A LEVEL AND TERM IN LS
COUPLING

For some excited configurations, especially those with the collapsing electron, a depen
of the radial orbitals on the many-electron state can become rather strong. Then it is neces
solve the term-dependent equations instead of the usual ones for the average energy.

If a coupling scheme within the electronic shell for rather heavy atoms remains closerLS
than to j j coupling, the relativistic equations for theLS state have to be solved.

The relativistic equations for theLS state can be obtained using the expression for the ma
element of the equivalent operator as a functional. We will take into account only the main
of the equivalent relativistic HamiltonianOa1

, Oa2
, andOb . Let us present the matrix elemen

of operatorsOa1
1Oa2

, andOb in the following form:

^KguOa1
1Oa2

uKg&5(
l j

a j~ l Ng!I ~ l j !, ~23!

^KguObuKg&5(
l j j 8

(
k

wk j j 8~ l Ng!Fk~ l j ,l j 8!1 (
l j j 8( j Þ j 8)

(
k

gk j j 8~ l Ng!Gk~ l j ,l j 8!

1
1

2 (
l l 8( lÞ l 8) j j 8

(
k

@wk j j 8~ l Nl 8
N8

g!Fk~ l j ,l 8 j 8!1gk j j 8~ l Nl 8
N8

g!Gk~ l j ,l 8 j 8!#,

~24!

whereI , Fk, andGk are the relativistic radial integrals8 andak , wk , andgk are the coefficients a
these integrals.

The Dirac–Fock equations inLS coupling are then presented:

S d

dr
1

k

r D Pnl j~r !5
1

c
@2 c22«nl j2Ynl j~r !# Qnl̄ j~r !2Xnl j

P ~r !

2
1

c (
n8 l 8 j 8(Þnl j )

d~k,k8! «nl j ,n8 l 8 j 8 Qn8 l̄ 8 j 8~r !,

~25!

S d

dr
2

k

r DQnl̄ j~r !5
1

c
@«nl j1Ynl j~r !# Pnl j~r !1X

n l̄ j

Q
~r !

1
1

c (
n8 l 8 j 8(Þnl j )

d~k,k8!«nl j ,n8 l 8 j 8 Pn8 l 8 j 8~r !,

where the direct and exchange potentials are given by
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Ynl j~r !5
1

r H 2Z1a j~ l Ng!21(
j 8k

wk j j 8~ l Ng! @11d~ j , j 8!# @Ynl j 8,nl j 8
k

~r !1Y
n l̄ j 8,n l̄ j 8

k
~r !#

1a j~ l Ng!21 (
n8 l 8(Þnl)

(
j 8k

wk j j 8~ l Nl 8
N8

g!@Yn8 l 8 j 8,n8 l 8 j 8
k

~r !1Y
n8 l̄ 8 j 8,n8 l̄ 8 j 8

k
~r !#J ,

~26!

Xnl j
P ~r !5

1

cr
a j~ l Ng!21 H (

j 8(Þ j )
(

k
gk j j 8~ l Ng! @Ynl j ,nl j 8

k
~r !1Y

n l̄ j ,n l̄ j 8

k
~r !# Qnl̄ j 8~r !

1 (
l 8Þ l

(
k j8

gk j j 8~ l Nl 8
N8

g! @Ynl j ,n8 l 8 j 8
k

~r !1Y
n l̄ j ,n8 l̄ 8 j 8

k
~r !# Qn8 l̄ 8 j 8~r !J , ~27!

Xnl j
Q ~r !5

1

cr
a j~ l Ng!21 H (

j 8(Þ j )
(

k
gk j j 8~ l Ng! Y

n l̄ j ,n l̄ j 8

k
~r ! Pnl j 8~r !

1 (
n8 l 8(Þnl)

(
k j8

gk j j 8~ l Nl 8
N8

g! Y
n l̄ j ,n8 l̄ 8 j 8

k
~r ! Pn8 l 8 j 8~r !J . ~28!

In ~26!–~28! the integral functionYk is defined:

Ynl j ,n8 l 8 j 8
k

~r !5r 2kE
0

r

r 1
k Pnl j~r 1! Pn8 l 8 j 8~r 1! dr 11r k11E

r

`

r 1
2k21 Pnl j~r 1! Pn8 l 8 j 8~r 1! dr 1 .

~29!

When in its notation the quantum numberl is replaced byl̄ , the radial functionQnl̄ j (r ) is used
instead ofPnl j (r ). The quantum numberk is defined:

k5H l for j 5 l 21/2

2 l 21 for j 5 l 11/2.
~30!

The potentials~26!–~28! correspond to the equations for theLSJ level. If we like to obtain the
equations for theLS term, it is necessary to take into account only the term with the rankk50 in
ak j and to leave only the terms withK15K250 in wk j j 8 , gk j j 8 .

IV. THE AVERAGES OF THE RELATIVISTIC OPERATORS

The expressions for the equivalent operator in terms of standard operators enable us to
the average values of various parts of Hamiltonian in a simple way.

The average values of the operators (W(k1K1k)
•W(k2K2k)) andW(kk0) have the expressions:

1

g~ l N! (
gLSJ

@J#^nlNgLSJu~W(k1K1k)~nl !•W(k2K2k)~nl !!unlNgLSJ&

5
N~N21!

~4l 11!~2l 11!
d~k1 ,k2!d~K1 ,K2!@@ l #d~k1,0!d~K1,0!12l ~21!k11K11k@k##,

~31!

1

g~ l N! (
gLSJ

@J#^nlNgLSJuW(kk0)~nl !unlNgLSJ&5
N~N21!

2
A 2

2l 11
d~k,0!, ~32!
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1

g~ l 1
N1l 2

N2!
(

gLSJ
@J#^n1l 1

N1n2l 2
N2gLSJu~W(k1K1k)~n1l 1!•W(k2K2k)~n2l 2!!un1l 1

N1n2l 2
N2gLSJ&

5
N1N2

2@ l 1 ,l 2#1/2d~k,0!d~k1,0!d~k2,0!d~K1,0!d~K2,0!, ~33!

whereg( l N) andg( l 1
N1l 2

N2) are the statistical weights of configurations.
The substitution of~31!–~33! into the averages of the equivalent operatorO2 and summation

over the ranks give the following results:

1

g~ l N! (
gLSJ

@J#^nlNgLSJuO2unlNgLSJ&

5
N~N21!

2~4l 11!~4l 12! F (
k~.0! j 1 j 2

~21! j 11 j 2~nl j 1nl j 2ig1
(k)g2

(k)inl j 2nl j 1!

1(
j 1 j 2

@ j 1 , j 2#1/2~nl j 1nl j 2ig1
(0)g2

(0)inl j 1nl j 2!G , ~34!

1

g~ l 1
N1l 2

N2!
(

gLSJ
@J#^n1l 1

N1n2l 2
N2gLSJuO2

dun1l 1
N1n2l 2

N2gLSJ&

5
N1N2

~4l 112!~4l 212! (j 1 j 2

@ j 1 , j 2#1/2~n1l 1 j 1n2l 2 j 2ig1
(0)g2

(0)in1l 1 j 1n2l 2 j 2!, ~35!

1

g~ l 1
N1l 2

N2!
(

gLSJ
@J#^n1l 1

N1n2l 2
N2gLSJuO2

exun1l 1
N1n2l 2

N2gLSJ&

5
N1N2

~4l 112!~4l 212! (
k j1 j 2

~21! j 11 j 2~n1l 1 j 1n2l 2 j 2ig1
(k)g2

(k)in2l 2 j 2n1l 1 j 1!. ~36!

The average energy of interactions described by the operatorsHb , Hg , andHd is obtained
substituting in~34!–~36! the corresponding formulas for the reduced matrix elements.

Only the spherical terms withk50 give the contribution to the average of the direct part
the interaction between electronic shells. However, such term vanishes forOg andOd operators
due to the properties of the reduced matrix element~20!. Thus the average of the correspondi
interaction energy has only the exchange part.

The obtained averages are equivalent to the averages for a complex of relativistic con
tions arising from the same nonrelativistic configuration.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The equivalent relativistic operator produces the same result in the nonrelativisticLS scheme
as obtained by evaluating the relativistic Hamiltonian with respect to relativistic wave funct
any additional simplifications are not needed. The mixing of relativistic configurations ar
from the same nonrelativistic configuration is taken into account. This method has several
tages in comparison with a rather complicated transformation fromj j to LS coupling:~i! all parts
of the equivalent Hamiltonian are expressed in terms of the same scalar product of st
operators and their matrix elements can be evaluated in the more simple nonrelativistic sc
~ii ! the insight into the structure of equivalent operator gives the possibility to make som
proximations~for example, to omit small terms having no analogue in the Breit–Pauli Ha
tonian or corresponding to a weak spin–spin interaction!.
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The form of the equivalent operator useful for practical calculations is obtained. It is im
mented in a general computer code. The Dirac–Fock equations for a level and term inLS coupling
are derived, they can be useful for the description of excited configurations, especially w
collapsing electron as well as for the calculation of the binding energies and system differe

The correspondence between the equivalent relativistic and Breit–Pauli operators giv
possibility to obtain the general relations between the nonrelativistic and relativistic radial
grals.
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Some exact results for mid-band and zero band-gap states
of associated Lame ´ potentials
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Applying certain known theorems about one-dimensional periodic potentials, we
show that the energy spectrum of the associated Lame´ potentials, a(a
11)msn2(x,m)1b(b11)m cn2(x,m)/dn2(x,m), consists of a finite number of
bound bands followed by a continuum band when botha andb take integer values.
Further, ifa andb are unequal integers, we show that there must exist some zero
band-gap states, i.e., doubly degenerate states with the same number of nodes.
More generally, in casea and b are not integers, but eithera1b or a2b is an
integer (aÞb), we again show that several of the band-gaps vanish due to degen-
eracy of states with the same number of nodes. Finally, when eithera or b is an
integer and the other takes a half-integral value, we obtain exact analytic solutions
for several mid-band states. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1416487#

I. INTRODUCTION

The energy spectrum of electrons on a lattice is of central importance in condensed
physics. In particular, the knowledge of the existence and locations of band edges and ban
determines many physical properties. Unfortunately, even in one dimension, there are ve
analytically solvable periodic potential problems in quantum mechanics. The Lame´ potential,

V~x!5a~a11!m sn2~x,m!, a51,2,3,. . . , ~1!

is well-known to be exactly solvable. Here sn(x,m) is a Jacobi elliptic function of real elliptic
modulus parameterm (0<m<1) with period 4K(m). For simplicity, from now onward, we will
not explicitly display the modulus parameterm as an argument of Jacobi elliptic functions.1

Recently, we have vastly extended2 the list of known solvable potentials by exploiting tw
different directions. First, we have shown that the supersymmetric partners of the Lame´ potential
constitute a wide class of new exactly solvable periodic potentials, which are distinctly diff
from the Lame´ potential of Eq.~1! ~for a.1!, even though they have the same energy b
structure. Second, we have shown2 that the associated Lame´ potentials,3

V~x!5pmsn2 x1qm
cn2 x

dn2 x
, p[a~a11!, q[b~b11! ~2!

~which constitute a much richer class of periodic potentials! and their supersymmetric partne
yield many additional solvable and quasi-exactly solvable~QES! periodic problems provideda
1b and/ora2b is an integer. Here, like snx, the Jacobi elliptic functions cnx and dnx also have
the same modulus parameterm which, for notational convenience, is not explicitly displaye

a!Electronic mail: khare@iopb.res.in
b!Electronic mail: sukhatme@uic.edu
56520022-2488/2001/42(12)/5652/13/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Without any loss of generality, we shall always consider associated Lame´ potentials withp>q.2

All associated Lame´ potentials have a period 2K(m), but the special casep5q has a period
K(m).

There are several issues which were not addressed in our previous paper,2 hereafter simply
referred to as I. For example, in the case of the Lame´ potential~1!, it is well known that there are
a (ua11u) bound bands followed by a continuum band whena is a positive~negative! integer.4

What about the associated Lame´ case, especially when botha andb are integers? In particular, fo
these cases, are there only a finite number of bound bands followed by a continuum band
happens ifa and b are not integers but eithera1b or a2b are integers? Furthermore, for th
Lamépotential, whena takes half-integral values~saya5n11/2, n50,1,2, . . .!, then (n11)
doubly-degenerate solutions are known3,4 for the mid-band states~i.e., states with period 8K!. Can
one also analytically obtain the mid-band states for the associated Lame´ potentials?

Our purpose in this paper is to address the issues raised above. In particular, using
known theorems about periodic problems in one dimension, we show that even in the ass
Lamécase, there are only a finite number of bound bands followed by a continuum band in
both a andb are integers. Further, as long asa andb ~and hencep,q! are unequal integers, the
we also show that some of the band-gaps~either of period 2K or 4K! disappear. On the othe
hand, ifa,b are not integers but eithera1b or a2b is an integer (aÞb), then in general there ar
an infinite number of bands out of which, but for the lowest few, all other band gaps of e
period 2K or 4K vanish. Finally, whena is a half integer andb is an integer, we obtain severa
exact mid-band states~i.e., states of period 8K!.

The plan of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we describe some known theorems abo
number of band-gaps in a periodic potential in one dimension. Using these theorems, we sh
if a and b are integers such thatp.q.0, then the associated Lame´ potential has also onlya
bound bands followed by a continuum band. Further, ifa2b is an even~odd! integer, then there
are b doubly-degenerate band edges of period 4K (2K) ~i.e., in these cases the correspondi
band-gaps are zero!. Unfortunately, we are unable to obtain energy eigenstates for any of thesb
states. However, we do obtain exact expressions for the remaining 2a11 band edges. In particu
lar, if a2b is an even~odd! integer, then one can obtain the energy eigenvalues and eigen
tions for thea1b11 (a2b) states of period 2K and a2b (a1b11) states of period 4K. In
Sec. III we discuss the case when botha,b are half-integral and such thatp.q.0. In this case we
show that ifa2b is an even~odd! integer, one can obtain exact eigenvalues and eigenfunc
for theb11/2 doubly-degenerate states of period 4K (2K) ~i.e., in these cases, the correspondi
band gaps are zero! as well asa2b nondegenerate states of the same period. Unfortunately, in
case one is not able to obtain any eigenstates of period 2K (4K). In Sec. IV we consider the cas
whena is half-integral (a5k11/2) andb is an integer (b5s, s50,1,2,. . . ,N, k5N2s) and
show that for every possible value ofs, one can obtain exact, doubly-degenerate,k11 mid-band
states of period 8K. Finally, in the last section we summarize the results obtained in this pape
point out some open problems.

II. a,b INTEGRAL AND FINITE NUMBER OF BOUND BANDS

Consider the Schro¨dinger equation for the associated Lame´ potential specified in Eq.~2! for
the usual case of a particle of mass 1/2 using units with\51:

2
d2c~x!

dx2 1Fa~a11!m sn2~x!1b~b11!m
cn2 x

dn2 xGc~x!5Ec~x!. ~3!

Following the procedure described in I, we substitute

c~x!5@dnx#2by~x!, ~4!

yielding
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y9~x!12bm
snx cnx

dnx
y8~x!1@l2~a1b!~a112b!m sn2 x#y~x!50. ~5!

On further substituting snx[ sint,y(x)[z(t), it is easily shown thatz(t) satisfies Ince’s equation

~11A cos 2t !z9~ t !1B sin 2tz8~ t !1~C1D cos 2t !z~ t !50, ~6!

where

A5
m

22m
, B5

~2b21!m

22m
, C5

l2~a1b!~a112b!m

22m
,

D5
~a112b!~a1b!m

22m
, l5E2mb2. ~7!

Now several exact results for Ince’s equation are known in the literature. In particular, it is k
that the system satisfying Ince’s equation~6! hasat most j11 band-gaps of periodp@2p# in case
the polynomialQ(m)@Q* (m)# has non-negative integral roots, the highest of which isj .5 Here
the quadratic polynomialsQ(m) andQ* (m) are given by

Q~m!52Am22Bm2
D

2
, Q* ~m!52AS m2

1

2D 2

2BS m2
1

2D2
D

2
. ~8!

On the other hand, ifQ(m)@Q* (m)# has negative integral roots, the smallest of which is2 j 0

21, then the system satisfying Ince’s equation~6! hasat most j011 band-gaps of periodp@2p#.
It must be noted here that in the notation of Ref. 5, the lowest band-gap of periodp alwaysexists
and is fromE52` to E5E0 , whenE0 denotes the energy of the lower edge of the lowest ene
band.

Using these theorems it is easily shown3 that the Lame´ potential ~1! hasa (ua11u) bound
bands followed by a continuum band in casea is a positive~negative! integer.

Let us now apply these results to the associated Lame´ potential~2!. We might add here that the
periodp@2p# for Ince’s equation corresponds to period 2K(m)@4K(m)# in the associated Lame´
case~note snx[sint!. On using the expressions for A,B,C,D as given in Eq.~7! it is easily shown
that the roots ofQ(m) are at

m15
a1b

2
, m25

b2a21

2
, ~9!

while the roots ofQ* (m) are at

m1* 5
a1b11

2
, m2* 5

b2a

2
. ~10!

These roots are integral if and only ifa1b and/ora2b take integer values. In this section w
consider the case when botha andb are integral while in the next section we consider the ot
possibilities.

When botha andb take integer values then it follows from Eqs.~9! and ~10! that either the
rootsm1 andm2* or the rootsm2 andm1* are integral. In particular, it botha andb or odd or even
then the rootsm1 andm2* are integral while if one of them is odd and the other even thenm2 and
m1* are integral. Thus in both cases, there are only a finite number of band-gaps of periodp and
2p @and hence of periods 2K and 4K for the associated Lame´ potential~2!#. Hence it follows that
when botha and b take integer values, then there are only a finite number of bound b
followed by a continuous band.
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In fact, as we show now, these theorems when supplemented with the exact results obta
I ~see Table III of I! tell us quite a lot about the nature of band structure in these cases
consider the two cases ofa2b being odd or even integer separately.

~i! a2b5odd integer
From Eq.~9! it then follows that there are at most an (a2b11)/2 number of band-gaps o

period 2K. An examination of the few explicit cases confirms the fact that there are indee
many band-gaps~and not less! of period 2K. This implies that in this case there are onlya2b
number of nondegenerate states of period 2K. Quite remarkably, all thesea2b states are QES
states. In particular, the solution for these states can be obtained from Table III of I in cp
5a(a11) while q5@a2(a2b21)#@a2(a2b)#.

On the other hand, from Eq.~10!, it follows that in casea2b is an odd integer, then there ar
at most an (a1b13)/2 number of band-gaps of period 4K. However, specific examples sho
that there are in fact only an (a1b11)/2 number of band-gaps. This also follows from Eq.~10!
in case we takea.0 but instead ofb take2b21 ~note thatq is invariant underb→2b21!. We
see thatm2* has an integral root at2 (a1b11)/2 and hence there are at most an (a1b11)/2
number of band-gaps, i.e.,a1b11 number of nondegenerate states of period 4K. Again all these
are QES states, the solution for which is obtained from Table III of I in casep5a(a11), q
5@a2(a1b)#@a2(a1b11)#.

Thus we see that whena2b is an odd integer then there are (a1b11)/2 band-gaps of period
4K but only (a2b11)/2 band-gaps of period 2K and the corresponding band edges are known
principle from Table III of I. However, since the band edge wavefunctions arranged in ord
increasing energy are of period 2K,4K,4K,2K,2K, . . . , hence it follows that in this case ther
must also beb band-gaps of period 2K which must be of zero width, i.e., there must beb doubly
degenerate states of period 2K. Unfortunately, so far, we have not been able to obtain either
eigenvalues or the eigenfunctions of even one of these states. Thus in this case there area
bound bands followed by a continuum band out of which the topb bound bands are a bit unusu
in that both of their band edges have period 4K and two degenerate states of period 2K lie inside
each of these bound bands.

As an illustration, consider the case ofp512, q56, i.e., a53, b52. From the above dis-
cussion it follows that there must be 1 QES band edge of period 2K which is the ground state
Using Table III of I, it is easily seen that the eigenvalue and the eigenfunction of this state

c05dn3 x, E059m. ~11!

In addition, there must be 6 nondegenerate QES band edges of period 4K and the eigenvalues an
eigenfunctions for these six states are easily obtained. In particular, it is easily shown that th
the eigenstates have the form

c1,6,95
cnx

dn2 x
@A1B sn2 x1D sn4 x#, ~12!

and the corresponding three eigenvaluesE1,6,9 satisfy the cubic equation

l324~82m!l2148~41m!l2576m50, E5l1114m. ~13!

The other three eigenstates have the form

c2,5,105
snx

dn2 x
@A1B sn2 x1D sn4 x#, ~14!

and the corresponding three eigenvaluesE2,5,10 satisfy the cubic equation

l328~41m!l2148~417m!l2576m~31m!50, E5l111m. ~15!
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In view of the oscillation theorem, it is then clear that there must be a pair of doubly-degen
states (c3,4) and (c7,8) of period 2K whose energy must go to 4~14! and 16~17!, respectively, as
m→0(1). Thus whereas four statesc2,3,4,5 must merge atE514 asm→1 the other four states
c6,7,8,9must merge atE517 asm→1. Thus, as shown in Fig. 1, in this case there are three bo
bands followed by a continuum band. The two upper-most bound bands have both of thei
edges of period 4K and in between are the pair of doubly-degenerate statesc3,4 andc7,8 of period
2K whose energy eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are not known analytically. We have the
computed these energy eigenvalues numerically and these are shown by the dotted line
figure.

As another illustration, consider the case ofp56,q52, i.e., a52,b51. From the above
discussion it follows that in this case there must be 1 QES band edge of period 2K and 4 QES
band edges of period 4K and interestingly enough the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for t
five states were already given in the Table IV of I. Further, as stated in I, two states of perioK
must also be present but so far we are unable to obtain these states analytically. Howeve
was not clear at that time was that the two states of period 2K must be degenerate and who
energy goes to 4~7! as m→0(1) so that asm→1, four of the statesc2,3,4,5 must merge atE
57. Besides, it was also not clear then that in this case there are only two bound bands fo
by a continuum band and that the upper band is a bit unusual in that both of its band edges
period 4K and inside the band there are two degenerate states of period 2K.

~ii ! a2b5even integer
From Eq.~9!, it follows that in this case there are at most (a1b12)/2 band-gaps of period

2K. Explicit examples confirm that this is indeed so. Hence, in this case one has ana1b11
number of nondegenerate states. Quite remarkably, all these are QES states for which a
can be obtained from Table III of I whenp5a(a11), q5@a2(a1b)#@a2(a1b11)#.

On the other hand, from Eq.~10!, it follows that there are at most (a2b)/2 band-gaps of
period 4K and hencea2b number of nondegenerate states of period 4K. Specific examples
confirm the expectation. These are all QES states which can be obtained from Table III of I i
p5a(a11), q5@a2(a2b)#@a2(a2b21)#.

Thus whena2b is an even integer~with both ana,b integer!, then there are (a1b12)/2
band gaps of period 2K but only (a2b)/2 band gaps of period 4K and in principle the corre-
sponding band edges are all analytically known from Table III of I. In view of the fact that
band edge wave functions in increasing order of energy are of period 2K,4K,4K,2K,2K, . . . , it

FIG. 1. Band edge energies for the associated Lame´ potential~12,6! as a function of the elliptic modulus parameterm. The
band edges are labeled by the number of wave function nodes in the interval 2K(m). Note that the band gap between th
two states with 2 nodes as well as with four nodes is zero, that isE35E4 andE75E8. The energy eigenvalues of thes
degenerate states have been calculated numerically and are shown by dotted lines.
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then follows that in this case, too, there must beb zero band-gaps of period 4K, i.e., there must
beb doubly-degenerate states of period 4K. Unfortunately, so far, we have not been able to obt
an analytic solution for even one of these (2b) states. Thus in this case also there are in ala
bound bands followed by a continuum band out of which the topb bound bands are again a b
unusual in that both of their band edges are of period 2K and two degenerate states of period 4K
lie inside each of these bound bands.

As an illustration, consider the case ofp512, q52, i.e.,a53, b51. As described in I, this
potential is oscillatory form, 5

6, but has interesting structure coming from secondary extrema
m. 5

6. From the above discussion it follows that the~12,2! potential must have 2 nondegenera
QES states of period 4K. Using Table III of I, it is easily seen that the eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions of these states is given by

c15cnx dn2 x, E15114m, ~16!

c25snx dn2 x, E25119m. ~17!

In addition there must be 5 nondegenerate states of period 2K whose eigenvalues and eigenfun
tions are easily obtained from Table III of I. In particular, the eigenvalues and the eigenfunc
of two of the states are

c8,35
snx cnx

dnx
@5msn2 x232m6d7#, E8,351012m62d7 , ~18!

whered75A929m1m2. On the other hand, the remaining three eigenstates have the form

c0,4,75
1

dnx
@A1B sn2 x1D sn4 x#, ~19!

and the three corresponding eigenvaluesE0,4,7 satisfy the cubic equation@see Eqs.~39! and ~40!
of I#

l324~2m15!l2116~4111m!l2192m~21m!50, E5l1m. ~20!

In view of the oscillation theorem, it is then clear that there must also be two degenerate
(c5,6) of period 4K whose energy tends to 9~13! asm→0(1) sothat the four statesc4,5,6,7must
merge atE513 asm→1. Thus, as shown in Fig. 2, in this case, there are three bound b
followed by a continuum band. Further, the upper-most bound band has both of its band ed
period 2K and in between are the two degenerate states of period 4K whose energy eigenvalu
and eigenfunctions are not known analytically. We have computed the degenerate energy
value numerically and it is shown by a dotted line in Fig. 2.

What happens ifa5b with both being an integer? In this case the associated Lame´ potential
has periodK(m) rather than 2K(m) and hence the results from Ince’s equation are not dire
applicable. However, as has been shown in I fora5b51,2 ~and also explicitly verified fora
5b53,4!, in this case there area bound bands followed by a continuum band and 2a11 band
edges all of which are in principle explicitly known from Table III of I. Further, in this case, th
are no band gaps of zero width.

III. a,b HALF-INTEGRAL AND INFINITE NUMBER OF BAND-GAPS OF ZERO WIDTH

Let us now specialize to the case when botha andb are half-integral such thatp.q.0. From
Eqs.~9! and~10! it is clear that in this case either the rootsm1 andm2 or m1* andm2* are integral
but not both. In particular, ifa2b is an odd integer, then both the rootsm1 andm2 are integral
while m1* andm2* are not integral while ifa2b is an even integer, then the rootsm1* andm2* are
integral whilem1 andm2 are not integral. Thus it follows that unlike the integrala,b case, here
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one will in general have an infinite number of bands but only a finite number of band-ga
either period 2K or 4K depending on whethera2b is an odd or an even integer. As before, let
discuss the two cases separately.

~i! a2b5odd integer
From Eqs.~9! and~10! it follows that in this case bothm1 andm2 are integral whilem1* and

m2* are half-integral. Thus in this case there will be infinite number of band-gaps of period 4K but
at most(a1b12)/2 band gaps of period 2K. However, a study of several explicit examples sh
that there are in fact only an (a2b11)/2 number of band-gaps of period 2K and hence there ar
only ana2b number of nondegenerate states of period 2K and all these are QES states. Howev
using Table III of I it is easily shown that in this case there are in facta1b11 QES states of
period 2K. This then implies that the remaining 2b11 QES states must correspond to doub
degenerate eigenstates of period 2K, i.e., in this case there areb1 1/2 doubly degenerate QE
states of period 2K, each of which is lying inside a band. It is interesting to note that whe
when both a and b are integers, then one does not have an analytic expression for even one
degenerate state, when botha,b are half-integral, energy eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
known in principle from Table III of I forb1 1/2 doubly-degenerate QES states.

Summarizing, whena2b is an odd integer, then there are infinite number of bands ou
which except for the lowesta2b bands, the rest are rather unusual in that both of their band e
have period 4K and two degenerate states of period 2K reside inside each of these bands.

As an illustration, consider the case ofp5 15/4 ,q53/4, i.e.,a53/2, b51/2. From the above
discussion, it follows that in this case one must have one nondegenerate and one d
degenerate QES state of period 2K. Using Table III of I it is easily seen that the eigenvalue a
the eigenfunction for the nondegenerate state is given by

c05dn3/2x, E05
9m

4
, ~21!

while the energy eigenvalue and the corresponding two degenerate eigenfunctions are giv

c35
snx cnx

dn1/2x
, c45

@2sn2 x21#

dn1/2x
, E3,4541

m

4
. ~22!

FIG. 2. Band edge energies for the associated Lame´ potential~12,2! as a function of the elliptic modulus parameterm. The
band edges are labeled by the number of wave function nodes in the interval 2K(m). Note that the band gap between th
two states with 3 nodes is zero. The energy eigenvalueE55E6 of these degenerate states has been calculated numer
and is shown by a dotted line.
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Note that in this case, out of the infinite number of bands, except for the lowest band, all
bands have both of their band edges of period 4K.

Another case, already discussed in I~see Table VII! is whenp5 63/4 ,q53/4, i.e.,a57/2,
b51/2. As shown there, in this case one has three nondegenerate QES states of period 2K and one
doubly-degenerate level of the same period. Further, in this case, but for the lowest three ba
other bands have both of their band edges of period 4K.

~ii ! a2b5even integer
From Eqs.~9! and~10! it follows that in this case bothm1* andm2* are integral whilem1 and

m2 are half-integral. Hence, in this case there will be infinite number of band-gaps of perioK
but at mostan (a1b11)/2 number of band-gaps of period 4K. However, a study of severa
explicit examples reveals that in this case there are only an (a2b)/2 number of band gaps an
hence ana2b number of nondegenerate QES states of period 4K. However, using Table III of I
it is easily shown that in this case there are in fact ana1b11 number of QES states of perio
4K. This implies that in addition to thea2b nondegenerate QES states, there must also beb
11 QES degenerate states of period 4K, i.e., in this case also there areb11/2 doubly-degenerate
QES states of period 4K, each of which is lying inside a band.

Thus, in this case too, there are an infinite number of bands out of which except for the l
a2b bands, the rest are rather unusual in that both of their band edges are of period 2K and two
degenerate states of period 4K reside inside each of these bands.

As an illustration, consider the case ofp5 35/4 ,q53/4, i.e.,a55/2,b51/2. In view of the
above discussion, we expect two nondegenerate and one doubly-degenerate QES states
4K. Using Table III of I it is easily shown that the energy eigenstates for the two nondegen
states are

c15cnx dn3/2x, E1511
9m

4
, ~23!

c25snx dn3/2x, E2511
25m

4
, ~24!

while for the two degenerate states one has

c55
cnx~4sn2 x21!

dn1/2x
, c65

snx ~4sn2 x23!

dn1/2x
, E5,6591

m

4
. ~25!

Thus, in this case~out of the infinite number of bands! except for the two lowest bands, all oth
bands are a bit unusual in that both of their band edge eigenfunctions are of period 2K.

We thus have seen that for half-integrala,b with a.b, one hasa2b nondegenerate andb
1 1/2 doubly-degenerate QES states of period 2K or 4K depending on whethera2b is an odd or
an even integer. Thus forb51/2,3/2,...(a.b), we expect 1,2, . . . , doubly-degenerate QES state
We now show that the energy eigenvalues of these doubly-degenerate states can be easily
analytically in caseb51/2 or 3/2 anda being an arbitrary half-integer~with a.b!. In particular,
if we start with the ansatz

y1~x!5 (
k50

N11

Ak sn2k x, ~26!

then on substituting it in the associated Lame´ equation~5! and equating coefficient of terms wit
sn2N14 x and sn2N12 x we find that in casea52N13/2,b51/2 then the corresponding energ
eigenvalue is

E5~2N12!21m/4, N50,1,2,. . . . . ~27!

In fact E as given by Eq.~27! is also the energy eigenvalue in case we start with the ansatz
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y2~x!5 (
k50

N

Ak sn2k11 x cnx, ~28!

and substitute it in Eq.~5!. As expected, the results given in Eq.~22! agree with these given abov
in caseN50 while for N51 our results agree with those given in Table VII of I.

Similarly, it is easily shown that in casea52N15/2, b51/2 then the degenerate eigenval
and the corresponding eigenfunctions are

E5~2N13!21m/4,N50,1,2,. . . , ~29!

y1~x!5 (
k50

N11

Ak sn2k11 x, y2~x!5 (
k50

N11

Bk cnx sn2k x. ~30!

For the special case ofN50, our results agree with those given in Eq.~25!.
On the other hand, forb53/2 anda52N15/2, the two degenerate energy eigenvalues a

E54N2112N1101
5m

4
6A~4N16!22~4N16!2m1m2, N50,1,2,. . . , ~31!

while the corresponding eigenfunctions are of the form

y1~x!5 (
k50

N12

Ak sn2k x, y2~x!5 (
k50

N11

Bk cnx sn2k11 x. ~32!

However, forb53/2 anda52N17/2, the two degenerate energy eigenvalues are

E54N2116N1171
5m

4
6A16~N12!2216~N12!2m1m2, N50,1,2,. . . , ~33!

while the corresponding degenerate eigenfunctions are of the form

y1~x!5 (
k50

N12

Ak snx2k11, y2~x!5 (
k50

N12

Bk cnx sn2k x. ~34!

It is worth adding that in caseb521/2(a.b), one obtainsa1 1/2 nondegenerate QES stat
of period 2K(4K) depending on ifa1 1/2 is an odd or an even integer. Note that whenb5
21/2 thenq521/4 while p.0. As an illustration, considera55/2, b521/2, i.e.,p535/4, q
521/4. In this case we have 3 QES states of period 2K whose energy eigenvalues and eige
functions are easily obtained from Table III of I whenq5(a22)(a23) and of coursep5a(a
11).

Finally, let us discuss the case whena,b are neither integral nor half-integral but are such th
either a1b or a2b is an integer. It is easily seen from Eqs.~9! and ~10! that if eithera1b
52N or a2b52N11 then there are at mostN11 band-gaps of period 2K while if a2b
52N or a1b52N21 then there are at mostN band-gaps of period 4K. Further, from Table III
of I we find that when eithera1b52N or a2b52N11 then there are precisely 2N11 QES
states of period 2K while if a1b52N21 or a2b52N then there are precisely 2N QES states
of period 4K and all these are nondegenerate states.
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IV. MID-BAND STATES

For the Lame´ potential, the majority of results are for integrala ~and hencep!. However, for
half-integral values ofa, analytic expressions fora1 1/2 mid-band states~of period 8K! have
been obtained.4 In particular, it is known that ifa52N1 1/2, there are 2N11 mid-band states o
the form (N50,1,2,. . . )

c~x!5Adnx1cnx u~x!, ~35!

where

u~x!5 (
k50

N

Ak sn2k x1 (
k50

N21

Bk cnx dnx sn2k x, ~36!

while if a52N1 3/2, then there are 2N12 states of the form~35! but where (N50,1,2,. . . )

u~x!5dnx (
k50

N

Ak sn2k x1cnx (
k50

N

Bk sn2k x. ~37!

Further, since the Lame´ equation is invariant underx→x12K(m), it follows that in each case on
obtains another solution with thesameenergy by changing cnx to 2cnx.

In this section we show that the associated Lame´ potential ~2! also has a similar form of
mid-band solutions~of period 8K! in casea is half-integral whileb takes integral values. In
particular, if a5k1 1/2 ,b5s while k52N with N,k,s being non-negative integers, then for
given k, one obtainsk11 doubly-degenerate solutions for every possible~non-negative integral!
value ofs. Further, in this case too, all solutions are also doubly degenerate since the ass
Laméequation is invariant under cnx→2cnx.

We begin by substituting the ansatz

y~x!5Adnx1cnx z~x!, ~38!

into Eq. ~5!. We find thatz(x) satisfies the equation

snxdnxz9~x!1@2bmsn2 x cnx2dnx1cnxdn2 x#z8~x!1@l1snx dnx2rm sn3 x dnx

2bmcnx snx1bmcn2 x snx dnx#z~x!50, ~39!

where

l15l2
11m

4
, r 5~a112b!~a1b!23/4. ~40!

Not surprisingly,z(x)5const is a solution with energyE5(11 m)/4 ~noteE5l1mb2! provided
b50 anda51/2, i.e.,p53/4, q50. Following the discussion given above, we try the ansatz~37!
with N50, i.e.,

z~x!5A dnx1B cnx, ~41!

in Eq. ~39!. It is easily shown that there are two possible solutions in this case.
~i! b50, a53/2:

c~x!5@dnx2~12m6A12m1m2! cnx# Adnx1cnx, E5 5
4 ~11m!6A12m1m2.

~42!
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~ii ! b51, a51/2:

c~x!5F12
2 cnx

dnx GAdnx1cnx, E5
91m

4
. ~43!

Several comments are in order at this stage.

~1! On making use of the fact that asm→0, dnx→1 while cnx→cosx it is easily shown that in
caseb50, a53/2, the two solutions go over to cos (x/2) and cos (3x/2) with energies 1/4 and
9/4, respectively. On the other hand, asm→1, the two states go over to the ground and exci
states of the potentialV515/4 tanh2 x with eigenvalues 3/2 and 7/2, respectively.

~2! On the other hand, asm→0 the solution withb51 anda51/2 goes over to cos(3x/2) with
energy 9/4 while asm→1, it goes over to the ground state of the potentialV5 3/4 tanh2 x
12 with energy eigenvalue 5/2.

~3! Degenerate solutions are obtained in all these cases by changing cnx to 2cnx, and asm
→0 these go over to sin(x/2) or sin(3x/2) as the case may be.

One can now immediately generalize to the general ansatz~37! and show that for a givenN,
if a5k11/2 andb5s with k52N112s (N50,1,2,. . . ) thenk11 doubly-degenerate eigenva
ues and eigenfunctions can be obtained for every possible non-negatives. For example, let us
consider the ansatz~37! with N51, i.e.,

z~x!5dnx @A01A1sn2 x#1cnx @B01B1 sn2 x#. ~44!

After substituting this ansatz in Eq.~39! and performing lengthy algebraic manipulations, it
easily shown that there are four possible solutions in this case.

~i! b50, a57/2
As is well known,4 in this casel15E2 (11m)/4 satisfies a quartic equation,

l1
4220~11m!l1

3118~6119m16m2!l1
2236~4139m139m214m3!l11135m~8123m

18m2!50, ~45!

all of whose roots are real and that asm→0 the solutions go over to
cos (x/2) ,cos (3x/2) ,cos (5x/2) ,cos (7x/2) with energies 1/4 , 9/4 , 25/4 and 49/4, respectively.

~ii ! b51, a55/2
In this casel1 can be shown to satisfy the cubic equation@noteE5l11 (11m)/41mb2#

l1
32~5m114!l1

21~24188m2m2!l115m3298m2296m50, ~46!

whose all three roots are real for anym(0<m<1). As m→0, we find that the solutions go ove
to cos (x/2) ,cos (3x/3) ,cos (7x/2) with energies 1/4, 9/4, 49/4, respectively.

~iii ! b52, a53/2
In this case there are two solutions with the corresponding energies being

E5
2915m

4
6A25225m1m2. ~47!

Note that asm→0 the two energies go over to 9/4 and 49/4 and the corresponding solutio
over to cos (3x/2) and cos (7x/2), respectively.

~iv! b53, a51/2
In this case there is only one solution given by

c5S dnxF12
~42m!

3
sn2 xG2

4

3
cnx @12~22m!sn2 x# DAdnx1cnx, E5

491m

4
. ~48!
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It is easily checked that asm→0 the solution goes over to cos (7x/2) and the corresponding energ
is 49/4.

On the other hand ifa5k1 1/2 ,b5s andk52N2s (N50,1,2,. . . ) then we start with the
ansatz~36! and obtaink11 ~doubly-degenerate! eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for every po
sible non-negatives. For N50, the only possibility is of coursea51/2, b50 and in this case the
solution is already well known.4 For N51 we start with the ansatz,

z~x!5A01A1 sn2 x1B0 cnx dnx. ~49!

On substituting this ansatz in Eq.~39!, after lengthy but straightforward algebraic manipulatio
we find the following three solutions.

~i! b50, a55/2
As is well known,4 in this casel15E2 (11m)/4 satisfies a cubic equation,

l1
328~11m!l1

214~3113m13m2!l1248m~11m!50, ~50!

all of whose roots are real and asm→0, the solutions go over to cos (x/2) ,cos (3x/2) ,cos (5x/2)
with energies 1/4 , 9/4 and 25/4, respectively.

~ii ! b51, a53/2
In this case there are two solutions with the corresponding energies being

E5
1315m

4
6A929m1m2. ~51!

Note that asm→0 the energies go over to 1/4 and 25/4 while the corresponding solutions go
to cos(x/2) and cos (5x/2), respectively.

~iii ! b52, a51/2
In this case there is only one solution:

c5Adnx 1 cnxF12
~42m!

3
sn2 x2

2

3
cnx dnxG , E5

251m

4
. ~52!

As m→0 the solution goes over to cos(5x/2) with energy 25/4.
Before closing this section it is worth pointing out that the mid-band states have already

obtained in I in casea5b5N11/2(N50,1,2,. . . ). In particular, it may be noted that whena
5b, then the associated Lame´ potential has periodK rather than 2K and hence the band edge
will be of periodK and 2K while the mid-band states will be of period 4K. Now if one looks at
the Table III of I then one notices that ifa5b5N11/2, then there areN11 doubly-degenerate
QES states of period 4K which are obtained in principle from Table III of I in casea5N11/2 and
q5@a2(N11)#@a2(N12)#. For example, forN50, i.e., forp5q53/4, the doubly-degenerat
mid-band states are

c15
cnx

Adnx
, c25

snx

Adnx
, E511

m

4
. ~53!

On the other hand, forN51 the pair of doubly-degenerate mid-band states are

c15
cnx~42m22sn2 x!

dn3/2x
, c25

snx~422sn2 x!

dn3/2x
, E511

9m

4
, ~54!

c15
cnx sn2 x

dn3/2x
, c25

snx~2sn2 x21!

dn3/2x
, E591

m

4
. ~55!
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V. CONCLUSION AND OPEN PROBLEMS

In this paper we have clarified several issues regarding the associated Lame´ potential. In
particular, we have shown that when botha,b are integers then just like Lame´, the associated
Lamépotential is also a finite band problem. The only difference from the Lame´ case arises when
aÞb—in that case one has some bands with both band edges of the same period. We ha
seen that when botha,b take half-integral but unequal values then one has a genuine
problem and band edges of either period 2K or 4K are known, but not both. We have also show
that in this case, but for the few low lying bands, all other bands have both of their band ed
the same period~2K or 4K!. Finally, whena is a half-integer andb is an integer, we can obtain
several mid-band states.

It would be nice if one could~i! say something concrete about the band structure whena,b are
neither integral or half-integral;~ii ! derive dispersion relations for at least some of the finite b
associated Lame´ problems;~iii ! obtain the band edges of the associated Lame´ problem algebra-
ically, analogous to the Lame´ potential. We hope to address some of these issues in the near f

1For the properties of Jacobi elliptic functions, see, for example, I. S. Gradshteyn and I. M. Ryzhik,Table of Integrals,
Series and Products~Academic, 1980!. The modulus parameterm is often calledk2 in the mathematics literature. Th
related complementary quantity (12m) is often calledk82.

2A. Khare and U. Sukhatme, J. Math. Phys.40, 5473~1999!; hereafter, we will refer to this paper as I.
3W. Magnus and S. Winkler,Hill’s Equation ~Wiley, New York, 1966!.
4F. M. Arscott,Periodic Differential Equations~Pergamon, Oxford, 1981!; E. T. Whittaker and G. N. Watson,A Course
of Modern Analysis~Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1980!.

5See, for example, W. Magnus and S. Winkler,Hill’s Equation ~Wiley, New York, 1966!, Chap. 7.
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Hofstadter butterfly as quantum phase diagram
D. Osadchy and J. E. Avrona)

Department of Physics, Technion, 32000 Haifa, Israel

~Received 20 June 2001; accepted for publication 29 August 2001!

The Hofstadter butterfly is viewed as a quantum phase diagram with infinitely
many phases, labeled by their~integer! Hall conductance, and a fractal structure.
We describe various properties of this phase diagram: We establish Gibbs phase
rules; count the number of components of each phase, and characterize the set of
multiple phase coexistence. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1412464#

I. INTRODUCTION

Azbel1 recognized that the spectral properties of two-dimensional, periodic, quantum sy
have sensitive dependence on the magnetic flux through a unit cell. A simple model concei
Peierls and put to the eponymous Harper as a thesis problem, gained popularity with D.
tadter’s Ph.D. thesis,2 where a wonderful diagram, reminiscent of a fractal butterfly, provide
source of inspiration and a tool for spectral analysis.3–9

The Hofstadter butterfly can also be viewed as the quantum~zero temperature! phase diagram
for the integer quantum Hall effect. It is a fractal phase diagram with infinitely many phase10,11

The diagram leads to certain natural questions: Count the number of components of a given
classify which phases coexist and where. It also leads to the general question: What form d
Gibbs phase rule12,13 take for quantum phase transitions.

Fractal phase diagrams and/or infinitely many phases appear in dynamical systems.14,15 In
classical lattice systems fractal phase diagrams12,16,17,13are commonly viewed as a pathology du
to either long range interactions, or, as is the case for spin glasses, loss of translation inva
The Hofstadter model, when viewed as a statistical mechanical model, is both short rang
translation invariant in a natural way. But, it is quantum and the translation group is nonco
tative. It suggests that the fractal phase diagram may be more common in quantum phase
tions than in classical phase transitions.

II. THE HOFSTADTER MODEL

The model conceived by Peierls has two versions. For the sake of concreteness we sha
here on the tight binding version. On the latticeZ2, define magnetic shifts

~Uc!~n,m!5c~n21,m!, ~V~F!c!~n,m!5e2p inFc~n,m21! n,mPZ. ~1!

2pF is the magnetic flux through a unit cell. The Hofstadter model is

H~F,a,b!5a~U1U* !1b~V~F!1V* ~F!!, ~2!

wherea,b.0 are ‘‘hopping’’ amplitudes.a5b is called the self-dual case18 and we shall focus on
that case in the following. We setH(F)5H(F,1,1).

U andV, and therefore alsoH(F), commute with the~dual! magnetic translationsU andV,

~Uc!~n,m!5c~n,m21! ~Vc!~n,m!5e2p iFmc~n21,m!. ~3!

a!Electronic mail: avron@physics.technion.ac.il
56650022-2488/2001/42(12)/5665/7/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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This makesH(F) translation invariant in a natural way. The group of magnetic translations19 is
noncommutative:

U* V* UV5U V U* V* 5e22p iF. ~4!

The one-particle representation of the Hofstadter model, Eq.~2!, is natural for spectral studies. I
the context of statistical mechanics the second quantized representation of the model
instructive because it makes it clear that the model has short range, in fact, only on site and
neighbors, interactions. The fractal features of the phase diagram are, therefore, not a cons
of long range forces, as in some classical statistical mechanics models. The second quantiz
is

H~F,m!5( eig(nm;n8m8)anm
† an8m81m( anm

† anm , ~5!

where

eig(mn;m8n8)5H 1, n2n8561, m5m8

e62p inF, m2m8561, n5n8

0 otherwise.

~6!

m is the chemical potential anda†,a are the usual Fermionic operators.
Let us recall a few elementary features of the spectrum:

S~H~F!!52S~H~F!!52S~H~12F!!. ~7!

The first is a consequence ofZ2 being bipartite, and the second is a consequence of time reve
Together, they imply a fourfold symmetry, manifest in the Hofstadter butterfly.

The electronic density,r(F,m) ~5 integrated density of state!, is

r~F,m!5^0uu~m2H~F!!u0&, ~8!

whereu0& is Kroneker delta at the origin. 0<r(F,m)<1 is an increasing function ofm. u is the
usual step function.

The gaps in the spectrum are labeled by an integer,k, which is a solution of20,3

F k5r mod 1. ~9!

k is the Hall conductance. We picked the letterk because it is naturally associated with an integ
and it is also the first letter in von Klitzing’s name. By Eqs.~9! and ~7!,

k~m,F!52k~m,12F!52k~2m,F!, ~10!

which implies a fourfold~anti! symmetry of the butterfly.
We shall assume that the Ten Martini conjecture21 holds. Namely, that for all irrationalF’s, all

the gaps are open, so Eq.~9! hasr in an open gap for allkPZ.
Figure 1 shows the Hofstadter butterfly, color coded according to the Hall conductance

Hall conductance is left blank. The gross features of the diagram are associated with small in
where the color coding is faithful.

The colored picture emphasizes the gaps while the standard Hofstadter butterfly emph
the spectrum. The colored figure is prettier and displays the regular aspects of the diagram
are better behaved than spectra. The colored diagram is also more faithful to certain s
characteristics. For example, the spectrum is a small set~in fact, one of zero Lebesgue measur!,
something that is manifest in the colored diagram, but is less obvious from the usual Hofs
butterfly which plots the spectrum.
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We also broke with tradition in that the colored Hofstadter butterfly is rotated by 90°: In
1 the horizontal axis isF and the vertical axis is the energy, orS(H(F)). The reason we chose t
do so is that this way emphasizes the fact that phase boundaries are functions~of F!.

We denote byP(k) the kth phase. Formally,

P~k!5$F,muFk5r~F,m!mod 1,m¹S~H~F!!%. ~11!

P(k) is an open set in the~F,m! plane, with a finite number of components. For example,P(1) is
two of the four big wings of the butterfly. We callP(k) a pure phaseand denote its number o
componentsuP(k)u. The closure of the pure phase is denotedP̄(k) and the phase boundary
]P(k). We call øk]P(k) the total boundary.

III. COUNTING COMPONENTS

The kth pure phase is made of several components. Thek50 phase~blank! has two compo-
nents. ForkÞ0 the number of components is

uP~k!u5(
j 51

2uku

f~ j !512
k2

p2 1O~k logk!, ~12!

wheref( j ) is Euler~totient! function. Recall thatf( j ) counts the number of integers, up toj ~and
including 1!, that are prime toj : f(1)51,f(2)51,f(3)52 etc.

To prove Eq.~12! note first that from Eq.~9!

k~r,F!5k~r8,F!⇒r5r8. ~13!

Hence, a given color would appearat mostonce on any vertical line of fixedF.

FIG. 1. ~Color.! Hofstadter colored butterfly.
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WhenF5 p/q with gcd(p,q)51 @gcd(p,q) is the greatest common divisor ofp andq#, the
spectrum of the Hofstadter model hasq finite bands andq21 gaps which are all open interva
~except whenq is even the central gap is closed!. We then number the gaps by their natural ord
1, . . . ,q21. The semi-infinite interval below the spectrum is, formally, the 0th gap, and
semi-infinite interval above the spectrum as theqth gap. Equation~9!, for the j th gap, can be
written as

p k5 j modq. ~14!

Given p,q, and j the equation has a unique solution for each open gap such thatuku,q/2. In
particular, onceq has been fixed, the Hall conductance takes all~nonzero! integer values, from
2 b q/2 c to b q/2 c, and each value appears once. For evenq, the central gap is closed and formal
can be assigned a value of6q/2.

The number of components of thekth phase is the same as the number of flux values,F l ,
which accommodate the wing tips, minus one. Thekth wing tips are located at those values ofF
where thekth color is absent~the kth color is present in any small neighborhood of those valu
of F, because this neighborhood contains fractions with arbitrary largeq’s!. GivenkÞ0, it must
appear once on a horizontal interval withF5 p/q providedq/2.uku. The tips of a wing with a
given color must, therefore, be located at those values ofF which do not admitk as solution of
Eq. ~14! for any r. In other words, the wing tips lie at those values ofF whereq is too small to
accommodateuku. This is the finite set, a Farey sequence,

F2uku5H p

q U0<p<q,gcd~p,q!51,q<2ukuJ 5ø
q51

2uku H p

q U0,p<q,gcd~p,q!51Jø$0%. ~15!

Let uFu be the number of elements inF. Then from~15!,

uP~k!u5uF2ukuu215 (
q51

2uku

f~q! ~16!

essentially from the definition of the Euler function.
The asymptotic expansion for the sum in Eq.~12! is taken from Ref. 22.

IV. PURE PHASES AND PHASE BOUNDARIES

In thermodynamics and statistical mechanics, Gibbs phase rule is a statement about th
ture of pure phases and their boundaries. A weak form of the Gibbs phase rule says th
phases are a set of full measure; two phases coexist, generically, on a set of Hausdo
dimension one, etc.12 This is the form that one gets if one considers general convex function
thermodynamic potentials. The number of coexisting phases is related to the dimension of t
planes, and the Gibbs phase rule is a consequence of theorems about convex functions. T
stronger form of the rule13 which posits, in addition, that the sets are~locally! manifolds. This
form is a consequence of additional regularity of the thermodynamic potentials.

Gibbs phase rule is a consequence of the convexity of thermodynamic potentials and
ultimately based on the second law of thermodynamics. It has nothing to say about the
temperature phase diagram of quantum phase transitions in general,23 and the Hofstadter model in
particular ~because the entropy vanishes identically!. A question that arises is then what for
might Gibbs phase rule take for quantum phase transition. The Hofstadter model restrict
could and what could not be true in general. As we shall see, the phase diagram of the Hof
model turns out to satisfy only a weak form of the Gibbs phase rules.

Figure 1 suggests that the set of unique phase is a set of full measure and that the
boundaries, though fractal, are not too wild. More precisely, we have the following.
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Gibbs-like phase rule: The phase diagram of the self-dual Hofstadter model is such tha
phases, labeled by their Hall conductances, are full measure; phase boundaries ar
manifolds—they are nowhere differentiable—but they are almost so in the sense that their
dorff co-dimension is integral, in fact:

dimH~]P~k!!51. ~17!

Since the number of phases is countable the total phase boundaryøm(]P(m)) is a set of Haus-
dorff dimension one as well. Finally, infinitely many phases coexist on a countable set
therefore a set of Hausdorff dimension zero.

The first part of the Gibbs-like phase rule is an easy consequence of a result of Last,6 which
states thatuS(H(F))u50 for a set ofF of full measure. That phase boundaries are nowh
differentiable follows from results of Wilkinson,9 Rammal, and Helffer and Sjo¨strand,5 who
showed that the phase boundaries]P(k) possess distinct left and right tangent at every rationaF.
That the Hausdorff dimension of the boundary is one follows from results of Bellissard,24 who
showed that away from the wings tips,]P(k) can be represented by functions ofF that are
uniformlyLipshitz. By standard results,25 it then follows that the Hausdorff dimension is one. T
set of infinite phase coexistence is analyzed in the following.

V. COEXISTENCE

In Ref. 15 the term lakes of Wada was used to describe dynamical systems with the pr
that any point on the boundary of the one basin of attraction is also on the boundary of all
basins. We shall say that a system is almost Wada of orderm if every circle that contains two pure
phases containsm pure phases.

The Hofstadter butterfly is almost Wada of infinite order. This is seen from the figure, an
also be shown to follow from Eq.~9!.

We say that the two pure phases,P(m), P(n), coexist on

C~m,n!5]P~m!ù]P~n!. ~18!

No two phase coexists for any irrational flux. This is easily seen from Eq.~9!: For irrationalF the
electron densityr takes a dense set of values in the gaps. Therefore, any two phases,P(m) and
P(n), are separated by infinitely many other phases. It follows that the set of phase coexiste
a countable set, and so of zero Hausdorff dimension.

The following result gives a complete characterization of phase coexistence:
Proposition: Consider a point xP]P(k) with F(x)5 p/q with gcd(p,q)51. Then x

P]P(k1l q) for all l PZ. Moreover x¹]P(k8) if k8Þk1l q for eachl PZ
Proof: Since gcd(p,q)51 the equation

pa2qb51 ~19!

has a solution with integera and b ~wherea is nonunique modq!. Let pn /qn 5 (np2b)/(nq
2a) with nPZ. Then

pnq2qnp51. ~20!

From Eq.~14! it follows that each band atpn /qn carries Hall conductanceq (modqn).
Now consider a pointx on the right boundary ofP(k). We shall first show thatx is also on

the left boundary ofP(k1q). SinceP(k1q) has a finite set of wing tips, Eq.~15!, whenn is
large enough, the gap with label~5Hall conductance! k1q at flux pn /qn must be open, and mus
remain open for all largen. By a bound of Last and Wilkinson26 for the total width of the
spectrum atpn /qn , each band is small and hence
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dist~P~k!,P~k1q!!,
24

qn
. ~21!

Taking n→` we see thatxP]P(k1q) as claimed.
By considering the next band we shall now show thatx also lies on the boundary ofP(k

12q). Now, P(k12q) at pn /qn is separated fromP(k) by two bands and a gap. The bands a
small by the Last–Wilkinson bound. The gap is also small by the Ho¨lder continuity of the
spectrum:

ugapu,18Apn

qn
2

p

q
5

18

Aqqn

~22!

and from this

dist~P~k!,P~k12q!!,
24

qn
1

18

Aqqn

. ~23!

Taking the limitn→` yields the result. The argument can be repeated for anyP(k1l q) with l

finite and positive. Negative valuesP(k2l q) are obtained by lettingn→2` in the above-
mentioned argument.

For the left boundary point ofP(k), n→` will give P(k2l q) andn→2` will give P(k
1l q). This formula applies also to the phasek50, with its right boundary being the leftmos
point of the spectrum and vice-versa. The Hall conductance for the middle gap with evenq ~which
is closed! is formally 6q/2, so it is common to phasesP(6q/21l 8q) which is the same as
P(q/21l q) for l ,l 8PZ.

The second part of the proposition follows from the equality

ø
k<u

q
2u

ø
l PZ

P~k1l q!5ø
kPZ

P~k!

and the fact that for fixedF, each Hall conductancek can appear only once.
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Coherent state path integral for the Bloch particle
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We construct a coherent state path integral formalism for the one-dimensional
Bloch particle within the single band model. The transition amplitude between two
coherent states is a sum of transition amplitudes with different winding numbers on
the two-dimensional phase space which has the same topology as that of the cyl-
inder. Appearance of the winding number is due to the periodicity of the quasimo-
mentum of the Bloch particle. Our formalism is successfully applied to a semiclas-
sical motion of the Bloch particle under a uniform electric field. The wave packet
exhibits not only the Bloch oscillation but also a similar breathing to the one for the
squeezed state of a harmonic oscillator. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1416489#

I. INTRODUCTION

The path integral formalism1 of quantum mechanics uses classical paths to evalua
quantum-mechanical transition amplitude. This is an advantage of the formalism over oth
mulations of quantum mechanics because intuitive arguments are available on solving s
problems in quantum mechanics. The path integral formalism is particularly useful when a p
in a semiclassical regime is considered. In quantum mechanics, dynamical variables are
quantized and can be mutually incommutable. On the other hand, in the classical mechanic
are continuous and are mutually commutable. The path integral formalism fully exploits
properties of the classical mechanics. A typical example is the coherent state path in
formalism2,3 for the quantum spin system.4

Meanwhile, the motion of a single electron in a crystal lattice is successfully treated b
single band model,5 in which the relevant Hilbert space is restricted to the subspace assoc
with a particular band. We may call such an electron a Bloch particle~electron!.6 We shall
consider, for simplicity, the one-dimensional~1D! Bloch particle. On account of the restricte
Hilbert space, the position and the momentum of the Bloch particle have important differ
from those of the conventional particle:~i! the position is quantized in unit of the lattice spaci
a and~ii ! the momentum is not a true momentum but a quasimomentum which has a perio
with the period 2p\/a. The two points,~i! and~ii !, are closely related to each other because
position and the quasimomentum are canonically conjugate to each other. They prevent u
directly applying the path integral formalism for the conventional particle to quantum mech
of the Bloch particle. If there ever exists a consistent path integral formalism for the B
particle, the position of the Bloch particle must be treated as a continuous variable in the f
lation.

The purpose of this paper is to present a coherent state path integral formalism for the
particle. The theory will be applied to the transition amplitude of the coherent state of the B
particle under a uniform electric field, and famous Bloch oscillations6,7 will be reproduced.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we construct the coherent state for the
particle. This is given in the Wannier representation. In Sec. III we compute matrix elements

a!Electronic mail: shibata@acty.phys.sci.osaka-u.ac.jp
56720022-2488/2001/42(12)/5672/15/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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kinetic energy and the potential energy for the coherent states by use of the Poisson sum
formula. In Sec. IV we construct the coherent state path integral formalism for the Bloch pa
In Sec. V, we evaluate the transition amplitude for the Bloch particle under a uniform electric
on the basis of the stationary-action approximation. In Sec. VI we conclude this paper w
summary and a discussion.

II. COHERENT STATE OF BLOCH PARTICLE

The Wannier states,un&,nPZ, form an orthonormal complete set of the Hilbert space of
Bloch particle:

(
n52`

`

un&^nu51. ~1!

The position operator,x̂, is diagonal in the Wannier representation:

x̂5 (
n52`

`

un&xn^nu, xnªna, ~2!

while the translation operator is off-diagonal:

T̂5 (
n52`

`

un11&^nu, ~3!

or, equivalently,T̂un&5un11&. Then,x̂ and T̂ satisfy the commutation:

@ x̂,T̂#5aT̂, ~4!

in which the quantization ofx̂ is built in. The quasimomentum operatorp̂ is ill-defined but is
related to the well-defined operatorT̂ by

T̂5expS 2
i

\
ap̂D . ~5!

The translation operatorT̂, which is unitary, is diagonal in the Bloch representation which
based on the Bloch state~the momentum state!, up&. That is,

T̂up&5expS 2
i

\
apD up&. ~6!

The Bloch state is specified by its wave function,^nup&5Aa/(2p\)exp(inap/\). It is periodic:
up12p\/a&5up&, so thatp is a variable on a circle~or, equivalently, the Brillouin zone! whose
radius is equal to\/a. It is unnormalizable but two different Bloch states are mutually orthogo
The completeness of Bloch states is represented as

E
Bz

dp up&^pu51, ~7!

where the symbol Bz stands for the Brillouin zone.
It is convenient to introduce the angular variable,fªap/\, which is the dimensionless

quasimomentum. It is a variable on the unit circle,S1. Its operator version,f̂, is related toT̂ by

T̂5exp~2 i f̂ !. ~8!
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Sincef has a different scale from that ofp, we shall change the normalization forup& to obtain
uf&ªA\/a up& or, equivalently,̂ nuf&5exp(inf)/A2p. Hence, we may write

uf&5
1

A2p
(

n52`

`

einfun&, ~9!

R df uf&^fu51. ~10!

Our path integral formalism for the Bloch particle will be established through an extensi
the coherent state path integral formalism for the conventional particle.3 In the latter formalism,
we use coherent states, in each of which the position and the momentum are specified wit
restriction imposed by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. Therefore, the coherent sta
minimal packet and is an eigenstate of the non-Hermitian operator:ẑªk x̂1 il p̂, wherek andl
are positive parameters characterizing the coherent state. Since@ ẑ,ẑ†#5kl/2, ẑ is an unnormal-
ized annihilation operator of a harmonic oscillator, and we assume thatk andl are chosen so tha
ẑ is dimensionless. Different coherent states are different eigenstates:ẑuz&5zuz&, wherezªkx
1 ilp is a complex parameter specifying the coherent state. The position and the momen
the coherent state are not sharply defined but their mean values are given byx andp, respectively,
while their spreads by

dx5A\l

2k
, dp5A\k

2l
, ~11!

which satisfydxdp5\/2. Note that the ratiok/l is more important than the two separate para
eters themselves. The complexz plane is isomorphic to the two-dimensional phase space (x,p),
andz can be treated as a complex dynamical variable in the coherent state path integral form

We shall return to the case of the Bloch particle. A drawback for the case is thatp̂ is ill
defined. To circumvent it, we setl5a/\ and introduce a new non-Hermitian operator by t
formal equation,Âªexp(2ẑ), which is well defined because

ẑ5k x̂1 i f̂. ~12!

The formal expression forÂ can be transformed with a standard procedure of the operator alg
into the exact one:

Â5expF2kS x̂2
a

2D G T̂. ~13!

The coherent state,uz&, of the Bloch particle is an eigenstate ofÂ:

Âuz&5e2zuz&, zªkx1 if. ~14!

It is of a vital importance in a later argument that the phase space for the complex dyna
variablez is the cylinderGªR^ S1 or, equivalently, the fundamental strip,Sª2p,Iz<p, on
the complexz plane. Remember thatG as well asS1 is not simply connected.

If the coherent state is normalized appropriately, it is given in the Wannier representati

uz&5 (
n52`

`

Cn~z!un&, ~15!

Cn~z!ª^nuz&5N expF2
k

2a
~xn2x!21 infG , N5S ka

p D 1/4

. ~16!
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Thus, the coherent state is of a wave packet, whose spread is equal todxªAa/(2k).
The Bloch representation for the coherent state is readily obtained from this equation to

with ~9!:

^f8uz&5 (
n52`

`
N

A2p
expF2

k

2a
~xn2x!21 in~f2f8!G , ~17!

which can be rewritten with the Poisson summation formula into

^f8uz&5 (
m52`

`

N8 expF2
1

2ka
~f82fm!22 i

x

a
~f82fm!G , N8ª~pka!21/4 ~18!

with fmªf12pm, where m is an integral variable to be called thewinding number. The
coherent state has a form of a wave packet in the momentum space as well, and its spread
to dfªAka/2, which is consistently related todx by the Heisenberg uncertainty equality.

Although the left-hand side of~18! is periodic on the variablef8, each summand on the rh
~right-hand side! is not. Hence, the variablef8 should be regarded in the rhs as a variable onR,
which is simply connected and is the universally covering space forS1. A similar situation will be
realized in other infinite series of periodic functions to appear.

The inner product between different coherent states can be calculated in the Wannier
sentation as

^zuz8&5N2 (
n52`

`

expF2kan21n~z* 1z8!2
k

2a
~x21x82!G , ~19!

which is transformed with the Poisson summation formula into

^zuz8&5 (
m52`

`

expF i

\
Sc~z,zm8 !G , zm8ªz812pm, ~20!

where

i

\
Sc~z,z8!5

1

8ka
@2~z* 1z8!22~z* 1z!22~z8* 1z8!2#. ~21!

Note thatSc(z,zm8 ) depends onm becauseSc(z,z) is periodic on neither of the two variables. I
particular, we obtain

^zuz&5 (
m52`

`

expF2
p2

ka
m21 i

px

a
mG ~22!

5q3S px

2a U ipkaD , ~23!

whereq3(zut) is theu-function8 defined by

q3~zut!ª (
n52`

`

ein2pt1 i2pnz, It.0. ~24!
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Hence, the coherent stateuz& is not normalized to unity. In fact, the right-hand sides of~17!–~20!
are all represented with the thirdu-function,q3 , but with different arguments. The transformatio
combining the two expressions for^f8uz& or ^zuz8& is the famous Jacobi’s imaginary-numb
transformation for theu-function.

We can considerCn* (z)5^zun& to be the wave function of the Wannier stateun& in the
coherent-state representation. The wave functions of Wannier states are orthonormal in th
represented as

E Cn~z!Cn8
* ~z!dm~z!5dn,n8 , dm~z!ª

dx df

2pa
, ~25!

where the integral must be performed over the entire phase space. The coherent states
overcomplete set but we can derive from this result the following resolution of unit:

E dm~z! uz&^zu51. ~26!

This is a basic result for the construction of the coherent state path integral formalism.
The above-presented discussions show that the coherent state of the Bloch particle has

properties to those of the coherent state of the conventional particle. The former coheren
tends asymptotically to the latter in the quasicontinuous limit,ak!1, where the spread of th
packet in the real space is much larger thana, the lattice spacing.

It is important in a later discussion that, for a givenf8, the summation on the rhs of~18! is
dominated by a single term ifak!1, so that the interference among terms with different wind
numbers vanishes then. Before closing this section, we should add a few articles on other
sentations for the state of the Bloch particle. The one is the ‘‘kq-representation’’ by Zak.9 The
other one is the ‘‘Gaussian representation’’ by Zeineret al.10

III. MATRIX ELEMENTS

In order to construct the coherent state path integral formalism, we need to compute the
elements of the Hamiltonian,Ĥ, for the coherent states. We assume thatĤ is written as

Ĥ5Ŵ1Ĝ, ~27!

whereŴ andĜ are the kinetic energy and the potential energy, respectively, and are comm
with T̂ and x̂, respectively.

We begin our calculation withĜ. We assume it to be represented with an analytic func
g(z) asĜ5g( x̂). Its matrix element for coherent states is calculated in the Wannier represen
as

^zuĜuz8&5N2 (
n52`

`

g~na!expF2kan21n~z* 1z8!2
k

2a
~x21x82!G , ~28!

which is transformed by use of the Poisson summation formula into

^zuĜuz8&5 (
m52`

`

expF i

\
Sc~z,zm8 !GG~z* ,zm8 !, ~29!

where

G~z,z8!5S ka

p D 1/2E
2`

`

dt e2kt2/agS t1
z1z8

2k D . ~30!
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Meanwhile, the Bloch stateuf& is an eigenstate ofŴ, which is commutable withT̂. The
eigenvalueW(f) is a periodic function:W(f12p)5W(f). Let us write the Fourier expansio
of W(f) as

W~f!5 (
l 52`

`

Vl e2 i l f, V2 l5Vl* . ~31!

If the potential term is absent, the eigen-energy is specified byf asE5W(f), which is nothing
but the dispersion relation for the Bloch particle. A simplest expression forW(f) is

W~f!52V cosf. ~32!

The relevant bandwidth is 2V provided thatV.0.
For ~31!, we obtain

Ŵ5 (
l 52`

`

Vl T̂l . ~33!

The matrix elements ofT̂l for coherent states can be calculated by a similar procedure to the
for Ĝ:

^zuT̂l uz8&5N2 (
n52`

`

expF2kan21n~z* 1z81 lka!2 lz82
k

2a
~x21x82!2

ka

2
l 2G

5 (
m52`

`

expF i

\
Sc~z,zm8 !1

l

2
~z* 2zm8 !2

ka

4
l 2G . ~34!

Thus,

^zuŴuz8&5 (
m52`

`

expF i

\
Sc~z,zm8 !GW~z* ,zm8 !, ~35!

where

W~z,z8!5 (
m52`

`

e2kal2/4Vle
l (z2z8)/2. ~36!

From ~27!, ~29!, and~35!, we obtain

^zuĤuz8&5 (
l 52`

`

expF i

\
Sc~z,zm8 !GH~z* ,zm8 ! ~37!

with

H~z,z8!ªW~z,z8!1G~z,z8!. ~38!

IV. COHERENT STATE PATH INTEGRAL FORMALISM

Now, we can construct a coherent state path integral formalism for the Bloch particle
write the transition amplitude between the initial stateuzI& and the final stateuzF& as

K~zF ,zI ;T!ª^zFuexp~2 iTĤ/\!uzI&. ~39!
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We slice the time interval intoN identical pieces of lengtheªT/N, and write exp(2iTĤ/\)
5@exp(2iĤe/\)#N. Inserting the resolution of unit,~26!, into the relevant site associated with ea
discrete time yields

K~zF ,zI ;T!5 lim
N→`

E )
j 51

N21

dm~zj !)
j 51

N

^zj ue2 i eĤ/\uzj 21& ~40!

with z0ªzI and zNªzF . The transition amplitudêzuexp(2ie Ĥ/\)uz8& can be rewritten to the
ordere as

^zue2 i e Ĥ/\uz8&.^zu~12 i eĤ/\!uz8&

5^zuz8&2
i e

\
^zuĤuz8&. ~41!

Using ~20! and ~37!, we can rewrite this equality to the ordere as

^zue2 i e Ĥ/\uz8&. (
m52`

`

expF i

\
S~z,zm8 !G , ~42!

with

S~z,z8!ªSc~z,z8!2e H~z,z8!. ~43!

Using ~42!, we can change~40! to obtain

K~zF ,zI ;T!5 lim
N→`

E )
j 51

N21

dm~zj !)
j 51

N

(
mj 52`

`

expF i

\
S~zj ,zj 2112p imj !G . ~44!

SinceH(z,z8) is composed of two terms,W(z,z8) and G(z,z8), S(z,z8) has three terms
From ~21!, ~30!, and~36!, we see thatS(zj ,zj 2112p imj ) depends onmj through the two forms:

zj* 1zj 2112p imj , zj* 2zj 2122p imj . ~45!

We can rewrite~44! into a more convenient form if we employ a procedure in a textbook,4 in
which the authors discuss the Feynman kernel in a periodic system. We begin with chang
integer variables,mj ’s, into others,mj8’s, by

mj5mj82mj 218 , m0850, j 51,2,...,N. ~46!

Then, the sum onmj ’s is transformed to that onmj8’s. We next changef j into

f j5f j812pmj8 , j 51,2,...,N21. ~47!

Then, two quantities in~45! are transformed to

zj8* 1zj 218 , zj8* 2zj 218 24p imj8 , ~48!

respectively, wherezj8ªkxj1 if j8 . Sincezj is a variable on the fundamental stripS, zj8 is a
variable on the shifted strip,S22p imj8 . From the considerations made up to this point, we c
conclude that the integration onf j ’s in ~44! is transformed as
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)
j 51

N

(
mj 52`

`

)
j 51

N21 E
2p

p

df j5 (
mN8 52`

`

)
j 51

N21 E
2`

`

df j8 , ~49!

where the quantityS(zj ,zj 2112p imj ) included in the summand of~44! must be replaced simul
taneously byS(zj8 ,zj 218 ). Note that the term24p imj8 in the second quantity of~48! does not
effect the summand because of the form of~36!. Thus, we arrive at the final expression for th
transition amplitude:

K~zF ,zI ;T!ª (
m52`

`

L~zF
m ,zI ;T!, zF

m
ªzF1 i2pm ~50!

with

L~zF
m ,zI ;T!5 lim

N→`
)
j 51

N21 E
2`

` E
2`

` dxj

a

df j

2p
expS i

\
S@z* ,z# D , ~51!

where the actionS@z* ,z# is a ‘‘functional’’ of the pathzª(z0 ,z1 ,...,zN) with zNªzF
m , and is

given by

S@z* ,z#5(
j 51

N

S~zj ,zj 21!. ~52!

It is important to notice here that the phase space for the pathz is the complex planeC, which is
the universally covering space for the cylinderG. The transition amplitude has been represented
a sum of transition amplitudes each of which is associated with the final statezF

m5zF1 i2pm with
a specifiedm. Note thatzF

m5kxF1 ifF
m with fF

m
ªfF12pm. Although uzF

m& and uzF& are an
identical state of the Bloch particle, one needs to distinguish them and sum over the relevan
in the path integral formula. This is derived from the fact thatG is not simply connected.11

We shall rewrite the expression forS@z* ,z# into a more tractable form. It is composed of th
canonical term and the dynamical term:

S@z* ,z#5Sc@z* ,z#1Sd@z* ,z#, ~53!

Sc@z* ,z#ª(
j 51

N

Sc~zj ,zj 21!, ~54!

Sd@z* ,z#ª2(
j 51

N

e H~zj ,zj 21!. ~55!

We introduce here a new quantity by

i

\
Sc~zj ,zj 21!5P~zj !2P~zj 21!1

i

\
S̃c~zj ,zj 21! ~56!

with

P~z!ª
1

8ka
$~z* !22z2%. ~57!

Then, we may write
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i

\
Sc@z* ,z#5P~zF

m!2P~zI !1
i

\
S̃c@z* ,z#, ~58!

i

\
S̃c@z* ,z#ª(

j 51

N S 2
1

4kaD $zj* ~zj2zj 21!2~zj* 2zj 21* !zj 21%, ~59!

where the summand is just an explicit form for (i /\)S̃c(zj ,zj 21). The first two terms on the rhs
of ~58! are purely imaginary, so that they may be called gauge terms because they give ri
phase factor of~51!. The phase factors affect the interference among different terms in~50!.

Equation~59! reduces in the continuum-time limit to the functional:

i

\
S̃c@z* ,z#52

1

4ka E0

T

dt H z* ~ t !
dz~ t !

dt
2

dz* ~ t !

dt
z~ t !J . ~60!

However, we should emphasize the necessity of the discrete-time formalism of the coheren
path integral in order to obtain a correct result for the transition amplitude.12 Thus, Eq.~60! is
usable only for the evaluation of the stationary action. We should mention, finally, tha
discrete-time formalism of the coherent state path integral can be consistently formulated b
S̃c@z* ,z# andSd@z* ,z# are holonomic functions of two sets of complex variablesz andz* , where
the two sets are regarded to be independent variables.12

V. APPLICATION TO THE BLOCH OSCILLATION

As an application of the present formalism, we consider the time evolution of the coh
state of the Bloch particle under a uniform electric fieldF. As a consequence of the boundedne
of the energy band, the Bloch particle exhibits the so-called Bloch oscillation.6,7 If the simplest
dispersion~32! is adopted, the Hamiltonian assumes

Ĥ52V cosf̂2Fx̂, ~61!

whose matrix element is

H~zj* ,zj 21!52Ve2ka/4 coshS zj* 2zj 21

2 D 2
F

2k
~zj* 1zj 21!. ~62!

To evaluate the transition amplitude, we employ the stationary-action approximation, wh
justified for a semiclassical motion.

We consider here the classical motion of the Bloch particle. The equation of motion is

dx

dt
5

aV

\
sinf, ~63!

df

dt
5v ~64!

with

vª

Fa

\
. ~65!

The solution for the initial condition,x(0)5xI andf(0)5f I , is given by

x5xcl~ t !ªxI1Lcl@cosf I2cos~vt1f I !#, ~66!
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f5fcl~ t !ªf I1vt, ~67!

whereLclªV/F is the so-called localization length. This solution shows the Bloch oscillation
the angular frequencyv.

Thus, the condition for the motion to be semiclassical is given byLcl@dx.Aa/k@a.

A. Stationary action

The primary task is to find the stationary point, namely, stationary action path of the a
S@z* ,z# or, equivalently,S̃@z* ,z#. We will execute it by a similar procedure to the one presen
in Ref. 10. The equation of motion for the stationary action path is obtained by differentiatin
action:

]S̃@z* ,z#

]zj*
U

s

5
]S̃@z* ,z#

]zj
U

s

50, j 51,2,...,N21. ~68!

For the stationary action path$zs,z̄s%, we are allowed to take the continuous-time limit,12 so that

dzs~ t !

dt
5 iv1 iV sinhS z̄s~ t !2zs~ t !

2 D , ~69!

dz̄s~ t !

dt
52 iv1 iV sinhS z̄s~ t !2zs~ t !

2 D ~70!

with

vª

Fa

\
, Vª

ka

\
Ve2ka/4. ~71!

These equations must be solved under the following boundary conditions:12

zs~0!5zI , z̄s~T!5zF
m* . ~72!

It should be noted thatzs(t) and z̄s(t) are not necessary complex conjugate to each other.12

From ~70! we obtain

1
2 ~zs~ t !2 z̄s~ t !!5 i ~vt1f0!, ~73!

wheref0 is a complex constant. Inserting this into the rhs of~70!, we can solve forzs(t) andz̄s(t)
to obtain

zs~ t !5zs~ t,f0!ªzI1 ivt2
V

v
@cos~vt1f0!2cosf0#, ~74!

z̄s~ t !5 z̄s~ t,f0!ªzF
m* 2 iv~ t2T!2

V

v
@cos~vt1f0!2cos~vT1f0!#, ~75!

where the integration constants are fixed by the boundary conditions~72!. This solution is con-
sistent to~73! only if f0 satisfies

D~f0!ªzF
m* 2zs~T,f0!12i ~vT1f0!50, ~76!

where use has been made ofz̄s(T,f0)5zF
m* .

The following two quantities are introduced here for a convenience of later arguments:
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Ṽ~ t !ª
V

2
cos~vt1f0!, ~77!

Z~ t,f0!ªE
0

t

dt8Ṽ~ t8!5
V

2v
@sin~vt1f0!2sinf0#. ~78!

Alternatively, we may write

Z~ t,f0!5
1

2

]zs~ t,f0!

]f0
. ~79!

The stationary action,S m
s
ªS@ z̄s,zs#, can be obtained by substituting~74! and ~75! into the

action ~53! with ~55!, ~58!, and~60!:

i

\
S m

s 52
i

2a
$xFfF

m2xIf I%2
1

4ka F uzF
mu21uzI u222zF

m* zI2~zF
m* 2zI1 ivT12if0!2

22ivTS zF
m* 1zI1 i

vT

2 D28iZ~T,f0!G . ~80!

B. Semiclassical stationary action

Let zsc(t)ªzs(t,f I). Thenz(t)ªzsc(t) and z̄(t)ªzsc* (t) satisfy the equation of motion~70!
with the initial condition,z(0)5zI and z̄(0)5zI* . More explicitly,

zsc~ t !5kxsc~ t !1 ifsc~ t !, ~81!

xsc~ t !5xI1L@cosf I2cos~vt1f I !#, ~82!

fsc~ t !5f I1vt ~83!

with

Lª
V

vk
5

V

F
e2ka/4. ~84!

The solution~81! is the semiclassical solution, which tends to the classical solution~67! in the
limit ka→0 becauseL5Lcl exp(2ka/4).

Let DzªzF
m2zsc(T). Then

Dz5kDx1 iDf, ~85!

Dx5xF2xsc~T!, ~86!

Df5fF
m2fsc~T!. ~87!

The condition for the semiclassical solution to satisfy the boundary conditions~72! is given by
Dz50 for an integerm. If this condition is satisfied, the solution of Eq.~76! is given byf0

5f I .
It will be shown later on that under the semiclassical condition, we can assumeuDzu2

5(kDx)21(Df)2!1. Then, we are allowed to solve Eq.~76! for f0 to the first order onDz. We
setf0ªf I1df, and expandD(f0) to the first order ondf to obtain

D~f0!.Dz* 12~ i 2Z~T,f I !!df, ~88!
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where use has been made ofD(f I)5Dz* and ~79!. Therefore, we obtain

f0.f I1
iDz*

2$11 iZ~T,f I !%
. ~89!

In the similar way, letz̃sc(t)ªzs(t2T,fF
m) andD z̃ªD z̃sc(0)2zI . Then, under the semiclassic

condition,uD z̃u2!1, we can obtain the correspondence withdf as

df̃ª

iD z̃

2$11 iZ~T,fF
m2vT!%

. ~90!

We should remark here that the following equality holds to the zeroth order onDf:

Z~T,f I !.Z~T,fF
m2vT!.

V

v
cosS fF

m1f I

2 D sin
vT

2
5..C~T!, ~91!

which is symmetrical with respect tof I andfF
m . Hence, we set

f05
fF

m1f I2vT

2
1

ikD x̄

2$11 iC~T!%
, ~92!

D x̄ªxF2xI1LFcosS fF
m1f I1vT

2 D 2cosS fF
m1f I2vT

2 D G , ~93!

and substituting~92! into ~80! and ~105!, we find the following semiclassical stationary action

i

\
S m

s 52
k

4a

~D x̄!2

11 iC~T!
2

1

4ka
~Df!22

i

2a
~xF1xI !Df1

2i

ka
C~T!. ~94!

C. Fluctuation

We introduce the fluctuation variables through

zj5zj
s1z j , zj* 5 z̄j

s1z j* , j 51,2,...,N21. ~95!

Substituting~95! into the actionS@ z̄,z#, and expanding the result up to the second order in
fluctuation, we obtain

S@ z̄s1z* ,zs1z#.S m
s 1S m

2 @z* ,z#, ~96!

whereS m
2 @z* ,z# is a quadratic form on the fluctuation variables. Therefore, the contribution o

fluctuation to the action is represented as a factor of

Fm~T!ª lim
N→`

E
2`

`

)
j 51

N21
d~Rz j !d~Iz j !

2ka
expS i

\
S m

2 @z* ,z# D , ~97!

which is a multidimensional Gaussian integral. The leading contribution to (i /\)S m
2 @z* ,z# is

written as2( jz j* z j /(2ka), and the fluctuation ofz is of the orderAka, which is small when
ka!1.

There exists a standard procedure to evaluateFm(T).13,14To evaluate the Gaussian integral
reduced to a calculation of the determinant of a symmetric matrix associated with the qua
form. Since the matrix is tridiagonal its determinant is given as the last term of coupled three
recursion relations. In the limit ofe→0, they reduce to a set of coupled first-order differen
equations:
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dM ~ t !

dt
52Ṽ~ t !M 8~ t !, ~98!

dM 8~ t !

dt
52Ṽ~ t !$M ~ t !12iM 8~ t !% ~99!

with the initial condition

M ~0!51, ~100!

M 8~0!50. ~101!

The differential equations are readily solved to obtain

M ~ t !5e2 iZ(t)@11 iZ~ t !#, ~102!

M 8~ t !52Z~ t ! e2 iZ(t) ~103!

with Z(t)ªZ(t,f0). Hence,

Fm~T!5@M ~T!#21/2 ~104!

5
eiC(T)/2

A11 iC~T!
, ~105!

where we have used the semiclassical expression,C(T).Z(T,f I).

D. Transition amplitude

The transition amplitude in the semiclassical approximation is given by

K~zF ,zI ;T!. (
m52`

`

L s~zF
m ,zI ;T!, ~106!

L s~zF
m ,zI ;T!ªFm~T! eiS m

s /\, ~107!

Fm~T!5
1

A11 iC~T!
. ~108!

It follows that

uL s~zF
m ,zI ;T!u25

1

A11~C~T!!2
expF2

k

2a

~D x̄!2

11~C~T!!2 2
1

2ka
~Df!2G ~109!

or, equivalently,

uL s~zF
m ,zI ;T!u25

1

A11~C~T!!2
expF2

k

2a

~xF2 x̄sc~T!!2

11~C~T!!2 2
1

2ka
~fF

m2fsc~T!!2G , ~110!

x̄sc~T!ªxI12L sinS fF
m1f I

2 D sin
vT

2
. ~111!
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For givenxF andfF , the summation on the rhs of~106! is dominated by a single term because w
have assumed thatak!1. Therefore, the interference among terms with different winding nu
bers vanishes then. Sincefsc(T) changes linearly withT, the leading term in~106! changes
discontinuously withT. It follows from ~110! that, for a given initial condition (xI ,f I), the wave
packet centroid in the extended phase space,xF2fF , exhibits the Bloch oscillations along th
position axis. While, the time dependence of the spreads of the wave packet in the phase s
given by

dx~T!5A2a

k
$11~C~T!!2%, df5A2ka ~112!

along the momentum and the position axes, respectively. The maximum value ofdx(T) is equal to
A(2a/k)$11(C(T))2%, so that our assumptionuDzu2!1 has been justified under the semiclas
cal condition.

The expressions fordx(0) anddf are larger by the factor& than those for the relevan
coherent states. This is because^zF

muzI& is a sort of the convolution of the two coherent states. T
time dependence of the spread of the wave packet along the position axis is periodic by~112! with
~91!. This breathing behavior is similar to the behavior of the squeezed state of the har
oscillator.15

Our solution remains correct in the zero-field limit,F50, where the Bloch particle exhibits
ballistic motion: xsc(T)5xI1v IT, fsc(T)5f I , and C(T)5(VT/2)cosfI with v I

ª(aV/\)sinfI being the group velocity. The spread of the wave packet,dx(T), increases mo-
notonously withT because of the dispersion of the phase velocity.

VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have succeeded in properly defining the coherent states for the Bloch particle. Using
we have constructed a coherent state path integral formalism for the Bloch particle. The tra
amplitude involves contribution from paths with different winding numbers associated with
quasimomentum. The theory has been successfully applied to the semiclassical motion
Bloch particle under a uniform electric field, and the famous Bloch oscillation has been r
duced.

If one of two dynamical variables which are canonically conjugate to each other is contin
but periodic, the other is discrete and unbounded on both the positive and the negative side
value. The converse of this statement is also true. The second example in addition to the
particle is the rigid rotator, where the rotation angle,f, is continuous but the angular-momentum
Lz , is discrete. That is, the roles of the position and the momentum are reversed from the c
the Bloch particle. Therefore, the roles of the kinetic energy and the potential energy are re
as well. The periodic potential energyW(f) stands for the hindering potential, and can assu
various forms depending on the physical condition for the rigid rotator. On the contrary, the k
energy is restricted to the form (Lz)

2/(2I ) with I being the moment of inertia. The third examp
is the order parameter of a mesoscopic superconductor or the BEC of an ultracold gas, wh
phase of the order parameter,f, is continuous but the number of the condensate,N, is discrete.
Anyway, the coherent state path integral formalism established in the present paper can be
to other systems than the Bloch particle.

It is our hope that the path integral formalism will help to achieve solving more complic
problems for the Bloch particle or other systems. In fact, the authors have found recently e
lence of the quantum dynamics of a domain wall in a quasi-one-dimensional mesoscopic
magnet to that of the Bloch particle. This subject is discussed in a separate paper.16
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The Schro¨dinger operator with point interaction in one dimension has a U~2! family
of self-adjoint extensions. We study the spectrum of the operator and show that~i!
the spectrum is uniquely determined by the eigenvalues of the matrixUPU(2) that
characterizes the extension, and that~ii ! the space of distinct spectra is given by the
orbifold T2/Z2 which is a Möbius strip with boundary. We employ a parametriza-
tion of U~2! that admits a direct physical interpretation and furnishes a coherent
framework to realize the spectral duality and anholonomy recently found. This
allows us to find that~iii ! physically distinct point interactions form a three-
parameter quotient space of the U~2! family. © 2001 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1415432#

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum mechanical motion of a particle subject to a point interaction on a lineR is described
by the free Schro¨dinger ~the Laplacian! operator,

H52
\2

2m

d2

dx2 , ~1!

with one point perturbation. This is implemented by deleting a point, sayx50 on the line, and
thereby considering the familyV of self-adjoint operatorsH defined on proper domains in th
Hilbert spaceH5L2(R\$0%). The theory of self-adjoint extensions then dictates that the familV
is given by the group U~2!, which covers all allowable distinct point interactions.1 Studies show
that the spectrum of the operatorH consists of the essential spectrum@0,̀ ! together with a discrete
spectrum having at most two levels of bound states2 ~see also Refs. 3 and 4, and referenc
therein!. Symmetries such as parity or time reversal are used to classify the familyV.U(2) in
terms of their invariant subfamilies.5

Recently, we have examined the spectral properties of this simple system and found a n
of interesting features which are usually ascribed to more complex systems. These features
duality in the spectra under strong versus weak coupling exchange,6,7 anholonomy both in the
phase of states~the Berry phase! and in levels under a cycle inV,8,9 and the double degenerac

a!Electronic mail: izumi.tsutsui@kek.jp
b!Electronic mail: fulopt@poe.elte.hu
c!Electronic mail: cheon@mech.kochi-tech.ac.jp, http://www.mech.kochi-tech.ac.jp/cheon/
56870022-2488/2001/42(12)/5687/11/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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which leads to supersymmetry.10 Meanwhile, a similar study has been made on a circleS1 with
point interaction,11 where it is shown that the spectrum ofH does not depend on the entire U~2!
parameters as one naı¨vely expects.

The aim of the present paper is to furnish a comprehensive picture of the spectral struc
the entire family of the Schro¨dinger operatorsH on a lineR as well as on an interval@ l ,2 l #
~under some innocuous boundary conditions! with the pointx50 removed. Our main results ar
given in three theorems. Theorem 1 states that the spectrum is uniquely determined by the
values of the U~2! matrix which characterizes the point interaction, and Theorem 2 shows tha
the case of the interval, the spaceS consisting of all distinct spectra is given by a Mo¨bius strip
with boundary, while for the case of the lineS is a subspace of it. The key observation to rea
these statements is that the set of su(2) parity transformations on the operatorH which preserve
the spectrum7,10 can be generalized in order to narrow the dependence from U(2) down
subspace. We also provide a generalization in symmetry transformations in order to asso
pertinent invariant subfamily to any point interaction inV. In our treatment emerges a natur
parametrization ofV which admits a direct physical interpretation and furnishes a framewor
describe the above-mentioned features in a coherent manner. As part of the physical interp
given as Theorem 3, we find a one-parameter gauge equivalence withinV and conclude that
physically distinct point interactions form a three-parameter quotient space ofV.

II. SPECTRAL STRUCTURE

Let us first recall the description of the U~2! family of self-adjoint operatorsH7 ~see also Ref.
12!. The domain of such a self-adjoint operatorH is a subspace ofH specified by a boundary
condition at the missing pointx50 on the line. Letw be a state in the domain, and consider t
two-component boundary vectors

FªS w~01!

w~02! D , F8ªS w8~01!

2w8~02! D , ~2!

where 01 and 02 denote the limits atx50 from the right and the left, respectively. We requirew
and its derivativew8 to be absolutely continuous onR\$0% ~see Ref. 12!. In terms of a matrix
UPU(2) the boundary condition is then given as

~U2I !F1 iL 0~U1I !F850, ~3!

with some constantL0Þ0 of length dimension, whereI denotes the unit matrix in U~2!. We note
that the self-adjointness ofH is equivalent to the requirement of~global! probability conservation,
and that the constantL0 adds no extra freedom to that given byU.10 To indicate the U~2!-
dependence of the operatorH, we use the notationHU .

We now begin our discussion of the spectral structure of the familyV of the operatorsHU by
providing the following

Definition 1: A unitary transformationX:H→H is called a generalized symmetryof the
family V if, for any UPU(2),

X 21HUX5HUX, ~4!

for someUXPU(2).
We note that condition~4! embodies two requirements: first, the domain ofHU is mapped into

the domain ofHUX, and second,X 21HUX acts on this new domain as the differential operator~1!.
Note also that the two operatorsHU andHUX share the same spectrum.

The following lemmas will be useful in proving Theorem 1.
Lemma 1: The operatorsPj ( j 51,2,3) defined as

~P1w!~x!ªw~2x!,
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~P2w!~x!ª i @Q~2x!2Q~x!#w~2x!, ~5!

~P3w!~x!ª@Q~x!2Q~2x!#w~x!

(where Q denotes the Heaviside step function) are generalized symmetries. Further, the
parity-type operators (i.e., P j

25 idH , PjÞ6 idH) and satisfy thesu~2! commutation relations
@Pj ,Pk#52i ( l 51

3 e jklPl and the anticommutation relations$Pj ,Pk%52d jk idH .
Proof: It is straightforward to check that these operators are unitary and parity type, fulfi

the stated commutation and anticommutation relations. To show that they are generalized s
tries, let us observe that, under aPj , the boundary vectors~2! change asF°s jF and
F8°s jF8, wheres j ’s denote the Pauli matrices. In the boundary condition~3!, this change can
be absorbed by the change in the matrixU as

U°UPj
ªs j U s j . ~6!

This implies that aPj maps the domain of anHU to the domain ofHUPj
with UPj

given in ~6!

~clearly,Pj ’s preserve the smoothness properties mentioned in Ref. 1, too!. It is also easy to see
that PjHUPj remains the differential operator~1! on this new domain, since, under any of th
transformations~5!, w acquires merely an overall complex phase factor that is constant on botR1

andR2 . Q.E.D.
The three transformations defined previously are not the only parity-type generalized sy

tries. Indeed, operators given by the linear combinations of the three,

Pª(
j 51

3

cj Pj with cjPR, (
j 51

3

cj
251, ~7!

are all generalized symmetries and fulfill the parity propertyP 25 idH , where now the induced
transformation onU reads

U°UP5sUs, sª(
j 51

3

cj s j . ~8!

We therefore arrive at
Lemma 2: For anysu~2! elements normalized ass25I , and for any UPU(2), HU and

HsUs share an identical spectrum.
Using Lemma 2, we now show
Theorem 1: The spectrum of the Schro¨dinger operator HU is uniquely determined by th

eigenvalues of the matrix U.
Proof: Let eiu1 andeiu2 with u6P@0,2p) be the two eigenvalues of the unitary matrixU.

These eigenvalues arise in the matrix,

D5S eiu1 0

0 eiu2
D , ~9!

which appears when one diagonalizes

U5V21DV, ~10!

with an appropriateVPSU(2). Toproceed, let us set

D5ei j eirs3, j5
u11u2

2
, r5

u12u2

2
, ~11!
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to rewrite ~10! as

U5ei j eir V21s3V. ~12!

Note thatV21s3V in the exponent is just an element of su~2! obtained by the rotation ofs3 with
respect to an axis determined byV. Note also that, sinces5 (1/i ) e(p/2) is5s21, the product
ss3s is an element of su~2! obtained by the rotation ofs3 with respect tos by the anglep. This
implies that, to a givenV, one can always find somes such thatV21s3V5ss3s holds. With
suchs we now have

U5ei j eir ss3s5s D s. ~13!

Lemma 2 then ensures that the spectrum ofHU coincides with the spectrum ofHD . Q.E.D.
From this theorem we obtain
Corollary 1: A point interaction characterized by U possesses the isospectral subfamily

V~D !ª$HV21DVuVPSU~2!%, ~14!

where D is the diagonal eigenvalue matrix in the decomposition (10) of U. The isospectral
subspaceV(D) is homeomorphic to the coadjoint orbit ofSU~2! passing through the elemen
eirs3, and henceV(D).S2 except for the case D5eiu

•I (uP@0,2p)) for which V(D) consists
of D alone.

We mention that the exceptional cases (u5u15u2) occur at

U5eiu
•I , uP@0,2p!, ~15!

which form what we call theself-dual subfamilyVSD.U(1) in the entire set of point interaction
V.U(2) ~see also Proposition 3 and the remark which follows!.

Clearly, the two eigenvalues ofU appearing inD are interchangeable, and this is realized
V(D) by setting, e.g.,V° is2V. Thus, if we writeD5D(u1 ,u2! for the diagonal matrixD in
~9!, we have

Corollary 2: The two isospectral subfamilies associated with D(u1 ,u2) and D(u2 ,u1) are
identical,

V~D~u1 ,u2!!5V~D~u2 ,u1!!, ~16!

and hence the spectrum occurring at D(u1 ,u2) and that occurring at D(u2 ,u1) are the same.
The above-discussed spectral feature is seen in the discrete spectrum, but it is largely o

because the spectrum consists mostly of the continuous spectrum@0,̀ !. However, the structure
becomes manifest if one considers, instead of a line, a box~interval! on which the entire spectrum
becomes discrete. This can be done by imposing a boundary condition at both ends of the
such a way that it does not affect the consequences of the operations ofP in ~7!. Specifically, if we
let the interval@2 l ,l # be the box where the point interaction is placed atx50, then we seek
boundary conditions atx56 l which remain invariant under any of the transformations indu
by P. These are given by

Proposition 1: The boundary conditions at x56 l which are left unchanged under any of th
transformations induced byP (and hence provide a domain for H so that the entire discr
spectrum exhibits the spectral structure manifestly) are

w~ l !1Lw8~ l !50, w~2 l !2Lw8~2 l !50, ~17!

where LP(2`,`)ø$`% is an arbitrary parameter.
Proof: The operatorH remains self-adjoint if the boundary condition atx56 l ensures the

probability conservation, and this is exactly the demand we used to obtain the boundary co
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~3! at x50. ~More precisely, one needs to require further that the probability current vanish a
both ends, but this will be seen to be satisfied at the end.! This suggests that, if we use th
boundary vectors similar to~2!,

CªS w~ l !
w~2 l ! D , C8ªS w8~ l !

2w8~2 l ! D , ~18!

the boundary conditions at the ends can be given analogously as

~Ũ2I !C1 iL 0~Ũ1I !C850, ~19!

in terms of a matrixŨPU(2) characterizing the two ends. The transformation of the operatoP
on the boundary vectors~18! is the same as before, and hence it induces the same a
Ũ°ŨP5s Ũ s on the matrixŨ. Thus, the required boundary condition must satisfys Ũ s

5Ũ, that is, we findŨ5eiu
•I for uP@0,2p). Putting L5L0 cot(u/2) we obtain the state

ment. Q.E.D.
We remark that both the Dirichlet conditionw( l )5w(2 l )50 and the Neumann conditio

w8( l )5w8(2 l )50 are of the type~17!.
If we now introduce the space of distinct spectra,Sª$Spec(HU)uUPU(2)%, then from the

foregoing argument we find thatS is a subspace of the torusT25S13S15$(u1 ,u2)% subject to
the identification (u1 ,u2)[(u2 ,u1). The quotient space obtained by the identification is
orbifold T2/Z2 , which is the domain of the triangle shown in Fig. 1. The elementary observa
in Fig. 1 leads to

Theorem 2: The spectral spaceS of point interactions is a subspace of the orbifold T2/Z2

which is homeomorphic to a Mo¨bius strip with boundary. In particular, for the box@ l ,2 l # the
spectral spaceS is the entire T2/Z2 .

Proof: The first half is already shown~see Fig. 1!. To show the second half, we observe th
for an isospectral subfamilyV(D) the spectrum is determined by the boundary condition~3! for
U5D, which splits into

w~01!1L1w8~01!50, w~02!2L2 w8~02!50, ~20!

where we have used

L6ªL0 cot
u6

2
. ~21!

Then for the box@ l ,2 l # the problem boils down to determining the spectrum of the operato
two separate boxes,@2 l ,02) and (01 ,l #, under the combined boundary conditions,~17! and~20!.
For the interval (01 ,l #, for instance, the positive spectrumE5\2k2/(2m) is determined by the
condition, tankl5k(L2L1)/(11k2LL1), which admits a distinct set of solutions for differentL1

under fixedL. It thus follows that to each pair (L1 ,L2) or (u1 ,u2) modulo the exchange
u1↔u2 there arises a distinct spectrum. Q.E.

We have seen that the product form~10! for the matrixU furnishes a useful parametrizatio
for the point interaction in one dimension, where the spectral property resides solely i
diagonal partD. The adjoint partV, on the other hand, may be used to provide a parity trans
mation pertinent to the point interaction as follows.

Proposition 2: To a point interaction specified by U there is a parity operatorP of the form
(7) whose action leaves U invariant. The operatorP is unique (up to the sign) except when
PVSD for which P is arbitrary.

Proof: Consider the su~2! elements in ~8! given by

s5s~V!ªV21s3V, ~22!
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FIG. 1. ~Color.! At the top, the spectral spaceS is the triangle surrounded by edgesA11A2 , B andB8. We divide this
triangle into two subtrianglesB–C–A1 andB8–C–A2 . Since the latter subtriangle is spectrally identical to its dual ima
B–C8–A2 , S can be represented by the squareA1–C8–A2–C in the middle figure. When the two spectrally identic
edgesC and C8 are stitched together with the right orientation, we obtain the Mo¨bius strip with boundaryA1–A2

representing the self-dual subfamilyVSD ~the bottom figure!.
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whereV is the SU~2! matrix appearing in~10! for the the diagonalization of the matrixU¹VSD.
Note that in~10! the matrixV is determined only up to the left actioneixs3V, but this ambiguity
does not affect in specifyings in ~22!. We now expands(V) in the su~2! basis ass(V)
5( j 51

3 cj (V) s j and define the corresponding parity operator,

P~V!ª(
j 51

3

cj~V! Pj . ~23!

We then see at once that, under the transformation induced byP(V), the matrixU is left invariant,
s(V) U s(V)5U. The parity2P(V) corresponding to2s(V) also leavesU invariant. ForU
PVSD, it is obvious that anys, and hence anyP in ~7! leavesU invariant. Q.E.D.

The content of Proposition 2 may equally be stated as
Proposition 28: The Schro¨dinger operator HU commutes with a parity operatorP given by

(7), @HU ,P#50, where for U¹VSD the operatorP is uniquely determined asP5P(V) (up to
sign) in (23), while for UPVSD it is arbitrary.

We note that, for anHU and the parity operatorP commuting with it, the Hilbert spaceH can
be decomposed into two orthogonal closed linear subspaces,H5H1 % H2 , whereH1 andH2

are the eigenspaces ofP corresponding to the eigenvalues 1 and21, respectively. The nondegen
erate eigenfunctions ofHU belong to eitherH1 or H2 . For doubly degenerate eigenvalues, t
eigenfunctions can be chosen such that one belongs toH1 and the other toH2 . Note that, since
the eigenvalue equation is a second-order differential equation on both half lines, the eigen
of HU are at most doubly degenerate. Namely, these degenerate solutions contain two fre
stants each, and the boundary condition~3! reduces this four-parameter freedom to a tw
parameter one. These statements are valid for the non-normalizable eigenfunctions~scattering
states! of HU , too, in the rigged Hilbert space sense@note that the definition~5!, and correspond-
ingly the definition ofP(V), can be extended to anyR\$0%→C function in a natural way, which
involves the natural extension ofH1 andH2#.

A distinguished family of generalized symmetries which interchange the subspacesH1 and
H2 exist, that is,

Proposition 3: For an HU and the associated parity operatorP commuting with it, there exists
a U(1) family of generalized symmetriesD such that eachD mapsH1 to H2 and vice versa, and
satisfies(UD)D5U.

Proof: Consider the generalized symmetriesD corresponding to the U~1! family of su~2!
elements,

sDªV21 s̃~f!V, ~24!

where we have defineds̃(f)5cosf s11sinf s2 for fP@0,2p), and introduced D
ª( j 51

3 cj8Pj using the expansionsD5( j 51
3 cj8s j of sD . On U5V21D(u1 ,u2) V theseD in-

duce

U°UD5sD U sD5V21 s̃~f! D~u1 ,u2! s̃~f!V5V21D~u2 ,u1!V, ~25!

and hence implement the interchangeu1↔u2 . From this (UD)D5U is clear. To prove that aD
maps any eigenfunction ofP to another one with opposite eigenvalue, we show that$P,D%50.
Indeed, from$Pj ,Pk%5Tr(s jsk)idH and ~23! it follows that

$P,D%5TrS (
j 51

3

cjs j (
k51

3

ck8skD idH5Tr~ssD!idH5Tr~s3s̃~f!!idH50. ~26!

Q.E.D.
Hence, in the light of these properties,D may be calledduality transformation. The duality

found in Refs. 7 and 10 is a special case ofD.
The role of the point interaction and the parity operator in Proposition 2 can be revers

obtain
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Proposition 4: To a parity operatorP given in (7) there is a subfamily of point interaction
which are left invariant underP. For any P the subfamilyVP is homeomorphic to a torus T2.

Proof: The subfamilyVP is given by

VPª$ UPU~2!usU s5U %, ~27!

wheres is determined fromP by ~8!. The matricesU belonging toVP are then found to be of the
form,

U5ei j eirs, jP@0,p!, rP@0,2p!, ~28!

which is homeomorphic to a torusT2 for any P. Q.E.D.
For instance, if we chooseP5P1 , the subfamilyVP1

is just the set of parity invarian
~left–right symmetric! point interactions in the usual sense of the word. If, on the other hand
chooseP5P3 , then the resultant subfamilyVP3

becomes the so-called separated subfamily wh
no probability flow through the gapx50 is allowed. One may also choose forP the oneP(V) that
corresponds to a specificU. The invariant subfamilyVP(V) then containsU by construction, and
becomes a subfamily pertinent to the point interaction characterized byU. One then finds from
Propositions 3 and 4 thatVP(V).T2 except whenUPVSD for which VP(V) coincides with the
entire familyV.U(2).13

The self-dual subfamilyVSD has also the following distinguished characteristics:
Proposition 5: For any point interaction belonging toVSD ~i.e., UPVSD!, all eigenvalues of

HU (including the generalized ones) are doubly degenerate.
Proof: For anyUPVSD, we have from Proposition 28 that @HU ,Pj #50 for j 51, 2, 3. This

implies that, on any eigenspace ofHU , a representation of su~2! formed by$P j% j 51,2,3 is given.
Since an eigenfunction of, say,P1 cannot be an eigenfunction ofP2 , the eigenspaces ofHU must
be doubly degenerate. This argument is valid for the generalized eigenvalues~scattering state
energies! and the corresponding eigenspaces as well. Q.E

The double degeneracy implies that the system with point interaction belonging toVSD may
be regarded as supersymmetric. As shown in Ref. 10, this is in fact the case forU52I , where the
energy of the two bound states vanishes yielding anN52 Witten model with a ‘‘good SUSY.’’14

Generically, however, the ground state energy of the system is nonvanishing and the system
supersymmetric even though it admits a formally supersymmetric reformulation for anyU of
VSD. The obstacle for being supersymmetric is the fact that the presumed supercharges
self-adjoint unlessU52I .

We have learned that the spectrum of the operatorHU is determined by the two parameters
D in the decompositionU5V21DV, and that, in particular, for the box the spaceS of the spectra
is given by a Mo¨bius strip. One can proceed further and assign more general physical mean
the parameters in the matrixU. To see this we first rewrite the boundary condition~3! using the
decomposition as

VF1S L1 0

0 L2
DVF850, ~29!

with L6 given in ~21!. We further parametrizeV by the Euler angles~with the first factoreixs3

which does not affectU being dropped!,

V5ei ~m/2! s2ei ~n/2! s3, mP@0,p#, nP@0,2p!, ~30!

and thereby present

$~L1 ,L2 ,m,n!uL6P~2`,`!ø$`%, mP@0,p#,nP@0,2p!%, ~31!
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as a basic set for the parametrization of the point interactions on a line. On account of the
specification of the eigenvalues ofU, the set~31! is in a two-to-one correspondence toU,
providing a double covering15 of the whole familyV.U(2) ~see Fig. 2!. We then have

Theorem 3: The parameters in the set~31! possess the following physical properties:
(i) The two parameters L6 furnish two independent length scales to the point interaction.
(ii) The anglen is physically irrelevant (unobservable).
(iii) The anglem measures the extent of mixture of states between the positive and ne

half lines.
Proof: ~i! is evident because in the boundary condition~29! L6 are the only parameters wit

length dimension. To show~ii !, we observe from~30! and~29! that the anglen can be absorbed by
introducing the new vectorseins3/2F and eins3/2F8 which arise if we replace
w(06)°e6 in/2w(06) andw8(06)°e6 in/2w8(06). This is implemented by the U~1! phase trans-
formation ~gauge transformation! on the state,

FIG. 2. ~Color.! The parameter space$(u1 ,u2 ,m,n)% is a product of the spectral torusT2 specified by the angles
(u1 ,u2) and the isospectral sphereS2 specified by the angles~m,n! with radiusr5(u12u2)/2 ~cf. Corollary 1! which
collapses to a point for the self-dual caseu15u2 . A cyclic pathC on the sphere yields a phase anholonomy~the Berry
phase! proportional to the area enclosed byC due to the degeneracy present at the center of the sphere. A cyclic pathG on
the torus, on the other hand, yields a level anholonomy~level shifts! if G is homotopically nontrivial. A generic cycle is a
combination of the two, and hence yields an anholonomy in both phase and level. The parametrization shown here
a double covering of the entire familyV.U(2), where the two antipodal points on the spheres equidistant from
self-dual lineu15u2 are identified. This identification determines the spectral spaceS to be given byT2/Z2 which is a
Möbius strip with boundary.
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w~x!°e~ i /\! q(x)w~x!, q~x!ª
n

2
@Q~x!2Q~2x!#\. ~32!

Since the phase shiftq(x) is constant overR\$0%, and since the phase gap~which occurs at the
missing pointx50! cannot be observed on a line,16 the transformed state is equivalent to t
original state in quantum theory, that is, the anglen is irrelevant physically. Finally,~iii ! is also
evident in the boundary condition~29! because the factorei (m/2) s2 mixes the two rows of the
boundary vectors by rotation according to the anglem. Q.E.D.

An important point to be noted here is that the existence of the one-parameter gauge e
lence within V implies that point interactions which are distinct physically—not just on
spectral basis—form a three-parameter quotient space ofV.

The properties stated in Theorem 3 can be seen explicitly in the solutions of the Schro¨dinger
equation under the operatorHU being the Hamiltonian. For instance, the bound states allo
underHU on the line are given by

wk~x!5H Ak
2ekx, x,0

Bk
1e2kx, x.0

, ~33!

wherek determines the bound state energyEbound52\2k2/(2m), and the constantsAk
2 andBk

1

are subject to the normalization conditionuAk
2u21uBk

1u252k. A nonvanishing solution is then
ensured if

k5
1

L1
or k5

1

L2
, ~34!

which shows that there exist two bound states ifL1.0 andL2.0, and one ifL1L2,0, and
none if L1,0 andL2,0. The parametersL6 thus give~in case they are positive! the scales of
the trapped particle. In terms of~30! the coefficients are found to be

S Bk
1

Ak
2D 5A 2

L1S e22in cos
m

2

sin
m

2

D , S Bk
1

Ak
2D 5A 2

L2S 2e22in sin
m

2

cos
m

2

D , ~35!

for k51/L1 and 1/L2 , respectively. Note that the relative phase factore22in attached to the
coefficients of the states on the positive half line can be removed by~32!. Similarly, the scattering
states for the particle~with velocity v5\k/m! incident, say, from the positive side,

wk
(1)~x!5

1

A2p
H tk

(1)e2 ikx, x,0

e2 ikx1r k
(1)eikx, x.0

, ~36!

have the reflection and transmission coefficients

S r k
(1)

tk
(1) D 52

1

~11 ikL1!~11 ikL2!
S 11k2L1L22 ik~L12L2!cosm

2 ik~L12L2!sinm ein D . ~37!

We observe that, in accordance with the interpretation, the factorein is simply the phase which is
acquired by the transmitted wave when the incoming wave passes the pointx50. We can also see
that, unliken, each of the other three parameters plays an independent and physical role
eigenstates ofHU .

Finally, let us illustrate the basic structure of the U~2! family by considering a generic poin
interaction specified byU in the U~2! parameter space which is shown in Fig. 2 as a product
torus representing (u1 ,u2) and a sphere with radiusr @see~13! and Corollary 1# representing
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~m,n!. On this torus, two point interactions connected by the duality transformation~25! are
represented by two equidistant points from the self-dual loop,u15u2 . The double covering of
the parametrization implies that the two spheres attached to these dual points are actua
same, with antipodal points on the two spheres identified. Under a cyclic process on the sph
can expect a phase anholonomy~the Berry phase! to arise, since the spectrum becomes dege
ated at the centeru15u2 which belongs toVSD ~see Proposition 5!. One can also expect a leve
shift if the cycle is homotopically nontrivial on the torus~see, e.g., Ref. 17!. The anholonomy both
in phase and level has indeed been observed10 for cycles passing throughU5s3 , that is,
(u1 ,u2)5(p,0) and (m,n)5(0,0). We note that this pointU5s3 is rather special because it ha
the invariant parityP(V5I )5P3 and hence its invariant subfamily is just the separated subfa
VP3

. Further, its isospectral subfamilyV(D5s3) is ~the continuous part of! the scale invariant
subfamilyVW ~Ref. 5! in view of the fact10 that suchU satisfies the condition for scale invarianc
det(U6I)5det(s36I)50. We stress, however, that the anholonomy in phase and/or level
generic phenomenon observed for any cyclic process in the parameter spaceV.U(2).
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Asymptotics for the condensate multivortex solutions
in the self-dual Chern–Simons CP „1… model
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Department of Mathematics, Yonsei University, Seoul 120-749, Korea
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In this paper we study the asymptotics for the condensate multivortex solutions in
the self-dual Chern–Simons CP~1! model. When the breaking parameters belongs
to (2 1

2,
1
2), we show that for any sequence of multivortex solutions which lies

between suitable super- and subsolutions with respect to the Chern–Simons cou-
pling constantk, we can find a subsequence which converges to a constant depend-
ing only on s as k goes to zero. Also we investigate the locally uniform conver-
gence speed. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1409962#

I. INTRODUCTION

The CP~1! model which is equivalent to theO(3) sigma model is a basic model in fiel
theory. Though this model is useful as a toy model for the instantons in non-Abelian Yang–
theories, it is scale invariant and yields instantons of arbitrary size. This makes the model u
able as a model for real particles and there have been many attempts to break the scale inv
Among them, one of the most elegant ways is to introduce a gauge field which incorporat
kinetic term. Gauging a theory is useful to obtain the finite energy solitons. Schroers1 proposed a
gauged model by introducing a U~1! gauge field whose dynamics is governed by a Maxwell te
On the other hand, Ghosh and Ghosh2 proposed a gaugedO(3) sigma model with the gauge fiel
dynamics governed solely by a Chern–Simons term. In Ref. 3 the authors generalized the
CP~1! case to the gauged CP(N) models with the kinetic term governed by a Chern–Simons te
These models yield to a Bogomol’nyi limit or self-dual equations which are easy to an
mathematically compared to full second-order Euler–Lagrange equation. We note th
Bogomol’nyi limit in superconductivity plays an important role as it permits one to disting
between the type of superconductors.4

In this paper, we consider the Chern–Simons CP~1! model where the gauge field dynamics
solely governed by the Chern–Simons term. Multiple existence of solutions is already stud
our previous paper5 and we will concentrate on the asymptotics for the solutions.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly introduce the Chern–Si
CP~1! model, formulate its mathematical settings, and recall previous results. In Sec. III, we
the asymptotics for multivortex solutions with the breaking parameters belonging to (2 1

2,
1
2). We

show that for any sequence of multivortex solutions which lies between suitable super
subsolutions with respect to the Chern–Simons coupling constantk constructed in Ref. 5, we ca
find a subsequence which converges to a constant depending only ons ask goes to zero. Also we
study the locally uniform convergence speed.

We remark that Tarantello6 studied the asymptotic behavior of solutions of the Cher
Simons–Higgs model in a doubly periodic domain. Han7 applied the arguments in Ref. 8 to th
above-mentioned model and obtained some interior estimates. Their studies were the mai
vation for our work here.

a!Electronic mail: heedol@math.snu.ac.kr
56980022-2488/2001/42(12)/5698/15/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. THE CHERN–SIMONS CP„1… MODEL

In this section we briefly introduce the Chern–Simons CP~1! model. After reducing the self-
dual equations to semilinear elliptic partial differential equations, we recall the correspo
existence theorem~see Ref. 5!.

The CP~1! model consists of two complex scalar fieldsz1 ,z2 in R2. Denotingz5(z1 ,z2), the
model requires thatuzu25z1z11z2z251 andz is equivalent to the overall phase rotations.

The Lagrangian for the self-dual Chern–Simons CP~1! model is

L5
k

2
emnrAm]nAr1u¹mzu22V~z!,

whereemnr is the totally skew-symmetric tensor withe01251, R5diag(12,2
1
2), AmR is the matrix

valued gauge field,V(z) is a potential term which will be fixed later, and the ‘‘covariant deriv
tives’’ ¹m andDm are defined as follows:

¹mz5Dmz2~ z̄Dmz!z, Dmz5]mz2 iAmRz.

The Gauss law constraint obtained from the variation ofA0 is given by

kF125 i $¹0z̄@Rz2z~ z̄Rz!#2¹0z̄@Rz2z~ z̄Rz!#%, ~1!

whereF125]1A22]2A1 . The theory possesses the following conserved topological current

Km52 i emnr]n~ z̄Drz!

and a conserved globalU(1) current for the generatorR,

Jm5 i $¹mz̄@Rz2z~ z̄Rz!#2¹mz̄@Rz2z~ z̄Rz!#%.

If we choose the potential as given by

V~z!5
1

k2 u@Rz2z~ z̄Rz!#~ z̄Rz!2s@Rz2z~ z̄Rz!#u2,

wheres is a free real parameter, then we can find that the field configurations saturating the e
bound satisfy the Gauss law constraint~1! and the self-dual equations,

~¹16 i¹2!z50,

¹0z6
i

k
$@Rz2z~ z̄Rz!#~ z̄Rz!2s@Rz2z~ z̄Rz!#%50.

Indeed, the energy functionalE can be expressed as follows:

E5E d2x$u¹0zu21u¹1zu21u¹2zu21V~z!%

5E d2x$u~¹16 i¹2!zu21u¹0z6
i

k
$@Rz2z~ z̄Rz!#

3~ z̄Rz!2s@Rz2z~ z̄Rz!#%u2%6E d2xS K01
s

k
J0D

>6E d2xS K01
s

k
J0D[T,

and we will compute the generalized topological chargeT later.
By elementary computations, from the above-mentioned self-dual equations, we obtai

away from the zeroes ofz1 andz2 , there hold
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H z2]̄z12z1]̄z25 iz1z2~A11 iA2!,

F1257
l

2
uz1u2uz2u2~ uz1u22uz2u222s!,

~2!

where]̄5(]11 i ]2)/2 andl52/k2.
We choose the upper signs and consider a doubly periodic boundary conditions du

Hooft.9 First we note that the LagrangianL is invariant under the following gauge transform
tions:

z~x!°eiu(x)z~x!, A0~x!°A0~x!, Aj~x!°Aj~x!1] ju~x!,

whereu is a real-valued function andj 51,2. We set the doubly periodic regionV by

V5$x5~x1 ,x2!PR2ux5t1a11t2a2,0,t1 ,t2,1%,

wherea1 and a2 are linearly independent vectors inR2, and defineGk5$xPR2ux5tka
k,0,tk

,1% for k51,2. Then the boundary]V can be written as

]V5G1øG2ø$a11G2%ø$a21G1%ø$O,a1,a2,a11a2%.

Here we impose the following doubly periodic boundary condition:

exp~ iuk~x1ak!!z~x1ak!5exp~ iuk~x!!z~x!,

A0~x1ak!5A0~x!,

~Aj1] juk!~x1ak!5~Aj1] juk!~x!,

wherexPG1øG22Gk for k51,2 andu1 ,u2 are real-valued smooth functions defined in a neig
borhood ofG2ø$a11G2%, G1ø$a21G1%, respectively.

If we denote byqk’s the zeroes ofz1 for k51, . . . ,m and pl ’s the zeroes ofz2 for l
51, . . . ,n counted with multiplicity, then we can calculate the magnetic fluxF and the energyE
as follows:

F5E
V

F12dx5E
]V

Aj dxj52E
]V

] juk dxj52p~m2n!,

E5T5E
V

K01
s

k
J05E

V
]2~A1Rz!2]1~A2Rz!1sF1252p~~m1n!1s~m2n!!.

On the other hand, settingu5 lnuz1 /z2u2 and following the argument of Taubes,10 we reduce the
self-dual equations~2! to

Du5~122s!l
eu

~11eu!3 S eu2
112s

122sD14p(
k51

m

dqk
24p(

l 51

n

dpl
in V. ~3!

Conversely, ifu is given, then we can recover (z,A) using the relations

z1

z2
5eu/2 1 iQ,

A11 iA2

2
52 i ] ln

z1

z2
,

whereQ5(k51
m arg(z2qk)2(l51

n arg(z2pl).
It is convenient to introduce a reference functionw as the unique solution of
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Dw52
4p~m2n!

uVu
14p(

k51

m

dqk
24p(

l 51

n

dpl
, E

V
w50. ~4!

Settingul5w1vl , from ~3! we have

Dvl5~122s!l
ew1vl

~11ew1vl!3 S ew1vl2
112s

122sD1
4p~m2n!

uVu
~5!

and the constraint obtained by integrating overV,

~122s!lE
V

ew1vl

~11ew1vl!3 S ew1vl2
112s

122sD524p~m2n!.

Furthermore we can derive the associated functionalI l as

I l~v !5
1

2
i¹viL2

2
1lE

V

s2~22s!ew1v

~11ew1v!2 1
4p~m2n!

uVu E
V

v. ~6!

Let e be a sufficiently small positive number so that the (m1n) balls with centerpl ’s or qk’s of
radius 2e are mutually disjoint and 8p(m1n)e2,uVu. We define a smooth functiong1 with
21<g1<0 by

g1~x!5H 21, xPø l 51
n B~pl ,e!

0, xPV\ø l 51
n B~pl ,2e!,

and letv1 be a solution of

Dv15
4pm

uVu
1

1

e2 g12
1

e2uVu EV
g124p(

k51

m

dqk
.

Sincev1 can be determined up to constant, we may assume that

w1v1> ln
21A4s213

122s
in V.

Replacing21, pl , m with 1, qk andn, respectively, in the definitions ofg1 andv1, we obtain
g2 andv2 analogously. Also we may assume that

w1v2< ln
112s

21A4s213
in V.

We note thatv1 and v2 are super- and subsolutions of~5!, respectively. Finally we state th
existence theorem.5

Theorem 1:Let 2 1
2,s, 1

2 andv1 andv2 be defined as above. Then there existsl0 such that
for all l>l0 , there exists a multivortex solutionvl which is a local minimizer of Il and satisfies
v2,vl,v1. Moreover, if mÞn, then there exists another multivortex solutionṽl which is a
critical point of Il .

III. ASYMPTOTICS

In this section, we will prove the following theorem:
Theorem 2: Let 2 1

2,s, 1
2 andvl be a solution which lies betweenv2 andv1. Then for any

r 0.0, there exists a constant C5C(r 0) such that
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uvl~qk!u<Cl r 0, uvl~pl !u<Cl r 0.

Moreover, there exists a subsequence$vl j
% such that ul j

5w1vl j
satisfies

(i) (122s)l j eul j(eul j2 (112s)/(122s))/(11eul j)3→24p(k51
m dqk

14p( l 51
n dpl

in the sense

of measure asl j→`,
(ii) iul j

2 ln(112s)/(122s) iW1,r (V)→0 for 1,r ,2 as l j→`,

(iii) iul j
2 ln(112s)/(122s) iL`(K)< C(K)/lj for K,,V\ø l 51

n $pl%øk51
m $qk%.

The proof of the theorem consists of several lemmas and we begin by constructing upp
lower bounds. This lemma plays a key role.

Lemma 1: Letvl be a solution of~5! which lies betweenv2 and v1. For ul5w1vl , there
existU2, Ul

2 , U1, Ul
1 such thatU2 andU1 are independent ofl and the following inequalities

hold for sufficiently largel:

U2,Ul
2, ln

112s

122s
,Ul

1,U1, Ul
2,ul,Ul

1 . ~7!

Moreover, Ul
2 and Ul

1 satisfies

DUl
25~122s!l

eul

~11eul!3 S eUl
2

2
112s

122sD14p(
k51

m

dqk
in V, ~8!

DUl
15~122s!l

eul

~11eul!3 S eUl
1

2
112s

122sD24p(
l 51

n

dpl
in V. ~9!

Proof: Let g be a smooth function with 0<g<1 satisfying

g~x!5H 1, xPø l 51
n B~pl ,e!øk51

m B~qk ,e!

0, xPV\ø l 51
n B~pl ,2e!øk51

m B~qk,2e!.

We defineU2 as a solution of

DU252
4pm

uVu
14p(

k51

m

dql
1

1

e2 g2
1

e2uVu EV
g.

SinceU2 can be determined up to constant, we may assume that

U2< ln
112s

122s
21.

Similarly, we defineU1> ln(112s)/(122s) 11 as a solution of

DU15
4pn

uVu
24p(

l 51

n

dpl
2

1

e2 g1
1

e2uVu EV
g.

If xPø l 51
n B(pl ,e)øk51

m B(qk ,e), then
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DU2>2
4pm

uVu
14p(

k51

m

dqk
1

1

e2 2
4p~m1n!

uVu

>
1

e2 2
8p~m1n!

uVu
14p(

k51

m

dqk

>~122s!l
eul

~11eul!3 S eU2
2

112s

122sD14p(
k51

m

dqk
.

We define two constantsu
*
1 , u

*
2 which are independent ofl as

u
*
1[sup$w1v1uxPV\ø

l 51

n

B~pl ,e!%,`,

u
*
2[ inf$w1v2uxPV\ø

k51

m

B~qk ,e!%.2`.

If xPV\ø l 51
n B(pl ,e)øk51

m B(qk ,e), then

eul

~11eul!3 >c* 5minH eu
*
1

~11eu
*
1

!3
,

eu
*
2

~11eu
*
2

!3J .0

and

l
eul

~11eul!3 >lc* →` as l→`.

Thus

DU2>2
4pm

uVu
14p(

k51

m

dqk
2

4p~m1n!

uVu

>4p(
k51

m

dqk
2

8p~m1n!

uVu

>4p(
k51

m

dqk
2

1

e2

>~122s!l
eul

~11eul!3 S eU2
2

112s

122sD14p(
k51

m

dqk

for l.e/(e21)(112s)c* e2. This shows thatU2 is a subsolution of~8! which is less than
ln(112s)/(122s). Since ln(112s)/(122s) is a supersolution, the standard iteration method imp
the existence of a solutionUl

2 of ~8!.
Similarly, we can check thatU1 and ln(112s)/(122s) are super- and subsolutions of~9!,

respectively. Since ln(112s)/(122s) <U1, we obtain the existence of a solutionUl
1 of ~9!. Finally,

the maximum principle implies the desired inequality~7! and this completes the proof. Q.E.D
Remark 1: Integrating~8! over V, we obtain

~122s!E
V

eul

~11eul!3 S eUl
2

2
112s

122sD52
4pm

l
→0 as l→`.
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SinceU2,Ul
2< ln(112s)/(122s), we can find a subsequence$l j% such that

Ul j

2→ ln
112s

122s
a.e. asl j→`.

Similarly, we may assume thatUl j

1→ ln(112s)/(122s) almost everywhere asl j→`. Then by

lemma 1, we have

ul j
→ ln

112s

122s
a.e. asl j→`.

Lemma 2: Letvl be as in Lemma 1. Then for any r0.0, there exists a constant C5C(r 0)
such that

ivliL`(V)<Cl r 0.

In particular,

uvl~qk!u<Cl r 0, uvl~pl !u<Cl r 0.

Proof: We may assume that 0,r 0, 1
2. Observing that the absolute value of the first term

the right-hand side of~5! is less thanl, if r .1 then we have

iDvliLr (V)
r

5E
V
U~122s!l

ew1vl

~11ew1vl!3 S ew1vl2
112s

122sD1
4p~m2n!

uVu U r

<2r 21Fl r 21E
V

~122s!l
ew1vl

~11ew1vl!3 Uew1vl2
112s

122sU1S 4pum2nu
uVu D r G

<CF11l r 21E
V

~122s!l
ew1vl

~11ew1vl!3 S ~eul2eUl
2

!1S 112s

122s
2eUl

2D D G
<C@114p~m1n!l r 21#<Cl r 21.

We use the interpolation type inequality and Lemma 1 to obtain

ivliL`(V)<CivliL1(V)
~r 21!/~2r 21!iD2vliLr (V)

r /~2r 21! <CiDvliLr (V)
r /~2r 21! <Cl~r 21!/~2r 21!.

Then for r 5(r 021)/(2r 021), we get the desired result. Q.E.D
Modifying Tarantello’s argument,6 we have the following weak convergence results.
Lemma 3: Let$ul% be any sequence of solutions as in Lemma 1. Then there exists a s

quence$l j% such that, asl j→`,
(i) (122s)l j eul j(eul j2 (112s)/(122s))/(11eul j)3→24p(k51

m dqk
14p( l 51

n dpl
in the sense

of measure,
(ii) u l j

→ ln(112s)/(122s) in W1,r(V), 1,r ,2.
Proof: We rewriteul2 ln(112s)/(122s) as a difference of two non-negative terms,

ul2 ln
112s

122s
5~ul2Ul

2!2S ln
112s

122s
2Ul

2D .

Subtracting~8! from ~3!, we have

D~ul2Ul
2!5~122s!l

eul

~11eul!3 ~eul2eUl
2

!24p(
l 51

n

dpl
[Jl24p(

l 51

n

dpl
.
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SinceJl>0 andiJliL1(V)54pn, there exist a subsequence$l j% and a measureh such thatJl j

→h in the sense of measure. By Lemma 1 we may assume thatUl j

6→ ln(112s)/(122s) asl j goes

to infinity. Multiplying a smooth functionw, integrating overV, and taking the limit, we have

E
V

wJl j
→4p(

l 51

n

w~pl ! as l j→`,

and thush54p( l 51
n dpl

. Similarly,

~122s!l j

eul j

~11eul j!3 S 112s

122s
2eUl j

2 D→4p(
k51

m

dqk

in the sense of measure and~i! is proved.
Let w1 be the unique solution of

Dw15
4pn

uVu
24p(

l 51

n

dpl
, E

V
w150

andul j
2Ul j

2 5w11Ul j
. ThenUl j

satisfies

DUl j
5~122s!l j

eul j

~11eul j!3 ~eul j2eUl j

2

!2
4pn

uVu
.

For any fixed 1,r ,2 andr 85 r /(r 21).2,

i¹~ul j
2Ul j

2 !iLr (V)
r

5E
V

u¹~w11Ul j
!ur5E

V
¹~w11Ul j

!¹w,

wherew is a unique solution of

H Dw5div@ u¹~w11Ul j
!ur 22¹~w11Ul j

!# in V

E
V

w50.

Using Calderon–Zygmund inequality, we have

i¹wiLr 8(V)<C~r !i¹~w11Ul j
!iLr (V)

r 21

and then

i¹~w11Ul j
!iLr (V)5

*V¹~w11Ulw
!¹w

i¹~w11Ul j
!iLr (V)

r 21 <C~r !E
V

¹~w11Ul j
!¹S w

i¹wiLr 8(V)
D

<C~r !E
V

¹~w11Ul j
!¹wl j

. ~10!

Herewl j
is defined by

E
V

¹~w11Ul j
!¹wl j

5supH E
V

¹~w11Ul j
!¹wUiwiW1,r 8(V)51,E

V
w50J .
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Noting that iwl j
iW1,r 8(V)51 and*Vwl j

50, we can findw0PW1,r 8(V) and weakly convergen
subsequence$wl j

%, still we use the same notation, such thatwl j
→w0 in L`(V). From ~10! we

have

1

C~r !
i¹~w11Ul j

!iLr (V)<E
V

¹~w11Ul j
!¹wl j

5E
V

¹w1¹wl j
1E

V
¹Ul j

¹~wl j
2w0!1E

V
¹Ul j

¹w0

52E
V

Dw1wl j
2E

V
DUl j

~wl j
2w0!1E

V
¹Ul j

¹w0

<4p(
l 51

n

wl j
~pl !14pniwl j

2w0iL`(V)24p(
l 51

n

w0~pl !1o~1!.

Here we used~i! in the last inequality. Sincewl j
→w0 in L`(V), we have thati¹(w1

1Ul j
)iLr (V)→0 asl j→`. Finally, using dominated convergence theorem,w11Ul j

→0 in Lr(V)

andul j
2Ul j

2→0 in W1,r(V).

Similarly, Ul j

2 2 ln(112s)/(122s)→0 in W1,r(V) and thus~ii ! holds. Q.E.D.

Remark 2: From (i), for any compact subset K ofV\ø l 51
n $pl%øk51

m $qk%,

E
K
~122s!l j

eul j

~11eul j!3 S eul j2
112s

122sD→0 asl j→`.

Next, we investigate the locally uniform convergence. The arguments of the proof are d
Refs. 8 and 7.

Lemma 4: Let$ul% be as in Lemma 1. For any compact subset K,V\ø l 51
n $pl%øk51

m $qk%,
there exists a subsequence$ul j

% such that ul j
→ ln(112s)/(122s) uniformly on K asl j→`.

Proof: Let K and K8 be compact subsets ofV with K,,K8,,V\ø l 51
n $pl%øk51

m $qk%.
SinceUl

2,ul,Ul
1 by Lemma 1, it suffices to show thatUl

6→ ln(112s)/(122s) uniformly onK.
First consider the caseUl

2 . Let w2 be the unique solution of

Dw252
4pm

uVu
14p(

k51

m

dqk
, E

V
w250. ~11!

If we setUl
25w21V l

2 , thenV l
2 satisfies

DV l
25~122s!l

eul

~11eul!3 S ew21V l
2

2
112s

122sD1
4pm

uVu
. ~12!

Using Lemma 1 and interpolation type inequality~see, e.g., Ref. 8!, we have

i¹V l
2iL`(K)

2 <CS iDV l
2iL`(K8)iV l

2iL`(K8)1
1

dist~K,]K8!
iV l

2iL`(K8)
2 D<C~K8!l.

Now suppose thatiUl
22 ln(112s)/(122s) iL`(K)y0. Then there existsẽ.0 such thatiUl j

2 2 ln(1

12s)/(122s) iL`(K).ẽ for some subsequence$l j%. For uxj2xu,dist(K,]K8), we observe that
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US Ul j

2 2 ln
112s

122sD ~xj !2S Ul j

2 2 ln
112s

122sD ~x!U<uw2~xj !2w2~x!u1uVl j

2 ~xj !2Vl j

2 ~x!u

<i¹w2iL`(K8)uxj2xu1i¹Vl j

2 iL`(K8)uxj2xu

<AC~K8!l j uxj2xu.

If we choosexjPK so that (Ul j

2 2 ln(112s)/(122s))(xj),2ẽ, then

S Ul j

2 2 ln
112s

122sD ~x!,2
ẽ

2

for xPB(xj ,r j ),K8 wherer j[min$dist(K,]K8),ẽ/2AC(K8)l j%. Then for sufficiently largel j ,
we haver j5 ẽ/2AC(K8)l j and

E
K8

~122s!l j

eul j

~11eul j!3 S eUl j

2

2
112s

122sD
<~122s!inf

K8

eU2

~11eU2
!3 EK8

l j S eUl j

2

2
112s

122sD
<~122s!inf

K8

eU2

~11eU2
!3

inf
K8

eU2E
B(xj ,r j )

l j S Ul j

2 2 ln
112s

122sD
<2

ẽ

2
~122s!inf

K8

eU2

~11eU2
!3

inf
K8

eU2
l jpS ẽ

2AC~K8!l j
D 2

<2
~122s!pẽ3

8C~K8!
inf
K8

eU2

~11eU2
!3

inf
K8

eU2
.

On the other hand, as in the proof of Lemma 3~i!, we have

E
K8

~122s!l j

eul j

~11eul j!3 S eUl j

2

2
112s

122sD→0 asl j→`.

This is a contradiction and we obtain the uniform convergence.
The case forUl

1 is similar and we omit the details. Q.E.D
To study the convergence speed, we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 5: Let$ul% be as in Lemma 1. For any compact subset K,,V\ø l 51

n $pl%øk51
m $qk%,

there exists a subsequence$ul j
% such that

E
K
u¹ul j

u2<2E
K
U¹S Ul j

2 2 ln
112s

122sD U
2

1u¹~ul j
2Ul j

2 !u2→0 asl j→`.
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Proof: Fix K,,K8,,V\ø l 51
n $pl%øk51

m $qk% and let z be a smooth function with 0<z
<1, z[1 onK and suppz,K8. Multiplying (Ul

22 ln(112s)/(122s))z to ~8! and integrating over
V, we have

0<E
K8

eul

~11eul!3 S eUl
2

2
112s

122sD S Ul
22 ln

112s

122sD z

5E
K8

S Ul
22 ln

112s

122sD zDS Ul
22 ln

112s

122sD
52E

K8
¹F S Ul

22 ln
112s

122sD zG¹S Ul
22 ln

112s

122sD .

By Lemma 3~ii !, if 1,r ,2 then there exists a subsequence$l j% such that

E
K
U¹S Ul j

2 2 ln
112s

122sD U
2

<E
K8
U¹S Ul j

2 2 ln
112s

122sD U
2

z

<2E
K8

S Ul j

2 2 ln
112s

122sD¹S Ul j

2 2 ln
112s

122sD¹z

< IUl j

2 2 ln
112s

122sI
L`(K8)

I¹S Ul j

2 2 ln
112s

122sD I
Lr (K8)

i¹ziLr 8(K8)→0.

Similarly, we obtain that*Ku¹(ul j
2Ul j

2 )u2→0 asl j→`. Q.E.D.

Lemma 6: Let $Ul
6% be as in Lemma 1. For any compact subset K,,V\ø l 51

n $pl%øk51
m $qk%,

there exist a subsequence$Ul j

6 % and a constant C5C(K) such that

iUl j

6 iW2,2(K)<C.

Proof: Fix K,,K8,,V\ø l 51
n $pl%øk51

m $qk%. For any ẽ.0, we can chooser 1

,dist(K,]K8) sufficiently small so that*B(x,r 1)u¹w2u2<ẽ/4 wherew2 is defined in~11! and x

PK. If we fix x0PK, then by Lemma 5, there exists a subsequence$l j%, still we denote$l% for
simplicity, such that

E
B(x0 ,r 1)

u¹V l
2u2<2E

B(x0 ,r 1)
u¹w2u21u¹Ul

2u2<ẽ

for sufficiently largel. For r 2,r 1/2, we define a smooth functionz with 0<z<1, z[1 on
B(x0 ,r 2) and suppz,B(x0,2r 2).

We now recall the identity

Du¹V l
2u252uD2V l

2u212¹V l
2¹~DV l

2!.

From this identity and~12! we have that, forxPK8,
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uD2V l
2u25

1

2
Du¹V l

2u22¹V l
2¹~DV l

2!

5
1

2
Du¹V l

2u22~122s!l
eul

~11eul!3 S ew21V l
2

2
112s

122sD¹V l
2¹ul

2~122s!l
eul

~11eul!3 ew21V l
2

¹V l
2¹~w21V l

2!

13~122s!l
eul

~11eul!3 S ew21V l
2

2
112s

122sD eul

11eul
¹V l

2¹ul

<
1

2
Du¹V l

2u22¹V l
2¹ulS DV l

22
4pm

uVu D
1~122s!l

eul

~11eul!3 ew21V l
2

¹w2¹~w21V l
2!

13S DV l
22

4pm

uVu D eul

11eul
¹V l

2¹ul

<
1

2
Du¹V l

2u21C~ u¹V l
2u41u¹vlu411!

1
1

2
uDV l

2u21~122s!l
eul

~11eul!3 ew21V l
2

¹w2¹~w21V l
2!,

where we used Young’s inequality in the last inequality. Thus

uD2V l
2u2<Du¹V l

2u21C~11u¹vlu41u¹V l
2u4!1~122s!l

eul

~11eul!3 ¹S ew21V l
2

2
112s

122sD¹w2 .

Multiplying z2 and integrating overV, we obtain

E
V

uD2V l
2u2z2<CS 11E

V
u¹V l

2u2Dz21E
V

u¹vlu4z21E
V

u¹V l
2u4z2D

1E
V

~122s!l
eul

~11eul!3 ¹S ew21V l
2

2
112s

122sD¹w2z2

<CS 11E
V

u¹V l
2u2Dz21E

V
u¹vlu4z21E

V
u¹V l

2u4z2D ,

where we used Lemma 5 and the following estimate in the last inequality:
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~122s!lE
V

eul

~11eul!3 ¹S ew21V l
2

2
112s

122sD¹w2z2

52~122s!lE
V

eul

~11eul!3 S ew21V l
2

2
112s

122sD¹~¹w2z2!

2~122s!lE
V

eul

~11eul!3 S ew21V l
2

2
112s

122sD 122eul

11eul
¹ul¹w2z2<o~1!

1E
V
S DV l

22
4pm

uVu D z
122eul

11eul
¹ul¹w2z

<o~1!1E
V

uDV l
2zuu¹ul¹w2zu1E

V

4pm

uVu
u¹ul¹w2z2u

<
1

2 EV
uDV l

2u2z21CE
K8

u¹ulu21o~1!<
1

2 EV
uD2V l

2u2z21C.

Similarly,

E
V

uD2vlu2z2<CS 11E
V

u¹vlu2Dz21E
V

u¹vlu4z2D .

Again by Lemma 5 and the imbeddingW1,1(V)�L2(V) applied tou¹vlu2z, we obtain

E
V

uD2vlu2z21uD2V l
2u2z2<CS 11E

V
u¹vlu4z21u¹V l

2u4z2D
<CS 11E

V
zu¹vluuD2vlu1E

V
zu¹V l

2uuD2V l
2u D 2

<C1
1

2 S E
V

uD2vlu2z21uD2V l
2u2z2D .

Hence

E
B(x0 ,r 1)

uD2vlu21uD2V l
2u2<C.

Sincex0PK is arbitrary andK is compact, we haveiUl
2iW2,2(K)<C.

The other part is similar and we omit the details. Q.E.
Finally, we study the locally uniform convergence speed and this, combined with pre

lemmas, completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Lemma 7: Let$ul% be as in Lemma 1. For K,,V\ø l 51

n $pl%øk51
m $qk%, there exist a sub-

sequence$l j% and a constant C5C(K) such that

Uul j
2 ln

112s

122sU< C

l j
in K.

Proof: Since Ul
2,ul,Ul

1 by Lemma 1, it suffices to show 0< ln(112s)/(122s) 2Ul
2

<C/l. The other part is similar. FixK,,K8,,V\ø l 51
n $pl%øk51

m $qk%. By Lemma 4, we may
assume thatUl

2> ln(112s)/2(122s) on K8. For any fixedx0PK and r 15 1
2dist(K,]K8), let z be

a smooth function with 0<z<1, z[1 in B(x0 ,r 1) andz[0 outsideB(x0,2r 1). Then
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DFz2S eUl
2

2
112s

122sD G5¹F2z¹zS eUl
2

2
112s

122sD1z2eUl
2

¹Ul
2G

52zDzS eUl
2

2
112s

122sD12u¹zu2S eUl
2

2
112s

122sD
12¹z2¹Ul

2eUl
2

1z2DS eUl
2

2
112s

122sD
<2zuDzuS 112s

122s
2eUl

2D12u¹z2uu¹Ul
2ueUl

2

1z2eUl
2

u¹Ul
2u21z2eUl

2

DUl
2

<2zuDzuS 112s

122s
2eUl

2D12
112s

122s
u¹z2uu¹Ul

2u1z2eUl
2

u¹Ul
2u2

1z2eUl
2

~122s!l
eul

~11eul!3 S eUl
2

2
112s

122sD
<2zuDzuS 112s

122s
2eUl

2D12
112s

122s
u¹z2uu¹Ul

2u1z2eUl
2

u¹Ul
2u2

1Clz2S eUl
2

2
112s

122sD .

If we set

j5lz2S 112s

122s
2eUl

2D ,

then

2
1

l
Dj1Cj<2zuDzuS 112s

122s
2eUl

2D12
112s

122s
u¹z2uu¹Ul

2u1z2eUl
2

u¹Ul
2u2.

Using Young’s inequality, we have

2
1

l
Dj1Cj<C~11u¹Ul

2u2!.

Multiplying j r 821 for r 8.2 and integrating by parts, we obtain

r 821

l E
V

j r 822u¹ju21CE
V

j r 8<CE
V

~11u¹Ul
2u2!j r 821

<CF E
B(x0,2r 1)

~11u¹Ul
2u2!r 8G1/r 8S E

B(x0,2r 1)
j r 8D ~r 821!/r 8

<CF11S E
K8

u¹Ul
2u2r 8D 1/r 8G iji

Lr 8(B(x0,2r 1))

r 821
.

By Lemma 6 there exists s subsequence$l j% such that
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ijiLr 8(B(x0,2r 1))<CF11S E
K8

u¹Ul j

2 u2r 8D 1/r 8G<C.

Applying this to ~12!, we getiVl j

2 iW2,r 8(K)<C for r 8.2, andi¹Vl j

2 iL`(K)<C. Since the maxi-

mum of j occurs at an interior point ofK8, say x̃ j ,

0< sup
KùB~x0 ,r 1!

lS 112s

122s
2eUl j

2 D
5 sup

KùB~x0 ,r 1!

j

< sup
B~x0,2r 1!

j

<2
1

l
Dj~ x̃ j !1Cj~ x̃ j !

<C~11sup
K8

¹uUl j

2 u2!<C.

Hence

sup
KùB~x0 ,r 1!

lS 112s

122s
2eUl j

2 D<C.

Sincex0PK is arbitrary andU2,Ul j

2 , ln(112s)/(122s), we have

I ln
112s

122s
2Ul j

2 I
L`(K)

<
C

l j
.

Q.E.D.
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Partition asymptotics from one-dimensional quantum
entropy and energy currents

Miles P. Blencowea) and Nicholas C. Koshnick
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We give an alternative method to that of Hardy–Ramanujan–Rademacher to derive
the leading exponential term in the asymptotic approximation to the partition func-
tion p(n,a), defined as the number of decompositions of a positive integern into
integer summands, with each summand appearing at mosta times in a given de-
composition. The derivation involves mapping to an equivalent physical problem
concerning the quantum entropy and energy currents of particles flowing in a one-
dimensional~1D! channel connecting thermal reservoirs, and which obey Gentile’s
intermediate statistics with statistical parametera. The method is also applied to
partitions associated with Haldane’s fractional exclusion statistics. ©2001 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1416195#

A classic result in the theory of partitions is the Hardy–Ramanujan–Rademacher formu
the unrestricted partition functionp(n,`), wherein the latter, combinatoric quantity is represen
as a power series whose terms involve elementary functions ofn.1–3 This series yields the follow-
ing asymptotic approximation:

p~n,`!;
1

4)n
epA2/3An. ~1!

A series representingp(n,1), the number of decompositions ofn into distinct summands, has als
been derived~see, e.g., Sec. 24.2.2 of Ref. 4!, yielding the asymptotic approximation

p~n,1!;
1

4~31/4!n3/4epA1/3An. ~2!

And more recently,5 Hagis used the Hardy–Ramanujan–Rademacher method to derive a p
series representation ofp(n,a) for arbitrarya51,2,..., yielding the asymptotic approximation

p~n,a!;
A12a1/4

~11a!3/4~24n!3/4epA2a/@3~11a!#An, ~3!

wheren@a. As an example, fora54 the number of partitions ofn51000 to five significant
figures is 2.454431028, while approximation~3! gives 2.452731028, accurate to within 0.1%.

In the present work, we give an alternative and more direct derivation of the asym
approximation to lnp(n,a) which, from Eq.~3!, is

ln p~n,a!;pA 2a

3~11a!
•An. ~4!

The derivation begins by considering a one-dimensional~1D! quantum channel which suppor
particles obeying Gentile’s intermediate statistics6 characterized by statistical parametera, the

a!Electronic mail: miles.p.blencowe@dartmouth.edu
57130022-2488/2001/42(12)/5713/5/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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maximum occupation number of particles in a single particle state, witha51 describing fermions
anda5` bosons. The left end of the channel is connected to a particle source and the rig
to a particle sink. The channel is dispersionless so that particle packets with different
energies have the same velocityc and hence transmission timet5L/c, whereL is the channel
length. Imposing periodic boundary conditions on the channel length, the single-particle en
aree j5h f j5h j /t, j 51,2,..., whereh is Planck’s constant. The total energyEn of a given Fock
state isEn5( j e jnj5nh/t, wheren5( j 51

` jn j , andnj<a is the occupation number of, say, th
right-propagating modej.

We now suppose that the source emits a finite number of particles with fixed total energEn .
The maximum possible entropy of this collection of right-propagating particles subject to the
energy constraint isS(n,a)5kB ln p(n,a). Thus, the problem to determine the asymptotic appro
mation to lnp(n,a) is equivalent to determining the asymptotic approximation to the entr
S(n,a) of the just-described physical system.~see Sec. 4 of Ref. 7, where the same setup restri
to bosons was considered in the problem to determine the optimum capacity for classical
mation transmission down a quantum channel.!

The crucial next step is to consider a slightly different setup, in which the particle sourc
sink are replaced by two thermal reservoirs described by grand canonical ensembles, w
chemical potentials of the left and right reservoirs satisfyingmL5mR50, the temperature of the
right reservoirTR50, and the temperatureTL of the left reservoir chosen such that the therm

averaged energy current flowing in the channel satisfiesĖ̄(TL ,a)5En /t. ~Note that the chemica
potentials are set to zero since there is no constraint on the thermal-averaged particle n!

With this choice, the thermal-averaged, channel entropy currentṠ̄(TL ,a) coincides withS(n,a)/t
in the thermodynamic limitEn(equivalentlyn)→`.

The advantage with using the latter, grand canonical ensemble description as opposed
former, microcanonical ensemble description is the greater ease with which the energy and e
currents can be calculated. The starting formula for the single channel energy current is

Ė̄~T,a!5(
j 51

`

e j@ n̄a~e j !/L#c, ~5!

where we have dropped the subscript onTL , and wheren̄a(e) is the intermediate statistic
thermal-averaged occupation number of the right-moving state with energye:6

n̄a~e!5
1

ebe21
21

a11

ebe~a11!21
. ~6!

In the limit L→` ~equivalentlyt→`!, we can replace the sum with an integral overj and,
changing integration variablesj→e5(h/t) j 5(hc/L) j , we have@c.f. Eq. ~13! of Ref. 8#:

Ė̄~T,a!5
1

h E0

`

de en̄a~e!. ~7!

A formula for entropy current can be derived as follows. First note that the thermal-ave
occupation energyē5en̄a(e) and the entropys̄ for a given mode with energye are related
through the first law: ds̄/dT5(1/T)dē/dT. Integrating with respect to temperature and then su
ming over the right propagating channel modes, we obtain

Ṡ̄~T,a!5
kB

h E
0

`

de eE
0

b

db8b8
]n̄a

]b8
. ~8!

The integrals are straightforwardly carried out by noting from~6! that the thermal-average
occupation energyē5en̄a(e) of level e for statistical parametera is just the difference in the
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thermal-averaged occupation energies of levelse ande(a11) for bosons. Thus, we require onl

the integrals for the bosonic case:Ė̄(T,`)5p2(kBT)2/(6h) and Ṡ̄(T,`)5p2kB
2T/(3h), giving

Ė̄~T,a!5S 12
1

11aD p2~kBT!2

6h
~9!

and

Ṡ̄~T,a!5S 12
1

11aD p2kB
2T

3h
. ~10!

Comparing powers ofT appearing in Eqs.~9! and~10!, and recalling thatĖ̄(T,a)5En /t and

Ṡ̄(T,a);S(n,a)/t, we learn immediately that lnp(n,a);C(a)An, where then-independent factor
C(a) is given by

C~a!5
AhṠ̄~T,a!

kB
AĖ̄~T,a!

. ~11!

Substituting in the expressions~9! and ~10! for Ė̄ and Ṡ̄, respectively, we finally obtainC(a)
5pA2a/@3(11a)#, in agreement with Eq.~4!.

We will now carry out the same steps as above for particles obeying Haldane’s frac
exclusion statistics9 to derive the asymptotic approximation to the logarithm of yet another typ
partition function,p̃(n,g), which also interpolates between the unrestricted and distinct part
functions@Eqs.~1! and~2!, respectively#. Following the usual conventions, the statistics parame
is denoted byg51/a ~so thatg50 describes bosons andg51 fermions!. Partitions associated
with exclusion statistics are subject to additional constraints as compared with partitions a
ated with intermediate statistics~see the following!.

The energy and entropy currents for particles obeying exclusion statistics are10,11

Ė̄~T,g!5
~kBT!2

h E
0

`

dx xn̄g~x! ~12!

and

Ṡ̄~T,g!52
kB

2T

h E
0

`

dx$n̄g ln n̄g1~12gn̄g!ln~12gn̄g!2@11~12g!n̄g# ln@11~12g!n̄g#%,

~13!

wherex5be and the thermal-averaged occupation number is12

n̄g~x!5@w~x!1g#21, ~14!

with the functionw(x) given by the implicit equation

w~x!g@11w~x!#12g5ex. ~15!

Again, comparing powers ofT appearing in Eqs.~12! and ~13!, we learn immediately tha

ln p̃(n,g);C̃(g)An, where then-independent factorC̃(g) is given in terms ofĖ̄ and Ṡ̄ as in Eq.

~11!. Substituting in the expressions forĖ̄ and Ṡ̄ and performing a change of variables fromx to
w,10 Eq. ~11! becomes after some algebra
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C̃~g!5
s~g!

Ae~g!
, ~16!

where

e~g!5E
wg~0!

`

dw
1

w~11w!
@~12g!ln~11w!1g ln w# ~17!

and

s~g!5E
wg~0!

`

dw@ ln~11w!/w2 ln w/~w11!#. ~18!

Using the identitys(g)52e(g), Eq. ~16! can be further simplified to

C̃~g!5A2s~g!. ~19!

Let us now describe some of the properties and consequences of result~19!. Integral~18! can
be rewritten in terms of dilogarithms13 and only for certain choices of lower integration limit d
closed-form solutions exist. For example, from~15! we havewg50(0)50 andwg51(0)51 and
solving the respective integrals, we obtains(0)5p2/3 ands(1)5p2/6. Substituting these value
into ~19!, we indeed obtain the arguments of the exponentials in the asymptotic approximati
the unrestricted and distinct partition functions, Eqs.~1! and ~2!, respectively. It is tempting to
speculate that closed-form solutions to the integrals(g) exist only forg50, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, and 1 in
the interval@0, 1#, since it is only for these rational values that Eq.~15! can be solved analytically
for the lower integration limitwg(0). For g51/2, we havew1/2(0)5(211A5)/2 ands(1/2)
5p2/5, so that

ln p̃~n,1/2!;pA2/5•An. ~20!

Note thatC̃g51/2(5pA2/5),Ca52(52p/3), signaling the fact thatp̃(n,g),p(n,a51/g) for 0
,g,1, a consequence of additional constraints on the allowed partitions associated
Haldane’s statistics. These constraints are discussed in Ref. 14. The above-mentioned, clos
solutions forg50, g51/2, and 1 were obtained by solving the integrals(g) numerically and then
noting that the result when divided byp2 was rational. This method does not work for theg
51/3, 1/4 cases, however, owing to the complicated form of the lower limitsw1/3(0) andw1/4(0)
~they are roots of third and fourth degree polynomial equations, respectively!. A more sophisti-
cated method is required in order to determine whether or not closed-form solutions exist fo
latter two cases.
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‘‘Single ring theorem’’ and the disk-annulus phase
transition
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Recently, an analytic method was developed to study in the largeN limit non-
Hermitian random matrices that are drawn from a large class of circularly symmet-
ric non-Gaussian probability distributions, thus extending the existing Gaussian
non-Hermitian literature. One obtains an explicit algebraic equation for the inte-
grated density of eigenvalues from which the Green’s function and averaged den-
sity of eigenvalues could be calculated in a simple manner. Thus, that formalism
may be thought of as the non-Hermitian analog of the method due to Bre´zin,
Itzykson, Parisi, and Zuber for analyzing Hermitian non-Gaussian random matrices.
A somewhat surprising result is the so called ‘‘single ring’’ theorem, namely, that
the domain of the eigenvalue distribution in the complex plane is either a disk or an
annulus. In this article we extend previous results and provide simple new explicit
expressions for the radii of the eigenvalue distribution and for the value of the
eigenvalue density at the edges of the eigenvalue distribution of the non-Hermitian
matrix in terms of moments of the eigenvalue distribution of the associated Her-
mitian matrix. We then present several numerical verifications of the previously
obtained analytic results for the quartic ensemble and its phase transition from a
disk shaped eigenvalue distribution to an annular distribution. Finally, we demon-
strate numerically the ‘‘single ring’’ theorem for the sextic potential, namely, the
potential of lowest degree for which the ‘‘single ring’’ theorem has nontrivial con-
sequences. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1412599#

I. INTRODUCTION

There has been considerable interest in random non-Hermitian matrices in recent year
sible applications range over several areas of physics.1–4 For some recent reviews see Ref. 5. O
difficulty is that the eigenvalues of non-Hermitian matrices invade the complex plane, and
sequently, various methods developed over the years to deal with random Hermitian matric
no longer applicable, as these methods typically all involve exploiting the powerful constrain
analytic function theory.~See in particular the paper by Bre´zin, Itzykson, Parisi, and Zuber.6! In
Ref. 3, two of us proposed a ‘‘method of Hermitization,’’ whereby a problem involving rand
non-Hermitian matrices can be reduced to a problem involving random Hermitian matric
which various standard methods~such as the diagrammatic method,7 or the ‘‘renormalization
group’’ method8–11! can be applied. An idea similar to the ‘‘method of Hermitization’’ was e
pressed independently in Ref. 2.

a!Electronic mail: joshua@physics.technion.ac.il Permanent address at University of Haifa.
b!Electronic mail: rst@solid.ucdavis.edu
c!Electronic mail: zee@itp.ucsb.edu
57180022-2488/2001/42(12)/5718/23/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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To our knowledge, the literature on random non-Hermitian matrices1,2 has focused exclusively
on Gaussian randomness. For instance, it has been known for over 30 years, from the w
Ginibre,12 that for the Gaussian probability distributionP(f)5(1/Z)exp(2Ntrf†f) ~here, as in
the rest of this article,f denotes anN3N complex random matrix with the limitN→` under-
stood!, the density of eigenvalues off is uniformly distributed over a disk of radius 1 in th
complex plane.

Analytic determination of the density of eigenvalues of a non-Gaussian probability dist
tion of the form

P~f!5
1

Z
e2NtrV(f†f), ~1.1!

whereV is an arbitrary polynomial of its argument, was given for the first time in Ref. 4. Ba
on the method of Hermitization, it was shown in Ref. 4 that by a simple trick, the desired de
of eigenvalues could be obtained with a minimal amount of work, by judiciously exploiting
existing literature on random Hermitian matrices.

Due to the symmetry ofP(f) under the transformationf→eiaf, the density of eigenvalue
is obviously rotational invariant. It was shown in Ref. 4 that the class of probability distribut
of the form ~1.1! exhibits a universal behavior in the sense that whatever the polynomialV was,
the shape of the eigenvalue distribution in the complex plane was always either a disk
annulus. This result was referred to in Ref. 4 as the ‘‘single ring theorem.’’

In a certain sense, the formalism developed in Ref. 4 may be thought of as the analog
work of Brézin et al. for random Hermitian matrices;6 they showed how the density of eigenvalu
of Hermitian matricesw taken from the probability distributionP(w)5(1/Z)exp@2NtrV(w)# with
V an arbitrary polynomial can be determined, and not just for the Gaussian case studied by W

and others,13 in which V5( 1
2)trw

2. An important simplifying feature of the analysis in Ref. 6
that P(w) depends only on the eigenvalues ofw, and not on the unitary matrix that diagonaliz
it. In contrast, the probability distribution~1.1! for non-Hermitian matrices depends explicitly o
the GL(N) matrix S used to diagonalizef5S21LS, and S does not decouple. Remarkabl
however, for the GaussianP(f), Ginibre12 managed to integrate overS explicitly and derived an
explicit expression for the probability distribution of the eigenvalues off. Unfortunately, it is not
clear how to integrate overS and derive the expression for the eigenvalue probability distribu
for non-Gaussian distributions of the form~1.1!. In Ref. 4 this difficulty was circumvented b
using the method of Hermitization.

As an explicit example, the caseV(f†f)52m2f†f1g(f†f)2 was studied in detail in Ref
4. As should perhaps be expected in advance, the following behavior in the parameter
m2,g.0 was found: form2 positive, the eigenvalue distribution was disklike~and nonuniform!,
generalizing Ginibre’s work, but asm2[2m2 was made more and more negative, a phase t
sition at the critical value

mc
25A2g

occurred, after which the disk fragmented into an annulus. The density of eigenvalues was
lated in Ref. 4 in detail.

The article is organized as follows: In Sec. II we summarize the ‘‘method of hermitizatio3

We present~without derivation! the general algorithm for finding the density of eigenvalu
associated with~1.1! which was developed in Ref. 4, and also add some new insight into
mechanism behind the ‘‘single ring’’ theorem. We then formulate a novel simple criterion o
couplings inV(f†f) to decide whether the shape of the eigenvalue distribution is a disk o
annulus. Finally, we discuss some generic features of the disk-annulus phase transition.
ticular, we prove that the Green’s function associated with the Hermitian matrixf†f ~which plays
an important role in the ‘‘Hermitization algorithm’’ just mentioned! is continuous through the
disk-annulus phase transition.
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In Sec. III we provide simple new expressions for the outer radiusRout and for the inner radius
Rin ~in the annular phase! of the eigenvalue distribution of the non-Hermitian matrixf, and for the
corresponding boundary valuesr(Rout) and r(Rin) of its eigenvalue density, in terms of th
moments

^sk&5E dsskr̃~s! ~k50,61,...!

of the eigenvalue distributionr̃(s) of the Hermitian matrixf†f. Thus, we find that

Rout
2 5^s&,

and

r~Rout!5
2Rout

2

^s2&2^s&2 .

We see thatRout
2 is simply the average ofs, and the densityr(Rout) is inversely proportional to the

variance ofs.
Similarly, we find that in the annular phase,

1

Rin
2 5 K 1

s L
and

r~Rin!5
2Rin

26

^s22&2^s21&2 .

Thus,Rin
22 is simply thes21 moment ofr̃(s), and the densityr(Rout) is inversely proportional

to the variance ofs21.
In Sec. IV we verify that the explicit analytic expressions in Ref. 4 concerning the qu

ensembleV(f†f)52m2f†f1g(f†f)2 are consistent with the results of Sec. III. We also co
pare these analytic predictions with results of Monte Carlo simulations of the quartic ensemb
various values ofm2 andg. The numerical results we obtained for the eigenvalue distributio
the disk phase and in the annular phase, as well as some quantitative features of the disk-
transition, are in good agreement with the analytic predictions in Ref. 4.

The ‘‘single ring theorem’’ may seem surprising at first sight. Our explanation of why
single ring theorem is not that surprising rests upon the simple argument that fragmentation
eigenvalue distribution off†f into several disjoint segments does not necessarily imply that
eigenvalues off trace out annuli obtained, loosely speaking, by revolving the segments o
eigenvalue distribution off†f into the complex plane~see the discussion in Sec. II!. In Sec. V we
carry a numerical check of the ‘‘single ring’’ theorem for the sextic potentialV(f†f)5m2f†f
1 (l/2) (f†f)21 (g/3) (f†f)3, which is the potential of lowest degree for which the eigenv
ues off†f may split into more than a single segment~in this case, two segments at the most!. We
generated numerically an ensemble in which the spectrum off†f is split into two separated
segments, yet we found that the spectrum off is a disk, and not a configuration of a disk encircl
by a concentric annulus, as one would perhaps naively expect by rotating the two-segmen
trum of f†f in the complex plane.

In the Appendix we briefly review the multi-cut phase structure of matrix ensembles
genericV(f†f), and then specialize to the phase structure of the sextic potential ensembl
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II. THE METHOD OF HERMITIZATION AND NON-GAUSSIAN ENSEMBLES

Here we very briefly summarize the ‘‘method of Hermitization’’3,4 in the form of an algo-
rithm, followed by a general discussion of the phase structure of the eigenvalue distributio

Let us first introduce some notations and definitions. The averaged density of eigenva

r~x,y!5K 1

N (
i

d~x2Rel i !d~y2Im l i !L ~2.1!

of the non-Hermitian matrixf may be determined from the the Green’s function associated
f, namely,

G~z,z* !5 K 1

N
tr

1

z2f L 5E d2x8
r~x8,y8!

z2z8
, ~2.2!

in terms of which14

r~x,y!5
1

p
]* G~z,z* !. ~2.3!

The probability distributions~1.1! studied in this article are invariant underf→eiaf, rendering

r~x,y![r~r !/2p ~2.4!

circularly invariant. Rotational invariance thus leads to a simpler form of the defining form
~2.2! for G(z,z* ) which reads

g~r ![zG~z,z* !5E
0

r

r 8dr8 r~r 8!, ~2.5!

and thus

r~r !5
1

r

dg

dr
. ~2.6!

Clearly, the quantityg(r ), which can be thought of as the integrated eigenvalue density,
positive monotonically increasing function, which satisfies the obvious ‘‘sum-rules’’

g~0!50 and g~`!51. ~2.7!

In particular, observe that the first condition in~2.7! insures that nod(x)d(y) spike arises in
r(x,y) when calculating it from~2.3! with G(z,z* ) given by ~2.5!, as it should be.

It was shown in Ref. 4 that by applying a simple trick, the desired Green’s function
non-Hermitian random matrixf could be obtained with a minimal amount of work, by judicious
exploiting the existing literature on random Hermitian matrices. The algorithm, according to
4, for finding the Green’s function and the averaged eigenvalue density of a non-Hermitia
dom matrixf drawn from a non-Gaussian ensembleP(f)5(1/Z)e2NtrV(f†f) @Eq. ~1.1!# is as
follows:

Start with the Green’s function

F~w!5 K 1

N
tr(N)

1

w2f†f L [E
0

` r̃~s!ds

w2s
, ~2.8!

where
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r̃~m!5
1

N
^tr(N) d~m2f†f!& ~2.9!

is the averaged eigenvalue density off†f. @Of course,F(w) is already known in the literature o
chiral and rectangular block random Hermitian matrices for the Gaussian distribution,11,15–17as
well as for non-Gaussian probability distributions of the form~1.1! with an arbitrary polynomial
potentialV(f†f).18–20# Then, the desired equation forg(r )[zG(z,z* ) is

gF r 2FS g r 2

g21D2g11G50. ~2.10!

Thus, givenF one can solve forg(r ) using this master equation.
Equation~2.10! is an algebraic equation forg(r ) and thus may have severalr dependent

solutions. In constructing the actualg(r ) one may have to match these solutions smoothly int
single function which increases monotonically fromg(0)50 to g(`)51. An explicit nontrivial
example of such a procedure is the construction ofg(r ) in the disk phase of the quartic ensemble4

A remarkable property of~2.10! is that it has only twor -independent solutions:g50 and
g51.4 Since the actualg(r ) increases monotonically fromg(0)50 to g(`)51, we immediately
conclude from this observation that there can be no more than a single void in the eige
distribution. Thus, in the class of models governed byP(f)5 (1/Z) e2NtrV(f†f) @Eq. ~1.1!#, the
shape of the eigenvalue distribution is either a disk or an annulus, whatever polynomi
potentialV(f†f) is. This result is the ‘‘single ring theorem’’ of Ref. 4.

The ‘‘single ring theorem’’ may appear counter-intuitive at first sight. Indeed, consid
potentialV(f†f) with several wells or minima. For deep enough wells, we expect the eigenv
of f†f to ‘‘fall into the wells.’’ Thus, one might suppose that the eigenvalue distribution off to
be bounded by a set of concentric circles of radii 0<r 1,r 2,¯,r nmax

, separating annular re
gions on whichr(r ).0 from voids~annuli in whichr(r )50.! A priori, it is natural to assume
that the maximal number of such circular boundaries should grow with the degree ofV, because
V may then have many deep minima. Remarkably, however, according to the ‘‘single ring
rem’’ the number of these boundaries is two at the most.

To reconcile this conclusion with thea priori expectation just mentioned, note that while t
eigenvalues of the Hermitian matrixf†f may split into several disjoint segments along t
positive real axis, this does not necessarily constrain the eigenvalues off itself to condense into
annuli. Indeed, the Hermitian matrixf†f can always be diagonalizedf†f5U†L2U by a unitary
matrix U, with L25diag(l1

2,l2
2,...,lN

2), where thel i are all real. This implies thatf5V†LU, with
V a unitary matrix as well. Thus, the complex eigenvalues off are given by the roots of det(z
2LW)50, with W5UV†. Evidently, asW ranges overU(N) ~which is what we expect to happe
in the generic case!, the eigenvalues ofLW could be smeared~in the sense that they would no
span narrow annuli around the circlesuzu5ul i u.!

The last argument in favor of the ‘‘single ring theorem’’ clearly breaks down whenW fails to
range overU(N), which occurs when the unitary matricesU andV are correlated. For example
f may be such thatW5UV† is block diagonal, with the upper diagonal block being aK3K
unitary diagonal matrix diag(eiv1,...,eivK) ~and withK a finite fraction ofN!. In the extreme case
K5N, in which W is completely diagonal,W[eiv5diag(eiv1,...,eivN), we see thatf
5U†eivLU is a normal matrix ~i.e., @f,f†#50), with eigenvalues diag(eiv1l1,...,eivNlN). Thus,
normal matrices, or partially normal matrices~i.e., the caseK,N!, evade the ‘‘single ring’’
theorem: if the firstK eigenvaluesl1

2 ,l2
2 ,...,lK

2 of f†f split into several disjoint segments alon
the positive real axis, the corresponding eigenvalues off will split into concentric annuli in the
complex plane obtained by revolving thosel-segments.

As a concrete demonstration of the latter qualitative discussion consider~1.1! with f a normal
matrix. According to the previous paragraph, we may diagonalize our normal matrixf
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5U†ZU with complex eigenvaluesZ5diag(z1,...,zN), and U a unitary matrix. Thus,f may be
considered as a Hermitian matrix whose eigenvalues were continued into the complex plane
the partition function associated with~1.1! for f normal,21

Z5E )
k51

N

d2zk )
i , j

uzi2zj u2 exp2N(
i

V~ uzi u2!, ~2.11!

is a trivial generalization of the partition function of Hermitian matrices, where the com
eigenvalues form a two dimensional Dyson gas. It is expressed purely in terms of the co
eigenvalueszi , contrary to ensembles of complex matrices~1.1! with a generic potentialV. @With
the exception, of course, of Ginibre’s ensembleV;f†f,12 for which the diagonalizingGL(N)
matrix can be integrated out explicitly, yielding~2.11!.# Clearly, if V(uzu2) had several well
separated and deep minima, thezi would fall into them, and in principle produce an arbitra
number of eigenvalue rings, depending onV. Thus, normal matrices evade the single ring the
rem.

Normal, or partially normal matrices, are, of course, extremely rare in the ensembl
non-Hermitian matrices, studied in this article, and do not affect the ‘‘single ring’’ behavior o
bulk of matrices in the ensemble.

We end this section by showing how simple features ofF(w) indicate whether the domain o
the eigenvalue distribution is a disk or an annulus. As is well known,11,19,20for V a polynomial of
degreep, the Green’s functionF(w) is given by

F~w!5 1
2 V8~w!2P~w!A~w2a!~w2b!, ~2.12!

where

P~w!5 (
k521

p22

ckw
k. ~2.13!

~Here we assume for simplicity that the eigenvalues off†f condense into a single segment@a,b#.
Discussion of condensation off†f eigenvalues into more segments appears in the Appendix.! The
real constants 0<a,b and ck are then determined completely by the requirement thatF(w)
→ 1/w asw tends to infinity, and by the condition thatF(w) has at most an integrable singulari
asw→0. Thus, ifa.0, inevitablyc2150. However, ifa50, thenc21 will be determined by the
asymptotic behavior forw large.

According to the ‘‘single ring’’ theorem,4 the eigenvalue distribution off is either a disk or an
annulus. The behavior ofF(w) asw;0 turns out to be an indicator as to which phase of the t
the system is in, as we now show:

A. Disk phase

In the disk phase we expect thatr(0).0, as in Ginibre’s case. Thus, from~2.6! r(r )
5(1/r )(dg/dr)[2(dg/dr2) and from the first sum ruleg(0)50 in ~2.7! we conclude that

g~r !; 1
2 r~0!r 2 ~2.14!

nearr 50. Therefore, forr small, ~2.10! yields

FS 2
r~0!r 4

2
1¯ D;2

1

r 2 , ~2.15!
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namely,F(w);1/Aw for w;0, as we could have anticipated from Ginibre’s case.22 This means
that in the disk phase we must seta50 in ~2.12!. Consequently, in the disk phasec21 does not
vanish. We can do even better: paying attention to the coefficients in~2.12! and ~2.13! ~with a
50) we immediately obtain from~2.15! that

c215Ar~0!

2b
. ~2.16!

B. Annular phase

In the annular phaseg(r ) must clearly vanish identically in the inner void of the annulu
Thus, ~2.10! implies thatF(w) cannot have a pole atw50, and therefore from~2.12! we must
have c21Aab50. Thus, the annulus must arise forc2150 ~the other possible solutiona
50, c21Þ0 leads to a disk configuration withg50 only at r 50, as we just discussed.!

Thus, to summarize, in the disk phaseF has the form

Fdisk~w!5
1

2
V8~w!2SAr~0!

2b
w211c01c1 w1¯1cp22 wp22DAw~w2b!, ~2.17!

while in the annular phase it has the form

Fannulus~w!5 1
2 V8~w!2~c01c1 w1¯1cp22 wp22!A~w2a!~w2b!. ~2.18!

Having determinedF(w) in this way, i.e., having determined the various unknown paramete
~2.17! or in ~2.18!, we substitute it into~2.10! and findG(z,z* ). We can thus calculate the densi
of eigenvaluesr(r ) explicitly for an arbitraryV.

We now turn to the disk-annulus phase transition. An important feature of this transition i
F(w) is continuous through it. To see this we argue as follows: By tuning the couplings inV, we
can induce a phase transition from the disk phase into the annular phase, or vice versa. N
course, that we can parametrize any point in the disk phase either by the set of couplingsV or
by the set of parameters$c21 ,c0 ,...,cp22 ;b% in ~2.17!. The ‘‘coordinate transformation’’ betwee
these two sets of parameters is encoded in the asymptotic behavior ofF(w). Similarly, we can
parametrize any point in the annular phase either by the set of couplings inV or by the set of
parameters$c0 ,c1 ,...,cp22 ;a,b% in ~2.18!. Due to the one-to-one relation~in a given phase, once
we have established it is the stable one! between the couplings inV and the parameters in

F(w)2 1
2 V8(w) @namely, thecn’s and the locations of the branch points ofF(w)#, we can

describe the disk-annulus transition in terms of the latter parameters~instead of the couplings in
V!. Clearly, the transition point is reached from the disk phase whenr(0)50, that is, whenc21

in ~2.17! vanishes:

c21
crit 50. ~2.19!

Similarly, the transition point is reached from the annular phase when the lower branch poina in
~2.18! vanishes. Thus, e.g., in a transition from the disk phase into the annular phase,Fdisk(w) in
~2.17! would cross-over continuously intoFannulus(w) in ~2.18! through a critical form

Fcrit~w!5 1
2 Vcrit8 ~w!2~c0

crit1c1
crit w1¯1cp22

crit wp22!Aw~w2bcrit!. ~2.20!

The continuity ofF(w) through the transition was demonstrated explicitly in Ref. 4 for the qua
ensembleV(f†f)52m2f†f1g(f†f)2 ~see also Sec. IV!.

This discussion obviously generalizes to cases whenF(w) has multiple cuts, which corre
spond to condensation of the eigenvalues off†f into many segments. Ifw50 is a branch point
of F(w), that is, if the lowest cut extends to the origin, we are in the disk phase,
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Fdisk~w!5 1
2 V8~w!2~c21w211c01c1 w1¯1cp22 wp22!Aw~w2b1!¯~w2bn!,

~2.21!

with 0,b1,¯,bn . The relation~2.16! then generalizes to

c215A r~0!

2~21!n11)k51
n bk

. ~2.22!

Sincec21 must be real we conclude that such a configuration exists only forn odd.
If the lowest branch point inF(w) is positive, we are in the annular phase with

Fannulus~w!5 1
2 V8~w!2~c01c1 w1¯1cp22 wp22!A~w2a!~w2b1!¯~w2bn!. ~2.23!

The phase transition would occur when the couplings inV(f†f) are tuned such thatFdisk(w) and
Fannulus(w) match continuously, as was described in the previous paragraph.

III. BOUNDARIES AND BOUNDARY VALUES

Remarkably, with a minimal amount of effort, and based on the mere definition ofF(w) @Eq.
~2.8!, which we repeat here for convenience#,

F~w!5 K 1

N
tr(N)

1

w2f†f L [E
0

` r̃~s!ds

w2s
, ~3.1!

we are able to derive simple expressions for the location of the boundaries of the eige
distribution and also for the boundary values ofr(r ) in terms of the moments ofr̃(s), which, we
remind the reader, is the density of eigenvalues for a Hermitian matrix problem.

To this end it is useful to rewrite our master formula~2.10! for g(r ) as

wF~w!5g ~3.2!

with

w5
gr 2

g21
. ~3.3!

We start with the outer edger 5Rout ~either in the disk phase or in the annular phase.! Near the
outer edgeg→12, and thusw→2`. We therefore expandF(w) in powers of 1/w and obtain
from ~3.1!–~3.3!

^s&
r 2 1

g21

gr 4 ^s2&1
~g21!2

g2r 6 ^s3&1¯5g, ~3.4!

where

^sk&5E
0

`

r̃~s!skds ~3.5!

are the moments ofr̃(s) ~which is of course normalized to 1!. For the class of models we ar
interested in here, all the moments^sk&, k>0 are clearly finite.@r̃(s)[(1/p)Im F(s2ie) is
supported along a finite segment~or segments!, and its singularity ats50 is no worse than
s21/2.# Thus, at the outer edger 5Rout @where of courseg(Rout)51#, all terms with ^sk&, k
>2, drop out of~3.4! and we obtain

Rout
2 5^s&. ~3.6!
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Namely,Rout
2 is simply the first moment ofr̃(s).

We now calculate the boundary valuer(Rout). ApproachingRout from the inside, we substitute
g512 f and r 25Rout

2 (12d) ~with f ,d!1) in ~3.4!. After some work we obtain f
5 ^s&2/@^s2&2^s&2# d1O(d2), namely,

g512
^s&2

^s2&2^s&2 d1O~d2!. ~3.7!

Thus, fromr(r )52(dg/dr2) @Eq. ~2.6!# and ~3.6! we find

r~Rout!5
2Rout

2

^s2&2^s&2 . ~3.8!

The densityr(Rout) is inversely proportional to the variance ofs!
For the r̃(s) under consideration here,^s2&, and consequentlyr(Rout), are always finite.

Outside the boundaryr(r ) vanishes identically, of course, and, thus,r(r ) always ‘‘falls off a
cliff’’ at the boundary, for all probability distributions of the form~1.1! with V polynomial. It
would be thus interesting to study circularly invariant matrix ensemblesP(f†f) such that the
eigenvalue distributionr̃(s) of f†f has a finite^s& but an infinite^s2&. Thenr(Rout) would
vanish. This would naturally raise the question whether in such situations,r(r ) behaves univer-
sally near the edge@that is, if near the edge it vanishes like (Rout2r )e with e being some universa
exponent#. We do not pursue this question further in this article.

We now turn to the annular phase, and focus on the inner edger 5Rin of the annulus.
According to the discussion at the end of Sec. II@see Eq.~2.18! and the discussion preceding it#,
a.0 in ~2.12!, and thusF(w) is analytic in the domainuwu,a. Expanding~3.1! in powers ofw,
we obtain from~3.2!

12g

r 2 2 K 1

s L 5wK 1

s2L 1w2K 1

s3L 1¯ . ~3.9!

A little above the inner radius, into the annulus, clearlyg→0 andw→02 in ~3.3!. Thus, setting
w50 in ~3.9! we obtain

1

Rin
2 5 K 1

s L . ~3.10!

Rin
22 is simply thes21 moment ofr̃(s).

We can now calculate the boundary valuer(Rin). Near the inner edge we parametrizer 2

5Rin
2 (11d) with d!1 ~and of course,g!1 to begin with!. Sincer̃(s) obviously vanishes for

s,a, all momentŝ s2k& in ~3.9! are finite. Thus, dropping all terms with^s2k&, k>3, in ~3.9!,
we obtain after some work

g5Rin
24 d

^s22&2^s21&2 1O~d2!. ~3.11!

It then follows from~2.6! and ~3.10! that

r~Rin!5
2Rin

26

^s22&2^s21&2 . ~3.12!

The densityr(Rout) is inversely proportional to the variance ofs21.
From ~2.12! @or ~2.18!# we learn that in the annular phaser̃annulus(s)[ (1/p)ImF(s2ie)

5polynomial(s)A(s2a)(b2s), 0,a,s,b ~and vanishes elsewhere.! Thus, ^1/sk&
[*a

b( r̃(s)/sk)ds, k51,2, are finite. Therefore,rannulus(r ) jumps from zero~in the inner void of
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the annulus! to a finite value at the inner edgeRin . Note, however, that whena→0, that is, in the
annular to disk transition,̂1/s& remains finite, but̂ 1/s2& diverges like 1/Aa. @For a particular
example, see Eq.~4.18!.# Thus, from~3.10! we see thatRinner(a50), thecritical inner radius, is
finite. The annulus starts up with a finite inner radius. Also, in this limit, we see from~3.12! that
r(Rin) vanishes likeAa. As we approach the annulus-disk transition, the discontinuity inr(r ) at
the ~finite! inner edge disappears.

We saw at the end of Sec. II@see Eqs.~2.17!–~2.20!# that F(w) is continuous through the
disk-annulus phase transition. Thus, our master formulawF(w)5g to determineg(r ) @Eq. ~3.2!#
is also continuous through the transition. Consequently,r(r )5(1/r )(dg/dr) must remain con-
tinuous through the disk-annulus transition, and has~at the transition! the universal behavior
described in the previous paragraph.

IV. PHASE TRANSITIONS IN THE QUARTIC ENSEMBLE

The disk-annulus transition in the quartic ensemble

V~f†f!52m2f†f1g~f†f!2 ~4.1!

was studied in detail in Ref. 4. The annular eigenvalue distributionrannular(r ) and the disk eigen-
value distributionrdisk(r ) for this ensemble were calculated explicitly in Ref. 4. According to
expressions given in Ref. 4, as the critical point is approached from the annular phase,rannular(r )
behaves precisely as described in the paragraph following Eq.~3.12! at the end of the previous
section@see also Eq.~4.13!, at m5mc .# Also according to Ref. 4, as the critical point is a
proached from the disk phase,rdisk(r ) gets completely depleted inside a region of radiusRin(mc)
@remaining continuous atr 5Rin(mc)#. @See Eq.~4.20!.# Thus, r(r ) for the quartic ensemble is
continuous through the disk-annulus transition.

In this section we verify the expressions~3.6!, ~3.8!, ~3.10! and ~3.12! for Rout, r(Rout), Rin

andr(Rin) for the quartic ensemble~4.1! against the explicit expressions for these quantities gi
in Ref. 4, and also provide ample numerical results concerning the disk phase, the annular
and the transition between them, in support of the analytical results. In what follows we
omitted many technical details that can be found in Ref. 4.

A. The disk phase

For m2.2A2g the density of eigenvalues is a disk. According to Ref. 4 we have

F~w!5m21gw2S c

w
1gDAw~w2b! ~4.2!

with

c5
2m21Am416g

3
and b5

22m212Am416g

3g
. ~4.3!

According to Eqs.~5.8! and ~5.9! in Ref. 4, the eigenvalue density in this phase is

rdisk~r !52m214gr212FsgnS b

4
2r 2D Gbc22~m212gr2!@112~m2r 21gr4!#

A@112~m2r 21gr4!#224bc2r 2
~4.4!

inside a disk of radiusRout, where

Rout
2 5

bc222m2

2g
5

~m416g!3/22m2~m419g!

27g2 . ~4.5!

Thus, from~4.4! and ~4.5! we have23
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rdisk~Rout!5
4g~bc222m2!

2g2bc2~bc222m2!
5

4gRout
2

122Rout
2 ~gRout

2 1m2!
. ~4.6!

These results should be compared with the predictions of Sec. III. From~4.2! we can read-off the
density of eigenvaluesr̃(s)5(1/p)Im F(s2ie) of f†f as

r̃~s!5
1

p S c

s
1gDAs~b2s! ~4.7!

for 0<s<b, and zero elsewhere. We can readily check that~4.7! is properly normalized to 1.
The first two moments of~4.7! are

^s&5
1

2 S b

2D 2S c1
gb

2 D5
~m416g!3/22m2~m419g!

27g2 , ~4.8!

and

^s2&5
1

8 S b

2D 4S 8c

b
15gD5

27g2118gm412m822m2~6g1m4!3/2

54g3 . ~4.9!

Thus,

^s2&2^s&252
b3

256
@4bc21bg~b2g210!14c~b2g24!#

5
297g31108g2m4218gm824m1222m2~9g22m4!~6g1m4!3/2

1458g4 . ~4.10!

Comparing~4.5! and ~4.8! we immediately verify~3.6!, Rout
2 5^s&. After some additional work,

using ~4.10! and ~4.5! in ~3.8!, we can see that~3.8!, namely, thatr(Rout)52Rout
2 /(^s2&

2^s&2), coincides with~4.6!.

1. Numerical results for the disk phase

We have generated numerically random matrix ensembles corresponding to the quartic
tial ~4.1! in the disk phase, form251 fixed and for various values of the couplingg ~and for
various sizes of matrices!, and measuredrdisk(r ) for these realizations.

The generation of the matrices was done by a standard Metropolis Monte Carlo appro
random change had been suggested in the real and imaginary parts of one of the elementsf and
then the change inV(f) was evaluated. This ‘‘move’’ was accepted unconditionally ifV was
decreased, and with probabilityp5e2DV if V was increased. General theorems on Monte Ca
then guaranteed that the resulting probability distribution off was the desired one. After th
matrices were generated, their eigenvalues were determined with a standard solver fro
LAPACK library. We tuned the size of the suggested changes inf so that the acceptance rate w
about one-half, and monitored the equilibration and autocorrelation times to ensure our s
configuration had evolved properly and error bars were accurate. In particular, the local chan
f made the matrices correlated over some number of random changes, however, local c
also allowed one to employ various tricks to evaluate the change inV rapidly.

In Fig. 1 we display our numerical results forrdisk(r ) for 1283128 dimensional matrices, an
compare them to the analytical large-N result~4.4! of Ref. 4.@As a trivial check of our numerica
code, we also included in this figure the results for the Gaussian~Ginibre! ensemble.# Evidently,
the agreement between the numerical and the analytical results is good. Note the finite-N effects
near the edge of the disk.
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B. The annular phase

For m2,2A2g, the stable eigenvalue distribution is annular. For convenience, let us s
notations according tom252m2, and also writemc

25A2g.
According to Ref. 4 we have

F~w!5m21gw2gA~w2a!~w2b! ~4.11!

with

a5
m2

g
2A2

g
and b5

m2

g
1A2

g
. ~4.12!

We see thata5(2/mc
4)(m22mc

2) which is positive form2.mc
2 , as it should be, by definition.

According to Eqs.~5.16!–~5.19! in Ref. 4, the eigenvalue density in this phase is

rannulus~r !58gS r 22
m2

2gD58gS r 22
m2

mc
4D ~4.13!

inside an annulusRin<r<Rout, where

Rin
2 5

m21Am422g

2g
5

m21Am42mc
4

mc
4 ~4.14!

and

Rout
2 5

m2

g
5

2m2

mc
4 . ~4.15!

Thus, we see immediately that

r~Rin!54Am42mc
4

~4.16!
r~Rout!54m2.

FIG. 1. Comparison between Monte Carlo measurements of the density of eigenvaluesr(r ) of matricesf of size 128
3128, taken from the quartic ensembleV(f†f)52m2f†f1g(f†f)2 with m250.5 ~disk phase! and forg50, 0.5, 1, 2,
4 ~g increases from bottom to top!, compared to the analytical results of Ref. 4~solid lines!. At g50 we obtain Ginibre’s
Gaussian ensemble withV5f†f, with its unit disk of eigenvalues.
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Note thatr(Rin)50 at m5mc , as expected. Also note that the critical annulus has a finite in
radius:Rin

2 (mc)51/mc
2.0.

We now compare these results with the predictions of Sec. III. From~4.11! we read-off the
density of eigenvalues off†f:

r̃~s!5
g

p
A~s2a!~b2s! ~4.17!

for a<s<b, and zero elsewhere. We can check that~4.17! is properly normalized to 1.
The relevant moments of~4.17! are

^s&5
g

2 S a1b

2 D S b2a

2 D 2

5
m2

g
,

^s2&5
g

2 S b2a

2 D 4F S b1a

b2aD 2

1
1

4G5
m4

g2 1
1

2g
,

~4.18!

K 1

s L 5
g

2
~Ab2Aa!25m22Am422g

K 1

s2L 5
g

2

~Ab2Aa!2

Aab
5g

m22Am422g

Am422g
.

Comparing~4.14!, ~4.15! and the first and third equations in~4.18!, we verify ~3.6! and~3.10!
straightforwardly.

Further, we find from~4.18! that

^s2&2^s&25
1

2g
~4.19!

K 1

s2L 2 K 1

s L 2

5g22m41m2
2m423g

Am422g
.

Thus, comparing with~4.16! we find that

2Rout
2

^s2&2^s&2 54m25r~Rout!

and

2Rin
26

^s22&2^s21&2 54Am42mc
45r~Rin!,

and verify ~3.8! and ~3.12! for the annular phase.

1. Numerical results for the annular phase

In Figs. 2~a!–2~c! we display our numerical results forrannulus(r ) for matrices of various sizes
and compare them to the analytical large-N result ~4.13! of Ref. 4. In these figures we holdm2

50.5 fixed, and increaseg from 0.025 to 0.1.~Here we havem250.55mc
2/2A2g. Thus increasing

g as indicated in the text brings us closer to the disk-annulus phase transition.!
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C. The disk-annulus phase transition

The phase boundary separating the disk phase and the annular phase in them22g plane is the
curvem252A2g.

Consider approaching this boundary from within the disk phase by settingm252A2g1d,
with d positive and small. Then, using~4.3!, we find to first order ind that c5d/2 and b
52A(2/g)2d/g. In particular, at the phase boundary itselfc50, in accordance with~2.19! and
~2.20!. It was shown in Ref. 4 that as one approaches the critical pointm252A2g from the disk
phase, the density of eigenvalues off approches the particularly simple critical configuration

rcrit~r !5H 0, r 2,1/A2g

8gS r 22
1

A2g
D , 1/A2g,r 2,A2/g.

~4.20!

Thus, as we decreased to zero,rdisk(r ) @Eq. ~4.4!# becomes increasingly depleted inside the d
r 2,b(d)/4, reaching complete depletion atd50, at which point the disk breaks into an annulu
We also note that at the phase boundary~4.2! reads

F~w!52A2g1gw2gAwS w22A2

gD . ~4.21!

Consider now approaching the phase boundarym252A2g from within the annular phase. Thus
we setm25A2g1d, with d positive and small. Then, since all the expressions in~4.12! are linear
in m2, we find thata5d/g and b52A(2/g)1d/g. In particular, at the phase boundary itselfa
50, andb51/A2g. Therefore, at the phase boundary~4.11! reads

F~w!52A2g1gw2gAwS w22A2

gD ,

which coincides with~4.21!. Thus,F(w) ~and consequently, the eigenvalue density off†f) is
also continuous at the transition, in accordance with~2.20!.

Note from ~4.14! and ~4.15! that at the transitionRin
2 51/mc

251/A2g is finite, and coincides
with the radius~squared! of the depleted region in the disk configuration~4.20!. Right at the
transition, the disk breaks into an annulus with a finite hole! Note also thatRout

2 52/mc
25A2/g,

which coincides with the disk’sRout
2 at the phase boundary. Thus, at the phase boundarym2

5mc
2 ~4.13! coincides with~4.20!, namely,r(r ) is continuous at the transition from the disk pha

to the annular phase.

FIG. 2. Results of Monte Carlo measurements of the density of eigenvaluesr(r ) of matricesf of sizes corresponding to
N564, 128 and 256, taken from the quartic ensemble withm252m2520.5 ~annular phase! for various values of the
quartic coupling:g50.025 in~a!, g50.05 in ~b! andg50.1 in ~c!. These are compared to the analytical results of Re
~solid lines!. As N increases, the numerical results converge monotonically to the analytical results.
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1. Numerical simulation of the disk-annulus phase transition

We have measured the density of eigenvaluesr(r ) of matricesf of size 1283128, taken from
the the quartic ensemble withm250.5 and forg50.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.125, 0.15 and 0.175. T
results are displayed in Fig. 3.

For these values ofg, we start in the annular phase at the lowest value ofg. For our set of
parameters we havem250.55mc

2/2A2g. Thus, increasingg ~while keepingm2 fixed at 0.5! brings
us closer to the disk-annulus phase transition, which occurs~at largeN! at gc50.125. Increasing
g beyond that, puts us into the disk phase.

The first three profiles on the right in Fig. 3 belong to the annular phase. Their behav
consistent with our discussion in Sec. IV B of the annular phase. Indeed, asg increases towards
the transition point atgc50.125, these three graphs exhibit the expected decrease ofRin

2 5(m2

1Am42mc
4)/mc

4 @Eq. ~4.14!, with mc
25A2g# and the decrease ofRout

2 52m2/mc
4 @Eq. ~4.15!#.

The critical density profile, corresponding togc50.125, is the fourth profile~from the right!.
For our choice of parameters, the theoretical boundary radii of the critical annulus, i.e.,g
50.125, areRin

crit51/mc5& and Rout
crit5&/mc52. These boundary values fit nicely with th

features of the critical profile in Fig/ 3.
Finally, the last two profiles in Fig. 3 have pronounced tails extending tor 50 and thus belong

to the disk phase.

V. PHASE TRANSITIONS IN THE SIXTH ORDER POTENTIAL AND THE ‘‘SINGLE RING’’
THEOREM

The sextic potential

V~f†f!5m2f†f1
l

2
~f†f!21

g

3
~f†f!3 ~5.1!

is the potential of lowest degree in~1.1! for which the eigenvalues off†f may split into more
then a single segment. In fact, it is easy to see that there can be at most two eigenvalue se
in the spectrum off†f.

The qualitative features of the support of the eigenvalue density associated with~5.1! can be
deduced by moving the cubicV(x)5m2x1 (l/2) x21 (g/3) x3 around in the plane~i.e., by vary-
ing its couplings, fixing, sayg51!, and concentrating onx>0. It is obvious from such consider
ations that there are three qualitatively different phases in the spectrum off†f. In two of the

FIG. 3. Monte Carlo measurements of the density of eigenvaluesr(r ) of matricesf of size 1283128, taken from the
quartic ensemble withm250.5 and forg50.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.125, 0.15 and 0.175~g increases from right to left!. The first
three profiles on the right~corresponding to the three lowest values ofg! evidently belong to the annular phase. The four
density profile from the right is the critical one~corresponding togc50.125!. Finally, the last two profiles~which
correspond to the two higher values ofg! belong to the disk configuration.
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phases the eigenvaluessi of f†f live in a single segment. In one of these single segment pha
the segment includes the origin (0<s<a), but in the other it does not (0,a<s<b). Following
the general discussion in the last part of Sec. II, we would expect that the spectrum off itself is
a disk in the first case, and an annulus in the second case.

In the third phase off†f, there are two segments, one of which hits the origin ($0<s
<a%ø$b<s<c%). ~There is no two-segment phase off†f which does not include the origin.!
Thus, according to the discussion in the last part of Sec. II, the non-Hermitian matrixf is expected
to be in the disk phase in this case~rather than having its eigenvalue fill in a disk surrounded
a concentric annulus!, in accordance with the ‘‘single ring’’ theorem.

In this short section we limit our discussion to the two-segment phase off†f. @A rather
detailed sketch of the analytical conditions that determine the whole phase structure of the
ensemble~5.1! is given in the Appendix.# Our purpose here is to demonstrate numerically
‘‘single ring’’ Theorem for the eigenvalue distribution of matricesf taken from the sextic en
semble~5.1!. To this end, we have to identify points well within the phase in which the eigen
ues off†f split into two segments.

We used the formalism of the Appendix to choose two ensembles in the two-segment ph
f†f, for which we verified that the eigenvalues off formed a disk. The results for thes
ensembles are displayed in Figs. 4 and 5.

Figure 4 shows the scatter plot of the eigenvalues off together with the density of eigenva
uesr̃(s) of f†f for ~5.1! with couplingsm257.372, l526.116 andg51.372. As can be see
on the right part of Fig. 4, for these couplings, the eigenvalues off†f live in two separated

FIG. 4. Scatter plot of the eigenvalues of matricesf of size 32332, taken from~5.1! with m257.372,l526.116 and
g51.372 ~left!, and the corresponding density of eigenvaluesr̃(s) of f†f ~right!. The solid line on the right is the
analytical curve corresponding to~A22!. The support ofr̃(s) is split into the two segments$0<s<a51%ø$b52<s
<c53%, while the support ofr(r ) on the left is manifestly a disk.

FIG. 5. Similar to Fig. 4, but withm256.403,l54.184 andg50.713. The support ofr̃(s) is split into the two segments
$0<s<a51%ø$b53<s<c54%, while the support ofr(r ) on the left remains a disk.
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segments:$0<s<a51%ø$b52<s<c53%. The solid line there is the largeN theoretical curve,
which was plotted according to the analysis we have described in the Appendix@see the discussion
following ~A20!#. Evidently, the spectrum off is a disk, despite the split support ofr̃(s), in
accordance with the ‘‘single ring’’ Theorem.

Figure 5 is similar to Fig. 4, but for~5.1! with couplings m256.403, l54.184 andg
50.713, for which the eigenvalues off†f live in the segments$0<s<a51%ø$b53<s<c
54%. The spectrum off remains a disk, even though the two segments of the support ofr̃(s) are
more separated than in Fig. 4.
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APPENDIX: THE PHASE DIAGRAM OF A GENERIC V„f†f…

In this Appendix we briefly review the necessary theoretical aspects of multi-cut phas
f†f. The first part of our discussion will apply for a generic polynomialV(f†f). Then, in the
second part of the Appendix, we will specialize to the sextic potential~5.1!.

The following discussion is an adaptation and application of the ideas of Ref. 24 to
Hermitian matrices. For a more detailed discussion of Hermitian and non-Hermitian ra
matrix ensembles with multi-cut eigenvalue distributions, see Ref. 25.@As a side remark, we
mention at this point the recent interest in the surprising nonuniversal large distance beha
the ~smoothed! connected two-point function26 in matrix models with multi-cut eigenvalue distr
butions.#

For practical reasons, we eliminate some~or all! of the couplings inV(f†f) in terms of the
end-points of the segments containing the eigenvalue distribution off†f, and use the latter a
~part of! the coordinates in the phase diagram. In this way we can find rather easily w
couplings inV(f†f) are needed to generate an eigenvalue distribution off†f with a prescribed
set of support segments.

1. A generic potential V„f†f…

The saddle-point equation governing the Dyson gas of eigenvalues off†f is19,20

ReF~s2 i e!5 1
2 V8~s!. ~A1!

By definition @see Eq.~2.8!#

F~w!5
1

N K tr(N)

1

w2f†f L 5
1

N (
i 51

N K 1

w2si
L ~A2!

~wheresi are the eigenvalues off†f!. Thus, as usual,

F~s2 i e!5P.P.
1

N (
j 51

N K 1

s2sj
L 1 ipr̃~s!, ~A3!

wherer̃(s) is the density of eigenvalues off†f.
In order to study multi-cut configurations ofr̃(s), we also need the auxiliary function24

G~s!5E
a1.0

s

dm~V8~m!22F~m2 i e!!. ~A4!
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In the last equationa1 is the lowest branch point ofF(w). Thus, from~A3! and~A1!, we see that
for s real and in the support of eigenvalues,

G~s!522p i E
a1

s

r̃~m!dm ~A5!

is pure imaginary.2Im G(s)52pr̃(s) is then positive and monotonically increasing~and reaches
2p whens hits the largest branch point!.

Stability of multi-cut distributions. How do we know that a given distribution of eigenvalu
is stable against migration of eigenvalues from one place to another? To answer this qu
consider the Dyson gas energy functional

Seff@ r̃#5E
s>0

r̃~s!V~s!ds2
1

2 Es,m>0
r̃~s!r̃~m!log~s2m!2 dsdm. ~A6!

A general variation of~A6! underr̃(s)→ r̃(s)1dr̃(s) is

dSeff@ r̃#5E
s>0

V~s!dr̃~s!ds2E
s,m>0

r̃~m!log~s2m!2dr̃~s!dsdm. ~A7!

Moving an eigenvalue fromsi to sf corresponds todr̃(s)5(1/N)@d(s2sf)2d(s2si)#. Thus,
from ~A7! and ~A4! ~and after some work! we can show that such a move costs

DSeff@ r̃#5
1

N
@G~sf !2G~si !# ~A8!

in energy.24 Such a rearrangement of eigenvalues costs energy only if

ReDSeff@ r̃#.0 , ~A9!

and therefore~A9! is the stability condition against such a rearrangement. Thus, a multi-cutF(w),
where the eigenvalues coalesce inton segments

@a1 ,a2#ø@a3 ,a4#ø¯ø@a2n21 ,a2n#,

would be stable against migration of eigenvalues between neighboring cuts if and only if~A9!
would hold for all neighboring pairs of cuts, and in both directions. SinceG(s) is real on the
segments on the real axis that connect the cuts, this stability condition means

G~a3!5G~a2!, G~a5!5G~a4!, ..., G~a2n21!5G~a2n22!. ~A10!

In addition, of course, ReG(s),0 cannot happen anywhere fors>0. Then21 equations~A10!
comprise the desired stability condition for such an eigenvalue distribution. In addition to
conditions, we have to make sure that along the cuts themselves2Im G(s).0, which is just the
condition thatr̃(s) be positive.

The n21 equations~A10!, together with the obvious analytic properties ofF(w) and its
asymptotic behavior

F~w!;
1

w
~A11!

asw→`, determineF(w) uniquely. Indeed, as is well known, for a genericV(f†f), in view of
~A1! and~A11! ~and as we discussed at the end of Sec. II!, F(w) ~with n cuts! must be of the form
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F~w!5
1

2
V8~w!2P~w!A)

l 51

2n

~w2al !, ~A12!

where

P~w!5
c21

w
1 (

l 50

degV2n21

clw
l . ~A13!

Herea1,a2¯,a2n andc21Þ0 only if a150 ~see Sec. II!. If a1.0, thenc2150, and thus in
such a case, there are 2n(a8s)1(degV2n)(c8s)5n1degV independent parameters in the e
pression~A12! for F(w). On the other hand, there are degV11 conditions from the asymptotic
behavior ~A11! plus additionaln21 conditions from~A10!, which comprise a total of degV
1n conditions, equal to the number of unknown parameters. This balance remains ifc21 appears
in the game as an unknown parameter, because thena150, so that the number of parameters do
not change. Finally, we have to remember to impose the positivity constraint

r̃~x!5
1

p
Im F~x2 i e!>0, ~A14!

which translates into a set of inequalities among thea’s andc’s.
A convenient local parametrization of the phase diagram. Recall, that the phases off†f are

specified by the number of segments in the support ofr̃(s), i.e., the number of cuts inF(w) ~and
whether these cuts havew50 as a branch point or not.! Thus, instead of the usual description
the phase structure in terms of the degV couplings inV(f†f), our strategy is to use degV
parameters out of the 2n branch-pointsa1 ,...a,2n of F(w) and the degP coefficientsck ~with the
total number degV first saturated by thea’s in ascending order!, which we refer to as ‘‘phase
coordinates,’’ to express~in a given phase! the couplings appearing inV(f†f) @such asm2,l and
g in ~5.1!#, as well the as theck’s andak’s complementary to the phase coordinate parameter
~See our discussion of the sextic potential in the next subsection for concrete examples
parametrization.!

We have to be careful in giving the expressions for, say, the couplings ofV, in terms of the
phase coordinates. This because for a given configuration ofF(w), the equations from which we
are to eliminate the couplings ofV @such as the triadm2,l andg in ~5.1!# as functions of the phas
coordinates may have several solutions~in other words, the couplings inV are generally multi-
valued functions of the phase coordinates in a given phase!. Thus, in a given phase, we must o
course choose the parametrization of couplings inV which yields the minimalSeff@r̃# appropriate
for that phase.

This alternative parametrization is more convenient for our purposes in Sec. V. Indeed
we are successful in expressing the couplings inV as functions of the phase coordinates, it will
very easy for us to tune the couplings inV(f†f) to a generic point in a given phase and also
approach the phase boundaries in a controlled manner. In particular, phase transitions appe
for example, when branch points collide and become equal~at some common real positive valu
a!. This process removes twoa’s and thus closes one cut (n→n21) but adds an additional term
to P(w). The number of unknown parameters drops by 1, but so does the number of st
conditions~A10!. In the other direction, we can obviously reach the same coexistence poin
tuning the parameters ofP(w) to a point where it develops a linear factor (w2a)5A(w2a)2

~with a>0!. Obviously, when these alternative phase coordinates approach a point on the
istence surface from two different sides of the phase transition, the respective sets of coupl
V, expressed as sets of functions of the two phase coordinate patches, coincide. Thus, they
the sameSeff@r̃#, which means that such a point is indeed a point on the phase boundary.
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2. Results for the sextic potential

From ~A12! and ~5.1!, the general form ofF(w) is

F~w!5 1
2 ~m21lw1gw2!2P~w!Apolynomial. ~A15!

a. Single cut, disk phase

Here

F~w!5
1

2
~m21lw1gw2!2S s

w
1t1uwDAw~w2a!. ~A16!

There is a single cut, so~A10! is trivial in this case, and~A14! holds manifestly. We need only
impose~A11!. In the end, we find

u5
1628as22a2t

a3 ,

g52u
~A17!

l52t2au5
4a2t18as216

a2 ,

m252s2at2
a2u

4
5

8as2a2t28

2a
.

The phase coordinates area, t ands.

b. Single cut, annular phase

We have

F~w!5 1
2 ~m21lw1gw2!2~ t1uw!A~w2a!~w2b!. ~A18!

Here 0,a,b. Again, there is a single cut, so~A10! is trivial in this case too, and also~A14!
holds manifestly. We need only impose~A11!. In the end, we find

u5
1622t~a2b!2

~a1b!~a2b!2 ,

g52u,
~A19!

l52t2u~a1b!54t2
16

~a2b!2 ,

m252
~a2b!2

4
u2t~a1b!52

4

a1b
2t

a216ab1b2

2~a1b!
.

The phase coordinates area, b and t.

c. Two cuts, disk phase

We have

F~w!5
1

2
~m21lw1gw2!2S s

w
1t DAw~w2a!~w2b!~w2c!. ~A20!
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Here 0,a,b,c. Note that in this case we can trade the three couplingsm2, l andg for the
three branch pointsa, b andc. In this case there are two cuts, so for the first time~A10! is not
trivial. We first impose~A11!. We find

s5
8

a21b21c222~ab1ac1bc!

2
1

2

a31b31c32a2~b1c!2b2~a1c!2c2~a1b!12abc

a21b21c222~ab1ac1bc!
t,

g52t,
~A21!

l52s2t~a1b1c!,

m252~a1b1c!s2
a21b21c222~ab1ac1bc!

4
t.

We have yet to impose~A10!, which is why t was not eliminated yet. Before doing that, w
impose~A14!. Our conventions are always to take each cut from the appropriate branch po
the left on the real axis. Thus, after some work, we find from~A20!

pr̃~x!5Im F~x2 i e!55
2S s

x
1t DAx~a2x!~b2x!~c2x!, 0,x,a,

1S s

x
1t DAx~x2a!~x2b!~c2x!, b,x,c,

0 otherwise.

~A22!

We have to impose~A14! on ~A22!. This means

s

x
1t,0 for 0,x,a,

s

x
1t.0 for b,x,c.

Thus, we must have

t.0 and 2bt<s<2at,0, ~A23!

where s is given in ~A21!. ~It is straightforward to check that these inequalities hold for
ensembles corresponding to Figs. 4 and 5 in Sec. V.! We are now ready to impose~A10!. Here it
simply meansG(a)5G(b), namely,

E
a

bS s

x
1t DAx~x2a!~b2x!~c2x! dx50. ~A24!

Note from~A23! that2b,s/t,2a, and thus the factor multiplying the square root in~A24! flips
its sign in the integration domain, so that the integral on the lhs of~A24! may vanish. The latter
equation may be expressed in terms of the elliptic integrals
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I ~a,b,c!5E
a

b
Ax~x2a!~x2b!~x2c!dx,

~A25!

J~a,b,c!5E
a

b
Ax~x2a!~x2b!~x2c!

dx

x
.

Following the usual procedure, we may expressI andJ in terms of complete elliptic integrals in
a straightforward manner.~We do not bother to write these expressions here, since for our
poses in Sec. V we evaluatedI andJ numerically.!

Finally, substituting these expressions in~A24! we obtain

s~ t,a,b,c!J~a,b,c!1tI ~a,b,c!50, ~A26!

which we solve fort ~recall from~A21! thats is merely linear int, and also thatt.0, in view of
~A23!.! Once t(a,b,c) is known, we can go back to~A21! and evaluatem2(a,b,c), l(a,b,c)
andg(a,b,c) explicitly. Our phase coordinates in this case are thusa, b andc.
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Analytical and geometrical information on certain dynamical systemsX is obtained
under the assumption thatX is embedded into a certain real Lie algebra. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1412598#

I. INTRODUCTION

This article deals with the problem of extracting information of a three-dimensional dynam
systemX, whenX is embedded into a Lie algebra of 3-D vectorfields.

This approach is interesting since up to now, as we explain later in this work, the only
considered has been that in which the generators of the Lie algebra areX and a certain number o
symmetries or pseudosymmetries ofX. Such restriction is dropped in this article.

Let us explain this in more detail.
It is well known1 that when a vectorfieldX ~v.f. in what follows! admits a symmetry vector

that is, a v.f.S satisfying

LS~X!50, ~1!

LS standing for the Lie derivative along the streamlines ofS, useful consequences on the local a
global structure ofX can be obtained: existence of local and global first integrals, limit cycle
X,2 etc.

Remember that~1! implies that the flow of the v.f.S acts on the set of solutions of th
differential equations

dx

dt
5X~x!. ~2!

In other words, the local flow ofS transforms a solution of~2! into another solution of Eq.~2!.
Sometimes the pair of v.f. (X,S) does not satisfy Eq.~1! but the equations

LS~X!5l~x!X, ~3!

l(x) being a function. In this caseS is called a pseudosymmetry ofX. The geometrical meaning
of Eq. ~3! is that the local flow ofS conservesnot the solutions of~2! but the trajectories on which
these solutions lie~a trajectory ofX is just an unparametrized solution ofX!.

Interesting geometric information on the trajectories ofX when ~3! holds can be found in
Ref. 2.

Motivated by Eqs.~1! and~3! we consider in this article thatX ~a R3 v.f. from now on! is one
of the generators of a Lie algebraA2,2 of dimension two orA3,3 of dimension three. That is,

@X,S1#5a0X1a1S1 ,
57410022-2488/2001/42(12)/5741/12/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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a0 ,a1PR, ~4!

rank~X,S1!52 for anyxPR3,

in the first case, and

@X,S1#5a0X1a1S11a2S2 ,
@X,S2#5b0X1b1S11b2S2 ,
@S1 ,S2#5c0X1c1S11c2S2 ,

ai ,bi ,ciPR,
rank~X,S1 ,S2!53 for anyxPR3,

~5!

in the case of an algebra of typeA3,3.
Note that@,# stands for the Lie bracket of v.f. andAi , j ( i> j ) stands for a Lie algebra withi

generators~including X! and rank (X,S1 ,..,Si 21)5 j .
We shall say thatX belongs to a certain Lie algebra ifX is one of its generators. For exampl

X belongs to the Lie algebrasA2,2 andA3,3 defined by Eqs.~4! and ~5!.
Note that the case of pseudosymmetries corresponds toa150 in Eq. ~4! and a15a25b1

5b250 in Eq. ~5!.
We shall prove in what follows that when a dynamical systemX belongs to a Lie algebra thi

information can be useful in order to get qualitative information on the orbits ofX.
This article is organized this way. Lie algebras of typeA2,2 are briefly considered in Sec. II

where their influence onX is studied. The structure constants ofA3,3 algebras are reduced to
finite number of canonical forms in Sec. III. The case of a v.f.X embedded into anA3,3 Lie algebra
is studied in Sec. IV. Illustrative examples are given in Sec. V, and some open problem
discussed in Sec. VI.

We end this section by motivating our study with some considerations of the significanc
applicability of the idea of embedding a v.f.X into a Lie algebra.

We shall refer to the illustrative example ofA2,2 algebras@that is, algebras with two generato
and rank equal 2: see Eq.~4!#. For these algebras Eq.~4! can be interpreted in two ways:

~i! as the structure equation of a Lie transformation~local! group G acting onR3 of generators
X andS, or

~ii ! as the equations defining an involutive distribution3,4 generated byX andS.

The fact thata0 and a1 in Eq. ~4! are real numbers instead of functions ofx5(x1 ,x2 ,x3) is a
useful piece of information that should be taken into account.
Therefore the philosophy of this article is the following:

~i! get X ~if you can, via computer packages, etc.! be embedded into the algebrasAr ,3(r
>3) or Ar ,2(r>2) of some Lie transformation groupG. We shall speak immediately abou
the difficulties of this process.

~ii ! apply the techniques of this article in order to get information on some structures ofX, as
first integrals, invariant sets, existence of partitions ofR3 invariant underX, integrability
via quadratures, etc.

The most difficult point is, of course, the finding of the concrete embedding ofX. In fact it may
even happen that~for structural reasons connected with the orbit structure ofX, strange or com-
plicated limit behavior of the orbits whent→1`! the embedding process will be a failur
because it does not exist at all. For example, by topological reasons it isimpossibleto get an
embedding ofX into an algebra of typeA3,2 or A2,2 if X is a dynamical system with an orbit whic
is an asymptotic ‘‘limit cycle’’~orbit of typeS1 acting as limit set of neighboring orbits!. Never-
theless, the dynamical systemX could be embedded into an algebra of typeA3,3.
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However, we havenot been able to find analytical conditions, geometric structures, etc.
that if X satisfies them, thenX cannot be embedded into an algebra of typeA3,3. Upto today open
problems are to decide

~i! whether or not a given v.f.X can be embedded into a finite dimensional Lie algebra,
~ii ! whether or not a given v.f.X can be embedded into an algebra of typeAn,3(n>3), where

n is a fixed natural number.

In general, the problem of studying the relation between the geometry of the orbits ofX and the
type of algebra into whichX can or cannot be embedded seems to be a very difficult one.

In conclussion, this article could be of interest to people working in differential equat
dynamical systems, etc., and to all those normally handling symmetry techniques in differ
equations since we offer here a certain generalization of them yielding, under some cond
first integrals, invariant sets, integrability via quadratures, foliations ofR3 invariant underX, etc.

II. R3 DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS EMBEDDED INTO A LIE ALGEBRA A 2,2

Let us now develop some consequences of the fact that our dynamical systemX is embedded
into a Lie algebra of typeA2,2, that is,

@X,S1#5a0X1a1S1 ,

a0 ,a1PR, ~6!

rank~X,S1!52.

We shall now obtain from Eq.~6! consequences of several kinds concerning the orbit structu
X. Most of these results fail when the real constantsa0 and a1 of ~6! are substituted by rea
functionsa(x) andb(x), xPR3. Therefore, most of these results cannot be obtained whenX is
embedded into a two-dimensional foliation instead of being embedded into aA2,2 algebra.

From now on all the functions v.f.’s, and differential forms of this article are assumed t
analytic (Cw). See Refs. 3–5 for the theory and applications of differential forms.

A. First integrals of X

We obtain now first integrals ofX via the construction of exact one-forms. The reader
have a look at this method whena05a150 in Ref. 3.

Our assumptions are the following:
X belongs to aA2,2 Lie algebra@see Eq.~6!# and

Div X52a1 , Div S15a0 , ~7!

a0 anda1 being the real numbers of Eq.~6! and Div Y standing for

Div Y5
]Y1

]x1
1

]Y2

]x2
1

]Y3

]x3
,

~8!
Y5Y1]11Y2]21Y3]3 .

Div Y can be alternatively defined byLYV35Div Y•V3 , V3 being the standard volume form
dx1∧dx2∧dx3 of R3.

Under these hypotheses the one-formw1 defined by

w15 i xi s1
V3 ~9!

is exact (dw150) and we can write
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w15dI, ~10!

and sincei xw150 we can write

Lx~ I !50. ~11!

ThereforeI is a global first integral ofX.
Note that I can never become a trivial constant, as this would implyw150 ~identically!,

getting a contradiction with the rank condition appearing in Eq.~6!.

B. Independent first integrals

Let us now assume thatI 1 , I 2 are two independent first integrals ofS1; this situation often
appears in physics6 asS1 usually is a v.f. easier to handle thanX ~isometries ofR3 considered as
Euclidean space, linear or affine v.f. and so on!. Under this assumption let us see that the integ
tion of X can be simplified.

Under these conditions Eq.~6! implies

2LS1
LX~ I i !5a0LX~ I i !, i 51,2, ~12!

and whena050 we get

LX~ I i !5w i~ I 1 ,I 2!, ~13!

that is,X projects to theR3 v.f.

X25w1~ I 1 ,I 2!] I 1
1w2~ I 1 ,I 2!] I 2

, ~14!

that is

dI1

dt
5w1~ I 1 ,I 2!,

~15!
dI2

dt
5w2~ I 1 ,I 2!.

Therefore, the integration ofX has been simplified.
We now summarize the results of this section: We have seen that it is, in general, impo

to get geometric information on the trajectories of theR3 v.f. X just by knowing thatX belongs to
a certain Lie algebra of v.f. More information concerning the v.f. of the Lie algebra is needed
for example, the requirements in~7!.

A similar observation can be made in relation to the study of the pseudosymmetries ofX @see
Eq. ~3!#. Namely, pseudosymmetries,per se, are insufficient in order to get first integrals and oth
geometric structures related to the trajectories ofX.

What is new in this section is the fact that we have shown the possibility of getting g
geometric information on the trajectories ofX whenno pseudosymmetries are known but we ha
discovered that our dynamical systemX is a generator of anA2,2 algebra of vectorfields.

For brevity reasons we shall not study in the following sections algebras of typeA3,2, but just
algebras of typeA3,3.

III. CLASSIFICATION OF A 3,3 ALGEBRAS

A classification list of theA3,3 algebras is given now. The proof shall not be given and will
sent on request. As we can see the classification contains 18 different types. Note that th
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written brackets betweenX, S1 andS2 vanish and have been omitted. Nevertheless, all brac
have been written in the algebra of type number one~for esthetic reasons!.

Any A3,3 algebra can be obtained from those appearing in the list by means of linear c
nations of type

X* 5a0X,

S1* 5b0X1b1S11b2S2 ,

S2* 5g0X1g1S11g2S2 , ~16!

a0 ,b0 ,g0PR a0Þ0,

b1g22g1b2Þ0.

These linear combinations arise as the generatorX ~representing the dynamical system! must be
isolated in all the algebraic manipulations; otherwise a generatorX* could be obtained mixing the
dynamics ofX with the dynamics of the v.f.S1 andS2. Therefore, the orbit structure ofX would
be unrelated to the orbit structure ofX* .

The 18 types ofA3,3 algebras are

~1! @X,Si#50, @S1,S2#50, i 51,2;
~2! @X,S1#5X;
~3! @S1,S2#5X;
~4! @X,S1#5S1;
~5! @X,S2#5S1, @S1,S2#5aS1, aPR;
~6! @S1,S2#5S1;
~7! @X,S2#5X, @S1,S2#5X1aS1, aPR\$0%;
~8! @X,S2#5X1S1, @S1,S2#5X;
~9! @X,S2#5S1, @S1,S2#52X;
~10! @X,S2#5S1, @S1,S2#5X;
~11! @X,S1#5S1, @X,S2#5aS2, aPR\$0%;
~12! @X,S1#5S1, @X,S2#5S11S2;
~13! @X,S1#5aS11S2, @X,S2#52S11aS2, aPR\$0%;
~14! @X,S1#5X, @X,S2#5S1, @S1,S2#5X1S2;
~15! @X,S1#5S2, @X,S2#52S1, @S1,S2#5X;
~16! @X,S1#5S2, @X,S2#5S1, @S1,S2#5X;
~17! @X,S1#52S12S2, @X,S2#5S2, @S1,S2#5X; and
~18! @X,S1#52S11S2, @X,S2#5S2, @S1,S2#5X.

IV. INVARIANT SETS AND FIRST INTEGRALS WHEN THE DYNAMICAL SYSTEM IS
EMBEDDED INTO AN A 3,3 ALGEBRA

We now show that it is possible to get first integrals, invariant sets and foliations inva
underX when X belongs to anA3,3 algebra. Reduction ofX to a two-dimensional v.f. is also
possible~see Sec. IV C!.

A. Global results

We get in this paragraph global results onX assuming that

LXwi5 f ~x!wi , ~17!

wi being a C` differential form of degreei ~i 51,2,3).
Define the functionsD i via
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D l5 i Xi S1
i S2

w3 , ~18!

D25 i Xi Sj
w2 , j 51,2, ~19!

D35 i S1
i S2

w2 , ~20!

D45 i Xw1 , ~21!

D55 i Sj
w1 , j 51,2. ~22!

We then get under standard manipulations4

LX~D i !5~ f ~x!1K !D i , KPR, ~23!

where the real numberK depends on the constantsai , bi , ci ( i 50,1,2) defining theA3,3 algebra
@see Eq.~5!#.

Now, Eq. ~23! implies the following.

~i! When the set$D i50% is a differential manifold~¹(D i)Þ0 for any PP$D i50%!, then the
set$D i50% is invariant underX. See Example 1 in Sec. V.

~ii ! When f 1K is a function ofD i ~in particular whenf 1K is a constant real number!, then
the sets$D i5const% form a two-foliation invariant underX.

~iii ! When f (x) is a trivial constant function andf 1K is equal to zero, then the functionD i is
a global first integral ofX.

These results give useful information on the orbits ofX and they have been obtained witho
problems in spite of the fact thatS1 andS2 are, in general, not pseudosymmetries ofX.

See the examples on these results at the end of the article.
Note that the techniques of this section can be applied toanyof the canonical algebras of th

list in Sec. III.

B. Subalgebras

We now assume that ourA3,3 algebra contains twoA2,2 subalgebras satisfying

@X,S1#5aX1bS1,

@S2,X#5a8X1b8S1,
~24!

@S2,S1#5a9X1b9S1,

a,a8,a9,b,b8,b9PR,

or

@S1* ,S2* #5cS1* 1dS2* ,

@X,S1* #5c8S1* 1d8S2* ,
~25!

@X,S2* #5c9S1* 1d9S2* ,

c,c8,c9,d,d8,d9PR,
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or both @i.e., A3,3 might contain a subalgebra satisfying Eq.~24! and another two-dimensiona
subalgebra satisfying Eq.~25!#. Note that$X,S1% in the case of Eq.~24! and$S1* ,S2* % in the case
of Eq. ~25! are ideals of dimension two ofA3,3.7

First of all, notice that we can apply the techniques of Sec. II to the pair (X,S1) of Eq. ~24!.
Note that Eqs.~24! are fulfilled by the algebras 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 13 and Eqs.~25!

are satisfied by the algebras 1, 4, 5, 6, 11, and 12.
On the other hand, algebras 13–18 satisfy neither Eqs.~24! nor Eqs.~25!. The reader will

have no difficulty in checking all these points.
We give now the geometric meaning of Eqs.~24! and ~25!. Calling F2 and F2* the two-

foliations associated with the pairs (X,S1) and (S1* ,S2* ), Eqs.~24! and~25! can be rewritten in the
form

LS2
~F2!,F2 , ~26!

and

LX~F2* !,F2* . ~27!

Accordingly,F2 andF2* can be locally integrated via the well known formulas8

D21
•~ i Xi S1

V3!5dI,

V35dx1∧dx2∧dx3 , ~28!

D5 i Xi S1
i S2

V3 ,

and

D21
•~ i S1*

i S
2*
V3!5dI* , ~29!

I and I * satisfying

LX~ I !50 ~30!

and

LX~ I * !5 f ~ I * ! ~31!

for a certain functionf.
The functionI is, of course, a local integral ofX and it globalizes to aR3 first integral ofX

when the functionD of Eq. ~28! never vanishes.
On the other hand, the geometrical meaning of Eq.~31! is that the local flow ofX acts on the

level sets ofI * . When the functionf of ~31! never vanishes,X is free from closed trajectories. I
f (I 0* )50, then closed trajectories ofX might appear on the level setI * 5I 0* .

Note thatI and I * are genuine functions, not reducing to constant functions, since in anA3.3

algebra the ranks of the pairs (X,S) and (S1* ,S2* ) cannot be lower than 2.

C. Results

We now get several results on the orbits of the dynamical systemX assuming that a pair o
first integrals common toS1 andS2 are known. For brevity’s sake, the case of only a first integ
I common toS1 andS2 shall not be studied.

See Ref. 6 for a similar use of a pair of first integrals of a symmetry of aR3 dynamical system
related to the Bessel, Poisson–Boltzmann, Emden–Fowler and Fermi–Thomas equation
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approach can be justified since in most of the applications the v.f.Si are simple v.f.; often they are
affine, or even linear v.f., and therefore the finding of their first integrals is, in general
difficult.

Consider that

LSi
~ I j !50, i , j 51,2 ~32!

that is I 1 ,I 2 are independent first integrals common toS1,S2. We then get via Eq.~5! (c0Þ0)

LX~ I i !5w i~ I 1 ,I 2! i 51,2. ~33!

ThereforeX can be written in the form

X5w1~x,y!]11w2~x,y!]2 . ~34!

Accordingly,X has been reduced to aR2 v.f.

V. EXAMPLES

Examples 1:Consider the conformal v.f.4

X5~x1
22x2

22x3
2!]11~2x1x2!]21~2x1x3!]3 ~35!

and the v.f.

S15x3]22x2]3 ,
~36!

S25x1]11x2]21x3]3 ,

with commutation relations

@X,S1#50, @X,S2#52X, @S1,S2#50. ~37!

By application of the results obtained in Secs. IV A and IV B we get

D15 i Xi S1
i S2

~dx1`dx2`dx3!5~x2
21x3

2!~2x1
22x2

22x3
2!. ~38!

On the other hand,

LX~D1!56x1•D1 . ~39!

Therefore, the setD150 is invariant underX. Note that the setD150 is just thex1-axis.
Let us now get a local first integral ofX by application of the methods of Sec. IV B. In fac

computingi Xi S1
(dx1`dx2`dx3)/D1 we get the differential form

w1

D1
5

2x1dx1

2x1
22x2

22x3
2 1

~2x2dx22x3dx3!~x1
22x2

22x3
2!

~x2
21x3

2!~2x1
22x2

22x3
2!

, ~40!

which is locally exact (w1 /D15dI). Upon integration we get the local first integralI that can be
reduced to

I 85
x2

21x3
2

x1
21x2

21x3
2 . ~41!

Example 2:Consider now the family of v.f.
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X5F~x3!~x1
21x2

2!nx1]11F~x3!~x1
21x2

2!nx2]21G~x3!~x1
21x2

2!n]3 , n51,2,3,..., ~42!

whereF andG are analytic andG vanishes on the setZ(Z,R).
Let Si ( i 51,2) be the v.f.

S15x1]11x2]2 ,
~43!

S25x2]12x1]2 .

The three v.f.X,S1,S2 form a commutative algebra. By applying to them the techniques of S
IV A and IV B we get the invariant set

D15G~x3!~x1
21x2

2!n1150, ~44!

that is, the invariant sets

x1
21x2

250,
~45!

x35z, zPZ.

On the other hand, we can also write

w1

D1
5dI, ~46!

w1 standing for the one-form

w15 i xi s2
~dx1∧dx2∧dx3!. ~47!

We get in this way

I 5
1

2
L~x1

21x2
2!2E F~x3!

G~x3!
dx3 , ~48!

L standing for Neperian logarithm, that is, a local first integral ofX.
Example 3:We now give an example related to Sec. II B.
Let Hi(x1 ,x2 ,x3) be homogeneous polynomials of degreesd1 andd2 . DefineX andS viahe

equations

X5¹H1∧¹H21a0~x1]11x2]21x3]3!,

S5¹H1∧¹H2 , ~49!

a0PR, ¹5gradient operator.

The reader will check that

@X,S#5bS, bPR. ~50!

Therefore the pair (X,S) forms anA2,2 algebra.
SinceH1 andH2 are first integrals ofS, we get from~50!

Lx~H1!5w1~H1 ,H2!,
~51!

Lx~H2!5w2~H1 ,H2!,
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that is,X projects to theR2 v.f.

w1]H1
1w2]H2

. ~52!

Note that the v.f.X of ~49! is not trivial, as it isnot a homogeneous v.f.
Note also that any first integralI (H1 ,H2) of the reduced differential equations~51! is a first

integral ofX.
Example 4:The considerations of Example 3 can be extended to nonhomogeneous fun

in this way.
Let H1 andH2 be nonhomogeneous polynomials that can be transformed into homoge

ones via a transformation of type

x1→x1
a ,

x2→x2
b ,

~53!
x3→x3

c ,

a,b,cPR1.

For example, the pairs

H15x2x3 , H25x1
21x2

21x3

and

H15x2
21x3

2, H25x1
22x3

become homogeneous under the transformations

x1→x1 , x2→x2 , x3→3
2

and

x1→x1 x2→2
2, x3→x3

2.

Under these circumstances the v.f. defined by

X5¹H1`¹H21a0~x1]11x2]21x3]3!,
~54!

S5¹H1`¹H2 ,

commutes as in Eq.~50!. Therefore, the conclusions in Example 3 are valid for the v.f. of Eq.~54!.
For example, the Lorenz dynamical system9

XL5s~x22x1!]11~2x1x31rx12x2!]21~x1x22bx3!]3, s,r ,bPR, ~55!

for the following particular values of the parameters,

s5 1
2, r 50, b51,

forms anA2,2 algebra, of the type discussed in this example, with the v.f.

S5¹~x2
21x3

2!`¹~x1
22x3! ~56!

as the reader can check.
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Example 5:We end this section with a list of second order differential equations appeari
Physics~see in Ref. 6! admitting a symmetry vectorS to which the methods of this article can b
applied~see Sec. II B!.

~5.1! x2y,xx1xy,x1x2y50:

AssociatedX:X5
2xu2x2y

x2 ]u1u]y1]x u5y,x .

Symmetry vector:S5y]y1u]u .

Commutation relation:@X,S#50.

First integrals ofS: I 15x, I 25u/y.

~5.2! y,xx1y,x /x5ey.

AssociatedX: X5S ey2
u

xD ]u1u]y1]x , u5y,x .

Symmetry vector:X5x]x22]y2u]u .

Commutation relation:@X,S#5X.

First integrals of S: I 15x2ey, I 25xu.

~5.3! y,xx1(2/x)y,x1yn50.

AssociatedX: X5S 2yn2
2u

x D ]u1u]y1]x u5y,x .

Symmetry vector:S5x]x1
2y

12n
]y1

11n

12n
u]u .

Commutation relation:@X,S#5X.

First integrals ofS: I 15x2yn21, I 25xn11un21.

~5.4! y,xx5x21/2y3/2.

AssociatedX: X5~x21/2y3/2!]u1u]y1]x , u5y,x .

Symmetry vector:S5x]x23y]y24u]u .

Commutation relation:@X,S#5X.

First integrals ofS: I 15x3y, I 25x4u.

VI. FINAL REMARKS

We have seen that when aR3 dynamical systemX lies inside anA2,2, A3,2 or A3,3 algebra
useful information on its trajectories can be obtained from this piece of information.

What happens whenX can be embedded into a Lie algebraAn,3 whenn.3? Note that now
the canonical forms of Sec. III are harder to obtain. On the other hand,An,3 might contain ideals
I containingX of lower dimensionn8, reducing the problem to an algebraAn8,3 of lower dimen-
sion. If no ideal of this type can be found, we can always apply the techniques of Sec. IV
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Considering only contractions ofX andSi with differential forms of typew3 , we can get in
this way a whole set of functionsD i j :

D i j 5 i Xi Si
i Sj

w3 , i , j 51,...,n21, ~57!

leading to the sets

D i j ~x1 ,x2 ,x3!50 ~58!

that are invariant underX @at least near the pointsP on which~58! defines a differential manifold
that is¹(D i j )(P)Þ0#.

Therefore, whenn is high we can get, via Eq.~58!, a collection of more and more se
invariant underX.

An open problem is to study if the numberN of invariant sets in~58! is bounded or not when
n increases and whether or not these invariant sets accumulate~whenN is unbounded!. Does the
topology of the trajectories ofX ‘‘feel’’ that X is included in anAn,3 algebra~without proper
ideals! whenn is large?

Another open problem meriting a separate study is this one: Assume thatX is included among
the generators of anA`,3 algebra whereA`,3 is an infinite Lie algebra, free from finite or infinite
proper ideals containingX. Let us call themsimple`-algebras.

Equation~57! can now be written in the form

D i j 5 i Xi Si
i Sj

w3 , ~59!

and, therefore, invariant sets ofX can be obtained this way.
The question arises again of classifying topologically the v.f.X that can be included in a

simpleA`,3 algebra.
A final question is this one: can a dynamical systemX embedded into a Lie algebraAn,2 , An,3

or A`,2 , A`,3 possess a strange attractor?9
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Nonintegrable reductions of the self-dual Yang–Mills
equations in a metric of plane wave type
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Symmetry reductions of the self-dual Yang–Mills equations for SL~2,C) bundles
with the background metricds252 du dv2dx21 f 2(u)dy2 are considered. One of
the field components in the reduced equations can be cast into Jordan normal form
after gauge transformations. The reduced equations for the two possible normal
forms are equivalent, respectively, to certain generalizations of the Korteweg–de
Vries ~KdV! equation and the nonlinear Schro¨dinger ~NLS! equation. It is shown
that the generalized KdV and NLS equations fail the Painleve´ test except when the
metric is flat. The generalized KdV equation is transformed to a simple form in the
case whenf (u)5ua and it is shown that one may obtain either the KdV equation
or the cylindrical KdV equation by this method only when the metric is flat.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1412466#

I. INTRODUCTION

The self-dual Yang–Mills~SDYM! equations for bundles defined over flat spacetime pla
unifying role in the theory of integrable systems. This is because many well-known integ
equations may be obtained as symmetry reductions of these equations~Ref. 1, Ref. 9!. The twistor
description of solutions of the SDYM equations in flat spacetime~Ref. 10! then leads to a twistor
description of the reduced equations.

Our aim in this paper is to study reductions of the SDYM equations for bundles defined
an open subsetU of R4 with the metric

ds252 du dv2dx21 f 2~u!dy2, ~1!

whereu, v, x, y are coordinates onU and f is a smooth function.
Before proceeding further, we would like to mention that metrics of the type~1! with the

Lorentzian signature~obtained by changing the sign of the middle term! arise in the study of plane
waves in general relativity. The geodesic and curvature properties of these metrics~e.g., the fact
that they are conformally Einstein! are given in Ref. 5. For our purposes, it is enough to note
the metric~1! is flat if and only if f is a linear function ofu. We will now explain our motivation
for studying the problem.

In Ref. 11, Ward presented an integral formula for the general solution of the wave equ
in a plane wave spacetime. This formula was subsequently generalized by Mason~Ref. 7! to show
how it is that Maxwell’s equation satisfies a kind of Huygen’s principle in plane wave spacet
We were therefore interested in studying solutions of the SDYM equations in these spacetim
a first step, we decided to study reductions of the SDYM equations with the background met~1!
along the lines of Ref. 8.

Somewhat to our surprise, the generalized Korteweg–de Vries~KdV! and nonlinear Schro¨-
dinger~NLS! equations which resulted from the reduction procedure both failed the Painleve´ PDE
test~Ref. 12! formulated for these equations in Refs. 2 and 4, respectively, except in the case
the metric~1! is flat.

The plan for our paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we will derive the SDYM equations fo
SL(2,C) bundle with the background metric~1!. The metric possesses a large group of symm
57530022-2488/2001/42(12)/5753/9/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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tries. We impose two of these symmetries, one timelike and the other null, on the bundle and
a choice of gauge, we obtain the reduced SDYM equations in a form suitable for use in th
sections.

One of the components of the connection in the reduced SDYM equation may, after
transformations, be cast into Jordan normal form. The reduced equations corresponding
choice of the normal form leads to a generalized KdV equation. This reduction is discussed
III where we also prove the nonintegrability of the generalized KdV equation. It has been k
for some time that there is a formal relation between solutions of the KdV equation and sol
of the so-called cylindrical KdV equation~Refs. 3 and 6!. In Sec. IV, we setf (u)5ua in the metric
~1! and give a direct proof that the generalized KdV equation from Sec. III can be reduced
to the KdV equation or to the cylindrical KdV equation in exactly two cases, namely,a50,1.
These values ofa correspond to the cases when the metric~1! is flat.

The second choice of the normal form mentioned above leads us to the generalized
equation in Sec. V. Once again, we show that this equation is nonintegrable except in the fla
We note that it may very well be possible to obtain the cylindrical NLS equation by following
method described in Sec. IV but we have not done this ourselves.

We end this introduction by observing that in the case of the generalized KdV equatio
quantities may be interpreted as being real and hence the gauge group is SL(2,R). The gauge
group for the generalized NLS equation is SU~1,1!.

II. THE REDUCED SDYM EQUATIONS

In this section, we will derive the reduced self-dual Yang–Mills equations for an SL~2,C)
bundleE defined overU with the metric~1!.

We begin by recalling that a connection onE is a linear differential operatorD that maps
sections ofE to 1-forms with values inE. In a local trivialization, we may writeD as

D5Da dxa, ~2!

where

Da5]a2Fa . ~3!

In this expression]a denotes the partial derivative with respect to the coordinatexa and Fa

belongs to the Lie algebra of SL(2,C) (a51,2,3,4).
The curvature of the connectionD is a 2-formF with values in the Lie algebra of SL(2,C).

It is given by

F5Fab5@Da ,Db#5]aFb2]bFa1@Fa ,Fb#, ~4!

where the brackets denote the appropriate commutator in each case.
Next, let gab denote the inverse of the matrixgab associated with the metric~1! and letD

denote square root of the determinant ofgab . Also, let eabcd denote the totally skew Levi–Civita
tensor density. The connectionD is said to be a solution of the SDYM equations if

Fab5 1
2Deabcdg

cegd fFe f . ~5!

We now choose an orientation by settingeuvxy51. Then it is easy to see that the SDYM equatio
for the metric~1! are as follows:

@Dx ,Dy#52 f @Du ,Dv#, ~6!

@Du ,Dy#52 f @Du ,Dx#, ~7!

and
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@Dv ,Dy#5 f @Dv ,Dx#. ~8!

~We have suppressed the argument off for the sake of convenience.!
Next, we know that the vectors]/]x and]/]v are Killing vectors for the metric~1!. We now

impose these symmetries on the bundle, i.e., we assume that the field components are inde
of x andv. We also let

Dy5]y2A, Dv5]v2B, ~9!

Du5]u2C, Dx5]x2D, ~10!

whereA, B, C, andD belong to the Lie algebra of SL(2,C). Then the SDYM equations reduce t
the following three equations:

]yD1@D,A#52 f ~2]uB1@C,B# !, ~11!

2]uA1]yC1@C,A#52 f ~2]uD1@C,D# !, ~12!

and

]yB1@B,A#5 f @B,D#. ~13!

Finally, we impose the gauge condition

A5 f D. ~14!

The equation~13! now reduces to

]yB50. ~15!

Hence,B is a function ofu alone. Using gauge transformations involving onlyu, we may reduce
B to one of the following constant normal forms:

B5F0 0

1 0G or B5kF1 0

0 21G , ~16!

wherek is a real or complex constant.
The equation~11! now reduces to

]yD52 f @C,B# ~17!

and Eq.~12! reduces to

2 f 8D22 f ]uD1]yC12 f @C,D#50, ~18!

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect tou.
We will use the two normal forms forB in Secs. III and V, respectively, in order to reduce t

SDYM equations to the generalized KdV and Schro¨dinger equations, respectively.

III. REDUCTION TO THE GENERALIZED KdV EQUATION

We will begin this section by showing that if the field componentB has the normal form

B5F0 0

1 0G ~19!
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then the equations~17! and ~18! are equivalent to a generalized~variable coefficient! KdV equa-
tion. In order to do this, we assume that tr(BD)Þ0 and set

C5Fp s

r 2pG , D5Fq 1

h 2qG . ~20!

Then after some simplification, the equation~17! implies the following relations betweenh,p,q,s:

qy52 f s, hy52 f p. ~21!

Hence, we must have

C5F hy

2 f
2

qy

f

r 2
hy

2 f

G . ~22!

Finally, we consider the equation~18!. If we substitute the matricesD andC from above into this
equation, then a rather tedious calculation simplifies this equation to

F 2 f 8q22 f qu1
hyy

2 f
22hqy22 f r 2 f 82

qyy

f
12hy14qqy

2 f 8h22 f hu1r y14 f qr22hhy f 8q12 f qu2
hyy

2 f
12 f r 12hqy

G50, ~23!

where the 0 on the right-hand side stands for the zero matrix of order 2. Using the equation
by ~1, 2! entries on both sides, we see thath may be taken to be

h5 1
2S f 8y1

qy

f
22q2D . ~24!

Next, using the equation given by the~1,1! entries and the expression forh from ~24! we see that
r is given by the expression

r 52
f 8

2 f
q2qu1

qyyy

8 f 3 2
qy

2

f 22
qqyy

2 f 2 2
f 8yqy

2 f
1

q2qy

f
. ~25!

Finally, if we substitute the expressions forh andr in the equation given by the~2,1! entries, we
see that the functionq must satisfy the equation

2@ f f 8#8y22quy2
f 8qy

f
2

f 8yqyy

f
1

qyyyy

8 f 3 2
3qyqyy

f 2 50. ~26!

We now relabel the coordinatesu andy as t andx, respectively. The equation~26! then reads

2@ f f 8#8x22qtx2
f 8qx

f
2

f 8xqxx

f
1

qxxxx

8 f 3 2
3qxqxx

f 2 50. ~27!

Next, let qx5u. Then the functionu must satisfy the generalized~variable coefficient! KdV
equation

2@ f f 8#8x22ut2
f 8u

f
2

f 8xux

f
1

uxxx

8 f 3 2
3uux

f 2 50. ~28!
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Now, according to Brugarino~Ref. 2!, the KdV equation with nonuniformities, given by

ut1a~ t !u1~b~x,t !u!x1c~ t !uux1d~ t !uxxx1e~x,t !50 ~29!

has the Painleve´ property if its coefficients satisfy the following compatibility condition:

bt1~a2L~c!!b1bbx1dbxxx52ah1hLS d

c2D1h81ce

1xF2a21aLS d3

c4D1a81LS d

cDLS d

c2D1
d

dt
LS d

cD G , ~30!

whereL denotes the logarithmic derivative andh(t) is an arbitrary function oft.
In order to apply this criterion, we first write the equation~28! as

@ f f 8#8x

2
1ut1S f 8xu

2 f D
x

2
uxxx

16f 3 1
3uux

2 f 2 50. ~31!

Then on comparison with the equation~29! we see that

a50, b5
f 8x

2 f
, c5

3

2 f 2 , d52
1

16f 3 , e5
@ f f 8#8x

2
. ~32!

Using these expressions, the condition~30! reduces to

3 f 9x

4 f
5hS f 8

f D1h8. ~33!

Clearly, we can find a suitableh if and only if f 950, i.e., if and only if the metric is flat. Hence
the generalized KdV equation~28! fails the Painleve´ test in nonflat spacetimes.

IV. REDUCTION TO KdV ÕCYLINDRICAL KdV

We would now like to study the equation~28! in the special case whenf (t)5ta, wherea is
a fixed real number. We begin by transforming the dependent variableu as follows:

u→t2~a13b!/2u1bt2a21x. ~34!

Hereb is one of the~necessarily real! solutions of the quadratic equation

a~2a21!12b~3a21!13b250. ~35!

After some simplification, the PDE~28! reduces to

ut1
a13b

2
t21xux2

1

16
t23auxxx1

3

2
t25a13b/2uux50. ~36!

In order to eliminate the term inxux , we apply the coordinate transformation

x85t2~a13b!/2x, t85t ~37!

and then we rename the variablesx8 andt8 asx andt, respectively. The equation~36! transforms
to

ut2
1

16t
2~9a19b!/2uxxx1

3
2t

2~3a13b!uux50. ~38!
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Next we transformu as follows:

u→t2~3a13b!/2u. ~39!

Then we get the equation

2
3a13b

2
t9a19b222u1t9a19b2ut2

1

16
uxxx1

3

2
uux50. ~40!

The last two terms in this equation are the same as the dissipative and nonlinear terms in th
equation~for a particular choice of coefficients!.

Next, consider the transformation

t85t2~9a19b22!/2 ~41!

and renamet8 as t. The equation~40! reduces to

2
3

2
~a1b!

u

t
2

9a19b22

2
ut2

uxxx

16
1

3

2
uux50. ~42!

We now observe that ifa1b50 ~i.e., b52a! then this equation is the KdV equation~for a
particular choice of coefficients!. Further, on substitutingb52a in ~35! we see thata50,1. Thus,
the equation~28! can be reduced to the KdV equation by this method only if the metric~1! is flat.

We now wish to study the possibility of choosinga andb such that the equation~42! reduces
to the cylindrical KdV equation, which is given by

wt26wwx1wxxx1
w

2t
50. ~43!

Let

u5aw, t5gt8, x85dx ~44!

in ~42! and rename the variablest8 andx8 as t andx, respectively. Then~42! transforms to

2
3a13b

2

a

g

w

t
2

9a19b22

2

a

g
wt2

ad3

16
wxxx1

3

2
a2dwwx50. ~45!

Comparing this equation with~43!, we see that we must have

2
3a13b

2

a

g
5

1

2
, 2

9a19b22

2

a

g
51, ~46!

ad35216, a2d54. ~47!

The last two equations yield real values fora andd as required. It is also easy to see that the fi
pair of equations are consistent if and only ifa1b5 2

3. Substitution of this condition in~35! again
yieldsa50,1. To summarize, we have exhibited a procedure which reduces~28! either to the KdV
equation or to the cylindrical KdV equation precisely in the cases when the metric~1! is flat.

We end this section by noting that for a general value of the exponenta in the functionf, the
above procedure yields the equation

wt26wwx1wxxx1
e

t
w50. ~48!
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It can be shown~Ref. 1! that the ODE arising from a scaling similarity solution of this equat

has a movable logarithmic branch point except ife50,1
2, i.e., when the equation is either the Kd

or the cylindrical KdV equation. Hence the Painleve´ ODE test predicts that the equation~48! is

nonintegrable ifeÞ0,1
2.

V. REDUCTION TO GENERALIZED NLS

We now consider the reduced SDYM equations in the case when the field componentB has
the normal form

B5kF1 0

0 21G . ~49!

We begin by making the following ansatz for the componentsD andC:

D5F 0 c

2c̃ 0G , C5Fp q

r 2pG . ~50!

Then the equation~17! reduces to

F 0 cy

2c̃y 0 G52 f kF 0 22q

2r 0 G . ~51!

Thus, we must have

q5
cy

2 f k
, r 5

c̃y

2 f k
, ~52!

i.e.,

C5F p
cy

2 f k

c̃y

2 f k
2p

G . ~53!

We now substituteD andC into ~18! to obtain the following equation after some calculation:

F py 2 f 8c22 f cu1
cyy

2 f k

f 8c̃12 f c̃u2
c̃yy

2 f k
2py

G1F 2
~cc̃!y

k
4 f pc

4 f pc̃
~cc̃!y

k

G50. ~54!

Using the equation given by the~1,1! entries on both sides of~54!, we see that we may take

p5
cc̃

k
. ~55!

If we setk5 i /2 andc̃52c̄ ~wherec̄ denotes the complex conjugate ofc!, then

p52i ucu2. ~56!
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We now substitute this expression forp in the equation given by the~1, 2! entries on both sides o
~54! to get

2 f f 8c22 f 2cu2 icyy18i f 2ucu2c50. ~57!

This is a generalized~variable coefficient! NLS equation.
We now wish to reduce this equation to a form which is suitable for application of

PainlevéPDE test. We begin by transforming the dependent variablec as follows:

c→ c

f
. ~58!

Then ~57! reduces to

f f 8c22 f 2cu2 icyy18i ucu2c50. ~59!

Next, let

t5E 1

2 f 2~u!
du. ~60!

Then ~59! transforms to

i f tc

2 f
2 ic t1cyy18ucu2c50. ~61!

Finally, if we apply the transformation

c→22c, y854y, t8516t, ~62!

and renamet8 as t andy8 asx, then we get the required form of the generalized NLS equati

2
i f t

2 f
c1 ic t1cxx22ucu2c50. ~63!

Now, according to Clarkson~Ref. 4!, the generalized nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation

ic t1cxx22ucu2c5a~x,t !c1b~x,t ! ~64!

passes the Painleve´ PDE test if and only if

a~x,t !5x2S 1

2

db

dt
2b2D1 ib~ t !1xa1~ t !1a0~ t ! ~65!

and

b~x,t ![0. ~66!

In our case,a1(t)5a0(t)5b(x,t)[0 andb(t)5 f t/2 f . Also since there is no quadratic term inx
@in a(x,t)# we must have

1

2

db

dt
2b250, ~67!

i.e.,
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b52
1

2~ t2t0!
~68!

which is easily seen to imply that

f 5ku1 l , ~69!

wherek and l are constants.
We conclude that the generalized NLS equation~63! passes the Painleve´ PDE test if and only

if the metric ~1! is flat.

VI. DISCUSSION

As mentioned by us in the introduction, the SDYM equations in flat space and the tw
description of these equations have deep connections with the theory of integrable systems
ever, as the results in our paper indicate, the situation appears to be quite different when w
these equations in a~conformally! curved spacetime. Since our results were obtained for a spe
class of metrics, it may be of interest to study reductions of the SDYM equations in other c
spacetimes.
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A family of integrable nonlinear equations
of hyperbolic type
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A new system of integrable nonlinear equations of hyperbolic type, obtained by a
two-dimensional reduction of the anti-self-dual Yang–Mills equations, is presented.
It represents a generalization of the Ernst–Weyl equation of General Relativity
related to colliding neutrino and gravitational waves, as well as of the fourth order
equation of Schwarzian type related to the KdV hierarchies, which was introduced
by Nijhoff, Hone, and Joshi recently. An auto-Ba¨cklund transformation of the new
system is constructed, leading to a superposition principle remarkably similar to the
one connecting four solutions of the KdV equation. At the level of the Ernst–Weyl
equation, this Ba¨cklund transformation and the associated superposition principle
yield directly a generalization of the single and double Harrison transformations of
the Ernst equation, respectively. The very method of construction also allows for
revealing, in an essentially algorithmic fashion, other integrability features of the
main subsystems, such as their reduction to the Painleve´ transcendents. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1416488#

I. INTRODUCTION

The main relationship between the anti-self-dual Yang–Mills equations~ASDYM! and inte-
grable systems of partial differential equations~PDEs! stems from the fact that most well-know
integrable systems arise as reductions of the ASDYM equations, or higher-dimensional ge
zations of them, by imposing appropriate symmetry conditions.1 We adopt that saying a system o
equations is integrable means that the equations under consideration can be linearized dire
they can be expressed as consistency conditions for the solution of a linear overdetermined
of PDEs of a certain type~Lax pair!.

Of particular interest are the two-dimensional reductions, which are constructed using s
two-dimensional subgroups of the full group of conformal isometries of the four-dimens
complex Minkowski space. A prime example of this kind of reduction is provided by the E
equation of General Relativity, which forms the basis of stationary axisymmetric, cylindric
plane symmetric solutions of the Einstein equations.2–8 A comprehensive review of two
dimensional reductions of the ASDYM equations is presented in Ref. 8, where a general c
a two-dimensional group of conformal transformations, not necessarily translations, is cons
In all of the above reductions to the Ernst equation, at least one of the two conformal K
vectors~CKVs! has a nontrivial lift to the twistor space and the formulation is adapted to the Y
matrix J.

In the present paper we consider, instead, a two-dimensional reduction of the ASDYM
tions based on a pair of commuting CKVs which are left rotations and leave thea-planes through
the origin invariant. It leads to a quite general system of integrable equations of hyperbolic t
two independent variables, which represents a generalization not only of the Ernst–Weyl eq
for coupled gravitational and neutrino waves in General Relativity, but of the fourth order equ

a!Electronic mail: tasos@math.upatras.gr
b!Electronic mail: tsoubeli@math.upatras.gr
c!Electronic mail: xeniti@math.upatras.gr
57620022-2488/2001/42(12)/5762/23/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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of Schwarzian type introduced by Nijhoff, Hone, and Joshi9 recently, which is related to the KdV
hierarchy.

More specifically, our reduction scheme usesGL (2,C) as the gauge group and connecti
potentials that are matrices of unit rank. The general background, as well as the specific fe
of the reduction process are presented in Sec. II. In the same section we present the end
the reduction. It consists of a system of equations which, written in an invariant form, rea
follows:

d ~P1R!2* d ~P2R!5
P2R

r
„~P2R!* dU2db…, ~1a!

rd* dU2db`dU5~P2R!dU`* dU, ~1b!

d* dr50, d* db50. ~1c!

The complex functionsU, P, R depend on the real coordinatesu, v. The functionsr, b are
arbitrary real and complex solutions of the wave equation, respectively. The operator* is a
two-dimensional Hodge duality operator acting on one-forms as

* du5du, * dv52dv. ~1d!

The above system of equations can also be considered as the compatibility or integr
condition of a linear pair of equations parametrized by a complex parameter. This Lax p
equations is presented in Sec. III, where it is shown that it can be derived algorithmically fro
Lax pair of the ASDYM equations. In the same section we derive an auto-Ba¨cklund transforma-
tion of system~1!, using the above Lax pair and the standard Gauss decomposition ofGL (2,C).

The restrictions

r5 1
2 ~v2u!, db5n du1m dv, n,m complex parameters, ~2!

of the functionsr and b, reduce system~1! to a potential form of the fourth order equation
Schwarzian type introduced recently by Nijhoffet al.,9 which was called a regular partial differ
ential equation~RPDE! by the above authors. Its importance stems from the fact that it is dire
associated with the KdV hierarchies. The exact relation of the system~1! to the RPDE, as well as
to the well-known Euler–Poisson–Darboux equation, is the object of Sec. IV. In the same se
we present a new family of fourth order equations which contains the RPDE among its mem

Imposing appropriate conditions on the variablesP, R and b, on the other hand, turns th
system~1! into the Ernst–Weyl equation,

Re~E!„d~r* dE!2 i da∧dE…5r dE∧* dE, ~3!

for colliding neutrino waves accompanied by gravitational waves.10 The Ernst equation for col-
liding pure gravitational waves in a flat background is also obtained in this way, by app
further restrictions onb. The Neugebauer–Kramer involution arises naturally from the condit
imposed on system~1! and defines a map connecting the real components of two Ernst–
equations.

The relation of system~1! to the Ernst and Ernst–Weyl equations is described in full deta
Sec. V. Section VI, on the other hand, is devoted to another integrability feature of the Ernst–
and RPDE subsystems of the system~1!, namely their reduction to Painleve´ transcendents. More
specifically, in Sec. VI we show how the relation between the Ernst–Weyl and the RPDE
tions, established by their being members of the same system~1!, facilitates the construction o
group invariant solutions of the former based on the Painleve´ transcendents from similar kinds o
solutions of the latter equation.
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The final section of the paper consists of the Perspectives, where an overall evaluation
results obtained in the main body of the paper is presented, along with the description of v
avenues for expanding the above results.

II. REDUCTION OF THE ASDYM EQUATIONS

In this section we present the first main result of this paper. It consists of the new integ
system given by~32!, which is derived by a specific two-dimensional reduction of the ASDY
equations.

In order to make the presentation of our result self-contained, we first summarize in Se
the general framework of the ASDYM equations. Then, in Sec. II B, we give the details o
reduction scheme that leads to the new integrable system of equations mentioned above.

A. General considerations

Throughout this section we shall follow the notation and conventions of Refs. 8, 11. LM
5CM denote the four-dimensional complex Minkowski spacetime andG a Lie group, called the
gauge group, andg the corresponding Lie algebra. In the finite-dimensional caseG can be taken
to beGL (N,C).

Let P(M ,G) be a principal bundle,$Ui% an open covering ofM andsi a local section defined
on eachUi . The Lie algebra valued one-formvPg^ T* P, called the connection one-form, an
the two-formVPg^ V2(P), called the curvature two-form, satisfy the Cartan structure equa

V5dPv1v`v,

where dP is the exterior derivative onP. Theg-valued one-form~gauge potential! F i is defined
locally as the pull-backF i5si* v of the connection one-formv and theg-valued two-form Fi ,
also called curvature two-form or~Yang–Mills! field strength, is defined by Fi5si* V. If s, s8 are
local sections overU such thats8(p)5s(p)g(p), pPU, gPG then the corresponding loca
one-formsF andF8 are related by

F85g21Fg1g21 dg, ~4!

where d is the exterior derivative onM . The potentialsF andF8 are said to be related through
gauge transformation and they are regarded as being equivalent. From the Cartan structur
tion it follows that the curvature F can be expressed in terms of the gauge potentialF as

F5dF1F`F. ~5!

Under gauge transformations~4! the local two-forms F and F8 are related by

F85g21Fg.

In double null coordinatesxa5(w,z,w̃,z̃) the metric onCM is given by

ds252~dz dz̃2dw dw̃!. ~6!

In this coordinate system the gauge potentialF may be written as

F5Fw dw1Fz dz1F w̃ dw̃1F z̃ dz̃, ~7!

where the components areg-valued functions.F is said to be anti-self-dual iff F is Hodg
anti-self-dual with respect to the metric~6!, i.e.,

F52* F. ~8!

Choosing an orientation, condition~8! is equivalent to the ASDYM equations,
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]zFw2]wFz1@Fz ,Fw#50, ~9a!

] z̃F w̃2] w̃F z̃1@F z̃ ,F w̃#50, ~9b!

]zF z̃2] z̃Fz2]wF w̃1] w̃Fw1@Fz ,F z̃#2@Fw ,F w̃#50. ~9c!

These equations are the integrability conditions of the overdetermined linear system~Lax
pair!,12,13

„]w1Fw2z~] z̃1F z̃!…C50, ~10a!

„]z1Fz2z~] w̃1F w̃!…C50, ~10b!

whereC(xa;z) is aG-valued function of the spacetime coordinates and the spectral paramez.

B. The reduced equations

For a two-dimensional reduction of the ASDYM equations, one first chooses a
dimensional subgroupH of the full group of conformal isometries of the Minkowski space. Th
one can reduce the number of the dependent variables by imposing algebraic constraints
components ofF, in a way which is consistent with the equations.

A general class of two-dimensional reductions is considered in Ref. 8 whereH is generated by
two conformal Killing vectors:

X5a]w1b]z1ã] w̃1b̃] z̃ , Y5c]w1d]z1 c̃] w̃1d̃] z̃ , ~11!

where a, b, c, d and ã, b̃, c̃, d̃ depend only onw, z and w̃, z̃, respectively. Both of the
quadruples$X,Y,]w ,]z% and$X,Y,] w̃ ,] z̃% should be linearly independent and the reduced me
on the orbits of H should be nondegenerate. These conditions assure a compatible reduct

The most straightforward reduction of this form arises when the corresponding algebrh is
Abelian. We assume that this is the case and we further limit the choices of the componentX
andY by demanding thatX andY leave invariant thea-planes through the origin~the meaning of
this requirement will become clear later! and are not a combination of translations. It turns out t
these requirements are satisfied only by the commuting null CKVs,

X5w]w1 z̃] z̃ , Y5z]z1w̃] w̃ . ~12!

The invariant spacetime coordinates on the orbits of the two-dimensional group of conf
transformations generated byX, Y are arbitrary functions of the fractionsw/ z̃ , z/w̃. Without loss
of generality we choose the coordinates of the space of orbitsS to be

u5
w

z̃
, v5

z

w̃
, ~13!

and restrict ourselves to the ultrahyperbolic slice ofCM where the spacetime coordinates are re
The metric induced onS is conformal to two-dimensional Minkowski spacetime in null coor
nates, i.e.,

ds25
2

v2u
du dv. ~14!

The invariance conditions of the potentialF with respect to the algebra generated byX, Y are

LXF5LYF50, ~15!
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whereLX denotes the Lie derivative alongX. Under these conditions, one can write the comp
nents of the gauge potentialF in the form

Fw5
1

w
A~u,v !, Fz5

1

z
B~u,v !, F w̃5

1

w̃
Ã~u,v !, F z̃5

1

z̃
B̃~u,v !. ~16!

We choose to work with the invariant gauge whereÃ andB̃ become the Higgs fields ofX andY,
respectively. This means thatÃ andB̃ are contractions of the invariant gauge potentialF with the
vector fieldsX and Y, respectively, i.e.,Ã5X4F, B̃5Y4F. In this gauge one can putA5B
50, whereupon the ASDYM equations~9! become

vB̃,v2uÃ,u1@B̃,Ã#50, ~17a!

B̃,v2Ã,u50. ~17b!

Equation~17b! implies the existence of a matrix functionK(u,v) such that

B̃5K ,u , Ã5K ,v , ~18!

and hence Eq.~17a! becomes

~v2u!K ,u v1@K ,u ,K ,v#50. ~19!

The remaining gauge freedom isÃ→g21Ãg and B̃→g21B̃g or, equivalently,K→g21Kg1c
whereg, c constant matrices.

Alternatively, one can look at~17a! as a sufficient condition of the existence of the mat
function J such that

Ã52vJ21J,v , B̃52uJ21J,u . ~20!

Then ~17b! takes the following form:

~uJ21J,u! ,v2~vJ21J,v! ,u50. ~21!

Introducing the functionsr, s by

r5 1
2 ~v2u!, s5 1

2 ~v1u!, ~22!

one can now write Eq.~19! in an invariant form, namely

r d* dK2dK`dK50. ~23!

In a similar fashion Eq.~21! takes the coordinate free form,

d~rJ21* dJ!5d~sJ21 dJ!. ~24!

From the way the coordinates (u,v) were introduced one sees that a more general coordi
system is obtained via the coordinate transformation

u→ f ~u!, v→g~v !, ~25!

i.e., by relabeling the null coordinates (u,v). Within this more general setting it follows that

r5 1
2 „g~v !2 f ~u!…, s5 1

2 „g~v !1 f ~u!…, ~26!
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and the functionsr, s may be invariantly defined as conjugate solutions of the wave equa
d* dr50.

Now, Eq. ~17! imply that

]u~ tr Ãk!5]v~ tr B̃k!50, where k51, 2,...,N21. ~27!

Hence

tr Ãk5mk~v !, tr B̃k5nk~u!. ~28!

To reduce the number of the dependent variables we restrict to the case whereN52 andÃ,B̃ are
matrix functions with

rankÃ5rankB̃51. ~29!

With these algebraic constraints,Ã, B̃ may be written as

Ã5S m~v !2RQ Q

R~m~v !2RQ! RQD , B̃5S n~u!2PS S

P~n~u!2PS! PSD , ~30!

whereP, Q, R, S are complex functions of (u,v). InsertingÃ andB̃ given by~30! into the matrix
equation~17b!, one finds that the upper right element gives

Q,u5S,v , ~31!

which implies the existence of a functionU such thatQ5U ,v and S5U ,u . In virtue of these
relations, Eq.~17a! yields the following system of PDEs:

„g~v !2 f ~u!…P,v5~R2P!„m~v !1~P2R!U ,v…, ~32a!

„g~v !2 f ~u!…R,u5~R2P!„n~u!2~P2R!U ,u…, ~32b!

„g~v !2 f ~u!…U ,uv5m~v !U ,u2n~u!U ,v12~P2R!U ,uU ,v . ~32c!

This system will be denoted by

S„u,v,U,P,R;m~v !,n~u!…50 ~33!

in the following. We close this section by pointing out that the remaining equation of system~17!,
namely Eq.~17b!, is trivially satisfied when~33! holds.

III. THE REDUCED LAX PAIR AND AN AUTO-BA¨ CKLUND TRANSFORMATION

Linear ~Lax pairs! and nonlinear~Bäcklund transformations! deformation problems are in
valuable techniques for generating solutions of integrable equations. As a matter of fact
problems are so interrelated that one can in general derive Ba¨cklund transformations from the
corresponding Lax pair~see, for example, Refs. 14, 15!.

Most of the well-known integrable equations in two independent variables, such as the
and the sine-Gordon equations, admit a Lax pair of the form

dC5VC, ~34!

whereC belongs inSL(2,R) andV is a sl(2,R)-valued one form. The associated equation ari
from the integrability condition dV5V∧V and the particular way the independent and depend
variables enter intoV. Using the Iwasawa decomposition ofSL(2,R) for C, one may construct a
Bäcklund transformation associated with the given PDE.15
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The systemS50 also admits a Lax pair of the form~34!. It can be derived algorithmically
from the Lax pair~10! of the ASDYM equations by applying the invariance conditions16

LXC5LYC50. ~35!

These conditions imply thatC depends only on the invariant coordinatesu, v and the spectra
parameterz. Taking into account~16! and puttingA5B50, we find that Eqs.~10! reduce to

C ,u5
1

f ~u!2l
B̃C, ~36a!

C ,v5
1

g~v !2l
ÃC, ~36b!

where we have setl52z21. It is now easily verified that the integrability conditionC ,uv
5C ,vu leads toS50. This means that Eqs.~36! constitute a Lax pair for the systemS50.

At this point it is worth noting that using~18! and ~26!, the Lax pair~36! may be written in
an invariant form as

~s2l2r* !dC5dK C, ~37a!

where

~s2l2r* !215
~s2l1r* !

~s2l!22r2 . ~37b!

We point out that the linear system~37!, or equivalently~36!, includes the Lax pair used by Haus
and Ernst in solving the initial value problem for colliding plane gravitational waves.17

We are now ready to construct a Ba¨cklund transformation of the systemS50, using the Lax
pair ~36!. To this end, we generalize the technique employed in the case whereCPSL(2,R) by
considering the Gauss decomposition ofGL (2,C).18 It allows us to write the spectral potentialC
in the form

C5L21T, ~38!

whereT is an upper triangular matrix andL is a lower triangular one of the form

L5S 1 0

2Ũ 1D . ~39!

Substituting~38! into the Lax pair~36! we obtain the following linear system for the matr
function T:

T,uT215L ,uL211
1

f ~u!2l
LB̃L21, ~40a!

T,vT215L ,vL211
1

g~v !2l
LÃL21. ~40b!

The lower left elements of the the above system lead to the following Riccati system fo
function Ũ:

Ũ ,u5
P2Ũ

f ~u!2l
„n~u!2~P2Ũ !U ,u…, ~41a!
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Ũ ,v5
R2Ũ

g~v !2l
„m~v !2~R2Ũ !U ,v…. ~41b!

The integrability condition of~41! is satisfied if the systemS50 holds. In other words,~41!
defines a Ba¨cklund map for the systemS50. Using such a map, one may construct an au
Bäcklund transformation for the system under consideration in a manner presented in Ref.

More specifically, solving Eqs.~41! for the derivatives ofU we obtain

U ,u5
1

P2Ũ
S n~u!2

f ~u!2l

P2Ũ
Ũ ,uD , ~42a!

U ,v5
1

R2Ũ
S m~v !2

g~v !2l

R2Ũ
Ũ ,vD . ~42b!

When Eqs.~32a!, ~32b! and~42! are satisfied, the integrability conditionU ,uv5U ,vu implies that
Ũ satisfies the following equation:

„f ~u!2g~v !…Ũ ,uv5n~u!Ũ ,v2m~v !Ũ ,u12S f ~u!2l

Ũ2P
2

g~v !2l

Ũ2R
D Ũ ,uŨ ,v . ~43!

If not stated otherwise, we will assume thatPÞR in what follows. The particular caseP5R will
be considered separately in the next section.

Equation~43! takes the form

„f ~u!2g~v !…Ũ ,uv5n~u!Ũ ,v2m~v !Ũ ,u22~ P̃2R̃!Ũ ,uŨ ,v , ~44!

by introducing

P̃5W2
f ~u!2l

Ũ2P
, R̃5W2

g~v !2l

Ũ2R
, ~45!

where W5W(u,v) is an auxiliary function. Equation~44! is none other than Eq.~32c! with
(U,P,R) replaced by (Ũ,P̃,R̃). It suffices to determineW in such a way that the function
(Ũ,P̃,R̃), defined by~41! and ~45!, satisfy S(u,v,Ũ,P̃,R̃)50 wheneverS(u,v,U,P,R)50
holds. This requirement and the differential consequences of~45! result in

W5U, ~46!

up to a nonsignificant constant of integration. In conclusion, we have established the follow
Proposition 1: The algebro-differential system,

Ũ ,u5
P2Ũ

f ~u!2l
„n~u!2~P2Ũ !U ,u…, ~47a!

Ũ ,v5
R2Ũ

g~v !2l
„m~v !2~R2Ũ !U ,v…, ~47b!

~Ũ2P!~U2 P̃!5 f ~u!2l, ~48!

~Ũ2R!~U2R̃!5g~v !2l, ~49!
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constitutes an auto-Ba¨cklund transformation for the systemS50.
By purely algebraic procedures Proposition 1 leads to the following permutability theor
Permutability theorem: Let (Ui ,Pi ,Ri), i 51,2, be a solution of the system (32a)–(32c),

generated by means of the Ba¨cklund transformation (47)–(49) from a known solution(U0 ,P0 ,R0)
via the Bäcklund parametersl1 and l2 , respectively. Then there exists a new soluti
(U3 ,P3 ,R3) which is given by

~U32U0!~U22U1!5l22l1 , ~50a!

~P32P0!~P22P1!5l22l1 , ~50b!

~R32R0!~R22R1!5l22l1 , ~50c!

where(U3 ,P3 ,R3) is constructed according toFig. 1.

IV. NEW AND OLD EQUATIONS RELATED TO THE SYSTEM S

Many physically interesting integrable equations arise from the systemS50 by imposing
further algebraic constraints on the independent and the dependent variables. This is illustr
the following sections in terms of a new family of fourth order equations, which represe
generalization of the RPDE introduced by Nijhoffet al.9 recently, the RPDE itself and the wel
known Euler–Poisson–Darboux equation. The Ernst–Weyl equation is also contained in th
tem S50 and is presented thoroughly in the next section.

A. The generalized RPDE

The systemS50 leads to a fourth order PDE for the functionU solely in the following
manner. First, one may solve Eq.~32c! for the differenceP2R to obtain

P2R5A@U#ª
1

2 S 2r
U ,uv

U ,uU ,v
1

n~u!

U ,u
2

m~v !

U ,v
D , ~51!

wherer is given by~26!. Taking the partial derivative of both sides of~51! with respect tou and
using Eq.~32b!, we arrive at an expression forP,u involving the derivatives ofU only. The latter
expression and~32a! form a linear first order system forP which takes the following form:

P,u52
A
2r

~n~u!2AU ,u!1]uA,

P,v52
A
2r

~m~v !1AU ,v!.

The compatibility conditionP,uv5P,vu leads to the equation

FIG. 1. Bianchi commuting diagram.
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]uS ]vA1
A 2

r
U ,v1m~v !

A
r D1]vS ]uA1

A 2

r
U ,u2n~u!

A
r D50. ~52!

This equation, when written out explicitly, reads as

U ,uuvv5U ,uuvS 2
r ,v

r
1

U ,vv

U ,v
1

U ,uv

U ,u
D1U ,uvvS 2

r ,u

r
1

U ,uu

U ,u
1

U ,uv

U ,v
D2U ,uuU ,vv

U ,uv

U ,uU ,v

1U ,uuS n~u!2

4r2

U ,v
2

U ,u
2 1

r ,v

r

U ,uv

U ,u
2

U ,uv
2

U ,u
2 D 1U ,vvS m~v !2

4r2

U ,u
2

U ,v
2 1

r ,u

r

U ,uv

U ,v
2

U ,uv
2

U ,v
2 D

2
n~u!2

8r3

U ,v

U ,u
~r ,vU ,u2r ,uU ,v12rU ,uv!1

m~v !2

8r3

U ,u

U ,v
~r ,vU ,u2r ,uU ,v22rU ,uv!

1
1

2r
U ,uv

2 S r ,u

U ,u
1

r ,v

U ,v
D2

n~u!n8~u!

4r2

U ,v
2

U ,u
2

m~v !m8~v !

4r2

U ,u
2

U ,v
. ~53!

This is a new integrable equation which generalizes the RPDE, as it will be clear from
following section. It will be referred to as the generalized RPDE~GRPDE!. In order to clarify its
relation to the systemS50, we first introduce a shorthand notation whereby Eq.~53! is written in
the form

R„u,v,U;m~v !,n~u!…50. ~54!

In a manner to be explained shortly, one is led to similar equations for the functionsP, R, starting
from the systemS50. More specifically, these functions satisfy the fourth order equations

R„u,v,P;m~v !,n~u!22r ,u…50, ~55!

and

R„u,v,R;m~v !12r ,v ,n~u!…50, ~56!

respectively. Thus, it becomes clear that the systemS50 represents an involution of a triad o
GRPDEs. The members of this triad differ only by specific changes in the parameter fun
m(v) andn(u).

Returning to the derivation of Eqs.~55!, ~56!, let us first note that one may eliminate th
derivatives ofU from the systemS50 by solving~32a! and~32b! for U ,v andU ,u , respectively.
Using compatibility conditions and~32c!, one then ends up with the following system forP, R:

P,uv5
2

P2R
P,uP,v1

m~v !

2r
P,u1

n~u!22r ,u

2r
P,v , ~57a!

R,uv5
2

R2P
R,uR,v2

m~v !12r ,v

2r
R,u2

n~u!

2r
R,v . ~57b!

It is now a matter of straightforward, but lengthy, calculations to decouple the above syste
arrive to Eqs.~55!, ~56! for P andR, respectively.

At this point, it is worth noting that Eqs.~57! may be combined to yield19

~rSS,u! ,v1~rSS,v! ,u1t ,uS,v1t ,vS,u50, ~58!

where

tªs1b, ~59a!
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andS is a 232 matrix defined by

S5
1

R2P S P1R 22

2PR 2~P1R!
D . ~59b!

The matrix equation~58! represents a complexified hyperbolic version of the stationary Loewn
Konopelchenko–Rogers~LKR! system20 proposed by Schief21 as a 232 real matrix representa
tion of the Ernst–Weyl equation in stationary, axisymmetric spacetimes. It should be pointe
that LKR systems have proven to be a repository of mathematically and physically intere
integrable equations in 211-dimensions, including a 211-dimensional Ernst-type equation, in
troduced by Schief recently.22

B. The RPDE

By choosing

f ~u!5u, g~v !5v ~60a!

and

m~v !5m, n~u!5n, ~60b!

wheren, m are complex parameters, Eq.~53! becomes

U ,uuvv5U ,uuvS 1

u2v
1

U ,vv

U ,v
1

U ,uv

U ,u
D1U ,uvvS 1

v2u
1

U ,uu

U ,u
1

U ,uv

U ,v
D2U ,uuU ,vv

U ,uv

U ,uU ,v

1U ,uuS n2

~u2v !2

U ,v
2

U ,u
2 2

1

u2v
U ,uv

U ,u
2

U ,uv
2

U ,u
2 D 1U ,vvS m2

~u2v !2

U ,u
2

U ,v
2 1

1

u2v
U ,uv

U ,v
2

U ,uv
2

U ,v
2 D

1
n2

2~u2v !3

U ,v

U ,u
~U ,u1U ,v12~v2u!U ,uv!2

m2

2~u2v !3

U ,u

U ,v
„U ,u1U ,v12~u2v !U ,uv…

1
1

2~u2v !
U ,uv

2 S 1

U ,u
2

1

U ,v
D , ~61!

which is the RPDE introduced by Nijhoffet al.9 recently. Its importance stems from the fact th
it is a generating equation for the whole hierarchy of the KdV equation. We presented s
aspects of the integrability of the RPDE in Ref. 23.

C. The EPD equation

By choosing

P5R, ~62!

and referring to Eqs.~32a!, ~32b!, we find that

P5c, c constant. ~63!

Without loss of generality we setc50. This can be achieved by performing a gauge transfor
tion on Ã, B̃ by g5(2c 1

1 0), whereupon one obtains equivalent Higgs fields withP5R50. Within
this setting, the systemS50 reduces to a single linear, second order PDE forU,

U ,uv5
1

f ~u!2g~v !
„n~u!U ,v2m~v !U ,u…, ~64!
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which is known as theEuler–Poisson–Darboux~EPD! equation. From this point of view, the EPD
equation may be considered as a linearization of the systemS50.

The substitutionc5Ũ21 transforms the Riccati equations~41! into the linear system,

c ,u5
n~u!

f ~u!2l
c1

U ,u

f ~u!2l
, ~65a!

c ,v5
m~v !

g~v !2l
c1

U ,v

g~v !2l
. ~65b!

It can be easily verified that the integrability conditionU ,uv5U ,vu and the system~65! lead to

c ,uv5
1

f ~u!2g~v !
„n~u!c ,v2m~v !c ,u…. ~66!

A comparison of this with Eq.~64! shows that the system~65! represents an auto-Ba¨cklund
transformation for the EPD equation. The linearity of the same system inc indicates that it is also
a Lax pair for the EPD equation.

RestrictingU(u,v),m(v),n(u) to be real functions of their arguments and choosing

n~u!52 1
2 f 8~u!, m~v !52 1

2 g8~v !,

Eq. ~64! becomes

2U ,uv1
r ,u

r
U ,v1

r ,v

r
U ,u50, r5

1

2
„g~v !2 f ~u!…. ~67!

This particular form of the EPD equation governs the collision of two plane gravitational w
with collinear polarization24 in the context of Einstein’s General Relativity. The reduced Lax p
~65! becomes the Lax pair used in Ref. 25 for solving the corresponding initial value probl

V. REDUCTION TO THE ERNST–WEYL EQUATION

One of the most extensively studied problems in General Relativity is the collision of
plane gravitational waves. The Ernst–Weyl equation describes the collision of neutrino w
accompanied by gravitational waves.10 The latter equation, which reduces to the famous Er
equation when the neutrino fields vanish everywhere, arises naturally by applying appro
reality conditions to the systemS50. Our reduction scheme unifies many aspects of the inte
bility of the Ernst equation like the Hauser–Ernst Lax pair, Neugebauer–Kramer involution
the Harrison Ba¨cklund transformation and gives analogous generalizations for the Ernst–
equation.

A. The reality conditions

The systemS50 may be written in the following invariant form:

d~P1R!2* d~P2R!5
P2R

r
„~P2R!* dU2db…, ~68a!

rd* dU2db∧dU5~P2R!dU∧* dU, ~68b!

where

r5 1
2 „g~v !2 f ~u!… and db5n~u!du1m~v !dv. ~69!
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Here, we have used the Poincare´ lemma to express the one-formn(u)du1m(v)dv as the exterior
derivative of a scalar complex functionb.

Let us now impose the reality condition,

P52R!, ~70!

on ~68! with ! denoting complex conjugation. Furthermore, in order to make contact with
notation employed in General Relativity,26 let us introduce the complex potentialsE,E by

E5F1 ix5P, E5F1 iv5U, ~71!

where i5A21 andF, F andx, v are the real and imaginary parts, respectively, ofE, E. In the
same fashion, we split the one-form db into real and imaginary part by setting

db5dd1 ida, ~72!

wherea, d are real solutions of the wave equation. Inserting these into Eq.~68a!, the system
separates into a real and an imaginary part:

dF5
F
r * dd2

2F2

r
dF ~73a!

and

dx5
2F2

r * dv2
F
r

da, ~73b!

respectively. Equation~68b! on the other hand becomes

rd* dE2db`dE52FdE`* dE. ~74!

The integrability condition d2F50 of Eq. ~73a! yields

2F~dr2* dd!`dF5dr`* dd, ~75!

which is satisfied for general real functionsF,F of (u,v) if

dd5* dr52ds. ~76!

Consequently,

db5* dr1 ida. ~77!

Then, Eq.~73a! can be integrated to give

F F 5
r

2
, ~78!

by setting the integration constant equal to zero. The integrability condition of Eq.~73b! is
satisfied when Eqs.~74!, ~77! and ~78! hold. In view of ~77! and ~78!, Eq. ~74! becomes

Re~E!„d~r* dE!2 i da`dE…5r dE`* dE. ~79!

Equivalently we may apply the reality condition~70! to the system~57!. This condition is
compatible with the system for general functionE of (u,v) when ~77! holds. In this case, the
system~57! reduces to the following single second order PDE forE:
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Re~E!„d~r* dE!1 i* da`dE…5r dE`* dE. ~80!

Hence, the above considerations lead to the following.
Proposition 2: The conditions

P52R! ~81a!

and

m~v !52r ,v1 i a,v , n~u!5r ,u1 i a,u ~81b!

reduce the system (68) and equivalently the system (57) to

Re~E!„d~r* dE!2 i da`dE…5r dE`* dE, ~82!

Re~E!„d~r* dE!1 i* da`dE…5r dE`* dE, ~83!

respectively, where E andE are related through the involution

FF5
r

2
, dx5

2F2

r * dv2
F
r

da. ~84!

• When da50, Eq. ~82! becomes the Ernst equation for colliding plane pure gravitatio
waves in a flat background. The map given by~84! which connects two solutions (E,E) of
the Ernst equation, is known as theNeugebauer–Kramer involution.27

• When daÞ0, Eq.~82! is the Ernst–Weyl equation for colliding plane neutrino waves acco
panied by gravitational waves. The form of the functiona is specified by the initial profile of
the neutrino waves on the null hypersurfacesu50, v50. After solving Eq.~82! for E, the
neutrino fields and the metric components can be found by quadrature. It should be
tioned here that, in the present case, the spacetime metric is not of the block diagona
and the two Killing vectors characterizing the plane symmetry of the spacetime ar
surface-forming. The map given by~84!, connecting solutions of the two different Ernst
Weyl equations~82! and~83!, may be viewed as ageneralization of the Neugebauer–Kramer
involution.

The considerations in Sec. IV indicate that the solutions (E,E) of the Ernst–Weyl equations
~82!, ~83! also satisfy

R~u,v,E;2r ,v1 i a,v ,r ,u1 i a,u!50 ~85a!

and

R~u,v,E;2r ,v1 i a,v ,2r ,u1 i a,u!50, ~85b!

respectively. Thus, the solution space of the Ernst–Weyl equation is imbedded into the so
space of Eq.~53! for the specific choices ofm(v),n(u) given by ~81b!.

B. Reduction of the auto-Ba ¨cklund transformation

Finding exact solutions of Einstein’s field equations is quite a difficult task. This is mainly
to the nonlinearity of the field equations. Another reason is that the solutions should re
various types of boundary~side! conditions. In stationary axisymmetric spacetimes for exam
the corresponding metric should be asymptotically flat. For colliding wave solutions, on the
hand, the metric must satisfy appropriate junction conditions across the wavefront surfaces.
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fore, solution generating techniques, such as the inverse scattering transform and Ba¨cklund trans-
formations, become invaluable methods in finding exact solutions or determining global prop
of the field equations~for a survey of results see Ref. 28!.

In this section we show how the auto-Ba¨cklund transformation~47!–~49! of the systemS
50 can be reduced to a Ba¨cklund transformation for the Ernst–Weyl equation. Moreover,
establish the relation of this reduction to the well-known Harrison Ba¨cklund transformation29 for
the Ernst equation.

To this end, let us first denote byD the solution space of the systemS50 and byDE,D the
corresponding space of the Ernst–Weyl equation. Then, the auto-Ba¨cklund transformationB,
defined by~47!–~49!, may be viewed as a symmetry transformation inD. In order to construct the
reduced Ba¨cklund transformation for the Ernst–Weyl equation we requireB(DE),DE . This
requirement implies that the new functions should satisfy the systemS50 and conditions~81!.
Following the notation of the previous section, we shall denote in what followsP̃ by Ẽ and Ũ

by Ẽ.
Under the above conditions the auto-Ba¨cklund transformation~47!–~49! takes the following

form:

Ẽ,u5
E2Ẽ

f ~u!2l
„r ,u1 i a,u2~E2Ẽ!E,u…, ~86a!

Ẽ,v5
E!1Ẽ

g~v !2l
„r ,v2 i a,v2~E!1Ẽ!E,v…, ~86b!

~Ẽ2E!~E2 Ẽ!5 f ~u!2l, ~87a!

~Ẽ1E!!~E1 Ẽ!!5g~v !2l. ~87b!

One can now easily verify the following fact. Starting with a pair of potentials (E,E) related as in
~84!, then the system~86!, ~87! delivers a new pair of potentials (Ẽ,Ẽ) which satisfy the same
relation.

In order to establish the connection of the above Ba¨cklund transformation to the one propose
by Harrison, let us first note that in terms of (E,E) the first of Eqs.~84! reads as

~E1E!!~E1E!!52r. ~88!

Then, combining~87a!, ~87b! and ~88! one finds that

U Ẽ1E!

Ẽ2E
U2

5g, ~89!

whereu u stands for the modulus of a complex number andg is defined by

gª
g~v !2l

f ~u!2l
. ~90!

Introducing the functiona via

aª
Ẽ1E!

Ẽ2E
, ~91!

we can write Eq.~89! as
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a a!5g, ~92!

and Eqs.~87!, ~91! as

Ẽ5
g2a

g21
E1

12a

g21
E !, ~93a!

Ẽ5
a

a21
E1

1

a21
E!, ~93b!

respectively. Finally, Eqs.~86! take the following form:

a ,u5a~a21!
E,u

E1E! 1~a2g!
E,u

!

E1E! 1
a

2
~g21!

r ,u2 i a,u

r
, ~94a!

a ,v5~a21!
E,v

!

E1E! 1
a

g
~a2g!

E,v

E1E! 1
a

2g
~g21!

r ,v2 i a,v

r
. ~94b!

The converse also holds. More specifically, let us suppose that a pair of potentialsE,E)
satisfying Eqs.~82!, ~84! is given. Then, the members of the Ricatti system~94! for the auxiliary
function a(u,v) are compatible and can be integrated to yield a solution which satisfies
condition~92!. Moreover, Eqs.~93! deliver a new pair of potentials (Ẽ,Ẽ) which also satisfy the
generalized version of the Neugebauer–Kramer involution. The system~92!–~94! constitutes a
generalization of thesingle Harrison transformationfor the Ernst equation, to which it reduce
when da50. We would like to point out that the above novel construction is purely algebraic
yieldsexplicit expressions for the new potentials. As far as we are aware only implicit expres
for the new potentials occur in the literature. Let it also be noted that if one considers
member of the pair (E,E) separately, then the relations~92!–~94b! must be viewed as an auto- o
hetero-Ba¨cklund transformation, depending on whether da equals 0 or not, respectively. Thi
follows from the fact thatE andE satisfy Eqs.~82! and~83!, respectively, which are identical o
different depending on whether da vanishes or not.

Returning to the considerations of the paragraph preceding the last one, we note that o
to apply the transformation~92!–~94! twice in order to decouple the new potentials. This can
achieved by using the superposition principle~50! in the form resulting by applying the realit
conditions. This form is given by

E35E01
l22l1

E22E1
, ~95a!

E35E01
l22l1

E22E1
. ~95b!

The potentialsEi ,Ei , i 51,2, appearing in these relations are determined by

Ei5
g i2a i

g i21
E01

12a i

g i21
E 0

!,

Ei5
a i

a i21
E01

1

a i21
E0

! .
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Here, theg i ’s are defined by~92! with l replaced byl i and thea i ’s are obtained from the system
~94! by replacingg by g i . Using these expressions, Eqs.~95! reads as

E35E01
~g22g1!~E01E0

!!

g12g22~12g2!a11~12g1!a2
, ~96a!

E35E02
g22g1

a22a1

~12a1!~12a2!

~12g1!~12g2!
~E01E 0

!!. ~96b!

Equations~96! represent the double Harrison transformation and are valid for both cases, da50
and daÞ0.

In the Bianchi commuting diagram given in Fig. 2 one can focus on the auxiliary func
a i ’s instead of the potentials (Ei ,Ei). Then the superposition principle is expressed by the
lowing relations among thea’s:

a12

a21
5

a2

a1
, ~97!

where

a125
1

a1

a1a2~g22g1!1a1g2~g121!1a2g1~12g2!

g12g21a1~g221!1a2~12g1!
. ~98!

VI. REDUCTIONS TO THE PAINLEVÉ TRANSCENDENTS

Similarity reductions of the Ernst equation to Painleve´ transcendents have been of particu
interest for a long time. More recently Schief21 has shown that the Ernst–Weyl equation f
stationary axially symmetric spacetimes@the elliptic analog of Eq.~82!# admits similarity reduc-
tions to Painleve´ III, V, and VI. His reduction procedure to Painleve´ III and V is based on solving
the system of ordinary differential equations~ODEs! resulting from the application of the invari
ance conditions. For the reduction to Painleve´ VI, however, the author resorts to a differe
approach, based on a matrix formulation of the Ernst–Weyl equation, motivated by the Lo
system. In this section, we present a reduction of the hyperbolic Ernst–Weyl equation~82! by a
method which exploits the relation of the latter equation to the RPDE and the straightfo
manner in which the symmetry group of the RPDE leads to Painleve´’s transcendents.

As we have shown,23 the RPDE admits straightforward similarity reductions to Painleve´ III, V,
and VI in full form. This was done by considering the invariant solutions under the optimal sy
of one-dimensional subalgebras of the Lie point symmetries of the RPDE. The link betwee
RPDE and the Ernst–Weyl equation is the systemS50. Specifically, in Sec. IV, it was shown tha
the RPDE may be given in involutive form by system~32! with the choices

FIG. 2. Commuting diagram for the Harrison transformation.
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f ~u!5u, g~v !5v, m~v !5m, n~u!5n. ~99!

Within the above setting, the Ernst–Weyl equation arises from the systemS50 by requiring that

P52R!, m52 1
2 1 ia1 , n52 1

2 1 ia2 , ~100!

wherea1 ,a2 are real constants.
On the basis of the above connection, we shall search for invariant solutions of the E

Weyl equation that follow from imposing conditions~100! on corresponding invariant solutions o
the RPDE. As we shall immediately show, this can best be achieved by first prolongin
symmetries of the RPDE to symmetries of the systemS50. For illustration purposes, we sha
restrict our presentation to invariant solutions that are related to the full Painleve´ V and VI cases,
only. To make the presentation self-contained, we first summarize briefly the Lie point symm
of the RPDE.

The Lie point symmetry group of the RPDE consists of transformations leaving the depe
variables unaffected~base transformations! and transformations acting on the dependent variab
only ~vertical transformations!. The base transformations act on (u,v)PR2 by

~u,v !→~lu1e,lv1e!, lPR1, ePR, ~101!

and the generators are given by the vector fields

]u1]v , u]u1v]v . ~102!

The group of vertical transformations is the most general group of transformations acting l
effectively on a one-dimensional complex manifold and is given by

U→ aU1b

cU1d
, S a b

c dD PSL~2,C!. ~103!

The corresponding generators are the vector fields

]U , U]U , U2]U . ~104!

A. Reduction to Painleve ´ V

The group invariant solutions of the RPDE under the symmetry generator,

]u1]v12mU]U , ~105!

have the form

U~u,v !5S~y!exp„m~u1v !…, y5u2v. ~106!

The prolongation of the vector field~105! in the P andR directions which yields a symmetry o
the systemS50 reads as

]u1]v12mU]U22m~P]P1R]R!. ~107!

This implies that the invariant form of the functionsP andR is

P~u,v !5p~y!exp„2m~u1v !…, R~u,v !5r ~y!exp„2m~u1v !…, ~108!

respectively. Inserting~106!, ~108! into the systemS50 we get the following system of ODEs

~S82mS!~p2r !22m~p2r !2y~p81mp!50, ~109a!
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~S81mS!~p2r !22n~p2r !1y~r 82mr !50, ~109b!

yS912~p2r !S822~m1n!S822m2~p2r !S22m~m2n1my!S50. ~109c!

By a simple differentiation and elimination process applied to system~109!, one ends up with
a fourth order ODE for the functionS, which can be integrated once leading to

y2S~S822m2S2!S-2y2SS8S921y~2yS831SS8213m2yS2S82m2S3!S92yS841m~m22n2

1my!S2S821m2@2~m21n2!2m2y2#S3S81m3~m22n2!S42 ly~S822m2S2!250, ~110!

wherel is the constant of integration. For later use, we note that, using system~109!, the above
first integral can be written in the following remarkably simple form:

2y
~pr !8

~p2r !2 1~m2n!
p1r

p2r
111 l 50. ~111!

Setting

S8~y!

S~y!
5m

11G~y!

12G~y!
, ~112!

Eq. ~110! becomes

PVS G,y;
n2

2
,2

m2

2
,2m l ,22m2D50. ~113!

HerePV(G,y;a,b,g,d)50, with a, b, g andd arbitrary complex parameters, stands for the f
PainlevéV equation, i.e.,

2G91S 1

2G
1

1

G21DG822
1

y
G81a

G~G21!2

y2 1b
~G21!2

y2G
1g

G

y
1d

G~G11!

G21
50.

~114!

Having determinedS in the manner described above, one can return to system~109! to find the
following explicit expressions for the functionsp, r :

p~y!5
yG81nG22~ l 12n1122my!G1 l 1n11

4m S~12G!
, ~115a!

r ~y!5
yG82~ l 1m11!G21~ l 12m1112my!G2m

4m S G~12G!
. ~115b!

At this point it is worth noting that using Eqs.~112!, ~113! and ~115!, one can easily verify
that the functionsW, V defined by

p8~y!

p~y!
5m

W~y!11

W~y!21
,

r 8~y!

r ~y!
5m

V~y!11

V~y!21
, ~116!

satisfy

PVS W,y;
~n11!2

2
,2

m2

2
,2m~ l 11!,22m2D50, ~117a!
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PVS V,y;
n2

2
,2

~m11!2

2
,2m~ l 11!,22m2D50, ~117b!

respectively. Thus, one may consider Eqs.~115! as Bäcklund transformations among the Painle´
V equations~113!, ~117!.

Restricting our considerations to solutions of the Ernst–Weyl equation, we need to
conditions~100! into account. Under these conditions, Eqs.~108! imply that

p52r !, m5m!, ~118a!

while ~111! yields

l 5 l !. ~118b!

Hence, the corresponding similarity solutions of the Ernst–Weyl equation~82! are determined by
the potential

E5S~y!exp„m~u1v !…, y5u2v, ~119!

whereS is given by Eq.~112!. In the latter,G represents a solution of the Painleve´ equation~113!,
with

n52 1
2 1 ia1 , m52 1

2 1 ia2 , l 5 l !, m5m!. ~120!

The analogous similarity solutions of the Ernst–Weyl equation~83! are specified by the
potential

E5p~y!exp„2m~u1v !…, y5u2v, ~121!

where p is determined by the first of Eqs.~116!. In the latter,W stands for a solution of the
Painlevéequation~117a!, with n, m, l , andm satisfying the conditions~120! above.

B. Reduction to Painleve ´ VI

In a similar manner one may construct solutions of the Ernst–Weyl equation from the
levé VI transcendents, i.e., solutions of the ODE,

2G91
1

2 S 1

G
1

1

G21
1

1

G2yDG822S 1

y
1

1

y21
1

1

G2yDG8

1
G~G21!~G2y!

y2~y21!2 S a1b
y

G2 1g
y21

~G21!2 1d
y~y21!

~G2y!2D50, ~122!

where a, b, g, and d arbitrary complex parameters, which will be denoted
PVI(G,y;a,b,g,d)50 in the following.

The solutions of the RPDE which are invariant under the symmetry generated by the
field

u]u1v]v12mU]U , ~123!

have the form

U~u,v !5S~y!~uv !m, y5u/v. ~124!

The prolongation of the vector field~123! in the P, R directions leading to a symmetry of syste
S50 reads as
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u]u1v]v12mU]U1~122m!~P]P1R]R!. ~125!

This implies that the invariant form of the functionsP andR is

P~u,v !5p~y!~uv !2m1 1/2, R~u,v !5r ~y!~uv !2m1 1/2, ~126!

respectively. Inserting~124!, ~126! into the systemS50 we obtain the following system of ODEs

y1/2~mS2yS8!~p2r !21„m1~m2 1
2!~y21!…p2mr1~y21!yp850, ~127a!

y1/2~mS1yS8!~p2r !21„ny2~m2 1
2!~y21!…r 2nyp1~y21!yr850, ~127b!

~12y!y2S912y1/2~p2r !~m2S22y2S82!1y„m1~n21!y11…S81m„m2ny1m~y21!…S50.
~127c!

Through a lengthy but straightforward process of differentiation and elimination one ends up
a fourth order ODE for the functionS. The latter may be integrated once leading to a third or
equation which is omitted because of its length. We note, however, that this first integral c
written in the following simple form by using system~127!:

~122m!
y221

~p2r !2 ~pr !822y
~y21!2

~p2r !2 p8r 81
~2m21!2

2~p2r !2 S p21r 22
11y2

y
pr D

1~m2n!~122m!
p1r

p2r
1

1

2
~m2n!25 l , l constant. ~128!

Substituting

S8~y!

S~y!
5

m

y

y1G~y!

y2G~y!
~129!

into the omitted third order ODE forS, we find thatG satisfies the full Painleve´ equation,

PVIS G,y;
n2

2
,2

m2

2
,l ,

124m2

2 D50. ~130!

Once S is determined by solving the differential equations~129!, ~130!, one can find the
functionsp, r algebraically using system~127!. The explicit expressions for these functions a
given by

p~y!5
y2~y21!2G821GG2~G21!G81Ai~y,m,n!Gi

8 m ~2m21! y1/2~y2G! ~G21! G S
, ~131a!

r ~y!5
y2~y21!2G821GyG~G21!G81Bi~y,m,n!Gi

8 m ~2m21! y1/2~y2G! ~G21! G S
, ~131b!

where summation over the repeated indexi 50,...,4 isunderstood and the coefficientsAi , Bi and
G are given by

A0~y,m,n!52m2y2,

A1~y,m,n!5y@~m222l 1~n22m11!2!y12m2#,
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A2~y,m,n!52~n22m11!2y222„m222l 1~n22m11!2
…y1~122m!22m2,

A3~y,m,n!52~n22m11!2y1m212n222l 2~n12m21!2,

A4~y,m,n!52n~n24m12!,

Bi~y,m,n!5y2A42 i~y21,n,m!, i 50,...,4,

G52~2m21!y~y21!.

As in the previous case, one may use Eqs.~129!, ~130! and~131! to verify that the functionsW,
V defined by

p8~y!

p~y!
5

122m

2y

y1W~y!

y2W~y!
,

r 8~y!

r ~y!
5

122m

2y

y1V~y!

y2V~y!
, ~132!

satisfy

PVIS W,y;
~n11!2

2
,2

m2

2
,l ,2m~12m! D50, ~133a!

PVIS V,y;
n2

2
,2

~m11!2

2
,l ,2m~12m! D50, ~133b!

respectively. Hence, one may view Eqs.~131! as defining Ba¨cklund transformations among th
PainlevéVI equations~130! and ~133!.

Taking into account conditions~100!, one is restricted to solutions of the Ernst–Weyl equ
tion. Equations~126! imply that

p52r !, m5m!, ~134!

while Eq. ~128! gives

l 5 l !. ~135!

Hence the invariant solutions of the Ernst–Weyl equation~82! are of the form

E5S~y!~uv !m, y5u/v, ~136!

whereS is given by integrating~129! andG satisfies~130! with

n52 1
2 1 ia1 , m52 1

2 1 ia2 , l 5 l !, m5m!. ~137!

Last, the similarity solutions of the Ernst–Weyl equation~83! have the form

E5p~y!~uv !2m1 1/2, y5u/v, ~138!

wherep is given by integrating the first equation of~132! andW satisfies~133a! with n, m, l , and
m given by ~137!.

VII. PERSPECTIVES

We presented a two-dimensional reduction of the ASDYM equations which leads to a
system of integrable equations. This system incorporates the well-known Ernst–Weyl equat
well as a significant generalization of the fourth order hyperbolic equation proposed by N
et al.9 recently as the generating PDE for the KdV hierarchy. We have also constructed a La
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and an auto-Ba¨cklund transformation for the above system and similarity solutions based o
PainlevéV and VI transcendents. Our reduction scheme unifies many aspects of integrabi
the Ernst equation, like the Ernst–Hauser deformation problem, the Neugebauer–Kramer
tion, the single and double-Harrison Ba¨cklund transformations, and gives analogous general
tions to the Ernst–Weyl equation. All these aspects follow algorithmically from the new sy
and the associated Lax pair, by imposing purely algebraic and compatibility conditions. More
our reduction scheme allows for an easier construction of solutions to the Ernst–Weyl eq
related to Painleve´ transcendents by Lie group techniques. Using the reduction scheme pres
in this paper and higher-dimensional gauge groups thanGL (2,C), one should obtain integrabl
systems which incorporate the Ernst–Maxwell–Weyl equations, or even more general inte
equations describing the interaction of the gravitational field with other sources.30,31
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Kaluza’s theory in generalized coordinates
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Maxwell’s equations can be obtained in generalized coordinates by considering the
electromagnetic field as an external agent. The work presented here shows how to
obtain the electrodynamics for a charged particle in generalized coordinates elimi-
nating the concept of external force. Based on Kaluza’s formalism, the one pre-
sented here extends the 535 metric into a 636 space–time giving enough room to
include magnetic monopoles in a very natural way. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1412463#

I. INTRODUCTION

Over 70 years ago, T. Kaluza developed a theory unifying electromagnetism and grav
by working in a five-dimensional manifold.1,2 In his work, influences of an electrical charge
space are treated as sources of curvature in a similar way as mass does in Einstein’s th
general relativity. With this formalism, Maxwell’s equations can be obtained in Cartesian co
nates in a rather simple way. In generalized coordinates, only four out of eight~three for each
rotational and one for each divergence! Maxwell equations can be recovered correctly–those w
sources. The problem resides in the asymmetrical way in which each pair of equations, wi
without sources, are obtainedif Kaluza’s formalism is applied. The equations with sources ar
obtained by means of the field equation, while the homogeneous ones have to be deduced
identity which yields incorrect results unless the metric is Cartesian. A more conventional m
for obtaining Maxwell equations consists in using Bianchi’s identities.3 Although it yields correct
results using any metric, the electromagnetic field is treated as an external ‘‘source’’ by incl
it in the stress tensor. Kaluza’s method, and consequently the one presented here, have the
tage of considering charge as a space curvature, thus following the tenets of general relat

In this work we propose an alternative method for treating charge and mass as cur
sources. This method is not only consistent with Kaluza’s but also represents a generalizatio
by considering his 535 metric included in a larger one. A larger space also has enough roo
establish a generalized theory in which magnetic monopoles can be introduced in a very
way.

This paper is divided as follows. Section II contains a brief summary of Kaluza’s th
without specifying any metric, as presented in his original article. In Sec. III, through a simp
example, the cause for the incorrectness of the inhomogeneous equations is explored. Se
proposes an alternative to the theory, making a symmetrical generalization of the metric
before as a way of obtaining Maxwell equations using only Einstein’s field equation. Sect
goes deeper into the interpretation of the 636 space–time and finally in Sec. VI we discuss t
implications of this formalism.

a!Electronic mail: alfredo.sandoval@uia.mx
b!Electronic mail: lgcs@xanum.uam.mx
57850022-2488/2001/42(12)/5785/15/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. KALUZA’S THEORY

Kaluza’s formalism generates Maxwell’s equations as well as the equations of motio
charged particles by working with a 535 metric defined as

gmn53
g11 g12 g13 g14 A1

g21 g22 g23 g24 A2

g31 g32 g33 g34 A3

g41 g42 g43 g44
1

c
f

A1 A2 A3
1

c
f g55

4 . ~1!

The 434 metric consisting ofgmn elements with subscripts running from 1 to 4 has to be
solution of Einstein’s equations, while the fifth column and row contain the four-vector ele
magnetic potentialAn , the first three components being the ones of the usual potential vecto
the fourth the scalar potentialf. The fifth elementg55 is undefined in Kaluza’s article, but, as th
extra dimension is considered as a spatial type one,g55 can be set equal to a constant taken to
equal to one in the case of a Minkowski metric.

The position and velocity vectors to consider in this formalism are defined as follows:

xn5F x1

x2

x3

ct
x5

G , ~2!

vn53
v1

v2

v3

c

q

m

4 . ~3!

The fact that the time derivative of the fifth position coordinate is taken to be equal to
charge–mass ratio arises from comparing the equation of motion for a charged particle m
under Lorentz’s force

d2xa

dt2 5
q

m F«bg
a dxb

dt
Bg1EgG ~4!

with the one obtained by restricting the particle to move through a geodesic in this space n

d2xa

ds2 1Gmn
a dxm

ds

dxn

ds
50. ~5!

Indeed Eq.~4! may be obtained from Eq.~5! only if v55q/m. An extra condition must be take
into account in order to recover electrodynamics within this framework. Such condition is us
referred to as the cylindrical condition,1 namely
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]

]x5 50 ~6!

makes any derivative with respect to the fifth component equal to zero. The only justificatio
this restriction is that it leads to the correct Maxwell’s equations.

The structural similarity between curls and Christoffel symbols,Gmn
a , suggests a proportion

ality between the latter and the components of the electromagnetic field.1 These symbols, taking
gi j 5d i j ~latin indices run from 1 to 3!, are computed as follows:

Gmn
a 5

1

2
galS ]gml

]xn 1
]gnl

]xm 2
]gmn

]xl D , ~7!

Gm5
a 5G5m

a 5
1

2
gal S ]g5l

]xm 2
]gm5

]xl D5Fm
a , ~8!

whereFm
a , the elements of the field tensor, are defined as

Fm
a53

0 Bz 2By 2
1

c
Ex

2Bz 0 Bx 2
1

c
Ey

By 2Bx 0 2
1

c
Ez

1

c
Ex

1

c
Ey

1

c
Ez 0

4 . ~9!

In this scheme, Maxwell’s inhomogeneous equations may be obtained through Einstein’
equation

Gab5kTab ~10!

since the energy momentum tensorTab now has a fifth column and row containing the elect
current

Ta55T5a5r0vav553
r0v1

q

m

r0v2
q

m

r0v3
q

m

r0c
q

m

r0

q2

m2

4 5Ja ~11!

and K is the coupling constant. The homogeneous equations can be derived, as sugge
Kaluza, from the identity

Fla,b1Fab,l1Fbl,a50, ~12!
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which arises from applying the cylindrical condition@Eq. ~6!#, to the identity

~Gbl
a 1Gla

b 1Gab
l ! ,m5Gml

a,b1Gma
b,l1Gmb

l,a ~13!

taking m55.
In Cartesian coordinates this mechanism yields the complete set of Maxwell’s equa

However, if one works in generalized coordinates, Eq.~13! does not correspond to the corre
sourceless electromagnetic equations, a fact which will be shown in Sec. III. A strong obje
can be primarily made to Eq.~13!. Christoffel symbols by themselves are not tensors and,
though some combinations of them are, Eq.~13! is not tensorial, in contrast with Eq.~10! which
has tensors in both sides.

Summarizing, the theory has its weak point in the way sourceless equations are obtain
the other hand, the mechanism by which inhomogeneous equations are derived, Einstein
equation, is irrefutable and far more elegant.

III. FIVE DIMENSIONS AND GENERALIZED COORDINATES

In this section we give the necessary arguments to circumvent the objection raised in
regarding the derivation of Maxwell’s sourceless equations following Kaluza’s procedure. T
so and for the sake of simplicity we shall take as an example a Minkowski space with sph
symmetry. The covariant and contravariant metric tensors are thus given by

gmn53
1 0 0 0 A1

0 r 2 0 0 r 2A2

0 0 r 2 sin2 u 0 r 2 sin2 uA3

0 0 0 21 2
1

c
f

A1 r 2A2 r 2 sin2 uA3 2
1

c
f 1

4 , ~14!

gmn53
1 0 0 0 2A1

0
1

r 2 0 0 2A2

0 0
1

r 2 sin2 u
0 2A3

0 0 0 21
1

c
f

2A1 2A2 2A3
1

c
f 1

4 . ~15!

In this metric, which is similar to the one used in Kaluza’s article, the two metric tensor
inverse discarding quadratic terms. This means that~14! is the inverse of~15! only if second-order
terms are eliminated. This approximation seems to be correct since it was also used in K
article with a Cartesian metric. Geometric coefficients must be added to the components
electromagnetic potential which simply implies working in physical coordinates in order to o
geometric terms and coefficients in the equations. IfAn

ten are tensorial components of a vector,
physical components are computed as follows

An
phys5AgnnAn

ten. ~16!
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It has to be pointed out that with these metric coefficientsgi j , permutations of indices in the
Christoffel symbols of Eq.~13! do notonly yield a change in sign as with a Cartesian metric
which gi j 5d i j with i and j running from 1 to 3, but also metric coefficients relate these per
tations. Moreover,

Gb5
a 52

gaa

gbb Ga5
b ~17!

gives a relation between permutations of indices in Christoffel symbols which makes Eq~13!
dependent on the value given to the indices unless the metric is Cartesian, resulting in mo
four incorrect equations since each permutation of indices leads to an equation with dif
coefficients.

To clarify these statements let us take, for example, the third component of

«nbgS ]Eb

]xg 2
]Eg

]xb D52
1

c

]Bn

]t
. ~18!

In the space we are working in, both sides of Eq.~18! in terms of electromagnetic potentia
should read

2
2

r sinu

]A2

]t
2

1

sinu

]2A2

]t]r
2

1

r 2 sinu

]2A1

]t]u
, ~19!

while Eq. ~13!, takinga54, b52, l51, andm55, turns out to be

2r
]A2

]t
2

1

cr3

]f

]u
1

]2A1

]u]t
1

1

2
~12r 2!

]2A2

]r ]t
1

1

2c S 11
1

r 2D ]2f

]r ]u
50, ~20!

which can be written as

1

2r

]2A2

]r ]t
2

1

cr4

]f

]u
1

1

2cr S 11
1

r 2D ]2f

]r ]u
5

]A2

]t
1

r

2

]2A2

]r ]t
2

1

2r

]2A1

]u]t
. ~21!

Equation~21! is obviously wrong. In Eq.~18!, no derivatives of the scalar potential should app
since its right-hand side is a time derivative ofB which is only in terms of the vector potentia
The left-hand side contains the rotational of the gradient off which is equal to zero. Similar
results are obtained by changing the indices for the rest of the equations. These equati
derived in Appendix A.

On the other hand, the inhomogeneous Maxwell equations are correctly recovered
Einstein’s field equation as was mentioned. This induces us to reformulate the theory in or
be able to obtain electromagnetic equations, within Kaluza’s formalism, basedonly on Einstein’s
field equation without having to invoke the cylindrical condition to work on the geometr
identity given by Eq.~13!.

IV. KALUZA’S FORMALISM IN SIX DIMENSIONS

The alternative presented here for Kaluza’s formalism is based on a 636 metric. This space–
time can thus be considered as an extension of Kaluza’s case. To proceed we define the fo
metric tensors with components accounting for spherical symmetry namely
                                                                                                                



gmn53
1 0 0 0 A1 Z1

0 r 2 0 0 r 2A2 r 2Z2

0 0 r 2 sin2 u 0 r 2 sin2 uA3 r 2 sin2 uZ3

0 0 0 21 2
1

c
f 2

1

c
h

A1 r 2A2 r 2 sin2 uA3
1

c
f 1 g56 4 , ~22!
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Z1 r 2Z2 r 2 sin2 uZ3 2
1

c
h g65 1

gmn53
1 0 0 0 2A1 2Z1

0
1

r 2 0 0 2A2 2Z2

0 0
1

r 2 sin2 u
0 2A3 2Z3

0 0 0 21
1

c
f

1

c
h

2A1 2A2 2A3
1

c
f 1 g56

2Z1 2Z2 2Z3
1

c
h g65 1

4 . ~23!

The structure of these tensors is proposed to maintain symmetry between the fifth an
dimensions. The quantitiesZn andh are left unspecified for the time being but will be interpret
later when the role that each one plays in the equations becomes clear. Alsog565g65 is left
unsettled but it has to be proposed as time independent in order to recover the conve
definitions for the fields~see Appendix B!. The position and velocity vectors are proposed, j
following Kaluza, as follows:

xn5F r
u
w
ct
x5

x6

G , ~24!

vn53
v1

v2

v3

c

q

m

dx6

dt

4 . ~25!
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The equation of motion to be considered in this formalism is that of a particle under the influ
of a generalized Lorentz’s force, namely

d2xa

dt2 5
q

m F«bg
a ]xb

]t
Bg1EaG1

g

m F«bg
a ]xb

]t
Eg2BaG . ~26!

This space is a more general one and has enough room to work in a generalized scheme
soon be shown. Hereg stands for the magnetic charge. The Christoffel symbols that appear i
equation of a geodesic@Eq. ~5!# in this space are to be compared with the coefficients of velo
components and charge in Eq.~26!.

On the other hand, with the proposed metric Christoffel symbols can also be computed
definition ~7!. The symbols to be proportional to the electromagnetic field components are s
here as they arise directly by introducing the elements of the metric tensors~22! and ~23! in
definition ~7!. These symbols, in terms of potentials, become

Gb5
m 5gma~Ab,a2Aa,b1Zag56,b!, ~27!

Gb6
m 5gma~Zb,a2Za,b1Aag56,b!. ~28!

Comparing the symbols obtained from the geodesic and Eq.~26! with the ones obtained directly
from their definition, expressions for electric and magnetic fields arise. Since we now hav
sets of Christoffel symbols, there are two expressions for each field~see Appendix B!,

En52
]f

]xn 2
]An

]t
, ~29!

En5«nbgS ]Zb

]xg 2
]Zg

]xb D1M n, ~30!

Bn52
]h

]xn 2
]Zn

]t
, ~31!

Bn5«nbgS ]Ab

]xg 2
]Ag

]xb D1Qn, ~32!

where the vectorsM n andQn are defined as

M n5F Z2

]g56

]x3

Z3

]g56

]x1

Z1

]g56

]x2

G , Qn5F A2

]g56

]x3

A3

]g56

]x1

A1

]g56

]x2

G . ~33!

These vectors are irrotational and since curls are solenoidal vectors, expressions~30! and~32! are
in accordance with a generalized Helmolhtz theorem for tensors.4 The duality in Faraday’s tenso
has been previously exhibited4 as based in this theorem but dual expressions for the fields are
introduced. Vectorial fields can always be decomposed as a sum of a solenoidal vector field
irrotational one which validates expressions~30! and ~32!. Thus two sets of symmetrical expre
sions for the fields are obtained—one of these sets being the expressions of the decomp
mentioned in the previous line. The implications of Eqs.~29!–~32! will be discussed in Sec. V.
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Within this framework, the complete set of Maxwell equations can be derived~Appendix C!.
The inhomogeneous equations are obtained in the same way as in Sec. III. The new quanQn

is irrotational and does not affect the structure of«nbg((]Bb/]xg) 2(]Bg/]xb)) while the other
equation with sources is identically obtained provided the same definition forE is used. The
sourceless equations are obtained once again by means of Einstein’s field equation

R6b5kT6b, ~34!

since the energy momentum tensor now has one additional column and row

T6b5T6ba5r0vbv653
r0v1

dx6

dt

r0v2
dx6

dt

r0v3
dx6

dt

r0c
dx6

dt

r0S dx6

dt D 2

4 5Kb. ~35!

In Appendix C it is proved that Eq.~34! leads to the four missing Maxwell equations wi
some extra terms that make the complete set of equations symmetric. This new terms
interpreted in Sec. V.

Thus, the purpose of this section is accomplished. The mechanism for obtaining both
geneous and inhomogeneous equations is the same. This makes the theory completely sy
and the cylindrical condition not so fundamental for the recovery of Maxwell’s equations.

V. IMPLICATIONS OF THE SIXTH DIMENSION

In Kaluza’s theory, the fifth dimension is associated with electric charge. As electric ch
generates curvature in space, it becomes intuitive that the sixth dimension is a curvature
similar to it. The complete set of equations~the equation of motion and Maxwell relations! as is
obtained in this formalism is given by

d2xa

dt2 5
q

m F«bg
a dxb

dt
Bg1EaG1

g

m F«bg
a dxb

dt
Eg2BaG , ~36!

“ÃE52
1

c

]B

]t
2K , ~37!

“ÃB5
]E

]t
1m0J, ~38!

¹"E5
r

«0

q

m
, ~39!
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¹"B5m0r
g

m
. ~40!

This finally confirms that the sixth dimension is associated with a magnetic chargeg. Equations
~37! and~40! show the presence of magnetic charge and it’s associated magnetic currentK . These
equations are completely symmetric as the new definitions~29!–~32! for electric and magnetic
fields result in this formalism. The new potentialsZa andh can be interpreted as electromagne
potentials.Za plays the role of an electric vector potential andh a scalar magnetic potential. Bot
appear in these definitions but do not affect the behavior of charged particles since they
introduce extra effects in the equations. The magnetic charge and current terms in the eq
arise exclusively from the extra column in the energy–momentum tensorT6b. To recover the
equations without these extra terms, it is sufficient to make the magnetic charge equal to
dx6/dt 50, just as was done with the fifth component of the position vector to recover
equations of motion for a particle without electrical charge.

Also, from the combination of Eqs.~29!–~32! and Maxwell’s equations one can easily obta
four wave equations for potentials, provided a Lorentz’s gauge for the new four vector poten
considered. In the procedure, continuity relations for electric and magnetic charge are obta

The role of the vectorsM n and Qn @Eq. ~33!# becomes clear by taking a closer look
definitions~30! and ~32!. In these expressions, the fields are decomposed as a curl plus a
which is irrotational. In order to obtain both Maxwell equations that feature charge density
source, one has to calculate the divergence of both fields. In the procedure, the divergence
rotational term vanishes since curls are solenoidal vectors leaving alone the divergence ofM n and
Qn, which should then be proportional to the charge densities. If these vectors do not appea
definitions, the result would be solenoidal magnetic andelectric fields meaning that neither mag
netic nor electriccharges exist. The spatial derivatives of the metric elementsg565g65 appear in
M n andQn which makes its value fundamental since if it is proposed as a constant, these v
would be equal to zero with the consequences mentioned before.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Many decades ago Kaluza proposed a way to unify electromagnetic and gravitational th
His formalism, although very useful and elegant, shows a weak point in the way a pa
Maxwell’s equations are obtained. Moreover, this mechanism does not give correct results
working in generalized coordinates, which are necessary to get the correct physics of mo
tems.

The alternative presented here is a similar formalism which consists in working in a l
space–time. The new extra dimension makes it possible to use Einstein’s field equation twi
all the equations can be correctly recovered. Even in the absence of this curvature source, t
dimension remains necessary.

In addition to leading to the complete and correct set of Maxwell equations, this forma
allows the introduction of magnetic charge in a very elegant and natural way. The metri
ensuing procedure are proposed based only on a symmetrical way of treating electric and m
fields. As a result, magnetic charge effects arise in the theory in the same way as electric
do. Also, following the same procedure as in conventional electromagnetism, wave equatio
potentials in the presence of magnetic charge can be obtained without having to introdu
singularity in space, as done in other works.5

Some approximations have been made in order to verify the equations that emerge fro
classical treatment of electromagnetism. First of all, the metric used neglects quadratic
These terms may introduce additional measurable effects. In Kaluza’s work, the basic hypo
of a small electric charge–mass ratio has to be considered. In the formalism presented
similar assumption has to be made about the magnetic charge–mass ratio. This is of course
conjecture since no magnetic monopoles have yet been detected.
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The correct set of equations in generalized coordinates can also be obtained using Bi
identities. We consider the formalism presented here more elegant since charges and elec
netic potentials are included in the geometrical description of space–time and no external fo
fields have to be introduced. Electromagnetic effects are consequences of space config
Kaluza’s theory has been found to be very useful for the formulation of magnetohydrodyn
equations in the context of irreversible process thermodynamics6 and in the development of gaug
theories2 so that we consider fundamental the reformulation of the theory in generalized co
nates to treat problems with different spatial symmetries.

APPENDIX A

Sourceless Maxwell’s equations in vectorial notation read:

“ÃE52
1

c

]B

]t
, ~A1!

¹"B50. ~A2!

To write Eq.~A1! in terms of potentials, first we express the vector potentialAn and the gradient
of the scalar potentialf in physical coordinates:

An
phys5F A1

rA2

r sinuA3

G , ~A3!

“fphys5F ]f

]r

1

r

]f

]u

1

r sinu

]f

]w

G . ~A4!

The electric field is then

EnÄF 2
]A1

]t
2

]f

]r

2
]~rA2!

]t
2

1

r

]f

]u

2
]~r sinuA3!

]t
2

]f

]w

G . ~A5!

To calculate the curl ofE, the following determinant has to be expanded:

“ÃE5
1

r 2 sinuU rW ruW r sinuwW

]

]r

]

]u

]

]w

E1 rE2 r sinuE3

U . ~A6!

The third component of the“ÃE is then
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r sinu

r 2 sinu F ]

]r S r S 2
]~rA2!

]t
2

1

r

]f

]u D D2
]

]u S 2
]A1

]t
2

]f

]r D GwW . ~A7!

After some algebra Eq.~A7! reduces to

22
]A2

]t
2r

]2A2

]t]r
1

1

r

]2A1

]t]u
. ~A8!

Equation~A8! has to be divided byAg33 to return the expression to its tensorial components wh
finally results in Eq.~19!. Note that in Eq.~A8! the scalar potential does not appear, which agr
with the property of the gradient being irrotational.

On the other hand, the left-hand side of Eq.~13!, with a54, b52, l51, andm55 should be
equal to zero because of the cylindrical condition@Eq. ~6!#:

~G21
4 1G14

2 1G42
1 ! ,550, ~A9!

which means

G51
4,21G54

2,11G52
1,450. ~A10!

The Christoffel symbols involved in Eq.~A9! are computed as follows:

G51
4 5

1

2
g44S ]g54

]x1 1
]g14

]x5 2
]g51

]x4 D5
1

2c

]A1

]t
1

1

2c

]f

]r
, ~A11!

G54
2 5

1

2
g22S ]g52

]x4 1
]g42

]x5 2
]g54

]x2 D5
1

2cr2

]~r 2A2!

]t
1

1

2cr2

]f

]u
, ~A12!

G52
1 5

1

2
g11S ]g51

]x2 1
]g21

]x5 2
]g52

]x1 D5
1

2

]A1

]u
2r 2

]A2

]r
22rA2 . ~A13!

Introducing the previous results in Eq.~A10! we obtain an incorrect expression for Eq.~A1!,
namely

2
r

c

]A2

]t
2

1

2cr3

]f

]u
1

1

c

]2A1

]u]t
1

1

2c
~12r 2!

]2A2

]r ]t
1

1

2c S 11
1

r 2D ]2f

]r ]u
50. ~A14!

APPENDIX B

The equation for the geodesic is

d2xa

ds2 1Gmn
a dxm

ds

dxn

ds
50. ~B1!

In the six-dimensional space proposed the first of the three equations in the geodesic turns
follows:

d2r

dt2 1G5n
1 q

m

dxn

ds
1G6n

1 g

m

dxn

ds
50, ~B2!

which after expanding the sums overn reads
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d2r

dt2 1G51
1 q

m

dx1

ds
1G52

1 q

m

dx2

ds
1G53

1 q

m

dx3

ds
1G54

1 q

m

dx4

ds
1 G61

1 g

m

dx1

ds
1G62

1 g

m

dx2

ds
1G63

1 g

m

dx3

ds

1G64
1 g

m

dx4

ds
50. ~B3!

On the other hand, the first component of the equation of motion under a generalized Lo
@Eq. ~26!# force is

d2r

dt2 5
q

m

dx2

dt
B32

q

m

dx3

dt
B21

q

m
E11

g

m

dx2

dt
E32

g

m

dx3

dt
E22

g

m
B1 . ~B4!

Then the relationship between the Christoffel symbols and the components of the electr
netic field should be, for Eq.~B4!,

G51
1 50, ~B5!

G52
1 5B3 , ~B6!

G53
1 52B2 , ~B7!

G54
1 5

1

c
E1 , ~B8!

and

G61
1 50, ~B9!

G62
1 5E3 , ~B10!

G63
1 52E2 , ~B11!

G64
1 52

1

c
B1 . ~B12!

Calculating the symbolsG52
1 andG64

1 directly from the definition~7! we have

G52
1 5

1

2
g11S ]g51

]x2 2
]g52

]x1 D1
1

2
g16

]g56

]x2 5
1

2 S ]A1

]x2 2
]A2

]x1 D1
1

2
Z1

]g56

]x2 5B3 , ~B13!

G64
1 5

1

2
g11S ]g61

]x4 2
]g64

]x1 D1
1

2
g15

]g56

]x4 5
1

2 S ]Z1

]x4 1
1

c

]h

]x1D52
1

c
B1 . ~B14!

In Eq. ~B14! the quantityg56 is supposed as time independent in order to recover the
ventional definition of the magnetic field. Equations~B13! and ~B14! exhibit how the magnetic
field can be represented in two different ways@Eqs.~32! and~31!#. Similar results, now verifying
Eqs.~29! and ~30!, are obtained by computingG54

1 andG62
1 from definition ~7! namely,

G54
1 5

1

2
g11S ]g51

]x4 2
]g54

]x1 D1
1

2
g16

]g56

]x4 5
1

2 S ]A1

]x4 1
1

c

]f

]x1D5
1

c
E1 , ~B15!

G62
1 5

1

2
g11S ]g61

]x2 2
]g62

]x1 D1
1

2
g15

]g65

]x2 5
1

2 S ]Z1

]x2 2
]Z2

]x1 D1
1

2
A1

]g65

]x2 5E3 . ~B16!
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APPENDIX C

In this appendix it is shown how the complete set of correct Maxwell’s equations is obta
only by means of Einstein’s equation. In the first part, equations with sources are obtained
procedure can be carried out in a 535 space–time giving the same results, since the Christo
symbols required for the following operations are the ones with one index equal to 5.

Einstein’s field equation relates Ricci’s tensor with the mass–energy tensor. If we assum
curvature scalar to be zero, the field equation turns out as follows:

Rmn5kTmn , ~C1!

where Ricci’s tensor is defined as7

Rmn5Gmn,n
n 1Gmn

n Gmn
m 2Gmm

n Gnn
m . ~C2!

In order to obtain the inhomogeneous equations, let us takem55 and letn run from 1 to 4,

R515
cotu

r
A21

1

2

]2A1

]t2 1
1

r

]A3

]w
2

csc2 u

r 2

]2A1

]w2 2
cotu

2r 2

]A1

]u
1

1

r

]A2

]u

2
1

2r 2

]2A1

]u2 1
cotu

2

]A2

]r
1

1

2c

]2f

]r ]t
1

1

2

]2A3

]r ]w
1

1

2

]2A2

]r ]u
, ~C3!

R5252A21
r 2

2

]2A2

]t2 1cotu
]A3

]w
2

csc2 u

2

]2A2

]w2 1
1

2c

]2f

]u]t

1
1

2

]2A3

]u]w
22r

]A2

]r
1

1

2

]2A1

]r ]u
2

r 2

2

]2A2

]r 2 , ~C4!

R535
r 2

2
sin2 u

]2A3

]t2 2
cotu

2

]A2

]w
1

1

2c

]2f

]w]t
2

3

2
cosu sinu

]A3

]u
1

1

2

]2A2

]u]w

2
1

2
sin2 u

]2A3

]u2 22r sin2 u
]A3

]r
1

1

2

]2A1

]r ]w
2

r 2

2
sin2 u

]2A3

]r 2 , ~C5!

R545
1

2r

]A1

]t
1

cotu

2

]A2

]t
1

1

2

]2A3

]w]t
1

csc2 u

2cr2

]2f

]w2 1
cotu

2cr2

]f

]u
1

1

2

]2A2

]u]t

1
1

2cr2

]2f

]u2 1
1

2cr

]f

]r
1

1

2

]2A1

]r ]t
1

1

2c

]2f

]r 2 . ~C6!

If each one of these equations is equaled with its corresponding element of the en
momentum tensorTm5 @Eq. ~11!#, Maxwell’s equations with sources are correctly recovered.

To obtain the homogeneous equations, the sixth row of Ricci’s tensor has to be calculate
procedure is exactly the same as the one to obtain the inhomogeneous equations and the re

R615
cotu

r
Z21

1

2

]2Z1

]t2 1
1

r

]Z3

]w
2

csc2 u

r 2

]2Z1

]w2 2
cotu

2r 2

]Z1

]u
1

1

r

]Z2

]u

2
1

2r 2

]2Z1

]u2 1
cotu

2

]Z2

]r
1

1

2c

]2h

]r ]t
1

1

2

]2Z3

]r ]w
1

1

2

]2Z2

]r ]u
, ~C7!
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R6252Z21
r 2

2

]2
2Z

]t2 1cotu
]Z3

]w
2

csc2 u

2

]2Z2

]w2 1
1

2c

]2h

]u]t

1
1

2

]3
2Z

]u]w
22r

]Z2

]r
1

1

2

]1
2Z

]r ]u
2

r 2

2

]2
2Z

]r 2 , ~C8!

R635
r 2

2
sin2 u

]2Z3

]t2 2
cotu

2

]Z2

]w
1

1

2c

]2h

]w]t
2

3

2
cosu sinu

]Z3

]u
1

1

2

]2Z2

]u]w

2
1

2
sin2 u

]2Z3

]u2 22r sin2 u
]Z3

]r
1

1

2

]2Z1

]r ]w
2

r 2

2
sin2 u

]2Z3

]r 2 , ~C9!

R645
1

2r

]Z1

]t
1

cotu

2

]Z2

]t
1

1

2

]2Z3

]w]t
1

csc2 u

2cr2

]2h

]w2 1
cotu

2cr2

]h

]u
1

1

2

]2Z2

]u]t

1
1

2cr2

]2h

]u2 1
1

2cr

]h

]r
1

1

2

]2Z1

]r ]t
1

1

2c

]2h

]r 2 . ~C10!

If we introduce expressions~30! and~31! as definitions forE andB respectively, and set eac
of the previous equations@~C7! to ~C10!# equal to its corresponding element in the energ
momentum tensorTm6 , Eqs.~37! and ~40! are obtained. For example, to prove Eq.~C9! corre-
sponds to the third component of Eq.~37! we will calculate the third component or the curl of th
electric field using the alternative expression in Eq.~30!. First, the vector potentialZb has to be
expressed in its physical components as follows:

Zn
phys5F Z1

rZ2

r sinuZ3

G . ~C11!

The curl ofZn
phys is calculated by expanding following the determinant:

“ÃZ5
1

r 2 sinuU rW ruW r sinuwW

]

]r

]

]u

]

]w

Z1 r ~rZ2! r sinu~r sinuZ3!

U
5

1

r 2 sinuF r 2
] sin2uZ3

]u
2r 2

]Z2

]w

r S ]Z1

]w
2sin2 u

]r 2Z3

]r D
r sinuS ]r 2Z2

]r
2

]Z1

]u D G
5F sinu

]Z3

]u
12 cosuZ32cscu

]Z2

]w

1

r sinu

]Z1

]w
2r sinu

]Z3

]r
22 sinuZ3

r
]Z2

]r
12Z22

1

r

]Z1

]u

G . ~C12!

SinceM n is irrotational,“ÃEÄ“Ã(“ÃZ), which is calculated as follows:
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“ÃE5
1

r 2 sinuU rW ruW r sinuwW

]

]r

]

]u

]

]w

@“ÃZ#1 r @“ÃZ#2 r sinu@“ÃZ#3

U . ~C13!

The third component of the last equation reads

1

r F ]

]r S r S 1

r sinu

]Z1

]w
2r sinu

]Z3

]r
22 sinuZ3D D2

]

]u S sinu
]Z3

]u
12 cosuZ32cscu

]Z2

]w D G ,
~C14!

which after some algebraic manipulation turns out as follows:

1

r sinu

]2Z1

]r ]w
2r sinu

]2Z3

]r 2 24 sinu
]Z3

]r
2

sinu

r

]2Z3

]u2

2
3 cosu

r

]Z3

]u
2

cosu

r sin2 u

]Z2

]w
1

cscu

r

]2Z2

]u]w
. ~C15!

Expression~C15! is the third physical component of the curl of the electric field. To obtain
third component of Eq.~37!, also2 (1/c) (]B/]t) 2K has to be in physical components whic
implies multiplying byr sinu. Then, to make it clear that Eq.~C15! corresponds to~37! it has to
be expressed in the following way:

1

r sinu S ]2Z1

]r ]w
2r 2 sin2 u

]2Z3

]r 2 24r sin2 u
]Z3

]r
2sin2 u

]2Z3

]u2

2
3

2
sin 2u

]Z3

]u
2

cosu

sinu

]Z2

]w
1

]2Z2

]u]w D . ~C16!

This finally proves that Eqs.~C7!–~C10! correspond to the missing Maxwell’s equations~37! and
~40!. These equations include magnetic sources.

It is important to point out, once again, that to obtain Maxwell’s equations without mag
sources it is sufficient to make dx6/dt 50 which impliesTm650.

1Th. Kaluza, Sitzungsberg. d. Berl. Akad. Klasse 966~1921!.
2L. O’Raifertaigh and N. Straumann, Rev. Mod. Phys.72, 1 ~2000!, and references therein.
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ics of Irreversible Processes, 3rd ed.~Wiley, New York, 1967!.

4D.H. Kobe, Am. J. Phys.52, 354 ~1984!.
5T. Appelquist, A. Chodos, and P.G.O. Freud,Modern Kaluza–Klein Theories~Addison–Wesley, Reading, MA, 1987!.
6A. Sandoval-Villalbazo and L.S. Garcı´a-Colı́n, Phys. Plasmas7, 4823~2000!.
7H. Stephani,General Relativity, 2nd. ed.~Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1990!.
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Electromagnetic propagators in hyperbolic
Robertson–Walker cosmologies

Roman Tomaschitza)

Department of Physics, Hiroshima University, 1-3-1 Kagami-yama,
Higashi-Hiroshima 739-8526, Japan

~Received 15 August 2000; accepted for publication 5 September 2001!

Green functions~retarded, advanced, Feynman and Dyson propagators! are calcu-
lated for the electromagnetic field in Robertson–Walker cosmologies with hyper-
bolic 3-manifolds as spacelike slices. The starting point is the Proca equation, i.e.,
the Maxwell field with a finite photon mass for infrared regularization, in a static
cosmology with simply connected hyperbolic 3-sections. The time and space com-
ponents of the resolvent kernel are scalar and vectorial point-pair invariants, re-
spectively, and this symmetry allows for an explicit evaluation in the spectral
representation. It is found that the quantum propagators have a logarithmic infrared
singularity, which drops out in the zero curvature limit. Retarded and advanced
Green functions remain well defined in the limit of zero photon mass, and they
admit a simple generalization, by conformal scaling, to expanding 3-spaces. In
cosmologies with multiply connected hyperbolic 3-manifolds as spacelike sections,
the four enumerated propagators are constructed by means of Poincare´ series. The
spectral decomposition of the Green functions is given in terms of Eisenstein series
for a certain class of open hyperbolic 3-spaces, including those with Schottky
covering groups corresponding to solid handle-bodies as spacelike slices. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1413522#

I. INTRODUCTION

This is a study of vectorial Green functions in hyperbolic Robertson–Walker~RW! cosmol-
ogy. I will keep the introduction short, given the length of the paper, and given that it is a
technical paper too. No applications are discussed; the usefulness of Green functions in cos
is documented in two standard reviews,1,2 which mainly focus on quantum field theory, and m
motivation to write this paper is time-symmetric wave propagation in the cosmological abs
theory of Wheeler and Feynman,3,4 which, however, will not be addressed here. Electromagn
Green functions in RW cosmologies with hyperbolic 3-sections have not been studied so far.
do exist a great many investigations on vector equations in Riemannian spaces, but they ar
of a general nature, and hence not really explicit, or approximate, cf. the reviews cited ab
also note that the spaces considered in this paper are not asymptotically flat, and the hig
metry of the hyperbolic 3-space together with the conformal coupling of the electromagnetic
to the background geometry makes it possible to avoid the Riemann curvature tensor.
functions for scalar fields on hyperbolic spaces, that is, the resolvent kernel of the Lap
Beltrami operator, have been exhaustively studied5–10 ~as far as one can go without specifying th
covering group!, but not so the resolvent kernels of vector operators, though, in two dimens
there were attempts also in this regard.7,8

In Sec. II, the Proca equation is discussed~including spectral resolution and differentia
equations for the resolvent kernel! in a static RW cosmology with simply connected hyperbo
3-sections. This equation is tantamount to electrodynamics with a finite photon mass,11 but the
mass parameter is regarded in this paper as a mere technical regularization of the Feynm

a!Electronic mail: roman@fusion.sci.hiroshima-u.ac.jp
58000022-2488/2001/42(12)/5800/32/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Dyson propagators, which turn out to be infrared divergent, a curvature effect. In Sec. II
longitudinal time component~a scalar point-pair invariant! of the resolvent kernel is calculated, a
well as the time componentG00 of the real-space Green function, obtained by a Fourier transfo
As in Minkowski space, the retarded and advanced Green functions and the two quantum
gators are defined by the choice of the integration path in the Fourier transform of the res
kernel.

In Sec. IV, the spatial resolvent kernel, a vectorial point-pair invariant, is calculated, a
Sec. V we study its Fourier transform, that is, the space componentsGi j of the Green function on
the 4-manifold.~The space–time mixing componentsGi0 vanish for symmetry reasons.! Explicit
expressions for all four real-space propagators are given, and their infrared behavior a
Minkowski space limit~curvature radius of the 3-space to infinity! is explained. At the end of Sec
V, the time scaling of the two classical propagators~with zero photon mass! is discussed in RW
cosmologies with arbitrary expansion factor.

In Sec. VI, we study Green functions on open, multiply connected hyperbolic mani
~geometrically finite, without cusps! by periodizing the propagators calculated in the previo
sections with the covering group. We focus on manifolds withd(L),1 @d~L!: Hausdorff dimen-
sion of the limit set of the covering group#, so that the Green functions can be defined by Poinc´
series without the use of analytic continuation. There are three appendices, all dealing w
calculation of matrix elements, which are reduced to convolutions of Poisson kernels and
man integrals. The orthogonality and completeness relations, and the various spectral m
used in Secs. III and IV are calculated there. The paper is more or less self-contained, the n
is mainly that of Ref. 5, which is also the approach to hyperbolic Green functions followed

II. THE PROCA EQUATION IN A STATIC RW COSMOLOGY WITH NEGATIVELY CURVED
3-SECTIONS

We consider a static RW line element,ds252dt21ds2, whereds2 is the line element of
hyperbolic space, corresponding to the metricg i j 5t22d i j in the Poincare´ half-space modelH3

@with Cartesian coordinates~z, t!, t.0, zªz11 iz2#, or to g i j 54(12uxu2)22d i j in the ball model
B3(uxu,1), cf. Ref. 12. The field equations read

Fab
;b1m2Aa5 j a, ~2.1!

whereFab5Ab,a2Aa,b , and we have included a photon massm for the infrared regularization o
quantum propagators. We find inH3, with xi5(z1 ,z2 ,t),

F0
b

;b[2t2A0,n,n1tA0,32tA3,01t2An,n,0 , ~2.2!

Fi
b

;b[Ai ,0,02t2Ai ,n,n1tA3,i2tAi ,32A0,0,i1t2An,n,i . ~2.3!

@Greek indices run from 0 to 3, Latin ones from 1 to 3, unless explicitly stated otherwise. W
ever a Latin subscript is attached twice to the same vector, ordinary summation is implied, e
~2.2! and ~2.3!, summation overn.# In ~2.1!, we could substituteFab

;b[2Aa;b
;b1Ra

bAb

1A ;b
b ,a , but it is better to avoid Christoffel symbols and the Ricci tensor.
The Lorentz condition,Aa

;a50, is a consequence of~2.1! and current conservation, and w
find, by differentiation,

2A0,01t2An,n2tA350, A0,0,02t2An,n,01tA3,050,
~2.4!

A0,0,i2t2An,n,i1tA3,i22td3iAn,n1d3iA350.

Using ~2.4!, we write the field Eqs.~2.1!–~2.3! as

A0,0,02DH3A01m2A05 j 0 , DH3ªt2DE32t]/]t, ~2.5!
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Ai ,0,02DH3Ai22t~Ai ,32A3,i !22td3iAn,n1d3iA31m2Ai5 j i , ~2.6!

whereDH3, is the scalar Laplace–Beltrami operator ofH3, and DE3 is the Euclidean Laplace
operator in Cartesian coordinatesxi5(z1 ,z2 ,t). In this way we obtain separate equations for t
space and time components ofAa .

Analogously to~2.2! and ~2.3!, we find in the ball modelB3,

F0
b

;b[2~1/4!~12uxu2!2~A0,n,n2An,n,0!1~1/2!~12uxu2!xn~An,02A0,n!, ~2.7!

Fi
b

;b[Ai ,0,02A0,0,i2~1/4!~12uxu2!2~Ai ,n,n2An,n,i !2~1/2!~12uxu2!xn~An,i2Ai ,n!. ~2.8!

The Lorentz condition reads as

2A0,01~1/2!~12uxu2!xnAn1~1/4!~12uxu2!2An,n50, ~2.9!

to be differentiated with respect to space and time variables as in~2.4!, and the separated fiel
equations are

A0,0,02DB3A01m2A05 j 0 , ~2.10!

Ai ,0,02DB3Ai1~1/2!~12uxu2!~2xn~Ai ,n2An,i !2Ai12xiAn,n!1xix
nAn1m2Ai5 j i ,

~2.11!

DB3ª
~12uxu2!2

4 S DE31
2

12uxu2 xn

]

]xn
D . ~2.12!

In H3, a set of transversal modes propagating along thet-semiaxis is readily found, Eqs
~2.4!–~2.6! ~with j m50! are solved by

A15t ise2 ivt, A05A25A350, v25s21m2, ~2.13!

and the same withA1 andA2 interchanged. The longitudinal modes traveling along thet-semiaxis
read

A35t ise2 ivt, A15A250, A052 i ~12 is!v21tA3 , v25s2111m2. ~2.14!

The time componentA0 is inferred from the Lorentz condition in~2.4!, and one should also stres
that the dispersion relation is different from the transversal modes.

A complete set of eigenfunctions can be generated by applying certain symmetry trans
tions of H3 @Möbius transformationsaj(z)5(z2j)21, lifted into H3, cf. Ref. 12# to the plane
waves ~2.13! and ~2.14!. The dispersion relations remain unaltered, and we find, withAm

5(A0 ,A) and i 51,2, cf. Ref. 13,

A0
Ti50, ATi~z,t;j,s!5aTi~z,t;j,s!e2 ivt,

~2.15!
A0

L~z,t;j,s!52 iv21~12 is!P11 is~z,t;j!e2 ivt,

AL~z,t;j,s!5aL~z,t;j,s!e2 ivt,
~2.16!

aL~z,t;j,s!ª
P21 is~z,t;j!

t2 S 22t~z12j1!

22t~z22j2!

uz2ju22t2
D , P~z,t;j!ª

t

uz2ju21t2 ,
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aT1~z,t;j,s!ª
P21 is~z,t;j!

t2 S 2~z12j1!21~z22j2!21t2

22~z12j1!~z22j2!

22t~z12j1!
D ,

~2.17!

aT2~z,t;j,s!ª
P21 is~z,t;j!

t2 S 22~z12j1!~z22j2!

2~z22j2!21~z12j1!21t2

22t~z22j2!
D .

@zª(z1 ,z2), jª(j1 ,j2); it is useful to use complex notation as at the beginning of this secti#
We have chosen the normalizationaTi(z,t;j,s)•aTi(z,t;j,2s)5(P/t)2, and the same for the
longitudinal component, and these vectors form an orthogonal triad; theaT1,2 generate the tangen
planes of the horospheres12 P(z,t;j)5const., andaL is proportional to the gradient ofP.

The main part of this paper is based on the representation,

aL5
1

11 is S ]P11 is

]z1

]P11 is

]z2

]P11 is

]t

D , aT15
1

11 is S 21

4is
D12P

is1~11 is!P21 is

21

2is

]2Pis

]z1]z2

]P11 is

]z1

D ,

~2.18!

aT25
1

11 is S 21

2is

]2Pis

]z1]z2

21

4is
D21P

is1~11 is!P21 is

]P11 is

]z2

D , Di jª
]2

]zi
22

]2

]zj
2 ,

and we will assume the identity,

]P11 is

]t
5~11 is!P21 isS 1

tP
22D ~2.19!

substituted into the third component ofaL, so that not-derivatives appear in the eigenvectors. T
zi-derivatives in ~2.18! may also be replaced byj i-derivatives, via the substitution]/]zi

→2]/]j i . When performing integrations over eigenfunctions, we will pull the differential
erators in front of the integral signs, so that we are left with convolutions of Poisson ke
which can be calculated by Feynman parametrization; this is the purpose of~2.18!.

Finally, the eigenvectors~2.17! can be written as

~aL~z,t;j,s!! t5~0,0,1!@aj8~z,t !#Pis~z,t;j!,
~2.20!

~aT1! t5~1,0,0!@aj8#Pis, ~aT2! t5~0,21,0!@aj8#Pis,

where@aj8# denotes the Jacobian of the Mo¨bius transformationaj(z)5(z2j)21 lifted into the
half-space. The superscriptt denotes transposition of the row-vectors~2.17!, and ordinary matrix
multiplication is assumed on the right-hand side of these equations. In Ref. 13, we derived

~aL~g~z,t !;j,s!! t@g8~z,t !#5ug218ju is~0,0,ug218ju!@ag21j
8 ~z,t !#Pis~z,t;g21j!,

~2.21!
~aT1~g;j,s!! t@g8#5ug218ju is~Re~g218j!,2Im~g218j!,0!@ag21j

8 ~z,t !#Pis~z,t;g21j!,
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~aT2~g;j,s!! t@g8#5ug218ju is~2Im~g218j!,2Re~g218j!,0!@ag21j
8 ~z,t !#Pis~z,t;g21j!,

whereg21j is the Möbius transformationg21 acting in the complex plane, andg218j denotes its
j-derivative. Introducing a circulary polarized basis for the transversal components,

&aTL
ªaT11 iaT2, &aTR

ªaT12 iaT2,
~2.22!

aTLaTL1aTRaTR5aT1aT11aT2aT2,

we find

@g8~z,t !# taL~g~z,t !;j,s!5ug218ju11 isaL~z,t;g21j,s!,

@g8# taTL~g;j!5ug218ju isg218jaTL~g21j!, ~2.23!

@g8# taTR~g;j!5ug218ju isg218jaTR~g21j!,

with @g8# taªai@g8# i j . ~TL,R stands for left and right transversal polarization, respectively.! As for
the time component of the longitudinal modes in~2.16!, we use5,6

P11 is~g~z,t !;j!5ug218ju11 isP11 is~z,t;g21j!, ~2.24!

which is the scalar analog to~2.23!. These symmetries are crucial in constructing the eigenfu
tions of ~2.5! and~2.6! on multiply connected manifolds, as well as the spectral representatio
the resolvent, cf. Sec. VI.

Next we derive the differential equations for the propagators of the Proca Eq.~2.1!. We start
with a bivectorGaa8(x,x8) on the 4-manifold; primed indices refer to the primed variable, and
defineFaa8b

G (x,x8)ªGba8;a2Gaa8;b , which is evidently a second rank skew tensor with resp
to x, and a vector with respect tox8. The covariant differentiations may be replaced by ordin
ones, as usual inFab . Likewise, in the divergenceFaa8 ;b

G b , the primed index and the prime
variable are regarded as dummy parameters in the differentiation procedure. Green functi
defined as solutions of

Faa8 ;b
G b

1m2Gaa85~2g!21/2d~x2x8!gaa8 , ~2.25!

(2g)21/2d denotes the Dirac function on the 4-manifold. The variable in the metric and
determinant on the right-hand side may bex or x8, given the support of thed-function. Clearly,
Gaa8(x,x8) is an inverting kernel, since

Aa5E Gaa8~x,x8! j a8~x8!A2g~x8!dx8 ~2.26!

solves the field Eq.~2.1! according to

Fa ;b
b 1m2Aa5E ~Faa8 ;b

G b
1m2Gaa8! j a8~x8!A2g~x8!dx85 j a . ~2.27!

We consider, formally, the Fourier transform

Gaa8~t;x,x8!5~2p!21E
2`

1`

dve2 ivtĜaa8~v;x,x8!, ~2.28!

and find, with~2.10! and ~2.11!,

2DB3Ĝ00~v;x,y!1~m22v2!Ĝ0052~1/8!~12uyu2!3d~x2y!, ~2.29!
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2DB3Ĝi j ~v;x,y!1~1/2!~12uxu2!~2xn~Ĝi j ,n2Ĝn j ,i !2Ĝi j 12xiĜn j ,n!1xix
nĜn j

1~m22v2!Ĝi j 5~1/2!~12uyu2!d~x2y!. ~2.30!

We have here slightly changed notation, writingy instead ofx8, and all differentiations are with
respect to the variablex. In ~2.28!, we write as a shortcutt instead oft2t8. Ĝ00 and Ĝi j are
scalar and vectorial point-pair invariants on the 3-space, respectively, cf. Ref. 13, and~6.3! and
~6.4!. ~The first index always refers tox and the second toy.! To achieve the symmetry
Ĝmn(v;x,y)5Ĝnm(v;y,x), we put the space–time mixing components to zero, that isĜ0 j and
Ĝi0 , which satisfy the homogeneous Eqs.~2.29! and~2.30!, respectively. Equations analogous
~2.29! and ~2.30! hold in the half-space modelH3,

2DH3Ĝ00~v;z,t;z0 ,t0!1~m22v2!Ĝ0052t3d~ t2t0!d~z2z0!, ~2.31!

2DH3Ĝi j ~v;z,t;z0 ,t0!22t~Ĝi j ,32Ĝ3 j ,i !22td3i Ĝn j ,n1d3i Ĝ3 j1~m22v2!Ĝi j

5td~ t2t0!d~z2z0!. ~2.32!

@t is the coordinate in the half-spaceH3 orthogonal to the complex plane; cosmic time is deno
by t.# In Secs. III and IV, we will solve~2.31! and~2.32!, respectively, and figure out the bounda
conditions, in terms of pole coefficient and decay at infinity. In Secs. II and V, we will discus
Fourier transform~2.28!, specify the integration paths encircling the singularities of the resolv
and calculate the propagators, i.e., the general solution of Eq.~2.25!.

III. THE SCALAR TIME COMPONENT OF THE GREEN FUNCTION

The differential equations for the time-time componentĜ00 of the resolvent kernel only
involve the Laplace–Beltrami operator~2.29! or ~2.31!, and accordinglyĜ00 transforms as a scala
under spatial coordinate transformations. We puty50 in ~2.29!, definelªm22v2 as spectral
parameter, and look for spherically symmetric solutionsc(l,r ) of (2DB31l)c(l,r )50 or

2~12r 2!2

4 Fc912S 1

r
1

r

12r 2Dc8G1lc50. ~3.1!

Two independent solutions of~3.1! are

c6~l,r !5~12r 2!11A11lr 21~~11r !22A11l6~12r !22A11l!, ~3.2!

and we assume ReA11l.0. SinceĜ00(v;x,0) is spherically symmetric, it is a linear combina
tion of the two solutions~3.2!. As for boundary conditions, in the limitr→0, the asymptotic
solution of Eq. ~2.29! is Ĝ00(v;r ,0);21/(8pr ), which follows from the Poisson equatio
DE3r 21524pd(x). The second integration constant is chosen in a way thatĜ00(v;x,0) decays
as fast as possible at infinity, that is, forr→1. Accordingly,

Ĝ00~v;x,0!52
1

8pr
~12r 2!11A11l~11r !22A11l. ~3.3!

The Green function with pole aty is obtained by the substitution5

x→Tyxª
~12uyu2!x2~122x•y1uxu2!y

122x•y1uxu2uyu2
. ~3.4!
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Ty is a Möbius transformation inB3 that maps an arbitrary pointy into the origin. In fact,
Ĝ00(v;Tyx,0) is a solution of~2.29!, denoted in the following byĜ00(v;x,y), because~2.29! is
invariant with respect to the symmetry group ofB3. The absolute value of~3.4! relates to the
point-pair invariant5,12 L(x,y) as

uTyxu5A L~x,y!

11L~x,y!
, L~x,y!ª

ux2yu2

~12uxu2!~12uyu2!
. ~3.5!

By substitutingr 5uTyxu into ~3.3!, we find the Green function with pole aty, cf. Refs. 5, 6, and
10,

Ĝ00~v;x,y!52
1

8p

1

AL~11L !
r1

2A11l~L !52
1

4p

e2A11ld

sinhd
, ~3.6!

r6~L !ª112L62AL~L11!, r151/r2 , dª logr1~L !, ~3.7!

with l5m22v2 and ReA11l.0. We have here also introduced the hyperbolic distance fu
tion d(x,y) in B3, and we will frequently make use of the identities,

~1/2!~r11r2!5coshd5112L, ~3.8!

~1/2!~r12r2!5sinhd52AL~L11!, ~3.9!

e2d5r25
12AL/~11L !

11AL/~11L !
. ~3.10!

The Green functionĜ00(v;z,t;z0 ,t0) in the half-space modelH3, cf. ~2.31!, is obtained by the
substitution,

L~x,y!→L~z,t;z0 ,t0!ª
uz2z0u21~ t2t0!2

4tt0
~3.11!

in ~3.6! and ~3.7!. This follows from the isometry12 H3↔B3,

xi5~ uzu21~11t !2!21~2z1,2z2 ,uzu21t221!, ~3.12!

with z5z11 iz2 . The identities ~3.6!–~3.10! also hold in H3, with the distance function
d(z,t;z0 ,t0) defined by the third equation in~3.7!.

Next we compile the spectral representation6,10 of Ĝ00(v;z,t;z0 ,t0),

Ĝ00~v;z,t;z0 ,t0!52E
R23R1

ds~j,s!
P11 is~z,t;j!P12 is~z0 ,t0 ;j!

s2111l

52
1

2p3 E
0

` k~s,d!

s2111l
s2ds, ~3.13!

k~s,d!ªE
R2

P11 is~z,t;j!P12 is~z0 ,t0 ;j!dj5
p

2

sin~s logr1~L !!

sAL~11L !
5p

sin~sd!

s sinh~d!
, ~3.14!

with l(v)5m22v2. The spectral measure,ds(j,s), is defined in~A13! ~with the convergence
factor dropped!. Equation~3.13! readily follows from the completeness relation~A14!, in con-
junction with 2DH3P11 is5(s211)P11 is, cf. ~B12!, and ~2.31!. The integral in~3.14! is calcu-
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lated in ~A7!, andr6(L) is defined in~3.7!. As Ĝ00 depends on the space variables only via
point-pair invariantL or the distance functiond, we will write Ĝ00(v,d); in this way we get
model independent formulas, i.e., independent of the coordinate representationH3,B3, or any
other.

Next we turn to the time dependent Green functions. The retarded Green function is de
by G00

1 , the advanced one byG00
2 , the Feynman propagator byGF00

1 , and the Dyson propagato
by GF00

2 ; they can be defined by certain contour integrations, and we use the conventions, t
not quite the notation, of Ref. 14. The propagators relate toĜ00(v,d) in ~3.6! via ~2.28!,

G~F !00
6 ~t,d!52

1

8p2 E
2`

1`

dve2 ivt
exp~2A11l~F !

6 ~v!d!

sinhd
, ~3.15!

l6~v!ªm22~v262i«v!, lF
6~v!ªm22~v26 i«!. ~3.16!

The«-terms indicate the path of integration for the respective propagators. We find, via~3.13! and
~3.14!,

G~F !00
6 ~t,d!52

1

4p4 E
0

`

I ~F !
6 ~s,t!k~s,d!s2ds,

I ~F !
6 ~s,t!ªE

2`

1`

g~F !
6 ~s,v!exp~2 ivt!dv, ~3.17!

g6~s,v!ª~v0
22v272i«v!21, gF

6~s,v!ª~v0
22v27 i«!21,

with v0(s)ªAs2111m2, andv0.0. A standard integration14 gives

I 6~s,t!57p iv0
21~eiv0t2e2 iv0t!u~6t!, I F

6~s,t!56p iv0
21e7 iv0utu. ~3.18!

Defining

G̃00~t,d!ª2
1

4p4 E
0

`

Ĩ ~s,t,«!k~s,d!s2ds, Ĩ ~s,t,«!ªv0
21e2~ i t1«!v0, ~3.19!

we may write the propagators as linear combinations ofG̃00(6t,d),

G00
6 ~t,d!56p iu~6t!~G̃00~t,d!2G̃00~2t,d!!, GF00

6 ~t,d!56p iG̃00~6utu,d!. ~3.20!

The integral in~3.19! is likewise standard,15 and we find

G̃00~t;L !52
d

4p3

D~t,d!

sinhd
,

~3.21!

D~t,d!ª
Am211K1~Am211Ad22t212i t«!

Ad22t212i t«
.

Next we separate the pole part ofD(t,d), and then perform the limit«→0. We note15

K1~6 ix !52~p/2!~J1~x!7 iN1~x!!, x.0, ~3.22!

K1~z!5z211O~z logz!, J1~z!5z/21O~z3!,

N1~z!52~2/p!z211O~z logz!. ~3.23!
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Hence,

D~t,d!5
1

d22t212i«t
2

1

d22t2 1 d̂K1
p

2
~ d̂N1 i«~t!d̂J!, ~3.24!

d̂Kªu~d22t2!Am211
K1~Am211Ad22t2!

Ad22t2
, ~3.25!

d̂J,Nªu~t22d2!Am211
~J1 ,N1!~Am211At22d2!

At22d2
, ~3.26!

where«(t)ªsign(t) ~not to be confused with the«-regularization!. The distributions~3.21! and
~3.24! are identical. The second term in~3.24! is a principal value, and we arrive, by making u
of the second formula in~A10!, at

D~t,d!52 ipd~d22t2!«~t!1 d̂K1~p/2!~ d̂N1 i«~t!d̂J!. ~3.27!

Piecing together the above formulas, we find the retarded/advanced Green functions a
Feynman/Dyson propagators as

G00
6 ~t,d!52

1

2p

du~6t!

sinhd S d~d22t2!2
1

2
d̂JD , ~3.28!

GF00
6 ~t,d!52

1

4p

d

sinhd S d~d22t2!2
1

2
d̂J6

i

2 S d̂N1
2

p
d̂KD D . ~3.29!

In the limit of vanishing photon mass, the classical propagators read

G00
6 ~t,d;m50!52

1

2p

c2

R2

du~6t!

sinh~d/R!

3S Rd~d22c2t2!2
1

2

u~c2t22d2!

Ac2t22d2
J1~R21Ac2t22d2!D ; ~3.30!

we have here restored the natural units,R is the curvature radius of the 3-space. The limitm
→0 can also be carried out in~3.29!, but the spatial components of the quantum propagators
singular, see after~5.18!.

Remark:In ~2.1!, ~2.26!, and ~2.27!, the restoration of the units requires the substitutionj a

→c21 j a, and, for nonvanishing photon mass,mªmc/\. Moreover,j 05..r is the charge density
of dimensionA\c/R3. The components of the static RW-metric read in natural unitsg0052c2

and gi j 5(R/t)2d i j , or gi j 54(12uxu2/R2)22d i j , uxu,R. Dimensionally, j k;c j0, Ak;cA0

;A\c/R, andG00;c2Gi j ;c2/R2.
In the ball modelB3, the Minkowski space limit of~3.21! is recovered forR→`. To this end,

we restore the units in~3.21!, analogously to~3.30!. For R→`, dsB3
2 ;4dx2, so thatd;2ux

2yu, and the asymptotic limit of the point-pair invariant~3.5! is AL;R21ux2yu. Also, m211
5(mc/\)21R22, see the Remark above. A rescaling of the space coordinates,x→x/2, then gives

G̃00~t,d;R→`!;2
m

4p3

K1~mAux2yu22t212i t«!

Aux2yu22t212i t«
. ~3.31!

Inserting this into~3.28! and ~3.29!, we recover of course the Minkowski results.14
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Remark:The Green functionsG(F)00
6 (t,d) also happen to be the propagators of the minima

coupled Klein–Gordon equation, solving

~h2m2!G~F !00
6 ~t,d~x,y!!5c21dB3~x,y!d~t!, ~3.32!

with the d’Alembertianh52]2/]t21DB3. @The dimension ofG(F)00
6 is here 1/R2, so that we

have to divide the right-hand side of~3.30! by c2.# We may also couple the scalar field to the Ric
scalar, via the wave operatorh2m22jR̂. As the background geometry is static, the Ricci sca
is constant,R̂526, cf. ~5.28!. Obviously,G(F)00

6 (t,d) also applies to this case, with a redefinitio
of the mass parameter, as long asm21jR̂11>0. Conformal coupling is achieved form50 and
j51/6. We will return to the conformally coupled Klein–Gordon equation, when we dis
electromagnetic propagators in an expanding background geometry, at the end of Sec. V.

IV. THE SPATIAL RESOLVENT KERNEL

The transversal and longitudinal components of the spatial resolvent kernel,R̂i jªR̂i j
T 1R̂i j

L , of
the Proca equation are defined by

R̂i j
T ~z,t;z8,t8;l!ªE

R23R1
(

k51,2
ai

Tk~z,t;j,s!aj
Tk~z8,t8;j,s!

dsT~j,s!

s21l
, ~4.1!

R̂i j
L ~z,t;z8,t8;l!ªE

R23R1
ai

L~z,t;j,s!aj
L~z8,t8;j,s!

dsL~j,s!

s2111l
. ~4.2!

The eigenvectorsaT1,2,L are listed in~2.18! and~2.19!. In the spectral measuresdsT,L, cf. ~B13!,
the «-regularizator can be dropped, as the integrals~4.1! and~4.2! are already convergent, unlik
those in the completeness relation~B14!. ~As in Sec. III, we write the resolvent kernel with a roo
to distinguish it from its Fourier transform, when studying time-dependent Green functions o
4-manifold in Sec. V.! If we put l5m22v2, thenR̂i j formally satisfies Eq.~2.32!, which is an
immediate consequence of the completeness relation~B.14!. The vectorial space component of th
~time independent! Green function of the Proca equation is thus

Ĝi j ~v;z,t;z0 ,t0!5R̂i j ~z,t;z0 ,t0 ;l5m22v2!. ~4.3!

The time dependent Green function on the 4-manifold is then obtained by means of the F
transform~2.28!, studied in Sec. V. The purpose of this section is to find an explicit formula for
kernel ~4.3!. A complex spectral parameterl is needed to define the integration paths in~2.28!,
which in turn define the propagators, cf.~3.17!. In the following we assume ReAl.0, as well as
ReAl11.0.

At first we calculate the kernels~4.1! and~4.2! for z5z850, and then restore these variabl
by a symmetry argument. To this end we need the matrix elements

Ci j
Tk~ t,t8;s!ªE

R2
ai

Tk~0,t;j,s!aj
Tk~0,t8;j,s!dj, Ci j

T
ªCi j

T11Ci j
T2, Ci j

L
ªE

R2
ai

Laj
Ldj, ~4.4!

calculated in Appendix C. The nonvanishing matrix elements of the kernels~at z5z850! read, for
b5t8/t.1,
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R̂11
T ~0,t;0,t8;l!5E

0

`

C11
T ~ t,t8;s!

s211

s21l

ds

2p3 5
b

2p~b221!3l

1

tt8
~4b2~b2Al21!

1~b421!Alb2Al1~b221!2lb2Al!, ~4.5!

R̂11
L 5E

0

`

C11
L ~s!

s2

s2111l

ds

2p3 5
b2

p~b221!3l

1

tt8

3~2b2~b211!b2A11l2~b221!A11lb2A11l!, ~4.6!

R̂11ªR̂11
T 1R̂11

L 5
b

2p~b221!3l

1

tt8
~4b22Al1~b421!Alb2Al1~b221!2lb2Al

22b~b211!b2A11l22b~b221!A11lb2A11l!, ~4.7!

R̂22
~T,L !5R̂11

~T,L ! , ~4.8!

R̂33
T
ªE

0

`

C33
T ~s!

s211

s21l

ds

2p3 5
2b2

p~b221!3l

1

tt8

3~~b211!~12b2Al!2~b221!Alb2Al!, ~4.9!

R̂33
L
ªE

0

`

C33
L ~s!

s2

s2111l

ds

2p3 5
b

2p~b221!3l

1

tt8
~24b~b211!1~b221!2lb2A11l

12~b421!A11lb2A11l12~b211!2b2A11l!, ~4.10!

R̂33ªR̂33
T 1R̂33

L 5
b

2p~b221!3l

1

tt8
~24~b211!b12Al24~b221!Alb12Al

1~b221!2lb2A11l12~b421!A11lb2A11l12~b211!2b2A11l!. ~4.11!

Replacing on the right-hand side of Eqs.~4.5!–~4.11! b by 1/b, we obtain the kernels forb
5t8/t,1. If we put t851, andt5122r , and calculate the leading order ofR̂11 and R̂33 for r

→0, we findR̂11;R̂33;1/(8pr ), andR̂11
L ;1/(16pr ).

Next we will restore thez andz8-variables, assumed zero in~4.5!–~4.11!. This can be done by

symmetry, of course. The goal is to find the Green functionĜi j
B3

(v;x,x8) with pole atx8 in the
Poincare´ ball B3, cf. ~2.30!. @We will frequently switch between the ball (B3) and half-space (H3)

models of hyperbolic geometry, cf. Sec. II, and we will indicate that by a superscript.# Ĝi j
B3

transforms as a bivector,Ĝi j
B3

(v;x,x8)dxidx8 j ; we mapB3 onto H3 via the isometry~3.12!, and
use the same transformation for the primed coordinatesx8 i and (z8,t8), so thatx850 is mapped
onto ~z850, t851!. In the B3-model, the Green function with pole at the origin is spherica

symmetric,Ĝi j
B3

(v;x,0)5 f (v;uxu)d i j 1g(v;uxu)xixj . We mapĜi j
B3

(v;x,x8)dxidx8 j into H3, and
then consider the special coordinate valuesx850, x1,250, x35(t21)(t11)21, z5z850, t8
51, with arbitraryt.0. @From now on we also putt851 in the components~4.5!–~4.11! of the
resolvent kernelR̂i j , in particularb51/t.# At these special coordinate values, the result of t
transformation isR̂11dz1dz181R̂22dz2dz281R̂33dtdt8. @If t.1, we have to replaceb by 1/b in
~4.5!–~4.11!, as mentioned above.# Moreover,

dxidx8 i5~11t !22~dzkdzk81dtdt8!, xixjdxidx8 j5
~ t21!2

~ t11!4 dtdt8. ~4.12!
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~We do not distinguish betweenxi and xi ; the i and j-summations are from 1 to 3, th
k-summation is from 1 to 2. Also note, thatxj in the second formula is not primed.! Accordingly,
we may identify

f ~v;uxu!5~11t !2R̂11, g~v;uxu!5
~11t !4

~12t !2 ~R̂332R̂11!, ~4.13!

where t5(12uxu)(11uxu)21 if t,1, and t5(12uxu)21(11uxu) if t.1. In this way we have

determined the Green functionĜi j
B3

(v;x,0) in B3, with pole at the origin.
Remarks:We have putt851 in R̂i j for the t-dependence oftR̂i j to be solely viab51/t.

Equations~4.5!–~4.11! only hold for b.1, so that we have to chooset5(12uxu)(11uxu)21, if
we use~4.7! and ~4.11! in ~4.13!. As consistency check, the same result is obtained forf (v;uxu)
andg(v;uxu), if we insert into~4.13! R̂i j calculated forb,1 as indicated after~4.11!. Then we
have to identifyt5(12uxu)21(11uxu). As pointed out in~4.3!, the spectral variable inR̂i j relates
to the frequency asl5m22v2.

Next we calculate, by a further symmetry argument, the Green functionĜi j
B3

(v;x,y) in B3

with pole at an arbitrary pointy. We write for the momentx̂ instead ofx, so thatĜi j
B3

(v; x̂,0)
5 f (v;ux̂u)d i j 1g(v;ux̂u) x̂i x̂ j , which is to be regarded as a vector field depending on a dum
index j, solving the vector Eq.~2.30!. Whenever we apply a Mo¨bius transformation~i.e., a sym-
metry transformation of hyperbolic space! to this vector field, it will still solve the invariant Eq
~2.30!. We consider the Mo¨bius transformation~3.4!, x̂5Tyx. The components of this transforma
tion can be written in terms of the point-pair invariantL(x,y), cf. ~3.5!,

x̂ j

12uyu2
52

1

2

1

11L

]L~x,y!

]yj
, ~4.14!

and the Jacobian,x̂ j ,iª] x̂ j /]xi , reads as

x̂ j ,i

12uyu2 5
1

2

1

~11L !2 S ]L

]xi

]L

]yj
2~11L !

]2L

]xi]yj
D . ~4.15!

By means of the identities,

ux̂u25
L

11L
5

ux2yu2

122x•y1uxu2uyu2
, ~4.16!

1

11L

]L

]yi

]L

]yi
5

4

~12uyu2!2 L, ~4.17!

we readily find

x̂kx̂k,i x̂ j

12uyu2
52

1

4

1

~11L !3

]L

]xi

]L

]yj
. ~4.18!

@Summation overi in ~4.17! and k in ~4.18! is implied.# Applying the transformationx̂5Tyx to

Ĝi j
B3

(v; x̂,0)dx̂i , we find

Ĝi j
B3

~v; x̂,0!dx̂i5~12uyu2!Ĝi j
B3

~v;x,y!dxi , ~4.19!

Ĝi j
B3

~v;x,y!ª f ~v;ux̂u!
x̂ j ,i

12uyu2
1g~v;ux̂u!

x̂kx̂k,i x̂ j

12uyu2 , ~4.20!

and more explicitly, by inserting~4.16!, ~4.15!, and~4.18!,
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Ĝi j
B3

~v;x,y!5r2R̂11S ~112L !

L~L11!
L ,iL , j22L ,i , j D2r2R̂33

1

L~L11!
L ,iL , j , ~4.21!

with r25112L22AL(L11) as defined in~3.7!. The indexi denotes differentiation with respec
to xi , the indexj means differentiation with respect toyj , andR̂11 andR̂33 are defined in~4.7! and

~4.11!, with t851 andt51/b5r25Ar2 /r1. Note thatĜi j
B3

(v;x,y) solely depends on the point
pair invariantL(x,y) and the spectral parameterl5m22v2 ~via R̂11 and R̂33!. In the definition
~4.20!, we have also used a normalization factor (12uyu2)21, to achieve the symmetry

Ĝi j
B3

(v;x,y)5Ĝji
B3

(v;y,x). By construction,Ĝi j
B3

(v;x,y) satisfies the vector Eq.~2.30!, with the

vector indexi corresponding to the argumentx. Ĝi j
B3

(v;x,y)dxidyj transforms as a bivector unde
arbitrary coordinate transformationsx5h(x8), y5h(y8), andL(x,y) is of course a biscalar. So i

is clear how to mapĜi j
B3

(v;x,y) into theH3-model; we just have to replace in~4.21! L(x,y) by the
H3-point-pair invariant~3.11!. @The biscalarsL(x,y) and L(z,t;z8,t8) relate via the isometry
~3.12!.#

We also have to check thatĜi j
B3

(v;x,y) has the right pole. We find in theB3-model, from
~4.21! and the discussion following~4.11!,

Ĝi j
B3

~v;x,y!;
1

2p

1

12uyu2

1

ux2yu
d i j , ~4.22!

which solves

2
1

4
~12uxu2!2DE3Ĝi j

B3
5g i j

1

Ag
d~x2y!, ~4.23!

whereg i j 54(12uxu2)22d i j is the B3-metric andg is its determinant. In fact, Eq.~2.30! boils
down to ~4.23! in leading asymptotic order.

We rewriteĜi j
B3

(v;x,y) in terms of the hyperbolic distance functiond(x,y), cf. ~3.8!–~3.10!.
As in ~4.21!, the indicesi and j denote differentiation with respect to the first and second ar
ment, respectively. By differentiating Eq.~3.8!, we readily find

d,id, j sinh2 d54L ,iL , j , d,id, j coshd1d,i , j sinhd52L ,i , j . ~4.24!

We may now write, instead of~4.21!,

Ĝi j ~v;x,y!52e2d~R̂11sinhdd,i , j1R̂33d,id, j !, ~4.25!

and in ~4.7! and ~4.11! we put t851 andt51/b5e2d, so that

R̂115
ed

4pl sinh3 d
~e2Ald~11l sinh2 d1Al sinhd coshd!2e2A11ld~coshd1A11l sinhd!!.

~4.26!

R̂335
2ed

2pl sinh3 d
~e2Ald~coshd1Al sinhd!2e2A11ld~cosh2 d1~l/2!sinh2 d

1A11l sinhd coshd!!, ~4.27!

with ReAl.0, and ReAl11.0. The Green functionĜi j (v;x,y), explicitly defined by~4.25!–
~4.27! depends on the space arguments only via the hyperbolic distance functiond(x,y). We have
dropped theB3-superscript, as Eqs.~4.25!–~4.27! are valid in every model of hyperbolic geom
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etry, e.g., in the half-space modelH3, whered(x,y) is to be replaced by theH3-distance function
d(z,t;z0 ,t0), defined by~3.10! and~3.11!. As special case, we note the Green function~4.25! with
pole aty50 in theB3-model,

Ĝi j
B3

~v;uxz,0!5
4R̂11

~11r !2 d i j 1
4~R̂332R̂11!

~11r !2

xixj

r 2 , ~4.28!

whereR̂11 and R̂33 are defined by~4.26! and ~4.27! and the substitutions

sinhd5
2r

12r 2 , coshd5
11r 2

12r 2 , ed5
11r

12r
, ~4.29!

cf. ~3.5! and ~3.8!–~3.10!.
Finally we give a direct proof of the completeness relation~B14!, which is a good consistenc

check for the rather lengthy calculations in this section and Appendix C. We start with~4.25!, but
use for R̂11 and R̂33 the integral representations in~4.1! and ~4.2!, with the (s21l)21 and (s2

111l)21 factors dropped. Instead, we include into these integrals the convergence factoe2«s

that appears in the spectral measures~B13!. In short, by replacing in~4.25! R̂i j by

Ŝi jª
1

2p3 E
0

`

dse2«s~~s211!Ci j
T ~s!1s2Ci j

L ~s!!, ~4.30!

cf. ~4.4! and ~C.8!, we may write the completeness relation~B14! as

2e2d~Ŝ11sinhd d,i , j1Ŝ33d,id, j !5g i j g
21/2d~x2y!. ~4.31!

It is here understood, that the substitutionst851 andt51/b5e2d, as indicated after~4.25!, are
carried out in theCi j

T,L-coefficients. It is not difficult to verify~4.31!. The variouss-integrations in
Ŝ11 and Ŝ33 are all standard in the limit«→0. @We put «50 whenever the integrals over th
individual trigonometric functions in theCi j

T,L-coefficients converge without regularization, c
~C8!.# We find, withd;2AL for x→y,

Ŝ1154p
b2 logb

b221

«

~«21 log2 b!2 5
1

p2

«

~«214L !2 , ~4.32!

which is an«-representation of thed-function, g21/2d(x2y), in hyperbolic space, cf.~A16!.
Moreover, atx5y,

L ,i , j5
22

~12uyu2!2 d i j 1O~xixj !, L ,iL , j5O~xixj !, ~4.33!

and it is easy to check, that theO(xixj )-terms entering in~4.31! via ~4.24! do not give a contri-
bution for «→0, which proves~4.31! and hence the completeness relation~B14!.

V. TIME DEPENDENT GREEN FUNCTIONS

In this section we focus on the Fourier integral~2.28! for the spatial component of the Gree
function, calculated in~4.25!–~4.27!. The time component of the Green function has already b
Fourier transformed in Sec. III, cf.~3.15!–~3.30!, and a similar procedure is applied in this secti
to the spatial Fourier component~4.25!. The integration paths in~2.28! are specified by substitut
ing for l in ~4.25! one of the four«-regularizationsl (F)

6 (v) defined in ~3.16!. l6 refers to
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retarded~1! and advanced Green functions, andlF
6 to Feynman~1! and Dyson propagators. Als

note that we assumed in the derivation of~4.25! ReAl.0, and ReAl11.0. We write the matrix
elements~4.26! and ~4.27! as

R̂11~l,d!5
ed

4p sinh3 d S 2E
0

d e2Alx

Al
dx1

e2Ald

Al
sinhd coshd1e2Ald sinh2 d

1E
0

d

e2A11lx sinhxdxD , ~5.1!

R̂33~l,d!5
ed

2p sinh3 d S coshdE
0

d e2Alx

Al
dx2

e2Ald

Al
sinhd2coshdE

0

d

e2A11lx sinhxdx

1
1

2
e2A11ld sinh2 dD , ~5.2!

and substitute

e2Ald

Al
5

2

p E
0

` cos~sd!

s21l
ds, e2Ald5

2

p E
0

` s sin~sd!

s21l
ds, ~5.3!

and the same withl→l11, andd→x. ~We do not interchange thes and d-integrations here.!
Next we define,

R~F !i j
6 ~t,d!ª

1

2p E
2`

`

dve2 ivtR̂i j ~l~F !
6 ~v!,d!, ~5.4!

so that retarded and advanced Green functions and Feynman and Dyson propagators read
ing to ~4.25!,

G~F !i j
6 ~t;x,y!ª2e2d~R~F !11

6 ~t,d!sinhd d,i , j1R~F !33
6 ~t,d!d,id, j !. ~5.5!

This complements the time componentG(F)00
6 (t,d) in ~3.15!. To evaluate~5.4!, we interchanges

andv-integrations. Thev-integration can be carried out as in~3.17! and~3.18!, and we arrive at

R~F !11
6 ~t,d!5

ed

4p sinh3 d S 2E
0

d

S0~F !
6 ~t,x;m!dx1S0~F !

6 ~t,d;m!sinhd coshd

1S1~F !
6 ~t,d;m!sinh2 d1E

0

d

S1~F !
6 ~t,x;A11m2!sinhxdxD , ~5.6!

R~F !33
6 ~t,d!5

ed

2p sinh3 d S coshdE
0

d

S0~F !
6 ~t,x;m!dx2S0~F !

6 ~t,d;m!sinhd

2coshdE
0

d

S1~F !
6 ~t,x;A11m2!sinhxdx1

1

2
S1~F !

6 ~t,d;A11m2!sinh2 dD .

~5.7!

Here,Si (F)
6 (t,d;m) andSi (F)

6 (t,d;A11m2) are defined by

S0~F !
6 ~t,d;m!ª

1

p2 E
0

`

cos~sd!I ~F !
6 ~v0 ,t!ds,
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S1~F !
6 ~t,d;m!ª

1

p2 E
0

`

s sin~sd!I ~F !
6 ~v0 ,t!ds, ~5.8!

I 6~v0 ,t!ª7p iv0
21~eiv0t2e2 iv0t!u~6t!, I F

6~v0 ,t!ª6p iv0
21e7 iv0utu,

with v0ªAs21m2, and Rev0.0. Sometimes we will writev0
T for v0 , the frequency of the

transversal modes; the longitudinal frequency relates to the spectral parameter vv0
L

ªAs2111m2, Rev0
L.0. Evidently,Si (F)

6 (t,d;A11m2) is obtained by replacing in~5.8! v0 by
v0

L . The terms in~5.6! and ~5.7! depending onSi (F)
6 (t,d;m) stem from the transversal modes

the spectral resolution, cf. the derivation of~4.26! and ~4.27!, whereas the terms containin
Si (F)

6 (t,d;A11m2) are generated by the longitudinal modes. Clearly,S152]S0 /]d. The coeffi-
cients ~5.8! are calculated via an integral representation of modified Bessel functions,15 quite
analogously to the scalar case~3.19! and ~3.20!,

Si
6~t,d;m!56p i ~S̃i~t,d;m!2S̃i~2t,d;m!!u~6t!, ~5.9!

SiF
6 ~t,d;m!56p iS̃i~6utu,d;m!, ~5.10!

where we have defined

S̃0~t,d;m!ª
1

p2 E
0

`

cos~sd! Ĩ ~v0 ,t!ds5
1

p2 K0~mAd21~ i t1«!2!, ~5.11!

S̃1~t,d;m!ª
1

p2 E
0

`

s sin~sd! Ĩ ~v0 ,t!ds5
md

p2

K1~mAd21~ i t1«!2!

Ad21~ i t1«!2
, ~5.12!

with Ĩ (v0 ,t)ªv0
21e2( i t1«)v0, and the same withm→A11m2. Performing the limit«→0, cf.

~3.21!–~3.27!, we find

S̃0~t,d;m!5
1

p2 u~d22t2!K0~mAd22t2!2
1

2p
u~t22d2!

3~N0~mAt22d2!1 i«~t!J0~mAt22d2!!, ~5.13!

S̃1~t,d;m!52
i

p
d«~t!d~d22t2!1

md

p2

u~d22t2!

Ad22t2
K1~mAd22t2!

1
md

2p

u~t22d2!

At22d2
~N1~mAt22d2!1 i«~t!J1~mAt22d2!!, ~5.14!

and theS̃i(t,d;A11m2) are obtained by the substitutionm→A11m2, of course;«~t! is the sign
function. In the calculation of~5.13! and ~5.14!, we used the second and third formula in~A10!,
as well as~3.22! and ~3.23!, and15

K0~6 ix !52~p/2!~N0~x!6 iJ0~x!!, x.0, ~5.15!

K0~z!52g2 log~z/2!1O~z2 logz!, J0~z!511O~z2!,
~5.16!

N0~z!5~2/p!~g1 log~z/2!!1O~z2 logz!.

The integrals in~5.6! and~5.7! are calculated via~5.9! and~5.10!, by making use of~5.13! and
~5.14!,
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E
0

d

S̃0~t,x;m!dx5
1

p2 u~d22t2!E
0

Ad22t2 K0~my!ydy

At21y2
2

1

2p S u~t22d2!E
At22d2

utu

1u~d22t2!E
0

utu D ~N0~my!1 i«~t!J0~my!!
ydy

At22y2
, ~5.17!

E
0

d

S̃1~t,x;A11m2!sinhxdx52
i

2p
u~d22t2!«~t!sinhutu1

Am211

p2 u~d22t2!

3E
0

Ad22t2

K1~Am211y!sinhAt21y2dy1
Am211

2p

3S u~t22d2!E
At22d2

utu
1u~d22t2!E

0

utu D ~N1~Am211y!

1 i«~t!J1~Am211y!!sinhAt22y2dy. ~5.18!

In theu(d22t2)-terms, there are singularities inK1 andN1 for y→0, cf. ~3.23!, which, however,
cancel each other. As a consistency check, we note*0

dS̃1
T(t,x)dx5S̃0

T(t,0)2S̃0
T(t,d), which can

readily be verified by (J08 ,N08 ,K08)(z)52(J1 ,N1 ,K1)(z). The integrals in~5.17! and~5.18! are of
indefinite type and cannot be further evaluated in closed form, but this representation is
ciently explicit to reveal the singularity and asymptotic structure and in particular the supp
the propagators. The most surprising feature is perhaps, that the Feynman and Dyson prop
defined by~5.10! have an infrared singularity form→0. Hence, for the electromagnetic field, the
propagators are ill-defined by the standard contour integration, unless one uses some
infrared regularization such as a finite photon mass. This is an effect of the space curvature
approximates in~5.6! and ~5.7!, in the limit of large curvature radius, coshd;1, and sinhd;d,
then the logm singularities stemming fromN0 andK0 cancel each other.~Throughout the calcu-
lations, we have put the curvature radius of the 3-space equal to one, but it can readily be r
by dimensional considerations, see below.! In retarded and advanced Green functions, cf.~5.9!, the
logm-singularities cancel without performing this curvature limit. It would be interesting to
vestigate whether the infrared divergence of the quantum propagators can affect the em
probability of soft photons.16 If so, one could possibly draw inferences on the curvature sign

Making use of~5.13!, ~5.14!, ~5.17!, and~5.18!, we readily find

S0
6~t,d;m!5u~6t!u~t22d2!J0~mAt22d2!,

~5.19!

S1
6~t,d;m!52du~6t!d~d22t2!2mdu~6t!

u~t22d2!

At22d2
J1~mAt22d2!,

E
0

d

S0
6~t,x;m!dx5u~6t!S u~t22d2!E

At22d2

utu
1u~d22t2!E

0

utu D J0~my!
ydy

At22y2
,

~5.20!

E
0

d

S1
6~t,x;A11m2!sinhxdx

5u~6t!u~d22t2!sinhutu2Am211u~6t!

3S u~t22d2!E
At22d2

utu
1u~d22t2!E

0

utu D J1~Am211y!sinhAt22y2dy,
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and theSi
6(t,d;A11m2) are obtained by the substitutionm→A11m2. The retarded and ad

vanced Green functionsGi j
6(t;x,y) of a massive vector field are thus given by~5.5!–~5.7!, with

~5.19! and ~5.20! inserted. The analogous coefficients for the Feynman propagator read as

S0F
1 ~t,d;m!5

i

p
u~d22t2!K0~mAd22t2!1

1

2
u~t22d2!~J0~mAt22d2!2 iN0~mAt22d2!!,

S1F
1 ~t,d;m!5dd~d22t2!1

imd

p

u~d22t2!

Ad22t2
K1~mAd22t2!

~5.21!

2
md

2

u~t22d2!

At22d2
~J1~mAt22d2!2 iN1~mAt22d2!!,

E
0

d

S0F
1 ~t,x;m!dx5

i

p
u~d22t2!E

0

Ad22t2 K0~my!ydy

At21y2
1

1

2 S u~t22d2!E
At22d2

utu
1u~d22t2!

3E
0

utu D ~J0~my!2 iN0~my!!
ydy

At22y2
,

~5.22!

E
0

d

S1F
1 ~t,x;A11m2!sinhxdx5

1

2
u~d22t2!sinhutu1

i

p
Am211u~d22t2!

3E
0

Ad22t2

K1~Am211y!sinhAt21y2dy2
1

2
Am211

3S u~t22d2!E
At22d2

utu
1u~d22t2!E

0

utu D ~J1~Am211y!

2 iN1~Am211y!!sinhAt22y2dy.

The coefficients for the Dyson propagator are obtained by complex conjugation,SiF
2 (t,d;m)

5SiF
1 (t,d;m).
In the retarded and advanced propagators, the limitm→0 can be performed, and we find

Gi j
6~t;x,y;m50!52e2d/R~R11

6 ~t,d;m50!sinh~d/R!Rd,i , j

1R33
6 ~t,d;m50!d,id, j !, ~5.23!

with the matrix elements, cf.~5.19! and ~5.20!,

R11
6 ~t,d;m50!5

ed/Ru~6t!

4pR2 sinh3~d/R! F2dRsinh2S d

RD d~d22c2t2!1u~c2t22d2!

3S 2
d

R
1sinh

d

R
cosh

d

R
2

1

R E
Ac2t22d2

cutu
J1~y/R!sinh~R21Ac2t22y2!dyD

1u~d22c2t2!S 2
cutu
R

1sinh
cutu
R

2
1

R E
0

cutu
J1~y/R!sinh~R21Ac2t22y2!dyD G , ~5.24!
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R33
6 ~t,d;m50!5

ed/Ru~6t!

2pR2 sinh3~d/R! FdRsinh2S d

RD d~d22c2t2!1u~c2t22d2!

3S d

R
cosh

d

R
2sinh

d

R
2

d

2
sinh2S d

RD J1~R21Ac2t22d2!

Ac2t22d2

1coshS d

RD 1

R E
Ac2t22d2

cutu
J1~y/R!sinh~R21Ac2t22y2!dyD 1u~d22c2t2!

3cosh
d

R S cutu
R

2sinh
cutu
R

1
1

R E
0

cutu
J1~y/R!sinh~R21Ac2t22y2!dyD G .

~5.25!

We have here restored the natural units, the curvature radiusR of the 3-space, andc. @The
exponentials drop out, of course, we just have them included to be consistent with the pr
notation, and they are also convenient when considering thed→` asymptotics, see after~6.14!.#
In theB3-model, we recover forR→` the Green functions in Minkowski space, cf. the discuss
preceding~3.31!. In fact, dd,i , j1d,id, j;24d i j , so that~5.23! boils down to

Gi j
6~t;x,y;m50, R→`!;

1

2p
4d i j u~6t!d~4ux2yu22c2t2!, ~5.26!

supported only at the light cone. By a rescaling of the space coordinates, one can get rid of t
factors of 4. One can sometimes switch from negative to positive curvature just by an
continuation in the curvature radius, and it would be interesting to check in how far this pe
here.

Up to now we considered a static RW cosmology@expansion factora(t)51#; the retarded and
advanced electromagnetic Green functions as defined by~3.30! and ~5.23! remain valid, with
minor modifications, in a general RW cosmology,ds252dt21a2(t)ds2. In the spectral elemen
tary waves~2.15! and~2.16!, we have to substitutet→*t0

t a21(t)dt into the exponentials, so tha

the frequencies of the transversal and longitudinal waves scale asusua21(t) andAs211a21(t),
respectively. In addition, the longitudinal time componentA0

L in ~2.16! has to be rescaled by
factora21(t). In the Green functions~3.30! and~5.23!, we have to perform the same substitutio
for the time variable, and then to scaleG00

6 by a factor (a(t)a(t0))21. These modifications only
apply to the massless case,m50, as a consequence of the conformal coupling of the electrom
netic field. If the rest mass is finite, a time separation of~2.4!–~2.6! is still possible, so that the
time independent part of the spectral problem, in particular the resolvent kernel calculated in
III and IV, also applies to a RW cosmology with arbitrary expansion factor without modificati
However, the time dependence of the eigenfunctions is then not any more exponential as in~2.15!
and ~2.16!, and has to be calculated from scratch, and the integral transform~2.28! relating the
time dependent Green functions to the resolvent kernel must be modified accordingly. In a
universe with linear expansion factor,a(t)5(c/R)t, it should be possible to obtain quite explic
formulas for the massive propagators.17

Remark: The time componentG00(F)
6 (m2521), if scaled in the indicated way with th

expansion factor, also defines the propagators of the conformally coupled Klein–Gordon eq
as discussed at the end of Sec. III. The limitm2→21 can easily be carried out in~3.25! and
~3.26!. By a standard scaling argument2 applied to~3.32!, we find

~h2R̂/6!G00~F !
6 ~t,d;m2521!5a23~t!dB3~x,y!d~t!, ~5.27!

whereh is the d’Alembertian of the RW-line element, and
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R̂ª6S 21

a2 1
ä

a
1

ȧ2

a2D ~5.28!

is the Ricci scalar. The spectral elementary waves, solving (h2R̂/6)c50, read

c5a21~t!expS 6 isE a21~t!dt D P11 is, ~5.29!

with the Poisson kernelP as defined in~2.17!.

VI. GREEN FUNCTIONS IN RW COSMOLOGIES WITH MULTIPLY CONNECTED
HYPERBOLIC 3-SPACE

We start with the time independent Green functionsĜ00(v;x,y), cf. ~3.6! andĜi j (v;x,y), cf.
~4.25!. For l, we substitutel (F)

6 (v) as in ~3.16! and write accordingly, in theB3-model,
Ĝ(F)00

6 (v;x,y) and Ĝ(F) i j
6 (v;x,y), as at the beginning of Sec. V. We will switch between theB3

and H3-models whenever convenient; in theH3-model, we writeĜ(F)ab
6 (v;z,t;z0 ,t0). Green

functions on multiply connected hyperbolic manifolds can formally be obtained by periodizinB3

or H3-Green functions with the covering groupG,

Ĝ~F !00
G6 ~v;x,y!ª (

gPG
Ĝ~F !00

6 ~v;gx,y!, ~6.1!

Ĝ~F !i j
G6 ~v;x,y!ª (

gPG
Ĝ~F !k j

6 ~v;gx,y!@g8x#ki ; ~6.2!

the scalar case~6.1! is well documented.6,9,10,18The Jacobian@g8x# in ~6.2! is readily calculated
by making use of the representation5 g(x)5kTg21(0)x, with a constant matrixkPSO~3!; the
Jacobian ofTyx is given in ~4.15!.

The hard part is of course to show that the series~6.1! and~6.2! converge, see after~6.11!. We
restrict this investigation to hyperbolic manifolds that admit a finitely sided fundamental po
dron without parabolic cusp singularities. The covering groupG is a Kleinian group,19–24a discrete
subgroup of SL~2,C)/$6 id% acting via 3D Möbius transformations inB3 or H3. G is finitely
generated, and does not contain parabolic~or elliptic! elements. As for the Hausdorff dimensiond
of the limit set ofG, the manifold is open if 0<d,2, so that the fundamental polyhedron has fa
on the boundary ofH3; it is compact ifd52, in this case the fundamental polyhedron does
touch the boundary. The domain defined by the polyhedral faces on the boundary is denotef;
it is a fundamental domain ofG acting via Möbius ~i.e., linear fractional! transformations in the
complex plane. Examples for open hyperbolic manifolds are solid handle-bodies with Sch
covering groups;19 the limit sets of these groups are Cantor sets with 0,d,1. Another class of
open hyperbolic manifolds are thickened Riemann surfaces, hollow handle bodies, with~quasi-!
Fuchsian20 covering groups, whose limit sets are closed Jordan curves with Hausdorff dimen
1<d,2. As mentioned, the faces of the fundamental polyhedron corresponding to the surfa
these 3D handle bodies lie on the boundary at infinity of hyperbolic space, i.e., in the com
plane, if we use theH3-model, and so these manifolds are open. In the following only manifo
with 0<d,1 are considered, to assure the convergence of the series~6.1! and ~6.2!.

The periodization in~6.1! and ~6.2! may as well be with respect toy, becauseĜ(F)00
6 and

Ĝ(F) i j
6 are scalar and vectorial point-pair invariants, respectively,

Ĝ~F !00
6 ~v;gx,gy!5Ĝ~F !00

6 ~v;x,y!, ~6.3!
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Ĝ~F !i j
6 ~v;gx,gy!@g8x# im@g8y# jn5Ĝ~F !mn

6 ~v;x,y!,

~6.4!
Ĝ~F !kn

6 ~v;gx,y!@g8x#km5Ĝ~F !mk
6 ~v;x,g21y!@g218y#kn .

These symmetries hold for every Mo¨bius transformation inB3, unrelated to the covering groupG,
becauseĜ(F)00

6 andĜ(F) i j
6 are functions of the scalar point-pair invariantL(x,y), and the vectorial

invariants]L/]xi]L/]yj and]2L/]xi]yj . The periodization~6.1! and~6.2! may be replaced by a
G-periodization with respect toy ~andj!. To see this, we replace in~6.3! and~6.4! x by g21x, and
because the summation in~6.1! and~6.2! is over the whole group, we may replace thereg by g21.
By a similar reasoning,~6.3! and ~6.4! still holds for the periodized functions~6.1! and ~6.2!,
providedgPG.

The spectral representation ofĜ(F)ab
G6 is readily derived in the half-space modelH3. Starting

with the scalar time component, we define the Eisenstein series6,9,10

E~z,t;j,11 is!ª (
gPG

P11 is~g~z,t !;j!5 (
gPG

ug8ju11 isP11 is~z,t;gj!, ~6.5!

where we used the symmetry~2.24!, which also implies

E~g~z,t !;j,11 is!5E~z,t;j,11 is!, ug8ju11 isE~z,t;gj,11 is!5E~z,t;j,11 is!, ~6.6!

for gPG. In the first equation in~2.16!, we substitute the series~6.5! for P11 is, which amounts
to periodizing theH3-eigenfunctions with respect to the hyperbolic lattice. The series~6.5! con-
verges for the indicated covering groups~with d,1!, see after~6.11!. It is easy to see, that th
orthogonality and completeness relations~A12! and ~A14! remain valid forE(z,t;j,16 is) with
some obvious modifications; apart from replacingP16 is by E(z,t;j,16 is), the domain of inte-
gration (H3) in ~A12! has to be restricted to a fundamental polyhedronF of the covering group,
and in~A14! the domain of integration (R23R1) is restricted tof 3R1, wheref is a fundamental
domain ofG in the complex plane.@The formal procedures to show this, and to derive~6.7! and
~6.10! below, are quite similar to those indicated in~6.24! and ~6.25!.# It should be stressed, tha
these statements are only safe for the specified covering groups. For example, the serie~6.5!
diverges for covering groups as defined after~6.2! with d>1, and analytic continuation is neede
to define it for reals. This is not only a technicality, because bound states emerge in addition t
continuous spectrum,6 and the set~6.5! is not complete.

If d,1, the completeness relation~A14! holds with the indicated modifications, and we m
write, analogously to~3.13!,

Ĝ~F !00
G6 ~v;z,t;z0 ,t0!52E

f 3R1
ds~j,s!

E~z,t;j,11 is!E~z0 ,t0 ;j,12 is!

s2111l~F !
6 ~v!

, ~6.7!

with the spectral measure defined in~A13!. The formal identity of~6.7! with ~6.1! can be easily
shown by means of the completeness relation and the spectral representation~3.13! in the covering
space, along the lines of~6.24! and ~6.25!.

The spatial component of the resolvent kernel admits a similar representation. The ve
analog to~6.5! reads as13

aj
GTL~z,t;j,s!ª (

gPG
ai

TL~g~z,t !;j,s!@g8~z,t !# i j 5 (
gPG

ug8ju isg8jaj
TL~z,t;gj,s!,

aj
GTR~z,t;j,s!ª (

gPG
ug8ju isg8jaj

TR~z,t;gj,s!, ~6.8!

aj
GL~z,t;j,s!ª (

gPG
ug8ju11 isaj

L~z,t;gj,s!,
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with the invariance property, cf.~6.6!,

ai
GTL~g~z,t !;j,s!@g8~z,t !# i j 5aj

GTL~z,t;j,s!5ug8ju isg8jaj
GTL~z,t;gj,s!, ~6.9!

and analogous relations hold for the right circular and longitudinal polarizations. These Eise
series are obtained by periodizing the circularly polarized transversal vectorsaj

TL,R as defined in
~2.22!, and the longitudinal vectoraj

L in ~2.20!. The symmetries~2.23! have been invoked in~6.8!
and ~6.9!. Again, for the indicated covering groups~with d,1!, these series converge for reals,
see the discussion following~6.11!. The spatial components of the eigenfunctions in~2.15! and
~2.16! get periodized~and circularly polarized! by replacing thereaj

Tk ,L by ~6.8!, and then they
solve again theG-invariant Eq.~2.6!. The vectors in~6.8! are orthogonal, cf.~B4!–~B6!, and the
completeness relation~B14! stays valid with the substitutionsaTk ,L→aGTL,R ,L and the above-
mentioned restriction of the domain of integration to a fundamental domain. Accordingly
spectral resolution of the matrix elements~4.1! and ~4.2! reads

R̂i j
GT~z,t;z0 ,t0 ;l!ªE

f 3R1
(

k5L,R
ai

GTk~z,t;j,s!aj
GTk~z0 ,t0 ;j,s!

dsT~j,s!

s21l
,

~6.10!

R̂i j
GL~z,t;z0 ,t0 ;l!ªE

f 3R1
ai

GL~z,t;j,s!aj
GL~z0 ,t0 ;j,s!

dsL~j,s!

s2111l
,

and the spectral representation of the periodized spatial Green function is thus found as

Ĝ~F !i j
G6 ~v;z,t;z0 ,t0!5R̂i j

GT~z,t;z0 ,t0 ;l~F !
6 ~v!!1R̂i j

GL~z,t;z0 ,t0 ;l~F !
6 ~v!!. ~6.11!

@The k-summation inR̂i j
GT is over left and right circular polarizations, which may as well

replaced by linearly polarized states, according to~2.22!.# The spectral measures in~6.10! remain
as defined in~B13!, but the domain of thej-integration is restricted to a fundamental domainf in
the complex plane.

The Poisson kernelP(z,t;gj) as well as the components of the vectorsaTL,R ,L(z,t;gj,s) are
bounded forgPG, and hence the convergence abscissa of the Eisenstein series~6.5! and ~6.8!
coincides with that of the Poincare´ series(gPGug8ju11 is. ~The limit set is the set of accumulatio
points of the orbitgj, by the way.! As for the covering groups indicated after~6.2!, this series is
known to converge only for Re(11is).d, cf. Ref. 6.

To obtain the convergence behavior of the Poincare´ series~6.1! and~6.2!, we need an estimate
on Ĝ(F)ab

6 (v;x,y) @defined by~3.6! and~4.25!# for d→`, which means foruxu→1, andy fixed, or
vice versa. For the time component, this is easily settled,Ĝ00(v;x,y)5O(exp(2(11«̃)d(x,y))),
with «̃ªReA11l, cf. ~3.6!. When calculating the real space Green functions~3.15!, the limit
«̃→0 is attained.

Next we turn to thed→` asymptotics of the space component and the Jacobian in~6.2!. In
the B3-model, we can readily calculate (logL),i,j , cf. ~3.5!, in the limit uxu→1,

L ,i , j

L
2

L ,iL , j

L2 ;
24

122xy1y2 S 1

2
d i j 2

~xi2yi !~xj2yj !

122xy1y2 D . ~6.12!

@As in ~4.21!, i means differentiation with respect toxi , and j with respect toyj .# Likewise, for
uxu→1,

L ,iL , j

L2 ;
4xi~2yj~12xy!2xj~12y2!!

~12x2!~12y2!~122xy1y2!
. ~6.13!

Moreover, we find from~4.24!, for L→`,
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d,id, j;L ,iL , j /L25O~L !,
~6.14!

sinh~d!d,i , j;2L ,i , j22
L ,iL , j

L
1

L ,iL , j

L2 5O~L !,

Clearly, L;ed/4, so thate2dd,id, j5O(1), aswell ase2d sinh(d)d,i,j5O(1), for d→`. Accord-
ingly, R̂115O(e2Ald), andR̂335O(e2A11ld), cf. ~4.26! and~4.27!, and hence the asymptotics o
the Green function ~4.25! is evident, Ĝi j (v;x,y)5O(exp(2«̃d(x,y))), with «̃
ªmin(ReAl,ReA11l).0. In the integration procedures for the time dependent Green f
tions, cf. ~5.4! and ~3.16!, the limit «̃→0 is again reached. In~6.2!, the estimate forĜi j has still
to be multiplied with the estimate for the Jacobian@g8x#.

As for the Jacobianx̂ j ,i of Tyx, cf. ~4.15!, we find, for fixedx and uyu→1, x̂ j ,i5O(12uyu).
We writeg(x)5kTg21(0)x, with an orthogonal matrixk, as pointed out after~6.2!. We thus obtain,
for ug21(0)u→1, the estimate@g8x#mn5O(12ug210u). UsingL(0,g(y))5L(g21(0),y), we find
@g8x#mn5O(12ugyu), for ugyu→1, with fixedx andy, for every Kleinian group, and so we ma
write @g8x#mn5O(exp(2d(y,gx)))5O(exp(2d(gy,x))). ~The geometric reasoning underlyin
such estimates, also with regard to uniformity in fundamental domains, is explained in Ref. 5! We
conclude, that the convergence of the series~6.1! and ~6.2! is decided by the convergence o
(gPG exp(2d(gx,y)), uniformly in l5l (F)

6 («,v), for real v and «→0. The Poincare´ series
(gPG exp(2ad(gx,y)) and (gPGug8jua have the same abscissa of convergence. Accordingly
the case of the covering groups specified after~6.2!, we can use the series~6.1! and~6.2! only if
d,1, which also happens to be the criterion for the convergence of the Eisenstein series~6.5! and
~6.8!.

The time-dependent Green function on the 4-manifold is defined as the Fourier transfo
~6.1! and ~6.2!, cf. ~2.28!, ~3.15!, and~5.4!,

G~F !ab
G6 ~t;x,y!5~2p!21E

2`

1`

dve2 ivtĜ~F !ab
G6 ~v;x,y!. ~6.15!

By formally interchanging summation and integration, we find

G~F !00
G6 ~t;x,y!5 (

gPG
G~F !00

6 ~t;gx,y!, ~6.16!

G~F !i j
G6 ~t;x,y!5 (

gPG
G~F !k j

6 ~t;gx,y!@g8x#ki , ~6.17!

which means periodization of the real space Green functions defined in~3.28!, ~3.29!, and~5.5!–
~5.7!. The convergence of the series~6.16! and ~6.17! can be estimated as above,G(F)00

6 (t;x,y)
5O(e2d), uniformly in t, for uxu→1 and fixedy, which follows from~3.28!, ~3.29!, the asymp-
totics of the Bessel functions there, and~A10!. Likewise, G(F) i j

6 (t;x,y)5O(1), which follows
from ~5.5!–~5.7! and ~5.19!–~5.22!. The Jacobian in~6.17! is O(e2d), so that we end up, like
above, with(gPGe2d, as series determining the convergence of~6.16! and ~6.17!. Hence, for
geometrically finite covering groups, without parabolic and elliptic elements, and withd,1, the
propagators on the hyperbolic manifold are obtained by periodizing the corresponding
functions in the covering space. Clearly, the symmetry~6.3! and ~6.4! also applies to
G(F)ab

G6 (t;x,y), for gPG.
Finally we point out a method to obtain wave solutions on the multiply connected man

that does not make explicit use of the periodized Green functions. This is not only usefuld
>1, when the above series fail to converge, but also ifd,1, because the series(gPGug8jua is not
known for its rapid convergence.21 Wave fields satisfying the field Eqs.~2.1! on the multiply
connected 4-manifold are obtained as
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Aa
G~t,x!5E

F3R
Gaa8

G
~t2t8;x,x8! j Ga8~t8,x8!dVB3dt8 ~6.18!

analogously to~2.26!. The spatial integration is over a fundamental polyhedronF, and Gaa8
G

denotes a linear combination of the propagatorsG(F)ab
G6 , with coefficients adding up to unity, s

that Gaa8
G solves~2.25!. The current is periodic with respect to the covering group,

j G0~t,gx!5 j G0~t,x!, @g8x#21ik j Gk~t,gx!5 j G i~t,x!, ~6.19!

and so is the resulting vector potential,

A0
G~t,gx!5A0

G~t,x!, Ak
G~t,gx!@g8x#ki5Ai

G~t,x!, ~6.20!

asGaa8
G admits the symmetries stated in~6.3! and~6.4! for gPG. The current densityj Ga(t,x) is

usually obtained by periodizing a densityj a(t,x) in B3 or H3,

j G0~t,x!5 (
gPG

j 0~t,gx!, j G i~t,x!5 (
gPG

@g8x#21ik j k~t,gx!. ~6.21!

Alternatively to ~6.18!, we may periodize the wave field

Aa~t,x!5E
B33R

Gaa8~t2t8;x,x8! j a8~t8,x8!dVB3dt8, ~6.22!

whereGaa8 is again a linear combination of the propagatorsG(F)ab
6 in the covering space, so tha

A0
G~t,x!5 (

gPG
A0~t,gx!, Ai

G~t,x!5 (
gPG

Ak~t,gx!@g8x#ki . ~6.23!

This periodization is formally equivalent to~6.18!, by way of ~6.21!, ~6.16!, and~6.17!,

(
gPG

A0~t,gx!5 (
gPG

(
bPG

E
F3R

G00~t2t8;b21gx,x8! j 0~t8,bx8!dVB3~x8!dt8, ~6.24!

(
gPG

Ak~t,gx!@g8x#ki5 (
gPG

(
bPG

E
F3R

Gab~t2t8;b21gx,x8!

3@b218~gx!#ak@g8x#ki@b218~bx8!#bmj m~t8,bx8!dVB3~x8!dt8.

~6.25!

Here we at first usedB35øbPGb(F), and then the invariance of the hyperbolic volume eleme
dVB3(bx)5dVB3(x), as well as the point-pair invariance~6.3! and~6.4!. The first two Jacobians
in ~6.25! can be replaced by@(b21g)8x8#ai , and the third by@b8x8#21bm. ~As for Jacobians in
Poincare´ series, we do not distinguish between sub- and superscripts and avoid mixed indic
summation convention applies whenever two indices are equal.! Next we pull thegPG summa-
tion under the integral sign. As this summation is over the whole groupG, we may drop theb21

in Gab and in the Jacobian, and obtain in this wayGaa8
G . The periodized currentj Ga is finally

recovered by pulling thebPG summation under the integral sign. In~6.23!, no explicit use is
made of the Green functions~6.16! and ~6.17! on the 4-manifold.
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APPENDIX A: ORTHOGONALITY, COMPLETENESS, AND THE RESOLVENT KERNEL
FOR THE LONGITUDINAL TIME COMPONENT

We calculate the resolvent kernel~3.14!, and the spectral measure for the time componen
the eigenvectors~2.16!. The results obtained in this appendix are not new, and a more det
account on the spectral theory of the hyperbolic Laplace–Beltrami operator, without explic
of distributions, can be found in Refs. 9 and 10. I include this appendix, because the scalar
function happens to be the time component of the electromagnetic propagators, and the
~A1! is also a prerequisite for the calculation of the spatial resolvent kernel in Appendix B.

The key convolution ofH3-spectral theory is

Ca,b~z1 ,t1 ;z2 ,t2!5E
R2

~ uz12ju21t1
2!2a~ uz22ju21t2

2!2bdj, ~A1!

with ziPR2, and t i.0. The exponents are complex numbers, and the convergence proper
this integral will turn out in the course of the calculation. We shift the integration variable, an
a Feynman parametrization for both factors,x2g5G21(g)*0

`sg21e2xsds. Then thej-integration
gets Gaussian, and we obtain

Ca,b5
p

G~a!G~b!
E

0

`E
0

`

ds1ds2

s1
a21s2

b21

s11s2
expS 2

uz12z2u2s1s2

s11s2
2s1t1

22s2t2
2D . ~A2!

Next we perform the transformations15us, s25(12u)s, 0<s<`, 0<u<1, with the Jacobian
s5s11s2 . Thes-integration is trivial, and we are left with

Ca,b5pG~a1b21!G21~a!G21~b!E
0

1

duua21~12u!b21~ uz12z2u2u~12u!

1ut1
21~12u!t2

2!12~a1b!. ~A3!

We may write, by means of the transformationy5(t1 /t2)u(12u)21,

Ca,bt1
at2

b5E
R2

Pa~z1 ,t1 ;j!Pb~z2 ,t2 ;j!dj

5
pG~a1b21!

G~a!G~b!
t2
22a2bE

0

` dyya21~11~ t2 /t1!y!a1b22

~112~112L !y1y2!a1b21 , ~A4!

with the H3-Poisson kernel and the Selberg point-pair invariant,

P~z,t;j!ª
t

uz2ju21t2 , L~z1 ,t1 ;z2 ,t2!ª
uz12z2u21~ t12t2!2

4t1t2
, ~A5!

respectively. We specifya1b52, and writingL for L(z1 ,t1 ;z2 ,t2), we find

Ca,22at1
at2

22a5
p

4

1

12a

r1
12a2r2

12a

AL~11L !
, ~A6!

with r6ª112L62AL(L11), cf. ~3.7!. Finally, we puta511 is, and obtain the kernel~3.14!
as
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k~s,d!ªC11 is,12 ist1
11 ist2

12 is5p
sin~sd!

s sinh~d!
, ~A7!

with the hyperbolic distance functiond5 logr1(L).
The scalar orthogonality relation for the longitudinal time component in~2.16! can be derived

from

d̃~j,j8;a,b;«!5E
0

`

dtCa,b~j,t;j8,t !ta1b231«

5
p

2

G~a1b21!

G~a!G~b!
uj2j8u«2a2b

3BS a2b1«

2
,
b2a1«

2 DBS a1b221«

2
,
a1b2«

2 D . ~A8!

We used here the representation~A3! and interchanged integrations. We puta511 is, b51
2 i t , and write

d~j,j8;s,t !ª d̃~j,j8;11 is,12 i t ;«!5
p

s2 uj2j8u«221 i ~ t2s!
i«

t2s1 i«
, ~A9!

where we have dropped higher orders in«. d(j,j8;s,t) is a distribution concentrated atj5j8,
t5s. Next we note two«-representations of the Diracd-function, as well as two other well known
formulas frequently used in this paper, cf. Ref. 25,

d~x!5
1

p

«

x21«2 , 7p id~x!5
1

x6 i«
2P

1

x
, 6p iu~2x!5 log~x6 i«!2 loguxu,

d~d22t2!5~2d!21~d~d2t!1d~d1t!!. ~A10!

By integrating over a test function inR23R1, and making use of the first formula in~A10!, one
can easily show that

d~j,j8;s,t !52p3s22d~j2j8!d~s2t !. ~A11!

d(j2j8) is the Dirac function inR2. The orthogonality relation for the time component of t
vectors~2.16!, which satisfy the homogeneous scalar Eq.~2.5!, now follows from ~A1!, ~A8!,
~A9!, and~A11!,

E
H3

dVH3P11 is~z,t;j!P12 i t~z,t;j8!52p3s22d~j2j8!d~s2t !. ~A12!

The H3-volume element isdVH35t23dtdz1dz2 . Accordingly, we find the spectral measure

ds~j,s!ª~2p3!21s2e2«sdjds ~A13!

on R23R1. A convergence factore2«s is included to obtain an«-representation of thed-function
via the completeness relation; a principal value as regularization is likewise possible.10 The eigen-
functionsP11 is satisfy2DH3P11 is5(s211)P11 is.

Once the spectral measure is found, one can write down the completeness relation,

E
R23R1

ds~j,s!P11 is~z,t;j!P12 is~z0 ,t0 ;j!5dH3~z,t;z0 ,t0!, ~A14!
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or, more explicitly,

d~L,«!ª~2p3!21E
0

`

k~s,d~L !!e2«ss2ds5
1

2p2

log r1

AL~11L !

«

~ log2 r11«2!2 . ~A15!

If we expand inAL and drop terms vanishing for«→0, we find an«-representation of the
d-function in hyperbolic space,

d~L~z,t;z0 ,t0!,«!5
1

p2

«

~«214L !2 5dH3~z,t;z0 ,t0!, ~A16!

with L as in~A5!. This can easily be checked by integration with a test function, preferably in
B3-model;dB3(x;x0) is obtained by replacing in~A16! L(z,t;z0 ,t0) by theB3-invariantL(x,x0)
as defined in~3.5!. We may of course assumex050, becauseL is invariant with respect to the
symmetry group ofB3, which includes the transformations~3.4!, and then use polar coordinate
and a Taylor expansion of the test functionf (x) in *B3dVB3f (x)dB3(x;x0)5 f (x0); theB3-volume
element isdVB358(12uxu2)23d3x.

APPENDIX B: TRANSVERSAL AND LONGITUDINAL SPECTRAL MEASURES FOR THE
SPATIAL COMPONENT OF THE PROCA EQUATION

To calculate the space component of the resolvent kernel, we need the spectral measur
completeness relation for the eigenvectorsaT1,2,L, cf. ~2.18! and ~2.19!, which can be extracted
from the orthogonality relation derived in this appendix. The basic integral in this relation
already calculated in~A8!,

E
H3

Pa~z,t;j!Pb~z,t;j8!dztgdt5
p

2

uj2j8u32a2b1g

G~a!G~b!G~31g!
GS a2b1g13

2 DGS 32a1b1g

2 D
3GS a1b1g11

2 DGS a1b2g23

2 D , ~B1!

with the Poisson kernelP as defined in~A5! and arbitrary complex numbersa, b, andg. ~At this
point there is no need to discuss convergence, though this is not hard to do;H3 means here of
courseR23R1.! The orthogonality relation can be derived by differentiating this formula w
respect tojª(j1 ,j2) andj8ª(j18 ,j28). Definingeª«1 i (s82s), we find in leading asymptotic
order, fors8→s and«→0,

E
H3

Pis~z,t;j!P2 is8~z,t;j8!dzt211«dt;
2ps2

eē~11e/2!
uj2j8u21e,

E
H3

P11 isP12 is8dzt211«dt;2
p

e
uj2j8ue,

~B2!

E
H3

P21 isP22 is8dzt211«dt;
p

2~s211!
~11ē/2!uj2j8u221e,

E
H3

P21 isP2 is8dzt211«dt5E PisP22 is8dzt211«dt;2
p

e
uj2j8ue,

which readily follows from~B1!, by expanding theG-functions.
In the eigenvectors~2.18!, we may replace thez-differentiations byj-differentiations,]/]zi

→2]/]j i . @Note that in this appendixz5(z1 ,z2), whereas in Appendix A thezi are themselves
complex.# We defineDi jª]2/]j i

22]2/]j j
2, and analogouslyDi j8 for j8, so that
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D12D128 uj2j8u21e5~e12!e@4~e21!uj2j8ue221~~j12j18!2

2~j22j28!2!2~e22!~e24!uj2j8ue26#,

]4

]j1]j2]j18]j28
uj2j8u21e5~e12!e~~e21!uj2j8ue221~j12j18!2

3~j22j28!2~e22!~e24!uj2j8ue26!,
~B3!

D12uj2j8ue5D128 uj2j8ue5e~e22!~~j12j18!22~j22j28!2!uj2j8ue24,

]2

]j1]j18
uj2j8ue52euj2j8ue222e~e22!~j12j18!2uj2j8ue24.

We thus find, by combining~2.18!, ~B2!, and~B3!,

E
H3

aT1~s,j!•aT1~s8,j8!dzt211«dt

5
1

~11 is!~12 is8! S 1

16ss8
D12P

is~j!D128 P2 is8~j8!1~11 is!

3~12 is8!P21 is~j!P22 is8~j8!1
11 is

4is8
P21 is~j!D128 P2 is8~j8!

2
12 is8

4is
P22 is8~j8!D12P

is~j!1
1

4ss8

]2

]j1]j2
Pis~j!

]2

]j18]j28
P2 is8~j8!

1
]

]j1
P11 is~j!

]

]j18
P12 is8~j8! D

5
p

~s211!

«

ē
uj2j8ue225E aT2

•aT2dzt211«dt. ~B4!

We dropped here the~z,t!-arguments in the eigenfunctions and Poisson kernels. Thet21-factor in
the integral derives from the hyperbolic metricg i j 5t22d i j , via g i j aiajAg, and the
«-regularization is used to obtain an«-representation of thed-functions in the orthogonality rela
tion. In fact, by integrating over a test function, one can readily show that

~«/ē!uj2j8ue2252p2d~j2j8!d~s2s8!, ~B5!

with ēª«2 i (s82s). Similarly, for the longitudinal vectors in~2.18!,

E
H3

aL~s,j!•aL~s8,j8!dzt211«dt

5
1

~11 is!~12 is8! S ]

]j1
P11 is~j!

]

]j18
P12 is8~j8!1

]

]j2
P11 is~j!

]

]j28
P12 is8~j8! D

1
1

t2 P11 is~j!P12 is8~j8!14P21 is~j!P22 is8~j8!2
2

t
P11 is~j!P22 is8~j8!

2
2

t
P21 is~j!P12 is8~j8!5

p

s2

«

ē
uj2j8ue22. ~B6!
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Here we used~B2!, ~B3!, and in addition,

E
H3

P11 isP12 is8dzt231«dt;
p«

ēss8
uj2j8ue22,

E
H3

P11 isP22 is8dzt221«dt;
p

2

«

~12 is8!is8
uj2j8ue22, ~B7!

E
H3

P21 isP12 is8dzt221«dt;2
p

2

«

~11 is!is
uj2j8ue22,

which follows from ~B1! for s8 →s and «→0. Equations~B4! and ~B6!, with ~B5! substituted,
constitute the orthogonality relations for the vector fields~2.18!, if complemented by
aTi(z,t;j,s)•aL(z,t;j8,s8)[0. The orthogonality of the longitudinal and transversal subspa
can readily be checked via~2.17!, or via ~2.18! and ~2.19! and the following identities for the
Poisson kernel,

]2Pa

]z1]z2
5

a

11a

1

P21a

]P11a

]z1

]P11a

]z2
, ~B8!

Di j P
a5

a

11a

1

P21a S S ]P11a

]zi
D 2

2S ]P11a

]zj
D 2D , ~B9!

S ]P11a

]z1
D 2

1S ]P11a

]z2
D 2

54~11a!2P412aS 1

tP
21D , ~B10!

]P11a

]t

]P11b

]t
1

]P11a

]zi

]P11b

]zi
5~11a!~11b!

P21a1b

t2 , ~B11!

2DH3Pa~z,t;j!5a~22a!Pa~z,t;j!. ~B12!

a andb are complex constants; the Laplace–Beltrami operatorDH3 is defined in~2.5!, and theDi j

are defined either withzi-derivatives as in~2.18! or with j i-derivatives as after~B2!; summation
over i is implied in ~B11!.

The spectral measures for the transversal and longitudinal components can be read o
~B4!–~B6!,

dsT~j,s!ª
s211

2p3 e2«sdjds, dsL~j,s!ª
s2

2p3 e2«sdjds, ~B13!

the domain of integration isR23R1. As in ~A13!, we have included a convergence factore2«s

needed in the completeness relation,

E
R23R1

(
k51,2

ai
Tk~z,t;j,s!aj

Tk~z8,t8;j,s!dsT~j,s!

1E
R23R1

ai
L~z,t;j,s!aj

L~z8,t8;j,s!dsL~j,s!5g i j dH3~z,t;z8,t8!, ~B14!

wheredH3 denotes thed-function inH3, as defined in~A16!. A check of this relation, by explicit
calculation of the integrals, is given at the end of Sec. IV.
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APPENDIX C: MATRIX ELEMENTS APPEARING IN THE SPATIAL RESOLVENT KERNEL

We will calculate the matrix elements~4.4!, that isCi j
Tk
ª*R2ai

Tkaj
Tkdj, Ci j

T
ªCi j

T11Ci j
T2, and

Ci j
L
ª*R2ai

Laj
Ldj, with eigenfunctions as defined in~2.18! and~2.19!, atz5z850. We consider, at

first for arbitraryz andz8, cf. ~A4!,

K~a,b;L;t,t8!ªE
R2

Pa~z,t;j!Pb~z8,t8;j!dj

5
pG~a1b21!

G~a!G~b!
t822a2bE

0

` dyya21~11~ t8/t !y!a1b22

~112~112L !y1y2!a1b21 , ~C1!

with the H3-point-pair invariantL(z,t;z8,t8) as in ~3.11!, and define

K~a,b!ªK~a,b;L;t,t8!uz5z850 , K8~a,b!ª]K~a,b;L;t,t8!/]Luz5z850 , ~C2!

and analogouslyK9(a,b), wherea and b are arbitrary complex numbers, so that the integr
converge. It is understood that theL-differentiation is carried out before they-integration in~C1!,
to take care of the poles ofG(a1b21). In the following, we putbªt8/t, so that, atz5z8
50, 112(112L)y1y25(11by)(11b21y). We also introduce the shortcutsL ,i

5]L/]zi uz5z850 andL ,i 85]L/]zi8uz5z850 , with z5..(z1 ,z2) andz85..(z18 ,z28), and analogously for
higher order derivatives. Evidently,z1,2-derivatives ofK(a,b;L;t,t8) at z5z850 are obtained via
]K/]zi5

..K ,i5K8(a,b)L ,i , etc. We will only usez1,2 andz1,28 -derivatives, always atz5z850; t
and t8-derivatives are not needed in the following. The only nonvanishing derivatives ofL are
L ,i , j5(2tt8)21d i j , L ,i , j 852(2tt8)21d i j 8 , andL ,i 8, j 85(2tt8)21d i 8 j 8 . Accordingly, the only non-
vanishingz1,2-derivatives ofK(a,b;L;t,t8) at z5z850 are, up to the fourth order

K ,1,1~a,b!5K ,2,25~2tt8!21K8~a,b!,

K ,1,1,2,25~2tt8!22K9~a,b!, K ,1,1,1,15K ,2,2,2,253K ,1,1,2,2. ~C3!

The indicated indices may of course be permuted. An index may also be replaced by the
primed index; in this case a minus sign has to be added on the right-hand side, e.g.,K ,1,18,2,2

52K ,1,1,2,2, K ,1,18,28,25K ,1,1,2,2, etc., since]/]zi52]/]zi8 when applied toL.
With these preparations, the matrix elements~4.4! can be readily calculated. We use th

representation~2.18!, ~2.19! for the eigenfunctions, interchange differentiations, and integrati
and do some bookkeeping by means of~C1!–~C3!. In this way we find the nonvanishing matri
elements as

C11
T15

1

16s2~s211!

K9~0,0!

t2t82 1K~2,2!,

C22
T15

1

16s2~s211!

K9~0,0!

t2t82 , C33
T15

21

2~s211!

K8~1,1!

tt8
,

~C4!
C11

T25C22
T1, C22

T25C11
T1, C11

L 5C22
L 5C33

T25C33
T1,

C33
L 5

K~1,1!

tt8
14K~2,2!22

K~1,2!

t
22

K~2,1!

t8
.

Next we define

k~ l ,m,n;s!ªE
0

` dyyl 1 is

~11by!m~11b21y!n , ~C5!
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with bªt8/t, so that

K~1,1!5p
k~0,1,1;s!

G~11 is!G~12 is!
, K~1,2!5

1

t8

pk~0,1,2;s!

G~11 is!G~22 is!
,

K~2,1!5
1

t8

pk~1,1,2;s!

G~21 is!G~12 is!
, K~2,2!5

1

t82

2pk~1,1,3;s!

G~21 is!G~22 is!
, ~C6!

K8~1,1!5
24pk~1,2,2;s!

G~11 is!G~12 is!
, K9~0,0!5t82

16pk~1,3,1;s!

G~ is!G~2 is!
.

As a consistency check, we note the symmetry

K~2,2;b→b21!5
K9~0,0;b!

8t84s2~s211!
.

The integrals~C6! are elementary,

K~1,1!5
p

is

b

b221
~b is2b2 is!,

K~1,2!5
p

is~12 is!

b

~b221!2

1

t8
~b21 is2b22 is2 isb is~b221!!,

K~2,1!52
p

is~11 is!

b2

~b221!2

1

t8
~b is2b2 is2 isb is~b221!!,

~C7!

K~2,2!52
2p

~s211!

b4

~b221!3

1

t82

b is2b2 is

is
1

p

~s211!

b21 is

~b221!2

1

t82 ~~b211!2 is~b221!!,

K8~1,1!524p
b2~b211!

~b221!3

b is2b2 is

is
1

4pb2

~b221!2 ~b is1b2 is!,

K9~0,0!5
16pb2

~b221!3 t82is~b is2b2 is!1
8ps2b2 is

~b221!2 t82~~b211!1 is~b221!!.

Collecting terms, we obtain the nonvanishing matrix elementsCi j
T,L in ~4.4! as

C11
T 5C22

T 5
pb

~b221!3~s211!

1

tt8

3S 24b2
b is2b2 is

is
1~b421!~b is1b2 is!2~b221!2is~b is2b2 is! D ,

C33
T 5C11

L 5C22
L 5

2pb2

~b221!3~s211!

1

tt8 S ~b211!
b is2b2 is

is
2~b221!~b is1b2 is! D , ~C8!

C33
L 5

pb

~b221!3~s211!

1

tt8

3S 2~b416b211!
b is2b2 is

is
2~b221!2is~b is2b2 is!12~b421!~b is1b2 is! D .
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What remains is to substitute~C8! into the resolvent kernel~4.1! and ~4.2!, and to perform the
s-integrations, which are likewise elementary, cf.~4.5!–~4.11!.
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Combinatorial identities for binary necklaces
from exact ray-splitting trace formulas

R. Blümela) and Yu. Dabaghian
Department of Physics, Wesleyan University, Middletown, Connecticut 06459-0155
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Based on an exact trace formula for a one-dimensional ray-splitting system, we
derive novel combinatorial identities for cyclic binary sequences~Pólya necklaces!.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1413226#

I. INTRODUCTION

Wave propagation in systems with sharp interfaces is a fundamental problem in the n
sciences and engineering. Well-known examples include light waves impinging on a wat
interface or sound waves propagating in layered media.1 All these systems have one feature
common: The splitting of the incident wave into reflected and transmitted components. I
geometrical optics limit of small wave lengths, incident, reflected, and transmitted wave
described by rays. The rays are split at the interface; hence the name ‘‘ray-splitting systems2 for
the whole class of wave systems with sharp interfaces. Ray-splitting systems have recen
tracted attention in the context of acoustic, quantum, and electromagnetic wave chaos.2–10 It was
shown that the mere presence of a ray-splitting boundary can drive an otherwise regular
into chaos.2–4 It was also shown that ray-splitting systems produce corrections to the W
formula11,12 for the average density of states that can be computed analytically.5,6 The most
conspicuous consequence of ray splitting is the existence of non-Newtonian periodic orbi
ray-splitting system that contribute substantially to the fluctuating part of the level density.3,4,7–9

The existence of non-Newtonian orbits in a dielectric-loaded Bunimovich ray-splitting sta
was demonstrated experimentally.7–9 In addition it has been shown recently that exact trace
mulas exist for a class of one-dimensional ray-splitting systems.9,10 These formulas were derive
using results from quantum graph theory.13,14Considering the two-point correlation function of th
spectra of special quantum graphs, Schanz and Smilansky were able to derive novel combi
identities.15 This was possible by deriving the two-point correlation function in two independ
ways,~i! directly using input from the quantum spectrum and~ii ! using the exactness of the trac
formula. Motivated by the methods of Kottos, Schanz, and Smilansky13–15 we show that novel
combinatorial identities for binary Po´lya necklaces16,17 are obtained directly by comparing th
spectral density of analytically solvable quantum graphs with their exact periodic orbit expa

The plan of this paper is as follows: In Sec. II we present our model system, a
dimensional ray-splitting system, whose spectrum can be obtained analytically. We pres
exact periodic-orbit expansion of its level density expressed as a generalized Fourier sum
binary Pólya necklaces. In Sec. III we outline our method for obtaining exact combinat
identities for binary necklaces derived from analytically solvable cases of the one-dimen
ray-splitting system. In Sec. IV we present two worked examples that yield two infinite se
combinatorial identities. In Sec. V we discuss our results and conclude the paper.

II. SPECTRUM

Denote byEn the spectrum of the one-dimensional scaled Schro¨dinger equation

2c9~x!1Vl~E,x!c~x!5Ec~x!, ~1!

a!Electronic mail: rblumel@wesleyan.edu
58320022-2488/2001/42(12)/5832/8/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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where

Vl~E,x!5H 0, for 0,x<a

lE, for a,x,1

`, for x¹~0,1!

, ~2!

andc(x)[0 for x¹(0,1). Scaling potentials of the form~2! arise naturally in many ray-splitting
systems, for instance in dielectric-loaded cavities.5,7–9 In this paper we concentrate on the ca
E.Vl(E,x) for all x. Then, without restriction of generality, the scaling constantl can be
assumed to satisfy 0<l,1. DefineE5k2, then the spectrum of~1! is determined by

sin@k~sL1sR!#2r sin@k~sL2sR!#50, ~3!

wheresL5a, sR5h(12a), h5A12l, andr 5(12h)/(11h) is the reflection coefficient. Fo
the derivations below it is useful to define the transmission coefficientt5A12r 2. Therefore, the
reflection and transmission coefficients satisfy the relation

r 21t251. ~4!

Since in this paper we focus on the case 0<l,1, both r and t are real and positive and rang
between 0 and 1. Possible quantum phases incurred at reflection or transmission events ar
explicitly and separately@see, e.g.,~6! below#. They are not included inr or t.

We now discuss an alternative method of solving the quantum dynamics in the potenti~2!.
This method is based on coding the periodic orbits with the help of symbol strings. We den
bounce offx50 by the letterL and a bounce offx51 by the letterR. Words formed with these
two letters code for periodic orbits in~2!. The wordL, for instance, codes for the non-Newtonia
orbit that bounces betweenx50 andx5a ~above-barrier reflection orbit!. The wordLR codes for
the ~Newtonian! orbit that bounces betweenx50 andx51. Since a periodic orbit represented b
the wordw cycles through the letters ofw without a well-defined beginning or end, two wordsw
andw8 are equivalent in our context, and code for the same periodic orbit, if they are of the
length ~i.e., they consist of the same number of symbols! and their respective symbol sequenc
are identical up to cyclic permutations. Sequences of objects that are identical up to cycli
mutations are called~Pólya! necklaces.16,17If the number of objects they consist of is two, they a
called binary necklaces. Apparently, therefore, the periodic orbits of~2! can be coded with the help
of binary necklaces over the symbolsL andR. It is remarkable that for~2! every Newtonian or
non-Newtonian periodic orbit can be mapped one-to-one onto a binary necklace. In other
‘‘pruning’’ is not necessary for the binary necklaces relevant for~2!. Every binary necklace define
a possible periodic orbit of~2! and vice versa.

Given two letters, for instanceL andR, we can form 2l words of lengthl . But, in general,
many of these words will be cyclically equivalent, and correspond to the same necklace. So
many necklaces of lengthl are there? This question is answered by the following formula. Th
are exactly17

N~ l !5
1

l (
nul

f~n!2l /n, ~5!

binary necklaces of lengthl , where the symbol ‘‘nul ’’ denotes ‘‘n is a divisor ofl ,’’ and f(n)
is Euler’s totient function defined as the number of positive integers smaller thann and relatively
prime ton with f(1)51 as a useful convention. Thus the first four totients are given byf(1)
51, f(2)51, f(3)52, andf(4)52. We illustrate~5! with two examples forl 51 andl 52.
There are two necklaces forl 51, L and R. Applying ~5! to this problem, we verifyN(1)
5f(1)3252. There are three necklaces of length 2,LL, LR, andRR; again verified by~5!,
N(2)5@f(1)341f(2)32#/253.
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Given a binary necklacew, we define the following integer-valued functions onw: nR(w)
counts the number ofRs in w, nL(w) counts the number ofLs, n(w)5nL(w)1nR(w), x(w) is
the sum ofn(w) and the number ofR-pairs in w, a(w) counts all occurrences ofR-pairs or
L-pairs, b(w) counts all occurrences ofRL or LR and g(w) is defined asg(w)52nL(w)
1nR(w). Note that the counting ofR-pairs,L-pairs,LR- or RL-combinations is to be under
stood cyclically, i.e., for example,a(R)51 andb(LR)52. Next we define the setWp of prime
necklaces as the ones that cannot be written as a periodic concatenation of substrings. As
recently,10 there exists an exact periodic orbit expansion for the spectral density of~1! in terms of
prime binary necklaces

r~k!5 r̄1
1

2p (
wPWp

Sw (
n52`
nÞ0

`

@~21!x(w)r a(w)tb(w)# unueinSwk, k.0, ~6!

where

Sw52@nR~w!sR1nL~w!sL#, ~7!

is the action of the primitive periodic orbit coded by the prime binary necklacew and r̄5(sL

1sR)/p is the average level density.

III. METHOD

For special values of the parameters of the potential well~2! it is possible to solve~3!
analytically, thus obtaining directly the density of statesr(k). Equating the explicit expression fo
r(k) with the necklace expansion~6!, one obtains combinatorial identities for binary necklac
An illustrative example is the casea51, for which the spectral density of~1! is given by

r~k!5 (
m52`

`

d~k2pm!. ~8!

In this case there exists only one primitive necklace,LR, and the necklace expansion of~6! yields

r~k!5
1

p (
n52`

`

e2ink. ~9!

Equating~8! and ~9! yields the well-known Poisson formula.
A comment is in order here. For every finitea the necklace expansion~6! involves an infinite

sum over prime periodic necklaces. Ata51 this sum collapses to a single term. One may ask
question how this singular limit arises. The answer is the following. For every finitea the actions
of the right-hand lobes of the periodic orbits of~6! is finite. At a51, these actions are zero
Consequently, all necklaces that representdifferentprime periodic orbits foraÞ1 becomerepeti-
tions of the Newtonian periodic orbitLR at a51. This is the reason for the existence of only
single prime periodic orbit~LR! at a51.

Apart from trivial and well-known identities such as~8! and~9! above,~6! is a rich source of
new and nontrivial combinatorial identities for binary necklaces. Specific examples are disc
in Sec. III. Here we outline the general method.

Equation~3! can be written as

sin~v1k!2r sin~v2k!50, ~10!

where v15sL1sR and v25sL2sR . A negative v2 corresponds to a mirror reflection o
Vl(E,x) with respect tox51/2. Thus, because ofsL ,sR>0, and without loss of generality, w
may assumev1>v2>0.
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In casev1 and v2 are rationally related, i.e.,v1 /v25p/q, p>qPN and p,q relatively
prime, ~10! is reduced to the algebraic equation

sin~pvk!2r sin~qvk!50, ~11!

wherev15pv andv25qv. Using the formula

sin~nx!5sin~x!Un21~cos~x!!, ~12!

whereUn21(x) is the Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind, one obtains

sin~vk!@Up21~cosvk!2rU q21~cosvk!#50. ~13!

It follows immediately from~13! that in the case of rationally relatedv1 and v2 there always
exists a sequence of rootskn

(0)5pn/v. The remaining roots are determined by

Up21~x!2rU q21~x!50, ~14!

wherex5cos(vk). Since every rootxj of ~14! gives rise to a periodic sequence of eigenvalu
cos(vkn

(j))5xj , j 51,2,. . . ,p21, together with the sequencekn
(0) the spectrum of~10! consists ofp

~possibly degenerate! periodic sequences of roots. Whenever~14! can be solved analytically, the
density of states

r~k!5 (
j 50

p21

(
n52`

`

d~k2kn
( j )!, ~15!

is known explicitly and together with~6! leads to a host of combinatorial identities for bina
necklaces. Two examples are presented in the following section.

IV. COMBINATORIAL IDENTITIES

Example 1: For sL5sR equation~3! becomes

sin~2ka!50, ~16!

with the solutionskn5pn/(2a). Note that there is nor -dependence in~16!. The density of states
is given by

r~k!5 (
n52`

`

dS k2
pn

2a D5
2a

p (
m52`

`

e4imak. ~17!

According to~7! and due tosL5sR , Sw depends only on the binary length ofw and is given by
Sw52an(w). Thus the sum~6! can be written as

r~k!5
2a

p
1

a

p (
m52`
mÞ0

`

(
w•nPWumu

n~w!@~21!x(w)r a(w)tb(w)#ne2imka, ~18!

whereWn denotes the set of all length-n binary necklaces w,w is the shortest primitive code-piec
in w andn is the number of its repetitions in w. Comparing the series~17! and ~18!, we see that
odd-length and even-length binary necklaces satisfy the sum rules

(
w•nPW2m21

n~w!@~21!x(w)r a(w)tb(w)#n50, m51,2, . . . ~19!

and
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1

2 (
w•nPW2m

n~w!@~21!x(w)r a(w)tb(w)#n51, m51,2, . . . . ~20!

At first glance it may seem surprising that~20! is a constant for allr . The solution lies in the
relation~4!. When properly ordered according to powers ofr andt, it turns out that~i! individual
terms in~20! are of the formr 2pt2q, wherep1q5m and~ii ! the coefficients in front of the term
r 2pt2q in ~20! turn out to be binomial coefficients. Thus, for givenm, the left-hand side of~20!
reduces to (r 21t2)m, which, according to~4! is equal to 1 for any choice ofr . This explains why
the seemingly variable left-hand side of~20! is nevertheless a constant. Thus we obtain from~20!
the following infinite set of combinatorial identities for even-length binary necklaces:

1

2 (
w•nPW2m

n~w!~21!n•x(w)dn•a(w)/2,s5S m
s D , s50, . . . ,m, m51,2,. . . , ~21!

whered i , j is the Kronecker symbol.
In order to illustrate~21! let us first focus on the casem51. According to~5! there are exactly

three cyclically nonequivalent necklaces of binary length 2 given by w15LL, w25LR, w3

5RR. The necklaces w1 and w3 are not primitive. The necklace w1 is a twofold repetition of the
primitive necklacew15L. Thus n152. An analogous consideration for w3 yields w35R and
n352. The necklace w2 is primitive. Therefore,w25w25LR andn251. The three necklaces wj ,
j 51,2,3, are listed in Table I. Also listed are their primitiveswj , the repetition indicesn j , and the
values of the functionsn(wj ), a(wj ), b(wj ), g(wj ), andx(wj ).

We are now ready to check~21!. For m51 we have two choices fors:s50 ands51. For
s50 we have to scan the three wordswj , j 51,2,3, forn ja(wj )/25s50. According to the entries
in Table I, onlyw2 qualifies and the sum on the left-hand side of~21! reduces to the single term

1

2
n~w2!~21!n2x(w2)515S 1

0D . ~22!

This shows that~21! is indeed true for the simplest casem51, s50. For the casem51, s51 we
have to check Table I for occurrences withn ja(wj )/251. This is fulfilled for the necklacesw1 and
w3 . We obtain

1

2
@n~w1!~21!n1x(w1)1n~w3!~21!n3x(w3)#515S 1

1D . ~23!

This shows that~21! also works form51, s51.
Testing~21! for m52 involves finding all nonequivalent necklaces of binary length 4. A

cording to ~5! there are exactly six. All six necklaces are listed in Table II together with t
properties. Form52 we have three possibilities fors:s50,1,2. Fors50 we have to check Table
II for necklaces that fulfilln ja(wj )/250. Only w4 qualifies. We obtainn(w4)/251, which equals
(0

2), the binomial coefficient on the right-hand side of~21!. For s51 we have to check for
n ja(wj )/251. We find three candidates: w2 , w3 , and w5. This time we have to be careful whe
summing the three terms on the left-hand side of~21!, sincen3x(w3)55. Therefore, the secon

TABLE I. List of the three cyclically nonequivalent binary necklaces of
length 2 together with their primitives (w) and repetition indices~n!. Some
properties of the primitives, such as their lengths (n), number ofR or L
pairs~a!, number of transmissions~b!, their weighted lengths~g! and their
phases~x! are also listed.

j wj wj n j n(wj ) a(wj ) b(wj ) g(wj ) x(wj )

1 LL L 2 1 1 0 2 1
2 LR LR 1 2 0 2 3 2
3 RR R 2 1 1 0 1 2
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term in ~21! contributes with a minus sign. We obtain@n(w2)2n(w3)1n(w5)#/252, which
equals (1

2), the corresponding binomial coefficient on the right-hand side of~21!. Two necklaces,
w1 and w6, contribute in the cases52 and again satisfy~21!.

Example 2:Suppose now thatsL52sR . In this case~3! becomes

sin~ka/2!@4 cos2~ka/2!2r 21#50. ~24!

This equation has three sets of solutions

kn
( j )5

2 j

a
arccos~w!1

2pn

a
, j 521,0,1, ~25!

wherew5A11r /2. The density of states is

r~k!5 (
j 521

1

(
m52`

`

dS k1
2 j

a
arccos~w!2

2pm

a D
5

a

2p (
j 521

1

(
n52`

`

ein[ak12 j arccos(w)]

5
a

2p (
n52`

`

einak@2T2n~w!11#, ~26!

whereTn(x)[cos(narccosx) are the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind.18 Equating~26!
order-by-order with the necklace expansion~6! we obtain the sum rules

(
wPWp

(
n51

`

g~w!@~21!x(w)r a(w)~12r 2!b(w)/2#ndng(w),m

511(
j 50

m
2m~21! j

2m2 j S 2m2 j
j D ~11r !m2 j , m51,2, . . . . ~27!

We used formula 22:6:1 of Ref. 18 for the Chebyshev polynomials in~26!.
Ordering~27! according to powers ofr , ~27! can be reformulated as a combinatorial theor

on the set of binary necklaces, in whichL beads weigh twice as much asR beads:

(
wPWp ,C

g~w!~21! [2mx(w)1sg(w)2ma(w)]/[2g(w)]S mb~w!

2g~w!

sg~w!2ma~w!

2g~w!

D
5ds,01 (

j 50

m2s
2m~21! j

2m2 j S 2m2 j
j D S m2 j

s D , s50,1, . . .m, m51,2, . . . . ~28!

The conditionC in the sum~28! is C5g(w)um`s2ma(w)/g(w) even. The sum on the left
hand side of~28! may be empty. In this case the sum is defined to be zero.

TABLE II. List of the six cyclically nonequivalent binary necklaces of length 4. The meaning of the columns is the
as in Table I.

j wj wj n j n(wj ) a(wj ) b(wj ) g(wj ) x(wj )

1 LLLL L 4 1 1 0 2 1
2 LLLR LLLR 1 4 2 2 7 4
3 LLRR LLRR 1 4 2 2 6 5
4 LRLR LR 2 2 0 2 3 2
5 LRRR LRRR 1 4 2 2 5 6
6 RRRR R 4 1 1 0 1 2
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Let us check~28! with the help of a few examples. First we focus on the casem51, s50. In
order to fulfill the first part of the conditionC in ~28! we needg51. This, in turn, requires to find
a necklace withnL50 andnR51. There is just one such necklace, namelyR. But it does not
fulfill the second part ofC. Therefore, the sum on the left-hand side of~28! is empty, and the
left-hand side is zero. The right-hand side adds up to 1112250 and confirms~28! for this
special case. Fors51 we find again thatR is the only choice forw. But this time the second par
of C is fulfilled and the left-hand side of~28! is

g~R!~21! [2x(R)1g(R)2a(R)]/[2g(R)] S b~R!/@2g~R!#

@g~R!2a~R!#/@2g~R!# D51. ~29!

We useda(R)51, b(R)50, g(R)51, andx(R)52. Form51, s51 the right-hand side of~28!
consists of just one term, which turns out to be 1 as well. Thus we checked that~28! works for
m51. With the help of Tables I and II, other special cases may be checked as well.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The work presented here is closely related to the theory of quantum graphs.13–15 While the
quantum graphs considered by Kottos, Schanz, and Smilansky13–15correspond to the case of zer
potential on the bonds and delta potentials on the vertices, the step potentials considered
paper correspond to constant potentials on the bonds and potential steps at the vertices
although the methods employed in this paper are essentially those used previously by
Schanz, and Smilansky, we obtain a different class of combinatorial identities that apply to
binary codes~Pólya necklaces!. Another difference concerns the derivation of identities. Wh
Kottos, Schanz, and Smilansky use a route that involves two-point correlation functions, we
that novel combinatorial identities can be obtained directly from the periodic orbit expansio
explicitly solvable cases. These minor differences notwithstanding the central idea for gene
entirely new classes of combinatorial identities is the same: Combinatorial identities can b
tained whenever a quantum system admits of~i! an explicit analytical solution and~ii ! an exact
periodic orbit expansion.

In addition to the two examples presented above, there exist many other cases in whic~14!
can be reduced to a low-order polynomial that can be solved by elementary means. Examp
the casesp53, q52 or p55, q53. Both cases can be treated in complete analogy to Examp
above, and result in novel sum rules and combinatorial identities.

Recently we proved10 that exact trace formulas exist for one-dimensional square wells wit
arbitrary number of potential steps inside. Following the methods outlined above, our resul
be generalized immediately to obtain novel combinatorial identities for necklaces with more
two types of beads.
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We present generalizations ofN-extended supersymmetry algebras in four dimen-
sions, using Lorentz covariance and invariance under permutation of theN super-
charges as selection criteria. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1413523#

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent developments in string theory have revealed the need to study generalizati
supersymmetry which lie beyond the realm of existing classifications of space–time supersy
try algebras. Space–time supersymmetry algebras areZ2-graded super Lie algebrasg5g0% g1

having eveng0 and oddg1 subspaces, where the even partg05^M & % ^P& % h includes the gen-
erators of spacetime Lorentz transformationsM , translationsP, and a subspace of addition
‘‘internal symmetries’’h. The usual relation between spin and statistics implies that generato
g1 transform as half-integer spin representations under the Lorentz transformations. Trad
classifications of spacetime supersymmetries were based on assumptions arising from th
tional requirement that the supersymmetries act on either S-matrix elements1 or on some physica
Hilbert space of particle states.2 In particular these restrict the maximum spin of the generator
be one and require the internal symmetries to be ‘‘central’’ in the sense that they commute w
other generators. Moreover, in four dimensional space–time, the realization of these algeb
physical states restricts finite dimensional representations to contain fields of spin less t
equal to two and the maximal numberN of independent supercharges ing1 to eight.

There are several instances in which spacetime supersymmetries and representation
general than those allowed in traditional settings occur. In M-theory, for instance, the in
symmetriesh do not commute with the Lorentz generators~see e.g., Ref. 3!. In N-extended super
self-dual theories in four dimensional Euclidean space, finite dimensional representations c
ing fields of spin higher than two do occur and there are consistent theories for any choiceN.4

In N52 string theory,5 the absence of the usual relation between spin and statistics gives ris
realization of a purely even variant of supersymmetry6 on an infinite dimensional space of strin
states. There are indications that this statistics-twisted version of supersymmetry is relate
N→` extension of the super Poincare´ algebra, which has a realization on anN5` self-dual
Yang–Mills supermultiplet.4 These examples show that there seems to be room for the stu
more general superalgebras containing the~N-extended! super Poincare´ algebra or the super d
Sitter algebra as a subalgebra or as a contraction. The work of Fradkin and Vasiliev~e.g., Ref. 7!
on higher spin superalgebras on anti de Sitter space is also noteworthy in this respect. The
paper is a further contribution in this direction.

In a series of recent papers8 we recently developed an approach to the study of general
super-Poincare´ algebras containing generators having spins higher than one. We showed
contrary to common belief, such superalgebras indeed exist and are realizable in terms of

a!Electronic mail: devchand@math.uni-bonn.de
b!Electronic mail: Jean.Nuyts@umh.ac.be
58400022-2488/2001/42(12)/5840/19/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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fields on generalized superspaces having coordinates of higher spin which commute or an
mute in accordance with their statistics. We constructed numerous examples of generalize
ralgebras with generators having spins up to two.

In the present paper, we address ourselves to another type of generalization, concern
question of higher multiplicities of certain representations in the superalgebra. Theories wN
supercharges are of special interest. In these, there does not seem to be any principle
distinguishes some of the supercharges from the others and field theories containing such
charges are usually taken to be invariant under permutation of the supercharges. In this pa
impose this permutation invariance at the level of the superalgebra, introducing what we w
democratic superalgebras. Our purpose here is not a complete classification of possibilit
rather, we aim to show that under the imposition ofdemocracy, even in the widely familiar
four-dimensional case, an investigation of super Jacobi identities yields some potentially in
ing democratic spacetime superalgebras which lie beyond known classifications. The main
feature which arises in our approach is that the algebra of Lorentz scalarsh generated by the
superderivations is no longer either Abelian or in the center ofg. Although democracy implies the
Coleman–Mandula requirement9 that the scalars commute with~even! translations, they possibly
rotate spinor derivations among themselves.

II. DEMOCRATIC SUPERALGEBRAS

A. Four-dimensional space–time supersymmetry

Since our aim is to generalize traditional discussions and since our considerations are
algebraic, we restrict ourselves to the general complex setting. The question of the appropri
form depends in any case on the signature of the space–time on which the superalgebra
realized; and this depends on the specific context of the application. We consider the L
group to be SO(4,C), with complex generatorsMab ,M ȧḃ , where there is of course no conjug
tion between dotted and undotted spinor indices.

We shall considerZ2-gradedN-extended complex supersymmetry algebras of the formg
5g0% g1 , with even part

g05^Mab ,M ȧḃ ,¹aȧ& % h, ~1!

where¹aȧ denotes the derivative vector fields generating translations, andh is the subspace o
internal symmetries,

h5K Yi ,Zi j 52Zji ; (
i

Yi50, (
i

Zi j 50, i , j 51,...,NL , ~2!

spanned by a set of Lorentz scalar generators, (N21) Y’s and (N21)(N22)/2 Z’s.
The odd subspaceg1 is spanned byN copies of the two types of spinor representations

so(4,C), namely, the 2N fermionic operators¹a
i ,¹ȧ

i ( i 51,...,N), which together with the
bosonic vectorial operator¹aḃ , form the set of superderivations acting on anN-extended super-
space. We denote the vector space of superderivations,

D5^¹aḃ ,¹a
i ,¹ȧ

i &5D0% D1 ,

where the even and odd parts are spanned by the vector and spinor derivations, respectiv
vector spaceD may be extended to include vector fields having higher spins on the lines o
consideration in Ref. 8. For simplicity, however, we restrict ourselves here, to the considera
operators having spin less than or equal to one.

We shall assume that all the elements ing have commutation or anticommutation relations
agreement with their statistics and with covariance under the Lorentz transformations with
eratorsMab , M ȧḃ , a,b,ȧ,ḃ51,2 satisfying
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@Mab ,Mgd#5ebgMad1eagMbd1ebdMag1eadMbg ,

@M ȧḃ ,M ġ ḋ#5eḃġM ȧḋ1eȧġM ḃḋ1eḃḋM ȧġ1eȧḋM ḃġ , ~3!

@Mab ,M ġ ḋ#50.

Lorentz covariance, in particular, determines all commutators of the basic operators with tM ,
namely,

@Mab ,¹g
i #5eag¹b

i 1ebg¹a
i , @Mab ,¹ġ

i #50, @Mab ,Yi #50, @Mab ,Zi j #50,

~4!
@M ȧḃ ,¹ġ

i #5eȧġ¹
ḃ

i
1eḃġ¹ȧ

i , @M ȧḃ ,¹g
i #50, @M ȧḃ ,Yi #50, @M ȧḃ ,Zi j #50.

Given these commutation rules, all Jacobi identities involving at least twoM ’s are automatically
satisfied. Lorentz covariance also yields restrictions on the~anti!commutators of any two element
of g. These guarantee that the Jacobi identities involving at least oneM are also automatically
satisfied.

The spinor derivations¹a
i ,¹ȧ

i are taken to transform under some group of automorphismT
of the superalgebrag,

T¹a
i T215U j

i ¹a
j , T¹ȧ

i T215Vj
i ¹ȧ

j , ~5!

where the matricesU,V are representations of the group elementT. In this paper, we make
particular use of discrete transformations, takingU andV to be permutation matrices on the inde
i . When the automorphism group is continuous, the action of the group can be expressed
form of commutation relations with the generators of the group: for instance, the scalar gene
Y or Z which appear in~32!–~37!.

We shall also allow the possibility of generating scalars by anticommuting spinor deriva
e.g., $¹a

i ,¹b
j %;eabZi j . Traditionally,1 such Lorentz scalars are always taken to be central w

respect toD. In our approach we do nota priori restrict the Lorentz scalars to be central. In fa
they rotate the spinor derivations¹a

i ,¹ȧ
i just as the automorphisms~5!. This is the main source o

our novel examples of spacetime supersymmetries.

B. Democracy

1. Permutation invariants

We shall impose what we call democracy: we require the supercommutation relations
invariant under the combined permutations of thei -indices of¹a

i and of¹ȧ
i . The group gener-

ating democracySN is the diagonal group of two groups of permutations acting independentl
the two sets of spinors, with permutation matricesU5V in ~5!.

The Clebsch–Gordon coefficients of the democratic group may be described as follow
permutation invariant coupling amongp (p.1) i type indices can be associated to Young-ty
diagrams. Given a Young diagram withp (p.0) boxes denoted@m#5@m1 ,m2 ,...,mp#, with mj

boxes in thej th row (( jmj5p,mi 11<mi), we associate with it ap-index tensoru [m1m2¯mp]
i 1i 2¯ i p

defined by

~6!
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Note that these tensors clearly do not have the standard Young diagram symmetries. Fromu
tensors, by permuting indices, all the invariant tensors of the permutation group can be
structed. For a Young-type diagram withp boxes, ifnl is the number of rows having lengthmk

5 l , the number of independent invariant tensors is given byp!/( )kmk! ) lnl !).
Some of these tensors have a simple interpretation in terms of the familiar Kronecker

d i j . In particular,

u [2]
i j 5d i j , u [22]

i jkl 5d i j dkl, u [222]
i jklmn5d i j dkldmn, ~7!

correspond to the invariant tensors of so(N). These are special cases of the identities,

u
[m1m2m3¯]

i 1¯ i m1
i m111¯ i m11m2

¯

5u
[m1]

i 1¯ i m1u
[m2]

i m111¯ i m11m2u [m3]
¯

¯ . ~8!

One further useful identity~with summation over repeated indices assumed! is

u [1]
i u [m]

i jk¯5u [m21]
jk¯ , ~9!

which is valid for allm.0 if we define

u [0]ªN. ~10!

2. Trace conditions

We note that the tensoru [1]
i can be used to decompose tensors into their permutation irre

ible parts. In particular, a vectorVi has two irreducible components given by the scalar projec
S,

S5u [1]
j Vj ~11!

and its complementary piece, of dimensionN21,

Yj5Vi2
1

N
u [1]

i S. ~12!

Similarly, a general antisymmetric tensorTi j can be decomposed under the permutation group
two irreducible pieces. A piece of the formYj is obtained by the projection

Yj5u [1]
i Ti j , ~13!

which satisfies

u [1]
j Yj50. ~14!

The other irreducible pieceZi j , of dimension (N21)(N22)/2, can be defined by

Zi j 5Ti j 2
1

N
~u [1]

i Yj2u [1]
j Yi ! ~15!

and satisfies

u [1]
i Zi j 50. ~16!

We will generically call conditions imposed on the structure constants which guarantee th
ducibility of the relevant tensorstrace conditions. The tensorsY in ~12! and Z in ~15! will be
called trace-free.
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Since theYk and theZkl need to satisfy the trace-free conditions~16! and~14!, it is convenient
to use some partially trace-free combinations of the invariantu-tensors with certain symmetries

t [2]
i j
ªu [2]

i j 2
1

N
u [11]

i j ,

t [21]
i jk

ªu [21]
i jk 2

1

N
u [111]

i jk ,

t [3]
i jk
ªu [3]

i jk 2
1

N
~u [21]

k j i 1u [21]
i jk 1u [21]

ik j !,

~17!

t [22]
i jkl

ªu [22]
i jkl 2u [22]

k j i l 2
1

N
~u [211]

i jkl 2u [211]
k j i l 2u [211]

i lk j 1u [211]
kli j !,

t [32]
i jklm

ªu [32]
jkl im2u [32]

ikl jm2u [32]
jkmil1u [32]

ikm jl2
1

N
~u [311]

jkl im2u [311]
ikl jm2u [311]

jkmil1u [311]
ikm jl!

1
1

N
~u [221]

jmilk2u [221]
im j lk1u [221]

jki lm2u [221]
ik j lm2u [221]

jkiml1u [221]
ik jml2u [221]

lkim j1u [221]
lk jmi1u [221]

mkil j

2u [221]
mk jli!2

3

N2 ~u [2111]
jmkil 2u [2111]

imk j l 2u [2111]
j lkim 1u [2111]

i lk jm !,

t [222]
jkmiln

ªu [222]
jkmiln2u [222]

ikm jln2u [222]
j lmikn1u [222]

i lm jkn2u [222]
jknilm1u [222]

ikn j lm1u [222]
j lnikm2u [222]

i ln jkm2
1

N
~u [2211]

jkmiln

2u [2211]
ikm jln2u [2211]

j lmikn1u [2211]
i lm jkn2u [2211]

jknilm1u [2211]
ikn j lm1u [2211]

j lnikm2u [2211]
i ln jkm2u [2211]

l imk jn1u [2211]
kiml jn

1u [2211]
l jmkin2u [2211]

k jmlin1u [2211]
l ink jm2u [2211]

kinl jm2u [2211]
l jnkim1u [2211]

k jnlim1u [2211]
jmknil2u [2211]

imkn jl2u [2211]
jmlnik

1u [2211]
imln jk2u [2211]

jnkmil1u [2211]
inkm jl1u [2211]

jnlmik2u [2211]
inlm jk!.

These satisfy the useful identities,

t [22]
jnim1t [22]

jmin[0, ~18!

t [222]
jkmiln1t [222]

jmnilm[0, ~19!

t [2]
i j t [2]

km2t [2]
k j t [2]

im 2 1
2 t [22]

knipt [22]
p jnm[0, ~20!

t [22]
minlt [22]

lq jp2t [22]
m jnlt [22]

lqip1 1
2 t [22]

ik j l t [222]
mkpnlq[0, ~21!

t [3]
i jk t [3]

knm2t [3]
n jkt [3]

kim1
1

2N
t [22]
npiqt [22]

q jpm[0, ~22!

t [22]
kmint [22]

n jmp1t [22]
km jnt [22]

minp1t [22]
im jnt [22]

nkmp[0, ~23!

t [222]
qimp jnt [222]

nkrmls1t [222]
qkmplnt [222]

jmrins1t [222]
jkmilnt [222]

qmspnr[0. ~24!

C. The supercommutators of the superderivations

Using the invariantu and t tensors, the most general permutation invariant and Lore
covariant supercommutation relations of the superderivations may be expressed,
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$¹a
i ,¹ȧ

j %5~a2t [2]
i j 1a11u [11]

i j !¹aȧ , ~25!

$¹a
i ,¹b

j %5~b2t [2]
i j 1b11u [11]

i j !Mab1eabb21~ t [21]
ik j 2t [21]

jki !Yk1eabb22t [22]
ik j l Zkl, ~26!

$¹ȧ
i ,¹

ḃ

j
%5~ b̄2t [2]

i j 1b̄11u [11]
i j !M ȧḃ1eȧḃb̄21~ t [21]

ik j 2t [21]
jki !Yk1eȧḃb̄22t [22]

ik j l Zkl, ~27!

@¹a
i ,¹bḃ#5eab~c2t [2]

i j 1c11u [11]
i j !¹

ḃ

j
, ~28!

@¹ȧ
i ,¹bḃ#5eȧḃ~ c̄2t [2]

i j 1 c̄11u [11]
i j !¹b

j , ~29!

@¹aȧ ,¹bḃ#5r ~eabM ȧḃ1eȧḃMab!. ~30!

Comments:

~a! The equations involvingYi andZi j 52Zji on the right-hand side have been written so as
exhibit manifestly the irreducibility of these operators. In particular, use of the part
trace-free invariant tensors as coefficients automatically yieldsYi satisfying ~14! and Zi j

satisfying~16!, since using these tensors guarantees that the relevant term vanishes wh
replacesZkl by u [1]

k Vl and independentlyYk by ukS.
~b! For the¹a

i and the¹ȧ
i , we have not separated the permutation-irreducible tensors expli

However, the tensorst from ~17! have been chosen to correspond to the decomposition
the irreducible pieces.

~c! That the two terms on the right-hand side of~30! always have the same coefficient, can
easily deduced from the Jacobi identity for three¹aȧ’s. The parameterr distinguishes the
two main classes of supersymmetry algebras we shall consider: The contraction tor
50 case corresponds to thealgebras of super-Poincare´ typeand for rÞ0 we obtainalge-
bras of the super de Sitter type. We shall not consider algebras of superconformal ty
which have a second element transforming as a Lorentz vector, the generator of con
transformations.

~d! The right-hand sides involve the most general Lorentz covariant terms. This guarante
Jacobi identities involving oneM are automatically satisfied.

~e! The fifteen complex parameters$a2 ,a11%, $b2 ,b11,b21,b22%, $b̄2 ,b̄11,b̄21,b̄22%, $c2 ,c11%,
$c̄2 ,c̄11%, and$r % area priori independent. They are to be chosen so as to satisfy the s
Jacobi identities, which we shall consider in the next section.

D. The action of h on the superderivations

The most general commutation relations of the Lorentz scalar operatorsY and Z with the
superderivations compatible with Lorentz and permutation covariance, e.g.,

@Yi ,¹a
j #5~d3u [3]

i jk 1d21
a u [21]

i jk 1d21
b u [21]

ik j 1d21
c u [21]

k j i 1d111u [111]
i jk !¹a

k , ~31!

on imposition of the trace conditions, yield the following eight-parameter set of relations invo
the partially trace-free tensors~17!:

@Yi ,¹a
j #5~d3t [3]

i jk 1d21
a t [21]

i jk 1d21
b t [21]

ik j !¹a
k , ~32!

@Yi ,¹ȧ
j #5~ d̄3t [3]

i jk 1d̄21
a t [21]

i jk 1d̄21
b t [21]

ik j !¹ȧ
k , ~33!

@Yi ,¹aȧ#50, ~34!

@Zi j ,¹a
k #5 f 22t [22]

jki l ¹a
l , ~35!
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@Zi j ,¹ȧ
k #5 f̄ 22t [22]

jki l ¹ȧ
l , ~36!

@Zi j ,¹aȧ#50. ~37!

We note that the Coleman–Mandula-type relation,@h,D0#50, is an immediate consequence of t
trace conditions. However, the internal symmetry can still act nontrivially on the odd deriva

E. The commutators in h

The subalgebra of theY’s andZ’s has the Lorentz and permutation covariant form satisfy
the trace-conditions,

@Yi ,Yj #5g22t [22]
im jnZmn, ~38!

@Zi j ,Yk#5h22t [22]
jki l Yl1h32t [32]

jkl imZlm, ~39!

@Zi j ,Zkl#5k222t [222]
jkmilnZmn. ~40!

In fact the Jacobi identities always imply thath3250 ~see below!. This reduces the number o
parameters to three, which are constrained by the Jacobi identities.

III. DEMOCRATIC LIE ALGEBRAS g

The a priori Lorentz covariant commutators of ourN-extended democratic algebras mu
satisfy super Jacobi identities which guarantee that the products of the underlying operat
associative. We shall now consider the constraints imposed on the parameters in~25!–~30!, ~32!–
~37!, ~38!–~40! by the super Jacobi identities. Let us first recall that, by construction, all the Ja
identities involving at least oneM are automatically satisfied. We begin with the subalgebrah.

A. Democratic Lie algebras h

To find all possibleSN democratic algebras containing theN(N21)/2 generatorsY andZ, the
Jacobi identities for~38!–~40! need to be satisfied. These yield the following four conditions
the four parametersg22, h22, h32, k222:

h32h225h32k22250,

h22~h2222k222!50, ~41!

Ng22~h2222k222!22h32
2 50.

They generally imply thath3250, leaving the conditions

h22~h2222k222!50, g22~h2222k222!50. ~42!

These equations lead to a classification in five distinct categories:
~1a! Abelian h: all the scalar operators commute

g225h225k22250 ~43!

and theY andZ can still be renormalized freely.
~1b! The Z’s commute, they commute with theY’s but the commutators of theY’s generate the
Z’s. By renormalization of theZ’s or theY’s, we find

g2251, h225k22250. ~44!
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~2! The Z’s form an so(N21) algebra, withN21 commutingY’s which moreover are so(N
21) scalars, i.e., do not transform under theZ. Using the normalization freedom, we may wri

g225h2250, k22251. ~45!

~3a! The inhomogeneous so(N21) case. By normalization of theZ’s, the parameters can b
brought to

g2250, h2252, k22251. ~46!

TheY’s behave as a vector under so(N21) and commute. They behave as momenta with res
to so(N21) and hence this corresponds to an inhomogeneous so(N21) algebra. The normaliza
tions of theY’s can still be adjusted freely.
~3b! The so(N) case. We clearly have as manyY andZ operators as there are generators of so(N),
which is indeed a particular democratic Lie algebrah. In this case, by suitable renormalizations
theY’s and theZ’s, the parameters can be brought to their so(N) values, which we normalize a

g2251, h2252, k22251. ~47!

That these values correspond to so(N) can be seen as follows. The commutation relations of
N(N21)/2 generatorsMi j 5M ji of so(N) are usually written as,

@Mi j ,Mkl#5u [2]
jk M il 2u [2]

ik M jl 2u [2]
j l M ik1u [2]

i l M jk.

Defining projections

Vj5u [1]
k Mk j, Tjk5M jk2

1

N
~u [1]

j Vku [1]
k Vj !, ~48!

we obtain that the subset of theT operators alone form a democratic so(N21) subalgebra@with
(N21)(N22)/2 independent operators# of the so(N) algebra. TheN21 independentV operators
transform as a vector under the so(N21) subalgebra. TheV and theT satisfy precisely the
commutation relations~38!–~40! satisfied byY andZ, respectively, with

g2252
N

2
, h2251, k2225

1

2
. ~49!

Since there are possible arbitrary democratic rescalings ofV with respect toY and of T with
respect toZ, the algebra of theY’s and theZ’s corresponds to an so(N) algebra provided~47!
holds.

B. Supersymmetry algebras g

The full discussion for the rest of the super Jacobi identities is rather intricate. We discu
full set of solutions in the Appendix, discussing the main features here.

We have chosen to discuss the general solution of the Jacobi identities in terms of two c

~1! The first criterion is related to the appearance of the termu [2]
i j ¹aȧ in the anticommutators o

¹a
i with ¹ȧ

j ~parametera2) and of theY’s in the anticommutator of two¹a’s ~parameterb21!

or of two ¹ȧ’s ~parameterb̄21!.
~2! The second criterion reveals the structure of the algebrah of the Lorentz scalar elements a

discussed in the preceding section.

We use the values of the parametersa2 , b21, and b̄21 as the basis of our classification.
follows from ~25!, ~26! and ~27! that, if any of these three parameters is nonzero, it may
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renormalized to one by rescaling the three superderivations democratically. Hence, using a
fact that we have a natural symmetry under the interchange of the dotted and undotted op
we are led to six independent classes of superalgebras:

Class A: a251, b2151, b̄2151,

Class B: a251, b2151, b̄2150,

Class C: a250, b2151, b̄2151,

Class D: a251, b2150, b̄2150,
~50!

Class E: a250, b2151, b̄2150,

Class F: a250, b2150, b̄2150,

which we discuss in detail in the Appendix. ClassesB and E are chiral, not having the mirror
symmetry under the chirality interchanges between dotted and undotted indices (a↔ȧ,...) and
between the parametersc↔ c̄,... ~for existing unbarred-barred pairs!. The two further classes,

Class B8: a251, b2150, b̄2151,
~51!

Class E8: a250, b2150, b̄2151,

can clearly be obtained trivially from theB and E classes by performing the above chirali
exchanges; and we do not explicitly discuss these.

Within the above classes, the discussion is subdivided according to the values ofk222 andh22,
corresponding to the division in Sec. III A,

Case 1: k22250, h2250,

Case 2: k22251, h2250, ~52!

Case 3: k22251, h2252.

C. Some solutions of the super Jacobi identities

In this section, we discuss the main noteworthy features revealed by our approach.
consider Case A3 from the Appendix:

$¹a
i ,¹ȧ

j %5~ t [2]
i j 1a11u [11]

i j !¹aȧ , ~53!

$¹a
i ,¹b

j %54~b22t [2]
i j 1a11b̄22u [11]

i j !Mab1eab~~ t [21]
ik j 2t [21]

jki !Yk1b22t [22]
ik j l Zkl!, ~54!

$¹ȧ
i ,¹

ḃ

j
%54~ b̄22t [2]

i j 1a11b22u [11]
i j !M ȧḃ1eȧḃ~~ t [21]

ik j 2t [21]
jki !Yk1b̄22t [22]

ik j l Zkl!, ~55!

@¹a
i ,¹bḃ#54eabS b22t [2]

i j 1
b̄22

N
u [11]

i j D¹
ḃ

j
, ~56!

@¹ȧ
i ,¹bḃ#54eȧḃS b̄22t [2]

i j 1
b22

N
u [11]

i j D¹b
j , ~57!

@¹aȧ ,¹bḃ#516b22b̄22~eabM ȧḃ1eȧḃMab!, ~58!
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@Yi ,¹aȧ#50, ~59!

@Zi j ,¹aȧ#50, ~60!

@Yi ,¹a
j #54S b̄22a11t [21]

ik j 2
b22

N
t [21]
i jk D¹a

k , ~61!

@Yi ,¹ȧ
j #54S b22a11t [21]

ik j 2
b̄22

N
t [21]
i jk D¹ȧ

k , ~62!

@Zi j ,¹a
k #52t [22]

jki l ¹a
l , ~63!

@Zi j ,¹ȧ
k #52t [22]

jki l ¹ȧ
l , ~64!

@Yi ,Yj #524a11b22b̄22t [22]
im jnZmn, ~65!

@Zi j ,Yk#52t [22]
jki l Yl , ~66!

@Zi j ,Zkl#5t [222]
jkmilnZmn. ~67!

The main unusual features displayed by this algebra are:

~1! Nontrivial action of the subalgebrah on the vector space of superderivationsD;
~2! Non-Abelian subalgebra of the Lorentz scalar generators;
~3! Occurrence of thea11 term in ~53!.

The above example is of super de Sitter-type. A chiral super Poincare´-type example, also
displaying these interesting features, is given by Case B3:

$¹a
i ,¹ȧ

j %5~ t [2]
i j 1a11u [11]

i j !¹aȧ , ~68!

$¹a
i ,¹b

j %5~4b22t [2]
i j 1Nc11a11u [11]

i j !Mab1eab~~ t [21]
ik j 2t [21]

jki !Yk1b22t [22]
ik j l Zkl!, ~69!

$¹ȧ
i ,¹

ḃ

j
%50, ~70!

@¹a
i ,¹bḃ#5eab~4b22t [2]

i j 1c11u [11]
i j !¹

ḃ

j
, ~71!

@¹ȧ
i ,¹bḃ#50, ~72!

@¹aȧ ,¹bḃ#50, ~73!

@Yi ,¹aȧ#50, ~74!

@Zi j ,¹aȧ#50, ~75!

@Yi ,¹a
j #5S 2

4

N
b22t [21]

i jk 1Na11c11t [21]
ik j D¹a

k , ~76!

@Yi ,¹ȧ
j #5~2c11t [21]

i jk 14a11b22t [21]
ik j !¹ȧ

k , ~77!

@Zi j ,¹a
k #52t [22]

jki l ¹a
l , ~78!
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@Zi j ,¹ȧ
k #52t [22]

jki l ¹ȧ
l , ~79!

@Yi ,Yj #52Na11c11b22t [22]
im jnZmn, ~80!

@Zi j ,Yk#52t [22]
jki l Yl , ~81!

@Zi j ,Zkl#5t [222]
jkmilnZmn. ~82!

IV. CONCLUSION

The inclusion of multiplicities in our program,8 extending in a Lorentz covariant way th
algebra of coordinates and derivatives, has been shown to exhibit interesting new feature
rather rich structure of solutions for the super Jacobi identities. In order to obtain explicit
tions, we have chosen to restrict ourselves in this article to a set of operators of spin less
equal to one and to imposedemocracy. Within these restricted hypotheses, we have been ab
classify fully the allowed superalgebras of derivations and superderivations. Apart from the
known examples,1,2 new and potentially interesting cases have been uncovered.
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APPENDIX

With classes~A–F! defined in~50! and subcases~1–3! defined by~52! the full classification
of the democratic supersymmetry algebras is given below.

1. Class A

Imposing the super Jacobi identities together with the class A constraints,a251, b2151,
b̄2151, yields the relations,

$¹a
i ,¹ȧ

j %5~ t [2]
i j 1a11u [11]

i j !¹aȧ , ~A1!

$¹a
i ,¹b

j %54k222~b22t [2]
i j 1a11b̄22u [11]

i j !Mab1eab~~ t [21]
ik j 2t [21]

jki !Yk1b22t [22]
ik j l Zkl!, ~A2!

$¹ȧ
i ,¹

ḃ

j
%54k222~ b̄22t [2]

i j 1a11b22u [11]
i j !M ȧḃ1eȧḃ~~ t [21]

ik j 2t [21]
jki !Yk1b̄22t [22]

ik j l Zkl!, ~A3!

@¹a
i ,¹bḃ#54eabk222S b22t [2]

i j 1
b̄22

N
u [11]

i j D¹
ḃ

j
, ~A4!

@¹ȧ
i ,¹bḃ#54eȧḃk222S b̄22t [2]

i j 1
b22

N
u [11]

i j D¹b
j , ~A5!

@¹aȧ ,¹bḃ#516b22b̄22k222
2 ~eabM ȧḃ1eȧḃMab!, ~A6!

@Yi ,¹aȧ#50, ~A7!

@Zi j ,¹aȧ#50, ~A8!
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@Yi ,¹a
j #54k222S b̄22a11t [21]

ik j 2
b22

N
t [21]
i jk D¹a

k , ~A9!

@Yi ,¹ȧ
j #54k222S b22a11t [21]

ik j 2
b̄22

N
t [21]
i jk D¹ȧ

k , ~A10!

@Zi j ,¹a
k #5h22t [22]

jki l ¹a
l , ~A11!

@Zi j ,¹ȧ
k #5h22t [22]

jki l ¹ȧ
l , ~A12!

@Yi ,Yj #524a11b22b̄22k222t [22]
im jnZmn, ~A13!

@Zi j ,Yk#5h22t [22]
jki l Yl , ~A14!

@Zi j ,Zkl#5k222t [222]
jkmilnZmn, ~A15!

with the space of class A superalgebras defined by solutions of the system of quadratic equ

b22~2k2222h22!50,

b̄22~2k2222h22!50, ~A16!

h22~2k2222h22!50.

We find three subcases@see~52!#

Case A1:Sinceh225k22250, the parametersa11, b22, and b̄22 are free. This includes the
standard super Poincare´ algebra with Abelian algebrah of central charges.

Case A2:Herea11 is free,k22251 and all other parameters are zero. There is an so(N21)
subalgebra@see~45!# of the Z’s which decouples.

Case A3:This is a much less trivial case~see Sec. III C! and the full so(N) algebra~49! is
included in the algebra. The independent parameters area11, b22, b̄22 while h2252, k22251.

2. Class B

This class ischiral of super Poincare´-type: a251, b2151, b̄2150. It has relations

$¹a
i ,¹ȧ

j %5~ t [2]
i j 1a11u [11]

i j !¹aȧ , ~B1!

$¹a
i ,¹b

j %5~4b22k222t [2]
i j 1Nc11a11u [11]

i j !Mab1eab~~ t [21]
ik j 2t [21]

jki !Yk1b22t [22]
ik j l Zkl!, ~B2!

$¹ȧ
i ,¹

ḃ

j
%5eȧḃb̄22t [22]

ik j l Zkl, ~B3!

@¹a
i ,¹bḃ#5eab~4b22k222t [2]

i j 1c11u [11]
i j !¹

ḃ

j
, ~B4!

@¹ȧ
i ,¹bḃ#50, ~B5!

@¹aȧ ,¹bḃ#50, ~B6!

@Yi ,¹aȧ#50, ~B7!

@Zi j ,¹aȧ#50, ~B8!
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@Yi ,¹a
j #5S 2

4

N
b22k222t [21]

i jk 1Na11c11t [21]
ik j D¹a

k , ~B9!

@Yi ,¹ȧ
j #5~2c11t [21]

i jk 14a11b22k222t [21]
ik j !¹ȧ

k , ~B10!

@Zi j ,¹a
k #5h22t [22]

jki l ¹a
l , ~B11!

@Zi j ,¹ȧ
k #5h22t [22]

jki l ¹ȧ
l , ~B12!

@Yi ,Yj #52Na11c11b22t [22]
im jnZmn, ~B13!

@Zi j ,Yk#5h22t [22]
jki l Yl , ~B14!

@Zi j ,Zkl#5k222t [222]
jkmilnZmn. ~B15!

Here the parameters are constrained by the system of equations,

b̄22h225b̄22k22250,

b22~2k2222h22!50, ~B16!

h22~2k2222h22!50,

defining the space of class B superalgebras. They are all of chiral super Poincare´-type. There are
three subcases of solutions@see~52!#:

Case B1:The parametersa11, b22, b̄22, andc11 are free,h225k22250. TheZ’s are central,
not theY’s.

Case B2:The parametersa11, and c11 are free,k22251 and the remaining are zero. Th
subalgebrah contains the so(N21) of the Z’s which decouples. The subalgebra of theY’s is
Abelian.

Case B3:The parametersa11, b22, andc11 are free,h2252, k22251, b̄2250 ~see Sec. III C!.

3. Class C

This class contains super algebras of the de Sitter-type. They allow contractions to
Poincare´-type algebras by settingc2 and/orc̄2 to zero. The relationsa250, b2151, b̄2151 yield
the superbrackets,

$¹a
i ,¹ȧ

j %5a11u [11]
i j ¹aȧ , ~C1!

$¹a
i ,¹b

j %5a11c̄2u [11]
i j Mab1eab~~ t [21]

ik j 2t [21]
jki !Yk1b22t [22]

ik j l Zkl!, ~C2!

$¹ȧ
i ,¹

ḃ

j
%5a11c2u [11]

i j M ȧḃ1eȧḃ~~ t [21]
ik j 2t [21]

jki !Yk1b̄22t [22]
ik j l Zkl!, ~C3!

@¹a
i ,¹bḃ#5eabS c2t [2]

i j 1
c̄2

N
u [11]

i j D¹
ḃ

j
, ~C4!

@¹ȧ
i ,¹bḃ#5eȧḃS c̄2t [2]

i j 1
c2

N
u [11]

i j D¹b
j , ~C5!

@¹aȧ ,¹bḃ#5c2c̄2~eabM ȧḃ1eȧḃMab!, ~C6!

@Yi ,¹aȧ#50, ~C7!
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@Zi j ,¹aȧ#50, ~C8!

@Yi ,¹a
j #5a11c̄2t [21]

ik j ¹a
k , ~C9!

@Yi ,¹ȧ
j #5a11c2t [21]

ik j ¹ȧ
k , ~C10!

@Zi j ,¹a
k #5h22t [22]

jki l ¹a
l , ~C11!

@Zi j ,¹ȧ
k #5h22t [22]

jki l ¹ȧ
l , ~C12!

@Yi ,Yj #52a11b22c̄2t [22]
im jnZmn, ~C13!

@Zi j ,Yk#5h22t [22]
jki l Yl , ~C14!

@Zi j ,Zkl#5k222t [222]
jkmilnZmn. ~C15!

Here the parameters are constrained by the system of equations

b̄22c22b22c̄250,

b22h225b22k22250,

b̄22h225b̄22k22250, ~C16!

a11c̄2b22~2k2222h22!50,

h22~2k2222h22!50.

We find three subcases@see~52!#:
Case C1:We haveh225k22250 while a11 is free andb22, b̄22, c2 , c̄2 , are constrained by the

condition

b̄22c25b22c̄2 . ~C17!

The Z’s are central charges.
Case C2:The parametersa11, c2 , c̄2 are free,k22251 and the remaining are zero. Th

subalgebra so(N21),h of the Z’s decouples.
Case C3:The parametersa11, c2 , c̄2 are free,h2252, k22251, andb225b̄2250.

4. Class D

This hasa251, b2150, b̄2150, yielding

$¹a
i ,¹ȧ

j %5~ t [2]
i j 1a11u [11]

i j !¹aȧ , ~D1!

$¹a
i ,¹b

j %5eabb22t [22]
ik j l Zkl, ~D2!

$¹ȧ
i ,¹

ḃ

j
%5eȧḃb̄22t [22]

ik j l Zkl, ~D3!

@¹a
i ,¹bḃ#50, ~D4!

@¹ȧ
i ,¹bḃ#50, ~D5!
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@¹aȧ ,¹bḃ#50, ~D6!

@Yi ,¹aȧ#50, ~D7!

@Zi j ,¹aȧ#50, ~D8!

@Yi ,¹a
j #5~d3t [3]

i jk 1d21
a t [21]

i jk 2Nd̄21
a a11t [21]

ik j !¹a
k , ~D9!

@Yi ,¹ȧ
j #5~2d3t [3]

i jk 1d̄21
a t [21]

i jk 2Na11d21
a t [21]

ik j !¹ȧ
k , ~D10!

@Zi j ,¹a
k #5 f 22t [22]

jki l ¹a
l , ~D11!

@Zi j ,¹ȧ
k #5 f 22t [22]

jki l ¹ȧ
l , ~D12!

@Yi ,Yj #5g22t [22]
im jnZmn, ~D13!

@Zi j ,Yk#5h22t [22]
jki l Yl , ~D14!

@Zi j ,Zkl#5k222t [222]
jkmilnZmn. ~D15!

The remaining parameters must satisfy the 18 equations,

d3b2250, d3b̄2250, d3f 2250, d3h2250, ~D16!

b22f 2250, b22h2250, b22k22250, b22a11d̄21
a 50, ~D17!

b̄22f 2250, b̄22h2250, b̄22k22250, b̄22a11d21
a 50, ~D18!

h22~h2222k222!50, g22~h2222k222!50, f 22~ f 2222k222!50, ~D19!

d21
a ~ f 222h22!50, d̄21

a ~ f 222h22!50, d3
212N f22g221N3a11d21

a d̄21
a 50. ~D20!

We find seven essentially different subcases@see~52!#:
Case D1a:The parameterg22 is free whileh225k2225b225b̄225 f 2250 anda11, d3 , d21

a ,
d̄21

a , satisfy the condition

a11d21
a d̄21

a 1
d3

2

N3 50. ~D21!

Case D1b:The parametersb22Þ0, d21
a andg22 are free,a11 and d̄21

a are constrained by

d̄21
a a1150 ~D22!

and the remaining parameters are zero.
Case D1c:The parametersb22Þ0, b̄22Þ0, g22 are free,a11, d21

a , d̄21
a satisfy the conditions

d21
a a1150, d̄21

a a1150, ~D23!

and the remaining parameters are zero.
Case D2a:Herek22251, the parametersa11, d3 , d21

a , d̄21
a satisfy the condition~D21! and the

remaining parameters are zero.
Case D2b:All the parameters are zero exceptk22251, f 2252 anda11 which is free.
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Case D3a:All the other parameters are zero exceptk22251, h2252 anda11, g22 which are
free.

Case D3b:All the parameters are zero exceptk22251, h2252, f 2252 andg22, a11, d21
a , d̄21

a

satisfy

4g221N2a11d21
a d̄21

a 50.

5. Class E

Imposinga250, b2151, b̄2150, we obtain the chiral superalgebra,

$¹a
i ,¹ȧ

j %5a11u [11]
i j ¹aȧ , ~E1!

$¹a
i ,¹b

j %5Na11c11u [11]
i j Mab1eab~~ t [21]

ik j 2t [21]
jki !Yk1b22t [22]

ik j l Zkl!, ~E2!

$¹ȧ
i ,¹

ḃ

j
%5eȧḃb̄22t [22]

ik j l Zkl, ~E3!

@¹a
i ,¹bḃ#5eab~c2t [2]

i j 1c11u [11]
i j !¹

ḃ

j
, ~E4!

@¹ȧ
i ,¹bḃ#50, ~E5!

@¹aȧ ,¹bḃ#50, ~E6!

@Yi ,¹aȧ#50, ~E7!

@Zi j ,¹aȧ#50, ~E8!

@Yi ,¹a
j #5Na11c11t [21]

ik j ¹a
k , ~E9!

@Yi ,¹ȧ
j #5a11c2t [21]

ik j ¹ȧ
k , ~E10!

@Zi j ,¹a
k #5h22t [22]

jki l ¹a
l , ~E11!

@Zi j ,¹ȧ
k #5 f̄ 22t [22]

jki l ¹ȧ
l , ~E12!

@Yi ,Yj #52Na11c11b22t [22]
im jnZmn, ~E13!

@Zi j ,Yk#5h22t [22]
jki l Yl , ~E14!

@Zi j ,Zkl#5k222t [222]
jkmilnZmn. ~E15!

Herea11 andc11 are free and the remaining parameters satisfy the constraints,

b22f̄ 225b22h225b22k22250, ~E16!

b̄22c25b̄22f̄ 225b̄22h225b̄22k22250, ~E17!

h22~h2222k222!5 f̄ 22~ f̄ 2222k222!5c2~ f̄ 222h22!50. ~E18!

We find six essentially different subcases:
Case E1a:The parametersh225k2225 f̄ 225c250, anda11, b22, b̄22, c11 are free.
Case E1b:The parametersh225k2225 f̄ 225b̄2250, anda11, b22, c2 , c11 are free.
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Case E2a:Herek22251, a11, c11, andc2 are free and the remaining parameters are zer
Case E2b:Herek22251, f̄ 2252, a11, c11 are free and the remaining parameters are zero
Case E3a:Herek22251, h2252, a11, c11 are free and the remaining parameters are zero
Case E3b:Herek22251, h2252, f̄2252, a11, c11, c2 are free and the remaining paramete

are zero.

6. Class F

Class F has the following basic relations,a250, b2150, b̄2150, which yield the superalgebr

$¹a
i ,¹ȧ

j %5a11u [11]
i j ¹aȧ , ~F1!

$¹a
i ,¹b

j %5eabb22t [22]
ik j l Zkl, ~F2!

$¹ȧ
i ,¹

ḃ

j
%5eȧḃb̄22t [22]

ik j l Zkl, ~F3!

@¹a
i ,¹bḃ#5eab~c2t [2]

i j 1c11u [11]
i j !¹

ḃ

j
, ~F4!

@¹ȧ
i ,¹bḃ#5eȧḃ~ c̄2t [2]

i j 1 c̄11u [11]
i j !¹b

j , ~F5!

@¹aȧ ,¹bḃ#5c2c̄2~eabM ȧḃ1eȧḃMab!, ~F6!

@Yi ,¹aȧ#50, ~F7!

@Zi j ,¹aȧ#50, ~F8!

@Yi ,¹a
j #5~d3t [3]

i jk 1d21
a t [21]

i jk 1d21
b t [21]

ik j !¹a
k , ~F9!

@Yi ,¹ȧ
j #5~ d̄3t [3]

i jk 1d̄21
a t [21]

i jk 1d̄21
b t [21]

ik j !¹ȧ
k , ~F10!

@Zi j ,¹a
k #5 f 22t [22]

jki l ¹a
l , ~F11!

@Zi j ,¹ȧ
k #5 f̄ 22t [22]

jki l ¹ȧ
l , ~F12!

@Yi ,Yj #5g22t [22]
im jnZmn, ~F13!

@Zi j ,Yk#5h22t [22]
jki l Yl , ~F14!

@Zi j ,Zkl#5k222t [222]
jkmilnZmn. ~F15!

For k2225h2250, i.e., case F1, we will limit ourselves to giving the conditions which have to
fulfilled. In the cases F2, F3 wherek22251, we give a more precise discussion. There are m
subcases which we have classified as follows:

subcase a:a11Þ0,

subcase b:a1150, f 2250, f̄ 2250,
~F16!

subcase c:a1150, f 2252, f̄ 2250,

subcase d:a1150, f 2252, f̄ 2252.

With this in mind, we find nine essentially different subcases.
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Case F1:With h225k22250, which impliesf 225 f̄ 2250, the 20 conditions to be fulfilled are

b22d21
b 50, b22d350,

b̄22d̄21
b 50, b̄22d̄350,

a11c250, a11c1150,

a11c̄250, a11c̄1150,

a11d21
a 50, a11d̄21

a 50,
~F17!

c2c̄22N2c11c̄1150, b̄22c22b22c̄250,

c2~ d̄32d3!50, c̄2~ d̄32d3!50,

c2d̄21
a 2Nc11d21

a 50, c̄2d̄21
b 2Nc̄11d21

b 50,

c2d21
b 2Nc11d̄21

b 50, c̄2d21
a 2Nc̄11d̄21

a 50,

d3
22N2d21

a d21
b 50, d̄3

22N2d̄21
a d̄21

b 50.

This leads to a rather long, easy but uninteresting discussion which we will not give.
Case F2a:Herek22251, a11Þ0, d21

b , d̄21
b , f 22, and f̄ 22 satisfy the following conditions:

f 22~ f 2222!50, f̄ 22~ f̄ 2222!50,
~F18!

f 22d21
b 50, f̄ 22d̄21

b 50,

and the remaining parameters are zero.
Case F2b:Herek22251, c2 , c11, c̄2 , c̄11, d21

a , d21
b , d3 , d̄21

a , d̄21
b , d̄3 satisfy the conditions,

c2c̄22N2c11c̄1150,

c2~ d̄32d3!50, c̄2~ d̄32d3!50,

c2d̄21
a 2Nc11d21

a 50, c̄2d̄21
b 2Nc̄11d21

b 50, ~F19!

c2d21
b 2Nc11d̄21

b 50, c̄2d21
a 2Nc̄11d̄21

a 50,

d3
22N2d21

a d21
b 50, d̄3

22N2d̄21
a d̄21

b 50,

and the remaining parameters are zero.
Case F2c:All the parameters are zero exceptk22251, f 2252 andc11, c̄11, d̄3 , d̄21

a , andd̄21
b

which satisfy

c11c̄1150, d̄3
22N2d̄21

a d̄21
b 50,

~F20!
c11d̄21

b 50, c̄11d̄21
a 50.

Case F2d:All the parameters are zero exceptk22251, f 225 f̄ 2252 andc2 , c11, c̄2 , c̄11 which
satisfy the condition,
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c2c̄22N2c11c̄1150. ~F21!

Case F3a:All the parameters are zero exceptk22251, h2252, a11Þ0, andd21
b , d̄21

b , f 22, f̄ 22,
andg22 which satisfy the conditions,

f 22~ f 2222!50, f̄ 22~ f̄ 2222!50,

d21
b ~ f 2222!50, d̄21

b ~ f̄ 2222!50, ~F22!

f 22g2250, f̄22g2250.

Case F3b:All the parameters are zero except fork22251, h2252, g22, andc2 , c11, c̄2 , and
c̄11 which satisfy the condition,

c2c̄22N2c11c̄1150. ~F23!

Case F3c:All the parameters are zero exceptk22251, h2252, f 2252, andc11, c̄11, d21
a , and

d21
b which satisfy the conditions,

c11c̄1150, c11d21
a 50, c̄11d21

b 50, ~F24!

and the dependent parameter,

g225
N

4
d21

a d21
b . ~F25!

Case F3d:All the parameters are zero except fork22251, h2252, f 225 f̄ 2252, andc11, c2 ,
c̄11, c̄2 , d21

a , d21
b d̄21

a , andd̄21
b which satisfy the conditions,

c2d̄21
a 2Nc11d21

a 50, c̄2d̄21
b 2Nc̄11d21

b 50,

c2d21
b 2Nc11d̄21

b 50, c̄2d21
a 2Nc̄11d̄21

a 50, ~F26!

c2c̄22N2c11c̄1150, d21
a d21

b 2d̄21
a d̄21

b 50,

and the dependent parameter,

g225
N

4
d21

a d21
b . ~F27!
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We consider the connections between sums of spherical wave functions over lat-
tices, layers, and lines. The differences between sums over lattices and those over a
doubly periodic constituent layer are expressed in terms of series with exponential
convergence. Correspondingly, sums over the layer can be regarded as composed of
a sum over a central line, and another sum over displaced lines exhibiting expo-
nential convergence. We exhibit formulas which can be used to calculate accurately
and efficiently sums of spherical waves over lattices, layers, and lines, which in
turn may be used to construct quasiperiodic Green’s functions for the Helmholtz
equation, of use in scattering problems for layers and lines of spheres, and for
finding the Bloch modes of lattices of spheres. We illustrate the numerical accuracy
of our expressions. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1409348#

I. INTRODUCTION

We discuss here sums of spherical waves, solutions of the Helmholtz equation which
naturally in scattering problems for systems of spheres. The systems on which we foc
periodic collections, with the spheres arranged either along a line, or in doubly periodic fash
a plane, or in triply periodic fashion in a lattice. If the sums over the basis of spherical wave
be evaluated accurately and efficiently, then they can be used to construct quasiperiodic G
functions, of use in integral equation treatments of wave scattering problems.1 The conventional
basis used for the calculation of such Green’s functions is of course plane waves, but for s
composed of spherical scatterers, the natural basis to employ is composed of spherical wav
its use delivers advantages of rapidity of convergence, and accuracy in the implementa
boundary conditions, particularly important in cases of high contrast between the media be
and within the spheres.2

For the case of the Schro¨dinger equation, sums of spherical waves over lattices arise in
well-known Korringa–Kohn–Rostoker~KKR! method for calculation of Bloch functions,3–5

where they are referred to as matrix elements. However, their lineage predates the KKR
lation, as they were perhaps first introduced by Appel,6 and were considered in an important pap
by Rayleigh,7 which has motivated much of our work utilizing them. We have established8 con-
venient formulas which may be used to calculate quasiperiodic sums of spherical wave
arbitrary lattices of spheres. Such sums are useful in finding Bloch modes in lattices, e
calculating their photonic band structures.9,10

a!Electronic mail: nicolae@physics.usyd.edu.au
58590022-2488/2001/42(12)/5859/12/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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An important structure in three dimensions is the doubly periodic monolayer of sphere11 If
sums of spherical waves over this structure can be calculated, and from them the quasip
Green’s functions, then efficient formulations can be constructed for the scattering by mono
These may be used in what Stefanou, Karathanos, and Modinos10 call ‘‘layer KKR methods,’’ and
enable the investigation of problems of wave localization by three-dimensional random sy
and of homogenization in them. We have carried out such investigations11,12 of two-dimensional
systems using sums over cylindrical wave functions.

Here we will investigate quasiperiodic sums of spherical wave functions over singly per
doubly periodic, and triply periodic sets of points. We will use Fourier methods, which
recently been employed by a number of groups,13–17 and which enable convenient linkages to
established between wave functions summed over periodic sets, and constituent sets o
dimension. As we have stressed,11,12,17these linkages are important in enabling a deeper un
standing of the Bloch theorem, when applied to bases of functions other than plane waves
also have computational advantages, in that the sums over lower dimension, when ad
exponentially convergent series, generate those over a higher dimension.

We will begin by considering the sums of spherical waves over lattices. We will break up
sums into those over a central monolayer, and monolayers lying in positive and negativ
spaces. The latter will be reduced to rapidly evaluable and quickly convergent series. We wi
consider the central monolayer, and regard it as being composed of a set of displaced line
again, we will obtain sums over the central line, and lines in the positive and negative half p
with the latter being able to be simply and efficiently evaluated.

II. LATTICE AND LAYER SUMS

We consider the lattice shown in Fig. 1. It is characterized by basis vectors for a laa
5(a,0,0) andb5(bx ,by,0), with the third basis vector being taken to lie along theOz axis: c
5(0,0,c), with c.0. The general lattice vector is specified by a triplet of integersp
5(pa ,pb ,pc):

Rp5paa1pbb1pcc5Rp'1pcc, ~1!

where we will introduce a unit vector to characterize direction:Rp5RpR̂p . The lattice sums for
the Helmholtz equation depend on a scalar parameter,k—the wave number, and a vector param
eter, k0—the Bloch vector or quasiperiodicity vector. The sum of ordern,m for the lattice is
defined in terms of a superposition of the appropriately phased (n,m)th order solution of the
Helmholtz equation, evaluated at the nodes of the lattice:

FIG. 1. A general array in theOxy plane, characterized by~not necessarily orthogonal! basis vectorsa andb, is made into
a lattice using a third basis vectorc along theOz axis.
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Snm
L 5 (

pÞ(0,0,0)
hn

(1)~kRp!Ynm~R̂p!exp~ ik0•Rp!, ~2!

wherehn
(1) represents the spherical Bessel function of the third kind~the Hankel function!,18 and

multiplies the spherical harmonic angular functionYnm . Note that the lattice point at the origin i
excluded from the sum, and this distinguishes the central layerpc50 from those in the positive
and negative half spacesRp

1 with pc.0 andRp
2 with pc,0.

In previous work,11,12,17we have established expressions from which the lattice sums ma
evaluated:

Snm
L 5Snm

L j 1 iSnm
Ly 521/A4pdn,0dm,01 iSnm

Ly , ~3!

where, using an asterisk to denote conjugation,

~21!mSn,2m
Ly j n1q~kj!521/A4pdn,0dm,0@yq~kj!1wq~kj!#

2
4p

kV
i n(

h
S k

Qh
D q j n1q~Qhj!

Qh
22k2 Ynm* ~Q̂h!. ~4!

Here,q is an arbitrary positive integer, representing the order of summation acceleration, wj
is an arbitrary length, bounded from above by the shortest length of any integral combinatioa,
b, andc, andV is the volume of the unit cell. Also,Qh denotes the general element of the spa
of reciprocal lattice vectorsKh translated by the quasiperiodicity vectork0 , with its magnitude
beingQh and its direction being characterized by the unit vectorQ̂h . The functionwq removes the
divergent part at the origin of the spherical Bessel functionyq :19

wq~j!5
1

2Ap
(
p50

q21
G~q2p11/2!

p! S 2

kj D q22p11

. ~5!

These expressions give theSnm
L as sums over a triplet of integers in reciprocal space.

We will now relate the lattice sums to those over the central layer, and the positive
negative half spaces:

Snm
L 5Snm

ML1Snm
L11Snm

L2 . ~6!

The monolayer term is the focus of interest in Eq.~6! and we will seek to establish simpl
expressions for the positive (pc.0) and negative (pc,0) half space sums.

Our basic tool will be Fourier transform expressions for spherical waves given by Wittma19

These expressions contain a preferred coordinatez, and if z.0:

hn
(1)~kr !Ynm~ r̂ !5

1

2p i n E Ynm~ k̂!exp~ ik"r !
dK

gk
. ~7!

Here the integral is from minus infinity to infinity in the two componentsKx andKy of the vector
K , while g is a function ofKx andKy :

g5Ak22K2, ~8!

with the square root being taken to be positive imaginary ifK.k. The corresponding expressio
for z,0 is

hn
(1)~kr !Ynm~ r̂ !5

1

2p~2 i !n E Ynm~ k̂!exp~2 ik"r !
dK

gk
. ~9!
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Convenient expressions for evaluating theYnm are

Ynm~ k̂!5~21!mKnm~kx /k1 iky /k!mPn
(m)~kz /k!, ~10!

for positivem, and

Yn,2m~ k̂!5Knm~kx /k2 iky /k!mPn
(m)~kz /k!, ~11!

where

Knm5A2n11

4p

~n2m!!

~n1m!!
. ~12!

The functionPn
(m) is defined to be themth derivative of thenth Legendre polynomial:

Pn
(m)~x!5

dm

dxm Pn~x!. ~13!

Note thatPn
(m) differs from the associated Legendre function in the absence of a prefactor in

ing a power of the square root function. Expressions~10!–~13! are well adapted to our purpos
here since they pose no problems with branch cuts for evanescent orders (kz imaginary!.

We use these expressions now to evaluateSnm
L1 , assumingm.0. Writing k05k0'1k0zẑ,

Snm
L15 (

pc51

`

exp~ ik0zpcc!
Knm~21!m

2p i n E dK

gk S kx1 iky

k D m

Pn
(m)~g/k!

3exp~ igpcc!(
Rp'

exp@ i ~K1k0'!"Rp'#. ~14!

If Qh' denotes the set of integer combinations of the two reciprocal lattice basis vectors ly
the xy plane, andA denotes the area of the unit cell in that plane, we have

(
Rp'

exp@ i ~K1k0'!"Rp'#5
4p2

A (
Qh'

d~K1k0'2Qh'!. ~15!

Let us define

Qh'
2 52k0'1Qh'5Qhx

2 x̂1Qhy
2 ŷ, ~16!

so that

Snm
L15

2pKnm~21!m

Ai n (
pc51

`

(
Qh'

2

exp@ i ~k0z1g!pcc#

gk S Qhx
2 1 iQhy

2

k D m

Pn
(m)~g/k!. ~17!

We stress that factors involvingg cannot be moved outside the sum overQh'
2 , sinceg depends

implicitly on the transverse reciprocal lattice vector. Note that the individual terms in the sum
pc have physical interest: They would be needed if one wished to evaluate the Green’s fu
due to a quasiperiodic set of spherical wave sources in a plane, with the field point being s
along thez axis from the source plane.

The final step in the evaluation for the positive half space is to sum the geometrical pro
sion in Eq.~17!:
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Snm
L15

22pKnm~21!m

Ai n (
Qh'

2

1

gk S Qhx
2 1 iQhy

2

k D m 1

12exp@2 i ~k0z1g!c#
Pn

(m)~g/k!. ~18!

The evaluation for the negative half space proceeds along similar lines, bearing in min
differences between Eqs.~7! and ~9!. The result is

Snm
L25

22pKnm~21!m

A~2 i !n (
Qh'

1

1

gk S Qhx
1 1 iQhy

1

k D m 1

12exp@2 i ~2k0z1g!c#
Pn

(m)~g/k!, ~19!

where

Qh'
1 5k0'1Qh'5Qhx

1 x̂1Qhy
1 ŷ. ~20!

Given these results, it is possible to employ Eq.~6! in two ways: to proceed from the two
dimensional sumSnm

ML via these exponential correction terms to the three-dimensional sumSnm
L , or

to proceed by subtraction in the opposite direction. Here we follow the latter course, since w
the aim of providing results to validate the expressions for the monolayer sums derived in S

In Table I, we give numerical values illustrating the rapid convergence of the sum in Eq.~18!.
For the data chosen, summation between210 and 10 along both axes in reciprocal space
entirely adequate, and so the rows labeled 2 – 10 and 5 – 10 give the differences arisi
summation between22 and 2 and210 and 10~which are of order 1026!, and between25 and
5 and210 and 10~which are of order 10214!. The next two rows give the values ofS1,m

L1 andS1,m
L2 .

The last two rows give the values ofS1,m
L from Eqs.~3! and~4!, and ofS1,m

ML from Eq.~6!. Note that
in Eq. ~6!, the lattice sumsSL depend onkz , while the monolayer sums do not.

III. LAYER AND LINE SUMS

Let us now proceed to construct the monolayer sums by regarding them as made up
addition of sums along lines. It is convenient to choose these lines to be parallel to theOx axis,
and to preserve exponential convergence by having the lines displaced along theOz axis. What
this means is that the coordinates we use in this section are in fact rotated coordinatesOx8y8z8
relative to those of Sec. II. This rotation of course affects the monolayer sum values, and w
discuss the necessary corrections in Sec. IV.

The analog to Eq.~6! here is

Snm
ML5Snm

C 1Snm
ML11Snm

ML2 , ~21!

where the terms on the right-hand side correspond to the central chain (z50) and to the contri-
butions fromz.0 andz,0, respectively.

TABLE I. Convergence of the series in~18!, for n51, with the truncation orderpmax, for the data:k0x50.37, k0y

50.79, k0z50.48, k52p/7.69, ax51.00, bx50.65, by50.81, cz50.94, q54.

m521 m50 m511

2–10 3.88310272 i 1.2131027 24.97310271 i 1.0331026 21.45310272 i 3.8031027

5–10 1.783102142 i 7.11310215 22.313102141 i 4.93310214 23.553102152 i 2.13310214

101 18.53091 i 2.002 73 8.756 542 i 3.034 16 13.40952 i 12.9531
102 213.40952 i 12.9531 8.756 541 i 3.034 16 218.53091 i 2.002 73

SL 9.499 232 i 20.4461 17.51311 i 0. 29.499 232 i 20.4461
SML 4.377 862 i9.495 68 23.82310272 i 3.11310215 24.377 862 i 9.495 68
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We start with the central chain, along whichx5pax̂, y5z50. Hence, this sum depends on
on k0x :

Snm
C 5 (

pÞ0
hn

(1)~kupua!Ynm~sign~p!,0,0!exp~ ik0xpa!. ~22!

Using the normal expression for the spherical harmonic function,18 we find

Snm
C 5KnmPn

m~0! (
p51

`

hn
(1)~kpa!@exp~ ik0xpa!1~21!mexp~2 ik0xpa!#. ~23!

HerePn
m(0) denotes the normal associated Legendre function, evaluated at the origin, an a

quantity.18

We replace the functionhn
(1) by an integral using Eq.~7!:

hn
(1)~kpa!Yn0~0,0,1!5hn

(1)~kpa!A2n11

4p
Pn~1!5

1

2p i n E Yn0~ k̂!
exp~ igpa!

gk
dK . ~24!

The sums overp are geometric progressions, which lead to

Snm
C 5

21

2p i nA~n2m!!

~n1m!!
Pn

m~0!

3E Yn0~ k̂!dK

gk H 1

12exp@2 i ~g1k0x!a#
1

~21!m

12exp@2 i ~g2k0x!a#J . ~25!

We can expressYn0 simply:

Yn0~ k̂!5A~2n11!

4p
Pn~g/k!, ~26!

and evaluate the integral overK using polar coordinates to arrive at

Snm
C 5

2KnmPn
m~0!

i n E
0

` KPn~g/k!dK

gk H 1

12exp@2 i ~g1k0x!a#
1

~21!m

12exp@2 i ~g2k0x!a#J .

~27!

This gives the sum over the central line as an exponentially convergent integral. The inte
can have singularities at points corresponding to Wood anomalies, where diffracted order
off,1 but these can be eliminated by rotating the contour by 45° below the realK axis.15

In Fig. 2 we compare the result of direct summation over progressively larger regions wi
result of numerical integration of Eq.~27!. Direct summation yields a result which oscillates wi
a slowly decreasing amplitude, but it is clear that the analytic result lies at the centroid o
oscillations.

We continue with the evaluation of sums over the positive half plane:

Snm
ML15(

Rp
1

hn
(1)~kRp

1!Ynm~R̂p
1!exp~ ik0"Rp

1!, ~28!

where Rp
15paa1pcc, and wherec5cxx̂1czẑ. Hence, using the integral expressions for t

spherical wave functions:
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Snm
ML15 (

pc51

`

exp@ ipc~cxk0x1czk0z!#3
1

2p i n E Ynm~ k̂!dK

gk

3exp@ ipc~cxkx1czg!# (
pa52`

`

exp@ ipaa~kx1k0x!#. ~29!

The sum overpa gives rise to a sum of delta functions corresponding tokx52kq , with q ranging
over all integral values, andkq5k0x12pq/a. We are left with a sum overq replacing the integral
over kx , and we combine the integrands from positive and negativeky values, to give

Snm
ML15

1

i na (
q52`

` E
0

` Knmdky

gk
Pn

(m)~g/k!3F S kq2 iky

k D m

1S kq1 iky

k D mG
3 (

pc51

`

exp$ ipc@cx~k0x2kq!1cz~k0z1g!#%. ~30!

The summand here gives the contribution to the monolayer sum from a single line inpc.0.
Summing the geometrical progression over all such lines, we find

FIG. 2. A comparison of direct summation ofS11
C as a function of the size of the summation region with the result of

~27! ~horizontal line! for the real~top! and imaginary~bottom! parts. The data are:k0x50.37, k0z520.79, k52p/7.69,
ax51.00, cx520.65, cz50.81.
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Snm
ML15

2Knm

i na (
q52`

` E
0

` dky

gk
Pn

(m)~g/k!

3F S kq2 iky

k D m

1S kq1 iky

k D mG 1

12exp2 i @cx~k0x2kq!1cz~k0z1g!#
. ~31!

Once again, this contains an integral which should be evaluated over a line oriented at 45°
the realK axis. A comparison of the integrand in Eq.~31! plotted along the real axis and the lin
at 245° is given in Fig. 3. Note how the integrable singularity evident in the former is smoo
out in the latter. For the case shown, the summation in Eq.~31! was carried out overq between
25 and 5, with this being entirely adequate for graphical accuracy.

A similar treatment may be applied to evaluate the lower half plane contribution:

Snm
ML25

2~21!mKnm

~2 i !na (
q52`

` E
0

` dky

gk
Pn

(m)~g/k!

3F S kq2 iky

k D m

1S kq1 iky

k D mG 1

12exp2 i @cx~2k0x1kq!1cz~2k0z1g!#
. ~32!

IV. LATTICE SUMS AND ROTATIONS

We have described two different methods of arriving at the monolayer sums: working
from three-dimensional sums, and putting together one-dimensional sums. In order to veri

FIG. 3. Plots of the unshifted~top! and shifted~bottom! integrands in Eq.~31! for n51,m51 and for the data of Fig. 2.
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the two methods agree, we need take into account that the axes used in Secs. II and III are
with respect to each other. The effect of rotations on theSnm

ML is, from their definition, just the sam
as their effect on the spherical harmonic functionsYnm . We follow the discussion of Rose20

concerning the rotational properties ofYnm .
We characterize the rotation by Euler anglesa, b, and h. We call the axes of Sec. II the

original set, and those of Sec. III the rotated or primed set. Then our transformation equatio

x5x8, z5y8, y52z8, ~33!

so that the Euler angles of interest are

a52p/2, b5p/2, h5p/2. ~34!

Under a rotation, then,Slm is transformed into

Slm8 5(
m8

Dm8m
l

~a,b,h!Slm8 , ~35!

where, ifm8>m,

Dm8m
l

~a,b,h!5exp~2 im8a!dm8m
l

~b!exp~2 imh!, ~36!

and

dm8m
l

~b!5A~ l 1m!! ~ l 2m!! ~ l 1m8!! ~ l 2m8!!

3(
p

~21!p
~cosb/2!2l 1m2m822p~2sinb/2!m82m12p

~ l 2m82p!! ~ l 1m2p!! ~ l 1m82m!! p!
. ~37!

For m8,m, we use

dm8m
l

~b!5~21!m82mdmm8
l

~b!. ~38!

In Table II we show the application of Eq.~35! to rotate the monolayer sums from th
coordinate system of Sec. II to that of Sec. III. The results show good agreement between t
methods for evaluating the sums: subtractively, using the lattice sums as the starting poin
additively, building on the chain sums. The small differences between the two methods grow
order of sums, and reflect the fact that calculations were carried out inMATHEMATICA , with
integration points and summation terms being limited because of computation time restric
Note the differing symmetry properties between the sumsSML andS8ML, arising because of the
differences between the Legendre functions for angles of 0° and 90°.

TABLE II. Monolayer sums from Eq.~6!, Snm
ML6 , after rotation using Eq.~35!, Snm8ML6 , and from Eq.~21!, Snm

ML21 .

n,m Snm
ML6 Snm8ML6 Snm

ML21

0,0 20.282 0952 i 7.300 57 20.282 0952 i 7.300 57 20.282 0952 i 7.300 57
1,21 4.377 862 i 9.495 68 4.377 861 i 2.7031027 4.377 851 i 4.7310212

1,0 23.82310272 i 3.11310215 213.42892 i 2.22310215 213.42901 i 2.1310212

1,1 24.377 862 i 9.495 68 24.377 861 i 2.7031027 24.377 851 i 4.7310212

2,22 10.90712 i 7.051 39 23.70310292 i 8.444 55 11.23102102 i 8.444 74
2,21 21.5310282 i 3.731029 1.5310282 i 10.9071 23.43102111 i 10.9081
2,0 0.1 i 8.032 45 3.631021514.619 93 2.43102101 i 4.6183
2,1 21.5310281 i 3.731029 1.5310281 i 10.9071 3.43102111 i 10.9081
2,2 210.90712 i 7.051 39 3.70310292 i 8.444 55 21.23102102 i 8.444 74
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V. AN ANALYTIC RESULT FOR MONOLAYER SUMS

The monolayer sums may be divided into two parts: one associated with functionsj n , which
are finite at the origin, and the other with functionsyn , which are singular at the origin. We wil
now show that the former may be evaluated analytically.

We consider

J nm
ML5 (

RpÞ(0,0)
j n~kRp!Ynm~R̂p!exp~ ik0"Rp!, ~39!

or, adding and subtracting a term from the origin,

J nm
ML52

1

A4p
dn,0dm,01(

Rp

1

4p i n E Ynm~ k̂!dk̂ exp@ i ~k01k!"Rp#. ~40!

We take the sum overRp inside the integral, and recognize that the exponential term genera
delta function, whose argument requires that the part ofk01k in the monolayer plane, ork0'

1k' , matches a reciprocal lattice vectorQh . Denoting byA the area of the unit cell in the array
we obtain

J nm
ML52

1

A4p
dn,0dm,01

p

Ai n (
Qh

E Ynm~ k̂!dk̂d@~k0'1k'!2Qh#. ~41!

Now, Qh'
2 52k0'1Qh , andK' can equalQh'

2 only if hPV, the set of propagating orders whic
can be diffracted by the monolayer. The final steps in the argument are to recognize that to a
Qh'

2 there are two three-dimensional wave vectors (Qh'
2 ,Qhi) and (Qh'

2 ,2Qhi!, with associated
unit vectorsQ̂h'

21 and Q̂h'
22 , and to evaluate the Jacobian corresponding to the change of

gration vector fromk̂ to its part in the monolayer plane. The result is

J nm
ML52

1

A4p
dn,0dm,01

p

kAi n (
hPV

@Ynm~Q̂h'
21!1Ynm~Q̂h'

22!#/Qhi
2 . ~42!

We validate this result with numerical evidence given in Fig. 4. This shows thatJ ML is an
oscillating function of the size of the summation region in real space, but that Eq.~42! accurately
predicts the center line of the oscillations.

VI. THE MONOLAYER GREEN’S FUNCTION

We now present the expression which may be used to evaluate the Green’s functionGML ,
given the monolayer sums.GML satisfies

~¹21k2!GML~r !52(
p

d~r2Rp'!eik0"Rp'. ~43!

The solution may be expressed in terms of spherical Hankel functions2

GML~r !5
ik

4p (
p

h0
(1)~kur2Rp'u!eik0"Rp'. ~44!

The term forRp'50 is separated from the sum, with all other terms being expanded usin
addition theorem for spherical waves.2 The result is
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GML~r !5
ik

4p
h0

(1)~kr !1 ik(
n,m

~21!mSn,2m
ML j l~kr !Yn,m~u,f!, ~45!

with u, f denoting the polar angles ofr .
The expression~45! converges like a geometric series whose radius of convergence i

smaller ofa and b. If this is not sufficient to cover the unit parallelogram, then the origin
coordinates may be moved to another array point, with the monolayer sums being rep
appropriately.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have explored the connections between sums of spherical waves over lines, laye
lattices. These connections are of interest numerically, in permitting the efficient and ac
construction of Green’s functions for the fundamental alignments of spherical particles. The
also of interest theoretically, since they permit the construction of multipole Bloch method
example, to go from the scattering matrix of a sheet of spheres to the Bloch modes of a
sponding lattice of spheres. We will explore their applications in future studies of localization
homogenization in layered sphere systems.
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A note on the generalized fractal dimensions
of a probability measure
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We prove the following result on the generalized fractal dimensionsDq
6 of a prob-

ability measurem on Rn. Let g be a complex-valued measurable function onRn

satisfying the following conditions:~1! g is rapidly decreasing at infinity,~2! g is
continuous and nonvanishing at~at least! one point,~3! *gÞ0. Define the partition
functionLa(m,q)5an(q21)iga* mi

q
q, wherega(x)5a2ng(a21x) and* is the con-

volution in Rn. Then for all q.1 we have Dq
651/(q21)limr→0 inf

sup

3@ logLam(r,q)/log r#. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1416194#

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the apparition of the fractal formalism in the late 1970s, there has been a huge a
of literature devoted to the different definitions of the fractal dimensions of probability mea
~see, e.g., Refs. 1 and 2 for reviews!. Roughly speaking, there are two types of fractal dimensio
the pointwise dimensions, which give essentially the local Ho¨lder exponents of the measure, a
the global ones, which can be seen as regularity indices in a scale of Besov spaces. Both f
of dimensions are related to one another by the so-called multifractal formalism. The g
dimensions were originally introduced by Renyi3 and rediscovered by Hentschel and Procaccia
their seminal paper;4 they are a generalization of the usual fractal dimension or capacity, an
therefore called ‘‘generalized fractal dimensions.’’ They are obtained by a box-counting algor
which amounts to partitioning the space in elementary cells and suming up powers of the
vidual contributions to the measure into what is called a partition function. There are se
variants of this definition, according to the kind of covering that is chosen~grids, balls, redundant
nonredundant, etc.! and the kind of partition function~discrete or continuous!. First used in the
context of chaos and dynamical systems, the generalized fractal dimensions have regained
in the framework of quantum diffusion in the presence of fractal spectra. After the pioon
work of Guarneri5 many relations were established between the diffusive behavior of qua
wave packets and the generalized fractal dimensions~see, e.g., Refs. 6–9 for some recent resul!.

In order to simplify the numerous definitions and unify the results arising in dimension th
it is important to find equivalences between the different approaches. This has been the
some recent works~e.g., Refs. 10–12, 2!. In this short note we show that the generalized frac
dimensions can be obtained by replacing the boxes by arbitrary rapidly decaying complex-
functions in the partition function, provided only these functions have nonzero mean.

II. THE GENERALIZED FRACTAL DIMENSIONS

Let m be a probability Borel measure onRn and consider a partition of the space in a grid
cubesQ(xj ,r ) of centerxj and side 2r . For q>0, form the following partition function:

a!Electronic mail: caguerin@loe.u-3mrs.fr
58710022-2488/2001/42(12)/5871/5/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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L1m~r ,q!5(
j

m~Q~xj ,r !!q . ~2.1!

The so-called Re´nyi dimensionsDq
6 ~Ref. 4! of the measurem are defined as the limiting expo

nents of the last function asr→0, precisely:

Dq
65

tq
6

q21
, qÞ1 ~2.2!

with

tq
65 lim

r→0

sup
inf

logL1m~r ,q!

log r
. ~2.3!

This normalization recasts the dimensions on the unit interval, 0<Dq
6<1, at least forq.1 ~see

Ref. 12 for a detailed discussion!. Note that~2.2! is not defined forq51. Hentschel and Proccacia4

have shown heuristically the existence of the limitq→1, thereby definingD1
6 by continuity. A

rigorous analysis12 however, shows thatDq
6 are only left- and right-continuous aboutq51, with

a possible discontinuity. The dimensionD0
6 is the usual fractal dimension or capacity. The dime

sion D2
6 is known as the correlation dimension. A continuous version4,10 of the partition function

~2.1! is

L2m~r ,q!5E
Rn

m~B~x,r !!q21 dm~x!, ~2.4!

whereB(x,r ) is the ball of centerx and radiusr. The corresponding limiting exponents, defin
after ~2.2! and ~2.3!, are calledgeneralized fractal dimensions. Note that the integration is per
formed against the measurem, which is possibly singular. A more tractable definition consists
integrating versus the Lebesgue measure, by formally replacing dm(x) by the absolutely continu-
ous measurer 2nm(B(x,r )):

L3m~r ,q!5r 2nE
Rn

m~B~x,r !!qdx. ~2.5!

Although more convenient, this formula seems to be less popular in the literature. The equiv
of definitions~2.1! and~2.4! has been shown in Ref. 13 forq.1 ~also rewritten in Ref. 2, p. 184!,
and the equivalence of~2.1! and~2.5! follows by an obvious adaptation of the proof. The equiv
lence for 0,q,1 has been proved more recently.12 We thus have, for allq.0(qÞ1), three
equivalent definitions of the generalized fractal dimensions:

Dq
65

1

q21
lim
r→0

sup
inf

logL j m~r ,q!

log r
, j 51,2,3. ~2.6!

III. MAIN RESULT

As we are going to show, the balls or boxes used to define the partition functionsL jm can be
replaced by arbitrary measurable functions, provided the latter are rapidly decreasing. This
natural for non-negative functions, which can be seen as smooth cutoff functions, but less o
for complex or signed functions. For any measurable complex-valued functiong on Rn denote by
ga(x)5a2ng(a21x), a.0, its dilated version and define the partition function

La~m,q!5an~q21!iga* miq
q5an~q21!E dbuga* m~b!uq ,
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where the asterisk~* ! stands for the convolution:

ga* m~b!5E ga~b2x!dm~x!,

We start by recalling a useful rule of computation for the limiting exponents. A proof of
result can be found in Ref. 14, for example.

Lemma 3.1: Let s be a non-negative measurable function. Then

lim inf
t→0

logs~ t !

log t
5sup$g:st~ t !<O~ tg!, t→0%,

lim sup
t→0

logs~ t !

log t
5 inf $g:tg<O~s~ t !!, t→0%.

Next we consider the case of non-negative functions.
Lemma 3.2: Let g be a non-negative measurable function g onRn which is continuous and

nonvanishing at (at least) one point and rapidly decreasing at infinity. Then for all q.1 we have

Dq
65

1

q21
lim
r→0

sup
inf

logLam~r ,q!

log r
. ~3.1!

Proof: First note that we do not change the limit~3.1! on replacingg by a translated and
rescaled versionlg(at2b). Sinceg remains positive in some neighborhood of, say,t0 , we can
rescaleg in such a way thatch<g<Ch, whereh is some non-negative function withh(t)51 for
tP@21,1# and c,C are two positive constants. Hence it suffices to prove the lemma for su
function h. Let e.0. For alla.0 small enough andbPR we have

uha* m~b!u5E ha~ t !dm~b2t !

>E
utu<a11e

ha~ t !dm~b2t !

>a2n minutu<ae$h~ t !%m~B~b,a11e!!

>a2nm~B~b,a11e!!.

Integrating overb this yields to

iha* miq
q>a~12q!n1enL3m~a11e,q!. ~3.2!

The reverse estimation is more touchy. For alle.0 we have

uha* m~b!u<E
utu<a12e

uha~ t !udm~b2t !1E
utu.a12e

uha~ t !udm~b2t !

<a2nigi`m~B~b,a12e!!1E
utu.a12e

uha~ t !udm~b2t !

and thus

iha* miq
q<Cqa~12q!n2enL3m~a12e,q!1CqE dbS E 12e

ha~b2t !dm~ t ! D q

~3.3!

ub2tu.a
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for some constantCq . We have to show that the contribution of the second term is negligible
Jensen’s inequality, we have for allq.1,

S E
utu.a12e

ha~ t !dm~b2t ! D q

<S E
ub2tu.a12e

dm~ t ! D q21E
ub2tu.a12e

ha
q~b2t !dm~ t !.

Thus, callingI (a) the second term on the right-hand side of~3.3!, we have

I ~a!<CqE dbE
utu.a12e

ha
q~ t !dm~b2t !

5CqE
utu.a12e

ha
q~ t !E dm~b2t !5Cqa~12q!nE

utu.a2e
gq~ t !,

where we use the finiteness ofm to exchange the integrals. Now sinceg is rapidly decreasing a
infinity, the tails of its integrals also and thusI (a)<O(a`),a→0. Since~3.2! and ~3.3! hold for
arbitrarily smalle, the conclusion follows from Lemma 3.1. h

Note:A proof of this result in the case 0,q,1 has been given in Ref. 12, Theorem A.1.
We now can state the main result:
Theorem 3.3:Let g be a complex-valued measurable function onRn satisfying the following

conditions:

(1) g is rapidly decreasing at infinity,
(2) g is continuous and nonvanishing at (at least) one point,
(3) *gÞ0.

Then for all q.1 we have

Dq
65

1

q21
lim
r→0

sup
inf

logLam~r ,q!

log r
. ~3.4!

This will be an easy consequence of the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4: Let g be a rapidly decreasing complex-valued measurable function suc

*gÞ0. Then there exists a non-negative functionf in S(Rn) (the Schwartz space of infinitel
differentiable rapidly decreasing functions) and a complex-valued functioncPS(Rn) such that
f5g* c.

Proof: Let ĝ be the notation for the Fourier transform of aL1 function g:

ĝ~k!5E e2 ikxg~x!dx.

Without restriction we may supposeu*gu5uĝ(0)u51. Sinceĝ is a continuous function, we ca
find some neighborhoodV5B(0,e) about the origin in whichuĝu.1/2 onV. Now take a smaller
neighborhoodV85B(0,e/2) and some nonzerohPC0

`(Rn) with support inV8. Definef by its
Fourier transform:f̂5h* h̃, where h̃(x)5h̄(2x) and h̄ is the complex conjugate ofh. Then
support (f̂),V andf5uĥu2 is a non-negative function inS(Rn). It remains to constructc. This
can be done by settingĉ5f̂/ĝ on V, ĉ50 elsewhere. The two functions then satisfyf5g* c

andc is in S(Rn) for ĉ is in C0
`(Rn). h

Proof (of Theorem 3.3):Take two functionsf andc as in Lemma 3.4. Then for allq.1, we
have by Young’s inequality:

im* faiq5i~m* ga!* caiq<im* gaiqici1 .

On the other hand,
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im* gaiq<im* ugauiq .

Both functions f and ugu fulfill the hypothesis of Lemma 3.2. The partition function
an(q21)im* faiq and an(q21)im* ugauiq therefore satisfy~2.6!, and since they ‘‘sandwich’’
La(m,q), the conclusion follows. h
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We introduce thefiltered * -bialgebrawhich is a multivariate generalization of the
unital * -bialgebra C^X,X8,P& of polynomials in noncommuting variablesX
5X* , X8* 5X8 and a projectionP5P* 5P2, endowed with the coproduct
D(X)5X^ 111^ X, D(X8)5X8^ P1P^ X8, with P being group-like. We study
the associated convolutions, random walks andfiltered random variables. The GNS
representations of the limit states lead tofiltered fundamental operatorswhich are
the CCR fundamental operators on the multiple symmetric Fock spaceG~H! over
H5L2(R1,G), whereG is a separable Hilbert space, multiplied by appropriate
projections. The importance of filtered random variables and fundamental operators
stems from the fact that by addition and strong limits one obtains from them the
main types of noncommutative random variables and fundamental operators, re-
spectively, regardless of the type of noncommutative independence. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1412465#

I. INTRODUCTION

In this work we introduce and study basic noncommutative random variables, from whic
main types of noncommutative random variables can be constructed regardless of the no
independence.

The basic idea of introducing filtered random variables is pretty straightforward and h
origin in the definition of the convolution of measures and the associated states. LetC@X# be the
unital * -algebra of polynomials inX* 5X, with the coproduct

D~X!5X^ 111^ X. ~1.1!

If f, c are states onC@X#, then

f!cc5f ^ c +D

gives the convolution of states corresponding to the classical convolution of measures.
In order to define a quantum deformation of this simple model, we replace the unit i

coproduct~1.1! by a projectionP to get

D~X8!5X8^ P1P^ X8, D~P!5P^ P. ~1.2!

Then, for given statef on C@X8#, we define its noncommutative extensionf̃ to C^X8,P&, which
is the free productC@X8#* C@P# with identified units, by

f̃~PaYn1PYn2P¯YnkPb!5f~Yn1!f~Yn2!¯f~Ynk!,

wherea, bP$0,1% andn1 ,...,nkPN, called the Boolean extension.1 The convolution

f̃]c̃5f̃ ^ c̃ +D,

a!Electronic mail: lenczew@im.pwr.wroc.pl
58760022-2488/2001/42(12)/5876/28/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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whereD is given by~1.2!, gives a quantum analog of the classical convolution of states, calle
Boolean convolution. Note that by introducingP, which plays a similar role to theq-commuting
operators inq-deformed Hopf* -algebras2,3 and*-bialgebras,4 we can deal with tensor coproduc
~for a different formalism, see Ref. 5!. The same holds for them-free and free products of state

This new convolution is very important since its generalization to the multivariate case,
restricted to suitable* -bialgebras, gives alsom-free and free convolutions.1,6 In the multivariate
case we study the unital* -algebraB̂ over C generated byXk(s), P(s) kPN, sPP(N), where
P(N) is the power set ofN, with the involution given byXk(s)5Xk* (s), P(s)* 5P(s), and
subject to the relations

P~s!P~t!5P~sùt!, P~B !51,

P~s!Xk~t!5Xk~t!P~s! iff kPs,

i.e., P(s)’s are projections which ‘‘partially commute’’ with the variablesXk(s). When equipped
with the coproduct and the counit

D̂~Xk~s!!5Xk~s! ^ P~s!1P~s! ^ Xk~s!,

D̂~P~s!!5P~s! ^ P~s!, ê~Xk~s!!50, ê~P~s!!51,

the algebraB̂ becomes a unital* -bialgebra calledfiltered * -bialgebra. Therefore, we are in the
position to study random walks7 and stochastic processes over* -bialgebras.4,8

We take a suitable statef̂ on B̂, which is obtained by lifting the tensor product statef̃ ^ ` on
^ k51

` C^Yk ,Pk& to B̂ through the mapping which sends eachXk(s) onto Yk and P(s) onto the

tensor product ofPk’s with kPs, whereYk* 5Yk and Pk a projection. The statef̂ is our non-
commutative, ‘‘filtered’’ analog of the classical product measure~s’s play the role of filters due to
‘‘partial commutations’’!.

The corresponding convolution central limit theorem~or discrete random walk!, which plays
the role of a noncommutative analog of the classical multivariate central limit theorem, g
under the usual normalization, pointwise convergence of theNth convolution power

f̂ !N5f̂ ^ N+D̂N21,

whereD̂N21 is theN21th iteration of the coproductD̂ .
The summands produced by iterating the coproduct are calledfiltered random variablesand

can be viewed as quantum analogs of independentrandom vectors. It is important to note that by
taking suitable linear combinations~strongly convergent series on the GNS pre-Hilbert space! of
filtered random variables we obtainm-free ~free! random variables. Thus all three basic notions
quantum independence in the axiomatic theory9,10 ~tensor, free, and Boolean! are covered by this
scheme.

By considering random walks with continuous time, or stochastic processes over the fi
*-bialgebra, we obtain in the limit the vacuum expectation state in the multiple symmetric
spaceG~H!, where

H5L2~R1! ^ G

andG is a separable Hilbert space called the multiplicity space. The GNS representation le
filtered fundamental operatorswhich are the CCR fundamental operators onG(L2(R1) ^ G),
multiplied by projectionsP(s), is the second quantization of the canonical projection onto s
spaces ofL2(R1) ^ G built from the modes~calledcolors! which belong to the sets.

Fundamental operators associated with different notions of independence can be expre
terms of the filtered ones. In particular, one can define bounded extensions toG(L2(R1) ^ G) of
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m-free creation and annihilation operators11 as strongly convergent series of filtered creation a
annihilation operators, respectively. This formalism enables us not only to embed the free~or, full!
Fock space overL2(R1) in G~H!, but also decomposeG~H! into an orthogonal sum of subspac
which are isomorphic to the free Fock space.

The correspondingfiltered stochastic calculusis developed in Ref. 12 and it is, in fact,
generalization of the Hudson–Parthasarathy calculus13 ~see also Ref. 14! on multiple symmetric
Fock spaces15 and includes a new version of the free calculus, originally developed for the C
algebra,16 as well as gives calculi for the hierarchy ofm-free Brownian motions.6 In that context,
see also Refs. 17 and 18.

In Sec. II we introduce the filtered*-bialgebra which sets the framework for a unified a
proach to noncommutative probability. This leads to filtered random variables, which are
duced in the more general setting of unital* -algebras in Sec. III. Their combinatorics and t
recurrence relation for the product state is given in Sec. IV. Convolution limit theorems are p
in Sec. V. In Sec. VI we introduce the filtered fundamental operators. These are used for th
construction of the limit of a sequence of random walks on the filtered*-bialgebra in Sec. VII. In
Sec. VIII we determine the combinatorics of general filtered white noises. In Sec. IX we stu
more detail extensions of them-free and free creation and annihilation operators to all ofG~H!. A
free Fock space decomposition ofG~H! is established.

We denote all scalar products by^.,.& and identify operators and their ampliations if n
confusion arises.

II. FILTERED BIALGEBRA AND CONVOLUTION

In this section we discuss the bialgebra in our construction and the associated convolutio
general background on this, we refer the reader to Refs. 4 and 7.

For simplicity, consider first the unital* -algebraC@X# of polynomials in the variableX
5X* endowed with the coproduct

D:C@X#→C@X# ^ C@X#

given by

D~X!5X^ 111^ X ~2.1!

and the counite:C@X#→C given bye(X)50. This coproduct leads to theclassical convolutionof
measures and thus classical convolution of states.

Namely, if f, c are states onC@X# associated with measuresm, n on the real line, i.e.,

f~Xn!5E
R
xn dm~x!, c~Xn!5E

R
xn dn~x!,

then the convolution of states

f!cc5f ^ c +D

corresponds to the classical convolution of measuresm!cn in the sense that

f!cc~Xn!5mn~m!cn!,

wheremn(m!cn) is thenth moment of the measurem!cn.
The coproduct is a convenient tool to produce independent random variables.7 Namely, by

applying successive iterations ofD to X, we obtain

DN21~X!5 (
k51

N

j l ,N~X!,
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whereDN
ª(id^ DN21)+D for N.1 with D15D, and the summands

j l ,N~X!51^ ~ l 21!
^ X^ 1^

~N2 l !, 1< l<N,

can be viewed as independent random variables with respect to the statef ^ N.
The so-calledBoolean convolutioncan be obtained by considering the unital* -algebra of

polynomials in two noncommuting self-adjoint variablesC^X8,P&, whereP is a projection, with
the coproduct

D:C^X8,P&→C^X8,P& ^ C^X8,P&,

given by

D~X8!5X8^ P1P^ X8, D~P!5P^ P, ~2.2!

and the counite(X8)50, e(P)51. It can be shown that this coproduct gives the Boolean con
lution of states and thus the Boolean convolution of measures.19 This follows from the hierarchy
of freeness construction,1 but a direct proof will be presented in the following.

Definition 2.1:If f is a state onC@Y#, whereY* 5Y, then itsBoolean extensionis the state
on C^Y,P&, whereP is a projection, given by the linear extension of

f̃~PaYn1PYn2P¯YnkPb!5f~Yn1!f~Yn2!¯f~Ynk!, ~2.3!

wherea,bP$0,1% andn1 ,...,nkPN, with f̃(P)51. If f is a state on the unital* -algebraA, then
its Boolean extensionf̃ to the free productÃ5A* C@P# ~units identified! is defined in an analo-
gous way.

The Boolean extension of a state is a state since it is obtained as the Boolean produc
statef on C@Y# and the unital* -homomorphismh on C@P# given byh(P)5h(1)51.

In order to have a unified model for both convolutions it is now enough to incorporate
coproducts~2.1! and ~2.2! into one scheme. This is done as follows. The unital* -algebra
B5C^X,X8,P& where X5X* , X85X8* and P is a projection, endowed with the coprodu
D:B→B^ B and counite:B→C given by

D~X!5X^ 111^ X, D~X8!5X8^ P1P^ X8,

D~P!5P^ P, e~X!5e~X8!50, e~P!51

~in other words,X is primitive, X8 is P-primitive, and P is group-like!, becomes a unita
* -bialgebra. Both classical and Boolean convolutions are recovered from~B,D,e!, as we show in
the following.

Proposition 2.2: Leth:B→C^Y,P&, where Y5Y* and P25P5P* , be the linear and mul-
tiplicative extension of

h~X!5h~X8!5Y, h~P!5P, h~1!51

and, for statesf, c on C@Y#, let f05f̃ +h, c05c̃ +h with the convolution

f0!c05f0^ c0+D, ~2.4!

whereD is the coproduct forB. Then the restrictions off0!c0 to C@X# andC@X8#, respectively,
agree withf!cc and f]c, respectively.

Proof: Recall19 that the Boolean convolution of statesf, c on C@X# andC@X8#, respectively,
is defined to be the statef]c on C@Y# given by the linear extension off]c(Yn)5f*

B
c((X

1X8)n), where f*
B
c is the Boolean product of states on the free productC@X#* C@X8#.
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Note thatf0 andc0 are states sinceh is a unital* -homomorphism. That the restriction of th
convolution~2.4! to C@X# gives classical convolution is obvious. In turn, the statement concer
the Boolean convolution follows from the fact that the subalgebrasC@Y# ^ P,P^ C@Y# of
C^Y,P& ^ C^Y,P& are Boolean independent with respect to the statef̃ ^ c̃. This fact can be easily
seen from the following calculation:

f̃ ^ c̃~Yk1^ P!~P^ Yn2!~Yk2^ P!~P^ Yn2!¯)5f̂ ~Yk1PYk2P¯ !ĉ ~PYn1PYn2
¯ !

5f~Yk1!c~Yn1!f~Yk2!c~Yn2!¯ .

A more general setting of the Boolean product of states was given in Ref. 1. h

The quadruple (B,D,e,f0) can be called therandom walk~we follow Majid7 in this termi-
nology! on thepair of quantum planes. Note that on the quantum probability space level we m
also study the pair (C^Y,P&,f̃), which corresponds to~polynomial functions on! a pair of quan-
tum real lines.

Let us consider now the multivariate generalization of the*-bialgebraB. In classical prob-
ability, the multivariate case in an algebraic formulation would be reached if we considere
unital * -algebraC@Xk ;kPN# of polynomials in commuting variables (Xk)kPN , with the classical
coproduct

D~Xk!5Xk^ 111^ Xk ~2.5!

and the counite(Xk)50.
Let us now define a quantum analog of this multivariate* -bialgebra, of which the bialgebraB

is the ‘‘one-dimensional’’ version. Thus, introduce the unital* -algebra

B̂5C^Xk~s!,P~s!; kPN,sPP~N!&/J,

whereXk(s)5Xk* (s), P(s)* 5P(s), P(N) is the power set ofN andJ is the two-sided ideal
generated by the relations

P~s!P~s8!5P~sùs8!, P~B !51, ~2.6!

P~s!Xk~t!5Xk~t!P~s! iff kPs, ~2.7!

i.e., the projection associated with the sets ~we call s a filter! ‘‘filters through’’ the variables
Xk(s) if the indexkPs.

Proposition 2.3: The algebraB̂, equipped with the coproductD̂:B̂→B̂^ B̂ and the counit
ê:B̂→C given by

D̂~Xk~s!!5Xk~s! ^ P~s!1P~s! ^ Xk~s!, ~2.8!

D̂~P~s!!5P~s! ^ P~s!, ê~Xk~s!!50, ê~P~s!!51 ~2.9!

for all k and s, is a unital * -bialgebra called filtered* -bialgebra.
Proof: The coproduct and the counit preserve relations~2.6! and ~2.7!. h

By iterating this coproduct, calledfiltered coproduct, we obtain the sum

D̂N21~Xk~s!!5(
l 51

N

ĵ l ,N~Xk~s!! ~2.10!

of P(s)-deformed random variables

ĵ l ,N~Xk~s!!5P~s! ^ l 21
^ Xk~s! ^ P~s! ^ ~N2 l !, ~2.11!
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wheresPP(N), kPN, 1< l<N, NPN.
When we go over from quantum groups to quantum probability spaces, we identifyXk(s)’s

for all different s and fixedk, as we did by using the maph in the ‘‘one-dimensional’’ case of
Proposition 2.2. This is done in order to include different notions of independence in one sc
For that purpose, we consider the mapping

ĥ: B̂→ ^
k51

`

C^Yk ,Pk& ~2.12!

given by the linear and multiplicative extension of

ĥ~P~s!!5P1
r 1^ P2

r 2^¯^ Pk
r k^¯ , ~2.13!

ĥ~Xk~s!!511^ 12^¯^ 1k21^ Yk^ 1k11^¯ , ~2.14!

whereC^Yk ,Pk& is the kth copy of C^Y,P& and r k50 if kPs, whereasr k51 if k¹s. The
infinite tensor product is taken with respect to the set$1k ,Pk ,kPN% ~see Ref. 11 for the forma
definition!.

It can be seen thath is a unital* -homomorphism. Therefore, for a given statef on C@Y#, the
functional

f̂ 5f̃ ^ `+ĥ, ~2.15!

is a state onB̂. It plays the role of a noncommutative analog of a vector state in clas
probability. A generalization to vector states corresponding to products of different measu
immediate. It is enough to take

f̂ 5 ^
k51

`

f̃k+ĥ, ~2.16!

wherefk is a state onC@Yk#, kPN.

When we take~2.15! @or, ~2.16!#, the quadruple (B̂,D̂,ê,f̂ ) will give our stationaryfiltered
random walk, using the terminology of Majid,7 which carries two structures, that of the unit
* -bialgebra and that of the quantum probability space. The corresponding convolution of s

f̂ !ĉ5f̂ ^ ĉ+D̂ ~2.17!

~or, products of states! will be called thefiltered convolution. One of the main motivations to stud
the filtered*-bialgebras, convolutions, random walks, and stochastic processes comes fro
following result ~cf. Ref. 1!.

Proposition 2.4: Iff̂ and ĉ are of the form~2.16! and i is the unital* -homomorphism

i :C^Xk ,kPN&→B̂, i ~Xk!5Xk~N!,

thenf̂!ĉ + i agrees with the classical convolution of products of states. Iff̂ andĉ are of the form
~2.15! and i(m) denotes the unital* -homomorphism

i ~m!:C@X#→B̂, i ~m!~X!5 (
k51

m

~Xk~k!2Xk~k21!!

where Xk(p)5Xk($1,...,p21%), then f̂ !ĉ + i (m) agrees with the additive m-free convolution of

statesf!mc on C@X#, 1<m,`. The pointwise limitlimm→` f̂ !ĉ + i (m) agrees with the free
convolution.
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Proof: The statement concerning the classical convolution of products of states is ob
since P(N)51. In turn, the second part of the proposition is nontrivial and follows from
construction ofm-free product states and the associated*-bialgebras~see Ref. 1, Sec. 5, where w
also refer the reader for the definition of them-free convolution!. h

SinceC^Y,P& can be viewed as aquantum pair of real lines, on the quantum probability
space level we can interpret our object of interest as~polynomial functions on! the product of
infinitely many quantum pairs of real lines, which is our noncommutative analog ofR`. On the
bialgebra level, we have a bigger object since every variableXk admits a family of different
convolutions.

III. FILTERED RANDOM VARIABLES

In this section we introduce filtered random variables which are our noncommutative an
of independent random vectors in the general setting of arbitrary unital* -algebras.

In analogy to the classical case, we obtain them by iterating the coproductD̂ as in ~2.10!.

Then, we embedĵ l ,N(Xk(s) into B̂ ` to get

P~s! ^ ~ l 21!
^ Xk~s! ^ P~s! ^ ` ~3.1!

and generalize these to the arbitrary unital* -algebras. In order to do that, write~3.1! as the product

~1^ ~ l 21!
^ Xk~s! ^ 1^ `!~P~s! ^ ~ l 21!

^ 1^ P~s! ^ `!

of an ampliation ofXk(s) into B̂^ ` and a projection indexed bys. This shows that the definition
given in the following are a natural generalization of those of Sec. II.

Let (Al) l PL be a family of unital* -algebras with units 1l and let (f l) l PL be the corresponding

family of states. Consider a noncommutative probability space (Â 1 ,F̂1), where

Â 15 ^
l PL

Â l
^ ` , F̂15 ^

l PL
f̂ l

^ ` ,

and Ãl5Al* C@Pl # is the free product with identified units,Pl being a projection, whereasf̃ is
the Boolean extension off ~Definition 2.1!. The infinite tensor products are understood as in R
11, with the canonical involution. This noncommutative probability space will be called themul-
tiple probability spaceassociated with the considered family of probability spaces since eac
them appears infinitely many times in the considered tensor products. We will refer to those
as colors. Roughly speaking,Ãl

^ ` and f̃ l
^ ` correspond tô k51

` C^Yk ,Pk& and f̃ ^ ` for each
l PL, respectively, of Sec. II.

If ( Hl ,p l ,V l) is the GNS triple for the pair (Al ,f l), then (Hl ,p̃ l ,V l) is the GNS triple for
(Ãl ,f̃ l), l PL, wherep̃ l agrees withp l on Al andp̃ l(Pl) is the projection onto the cyclic vecto
V l . For convenience, we can identifyxPAl with p l(x), Pl with PV l

andf l with the expectation
state^V l ,.V l& ~see Ref. 11!.

Guided by ~3.1!, from projectionsPm we construct projectionsP( l ,s) to be elementary

tensors inÂ 1 with components

P~ l ,s!m,k5H Pm if mÞ l and k¹s

1m otherwise,

wheresPP(N) and l PL. In the case whens5$1,...,r 21%, we will write P( l ,r )5P( l ,s).

Definition 3.1:By filtered random variableswe will understand elements ofÂ 1 which are of
the form

XP, ~3.2!
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where X5X( l ,k) is the (l ,k)th ampliation ofxPAl into Â l and P5P( l ,s), where l PL, k
PN, sPP(N). In particular, the unit15 ^ l PL1l

^ ` is a filtered random variable.
If L5N, filtered random variables can be represented as infinite matrices. Assumek

numbers the rows andl numbers the columns. For instance, forxPA2 , X5X(2,3), andP
5P(2,4) we have

XP 5S 11 12 13 ¯

11 12 13 ¯

11 x 13 ¯

P1 12 P3 ¯

P1 12 P3 ¯

. . . ¯

D .

Note that ifL5N, multiplication of filtered random variables corresponds to Schur’s multipl
tion of matrices.

Definition 3.2: Let Ã be the unital* -subalgebra ofÂ 1 generated by all filtered random

variables and letF̂5F̂1uÂ . The noncommutative probability space (Â ,F̂) will be called the

filtered probability spaceassociated with (Al ,f l) l PL and the statef̂ will be called thefiltered

productof (f l) l PL . The unital* -subalagebras ofÂ ,

Â l5^XPuX5X~ l ,k!,P5P~ l ,s!,xPAl ,kPN, sPP~H!&, l PL,

will be calledfiltered with respectto F̂.
Example 1:Let * l PLAl denote the free product of (Al) l PL with nonidentified units. Fixk

PN, sPP(N) and define a*-homomorphism

j ~k,s!: * l PLAl→Â

as the linear extension of

j ~k,s!~x1¯xn!5X1~ l 1 ,k!P~ l 1 ,s!¯Xn~ l n ,k!P~ l n ,s!

for xiPA l i
, l 1Þ l 2Þ¯Þ l n . Let us define the mapping

i : * l PLAl→ ^
l PL

Al

as the linear extension of

i ~x1¯xn!5 i l 1
~x1!¯ i l n

~xn!,

wherei l are canonical* -homomorphic embeddings ofAl into ^ l PLAl . Then,

F̂ + j ~k,s!5H ^ l PLf l+ i if kPs

* l PL
B f l if k¹s

where* l PL
B f l denotes the Boolean~or, one-free! product of states (f l) l PL on * l PLAl . In other

words, for fixedk, s, the set$X( l ,k)P( l ,s): l PL% is a family of tensor independent r.v. ifkPs
and Boolean independent r.v. ifk¹s ~see Ref. 1!.

Example 2:As we showed in Ref. 1, the Boolean product is just the first-order approxima
of the free product of states in free probability.20 Higher order approximations given by th
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modified hierarchy ofm-free products11 ~the case with nonidentified units of the usual hierarchy
freeness1! can also be obtained from the filtered product. Namely, letmPN, and define

j̄ ~m!: * l PLAl→Â
as the linear extension of

j̄ ~m!~x1¯xn!5 j̄ l 1
~m!~x1!¯ j̄ l n

~m!~xn!,

wherexiPAl i
, l 1Þ l 2Þ¯Þ l n , and

j̄ l
~m!~x!5 (

k51

m

X~ l ,k!~P~ l ,k!2P~ l ,k21!! ~3.3!

for xPAl . Then

F̂ + j̄ ~m!5* l PL
~m! f l ,

where* l PL
(m) f l denotes the modifiedm-free product of states. Ifm5`, the series given by the

representation of~3.3! converges strongly on the GNS pre-Hilbert space~see Ref. 11!. Moreover,

j̄ l
~`!~1l !51, l PL

and thusF̂+ j̄ (`) is well defined on the free product ofAl , l PL, with identified units and agree
on it with the free product of states~for details, see Ref. 11!. Thus, the variablesj̄ l

(m)(x), x
PAl , l PL, arem-free random variables formPN and free random variables ifm5`.

IV. COMBINATORICS

Let us now introduce a new class of partitions which is crucial to the combinatorics of filt
random variables.

Definition 4.1: Let kW5(k1 ,...,kn) and sW 5(s1 ,...,sn) be color and filter tuples of natura
numbers and sets of natural numbers, respectively. A partitionR5$R1 ,...,Rq% of the set$1,...,n%
will be called (kW ,sW )-adaptedif and only if it satisfies the conditions

~A1! ;1<q<n; i , j PRq , ki5kj

~A2! If i ,m, j , wherei , j PRq andm¹Rq , thenki5kjPsm .
The collection of all (kW ,sW )-adapted partitions~pair partitions! will be denoted byPn(kW ,sW )
(P n

pair(kW ,sW )). The partitions of $1,...,n% which are not (kW ,sW )-adapted will be called
(kW ,sW )-nonadapted.

In other words,Pn(kW ,sW ) is the subset of all partitionsPn of $1,...,n% which are adapted to the
tupleskW andsW in the following sense:~A1! colors corresponding to the elements of the same bl
have to match,~A2! between the elements of a given block there are no filters associated
other blocks which separate them. In particular, ifki5k, s i5s for all 1< i<n, then the two
extreme cases are given by

Pn~kW ,sW !5HPn if kPs

P n
int if k¹s,

whereP n
int denotes the interval partitions of$1,...,n%. In turn, if s i5N for all i 51,...,n, then

Pn~kW ,sW !5Pn~kW !,
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wherePn(kW ) denotes all partitionsR of the set$1,...,n% such thatki5kj iff i, j belong to the same
block of R ~this corresponds to the classical multivariate case!.

Definition 4.2:If R is (kW ,sW )-nonadapted, then the unique coarsest subpartition ofR which is
(kW ,sW )-adapted will be denoted byR(kW ,sW ).

Examples:Consider the partition

R5$$1,3,5%,$2,4%%

of $1, ..., 5% and let the color tuple be given bykW5(1,1,2,1,1). ThenR is not (kW ,sW )-adapted for any
sW since it does not satisfy~A1!. If we take now the filter tuplesW 5(s1 ,...,s5) given by
s i5$1,...,r i21%, with r 15r 35r 551, r 25r 452, then

R~kW ,sW !5$$1%,$2%,$3%,$4%,$5%%.

In turn, if we taketW5(t1 ,...,t5), wheret i5$1,...,si21% and s15s551 and s25s35s452,
then

R~kW ,tW !5$$1,5%,$2,4%,$3%%.

We will see that partitions which are not (kW ,sW )-adapted are less important since they do
survive in the limit theorems. Therefore, there is an analogy with the crossing and noncro
partitions in free probability, the (kW ,sW )-adapted playing a similar role to noncrossing partitio
whereas the non-(kW ,sW )-adapted behave like crossing partitions.

Let us give a recurrence formula for moments of filtered random variables, or ‘‘filt
moments.’’ It is convenient to introduce the following notions.

Definition 4.3: Given a tuple of pairs ((l 1 ,k1),...(l n ,kn)), we will say that (l j ,kj ) is a
singleton if ( l j ,kj )Þ( l i ,ki) for all iÞ j . If ( l i ,ki)5( l j ,kj ) for i , j such that there is no
i ,r , j for which (l r ,kr)5( l i ,ki) and there existsi ,m, j such thatl mÞ l i andki¹sm , then we
will say that the filtersm separates( l i ,ki) and (l j ,kj ).

Proposition 4.4: LetX iªX( l i ,ki), PiªP( l i ,s i), 1< i<n, where xiPAl i
, l iPL, kiPN,

s iPP(N), with nPN, and ( l 1 ,k1)Þ( l 2 ,k2)Þ...Þ( l n ,kn). Then

F̂~X1P1X2P2¯XnPn!5F̂~X1P1!F̂~X2P2¯XnPn!

if ( l 1 ,k1) is a singleton, or if there exists a filtersm which separates( l 1 ,k1) and ( l r ,kr), where
r is the first index for which( l 1 ,k1)5( l r ,kr), and otherwise

F̂~X1P1X2P2¯XnPn!5F̂~X2P2¯X1XrPr¯XnPn!.

Proof: These formulas follow from the definition of filtered random variables. h

Proposition 4.5: Under the assumptions of Proposition 4.4,

F̂~X1P1¯XnPn!5F̂~XB1
!¯F̂~XBr

!5f l ~B1!~xB1
!¯f l ~Br !~xBr

! ,

where R is the partition associated with the tuple( l 1 ,...,l n), B1 ,...,Br are the blocks of R(kW ,sW ),
XB5P j PBX j and xB5P j PBxj are products taken in the natural order, and l(B) is the index
l PL associated with block B.

Proof: This is a straightforward consequence of Proposition 4.4 and the fact that ifj 1 ,...,j r

are elements of the same blockBPR(kW ,sW ), then

F̂~X j 1
Pj 1

•••X j r
Pj r

!5F̂~X j 1
¯X j r

!5f l ~B!~xj 1
•••xj r

!.

~Definition 4.2 is crucial here.! h
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Example: Let L5N and take x1 ,x3PA1 and x2 ,x4PA2 . Then the partition R
5$$1,3%,$2,4%% is associated with the tuple (l 1 ,l 2 ,l 3 ,l 4)5(1,2,1,2). Let us consider two cases
color and filter tuples:~i! kW5(1,3,1,3),sW 5(4,4,4,4) and~ii ! mW 5(1,3,1,3),tW5(2,4,2,4). Then the
corresponding ‘‘filtered moments’’ can be obtained by refinement ofR and represented in terms o
diagrams. Bypk,r we understand the numberp associated with colork and filter$1,...,r 21%.

In the diagrams, thick lines represent complements of filters, thin vertical lines represe
color ~if the color isk, then their height is equal tok units on the axis shown!, thin horizontal lines
show connections between numbers which form a block, and the dotted line in the second d
shows a connection~between 1 and 3! which is not realized~the filter t35$1% ‘‘blocks’’ connec-
tions between colors>2!. The corresponding moments are given by

~ i! f1~x1x3!f2~x2x4!, ~ ii ! f1~x1x3!f2~x2!f2~x4!,

respectively. This simple example shows how a filter may kill certain connections in the ‘‘cl
cal’’ partition R—this is the effect of ‘‘quantum’’~filtered! independence.

V. CONVOLUTION LIMIT THEOREMS

In this section we will prove the central limit theorem and Poisson’s limit theorem for filte
convolutions of states on the bialgebraB̂. We choose the convolution formulation for clarity o
exposition, but the general case, based on the filtered product of states, is done in an an
fashion.

The combinatorics of filtered convolution powers

f̂ !N5f̂ ^ N+D̂N21,

whereNPN, is given by Lemma 5.1. To a large extent we follow our approach for the conv
tion powers ofq-deformed states onUq(su(2)) given in Ref. 2.

Lemma 5.1: Let kW5(k1 ,...,kn), sW 5(s1 ,...,sn), where kiPN, s iPP(N), 1< i<n, and let
NPN. Then

f̂ !N~Xk1
~s1!¯Xkn

~sn!!5 (
p51

n

~N!p (
R5$R1 ,...,Rp%PPn

)
BPR~kW ,sW !

f̂ ~XB!, ~5.1!

where (N)p5N(N21)¯(N2p11) and XB5p i PB Xki
(s i) for the block B of the partition

R(kW ,sW ), with the product taken in the natural order.
Proof: DenoteX15Xk1

(s1),...,Xn5Xkn
(sn). Using the notation of~2.11!, we have

f̂ !N~X1¯Xn!5 (
l 1 ,...l n51

n

f̂ ^ N~ ĵ l 1 ,N~X1!¯ ĵ l n ,N~Xn!!
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and

ĵ l 1 ,N~X1!¯ ĵ l n ,N~Xn!5 )
m51

n

P~sm! ^ ~ l m21!
^ Xm^ P~sm! ^ ~N2 l m!.

The tuple (l 1 ,...,l n) defines a partitionR of the set$1,...,n% in the usual way. Namely, if
$ l 1 ,...,l n%5$k1 ,...,kr%, wherekj ’s are all different, thenRj5$ i : l i5kj%. Thus, from~2.15! we get

f̂ ^ N~ ĵ l 1 ,N~X1!¯ ĵ l n ,N~Xn!!5)
i 51

r

f̂ ~j i
R~X1¯Xn!!

wherej i
R is a multiplicative extension of the mapping

j i
R~Xp!5H P~sp! if p¹Ri

Xp if pPRi .

Now, if 1<r<n, then for each partitionR consisting ofr blocks, there are (N) r tuples (l 1 ,...,l n)

which give the same contributionP i
r f̂ (j i

R(X1¯Xn)) ~the same combinatorial argument is pr
sented in Ref. 2 in more detail!. Thus

f̂ !N~X1¯Xn!5(
r 51

n

~N!p (
R5$R1 ,...,Rp%

)
i 51

r

f̂ ~j i 51
R ~X1¯Xn!!.

Finally, note that

)
j 51

r

f̂ ~j i
R~X1¯Xn!!5f̂ ~XB1

!¯f̂ ~XBr
!,

where B1 ,...,Br are blocks of the partitionR(kW ,sW ) since every blockRj of R splits up into
subblocks for which allki ’s are the same and are not separated by any filters due to the wf̃

separates words. It is also worth noting thatf̂ (XB)5f(X#B) where # stands for the number o
elements. h

In order to state the central limit theorem, let us introduce the gradation onB̂ given by
d(Xk(s))51 andd(P(s))50 for all k ands. Then, forNPN, define

D1/AN~W!5
1

Nd~W!/2 W,

whereW is a word inB̂ andd(W) is its degree.
Corollary 5.2: Consider a family of statesfN on C@Y#, where NPN and suppose that the

limits

lim
N→`

fN~Yk!5Q~k!

exist and are finite for all kPN. Then

lim
N→`

f̂N
!N~Xk1

~s1!¯Xkn
~sn!!5 (

RPPn~kW ,sW !
)
BPR

Q~#B!, ~5.2!

where#B is the number of elements in the block B.
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Proof: It is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.1 since ifRPPn\Pn(kW ,sW ), then the
number of blocks inR(kW ,sW ) is strictly greater than the number of blocks inR which makes the
contribution fromR disappear asN→`. h

Theorem 5.3 „central limit theorem…: Let kiPN, s iPP(N), i 51,...,n. Suppose that

f̂ (Xki
(s i))50 and f̂ (Xki

2 (s i))51 for i 51,...,n. If n is even, then

lim
N→`

f̂ !N+D1/AN~Xk1
~s1!¯Xkn

~sn!!5uP n
pair~kW ,sW !u ~5.3!

and, if n is odd, the limit vanishes.
Proof: It is enough to use Lemma 5.1 and notice that if there is a singleton inR, then there is

no contribution from such a partition to the right-hand side of~5.1!. In turn, if there are no
singletons, then (N)p /Nn/2→0 unless 2p5n. That means that in the limit only pair-partitions ma
give a nonzero contribution. However, note that those pair partitions which are not (kW ,sW )-adapted
give zero since in that case the number of blocks ofR(kW ,sW ) is strictly greater than the number o

blocks ofR andPBPR(kW ,sW )f̂ (XB)50 by the mean zero assumption.
Example 1:Note that ifs i5N for all 1< i<n and alln, we obtainuP n

pair(kW )u on the right-hand
side of ~5.3! which gives the moments of the classical multivariate Gaussian law.

Example 2:Here we give some one-dimensional examples. Ifki5k ands i5s for 1< i<n
and alln, then we obtain the Gaussian law ifkPs and the one-free~or, Boolean! central limit law
corresponding to the discrete measurem (1)51/2(d211d1) if k¹s. In turn, if we take

D~m!5D̂+ j̄ ~m!, ~5.4!

where j̄ (m) is given by ~3.3!, we obtain them-free coproduct defined in Ref. 1, for which th
convolution powers tend to them-free central limit laws and approximate pointwise the Wign
semicircle law form5`. For details, see Ref. 6.

Theorem 5.4 „Poisson’s limit theorem…: Under the assumptions of Corollary 5.2, suppo
that Q(k)5l for all kPN, wherel.0. Then

lim
N→`

f̂ N
!N~Xk1

~s1!¯Xkn
~sn!!5 (

RPPn~kW ,sW !

lb~R! ~5.5!

where b(R) is the number of blocks of R.
Proof: It is an immediate consequence of Corollary 5.2. h

Example 1:Let us first give some one-dimensional examples. Again, ifki5k ands i5s for
1< i<n,`, then we obtain the classical Poisson law forkPs and the one-free~or Boolean!
Poisson law fork¹s corresponding to the discrete measureml

(1)51/(11l)(d01ld11l). Con-
sidering linear combinations of sample sums as in the preceeding example, we obtain them-free
Poisson laws formPN and the free Poisson law21 for m5` ~see Ref. 6!.

Example 2:If we takef̂ given by~2.16!, i.e., corresponding to the product of measures, t
we can generalize Lemma 5.1 and Corollary 5.2 to the effect that if limN→` fs,N(Yk)5ls where
ls.0, sPN, then the right-hand side of~5.5! takes the form

(
RPPn~kW ,sW !

ls1
ls2

¯lsp
,

wheres1 ,...,sp correspond to the blocksB1 ,...,Bp of the partitionR(kW ,sW ) and denote their colors
@which are the same within one block by~A1! of Definition 4.1#. These moments are the momen
of the multivariate classical Poisson law.
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VI. FILTERED FUNDAMENTAL OPERATORS

In this section we recall basic facts concerning multiple symmetric Fock spaces
K[L2(R1), which will be the underlying space for the filtered fundamental processes.

Let G be a separable Hilbert space with a countably infinite fixed orthonormal basis (en)nPN .
It is called themultiplicity space. By a multiple symmetric Fock spaceoverK we understand the
symmetric Fock space overH5L2(R1,G)>L2(R1) ^ G[K^ G, namely

G~H!5CV % %
n51

`

H+n

whereH+n denotes thenth symmetric tensor power ofH andV is the vacuum vector, with the
scalar product given bŷV,V&51, ^V,u&50 and

^u1+¯+un ,v1+¯+vm&5dn,m

1

n! (
sPSn

^u1 ,vs~1!&¯^un ,vs~n!&,

where

u1+¯+un5
1

n! (
sPSn

us~1! ^¯^ us~n!

andSn denotes the symmetric group of ordern.
Denote byH(s) the linear subspace ofH spanned by alluPH of the form

u5 (
kPs

u~k!
^ ek ,

where sPP(N). In particular, we putH(B)5$0%. The sets will be called a filter and the
associated canonical projection will be denotedp (s):H→H(s) with v (s)5p (s)v for any vPH.
Then letP(s):G(H)→G(H(s)) be the second quantization ofp (s). Thus, if«(v) is an exponential
vector inG~H!, i.e.,

«~v !5 %
n50

` 1

An!
v ^ n

with v ^ 05V, we haveP(s)«(u)5«(u(s)).
Of special importance will be subspacesH(r ) of H spanned by alluPH of the form

u5 (
k51

r 21

u~k!
^ ek ,

wherer .1, i.e., heres5$1,...,r 21%; we setH(1)5$0%. In G~H!, we will use thefinite particle
domainG0(H), i.e., the linear space generated by vectors of the form

v1+v2+¯+vn ,

wherev1 ,...,vnPH, nPN.
SinceH can be viewed as a direct sum of infinitely many copies ofK and we need some

convenient terminology concerning the numbering of those copies, we will refer to them ascolors.
Thus, in the direct sum decomposition

H5 %
kPN

K^ ek
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thekth summand will be associated with thekth color and we will say that nonzero vectors fro
that summand are ofkth color. In addition, to the zero vector we assign the 0th color.

By filtered creation and annihilation operatorswe will understand operators given by

a~s!* ~ f ^ ek!5a* ~ f ^ ek!P
~s!, ~6.1!

a~s!~ f ^ ek!5P~s!a~ f ^ ek!, ~6.2!

respectively, wherea* ( f ^ ek) and a( f ^ ek) are the usual boson creation and annihilati
operators.14 Thus, filtered creation operators first ‘‘filter out particles of colors which are not is
and then create a particle of given color,’’ whereas the filtered annihilation operators ‘‘first
hilate a particle of a given color and then filter out particles of colors which are not ins.’’

In addition, we define

a~k,s!+5a~k!+P~sø$k%! ~6.3!

and callfiltered number operators. In an analogous fashion one can define exchange operat
Proposition 6.1: The finite particle domainG0(H) is contained in the domains of filtere

fundamental operators. Furthermore, the following relations hold:

a~s!~ f ^ ek!~v1+v2+¯+vn!5
1

An
(
j 51

n

^ f ,v j
~k!&v1

~s!+¯+ v̆ j +¯+vn
~s! ,

a~s!* ~ f ^ ek!~v1+v2+¯+vn!5An11~ f ^ ek!+v1
~s!+¯+vn

~s! ,

a~k,s!+~v1+v2+¯+vn!5(
j 51

n

v1
~s!+¯~v j

~k!
^ ek!+¯+vn

~s!

with a(s)( f ^ ek)V50, a(s)* ( f ^ ek)V5 f ^ ek and a(k,s)0V50, where v1 ,...,vnPH, kPN,
sPP(N),nPN.

Proof: The first statement follows from the definitions~6.1!–~6.3! and an analogous propert
of the canonical~CCR! operators and the fact that the projectionsP(s) leave the finite particle
domain invariant. Similarly, the relations follow immediately from the analogous formulas fo
canonical~CCR! operators~we use Hudson–Parthasarathy’s normalization!. h

Lemma 6.2: Filtered creation and annihilation operators satisfy the following relations on
finite particle domain:

a~s!~ f ^ ek!a
~t!* ~g^ el !2a~t!* ~g^ el !a

~s!~ f ^ ek!P
~t!1$ l Ps%5dk,l^ f ,g&P~sùt!

for any k, l PN, s, tPP(N), f, gPK.
Proof: In the proof given below we understand that the equations hold on the finite pa

domain, but it remains valid on the whole intersection of the domains of the considered fi
operators. Using canonical commutation relations~CCR! of the form

a~ f ^ ek!a* ~g^ el !2a* ~g^ el !a~ f ^ ek!5dk,l^ f ,g&,

we obtain

a~s!~ f ^ ek!a
~t!* ~g^ el !5P~s!a~ f ^ ek!a* ~g^ el !P

~t!

5P~s!a* ~g^ el !a~ f ^ ek!P
~t!1dk,l^ f ,g&P~sùt!.

Now, note that ifl ¹s, then

P~s!a* ~g^ el !a~ f ^ ek!P
~t!50
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and we obtain

a~s!~ f ^ ek!a
~t!* ~g^ el !5dk,l^ f ,g&P~sùt!.

Consider now the casel Ps. Then

P~s!a* ~g^ el !a~ f ^ ek!P
~t!2a* ~g^ el !P

~sùt!a~ f ^ ek!P
~t!

5a* ~g^ el !~P~s!2P~sùt!!a~ f ^ ek!P
~t!

sinceP(s) commutes witha* (g^ el) for l Ps. Note that ifs#t, thenP(s)5P(sùt) and thus the
above expression vanishes. In turn, ift#s, thenP(s)2P(sùt)5P(s)2P(t). However,

P~t!: G~H!→G~H~t!!.

and a( f ^ ek) leavesG(H(t)) invariant, hence when we applyP(s)2P(t), we can see that the
above-mentioned expression also vanishes. Therefore, ifl Ps, we obtain

a~s!~ f ^ ek!a
~t!* ~g^ el !2a* ~g^ el !P

~sùt!a~ f ^ ek!P
~t!

5a~s!~ f ^ ek!a
~t!* ~g^ el !2a~t!* ~g^ el !a

~s!~ f ^ ek!P
~t!

5^ f ,g&dk,l P
~sùr !.

Combining the two casesl Ps and l ¹s ends the proof. h

Let us finally define the fundamental processes associated with the filtered fundamen
erators introduced in this section. They will appear in Secs. VII and VIII when finding G
realizations of limit states. They will also serve as integrators in the filtered calculus develop
Ref. 12. Thus, in connection with~6.1!–~6.3!, let

At
~k,s!* 5a~s!* ~x@0,1# ^ ek!, ~6.4!

At
~k,s!5a~s!~x@0,t# ^ ek!, ~6.5!

At
~k,s!+5l~ I @0,t# ^ uek&^eku!P~sø$k%!, ~6.6!

At
~0,s!5tP~s!, ~6.7!

where t>0,kPN,sPP(N), I @0,t# denotes the operator of multiplication by the characteris
function x@0,t# on L2(R1), andl(H) denotes the differential second quantization ofHPB(H).
The families of processes given by~6.4!–~6.7! will be calledfiltered creation, annihilation, num-
ber, and time processes, respectively. When speaking of all of them, we will call themfiltered
fundamental processes. By filtered Brownian motionwe will understand the unital* -algebra
generated by filtered creation and annihilation operators indexed by time intervals.2

VII. RANDOM WALK ON THE FILTERED BIALGEBRA

In this section we show that a limit of continuous-time random walks on the filte
* -bialgebra gives the filtered Brownian motion. This gives a multivariate Brownian motion on
multiple symmetric Fock space which satisfies the properties required by the axioms for
noise on*-bialgebras1,4 and includes quantum Brownian motions for different types of indep
dence. For the first quantum version of the Wiener process, see Ref. 22. We follow the no
used in Ref. 23 for the random walk onUq(su(2)).

Instead ofB̂, we choose to work with a slightly more general unital* -bialgebraĈ, also called
filtered *-bialgebra, which is defined to be the unital* -algebra overC generated byXk(s),
Xk* (s), and P(s), wherekPN,sPP(N) subject to relations~2.6! and ~2.7!, whereP(s) is a
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projection for eachsPP(N) @this of course also means thatP(s) commutes withXk* (t) for
kPs#, with the coproduct in whichXk(s) and Xk* (s) are bothP(s)-primitive and P(s) is
group-like @cf. ~2.8! and ~2.9!#.

Let kPN,sPP(N),NPN, and consider a sequence of continuous-time random walksĈ
given by

D̂ s,t
N ~Xk

\~s!!5 (
l 5Ns11

Nt

P~s! ^ ~ l 21!
^ Xk

\~s! ^ P~s! ^ `, ~7.1!

D̂ s,t
N ~P~s!!51^ Ns^ P~s! ^ ~Nt2Ns!

^ 1^ `, ~7.2!

where 0<s<t,`, Nt5E@ tN#, E@x#5n for n<x,n11, with Xk
\(s)P$Xk(s),Xk* (s)%.

It is easy to check that for each pair~s, t! and natural numberN, the mapping

D̂ s,t
N : Ĉ→Ĉ^ `

given by the linear and multiplicative extension of~7.1! and~7.2! is a unital* -homomorphism and

the triple (Ĉ^ `,(Ds,t
N )0<s<t ,f̂ ^ `) satisfies for eachNPN the properties required from a stocha

tic process over the bialgebraĈ given in Ref. 8. In particular,

D̂ s,t
N !D̂ t,r

N 5D̂ s,r
N

for all 0<s<t<r , whereD̂ s,t
N !D̂ t,r

N 5M +(D̂ s,t
N

^ D̂ t,r
N )+D̂ with M (a^ b)5ab. For details on sto-

chastic processes over* -bialgebras see Refs. 4 and 8.
In this * -bialgebra formulation, further preparations are similar to those which lead to

central limit theorem. Namely, for a given statef on C^Y,Y* & we denote byf̃ its Boolean

extension toC^Y,Y* ,P&, whereP is a projection and we setf̂ 5f̃ ^ `+h, where

h: Ĉ→ ^
k51

`

C^Yk ,Yk* ,Pk&

is defined by the*-multiplicative extension of formulas~2.13! and ~2.14!.
In the following we will study the limit of distributions of the mixed moments of~7.1! as

N→` and find the GNS representation of the limit state. Let us remark that more general s
sums indexed byf PLc

2(R1) can also be given and the proofs of this section will still hold.
Theorem 7.1: Let Zi5Xki

(s i), Zi* 5Xki
* (s i), where kiPN,s iPP(N), i 51,...,n. Suppose

that F̂5F̂ ^ ` with f(Y)50 and the only nonvanishing second-order moment off is given by
f(YY* )51. Then

lim
N→`

N2n/2F̂~D̂ s1 ,t1
N ~Z1

\!¯D̂ sn ,tn
N ~Zn

\!!5w~a~s1!\~v1!¯a~sn!\~vn!!,

where Zi
\P$Zi ,Zi* %, v i5x@si ,t i #

^ eki
, i 51,...,n, andw(.)5^V,.V& is the vacuum expectation i

G(H).
Proof: From the general invariance principle24 and the combinatorics of the filtered centr

limit theorem it follows that for evenn52p we have

LHS5 (
RPP 2p

pair
~kW ,sW !

d~R! )
m51

p

^va~m! ,vb~m!&,
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where the blocks ofR consist of two-element sets$a( i ),b( i )%, with a( i ),b( i ), i 51,...,p and
d(R)51 if for the given partitionR we haveZa( i )

\ 5Za( i ) and Zb( i )
\ 5Zb( i )* and otherwised(R)

50. It is clear that ifn is odd, then LHS50.
It is clear that RHS50 if n is odd, too—it is enough to use the properties of creation

annihilation operators following from Proposition 6.1. Therefore assume thatn52p. Next, notice
that in order that LHS5RHS it is enough to show the following claim:

w~a1
\
¯an

\!5 (
RPP2p

pair
~kW ,sW !

d~R! )
m51

p

^va~m! ,vb~m!&

where, for simplicity, we denoteaj
\5as j\(v j ).

We begin with the simplest case, i.e.,

w~a1a2*¯a2p21a2p* !5^v1 ,v2&^v3 ,v4&¯^v2p21 ,v2p&5 (
RPP2p

pair
~kW ,sW !

d~R! )
m51

p

^va~m! ,vb~m!&,

the second expression being formally written as a sum since we have at most one pa
contributing to it. This is the beginning of an induction procedure. Namely, it is enough to s
that from the claim being true for all expectations of orders<2p22 and for
w(a1

\
¯ai* ai 11 •••a2p

\ ) it follows that it also holds for the expectation of the for
w(a1

\
¯ai 11ai*¯a2p

\ ).
Suppose thatki¹s i 11 . Then

w~a1
\
¯ai 11ai*¯a2p

\ !5^v i ,v i 11&w~a1
\
¯P~s iùs i 11!

¯a2p
\ !

5 (
RPP2p

pair
~ k̂,ŝu i ,i 11!

d~R! )
m51

p

^vs~m! ,vb~m!&,

wherePn
pair( k̂,ŝu i ,i 11) denotes all (k̂,ŝ)-adapted pair partitions with

k̂5~k1 ,...,ki 11 ,ki ,...,kn!, ŝ5~s1 ,...,s i 11 ,s i ,...,sn!

in which (i ,i 11) forms a pairing. The first equality follows from filtered relations of Lemma 6
whereas the second–from the inductive assumption and the fact that ifki¹s i 11 , then

;RPP2q
pair~ k̂,ŝ !'R8PP2q22

pair ~z i ,i 11~kW ,sW !!: R5R8ø$~ i ,i 11!%,

wherez i ,i 11(kW ,sW )5( k̃,s̃), with

k̃5~k1 ,...,ki 21 ,ki 12 ,..,kn!, s̃5~s1 ,...,s i 21 ,z~s i 12!,...,z~sn!!,

and

z~s l !5H s lùs iùs i 11 if ~s,l ! is a pairing for s, i

s l otherwise,

wherei 12< l<n.
In turn, if kiPs i 11 , then using Lemma 6.2 again, we obtain

w~a1
\
¯ai 11ai*¯a2p

\ !5^v i 11 ,v i&w~a1
\
¯P~s iùs i 11!

¯a2p
\ !1w~a1

\
¯ai* ai 11P~s i !

¯a2p
\ !.

By the inductive assumption and similar arguments as above, the first term gives
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(
RPP 2p

pair
~ k̂,ŝu i ,i 11!

d~R! )
m51

p

^va~m! ,vb~m!&,

whereas the second, a sum over all the remaining partitions fromP n
pair( k̂,ŝ) @it is disjoint from the

first since (i ,i 11) cannot form a pairing as in the associated creation-annihilation pair the
hilation operator follows the creation operator#, namely

(
RPP 2p

pair
~ k̂,ŝ !\P 2p

pair
~ k̂,ŝu i ,i 11!

d~R! )
m51

p

^va~m! ,vb~m!&

by the inductive assumption. Note that the projectionP(s i ), which follows the annihilation opera
tor in the second term, ensures that the annihilation operatora(s i 11)(v i 11) in the original expres-
sion cannot be paired off with any creation operator~standing to the right of this annihilation
operator! of color k¹s i .

Now adding those two expressions, we can see that the claim holds for

w~a1
\
¯ai 11ai*¯a2p

\ !,

which finishes the proof. h

Example:If ki5k, s i5s for 1< i<n and arbitraryn, then we obtain the CCR Brownia
motion if kPs and Boolean Brownian motion ifk¹s. By taking linear combinations of sampl
sums corresponding tom-free ~free! independent random variables, we obtain them-free ~free!
Brownian motion.6

VIII. FILTERED WHITE NOISE

In this section we define the general notion of filtered white noise, determine its combin
ics, and study the example of filtered Poisson white noises. Our approach largely paralle
used by Speicher21 for free white noise.

Definition 8.1:Let Int(R1) denote the intervals inR1. An s-dimensionalfiltered white noise
consists of a unital* -algebraC, a stater on C, and a family of finitely additive mapping
Int(R1)→C,

I→~cI~k,s;1!,...,cI~k,s;s!!, kPN, sPP~N!

such that
~i! for any pairwise disjoint intervalsI (1),...,I (n),

r~cI ~ l 1!~k1 ,s1 ;q1!¯cI ~ l n!~kn ,sn ;qn!!5r~cB1
!¯r~cBr

!, ~8.1!

whereB1 ,...,Br are the blocks ofR(kW ,sW ), with R being the partition associated with (l 1 ,...,l n)
andcB denotes the product, taken in the natural order, ofcI ( l i )

(ki ,s i ;qi)’s for i PB,
~ii ! the distributionr I5ruCI depends only on the Lebesgue measure of the intervalI, whereCI

denotes the unital* -algebra generated bycI(k,s;q), kPN, sPP(N), and 1<q<s.
Lemma 8.2: Let(C,r,(cI(k,s;1),...,cI(k,s;n)) I PInt(R1),kPN,sPP(N)) be as s-dimensional fil-

tered white noise and let ct(k,s)5c@0,t)(k,s) for kPN, sPP(N). Then

r~ct~k1 ,s1 ;q1!¯ct~kn ;sn ;qn!!5 (
RPPn~kW ,sW !

)
BPR

Qt~B!,

where
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Qt~B!5Qt~k,~s i ! i PB ,~qi ! i PB!5 lim
N→`

r~ct/N~k,s i ~1! ;qi ~1!!¯ct/N~k,s i ~r ! ;qi ~s!!!

and B5$ i (1),...,i (m)% with i(1),•••, i (m) with k5k(B)5ki ( j ) for all i ( j )PB.
Proof: By additivity of the filtered white noise, we can split up eachct

(k,s;q) into a sum ofN
summands:

ct~k,s;q!5(
l 51

N

cI ~ l !~k,s;q!,

whereI ( l )5@( l 21)t/N,l t /N). Moreover, the summands have the same distributions.
Now, note that from~8.1! it follows that we can use the same combinatorial argument a

Corollary 5.2 providing the limits

Qt~B!5 lim
N→`

Nr~cI ~ l !~k,s1 ;qi ~1!!¯cI ~ l !~k,s r ;qi ~r !!!

5 lim
N→`

Nr~cI ~1!~k,s1 ;qi ~1!!¯cI ~1!~k,s r ;qi ~r !!!

exist for all l, kPN, i 1 ,...,i r , 1<r<n, wherek5k(B) and the dependence of the limit onk,
s i (1) ,...,s i (r ) andqi (1) ,...,qi (r ) is suppressed. Existence of such limits follows from an induct
procedure which is analogous to that in the free case.21 h

Example:A two-dimensional filtered Gaussian noise is obtained fromct(k,s;1)5At
(k,s) ,

ct(k,s;2)5At
(k,s)* , given by ~6.4! and ~6.5!, for any kPN, sPP(N), t>0 with r5w, the

vacuum expectation inG~H!. Then

w~ct~k1 ,s1 ;q1!¯ct~kn ,sn ;qn!!5H (RPP
n
pair~kW ,sW !)BPRQt~B! n even

0 n odd,

where the generatorQt does not depend onk(B) ands i ’s and is given by

Qt~B!5Qt~ i ~1!,i ~2!!5H t if qi ~1!51, qi ~2!52

0 otherwise.

Note that the filtered Gaussian noise was obtained before as the GNS representation of th
state of the invariance principle~in a slightly more general version!.

In the following we will find the expectations of the filtered~multivariate! Poisson noise
constructed from filtered fundamental processes given by~6.4!–~6.7!, which is also a way to
justify the correctness of our definition of filtered number operators~6.3!.

Theorem 8.3:For any kPN, sPP(N), and t>0, let

L t
~k,s!5At

~k,s!1At
~k,s!* 1At

~k,s!+1At
~0,s! ~8.2!

and letw be the vacuum expectation state inG~H!. Then

w~L t
~k1 ,s1!

¯L t
~kn ,sn!

!5 (
RPPn~kW ,sW !

tb~R!,

where, k1 ,...,knPN,s1 ,...,snPP(N), and b(R) is the number of blocks of R.
Proof: First of all, notice that ifI (1),...,I (r ) are disjoint intervals inR1, then

w~L I ~ l r !

~k1 ,s1! ...L I ~ l r !

~kr ,sr !
!5w~LB1

!...w~LBr
!,
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whereL@s,t)5L t2Ls andB1 ,...,Br are the blocks ofR(kW ,sW ), with R being the partition associ
ated with the tuple (l 1 ,...,l n). This fact follows from the continuous tensor product decom
osition of G~H! with respect to time and the fact that all summands ofL I ( l )

(k,s) have the
form a(I ( l ))p(I ( l ),s), wherep(I ( l ),s) plays the role ofP( l ,s) in ~3.1!, whereasa(I ( l )) is
an elementary tensor which has units at all sites associated withI (m)’s for mÞ l . Note that they
are not filtered random variables in the sense of Definition 3.1, however~8.1! still holds.
Moreover, the distributionf I5fuCI , where CI is the unital * -algebra generated byL I

(k,s) ,
kPN, sPP(N), depends only on the Lebesgue measurel(I ) of I since every expectation is in
fact a polynomial in the length ofI. This can be seen by using Proposition 6.1.

In view of Lemma 8.2, it suffices to show that

lim
N→`

w~L t/N
~k,s1!

¯L t/N
~k,sn!

!5t

for any kPN ands1 ,...,snPP(N).
Looking at the action of the fundamental filtered operators on the finite particle do

~Proposition 6.1!, we can see that in the considered expectation each creation-annihilation p
well as each time operator producet, whereas each number operator produces an integer. Th
fore, we obtain

w~L t
~k,s!!5w~At

~0,s!!5t,

w~L t
~k,s1!

L t
~k,s2!

!5w~At
~k,s1!At

~k,s2!* !1o~ t !

w~L t
~k,s1!

¯L t
~k,sn!

!5w~At
~k,s1!At

~k,s2!+
¯At

~k,sn21!+At
~k,sn!* !1o~ t !5t1o~ t !

for n.2 and anykPN,s1 ,...,snPP(N). Hence

lim
N→`

Nw~L t/N
~k,s1!

¯L t/N
~k,sn!

!5t,

which enables us to use Lemma 8.4 and obtain the desired form of the expectation. h

The above theorem gives the combinatorics of the filtered Poisson noise, defined by~8.1!. As
it contains infinitely many colors and filters, this combinatorics involves multivariate expecta
~when speaking of a one-dimensional noise we mean one ‘‘type’’ of operator, although
infinitely many ‘‘copies’’!. It can be noted that ifkPs, then L t

(k,s) for fixed k and s gives
classical Poisson white noise and ifk¹s, thenL t

(k,s) gives Boolean~or, one-free! Poisson white
noise~cf. Theorem 5.4!. Moreover,m-free and free Poisson white noises are obtained from lin
combinations of the same type as in~3.3! and ~5.4!. In general, also on the level of white nois
filtered Gaussian and Poisson’s white noises are also the building blocks of other Gaussi
Poisson’s white noises since the latter can be obtained from the former by addition or
limits.

IX. A FREE FOCK SPACE DECOMPOSITION OF G„H…

In this section we embed the free andm-free Fock spaces overK, denoted byF~K!,
F(m)(K), mPN, respectively, in the multiple symmetric Fock spaceG(H), whereH5K^ G, and
extend them-free and free creation and annihilation operators to bounded operators onG(H). We
assume thatK5L2(R1).

Let us introduce the following linear combinations of filtered creation and annihilation op
tors, respectively:

l ~m!* ~ f !5 (
k51

m

~a~k!* ~ f ^ ek!2a~k21!* ~ f ^ ek!!, ~9.1!
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l ~m!~ f !5 (
k51

m

~a~k!~ f ^ ek!2a~k21!~ f ^ ek!!, ~9.2!

where mPN. We will call l (m)* ( f ), l (m)( f ), the extended m-free creation and annihilatio
operators, respectively. In order to compare them with them-free creation and annihilation op
eratorsa(m)* ( f ), a(m)( f ) introduced in Ref. 6, let us recall the definition of the latter.

First, them-free Fock spaceoverk is the truncation of orderm of the free Fock space, namel

F~m!~K!5Cvm% %
k51

m

k ^ k,

where vm is the vacuum unit vector, with the canonical scalar product. Them-free creation
operatorsare then given by

a~m!* ~ f !:F~m!~K!→F~m!~K!,

a~m!* ~ f ! f 1^¯^ f n5H f ^ f 1^ ••• ^ f n if 1<n,m

0 if n5m

with a(m)* ( f )vm5 f and them-free annihilation operators

a~m!~ f !:F~m!~K!→F~m!~K!,

a~m!~ f ! f 1^¯^ f n5^ f , f 1& f 2^¯^ f n

if 1<n<m anda(m)( f )vm50. Note thata(m)* ( f ), a(m)( f ) are bounded onF(m)(K) since they
are truncations of orderm of free creation and annihilation operatorsa* ( f ), a( f ) on the free
Fock spaceF~K!, respectively. We will see in the following thatl (m)* ( f ), l (m)( f ) are bounded
extensions ofa(m)* ( f ), a(m)( f ), f PK, respectively, toG(H).

If we setm5` in the formulas for extendedm-free creation and annihilation operators, w
obtain operators which we denotel * ( f ) and l ( f ), respectively, which will be calledextened free
creation and annihilation operators. They, too, are bounded extensions of free creation and a
hilation operatorsa* ( f ), a( f ), f PK, to all of G(H), respectively.

Thus, we identify two notations:l (`)* ( f )[ l * ( f ), l (`)( f )[ l ( f ), f PK. In that context we
will understand thatP(`)[I . In general, in this section we will often assume for convenience
mPN* 5Nø$`%. However, certain results will be stated form5` separately in order to single
out the free case.

Remark:On the finite particle domainG0(H), spanned byV and vectors of the form

~ f 1^ ek1
!+¯+~ f n^ ekn

!

where f 1 ,...,f nPK, k1<k2<¯<kn , nPN, the series given by~9.1! and ~9.2! for m5` are
strongly convergent since only a finite number of terms do not vanish when acting on vect
finite ‘‘color support’’ and thus given well-defined operators with domains dense inG(H). A
similar feature was exhibited by the series representation of free random variables obtaine
the construction of the hierarchy of freeness.1,11 We will see in the following that they have
bounded extensions toG(H).

Let us first determine the action ofm-free creation and annihilation operators onG0(H).
Proposition 9.1: Let f, f 1 ,...,f nPK and k1<k2<¯<kn , mPN* . Then

l ~m!* ~ f !~ f 1^ ek1
!+¯+~ f n^ ekn

!51$m>kn11%A~n11!~ f 1^ ek1
!+¯+~ f n^ ekn

!+~ f ^ ekn11!
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l ~m!~ f !~ f 1^ ek1
!+¯+~ f n^ ekn

!51$m>kn%

1

An
^ f , f n&dkn ,kn2111~ f 1^ ek1

!+¯+~ f n21^ ekn21
!

where we set k050, with the action on the vacuum vector given by l(m)* ( f )V5 f ^ e1 and
l (m)( f )V50.

Proof: Note that

a~k!* ~ f ^ ek!2a~k21!* ~ f ^ ek!5a* ~ f ^ ek!P
@k21#,

a~k!~ f ^ ek!2a~k21!~ f ^ ek!5P@k21#a~ f ^ ek!

where

P@k21#~ f 1^ ek1
!+¯+~ f n^ ekn

!5dk21,kn
~ f 1^ ek1

!+¯+~ f n^ ekn
!

sinceP@k21#5P(k)2P(k21) andkj<kn for all j 51,...,n. Thus,

l ~m!* ~ f !~ f 1^ ek1
!+¯+~ f n^ ekn

!5 (
k51

m

a* ~ f ^ ek!P
@k21#~ f 1^ ek1

!+¯+~ f n^ ekn
!

5 (
k51

m

dk21,kn
a* ~ f ^ ek!~ f 1^ ek1

!+¯+~ f n^ ekn
!

51$m>kn11%An11~ f 1^ ek1
!+¯+~ f n^ ekn

!+~ f ^ ekn11!.

The action of the annihilation operators is derived in a similar manner. h

Corollary 9.2: In particular, if m5`, we obtain

l * ~ f !~ f 1^ ek1
!+¯+~ f n^ ekn

!5A~n11!~ f 1^ ek1
!+¯+~ f n^ ekn

!+~ f ^ ekn11!,

l ~ f !~ f 1^ ek1
!+¯+~ f n^ ekn

!5
1

An
^ f , f n&dkn ,kn2111~ f 1^ ek1

!+¯+~ f n21^ ekn21
!

with the action on the vacuum vector given by l* ( f )V5 f ^ e1 and l( f )V50.
Theorem 9.3:For any mPN* and f,gPK, the operators l(m)* ( f ) and l (m)( f ) have unique

bounded extensions toG(H), are adjoints of each other, and satisfy the following relation:

l ~m!~g!l ~m!* ~ f !5^g, f &P~m!.

Proof: By Proposition 9.1 we have

l ~m!~ f !l ~m!* ~g!~ f 1^ ek1
!+¯+~ f n^ ekn

!51$m>kn11%^ f ,g&~ f 1^ ek1
!+¯+~ f n^ ekn

!,

wherek1<k2<¯<kn , which proves that the relation holds onG0(H). It is also elementary to
show that

^ l ~m!~ f !x,y&5^x,l ~m!* ~ f !y&

for x,yPG0(H). Now, note that

i l ~m!* ~ f !~ f 1^ ek1
!+¯+~ f n^ ekn

!i251$m>kn11%i f i2i f 1^ ek1
)+¯+~ f n^ ekn

!i2
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hencel (m)* ( f ) has a unique bounded extension toG(H) of norm i l (m)* ( f )i5i f i and thus the
annihilation operatorl (m)( f ) also has a unique bounded extension toG(H) of norm i l (m)( f )i
5i f i . h

Acting with the m-free creation and annihilation operators onV, mPN, and taking the
closure, we recover a subspace isomorphic to them-free Fock spaceF(m)(K). Thus, denote by
F̃(m)(K) the closure of the spaceF̃0

(m)(K) spanned byV and vectors of the form

~ f n^ e1!+¯+~ f 1^ en!

where f 1 ,...,f nPK, 1<n<m if m is finite. Similarly, denote byF̃(K) the closure ofF̃0(K)
spanned by vectors of the above form with arbitrarynPN. We obtain

^~ f n^ e1!+¯+~ f 1^ en!&,~gm^ e1!+¯+~g1^ em!&5dn,m

1

n!
^ f 1 ,g1&¯^ f n ,gn&

by the orthogonality ofe1 ,...,en .
Corollary 9.4: The m-free Fock spaceF(m)(K) is is isomorphic toF̃(m)(K). The free Fock

spaceF~K! is isomorphic toF̃(K).
Proof: The unitary isomorphism fromF0(K) to F̃0(K) is given by

f 1^¯^ f n→An! ~ f n^ e1!+¯+~ f 1^ en!

and thus extends uniquely toF~K! @its restrictions give the results forF(m)(K)#. h

Thus, for eachmPN, we obtain the filtration

F̃~1!~K!,¯,F̃~m!~K!,¯,F̃~K!

in which F̃(m)(K) is an invariant subspace for theC* -algebra

C~m!5C* ^1,l ~m!* ~ f !u f PK&

and F̃(K) is an invariant subspace for theC* -algebra

C5C* ^1,l * ~ f !u f PK&.

Moreover, eachF̃(K) is only one copy of the free Fock space inG(K) and it turns out that one
can decomposeG(H) into a countable direct sum of subspaces isomorphic to the free Fock s
and invariant underC. In the sequel we will concentrate on this decomposition, in other word
what is ‘‘between’’F̃(K) andG(H).

In order to determine this, we need to take a closer look at the kernel of the annihi
operators. Let$dn%n51

` be an orthonormal basis inK. Note that the set consisting ofV and vectors
of the form

~di 1
^ ek1

!+¯+~di n
^ ekn

!,

wherek1<k2<¯<kn and i r< i r 11 wheneverki r
5ki r 11

, is an orthogonal basis inG(H) ~the
ordering of indices is used for convenience, which is possible due to the fact that the prod
symmetrized!. Denote byD̂ the subset of this basis consisting ofV and vectors of the above form
for which knÞkn2111, i.e., the last two vectors are of identical colors or their colors differ
more than 1 ifn.1, and the last color is not equal to 1 ifn51. By normalizing the vectors from
D̂ we get

D5$x/ixi uxPD̂%,
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which is an orthonormal set. LetD(m)5DùGm11), whereGm11)5G(H(m11)). We understand
that D(`)5D.

Proposition 9.5:D(m)#ker l (m)( f ) for any mPN* and fPK.
Proof: This follows from Proposition 9.1 due to the presence ofdkn ,kn2111 on the right-hand

side of the formula for the annihilation operators. h

Proposition 9.6: Let mPN* . Then

(
s51

`

l ~m!* ~ds!l
~m!~ds!5I 2P@D~m!# % G~m

where P@D(m)# ^ G(m is the projection onto@D (m)# ^ G (m and G (m5G(H*H(m11)). In particular,

(
s51

`

l * ~ds!l ~ds!5I 2P@D#

thusC>O` , whereO` is the Cuntz algebra.
Proof: It can be seen from Theorem 9.3 that

l ~m!* ~ds!l
~m!~ds!5Qs ,

whereQs is the projection onto the subspace spanned by vectors of the form

~ds1
^ ek1

!+¯+~dsn21
^ ekn21

!+~ds^ ekn
!

wherek1<¯<kn215kn21,kn<m ~cf. Ref. 25!. These subspaces are pairwise orthogonal
span the orthogonal complement of@D(m)# % G (m, which proves the first formula. The secon
formula is just a special case whenm5` and, together with Theorem 9.3, it implies that th
C* -algebra generated byl * ( f ), f PK, is isomorphic to the Cuntz algebraO` sinceK is countably
separable. h

Let us introduce the following notation onG0(H):

u(w5u1+¯+ur+w1+¯+wn

whereu5u1+¯+ur , w5w1+¯+wn .
Proposition 9.7: If x5x1+¯+xr , z5z1+¯+zr , u5u1+¯+un , v5v1+¯+vn , where xi ,zi

PH1 , 1< i<r and zj , v jPH2 , 1< j <n, andH1 , H2 are two orthogonal subspaces ofH, then

^x(u,z(v&5
r !n!

~r 1n!!
^x,z&^u,v&.

Proof: Using the orthogonality ofH1 andH2 and the formula for the scalar product inG~H!,
we obtain

^x(u,z(v&5
1

~r 1n!! (
sPSr

(
tPSn

^x1 ,zs~1!&¯^xr ,zs~r !&^u1 ,vt~1!&¯^un ,vt~n!&

5
r !n!

~r 1n!!
^x,z&^u,v&.

h

TheC* -algebraC is aC* -subalgebra ofB(G(H)). Denote the faithful representation ofC on
G~H! by p. Since@Cx# is for eachxPD a closed subspace ofG~H!, which is invariant under each
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operatorA in C, the mappingA→Au@Cx# is a cyclic representation ofC on @Cx# with cyclic vector
x. Denote this representation bypx . We will show in the following thatp is a direct sum of cyclic
representationspx , xPD.

Theorem 9.8:The multiple symmetric Fock space has the direct sum decomposition

G~H!5 %
xPD

@Cx#

where@Cx#>F(K), according to which

p5 %
xPD

px ,

wherepx>r, and r is the free Fock space representation ofC.
Proof: If x5 x̂/ixiPD, wherex̂ is of the form

x̂5~d1^ ek1
!+¯+~di r

^ ekr
!

with kr5 l , then@Cx# is the closed subspace ofG~H! spanned by vectors of the form

x(~ f n^ el 11!+¯+~ f 1^ el 1n!

where f 1 ,...,f nPK. Clearly, @Cx# is invariant underC. Let us show that for eachxPD,
@Cx#>F(K).

For that purpose, define the linear mapping

Ux :F0~K!→@Cx#

by

Ux~v!5x,

Ux~ f 1^¯^ f n!5A~r 1n!!

r !
x(~ f n^ el 11!+¯+~ f 1^ el 1n!.

An elementary computation shows thatUx is scalar-product preserving and therefore has a uni
extension toF~K!. It is not hard to see that@Cx#'@Cx8# for xÞx8 and thatG~H! is a direct sum
of @Cx# for all xPD.

It remains to be shown thatUx intertwines betweenpx and the free Fock space representat
r of C on F~K!. We have

px~ l * ~ f !!Ux~v!5Ar 11x(~ f ^ er 11!5Ux~ f !5Uxr~ l * ~ f !!v

and

px~ l * ~ f !!Ux~ f 1^¯^ f n!5A~r 1n11!!

r !
3x(~ f n^ el 11!+¯+~ f 1^ el 1n!+~ f ^ el 1n11!

5Ux~ f ^ f 1^¯^ f n!5Uxr~ l * ~ f !!~ f 1^¯^ f n!

for any f 1 ,...,f n , f PK,n>1. Similarly, px( l ( f ))UxV5 l ( f )x505Uxr( l ( f ))V and

px~ l ~ f !!Ux~ f 1^¯^ f n!5Uxr~ l ~ f !!~ f 1^¯^ f n!.

Thereforepx(a)Ux5Uxr(a) also for anyaPC. This finishes the proof. h
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Let us finally defineextended m-free number operators. Guided by the definitions of extende
creation and annihilation operators, we set

l ~m!+5 (
k51

m

~a~k,k!+2a~k,k21!+!,

wheremPN* anda(k,r )+5a(k,s)+ for s5$1,...,r 21% anda(k,s)+ is given by~6.3!. Let us deter-
mine the action of extended number operators on the finite particle domain.

Proposition 9.9: Let f1 ,...,f nPK, k1<¯<kn , mPN* . The finite particle domainG0(H) is
contained in the domains of extended m-free number operators and

l ~m!+~ f 1^ ek1
!+¯+~ f n^ ekn

!5H Nkn
~ f 1^ ek1

!+¯+~ f n^ ekn
! if kj115kn<m for j ,n

0 otherwise,

where Nk5#$ i uki5k%.
Proof: The proof is elementary and therefore will be omitted. h

In other words,l (m)+ ‘‘counts’’ particles of the highest colorkn if that one is smaller or equa
to m and the second highest color is equal tokn21. Otherwise, the extended free number opera
gives zero. In particular, onF̃0

(m)(K) we obtain

l ~m!+V50,

l ~m!+~ f 1^ en!+¯+~ f n^ e1!5~ f 1^ en!+¯+~ f n^ e1!

for 1<n<m.
It can be seen that, contrary to the case of extendedm-free creation and annihilation operator

the operatorsl (m)+ are not bounded onG~H!. Clearly, they are bounded onF̃(m)(H) and, in fact,
it can be shown that they are bounded on@Cx# for eachx PD.
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Let H be a complex Hilbert space and denote byBs(H) the set of all self-adjoint
bounded linear operators onH. In this article we describe the form of all bijective
maps~no linearity or continuity is assumed! on Bs(H) which preserve the order
< in both directions. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1413224#

I. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENTS OF THE RESULTS

In the Hilbert space framework of quantum mechanics the bounded observables are
sented by self-adjoint bounded linear operators. IfH denotes the underlying Hilbert space, th
these operators form the setBs(H) on which usually several operations and relations are con
ered. The automorphisms ofBs(H) with respect to those operations and/or relations are, jus
with any algebraic structure in mathematics, of remarkable importance.

First of all, Bs(H) with the usual addition, scalar multiplication and Jordan product form
Jordan algebra. It is a well-known result that the corresponding automorphisms ofBs(H) are
implemented by unitary or antiunitary operators ofH ~see, for example, Ref. 1, where the aut
morphisms of some other important structures appearing in the probabilistic aspects of qu
mechanics are also treated!.

The aim of this article is to determine another class of automorphisms ofBs(H). Namely, we
equip the setBs(H) with the usual order among self-adjoint operators. That is, for anyA,B
PBs(H), we writeA<B if ^Ax,x&<^Bx,x& holds for everyxPH. Alternatively, in the language
of quantum mechanics, the bounded observableA is said to be less than or equal to the bound
observableB if the expected value ofA in any state is less than or equal to the expected valu
B in the same state. The relation< is no doubt an important one among observables.

In what follows we determine all the automorphisms ofBs(H) as a partially ordered set with
the relation< ~this is done in the main result of the paper, Theorem 2! and also present som
corollaries~Corollaries 3 and 4! that we believe have physical meaning.

We begin with the following proposition on which the proof of our main result rests. LetH be
a complex Hilbert space and letB(H)1 denote the cone of all positive operators onH ~that is, the
set of all APBs(H) for which ^Ax,x&>0 holds for everyxPH). Our first result describes th
form of all bijective maps onB(H)1 which preserve the order< in both directions.

Theorem 1: Assume thatdimH.1. Let f:B(H)1→B(H)1 be a bijective map with the
property that

A<B⇔f~A!<f~B!

holds whenever A,BPB(H)1. Then there exists an invertible bounded either linear or conjuga
linear operator T:H→H such thatf is of the form

f~A!5TAT* ~APB~H !1!.

a!Electronic mail: molnarl@math.klte.hu
59040022-2488/2001/42(12)/5904/6/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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After having proved this result, it will be easy to deduce the main result of the article
follows.

Theorem 2: Suppose thatdimH.1. Let f:Bs(H)→Bs(H) be a bijective map with the
property that

A<B⇔f~A!<f~B!

holds whenever A,BPBs(H). Then there exists an operator XPBs(H) and an invertible bounded
either linear or conjugate-linear operator T:H→H such thatf is of the form

f~A!5TAT* 1X ~APBs~H !!.

This result has some corollaries that seem worth mentioning. In the first one we determi
form of all bijective transformations onBs(H) which preserve the order and the commutativity
both directions~in quantum mechanics, instead of commutativity they usually use the word c
patibility for this important concept!.

Corollary 3: Assume thatdimH.1. Let f:Bs(H)→Bs(H) be a bijective map which pre
serves the order and the commutativity in both directions. Then there is an either unita
antiunitary operator U:H→H, a positive scalarl, and a real numberm such thatf is of the form

f~A!5lUAU* 1mI ~APBs~H !!.

The next corollary describes all the bijective maps onBs(H) which preserve the order and th
complementarity in both directions~two observables are called complementary if the range of
nontrivial projection from the range of the spectral measure of the first observable has
intersection with the range of any nontrivial projection from the range of the spectral meas
the second observable!. Although this latter concept is in some sense opposite to compatibilit
it turns out below we still have the same form forf as above.

Corollary 4: Suppose thatdimH.1. Let f:Bs(H)→Bs(H) be a bijective map which pre
serves the order and the complementarity in both directions. Then there is an either unita
antiunitary operator U:H→H, a positive scalarl, and a real numberm such thatf is of the form

f~A!5lUAU* 1mI ~APBs~H !!.

Finally, our last corollary characterizes those bijective maps onBs(H) which preserve the
order and the orthogonality in both directions@two operatorsA,BPBs(H) are called orthogonal if
AB50 which is just equivalent to the mutual orthogonality of the ranges ofA andB#.

Corollary 5: Assume thatdimH.1. Let f:Bs(H)→Bs(H) be a bijective map which pre
serves the order and the orthogonality in both directions. Then there is an either unita
antiunitary operator U:H→H, and a positive scalarl such thatf is of the form

f~A!5lUAU* ~APBs~H !!.

Closing this section we note that all the above statements could be conversed, that is, if
f is of any of the above forms, then it necessarily preserves the corresponding properties

II. PROOFS

This section is devoted to the proofs of our results. We begin with the following auxi
results. If A is a bounded linear operator, then rngA denotes its range. The rank ofA is, by
definition, the algebraic dimension of rngA and it is denoted by rankA. For anyAPB(H)1, AA
stands for the unique positive linear operator whose square isA.

Lemma 1: Let A,BPB(H)1 be such thatrank A51 and rank B,`. We havelA<B for
some positive scalarl if and only if rngA,rngB.

Proof: We recall the following nice result of Busch and Gudder~Ref. 2, Theorem 3!: if B
PB(H)1, xPH, andP is the rank-1 projection projecting onto the subspace generated byx, then
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we havelP<B for some positive scalarl if and only if x is in the range ofAB. As in our case
B is a finite rank operator, it follows from the spectral theorem that rngB5rngAB. Since the
positive rank-1 operators are exactly the positive scalar multiples of rank-1 projections, we
the assertion. h

Lemma 2: Let APB(H)1 and nPN. We haverankA.n11 if and only if there are operators
E,FPB(H)1 such that E,F<A, rankE5n, rankF.1 and there is no GPB(H)1 of rank 1 with
G<E,F.

Proof: Suppose that rankA.n11. We assert that there exists a finite rank operatorA8
PB(H)1 such thatA8<A and rankA8.n11. In caseA is of finite rank, this is trivial. IfA is
compact and not of finite rank, then by the spectral theorem of compact self-adjoint operato
can verify our claim very easily. Finally, ifA is noncompact, then using the spectral theorem
self-adjoint operators and the properties of the spectral integral, we can find an infinite
projection P on H and a positive scalarl such thatlP<A from which the existence of an
appropriate operatorA8 follows.

Clearly, A8 can be written as the sum of positive scalar multiples of pairwise orthog
rank-1 projections. LetE be the sum of the firstn terms in this sum and letF be the sum of the
remaining part. It is easy to see thatE,F have the required property. In fact, the nonexistence
G follows from Lemma 1.

To prove the converse, suppose that there are operatorsE,FPB(H)1 with the properties
formulated in the lemma. It follows from the relationE,F<A that E,F are of finite rank and rng
E, rngF,rngA. As there is no positive rank-1 operatorG with G<E,F, by Lemma 1 we have
rngEùrngF5$0%. So, rngA contains two subspaces with trivial intersection the sum of wh
dimensions is greater thann11. This shows that rankA.n11, completing the proof of the
lemma. h

Now, we are in a position to prove our first theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1:We first remark that our proof is based on a beautiful result of Roth

~Ref. 3! concerning the automatic linearity of bijective maps between closed convex con
normed spaces preserving order in both directions. In Ref. 3 conclusions of that kind were re
under some quite restrictive assumptions. In our present situation, that is, when the normed
in question is an operator algebra, those assumptions are fulfilled exactly when the und
Hilbert spaceH is finite dimensional. Accordingly, the main point of our proof is to reduce
problem to the finite dimensional case. This is in fact what we are going to do next.

Clearly,f(0)50. We prove thatf preserves the rank of operators. In fact, we show that
assertion that

rank A5k⇔rankf~A!5k

(k51,...,n) holds for everynPN. To begin, as for the casen51, we remark that a nonzer
operatorAPB(H)1 is of rank 1 if and only if the operator interval@0,A# is total under the partia
ordering<, that is, every two elements of it are comparable. Suppose that our assertion is tr
somenPN. We show that in that case it holds also forn11. Let APB(H)1 be of rankn11. By
our assumption of induction, it follows that the rank off(A) is at leastn11. Suppose that rank
f(A).n11. Using Lemma 2 and the order preserving property off we obtain that rankA.n
11, which is a contradiction. Therefore, we have rankf(A)5n11. Referring to the fact thatf21

shares the same properties asf, we obtain the desired assertion.
We now prove that ifA1 ,...,AnPB(H)1 are of rank 1, then their ranges are linearly ind

pendent if and only if the ranges off(A1),...,f(An) are, too.@A system of one-dimensiona
subspaces inH of n members is called linearly independent if they cannot be included in an
21)-dimensional subspace.# This statement is clear forn51. Suppose that it holds forn and
prove that it then necessarily holds also forn11. Let A1 ,...,An ,An11 be rank-1 operators with
linearly independent ranges and assume that this is not the case with the rang
f(A1),...,f(An),f(An11). Then these ranges can be included in an at mostn-dimensional sub-
space implying that there is a rank-n operatorBPB(H)1 such thatf(A1),...,f(An11)<B. By
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the rank-preserving property off we have a rank-n operator APB(H)1 such that
A1 ,...An ,An11<A. By Lemma 1 this implies that rngA1 ,..., rngAn11,rngA and it follows that
the ranges ofA1 ,...,An11 can be included in ann-dimensional subspace ofH which is a contra-
diction. This verifies our claim.

Fix rank-1 operatorsA1 ,...,AnPB(H)1 with linearly independent ranges which generate
n-dimensional subspaceHn of H. Denote byHn8 the n-dimensional subspace ofH generated by
the ranges off(A1),...,f(An). We assert that an operatorTPB(H)1 acts onHn if and only if
f(T) acts onHn8 . ~We say that an operatorT acts on the closed subspaceM of H if M is an
invariant subspace ofT andT is zero on the orthogonal complement ofM .! This will follow from
the following observation: the positive finite rank operatorT acts onHn if and only if for every
rank-1 operatorA for which the ranges ofA1 ,...,An ,A are linearly independent we haveA<” T. To
see this, suppose thatT acts onHn . If A<T, then we have rngA,rngT,Hn implying that the
ranges ofA1 ,...,An ,A cannot be linearly independent. This gives us the necessity. As for
sufficiency, suppose thatT does not act onHn . Then there exists a unit vectorx in the range of
T which does not belong toHn . On the other hand, asxPrngT, by Lemma 1 it follows that a
positive scalar multiple of the rank-1 projection projecting onto the subspace generated byx is less
than or equal toT. This gives us a rank-1 operatorA for which the ranges ofA1 ,...,An ,A are
linearly independent and we haveA<T. This proves our claim.

So, for anyn-dimensional subspaceHn of H, there exists ann-dimensional subspaceHn8 of H
such that for everyTPB(H)1, T acts onHn if and only if f(T) acts onHn8 . This gives rise to
a bijective transformationc on the coneMn(C)1 of all positive n3n complex matrices which
preserves the order in both direction.~Here positivity is used in the operator theoretical sense
our concept of positivity is just the same as positive semidefiniteness in matrix theory.!

Sincef preserves the rank, it follows thatc preserves the rank-n matrices in both directions
The set of all such matrices is just the interior ofMn(C)1 in the real normed space of alln3n
Hermitian matrices. Now, the result~Ref. 3, Proposition 2! of Rothaus on the linearity of orde
preserving maps can be applied and it gives us thatc is linear on the set of all rank-n elements in
Mn(C)1. We show thatc is linear on the whole setMn(C)1. Pick A,BPMn(C)1. Then there are
sequences (Ak),(Bk) of rank-n elements inMn(C)1 which are monotone decreasing with respe
to the order< and Ak→A, Bk→B. It is clear that the equalitiesA5 infkAk , B5 infkBk and A
1B5 infk(Ak1Bk) hold in the partially ordered setMn(C)1. By the order preserving property o
c we obtain thatc(A)5 infkc(Ak), c(B)5 infkc(Bk) and c(A1B)5 infkc(Ak1Bk). The se-
quencesc(Ak), c(Bk), c(Ak1Bk) are monotone decreasing and bounded below. By Vigi
theorem~Ref. 5 4.1.1. Theorem! they necessarily converge~strongly! to their infima. Now, by the
partial additivity property ofc which has been obtained previously as a consequence of Roth
result, we have

c~A1B!5 lim
k

c~Ak1Bk!5 lim
k

c~Ak!1 lim
k

c~Bk!5c~A!1c~B!.

So,c is additive onMn(C)1 and one can prove in the same way that it is positive homogen
as well. Since every pair of finite rank elements inB(H)1 can be embedded into a matrix spa
Mn(C)1, we deduce thatf is additive and positive homogeneous on the set of all finite r
elements inB(H)1.

Since every finite sum( il i Pi , where thel i ’s are positive numbers and thePi ’s are projec-
tions of not necessarily finite rank, is the strong limit of a monotone increasing net of finite
elements inB(H)1, one can prove in a very similar way to that shown earlier thatf is additive
and positive homogeneous on the set of all such finite sums. Finally, using the fact that
operator inB(H)1 is the norm limit of a monotone increasing sequence of operators of the
( il i Pi ~this follows from the spectral theorem!, repeating the previously stated argument on
again, we obtain thatf is additive and positive homogeneous.

Extendf from B(H)1 to B(H)s in the obvious way, that is, definef̃(T)5f(A)2f(B) for
every TPBs(H) and A,BPB(H)1 for which T5A2B. It is easy to check thatf̃:B(H)s
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→B(H)s is a linear transformation which preserves the order in both directions. To see th
trivial part of this last assertion, suppose thatTPBs(H), T5A2B, A,BPB(H)1 are such that
0<f̃(T)5f(A)2f(B). This implies thatf(B)<f(A) which yieldsB<A, that is, we have 0
<T. The linear transformationf̃ is surjective sinceB(H)1 is included in its range. Moreover, i
is injective as well which follows from the fact thatf̃ preserves the order in both directions. No
if one further extendsf̃ to a linear transformation on the algebraB(H) of all bounded linear
operators onH, one gets a linear bijection of theC* -algebraB(H) which preserves the order i
both directions. Due to a well-known result of Kadison~Ref. 4, Corollary 5! every such transfor-
mation sending the identity to itself is a Jordan*-automorphism. Therefore, the linear transfo
mation

A°Af~ I !21f~A!Af~ I !21

is a Jordan*-automorphism ofB(H). But these transformations ofB(H) are well known to be
implemented by unitary-antiunitary operators~see, for example, Ref. 1!. It is now easy to infer that
f is of the desired form. This completes the proof of the theorem. h

Our main result is now easy to prove.
Proof of Theorem 2:Let X5f(0) and consider the transformation

c:A°f~A!2X.

Clearly, c is a bijection ofBs(H) preserving the order in both directions. So, without loss
generality we can assume thatf(0)50. Now, restrictingf onto B(H)1 we have a bijection of
B(H)1 which preserves the order in both directions. So, we can apply Theorem 1 and obta
there exists an invertible bounded either linear or conjugate-linear operatorT:H→H for which we
have

f~A!5TAT* ~APB~H !1!. ~1!

It remains to show that this equality holds also for everyAPBs(H). Let BPBs(H) be arbitrary
but fixed. Then there exists a constantKPR such thatK<B ~for example, one can chooseK
52iBi). Consider the transformation

A°f~A1K !2f~K !

on B(H)1. Just as above, this transformation is a bijective map onB(H)1 which preserves the
order in both directions. Therefore, there exists an invertible bounded either linear or conj
linear operatorS:H→H such that

f~A1K !2f~K !5SAS* ~APB~H !1!. ~2!

If A>2K,0, then by~1! we have

T~A1K !T* 2f~K !5SAS* . ~3!

Considering this equality for anotherA8 with A8>2K,0, we see that

T~A2A8!T* 5S~A2A8!S* .

As the differenceA2A8 can be an arbitrary self-adjoint operator, we obtain thatTCT* 5SCS*
holds for everyCPBs(H). It now follows from ~3! that

T~A1K !T* 2f~K !5SAS* 5TAT* ,

whereAPBs(H), A>2K,0. This yieldsf(K)5TKT* 5SKS* . We deduce from~2! that
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f~A1K !5SAS* 1f~K !5TAT* 1TKT* 5T~A1K !T*

holds for everyAPB(H)1. ChoosingA5B2K>0, we have

f~B!5TBT* .

This completes the proof. h

We now turn to the proofs of the corollaries.
Proof of Corollary 3:By Theorem 2 there is an invertible bounded either linear or conjug

linear operatorT on H such that

f~A!5TAT* 1f~0! ~APBs~H !!.

Since 0 is commuting with everyAPBs(H), the same is true forf~0!. This gives us thatf~0! is
a scalar operator, that is, there is amPR such thatf(0)5mI . Similarly, we have a constantl
PR such thatTT* 5f(I )2f(0)5lI . It is trivial that l is necessarily positive and then w
obtain that the operatorT/Al is either unitary or antiunitary. h

Proof of Corollary 4: It is easy to see thatAPBs(H) is complementary with everyB
PBs(H) if and only if A is scalar. Hence,f preserves the scalar operators and one can apply
argument in the proof of Corollary 4 to get the desired form off. h

In the proof of Corollary 5 we make use of the following notation. Ifx,yPH, then x^ y
denotes the operator defined by (x^ y)z5^z,y&x (zPH).

Proof of Corollary 5: Since 0 is the only operator inBs(H) which is orthogonal to every
operator, we infer thatf(0)50. By Theorem 2 we have an invertible bounded either linea
conjugate-linear operatorT on H such thatf(A)5TAT* holds for everyAPBs(H). Without
serious loss of generality we can suppose thatT is linear. It now follows that for everyA,B
PBs(H) with AB50 we havef(A)f(B)50 which implies thatAT* TB50. Choosing nonzero
orthogonal vectorsx,yPH, for A5x^ x and B5y^ y we get x^ Tx•Ty^ y50 which yields
^T* Tx,y&5^Tx,Ty&50. So, we havêT* Tx,y&50 whenever̂ x,y&50. This clearly implies that
for every xPH there is a scalarlx such thatT* Tx5lxx. In another expression, the operato
T* T andI are locally linearly dependent. It is a folk result~whose proof requires only elementa
linear algebra! that in that case the operatorsT* T andI are necessarily linearly dependent, that
there exists a scalarlPR such thatT* T5lI . Now, the proof can be completed as in the proof
Corollary 3. h
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An expansion of the hypergeometric function in Bessel
functions
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Mathematical Physics, Department of Physics, Royal Institute of Technology,
SCFAB, S-10691 Stockholm, Sweden
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An expansion of the hypergeometric function2F1(a,b,c11;2z2/4ab) in Bessel
functions of argumentz is derived. This expansion can be used to obtain an
asymptotic expansion of the hypergeometric function for large absolute values ofa
andb. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1415431#

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

In a recent article1 the authors derived the first terms of an asymptotic expansion of
hypergeometric function2F1(a,b,c11;2z2/4ab) for large values of the parametersa and b,
including second-order terms in 1/a and 1/b, and involving Bessel functionsJn(z) of ordersc up
to c14 in integer steps. The result was obtained by a direct expansion of thea andb dependent
coefficients in the power series definition of2F1 . Going to higher orders would probably becom
very complicated. The resulting expansion was used in an analysis of the connection betwe
quantal and the semiclassical treatments of Coulomb excitation of atomic systems by p
charged particles.

In this note we show that the above-mentioned asymptotic expansion can be deriv~in
principle to arbitrary order! by rearranging a convergent expansion of the hypergeometric func
in Bessel functions. This expansion is obtained by applying the standard integral representa
the gamma function to the factors (a)n5G(a1n)/G(a) and (b)n in the coefficients of the powe
series representation of the hypergeometric function. The expansion is

~z/2!c

G~c11! 2F1~a,b,c11;2z2/4ab!5 (
n50

`
1

n! 3F0~2n,a,b;1/ab!~z/2!nJc1n~z!, ~1!

where

3F0~2n!53F0~2n,a,b;1/ab!5 (
n50

n
~2n!n

n!
~a!n~b!n /~ab!n ~2!

is a generalized hypergeometric polynomial. It is easily seen that3F0(0)51, 3F0(21)50, and
that3F0(2n) for n>2 is a symmetric polynomial in 1/a and 1/b of degree 2(n21) with constant
term 0 and the two highest degree terms coming from the last term in the sum in~2!:

~21!n@~n21!! #2@1/~ab!n211$111/21¯11/~n21!%~1/an21bn2211/an22bn21!#. ~3!

It is less trivial to find the degree and value of the first nonvanishing term. We do this by us
saddle point asymptotic estimate—a and b large—in the double integral representation of3F0 .
The result is different for even and oddn:

a!Electronic mail: nagel@theophys.kth.se
59100022-2488/2001/42(12)/5910/5/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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3F0~22k!'
G~2k11!

2kG~k11!
~1/a11/b!k, ~4!

3F0~22k21!'
G~2k11!

2k21G~k!
@~1/a211/b2!/311/ab!] ~1/a11/b!k21. ~5!

This means that in reordering~1! into an expansion~possibly only asymptotic! after increasing
powers of 1/a and 1/b the nth order terms, of the form 1/an2mbm11/ambn2m, contain Bessel
functions of ordersc1@(n13)/2# up toc12n ~@m# denotes the integer part ofm!. As an example
we give the expansion including third-order terms in 1/a and 1/b @see~18!#.

The asymptotic behavior of the terms on the right-hand side of~1! asn→` turns out to be the
same as the behavior of the terms in the power series expansion of the left-hand side. Th
is thus convergent provideduz2/4abu,1, and under this condition~1! is a valid expansion for all
~possibly complex! z, a, andb, as follows from standard theorems on integration of series t
by term, and on analytic continuation of series of holomorphic functions. It should be pointe
that the series obtained for the asymptotics in 1/a and 1/b might be only asymptotic, since it
derivation involves a rearrangement of the convergent series using an increasing number o

Finally it should be remarked that~1! is an example of what is called a modified Neuma
series expansion of a function in a series of Bessel functions.2,3 This means that the coefficient

3F0 can also be derived from the general formula expressing the coefficients of the Bessel fu
expansion in terms of the power series coefficients of the function that one expands@see, e.g., Ref.
3, p. 66,~18!–~20!#. This presupposes that one knows which function to expand, and thu
derivation given here leads in a more natural way to the expansion of2F1 with the argument
2z2/4ab. Anyhow, it is very likely that the expansion~1! is already given somewhere in th
enormous literature on Bessel functions, although it does not seem to occur in any of the st
handbooks.

II. DERIVATION OF FORMULAS „1…–„5…

Let us first derive the expansion~1!. We start from the power series expansion of the relev
hypergeometric function,:

F[2F1~a,b,c11;2z2/4ab!5 (
n50

`
~a!n~b!n

~c11!nn!
~2z2/4ab!n. ~6!

We assume of course the convergence conditionuz2/4abu,1, and shall also assumea andb real
and positive, sometimes even large and going to infinity. Establishing relation~1! under these
conditions we can use analytic continuation of both sides to extend the validity to generala and
b.

Introducing the standard gamma function integral representation in the factors (a)n and (b)n

in ~6!, and making a variable changes5ax, thus

~a!n5
1

G~a!
E

0

`

ds e2ssa1n215
aa1n

G~a!
E

0

`

dx e2axxa1n21, etc., ~7!

we can interchange summation and integration and perform the summation to get

F5
aabb

G~a!G~b!
E E dx dye2a~x2 ln x!2b~y2 ln y!~xy!21

0F1~c11;2xy z2/4!, ~8!

where
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0F1~c11;2u2/4!5 (
n50

`
1

~c11!nn!
~2u2/4!n5

G~c11!

~u/2!c Jc~u!. ~9!

This relation, added to the following ‘‘asymptotic expansion’’ argument, motivates the choic
expanding the originalF function with the argument2z2/4ab. The functionf (x)5x2 ln x in the
exponent of~8! goes from1` at x50 through a minimum 1 atx51 to 1` at x5`. So if we
want to study the behavior of the integral for largea andb we should obviously expand aroun
x5y51, which is a two-dimensional saddle point if we extendx andy to complex variables. We
have f (x)511(x21)2/22(x21)3/31¯ , so an asymptotic estimate~to be performed later!
should use the new variablesj5Aa(x21), h5Ab(y21). But first we shall establish formula~1!
by expanding the0F1 function around2z2/4, putting2xyz2/452z2/42(xy21)z2/4. From the
power series expansion one easily derives for thenth derivative 0F1

(n)(c11;x)50F1(c1n
11;x)/(c11)n . The Taylor expansion of0F1 around2z2/4 then gives, with Bessel functions o
the right-hand side,

0F1~c11;2xy z2/4!5
G~c11!)

~z/2!c (
n50

`
1

n!
~12xy!n~z/2!nJc1n~z!. ~10!

Introducing ~10! in ~8!, interchanging integration and summation, expanding the factor
2xy)n in each term, and performing the integrations, we finally get the formulas~1! and ~2!,
where as an intermediate result we get for3F0 the integral representation

3F0~2n,a,b;1/ab!5
aabb

G~a! G~b!
E E dxdye2a~x2 ln x!2b~~y2 ln y!~xy!21~12xy!n. ~11!

It may be noted that~10!, written for the Bessel function on the left-hand side:

Jc~§ z!5§c(
n50

`
~12§2!n

n!
~z/2!nJc1n~z!, ~12!

is the multiplication theorem for the Bessel function.4

Before we derive the lowest order expressions~4! and~5! for 3F0(2n), we shall establish the
convergence of the expansion~1! provided uz2/4abu ,1. So we should evaluate the asympto
behavior asn→` of the factors on the right-hand side of~1!. For the Bessel function the first term
in the series expansion dominates,Jc1n(z)'(z/2)c1n/G(c1n11). To make the asymptotic es
timate for3F0(2n) we use the integral representation~11! and observe that for largen the main
contribution to the integral comes from largex and y, so we can put (12xy)n5(2xy)n(1
2n/xy1¯)'(2xy)n. The double integral can then be simply computed and we get3F0(2n)
'(21)n(a)n(b)n /(ab)n, not surprisingly just the last term in the expansion~2! of 3F0(2n).
Altogether we get

1

n! 3F0~2n!~z/2!nJc1n~z!'
~z/2!c

G~c11!

~a!n~b!n

~c11!n n!
~2z2/4ab!n. ~13!

So the asymptotic behavior of the terms of the series on the right-hand side of~1! is the same as
the terms in the series expansion of the function on the left-hand side. Using basic theore
integration of convergent function series it is then easy to establish the validity of~1! under the
conditionuz2/4abu,1, and furthermorea andb real and positive. But using analytic continuatio
of the functions ofa andb ~and evenc! on both sides, we can conclude the validity of~1! for all
a, b, andz satisfyinguz2/4abu,1.

Let us now study the polynomial3F0(2n) in 1/a and 1/b. The series~2! can be written
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3F0~2n!5 (
n50

n

~21!n S n
nDKn , ~14!

where

Kn115~11n/a!~11n/b! Kn ,K051 ~15!

can be used for recursive calculation of3F0(2n). Going fromn to n11 increases the polynomia
degree inKn by two units, so the two highest degree terms in3F0 come from the coefficientKn

and are easily shown to be of the form given in~3!. That 3F0(2n) has constant term 0 forn
>1 follows from the fact that allKn have constant term 1. To study the first nonvanishing term
the series expansion seems less useful; instead we study the first term in an asymptotic ex
of the integral representation~11!. In the standard spirit of asymptotic estimate by expans
around the saddle pointx5y51 we introduce, as already mentioned, the variablesj5Aa(x
21), h5Ab(y21), extend the integrations in these variables from2` to 1`, and find the
lowest order term that is even in both variables~since odd terms give zero contribution fro
symmetry!. To keep track of orders we puta5mu, b5mw, wherem is large. There is a differ-
ence between the cases even or oddn, 52k, or 2k11; in the even case the whole contributio
comes from the leading term in the expansion of (xy21)n'(j/Au1h/Aw)n/mn/2, but for the
odd case the next term comes in, and we also have to expand the third degree terms
exponent and the factor 1/xy. Doing this we get the expression

~21!n
3F0~2n!'

~a/e!a~b/e!b

G~a!G~b! Aab
E E dj dhe2j2/22h2/2@ ...#, ~16!

where

@ ...#5F12
1

Am
S 1

Au
~j2j3/3!1

1

Aw
~h2h3/3!D G 1

mn/2F ~j/Au1h/Aw!n1n
1

Am
~j/Au

1h/Aw!n21jh/AuwG . ~17!

Expanding to the relevant lowest integer order of 1/m and performing the elementary integratio
we finally get the results~4! or ~5!.

Expansion of2F1 to order three in 1/a and 1/b involves values ofn from 0 to 6. Here only

3F0(24) contributes with terms not covered by the results given in~3!, ~4!, or ~5!, namely the
next lowest degree terms. The final result is

~z/2!c

G~c11! 2F1~a,b,c11;2z2/4ab!5Jc~z!1
1

2
~1/a11/b!~z/2!2Jc12~z!1~1/a211/b2!

F2
1

3
~z/2!3Jc13~z!1

1

8
~z/2!4Jc14~z!G

11/ab F1

2
~z/2!2Jc12~z!2~z/2!3Jc13~z!1

1

4
~z/2!4Jc14~z!G

1 ~1/a311/b3! F1

4
~z/2!4Jc14~z!2

1

6
~z/2!5Jc15~z!

1
1

48
~z/2!6Jc16~z!G1~1/a2b11/ab2! F2~z/2!3Jc13~z!
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1
7

4
~z/2!4Jc14~z!2

2

3
~z/2!5Jc15~z!1

1

16
~z/2!6Jc16~z!G

1¯ . ~18!
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Time domain radiation by scalar sources: Plane wave
to multipole transform
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The radiation from a pulsed source distribution can be described by a spectrum of
time-dependent plane waves or of spherical waves~multipoles!. These two funda-
mental representations are based on the slant stack transform and on the time-
dependent multipole moment, respectively. In this article, we present a direct trans-
formation relating these two representations. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1407282#

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years there is a growing interest in the generation, detection and process
ultra-wideband short-pulse fields, with emphasis on application pertaining to local interrog
and sensing of the propagation environment or to source-synthesis of collimated short-puls
fields. ~For further discussions and references the readers are referred to Ref. 1.! Because of the
broad frequency band of these fields, the conventional use of frequency domain techniques
less efficient and physically less transparent than a direct solution in the space–time domain
the fields are well localized. The fundamental time-dependent field representations, nam
Green’s function integral, the plane-wave spectrum, and the spherical waves~multipoles! expan-
sion, have been thoroughly investigated recently with emphasis on their causal properties.1–3 ~For
completeness, field representations based on spectral expansion using pulsed-beam basis
should also be mentioned. Their main advantages are the spectral compactness and the use
propagators; for further references, see Ref. 1! The results have been used in various applicatio
pertaining to time-domain antenna analysis in theradiation zone4–6 and in thereactivezone,7,8 to
inverse scattering9–11 and inverse source12 problems, and to fast algorithms for numerical soluti
of time-dependent scattering problems.13–15

In the present article we derive a direct transformation relating the time-domain plane-
and spherical-wave representations. This is done in Sec. III following a review in Sec. II of
representations.

The prototype problem considered is the radiation of the scalar fieldu(r ,t) in a uniform
medium with wave speedc, satisfying the time-dependent wave equation

S ¹22
1

c2

]2

]t2Du~r ,t !52q~r ,t !, ~1!

wherer5(x,y,z)PR3 andtPR. It is assumed that the source distributionq(r ,t) is confined in a
volume V bounded within a sphere of radiusR0 centered at the origins and within the tim
window tP(0,T). The solution to~1! may be expressed by the well-known Green’s funct
integration. Here, however, the emphasis is on the time-dependent plane waves and m
representations.
59150022-2488/2001/42(12)/5915/5/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. BACKGROUND

A. The slant stack transform and time-dependent plane wave representations

The slant stack transform~SST! of a scalar volume sourceq(r ,t) is defined as

q̃~s,t!5E
V
dVd~t1c21s"r !* q~r ,t! ~2a!

5E
V
dVq~r ,t1c21s"r !, ~2b!

wheretPR, sPR3, and* denotes a temporal convolution. From~2a!, the SST is identified as a
Radon projection ofq(r ,t) in the 4D space (r ,t), while ~2b! is obtained by performing thet
convolution. Alternatively, performing the spatial integration in~2a! first, the SST can be ex
pressed as two cascaded operations@Ref. 1, Eqs.~3.11! and ~3.12!#

Pq~ s̊;s,t!5E d2r q~r ,t!u s̊"r5s ~3a!

q̃~s,t!5E ds Pq~ s̊;s,t1usus/c!, ~3b!

where ~3a! is a spatial Radon projection ofq(r ,t) at planes normal to the spectral directions̊
[s/usu ~unit vectors are denoted by over circles!, while in ~3b! these projections are stacked wi
a progressive time delays"r /c associated with a planar front that propagates along thes axis at the
spectral speedv(s)5c/usu.

The SST extracts the time-dependent plane-wave information of the source, hence th
can be recovered as a superposition of the SST constituentsq̃(s,t) via the inverse SST@Ref. 1,
Eqs.~3.10!#. One option, which applies both inside and outside the source region, is an integ
in the entire 3Ds domain@Ref. 1, Eq.~3.17!#. This involves SST constituents that propagate in
directionss̊ and in all spectral speedsv(s)5c/usu @see~3b!#.

Outside the source region, on the other hand, the full 3D spectral representation m
contracted to a 2D representation on the unit-sphereusu51, involving only plane-wave constitu
ents with wave speedc. There are two options for such formulations: In theWeyl-type represen-
tation, the field synthesis involves bothpropagatingandevanescentspectra, identified byreal and
complexs, respectively~with usu51 in both cases!. The incorporation of complexs requires an
extension of the SST to complex time variables, an operation that is performed systematica
the analytic signal formulation@Ref. 1. Eqs.~4.13! and~4.14!#. The resulting integral representa
tion is strictly causal, i.e., it vanishes prior to the wave arrival. TheWittaker-type representation,
on the other hand, involves only the propagating part of the SST spectrum. It is valid onlyt
.T after the source has turned off, while fort,T it yields noncausal contributions@Ref. 1, Eqs.
~7.13! and ~7.14!# ~see also Ref. 16!. For t.T it is given by

u~r ,t !5
21

8p2 ]ctE
4p

d2s q̃~s•t2c21s"r !, ~4!

where here and henceforths is a unit vector whose Cartesian coordinates are given
(sina cosb, sina sinb, cosa), i.e., *4p d2s5*0

p sina da*2p
p db. Finally, it is noted that in the far

radiation zone the field has the form

u~r ,t !;~4pr !21q̃~ r̊ ,t2r /c!, ~5!

where r 5ur u and r̊5r /r . Thus the time-dependent radiation pattern is determined by the
constituents5 r̊ in the r direction.
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B. Spherical wave „multipoles … expansion

The spherical wave solutions of thehomogeneouswave equation are given by17

wn~r ,t !5~21!n2p
c

r
@Pn~ct/r !p~ct/r !#Yn~ r̊ !, ~6!

wherer̊ is a unit vector in ther direction, identified by the spherical angles~u, f!, andYn( r̊ ) are
the real spherical harmonics defined, for the triple indexn5(n,m,s) with s51,2, n50,1,..., and
m50,1,...n, by

HYn,m,1~ r̊ !

Yn,m,2~ r̊ !J 5ynmPn
m~cosu!H cos

sinJ mf. ~7!

with ynm5A«m(2n11)/4pA(n2m)!/(n1m)! and the Neumann symbol«m51 or 2 form50 or
m.0, respectively.Pn

m andPn
05Pn are the associate Legendre functions and polynomials, res

tively ~Ref. 18, Chap. 8!, andp(x) is a rectangular pulse,p(x)51 for uxu<1 and 0 otherwise. The
solutions in~6! may readily be verified by solving the time-dependent wave equation in sphe
coordinates, and are the Fourier transform of the frequency domain solutionsp
•(2 i )nj n(kr)Yn( r̊ ) where j n(kr) is the spherical Bessel function~Ref. 18, Chap. 10!.

The spherical wave expansion of the Green’s function is~see also Ref. 17!

g~r ,r 8,t !5d~ t2c21ur2r 8u!/4pur2r 8u ~8!

5(
n

wn~r, ,t !* cn~r. ,t !, ~9!

where (r, ,r.)5(r 8,r ) or (r ,r 8) if r 8"r , respectively, and the spherical propagators are

cn~r ,t !5~4pr !21Yn~ r̊ !] t@Pn~ct/r !H~ t2r /c!#. ~10!

H being the Heaviside function,H(x)50 or 1 for x"0, respectively.cn are the inverse Fourie
transforms of the frequency domain propagators (4p)21i n11khn

(1)(kr)Yn( r̊ ). The n50, 1, 2
terms of ] t@Pn(ct/r )H(t2r /c)# in ~10! are, respectively,d(t2r /c), d(t2r /c)1(c/r )H(t
2r /c), andd(t2r /c)13@(c/r )1(c/r )2(t2r /c)#H(t2r /c).

Substituting ~9! into the Green’s function solution of~1!, u5*Vd3r 8q@r 8•t2ur
2r 8u/c#/4pur2r 8u, we may express the radiated field forr .R0 as

u~r ,t !5(
n

cn~r ,t !* qn~ t !, ~11!

where the multipole momentqn(t) of the volume sourceq(r ,t) are given by

qn~t!5^wn~r ,t !,q~r ,t !&5E
V
dV wn~r ,t !* q~r ,t !. ~12a!

Performing the integral, they may also be calculated via@Ref. 2, Eq.~3.25!#

qn~ t !52p
1

2nn! EV
dV Yn~ r̊ !~r /c!n] t

nE
21

1

dh ~12h2!nq~r ,t1hr /c!. ~12b!

Finally, noting thatcn→(4pr )21Yn( r̊ )d(t2r /c) for r→` we find for the far radiation field~Ref.
2, Sec. 3b!
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u~r ,t !;
1

4pr (
n

qn~t!Yn~ r̊ !, ~13!

which is an alternative to the SST result in~5!.

III. NEW RESULTS: THE TIME-DEPENDENT PLANE-WAVE–MULTIPOLE TRANSFORM

The time-dependent plane wave kernel that propagate in thes direction can be expanded i
terms of multipoles~spherical waves! as

d~ t1c21s"r !5(
n

Yn~s!wn~r ,t !. ~14!

The inverse relation, namely the time-dependent plane wave expansion of a multipole fie
the form of a Whittaker’s expansion@see~4!#:

wn~r ,t !5E
4p

d2s d~ t1c21s"r !Yn~s!. ~15!

Equations~14! and ~15! form a transform pair relating plane waves and spherical waves
Proof: The proof of~14! is based on the frequency domain relation19

eiks"r54p(
n

i nj n~kr !Yn~ r̊ !Yn~s!, ~16!

which is transformed to the time domain using 4p(2 i )nj n(kr)Yn( r̊ )⇒wn(r ,t), eiks"r⇒d(t
2c21s"r ) andYn(2s)5(2)nYn(s). To prove~15! we multiply both sides of~14! by Yn8(s) and
utilize the orthogonality relation*4pdsYn(s)Yn8(s)5dn,n8 , wheredn,n8 is the Kronecker’s delta.

A. Applications: The relation between the SST and the multiple expansion

The transform relations above can be used to derive direct transform relations betwe
time-dependent multipole functions and the SST of the source distribution. Indeed, insertin~14!
into ~2a!, using the definition in~12a!, we obtain aspherical waves synthesis of the SST

q̃~s,t !5(
n

Yn~s!qn~ t !. ~17!

Alternatively, inserting~15! in ~12a! results in theSST expansion of the multipole moment

qn~ t !5E
4p

d2s q̃~s,t !Yn~s!. ~18!

Thus, based on Eqs.~14! and~15!, one may rederive much of the spherical wave expansion th
of Sec. II B as a projection of the plane-wave transform theory of Sec. II A. In particular,~17! and
~18! comply with the equivalence of the time-dependent radiation patterns in~5! and ~13!.
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